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Ugliness
A new epidemic is pla^uin^

our Ijur community.

VIEWPOINT, PAGE 22

City of angels

Anj^els take flight in Westwood as th(»

"('ommunity of Angels" project develops.

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT, PAGE 28

BruinGo! back for another year
RIDES: Program could be

made permanent if fit»ds

are found, ridership rises

By Rachael Straus

Daily Bruin Contributor

The BruinGo! Pilot program.

which provides anyone \Mth a

B ru inCa rd free access to the Santa-

UCLA BUS RIDERSHIP
Students, faculty and staff swipes on the Big Blue Bus by route from Sept. 20, 2000 through

Feb. 23, 2001.

Monica Bus Line, was extended for

another academic year.

Cardholders, however, will not be

able to ride free this summer, but the

program will resume in the fall of

2001 The program's fate will be deter-

mined after a fmSfreview at the end of

next year

The decision, announced by

Associate Vice Chancellor of Business

and Finance Sam Morabito March

15, was based on positive student feed-

back of the BruinGo! program and

inconclusive data regarding bus rider-

ship.

A long-time advocate of bus pass

programs. Professor Donald Shoup,

director of ihc Inslilulc of

I i,in>|itMLiiion Studies, said he first

recommended free access to public

transportation to the University

Policies Commission in 1985.

After more than a decade of advo-

cacy, Shoup's suggestion finally came
10 fruition.

But the bottom line in determining

if BruinGo! will be pernianently insti-

Routes

® Santa Monica Blvd.-Venice-UCLA

I Wilshire Blvd.-Virtoria Avc.-Venice

I Lincoln Blvd.-Montana Ave.

karlyle Avenue and San Vicente

* Pico-Rimpau Transit Center-Olympic

Blvd.-Century Gty-Santa Monica

(^ Pico Blvd. -Pico-Rimpau Transit Center-

Downtown Santa Monica & Super 7

S
Ocean Park Blvd.-UCLA

Pacific Palisades

(^ Santa Monica Freeway Express

^ 14th Street-20th Street Crosstown

§ Palms-Robertson Blvd.-Westwood

Westside Pavilion-VA Hospital-Cheviot

Hills

(f^ Bundy Qf./Centinela Ave.

Grand ijbtal:

Ridts

305,219

67.419

43.427

266

6,390

23,611

149,735

1,13«

4,258

276

190,521

1,705

7,498

701,463

MUKt U(lAlnniponi>i«i>f»Kw.ligBut»>»W<t«te

tuted centers on whether it is cheaper

lo subsidize a program or build park-

ing spaces to ameliorate transporta-

tion concerns

"1 have mired emotions (about

BruinGo!)," said Mark Stocki. direc-

tor of UCLA Transportation

Services. "I really like the program

but I also have to be concerned with

funding. We're going lo have to do

some serious gymnastics to come up

CONNK WU/Daily Brum Senior Staff

with the money"
As ofT-eb. 23, more than 74)0,000-

swipes have been recorded for the pro-

gram, according to Stocki.

"Even though the current numbers

didn't show substantial increases in

ridership, after extensive discussions

we decided that we need two or three

more quarters of data," he said.

www.dailvbniiii.iKJa.cdn

UCLA falls to Duke
The basketball team ^ot to the

Swc^t Sixteen, where Duke took

them out. SPORTS, BACK PAGE

MiNDY ROSV f )a'ly Brum St^ior ' r ,i»

Law professor and ex-State Suprenne Court Justice Cruz Reynoso
gives Carlos and Deborah Santana the Cesar Chavez Spirit award.

Santanas honored for

services in community
AWARD: UCLA ceremony is one in series of events

to commemorate civil rights activist Cesar Chavez

See PROGRAM, page 16

By Marcelle Richards

Daily Bruin Reporter

Rock and Roll Hall of Famer
Carlos Santana will be making
room on his shelf full of Grammy
awards for the Ce.sar E. Chavez
Spirit award he and his wife

Deborah received Wednesday at

UCLA's faculty center.

UCLA established the award in

2000 to commemorate the civil

rights leader who fought for social

justice and founded ihc Lnitod

harm Workers union.

"The Santanas have given sclt-

See SANTANA, page 17

UCLA researchers expose

HIV latency mechanism

SYSTEM: Find could

lead to new drugs that

fight spread of virus

By Hemesh Patd
Dally Bruin Staff

After Michael Sausser was

diagnosed as HIV positive in

1988, he started taking anti-viral

drug cocktails that made him

feel healthy again.

Because he felt better, he

decided to stop taking the drugs

for nine months, and as a conse-

quence, he said the nOmber of

infected cells in his body went

through the roof.

Researchers have not been

able to provide a clear explana-

tion for this phenomenon - until

now.

Jerome Zack, associate direc-

tor for basic sciences at the

UCLA AIDS Institute, along

with David Brooks, a third-year

graduate student in the depart-

ment of microbiology,

imnninology and molecular

genetics, have bred a mouse that

allowed item to see why this

occurs.

Anti-viral medication stops

ihc spread of infected T-cclls.

often leaving a patient with

undetectable levels of H I

V

T-cells normally function in

the body to fight off invasions

by foreign particles. The cells

develop in the thymus and trav-

el to other parts of the body

where they remain latent, wait-

ing to be activated by invasive

particles. HIV kills and dam-

ages cells in the immune system.

When a patient stops taking

anti-viral medication, the infect-

ed latent T-cells, which have

been growing in number all the

time, become active and the

virus multiplies substantially.

The mouse Brooks and Zack

developed generates a high

number of infected latent T-

cells.

Zack and Brooks'. research

found that, when HIV infects a

T-cell, the virus becomes latent

along with the T-cell as it travels

out of the thymus.

"Nobody had shown l)efore

and identified a mechanism for

$««A0S,pa9e18

MECHANISM FOR LATENTLY INFECTED T-CELLS
Zack's research found a way to study this mechanism using mice. It has a potential to find

new drugs to fight HIV.

T-celb ftmtm Utent of at < resting stige

untH tttey detect a foreign partide.

}

J
TKeib become activated and then

destroy the foreign particle.

The thymus produces I cells, which travel to other areas

of the body including the bkxxl stream.

WV

If a padM iiopi taking dnigs, Jn^ttd

cell iian to spread

T-cefls develop in thymus but are

infected with HIV.

AMi-«iral drags kr<p inffcttd cHK from multiiilym^

the T-cHK mogniir the IbrHgn particles and tie

activiirdio figiii offthelnfKttai. AithesmeMnn.

the virus in the T-cdi vMkes up and itarts to ipnad.

K»*
thctfiyiMn keeiH praAidng viraliy inftctfd T-cHh that

latml bfcjusf thr drugs stop hyngn ptnkln

appeanng, tni in turn actnaie the mfected T-cHh.

The mutt is J hif^ CMi*«fMRtid odt.

CONNIE WU/D«iy Bruin Smwh Staff

Hedrick Hall will ^

serve breakfast

spring quarter

thanks to survey

DINING: Students' wishes

prompt officials to maintain

operations for rest of year

By Marion Wise
Daily Bruin Contributor

UCLA Dining Services, in line with

the wishes of many students, agreed in

late March to keep Hedrick Hall's

breakfast dining services open spring

quarter.

After considering a possible closure

of the facility's morning hours due to low

student attendance, officials decided to

keep it open in light of student demands
based on a recent Dining Services' sur-

vey

"We looked at data and student

responses, and we had a number of stu-

dents request to (keep Hedrick open) for

breakfast," said Connie Foster, associate

director of residential dining.

* According to Dining Services, fewer

than 200 students were eating at Hedrick

on average, which is open 7-9 a.m., in

comparison with more tlian 650 students

S««lltmCK,tMyl9
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Who is the better basketbair coach?

I I

UCLA's Steve Lavin, who took his team to the

Sweet Sixteen

I I

use's Henry Bibby, who took his team to the

Elite Eight

r~| My mother can coach better than these guys

Vote online at www-dailvbruin.uda-edu
V^.S

ACADEMIC
ANNOUNCEMENT

NOTICE: V

Startingrthis quarter, wait lists

will be automatically dropped
by the Registrar's OfTice at

the end of Week I! After this

point, classes can be added
through URSA (if space

becomes available), with the

instructor's permission (with

a PTE number), or by

petition. '

WHATS BREWIN'

Today 12 p.m.
UCLA Center for Women & Men
Chiidcare Informational Workshop

Room2,[)oddHall

S2 5-3945

VITA (Volunteer Income Tax

Assistance)

Krcc preparation of basic Federal

and CA state income tax returns

Ackerman 2410

Weather

Today

Partly Cloudy

hi: 61 low: 52

Partly Cloudy

hi: 59 low: 48

Wednesday

Cloudy

hi: 61 low: 49

Outlook:
Temperatures will remain cool

throughout the beginning of the

week and we may see drizzle and

a chance of showers on

Wednesday.

! f'»a' Time weafhpr vivt wwwdaJybfiiin ucUaJu

8 p.m.

Enigma, the Science Fiction, Fantasy

and Gaming Club at UCLA
Sci-Fi Gameshow Night

323-86(M668

Tuesday 12 p.m.
Public Health Student Association

Physical Health Day Power Walk

meet in front of the Public Health

Fountain

206-1736

7 p.m.
Public Health Student Association

Physical Health Da^ Yoga Session

CHS 41-268

206-1736
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A CLOSER LOOK C^
Census numbers indicate

need for repeal of SP-1,

2

^^^BitoitfK V

4E
Michael

Weiner

COLUMN: Multicultural

future requires erasure

of disparities in schools

For the first time ever.

California is a majority-

minority slate. According to

statistics released by the U.S.

Census Bureau Thursday, whites

now make up less than 50 percent

of the slate's residents.

The numbers are not surprising,

and they highlight a fact thai popu-

lation experts have understood for

years: California is a multicultural

slate in an increasingly multicullur-

al society. Our stale's ability to deal

with this new
demographic

reality will tell

us a lot about

the entire

country's

capacity lo

ensure social

justice and

domestic

peace in a

future when
diversity will

be the norm.

Of course,

one of the most pivotal areas for

the extension of equality of oppor-

tunity is education, the level of

which is still the single best indica-

tor of social class in the United

Stales. And appropriately, the

release of the census statistics coin-

cides with the release of next year's

UC admissions numbers, which

_will be announced by university

officials Tuesday.

if recent history is any predictor
- and I'm willing to bet that it is

-

admissions statistics for underrcp-

rescnted minorities at the top UC
campuses will continue to lag far

behind those of 1997, when affir-

mative action was still in use. Even
worse, those statistics will not even

approach consistency with the slate

census numbers released last week.

This problem is readily apparent

when we compare the census statis-

tics with last year's UCLA admis-

sions numbers, which, in all likeli-

hood, will be nearly identical to this

year's. According to the Census
Bureau, California is now 47 per-

cent white, 33 percent Latino. 1

1

percent Asian American and 7 per-

cent African American.

But last year. Latinos made up
only II percent of those admitted

to UCLA and African Americans
made up only 3 percent. Such
inconsistencies are also present at

UC Berkeley and UCSD.
This demographic disconnect is

a fundamental problem for the

University of California that can-

not be underestimated, especially

as minority groups continue lo

make up a larger and larger pro-

portion of the state's population.

Weiner Is a fourth-year history and
political science student. His column
analyzing issues of interest to the

UCLA community runs on Mondays.
E-mail him at

mweiner@media.ucla.edu.

As a public university, the UC has

a responsibility to be equally acces-

sible to all of California's citizens.

Even when affirmative action

was in use, UC admissions num-
bers still lagged behind their demo-
graphic counterparts, mostly due

to California's grossly unequal K-

12 education system. But university

officials could not be blamed for

the discrepancies because they

were actively pursuing policies

aimed at increasing diversity on the

UC campuses. - ^ '

For the last ["we years, however,

the university moved in the oppo-

site direction, starling with the UC
Board of Regents' passage of SP-I,

which banned the use of affirma-

tive action in admissions. After,

that, UC President Richard

Atkinson and his underlings pro-

moted wishy-washy policies, such

as increased outreach funding and

the 4 percent plan, which were

aimed more at genera tin^i good
PR. than they were at actually

increasing minority student repre-

sentation.

But now, perhaps subtly influ-

enced by the demographic changes

illustrated in the census, university

officials appear lo be taking a cau-

tious, yet determined, U-turn. In

February, Atkinson propo.sed elim-

inating the SAT I as a requirement

in undergraduate admissions - a

radical step for a man who previ-

ously did not seem lo have the for-

titude to stand up to the right-wing

bullies on his Board of Regents.

That board, whose political per-

suasion has moved slightly to the

left since Democratic Gov. Gray-

Davis took ofllce, appears poised

to repeal SP-I at its May meeting.

This would be a largely symbolic

act since Proposition 209, the 1996

ballot measure which banned alllr-

mative action statewide,

supercedes it.

Still, the importance of symbol-

ism in an issue centered around

impersonal statistics should not be

underestimated. Symbols often

represent a change in the thinking

of policymakers before more signif-

icant changes can be implemented.

By repealing SP-I. the regents will

make it crystal clear that banning

affirmative action was a mistake.

Ultimately, what the census

numbers show us is that the future

of a multicultural America is rapid-

ly approaching. In California, we
are getting a peek at that future.

Reactionary elements in this

country will continue to attempt to

prevent progress, just as they have
at the UC' But in the long run, our

society cannot remain viable if it

continues to be stratified along

racial and ethnic lines. A white

minority harboring social and eco-

nomic privilege over a majority

underclass of people of color can
only be described with one word:

apartheid.

The UC, which is arguably the

most important public institution

in this slate, is on the cutting edge
of this demographic problem. It's

lime lo think seriously about solv-

ing it. The rest of the country will

be watching.

Contact Inforrr^Qtion

Arts & Entertainment: 825-2538; News: 825-2795;

Sports: 825-9851; Viewpoint: 825 2216;

Classified Line: 825-2221; Classified Display: 206-3060;

Sales: 825-2161
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Proper cell phone

etiquette on campus -

and around the globe

remains a puzzling

problem for many

By Sharon Kim
Daily Bruin Contributor

Cell phones are both ubiquitous digital

jingles of easily-recognizable pieces of clas-

sical music like "Ode to Joy" and indica-

tions of the advent of technology and
mobile communication.

Though helpful in calling for help and
staying connected with loved ones, the infil-

tration of mobile phones on college cam-
puses has begun to irk students and univer-

sity employees alike.

At UCLA, there is hardly a place where

students can escape disruptions by jingles

or what seems to be people talking loudly to

themselves, be it lecture halls, eateries or

even bathrooms.

And it is this omnipresence that makes
cell phone use a bit ofan annoyance to oth-

ers, according to Gordon Shen, a first-year

microbiology and molecular genetics stu-

dent.

Shen, like many others, feels that cell

phones should be treated like public tele-

phones and be used accordingly.

"It's not that I have anything against cell

phones. They're convenient and useful dur-

ing emergencies," he said. "But it gets dis-

fl'acting when people hold long conversa-

tions in public places.

According lo mobile producer Nokia,

one out of three Americans use cell phones,

a number that has skyrocketed since 1996.

Despite this wide-spread phenomenon,
there is still no widely accepted etiqu^te

for appropriate cell phone use in the

American culture.

At UCLA, cell phone use has become

such a nuisance that places like the College

Library have designated themselves "cell

phone-free" areas.

In Westwood Village, like many others,

movie theater managers have asked

patrons to turn off their phones before the

movie begins.

Around the country, cities like New
York have posted signs asking peo|)le not

to use their cell phones in designated areas.

In Northern California, restaurants have

similar requests.

At Bridges Restaurant in Danville, a

note at the bottom of the menu reads: "As a

courtesy to other diners, Bridges would like

to request that cellular phones be used out-

side of the main dining area."

Michael Kean, general manager of

Bridges, said it is difficult to make such a

request a restaurant policy because many
patrons, particularly doctors, often depend
on their phones to conduct everyday work.

"We do ask them to turn the volume
down, " Kean said. "Sometimes we ask

them to lake (the call) outside."

In Santa Monica, signs prohibiting the

use of cell phones have also appeared, but

at restaurants like Chinois on Main, such

regulations don't exist, according to assis-

tant manager Lina Lantsman.

"But we prefer that people don't use

their cell phones during their meal." she

said.

Problems with public use of mobile

phones are not singular to the U.S., howev-

er. Other countries with similar issues have

learned the proper etiquette for use over

the years.

For example, nearly three out of four

people in Finland own cell phones, accord-

ing to Time magazine. Yet many cell phone
users in that country have made it a habit to

switch to the non-intrusive vibrating mode
whenever indoors, making cell phones vir-

tually undetectable.

Because cell phones have become such

an essential pari of the Finnish daily life.

Time stated that the rules to polite cell

'phone use have become embedded in their

society.

In Japan, nearly half of the population

carries cell phones, according to the

Washington Post.

But Japan, a country known for its polite

and courteous society, is having problems

of its own, and the Post slates that various

measures are being taken all over the coun-

try to reduce public cell phone use.

These days, however, Japanese officials

are cracking down on impolite and
inevitable interruptions from cell phone
rings and conversations.

Signs prohibiting cell phone use are

beginning lo appear in restaurants and one
train line has designated certain cars as "no

cell phone" zones. There are even blatant

announcements telling people to turn off

their phones.

One Japanese company called Sanipo
System looks to capitalize on the growing
distaste toward excessive public cell phone
use, according to the Post.

The company has developed a signal

light to be mounted in trains and public

places that will flash when someone uses a

cellphone within 25 feet.

But tactics that work in Japan may not

work in such places as the United States.

which doesn't share the Asian country's

reputation for politeness. This is why it's*,

important to think about when and where
to use cell phones.

"The increasing use of cell phones adds
to our increasing individualistic culture

and perpetuates the independent unit,"

said psychology Professor Patricia

Greenfield.

.

~

"Even so, considerations for other mem-
bers of society should be made, and cell

phone use in closed spaces like restaurants

should be regulated," she continued.

Unlike in Japan, there are no official

measures being taken to restrict cell phone -

use at UCLA, let alone the entire United

States.

But there are simple ways to use cell

phones without causing such a great annoy-
ance to others so that limitations of this

kind will not be necessary in the first place.

One of the most obvious includes plac-

ing phones on silent mode while indoors.

When it is necessary lo use the phone in

public, there are appropriate ways lo do so.

Roxanna Brown, an art history graduate

student, said that jusl explaining to those

around you the reason you need lo use a

cell phone may make the situation more
polite.

"You shouldn't belittle the people''

around you by givin^more importance to

someone on a phone line," she said. "Cell

phones are in fact valuable if they can put

everyone in positions where they learn how
to be polite."

With reports from Dharshani
Dharmawardena, Daily Bruin Senior Staff.
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STATE <& LOCAL
Dems venture behind 'Orange Curtain'

POLITICS: Delegates talk

of conquering traditionally

GOP voting blocs, counties

By Alexa Haussler '

The Associated Press

ANAHEIM - It w^s a running

joke at this weekend's . state

Democratic Party convention: The
2,000 delegates in Orange County may
have been the most ever to gather in

thi§,Republican stronghold.

The convention, however, is more
than a quick incursion by Democrats

into Orange County It signifies a larg-

er shift in California's political land-

scape.

With the release of the census last

week and a statewide election

approaching next year, both major

political parties are aiming to convert

traditional strongholds to new political

allegiances and win over fast-growing

inland areas.

"We're like water, we're going to be

going to the valleys," said state

Democratic Party spokesman Bob
Mulholland, who was in Orange
County for the party's three-day con-

fab that ended Sunday.

Democrats showed their intentions

by boasting during the convention that

they had ventured behind the "Orange

Curtain." Democratic Gov. Gray
Davis declared to delegates, "This is

not your father's Orange County"

And U.S. Rep. Lorella Sanchez, D-

Gardcn Grove, who unseated long-

serving Republican Bob Dornan in

1996, jokingly compared the

Democrats to the reality television

show "Survivor."

"Every week, we vote out a

Republican from Orange County," she

quipped.

Beyond Orange County,

Democrats are pourirjg campaign dol-

lars into areas stretching from

Riverside to Redding.

In light of the new census figures,

such inland areas have become critical

battlegrounds for stumping national

and statewide candidates.

Those figures show that when their

numbers are combined, minority

groups have become California's new
majority. Knowing where the most

dramatic shifts have occurred will help

both major political parties shape

voter registration drives and campaign

schedules for next year's statewide

election and the 2004 presidential race.

The inland valleys are home to a

growing ethnic population, working-

class families and commuters who
make their way to more pricey locales

near the coast such as Silicon Valley

and Los Angeles.

"We need to appeal to the many
working people," said convention del-

egate Arthur Hampar, an attorney

from Visalia in the Central Valley

The Democratic Party's "rural"

caucus, which includes members from

Southern California's Inland Empire

to the northern coast of California,

spent time strategizing about political

clout during the weekend convention.

"They have to recognize us," said

Dan Perez, a caucus member and dele-

gate from Riverbank, which is 10 miles

northeast of Modesto.

Delegates from Corona - a long-

standing Republican stronghold in

fast- growing Riverside County - said

a new Democratic club there will hold

its first meeting ne^t month.

"We need to seek out all of those

Democrats that have moved into the

area," said delegate Barbara Smith, a

Corona resident and California

Teachers Association political consul-

tant. "There's got to be more
Democrats in that group of people

than are showing up at the polls."

Meanwhile, Republicans also have

their sights on the inland areas and

intend tq win over voters in the coastal

areas that Democrats have long domi-

nated.

The state GOP has launched an out-

reach effort in the heavily Democratic

Silicon Valley, and is trying to woo the

increasingly diverse middle-class pop-

ulation in the Southern California sub-

urbs.

"Republicans are standing in line to

make a pretty strong foothold in

strongly Democratic areas," said

Republican consultant Michael

Madrid.

Plus, state GOP leaders are poised

to use the statewide energy crisis to

attract voters next year

"Maybe the Democrats are a little

blinded behind the 'Orange Curtain.'

They should be more worried about

saving this governor than about pick-

ing up seats in Republican areas,"

Madrid said.

Money doesn't need to be

aired until after elections

FUNDING: Critics cite

detrimental effects as a

result of Proposition 34

The Associated Press

Huge sums of money are being

contributed to the campaigns of two

Los Angeles mayoral candidates but

due to a new state law, the public

won't find out where or who it's com-
ing from until after the election.

The state Republican Party has

already sent multiple mailers to GOP
voters backing Steve SoborofT and

criticizing his rival candidates. And
f3^hrocratic Party ofTicials are plan-

ning a major push on Antonio

Villaraigosa's behalf in the final days

before the April 10 election. One •

mailer touting Vinaraigosa's

endorsements has already begun

arriving in Los Angeles homes.

But it won't be until July 31 that

the Democrats will have to report

their fund-raising for mailings and

phone banks on behalf of

Villaraigosa. Similarly, the reports on
fund-raising for Republican mailers

attacking SoborofTs rivals will not be

revealed by the Republican Party

until after voters have cast their bal-

lots.

That's because Propositioti 34,

which won the approval of 60 per-

cent of voters last November, allows

the two political parties and other

organizations to communicate with

members Without publicly disclosing

their spending, or the sources of their

funds, until after voters go to the

polls.

Many people are concerned about

the proposition's effect, saying it

undermines Los Angeles' campaign

finance rules and leaves the public in

the dark.

"The public doesn't have any type

of handle on how much money is

being spent on these activities," said

Lee Ann Pelham, executive director

of the Los Angeles Ethics

Commission. "You could have a lot

ofmoney being spent to influence the

city's election that will now go unre-

ported."

The issue grows out of a special

exemption in state law for "commu-
ntcattons with members" by poHticaf

parties and other organizations.

Under Proposition 34. the cost of

such communications typically must

be revealed only quarteriy or semian-

nually.

The provision says communica-
tions to members, employees or

shareholders of an organization or

their family members to support or

oppose a candidate need not be

reported promptly as long as the

spending is "not made for general

public advertising such as broadcast-

ing, billboards, and newspaper adver-

tisements."

Sparkletts*
• CRYSTAL FRESH DRINKING WATER

BANANAS
• MOUNTAIN SPRING WATER
• DISTILLED WATER (M«)

Reg. 69C/lb

Win What You Spend! Win What You Spend! Win What You Spend!

Candice McDaniel
UCLA Student
Won $32.62

Matt Moran
Westwood Resident

Won $14.17

Allison Billings

UCLA Student
Won $21.56

Stacey Rciss
UCLA Student
Won $27.08

HaagenDazs pints

Y2/$5
40 varieties

Green Forest
Bath Tissue

Save $1.98

Kimberly Wiens
UCLA Student
Won $39.21

Nicole Beck
-UCLA Student
Won $14.49

IMPORTI-D

4 Pack Save 46C

Heinekeii'
HOLLAND BEER

hot
buy!

ISl pk' 12 oz.bottles

HoneyNut Cheerlos

$339
20 oz. Save $1.50 Limit 4

ringfield
Oats & More

16 oz. Save 80C

VtSA

Save $4.00

(ailNNESS
• I

8 pk '15 oz. cans Umit 2 Save $4.00

Open 'til Midnight at 1057 (»ayiey Ave. 209-1111 MasterCard

WORLD <& NATION Dow Jones Industrials
up: 79.72

close: 9,878.78

Nasdaq Index

up: 19.69

close: 1,840.26

Dollar

Yen: 126.19

Euro: 1.1399

Milosevic surrenders to authorities
YUGOSLAVIA: OfTicials to

try leader despite global

call for his extradition

By George Jahn
The Associated Press

BELGRADE, YugoslaYia

Yugoslav 'aulhorijlies ordered a hag-

gard Slobodan Milosevic held for 30

days as they considered the evidence

behind charges of corruption and

abuse of power stemming from his

ruinous 1 3-year rule.

The former president surrendered

before dawn Sunday, ending a chaotic

26-hour armed standoff during which

he reportedly brandished a pistol and

threatened to kill himself and mem-
bers of his family.

Milosevic pleaded innocent and
was appealing the detention order,

said his lawyer, Toma Fila. "He decid-

=^ to defend himself He win speak up

and tell the truth," Fila said.

Despite months of international

pressure to have him extradited to the

U.N. war crimes tribunal, which

See MILOSEVIC page 12

US. surveillance

plane, CNnese

jet collkle over

debated waters

NAVY: Accident fuels tense

relations in light of nation's

recent detention of scholars

By Joe McDonald
The Associated Press

BEIJING - A us. Navy surveil-

lance plane collided with a Chinese
fighter jet sent to intercept it over the

South China Sea on Sunday and made
an emergency landing in China. The
Chinese government said the fighter

crashed and its pilot was missing.

"The U .S. side has total responsibility

for this event," the Chinese Foreign

Ministry said in a statement read late

See ACODENT, page IS

The Assonated Ptess

Former Yugoslav President Slobodan Milosevic stands at attention during a cadets graduation

ceremony at the Yugoslav army military academy in Belgrade in this Sept. 30, 2000 file photo.

Senate hopes to pass finance reform

California leads

nation as first

state without

racial majority

DIVERSITY: Population has

grown, changed; some see

it as model of future U.S.A.

By Brian Melley

The Associated Press

SACRAMENTO The face of

California is becoming more diverse and

its changes will likely continue.

With census figures showing that

minorities became the majority for the

first time in the state and with swelling

populations of Hispanics and Asians,

non-Hispanic whites will likely continue

to decline as the stale attracts more immi-

graiiiii.

BILL House debate not

yet scheduled; several

scenarios may play out

By Brigitte Greenbcrg

The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - Senators

from both parties predicted

Sunday they will pass campaign

finance reform while opponents

held out hope of derailing it if the

House and Senate must compro-

mise between competing versions

of the legislation.

If the Senate passes the bill

today, as expected, the House then

could reject it, go along with -the

Senate version word-for-word, or

pass its own measure. The last

option was seen as mostly likely,

lawmakers said Sunday.

In that case, a small number of

senators and House members
would be appointed to a confer-

ence committee that would work

to resolve differences in the two

versions and send a compromise

back to both chambers for pas-

sage.

Those negotiations may ofTer

an opening for foes of the legisla-

tion. I .'

"Clearly the conference ... is a

time to negotiate with the (Bush)

administration and see if we can

come up with a bill that actually

improves the system," Sen. Mitch

McConnell, R-Ky., a leading

Senate opponent, told "Fox News
Sunday."

President Bush has been cir-

cumspect about whether he would

sign the bill into law. He said last

week that he would sign any legis-

lation that "improves the system"

now in place.

McConnell already has said

that if the bill passes t^'ongress. he

plans a lawsuit to challenge it as an

unconstitutional infringement on

the right to free speech.

The Senate bill sponsored by

Sens. John McCain, R-Ariz., and

Russ Feingold, D-Wis., would ban

soft money. That is the unlimited,

loosely regulated donations from

unions, corporations and individu-

als that now flows to political par-

ties - $480 million in just the past

two years.

The bill would restrict late cam-

_paign broadcast advertising by

outside groups and political par-

ties that support or attack candi-

dates but escape regulation

because they stop short of explicit-

ly advcx:ating anyone's defeat or

election.

The third main provision would

ease 27-year-old restrictions on

donations to candidates and par-

ties for use in direct campaign

activities, including raising the

individual contribution limit to a

candidate from $1,000 to $2,000.

Although the House has twice

previously passed campaign

finance legislation, McCain
acknowledged the bill could face

significant challenges this time.

"It's not a perfect bill, but cer-

tainly, by banning soft money,

we're going to take hundreds of

millions of dollars out of the

American political campaigns.

See FINANCE, page 12

"A decade ahead, California will still be

a premiere melting pot," said William

Frcy, a demographer at the Milken

Institute of Santa Monica. "Whatever

racial tensions we have now, will die

down. As a result I think it will add a vital-

ity and dynamism that won't happen in

white, older states that don't have the

youthfulness of California."

How California will continue to grow is

uncertain, but demographers look to the

past to make future projections and based

on what they saw in 2000 census figures

released Thursday, they see more of the

same change in the decades to come.

"The trends are pretty clearly set." said

Hans Johnson, a research fellow with the

Public Policy Institute of California, a San

Francisco-based think tank. "The popula-

tion of tomorrow are the chilclren of

today. Ifwe look at the child population it

is more diverse than the adults."

Non-Hispanic whites slipped to 47 per-

cent of the population, the first time they

have not been in the majority since I860

when census numbers were accurately

kept for the first time. Because the U.S.

Census Bureau considers Hispanics an

ethnic group, they can be ofany race.

For children, the non-Hispanic white

population dropped to 35 percent, mean-

ing that traditional minority communities

will continue to grow in future genera-

tions.

Hispanics now account for 32 percent

of the state, Asians are 1 1 percent and

blacks are 7 percent.

The percentage of people who identi~

fied themselves as more than one race, 4.7

percent, was almost twice the national

,

SeeaNSUS,page16

WORLD & NATION BRIEFS

Foot-and-mouth cases

increase in Britain

LONDON - Despite large-scale slaughter

and a policy change permitting the burial of

young cow carcasses, the number of foot-and-

mouth cases in Britain continued to climb

Sunday, surpassing 890.

The severity of the crisis reportedly led Prime

Minister Tony Blair to postpone a general elec-

tion believed to have been planned for May 3.

However, Blair made no announcement
Sunday, despite newspaper and television

reports that he would now wait until June for a

nationwide vote.

A new policy allowing burial ofcows younger
than 5 years old instead of burning them should

speed up the disposal of thousands of dead ani-

mals, some of which have lingered on farms for

three weeks, said Brig. Alex Birtwistle, who is in

charge of the huge slaughter and burial site in

Cumbria, located in northwest England.

Some 120,000 sheep have been buried at the

airfield and 10,000 animals a day

were being culled there, Birtwistle

told BBC-TV on Sunday.

He said he hoped to bring the slaugh-

ler-to-disposal time to less than 24 hours

within days.

Teens can get guns
easily, study says

Nearly half of the nation's high school stu-

dents have easy access to guns, and more than

one in five high school boys have taken a

weapon to school in the last year, accorcling to a

survey released Sunday by a Los Angeles

research organization.

Forty-seven percent of high school students

said they could obtain a gun if they wanted to,

while 22 percent of middle school students said

they could get a firearm, according to a nation-

wide survey conducted last year by the nonprof-

it, nonpartisan Josephson Institute of Ethics,

based in Marina del Rey, Calif.

"The seeds of violence can be

found in schools all over America,"

said Michael Josephson, the institute's

president. "Today's teens, especially

boys, have a high propensity to use vio-

lence when they are angry, they have easy access

to guns, drugs and alcohol, and a disturbing

number take weapons to school."

Bush may give Taiwan

much of what it wants
WASHINGTON - President Bush is near-

ing a decision on whether to allow Taiwan to buy
four.destroyers equipped with the Navy's most

advanced anti-missile radar system. Those close

to the process expect he will give the self-govern-

ing island most of what it wants, but not all.

Bush will decide in the next few weeks what
kind of arms package to approve for Taiwan,

administration officials said It is a major presi-

deptial decision that comes each April.

The closely watched action will be the

strongest signal yet of Bush's policy for dealing

with China, which adamantly opposes the sale.

Taiwan is seeking an arsenal of high-tech mil-

itary hardware to counter a growing missile

threat from the mainland, a threat documented
last week by the Pentagon's top Pacific com-
mander.

At the top of Taiwan's wish list are four

Arleigh Burke-class destroyers. The warships,

priced at more than $1.2 billion apiece, are

equipped with missiles and radar systems that

can simultaneously track more than 200 targets.

Officials close to the process, including

Republicans in Congress involved in military

issues, said they expect Bush to approve the sale

to Taiwan of destroyers equipped with a sophis-

ticated radar system.

They also said they expected Bush to attach

some strings to the sales, allowing his decision to

be reversed if China removes some of the mis-

siles it has been massing on its side of the Taiwan
Strait.

Compiled from Daily Bruin wire reports.
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Unrest continues to ravage Mideast Most Americans want Bush
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CONFLia: Palestinians,

Israelis bury children

killed in recent violence

By Greg Myre
The Associated Press

HEBRON. West Bank

Chanting Jewish settlers marched
through the narrow, winding streets

of ancient Hebron on Sunday to

bury a Kknonlh-old girl killed in a

shooting attack, while Palestinian

mourners laid to rest an 1
1 -year-old

boy shot by Israeli soldiers during

clashes.

As both sides buried young vic-

<^ limst)!' the conflict. Israel seized sev-

eral n^embers of Yasser Arafat's

Force 17 bodyguard unit, which has

been accused of attacks on Israeli

civilians. Palestinian leaders charged

that Israel crossed into their

autonomous territory to make the

arrests, a violation of interim peace

accords.

Outside the West Bank city of

Ramallah, ll-year-old Mohammed
Tamini was buried in a quiet family

>ny in Ihe Vfllnge of f^eir

Nilham, m contrast to ihc licry

funeral marches Saturday for seven

Palestinians killed in clashes with

Israeli forces.

The boy was shot in the back of

the head during a clash with Israeli

soldiers on March 15, and died

Sunday. The Israelis said he was

involved in the violence, but villagers

said he was just near a group of boys

throwing stones. Dozens of

Palestinian teenagers and some
younger children have been killed in

six mopths of violence.

to reduce CO2 emissions

"H

The Associated Press

A Jewish settler cries as he prays next to the body of Shalhevet

Pass during a funeral procession in the West Bank town of Hebron.

About 3,000 Jewish settlers and

their supporters gathered outside a

contested holy site in the tense, divid-

ed West Bank city of Hebron for a

funeral procession for Shalhevet

Pass, a- lO-month-old girl shot in the

head last Monday. Israel has said the

shooter was a sniper.

The settlers wept 'and chanted

psafms outside the stone walls at the

Tomb of the Patriarchs, the tradi-

tional burial site of the biblical

Abraham, Isaac and Jacob and three

of their wives. The site is holy to

Muslims, Jews and Christians.

Rabbi Dov Lior climbed onto a

makeshift stage in front of the tomb
and demanded that the government

"avenge her blood ... which has been

shed by dark villains."

The funeral procession worked its

way up to an ancient Jewish ceme-

tery on a hilltop overlooking

Hebron. The city is overwhelmingly

Palestinian, but its central streets

had been emptied by an Israeli cur:

few imposed after the girl's death.

Some Israeli youths threw rocks

at Palestinian houses on the way,

breaking windows. After the funeral,

there was a brief exchange of gunfire

between Palestinians on a hill over-

looking Hebron and Israeli forces.

No casualties were reported.

At a base near Ramallah. Israeli

forces seized members of Yasser

Arafat's elite Force 17 guard unit,

capturing six men, Palestinians said.

West Bank Preventive Security

chief Jibril Rajoub accused the

Israelis of "crossing a red line" into

Palestinian territory, a violation of

1990s interim peace accords that

gave the Palestinians control of their

cities and many towns and villages.

A Palestinian Authority stale-

See UNREST, page 19

ENVIRONMENT: Results

ofTime-CNN poll reveal

public's general concern

By Will Lester

The Associated Press

WASHINGTON Two-thirds of

Americans say President Bush should

develop a plan to reduce the emission

of gases like carbon dioxide that have

been blamed for causing global tem-

perature increases, says a poll released

Sunday.

In the middle of last month. Bush

reversed himself on a campaign
promise that his administration would

reduce carbon dioxide emissions. His

administration has also announced it

will piill out of an international agree-

ment aimed at combating climate

change.

The Time-CNN poll, taken after

the announced pullout, found that

three-fourths of Americans say they

consider global warming to be a seri-

ous proWem. More than four tn 10

said they consider the problem very

serious and three in 10 said it was fair-

ly serious.

European officials have warned the

decision to pull out of the climate

agreement, known as the Kyoto
Protocol, could harm U.S. relations

with the rest of the world.

Arid Environmental Protection

Agency administrator Christie Todd
Whitman warned the Bush adminis-

tration that the carbon dioxide emis-

sions issue was a matter of "interna-

tional credibility."

Bush said he changed his position

because he would not do anything to

further harm the economy or alTect

the energy supply. He and Whitman
have said the administration remains

open to discussions of ways to reduce

global warming.

The Time magazine cover story

includes a letter to the president from

former President Jimmy Carter, for-

mer news anchor Walter Cronkitc,

former astronaut and senator John

Glenn, scientist Stephen Hawking
and several others asking the presi-

dent to "develop a plan to reduce U.S.

production of greenhouse gases."

"No challenge we face is more
momentous than the threat of global

climate change," the letter said. "The

current provisions of the Kyoto
Protocol are a matter of legitimate

debate. But the situation is becoming

urgent and it is time for consensus and

action."

By a 3-1 margin, Americans said

they believe emissions of gases like

carbon dioxide are causing global

temperature increases. Three-fourths

of Democrats and halfof Republicar

said they believe such emissions are

causing temperatures to increase.

People were evenly split on
whether they would be willing to pay

25 cents more per gallon for gasoline

to reduce pollution and global warm-
ing. A decade ago, six of 10 were will-

ing to pay that much more.

A majority - 55 percent - said the

government should require improve-

ments in fuel efficiency for cars and

trucks, even if it means higher prices

and smaller vehicles. Four in 10 dis-

agreed.

r^^^ROU
v\ 2WW NCAA Wonten't Gymnatiict lltgtonal Chomptonthip

\y^ * Hosted by UCLA

Are you ready to fly?
On Saturday April 7. your defending National Champion UCLA Bruins

will host six of the nation's top collegiate women's gymnastics teams

as they vie for a coveted spot at the NCAA Championships.

The Bruins, joined by five other lop-ranking teams and individual

competitors from across the country, will compete in a single session

of competition Beginning at 6:00 PM in legendary Pauley Pavilion.

TICKETS

Adult reserved $9

Youth reserved $7

Adult general admission $6

Youth general admission $4

To order tickets

(310) UCLA-WIN
uclaBrainS'Coni

UCLA HnXEL
AIXTOUR PASSOVER 9IEEDS SUPPLIED

LET'S

GET
READY
TO

MATZAH

-.1^*1.
.

,

'I.

Passover Seminars With Rabbi Chaini Scidlcr-Fcllcr

Monday, April 2

SEMINAR
'The Fifth Cup: Drinking L'Chaim to the Messiah"

12p.m. Law School, Room 2442

Tuesday, April 3

SCUBA
"What's Different About the Mah Nishtanah: A Thematic

Introduction to the Hagaddah''

5:45p.m. Reiher l^t floor Multi-Putpose Room
Kosher dinner will be served '^''"'

Wednesday, April 4

PIZZA AND PLURALISM
The Matzah Has Two Faces: On the Ori^^in and
Development of Passover"

'-

[

]2:00 p.m. Ackennan 3508
(This will be The Last Pizza...before the matzah)

Friday, April 6

FIRST SHABBAT OF THE QUARTER
"On The Redemptive Morality of Slaves: Did the Exodus
Really Happen?"

6:30p.m. Hillel, 900 Hilgard

(services and dinner, too)

Friday, April 13
SHABBAT AT RABBI CHAIM'S
<^onic and Ahk Uie Rabbi"

10750 Wellworth Ave.

a walking group will leavefrom Sproul tum-around at 5:45

(services and a kosher for Passover dinner included)

Pasjsover Seders;

Saturday, April 7
FIRST NIGHT SEDER
Join a family in the UCLA community for the first night of

Passover RSVP to Roseanne@uclahilleLorg

Sunday, April 8

UCLA HILLEL SECOND NIGHT SEDER
Seating is limited, so sign up by Wednesday, April 4th.

$18 for students

Order your kosher meals for the week of Passover
Lunch is $6, dinner is $9

Orders MUST he in hy Wednesday, April 4th.

Selling your Chametz:
If you've got chametz, and you want to symbolically

- —-: sell it, contact Hillel for more information.

For more information email Roseanne@uGlahillel.org or call (310) 208-3081 x223.
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Poor conditions fuel spread of AIDS Excerpts reveal details of

Oklahoma City bombingTREATMENT: Hospitals in

short supply; niethods to

ciifl) disease a?-e lacking

by Ravi Nessman
The Associated Press

K1:I.()NGVVA, /ambia The
rippoJ poslci oulsitic iho Kclongwa
licilih clinic gncs slraiyhiforu.irci

omeigcnc) insiructions lor urgcnllv

ircating pooplcjusl exposed lo HIV.

In ihi.s remote village in rural

/ambia. each recommendation seems

a cruel mockery.

Monitor hlood count <'md liver and

kidney function, the poster urges. Bui

there are no labs to do it. There aren't

even simple HIV' tests, or nurses to

administer them. And the recommend-
ed 2S-vlay course of three possibly life-

saving .AIDS drugs is no more accessi-

ble to the subsistence farmers here

than a chauffeur-driven limousine

Although prices are dropping for

AIDS drugs in poor African countries,

the barely existent health care system,

poor roads and communications and

thelcrushirtg stigma surrounding the

diht.\t.stf mak^ tflTccLiva trrrtlmrni a fiuu-

tasv

'ti» Associated f'fwsb

Nosia Munongo, left, and Funny Sitampa, right, wait with their

children outside the clinic at Kelongwa, Zambia, March 21

.

"It is a sad reality, but there is no
way even if we were given all the anti-

retroviral therapy today, that we'd be

able to get it to everybody who needs it.

I hejnfras,tructure is just not in place."

said Dr. Kenneth Ofusu-Barko. head

of the UNAIDS mission in Zambia.

•It's not just HIV/AIDS, it's the whole

-health care infraslrui luio It's tlai -ew-

itsback.'

For the 4,0(M) people living in mud
and straw houses amid the forests near

Kelongwa, about 200 miles from the

capital. Lusaka, the closest thing lo

health car^ is a clinic that has two beds

and several thin mattresses scattered

on its dirty floor. A small solar panel

on its roof provides power for a few

See ACCESS, page 20

BOOK: McVeigh feels

no regrets' as May 16

exeention appF'oarhes

The Associated Press

BlTTAl.O. N.Y Drivmg
down a street with fuses alrcvidy lit

and their smoke filling the cab of

his rented Ryder truck, Tinfothy

McVeigh was prepared lo crash his

mobile bomb right into the

Oklahoina City federal building if

necessary.

"If I needed to. I was ready lo

slay in the truck and protect it with

gunfire until the bomb blew up,"

McVeigh says in excerpts from a

new book, "American Terrorist:

Timothy McVeigh and the

Oklahoma Cily Bombing," in the

April 9 issue of Newsweek.
Instead, McVeigh says, he

breathed a sigh of relief when he

arrived at the building on April 19,

1995, because no cars were silling

in ffowt tt»-hkH-k his chosen park-^
ing spots. When the truck bomb

e.^loded. it killed 168 people.

McVeigh. 32. is .scheduled to be

executed May 16. "I'll be glad to

leave." he says, "Truth is. I deter-

mined mostly through my travels

that this world just doesni hold

anything for me."

While being held in a federal

high-security prison. McVeigh met
L'nabjomber Theodore Kac/ynsk .

who told authors Lou Michel ar '

Dan Herbeck he found McVeigl

likable, but thought the Oklahoma
Cily bombing was "unnecessarily

inhumane."

In 75 hours of prison interviews,

McVeigh talked to Michel and
Herbeck. reporters for The Buffalo-

News, about how and why he.

bombed the Alfred P. Murrah
Federal Building. Buffalo is near

his hometown of Pendleton, N.Y.

McVeigh said he acted "as calm-

ly as any delivery-truck driver mak-
ing a routine drop-off," parking

right below the tinted windows of

the America's Kids Day Care
Center on the building's second

See MCVEIGH, page 19

Write your own prescription for

success, health and well being

MindBody Clinic (Free) Drop in

Guided imagery, relaxation and meditation

1st, 3rd, 5th Wed. 2:00 to 3:00, Ashe Conf. Rm. #414

2nd, 4th VVed. 4:00 to 5:00, Ashe Staff Rm, #416

Except Wed, 25 April, 2:00 to 3:00, Ashe Conf.Rm. #414

Acupuncture ($ i s per visit) ^

By appointment in the Ashe Center

Wed. and Frid. 1 :00 to 5:00, Thurs. 8:00 to 1 2:00

Qi Gong Movement Therapy (Free) Drop in

Mon. from 4:00 to 4:45 in Ashe Conf. Rm, #414

April 9, 16, 23, 30; May 7, 14, 21; June 4

Meditation Workshop (Free) Drop in.

Thurs. from 4:45 to 5:30 pm in Ashe Conf. Rm, #414

April 1 2, 26; May 1 0, 24; June 7

HAD A
GOOD
spmo
Bf^€A<?

7:00 to 8:00 pm in Rieber Fireside Lounge

Thurs. April 1 2 and May 1 7; Wed. May 2

Nutrition Classes (Free)

Wooden Center, Second Floor Conf. Rm.

Wed. from 5:00 to 6:00

April 11,18, 25; May 2, 9, 1 6, 23, 30
a

'->". " '.

.

Thurs. from 1:00 to 2:00

April 12, 26; May 3, 10, ITjy, 31

Bruin Weigh (Free with Referral)

Beginning 17 April for 8 weeks

Tues. and Thurs. from 3:30 to 5:00

Call Sheri Albert, MPH, RD,

for more information 310 798-4180

Ashe Center

Visit tfi« Ash* Cmitm- websit*

for more informotion, request

an appointment or ask health

related questions - www,
saonet. ucla.edu/health.htm

or call 310 825-4073

w.-'*'*'^*^ ^-^m
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Mi(l-Q»npiis:

825-<)7G8
4223 Math
Sciences Building

Ji-

Soiith-Canipus:

825-7985
A3-()()2

Center for tire

Heiilth Sc iences

Student Psychological Services (SPS) provides confidential individual and group counseling through two
campus locations. It is staffed by psychologists, clinical social workers and psychiatrists who are familiar with
the needs and interests of university students. We are open Monday through Friday from 8 a.m. to 5 p m
Services are free to currently registered UCLA students

SPRING GROUPS
For information or an intake appointment for any of the Spring Groups, please stop by our offices or call the location number.

<'BRUIN WEIGH"
A weekly weight loss group sponsored by the Arthur Ashe Student

Health and Wellness Center, in conjunction with Student

Psychological Services and UCLA Recreation.

This interdisciplinary weight loss program combines nutrition education, medical

management, cognitive/behavioral strategies, stress management, social support, and
fitness classes For information, contact Sheri Albert, MPH, RD at (310) 794-4180

OVERCOMING SHYNESS
The classic signs of shyness include extreme self consciousness, social and emotional
withdrawal, loneliness, and feelings of worthlessness If shyness is interfering with your

goals to live a full life with social connections, this group will provide a supportive

environment to learn new tools to manage social anxiety, calm your inner thoughts, and
develop the social and communication skills to help you interact with others in a

meaningful way

Tuesdays

MONDAYS 3:00 P.M. - 4:30 RM.

3:30 p.m. - 5:30 p.m.

825-0768

794-4180

DISSERTATION AND THESIS
SUPPORT GROUP
For Graduate Students

Come to one of these groups if you are a graduate student who would like a safe and
supportive place to discuss issues and difficulties regarding the Thesis and Dissertation

writing process. Call for an intake appointment. Three groups are being offered.

PSYCHIATRIC DISABILITIES
^.SUPPORT GROUP

This group is for students who have been diagnosed as having a chronic psychiatric

condition or disability, such.as bipolar disorder The group will combine support and coping

strategies Please call for an intake interview.

Mondays 1 0:00 a.m. - 1 2:00 p.m. 825-0768

Tuesdays

Wednesdays

rrifinya :

3:00 p.m. -5:00 p.m.

3:00 p.m. -5:00 p.m.

::ifi:00a.m. -12noon-

825-0768

825-0768

=825-0765=

PSYCHOTHERAPY GROUP
For Self Exploration, Personal Growth and Change

GETTING BEYOND GRIEF
Dealing With the Aftermath of Death

Whether the death was recent or long ago, was of someone close to you or an observed
event, was due to natural causes or suicide, the effects on survivors are often similar.

Issues that will be dealt with include: feelings of anger and guilt: effective and non-

effective ways of coping; and phases of bereavement Call for an intake appointment

This group will explore a range of personal and interpersonal concerns including self-

esteem, assertiveness, intimacy and emotional expressiveness The intent of this group is

to help the participants enhance their sense of personal competence. Call for an intake

appointment Three groups are being offered

Wednesdays

Thursdays

Fridays

5:00 p.m. - 6:30 p.m.

1:30 p.m. -3:00 p.m.

1:00 p.m. -3:00 p.m.

825-7985

825-7985

825-7985

Mondays

Thursdays

4:00 P.M. - 5:30 p.m.

4:00 p.m. -5:30 p.m.

825-7985

825-7985

LESBIAN & BISEXUAL WOMEN'S
SUPPORT GROUP

A support group for women who wish to explore their identity and coming out issues, self-

esteem, and personal and interpersonal concerns Call for an intake appointment

REFLECTIONS: SUPPORT GROUP
FOR WOMEN

This support group is designed for women students who are struggling to achieve a
healthy, loving relationship with food, eating, and their bodies This group will explore a
number of topics including eating as a way to deal with emotions, family rules or

messages that may lead to disordered eating, the emphasis society places on appearance,
and the hurtful media images women confront everyday Learn to stop hating your body
and free yourself from the food and weight obsession. Call for an intake appointment.

Thursdays 9:30 a.m. - 11:00 a.m. 825-0768
Wednesdays 3:00 p.m.- 4:30 pm

MAINTAINING HEALTHY LIFESTYLES
Examine Strategies To Prevent Problematic Behaviors

Due To Drugs And Alcohol

Problems with drugs and alcohol can negatively effect one's performance and progress in

school as well as other areas in life This group will focus on exploring how the use of

drugs and alcohol have led to difficulties in one's life, how they influence behavior, and
ways to prevent reoccurring problems (This group is a replacement for UCLA's Conduct
Course and is jointly sponsored by Student Psychological Services and the Arthur Ashe
Student Health and Wellness Center.)

Tuesdays 1 :00 p.m. - 2:00 p.m. 825-0768

MIND/BODY WORKSHOPS
Learn how to improve your physical health and welTbeingttirough your thouglits; feelings,

behavior and relationships UCLA students can attend any or all workshops Registration is

not required Workshops jointly sponsored by the Student Psychological Services and the
Arthur Ashe Student Health and Wellness Center.

H^ind/Body A: Meditation, Guided Imagery and Mindfulness. Techniques for coping with
problems and stress. .

Mind/Body B: Meditation and Self-Hypnosis; Using inner thoughts and feelings to control
physical well-being.

Mind/Body C: Mental Body Scan, Meditation and Progressive Muscle Relaxation: Plus: How
relationships and communication patterns affect physical health

Call 825-0768 for dates and times

OVERCOMING DISSERTATION BLOCKS
3 Part Series

Participants can attend any or all workshops.

Workshop I - You will learn strategies for overcoming psychological blocks to completing
your dissertation or qualifying papers

Workshop II - Participants will share with each other helpful tips and strategies that have
worked for them in the past

Group - This will be the "hands-on
" group Members will bring their laptops (you do not

need to have one to attend), articles, parts of manuscripts, etc We will explore and work
through the psychological barriers that try to defeat you as you attempt to do your work.

The Stress Clinic offers three and four session groups each focusing on different

coping skills and strategies for reducing excessive stress and increasing

performance effectiveness. The Stress Clinic group schedules and other sign-up
information can be obtained by calling 825-0768 or visiting the Mid Campus
location at 4223 Math Sciences.

COGNITIVE APPROACHES TO STRESS
MANAGEMENT

Tuesdays 9:00 im. - 1 1 :00 a.m. 825-0768

The amount of stress a person experier>ces is often related to how he or she interprets

—

events, not just the events themselves. This group will focus on identifying beliefs and
self-talk that may intensify stress responses and on replacing them with more realistic

and constructive ways of thinking

REDUCING PUBLIC SPEAKING ANXIETY
This group is for students wanting to be more comfortable when speaking in front of

others. Raising a hand in class, answering questions in front of a group, giving

presentations and approaching professors are some of the variety of situations this group
will address Specific cognitive and behavioral techniques for reducing anxiety will be
presented Participants will have an opportunity to practice these techniques in a

supportive setting

REDUCING TEST TAKING ANXIETY
This four-session group focuses on ways to reduce anxiety related to tests. Specific

techniques for reducing anxiety and improving effectiveness in taking tests will be '

presented Participants will have an opportunity to practice these techniques in a

supportive environment,

RELAXATION TRAINING AND
BIOFEEDBACK

This group is designed to help participants learn ways to remain calm during stressful

situations A variety of tools, includitjg biofeedback, imagery, relaxation and positive sell-

talk will be introduced

STRESS CLINIC WORKSHOP SERIES
One-session workshops focusing on various stress-related topics. (See Stress Clinic

Brochure tor topics and schedule

)
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Aquifier may quench state's tNrst Republicans hope to

pass budget proposal
SUPPLY: Opponents warn

against environmental

efl'eets on Fenner Valley

By Leon Drouin Keith

The Associated Press

AM BOY In Southern

California's endless search for water

supplies, the Fenner Valley seems an
unlikely target

The remote stretch of Mojave
Desert is (llled with salt-encrusted dry
lakes, crossed by lonely two-lane roads

and dolled with abandoned shacks.

Beneath the valley, however, lies a

reservoir of billions of gallons of

water. Ihe result of centuries of rain

and snowmell.

Il is the region's ability to store such

great amounts of water - and its great-

ly debated ability to replenish itself
-

thill has pul the I cnncr Valley in the

middle of California's latest water war.

The Metropolitan Water District,

which serves 17 million Southern

California residents, wants to buy
ground water from Cadi/ Inc.. a com-
p.iny Iha! holds Ihe rights to much of

Ihe aquifer and farms l,(>bO acres of

vineyards and citrus orchards in Ihe

The Associated Mtess

Water pours into one of two test ponds in Cadiz, Calif., used to

study the rate of the underground aquifer, Tuesday, March 20.

valley.

Rancher Rob Blair, who runs 400
head of cattle in the valley, fears the

project will drain the aquifer, leaving

his wells dry

"They want to sell it lo L.A. so they

can wash their streets off," Blair .said.

"I don'l appreciate that."

Environmentalists and officials

with the U.S. Geological Survey and
National Park Service also are wary of

"the plans.

They say the aquifer could be

drained enough to affect surface

water, threatening habitat for bighorn

sheep, desert tortoises and other

species, including some in neighboring

wilderness areas and Joshua Tree

National Park. '
"7"

If it's depleted enough, they warn

See WATER, page 21

BUSH: Democrats look

to prevent passage of

tax-cut plan in Senate

By David Ho
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON Shifting

from campaign finance, the Senate

will quickly pass an outline of
President Bush's tax and spending
plans, the Senate's second-ranking

Republican said Sunday.

"We're going to be successful.

By the end of this week we're going
to pass the budget, " Oklahoma's
Don Nickles said on ABC's "This

Week."

Republicans pushed the $1.94

trillion budget for 2002 through
the House last week, but the evenly

divided Senate presents a harder

lest. Republicans have said they

think they will have the 50 votes

needed for llnal passage with Vice

President Dick Cheney breaking

the tic in their favor.

The vole is expected lo follow

party lines, with one senator on
each side almost certain to defect.

Democrats are hopeful that addi-

tional moderate Republicans will

vote their way because of, concerns

over the spending plan's center-

piece - a lO-ycar, $1.6 trillion tax

cut.

"We think there is a possibility

we could defeat the budget resolu-

tion and go back to the negotiating

table," Senate Democratic leader

Tom Daschle of South Dakota said

on CBS's "Face the Nation."

Nickles said the vote is just the

beginning because while the bud-

get sets tax and spending targets,

actual changes in laws and specific

details are enacted in later legisla-

tion.

"We still have lo pass the law.

We still have lo pass the tax cut.

We still have to pass the spending

bills," he said.

At least one Democrat, Sen.

Zell Miller of Georgia, is likely to

vote for the GOP plan. Miller has

been a consistent supporter of

SeeBUD6CT,pa9e17

Upgraded Access

TO UCLA's Internet Resources

Access UCLA Restricted Sites from
Any Internet Service Provider (ISP)

\

Access More Newsgroups
with Upgraded Server

A proxy server developed and hosted by GTS enables UCLA
students, faculty, and staff to access UCLA restricted resources

I

from any commercial ISP. For security purposes, many UCLA
computing resources have been available previously only to

on-campus and Bruin OnLine (BOL) remote dial-in users. To offer

more options for authorized off-campus users while controlling

restricted access. CTS has installed a dedicated UCLA proxy server.

As a result, anyone with a BOL ID and password can now utilize

library services, FTP. Telnet, and more.

For more information, and instructions on how to use the proxy

server, visit <www.bol.ucla.edu/access/proxy>.

CTS now hosts the UCLA news server at news.ucla.edu. The

upgraded server carries 27.000 more newsgroups than beforer

retains text groups for a longer period of time, and allows off-

campus access for anyone with a valid BOL ID and password.

For instructions on accessing the news server, visit

<www.bol.uda.edu/alert/20010131.html>.

Get More Info from the BOL Help Desk

l-mall consult@bol.uda.edu

Voice 57452, option t

UCLA's Home Page Supports

Latest Web Browser

Now hosted by CTS, the UCLA home page features new hardware
and software that can handle more traffic than ever. To complete
the hosting transition from the UCLA Library, CTS worked closely

with the Library and the site's content manager. External Affairs.

The site, which averages 100.000 hits per day, now supports the

latest web browsers, including Netscape 6.

Visit the UCLA home page at <www.ucla.edu>.

UCLA OoMMiMMileatlons

Voice, data, and video communications
for the UCLA community.

l:
'
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MILOSEVIC
From page 5 '

•

incfictcd him for crimes against

huinanil) aflcr his brutal crackdown

on ethnic Albanians in Kosovo in

1^)W, oHlcials insisted he llrst would

be tried at home lor ruining the coun-

U>.

But they held out the possibility ofa

later trial by the tribunal in The Hague.

Netherlands.

"We are expecting him soon. I Twill

be Milo.sevic in The Hague in 2001."

tribunal spokeswoman Horence
Hartmann said Sunday. Another

spokesman, Jim Landale, said

Yugoslavia had a "binding obligation"

to turn him over.

Bundled into a police car, Milosevic

was brought to Belgrade's Central

Prison early Sunday. Local television

showed the iron gates sliding shut

behind him.

During the preceding standoff.

Milosevic's loyal bodyguards - who
barficaded themselves in his luxury

villa - had sprayed gunfire at police

charging the compound Saturday.

Police regrouped and the government

sent in negotiators to persuade

M ilo.sevic to give himself up and avoid

a bloody confrontation. Outside, hun-

dreds of his supporters gathered to

taunt police with screams of "Slobo!

Slobo!"

As police pulled on woolen masks

early Sunday in an apparent prepara-

tion for a second assault, a convoy of

vehicles suddenly sped through the

villa gates.

Word came soon after that

Milosevic had surrendered - but not

before displaying a gun during the

nightlong negotiations aod pledging at

one point to die rather than be taken,

according to an account by the Serbian

interior mihister, Dusan Mihajlovic.

Just bef(|>re he was whisked away,

his 32-year-old daughter. Marija. fired

several gunshots, A police official,

speaking on condition of anonymity,

said she was apparently aiming at a

government negotiator. There were no

injuries.

Justice officials said Milosevic -

who as president enjoyed unrivaled

deference and luxury - would be treat-

ed no better than any other prisoner

"He has his own room,"N«tid

Vladan Batic. justice minister of

Serbia, the dominant Yugoslav repub-

lic. "He will be given food, allowed vis-

itors, to have his own clothes and

footwear, money, books, newspapers.

He will not be subjected to any kind of

physical harassment, no psychological

pressure."

But Fila said his client, sedated and

exhausted after his ordeal, would have

to adjust to life behind bars.

FINANCE
From page 5

and we think that's very beneficial,"

McCain told NBC's "Meet the

Press
"

Meanwhile, the timing of the

Hou.se debate remains unclear. Some
opponents may want to push the

debate back to the fall.

Rep. TTiomas M. Davis. R-Va., the

chief fund-raiser for Republican

House members, for example, said

he and other Republicans have other

priorities that should come first,

including tax cuts, the president's

budget and education.

Davis also said he would "never

underestimate" the power of Rep.

Tom DeLay, R-Texas, the House's

third-ranking Republican, who has

pledged to defeat the McCain-

Feingold bill.

Others, including Rep. Martin T.

Mcehan, D-Mass., said they believe

House Speaker Dennis Hastert "will

do the right thing" by scheduling

debate on the issue as soon as possi-

ble.

Another question on Capitol Hill

is whether McCain would be

appointed to any conference com-

mittee by Senate Majority .Leader

Trent Lott, R-Miss.

Sen. Chuck Hagel. R-Neb.. who
introduced a competing campaign

finance bill that failed, told CNN's
"Late Edition" that Mt^Tain does not

represent "the interests of the

Republican conference."

The Senate's top Democrat, Tom
Daschle of South Dakota, said he

would use one of his democratic slots

to appoint McCain.

"McCain deserves to be in the

room when the final details are decid-

ed," Daschle told "Face the Nation."

mm

Do you want to become
a leader on campus?

Check out the

BRUIN LEADERS PROJECT
A seminar based leadership project sponsored by the Center
for Student Programming that will help you develop your
leadership skills. Come check us out at a no obligation
orientation session it is definitely worth a look!

i.

Bruin Leaders Project Orientation Sessions during First Week (pick one!^

Tuesday, April y'L-

Wednesday, April 4
Thursday, April 5*

12-1 p.m.
1-2 p.m.

2-3 p.m.

Ackerman 2408
Ackerman 2408
Ackerman 2408

We hope to see you!
For more information on the Bruin Leaders Project, please contact us at either

(310) 206-5071 or blp@ucla.edu or stop by our office at 105 Kerckhoff Hall.

Website: www.bniiiileaders.ucla.edu

Please make plans to

join us for 2001 Audition

infoi'mation Meetings to

get Information on next

year's squad, the
audition process and
receive an Application

Form, information

Meetings will be held on
the following dates:

Monday, April 2, at 4 p.m.

Tuesday, April 3, at 8 p.m.
(Rieber Fireside Lounge)

Wednesday, April 4, at 9 a.m. & 4 p.m.

Thursday, April 5, at 9 a.m. & 4 p.m.

Friday, April 6, at 12:30 p.m.

lyieetings will be held in

Ackerman Union 2408

April 20-22, 2001
UCLA Men's Gym

Cheer Squad, Dance Team,
Joe and Josie Bruin,

Yell Crew

i

i

!(

Audition Schedule:
Mascot: JFri., April 20th, 7 p.m.

Dance Team: First Round:
Sat., April 21st, 8:30-Noon

Finals: Sun., April 22nd, 8:30-Noon
Cheer: Sat., April 21st, 1:30-4:30 p.m.

Yell Crew: Sat., April 21st, 5-7 p.m.

Contact person;
Mollie Quinn

Mquinn@saonet.ucla.edu
310-206-8818

Perform In front of thousands
at all UCLA events!

Represent UCLA at Away
Football and Basketball games!

,

'

<
' , .

'

Workout gear is sponsored by
Adidas!

>».

Opportunity to work with

personal

Tickets to all of the games!

^^^ Center for Situdent
Pro^rsumnin^
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Disp ay 206-3060

Shakey's Delivers Basking Robbins Ice Cream

Fast Free
Delivery

STAKVIMttswoon
SPECIAL

Buy any large pizza at regular price & get the 2nd
pizza...FREE!

(Monday and Tuesday only, limit 3 orders).

Call to reserve

Ghakey's private

parfy room upstairs

for your meetings,

fund raisers, etc...

It's FREE

DOUBLESPECIAL
Two large one topping pizzas for

$14.39
Limit 2 orders

Your choice of Thin Crust. Hand Tossed Classic Crust. New York Style, or Deepdish Pan at no extra charge
^^"^ °"^ ^'°^

1 medium one topping pizza
SUPER SPECIAL

Any large 3 lopping pizza or any Specialty Pizza

$5.99 '^$9.98
2 medium one topping pizzas,

only $11.98 «®»
SfwclolNM Indud. VagMrion. SImA*^. Spwtol. Irvln Mum, HQ

Chidcan, Spky ItaMan Souioga, and FrMtt OatlMi Hzso

(save over $5)

Fast Free Delivery" -4111
1114 Gayiey Ave. Westwood Village

Sun-Thurs 'till 1:00 am
Fri-Sat 'till 2:00am

SHAKEY'S COMBINAnON

^ $14.49
Any medium one topping pizza plus mojo
potatoes, FREE Saladl and your choice of:

• 4 pieces chicken or»lO Buffalo wings or
• Pasta & Garlic Bread

FREE DRINK W/ ANY BUFFET PURCHASE W/ UCLA STUDENT ID

SI[S
Reserve Shmkmy'm privmtm pmrty room uputairm
for your mootlngm, fund rmlmorm, efc... It'm FREE

BURGER SPECIALS SANDWICH SPECIALS

1 Cheese Burger Combo

2 Turkey Burger

3 Teriyaki Burger

4 BBQ Bacon Burger

$4.25

$ 5.25

$5.25

$5.75

1 Steak Sandwich Combo

2 Pastrami Sandwich

3 Teriyaki Chicken Sandwich

4 Hot Dogger Special

$6.50

$6.50

$6.50

$3.50

BREAKFAST SPECIALS

2 eggs any style, bacon,

hash browns and toast

All items include tax. o.iiLO tax

All of our Burger and Sandwich Specials come with
All You can Drink and Fries or Fresh Fruit

"There's no place like Headlines.

"

208-2424
10922 Kinross Ave., Westwood Village
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Catherine Deneuve David Morse

Sometimes,
You Have To Listen

See The Light.

a film by Lars von Trier

"BjOrk gives a great
performance...

there's nooglc in it."

- Petar Troiwr*, ^pMr« Slona
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textbookplus
THE BOOK discounter'

TIRED OF PAYING HIGH

PRICES FOR TEXTBOOKS?

Try the new alternative,

lower prices guaranteed!

Avoid the long lines,

now open M-F 8am-8pm.

& Special weekend

hours during rush

period.

^JWe also pay

—

UGintoAM*.

927 Westwood
(1/2 Bode from UCLA)

WliytxvnAve.
more for your

used books!

i'3SSStSaS£!iC'~tR<StrtC7!:C.'

MacncMMMOKxnciui-DaNaaMMiMr I

OMiunuKiMwconiiioMgiAiiwim— iic«tx>l

w«fw.Mwlia»49om www.danceilntlMclarkinovtooam

I 927 Westwood Blvd. (I/2 Block from UCLA)

(310)824-1155
J
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ucIq summer sessions 2001 chicana and chicano studies

AU Courses Session A

M159B History of the Chicano Peoples

Juan Comez-QuifiQnts, UCLA

Historical survey of the development of Mexican/Chi-
cano communities and people of Mexican descent in

the U.S. through the 20th century, with special focus
on labor and politics. Exploring socfal structure,

economy, labor, culture, political organization, con-
flict, and ideology within a framework of domination
arW resistance in the U.S. and Mexico.

160 Introduction to Chicana/Chlcano Speech
In American Society

Otto Santa Anna, UCLA

Survey course presenting (1) basic elements of Chi-

cano language use. Including history of Chicano
languages, types and social functions of Chicano
speech (pachuco, calo, Spanglish), sexist language,
and multlllngualism and monolingualism and (2)

major social issues associated with language use by
Chicanos and other urban ethnic populations.

I
rSi Understanding Whiteness in American

History and Culture

Anthony^. Macias, UC Riversidt

Building on the idea that racial identities are histori-

cally constructed rather than inhenmtly gh/en,

recent scholarship deconstructs the racialcategory

of "white," intenrogating Its foundations, rhetoric,

and power in U.S. American culture. This class intro-

duces students to the process of raclalization and
identity fonnation \i\ the United States, and exam-
ines what it means to be white in U.S./Amerlca. past
and present. .

197A Naturtliiation, Immigration and Citizenship

Allan H. Wtrnick, CityUniv^nity of Ntw York

Review of contemporary U.S. immigration, Natural-
ization and Citizenship law, its context and historical

development. Th« coursie will prepare students to

participate In the debate over U.S. immigration poficy.

Through lectures, readings and guest presentations.

raza
This summen UCLA offers a range

of Chicana and Chicano Studies

courses, useful for the minor and

major, fulfilling a aedit require-

ment or expanding your historical,

cultural, legal and social knowl-

edge about Chicanas/os and

Utinas/os and U.S. Society.

we will analyze the role of key forces shaping immi-
gration policy including new immigrant communities
and the organizations that represent them, organized
labor, far right restrictionists. the business commu-
nity and the major political parties.

197B Latlna Feminist Traditions

Deena J. Gonzdltz, Pitzer College, Claremont

This course. In discussion format, surveys Latina his-

torical and contemporary experiences. Racial diver-
sity, sexuality, ethnicity.identity, and class provide
organizing themes. The second half of the course
will cover in greater detail Chicana feminisms, using
historical sources, but also literature and art.

197C Comedy y Cultura

Monica Palaclos, Visiting Lecturer, UCLA

Exploration of humor within the context of cultural

identity, performance and storytelling the

writer/student will write about a humorous life

adventure unique to the Chicano/Latino experience.
This empowering exploration of truth, will be devel-
oped, processed and shaped into a paper that will

be read or performed in class at the end of this

.course. This process will promote an understanding
(and unity) amongst students' differences and per-
sonal experiences.

197D Chicano en cl clnt y la llttratura Mexicana
David Maciel, California State University,

Domlnguez Hilts _^
Examination of the historical and contemporary
images of the Chicano through film and literature of
Mexico. AAexican Films will be emphasized as the

principal source of analysis and course discussion.

Understanding of spoken Spanish required.

For dates, times and other information, visit

www,summer.ucla.edu or call310.79^8333. Enroll

now tk-ough URSA Online at www.ursa.ucta.edu.

Campus parking and on-campus housing are available.

if.-h
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selected school supplies

ne^

one week only !!

\\ Spiral Notebooks
starting at $1.59

Genesis Brilliants
• Vjnyl covers
• Black wires

Full size black pockets
• Easy rip pape

mtmrnttmrnrnmammim

Use Your Imagination
• Recycled paper

• Metallic finish covers
:

••; '•
• College Rule

• Perforated Paper

n«^y Avery Writing Instruments

-r-»«

T

eGlide

Rollerball Pens
• Vibrant colors

• Waterproof Ink

• Quick Drying

Vv

eGlide

Mechanical Pencil
• Soft contoured grip

• Fully retractable tip

• Assorted colors |
to choose fronn

.'H- Stabilo Swing
Cool Highlighter

• Durable Chisel Tip
• Pocket size with clip

• Translucent barries

Lnirted 10 Stock on terKJ Sate ends 4/8A)1. SeledBd .l),te miW^

Essentials

5108257258
www.uclastore.com AsSodi<\itf<l SiUcWs. UCLffe

PROGRAM
From page 1

Part of the reason the data on pro-

gram is inconclusive is because mar-

keting for BruinGo! commenced only

shortly before the fall quarter began.

"The bus. technology which can

read the BruinCard wasn't ready until

weeks before fall quarter so we could-

n't market well in advance," Stocki

said.

Marketing plans for next year

include sending information about the

BruinGo! program in registration

packets and sending e-mails to the

UCLA community before they make
their transportation arrangements for

the year.

Shoup, along with doctoral stu-

dents Jeffrey Brown and Daniel Hess,

have studied how transit-pass pro-

grams across the country have result-

ed in increased student ridership,

reduced parking demands and
impcoved access to campus and cul-

tural events.

In light of growing college enroll-

ment coupled with a lack of dorm
rooms, university students are

increasingly forced to commute to

campus. Thus, according to Shoup, a

university's competitiveness is

increasingly contingent upon trans-

portation programs.

"I think (BruinGo!) helps to attract

and retain students," he said. "One of
the things it does is directly provide

fmanciaj aid to the students whereas if

they build a new parking structure

everything goes to outsiders like con-

tractors and construction crews." '

More than 35 colleges and universi-

ty throughout the nation have estab-

lished programs providing students

with free access to public transporta-

tion.

BruinGo! is unique because of fare

box technology that can read the

BruinCard and enables a pay-as-you-

go program.

The fare box technology collects

ridership data each time a BruinCard
is swiped on the Big Blue Bus and can
determine the bus route number,
whether the rider is a student, faculty

or staff, which direction the rider is

heading, and what time and date the

rider boarded the bus.

"BruinGo! is among the least

expensive university transit programs

because Santa Monica lines are so

economical and because UCLA does-

n't have to pay a fixed fee, " Shoup
said.

UCLA students, faculty and staff

sent more than 1,000 e-mails praising

the program to the Institute of

Transportation Studies. Comments
addressed environmental concerns,

housing opportunities, financial aid,

transportation equity and access to

campus and cultural events in their

"approbation of the pilot program.

"To give ihis option to students,

staff and faculty is a nice token given

by the university saying that they rec-

ognize the impossible parking situa-

tion on campus," said Douglas
Kolozsvari, Graduate Student

Association Representative on the

Transportation and ParkingAdvisory

Committee.

Additionally, Shoup suggests

extending BruinGo! to the Culver
City Bus Line and improving the con-

ditions of bus stops in Westwood by
providing more seating, lighting and
sheltered areas.

Stocki said his belief that current

bus riders in Santa Monica would con-

tinue to use public transportation with

or without the BruinGo! program
because it costs a mere 50 cents per

ride. Furthermore, there aren't

enough people in Santa Monica that

would have ev«n the beginning of an
impact on us deciding whether to

build parking inventory, Stocki said.

The program, which is currently

budgeted at SI million from Parking

Services, is hoping to secure grants

from the Metropolitan Transit

Authority and the Environmental
Protection Agency for next year's

budget.

Suggestions have included voting

on an additional registration fees to

support the BruinGo! program.

Shoup questioned why funding is

so hard to come by for a bus pass pro-

gram but so easy to acquire for new
parking structures.

"The cost of 23 parking spaces (in

the proposed new structure) is enough
to pay for free public transit for a
year," he said.

The final decision whether to estab-

lish the program permanently will be
based on the degree of increased rid-

ership on the Santa Monica Bus Lines

and the procurement of necessary

funds.

CENSUS
From page 5

average of 2.4 percent. That may come
as little surprise because intermarriage

has long been a pattern in Asiitii and
Hispanic communities.

A study by Frey found that 24 per-

cent of the mixed race couples in

America live in California, a state that

accounts for 1 1 percent of the nation's

married couples.

This diversity could have political

ramifications as more Hispanics and
Asians reach voting age or gam citizen

status so they can go to the polls.

As the Democratic Party met
Friday in Anaheim for its annual con-

vention, roughly 800 members of the

party's Chicano/Latino Caucus were
expected to arrive and make their voic-

es heard.

Census results were on the lips of
members as they met to discuss how to

get more of their members elected

statewide.

"It validates what we've been saying

about the changing political structure

in California." said Steven Ybarra,
chairman of the caucus. "You've got to

pay attention to the Chicano commu-
nity or you lose." *

While cities posted slower growth
than outlying suburban counties, they

still continued to fit hundreds of thou-

sands of additional bodies within their

borders.

The state's largest city, Los Angeles,
grew by 6 percent to 3.7 million, as San
Diego, the second largest, grew 10 per-

cent to 1.2 million

San Jose, home of the Silicon Valley

that has fueled much of the state's eco-

nomic growth, grew 14 percent to

894,943. San Francisco, the fourth

largest, added 7 percent to reach

776,733.

The question will be how these

already congested areas and the sub-

urbs that continue to expand beyond
city limits will deal with unbridled

growth and related problems, such as

strained power and water supplies.

The attraction of affordable homes
and open space has created a culture of
long-distance commuters who are

increasingly trading urban living for a

place in the country. This expansion in

places such as the Inland Empire and
Central Valley, however, has created

some of the same congestion and
crowding they thought they left behind

.

in the city.

"They're gobbling up the subdivi-

sions we've been building." said

Christopher Williamson, a geography
professor at the University ofSouthern
California. "The question is, how long

can that go on? What's the price of that
as oppospd to redeveloping older

areas?"

Riverside County, which has been
among the fastest growing regions for

the past two decades, is taking a broad
look at soKralled smart growth. The
county is viewing development in a
larger context with transportation and
environmental concerns such as

endangered species.

In addition to mapping where
Califomians have settled, the census

figures released last week will play an
important role in drawing new political

boundaries and distributing federal

and state funds.

'^».

SANTANA
From page 1

lessly," said co-Master of
Ceremonies and former UCLA
MEChA chair. Jo Anna Ley. a 2000
alumna in Chicana/o studies.

"I can't think of more deserving

individuals." she added.

The ceremony, sponsored by
Arista Records and Sony Pictures

Entertainment, was only one in a

series of events to commemorate the

newly designated state holiday of
Chavez's birthday, the first of which
was held on Saturday.

The event drew roughly 350
guests, including mayoral candi-

dates Antonio Villaraigosa and
Xavier Becerra.

Ticket revenue will support the

Cesar E. Chavez Spirit Scholarships

that are awarded to Chicana/o stud-

ies students who contribute to the

community both as scholars and
activists.

The Santanas earned the award
for the Milagro Foundation, which
they founded in 1998, to aid at-risk,

underrepresented and otherwise dis-

advantaged youth.

Carlos referred to the Milagro
Foundation as "the head of God" -

raising consciousness, healing and
•tvittj hope. Lttcnilty, it translates to

"miracle."

Carlos Santana, who has outlast-

ed musical fads of the past three

decades and sold over 90 million

records, has played benefits for San
Francisco Earthquake Relief and
Tijuana Orphans.

Much less visible to the public

eye, by choice, is his wife, the other

half of Milagro's success.

"I'm usually in the background
and I prefer to do my work in the

background." she said. "It's hum-
bling to have our names spoken with

Chavez's.

"Education is the key to our spiri-

tual, social and economic progress,"

__she continued. "I always tell my chil-

dren they have to start by being
smarter than the ones who try to

hold them back."

Milagro uses funds from ticket

sales and corporate contributions to

increase educational opportunities

and make health services available -

by providing grants to organizations

at all corners of the world.

The Dikclle Children's center in

Sri Lanka, a refuge for homeless
orphans who are war victims, and
the Organization for the Support of

Albania's Abandoned Babies arc

some of the global groups who bene-
fitted from the funds.

Within the U.S.. the urgency to

ensure opportunities for children

strikes close to home for the

Santanas. as they see the decline of

students of color within universities

and colleges.

"We have to continue with our
courage. This is just the beginning.

Like you. I'm witnessing this incred-

ible nightmare that's happening to

our children in schools." Carlos said.

Many of Milagro's national

efforts are geared to provide tutor-

ing and exposure to the arts.

Carlos said students must be
given more support, mentioning the

state spends only $4,500 per student

a year in California while state pris-

oners cost $35,000 annually.

"We can put pressure on those

who have the power," he said. "We
constantly dream. It's better to

dream than curse the darkness
Accentuate the light."

Blending music and tribute to

dually honor Chavez and the

Santanas. the evening commenced
with a reception and dinner for the

honorees and attendees, while

Carlos Santana's recent hit

"Smooth" appropriately fading in

and out of the chatter and clink of

wineglasses.

Poised humbly in the center of the

crowd were the Santanas. quietly

shaking hands of congratulatory
'

fans who approached their table

before dinner.

A singer and a quartet from the

UCLA ethnomusicology graduate
department performed traditional

Mexican music. Slightly nodding
and tapping his fingers to the beat of

the mu.sic wds (lie Latin music leg-

end himself, who raised his hands
and applauded after each number..

Both Villaraigosa and Becerra
had the opportunity to speak and
commend the Santanas, acknowl-
edging that the ever-present student

activism at campuses indeed shows
solidarity among students, educators

and community leaders like the

Santanas.

"Deborah and Carlos, you'd be
proud to know that almost two
weeks ago, a number of students of

color came together," said Becerra,

in reference to the affirmative action

protest last quarter.

"We came here to debate, the stu-

dents decided' it was time to debate

affirmative action. They understood

what you do for children."

Commemorative bike jerseys,

UCLA apparel and a painting sym-
bolizing the struggle of immigrant
farm workers were also given to the

Santanas. who smiled and stepped
on stage again to accept these unan-
ticipated gifts.

"Wc absolutely believe in a

brighter future for our children,"

said Carlos as he stood at the podi-

um in his acceptance speech. "I

don't believe in fiags. I don't believe

in borders; I believe in eyes, I believe

in hearts. This is an award for me
that means the most, this award is

not bought - it represents the best of
my family."

His speech was punctuated by the

instantaneous rumble of voices

shouting. "Carios!" "Viva!" as the

man smiled, nodded and stepped off

the stage, arm in arm with his wife.

BUDGET
From page 10

Bush's proposed tax cut.

But Daschle dismissed concerns
that another Democrat, Ben Nelson
of Nebraska, was still on the fence.

"Senator Nelson told me this

week that he would be with us and so

I'm very encouraged by that."

Daschle said. "I know I have 49
Democrats today."

He added, "We're very hopeful

we can pick up one or two, maybe
three Republicans."

While Daschle would not name
any Republicans that could vote Ifis

way. Sen. Lincoln Chafee of Rhode
Island seemed all but certain to vote

against the GOP measure. Chafee
has said Bush's tax cut is far too

large and he prefers about $450 bil-

lion.

Republican James Jeffords (?f

Vermont has been uncommjtted but

is considered likely to support the

GOP plan. Jeffords' chief concern
about the budget was his insistence

on more money for education for

the mentally and physically dis-

abled.

The timing of debate also came
up Sunday.

The Republicans have rejected a

Democratic request to postpone the

budget debate until late April, when
Congress returns from a two-week

recess. Deniocrats wanted the delay

because they believe the April 9

release of Bush's full budget, includ-

ing details of s>pending cuts he will

propose, would have given them
ammunition to use on the Senate
fioor.

"We don't have the president's

budget, we won't get it until after the

debate is over, which is really pretty

amazing," Daschle said "Only in

Washington would you vote on
something you haven't seen."

Nickles called the proposed two-

week delay "an excuse not to have a

tax cut."
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The World's

Most Advanced

Operating System

Mac OSX
Mac OS X Key Features

• lasy k> UM and intuiliw (or new usort, with powerful feotures for professionals
• Innovative organixalional features such as the new Dock and Finder
• Fully customizable to the way you VMNrk

^pfiBimm%9i stability «ml parformam*
• UNIX-based core operating system provides industrial-strength foundotij^
• ProAedtd memofy and advanced memory nranogement increase system stability

• freemplive multitasking boosts system performance and responsiveness
• iHug-and-ploy support for OSS and FireWire peripherals
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• twkhm besH>f<kiss Internet applications such as<Mail, Microsoft imernet Explorer for
Mac 5.1 Preview, ohd Internet Connect

• IntogrolBd iTools account inckiding a AAacxom email address and iDisk stortige space
• Software updates over the Internet to keep your system up to date
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• Quartz 2D graphics for stunning onscreen graphics, PDF imaging
• OpenGL for intense 3D graphics

• QuickTime 5 tochnokigy for Internet streaming of au<fio and vkieo
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• Easy instaflation and setup help get you up and running in minutes

• Cbssic lechnok>gy supports most of your current Mac OS 9 applications

• Nexhgeneration 'Built for Moc OS X" applkatk>ns benefit from powerful new features
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AIDS
From page 1

latency because these cells are so

sparse," Bro.oks said.

According to Zack, one in a mil-

lion T-cells in a patient's blood is both

latent and infected with the virus, but

in his mouse model, one in 10 have
the virus.

Zack and his colleagues published

their" results in this month's issue of
Nature Medicine.

"In the past we weren't very sure

where the virus introduced itself into

the cell to become latent." said

Thomas Kolks, chief of the HIV and
Retro-virology branch of the Center
for Disease Control and Prevention.

Kolks said understanding latency

will be the next big hurdle scientists

must overcome in their attempts to

eradicate HIV.

"To get rid of the virus, we would
need to extract that gene out," Folks

said. "We can't get rid of a gene in the

body"

In addition to providing scientists

with a greater understanding of viral-

ly infected latent cells, new research

using the mice may lead to drugs that

will stop the spread of the virus in the

body.

"Because of this new model, we
can study how the virus behaves and
wc can Tind ways to eliminate the

latent virus," Zack said.

Patients in the future may not have
to continually take harmful anti-viral

cocktails, which lead to a number of
side effects.

Zack said these drug cocktails are

expensive to patients, costing $15,000

over a 10-year spai..

Sausser currently lakes a combina-

tion of 27 medications, six of which
are anti-virus drugs. He takes the

other 21 to counteract the side effects

of the anti-viral drugs.

When Sausser initially went off the

drugs in 1988, he developed dementia

and was arrested for felony vandal-

ism.

As a result of both the drugs he

lakes and the virus itself, Sausser has

developed incontinence, nausea,

fatigue and is wasting away in his

arms and legs, he said.

"I've become disabled and I had to

stop working," he said.

Research using the mice would
hopefully find a way to eliminHItt

infected latent cells.

"In the absence of (drug) therapy,

latency is irrelevant." Zack said. "It

becomes a problem when a patient

gets drugs - it's the low level of laten-

cy that keeps the virus there."

As a result, another drug could be
added to the cocktail, which would
get rid of latent cells and potentially

leave patients without having to lake

medication.

Current anti-viral medication does
not get rid of HIV, but' instead pre-

vents it from spreading to other areas

of l\]e body.

The procedure involved Irans-

planling human thymus ccik iot»--

mice that were bred without an
immune system. Researchers then

infected the thymus tissue in the mice
with HIV and used the concentrated

latent cells in their experiments.

"Understanding latent cells is real-

ly the key to finding a cure for this dis-

ease," Sausser said.

ACCIDENT
From page 5

Sunday on state television.

The collision happened Sunday
morning off the southern Chinese

island of Hainan, according to China
and U.S., military spokesmen. The
Americ^ EP-3 plane landed at a mil-

itary airfield on Hainan.

The status of the crew and control

of the plane on the ground were
unclear. None of the 24 crew mem-
bers was injured, said Col. John
Bratton, a spokesman for the U.S.

Pacific Command in Hawaii.

Chinese officials assured the

United Stales the crew is safe, and
American diplomats were going to

Hainan to see them, said U.S.

Ambassador Joseph Prueher. He said

he had talked several times with U.S.

Secretary of State Colin Powell.

"It appears also the Chinese have
lost an aircraft and we're sorry that

occurred." Prueher. a retired Navy
admiral and commander of U.S.
forces in the Pacific, said as he left his

Embassy at 1:15 a.m. today.

President Bush was briefed on the

episode Sunday morning, an adminis-
tration official said.

The U.S. plane was on a routine

surveillance flight in international air-

space when two Chinese fighters

intercepted it. said Bratton. The EP-3
is an unarmed four-engine propeller-

driven plane equipped to listen in on
radio signals and monitor radar sites.

China claims most of the South
China Sea as its territorial waters - a
claim rejected by countries that use
the vast expanse of ocean for ship-

ping.

The collision appeared to be an
accident, and the Chinese did not
force the plane down, Bratton said

Cmdr. Rex Totty, another spokesman
for the Pacific Command, said the

Navy talked with the crew after they

landed but had no contact since then.

The incident comes at an uneasy
time in US-Chinese relations. The
Bush administration has taken a

more wary attitude toward Beijing,

and China's recent detention of two
scholars with links to the United
States has further raised distrust.

The collision coincided with news
reports Sunday that U.S. military

experts will recommend new
weapons sales to Taiwan that could

heighten tensions with Beijing. China
regards Taiwan as a renegade
province, and has protested

American weapons sales to the island

democracy.

Nick Cook, tt« ttvttttton expert
with Jane's Defense Weekly in

London, ^aid the U.S. military rou-

tinely sends surveillance aircraft such

as the EP-3 to monitor China's mili-

tary.

The EP-3 can pick up radio, radar,

telephone, e-mail and fax traffic.

Cook said. He said the plane is the

size of a 150-seat commercial airliner,

with most of its space taken up by
monitoring equipment.

The U.S. plane took off from
Kadcna Air Base in Okinawa, Japan,
the U.S. military said. It is based at

Whidbey Island Naval Air Station in

Washington state and was flying with

a crew of 22 Navy personnel and one
each from the Air Force and the

Marines.

Bates Gill, a China expefTaT ffie"

Brookings Institution in Washington,
said China was acting like any mili-

tary power by trying to ward off
"activities aimed at its airspace."

The collision with the American
plane is a "small victory" from
China's perspective, Gill said.

"You've sent the message about
intruding in airspace. You forced it to

land. You've got your hands on it."

One Chinese academic claimed
that in-flight encounters were com-
mon with U.S. surveillance aircrafts

that fly along China's coastline listen-

ing to its military.

"It's very regular for the American
Navy to have their planes intruding

into Chinese airspace," said Yan
Xuetong, an expert in international

studies at Tsinghua University in

Beijing. "The Chinese then send up
fighters and chase them out."

Totty, the U.S. military

spokesman, confirmed that intercep-

tions are common but denied that

U.S. planes routinely intrude on
Chinese airspace.

"Our aircraft routinely operate in

international air space on reconnais-

sance missions, and it is routine for

Chinese aircraft to respond by inter-

cepting and shadowing us." Totty
said.
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HEDRICK
From page 1

at Puzzles Eatery, a break fasl-on-lhc-

go service open from 7-10:45 a.m.

But results b( its Customer
Satisfaction Surveys suggested that

students wanted Hednck to remain
open for breakfast.

The surveys were made available

to students at all dinmg facilities m
the final two weeks of winter quarter.

Students will have opportunities to

complete the surveys again this quar-

ter, as they will be available in all din-

ing facilities twice more for one-week
periods.

First-year Hedrick Dining and
Environment Board Representative

Jill Alderson .said she is pleased with

the decision to keep Hedrick open
for breakfast.

"It means that they listen to what
we have to say. It's very reassuring."

said Alderson, a microbiology and

molecular genetics student.

"My initial reaction was that they

shouldn't (close Hedrick) without
asking our opinions first." she contin-

ued. "They should lake our opinions

into account, and they did."

Foster said responses to the survey

had an impact on the final decision.

"We just checked the comments."
Foster said. "Wc encourage people
to respond. We do read {the surveys)

and take them very seriously
"

Alderson agreed with Foster, say-

ing student input likely played a large

role in the decision-making process.
| feel it was the student opinions

and student action that turned this

decision around," Alderson said.

"This decision allows people to eat

breakfast with the people they're

used to. We'd eat breakfast by our-

selves if we went to another place."

she continued.

Dining Services has not made any
decisions about the facility's hours of
service for the 2001-02 school year.

UNREST
From page 6

ment demanded Israel release the six.

".This aggression represents a dangcr-

0U.1 CM atation and dangerous
infringement on signed agreements.'

the statement said.

An Israeli official, insisting on
anonymity, would only confirm that

the arrests were made. Prime
Minister Ariel Sharon has repeatedly

accused Force 17, Arafat's bodyguard
unit, of carrying out deadly attacks on
Israelis, and has demanded Arafat
rein it in.

Sharon has blamed Arafat for a

six-month-old wave of violence that

has killed 455 people, including 374

Palestinians, 62 Israeli Jews and 19

others.

The Israeli army chief of staff, Lt.

Gen. Shaul Mofaz, told Israel televi-

Rion Sunday that the army will act

"wherever necessary to strike at the

perpetrators of terror attacks."

"The army is involved in combat,
which for the soldiers in the field, is a

war." he added.

Palestinian Information Minister

Yasser Abed Rabbo told Israel televi-

sion, "We are now in a state of open
war with Sharon."

Palestinian officials called on the

United Slates lo use its influence to

gc^the peace process going again.

"It's time for the United States to

intervene," said Arafat's spokesman,
Nabil Aburdeneh.

President Bush has indicated he
will be less closely involved in Israeli-

Palestinian affairs than President

Clinton was.

Israeli Cabinet Minister Rehavam
Zeevi, known for his ultra-nationalist

views, told a Cabinet meeting Sunday
that the army should bomb Arafat's

home in Gaza. Sharon said such
remarks only escalate tensions.

Amid the confrontations, there

was also lifesaving cooperation. A
Palestinian woman brought her baby,

unconscious with a dangerously high

fever, to the Jewish settlement of
Shavei Shomron. where an Israeli

medic treated the infant.

The medic then turned the 7-

month-old boy over to the Palestinian

Red Crescent emergency service, and
a Red Crescent worker said he was in

a hospital and out of danger. The
medic said the child suffered from
complications of chicken pox.

MCVEIGH ^
From page 8

floor. ,

Ambng those killed were 19 chil-

dren. Michel told ABC's
"PrimeTime Thursday" last week
that McVeigh's only regret was that

their deaths proved to be a public

relations nightmare.

Authorities have said the truck

contained 4,000 pounds to 4,800
pounds of explosives, but McVeigh
told the authors it was more than a

ton heavier.

As he drove toward the building,

McVeigh stopped to ignite a five-

minute fuse, which soon filled the

cab with acrid smoke. McVeigh said

he had to roll down both windows to

let some of the smoke out.

A block from the federal building,

McVeigh had to slop for a traffic

light, ;^nd he lit a second fuse, one he
had measured at approximately two
minutes.

McVeigh told the authors that

both fuses were burning when he
parked the truck and walked away.

In the next 30 seconds, he said,

perhaps a dozen people saw him. He
was wearing a nondescript blue
windbreaker over a T-shirt.

On the front of the shirt was a
drawing of Abraham Lincoln and
the Latin phrase that John Wilkes
Booth screamed after he assassinat-

ed Lincoln "sic semper tyrannis,

"

or "thus ever to tyrants." On the

back was a picture of a tree dripping

blood and a quotation from Thomas
Jefferson: "The tree of liberty must
be refreshed from ti me to time with

the blood of patriots and tyrants."

,
. ." J.

McVeigh says the bomb was.

intended to avenge raids by federal

. agents at the Branch Davidian com-
pound at Waco, and the cabin of
white separatist Randy Weaver at

Ruby Ridge. Idaho.

About 150 yards away from the

building, he says, he started jogging
and wondered if something had gone
wrong because, by his calculations,

the bomb should have exploded.

"Oh man, am I going to have to

walk back there and shoot that damn
truck?" he thought.

Then the explosion lifted him off

his feet.

He said he had no regrets, and in

fact could feel anxiety leaving his

body "It's over," he thought.

While being held at the federal

Supermax prison in Florence, Colo..

McVeigh found that among neigh-

boring inmates he had the most in

common with Kaczynski, who is

serving life after a mail-bombing
spree that killed three people and
injured 23.

At first, Kaczynski refused to

speak with McVeigh because he had
misgivings about the way McVeigh
had executed the bombing.
However, Kaczynski eventually

believed that his fellow bomber had
been demonized by false media
reports.

Kaczynski, 57, laid out his feelings

about McVeigh and the bombing at

Oklahoma City in an 1 1-page letter

to the book's authors.

"On a personal level I like

McVeigh and I imagine that most
people would like him." Kaczynski
wrote. "He was considerate of oth-

ers and knew how to deal with peo-

ple effectively"

,v .

J^?:

Spring Sing
Spring Sing, UCLA's oldest and greatest musical tradition, steps into

the spotlight on Friday, May 4, at 8 p.m. in the Los Angeles Tennis
Center on the UCLA campus. Tickets go on sale on Monday, April 2,

at the UCLA Central Ticket Office. Be sure to show them your
BniinCard with SAA on it to receive your discount on ticket prices.

For information on the show, call (310) UCLA-SAA.

Read Between
the Lines

Wednesday, April 11, 7 - 9 p.m., James West Ahwmi Center _-_
Thinking about a career in communications or media? Meet fellow

Bruins who have gone on to careers in these fields. UCLA alumni will

give you the scoop. No pre-registration required. For information,

call (310) 825-6423.

Bruin

Networking Night
Have you built your Bruin networit? At UCLA Alumni Networidng
Night, you can mingle and develop new relationships in a Bniin-
friendly atmosphere. Join us on Tuesday, April 17, from 6:30 to 8:30
p.m. at the James West Alumni Center for an evening of networidng.
RSVP by Friday, April 13, to Uural Cooper at (310) 206-0691 or
LCooper^UCLAIumni.net Admission is free for Alumni Association
members and UCLA students.

We re Hiring
The UCIA Alumni Association is h>oking for 30-40 bright, energetic
and motivated students to join our team for GradPak 2001 - our
membership recruitment campaign. Students can earn $7.23 per
hour plus bonuses. Don't miss out on the chance to gain valuable
sales and mariieting experience while meeting fellow Bruins. For
information, visit www.UCLAIumni.net/About/Jobs. Interviews will be
conducted during the first week of April.

n Dates to

,

Remember
Spring Quarter Dates

(Apr. 2 "^ Spring Sing Tickets go on sale

(Apr, 11 ) Careers in Communications

and Media

( Apr, 17 ^ Alumni Networidng Night

u c i «

UCLA Studeiit Alunnu Association

James West Alumni Center

Los Angeles. CA 90095- 1397

For Membership Information:

(310) UCLAlumni

(800) UCLAlumni
UCLAIumni
lAssooiatio

For Event & Volunteer

Information:

(310) UCLA-SAA

Fax; (310)825-8678

E-mail: saad' UCLAlumni.net

www.UCLAIumni.net/saa
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Looking for the Journalism Dept.?
YOU'RE HOLDING IT

The Daily liiinii is one (»ri|ic Im-sI places in llic

iialioii lo Irani iitiiiiialisiii.

WAMTTOGETMVOiyED?
H vcm'd like lo know nuHc. come lo oiii

Oiirnlalitdiand Open House Wo hies* lav. April i

al (cMO p.(i). ill III*' Cliailcs Vomi;:(;iaii(l Salon

(near Ww KcrcklioHCoHi'c IIoiinc). Comic hear

wlial we liavr lo oUcr. visil otii olTiccs. anil luri'l

I lie lirniii slall'.

Koi inoiv inroiiiialion. call lis al .S'i")-27K7.

COME TO OUR
ORIENTATION A OPEN HOUSE
TMS WEDNESDAY AT 6:30 PM
YOUNG GRAND SALONM
KERCXHOFFHAU

^\M

ucu

We'll

income

Comm
do

unity,

your

/%te
^axes fnr

VITA

Just bring a// relevant tax information including

W-2s, 1099s, savings account interest &
student scholarship information to a site and

we'll do the rest!

SITE 1: P.A.T.H. (People Assisting The Homeless)
2346 Cotner Avenue, Los Angeles, CA 90064

March 10, 17, 24, 31, April 7 & 14 9 am - 1pm

SITE 2: UCLA (University of California, Los Angeles)

April 2-3 1 2-6 pm ACKERMAN 241

April 4-6,9-13, & 16 12-6 pm ACKERMAN 3516

UCLA VITA (Volunteer Income Tax Assistance)

is a non-profit group that helps prepare basic

Federal and CA state income tax returns for

free. All VITA volunteers are trained by the IRS

and Franchise Tax Board.

www.studentgroups,ucla.edu/vita

FOR THE
ONE

$2.00 Off

TUESDAYS
Excludes Sicillians

Westwood

208-8671
Brentwood

820-6636

OFFER VALID

MONDAY
NIGHT ONLY.
(After 5:30 pm)

No mediums and offer excludes
Sicilians. No half & fialf orders.

Must mention ad.

Coupon must be given to driver

TWO TOPPINGS

Exp. 4/9/01

I LARGE
PIZZA w/

Westwood 208-8671
Brentwood 820-6636

TAX INCLUDED
Coupon vaM at VVestwood and Brentwood locations

Offer good only with this
coupon, one coupon per pizza.*
Coupon must be given to driver.

Limit 3 pizzas per address.
No 1/2 and 1/2

Open until 1 am
I

...uu^wi vaiw ai wOTtwooo and Brentwood locations KJUrsf} Unill I am ^ - - ^ _ »^ .....fc------«««« Joc««n»^
^ ^^ J 1 . I

Coupon vaM at V^twood and Brentwood locations OpOn Until 1 am |
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I
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I
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I

I

I
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TWO TOPPINGS
Westwood 208-8671
Brentwood 820-6636

TAX INCLUDED
Coupon vaM at Mtott«vood and Brentwood locations

Exp. 4/9/01
I LARGE
PIZZA w/
Free Liter

Offer good only with this

coupon, one coupon per pizza.*
Coupon must be given to driver.

Limit 3 pizzas per address.
No 1/2 and 1/2

ACCESS
From page 8

lights and a refrigerator that holds vac-

cines.

The top health olTicial here, David
Kautingu, is basically a handyman
who learned his trade by watching

medical officials work for many years.

Villagers consider his arrival eight

months ago a blessing, since his prede-

cessor, a trained physician's assistant,

was an alcoholic who rarely opened
the clinic.

The concrete blue-and-white build-

ing is one ofZambia's better rural clin-

ics. It struggles to deal with malaria,

dysentery, diarrhea, pneumonia and
tuberculosis.

All are far easier to treat than

AIDS
TheA I DS plague has crept through

Africa over the past two decades,

spreading misery and the threat of

continent-wide devastation. In South

Africa, Botswana and at least four

other African countries, more than

one-fifth ofadults are already infected,

and those numbers continue to rise.

Uganda has reduced its 14 percent

adult infection rate to 8 percent with

an intensive public-awareness pro-

gram, and Senegal's early response

has, kept the adult infection rate in the

West African country at about 2 pei^

cent.

But they are the exception.

Elsewhere on the continent, the dis-

ease has exploded, dragging down life

expectancies, orphaning millions of
children and threatening economic
catastrophe.

Until recently, the only conceivable

way to confront Africa's pandemic
was with prevention: distribute con-

doms, run education campaigns,
encourage monogamy or abstinence.

The 26 million people already

infected were virtually written off
Some countries tried lo fight tubercu-

losis and other infections that afllict

people with AIDS-weakened immune
systems, and some developed home-
based care programs, essentially hos-
pices to ease the sufTeringof the dying.

The expensive regime of medica-
tion that had turned AIDS from a

death sentence into a chronic disease

in the West was unthinkable in Africa.

No country could afford $10,000 to

$15,000 a year to treat each AIDS
patient.

In recent weeks, hope for afford-

able drugs, known as anli-retrovirals,

has grown.

Merck and Co. announced it would
sell two key A IDS medications to poor
countries at about one-tenth their U.S.

price. Abbott Laboratories promised
to sell its two AIDS drugs at cost to

countries in Africa, and Bristol-Myers

Squibb Co. said it would sell two
AIDS medications below cost.

Cipla, an Indian generic drug man-
ufacturer, proposed to sell copies of
the patented medications to develop-

ing countries for about $600 a year per
patient.

Though a drastic reduction, those

prices are still far beyond the means of
most people on a continent where tens

of millions people survive on less than
a dollar a day.

Many use no currency at all, barely
"'

surviving as farmers.

"The bulk of the finance is going to

have to come not from governments;
it is going to have to be massively sup-

plemented by outside .sources," said

Andrew Cas.sels, a senior analyst at the

World Health Organization.

Before a comprehensive program • «

to admini.ster these medicines can
begin, though, the continent would
have to undergo a construction revolu-

tion, he said.

It would have to build roads to

remote villages to get drugs to patients

on schedule, finance labs to analyze
blood samples, end a continentwide
shortage of doctors and nurses, and
carry out mass HIV testing.

Many people do not even have
enough food to help them digest A IDS
drugs, or a clean glass ofwater to wash
down the pills.

WATER
From page 10

the l-enner Valley could become a

dust bowl, drawing parallels to Los
Angeles' infapious water grab in the

Owens Valley.

Los Angeles" Department of Water
and Power tapped Owens Lake with a

2.^0-milc aqueduct in \^)\}, turning the

lake into a carcinogenic du.sibed. In

1^99 the city agreed lo spend $100 mil-

lion to clean up the air pollution by
2006

MWD officials said their Kcnner
Valley project will be environmentally

benign, even if the natural rate of

recharging the underground water
supply is less than Cadiz's scientists

expect.

"The environmental protections

are extensive beyond almost anything

we have seen in the state of

California." said T[m Blair, MWD
principal resource specialist.

Water cannot be pumped out for

the first five years of the program,

while a monitoring program gets

more precise data about how much
water seeps back into the ground each
year. Talks are continuing over when
water levels will be considered low
enough to halt pumping from the

aquifer.

Behind the debate is MWD's need

to quickly increase its rapanty for

storing water. An agreement with

other western states requires

California to reduce its annual use of

Colorado River water by 800.000
acre-feet within 15 years.

The district plans to use the desert

aquifer to store up to a million acre-

feet - enough water lo serve about two
million families for a year. Il would
join several other water-storage pro-

jects, including the Diamond Valley

Lake Reservoir opened last year and
other underground storage work
along the aqueduct.

MWD and Cadiz are proposing a

35-milc canal between Cadiz's proper-

ly about 160 miles east of Los Angeles

and MWDs Colorado River aque-
- duet They wiH split the co.si of the

$150 million project.

Cadiz, which has been losing

money on its farming operations,

would earn at least $6.9 million a year

from selling the ground water, accord-

ing lo its tentative contract with the

MWD.
The water district and farming

company are scheduled lo make Iheir

contract final in April, with a U.S.

Bureau of bind Management envi-

ronmental impact report due in May.
The BLM has final say over ihe pro-

ject and expects lo make a decision a

few months after the report's release.

Under the plan, up to 1 50.000 acre-

feet of river water could be recharged

into the aquifer during wet years,

while water would be pumped oul dur-

ing dry years.

There has been little criticism of the

underground storage element of the

project. It creates fewer environmen-
tal problems and less evaporation
ihan an above-ground reservoir.

However, the plan to pump more
water than what the MWD will replen-

ish has drawn more than 7.000 oppos-

ing e-mails from environmentalists, as

well as criticism from federal officials.

A tentative contract between
MWD and Cadiz proposes pumping
up to l>5 rrfillion acre-feet of ground
water over 50 years, about 30,000 acre

feel a year.

Cadiz estimates 15,000 to 37.000

acre-feel of rain and snowmelt
recharge the aquifer annually from its

1,300-squarermile watershed. Byspme
U.S. Geological Survey estimates,

however, the valley does not get

enough runoff lo even replenish the

6.000 acre-feet Cadiz's farm uses each
year.

The MWD's Blair said Ihe project

will be financially viable even if the

only ground water it can u.se is Ihe

farm water. Cadiz must give up the

water and abandon its farming opera-

lion if il's needed to meet ihe contract

terms.
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Hey all you Sehiors,

Poh't let Senior-eye-tis

take you over.,

and remember to

STILL HAVE FUN!"

SAVE $3 ON A NOKIA CELL PHONE
Monthly
Rote

$49.99

Included

Plon

Minutes

400

Rdditionol Night
and UUeekend
Minutes

500

Total

Monthly
Minutes

900

Long Distance
Included In RIan
To 50 States

FftCC
Receive on odditionai 500 minutes foe night and wfcckend minutes every monfli for term of plon from AT&T Wireless!

This plon indodes your domestic long dislonte (tiorges to oil 50 slotes within yo(jr home (Qllina oreo Thot's correct!

800-784-6183

Compliments of
Full House
Buy one,

get one FREE

Tapioca
Iced Tea

Compliments of
Full House

FREE
SODA
with order
over $10

LUNCH • DINNER • DINE-IN • DELIVERY • PARTY
Weekend Special
$19.95 for 2 People

Appciixcn: uxa^HiNikixiii'i

Wonion Simp ,» Chicken Saliul

Knlrt'fs; uin.^iu,,,

S/ochuiin Style Ueaii Curd
Roast Duck

Sweet A Si>ur Fish I illei

Sauteed lliree liixredieni
I (lilt kill. BiVl k Slitiiiipi

String Hean Witli XO Sauce

House Special Chow Mem
Spicy Salted Pork Chop

I Vivi.l Willi Km .111,1 Ihv I.i|hiv.i lit Ic.ii

UCLA STUDENTS

10% OFF
With any purchase

over $10

Free Parking

available

Only $2.99

Jl

(Diitinj! Gr.Hul Opciiitiy PcikhI)

Wonton Noodles Soup
Bed Stew Noodles Soup
Roast Duck Nooles Soup

Msh Porridge

FULL HOUSE B.B.Q. & SEAFOOD RESTAURANT
,Ph. (310) 575-3668 Fx. (310) 575-8847 » 11110 W. Olympic Blvd., L.A., Ca, 90064 ^

Are You Ready?

Swimming Pool

' Racquetball*

' Sports Leagues*

' ^qua Fitness Classes

Full Court Indoor Basketball

• Saunas, Spas & Steam Rooms

• hjigh-Tech Cardio Equipment

• Indoor Cycling Classes

• Boxing & Yoga Classes

• Free Weight Centers

• Circuit Training

• State-Of-Jhe-Art Weight Equips

• Extensive Group Fitness Programs

• Kids' Klub - Baby Sitting*

• Personal Training*

• Juice Bars*

Be In Shape By Summer!

Call Now To Receive Your

One WppI^ Pa<;<s

Redeem By April U, 2001

WESTWOOD
<''"» 209-5002

10921 washiiie Blvd. (Wtetwood & Wibhite Blvd.)

^ LAWOMAN (Sf207-2279
11650 Santa Monica Blvd.

C ; I- IJ fc3

Toll Free
1-800 LA FITNESS
1-(800) 523-4866

To be instantly connected to a location nearest you.
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StlldciU l*r4)tr.Nls

Rally was reminiscent of

'60s modes of thought

despite social progress.

See Tuesday's Viewpoint.

viewpoint#media.ucla.edu

Stft
UGLY; Culture based on

looks should make more
people aware of disorder

As I sit in my apartment writing

this column, I wear a plaid rib-

bon on my shirt as a reminder
ot a terrible disease that affects people

of all races and creeds. I am talking

about the afTliction known as Ugly, or

Appearance
Deficit Disorder

for those of you

in the medical

community.
This debilitating

illness has failed

to receive the

recognition it

deowvoo. I t ia

being ashamed of your offensive face

time to fight

back.

Many
columns have

appeared in the

Daily Bruin condemning Los
Angeles as a place where appearance
is over-valued, saying that we should

accept ourselves for who we are.

ITiosc people say that it is impossible

for an advanced, civilized society

such as ours to place such impor-
tance on superficial qualities instead

of on intellect or achievement. I say

those people are quitters.

The Oscars garnered 800 million

viewers the world over. If that many
people tuned in just to hear Meli.ssa

Rivers wy "uch" about Russell —
Crowe's outfit (he looked like he bor-

rowed his tux from John Wilkes

Booth), then it's time to admit to our-

selves that looks really do matter. It's

time we started putting more money
into helping the ugly the fugly, the

butter faces and all other strains of .

Appearance Deficit Disorder.

Ugly, like many diseases, is sexual-

ly transmitted, not from partner to

partner, but from parent to offspring.

It can also be contracted from being
'whoop with a ugly stick" as an old

Bo Diddley song warns.

Did you know that four out of 10

people suffer from ugly? It may not
be as apparent on the UCLA cam-
pus, where the proportion is closer to

23 percent. This means that an ugly

baby i$ born every 22.5 seconds.

That's almost three ugly babies a

Lief is a third-year English student who
looks like Jay Leno and Groucho Marx's

love child. Show him some love at

dlief@ucla.edu.

minute! And if you've ever seen an
ugly baby, then you know the disease

always goes unnoticed by its parents.

This pervasive form of denial allows

most forms of ugly to go undiag-

nosed well into the child's first three

years of schooling.

Unfortunately, this denial is often

present in the ugly person them-
selves, as was recently addressed in

an open forum, Ricki Lake's, "You
Think You All Dat But You Really

Nasty" Often, the denial presents

itself as an irrational belief in the ugly

person's resemblance to an attractive

celebrity. One such girl believed that

she looked like Cindy Crawford,
when in fact she simply looked like a

big mole.

The first step to curing any illness

is diagnosis. We routfnely screen peo-
ple of all ages for various problems.
Remember when the big car

Winnebago pulled up to your ele-

^ACHLOPEZ/OarfyBfL

mentary school to test your "beep"
comprehension? Every six months
you visit a dentist to scrape the gunk
off your teeth, but when was the last

time you saw a specialist to scrape

the rest of your face?

Thanks to the information age,

you can now receive confirmation

P«line as to the quality of your
appearance. When asking someone
verbally for the standard rating on
the I -to- 10 scale (or Willem Dafoe-

LETTERS

Racial preferences

seen as cause of

discrimination
Affirmative action is the very

essence of racial discrimination. It

judges people on their race rather

than their abilities. I acknowledge
the sad and unfortunate decline in

the numbers of underreprescnted

minorities at UCLA since the repeal

of the alTlrmative action. I agree as

much as anybody that our university

as a whole would benefit frdm a

more racially and culturally diverse

setting.

But using racial discrimination as

a tool to increase minority enroll-

ment is not the way to

promote diversity.

I believe in equality

and fairness - the type of equality

and fairness that judges people on
their achievements, talents, and hard

work. Martin Luther King Jr. said it

first that people should not be

judged "by the color of their skin,

but on the content of their charac-

ter." Anyone who agrees with affir-

mative action supports the opposite.

I don't deny that the lobbyists for

affirmative action have the good
intention of diversifying our univer-

sity, but they don't realize that by
promoting affirmative action we are

taking a step back to our past as a

nation that judges people by their

ethnicity.

I agree that someone
growing up in a rich

suburb and attending a

private high school has a major
advantage over someone attending a

run-down public school. The student

attending private school can afford

SAT prep classes and tutoring while

the student in such a public school

system usually can not. It is an
unfair situation, but the roots of the

problem arc socio-economic rather

than racially based. There are people
of every background and color in

each economic class across the

country

Affirmative action can also be

harmful to minorities. People will

look at minority students and
assume that they got into UCLA

because of their race and not

because of their accomplishments.

Whether you agree with affirma-

tive action or not, you can't deny the

fact that it discriminates based on
race. For every minority student

admitted to UCLA with the help of
affirmative action, there is another,

possibly more qualified applicant

rejected because they were not con-
sidered a disadvantaged minority.

I don't believe this is fair and if

you put yourself in the shoes of the
more qualified student who got

rejected, you wouldn't think it was
fair cither.

ThM-yMT

Sean Connery Likert scale), no one
will have the heart to give anything

lower than a five, even if the person
being rated is a complete stranger.

But with the anonymity offered by
the Internet, sites like

www.hotomot.com afford raters the

opportunity to be as cruel as neces-

sary.

In the interests of science, I posted
my picture on that site. I did not use

the picture that runs with this column
for obvious reasons. Instead, I used a

picture of myself from two years ago,

back when I had a scratchy voice and
Latino accent, which, although not
visile in the picture, definitely adds
something.

Very few instltuttons"

have clinical trials set

up to combat ugly, not

even the prestigious

UCLA hospital.

I received a rating of 9.4, and sev-

eral comments such as "Dude,
you're gorgeous" "Omigod" and
"You're just posting a picture of
Antonio Banderas! That's so weak!"
I also received a very nice letter from
Melanie Griffith saying, "I don't

know how you got that picture of my
husband, but you better stay more
that 500 yards away from us at all

times or I will have you arrested."

She even autographed it! Sweet!

Do you know the symptoms of
ugly? When I establish Ugly
Awareness Month as a nationally rec

ognized holiday, we will embark on
several programs designed to edu-
cate the populace to the ills of this

disease. First will be a campaign of
visiting elementary schools, finding

the ugly students, and pointing and
laughing at them. We will also be ask-

ing Congress to approve funds so

that in addition to condoms and tam-
pons, schools will have dispensers for

paper bags (eye holes pre-cut for con-

venience and safely).

We will also be lobbying for

research money so that hopefully we
can find a permanent cure. Very few
institutions have clinical trials set up
to combat ugly, not even the presti-

gious UCLA hospital. Outside of the

Ponds Institute, virtually no rep-
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Get
Off!

Interested in being a sex
columnist for Viewpoint?
Applications are now
available at the Dailv

Bruin office in Kerckfioff
118. Thev are due no

later than Tuesday, April

10, at 5 p.m. In Jonah
Lalas' box.

Racist ad is not free speech issue
REPARATIONS: Students

should recognize motives

behind Horowitz's claims

By Josepli Anderson

On college campuses across the

country such as UC Berkeley, Brown
University, Princeton, Duke,

University of Wisconsin and UC
Davis, there has been a firestorm of
controversy over an anti-African

American university newspaper
attack ad titled, "Ten Reasons Why
Reparations for Slavery is a Bad Idea
- and Racist Too" (http://front-

pagemag.com/horowitzs-

notepad/200 1 /rep_ad.htm ).

The ad was sent to 34 different col-

lege newspapers. It was considered

by many people of color as incendi-

ary and manifestly racist. Indeed it

could have been written by the Aryan
Nation.

While the Daily Bruin and most
other college newspapers did not

print the ad, the reaction of students

at other universities suggests that stu-

dents, including those at UCLA, have

rflot been exposed to enough informa-

tion about the kind of attitudes the ad
expresses and why those attitudes are

indeed racist.

The author of the ad, David

Horowitz, is a '60s-cra, former left-

wing advocate. But Horowitz jumped
ship with the shift in the prevailing

political winds toward conservative

Rcaganism, son of Reaganism
(Bush), and even covertly nco-conser-

vative, "New Democrat."

Clintonism. Horowitz apparently

decided that there was more money, a

better life, and especially much more
media attention, something he

craves, to be gained on the conserva-

tive side.

David Horowitz was
not out to promote
free speech. David

Horowitz was out to

promote himself.

Anderson is a member of the National

Council for African American Men.

Unfortunately, there was always a

hapdful of either loosely wrapped or

intellectually thin leftists in the '60s

(e.g., Clarence Thomas), who ulti-

mately felt that the sails blowing to

the right were financially fuller -and
decided to go with that.

In the meantime, Horowitz raises

to a fine political art the same "self-

victimology" that he generally attacks

African Americans for perpetrating.

Here, Horowitz cloaks himself as the

ultimati "free speech martyr."

Horowitz runs his attack opera-

tions out of Los Angeles. His head-

quarters is home to the harmless-

sounding Center for the Study of

Pofiular Culture. But Horowitz's

activities and his recent book.

"Hating Whitey" are anything but

harmless. His book attacks African

American civil rights activists as

being anti-white racists.

At UC Berkeley, on his latest anti-

African American, racial-vendetta

crusade, David Horowitz abruptly

turned tail and bolted after his cam-
pus speech on March 15. This after

only the third questioner challenged

him. People of color have rightly con-

demned his "reparations ' ad and
ranting speech as racist.

But many whites, including UC
Berkeley Chancellor Robert Berdahl.

have tried to twist the ad issue into a

free speech issue. So it is obvious

that, even in the year 2001, many
whites, including the chancellor, still

don't recognize blatant racism, suit-

ably couched. This is a despicable

state of affairs in a so-called institu-

tion of "Higher Learning," to borrow
from the title of Ice Cube's rap song
on racism in college.

David Horowitz
Ten Reasons Why Reparations For Blacks

is a Bad Idea for Blacks- and Racist Too.

But, David Horowitz was not out

to promote free speech. David
Horowitz wiis out to promote himself

-as usual.

In a format perverting the U.S.

Constitution's Bill of Rights,

SeeANOEISON,pa9e24
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New Web site offers biased, invalkl instructor assessment
INTERNET: Student Media

should utilize screening

to increase its reliability

ByAlbcrtJCortcz

I've been a student at UCLA for

some time now, and I've seen the

implementation of some really bad
ideas. I've seen a few good ones, but
in the tradition of students every-

where, I am going to complain about
the bad ones.

The first thing that I heard about

Cortez is a graduate student in mathe-
matics.

UCLAprofessors.com was that the

Department of Mathematics at

UCLA managed to capture two of

the spots on the "Worst Professors"

list. The people at th« W«b site have
since decided to re-word "Worst" to

"Least Recommended" or "Least

Effectiveness Rating," a good move.
There are still some fundamental

Haws with a Web site of this sort.

For those of you who are not

aware, UCLAprofessors.com is a

new Web site sponsored by UCLA /

Student Media. The intent is to allow

students to share their experiences

with professors at UCLA by assign-

ing a number between one and 10 in

each of the following categories:

teaching effectiveness, course diffi-

culty concern about students, avail-

ability, and overall recommendation.
There is also a mechanism for stu-

dents to write comments about their

spccifk experiences with a professor

and post them online.

The most blatant flaw is the site's

absolute anonymity Anyone can go
to the site and say whatever they like,

fact or fiction. There is no system in

place to ensure that the rater has

actually had the professor for one
whole quarter.

I know that many students think

they are expert judges of teaching
ability As a mathematician who
knows a little about statistics, howev-
er, I know that a few hours of lecture

are hardly enough to evaluate a pro-

fessor's effectiveness.

As I snooped around various pro-

fessors' pages, I noticed that many
of the raters have written comments
like, "I went to the first two lectures,

and then didn't show up again until

the midterm," or "After the first

week I dropped the class." Opinions
written by such people must be com-
pletely disregarded. As it stands,

they are given as hiuch importance
as a comment like "I was in lecture

every day on time, always participat-

ed in class discussions, did every

homework problem, was consistent-

ly in office hours, because Dr. Doe is

a lousy professor."

I recommend that Student Media
require raters to leave their names

and ID numbers so that each evalua-

tion can be checked for validity

Name and major should be posted

along with the student's opinion. If

.students are unwilling to put their

name beside their review, then their

opinion must be disregarded.

In argument for this policy I offer

the fact that the Student Media-run
Daily Bruin requires submissions be
marked with name, phone number,
ID number, year and major. Any
responsible media source should

provide this information.

The next fundamental Haw in such
a rating system is the bias of the

raters. Each student taking a class at

See CORTEZ, page 26

PRESS POUND
By Scott Comulada

Check it out. You don't know
I started a anything about
health-advice health.

,

I know it can

bring in a lot

of money from
website

subscribers.

Don't you

have any

health-care

ethics?

(

3

«

Of

o
u
in

No, but I have
some awesome
links to that

topic on my
website.

V
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Unsigned wMtotiaJs represent a

nrwlorlty opJnton of the Daily

Bruin Editorial Board. All other

columns, letters and artwork

represent the opinions of their

authors.

All submitted ma^lrlal must
bear the author's nanne,

address, telephone number.

registration nunr>ber or affilia-

tion with UCLA. Names will not
be withheld except in extreme
cases.

The Bruin complies wKh
the Communication Board's

polky prohibiting the publi-

cation of articles that perpetu-
ate derogatory cultural or eth-

nic stereotypes.

When multiple authors
submit material, some names
may be kept on file rather than
published with the material.
The Bruin reserves the right to
edit submitted material and to
determire Ite placenrtent In the
paper. Ail submissions become

the property of The Bruin. The
Communications Board has a

media grievance procedure
for resolving complaints
against any of its publications.

For a copy of the complete
pt^edure, contact the
Publications office at 118
Kerckhoff Hall.
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There are 499 reasons to visit

ISRAEL ttiis summer.

#232:
[ you'll see the old stomping grxHinds of

Abraham, Mosses and Jacob]

The College Trip to Israel for just $499*.
Do more than work on your tan this summer. ExDioreIsrael visit ancient cities, unearth your heritageorge friendships that last a lifetime and get closer tothe core of your spirituality. Now, how's that for avacation? Call JAM today to find out more.

]

iLh!!fh lH'ri.^'i°'fii"
"'"

'" "•'^' ^''"•- ^b^Mizea price Is $^99whicft Includes airfare, room and board and all touring

JULY 1-25,2001

tamnON UlilDERGRADS

Candidate packets are now available for the
2001 -2002 undergraduate student

n

association council positions at the election

board office 312 Kerckhoff Hall

Candidate packets are due at

NOON on Friday, April 13

Endorsement Applications for

Endorsing groups are also

available and due

NOON on Friday, April 13

For more information contact flie

Election Board in 312 Kercldioff Hall ASSOCIATION
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LIEF
From page 22

utable organizations have shown the

strength of conviction or stomach to

take on the truly grotesque.

Plastic surgery has, until now,

been a relatively inelTective means of

correcting the problem. Rather than

curing ugly, it only succeeds in mak-
ing people look plastic and ugly, as if

someone had constructed a crude

photocopy based on the picture next

to "hottie" in the dictionary Ladies,

for your own sake, there is a point

beyond which cheekbones become
terrifying (the Barrymore threshold).

A far cheaper and vastly more
effective alternative to plastic

surgery is alcohol. Combined with

the darkness in which it is normally
consumed, alcohol makes the symp-
toms of ugly less visible to others.

But it is still only a short-term cure,

and carries with it a number of risks,

including the possible production of
new ugly babies.

It should be noted that the Daily

Bruin in no way promote* drinking

—

as a solution to ugliness. After all, we
can just touch stuff up with

Photoshop any time we want. Doug
is actually a 300 pound Vietnamese
girl.'

There is some good news on the

horizon, however. There »s ai ias^
definitive cure for male pattern ugli-

ness: playing the guitar. Other musi-
cal instruments can help, but none so

ubiquitously as the guitar. I myself
play the piano, an instrument which
won troll-like Billy Joel a wife in

supermodel Christie Brinkley, but
also got Jerry Lee Lewis some lovin'

from his 13-year-old cousin.

I have heard rumors that scien-

tists at MIT, through the use of pow-
erful electron microscopes, are on
the brink of discovering what they

refer to as "inner beauty" I am skep-

tical of the study for two reasons:

first, how could scientists at MIT
possibly obtain a beautiful person to—
study, and second, even if such inner

beauty existed, it is invisible to the

naked eye and therefore useless to

the layperson. '

"The inner beauty waves we
detect are the results of parasitic bac-
teria living in a person's brain, simi-

lar to the ones we have in our stom-
achs. These bacteria align themselves

together magnetically in what we call

'decency colonies' to produce nice

behavior in their hosts," said Dr.

Melvin Schmerzenfloiven.

Unfortunately said bacteria are pre-

sent in different amounts in the gen-
eral population, varying from five to

zero.

Until that far-off day when we can
all recognize such inner beauty let's

remember to be aware of ugly Stop
wearing those speedos at the beach
or supermarket, use the proper
amount of makeup (be it more or
less), or simply don't go outside

without your paper bag. Consult
your nearest Guitar Center. It's time
to heal.

ANDERSON
From page 23

Horowitz claimed that reparations to

African Americans have already
been paid in the form of welfare.

With a racist mind-set at the founda-
tion of all his arguments, Horowitz
stereotypes most African Americans
as living on welfare. Apart from that

being false, welfare is provided to
people because they are poor, not
because of their race.

In a sick twist, Horowitz then ^

claims that not only docs America
not owe African Americans repara-
tions, but that, in fact, it is African
Americans who owe America a
greater debt for ending slavery He
further says that blacks today have
actually benefited from the national

S«eANDEIBON,pa9«25

ANDERSON
From page 24

wealth that slavery helped to create.

So Horowitz believes that the

nation that immorally accepted bru-

tal slavery gave African Americans a

gift by eventually outlawing the prac-

tice and replacing it with "Jim
Crow" apartheid practices. By the

same perverted logic, a kidnap-beat-

ing-rape victim would owe a debt to

her rapist if he finally let her go free.

In another twisted claim,

Horowitz said that there were thou-

sands of blacks who also owned
slaves. Actually it was free blacks

who, in many cases, purchased their

own family members to protect them
in slave-owning states.

In his ad, Horowitz also claimed
that most Americans have no con-

nection to slavery This is patently

false: slavery has spawned a legacy of
racial oppression that exists to this

day. As a result of slavery, whites

today have inherited preferential

advantage.

_-. Southern posl<:ivil War laws like

the "Black Codes" made it illegal for

African Americans to work for them-
selves. From Tulsa, Okla., to

Rosewood, Fla., African Americans
were later told to pull themselves up
by their own bootstraps, and when
Jhcy did, successful African

Daily Bruin Viewpoint

"American business towns were often

destroyed by rioting whites or, even
later, by "urban renewal."

For an enlightening discourse on
the reparations issue, Randal

Robinson, head of TransAfrica, the

organization that spearheaded the

American divestment movement
against then-apartheid South Africa,

has written the book "The Debt:

What America Owes to Blacks."

Horowitz's ad not only invokes

racist stereotypes, it aho relies on
raising straw man arguments to justi-

fy his claims. Over and over, he

asserts the usual specious argument

_ that not all whiles benefited from
slavery. That is false anyway - whites

benefited as a nation.

But his argument is legally irrele-

vant. Many Americans don't directly

benefit from all national policies. But
the arguments for reparations aren't

made on the basis of whether every

white person directly gained from

slavery (just as the debts of a corpo-

ration don't depend on who it com-
prises). The arguments are made on
the basis that the United States itself

, institutionalized slavery and protect-

ed it by law.

As the government is an entity

that survives generations, its debts

and obligations survive the lifespan

of any particular individual. As a citi-

zen of the United States, one not

only enjoys the rights and privileges

of citizenship, but also shares the

debts and liabilities of the nation.

Present-day Americans cannot

evade national debts by claiming they

were incurred by and only benefited,

a prior generation. Thus, the moral
debt arising from 350 years of free,

forced, ^rutal labor and practically

free "Jim Crow" bitter labor - barely

ending in the 1960s - is an obligation

the United States cannot ignore.

Nor can the United States evade a

moral debt merely because the direct

victims have died. The descendants

of slavery have inherited a right to

some meaningful form of restitution,

because they still greatly inherit its

legacy.

No government would make the

descendants of each beneficiary pay
the descendants of each victim for

even an inhumane national policy

whose detriment still exists. Thus,

governments make restitution to vic-

tims as a group or class. This is a debt

that was once promised but soon

abandoned by the United States.

Finally, Horowitz was forced to

admit that the First Amendment
does not require any newspaper to

accept a paid ad. But newspapers

$ccAIIOBISON,pa9c27
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Every Day, Twice a Day

4pni-6pm

9pm- 10pm

2 fori
All Brews, Bubbles, Boba, & Bings

Flash your Bruin ID and get 18% off!!!

(not valid with 2 for I)

^^^ver5r9th customer geteLucky!!!

10948 Weyburn Avenue(next to Stan's Donuts)

Westwood, California 90024

310.209.6288

Dr. PatricR Doyle, O.D.
EVES OF WESXW^OOID
EYE EXAMINATIONS-CONTACT LENSES HIGH-FASHION EYEWEAR

10930 WEYBURN AVE
3 10-208-

1

384
IHE DIFFERENCE IS tllQH QliALTTY SERVICEI

Eyes of
Westwood

can help you
see better, and

look better,

too.

Laser Vision

Correction - LASIK
Is it for you??

Be sure to ask Dr.

Doyle. He has had

LASIK and \s

extremely happy!

We accept UCLA's Vision Plan

Close to campus in Westwood Village
Across from Jerry's Famous Deli

thereafter

Verizon Wireless
^ Simple. Affordable. National.

Anytime Minutes
500.,NighOs^Me)^end Minuu. >^^
or Free long R^Qpe*Min:.!tf f^

ALJDKM3X4000

Get a full-featured, web-ready
qualcomm 860 digital phone for FREE

Mobile Web
ReadyI

Mobile Web Internet access
for first three months

Qualcomm 860
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Call 888.299.5006
11659 Santa Monica Blvd.

310-478-4444 818-528-3900
W. Los Angeles ENCINO
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COMPLIMENTARY
CONSULTATION

Braces^^lk
Deliver Brilliant Results^

ORTHODONTIST
SINCE 1980 _^ 'm.T J

UCU FACULTY MEMBER Df* NdOCr DdVdlli
Member American Association of Orfhodontist.s

Specializing In braces for adults & ctilldren

• invisible • Removable • Cosmetic Porcelain
• European • Traditional • Surgical Orttiodontics

2U% DISCOl'NT TO STl'DKNTS AM) KACl'LTV

•is
ON-CAMPUS HOUSIN<}

OPTIONS FOP SPPIN<5 OUAPTEP

RatMeRtiil SiHei

• Smat Villa|«

• DaNava Plaza

• Ra|idanea Hallt

(310) 826 - 7494
1 1645 Wilshire Blvd. #802
Los Angeles, CA 90025

(949) 552 - 5890
18124 Culver Dr., #A
Irvine, CA 92715

Teeth Whitening
upper or lower

$85"" each

(Reg. $200.00)

The treatment wiN be as foUows S 1000 00 plus
$10000 fof eocti montti ol treatment rendered
for metal braces. $900 00 plus S 100 00 for each
month of treatment rendered for removatate

bfoces and S 1 700 00 plus S 1 25 00 per month for
ceramic txaces, S200 00 for diagrxKtic study
model and $ 1 75 GO for fofmal consultation

expiration date 5-15-01

UMITED NOMBE? OF SPACCS AUtABLB.
APPLY NOW/

Freshmen who sign up for on-compus housing
in the Spring are eligible for housing in the Foil.

Visit the Housing Asslgnnnent Office at 270 DeNeve
Drive (next to Rieber Hall) for an application.

Qaastiaat?

Contact us at 825-4271

or hao@ha.ucla.edu.HoUSING

3E

WORLD FAMOUS FOR 26 YEARS

Ye Olde King's Head
British Pub & Restaurant

Draught British Beer • Full Bar • Darts
BREAKFAST • LUNCH • AFTERNOON TEA • DINNER

in a cozy British atmosphere

RESTAURANT
Old Time Recipes

Liu- & Healthy Dishes

Daily Specials

yegetarian Options

Breakfast. Lunch.

Afternoon Tea. Dinner

World Famous ' "

Fish & Chips

Fine British Gifts & Food
BONK CHINA

'

. A\nsli;\ • Duchess • Ro\al Crown
Diuiiev • Rinal Grafton • Queens

Collet lor Tea Pols A Complele Tea Sets

TOILETRIES
Florists • Woods Of Winsor • Ttnlor Of LmJim

GOURMET FOODS
Maihew Walker • Fortnum A Mason
RiJIeys • Tip Tree • Saniisli Sulmm
JEWLERY. SILVER CLOCKS.

EARTHENWARE
ALL TEA TIME ESSENTIALS

.. and much, math more!

AND
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Shoppc

(310)394-8765
GIFT CERTinCATES ARE AVAILABLE

On Soma Monica Boulevard

Between Second Sireei and Ocean Avenue
(116 Restauram A Pub 1n StMippe)

Vita/ Mastercard/ American Expvess AcccfNed

/ / Beers on Tap

Darts. Dining &
Comraderie

Happy Hoiu-

M-F 4:30-7:00pm.

Karaoke

Damien Joice

Sat. 10:00pm- 1:30

ISIISi

Quality Food ,\t Reasonable Prices For Over 26 Years
116 Santa Monica Boulevard, Santa Monica (310) 4SM402

CORTEZ
From page 23

UCLA is somehow evaluated (usual-

ly with a grade). I sense that many of

the opinions expressed on the Web
"

site are influenced by these evalua-

tions. It would be contrary to human
nature that they not be. I recom-

mend that Student Media require

that raters give permission for GPA,
their major GPA and grade earned

in the relevant class to be posted

along with the opinion.

Just as the professor rates the stu-

dent with a grade, the student

should have a chance to rate the pro-

fessor. Unfortunately, giving profes-

sors letter grades would not be help-

ful because much of the point of

reviewing professors is to help them
improve their teaching, and letter

grades are too ambiguous. But the

same thing is true for students with

regard to their learning.

Since Student Media has seen fit

to have professors rated and quanti-

fied in such a public way, I think that

some faculty organization should

arrange to have a similar Web site in

order to rate students. Students

'could be rated in categories like ajpil-

\iy to understand abstract concepts,

ability to memorize basic facts and
definitions, desire and enthusiasm
for learning, attendance at lecture,

section and orfice hours and "wouW=
you recommend this student to

another professor?"

This Web site could be made
available to future employers and
graduate/professional programs, or

just posted on the open web so

everyone can see the quality of the

students at UCLA.
The rest of this submission con-

sists of advice to faculty to help

them to get the most out of this Web
site, given the attributes that stu-

dents seem to find most important
in professors.

• Give easy tests. Write the test

before you give the lecture so that

you can cover every minute detail of

every test question in lecture. Don't
discuss things that are not on the

test, especially things that arc not

specifically listed on the course out-

line for the course that you are

teaching, even if you have dedicated

your life to them.

• If you can give out a copy of the

test disguised as a "review" or "sam-
ple midterm," then by all means do
it. Giving the same tests for the

same courses year after year also

helps the athlete tutors and dorm .

,

tutors to maintain a database of

questions that students should

expect.

• DO NOT require the student to

perform any measure of original

thought or logical reasoning. Ask
only questions that require reitera-

tion of lecture material. Then give

only open note/open book tests.

• Give only multiple-choice tests.

But allow partial credit. Four points

for a correct answer but three points

for trying is a winning formula. Do
not curve using a normal distribu-

tion, and give an "A" to anyone who
scores more than 75 percent.

The result will be that you are

proclaimed to be "fair," "organized"
and "compassionate." Your "Course
Difficulty" rating may decrease, but
your "Effectiveness" and "Concern"
ratings will skyrocket since you are
no longer asking students to per-

form the tasks in which they need
the most practice. You may consider
your final assignment of grades a

sort of "first pass," after which the

students get one more chance to do
extra credit or beg for more points.

• Move your family into your
office at UCLA. If you ever need to

run down the hall to make copies or
get coffee, send one of your kids or
your spouse. In the absence of fami-

ly, you can get one of your graduate
students to perform these tasks for a
small monthly stipend.
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CORTEZ
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The result will be that your
"Availability" rating will increase.

University students pay premium
tuition to have access to you and
you must be there whenever they
need you.

Too much information

is left out in order for

the evaluations to be
considered useful.

No, it is not enough that you
announce office hours at the start of
each quarter, and offer yourself by
appointment. Hire a secfctHry to

answer your e-mail and tend to your
virtual office hours. Hire someone
to do your research and committee
work, too.

• You owe it to your students,

especially the ones who need you to

repeat the lecture because they had a
big paper due and had to miss class.

Look into doning yourself, so that

when 1000 percent more students
show up to your office before a

zz midterm or 10th week, you can give
them all the same attention that you
have to the one student who's con-
sistently there every day.

• Use jokes and humor to make
the students comfortable. I can rec-

ommend several Web sites vyhere
you can get material.

• Wear clean, crisply ironed,

clothes everyday, especially those of
- you who work with toxic chemicals
and teach with chalk. The result will

be that the students will find you less

"eccentric" and more "approach-
able." Your "Recommendability"
rating will increase since everybody
likes an entertainer.

If you are attractive, do not wear
clothes that arc tight or stylish.

Someone will notice and write an
embarrassing comment about it. If

you are unattractive, please do wear
stylish, expensive clothes so students
can better relate to you. If you don't,
then someone will write that you
need to "get with it."

The moral of the story is this: this

Web site is more misleading than
helpful. Some students are too irre-

sponsible to be given this much un-
checked power. Too much informa-
tion is left out in order for the evalu-
ations to be considered useful.

Some students are too mean, oth-
ers not thoughtful enough, to be
allowed this kind of freedom.
Students who themselves do not try

hard to learn have no place evaluat-

ing a professor who may or may not
try hard to teach.

ANDERSON
From pa^e25

should have moral standards below
which they would reject any ad, espe-
cially an incendiary publicity stunt.

The First Amendment does, howev-
er, allow a newspaper to express
regret, upon reflection, for printing a
self-promoting, morally obscene ad.

The fact that the Daily Califomian,
Chancellor Bcrdahl and many white
students on campus didn't recognize
just how racist the ad was is shock-
ing.

It is hoped that students at

UCLA, regardless of color, don't
become victims of Horowitz's racist

manipulations and his self-serving

media gambit, as did many white stu-

dents at Berkeley and other universi-

ties. Students should always critically

analyze specious claims in any such
ad, especially against people who are
popularly stereotyped. We should all

always realize that voices of oppres-
sion will never retire.
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^^^ COURSE: ElementarY '^'""^'^ ' (Scandinavian C180)

Spring 2001, M-R l-LSO, Knsey 94
Instructor: Dr. Lena Udall, Office Hours: T R 12-1

White, Leila. From Start to Finnish: A Short Course in Finnish

Course Description: Scandinavian C180 begins a sequence of three courses
covering the first year of Finnish using a communicative thematically-based
approach, in this course students will learn the basic elements of Finnish grammar
as they develop listening, speaking, reading, and writing skills. Students will also
be introduced to Finnish culture.

For more information please contact Dr. Udall at udall@ucla.edu.

Store Hours
11 am - Midnight Sun - Thurs
11am -1am Fri&Sat

(310) 478-2999
1301 Westwood Blvd.

America's Fastest Growing
Pizza Company Just Got Bigger.
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Extra Large
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Expires OVMW^Wot vaW with any other offer. Valid
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app(icat)le sales tax Additional toppings extra

®

}
One Large Double

Peppero

Papa Size

One Large
with'

MORE

^.Aij^Mmm.'^r "^ '^'*'* *Oiu^on Required 707

^^^Q^jjjJBWpp "nm^sPfusT where available
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only atp*«Cipating locations Customer pays all
appljcabtesales tax Additional toppings extra.

Papa's Combo
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Two Liter oUSm^Coia® c/assic

Family Special,
One l-argejjaiyt)e Work?^
& One Lpji fWU -Toppings

$
^•MmclOthvetyAtM'CQUfMn Required 301

ExpiresiWaWI. Not valid with any other offer Valid
only at(jJirtiCipating locations Customer pays all

_ applicable sales tax Additional toppings extra.

• ,.^smzsL^ ^valjd with any ottw offer valid
only aipMWipating locations Customer pays all

_«pplte«ble sales tax. Additional toppir^ extra.
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' A^im • Coupon Required
valid with any otf>er offer. Valid
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Value Deal

^
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only aflMWipating locations Customer pays all

applicable sales tax. Additional topgirigs extra
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Tuesday in A&K, got the dish

on (hrcctor Hob Sitch's new

film 'The Dish" about the

first Apollo moon landing.
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Ten years into its career, Delinquent Habits will release its third album,
"Merry Go Round," after touring the world and finding self-reliance.

Ten-year career yields

new habits for group
MUSIC: Delinquent Habits

matures thanks to touring,

experiences with big label

By Ruvin Spivak
Dally Bruin Contributor

By 1991, hip-hop was producing
household names such as Cypress Hill,

Naughty By Nature, A Tribe Called
Quest and the Beastie Boys, who were
diverse in age as well as culture and eth-

nicity It was around this time that

Like many hip-hop groups.
Delinquent Habits has run into indus-

try hurdles throughout its 10 year
career. Undesirable corporate relation-

ships forced the group to wait five years

before putting out its self-tilled debut
album in 1996.

The album sold over a million copies

worldwide, but the group's promising
second album in 1998 suffered because
of a fall out with its record label at the

time.

Despite these corporate letdowns,

the group has learned to be self-reliant.

On the merit of its talent, the group has
toured the United Stales, Europe and

Despite some acts

ofvandalism,

angels have been

placed around

L.A. to enhance

the city's image in

a public arts work

"We figured everyone's

got a delinquent habit,

but not everyone has

the balls to show 'em."

MC Ives

Delinquent Habits

three guys in Norwalk, Calif decided
that they needed to share their delin- Asia with groups'hke'theFugee7Korn"
qucnt habit -

music - with the

world.

At El Camino
College in 1991,

MC Ives and DJ
O.G. Style had
already developed

a reputation for

"holding it down"
in front of crowds
at local parties:'

They got the

opportunity to "~

open for the pre-

mier Latin hip-hop group Cypress Hill

and met MC Kcmo backstage after the

show. When the two MC's and the DJ
realized they shared the same musical
vision, what developed was a group
with a name - Delinquent Habits - that

reflects its convictions.

"Hip-hop was our passion and our
delinquent habit at the same^ime," Ives

said, while taking a break from a studio

session in Norwalk. "We figured every-

one's got a delinquent habit bul not
everyone has the balls to just show 'em
and be on a record."

By Barbara McGuire
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

The City of Angels' reputa-

tion hasn't always actually been
completely angelic.

Hoping to change Los
Angeles' somewhat unfriendly

image, however, is a public art

project known as "A
Community of Angels."
Dotting the cityscape with
approximately 100 6-foot-4-

inch fiberglass angel sculp-

tures, the project seeks to let

tourists and native city-dwellers

know that Los Angeles has a

softer side as well.

"There's a lot of negative
thought often times about Los
Angeles, and it's hard to think

negative about angels," said

Cal Winslow, founder of the

project and vice president of
Volunteers of America. "You
don't have to be religious or
anything else, but people don't^

think that way - negative about
angels."

Though Ihe project encoun-
tered many challenges, such as

the recent vandalism of two of
the angeh, according to

Winslow, nothing came as too
much of a surprise. Of all the

angels spread over Los Angeles
county (six of which are in

Westwood). the only ones that

suffered any damage were two
in Westwood - one in front of
the restaurant, Eurochow, and
the other located in front of
Bel-Air Can»c»a.

"I just think it's unbelievable

that we've onty had that; other

cities have had many more
problems," Winslow said.

"Most cities hav€ something
like that, and so we were pre-

pared for it.

"From our standpoint it's

really too bad because the
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Ice T and Limp
Bizkit.

After four long

years of touring.

Delinquent
Habits went back

to its studio in

Norwalk to reflect

on its experience.

What it created

was its latest

album "Merry
Go Round," on its

"

own independent

label. Station 13.

Today, the group's forthcoming
album has been picked up by Ark2l
Records. The label is led by industry

veteran Miles Copcland, who is respon-
sible for signing such names as Sting,

the Go<io's. the Bangles. REM. and
Oingo Boingo.

The first single off the new album is

called "Return of the Tres," the follow

up to the group's last hit, "Tres
Delinquentes," back in"! 996.

Listeners will find that the group is

SeeHAMTS^pageBS

Quality film follows highs, lows of cocaine dealer's life
REVIEW: Movie slays away from

jndgements, provides personal

impression of Jung, drug w^orld

also reflects the mood of each era, capturing
every period in attitude, costume and. of
course, music.

This is done so thoroughly that time flows
smoothly, compelling the

Johnny Depp (left) and Jordi Molla star in "Blow," Ted Demme's film based on the life of
cocaine dealer George Jung. "Blow" opens in theaters nationwide Friday.

By David Holmb«rg
Daily Bruin Contributor

A word of caution: too much "Blow" can
lead to an overdose. An overdose, however, has
never been this entertaining or rewarding.

As for the side effects of a "Blow" addiction
- it may cause intense emotions and a desire to
s«c other quality films.

In Ted Demme's new fact-based film. Johnny
Oepp stars as George Jung, the first man on this

side of the United Slates border to smuggle in

cocaine on a massive scale; Spanning four
dtcades, the movie follows the rise and fall of a
single man who has succumbed to that over-
powering American dream of ambition and
wealth.

While an intensely personal drama, the film

pursuits. Ray Liotta plays Jung's father, Fred,
who is supportive of his son regardless of his

problems with the law. Liotta is surprisingly
effective and consistent, as his character adjusts

from caring for a normal
adolescent male, to loving

America's biggest cocaine

dealer.

Jung's mother. Ermine
(Rachel Griffiths), cares
little about either her hus-

band or her son. As far as
she's concerned, money is

the key to happiness. The
American dream is in dan-
gerous contention here, as

Jung's mother wants the

.
•

J .
'. illusionary ideal of wealth

because it provides the moral grounding needed as happiness while his father is barely getting bv
to prevent the film from drifting into a drug- in the workplace reality
induced fantasy world. Vowing to never become his parents, Jung

,n,^i r ""'^^'^^'J""^'^
upbringing in a leaves ihe East and enters the smoke-filled

small, working-class. New England town is world of Southern California's 1968 Manhattan
exposed as a fundamental influence in his later Beach drug culture. The joints are rolled the

audience along, rather than

jarring the audience with

awkward time shifts.

The film itself is a drug
trip, with highs, lows and
iiltimately a state of depres-

sion. The story is told as a

flashback with Depp narrat-

ing - a common practice in

most of Depp's latest

movies.

This proves to be a suc-

cessful way to tell the story

Special advance screening
to be held Wednesday at

6 p.m. at the Preud
Playhouse in Mac^oviran

Halt FVee passes are
availably at the Campus
Events Office located at

Kerckhoflf 319. For more
info, call (310) 825-1958.

drugs are smoked, and the liberal 1960s comes
alive.

The shear amount of marijuana consump-
tion leads Jung to the conclusion that he can
make a lot of easy money as a dealer. The ever-
entertaining Paul Reubens (Pee-Wee Herman),
enters as Derek Foreal. a hairdresser and small-
time drug dealer. Together, they begin smug-
gling huge quantities of marijuana across the
Mexican border, and the money starts flowing
in.

With money comes problems, and the films
light-hearted bounce begins to evaporate. This
is reflected in every nuance of the film, from
increasingly strained character interactions to
less fluid camera movements, and culminates
with the death of a loved one and an arrest for
possession of 660 pounds of marijuana.

During his relatively brief prison stay, Jung
learns about the future of drugs - cocaine.
Upon his release, he heads to Colombia and
meets renowned cocaine kingpin. Pablo

See HOW, page 37
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Study provides insight • • I erfieH to face fear of fire in stunt

5^BE

into tif I sexual kinks
MAGIC Showman will enter tornado

of flame hot enough to liquefy steel

BOOK; Readers will And

cases of interest despite

dry prose, dated material

BOOK REVIEW

By Michael Rosen-Molina
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

mm
i t y J

With a name like "Psychopathia
Scxualis," it has to be interesting.

Originally written in 1886 by
Richard von KraCft-Ebing,

"Psychopathia Sexualis" was a

ground-breaking study in the science

ofsexual pathology influencing writ-

ers and philosophers, as well as

Kra/Tt-Ebing's fellow psychiatrists (a

young Sigmund Freud studied with
the author at the University of
Vienna), the book still has a far

reaching impact on the development ^___
ofmodern sexual perception. section devoted to foot and shoe

Perhaps nothmg else so clearly fetishism will surely draw more gig-
reveals the influence of gles than gasps as the author lays out
Psychopathia Sexualis" as the fact in clinical detail, the preferences of

that people still use Krafft-Ebing's his many case studies

Title: Psychopathia Sexualis

Author: Richard von Krafft-Ebing

Publisher Bloat Books

Price: $19.95 Pages: 683

imm WU/tiaily Hruin ?enlor 5ta

By Larry McShane
The Associated Press

Some people chase their dreams. David Copperfield
prefers chasing his nightmares.

"I have a recurring nightmare of dying in a fire." the
master illusionist explains after a Manhattan news confer-
ence promoting his Tuesday night television special. "The
best way to face my fears is to engulf myself in them."

Copperfield will do just that in his 20th special, stand-
ing inside a manpiade 140 mph tornado of flames gener-
ated inside a warehouse on the Hudson River.

The temperature of the flames: about 2000 degrees,
enough to liquefy steel. The power of the tornado: sufll-
cient to peel the roof right off a house.

The live stunt, broadcast to 74 countries, will provide
the denouement of the special. The evening's host will be
MTV's Carson Daly

—r-

language to

describe sexual

practices today -

"sadism,"
"masochism"
and "fetishism"

are all terms

made popular by

this book.

Modern read-

ers, though, will

probably not

read it as a psy-

chology text-

book.

"Psychopathia Sexualis" is a.book
that no longer serves its original

intention. A victim ofchanging social

mores, it is difficult _to work up

No one could

jccusc Krafffe:

^This is 1 00 percent real, no secrets.

The only secret is getting out/'.

David Copperfield

Magician

Most space (in

'Psychopathia Sexualis')

is devoted to more
vanilla pursuitsjike

nostril fetishism.

Ebing of draw-

ing sweeping

conclusions
from inadequate

data. At 683

pages, the

author includes

extensive docu-

mentation of

sadism,
masochism,
fetishism and

nymphomania, among other diver-

sions.

'Psychopathia Sexualis" is a use-

ful tool for rdbking back at the psy-
chiatry of a bygone era It's especial-

Kratlt-Ebmg s level of indignant ire ly amusing to see Krafft-Ebing invent
over romantic practices now consid- flowery language to dance around
ered harmless kinks rather than
pathological perversions. An entire See PSTCNOPATNU, page 36

Copperfield stresses that this is nc illusion; he will actu-
ally stand inside the spiraling (lames, either safe in its

small vortex of cooler air or strafed by its incredible heat.
Just to reinforce that fact. Copperfield and his associ-

ates spent two months working with New York City emer-
gency officials to insure the tornado of fire doesn't engulf
anything except the star's fears.

A firetruck, a burn doctor and an ambulance will all be
on hand for the stunt's actual performance.

Last week, Copperfield invited reporters to a West
Side pier for a sample of the fiery tornado. Even from 30
feet away, with the flames at just one-third of maximum
strength, the temperature on the pier warehouse quickly
spiked.

The sight of the twisting flames, drawn into the ceiling
by an enormous fan, was both spectacular and scary
Copperfield, wearing a blue Fire Department pullover,
coolly posed for pictures as the flames rose up in the back-
ground.

On Tuesday night, he'll swap the casual wear for a
flame-retardant Nomex military flight suit, complete with

Th»- Ajiocialed Pt«s

David Copperfield stands in front of his Tornado
of Fire March 28 at an empty pier in New York,

undergear, gloves and a hood fashioned from the same
material.

Copperfield acknowledges that this "physical chal-
lenge" - his understated expression for climbing into a
flaming tornado - will likely attract some viewers with a
"car wreck" mentality

"People are very interested in whether you're going to
survive something that's very legitimate and live,"
Copperfield says.

or course, he hopes that percentage of the audience is

in the minority.

"I hope that they're not hoping that I'm going to get
hurt," he said. "I hope they're rooting for mc."

The elaborate stunt took Copperfield seven years to
develop. Initially, he conceived it as something that could
become a part of his stage act - a show that he performs

SecCOPfERFIIU>,pa9c37

Your tenn paper is due at 9 am.
It's 3 a.m.

The library s closed.

You need serious help.

(M-S f. ^>

, f««»
** %

Introducing questia.com.

The online library.

FREE* 1-WEEK TRIAL

Now yuu c,i\i view entire books for all

your research. YoLril save time with

powerful tools like automatic footnote

and bibluxjiaphy builders, a dictionary,

thesaurus, plus encyclopedia access.

Even higfilight and make notes in

the margins of books. So you can

write better papers, easier and faster

Hurry, sign uf) now for your free trial.

q u e s tOa
liith r l'(iiH'r\. I (tsiir

www.questia.com
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Calendar
April 2 -April 15

Monday Tuesday

Bullfrog featuring Kid Koala,

Btu Rum and Peanut Butter

Wolf perform at the El Rey

Theater. For tickets go to

www.ticketmaster.com

Buskaid Soweto String

Projea performs at Royce

Hall at 8 p.m. For info call

10

The UCLA Hammer Museum

presents "Estuary" at 7:30

p.m. For info call (310) 443-

7000-

\Hpjs Events presents

"Blow" at the Freud

Playhouse at 6 p.m. For info

call (310) 825-1958

Jwmi Alpert performs at the

Sf?hisky A Go-Go. For tickets

and info go to

www.whiskyagogo.com

Friday Saturday Sunday

11

Factwy. Fof tkkets 90toj^

^ArU^jLhimmerMiHMm pf«mb
WMnwiy, Spokpfi WonT at 7:30

P«ttP>^ (^10)^3-7000

Campus Events pments "Bridget Jones's

Diaiy' j( Ackerman Grand Ba«room at 6

p.m.Fofinfocal(310)82S-19S8

Campus Events presents "B«y Elliot" at

Ackennan Grand Balrobm at 9:30 p.m.

For info can (310) 825-1958

Author David Sedaris and radio

storytefler Sarah Vowell speak at Royce

Hall atSp.m. For info caH(310)825-2101

OluOara performs at the

Conga Room. For more info

go to www.congaroom.com

oT-

UCLA Gluck Fellows Group

play at Powell Library

Rotunda at 4 p.m. For info

can (310) 825-4134-

11

Pabk) Milanes performs at the

Tonga Room. For info go to

www.congaroom.com

Vida performs at Schoenberg

Hall at 8 p.m. For info call

(310)825-2101

Over the Rhine perform at the

Knitting Fartory. For tickets

and info call (323) 463-0204

8

13
Matjfi^ Hart performs at Genghis

Q^yn. For info and go to

www.matthewhart.com

SouiWribeSector9 performs at the

tO^y Theater. For tickets go to

www.ticketinaster.com

The American Youth

Symphony plays at Royce Hall

Auditorium at 8 p.m. For info

call (310) 794-4046
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SUNSET 4

REGENT
1045 Broxton
208-3259

PtAZA
1067(ilendon
208 3097

Exil Wo<m«s (PGJ
DotbySR

Mon-Thu (1:45 4:15) 7 00 9:30

TlltBr«tlim(RJ
Dolby SR

Mon-Thu (1:00 4 00) 7:00 9 45

SUNSET 9

Tht Tailor of Paaama (R)
Mon-Thu (1:40) 4:20 7:00 9:40

Balore NioM Falls (R)
Mon-Thu(1 00)4 00 7 15 1015

^l!^^"" ^ Amtficaa Dtti (NR)
I050(fty1ey Dolby SR
208-76«j« Mon-Thu (12:00 2:20 4:45) 7:15 9:50

IS Miaalas (R)

Dolby Digital

Mon-Thu (11 45 5 <») 10:20

WESTWOOD 2
1050 Gayley

208-7664

WESTW000 3 TlNMi«icaa(R)

208-7664 Mon-Thu (12 45 3 45) 7 (WIOOO
Sat SpM Rmi (PC)

Dolby Digital

Mon-Thu (12:15 2:40 5:05)

WKTW000 4 OlilroMMr.WlwrtAftTlMa7(PG-13l
iOSO Gayley oolby Digital
208 7664 Mon-Thu (7:36) 10 10

MhrEiiiat(R)

Mon-Thu
Dolby Digital

u (2:i0) 7:45

Santa Monica

Westwood
CREST Qgiii, <f|i

1 262 Westwood Blvd io Raaairad

'^,?^^*^ THX - Olgiial

V-,i'l^. <" Mon-Thu (2 00 4 30) 7:15 1000
777-FILM (#025)

LAEMMLE
www.laMHnlt.com

WLA/Beverly Hills
awala ihim%

( | Fof All Tbltffl

??J^lc ..
"* *"*»• «* Saiat-Ptana (R)

mm^-H'^rS*.""'" ""^ Mon-Thu (12 Jo]
(310)477-5581 2:55 5 20 7 45 101^

Santa Monica

MOMCAI
1322 2nd St

(310) 394-9741

MONICA 2 Croackti

Tba Oisii (PG-13)
Mon-Thu (100) 3 20 5 40

8 00 10 20

MO Tigar. HIMea Dragoa (PG-13)
Mon-Thud 15)4 1(3 7 05 1000

MONICA 3 CtMcolal (PG 13)
Mon-Thu (1.45) 4:35 7:25 101(5

MONICA 4 Mamaato(RI
MortThu(145)4 30 7l5 100(5

visit our website: www.lMimnle.coni

GENERAL CINEMA

Westwood
AVCO CINEMA
108^0 Wilslu'f Blvd

1 BIk Eot Westwood
(310) 777-FILM #330

AVCO CINEMA Totncatj(R)

On 2 Scraant
Presented in THX OTS Digital Sound
MonThu12 45 2 50 5 15 7 30 945
Presented in SDDS Digital Sound

Tue-Wed 12 453005308001030
Thu 12.45 3 00

BEVERLY CONNECTION Tralflc (R)
Presented in THX OTS Digital Sound

12:10 3:30 7 00 10:15

UCLA

Campus Events

13t3 3rtfSt

PromeMda
39S-19n

CRITEMONZ

iUtoVlH(Pe-13)
THX - Dolby Digital

Mofl-Thu (11:45 2:15 4 50) 7 15 9 45

"USKIMLLI
9036 WIMMn
274

Tka Taaia al ONwn
Mofl-Tho (5t)5) 7:35 1

Tka IMIar al Paaama (R)
THX SODS Ouital

Mon-Thu (11 50 2:20 5O0) 7:30 10 10

AVCO CINEMA Haartfciaainn (PG-13)
Presented m SDDS Dolby Sound

12:304 00 7 20 10 20

AVCO CINEMA Traffic (R)
Presented in THX SRD Digital Sound
Mon-Tue Thu 12 15 3 40 7:00 10 15

Wed 12 15 3 40

Beverly Hills

BEVERLY CONNECTION
La Cienega at Beverly BNd
(310)659^5911

4 hours MUaled partung (l at Box Oftica

FREUD PLAYHOUSE
Tickets FREE Irom
319 Kerckhoft (Mon)

ACKERMAN BALLROOM
TickeU FREE from
319 Kerckhott (Tua)

ACKERMAN BALLROOM
TIckats $2 00

ACKERMAN BALLROOM
Tickatt S2.00

Sneik Pre\,'ievii

Blow
6 00 pm

WertJJliii 4/5
Snenk Preview

Bridgal Jonas Diary

6 00 pm
Billy Elliol

9 30 pm

WttllTlM 4/6
Billy Elliol

7 00 pm & 9:30 pm

•CVERIY CONNECTION ToiNcats (R)

Oa 2 Scraaat
Prevnied in THX OTS Digital Sound

12«)2 2O4 45 7 10 930
Presented m THX SRO Digital Sound

12 50 3 10 5:30 80010:20

To
in the

\

Ji^qvie
Guide,

call

310.825.2161
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These tomcats should be neutered
| Spy movie provides rare

FILM: Raunch-filled movie fails to

deliver laughs with poor story line

By Anthony Breznkan
The Associated Press

"Tomcats" tries to be funny and bawdy, like

'American Pie." But this cat has been fixed.

Featuring pulchritudinous starlet Shannon
Elizabeth from the earlier movie, "Tomcats" is the

story of a group of womanizers who each bet that

they'll be the last bachelor standing after the others

are married.

Flash forward seven years, and all but two of the

pals arc hitched.

That leaves us onfy one guy (Jerry O'Connell)
trying to trick one other guy (Jake Busey) into get-

ting married.

How boring is that' Imagine a plate spinner who
spins only one plate.

Why do most of them have to be married
already' The jokes should have come from
O'ConnelPs mounting desperation as he scrambles
lo match up his pals with willing brides. Imagine
the obstiicles. What if one of the friends were
mu 1 1mg nTcTpTTes th ood'.'^StiTr a n o tTfe r could hav? a

AssociJi fiJ Pres>

Michael Delaney (Jerry O'Connell) finds

himself in a bind in the movie "Tonncats."
girlfriend who looks down on marriage.

Alas. "Tomcats," by director-writer Gregory
Poirier. whose previous screenplay credits include . .l

"See Spot Run" and "Gossip," shows zero imagi- d.,..„,u. i- n ..r> , , . ...

j^^jJQj^

' ^ Raunchy comedies like Caddyshack or

O'Connell simply tracks down one of Busey's

(Eft/'ttbetM ttmf tries to get the twtr I'

^^Wr 9^^^^%^99^ P^J^ yJ

|i I '
I I Ti

Lookirig for the

Journalism Dept.?

YOU'RE HOLDING IT

Tlir Dailv llniiii isiincof llir brsl plarcs in Ihr

nation h> Icani ionnialisni.

WANTTOGETINVOtVED?

Ilvoii )l like It) know MHirr. runic liMiiir

Oiiriilaiinii anil Open i louse Wriliicsdav. April i

a! (i:-{n p. III. ill llic (iliarlr.s Voiiii|L' (iraiid Salon

(iH>ar tlH> KcnkliolTdoHcc lloiisr). dome lirar

wlial we have lo olTci. visil our oll'icrs. and iiicci

Ihc liniiii .slair.

Kor inoic iiiloiiiialioii. call iisal S'l't-'-llSl.

COMETOOUR ORIENTATIOPI ft OPEN HOUSE

THIS WEDNESDAY EVEMNG AT 6:30

YOUNG GRAND SALON M KERCXHOFF HAU

mU^n THE
WITH

The TestMasters LSAT Course Includes:

• 80 hours of live, in-class Instruction
• Instructors who have all scored In the 99^

percentile on the actual LSAT
• Student helpline open 25 hours each week
• Licensed use of all real LSAT questions
• Four fulMength proctored diagnostic tests
• Competitive cost - $±±50

TestMasters
The finest and most comprehensive LSAT

preparation course in the country.

Berkeley
San Francisco
Palo Alto

San Jose

UCLA \ West L.A.

use \ Downtown L.A.

Davis
Sacramento

Beverly Hills

San Fernando Valley

Pasadena
Claremont

Irvine

Fullerton

Riverside

La Jolla

1-800-696-5728

entertainment for families

f\UA: Comedies round out

top grossers; Oscar winners

continue to pull in crowds

By David Germain
The Associated Press

gross-out comedy "Tomcats." managed
No. 4 with $6.5 million.

The overall box office was up, with

the top 12 films taking in $84.6 million,

an 1 1.5 percent increase from the same
weekend last year.

"Spy Kids" has already resulted in a

new film franchise for distributor

Miramax, which had decided to do a
The family thai spies together took sequel long before the film opened. The

charge at movie theaters during the movie was released under Miramax's
weekend and buried

the competition.

'Spy Kids," a

family film about a

sister and brother

who embark on a

mission to rescue

their secret-agent

parents, opened as

the top box-office

draw witb $27 flfMi-

"Now here's a film that

empowers kids, and It

seems to work."

Paul Dergarabedian
Exhibitor Relations president

lion, according lo

studio estimates

Sunday.

Ashley Judd's romantic comedy
"Someone Like You" made its debut in

second place with $10.3 million. The
JKtckcnd's other big new rcteasc, tt»*.

Dimension banner,

the company's genre

label best known for

the "Scream" films

and "Scary Movie."

Miramax co-

founder Bob
Weinslcin said the

company hopes to

have the sequel in

thcaters^ for sumTnc

. 2002. though it

could be delayed by

potential strikes by
Hollywood actors and writers.

"There-'s not a lot of live-action family

S«« MOVIES, pa9fr?7=

Hollywood Pictures and the Daily Bruin
invite you and a guest to see

You and a guest are cordially invited to attend
a special advance screening of

At the GCC Galaxy Theater in Hollywood tfiis

Thursday, April 5 at 8:00pm
7021 Hollywood Blvd

tickets and other

merchandise can be
picked up at

1114 Gayiey Ave. in Westwood \111age

(310)824-4111
PtMW irr limiird lo npph on hand and art liimifd ft on a fim-comr. fim-smvd tmis Ow pKS per ptnon

JUST VISITING opens Nationwide April 6th
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Miramax to launch film

series

Miramax plans to launch a film series that will

showcase at least 10 films a year from around
the world in top U.S. markets.

The company's World Film Series will run in

about 20 markets at cinemas owned by
Landmark Theaters. Disney-owned Miramax,
founded by brothers Bob and Harvey
Weinstein, plans to start the series later this year.

Films selected might include foreign-lan-

guage films along with English-language movies.

"Bob and I have loved the excitement of dis-

covering new and interesting films since we were
kids," Harvey Weinstein said.

Miramax's program follows the success of
the Shooting Gallery film series at Loews
Cineplex theaters. Launched last year. Shooting

Gallery's series gives six movies a two-week the-

ater run in 14 U.S. markets each spring and fall.

Shooting Gallery's first film series a year ago
included "Croupier." which became an indepen-

dent hit that played in 150 markets and took in

S6.2 million.

Like Shooting Gallery, Miramax plans to line

up corporate sponsors lo help underwrite the

film series.

Humanitarian Award
given to Seymour

Actress Jane Seymour has received the 2001

Humanitarian Award from the American Red
Cross for her starring role on TV's "Dr. Quinn.
Medicine Woman" and for her commitment to

philanthropic causes.

The show, about the challenges faced by a

19th century frontier doctor, originally aired

from 1993 to 1998 on CBS and is now in syndi-

cation.

Seymour, who has appeared in dozens of tele-

vision series and made-for-TV movies, also

starred in the 1973 James Bond film "Live and
Let Die."

The actress has been an international ambas-
sador for Childhelp USA, an organization that

seeks lo protect children and prevent child

abuse. She has served as honorary president of

City Hearts, a program which helps disadvan-

taged children through the arts.

Where will Matt Lauer

go?
As part of the annual "Where in the World Is

Matt Lauer?" segment of NBC's "Today" show,

in which LaUer treks around the world for five

days, viewers will be able to choose his final des-

tination.

Last year, more than 110,000 people voted

and sent Lauer to Iceland. This year's choices

for the last day of the five-day journey are the

island of Mykonos in Greece; Stonehcnge.
England; the Malterhorn in Switzerland;

Marrakesh, Morocco; and Amsterdam.
Netherlands.

Voting begins Monday and lasts through
April 16 on the "Today" show Web site,

www.today.msnbc.com.

Lauer's fourth annual journey will run from
May 7-1 1.

As in previous years, fellow "Today" show
members Katie Couric, Ann Curry and AI
Roker will have no idea where he is.

TOMCATS
From page 32

"Kentucky Fried Movie" can be very

entertaining, but "Tomcats" is simply

Briefs compiled from Associated Press wire
reports. ~ "

The jokes in "Tomcats"

walk around the block

for a while ... so there's

plenty of time to see

them coming.

dull. Il's gross, but never really risque.

I saw ihe movie with an audience full

of college students who cheered and
roared for the movie to start, then

laughed only intermittently - and not

hard.

The jokes in "Tomcats" walk around
the block for a while before arriving at

See TOMCATS, page 36

Need to move some goodspy

EBuy and sell ihem ot WtK~~^~~'^

Brutn Bargins
~tmy w»dn«doy & ffidoy

UCLA Undergraduate Students can earn
up to 18 course credits.

COLUMBIA mmmrs

HATF HinnFN fn^KI" '^^^^^^'^^^^-
I Irll L I 111/1/ LI 1 V\/JIJ! You wont be surprised by

^^ ^^^^ . ^^.. unexpected fees when you
-DR. ROSS J. SOMERS, OPTOMETRIST, (UCLA Alumni) allow us to CARE for you

CONTACT LENSES
(Includes)

Complete eye exam • Care kit

Computerized contact lens fitting • 6 months follow-up cdre

BAUSGH * ^^'^^'^^ agreement (like insurance)

® (310)319-9999 m
1 531 Wilshire Blvd. Santa Monica ^E

(corner of 1 6th Street, across from Jaguar Showroom) ^^^
.Vision_Qlan£J>_^jedi2cajjA^^ made 24 Inours a day!

&LOMB

COMPIHYE CARE

UCLA Students:
Compete for Five Scholarships
to attend Columbia University's

Biosphere 2 Center!

Ten Days Only! April 2^6& April 9 - 13!

Monumental
Savings "^V •

'[•- -'^'^ . '

• .1

'

(

Scholarship Requirements:
• Minimum 3.0 cumulative GPA • Submit Essay

• Letter of Recommendation • Resume
• FAFSA/ SAR

EARTH SEMESTER

• Earth Systems Science and Policy

Field Research in places such as the Sea of
Cortez and the Sonoran Desert

• Interdisciplinary teamworl<

UNIVERSE SEMESTER

• Astronomy and Astrophysics

• Night sky observation with a variety of
telescopes including our 24" telescope

• Access to professional telescopes
at Kitt Peak Observatory

Students may cross-rocjistcr for select courses
in the semester programs.

For more information:
(800) 992-4603 • ucia@bio2.edu

www.blo2.edu/education

Save up to i

offMil Com Rings

ejRL

*-Sk.

^ #*

'^^April 2-6 & 9-13

lOm 3|)nH|aj^ StOCB (Adwmon, B4vel]

lOon 3pm ifgf^ Plwto/Gnjduatlon Etc

(Adwimn, A-itvaO

April 9 & 10
lOom 3pm MorthCompus Student Center

Order NOW for

Graduation delivery!

/IRTQIRVED
510.206.5858
www.uciastore.com

^^^ you Kltftf<i. <^i^cc \%\
UCLfh?oRr
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9 Hours Digital Voice Recorder

t$159

$:Ht$

^ Tapeless

^ Downloadable to PC/Mac
^ All accessories included

^ Pocket size

^ Slim & unique design

w w w
.
G (M) d > S (| u are. c o m ]^^??^ i n io a G « « d y S q u a r c . c o ni

(858) 455 7690 / 455 7699 / 455 1260

APPLY FOR A 200

1

CHANCELLOR'S SERVICE AWARD
The Chancellor's Service Award is given to graduating seniors in

recognition of outstanding University and community service. Recipients are
honored by having their names appear in a special section of the

commencement program and by wearing the blue and gold fourragere.

If you are a graduating senior and if you have made a significant service
contribution to both the University and the community, apply now!

^C.
J nw^t hoveTeceiv€id diiachelorV3egree in FSI 2000 or Winter 2(

or be a degree candidate for Spring or Summer 2001

.

You may pick up an applicarion for this award in:

1 206 Murphy Hall

105KerclchoffHall

. 316/317KerclcoffHall

102 Men's Gym
. 1 209 Campbell Hall

College and School main offices

Or on-line at:

www.saonet.ucla.edu/csa

Completed applications are due in the Dean of Students' Office in

1 206 Murphy Hall by 5:00 p.m., Tuesday May 1 , 2001

Save the Date!

UCLA's
Fifth Annual

Women's Leadership Conference

Mechanisms For Change

Saturday, April 7, 2001
Ackerman Grand Ballroom

Featuring

Jamie Lee Curtis
Presented by

Bruin Belle Service Association
Underwritten by ttie Betty Ford Center

Supported by ttie Center for Women and Men
_' Holiday Inn Brentwood/Bel-AIr

Campus Programs Committee of the Program Activities Board
USA Programming and Associated Students Interaction Fund

www.come.to/uclawlc

Amores Perros' fails

due to complications
FILM: Artsy filmmaking

unable to prevent weak

links from sinking movie

By Patrick Ciccone

Columbia Daily Spectator

University Wire

Call it anything but unenergetic -

"Amores Perros" starts in the middle
of a car chase, with two men and a

bloody dog in one car, and a pick-up

truck following through the streets of most skillful and the most frustrating

the injured dog at the scene of the

crash.

The second story is extremely

weak, a mere bone in between the two
meatier segments. The apartment of

the temporarily crippled model faces

a massive advertisement, that, in an

irony of Rod Serling-level obvious-

ness, features a giant image of her.

The bloodstained, dog-centered
first act retains some of the opening's

force but fades as it approaches the

car chase for a second time.

The last act is simultaneously the

Mexico City with

its c>ccupants fir-

ing guns.

After a pouple

minutes of swerv-

ing, traffic-

threading, bullet-

Hying mayhem,
another car pulls

out at an intersec-

tion and the first

car slams into it.

Fragmentation

ofgtassandsieetr

not to mention _____________
bodies, both

human and ani-

mal, leads directly to fragmentation

of narrative. Three loosely linked sto-

ries spiral out from this initial event.

The first story concerns the history of tography simultaneously throwl v'iew
the men in the first car; the second crs right into the middle of the action,
centers on a model injured in the while also giving the appearance that
other car in the accident; the third, ^_^_
about an assassin bum who picks up Se« AMORES, page 36

The attempt by

"Amores Perros" to

cover as much tonal

ground as possible

appears to be a shield

for the dearth of

content at the center^

as it builds

toward false

profundity.

First-timer

Alejandro
Gonzalez
I flarritu directed

the film (whose

original English

release title was

to be "Love's a

Bitch") was writ-

ten by^
G u i II e r m o

. Arriaga and

photographed
by Rodrigo

Prieto.

Fusing verile and high stylization,

the telephoto, space-flattening pho-

Inventive cinematic choices

can't redeem average fliclc

FILM: Spy thriller lacks

worthwhile characters,

unfolds with little focus

ByBeccaDoten
Daily Trojan

University Wire

Set in the seedy underbelly of
Panama, right after the country had
reclaimed authority over the canal,

"The Tailor of Panama" has all the

classic spy thriller elements of intrigue

and deceit.

Written and directed by John
Boorman ("Deliverance") and adapt-

ed from a novel by John le Carre, the

film tells the story of Harry Pendel

(Geoffrey Rush), a tailor to the rich

and famous political figures of
Panama. Pendel's life is set spinning

when he gels sucked into helping the

British Secret Service uncover vital

information concerning Panama's
plans for the canal.

By telling a tangle of lies to the man
who contacted him, suave but despica-

ble agent Andy Osnard (Pierce

Brosnan), Pendel unwittingly puts

himself, his family and his friends in

danger. Soon the British, American
and Panamanian governments are rac-

ing to discover whether there is truly a

"silent army" waiting to rise up and
overthrow the government.

Unfortunately, even with all of the

possibilities for an exciting thriller, the

film lacks any kind of punch. The first

45 minutes seem interminable, and
even the end has only a few scenes that

are fully captivating. For the most
part, the film unfolds slowly and with-

out a great deal of focus.

The greatest flaw in "The Tailor of
Panama," however, is that it has a

completely unlikable main character.

Brosnan's Andy Osnard is crass.

4

misogynistic and self-absorbed. The
film does not allow the audience to

connect with the man, completely

undermining the filmmakers' attempts

to make one care about what happens
to Osnard. It does not matter what
happens to him, because no one cares

enough about him in the first place.

On the other hand, Boorman has

chosen to tell the story through uncon-
ventional choices, such as extremely

fast-motion (during a few key scenes)

and the inclusion of multiple moments
when Pendel "speaks" to a dead tailor

friend of his, Uncle Benny (Harold
Pinter). In these scenes, Uncle Benny
appears out ofnowhere (even if Pendel
is in the midst of a conversation with

someone else), Pendel has a conversa-

tion with him, and he leaves, bringing

it back to a scene in which the other

person is unaware that Pendel just had
a vision. This technique, which is

shocking the first time it is used,

becomes one of the most interesting

devices in the film. Chances are that

most audience members may be
turned ofTby its strange nature, but it is

extremely inventive and really spices

up the film.

Another bright spot is a strong per-

formance by Rush, who brings his

usual depth and intelligence to the

role. Much like Osnard, Pendel has

few redeeming qualities, but Rush
manages to give glimpses into his vul-

nerability, making it that much more
interesting when he begins to make all

the wrong choices and hurt those

around him. His final scenes become a

bit too melodramatic, but the choices

at the end are as much the fault of the

writer/director as Rush himself.

"The Tailor of Panama" has some
interesting and exciting elements to it,

btit the end the film, a film which had
the potential to be quite good on the

strengths of its story and setting, is

only average.

J.-.

, it
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ANGELS
From page 28

angels were both beautiful angels,

but we managed to fix them up and
they're both back out," Winslow
added. "That just comes with the ter-

ritory; there are some people that will

do things like that."

Though both

angels are back ———.^.^.i^.
out on the streets

for public view-

ing, only the

angel sponsored

by Bel-Air

Camera has

returned to

We s t w o d .

According to

Winslow, the ——————
sponsor of the

Eurochow angel

felt that the location was just too

risky and opted to have it placed next

to another angel they had sponsored.

Frank Ponder, manager of Bel-Air

"Here, an angel that

was protecting us gets

vandalized."

Frank Ponder
Manager, Bel-Air Camera

they walked away, however, she

heard the boys whispering to each

other that they hoped no one would

spray graffiti on any of the angels.

"I think that was one of the rea-

sons I wanted to be involved in this

proje«ilit,because when you have that

attitude at such a young age. it's

almost as though it's all too familiar,"

she said. "They have this dread of

doom and
I gloom, and we

have to get

involved in

doing things

that are positive

and. uplifting

and good, even

if it takes that

chance that

somebody wants

to deface it."

Overall, the

vandalism, as

well as other problems, such as find-

ing locations for the angels and the

three weeks of heavy rain, have not

put a damper on the Community of
Camera, expressed his joy at having Angels project The angeTs are still

the angel returned to the storefront

on March 27. However, he men-
tioned that he still felt slightly dis-

heartened that someone could com-
mit such an act.

"It was upsetting," he said. "Here.

an ttngei that was protecting tis gets

vandalized."

Phoebe Beasley, the artist who cre-

being placed around the city, and
people are enjoying the spirituality

they project. The angels can be

viewed around the city, from Santa

Monica to Long Beach, and
Pasadena to the Valley through mid-

May. Tljcy will be auctioned off on
May 17 at the Dorothy Chandler

Pavilion and over the Internet, with

ated the angel placed in front of the all proceeds going to various chari-

Palomino restaurant in Westwood, ties.

said that she wanted to be involved in "It's been a real logistic chal-

the project just to break this sort of lenge," Winslow said. "But, they're

attitude -the expectation that, if you out and people are loving them. I

put something beautiful out in pub- wish I had a percentage of all the

lie, people will destroy it

While photographing the angel at

her home before the angel was
placed, Beasley met two 12-year-old

boys who said the angel was the most

Kodak film that's getting snapped."

ANGELS: For more information, loca-

tions of the angels and to view a

photo album of the angels, visit

beautiful thing they had ever seen. As www.acommunityofangels.com.

HABITS
From page 28

still expressing its current state of

mind through music.

"Our second album was a time to

vent frustration," Kemo said.

After touring the world.

Delinquent Habits has cemented a

place not only in the Latin hip-hop

genre, but also in hip-hop as a whole,

Ives said.

The group continues to flow in

Dre.

"We're not just some rappers.

We've got some real poetry going on

in here. Consciously thought out and
taking our time; not just finding what-

ever word pops up that rhymes," Ives

said, unconsciously rhyming.

Delinquent Habits realizes that,

through developing sophisticated

lyrics, the group has matured musical-

ly.

"The music is getting older and the

people who've been listening to the

music are getting older, so the music is

English, Spanish and a mix of both actually starting to progress and have
languages, often referred to as

Spanglish. The music is laced with

Latin influences as well as contempo-
rary hip-hop

beats, proving ^..i^^.«^^_
the group is

keeping up with

the times.

The lyrics in

"Merry Go
Round" are not

about guns or

drugs - they're

about optimism

and hope. The
album is consis-

tently honest,

such as the hook

Delinquent Habits

realizes that, through

developing

sophisticated lyrics, the

group has matured

musically.

on the second track of the atbum:

"Down to make you feel real

good/bringing^love from the hood."

in the past. Delinquent Habits has

collaborated with such names as Big

Pun and Sen Dog from Cypress Hill.

Since its latest return to the studio, the

group decided to take control of its

art and not rely on guest appearances

by big names.

When away from the studio and ^ , «
not creating independent albums, ony of what's been playing on the

Delinquent Habits is known to play radio," Kemo said

with the Long Beach Dub Allstars,

Ozomalli and many reggae groups.

These eclectic music tastes come
from the group's diverse musical

influences. The group has been influ-

enced by Latin music, old school hip-

hop, the Doors and contemporary

beat masters such as the RZA and Dr.

some kind of conscience," Ives said.

Today, Delinquent Habits is a

decade into the rap game. The
group's mem-

..^^«.,..,„„^. bers have

grown accus-

tomed to indus-

try hurdles, espe-

cially in the cur-

rent world that

seems to be

dominated by

MP3's and CD-
R's.

"We try to

concentrate on

things like tour-

ing and selling

merchandise," O.G. Style said.

The group is also spreading its

music to movie soundtracks.

Listeners can hear the upcoming sin-

gle "Return of the Tres" on the

"Double Take" soundtrack as well as

on the upcoming soundtrack to the

new Farrely Brothers movie, "Say It

Isn't So."

"The message of the group is sim-

ple - we're trying to break the monot-

MUSIC Delinquent Habits will per-

form at the House of Blues in Anaheim
on April 20. For tickets, go to www.tick-

etmaster.com. To purchase the new
album 'Merry Go Round.' as well as

nf>erchandise, visit the group's Web site

at www.delinquenthabits.com.
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• SALES AND RENTALS
• SUPER TRENDY TO TRADITIONAL
• LATEST STYLES PROM LEADINO
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• SAME DAY SERVICE
• UNStJRPASSED PERSONAL

ATTENTION
• PRICE GUARANTEE
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(310) 474-9090

YOUR LOCAL TUX SHOP
* 20\ RENTAL DISCOUNTS FOR STUDENTS & STAFF *

^

Verve Get Up & Go
The ideal last drink of the night

Developed by a NASA biochemist to-

reduce the symptoms of both anesthetis

and alcohol induced hangover.

Take before sleeping, Verve Get Up & Go acts to:

Boost and stabilize blood sugar levels.

Restore carbohydrate reserves in the brain^

muscles and liver.

• Reduce brain and stomach neurotransmitters

that cause fatigue.

• Immediately re-hydrate the body to offset

alcohol dehydration.

Unlike other hangover remedies. Verve does not contain analgesics that

increase liver damage caused by alcohol.

Clinical trials have proven Verve Get Up & Go is over 80%
effective when taken before sleeping.

Order Verve today by visiting our web site!

www.verveusa.com
or call: (888)952-7430

Distributed in the U.S.A. by MTG Distributors Inc., Troy, Ml 48083

$5.99

+ S&H
for a 5

pack
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aft Village
xpressmart

^^^^ 10974 Le Conte Ave. at Qayley

FREE PARKING

v>^/)
In.

(While shopping in store)

%
MasterCard

:%»

^Village
^xpressmart

ViMIoH Milk

99^
1 /P f^^llnn • ^"® ^^'^ Sallon per coupon
I /^ oaiion

. Valid 4/2/01 - 4/8/01 • One coupon per household

^Village
^xpressmart

Coke ^ Pepsi

^9
2 liter

c
^All varieties

Reg. $1 .69
^ • One 2 liter per coupon

• Valid 4/2/01 - 4/8/01
• One coupon per household

Ik Berkeley Hevieiy Provides!

14 Weeks Of RevicH And Testing Of

Important MCAT Concepts, 1 • I i ,
j

I
review program

...continues to
set the standards
that others want

to follow!

Sijiii up lj> votii •.(•11 hofoic
April I Uh oiul rotoiviv

550"" offtliefiilcoiu'se tuition. L^
Si«ii lip \\ i(li ci fi k'lul hoioro
Apiil Mill «iiul loiiMXiv

fse tuition,MlUfi
(C.tTtciin Krshif tions A{)[jlv

ERKELEY

100 Hours Of Scheduled Lecture Topics

In The Classroom,/
./ ,/.f,f ,/ ,f,/_./_^u

200 Hours Of Office Hours To Supplement

The Lecture Topics,/,^ ,,i,^,,I,^^^.,L,/,

20 Hours Of Supplemental MCAT-Style

Problem Solving Sessions.yt.^
,/ ^/^ ^^^.

10 Full-Length Mock MCAT Exams

During The Program,/^/,^/,/,^,,!.^
.,1

4 Scheduled Full-Length Mock MCAT
Exam Testing Dates,/_./4,f./^^u/^._.

2800 Pages Of Review Notes Covering

Important MCAT Concepts^^^^^^,

1400 MCAT-Style Passages With Clear

And Detailed Solutions,/^^,^.,/
./,,(.,^

Exceptional Instructors For Each Of

The Six Topic Areas Of The MCAT^,^

Excellent Review Materials That You

Get To Keep And Take Home^f^^^^^

Application Assistance, Interview

Workshops, And Mock Interviews,/_,/^^,

Sptvi.ilizing in MCAT IVcpdrntion

ummsii
www.berkeley-review.com

PSYCHOPATHIA
From page 30

Ihe seedy behavior of some of his

more unusual patients.

Exhibitionism receives short shrift,

probably due to the author's disgust

at the practice. ^

The book was originally written as

a medical document rather than for

popular consumption, meaning that

Krafft-Ebing uses a very dry, exact-

ing prose style. Even the most sensa-

tional sexual practices are drained of

all their lurid charm under KrafTt-

Ebing's pen. Even with his restrained

presentation, however, the strange-

ness of the material is enough to hold

readers' interest.

The book frequently betrays its

age with its archaic language. Many
patients comes from "tainted" fami-

lies, an odd term, left unexplained but

presumably referring to some heredi-

tary failing. Although the nature vs.

nurture debate still rages today in

regards to sexual preference, the idea

of congenital predisposition has been
rejected in many of the desires that

Krafft-Ebing describes.

"Psychopathia Sexualis" opens
with a short anecdote that sets the

tone for the entire book.

In case 229, a man in a provincial

town was caught having intercourse

with a chicken. Apparently, area"
chickens had been dying and the cul-

prit had been "wanted" for quite

some time. Brought before the court,

the man was questioned as to why he

preferred chickens to his own
species. The suspect complained that

he could only derive pleasure from
intercourse with chickens because his

genitals were extremely small. Krafl't-

Ebing mattcr-of-faclly notes that a

medical examination proved his

claim true, and concludes that, other-,

wise, the man was in good mental

health.

Such bizarre ca.ses, however, con-

stitute only a fraction of the incidents

listed in "Psychopathia Sexualis."

Most space is devoted to more vanil-

la pursuits, like nostril fetishism.

Krafft-Ebing's other patients dis-

play interest in shoes, handkerchiefs,

fur, velvet, eyes or hands. The major-

ity of fetishes documented fall into

the realm of the feel and the early

attention that psychologists paid to

this subgenrc may explain why it's so

well known today, in contrast to its

more esoteric counterparts. In one
case of hand fetishism, the author

seems almost disappointed to find

that the patient was indilTerent to

feet.

Case 101 describes a "hair despoil-

er," a hair fetishist who went so far as

to take a pair pf scissors to. the braids

of women he met in the street.

Another fetishist imagined fantastic

"hair adventures," but Krafft-Ebing

does not describe what these might
be. The reader is left to speculate

what constitutes a hair adventure.

Although most of Kraffl-Ebing's

/

"cases have lost ihcir shock value, the

sheer volume of of the book makes it

a worthwhile and informative read.

All else aside, "Psychopathia

Sexualis" remains a telling testament

to the diversity of the human sexual

experience.

TOMCATS
From page 33

your doorstep, so there's plenty of
time to sec them coming.

Guess who turns out to be a dom-
inatrix when O'Connell tries to

seduce a shy, bookish librarian? The
librarian!

Guess what happens when the

guys drink wine spiked with Viagra?
They get erections!

"American Pie" had its signature

scene of a teen-age boy exploring his

sexuality with an apple pastry.

"Tomcats, " if it is remembered at

all, will be known as the movie with

the bouncing testicle.

A character who loses the body
part to cancer asks O'Connell to

retrieve it from the hospital lab as a

souvenir. But the darn thing shoots

out of O'Connell's hand and
bounces around the hallway.

Laughing yet?

Then it lands in someone's candy
box and that person takes a bite out

ofit.

How about now?

AMORES
From page 34

audience members are watching the

film from miles away.

Likewise, the film reaches in two
directions at once - the forgotten

virtue of B and genre filmmaking, as

well as the great high seriousness of
the message movie, even if it lacks any
definite message.

It might be acceptable to mix
tones, especially if it's extreme (e.g.

Takeshi Kitano's "Fireworks," where
the body count

spirals out of —i*.^.....
control as the

sappiness esca-

I a t e s ) .

Unfortunately,

the attempt by
" A m o r e s

Perros" to cover

as much tonal

ground as possi-

ble appears to be

a shield for the

dearth of con-

tent at the center.

Handing a

smackdown to

"Amores Perros"also

appears to be under the

specter of the new
most influential school

of filmnnaking,the Paul

Thonnas Anderson

cathartic opera.

ied as Arturo Ripstein, Jaime
Humberto Hermosillo, Paul Leduc
and Nicolas Echevarr'a. then adds
that it hardly matters because "what's

suggestive is the total redefinition of
'art film' in American terms."

Indeed, the 153-minute film sug-

gests what a Mexican Miramax
release might have looked like circa

1996, even if this made-in-2000 opus
is currently released by Lions Gate.

There's the requisite hit man and
the Tarantino time juggling, not to

mention the tired nco-noir trappings,

even if the setting is the Dislricto

Federal instead
-'"——^—— of Southern

California.

But "Amores
Perros" also

appears to be

under the

specter of the

new most infiu-

ential school of

filmmaking, the

Paul Thomas
Anderson
cathartic opera.

N
"Magnolia,"
"Amores

the unnamed Elvis Mitchell in this Perros" still manages to build up to a
week's Village Voice, J. Hoberman parent-child moment of emotional
quotes that New York Times critic's exchange, even if it occurs on an
pulkjuotc praise of "Amores Perros" answering machine. Oddly moving
as "one of the first art films to come
out of Mexico since Bufluel worked
there" - that is, since the 1950s
Hoberman asks whether such a blan-

ket statement was made in total igno-

rance of Mexican filmmakers as var-

against the bulk of the movie's flash,

the moments feel akin to finding dia-

monds in the emperor's new clothes.

FlUW: "Amores Perros" opens nation-

wide April 13.
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BLOW
From page 29

Escobar (Cliff Curtis)

The cocaine business is a serious

one, and the ease and fun of selling

pot has burned away to reveal this

deadly new enterprise. At this point

in the 1970s, the drug is still fairly

obscure, but Jung changes all that.

By virtually inventing the market, he

is vaulted into the top levels of soci-

ety, and making more money than

even he can spend in this new extrav-

agant lifestyle.

At his highest, he marries Mirtha

(Penelope Cruz), a wildly out-of-con-

trol Colombian woman who thrives

on the drugs and excess of her hus-

band. Cruz's performance is so won-
derfully over-the-top that it is impos-

sible to want her flame to ever extin-

guish.

Together Mirtha and Jung have a

daughter, Kristina, who becomes
Jung's only foundation as everything

starts to uiiravel,

As painful and depressing as a

hangover, the drugs wear off, and
reality pounds in. There is no going

back now and no way to stop the

unfortunate events that lie ahead.

Jung's mother betrays him, his

friends deceive him. his wife mis-

Heads him and ultimately he loses his

daughter's love. It is an inevitable

tragedy, but nonetheless deeply mov-
ing.

This is precisely why the film suc-

ceeds. It is a personal drama about a

simple but ambitious man who gives

his all to obtain the American dream.

The painful irony is that Jung direct-

ed his entrepreneurial efforts toward

drug trafficking, and although ille-

gal, he was still tremendously suc-

cessful.

The fact that marijuana and

cocaine are not permitted in the

United States is irrelevant; Jung sim-

ply pursues a better life than his par-

ents. Unfortunately, his business was

forbidden by the law.

This humanistic element gives the

film a personal impression of the

drug world that Steven Soderbergh's

"TrafTic" lacks. In "Blow," the ease

and accidental nature of the drug cul-

ture are shown, as it is depicted as

just another business. Jung is not a

victim of drugs, but of the changing

tides in cultural acceptability and law

enforcement.

The film solidifies its unforget-

table status with the final frame - a

picture of the real George Jung, still

serving time in prison until 2014. The
haunting image is a startling and

.^effective reminder thai the man is

real, the story is real, and the tragedy

is real.

"Blow" makes no judgment about

the morality of drugs and is instead

an unmatched story of a man's mis-

directed ambition. So go to the the-

ater and take in some "Blow." h\ the

cheapest and most legal high on the

market.

FILM: "Blow" opens nationwide on
Friday.A special advance screening on
Wednesday at 6 p.m. at the Freud

Playhouse In Macgowan Hall.
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MOVIES
From page 32

films, but when there are, they do
very well," Weinstein said.

Written and directed by Robert

Rodriguez, "Spy Kids" stars

Antonio Banderas and Caria

Gugino as semiretired spies whose
children (Alexa Vega and Daryl

Sahara) go to their aid when the par-

ents are abducted.

"It's James Bond for kids. They
sort of reinvented a genre and made
a huge hit out of it," said Paul

Dergarabedian, president of box-

office tracker Exhibitor Relations.

"You've had all these movies that

empower women. Now here's a film

that empowers kids, and it seems to

work."

"Spy Kids" averaged $8,698 in

3,104 theaters, "Someone Like You"
did $4,406 in 2,345 cinemas and
•^Tomcats" averaged $2,484 in 2,617

locations.

Another spy Hick, "The Tailor of

Panama," did well in limited release,

opening in 199 theaters and taking in

$2 million for a healthy average of

$10,050 a cinema.

Some top winners at last week-

end's Oscars continued to do well.

"Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon"
grossed $5 million to push its total to

$113.7 million, while "Traffic" took

in $4.2 million, increasing its take to

$113.9 million.

"Gladiator" went back into fairly

wide release to capitalize on its best-

picture win. Playing in 577 theaters,

it grossed $448,000 to raise its total

to $187.3 million.

Estimated ticket sales for Friday

through Sunday at North American
theaters, according to Exhibitor

Relations Co. Inc. Final figures are

to be released Monday.

1. "Spy Kids," $27 million.

2. "Someone Like You," $10.3

million.

3. "Heartbreakers," $8.2 million.

4. "Tomcats," $6.5 million.

«-j

5.

6.

lion.

"7.

8.

"The Brothers," $5.8 million.

"Enemy at the Gates," $5,3 mil-

"Exit Wounds," $5.2 million.

"Crouching Tiger, Hidden
Dragon," $5 million.

9. "Traffic," $4.2 million.

10. "The Mexican," $2.6 million.

COPPERFIELD
From page 30

more than 500 times per year.

But the fire proved to be too

unpredictable; the fiames reacted

differently in every venue. By this

time, Copperfield was so enamored
of the idea that he couldn't let it dis-

appear.

"It was too good not to do some-

thing with," he said. "I figured that if

I could step inside and just stand in

the center ofit, it would be an amaz-

ing thing."

The 44-year-old Copperfield has

done amazing things since the age of

12, when he began performing pro-

fessionally. He became the youngest

person ever admitted to the Society

of American Magicians. At 16, he

was teaching a magic course at New
York University.

In prior television specials,

Copperfield has performed some of

his more incredible feats.

In 1984, he successfully escaped

from a water tank before a 500-

pound spike pierced the structure in

an update of an old Houdini routine.

Three years later, he staged a suc-

cessful escape from Alcatraz. In

1993, he dangled 10 stories above a

pit of fire and razor sharp stakes,

escaping just before the ropes hold-

ing him in place burned through.

Copperfield has said he'll never

try that one again. But he acknowl-

e^^s that he feels a need to con-

stantly outdo himself once he gears

up for another network special.

"For sure," he said. "That's why
we're here. Why does a boxer get

back in the ring, after he's won all the

money? To push yourself a little bit

further. You sort of challenge your-

self."

Before heading off, Copperfield

takes one last opportunity to reiter-

ate that the tornado of fire is no ruse.

"When I do illusions, I say they're

illusions - but this has nothing to do
with that," Copperfield said, "This is

100 percent real, no secrets. The only

secret is getting out."

/

• Do you worry a lot?

• Difficulty concentrating?

• Do you often feel keyed up?

• Problems with sleep?

• Musde tension, headaches,

stomach problems ets.?

\ - t

If you experience some of these symptoms, you may have a treatable condition called

General Anxiety Discorder. Anxiety can affect your work performance, social life, and
overall enjoyment in life. You are not akme. Ybu may be one of millions ofAmericans

suffering from stress.

I

Call toll-free today to see If you qualify for an important
research medicationj)rogram. Qualifed participants may be

compensated up to $275.00. --——

Southwestern Research, Inc.

888-444-1104
www.43S,€U>m

Save Money.
Get Dates.

r
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Campus Recruitment
Campus Services *
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Lost & Found
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j

Recreational Activities
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Tickets Offered
Tickets Wanted
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4200
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Appliances
Art / Paintings
Bicycles / Skate s
Books
Calling Cards
Cameras / Camcorders
Collectibles

Computers / Software
Furniture

Garage / Yard Sales
Health Products
Miscellaneous
Musical Instruments
Office Equipment
Pets
Rentals
Sports Equipment
Stereos / TVs / Radios
Table Sports

Auto Accessories
Auto Insurance
Auto Repair
Autos for Sale
Boats for Sale
Motorcycles for Sale
Parking
Scooter / Cycle Repair
Scooters for Sale
Vehicles for Rent

5600
5620
5640
5660
5680
5700
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Rides Wanted
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Travel Destinations
Travel Tickets
Vacation Packages

5800
5900
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6500
6G00
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6800
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7000
7100
7200
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Financial Aid
insurance
Computer / Internet
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Tutoring Offered
Tutoring Wanted
Typing

Writing Help
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7400
7500
7000
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8100
8200
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Child Care Offered
Child Care Wanted
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Volunteer
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Apartments for Rent
Apartments Furnished
Condo / Townhouse for Rent
Condo / Townhouse for Sale
Guesthouse for Rent
House for Rent
House for sale
Houseboats for ReiK/.^ale
Housing Needed
Room for Help
Room for Rent
Roommates - Private Room
Roommates - Shared Room

I

Sublets
Vacation Rentals

"~^

1 18 Kerckhotf Hall
308 Westwood Pla/a
Los Angeles, CA 90024

E Mail classifiedsift'media ucia edu
Web httpV/wwwcJailybruin ucla.edu

phone
Classified Cine C3103 825-2221

Fax C3103 206-0528
Classified Display: C310D 206-3060

Fax: (310) 206-0528

office hours
Mon-Thu: 9:00am-3:00pm
Fn: 9am-2:30pm

One issue, up to 20 words $8 50
each additional word 65

Weekly, up to 20 words 29.00
...each additional word 2 1

5

Monthly, up to 20 words 96 00
each additional word 5.75

12 pt headline $1.60
1 6 pt headline $2 25
Border $5.00,

For Classified Display ads.

please see qgr r^tejajd
for variable rate information.

I^

Classified Line Ads:
1 working day before printing,

at 12 noon
Classified Display Ads:
2 working days before printing,

at 12 noon
There are no cancellations after

noon of the day before printing.

hoMT to write
an eflecthie ad

• Start yoLii ad with the
merchandise you are selling

This makes it easier for readers to
quickly scan the ads and locate
your Items
• Always include the pi ice of your
Item Many classified readers
simply do not respond to ads
without pnces
• Avoid abbreviations- -make your
ad easy for readers to understand
• Place yourself in the readers
posrt»©n. ask what yoo wouW hke
to know about the merchandise,
and include that in the ad Include
such information as brand names,
colors and other specific

descriptions^
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"The UCLA Daily Brum." We
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working days for mail payments.
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1100
Campus Happenings

TAI CHI CHUAN
CLUB'S

Grand Master Tung and Master Karol offer

personalized training Tues/Wed/Thurs 4:30-

6pnVSaturday 10am-12pm, UCLA-MacGo-
wen-Hall-Sculpture-Garden $50/month/any
or all 818-996-3787

TEACH ENGLISH IN CENTRAL EUROPE!
Free seminar, UCLA Career Center Monday
Apnl 16th, 4pm RSVP recommended, Eva
Walthers, 310-825-0831

Alcoholics Anonymous
Mon. DncusMon, Fri. Step Study, 3508 Ackemran

Thun. Book Study, 3508 Ackennan

M/T/W Rm. DMitol A3-029

Wad. Rm. A3 029
DiKusMon.AllmtM 12:10- 1:00 pm

For akohohea or indMdualt wtto Ifv » drInUng probhm

1300
Campus Recruitment

MARKETING
INTERNSHIP

James Hardie Building Products, Inc. has an
opportunity for an individual pursuing an
MBA or a Junior or Senior pursuing a BA/BS
in Economics. Working at our world head-
quarters in Mission Viejo, will be responsible

for various projects within the marketing de-
partment Great opportunity to get business
experience and check out the company as a
possible employer when you graduate! Full-

time position for the summer quarter We will

be on campus for interviews on April 27;

Please sign up via the Career Center Visit

us at www.jameshardie.com

1800
Miscellaneous

17,000 CELEBRITY AD-
DRESSES Our 25th year Movie, television,

recording, sports, political lists Send SASE
for free details to: ACS, 5460 SW 57th PI
tec. Ocala. FL 34474

There are 499 reasons to visit

ISRAEL this summer.

#206:
[ you'll find out your grandmother isnt

the only one who says, "oy vey"]
*. ' - T . — * . :

,
. . .

The College Trip to Israel for just $499*.

OPEN AUDITION
"SHIPWRECKED'
Ratlity Ttiavition S«fies

Do more than work on your tan thts summer. Explore
Israel, visit ancient cities, uneartti your heritage,
forge friendships that last a lifetime and get closer to
the core of your spirituality. Now, how's that for a
vacation? Call JAM today to find out more.

- The full cost of this trip Is $3,1 99, Your subsidized price Is S499
which includes airfare, room and board and all touring.

IkM
Jewish Ai*jrf nrss Movement

JULY 1-25, 2001

Tkird lerics of UK Network show

lookiii) for ifouR) "eattiwiys" williii§

to tpend 10 weeks on remote South

Pacific iiien4. Mest be ofet 18-25,

availabie all of May, Jeite, Jily

2001, tit, ana able to iwim.

Visit website: www.shifwreeked.eom

for info, afplieafion form & audition

video reqs. Mail to: RDF Media, PO

Box 7714, Berbank, CA 91510-7714

by March 9tk. E-mail qaeries to:

skipwreekedtv@hotmail.com.

2300
Sperm/Egg Donors

For more details please call JAM at 323.651 .01 77, e-mail us at
jam@ucla.edu or check out our website at www.jam.homepad.com

1800
Miscellaneous

21OO
Recreational Activities

6-WEEKS FREE
PERSONAL Training (or UCLA students.
Trainer will design programs, instruct in

JWC Call Demir 310-824-5274.

2200
Research Subjects

CIGARETTE SMOKERS
Wanted (or a research study at UCLA. Men
& Women, ages 22-50. Eam $165. Call 310-

825-6475

Egg Donor^
Needed

Mcikc a niirut ulous
diffcrciK o in tlio life of

a l<)vin>» couple by
turnin>{ ihcir dream of

building a family into a
reality. If you are an
educated female

tx'tween the aj?(\s of

2\-M). non-smoker witti

excellent tiealtti. c all

The Rej?istry Ovum
Donor Si'rvic e

(3 1 0) 599-00

1

$5.500 flat fee5s^

ART THAT DOESWT
SUCK!

Ocigmals/Prints (rom $50, to give or (or you
To look at art, go to: www LSimages com

WRITERS WANTED!
Are you an aspiring writer looking to make
your mark in television or (Mm? Call 866-546-
5673 now!

2000
Personals

LOVE? European writer/linguist, cosrrwpolj-
tan, accomplished, good-looking, middle-
aged, healthy litestyle, loves literatureAravel-

ing/outdoors. seeks attractive/smart/aHec-
tionate young (emale, any race/ortgln. (or

(riendship, possibly romance/marriage 310-
573-4020/mani©munich com

i#^ Imagine ^^

EARN $$$$$
CLINICAL RESEARCH STUDY (or the com-
mon cokj at the onset ol symptoms Male/(e-

male 18-55yrs. old, rxwi-snrwker. no asthma
history Limited availability. Call today:3lO-

785-9121.

Email:ctink:alsut)jectsOyahoo.com

2300
Sperm / Egg Donors

l( you are male, in college or have a college

degree, you can eam up to $600/mo, call (or

details on our anonymous sperm donor pro-

gram. Receive (ree comprehensive health

screening & help infertile couples. So i(

you're tooking (or a great job and a little extra
ra«h r»ll us (irst 310-824-9941.

P^y your tuition

with eggs.

Ff you're a woman between 18

and 35, you can eam money easi-

ly, anonymously. Donate your

eggs to an infertile couple.

$3,500 and up, depending on

you education and other qualifi-

cations. Call Today.

The Center for Egg Options

310/546-6786

T>»C«n»tf for tgg OpMoni. OC
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Interfraternity Council Spring 2001
Fraternity Recruitment

April 2-8

SPRING RUSH BEGINS TONIGHTI

Monday, April 2
Information Fair:

Bruin Plaza, 1 1 :30-3:00
Get information about the Recruitment process
and meet Representatives from each IFC
fraternity

For more information or to

register, contact IFC at

825-7878 or through email at

ifs@ucla.edu

Register online at
www.greeklife.ucla.edu/howtojoin.html

Monday, April 2 - Friday, April 6
Chapter Events begin:

5:00 p.m. at fraternity houses
Fraternities will begin their Recruitment events on
Monday at 5:00 p.m. and end Friday at 8:00 p.m.
Check each fraternity's schedule for details

2300
Sporm / Egg Donors

2300
Sperm / Egg Donors

2300
Sperm / Egg Donors

EGG DONOR
NEEDED-

ANONYMOUS
Loving Chinese couple seeking intelli-

gent, compassionate woman of Chinese
descent (preferably). College education,
age 21-30, 5'2" or taller, slender. Com-
pensation $5000. Call CEO 310-546-
6786.

Calling all angels

2^oo
Tickets Offered

GREAT SEATS U2 4/26 Sec 434 RowQ
$220/ea Academy of Country Music Awards
5/9 Log22 RowR. $135/ea. Email

edfish4758@eanhlink.net or 818-985-6320

OOOCYTE "EGG" DONORS: Currently be-
inig recruited if you are between 18 and 32
years of age, healthy, proven fertility, good
family medical history, must not be over-

weight. Applicants with medical insurance

pr'eferred. Women of all ethnicities and rac-

es! Generous compensation Please call Na-
nette Bahl with the Center for Reproductive
Health & Gynecology ©661-254-0545

SPECIAL EGG DONOR
NEEDED

Loving, infertile couple is hoping to find a
oompassionate woman to help us have a
baby We are searching (or an intelligent,

healthy woman 21-29 years-old, half Ja-

panese, and half Northern European. Com-
pensation $5000. If you are interested in

helping our dream of parenthood come true,

please call OPTIONS 800-866-9373 x722.

*5
Compensation

• t

f

Egg Donors Needed
Healthy females ages 19-28

wishing to help infertile couples.

$5,000

^ Call MIRNA (818) 832-1494 ;

THE EGG
DONOR

PROGRAM
Help a couple achieve their dream and
you'll receive the highest compensation
and most personalized attention from the
oldest donor program In LA.

We screen recipient parents, too

Shelley Smith ma. mfcc

323-933-0414
The Boo Donor Program/The Surrogacy Program
e-mail SSmlthiMFCCeaol.com-Estabilshed In 1990

fisiisiiaiiafis

3800
IVIiscellaneous

IT'S T-SHIRT V\^EATHER
T-shirts from $5, lowest prices on the Inter-

net Discount event merchandise, left-over

from recent events www alleventstore.com

iSiieil

2700-4500

^M^ OM^ QMu yH^y nj^ F«iVM*

j^jU^fl^^'j

transportation
4600-5500

2800
Art/Paintings

WANTED
Collecter seeking paintings by Early

Califomia artists 1900-1940. Artists include:

Guy Rose, Edgar Payne, Granville

Redmond, John Frost, William Wendt,
Selden Gile. Anna Hills, Benjamin Brown,
Franz Bischoff, Elmer Wachtel, Arthur
Mathews and mdny, many more. Please
contact Steve at ilook4art©aol.com. 310-
863-8013.

3500
Furniture

MATTRESS SPECIALS
NEW INNERSPRING twin sets $99.95, Fulls

$129.95. Queens $169.95 and Kings
$199 95. Also, Sealy, Steams and Foster at

towest prices. 310-477-1466.

^900
Autos for Sale

1985 HONDA CIVIC
5spd, am/fm cassette, stereo, tinted wind-

ows Good condition. 170K $1000. 310-824-

8923.

1991 HONDA ACCORD
SE Dark blue, beige leather, moon roof

42km, Excellent condition. Onginal owner.

$8000 310-470-3404

1994 SATURN SL, blue, 5-speed manual, 4-

door, AC, CD, 112,500mi, excellent condi-
tion. $3950 Call Jen at 310-206-9292, garri-

sondess ucla.edu

1995 FORD ASPIRE SE
$4500obo 69K miles, green, 2dr, AC, 5spd,
ABS, air bags, 42 miles/gallon on highway
310-839-6394.

Classifieds

825-2221
vrwmmwf

Oispla<

206-3060
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Spring Rush 2001
Monday
4pr/7 2nd

fi.OO PM
Formal Steak

and Shrimp

Dinner. Guest

Alumni Speakers

Tuesday
April 3rd

12:00-1:00 PM
Lunch by Baja

Fresh.

6:00 PM
Steak BBQ and

Slide Show.

Music by lAE's
- House Band,

Downside.

Wednesday
April 4th

12:00-1:00 PM
Lunch by

Roscoe's Chicken

and Waffles.

6:00 PM
Hypnotist and

Dinner by

Quizno's Subs.

Thuresday
April 5th

12:00-1:00 PM
In-N-Out Lunch.

6:00 PM
Game Night. Win

Prizes Including

a Brand New
Snowboard .

Pasta Bar Dinner.

Friday
April 6th

6:00 PM
Dinner With the

Ladies of Delta

Gamma Sorority.

8:00 PM
Rush Ends.

Salud!!!

The lAE House is located @ 655 Gayley Ave.
For info, contact Pablo Fuentes-Fllp @ 443-0623 or Turner Jenkins @ 208-8870

*** ALL RUSH EVENTS ARE NON-ALCOHOLIC***

2300
Sperm / Egcj Donors

2300
Sperm / Ecjcj Donors

PIKFfW ^^'^^ 2001

MONDAY APRIL 2
• 5pm - BARBEQUE AND NCAA
Championship Game on big screen TV

•^Screening of rush video ^==

TUESDAY APRIL 3
• 5pm — Formal dinner (shirt and tie
recommended) catered by Enzo*s
(bring a date!)

• Interviews: Part I

WEDNESDAY APRIL 4
• Noon — Baja Fresh for lunch
• Los Angeles Dodgers vs. Arizona
Diamond Backs at 7: 1 0pm (be at the
HOUSE AT 5pm)

THURSDAY APRIL 5
• Noon — In-n-Out for lunch
• 5pm — Dinner by El Pollo Loco
• Basketball in the backyard
• Interviews: Part II

FRIDAY APRIL 6
• 5pm - Shakey's pizza for dinner
• LA Lakers vs. Boston Celtics on TV in
THE Brotherhood room

Pi Kappa Alpha Fraternity

555 Gayley Avenue
Questions: Call Adam Hendel o^ 208-6122

" All Rush events are dry

S700
Travel Tickets

MI
323) 277-4595

AMIRKA SPKIAUSTT

travel
5600-5720

S6^0
Rides Wanted

MfxiftCJty

pMMiaCjry

HM^NfM

SitPibU

$109

$119

%m
$195

$219

$209

$265

$199

$185

iixftel Cobiilid

$179

$a69

$259

$220

$»5
$175

Rio . BiJ^d

$259
SEEKING RIDE to-lrom UCLA from Restau
rant Four Oaks in Beverly Glen; -share

expenses; work M-F, 8AM-5PM, Call Arnold.

310-474-1130

Autos for Sale

1995 FORD CONTOUR Green, automaiic.
84K. AM/FM Cassette, power wind-
ows/locks No accidents, great condition,

new tire $4600obo Fully maintained. 310-
276-2606

1996 JETTA. GREEN, Sold by owner. 5spd
Moonroof 6CD Changer. Great Condition.

45.000 miles. $9750. Negotiable. Contact
Sam: 310-815-8759

4900
Autos for Sale

1997 VW CABRIO Black on black with tan

leather interior. 36K miles; 5spd. Top me-
chanical condition. Like New!!! $12.700obo
Call:323-653-4742

LOW MILEAGE: 1995 Suzuki Sidekick

4WD. excellent, convertible and hard-top,

20K, $7500 obo Mammoth ski trip/see this

fabulous deal 760-924-3554

4900
Autos for Sale

POLICE IMPOUNDS Hondas as low as
$500 for listings 1-800-319-3323 ext A214.

•92 HONDA PRELUDE: Very good condition,
new tires, 96K, 1 owrwr. white w/black interi-

or. $5900. 310-435-5004

NEW YORK
$259*'

CottaRkj $195
PARI$ $235

BiMtlncss A Leisure Travd
Dttntr

Ckk4««

WMlilM«l*a

BmImi

99

99

119
49
99

115
99

Lm4 HhMi«r«««<n«Kt

Vacations
tm OlOiMllKAS

sm mmm
SS«f rfO-MUAItl

>5W mm
UUQHTIiHElTfiiEig

Spring Break

Special Now!

Classifieds

825-2221

VICTORYTRAVELCOM
t-nurit ^^ctorytravtlAMrttilnkjifl

Display
206-3060
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siiMi Oil

:^«^

All events ate at the house

(459 Gayley Avenue).

All rush events are dry:

Dinner @ 6. Lunch Wednesday @ 12.

Monday: Formal Steak and Scrimp Dinner followed by...

A nice Rush Video

Tuesday: Sak's Teriyaki for dinner
"

Big Sticks Pool Tourney and Ping Pong Tourney featuring

World-Champ Kyobin Koo

Wednesday: BBQ for lunch El Polio Loco for dinner

World Famous 3-on-3 Basketball Tourney- Tipoff @ 1 :00

Featuring Special Guest— Sac-Town's 2nd finest- Jeff Toney

Thursday: Togos for dinner

Friday: Shakey's for dinner

aSHSpring Rush
The Gamma Nu Chapter of Beta Theta Pi was founded on December 30, 1 926
and became the second chapter of Beta on the west coast As we enter our
75th year, we look forward to the future with great expectations During the

past 75 years, the Gamma Nu chapter house has become an icon of Greek life

on the UCLA campus Located at the intersection of Strathmore and Gayley
avenues, the chapter house is the most visible house on campus. If you are
interested in being part of something with a rich history and a bright future,

come by and see us.

Monday
April 2

Tuesday
April 3

Wednesday
April 4

Thursday
April 5

Friday

April 6

Poker and NCAA Basketball Finals on the big screen

Dinner by Togos

Comedy by Mark Wilde
Dinner by Enzo's

,

The infamous Beta Slide Show
Steak Dinner- * Slacks and collared shirt encouraged

The Beta Backyard Basketball Tournament

Dinner by Lamonicas

Last Chance to meet the Brotfiers

Backyard Barbeque

^M
^>< . .^

All Events are at the house 581 Gayley Ave
Any Questions? Call Recruitment Chairman Cameron Kalunian {3I0) 208-6393

v)/vyw.da ilybruiri .ucia .eclu

Classifieds

825-2221

Look for information on special issues

("

I

Write your own
prescription for

success, health

and well being

For more details on the

MindBody Rx turn to

page Q

Visit the Ashe Center website for

more information, request an appoint-

ment or ask health related questions -

www.saonet.ucla.edu/healtfi.htm

or call 310 825-4073

ucal Ashe Center

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 Wildstirub
6 Tinydroplel
10 Presently
14 Jangle
15 Singing voice
16 "t^na -"
1 7 Ekberg of tilms

18 Baset)all's Felipe
19 Seaweed
20 Frenctiwoman's

title

22 Welcomes warmly
24 Man-rTx>use

connector
26 Less fresti

27 Floppy-eared pet
31 R. of TGIF
32 Feels sore
33 Miff

36 Used to be
39 Asian nursemaid
40 Horror-movie

figure

41 Ttierefore

42 Yak
43 Singer Ross
44 Get sorr^e

knowledge
45 Bad t^irpiece
46 Himalayan guides
46 Doglike

scavengers
51 Ct)eckroom item
52 Extended

downward
54 Does some

lifting

59 Frost
60 Singing group
62 Nudge
63 City of 49 Down
64 Composer

Stravinsky
65 Gauctio's rope
66 Iced-tea

oamish
67 Small ctiange
68 Pert

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

L A M P F J O R D R E K
1 T E R E A G E R D 1 N
C M A D 1 R T Y B L E
K N T HO L E CO U R s E

T A R W E D 8
A M E L 1 A L D T 1 M E
L A X E R COlO L V 1 A
L T TO OIL S 1 D 8
R R A H S L 1 E G E

W 1 L Die A T^T 1 NSl E L

ssoms umn
B 1 P EDista 8 U N^A T H E
R L Lo z A R K
A w Lm U 8 L L E

|gJA [dj[SjIsJu L A L E D
4-201 O 2001, UnMed FMturs Syndicats

DOWN
1 Con man's trick

2 Carpus
neigt)bor

3 Hotel staffer

4 Cinema canine
5 Soft leattier

6 Stieepisti reply?

7 Nk)e lady

8 Wtiere quarks
park

9 Hesitant, mayt)e
10 Acid opposite
11 Sil)ling's ctiiid

12 ISk}ted Canadian
ptiysk;ian

13 Takes a snooze
21 Before, in

poems
23 Cooked just

sligtitly

25 First of a series
27 Catcti a fly

28 Mountain Ibn
29 St«ik, for one
30 — degree

34 Ctiarged
particle

35 Squeteti

36 Decorate a gift

37 Stiati Jatian^s

city

38 Close relatives

40 Huge
41 "Ctiariot" end
43 Desert feature
44 Mail units

45 Feel renrx)rse

47 Is down witti

48 Ctiildren's

classic

49 It's soutti of

Saudi Arabia
50 Suit Material

52 Ounce fraction

53 Singer Celine
55 Larnb of essays
56 Goat's-tiair

rotses

57 Many
58 Rock to and fro

61 Table scrap

1 2 r 1 ^ H^ } i i mm6 ti ir"i3

His —H'^
Hts —^

'M f^tafc — !P

^B J3~ !^ f^ pe ^ ^

^^r I^^Bi HHHH

Displa*
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f^T"
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-ec«T IN TM« vyc*r*
Tamou* Alumni Cu**T
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j
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SiG Ep Rush is Sponsorco sv Enzo's piizeria

•:00 SiMiTMo AT County
UNK

12:00 Lunch •« Taco Bcii
«:00 0»NH«n vmM Pi Pmi

SoltomTY
(0«K«S IS CasuaO
Catctco ay

"potiorftf

BOARO«HOP.

l^mocsi fnatcftniit om
Cam^u* ano Natwnaulv

OPA Aaovc Au.^f|»AT«l*NrT-*

ANO A(i.<AMru« AVCWAOC

ssoo
Financial Aid

LOANS AVAILABLE
No application fee. High approval Low
Interest rate Bankruptcys welcome Toll

Free 1-877-494-4843.

6000
Insurance

ALLSTATE
You are in good hands Auto Insurance Com-
pany. 310-441-5440.

2.O0 AU.-OAV BBO ON
Oun OccK

s:oo nu*N cNo«

Aix S*0 €* Rv»M
£vCNr« Ai«C D#rr.

)/lllslate.
MxjVb in good henda.

Mike Azer Insurance Agency Inc
(310)312-0202

1 28 1 WestNA/ood Blvd
C2 talks So of Wllsl-iiro)

24 Hout» o Ooy Sfv>c«

OuUtiOWtr CAiX IMM (2O0OS3I

UMiiaiittife-..

our planet...

RECYCLE

61OO
Computer/Internet

A GREAT DEAL!
Mac PowerPC 7100-8100 $199-$299 in-

cludes monitor Pentium 1 complete system,
includes monitor $249. 310-476-5076.

6300
Legal Advice/Attorneys

CONSUMER PROTECTION. Lemon law,

automobile dealer fraud, repossessions,
abusive debt collection UCLA law graduate
Contingent fees/costs available Alec True-
Wood: 310-443-4139.

MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY

S:00 PM
Rush Begins

BBQ Dinner
and Backyard

Hoops

NCAA Finals

on Big Screen

6:00 PM 6:00 PM

^ WCaaznEEn Sushi Dinner

6:00 PM

IN-N-OUT
UIOI*

Dinner &
ZBT Alumni
Speakers &
ZBT Slide Show

Live Comedian

same on

Big Screen.

Last chance to

meet the

Brothers of

ZBT.

8:00 PM
Rush Ends

All rush

events are drv

NO RECOVERY NO FEE
NO COST. Sexual harrassmeni, Discrimina-
tion, Auto-accidents, Slips/faHs MYER LAW
FIRM, Westside, Scott D. Myer(UCLAW86).
www oestlawyer.com 310-277-3000

6^00
Movers/Storacje

BEST MOVERS
No job too small. 5-piece special $102. Two
24-foot trucks fully equipped for large moves.
Call 24/7 Available on short notice. License
T163844 800-2GO-BEST (800-246-2378.)

HONEST MAN w/14ft truck and dollies,

small jobs, short notice ok. SF LV, SD.
Student discount. Go Bruins! lOyrs 310-
285-8688.

JERRY'S MOVINGSDELIVERY The careful
movers Expenenced, reliable, same-day de-
livery. Packing, boxes available. Also, pick-
up donations for American Cancer Society
Jerry©310-391-5657.

COMPLIMENTARY CONSULTATION
ORTHODONTIST w% m.T _« -^ - Xi!!

.,^..
SINCK1980 Or. Nsder Dav9t«l

I'CIjX FACULTY MKMBER *^*» *^ ••%#%** A#tfJ^<ftllA

Member American AssorJAtJon of Orfho^nnt.^cH
Specializing in braces for adults & children

'^^ Braces ^^
l)elii>er Brilliant Results

(310) 826 - 7494
MM.'iWilshirfBlvd #802
l.o\Ani(elfs. CA <«)02.S

(949) .S52 - 5890
18124 Culvrr Dr. #A
Irvine, CA 92715

-'' IMSCOLXT S.\.\|)F\il

• Cosmetic Porcelain
• Surgteal Ortfiodontkrs

• Removable
• TraditkDnal
• Invisible

•European

Teeth Whitening ^tQc;
upper or lower *^ 'V Kj kJ

00
»<*. r, rnonti o« li«j|m,rt wncJW«<J lor nwla B«ll»l

»WB 00 0»J» $ lOD 00 fc» •ocMT>onm o< lwt»tT»nl „oa»>«<j
to wnvj»a«», BiooM«« 1

1
wi 00 pioil I» 00p* cnoMh

'o. c»»t»c Diant tXB 00 Xx (kagnxtfic MuOrmxM <n}
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Theta Xi
SpringRush 2001

Monday April 2

7:00 PM
Enzo's Pizza

Tuesday April 3

7:00 PM
Steak n' fn Potatoes

Wednesday April 4

7:00 PM
Wahoo's Fish Tacos

Thursday April 5

7:00 PM
Maniac Melba's Shish-

Kabobs '
~

Friday April 6

7:00 PM
Poolside BBQ

All Rush Events are Dry. For more information contact $haun $harma at 310-824-7468

MONDAV 4/2

NCAA Championship Game on 50*" TV
Dinner by j^nyJ||Jglf]

TuesMv 4/3

Delta Sig ""White Men Can't Jump'
B-Ball Tournament

Guest Appearance by Woody Harrelson

Dinner by

WEDNESbAV '"

DELTA SIGMA PHI-GHT NIGHT!
Oversized Boxing and Sumo Wrestling

Dinner by Panda Express

TMUftSbAV ~^
HEART ATTACK THURSDAY
Krispy Kreme Donut Eating Contest

%%% Prizes!!!

Dinner by Roscoe's Chicken and Waffles

2001

BBQ with r<I>B Sorority and the bros

4/6

All Rash Events begin at 5:30pDii, are at 620 Landfair and are dry

Contact Brandon (310) 267-8968 or Brad (310) 208-5301 for more info

B500
Music Lessons

DRUM LESSONS
ALL LEVELS/STYLES with dedicated pro-

fessional. At your home or WLA studio. 1st-

lesson Iree. No drum set necessary
Neil:323-654-8226.

SSOO
Pcirsonal Services

LOOKING FOR FEMALE in WLA to help

harxiicapped female into bed/stay the night

except Saturday Needed Sunday/1 0-11 am.
$15/n»ght. 310-479-0180, 310-996-1911

6600
Personal Services

'^\^'co ?()o^

iMt at rwiw iiw today iwMh modam MnauM powar.
Fm4 thm haal of aM«c adondanoa.

Laam wWi tango maalar. anfoy maatkig Manda, dancmg.

lood, drtnlta unM mtdnlgM.

Wnlnaidays, 7:30 pra «t Hollywood Dtnc* Center.

817 N. Ht^Und Av». (crosimg Me!roi»>

(323) %A%^Yf\

Classifieds

825-2221

5680
Travel Destinations

5680
Travel Destinations

STUDENT TRAVEL
studentTairfares

DEfll€nxDGZ!DC£m3S

hotels

(£ite3imbla/i

I

^:;:c::^-r.international^tudent IDTcards

adventure travel

travel Insurance

920 Westwood BIyd.
310.824.1574 or 310.UCLA-FLY or from campus X60795

Noort: Mooday-Friday 8AM-8PM
Saturdiy 10AM-6PM
Saaday 10AM-SPM

www.statravel.com

6700
Professional Services

1/2 PRICE HAIRCUT AND COLOR Li-

censed hairstylist, trained at Vidal Bassoon
310-558-4251. 310-739-6707.

TRAVEL

A FREE SESSION
PSYCHOTHERAPY/COUNSELING for de-
pression, anxiety, obsessions, post-traumat-
ic stress.etc. Couples/Individuals. Crime vic-

tims may be eligible for tree treatment. Call

Liz Gould(I^FC#32388) ©310-578-5957 to

schedule free consultation

CREATIVE EXPERTISE
MBA & OTHER
PERSONAL

STATEMENTS,
RESUMES

Personalized, professional assitance. Writ-

ing, editing, dissertation formatting, tran-

scribing. Ace Words,Etc. 310-820-8830.

6700
Professional Services

ALL WRITING & EDITING

Personal Statements,

Papers, Theses, Dissertations,

Books, & Proposals

Comprehensive help by

PhD from UC International

Students Welcome

(323) 665-8145

FIND ROOMS &
ROOMMATES ONLINE

The Napster for roommates Free to view
and place ads. Immediate Online Results.

www.easyroommate.com

FORMER ENGLISH TEACHER w/ fwlasters

from U-Chicago, edits/word processes dis

serlations, proposals, screenplays, personal
statements, resumes. International students
welcome. Winslow's 310-829-6171

8-hour class is just $25

'No stress* classes ofTered

Tues/Wed nights,

or all day Saturday!

Walk to class!

Walk-ins welcome.
(ir>pK«ivaM.Mt)

Westwood Driving & Traffic School
1093 Broilon Avenur #218

(Juit above Bfvond (br Beach, acrois from Rile AM)
Call lo reserve your teal! jl 1 0-208-333.1

NOTARY PUBLIC Bilingual services avail-

able Spanish and English. Commission
#1277297 Commission expires Sept. 17.

2004 310-820-7113

PUBLISH YOUR WORK
FOR $1,295

Textbooks, novels and more. Call FirstPub-

lish. Inc at 888-707-7634 or visit www firstpu-

blish.com

TAXE$$$
fWllNIMIZE YOUR TAXES Let a Professional
Get You the Most Refund Affordable Rates.
Quick and Convenient
310-266-8581,818-829-9666.

sepkamjoocpa© yahoo com

7100
Tutoring Wanted

AMERICAN HUSBAND (currently college in-

structor, MBA Whanon, UPenn) and Korean
wile (UCLA Grad, middle school teacher) will

patiently tutor English speaking and writing

310-559-0123.

MATH TUTOR
Available for all hours, all levels $30+/hour,
Trig/Pre-Calculus, Calculus, Algebra, Geo-
metry UCLA Math BS Graduated honors.
Jonathan:310-850-8849 323-734-8321.

7000
Tutoring Offered

AAA TUTOR'S CLUB
A HOME TUTORING service for all subjects,

grades K-12. Lowest prices guaranteed! For

more information call 310-444-0449.
•

lif-

MY-TUTORCOM Math/Physics/Stalis-

tics/English/Hebrew.chemistry/biology
Law/Business Law, computer programming.
Computerized statistical analysis available-.

Tutoring sen/ice. Call anytime. 800-90-TU-
TOR.

You Bet?

AdvERTiSE.

Its a sure ThiiNq.

DAILY BRUIN

Displa

206
'
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6200
Health Services

6200
Health Services

6200
Health Services

i
[ dinner every night 5:30pm at the house

]

Steak & Shrimp
Big Game, Big Screen
Notorious Halftime Show (shirt&tie)

@ Pauley
Ball up at the famous Pauley Pavilion
Referees and jerseys provided 'vr=:::=::==^

IN-N-PUT

Dodgers vs. Diamondbacks
Don't miss the bus! (tickets provided)

Broombaii
Don't play rough with the girls

End of Rush BBQ
(Rush ends at 8pm)

april 6 Celebrate the Spring 2001 pledge class

Contact Information
Edgar Shawn

310.824.8851 310.209.0425

all events are dry

\y.

www.uclathetachi.org

^

~ JevvisF "'''''**°S«*»^
You can reach more people by advertising in the

Religous Services Directory tO place an ad call 825-2221

7500
Career Opportunities

TEACHER ASSTNTS
PRIVATE WLA School looking tor capable
and experienced teacher assistants to woric
with elementary level students, M-F, 8AM-
1PM Begin 4/9/01. Proficient in Mac com-
puter technology Please fax resume:310-
471-1532.

ABC BARTENOINC SCHOOLS
fc^ Thousands tr.imwi ana placed

7000
Tutoring Offered

7400
Business Opportunities

TOLL FREE 1 888 262 5824
www.obcaortendinq.com

20 ,»r

$14-20 per hour
Urgent, several openings:

Tutor SAT
(Standard Admissions Test).

Also High Math and French.

lOhrs/wk.

Need car. Great Job

Beverly Hills Tutoring Center

(310) 289-8922 ext 5

bhtutors@yahoo.com

EARN SUBSTANTIAL
INCOME

WoridCtoud, the (orenDOSt provider of IP

based communication solutions, seeks

individuals to drive campus sales of the

excitir)g new e-mail program ZorMail

(www.zormail com)-Unlimited commis-
sion potential-To leam more, send your

name and e-mail address to resourc-

es Oworldcloud.com Specify UCLA-CSR.

7600
Child Care Offered

$$$ LOW PRICES $$$
WONDER YEARS PRESCHOOL run by
UCLA grads. Ages2.5/6years. Two large

ptay-yards Open 7:30-5:30.Close to UCLA.
310-473-0772

$500-1000/MONTH P/T
Seeking motivated students for nwrketing in

temet. cellular and tong distance accounts.
Serious inquiries only Call for rec. info 888-
432-4890.

ENTREPRENEURS WANTED Marketing
group seeks motivated enthusiastk: indivklu-
als. Work 4 hours/week and make
$5000/nx)nth. Ideal for students 310-281-
1138.

7100
Tiitoriiifj W;inl(Ml

TUTORS WANTED
AFTER-SCHOOL FOR grades K'12. in BH.
WLA, SM areas. Education majors and/or
graduate-level (in any field) a plus. $11.25-
15/hour. Call The Tutor's Club: 310-444-
0449

HOMEWORK TUTOR
For 10-year-okl boy. Monday-Thursday. 4-

5hours/day. Enrolled in schoot of Educatton
and must drive. Call:310-990-5018.

MATH MAJOR WANTED to assist 8th grad-
er w/Algebra 1 homework $20/hr. Must have
transportation. Call Deborah 310-393-3000.

MATH TUTOR in Algebra and Cateulus for

high school student Weslwood area. 213-
624-0759 daytime

SATURDAY NIGHT BABYSITTER for 2 boys
7410 yrs/oW. Westwood area. Must have ex-
perience and references. 310-474-7232.

TUTOR for 1st Grader. Experiences Re-
quired. Must have car. Los Fellz. $15/hr.

Howard 323-464-7664 after 7pm

7700
Child Care Wanted

•ENERGETIC
BABYSITTER NEEDED*
Looking for responsible/caririg/energetic per-

son to serve as babysitter in afternoons M-F.

Enormously bright/intelligent 4.5-year-old
wfK) toves to play/have fun. Located in Bel-

Air/Roscomare Valley Call 310-889-0119.

AFTERSCHOOL NANNY
High energy, fun female for homework & light

chores. 2 kids. 9411. Use own car. Rancho
Park $10/hr. 310-202-6703

OCCASIONAL
BABYSITTER

Needed for lovable 3 y/o girl Evenings only.

Non-snfK)ker w/some experier>ce& carir>g,

energetk:. 15 min from UCLA. 310-493-

3536.

PfT-FfT BABYSITTER
For 244 y/o boys Bel Air- 1 3 mi from \JCLA
Play w/kkJs, prepare snacks, drive to and
from daycare. 310-788-0370.
shahrokh30aol.com

MAUI $25
— TUTORS NEEDED

WANT TO SPEND 3 months in Maui Of Can-
cun for only $25? zagala.com

Classifieds

825-2221

All subjects, graduate students preferred.

$20-$25/hour. E-mail resume to:

wwtestprepOaot.com or call 310-766-4868.

7800
Help Wanted

$$Get Paid For Your
Opinion8!$$

$15-$lz5 ar>d more perEarn

www.fnof>ey4op<nton8.com

per survey)

7800
Help Wanted

7800
Help Wanted
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iN MmWfWOOv
(310) 472^7474 Located 1

Looking for fun, energetic students who fove
children and would like a job outdoors as a
general counselor. We also need specialists to
teach horseback riding, video making, swimming,
rock climbing, nature studies, or arts & crafts.

www.tumbleweecl4ever.com
Call for a great summer!

7800
Help Wanted

CLERK WANTED. Law firm Computer skills

Organize files. 24hours/week. Salary open
Contact: Anna Labellarte. Rubin, Eagan &
Kane. LLP 310-788-0983; fax 310-788-
0984.

CLERK/SECRETARY P/T. 10-20hrs/wk
Westwood law firm Filing, typing, learn a
lot ©law, flexible schedule, lax resume 310-
446-9962.

COMPUTER HELPDESK SUPPORT 10-
20hrs/wk. $10.20-$11.82/hr PC. MAC, Net-
work. Software and Hardware. UCLA de-
partment of Pathology 206-5819

COMPUTER INSTRUCTOR Wanted P/T
great college job. Easy hours, must be
friendly. $8-9/hour. Call CCTC:310-277-
1178.

$10-20/HR. Cash paid daily Fun/PT/job.
Gay artist seeks totally clean-shaveo maie-
under 22 for figure modeling etc. Inexperi-
enced preferred. DannyO818-980-l666.

$15-$23/HR BRIGHT, ENTHUSIASTIC peo-
ple to teach SAT prep and ALL Academic
Subjects. Transportation required. We will

train Flexible hours. Send or fax cover let-

ter/resume, including test scores (SAT, GRE.
etc.) to ACE Educational Services, Attn Bar-

-xy. 9911 W. Pico BJvd, S««PH-K. LA. CA
"90035; Fax:310-282-6424 Positions avail-
able throughout LA and the Valley

AMBITIOUS
^'WRITERS
WANTED!

Online magazine seeks writers/photogra-
phers/editors to cover movles/TV, muste.
nightlife, internet you get experience, ex-
penses, partnership infoOp-d-n.com. 310-
389-3114. www.p-<l-n.com/writef9 .

$1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL Mailing our cir-

culars. No experience required. Free infor-
mation packet Call 202-466-1639.

•ENERGETIC PEOPLE
NEEDED!!!*

Busy Valley. Hollywood, or Santa Monica
office needs energetic people. Bonuses"
310-395-7368

ARE YOU A
BALANCED BRUIN?

Do you excel at school yet still have time to
give back? Do you play sports yet still go out
and have fun! Are you trainable? We might
want you for PT/FT work. 310-652-9572.

ASSIST SENIOR with driving, shopping and
chores Must have car 3-4hrs./d.-iy, 2
times/wk. $l0/hr West Hollywood. 323-651-
3691.

Are you a model..,

Looking for all types
malc/fcmale models/actors

We also have Plus »iie A Children div
FiK pnni ft mm-union commercials
No cxpcnence required No fees

ASSISTANT NEEDED, work in filnVmusic In-

dustrty. Computer savvy, reliable car, flexible
hours, great work envitonment, salary nego-
tiable Fax resume/Bio:310-313-1683.

ATTN: ALL MAJORS
Summer Internships, P/T-F/T Emptoyment
IBM, Teach for America, KPMG. Prk:ewater-
house Coopers, and morel Put your resume
on www.jobdirect.com. Enter Campus ID
Codeucial

•MOVIE EXTRA WORK* Beats afl jobs. Start

immediately Great pay Fun/Easy No crazy
tees. Program for free medical Call-24/hrs

323-850-4417.

A GENETIC LAB SEEKS Staff Research As-
sistant. Experience in molecular arxVor bio-

chemical techniques and BS required. Send
resume tvuOmednet.ucla.edu.

Apartment Manager Needed

20 units in Westwood
Experience & References Required

(S)ca// 3 J0-859-46 J 9

BARTENDER
TRAINEES
NEEDED!

Earn $20-$40/hour Day/evening classes
Start working in two weeks Classes starting

now: 1-800-974-7974. www.mybarten-
dingschool.com

BEACH CAMP SUMMER JOBS! Coun-
selors, Lifeguards. Craft Director; work
w/toddler-teens at Private Beach Club in SM
Call Andrea:310-395-3254.
TBC210Oaol.com

A MANAGEMENT
TRAINEE

New offices opening. Independent Capital

Management. Inc. (ICM) one of the nations

Premier arKJ Fastest Growing financial serv-

ices CO. (INC500) offering securities through

SunAmerica Securities Inc. (NASD.SIPC)
anrx>urv:es immed. openings in our So. Cal
Offk;es. We're k)okir>g for career oriented in-

dividuals in search of rapid advancement
and complete training in the investment fieM

with an industry leader Top payouts, medi-
cal benefits. 401k nr«tch, conferences, stock

options. 1-800-600-2620. www.icmflnan-
cial.com

ACCESS TO A COMPUTER? PUT IT TO
WORK! Up to $25-75/hr PT/FT
www.EamEZbucks.com. 888-715-4646.

ACCT/BKPR
Need help setting up Mk:rDSOft Money. buiW-
ing history and devek)pir>g wortaible record

keepir>g process Should entail 5-7

hours/week. $10/hour. your computer or

mine.

ADMIN. ASSISTANT
Brentwood real estate offk:e. $i2/hour PT or
FT. Fax resun>e to: 310-476-7284

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT NEEDED
F/T. Fast-paced entertainment company. Ex-
cellent written and vert)al corTm)unk:atk>n

skills. Must be famHiar w/computer Call

Brooke 818-313-9590.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT to real es-

tate broker Mornings mandatory. Car re-

quired Must know Word/Excel and be com-
puter friendly. $9-11/hr. 310-474-4250.

BEVERLY HILLS adj. guest house.
Unfurnished l IxJrm. l bath, refrigerator,

stove, hardwood fkx)rs, yard, newly updated
bathroom, parting. $880. 310-395-RENT
www.westsiderentals.com

BEVERLY HILLS AUTO DETAIL shop needs
hard-wortang, fast-paced, agressive people
to handle top-notch cars. No experience re-

quired Flexible hours. Oz2ie:3l 0-859-2870.

CAMP COUNSELORS needed for local

summer day camp. Beach/aquatic experi-

ence in swimming, surfing, sailing, or jet ski-

ing a plus. Competitive salaries. 818-996-
4780.

CAMP WAYNE FOR
GIRLS

Children's camp in Northeast Pennsylvania

(3 hrs NYC) 6/19-8/17/01. Directors for:

Fine Arts&Crafts, . Camping/Nature. Ropes,
Golf. Swimming. Drama Counsetors
for: Tennis. Gymnastics, Aerobics, Cheer-
leading. Swimming (W.S.I preferred). Sail-

ing. WaterskHng, Sculpture, Batik, SJIk-

Screen, Jewelry, Piano, Guitar, VkJeo, SeM-
Defense. On campus inten/lews April 11th.

Can 1-800-279-3019. website www.camp-
waynegiris.com

CERTIFIED PERSONAL
TRAINERS/

FRONT DESK HELP for LAs most popular

health club. For more mformatkxi caH Glu-
seppe:323-«58-6999.

CLERICAL ASSISTANT; technical book-
store. BNi PuWteattons, Inc . a leader in tech-
nical puMk^itkjns for the constoiction irxkis-
try, has immediate part-time poeitk>ns avail-
abie at «• WLA tocation Starting hourly rate
O $7.00. Flexible hours, convenient k)catkxi
near 405/10 fwyt. Can Richard at 310-474-
7771 or fax resume to 310-4/4-6863.

Display

206-3060

COUNSELORS AND
INSTRUCTORS

In art. swimming, nature, vkJeo and ropes
needed by Tumbleweed Day Camp Must be
responsible, energetic and enjoy worthing

with children. 310-472-7474

CRUISE LINE ENTRY LEVEL on board po-
sitions available, great benefits. Seasonal or
year-round. Call for info 323-644-2102
www.cruisecareers.com.

DAY CAMP - SUMMER
Seek staff w/summer home in or near the
San Fernando or Conejo Valleys. Oxnard.
Simi, Malibu. misc. Instructors & General
couns. $2750-3500+ for summer 8d8-784-
CAMP www wori(atcamp.com

DAY CAMP
COUNSELORS

Pali Camp now hirir>g enthusiastic coun-
setors! Summer fun includes: jet skiing,

amusement part<s, beach days, paintball and
more! 19 and up. Call Jacque: 310-477-
2700x14.

DAY CAMP
Summer Swimming, beaches, horses &
more, www.daycampjobs com.

DAY CAMP-SUMMER
Seek staff w/summer home in or near the

San Fernando or Conejo Valleys, Oxnard,

Simi, Malibu. misc Instructors & General

courts $2750-3500+ for summer. 888-

784-CAMP www workatcamp.com

DAY-CAMP COUNSELOR & Arts&Crafts

specialists Summer/PT. $9 80/hr June-
August. Expenence wort<ing w/children a

must. 310-479-7200. or fax resume 310-445-

1764.
~

-

DRIVER WANTED. Must have clean DMV
Call Nationwide Wholsale. We are a shipper

of fresh cut flowers. 310-230-081 1

.

EARN $$$$$
CLINICAL RESEARCH STUDY male/female

l8-55yrs. old, rx)n-smoker, no asthma his-

tory. Limited availability. Call today 310-785-

9121.

e-mail:clinicalsubjectsOyahoo.com

EVENTS STAFF/SECURITY lor sports, con-

certs. TV shows, conventions. 18+ with clean

background. Great job for students. You pick

your assignments. 213-748-7223.

F/T Data Entry: PC knowledge, some ad-

min.. UCLA area. Email your resume to re-

sumeOmsdbm.com

FAST-PACED PROPERTY MANAGEMEf^T
seeking a P/T MonFri. (9-12noon) office ad-

ministrator. Typing skills, answering phones,

and some experience in management re-

quired. Fax resume to 310-396-3815

FILE CLERK wanted for small law firm in

4 Westwood. $9/hr. min.8hrs/wk. M/W after-

noons. Fax resume 310-443-3281

FILE CLERK-PT Century City law firm seeks
file cleri( for filing, photocopying, faxir>g. Ap-

proximately 20 to 28 hrs per wk $8.00 per

hr. Fax resume to Office Coordinator 310-

203-4850.

FILE CLERKS. P/T+F/T. DAYS. Evenings &
Saturdays for UCLA medical records dept.

310-825-5468.

FRATERNITIES, SORORITIES. CLUBS.
STUDENT GROUPS. Earn $1000-2000 this

quarter with tfie easy Campusfundraiser.com
three hour furnlraisirtg event No sales re-

quired. Fundraising dates are filling quickly

so call today! Contact Campusfundrais-
erCom at (888)923-3238 or visit www.cam-
pusfurxjrasiercom

FUN SUMMER
Swimming, horses, beaches and more
www.daycantpjobs.com.

GIRLS LOOKING FOR EXTRA CASH for

school or play, get paid a few hundred dollars

this Frklay by chatting In your spare time
from your PC. voyeurtxjs adult internet video
chat. Must be 18+ http://cams voyeur-
bus.com Call toll free 888-636-5190

Classifieds

825-2221

7800
Help Wnnteci

GIRLS wanted at exclusive social clubs in

WLA. Conversation only. No alcohol

Flexible hours. Earn top $$$. 310-313-2989.

GREAT DEAL
HAIR MODELS NEEDED for upscale Santa

Monica salon You don't have to be a model
to get a haircut like one. 310-392-3951

Hotel desk clerit- P/T (momings/AM). Wesl-
wood Village Hotel. 310-206-3945

HOUSEKEEPER/HOME-OFFICE ASSIS-
TANT for busy doctor Weekends. Laun-

dry/cleaning, assist w/cooking. etc. No skills

required. Great pay! Flexible schedule
Leave message 310-967-5180.

LIKE I^APS?
Flood certification company near LAX is

looking for motivated, self-starters for map
research positions If you are map proficient,

detail-onented, and computer literate, fax re-

sume 310-348-9022. attn: Produclton Dept
EOE

MALE MODELS
Have a great face or body? GET REC-
OGNIZED in Playgirt-style publications. Must
be 18-24. Beginners welcome Highest im-

mediate pay w/headshots. Paid screen test.

Jeff©213-748-4555ext. Ml. jwhiteOou-
nique.com

MARKETING
SALES/TRAINING for Mexico-USA impor-

ting company Pay $10-1 5/hr. Full time.

-Spanish helpful. Business major preferred.

"Good expefience. Fax resume 310-854-

6287 or E-mail: sales Othepaintedde-
sert.com.

7800
Help WcHiteci

HA3ADENA AREA SUMMER DAY CAMP
now hirir^ energetic and responsible people
tor counselor positions. Looking for group
counselor, lifeguards and wranglers Spend
your summer outside making new Inends
Call TOM SAWYER CAMP 626-794-1156 or

www.tomsawyercamps.com

PAY IS $11/HR
WANTED FOR SHERMAN OAKS (25 min-
utes from UCLA campus) pension actuarial

office for 20+hours per week+full-time sum-
mer: two (2) high achiever students in Ac-
counting, Math. Econ, Business for Pension
& Actunal Admin; one (1) fearless student
with good mariteting skiHs for telephone+ in-

person marinating pension services to ac-
countants pay is $11/hr for each job. Fax
resume & DPR to 818-769-4694. Call 818-
769-4600 any Q's.

PT DRIVER WANTED for a courier compa-
ny M-F 1 :30pm-6:30pm. Los /Vngeles area
P/U & Delivery. Prefer bilingual, English/Ko-

rean. Tel 310-348-5000.

RECEPTIONIST
Needed for private health club. Penmanent
hours available. Hours: 5:30am-11 :30am
Please ask for Allison:310-659-5002.

RETAIL SALES
PT/FT. Westwood Blvd. Designer wed-
ding/evening gowns. Experience preferred,

motivated arxl friendly Great opportunity

Salary/commisstons/bonuses. Excellent $$.
310-474-7808 Pauline.

RETRIEVAL WORK
P/T DOCUMENT RETRIEVAL WORK at

campus libraries. Hours 2pm-6pm,M-F. $8/hr
to start. Must be reliable. Cal info. 213-687-
8710.

MOTHERS HELPER NEEDED 12-18hrs
per week, flexible. UCLA student required.

Call 310-277-1805. Fax references to 310-
277-1832.

MR. TUXEDO
Now hiring, formal wear sales/rentals

$9/hr+commission. No experience neces-
sary. F/T. P/T Avail. Comer of Wilshire and
Barrington. 310-477-8633.

MUSIC COMPANY
Needs A&R, marketing, publicity, production

people, looking for versatile diverse individu-

als, paid positions/internships available fax

resume to:8 18-753-8633.

NEED TO MAKE SOME PT $$$? Will tram
and sponsor assistant broker PM work
Guarantee+bonus. BH office Call Neil 800-
450-7585.

NOW HIRING ALL POSITIONS Chin Chin

Restaurant High energy trendy Chinese
Cafe. Flexible schedules AM&PM shifts

Free Meals. Great pay! Will train. Interviews

daily 3-6pm. 11740 San Vicente- Brentwood.
5mi from UCLA campus

OFFICE ASSISTANT lor small Investment
company. Organized individual w/phone
skills, quick-thinker, strong computer skills a
must, a self-motivator. P/T-F/T. salary

DOE+bonus. Email resume to: evanturiOhe-
lixlp.com

OFFICE ASSISTANT P/T-F/T. Flex hours.

$lO/hr Home office on Mulholland and Bev-
eriyGlen. 310-271-6564.

OFFICE CLERK
P/T AND F/T

SM law firm seeks office clertts Phones, fil-

ing, faxing, photocopying&filing court docu-
ments. Must have auto+insurance. Francis

Che:310-453-6711.

OUTDOOR YOUTH
ORGANIZATION SEEKS ASSISTANT TO
DIRECTOR. P/T now, F/T Summer. Aquatic
and Computer skills. $9/hr 310-826-7000.

www.SienBAdventureCamps.com

Pn AND F/T SALES POSITIONS AVAIL-
ABLE: Upscale ftower shop. Creative, fun,

fast paced. Please call Lisa 310-278-1988

P/T CLERK
Santa Monica law firm seeks a P/T General
Offk:e Clerk. Flexit}le hours, but mornings
prefen-ed. $7-10/hr DOE. Please call Ida

310-351-2826.

P/T- F/T ASSISTANT to help w/ home office

Filing. Excellent pay Driving and references

a must! Please call Say 310-394-9781.

PART-TIME ADMIN. ASSISTANT Duties in-

clude answering pfiones, light typing, organ-

ization, office errands, light filing, & collating

documents. Must be bright, enthusiastic, de-
tail-oriented, & able to perform a variety of

tasks simultaneously. Send cover letter and
resume to ACE Educational Services,

AttnBarry, 9911 W. Pico Blvd., Suite PH-K,
LA CA 90035. or fax to 310-282-6424

PART-TIME CLERICAL position in Marina

del Rey. Great for a student! 20-25hrs/wk.

Flexible scf>edule ok Photocopy, answer

phor>es, file. type, enter data, mailings, and
organize Must be computer literate. Mac
skills preferred. Good writing, communica-
tion & organizattortal skills. $10/hr Fax qual-

ifications with coverietter to Shawn at 310-

821 9282

REWARDING/FUN
Summer Swimming, beaches, horses &
more, www.daycampjobs.com

SECRETARY/RECEPTIONIST Full/Part

Time, Fax Resume to 310-450-1311. or E-
mail: rgOpmsmart.com.

SPECIAL CAMP
COUNSELORS

Resident Camp (or children with cancer look-

ing for energetic and generous volunteers for

9-day summer camp experience For more
info, call Lisa at 310-268-8488 today!

STEPHEN S. WISE
SUMMER CAMPS

NOW HIRING coaches. Directors, Coun-
selors and more for our Sports. Day and
Travel Camps June-August 2001. Excellent

pay, fun atmostphere, and a great opportun-
ity to wort< with children grades k-9 For an
application or additional information, go to

www.sswt.org. E-mail:summer-
campsOsswt.org; Phone:310-889-2345

STUDENT ENGLISH
TUTORS

P/T shifts 2am-7am Tuesday-Friday or ipm-
4pm Tuesday-Friday For more info. Ask for

Diana 213-629-1488

7800
Help Wanted

SUMMER JOB
GRAD/UNDERGRAD Psychology,education
or speech to be a camp aide lor a special

needs child. 6/25-8/25 VaieneB 18-907-

0367.

SUMMER JOBS
SUMMER CAMP IN NEW YORK-June 20th-

August 16th. Jobs include: Musical Theatre
Director. Tech Theatre. Roller Hockey
Coach. Golf. Tennis, Radio station. For appli-

cation and information, web: wwwchipi-
naw.com or email inloOchipinaw.com
Phone 1-954-227-7700.

SUMMER JOBS!
The Marcia Israel Day Camp is now hiring

Senior artd Junior Counselors and an Art

Teacher lor Summer 2001 Spirited, energe-
tic, patient, experienced candidates who love
worthing with young children should call 310-
445-1280 ext. 150

SUMMER JOBS! WEST Los Angeles day-
camp hiring energetic counselors, lifeguards,

and specialists. Call Tiffany at 310-399-
2267.

SWIM INSTRUCTORS
FAMILY LIFE AQUATICS Swim school
searching for fun&reliable «wim instructors.

WSI&CPR required. Must have car. High
pay flexible hours. 310-454-6464.

SWIMMING INSTRUCTORS at client

homes. $20-$24/hr Strong lesson-teaching

experience with small children Summer em-
ployment. Call John 818-781-7676 ext. 1.

TEACHER AIDES NEEDED lor public ele-

mentary school. M-F 8:30-11:30. $9.75/hour
Palisades Elementary School. 310-454-
3700.

8^00
Apartments for Rent

Westwood Plaza
Bachelor

$745
Single

$990
1 BedrtHini

$1200
All furnished / No Parking;

sln)rt tfrm nv.ul.ihlf / 5 luin walk to UCL.A

Parkinij available for

1 Bedrooms only

310-208-8505

2&3BDRM. LARGE, bright, view Microwave,
oven, relrigerator, dishwasher, washer/dryer
in unit 21 -It. Jacuzzi on root. Walking dis-

tance to UCLA. 310-475-0807.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ 1&2BEDR00M
$8954UP LARGE UNUSUAL CHARM
SOME SPANISH STYLE W/HARDWOOD
FLOORS. ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS.
310-839-6294. . ^
BEVERLY HILLS. Stunning triplex.

Furnished Best BH location, hardwood
lloors, marbled bath. Utilities included 310-
395-RENT www.westsiderenlals.com

BRENTWOOD great area, unfurnished stu-

dio, RelrigeralOf. stove $700 310-39S—
RENT, www westsiderentals com

TRANSLATION CO in Santa Monica needs
truely bilingual office assistant/editor w/ex-
cellent English and Spanish skills&computer
expertise. P/T-F/T. Fax resume 310-260-
7705, call 310-260-7700 extll.

UNIVERSITY APARTMENT Coordinator Po-
sition wanted from 6/18/01-6/30/02 One
shared rental space plus stipend. Applica-
tions and job descnptions available OUCLA
UNIVERSITY APTS. 625 Landfair Ave. #1.

Do not call Application deadline 5pm
4/13/01 MUST BE UCLA STUDENT

BRENTWOOD Private room, refrigerator,

stove, carpets, laundry, parking included.

Month-to-month. $500. 310-395-RENT
www.westskJerentals.com

CULVER CITY post offtee area guest house,
cat okay Hardwood floors, large closets,

laundry, yard, utilities included $795 310-

395-RENT. www.westsiderentals com

CULVER CITY SPACIOS unfurnished 2
bdrms. pet okay w/d hook ups, lots ol clos-

ets, big kitchen, parking included $779 310-
395-RENT wwwwestsiderenlais.com

STUDENTS. FACULTY STAFF! Here's your
chance to sing! We especially need tenors

and basses Contact hinnebug0ucla.edu

SUMMER AT THE
BEACH AND MTNS

FUN WORK WITH CHILDREN IN THE OUT-
DOORS. 7-week day program. 2-weeks
Sierra Sleepaway June 25-August 24 Ex-

perience with children and water activities.

$330+bonus/week Call 310-826-7000 or

www.SierraAdventureCamps.com

SUMMER CAMP
DIRECTOR

Private Beach Club seeking experienced
Head Coach to supervise social and recrea-

tional activiites for children ages 3-14 years.

Salary commensurate with experience. Con-
tact Dale:3 10-454-2266 or Fax resume:310-
454-2266.

VALET PARKING
ATTENDANTS

Flexible hours, great lips, Santa Monica and
Marina Del Rey areas. 310-214-1888. Leave
message.

WATERSKI/SPORTS CAMP Counselor/in-
structor positions June 11 thru Aug 10
Unique summer camp (or kids 7-14 yrs Pri-

vate ski lake and first rate facilities Re-
sume/references: Thompson Ski Ranch
10658 Round Mtn. Rd Bakertield CA
93308 Ph 661-393-5253 or tsrskiOaol com

WEB DESIGNER
UCLA ALUMNUS seeking computer pro-

grammer with web design skills. Graphic
design, streaming video experience a plus.

Contact Andre:310-283-6487.

81OO
Personal Assistance

Need help w/PHD
Thesis

In Psychology on simple subject needs help
with final write and internet research. Please
call 310-614-0317.

8200
Temporary Employment

VIDEOGRAPHER needed lor party Must
have own equipment, including tripod Satur-
day /^ril 14. 11:00am to 4:00pm. Call asap:
Amanda 310-458-1542

IDEAL FOR FACULTY
Across from UCLA. Large, spacious, town-
house-like apartment. 2bed/2bath with large

private Closed-garage. 1-yr Lease-
$1700/mo Avail-March 15 310-553-5388

PALMS (upper), 1 bedroom, cat okay refng-

erator, stove, laundry, completely retur-

bished, skylights $725. 310-395-RENT
wwwwestsiderentals.com

PALMS Single apt from $575. 1-bdrm $695,
SeOOdeposit 1-year lease only. Stove, re-

fng ,carpets, vert blinds 310-837-1502
leave message 8am-5pm only

PRIME SANTA MONICA APARTMENT Re-
lrigerator, dishwasher, balcony bnght. $775.
310-395-RENT www. westsiderentals com

PRIME SANTA MONICA contemporary
apartment. Pet okay Bnght. newly renovat-
ed, close to beach. Parking included $900
310-395-RENT. www. westsiderentals com

SANTA MONICA APARTMENT 4 blocks
Irom beach. Pool and laundry $856 310-
395-RENT. www.westsiderentals com

SANTA MONICA GUEST HOUSE. 1 bed-
room, 1 bath, plus loft, N o( Wilshire, high
ceilings, large yard, utilities included. $1200.
310-395-RENT. www westsiderentals com

SANTA MONICA HOUSE pet okay 1 bed-
room, 1 bath, w/c pet, retngerator. stove,

hardwood lloors $995 310-395-RENT
wwwwestsiderentals.com

SUMMER CAMP
COUNSELORS

6/25-8/17 $78-$92/day 9am-4pm.
Decathalon Sports Club in Palo Alto. CA
campjobOyahoo.com

SANTA MONICA pet okay unfurnished. 2
bedrooms, relrigerator, stove, carpets, park-
ing included, month-to-month. $1400 310-
395-RENT wwwwestsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA Large, unfurnished, 2 bed-
rooms, 2 baths, dishwasher, walk-in closets,
partcing included. 310-395-RENT www west'-"*

'^

siderentals.com

SANTA MONICA. Triplex. Cat okay relriger-

ator, stove, sea view court, 3 skylights, patio

310-395-RENT wvw westsiderentals com

SUMMER CAMP COUNSELORS For
Westwood Recreation Complex June 25-

Aug 31, 9:45am-4:15pm. Experience pre-

ferred Sports, arts and cralts, etc. $9.79/hr

Apply in person. Benita Dixon 310-473-3610.

SUMMER DAY CAMPS
San Fernando or Conejo Valleys, Oxnard.
Simi. Malibu. Misc. ' Instructors & General
couns. $2750-3500+for summer 888-784-
CAMP. www workatcamp.com.

SUMMER DAY CAMPS
San Fernando or Coneig. Valleys, Oxnard,
Simi. Malibu Misc Instructors & General
couns. $2750-3500+ for summer 888-784-
CAMP www wor1(^camp.com

housing
8400-9800

8AOO
Apartnienls for Rent

$1290. 2bd/1bth. Brentwood Adj. lease to

max. of 2. Near Wilshire/Bundy patio, no
pets. Avail, now. 1236 McClellan. 310-826-

8461.

•WESTWOOD VILLAGE, MIDVALE N OF
LEVERING LARGE 2-BDRM APT. GAR-
DEN VIEW. DINING ROOM. UNIQUE.
CHARM FRONT AND REAR ENTRANCE
310-839-6294 •

VENICE GUEST APARTMENT attached to

house Unfumished studio 1 bath, no pets,
carpets, private room, private entrance, sep-
arate from house. Kitchenette, month-to-
month, utilities included $390. 310-395-
RENT www westsiderentals com

WEST LOS ANGELES furnished guest
house A/C. parking included, month-to-
monlh, cable included. $700. 310-395-
RENT www westsiderentals com

WESTWOOD lumished apartment, pet okay
walk to UCLA laundry, utilities included.

$745. 310-395-RENT www.westsideren-
tals.com

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. Luxury
2bdrm/2bth Walk to UCLA. 1375 Midvale
Ave. $1725 Jacuzzi, gym, gated part<ing,

kitchen Ersen 310-479-0846

WESTV«/OOD—2bedrooms, 2 bath, (upper),

relrigerator, stove, dishwasher, /VC, lire-

place, large closets, bright, sundeck, gated
partying, 2 spaces $1400 310-395-RENT
www westsiderentals com
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From page 49

Williams and BatVier, Duke's two
top scorers.

"We felt thai iwo players could

heal you on the 'learn so we went
with the percentages of Duhon
making some shots," he said. "He's
a big time college player on the

number one team in the country.

Me should be able to make one or

two shots here and there and he

did."

Elite Eight

Duke 79

use 69

"I kind of figured that because

the guy that was guarding me kept

leaving me," Duhon said. "It was
like. 'I dare you to shoot.' Once I hit

that first one I had ;i lot of confi-

dence flovMiig tlirough my blood
and my teammates kept kicking the

ball to me and I kept letting them
go."

Altogether it was a difficult expe-

rience for use, which was always

just a cou ple of three pointers from
ouich ing F")tike, hut wen- unable to-

get over the hump.

"Our goal was to get it down to

fwc by the five-minute mark and
every time we looked up it was still

a 10- or nine-point deficit," said

Trojan forward David Bluthenthal,

who finished with 17 points and 13

rebounds. "It seemed that we were
playing catch-up the whole game

"

,
While the team expressed disap-

pointment in failing to reach the

school's first Final Four berth in 47
years, it can take pleasure m the fact

that it was the best Trojan basket-

Apartments for Rent

Bachelor Available

/f Diamond Head
Apartments

1 BD $1145
Intercom System & Gated Parkins

Rec room. Sauna,
Gym Room, Fireplace,
Jacuzzi, Dishwasher,

Refriserator,
Air Conditioner,

Laundry,
Cathedral Ceilings, no pets

Short Term Lease

660 Veteran
208-2251

"^

WESTWOOD—traditional 2 bedrooms, refi-

gerator, stove, dishwasher, high ceilings,

carpels, A/C, large closets, laundry, bright

$1250 310-395-RENT www.westsideren-
tals com

. WESTWGOD. 2BDRM/2BATH $1450 AND
UP TILE KITCHEN. STEPDOWN LIVING
ROOM, HIGH CEILING CHARM 1 MILE
SOUTH OF WILSHIRE SOME W/BAL-
CONY 310-839-6294

WESTWOOD Walk to UCLA. 2bdrm/2bth,
gated parking, rooftop spa. quiet building,

accepting reservations for Summer and Fall

$1850 $2250. 512 Veteran 31 0-208-2655.

WILSHIRE CORRIDOR LUXURY-APAR-
TMENT Furnished studio. Jacuzzi, sauna,
gym. close to Westwood. No kitchen!
$89G/nfX). 10660 Wilshire Blvd. 310-358-
8700 or 310-503-7227.

WLA- 1BDRM Unfurnished '$995/mo 1-yr

lease. New carpeting, refrigerator, gas stove,
patio, laundry. Near bus Hnes/food malls. No
pets 310-551-5791.

Classifieds

825-2221

ball team ever.

use's 24 wins tie a

school record and the

three wins in the 2001

NCAA tournament are

the most ever by the pro-

gram.

The future looks

bright for Trojan basket-

ball. While they will lose

forward Brian Scalabrinc

and guard Jeff

Trepagnier, players who
combined to average 24

points a game this year, to

graduation, USC fans

can be excited about who
is returning.

Perhaps USC's best

returning player is

Clancy, who is built like a

linebacker and is nearly

impossible to contain in

the paint. Sweet-shooting

forward Bluthenthal, and
point guard Brandon
Granville will also return.

Add impressive sopho-

more-to-bc Dcsmon
Farmer and a solid

recruiting class and USC
figures to be tough to

beat in 2002.

In addition, the play-

ers said the Duke defeat

will inspire them in the

Daily Bruin Sports

LETTERS

No need to wash his

mouth out with soap
I would like to correct a statement

made in Chris Umpierre's article

("Watson finishes UCLA career with

intensity, class," March 23, Daily Bruin

Online Edition) regarding the Jason

Williams-Earl Watson sculTle. While clear-

ly a product of the intensity of the game,
Jason Williams did not start "yelling

obscenities" at Earl Watson. His exact

words in response to Watson's shove
were, and it was apparent even on televi-

sion, "What's up, punk?"

Grilled, in Ihc Elizabethan period-

VDaily Brum

"This loss leaves a bit- ^^^ junior forward Sam Clancy elevates above two Duke defenders
ter taste in your mouth," to shoot in the Trojans' 79-69 loss to the Blue Devils in the Elite Eight.
Granville said.

"Hopefully for everybody return- room," he said. "(Kentucky power championships
ing, we can keep this m the back of forward) Jason Parker and (Duke The basketball program has
our minds and it will make us work forward) Carlos Boozer."
harder during the summer. Those
days when you don't feel like get-

ting up to go shoot, hopefully this

pushes you over the edge to get up
and go work out."

Scalabrine agrees.

"I'll tell you two reasons why
they are going to be in the weight

Scalabrine and his teammates
can also relish the fact that this

year's team has done wonders in

changing the perception of Trojan
basketball. USC, which has never
won a title in basketball, has always

been known more for its football

prowess, where it has won several

always played second fiddle to the

II -time national champion and
high profile UCLA program in Los
Angeles. The Trojans think that's

changing.

"This was a great run,"

Scalabrine said. "It's going to help

USC out tremendously, as far as

everything they are trying to do."

"punk" was slang for prostitute, but I seri-

ously doubt that Ja.son had the 17th centu-

ry in mind in the heat of the moment. That
having been said, congratulations to the

entire UCLA basketball team on a fine

season. Thursday's game was admittedly

ugly, but as a native to Southern

Califomia, I appreciate the grit and heart
"

that has characterized UCLA for most of
the season, it was obvious at the end of the

game that both Williams and Battier

appreciated it as well. Best wishes to Earl

and the other seniors on the team and best

of luck next year.

FlynnCratty

DukeUnivcrsity'04

Sports Letters to the Editor can be sent to

sports@media.ucla.edu. Please include
UCLA affiliation, if any. Letters will be edited
for clarity, grammar and length.

8400
Apartments for Rent

* PALMS *
4BD. 3BA + LOFT TOWNHOME, FR

CENTRAL AIR/HEAT GATED
GARAGE, SEC ALARM. CAT OK

3670 MIDVALE AVE.

$2495/MO

2BD. 2BA TOWNHOME. FP.

CENTRAL AIR/HEAT. GATED
GARAGE, SEC. ALARM. CAT OK

3614 PARIS DR.

$1395/MO

* MAR VISTA *
11913 AVON WAY.

11748 COURTLEIGH DR.

$1295/MO.

$1295/MO.

(310)391-1076
Open House 7 Days a Week 10 -4 PM !

8700
Condo/Townhouse for Sale

IMAGINE OWNING/LEASING WILSHIRE
Corridor/HiRise single, 1or2bdrm $90K-
$200K. Walk to-UCLA/Village, 24hr/security.

Spectacular views, pool, jacuzzi, sauna,
valet service. Agent-Bob 310-478-
I835ext.109.

9500 QRnn
Roommates^-Private Room | Roommates - Shared Room

9300
Room for Help

EXCHANGE ROOM, BATH; Close to school.
For Shrs. Light household tasks and conver-
sation in Italian. Spanish, or French. (Fe-
male). 310-472-9917

FREE ROOM/BOARD
IN BEVERLY HILLS. Bedroom w/private
bath. Fumished. In excharige for preparing
breakfast/dinner, assisting w/9 year-old girl

in evenings, drive to school in mornings.
Outgoing (emale student preferred. 310-
247-0075

$490 PER MONTH South Mar Vista near
Centineia and Culver Blvd. Female, no
smoke, no drugs

, house. 310-391-1563

MARINA/VENICE
BEACH

Spacious room, large closet. Cute 3 bdrm. 2
bath house. Hardwood floors and plentiful
parking. Off 90 fwy. Looking for easy-going
roommate to share this magnificent abode
Must like dogs 310-577-1618.

WESTWOOD. COMPLETE 1 BED/BATH in a
huge 2bed/3bath luxurious condo. Walk
UCLA. Garage, washer, dryer, full kitchen,
hardwood, marble $900/month.
310-210-2250.

WESTWOOD- female roommate to share a
room in a 2bdrm/2blh apt on Kelton. Fun
place to live, available immediately. 310-208-
8827.

WESTWOOD 2bdrnV2bth. high ceilings
parking. 5min walk to UCLA. Available imme-
diately! $450 otJO/mth. 310-824-4976

9700
Sublets

WESTWOOD: Private large bedroom with
own full bathroom Near UCLA campus. Fe-
male preferred Available now. Call for de-
tails 805-523-0954

WLA/PALMS
APARTMENT RENTALS
CALL 4 FREE LISTINGS

AND SPECIALS
Bachelors/Singles—some w/ulilities paid,
pool, gated, $675-$895. Ibdmi $925-
$975, many w/fireplaces, luxury and more.
2bdrm $l395&up. many w/dishwashers, bal-

cony, A/C and more. Call for free listing:310-

278-8999.

WALK TO UCLA. PRIVATE RM, BATH
PHONE. AVAILABLE JUNE 1ST PERFECT
FOR FULL-TIME FEMALE STUDENT
MUST OWN CAR, HAVE EXCELLENT
OFFICE SKILLS. 310-470-4265

9^00
Room for Rent

RLprivate guestroom west-
wood/walk UCLA- beautiful house w/pri-

vate entrance/bath/backyard. Laundry/Kitch-
en privileges HIS female tenant. $785+utili-

ties. 310-446-9556.

8600
Condo/Townhouse for Rent

440 VETERAN Quiet secure Condo.
2bdrm/2.25bth, livingroom. fireplace, dining
room /chandelier, full/kitchen, balcony, cen-
tral/HVAC, 2parkspace Walk/to UCl!AA/il-
lage. $1750/mth, 714-692-7726
fdangOearthlink.nel

PALMS. 2bedrooms/2baths Refrigerator
stove. pool. $900. 310-395-RENt'
www.westsiderentals.com

ROOMMATES 3+2. Westwood Pool/sauna,
balcony. Totally renovated Bright 2-car
gated-parking. Close to restaurants and
shops Call for information 310-475-9754

WILSHIRE CORRIDOR^
WESTWOOD: $1900/mth 10 floor, view
1bdm>+den, 2bth, 2 parking. 24hr. security
Day 310-475-7533 Evenings 310-659-4834

ROOM FOR RENT in private house. Share
kitchen, share bathroom. Ideal for student
Utilities paid $575/mo. Bfue-bus to campus
310-828-6796

ROOMS in large Beverty Hills house, grad
student preferred. Kitchen privileges, wash-
er/dryer, pool, needs car $500/mth and
$600/mth for huge separate guest room Call
Abby 310-275-3831 or 818-783-5151.

UNFURNISHED ROOM BEVERLY HILLS
area. Share bath, car necessary
$650/month. 310-275-2840.

WEST LA
ROOM FOR RENT

Student* wekxxne Ck>8e to pubftc transpor-
tation. I0min to UCLA. Furnished.
$600/month. Utilities Included. 310-559-
8946.

WLA-FEMALE furnished private room,
2bdrm/apt. $350+1/2utilities. 10-min to
UCLA. Near Bus line, market, shopping. No
smoking/pets Prefer UCLA student/faculty
310-478-7472.

9600
Roommales-Shared Room

GAYLEY NEXT TO UCLA large room to
share in 2bdrm/2bth. private condo. Fully-
furnished, balcony, garage, non-smoking fe-
male only $500/month. 310-208-7748.

LOOKING FOR ROOMMATE Non-smoking
female to share 2bdrm/lbath South of
Wilshire. A700/month+secuhfy deposit.
Young professional/grad student preferred
310-770-1062.

0' Melveny 8 Myers LLP

Law Firm
Needs sumnner sublets
If you»are inferejfed In

subletting your furnished apt

please email
dates available.

address,
rent, and amenities to

sharperfa>omm.com
Of call (213)430-6539 H

Subletter Needed
To stiare 2 bedroom apt w/ 3 ottier people

for spring quarter $444 00 per month

Please call Divaker 310-435-5409

or Richard 310-208-9706

ONLY $300/month!! Available immediately.
Quiet, neat female only. Great Westwood lo-

cation. Available furnished, pool, spa, laun-
dry. Call Paulita 310-871-7405.

PALMS: Female needed to share loom in

3bdrm/2 5bth 3 miles to UCLA. Pool, laun-
dry, parking. DSL. $290/mth. email tful-

linOhotmail.com

WESTWOOD female only at 507 Glenrock to
share 3bed/2bath apartment Full parking,
dishwasher, washing machine 310-208-
2817 or 661-252-0708.

SUBLET & ROOMMATE
SERVICE

FIND or LIST A SUBLET!!

www.thesublet.com
Sublets in all cWm%\\ (201-894-1189)

Recycle

SUMMER SUBLETS
NEEDED

Law firm seeks fumished westside. South
Bay, Pasadena subfet. Only from May-Aug.
No share situatkjns please. Indude cross-
street Leave detailed message at 213-680-
8589

^'"TWTI
Display
206-3060
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M.GOLF
From page 53

The team didn't perform

spectacularly in Oregon; in

fact, Johnson noted, they

haven't played great since the

beginning of the year.

But what they did do last

week was beat the teams they

most needed to beat.

"The course got the

best of me that day."

I lURTNEY STEWART

Sophomore Travis Johnson led the Bruins to a tie

for fifth place at the Oregon Duck Invitational.

"Travis Johnson

Sophomore golfer

There are just three more
tournaments until the NCAA
Western Regionals takes place.

Out of about 30 teams, only the

top 12 from UCLA's district.

District 8, will make the cut to

The Bruins figure they're

probably 12th in the district

right now. But close on their

heels at 13th and 14th in

District 8 are UC Santa
Barbara and Oregon Slate,

both of whom were also at the

tournament. .

And both of whom came in

behltid UCLA at the Oregon
Duck Invitational. By the tour-

nament's end. UCSB trailed

UCLA by jusl five stiK)kes for

seventh place and Oregon was
behind UCLA by 19 strokes

for 12th place.

"Right now. we're in crunch

lime to see who's gonna qualify

for Western Regional, and
right now we're sitting on the

borderline." Johnson said.

"(The Oregon Invitational)

came down to the wire. We
were real close to UCSB going

into the final round, but we held

on to beat them by five shots.

That was huge for us." <

According to junior Parker

McLachlin, knowing that they

- fiad to ocal xtCStj atKi Oregon ~

State pushed the team more
than anything else.

"We jusl knew coining down
the stretch that every shot was
gonna make a difference."

McLachlin said. "It made us

realize, 'Dang, we can't moss

around anymore, can't let these

shots get away.'"

The UCLA men are

absolutely confident

that they're going to

get better.

Johnson led the team with a

2()th place finish, but until the

final round, he was actually tied

for third place.

After shooting 73 in the first

round and 68 in the second
round, Johnson shot 80 in the

final, rainy round.—
"^Thr course got tlic tjcsi of

me that day." he said, "but I

was still pleased with a lop 20

performance'"

Kreshman John Merrick was
.second for the leam, placing

22nd with a score of 222, and
McLachlin tied for 23rd at one
stroke behind Merrick.

Sophomore J.T. Kohul tied for

36th place with a 225 and fresh-

man Steve Conway tied for

54th with a total of 230.

San Diego State won the

tournament (871). Washington

took second (872), and Oregon
placed third (880).

1 1 may have jusl been fifth

place in a poor field, but the

way the Bruins see it. al least

they beat the teams that were

the biggest threats to them.

And besides, the UCLA men
are absolutely confident that

they're going to get better.

"We're just waiting for a-,

tournament to break out and do
really good at," Merrick said.

"I think our team has as much
talent as any leam in the coun-

try.Wc Just nredro shoutT"*

—

Looking for Leaders!
YouVe invited to attend an information session for

Prospective Professional Students for tlie

Master of Health

Administration
Become part of tfie $1 .2 trillion healtlicare industry.

Join a growing field witfi expanding opportunities

in ttie public, private & non-profit sectors. We're

looking for future leaders in tiealthcare

management, finance, information technology,

tiealth policy & more.

Thursday, April 5tli, 2001

5:30-7:00pm in Ralph & Goldy Lewis

Hail, Room 103
Refeshments provided. RSVP to Ariane Ownes at

213.740.0527oraowens@usc.edu

POSTDOCTORAL FELLOWSHIPS IN SUBSTANCE ABUSE RESEARCH:

^he Drug Abuse Research Center m the UCLA Integrated Substance Abuse Program

(http:www.uclaisap.org/) invites applications for four Postdoctoral Fellowships in

substance abuse beginning summer, 2001. Fellowships will continue up to three

years depending on scientific productivity of the Fellow. The Integrated Substance

Abuse Program, within the UCLA Department of Psychiatry and Biobehavioral

sciences, involves a multi- and inter-disciplinary environment of more dian 20

nationally recognized investigators in all major areas of substance abuse research.

The training program offers a rich environment to publish and secure independent

research funding in substance use-related topics. The candidate must have

completed all requirements for a M.D. or a Ph.D. in psychology, sociology, public

health, criminology, social welfare, anthropology, or nursing. Funded by the National

Institute on Drug Abuse, stipends range from $26,916 to $42,300 based on

qualifications. Health insurance and funding for travel and supplies are available.

Additional ftinding to supplement the stipend may be available.

Send letter of interest, curriculum vitae, and three letters of reference to:

Robert Florentine, Ph.D., Director of Research Training, UCLA Drug Abuse Research
Center, 1 1 075 Santa Monica Boulevard, Suite 200, Los Angeles, Ca 90025.

fiore@ucla.edu -^
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M.HOOPS
From page 56

rninutes to go, Duke took control of the

game with a 1 0-1 run and never looked

back. Super sophomore point guard Jason

Williams spearheaded the run, leading all

scorers with a career-high 34 points.

Bruin players like point guard Earl

Watson shared Barnes' frustrations that the

Bruins weren't able to take advantage of a

night when the Blue Devils weren't them-

selves.

"Knowing that you should have won
and could have won makes (the loss) very

hard to accept," Watson said. "'We didn't

play good at all. The way we played they

should have beat us by 40 points. It was a

nasty game for us."

If there ever was a night UCLA - a 12-

and-a-half-point underdog - could upset

the almighty Blue Devils, the night of

March 22 night was it.

Duke, typically a team that knocks
down the three-point shot with impressive

precision, wasn't hitting its three-point

attempts. The Blue Devils started the game
missing their first six treys (which, inciden-

tally, were hoisted in the first three min-

xiics).

The Blue Devils, who entered the game
shooting 40 percent from three- point land,

ended up shooting an atrocious 4 of 19 (21

percent) from behind the three-point arc in

the first half All told, Duke shot a horren-

dous 29 percent from the fioor in the first

-20mmtHCT. -
-

What's more, their best player was hav-

ing an off night in the first half. Williams

was 2 of 8 from the field and had three

turnovers at halftime.

The game was there for the Bruins to

lake. They just had to step up and grab it.

The problem was they didn't. As bad as

Duke was in the first half, UCLA matched
them. The Bruins shot 26 percent (8 of 31

)

from the field and fell into stretches where
they couldn't find the basket.

After UCLA scored in the opening

moments ofthe game, the Bruins missed on
their next 13 possessions. It took a whole
seven minutes before a Bruin scored again,

when Young hit a 15-foot jumper at the

13:01 mark.

By that time UCLA was down 12-4.

While the Bruins improved their shooting

percentage to 54 percent in the second half,

their lackluster play in the first half did

them in.

"Duke didn't do anything special - it

was mostly ourselves," said Watson, whose
team committed 23 turnovers. "We beat

ourselves tonight as far as not being smart.

We did a great job in terms of the physical

aspect but the mental aspect is where we
beat ourselves."

"We just didn't make smart decisions,"

he added. "You have to make smart deci-

sions when you get to this level of the tour-

nament. We didn't 'play as smart as we
should have."

Williams' play in the second half didn't

help matters. The point guard put his team
on his back and carried them to victory.—In an array of mystifying drives to the

basket and spectacular shooting from
behind the arc in transition, Williams

scored 19 straight Blue Devil points over a

span of six minutes in the second half.

Duke Head Coach Mike Krzyzewski

credits his team's defense for Williams' out-

burst.

"Our defensive boards and some loose

balls led to some runs where Jason could

score," he said. "He's a great player, no
question. He carried us during that stretch

offensively, but our defense was what let

him."

The fact that two star Bruin players got

into early foul trouble also played a role in

the defeat. Forward Jason Kapono picked

up his fourth foul with 24 seconds to go in

the first half, while Watson got whistled for

his fourth foul at the 1 1 :05 mark of the sec-

ond half.

As a result both players said they played

a lot less aggressively in the second half.

The prospect of fouling out meant that

going for steals and playing assertive

defense were out of the question.

"We couldn't afTord to lose them (by

fouling out) so we had to lay back a little bit

on our (full cotirt) press and that hurt us,"

Barnes said.

UCLA was also hurt because it didn't

jump on Dulce when the Blue Etevils were
staggering in the first half. Instead of going

for the big roundhouse in the first 20 min-

utes, the Bruins only threw jabs.

"We just didn't give Duke our best

punch and that's what most of us are so

upset about," shooting guard Ray Young
said'

-

.

- -
--

SWIMMING
From page 56

are essential points for a team
hoping to finish in the top

five.

The team's inability to

compete in the relays was
compounded by the fact that

several teams were able to

compete with outstanding

relay squads. Texas, Stanford

and Cal all left with American
and NCAA relay records.

"Our finish was disap-

pointing, but we had some
really good wins, and that's

what we focus on," UCLA
Head Coach Cyndi Gallagher

said. "That's what I focus on."

1 The Bruins' lack of a veter-

an star to rely on for automat-

ic points left them needing top

performances from all their

swimmers to even have a

chance at the top 10. The
results were a mixed bag.

Senior Beth Goodwin
achieved a fourth place finish

in the lOO-yd butlerfiy (53.55)

for the Bruins' best individual

performance of the weekend.

"As disappointed as I was
with my time in the lOO-yd fly,

that was probably the high-

light of nniy swimmingcareer,

'

Goodwin said. "With the peo-

ple I was racing, it was really

lough just to finish in the top

eight."

Brighid Dwyer, the Bruins'

other senior, set a personal

best in her final race when she

won an 1 1 th place finish in the

lOO-yd backstroke (54.69).

Coach Gallagher was
pleased with the perfor-

mances by her two seniors,

and saw their success as a

cumulative process.

"Beth had never scored in

the top eight before, and
that's what she wanted to do,"

Gallagher said. "Brighid had
never scored in an individual

race before, and that's what

she wanted to do.

"Beth and Brighid came
here with a mission, and they

didn't let anything distract

them from that goal."

The Bruins scored points in

the consolation rounds of five

relays, with the best results

coming in the 200-yd and 400-

yd relays, where they scored

ninth place finishes.

Freshman Sara Platzer,

whom several experts picked

to finish among the top indi-

vidual scorers at the champi-
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SWIMMING
From page 48

onships. was limited lo an 1 1 th place fin-

ish in the lOO-yd freestyle.

Gallagher, while disappointed in her

top freshmen's times, acknowledged
that her swimmers tend to become
stronger as they progress through the

four years of the program.

"I don't have swimmers who swim
great freshman years. They get belter as

they get older." Gallagher said. "They
know that if they stay with the program
that they are going to gel faster as they

gel older, and they're going to get- bet-

ter."

Goodwin, who was making her

fourth appearance at the champi-
onships, concurred with Gallagher

"It's a tough meet," she said. "We
had a lot of first time qualifiers, so it is

hard. There's a lot of nerves and weird

energies going on.

"But it will be good for next year,

'cause they will have more experience."

Dwyer, one of the co-captains on this

season's-tcrnn, said that thrs meet fit into

the rollercoaster trend of thefr emotion-

ally draining season.

"The whole season has been an up-

and-down ride," Dwyer said. "This meet
kind of followed that trend. I think this

team had some really great swims, some
jjood swMDs, afMl some swims that oout

have been better."

M.VOLLEYBALL
From page 53

On the Bruins' side of the net, junior

Matt Komer was the biggest threat, lead-

ing the team in kills on both nights.- On
Thursday Komer had 22 kills, eight of

which he put away in game three alone.

Friday, Komer hammered 15 more along

with two aces and four block assists.

"Komer came back a lot stronger and

some of the other guys probably could've

benefited from practicing," Scales said of

the Bruins, who practiced only once

before facing Hawai'i after their week

off. "But I'm looking at the long range

value of the rest."*
-^ — ^

"Komer got his start because he had

three good days of practice (before

finals)," Scales continued "He's been in

a terrible hitting slump but it looks like

he's broken out of it."

In addition lo the Bruins' learning

curve, their depth also aided in the come-

back. While most teams direct more than

half of their sets to one hitter, like

Theocharidis, who got 108 of Hawai'i's

sets in the two matches, UCLA regularly

has up lo four players hitting over .300

with double-digit kills.

"We distribute the ball so evenly we
keep everybody guessing," Scales said.

"We know Hawai'i's going to Theo."

Also helping with the hilling game was

ashman tibcro Adam Shradcr, whoM 15

digs Thursday and 9 digs Friday allowed

the Bruins to mount strong attacks.

On Friday UCLA simply played bel-

ter all around, outblocking Hawai'i 18.5-

9.5. The Warriors had oulblocked the

Bruins 11-9 the nighi before. Helping

Komer out with the win was senior Adam
Naeve, who notched 14 kills and hit at a

.500 clip, while Williams and .sophomore

Scott Morrow tallied 1.^ kills each.

Going into the playoffs, every win

puis the Bruins closer to hosting in the

second round.

"We needed to win ihe second nighl

In case we face them in playoffs we can

be prepared mentally" Williams said.

'This team's gaining momentum now.

That second nighl could've been our bcsl

match of the year." Scales said, "We
needed that one match to get going

again."

• • •

Friday was a special night lor ihc

Bruins, who honored one of their own in

a pre-match ceremony. Former Ail-

American Steve Salmons, who was
inducted into the UCLA Hall of Fame in

October, had his jersey retired.

No. 29 was on the 1979 NCAA cham-

pionship team, the first UCLA men's vol-

leyball team to go undefeated. Two years

later, he finished his Bruin career with

another NCAA ring.

Salmons, who Scales called the "most

aggressive and quickest middle blocker"

he's ever coached, went on lo win

Olympic goM in 19M and start for the-

World Championship team in 1985.

use
From page 56

ball school.

"We're the pioneers." said

Trojan power forward Sam
Clancy, whose team came
one victory short of reaching

the school's first Final Four

appearance since 1954.

"We're changing the wa>

baskelball is going lo be

viewed ai L'SC."

Add Duke Head Coach
Mike Kr7y7ewski. who is tak-

ing his school lo its ninth

Final Four under his watch,

lo the growing list of those

who. now have a different

view ofTrojan basketball

"I'm so happy for our

guys." he said. "We beat a

veteran team that's so well

coached. They scared the

heck out of mc. It was an

honor lo play against (Trojan

Head Coach) Henry Bibby's

team. They're some terrific

competitors and we feel for-

tunate to have beat them."

The devastating duo of

Jason Williams and Shane
Battier was once again the

difference for Duke.

points in the Sweet Sixteen,

dropped 28 points while

Battier added 20 points and

10 rebounds.

Bui in the second half,

when it came to pulling away

.

from the Trojans, who trailed

4.^-3S at halflime. it was a

lesser-known player - fresh-

man shooting guard Chris

DuhtMi - that answered the

bell

Duhon nailed two three

pomtcr^ late in the second

hall' that ended a couple of

use runs and dro\e a dag-

ger inlo any hope;* of a coniC:!.

back.

The I'lrsl trey came after

Clancy hit a baseline turn-

around lo close Duke's lead

lo 67-59 at the 5:49 mark,

Williams then found Duhon
on an ensuing inbounds play

and the guard buried a

jumper in front of the Blue

Devil bench to give his team

an ,Il-pointi:ushion

Williams, wTTo burned
UCLA for a career-high 34

Two minutes later, Ahc
freshman stuck another tri-

fecla to put Duke up 75-64.

Bibby admitted afier the

game that the game plan was

to leave Duhon open in order

lor his team 40 prciiure.

See use, page 46
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OFFICIAL NOTICE 11

TO: CAMPUS COMMUNITY |

FROM DEAN OF STUDENTS
RE: INTERIM REVISION TO THE UCLA STUDENT

CONDUCT CQDf^ TO ADDRESS SANCTIONS
RELATED TO "HATE" MOTIVATED MISCONDUCT

Chancellor Albert Carnesale has approved, effective

January 30,2001 , the following interim revision to the
UCLA Student Conduct Q^citf to address sanctions
related to "hate" motivated misconduct: When a student
Is found in violation of University policies or campus
regulations, any of the following types of student
disciplinary action may be imposed. Any sanction
imposed should be appropriate to the violation, taking
into consideration the context and seriousness of the
violation. Where there is reasonable evidence that a
violation of University policies or campus regulations

has been committed against any person or group
because of the person's or group's race, color, religion,

ancestry, national origin, disability, gender, or sexual
orientation, or because of the perception that the
person or group has one or more of those
characteristics, the recommendation or Imposition of

sanctions shall be enhanced, and may result in

Suspension or Dismiasfll. *
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WATSON
From page 56

"I'm as proud of Earl Watson as

any aspect of my entire coachmg
career," Lavin said "He's really put

a 'foundation in place lor the future

of this program in terms of the exam-

ple he's set for the younger players.

"Somewhere down the line we will

cut the nets after a national champi-

onship and Earl Watson will be a

piece to that puzzle."

In the locker room after the game.

Watson said it hadn't hit him that he

will never play in a Bruin jersey

again.

"I tend to separate myself emb^
tionally from that." he said. "I have

to move on past this moment. As
soon as I leave here I'm going to get

focused on my next challenges up

ahead."

The next challenge for Watson,

who will graduate from UCLA in

June, will be to find a spot on a NBA
team next season. He said he would

begin working out soon in hopes of,

getting drafted or being picked up as

a free agent.

If the scouts have watched

Watson this season, they'll know he

can help a number of teams. They
would have been particularly

impressed with Watson's perfor-

career-high 34 points, he scored most

of his points in the second half when
Watson had four fouls (he picked up

his fourth foul at the 11:05 mark).

Williams also didn't have to guard

Watson.

Williams guarded shooting guard

Billy Knight while Duke's Chris

Duhon drew Watson.

"It wasn't a fair matchup."

Watson said of his battle with

Williams. "He didn't guard me but I

had to guard him. Jason conserved a

lot of energy that way."

LavJn feels Watson

mance agains t Dukr
In addition to hitting some big

buckets, he more than held his own
against arguably the best player in

college basketball, Duke point guard

Ja.son Williams.

While It's true Williams scored a

Will be remembered
as oneof the top 10

point guards in

UCLA history.

..Aliimes ihe match up got quite

heated. Watson and Williams

exchanged some harsh words several

times in the game.

With 8: 14 left m the game, the pair

nearly came to blows. Both players

dove for a loose ball and Watson had

a problem with the way Williamj

•ivenratter the bait. After exchanging"

some words with the Duke guard on

the lloor. Watson got up and shoved

Williams.
^

Both players got to their feet, face

to face, and began to yell at each

other.

"We were both going for the ball

and before you know it there's a

scramble and basically it was like a

scrap." Watson said. "It was an

intense game. We are two intense

competitors, we both wanted to win.

It was nothing personal."

Williams agreed that the incident

was product of an intense game.

"They are definitely a bunch of

rough kids and I think we are loo."

he said. "Nobody wanted to step

down, nobody wanted to lose the

basketball game."

After the game. Watson made a

point of going over and talking to

Williams and Duke forward Shane

Battier Watson said that was the

first time he had really met Williams.

The (Jecision to speak with the

Blue Devil players shows exactly

how far Watson has come during his

Bruin career. He entered Westwood
a shy kid who often gave two-word

answers to the media. He left as qpe
of the classiest competitors in

UCLA history.

"That's probably the most
rewarding part of coaching, watch'

ing these kids grow up right before

your eyes." Lavin said.

Lavin and a number of critics feel

Watson will be remembered as one
of the top 10 point guards in UCLA
history.

Joking back over the last four

years. Watson - nicknamed the Cal

Ripken of college basketball - said

he didn't regret one single thing in his

Bruin career.

"I'm happy with what I've done
here," he said. "I left it all on the

court. I didn't save anything."

KtlTH ENRtUUEZ/D*ly Brum Senicw Staff

Senior point guard and team captain Earl Watson has been one of the
team's fiercest competitors during his four years in Bruin blue and gold.
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BIBBY
From page 56

second round of the NCAA
Tournament since 1954, finished with a
24-10 record.

Bibby. a former UCLA player, took

hold of the reins in the middle of a

mediocre 1996 season with a USC team
that had only four active scholarship

players at one point. He lost his first nine

games to close out that season.

At 11-19, the only place to go was up
The following campaign saw a turn-

around for the Trojans, who finished 17-

1 1 overall and were runner-ups at 12-6 in

the Pac-IO.

This year, by returning to the

Madness for the first time in five years,

Bibby solidified his spot as head coach of
his alma mater's crosstown rival.

Bibby sits with a 57-57 coaching mark
at USC, and it's his outspoken, no-non-

sense attitude that is responsible for the

improvement of the Trojan hoops pro-

gram.

"I tell the players the truth," Bibby

«aki. "I don't throw any curves. When I

played, I never wanted to be lied to. I try

to help the players accept their responsi-

bilities."

It's only fitting that Bibby gained his

expertise from the greatest tactician and
straight-shooter that the college game
iu&ever seen.

offense. With such other scoring greats

like Sidney Wicks, Jamaal Wilkes, Greg

Lee and Walton surrounding him during

his senior Bruin season, "Instant

Offense" - as Bibby called it - led UCLA
to a perfect 300 record and Wooden 's

eighth national title in 1972.

That squad became the highest scor-

ing Bruin team in school history at 94.6

points per game, with Bibby adding 15.7

per game, the second highest on the

team. He ended his career as one of 13

players with three NCAA championship

rings.

"If Henry says he can do it, he can do
it." Walton sajd. "All his life, he's proved

he can do whatever he puts his mind to."

Averaging 14.4 points per contest as a

Bruin, Bibby still holds the lop spot in

the record books for consecutive free

throws made at 36.

But it was hisjaw-dropping play in the

postseason that made Bibby a favorite

among his teammates and Wooden.
With a 15.3 ppgclip in March Madness,

he scored double-digits in 10 of 12 post-

season games and was the NCAA
Tournament Most Outstanding Player

his junior and senior seasons;

Under John Wooden's tutelage

between 1970-72, Bibby bridged the gap
t)ctween the Lew Alclndor (now Kareem
Abdul Jabbar), and Bill Walton eras with

an 87-3 college record in Westwood.
"From day one, Henry Bibby was

fantastic," said former teammate Andy
Hill, with whom Bibby shared the

Seymour Armond award for most out-

standing UCLA freshman player in

1969.

"It was clear that he was going to be a

major contributor," he added.

Bibby not ' only contributed, but

orchestrated the fabled Bruin fast break

Then the NBA came calling. A
fourth-round pick by the New York
K nicks, he picked up right where he left

offat UCLA. Winning an NBA title dur-

ing his rookie season in 1973, Bibby

helped guide the Philadelphia 76ers to

the NBA Finals m 1977 and 1980.

But his hardwood resume was far

from complete. After a playing and
coaching stop in the Continental

Basketball Association and Venezuela,

Bibby returned to Los Angeles. But

instead of going back to Westwood, he

merged downtown - towards USC.
Having tasted glory and climbed the

ladder to raise three of the 1 1 banners

that hang in Pauley Pavilion, Bibby

knew that lofty aspirations would get the

motor running on the Trojans' ride out

of basketball's cellar.

"This school is like me because it's a

school that was never a star (in basket-

ball), and all of a sudden we have a

chance to be in the ballgame with the big

boys," Bibby said. "I've got a chance to

start and get this program in with the

elite schools."

While the Bruin faithful may call

Bibby a traitor to UCLA basketball,

Bibby ignores it all and goes to work on
his dream of making USC basketball

mirror the success of its crosstown
nivals.

"We want lo be where our program
recruits itself," Bibby said, "We're not

there yet. But we're not loo far away"
After this year's magical run thai

ended one game away from the Final

Four with a 79-69 defeat lo perennial

powerhouse Duke, there is much for

Bibby to look forward to next season.

The task of replacing Scalabrine and
guard Jeff Trepagnier is countered by a

recruiting class that includes Errick

Craven from Bishop Montgomery High

School in Torrance.

The wheels are also turning on the

construction ofan on-campus arena next

year so that USC can move out of the

archaic Los Angeles Sports Arena. With
-all this going on, the ftiture Is only the

'

beginning for Bibby

"I'm very proud of the kids," he said.

"I have been proud of the kids all year.

We somehow got things going with four

games left in the Pac-10 schedule and we
got on a roll. We are that good and I

knew we were that good att along." —
Bibby's confidence extends lo his

team, who trust in their coach complete-

ly in the game of basketball.

"I really learned to listen," Scalabrine

said. "We have this saying on our team:

buy in. Buy in to what Coach is saying

and that's what we hoped lo do."

Whether it's improving on a 1-9

coaching record against UCLA at

Southern Cal, or taking his style lo a

school that he feels is dedicated to its bas-

ketball program, Bibby is full of pride

beneath his self-protective exterior. And
it stems in the success and happiness he

finds pacing the sidelines.

W.TENNIS
From page 53

to sophomore Tiffany Brymer.

Fritz-Krockow stormed back lo

win the ncxl two sets 6-3, 6-2.

"I just got so mad (at the

this time was not going lo lei Trojan fans), it just translated

the opportunity slip away. She

pulled out a 6-1, 7-6(6) win over

Arizona's Joanna Buczkowska
to seal the win.

"It was huge for her

(Donahue) lo win the deciding

match," Sampras said. "She

mlo pure energy," Frilz-

Krockow said. "I just didn't

warn lo lose lo Southern

California."

UCLA was not done facing

Southern California teams ycl,

with No. 17 Pepperdinc (14-7

never lost faith and kept plug- overall) coming to Westwood
less than 48 hours later. But

with Walker out, avenging their

loss lo the Waves back in

February seemed unlikely.

But an

upset was still

a distinct pos-

sibility With

four of the

eight-
member
Pepperdinc
team injured,

including the

_Wayes'^ Np^X,

^
"I just got SO mad, it

just translated into

pure energy."

'Mariko Fritz-Krockow

Sophomore tennis player

gmg away
UCLA carried that momen-

tum into the break to pick up its

second consecutive win with a

6-1 win

over —^"^
Loyola
March 27.

"It was

a good
score and
the way we
should
beat
them," _^
Sampras

'"

said.

Then the shower door fell.

At USC, the Trojans handed
the Walker-less Bruins their

first Pac-10 loss of the season

with a convincing 6-1 win. But

without the aid of loud and
obnoxious Trojan fans, who
made the tennis match look

more like the Sports Arena
after a Bruin basketball Victory
- the USC assistant even had to

come over and ask them lo stop

during the match - the final

score could have been much
closer.

After being swept in dou-
bles, the Bruins came out fired

up for singles play but only

freshmen Mariko Fritz-

Krockow could pull out a win.

After dropping the first set 6-2

——^—^—
, and No. 3 sin-

gles players,

the Bruins found themselves in

a familiar situation. The only

difference was that this time,

the Bruins were the ones fight-

ing for the upset.

But the Waves showed up to

play After falling behind in all

three doubles matches,

Pepperdinc turned the match
around by winning the doubles

point with victories at Nos. 2

and 3 doubles.

The Bruins fought back in

singles with easy wins by two

freshmen, Lauren Fisher and
Fritz-Krockow, but the wins

were not enough. Only junior

Petya Marinova could manage
another win for the Bruins and
the Waves escaped with a 4-3

win.
^~
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Get the MBA that
keeps on giving!

Year I - $20,000*

Year 2- $40,000
Year 3 - $60,000 -

The Added Value of a UCR MBA

+$800,000
AGSM Advantages:

.

. No work experience or business-related under-

graduate degree required

• Choose up to nine MBA electives

• Oneon-one assistance from our in-house Career

Management Center

Receive a quality internship that provides "real

world" work experience

Enrollment available. Fall. Winter, and Spring

quarters

Got the Picture?
To receive an MBA catalog and application, please contact
Gary Kuzas at (909) 787-4551, check out our web site at

www.agsm.ucr.edu. or e-mail your questions and requests to

garv. kuzas@ucr. (?du . Application Deadline May 1 , 200 1

.
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•The difference in starting
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ana a UCR MBA Graduate
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* 'Based on a 40 yr Worklife
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Loss to Stanford ends win streak at

eight, inspires Bruins to work harder
GYMNASTICS: Squad faces

final stretch of season with

an increase in competition

By Adam Karon
Daily Bruin Staff

Momentum and maturity are both

important heading into a national

championship run.

The top-ranked UCLA gymnastics

team had their momentum after an

eight-meet winning streak stopped

last weekend in Washington when it

was defeated by Stanford for the Pac-

10 championship.

Pac-1 Championships

I.Stanford 197.85

2. UCLA 197.8

: ^'Stanford had an

EDWARD LINA)jily Brum

All-around winner sophomore Onnie Willis competes on the

balance beam during the UCLA Invitational on Feb. 11.

_incredlble meet. They

were focused and ready

to win.We weren't"

Onnie Willis

Gymnast

But the young Bruins hope they've

gained maturity, something that could

prove invaluable as they begin their

quest for a more important prize - the

national championship.

The Cardinal team, which lost a

dual meet to the Bruins earlier in the

year, turned in its best performance

on the season, oulscoring UCLA
197.85-197.8.

The meet could have easily gone
the other way for the Bruins.

Sophomore Doni Thompson was

deducted a full tenth of a point for

being under her beam time, and there

was a judging discrepancy on sopho-

more Kristen Parker's vault.

The Bruins, however, are making
no excuses.

"Stanford had an incredible meet,"

sophomore Onnie Willis said. "They
were focused and ready to win. We
weren't."

Willis was referring to the Bruins'

recent lackluster jjerformanges thyt

featured three falls on the beam a

week before the Pac-10 finals. Head
Coach Valorie Kondos Field believes

that the loss will benefit the Bruins

over time.

"I think that (losing) was the great-

est gift we could have beeji ^iven,

regardless of how dilTicuIt it is to

work so hard and lose by a tenth,"

Kondos Field said.

Because of its skill, the team has

been able to compete throughout

most of the season without much of a

test.

There have been meets where the

Bruins have been able to count a fall

and still blow away the competition.

This must change heading into the

final stretch of the season.

"I feel like it is going to take hitting

24 for 24 (attempts) to win the nation-

al championship," Kondos Field said.

Although the team did not take the

Pac-10 championship, two Bruins

returned to Westwood with coveted

individual prizes.

Senior Mohini Bhardwaj won the

all-around with a Pac-10 champi-

onship-record 39.8. She also won the

vault for the second consecutive year.

In addition, Bhardwaj was named the

Pac-10 Gymnast of the Year.

Freshman standout and Olympian
Jamie Dantzscher won the floor exer-

cise for her first Pac-10 title.

The team got back into

the gym with a reminder

from Stanford that

winning will not be easy

the rest of the year.

Despite the individual awards, the

Bruins arc staying focused on the.

team's ultimate goal of taking home
their second consecutive national

championship.

After the loss, spring break distrac-

tions were put aside as the team got

back into the gym with a reminder

from Stanford that winning will not

be easy the rest of the year.

"(The loss) made us want to work
harder in the gym," said freshman

Jeanette Antolin, who earned a

career-high 9.9 on the vault.

"Usually when we get back we are

kind of tired. This really lit a fire

under us."
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UCLA bounces back to beat Hawaii

NICOLE MILLtR/Daily Bfuin

(Left to right) Adam Shrader, Cameron Mount and Scott Morrow
prepare to return the ball during UCLA's 2-3 loss to Hawai'i on Thursday.

M.VOLLEYBALL: Loss to

Warriors on Thursday

avenged by win Friday

By Amanda Fletdier

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

While many UCLA students

spent their spring breaks tanning on

the beaches, the UCLA men's vol-

leyball team was busy securing its

spot in the Mountain Pacific Sports

Federation playoffs, splitting a pair

of matches with visiting Hawai'i.

The No. 3 Bruins (18-6, 10-4

MPSF) defeated the No. 2

Warriors 30-25, 30-25, 20-30, 30-27

Friday night after a tough five-game

loss to Hawai'i on Thursday.

"I thought the first night we were

a little rusty," Head Coach Al

Scjrtes said of his team, which was

given a week-long break from prac-

tice during finals. "It's risky giving

everybody that time off but I think

we needed to rest to cure some nag-

Hawai'i d. UCLA
25-30, 30-27, 23-30,

30-23,15-13

UCLA d. Hawaii .

30-25, 30-25, 20-30,

30-27

ging injuries that the players had

accumulated over the course of the

season."

The key to UCLA's comeback
was its ability to learn from mis-

takes and adjust to its opponent's

strengths and weaknesses. After

UC Santa Barbara, Long Beach

State and Pepperdine, Hawai'i (16-

4, 1 1-3) is the fourth team that the

Bruins have come back and beat

after losing to them in a previous

meeting.

On Thursday, the Bruins were

plagued by Hawai'i sophomore out-

side hitter Costas Thcochari(^is.

who put away a match-high .^1 kills

(.404) in the Warriors' 25-30. 30-27,

23-30. .30-23, 15-13 victory Alter

the win, Thcocharidis climbed the

referee stand and did a victory

dance.

"We wanted to kill him," Bruin

senior Mark Williams said.

And they did.

The second night, the Bruins

held Thcocharidis to 21 kills (.235).

including six hitting errors in game
four.

"They have the best hitter in the

league in Costas. He has more (of a

variety oQ shots than any hitter

than we've seen," Scales said.

"Even when the defense is set per-

fecdy, he can still put the ball away.

"Just by watching him on video

and becoming familiar with his

arsenal we were able to defend him
better (the second night); ThlsteaTrr

doesn't make the same mi.stakes

twice," Scates added.

See M.VOUEYBALt page 49

Shower t ill

W.TENNIS: Accident leaves

Walker unable to compete;

UCLA drops two matches

By Jason Saltoun Ebin

Daily Bruin Contributor

Just when things seemed to be

looking up for the UCLA women's
tennis team (5-12, 2-1 Pac 10) after

ending a 10-match skid and putting

two wins together, the unexpected

happened in the form of a shower

blocks team's path to victory !
Tie for 5th at tournament boosts^

confidence of floundering squaddoor.

On the Tuesday night after the

Bruins beat Loyola 6-1 in their

March 27 match, UCLA No. I sin-

gles player sophomore Sara Walker

injured her foot when her shower

door came off its hinges.

Walker bruised her foot and was

unable to compete with two big

matches coming up and the Bruins

about to enter a battle for the right to

claim Los Angeles.

"I was in shock," Head Coach
Sampras recalled after hearing

about how Walkei became injured.

Consequently, the Bruins

dropped their * next two matches

against Southern California and
Pepperdine.

UCLA, led by senior co-captain

Jennifer Donahue, went into spring

break with a thrilling 4-3 win over

Arizona on March 17.

With two matches left against

Arizona and the Bruins about to lose

one of the two at No. 3 singles, the

match was up to Donahue. But she

had been in that situation before and

SeeW.nNNiS,page51

M.GOLF: Bruins view finish as improvement over

disappointing performances characterizing season

By Pauline Vu
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

It was a mediocre finish at a

mediocre tournament.

The UCLA men's golf team tied

for fifth place out of 15 teams with

a three-round score of 884 at the

Oregon Duck Invitational in

Eugene on March 26-27.

"It was one of the weakest fields

of the year, but still, fifth place is

kind of a confidence booster for

us, because we haven't had great

finishes lately," sophomore Travis

Johnson said.

*-

See M.GOLF, page 47

UCLA UNDERGRADUATE
T

THE UCLA UNDERGRAD FISHBOWL DISCUSSION IS:

(1) An opportunity to share your viewrs of life at UCLA v^ith

campus administrators and deans.

(2) A chance to receive a $50 ASUCLA gift certificate.

TO BE CONSIDERED FOR PARTICIPATION, YOU MUST:

(1) Be a senior.

(2) Be comfortable sharing your thoughts with other students,

in front of an audience.

(3) Make a definite commitment to attend.

(4) Contact us by April 10.

To Volunteer.

Contact ihe ilStudents Affairs Information and Research Office

by April 10 at 310-206-8470

or e-mail SAIRO@saonetMcla.edu
The event will be held:

On Campus
Friday, April 27, 2:30-5:00 p.m.

\..
L

Note: Space is limited. We will select students from a xmriety of backgrounds.
Volunteering does not assure that you will be chosen to participate.
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Seniors bid swim team farewell Cal freshman a breakout star

at NG\A Championship meet
SIDEBAR: AthUMes finisli

llioirl CLA canvrs with

norsonal bvsis at NCAAs

By Scott Schultz,

Daily Bfuin Contributor

l.ONG ISLAM) Kor senior

^\vIll1mcrs Both CJoodwin and
Bniihid Dwvcr. the N(.'AA
Clianipionships were the derimng
nionienls of their swimnnng
careers at UCLA.

Alter lour years olgruelinu luo-

a-da> practices, the aquatic alh-

leles will >oon be .ible to sleep late

and focus extra energy towards
iheir studies.

Both swimmers will leave the

I CLA swimming program at the

peak o\' their careers r;n.>.ium-

been."

"To be at the NCAA champi-
onships and to be a part ol" UCLA
is really amazing," she added.

Dwycr. whose pre-swim ritual of
leaping up and down alarmed the

staid judges on Ihe pool deck, was
able to lop olT nearly two seconds
on her lOO-yd backstroke for the

second season in a row, a remark-
able achievement for a sprint race.

"Just being able to

represent UCLA is

huge."

Beth Goodwin
Senior

with a personal-best fourth place

finish in the l()(>-yard butterlly. and
Dwver wiih a personal best time in

her final l(){)-\d backstroke.

"We were led by our two
seniors," Mead Coach Cyndi
n . i llagher s . i id , "l\\ nuch u HreH4-

monienl to ha\e our seniors go out

at (heir best 'Hiey've been training

and working so hard and they did

It"

Both seniors were rellcctive

with posiii\e memories about their

UCl.A careers and look great

pride in representing the Brum tra-

dition.^

"Just being able to represent

UCLA is huge.' Goodwin said.

"Hspecially that I've been able to

do It for four years. I leali/e now
what a wonderful experience it's

"I've been compeling^for 16

years and I feel lilce every year

since I've been here I've gotten bel-

ter," Dwyer said. "It's so hard to

walk away knowing that if I kept

ting belter, but there arc olhcr
things I want to do with my life

"

Both seniors will graduate with

cherished memories of their-e.xpe-

riences at the championships.

"Last year when I made the

NCAA championship for the llrsl

time I was so surprised." Dwyer
said. "I realized that I can compete
with the best. Thai was great. I

loved that."

Just standing there (on the win-

ner's podium.) I feel like I've come
so far, " Goodwin said. "And lo

have someone who's gone through
it with me for four years like

Brighid, it's nice, it's really, really

nice to have her here."

Dwyer and Goodwin also com-
mented how great it was that

senior diver Anne Baghramian
qualified for diving at the NCAA
Championships.

"I think having her here is great,

because we had both eomponents^
of our team here." Dv^r\er said.

Dwyer intends to focus her

energies towards graduating and
pursuing a career in teaching,

coaching or athletic administra-

tion.

"Maybe some day I 11 swim
again, but I think I'll need a break
for a While, " Dwyer said.

Goodwin will have to wait al

least a few more months befor^^e
makrr any dcciston ithlmi ren'ffng"
from ihe pool altogether.

On March 29 she made the

World University Games, which
will be held in Beijing in August.

Goodwin will compete in the I0()-

yd butlerlly

-tv» Htrtking the fnternatton-

SWIMMER; After injury,

rehab, Coughlin breaks

-records, beats archrival

By S<ott Schultz

Daily Bruin Contributor

LONG ISLAND One year
ago, Cal freshman Natalie

Coughlin was facing an uncertain
future with a torn labruni in her

shoulder But after selling NCAA
records in each of her individual

races at the NCAA Championships
in March, Coughlin's future is look-

ing rosy.

Rather than undergoing surgery

-Id ixpiur the shoulder, Cough||rn
chose to undergo a grueling rehabil-

itation process, which cost her most
of her high school senior season.

Although she was the most
sought-after recruit in the country
and the holder of two American
records when sho be^^jn the season

American records.

"I saw I was swimming better

limes, but I couldn't see this com-
ing," she said.

In each race, Coughlin beat her
archrival. Misty Hyman of
Stanford.

Coughlin was aided in her back-

~^troke races by her astounding
turns off the wall. She swam the

maximum 15 yards underwater at

every turn, which requires the lung

power of a whale.

"I guess I have really strong
lungs," Coughlin said.

Since the pool used for the cham-
pionships is only 25 yards long,

Coughlin technically swam over
half the race underwater, which
some people around ihc pool deck""
suggested may be illegal.

Coughlin also participated on
two relay teams that set American
records, even though in a strange

twist, they set the records while Im-
ishing second in both races

al team, Goodwin said Ihat she i^
not quite ready to retire and has

her sights set on trying for a spot

on the 2004 U.S. Olympic team
"ll's kind of hard to slop, when

I feel lik'eT can still grow in the

sport." she said "That's the only
thing holding me back from relir-

mg.

"in a few years when I do retire,

I probably won't touch the pool,"

Goodwin added "But I know
eventually, when I'm 40 or 50. I'll

swim again.

"

_there was still the chance that her
non-surgically repaired shoulder
could be re-injured.

"When I tell Coach (Teri)

McKcever that I feel any twinges in

my shoulder, she lakes me out of
the pool." Coughlin said

At the NCAAs Coughlin set

records in the 100-yard bulterlly

(51.18 .seconds) and lOO-yd back-
stroke (5I.2.V), and shattered the

2()0-yd backstroke record by nearly

two entire seconds ( I minute, 51.02

seconds). Both backstroke races scl

They wnr ;ihk' lo tfll iha
American records without winning-
the races because both Texas and
Stanford, which won the respective

races, had non-American swimmers
as part of their teams.

Still, for Coughlin, the future
looks bright.

'I had a tough year last year, so
it's really exciting to win this year,"

Coughlin said. "I'm looking for-

ward lo training for next year and
competing at Nationals. Hopefully
'11 go lo (the World
Championships in) Japan."

shown at
Toronto international film festival
Cannes international film festival

"Stephen Daldry's Billy Elliot emerges as
one singular sensation. .. Bi lly Elliot is
poised to sweep the world off its feet '
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UCLA Campus
Events Commission

(Left) UCLA's postseason started with Dan Gadzuric attempting

to gain control of the ball against a Hofstra player at tipoff.

(Below) Hofstra's Norman Richardson screens Ray Young in

the Bruins' first-round game against the Pride. (Right) The
Bruins celebrate on the sidelines as they beat the Aggies 75-50.

PATIL ARM! N!AN/na.ly Bruih Ser»6< SlafI

Bitter
C.weet
<J ixteen
The Bruins made a run through the NCAA

Tournament to the Sweet Sixteen in

Philadelphia, where the mighty Blue Devils

finally felled them.

Pearl Jam DVD Concert

If you want to relive

some of UCLA*s most
exciting Big Dance
moments - from the

Bruins' wins over

Hofstra and Utah
State to Jason

Kapono and Matt
Barnes missing a

start for skipping

study Ume - go to

www.dallybruiii.ucla.edu

KEITH £N«)QUtM)ai(y Bfuin Sen«< Staff

KEITH fNRIQUtZ/Ddily Bfu.n Sen.or Stall

(Clockwise from top) Ryan Bailey and
Earl Watson console each other as the

seconds tick by in UCLA's 76-63 loss to ^

""^

Duke. .

UCLA Head Coach Steve Lavin looks

frustrated as his Bruins take on the No. 1

seed Blue Devils in the Sweet Sixteen.

Jason Kapono is fouled as he goes up
for a shot and Duke's Carlos Boozer
looks on.

After Earl Watson get in a scuffle with

Duke sophomore Jason Williams, two
referees hold Watson back as Williams

looks on. Watson and Williams traded

insults then but talked to each other

after the game.
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Web site is very

beautiful. It's not

vain, that's just

the simple truth.

Don't believe us?

See for yourself.

www.dailybruin.ucia.edu

Daily Bruin

orts
Uc'vt' j^ot |)lt(>((>s.

v..yes we do, but to see pic-

tures of the Bruin men in

the Big Dance, you're going

to have to turn the page.

Monday, April 2, 2001

Bruins hit dead end against Duke
M.HOOPS: Poor showing

by UCLA contributes to

squad's loss in Sweet 16

By Giris Umpicrre

Daily Bruin Staff

PHILADELPHIA In the

team's locker room 30 minutes after

UCLA's 76-63 loss to Duke, a

somber. M«ill Barries sal slumped

with his beanie pulled dawn jusl

above his eyes. His arms were

stretched out, grabbing the bench he

sal on.

Sweet Sixteen

Duke 76

UCLA 63

Watching him speak to reporters,

you could tell he knew.

He knew that his No. 4-seeded

Bruins (23-9) had a golden opportuni-

ty to beat lopy-ranked and No. I -seed-

ed Duke (32-4) Thursday night in the

NCAA lournamenrs" SweeY Sixtwn

at the First Union Center. He knew

that ifonly his team had executed bet-

ter it would be he and his teammates

talking about playing USC in the

Elite Eight instead of getting ready to

*tx)ard a plane for Los Angeles.

"It wouldn't have taken a superhu-

man elTort for us to beat them."

Barnes said. "If we would have just

played our game we would have been

fine tonight.

"Duke is definitely beatable," he

added. "They executed a lot better

than we did tonight <ind that's why
they got the victory but we could have

beat them tonight. Definitely."

STterTTCLA cut IHe^ue Devils*"

lead to three points (40-37) with 14

SeeM.H00PS,pa9e48

Watson ends career with passion, clasi

KtiTH [NRIOUEZ/Daily Biuin Senof Staff

UCLA center Dan Gadzuric goes fora shot over Duke sophomore
Jason Williams. The Bruins lost to Duke 76-63 in the Sweet 16.

SIDEBAR: After 4 years

at UCLA, point guard

looks to future in NBA

By Chris Umpierre

Daily Bruin Staff

PHILADELPHIA UCLA
Head Coach Steve Lavin has always

said that the day senior guard Earl

Watson takes off his Bruin jersey for

the last time, it would be like Charlie

Brown taking away Linus' security

blanket.

The gritty point

guard played all of

his 129 games wfth

a fire to win.

No. 1 seed Duke stripped that

blanket away March 22 with the a 76-

63 triumph over the No. 4 seed

Bruins in the Sweet Sixteen. The
defeat ended UCLA's season and

the collegiate career of Watson, a

player who has been the heart and

soul of the program the last four

years.

Amazingly, Watson started each

of his 129 games during his college

career. The gritty point guard played

all of those games with a fire to win

that often led him to dive head first

for loose balls and do whatever else it

took for his team to win.

He continued that intensity into

his final game, which he finished with

17 points, six assists, and five

rebounds.

Se« WATSON, page 50

:li
• • builds bright

future for 'SC h • II •

PAC-10: Coach's no-nonsense attitude

has boosted much-maligned program

By AJ Cadman
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

PHILADELPHIA
There is no one label to

describe USC Head
Coach Henry Bibby. And
that is pretty much how he

likes it.

You can call him a

champion, since he's won
lilies at the NCAA, CBA
and NBA levels as a play-

er.

You could call him
stubborn, since he's imple-

mented his pro-coaching

style with the USC men's

basketball program

amidst controversy and

turmoil to bring

respectability to the bas-

ketball program at a

school heralded for its

football tradition.

But over the past three

weeks, the most popular

lag has been "hot com-

modity." After overcom-

ing a familiar late-season

slide at USC he brought

his squad to its first-ever

Elite Eight in the 2001

NCAA Tournament.

"It was a great run,"

said departing senior for-

ward Brian Scalabrine, a

possible lottery selection

in the upcoming NBA
draft. "What we have

done this year has helped

USC tremendously as far

as everything we want to

do (for the program)."

USC, a program that

had not climbed past the

SceilBIY,pag«51
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Squad finishes 1 5th at NCAAs

KEOVI ENRKMZAMy Bruin Senior Staff

Menry Bibby led USC to their first-ever Elite Eight

Trojans burst under pressure from Blue Devils

TOURNAMENT: USC winds up best-ever season by

knocking off No. 2-seed Kentucky, falling to Duke

By Chris Umpierre
Daily Bruin Staff

PHILADELPHIA - All season

long, the USC men's basketball team

opened a lot of eyes to the idea that

there actually is another school that

can play hoops in Los Angeles.

With arguably the greatest team in

school history, the sixth-seeded

Trojans continued to impress in the

NCAA Tournament. They upset

third-seeded Boston College and

then stunned second-seeded

Kentucky to make the schoors first-

ever Elite Eight appearance in the

tournament's current format.

While the eye-opening journey

came to a halt on March 24 as USC
(24-10) fell 79-69 in the East

Regional finals to the juggernaut that

is Duke (33-4) basketball, the point

was made: USC is no longer a foot-

Scc«SCpa9c49

SWIMMING: After winning

Pac-lOUUe, UCLA unable

to maintain its momentum

By Scott Sdiultz

Daily Bruin Contributor

LONG ISLAND - Several

American records were broken at the

NCAA women's swimming and div-

ing championships held in Long
Island, NY,, last month. However,

the Bruins, fresh off a surprising Pac-

10 championship victory finished a

disappointing 15th.

Georgia's swimmers captured

their third straight national champi-

onship, winning by the narrowest

margin ever, 1.5 points over second

place Stanford. The Cardinal actually

led entering the final race, the 400-

yard relay. The Bulldogs sNviped the

victory from Stanford, finishing the

race in second while the Cardinal fin-

ished fourth place.

The star of the weekend's festivi-

ties was Cal freshman sensation

Natalie Coughlin, who established

NCAA records in all three of her

events and was part of two Cal relay

teams that set American records.

The Bruins, who relied on their

immense depth this season in order to

receive maximum points during the

season, were neutralized by only qual-

ifying nine swimmers and one diver

for the championships.

The result of the smaller squad was

minimal scoring in the relays, which

See SWIMMING, page 4«

Courtwy I" • ainy I iiiot/mford Otity

Lynckc Hovs«pi«n swims In the lOO-yard breaststroke prelimirwry

on Friday March 16, at the NCAA Championship In East Meadow, N Y.
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UCLA

Serving the UCLA community since 1919^

Blind action
Protesters need to realize the^

aren't in the '60s any longer

VIEWPOINT, PAGE 14
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Cloning complications

Deaths prompt questions about

cloning cows for livestock purposes.

NEWS, PAGE 4

We have archery????

students are attempting to Iteep

the archery club going at UCLA.

SPORTS, BACK PAGE

Former student

dies in plane

crash
A UCLA alumna was

among the victims of last

rsdajr's crash ofn private-

jet irt.Aspen.

Twenty- two-year-old
Marissa K . Witham, a commu-
nications studies student who
graduated last year, was killed

along with 17 others after the

i^utfstream \\\ aircraft they::

Growing cNId care need affects UCLA

were on crashed while on
approach to Aspen-Pilkin

County Airport.

Witham, an aspiring news-

caster was a research assistant

at KTTV Fox II in Los

Angeles.

While a student at UCLA,
she was part of the Golden
Key Honor Society, a member
of the Chi Omega sorority, and
involved in a number of com-

munity service-related pro-

jects, according to her brother

Jonathan.

A number of memorial ser-

vices have been planned for

Witham, including one
Thursday in the Bay Area and

another in Los Angeles next

week.

For an update on the National

Transportation Safety Board

inquiry into the crash, please

see page 6.

FUNDS: New facility may

be built to help youngest

Jamilies of staff, students

By Maijorie Hernandez
Daily Bruin Reporter

The UC OfTice of the President

announced last Wednesday that it will
"
provide matching funds to address the

growing need for child care - a move
that may lead to the building of a new
facility at UCLA.
UCOP is challenging each campus

to raise anywhere from $1 to 2 million

in campus funding that will be matched

with $750,000 to $1.25 million.

The funds are intended to support

plans for expansion and increase child

care facilities, according to Director of

Campus Service Enterprises Brad

Erickson. "High quality, accessibility

and affordable child care is a critical

priority that addresses the work and life

needs of all members of the university

community," UC President Richard

Atkinson said in a statement.

According to Executive Director of

UCLA Child Care Services Gay
Macdonald, the matching funds will be

a great help for students and staff.

Although the child care facilities
-

Bcllagio, Fernald and University

Village - are operating at full licensed

capacity with 240 children, there are

still about 500 families waiting.

According to Erickson, the child

Samantha Gatmaitan plays with her daughter Xochiti Baldivia-Gatmaitah at the Bellagio Child Care
Center. The UCOP announced recently that matching funds will be provided for child care.

care centers receive funds for daily

operation from parent fees, state and

federal grants, donor and campus
funds - leaving little money for the

development of new facilities.

"The cost of providing quality child

^re exceeds the ability of most families

to pay for such a care," Erickson said.

"I'm not aware of any public or private

facility that is not supported by services

in addition to the fees parents pay."

With the promise of matched funds.

Child Care Services and UCLA
Capital Programs planned a budget of_

$3 million to build and equip a new
facility that will serve approximately

100 more children.

The Chancellor's and the

Development Offices arc currently

- SeeCNILOCARE^pageS

Court rules against Wisconsin fees
USAC: Judge's decision

could affect funding for

student groups at UCLA

By Robert Salonga
Daily Bruin Reporter

! U.S. District Court Judge John C.

Shabaz declared on March 15 that the

Ijiniversity of Wisconsin's student fee

policy is still unconstitutional, despite

recent changes the university made in

the way fee revenue is distributed.

The Wisconsin court case has influ-

enced UCLA's Undergraduate

Students Association Council, which

has been revising its own bylaws

regarding student fee allocations

since the beginning of this academic

year.

This quarter, the council will take a

half-hour recess during each of its

weekly meetings to discuss these revi-

sions.

The discussions will be facilitated

by Internal Vice President Elias

Enciso, who also chairs the

Constitutional Review Committee.

Normally, it is the president who mod-
erates such discussions, but Enciso

said he will be the facilitator because

he chairs the CRC.

"We're reviewing our bylaws to

make sure groups are funded on a

viewpoint-neutral basis," Enciso said

USAC President Elizabeth

Houston could not be reached for

comment.

Likewise, the University of

California has been reassessing its stu-

dent fee distribution policies, but said

it has nothing to do with the

Wisconsin decision,

"We have been reevaluating this

policy for several months," said Mary
Spletter, spokeswoman for the UC
Officeof the President.

SeelVUWS,page10

Walking the walk

Mock trial team places fifth nationally
NATIONAL: UCLA breaks

top ten first time, despite

lack of money, coaches

ByMidiaelcTumagt
Daily Bruin ContritHrtor

The UCLA mock trial team made
history over the weekend when one of

its two teams became the first western

regional team to ever place in the

nation's top 10.

While one team placed fiAh at the

National Championship

Intercollegiate Mock Trial

Tournament in Des Moines, Iowa on

Saturday, the other received honorable

mention after coming in 13th place.

"We all screamed and jumped up
and hugged each other." Heather

Gebelin, captain of the fifth-place

team, said of the moments after the

announcement.

Although teams from Arizona State

and Stanford Universities have com-
peted in nationals, neither received

more than an honorable mention.

Fourth-year political science stu-

dent Rohan Virginkar also brought

home the first All-American Attorney

Award won by a UCLA team member.

Mock trial teams must prepare for

and present both the plaintiff and

defense sides, including opening and

closing statements,' of a case in four dif-

ferent trials. Team members, who have

been preparing since November, must

get into character and portray three

prosecuting attorneys, three defense

attorneys and three witnesses for each

side of the trial.

SceMOCKr pages
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Students fill up Bruin Walk Monday on their first day back
to class after spring break.
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Petty theft

Four parking permits, two license plates

and $2,102 in bags, wallets and cell phones

were stolen in the last two weeks.

Someone stole a $46 pair of shoes from

an employee lounge at the Center for

H ealth Sciences on March 27. ^
A wallet and Palm Pilot, worth a tot i^

$350, were stolen from the basketbglhSfxirts

at Hershcy HaJI on March 24 -^PP
Someone stole a $40 bicvde from the

parking lot behind Jerry's Hpnoiis Deli in

Westwood on March ? ^ tnlt same day, a

$1,400 stereo was stole . Irom ;i car in the

Sunset Village parking lot.

Someone broke intoy locker and stole $8

in coins from a laund^oom onihe 3000

block of Sawtelle Boulevard on March 22.

A $200 silk jacket S--« ' ' r. fv

3dura: Univmity PdHteOeptTto^

n March 22.

Someone spray painted a 1995 CMC
Senoma with an unknown substance

between 1:30 and 5:30 p.m on March 27.

That same day, someone broke the win-

dow ofa 2001 Honda Accord parked on the

3000 block of Sawtelle Boulevard.

A man was trying to enter an apartment

on the 10,000 block of Strathmore Avenue

around 4Jfl|ftB, on March 25.

A
GnuHMiKft ^mr restr(

Five iiicles wer^Hpcted-mjen this Man
pastpcuod. _^^^^ \ ^B to file

Someone stol' a $525 bmMProm a Pizza

1 ack near Adc^ert lan Union on Wednesday Police

Someone removed a $5,000 projector that an

from Uic Graduate School of Education & ja^t
Information Studies oftJMarch 23. .^tfffltLA- Sch>

A $2,500 laptop conijJutcr was ${||^ ago
from PerloffHall between M.l! vH!

a WMljeard singing in a women's

ai the C(ailer for Health Sciences

Later that day, a man attempted

11 with a saw at California

bn Broxton Avenue.

ived a report on March 23

uthorized person may have

rearranged furniture at the

of Law Library 20 years

MJ$ceUaneot

A womni! who nan t<

Olympic \nalytical Lab waS^f^ning out

her cfffce Thursday and was allegedly tak-

F\hiJHiceivcd a report on Mardi 21

man matching the description of an

assault suspect was seen near Ek)elter Hall

the week before.

Compiled from UCPD media reports

ing ^ ungs that belong to the university, between March 19 and 29 by Linh Tat and

mch ) \iaSL confidential lab printouts. Marion Wise, Daily Bruin Senior Stall.iiagcontidc

Weather

Saturday

Partly Cloudy Partly Cloudy Showers

high: 63 low: 51 high: 61 low: 50 high: 61 low: 49

Outlook:
It will be cool today, and breezy at times,

especially in the afternoon hours.

Scattered showers are possible

Wednesday night into Thursday morning.

Sunrise
6:39 a.m.

Sunset %

7:16p.m.

For feal-time weather, visit www.dailybfuin.ucla.edu

ACADEMIC
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Starting this quarter, wait lists

will be automatically dropped

by the Registrar's Office at the

end of Week 1 ! After this

point, classes can be a^ded

through URSA (if space is

available), with a PTE number,

or by petition.

1%WJ

WHArS BREWIN'

Today 12p.m.-6p.m.
VITA (Volunteer Income Tax

Assistance)

Krce preparation for basic Federal

and CA state income tax returns

Ackerman24IO

12 p.m.
Public Health Student Association

Physical Health Day Power Walk

Meet in front of the Public Health

Fountain

206-1736

7 p.m.
Bruin Democrats

Spring Quarter Kickoff

Ackerman 2408

8 p.m.
Department of English Lectures

Speaker. Ronald Gottesman

RoyceHall

(310) 206-0961

7 p.m.
Public Health Student As.sociation

Physical Health Day Yoga Session

CHS 41-268

206-1736

Bruin Republicans

General meeting and Soboroff for

mayor campaign

Ackerman Viewpoint Conference

Room I

915-5942

Wednesday 12 p.m.

UCLA Center for Women & Men
Re-entry & nontraditional student

brown bag lunch

Room 2, Dodd Hall

825-3945

12p.m.-6p.m.
VITA (Volunteer Income Tax

Assistance)

Free preparation for basic Federal

and CA .state income tax returns

Ackerman 3516

4 p.m.

Working for Immigrant Literacy

Development

Orientation

Ackerman 2412

W 6 p.m.

Campus Events Commission and

NET
Free sneak movie: "BLOW"
Freud Playhouse

www.campusevents.ucla.edu

7:30 p.m.

Melnitz Movies

"Amores Perros"

James Bridges Theatre, Melnitz Hall

206-1870

$j.oo o^^"'""-""/. -

An Adult Haircut
Ircf. ln.M)

A ^ Open/DoysAWeek
Appointrrwnt Ne<e$sory

Sots 7 'Son 10 5

Viewpoint 14

Arts & Entertainment JQ

Bruin Movie Guide 21

Classifieds 24

Crossword Puzzle 2^%
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Warm weather means BruinWalk
becomes a runway for new fashions

By LiM Kbsscn
Daily Bruin Reporter

Spring has sprung, announcing its pres-

ence, along with the warm weather, with flo-

ral prints, new styles, and cool colors.

The bright sun brings out short sleeves,

::fkifls and pants. This season, capris survive

to make a reappearance on the streets and

runways, while fall's vintage flavor remains

part of the spring fashion parade.

Pastels, a traditional favorite for warm
weather, are back again, and rhinestones

and glitter still maintain their appeal.

The final verdict for spring fashion has

yet to be delivered, but many students are

betting that past fashions will be just as pop-

ular as new spring styles.

Back to the beach .

When surfing caught on in Southern

California, its style became a mainstay not

only on the beaches, but also in the city. Old

and young alike have grown up with the sun

and surf style of L.A. and its beaches.

Items like guayaberra shirts - button

down shirts with two pockets - puka shell

necklaces and Hawaiian prints are very pop-

ular with those people who enjoy beach

style, though donning beach attire is nothing

new in Southern California.

Though many people do not identify

themselves as part of the surfing crowd, they

do enjoy the footwear preferred by those

who love the beach.

"Sandals are always going to be popular,

even though they change each season." said

Kelli Medina, a fourth-year political science

student.

According to Judctte Tobes, a third-year

economics and French student, and a sales-

person for Abercrombie and Fitch, sandals

are a hot item for spring.

"We sell a lot of flip-flops. The plastic

squishy ones are popular with women, and

men like the leather ones," she said.

Funky takes on traditional sandal design

are popping up in many popular stores.

-Espfit, fof example;

carries flip-Hops with

wooden and rubber

soles, some made of

leather, and even one

pair in the shape of a

fish, according to their

Web site.

Fun in the sun
Some students said

Spring's warm weather

raises both spirits and

hem lines. As the sun

lingers in the sky, more

people are abandoning

winter's long sleeves in

favor of shorter lengths

and brighter colors.

"People are happier

and more tan during

the spring," said

Breana Teubner, a

third-year anthropolo-

gy and English student.

"Outfits n>ultiply in the

spring. We're all more

confident about our

bodies, so we're more

comfortable wearing

different clothes."

The Californians'

love of the sun, and the

quest for the perfect, golden tan influence

fashion. Teubner said.

"Halter tops and flip-flops are always big

in the spring," said Katy Clark, a fifth-year

history student. "People just want to get

tan."

According to Clark, the glowing com-

plexion gained from a tan motivates people

to try spring's brighter hues. These colors

include aqua, magenta, and tangerine. This

spring, loud flofal and geometric prints are

popular, according to students. .

"Bright colors are really popular," said

Tobes. "We have bright capris, polo shirts,

sleeveless sweaters, and halter tops in a lot

Photos by PRIYA SHARMA/Daily Bium

Students Ray Guevedo and Natalia Velasquez enjoy the sun and their conversation Monday while

sporting bright spring patterns and traditional denim styles.
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of different colors," she said.

Purple, pink and lavender will also be

popular, Teubner said.

This color explosion may seem regulated

to women's wear, but Clayton Canning, a

sales supervisor for the Gap. said that there

are also many colors out in the men's

department.

"We carry pique polo shirts for men in 15

different colors," Canning said. "We have

them for women too."

Jeans and things

Be it winter or spring, jeans remain a

fashion staple. This year, they are showing hoping that khaki shorts and flip-flops will

up as capris for women and shorts for men. go away." '
•

Traditional long jean pants are also in fash- There are many students who are not

ion. anticipating the bright colors and pastels

"Dark denim is still popular," Canning that the spring brings each year,

said. "Women love the modern boot cut and "I really hope that there won't be any

men usually buy the standard or relaxed fit." more neon, pink, or capris," said Mapara.

"The retro look will still be in."

Rhinestones and glitter arc indeed alive

and well, making appearances on shirts,

sunglasses, and bandannas.

Not quite sprung for spring

While many enjoy the colors and styles

that rise with the summer sun. others prefer

the darker colors and longer lengths of fall

or their own unique styles.

"I don't like pastels," said Christopher

Gutierrez, a first-year math student. "I want

to see more people wearing black. I'm a

strong opponent of sandals, and I'm really

For both men and women, khaki colored

shorts, pants, and capris are taking their

place next to jeans in the favorites pile.

"Khakis are standard," Canning said.

"We've got light weight khakis for when it

gets hot, too."

"I also hope that there won't be any more
three-fourth length anything."

Tired of the polyester and gaudiness of

the fall's revival of the '70s, students like

Mapara are looking for something new.

As a statement against Spring's new
Brightly colored and tan denims are espe- looks, some like Jamie Chang, a second-

Capri pants, like those worn by student Sheila Bar! (left) are still popular clothing

Items for spring, as are the sandals and tank top that Jackie Hui wears.

cially popular, as are denim items with

metallic accents, like paint and rhinestones,

she said. ,

Dark denim, however, will take a back-

seat as lighter colors take the main stage,

some students comment.

"This spring, it will be all about color,

even with denim," Teubner said. "Dark col-

ors from fall will be replaced by lighter

denim, and brighter colors."

Fashionistas can also look forward to a

rebirth of the vintage '70s looks introduced

in the fall

.

"I really don't think much is going to

change from last season," said Payal

Mapara, a second year undeclared student.

year undeclared student, stick to their

favorite looks. For her, a change in season

does not necessarily mean a change in

wardrobe.

"I love red, gray, and black," Chang said.

"The stuff that's out now is way too flowery

and girly. I really like big, long coats, even

though they tend to be warm in the sum-

mer."

Like others, Chang- is a fan of Converse

tennis shoes, a hallmark of the alternative

fashion scene, and vintage sundresses from

the '50s.

"I just bought this neat vintage sun-

dress," she said. "I like it much more than

the stufT that's out now."
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Dead clones cast pall over research
COWS: Researchers say

lower survival rate part

of process, causes delay

By Audrey Cooper
The Associated Press

SACRAMENTO Two of three

cloned calves at California State

University, Chico, have died in recent

weeks, causing yet another delay in

what has been a longer-thati-expecled

race to clone livestock for commercial

use.

Researchers believe the two
Charolais calves died from an intesti-

nal infection. Such immune problems

arc common in cloned calves, said

Cynthia Daley, a professor heading

Ihe research.

A third clone, Martie, nearly died

from a similar infection, but has

gained weight and seems to be
absorbing antibodies from her surro-

gate mother's milk.

_ The calves were cloned as part of

Programs may be based

on need rather than age

The AsK>ciated Press

Phoebe Smith, a veterinarian at UC Davis, tries to coax Martie, a

three-week-old cloned calf, back to its pen Monday.

research sponsored by Cyagra Inc., a

Kansas company studying livestock

cloning's commercial prospects. The
deaths reduce its cloned calf popula-

tion to 10.

^t is going slower than we expect-

ed," Cyagra spokesman Audy Spell

said. "It's a challenge because we
don't experience the same problems

with every calf, but I'm hoping that

this will become affordable and reli-

able within Ave years."

ELDERLY: Future surges

in population of seniors

prompts policy changes

By Steve Lawrence
The Associated Press

SACRAMENTO - California

should consider basing elderly pro-

grams on need instead of age to help

deal with a surge in seniors brought

on by the graying of the baby boom
generation, a state study said

Monday.

"We cannot afford to have every-

body treated the same," said state

Sen. John Vasconcellos, D-Santa

Clara, chairman of the Senate

Subcommittee on Aging and Long-

Term Care.

Vasconcellos and Assemblywoman
Rebecca Cohn, D-Saratoga, released

-» University ofCalifornia report that

recommends about 60 policy

changes to cope with at least a 172

percent increase in seniors over the

next 40 years.

The state's senior population is

expected to begin to grow dramati-

cally starting in 201 1, when the oldest

members of the baby boom genera-

tion bom after World War 1 1 begin to

retire.

By 2020, California will have 6.5

million residents who are 65 or older

- compared to 3.5 million today.

The biggest growth will be among
seniors 85 and older. Their numbers

are expected to increase 200 percent

in the next 40 years as life spans

increase.

The report, by UC's California

Policy Research Center, is the first of

three that will be used by the Health

and Human Services Agency to

develop a plan by 2003 to deal with

the sharp increase in Californians

over 65.

Attehtion Undergrads

Candidate packets are now available for the

2001 -2002 undergraduate student

association council positions at the election

board office 31 2 Kerckhoff Hall —

Candidate packets are due at

NOON on Friday, April 13

Endorsement Applications for

Endorsing groups are also

available and due

NOON onFriday,April13

STUDENTS
ASSOCIATION

COUNCIL

For more information contact tlie

Election Board in 312 Kercldioff Mali
StUDENte
ASSOCIATION

»UNCII

Need to

Stretch Your

Look for it

5th &10th

Week
• • •

For advertising

information, please call

825-2161
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Americans held in China after crash
PLANE: Crew members

remain in captivity after

collision with other craft

The Associated Press

President Bush speaks outside the Oval Office demanding China

arrange the "prompt and safe return" of 24 U.S. crew members.

By Martin Fadder

The Associated Press

LINGSHUI,China Twenly-Cour

Americans and Iheir spy plane were

confined to a military base on a tropi-

cal Chinese island under a blanket of

secrecy today, still out of contact two

days after a collision with a Chinese

warplanc. American diplomats were

heading to the site.

Reporters who visited the base

where the EP-3 made an emergency

landing Sunday found a complex of

new, white-tiled buildings. Its palm-

lined driveway looked like the

entrance to a tropical golf resort. The
island of Hainan - 2,700 miles south

of Beijing - is a favorite of sun-loving

tourists.

The U.S. plane was standingempty
on a runway, according to a Chinese

sailor reached by telephone at an

adjacent naval facility. The sailor,

who refused to give his name, said the

24 crew members had been moved to

a military guest house. The Chinese

pilot and the Chinese warplane,

meanwhile, were missing.

It wasn't clear whether Chinese

experts bad tried to examine the EP-

3's sophisticated surveillance equip-

ment. U.S. officials said the plane

shouldn't be boarded without permis-

sion.

A U.S. olTicial, speaking on condi-

tion of anonymity, said standard pro-

cedure would call for the EP-3 crew to

destroy as much of the plane's sensi-

tive surveillance equipment as possi-

ble.

In London, a military expert said -

China could sell any information it

obtained to the Russians, giving them

access to "one of the most sophisticat-

ed intelligence-gathering airplanes in

the world."

"It's catastrophic for the U.S. if the

Chinese have managed to gain access

to the aircraft and if they've managed
to obtain access to the computers and
the hard disks," said Paul Beaver of

Jane's Information Group, publisher

of the respected Jane's Defense

Weekly.

On Monday, armed guards

detamed at least six reporters near the

base on Hainan, including one who
climbed a hill to get a glimpse of the

aircraft.

U.S. Ambassador Joseph Prueher.

speaking in Beijing, said American

officials were being denied contact

with the crew, and President Bush

demanded their "prompt and safe

return."

In Washington, U.S. officials said

the United States was keeping three

Navy destroyers in the vicinity of

Hainan. The ships were en route

home from the Persian Gulf and had

visited Hong Kong.

After discussing the incident with

his national security team. Bush said

he was dismayed that diplomats had

not been given access to the crew.

Three U.S. diplomats Hew to Hainan

island and were making their way to

the base.

Chinese leaders appeared to be try-

ing to decide on a response ^ not <ffi=

unusual tactic for a government that

SeePlANE,page10

Senate passes campaign finance measure
BILL' Legislation pushed

by McCam will still face

battles in House, courts

By David Esp«
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - The Senate

approved landmark legislation

Monday to reduce the influence of

big money in political campaigns,

capping a fierce, six-year struggle

that catapulted Sen. John McCain to

national prominence.

The 59-41 vote sent the measure to

the House, where a tough fight is

expected even though similar bills

have been approved twice in recent

years. Beyond that. President Bush

has not said definitively whether he

will sign the bill, and, if the measure is

approved, a court challenge to its

constitutionality is a certainty.

"He'll look at it when it reaches

his desk. It's still going through the

legislative process," said White
House spokesman Scott McClellan.

Still, supporters hailed the

Senate's action as a signal that cam-

paign finance laws are likely to be

Guerilla forces break peace at

Macedonia, Kosovo borders

The Asvxiated Press

Sen. John McCain, R-Ariz., listens to Mark Buse (right) McCain's lead

advisor for the McCain-Feingold campaign finance reform bill.

changed for the first time since the

Watergate era. Passage will "put a

lasting mark on the record of democ-

racy," said Sen. Russ Feingold of

Wisconsin, the leading Democratic

supporter. — - - -

The legislation "will let us get

away from the obscene money

See SENATE, page 12

CONFLICT: Peacekeepers

find rebel weapons; Slav

protesters contend talks

By Laura King

The Associated Press

SKOPJE, Macedonia - Ethnic

Albanian rebels and Macedonian
forces skirmished Monday on the

tense border with Kosovo, breaking a

two-day lull in the fighting.

Macedonia said one of the rebels was
wounded in the exchange of small-

arms fire.

Meanwhile, demonstratorsjeered a

European security envoy seeking to

quell tensions in the former Yugoslav

republic, and an ethnic Albanian

party boycotted government-initiated

talks on reforms.

Also Monday, the NATO-led
peacekeeping force in Kosovo said it

seized a substantial arms cache near

the village of Krivenik, just across the

frontier. The peacekeepers found an

abandoned guerrilla encampment

with 32 rocket-propelled grenades

and 80 boxes of small-arms ammuni-
tion, said spokeswoman Capt. Alayne

Cramer.

It was the latest such discovery of

rebel weaponry in recent days by the

peacekeepers, who have pledged to

help stop guerrilla infiltration of

Macedonia from Kosovo.

Krivenik, the village near where the

arms were found, was the scene of a

mortar attack Thursday in which an

Associated Press Television News
journalist, British national Kerem
Lawton, was killed. Both Macedonian

forces and the rebels denied responsi-

bility; the peacekeepers arc investigat-

ing where the shells came from.

The latest exchange of gunfire on

the border, reported by Macedonia's

military, followed a 48-hour lull in

clashes between the army and rebels.

Army spokesman Blagoja Markovski

said three rebels fired shots at

Macedonian troops near the moun-
tain village of Selce, a former guerrilla

stronghold in the hills above Tetovo,

S«e BALKANS, page 12

WORLD & NATION BRIEFS

Death toll rises in Israel,

peace talks break down
RAFAH, Gaza Strip - In the second Israeli

airstrike in less than a week, helicopter gun-

ships homed in on a pickup truck and fired

rockets on Monday that killed an Islamic mili-

tant suspected of planting roadside bombs.

In the biblical town of Bethlehem,

Palestinian gunmen and Israeli soldiers

exchanged intense gunfire. An Israeli soldier

was killed and at least eight Palestinians were

wounded. Clouds of white smoke rose from

Bethlehem, from tank shells and grenade

launchers, and the thunderous booms could be

heard in central Jerusalem, a few miles away.

In office for less than a month, Israel's

Prime Minister Ariel Sharon finds himself in a

worsening battle with Palestinian militants.

Sharon has promised to restore calm, but so

far he has employed military tactics similar to

those used by his predecessor Ehud Barak,

who was voted out of office after failing to

quell the Palestinian uprising.

Palestinians blamed Israel for the

recent increase in fighting. "All these

Israeli attacks will destroy the peace

process and increase the cycle of violence

in the region," said Palestinian Information

Minister Yasser Abed Rabbo.

Peace talks have broken down, and there

are no prospects for their revival at present.

City population growth

highest in South, West
WASHINGTON The United States

experienced the biggest population increase in

its history during the 1990s, the Census

Bureau reported Monday, as explosive growth

in cities of the South and West helped counter

declines in the Plains and across the Rust Belt.

New York and Los Angeles still have the

two biggest cores of population. Good climate

and jobs helped Las Vegas; McAllen, Texas;

and Boise, Idaho, grow the fastest.

Las Vegas again was No. I in

growth, according to the report

Monday by the Census Bureau.

Growth in cities brought new chal-

lenges to city officials dealing with more
sprawl and an influx of immigrants arriving to

take low-wage jobs. The report also renewed

attention on isolated counties in America's

heartland trying to reverse declining popula-

tions and economies.

"These are areas that have suffered declines

over the years, where young people have been

moving from," said University of Michigan

demographer William Frey. "Young people

want to go where the action is, where the new
jobs arc."

Space telescope peers

at exploding star

The Hubble Space Telescope, peering 10 bil-

lion years back in time to when the universe was

in its adolescence, has spotted the most distant

exploding star ever observed.

Researchers said the discovery bolsters the

controversial theory that mysterious "dark ener-

gy" is accelerating the expansion of the cosmos.

Invisible and poorly understood, dark energy

might account for as much as two-thirds of

space. Proposed a century ago by Einstein, it

may counteract more familiar forces such as

gravity.

The supernova, barely discernible with the

most powerful instruments, provides clues to

dark energy. While dim, the dying star gleams

brighter and moves differently than it would if

the universe had expanded at a steady rate since

the beginning of time.

"(Dark energy) is every bit as amazing as

black holes," said University of Chicago cos-

mologist Michael Turner in a briefing at

NASA's Washington headquarters. "It controls

the density of nature. It's the key to understand-

ing how all of nature's particles and forces fit

together.

Compiled from Daily Bruin wire reports.
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Milosevic faces new accusations FAA warnings on night

INVESTIGATION: Former

president's ally allegedly

planned armed rebellion

By Dusan Stojanovic

The Associated Press

BELGRADE, Yugoslavia -
Criminal

, investigations against

Slobodan Milosevic widened
Monday, with police charging the

former Yugoslav president with

inciting his guards to shoot at offi-

cers sent to arrest him for alleged

corruption and abuse of power
Ever defiant, Milosevic demand-

ed to be released in an appeal filed

from his cell in Belgrade's -Central

Prison, calling his arrest "politically

staged." But there were signs of

more trouble ahead; Police blamed

a key Milosevic loyalist for plotting

an "armed rebellion" against the

pro-democracy government that

drove Milosevic from power in

Oclobcr,

Lt. Gen. Sreten Lukic. who heads

Serbia's Public Security, said Sinisa

Vucinic - head of Milosevic's per-

sonal security in his Belgrade villa -

was under investigation for "much

more serious crimes consisting of

elements pertaining to an armed
rebellion and organizing of armed
groups for much wider actions."

Milosevic was arrested early

Sunday following a 26-hour standoff

with police. Authorities added incit-

ing violence to the growing list of

charges pending against the former

president after his guards sprayed

police with automatic gunfire to

repel an attempted raid on his villa

Saturday, wounding four officers.

If tried and convicted on all the

Yugoslav charges pending against

him, Milosevic would face five to 15

years in prison. Three of his body-

guards are also in police custody.

The U.N. wa/crimes tribunal in

The Hague, Netherlands, has indict-

ed Milosevic for crimes against

humanity stemming from his crack-

down on ethnic Albanians in

Kosovo in 1999. The United States

and other Western governments

have pressured Belgrade to extra-

4uc Milosevic, . . __„.„.^

At stake was $50 million in U.S.

aid - money thai Washington had

withheld until it determined that

Yugoslavia was serious about coop-

erating with the tribunal. On
Monday, the State Department said

the cash would be released now that

Milosevic was behind bars, although

Secretary of State Colin Powell said

future assistance hinged on cooper-

ation whh the U.N. court.

Yugoslav officials insist they first

must try Milosevic in their own
courts before considering any extra-

dition demands. "We will not be

blackmailed," Serbian Prime

Minister Zoran Djindjic told

Germany's ZDF television

Monday. Serbia is Yugoslavia's

main republic.

But Zoran Zivic, the federal

prime minister, said Monday in

Greece that Yugoslavia intends to

push through a bill that would abol-

ish a law forbidding citizens to be

extradited to foreign courts.

Since his ouster, Milosevic has

maintained that he was removed in

an "illegal coup." Justice officials

say they believe he was planning a

return to power - by force if neces-

sary.

- Police on Monday displayed «-

huge arsenal they said they found in

Milosevic's villa in a tony Belgrade

neighborhood - a cache that includ-

ed 27 automatic rifles, 23 anti-lank

mines, .33 hand grenades and five

crates of ammunition.

landings went unheeded
INQUIRY: Investigation to

look into cause of crash,

why notice not received

ByJudMiKoMer
The Associated Press

ASPEN. Colo. -The Federal

Aviation Administration launched an

investigation into why a warning

against nighttime bad-weather landings

at the Aspen airport apparently never

reached the tower before the crash of

an executivejet that left 18 people dead.

The FAA warning, issued two days

before Thursday's crash, said planes

should be banned from making night

instrument landings at the airport,

where pilots are forced to make a steep

descent to a single runway surrounded

by mountains.

—Air traffic eontfoller»appttr«mly liid

not receive the warning and gave the

charter pilot permission for an instru-

ment landing Thursday in light snow.

Moments later, the twin-engine

Gulfstream III crashed a few hundred

yards from the runway, killing all 15

passengers and three crew members.

Mike Fergus, spokesman for the

FAA's accident investigation division

in Seattle, said Monday that the agency

is investigating the handling of the

notice by the FAA's Denver office.

The matter was first raised by the

National Transportation Safety Board

during its investigation of the crash.

"Now that the NTSB has raised the

issue, it is part of our investigation. We
are not trying to hide anything," Fergus

said.

Investigators have not determined

what role the mistake may have played

in the crash. The cause of the crash is

still under investigation.

An NTSB team was headed for

Oklahoma City to meet with FAA offi-

cials and flight inspectors who issued

the order. A second NTSB team was to

begin analyzing the airplane's cockpit

voice recorder in Washington.

-The ban was supposed to be distr4b-»

uted by fax by the FAA's Denver office,

but there is no record ofa fax being sent

from the Denver center to Aspen or

one being received by Aspen, said

Carol Carmody, acting chairwoman

for the NTSB.

x:

rthe Center
tor women§;men

Spring Quarter Programs

Child Care Workshops
1st Monday of each month

April 2, May 7, June 4: 12:00-1:00 p.m., 2 Dodd Hall.

Roommate Doctor
Every Monday

> 2:00-4:00 p.m., 2 Dodd Hall.

Brown Bag Lunch Discussions for Re-Entry/Nontraditional Students
1st Wednesday of each month

April 4. May 2 , June 6: 12 :00-1:00 p.m., 2 Dodd Hall.

Graduate Women in Science Brown Bag Lunch Discussion
April 6 & 19, May 4, June 1: 12:00-1:00 p.m., 2 Dodd Hall.

Self-Defense Workshops for Women
Saturdays: April 21, May 19, June 2 -(in the residence halls)

Please sign up for one of these Saturdays. Space is limited. -, ^ -^ -

Express Yourself: Assertiveness Training
Wednesdays: April 25, May 9, 12:00-1:30 p.m., 2 Dodd Hall.

Stress Reduction Workshop
Thursday, April 26, 12:00-1:00 p.m.

Car Maintenance: Under the Hood
Saturdays: April 28, May 19; 9:00 a.m.-12:00 p.m.

Please sign up for one of these Saturdays. Space is limited.

UCLAV First Annual InternationalNO Diet Day
Brought to you by SNAC. Take the UCLA campus-wide pledge on Tuesday, May 8th, 11:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m..

Westwood Plaza or Room 2, Dodd Hall or Arthur Ashe Student Health & Wellness Center
^..

'•.',"'"''' *

Finding a Balance: School, Family and Career
Wednesday, May 9, 4:00-5:30 p.m., 2 Dodd Hall.

'' And More...

ions

Would
YOUl

like to

—
-I

your

'---I

For more information, please call (310) 825-3945 or stop by Room 2, Dodd Hall
www.thecenter.ucla.edu

5th Week

For I

advertising '

information,

please call
|

825-2161
I
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YELLOW sticker

identifies

a USED textbook

check

the savings!

Textbboks* 510. 206. 0791

www.uclasjtore.com

UCLfkir
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MOCK
From page 1

I'CLA's success came despite

inadequate preparation time, coach-

es or monetary resources, team

members said. The team, which had

lost several members earlier in the

season, later added new witnesses,

which forced members to learn new

roles and adapt to changes m itTlTway

they would be judged.

"It was surprising to find that wc

were at the same perlbrmancc level

as those powerhouse schools," said

Gebelin, a third-year political sci-

ence student.

UCLA lost precious practice

time during lOlh and finals weeks,

while other teams practiced regular-

ly, according to team members.

Schools such as Yale University

which are on the semester system,

finished finals in late December -

well before the national competition.

Such schools also finished midterms

a month before the national compe-

tition.

UCLA also faced a coaching dis-

advantage.

"Certain teams have a large

coaching stafT and funding to sup-

port going to invilationals." said

Meeta Chakravarti, a second-year

political science student.

Chakravarti said it is common for

teams like Northwestern University,

who has six coaches, to have large

coaching stalls.

UCLA's mock trial teams have

one coach, Gonzalo Freixes. a lec-

turer at The Anderson School at

UCLA who spent 10 to 20 hours

with the members to prepare for

nationals.

Inadequate monetary resources

also made a difference in the compe-

tition and allowed wealthier teams to

fly to nationals with all expenses

paid.

"Other teams have more money
to spend on exhibits," said Gebelin,

who played a prosecuting attorney

and a defendant.

For example, she said, one team

spent $25,000 on exhibits alone, but

UCLA only spent $150. Wealthier

teams presented exhibits featuring

Web sites, color pictures and velcro

posters in which team members
pulled off a velcro patch to reveal

their conclusions.

"Having the money to do that

helps you perform well because

judges like it," said Chakravarti, who
played a defense attorney.

While UCLA's Pre-Law Society

paid the team's hotel and rental car

fees with revenues from its Law
Forum and membership fees, team

members had to pay approximately

$350 each to fly to Iowa.

[n addition to these challenges,

the teams had to quickly adapt to

changes in their case.

"We had to change our style a lit-

tle bit because Iowa courtroom

judges and lawyers have a dilTerent

courtroom demeanor than Los

Angeles lawyers," Gebelin said.

"Los Angeles lawyers, are usually

more aggressive so we had to tone it

down," she continued.

Attorneys in LA. may question

witnesses using yes or no questions.

Such specific questions leave the wit-

ness little control over their testimo-

ny and enable an attorney to more

easily compel a witness to prove

their point. According to Gebelin,

such conduct in Iowa could be con-

sidered badgering a witness.

Teams which competed in nation-

als over the weekend had to add two

witnesses to their case.

After placing ab6ve teams from

Rhodes, Yale, Northwestern and

Eastern Kentucky Universities -

teams which have traditionally

received top-place finishes -

UCLA's teams are looking to the

future.

"I think we might actually have a

shot at the national title next year,"

said Tom Dunlevy, a third-year eng-

lish student and the captain of the

honorable mention team.

CHILDCARE
From page 1

-f^

working to secure donor funding,

Erickson said. "I'm very pleased that the

OITice of the President has provided the

matching funds."

"My hope is that the campus will be

able to identify a donor or donors to help

us construct the badly needed new facili-

ty," Erickson added.

The issue of providing alTordable and

quality child care services throughout

UC campuses has been pressing.

According to the most recent report

released by the Child Care Task Force,

the university will need to recruit 7,000

professors by the year 2010 in order to

replace retiring faculty and accommo-
date the influx of students over the next

decade. The majority of incoming faculty

members will consist of young families,

making the availability of child care ser-

vices an important factor in maintaining

UCLA as a competitive employer,

Erickson said

— Tor %^(
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Review posted on 2/28/2001 at 1:44:56 AM

If you love poetry, I mean, you really live, breathe, think

poetry, like along with water, you would need it to survive

on this planet, then take Prof. Lincoln for a poetry class.

He is the finest poetry professor I have ever had and the

only professor I have taken a setond class with due to

how much I enjoyed the first. I took Eng. 174b and 174c,

American poetry 1900-1945 and 1945-present, and he is

definitely the man to take. But beware, do not take him if

you are merely indifferent to poetry. Lincoln is a poet him-

self and the man seems to know everything about poetry

on every level, from musical origins, poet history, move-

ments, styles, technicality, you name it, he knows it, and

his teaching style reflects this love of this beautiful art

Each lecture is devoted usually to one poet, no more than

two, where as a class we will look at about 4 or 5 poems in

depth with maximum depth usually on 2 poems. But often,

the prof, will go off on seemingly non sequitur tangents to

prior trains of thought, but to the student who really loves

poetry, you will catch on to what this enthused man is get-

ting at. You will also begin to make non linear jumps in rea-

soning and see hidden relationships you never even

thought of before. If you dig poetry deeply and are longing

for someone to really inspire you, then take Lincoln.

kr ]<t\\
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SHAPING THE GREAT CITY: MODERN ARCHITEQURE IN CENTRAL EUR0PEJ890-1937

You may have your view of where the modern city is heading. But do you know where it's been^ Our

current exhibition traces the modem metropolis back to its early 20th-century roots. For more

information, just call ( 310) 440 - 7300 or visit us on the Web at www.getty.edu. Parking is only ^5 and

based on availability Come witness the birth of the great city and get an amazing view of this one, loo.

SEDERS!
Sat. & Sun. April 7 & 8 at 8pm

.\ii amazing experience led by Rabbi Cunin of

Chabads Telethon & his son, Rabbi Mendel.

Gourmet dinner/fine wines

Suggested donation: $18/Students $10

STUDENT/FACULTY DINNERS!
April 9-14, 5-8pm

Delicious Passover meals catered bv IREiNE

Suggested donation: Faculty $ 1 2/Stu'dents $8

MOSHLACH'S FEAST
April 15 at 6:30pm

4 cups of wine, Dinner & Chassidic rejoicing

Suggested donation: Your Commitment to celebrate!

Please RSVP now:
fon: 310.208.7511 email: mendel@chabad.coin -

Chabad House at U.C.L.A. Ohel Menachem Mendel
741 Gayley Ave. Westwood -^—-^ ^

info

*^«i<<»HPM»j1— »^—
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Do you want to become
a leader on campus?

Check out the

BRUIN LEADERS PROJEOf
A seminar based leadership project sponsored by the Center for Student

Programming that will help you develop your leadership skills. Come check
us out at a no obligation orientation session it is definitely worth a look!

Bruin Leaders Project Orientation Sessions during First Week (pick one!)

Tuesday, April 3"* 12-1 p.m. Ackerman 2408
Wednesday, April 4*^ 1-2 p.m. Ackerman 2408
Thursday, April 5*^ 2-3 p.m. Ackerman 2408

:"^^V

We hope to see you!
&r ingggjnformation on the Bruin Leaders Project, please contact

(310) 20<$-5Q|||^|§y3Jp@ucIa/edu or stop by our office at Jj

UCLA's Fifth Annual

Women's Leadership Conference
Mechanisms For Change

Saturday, April 7, 2001
* I "

' . Ackerman Grand Ballroom

» •'

>

9:45 AM - 4:00 PM
>i. No Admission Fee!

t "tm
'^^ Lunch will beselrved

' ti^H^^^^^v

1 Featuring

Jami^ Lee Curtis
Actress/Author/Actlvlst

^.,. Michele HaniiKQii * ^ .

Associfi^ Clinical Professor of Medicine/ Cai|jliology, UCLA
Co-Director of UCtA's Heart Failure Program

* •'-'*..

Congresswoman Lucille Roybal-Atlard (invited)
Representative from California's 33'^ District (Lo$i<^geles)

California St
23rd State disl

Senator Sheila Kliehl
(Western Los Angeles County)

-J'

Rachel Vllorby
Conductor of the Pasadena Pops Orchestra

Tina Oalcland
Director of the OcLA Center for Women and Men

Workshops on different aspects of Women's Leadership

Presented by
Bruin Belle Service Association

Underwritten by the Betty Ford Center *:^^~1 ir^^ v

Supported by the Center for Women and Men
"' -''.- Holiday Inn Brentwood/Bel-Air

Campus Programs Committee of the Program Activities Board
USA Programming and Associated Students Interaction Fund

www.come.to/uciawic

BYU^WS
From page 1

"We're trying to malce it reflect

the student body and legalities," she

continued.

Spletter added that because no

decision has been made, it would be

premature to determine its effect on

UC campuses.

The Wisconsin case began in 1996

when Wisconsin student Scott

Southworth and others contended

the university's fee policy violated

their free speech rights by com-

pelling them to contribute to groups

with whom they disagreed.

Last year, Shabaz ruled that the

student government in Wisconsin

had too much discretion in deciding

how much money various groups

received and ordered the school to

develop a new allocation method.

Last month, the university's asso-

ciated students proposed a new
appeals process for groups com-

plaining that their funding was

adversely affected, but Shabaz was

not satisfied.

"The appeals process protects the

rights of registered student organiza-

tions, but not the rights of individual

students who raise objections,**

Shabaz said in a statement on March

15.

tn nis reccni aecision, snsDST ssia

the fee allocation conflict is pro-

longed by the Wisconsin student gov-

ernment's drive to be the distributor

of these funds, and claimed their

political motives could lead to abuse.

"The complications in this case

relate to the defendant's pursuit not

only of its commitment to fund

diverse student speech, but its com-

peting commitment to empower stu-

dent government to be the arbiter of

that funding," Shabaz stated.

On the other hand, Enciso said it

is the role of a student government to

determine where student fees should

go.

"USAC is a political entity, one

that is supposed to represent and

endorse groups that USAC feels are

vital to the community and educa-

tional climate at UCLA," he said.

USAC, which has been holding ad

hoc meetings since October to dis-

cuss revising its bylaws, was warned

by Administrative Representative

Lyie Timmerman that if its bylaws

weren't revised by Feb. 27, he would

freeze student funds.

But upon the request of the coun-

cil, Chancellor Albert Carnesale

extended the deadline for revision to

April 13.

PLANE
From page 5

takes its time in making major deci-

sions. Beijing issued no new informa-

tion after a statement Sunday blam-

ing the collision on the U.S. plane.

In Paris, Chinese Foreign Minister

Tang Jiaxuan said he hopes the dis-

pute doesn't strain U.S.-Chinese rela-

tions.

**The American side has explained

time and again to our ambassador

that this incident will not influence

the general interests between China

and the United States," Tang said.

The U.S. ambassador, however,

complained that top officials weren't

involved in diplomatic contacts.

"It is inexplicable and unaccept-

able and ofgrave concern to the most

senior leaders in the United States

government that the air crew has

been held incommunicado for over

32 hours. The Chinese so far have

given us no explanation for holding

this crew." Prueher said at a news

conference.

Hainan makes an unlikely focus

for an international diplomatic strug-

gle. Regarded by Chinese as a sleepy,

tropical backwater, the island is as far

south as one can get and still be in

China.
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Review posted on 3/23/2001 at 12:31:43 AM

Dr. Bates is probably one of the best professors I've ever had at this

school. She genuinely cares about student leamii^ She also has the

best TA on this campus (yay, Alison! !-too bad she's leaving) Her read-

ers are exceltent-if you plan on taking her, don't bother buyii^ the

textbook. Her exams are entirely based on the lecture and the reader.

Dr. Bates tries to make her lectures fun and she teaches you tricks on

^w to remember certain materials (Le. amino acid structures). Try

not to miss a lecture and go to CLAPS regularly-itl be worth your

while. Like someone mentioned ab^dy, her exams are LOOONG and

and her final for tMs quarter (SPRING '01) inchided virtualy every-

thh^ covered throu^out the quarter-needless to say, it was brutal.

She gave us an extra 15 minutes (see, she's not heartless) and I think

everyone was stifl in their seats up until she called time. Nevertheless,

takii^ her class is an excellent way of really learning the material for

153A-if you want an easy A and you don't care whether you'd still

remember what you've learned a couple of weeks after your final,

then don't take her. So she's hard. But it's not like she's hard AND

she's a crappy professor. She's an excellent professor. If you want to

make your biochem dass worthwhile, I heartily recommend her,

O yo,, knovv
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SUPERCUTS
®

I III

Hip Hair

Whati Supcrcuts got to do with it?

A lot!

We do simply haircuti For 15 years, thati all we've

done. No color No perms. No chemical processwig.

Fast, tfficiewt. Precise. Supercuts stylists are like

highly trabied athletes, always bi trahiina

constantly leamhig the latest techniques to give you

the look you want - at a price that looks good too.

We tune in to your hair and your head. Supercuts

stylists know how to work with you and your hair:

And we like doing it. Thati why some of [is have

been here for 1 5 to 20 years.

Millions of Supercuts customers swear by [js. Our

customers love our fast pace. Our passion for

cutthig. Our professional attitude. And of course,

they love their haircuti

1 650 Westwood Nvd
between Santa Monica and Wilshire

(310)470-1558
Open / Pays A Week

No AppointmeHt Necessary

M-F 8-9 • Sat 8-7 • Sun 1 0-5

SUPEROnS
$2.00 OFF

An Adult Haircut '^^^*'^!^
V

"^ ,•'- ''^ ^'

1650WestwoodBlvd. '
•

bclwccn Sunla Monica and Wilshire

(310)470-1558 _
Open 7 Days A Weeic • No Appointment Necessary

M-F 8-9 • Sat 8-7 • Sun 10-5

I
One coupon per tustoiiKT Nol valid with any other offer. Coupon expires 4/3()/()l |

And take a shortcut to your next haircut usjng...SUPERCALLTM EXPRESS SERVICE
I. IMioiu' ;ilu';i(i. 2. it'll us Nou'rc oil \oiir uii\. 3. We'll put xmr niniie on the list.
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^ UCLA Chicano Studies Research Center

^ 2307 Murphy Hall, 405 Hilgard Ave, Los Angeles, CA 90095
^ (310) 825-2363 (310) 206-1784 fax www.sscnet.ucla.edu/csrc/

You are cordially invited to attend a Panel Presentation on the history of the

Commemorating the establishment of the
ConiiHion Femenil de Los Angeles Archive

And the research website at:

www.ehicano.ucla.edu/comision
at the UCLA Chicano Studies

Research Center Library

CFIA Archival Committee:

Espenuiza Arche Yolanda Nava

Olivia Rodriguez Uura Balverde-Sanchez, Chair

Featuring founding members:

Lilia Aceves
Supervisor Gloria Molina
Yolanda Nava
Irene Mendez Banales
Karin DavaloS, Currmt CFLA Pre«i«lent

Thursday, April 5, 2001 • Royce Hall, 314
8:30ain - 12HI0 iniooii

rsvp: 3 10-206-6052 • Francisco Garcia • Parking Lot #3 off Hilgard Ave,
$6.00 parking all day

Lose weight and feel better with

T^
A supportive, non-diet approach to a healthy lifestyle!

Weekly Nutrition Support Group

Discover . . .

]'
]

',>

Weekly Fitness Class

Experience . . .

If you ore 30 pounds or niorc overweight and
want to feel better, call the Ashe Center at 825-4073
to schedule a Bruin Weigh evaluation.

ucia Ashe Center & ucia Recreation

SENATE
From page 5

chase," said Sen. Paul Wellstone, D-
. Minn.

"I asked at the start of this debate

for my colleagues to take a risk for

America," said McCain a few

moments before the roll was called.

"In a few minutes, I believe we will do
just that. I will go to my grave deeply

grateful for the honor of being part of

it."

Not everyone was pleased with the

outcome.

"The bill is fatally unconstitution-

al," said Sen. Mitch MtConnell, R-

Ky., who fought to the end against a

bill he has long opposed as an

infringement on free speech. In addi-

tion, hie said, "The underlying theory

is that there is loo much money in pol-

itics, in spite of the fact that last year

Americans spent more on potato

chips than they did on politics."

Voting for the measure were 47

Democrats and 12 Republicans.

There were 38 Republicans and 3

Democrats opposed.

The legislation would ban so-called

soft money, typically five- and six-fig-

ure contributions to political parties

by unions, corporations and individu-

als. Republicans and Democrats com-
bined took in nearly S500 million in~

such funds over the last two years.

It also would ban certain types of

broadcast advertising close to an elec-

tion. The provision, attacked by

McConnell and others as unconstitu-

tional, is an attempt to stop the flood

of "issue ads" by outside groups that

skirted current legal restrictions by

avoiding the direct advocacy of a can-

didate's election or defeat.

in addition, the bill would raise lim-

its on contributions that candidates

and political parties may use for

direct campaign expenses, the first

increases since legislation was enact-

ed in the wake of the Watergate scan-

dal of the 1970s. The existing $1,000

limit on donations to candidates

would rise to $2,000 per election, and
an individual would be permitted to

give $75,000 to all candidates and par-

ties combined over a two-year elec-

tion cyde, up from $25,000. Those
limits would be adjusted for inflation

in the future.

BALKANS
From page 5

the country's second-largest city.

The army returned fire, wounding
one of the rebels, Markovski said. The
injured man was taken to a military

hospital, he said.

The military had said over the

weekend that a wceklong drive to

push guerrillas back across the border

into Kosovo had been a success. The
rebels said they were merely regroup-

ing elsewhere in the steep, inaccessi-

ble hills.

Commanders from the self-styled

National Liberation Army, operating

in isolated units along the rugged
frontier, could not immediately be

reached for comment on the latest

reported clash.

Eariier, about 60 demonstrators

from Macedonia's Slav majority

shouted angry slogans as the

European Union's security chief,

Javier Solana, arrived in Skopje, the

Macedonian capital, for talks with

President Boris Trajkovski and other

officials.

"Leave our constitution alone!"

the protesters yelled, referring to

speculation that the preamble of
Macedonia's constitution could be

rewritten to be more inclusive of the

country's sizable ethnic Albanian
minority.

Trajkovski also met with domestic

political leaders, including ethnic

Albanians - the first soch substantive

talks since last week's government
military offensive against rebels in the

border mountains.
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1989

History has a way of repeating Itself. Pretty cool, huh?

pvcofnAfs''nreer<;

For three years in a row, we've been
named one of the 1 00 Best Companies

To Work For. With real opportunities for

leadership and advancement, perhaps

you'll want to join us as we go for four.

Ernst ex Young
From thought to finish^

C200I EiNSi & Young ur

**"
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Support for human cloning

should end since it has

detrimental effects. See

Viewpoint on Wednesday.

viewpoJnt@media.ucla.edu

40^

Administration, police remind
students ofright' to remain silent

Thumbs down to the University of California Police

Department and the UCLA administration for inappropriate-

ly dealing with UCLA's traditional Midnight Yell last quar-

ter. Not only did the administration implement extremely harsh rules

on student involvement in Midnight Yell, but the excessive police

presence requested by the UCPD and the university was unneces-

sary It looked like a scene out of George Orwell's "1984."

Hoping to avoid a repetition of past events and perhaps to

se the privileged homeowners of Wcstwood, the UCPD called

in police officers from other UC campuses. While a few police offi-

cers can make residents feel safe, too many officers made Wesiwood
look like a police state. Multiple officers stood at each corner as

early as 8 p.m. Money should not have been spent on so many addi-

tional and unneeded officers.

But the administration was just as fanatical in its approach to

Midnight Yell. A student, for example, could face suspension for

throwing a water balloon out of a window. The university's time and
intervention would be better used when more important matters

arise, such as dealing with the soaring rent prices in Wesiwood.
Rather than keeping Midnight Yelj under controljimd within rea-

sonable boundaries, the university's approaeh-tesHJuarler in effect

killed a UCLA tradition. Big Brother needs to back off.

BruinGo! program provides

much-needed service
Thumbs up to extending the BruinGo! program, which gives

students free access to the Santa Monica Big Blue Bus.

Though the program hit some road blocks early on, the uni-

versity decided that continuing the program for another academic
year will help determine whether it should be made permanent.

In light of the continually decreasing availability of parking, the

BruinGo! program is an excellent student service. Since the parking

problem at UCLA will never be solved, this program offers students

more transportation options that not only help ease the parking

crunch, but allows students to live farther away from campus. This

is important considering the ever-increasing rent in Westwood.
Along with these services the program provides to students, it

reduces the number of vehicles at UCLA and has positive implica-

tions for the environment.

The program, however, needs greater publicity. According to the

Transportation Services office, the number of students using this

service did not increase noticeably over the year. The responsibility

lies with the university to make students aware of the program.

The value BruinGo! has for students and the environment justi-

fies establishing it permanently as a student service, regardless of

efforts being made to expand UCLA's parking facilities. This pro-

gram represents the epitome of the types of services we as students

deserve. / \"

ASUCLA library mug another

unnecessary expense
r^i Thumbs down to ASUCLA for marketing the UCLA

J Y* [ Library Mug. Currently, the university's libraries do not
^ ^ allow students to bring beverages in with them unless they

they are in the specially designed ASUCLA mug.

Though it's reasonable to expect that measures be taken to ensure

library materials are kept safe, students shouldn't be restricted to

products made by the university itself. Students shouldn't have to

pay more money to ASUCLA if they have mugs, bottles, or contain-

ers that already protect against spilling liquids. The library mug is a

totally frivolous and unnecessary expenditure placed on students by
an association that is supposed to belong to them. And all for the

sake of profits.

Thumbs Up/Thumbs Down represents the majority opinion of the Daily

Bruin Editorial Board. Send feedback to vJewpoint@media.ucla.edu.

SP-1, 2 protesters living in the past

Ben

Shapiro

ACTIVISM: Social climate

has changed since 1960s,

though students ignore it

There has been a disruption in

the space-time continuum. It is

scientifically documented that

while the rest of the Earth has moved
on and changed day by day, some

college campuses have hit a fourth-

dimensional speed bump and gone

flying off the

road, crashing

into a wall cov-

ered with slo-

gans of "We
Shall

Overcome" and

"Rebel Against

Authority." For

the students at

these campuses,

their sense of

time is also

reversed, which

makes for a

tragicomic situ-

ation. While the world has pro-

gressed beyond the bounds of4he

1960s, many of those associated with

universities seem oblivious to the

change.

This would explain the strange

occurrence on March 14. On that

day, several influential Student

Association Groups organized a

gigantic anti-SP-1 and SP-2 rally.

Seeing over 1,000 protesters getting

together to march for diversity and

equality was an inspirational event -

in the 1960s. Times have changed.

Policies have changed.

The misguided cries of hundreds

upon hundreds of people chanting

such slogans as "Education is a right,

not just for the rich and white," wear-

ing stickers reading "Access Denied"

and holding signs accusing the UC
Regents of racism were intemperate,

inaccurate and morally irresponsible.

Having to watch as leaders of the

rally proclaimed that they were fol-

lowing the path Martin Luther King

Jr. paved by attempting to prevent

the reversal of "30 years of civil

rights struggle" was not only silly, but

disrespectful to the memory of that

great American hero.

Instead of leading a debate on

affirmative action to try and come to

a reasonable solution through intelli-

gent dialogue, the protesters shut

down a mayoral debate, marched

around campus, and filled the air

with their absurd shibboleths.

Take for example, that most toler-

ant and diverse of all chants, "educa-

tion is a right, not just for the rich

and white." Hmm. Since when was

education in the Bill of Rights? There

is no possible way that college educa-

tion is a right. In any case it is a privi-

lege! Freedom is a right. Education is

not a right.

As for the second half of the awful

aphorism, it seems that the last

UCLA census showed that the Asian

Shapiro is a first-year philosophy stu-

dent brining reason to the masses. E-

mail him at FrumRddle@yahoo.com.

population is actually larger than the

white population, making up

between 43 and 45 percent of the

total student population.

Can the white community start

claiming "underrepresentation" yet?

Another favorite slogan was "This

is what diversity looks like."

Interesting. These are the people

who say that diversity is necessary to

enrich the lives of the students

attending university.

Since when was skin color enrich-

ing? Martin Luther King Jr. stated in

his "I Have a Dream" speech, "I

have a dream that my four little chil-

dren will one day live in a nation

where they will not be judged by the

color of their skin, but by the content

of their character." The actual law of

SP-1 states, "The University of

California shall not use race, reli-

gion, sex, color, ethnicity or national

origin as criteria for admission to the

University or to any program of

study."

Isn't the message of that law a lot

closer to that of Martin Luther King

than that of affirmative action, which

states that people should be admitted

to universities based on race?

How about protesting for diversi-

ty of ideas? That would have been

something worth protesting for. That

would enrich the college experience -

hearing from both sides on any given

topic.

But where was the other side,

protesting against the protest?

Where was diversity of opinion? Has
the UC system, the same system that

brought us the "Free Speech

Movement," become free speech

only for the left?

Everyone on campus has at least

one time or another seen the "Access

Denied" T-shirts and stickers, the

chalk scrawls "Resist

Resegregation," or the signs at the

rally saying "UC Regents - We See

UC Racists." Really now.

Do these people really think that

the UC Regents sit up nights plan-

ning how to hurt African Americans,

Latinos, or other minorities? Can't

you just see Ward Connerly waking

up in the middle of the night, turning

to his wife, and saying "Honey, 1 just

can't sleep until I've found a way to

hurt poor, disadvantaged people?"

How about the statistic that of tht

minorities admitted to the UC sys-

tem under "special criteria" (i.e. affir-

mative action), only 7.2 percent grad-

uated in four years, and less than 50

percent in six years (http://www.lar-

ryelder.com/racial/noaffirmative.hl

m)? And they say that afilrmative

action won't weaken the academic

status of the student pool.

Not to mention that the protesters

conveniently ignored the fact that

even if SP-1 and SP-2 were repealed,

affirmative action would still be ille-

gal under Proposition 209, which

was passed by an overwhelming mar-

gin in the state of California.

Since when was access denied to

students who are deserving based on

their hard work and not just on their

color? The top 12.5 percent of

California high school students are

automatically admitted to the UC
system, and every student from
California who applies through the '

Eligibility in the Local Context pro-

gram, meaning that they finished in

the top 4 percent of their schools, is

admitted to at least one of the UC
campuses.

Under the ELC program, if a cer-

tain school has a senior class average

of a D-plus and class size of 250, and

someone finishes ninth in the class

S«eSNAPIII0,page16
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UC official deserves stiffer punishment for dishonesty
CHEATING: Administrator

allegedly falsified records

to keep athletes eligible

By Hal Pashler

What do you guess would happen
if a student at UCLA fraudulently

altered his or her academic records

and was unlucky enough to get

caught? Probably you would expect

the student to be punished quite

severely, and possibly even thrown

out of school. And what do you sup-

pose would happen in the unlikely

event that a top administrator in the

University of California system was

found to have done the same thing?

Aside from its bizarre premise,

this question seems pretty easy:

obviously such an administrator

would be fired, would he not? Well,

it turns out that under President

Atkinson's leadership, things don't

work quite as you might expect at

the University of California. For the

students, however, academic fraud

fashier is a professor of psychology at

the University of California, San Diego,

and president of the California

Association of Scholars, an organization

dedicated to fostering high academic

standards in California higher education.

is indeed a very serious matter.

Over the years, many UC stu-

dents (including quite a few at

UCLA) have been caught altering

their academic records in one way
or another. Last year at UC San

Diego, for example, a student work-

ing with computers in the registrar's

office was found to have inserted

grades into her friends' academic

records. In this, and every other

such case I have heard about, the

punishment was extremely severe:

the culprits were dismissed from

school, either permanently or for a

period of several years.

It turns out that things work

quite differently, however, when the

same offense is committed by a top

administrator in the University of

California Office of the President.

Like corrupt grandees in a 17th-

century court, officials at UCOP
seem not to believe they must live

by the same rules as those in less

elevated positions. This became
apparent about a month ago in the

case of Alex Saragoza, a vice presi-

dent of the UC system.

Saragoza serves at President

Ktchard Atkinson's pleasure in the

president's office and receives a

salary of $207,000 per year. There

he oversees policy on all campuses,

including UCLA. As reported in

the San Francisco Chronicle on

Feb. 27, 2001, Saragoza (also a

member of the Berkeley faculty)

admitted to falsifying students' aca-

demic records in 1999.

The case involved two football

players. To maintain the students'

athletic eligibility, Saragoza report-

edly enrolled them retroactively in

classes they never attended, granti-

ng them fraudulent course credit.

Football powerhouses in the

Midwest and the South are notori-

ous for having ovcrzealous coaches

who occasionally try to lean on a

professor to grade a player's exams
a bit more leniently. Such cases

have resulted in embarrassment on

the part of administrators, and

more than a little irritation on the

part of faculty.

Our own Saragoza case, howev-

er, goes very far beyond that,

involving not leniency but out-and-

out academic fraud.

So exactly what sanction was

imposed on Saragoza? Just one:

UC Berkeley suspended him froma
semester of teaching on the cam-

pus. This sounds like a penally,

albeit a very mild one. In reality, it

is not that at all - it is more like a

joke. Saragoza is an administrator

and his entire salary comes from

the Office of the President. His

teaching is essentially volunteer

work.

Despite the suspension, he wi ll

continue to receive his $207,000

salary and to set policy for the

entire UC system (including

See PASHLER, page 17

Soboroff has experience, ability to lead Los Angeles into future
MAYOR: Candidate's plan

for LAUSD is evidence of

his potential amid others

By Chey Tor

As the City of Angels enters next

week's primary election, many of the

top leadership posts are up for grabs.

But there is only one race that stands

out, and that is the battle to be the

next mayor of Los Angeles. With

more than a dozen candidates

Tor is a second-year iJpliticalscience

student.

appearing on the ballot, only six have

any real chance of making the runoff

election later in the year. And of the

narrowed list, only one man stands

out.

Steve Soboroff is his name, and

problem-solving is his job. He's a

businessman who is very active in the

community, and as a troubleshooter

for Mayor Richard Riordan,

Soboroff has volunteered his unique

experience to help improve the quali-

ty of life in Los Angeles. In his effort

to help the city, the man has built a

solid track record that has come to

demonstrate his abilities and poten-

tials to be an effective leader for

America's second-largest metropolis.

SoborofTs extensive involvement

in the city's affairs make him the

ideal candidate for mayor. From his

continuing relationship with the Big

Brothers organization to playing a

vital role in building Staples Center.

Soboroff is genuine in his desire to

see Los Angeles grow and prosper in

the new century. Among his goals,

Soboroff would like to create neigh-

borhood school districts, make our

city safer, improve our daily traffic

problems, empower local neighbor-

hoods, keep the region's economy
moving forward and demand effi-

ciency.

If elected, he'll do that and proba-

bly more. His ultimate desire is to

build a better Los Angeles, one that

is better than the day before. This

process has been ongoing since the

1992 riot.

When looking at his goals, it is

clearly understood that the issues

raised need to be tackled now. Public

education is one of them. The Los

Angeles Unified School District has

been unresponsive to the needs of its

students, parents and teachers. The
mess at its bureaucratic headquarters

downtown is so great that the

spillover effect is taking its lipll on ihe

students' education.

Soboroff plans to resolve this

problem by breaking up the mon-

strous LAUSD into 20-40 neighbor-

hood school districts.

The benefits of such a bold move
would be:

• Faster response time to commu-
nity concerns so that parents, teach-

ers and administrators can react to

community matters without having

to go downtown for approval.

• Improved oversight so that par-

ents, teachers and community lead-

ers have easy access to local over-

sight functions of neighborhood

school districts.

• More efficient implementation

of new initiatives so that neighbor-

hood school districts allow for rapid

See TOR, page 16
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with an average of a B-minus, they

are guaranteed admission to the UC
system. America is still the land of

opportunity - hard work pays off.

Too bad that people who can get

together for a cause like the repeal of

SP-1 and SP-2 couldn't channel their

energy in other ways to do some-

thing more productive. Like attempt-

ing to make elementary schools bet-

ter in the first place. Like teaching

critical thinking skills to all of the

brainwashed high-schoolers who
were bused to the rally to scream and

shout about how tough they have it.

Or better yet, why not send those

same kids to a library so that they

can work hard and succeed on their

own merits, not though the charity of

a liberal society eager to give hand-

outs to the "disadvantaged" few?

We don't live in the 1960s any-

more. The messages of the '60s

applied to a time when African

Americans were forced to the backs

of buses, denied equal access to pub-

lic institutions and lynched for

protesting their plight. The situation

is different now.

It is a wonderful thmg that so

many young people around the coun-

try and right here at UCLA have the

passion to go out and change the

world. But let them at least acknowl-

edge that the world has changed, that

irreversible progress has been made.

To imitate protest from a different

era is disingenuous. It is impossible

to say what Martin Luther King Jr.

would have thought had he lived to

see this day, but he would have rec-

ognized that things have changed.

May the day come when the stu-

dents, teachers and administrators of

the universities acknowledge as

much.

TOR
From page 15

deployment of new plans because of

their smaller scale.

LGreater accountability so

parents, teachers and administrators

know each other more intimately in

neighborhood schools and are thus

more accountable to one another for

performance.

* Reduced travel time so that stu-

dents who are bused from one part

of the city to another can spend more
time learning rather than sitting in a

bus.

Safety continues to be an issue of

great concern in Los Angeles

Soboroff believes.that we must con-

tinue our relentless pursuit to

become the safest big city in

America. Over the past six years, the

LAPD has grown and the city's

crime rate has dropped. He believes

that improved technology is impera-

tive in order to

provide all of us

with an even
^—^—i^—

^

higher level of

police, fire and

life safety ser-

vices.

The city must

recognize and

nurture proac-

tive programs

that prevent

crime and uiti-

mately taxpayer

dollars.

One issue that some of us have

been complaining about is the prob-

lem of traffic congestion during rush

hour. It's about time that someone is

willing to address this matter. And
not surprisingly, problem-solving

Soboroff is taking on this issue. He
believes, and rightly so, that

Angelenos are spending too much
time in trafTic.

In addition to the MTA bus and
rdil issues that have come to light, the

automobile congestion crisis in our

streets must be tackled with aggres-

sive and innovative programs. For

starters, he suggests thalltie city

bans construction crews on major

arteries during rush hour and get the

same work completed during off-

peak hours.

To me, that's just plain common
sense. Empowering local neighbor-

hoods is a matter that has been

brought up by Soboroff. One of his

top priorities has been the citywide

implementation of the Community
Advisory Boards created for 145 of

the city's parks. He strongly supports

the "neighborhood councils," as

mandated by the new City Charter,

because he believes that the setup has

the potential to give each citizen a

greater voice in the local decision-

making process.

At a time when the national econ-

omy is grinding to a halt, Soboroff

believes that the economic fiow of

Los Angeles must continue to move

forward. He believes that the city

must continue to eliminate bureau-

cratic burdens and market L.A.'s

benefits so that large and small busi-

nesses prosper in every corner of the

city. He is proud to have played a sig-

uficant role i« L.A.'s economie

Soboroff's extensive

involvement in the

city's affairs make him
the ideal candidate for

mayor.

renewal under Mayor Riordan.

He also led the effort to create the

Alameda Corridor, a trade and trans-

portation rail line from the LA.
Harbor to downtown, which not only

will add tens of thousands of good
paying jobs to the area's work force,

but also, will eliminate substantial

truck traffic from local freeways.

Cargo will move more quickly,

cheaply and cleanly on the train.

As the idea man behind Staples

Center, he worked diligently to com-
plete this major sports and entertain-

noent arena near the Los Angeles

Convention Center. Staples played

home to this year's Grammy
Awards, and was the site of the 2000

Democratic National Convention.

This single pro-

ject has the

potential to help

turn around a

Convention

Center that, in

1998 alone, lost

over $40 million

ofour tax dol-

lars.

The business

side of Soboroff

will provide

L.A. with an

attitude that no other candidate has

offered or will bring: demand of effi-

ciency. L.A.'s success in restoring

hundreds of parks and schools must -

be duplicated in every area of city

government.

Soboroff believes that it is time to

stop the years of studies and press

conferences by politicians and start

demanding results. Improving effi-

ciency means more roads paved,

trees trimmed, parks and libraries

upgraded, sidewalks repaired, along

with healthier air, a cleaner ocean

and more police and firefighters on
our streets. What more can you ask

for in a candidate for mayor of L.A.?

On all these issues, Soboroff is right.

We need to streamline our public

education system by ridding LAUSD
of its bureaucratic mess. We need to

support our men and women in blue,

not turn our backs on them when
they need us. We need to solve the

persisrent traffic congestion that is

turning the 405 and our other major
freeways into parking lots. We need

to give more power to local citizens,

not politicians.

We need to keep our economy
moving forward, even in the growing
face of adversity. We need to start

getting results. Most important of all,

we need Steve Soboroff to become
mayor of LA. He has my vote! Docs
he have yours? Still unconvinced?

Call (818) 981-9317 or visit

www.soboronTormayor.com. Vote

Soboroff! Vote LA.!

J>ASHLER
From page 15

UCLA). Courts sometimes sen-

tence petty criminals to perform

volunteer work as a penalty;

Saragoza's sentence, apparently, is

that he must abstain from his volun-

teer work.

The inaction of President

Richard Atkinson, charged with

upholding the dignity of the univer-

sity, is hard to understand. Upon
first learning of the incident,

Atkinson struck a fine pose before

his fellow administrators around

the nation, telling the Chronicle of

Higher Education, "Academic

integrity is the foundation of the

relationship of trust between pro-

fessor and student in the classroom.

As such, any violation of that trust

cannot and will not be condoned by

the University of California."

Having pontificated to the press,

he proceeded to let the matter

drop, thus condoning a breach of

integrity as serious as anyone can

recall on the campus of a major

university in recent years. Despite

many complaints, no explanation

has been forthcoming from

Atkinson, now nearing retirement,

-. atia why be has done nolhin§.

Is it sheer cronyism, or some-

thing more? Professors on the

Berkeley campus speculate that

Atkinson's unethical deputy may
possibly have connections with leg-

islators or some other form of

"pull," but no one outside of

UCOP seems to know.

The California Association of

Scholars, an organization of facul-

ty, graduate students and trustees

from universities throughout the

state, recently wrote a letter of

strong protest to President

Atkinson. We called upon Atkinson

to uphold academic integrity in a

clear and decisive fashion; unless

the facts somehow differ from what

has been widely reported, it seems

obvious to us that Saragoza should

be removed forthwith from his

administrative post.

In our view, the gap between the

treatment of students who have

altered their grades, and that of

Saragoza, renders Atkinson's inac-

tion not just unfortunate, but

grotesque. We believe that such

cynicism and inequity - winking at

offenses by top administrators and

imposing tough punishments when-

ever the perpetrators are powerless

- is contrary to all the principles of

a proud university system.

We believe that the students and

faculty of the UC system cannot

and will not accept it. Because

Atkinson has shown himself too

craven or cynical to act, protests

must be directed to the UC Board

of Regents.

According to recent reports in

the San Francisco Chronicle, some

regents are uncomfortable and

even angry about Atkinson's inao-

Hion, but the board habitually defers

to administrators on matters of

administration.

The university community needs

to let the board know that we

expect higher, not lower, standards

of behavio^ from university leaders

as compared to what we demand
from students.

While often seen as remote fig-

ures by students and even faculty,

the regents are eager to hear frotti

the university community, includ-

ing faculty and students. When they

hear nothing, they have little choice

but to assume that administrators

speak for all.

When the issue is corruption at

the highest levels of the administra-

tion, as in this case, they need to

hear from the rest of us. Those who
wish to voice an opinion on the

Saragoza case can send an e-mail

message to the board care of the

Secretary of the Regents, Leigh

Trivette, at

Leigh.Tnvette@ucop.edu.
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• Cosmetic Porcelain

• Surgical Orthodontics

•>(i"n DISCOUNT TO STl DI'NTS .\M) F.\CUI.TV

(310) 826 - 7494

11645 Wilshire Blvd. #802

Los Angeles. CA 90025

(949) 552 - 5890

18124 Culver Dr.. #A

Irvine, CA 92715

Teeth Whitening
upper or lower

each

iRfg. $200.00T

The treolment w« be os fottows S 1000.00 plus

SI 00 00 fcx eoch month of treatment rendered

(Of metal bfaces. S900.00 plus S 100 00 (or eoch
month of treatrr^ent rendered tor removoble

bfoces and S 1 700.00 plus S 1 25 00 per month fof

ceramk: braces. S200 00 for diagnostic studv

model ond S 1 75 00 fo< formal consultation

expiration dote 5-15-01

Your career

injournalism

begins tomorrow
THE DAIUf BRUIN ORIENHmON & OPEN HOUSE TOMORROW NKHT AT 6:30 IN THE CHARLES YOUNG SALON

.JIT THE MlUr BRUM
The IMily Uruin Ih om* oflho Im\sI plants in Ihr nalion lo

Irarn journalism. II was Iho I raining: j,'nHin(l lor Pulilzcr

Prizes winners David Shaw and Tony Aulh and promimml

liNvil Journal isis like; Alicr Shorl, Ihc editor of I he l^os

An^^lesTimivs Ma^azin<*and Narda Zaeehino. Ihe

Hss<M-ial(^ (MJilor of Ihe Ijos Anj^eles Tinies. And ol hers,

like lormer Hruin <;dilors.l(M^I Sie^al, "(JcmmI Morninj,'

AnKTiw" (5nlerlainm<!nl (MJilor, HVank S|N>lnil.%, ex<M',ulive

producMir of "The X-Kih\s" and David Kahn, pfeneral

mana^^r of the NIJA's Indiana l*a<:ers, weni on lo (vinM^rs

in fields relaltHJ lo Iheir sludenl work al lh(; Bruin. And

for eju'h of Ihem, Ihen^ were hundn^is of olhers who

launehiMl Iheir (tanners wilh Ihe skills lh<>y le^rncul

workinfifal Iht^ Daily Bruin. lt(M'i;nl Daily Hruin slafl'ers

wenl on lo jobs al plae(\s like lh<; lios An^^les Times, Ihe

l*hiladel|)hia Inquirer, Ihe San .los<« Mercury N(^ws, and

Fox T\?l<?vision.

Th(^ Daily Bruin olTers opfM)rlunili<\s for sludenls

inU^resUnl in ne.arly ev(Ty a«|MHrl ofjournalism—from

n^lMirlin^ lo business, from n<wsnM)m mana^em<!nl lo

lnl('rn(»l journalism. And w(^ do il Ix»11(t Ihan any class

jx^vtuse w(« olTer you lh(« chanc(^ lo do mon* Ihan sludy.

W* olTer n^al (^X|MTi<mc(\ As a nr|M)rl(*r or pholofjrapher

for lh(; Daily Bruin, you'll ^'el a fronl-row s(!al lo lh(?

ev(*nls Ihal shafM! our campus and community. There

isn'l a more excilinj,' aclivily you c;in do in coll(;^n».

Il d(M\sn'l mailer whal your major is or if you \\aw. any

previous (;x|M!ri<mc(! in n<!Ws()a|M'rs. Wu'll train you lo

report, d(\si)(n, or sh<N)t pictures in four w<M;kerid

workshops Uu^ht by workin^^ journalists.

wwrTOGnnvouvED?
COMEIOOUR OMENnmOII A OHM HOUSE

TOMOmOW MGHT ir tJO
If you'd like lo know more, mmv. lo our Orienlalion and

0|N<n House \\(uin(rsday, April 4 al (>:.'{() p.m. in the

Ciharhis Youn^MjVand Sahrn (ne^r the K(^n',kho(TCiOn(;e

llou.se). ("iome hcAf whal we have lo offer, visit our

(»nic4\s, and mwX Ihe Bruin sUfT.

Kor mon^ information, call us al 825-2787.

'11' I M
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ifting Weight
The one-man

^—play by blind artist

Lynn Manning celebrates

the triumph of the human spirit

By Ruvin Spivak

Daily Bruin Contributor

An open heart and mind is more
nnporlanl than the use ofeyes and ears in

"Weights," a show about the triumph o\'

joy in spile ofblindness.

Lynn Manning is a one-man star who
captures the roles of family, friends,

police, gangsters, beautiful women and
himself in a fluid and uplifting theatrical

performance. On stage until April 15 at

The Actors' Gang, '"Weights" is opti-

mistic, covering sociological, gender,

racial, familial and philosophical issues

with help from acclaimed sound design-

ers, DJ A! Jackson and Karl Fredrik

I.undeberg.

Manning plays himself - a blind artist,

poet, painter, playwright and former

Blind Judo World Champ, by telling his

unique life story from childhood to adult-

hood through a series of flashbacks and
forward speculations. By showing how
he overcame, poverty and blindness.

Manning makes this show not only a

delight, but also a lesson about life and
the human spirit.

The performance begins with

Manning's delivery of both a poetic

monologue and a complicated martial

arts scries to the cool tunes of Jill Scoll.

He looks at the audience, piercing the

crowd with his eyes as if he could .sec

them, as he transitions into a prophetic

dream about body surfing and young
gang-bangers.

Through dreams, reality and spiritual

discovery. Manning's words create vivid

images without the use of elaborate back-

drops or props. A true storyteller, he cap-

tures audience members at the beginning

and takes them through the journey of his

life without sparing the important lessons

along the way.

In just under two hours, "Weights"

establishes deep commentary about the

nature of the human experience.

Ihrough his story of poverty and abuse.

Manning docs not merely gain sympathy
- he lures his crowd into respect and
determination. Manning is a modern
hero who creates on stage what paintings,

movies and literature can only strive to

convey.

With style, grace and rhythm, the true

color and radiance of Manning's blind

world transcends eyesight, penetrating

the imagination and more importantly,

the human will to live. Though his story is

full of criticism, it amazingly critiques the

world without judgment. Manning

See WEIGHTS, page 22

Photos from Mark Taper fofum Piess

"Weights," a one-man show starring Lynn Manning, will

be playing until April 1 5. Tickets are still available online.
Lynn Manning delivers a passionate performance in "Weights," now showing at The Actors' Gang in Hollywood.

Author promotes dream in 'Raising Fences'

Photos fiom RtveilH>jd Books

Michael Datcher, former Daily Bruin columnist, is the author

of the new book "Raising Fences: A Black Man's Love Story."

BOOK; Alumnus of UCLA
touring to publicize work

on African American men

By Midtelle Baran
Daily Bruin Contributor

UCLA alumnus Michael Datcher

is uncertain of which city he's wak-
ing up in these days.

Tlie poet and journalist is current-

ly in the midst ofy hectic nationwide

promotional tour for his new book
"Raising Kences: A Black Man's
Love Story." He will be in Los
Angeles for book signings April }

and 4.

Before moving on to write for

such publications as the Los Angeles

Times, The Washington Post and
The Baltimore Sun, Datcher wrote a

biweekly column in the Daily Bruin

that addressed issues of race, politics

and culture.

Datcher's experience with writing

and activism, both on and olT cam-
pus, culminated in his most recent

attempt to heighten awareness of

African American issues.

"Raising Fences' is a reference

to the picket fences dream, the idea

that people want to have a nice

house and be married and raise kids

in a healthy and safe environment,

'

Datcher said. "But it's also a

homonym for the word 'razing,'

which happens when a person's

dreams are destroyed."

In "Raising Fences," Datcher
strives to break down the stereo-

types that often plague African

American men. The book argues

that, although often stigmatized in

the media, many fatherless African

American men harbor the same goal

as millions of other Americans - the

picket-fence dream of a wife, chil-

dren, home and a little security.

Datcher's own story began in

Long Beach, Calif. Raised without a

father, Datcher look to the basket-

ball court in search of a male role

model. His love of the game encour-

aged him to pursue athletics at the

college level.

In "Raising Fences/'

Datcher strives to break

down the stereotypes

that often plague

African American men.

A fluke incident upon applying to

UCLA resulted in a misprinted code
and a consequent acceptance letter

from UC Berkeley rather than the

Los Angeles campus.

"I was just a young kid and I did-

n't have very much experience with

the academic setting coming from
an impoverished area," Datcher
said. "I was coming to school kind of

fresh, looking to explore what it had
toofl'er."

While working toward an under-

graduate degree at Berkeley, and
later a master's in African American
Studies at UCLA, Datcher began to

explore different venues for expres-

sion. At Berkeley, Datcher was
actively involved with student

protests, including a successful unit-

ed effort at pressuring the adminis-

tration to disconlirwe funding to the

apartheid-run government of South
Africa.

"At the time, UC Berkeley had
money invested in South Africa, so

part of our registration fees were
going to finance oppression of black

people." Datcher said. "We ended
up locking and chaining ourselves to

buildings and wc eventually landed

on the cover of the New York Times.

As a result of all thut press, the uni-

versity was kind of embarrassed into

divesting."

Arriving iri LA. still high off the

adrenaline rush of the highly politi-

cized Bay Area, Datcher found him-

self disappointed in the apparent
lack of activism on the UCLA cam-

pus. He looked to the written word
as a new outlet.

Datcher's Daily Bruin column
proved surprisingly controversial as

a .stream of hate mail followed the

biweekly commentary. Fortunately,

however, the articles also stirred up

encouragement and eventually

Datcher found himself at the head of

a community writing workshop of

which the first meetings were held in

his modest apartment.

"I consider myself a reasonable

guy, and I was getting so much hate

mail," Datcher said. "So I began to

organize actually off campus. First I

had a writing workshop and a men's
group in my apartment. Me and
basically about 14 men would sit and
we'd talk about a given topic,

whether it was women or politics."

The workshop is still running

Se« FENCES, page 23

Art on m\ mind

An exhibition featuring the

work of Charles Bibb is coming

to UCLA Find out all about the

artist tomorrow.
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Tony Leung Chiu-Wai and Maggie Cheung star in the Wong Kar-

wai filnn "In the Mood for Love."

New Chinese film creates

sensuous, alluring mood
REVIEW: Unrequited love plays lead role in Wong's

latest offering; stunning visuals highlight of movie

By David Holmberg
Daily Bruin Contributor

The passion of unrequited love

becomes a visual emotion m but a

momentary pause and a fieetmg

glance in Kar-wai Wong's newest
film, "In the Mood for Love."

This new Chinese movie inter-

twines fiirtatious images and alluring

music to pour love onto the screen in

a way that proves love is a truly uni-

versal emotion.

It is virtually impossible not to be

immediately enchanted with Wong's
latest film

about two mar- '

'

'

ried couples
"-^——^—

—

that simultane-

ously move
into neighbor-

ing apartments

in 1962 Hong
Kong. Only
one member of

each relation-

ship, however,

is ever seen

onscreen.

The woman is Mrs Chan, played

by a seductively restrained Maggie
Cheung. In quiet angst Tony Leung

If this were an

American-made

Hollywood movie, a

fairy tale ending would
surely be in store.

"In the Mood for Love," however,

is a film that reflects Chinese culture.

Not only do Chan and Mo-Wan keep
silent about the discovery of their

partners" infidelity, but they also will

not even acknowledge to each other,

nor themselves, their true feelings.

Hollywood, on the other hand,

would have had this forbidden couple

in the sack in less than half an hour.

Deepening the cultural divide is a

richly diverse .soundtrack featuring

music from across time and the

world. Throughout the film's scenes

involving the two lovers is a wonder-

fully ephemer-

. al string piece

by Shigeru

Umcbayashi,
entitled
" Yu m ej i ' s

Theme." The
music perfect-

ly builds on the

pensive and
restrained pas-

sion that is~ "~ mounting
between them,

but does not do so forcibly

Additionally, several songs in

Spanish, most notably Nat King
Chiu-Wai plays the husband of the Cole's "Qui/as Quizas Qui/as," help
second couple. Chow Mo-wan.

Together, the two learn of an affair

between their spouses, and despite

attempts to become just friends and
avoid the inevitable, they fall in love.

If this were an American-made
Hollywood movie, a fairy tale ending
would surely be in store. The two
unhappy couples would separate,

switch partners, and perhaps even
remain next door neighbors.

UPN and the WB would probably
even fight over rights to produce it as

a television scries.

reinforce this universality of unob-

tainable love.

Visually, the film seduces with

powerful colors and frame composi-

tions .so romantically precise that any
still could be satisfactorily framed
and hung on a livmg room wall. Slow
motion glances and cigarette smoke
creeping into the air suggest the con-

templativencssofa forbidden love.

A single touch of hands is more
meaningful and moving in this film

See MOOD, page 22
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Rocker performs soulful songs

in front of reminiscing audience

MUSIC: Crowell renews

faith in rock; lead vocalist

makes opener refreshing

By David Holmberg
Daily Bruin Contributor

It took just three stools, three gui-

tars and three men to prove that the

art of rock and roll is like fine wine -

it just gets better with age.

Sunday night at the Roxy wit-

nessed solid and true music immor-

talized with a passionately energized

concert by veteran singer/song-

writer, Rodney Crowell. Those in

attendance were treated to the rare

bonding with an artist that can only

be formed in intimate surroundings

such as those found in this little the-

ater on Sunset Blvd.

Opening the show was Betty

Dylan, a not-so-typical L.A. band.

With only a decent guitar, played by

Dr. Dan, and moderately strong pep~

cussion and bass players, the band

would be little more than a fleeting

Unfortunately, lead

guitarist Dr. Dan

attempted to sing

several times, which

was a pity.

notion if it was not for one single

factor - their lead singer, Vickie

Dubelman. Attempting to describe

her voice, which sweeps up a room
nabbing every bit of soul from each

corner, would inevitably fall short.

Her long, unstyled brown hair, black

dress and glasses were hardly the

image of today's glamorous female

rock star; but this was as refreshing

to the eye as her rich and emotional

voice was to the ear. Dancing with

ease to the music, she made Betty

Dylan into a remarkably surprising

"experience. "' "
Unfortunately, lead guitarist Dr.

Dan attempted to sing several times,

which was a pity because his voice

was weak drivel in comparison. In

the future, hopefully he will Only

focus on his guitar work.

The group's songs were purely

American, with titles like "L.A.'s a

Boring Town" and "American

Trash" setting the tone. A rare form

of country rock with tremendous

passion - a live performance by

Betty Dylan is truly a worthwhile

diversion from the norm.

While Betty Dylan was a worthy

act, there was no question as to who
the audience was there to see.

Although many have nevef heard his

name, those who had showed up

eager. As a consequence, the audi-

ence was dedicated and devoured

every moment of the show. No
"Rodney Crowell Wannabe's" were

to be found among the late 40s and

early 50s crowd, who were nonethe-

less as rowdy and enthused as any

pop concert filled with crying teeny-

_^£ppers.

Wonderfully unique about the

SeeCIIOWaL,pa9e23

Rodney Crowell gave a rockin' performance Sunday at the Roxy

of his known songs, along with a dose of crowdplay.

Please make plans to join us for 2001
Audition Information Meetings to get
information on next year's squad, the

audition process and receive an
Application Form. Information Meetings

will be held on the following dates:

Monday, April 2, at 4 p.m.

Tuesday, April 3, at 8 p.m.

(Rieber Fireside Lounge)
Wednesday, April 4, at 9 a.m. & 4 p.m.
Thursday, April 5, at 9 a.m. & 4 p.m.

Friday, April 6, at 12:30 p.m.
Meetings will be held in

Ackerman Union 2408

April 20-22, 2001
UCLA Men's Gym

Cheer Squad, Dance Team,
Joe and Josie Bruin,

Yell Crew

UCLA
Spirit Squad
Auditions

Audition Schedule:
Mascot: Fri., April 20th, 7 p.m.
Dance Team: First Round:
Sat., April 21st, 8:30-Noon

Finals: Sun., April 22nd, 8:30-Noon
Cheer: Sat., April 21st, 1:30-4:30 p.m.
Yell Crew: Sat., April 21st, 5-7 p.m.

Contact person:

Motlie Quinn
Mquinn@saonet.ucla.edu

310-206-8818

• Perform in front of ttiousands at all UCLA events!

• Represent UCLA at Away Football and Basketball games!

• Workout gear is sponsored by Adidas!

• Opportunity to work with personal trainers!

•Tickets to all of the games!

^:i^m

W, ,jct^

Would
YOU

like to

—A
your

^---1

5th Week

For
advertising

inforiTiation,

please call

82S 2161

A&E BRIEFS

Westside Homeless
Awareness Project
The Westside Homeless Awareness

Project presents The Homeless Writers

Coalition on Thursday, April 5 at noon.

The nonprofit corporation formed
to express the pain, angst and anger of life on

the streets without a home. The event will fea-

ture poetry, music, comedy and art at Public

Policy 2343.

For more information call (310) 825-1480.

David Sedaris and
Sarah Vowell

Arts will present

Sarah Vowell on

p.m. at Royce Hall

UCLA Performing

David Sedaris and
Thursday, April 5 at 8

Auditorium.

Sedaris is the best-selling author of "Barrel

Fever" and "Naked." Vowell is best known as

both a storyteller on public radio and as the

author of "Take the Cannoli."

For more information call the Central

Ticket OfTice at (310) 825-2101.

Vida at Schoenberg
__UCLA Performing Arts will bring a cap-

pella quartet Vida to Schoenberg Hall on
Friday, April 6 at 8 p.m.

The four members of Vida - Sarah Ferrell,

Stephanie Heidemann, Jessica Pease and
Moira Smiley - have received critical acclaim

for their performances in clubs and concert

halls across the country. Known for its wide-

ly diverse repertoire, which includes every-

thing from Bulgarian folk songs to American
gospel, Vida will perform selections from its

latest album "In Bloom."

The program includes "Angel From
Montgomery," a piece written by John Prine

and "Bailadora."

The event will be preceded by a center

stage discussion with the artists at 7 p.m.

For more information call the Central

Ticket Office at (310) 825-2101.

Buskaid Soweto
String Project
UCLA Performing Arts will present the

Buslyiid Soweto String Project on Monday,
April 9 at 8 p.m. at Royce Hall.

The Buskaid Soweto String Project is a 24-

piece youth string ensemble. The group will

perform European classical and traditional

African music. The Los Angeles youth string

ensemble. Sweet Strings, will accompany the

group on several songs.

For more information call the Central

Ticket Office at (310) 825-2101.

Urban Poetry, Spoken
Word

The UCLA Hammer Museum will hold a_
poetry reading "Urban Poetry, Spoken
Word" on Thursday, April 5 at 7:30 p.m.

"Urban Poetry, Spoken Word" provides a

forum for contemporary artists to confront,

explore and celebrate everyday triumph, rage

and anxiety through their poetry. The perfor-

mances cross disciplinary barriers, incorpo-

rating dance, music and other art forms.

UCLA Cerfoifning Atti

In their Los Angeles debut, Vida, a vocal group from the Midwest, will perform at

UCLA's Schoenberg Hall this Friday.

Among the performers are A.K. Toney,

June Melby, LeVan D. Hawkins and Nikol

Hodges.

New Hammer projects
-The UCLA Hammer Museum will unveil

two new projects on Friday, April 6 begin-

ning at 1 1 a.m. and running until 7 p.m.

The first display will consist of several

large-scale cut-paper collages by Los Angeles
based artist Francesca Gabbiani. She will

assume the perspective of a foreign visitor to

the United States, using this mind set to

inform her depictions of the American urban

landscape. Her art draws on imagery from
'70s environmental wallpapers, as well as sci-

ence and travel magazines.

New York City-based artist Arturo
Herrera will create several abstract paintings,

as well as a new atrium wall mural. Herrera's

works have been compared to Disney cat-
toons for their vibrant colors and to

Rorschach ink blots for their psychological

undertones.

For more information contact the UCLA
Hammer Museum at (310) 443-7000.

Briefs compiled by Michael Rosen-Molina,
Daily Bruin Senior Staff.
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LARGE (16") PIZZA 3 regular toppings

S9.X - DaUvery Only; $16.75 value; limit 1 per order

Movie Special
$2.00 off& one free 2-liter soda

§^' afej with any Large or Giant Pizza; i per order m^^

Lunch specials from $3.99 • Complete dinners from $4.99 • Come and try our new menu items • Free Delivery

MANN

Westwood
VILLAGE Somioiw Llka Vm (PG-1S)
961 Broxton THX - Oolby Digttal

208-5576 Mon-Thu(12:00 2 30 5 00) 7 30 10 15

MNim SfrKMt(f6)
948 Broxton THX Drtby Digital

239-MANN Mon-Ttiu (11:45 2:15 4.45) 7.15 9.45

MANN

Santa Monica
CRITERION S . SMKI«t(P6)

OnZScrtam
THX - Oolby Digital

Mon-Thu (12:00 12:30 2:30 3:00 4 45 5 15)

710740950

LAEMMLE

West Hollywood

a«M SaoMt (al Cmcmt HaloMt) Frtt PackiiM

(323) 848-3500

suNsni

UNITED ARTISTS IgENERAL CINEMA

Westwood

CRITERION 4

NATIONAL
10925 Ltndbrook

2084366

Emmy at Tha Galat (R)

THX Ooltjy Digital

Mon-Thu (1:00 4:00) 7:00 10 00

TiM traMiert (R)

THX - Dolby Digital

Mon-Thu (12:15 2:40 5:10) 7:45 10:20

Mon-Thu (12 45) 3 50
illock (R)

7 00 9 50

SUNSCTt Memmle(R)
Mon-Thu (1:30) 4 15 7 15 95$

UA WESTWOOD
10889 Wellwonh
475-9441

UA WESTWOOD
10889 Wellwonh
475-9441

Mamanio (R)

No VIPs until 4/9

THX
Mon-Thu 1 15 4 15 7 30 10 30

Crouchina TIgar.

Hiddan Dragon (PG-13)
THX

Mon-Thu 100 4:00 7 20 10:20

Beverly Hills
BEVERLY CONNECTION Say W Kn't So (R)

Presented in DTS Digital Sound
Mon-Tue 12.40 3 00 5 20 7 40 10 00

We<l-Thul2:40 3 00

FESTIVAL Uy R laa'l Sa (R)
10887 Lindbrook THX - Dolby Digital

208-4575 Mon-Thu (12:30 2 45 5 00) 7 30 9 45

RE6CNT fill Wawitfa (PGJ
1045 Broxton Dolby SR
206-3259 Mon-Thu (1:454:15) 7 00 930

PIAZA
l067Glendon
206-3097

TM WWMffS In)

Oolby SR
Mon-Thu (1:00 4.00) 7:00 9:45

WEST¥K)00 1 Amartcaa Daal (NRJ
1050 Gaytey Oolby SR
206-7664 Mon-Thu (12 00 2:20 4:45) 715 9 50

WESTWOOD 2

lOSOGayley
208 7664

19 MImrtts (R)

Dolby Digital

Mon-Thu (11 45 5 00) 10 20

WESTWOOD 3

1050Gayley
208-7664

Tin Maiiem (R)

Dolby Digital

Mon-Thu (12:45 3 45) 7 00 10 00
S«« SpiX Run (PG)

Oolby Digital

Mon-Thu (12:15 2 40 5 05)

WESTWOOD 4 Ok Brotbar. Wkara AH Thou? (P6-13)
1050Gayley Oolby Digital

208-7664 Mon-Thu (7 3(5) 1(3 10

Billy Elliot (R)

Dolby Digital

Mon-Thu (2:30) 7:45

Santa Monica
CRITERION 1 Somaona LIka Yea (PG-13)
1313 3rd SI THX Oolby Digital

Promenada Mon-Thu (11 45 2 15 4 50) 7 15 9 45
395-1599

CRITERION t Tha Tallar of Paaama (R)

THX - SODS Diaital

Mon-Thu (11:50 2 20 5:00) 7 30 10 10

CRITERION 5 Enamy at Nia Galat (R)

On 2 Scraaas
THX - Dolby Dntal

Mon-Thu (100 4 00) 7 00 9 30 10 00

PACIFIC

Westwood
CREST Oallli (R)
1 262 Westwood Blvd ID Raaairad
is oi wiishict) THX - Digital

474-7866 or Mon-Thu (2 00 4 30) 7 15 10 00
777-FILM (#025)

LAEMMLE
iMmmla.com

WLA/Beverly Hills
Baraaln Showa n Fur All Thaitrai

ROYAL Tha Widow ol Saint-Plarra (R)
1 1 523 Santa Monica Blvd Mon Thu ( 1 2 30)
(310)477-5581 2 55 5 ?0 7 4S 10 15

MINSCTI TlM0itli(R6-13)
Mon-Thu (12O0) 2 30 5 00 7 30 10:00

Tha Tailor ol Panama (R)

Mon-Thu (1:40) 4:20 7:00 9 40

UA WESTWOOD
10889 Wellwonh
475-9441

Chocolat (PG-13)
Mon-Thu 12 45 3 45 7 001000

SUNSET 4

SUNSETS Balora NiaM Falls (RJ
Mon-Thu (100) 4 00 7 15 10:15

GENERAL CINEMA

Westwood

BEVERLY CONNECTION EiH Wounds (R)

Presented in DTS Digital Sound
12 20240500730950

KVERLV CONNECTION Tho Mailean (R)

Presented in DTS Digital Sound
100 345 7:20 10:05

BEVERLY CONNECTION TratHc (R)

Presented in THX DTS Digital Sound
1210 3 30 7 00 10 15

Santa Monica AVCO CINEMA
10840 Wilshiie Blvd

1 BIk E of Westwood
(310) 777-FILM #330

f

UCLA

Campus Events

MONICA 1

1322 2nd St

(310) 394-9741

Tha Olth (PG-13)
Mon-Thu (100) 3 20 5 40

8 00 10 20
AVCO CINEMA

MONICA 2 CroacMna Tifar. HIddan Dragon (PG-13)
Mon-Thu (1:15) 4:10 7061006

Chocolat (PG-13)
Mon-Thu (1:45) 4:35 7:25 10:10

MONICA 3

AVCO CINEMA

MONICA 4 Mamaalo (R)

Tomcats (R)

On 2 Scraans
Presented in THX OTS Digital Sound
MonThu12 45 2 50 5 15 7 30 9 45
Presented in SODS Digital Sound

Tua-Wed 12 45 3 00 5 30 8 00 10 30
Thu 12 45 3 00

Haartbraakaa (PG-13)
Presented in SDDS Dolby Sound

12 30 4 00 7 20 10 20

FREUD PLAYHOUSE
Tickats FREE Irom
319 Karekhotf (Mon)

ACKERMAN BALLROOM
Tickats FREE Irom
319 Karcfchoff (Tua)

ACKERMAN BALLROOM
Tickats $2 00

ACKERMAN BALLROOM
Tlcketo $2 00

Mon-Thu (1 45)4 30 7 15 10

visit our website: www.laetntiil«.cotn

Snetk Preview

Blow
6 00 pm

Waak 1 Thu 4/5

Sne3k Preview
Bridget Jonas Diary

6 00 pm
Billy Elliot

9 30 pm

Waak 1 Tha 4/6

BillyElliot

7 00 pm 4 9 30 pm

MUSIC HALL 1

9036 Wilshire

274-6869

Tha Taita ol Othan (NRI

Mon-Thu (5 05) 7 35 10 0(5

AVCO CINEMA Tralfic (R)

Presented in THX SRD Digital Sound
Mon-Tue, Thu 12 15 3 40 7 00 10 15

Wed 12 15 3 40

Beverly Hills

BEVERLY CONNECTION
La Cienega at Beverly Blvd

(310)659-5911
4 hours validated parking $1 at Box Office

BEVERLY CONNECTION Tomcats (R)

On 2 Scraana
Presented in THX DTS Digital Sound

12 00220445710930
Presented m THX SRD Digital Sound

12 503105308001020

^

To advertise
in the

Jnpyie
Guide,

call

310.825.2161
V t^-'
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^Invites you to the

3^irst Qhabbat of the Quarter

^oin us Jor spiritcrf Qhabbat services Joffowecf b^ dinner and a fccture

. with q^bbi Qhaxm Scirffcr-g^effcr

"^Qn tRe C^cfemptWe (^iprallt^ ojgfaves:

cpiif the CExorfus ^I^aff-^ Happen9"

g^ricfa^, y\prir 6, 200K 6:30 p.m.

900 ^ifgarcf ^vc
(corner oj^ Co"^^)

^fease Q^^^P to c^oscanne at: roscanne@uclah\llcl.orQ or

caff 510-208-3081 ext. 223.

~ Your career

injournalism

begins tomorrow
THE DAIUf BRUIN ORIENTffnON & OPEN HOUSE TOMORROW NIGHT AT 6:30 IN THE CHARLES YOUNG SALON

...AT THE DAILY BRUIN

TIh' Diiilv liiuiii is one orilic licsl places in llir Million lo

livirn jtiurniilisni. II whs I he li>iinin,<:;:i())Mi(l Ibi I'ulil/ci

I'li/.r winnns Din id SlunvMnd 'luiiy Aiilli iind pKiniincnl

IocmI joui njilisls like Alice .Slioil. Ilic cdilnr (illlir L(».s

AnLTclcs Tinn's .\la;:iizin(' find Nhi(I;i '/jirrhiiiM. Ilic

assiM iiilc nliint mIIIh' Los An^rlcs Times. And itlliers.

like litrmei lliiiiii edilMis.loel Sie^jnl. "(Jnod Mnininy

America" enlerlainmeiil edilni. Kiaiik S|Milnil/. execiilive

liKMliicer ol "'riie \-Kiles" and David Kahn. <:eneial

manay^er olllie NMA'.s Indiana I'aceis. weni on Incateeis

in llelds lelaled lo Iheii sliideni woikal Hie liiiiin. And

lor each ol lliem. I here were hundreds olol hers who

launched I heir caiceis wilh I he skills Ihev leiiined

woikiniral Ihe Daily liriiin. Ileceiil Daily Iliiiin slaHers

Weill on lo jolisal places like Ihe Los An;reles Times. Ihe

I'hiladelphia Impiirer. Ihe San lose Mercury News, and

I'MN Television.

The Daily Ihniii oilers op|)orliinilies lor slndenls

inleresled in nearly eveiy aspect ol ioiimalism—honi

leporlin;: lo Imsiness. Iioiii newsroom mana;:emeiil lo

Inlei nel ioiirnalism. And we do il heller Ihan any class

hecaiise we oiler you Ihe chance lo do more Ihan sliidy.

We uller real experience. As a rejiorler or pholo^riiipher

lor Ihe Daily liriiin. you'll ^"el a Ironl-row seal lo Ihe

evenls llial shape our campus and commiinily. There

isnl a more e.xcilin^raclivily yi»u can do in colle^'e.

II doesnl mailer whal your major is or ilvoii have any

previous exjM'rience in newspapers. Well train you lo

report. desi).f|i. or shoot pictures in loin weekend

workshops tiiii;:h^hy woikin^^ Joiiiiiiilisls.

WANTTOGCTMVOiyED?
COMETOOUR ORIENTATIONS OPEN HOUSE
TOMORROW MGHT AT 6:30

H you'd like to know more, come lo our Orieiilalion and

Open llou.se Wedne.s<lay. .\pril i at (i:"{0 p.m. in Ihe

(".harh'.s Voun;!(iraud Salon (near the KerckhollCollee

lloii,s<'). dome hear whal we have to oiler, visil our

oll'ices. and meet Ihe jhiiiii stalT

I'or more intbrmalion. call us at S'2')-i7.S7.

fsm
""^sr.

MOOD
From page 19

than the most passionate of kisses in

standard Hollywood fare.

The awe-inspiring images and

transcendent music, combined with

the restrained performances by

Cheung and Chiu-Wai, form a world

of passion that cannot exist in reality,

but instead only within the heart.

Unfortunately, the film's power as

a romantic spectacle can not be sus-

tained, and soon it starts to unravel.

The unfulfilled desire of the film's

first half propels the story and its

characters into uncharted territory.

Few movies in the past have so sen-

sually dealt with unrequited love, and

this keeps everything interesting.

Of course, as this inevitably comes
to an end, so does the intrigue of the

film. Making matters worse is that

the film does not end with their

union, but continues on to span sev-

eral more years, other countries and

a final unsatisfactory conclusion

involving a "secret" and an unex-

plained temple in 1966 Cambodia.

Part of the film's failing lies in its

over extension of a rather simple

plot. At over one and a half hours,

the film is short by comparison to

most Amcrioin films, but ncvcrtht-

less is too long for the story it tells. As
a consequence, uninteresting dia-

logue about the unhappiness and
rigidity of married life is added, as

are a surprising number of scenes

consisting primarily of eating noo-

dles.

To be fair, their conversations do
bring up one interesting point. At the

inception of their "friendship," the

two lovers decide not to let them-

selves become like every other affair.

They ultimately realize they have

failed, which poses the question as to

whether or not men and women can

remain in strictly platonic friend-

ships.

The answer forces this film to be

compared to such classics as "When
Harry Met Sally" in its assertion that

no friendship can last because sex

always gets in the way.

Lovers may leave and relation-

ships eventually fall apart, never to

be the same again. While "In the

Mood for Love" may not present the

most optimistic take on romance, the

power of its visual seduction is at

least enough to make anyone fall in

love with this Hawed but still reward-

ing film.

FILM: "In the Mood for Love" is now
playing at the Academy 6 located at

1003 East Colorado Boulevard in

Pasadena. For nnore infornnation call

(626) 229-9400.

WEIGHTS
From page 18

proves that responsibility is the most

important way to overcome any trying

circumstance from human relation-

ships to physical handicap.

"Weights"is as brilliant

on the surface as It is

beneath, and reading

between the lines only

nnakesita workof

staggering brilliance.

The turning point of the show is

when Manning is given a cane for the

blind from the Braille Institute. He
says, "I went from a black man to a

blind man with the flick of my wrist."

Didactic phrases like this convey

S«cWEI€ins^pa9e23
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CROWELL
From page 20

concert was Crowell's back-and-

forth interaction with the audience.

One particularly enthusiastic fan

continually yelled "I love you

Rodney!" to which the musician

finally answered. "If you're gonna

love me like that, I'm gonna have to

love you back," and then laid into

another rocking

set. The dia- ———

—

logue with the

crowd hit its

peak at the end

of the show,

when instead of

a traditional

encore, Crowell

played audience

requests. It was

a pleasure to see

an artist with

such respect for

As a musical artist,

Crowell showed that

rock is about ability,

not antics and

gyration.

against mosquitoes the size of chick-

en hawks along side universal tales

of placing baseball cards in the

spokes of his bike, were instrumen-

tal in allowing the listener to live a

life they had never experienced.

As the audience was there to

enjoy Crowell's music, he was there

to enjoy playing. Rarely is it so

obvious how much performers are

enjoying themselves as with

Crowell. who was clearly singing

for more than———— fame and for-

tune; he was

playing because

he loves music.

The songs seem

in many ways to

be a catharsis of

past traumas,

which he openly

shares and

invites everyone

to cleanse them-

selves as well.

his fans that he would reward them While the songs themselves are of

by playing their favorites. an inner, soulful sort, Crowell is

Crowell himself could easily have joined from the outside by two

been mistaken for a member of the

crowd. The 50-year-old rocker, with

a black T-shirt, jeans and a head of

graying hair, sat on his stool with the

ease of a best friend and the talent of

-ut virtuoso. No pretentious attitude

accompanied him on stage, nor did

any light leather pants or smashing

of guitars. As a musical artist,

Crowell showed that rock is about

ability, not antics and gyration.

Perhaps most welcome about

Crowell and his music was the mean-

ing behind every song. Between

nearly every set he would tc!l a story,

several minutes in length, about his

youth or past infiuences that were

the inspiration behind the music.

Crowell's most recent album,

"The Houston Kid," is a refiective

look at his childhood in the working

class district of Houston. Texas. By

adding these spoken refiections

between each song, every lyric took

on a new personal meaning to not

only Crowell, but the audience, as

well. Unique stories about his war

incredible musicians: Steuart Smith

and Randall Waller. Smith played

the guitar, organ and harmonica,

often simultaneously and with great

effect. Waller jammed as second gui-

tar to Crowell. and in his electric

solos he proved his worth. As for

Crowell, his guitar subtly under-

scored his passionate vocals.

Lyrically, though, Crowell shined.

Many singers have covered his songs

in the past, and it is easy to hear why.

The simplicity of each line builds

upon the next to create a song of nat-

ural depth. Lyrics such as "I wanna
make love like a runaway train," and

"A past like a broken wing," are not

complicated metaphors, but still

convey basic primal emotions.

After nearly two hours of express-

ing pure musical talent, there was no

question as to the power of rock and

roll. While his name may not be

widely know, and his songs may not

all be pop hits, Crowell proved

Sunday night that he is one hell of an

artist.

WEIGHTS
From page 22

the sagacious wisdom of "Weights."

Manning's is a story of adversity and

the undying spirit that actually chal-

lenges hurdles, finding new ways to

clear them and rendering them inef-

fective, even without sight.

Sociological hurdles of class distinc-

tion are ignored. Racially, Manning is

beyond skin color and background.

His blindness turns him from an over-

confident young adult to a compas-

sionate human being. He learns to love

without sight while hearing beauty and

feeling energy that most people tend to

f:ovcriook. Sometimes it feels like

Manning actually prefers blindness to

; the use of sight, but he clearly prefers

. compassion over judgment, and love

over hate.

"Weights" is as brilliant on the sur-

face as it is beneath, and reading

between the lines only makes this play

a work of staggering brilliance.

Connecting the relationships between

rebellious siblings, drunken parents

and adolescent gang-bangers might

suggest helplessness and waste to an

audience member, but for Manning it

could only lead to righteousness.

A spectator may reexamine the triv-

ial moments in their life after seeing

how triumphant Manning is in the

simplest pleasures, such as the ability

to walk alone, do chores and even uri-

nate while standing. The message of

"Weights" undermines the complica-

tions of life, reserving space for only

the most fulfilling functions. In his

message. Manning is promoting the

arts, and embracing the bohemian

lifestyle he was destined to encounter

through his blindness.

Giving up the medium of painting

for that of writing and performing.

Manning is able to tell the worid that a

disability cannot stop the will to cre-

ate.

THEATER: "Weights" plays through

April 15. It is part of the Mark Taper

Forum and the performance is at The

Actors' Gang located at 6209 Santa

Monica Blvd. in Hollywood. Tickets are

$20. Call (213) 628-2772 for more infor-

nrjation. Tickets are also available online

at www.TaperAhmanson.com.

FENCES
From page 18

today, and Datcher's continued

involvement gave rise to "Raising

Fences."

In "Raising Fences," Datcher

weaves a coming-of-age story togeth-

er with an adult narrative. The result-

ing work deals with various social

and personal issues, ranging from

fatherlessness and wedlock to the

power of art and poetry, issues which

prove universal amidst the racial sub-

text.

"It's a book about love, a book of

searching for love of self, but it's also

a book about searching for romantic

love," Datcher said. "It's really hard

to love someone else if you can't love

yourself."

BOOK: Datcher will sign books at

Esowon, 3655 S. La Brea, tonight at 7

p.nr^. Wednesday, he will appear il

Barnes and Nobles at 1201 Third

Street Santa Monica, at 7:30 p.m. For

more information, contact Riverhead

Books at (212) 366-2564.

LSAT Perfection
Robin Singh, the creator and author of the TestMasters LSAT Course, has

achieved more perfect scores on the LSAT than anyone else in history.

Robin Singh's Complete LSAT Score Record

Dat? Swre % Rmk vm Score % Rank

December 2000 180 99 February 1995 178 99

December 1999 180 99 October 1994 180 99

June 1999 179 99 June 1994 178 99

September 1998 180 99 February 1994 173 99

February 1997 180 99 December 1993 177 99

December 1996 180 99 December 1992 180 99

October 19% 179 99 October 1992 176 99

June 1996 174 99 June 1992 177 99

December 1995^ 180 99 February 1992 178 99

September 1995 180

173

99

99

December 1991 173 99

June 1995 December 1988 48 99

*The tabic above is a complete record of Robin's scores on the actual L.SAT administrations. All of these administrations were scored on^

Ihe current L.SAT scale of 1 20 to 1 80. with the exception of the December 1 988 L^AT which was scored on the old L.SAT scale of 1 to 48.

Since 1991 thousands of TestMasters students have increased their LSAT scores

by applying the powerful methods and techniques that Robin has developed.

TestMasters
1-800-696-5728

I

Tlie MiAvj Review Provides!

14 Weeks Of Review And Testing Of

Important MCAT Concepts,*
,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ .j..

\

review program
...continues to

set the standards
that others want

to follow!

Hours Of Scheduled Lecture Topics

In The Classroom,/ ^j14,/.,^,jl,/.,jL,/-4

200 Hours Of Office Hours To Supplement

The Lecture Topics,/_,/^f^^^^f ,/. ^/_,f,

20 Hours Of Supplemental MCAT-Style
'

ijProblem Solving Sessions, < ,i
./ ,/ ,f ^'

10 Full-Length Mock MCAT Exams

During The Program,/^^/,/
./ ,,Lf^.

*i

Sij4ii up h> X'oursclf ht»(<>ri»

/\pi il I Ull <in(l liuiMVo:

SFofftlie hill coiu'se tuition

Si^^n lip t\ ilh «i (i iiMiit ho(<>rc»

/\pi il I Uh «uiil iiHoi\'iv

C crt.nn Kcstrk lions Appiv

4 Scheduled Fuil-Length Mock MCAT

Exam Testing Dates,f_,/^ ,^u,tv/-^^v^U/-

2800 Pages Of Review Notes Covering

Important MCAT Concepts^i^^^.,^
,f,

1400 MCAT-Style Passages With Clear

And Detailed Solutions^_^L,/^/^/.,f,ji
,f

Exceptional Instructors For Each Of

The Six Topic Areas Of The MCAT^l^

Excellent Review Materials That You

Get To Keep And Take Home,/.^u|,/.,

Application Assistance, Interview

Workshops, And Mock Interviews,/-,/_»f

,

</7f/»

ERKELEY
R • C • V . I . C • VV

Sptviali/ing in MCAT I'ri'ptH\Uion

m-mi
www.berkeley-review.coin

•a
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noo
1200
1300
lAOO
1500
1600
1700
1800
1900
2000
2050
2100
2200
2300
2400
2500
2600

2700
2800
2900
3000
3100
3200
3300
3400
3500
3600
3700
3800
3900
4000
4100
4200
4300
4400
4500

Campus Happenings
Campus Organizations
Campus Recruitment
Campus Services
Birthdays
Legal notices
Lost & Found
Miscellaneous
Personal Messages
Personals ^

Pregnancy
Recreational Activities

Research Subjects
Sperm / Egg Donors
Tickets Offered
Tickets Wanted
Wanted

Appliances
Art / Paintings
Bicycles / Skates
Books
Calling Cards
Cameras / Camcorders
Collectibles
Computers / Software
Furniture

Garage / Yard Sales
Health Products
Miscellaneous
Musical Instruments
Office Equipment
Pets
Rentals
Sports Equipment
Stereos / TVs / Radios
Table Sports

znXMSnn
Auto Accessories
Auto Insurance
Auto Repair
Autos tor Sale
Boats for Sale
Motorcycles for Sale
Parkiiiq

Scooter / Cycle Repair
Scooters for Sale
Vehicles for Rent

Resorts / Hotels
Rides Offered
Rides Wanted
Taxi / Shuttle Service
Travel Destinations
Travel Tickets
Vacation Packages

1-900 numbers
Financial Aid
Insurance
Computer / internet
Foreign Languages
Health / Beauty Services
Leqal Advice / Attorneys
Movers / Storage
Music Lessons
Personal Services
Professional Services
Resumes
Telecommunications
Tutoring Offered
Tutoring Wanted
Typing

Writing Help

JlunS
Business Opportunities
Career Opportunities
Child Care Offered
Child Care Wanted
Help Wanted
Housesitting
Internship
Personal Assistance
Temporary Employment
Volunteer

Apartments tor Rent
Apartments Furnished
Condo / Townhouse for Rent
Condo / Townhouse for Sale
Guesthouse for Rent
House for Rent
House for sale
Houseboats for Rent / Sale
Housing Needed
Room for Help ——

-^r

—

Room for Rent
Roommates - Private Room
Roommates - Shared Room
Sublets
Vacation Rentals

mdGx

1 18 KeickhoH Hall
308 Westwood Pia^a
Los Angeles. CA 9002^

E Mail classifieds(f^media ucla.edu
Web http://www dailybruin ucia edu

phone
Classified Lino (310) 825-2221

Fax (310) 206 0528
Classified Display (310) 206 3060

Fax (310) 206 0528

oIIm» hours
Mon [hu 9 OOanvSOOprfi
Fii. 9ani 2 30pii)

One issue, up to 20 words $8 50
each additional word 65

Weekly, up to 20 words 29 00
each additional word 2 1 5

Monthly, up to 20 words 96 00
each additional word 5 75

12 pt headline $160
16 pt headline $2 25
border $5 00

Classified Line Ads:
1 working day before printing,

at 12 noon

|,
Classified Display Ads:
2 working days before printing,

at 12 noon
There are no cancellations after

noon of the day before printing.

For Classified Display ads,

please see our rate card

for variable rate information

r.

J
MasterCard

payment
Please niqke checks payable to

The UCLA Daily Bfuin" We
accept Visa, fVlasteiCdrd. and
Discovei ciedit caids Allow 5

working days for mail payments.

hoMftoiMrile
an efledhie ad

• Start your ad with the
merchandise you are selling

This makes it easiei for readers to

quickly scan the ads and locate
your Items
• Always include the pnce of your
Item ^any classified readers
simply do not respond to ads
without pi ices

• Avoid abbreviations- -make your
ad easy (or readers to understand
• Place youiself in the reader s

pdsition, ask whtit you would like

to know about the merchandise,
and include tfiat m the ad Include
s«eh^^f»loimaiiof> as brantJ names,
colors and othei specific

descriptions

The ASUCLA ConiiiuiiiicfllioM'i (KiHfO liilly supports llie University ol Calitornias policy on nondismnmiation No medium shall accept advertisements which present persons ol any origin race sex or sexual onentation in a
fJeiMfaniiKj way or imply thai itiey are limited to positions, capabilities, roles or status in society Neither the Daily Bruin nor the ASUCLA Communications Board has investigated any of llie services advertised or the
advertisements represented m this issue Any person tielievmg that an advortisemeni in tins issue violated the Boards policy on nondiscrimination staled herein should communicate complaints m writing to the Business Manager
Daily Brum 1 18 Kerckhoti Hall. 308 Westwood Pla/a. Los Anyeles CA 90024 For assistance with housing discrimination problems, call the UCLA Housing Ottice at (310) B25-4?71 or call the Westside Fair Housing OHice at (310)
47r> 94.71 Classified ads also appear on line al http //www dailybruin ucIa edu Plact;menl on-lint. c offered as a complimenlarv service lor customers and is not guaranteed Ttie Daily Bruin is responsible tor lh« tirst incorr
nsertion only Minor typographical errors are not eligible lor refunds For any retuiid. Itie Daily Brum Classilied Department must be notified ol an error on the first day ol publication by noon

MAN

1100
Campus Happenings

TAI CHI CHUAN
CLUB'S

Grand Master Tung and Maslor Karol offer

personali/ed training TuesA/Ved/Thurs 4 30-

6pm/Salurday 10arn-l2pm UCLA-IVIacGo-

wen-Hall-SculptureGarden. $50/monlh/any
or all818-9'J6-3787

TEACH ENGLISH IN CENTRAL EUROPE'
Free seminar. UCLA Career Center. Monday
April 16th. 4pm RSVP recommended, Eva
Wallhers. 310-825-0831

TRASH
ANOTHER

MAN'S

2300
Sperm / Egg Donors

SPECIAL EGG DONOR NEEDED Seeking
healthy and intelligent woman, 21-29 years,

blonde hair, blue or green eyes. 5-5 10" tall

with high SAT or ACT scores Blood type A,

B, or AB Compensation $6000 Please call

OPTIONS 800-886-9373 exi 741.

2400
Tickets Offered

2 TIX TO LONG BEACH GRAND PRIX
Sunday 4/8, Start/Finish Line Club (Sold

Out) Row 1 $125 ea John 310-373-4466

Alcoholics Anonymous
Mon. Discuision, Fn. Step Study, 3508 Ackermon

Ttiurs. Book Study, 3508 Ackermon

M/T/W Rid. Oental A3 029

Wed. Rm. A3- 029

Discussion, All limes 12:10 1:00 pm
For tlcoholKS or mdivrdualt who have » drinking problem

1300
Campus Recruitment

MARKETING
INTERNSHIP

James Hardie Building Products. Inc. has an

opportunity (or an individual pursuing an

MBA or a Junior or Senior pursuing a BA/BS
in Economics Working at our world head-

quarters in Mission Vie|0, will be responsible

for various projects within the marketing de-

partment Great opportunity to gel business

experience and check out the company as a

possible employer when you graduate' Full-

time position for the summer quarter We will

be on campus for interviews on April 27:

Please sign up via the Career Center Visit

us al www)ameshardie.com

2800
Art/Paintings

Collecter seeking pamiings by Early

California artists 1900-1940 Artists include

Guy Rose Edgar Payne, Granville

Redmond. John Frost, William Wendt,
Selden Gile, Anna Hills. Benjamin Brown.
Frane Bischoff. Elmer Wachtel. Arthur
Mathews and many, many more Please
contact Steve at ilook4art@aol.com. 310-
863-8013

1800
Miscellaneous

ART THAT DOESN'T
SUCK!

Ofiginals/Prinis from $50. to give or for you

To look at art. go to www LSimages com

2200
Researcfi Subjects

CIGARETTE SMOKERS
Wanted lor a research study al UCLA Men
& Women, ages 22-50 Earn $165 Call 310
825-6475

EARN $$$$$
CLINICAL RESEARCH STUDY (or the com-
mon cold at the onset of symptoms Male/fe-

male 18-55yrs old, non-smoker, no asthma
history Limited availability Call loday;310-
785-9121

Emailclinicalsub|ects@yahoo com

TK'-'TWTTT'TP'' 2000
Personals

LOVE'' European writer/linguist, cosmopoli-

tan, accomplished, good-looking, middle-

aged, healthy lifestyle, loves literature/travel-

ing/outdoors, seeks attractive/smart/aflec-

tionate young (emale, any race/origin, (or

fnendship. possibly romance/marriage. 310-

573-4020/mani@ munich.com

2300
Sperm/Egg Donors

If you are male, in college or have a college
degree, you can earn up to $600/mo, call (or

details on our anonymous sperm donor pro-

gram Receive (ree comprehensive health

screening & help in(erlile couples So i(

you're k)oking (or a great job and a little extra

cash, call us first. 310-824-9941

Read it. Then recycle it.

2300
Sperm/Egg Donors

OOOCYTE "EGG" DONORS; Currently be-

ing recruited i( you are between 18 and 32
years o( age, healthy, proven (ertility. good
(amily medical history, must not" be over-

weight Applicants with medical Insurance

preferred. Women of all ethnicities and rac-

es' Generous compensation Please call Na-
nette Bahl with the Center (or Reproductive
Health & Gynecology ©661-254-0545

SPECIAL EGG DONOR
NEEDED

Loving, intertile couple is hoping to find a

compassionate woman to help us have a

baby We are searching lor an intelligent,

healthy woman 21-29 years-old, half Ja-

panese, and half Northern European Com-
pensation $5000 It you are interested in

helping our dream o( parenthood come true,

please call OPTIONS 800-866-9373 x722

Egg Donors Needed
Healthy females ages 19-28

wishing to help infertile couples

$5,000

^ CALL MIRNA (818) 832 1494 ^

3500
Furniture

MATTRESS SPECIALS
NEW INNERSPRING Iwin sets $99 95, Fulls

$12995, Queens $16995 and Kings
$199.95 Also, Sealy, Stearns and Foster at

lowest prices. 310-477-1466

3800
Miscellaneous

IT'S T-SHIRT WEATHER
T shirts (rom $5, lowest prices on the Inter-

net Discount event merchandise, left-over

from recent events www allevenfslore com

CSw hE9 nES9 8BEv sbb urb [*>»

transportation
4600-5500

rh
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Iheta Chi
[ dinner every night 5:30pm at the house

]

W

Steak & Shrimp
Big Game, Big Screen
Notorious Halftime Show (shirt&tie)

5on5 Basicetball @ Pauley
Ball up at the famous Pauley Pavilion
Referees and jerseys provided "T".::::::-;:::^

IN-N-6UT

Dodgers vs. Diamondbacks
Don't miss the bus! (tickets provided)

Broombaii
Don't play rough with the glrl$

End of Rush BBQ
(Rush ends at 8pm)

april 6 Celebrate the Spring 2001 pledge class

Contact Information
Edgar Shawn

310.824.8851 310.209.0425
www.uclathetachi.org

all events are dry

6:00 PM

, MLXICAN CRIll

ZBT Alumni
Speakers &
ZBT Slide Shou

6:00 PM

1 0/V\AD.AC Kl
Sushi Dinner

i

Live Comedian

6:00 PM

IN-N-OUT
•'L. tuioia

Dinner &

^900
Autos for Sale

1979VESPAP125X
Good condition Low miles Windshield, lug-

gage rack, rear seat test. $1100 310-825-

4215 or 472-2227

1985 BMW 318i- white, 4door automatic,

156K miles, power doors/windows, sunroof,

runs well, $2200, email uclabmw©ya-
hoocom

game on
Big Screen.

4900
Autos for Sale

1991 HONDA ACCORD
SE Dark blue, beige leather, moon roof

42km, Excellent condition. Original owner

$8000 310-470-3404

1994 SATURN SL, blue, 5-speed manual, 4-

door, AC, CD, 112,500mi, excellent condi-

tion, $3950 Call Jen at 310-206-9292, garri-

sonO ess ucIa edu

Classifieds

825-2221

Last chance to

meet the

Brothers of

ZBT.

8:00 PM
Rush Ends

All rush

events are dry

4900
Autos for Sale

1995 FORD ASPIRE SE
$4500obo 69K miles, green, 2dr. AC, 5spd.
ABS. air bags. 42 miles/gallon on highway
310-839-6394

1995 FORD CONTOUR Green, automatic,

84K, AM/FM Cassette, power wind-
ows/locks No accidents, great condition,

new tire. $4600ob©. Fully maintained 310-

276-2606

Lose weight and
feel better with

Bruin Weigh
8 weeks beginning 1 7 Apri

Weekly Nutrition Support Group
Tuesdays, 3:30 to 5:00

Weekly Fitness Class

Thursdays, 3:30 to 5:00

f you are 30 pounds or more overweight

and want to feel better, turn to page 12

for nnore information.

Co-sponsored by

UCLA Ashe Center & UCLA Recreation

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

1 First-string

players
6 Dory or skiff

10 Like fast food
14 Eccentric
15 Data, slarKjily

16 Familiar cookie
1

7

Senator Hatch
18 Actor Connety
1

9

Comical
20 Train sectk)ns
22 Division word
23 Face shape
24 Subject for

Keats
26 — horse: cramp
30 Act restless

34 Ore deposits
35 Appear
36 That lady
37 f^ale

38 Cared for

40 Hearty laugh
41 Skater Midon
42 Actor Grant
43 Stage robt}er's

pursuers
44 "Knot" craft

46 Constructed
48 Priest's rotie

49 "Green Gables'
heroine

50 Platoon
53 Perfume

ingredient

59 Swift

60 Veldt antelope
61 Certain scout
62 Gemstone
63 Appian Way,

64 Creel<s

65 Rice wine
66 Beak
67 Restaurant

order

DOWN
1 Mil truant

2 Pot base

T

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

s U M A C

1

B E A D

1
A NP N

C L A S H A L T L 1 S A
A N 1 T A A L U K E L P
M A D A M E I E, M B R A C E S
P^^HO R A 1^ T A L E R
S P A N 1 E L li F R 1 ||||HB
H U R TS P 1 QU ElW A S
Al M A H G HO U L, E R G
G A B o 1 A N A L E A R N

R U G S H E R P A s
H Y E N A HA T

D E E P E N E D S T E A L S
R 1 M E

1

T R 1

1

E L B w
A D E N 1 G R R 1 A T A
M 1 N T c^ E N T s^A S sj Y

4-3^1 (D 2001. UnRM FMiur* SyndkuUa

4
5

7
8

Pantyhose
cotor

Quite similar

Conquerors of

China
Bay between
France and
Spam
Actor Ryan
From a
distance

9 Shaven, like a
monk

10 Leaking out
11 Armenia

neighbor
12 Let borrow
1

3

Toy on a string

21 Pre-holklay
night

25 Border
26 Miner's stake
27 Plantain lily

28 Type of

committee
29 "Curious

George"
creator

30 Minuscule
31 Phantom
32 Landlady s

document
33 Made mistakes
35 Pitofs place
38 Certain leather

39 Anger
40 Legendary bird

42 l^iev. neighbor
43 Kitchen tools

45 Infant's toy

46 Tolerate
47 Genetic abbr.
49 Inca Empire

locale

50 Unexplained
sightings

51 Wine valley

52 Writer Dinesen
54 Car
55 Bkle one s

time
56 Eye
57 Earthenware

jar

58 Classroom
staple

Display

206-3060
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MONDAY
NCAA Championship Game on 50" TV
Dinner by l^bo^rKKSK^

4/2

nO fs*Lfs. J<*Ty <^C'«^

TUESDAY 4/3

Delta Sig ''White Men Can't Jump'
B-Ball Tournament

Guest Appearance by Woody Harrelson

Dinner by

WEDNESDAY
DELTA SIGMA PHI-GHT NIGHT!
Oversized Boxing and Sumo Wrestling

Dinner by Panda Express

4/4

2001
THURSDAY

HEART ATTACK THURSDAY
Krispy Kreme Donut Eating Contest

4/5

$$$ Prizes!!!

Dinner by Roscoe's Chicken and Waffles

FRIDAY
BBQ with roe Sorority and the bros

4/6

Rush Events begin at 5:30pm, are at 620 Landfair and are dry
Contact Brandon (310) 267-8968 or Brad (310) 208-5301 for more info

seao
Travel Destinations

5900
Financial Aid

LOANS AVAILABLE
No application fee High approval Low
Interest rate Bankruptcys welcome Toll

Free 1-877-494-4843

6000
Insurance

ALLSTATE
You are in good hands Auto Insurance Com-
pany 310-441-5440

5680
Travel Destinations
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^

STUDENT TRAVEL

.*««.='J

J

www.sigmapiucla.org

TRAVEL

920 UUeStWOOd Blvd. (ne«t to Burger Xlngl

310.UCLA.FLV or x60795 from campus

www. statravel.com

travel free
CS1# 1008080-bO

Monday
Apr 2

smN& RUSH zoo 1

6pm f '^
Stealv and Lobster Dinner

(I-'omiaJ Attire Requested)

N'CAA Finals jf-' '.

Wednesday*" Tj
- - <* bam
Apr 4

12pm /^

Arby's Sundwicli' 11

—

5pm 12pm
Buses leave for .>^ Catered

Dodgers vs. Arizona . /;>S^ Deli Sanduichtv
( Party Sub on Busy^|> i^'^ Gpm

* .•'^' Hooters Wintjs
'

&
r% 3-on-3

?» V. ii Basketball

^
Tourney

(Band Playing)

Thursday
Aprs

6am
Surfing Trip

followed by

Catered Breakfast

12pm
Catered

?> V. ^4

i: f

4900
Autos for Sale

1996 JETTA, GREEN, Sold by owner. 5spd
Moonroof 6CD Changer, Great Condition,

45,000 miles $9750 Negotiable Contact
Sam 310-815-8759

4900
Autos for Sale

POLICE IMPOUNDS Hondas as law as
$500 for listings 1-800-319-3323 ext A214

5400
Scooters for Sale

1997 VW CABRIO Black on black with tan SCOOTPR HOMnA piitc nTT^T
leather interior 36K miles. 5spd Top me- n„oTJ . h h f w^^'

^'"* ^^^^'^

chanical condition Like New". $12 7(X)o^ I'^'T.n ^ T^ ^^^ ^^"^'^

Call 323-653-4742 "
"""^ '^2,700obo Excellent Condition $950 obo Page Ab

Classifieds

825-2221

Tuesday
Aprs

6am
Surfing Trip

followed by

Catered Breakfast

12pm
lUirrito ISar

Friday
Apr 6

Dinner

u/KKG{USC)
(Band Playing)

Wild Rush \ideo

6pm
Last Chance

C.irno Asada P.Bg

LL EVENTS ARE DRY
FOR INFO:

Nadir (RUSH CHAIR)
824-9670

Mike (PRESIDENT)
824-2144

S640
Rides Wanted

SEEKING RIDE to-(rom UCLA from Restau-
rant Four Oaks in Beverly Glen, share
expenses: work M-F. 8AM-5PM; Call Arnold
310-474-1130

with Other 18
to 35 year olds

>free of hassles

>free of rip offs

>free for you with 10 friends!

...Get 10 friends to go and you'll go free!

>Europtt«n Discovery trorr S975
- Oavs incluoing Arpsieroam Pans ana Rorrie

>B«ach«s and KmeH^on-. $908
li OBv loy c« Ausirates Eas: roas trorr, SyOne^ tc tne Barr*- fteet

>Qr««k Island Hoppingtrom $899
1 - oays teatunng Santonn. Paros and Mykonos

310-209-UCLA
931 Westwood Blvd. - 1 block oft campus

.o-
(>()iinc'i Travel

twutojbyMrMdi counci I travel . com
immtnr- ;>* «'-'« Tc.r .'•• •no. oo=.»ao-- mn»mn.i; r »»»»»., tr»»« ifi, • imo»'W I'lW! -t* V ritryont r yo,j- ypup ||r^ 10*. sT »tic»,M MnO ONv (nQ K rW KkjO* Ht*l«

J
'-^

6000
Insurance

/lllstate
VbuVB in good hantte.

Mike Azer Insurance Aoency, Inc.

(310)312-0202
1281 NA/ostvN^ood Blvd.
C2 tjlks So of Wllshlr©)

24 Hours o Doy Service

^iKi^C^I^

6100
Computer/ Internet

A GREAT DEAL!
Mac PowerPC 7100-8100 $i99-$299 in-

cludes rTwnilor Pentium 1 complete system,

includes nrronitor $249. 310-476-5076

Oispla

206
*

a T>eCta
^

^Tfiese are tfie years, tnese are tfiegirU, this is the tHotise.

!Mal^your co[lege years even more memorable..,

get to Iqwzu thegitrs of^K^

Wednesday, April 4th Barb-B-Que

5:30-7:30pm

Thursday, April 5th

7:30pm

Friday, April 6th

6:30pm

at Sunset Reo

Around the World Qundae Party at KD
House (800 Hilagard Ave.)

Dinner at Buoco de Beppo's

meeet at the KD House

^ To "RSVP, orfor questions, caageoyia at 824-2642 /
5680

Travel Destinations
5680

Travel Destinations
5680

Travel Destinations

with Other 18
to 35 year olds

>free of hassles

>free of rip offs

>free for you with 1 friends!

...Get 10 friends to go and you'll go free!

A^

>European Discovery from $975
14 days including Amsterdam, Paris, and Rome

>Beaches and Reefsfrom $905
1 4 day tour of Australials East coast from Sydney to the Barrier Reef

>Greei( Island Hoppingtrom $899
14 days featuring Santorini, Pares and Mykonos

310-209-UCLA
931 Westwood Blvd. - 1 block off campus

.fl

XJV worMwid«vac«I vacation*

fori8 to 35 year okte

(.oiiiu'i Travel

counci [travel. com
Expan«nc« Contiki wAU group of friends txx>ked on the same trip at the same time and tt>e 1 1th per-

son travels free or everyone n your group gets 10% off. Prices are land only and do rxM include arfare.

6200
Health Services

FREE DENTISTRY
CLEANINGS, FILLINGS
BLEACHING AVAIABLE
Gall 310-799-3911 tor more inlo.

Classifieds

825-2221

6300
Legal Advice/Atlornoys

CONSUMER PROTECTION Lemon law,

automobile dealer traud, repossessions,

abusive debt collection UCLA law graduate

Contingent fees/costs available Alec True-

blood 310-443-4139.

NO RECOVERY NO FEE
NO COST Sexual harrassment. Discrimina-

tion, Auto-accidents, Slips/falls MYER LAW
FIRM, Westside. Scott D Myer(UCLAW86)
www.bestlawyer.com 310-277-3000.

6400
Movers/Storage

BEST MOVERS
No job too small. 5-piece special $102 Two
24-foot trucks fully equipped for large moves
Call 24/7. Available On short notice. License
T 163844 800-2GO-BEST (800-246-2378

)

HONEST MAN w/14ft truck and dollies,

small jobs, short rx)tice ok. SF, LV, SD
Student discount Go Bruins! lOyrs. 310-

285-8688

6400
Movers/Storage

JERRYS MOVING&DELIVERY The careful

movers. Experienced, reliable, same-day de-

livery Packing, boxes available Also, pick-

up donations lor American Cancer Society

Jerry ©310-391 -5657.

6500
Music Lessons

DRUM LESSONS
ALL LEVELS/STYLES with dedicated pro-

fessional Al your home or WLA studio Isl-

lesson free No drum set necessary
Neil:323-654-8226

6600
Personal Services

LOOKING FOR FEMALE in WLA to help

handicapped female into bed/stay the night

except Saturday until-7am. Needed Sun-

day/10-11am. $15/night in-cash 310-479-

0180, 310-996-1911.

6700
Professional Services

1/2 PRICE HAIRCUT AND COLOR. Li-

censed hairstylist, trained at Vidal Sassoon
310-558-4251 310-739-6707

A FREE SESSION
PSYCHOTHERAPY/COUNSELING tor de-

pression, anxiety, obsessions, post-traumat-

ic stress,etc Couples/Individuals Crime vic-

tims may be eligible lor free treatment Call

Liz Gould(MFC#32388)@310-578-5957 to

schedule tree consultation

CREATIVE EXPERTISE
MBA & OTHER
PERSONAL

STATEMENTS,
RESUMES

Personalized, professional assilance Writ-

ing, editing, dissertation formatting, tran-

scribing Ace Words, Etc 310-820-8830

FIND ROOMS &
ROOMMATES ONLINE

The Napster lor roommates Free lo view

and place ads. Immediate Online Results

www easyroommate com

FORMER ENGLISH TEACHER w/ Masters
Irom U-Chicago. edits/word processes dis-

sertations, proposals, screenplays, personal

statements, resumes. International students

welcome Winslow's 310-829-6171.

NOTARY PUBLIC Bilingual services avail-

able Spanish and English Commission
#1277297 Commission expires Sept 17,

2004 310-820-7113

TAXE$$$
MINIMIZE YOUR TAXES Let a Professional

Get You the Most Refund Affordable Rates,

Quick and Convenient
310-266-8581, 818-829-9666.

sepkamjoocpa@ yahoo com

7000
Tutoring Offered

AAA TUTOR'S CLUB
A HOME TUTORING service for all subjects,

grades K-12. Lowest prices guaranteed! For

more information call 310-444-0449

AMERICAN HUSBAND (currently college in-

structor, MBA Wharton, UPenn) and Korean
wife (UCLA Grad, middle school teacher) will

patiently tutor English speaking and writing

310-559-0123.

MATH TUTOR
Available for all hours, all levels $30Whour,

Tng/Pre-Calculus, Calculus, Algebra, Geo-
metry UCLA Math BS. Graduated honors.

Jonathan:310-850-8849. 323-734-8321

MY-TUTORCOM Math/Physics/Statis-

tics/English/Hebrew, chemistry/biology
Law/Business Law, computer programming
Computerized statistical analysis available

Tutoring service Call anytime 800 90-TU-
TOR

7100
Tutoring Wanted

TUTORS WANTED
AFTER-SCHOOL FOR grades K 12, in BH,
WLA. SM areas Education maiors and/or

graduate-level (in any field) a plus $11 25-

15/hour Call The Tutor's Club 310-444-

0449

HOMEWORK TUTOR
For 10-year-old boy Monday-Thursday 4-

5hours/day. Enrolled in school of Education

and must dnve Call 310-990-5018

MATH MAJOR WANTED to assist 8th grad-

er w/Algebra l homeworl^. $20/hr Must have
transponation Call Deborah 310-393-3000

SATURDAY NIGHT BABYSITTER for 2 boys
7410 yrs/old Westwood area Must have ex-

perience and references. 310-474-7232.

7100
Tutoring Wanted

$14-20 per hour
Urgent, several openings:

Tutor SAT
(Standard Admissions Test).

Also High Math and French.

1 hrs/wk.

Need car. Great Job

Beverly Hills Tutoring Center

(310) 289-8922 ext 5

bhtutors@yahoo.com
«f . n
TUTOR (or 1s^ Grader Experiences Re-

quired Must have car Los Feliz $15/hr

Howard 323-464-7664 after 7pm

TUTORS NEEDED
All subjects, graduate students preferred

$20-$25/hour E-mail resume to:

wwtestprep@aol com or call 310-766-4868

7400
Business Opportunities

$500-1 000/MONTH P/T
Seeking motivated students (or marketing in-

ternet, cellular and long distance accounts

Serious inquines only Call (or rec info 888-

432-4890

EARN SUBSTANTIAL
INCOME

WorWCIoud, the foremost provider of IP

based communication solutions, seeks

individuals to drive campus sales of the

exciting new e-mail program ZorMail

(www zormail.com)-Unlimited commis-

sion potential-To learn more, send your

name and e-mail address to resourc-

es@wortdcloud.com Specify UCLA-CSR

ENTREPRENEURS WANTED Marketing

group seeks motivated enthusiastic individu-

als Work 4 hours/week and make
$5000/month Ideal (or students 310-281

1138

MAUI $25
WANT TO SPEND 3 months in Maui or Can-

cun for only $25'^ zagala com

7500
Career Opportunities

Earn $100-$200 a day
• 2 week training & Job

Placement Included
• Its not a |ob -its a PARTYi"

National Bartenders SchoolT
1 (800) &46 • MIXX (6<499)
vwwv.nationalbarlGncicrs.com

TEACHER ASSTNTS
PRIVATE WLA School looking (or capable

and experienced teacher assistants to work
with elementary level students, M-F. 8AM-
1PM. Begin 4/9/01 Proficient in Mac com-
puter technology. Please (ax resume;31Q-

471-1532

7600
Child Care Offered

$$$ LOW PRICES $$$
WONDER YEARS PRESCHOOL run by

UCLA grads. Ages2.5/6years Two large

play-yards Open 7 30-5:30 Close to UCLA.
310-473-0772

7700
Child Care Wanted

ENERGETIC
BABYSITTER NEEDED*
Looking (or responsible/caring/energetic per-

son lo serve as babysitter in afternoons M-F
Enormously bnght/intelligent 4 5-year-old

who loves lo play/have (un. Located in Bel-

Air/Roscomare Valley Call 310-889-0119

AFTERSCHOOL CARE
FOR SPECIAL 7yr/old boy with autism.

Need high energetic, (un person Going to

park/other activites after-school Pay $7-

10/hr.ASAP 310-628-7799, 310-621-1215

CHILD CARE NEEDED for 7-year-old boy.

Wednesday, Thursday, every other Fnday

2 30-7 30 Must dnve. have reliable car, ref-

erences required Mary 310-828-2624

CHILDCARE/DRIVER
Help with homework, supervise play, (or2-

boys ages 9-12 T,W,F, 3-6pm English

speaking Own car w/insurance Close to

UCLA. 310-470-2047

P/T BABYSITTING
FEMALE NEEDED UCLA student prelerred

P/T 2 young kids, weekends, fax resume

10:310-451-1130.

206-30
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6200
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6200
Health Services

6200
Health StMVices

COMPLIMENTARY CONSULTATION (^~
Dr. Nader Dayani

ORTHODONTIST
SINCK 1980

UCLAKAtUl.TYMKMBKR

Braces^^
Deliver BrUliatU ResultsIts/

Member American Association of Orthodontists

Specializing in braces for adults & children
DiSColNT S AM) FACnjV

(310) 826 - 7494
1 1645 Wilshire Ulvd «802
Los Anfttlev CA WOL'S

(949) 552 - 5890
18124 Culver Dr . «A
Irvint. CA 9'2715

Teeth Whitening $ftf;oo
upptr or lower *='»'u^

• Cosmetic Porcelain
• Surgical Orttiodontlcs

• Removable
• Traditional

• Invisible

* European

ii»>i<>(jin>ioiiMat*a(ialoiin SIOOOOOpMliaoaoiai
(KjL'h iiionin ul IwaMnanl i«incM>*d fa> mMd bioom.

S9U0 OJ lAJi J lOD 00 Iw aocn mor.m ol haolnwnl i«n<M>«o
lot lumuwXHii DicKM and 1 1 TOO 00 lAs S I» 00pw monm
tof cwornc t<i<xr«> SJOD 00 lot dogncMiK UuOy motMi and

S I /!> 00 foi lurnc* cvmjiaon
• ^oofion ooia 4X01

7700
Child Care Wanted

P/T BABYSITTER
For wonderful eight-year old 2-4after-

noons/week. 2.30-6:30, year-round. Insured
driver w/car Live-in: Pvt.room(sep bath)in

secluded garden 1 -block to UCLA. Ap-
prox.20hfs/wk 310-259-8545.

P/T-F/T BABYSITTER
For 2M y/o boys Bel Air- 1 .3 mi from UCLA
Play w/kids, prepare snacks, drive to and
from daycare. 310-788-0370.
stiahrokh39aol com

RESPONSIBLE/RELIABLE/Honest/Warm
babysitter needed (or 3.5yr,old/girl Monday
evenings, other evenings/weekends as
needed. Excellent dnving record/car in-

surance, references required. Mar Vista.

310-390-7822

7800
Help Wanted

$$Get Paid For Your
Opinions!$$

Earn $15-$ 125 and more per survey!

www.money4opinions com

$15-$23/HR BRIGHT, ENTHUSIASTIC peo-
ple to teach SAT prep and ALL Academic
Subjects Transportation required We will

tram Flexible hours Send or fax cover let-

ter/resume, including test scores (SAT GRE,
etc ) to ACE Educational Services, AttnBar-
ry. 9911 W Pico Blvd. Ste PH-K, LA. CA
90035; Fax 310-282-6424 Positions avail-

able throughout LA and the Valley

$1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL Mailing our cir-

culars No expenence required Free infor-

mation packet Call 202-466-1639

*ENERGETIC PEOPLE
NEEDED!!!*

Busy Valley, Hollywood, or Santa Monica
oflice needs energetic people. Bonuses!
310-395-7368

•MOVIE EXTRA WORK* Beats all )Obs Stan

immediately Great pay. Fun/Easy No crazy

tees Program for free medical Call-24/hrs

323-850-4417.

10MINS FROM UCLA. Electronic retail

store PT/FT technical savvy person front

page! For customer, sales, and service. 310-

475-0859. Mr Schuize

A GENETIC LAB SEEKS Staff Research As-

sistant Experience m molecular and/or bio-

chemical techniques and BS required Send
resume tvu@mednet ucia edu

A MANAGEMENT
TRAINEE

New offices opening Independent Capital

Management, Inc (ICM) one of the nations

Premier and Fastest Growing financial serv-

ices CO. (INC500) offering secunties through

SunAmerIca Securities Inc. (NASD SIPC)
announces immed openings in our So. Cat

Offices. We're looking for career onented in-

dividuals in search of rapid advancement
and complete training in the investment field

with an industry leader Top payouts, medi-

cal benefits. 401 k match, conferences, stock

options. 1-800-600-2620 wwwicmfinan-
cial com

ACCESS TO A COMPUTER'' PUT IT TO
WORK! Up to $25-75/hr PT/FT
www EamEZbuckscom 888-715-4646

ACCOUNTING A/R, collections Close to

campus. Flexible hours. 310-828-9900

ACCT/BKPR
Need help setting up Microsoft Money, build-

ing history arxl developing workable record

keeping process Should entail 5-7

hours/week $10/hour. your computer or

mine.

ADMIN. ASSISTANT
Brentwood real estate affrce $12/hour PT or

FT Fax resume to: 310-476-7284.

ARE YOU A
BALANCED BRUIN?

Do you excel at school yet still have time to

give back"? Do you play sports yet still go out

and have fun! Are you trainable? We might
want you for PT/FT work 310-652-9572.

7800
Help Wanted

ATTN: ALL MAJORS
Summer Internships. P/T-F/T Employment
IBM. Teach for America. KPMG. Pricewater-

house Coopers, and more! Put your resume
on www.jobdirect.com. Enter Campus ID

Code:uclal

BARTENDER
TRAINEES
NEEDED!

Earn $20-$40/hour. Day/evening classes.

Start working in two weeks Classes starting

now: 1-800-974-7974. www.mybarten-
dingschool.com

BEACH CAMP SUMMER JOBS! Coun-
selors, Lifeguards, Craft Director, work
w/toddler-teens at Private Beach Club in SM
Call Andrea:310-395-3254.

TBC210©aol.com

BEVERLY HILLS ad) guest house.

Unfurnished 1 bdrm. 1 bath, refrigerator,

stove, hardwood floors, yard, newly updated

bathroom, parking $880 310-395-RENT
www westsiderentals com

BEVERLY HILLS AUTO DETAIL shop needs
hard-working, fast-paced, agressive people

to handle top-notch cars. No experience re-

quired. Flexible hours. Ozzie:310-859-2870

CAMP COUNSELORS needed for local

summer day camp Beach/aquatic expen-

ence in swimming, surling, sailing, or jet ski-

ing a plus Competitive salaries 818-996-

4780

CAMP WAYNE FOR
GIRLS

Children's camp m Northeast Pennsylvania

(3 hrs NYC) 6/19-8/17/01. Directors for:

Fine Ans&Cratts. , Camping/Nature, Ropes,

Golf, Swimming. Drama Counselors

for Tennis. Gymnastics. Aerobics. Cheer-

leading, Swimming (W S I preferred), Sail-

ing. Waterskiing, Sculpture, Batik, Silk-

Screen, Jewelry. Piano. Guitar. Video. Self-

Defense On campus interviews April lllh

Call 1-800-279-3019. website wwwcamp-
waynegiris com

CERTIFIED PERSONAL
TRAINERS/

FRONT DESK HELP for LAs most popular

health club For more information call Giu-

seppe 323-658-6999

CLERICAL ASSISTANT: technical book-
store. BNi Publications. Inc.. a leader in tech-
nical publications for the construction indus-

try, has immediate part-time positions avail-

able at Its WLA location Starting hourly rate

$7 00 Flexible hours, convenient location

near 405/10 fwys. Call Richard at 310-474-
7771 or fax resume to 310-474-6863

CLERK WANTED Law firm Computer skills

Organize files 24hours/week Salary open.
Contact Anna Labellarte. Rubin. Eagan &
Kane. LLP 310-788-0983. fax 310-788-
0984.

CLERK P/T, Pleasant Century City Engi-

neenng Firm seeks perfectionist with typing

skills for general oflice duties. Must absolute-
ly be detail-oriented $ll/hour to start. Call

Rhonda 310-286-2437.

CLERK/SECRETARY P/T. 10-20hrs/wk
Westwood law firm Filing, typing, learn a
lol©law. flexible schedule, fax resume 310-
446-9962

COMPUTER HELPDESK SUPPORT: 10
20hrs/wk $10.20-$11.82/hr PC. MAC. Net-
work. Software and Hardware. UCLA De-
partment of Pathology 206-5819

COMPUTER INSTRUCTOR Wanted P/T
great college job Easy hours, must be
friendly. $8-9/hour. Call CCTC:310-277-
1178.

COUNSELORS AND
INSTRUCTORS

In art. swimming, nature, video and ropes
needed by Tumbleweed Day Camp. Must be
responsible, energetic and enjoy working
with chiWren 310-472-7474

CRUISE LINE ENTRY LEVEL on board po-

sitions available, great benefits Seasonal or

year-round Call (or info 323-644-2102
www.cruisecareers com.

7800
H(?lp Wanted

ASSIST SENIOR with driving, shopping and
chores. Must have car. 3-4hrs./day. 2
times/wk. $10/hr West Hollywood. 323-651-
3691

CUSTOMER SERVICE Answer customer
questions, telecommunication service, close

lo campus, flexible hours. 310-828-9900.

DAY CAMP - SUMMER
Seek staff w/summer home in or near the

San Fernando or Conejo Valleys. Oxnard,
Simi. Malibu. misc. Instructors & General
couns $2750-3500+ for summer 888-784-

CAMP www.workatcamp.com

DAY CAMP
COUNSELORS

Pali Camp now hiring enthusiastic coun-

Mkwftl Summef (un inctude^ jet skiing,

amusement parks, beach days, paintball and
more! 19 and bp Call Jacque: 310-477-

2700x14

DAY CAMP
Summer. Swimmirtg. beaches, horses &
more. wwwdaycamp)obs.com.

DAY CAMP-SUMMER
Seek staff w/summer home in or near the

San Fernando or Conejo Valleys. Oxnard.

Simi. Malibu misc Instructors & General

couns $2750-3500-^ lor summer 888-

784-CAMP www.workalcamp com

DAY-CAMP COUNSELOR 4 Arts&Crafts

specialists Summer/PT. $9.80/hr June-
August. Experience wort<ing w/children a

must. 310-479-7200. or (ax resume 310-445-

1764

DRIVER WANTED. Must have clean DMV
Call Nationwide Wholsale. We are a shipper

of fresh cut flowers. 310-230-0811

DRIVER/TUTOR 10-15 hours/week.
$10/hour, drive kids (14. 11.8) to/from activ-

ities, assist 11&8 year-olds with home-
wori</computer skills. Larry 310-979-8210.

EARN $$$$$
CLINICAL RESEARCH STUDY male/female

18-55yrs. old. non-smoker, no asthma his-

tory. Limited availability. Call today 310-785-

9121.

e-mail:clinicalsubjects6yahoo.com.

EVENTS STAFF/SECURITY (or sports, con-

certs. TV sfx)ws. conventions. 18-f with clean

backgrourKJ Great job (or students You pick

your assignments 213-748-7223.

F/T ADMIN
COORDINATOR

Health care company in Westwood seeks or-

ganized person (or entry-level position. 7:30-

4 00. Attention to detail necessary. Fax re-

sume to Li2:3 10-443-5258.

FAST-PACED PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
seeking a P/T Mon-Fri (9-12noon) office ad-

ministrator Typing skills, answenng phones,
and some experience in management re-

quired. Fax resume to 310-396-3815

FEMALE MODELS!!
Seeking young, natural, giri-next-door look.

18-22. (or artistic non-nude pro(essional pho-

tography, beginners welcome, will pay
Tim:3 10-720-3 183.

FILE CLERK wanted (or small law firm in

Westwood $9/hr, min 8hrs/wk. M/W after-

noons. Fax resume 310-443-3281

FILE CLERK-PT Century City law firm seeks
(lie clerk (or (iling. photocopying, (axing Ap-
proximately 20 to 28 hrs per wk $8 00 per
hr. Fax resume to Office Coordinator 310-
203-4850

FILE CLERKS. P/T+F/T DAYS, Evenings &
Saturdays for UCLA medk^al records dept.

310-825 5468.

FLORIST SEEKING
sales, phone assistant. Simple typir>g/admin-

istration skills helpful Flexibie hours/fbn en-

vironment Call Monica 323-852-0848.

FRATERNITIES. SORORITIES. CLUBS.
STUDENT GROUPS Earn $1000-2000 tNs
quarter with the easy Campusfundraiser.com
three hour fundraising event No sales re-

quired Fundraising dates are (IHing quickly,

so call todayf Contact Campusfundrais-
er.com at (886)923-3238 or visit vwvwcam-
pusfundrasier.com

7800
Help Wanted

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT NEEDED
F/T Fast-paced entertainment corrtpany Ex-

cellent written at\6 verbal communication
skills Must be familiar w/computer Call

Brooke 818-313-9590.

FUN SUMMER
Swimming, horses, beaches and more.

www.daycampjobs.com

GENERAL
OFFICE/SALES
ASSISTANT

PDC WHOLESALE FURNITURE SHOW-
ROOM. Full-time. Multi-faceted person.

General office computer quickbook Custom-
er service sales assistant. Fax resume:310-

451-1130.

GIRLS LOOKING FOR EXTRA CASH (or

school or play, get paid a (ew hundred dollars

this Friday by chattir>g in your spare time

(rom your PC. voyeurbus adult internet video

chat. Must be l8-«- http://cams.voyeur-

bus.com Call toll (ree 888-636-5190

GIRLS wanted at exclusive social clubs in

WLA. Conversation only. No alcohol

Flexible hours Earn top $$$. 310-313-2989

GREAT DEAL
HAIR MODELS NEEDED for upscale Santa

Morwca saton. You don't have to be a model
to get a haircut like one. 310-392-3951

HELP WANTED. PfJ. Cashier and waitress

Some experience preferred but not neces-

sary. Will train. Also looking (or delivery per-

son with car/scooter. Roni's Diner. 9911

Santa Monica Blvd.. Beverly HUls. 310-772-

Hotel desk clerk- PH" (momings/AM). West-
wood Village Hotel. 310-208-3945

HOUSEKEEPER/HOME-OFFICE ASSIS-
TANT (or busy doctor. Weekends. Laun-
dry/cieanir>g, assist w'cooking, etc No skills

required. Great pay! Flexible schedule
Leave message 310-967-5180.

LAW CLERKS WANTED (or small Westside
Plainti(f Law Firm. Flexible hours.Email re-

sume to kgalloObiren.com

LIKE MAPS?
Flood certification company near LAX is

lookir)g (or motivated, seK-starters (or map
research positions. If you are map proficient,

detail-oriented, and computer literate, fax re-

sume 310-348-9022, ann: Productton Dept
EOE

LOOKING FOR CO-PRODUCER/CREW:
Sci-fi Independent Feature. Fall 2001
Resumes to contactOparaxis.com.
www.hardwinter.com

MALE MODELS
Have a great face or body? GET REC-
OGNIZED in Playgirt-style publications Must
be 18-24. Beginners welcome Highest im-

mediate pay w/headshots. Paid screen test.

Jef(©213-748-4555ext. '11. jwhiteOou-
nique.com_ MARKETING
SALES/TRAINING (or Mexico-USA impor-

ting company Pay $10-15/hr Full time

Spanish helpful. Business major preferred.

Good experience Fax resume 310-854-

6287 or E-mail: sales ©thepaintedde-
sert.com.

MOTHERS HELPER NEEDED. ia-18hrs
per week, flexible. UCLA student required.

Call 310-277-1805. Fax references to 310-
277-1832

MR. TUXEDO
Now hiring, (ormal wear sales/rentals.

$9/hr-fcommission. No experierKe neces-
sary F/T. P/T Avail. Comer o( Wilshire and
Barrington 310-477-8633.

MUSIC COMPANY
Needs A&R. marketing. publk:ity. production

people, looking (or versatile diverse irxjividu-

als: paid positions/internships available (ax

resume to:8 18-753-8633.

NEED TO MAKE SOME PT $$$? Will train

and sponsor assistant broker PM work.

Guarantee+bonus BH office. Call Neil 800-
450-7585.

NOW H(R(NG ALL POSITIONS Chin Chin
Restaurant. High energy trendy Chinese
Ca(e Flexible schedules AM&PM shi(ts

Free Meals Great pay! Will train Inten/iews

daily 3-6pm 11740 San Vicente- Brentwood.
5mi (rom UCLA campus.

OFFICE ASSISTANT P/T-F/T Flex hours.
$lO/hr Home oHice on Mulholland and Bev-
erty Glen. 310-271-6564.

OFFICE CLERK
P/T AND FAT

SM law (irm seeks office clerks Phones, (il-

ing. (axing. photocopyingA(iling court docu-

ments. Must ttave auto+insurarx:e. Francis

Che:3 10-453-67 11.

OUTDOOR YOUTH
ORGANIZATION SEEKS ASSISTANT TO
DIRECTOR P/T now. F/T Summer Aquatk:

and Computer skills $9/hr. 310-826-7000
www.SierraAdventureCamps.com

7800
Htrip W<inU;(i

ASSISTANT NEEDED, work in (ilrrVmusic In-

dustrty Computer savvy, reliable car. (lexible

hours, great work envilonment. salary nego-
tiable Fax resume/Bio: 3 10-3 13- 1683

P/T AND F/r SALES POSITIONS AVAIL-
ABLE: Upscale (lower shop. Creative, (un.

fast paced. Please call Lisa 310-278-1988

P/T CLERK
Santa Monica law (imi seeks a P/T General
Office Clerk. Flexible hours, but mornings
preferred $7-l0/hr DOE. Please call Ida
310-351-2826.

P/T DAY CARE ASSISTANT needed (or PrI-

days 8-5:30pm Some ECE or CD units pre-

(erred and experierKe working w/pre-kinder-

garten children. 310-459-0920

P/r WRITER. Pleasant Century City Engi-

neering Firm seeks perfectionist with strong

writing skills to produce miktly technical re-

ports (or internal and external use $13/hr to

start. Wage increases as appropriate Mini-

mum I5hrs/wk. Must have car and in-

surance. Fax resume 310-286-9126 or call

310-286-2437

PART TIME RECEPTIONIST NEEDED (or

athletic club. Tues-Fn 10am-2pm and Sat
llam-5pm. No expenerKe required but must
be personable, in good shape, and comput-
er (riencNy Please call Mike or Brie at 310-
459-4648.

PART-TIME ADMIN ASSISTANT Duties in-

clude answering phones, light typing, organ-

ization, o(fice errands, light filing. & collating

documents. Must be bright, enthusiastic, de-
tail-oriented. & able to perform a variety of

tasks simultaneously Send cover letter and
resume to ACE Educational Services,
Attn:Barry. 9911 W. Pico BJvd . Suite PH-K.
LA CA 90035. or (ax to 310-282-6424.

—l»ART-TtME CLERICAL position in Marina-
del Rey Great (or a student! 20-25hrs/wk.
Flexible schedule ok. Pfrotocopy. answer
ptiones. (lie. type, enter data, mailings, and
organize. Must be computer literate. Mac
skills preterred. Good writing, communica-
tion & organizational skills. $10/hr. Fax qual-

ifications with coverletter to Shawn at 310-

'

821-9282.

PART-TIME CUSTOMER
SERVICE

REPRESENTATIVE
For an exclusive (ast-paced Westwood dry

cleaner Outgoing, (nendly Will train/sales

expenence a plus 20-25 hours, mornings or

afternoons, pilus Sat or Sun. $8-10/hour
Apply in person: 1600 Westwood Blvd Or'
Call 310-474-8525

PASADENA AREA SUMMER DAY CAMP
rww hiring energetic and responsible people
(or counselor positions Looking (or group
counselor. Iileguards and wranglers Spend
your summer outside making new (riends

Call TOM SAWYER CAMP 626-794-1156 or

www.tomsawyercanrx)s.com

PAY IS $11/HR
WANTED FOR SHERMAN OAKS (25 min-
utes (rom UCLA campus) pension actuarial

oHice (or 20+hours per week-f(ull-time sum-
mer: two (2) high achiever students in Ac-
counting. Math. Econ, Business (or Pension
& Acturial Admin; one (l) (eariess student
with good marketir>g skills lor telephone-f in-

person marketing pension servk:es to ac-

countants, pay IS $11/hr (or each job. Fax
resume & DPR to 818-769-4694. Call 818-

7g9-4600 any Qs
PT DRIVER WANTED (or a courier compa-
ny M-F 1:30pm-6:30pm. Los Angeles area.

P/U & Delivery. Preler bilingual, English/Ko-

rean. Tel 310-348-5000.

RECEPTIONIST
Needed (or private health club Permanent
hours available. Hours: 5:30am-l 1:30am
Please ask (or Allison:310-659-S002.

RESPITE COMPANION
$10$12/hr DOE-PT/Flexible hours. Provide

respite (or (amities with children with devel-

opmental disabilities Paid training provided.

Toll (ree in(o:877-924-2220 E-mail:rokel-

ly©iaba com. Fax;310-649-3109 Visit us at

www.iaba com

RETAIL SALES
PT/FT. Westwood Blvd. Designer wed-
ding/evening gowrtt. Experience preterred.

motivated and (riendly Great opportunity

Salary/commissions/tx>nuses Excellent $$
310-474-7808 Pauline.

RETRIEVAL WORK
P/T DOCUMENT RETRIEVAL WORK at

campus libraries. Hours 2pm-6pm,M-F. $8/hr

to start Must be reliable Cat Info. 213-687-
8710.

REWARDING/FUN
Summer Swimmir>g. beaches, horses &
more. www.daycamp)obs.com.

SALESPERSON AND
MANAGEMENT
OPPORTUNITIES

Avallat)ie tor fashion footwear store in Cen-
tury City Shopping Center. CaU:3 10-277-

5668 or (ax resume to:31 0-277-5675.

SECRETARY/RECEPTIONIST Full/Part

Time. Fax Resunrw to 310-450-1311. or E-

maii: rgOpmsmart.com.
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SPECIAL CAMP
COUNSELORS

Resident Camp (or children with cancer look-
ing (or energetic and generous volunteers (or

9day summer camp experience For more
info, call Lisa at 310-268-8488 today!

STEPHEN S. WISE
SUMMER CAMPS

NOW HIRING coaches. Directors. Coun-
selors and more (or our Sports. Day and
Travel Camps. June-August 2001 Excellent
pay. (un atmostphere. and a great opportun-
ity to work with children grades k-9 For an
application or additional intormation. go to

wwwsswt.org. E-mailsummer-
camps9sswt.org; Phone:310-889-2345

STUDENT ENGLISH
TUTORS

P/T shirts 2am-7am Tuesday-Friday or 1pm-
4pm Tuesday-Friday. For more info. Ask (or

Diana 213-629-1488

STUDENTS, FACULTY, STAFF! Here's your
chance to sing! We especially need tenors
and basses Contact hinnebug© ucla.edu

- SUMMER AT THE
BEACH AND MTNS

FUN WORK WITH CHILDREN IN THE OUT-
DOORS. 7-week day program. 2-weeks
Sierra Sleepaway. June 25-August 24 Ex-
perience with children and water activities.

$330-i-bonus/week Call 310-826-7000 or
www SierraAdventureCamps com

SUMMER CAMP
DIRECTOR

Private Beach Club seeking experienced
Head Coach to supervise social and recrea-
tional activiites (or children ages 3-14 years.
Salary commensurate with expenence. Con-
tact Dale:310-454-2266 or Fax resume:310-
454-2266

SUMMER CAMP
COUNSELORS

6/25-8/17 $78-$92/day 9am-4pm.
Decathalon Sports Club in Palo Alto, CA
campjob® yahoo.com

SUMMER CAMP COUNSELORS For
Westwood Recreation Complex June 25-

Aug 31, 9 45am-4.15pm. Expenence pre-

terred Sports, arts and crarts. etc. $9.79/hr
Apply in person. Benlta Dixon 310-473-3610,

SUMMER DAY CAMPS
San Fernando or Conejo Valleys, Oxnard,
Simi, Malibu Wise. Instructors & General
couns $2750-3500-^ (or summer 888-784-
CAMP www wort<atcamp com

SUMMER DAY CAMPS
San Fernando or Conejo Valleys. Oxnard,
Simi, Malibu. Misc. Instructors & General
couns. $2750-3500-f(or summer. 888-784-
CAMP, www wori<atcamp.com

SUMMER JOB
GRAD/UNDERGRAD Psychology,education
or speech lo be a camp aide (or a special

needs child. 6/25-8/25. Valerie:8 18-907-

0367

SUMMER JOBS!
The Marcia Israel Day Camp is now hiring

Senior and Junior Counselors and an Art

Teacher (or Summer 2001 Spirited, energe-
tic, patient, experienced candidates who love
working with young children should call 310-
445-1280 ext 150.

SUMMER JOBS! WEST Los Angeles day-

camp hinng energetic counselors, liteguards,

and- specialists. Call Ti((any at 310-399-

2267.

SWIM INSTRUCTORS
FA(^LY LIFE AQUATICS Swim school
searching (or (un&reliable swim instructors

WSI&CPR required Must have car High
pay. (lexible hours 310-454-6464

SWIMMING ' INSTRUCTORS at client

homes $20Q24/hr. Strong lesson-teaching
experience with small children. Summer em-
plqyment. Call John 818-781-7676 ext. 1.

TEACHER AIDES NEEDED (or public ele-

mentary school. M-F 8:30-11:30 $9 75/hour
Palisades Elementary School. 310-454-
3700

TRANSLATION CO in Santa Monica needs
truely bilingual o((ice assistant/editor w/ex-
cellent English and Spanish skills&computer

expertise P/T-F/T Fax resume 310-260-

7705, call 310-260-7700 extll

20 units in Westwood
Experience & References Required

|

(S) call 310-859-461

9
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UCLA INTEGRATED SUBSTANCE ABUSE
PROGRAM F/r RA needed BA/BS re-

quired Knowledge o( research design

SPSS, neuropsychiatric assessments pre-

terred Fax resume 310-268-4397.

UNIVERSITY APARTMENT Coordinator Po-

sition wanted (rom 6/18/01-6/30/02. One
shared rental space plus stipend Applica-

tions and job descnpiions available ©UCLA
UNIVERSITY APTS 625 Landtair Ave #1

Do not call. Application deadline 5pm
4/13/01 MUST BE UCLA STUDENT

VALET PARKING
ATTENDANTS

Flexible hours, great tips. Santa Monica and
Manna Del Rey areas 310-214-1888. Leave
message

WEB DESIGNER
UCLA ALUMNUS seeking computer pro-

grammer with web design skills. Graphic

design, streaming video experier>ce a plus.

Contact Andre;3 10-283-6487.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT to real es-

tate broker Mornings mandatory Car re-

quired Must know Word/Excel and be com-
puter fnendly $9-11/hr 310-474-4250

AMBITIOUS
WRITERS
WANTED!

OnJifM magazine seeks wf»ters/phok>gr»-

phers/editors to cover movies/TV, music.

nightlife. Internet, you get expenence, ex-

penses, partnership. in(o©p-d-n.com. 310-

989-3114. www p-d-n com/writers

8000
internships

GET PAID TO LEARN THE STOCK MAR-
KET. Prolessional day trading lirm looking (or

entry-level intern. Call Ray between 9AM-
2PM 310-470-9035.

INTERNS WANTED
MOTION PICTURE, TELEVISION AND In

ternet Animation Production Company seeks
interns to assist in daily operations Fax re-

sume 310-280-0218

81OO
Personal Assistance

PHYSICAL
ASSISTANCE
NEEDED

For disabled male in Reiber Hall A (ew

hrs/day Flexible schedule. $10/hr Call Alex

310-267-8189.

8200
Temporary Employment

VIDEOGRAPHER needed (or party Must
have own equipment, including tnpod Satur-

day Apnl 14 11:00am to 4:00pm. Call asap:

Amanda 310-458-1542.

8300
Volunteer

HOTLINE VOLUNTEERS NEEDED by the

Suicide Prevention Center Excellent volun-

teer opportunity Next training starts May 5.

Please call 310-751-5330 (Culver City)

8^00
Apartments for Rent

$1290. 2bd/1bth Brentwood Adj, lease to

max. o( 2. Near Wilshire/Bundy patio, no
pets. Avail, now. 1236 McClellan 310-826-
8461.

•WESTWOOD VILLAGE. MIDVALE N OF
LEVERING. LARGE 2-BDRM APT, GAR
DEN VIEW, DINING ROOM. UNIQUE,
CHARM FRONT AND REAR ENTRANCE
310-839-6294*

243BDRM LARGE, bnght. view Microwave,
oven, retrigerator. dishwasher, washer/dryer
in unit. 21-(t. Jacuzzi on roof Walking dis-

tance to UCLA 310-475-0807

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ 1&2BEDROOM
$8954UP LARGE UNUSUAL CHARM
SOME SPANISH STYLE W/HARDWOOD
FLCX)RS. ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS
310-839-6294

BEVERLY HILLS Stunning triplex

Furnished Best BH location, hardwood
doors, martjied bath Utilities included 310-

395-RENT www westsiderentals com

BRENTWOOD great area, untumished stu-

dio Refrigerator, stove $700. 310-395-
RENT. wwwwestsiderentals.com

BRENTWOOD Private room, refngerator,

stove, carpets, laundry, parking included

Month-to-month $500 310-395-RENT
www westsiderentals com

8AOO
Apartments for Refit

CULVER CITY post odice area guest house
cat okay Hardwood floors, large closets,

laundry, yard, oUlities included $795 310-
395-RENT www westsiderentals com

CULVER CITY SPACIOS unfurnished 2
bdrms. pet okay, w/d hook ups, lots of clos-

ets, big kitchen, parking included $779 310-
395-RENT. www.westsiderentals.com

FURNISHED STUDIO APT $625/mo, de-
posit $400 Utilities included, gated 6 month
min. 5 mi (rom campus. Linda Alvarez man-
ager:31 0-277-6005. 310-837-3556

IDEAL FOR FACULTY
Across (rom UCLA Large, spacious, town-
house-like apartment 2bed/2balh with large

private. Closed-garage. 1-yr Lease-
$1700/mo Avail-March 15 310-553-5388

Bachelor Available

1 Uil' iiity > • H.if i-i '.•.(i\i^

PALMS (upper). 1 bedroom, cat okay. lelrig

f^rator. stove. laundry, complelely refur

bished. skylights. $725. 310-395-RENT
www.westsiderentals.com

Diamond Head
A|>artmcnts

1 BD $1145
Intercom System & Gated Parkins

Ree room, Sauna,
Gym Room, Fireplace,
Jacuzzi, Dishwasher,

Refrigerator,
Air Conditioner,

Laundry,
Cathedral Celllnss, no pets

Short Term Lease

660 Veteran
208-2251^<

PALMS Single apt (rom $575. l-bdrm $695.
$600deposit 1-year lease only Stove, re-

frig, carpets, vert blinds 310-837-1502
leave message 8am-5pm only

PRIME SANTA MONICA APARTMENT Re-
(rigerator, diahwasher, balcony, bnght $775
310-395-RENT www westsiderentals com

PRIME SANTA MONICA contemporary
apartment Pet okay Bright, newly renovat-

ed, close to beach Parking included. $900
310-395-RENT www westsiderentals com

SANTA MONICA APARTMENT 4 blocks
(rom beach Pool and laundry $856 310-
395-RENT. www.westsiderentals com

SANTA MONICA GUEST HOUSE 1 bed-
room. 1 bath, plus lort. N. o( Wilshire. high
ceilings, large yard, utilities included $1200
310-395-RENT wwwwestsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA HOUSE pet okay, 1 bed-
room, 1 bath, w/c pel. relngerator, stove,

hardwood doors $995 310-395-RENT
www.westsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA pet okay unlurnished, 2
bedrooms, refrigerator, stove, carpets, park-

ing included, month-to-month $1400. 310-

395-RENT www westsiderentals com

SANTA MONICA Large, unlurnished. 2 bed-
rooms. 2 baths, dishwasher, walk-in closets,

partying included 310-395-RENT www west-

siderentals com

SANTA MONICA. Triplex. Cat okay, relnger-

ator. stove, sea view court. 3 skylights, patio

310-395-RENT www.westsiderentals.com

* PALMS *
4BD. 3BA LOFT TQWNHOME. FP.

CENTRAL AIR/HEAT GATED
. GARAGE. SEC ALARM, CAT OK

3670 MIDVALE AVE.

$2495/MO

2bd. 2ba tqwnhome. fp.

Central air/heat. gated
garage. sec, alarm. cat ok

3614 PARIS DR.

$1395/MO

* MAR VISTA •
11913 AVON WAY.

11748C0URTLEiGHDR.

$1295/MO.

$1295/MO.

(310)391-1076
Open House 7 Days a Wlaek 10 - 4 PM .8

8^00
Apartments for Rent

VENICE GUEST APARTMENT attached to

house. Unlurnished studio 1 bath, no pets,

carpets, private room, private entrance, sep-

arate (rom house Kitchenette, month-to-

month, utilities included. $390 310-395-

RENT www-westsiderentals com

WEST LOS ANGELES lurnished guest
house A/C. parking included, month-to-
month, cable included. $700 310-395-
RENT www.westsiderentals.com

WESTWOOD lurnished apartment pet okay,

walk to UCLA laundry, utilities included

$745 310-395-RENT www westsideren-
tals com

WESTWOOD—2bedrooms. 2 bath, (upper),

retrigerator. stove, dishwasher. A/C. (ire-

place, large closets, bright, sundeck. gated
parking. 2 spaces. $1400. 310-395-RENT
www.westsiderentals.com

WESTWOOD—traditional 2 bedrooms, red-

gerator, stov^, dishwasher, high ceilings,

carpets. A/C,sfeirge closets, laundry, bright

$1250 310-395-RENT www westsideren-

tals.com

WESTWOOD 2BDRM/2BATH $1450 AND
UP TILE KITCHEN. STEPDOWN LIVING
ROOM. HIGH CEILING CHARM 1 MILE
SOUTH OF WILSHIRE SOME W/BAL-"^

C0NY.3 10-839-6294

WESTWOOD. Walk to UCLA 2bdrm/2bth,

gated parting, roottop spa, quiet building,

accepting reservations (or Summer and Fall

$1850-$2250. 512 Veteran 310-208-2655

WILSHIRE CORRIDORfLUXURY APAR-
TMENT Furnished studio Jacuzzi, sauna,
gym, close to Westwood No kitchen.

$890/rk> 10660 WilslMf

8700 or 310-503-7227

WLA/PALMS
APARTMENT RENTALS
CALL 4 FREE LISTINGS

AND SPECIALS
Bachelors/Singles—some w/utilities paid,

pool, gated, $675-$895 Ibdrm $925-

$975, many w/fireplaces, luxury and more
2bdrm $1395&up, many w/dishwashers, bal-

cony, A/C and more. Call for free listing 310-

278-8999.

8600
Condo/Townhouse for Rent

NEAR SAWTELLE/OLYMPIC: 3bdrm/2bth +

tx)nus duplex 11356 Missouri Corner Pur-

due $1600/mth 310-478-8801

PALMS 2bedrooms/2balhs Refrigerator,

stove. pool $900 310-395RENT
www.westsiderentals com

ROOMMATES 3-I-2. Westwood Pool/sauna,
balcony Totally renovated Bright 2-car

gated-parking. Close to restaurants and
shops Call (or in(ormation 310-475-9754

9000
House for Sale

RANCHO PARK: 3bdrm/1 75bth 10740
Cushdon Ave. 2 blocks south o( Pavilion

$435,000 Pnnciples only email hse4-
sale@hotmail.com

9300
Room for Help

FREE ROOM/BOARD
IN BEVERLY HILLS Bedroom w/pnvate

balh Furnished In exchange lor prepanng
breaklast/dinner, assisting w/9 year-old girl

in evenings, dnve to school in mornings

Outgoing (emale student preterred 310-

247-0075

WALK TO UCLA. PRIVATE RM, BATH.
PHONE AVAILABLE JUNE 1ST PERFECT
FOR FULL-TIME FEMALE STUDENT
MUST OWN CAR, HAVE EXCELLENT
OFFICE SKILLS. 310-470-4265.

Room for Rent

BRENTWOOD F/NS/NP Bed, bath&(ull

access to large, beautKul home Share
w/(amily $750, 310-395-0623.

LARGE ROOM TO RENT in classic 2000
sqft art deco house WLA Sunny, clean, spa-
cious Prolessionals&grad students only
$725/mo. 310-473-1446.

PRIVATE GUESTROOM WEST-
WOOD/WALK UCLA- beautitui house w/pri

vate entrance/bath/backyard Laundry/Kitch-
en privileges N/S (emale tenant. $785-^utili-

ties 310-446-9556.

ROOM FOR RENT in pnvate house. Share
kitchen, share bathroom. Ideal (or student
Utilities paid $575/mo Blue-bus to canipus
310-828-6796

SEPULVEDA/VENICE Own bed, share bath
2bed/lbath 2(loor comer apt close to

Green/Blue line $480 Avail now Frank
(lan@ucla.edu day:310-966-5320 eve:310-
202-1196

-^

Room for Rent

WEST LA
ROOM FOR RENT

Students welcome. Close to public transpor-
tation lOmin to UCLA Furnished
$600/month Utilities included 310-559-
8946.

9500
Roommates-Private Room

$490 PER MONTH South Mar' Vista near
Centinela and Culver Blvd. Female, no
smoke, no drugs, house. 310-391-1563

ASIAN/QUIET/CLEAN/MALE. Near "bus
stop. Westwood/Pico. 3-mo min stay Re-
quired 2 references. Private bedroom share-

bath $495/month. w/utilites. kitchen priv

$40/day 310-475-8787.

BEVERLY HILLS
PRIVATE ROOM/BATH in lovely lurnished

apartment. All privileges, private terrace and
security parking. Students welcome.
$725/month 310-860-0134.

BRENTWOOD TOWN HOME to share
Male/Female. Non-smoker. Graduate, lacul-

ty preterred. Pnvate bdrm & bth NC, wash-
er/dryer in unit. $750/mth 310-820-8354

BRENTWOOD 5min away (rom UCLA, pri"

vate, large, bright room w/(ull bath, walkin-
closet. kitchen access Locks on bedroom
door $650/month 310-470-3740

MARINAA/ENICE
BEACH

Spacious room, large closet Cute 3 bdrm. 2
bath house Hardwood doors and plentilul

part<ing. 0(f 90 (wy Looking (or easy-going
roommate to share this magniticent abode.
Must like dogs 310-577-1618

WESTWOOD. COMPLETE 1 BED/BATH in a
huge 2bed/3bath luxurious condo Walk
UCLA Garage, washer, dryer, (ull kitchen,

hardwood, marble. $900/month.
310-210-2250.

WESTWOOD: Private large bedroom wnh
own (ull bathroom Near UCLA campus. Fe-
male preferred. Available now Call for de-
tails 805-523-0954

WLA FEMALE furnished private room.
::?bdrm/apl $350-f l/2utilities 10-miri to

UCLA Near Bus line, market, shopping No
srnoking/pets. Preler UCLA studenl/taculty

310-478-7472.

9600
Roommates-Shared Room

GAYLEY NEXT TO UCLA large room to

share in 2bdrnV2bth private condo. Fully-

lurnished, balcony, garage, nori-smoking (e-

male only $500/monlh 310-208-7748

LOOKING FOR ROOMMATE Non-smoking
female to share 2bdrm/1bath South o(

Wilshire &700/monlh-i-security deposit
Young pro(essional/grad student preferred

310-770-1062

WESTWOOD (emale only at 507 Glenrock to

share 3bed/2bath apartment. Full parking,

dishwasher, washing machine. 310-208-
2817 or 661-252-0708.

WESTWOOD- (emale roommate to share a
room in a 2bdrm/2blh apt on Kelton Fun
place to live, available immediately 310-208-
8827

9700
Sublets

Subletter Needed
To sfiare 2 bedroom apt w/ 3 other people

for spring quarter $444 00 per month

Please call Divaker 310-435-5409

or Richard 310-208-9706

SUMMER SUBLETS
NEEDED

Law (irm seeks (umished westside. South

Bay. Pasadena sublet. Only (rom May-Aug.
No share situations please Include cross-

street Leave detailed message at 213-680-

8589

0* Melveny 8 Myers LLP

Law Firm
Needs surr.mer sublets
If yoi/are Interested In

subletting youi furnished apt

pteose email:
dates ovailabte.

address,
rent, and amenities lo

sharpertaomm.com
or call (213)430-6539

Displa^

206-301
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%.newspaper
dialogues

hate coupon

days. Especially

when people use

dull scissors."

Choppy, recycled newspaper

Please recycle this paper!

Virgin-

Looking Teefh,

Baby?

SPECIAL: $50-
Exiirninntion, 6 X-Rays & Teeth Cleamng
Regular Price: $140- Exp 8 /30 /01

f

COSMETIC and
GENERAL
DENTISTRY

•TOOTH BONDINQ, BLEACHING
•NKrous Oxid* (L«uahin« Qas)
•Hypnosis • Porcslain Facin«s / V«n*«rs
•Op«n Lats Hours, Froo / Validatod Parking
•GHocks, Cro<Mt Cards * Insurance Forms Waleomg
•22 Yaars in Privata Fractica in Wastwood

Dr. LARRY FRIEDMAN, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1762 Westwood Blvd. «460 (between Wilshire & Santa Monica Bl.)

For Appointment Call; (310) 474-3765

Ultra High Speed internet

Connection.

Hottest internet Games!

Experience the NCW level of

excitement!

••V-

^DHyifw WWW miw^ XtM#|

1 029 Westwood Blvd

Tel: 310-824-2205

1 hourFree
Coupon

Offer expires on April. 15

One coupon per person

Not valid with any other offers.

• • • • • •

litf/e as

. EuPOOB's Best Wel NBtwoPh

. Exclusively F8P independent TravB^^^^^

. 14 countries 6 70 Cltlei, Tewni & Vllliiei

. DBiir 19 OBor Hostel BeeWii wK Orep Oil Sirvlci

Fleilble D'lvil Pisi

Siti, CiilBrtifeli, Air CintfliloBiB S SibIb Ffbb CbbcIbs

•-•—•— FBt. iBliPiiilvi Ob BbitB Rips

For a FREE bpochure

and booking Inlormalion

visit ynur local Siudent Travel olllce

WWW.tlllSatlQUt.CQII)
Taki control of your own advtnture

lUi U^aU^ 2001 CMwit Ni^
n

"r/^4^>̂ aa

\ f\^ n, 2001

http://www.bol.ucla.edu/^thaisn[iak

ucla_thai@hotmall.com

y^.

LUGIO/MOUPg
Every Day, Twice a Day

4pm-6pm
9pm- 10pm

2 fori
All Brews, Bubbles, Boba, & Bings

Flash your Bruin ID and get 18% off!!!

(not valid with 2 for I

)

Every 9th customer gets Lucky!!!

10948 Weyburn Avenue(next to Stan's Donuts)

Westwood, California 90024
*

310.209.6288

SOFTBALL
From page 36

year.

Technically an upset based on the

teams' rankings, the Bruins know

that they were defeated by a worthy

opponent.

"We knew they had good pitching.

We knew they could play us tight,

and we knew if we let them in, they

could pull it off," junior catcher

Stacey Nuveman said. "They did

what they needed to do to push

across a run and then they held us."

The team was able to find a silver

lining in the defeat.

"It sucks that we lost, but there's a

positive out of it," sophomore short-

stop Natasha Watley said. "It was

good to see what we need to work

on."

Saturday the Bruins crossed the

San Francisco Bay to Berkeley,

where the proverbial grass proved to

be greener.

UCLA defeated Cal 2-1 in nine

innings, with both Bruin freshman

Keira Goerl and Golden Bear senior

Nicole DiSalvio throwing complete

games. The credit for the low score

went to both teams^' defense, as Goerl

struck out only two players and

DiSalvio just one.

However, the defense also provid-

ed the first run of the game. Bear

junior third baseman Candac^
Harper allowed Bruin leftfielder

Lupe Brambila to reach base on an

error. Brambila advanced on a

groundout by Freed and a sacrifice

bunt by Watley, and finally scored on

a double by sophomore third base-

man Tairia Mims.

In the sixth inning, the Bears

evened the score. Goerl allowed a

single each to sophomore leftfielder

Kristen Morley, senior centerfielder

Pauline DueAas, and sophomore first

baseman Veronica Nelson. Nelson

got credit for the RBI, scoring

Morley and deadlocking the game at

l-l.

The 513 in attendance were treat-

ed to two extra frames, as the game
ended after the Bruins scored a sec-

ond run in the top of the ninth inning.

Senior designated hitter Courtney

Dale doubled and freshman right-

fielder Marcel Torres advanced the

runner to third with a single.

Sophomore second baseman

Monique Mejia put the Bruins ahead

with an RBI double. Goerl faced four

batters in the bottom half of the

inning and claimed her 13th win of

the season. The loss was DiSalvio's

first of the year, against 14 wins.

The Bruins concluded their

Northern California trip Sunday
with a 5-1 win over California. Freed

returned to her winning ways, allow-

ing six hits over six innings en route

to her 15th win of the year. Dale

closed the game for the Bruins, strik-

ing out the side.

Freed, on the offense, helped her

cause with a game-high two RBIs,

with Nuveman and freshman first

baseman Claire Sua contributing one

each.

The Bruins were able to tag junior

pitcher Jocelyn Forest for all five

runs in her 3 I /3 innings pitched.

Sophomore Jen Deering threw the

final 3 2/3 innings, limiting the

Bruins to one hit. The loss was
Forest's third of the season, dropping

her to 20-3.

UCLA deemed the weekend a suc-

cess despite its first loss.

"Two wins out of three in the Pac-

10 is always going to be a success for

this team," Nuveman said. "We were

a little bit rusty facing Stanford on
Friday, but maybe it'll be a wake-up

call."

UCLA Head Coach Sue Enquist

reflected on the team's immediate

rebound from its first defeat after 35

consecutive victories.

"I think we did a good job of com-
ing back and playing some good soft-

ball on Saturday and Sunday," she

said. "We've got some momentum
going into the midweek game."
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BASEBALL
From page 35

again, the Bruins squandered a lead

and faced a potential fourth consecu-

tive Pac-IOloss.

Junior catcher Josh Arhart tied

things up at nine when he belted a two-

run double to center sending home
Eric Reece and Adam Berry Four

more runs in the ninth clinched a 13-10

win that may have resuscitated the

slumping Bruins.

Mike Kunes notched his third win

of the season, finishing out the final

three innings with only one run

allowed. Shortstop Preston Griffin

went four for five and Arhart led the

way with 4 RBIs. Cayetano was

shelled for 15 hits, but reliever

Lanakila Niles was saddled with the

Cougar loss.

Game three of the series provided

an apropos conclusion to a wild week-

end of baseball. This time it was the

Cougars that pounced right out of the

gate and nabbed a 9-0 lead after six

innings.

UCLA retorted with seven runs of

its own in the top of the seventh. Ben

Francisco reached base on an error to

start the inning. Consecutive singles

by Baron, Berry and Reece scored

Francisco and loaded the bases for

John Campanella, who walked to

score Baron. Shane Miranda came in

to pinch hit and connect on a two-run

single that brought the Bruin run total

to four. Griffin was hit by a pitch and

Josh Canales singled in another run.

Two groundout RBI gave the Bruins

seven runs in the seventh inning.

Finally, their luck was turning

around. In the eighth Janssen, Canales

and Pearl all knocked in runs to give

the Bruins their first lead of the game.

Reliever Wade Clark got out of the

final two stanzas, both times with two

runners on base. He picked up the win

to move to 2-0 on the season.

The weekend went from heart-

break to near disaster to relief as the

Bruins evened their Pac-10 record at 3-

3.

• • •

Tonight the Bruins play host to

local rival Pepperdine (18-10) when

the Waves roll into Jackie Robinson

Stadium at 6 p.m.

The last time the two clubs met the

Bruins squeaked out a 6-5 win in

Malibu behind an evenly distributed

pitching effort and the hot bats of Ben

Francisco (3 for 5) and Brian Baron (4

for 5). UCLA scored two runs in the

top of the ninth to overcome a one-run

deficit to win their ninth game of the

season.

Pepperdine comes off of a weekend

series with Gonzaga that saw the

Waves win the first two games of the

series, but lose the third in an attempt

to sweep. Senior Jared Pitney leads

the team in batting average, slugging

percentage, on-base percentage, home
runs, runs batted in and hits. The

Waves pitchers hold opponents to a

.253 batting average and have an

finpressive team ERA of 3.84.

Mjrack
From page 35

(48^) and long jump (24^) with life-

time best marks.

Justin Patananan had a break-

-through performance in the 3,(X)0m

Steeplechase with a personal best of

9:23.96. Rounding out the distance

events, Andrew Wulf won the 1,500m

(3:54.12) and Paul Muite won the

3,000m (8:27.60).

UCLA also had winning times in

the sprints, hurdles, mid<listance and

relay events.

Bruin distance runners Bryan

Green and Will Bernaldo, who

skipped the home meet in favor of the

Stanford Invitational, recorded life-

time bests in their races up north.

Facing an elite field in the 10,000m,

Green and Bernaldo finished 26th

(29:25.20) and 32nd (29:39.26),

respectively.
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UCLA HiUel PresentsU B A

Students Craving an Undergraduate Bonding Atmosphere
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Where's It Coin' On?
Reiber Hall, 1st Floor Multi-Purpose Room

(Next To Pool Tables)

What Time?

5:45 PM - 7:30 PM

What Does ThisMean?
S.C.U.B.A is a weekly event, where a bunch of cool people get

together to have a great conversation and the best free kosher

food L.A. has to offer. So come on by, and bring anyone you

like.

When Does This Thing Happen?
EVERY TUESDAY EVENING

Don't Miss the First S.C.U.B.A. of the Quarter:

Tuesday, April 3rd
"What's Different About the Mah Nishtanah:

A Thematic Introduction to the Hagadcdah"

**Sponsored by Hillel, O.R.L., and Rieber Hall P.A.**

For more information, call 31 0-208-308 lext.229 for Sacha or exr.228 for Robin

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx:
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Intei'itships in

Washington. D.C.

Information Sessions:

6 T«e.^

. iVS^^rch irfi 5-€jinr»

Aprils l^es 12-lpiii

April 5 Thurs 5-6pm

Aprils Fri 10-llam

April 10 TiMS 12-lpm

April 12 Thurs 5-6pm

April 13 Fri 10-llam

April 17 In— 12-lam

April 19 Thurs 5-6pm

April 24 TUes 5-6pm

Deadline; April 27 Friday

Housing, UC President's Scholarship, Stipend
Program and a Loan Program are available

Meetings are held at EXPO, Room200,
Strathmore Building in front of Lot 8.

Any questlent call Dario at

(310)206-9980
or dbravQ(^saonetucla.edu.

Appllcatiens and Info about the
Washington, D.C. Program

Will be given eut at the meeting.

Students from ALL MAJORS gain

''REAL WORLD'' experience as an

Intern in Washington^ D.C. For

the Fall Quarter 2001

Ij(*arn \\\o\v about int<*rnshi})s at thr

Superior Court,

Dept OfEducation,
Dept. OfJustice,

Woodrow Wilson Center
and otlioi's...

Explore (vi roer oi)tions

Apply & l(»ani new skills in a.

pn)f(»ssioria,l s(»ttiii^

^ M(H»t stiidonts fmm ()th(»r collc^os &
nniv.

^ Make professional contacts

IVn week, Full- time iiitenisliip
rfy.

EXPO internships &
Study Abroad Services

UCLA Career Center

Strathmore Building

2nd Floor

(310)825-0831

www.career.ucla.edii/expo/
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ReAcIh yOUR TARqET AudiENCE.

AdvERTiSE.

Classified 825-2221 • Display 206-3060

^^/^
DAILY BRUIN

rjr*

Associated Students UCLA
Student Commissioned

Art Program

APPLICATIONS
NOW AVAILABLE!
for the 2001 Program

*.> •

,.,^

Winners will receive

$500 plus supplies.

Undergraduate and graduate students

from any major are eligible.

:^r:\

Deadline: Aprir2(Kh @ Noon
For an application dr nripre information,

please call Lisa ?k\!i^^iizX 510.206.0700

or stop by the UCLA Student Union

Director's Office in Keirckhol^Hali 338.

J

COME WOUK AT THE .
\

UCLA CEATTItAL TICKET OFFICE/

Details :

Now hiring for Spring employment :
-- -^ -

Starting pay: $7.39hr

Flexible scheduling

Ticket incentives

Great work environment

The UCLA Central Ticket

Office handles ticketing

for UCLA Performing Arts

and UCLA Athletics.

HOW TO APPLY :

Come by our ticket windows at the James West Alumni

' Center and pick up an application. Completed

applications must be turned in to the Central Ticket

Office by 5pm on Friday April b, 2001.

_ For questions please call (310) 825-2101 and ask for

Sandra.

office
Your UCLA Entertainment Connection

' '\-'

KARON
From page 36

Baseball officials have also been

salivating al the prospect of putting

Fuhl in front of college pitching.

The young man has been known to

pick up driftwood and smack unsus-

pecting seagulls out of the air with

remarkable efficiency, sparing the

birds' lives but disabling their ever-

annoying vocal chords.

Fuhfs basketball potential is

obvious and unlimited. The 7-footer

has the quickness of Spud Webb, the

leaping ability of Michael Jordan,

and the outside shot of Craig

Hodges. Like Hodges, the young

man has yet to perform well on the

court, but it is clear that his potential

is unmatched.

Football officials have released

statements that lead this reporter to

believe Fuhl could play both offense

and defense. He may even take over

more than one spot on the Bruins'

defensive unit that was misaligned a

season ago. And since he has a bet-

ter arm than Jim Everett, it's likely

he'll play quarterback while on

offense.

One Bruin footballer showed

skepticism after evaluating video

taken from Gullibalia of UCLA's
star recruit.

"He's big and and strong and

fast," said (he athlete, who wished to

remain nameless. "But besides

being very intelligent and talented,

he doesn't bring much to the table."

UCLA officials are a little con-

cerned with how Fuhl will adjust to

life outside his homeland. The only

exposure he has to American life is

the Nike sweatshop two islands over

that has since shut down, and a 20-

year-old bag of Pop Rocks that

washed up on the shore in front of

his family's hut.

However, university officials

should not worry if Fuhl's interac-

tion with the two recruiters is any

indication of how he will respond to

Americans.

Upon landing on the island, the

two men were surrounded by the

unfamiliar Guilibians. Fuhl, acting

as the leader, welcomed the men

into his hut for a meal of unidentifi-

able meat and rancid porridge.

His repeated requests to "just do

it" were interpreted by the recruiters

as a sign to eat without regard to the

origin of food. The two men didn't

know that Fuhfs English was

restricted to Nike catch-phrases and

the nutritional benefits of Pop

Rocks, which explains his one sen-

tence vocabulary.

Although he has already signed a

letter of intent, Fuhl will still be sub-

ject to the same requirements as

other international players.

That means he will have to have a

beautiful accent, be older than his

teammates, and be fascinated by fast

food. He also will be required to get

the minimum SAT score, but that

shouldn't be a problem judging

from the fact that USC still fields

athletic teams.

With luck Fuhl could join us as

early as next basketball season.

Teamed with Gadzuric, the Bruins

could have the most ferocious for-

eign tandem in the nation. Although

UCLA track and volleyball coaches

have shown interest, Fuhl's athletic

department translator has said he

wants to focus his efforts on main-

stream sports because they have the

most moncymaking potential for the

school.

Buy your season tickets now,

because with the addition of this

young man, the Bruins have a tcgiti=:

mate chance of winning national

championships in football, baseball

and basketball.

Right, and I will dunk a basket-

ball, outrun Ricky Manning Jr., and

go four for four against Josh Karp.

If you believe the Mentiro I just

told, you are a Fuhl who got Triqued

and should return to the Island of

Gullibalia.

True, it is no longer April Fool's,

but I wrote this on the first of the

month and therefore feel justified

that everything I just wrote was a lie.

Happy April Fool's.

On a different note, Karon recently

won a Jim Everett starting lineup fig-

ure on eBay. Those who want to

touch it can contact him at

gianthater@yahoo.com.

ARCHERY
From page 36

rently being taught as a recreation

class at the university. Its state of

limbo prohibits the class from exces-

sive advertising, so it has relied

heavily on word-of-mouth to boost

participation.

Two problems that have further
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hindered turnout for the program

are the misconceptions that archery

is a hazardous sport, or that a per-

son needs to be fairly skilled in the

sport to compete.

"Archery is a very romantic

sport. It isn't a dangerous sport.

There are strict rules and if you fol-

low them, you're safe," she said.

Sec ARCHERY, pag« 33
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ARCHERY
From page 32

"I'm guessing that 99 percent of
the people (who start class) have
never picked up a bow before," con-

tinued Stull. who has been shooting

since August. "And you don't need
to have a certain body type. You can
really progress very quickly."

By this time next year, Stull hopes
to have the program established

among its fellow UCLA clubs.

"We have everything set and all

the paper work is in order. We're
just crossing our T's and dotting our

I's, so that next year we can have a

club -a team."

Creating an archery program
would fulfill the wish of Jim Easton,

CEO and chairman of Easton
Sports, and an archery aficionado.

The construction of the softball

field, Easton Stadium, was made
possible by his company's dona-
lions, but with a provision that the

university accommodate fellow

archery buffs with a program.
Easton has also donated a large

amount of equipment (bows, tar-

gets, arrows, etc) in an attempt to

jump-start it.

Besides UCLA, there are only

two schools in California that con-

sistently compete in archery: CSU
Long Beach and UC San Diego.

But, Stull sees an advantage to the

narrow field of competition.

"At the least we can get third

place," she said, jokingly.

Stull also points to the sport's

gender neutrality as one of archery's

greatest assets in an attempt to

encourage women to participate.

"It's not one of those sports

where women's archery is boring

and men's archery is exciting," she

said.

She cited the Korean Women's
Olympic team as the closest example

to perfection in the sport: "They're

amazing."

Ultimately, the biggest obstacles

to the sport's longevity al UCLA,
both for the program and its partici-

pants, are patience and time.

"The people in our class have pro-

gressed very well in just five class-

es," Stull said. "I'm hoping we'll get

more people who say, 'Yeah, that

sounds cool. I'd like to try it.' If they

don't know anything about it, great.

Just come and want to learn."

Those who are interested in learning

more about archery at UCLA can visit

www.recreation.ucla.edu/asp/recsec-

tions.asp?courseid=164 for the class

schedule.
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W.TRACK
From page 36

individual performances were."

In the quadrangular meet, some
athletes got the opportunity to com-

pete in a variety of events instead of

their primary ones Senior hurdlei^

Michelle Perry, who won the 100-

meter hurdles at 13.75 seconds, also

took part in both the long jump and

the javelin. Perry finished second in

the long jump ( 1 8-feet-7) and sixth in

the javelin (108-9). UCLA finished

second through sixth in that competi-

tion with freshman Karina Powell

taking second (127-1 1).

Senior thrower Christina Tolson,

who won both of her usual events,

the shot (54-6 .1/4) and hammer
throw (20.VI0) also threw the discus,

something she had not competed in

for five years. She won by 12 feet al

145-4.

"Her intensity will come up in big-

ger meets later in the season,"

Throwing Coach Art Venegas said.

"We try not to put heat on elite kids

early because there's a lot of pres-

sure al the end."

The pole vaulters had a strong

weekend overall, with three athletes

jumping over 12 feet. Junior Tracy

O'Hara led the way with her first

place mark of 13-5 1/2, followed by

junior Heather Sickler at 12-7 1/2

and senior Erika Hoernig at 12-0

1/2.

Junior Ysanne Williams notched

an impressive performance in the

400m hurdles, a race that she had

only competed in once before. With

hci; first place finish of 58.61,

Williams has provisionally qualified

for nationals.

Strong performances also came

from junior Darnesha Griffith, who
won both the high and triple jumps

with marks of 5-10 and 38-10 1/2

respectively.

The middle distance runners had

consistent top showings over the

weekend with sophomores Tiffany

Burgess and Jessica Marr finishing

one-lwo in the 1500m at 4:38.07 and

4:40.38, respectively. In the 800m,

senior Bridie Hatch took first

(2:09.92) followed by Marr (2: 1 1.81

)

and Burgess (2: 1 3.76).

On March 17 at Cal, the middle

distance squad had strong perfor-

mances from Marr again, who won
the 800m in 2:08.89 and freshman

Lena Nilsson, who won the 1500m in

4:29.29.

The Bruins notched first place-fin-

ishes in the pole vault from Hoernig

(11-11 3/4), sophomore Chaniqua

Ross in the shot put (52-8 3/4),

Tolson in the hammer throw (207-

II) and both the 4 X lOOm (44.94)

and 4,x400m (3:39.53) relay teams.

The Bruins finished second in the

meet with 200 points behind first

place Washington State (203). Cal

and Washington also competed.
• • •

A group of Bruin throwers, both

current and alumni, competed over

at the UC San Diego Throws Meet

on March 30.

In the discus. Seilala Sua ('00)

placed first with 215-4, and now
leads the world. Suzy Powell ('98)

came in second with 209-8. Ross fin-

ished seventh (173-1 1), sophomore
Carrie Soong finished 14th (154-10)

and freshman Lara Sayc took ninth

(168-11).

In the hammer, Soong took fifih

(189-7), freshman Jessica Cosby
placed 12th (162-0). Cosby also took

third in the shot at 50-1 1.
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UCLA splashes into

spring with strong

win over Gauchos
.V.WATERPOLO: Seniors honored al

iinal home match after 14-1 victory

By Emily Whidiard
Daily Bruin Contributor

A Ihrcc-week hiatus from competition didn't rust

the No. 2 UCLA women's water polo team. The
Bruins came out in full force on Friday for their last

home game against No. 7 UC Santa Barbara.

The 14-1 victory moved the Bruins to 12-2 overall

and 7-0 in the Mountain Pacific Sports Federation con-

ference. The Gauchos fell to 7-8 overall and 2-3 MPSF.
UCLA didn't waste any time getting on the score-

board with a goal from sophomore Jessica Lopez and
another from junior Kelly Heuchan in the first quarter.

The score continued to rise in the second quarter

with goals from senior Coralie Simmons and sopho-

more Asliley Stachowski.

Entering the second half with a 4-0 advantage, the

Bruins put the game out of reach with two more goals

from Simmons and a third from fellow senior Kristin

Guerin. With two minutes remaining in the third, the

Gauchos posted their lone goal of the game. UCLA
countered with goals from freshman Thalia Munro
and junior Jenny Lamb in the final minute of the quar-

Jci

Squad continues to roll, stays undefeated

'i.

The Bruins left nothing to chance in the final quar-

ter, scoring an additional five goals. Guerin added one
more to her daily total while freshman Natalie Golda
added two of her own. Sophomores Maureen
Flanagan and Devon Mclntyre each found the back of

the goal once to finish off the Gauchos.

The seniors were honored at their final home match
at Sunset Recreation Center. Seniors Coralie Simmons
and Kristin Guerin shined in the spotlight with a total

of five goals in the victory.

The Bruins travel to Palo Alto to face their harshest

competitor of the season, the Stanford Cardinal, on
April 6.

M.TENNIS: Team able

to hold onto No. 1 spot

with wins over break

By Greg Schain

Daily Bruin Contributor

During spring break the No.

I UCLA men's tennis team con-

tinued its dominance of college

tennis, defeating unranked Cal

Poly San Luis Obispo 7-0 and

No. 21 use 5-2. The wins bring

UCLA to 16-0 overall and 6-0 in

thePac-IO.

UCLAd Cal Poly SLO
7-0

UCLA d. use
5-2

The Bruins swept Cal Poly

SLO on Wednesday at the Los

Angeles Tennis Center despite

sitting out a couple of their top

players. Senior Jean-Noel

Grinda, who normally plays No.

-2-3ingles. didn't play in order to

give senior Chris Sands a chance

to start. Sands, a co-captain, was

inserted into the No. 6 position

and everyone else moved up a

spot. He handily defeated fresh-

man Stacy Merenoff 6-2, 6-0.

Freshman Tobias Clemens,

the regular No. 3 singles player,

also was unable to play against

both Cal Poly and USC due to a

nagging foot injury. He has not

played a match since being

injured on March 6 at USC.

COURTNEY STIWART

Sophomore Jean-Julian Rojer serves up the ball during a

match against USC on Friday.

Despite not going with their

top lineup, every UCLA player

breezed through his respective

match. At No. I singles sopho-

more Jean-Julien Rojer defeat-

ed senior Brandon Fallon 6-2, 6-

3.

At No. 2, freshman Marcin

Matkowski, who normally plays

No. 4 singles, beat senior John

Cappello 6-2, 6-3. At No. 3,

sophomore Erfan Djahangiri

defeated freshman Mike
Marquez 6-0. 6-2.

To round out the singles play,

freshman Lassi Ketola beat

freshman Nick Tracy 6-0, 6-2,

and sophomore Travis

Rettenmaier defeated freshman

Nick Carless 6-2. 6-0.

The Bruins also won all three

doubles matches en route to

claiming the doubles point.

"It was a good little warm up

for us with the USC match com-
ing up on Friday," UCLA Head

Coach Billy Martin said. "I

knew it wasn't going to be a

super tough match."

Friday's match against USC
at the LATC was not as easy for

the Bruins. For the third time

this year, Rojer was defeated by

junior Andrew Park 6-3, 6-3.

Park seems to have Rojer's num-
ber this year.

"(Rojer) does not match up
well against Andrew Park,"

Martin said. "But 1 think

Andrew Park can beat anybody
in college tennis."

Grinda was back at No. 2 sin-

gles on Friday, defeating fresh-

man Damien Spizzo 7-5, 6-3. At
No. 3 Marcin Matkowski
defeated junior Ryan Moore 7-

6(6), 6-2.

At No. 4 singles, Erfan

Djahangiri struggled against

Ruben Torres, but managed to

pull out a 3-6, 6-4, 6-4 victory.

To round out the top six.

Lassi Ketola beat junior Nick

Rainey 6-4, 6-3, and Travis

Rettenmaier defeated sopho-

more Parker Collins 6-4, 6-2.

Despite their overall success

in singles, the Bruins showed
vulnerability in doubles against

the Trojans. Rojer and Grinda

were defeated by Moore and
Rainey 8-6, despite being up a

break early in the match.

Djahangiri and Ketola also

lost, costing the Bruins the dou-

bles point.

"It was good for us to lose the

doubles point." Martin said. "It

is good to know that our guys

can lose the doubles point

against a good team and still win

the match."

Today, the Bruins will face

Oxford University (the one in

England) in a non-NCAA
match. This weekend, UCLA
will play arguably their most
important dual matches of the

season against Stanford and Cal.

The Bruins will be without

Rojer for those matches because

he is in Uruguay playing in the

Davis Cup for his home country,

the Netherlands-Antilles.

Despite his absence. Assistant

Coach Jason Sher feels that the

Bruins can still win this week-

end's matches.

"It would be great to have

(Rojer) on the team, but we have

eight really strong players, and
plus we are home," he said.

Chris Sands will most likely

play at No. 6 singles during

Rojer's absence.

"He (Sands) has been waiting

for this chance all year," Sher

said. "He is very excited about

it."
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Bruins start outdoor season on

right foot, run over competition
M.TRACK: Many break personal

records; Moser*s performance

puts him among nation's best

By Glen Worthington
Daily Bruin Contributor

The UCLA men's track team began its out-

door season with two huge successes. Over
spring break the team won quadrangular meets
away at Berkeley and at home in Drake Stadium
with many Bruin athletes establishing new per-

sonal bests. From distance races to sprints to

field events, the team is beginning to prove itself;

UCLA 213.5

Washington State 181

Cal 154.5

Washington 123

l. 1.!) IVu'' t'tiu!^

Men's Head Coach Art Venegas had good
reason to be wary about the past two competi-

tions.

"I was worried about finals," he saW:

The Bruins, however, were not hindered by

studying before the Berkeley meet. Neither were

they too worn out from finals before Saturday's

home meet.

On March 17, the Bruins faced stiff competi-

tion up North in a quad meet against Cal,

Washington and Washington State. The team

wanted to redeem its losses to Cal and
Washington last year.

This year, the story was different. The Bruins

scored 213.5 points to Washington State's 181,

Cal's 154.5 and Washington's 123.

"It was an overwhelming victory against all

three teams," Venegas said. "We stepped it up
and everyone did great."

Junior Scott Moser won both the shot put (62

feet. 4 inches) and the discus ( 191-1 1
). Rodney

Diggs won the 400-meter dash (47.63 seconds).

Nick Thorton won the 800m run ( I minute 53.37

seconds), Kyle Erickson won the 400m hurdles

(51.26), Mason Moore won the 3000m steeple-

Sophomore Jack Clamon finished second

in this weekend's meet at Drake Stadium.

chase (9:05.40) and Brian Green won the

5,000m run (14:23.5 1).

The Bruins won both the 4x100m (40.36) and
4x400m (3:12.84) relays.

_ In the home meet on Saturday, the Bruins had

-an easier day. This lime, UCLA's 256 points

overwhelmed Azusa Pacific's 138, UC kvine's

1 22 and CSU Los Angeles' 57.
—'-—

Venegas was pleased with this performance as

well.

"Across the board we did a tremendous job,"

he said.

However, the highlight of the weekend,

according to Venegas, was Moser's performance

in the UCSD thrower's meet on Friday. Coming
offwins at Cal, Moser competed in San Diego on

Friday against some of the best competition

nationally, setting new personal bests and break-

ing a UCLA junior record.

"Scott Moser is one of the national leaders

right now," Venegas said.

While Moser was in San Diego, Bruin sopho-

more Scott Weigand was able to win the shot put

(57-2) and discus (161-6) on Saturday. Bruin

freshman Juaune Armon won the triple jump

NICOUMluefVl.:)*lyBtuin

Senior Matt Pearl rushes back to first base during a game vs. the Arizona Wildcats earli-

er this season.The Bruins took two of three games in Washington over the weekend.

Team struggles for two vs. WSU
BASEBALL: Strong second effort

in doubleheader maintains title

hopes after initial loss to Cougars

SeeM.TRAa(,page31

ByieffAgase

Dally Bruin Reporter

After a tumultuous weekend in Pullman,

Washington where leads vanished in the blink of

an eye and runs came in bunches, the UCLA
baseball team left with two

wins in a doubleheader that

may have fanned the flames

of their flickering Pac-IO

title hopes.

The unranked Bruins ( 1
9-

9, 3-3) blew a lO-run lead to

Washington State (1 1-19, 3-

3) on Friday night en route

to a disheartening 12-11

defeat.

Bruin starter Josh Karp
went 5 2/3 innings, surren-

dering six earned runs on

nine hits, while designated

hitter Brian Baron and
catcher Casey Grzecka each

tallied four hits in the losing elTort. Freshman
Casey Janssen took the loss, dropping to 0-1 on
the season

The loss was UCLA's third straight in confer-

ence play and magnified the importance of the

two remaining games in the scries.

Those infamous Washington rains c'Umc on

WSU d. UCLA 12-11

UCLA d.WSU 13-10

UCLA d.WSU 10-9

BASEBALL

Saturday and forced the teams to play a twin-bill

Sunday afternoon. The Bruins wasted no lime

jumping out to another lead. They batted around

the order to light up starter Justin Cayetano for

five runs in the top halfof the first inning. But the

,^_^^___^^__ Cougars rebutted with

four runs of their own in

the bottom of the first to

pull within one.

The teams exchanged

runs in the second inning

and the Bruins added

another of their own in

the third, but

Washington State

grabbed a 9-7 lead with

four scores in the sixth,

ousting Bruin starter Jon

Brandt after 5 1/3

innings and II hits. Once

Today

6 p.m.

^adtie Robinson

Stadium

ji^
MAGGIE woo/Dally Bruin

See BASEBALL, page 31
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After several tries, a plan to make

on target thanks to Nicole StuU

By Will Whitehorn
Daily Bruin Contributor

MOHAMMAD Al. AVI

Archery President Nicole Stull, a computer science student,
focuses. The class meets near the Sycamore Tennis Courts.

Every year, the archery program
at UCLA encounters the same highs

and lows in its attempt to establish

itselfasaclub.

I nterest in archery starts lo peak
when there is a go-ahead for the club

to compete, yet the club is ultimate-

ly forced to disband because the

main proponents behind the pro-

gram are upperclassmen.

"One of the biggest problems
we've had is people who get
involved with archery their senior

year," said Nicole Stull, organizer
of the latest attempt to bring
archery lo the university for good.

"Every year someone comes lo

(the administration) and says, 'Hey.

I want an archery club,*" Stull said.

"Then they go lo all the effort of
pulling it together, and the person

graduates and it's done. There's no
more archery club."

This is the challenge Stull faces in

her effort to assemble a long-term

archery program at UCLA, while

avoiding at all costs the rent-a-club

position archery seems lo find itself

in annually.

"I'm trying to gel a lot more
undergraduates, some of the fresh-

man and sophomores, " said Stull. a

fifth-year senior who is staying on
an extra quarter, in part to make
sure the archery project gets off the

ground. "I'm really hoping to get a

lot of them involved, that way the

club will goon."

"We've hit a couple of road-
blocks, to say the least," said Dave
Dolbee, UCLA alum, former
archery national finalist, and cur-

rent instructor for the program,
which tentatively meets Tuesdays at

4:30 p.m.

Because the program missed the

deadline for filing as a club, it is cur-

See AROIEItY, page 32

UCLA suffers first loss to

Cardinal, nabs wins vs. Cal
SOFTBALL: Error on

defensive play gives

game lo Stanford

By Andrew Borders
Daily 8fuin Contributor

Like many Bruins this past

week, the No. I UCLA soft-

ball team (37-1. 2-1 Pac-IO)

went on a trip, this lime lo the

trees of No. 5 Stanford (33-2.

2-1) and the No. 3 Golden
Bears ofCal (39-4, 0-3).

On that trip, the Bruins gol

Iheir first taste of defeat. They
liked it about as much as you
liked the jusl-add-waler meal
you had on your last trip into

the forest. So, they did what
you did - fed it to the Bears.

Stanford d. UCLA
1-0

UCLA d. Berkeley

2-1; 5-1

Friday, the Cardinal

defeated the Bruins 1-0.

Junior pitcher Amanda Freed

accepted her first loss of the

year, lowering her record lo

14-1. Meanwhile, Stanford

sophomore Dana Sorensen
pitched seven innings of
shutout ball, allowing the

Bruins only two hits and rais-

ing her record to 16-1.

Stanford produced the

lone run of the game in the

fourth inning, when junior

outfielder Jessica Mendoza
walked with one out. She then

stole second, and scored
when junior first baseman
Sarah Beeson reached base

on an error by Bruin sopho-

more, leftfielder Erin Rahn.
Though Freed allowed

only two hits and no earned
runs, the combination of
Sorensen's dominant pitching

and the Bruins' defensive mis-

cues was enough to give

UCLA its first loss of the

See SOFTBALL, page 30

EDWARD UN/D*lyBfuin

Julie Hoshizaki runs home during a game
against UNLV during the Easton Classic in March.

Bruins begin outdoor season with decisive victory
W.TRACK: With home win,

road loss under belt, team

builds up toward nationals

By Christina Teller

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

As the season goes on, the meets
matter more. Thai's how the UCLA
women's track and field team is

approaching its outdoor season.

Comfng off of the indoor national

title win, the women's squad is eas-

ing into outdoor

competition by rest-

ing some athletes

and giving others a

chance to compete
in events other than

their primary ones.

With two more _
outdoor meets

under their belts since the end of the

quarter, including a win at home
and a close loss on the road at Cal,

the Bruins are building toward
nationals at the end of the season -

when it matters most.

UCLA 252

UC1 140.5

Azusa 105

CSULA 57

" "These meets

for us were oppor-

tunities to move
people around,"

womens' Head
Coach Jeanette

Bolden said. "We
have to take some
time off and heal

bodies and minds. We're now ener-

gizing after spring break and getting

ourselves focused on meets ahead of
us."

On Saturday, UCLA hosted its

opening home meet against UC

Irvine, Azusa Pacific and Cal Stale
Los Angeles. The Bruins won the

meet hands down with 252 points.

Second place UCI finished with
140.5 followed by Azusa Pacific

( 105) and CSU Los Angeles (57).

"The schools we were up against
this weekend are not main competi-
tors at NCAAs, although we had
some great competition in individ-

ual events," Bolden said. "Overall
we knew we were stronger. Winning
was not as big a deal for us as good

Two uihs in a row

The men's track team won

both on the road and away

since your last update. Read

about it on page 35

UCLA

FuN promises

to save fate of

several sports

COLUMN: Have no fear,

new recruit is here and

ready to carry on legacy

The savior is coming to

UCLA. After consecutive

lackluster seasons in football

and baseball, the university has
decided to make a change. Recent
overseas recruiting success has led

lo intensified

worldwide

searching, and
the people in

the Morgaiv

Adam
Karon

Center have

finally landed

the big one.

"This is it,"

said one
unidentified
source. "We
finally put that

alumni money ———^—^—

—

to good use,

and boy will ihe boosters be happy."

Imagine a man more powerful
than Kenyon Coleman, taller than
Dan Gadzuric, and able to leap
Pauley Pavilion in a single bound.
Sound loo good to be. true? Well

it gets better.

On a recent journey to the tiny

island of Gullibalia, off the coast of
Triqued near southern India, Bruin
recruiters struck gold.

With visions of Dikembe
Mutombo and Christian Okoye
dancing in their heads, two former
UCLA athletes-turncd-scouts dis-

covered what universities across the

nation have been seeking since the

beginning of multimillion dollar

television contracts - the world's
greatest athlete.

Mentiro Kuhl stands 7 feet tall in

his traditional Gullibalian footwear,

made from the skin of a flipperiess

dolphin. He strikes an impressive
figure, whether picking up the fami-

ly cattle to carry three or four across
a steam, or scaling the tall Fallacy

trees that dot the landscape of his

native Gullibalia.

What were two UCLA scouts
doing thousands of miles away from
Westwood?

One, who wished to have his

name withheld, described the trip as
an introspective journey into a land
before time, as well as an attempt to

keep his job after the recent recruit-

ing scandals.

The other, speaking on condition
of anonymity, declined to give a

statement.

No matter why the two men ven-

tured to Gullibalia, the fact remains
that they found perhaps the greatest

athlete of all time.

In addition to his height, Fuhl is

extremely strong and fast. He has
been known to chase small sand
hares across the plane, picking them
off the dirt like double play balls on
a fresh-cut infield.

Bruin baseball sources have stat-

ed that they would be interested in

playing Fuhl at first or third,

depending on which hand he
decides to throw with.

You see, Fuhl is completely
ambidextrous. He can write, eat,

and blow his nose with both hands.

Serving the UCLA community sinc^ 1919

Brave New World?
Should ^overnmonts aUow
human cloning?

VIEWPOINT, PAGE 12
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Colorful Culture

Artist Charles Bibbs will display his work
at Drake Stadium this weekend.

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT, PAGE 17

Changing Gears
Former All-Ameri(;an f*ymnast

Lena Dej*teva is now a marathon
runner. SPORTS, BACK PAGE

ETHNICITY: Latinos cause

of recent rise; number of

African Americans drops

By Bimal Rajkomar
Daily Bruin Reporter

Numbers released Tuesday show
that underrepresented minority

"Iteshman admits to the UC system

have increased to levels comparable
to when afTirmative action was in

use, but with only modest increases

at UCLA and UC Berkeley.

Underrepresented minorities

made up 18.6 percent of the UC
admits for fall 2001 - close to fall

I997's 18.8 percent. That was the

last class to be admitted under affir-

mative action, which was ended in

1998 because of the UC Regents'

policy SP-1, and the state voter ini-

tiative Proposition 209.

Minority admits are still down at

the most competitive UC schools,

namely UCLA and UC Berkeley.

Most of the increase in underrepre-

sented minorities overall can be
attributed to rises in Latino admits.

At UCLA, Latino admits rose

from 1 1.7 percent of total admits to

12.6 over the past year, but is still

below 15.4 percent in fall 1997.

The percentage of African

American admits in the fall class

dropped from 3.1 percent last year

lo 2.8 percent. This is also far below

the high of 5 percent from fall 1997.

Native Americans admits stayed

about the same, with 43 students

admitted this year and 44 last year,

but far below theiall -1997 number
of 79:

UCLA sent out 10,735 admis-

sion letters, down from 10,945 last

year, and expects about 4,200 stu-

dents to enroll for fall 2001.

"We've admitted a superb group
of young scholars to UCLA with

academic credentials that are

among the best in the country," said

Chancellor Albert Carnesale in a

statement.

"However, much still needs to be

done to ensure that all segments of

our state's population are adequate-

ly represented in the student body,"

he continued.

UCLA External Vice President

Evan Okamura expressed disap-

pointment with the numbers that he

said weren't surprising.

S«e ADMISSIONS, page 6

ETHNICITY OF ADMITTED FRESHMEN AT UCLA
Although Chlcano/Latino admissions rose this year, the number of African Amerkans fell.

Minority admits at UC near pre-SP-1 levels Prank caller

gets year in

jail, 3 years

probation

2^

1,000

J
1999 2000

-DHyBl
20011998

Anrmrican Indian j^ Asian American*

African American White

S Chicano/Latino Other/decline**

Out-of-state, International, and referral students are not included In this report

•Asian Americans include Chinese, East Indian/Pakistani, Filipino, Japanese,
Korean, Vietnamese and other Asians.

••Decline to state are students who did not provide information on their ethnic
identity in the admission application.
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CRIME; Male defendant

AOAM BROWN/Oally Bruin

was convicted before of

harassing USC students

By Scott B.Wong
Daily Bmin Staff

A man who pled guilty lo making
more than 100 obscene phone calls to

female UCLA students was sen-

tenced to a year in county jail and
three years probation, the Los
Angeles City Attorney's office

announced Monday.
Wallace Bouier, 42, who was con-

victed of sexually harassing 117

female students on the phone at USC
last year, was taken into custody

Saturday night at the Los Angeles

International Airport, where he

Six LA. candidates to debate in Royce Hall
MAYOR: Repeal of SP-1, 2,

energy situation could be

discussed at event tonight

LEADING LA. MAYORAL CANDIDATES
Th« following are the six candidates Invited to participate In tonight's debate In Royce Hall.

SecW.TIAa(,page33
Sc«IUmM,p«9e32

By Steve Christol

Daily Bmin Contributor

The six leading candidates for

mayor of Los Angeles will debate in

Royce Hall tonight, two weeks after

protesters staged a sit-in there, cancel-

ing the debate originally scheduled for

March 14.

The candidates invited to partici-

pate in tonight's final televised debate

before next week's election will have
an opportunity to express their views

on issues including campaign finance,

the energy crisis in California and the

secession of San Fernando Valley

from Los Angeles

.

The debate is an invitation-only

event, but a limited number of student

tickets have been made available.

The student protesters who caused

the cancellation of the March 14

debate called for a repeal of SP-1 and
SP-2, the UC Board of Regents' poli-

cies which ended the use of affirma-

tive action in university admissions

and hiring. Three mayoral candidates

who were present at the protest -

Congressman Xavier Becerra, former

State Assembly Speaker Antonio
Villaraigosa and Councilman Joel

Wachs - voiced their support of the

student protesters and the repeal of

SP-1 and 2.

Becerra, a supporter of affirmative

action, may talk about this issue in his

opening or closing remarks of the

debate tonight according to Becerra's

Xav<«rB«(crr]

A Loi Angfl« Congiwsman dnce

1993, MMi of woridng diss immigam

pareott^ and the fint HI hb famly to

graduate from college, Becerra plam

to dedicate himself as mayof to

making L^. the 'besi place" to fht,

work and raise a fomily by starting St

the grassroots level and putting

neigMwrtioods first.

www.pKtnofonnoj/of.dKii

KatMeen Coimelt

California'j State Controiler since 1994

with i strong twckground in business

and finance, and a former professor at

UCLA, Conneil hopes as mayor to help

prevent the energy crish in California

from causing any more problems in

the Los Angeles area.

www.ico.ca.qw

JimHahn

LA. City Attorney for the last 16

yearly Hahn plans to rrtake Los

Angeles the safest big city in

America, improve educational

opponunities for children in VA.,

ease the gridlock on VA. streetv and

continue the economic prosperity of

the city.

NwwJrow/M.ory

StcvtSoboraff

Former Parks and Recreation

CofflfflistkMer of Los Angeles «mi

SMCtssful businessman, Soboraff

"wi he a dtizen nnyerwho wA
work fsf the taxpayer and move

Los AngHes forward.'

www.iObcn)(fkmtjfO(.<!on

Antonio Vtaraigosa

A UCLA alumnus and former

State Assembly Speaker,

ViHarigosawasoiKeaMgii »

school drop-out who ovncame

hardships while growing up in

East LA He hopes to become the

fit\t Latinomayor of Los Angeles

since 1872.

JoelWadis

LA City Councilman for 29 years

and UCLA honors graduate,

Wachs has helped save taxpayers

ntiiiions of doHars by preventing

Uxpayer moneyfnm going

towarria $150 miMon sports

aterta in oowMown LA
www.woctnfyiwaydf.cotn

SeeCAIlER,page11

During spring

break Alberto

Gutierrez (left)

and Visal Nga
help move
wood that will

be used to

rebuild houses

in El Salvador.

They were

among the

seven members
of Conciencia

Libre who
traveled there

to aid people

after

devastating

earthquakes.

Ptwto Couftesy of Visal Nga

SOUW (MMmnan^'mmn

Students donate funds, time to

earthquake-stricken El Salvador

campaign manager, Paige

Richardson.

"It's not about special treatment,

it's about leveling the playing field,"

Richardson said in reference to

repealing SP-1 and 2.

The debate comes less than a week

VICTOR CHENA)«tty Bruin

before a nonpartisan vote being held

next Tuesday. In addition to many
other city and county positions being

voted on in next week's election, there

are 15 candic^tes running for mayor.

S«« RACE, pag« 8

RELIEF: Conciencia Libre

members raise $3,000 for

natural disaster victims

By Micha«le Tumage
Daily Bmin Contributor

For first-year political science stu-

dent Dania Portillo. news of earth-

cjuakes in El Salvador brought back

images of children running when a

similar quake struck the country in

1986. That quake instantly left

300,000 people homeless.

Portillo, whc came to the United

States when she was 13, was one of

the seven members of Conciencia

Libre who traveled to El Salvador

during spring break to deliver aid and
support to earthquake victims.

The students began raising money
and gathering clothes for survivors

after two major earthquakes and
thousands of aftershocks hit El

Salvador earlier this year.

A 7.6 magnitude quake on Jan. 13

and a 6.6 quake that hit exactly one
month later devastated the country,

killing 1,149 people and leaving 1,000

S«eC0NaENCIA,page7
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COMMUNITY BRIEFS

Admissions Web site

hit by hacker attack
The UCLA Admission Decision Web site

was hit with a denial of service attack on

March 29, the day that the site opened.

The Web site allows students applying for

admission as freshmen for the fall to check

the status of their application online instead

of waiting for the information to come in the

mail.

This is the first year that students have

been able to check on their applications

online. About 12,500 students were able to

check the status of their applications before

the attack, according to Rae Lee Siporin.

director of Undergraduate Admissions and

Relations with Schools.

The attack flooded the Web site with

requests, making it impossible for students to

get information from it.

"This is the sort of thing that is just not

right," Siporin said.

The problem has been corrected, accord-

ing to a posting on the Web site,

but Siporin said that there is no

way of knowing whether the site

could be susceptible to a similar attack

again.

David Russ appointed

as new UC treasurer
The UC Board of Regents appointed

David Russ as its new treasurer and vice

president for investments today.

He was the public markets managing
director for the University of Texas

Investment Management Company, which

manages investments for the University of

Texas system, Texas A&M University and 14

medical research centers in Texas.

Russ was educated by UC schools, receiv-

ing his undergraduate degree from UC
Berkeley in 1980 and a master's degree in

administration from the UC Davis Graduate

School of Management in 1986.

The treasurer's office reports to the

regents on the performance of

UC's investment portfolios,

which totaled approximately

$55.5 billion as of Feb. 28. The ofl'ice

also reports on administrative operations,

campus foundation services and its budget.

Russ replaces Patricia Small as treasurer.

Small resigned last August after servmg as

treasurer for five years. Dewitt Bowman, for-

mer chief investment officer for the

California Public Employees Retirement

System, served as interim treasurer while a

search for a permanent replacement was

undertaken. He will continue to serve that

role until Russ takes over on June 1. Russ will

receive a salary of $275,000.

UCLA doctors to treat

Romanian girl

During a humanitarian medical mission to

Romania in February, UCLA pediatric sur-

geon Jorge Lazareff was struck by the.case of

Oana Stanger, a 6-year-old native with a

malignant brain tumor, who will undergo

surgery tomorrow at UCLA's Mattel

Children's Hospital.

Though Romanian doctors removed a

small portion of the tumor in a previous

surgery, a larger portion must be removed in

another procedure to improve Stanger,'s

chances of survival.

Vital to the process were host parents

Gina and Chris Jackson, who offered their

home to the child and her parents upon

receiving a phone call from a friend of a

friend.

"When we found out that if the little girl

didn't find a host home she wouldn't be able

to come to the United Slates and she would

die, we said bring her over,'" said Gina

Jackson.

Lazareff and the UCLA neurosurgery

team are combining forces with the depart-

ments of anesthesia, radiology, pathology

and neurology for the procedure, all of which

will be paid by the Ethel Bowles Fund.

Compiled from Dally Bruin wire reports.

Weather

Today Thursday

Partly Cloudy Showers Partly Cloudy

high: 62 low: 50 high: 61 low: 49 high: 63 low: 49

Outlook:
We should se« a little more sun today

than yesterday, tnit will most likely see

some showers by Thursday. Temperatures

will remain on the cool side.

Sunrise
6:37 a.m.

Sunset 4

7:17 p.m.

or real-time weather, visit www.dailybruin.ucla.edu

Garincation

Wait lists for classes will continue

to be automatically dropped

by the Registrar's Office

at the end of Week 2.

WHAT'S BREWIN'

Today 12 p.m.

UCLA Center for Women & Men
Re-entry & Nontraditional Student

brown bag lunch -!

Room 2, Dodd Hall

825-3945

VITA (Volunteer Income Tax

Assistance)

Free preparation for basic Federal

and CA state income tax returns

Ackcrman35l6

1p.m.
Project MAC
Orientations

Kcrckhon"407

projmac@ucla.edu

3 p.m.

Public Health Student Association:

Public Health Week

Seminar. "Stress Management:

Understanding $ Applying Some

Key Principles" by Dr. Alan

Nagamoto, Coordinator of the

Stress Clinic, Student Psychological

Services

CHS 16-059, Dean's Conference

Room
310-206-1736

4 p.m.

Working for Immigrant Literacy

Development

Orientation

Ackerman24l2

6 p.m.

Campus Events Commission and

NET
Free sneak movie: 'BLOW"
Freud Playhouse : '

www.campusevents.ucla.edu

6:30 p.m.

Oikos Campus Ministry

First meeting of Quarter

KinseySl

7:30 p.m.
Melnitz Movies

"Amores Perros"

James Bridges Theatre, Melnitz Hall

206-1870

Thursday 12 p.m.
Department of Social Welfare

Poetry reading by members of the

Homeless Writers' Coalition:

"Poetry, Music, Comedy and Art"

Public Policy BIdg. room 2343

825-1480

6 p.m.
Campus Events Commission
Free sneak movie: "Bridget Jones'

Diary"

Ackerman Grand Ballroom

7 p.m.
Bruin Democrats, Republican

Leadership Council

Los Angeles City Council Forum for

District 5 Candidates

Northridge Room, 3rd floor Covel

Commons

UCLA VITA
will do your taxes

I

Viewpoint 12

Arts & Entertainment JQ

Bruin Movie Guide JQ

21Classifieds

Crossword Puzzle

li
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What lies

Hidden in

Westwood, the

Pierce Brothers

Memorial Park

is thefinal

resting place of

a number of

celebrities, like

Marilyn Monroe
Photos by lENNIFER yuEN/Da'ly B'uin Senio' '>ijn

Actor Natalie Wood, whose gravestone is shown in this picture, is one of the many famous people buried at the

Pierce Brothers Westwood Memorial Park, which is legated between Glendon Avenue and Wilshire Boulevard.

Marilyn Monroe's crypt is also located at the

Pierce Brothers Westwood Memorial Park.

By Carolina Reyes

Daily Bruin Contributor

Every August, the Marilyn

Remembered fan club holds a memor-
ial service at the Pierce Brothers

Westwood Memorial Park, where

Marilyn Monroe, the blond bombshell

and timeless sex symbol, enjoys her

eternal rest in a white mausoleum
crypt, according to Steve Sann,

Westwood historian and UCLA alum-

nus.

Idolized and worshiped in life by

thousands of fans, Monroe still

receives admiration even after 40

years.

"Joe Dimaggio had red roses sent to

her crypt for decades after her death,"

Sann said. "Fans make pilgrimages

and in almost any given week, people

leave flowers, notes, pictures and an

occasional lipstick mark on her crypt."

But Monroe isn't the only celebrity

buried in the 2.9-acre expanse of prime

ground. Many stars, who had lucky

breaks and tragic ends, call the ceme-

tery home.

Yet despite the myriad well-known

people buried there, most students

don't know that a cemetery lies nestled

between the tall buildings on Glendon

Avenue and Wilshire Boulevard.

Frank Nevarez. program coordina-

tor of the Center for Academic and

Research Excellence, is one of the few

people on campus who has heard of

the cemetery.

"Yeah, that's the place where

Marilyn Monroe is buried and where

Joe Dimaggio would bring her flow-

ers," he said.

The cemetery is a unique oasis of

tranquility and is one of Westwood's

famous cemeteries besides the Veteran

Memorial Cemetery, Sann said.

Pierce Brothers Westwood
Memorial Park and Mortuary is one of

the oldest and smallest developments

in Westwood.

Established in the late 1800s, the

cemetery was known as the Sunset

Memorial Cemetery.

In 1904 the current owners, the

Pierce Brothers, took over the ceme-

tery and gave it a new name. Since that

time, it has become the final resting

place of many celebrity figures includ-

ing Burt Lancaster, Frank Zappa and

Roy Orbison, according to cemetery

records.

Today, people are jumping ahead of

their time to choose a plot.

Recently, Hugh Hefner, founder of

Playboy Magazine, purchased the

crypt next to Monroe, according to

Sann. "Hugh Hefner launched her

See MEMORIAL, page 9

Berkeley professor gave athletes false course credit
INVESTIGATION: Saragoza

'allowed heart to prevail';

UC president urged to act

By Noah Grand
Daily Bruin Reporter

UC President Richard Atkinson is

under pressure to remove Alex

Saragoza from his position as vice

president of educational outreach,

amid reports that he gave course cred-

it to two UC Berkeley football players

who did not attend his class.

The reports, issued more than a

month ago, are the results of an inde-

pendent investigation which indicat-

ed that athletes Ronnie Davenport

and Mike Ainsworth were both given

course credit for Saragoza's ethnic

studies class in Spring 1999.

The students needed the credit in

order to be eligible to play football for

Cal in the fall. According to a state-

ment, they are no longer attending the

university.

"I offer no excuses for my lapses in

judgment and carelessness, except to

say that I allowed my heart to prevail

in the accommodations which I made
to the two students in question,"

Saragoza said in a statement.

He could not be reached for com-

ment.

Neither UC Berkeley nor the UC
Office of the President would com-

ment, citing that the issue was a pri-

vate personnel matter.

No one from the school's coaching

staff was involved in the academic

fraud, according to the report, and

head football coach Tom Holmoe had

warned university officials that he

thought the credits might not have

been properly earned.

This was the second investigation

of the two students. After an initial

investigation by UC Berkeley turned

up no results, Pac-IO officials said

they still had cause for concern based

on information gathered during the

summer, leading to the second investi-

gation.

Saragoza is accused of retroactive-

ly adding the students to his class after

it ended.

"If the allegations are correct, then

you've got an extreme situation where

a leading administrator has basically

trashed some of the most fundamen-

tal standards that the university is

based on," said UCLA physics and

astronomy professor Matthew
Malkan.

Malkan is on the Board of

Directors of the California

Association of Scholars, which sent a

letter to Atkinson urging him to

rertiove anyone committing academic

fraud from UC office, just like a stu-

dent committing fraud would be dis-

missed from the university.

In his statement, Saragoza said he

"violated faculty norms of grading"

but did not state what accommoda-
tions he made, adding that he does

not advocate special advantages

being provided for specific students.

Atkinson said in a statement that

the campus is handling the matter but

that he will review it. According to

Malkan, Atkinson has not responded

to the CAS letter.
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Davis urges passage of
I
Proposal could up counselor-student ratio Bush demands release of American crew and plane

energy-saving program
CONSERVATION: Rolling

blackouts, power crunch

anticipated for May, June

By Steve Lawrence
The Associated Press

SACRAMENTO - Gov. Gray
Davis urged lawmakers Tuesday to

quickly approve $1.12 billion in energy

conservation incentives to ease a

warm-weather power crunch he said

-could hit as early as next month.

The Assembly Appropriations

Committee approved one conserva-

tion bill after changing it, over the

author's objections, to limit how much
agricultural customers could have

pawer shut off during rolling black-

outs.

rhe chairwoman of' the Senate

Appropriations Committee put olT a

vole on another conservation measure

at least until Wednesday, saying sena-

tors needed more time to study the leg-

islation.

Davis met for about two hours with

Senate Democrats and urged them to

pass the conservation bills this week so

the programs start working as soon as

possible. The two bills have been mov-
ing slowly through the Legislature for

the last month.

The governor said the state could

face its biggest power shortage in May

or June because new power plants

capable of producing 4,000 megawatts

of electricity won't be coming online

until late in the summer
"Usually, the challenge is in August

and September," he said in a dimly lit

hallway outside the Senate lounge.

"This year it may well come in May or

June."

He said he hoped to avoid more
rolling blackouts, but he added, "We
are hoping for the best and planning

for the worst."

One ofthe bills, by Assemblywoman
Christine Kehoe, D-San Diego, would

allocate $408 million for energy effi-

ciency and conservation programs,

including $50 million for rebates for

consumers who buy new, more energy-

efficient refrigerators.

The bill would also include:

_ • $60 million to distribute subcora=-

"pact fluorescent lights and other encr-~

gy-saving devices through community
organizations.

• $50 million for grants or loans to

low-income residents or small business-

es to make buildings more energy effi-

cient.

• $50 million for large businesses

that install electricity meters that

charge the customer more for power
during peak demand periods.

The Senate Appropriations

Committee discussed the bill for more
than an hour Tuesday but put offa vote

at least until Wednesday.

SAFETY: Superintendent

tags $60 million for effort

to thwart school violence

By Jennifer Kerr

The Associated Press

SACRAMENTO - The state's

top school ofTlcial wants to spend an

additional $60 million a year to put

more counselors in California's pub-

lic schools to try to avoid student vio-

lence.

California last year had the worst

counselor-to-student ratio in the coun-

try, said State Schools Superintendent

Delaine Eastin. She wants to bring

that ratio up to the national average.

Eastin made the proposal Tuesday

as she and Attorney General Bill

Lockyer announced that 34 school

districts will be dividing $10.8 million

to improve school safety by putting

_more police on campuses,

Both officials said lasl month's

shootings at two San Diego County
high schools underscore the need for

additional school safety efforts - par-

ticularly by providing kids with more
concerned adults to talk with about

their problems.

"We have worked hard since

Columbine, but we clearly have more
to do," said Eastin. She referred to the

nation's worst school shooting, which

took place on April 20, 1999, in a

Colorado high school. Ten students

and one teacher were killed by two

student gunmen, who then killed

themselves.

In response to Columbine and a

string of school shootings that preced-

ed that, California lawmakers created

and enhanced a number of programs

aimed at giving schools more
resources to prevent and address vio-

lence.

The Assembly Select Committee

on School Safety heard suggestions

from school officials, teachers and

parents Tuesday about improving

those programs and adding others.

The committee's chairwoman.

Assemblywoman Sally Havice, D-
Cerritos, said at the end that a real

need is "making sure people are

aware of what's available."

Among the programs was the

School Community Policing

Partnership Program, whose latest

recipients were announced Tuesday.

That program gives districts up to

$325,000 each to be spent over three

years to develop partnerships with

law enforcement agencies.

Lockyer said putting cops on cam-
puses on a regular basis not only

improves security, but also gives stu-

dents a "long-term counselor, friend

and role model."

Eastin agreed that police at schools

can help students.

"Children have loo few people

they can go to to converse and to con-

nect," she said.

However, she said California pub-

lic schools also need to restore the

counselors that were dumped during

budget problems of the past two

decades. Last year California schools

had one counselor for every 979 stu-

dents, the worst ratio in the country

Eastin is proposing that the state

spend an additional $60 million each

year for five years to bring California

up to the national average of one

counselor for 561 students.

That proposal is not part of Gov.

Gray Davis' 2001-2001 budget plan,

which the Legislature is currently con-

sidering.

The money could be added to the

budget in May, when the state has a

better idea of revenues after tax

returns are filed. However, the ongo-

ing ix)wer crisis could make it difficult

for lawmakers to increase any spend-

ing.

The addition of more counselors

was eagerly embraced by several peo-

ple testifying before the Assembly

committee.

George Martinez, a math teacher

at Santa Cruz High School, said coun-

selors and similar workers "are the

-grownups in our institutions that kkla

come to trust and tell them when there

is a potential problem."

"There needs to be more adult con-

tact with students," said Peggy Dial of

the California PTA.

Students and school officials who
attended the news conference with

Lockyer and Eastin agreed that

schools need more counselors.

"The more and more counselors

we have at school, it becomes easier to

make the schools safer," said Robin

Klingler, 17, a junior at Kinney High

School in Rancho Cordova, a

Sacramento suburb.

A > *
^ * Hosted by UCLA

Are you ready to fly?
On Saturday April 7, your defending National Champion UCLA Bruins

will host six of the nation's top collegiate women's gymnastics teams

as they vie for a coveted spot at the NCAA Championships.

The Bruins, joined by five other top-ranking teams and individual

competitors from across the country, will compete in a single session

of competition beginning at 6:00 PM in legendary Pauley Pavilion.

"TICKETS

Adult reserved $9

Youth reserved $7

Adult general admission $6

. Youth general admission $4

To order tickets

(310) UCLA-WIN
uclaBruinS'Coni

JS

Mohint Bhardwaj
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RELATIONS: Circumstances

'unacceptable,' Powell says;

China wants U.S. apology

By Robert Bums
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON President Bush

warned China on Tuesday that it risks dam-
aging relations with the United States unless

it quickly releases the American crew of a

damaged Navy spy plane.

"It is time for our servicemen and
women to return home," Bush said at the

White House. "It is time for the Chinese

government to return our plane."
'

The Associated Prf ss

Rear Adm. Craig Quigley speaks with reporters at the

Pentagon Tuesday to discuss the U.S.-China standoff.

Bush said he wanted to give China time

to respond to the weekend episode to pre-

vent the stalemate from escalating into a

full-fledged crisis. But, the president said,

the grace period was quickly running out.

Secretary of State Colin Powell, using

harsher language than the White Hou.se,

said the 24 crew members were in Chinese

"detention."

"They're being held incommunicado
under circumstances that I don't find

acceptable," Powell told reporters traveling

with him from Rorida to Washington. "The

Chinese have said they're being protected -

1 don't know from what. In my judgment,

they're being detained."

Asked whether he considered the crew

hostages, Powell said: "I don't know if I'd

want to characterize it in a legal status. ... I

don't know if that's the right word because

no demands ^have been placed. ... I prefer

the word they're being 'detained,"' he said.

Powell told reporters he heard there were

suggestions that China is seeking a U.S.

apology for the collision between the spy

plane and a Chinese fighter on Sunday.

"We have nothing to apologize for,"

Powell said. "We did not do anything

wrong. Our airplane was in international

airspace, an acxident took place and the

pilot, irf order to save 24 lives, including his

own, under circumstances we now have

determined must have been hair-raising,

safely got that plane on the ground."

Bush said he had talked to Army Brig.

Gen. Neal Sealock. the U.S. Embassy
defense attache in Beijing who participated

in a meeting earlier in the day with the 24

crew members - 2 1 men and three women -

on China's Hainan island.

"The general tells me they are in good
health, they suffered no injuries and they

have not been mistreated. 1 know this is a

relief to their loved ones," Bush said.

"The crew members expressed their faith

in America, and we have faith in them," the

president said. "They're looking forward to

coming home and we are looking forward

to bringing them home."

A senior administration official, speak-

ing on condition of anonymity, said the

jrftw was being kept in guest houses - two to

a unit, with the exception of the pilot, who
was being held alone.

Despite the president's appeal, there

were few indications that China was yet

ready to give back either the crew or the

equipment-laden aircraft, which was more
heavily damaged in the collision than origi-

nally reported. The .senior olficial said two

of four propellers were damaged as well as

the nose cone, wing llaps and equipment

indicating the plane's air speed Ilic plane

plummeted 8,000 feel at one point, said the

official, who called the pilot's efibrls extra-

ordinary.

It was not clear whether Chinese officials

had tampered with the plane, said the offi-

cial, who has worked closely with Bush on
the situation.

Aides said the president wanted to bc^
"careful not to inflame the situation further"

by issuing hard demands or a timetable for

the release of the crew. His statement was

intended to be firm but patient, aides said.

Bush has refrained from talking to

Chinese leaders himself, allowing aides to

work through the channels.

Pbstal Senflce may cut days of operation
j
Segregation in urban

centers still a problem
DELIVERY: Agency hopes f
change to five-day plan

will ease projected loss

By David Ho
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON Through snow,

rain and gloom of night - but maybe
not on the weekend.

Battered by slowing business and
huge projected losses, the Postal

Service announced Tuesday that it will

study cutting back to a five-day sched-

ule that would eliminate mail delivery

on Saturdays. The agency also will

examine how much money can be
saved by consolidating and closing

some postal plants and offices.

With rising costs, postal officials

say they face a $2 billion to $3 billion

loss this fiscal year. After five years in

the black, the post office had a SI99
million loss last fiscal year.

The agency's governing board will

ask Postal Service management to

report their study results within 90

Dave Forrest, a U.S. Postal Service carrier, picks up mall from a

mobile postal unit Tuesday that serves American Canyon, Calif.

,)led Press

days, said S. David Fineman, the

board's vice chairman.

Kineman said the financial savings

of going to five-day service could be

"substantial."

"it could offset the amount of the

loss that we have and we would hope

that whatever actions we take will be

able to cause us to ask for less of a rate

increase," he said.

The price of first class mail went up
a penny to 34 cents in January Postal

managers are preparing to apply this

summer for another rate increase.

REPORT: Governments

urged to better enforce

fair-housing regulations

By Genaro C. Armas
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON Segregation

persrstcdjin big cities over the past

decade ainid the nation's growing

racial and ethnic diversity, said a

report that provoked calls for

stronger enforcement of laws

against housing discrimination.

Distinct living patterns contin-

ued to hold sway in large urban cen-

ters where most of the country's

African Americans, Latinos and
Asians are located, said the report

released Tuesday by the Civil

Rights Project at Harvard
University.

With forecasts suggesting even

greater diversity in the future, advo-

cacy groups urged federal and local

governments to step up enforce-

ment of fair-housing regulations

and upgrade education in minority

neighborhoods.

African Americans and whites

were most likely to be segregated in

the Detroit metropolitan area, the

study said, while whites, Latinos

and Asians were most likely to live

separately in New York.

Recently released Census 2000

data showed that Latino, African

American and Asian population

growth far outpaced that of whites

over the 1990s. The Latino popula-

tion drew virtually even with non-

Latino African Americans as the

nation's largest minority group.

Advocacy groups placed pari of

the blame on federal and local gov-

ernments, calling for stronger

enforcement of fair housing laws

and regulations.

WORLD & NATION BRIEFS

Europeans worry about
U.S. greenhouse stance
WASHINGTON - Frustrated European

officials expressed skepticism Tuesday that the

Bush administration would propose anything

new on global warming but said other industrial

countries planned to pursue a treaty on climate

change.

"We are very much prepared to go on ... with-

out the United States. We cannot allow one
country to kill this," said Kjell Larsson,

Sweden's environment minister

Larsson and M argot Wallstroem, the EU's
environment commissioner, had come to

Washington with high expectations for their

meetings Tuesday with President Bush's admin-

istration officials and several Democratic scna-

;tors.

Instead, Environmental Protection Agency
Administrator Christie Whitman told the

Europeans that a treaty negotiated in Kyoto,

Japan, in 1997 is unfair to the United States. She

pledged U.S. cooperation in seeking

technologies and incentives to

address climate change.

Clinton raises money
for earthquake victims
NEW DELHI, India - Former President

Clinton came to India on-Tuesday for a week-

long visit to raise aid for victims of a devastating

earthquake.

Clinton arrived in New Delhi late Tuesday on
a commercial fiight, a change from the pomp
that surrounded him during his visit last year,

the first to India by a U.S. president in 22 years.

On Jan. 26, the western Indian state of

Gujarat was rocked by a 7.7 magnitude earth-

quake that killed more than 20,000 people.

About I million were left homeless.

On Wednesday Clinton will fly to Gujarat,

where he plans to talk to survivors and visit sev-

eral hard-hit villages.

"As news of the tragedy fades from the world

headlines, the urgency of the work
still to be done must not," Clinton

said.

'Bad batch' of ecstasy

may have killed teens
MEMPHIS, Tenn. - Two teen-agers died

after buying what police said may have been a

bad batch of the hallucinogenic party drug ecsta-

sy

The 17-year-olds died Sunday and Monday
The cause of death had not been determined,

but Police Director Walter Crews said both had
bought the illegal drug

"What we don't want to happen is when
night falls in Memphis, Tenn., this evening,

young people in our city go out and purchase

some of this compound and find themselves in

the same state as these other two," Crews said.

Police said the teen-agers did not know each

other and their drug purchases were made sepa-

rately.

Napster seeks help in

Congressional hearing
WASHINGTON Embattled music trad-

ing service Napster, with hundreds of its

users and pop singers Alanis Moris.sctte and
Don Henley in attendance, asked Congress
on Tuesday to force publishers to offer their

catalogs online.

There is a "failure in the marketplace,"

Napster interim chief Hank Barry told the

Senate Judiciary Committee. He said com-
pulsory licenses would provide consumers
more than the smattering of songs now avail-

able online and simultaneously assure that

publishers and artists are compensated for

their work.

"Congress has repeatedly used such
licenses to advance public policy goals in the

context of new and frequently inefficient

marketplaces," Barry testified.

Compiled from Daily Bruin wire reports.
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ADMISSIONS
From page 1

"We're dealing with a small number of

people who are accepted and a smaller num- ' admissions will be announced in May.
ber of people who choose to come here," he The decline in African Americans at

Galligani, associate vice president of

Student Academic Services.

Statistics are from in-state applicants and
do not reflect out-of-state and international

students, and are preliminary. Transfer

ETHNICITY OF ADMITTED FRESHMEN AT THE UC

Released Tuesday, statistics for freshman admits show an increase in underrepresented minority admissions

said. "It's a cycle."

At UC Irvine, Santa

Barbara and Santa

Cruz, underrepresent-

ed minority admits are

just slightly below their

1997 levels, an*at UC
Riverside they have

actually risen, from

20.6 percent of the

admitted class lo 25.3

percent.

Although officials

recognize that the
-^——^^—

—

admitted students do
not accurately represent the ethnic makeup
of high school graduates, they see the grow-

ing numbers of minorities encouraging.

"Overall we are making progress, but we
still have a way to go," said Dennis

"Admission is only the

first hurdle; now we
nnust convince these

Students to enroll/'

Richard Atkinson

UC President

UCLA, according to

Rae Lee Siporin, direc-

tor of Undergraduate

Admissions and
Relati6r\s with Schools,

is due to many factors,

including the increase

in the number of total

applicants, and the

small eligible pool of

African Americans.

"While the growth of

admitted Latino stu-

dents is very encourag-

ing, the decline in

African Americans is disappointing and
illustrates the need for continued efforts in

outreach programs," Siporin said in a slate-

20,000

1S,000

wjom

s,ooo

Se« ADMISSIONS, page 10
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I

H American Indian

CH African American

n Asian American*

n Ch»cano/LatirK»

B White

Other/decline**

2000
Out-of-state, international, and referral students an not irtduded in tfiis report

•Asian Americans include Chinese, East Indian/PakisUni, FilipinoJapanese,
Korean, Vietnamese and other Asians.

••Decline to state are students who did not provide infbnmation on their ethnic
identity in the admission application.
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more injured. The quakes also

destroyed 150,000 homes and left

180.000 damaged.

The trip also gave the seven dele-

gates the opportunity to learn about El

Salvador's education system, its

women's movement, economic history

and struggle for social justice.

"We are going to El Salvador lo

educate ourselves about the struggle in

Latin America," said political science

student Morelia Baltazar, who orga-

nized the trip and fundraising, before

leaving Los Angeles on March 23.

"We are going to learn and bring it

back to the community."

Conciencia Libre raised approxi-

mately $3,000 to donate to earthquake

victims. Students raised money indi-

vidually, at the March 10 Raza
Womyn's conference, and at a recent

fund-raiser at Shakey's Pizza

Restaurant.

Baltazar's mother, who works at a

high school, helped organize fundrais-

ing among high school and middle

school students, including those at

Coachella Valley High School and

John Kelley Middle School.

Delegates, who paid for their own
plane tickets and housing accommoda-

Jions. donated the $3,000 to the mayoc-

l

of Cuzcatlan, to distribute to towns

that needed the most aid.

Although their monetary donation

was small in comparison with those

from the European Union and the

United States, who have pledged to

donate $50 million and $ l(X) million in

earthquake relief respectively, dele-

gates agreed their support was sincere-

ly felt.

"Just our presence there was very

meaningful for them, ' said Portillo,

who was encouraged to go on the trip

by her teaching assistant and trip orga-

nizer Hector Peria, a political science

graduate student.

Among the delegates' greatest fears

in making the trip was that there would

be another earthquake. These fears

were realized when a strong aftershock

struck during their stay.

"When we were there, there was a

5.9 earthquake," Portillo said.

When the aftershock hit, the dele-

gates experienced the panic the El

Salvadoran people feel with each addi-

tional earthquake.

"Some people think the earthquake

is the end of the world," Portillo added.

Despite the ever-present danger,

delegation members said they learned

valuable lessons from the experience.

Each day, they traveled and visited dif-

ferent EI Salvadoran organizations.

"Everything we have learned in

school has been theory," said Visal

Nga, a second-year chemical engineer-

ing student. "When we were there we
put the theory into practice and we
were able to see people apply the theo-

ry to their lives."

Delegates visited many sites during

their trip, including a school in

Candelaria that had collapsed in one of

the earthquakes, killing several stu-

dents and a teacher.

Portillo spent time with her uncle,

who took her to see the devastation at

Las Colinas, the epicenter of the Jan.

13 quake.

Before the earthquake Las Colinas

was somewhat like Bel-Air, Portillo

explained. The richest people built

their mansions on the hillside and the

poor people lived in dense housing

below. But the mountain was made of

sand, not rock, making a very unstable

foundation for homes. When the

January earthquake hit, a massive

landslide sent the homes of the rich fly-

ing down the mountain to land on top

of the homes of the poor.

"The portion of the mountain

where those rich people lived is not

there anymore," Portillo said. The
debris of the homes of the rich buried

the homes of the poor. Both rich and

poor residents were buried alive.

According to Portillo, rescuers

SccC0NaENCIA,pa9e9
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Fast
Free

Delivery

r-J

THEomanaL
1 large slice of Pizza. Salad Bar, with 1/2 order of

Mojo Potatos, and FREE all you can drink Beverage

Bar only...$3.99
( Witfi 2 slices of Pizza only $4.99 ).

Dlif'in or carry out only

DOUBLESPECUU.
Two large one topping pizzas for

$14.99
Limit 2 orders

(save over $10)

Youf choice of Tbin Crust. Hand Tossed Classic Crust. Newr York Style, or Deepdish Pan at no extra ctiarge

SUPER SPECIAL
1 medium one topping pizza Any large 3 topping pizza or any Specialty Pizza

$5.99
2 medium one topping pizzas,

only $11.98.

$9.98
SfMcmhrn mckidi VtgMvion, SMw/t Sptod. Irwin Muu, UO ^^^^

Owlitn, ipky Notion Souiog*. ond Fmh Gordm Ktto

(save over $S|

Fast Free Delivery

824-41 1

1

1114 Gayley Ave. Westwood Village
Sun-Thurs 'tiii 1:00 am

Fri-Sat 'till 2:00am

SHAKEY'S COMBINATION

^$14.49
Any medium one topping pizza plus mojo
potatoes, FREE Salad! and your choice of:

• 4 pieces chicken or • W Buffalo wings or
• Pasta & Garlic Bread

BRUIN
'ms

CARD

FREE DRINK W/ANY BUFFET PURCHASE W/ UCLA STUDENT ID

'*^...

Meeting for
Spring quarter

At tjie back of

^XJtnd Ballroom^ Thursday 7PM at the
(Tomorrow night)

station looking for handy pe

productions, advertising and yiJln
(Lots of different roles and jobs at the station!)

Interested, come to the meetin^;^^^

what UCLUIfpW is all about! AO
//^ \
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Study Physical Therapy on the Right Coast.

Husson College in Bangor, Maine

Our Master of Science in Physical

Therapy program is accredited,

affordable, and accessible. Most of

your credits should transfer.
/

Bangor, Maine, has been rated one
of the 1 best places to live.

Check us out on the web at

Husson.edu/pt. »

HUSSON
For details, call 1-800-4HUSSON

UCLA WOMEN 4 CHANGE
UDENT LEADERSfflP AWARD

The Dean of Students' OOice, in collaboration with the Center for Women and Men, the

^r"''' ''(^n.^?''!*"*'*'
^'^*' ""^ ^»"* ^^eVs ^t^di;?D^rtment, as part of the Women 4

Change 2001, is co-sponsoring a^f^itfeii^^^^ 4 change Student
Leadership Award." This awi^rAJu^1>een established Itfignbr outstanding women
students at UCLA who have M^aged in extraordinary leldet^p service to UCLA and^r
to the community at large. . :i IK—

1

^*'*J*tt**^^ * and undergraduate) who
cpnibu^ must be currently

We are seeking nominations fo

have made a difference at UCLA o
registered and enrolled in the ^OWmiOtM^ik yeikt's^i^^
activity worthy of recognition duiing this time period. This award is intended to be
inclusive of diverse activities of leadership that eftect positive change (examples include
successful completion of a project, academic research^ or extraordinary service).

Recipients will receive a certificate that wiO be awarded at the UCLA Women 4 Change
Student Leadership Award Ceremony oifi Monday, May 14, 12-2 PM, in the KerckhofT
Charies Young Salon. Dr. JudiSiilith, Vice Provost Ibr Undergraduate Education, is the
keynote speaker. This ceremonym part of the UCLA Women 4 Change 2001 celebration
occurring May 14-18, 2001.

Nomination forms can be picked up in the Dean of Students' OfTice (1206 Murphy Hall)
from co-sponsoring ofllces (CW&M, 2 Dodd Hall; ORL, 370 De Neve; Women's Studies,
240 Kinsey), or downloaded from the Dean of Students' Office web site,

http://www.deanofstudents.ucla.edii/

oflha

Dean of

RACE
From page 1

The results of next week's vote will

narrow that number to two candi-

dates unless one candidate wins a

clear majority - more than 50 per-

cent. As of now, no candidate holds

more than 25 percent of the popular

vote, according to recent polls. The
top two candidates after next week's

primary will then face off in an elec-

tion on June 5.

In recent weeks, Villaraigosa has

won the influential endorsements of

political figures and newspaper edito-

rial boards. Sen. Barbara Boxer, D-

Calif, and Gov. Gray Davis have both

thrown their political weight behind

him. Villaraigosa has also been

endorsed by the L.A. Weekly and the

city's leading Spanish-language news-

paper. La OpinioQ.

Mayoral candidate and LA. City

Attorney Jim Hahn's endorsements

include those of Ethel Bradley, the

wife of the former L.A. mayor, for-

mer Secretary of State Warren
Christopher and Earvin "Magic"
Johnson.

In their official endorsement, the

LA. Times ran a co^ndorsement of

both Hahn and Villaraigosa.

Outgoing mayor Richard Riordan

announced his support last week of

mayoral candidate Steve Soboroff.
^

Riordan is helping Soboroff with

donations to pay for campaign mail-

ers and has also appeared in a televi-

sion ad supporting him for mayor.

Soboroff has since gained ground

in the polls and is now in a dead heat

with Villaraigosa. Both candidates

still remain slightly behind Hahn, the

current leader in the race.

Both Soboroff and Villaraigosa

may hme enough momentum in the

polls right now to boost them above

Hahn before the election next week.

In a poll conducted by the L.A.

Times, Soboroff has gained 6 percent

of the vote since March I, giving him

18 percent. Villaraigosa has jumped
eight percentage points in the same
amount of time, giving him 20 percent

of the popular vote. Hahn's numbers
have remained steady at 24 percent

since March 1.

"We always knew that the race

would get closer as we headed to the

finish," said Julie Wong»^ spokes-

woman for the Hahn campaign.

"As we get closer to election day,

more people are making up their

minds about who they are going to

vote for, but the one thing that

remains the same is that Jim is doing

very strongly among voters polled

throughout the city," she continued.

If Soboroff and Villaraigosa con-

tinue their momentum through next

week, they could oust Hahn from the

race and place themselves against

each other as the two candidates left

in the race for mayor.

Other candidates, namely Xavier

Becerra and Kathleen Connell, both

of whom are invited to the debate

tonight, have lost percentage points

since the beginning of March. Wachs'

poll numbers have not changed, hold-

ing steady at 1 1 percent.

An issue that could be a significant

one at the debate tonight is campaign

finance. The LA. City Ethics

Commission is looking into possible

abuses of campaign funding in the

mayor's race.

Three candidates in particular,

Soboroff, Hahn and Villaraigosa,

have raised considerably more money
for their campaigns than the other

candidates in the mayoral race.

But there is not much that the com-
mission can do to prevent dispropor-

tionate funding in the race because of

an initiative past in California last fall.

Proposition 34 allows candidates

to withhold information concerning

money they have received from con-

tributors for campaigning purposes

until after voters go to the polls.

Proposition 34 says that candi-

dates do not have to release funding

SwUapa9e9^
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RACE
From page 8

information as long as the money is

not spent on "general public advertis-

ing such as broadcasting, billboards

and newspaper advertisements."

Candidates will not have to release

information regarding campaign

fundinguntil July 31.

Although the six leading candi-

dates in the race have been invited

and will participate in the debate

tonight, nine others were not asked to

attend Some of those not invited plan

on showing up at the debate to voice

their discontent over not being includ-

ed in the debate tonight. ,

CONCIENCIA
From page 7

could not attempt to rescue the poor

people because they were buried so

deep in the ruins.

Several towns, including San

Agustin, Berlin and Armenia disap-

peared in a similar fashion after land-

slides caused by the Jan. 1 3 earthquake,

which is regarded as the worst natural

disaster in El Salvador's history.—Despite the destruction, the stiF

^ents were inspired by residents carry-

ing wood that would be used to rebuild

homes in San Rafael Ccdros.

"Even though they may be hurt,

they are still willing to help build hous-

es, and still willing to carry wood."

Portillo said. "There is a willingness to

change their lives."

The students and alumni arrived

back in LA. Sunday night.

"It was a beautiful experience -

painful and very touching," Portillo

said.

With reports from Daily Bruin wire ser

vices.

MEMORIAL
From page 3

career," he said.

Monroe's stint as the first Playboy

centerfold helped establish her fame.

But Randy Ziegler, general man-

ager of Westwood Memorial, said he

was not aware of such a purchase.

As a burial place for so many
celebrities, the cemetery has attract-

ed various "grave hunters" whose

main hobby includes touring sites

where famous people are buried.

Although Monroe's crypt

receives a plethora of visitors,

Natalie Wood, another well-known

actress, gets her share of fans,

according to the Seeing Stars, a

grave-hunter information Web site.

Wood was nominated twice for

the Academy Award for Best Actress

and starred in such movies as "Rebel

Without a Cause," "West Side

Story" and "Miracle on 34th Street."

In 1981, at the age of 43, Wood
accidentally drowned at Catalina

Island off the yacht owned by her

husband, Robert Wagner.

Young or tragic deaths appear to

be common threads linking many of

the celebrities buried at the ceme-

tery.

Dominique Dunne, who played

the older sister in "Poltergeist" is

also buried there. Dunne, then 22,

was strangled by her boyfriend when
she tried to break off the relation-

ship.

But the apparent curse on

"Poltergeist" actors doesn't stop

there.

Heather O'Rourke, who played

Carol Anne in the movies, is buried

nearby in a crypt above ground.

O'Rourke died in 1988 from compli-

cations with an intestinal infection.

In the past, Metro Goldwyn-

Mayer studios worried that tabloids

would scare people into believing the

"Poltergeist" movies where respon-

See MEMORIAL, page 10
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UCLA Hillel

&

^mera
Proudly Present Roman Vishniac Memorial

Submission Deadline:

Friday, April 27th 4:00pm

Awards Reception: ' . .

First Place

$500.00 Gift Certificate

Bel Air Camera

Second Place

$250.00 Gift Certificate

Bel Air Camera
Third Place

$100.00 Gift Certificate

Bel Air Camera

Runner Up
Lots of Good Stuff

Wednesday, May 9th 7:30pm

UCLA Hillel Bel Air Camera • CCI Partnership • UCLA Photo Department • The Roman Vishnaic Foundation
Santa Monica College Photo Department • Kolker Saxon Hallock Family Foundation

Questions? Call or e-mail Sacha:

31 0.208.308 lext.229

sacha@uclahillcI.ors
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Do you want to become
a leader on campus?

Check out the

BRUIN LEADERS PROJECT
A seminar based leadership project sponsored by the Center for Student

Programming that will help you develop your leadership skills. Come check
us out at a no obligation orientation session it is definitely worth a look!

Bruin Leaders Project Orientation Sessions during First Week (pick one!>

Wednesday, April 4"*

Thursday, April 5"'

1-2 p.m.

2-3 p.m.

Ackerman 2408
Ackerman 2408

We hope to see you!
For more information on the Bruin Leaders Project, please contact us at either

(310) 206-5071 or blp@ucla.edu or stop by our office at 105 Kerckhoff Hall.

Website: www.bruinleaders.ucla.edu

Please make plans to join us for 2001
Audition Information Meetings to get
information on next year's squad, the

audition process and receive an
Application Form. Information Meetings

will be held on the following dates:

Monday, April 2, at 4 p.m.

Tuesday, April 3, at 8 p.m.

(Rieber Fireside Lounge)
Wednesday, April 4, at 9 a.m. & 4 p.m.
Thursday, April 5, at 9 a.m. & 4 p.m.

Friday, April 6, at 12:30 p.m.

Meetings will be held In

Ackerman Union 2408

April 20-22, 2001
UCLA Men's Gym

Cheer Squad, Dance Team,
Joe and Josie Bruin,

Yell Crew

UCLA
Spirit Squad
Auditions

«»

Audition Schedule;
Mascot: FrL, April 20th, 7 p.m.
Dance Team: First Round:
Sat., April 21st, 8:30-Noon

Finals: Sun., April 22nd, 8:30-Noon
Cheer: Sat., April 21st, 1:30-4:30 p.m.
Yell Crew: Sat., April 21st, 5-7 p.m.

Contact person:

Mollle Quinn
Mquinn@saonet.ucla.edu

310-206-8818

Perform in front of thousands at all UCLA events!

Represent UCLA at Away Football and Basketball games!

Workout gear is sponsored by Adidas!

Opportunity to work with personal trainers!

tickets to all of the games!

Center for Siiiflciit Vvi^i^viuinnlui^

wm %^
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MEMORIAL
From page 9

sible for their deaths, since an actor

died after the making of each of the

three films.

Julian Beck, who played the evil

Rev. Kane in "Poltergeist II." died in

1985.

Also buried there is Playboy

model and 1980 Playmate of the

Year Dorothy Stratton, who was bru-

tally killed in 1980 by her estranged

husband.

Her headstone contains an epi-

taph from Ernest Hemingway's
novel "A Farewell to Arms."

Part of it reads: "(The world) kills

the very good and the very gentle

and the very brave impartially. If you

are none of these you can be sure

that it will kill you too but there will

be no special hurry."

Other celebrity figures buried at

the park include. Donna Reed,

Armand Hammer, Eva Gabor and

most recently Walter Matthau,

known for his work in "Grumpy Old

Men" and as Mr. Wilson in "Dennis

the Menace."

Because of the notoriety of its

buried clientele, the cemetery has

had problems in the past.

In 1976, vandals tried to pry off

the brass plaque of Monroe*^ tomb-
which is located here in Wcslwood,

according to a 1976 issue of The Los

Angeles Times.

To prevent such incidents, many
gravesites at the burial grounds arc

unmarked.

Family members often prefer

unmarked graves because they want

to keep the sites from turning into

shrines.

For example, rock musician Jim

Morrison's grave, which is located in

Paris at the Picre la Chaise grave-

yard, has fallen victim to numerous
acts of vandalism. In the past, people

would carry out drug parties, black

masses and trysts with prostitutes,

according to the Oct. 8 issue of The
Los Angeles Times.

Singer Roy Orbison who .sang

such hit songs as "Oh Pretty

Woman," "Only the Lonely" and
"Crying" is buried in an unmarked
grave.

The cemetery is active and funer-

als services arc still held there. It is

al.so open to the public.

"If people visit the cemetery, they

should remember to be mindful and

hold the utmost respect for family

members and loved ones," Sann
said.

ADMISSIONS
From page 6

mcnt.

Student regent-designate Tracy

Davis agreed, saying these statistics

may change the way educators look

at outreach.

Admits to UCLA continued the

trend of increasing academic
achievement.

The average GPA ofadmitted stu-

dents is 4.2.1, up from 4.16 in fall

2000

The average SAT score. 1.^28. is

about the same as last fall's average

of 1327.

Admitted students took an aver-

age of 17.8 honors and Advanced
Placcmcnl courses - an increase

from 16 las! fall.

Students have until May I to indi-

cate their intent to register at a UC
school.

"Admission is only the first hur-

dle; now we must convince these stu-

dents to enroll," said UC President

Richard Atkinson in a statement.

"All campuses, along with the

President's Office will be making a

strong effort tin the next few weeks
to convince these talented California

high school students that UC pro-

vides both quality and affordabilily.

"

he continued.

'V
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works as a baggage handler, accord-

ing to a statement from Los Angeles

City Attorney Jim Hahn.

Deputy City Attorney Michele

Anderson, who is heading the case,

said she pursued the harshest sen-

tence for Bouier in the bargaining

process.

"Typically in misdemeanor land,

the most we can get is a year,"

Anderson said. "But that's what I

expected and requested."

In the future, if Bouier violates

probation or commits the same
crime, he could receive up to 5 years

in jail, Anderson said.

Bouier's private criminal defense

attorney. Brent H. Merritt, said he

thought the sentence was too severe

for the crime.

"In the end, the decision was Mr.

Bouier's, not mine," Merritt said of

the plea bargain. "The situation

could have gotten worse rather than

better if he hadn't accepted the

offer."

In the middle of serving three

years of counseling for sexual com-

pulsion, alcohol and drug abuse,

Bouier was arrested and charged

with 109 counts of making obscene

rJtnd annoying telephone calls iq_

UCLA students, a probation viola-

tion that could have landed him 15

months in county jail.

Students began receiving sexually

explicit phone calls on July 18,

Anderson said. Over the course of

five months, 109 sexual calls were

reported to university police by vic-

tims, but according to UCPD Lt.

Manny Garza, there may have been

more.

"There's an indication that calls

have been underreported," Garza

said. "We were expecting a lot

more."

In his calls to UCLA students,

Bouier dialed telephone numbers of

dormitories which contain the same
267-prefix. Calls were generally

made between 1 :30 and 4:30 a.m.

Merritt argued in Bouier's

defense that the repeated sexual calls

were a compulsive behavior.

Bouier did not issue a statement,

but Merritt said the reason his client

targeted the university was obvious.

"The university is an easy place to

start if you were wanting to make
phone calls to women," Merritt said.

Dorm residents were not

informed of the caller during the

course of the investigation, Garza

said, because police believed the calls

posed no immediate threat to stu-

dents.

"All calls were sexual in nature,

but there was not a concern for stu-

dents' safely," he said.

UCPD, the lead investigator,

placed traps on some dormitory

phone lines after students reported

they were receiving repeated calls. At

4:57 a.m. on Oct. 21, police traced a

sexually explicit call to Bouier's resi-

dence.

On Dec. 21, he was arrested and

booked by UCPD on charges of an

unrelated traffic warrant and further

questioned about the phone calls,

Garza said. Later that day, police

served a search warrant at Bouier's

residence.

More than three months elapsed

before police arrested Bouier for the

obscene calls. As with many search

warrants, Garza said, those for

phone companies take a long time to

obtain.

"Once we got more evidence that

(Bouier) had committed a crime, we
issued a search warrant for specific

phone records," he said.

According to Garza, each week

UCPD receives many cases of653M
reports, which are defined as threat-

ening or annoying phone calls or e-

mails.

"E-mails are becoming more
prevalent and are happening on a

regular basis," he said. "It's not an

unusual crime on campus."

VWJW^VWVi

Brown Bag Lunch Discussion for

I3e-Cntry& Nontraditional Students

Bring your lunch and meet informally with other
returning students to share information on campus resources,

study tips, balancing school, work and more!

Held every firstWednesday of the Month
(when classes in session)

Please mark your calendar for:

April 4th, May 2nd, June 6th

12 noon
2DoddHall

For more information please call (310) 825-3945 or drop by the Center In Room 2, Dodd Hall

fJLn AiMJim

ISpojisoredbymeJJCU Center for Women & Men. fofWOmeflgmefl
www.thecenter.ucla.edu.

/four career

injournalism

be^ns toni^t.
THE DAIIY BRUIN OHENTXnON & OPEN HOUSE TONIGHT AT 6:30 IN THE CHARLES YOUNG SALON

.JIT THE OMUr BRUM
The Daily Bruin is one of I he Im\sI places in I he nalion lo

learn journalism. M was Ihe I raining,' ground for Pulitzer

Prize winners David Shaw and Tony Aulh and prominent
lo('4il journalists like Alice Short, the (nlilor of th(' lios

Angeles Times Magazine and Narda Zacchino. the

associate editor of the lios Angeles Times. And ol hers,

like former Bruin editors Joel Siegal, '*(i(M)d Morning
America" entertainment editor. Prank Spotnitz, executive

producer of "The X-Files" aiid David Kahn, general

manager of the NBA's Indiana Pacers, went on to careers

in fields related lo their student work at the Bruin. And
for each of them, there were hundreds of others who
launched their careers with the skills they learned

working at the Daily Bruin. Hec^int Daily Bruin stalTers

went on lo jobs at places like the lx)s Angeles Times, the

Philadelphia Inquirer, the San .lose Mercury News, and
Fbx TVIevision.

The Daily Bruin offers opportunities for sludenls

interested in nearly every aspiicl ofjournalism—from
reporting to business, from newsr(M)m managem<^nl to ,

Internet journalism. And we do it b<Ht«T' than any clasft

because we offer you the chance* to do more than study
Wr offer real experience;. As a re|)ort(T or ph()lograph(;r

for the Daily Bruin, you'll gel a Ironl-row seat to I he

ev(«nls thai shajx' our cam[)us and community. There
isn't a more exciting activity you can do in college.

it d(M^sn't mailer what your mi\jor is or if you have any
previous (experience in news|)a|M;rs. WW I rain you lo

n!|M)rt. design, or shoot pictures in four weekend
workshops laugh! by working journalists.

MNTTOGETIIVmyED?
COME 10 OUR ORefmnON ft OPEN HOUSE
TONmrjirfcso
If you'd like to know more, amv to our Orii^nlalion and
0|M!n House tonight, Wednesday, April 4 al ir.'M) p.m. in

Ihe Charles Young (Jrand Salon (near the KerckholT

Coffee llous('). (iOme hear whal we have to oHer, visit our
olllcjis, and m(»et th(! Bruin stalT.

For mon; information, call us at 825-2787.

•' '.*
.

i
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SI*-1 and I lit* protests

The Bruin Kdilorial Board

will take a look back at last

quarter's affirmative action

protests. See Thursday.

vJewpoint(<i)medJd. ucla.edu

Human cloning oversteps etNcal boundaries

Phoebe

Chang

RESEARCH: Possible benefits

do not outweigh chance for

negative impacts on people

Wool is being pulled over our

eyes - cloned wool, thai is.

Since cloning Dolly the sheep

in 1997, scientists have found ways to

duplicate sheep, goats, rats and pigs and

are on the verge of cloning humans.

Two scientists,

Panayiolis Zavos- -

and Scverino

Antinori, promise

to clone the first

human by next

year. Antinori

already has success-

fully impianted a

fertilized egg into a

63-ycar-old woman.
When we think

of cloning humans,

images of dones

taking over the

world emerge in our minds. We see

clones turning on their DNA parents

(whom they are exactly the same as).

The realm of cloning has been limited to

sci-fi literature, but today cloning is a

clear and frightening reality that gov-

ernments, societies and people of the

world need to grapple with.

When it is often blown out o(*propor-

tion, cloning seems scary and unethical.

But even when viewed objectively,

cloning still mspires fear. Cloning

humans still has unethical implications

that suggest that the negative effects of

cloning outweigh its potential benefits

to th^ world.

It takes hard work and many deaths

to produce one clone, it took 277 eggs

implanted in sheep to successfully con-

ceive Dolly, the first cloned animal.

Cloning experiments have a 5 per-

cent success rate, making the risks

involved in cloning an animal extremely

high and the possibility of success very

narrow. Most fetuses from these experi-

ments were abnormal, died early and
had physical defects. Drs. Zavos and
Antinori are presumptuous in promis-

ing to clone human beings by next year,

especially when the failures of many
experiments are evident. It should not
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Chang is a third-year history and communi-
cations student who loves lemon Snappie

iced tea. E-mail her at feeb$@uda.edu.

be considered at this stage when there is

too much risk.

Four U.S. states - California,

Louisiana, Michigan and Rhode Island

have laws banning any type of cloning

research. Twelve nations worldwide

have banned human cloning, but there

are still other nations willing to allow

this kind of research.

Most scientists throughout the world

are abiding by a moratorium on
cloning. However, Drs. Zavos and
Antinori have negotiated with countries

that do not have such laws governing—
them and hope to begin their business

there.

It's not sci-fi anymore - it's reality.

President Bush announced that he will

not currently allow human cloning in

the United States. Clinton had also said

that during his term.

As a leading country, we are faced

with a huge dilemma. Do we jump on
the bandwagon of scientific progress

and stay at the cutting edge of technolo-

gy, or do we allow ourselves to see all

the negative implications and results of

human cloning?

People throughout the earth are

going to always try to clone humans,
but it is the responsibility of the United

States to keep an eye to monitor the

progress of this technology.

We are not dealing

with lab mice - we are

dealing with people.

Clones are more likely to die earlier

than their models because their cells

have already divided multiple times.

Clones are also subject to abnormalities

that experimenters may not be aware of

at the time of origin. After a few years,

clones may develop unexpected abnor-

malities while living a normal life like

their DNA parent. Scientists do not

know when and how clones become
mutated. Clones, as they grow up, may
develop dysfunctional body parts and
mutations, severely affecting the course

of their lives.

Putting fellow human beings through

such pain is cruel and unnecessary.

Cloned humans are true, living people.

We are not dealing with lab mice; we
are dealing with people.

As a country that espouses the creed

of human rights for every person, we
cannot allow human cloning. Clones

and their DNA parents are genetically

identical. Because of their genetic com-
position, clones would have the same
feelings, the same abilities and the same
complexity of mind as any human
being. The idea alone of being a clone

would put a person in a maze of finding

self-identity and have huge societal

issues.

We cannot subject any human being

—to developing unexpected physical

abnormalities and possible early death

because they are an experiment. Clones

would not be able to stop themselves

from being experiments. Science impos-

es a framework, a context that this

human being is the scientific experi-

ment. Scientific testing on humans ha«=
not been practiced and should not be

practiced on human clones. Is further-

ing scientific knowledge worth sacrific-

ing human beings?

Clones allow people to live vicarious-

ly through them. What DNA parents

want is a second chance and they find it

through the possibility of cloning them-

selves. They have interesting intentions,

which are not at all practical. People

desire that their clones would live the

life that was "meant to be theirs." But if

it was meant to be yours, you would've

lived that life. It is not economical nor

profitable to extend one's life another

70 or so years.

The world is constantly changing

because there are always new people

being brought into this world. The earth

is only so big and we, without human
cloning, are already using up most of it.

By the year 2050, the earth's popula-

tion will reach its maximum capacity of

1 1 billion people. If we add in the factor

of human cloning and its potential pop-

ularity, humanity will be crowded off

the earth or starved to death. It is not

fair to take up more chances at living
"""

than were given to you. Maybe if we set-

tle on Mars we'll have enough room,
but that doesn't seem like it will happen
soon.

Cloning humans should not be done
today nor should it ever be done. Drs.

Zavos and Antinori are venturing into a

realm where the boundaries between
the positive and the negative impact of
scientific discoveries on the future are

extremely fuzzy.
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Women don't do the work of the worid, men • I

MALES: U.N/s unreliable

surveys overstate female

role in global job market

By Glenn Sacks

During UCLA's International

Women's Day celebration earlier

this month, women's studies .

'

Professor Christine Littleton said,

|l is women who do the work of the

work!" ( "Students celebrate

International Women's Day." Daily

Bruin. News, March 12). To judge

who does 'the work of the world" in

a world of over 6 billion people is a

gargantuan task (though Litileton

doesn't seem much burdened by it),

but let's begin by asking two ques-

tions: ,,
,

Sacks is a teacher, a carpenter and a

graduate of UCLA.

1

)

Who works the most hours

(inside or outside the home) in the

average family unit worldwide?

2) Who does the most demanding
and dangerous work?

The second question is much easi-

er to answer than the first, so let's

start there. According to the

International Labor Organization,

an estimated 1.1 million workers are

killed in industrial accidents each

year, exceeding the number killed

from road accidents, war, violence

and AIDS.

These accidents occur primarily

in mining, logging, heavy agricultur-

al labor, construction, fishing, heavy

manufacturing and various other

overwhelmingly male jobs

The ILO estimates that some
600.000 lives would be saved every

year if available safety practices

were used. The ILO also estimates

that there are an approximately 250
million occupational accidents and

160 million occupational diseases

each year The ILO doesn't keep fig-

ures by gender, but in countries like

England, Australia, Canada, and
South Africa, where such figures are

available, the fatalities and serious

injuries are usually over 90 percent

male.

The gender breakdowns in the

U.S. are little different. According

to the Bureau of Labor Statistics,

there were over 125 million work-

place injuries in the United States

between 1976 and 1999. Nearly

100,000 workers died from job-relat-

ed injuries between 1980 and 1994 -

with 95 percent of them male.

Of the 25 most dangerous jobs

listed by the U.S. Department of

Labor, all of them are at least 90

percent and arc often 100 percent

male.

According to the Occupational

Safety and Health Administration,

more than three million workers a

year are treated in hospital emer-

gency rooms for occupational

injuries and nearly 50 American
workers are injured every minute of

the 40-hour work week. On average,

everyday 1 7 die, l6of them male.

So there is no doubt that the most
dangerous and demanding jobs are

done by men. in most if not virtually

every society, and that men shoulder

the,burden of dangerous labor in the

U.S.

Let's consider the other question:

Who works the most hours (inside

or outside the home) in the average

family unit worldwide? It's a much
harder question to answer but, as

best as can be told, the average man
is doing at least as much as the aver-

age woman is.

Feminists generally base their

claim that women do most of "the

work"on the United Nations 1995
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Let's get

it on
Interested in being

a SEX columnivSt

for Viev^oint?

Applications are

now available at

the Daily Bruin

office in 118

Kerckhoff Hall.

They are due by

5 p.m. on April

10, in Jonah Lalas'

mailbox.
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Zapatista struggle demands student si • fit rt
MOVEMENT: Oppressing

indigenous people shows

problems on global scale

By Frandsco Garda, Jr.

On Thursday, March 22.while

many students were taking final

exams, Mexican President Vicente

Fox met with California Gov. Gray
Davis at UCLA's James West
Alumni Center and later in

Macgowan Hall. The meeting was
intended for the two to discuss devel-

oping economic and political rela-

tionships between Mexico and
California.

In response to this meeting, about

150 students and community mem-
bers demonstrated at UCLA to let

Fox know that while Californians are

interested in Mexico-California rela-

tions, many are also interested in

seeking social and economic justice

for the indigenous people of Mexico,

including the urban and rural poor.

The majority of the protesters

expressed support for the Zapatista

r National Liberation Army (EZLN),
the primarily indigenous group that

rose up in arms against the Mexican
government on January I. 1994, and
declared war on the extreme condi-

tions of poverty and marginalization

that native peoples face in their

native state of Chiapas.

In the 2000 election. President

Fox, from the conservative National

Action Party (PAN), successfully

dethroned the 70-year-plus dictator-

ship in Mexico, run by the PRI. the

Institutional Revolutionary Party.

This "democracy opening," which

many political spectrums have laud-

ed, has allowed the Zapatistas to

reinvigorate their movement in an

attempt to hold Fox accountable to

his claim of putting an "end to cor-

ruption" in Mexico by bringing

democracy.

Seven years after their historic

uprising, the Zapatistas again made
international news last month when
23 rebel leaders from the EZLN's

Garcia is a fourth-year Latin American
studies student and a member of

Consciencia Libre.

equal participation in all aspects of

politics and community life. The
Mexican government signed the

accords years ago, but under the

PRI's rule, an effort was never made
to implement them.

Instead, the amount of military

troops was increased throughout the

conflict zone of Chiapas under the

guise of "keeping the peace."

In 2001, when the Zapatista repre-

sentatives made their month-long

trek to Mexico City, they presented

certain demands to President Fox, >

who publicly expressed a concern 'm\

resolving the conflict in Chiapas. - -

The Zapatistas vowed not to return

to official negotiations until the fol-

lowing conditions were met; all

EZLN political prisoners be

released, the 60,000-plus troops cur-

rently in Chiapas withdraw from the

region, and Congress pass the

Indigenous Rights bill.

Fox began this process earlier by

withdrawing troops from various

parts of Chiapas, but there are still

many more troops to withdraw.

On Wednesday, March 28,

Zapatista leaders addressed the

Mexican Congress in a ftve-hour scs^ As students, we shoutd"tnnTroTC

context, one of the reasons the

Zapatistas took up arms in 1994 was

to protest the passage of the North
American Free Trade Agreement
(NAFTA), which took effect the

same day the EZLN made its mili-

tary offensive. NAHTA has long

been considered a death sentence for

indigenous people in Mexico and
other poor and working class

Mexicans because its interests are in

multinational corporations, transna-

tional banks, and'ifnything that will

expand the global market economy,

of which the U.S. plays a large part.

If the implementation of NAFTA
wasn't enough, there is another simi-

lar trade agreement, the Free Trade

Agreement of the Americas (FTA A),

that, if passed, would further exacer-

bate the situation of the majority of

Latin Americans. The FTAA con-

tributes to the process of economic

globalization, or "neoliberalism,"

that benefits transnational corpora-

tions and the wealthy minority of

Latin Americans.

The Zapatista movement presents

the possibility of creating real demo-
cratic change in Mexico.

high command, along with famed
spokesperson Subcomandante
Marcos, made a 2.100-mile pilgrim-

age from Chiapas to Mexico City, to

pressure and encourage the Mexican
Congress to pass an indigenous

Rights Bill submitted earlier by

President Fox.

In an overwhelming show of sup-

port and solidarity with the Zapatista

cause, about 100,000 people showed
up at Mexico City's central plaza to

greet the 2^patista leaders.
~^

The Indigenous Rights bill is the

HINGYI KHONG/Daily Brum

result of .seven years of negotiations

and peace talks between the EZLN
and the Mexica^ government. In

1996, the EZLN developed the

accords of San Andres, which

demanded indigenous cultural, politi-

cal, and economic autonomy, but not

without the development of infra-

structure and resources to which all

human beings should be entitled

(education, decent housing, medical

services, etc.).

These demands also included laws

that expressed the right of women to

sion, expressing their arguments for

Indigenous peoples' rights in

Mexico. While there is some resis-

tance on the part of the PAN,
excluding their leader Fox. to

acknowledge the Indigenous Rights

bill and the Zapatista presentation in

Congress, there is hope that negotia-

tions will begin soon between the

EZLN and the Mexican govern-

ment.

If Fox is earnest in his claims to

restore democracy and peace in

Mexico, he must follow through with

his promise. The Zapatistas have

shown over the last seven years that

they are seeking change through the

political process, but it is the obliga-

tion of Fox's government to negoti-

ate in good faith and comply with

the agreements that are made
between the two groups.

The possible conflicts that may
arise in the future are the continua-

tion of supposed free trade and eco-

nomic globalization leaving the poor
majority, including indigenous peo-

ple, behind.

To put this struggle into better

than interested in this process, for

various reasons. First, there is evi-

dence that the U.S. government con-

tributes to the violence in Chiapas:

government aid in the form of funds,

arms and military equipment such as

tanks and helicopters, which are sup-

posedly used to fight the "war on
drugs," has actually been used to ter-

rorize communities that are per-

ceived to be Zapatista support bases.

Second, since 1994. the Zapatistas

have captured the imagination of

people all over the world, and have

shed light on the plight of indigenous

people and other historically

oppressed or marginalized popula-

tions all over the globe.

Since the beginning, the

Zapatistas have emphasized their

struggle as a representation of some-

thing more that just the problem in

Chiapas. They see it as an example

of a global struggle against economic
systems thafoppress and exploit cer-

tain sectors of society. Stay tuned for

ways to get involved and help stop

policies of exclusion and injustice

such as the FTAA this month!

Initiate change, vote Hayden for City Council
ELECTIONS: Make difference

with support for progressive

leader in booth on April 10

By Jennifer Colamonko

If you do nothing else productive this

quarter - and after all, it is spring quarter -

be sure to vote for Tom Hayden for Los

Angeles City Council on April 10.

Did you even know there was an elec-

tion next week? You might have seen some
ads on TV, and you might have even gotten

some campaign mail. But by and large you

probably haven't really been paying atten-

tion. After all, who really cares about LA.?
You should.

As students, we often forget that we live

in a community made up of neighborhoods

and families, in which urban crises can

affect the lives of people all around us.

We are often so caught up in our cam-
pus life that we don't feel a part of Los

Colamonico is a second-year graduate stu-

dent in the public policy program.

Angeles as a city. Many of us are not even

registered to vote here because we still

think "home"is where we came from,

where we grew up.

But as residents of Los Angeles- even

temporary ones - we have a lot at stake in

who controls this city.

Over the past eight years we have seen a

city dominated by corporate developer

interests, a city that cannot manage its own
bureaucracies. What does that mean? it

means that we are losing affordable hous-

ing and that police are often unaccountable

for their unjust actions.

Are you frustrated by the lack of public

transportation? The city makes appoint-

ments to the Metropolitan Transit

Authority, which controls the buses.

Are you frustrated that Westwood
Village does not meet the real needs of stu-

dents, like not having a bookstore or a

large grocery store? The city planning

agencies could exert leadership to bring the

right kind of businesses to the campus com-
munity.

You can make a difference. If you vote

on April 10.

Are you frustrated that so many Los

Angeles youths are caught up in gangs and
violence and do not have opportunities for

higher education? The city could play a

proactive role in bringing UCLA volun-

teers into the classrooms to impact young
lives.

Are you frustrated that you sit in class-

rooms and learn about things that often

have little to do with the reality that you
read about in the papers?

Haytlen has thought about these things,

and he has done something about them.

For more than 40 years he has been an

activist for social justice, civil rights, peace

and opportunity. He was a state legislator

for 18 years doing real things for real peo-

ple in Los Angeles. He is a world-famous

author, speaker and "do^r," a committed
public servant who really does make the

world a better place for the average person.

How much luckier could we be than to

have Hayden running for Los Angeles City

Council?

Hayden continues to be a tireless watch-

dog for the environment, working to

restore parks and protect rivers and open

LETTER
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Columnist's remarks about
beauty offensive

I just wanted to let you know that Doug Liefs col-

umn "Stop being ashamed of your offensive face"

(Viewpoint, April 2) is the most inane, disgusting,

and ofl'ensive piece of writing I have ever read in

your newspaper. The comments Lief makes regard-

ing beauty are narrow-minded and insensitive.

People like Lief intensify many peoples' insecurities

and actually cause what he calls "Appearance Deficit

Disorder." Furthermore, after insulting "ugly" peo-

ple repeatedly he goes on to call himself a "9.4

Antonio Banderas." Disgusting.

More specifically, I was particularly bothered

when he apparently tried to imagine the least beauti-

ful thing possible and came up with "a 300-pound
Vietnamese girl." I think Lief owes an apology to all

300-pound people and all Vietnamese people.

Liefs lack of compassion for all humans is despi-

cable. Shame on you for printing this nonsense.

MIdiacI Fleishman

Third-year

(ieophysiu
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ITASA the Intercollegiate Taiwanese American Students Association
& "MU the Taiwanese American Union presents:

Friday, April 6@9-12am., Westwood Plaza

"""^
« night

of:

#i||
for ^ -experience all sorts

^«k0) I ^^ toiwanese foo(

fM^^ -arts and crafts

I. -.v MCS I -refreshing BOBA drinks

^P^i^^^ -music by DJ Careroll

MH'SI^* "dragon dancing _
ond mac/7 more//_y X^^ ^'»«- ^^"K ^^''^flf

310.209.0321

^ITASA webshe: www.ifasawestcoast.org^
funded by iheCgmpus Programs Committee of the Program Aclivilies Board j
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UCLA'S Fifth Annual

Women's Leadership Conference
Mechanisms For Change

Saturday, April 7, 2001
Ackerman Grand Ballroom

9:45 AM - 4:00 PM
'4^ No Admission Fee!

Lunch will be served
i^k

^A-....

*>i:

Featuring

lamie Lee Curtis
Actress/Author/Activlst

Dr. Michele HiAu|tQBj|k j
Associate Clinical Professor of Medicine/ cSnaMe^ UCLA

^ Co-Director of UCLA's Heart Failure Program

Congresswoman Lucille Roybal-Altard (invited)
Representative from California's 33"* District (Loq^Angeles)

California St9te Senator Sheila ^ehl
23rd State distrfct (Western Los Angeles County)

Rachel Worby
Conductor of the Pasadena Pops Orchestra

Tina Oakland
Director of the UCLA Center for Women and Men

Workshops on different aspects of Women's Leadership

Presented by
Bruin Belle Service Association

Underwritten by the Betty Ford Center
Supported by the Center for Women and Men

Holiday Inn Brentwood/Bel-Air

,_r.

Campus Programs Committee of the Program Activities Board
USA Programming and Associated Students Interaction Fund

www.come.to/uclawic
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space. He has been endorsed by the

Sierra Club, the League of

Conservation Voters and by environ-

mentalists all over the district.

Hayden is a feminist, 100 percent

pro-choice and a champion of equal

rights for women, gays and lesbians.

He has been endorsed by the Los

Angeles National Organization for

Women, Women For, Stonewall

Democratic Club and many others.

Hayden has always been a defend-

er of civil rights, marching in the

South with the Freedom Riders and

enduring beatings and jail for his

commitments to justice.

As former chair of the Senate

Committee on Higher Education,

Hayden worked to protect affirma-

tive action, to promote ethnic and

gender studies throughout the UC
system and to make higher education

more affordable and accessible to all

California residents.

Hayden has brought millions of

dollars for UCLA public service pro-

grams in the community, and

throughout his legislative career he

used the resources of UCLA to

inform his policy advocacy He will

work to further integrate the campus
with thcTcstaftA.7scrving asx
bridge and a catalyst for even better

partnerships.

Hayden is the best representative

students could hope for to leverage

our voices to make a better Los

Angeles, He will work with us on a

wide range of issues, from affordable

housing to globalization - working

to solve both little problems and big

ones.

But it all comes down to your

vote. Hayden has done more to earn

the respect and support of students

like you than just about anyone run-

ning for any office in this city

-

except maybe Antonio Villaraigosa

for mayor, but that deserves a sub-

mission of its own.

So vote on April 10 and add your

voice to those who demand more
from their government. Vote on
April 10 to elect a true progressive

activist to the city council. Or just

vote on April 10 to get the cool stick-

er. Whatever, just vote.

CHANG
From page 12

Proponents of human cloning

say that cloning has the potential to

lead us to discover cures for cancer,

Alzheimer's, cystic fibrosis and
other diseases. It could also help

find solutions for baldness and
replace the need for cosmetic

surgery. It'd be a wonder-cure then,

wouldn't it? It would be a panacea

for all physical concerns - the key

to immortality, a fountain of youth.

Yet the price that humanity

would pay in terms of pain, radical

societal alteration and sacrifice of

human lives does not seem worth all

the loosely-based potential human
cloning offers in the world.

But the fact remains - we are on
the verge of discovering how to cre-

ate people, but we cannot willingly

allow ourselves to support research

that can, and for the most part will,

result in more human suffering.

These potential cures for diseases

fade into the background when set

up against the dark picture of the

negative effects df cloning. Clones

would most likely suffer from dis-

abilities and deformities, and would
lead to an overcrowded world, and
a myriad of ethical issues weighing

the world down.
The more common and wide^

spread genetic engineering

becomes, the more we will have to

face this issue in the voting booths
and on campus in UCLA's
research laboratories. We must take

a stand in our community and in

our country.

SACKS
From page 12

"Human Development Repc^rt."

which was presented at the U.N.
International Women's Conference
in Beijing in 1995 The report

claimed thai women do more work
than men. It was, of course, report-

ed uncritically by the U.S. media
with headlines such as "It's Official:

Women Do Work Harder" and "A
Woman's Work is Never Done."

But. as U.N. official Terry

McKinley said in February 1996,

the U.N. misrepresented the study

in several important ways.

For one, the information provid-

ed by the U.N. to the press only

applied to countries where women
were found to work more hours

than men - the countries where men
were found to work more hours

than women (roughly 40 percent)

were deliberately excluded (Warren

Farrell, "Women Can't Hear What
Men Don' Say.")

Moreover, when the data provid-

ed by researchers in some countries

(including the U.S.) did not fit the

U.N.'s intention to show that

women "do more," researchers

were asked (in a private communi-
cation) to amend their studies.

^Researchers were asked to include^
women's voluntary community
work as well as hobbies in order to

increase women's perceived work-

load.

Researchers were not asked to

include these items (or any others)

in men's labor. As a study of men
and women's labor, the U.N. find-

ings are worthless.

But. even if one could possibly

do an effective study on how many
hours the average man and woman
worked (inside and outside the

home, worldwide), a finding that

women work more hours would not

mean that women work "harder" or

"more" because the more difficult

and dangerous nature of men's

work would not be accounted for.

While judging the labors of the

world - most of it impoverished - is

practically impossible, it is not near-

ly as hard to judge the labor in an

advanced, industrial nation. In the

United States, studies have shown
that women clearly are not working

more or harder than men.

For example, the U.N.'s survey

on the United States showed that

American men work three more
hours a week on average than

American women.
Other neutral researchers have

come up with similar conclusions,

including the Journal of Economic
Literature, which reports that the

average man works five hours

more, and the University of

Michigan's Survey Research Center

which puts the disparity at 3.4 more
male hours per week.

Feminist surveys, such as the

famous Second Shift by Arlie

Hoch.schild, get "women do more"
figures by a variety of disreputable

gimmicks, recounted in great detail

in Farrcll's "Women Can't Hear
What Men Don' Say."

Remember, too. that all of these

surveys (the serious ones and the

feminist advocacy ones) count only

hours.- a man doing eight hours of

dangerous construction work in the

lOO-degree heat is credited with no

more than a woman who works in

an air-conditioned office or who. in

the comfort and safety of her own
home (and without a supervisor

breathing down her neck), cooks

breakfast, takes the kids to school,

packs her husband's lunch and folds

the laundry while chatting on the

phone.

Feminists routinely focus blame

on men, but the enemy of most of

the women of the world is not the

man who works hard to feed his

wife and kids but the grinding

poverty that wreaks devastation on
everybody - men, women, and chil-

dren.
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^''11 do your
'"come taxes for

VITA

Funded by the

Campus Programs Committee of the Program Activities Board

Just bring a// relevant tax information including

W-2s, 1099s, savings account interest &
student scholarship information to a site and

we'll do the rest!

SITE 1: P.A.T.H. (People Assisting The Homeless)

2346 Cotner Avenue, Los Angeles, CA 90064

March 10, 17, 24, 31, April 7 & 14 9 am - 1pm

SITE 2: UCLA (University of California, Los Angeles)

April 2-3 1 2-6 pm ACKERMAN 241

April 4-6,9-1 3, & 1 6 12-6 pm ACKERMAN 351

6

UCLA VITA (Volunteer Income Tax Assistance)

is a non-profit group that helps prepare basic

Federal and CA state income tax returns for

free. All VITA volunteers are trained by the IRS

and Franchise Tax Board.

www.studentgroups.ucla.edu/vita

Lose weight and feel better with

M
A supportive, non-diet approach to a healthy lifestyle!

Weekly Nutrition Support Group
With Ashe Nutritionist and SPS Counselor

Meets evety Tuesday 3 30 to 5.00 pm (April 17th - June 5th)

Discover . . .

Why diotr. don t woik'

H'.)w to rTirHKi';je stress v/ilhout food'

The foi.t;, rib.jut fats rriihs nnrj nrntemlI'.t;, cib'jut fats, '"cnbs, and protein I

planning, restaurat^t dinmg, food label reading, and much morel

Weekly Fitness Class

\\'i": J Cc'tifiod F/'moss 'nstnjctor

'^•••' -v. -I / Th-fduv 3 30 \u 5 00 pm (Apnl IQfh June

Experience . . .

n;' )'i ^ t)'.;n<'t,f-. . .\ y

)'.' whir rjriL) v.-.-ight tf-iinTig -guipmefit safelv'

'.-^'y; rjasses-rtujdified to fit every body size & fitness level

strenoth g. yoga boxing (S. much riTorel

If you are 30 pounds or more overweight and

want to feel better, call the Ashe Center at 825-4073

to schedule a Bruin Weigh evaluation.

ucia Ashe Center & ucia Recreation

.vvigh IS ff'-.tr irt-'d t IJC.LA st'id^'rits with o reffMral from the Asfie

'
'• •' f 'fViN,n . ifo' f Shei, Albv't MPH RD at 310 7Q4 4 180
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Mauic's ill llu' MaKt'iip

"Making Faces, Playing God,"

an exhibit on movie magic and

makeup, is at the Fowler

Museum. See A&E tomorrow.
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If you enhance your rave

experience, do so safely

DANCE: Purity of drugs

not guaranteed; effects

vary from user to user

Well kids, April's here and

you know what thai means

(along with 10 more weeks

of toil and heartache), it's springtime

again at UCLA - gorgeous weather,

thing is fantastic for your friend

doesn't mean it will necessarily dcJ

jack to you. Or vice versa - you

might witness the unraveling of the

Matrix because of a pill your friend

dismissed as weak-sauce. Know what

your body is capable of.

The most popular illicit drugs to

be found at your average rave are of

two types: stimulants (ecstasy, speed

and crystal meth), which are more

girls going to- class in liberal modes of popular for trance, house and other

dress, and the beginning of the rave upbeat dance genres; and psyche-

season, delics (LSD, mushrooms and DXM),
That's right. For many, spring is a more commonly located in drum 'n'

\clobral(«>n, marked with bHss and techrvo floorsi .
—

crazy excursions to remote destina- —
tions, all-night dancing to mind-bend-

ing synthetic pulses, and opportuni-

ties to meet other crazy, yet interest-

ing, young people.

Besides being

Cyrus

McNally

an efficient

stress buster

and a chance to

hear what is at

the forefront of

modern music,

a good rave can

also be an eye-

opening experi-

ence. That is, if

you're willing to

keep your eyes

open. Many •

people use raves

to help them get more in touch with

their lives, to help them remember

the big picture and that one of the

key ingredients to health is happi-

ness.

Unfortunately, many experienced

rave-goers eventually come up with

the reflexive equation that drugs

equal happiness while at raves. Some
statistical analyses claim that a mod-

erately large percentage of ravers do

not take illegal substances (anywhere

from 20 to 40 percent), but this is

probably quite far from the truth. If

you were at a

rave and high as ._..___^_
funk or nervous

about something

you were carry-

ing in your shoe,

you probably

wouldn't tell

some official-

sounding univer-

sity researcher

what you were

or weren't tak-

ing either.

While some claim rave drugs like

"E" and LSD are not addictive, both

can have immensely powerful effects

on the body and brain. Some people

use these pharmacologic enhance-

ments to boost the total rave experi-

ence, but the changes such psychoac-

tive drugs have on your brain, no

matter how permanent or tempo-

rary, are very real.

So here's a good tip. if you're

going to do drugs - and no one can

stop you - try and find out about the

effects of the pill before you buy it.

Don't take anything for granted

unless you are 100 percent confident.

Keel free to ask the dealer or some-

body else who has recently taken the

drug what it feels like, and if they shy

away from the question then you

should probably move on.

And remember, everybody's body

is different, so just because somc-

People continue to

ignore the fact that

chronic use of MDMA
burns neurobiological

holes in your brain.

— As many of you already know, an

"E" tablet is rarely just ecstasy.

Chemically known as MDMA, this

ingredient is responsible for effects

like euphoria, heightened feelings of

empathy, seif-awareness, increased

energy and social uninhibition.

Most run-of-the-mill rave tablets

contain only some MDMA - the rest

of the pill being a possible mixture of

amphetamines, opioids, or whatever

.substitutes are cheap and locally

available. Sometimes they contain no

MDMA at all and are just cheap

mixtures of amphetamines, Ritalin,

cough suppressant or who knows

what. Rumors frequently circulate of

heroin or mescaline detected in rave

"E" pills; however, this is highly

unlikely since these drugs cost more

than MDMA to manufacture.

If you are concerned about the

quality of the recreational drugs you

are going to ingest, it would make
sense to stick with the upscale, com-

mercialized downtown or West L.A.

raves, which might cost $35 or more

but are at least a bit more clean and a

bit less scary. At these raves you will

probably feel more sanitary. At raves

out in the Valley, in Lancaster or

closer to the desert, you are more

likely to end up with non-MDMA
ingredients in your $20 pill.

To make mat-

_,,^,_,__ ters more com-

plicated, eating

a tablet of pure

ecstasy, some

claim, is some-

times actually

worse for you

than eating one

with some filler

that is less neu-
•"'

rotoxic than

MDMA. Most

-_

—

opioids proba-

bly cause less mean brain damage
than M DMA, and the cold medica-

tion DXM (dextromethorphan, a

common East Coast "E" pill filler) is

much less toxic.

A well-established fact most peo-

ple continue to ignore is that chronic

use of MDMA can indeed burn neu-

robiological holes in your brain.

Recently a report was published of a

male in his early 20s who had

claimed to have done well over 200

"hits" of ecstasy since age 15. Due to

MDMA's neurodegenerative capa-

bilities, he became severely stricken

with insomnia, depression, social iso-

lation and had experienced so much
jaw clenching (a common side effect

of stimulants) that neurons project-

ing to his jawbone became non-func-

tional.

Charles Bibbs^ artwork embraces positive images of racial identity

TOWN
By Chris Young
Daily Bruin Contributor

For artist Charles Bibbs, confronting race issues in

his work is not an occasional project; it is a continual

journey.

Bibbs' work appears in an exhibition at UCLA's
Drake Stadium this Saturday and Sunday from 8 a.m.

to 5 p.m.

"I like to focus on the

positive things about being
^"^^^^—^^"^"^

unique as a member of the

world society," Bibbs said

in an interview at Drake

Stadium.

Bibbs' distinctive style

generally illustrates slop-

ing, curving human forms

that are taller than they are

wide, bright color contrasts

and themes that celebrate

African American and

"As an artist, you have to speak

for people who can't speak for

themselves, tell their stories/'

Charies Bibbs

Artist

a minority in the U.S. rather than the negative, and

maintains this theme throughout all his artwork.

For instance, many of his works depict people over-

coming adversity, crossing barriers imposed upon

minorities.

"There's enough people in the media who deal with

the negative, somebody has to stand up for the positive.

I think that when it's all said and done, the positives will

always loom brighter,"

Bibbs said.
^^^"~~'~"~—"~" Some of the symbols in

Bibbs' work lend them-

selves to positive under-

tones. He often emphasizes

hands that are larger than

the rest of the person's

body, symbolizing strength

and power. Many works are

also painted from a "down-

up" perspective, making the

base of the painting seem

bigger and the top, near the

Native American heritage. His work ranges from indi- person's head, seem smaller. This way the figure sug-

viduals dressed vibrantly in traditional African garb, to gests an aura of massiveness and fortitude.

CATHtRWt JUN

Charles Bibbs makes an effort to confront race Issues In his artwork. His work will be displayed at UCLA this weekend.

groups of people encircled in each others' arms, to jazz

musicians captured in a moment of inspiration.

Bibbs' work is featured in museums and galleries

nationwide, including L.A.'s African American Art

Museum.

Birds also show up in many works, symbolizing

grace, beauty and elegance. Feathers represent a jour-

ney and fulfillment of enlightenment and truth.

Bibbs said that his paintings are especially popular

with African American women, who appreciate his rep-

Bibbs chooses to accent the positive aspects of being resentations of women as majestic figures who possess

B Graphjci & Fine Arts, Inc.

Charles Bibbs'"Urban Knight" is part of his exhibit

at Drake Stadium on Saturday and Sunday.

an inner beauty.

"Lots of artists may draw stereotypical women, but

his representations seem to break the stereotype; they

could be women with big hands, a big butt, but drawn in

a way that finds a beauty in it," said Chuck Bibbs,

Charles' son and co-owner of B Graphics and Fine Art,

Inc., Bibbs' printmaking and distributing company, in a

telephone interview from his Los Angeles office.

"The paintings say that, no matter how a person

appears on the outside, they can have an inner

strength," he added.
.-._—_-,-.-_,

To get inspiration for his messages. Bibbs draws

See BIBBS, page 19

t

UCLA grad Alpert talces uncDnventional path
MUSIC: Singer-songwriter handles

business while creating her tunes

By Suneal Kolluri

Daily Bruin Contributor

The music industry can often be a cruel world for

up-and-coming artists searching for a record label

that will find them gigs and maybe even make them

as big as the Backstreet Boys.

Folk-pop artist and UCLA alumna Jenni Alpert,

however, prefers to diverge from the conventional

method of promoting her music. Avoiding the wrath

of the record labels and record deals, she opts for a

road less traveled.

Alpert is her own record label.

"I'm a musician, but I also do the business

aspect," Alpert said. "I love every moment of the

business and the music. It feels great to do both."

Alpert, who graduated from UCLA in June 2000

as the only jazz vocal music/ethnomusicology stu-

dent in her class, has gone far by doing things her

own way.

Alpert performs tonight at the Whisky A Go<jlo

along with several other featured artists.

At the age of three she discovered her love for

music on the piano and began taking lessons to learn

how to play.

"I was attracted to pressing buttons and having

sound come out," Alpert said.

Even as a toddler Alpert steadfastly refused do

things conventionally.

"It was really hard for me to pay attention and

learn the traditional way," Alpert said. "I kind of

would diverge from the traditional way and sort of

play by ear and make up melodies."

Later, Alpert continued her musical growth by

participating in musical theater. Here, she Teamed

about the performance aspect of the music.

"I was jttst swooped off my feet trying to develop

the triple threat syndrome - where you dance, sing,

and act," Alpert said. "I really believed that I could

succeed in it. I really thought that I could go some-

where with musical theater."

When her father developed cancer, Alpert decid-

ed against leaving Los Angeles to seriously pursue

musical theater.

She stayed in the Los Angeles area and became

the "guinea pig" for the new jazz program at UCLA.
Under the wing of jazz guitarist Kenny Burrell,

creator of UCLA's jazz program, Alpert took advan-

tage of the variety of programs offered by the music

department.

"I think Kenny Burrell really influenced me a lot;

he saw something in me," Alpert said. "He gave me
confidence that inspired me to run."

While at UCLA, Alpert did all she could to per-

fect her music. She produced her own rarord while

taking classes, interned at Geffen Records and even

taught music to children in Compton.

"I had my own curriculum," Alpert said. "I didn't

know what I wanted to do, so I did everything. Other

days I knew exactly what I wanted and I still did

everything."

This diverse and somewhat unusual musical back-

ground pays off, as now Alpert focuses her time on

writing and producing music.

Alpert takes a somewhat unconventional

approach to songwriting. She relates her craft to that

of a painter who adds layers, colors and shading to

her picture and brings an eclectic mix together to cre-

ate a beautiful portrait.

"The canvas first would be just a song," Alpert

said. "Then I would paint on it - here's a little bit of

percussion, here's a little bit of drums, here's a little

bit of bass."

"Then I'll bring in the musicians have them fill in

the shaded gray areas and then all of the sudden they

bring their color to it," she continued.

A folk artist, Alpert cited influences that are some-

what unusual for a musician in her g^nre. She claims

such influences as Led Zeppelin, Tool, Crosby, Stills,

Nash and Young, and Duke Ellington among other

groups.

"My vocal style emulates certain people that I've

SeeALPBIT,pa9e19
NICOLE MILLER/Daily Bfuin

Jenni Alpert breaks from convention when it comes to promoting her music.
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EARTHSUIT

"Kaleidoscope Superior"

Earthsuit

"Kaleidoscope Superior"

Sparrow Records

Hmm. A cover fealuring melallic

limbs detached from silver man-

nequin bodies, heads smiling and

decapitated, set against a matrix of

steel bars looks kind of interesting.

Quotes on the CD packaging suggest-

ing, "...a wild ride. I followed the rab-

bit hole all the way to the end," add to

its appeal.

After 30 seconds into »he first

song, one question becomes appar-

ent: "What was this guy thinking?!"

Obviously nothing. After looking at

the packaging to see who might have

said such a falsity, relief is found in

the fact that the words are those of

one of the members of dcTalk. Now
that makes sense.

Earthsuit, on its debut release

'Kaleidoscope Superior," sounds like

a bad acid trip being had simultane-

ously by Fred Durst and Michael W.

Smith. Where Christian rock and

Christian soul have succeeded,

Earlhsuit's Christian "rap-rock" fails

miserably, as it most likely will in the

charts.

Cliches, distorted guitar riffs, Milli-

Vanilli beats and banal lyrics are the

dominant motifs which abound

"Kaleidoscope Superior." During its

"rap-rock" interludes, it sounds much

like counterparts-in-Christ, P.O.D.,

but far less appealing. During its soft-

er moments, like on the track "Said

the Sun to the Shine," the group is

somewhat reminiscent of the

"Reading Rainbow" soundtrack.

Throughout, Earthsuit feebly veils its

predominately Evangelical lyrics with

a Zack De La Rocha-style delivery.

More oft than not, it stifles its mes-

sage for the sake of commcrcialtsr

Ultimately, though, Earthsuit fails

vis-a-vis its too-prominent influences.

At times the group snips off Bob

Marley, as on the snappy opening

track "One Time," and at others

directly imitates Rage Against the

Machine, as on the lenient

"Schizophreniac."

In the end, Earthsuit softs out

jmder the weight of these flimsy inspi-

rations, due mostly to a blatant disre-

gard for musical integrity.

As Bill Clinton might say about Al

Gore vs. George W., "trust me, they

suck!"

Cyrus McNally

Rating: 1

Dave Hollister

"Chicago '85... the Movie"

DreamWorks

Ifart mirrors reality, then Dave

Hollister has got one seriously confus-

ing social life.

He's just trying to take cafe of his

woman, who, even though they fight a

lot, loves him so much she'd pay his

t\\ ("Keep on Lovtn"!, but there tPFF

all these problems. First ofl", her ex is

giving him a hard time ("Yo Baby's

Daddy"). Then he's got these old

family skeletons barging out of his

closet ("Doin' Wrong"). He's having

trouble keeping things running

smoothly in the relationship depart-

ment ("Please Don't Take My Girl

Away"). A lot of trouble, actually

("Take Care of Home "). And to make

it worseJff runs into this skanky lady

who he used to run around with, but

he wants to stay respectable ("One

Woman Man").

Well, whatever's percolating in

Dave's homelife, he made himself a

pretty nice little album. The former

Blackstreet singer's sweet, unblem-

ished tenor locks in with slick, jazzy

arrangements to make "Chicago '85"

a well-polished R&B product - not

too revolutionary, but still worth lis-

tening to.

As fresh as a cool breath of air, the

14 tracks go down nice and easy,

sometimes in spite of their odd lyrics.

Take "One Woman Man," for exam-

ple. Sure, he talks about how he's got

To go home to take care ofhis baby,

the love of his life. But if he loves her

so much, why does he spend so long

X-CAPE TOURNAMENT WEEK
Week 2 Tuesday

Itiursday

AprillO

April 12

Metal Gear X

Capcem vs. SNK

Week 3 Tuesday April 17

Wednesday April 18

Ihursckiy April 19

Street Fighter 3rd Strike

Peel

Street Figliter Hyper Figiiting

Week 4 Tuesday

Thursckiy

April 24

A|)rii26

Teicicen Tag Tournament

Project Justice
^

Weeks Tuesday

Thursday

Mayl

May3

Virtua Tennis

Dance Dance Revolution 4th Mix

Tournament starts promptly at 5:00pm, X-Cape Game Room, A-Level Ackerman Union.

$3.00 TO ENTER

Play Tournomenf games
for FREE

Sign up in X-Cape, on« w«uic

iMfforu tournamunt

Drop by X-Cape if you havo

ony moro quosfions

A-Level Ackerman Unton

QMStkm/commants: xcapeOosuda.uda.idu

1st Prize
75% of totd entry fees ($50 min.)

"St..

2nd Prize
15% of totd entry fees (no min.)

3rd Prize

10% of totd entry fees (no min.)

510.206 0829
www.uclastore.com UCtffer

boasting about his siring of one-night

stands and how his ex is looking

"good as hell?" It would seem like if

he was so hyper-devoted to his new

girl he wouldn't be puffing up like a

peacock for old news.

But in the grand scheme of the

album, these little contradictions

don't add up to much. Most listeners

will be lulled in by Dave's sweet pipes

and forget what he's saying anyway,

so if he paints himself into a lyrical

corner at times, it doesn't matter

much. As soon as he gets into that

"mmmmm" moan that he works into

just about every song, they won't

even care, they'll be headed off to that

great old place, sweet home Chicago.

Brent Hopkins
Rating: 7
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BIBBS
From page 1

7

mainly upon experiences from relation-

ships with other people and everyday
life issues.

"I ask myself, 'What are the things

that ethnic groups bring to the soup of
humanity?'" Bibbs said.

Being a commercially successful

artist is also part of the picture. If an
artist isn't communicating with the audi-

ence through a work, they won't buy it

because they don't understand it.

Having graduated college with a busi-

ness ma>or and an art minor, Bibbs is

able to combine his talents as an artist

with a business awareness.

"His view is to appeal to the market in

a positive way," said Nedra Myricks,

editor for the ethnic art magazme
"Images," in a telephone interview. "He
is as much a business man as he is an

artist."

Bibbs was able to develop a style that

matched his artistic talent and values,

enabling him to reach a large enough
audience to support his art.

"There are people who say that artists

would prostitute themselves if they did it

for commercialism, but I say that in

today's society, everything is for sale,"

Bibbs said.

In a larger sense. Bibbs views his

work as a contribution to society, both a

duty and a privilege.

"As an artist, you have to speak for

people who can't speak for themselves,

t?ll their stories," Bibbs said. "You are a

servant of the people, a messenger. I

think artists are blessed in that their

whole purpose of being is to enhance
and edify mankind, and I feel fortunate

to have a gift and participate in all that."

Bibbs encourages young aspiring

artists to look within themselves to find

what they can create that may have a

positive effect on other people. He
advise? that people should mold their

aesthetics to whatever is happening in

society.

"You have to be enlightened, educat-

ed, understand sociology, the history of

art and how it has affected humanity
since its beginnings," he said. "If you
don't understand its history, you won't

be able to find your place in today's

society."

ART: Charles Bibbs' work will be on dis-

play at Drake Stadium on April 7 and 8

from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.

"The Legend"

will be shown
at Charles

Bibbs' exhibit

at UCLA's

Drake

Stadium this

Saturday and

Sunday.

Bibbs' art-

work focuses

on depicting

the positive

aspects of

being a

minority in

America.

B Giap^ilci .4 Fine Arty Inc

ALPERT
fwmpagel?

heard before, and my songwriting

style emulates other people," she

said. "I prefer not to be generalized.

I'm influenced by so many people."

Alpert believes, however, that her

most prominent inspirations come
from those who are closest to her, in

particular her friend guitarist Chris

Jones.

^=^"He changes my Kfe every time

he picks up his instrument," Alpert

said. "I look at him and I want to be

him. I want to play guitar like that. I

want to pick up my instrument and
just express mysdf."

Alpert now spends her time writ-

ing music, playing at local clubs and

touring, while at the same time

working part-time jobs. To make
extra money, Alpert works as a

clown for birthday parties, a driver,

a nanny, a teacher of Jewish music
and much more.

"
I do all thes^ things to keep my

head above water and to pay for my
life," Alpert said. "It's not about

money or really control - it's about

being able to do what you love and
having the freedom to do it. Music is

more than just the notes on th^e

page, it's also about your soul."—̂ -

MUSIC: Jenni Alpert will perform
with Marko, Derek Frank, Chris Jones

and Dawn Thomas at the Whisky A
Go-Go at 8:45 p.m. tonight. Tickets

are $6. For more Information call

(310)652-4202.

SOUNDBITES
From page 18

The Dropkick Murphys
"Sing Loud, Sing Proud!"
Hellcat Records

Check the shamrock and Lucky
Charms jokes at the door - while the

Dropkick Murphys are the hardest

rocking Irish-influenced band out

there, they're not just House ofPam_
with a punkish twist. These seven

Bostonians may fly the flag of the

Emerald Isle high, but they're a whole

lot more than a novelty act looking to

cash in on a little ethnic pride.

Sure, there are other groups out

there who've thrown Irish elements

into their sound with success, but few

do it as well as the Dropkicks do on
"Sing Loud, Sing Proud!," the band's

third full-length release. With alterna-

tive music becoming increasingly for-

mulaic and boring, it's nice to hear

something just a tad different like

this.

Al Barr holds nothing back with

his v6cal-cord-snapping singing, while

James Lynch and Marc Orrell crank

out some truly hellacious guitar tones,

melding punky fury with a folk lilt.

Words don't really do it justice - but

dialipg your stereo up all the way sure

doesl

Ti further expand their traditional

sound, the original Dropkick mem-
bers have signed on some help from

Ryan Foltz on the mandolin, tin whis-

tle and dulcimer, and Spicy

McHaggis (let's assume it's a pseudo-

nym, or his parents must really hate

him) on the bagpipes. Foltz is a par-

ticularly key addition, pepping up
tunes like "Which Side Are You On?"
and "The Rocky Road to Dublin"

with his subtle touch. And to give him
credit, McHaggis really can blow the

hell out of those pipes, driving the

sporty "For Boston" and the ribald

"The Spicy McHaggis Jig" on sheer

lung power.

While the band still leans a little

too heavily on its " Hey, we're work-

ing guys who drink and fight a lot!

theme, it is branching out nicely. If

the Dropkick Murphys keep rolling

down the path they're on, there

should be quite a few more good
records yet to come.

Brent Hopkins
Rating: 8

Santa Monica
VULME tomtont Uka Yoa (PG-19)
961 Bfoxton THX - Dolby OtgiUI
208-5576 MonThu (12 00 2:30 5:00) 7 30 10 15

MUIN SMKI4t(P6)
94i Broxlon THX Dolby Digital

239-MAMN Moo-Thu (11:45 2:15 4 45) 7 15 9 45

SmKM*(PG)CmTERtONS
1 2 Scraan

THX - Oolby Digital

Mon-Thu (12:00 12:30 2:30 3:00 4:45 5:15)

710 7:40 9 50

West Hollywood
•MO Smaal (at Craacani Halahtal Frta Parking
(32:^ 848-3560

Westwood

SUNSCT1

CIUTEIMM4

NmONAL
10925 Lindbrook
208-4366

Enwiw at Tka Oataa (R)
THX - Dolby Digital

Mon-Thu (1 IX) 4 00) 7 00 10:00

Tka traNMn (R)

THX - OoH>y Oigrtal

Mon-Thu (12 15 2:40 5 10) 7:45 10:20

Mon-Thu (12:45) 3:50

Mlack(m
" 7 00 9 56

SUNSCT2
Mon-Thu (1:30) 4 15 7 15 9:55

FESnVM. Say n ISN-t So (R)
10887 Lindbfook THX Dotey DtgiUI
208-4575 Mon-Thu (12:30 2:45 5:00) 7:30 9:45

RESENT EiH Wosatfa (PC)
1045 Broxton Dolby SR
208 3259 Mon-Thu (1:45 4:15) 7 00 9:30

MAZA TIN Indian (R)
.M)67 Qlendon Dolby SR
208-3097 Mon Thu (1:00 4:00) 7:00 9:45

MESTW0001
1050 Gaylay Dolby Sl

2p6-7664 Mon-Thu (12:00 2:20 4 45) 7:15 9:50

Amartean Oaal (NR)

WCSTW000 2
lOSOGaytay
208-7664 Mon-Thu (11 45 5 66) 10 20

WfSnWOOS maMtitcMlRI
1050 Gaytay Dolby DIgiUI
208-7664 Mon-Thu (12:45 3 45) 7 00 1000

tea Mat Rm (PG)
Dolby DigMai

Mon-Thu (IMS 2;40 5:06)

CRITERION S Eiiamy at Iha Gataa (R)

On 2 Soaam
THX - Dolby Digital

Mon-Thu (too 4:00) 7:00 9 30 1000

PACIFIC

Westwood
CREST Qaiito (R)
1262WatlwoodBlvd nRaaaifali
(SotWHriiKt) THX -Digital
474-7866 or Mon Thu (2:00 4:30) 7.15 10«)
777-FILM (#025)

LAEMMLE

suNsns

SUNSET 4

Mon-Thu (12:00) 2:30 5 00
Tka Oiak (P6-13)

7 30 lOM

UA WESTWOOD
10889 Wellworth
475-9441

UA WESTWOOD
10889 Wellwonh
475-9441

UA WESTWOOD
10689 Wellworth
475-9441

Mamanto (R)

No VIPi until in
THX

Mon-Thu 1 15 4:15 7:30 10:30

CfMcMna Tigar.

Hldtfan Oraffo* (PG-13)
THX

Mon-Thu 1 00 4:00 7:20 10:20

Ckocolat (PG-13)
Mon-Thu 12 45 3 45 7 00 10 ()0

Beverly Hills
BEVERLY CONNECTION Sav H Itnt So (R)

Presented in DTS Digital Sound
Mon-Tue 1240 3:00 5 20 7 40 10 00

Wed-Thu 12:40 3 00

Tha Tailor af Panama (R)

Mon-Thu (140) 4:20 7 00 9:40

SUNSET S Balore Nlaht Falls (R)

Mon-Thu (100) 4 00 7 15 10:15

Santa Monica

MONICA 1

1322 2nd St

(310) 394-9741

Tka Dish (PG-13)
Mon-Thu (1:00) 3:20 5 40

6:00 10:20

MONICA 2 CraacMaa Tlgar. HiMaa^Tlgar. HiMaa Draaon (P6-1))
on-Thu (1:15) 4:1(1 7:06 10:0)

MONICA 1 .^kacaM(PQ-13)
Mon-Thu (1:45) 4:35 7:25 10:10

WESTWOOD 4 Ok Bfotkw. Wkaia Art Tko«7 (P6-13)
lOSOGaylay Oott>yDi9itai

WLA/Beverly Hills
MONICA 4 Mtmanio (R)

Mon-Thu (1:45) 4:30 7:15 10:05

Mon-Thu (7 30) 10 10

mi Vm (R)

Mon-Thu (2:30) 7:45

Santa Monica
CRTIiNNM 1 taiaawa Uka Vta (PS-1i)
l313 3nlSt THX OoNty Digital

Pronanada MonThu (11:45 2:15 4:50) 7 15 945
3K-I9W

CRITOWMI TkaTaNaratPaMMa(R)
THX - SODS DMHtai

Mon-Thu (11:50 2 20 5 00) 7:30 10 10

ROYAL Tka WMow at Saial-Plana (R)
11 523 SanU Monica Blvd Mon-Thu

|

(310) 477-5581 2:55 5:20 ;

l-Plo(ra(RI

Tho{12»l
1745101$

MUSIC HALL 1

9038WHsMrt
274-6869

Tka Taala al Otkws (NR)
Mon-Thu (5:05) 7 35 10 01)

visit our weixits:

GENERAL CINEMA

Westwood
AVCO CINEMA
10840 WilshirtSlvO

1 BIfc E of Westwood
(310) 777 FILM #330

AVCO CINEMA Tomcais (R)

On 2 Scraan
Presented in THX DTS Digital Sound
Mon-Thu12 45 2 50 5 15 7 30 9 45
Presented in SODS Digital Sound

Tue-Wed 12:45 3:00 S 30 8 00 10 30
Thu 12 45 3:00

AVCOCmCMA Haartkraakart (PG 13)
Presented in SDDS Dolby Sound

12:30 4:00 7:2010 20

AVCO CINEMA TrafRc (R)
Presented in THX SRD Digital Sound
MonTue, Thu 1215 3 40 7 00 10 15

Wed 12:15 3 40

Beverly Hills

BEVERLY CONNECnON
La Cieneoa al Beverly Blvd

(310)659-5911
4 hours vakdaled parking Si at Box Oftka

KVERIY CONNECTION ToMcata(R)
0«2SarMm

PraaatiM in THX DTS DMial Sound
12:00 2 20 4:^710 9 30

Prasanted bi THX SRD DtgMal Sound
12 50 3 10 5 30 800 10:20

BEVERLY CONNECTION Eiil Woands (R)
Presented in DTS Digital Sound

12 20240500730950

ifVERLY CONNECTION Tka Mailcaa (R)

Presented in DTS Digital Sound
1:00 3:45 7:2010:05

BEVERLY CONNECTION Traffic (R)
Presented in THX DTS Digital Sound

12 10 3 30 7 00 1015

UCLA

Campus Events

FREUD PUYHOUSE
TIckata FREE Irom
311 Karckhofl (Mon)

ACKERMAN BALLROOM
TIckata FREE Irom
319 Karckkaff (Tua)

ACKERMAN BALLROOM

'

TickMaSZ.Ba

ACKERMAN BALLROOM
TIckata S2.B8

Waak 1 Wad 4/4

SnttkPrevww
Blow

6:00 pm

Waak 1 Tha 4/5

Sneak Preview

Bridget Jonas Diary

6 00 pm
Bllhr ElMol

9 30 pm

Waak 1 Tha 4/6

Billy Ellloi

7:00 pm & 9:30 prn

i

To advertise
in tlie

JMoyie
Guide,

310,825.2161
/
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CQMtWQRK AT THE.

UCLA CCMTHAL TICKET OFFICE/

Details :

Now hiring for Spring en^ployment

Starting pay: $7.39hr

Flexible scheduling

Ticket incentives

Great work environment

The UCLA Central Ticket

Office handles ticketing

for UCLA Performing Arts

and UCLA Athletics.

/>

o
ticket
office

Your UCLA Entertainment Connection

J-^^

HOW TO APPLY :

Come by our ticket windows at the James West Alumni

Center and pick up an application. Completed

applications must be turned in to the Central Tick€t==

Office by 5pm on Friday April 6, 2001.

For questions please call (310) 825-2101 and ask for

Sandra.

I 14 Weeks Of Review And Testing Of

Important MCAT Conceptsj .^l^
,}

I
review program

...continues to

set the standards
that others want

to follow!

Tlie Berlieley Review Provides!

I

I

i

I

i

Sij^ii lip hy y(>iH>»ol( hofoi o

Afiril I3tli iiiul rocolvo:

§50"" offtlieM course tuition,

Sij»ii lip with ci f rioncl hcforc

April 13th nncl letcMviv

iiiinl Runnnni
(CrrtJin Restrictions Apply,

ERRELEY

100 Hours OfScheduled Lecture Topics

In The Classroom,/^/ ,/.,f,^^,/.,jL,/^

200 Hours Of Office Hours To Supplement

The Lecture Topics,/^^,/
,/ ,f./..f^,^

20 Hours Of Supplemental MCAT-Style

Problem Solving Sessions.^,/,/.,/4^m

10 Fuli-Length Mock MCAT Exams

During The Program,/^/^/,,/,,/
,/.,f^.^

4 Scheduled Full-Length Mock MCAT

Exam Testing Datesf
,/_,f^_^/ ,/_^.^ju

2800 Pages Of Review Notes Covering

Important MCAT Concepts^ ,,(^4,/ ,/,

g| 1400 MCAT-Style Passages With Clear

^ And Detailed Solutions^^^^.,/4,/ ,/

Exceptional Instructors For Each Of

The Six Topic Areas Of The MCAT^L.^,^,

Excellent Review Materials That You

Get To Keep And Take Home,^^^,L^L»f,

Application Assistance, Interview

Workshops, And Mock Interview^,/,/^,^

I

i

I

F< • C • V • I . C • W
Sptvicili/ing in MCAT rrcpdrnliDn www.berkeley-review.com

MCNALLY
From page 16

Instead of injecting rats with

amphetamines to mimic psychosis (a

practice common in the experimen-

tal development of antipsychotic

medications), most behavioral scien-

tists now use MDMA to mimic psy-

chosis in drug trials. They believe

that MDMA-administered rats

behaviorally mimic the psychosis

seen in schizophrenia with more
accuracy than with any other agent

of the classical stimulant smorgas-

bord. If the damage normally caused

by MDMA in a rat brain can be

reversed by an experimental medica-

tion, it is considered to be successful

- at least in rats.

It is true, however, that they give

these lab rats enough "E" to turn

them into Richard Simmons, usually

way more than the human equivalent

of a normal dose or two. Nobody
would expect you to spell your own
name if you did as much "E" as these

rats do. But the fact remains that

ecstasy is indeed capable of causing

neuronal cell degeneration, or brain

damage if you prefer.

To avoid closing on a depressing

note, here are some health tips for

you who have already made up your

TTiind about your next ~Xperience:"

I) Drink plenty of water. I know

you've heard it before, and you

might not feel thirsty, but do it! "E"

uses up the moisture in your body

quicker than you would think - and

you can never drink too much water.

2) Stay cool. Try and break from

the heat of the middle of the dance

floor every once and a while, as there

is a direct correlation between body

temperature and the neurodegenera-

tive effects of ecstasy.

3.) Don't push it too hard. Even

though youjnight feel as physically

dominant as TTie Rock, take a

moment to rest every once and a

while, otherwise you might regret it

the next day. Remember, the next

day always comes! Even if you feel

on top of the world, you eventually

will have to come back down, and

recreational drugs tend to follow

Newton's law that for every high

there is an equal and opposite low.

Also, serotonin-replenishing chemi-

cals such as 5-HTP and some antide-

pressants do help quell ecstasy's

sometimes devastating hangover.

So with these tidbits I send you

back out into the real world, hopeful-

ly a bit more confident or at least a

bit more informed. Let the raves

begin!

McNally is a graduating senior, so he

probably does not care what you
think. E-malt htm anyw/ay at

nougat@ucla.edu.

The Tribe has spoken!
Leave the campus island

and see Dr. Friedman!

6 X-Rays & Teeth Cleaning
Regular Price: $140- cxp&30t)l

•TOOTH BbNDINQ, BLEACNINQ
•Nttrous Oxide (Laut^iing Gas)

•Hypnosis • Porcelain Mcings / V«

•Opwi Urt* Hours, Fras / Validated l>aH(in«

•Chadcs, CradH Cattis A insunmc* Forms Walcome
•22 Ysars In Priwats Practlcs in Wastwood

I

Dr. LARRY FRIEDMAN, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)*
1762 Westwood Blvd. «460 (between Wilshire & Santa Monica Bl.)

\

For Appointment Calll^(310) 474-3765^ i

ALL WOMEN KEEP SCORE.,.

ONLY THE GREAT ONES PUT IT IN WRITING.

REN^E ZELLWEGER COLIN FIRTH and HUGH GRANT

BRIDGETJONES'S DIARY
Uncensored. Uninhibited. Unmarried.

%£!!L^!K"-""""^*-"^^*" iMi.Bai«iM!!MriMimm

LDfc ''n 'V 3

STARTS FRIDAY APRIL 13TH IN THEATERS EVERYWHERE!

From the makers of "Four Weddings and a Funeral" & "Notting Hill"
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Campus Happenings
Campus Organizations
Campus Recruitment
Campus Services
Birthdays
Legal notices
Lost & Found
Miscellaneous
Personal Messages
Personals
Pregnancy
Recreational Activities

Research Subjects
Sperm / Egg Donors
Tlcliets Offered
Tickets Wanted
Wanted

I

Appliances
Art / Paintings
Bicycles / Skates
Books
Calling Carci^
Cameras / Camcorders
Collectibles

Computers / Software
Furniture
Garage / Yard Sales
Health Products
Miscellaneous
Musical Instruments
Office Equipment
Pets
Rentals
Sports Equipment
Stereos / TVs / Radios
Table Sports

1 1 8 Kerckhott Hall
308 Westwood Pla/a
Los Angeles, CA 90024

«

hrtoiiMBl
E Mail classifieds(a}media ucia edu
Web http://wwwdailybruin,ucla edu

phone
Classified Line: C310) 825-2221

Fax: (310) 206-0528
Classified Display: (310) 206-3060

Fax (310) 206-0528

office hours
Mon-Thu: 9:00am-3 00pm
Fn: 9am- 2 30pm

r.

One issue, up to 20 words
. each additional word
Weekly, up to 20 words
..each additional word
Monthly, up to 20 words
. each additional word
1 2 pt headline

1 6 pt headline

Border

$8.50

65
29.00

2 15

9600
575

$1.60

$225
$500

Ciassifled Line Ads:
1 working day betoie printing,

at 12 noon.

Ciassifled Display Ads:
2 working days before printing,

at 12 noon
There are no cancellations after

noon of the day before printing

hoMrtoiMiile
an efledhie ad

• Stan your ad with the
merchandise you are selling

This makes it easier for readers to

quickly scan the ads and locate
your Items
• Always include the pnce of your
Item Many classified readers
simply do not respond to ads
without pnces
• Avoid abbreviations- tnake your
ad easy for readers to understand
• Place yourself in the reader s

position, ask what you would like

to know about the merchandise,
and include that m the ad Include
such information as brand names,
colors and other specific

descriptions

!!iIlffnVn^n^5°~'"""^*'Z^^''* '"1^ "^3^^ '^^ Univcfsity ol CaMomias polK:y on nondiscnmMiation No mecKum shall accept advertisemems wtwch pfesent persons of a^ onqin race sex or sexual orlenlatKxi in »demeaning way. or imply that Ihey are limrted to positions, capabtlrties. roles, or status in society Nerther the Daily Brum nor thTASUCLA Commun.calK>WBoard has invesl^aied anC o^lh^ s^^
^rsrurnsX^^iTh::;.''^''*^.:^'^;'"" ^^""riSJ^'" frjS:^"^'^' '" ">« '^ ^^'^^ '^« Boards po^cy on nondu.cnm.nat.on stated he "nshourd communicate c?^^^^
i^i^Q^7, r IcJf^t^ J:^ J2f

^^'y^w^l P'<«»;,Los Angetes, CA 90024 For ass.sta.H:e w,th hous«g discnm.nat.on problems, call the UCU^ Housing Ott.ce at (310) 825-4?71 or call the Wests.de Fa° H«js.nr^^e ft Aio;
t^^lnl^^^f^^^J^^JS^l^'"^

"'^y^m^l^'l"^^' ^^ Placement on-l.ne ,s oNmO k a compfmenlary servK:e lor customers and ,s not gua anleed The Da°y B u.n!sV^^,wrfoX l?rs^
'

J^^^^^^^^M^^r^^oytpNatmn^^ any refund, the Da»y Bnm C\»a»»6 Dtpartment must t>e notK.ed ol an error on the t.rst day o< publ.cat.oo by rwon
'^^^'^ "^ '^« '""• "^°"

For Classified Display ads.

please see our rate card

for variable rate information.

MasterCard

payment
Please make checks payable to

"The UCLA Daily Bruin." We
accept Visa. MasteiCaid. and
Discover credit cards Allow 5
working days for mail payments.

mnia
Auto Accessories
Auto Insurance
Auto Repair
Autos for Sale
Boats for Sale
Motorcycles for Sale
Parking
Scooter / Cycle Repair
Scooters for Sale
Vehicles for Rent

Resorts / Hotels
Rides Offered
Rides Wanted
Taxi / Shuttle Service
Travel Destinations
Travel Tickets
Vacation Packages

fThrlT^T^Thl
1300

Campus Recruitment
1300

s Recruitment
1300

Campus Reciuitment

!fe39
5800
5900
0000
(ilOO

niho
(>2()0

(i:ino

bAOO
(ir>()0

GfHlO

6700
liBOO
(i«H)0

7000
7100
7^00

1-900 numbers
Financial Aid
Insurance
Computer / Internet
Foreign Languages
Health / Beauty Services
Legal Advice / Attorneys
Movers / Storage
Music Lessons
Personal Services

I

Professional Services
Resumes
Telecommunications
Tutoring Offered

I

Tutoring Wanted

I

Typing

Writing Help

announcements
1100-2600

1100
Campus Happenings

TEACH ENGLISH IN CENTRAL EUROPE!
Free seminar, UCLA Career Center. Monday
Apnl 16lh, 4pm RSVP recommended, Eva
Walthers, 310-825-0831

Alcoholics Anonymous
Moo. Diicuuion, Fri. Slap S«wdy, 3508 Adctrmon

Thun. Boole Study, 3508 Adcennafl

M/T/W Rm. Dmtol A3-029

Wad. Rm. A3 029

DiKuuion.AllimM 12:10- lOOpm
For »teehoac» or tndMduala mho havKlrlnUngpnbhm

Theta Ghi
( dinner every night 5:30pm at the house

]

mr-^in
7U[A)

7S00
7f,()0

7700
7H00
7«M)0

HOOO
8100
0:^00

8300

'/Hj

8400
8500
8000
8700
8800
8<)00

9000
9100
9200
9300
9400
9500
9000
H700
9800

Business Opportunities
Career Opportunities
Child Care Offered
Child Care Wanted
Help Wanted
Housesitting
Internship
Personal Assistance
Temporary Employment
Volunteer

%
Apartments for Rent
Apartments Furnished

H Condo / Townhouse for Rent
Condo / Townhouse for Sale
Guesthouse for Rent
House for Rent
House for sale
Houseboats for Rent / Sale
Housing Needed
Room for Help
Room for Rent
Roommates - Private Room
Roommates - Shared Room

I

Sublets
Vacation Rentals

index

1300
Campus Recruitment

MARKETING
INTERNSHIP

James Hardie Bulkjing Products. Inc. has an
opportunity for an individual pursuing an
MBA or a Junior or Senior pursuing a BA/BS
in Economics Working at our world head-
quarters in Mission Viejo. will be responsible

(or various projects within the marketing de-

partment Great opportunity to get business
experience and check out the company as a

possible employer when you graduate! Full-

time position (or the summer quarter We will

be on campus (or interviews on April 27;

Please sign up via the Career Center Visit

us at www.jameshardie.com

1800
Miscellaneous

ART THAT DOESN'T
SUCK!

Originals/Prints from $50, to give or for you
To look at art, go to: www.LSimages.com

2000
Personals

LOVE? European writer/linguist, cosmopoli-
tan, accomplished, good-looking, middle-

aged, healthy litestyle, loves lilerature/travel-

ing/outdoors, seeks attractive/sman/a((ec-

lionate young female, any race/origin, for

friendship, possibly romance/marriage 310-
573-4G20/mani@ munich com

21OO
Recreatlonnl Activities

GET IN SHAPE!
FREE 10 DAY TRIAL MEMBERSHIP ©LA
FITNESS' Wilshire and Gayley Come with

ad or contact Dann at 310-209-5002

WEDNESDAY
april 4

vs.

Dodgers vs. Diamondbacks
Don't miss the bus! Bus leaves at
6pm. (tickets provided)

Broomball
Don't play rough with the girls

End of Rush BBQ
(Rush ends at 8pm)
Celebrate the Spring 2001 pledge class

Contact Information
Edgar Shawn

310.824.8851 310.209.0425w.uclathetachi.o
2200

Research Subjects

CIGARETTE SMOKERS
Warned for a research study at UCLA Men
& Women, ages 22-50 Eam $165 Call 310-
825-6475

EARN $$$$$
CLINICAL RESEARCH STUDY (or the com-
mon cold at the onset o( symptoms Male/fe-

male 18-55yrs. old, non-smoker, no asthma
history. Limited availability Call Ioday:3l0-

785-9121.

Emailclinicalsubjects®yahoo.com

2300
Sperm/Egg Donors

l( you are male, in college or have a college

degree, you can earn up to $600/mo. call (or

details on our anonymous sperm dorwr pro-

gram Receive (ree comprehensive health

screening & help inteiTile couples So i(

you're kx>king (or a great job and a little extra

cash, call us (irst 310-824-9941

2300
Sperm/Egg Donors

Pay your tuition

with eggs.

If you're a woman between 1

8

and 35, you can eam nioney easi-

ly, anonymou.sly. Donate your
'

eggs to an infertile couple.

$3,500 and up, depending on

you education and other qualifi-

cations. Call Today.

The Center for Egg Options

310/546-6786

T>>«C«»tt»f for Egg OpUori. UX

m

i^

Egg Donors Needed
He.ilthy temales ages 19-28

wishing to help infertile couples

$5,000

CALL MIRNA (818) 832-f494 M

OOOCYTE "EGG" DONORS: Currently be-
ing recruited it you are between 18 and 32
years o( age, healthy proven (ertility good
tamily medical history, must not be over-
weight Applicants with medical insurance
preterred Women o( all ethnicities and rac-

es' Generous compensation Please call Na-
nette Bahl with the Center (or Reproductive
Health & Gynecology ©661-254-0545

i#^ Imagine .^W
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1300
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1300
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www.sigmapiucla.org

Monday
Apr 2

SPRING RUSH 2001
1 'M^ i

>- 6pm
Stealv uikI Lobster Dimier

(Fonnal Attire Keciuested)

i NCAAhnaK ^^''1^
on llic Bil: Scicein/jj^j^^i '',\

Wednesday* •

Apr 4

^ 12pm ,C

Arby s Sandwich'^ _

5pm
Buses leave tor /

Dodgers vs. Arizona ,
/'^

(Party Sub on Bus/^llv'

( .A

Thursday
Aprs

„. mLANDFAMAVE.

6 I OykMr.
^ 2 Sptoul

4 S.aon
5 Hffdnck
e Hiich

(nim

Surfing Trip

followed by

Catered Breakfast

12pni

Catered

il. Deli Sandwiches

6pm
Hooters Wings •

.V.

ri 3-on-3

t'tt Basketball

^
Toiuney

.^'^ (Band Playing)

Tuesday
Apr 3

6am
Surfing Trip

followed by

Catered Breakfast

12pni

Burrilo Bar

Friday
Apr 6

Dinner

u/ KK(; (LSC)
(Band Playing)

Wild Rush Video

6pm
Last Chance

Carne Asada BBQ
LL EVENTS ARE DRY

FOR INFO:
Nadir (RUSH CHAIR)

824-9670
Mike (PRESIDENT)

824-2144

«^

a T>eCta
'%,

These are the years, these are thegirCs, this is the House,

^akeijour college years even more memorable..,

get to Iqtozv thegilrs of^K^

I

Wednesday, April 4th

5: 30-7:30pm

Thursday, April 5th

7:30pm

Friday, April 6th

6:30pm

Barb-B-Que

af Sunsel Rec

Around the World 9undae Parfy af KD
House (800 Hilagard Ave.)

Dinner af Bucco de Beppo's

meeef af fhe KD House

To Hj^l^, or for questioTL^, call Qeorqia at 824-2642

advertise^*/***
*
Display 825-2221 • Classified 206-3060^ * * * *

2300
Sperm / Egg Donors

SPECIAL EGG DONOR
NEEDED

Loving, infertile couple is hoping lo find a

compassionate woman to help us have a

baby We are searching for an intelligent,

healthy woman 21-29 years-old, hall Ja-

panese, and half Northern European Com-
pensation $5000 If you are interested in

helping our dream of parenthood come true,

please call OPTIONS 800-866-9373 x722

SPECIAL EGG DONOR NEEDED. Seeking
healthy and intelligent woman, 21-29 years,

blonde hair, blue or green eyes, 5-5' 10" tall

with high SAT oj ACT scores Blood type A,

B, or AB Compensation' $6000 Please call

OPTIONS 800-886-9373 ext. 741

2500
Tickets Wanted

NEED 4 TICKETS to David Sedaris at Royce
Hall this Thursday night. Will pay cash. Seth

310-383-6006

2600
Wanted

UCLA LAW SCHOOL GRADUATES
failed the bar exam. 310-797-0985.

who

2800
Art/Paintings

WANTED
Collecter seeking paintings by Early

California artists 1900-1940. Artists include;

Guy Rose, Edgar Payne. Granville

Redmond, John Frost, William Wendl,

Selden Gile, Anna Hills, Benjamin Brown.

Franz Bischoff, Elmer Wachtel, Arthur

Mathews and many, many rrwre Please

contact Steve at ilook4art@aolcom, 310-

863-8013.

3000
Books

DISCOUNT PRICE Many CBEST Manuals
for sale Call Lisa for prices 310-829-4363

3500
Furniture

MATTRESS SPECIALS
NEW INNERSPRING twin sets $99.95. Fulls

$129 95, Queens $169 95 and Kings

$199 95 Also, Sealy, Steams and Foster at

lowest prices. 310-477-1466

3800
Miscellaneous

BRAND NEW SIZE 10 LACE WEDDING
DRESS for sale. Also fine china. Call Bea
trice for details 310-264-1906

ITS T-SHIRT WEATHER
T-shirts from $5, lowest prices on the Inter-

net Discount event merchandise, left-over

from recent events, www.alleventstore.com

AAA4^A4i^^

transportation
4600-5500

^900
Autos for Sale

1979VESPAP125X
Good condition Low miles Windshield, lug-

gage rack, rear seat rest $1100 310-825-

4215 or 472-2227

1985 BMW 318i white, 4door automatic,
156K miles, power doors/windows, sunroof,

runs well, $2200, email uclabmw©ya-
hoo com

Classifieds

825-2221

^900
Autos for Sale

1991 HONDA ACCORD
SE. Dark blue, beige leather, moon roof

42km, Excellent condition Onginal owner
$8000 310-470-3404

1994 SATURN SL. blue, 5-speed manual. 4-

door, AC, CD, 112,500mi, excellent condi-

tion, $3950 Call Jen at 310-206-9292, garri-

son Oess.ucla.edu

1995 FORD ASPIRE SE
$4500obo 69K miles, green, 2dr, AC, 5spd,

ABS, air bags, 42 miles/gallon on highway.

310-839-6394
,^

1995 FORD CONTOUR Green, automatic,
84K, AM/FM Cassette, power wind-
ows/locks No accidents, great condition,

new tire $4600obo Fully maintained. 310-

276-2606

1996 HONDA CIVIC EX, Black 5spd.
w/spoiler, 52K, excellent condition, fully

maintained Custom high-end audio (Al-

pine/Boston/JL) $10500obo 310-497-2432.

1996 JEEP GRAND CHEROKEE 4WD, lim-

ited, sunroof, loaded Lee 310-479-6616.

1996 JETTA, GREEN, Sold by owner, 5spd.
Moonroof 6CD Changer, Great Condition.

45,000 miles. $9750 Negotiable Contact
Sam 310-815-8759

1997 VW CABRIO Black on black with tan

leather interior 36K miles, 5spd Top me-
chanical condition. Like New!!! $12.700obo.
Call:323-653-4742

2000 VW PASSAT GLS. Automatic, 7 5 mi,

5CD changer, anthracite blue, power wind-
ows/locks $21495obo 818-481-8181.

POLICE IMPOUNDS Hondas as low as
$500 for listings 1-800-319-3323 ext.A214.

5400
Scooters for Sale

SCOOTER, HONDA ELITE. Blue, Newly
overhauled and tuned. New Battery
Excellent Condition. $950 obo. Page Abner
818-875-2789

o o o o o

travel
5600-5720

56^0
Rides Wauled

SEEKING RIDE to-from UCLA from Restau-
rant Four Oaks in Beverly Glen; -share
expenses; work M-F. 8AM-5PM; CaU Arnold
310-474-1130.

S900
Finniicial Aid

LOANS AVAILABLE
No application fee. High approval. Low
Interest rate. Bankruptcys welcome Toll
Free 1-877-494-4843

6000
Insurance

ALLSTATE
You are in good hands Auto Insurance Com-
pany 310-441-5440

/instate.
MxiVb in good harxte.

fVIIke Azer Insurat^ce AQency, Inc

(310)312-0202
1281 WostNA/ood Blvd.
C2 t>lks So or \A/Msl-Ilr9>

24 Hours o t^oy Service

Recycle

Display
206-3060
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6100
Computer/Internet

A GREAT DEAL!
Mac PowerPC 71008100 $199-$299 in-

cludes monitor. Pentium 1 complete system,
includes monitor $249 310-476-5076

idEa247.COM
INTERNET RESOURCES Web design, de-

velopment, tutorials, hosting affiliates, do-

main names/dreamweaver, global news,

Java scnpt, CGI Cold Fusion.

http;//www.idea247.com

6200
Health Sen/ices

FREE DENTISTRY
CLEANINGS, FILLINGS
BLEACHING AVAILABL

Call 310-799-3911 for more info.

SKIN & BODY CARE
Facials, waxing, lash tinting, and makeovers
Discounts to BRUIN ID holders. Call for ap-

pointment: Michelle 310-915-0802.

6300
Legal Advice/Attorneys

CONSUMER PROTECTION Lemon law,

automobile dealer fraud, repossessions,
abusive debt collection UCLA law graduate
Contingent fees/costs available Alec True-

blood 310-443-4139

"NO RECOVERY NO FEE
NO COST Sexual harrassment, Discnmina-

tion. Auto-accidents, Slips/falls MYER LAW
FIRM, Westside. Scott D. Myer(UCLAW'86).
www.bestlawyer.com 310-277-3000.

6400
Movers/Storage

BEST MOVERS
No job too small 5-piece special $102. Two
24-foot trucks fully equipped lor large moves
Call 24/7. Available on shon notice License
T1 63844. 800-2GO-BEST (800-246-2378.)

HONEST MAN w/14lt truck and dollies,

small )obs. short notice ok. SF. LV. SD.
Student discount. Go Bruins! lOyrs. 310-

285-8688

JERRYS MOVING&DELIVERY The careful

movers. Expenenced. reliable, same-day de-
livery. Packing, boxes available. Also, pick

up donations for American Cancer Society
Jerry©31 0-391 -5657.

6500
Music Lessons

DRUM LESSONS
ALL LEVELS/STYLES with dedicated pro-

fessional. At your home or WLA studio. 1st-

lesson free. No drum set necessary.
Neil:323-654-8226

G600
Personal Services

LOOKING FOR FEMALE in WLA to help

handicapped female into bed/stay fhe night

except Saturday until-7am. Needed Sun-
day/IO-llam. $15/night in-cash. 310-479-
0180.310-996-1911.

TA^'C() 2001
Lod an r»in»tg>« today wnh modsm senaual powar.

Feci >ie h»al ol exotic edgy darv:*.

Laam wNh lango matMr. antoy maeltrig trtands. dancing,

food, drinks unM mkMght.

W#dnei<J«ys. 7:30 pm *t Hoflywood Dtncr C#ntfT.

817 N. Hi^find Avf. (crossing M*lros*>

(323> 848 8291

6700
Professional Services

1/2 PRICE HAIRCUT AND COLOR. Li-

censed hairstylist, trained at Vidal Sassoon
310-558-4251. 310-739-6707

A FREE SESSION
PSYCHOTHERAPY/COUNSELING for de-

pression, anxiety, obsessions, post-traumat-

ic stress,etc Couples/Individuals Crime vic-

tims may be eligible for free treatment. Call

Liz Gould(MFC#32388) 0310-578-5957 to

schedule free consultation

CREATIVE EXPERTISE
MBA & OTHER
PERSONAL

STATEMENTS,
RESUMES

Personalized, professional assitance Writ-

ing, editing, dissertation formatting, fran-

scribing. Ace Words.Etc. 310-620-8830

6700
Professional Services

FIND ROOMS &
ROOMMATES ONLINE

The Napster for roommates. Free to view
and place ads Immediate Online Results

wwweasyroommate.com

FORMER ENGLISH TEACHER w/ Masters
from U-Chicago, edits/word processes dis-

sertations, proposals, screenplays, personal
statements, resumes. International students
welcome. Winslow's 310-829-6171

HEAD SHOTS $99
SITTING PLUS digital file lor unlimited
prints!! Westwood location Call Jennif-

er:310-575-6638.

NOTARY PUBLIC Bilingual services avail-

able. Spanish and English. Commission
#1277297 Commission expires Sept. 17.

2004. 310-820-7113

TAXE$$$
MINIMIZE YOUR TAXES. Let a Professional
Get You the Most Refund. Affordable Rales.
Quick and Convenient.

310-266-8581. 818-829-9666
sepkamjoocpad yahoo com

7000
Tutoring Offered

AAA TUTOR'S CLUB
A HOME TUTORING service for all sub)ects.

grades K-12 Lowest pnces guaranteed! For
more information call 310-444-0449

AMERICAN HUSBAND (currunUy collegeitu-
strucfor, MBA Wharton. UPenn) and Korean"
wile (UCLA Grad. middle school teacher) will

patiently tutor English speaking and writing

310-559-0123

FRENCH/FARSI PRIVATE TEACHER, for

beginners and foreigners. Also, enthusias-
tic/energetic babysitter. Bilingual,

French/English. Loves children. Flexible
availability Mrs Soraya 310-979-7040

MATH TUTOR
Available for all hours, all levels $30+/hour.

Trig/Pre-Calculus. Calculus. Algebra, Geo-
metry UCLA Math BS Graduated honors
Jonathan 310-850-8849 323-734-8321

MY-TUTORCOM Math/Physics/Statis-

tics/English/Hebrew, chemistry/biology
Law/Business Law, computer programming
Computenzed statistical analysis available.

Tutonng service Call anytime. 800-90-TU-
TOR

PHYSICS AND MATH
Math/Physics major/student offers tutoring in

physics and math at all levels. Contact Sina:

(310)989-1491 orsina4©uclaedu

WRITING TUTOR
Kind and patient Stanford graduate Help
with the English language—lor students of

all ages/levels 310-440-3118

7100
Tutoring Wanted

ff

$14-22 per hour
Urgent, several openings:

Tutor SAT (Standard
Admissions Test) & other

Standardized Tests.

Also High Math and French.

10hrs/wk.
Need car Great Job

Beverly Hills Tutoring Center

(310)289-8922-1-300

r bhtutors@yahoo.com

lf{

M

TUTORS WANTED
AFTER-SCHOOL FOR grades K-12, in BH,
WLA. SM areas Education majors and/or
graduate-level (in any field) a plus. $11 25-
15/hour. Call The Tutor's Club 310-444-
0449

HOMEWORK TUTOR
For 10-year-old boy Monday-Thursday. 4-

5hours/day. Enrolled in school of Education
and must drive Call:3l0-990-5018

MATH MAJOR WANTED to assist 8th grad-
er w/Algebra 1 homework. $20/hr. Must have
transportation. Call Deborah 310-393-3000.

SATURDAY NIGHT BABYSITTER lor 2 boys
7&10 yrs/okJ. Westwood area Must have ex-
pertence and references 310-474-7232.

TUTOR for 1st Grader Experiences Re
quired. Must have car Los Feliz $15/hr
Howard 323-464-7664 after 7pm

TUTORS NEEDED
All subjects, graduate students preferred

$20-$25/hour. E-mail resume to:

wwtestprepOaol.com or call 31 0-766-48C

Classifieds

825-2221

5680
Travel Destinations

5680
Travel Destinations

5680
Travel Destinations

;ST/r 1008080-50
with other 18
to 35 year olds

^''lB&-» ^.

>free of hassles

of rip offs

for you with 1 friends!

...Get 10 friends to go and you'll go free!

:^

>European Discovery from $975
1 4 days including Amsterdam. Paris, and Rome

>Beaches and Reefsfrom $905
14 day tour of Australia's East coast from Sydney to the Barrier Reef

>Greek Island Hoppingtrom $899
14 days featuring Santorini. Paros and fVlykonos

310-209-UCLA
931 Westwood Blvd. - 1 block off campus

•^ (9^^^r worldwide vacai> vacations
for 18 to 35 year olds

Coiinci Travel

counci I travel . com
Expeftence Contik. with a group of friends booked on ttie sanne trip at ttie same t»ne and the 1 1th per-
son travels free or everyone r> your group gets 10% off. Prices are land only and do not include arfare.

A

S^pajBaiBQ feBnnic^^

w^%

» -TV.,

EOROPEAWEXISSSfMIJJiy
Experience 8 countries in 14 days! Take a gondola ride

through Venice canals, climb to the top of the Eiffel Tower,
experience a typical Bavarian beer hall, and more!

$1015

beache&^m:dreefs
Discover Australia! Spend 14 days in the Land Down Under.
Cross the Tropic of Capricorn, visit Cape Byron, stay at

Surfers Paradise and enjoy Australia's national parks and
natural attractions. $905

RAINBOWIMMICoX]!]
Join this "easy going adventure" through South Africa and
Swaziland. View the big five African game from open-topped
vehicles, plunge into the warm waters of the Indian Ocean and
go wine tasting north of the Cape! ^i|^93
Mrtira aid trnMJ MMiraBca lot iacJii^ai.

920 Westwood Blvd., 310.8224.1574
i9^^^r wondwid* vacation*
'^ lor18to3&yMfo<da

www.statravel.com

6200
Health Services

TRAVEL

6200
Health Services

6200
Health Services

COMPLIMENTARY CONSULTATION
ORTHODONTIST «^^ ^T-^J «^ •

SINCK1980 Dr» Nader Davani
UCIJV FACULTY MKMBER •^*'» *^«»^»^«. A^«»^ C^mMA

Member American Association of Orthodontist.s

Specializing in braces for adults & children

Deliivr Hrillimt Results

• Cosmetic Porcelain

• Surgical Orthodontics
• Removable
• Traditional
• Invisible

• European

(310)826- 7494
1IM5 Wilshtrf Hlvd #802
Los Andrles, lA 9(X)2S

(949) 552 - 5890
l«l24Culvfrnr »A
Irvin*. CA 92715

l(

Teeth Whitening $ftc;oo
upper or lower ^-^ ^ \J \J

1. »-, rTM»itf> of tfvuffr^nt i#no»f»[1 tQ' II ..' > t *') Ml
:>'^«<i.JU(Ait $innaOl()f .»*Kf^ n.fir.lh o»lf«atment r«rK3»(»0
lof (•m.woMu D»ooirt c»Kl $ I ;00 til ptui $ 1?5 00p« mon»h
Uf c t^nrryr t<$rn;m\ %Xti 00 f«j« Oagnc}»tir WucJy mod«l onJ

• «>v<3iiuft ck3te 4 3001

Displa

206



f^i.im ^^f:f;!«^;^i9p^wm^^ Ei|?5\S!efs?^»tJ53»^^ '•:'
'"

^^j^ifi^:^^i*ff^.f?;^si!f^^^^swm

:. • .'
'
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STUDENT TRAVEL
Student [airfares

i

920 Westwood Blwd.
310.824.1574 or 310.UCLA-Hy or from campus X60795

Hoort: Mooday-Friiay MM-SPM
Satunlay 10AM-6PM

Sooiif lOAM-SPM

www.statravel.com TRAVEL

travel free
< 1. - < ) I

A

with other 18
to 35 year olds

of hassles

of rip offs

for you with 1 friends!

...Gef 10 friends to go and you'll go freo!

>Europ«an Discovery from $975
14 days ncluding Amsterdam. Parts and Rome

>B«ach«s and Raafstrom $905
14 day Kx/ c< AuaralaS East coasHrom Sydney to the a*T«r Ree»

>Qr*«k Island Hoppinfirrom $899
1 4 days teBti#)nQ Santonm. Patos and Mykonos

310-209-UCLA
931 Westwood Blvd. - 1 block off campus

(!()iiiii"i Travel
iviaiDKyMraM* counc1ltravel.coM

» Com*, ai^ti a 9our o< frwna oooko or nt Mm* »« tw •am* inw •nd ffi* i im ptr.

»M e» mmyam t f»r ^xuti gm 'OH e« ^ne« •« IVK) orvy and oo no) waua» Hl««

7UOO
Business Opportunities

MAUI $25
~

WANT TO SPEND 3 months in Maui or Can-
cun (or only $25'' zagala com

7500
Career Opportunities

Business Opportunities

TEACHER ASSTNTS
PRIVATE WLA School looking (or capable

and expenenced teacher assistants to work

with elementary level students, M-F. 8AM-
1PM Begin 4/9/01 Pro(icier)t in Mac com-
puter technology Please lax resume:310-

471-1532

$500-1 GOG/MONTH PAT BEiniiHiniHjE
Seeking motivated students for marketing in

lemet. cellular and king distance accounts
Serious inquiries only. Call (or rec. in(o:888

432-4890

EARN SUBSTANTIAL
INCOME

WorWCIoud. the (oremost provider o( IP

based communication solutions, seeks
individuals to drive campus sales o( the

exciting new e-mail program ZorMail

(www zormail com)-Unlimlted commis-
sion potentiil-To learn more, send your

name ar>d e-mail address to resourc-

es ©worldcloudcpm Specity UCLA-CSR

• Earn $100-$200 a day
• 2 week training A Job

Placetnent included

• It's not a job -it's a PARTY'I!

National Bartenders Sctiool

1 (800) 646 • MIXX (6499)
wwvw.nfilionalbnrtencJor5i.com

IntcM'cstal in Bcconiing

a Sports Agent?
^

Call 866-865-6722

ENTREPRENEURS WANTED Marketing
group seeks motivated enthusiastic individu-

als Work 4 hours/week and make
$5000/month Ideal (or students 310-281-
1138

Classifieds

825-2221

DON'T FEED

7600
Child Care Offered

$$$ LOW PRICES $$$
WONDER YEARS PRESCHOOL run by

UCLA grads. Ages2.5/6years. Two large

play-yards. Open 7:30-5:30 Close to UCLA.
310-473-0772.

7700
Child Care Wanted

*ENERGETIC
BABYSITTER NEEDED*
Looking tor responsible/caring/energetic per-

son to serve as babysitter in afternoons M-F
Enormously bright/intelligent 4.5-year-old

who loves to play/have (un. Located in Bel-

Air/Roscomare Valley. Call 310-889-0119.

AFTERSCHOOL CARE
FOR SPECIAL 7yr/old boy with autism

Need high energetic, (un person. Going to

park/other activites atter-school Pay $7-

10/hr.ASAP:310-628-7799. 310-621-1215.

ASSIST UCLA MOM with 3-year-old and 1-

year-old 6-8 hours/week Schedule (lexible

One minute walk (rom campus. $10/hour.

310-206-6001

CHILD CARE NEEDED for 7-year-old boy.

Wednesday, Thursday, every other Friday

2:30-7:30. Must drive, have reliable car, re(-

erences required Mary:310-828 2624.

CHILDCARE/DRIVER
Help with homework, supervise play, (or2-

boys ages 9-12. T.W.F. 3-6pm. English

speaking Own car w/insurance Close to

UCLA 310-470-2047

PH" BABYSITTER
For wonderful eight-year-old 2-4after-

noons/week, 2:30-6:30, year-round. Insured

driver w/car. Live-in: Pvt.room(sep.bath)in

secluded garden l -block to UCLA Ap-

prox20hrs/wk 310-259-8545.

P/T BABYSITTING
FEMALE NEEDED UCLA student preferred

P/T 2 young kids, weekends, (ax resume
to:310-451-1130.

P/T-F/T BABYSITTER
For 2&4 y/o boys Bel Air- 1 .3 mi (rom UCLA
Play w/kids, prepare snacks, drive to and
from daycare. 310-788-0370.
shahrokh3© aol com

RESPONSIBLE/RELIABLE/Honest/Warm
babysitter needed for 3.5yrold/girl Monday
evenings, other evenings/weekends as
needed Excellent dhving record/car in-

surance, references required. Mar Vista

310-390-7822

7800
Help Wanted

$$Get Paid For Your
Opinions!$$

15-$125 and more perEarn $

www.money4opinions com
per survey!

$1G/hr GUARANTEED
Work on campus F/T or P/T for as little as 5-

lOhrs/wk or as many as 40hrs/wk Be your

own boss. Create your own schedule Limit-

ed positions. Call 1-800-808-7442X80

$15-$23/HR BRIGHT ENTHUSIASTIC peo-

ple to teach SAT prep and ALL Academic
Subjects. Transportation required We will

train. Flexible hours. Send or (ax cover let-

ter/resume, including test scores (SAT. GRE.
etc ) to ACE Educational Sen/ices. AttnBar-
ry, 9911 W Pico Blvd. Ste PH-K. LA, CA
90035; Fax 310-282-6424 Positions avail-

able throughout LA and the Valley.

$1 500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL Mailing our cir-

culars. No experience required Free intor-

mation packet Call 202-466-1639

*ENERGETIC PEOPLE
NEEDED!!!*

Busy Valley. Hollywood, or Santa Monica
office needs energetk: people Bonuses!
310-395-7368

•MOVIE EXTRA WORK* Beats all )obs Start

immediately. Great pay. Fun/Easy No crazy

(ees Program (or (ree medical Call-24/hrs

323-850-4417.

10MINS FROM UCLA Electronic retail

store PT/FT technical savvy person (ront

page! For customer, sales, and service 310-

475-0859 Mr Schulze.

A GENETIC LAB SEEKS Staff Research As-

sistant Experience in molecular and/or bio-

chemical techniques and BS required Send
resume tvuOmednet ucia edu.

Apartment Manager Needed

20 units in Westwood
Experience & References Required

(Si call 310-859-4619

7800
Help Wiinted

A MANAGEMENT
TRAINEE

New offices opening. Independent Capital

Management. Inc. (ICM) one of the nations

Premier and Fastest Growing (inancial serv-

ices CO. (INC500) o(fering secunties through

SunAmerica Securities Inc. (NASD SIPC)

announces immed openings in our So. Cal

Otfices. We're looking (or career oriented in-

dividuals in search o( rapid advancement
and complete training in the investment lield

with an industry leader. Top payouts, medi-

cal benelits. 401k match, conterences. stock

options 1-800-600-2620. www.icmdnan-

cial.com

ACCESS TO A COMPUTER? PUT IT TO
WORK! Up to $25-75/hr.

'' PT/FT
www EamEZbucks com. 888-715-4646.

ACCOUNTING ASSIST
Small Internet Co. needs P/T Account Assis-

tant to manage books Accounting experi-

ence required $10/hr. 310-859-1903

ACCOUNTING. A/R. collections. Close to

campus. Flexible hours. 310-828-9900.

ACCT/BKPR
Need help setting up MiCrosott Money, build-

ing history and developing workable record

keeping process. Should entail 5-7

hours/week $10/hour, your computer or

mine 310-566-4815

ACT AS AN
EXTRA

WRITERS
WANTED!

Online magazine seeks wnters/photogra-

phers/editors to cover movies/TV, music,

nightlite, internet you get experience, ex-

penses, partnership. in(o©p-d-n.com. 310-

989-3114, www p-d-n.com/writers.

ARE YOU A
BALANCED BRUIN?

Do you excel at school yet still have time to

give back? Do you play sports yet still go out

and have (un! Are you trainable? We might

want you (or PT/FT work 310-652-9572

ASSIST SENIOR with driving, shopping and
chores. Must have car. 3-4hrs./day, 2
times/wk $10/hr West Hollywood. 323-651-

3691

ASSISTANT 1/PAGE
OPERATOR

Receive, relay, and route calls lor assistance

and intormation via the tele(>hone. pagers,

public address system, computer system
and 2-way radio equipment. Operate, main-

tain, and update computer terminal. Other

duties as assigned Qualifications: demon-
strated ability to understand and evaluate

emergency and technical information arxJ re-

lay in an accurate manner. Excellent commu-
nication and customer servk:e skills. Ability to

work weekends and holidays $12.51-

$15.36/hour. Varied hours IrKluding wee-
kends at least 20 hours/week. Westwood.
Fax resume:310-794-0620 or e-mail to:rclay-

tonOmednet.ucla.edu

ASSISTANT NEEDED, work in film/music In-

dustrty. Computer savvy, reliable car, (lexible

hours, great work envitonment, salary nego-
tiable. Fax resume/Bio:310-313-1683.

ATTN: ALL MAJORS
Summer Internships. P/T-F/T Employment.
IBM, Teach (or America, KPMG, Pricewater-

tx)use Coopers, and more! Put your resume
on www.jobdirecf com. Enter Campus ID

Codeuclal

CERTIFIED PERSONAL
TRAINERS/

FRONT DESK HELP (or LA'S most popular

health club. For nrwre infomruilton call Giu-

seppe 323-658-6999

7800
Help Wanted

BE PART OF
THE SOLUTION

Oftice Assistant: Looking (or a job with mean-
ing in a protessional oHice environment? Call

the Rape treatment Center in Santa Monica.

Data entry, packaging &shipping materials

(or national campaigns, errands, helping

w/celebnty event. Office experience strongly

preferred. Need car w/insurance P/T 12-20

hours/week Must be available to work

through October. 2001. Flexible weekday
hours $9- 10/hour-fmileage (or errands.

Call:31 0-31 9-4503.

BEACH CAMP SUMMER JOBS! Coun-
selors. Li(eguards, Cra(t Director; work
w/toddler-teens at Private Beach Club in SM.
Call Andrea:310-395-3254.
TBC2l0©aol.com

BEVERLY HILLS adj. guest house
Unturnished 1 bdrm. 1 bath, retngerator.

stove, hardwood doors, yard, newly updated
bathroom, parking $880. 310-395-RENT.
www.westsiderentals com

BEVERLY HILLS AUTO DETAIL shop needs
hard-working, (ast-paced. agressive people

to handle top-notch cars. No expenence re-

quired. Flexible hours. Ozzie:3 10-859-2870

BIOLOGY MAJORS
WANTED

TEACH CHILDREN BIOLOGY using live an-

imals. Enthusiastic personality, teaching

skills and own transportation are a must. An-

imal handling expenerice preterred $9/hr.

Call 310-392-5909. www.theanimal-

Make good money $$. No experience neeei-

sary. Call today, work tomorrow 800-540-

1600 x131

ADMIN. ASSISTANT
Brentwood real estate o((ice. $12/hour. PTor
FT Fax resume to: 310-476-7284

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT NEEDED
F/T Fast-paced entertainment company. Ex-

cellent written and verbal communication

skills. Must be (amiliar w/computer. Call

Brooke 818-313-9590.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT to real es--
tate broker Mornings mandatory Car re-^

quired Must know Word/Excel and be com-
puter (riendly. $9-11/hr. 310-474-4250.

ADMINISTRATIVE/ARCHITECTURAL
ASSISTANT P/T individual (or WLA architec-

tural (irm. PC/MS savvy. Help w/general

office and archiving $10-$11/hr Fax resume
310-286-2301/Nakaoka Assoc

AMBITIOUS

Cuys.cOTE

CAFE/BRENTWOOD
GOOD $$

Flexible hours. Great atmosphere Bright,

energetic, (riendly people wanted.

PT/FT/Weekend positions available (or

mgmt, counter, and barista positions. Call

Paul 310-576-6641

CAMP COUNSELORS needed (or local

summer day camp Beach/aquatic expen-

ence in swimming, surfing, sailing, or jet ski-

ing a plus. Competitive salaries. 818-996-

4780.

CAMP WAYNE FOR
GIRLS

Children's camp in Northeast Pennsylvania

(3 hrs NYC) 6/19-8/17/01. Directors (or

Fine Arts&Cra(ts. , Camping/Nature. Ropes.

GoK. Swimmir>g, Drama. Counselors

(or:Tennis. Gymnastics. Aerobics. Cheer-

leading. Swimming (W S.I pre(erred), Sail-

ing. Waterskiing. Sculpture, Batik. Silk-

Screen. Jewelry, Piano. Guitar. Video. Sel(-

De(ense. On campus interviews April 11th.

Call 1-800-279-3019. website wwwcamp-
waynegiris.com

CLERICAL ASSISTANT; technical book-

store BNi Publications. Inc . a leader in tech-

nical publications (or the construction indus-

try, has immediate part-time positk>ns avail-

able at its WLA location Starting hourly rate

© $7.00. Flexible hours, convenient location

near 405/10 fwys. Call Richard at 310-474-

7771 or fax resume to 310-474-6863

CLERK WANTED. Law firm Computer skills.

Organize files. 24hours/week. Salary open.

Contact: Anna Labellarte. Rubin. Eagan &
Kane, LLP 310-788-0983; fax 310-788-

0984

CLERK P/T. Pleasant Century City Engi-

neering Firm seeks perfectionist with typing

skills (or general o((ice duties. Must absolute-

ly be detail-oriented $l1/hour to start. Call

Rhonda 310-286-2437.

CLERK/SECRETARY. P/T, 10-20hrs/wk.

Westwood law firm. Filing, typing, learn a

lot©law. flexible schedule, (ax resume 310-

446-9962

COMEDIC WRITER
Looking for comedK writer needed for a (e-

male comedian. Should have stand-up

comedic material. Female preterred. P/T.

$lO/hr. 310-236-1184 leave message

COMPUTER HELPDESK SUPPORT 10-

20hrs/wk $10 20-$11 82/hr PC, MAC, Net-

work, Software arnJ htardware. UCLA De-
partment of Pathology 206-5819

COMPUTER INSTRUCTOR Wanted PfT

great college job. Easy hours, must be
(riendly $8-9/hour Call CCTC:310-277-
1178.

COUNSELORS AND
INSTRUCTORS

In art, swimming, nature, vkleo and ropes

needed by Tumbleweed Day Camp Must be
responsible, energetk: ar>d enjoy working

with chikJren. 310-472-7474

CRUISE LINE ENTRY LEVEL on board po-

sitions available, great benedts. Seasonal or

year-round. Call (or info 323-644-2102

www.cruisecareers.com

'• •hi% paps-r ivcyo!- ^l-i' '•'ueta-t.ycki Ihi'

.;?hi
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CUSTOMER SER-
VICE/JOURNALIST

Small Internet Company desires articulate

person to work with existing clients. Email
reply. Customer service and Creative writing

PT/FT. $9/hr. 310-859-1903

CUSTOMER SERVICE Answer customer
questions. telecommunk:ation service, close

to campus, (lexible hours. 310-828-9900.

DAY CAMP - SUMMER
Seek start w/summer home in or near the

San Fernando or Conejo Valleys, Oxnard,
Simi, Malibu. misc. Instructors & General
couns. $2750-3500-^ (or summer. 888-784-
CAMP www.workatcamp.com

DAY CAMP
COUNSELORS

Pali Camp now hiring enthusiastic coun-

selors! Summer fun includes: jet skiing,

amusement parks, beach days, paintball and
more! 19 and up Call Jacque: 310-477-

2700x14.

DAY CAMP
Summer. Swimming, beaches, horses 4
more, www.daycampjobs.com.

DAY CAMP-SUMMER
Seek staff w/summer home in or near the

San Fernando or Conejo Valleys, Oxnard,
Simi. Malibu misc Instructors & General

couns $2750--3500* lot iumam. 888-

784-CAMP www.workatcamp.com

DAY-CAMP COUNSELOR & ArtsACrafts
specialists. Summer/PT $9.80/hr. June-
August. Experience working w/chiWren a
must. 310-479-7200, or fax resume 310-445-
1764.

DRIVER WANTED. Must have clean DMV
Call Nationwkle Wholsale We are a shipper
of (resh cut (lowers. 310-230-0811

DRIVER/TUTOR. 10-15 hours/week.
$10/hour, drive kkte (14. 11,8) to/from activ-

ities, assist 11&8 year-olds with home-
wort</computer skills. Larry 310-979-8210.

EARN $$$$$
CLINICAL RESEARCH STUDY male/female
18-55yrs. oW. non-srTK>ker, no asthma his-

tory. Limited availability Call today 310-785-
9121.

e-mail:clinicalsubjects©yahoo.com

EVENTS STAFF/SECURITY (or sports, con-
certs. TV shows, conventions. 18-f with clean
background Great job (or students. You pk:k

your assignments. 213-748-7223.

F/T ADMIN
COORDINATOR

Health care company in Westwood seeks or-

ganized person (or entry-level position. 7:30-

4:00. Attentk>n to detail necessary. Fax re-

sume to Liz:310-443-5258

FAST-PACED PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
seeking a P/T Mon-Fri. (9-12noon) o((ice ad-
ministrator. Typing skills, answering phones,
and some experience in management re-

quired. Fax resume to 310-396-3815

FEMALE MODELS!!
Seeking young, natural, girl-next-door look,

18-22, (or artistic non-nude professional ptx)-

tography, beginners welcome, will pay.

Tim:310-720-3183.

FILE CLERK wanted (or small law firm in

Westwood $9/hr. min.8hrs/wk. M/W after-

rxxxis. Fax resume 310-443-3281

FILEjDLERK-PT Century City law (irm seeks
(ile Clerk (or filing, photocopying, faxing. Ap-
proximately 20 to 28 hrs. per wk. $8.00 per
hr. Ifax resume to Office Coordinator 310-

203M850

FLORIST SEEKING
sales, phone assistant Simple typing/admin-

istration skills helplul Flexible hours/(un en-

vironment Call Monica 323-852-0848.

FRATERNITIES. SORORITIES. CLUBS.
STUDENT GROUPS Earn $1000-2000 this

quarter with the easy Campustundraiser com
three hour fundraising event. No sales re-

quired. Furxjraising dates are filling quickly,

so call today! Contact Campustundrais-
er com at (888)923-3238 or visit wwwcam-
pus(urKlrasier com

FUN SUMMER
Swimming, horses, beaches and more,

www daycampjobs.com

GENERAL
OFFICE/SALES
ASSISTANT

PDC WHOLESALE FURNITURE SHOW-
ROOM Full-time Muttl-taceted person
General offk:e computer quickbook Custom-
er sendee saJes assistant Fax resume:310-

451-1130

Classifieds

825-2221
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GIRLS LCXDKING FOR EXTRA CASH tor

school or play, get paid a (ew hundred dollars

this Friday by chatting in your spare time

(rom your PC. voyeurt^us adult internet video

chat. Must be 18+ http://cams. voyeur-

bus.com Call toll (ree 888-636-5190

GIRLS wanted at exclusive social clubs in

WLA. Conversation only No alcohol

Flexible tx)urs. Earn top $$$ 310-313-2989.

GREAT DEAL
HAIR MODELS NEEDED (pr upscale Santa
Monica sak>n You don't have to be a model
to get a haircut like one. 310-392-3951

HELP WANTED P/T. Cashier and waitress

Some experience prelerred but not neces-

sary. Will train Also looking (or delivery per-

son with car/scooter Rom's Diner 9911

Santa Monica Blvd . Beverty Hills. 310-772-

0044
^^^"^^^^^^^^^^^^^"^^^! III! I

, ^B...

Hotel desk clerk- P/T (mornings/AM) West-
wood Village Hotel. 310-208-3945

HOUSEKEEPER/HOME-OPFICE ASSIS-
TANT (or busy doctor. Weekends. Laun-
dry/cleaning, assist w/cooking. etc No skills

required. Great pay! Flexible schedule.
Leave message 310-967-5180.

JEWISH HEBREW
And Sunday Schools need- teachers Good
Jewish education and love o( children de-

sired. Alice Fasman:323-761-8613.

LAW CLERKS WANTED (or small Westside
Plaintitf Law Firm. Flexible hours.Email re-

sume to kgallo@biren.com

J^IKE MAPS2:
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OUTDOOR YOUTH
ORGANIZATION SEEKS ASSISTANT TO
DIRECTOR P/T now. F/T Summer Aquatic

and Computer skills $9/hr. 310-826-7000.

www.SierraAdventureCamps.com

P/T CLERK
Santa Monica law firm seeks a P/T General
Office Clerk. Flexible hours, but mornings

prelerred. $7-10/hr DOE Please call Ida

310-351-2826

P/r WRITER. Pleasant Century City Engi-

neering Firm seeks perfectionist with strong

writing skills to produce mildly technical re-

ports (or internal and external use. $i3/hr to

start. Wage increases as appropnate Mini-

mum I5hrs/wk Must have car and in-

surance Fax resume 310-286-9126 or call

310-286-2437

PART TIME RECEPTIONIST NEEDED (or

athletic club. Tues-Fn 10am-2pm and Sat

I1am-5pm No experience required but must
be personable, in good shape, and comput-
er (riendly Please call Mike or Brie at 310-

459-4648

PART TIME, FULL TIME positions (or (ast

food ca(e. Ca(e located in Westwood. For in-

terview intormation call Anis: 310-209-1007

A(ter-3:30pm

PART-TIME ADMIN ASSISTANT Duties in-

clude answenng phones, light typing, organ-

ization, office errands, light tiling, & collating

documents. Must be bright, enthusiastic, de-

tail-oriented, & able to perfonm a variety of

tasks simultaneously Send cover letter and
resume to ACE Educational Services.

AttnBarry, 9911 W Pico Blvd . Suite PH-K,

±AiIA 90035, or tax to 310-282-6424;:=:
Fk)od cerfification company near LAX is

looking lor motivated, seK-starters (or map
research positions. I( you are map pro(icient,

detail-oriented, and computer literate, (ax re-

sume 310-348-9022. attn: Production Dept.

EOE

LOOKING FOR CO-PRODUCER/CREW
Sci-(i Independent Feature. Fall 2001.
Resumes to contact©paraxis com.
www hardwinter com

MALE MODELS
Have a great (ace or tx)dy? GET REC-
OGNIZED in Playgiri-style publications. Must
be 18-24 Beginners welcome. Highest im-

mediate pay w/headshots. Paid screen test.

Jeff©213-748-4555ext. '11, jwhite©ou-
nique.com

MARKETING ASSIST.
Small Internet Co. looking (or assistant to

market company's services. Good communi-
catwn skills. $10/hr. 310-859-1903

MARKETING
SALES/TRAINING (or Mexico-USA impor-

ting company Pay $10-15/hr. Full time.

Spanish helpful. Business major prelerred.

Good experience. Fax resume 310-854-

6287 or E-mail; sales©thepalntedde-
sert.com.

MOTHERS HELPER NEEDED 12-18hrs
per week, (lexible UCLA student required
Call 310-277-1805 Fax reterences to 310-
277-1832

MR. TUXEDO
Now hiring, formal wear sales/rentals.

$9/hr+commission No experience neces-
sary. F/T. P/T Avail. Comer o( Wilshire and
Barrington 310-477-8633

MUSIC COMPANY
Needs A&R. marketing, publictty. production
people, looking (or versatile diverse individu-

als; paid positions/internships available (ax
resume to:8 18-753-8633

NEED TO MAKE SOME PT $$$? Will train
and sponsor assistant broker. PM work
Guarantee-hbonus BH oMice. Call Neil 800-
450-7585

NEW RESTAURANT in Westwood village.

Cashiers needed. AM Part time available
Will tram. Call before 11am or after 3pm
310-873-1388

NOW HIRING ALL POSITIONS. Chin Chin
Restaurant High energy trendy Chinese
Ca(e Flexible schedules AM&PM shilts

Free Meals. Great pay! Will train Interviews
daily 3-6pm 11740 San Vicente- Brentwood.
5mi (rom UCLA campus.

OFFICE ASSISTANT P/T-F/T. Flex hours
$10/hr. Home office on Mulholland and Bev-
erty Glen. 310-271-6564.

OFFICE CLERK
P/T AND F/T

SM law firm seeks office clertts. Phones, fil-

ing, (axing, photocopying&filing court docu-
ments. Must fiave auto-t-insurance Francis
Che:310-453-6711

OPEN CALL FOR FEMALE MODELS April

14, 2001 6514 Lankershim Blvd N Holly-

wood. CA. www.modelsearchla.com 818-

464-3515.

PART-TIME CLERICAL position in Marina

del Rey Great (or a student! 20-25hrs/wk.

Flexible schedule ok Photocopy, answer
phones, (ile, type, enter data, mailings, and
organize. Must be computer literate Mac
skills prelerred. Good writing, communica-
tion & organizational skills. $10/hr Fax qual-

idcations with coverfetter to Shawn at 310-

821-9282

PART-TIME CUSTOMER
SERVICE

REPRESENTATIVE
For an exclusive (ast-paced Westwood dry

cleaner. Outgoing, (riendly. Will train/sales

experience a plus. 20-25 hours, nromings or

atternoons. plus Sat. or Sun. $8-10/hour.

Apply in person I'feoo Westwood Blvd. Or
Call: 310-474-8525

PASADENA AREA SUMMER DAY CAMP
now hirir>g energetic ar)d responsible people
(or counselor positions. Looking (or group
counselor, lileguards and wranglers Spend
your summer outside making new (riends

Call TOM SAWYER CAMP 626-794-1156 or

wwwtomsawyercamps.com

PAY IS $11/HR
WANTED FOR SHERMAN OAKS (25 min-

utes (rom UCLA campus) pension actuarial

office (or 20-»-(Tours per week+full-time sum-
mer: two (2) high achiever students in Ac-

counting. Math, Econ. Business (or Pension
& Acturial Admin; one (1) (eariess student

with good martteting skills (or telephone-f In-

person marketing pension services to ac-

countants ..pay IS $11/hr (or each )ob. Fax
resume & DPR to 818-769-4694. Call 818-

769-4600 any Qs

PROGRAMMER WANTED Database inter-

net software and secure transmisions re-

quired SM CO/$10-18/hr. Evenings & Wee-
kends DOE. Call 310-477-2669 or (ax 310-

477-1359.

RECEPTIONIST
Needed (or private health club. Permanent
hours available. Hours: 5:30am-11 :30am
Please ask (or Allison:3 10-659-5002

RESPITE COMPANION
$10-$12/hr DOE-PT/Flexible hours. Provide

respite (or families with children with devel-

opmental disabilities. Paid training provided.

Toll (ree in(o:877-924-2220 E-mail:rokel-

ly©iaba com. Fax:310-649-3109 Visit us at

wwwiaba.com

RETAIL SALES
PT/FT Westwood Blvd Designer wed-
ding/evening gowns Experience preferred,

motivated and (riendly Great opportunity

Salary/commissions/bonuses. Excellent $$.

310-474-7808 Pauline.

RETRIEVAL WORK
P/T DOCUMENT RETRIEVAL WORK at

campus libraries. Hours 2pm-6pm,M-F $8/hr

to start Must bd reliable. Cal into. 213-687-

8710.

REWARDING/FUN
Summer Swimming, beaches, horses &
more, www.daycampjobs.com.

SALESPERSON AND
MANAGEMENT
OPPORTUNITIES

Available (or (ashion (ootwear store in Cen-

tury City Shopping Center Call:310-277-

5668 or (ax resume to:310-277-5675.

Lose weight and
feel better with

Bruin Weigh
8 weeks beginning 1 7 Apri

Weekly Nutrition Support Group
Tuesdays, 3.30 to 5:00

Weekly Fitness Class

Thursdays, 3:30 to 5:00

If you are 30 pounds or more overweight

and want to feel better, turn to page ]5

or more information.

Co-sponsored by

UCLA Ashe Center & UCLA Recreation

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

1 Coffee-

chocolate drink

6 Thin mud
1 1 Fish catcher
14 White-faced
15 Camel stops
16 Ms MacGraw
17 Bemoaning
18 Lounges

(around)
19 Bawl
20 Blank out

22 Dumbfounded
24 Scart

28 Shoe feature
29 Take off cargo
30 Windblown silt

32 Capone s mark
33 Speak like

Scarlett

35 Little kids

39 (^behst Wiesel
40 Guitar cousin
41 Bone — review
42 Ego
43 For days —

:

interminably

45 Took the bus
46 "Waiting (or

Lefty " playwright

48 Conf)e forth

50 Din

53 Paint bubble
54 Raids
55 Substantial

57 1/3tbsp.
58 Hurt

60 Brand name
65 Female rutf

66 - Park, Coto
67 Each
68 Sum up
69 Used money
70 Gamut

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

A T E A M

1

B A T

1

[o 1 L Y
W A C K 1 N F R E

R R 1 N S E A N fe A N Y
L U N G E|C A R S 1 N T^^^o V A Lu R NllBi
C H A R L EIYHW R 1 G G LI E
L D tflS^HS f!f mH H E R
A S H IP L 1 K E D I RO A IR

1 T I
R
C A R Yi nols S E

M A C A ME I E RIE C T E D
pHUI A L B I N N eIHHbi
u N 1 T

1

S A N D A L W o D
F A S T K U D U

1

E A G L E
P A L 1 T E R R 1 L L S

[sjA K EJ N oj sJ E S T E A k|
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DOWN
1 Impair

I ? 3 * 5

14

17

2 Buckeye sch
3 Fraternity letter

4 Barnyard she
5 She piays
Jessca

6 Type of energy
7 Neigfiborot
Myanmar

8 Capn, e.g.

9 Cartoon *voJce"

Blanc
10 Literary works
11 Twangy
12 Tie the knot

simply
13 Lhasa locale

21 Funny Foxx
23 Makes signs
24 Ponders
25 Reunion

atterxlee

26 Thrash
27 Front paw. e.g.

28 Moray
30 Erie and Huron

31 Writer Wister
34 Smallest of the

litter

36 To the left of

the ship

37 Leap aside
38 Derisive look

43 Done, in verse
44 Grocery area
47 Small amounts
49 "The Divine

Miss M"
50 Very very
51 Sat (or an artist

52 — oft: reserved
53 Gifted

55 Overfeed
56 Baker's need
59 Parapsychol-

ogy concern
61 Ms. Gardner
62 - -Hur
63 Unit of work
64 Soap-making

ingredient

50 ;i 52 53 11

J7

ro

Display
206-3060
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SECRETARY/RECEPTIONIST Full/Part

Time. Fax Resqine to 310-450-1311. or E-

mail: rgOpmsmarl.com

SERVERS &
ASST MANAGER

SERVERS AND ASSISTANT MANAGER
needed. Great pay Flexible hours. Call:310-

275-7770.

SPECIAL CAMP
COUNSELORS

Resident Camp (or children with cancer look-

ing for energetic and generous volunteers for

9-day summer camp experience. For more
info, call Lisa at 310-268-8488 today!

STEPHEN S. WISE
SUMMER CAMPS

NOW HIRING coaches, Directors, Coun-

selors and more for our Sports, Day and
Travel Camps June-August 2001. Excellent

pay, fun atmostphere, and a great opportun-

ity to wort< with children grades k-9. For an
application or additional information, go to

www.sswt org. E-mail:summer-

campsQsswt org; Phone:310-889-2345.

STUDENT ENGLISH
TUTORS

P/T shifts 2am-7am Tuesday-Friday or ipm-
4pm T\jesday-Friday For rrwre info. Ask for

Diana 213-629-1488.

STUDENTS. FACULTY, STAFF! Here's your

chance to sing! We especially need tenors

ana Passes. Contact ntnncbugei

SUMMER AT THE
BEACH AND MTNS

FUN WORK WITH CHILDREN IN THE OUT-
DOORS. 7-week day program, 2-weeks
Sierra Sleepaway June 25-August 24 Ex-

penence with children and water activities.

$330-i-bonus/week. Call 310-826-7000 or

www SierraAdvenlureCamps com

^ SUMMER CAMP
DIRECTOR

Pnvate Beach Club seeking expenenced

Head Coach to supervise social and recrea-

tional activiites for children ages 3-14 years.

Salary commensurate with experience Con-

tact Dale;310-454-2266. or Fax resume 310-

454-2266

SUMMER CAMP
COUNSELORS

6/25-8/17 $78-$92/day 9am-4pm.

Decathalon Sports Club in Palo Alto, CA
campjob@yatToo com

SUfVlMER CAf^P COUNSELORS For

Westwood Recreation Complex June 25-

Aug 31, 9:45am-4 15pm. Expenence pre-

ferred Sports, arts and crafts, etc $9 79/hr

Apply in person Benita Dixon 310-473-3610

SUMMER DAY CAMPS
San Fernando or Conejo Valleys, Oxnard,

Simi, Malibu Misc Instructors & General

couns. $2750-3500-t^for summer 888-784-

CAMP, www workatcamp com

SUMMER DAY CAMPS
San Fernando or Conejo Valleys, Oxnard,

Simi, Malibu. Misc. Instructors & General

couns $2750-3500-f for summer 888-784-

CAMP www.workatcamp.com

SUMMER JOB
GRAD/UNDERGRAD Psychology.education

or speech to be a camp aide for a special

needs child. 6/25-8/25. Valerie 8 18-907-

0367.
,

SUMMER JOBS
SUMMER CAMP IN NEW YORK-June 20th-

August 16th Jobs include: Musical Theatre

Director, Tech Theatre, Roller Hockey

Coach. Golf. Tennis, Radio station. For appli-

cation and information, web: wwwchipi-

nawcom or email infoOchipinawcom

Pfione 1-954-227-7700

SUMMER JOBS!
The Marcia Israel Day Camp is now hinng

Senior and Junior Counselors and an Art

Teacher for Summer 2001 Spinted. energe-

tic, patient, experienced candidates who k>ve

working with young children should call 310-

445-1280 exi 150

SUMMER JOBS! WEST Los Angeles day-

camp hiring energetic counsetors. lifeguards,

and specialists Call Tiffany at 310-399-

2267

SUMMER SPORTS
CAMP COUNSELORS

Prime Time Sports Camp is now hiring for

surT>mer 2001. Sports background and ex-

perience working with children required

9 30AM-3:30PM M-F 6/25/01-8/31/01 WLA
and Palisades Peter 310-288-4132.

Classifieds
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SURVIVORS OF THE SHOAH VISUAL HIS-

TORY FOUNDATION is seeking Pre-lnter-

view Questionnaire Administrators to enter

survivor information into a custom built data-

base. Need candidates that can work in

French/Polish/Czech/Portugese/Sla-
vic/Greek. Able to manage/prioritize large

amounts of paperwork. Computer liter-

ate/type 50wpm. Fax resume ar>d cover let-

ter to:818-733-1424 Attn: HR Dept. or mail to

PO Box 3168, LA. CA 90078-3168.

SWIM INSTRUCTORS
FAMILY LIFE AQUATICS Swim school

searching for fun&rellable swim instructors.

WSI&CPR required. Must have car. High

pay. flexible hours. 310-454-6464.

SWIMMING INSTRUCTORS at client

homes $20-$24/hr Strong lesson-teaching

experience with small children. Summer em-
ployment. Call John 818-781-7676 ext. 1,

TEACHER AIDES NEEDED for public ele-

mentary school. M-F 8:30-11 30. $9.75/hour

Palisades Elementary School. 310-454-

3700.

TRANSLATION CO in Santa Monica needs
truely bilir>gual office assistant/editor w/ex-

cellent English and Spanish skills&computer

expertise P/T-F/T. Fax resume 310-260-

7705. call 310-260-7700 extll.

TUTORING POSITIONS
$10/hr. available immediately for Spring

quarter with GEAR UP!!! (Gaining Early

Awareness and Readiness for Undergradu-

ate Programs). Do you love working with 11-

12yr/okls? Are you bilingual? Can you tutor

alter school on Mon/Thurs or Wed/Fn7 If in-

lerested pick up an application in the Student

Commons of Moore Hall For more info call

310-206-8184/310-206-6964.

UCLA CAMPUS
TOUR GUIDES

Now hiring for 2001-2002 school year 6-10

hours/week. At $8/hour Applications avail-

able at 1147 Murphy Hall Due 4/20/01 by
5PM

UCLA INTEGRATED SUBSTANCE ABUSE
PROGRAM: F/T RA needed BA/BS re-

quired Knowledge of research design

SPSS, neuropsychiatric assessments pre-

ferred. Fax resume:31 0-268-4397^

UNIVERSITY APARTMENT Coordinator Po-

sition wanted from 6/18/01-6/30/02 One
shared rental space plus stipend Applica-

tions and job descnptions available @UCLA
UNIVERSITY APTS. 625 Landlair Ave. #1.

Do not call Application deadline 5pm
4/13/01. MUST BE UCLA STUDENT

VALET PARKING
ATTENDANTS

Flexible hours, great tips, Santa Monica and
Marina Del Rey areas 310-214"-1888 Leave
message

WANTED
VERY ATTRACTIVE WOMEN 18-25 with

great style and social skills Get paid to

attend social events, go on dinner dates with

exclusive clientele. Make money, have fun!

323-273-3955.

WEB DESIGNER
UCLA ALUMNUS seeking computer pro-

grammer with web design skills Graphic

design, streaming video experierx:e a plus.

Contact Andre:310-283-6487

8000
Internships

GET PAID TO LEARN THE STOCK MAR-
KET Professional day trading firm looking for

entry-level intem. Call Ray between 9AM-
2PM 310-470-9035

INTERNS WANTED
MOTION PICTURE. TELEVISION AND In-

ternet Animation Production Company seeks
interns to assist in dally operations. Fax re-

sume 310-280-0218

81OO
Personal Assistance

PHYSICAL
ASSISTANCE
NEEDED

For disabled male in Reiber Hall. A lew

hrs/day. Flexible schedule. $10/hr. Call Alex

310-267-8189.

8200
Temporary Employment

VIDEOGRAPHER needed for party Must

have own equipment, including tripod. Satur-

day. April 14. 11:00am to 4 00pm Call asap

Amanda 310-458-1542

8300
Volunteer

HOTLINE VOLUNTEERS NEEDED by the

Suicide Prevention Center. Excellent volun-

teer opportunity. Next training starts May 5
Please call 310-751-5330 (Culver City).

VOLUNTEERS WANTED: At St. Liz hospice,

we will train you, and please call Eli at 310-

824-9798

8^00
Apartments for Rent

PRIME WESTWOOD
Beautiful 2bed/lbath French style unit In 4plx

with okj wrid chrm, high ceilings, hwd ft. brt^r

cpts, w/d. tons of light. 10632 Easttx)me

Brian:310-291-3531 $1900. ContactBrian

b_mesicOyahoo.com 310-291-3531.

SANTA MONICA APARTMENT 4 blocks

from beach. Pool and laundry $856 310-

395-RENT wwwwestsiderentals.com

SANTA K^NlpA FURNISHED BACHELOR
kitchen facititiei^, parking, small porch, pri-

vate entrance. 22 blocks from beach.
$795/month 310-450-6526.

SANTA MONICA GUEST HOUSE. 1 bed-
room. 1 bath, plus loft. N of Wilshire. high

ceilings, large yard, utilities included. $1200
310-395-RENT, www.westskjerentals.com

houstng
8400-9800

8^00
Apartnieiits for Rent

$1290 2bd/lbth. Brentwood Ad|, lease to

max. of 2. Near Wilshire/Bundy. patio, no

pets. Avail, now. 1236 McClellan 310-826-

8461.

•WESTWOOD VILLAGE. MIDVALE N OF
LEVERING. LARGE 2-BDRM APT GAR-
DEN VIEW. DINING ROOM, UNIQUE,
CHARM. FRONT AND REAR ENTRANCE.
310-839-6294*

2&3BORM. LARGE, bright, view. Microwave,

oven, refrigerator, dishwasher, washer/dryer

in unit 21 -ft. Jacuzzi on roof Walking dis-

tance to UCLA 310-475-0807

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. 1&2BEDR00M
$895&UP LARGE UNUSUAL CHARM
SOME SPANISH STYLE W/HARDWOOD
FLOORS. ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS
310-839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS. Stunning triplex.

Furnished Best BH location, hardwood
floors, marbled bath Utilities included. 310-

395-RENT www westsiderentals com

BRENTWOOD great area, unfurnished stu-

dio. Refrigerator, stove $700 310-395-

RENT. www.westsiderenlals.com

BRENTWOOD Private room, refrigerator,

stove, carpets, laurxjry. parking included.

Month-to-month. $500 310-395-RENT
www.westsiderenta Is .com

CULVER CITY post office area guest house,

cat okay Hardwood floors, large ctosets,

laundry, yard, utilities included. $795. 310-

395-RENT. www.westsiderentals.com

CULVER CITY SPACIOS unfurnished 2

txlrms. pet okay, w/d hook ups. lots of clos-

ets, big kitchen, parking included. $779. 310-

395-RENT www.westsiderentals.com

FURNISHED STUDIO APT $625/mo. de-

posit $400. Utilities included, gated 6 month
mm. 5 mi from campus. Linda Alvarez man-
ager:31 0-277-6005. 310-837-3556.

IDEAL FOR FACULTY
Across from UCLA. Large, spacious, town-

house-like apartment 2bed/2bath with large

pnvate. Closed-garage. 1-yr Lease-

$1700/mo Avail-March 15 310-553-5388.

PALMS (upper), 1 bedroom, cat okay, refrig-

erator, stove, laundry, completely refur-

bished, skylights. $725. 310-395-RENT
www.westsiderentals.com

PALMS Single apt from $575. 1-bdrm $695.

$600deposit 1-year lease only. Stove, re-

frig,carpels, vert, blinds. 310-837-1502
leave message. 8am-5pm only.

PRIME SANTA MONICA APARTMENT Re-

frigerator, dishwasher, t}ak:ony, bright. $775.

310-395-RENT www.westskJerentals.com

PRIME SANTA MONICA contemporary
apartment. Pet okay. Bright. r>ewly renovat-

ed. ck)se to beach. Parking iricluded. $900.

310-395-RENT www.westsklerentals.com

* PALMS *
4BD. 3BA LOFT TOWNHOME. FP.

CENTRAL AIR/HEAT. GATED
GARAGE. SEC ALARM, CAT OK

3670 MIDVALE AVE.

$2495/MO

2BD. 2BA TOWNHOME. FP.

CENTRAL AIR/HEAT. GATED
GARAGE. SEC. ALARM. CAT OK

Bachelor Available

4^4500 _;f^4500

Westwood Plaza

Bachelor Single

$745 $990
1 Bedroom
$1200

All furnished / No Parking

sh«Kt tem> ;)Vi)ilahle / 5 mm walk to UCLA

Parking available for

1 Bedrooms only

31 0-208-8505

3614 FARIS DR.

$1395/MO

* MAR VISTA *
11913 AVON WAY.

11748 COUflTLEIGH DR.

S1295/MO.

$1295/MO.

(310)391-1076
Open House 7 Days a V\feefc 10 - 4 PM !

SANTA MONICA HOUSE pet okay, 1 bed-
room, 1 bath, w/c pet, refrigerator, stove,

hardwood floors $995 310-395-RENT
www.westsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA pet okay, unfurnished. 2

bedrooms, refrigerator, stove, carpets. par1<-

ing included, month-to-nf>onth. $1400 310-

395-RENT. www.westsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA PRIME
LOCATION N. OF

WILSHIRE
NEAR BEACH

$1195 1 bedroom. Hardwood fkwrs. Charm-
ing split level, dishwasher, refrigerator. 943
7th Street Cats OK 818-980-5900

SANTA MONICA. Large, unfurnished. 2 bed-
rooms, 2 baths, dishwasher, walk-in closets,

parking included. 310-395-RENT www.west-
siderentals.com

SANTA MONICA. Triplex. Cat okay, refriger-

ator, stove, sea view coun. 3 skylights, patio

31 0-395-RENT www westsiderentals.com

VENICE GUEST APARTMENT attached to

house. Unfurnished studio. 1 bath, no pets,

carpets, private room, private entrarx:e. sep-
arate from house. Kitchenette, month-to-
month, utilities irwiuded. $390. 310-395-

RENT. www westsiderentals.com

WEST LOS ANGELES furnished guest
house. A/C, parking included, month-to-
month, cable included $700. 310-395-
RENT. www.westsiderentals.com

WESTWOOD furnished apartment pet
okay, walk to UCLA, laundry, utilities includ-

ed $745. 310-395-RENT www.westsideren-
tals.com

WESTWOOD VILLAGE: 1 -BEDROOM
$1400. 2-BEDROOM. 2-Bathroom $2000; 3-

Bedroom, 2-Bathroom $2900; Parking. 1-

year lease, no pets, 10943 Roebling Avail-

able 7/5/01. 310-471-7073.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE: Large 1 -Bedroom.
$1500 Hardwood floors, fireplace, parking.

1-year lease, no pets, available 6/17/01. 925
GayleyAve 310-471-7073

WESTWOOD—2bedrooms, 2 bath, (upper),

refrigerator, stove, dishwasher. A/C, fire-

place, large closets, brighl, sundeck. gated
parking, 2 spaces $1400 310-395-RENT
www.westsiderentals com

WESTWOOD—lraditk>nal 2 b€ibrooms. refi-

gerator. stove, dishwasher, high ceilings,

carpets, A/C. large closets, laundry, bnght
$1250 310-395-RENT www westsideren-
tals com

WESTWOOD 2BDRM/2BATH $1450 AND
UP TILE KITCHEN. STEPDOWN LIVING
ROOM. HIGH CEILING CHARM 1 MILE
SOUTH OF WILSHIRE. SOME W/BAL-
C0NY.3 10-839-6294.

8400
Apartnieiits for Rent

Diamond Head
Apartments

1 BD $1145
Intercom System & Gated Parfctn3

Rcc room, Saurta,
Gym Room, Fireplace,
Jacuzzi, Dishwasher,

Refrtscrator,
Air Conditioner,

Laundry,
Cathedral Ccltlnss, no pets

Short Term Lease

660 Veteran
208-2251

WESTWOOD. Walk to liCLA. 2bdrm/2bth.

gated parldng. rooftop spa, quiet building,

accepting reservations for Summer and Fall.

$1850-$2250. 512 Veteran. 310-208-2655.

WILSHIRE CORRIDOR LUXURY-APAR-
TMENT Furnished studio. Jacuzzi, sauna,

gym, close to Westwood No kitchen.

$890/rTK). 10660 Wilshire Blvd. 310-358-

8700 or 3 10-503-7227

WLA/PALMS
APARTMENT RENTALS
CALL 4 FREE LISTINGS

AND SPECIALS
Bachelors/singles—some w/utilities paid,

pool, gated. $675-$895 ibdrm $925-

$975. many w/fireplaces, luxury and more.

2t)drm $1395&up, many w/dishwashers. bal-

cony, A/C and mote. Ca ll fer (ree listing:3 10-~

278-8999

8600
Condo/Townhouse for Rent

NEAR SAWTELLEADLYMPIC: 3bdrm/2blh +

bonus duplex. 11356 Missouri Corner Pur-

due. $1600/mth. 310-478-8801

PALMS. 2bedrooms/2baths Refngerator.

stove. pool. $900 310-395-RENT
www.westsiderentals com

ROOMMATES. 3+2. Westwood. Pool/sauna,

balcony. Totally renovated Bright. 2-car

gated-parking Close to restaurants and
shops Call for information 310-475-9754

9000
House for Sale

RANCHO PARK: 3bdrm/1.75bth. 10740
Cushdon Ave. 2 blocks south of Pavilion

$435,000. Pnnciples only, email hse4-

saleOhotmail.com

9200
Housing Needed

DANISH FAMILY OF THREE SEEKS SUB-
LET or house exchange for July 2001
House or apartment in LA area, kaarenma-
cleand hotnrail.com

9300
Room for Help

FREE ROOM/BOARD
IN BEVERLY HILLS Bedroom w/private

bath. Furnished. In excfiange for preparing

breakfast/dinrier, assisting w/9 year old girl

in evenings, drive to school in mornings.

Outgoing female student preferred 310-

247-0075.

WALK TO UCLA PRIVATE RM, BATH,
PHONE AVAILABLE JUNE 1ST PERFECT
FOR FULL TIME FEMALE STUDENT
MUST OWN CAR, HAVE EXCELLENT
OFFICE SKILLS. 310-470-4265.

9/kOO
Room for Rent

437 GAYLEY Pink Palace Beautiful

2bdrm/2bth, w/2balconies. french doors,
spacious. 3 underground parking spots, par-

tially furnished. Late June-8/31. $2150/mo.
Please call Julie or Silvia at 310-824-5542.

BRENTWOOD F/NS/NR Bed, balh&full

access to large, beautiful home Share
w/lamily. $750. 310-395-0623.

'private GUESTROOM WEST-

WOOD/WALK UCLA- beautiful house w/pri-

vate entrance/bath/backyard. Laundry/Kitch-

en privileges N/S female tenant. $785+utlli-

ties. 310-446-9556.

ROOM FOR RENT in private house. Share
kitchen, share bathroom Ideal lor student
Utilities paid. $575/nx). Blue-bus to campus.
310-828-6796

SEPULVEDA/VENICE Own bed, share bath
2bed/lbath 2floor comer apt close to

Green/Blue line $480 Avail now Frank
flanOucIa edu day: 310-966-5320 eve:310-
202-1196

advertise
206.3060

Display
206-3060
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Room for Rent

WEST LA
ROOM FOR RENT

Students welcome Close to public transpor

tation. lOmin to UCLA Furnished
$600/month. Utilities included 310-559-
8946

9500
Roommates-Prjvate Room

$490 PER MONTH South Mar Visia near
Centinela and Culver Blvd Female, no
smoke, no drugs, house. 310-391-1563

ASIAN/QUIET/CLEAN/MALE Near bus
stop Weslwood/Pico 3-mo min stay Re-
quired 2 references. Private bedroom share-

bath. $495/month, w/utilites. kitchen priv

$40/day 310-475-8787

BEVERLY HILLS
PRIVATE ROOM/BATH in lovely furnished

apartment All privileges, private terrace and
security parking Students welcome.
$725/month 310-860-0134

9500
Roommates-Private Room

BRENTWOOD TOWN HOME to share

Mdle/Female Non-smoker Graduate, lacul-

ly preferred Pnvate bdrm & bth A/C, wash-

er/dryer in unit. $750/mth. 310-820-8354

BRENTWOOD 5min away from UCLA, pn

vale, large, bnght room w/full ^ath, walk-in-

closel, kitchen access Locks on bedroom
door $650/month. 310-470-3740.

MARINAA/ENICE
BEACH

Spacious room, large closet. Cute 3 bdrm, 2

bath house. Hardwood floors and plentiful

parking Off 90 fwy Looking for easy-going

roommate to share this magnificent abode
Must like dogs 310-577-1618.

WESTWOOD: Private large bedroom with

own lull bathroom Near UCLA campus. Fe-
male preferred. Available now Call for de-
tails 805-523-0954

9500
Roommates - Private Room

WLA-FEMALE furnished private (oom.
2bdrm/apt $350+1/2utilities. 10-min to

UCLA Near Bus Hne, market, shopping No
smoking/pets Prefer UCLA student/faculty

310-478-7472.

9600
Roommates-Sfiared Room

GAYLEY NEXT TO UCLA large room to

share in 2txlrm/2bth. pnvate condo Fully-

furnished, balcony, garage, non-smoking fe-

male only $500/month 310-208-7748.

LOOKING FOR ROOMMATE Non smoking

female to share 2bdrm/lbath South of

Wilshire. &700/month+securiiy deposit

Young professional/grad student preferred

310-770-1062

WESTWOOD female only at 507 Glenrock to

share 3bed/2bath apartment Full parking,

dishwasher, washing machine. 310-208-

2817 or 661-252-0708.

9700
Sublets

SUMMER SUBLETS
NEEDED

Law firm seeks furnished westside, South

Bay, Pasadena sublet Only from May-Aug

No share situations please Include cross-

street. Leave detailed message at 213-680-

8589

9700
Sublets

Subletter Needed
To share 2 bedroom apt w/ 3 other people

for spring quarter $444.00 per month

Please call Divaker 310-435-5409

or Richard 310-208-9706

0' Melveny 6 Myers LLP

Law Firm
Needs summer sublets.

If yoi/are inferesled In

subletting your furnished apt

please email
dates available,

address,
rent, and amenities fo

sharper(?omm.com
orcall(213)430-6539

for advertising

infoimation,

please

call 825-2161

every S*''&

lO'^'week

Mafketpl
jbar<mins
nt-to-student deals tJ

hvery Wednesday and Friday, the Daily Bruin Classifieds provides Bruin Bargains, a place where students are able to advertise
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The Daily Bruin
Ad Production
Department needs

Paste-up Artists
Knowledge of Photoshop and Quark a plus.

UCLA Students Only; Job Begins ASAP
Apply at:

ASUCLA HUMAN RESOURCES 2nd Floor Kerckhoff Hall Job #3

You are invited to a Special Screening of Bridget Jones's Diary
Sponsored by

Date: Thursday, April 5, 2001

Time: 6:00 p.m.

Location: Ackerman Grand Ballroom
Studants may pick up passes at 319 K&rckhoft Hall on A/3 W

VISA 1
H'« FtM>nn«fh*raVn»Ulan«Tn Urn*

Admission is froel Please arrive earlyln s cwrYwnvrv Tou Tvani lo D*. Seating is uvailablo on a first-come, first-served basis with pass holders adrmtted first

P^ StMdMtf, Staff & Faculty:

Give Your BruinCard Wheels!
ExecrieiKe The NEW

blue
bus

f*-:'\M

WiW
#^*-

V^^j|jg:-l»US

Bruinfi0.f
Transit Pass Pilot Preeram

OCIi Students, Suff and F^ghy un now

ride any SanU Monica Bie Bloc Biu-

inpittMiw

The Broin 60! Transit Pass Pilot Pro^as b vaBd OILY on tjic R^ Bloc Bos at thb tine

and it b LUUHD to COIUEtniY EmOUED ICU StodonH,

and (orrtnt OCU Staff I Facolty oith a vaRd BnrinCard.

For Bort information 90 to wuiw.transportation.u(la.ed«/bniin^ >^^'v
So, nde the prepaid Bl^ Blue Bus for FREE, then let us know '^gHB^r*

DtJuaai/to Exoeikmr

how easy It was to Bruin Go!

E-«ail IS at Braia6e@tf.i(la.cdi

COMPLIMENTARY
CONSULTATION

Deliver Brilliant Result.

ORTHODONTIST
SINCE 1980

VCIA l-ACULTY MEMBK

R

Dr. Nader Dayani
Member American Association of Orthodontists

Specializing in braces for adults & chiildren

• Invisible • Removable • Cosnnetic Porcelain
European • Traditional Surgical Orthodontics

20% DISCOl'M TO STIDKNTS AM) FACILTV

(310) 826 - 7494

1 1645 Wilshire Blvd. #802

Los Angeles, CA 90025

(949) 552 - 5890

18124 Culver Dr., #A

Irvine, CA 92715

Teeth Whitening
upper or lower

$85«« each

(Reg. $200 00)

The Ixeafment will be as foUows: S lOCX) 00 ptus

$10000 fof each month of tieatment rendefed
for mefol bfoces. $900 00 plus S 100 00 for each
month of freotment rendered tor removoble

braces and $ 1 700 00 plus S 1 25 00 per month for

ceramic braces^ S200.00 for diagnostic study

model and S 1 75 00 for formal consultation

expiration date 5-15-01

A UCLA GmAfMATt

SuHifNr PitoatAM SlUr Melnitz Movie§
OYIES proudly presents

Amores Perros

AMORES PERROS is a bold, intensely emotionat and ambitious

story of lives that collide in a Mexico City car crash, inventively

structured as a triptych of overlapping characters v\/ho are

catapulted into unforeseen dramatic situations instigated by the

seemingly inconsequential destiny if a dog named Cofi.

http://v/vsrw.amoresDerros.com

Directed by:

Alejandro Gonzalez Inarritu

Starring:

Emilio Echeverria, Gael Garcia Bernal,

Goya Toledo, Alvoro Guerrero

Academy Award Nominee for
Best Foreign Language Film

Wednesday, April 4th, 2001 @ 7:30pi

James Bridges Theater, Melnitz Hall

This screening is being orqanized to support the MEChA de UCLA's Razo
Groduotion Ceremony. Voluntary donotions of $5 will be accepted ot the

door. The proceeds will go to the 28th Annuo! Raza Graduation. Free

tickets will also be ovaiioble at the box office one hour before show
time. For recorded program information on Melnitz Movies, please call

825-2345. To receive Melnitz Movies Previews and program
information by email, write listserv.ahsterv.ucla.edu , and type "Hello"
?_ »L- -..Lr-.» !• _ __J lie 1 —

n

ai I : T"; 71 i''i >.

visit our website ot http;//www.melnitz.uclo.edu .

Paid for by the ASUCLA Interaction Fund

j|j^l|lw2^^||{i^

DEGTEVA
From page 31

tunnel vision, a carryover from her
gymnastics days, enabled her to

block out the other runners passing
her and help her maintain a pace that
was perfect for her.

One of her most enduring memo-
ries of the race was when she made
the final turn.

"When I turned on Figueroa and I

saw the big screen, it was really excit-

ing. On the sidewalks people were

screaming 'it's downhill now.' That

was the extra boost I needed at that

point," she said.

Two days later, Degteva had new
blisters, sore legs and a medal for

completing the marathon.

Now that the marathon is in her

past. Degteva is finishing her bache-

lors in psychology and will attend

fashion design school. This summer,
she will also perform in the World
Rhythms on Ice at Sea World, which

is choreographed by Kondos Field.

M. TENNIS
From page 32

Olszyna-Marzys 8-5.

Senior co-captain Chris Sands
also got a chance to play yesterday,

beating Ivan GrifTin 8-3 at No. 4 sin-

gles. Sands will be forced to step in

at No. 6 singles for UCLA this

weekend when they play Stanford

and Cal, because both sophomore
Jean-Julien Rojer and freshman
Tobias Clemens will be out. Rojer is

in Uruguay playing in the Davis
Cup, and Clemens is still nursing an
injured right foot.

Martin thinks that Chris Sands
will be ready for matches against

^Stanford and Cal this weekend,
despite not having seen that high

level of competition in a rather long

time.

"I know Chris will be ready," he

said. "He knows what it is all

about."

Winners at singles for the Bruins

also included senior Jean-Noel
Grinda, sophomore Lassi Ketola,

and freshman Marcin Matkowski.
Grinda handily defeated Nicoles

Victoir 8-2, and Ketola crushed

Joerg Peltzer 8-0 Matkowski beat

Venki Sundaram 8-1.

"This team was not the best

(we've played)," Matkowski said.

"But in England they are good."

If that is the case, then England's

collegiate tennis is in a sad state. The
learn looked more like a bunch of

weekend warriors than serious colle-

giate players.

Washington D.C.

Internship
+

UCLA Credits

CAPPP Quarter in

Washington Program

Open toALL majors

Info Meetings:

Every lUes and Wed in April

5:00pm - 4355D Pub Pol Bldg

Applications due May 11

Center for American Politics and Public Policy

www.cappp.ucla.edu
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The Daily Bruin Ad production Department needs Paste-up Artists

Knowledge of Photoshop and Quark

a plus. UCLA Students Only

Apply at:

ASUCLA HUMAN RESOURCES
2nd Floor Kerckhoff Hall Job #3

i\

i FREE,
\ For UCLA /
ilk^Students

^••s*,

m
Tnsplre^o^

\(0»'
g\t\ation

7im^-
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UCLA PERFORMING AflTS

Artists *m Residence

IDA
!VIOA's||re4t ^J^^Pnems from Ifs memb<5r$' $|>irlted voices.

(|(ussura||g c^m^.N^nd sure sense of repertoire"

t . f # ^ BILtBOARO MAGAZINE

Discussion/Demonstration
V Thurs, Apr 5^ 12 - 1 pm

Schoenberg 1345
For lipnMilon: )iO;*o6.n4«

PUBLIC PERFORMANCE /VIDA

Frt, Apm 6, MM M Smjin Sdwenbert Hall

CMUtf^MfB «rkh ttw MfilRX It 7 m. Jan Popper Theater

t9 UCLA IVfomiint Arti Slwdent Comminee tickets are available at UcWccntnl Ticket Oflk»

or ttHtm iti^.tck.u<i%.*4». Valid UCU Student ID required far pMiAit and entry

For odtMinteniMfMttjio.tis. 2101 ^
UCL^R

www.y«r(orMlag4n».acU.a4u

Review posted on 3/2^2001 at 1213:20 PM

dass Nachenberg

{

nadienbergO; r-—^—
-nachenbergO;

bool who_iS-best();

}

/.cpp
.

nachenberg::nachenberg()

{

people_$leeping = 0;

people_show_up = 200;

takii^notes = 200;

peopte_interested = 200;

good_teachif^ = tnie;

people_understand_material = 200;

good_grades_in_class = 200;

Jectures.missed = 0;

boring = false;

helpful = tnie;

useless = false;

take_hini = true;

}

~nachenberg::nadienber]g()

{

nachenberg^isjest = tnie;

}

bool nachenberg::iivhoJs_best()

{

return nachenberg;

}

++

fecoiiiiiaeXLcialiorL

^r^NacneXL

^^ ^^ri" liof^r

novN

THE SniDErn^RUM PROFESSOR REVIEW Sm
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Now
Look of the Month Club
Makeup Workshops
Sign up now. Join a brand-new club, where you'll meet some of the

latest-look selections, and learn the most up-to-date makeup trends,

tips and techniques. At Clinique's workshop, the Expert will show
you six great looks and how to get them. To enlighten and brighten

your take on makeup. Happening all this week. Stop by our counter,

or call for an appointment.

Free
look

Free gift
With your Consultation:

A pocket-size compact of

Clinique's new High Impact
Eye Shadow in your choice
of Rosebeam or Chiffon.

Quantities are limited.

One to a customer, please.

While supplies last.

Just-for-you

guide of makeup
how-to's, to-go.

How-to's
happening here
Book with the Expert now to update, look great.

Some more must-haves: Anti-Gravity Firming Lift

Cream, 1 .7 oz. Smudgesicles, .08 oz. High Impact Eye
Shadow, .08 oz. Naturally Glossy Mascara, .20 oz.

Glosswear Nail Enamel. .5 fl. oz.

Study hard. Have fun. Look good.

www.clinique.com

CLINIQUE
AHergy Tested.

100% Fragrance Free.

(WHhtheexcoplionof
Ciinique Happy products.)

Fast lTaCl( • 3 10'. 206. 1844

www.uclastore.com

UCLfer

Daily Bruin Sports

HOLTON
From page 32

Portland and he also bought his first

home in the city.

UCLA head coach Steve Lavin said

he was ecstatic for Holton.

"Our staff is excited for Michael to

have an opportunity to run his own
basketball program," he said. "He's
been a valued member ofour coaching

staff during our past five years of suc-

cess."

"I just think that at

some point I...felt

prepared."

Michael Holton

Assistant basketball coach

Lavin said he's in no hurry to

replace Holton. It might be a month
before a replacement is named.

According to sources close to the

program, three former Bruins are at

the top of the list for the job: Gerald
Madkins (1988-92), Cameron Dollar

(1994-97) and David Greenwood
(1976.79).

BASEBALL
From page 32

they met the challenge. Three Bruin
relievers combined to throw four
innings of one-run baseball, holding
the normally strong Pepperdine
offense to a mere three runs.

Diaz left the game after the fifth

with a 3-2 lead. While the Bruin pitch-

ing helped hold Peppcrdine's bats at

bay, the Bruin bats were creating

waves of their own.

The fourth Bruin run came in the

fifth inning when designated hitter

Brian Baron increased his .509 bai-

ting average by driving home right

fielder Ben Francisco with a double
to the right center field gap. The
Bruins again manufactured a run in

the bottom of the sixth, but it was in

the seventh when the offensive flood-

gates opened.

The heart of the order was again
the source of the offensive outburst,

with Baron notching his fourth RBI
of the game on a rocket down the

right field line, driving home
Francisco for the second time. Senior
Adam Berry added fuel to the offen-

sive fire with an RBI double to left

center, driving Baron home from first

base and Pepperdine reliever Greg
Ramirez from the game. Berry later

came around to score on a wild pitch

from new Wave pitcher Dustin
Decker.

Decker also had a tough time find-

ing the plate in the Bruin half of the

eighth, giving up walks to shortstop

Preston Griffin and center fielder

Matt Pearl. The walks proved costly

to both Pepperdine and Decker, who
left a meaty pilch out over the plate

for Francisco.

Francisco ripped the ball well over
the left field wall for a home run that

would have landed in the second deck
of most major league ballparks. The
UCLA lead increased to 1 1-3.

The score remained until the end
of the game as Bruin Chris Cordeiro
pitched a scoreless ninth inning to

secure the victory.

According to Adcock, whose staff

allowed 10 walks to Washington State
in last weekend's three-game set, the
keys to the Pepperdine game were to

eliminate walks and unearned runs.

The Bruin pitching did just that
Tuesday, giving up only two walks in

(he game.

Stellar Bruin pitching, in combina-
tion with an ofTense that has been on "

fire lately, sealed the Bruin victory

over the Waves.

"It was a great team effort on both
sides of the ball," Baron said.

DEGTEVA
From page 32

distance," Consedine said. "Ifyou
overtrain you will hurt yourself,

and if you undertrain. you won't
finish the race."

Degteva started out by running
the campus perimeter, which is

approximately four miles. They
were perhaps the four most diffi-

cult miles of her training process.

"At first I couldn't focus on
anything but how painful it was."
Degteva said. "I felt like my legs

just didn't work anymore, and my
breathing was awful."

Due to Dcgteva's gymnastics
background, where success often

comes after repeated failure, she
was able to gradually build her
endurance and confidence.

"The first time I ran three

perimeters I was pretty skeptical I

would make it through," Degteva
said. "When I did. I didn't feel as

awful as I imagined, so then I

knew, Mean do this.'"

UCLA gymnastics Head
Coach Valorie Kondos Field was
shocked when Degteva informed
her she was going to run the

marathon, but Kondos Field was-
n't surprised by her results.

"My initial reaction was 'Lena,

you're nuts,'" Kondos Fields said.

"But what amazes me - and it's so
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true to her character - is she ran it

because she said she would."

It was raining one weekend
before the race and Degteva did-

n't want to run, but felt she had to

prepare herself for the possibility

of running the marathon in the

rain.

"I forced myself to go out there

and I got soaked," Degteva said

with a laugh. "It wasn't the most

pleasant thing in my life, but I

needed to know what that feels

like."

As it turned out, the weather

was perfect on the day of the race.

Wet weather conditions are

hazardous, especially for novice

runners, because the wet shoes

and damp surfaces leave the run-

ner susceptible to injury.

According to Consedine, the

most common injuries for first-

time marathoners are shin splints,

knee injuries and injuries to the

llotibial Band, a muscle that runs

along the side of the leg extending

from the hip to the knee.

With the exception of blisters,

Degteva emerged from her train-

ing without any significant

injuries. She said the day before

the race that she would try to

maintain a ten-minute mile pace.

With a final time of 4 hours, 15

minutes. 12 seconds, she remark-
ably came within one minute of

her predicied pace - without look-

Commun%
Service Event -.^

Sumday J^n*il 8th ^

Feeding tlm Hamel€&
<c

Meet at 1pm in the lobby of >

424 Veteran Ave:*

Any questions: email Ramin at:

rraml8@hotmaiLfoni

INOVX
[nformation SessJOIl

Join ua on April M, 2001. at Itw Caraor Cantor from S.OO to 7KW PM

Frf food mM b9 provided

R.S.V.P.: MS-ZSCMOn

W* arc currontly racaiHing for:

Softwara D«v«lop*rs
Software Archltocto

3-0 Software Enginaars
Application Intagration Enginaars

Quality Aaauranca Engktaara

Please visit us on the wab at www.1novx.g9fn

. Sutxnrt your resumes to klopez©inovx com or fax to 949-250:6526 for our

On Campus Intarvlawing Session on April 23, 2001 at tt>a Career Canter

INOVn SoMion* is • laadmg provNtar of 3-D Pit* Lrte Cycte Dal* Managamar* (LCOM) toMiona INOVk »
loMiont ara locuMd on

> Promdme CMftnaerWtfl Safvioaa lof capttiring iha pfiywcal aana oanMnn ol Via plam imo a
vtaual illabaaa, taSad Ptvyiicat Oaiabaaa

» PrevMng taAwara PrediMla tor managing and nlagraar<o *m plani Hiyalcai OMebaaa with
operation and maanlananca data ««•«

^ro»**"U Informatton Manaaaiwanl Sarvtcaa m tuppon of plant Wa cyda dau managamwA

MOVx SoMona la baaed In lrv*<a CaHornia. US M«fi oparallan aMoas In Houalon. TsMa ar«l CXtatvan
SaudlAraMi.

ing at her watch.
'

—

What's even more impressive js

that her pace time actually

increased in the second half of the

race.

"It was amazing to me,"
Kondos Field said. "But when I

think about whom I'm talking

about, it doesn't surprise me."

"She's just the Energizer
Bunny," Kondos Field continued.

"You point her towards the goal,

and she will go full steam until she

accomplishes the goal."

Degteva said that the support

of the crowd was an unexpected

inspiration.

"I couldn't believe people took

the time to go out and cheer,"

Degteva said. "They handed out

water, and Powerbars that they

bought with their own money.
They just wanted to support the

runners without asking for any-

thing in return."

Degteva said her toughest

moment of the race was when she

reached the 23rd mile. Marathon
runners call that moment "hitting

the wall.' Degteva felt like her legs

wanted to quit at that point.

However, she was inspired by

the supporters on the sidelines for

reminding her she only had three

miles to finish the race.

Degteva also believes that her

SOFTBALL BRIEFS

NOa 1 Softball takes

on CSU Northrldge
No longer undefeated, but still top-

ranked, the UCLA Softball team travels

to Cal State Northridge for a double-

header today at 1 .30 p.m.

The Bruins (37-1 ) suffered their first

loss of the season on Friday at

Stanford, a 1-0 loss in the Pac-IO open-
er. UCLA
bounced back

with a pair of wins

at Cal and look to

fine-tune their

skills versus the

Matadors (19-17)

before a much
anticipated pair

of games against

No. 3 Arizona

(36-2) this week-

end.

SMDECTEVA,pa9e29 I

The Bruins can't be caught looking

ahead to this weekend though, as

CSUN is a good team. The Matadors
are led by senior pitcher/outfielder

Sarah Farnworth, who has a 13-10
, ...„.^wwm-

record with a 2.49 ERA and has pitched bined for a 0.65 ERA in 249 in^nlngs,

almost half of CSUN's 245 innings, while opponents sport a 6.28 ERA.
Farnworth is also tied for second on the .

team with 13 RBIs and second with 12 Brief compiled by Vytas Mazeika, Daily
runs scored. Bruin Contributor.

The doubleheader will mark the
third and fourth games of the season
between these two teams, as UCLA
swept their previous encounters at the

Spartan Early Bird Tournament. On
Feb. 3, the Bruin offense tagged
Farnworth for 12 earned runs in 4 1/3

innings of work en route to a 1.3-0, five-

inning victory

Farnworth allowed only a single

extra-base hit, a double by UCLA
junior pitcher/out-

fielder Amanda
Freed. But the

Bruins combined
for 13 hits and four

walks against her.

including an eight-

run fifth-inning

explosion. On Feb.

4, UCLA beat the

Matadors again, as

Freed pitched a

three-hit shutout in

a 7-0 win.

If the first two games are any indica-

tion, the Bruins' dominant pitching

should shut down CSUN. So far in the

2001 season, UCLA pitchers have com-

JENNIFER YUEN/Ddily Brum Senior Staff

The Daily Bruin
Ad Production
Department needs

Paste-up Artists
Knowledge of Photoshop and Quark a plus.

UCLA Students Only: Job Begins ASAP
Apply at:

ASUCLA HUMAN RESOURCES 2nd Floor Kerckhoff Hall Job #3

THINK
ABOUT

FREE CAREER FORUM

" Ifyou want to be a lawyer, don't miss this forum.
- Arthur Miller, Professor of Law Harvard Law School

ff

Meet with law admissions officers, learn what to expect your !•« year
of law school and hear a panel discussion about careers In the law.

Wednesday, April 18
6PM-9:30PM >
UCLA, Tom Bradley International Center

6 PM - ongoing:

6:30 PM - 7:30 PM:
7:30 PM • 9:15 PM:

Law School Representative Tabling
Law School 101
Law Panel

Come speak with law school representatives from around the country
experience a simulated first year law school, and participate in a panel
discussion regarding careers In law. Confirmed panelists include a
writer/producer for The Practice and Ally McBeal.

Space is limited, so RSVP now!
Call 1-800-KAP-TEST or visit us at kaptest.com

to register for this special event!

japiiaAkatwtf

www.alumnl.ucla.edu
KAPLAN MILE
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* * 32 If you think this

seven-line blurfo

is interesting,

you're certain to

find entertaining

stuff on our Web
site. Check it out!

www. dailybruin.ucla.edu

Daily Bruin
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The Softball team faces the

CSUN Matadors today.

Read more about the

matchup on page 31.

Wednesday April 4, 2001

26.2mile

Gymnast Lena Degteva went the distance in the L.A.

Marathon after ending her collegiate gymnastics career

By Scott Sdiultz

Daily Bruin Contributor

What do you do when you

reach the end of a stellar

career
in a

UCLA senior Lena Degteva maintains her stride at mile 23 of the Los

Angeles Marathon on March 4.

8o Lorentzen

sport
you've
compet-

ed in for

your
entire
life, but

doesn't

have
enough
oppor-
tunities to continue with it full-

time?

For 13-time All-American

WHERE ARE

THEY NOW?

gymnast and fifth-year-senior

Lena Degteva, the answer

came as a rhetorical challenge.

Would you run a marathon?

Degteva figured, "Why not?"

Her friend offered the chal-

lenge in jest, but Degteva suc-

cessfully completed the Los

Angeles Marathon on March
4.

To complete a marathon in

her final year of school would

seem an admirable challenge

for one of UCLA's elite ath-

letes. But without any prior

experience Degteva accom-
plished the goal with less than

a quarter of serious training.

The diligent Degteva was
able to transfer her internal

drive and focus to her

marathon training. However,

gymnastics, the sport she'd

trained for her entire life, is an

anaerobic sport that involves

minimal running.

She didn't begin training

until after the winter break

because she couldn't run in her

native Ontario, Canada, due to

the frigid weather conditions.

According to John
Consedine, campaign manag-
er of Team in Training, a

group which has trained more
than 5,000 first-time marathon

runners, beginners should

allow themselves five to six

months training time.

"You've got to respect the

S««0E6TfVA,pa9«31

Helton retums to Portland to lead Pilots
COACH: Former Bruins

in running to fill space

vacated by former star

By Gvis Umpierre
Daily Bruin Staff

With intentions of giving Bruin

assistant coach Michael Holton the

Portland basketball head coaching

position. Pilot Athletic Director Joe

Etzel nearly caused a car accident.

"I got a call from the athletic direc-

tor and he asked me, 'How does the

term head coach sound?'" Holton

said. "1 was so excited. I was in my car

so I said, 'Let me pull over first

because 1 didn't want to wreck.'"

Holton, who began his coaching

experience with the Pilots in 1994, has

a lot of connec-

tions to the

Pacific
Northwest. He
was appointed

head coach of

the University of

Portland men's

basketball pro-

gram late

^r'^?"^'' Michael
offered ^ five- -. .

year contract. HOltOfl

The 39-year

old Holton, who starred for UCLA in

the early 1980s, leaves Westwood after

five years as a Bruin assistant coach.

During his tenure, he helped UCLA
earn five consecutive NCAA
Tournament berths, including one
Elite Eight and two Sweet Sixteen

appearances.

As the team's recruiting coordina-

tor he was also largely responsible for

the Bruins landing the nation's No. I

(1998) and No. 2 (1997) recruiting

classes.

Holton said it's been his dream to

be a head coach ever since watching

former UCLA head coach Larry

Brown inspire him and his teammates

during his Bruin career (1980-83).

Over the past two years, he felt he was

ready to lead a program.

"I think I could have coached at

UCLA for a long time," he said. "It's a

very special place. I didn't feel edgy

that it was my time to leave, like I had
this window of opportunity that I

needed to hurry up and become a head

coach.

"I just think that at some point I

started to feel like 1 felt prepared," he

added.

The fact that the position was in his

second home of Portland made his

decision to leave his alma mater that

much easier.

The Seattle native played two years

of his six-year NBA career with the

Portland Trailblazers (1986-88), his

daughter Chanelle was born in

Sc«HOI70N,pa9e30

UCLA makes splash in

game, conquers Waves
BASEBALL: Pitching squad keeps Pepperdine in line,

coupled with forceful batting from Bruins' offense

By Scott Bair

Daily Bruin Contributor

After giving up a total of 3 1 runs in

the last three games, the UCLA
wereBruins

looking

calming

ence to

for a

infiu-

silencc
UCLA 1

1

Pepperdine 3

Pepperdine Waves (20-12) Tuesday

night at Jackie Robinson Stadium.

"We were in search of a good out-

ing and we thought, 'Who better to

go with than an experienced leader

coming off of a^ good outing

who has a high

level of leader-

ship and— savvy?'" said

the opposing

bats. —
That calming

inOuence came from the right hand - Gary Adcock
of fifth-year senior Paul Diaz, who The guy they found was Diaz, who
allowed two runs over five solid allowed only one walk and two runs

innings of work to lead the Bruins in his first start of the season.

(20-9) to an 11-3 victory over the "This was a huge game for our

pitching coach Jon Brandt pitches in a game against Arizona in March
JLE MILLEfVCUily Bruin

pitching staff." Diaz said. "I just tried

to relax, throw "strikes and get ahead

in the count and have trust in my
defense."

Tuesday's game was a deciding

game for the entire pitching staff, and

SccMSEMLtpag«30

Oxford wows
Bruins with

pathetic skills

M.TENNIS: UCLA sends

second string in against

underwhelming British

ByCrcgSdiain
Daily Bruin Contributor

It first happened in 1776. Then
again in 1812. And once again

Tuesday, when the British failed in

their invasion of America, as the

UCLA men's tennis team carpet-

bombed Oxford 7-0 at the Los
Angeles Tennis Center.

UCLA 7

Oxford

The Bruins went with the top line-

up available to them in singles, but

after seeing how bad Oxford was,

UCLA Head Coach Billy Martin
replaced many of his regulars with

second-string players.

"It was a goodwill match, to be

quite honest," Martin said "It was-

n't a high-intensity match."

Because this was not an NCAA
match, everyone played eight-game

pro-sets in singles instead of the nor-

mal Iwo-out-of-three set format.

Junior Derrick Nguyen and
sophomore Zac Knysh both made
their dual-match debut for UCLA,
playing at No. 5 and No. 6 singles,

respectively. Nguyen trounced Max
Lang 8-0 and Knysh defeated Julien

SmM. TENNIS, pag« 29

UCLA

Servinj* tlie UCLA community since 1919

Affirmative action

Could the Supreme Court ban
race, gender and ethnicity

consideration ? NEWS, PAGE 4

Thursday, April 5, 2001 www.(iailyl)riiin.iichi.c(lu

Hoops: year in review
The Daily Bruin wraps up the

men's basketball team's season.

SPORTS, PAGE 47

Benefit concert

The Buskaid Soweto String Project makes
its American debut.

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT, PAGE 24

Mayoral contenders square off
DEBATE: Issues include

LAPD reform, campaign

funding; insults hurled

By Steve Oiristol

Daily Bruin Contributor

In a heated debate in Royce Hall

last night, the six leading Los Angeles

^mayoral candidates expressed their

""views on issues ranging from cam-
paign financing to the energy crisis.

Arguments developed between sev-

eral candidates at the event. Before

the debate began, candidates James
K. Hahn and Steve Soboroff threw

insults at each other.

While talking to reporters about

campaign financing, Hahn demanded

that candidates reveal their sources

for campaign funding and make it

clear who is supporting their bids for

office. At that point, Soboroff, among
several candidates receiving large

sums of money from unknown
sources, walked in the room and
approached Hahn.

Soboroff reacted vehemently to

Hahn's questions about revealing

campaign funding sources and
accused Hahn of not accomplishing:

enough during his time in public ser-

vice.

"For 20 years you've had a chance

to change the system," Soboroff said.

"You've been taking money from the

tobacco companies. You've been tak-

ing money from your father."

During his two-minute introduc-

tion at the start of the debate, candi-

date Xavier Becerra addressed the

UCLA students who protested at

Royce Hall two weeks ago, wlien the

first debate was scheduled.

Supporting those students and
their demand for the UC Regents to

repeal SP-I and SP-2, Becerra told stu-

dents: "Do it again, and fight, and

Carolina and I will fight with you."

People in the audience reacted with

cheers and applause.

:£;aroltna Reyes. Bcccmi's wife, is

an assistant professor at the UCLA
School of Medicine.

After the opening statements, and
just before the panel of four L.A. jour-

nalists began questioning the six can-

didates, uninvited mayoral candidi*te..

Francis DellaVecchia approached the

See DEBATE, page 8

CAIHV JUN

Third-year psychology student Alice Tzeng is one of many students
who work the front desks at residence halls.

Sproul workers unsatisfied

with payment settlement

MIKE CHIEN

The six leading mayoral candidates faced off for a debate In Royce Hall Wednesday night. From left: State
Controller Kathleen Connell, businessman Steve Soboroff, City Attorney James Hahn, former
Assemblyman Antonio Villaraigosa, Congressman Xavier Becerra, and City Councilman Joel Wachs. .

HOUSING: Compensation

for summer labor is not

what students expected

By Midtaele Tumage
Daily Bruin Contributor

Sproul Hall front desk employees
conceded defeat this spring break,

after accepting gift certificates in

place of monetary compensation ihcy

were promised for work done last

summer.

Employees accepted a settlement

that awarded them each $75 in gift

certificates instead of the $2,000 in

promised compensation they were
supposed to split amongst them-
selves.

The group of 12 student employees
had been trying for seven months to

get the money they were promised
while acting as bellboys during orien-

tation sessions last summer, carrying

800 to 1,000 pieces of luggage each

day to students' rooms.

"We were promised some sort of

compensation for doing luggage,"

said Jenny Lee, a third-year psycholo-

gy student.

Although housing ofilcials did not

verify the amount, ihey did confirm

that compensation was being negoti-

ated.

Students hired as part-lime sum-
mer front desk employees expected to

perform regular clerical work, includ-

ing answering phones, providmg
information to visitors and sorting

mail. But, from the beginning of sum-
mer, employees said they worked 30

to 50 hours and were instructed to do
work not specifically included in their

job description.

"We knew that if they told us a

room was dirty, that we had to go and
clean it up," said Van Chau, a second-

year biology student.

According to Emily Richards, a

third-year political science student

See EMPLOYEES, page 8

Fifth District candidates vie

JFor substantial student vote

Council rejects online voting proposal

ELECTION: On-campus

forum will offer debate

on issues facing region

By Dexter Gauntlctt

Daily Bruin Contributor

'' Two days before the 11 Fifth

District Council candidates were to

assemble on campus to discuss their

platforms for the April 10 election,

one of them urged students to vote

on Bruin Walk.

In his preparation for tonight's

forum specifically aimed at UCLA
students, front-runner Tom Hayden
talked to students Tuesday while

handing out flyers in Westwood
Plaza.

"The student vote is a sleeping

giant with some moments of alert-

ness, and they matter in an election

like this," said Hayden, a former

state senator for the area including

UCLA.
The Bruin Democrats arc orga-

nizing the event, which will take

place in the Northridge Room of

Covel Commons and is scheduled

from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m.

The forum is also co-sponsored

by the Republican Club, the

Political Science Student

Organization, Pi Sigma Alpha and
the Office of Residential Life.

According to Hayden, there are

approximately 420,000 students at

20 college campuses in Los Angeles

County of voting age.

The fifth district contains only

SeeONmai^pagelO

USAC: Internet election

idea not approved; many
concerned with security

By Robert Salonga

Daily Bruin Reporter

This spring's elections are in ques-

tion after the Undergraduate Students

Association Council failed to approve

a voting process proposed by the

Elections Board on Tuesday.

After nearly three hours of heated

discussion. USAC voted down 6-3 a

proposal made by E-Board Chair Alex

Kaplan, which would have allowed stu-

dents to vote for USAC candidates

through the MyUCLA Web site.

Council members cited security

problems as the primary reason for

their disapproval,

"I don't think online elections are

secure or even better than paper elec-

tions," said Internal Vice President

Elias Enciso.

Kaplan refuted such claims, refer-

ring to the online gradebooks that are

currently available on MyUCLA.
"These gradebooks display grades,

which are personal information, and
they comply with federal laws," Kaplan

said, adding that the online election

proposal would be in the same compli-

ance.

The system proposed by the E-

Board is similar to the one USAC used

in December during an emergency
election for the external vice president,

with added security improvements.

David Chaum, who received his

doctorate in computer science from

UC Berkeley and has written articles

on Internet voting security and privacy,

told the council on Tuesday that the E-

Board proposal lacked vital security.

Risks of spoof sites and hackers are

very likely in the proposed system,

Chaum said.

"A hacker could put up a fake screen

on a public PC that would prompt stu-

dents to enter their MyUCLA login

and password, e-mail these ofTand then

force the computer to reboot," he said.

Because of these risks, Chaum, in

conjunction with Enciso, presented to

council a proposal that he said is supe-

rior to the E-Board's current plan in

terms of voting security.

But Kaplan said he wants voting to

remain in the students' hands.

"The Elections Board is an indepen-

dent body approved by USAC, and it is

in charge of deciding the elections

process," Kaplan said. "The process

shouldn't be politicized."

Cultural Affairs Commissioner
Marselle Washington said he's afraid

that since MyUCLA can display

grades and the administration can
access those grades, it could possibly

monitor how students vote.

SeeONUNE^pageS
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College Briefs
Ohio U. students upset

about bars closing early

ATH ENS, Ohio - The sound filled the'cold air

for several blocks when a crowd of chanting stu-

dents overtook a part ofCourt Street early Sunday

morning as clocks shifted for daylight-savings

time and the bars closed early, the Post reported.

Starting at about I a.m., EST, students began

yelling, crowd surfing and setting off firecrackers

and smoke bombs. Despite the antics, no arrests

were made. Police did not estimate the crowd size,

but a large group of students gathered between

Washington and State streets. Mounted officers at

the intersection of Washington and Court streets

established a police barrier.

Mike Sostarich, Ohio University vice president

for student affairs, said the night went better than

in previous years.

"It wasn't absolutely perfect in that the street

was still taken over illegally, but the numbers were

down," he said.

Harvard admits role in

forced resignation
CAMBRIDGE, Mass - In an unusually

strong demonstration of McCarthyism at

Harvard University, a top university official

has admitted that Harvard forced a leftist pro-

fessor to resign in 1954 after he refused to say

whether or not he was a Communist, the

Harvard Crimson reported.

The admission, to the widow of former

Harvard Business School Assistant Professor

Raymond S. Ginger, stopped short of apolo-

gizing for Ginger's forced resignation.

"I would not presume to ... second-guess the

motives or judgments of individuals in that dif-

ficult time," wrote Board of Overseers

President Sharon Gagnon. "It seems clear,

however, that Harvard took an action in the

case of Mr. Ginger that many thoughtful peo-

ple today, looking back, would not find appro-

priate."

Agriculture students

quarantined for 7 days
MINNEAPOLIS - Twenty visiting

University of Minnesota international exchange

agriculture students were quarantined for seven

days to prevent the spread of foot-and-mouth dis-

ease, the Minnesota Daily reported.

The measure, in accordance with Minnesota

Department of Agriculture recommendations,

affected students involved in the Minnesota

Agricultural Trainee program as they arrived at

the airport March 24.

Foot-and-mouth disease is not considered a

health risk to humans but can be carried by

humans on their clothing, shoes and body.

The quarantined students stayed in a St. Paul

hotel and were allowed to visit the city as long as

they avoided zoos and the livestock facilities on

the St. Paul campus. The quarantine ended

Monday morning. At t^at time, the students met

their host families and left for the farms.

Horowitz takes stage

amid controversy
BOSTON — Offering no apologies for his

advertisement rejecting black reparations for slav-

ery, conservative journalist David Horowitz

spoke to a crowd of 400 at the Boston University

School of Management Monday night the Daily

Free Press reported.

"Blunt talk is a form of respect," Horowitz

said. "The attitude was I hurt people's feelings

(with the ad). This is a university campus. When
you took a small child to an offensive movie, you

covered their eyes, covered their ears. You can'l

do that with adults."

Horowitz's claim that African Americans owe

a debt to America has drawn the most criticism

and questions at the talk.

Throughout his nearly two-hour speech,

Horowitz was flanked by three bodyguards.

Compiled from University Wire reports.

Weather

Saturday

Possible Showers Partly Cloudy Partly Cloudy

high: 60 low: 49 high: 62 low: 49 high: 62 low: 50

Outlook:
Showm arp Hceiy in the morning hours

today, but scanered showm could pop up

in the afternoon as wefl. Donleipecttosee

much sun, itH be doudy most of the day.

Sunrise
6:36 a.m.

f ^^ Sunset
7:1

,^iti

for real time weather, visit www dailybruin.ucla.edu

ACADEMIC
ANNOUNCEMENTS

— Weekl^^^^
The last day to return

textbooks to the UCLA Store

for a full refund is Friday of

second week.

WHAT'S BREWIN'

Today 12 p.m.

Department of Social Welfare

Poetry reading by members of the

Homeless Writers' Coalition:

' Poetry, Music, Comedy and Art"

Free refreshments!

Public Policy 2343

825-1480

VITA (Volunteer Income Tax

Assistance)

Free preparation for basic Federal

and Calif, state income tax returns

Ackerman35I6

2 p.m.

Bruin Leaders Project

Orientation meeting

Ackerman 2408

206-5071

6 p.m.

Campus Events Commission

Free sneak movie: "Bridget Jones'

Diary"

Ackerman Grand Ballroom

www.campusevents.ucla.edu

7 p.m.

Bruin Democrats, Republican

Leadership Council

Los Angeles City Council Forum for

District 5 Candidates

Northridge Room, 3rd flcwr Covel

Commons

7:30 p.m.

"Urban Poetry, Spoken Word," -

Poetry reading

UCLA Hammer Museum
(310)443-7000

hammerinfo@arts.ucla.edu

9:30 p.m.

Campus Events Commission

Film: "Billy Elliot"

Ackerman Grand Ballr(x>m

www.campusevents.ucla.edu

Friday 9 a.m.
Southeast Asian Studies Conference

"History and Memory in

Contemporary Indonesia"

Fowler Museum ofCultural History

(310)206-9163

12 p.m.

VITA (Volunteer Income Tax

Assistance)

Free preparation for basic Federal

and Calif, state income tax returns

Ackerman 3516

7 p.m.

Campus Events Commission

Film: "Billy Elliot"

Ackerman Grand Ballroom

www.campusevents.ucia.edu

Saturday 9:45 a.m.

UCLA's Fifth annual Women's

Leadership Conference

Ackerman Grand Ballroom ^
825-9174
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City
Masses of homeless

struggle through lifcy and

many caR the streets of

Westwood 'home'

ByMattGoulding
Dally Bruin Contributor

As the sun goes'ciown on Gayley Avenue
in Westwood, Theodore Burnley opens up
his old blacic suitcase, removes a few messy

scraps of a sandwich and quietly begins

dinner.

In between biles, Burnley stops to pur-

MiC ji man walking up u> hij» wavy blue

BMW.
"Sir, can I help you by cleaning your

windows today?"

The man barely lakes time to mumble a

refusal as he gets in his car and speeds

away.

"Oh well, I missed a car," he said. "I

guess you can't get them all."

After 30 years of homeless life on the

streets of Los Angeles, Burnley has grown
accustomed to hardship. As a gunner in the

Vietnam War, he lost effective use of his

right leg after blowing out his knee on a

land mine.

"See, feel that. You know that's not the

real thing," he said while stroking over the

injured area.

It has been more than 30 years since the

accident, but Burnley is still fascinated by

the metal disc that was inserted in place of

his mangled knee.

Discharged from the service in 1968,

Burnley returned to his native Detroit, but

soon found he could no longer perform in

his old job as a cross-country truck driver

because of his injury.

Marriage problems soon followed. By
the end of the year, Burnley had left for

Los Angeles, leaving his ex-wife and four

children in Michigan.

"If I don't have a job or a home, why
would I stay there? I don't want to live in

the snow," said Burnley. "At least it's

Photos By LIISA SPINK

With personal belongings close by, a homeless person finds room for a make-
shift bed on Broxton Avenue in Westwood.

A homeless man sleeps unocr a ue-c un campui.

always sunny here."

If you are his friend, you probably know
Burnley as Teddy Bear, a name that only

seems fitting for a man with a positive out-

look and a gentle demeanor.

Bob Erienbusch, Director of the L.A.

Coalition to End Hunger and
Homelessness, said Burnley is just one of

thousands of homeless people in the area

who together make up one of the county's

largest urban homeless populations.

"Los Angeles and New York have the

sad distinction of having the largest num-
ber of homeless people in this country,"

Erienbusch said. "On any given night there

is between 50,000-80,000 homeless people

in Los Angeles County."

With only 13,000 beds provided by local

shelters, this leaves a lot of people search-

ing for alternative places to sleep, he said.

Alleys, bridges, and benches become
coveted spots for those unfortunate ones

who cannot secure a shelter bed.

Who are these people that perpetually

occupy the streets of this city?

Erienbusch said that at least 35 percent

of L.A.'s homeless population are war vet-

erans like Burnley, most having fought in

Vietnam or Desert Storm. Forty percent

are mentally ill and nearly 50 percent have

an alcohol or drug problem.

Though these percentages and charac-

teristics seem to correlate with popular

homeless stereotypes, Erienbusch said

most people don't realize that 30 percent

of Los Angdes' homeless community have

attended college, and in many cases, grad-

uate school.

"Judging from my 18 years of experi-

ence and from all current indicators," I

would guess that 2-5 percent of UCLA's
students are homeless," Erienbusch said.

"Most of those are

probably living out

of their cars."

According to the

Office of Academic

Planning and

Budget, students

are required to pro-

vide an address on

their applications in

order to receive

acceptance from

the school.

Factors includ-

ing the thousands

of students who
attend the universi-

ty make it impossi-

ble to determine

whether they actual-

ly live at the

addresses students give on their applica-

tions.

Although the Westwood and UCLA
communities see few homeless individuals

in their neighborhoods, some people see

the problem as far reaching nonetheless.

Len Doucette distributes the homeless

newspaper Making Change twice a wiek

on North Campus and is also responsible

for organizing a homeless poetry reading

on campus this Thursday.

"It shows that homeless people aren't

just dumb people sitting on the streets,"

Doucette said of the event. "They are sen-

sible and intelligent people. It is some of

»

the most stimulating and powerful poetry

you have ever heard."

Doucette said he hopes the event, which

will take place from 12-2 p.m. in the Public

Policy faculty lounge, can help raise stu-

dent consciousness about issues homeless

people face.

This event is just one of many taking

place across Los Angeles as part of the

Homeless Awareness Week.

The 45 volunteers who run the UCLA
Hunger Project are aware of the problem

with homelessness and are working to

change it.

These students spend their free time in

shelters teaching job skills to the unem-
ployed and in food banks serving warm
meals to the hungry, according to Fannie

Huang, community service commissioner.

While raising consciousness is an impor-

tant step in confronting the problem of

homelessness in this city, Urienbusch said

increased funding for social programs -

such as affordable housing and mental

health care facilities is a crucial part of the

solution.

He said that the city of Los Angeles,

however, has not been supportive.

"Whereas New York city spends up to

$600 million dollars on homeless people

each year, the city of Los Angeles does not

spend a single dime of their own money,"

he said.

Instead, Erienbusch said the city relies

on state and federal aid, and this funding is

far from sufficient.

Burnley, who now subsists on meager
veteran's checks and the money earned

from washing windows, said that he

deserves better from the government.

"I'm messed up now because of

Vietnam," he said. "You come back and

the country says 'Thank you' and that's it.

ITiey don't give a damn about us."

Worked up in the moment, Teddy Bear

put his hand to his tattered UCLA ball cap

and struggled to hold back his tears.

"I'm sorry, I can't talk about this for too

long," he said. "It's just hard."

For others, like 31-year-old Brian Smith,

lime on the streets offers a life of simplicity

that isn't always negative.

"I really haven't had that bad of a life,"

Smith said. "I get up with the sun. I hang
out in Westwood and I go to bed at 8 after

listening to a little jazz or gospel music.

Despite the overwhelming difficulties

that the homeless face. Smith, whose
future aspirations include obtaining an
education at UCLA, remains optimistic. '

"The problems in my life are things that

I'm not that worried about," he said. "God
will see me through."

Marissa Witham

Celebrating the

life, friendship,

graciousness of

UCLA alumna
OBITUARY: Friends and family

remember Marissa Witham's

uplifting spirit, constant love

By Josh Wolf
Daily Bruin Contributor

The overdue ihank you note is the most dif-

ficult to write, but always seems to carry the

most weight. UCLA alumna Marissa Witham
always let people know that they were appreci-

ated, and after her death in a plane crash

March 29, she deserves the same treatment.

"You make friends in these (Sorority) hous-

es, and you never really stop to think you need

to let people know how
special they are, but

Marissa always let you

know how special you

were," said friend, sorori-

ty sister, and former

Aramayo.

Witham was known
for her frequent use of

cards. Returning every

borrowed item with a

thank you card, Marissa

was quick to let her friends know that she loved

them.

"She took every opportunity to thank you

and to let you know that you were appreciated.

I'll never forget the flowers and notes she left

me that said, 'Here's a little something to

brighten your day,'" Aramayo said.

Witham graduated from UCLA a year ago

with a major in communications and a busi-

ness and administration specialization. She

graduated Magna Cum Laude and was a mem-
ber of the National Golden Key Honor
Society, the Phi Beta Kappa Society, and the

UCLA Honors Program.

She went to every home football game, bas-

ketball game and volleyball game, and partici-

pated in intramural soccer. She sang in the

UCLA Chorale, helped start a UCLA TV
news program, and was a member of Omega
Chi Sorority - but her influence wasn't limited

to on campus activities.

Witham volunteered her time to help chil-

dren with special needs and underprivileged

students. She participated in the Boys and
Girls Club, and a program called Best Buddies

where she befriended an autistic child. As part

of another project, she worked one-on-one

with a high .school student who was having dif-

ficulty, doing everything from helping him with

homework to playing basketball to help him
succeed. ^.—..'. _,_.,._ l

"She could be dead tired and she would con-

tinue to work on a project for someone and it

didn't matter to her because she was doing

something for other people," said her mother

Laurece Witham.

Her friends and family say Witham always

wanted the best for the people around her.

Despite her busy schedule, she was deeply

involved in the lives of the people around her.

"She did so great in school and at the same
time took on so many things, but she always

had time for friends," said clo.se friend and
sorority sister Robyn Fadcn.

Witham's friends recall her surprising inter-

est in everything they did.

"She was so attentive and so curious. She

was the type of person who wanted to know
everything about you,"Aramayo said.

But it wasn't just her friends who received

this special treatment.

"She had a genuine way of making people

feel good about themselves," Aramayo said.

Witham's friends say she would engage

everybody in conversation and knew people

from many different social circles.

"She never went with the crowd," Aramayo
said. "She made people feel comfortable. She

would share your pain. She was the epitome of

a beautiful friend."

Her mother concurred. "She was genuine.

She extended herself to everyone and she lis-

tened to people and her heart went out to

Sec MEMORY, page 12
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ruling goes to High Court
MICHIGAN; Decision will

shape nationwide policy

on racial preference use

By Hemesh Patel

Daily Bruin Staff

On March 29, a federal judge hail-

ed the use of afTirmalive action at the

University of Michigan's law school.

The university plans to take the

case to the Supreme Court, and if it

succeeds, the decision could deter-

mine the fate of affirmative action in

admissions nationwide.

"I think it's unfortunate that the

University of Michigan will have to

deal with the constraints that we're all

too familiar with here in California,"

said Leo Trujillo-Cox, executive direc-

tor of the Outreach Resource Center

at the UCLA School of Law.

"If the Supreme Court makes a

decision, its binding law nationally - it

would change the face of public edu-

cation." he added.— What makes the ease unique is that

the University of Michigan's under-

graduate affirmative action program
was recently determined to be consti-

tutional by another federal court

judge.

The conflicting cases may likely

force the U.S. Supreme Court to

decide the matter once and for all.

"It's quite likely that the Supreme
Court will take a look at this case espe-

cially with the conflicting opinions

whether or not this type of affirmative

action is permissible," Trujillo-Cox

said.

The University of Michigan

expects to win the case if it goes to the

Supreme Court.

"We will appeal this decision and
are confident that we will prevail in a

higher court," said University of
Michigan president Lee Bollinger in a

statement.

The Supreme Court affirmed the

use of affirmative action in the case

Bakke v. Regents of the University of

California, which barred the use of

quotas in the admissions process but

said that race could be used as a fac-

tor.

Last week's decision concerning

the University of Michigan was made
after a non-profit organization, the

Center for Individual Rights, helped

launch the court case. The organiza-

tion could not be reached for com-
ment.

In his ruling, U.S. District Judge

Bernard Friedman found the use of

affirmative action unconstitutional.

"This haphazard selection of cer-

tain races is a far cry from the 'close

fit' between the means and the ends

that the Constitution demands in

order for a racial classification lo~
pass," Friedman said during the court

case.

The judgment was made in the

midst of the law school's admissions

process.

The university has asked the court

to hold the ruling until the law school

admissions process is over, but for

now, the process is temporarily

frozen.

According to officials, the law

school accepts 1,000 students. To dale,

826 individuals have been accepted.
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POLICY: Heavy patrolling

by UCPD keeps tradition

more silent than in past

By Scott B. Wong
Dally Bruin Staff

There were no water balloons, no
fires, no parades.

Last quarter's Midnight Yell,

UCLA's finals week tradition,

played out more like a moment of

silence, due in part to an increased

police presence and an administra-

tive warning to students that their

freedom, living arrangements and
education were at jeopardy if they

violated a new university policy.

"They've killed a UCLA tradi-

tion," said Barry Schulte, a third-

year electrical engineering student

and Glenrock Avenue resident.

University police arrested four

students during finals week for pos-

session of alcohol and passed on the

names of 35 students to the dean's

office for further review.

According to Karl Ross, assistant

chief of UCPD and Midnight Yell

_ event commander, all officers were
" scheduled weeks in advance to work
the late Midnight Yell shift.

"Normal work shifts were adjust-

ed," Ross said. "We made every

effort to limit overtime hours and
keep costs down facilitated by
rescheduling."

Police cited Schulte for standing

in the street and taunting police, but

failed to explain on what grounds
students would be cited, Schulte

said.

Ross would not disclose how
many officers were on patrol each
night, but about 15 were centered

around Glenrock, known as a hot

spot for Midnight Yell activities in

previous quarters.

"To effectively deal with a prob-

lem in that area, it necessitates a

number beyond normal deployment
to be out on the streets that night,"

Ross said.

Additional officers were brought

in from other UCs, including Davis

and San Francisco, he said.

Schulte said the time and money
expended by the university and
UCPD during Midnight Yell is mis-

appropriated.

"They need to look for all the

rapists on campus, rather than seek-

ing out kids throwing water bal-

loons," he said, adding that the poli-

cies were part of the university's

"fascist agenda."

But UCPD said they are only

attempting to protect and prevent

students from facing serious injury.

"The issue we were trying to

address was about behavior andSdan-

gerous practices that were beginning

to become a tradition," said Nancy
Greenstein, director of UCPD com-
munity services. "Our approach was
successful."

It may have been successful, but

Schulte said the approach is wrongr^;
"Why don't they come up with a

creative solution, like a huge water

balloon fight on campus?" he asked.

Administrators stated in a March
15 Daily Bruin ad that individuals

caught throwing objects would be

arrested and have their names for-

warded to the dean of students.

Those caught committing a felony

offense like arson or an assault on an
officer would be arrested and
booked in jail and possibly suspend-

ed from the university.

"Once booked into the county
system, jail procedures may delay an
individual's release, possibly result-
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ing in the offender missing sched-

uled final exams," the ad stated.

Schulte said Hyers were posted on
each door of his Glenrock apart-

ment warning residents of the new
university policy.

Berky Nelson, director of the

Center "for Student Programming,
was present on Glenrock to assist

police during Midnight Yell and said

the combination of a strong police

presence and administrative warn-

ings ensured that very few students

were placed at risk during the yells.

"There was no water, I didn't see

any fires and I didn't see any stu-

dents running in the middle of the

street," Nelson said. "Those were

risks that the university did not want
to be exposed to."

Shelley Taylor, whose family has

lived in Westwood's North Village

since 1956, said she's pleased the

university has finally taken responsi-

bility for its students.

"I'm glad they've seen that the

(Midnight Yell) has to do with their

students," said Taylor, who is

founder and managing director of

the North Village Improvement
Committee.

:iWorth Village, the region of apart-
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ment buildings between Gayley and
Veteran Avenues, is a student-major-

ity community, but families, children

and professionals live there as well.

Taylor said the Midnight Yell only

serves as an excuse for students to go
crazy.

"It started as the last night of

finals for two to three minutes to a

week-long debauchery of setting

fires in the street and dropping water

from balconies," she said. "This is

the 'Animal House* side ofcampus -

it's anarchy over here."

See YELL, page 14

ucla summer sessions 2001

Field
Cain hands-on experience and

academic credit toward your

degree with a summer internship

in one of UCLA's Community Edu-

cation Research Centers. The

National Research Council recently

ranked the UCLA Sociology

Department among the top five

sociology programs in the nation.

This summer, consider one of six

10-week internships in fields

ranging from health, to law, to

the environment, all taught by

popular departmental faculty.

in Sociology
S9ss(on A

•97A Field Studies in Health Care inequalities

NM. Hart (4 units)

An exploration of sociological theories, concepts
and methods developed for the measurement and
Interpretation of health Ineqfuallties; a review of pat-

terns and trends of health inequality In California,

the U.S. and other industrialized societies; and an
examination of the sociology of policy responses to

health inequality. Consideration of this topic will be
integrated with an Internship in a community-based
organization.

Session A

197B Field Studies in Community Health

P.B, Cotdstem (4 units)

Sociological concepts and research bearing upon the

distribution of health and illness within communr
tics. Health focused community-based organizations

and health-oriented social movements will be Inte-

grated with internships in related settings. Including

community clinics, community-based health advo-
cacy groups, support groups, and community-
based state and local health agencies

Session A

»97C Field Studies on Environmental Justice

C.A. mida (4 units)

An examination of sociological research on environ-
mental justice, including how concepts of risk, sus-
talnability and local^owledge Inform social action.

Consideration of these topics will be integrated with
an internship in a community-based environmental
advocacy organization.

Sfsshn A

197D Fldd Studies in AAinority Community

l^.icpez (4 u»its)

idclologlcal analysis of ethnic/racial community
organizations in los Angeles, emphasizing both
interaction within the organizations and the rela-

tions between the community organizations and the
political, social and economic institutions they

'"l^lAllto achieve their goals. Students will

ieive as Metm In a specific organization chosen in

collaboration with the course coordinator

Session A

i97E Flefd Studies in Law and Criminal Justice

HM. Bmerson (4 units)

Readings of sociological theory and research on
decision-making processes in legal and criminal

justice institutions will be integrated with internships

in a relevant setting, including public interest legal

centers, police^ courts, prosecutors and jails.

Session A

i97F Field Studies in AAental Health

M. PoUner (4 units)

An examination of the social processes shaping the
policies, practices and everyday dynamics of mental
health treatment settings. Consideration of these
Issues will be integrated with Internships in a rele-

vant mental health treatment program.

For dates, times and other information, visit

wwwjumm€rMcla.§du or call 310.794.8333. enroll

now through URSA Online at www.ursa.ucla.edu.

Campus parking and on-campus housing are available.

Senate decreases size of tax cut, emphasizes special education
PLAN: Jeffords' opposition may
derail costly rebate, threatening

Bush campaign pledge's success

ByAlanFram
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - President Bush's pro-

posed 10-year, $1.6 trillion tax cut suffered a dou-

ble body blow Wednesday as the Senate tentative-

ly sliced it by $450 billion and a crucial Republican

senator threatened to oppose it as too costly.

White House officials and GOP leaders imme-
diately launched an all-out effort to revive Bush's

cherished tax package. The pivotal lawmaker,

moderate Sen. James Jeffords, R-Vt., emerged
from a meeting with other Republicans to say, "I

think I have an agreement with them" in which

education spending would be increased for the

mentally and physically disabled.

Jeffords provided no details, and emphasized

that nothing was fmal. Even so, the day's events

raised Democratic hopes that they would force

iush U) make his tax plan smaller -^-

—
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AFL-CIO President John Sweeney, right, speaks at a rally on Capitol Hill Tuesday
protesting President Bush's budget.

"The president's original proposal, as far as the

Senate goes, for all intents and purposes appears

to be over," said Senate Minority Leader Tom
Daschle, D-S.D., after the Senate voted 53-47 to

siphon $450 billion from Bush's cherished lax

package and split it evenly between education and
debt reduction.

=r Minutes before that vote, modcmle Sen. James
Jeffords, R-Vt., said he was inclined to vote

against a $1.94 trillion budget for 2002 the Senate

was debating that embraces Bush's tax cut.

Jeffords said the $1.6 trillion tax reduction would

shortchange education spending for the mentally

and physically disabled.

"Unless a miracle occurs, I fear I'm bending in

that dircaion," Jeffords told rcportw

Wednesday's double setback made it the worst

day yet for Bush's budget and his tax proposal,

which has been the centerpiece of his economic
program ever since he unfurled it during his battle

for the GOP presidential nomination in

December 1999. The House easily approved a

similar Republican-written budget last week.

Despite competing efforts by lawmakers to

make it bigger and smaller, Bush has repeatedly

insisted that its $1.6 trillion size is "just right."

Daschle said that with Wednesday's vote, he

hoped the administration would agree to biparti-

san budget negotiations.

Behind the scenes. Bush aides were trying to

determine how to sway Jefl'ords and suggested

there were other votes up for grabs that could save

the $ 1.6 trillion package. Still, a senior adviser con-

ceded the vote was a major legislative setback and

public relations blow heading into next week,

when the details of Bush's budget cuts will be

revealed.

White House spokesman Ari Fleischer said

lawmakers sometimes reverse their votes and
said, "The president looks forward to continuing

his work with the Senate to provide real, meaning-

ful tax relief to the American people as he pro-

posed in his budget."

With the Senate divided 50-50 between the two

parties and Sens. Lincoln Chafee, R-R.l., and Zell

Miller, D-Ga., considered the only senators cer-

tain to cross party lines, a Jeffords defection could

be a backbreaker for the administration.

— The education vote and JefTords' remarRs^
could pressure the White House to either meet
Jeffords' demands or negotiate with Democrats
over the size of the tax package.

Jeffords, who said he would continue bargain-

ing with the administration, wants to increase spe-

See BUDGET, page 14

MIT to allow public access

to course material online

China demands apology for air collision

INTERNET: Plan seeks to

counter privatization of

specialized knowledge

By Jay Lindsay

The Assodated Press

CAMBRIDGE, Mass. - At a time

when online knowledge can be a valu-

able commodity, the Massachusetts

Institute of Technology plans to offer

nearly all its course materials on the

Internet for free.

The $100 million project aims to

make information from MIT's 2,000

courses accessible to everyone within

10 years. The Web site will include lec-

ture notes, course outlines, reading lists

and assignments. However, visitors to

the site will not earn college credit.

The plan counters a trend toward

the "privatization of knowledge,"

where ideas are owned by companies

or institutions, said professor Steven

Lerman, chairman of the MIT faculty

"It expresses our belief in the way
education can be advanced by con-

stantly widening access to knowledge

and inspiring participation," he said.

Other universities offer course

materials on the Internet, but the infor-

mation is often available only to stu-

dents, and no school has proposed

offering all of its course materials

online.

The project is voluntary, and some
professors may decide not to partici-

pate, said Hal Abelson, a computer sci-

ence professor involved in the project.

Students were receptive to idea of

the school giving away the knowledge

they pay for.

"There's no sense in covering it up,"

said Manuel Roth, 27, a graduate stu-

dent. "If it's general stuff about math
and physics, why not?"

The project could provide course

models for colleges around the country

and help developing countries improve

higher education systems. Vest said.

PLANE: Ongoing dispute

over controversial crash

sees tensions on the rise

By Joe McDonald
The Associated Press

BEIJING - As China pressed its

demand that the United States apolo-

gize for a collision between a U.S. spy

plane and a Chinese fighter jet,

China's foreign minister said

Wednesday that Beijing wants a digni-

fied resolution "as soon as possible."

President Jiang Zemin called for an

apology, as did Foreign Minister Tang
Jiaxuan in a meeting with the U.S.

ambassador. American diplomats,

meanwhile, sought a second chance to

see crew of the Navy EP-3E. which

made an emergency landing on a

Chinese island after the collision.

The White House ruled out any

apology, and President Bush has said

China must return the plane and its

crew or else relations could be dam-
aged.

But in an apparent attempt to

Uie AisorratPd Prpss

China steps up efforts to search

for the missing Chinese pilot.

soothe Chinese feelings. Secretary of

State Colin Powell expressed regret

Wednesday over the loss of the

Chinese pilot, who parachuted out of

his fighter over the South China Sea

and was presumed dead.

"We regret the loss of life of that

Chinese pilot, but now we need to

move on," Powell told reporters in

Washington. "We need to bring this to

a resolution and we're using every

avenue available to us to talk to the

Chinese side to exchange explana-

tions."

Powell's statement came after Tang
- after reiterating the demand for an

apology - gave the first sign of

Chinese desire to end the mounting

tension in his meeting with

Ambassador Joseph Prueher.

Beijing "pays attention to China-

U.S. relations and hopes to sec the col-

lision incident resolved appropriately

as soon as possible," Tang said,

according to state media. He added

that China wanted to protect its "sov-

ereignty and dignity," but did not elab-

orate.

Earlier, Jiang demanded an apolo-

gy, adding that the United States

should "do something favorable" to

smooth China-US. ties, state media

reported. He then left on a six-nation

trip to Latin America.

A former U.S. ambassador to

See REGRET, page 16

WORLD & NATION BRIEFS

Palestinians, Israelis

meet to quell violence
ATHENS, Greece - In their first high-level

talks since Ariel Sharon took office as Israel's

prime minister, Palestinians and Israelis

searched Wednesday for a way to halt the lat-

est surge in Mideast violence. But back home,
the two sides traded mortar fire in the Gaza
Strip.

Israeli Foreign Minister Shimon Peres and
two senior Palestinian leaders, Nabil Shaath

and Saeb Erekat, said the sides would renew
security talks, which have repeatedly broken
down during the more than six months of fight-

ing.

"We are now trying to get out of an
extremely difficult period," Peres said after a

meeting with Greek Foreign Minister George
Papandreou.

In Israel, security officials met late

Wednesday for about two hours, said

Mohammed Dahlan, a Palestinian security

chief in Gaza. The exact location

was undisclosed. A representative

of the CIA took part, he said. Israeli

security chiefs and military comman-
ders were present.

Administration favors

meat irradiation

WASHINGTON - The Bush administra-

tion is proposing to allow irradiation of

ground meat that the government buys for

schools and would no longer require the meat
to be sampled for salmonella bacteria.

Instead of the salmonella tests, the

Agriculture Department is proposing to tight-

en the processing standards that slaughter-

houses and processing plants would have to

meet to continue selling ground beef, pork or

turkey to the government. Plants would be

tested for general bacteria counts as an indica-

tor of overall plant cleanliness.

The salmonella requirement, which the

Clinton administration imposed last

year on beef purchases, drove up
the cost of beef and resulted in some

shortages of supply Before last year,

the government would buy meat from
any plant that was federally inspected.

Critics said Wednesday that the Bush
administration's plan would allow contaminat-

ed meat to get to schools. But the American
School Food Association praised the proposal

as a "more science-based approach" to ensure

that meat was safe.

Republican party to

keep college GOP head
WASHINGTON - The Republican Party

is allowjng the head of its college recruitment

arm, accused of sexually harassing female col-

leagues and misusing party funds, to keep his

job with an apology.

The Republican National Committee said

Wednesday it found no evidence that the

actions of Scott Stewart, who holds the

$50,000-a-year post of chairman of the college

Republicans organization, met the legal defin-

ition of sexual harassment. However, the inves-

tigation by the party and an outside law firm

concluded Stewart's conduct was "unprofes-

sional and inappropriate for a work setting."

The RNC gave Stewart a warning and
ordered him to apologize in writing to the

three women whose complaints led to the

inquiry.

"We are firmly committed to ensuring that

any organization with which we work operates

in accordance with the same principles that

govern the RNC," spokesman Mark Miner
said.

The RNC provides the College Republican

National Committee, which has 1,000 campus
chapters and 100,000 members who recruit,

register and train students for GOP causes,

with office space and a majority of its

$200,000-a-year budget.

Compiled from Daily Bruin wire reports.
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State secures loans for power buys
CRISIS: Costs of constant

purchasing could end up

close to $23 billion in all

By Alexa Haussler

The Associated Press

SACRAMENTO California has

secured S4.I billion in loans lo help

pay back slate money spent to buy
power for three llnancially struggling

utilities, the state treasurer said

Wednesday.

Gov. Gray Davis and the state

Department of Water Resources must
release details on how much the state

has spent and expects to spend on the

power buys to close the deal,

Treasurer Phil Angelides said.

The loans are needed to preserve

state government's financial health,

he said.

"ifwe continue to chunk out of the

general fund without end, we're going
10 deplete our treasury, we're going to

harm the very progrdrtts that we care

about and our credit rating will come
down." Angelides said.

Angelides delivered a letter to

Davis on Wednesday detailing the

terms of the loan and pressing him to

reveal details of the state's past and
expected power purchases.

Angelides said the details also are

crucial to the state's plan to issue $13

billion in revenue bonds in May autho-

rized by the state Public Utilities

Commission last week to raise more
money for the power buys.

Davis aides said the governor had

not reviewed the

letter and could not

comment. But

Director of

Finance Tim Gage
issued a statement

Wednesday calling

Angelides' com-
ments about the

bonds "old news."

Gage said the

Water Resources

department is con-

ducting "extensive

due diligence" to

prepare a cash-flow

analysis for power
purchases.

Davis last week
asked lawmakers

to approve spend-

ing another $500
million to buy
power on behalf of

the state's three

strapped investor-

owned. . utililieSt

Southern
California Edison,

Pacific Gas and
Electric and San
Diego Gas &
Electric, raising

slate money com-
mitted to the power buys to $4.7 bil- provided by J.P Morgan. Lehman
''°" Brothers and Bear Stearns and would

Davis administration olTicials told be offered at a 5.38 percent interest
several key Democratic Assembly rate as long as they are paid back by
members last month that the state's Aug. 29.

power-buying for the utilities could The state expects to pay them back
cost $23 billion by the end of next year.

Angelides said the loans would be See UMNS, page 16

UCSD team advances

toward artificial liver

The Associdled Piess

Randy Nunnink discusses the power situation

at the ISO's headquarters in Folsom.

CHIP: Rat liver cells on

silicon chips viable and

functional for two weeks

By Andrew Bridges

The Associated Press

SAN DIEGO - Scientists have
coaxed liver cells into thriving on a

specially machined silicon chip, a

melding of biology and technology

that could lead to the creation of
artificial liver device that would
eliminate the need for transplants.

The team at UC San Diego says

it has succeeded in keeping rat liver

cells alive and fully functional on
the special chips for at least two
weeks. In prototypical artificial

liver devices now being clinically

tested, liver cells - which can be
--notoriousfy finicky - often survive

only a single day.

For the experiment, the team
used silicon wafers - the same
blanks used to make computer
chips - etched with tiny wells no
wider than a human hair that snugly

house the individual cells. The rest

of the wafer is riddled with pores of
various sizes that allow nutrients

and chemicals to How through the

chip, but blocking the larger bacte-

ria and viruses.

"This is a very fundamental kind

of a project: What can we do to

make cells happy and to keep them
growing?" said Michael J. Sailor, a

UCSD professor of chemistry and
biochemistry.

The team presented the chip this

week at the annual meeting of the

American Chemical Society in San
Diego.

The team foresees a day when
stacks of the chips, perhaps a

square yard's worth, could be com-
bined to form an artificial liver that

would cleanse the body's blood of

toxins. As many as 300,000 liver

cells can live on a patch of the spe-

cial chips just .16 square-inch in

area.

If such a system could be

devised, it could keep patients alive

while they awaited a transplanted

organ - or longer to allow their liv-

ers to naturally regenerate.

'Clinically, wc need at leasLji_

week to keep our patients alive urUiT

an organ is available, or ideally six

weeks because your liver can regen-

erate, in which case actually you
don't need a whole organ trans-

plant," said team member Dr.

Sangeeta N. Bhatia, who teaches

both medicine and bioengineering

at the San Diego university.

The chips could also be fitted

with an array of tiny sensors that

could cater to the cells' every whim,
adjusting temperature and nutrient

levels automatically and signaling

doctors when anything goes awry.

JOE CONNOLLY
/ FOR LOS ANGELES CITY COUNCIL^

Congratulations

UCLA

Class of 2001
and

MEN'S BASKETBALL
FOR YOUR SWEET 16 PERFORMANCE

GO BRUINS!

~ PLEASE REMEMBER TO VOTE

CONNOLLY FOR CITY COUNCIl

VOTE APRIL 10% 2001!
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Th e moon,
t's always inspired

assion.
Now it's inspired

r/A coniroL
^•Introducing NEW
N C E -A -MO N T+l—L 17 A/F /. /.

Birth control in sync with
, ;

the moon and you.

The moon is a source of beauty and emotion. For
centuries, our monthly cycle has mirrored the moon's.
Now. for the first time, there's birth control that's monthly,
not daily: ne^ Lunelle.

An injectable that's 99% effective without the daily hassle.
Lunelle is a combo of hormones that works continuously-
all month long. Given on time each month by your doctor,

prescription Lunelle gives you birth control that's 99%
effective. That means you get monthly pregnancy
protection without the daily hassle—without the daily

worry—of taking the Pill. And if you want to get pregnant?
Most women get back to ovulating about two to three
months after receiving their last injection. Lunelle doesn't

protect against HIV/AIDS or other sexually transmitted
diseases.

TM.

Hormonal birth control isn't for everyone.
Pregnant women or women with blood clots, chest pain,

certain cancers, unexplained vaginal bleeding, or a history
of liver disease, stroke, or heart attacks shouldn't take
Lunelle. Serious risks that can be life threatening include
blood clots, stroke, and heart attack. And hev. a?o smoking!
It increases these risks, especially if vou're over 35 and
smoke 15 o r more ciga rettes a day.

Duhng the first few months of taking Lunelle, most women
have a change in their periods, which may include no
bleeding, irregular bleeding, or spotting. This change may
continue with use in up to one third of women. In studies,
while some women lost weight on Lunelle, the average
change was an increase of 4 pounds in the first year But
you should know, some women gained 10 or more pounds
in the first year

So ask your healthcare professional about new Lunelle,
Why worry about taking a daily Pill when there's monthly
Z.L//7e//e? Birth control inspired by the moon.

Lunelle. In sync with the moon and you.

For more info: www.lunelle.com or 1 877 282-9273

TW

monthly contraceptive injection

medroxyprogesterone acetate &
estradiol cypionate injectable suspension

See ttie next page for important product information.

©2001 Ptwrmacia & Upjohn, a division of Ptiarmacia UX0009805 3/01
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DEBATE
From page 1

stage and demanded two minutes to

speak to let the audience know his

name and to protest the debate for

excluding nine of the 15 candidates

running in next week's primary.

He was ushered out of the building

by security while yelling, "This is not a

democracy."

llie debate covered issues such as

the living wage, atTordable housing, the

Rampart scandal and the state of the

L.A. Police Department, and the ener-

gy crisis in California.

Mario Valdiva, a second-year com-
puter ^c|pnce student, said public safe-

ty was the most important issue the

mayoral candidates discussed

Wednesday night.

"Right now the streets aren't safe

-and the police need to do something

about that." Valdiva said. "Where I

live. I've had to duck bullets and I have
to worry about my parents and my lit-

tle sister."

After the debate. Hahn said college-

age individuals are important mem-
bers of the voting population in the city

but he wonders why students are not

more energized about the issues that

are framing the mayoral race.

"We'd all like a lot more of them to

be voting," Hahn said.

Councilman Joel Wachs said that if

-the process included young people
more they would believe that their

voice matters.

The only female candidate,

Kathleen Connell, ended the debate

with hopes of good luck and a compet-
itive touch. "May the best woman
win."
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EMPLOYEES
From page 1

who worked the front desk over the

summer, the regular housekeeping

staff wasn't big enough to handle

cleaning all the rooms in Sproul dur-

ing the one-hour turnover period

when one set of students moved out

and another set moved in. The admin-
istration called on front desk employ-
ees to pick up the slack.

An understaffed front desk meant
more hours for employees, workers

said.

"I had a paycheck that had 108

hours on it over two weeks," Chau
said.

But housing officials didn't hire the

workers as full-time employees to

avoid having to give them paid bene-

fits, students said.

Front desk employees are "casual,

restricted employees, which is a UC-
wide campus classification," said

Barbara Wilson, Housing and
Hospitality Services area residence

hall manager. This means student

Employees aren't supposed to work
more than 19.5 hours per week during

the school year, but this policy doesn't

apply during the summer, Wilson
said.

When orientation sessions began in

July, employees were required to

work up to 10 extra hours each week
to register orientation students and
take their luggage to their rooms.

"Our staff is required to do various

tasks that vary from helping someone
with bags to directing visitors," said

North Area Manager Hassan
Ghamlouch. "These tasks are not

really specified in the job dcscrip-

^'O"" Employees also complained they
Employees said they began com- weren't receiving sufficient breaks.

plaining to then-Sproul Hall Manager
Roy Galan about the extra work.

Employees said they performed
luggage work in the height of the sum-
mer heat in Sproul, which does not
have air conditioning.

"There was luggage maybe twice

the size of one of our stafT," Chau
said. "I'm surprised no one fainted.

We were sweating bullets."

Undesirable work conditions were
made worse by irate management that

According to the Industrial

Welfare Commission Order 5.

Sections II and 12, state law man-
dates that employees must be given a

10-minule paid rest period for every

four hours of work. Also, according

to Labor Code 512 of the California

Department of Labor, employees
must be given an unpaid 30 minute

lunch if they work more than five

hours.

I don't recall any time when they
was not above pushing employees were like 'Oh yeah, take a 10-minute

The amount given to

us was SO much less

than we thought it

would have been."

Van Chau
Former Sproul employee

around, employ-

ees said.Josh
Gonzalez, a sec-

ond-year anthro-

pology student

who attended

summer school,

returned from

class in school

clothes and had

stopped by the

office to check

his mail. While —_^.^—

_

there, another

supervisor asked him to do a favor

that would require him to go into the

visible area of the front desk, though
employees are not allowed in the visi-

ble area when not in uniform.

According to Gonzalez, boss, soon after to talk about compen-
Ghamlouch yelled at and pushed h»m sating front desk employees. Halfway
into the back room. through orientation, Galan notified

"He basically shoved me into the employees the Orientation Program
back room," said Gonzalez, who would give Sproul Hall $1 for each
never reported the incident. "

I could- piece of luggage they took to a room,
n't believe he put his hands on me." Projected revenue from the lug-

Ghamlouch denied the allegation. gage operation was $4,000, half of
"I never pushed anybody into the which would be given to front desk

back room," Ghamlouch said. employees to split among themselves.

break,'" said

Chau, who
recalls days

when she

worked for 9

hours straight.

Employees
also said they

were given as lit-

tle as 15 minutes

for lunch.

Housing offi-

cials could not

immediately be

reached to

respond to the allegations.

Galan, who sympathized with the

students, met with Ghamlouch and
Alfred Nam, associate director of
rooms operation and Ghamlouch's

employees said.

Of the $2,000 compensation, half

would be used to pay employees for

extra work hours, while the other half

would be given to them in some non-

monetary form. But employees still

hadn't seen any compensation by the

end of summer.

"If none of us wrote the letter, it

would have been an empty promise,"

said Lee, who organized employees at

the beginning of winter quarter to

write a letter to Ghamlouch, request-

ing a meeting about getting their com-
pensation.

The first meeting was unproduc-

tive and left students angered. "I felt

""cheated and lied to," Chau said.

The group then went to Nam and
Nancy Barbee of the UCLA Ombuds
office, who moderated the March 13

meeting.

Nam, who could not be reached for

comment, initially offered employees

$25 each in gift certificates or a pizza

party of equal value, students said.

Employees told Barbee they felt they

had been insulted. Soon after. Nam
increased the offer to $75 in gift cer-

tificates.

"The amount given to us was so

much less than we thought it would
have been," Chau said.

But housing officials were pleased

with the outcome.

"I think we ended on a positive

note," Ghamlouch said.

Although some employees have
already accepted the settlement, they

are not satisfied with the outcome.

"We understood that housing did-

n't have the money," Lee said. "It

would've been okay if it was just a mis-

communication, but there were lies

involved."

ONLINE
From page 1

"If people in Murphy Hall can have
access to my grades, even for good rea-

son, they shouldn't have access to my
vote," Washington said.

The MyUCLA site is run by the

College of Letters and Science. Eric

Splaver, director of MyUCLA,

answered this question Wednesday by
explaining that there will be no connec-

tion between a voter's identification

and corresponding vote.

Washington also brought up the

issue of electioneering, where candi-

dates try to solicit votes near polling

sites. Under the online proposal, this

practice cannot be monitored at off-

campus sites.

"If you really want to prevent block

voting and electioneering, don't use a

public domain like the Internet,"

Splaver told the council Wednesday
Kaplan said that because of time

constraints, implementing the other

proposal is not feasible.

"I'm taking into account what can
be done for this election, and that pro-

posal can't happen in the time we
have," Kaplan said.

The election begins May 2.

Enciso said Kaplan acted irresponsi-

bly by going ahead with the online pro-

posal despite what he said were long-

standing objections by council.

"We did not like the online voting

system for the special election," Enciso

said Wednesday He explained that

USAC approved the ^board's propos-

al at that time because of the election's

relatively small scale.

Since the general election is on a

larger scale, the risks arc much greater,

Enciso said.

Shortly after the Board's proposal

was voted down, Enciso motioned to

put his proposal to a vote.

But objections made by Campus
Events Commissioner Jared Seltzer

prompted the council to put off voting

until they could meet Wednesday with

MyUCLA represenUitives, who were
not present at the Tuesday meeting.
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d age whoae first a^ioaun to Oepi^fHmaa
Conliaceptive tojRlton was wiw) toe pnvMus 4

to 5 yeas may have a sli(^ Incnea) nsk d
de^iopingMeast canca simila total seal wii
oral contrx}eptives

Womai who use honnonal contixeptives and

have a stomg laniy hislory d bmst cans or

who hM bnast nodules or abnomal manmo
gran shouU be doaely toNowR] by toar dodors

S- CtaaiM li iHaa rnlMnl tm^
li» d InjacaUe honnonal coraaceptives con-

tatoino toe progestaronHype hornnne toin) m
lUNEUf" Montoly ContiaceptivB toiHlton may
be assocoted iMto a dnniae «i toe anoirt d
mmaal stand m your bones This oxid incnn
your nsfc d dsNtaping bona kaduns The I* d
bone mtoaal taas is gnatari to ta eaty yeas d
use d this lype d a)nk«:i|)ti«e. bil aMa tori. It

begns to lesemMe the mmal iried agnatria)

bone mineral toss

I. Mntftc rHBtaaa

Sewn allergic nadions hM bear leportad m
some women using fiialibta hormonal conka-

oepbws contaning toe praoBStarane-lype hor

mone tound n LUNEUT* MorMy Contaceptive

toiKlion AaaQciaacbonsoccumnglnwomai
uang LUNEUP* MorMy CoaaxplM toiednn

hM baai manly Ml nactons. and nd raipva-

tory in nttie SatauB ritargic nadions laiMn

I a woman is oai ta agi of 40 aid

ha arikraM itt d diii is tatf Mnai Ngtar
(11 7/H)0aD aomai) tan ta aritoatari risk

asaxHto) I* pngnrcy (2IV1Q0a)0 womai)

mtoriagegreii)

An AdManCommiiae d ta FOA dtacuBSB) lis

MUB to 1989 aid acommaidBl tori tabaiaHs
d onl ortaceplka use by haaltoy. noHmdaig
varan over 40 MBS d age may olwaii^ ta
posaibta ilris. HoaavB, women d al aoBi an
cauboned to uaeta lowea dose onl conkxsp-
IM tori is ritadlve. aid ae skoni^ aMsa) nd
tosmde.

1"rnT—TT M i^a ,
-?

Call your dodv mnadMriy V«iy d toese

a)nrse elkds occur wNle you ae taking

LUNELif- MorMy Coaxxplive tojaJnn

• Shap dnl pan. coughmg d Mmd. or suddai

shdtoassd bnrih (ndcing a pcBsibie dd
in toe lung)

• P»to toe cril Cnfcritog a possfetadd n toe leg)

• Chelaig dies! pan or heaviness m toe diest

(todcritog a posstole heat riktok)

• Suddai SBvera haadBha « wming. dDzmess
ff laning. dtaUtacasd vis«n or spenh,

warinas^ or luitonaas to anam or leg

(IndicritogapoBStatastrda)

• buddai paliri w comptato toss d vision

(indicating a posstota dd to ta eye)

• »aa« kinpi (todtaritoo possibte bnasi canr
or Rncyskc dtaease of ta bnajl ask your

doctor or harito can prowda to show you how
naomnyoubnets)

• SMn pan or andemtss in toe abdomna
aea (todcritog a poastHy nvkm) iva Unoi
ownai cyst d pngwicy ouMe ta ulM)

• DiMculy to sleqping. werimessM d amy.
lakgue. or dange to mood (posstoly indcattog

sewn depnssxm)

• Jaundice d a NNowtog d ta rion or ayebrita.

axonpaitad tegw% by kvK Mguai taas

d appetk. dak-cotond ime. d bM^otond
boHlmMnvts (rdcrilng possde iva

doblims)

• FtatM pan. pus. or HBBlno a ta maian sfc

-UnuaialyhiiyvigklMaalng

iawli|MB;aidtoaeii^rhano ...^
d^s d btaafeig. o nun dq« d btaaltag tan
wMjnuhM MMOualy aiariaail Sudi

Wiatng uaalhr doe nd ndk* av ataua
pwblani I ai ikwi) Umt^ pritaiii pa riti w
ta Haattog il saan. dKUii ailMu herito

caa prevlda Thae is riso a nal riaii tat

(paWiiOoanipsnay beaaidatodWiMealtoa

Mi(^ gin il a omnon sita ritad to womai
tang LUNELLP- MoMyCa«a»i«
to|B*)n The aMogt a<ada) aai)^ gin IS 4

pounds to ta inlMa d use. Soma woman gan
mon toan 10 to 20pamH to ta llrst yea
MmnhM ganai ainudi ai 4B pounds d
todB nudi ai 48 poinlB to one yaa d uaa

Cltotoi Mb showa) widfe vartaMI^ to todMduri

Mtgrt danot aft ai tocnaing paoa«ge d
LUeiP' Manny Cviaaptfn kpdnn uaas
fl«aiiaclng waign dange inam d 10 ato
20 poink wtt oonltoua] laHrant

lOaiHllHtw
I you aaa odttd laoai aid notkx a dange to

voion « 81 toriilty to wea you laaas. odttd
yojr doctor or harito cat piDvlda

4.rWiiilaBln
Hdmonri ootiaceptlves may cause edara (ka)
letanton) wlh anitogd ta kngas or a«BS aid

miy rase your btood pnssue (you aveiaice
Ihiidietantion. od«d your dolor or heaft can
proMda

S.OtaraHaaiaili
Otar sMte dtads mqr Indude bnasi pin or lav
danas. cne.dav to apprik. naoe^ haatada,

nenousnass, depwiiui, mood dans, danges
m satal dean, dizainess. tasd scavhar. rash

aid vegnri totadtanil aiy d toase side*ds
bother you. cril yoif heaft can prevktar

t
I youMbnarita*a oonai you harito

CMpmMa brian Mkio honnval corbnp-
»«, todldngUiiaif'MaaNy
Cortnotpai* Injata Sara of tadn« n hor

"ontotadidn
ontadiU

III ir^ , „
i.^r^'ii 1

1

•Alaortoaiydtai
LUNaiE-MoiMy Cottacapiff tojadoi

aunartaaaan
to ran caam. honnoni conkacaplvB can cauae

bakgn bU (tangaoua Iva Imn Tiaaa baagn

AHmatnlsdbMhaiMandiNgnaiqrare
assocatad aft a ri* d devdopmg certan dis

aaaai toi may taa) to dhitiMy d drithJWi a*-
utriedtanunbaddBrihsaHoi'Mtadwiidit-

tanrt matnds d bkti oonkd and pngnancy he
oeancaaiNBd

Tha ririi d drth ton ay M«i cotd iraliod is

lass toai ta r(* d didMi. aopt tor ool hor

moni ooia^ive larn over ta age d 36 who
smoke a«) oii hommi cortnoaplve laas
oMr ta age d 40aan It toay do nd ande For

wonnn ap) IS to 3B. ta It* d diato was M|^
«t«4to pngnapi (7-a dirta pa lOOjOOO

Minan. dipandbig on age) Arnoig oqt homvn
i oMaoipftN uaas Witt do nd anda. ta ririi

Mori womai ustog UMELLP Mortr«y

Contaeptiw toioiton a^anan ritanion d
maokial Uaaan Btaaitog patore may vay
kom a *i|^ morMy btaa) to no ttaaing al il

or ski^ Mntog biaiai maakui patods to

iraoart. pretongal avVoi uvndtotaMe Mea)
mo toany(^wictk)ntotanal. appr«toaBN
Sm d womai uang UJNELLE* Mnitoty

ComaoptlM toiKten analaioe wftdaai
Mealtop toi bagta 20-»d^s aia ta qa:
bon WMaHl bMtog liafe man toai 7 days

(1 42% d anaan dwing taM nnii d UK
and to 29% d womai a ta aid d oni yaa d
ua to any gkian mtarion ktavat. 49niiniiy
15% d aomai n^fhM no Hiaing i tf aid

10% rnara^ariaa btaadbn oripdltog i vai-

Qus kmi to ta qfda bnouar btaajbn olkn

oxus dUtof taM far laafti «fUMUT'
MoiMr Coiaapii toiai« laa aidmr pa
Ml wft oortnad laa to 19 to oaaDMd

V(w naabial btoed ka may ba haa»-

Vku m^r nd maakurie nuhrty*r you

wcalveainiKididLJClP'Modhly
CoaacapttM tojalton IvouhMnoeNadyour
qatoB legulaty and miss OK maotoal perv

od, be sun to mlomi your heaft cae provUer

The risk d iranadKl pngnaicy tar womai
noavtog njali* cdtxaptives as sdadutad is

wy taa I you hM nd ncHva) you totattvB

a atadutad aO naaaa) a maattal pertod, w il

you misaa] kw oonsacutka maabutt penods.

you mm be pnmnl Qadi aft your haft cae
pnMda mnaniy to diamira whriha you

ae pngnarl Do nd ointtiue ta njaltans dtfl

)nu ae sun you ae nd pngnat bd uae avtar
matoodd caaaatiwi

Tim is no conduive atdace tori onl hormoni
cotaceptlve uM a aaaoMd wft ai indaaa r
bkto driafc. whan tian tadvatariy ditong arty

jMQfmujf. Naarthiaa, honwl i ijii a tjtun
ihouk) nd ba uaad dtfing pngnncy.

iMto Dapofrovaa Cortbnpba tolaftn, torn

hM beai npnts d ai naaaaal rtrii d tow baf)

Miit aid nawaM inta« (tall d dha ha«i
pwblara tototanlicaiciwddoaato talkrad
nfatn Hnaai; toaa pngnnda an uicoirv-

mon ChManaooaaltotaaaitotoomdta
homiona tound n UMaiE* MonMy
Cdiaapbve tojaiai (MRAIi an tainad to

ataiavioe. riond no avUan d aiy alnne
akds Ol ftir haft toduing toir itoyKi.
iwrtri, laaat a aidri dMki>ia<
I yottMini may laa baara pngnad wNh
uing UieiP' MMNy CdiaiSii tolKkon.

aa!i«Mh cananltaaaaaa peaUk
tai rinilda* ail your laft cat pnaida
rini riria toyw iitoom d«l bom ay iraic»-
fenbtan during pagnanqr

..—,
tockxlng yaioaaig d ta

iaiOviM andbnari aiagannt to atf-

ioa raanaa cortacapiai ma dtOMe ta
anoat aid quriiy d Mur mil1) toaae ta
bat (Mrt% ail«a%dMw bnri m*. you
should wai dil 6wa*i a4r didbMi bion
Mu start uang LUNaLP* Mnftly Cotxaplve
toiaion I poaribta, do nd lae hoononri coita-

oapbveswNiebnaritaafng

ftai taedtog onidB only pirttri praadion

feom becoming pngnart and Ns pata protac-

kn itaaaian soikaiya you bnari taa) tar

tonga pariakatim Xdu rinuM ua antar
mitood d cdiaiion whk bNBl taakg ai)
conada riaUng honnonri cniaoepbvas a#y
akr you hM aaaad your did compMriy

LUiaMayla*
f you aa sdidutad nr aiy ttnatory tasts. til

your doctor )nu ae Hong a honnoni conlnap-
to« CMnMood tais may be alBdaf by hor-

monri cuiauepliMS

Cerkn drum may irkod wft homunri conta-

capbMS to mte toan ta akdive to pawing
pnonancy V caae a chaige to Maattog nians
Sudi dugs ndude aninogkathnidB. rtampin,

(tigs usa) tar epitapay sudiB baMtuiies (Id

aanpti, phenobabHaf). cabanoBpine. and

pbaiytoto (DHain is one braid d tois drug).

phaybutBone (BubDdidto Is OR Maid), habi
produds ontarang SL Jdn^ Wort (hypaicum

pataiatom). aid possibly cetan adbidcs You
may need to use an addltonri conbacaplon

method whai you tia dugs whtah can mrie

homionricniaxpllvataitadlve Owglrar
Klton skxks hM nd baai condudRl wtt
LUNELLP- MorMy Coizapbve kiBltan

> tWytaaaMM flaaabH

yta nanalul btaaing

Ean I you do nthM ay maabut btaat-

toa inu sbnM rii atomon a morft tai

gMlniadjonafUJBlP'lteittty
conbaaptka biidtaa

• I is mpokl tai mi Moriw adid your lai
toiKltara ri ta lUtkm I you cant MGiw
your tajajtan on ine, ookdMu haftCM
pnMda to noka 81 afkr toiidtan.

21ftSilX£522£rLai|aaMw Ba|BNaBM MaMtiSr
• Wgu oodd bann pngnM Imi nta your

injBkn V Mi tanga ton 33 das briaMi
tojaltant. The mon d«s yoi aril ta gnrii
ta ria Ml you oouU baxme pngnat

• AaMu heritoen pravlda to noonrand
antar lyiad birtb coi*d (acb8 ontanB
oraspamiade)taryoutoiae

• lift w» your harito cae pRNida to kd oi
abanjfou rivuM wave your nat toickn d
LUNOLF" Mnftly Cdia^ika kjadoi

• >bur haaft cae provKta na do a tari to mria
an youM nd pngna< baba gMng you
your nai tolaiai oTujWUP' UonNy
Cdiaqftatolaini.

•ktaknaMitllCUf"

Theinddm d tiikn wft UfeiP- Moftly
Conbaopbw tojedton naukig to pniMncy is

ta toai 1 paoat (ie. die pngnacy pa 100

Momai pa yea) it gaai every morthadMkd
I you totok tori you may be pngnat. ba sue to

crityofhaftcmpnMda

Wtal II Mbalk taaaM hipaair
>bu wi mat to iop yourmonMy tojaftn d
UMLLf" btarMy^kio^ kSoilifca
womai bagto to pndun aggiapi (and oouU
' "^ ")habecome pngnat)inlbn to I

raraaipctton

Thae m^f beam di^f >i becomtog pagnnt
akr you iop uang hdmonri ooiaaiigllvai todu-

dtog LUNBIE" MoMy Coanplva kpta,
espaMy lyou hal toenkr maatoal cyds
bribn vou staikd using hornionri cdtanpbns.
Thae doesndvpar to be aiy (Daa to Mft
datacb to natam briMS whan pngnancy oocun

soon^ariBpptoghoanonricuiiaLnaiBi.

LUI&LE* t«dMy Coraxxpbve kydton nay
caua weign gin d mon toan 10 pounds

iT'V'ii"-..! |-r;

LUNELiP'MaiMyCanbaoapbvetoMaicai
only ba rihcka I you leceive you nialtons a
ta(
—

—

ingaiond kgidoMd dri honoi oataoaMB
tVjwugdyaiOiiadDagamiycaaiiaaaai
aadwribkdngnbnMi tocMdoveidDagi
odkdMuhiih cae pmkfera (toanbit
Keep IWs and rildmaoddtaaatiddidi

• WWii ta list 5 djsdta Start d you
noimri maabiat period

• I yw ae pnaalta ukig aiotha In d birth

cniol. mr haili CM provktar ai dRjde
ta bariin tar you to start LUNajP*
MoiftlyCaMcBiivetoialton TNswilatp
mieam you hM cdinuaf coriacflpbve

>bu haftCM pnida wi Ha a mafci
aid tam%hato7 brine pnajtaighaiiial
od*ai|ivei Vfau shoiit noive yaaly ptiyicri

aantoitaRB by inu haaft CM pimida Be aai
to liomi you haft CM praiMa I tan i a
tamiy habiry d ay d taamHoB ktad aai-
ouiy n tois MtaL Bean to kaap it appoal-

mak i«i yaw haftCM proida, bacaaeIk
JsairatoktawiitoaitoaBMiayigwd
akfe ekcb d hoanal coniacaplva uaa. I you
eat man ikmaian ixul homnl ointioap-

SlS^Zml!m!l^*' Man-itatyainaywtiitaMd""^

i£ssr- aauadt.
•UfAlf MdiaCotaaMvetaclan "T" * "^jy^.^^^y^
laabegkaiiwAtiiamySbJtd^aid Sg"*^"**"" "»
nobtofBi3a^*ryowtaii«Ekn ^'^
ThataataiyafiattoialkntiktaBntoB) HklunA-
bytamitarafdViJayMimkaa Wjar^maihi a
tatadtaivaidndbrtatangvaaiutd ^".^TSB^.TT

VISIT THESE GREAT WEBSITES

WHAT'SlT'S X THIS G\

art WEEK 6
1 Mf I il April 5-1 1,2001 •

Dwpt. of ArohNactur* & Uibai Design
iwww.aud4iola.adu • 92S.mi
Dwpt of OMign
www.dwaion4ida.adu • a2SLB007

Dwpt. of Ettmomuacotogy
www.allmonMMicucia.adu • 206JOSS

Fowl«r Musaum
www.anGti.uGta.adu • 826^4361

Film & Tolaviaion Arctuvw

www.cln«ma.ucia.«du • 206.mm _
Hammer Mus«um iBI^B

ud^adu. 44X7000 UCL^I^

UCLA ParforTTMng Arts

www4Mrfannln9arts4icta.adu • 82S.2101

Dept of M«Aic
wwwjnuaicjicta.«du • 82S.4761

Owpt of VVortd Arts & CuttuTM
www.wac ucta adu • 829.3961

UCLA Cwitra TkkM Office

vifww.cto.ucta.edu • 826.2101

1
UCLA Perlomitng Arts Student Commrttae
www.8ca.ucta.edu • 82S.32S3

^wwwJiammar.i

your weekly guide to on-cainpus arts related events

Thursday, April 5 Fridays April 6
UCLA Fwforming Arta prasents

David Sedans &
Sarah Vowell
8pm • Royce Hall

$30. Genera/

The best-selling authof of "Bairel Fever"

and "Naked,' David Sedaris is joined by

quirky public radio storyteller and

author of Take the Cannoli," Sarah

Vowell

UCLA Hammer Museum presents

Utorary/Book ftogram

Urban Poetry/
Spoken Word
7:30pm • Hammer Museum
Urban Poelry/Spoken Word features

provocative lyricists confronting

everyday triumph, rage, and anxiety

through contemporary rhymes.

UCLA Peflorming Arte presents

Vida
DiscutMon/Demonstration
12-pm. Schoenberg 13A3

with the artists

These four powerful female voices

are generating a bu2z in clubs and

concert halls across the country,

performing a wiWIy eclectic repertoire

- from Bulgarian and African folk

songs to black spirituals.

UCLA FHm & Mevision Afchive

piBsenta

The Rains Came
7:30pm. James Bridges Theater

$6i Genera/; $4. Student- r^vith ID)

Friday, April 6
UCLA Psfforming ArU presents

Vida
CentOiStaoe • 7pni • Jan Popper
Theater

with the artists

Parfbnnanoe • 8pm • Schoenberg
Hail

$25. Genera/; $9. Students (with ID)

Please refer to above listings for

description

Hammer
Museum

Continuing
Events

Hammer Projects:

Arturo Herrera -

through April 15

Hammer Projects:

Francesca Gabbiani' -

through April 15

Making Time:

Considering Time as a

Material in

Contemporary Video

and Film -

through April 29

I'm Thinking of a Place

- through April 15

Department of Art presenu

fAJA. Thesis Exhibition #1
New Wight Galkiry, 1 100 Dickson
Art Center

Last Day!

Free

The first in a series of exhibitions

highlighting the wor1< of students

completing the Masters of Fine Arts

degree.

Saturday, April 7
UCLA Film ft liBleviskNi Archive

presents

A River Runs Through If

The^BengmU Cinema ofRitwikGhatak

The Cloud-Capped Star
Subamarekha
6:30pm*. James Bridges Theater

$6. General; $4. Students (with ID)

Please note earlier start time

Sunday, April 8
UCLA FHm ft Islevfsion Archive
presents

Kids' Ricks

A Selection from
Weston Woods
2:00pm. James Bridges Theater

$4, General

A RhrerfUms Through k:

The Bengali Cinema of

Ritwik Cthatak

E-Hat
Reason, Debate and
A Story
6:30pm*, James Bridges Theater

$6. General; $4. Students (with ID)

'Please note earlier start time

Mondays April 9
DepL of ArcMtecture ft Urtian Design
presents

Blllie Tsien
630 pm • 1302 Perioff Hall (Decafe)

Free

Tsien is known for her unique ability to

cross disciplinary boundaries. She is a

noted designer of museums and art

facilities.

DapL of ArcMtecture ft UrbMi Deatgn
presertts

Johnston Marklee:
The Eariy Yeara
1318 Perioff Hall

Free- through May 11

A mixed-media exhibition with

drawings end rrxxlels of the worlt of

architects Sharon Johnston & Mark
Lee

Monday, April 9
DepL of i>esign/Meilia Alts presents

"Streaming CuMure" Lecture Series

Gloriana Davenport
6«) pm • 1A73 Dickson Art Center

Free

Davenport is a trained documentary

filmmaker and has achieved

international recognitk>n for her work
in new media forms.

Tuesday, April 1
UCLA FUm ft leievision Archive

presents

aty ofUghts,City ofAngels:^

A Week ofFrench FUms

The Closet (Le Placard)
7:30pm. ©Directors Guild of America

$7. General; $5. Students (with ID)

In person: Francis Vetter

Hammer Museum presents

=film

Chris Welsby Program 2
Anemometer
Paifc

Forest Bay
Winter and Summer
WmdmilS
Estuary

7:30 pm • Hammer Museum
$5. General; $3. Students (with ID)

Organized by Mari( Ranee

DepL of Design/Media Arts presents

"Streaming Culture" Lecture Series

Myst III: The Exile
6:00 pm • Dickson Auditorium

Free

A team of designers, programmers
and artists will demonstrate their

woric. discuss the challenges they

faced in creating the and answer

questions about working in the

games industry.

Iffednesday^
April n
UCLA Film ft Television Archive

presents

City ofUghts, City ofAngels:

A Week ofFrench FUms

Petite Cherie
7:30pm, ©Directors GuiW of America

57, General; $5. Students (with ID)

In person: Anne Vitaceque

Fowler Museum
Continuing Events

Maff|uee MaiJness:

The Attack of the

50-Foot Poster

through June 24

Death-Stallcing, Sleep

Wallting, Bartiarian Ninja

Terminators: Hand-
Painted Movie Posters

from Ghana
through July 29

IVIalting Faces, Playing

God: The Art of

Transformational

Makeup
through July 29

Body Politics:

The Female Image in

Luba Art and the

Sculpture of Alison Saar

through May 13

Imaging Women in

Afrtean Art: Selected

Sculptures from Los

Angeles Collections

through May 13

Moche Rneline Painting

of Ancient Peru
through September 23

in the spotlight

Friday, April 6 • 8pm
Schoenberg Hall's Jan Popper Theater

$25 GenemI; S9 Students (with ID)

CenterStage • 7pm. Schoenberg Hall

vvitli the anists

S^r^Vi Vowell

j\ Thursday, April 5
8pm • Royce Hall

ijii (]''i)fi.ii

UCLA Performing Arts

Student Tickets
www.sca.ucla.ecJu

tttiaiiimaimm Vkm

Ybur Bruin Card Is Your Ticket to Great Seats!

Student Tickets are among some of the BEST seats m the house to UCLA Befformrg
Arts tverts and they are bong heJd exdusivety fix UCLA Sludentsi

Students can purchase tickets ONUNE at wvAv sea uda edu or IN PERSON at CTO.

Your Brum Card wi be your ticket to the event On the day of the event you wiN
•imfily MMipe your Bruin Cwd « the ipacilicdly marfcad entrance.

Fa addrtwnal information visit our website at www sea uda edu A UCLA
Brum Card is requred at the time of purchase AND at the doa of each

perfemianoe Urmt 2 tickets per Brum C»d

mwiwiu 8BW»wwg|BP-iaii>iiwiui»WAiiU)i.iMi miiumiuw

OAH

Apr. 5

Apr 6

Apr 12

Apr. 17

Apr. 19

V20
Apr. 21

Apr. 21

Apr. 22

Apr. 22

Apr. 25

Apr. 26

Apr. 27

Mays

(JAT)Ji»M

TIME ON-SAU nUOENT
MTE PRICE

David Sedans & Sarah Vowell (R) 8pm Sold Out

Vida(S) 8pm Now
Al»a de Larnocha (R) 8pm Now
ChnstopherPaftening&Jut)ilanlSykes(R) 8pm Now
David Higgs(R) 7:30pm Now
SeamiisHeafiey(R) 8pm Now
PacodeLudaarx) Septet (R) 8pm Now
Race deLu(3a and Septet (R) 8pm Now

JufeBuddP) 8pm Now
^^Bicians from Marlboro (S) 4pm Now
Arturo Sandoval Bands David Sanchez Sextet (R) 7pm Now
The Many Smith Project (R) 8pm Now
The Hany Smith Project (R) 8pm Now
lraGlass(R) 8pm Now
Natalie MacMaster(R) 8pm Now

iMNtcinMlxnFrHlPhytaM (S) SdiOTtoiHil(SCC)SkkMCdlw«(M«(R)lli|c«IW(W)l

$15

$9

$12

$12

$7

$9

$15

$15

$9

$9

$12

$15

$15

$9

$9
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Graduate Women in Science
S'OWH B^ luHcA Discussion

Come discuss strategies for overcoming gender-based roadblocks to
the sciences. Share and learn tips for advancing your career in the sciences.

Please mark your calendar for any or all of these dates:

April 6 and 19, Nay i June 1

12:00-1:00 p.m.

Room 2, Dodd Hall

For more information please call (310) 825-3945 or drop by
The Center for Women & Men in Room 2, Dodd Hall.

sponsored by the UCLA Center for Women & Men
www.thecenter.ucla.edu

Verizon Wireless
Simple. Affordable. National. ven on . 'i:,><;

^9!£-^

'2i <2> ^

1700
minutes

for only^^gg per month^\M^^ for 1 St 3 months
^# $24.99 thereafter

200 Anytime Minutes

500 Night & Weekend Minutes

or Free Long Distance Minutes

1 000 Mobile to Mobile Minutes

^^^

NOKIA 5185

OB OBI 9
«D "D OS
O « CI

1950
minutes

'
^^ ^r §^L for 1 St 3 months^M^m $39.99 thereafter

450 Anytime Minutes

500 Night & Weekend Minutes

or Free Long DistanQC Minutes

1 000 Mobile to Mobile Minutes

^AUDIOVOX 4000 /

PLUS!

COUNCIL
From page 1

11,906 voters aged 18-24, according

to the Holmby-Westwood Property

Owners Association.

But their presence still makes up
8.4 percent of all registered voters in

the district.

"As the presidential election in

Florida showed, there are flaws in the

democratic machinery," Hayden
said.

Hayden said one of those flaws is

how candidates approach the student

vote.

"The student vole is an idealistic

vote," Hayden said. "Students have

been intentionally ignored by the

political establishment in order to

suppress the progressive/environ-

mental student vote."

Former UCLA political science

and environmental professor turned

fourth-time city council candidate

Laura Lake expressed the impor-

tance of students becoming political-

ly involved at a similar forum in

January.

"Students don't vote, which puts

our country in jeopardy," Lake said.

Bruin Democrats president and
fourth-year policy and media studies

student Melanie Ho recognized the

significance of the event to students.

—-^'This is the time to Hnd out what is-

going on and what the candidates will

do to address us, a large constituen-

cy," Ho said.

Ho also noticed the lack of student

turnout and commented on the equal

responsibility between voters and
candidate^.

"It's the responsibility of the stu-

dents to be aware, and the responsi-

bility of the candidates to show that

they're listening," Ho said.

"Students are often ignored

because of their low voter turnout, so

it's great to see council candidates

because it shows their commitment
by talking to us."

Third-year political science stu-

dent and coordinator of the event,

Danielle Valentino expects candi-

dates to address issues ranging from

urban planning, BruinGo!, pollution

to the city and school's parking prob-

lems.

"We're such a big part of the dis-

trict that I think it's appropriate that

the candidates address these issues,"

Valentino said.

Valentino said the Bruin

Democrats also planned to bring up
more practical issues such as the fact

that clubs and pool halls are nonexis-

tent in Westwood.

Following the student sentiment in

recent weeks in regards to SP-I and
SP-2, the UC Regents' 1995 policies,

which ended affirmative action in

admissions and hiring, will bring edu-

cation issues into the discussion,

according to Ho.

"We're definitely going to bring up
education, equality and access to edu-

cation," Ho said. "While some
schools are very well off financially,

some have infrastructure problems
and the government needs to address

these issues."

If a candidate does not obtain

more than 50 percent of the vote on
April 10, the likely runoff will be held

between the two 'eading candidates.

Current Councilman Mike Feuer

is leaving office and running for city

attorney.

Candidates include business-

woman and former UCLA professor

Jill Barad, consumer protection

attorney Nate Bernstein, self-pro-

claimed graffiti fighter and business-

man Joe Connolly, independent busi-

nessman Ken Gerston, Hayden,
Friends of Westwood President and
former UCLA professor Lake, gun
safety advocate Constantina

Milonopoulos, entertainment indus-

try executive Steve Saltzman, neigh-

borhood planner and business-

woman Robyn Ritter Simon,
Assistant United States Attorney
Jack Weiss and CPA Victor N.
Viercck.
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FREE SAFETY INSPECTION. .^^
check up includes / battery & charging system • belts & hoses

A NOTICE • • i:!:^^^ .jr:r^
BEL-AIR SHELL

Auto Care
Service Center

Hours of Operation:
8:00 AM - 5:00 PM
Monday - Saturday

,s('M ^J,,Mt1 Sfpuiu^da Bi\(i.

At Moicit^i

Ln> .\',,'«^ies. California 90049

Bel Air Shell
Tun H.iristMi

(310) 476 1979 Fax;(310j 4Zfit7C

V

BUY/\NDH0LD
SM

presents

II

How TOUGH is your school?

University of

Soutiieru Caiifornia
As if you needed another reason to beat up on those

chumps at the University of Southern California!

Help your set'

If your school has the

)\ kick some toil! Start investing with BUYondHOLD!

If your school has the nicst funded accounts, you could win a $2500 scholarship!
With just a $20 minimum investment, open an account at BUYandHOLD today!

BUYondHOLD brings investing to college students:
Start inv'0<'.'\.i *.^:ij. c. c. -^

-^ ,

No Minirr.o'^^' ?:.: j-^

)Cn an c:^

Goto

www.buyandhold.com/grudgematch
to oot stof^e>^ '^< ^ V. in BRUINS on the Registration Page!
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ITASA the Intercollegiate Taiwanese American Students Association
& WU the Taiwanese American Union presents:

Friday, April 6 @ 9-12a.m., Westwood Plaza

qW for " -experience all sorts

#te0^ I ^^ fo/wonese foo(

f^Ql^^ -arts and crafts

^ *.KM£S I --refreshing BOBA drinks

^Pv^^ -m(;s/c 6k DJ Corero//

MCfSl^* "dragon dancing

-and much morel!

^^^

Info I/ne; Tiffany Hung
3W.209.0321

17454 website: www.itasawestcoast.org'
funded by theCompus Programs Cowmitlee of the Program Activittes BoarT j

Please make plans to join us for 2001
Audition Information Meetings to get
information on next year's squad, the

_ audition process and receive an
Application Form. Information Meetings

will be held on the following dates:

Monday, April 2, at 4 p.m.
Tuesday, April 3, at 8 p.m.
(Rieber Fireside Lounge)

Wednesday, April 4, at 9 a.m. & 4 p.m.
Thursday, April 5, at 9 a.m. & 4 p.m.

Friday, April 6, at 12:30 p.m.
Meetings will be held in

Ackerman Union 2408—^- -

April 20-22, 2001
UCLA Men's Gym

Cheer Squad, Dance Team,
Joe and Josie Bruin,

Yell Crew

UCLA
Spirit Squad
Auditions

Audition Schedule!
Mascot: Fri., April 20th, 7 p.m.
Dance Team: First Round:
Sat., April 21st, 8:30-Noon

Finals: Sun., April 22nd, 8:30-Noon
Cheer: Sat., April 21st, 1:30-4:30 p.m
Yell Crew: Sat., April 21st, 5-7 p.m.

Contact person:

Mollie Quinn
Mquinn@saonet.ucla.edu

310-206-8818

./

• Perform in front of thousands at all UCLA events!

• Represent UCLA at Away Football and Basketball games!

• Workout gear is sponsored by Adidas!

• Opportunity to work with personal trainers!

•Tickets to all of the games!

Center Vi^v wStiiilcnt IVfi^raiiiiiiiii;^

Jitf'm.

MEMORY
From page 3

them."

Aramayo says that Witham spoke

with her family frequently.

"They wouldn't just talk, they

would laugh. She loved them mojc
than anything in this world."

Her family says that they were

truly blessed with an angel from heav-

en. Witham had wanted to be a news

anchor since her high school days. In

college, she worked for Mainline, the

first newsmagazine to air on UCLA
TV. She worked for Fox KTTV, serv-

ing as an assignment desk researcher

and field producer and was in the

process of creating a tape of her work
to send to various networks.

Witham's friends and family say

that her presence would light up the

room. She was the first person to say

good morning, and always said good
night. She liked to sing in the shower,

try new things, and had the most
incredible brown eyes.

She was sincere* articulate, and

genuine.

She has been known to say: "This

is going to sound cheesy, but I'm real-

ly happy we're friends."

After years of Witham showing
her friends and family how much they

meant to her through her cards, her

aafords, and her actions, it has bccn=
their turn to show the world just how
much she meant to them.

COURT
From page 4

Students at the university protested

last Thursday against the decision.

According to university officials,

the CIR has a nationwide campaign
against affirmative action.

"They clearly have a national strat-

egy to go state by state and dismantle

affirmative action," said University of

Michigan spokeswoman Julie

Peterson.

Besides California and
Washington, which decided to stop

the use of affirmative action by voter

initiative, court decisions in Texas,

Louisiana, Alabama and Georgia
have come down against the use of

racial preferences.

"I think it's likely they will contin-

ue to target schools until their goals

are settled nationally," Trujillo-Cox

said.

The American Civil Rights

Institute, a non-profit educational

foundation similar to the CIR, was
founded by UC Regent Ward
Connerly, who spearheaded the

regents' policies SP-I and 2, ending
affirmative action throughout the UC
system. The ACRI also sponsored
Proposition 209, the state voter initia-

tive that ended the use of affirmative

action in California.

"Even if a school is able to demon-
strate that diversity is valuable, it has-

n't been able to make the case that

diversity should trump someone's
constitutional right to equal protec-

tion," said Kevin Nguyen, executive

director ofACRI.
He said he is not supportive of

affirmative action because it implies

people of a certain skin color think a

certain way.

"The definition of diversity itself

needs to be challenged," Nguyen
said. "In an educational setting, it

should be a diversity of viewpoints -

this is different from racial (diversi-

ty)"

Friedman alluded to such ideas in

his ruling.

"The connection between race and
viewpoint is tenuous at best,"

Friedman said during the court hear-

ing.

"The defendants (University of
Michigan) walk a fine line in simulta-

neously arguing that one's viewpoints

arc not determined by one's race but

that certain viewpoints might not be

S««<0UIIXpa9e14
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Mid-Canipus:

«25-()768
4223 Mntll
Sciences Builcliiig

South-Ciinipiis:

825-7983
A3-()(>2

Center for the
Health Sciences

Student Psyctiological Services (SPS) provides confidential individual and group counseling through two
campus locations. It is staffed by psychologists, clinical social workers and psychiatrists who are familiar with
the needs and Interests of university students. We are open fy/londay through Friday from 8 a.m. to 5 p m
Services are free to currently registered UCLA students.

SPRING GROUPS
For information or an intake appointment for any of the Spring Groups, please stop by our offices or call the location number.

<*BRUIN WEIGH"
A weekly weight loss group sponsored by the Arthur Ashe Student

Health and Wellness Center, in conjunction with Student

Psychological Services and UCLA Recreation.

This interdisciplinary weight loss program combines nutrition education, medical

management, cognitive/l)ehavioral strategies, stress management, social support, and
fitness classes. For information, contact Shen Alt)ert, MPH, RD at (310) 794-4180.

Tuesdays 3:30 p.m. -5:30 p.m. 794-4180

DISSERTATION AND THESIS
SUPPORT GROUP
For Graduate Students

Come to one of these groups if you are a graduate student whd' would like a safe and
supportive place to discuss issues and difficulties regarding the Thesis and Dissertation

writing process Call for an intake appointment Three groups are t)eing offered.

Tuesdays

Wednesdays

-fndays

3:00 p.m. -5:00 p.m.

3:00 p.m - 5:00 p.m.

^0:00 a.m. -121

825-0768

825-0768

GETTING BEYOND GRIEF
Dealing With the Aftermath of Death

Whether the death was recent or long ago, was of someone close to you or an observed
event, was due to natural causes or suicide, the effects on survivors are often similar.

Issues that will be dealt with include: feelings of anger and guilt; effective and non-

effective ways of coping; and phases of bereavement. Call for an intake appointment.

Mondays

Thursdays

4:00 P.M. - 5:30 p.m.

4:00 p.m. - 5:30 p.m.

825-7985

825-7985

LESBIAN & BISEXUAL WOMEN'S
SUPPORT GROUP

A support group for women who wish to explore their identity and coming out issues, self-

esteem, and personal and interpersonal concerns Call for an intake appointment.

Thursdays 9:30 a.m.- 11:00 a.m. 825-0768

MAINTAINING HEALTHY LIFESTYLES
Examine Strategies To Prevent Problematic Behaviors

Due To Drugs And Alcohol

Problems with drugs and alcohol can negatively effect one's performance and progress in

school as well as other areas in life. This group will focus on exploring how the use of

drugs and alcohol have led to difficulties in one's life, how they influence behavior, and
ways to prevent reoccurring problems. (This group is a replacement for UCLA's Conduct
Course and is jointly sponsored by Student Psychological Services and the Arthur Ashe
Student Health and Wellness Center

)

Tuesdays 1 :00 p.m. - 2:00 p.m. 825-0768

MIND/BODY WORKSHOPS
Learn how to improve your physical health and well-being through your thoughts, feelings,

behavior and relationships UCLA students can attend any or all workshops Registration is

not required Workshops jointly sponsored by the Student Psychological Services and the

Arthur Ashe Student Health and Wellness Center.

Mind/Body A: Meditation, Guided Imagery and Mindfulness: Techniques for coping with

problems and stress.

Mind/Body B Meditation and Self-Hypnosis; Using inner thoughts and feelings to control

physical well-being.

Mind/Body C: Mental Body Scan, Meditation and Progressive Muscle Relaxation; Plus: How
relationships and communicatkw patterns affect physical health

Call 825-0768 for dates and times * -

OVERCOMING DISSERTATION BLOCKS
3 Pari Series

Participants can attend any or all workshops.
,

Workshop I - Vou will learn strategies for overcoming psychotogical bk)cks to completing
your dissertation or qualifying papers. ,:

Workshop II - Participants will share with each other helpful tips and strategies that have
worked for them in the past.

Group - TMs Witt be the "hands-on" group. Members will bring their laptops (you do not

need to have one to attend), articles, parts of manuscripts, etc. We will explore and work
through the psychological barriers that try to defeat you as you attempt to do your work

Tuesdays 9:00 a.m. - 1 1 :00 a.m. 825-0768

OVERCOMING SHYNESS
The classic signs of shyness include extreme self-consciousness, social and emotional
withdrawal, loneliness, and feelings of worthlessness. If shyness is interfering with your

goals to live a full life with social connections, this group will provide a supportive

environment to learn new tools to manage social anxiety, calm your inner thoughts, and
develop the social and communication skills to help you interact with others in a
meaningful way

MONDAYS 3:00 P.M. - 4:30 PM. 825-0768

PSYCHIATRIC DISABILITIES
SUPPORT GROUP

This group is for students who have been diagnosed as having a chronic psychiatric

condition or disability, such as bipolar disorder. The group will combine support and coping

strategies. Please call for an intake interview.

Mondays 10:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m. 825-0768

PSYCHOTHERAPY GROUP
For Self Exploration, Personal Growth and Change

5:00 p.m. - 6:30 p.m. 825-7985

1:30 p.m. -3:00 p.m. 825-7985

1:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m. 825-7985

This group will explore a range of personal and interpersonal concerns including self-

esteem, assertiveness, intimacy and emotional expressiveness The intent of this group is

to help the participants enhance their sense of personal competence. Call for an intake

appointment Three groups are being offered

Wednesdays

Thursdays

Fridays

REFLECTIONS: SUPPORT GROUP
FOR WOMEN

This support group is designed for women students who are struggling to achieve a
healthy, loving relationship with food, eating, and their bodies This group will explore a
number of topics including eating as a way to deal with emotions, family rules or

messages that may lead to disordered eating, the emphasis society places on appearance,
and the hurtful media images women confront everyday. Learn to stop hating your body
and free yourself from the food and weight obsession. Call for an intake appointment

Wednesdays 3:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m. 825-0768

STRESS CLINIC
The Stress Clinic offers three and four session groups each focusing on different

coping skills and strategies for reducing excessive stress and increasing

performance effectiveness. The Stress Clinic group schedules and other sign-up
information can be obtained by calling 825-0768 or visiting the Mid Campus
location at 4223 Math Sciences.

COGNITIVE APPROACHES TO STRESS
MANAGEMENT

The amount of stress a person experiences is often related to how he or she interprets

events, not just the events themselves This group will focus on identifying beliefs and
self-talk that may intensify stress responses and on replacing them with more realistic

and constructive ways of thinking. • ...

REDUCING PUBLIC SPEAKING ANXIETY
This group is tor students wanting to be more comfortable when speaking in front of

others. Raising a hand in class, answenng questions in front of a group, giving

presentations and approaching professors are some of the variety of situations this group
will address. Specific cognitive and behavioral techniques (or reducing anxiety will be
presented Participants will have an opportunity to practice these techniques in a

supportive setting.

REDUCING TEST TAKING ANXIETY
This four-session group focuses on ways to reduce anxiety related to tests Specific

techniques for reducing anxiety and improving effectiveness in taking tests will be
presented Participants will have an opportunity to practice these techniques in a

supportive environment

RELAXATION TRAINING AND
BIOFEEDBACK

This group is designed to help participants learn ways to remain calm during stressful

situations A variety of tools, including biofeedback, imagery, relaxation and positive self-

talk will be Introduced

STRESS CLINIC WORKSHOP SERIES
One-session workshops focusingon various stress -related topics. (See Stress Clinic

Brochure for topics and schedule.)
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Fast
Free

Delivery

THE ORIGINAL
1 large slice of Pizza, Salad Bar. witti 1/2 order of

Mojo Potatos, arxi FREE al) you can drink Beverage

Bar only...$3.99
( With 2 slices of Pizza only $4.99 ).

Dfno'in or cany out oiHy

DOUBLESPBML
Two large one topping pizzas for

$14.99—
Limit 2 orders

(save ovef $ 1 0)

Your choice of Thin Cngt. Hand Tossed Classic Crust, New York Styte, of Deepdtsh Pan at no extra charge

SUPER SPECIAL
1 medium one topping pizza Any large 3 topping pizza or any Speckilty Pizza

$5.99 "^$9.98
2 medium one topping pizzas,

only $11.98.

SpKioMn indud* V«g««arian, Sholw/t Sfwdd, liMn Otiuu. BM
QiidMn, Spky Mian SoMog*, and Fmh Gardm Kna

(save over S5)

Fast Free Delivery

824-41 1

1

1114 Gayley Ave. Westwood Village
Sun-Thurs 'till 1:00 am

Fri-Sat 'till 2:00am

SHAKEY'S COMBIHAmH

^$14^19
Any medium one topping pizza plus mojo
potatoes, FREE Salad! and your choice of:

• 4 pieces chicken or • 10 Buffalo wings or
• Pasta & Garlic Bread

BRUIN CARD

FREE DRINK W/ANY BUFFET PURCHASE W/ UCLA STUDENT ID

Celebrating 20 years as your friend business

15 Minutes from UCLA. A few blocks from the Staples Center

open 7 days/Week
9 AM to 7PM

Directions: 1-405 s to 1-10 E
ixit Grand Avo.
Left on Hill

Comer of Hill

and Venice

FREE PARKING IN REAR

Kitchen:

ly i-«^

DrinkMaster

$24.99

Proctor SIlex, 6 speed $14.99

Hamilton Beach, 7 speed $16.99

Oster. 10 speed $24.99

® Oster
Juice Extractors

From $19.99

Regal
12 cup

Drip Coffee-Mkr

$9.99

Microwaves
Panasonic #

From $49.99
^^

China
Dinner ware
!0 piece Sets

From $6.99

Toasters
From $7.99

MR.O®FFEE
Cappuccino

& Espresso Maker

$29.99

Cookware

7-Piece Sets

From $14.99

New Place?
GET YOUR DOPE AT HOPE

Electronics. Furniture and More
SOrsi Y

53" PROJECTION TV
Un-Advertisable

Unbeatable price!

Televisions

SONY

SONY

Boom Box W/CD
&ottier

brands

From

$39.99

Unly

WalkmeniSONY

[iElFISHER & other brands

20''fnN. $129.99 13''fnHn $89.99
I

^ReniQti

& other
oranos

From $7.99

;e

t
72"Torchiere

I

Lamp (Bulb Incl.)

I
From $14.99

1
Assorted
Scooters
From $14.99

Hoover &

Upright Vacuums

On sale SAVE $40

[Coffee Tables, Chairs,

^^ Battiroom Racks,
&more

& other brands

From $9.99

FFISHER
Racic System

(220Watts)

From $399.99

Discmen SONY

& Other brands

From $ 29.99

Sony VCR
From $79.99

SSOIV4 V

a

SONY
# & Other brands

Cordless Phones
From $19.99

Desk
Chair & Lamp

$39.99

^^Barbeque
TT 14M8", 22" available

oV As Low As $9.99

^FBHER
f ottters

available

spc.Table Set
(Wooden or Glass

Available)

As Low as

Futon
or ma
$59.99 each

UCLA ^^ ^^ ^^^ ^"^^^"i $100
students you Spend at HOPE

Must present this coupon Expires 6/30/2001. Not good
w/^ttwfoffer 1 coupon per customer. Limit $25 off.

1501 South Hill Street
Lot Angeles. 90015

!

P™c/<«-^^ Bead,le
l^ionee* SONY

MMT* MhNImI «• I
SINGER

COURT
From page 12

voiced if students of particular races

are not admitted in significant num-
bers," he added

But ofllcials at the university said

they put together a court case like no

other.

"We put together a book of expert

witness testimony and in a landmark

study we documented that students

who learn in a racially diverse envi-

ronment learn better," Peterson said.

YELL
From page 4

Ironically, Ross said, complaints

mostly come from students trying to

study or those returning from the

library who were assaulted with water

balloons, eggs and water.

But Schulte said going outside is a

choice.

"Everyone who's out there wants

to be out there," he said. "It's not

loud - I'd be able to sleep right

through it if I wanted."

UCPD appeared to have complete

control of the streets during the mid-

night hours of finals week, position-

ing themselves at vtrtuany every

major intersection of Westwood's
North Village.

Greenstein said police had antici-

pated more activity Thursday night

of finals week since most students

would be finished with exams and the

Duke V. UCLA basketball game was
being broadcasted that night. Despite

a Bruin loss, that rolled around with-

out a hitch.

Administrators weren't prepared

to take action against rowdy students

until the December 1999 Midnight

Yells when students started burning

couches, Taylor said, when they real-

ized a possible lawsuit was looming in

the case of an injury.

"The pocketbook speaks," she

said.

BUDGET
From page 5

cial education spending by $ 1 80 billion

over the next decade. It is receiving

$6.3 billion this year. In talks.

Republicans have offered him more
than $100 billion.

Senate GOP leaders, who met pri-

vately to decide their next move,
emerged with upbeat words.

"We're going to have a tax cut in the

$1.6 trillion range," predicted Senate

Majority Leader Trent Lott, R-Miss.

"Along the way, there'll be some
bumps in the road. It's typical,

Congress has always added more
spending."

Lott switched his vote on the

Democratic education amendment to

"yes" at the last minute. Under Senate

rules, he can demand a second roll call

after GOP leaders try flnding two sen-

ators to change their votes. With a SO-

SO roll call. Republicans could use Vice

President Dick Cheney's tifrbreaking

vote to carry the day for Bush.

Chafce, Jeffords and Sen. Arien

specter, R-Pa., joined Lott in voting

for the Democratic amendment,
which was sponsored by Sen. Tom
Harkin, D-lowa. Miller was the only

Democrat to oppose it.

Congress' budget is a guide that sets

overall tax and spending limits. The
details are set in separate, later bills,

but budget battles are fierce because

they let each party make statements

about their priorities.

Daschle, for example, told reporters

that a pile of Democratic amendments
aimed at shifting money from Bush's

tax cut to other prograrffs were
designed to "define the Republicans

for what I think they truly are, harsh

and right-wing, with absolutely no indi-

cation of an appreciation for compas-
sion."

r
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On April 10, Many In Los Angeles
,

/•

Will Not Vote
The Kids of Los Angeles Need Your Help!!

Matthew Rodman
For LAUSD School Bpard, District 4
A Voice For Real Reform In LA's Schools

Here are the problems:

• How would you have liked to spend hours on a school bus each day? Schools are so
o vercrowded that thousands of children spend up to two hours on a bus every day.

• Do you like the fact that people in LAUSD are paid hundreds of thousands of dollars and not

held accountab le for their work? LAUSD pays high salaries to thousands of bureaucrats while
skimping on teacher salar ies and classroom supplies.

• Should children in today's schools feel unsafe while they are trying to learn? School police

respond e very week to a growing number of threats and violent acts on campus.

The career politicians and the bureaucrats want you to ignore this election to keep
them in power.

It's time for someone to offer solutions. It's time for someone with the energy, the will, and the

experience to make a difference for the children of Los Angeles... It's time for Matthew
Rodman.

• Matthew Rodman has the experience to bring common sense to the

o versight of a $9 billion budget.

• Matthew Rodman will make tough choices for the benefit of the

students
,
not the bureaucrats or other special interests.

• Matthew Rodman has the background we need to build more
comm unity schools, empower teachers and principals, and make
our schools saf e.

It's not just rhetoric - Rodman has structural solutions!

Visit www.rodmanforkids.com or call 310/202-0622 for more
information.

Don't Be Part Of The 80% Of Non-Voting 18-24 Year Olds
Begin The Education Reform With Your Vote On April 10th

for

School Board
VOTE APRIL 10**^

I WWW.fOaW<>Hfc)>fcill>.OOfB I i
Paid for by Rodman for Kids.
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Do you want to become
a leader on campus?

Check out the

BRUIN LEADERS PROJECT
A seminar based leadership project sponsored by the Center for Student

Programming that will help you develop your leadership skills. Come check
us out at a no obligation orientation session it is definitely worth a look!

Bruin Leaders Project Orientation Sessions during First Week (pick one!)

Thursday, April S'" 2-3 p.m. Ackerman 2408

We hope to see you!
For more information on the Bruin Leaders Project, please contact us at c^her

(310) 206-5071 or blp@ucla.edu or stop by our office at 105 KcrckhoffHall.

Website: www.bruinleaders.ucla.echi

your own prescription for

success, health and well being

MindBody Clinic (Free) Drop in.

Guided imagery, relaxation and meditation

1st, 3rd, 5th Wed. 2:00 to 3:00, Ashe Conf. Rm. #414

2nd, 4th Wed. 4:00 to 5:00, Ashe Staff Rm, #416

Except Wed, 25 April, 2:00 to 3:00, Ashe Conf.Rm. #414

Acupuncture ($18 per visit)

By appointment in the Ashe Center

Wed. and Frid. 1 :00 to 5:00, Thurs. 8:00 to 1 2:00

Qi Gong Movement Therapy (Free) Dr^^
Mon. from 4:00 to 4:45 In Ashe Conf. Rm, #414

April 9, 1 6, 23, 30; May 7, 1 4, 2 1 ; June 4

Meditation Workshop (Free) Drop in.

Thurs. from 4:45 to 5:30 pm in Ashe Conf. Rm, #414

April 1 2, 26; May 1 0, 24; June 7

7:00 to 8:00 pm in Rieber Fireside Lounge

Thurs. April 12 and May 17; Wed. May 2

Nutrition Classes (Free)

Wooden Center, Second Floor Conf. Rm.

Wed. from 5:00 to 6:00

April 11,18, 25; May 2, 9, 16, 23, 30

Thurs. from 1:00 to 2:00 .'

, ,

April 12, 26; May 3, 10, 17, 24, 31

Bruin Weigh (Referral needed)

Beginning 1 7 April for 8 weeks

Tues. and Thurs. from 3:30 to 5:00

Coll Sheri Albert, MPH, RD,

for more information 310 798-4180

Ashe Center

Visit th« Ash* CmiIm- w«bsil«

for mor* information, roquost

on appointmont or ask hoaltli

rolcrtod questions • www.
saont. ucla.»du/i»oalth.htm

or coll 310 •25-4073
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LOANS
From page 6

after issuing ttie rcvenye bonds in

May, he said. Those bonds will even-

tually be repaid by Edison and PG&E
customers.

The Department of Water

Resources has been buying power for

the utilities since early January, when
Edison and PG&E disclosed they

were on the verge of bankruptcy and

electricity suppliers began denying

them credit.

Edison and PG&E say they have

lost more than $13 billion since June

due to high wholesale power costs the

state's deregulation law blocks them

from recovering from their cus-

tomers. The San Diego utility is also

struggling with soaring wholesale

prices, although unlike the other two,

much larger utilities, it has not charac-

terized itself as near bankruptcy.

The Standard & Poor's credit rat-

ings agency has had the state on a

credit watch **with negative implica-

tions" since its power-buying began.

REGRET
From page 5

Beijing, Winston Lord, said Jiang's_

departure wasn't a sign that he didnT
take the standolT seriously. Cancelling

the trip "would have made it an incred-

ible crisis," Lord said, and Jiang can

still handle the situation from abroad.

Zhang Hongxi, China's consul gen-

eral in New York, wouldn't comment
directly about Powell's expression of

regret. But he insisted the U.S. plane

was to blame for the crash, and said he

personally favored U.S. payment of

compensation.

He referred to photos that showed

that the front of the plane was dam^
aged. "Anyone who has knowledge of

traffic incidents will know that if a car

hits another one, then the front of that

car will surely be damaged," Zhang
said. "We all know that it is the U.S.

plane that hit our plane. ...The U.S.

side should bear the full responsibili-

ties."

American ofTlcials said Wednesday
that the crew indicated they destroyed

at least some of the intelligence-gather-

ing equipment and data aboard the

plane before it landed. Earlier, U.S.

military officials said they believe

Chinese officials boarded the plane

and examined its equipment despite

American objections.

U.S. diplomats on Hainan said they

received no response to requests

Wednesday to see the crew again or to

meet with Chinese officials. At least six

American officials are on the island,

including the military attache from the

U.S. Embassy in Beijing.

Diplomats saw the 21 men and
three women of the crew late Tuesday

for the first time since the emergency

landing Sunday on Hainan Island. The
diplomats later visited local stores to

buy underwear, soap and other sup-

plies for the crew, though they didn't

know when they would be allowed to

deliver them.

The U.S. military says the EP-3E
was flying in international airspace

when it collided with one of two
Chinese F-8 fighters sent to track it.

Such U.S. nights are meant to gather

information on Chiria's military by

recording radio, radar and other sig-

nals.

China says the American plane hit

the Chinese jet about 60 miles south of

Hainan, causing it to crash. Xinhua

said a search for the missing pilot, iden-

tified as Wang Wei, was stepped up

Wednesday, with 48 planes and 29

ships scanning the sea.

Lord, the former ambassador, said

he feared things could worsen if the

Chinese do not release the U.S. crew.

"The longer they hold onto this

crew, the more the pressure's going to

build up on the president," he said. "I

don't think we've quite crossed the line

into a crisis, but every day and every

development gets us a lot doser to it."

:/>(?-*i9»(.-«*Jt*;- ft --iliJit-v v.

ifth Annual

Womeffl Leadership Conference
Mechanisms for Change

Saturday, April 7. 2001
Ackerman Grand Ballroom

9:45 AM -4:00 PM

No Admission Fee!

' Lunch will be served

,'
.

,

*r '

uring

Jamie Lee Curtis

Actress/Author/Activist

Dr. Micheie Hamilton
Associate Clinical Professor of Medicine/Cardiology, UCLA

Co-Director of UCLA's Heart Failure Program

Congresswoman Lucille Rpybal-Allard (invited)

Representative from California's 33rd District (Los Angeles)

California State Senator Sheila Kuehl
23rd State District (Western Los Angeles County)

Rachael Worby
onductor of the Pasadena Pops Orchestra

Tina Oakland
Director of the UCLA Center for Women and Men

\

\
s on different asp^ptsjof Women's Leadership \

\\

Presented by
Bruin Belles Service Association

Underwritten by the Betty Ford Center

Supported by the Center forWomen and Men
Holiday Inn Brentwood/Bel-Air

Campus Programs Committee of the Program Activities Board
USA Programming and Associated Students interaction Fund

www.come.to/uclawlc
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Affirmative action is

not the tool to increase

diversity at UCLA. See

Viewpoint on Friday.

viewpoint@inedia.ucia.edu

EDITORIAL

Simply repealing SP-1, 2 won't combat apathy
PROTESTS: Students may
remain resistant to cause

without proper education

One thousand students, facul-

ty and community members
converged at UCLA during

the March 14 UC Regents' meeting

demanding that SP-1 and 2 - the

1995 measures that ended the con-

sideration of race, ethnicity and gen-

der in the admissions and hiring

process - be repealed. It didn't hap-

pen, and the responsibility for this

fact falls not only on the regents, but

ariso on the administration. -^=1=
In a powerful display of solidari-

ty, college students, high school stu-

dents, labor groups, Filipino veter-

ans and other activist groups in the

community filled Westwood Plaza.

The organizers should be commend-
ed for not limiting the protest to

members of the UCLA community,

clearly demonstrating that the

repeal of SP-I and 2 is an issue that

will have an impact beyond the UC

population.

We are proud that both the stu-

dents and administration acted

responsibly and showed restraint

during the takeover of Royce Hall.

Failure to do so in the past led to

confrontation and violence.

Throughout the day of protests,

students treated the university and
the UC Board of Regents with

respect, and, therefore, the demon-
strators' message should be afford-

ed the same respect from the

regents.

Even so, the regents who original-

ly stated their support for repealing

SP-1 and 2 did not place it on the

:agenda, claiming that there were not

enough votes for a repeal, or that

success would only be by a slim mar-

gin, if at all. Although we realize the

importance of an overwhelming

majority of the board to support the

repeal, admissions letters had not

yet arrived in the mailboxes of

prospective students. Getting the

vote done before those letters were

sent out was more important to the

health of the university than having

a unanimous vote.

But the regents were not the only

ones who gave up an opportunity to

send a message of inclusiveness: the

protest's organizers did as well.

There are so many students on this

campus who do not even know what
SP-I and 2 stand for.

Even if SP-1 and 2 had been

repealed, it might not have done

much to change the apathetic

atmosphere on campus surrounding

affirmative action. After all, the vast

majority of those present at the

protest were students of color or

members of student advocacy

groups.

This is not shocking: why would

students support affirmative action

if they are not educated on how it

benefits them? The organizers

should have made a more intense

effort to inform everyone about the

benefits of affirmative action - not

just the people who already under-

stand it.

Freedom City, held during the

days before the regents' meeting,

and which partly sought to educate

students about the negative impacts

of SP-1 and 2, was a good idea. But,

instead of limiting the speakers to

Wilson Plaza, the organizers should

have engaged students in discussion

on Bruin Walk and Meyerhoff Park.

Such outreach efforts no doubt

would have increased the turnout

out to the protest and increased

campus-wide support for the repeal

ofSP-1.

SP-I and 2 will be more difficult

to repeal without the support of the

majority, and while repealing it will

send a message to students that UC
welcomes minorities, the anti-afllr-

mative action attitude on campus
may stiH remain. Without education

about affirmative action, many stu-

dents - perhaps a majority of stu-

dents - will still have a tendency to

view minorities as "unqualified."

But students themselves are not

completely at fault for this.

The administration has not taken

significant steps to help educate stu-

dents about the issues facing minori-

ty communities either, since they

continue to overlook the necessity

Media coverage ofAlbanians deceives public
KOSOVO: Rhetoric paints

biased portrait of struggle;

U.S. flip-flops on civilians

Only two years ago, the U.S.

media rallied support for eth-

nic Albanians in Kosovo and
against the "repressive" regime of

Slobodan

Milosevic.

Today, the same
ethnic

Albanians that

gained our

empathy and

U.S. arms are

targeted and

demonized by

the media. It

seems that amid

political strategy

and warfare,

unnoticed by

the U.S. public, there's a little some-

thing that's been lost. It's called the

truth.

In 1999, newspapers all over the

United States talked of "ethnic

cleansing" in Kosovo, trumpeting

the need to intervene and help end

violence toward ethnic Albanians.

U.S. "peacekeepers" showered

Yugoslavia with bombs for 78 days to

bring down a government they called

"repressive" and "undemocratic."

Pick up any newspaper today and

you will see a dramatically different

Vossoughi is a third-year history and
American literature and culture student.

Speak your mind and e-mail her at

shirinv@ucla.edu.

Shirin

Vossoughi

story. The Kosovo Liberation Army,

trained and supported in 1999 by the

U.S.-backed NATO to fight then

president Slobodan Milosevic, has

suddenly morphed into a group of

"extreme guerrillas" and "terrorists"

leading the public to believe that any

violence against Albanian "rebels" is

just, and in fact, necessary.

The Kosovo Liberation Army in

1999 was struggling against discrimi-

nation, racism and religious repres-

sion, aiming to gain equal rights for

the ethnic Albanian community in

Yugoslavia. What has changed?

Today, after the United States suc-

ceeded in destroying the infrastruc-

ture of Yugoslavia and killing thou-

sands of civilians, ethnic Albanians

continue to struggle for equal ri^ts.

The difference is that the government

they are now fighting against sup-

ports the United States, leading

NATO forces to demonize and

ERICA Plhrro/Datly Bfum

attack the same people they so

valiantly protected just two years

ago.

The U.S. mantra becomes clear:

violence is just when used to protect

U.S. interests, but when used against

any group or government backed by

the United States, it's unacceptable

and labeled as "terrorist."

Before 1999, President Milosevic

SccV0SS0U6HI,|M9e21

of an ethnic studies requirement.

Many classes exist that expose

students to the history of discrimina-

tion against many minority groups.

Without an understanding of the

oppression such groups encounter

in this country, ignorance about

affirmative action will continue to

pervade this campus. Sadly, the uni-

versity has failed to implement a

diversity requirement at UCLA.
Regardless of flaws in the stu-

dents' and administration's

approach to this issue, this does

not excuse the regents for not

repealing these hateful policies.

The regents should start the next

academic year with a clean state

for minority communities by

repealing SP-1 and 2 in May.

Repealing SP-1 and 2 will

require that all students be educat-

ed on how they positively benefit

from affirmative action. And it's

up to the administration and stu-

dents to do this so that the regents

receive a clear message in May: it's

time for the regents to stop talking

and start acting.

Let's^
get

»on
Interested In

being a SEX

columnist for

Uiewpoint?

Applications are

now auaitable

at tiie Daily

Bruin office in

KercidiofniS.

Tiiey are due

by 5 p.m. on

April 10Jn
Jonah Lalas'

mailbox.

How TO SUBMIT

TO VIEWPOINT

• Write a three- to four- page, optr>ion-style

Jubmisjion about a current eveht on campus
or In the world at large, or write a response to

sonfiething that you have already read In The
Bruin.

• E-mail submissions to

viewpolnt#n»edla.ucla«du. Remember to

copy and paste your submission Into the body
of the e-mail, or drop off a hard copy of your

submission at the DaHy Bruin ofTxe (118

Kerckhofr HalO.care of Jonah Lalas.

• Apply to be a Viewpoint columnist dur-

ing Weeks 7 artd 8 of each quarter.

• Apply to be a cartoor>lst or artist. Send an

e-mail expressing your Interest to the

Viewpoint address.

A few things to remember.
• All submistions must IrKlude your name,

phor>e number and afflDatlon with UCLA If

you are a student they must also irKlude your
student 10 number, yMr and major.

• Your facts w(H be checked; make sure

they are accurate.

• Viewpoint Is not an advertising space for

any group or organization; be sure to have
clearly articulated opinions.

• We reserve the right to edit submissions

for clarity, grammar and length.
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Racism Inherent in

all people, society
MISCONCEPTION: Power

to dismiss issues stems

from non-accountability

By Stephen Lee

When I first read Ben Shapiro's

column "SP-I, 2 protesters living in

the past," (Daily Bruin, Viewpoint,

April 3) my response was violent.

The column enraged me. My imme-
diate inclination was to draft a

scathing counter-viewpoint, to meet
his belittling sarcasm with ad

hominum attacks and superior rea-

soning skills. I am, after all, an

instructor of Asian American
Studies, a student of critical race

theory, and someone committed to

anti-racist struggle. This kind of

thing goes with the job.

But then I realized two things.

First. I realized that it would be

unproductive to attack him and it

would squander away an opportuni-

ty for both of us to begin a public

dialogue. Second, I realized that

Shapiro didn't have the faintest

idea of what he was talking about.

Lee is a recent graduate of UCLA's Asian

American studies MA program and Is

an instructor In Asian American studies.

Please don't take this the wrong
way; this is not an attack on some
apparent lack of worldly experi-

ence.

What I mean is that people gen-

erally can only know what they

themselves experience, because it is

a great exercise in empathy to know
anything outside of our lived lives.

And Shapiro seems to come from a

world where life is fair.

It seems that his life experiences

tell him that inequities don't exist in

the world, and when injustice does
happen to occur, resolution is swift

and judgment is magnanimous. So
of course public outcries against

oppression and discrimination

would rub him the wrong way
because, for Shapiro and people

with similar views, such painful

experiences don't exist. Get over it!

If people keep looking for

racism, they will find it might even

be in some phrases that escape their

lips from time to time. Am I right?

Perhaps I'm being too presumptu- _
ous. Maybe there's a deeper point

~

to all of this.

What saddens me the most about

Shapiro's column is that it is yet

another reminder that we are living

within a culture of non-accountabil-

S«e LEE, page 20
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Blacks miss global picture, ignore current opportunities
HISTORY: Genocides still

exist; argument based on

skin color is also racist

By Chris Johnson

Over the last 17 years, over 2 mil-

lion Africans have been murdered in

Sudani Most of these Africans are

being enslaved, murdered and
starved to death by the Islamic

regime in control of the Sudanese

. government. This death toll is more
than the ethnic cleansing that took

Johnson is a first-year Ph.D. student in

the clinical psychology program.

place in Bosnia, Kosovo, Rwanda
and Somolia combined. The Clinton

administration had little regard for

the genocide that has taken place,

and the current administration has

failed to mention relief to Sudan as

a priority.

Although this is a large problem,

many blacks in America are oblivi-

ous to the crisis in Sudan. As evi-

denced by the recent Viewpoint sub-

mission by Joseph Anderson
("Racist ad is not free speech issue,"

Daily Bruin, Viewpoint, April 2) it

appears that many blacks in

America arc more focused on their

perceived entitlement to "40 acres

and a mule" than they are about the

rising death toll of blacks in other

nations. This misguided priority is

myopic and selfish.

Current census data indicates

that if blacks in America pooled

their collective incomes they would
rank as the 10th wealthiest nation in

the world. Oprah Winfrey, Michael

Jordan and Colin Powell are among
the most visible, well liked and suc-

cessful people in the United States.

Despite this abundance of oppor-

tunity, promise and success, many
blacks feel America owes them a

debt. Millions of blacks have been

enslaved and murdered in Afrjpa

just in this past decade, yet many
blacks in America speak with more
outrage about slave reparations than

they do about crises in Sudan,

Rwanda and Somalia.

During the civil rights movement
the term "racist" was reserved for

those who believed one race was
superior to another, and therefore

deserved special treatment. Today,

those who argue that no one should

receive special treatment based on
skin color are deemed racist, and
those who endorse special treatment

because of the way a person looks

are considered "equal rights propo-

nents"? What a truly divisive manip-

ulation of semantics.

Joseph Anderson's Viewpoint

submission makes the inference that

the David Horowitz advertisement

"could have been written by the

Aryan Nation." The only similari-

ties to white supremacists existing in

the slave reparations debate are with

those students at Berkeley who
oppose Horowitz's ad. The Nazis

used to burn books, insidiously filter

news and eliminate opinions.

Several students at Berkeley also

engage in book burning and the

stealing of newspapers when con-

fronted with opinions that threaten

their ideologies.

White supremacists argue for sep-

aration of races and special treat-

ment for whites. David Horowitz
argues against special treatment for

anyone based on skin color. TTiis is

quite a contrived parallel.

See JOHNSON, page 23

UFE 'N LJECTURE
By Miles Kaplan and Terence Saalbach
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Unsigned editorials represent a

ntajorlty opinion of the Daily

Bruin Editorial Board. All other

columns, letters and artwork

represent the opinions of their

authors.

All submitted material must
bear the author's name,
address, telephone number.

registration nun^ber or affilia-

tion with UCLA. Nanr>es will not

be withheld except in extrenr>e

cases.

The Bruin complies with
the Communication Board's

policy prohibiting the publi-

cation of articles that perpetu-

ate derogatory cultural or eth-

nic stereotypes.

When multiple authors
submit material, sorT>e names
may be kept on file rather than
published with the material.

The Bruin reserves the right to

edit submitted material and to

determine its placement in the
paper. Alt submissions become

the property of The Bruin. The
Communications Board has a

media grievance procedure
for resolving complaints
against any of its publications.

For a copy of the complete
procedure, contact the

Publications office at 118
Kerckhoff Hall.
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LEE
From page 19

ity. People are, by and large, moral

and rational creatures. I don't

know many people who would dis-

agree with the statement that racial

discrimination is unacceptable.

But ask those same people if they

would be willing to give up even a

small part of their privileged lives

in order to provide others with the

basic needs that racist oppression

denies. Those same people who are

committed in thought to the maxim
"racial discrimination is wrong"
suddenly become defensive, mute,

frozen and sometimes violent. This

is the culture of non-accountability.

We all know racism is wrong, but

who among us will be the first to

cast a dissenting stone?

On that fateful March 14 day, the

SP-I and SP-2 protesters cast such

a stone. They had been asking the

powers that be to reconsider their

original decisions, to put them to a

vote and let the democratic process

rule.

We are all racists and

therefore, we are all

accountable.

But as if in anticipation of the

students' critical demonstration,

the UC Regents refused to place

the issue on their agenda.

In his column, Shapiro asks,

"Where was the other side protest-

ing the protest?" Well there's your
answer. In a culture of non-

accountability, the "other side"

doesn't have to protest, they simply

don't acknowledge you.

Indifference is a privilege.

But beyond the demonstration,

beyond affirmative action, there is

a greater issue at hand. If we are

going to re-enliven our culture of

non-accountability, we need to

commit ourselves to truth telling.

We need to redefine what it means
to be racist.

In the common language of

American society, to be racist

means to be either a slave owner or

a Klansman, and since most people

are neither, it is quite easy to disas-

sociate oneself from that most
offensive of labels. It is this kind of

rationalization that allows our cul-

ture of non-accountability to per-

sist.

No one wants to take responsi-

bility for racism because none of us

believes he or she contributes to it.

It is something beyond us, separate

from us, unaffected by us.

But racism is not limited to sin-

gular actions. Lieutenant Governor
Cruz Bustamante's "N-word" slip-

up a few weeks ago is an example
of this. Many people were shocked
by his words. Many wanted to

abandon him. Though I do not jus-

tify his actions, I think it is danger-

ous to crucify him because it would
lead us to believe that racism is an
individual problem, something

aberrational and unexpected.

We are all indoctrinated under
the same system of racism, and so

we need to accept that it is the rule

rather than the exception to be
racist.

What we should do is name
racism for what it is, take owner-
ship over it. It is a systematic prob-

lem, an institution that has devel-

oped over generations and through
space. It defines our social struc-

tures, it lives within our media's

ever-searching eye, it colors our
day-to-day thought processes. It is

something that all of us simultane-

ously fall victim and contribute to.

It is a prerequisite to membership
into American society. We are all

^
Sm HE, page 22

VOSSOUGHI
From page 18

committed the greatest crime in

Washington's eyes: his refusal to join

NATO or privatize state-run industry

and rejection of International

Monetary Fund dictated economic

restructuring. In essence, he would

not allow the United States to run the

economy. The New World Order
defines such preposterous notions of

independence and self-determination

as the greatest sin. Thus, the United

States not only took devastating mili-

tary action; but according to the

International Action Center, gave

$200 million to current president

Vojislav Kostunica and his

"Democratic Opposition." Sounds

like democracy to me.

While I am not asking you to love

Milosevic, I am asking you to be criti-

cal of the U.S. media's depiction of

the Yugoslavian leader. It is necessary

for the government to demonize him

in order to justify their violent reac-

tion toward a country that refused

U.S. domination. If Milosevic has

truly committed ethnic cleansing and

other crimes of war, he should pay the

price.

But when our government threat-

ens to cut off $ 100 million in aid to

_ Yttjoshtvia if Milosevic is not arrest

ed, how are we to know the truth?

And what about the crimes that dirty

the hands of a U.S^supported NATO
against the very same people our

troops are supposedly there to pro-

tect?

Today.'ethnic Albanians continue

to experience discrimination in the

Balkans. Albanian language schools

are shut down, they are discriminated

against on the job, and underrepre-

sented in the police force. While the

media claims that so-called rebels are

set on slicing off a piece of

Macedonia and creating a "greater

Albania," many members of the eth-

nic minority simply want equality and

peace.

But Macedonian forces, backed by

NATO and the United States, appear

bent on war. While Albanian "rebel"

leaders continually express their

desire for peace-talks and recently

called a unilateral cease-fire, officials

insist they do not negotiate with ter-

rorists, preferring the use of violence

to combat such "extremism."—Three weeks ago, security forces in

Tetovo, Macedonia ended a 24-hour

cease-fire, placing the army in charge

of the anti-insurgency campaign.

Instead of engaging in peace-talks to

end the conflict, Macedonian officials

might in fact exacerbate it. As Arben

Rakipi, a 17-year-old Albanian stated,

"Right now, we have a better idea

than war: peaceful dialogue. There's

still time for a peaceful solution, but if

time runs out, we'll all have to go to

the mountains." ("For ethnic

Albanians. 2 slain by police rise to

martyrdom," L.A. times, March 24,

2901).

I
Western governments, in an

attempt to secure a Yugoslavian lead-

ership that cozies up more to the

West, insist that ethnic Albanians

should express their grievances demo-

cratically Many claim, however, that

Albanian representation in the gov-

ernment is merely a facade. Arben

Xhaferi, a leading moderate, ethnic

Albanian politician complains that he

and his ministers are being shut out of

crucial decisions on "guerrilla" issues.

("Macedonia issues ultimatum to

rebels," LA. Times, Mar. 21, 2001

)

To see how well the U.S. media

works to rally support for the govern-

ment's role in the Ball^ans, just read

any newspaper article. Not only are

Albanians demonized as "extremists"

and violent "rebels," but Macedonian

soldiers are empathized with,

described as "untrained, undisci-

plined and just plain scared soldiers

sent out to wrest the country back to

stability" (Seattle Times, March 25,

2001).
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A Mark of Excellence!

Honoring the best in student journalism.

For 2 1 years, the Society of Professional Journalists^ has presented the

Mark of Excellence Awards honoring the best in student journalism (Region 11).

Best Ail-Around Daily Student Newspaper, 2001

1st place • The Daily Bruin, UCLA

General News Reporting

1st place • Monique Simpson and Timothy Kudo, The Daily Bruin, UCLA

2nd place • Linh Tat, The Daily Bruin, UCLA

In-Depth Reporting

1st place • Timothy Kudo, The Daily Bruin, UCLA

Sports Column Writing

___^^_ 1st place • Dave Denicke, The Daily Bruin, UCLA"^
Feature Writing

2nd place • Kiyoshi Tomono, The Daily Bruin, UCLA

Editorial Writing

2nd place • Editorial board, The Daily Bruin, UCLA

3rd place • Editorial board, The Daily Bruin, UCLA

Spot News Reporting

3rd Place • Christine Byrd and Hemesh Patel, The Daily Bruin, UCLA

Best Ail-Around Online Student Newspaper

2nd place • Daily Bruin Online, The Daily Bruin, UCLA

, General News Photography

1st place • Dave Hill, The Daily Bruin, UCU *

2nd place • Patil Armenian, The Daily Bruin, UCIA

3rd place • Jesse Porter, The Daily Bruin, UCLA

Sports Photography

3rd place • Edward Un, The Daily Bruin, UCLA

Congratulations!
-from the Communications Board

DAILYBRUIN
WWW.dailybruin .ucla.edu
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The Daily Bruin
Ad Production Departmant domIs

Paste-up Artists

Knowledge ofPhotoshop
and CXiarkXPrBss a plus.

UCLA Students Only

Apply at:

ASUCLA HUMAN RESOURCES
2nd Floor Kerckhoff Hall Job «3

y- >^1

Every Day, Twice a Day
4pm-6pm
9pm-10pni

2 fori
All Brews, Bubbles, Boba, & Bings

Flash your Bruin ID and get 18% off!!!

(not valid with 2 for I)
'.

.__

The USA Programming Fund and the Associated Student UCLA
Student Interaction Fund, as well as the Campus Programs

Committee of the Program Activities Board, with in-kind support
from the Department of World Arts & Cultures, present

The Premiere of

Every 9th customer gets Lucky!!!

10948 Weybum Avenue(next to Stan's Donuts)

Westwood, California 90024

: 310.209.6288

A rare showcase of undergraduate work
writh dances as diverse as their creators

April 6th, 2001
8pm

Kaufman Hall, Theater 200
Admission is FREE. First come first served sating.

.
Reception following the performance.

Theater 200 is located on the second floor of Kaufman Hall
(formerly the Dance Building), accessible only by the staircase.

For information on access and accommodation,
please call 310-82S-3591 seven working days prior to the event.

UCL^Bl A WAC^5' event

Self-Defense fraining for Women
Spring Quarter Dates:

AttendOne of Tkese Saturdaijs^

April 21

May 19

June J. ^(in the residence halls)

Workakops are tAu^kt ty ce^iiied instruciors from tke nationally reco^ized
Los Angeles G>mmission on Assaults Against Women (LACAAW). For more iniormation alx>ut

advanced sell-^elense training or classes lor men, please call tke Center lorWomen&Men at 310-^25-3045

^__, _ ' - FREE to all UCLA students, staff and faculty!

!

'"

' .;' • •;. ".-
.

_,
To si^n up, please come to Room 2, Dodd HaII

(Space la limited)

Sponsored by the UCLA Center for Women & Men and the UCLA Police Department.
www.thecenter.iicla.edu

VOSSOUGHI
From page 21

Two weeks ago, when an Albanian

son and father were killed by security

forces in Tetovo, the Albanian com-

munity was outraged. But the media

accused the community of victimizing

the two, suggesting that "every insur-

gency thrives on martyrs" (L.A.

Times, Mar. 24, 2001 ) and belittling

the impact of such obvious systemic

discrimination. One Yugoslav special-

ist openly attacked the intelligence of

the Albanians, stating, "it's obvious

to anyone with half a brain that this

time NATO is not going to intervene

and the diplomatic tables are turned.

The difficulty is, the Albanian extrem-

ists don't realize it." ("Ethnic

Albanian rebels step up attacks on
Balkans," L.A. Times, March 10,

2001).

Many such individuals would have

us believe that NATO should get

involved in the Balkans again. As
columnist Jeremy Bamicle asked,

"Over the past decade, the interna-

tional community, led by the United

States, has spent billions of dollars on

military operations, reconstruction

and democracy-building in the

Balkans. So why sit back and allow

the ethnic Albanian insurgency in

Macedonia to escalate and threaten

—

the progress we have worked for?"

(Seattle Times, March 27, 2001

)

In other words, why let the people

of a nation determine their own fate

when the United States has spent bil-

lions to do it for them? The role the

media plays in public opinion is a

powerful one.

While many continue to suggest

the autonomy of the press. Secretary

of State Collin Powell recently

debunked such a pretense. Meeting

with the largest U.S. newspaper asso-

ciation, which consists of 3,600 own-

ers, publishers and editors ofcommu-
nity newspapers, Powell urged jour-

nalists to paint a pretty picture of

U.S. diplomacy so that Americans

will support their foreign policy. As
he told the crowd, "You will always

have an important role to play, no
matter how this world changes, and I

will use you to spread the message of

U.S. foreign policy." (L.A. Times,

Mar. 24, 2001)

Counter insurgency and the

repression of minority groups are no
new stories in U.S. history. But the

case with which the media can now
explain such operations as the repres-

sion of "rebels" in the Balkans is terri-

fying. The next time you read an arti-

cle labeling any group or individual

"extremists" think about what the

writers want and need you to believe.

Lxist time I checked, struggling for

fundamental human rights is not so

extreme.

LEE
Frompage20

racists and therefore, we arc all

accountable.

I realize in writing this to

Shapiro and others who share simi-

lar sentiments, my words are proba-

bly falling on deaf ears. Our
thought processes are beginning at

fundamentally different places.

They assume that racism is not a

problem, and I assume that it is the

problem.

But I ask that they imagine the

possibility of life beyond them-

selves. I ask them to consider the

fact that although we live within a

meritocratic system, we also live

within a society of inequitable

resources, i ask them to consider

the fact that more than 50 percent

of our nation's wealth is held by
less than 2 percent of our popula-

tion.

I ask them to consider the notion

that those voices we heard on
March 14 were not "misguided

cries," but rational responses to

years of neglect.

JOHNSON
From page 19

Horowitz makes the claim that

not only are reparations for slavery

a "bad idea," but also that this

notion is "racist too." But, many in

current society do not believe any

, , group other than "whites" are capa-

ble of racism.

Endorsement of this one-way
relationship is to deny human
nature and ignore other blatant

philosophies touting racial superior-

ity. To illustrate this inconvenient

fact, one should investigate the the-

ory of creation as explained by The
Nation of Islam,

(http.V/www.math.buffalo.edu/~sw

w/X/malcolm.html). '

*

According to this tradition, the

world first existed with only black

people. Then, a young man named
Yacub decided to splice "germs" in

the black man. Through a series of

germ splitting Yacub created

brown, yellow.and then white peo-

ple.

When he was a member of the

Nation of Islam, Malcolm X went
on to say, "Because the lighter they

got, the weaker they got. As they

began to get lighter and lighter they

grow weaker and weaker. Their

blood became weaker, their bones
— became weaker, their minds became

weaker, their morals became weak-
er. They became a wicked race; by
nature wicked."

Most people will understandably

interpret this ideology as racist.

Most people will agree that David
Horowitz's advertisement is not

racist, which is exactly why people
like Anderson do not want you to

read it.

A few years ago I spent a signifi-

cant portion of my life at sea rescu-

ing immigrants who were attempt-

ing to seek refuge and a new life in

America. A sampling of our student

body would likely reveal similar sto-

ries of hardship, struggle, economic
disadvantage, language barriers,

religious oppression and ethnic

cleansing. My experiences have
been with people from China,

Cambodia, Laos, Thailand, Cuba
and Haiti.

In response to Anderson's recent

submission, it is puzzling to me why
so many would risk the lives of their

entire families to come to a country

as oppressive as his description.

In keeping with Anderson's ide-

ology I'm inspired to reunite with

many of the thousands of refugees

I've encountered and explain to

them that they've made a grave mis-

lake. According to Anderson,
they've sought a new life in a nation

founded on oppression, slavery and
racism.

For those immigrants who have
the misfortune of having the wrong
skin color, I'm obligated to explain

that money must be taken from
thijm to pay blacks in America repa-

rations for slavery.

According to reparations propo-

nents this payment is owed regard-

less of your own past hardships.

From the slave reparations perspec-

tive, poor families struggling to put

food on the family table owe money
to the likes of Tiger Woods, Denzel

Washington, Jesse Jackson,

Shaquille O'Neal and Spike Lee
simply because of their skin color.

So doubtful are those like

Anderson in their own message that

they will make very concerted

efforts to ensure you don't hear

opposing opinions.

It's a simple approach. Develop a

very self-serving agenda, tolerate no
alternative solutions or opinions,

and if a few contrarians arise, get

noisy and discredit their ideas by

calling them racist.

As critical thinkers we are not all

going to agree on ev^ry issue. But,

we should be wary of all who
attempt to restrict our access to the

information needed to make
informed decisions.
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James Sutorius and Monette Magrath star in a fresh version ofLes Liaisons

Dangereuses," directed by Sheldon Epps at the Pasadena Playhouse. •*

Smooth production makes

story of sex, lies a delight

THEATER: Compelling acting

accents well-known plot of

'Les Liasons Dangereuses'

By Mary Williams

Daily Bruin Contributor

Audiences searching for sexually

charged comedy are more likely to look for

a Farrelly brothers movie than a play about

France in the 1780s.
~ However, "Les Liaisons Dangereuses,"

playing at the Pasadena Playhouse through

April 22, is a tale of sex and lies, with the

bonus that the viewer leaves feeling a bit

more cultured than if he had stayed at home
watching "There's Something About

Mary."

"Les Liaisons Dangereuses" is a story

that has been told countless times, most

famously perhaps in the Oscar-winning

film "Dangerous Liaisons" and the mod-

ernized "Cruel Intentions," making the

play a fresh remarkable feat.

The story, both comedic and dramatic,

focuses on the many sexual conquests of Lc

Vicomtc dc Valmont and his former mis-

tress. La Marquise de Merteuil. The two

revel in seducing the virtuous, and they take

on successively more difficult targets.

Their complex relationship, based on

this game of deceit and desire, and over-

shadowed by lingering feelings for each

other, is as captivating today as it must have

been in the 18th century when the original

novel was written by Choderlos de Laclos.

In this production, written by

Christopher Hampton and directed by

Sheldon Epps, the audience's familiarity

with the plot is a hurdle overcome by com-

pelling acting and seamless presentation,

which keep the viewers focusing on the

moment rather than anticipating the end.

James Sutorius and Lynnda Ferguson as

the lead characters Valmont and Merteuil,

respectively, contribute solid perfor-

mances. Sutorius was downright fiendish

when plotting his conquest of Mme. de

Tourvel, a carefully chosen, virtuous

woman, and Ferguson portrayed an equally

convincing icy and conniving disposition.

The sets contributed to the smooth tran-

sition between scene and location changes.

Pieces of furniture, often with actors

already sitting on them, were slid in and out

from the wiifgs in groups, along tracks in

the floor. At the back of the stage was a bed,

a constant reminder of the nature of the

game being played, which was also some-

times moved along a similar track to the

foreground.

The method was smooth, efficient and

fast, and with actors already positioned on

the furniture when it moved in, the viewer

was dropped into the middle of a situation,

rather than waiting for actors to move in

from the wings and take their places.

Furthermore, every character's costume

was beautiful and elaborate, reflecting the

flamboyance of dress in the late 18th centu-

ry-

Of course, the costumes are only half the

fun of watching a period piece, and the

audience is not disappointed here. Gravity-

defying wigs and lace on anything that can

sustain it characterize the women's appear-

ance.

However, the acting, sets and costumes

would be nothing if the play was poorly

written. Fortunately, this is not the case.

Hampton's adaptation of Laclos' novel

is excellent, and was also the basis for the

film "Dangerous Liaisons." The flashes of

emotion and truth that peek out fron

behind the deception wrap up the audi-

ence's own feelings.

Valmont, for example, is both a sympa-

thetic and a hateful character. His actions

are cruel, but nonetheless the audience feels

a bit sorry for him at the end. This emotion-

al push and pull is what made the story pop-

ular in the past, and is the foundation upon

which this well-executed production is

built.

The only fault is that the play does not

grab the viewer's attention right from the

beginning. It starts a bit slowly, as charac-

ters, situations and histories are intro-

duced. After about 15 minutes, however,

things move more quickly and the attention

of the audience is never lost again.

The Pasadena Playhouse has created a

good production of a great play. Consider

its wit and drama to be a classy alternative

to watching "Tomcats" this coming week-

end.

THEATER: 'Les Liaisons Dangereuses' is at

the Pasadena Playhouse until April 22.

Performances are Tuesday through Friday at

8 p.m., Saturday at 5 p.m. and 9 p.m. and

Sunday at 2 p.m. and 7 p.m. Ticket prices are

from $15 to $42.50, and tickets are available

at(626)356-PLAY.
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Rosemary Nalden brings

music of underprivileged

children to Royce all the

way fra Africa

By Howard Ho
Daily Bruin Contributor

British violist Rosemary Nalden has been compared to

Roberta Guaspari, whose struggle to teach East Harlem chil-

dren was dramatized in the 1999 film "Music of the Heart."

While both teach music to underprivileged childrea, Nalden

made the trek all the way to South Africa in order to do so.

The fruit of Nalden's teaching career there, the Buskaid

Soweto String Project, will make its American debut in a

benefit performance at Royce Hall on April 9, produced by

Gillian Anderson.

Anderson, star of Fox's "The X-Files," found out about

the project through a National Public Radio interview with

Nalden. Wanting to get involved with the project, Anderson

personally contacted Nalden.
"

1 had never heard of her and had never seen 'The X"-

Files,'" Nalden said about her first encounter with

Anderson. "I listened to her message and thought that this

person sounds genuine. When I told my kids about her, they

fell out of their chairs."

Anderson, whose own musical tastes include styles as

diverse as classical, world and punk, found the Soweto chil-

dren worthy of attention. Nalden's work struck a chord.

"When I've been moved, I like to participate in sharing

that with others and expand people's tastes, conscious and

whatever else they can expand," Anderson said in a phone

interview from her Los Angeles home. "I admired Nalden's

courage and determination to give up everything she knew

as solid and dependable and teach these children who didn't

know anything about classical music."

in addition to this project, Nalden has had a successful

career as the chair violist on acclaimed conductor John Eliot

Gardner's Orchestra Revolutionnaire et Romantique. Her

decision to found a children's string orchestra in the impov-

erished district around Johannesburg, however, reveals her

long involvement with the Soweto children.

"On the radio, 1 heard about Soweto not having instru-

ments to play," Nalden said. "I sat around with my col-

leagues and came up with the idea of playing railway stations

to raise money for them."

Nalden's fund-raising activities at one point involved 120

musicians simultaneously playing around London at 16 rail-

way stations. She also began to visit South Africa for more

direct involvement in the musical education of the Soweto

children. After a corruption scandal threatened the original

project, Nalden decided to restart it on her own.

"The structure was so wobbly and insecure that no chari-

table organization would associate with it," Nalden said. "In

1997, I decided to start a new project. It was almost a

Pavlovian response."

That project became the Buskaid Soweto String Project.

Nalden explained that, in British lingo, "busk" refers to

street performing with a hat to collect donations from

passers-by.

During the apartheid regime, Soweto was one of many •

townships that were legislated to enclose black citizens and

separate them geographically from the powerful white

minority. Though apartheid's eventual collapse helped bring

wealth and dignity back to the black community, the town-

ships still suffer from inadequate housing, poor sanitation

and very little education.

"Soweto is still overcrowded and dirty," Nalden said. "It's

not the way life should be. Many of the parents aren't

employed and educational opportunities are not available

for kids. It's dangerous and volatile, not the sort of place to

be at night. In the black community, there was a feeling of

amazement, going in and out of Soweto as freely as I was."

Although people of all races are rK>w legally able to live

and work in previously white-only neighborhoods, segrega-

tion still exists, but now, due to economics rather than to pol-

itics. The disparity between the rich and the poor in South

Africa is among the worst in the world.

Despite the political connotations of her work, Nalden's

primary interest in Soweto is not political.

"It's not about anything else but getting the music right,"

Nalden said. "I try to teach the kids, give or take a yawn or

sigh, to respect the music and the composer."

Besides increasing the children's self-confidence and aca-

demic a1)ility, the project has also produced a professional

musicality that draws upon the spirit of the kwela. South

African township music. The group has played for Nelson

Mandela and Queen Elizabeth II, and has released two

albums.

"The joy and inspiration of the kids floors you,"

Anderson said. "It's amazing that they can have the drive to

master something not of need to them. It proves what can

come from seemingly nothing."

The phone correspondence between Anderson and
Nalden led to the Soweto String's first American concert,

personally managed by Anderson.

"When Gillian asked me what I wanted to do, I said I

wanted to go to America," Nalden said. "I want them to see

America, and I want America to see them."

Anderson responded by enlisting Artists for a New South

See SOWETO, page 27

The Buslcaid Soweto String Project and director

Anderson of the X-Files.

Ptyjio Couttwy of Buskaid So¥»*ti Siring Project

>s«inary Nald«n wH perform a benefit concert in Royce Halt produced by Ciiiiian

Mannain

Hanoolim presents its Korean

cultural night, Mannam, this

weekend in Freud Playhouse.

More tomorrow in A&F^.
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'All your base'

phenomenon

just another

passing fad

MUSIC: Unfortunate icon

of pop culture illustrates

lackof intellectual depth

Oh no, somebody set up us the

bomb! For those of you who
are confused by that gram-

matical nightmare, let me just say (in

best Laurence Ftshburnfrti^ipeF>-jny

Andy

Garcia

sonation)

"Welcome to

the real world."

Like the

Matrix, "All

your base are

belong to us" is

everywhere -

it's all around

us and, until

now, society

just hasn't seen

it. According to

a short online

video, this

phrase has been printed on every-

thing from the TV game show

"Wheel of Fortune" to old Firestone

Tires.

However, the phrase really isn't as

cool as everyone makes it out to be.

Just like other pop culture sensa-

tions, it will be undoubtedly be

looked upon as if it were as pathetic

as the New Kids on the Block.

For those who aren't familiar with

the "All your base" debacle, I suggest

you take the red pill and follow me
as I take you on a little historical

tour.

Back in 1989, a not-so-nifty,

downright mediocre video game
called "Zero Wing" came out for the

Genesis video game platform - you

remember Genesis, right? It was the

system with the little hedgehog that

could probably outrun Jesse Owens.

Anyway, "Zero Wing" was your

typical, side-scrolling "look at me in

the spaceship blowing up other

space ships" shoot-'em-up game. It

was nowhere near as great as that

Genesis hockey game seen in the

movie "Swingers," where Vincc

Vaughn's character makes his oppo-

nent's head bleed.

In fact, the game would probably

be completely forgotten like most of

the other outdated games (such as

"Double Dragon," "Double Dragon
2" and "Double Dragon 3") had the

people who wrote the script for

"Zero Wing" passed UCLA's
English 2.

With grammar mistakes so terri-

ble that they will either send an ESL
teacher into a nervous breakdown or

become a pop culture sensation, the

designers of "Zero Wing" have

probably found the darkest corner of

the world and are hiding there.

Of course, the most obvious

example of the programmers' mis-

takes is the oh-so-catchy phrase "All

your base are belong to us."

What was it supposed to mean?
How the hell should I know? It does-

n't really matter.

Ever since the word broke that it

is no longer nerdy to talk about out-

SMCOCUCpageio
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Cat-and-mouse chase fuels new 'Enemy'

TMG Matketing & PublKlty

Performers in the musical "STOMP" pound infectious rhythms out of

everyday items such as Zippo lighters and trash cans.

Choreographed diaos

of 'STOMP' lands in LA.
iMUSICAL: Innovative, engaging performance moves

many to find rhythm, emotion in everyday objects

REVIEW: European war

offers standard conflict,

Hollywood love triangle

By Ryan Joe
Daily Bruin Contributor

"Enemy at the Gates," directed

by Jean-Jacques Annaud, is a

Western shoot-out set within the bat-

tlefield backdrop of World War II.

"Enemy" works as pure entertain-

ment, an engaging cat-and-mouse

duel between two snipers: the

Russian hero Vassili Zaitsev (Jude

Law) versus the Nazi villain Major

Koenig(Ed Harris).

The film would work even better if

the plot machine wouldn't occasion-

ally jam itself with a chop-shop love

story or its heavy handed psycholog-

ical sketch. These clunky subplots

are monkey wrenches that bring the

otherwise tense and concise film to a

grinding halt.

The German invasion of

Stalingrad serves as the setting for

the central conflict between Koenig

and Zaitsev Koenig is confident that

he will, in time and with effort, kill

Zaitsev. Zaitsev, lacking in confi-

dence, agrees with Koenig.

Why do the Germans bother to

single out the solitary sniper Zaitsev?

Throughout the course of the war
Zaitsev has been publicly hailed, due

to the machinations of the propagan-

dist Danilov (Joseph Fiennes), as a

Russian super soldier.

Danilov publishes and records,

with the feisty fervor ofa child count-

ing Christmas presents, the number
of Germans Zaitsev shoots. In

response, the top German sniper.

Major Koenig emerges to squelch

Zaitsev's fire. Ultimately, the death

of Zaitsev would not be so much a

tactical victory, but an ideological

one.

Annaud skims the surface of

issues such as the impact of sudden

fame, as well as the public influence

of propaganda. These intriguing top-

See ENEMY, page 32

By Barbara McGuire
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Thanks to some inspiration from
"STOMP," a market for tutors on
how to play a plastic grocery bag

may be opening up.

In Los Angeles for a .short Ihree-

wcck engagement through April 15,

the amazing "STOMP" performers

make music out of such obscure

instruments as a plunger or an

empty Big Gulp cup, awing audi-

ence members and sparking desire

to join in the show.

Taking an initial cue from the

lead performer, who encouraged
viewers to clap their hands with him
in a Simon Says manner, guests on
opening night later added their own
clapping input whenever they got

excited.

Such cacophony did little, howev-

er, to interrupt or faze the rhythmic

See STOMP, page 30 Ed Harris stars as Nazi sniper Koenig in "Enemy at the Gates.

Msndalay Piciutm

Many will leave an interview.

Few will leave an impression.

Details.

Attention to them will make all the difference. From the knot

of his tie to the polish of his shoe, the BOSS Hugo Boss man

distinguishes himself from every other.

So, whether it's finding a cut that suits your build or colors

that flatter your face, BOSS associates offer sound counsel.

The company, position and field you are entering will all be

considered. Carefully. Not simply in terms of the suit you

choose to invest in, but in the elements you choose to

complement it.

Putting together the look for your first interview is something

we can definitely help you with. The interview itself,

however, we'll leave in your capable hands.

SAVE 20%
OFF ENTIRE OUTFIT

(Including suit, tw aod dress shvt or knit)

WH€N YOU PRESENT VALID STUDENT IDENTIFICATION

Of«w ExpvM Sjnatt M>y 13m. 2001

BOSS
HUGO BOSS

BOSS Hugo Boss SHOP
414 North Rodeo Drive, Beverly Hills • 310-859-2888

Web Surfing

IBrunchii|B(^
Shunie4(^ks

www.brunching.com

Brunching Shuttlecocks

www.brunching.com

The humorous Web site titled "Brunching
Shuttlecocks" has absolutely nothing to do with the

sport of Badminton. Rather, it contains satirical

commentary on popular culture of the world

today.

There seems to be little correlation between the

title and the content of the site, and the title truly

-^eems to have just been a random choice. With a

simple layout, "Brunching Shuttlecocks" surpris-

ingly provides some not-so-simple features on sub-

jects ranging from utensils to the Olsen twins,

Mary Kate and Ashley.

One especially amusing feature is titled,

"Everything I need to know, I learned from my
cat." Instead of containing the cutesy list that can
be found in a similarly titled book at a regular

store, this rendition features knowledge mostly

concerned with the author's cat's tendency to con-

sume his own vomit.

The first bit of knowledge declares that vomit is

the best food known to this world, while the sec-

ond promotes another favorite cat pastime:

"Sleeping all day sure is tiring work! But never let

that interfere with vomit-eating duties."

Site goers can also interact with the site,

through the Alanis Lyric Generator. Here, by typ-

ing in a few answers to some questions in a Mad
Lib format, users can create their own depressing

musical lyrics.

Similar interactive features on the site, known
as "Toys," deal with popular culture figures,

including the new president. Users can calculate

the impact Bush's tax plan will have on them, as

well as produce scandalous headlines about the

new president.

Providing truly random, yet definitely entertain-

ing humor and amusement, brunching.com can

capture a Web user for hours on end, until they

remember they have a life.

Barbara McGuire
Rating: 9

Seanbaby
www.seanbaby.com

The first thing that one notices about

Seanbabycom is Seanbaby himself. The site owner
has plastered his picture all over his site, and it's a

picture that won't soon be forgotten. Constantly

screaming into the camera, head bright with wild,

rainbow-colored hair, Seanbaby is enough to give

anyone nightmares.

With all this, viewers might not notice that

Seanbabycom is more than just flash. Behind his

flamboyant persona, an obvious ploy for attention

in the ever-crowded world of Internet humor sites,

Seanbaby is one of the funniest guys on the Web
today. His Web site contains enough random rants

to keep a bored Web surfer occupied for hours.

So what sort of things attract his attention?

Seanbaby is a product of the 1980s, and his site is a

glorious homage to every tidbit of nostalgic kitsch

that decade ever produced: Mr. T, the

Superfriends and old Nintendo games are some of

his favorite targets.

Other features are more difficult to describe. In

"Kick to the Groin" comics, Seanbaby takes pic-

tures out of old self-defense instruction pamphlets,

putting them into a different order and adding

commentary to create his own comic strips, ail of

which tend to focus on the aforementioned action.

Plus there's the Hostess Twinkies page, wherein

he writes blurbs for old Hostess ads taken out of

comic books. This is just plain weird, as he brings

in special guest reviewers to add their own two
cents about the ads. These guest reviewers happen
to be more comic book heroes and villains - none
other than Spiderman's foe Dr. Doom and a one-

shot Aquaman villain named Mr. Fish.

— Seanbaby is one of those rare sites so odd that
—-

Web surfers can't help but like it.

Michael Rosen-Molina

Rating: 7
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SOWETO
From page 24

Africa to raise funds to support

the trip.

"Legally, you need a non-prof-

it organization to raise money,"

said Sharon Gellman, executive

director of ANSA, in a phone
interview. "But this is Gillian's

baby. She raised the money and

we're only acting as an umbrella

institution."

ANSA also introduced Sweet

Strings to Nalden. Sweet Strings,

a Los Angeles-based ensemble

that is a counterpart to the

Buskaid, will be performing

alongside the Soweto children.

Proceeds from the concert will go

directly to both groups.

While Nalden's ensemble is

currently composed of about 60

members, Nalden hopes to add
more children. That won't be

very hard considering interest in

the- project is so great that

Nalden reports accepting only

one out of every 20 applicants. In

addition, her original students

have now joined her teaching

staff, expanding the size and suc-

cess of the program.

'It's not just a youth orches^
tra," Nalden said.

"It's much more intense. I

believe that comes out in their

playing."

MUSIC: The Buskaid Soweto
String Project plays at Royce Hall

on April 9 at 8 p.m. For more infor-

mation, contact the Central Ticket

Office at (310) 825-2101.
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Mozart's masterpiece

remade for television
MUSIC: Russian singing

star assumes dual role

in latest PBS production

By Verena Dobnik
The Associated Press

Baritone Dmitri Hvorostovskyhas

a different take on what it means to be

a Don Juan: a philanderer deserving

of respect.

"He's completely honest. If he sees

a woman, he's proud to be 100 per-

cent honest and dedicate himself to

her," says the Russian singing star.

"He deserves respect for his hon-

esty"

In the PBS "Great Performances"

production of the Mozart master-

piece "Don Giovanni," the baritone

assumes both the roles of the Don and
his man Friday Leporello - a feat that

would have been impossible in a stage

performance.

—-"Don Giovanni Unmasked," a

contemporary 50-minute version of

Mozart's 1787 work, is raising some
critics' eyebrows by playing with the

plot. (It airs on most PBS stations this

weekend; check local listings.)

For the film-within-a-film, set in

1930s Hollywood, Leporello is a

director screening a film in which he

reappears as the Don, masked like

Zorro and playing out his erotic fan-

tasies in 17th century Spain.

When the symbiotic master and
servant sing duets, Hvorostovsky

assumes both parts, essentially

singing duets with himself.

The baritone "has seamlessly

molded Don Giovanni into

Leporello's fantasy, an alter ego,"

says director Barbara Willis Sweete,

who collaborated with the Canadian

Opera Company orchestra and cho-

rus for the Rhombus Media produc-

tion filmed in Toronto.

She pared down Mozart's score by

using all the music heard or sung by

Leporello, a pushed-to-the-wall ser-

vant dishing the dirt on his overbear-

ing master.

Television viewers watching

Hvorostovsky's artistic feats will

judge whether Mozart is well-served

by this cutting-edge treatment of his

18th-century oeuvre

The vocal soundtrack was prere-

corded, with Hvorostovsky lip-synch-

ing during the filming.

So, "it's pure acting," he said in a

recent interview.

Another sleight of sound leaves an

impression.

For one scene, Hvorostovsky nib-

bled his way through parts of 23

pheasants before there was a final

"Cut!"

Then, long after the singer left the

set, a big burp was added - electroni-

cally

"I didn't burp. I did not, believe

nw," says Hvorostovsky. smtHrtg-mw--

chievously.

"They added the burp. Obviously,

they thought it would be more natur-

al. But 1 wasn't very happy about it."

When Hvorostovsky first hit the

West about a decade ago - "when I

could hardly understand English" -

the 38-year-old native of Siberia was
called everything from "the Elvis of

opera" to "Siberian Express."

His long silver mane of hair and
sex appeal soon appeared in a four-

minute MTV music video released

along with his album of Russian

songs.

But it was on concert and opera

stages that he made his mark after

winning the 1989 Cardiff Singer of

the World competition.

Before he faced the cameras, he

See HVOROSTOVSKY, page 31
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Robison hopes for raw country revival

MUSIC: Artist stays true

to his roots, realism as

he heads toward fame

By Jim Patterson

The Associated Press

In the heyday of Johnny Cash

and Waylon Jennings, Charlie

Robison would be a shoo-in for

country music stardom.

Robison, 36, grew up poor in

Texas. He was mentored by master

songwriters Townes Van Zandt and

Guy Clark. In their tradition, he

writes songs with characters as fine-

ly etched as those in a Flannery

O'Connor story.

He's tall and handsome. He's

part of a burgeoning family musical

dynasty; married to Dixie Chick

Emily Robison, brother to song-

writer Bruce Robison and brother-

in-law to singer Kelly Willis.

He's a genuine cowboy who still

works the ranch in Bandera, Texas,

that's been in his family since the

1 840s. He sells out clubs all over the

country, especially in the Southwest.

"We'll sell out a place, and the

owner tells me that a week before a

country musician with a Top 10 hit

had come in and sold a hundred

tickets," Robison said. "So you
don't get angry, you don't feel like

you're missing out on anything.

You're doing better than people

who are having all the success on the

radio."

His labelmate Billy Oilman isn't a

teen-ager yet, and mushy ballads

about perfect love have pushed the

realism of Kris Kristofferson aside.

Can Robison buck those trends?

"I'm the right man for the job,"

he drawls on the opening song of

"Step Right Up," his third album,

and second for Sony.

The fellow in the song is actually

bragging about his prowess with the

ladies. He's one of several charac-

ters who strut, flounder and perse-

The Associated Press

Charlie Robison performs in Nashville, Feb 27.*Step Right up" is

his third album - second for Sony - due out April 10.

vere in Robison's songs.

The guy in "Desperate Times"
goes from bored kid to soldier to

police officer to bank robber to pris-

oner in just under six minutes. In

"One in a Million," a slacker comes
up with excuses for messing up that

begin at ridiculous and spiral from
there. By the end, he's claiming he

was abducted by aliens.

"The Wedding Song" is a duet

with Dixie Chick Natalie Maines.

It's not your typical Tim McGraw-
Faith Hill gooey love song: "When I

said I do/Well I slammed all the

doors/To a future where I could see

Paris in the spring/And I wasn't pre-

pared for the weight of this ring/But

we will get by, for the rest of our
lives," Maines sings.

"I love Tim and Faith, and they

are good friends of mine," Robison

said. "But when they sing 'Let's

Make Love' on the Eiffel Tower ...

the majority of people aren't going

to be that.

"I'm kind of writing for every-

body else, that has to do the barbe-

SeeNASHVIIJl,page29
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Just had sex?

Worried about

pregnancy?

It's not too late.

WWW.SMUU.COM

• Your friendly Realtor tailored to your needs

• Professional service you can count on

• Honest and tmstworthy

• Effective communicator and efficient

• Houses and townhouses/condos for rent/sale

Smvtggnater Wtst LosAngeies mdiuimg Wfahmid.

Brttituvod. SatUa Monica BeirHv Hills. Cttilury Qly, Bel

Air. Cbniot Hills. WIA & PaUnukt

SMI Realty can 310-312-5455
***iCall Now for UCLA Community Discount***
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Live and Learn
!

Tapanese!
The Wascda Oregon Programs take North American and interna-

tional students to the prestigious Waseda University, Tokyo, Japan

for academic programs of Japanese language and comparative US-

Japan Societies study:

• Waseda Oregon Summer Japanese Program

July 5 -August 17, 2001 .,^,

• Waseda Oregon Transnational Program

January 1 5 - June 23, 2002 -' ~

Scholarships of up to $1000 are available for the Transnational
Program. For more information, contaa:

Waseda Oregon Office

Portland Sute University

(800) 823-7938 www.wasedaorcgon.org

Group aims at increasing

safety witNn dance scene
RAVE: Members focus on

drug education, reducing

negative image of culture

ByMikeSdmeifter
The Associated Press

After two of David Curlei's rave-

scene friends died of drug overdoses,

he realized something needed to

change.

So two years ago, the 30-year-old

industrial designer formed The Future

Tribe Project. The group consists of

about 20 rave regulars who try to edu- ^. ^

cate fellow ravers about drugs and safe comes almost four years after the

sex in a nonjudgmental manner. They Orlando City Council forced bars and
spread the word when bad drugs are nightclubs to close at 3 a.m. in an effort

County Commission. It is expected to

vote in several weeks on an ordinance

that would tightly regulate after-hour

venues that don't serve alcohol, but

attract segments of the rave scene. The
so-called rave clubs would have to be

licensed every year, subject to inspec-

tion at any time, and required to have

off-duty police officers and paramedics

on the premises.

"The idea is to create consistency

between clubs that would cater to

underage folks and those that would

cater to adults," said Orange County
Chair Richard Crotty. "Clubs for

adults are licensed."

The Orange County ordinance

circulating and pass out condoms at

raves, the all-night parties that have a

backdrop of hypnotic, electronic

dance music.

"We're

trying to

lives,"

just

save

said

who
wears a nose ring,

earrings in each

car and a stud

under his lip. "I

don't want to see

any more of my
friends die."

They've also

tried to counter

the image of

ravers as socially

"Everything they've

done to shut us down
has done nothing to

stop the drug deaths."

Greg Shuitea

The Future Tribe Project

to stop raves at after-hour bars. The
city's ordinance effectively moved the

rave scene underground into ware-

houses, parks and private homes,

although a few

i...,^_^^_ clubs outside the

city began play-

ing rave-style

dance music.

One of those

places was

Cyberzone, out-

side the city in

Orange County.

Last September,

Cyberzone
patron David

Stieb purchased

what he thought

irresponsible by volunteering at a nurs- was ecstasy from another patron and
ing home, an Adopt-a-Highway pro-

gram and helping build homes for

Habitat for Humanity. One Future

Tribe flier said getting high is not what,

raves are about.

"It's about dancing, the music, hav-

ing a good time, opening your mind,

connecting with others," the flier

reads. "We are not the slacker losers

died of an overdose. In a wrongful

death lawsuit, his parents accuse

Cyberzone employees of throwing

Stieb out of the club while he was over-

dosing and not seeking medical help

for him.

The Future Tribe Project is affiliat-

ed with DanccSafe, an Oakland-based

group that began testing club drugs

they want you to believe we are. We are several years ago to reduce deaths

creative, dynamic, young, peaceful,

evolving, beautiful people."

The public relations campaign can't

come soon enough. Orlando's rave

scene has become public enemy No. I

for the community's bureaucrats.

The fans of electronic dance music,

usually teen-agers or those in their

from fake or impure drugs. DanceSafe

now tests drugs by mail and posts the

results on its Web site. Members ofThe
Future Tribe Project frown on places

like Cyberzone. Still, they say no more
drug use goes on at raves than any-

where else.

"I really, really doubt that you
eariy 20s, have been blamed for drug would have an easier time fmding
overdoses, sex crimes, vandalism and

excessive noise in the city. Club drugs,

such as ecstasy, GH B and crystal meth,

were responsible for 230 deaths

statewide between 1996 and 1999,

according to the Florida Office of

Drug Control.

"Ladies and gentlemen, our chil-

dren are being poisoned," Orange
County Sherift" Kevin Beary said in

February during a hearing on the rave

scene,

i

The most recent attack against the

rive scene comes from the Orange

drugs at a rave than you would at your

standard Pink Royd concert or

Doobie Brothers' concert," said Brad

Lyons, a 20-year-old University of

Central Rorida student and member
ofThe Future Tribe Project.

"Everything they've done to shut us

down has done nothing to stop the

drug deaths," said Greg Shuitea, 22, a

light and sound technician.

For more information visit,

httpy/wv\w.dancesafe.org orThe Future

Tribe at httpy/www.ftpcfl.cjt>.net

NASHVILLE
From page 28

cue in the back yard."

Meanwhile, McGraw is steering

toward grittier Robison territory on
his new album, "Set This Circus

Down." Hill sings background on
McGraw's version of the anguished

"Angry All the Time," written by

Bruce Robison.

A sign of things to come?
"When Nirvana came out, people

felt disenfranchised and music didn't

really speak to them anymore,"
Robison said. "I kind of feel that's

the way people arc feeling right

now."

Due to the strong push he's get-

ting from Sony, Robison finds him-

self today's poster boy for roots

music aficionados hoping that a

rawer country music sound will re-

emerge on the radio.

"I really don't feel like the guy in

front of the Calvary holding the

flag," he said.

"I deflnitely think (radio is) going

to be open to a lot more stuff right

now then they would have a few

years ago when there was definitely a

formula that was working. There's

definitely not a formula that's work-
ing right now."

Robison grew up in Bandera, out-

side of San Antonio. His father was a

rancher and schoolteacher.

He formed bands with his brother

from the time they were toi^4igers.

He went to Southwest Texas State

University on football and baseball

scholarships, but quit after three

years when a knee injury knocked

SecNASNVILLtpageSI
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UCLA Recreation Youth Programs is hiring

energetic people to work with children as

summer camp counselors.

— Employment dates June 25-August 31

•* Pay Rate: $7.38-1 2.00/hour
"

• Morning, afternoon and all day shifts availabe

• Applications available at the John Wooden Center

• For more infonmation on UCLA Recreation

Summer Youth Programs visit our web site

www.recreation.ucla.edu
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The Daily Bruin
Ad Production
Department needs

Paste-up Artists
UCLA Students Only: Job Begins ASAP

Knowledge of Photoshop and Quark a plus.

Apply at:

ASUCLA HUMAN RESOURCES 2nd Floor Kerckhoff Hall Job #3

Infonnatlon S«»mion«:

hit^MMships in

Washington. Uf!

March 8 Thurf' 5-S»m

Aprils Thurs 5-6pin
*

Aprils FrI lO-llam

April 10 Ty 12-lpm

Sni(l<Mifs In, II, ALL \LtJ()RSiin\u
'"'REAL It ORLD'' cxiMTiciicc ;is .im

liifciii ill Washington, f)X\ I or
\Ur Fall Quarter 2001

^prill2 Thurs 5-6pin

April 13 Fri lO-llam

April 17 Tues 12-lpin

April 19 Thurs 5-6pm

April 24 Tues 5-6pin

Deadline: April 27 JFrjday

Housing, UC Presidents Scholarship, Stipend
Program and a Loan Program are available

Meetings are held at EXPO, Room200.
Strathmore Building in front of Lot 8.

Any quastions call D«rio at

(310)206-9980
or dbravo@saonrt.urla.rdu.

Applications and info about the
Washington, D.C. Pro-am

wUI be flven out at tha moating.

T>»ai'n rnoit' about, int-eriisIiipRnniip

Superior Court,

Dept OfEducation,
DepL OfJustice,

Woodrow Wilson Center
i\m\ otlici-s...

- Mxploix' ('{ut^cu- uptiuiLs
- Apply & Iwim uow skills in a

pitilV^ssioiial s(^ttrin^

- M(H't stii(l(>iit.s fmm other coUo^c^ & iiiiiv.

- Make pmfossioiial coutju'ts
- Ton w«'k, r'lill-tiuK* int<^rnsliip

-^zW EXPO Intemthlps &
T Study At)ro«d Sefvteea
UCLA C«f er C«ntT

Strathmore Building

2nd Floor

(310)825-0831

www.career.uclaednyfexpo
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Studmtf, Staff ( Fanilty:

Give Your BruinCard Wheels!
Experience The NEW

IxmiOl
Ijmk Pan Pllof Program
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dated video games, the world has

embraced the phrase that has no
meaning. Of course this is also due to

a small music video created in honor
of the error and all of the places it

has allegedly been printed.

The video, which is hosted by a

myriad of Web sites, comes in two
versions: instrumental and with

vocals. I personally prefer the latter,

which sounds as if it is being senti-

mentally sung by none other than

Stephen Hawking.

The short film starts innocently

enough by actually replaying the

notorious scene in "Zero Wing,"

where the villain says those infamous

words. However, what would have

been a humorous reproduction of a

past medium suddenly turns into a

propaganda-esque collage of images
of various personae and places where
one can allegedly find the collection

of words.

And who, you might ask, would
say such a preposterous phrase?

Well, the video depicts a billboard

quoting God, as well as an incredibly

serious Al Gore (as he gives the fin-

ger to the camera). Assuredly, these

are all fake pictures, doctored up to

enhance the intrigue surrourtding the

phrase.

Ultimately, however, people will

realize that the overall message of

"All your base" is - to be concise -

lame.

Of course, senseless cult follow-

ings of particularly stupid things has

always been a part of American cul-

ture. , -.

Take for example the "Kilroy was
here" phrase that is seen in almost

every World War II picture ever

taken. There are many rumors sur-

rounding the now legendary Kilroy.

But no matter what the background
story was, many members of the U.S.

armed forces took the pleasure of

increasing the number of locations

where Kilroy had already been by
tagging boats, tanks, walls and any-

thing else that was going to be pho-

tographed.

In the late '80s and early '90s,

entire blocks of streets were littered

with Andre the Giant posters promi-

nently displaying only his name and
picture. Who were the culprits

responsible for the mess? No, it was-

n't an obsessed wrestling fan or an

elementary school principal (or both

in the case of the freaky guy from

"Billy Madison").

It was simply a bunch of skate-

boarding punks who thought it was
trendy to put up posters of an over-

grown ogre who is now only remem-
bered for appearing in that dismal

effort of a movie, "A Princess

Bride."

So what's wrong with having "All

your base" as the trendy fad of the

new millennium? Well, for starters,

let's look at the degeneration of these

catchy phrases. Those involved with

the Kilroy trend had the intelligence

to make a coherent sentence.

The members of the Andre the

Giant posse said to themselves:

"Hey, maybe the English language is

a little tricky, let's just stick with

introducing a subject and leave off

the verb in our underground pop cul-

ture sensation."

Okay, maybe they didn't say that,

but that's probably what they were
thinking.

Also, it should be noted that some
of those skating twerps must have

put their heads together because

some of the later posters did actually

make a grammatically correct sen-

tence: "Andre the Giant has a

posse:

This, of course, brings us to the

grammar mess of today's society. I

know we all have our qualms with

the English language (what's with

"phonetically" not being spelled the

way it sounds?) but does that mean
we have to celebrate the English mis-

takes of an uneducated foreigner?

It's gotten so bad that I have seen

mugs, sweaters, hats, and t-shirts,

being sold with the idiotic denuncia-

tion printed gracefully on them.

What's worse, I saw someone wear-

ing one of the shirts.

I guess when it all boils down (in

some twisted patriotic way), this

country is not only the land of oppor-
tunity, it's also a land where game
designers are elevated to icon status

for their mistakes. Personally, I'm

not too down with the phrase, and
would prefer if it was kept behind the

closed doors of video gaming fiends.

All your comments are belong to me,
so send them to droctagon2000@hot-
mall.com.

STOMP
From page 26

masters of "STOMP"
Throughout the evening, such

choreographed chaos was the flavor

of the show. Just when it seemed as

if complete madness overtook the

stage and performers were doing
their own things, all would burst out

in sync and take the audience by sur-

prise.

The opening number, for

instance, featured seemingly

unchoreographed sweeping and
stomping of standard brooms, but

held numerous well-designed

moments. It appeared as if each per-

former was moving about the stage

randomly, but the movement proved
to be deliberate when all the mem-
bers flung out their brooms, trading

them with partners clear across the

stage.

Startling and well-executed

moments like these had the audience
yelling out whoops of approval time
and time again.

In addition to cheers of congratu-
lations that could be heard from the

crowd, joyous laughter erupted at

the truly comical skits.

Each performer donned a differ-

ent personality, which could be seen
not only in their style of dress, but
also in the way they performed,
adding to the hilarity of "STOMP."
One of the more humorous char-

acters appeared to be a stereotypical

nerd. At various moments through-

out the evening this character would
suddenly turn into a territorial

rooster. When any of the other per-

formers ventured into his personal

space, this character would caw and
attack.

During one number in which the

instruments of choice were newspa-
pers, this performer actually ripped

his paper into two makeshift wings,

and proceeded to "fly" around the

stage.

What was really amazing, howev-
er, was not the way the performers
incorporated humorous moments
into the show - although they were
wonderful. Rather, it was the way
they truly made music out of ordi-

nary objects of everyday life.

When the performers took to the

walls to bang on pots, pans, road
signs and the like, the cacophony
that resulted was surprisingly beau-

tiful.

Who would've thought that such

unorthodox instruments could cre-

ate such an amazing sound?
Many scenes seemed to teach

audience members how they could

discover rhythm in mundane
objects.

Performers would emerge with an
object, such as a matchbox, and
gradually get a feel for the noise-

maker before wowing the viewers

with their practiced talent.

This discovery of rhythm in their

S«e STOMP, page 31

.
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Baritone Dmitri Hvorostovsky plays the Don In the PBS "Great

Performances" production "Don Giovanni Unmasked."

HVOROSTOVSKY
From page 28

sang the original "Don Giovanni" in

a new 1999 production in Salzburg,

Austria.

He also sang the role at the San
Francisco Opera.

Hvorostovsky is also one of the

finest exponents of Russian vocal

music.

A recent CD called "Russia Cast

Adrift" features Slavic folk songs by
Gyorgy Sviridov, with lyrics based on

'

the Christian imagery of Russian

poet Sergei Esenin.

In 1996, Hvorostovsky brought

Russian liturgical music to American
audiences with an album called

"Credo."

His career seems to come with

twists.

Hvorostovky's public musical per-

sona started with a rock n' roll band,

when he was a teen-age rebel under

communism.

"Ah! Freedom! So what could I

do?" he remembers.

"I had a few options - to become a

street fighter, or I could become a

hero in front of my girlfriends," says

Hvorostovsky, who now lives in

London.

His greatest artistic idol is the late

soprano Maria Callas. "I think she's

probably the best singing actress who
lived in the 20th century. When she

put up a finger, it was like sparks, like

thunder."

With "Don Giovanni,"

Hvorostovsky hopes his image shifts

"from something funky to something

more serious."

Except, of course, for that Zorro

mask - and the burp.

or visit us on the web
mauicc.hawaii.edu

Three Sessions

Session A: June 4 - July 6
Session B: July 9 - August 10
Session C: June 4 - August 10

Maui Community College

UNIVERSITY OF H A W A I
'

I

MEMORIAL DAY WEEKEND...Spend it in Las Vegas!
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him olTthe football team.

He moved to Austin to launch a

music career, and played in bands
like Two Hoots and a Holler before

forming his own Millionaire

Playboys.

"Guy Clark kind of took me
under his wing," Robison said. "Guy
and Townes (Van Zandt) both. They
taught me how to write. They taught

me how to drink. They taught me a

ibt of things - to keep fighting the

good fight. ... These guys wrote real

songs."

His first album, "Bandera," was
released in 1996.

That caught the ear of Warner
Bros, executives in Nashville, who
signed him to a contract. The album
he recorded for the company has

STOMP
From page 30

own lives was further solidified in

the end when the audience members
actually provided the background
beat for the performers. After being

instructed on several different Varia-

tions of clap and snap beats, the

audience was left on its own as the

performers showcased complex
moves.

After such a rousing introduction

never been released.

"We had a big falling out about

what songs were commercial,"
Robison said. "In hindsight it just

really took the pressure off me. I was
like, Tm just going to do what I do,

and let things happen.'"

"And it's worked out perfectly for

me since then."

When he was approached by Sony
in 1998, Robison signed with its

Lucky Dog imprint, which is devoted

to rawer country. With "Step Right

Up," Sony officials are determined

to get him on the radio.

"People have asked what I would
choose between having an artistic

career and a commercial career,"

Robison said. "I've always been the

guy who said, 'Why can't I have
both?'"

"I really don't feel like you have to

pick between those two. That, to me,

is having ("aith in the audience."

to creating sound, it would not be

surprising if the demand for instruc-

tion on how to make rhythm with

everyday objects increased.

MUSICAL: "STOMP" is currently on-

stage at the Wilshire Theatre, 8440
Wilshire Blvd. in Beverly Hills, through
April 1 5. Performances are Tuesday to

Friday at 8 p.m., Saturday at 5 p.m.

and 9 p.m. and Sunday at 2 p.m. and
7:30 p.m.Ticket prices range from $32
to $57 and can be purchased at any
Ticketmaster outlet or by calling

(J1 3) 365-3500.
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INQVX
Information SessiOfl

Join us on Apf« 09. 2001. at the Career Center from 5:00 to 7:00 PM

Free food will be provided

R.S.V.P. 1949-250-4671

We are currently recruiting for:

Software Developers
Software Arctiitects

3-0 Software Engineers

.,' Application Integration Engineers *

Quality Assurance Engineers

r
• Please visif us on the web at www movx com

Submit your resumes lo klopezQinovx.com or fax to 949-250-6526 for our

On Campus Interviewing Session on April 23. 2001 at tite Career Center

INOV» Sdulioni is a leading provKj«f ct 3-D Plant Life Cyde Oala hiUnagenwnl (LCOM) (otubont INOVii i
aohjlons are focused on

> Providing Engineering Service* lor capturing the phytcal as-it condtton al the piani into a
' visual database, called Physical Oalatiaea

INSURANCE BLUES
. US IN WESTWOOD!

> Providing Software Products for managing and mlagraling the plant Physical OaUbase with
operation and maintenance data sets

Providing Irrformation Managsnwnt SorvicM in support of plant life cycle data management

INOVn Solutions • based m Irvine California. US wUh operation offices m Houston. Texas and Ohahren
Saudi Arabia

m
Mercury Insurance

Group
(and others)

• Lowest Rates with Top Companies

• Young Drivers & Foreign Students OK
• "B" Average Discount

• Married Couples Discount

NO BROKERS FEES
(310)208-3548

There are 499 reasons to visit

^ ISRAEL this summer.

#91:
[ you'll see the sights from one of the
best books ever written: the Torah]

The College Trip to Israel for just $499*.

Do more than work on your tan this summer. Explore
Israel, visit ancient cities, unearth your heritage,
forge friendships that last a lifetime and get closer to
the core of your spirituality. Now, how's that for a
vacation? Call JAM today to find out more.
" The full cost of this tiip Is $3,1 99, Your subsidized price Is S499which liKludes alrfaiv, room and board ai>d all touring.

IkM.
JULY 1-25, 2001

For more details please call JAM at 323.651 .01 77. e-mail us at
)am§ucla.edu or check out our website at www.jam.homepad.com

CLICC here for a great deal...
<college • library • instructional • computing • commons>

COMPUTER WDRKBHDPB FDR EVERYONE!

\
\

\
Learn Web Design, PowerPoint, Advanced Excel,

Access and much more...

CLICC Workshops are free and designed specifically for UCLA students. All worlcstiops are
hands-on and every student has a workstation and opportunity for individual assistance.

/, for Fall Quarter Workshop schedules and sign-up, please visit

www.clicc.ucla.edu/tutorials/workshops.asp

ENROLL either ON&NE by simply clicking on the desired workshop date, or by
coming by the CUCC Lab at 1 45 Powell, or calling us at (310) 206-0271

.

<college • library • instructional • computing • commons>

ENEMY
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ics, however, are half-hearted as

Annaud never delves into them very

deeply.

Zailsev, for instance, occasionally

expresses his self-doubt in a few iso-

lated lines of dialogue that seem, at

best, somewhat forced, written only

to maintain Annaud's psychological

arc.

Ultimately, the moments in which
the snipers are not on the hunt, or on
the run, lag. Zaitsev's self-doubt could

have been an interesting factor in

"Enemy's" war-torn equation if it

were developed efficiently; it's not

and so Ziaitsev's arc detracts from the

film as a whole.

The fundamental conflict of the

film is the duel between Zaitsev and
Koenig - not the one between Zaitsev

and his private inhibitions, and cer-

tainly not between Zaitsev and
Danilov.

For all intents and purposes,

Danilov should have been relegated

to the background as a minor charac-

ter. The only reason he isn't is because

of the rather dull and predictable love

triangle, regurgitated straight from
the bowels of Hollywood, between
Zailsev, Danilov and the Jewish

woman Tania ( Rachel Weisz).

- The love subplot occupies the film,
^

it would seem, because Hollywood
production values require a

Hollywood love story. "Enemy"
would have greatly benefited had the

particular story angle, and all its

sappy mushiness, been singled out

and immediately shot down.

Koenig does what he

has to do to get the

job done. Morals aren't

even a side thought.

The film was inspired by a true

story and according to Annaud, there

was indeed a woman who fell in love

with Zaitsev Maybe so, but in this

film, the woman is only a distraction.

Still, "Enemy" is not a bad movie.
Perhaps all of the fierce criticism

stems from the fact that the heavy and
dull baggage of the subplots slightly

undermines the tense atmosphere
provided by the essence of the film: -

the duel between Zaitsev and Koenig.

The scenes that actually involve the

snipers are as tense as an itchy trigger

finger. Both Zaitsev and Koenig are

top of their class; their lives rest upon
the accuracy of a single well-placed

bullet.

As the two prowl around the war-

scarred terrain, there is a sense of
awe, not only for the sheer precision

of the snipers' marksmanship, but
also for their strategy. The snipers set

up shop-store dummies as decoys or
naask their shots by shooting in sync
with background explosions.

Harris's Koenig is by far the most
interesting character in the film. He is

the professional personified and his

methods, in order to kill Zaitsev, arc

chillingly logical and brutally

unscrupulous. Koenig docs what he
has to do to get the job done. Morals
aren't even a side thought.

This is a problem with many films -

the villains are much more intriguing

than the heroes are. Law docs an
acceptable job as Zaitsev who,
strangely, is not as well developed as

Koenig.

Still, "Enemy at the Gates" is very

good when it doesn't lag. And while

the subplots gum up the works, they

arc merely the subplots. "Enemy"
isn't as sure of a shot as the snipers it

portrays, however. When the film

docs hit its target, it is, at the very
least, close to a bull's-eye.

RLM: 'Enemy at the Gates' is now
playing in theaters nationwide.

— Daily Bruin
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Campus Happenings
Campus Organizattons
Camiius Racnjitmem
Campus Services
Birthdays
Legal notices
Lost & Found
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Pregnancy
Recreational Activities
Rasearch SubiecU
Sperm / Egg Donors
Tickets Offered
Tickets Warned
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Books
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Auto Accessories
Auto Insurance
Auto Repair
Autos for Sale
Boats for Sale
Motorcycles for Sale
Parking
Scooter / Cyde Repair
Scooters for Sale
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Resorts / Hotels
RMes Offered
Rides Wanted
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Travel Destinations
Travel Tickets
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moo
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Financial Aid
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Computer / Internet
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f*ersonal Services
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Professional Services
Resumes
Telecommunications

I

Tutoring Offered
Tutoring Wanted
Typing

Writing Help
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7^00
7500
7(iOO

770(J
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7900
8000
8 100
8200
8300

Business OpportunHies
Career Opportunities
Child Care Offered
Child Care Wanted
Help Wanted
Housesitting
Intemship
Personal Assistance
lemporary Employment
Volunteer

8400
8500
8600
8700
8800
8900
9000
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0200
9300
9400
9500
9600
9700
9800

Apartments for Rent
Apartments Furnished
Condo / Townhouse for Rent

I Condo / Townhouse for Sale
Guesthouse for Rent
House for Rent

I

House for sale
Houseboats for Rent / Sale
Housing Needed
Room for Help
Room for Rent
Roommates - Private Room
Roommates - Shared Room
Sublets
Vacation Rentals
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1 1 8 Kerckhoff Hall
308 Westwood Raza
Los Angeles. CA 90024

E-Mail: classifieds@media ucla.edu
\A/eb: http://vwvw.dailybruin.ucla.edu

Classified Line: (310) 825-2221
Fax: C3103 206-0528

Classified Display: C310D 206-3060
Fax: (310) i06-0528

Mon-Thu 9:00am-3:00pm
Fri: 9am-2:30pm

One issue, up to 20 words
...each additional word
Weekly, up to 20 words
...each additional word
Monthly, up to 20 words
..each additional word
1 2 pt headline

1 6 pt headline

VBorder

$8.50

065
29.00

2 15

96.00

5 75

$1.60

$2.25

$5.00,

Classified Line Ads:
1 working day before phnting.
at 12 noon

Classified Display Ads:
2 working days before printing,

at 12 noon
There are no cancellations after

noon of the day before printing.

hoMriowrile
an eflecAie ad

• Start your ad with the
merchandise you are selling

This makes it easier for readers to
quickly scan the ads and locate
your Items
• Always include the pnce of your
Item Many classified readers
simply do not respond to ads
without pnces
• Avoid abbreviations—make your
ad easy for readers to understand
• Place yourself in the readers
position, ask what you would like

to know about the merchandise,
and include that in the ad Include
such information as brand names,
colors and other specific

^___ descnptions

ta^mVamnmns npras«ii.d m itws iwue Any persJ^beSS^ wStiTadU^^ S^^J^e^nSSfl^^^X^ ^Z^^-.^^ SSTITJ^'S^S^ ""* investigated aoy of the sefyK:es advertsed o, the
0*ly Biuin, 1 18 MfCkhofl Htf . 306 Westwood PUtza, Lm^SbIk CA WW4F«K^aw^et^ »wS^^ compWots .n wrrting to the Business Manager.
475-9671

.
ClassKM ads atoo wpem on-lne at hltpy/v^JdSh^ udaSu P^^mS*^*n^b^M^Si^T^^^^ ^ ^^^ HoiHfcy Office al (310) 825-4271 or cal the WestsKle Fair Housing Oflice at {3lo)

,
^ertloo only Mmoc typographical en^ a. not'^t^, 'o^^^F^^^tyi^i^S^^gyaT^^^ "^ '^^^^^ '- '^"^^ •--

For Qassified Display ads.

please see our rate card

for variable rale information.

r ^ ^
IMoste'Card

payment
Please make checks payable to
"The UCLA Daily Brum" We
accept Visa. MasterCard, and
Discover credit cards. Allow 5
working days for mall payments.

[^tSt^t^t^t^ noo
Campus Happenings

announcements
1100-2600

1100
Campus Happenings

TEACH ENGLISH IN CENTRAL EUROPE!
Free seminar. UCLA Career Center, Monday
April 16th. 4pm. RSVP recommended, Eva
Walthers, 310-825-0831

Alcoholics Anonymous
Mon. Dbcussion, Fn. Sli^> Sludy, 3508 Ackannan

Itwn. Sook Siudy, 3508 Adwmon
M/T/W Rm. DwUdI A3-029

,,W«I.Rin.A3-029

Dbcuuion.AllimM 12:10- lOOpm
For alcoholic* or kt^Mduala mho hav a dhnkkigpnbhm.

TL

I

HAIRCGT. COLORING.
HIGHLIGHTS, BLOWDRY

at Carlton Hair Int.

Westside Pavilion

Call: Aniqa at

(323) 533-7209
offer limited to next 4 weeks.

1300
Campus Recruitment

MARKETING
INTERNSHIP

James Hardie Building Products, Inc. has an
opportunity for an individual pursuing an
MBA or a Junior or Senior pursuing a BA/BS
in Economics. Working at our vvortd head-
quarters in Mission Viejo, will be responsible
lor vanous projects within the marketing de-
partment Great opportunity to get txjsiness

experience and check out the company as a
possible employer when you graduate! Full-

lime position for the summer quarter We will

be on campus for interviews on April 27;

Please sign up via the Career Center Visit

us at www jameshardie com

1300
Campus Recrtiitment

BREAK INTO ACTING
Prepare for a Career as

a Professional Actor by

Studying Rom industry

Insiders

•ProfnaMiaJ Carm Comniq

•Qasssialhntre.TVtRbi

PnctJcal TraininQ

iMadorsi
L«/U|te*NM\M|

'818.784.6500

iiulioii'tlneslnMRiioridonI

www.tvistudios.com

1800
rVliscellaneous

1800
Miscellaneous

J
1300

Cnm()iis Rfjcriiilment
1300

Cnmpus Recruitment

ART THAT DOESN'T
SUCK!

Originals/Prints from $50, to give or for you.
To look at art, go to: www.LSimages.com

1300
Campus Recruitment

2000
Personals

LOVE? European writer/linguist, cosmopoli-
tan, accomplished, good-looking, middle-
aged, healthy lifestyle, loves literature/travel-

ing/outdoors, seeks attractive/smart/affec-
tionate young female, any race/ongin, lor
friendship, possibly romance/marriage 310-
573-4020i/mani©munich.com

21OO
Recreational Activities

GET IN SHAPE!
FREE 10 DAY TRIAL MEMBERSHIP @LA
FITNESS! Wilshlre and Gayley Come with
ad or contact Darin at 310-209-5002.

1300
Campus Recruitment

Out..

hi Spring Rush 2001
Call Sar^h 31^298^977 to RSVP or for questions

I^B House, at 616 Hllgard Ave

TOniQht! April 5 @ 7pm...lnfo meeting at the house
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1300
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1300
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2200
Research Subjects

CIGARETTE SMOKERS
Wanted for a research study at UCLA Men
& Women, ages 22-50. Earn $165 Call 310-
825-6475.

2300
Sperm / Egg Donors

2300
Sperm/Egg Donors

EARN $$$$$
CLINICAL RESEARCH STUDY for the com-
mon cold at the onset of symptoms Male/fe-
male 18-55yrs old, non-smoker, no asthma
history Limited availability Call today 310-
785-9121.

Email:clinicalsubjects@yahoo.com

SEVERE
PRE-MENSTRUAL
SYMPTOMS STUDY

UCLA IS conducting a study using an investi-

gational medication for women with
SEVERE Premenstrual symptoms You may
qualify for this study if you expenence some
of the following symptoms during the week
before your menstrual cycle 'depressed
mood, 'tension, 'irritability, 'feeling suddenly
sad or tearful, 'increased sensitivity to rejec-
tion Qualifying participants must 'have reg-
ular monthly menstrual cycles, 'be between
the ages of 18 and 45, 'not be using medica-
tions for the treatment of PMS (including an-
tidepressants, herbal treatments or birlh con-
trol pills) All study related evaluations and
medication will be provided at no cost to you
You will be paid $175 if you complete the 7-

8 month study Some women will receive
only inactive drug (placebo)

INTERESTED? CALL
LINDA GOLDMAN, RNP.

UCLADEPTOF
OB/GYN 310-825-2452

Calling all angels...

• t^5
Compensation

THE EGG
DONOR

PROGRAM
Help a couple achieve their dream and
you'll receive the highest compensation
and most personalized attention from the
oldest donor program In LA.

We screen recipient parents, too

Shelley Smith ma.. mfcx

323-933-0aia
The Egg Donor Program/The surrogacy Program
e-mail SSmithMFCCdaol.com-Estabiished In 1990

2800
Art/Paintings

WANTED
Collecler seeking pai/itings by Early
California arlists 1900-1940. Artists include;

Guy Rose, Edgar Payne, Granville
Redmond, John Frost, William Wendt,
Selden Gile, Anna Hills, Benjamin Brown,
Franz Bischoff, Elmer Wachtel, Anhur
Mathews and many, many more. Please
contact Steve at ilook4art©aol com, 310-
863-8013

3000
Books

DISCOUNT PRICE: Many CBEST Manuals
for sale Call Lisa for prices 310-829-4363

3500
Furniture

MATTRESS SPECIALS
NEW INNERSPRING twin sets $99.95, Fulls

$129.95, Queens $16995 and Kings

$199.95 Also, Sealy, Stearns and Foster at

lowest prices 310-477-1466

3800
Miscellaneous

BRAND NEW SIZE 10 LACE WEDDING
DRESS for sale Also fine china. Call Bea-
trice lor details 310-264-1906

IT'S T-SHIRT WEATHER
T-shirls from $5. lowest prices on the Inter-

net Discount event merchandise, left-over

from recent events, www.alleventstore.com

WOMEN AGES 18-40 WITH and WITHOUT
PREMENSTRUAL SYNDROME wanted for

a 4-month study of hormone in response to
progesterone or prozac challenge The study
entails mood diaries, blood test and 2 spinal
taps, and taking progesterone or prozac
May be paid up to $200-400 lor your time
Contact Linda Goldman. RNP UCLA OB-
GYN 310-825-2452.

2300
Sperm/Egg Donors

OOOCYTE "EGG" DONORS: Currently be-
ing recruited if you are between 18 and 32
years of age. healthy, proven fertility, good
family medical history, must not be over-

weight Applicants with medical insurance
preferred. Women of all ethnicities and rac-

es! Generous compensation Please call Na-
nette Bahl with the Center for Reproductive
Health & Gynecology ©661-254-0545

SPECIAL EGG DONOR NEEDED Seeking
healthy and intelligent woman, 21-29 years,

blonde hair, blue or green eyes. 5-5' 10" tall

with high SAT or ACT scores Btood type A,

B, or AB. Compensation $6000. Please call

OPTIONS 800-886-9373 ext. 741

n

EGG DONOR
NEEDED-

ANONYMOUS
Loving Chinese couple seeking intelli-

gent, compassionate woman of Chinese
descent (preferably) College education.
age 21-30. 5 2" or taller, slender Com-
pensation $5000 Call CEO 310-546-
6786

1«

II you are male, in college or have a college
degree, you can earn up to $600/mo, call lor

details on our anonymous sperm donor pro-

gram Receive free comprehensive health
screening & help inlenile couples So if

you're tooking for a great )ob and a little extra
cash, call us first 310-824-9941

Classifieds

825-2221

Egg Donors Needed
Healthy females ages 19-28

wishing to help infertile couples.

$5,000

^ Call MiRNA (818) 832-1494 ^

SPECIAL EGG DONOR
NEEDED

Loving, infertile couple is hoping to find a

compassionate woman to help us have a

t>aby We are searching for an intelligent,

vheallhy woman 21-29 years-old, half Ja-

panese, and half Northern European Com-
pensation $5000 If you are interested in

helping our dream of parenthood come true,

please call OPTIONS 800-866-9373 x722

2600
Wanted

UCLA LAW SCHOOL GRADUATES who
failed the tor exam 310-797-0985

4««»4»A««4«^

transportation
4600-5500

Autos for Sale

1979VESPAP125X
Good condition Low miles Windshield, lug-

gage rack, rear seat rest. $1100. 310-825-
4215 or 472-2227

4900
Autos for Sale

1995 FORD ASPIRE SE
$4500obo. 69K miles, green. 2dr, AC. 5spd.
ABS. air bags. 42 miles/gallon on highway
310-839-6394

1995 FORD CONTOUR Green, automatic.
84K. AM/FM Cassette, power wind-
ows/locks No accidents, great condition,
new tire $4600obo Fully maintained 310-
2762606.

1996 HONDA CIVIC EX, Black 5spd,
w/spoiler, 52K, excellent condition, tully

maintained. Custom high-end audio (Al-

pine/Boston/JL) $10500obo. 310-497-2432.

1996 JEEP GRAND CHEROKEE. 4WD. lim-

ited, sunroof, loaded Lee 310-479-6616

1996 JETTA. GREEN. Sold by owner, 5spd.
I^oonroof 6CD Changer, Great Condition,
45.000 miles $9750. Negotiable Contact
Sam: 310-815-8759

1997 VW CABRIO Black on black with tan
leather interior 36K miles. 5spd. Top me-
chanical condition Like New!!! $12,700obo
Call:323-653-4742

1999 CAtyiRY LE, 26K miles. Power every-
thing, ABS, Onginal-Owner. Runs Great,
Automatic Transmission Navy Blue, CD
player $17,000 cbo 310-820-9417

2000 VW PASSAT GLS Automatic, 7.5 mi.
5CD changer, anthracite blue, power wind-
ows/locks $21495obo 818-481-8181.

LOW MILEAGE
•93 INTEGRA GSR, 26,000mi, 5-speed.
cruise control, A/C, tape, spoiler, moonroof.
LowJack, white $10,000. 310-559-3511.

POLICE irviPOUNDS Hondas as low as
$500 Tof (tstings 1-800-319-3323 ext.A214

5400
Scooters for Sale

SCOOTER, HONDA ELITE, Blue, Newly
overhauled and tuned. New Battery.
Excellent Condition $950 obo. Page Abner
818-875-2789.

5640
Rides Wanted

SEEKING RIDE to-from UCLA from Restau-
rant Four Oaks in Beverly Glen; -share
expenses; work M-F, 8AI^-5PM; Call Arnold
310-474-1130

5680
Travel Destinations

«Work Abroad

Work in Australia (tga is-m)
'

Germany • France • Ireland

New Zealand • Canada • Cofta Rka
(ttudeni] /recent graduMei)

Teach In China ^ ^

International Volunteer Projects

-1-888
COUNCIL

info^councilMChanges.org

Exchanges

1985 BMW 318i- white, 4door automatic,
156K miles, power doors/windd^s, sunroof,
runs well. $2200, email udabmw©ya-
hoocom

I— later—tfa—IMaftriwMJI

councilexchanqesoic

5700
Travel Tickets

GET THE HELL OUT OF
HERE!

Mexico, the Caribbean or Jamaica
$250/round trip. Hawaii $ll9/one way Other
worldwide destinations cheap. Book tickets

online wwwairiech.com or toll free 877-air-

tech.

foFsSle

2700-4500

1991 HONDA ACCORD
SE Dark blue, beige leather, moon roof

42km, Excellent condition. Original owner.
$8000 310-470-3404

Displa'
206'
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The Sisters of

Alpha Epsilon Phi
Invite you to join us

Monday Tuesday

WeekJ, Mini-golf

*~6:15pin

Wednesday Thursday

Dinner at

Week 2 Formal dinner

5:30pm

C&O Trattoria

5:30PM

All events meet at A E Phi

362 Hilgard Ave.

5680
Travel Destinations

5680
Travel Destinations

5700
Travel Tickets

STUDENT TRAVEL
i

FLY SUPER
(323) 277-4595

studentrairfares

hotels

hostel [cards

carrentals

LATIN AMePICA specialists
I Mexico Gty

iGuodaiaiara

iNkorogua
iPonamo
I Honduras

iGiracat

ItMPaMo
ICftstaJIIca

no Lima/Ptru

119 mvmno* Air»«

189 Bogota/Cototnbio

229 Quito/Guayaquil

219 Gudwnala
2Sfl

211
209

169

21S
2K
220
259
195

Rlj^/Brazil

New York
S259.

LONDON S370.
PARIS S439.

Bu»lne»« A L«i«ur« TrmvmX

internationalrstudent IDTcards

adventure travel

travel insurance

920 Westwood Blvd.
310.824.1574 or 310.UCUI-FLY or from campus X60795
Hours: Monday-Friday 8AM-8PM

Saturday lOJUM-SPM

Sunday 10AM-5PM

loMon

I
PModalphio

IChkogo

I
Houston

OaNas

I Washington

St. Louis

ISon FranciKO

149

185

135

129

115

135

105

149

Vacations
•aai CMOtMUKU
$3X1 MAUIUM
$369 rmwuiMm
9319 CMK9M

3 NIGHTS. HOTEL & AIR

Great Summer

Discounts Now!

VICT0RYTRAVEL.COM
vfCBOfy fri

^•raamOwr
not
onM/T

CaraKUMl.JO

6000
Insurance

www.statravel.com TRAVEL

Read it. Then
. .nrnCf ;,u, n^

/lllstaie.
>AmjVb in good handa.

Mike Azor Insurance Agency, Inc.

(310)312-0202
1281 Westvs/ooci Blvd.
C2 Oiks. So. or vy/iis(-<lr«>

24 Hours o Dov ST'/tc»

services
5800-7300
Classifieds

825-2221

5900
Financial Aid

LOANS AVAILABLE
No application fee. High approval. Low
Interest rate Bankruptcys welcome Toll
Free 1-877-494-4843.

6000
Insurance

ALLSTATE
You are in good hands Auto Insurance Com-
pany. 310-441-5440.

6100
Coniputer/lnlernot

A GREAT DEAL!
Mac PowerPC 7100-8100 $199-$299 In-

cludes monitor. Pentium 1 complete system,
includes monitor $249. 310-476-5076

ldEa247.COM
INTERNET RESOURCES Web design, de-

velopment, tutorials, hosting affiliates, do-

main names/dreamweaver, global news,

Java script. CGI Cold Fusion.

hltp://www idea247 com
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Write your own
prescription for

success, health

and well being

For more details on the

MindBody Rx turn to

page 16

Visit the Ashe Center website for

more information, request on appoint-

ment or ask health related questions -

vs^ww.soonet.ucla.edu/health.htm

or call 310 825-4073

ucal Ashe Center

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PU77I

F

ACROSS
1 Baseball event
6 Makes changes
11 Reproving cluck
14 Diministi

1

5

Milking time
16 Possess
1

7

Six-Day War site

18 Existing

condition
20 Can. province
21 CFL's - Cup
23 Ridk;ule

24 Walking sticks

26 Aronnatic spk:es
28 Made a

touchdown
30 Blender button
31 Lugged
32 Grinding tooth

33 Shade
36 Decides
37 '— Accompny

Me"
38 Semester
39 Greek letter

40 Night attire

41 Welsh dog
42 Like some seals
43 More curbus
44 Stocked
47 Breakfast food
48 Jellyfish habitat
49 Mekxjies
50 PhyskJian's org.

53 Parade
feature

56 Roman
ganments

58 Disencumber
59 Heart line

60 Jugs
61 YeTtow Pages

contents
62 Rube
63 Change the dial

DOWN
1 Fastener
2 Theater award

7

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

M c H A

1
S L 1 M[e

1
NTe T

A 3 H E N A s|e|8 A L 1

R U 1 N G L L L 8 8 6
E R A 8 E A G A P E

M y. F F L E R HM E Y E L £ T
U N L OA D L OE S S
S c A R

li
R A W L T A D 8

E L 1 E U K E

!l
U P N

S E L F 1ON E N R D E^OIDIE T 8 E M E Sl G E
U P ROAR ^H 8 L 1 8 T F R
L T S 8 L 1 D
T s P

1

H E A V E

1

L A B E L
R E E E 8 T E S E V E R Y
[A]21DJ sjP E N T R A N G E

4-5^1 O 2001. United F«alun> Syndicat*

3 Italian food
4 SFO info

5 Governed
6 Curvy letters

7 Tax - -

8 - rush
9 Egyptian boy-

king

10 Make popping
sounds

1

1

Woman's hat
12 Used the

playground
equipment

13 Nautk^al

measures
19 identical

22 Emt)arrassed
25 God of war
26 Zeros
27 — Mountains of

Asia
28 Layover
29 Poltee offteers

30 Hammer
32 Neatened the

lawn

33 Birthrights

34 Prevail upon
35 Bahrain VIP
37 Days of-:

bng ago
38 Discard
40 Deny
41 Table

protector

42 PerkxJs of

lime

43 Hide - hair
44 Snake

ctiarmer's

partner
45 Pungent
46 Interprets tea

leaves
47 Kind of pool
49 Bettor's

starter

51 Filly

52 Corp. aide
54 Oct. 31 word
55 Indiana Jones

quest
57 Have bills
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6200
Health Services

6200
Health Services

6200
Henlth Services

COMPLIMENTARY CONSULTATION
'"Il^i^r Dr. Nader Dayani

UCIJV FACULTY MKMBKR —^•'» ^-^mmmmm^m, m^mmj mmmmm

Member American Association of Orthodontists

Specializing in braces for adults & children

(:U0)T<26 - 7494
llt>45WilshitcHlvd »,S02

Los Angeles. CA 90025

1949) 552 - 5890
18124 Culver Dr.. «A
Imne CA 92715

DISCOINT TO STl'DKNTS AM) K.'

Teeth Whitening $«t;oo
upptr or lower '^ "^ kJ xj

'^'^ Braces ^^
Miivr Hhlliunt Results

• Cosmetic Porcelain
• Surgical Orthodontics

• Removable
• Traditional
• Invisible

• European

't.. .. :i"„n1wtttacHldK>wt tlQOOCDplulSiaoaOlor
L'.x ) I > iijt )th uf li«attri«nl i<ind9f*d foi m^d kyoowt

yno QU plut S 100 00 kx aacn mnnm of iiaahnanl landwad
lu litinuvaUH OOCM onO S I /DO 00 (Ait $ I» 00pw monlh
tu cwartnc txacai $300 00 fa aognoilic tfuHy modM end

iftiOOIa loimal contuncaion

FREE DENTISTRY
CLEANINGS, FILLINGS
BLEACHING AVAILABL

Call 310-799-3911 for more info

SKIN & BODY CARE
Facials, waxing, lash tinting, and mal<eovers.
Discounts to BRUIN ID holders. Call for ap-
pointment: Michelle 310-915-0802

6300
Legal Advice/Attorneys

CONSUIWIER PROTECTION Lemon law,

automobile dealer fraud, repossessions,
abusive debt collection UCLA law graduate
Contingent fees/costs available Alec True-

blood: 310-443-4139

6^00
Movers/Storage

BEST MOVERS
No job too small. 5-piece special $102. Two
24-foot trucks fully equipped for large moves
Call 24/7 Available on short notice. License

T163844 800-2GO-BEST (800-246-2378
)

HONEST fwlAN w/14ff truck and dollies,

small jobs, short notice ok SF, LV, SD
student discount Go Bruins! lOyrs 310-

285-8688

JERRYS MOVING&DELIVERY. The careful

movers Expenenced, reliable, same-day de-

livery. Packing, boxes available. Also, pick-

up donations for American Cancer Society

Jerry ©310-391 -5657

6500
Music Lessons

DRUM LESSONS
ALL LEVELS/STYLES with dedicated pro-

fessional At your home or WLA studio 1st-

lesson free No drum set necessary
Neil 323-654-8226

VOICE. PIANO LESSONS by professional

singer/pianist Juilliard School MM All levels

welcome, 310-544-1240

6600
Personal Services

LOOKING FOR FEMALE in WLA to help

handicapped female into bed/stay the night

except Saturday until-7am Needed Sun-
day/10-11am $15/night in-cash 310-479-

0180,310-996-1911.

6700
Professional Services

1/2 PRICE HAIRCUT AND COLOR Li-

censed hairstylist, trained at Vidal Sassoon
310-558-4251 310-739-6707

ALL IVR/r/NG & EDITm

Personal Statements,

Papers, Theses, Dissertations,

Books, & Proposals

Comprehensive help by

PhD from UC International

Students Welcome

(323) 665-8145

R-hour class is just S2S

'No stress' classes ofTered

TuesAVed nights,

or all day Saturday!

Walk to class!

Walk-ins welcome.

Wcttwood Driving & TrafHc School
It93 Brailaa AveaMms

(jMt abvvt Brymi lb« Bcark, ktmi trmm Rkt Aid)

Ca to mtrv* yMir Maf! 3I9-2M-3333

Classifieds

825-2221

6700
Professional Services

A FREE SESSION
PSYCHOTHERAPY/COUNSELING for de-

pression, anxiety, obsessions, post-traumat-

ic stress.etc. Couples/Individuals. Crime vic-

tims may be eligible for free treatment. Call

Liz Gould(MFC#32388)©310-578-5957 to

schedule free consultation

ATTENTION MBA, LAW, MEDICAL
SCHOOL APPLICANTS! Frustrated devel-

oping your crucial personal statements? Get
professional help from well-known au-

thor/consultant. 31 0-826-4445. wwwwinning-
personstatement.com.

CREATIVE EXPERTISE
MBA & OTHER
PERSONAL

STATEMENTS,
RESUMES

Personalized, professional assitance. Writ-

ing, editing, dissertation formatting, tran-

scribing. Ace Words, Etc. 310-820-8830

FIND ROOMS &
ROOMMATES ONLINE

The Napster for roommates. Free to view

and place ads. Immediate Online Results.

www.easyroommate.com

FORMER ENGLISH TEACHER w/ Masters
from U-Chicago, edits/word processes dis-

sertations, proposals, screenplays, personal

statements, resumes International students

welcome Winslow's 310-829-6171.

HEAD SHOTS $99
SITTING PLUS digital file for unlimited

phnts!! Westwood location Call Jennif-

er:310-575-6dse.

NOTARY PUBLIC Bilingual sen/ices avail-

able Spanish and English. Commission
#1277297 Commission expires Sept 17
2004 310-820-7113.

7000
Tutoring Offered

AAA TUTOR'S CLUB
A HOME TUTORING service for all subjects,

grades K-12 Lowest pnces guaranteed! For

more information call 310-444-0449

AMERICAN HUSBAND (currently college in-

structor, MBA Wharton. UPenn) and Korean
wife (UCLA Grad, middle school teacher) will

patiently tutor English speaking and writing

310-559-0123.

FRENCH/FARSI PRIVATE TEACHER, for

beginners and foreigners. Also, enthusias-
tic/energetic babysitter. Bilingual,

French/English Loves children Flexible
availability Mrs Soraya 310-979-7040.

MATH TUTOR
Available for all hours, all levels. $30+/hour,

Trig/Pre-Calculus, Calculus, Algebra, Geo-
metry UCLA Math BS. Graduated honors.

Jonathan:310-850-8849. 323-734-8321

MY-TUTORCOM Math/Physics/Statis-
t ics/Enghsh/Heb re w. chemistry/biology
Law/Business Law, computer programming
Computenzed statistical analysis available

Tutonng service. Call anytime 800-90-TU-
TOR

PHYSICS AND MATH
Math/Physics major/student offers tutoring in

physics and math at all levels Contact Sina:

(310)989-1491 or sina4© ucla.edu

WRITING TUTOR
Kind and patient Stanford graduate Help
with the English language—for students of

all ages/levels. 310-440-3118.

7100
Tutoring Wanted

TUTORS WANTED
AFTER SCHOOL FOR grades K-12, in BH,
WLA. SM areas. Education majors and/or
graduate-level (in any field) a plus $11 25-

15/hour Call The Tutor's Club 310-444-
0449

k

$14-22 per hour
Urgent, several openings:

Tutor SAT (Standard

Admissions Test) & other

Standardized Tests.

Also High Math and French.

lOhrs/wk.

Need car. Great Job

Beverly Hills Tutoring Center

(310)289-8922-1-300

bhtutors@yahoo.com
M

FRENCH TUTOR
NEEDED. 2days/wk. West LA 213-623-
5025 ext20 Allison.

HOMEWORK TUTOR
For 10-year-old boy. Monday-Thursday. 4-

5hours/day. Enrolled in school of Education

and must dnve Call:310-990-5018.

MATH MAJOR WANTED to assist 8th grad-

er w/Algebra 1 homework. $20/hr. Must have
transportation. Call Deborah 310-393-3000.

SATURDAY NIGHT BABYSITTER for 2 boys
7&10 yrs/old Westwood area. Must have ex-

perience and references 310-474-7232.

TUTOR for 1st Grader. Experiences Re-
quired. Must have car Los Feliz. $15/hr
Howard 323-464-7664 after 7pm.

TUTORING POSITIONS
$l0/hr, available immediately for Spring
quarter with GEAR UP!!! (Gaining Early

Awareness and Readiness for Undergradu-
ate Programs). Do you love working with 1 1 -

12yr/olds? Are you bilingual? Can you tutor

after school on Mon/Thurs or Wed/Fri? If in-

terested pick up an application in the Student
Commons of Moore Hall For more info call

310-206-8184/310-206-6964

TUTORS NEEDED
All subjects, graduate students preferred.

$20-$25/hour E-mail resume to:

wwtestprep@aol com or call 310-766-4868.

^% » 5

employment
7400-8300

7^00
Business Opportunities

$500-1000/MONTH PfJ
Seeking motivated students for marketing in-

ternet, cellular arxj long distance accounts.

Serious inquiries only. Call for rec. info:888-

432-4890

EARN SUBSTANTIAL
INCOME

WorldCloud. the foremost provider of IP

based communication soluttons, seeks
individuals to drive can'>pus sales of the

exciting new e-mail program ZorMail

(www.zormail.com)-Unlimited commis-
sion potential-To learn rrwre, send your
name and eifnail address to resourc-

es©wor1dcloud.com Specify UCLA-CSR

ENTREPRENEURS WANTED Marketing
group seeks motivated enthusiastic individu-

als. Work 4 hours/week and make
$5000/month. Ideal for students 310-281-
1138

MAUI $25

7500
Career Opportunities

TEACHER ASSTNTS
PRIVATE WLA School looking for capable

and experienced teactwr assistants to work

with elementary level students, M-F, 8AM-
1PM. Begin 4/9/01. Proficient in Mac com-

puter technology. Please fax resume:3lO-

471-1532.

ABC BARTENOINC SCHOOLS
k. Titouunds trained ana placed

li PMOfNK /fc

< TAMPA P«IM 81*1 H

•,f t-:'^ ••'.,:>

TOLL FREE 1 888 262 5824
Mww.abcbartendingcom

ntcMVsled in Bcconiinu

a Sports Agent?
^

Call 866-865-6722

7600
Child Care Offered

$$$ LOW PRICES $$$
WONDER YEARS PRESCHOOL run by
UCLA grads. Ages2 5/6years Two large

play-yards. Open 7:30-5:30.Close to UCLA
310-473-0772.

7700
Child Care Wanted

*ENERGETIC
BABYSITTER NEEDED*
Looking for responsible/caring/energetic per-

son to serve as t)abysitter in afternoons M-F
Enormously bright/intelligent 4 5-year-old

who loves to play/have fun. Located in Bel-

Air/Roscomare Valley. Call 310-889-0119.

AFTERSCHOOL CARE
FOR SPECIAL 7yr/old boy with autism
Need high energetic, fun person Going to

park/other activites after-school. Pay $7-

10/hr.ASAP:310-628-7799. 310-621-1215.

ASSIST UCLA MOM with 3-year-okJ and 1-

year-old. 6-8 hours/week Schedule flexible.

One minute walk from campus. $10/hour.

310-206-6001.

CHILD CARE NEEDED for 7-year-old boy.

Wednesday, Thursday, every other Frkjay

2:30-7:30. Must drive, have reliable car. ref-

erences required. Mary:31 0-828-2624.

CHILDCARE/DRIVER
Help with homework, supervise play, for2-

boys ages 9-12 T,W,F. 3-6pm. English

speaking. Own car w/insurance. Ck)se to

UCLA. 310-470-2047.

P/T BABYSITTER
For wonderful eight-year-old. 2-4after-

noons/week. 2 30-6:30, year-round Insured

driver w/car Live-in: Pvt room(sep.bath)in

secluded garden. l-bk)ck to UCLA. Ap-

prox 20hrs/wk. 310-259-8545.

P/T BABYSITTING
FEMALE NEEDED UCLA student preferred

P/T 2 young kids, weekends, fax resume
to:310-451-1130.

- —

RESPONSIBLE/RELIABLE/Honest/Warm
babysitter needed for 3.5yrold/giri Monday
evenings, other evenings/weekends as
needed. Excellent driving record/car in-

surance, references required. Mar Vista.

310-390-7822

7800
Help Wanted

$$Get Paid For Your
Opinlons!$$

15-$125 and more perEarn $

www.money4opinions.com
per survey!

$15-$23/HR BRIGHT, ENTHUSIASTIC peo-
ple to teach SAT prep and ALL Academic
Subjects Transportation required. We will

train, flexible hours. Send or fax cover let-

ter/resume, including test scores (SAT, GRE,
etc.) to ACE Educational Services. AttnBar-
ry, 9911 W Pico Blvd. Ste PH-K, LA. CA
90035; Fax:310-282-6424 Positions avail-

able throughout LA and the Valley

$1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL Mailing our cir-

culars. No experierwe required. Free Infor-

mation packet Call 202-466-1639.

^ENERGETIC PEOPLE
NEEDED!!!*

Busy Valley. Hollywood, or Santa Monica
offk:e needs energetic people. Bonuses!
310-395-7368

WANT TO SPEND 3 months in Maui or Can
cun for only $25? zagala com

•MOVIE EXTRA WORK- Beats all jobs Start

Immediately Great pay Fun/Easy No crazy

fees Program for free medical Call-24/hrs

323-850-4417.

7800
Help Wanted

10MINS FROM UCLA Electronic retail

store. PT/FT technical savvy penson front

page! For customer, sales, and service. 310-

475-0859. Mr. Schuize

A GENETIC LAB SEEKS Staff Research As-

sistant. Experience in molecular and/or bio-

chemical techniques and BS required. Send
resume tvu@mednet ucia edu

A MANAGEMENT
TRAINEE

New offices opening. Independent Capital

Management. Inc. (ICM) one of the nations

Premier and Fastest Growing financial serv-

ices CO. (INC500) offering securities through

SunAmerica Securities Inc. (NASD.SIPC)
announces immed. openings in our So. Cal
Offices. We're looking lor career oriented in-

dividuals in search of rapid advancement
and complete training in the investment fiekj

with an industry leader. Top payouts, medi-
cal benefits, 401k match, conferences, stock

options 1-800-600-2620. www.icmfinan-
cial.com

A PERFECT STUDENT
JOB!!!

AFTERNOONS DURING SCHOOL. Fulltime

during Quarter Breaks and Summer Vaca-
tions! Work at the most famous tennis shop
in LA Wort< experience not necessary. Mini-

mum pay $7 50/hr. "String for the

pros!"Westwood Sporting Goods 1065 Gay-
ley Ave 310-208-6215

ACCESS TO A COMPUTER? PUT IT TO
WORK! Up fo $25-76/hr PT/FT.-r
wwwEamEZbucks.com. 888-715-4646

ACCOUNTING ASSIST.
Small Internet Co. needs P/T Account Assis-

tant to manage books Accounting experi-

ence required $10/hr. 310-859-1903

ACCOUNTING. A/R. collections. Close to

campus Flexible hours. 310-828-9900

ACCT/BKPR
Need help setting up Microsoft Money, build-

ing history and devek)ping workable record

keeping process. Should entail 5-7

hours/week, $10/hour, your computer or

mine. 310-566-4815.

ACT AS AN
EXTRA

Make good money $$. No experience neces-
sary Call today, wort< tomorrow. 800-540-

1600x131

ADMIN ASSISTANT F/T position in Beverly
Hills. Mk:rosoft Office a must. Email resume
employment ©saybrex.com or fax 310-278-
0038 More info 310-278-2750.

ADMIN. ASSISTANT
Brentwood real estate office. $12/hour PT or
FT. Fax resume to: 310-476-7284

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT NEEDED.
F/T. Fast-paced entertainment company Ex-
cellent written and verbal communication
skills. Must be familiar w/computer. Call '

Brooke 8 18-313-9590

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT to real es-
tate broker. Mornings marxlatory. Car re-

quired. Must know Word/Excel ar>d be com-
puter friendly. $9-11/hr. 310-474-4250.

ADMINISTRATIVE/ARCHITECTURAL
ASSISTANT P/T individual for WLA architec-

tural firm, PC/MS savvy. Help w/general
office and archiving $l0-$ll/hr. Fax resume
310-286-2301/Nakaoka Assoc.

AMBITIOUS
WRITERS
WANTED!

Online magazine seeks writers/photogra-

phers/editors to cover movies/TV. music,

nightlife, internet you get experience, ex-

penses, partnership, info@p-d-n.com, 310-

989-3114, www.p-d-n.com/writers.

ARE YOU A
BALANCED BRUIN?

Do you excel at school yet still have time to

give back? Do you play sports yet still go out
and have fun! Are you trainable? We might
want you for PT/FT work. 310-652-9572.

Apartment Manager Needed

20 units in Westwood
Experience & References Required

(S)cal/310 859 46J9

Are you n model.
or «Mnnt to <n-t •. ttirtcci'*

Looking for all types

male/female models/actors
We also have Phit size St Children div.

Far pnm & non-union commercial*
So CKfitiience required So fecft

Display
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7800
H(jlp Wanted

ASSIST SENIOR with dnving, shopping and
chores. Must have car 3-4hrs/day, 2
times/wk. $10/hr. West Hollywood. 323-651-
3691.

7800
Help Wanted

ASSISTANT 1/PAGE
OPERATOR

Receive, relay, and route calls for assistance
and information via the telephone, pagers,
public address system, computer system
and 2-way radk) equipment. Operate, main-
tain, and update computer terminal. Other
duties as assigned. Qualifications: demon-
strated ability to understand and evaluate
emergency and technical information and re-

lay in an accurate manner. Excellent commu-
nication and customer service skills. Ability to

work weekends and holidays. $12.51-
$15.36/hour Varied hours including wee-
kends at least 20 hours/week. Westwood
Fax resume;3 10-794-0620 or e-mail torclay-

ton@mednel.ucla.edu

ASSISTANT NEEDED, work In film/music In-

dustrty. Computer savvy, reliable car, flexible

hours, great wortc envitonmenf. salary nego-
tiable. Fax resume/Bio:310-313-1683.

ATTN: ALL MAJORS
Summer Internships, P/T-F/T Employment
IBM, Teach for America, KPMG. Pricewaler-

twuse Coopers, and morel Put your resume
on www.jobdirect.com. Enter Campus ID

Co<Je:uclal

BE PART OF
THE SOLUTION

rOftrce Assistant: Looking for a job wiin mean-
ing in a professional office environment? Call

the Rape treatment Center in Santa Monica.
Data entry, packaging &shipping materials

for national campaigns, errands, helping

w/celebrity event Offtee experience strongly

preferred. Need car w/insurance. P/T 12-20
hours/week. Must be available to work
through October, 2001. Flexible weekday
hours. $9- 10/hour-fmileage for errands.
Call:310-319-4503.

BEACH CAMP SUMMER JOBS! Coun-
selors, Lifeguards, Craft Director; work
wAoddler-teens at Private Beach Club in SM.
Call Andrea 3 10-395-3254,
TBC210©aol.com

BEVERLY HILLS AUTO DETAIL shop needs
fiard-working, fast-paced, agresstve people
to handle top-notdi cars. No experience re-

quired. Flexible hours. 02zie:31 0-859-2870.

DON'T FEED
the Squirrels

BIOLOGY MAJORS
WANTED

TEACH CHILDREN BIOLOGY using live an-

imals. Enthusiastic personality, teaching
skills and own transportation are a must. An-
imal handling experience preferred. $9/hr
Call 310-392-5909. www theanimal-

guys.com.

CAFE/BRENTWOOD
GOOD$$

Flexible hours. Great atmosphere. Bright,

energetic, friernjly people wanted.

PT/FT/Weekend positions available for

mgmt. counter, and barista positions. Call

Paul 310-576-6641.

CAMP COUNSELORS needed for local

summer day camp. Beach/aquatic experi-

ence in swimming, surfing, sailirig, or jet ski-

ing a plus. Competitive salanes. 818-996-

4780.

CAMP WAYNE FOR
GIRLS

Children's camp in Northeast Pennsylvania

(3 hrs NYC) 6/19-8/17/01. Directors for:

Fine Arts&Crafts, . Camping/Nature, Ropes.

Golf, Swimming, Drama Counselors

for:Tennis, Gymnastics, Aerobics, Cheer-

leading, Swimming (W.S.I preferred). Sail-

ing, Waterskiing, Sculpture, Batik, Silk-

Screen. Jewelry, Piano, Guitar, Video, Self-

Defense. On campus interviews f<pn\ 11th.

Call 1-800-279-3019, website www.camp-
waynegirts com

CERTIFIED PERSONAL
TRAINERS/

FRONT DESK HELP for LAs most popular

health club. For more information call Giu-

seppe:323-658-6999

CLERICAL ASSISTANT; technical book-

store. BNi Publications, Inc., a leader in tech-

nical put>lications for the construction indus-

try, has immediate part-time positions avail-

able at its WLA location Starting houriy rate

© $7.00. Flexible hours, convenient location

near 405/10 twys. Call Richard at 310-474-

7771 or fax resume to 310-474-6863.

CLERK WANTED. Law firm Computer skills

Organize tiles. 24hours/week Salary open.

Contact: Anna Labellarte Rubin, Eagan &
Kane, LLP. 310-788-0983; lax 310-788-

0984,

CLERK P/T, Pleasant Century City Engi-

neering Firm seeks f)erfectionist with typing

skills for general office duties Must absolute-

ly be detail-oriented. $l1/hour to start. Call

Rhonda 310-286-2437.

CLERK/SECRETARY. P/T. 10-20hrs/wk.

Westwood law firm. Filing, typing, learn a

lot ©law, flexible schedule, fax resume 310-

446-9962.

7800
Help Wanted

COMEDIC WRITER
Looking for comedic wnter needed for a fe-

male comedian. Should have stand-up
comedic material. Female preferred. P/T
$10/hr. 310-236-1184 leave message.

COMPUTER HELPDESK SUPPORT: 10-

20hrs/wk. $10.20-$11.82/hr. PC, MAC, Net-

wort<. Software and Hardware UCLA De-
partment of Pathology 206-5819

COMPUTER INSTRUCTOR Wanted P/T
great college job. Easy hours, must be
friendly. $8-9/hour. Call CCTC:3 10-277-

1178.

COUNSELORS AND
INSTRUCTORS

In art, swimming, nature, video and ropes
needed by Tumbleweed Day Camp. Must be
responsible, energetic and enjoy worthing

with children. 310-472-7474

CRUISE LINE ENTRY LEVEL on board po-

sitions available, great benefits Seasonal or

year-round. Call for info 323-644-2102
www.cruisecareers.com.

CUSTOMER SER-
VICE/JOURNALIST

Small Internet Company desires articulate

person to work with existing clients Email
reply, Customer service and Creative writing.

PT/FT, $9/hr. 310-859-1903

CUSTOMER SERVICE. Answer customer
questions, telecommunication service, close

to campus, flexible hours 310-828-9900.

DAY CAMP - SUMMER
Seek staff w/summer home in or near the

San Fernando or Conejo Valleys, Oxnard.
Simi, Malibu. misc. Instructors & General
couns. $2750-3500+ for summer. 888-784-

CAMP www.worfcatcamp.com

DAY CAMP
COUNSELORS

Pali Camp now hirir^ enthusiastic coun-
setors! Summer fun includes: jet skiing,

amusement parks, t)each days, paintball and
more! 19 and up. Call Jacque: 310-477-

2700x14.

DAY CAMP
Summer. Swimming, beaches, horses &
more, wwwdaycampjobs.com.

7800
Help Wanted

7800
Help Wanted

uni{{ue job offportuniti^

fteKibte hours
minimai'time
commitement $oOO per month

, ^

If you're male, in good health, in

college or have a college degree, and
would like a flexible job where you can
earn up to $600 per month AND set

your own hours, call 310-824-9941
for information on our anonymous
sperm donor program. Receive free

health screening and help infertile

couples realize their dream of

^becoming parents.^===
u

DAY CAMP-SUMMER
Seek staff w/summer fx)me in or near the

San Fernando or Conejo Valleys, Oxnard,
Simi, Malibu. misc. Instructors & General
couns. $2750-3500+ for summer. 888-

784-CAMP www.workatcamp.com

(310) 472-7474 Located 10

Looking for fun, energetic students who
children and would like a job outdoors as a
general counselor. We also need specialists to
teach horseback riding, video making, swimming,
rock climbing, nature studies, or arts & crafts.

www.tumbleweed4ever.com
Call for a great summer!

I
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p>{esfior UiZ

Review posted on 3/13/2001 at 1:02:43 AM by Donald Choi

Prd. Ruiz, or 'leo,'' as he wants lis students to address hi^

undoubtedly one of the best professors I have had duriqg my academ-

ic career at UCUL My first dass wHh him was History 121iL leo tai«ht

the dass in a way I was not accustomed to, but he was successful in

helping leani about the Middte A^ in a d^erent fgliL 1(M made

readmg St Augustine's ''Confessions/' so interesting and enigbten-

ii^. Teo did not just come to lecture to his stiidents, as many profes-

sors do. Lectinig was not enou^ for him. Teo is a teacher in tiie true

sense of tiie word. He guides tiie student to ti»k and reason. He sim-

ply does not tak, but discusses witii his stiidents. He encourages his

stiidents to speak ttieu mind, and he welcomes eveiy stiident who

conies to see him at his office witii open anns. I have not seen a pro-

fessor who is so passionate about teaching and helping stiidents. It is

a pleasure to see Teo during his office hours. I have never encoun-

tered him at a bad time. He also has a smie and encour^ing words

for evenfone. I was also fortunate to have Teo as a faculty mentor for

an independent research project I did during Spring 2000. 1 can't say

enough about ttis wonderful man, who is not only a professor, but a

friend. I woni just recommend tfuit every stiident at UCU( take at

least one course witti Mm, but to take as many as possible and above

al, spend some time to know Mm. UCIA tiie History Departinent and

ttie stiidents are truly fortinate to have a professor Nke leo!

Mtp://i«wiiiKlaprofessors.com/profye.a$p?ID=77S

it
ow

who ijoijr

Ploffsj^oRj ar(»?

M SniDDn^RUR PROFESSOR IKVnr SITE
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7800
Help WimliMl

GENERAL
OFFICE/SALES
ASSISTANT

PDC WHOLESALE FURNITURE SHOW-
ROOM. Full-time Multi-faceted person.
General office computer quicktxx>k. Custom-
er service sales assistant. Fax resume:310-
451-1130.

7800
Help Wanlt.'d

DRIVER WANTED Must have clean DMV.
Call Nationwide Wholsale. We are a shipper
of fresh cut flowers. 310-230-0811.

7800
Help Wimled

GIRLS LOOKING FOR EXTRA CASH for

school or play, get paid a few hundred dollars

this Friday by chatting in your spare time
from your PC. voyeurtius adult internet video
chat. Must be 18+ http://cams. voyeur-
bus com Call toll free 888-636-5190.

-GIRLS wanted at exclusive social club in

WLA. Conversation and dancing. 18+ years
old Flexible hours. Earn top $$$. 310-313-
2989.

DRIVER/TUTOR. 10-15 hours/week.
$10/hour. drive kkte (14. 11. 8) to/from activ-

ities, assist 11&8 year-olds with home-
worVcomputer skills. Larry 310-979-8210.

EARN $$$$$
CLINICAL RESEARCH STUDY male/female
l8-55yrs. oW, non-smoker, no asthma his-

tory. Limited availability. Call today 310-785-
9121.

e-mail:clinicalsubjectsOyahoo.com.

ESTABLISHED MGMT FIRM NEEDS Intern

and assistant. Hands-on with up and coming
pop/R&B artists. Contact Traci 818-973-
2766.

CSOs NOW HIRING
Do Good and get paid. Pay $8.47 to
$10.65/hr. Must be a UCLA student w/l +
academic years remaining with valid drivers
license. Web. www ucpd ucia edu/ucpd/cso.
Email: cso©ucpd.ucla edu Phone 310-
825-2148.

7800
Help Wnnled

NEW RESTAURANT in Westwood vHiage.
Cashiers needed. AM Part time available.

Will train Call before 11am or after 3pm
310-873-1388

7800
Help Wiinled

LIKE MAPS?
Flood certification company near LAX is

kx)king for nwtivated. self-starters for map
research positions. If you are map proficient,
detail-oriented, and computer literate, fax re-
sume 310-348-9022, attn: Production Dept
EOE ^

F/T ADMIN
COORDINATOR

Health care company in Westwood seeks or-

ganized person for entry-level position. 7:30-

4:00. Attention to detail necessary Fax re-

sume to Uz:310-443-5258.

FAST PACED PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
seeking a P/T Mon-Fri. (9-l2noon) office ad-
ministrator. Typing skills, answering phones,
and some experience in management re-

quired. Fax resume to 310-396-3815

FEMALE MODELS!!
Seeking young, natural, girl-next-door look.

18-22. for artistic non-nude professional pho-
tography, beginners welcome, will pay
Tim:3 10-720-3183

FILE CLERK wanted for small law firni in

Westwood. $9i/hr. min 8hrs/wk, M/W after-

noons. Fax resume 310-443-3281

FILE CLERK-PT Century City law firm seeks
file clerk for filing, photocopying, faxing. Ap-
proximately 20 to 28 hrs per wk $8.00 per
hr. Fax resume to Office Coordinator 310-
203-4850

FLORIST SEEKING
sales, phone assistant. Simple typing/admin-
istration skills helpful Flexible hours/fun en-
vironment. Call Monica 323-852-0848.

FRATERNITIES, SORORITIES, CLUBS
STUDENT GROUPS. Eam $1000-2000 this

quarter with the easy Campusfundraiser.com
three hour fundraising event. No sales re-

quired. Fundraising dates are filling quickly,

so call today! Contact Campusfundrais-
er.com at (888)923-3238 or visit www.cam-
pusfundrasiercom

FUN SUMMER
Swimming, horses, beaches and more,
www daycampjobs com.

EVENTS STAFF/SECURITY for sports, con
certs, TV shows, conventions. 18+ with clean
background. Great job for students You pick
your assignments. 213-748-7223.

GREAT DEAL
HAIR MODELS NEEDED for upscale Santa
Monica saton. You don't have to be a model
to get a haircut like one. 310-392-3951

HELP WANTED. P/T. Cashier and waitress.

Some experience preferred but not neces-
sary. Will train. Also looking lor delivery per-

son with car/scooter. Roni's Diner. 9911
Santa Monica Blvd.. Beverly Hills. 310-772-
0044

Hotel desk clerk- PfJ (momings/AM) West-
wood Village Hotel. 310-208-3945

HOUSEKEEPER/HOME-OFFICE ASSIS-
TANT lor busy doctor. Weekends Laun-
dry/'C'««"»hg, assist w/cooktng, etc. No skills

required Great pay! Flexible schedule.
Leave message 310-967-5180.

JEWISH HEBREW
And Sunday Schools need teachers. Good
Jewish education and love of chiWren de-
sired. Alice Fasman:323-761-el6l3.

LAW CLERKS WANTED for small Westside
Plaintiff Law Finn. Flexible hours Email re-

sume to kgallo9biren.com

LAW STUDENT NEEDED to assist
UCLA(MFA) film school grad. to prepare le-

gal civil rights documents for City of Beverly
Hills case Pay Negotiable, Page 818-680-
0595 Phone: 818-563-6630 vondra-
portdaolcom.

LICENSED Residential Facility needs 1 re-

creation driver, 3 direct care staff AM/PM
night. Fax resume to 310-450-4240

LIFEGUARDS
Certified LG's. Start afternoons 5^. Summer
position. Get paid to get (re)cerlified. Mature
18+ and good swimmer. Beautiful canyon
setting. Tim 310-472-7474. Fax resume 310-
476-7788.

LOOKING FOR CO-PRODUCER/CREW:
Sci.fi Independent Feature. Fall 2001
Resumes to contact©paraxis.com.
www.ha rdwinter.com

NOW HIRING ALL POSITIONS Chin Chin
Restaurant High energy trendy Chinese
Cafe. Flexible schedules AMSPM shifts.

Free Meals. Great pay! Will train Inten/iews
daily 3-6pm. 11740 San Vicente- Brentwood.
5ml from UCLA campus

OFFICE ASSISTANT for small Investment
company. Organized individual w/phone
skills, quick-thinker, strong computer skills a
must, a self-motivator. P/T-F/T, salary
DOE+bonus. Email resume to: evanturi©he-
lixlp.com

DAY-CAMP COUNSELOR & ArlsACrafts
specialists. Summer/PT. $9.80/hr June-
August. Experience working w/children a
must. 310-479-7200, or lax resume 310-445-
1764.

RESPITE COMPANION
$10-$12Air DOE-PT/Flexible hours. Provide
respite for famNies with chiWren with devel-
opmental disabilities Paid training provided.
Toll tree info:877-924-2220 E-mailrokel-
lyOiaba.com. Fax:310-649-3109 Visit us at
www.iaba.com

MALE MODELS
Have a great face or body? GET REC-
OGNIZED in Playgirl-style puWkatkxis. Must
be 18-24. Beginners wekxxne. Highest im-
mediate pay w/headshots. PakJ screen test

Jeff0213-748-4555ext. '11
, jwhiteOou-

nique.com

OFFICE ASSISTANT P/T-FAT. Flex hours.
$10/hr. Home otfrce on Mulholland and Bev-
erly Glen. 310-271-6564

OFFICE CLERK
P/T AND F/T

SM law firm seeks office clerte. Phones, fil-

ing, faxing, photocopying&filing court docu-
ments. Must have aulo+insurance Francis
Che:310-453-6711.

RETAIL SALES
PT/FT. Westwood Blvd Designer wed-
ding/evening gowns Expenence preferred,
motivated and friendly. Great opportunity!

Salary/commisstons/bonuses. Excellent $$
310-474-7808 Pauline

RETRIEVAL WORK
P/T DOCUMENT RETRIEVAL WORK at
campus libraries. Hours 2pm-6pm.M-F. $8/hr
to start. Must be reliable. Cal info. 213-687-
8710.

MARKETING ASSIST
Small Internet Co. kx)king for assistant to
market company's services. Good communi-
cation skills. $10/hr. 310-859-1903

OFFICE HELP In electronic store in West-
wood. No experience necessary Contact
Fred 310-470-0472.

MARKETING
SALES/TRAINING for Mextoo-USA impor-
ting company. Pay $l0-l5/hr. Full time
Spanish helpful Business major preferred.
Good sxp«r>«nce. Fax resume 310-654-
6287 or E-mail: sales Othepaintedde-
sert.com.

OPEN CALL FOR FEMALE MODELS Apnl
14. 2001. 6514 Lankershim Blvd N. Holly-

wood. CA. www.modelsearchla.com 818-
464-3515.

MOTHER'S HELPER NEEDED. 12-18hrs
per week, flexible. UCLA student required
Call 310-277-1805. Fax references to 310-
277-1832.

MR. TUXEDO
Now hiring, formal wear sales/rentals.
$9/hr+commissk)n. No experience neces-
sary. F/T. P/T Avail. Comer of WilsWre and
Barrington. 31 0-477-8633.

MUSIC COMPANY
Needs A&R, mariteting, publicity, production
people. kx)king lor versatile diverse individu-
als; paid positions/internships available fax
resume to:818-753-8633.

NEED TO MAKE SOME PT $$$? Will train
and sponsor assistant broker. PM work.
Guarantee+tKjnus. BH office. Call Neil 800-
450-7585

OUTDOOR YOUTH
ORGANIZATION SEEKS ASSISTANT TQ_
DIRECTOR P/r now, F/T Summer. Aquatic^
and Computer skills. $9/hr. 310-826-7000
www.SierraAdventureCamps.com

P/T CLERK
Santa Monrca law firm seeks a P/T General
Office Clerk Flexible hours, but mornings
preferred $7-l0/hr DOE Please call Ida
310 351-2826.

REWARDING/FUN
Summer Swimming, beaches, horses &
more. www.daycarT»pjobs.com.

SALES POSITION available for internet e-
commerce company. Salary+commisslon
Call 310-234-0784. Fax: 310-234-0786.
Email: Jobs©electrobuy.com

SALESPERSON AND
MANAGEMENT:

p/r DAY CARE ASSISTANT needed for Fri-

days 8-5:30pm. Some ECE or CD units pre-
ferred and experience wort<ing w/pre-kinder-
garien ChiWren. 310-459-0920

Prr Medical Receptionist. Tues, Thurs. Fri

afternoons. Must have excellent phone voice
and medk:al offk:e experience. Call Mandy
310-274-8353.

OPPORTUNITIES
Available for fashion footwear store in Cen-
tury City Shopping Center. Call:310-277-
5668 or fax resume to:31 0-277-5675.

SECRETARY/RECEPTIONIST Full/Part
Time, Fax Resume to 310-450-1311. or E-
mail: rg©pmsman.com.

SERVERS &
ASST MANAGER

SERVERS AND ASSISTANT MANAGER
needed. Great pay. Flexible hours. Call 310-
275-7770.

NEUROLOGY LAB seeks full-time lab assis-
tant Experience with Cell Culturing. staining,
counting, microscope required Fax re-
sume:310-267-2477.

P/T WRITER Pleasant Century City Engi-
neering Firm seeks perfectionist with strong
writing skills to produce miWIy technical re-

ports for internal and external use. $13/hr to
start. Wage increases as appropnate. Mini-
mum I5hrs/wk, Must have car and in-

surance Fax resume 310-286-9126 or call

310-286-2437

Welcome Back to Spring Quarter!
We have spring & summer positions available.

PART TIME RECEPTIONIST NEEDED for
athletic club Tues-Fri 10am-2pm and Sat
11am-5pm No experience required but musi
be personable, in good shape, and comput-
er Inendly Please call Mike or Brie at 310-
459-4648.

FLEXIBLE

PART TIME, FULL TIME positions for fast
food cafe Cafe k)cated in Westwood. For in-

terview infomiation call Anis: 310-209-1007
After-3:30pm

SPECIAL CAMP
COUNSELORS

Resident Camp for chiWren with cancer kx)K-
ing lor energetic and generous volunteers for

9-day summer camp expenence For more
info, call Lisa at 310-268-8488 today!

SPORTS MEDICINE
MARKETING/BOOKEEPING, MEDICAL
BILLING/RECEPTION, PHYSICAL THERA-
PY. Sports medk:al clink; now hirir>g lor the 3
above posittons. Will train. 310-587-0044

STUDENT ENGLISH
TUTORS

Prj shifts 2am-7am Tuesday-Friday or 1pm-
4pm Tuesday-Friday For more info Ask for
Diana 213-629-1488.

PLUS
BONUS

'''Convenient

Scheduling

(Mon.-Fri.

evenings &
Sqt.,Sun.)

^Build Your

Resume

*Speak Directly

to Alumni
** We ore on

equal opportunity

- employer.

PART-TIME ADMIN ASSISTANT Duties in-

clude answering phones, light typing, organ-
ization, office errands, light filing, & collating

documents. Must be bright, enthusiastic, de-
tail-oriented. & able to perfomi a variety of
tasks simultaneously. Send cover letter and
resume to ACE Educational Services.
AttnBarry. 9911 W Pico Blvd.. Suite PH-K,
LA CA 90035, or fax to 310-282-6424

PART-TIME CLERICAL position in Marina
del Rey Great lor a student! 20-25hrs/wk
Flexible schedule ok. Photocopy, answer
phones, file, type, enter data, mailings, and
organize Must be computer literate Mac
skills preferred Good writing, communica-
tion & organizattonal skills $10/hr Fax qual-
ifications with coverletter to Shawn at 3 10-
821-9282

Call Sandin for Appointment

3 1 0-794-0277
• 1083GayleyAve.4th

email callcenter@support.ucla.edu

PASADENA AREA SUMMER DAY CAMP
now hinng energetic and responsible people
for counselor positions Looking lor group
counsetor, lifeguards and wranglers. Spend
your summer outside making new friends
Call TOM SAWYER CAMP 626-794-1156 or
www.tomsawyercamps.com

PAY IS $11/HR
WANTED FOR SHERMAN OAKS (25 min-
utes from UCLA campus) pension actuarial
office for 20+hours per week+full-time sum-
mer: two (2) high achiever students in Ac-
counting. Math. Econ, Business for Pension
& Acturial Admin; one (1) leariess student
with good martteting skills for telephone+ in-

person mari<eting pension services to ac-
countants pay IS $11/hr lor each job Fax
resume & DPR to 818-769-4694 Call 818-
769-4600 any Qs

PROGRAMMER WANTED Database inter-
net software and secure transmisions re-
quired SM CO/$10-18/hr Evenings & Wee-
kends DOE. Call 310-477-2669 or fax 310-
477-1359.

STUDENTS. FACULTY STAFF! Here's your
chance to sing! We especially need tenors
and basses. Contact hinnebug© ucla.edu

SUMMER AT THE
BEACH AND MTNS

FUN WORK WITH CHILDREN IN THE OUT-
DOORS. 7-week day program. 2-weeks
Sierra Sleepaway June 25-August 24 Ex-
perience with children and water activities.

$330+bonus/week. Call 310-826-7000 or
www.SierraAdventureCamps.com

SUMMER CAMP
DIRECTOR

Private Beach Club seeking experienced
Head Coach to supervise social and recrea-
tional activiites lor cNWren ages 3-14 years.
Salary commensurate with experience. Con-
tact Dale:3 10-454-2266 or Fax resume 310-
454-2266

SUMMER CAMP
COUNSELORS

6/25-8/17 $78-$92/day 9am-4pm
Decathalon Sports Club in Palo Alto, CA
campjob® yahoo com

Classifieds

825-2221

RECEPTIONIST
Needed for private health club Permanent
hours available Hours: 5 30am 11:30am
Please ask for Allison:310-659-5002.

SUMMER CAMP COUNSELORS For
Westwood Recreation Complex June 25-
Aug 31, 9:45am-4:15pm Experience pre-
ferred Sports, arts and crafts, etc $9 79/hr,
Apply in person Benita Dixon 310-473-3610.

SUMMER DAY CAMPS
San Fernando or Conejo Valleys, Oxnard.
Simi, Malibu Misc. Instructors & General
couns $2750-3500+for summer 888-784-
CAMP wwwworttatcamp.com

SUMMER DAY CAMPS
San Fernando or Cone)o Valleys. Oxnard.
Simi. Malibu Misc Instructors & General
couns $2750 3500+ for summer 888 784-
CAMP www wort(atcamp com

Displa'

Daily Bruin Classified

7800
Help Wanted

SUMMER JOB
GRAD/UNDERGRAD Psychology.education
or speech to be a camp aide for a special
needs child. 6/25-8/25. Valerie 8 18-907-
0367.

SUMMER JOBS
SUMMER CAMP IN NEW YORK-June 20th-

August 16th. Jobs include: Musical Theatre
Director, Tech Theatre, Roller Hockey
Coach. Golf, Tennis, Radio station. For appli-

cation and information, web: www.chipi-
naw.com or email info9chipinaw.com
Phone 1-954-227-7700.

SUMMER JOBS!
The Marcia Israel Day Camp is now hiring

Senior and Junior Counselors and an Art

Teacher for Summer 2001 . Spirited, energe-
tic, patient, expenenced candidates who love
wortting with young children should call 310-
445-1280 ext. 150.

SUMMER JOBS! WEST Los Angeles day-
camp hiring energetic counselors, lifeguards,

and specialists. Call Tiffany at 310-399-
2267.

SUMMER SPORTS
CAMP COUNSELORS

Prime Time Sports Camp is now hiring lor

summer 2001. Sports background and ex-

perience working with children required.

9:30AM-3:30PM. M-F 6/25/01-8/31/01. WLA
and Palisades. Peter:31 0-288-4 132.

SWIM INSTRUCTORS
—FAMILY LIFE AQUATICS Swim school

searching lor fun&reliable swim instructors.

WSI&CPR required Must have car High
pay, flexible hours. 310-454-6464.

SWIMMING INSTRUCTORS at client

homes $20-$24/hr Strong lesson-teaching

experience with small children. Summer em-
ployment Call John 818-781-7676 ext. 1

TEACHER AIDES NEEDED for public ele-

mentary school. M-F 8:30-11:30. $9 75/hour
Palisades Elementary School. 310-454-
3700.

TRANSLATION CO in Santa Monica needs
truely bilingual office assistant/editor w/ex-
cellent English and Spanish skills&computer
expertise P/T-F/T. Fax resume 310-260-

7705, call 310-260-7700 ext 11

UCLA CAMPUS
TOUR GUIDES

Now hiring lor 2001-2002 school year. 6-10

hours/week. At $8/hour. Applications avail-

able at 1147 Murphy Hall. Due 4/20/01 by
5PM.

UCLA INTEGRATED SUBSTANCE ABUSE
PROGRAM: F/T RA needed BA/BS re-

quired. Knowledge of research design
SPSS, neuropsychiatric assessments pre-

ferred. Fax resume:31 0-268-4397.

UCLA RECREATION
SUMMER CAMP JOBS

GREAT MONEY! GREAT TIME! We need
energetic people to be summer camp coun-
selors Pay is $7.38-$11 00/hr Morning, af-

ternoon, all-day shifts available. Call 310-

206-1787 Applications available at John
Wooden Center

UNIVERSITY APARTMENT Coordinator Po-
sition wanted from 6/18/01-6/30/02. One
shared rental space plus stipend. Applica-

tions and |ob descriptions available OUCLA
UNIVERSITY APTS. 625 Landlair Ave. #1.

Do not call Application deadline 5pm
4/13/01 MUST BE UCLA STUDENT

VALET PARKING
ATTENDANTS

Flexible hours, great tips, Santa Monk:a and
Marina Oel Rey areas. 310-214-1888. Leave
message.

VET TECHS
Needed for busy a animal hospital in Culver

City. Call Oscar at:3 10-559-3770 or fax your

resume at:3 10-559-9447.

8000
Internsliips

GET PAID TO LEARN TVIE STOCK MAR-
KET. Professional day trading firm looking lor

entry-level intern. Call Ray between 9AM-
2PM 310-470-9035

INTERNS WANTED
MOTION PICTURE, TELEVISION AND In-

ternet Animation Production Connpany seeks
interns to assist in daily operations. Fax re-

sume 310-280-0218

81OO
Personal Assistance

MY HOUSEKEEPER OF NINE YEARS is

looking for extra day work. She is fastidious

and totally honest Call Roberta 310-450-

2440.

PHYSICAL
ASSISTANCE
NEEDED

For disabled male in Reiber Hall. A few

hrs/day Flexible schedule. $10/hr. Call Alex

310-267-8189.

8200
Temporary Eniployntent

VIDEOGRAPHER needed lor party. Must
have own equipment, including tnpod. Satur-

day. April 14. 11:00am to 4:00pm. Call asap:

Amanda 310-458-1542.

8300
Volunteer

HOTLINE VOLUNTEERS NEEDED by the

Suicide Prevention Center. Excellent volun-

teer opportunity. Next training starts May 5

Please call 310-751-5330 (Culver City)

housing
8400-9800'

8AOO
Apartments for Rout

$1290. 2bd/1bth. Brentwood Adj, lease to

max. of 2. Near Wilshire/Bundy, patio, no
pets. Avail, now. 1236 McClellan. 310-826-

8461.

•WESTWOOD VILLAGE, MIDVALE N OF
LEVERING. LARGE 2-BDRM APT GAR-
DEN VIEW, DINING ROOM, UNIQUE,
CHARM. FRONT AND REAR ENTRANCE
310-839-6294*

2&3BDRM LARGE, bright, view. Microwave,

oven, refrigerator, dishwasher, washer/dryer

in unit. 21 -ft. Jacuzzi on roof. Walking dis-

tance to UCLA 310-475-0807.

AVAIL. IMMEDIATELY
Share Itiedroom apt. w/grad student spring

quarter. Walk to campus. Parking space
Furnished $500/month. 310-208-0210.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ 1&2BEDROOM
$895&UP LARGE UNUSUAL CHARM
SOME SPANISH STYLE W/HARDWOOD
FLOORS ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS.
310-839-6294

BEVERLY HILLS adj guest house
Unfurnished 1 IxJrm, 1 bath, refrigerator,

stove, hardwood floors, yard, newly updated
bathroom. par1<ing. $880 310-395-RENT
www.westsiderentals.com

S^kOO
Apartments for Rent

FURNISHED STUDIO APT $625/mo, de-
posit $400. Utilities included, gated 6 month
min 5 mi from campus. Linda Alvarez man-
agers 10-277-6006, 310-837-3556

IDEAL FOR FACULTY
Across fiom UCLA. Large, spacious, lown-
house-like apartment, 2bed/2bath with large

private. Closed-garage. 1-yr Lease-
$1700/mo Avail-March 15 310-553-5388.

PALMS (upper). 1 bedroom, cat okay, refrig-

erator, stove, laundry, completely refur-

bished, skylights $725. 310-395-RENT
www weslsiderentals com

PALMS Single apt from $575, 1-bdrm $695,
$600deposit 1-year lease only Stove, ;e-

frig .carpets, vert blinds, 310-837-1502
leave message 8am-5pm only

PRIME SANTA MONICA APARTMENT Re-
frigerator, dishwasher, balcony, bright. $775
310-395-RENT wwwwestsiderentals.com

PRIME SANTA MONICA contemporary
apartment. Pet okay. Bright, newly renovat-

ed, close to beach Parking included. $900
310-395-RENT. www.weslsiderentals com

Bachelor Available

SANTA MONICA PRIME
LOCATION N. OF

WILSHIRE
NEAR BEACH

$1195 1 bedroom. Hardwood floors Charm-
ing split level, dishwasher, refrigerator. 943
7th Street. Cats OK 818-980-5900

SANTA MONICA Large, unfurnished. 2 bed-
rooms, 2 baths, dishwasher, walk-in closets,

part<ing included, 310-395-RENT www.west-
siderentals.com

SANTA MONICA Triplex. Cat okay, refriger-

ator, stove, sea view court, 3 skylights, patio.

310-395-RENT wwwwestsiderentals.com

VENICE GUEST APARTMENT attached to

house Unlurnished studio 1 bath, no pets,

carpets, private room, private entrance, sep-
arate from house Kitchenette, month-to-
month, utilities included. $390. 310-395-
RENT. www westsiderentals.com

* PALMS *
4BD. 3BA + LOFT TOWNHOME. FP.

CENTRAL AIR/HEAT GATED
GARAGE. SEC ALARM, CAT OK

3670 MIDVALE AVE.

$2495/MO

2BD, 2BA TOWNHOME. FR
CENTRAL AIR/HEAT GATED

GARAGE, SEC. ALARM, CAT OK

3614 PARIS DR.

$1395/MO

* MAR VISTA *
1 191 3 AVON WAY. $1 295/MO.

1 1748 COURTLEIGH OR. $1 295/MO.

(310)391-1076
• Open House 7 Days a Wsek 10 - 4 PM aS

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED! Make a dif-

ference. Wort< w/kids. The Boys&Girts Club
at Venice needs college students to assist

w/variety of afterschool programs esp w/HW
tutorir)g. Our brand new facility is located on
Lincoln+Venice Blvd For more info call 310-

390-4477 Virginia(x228) or Pierre(x238)

WANTED
VERY ATTRACTIVE WOMEN 18-25 with

great style and social skills. Get paid to

attend social events, go on dinner dates with

exclusive clientele Make money, have fun!

323-273-3955

WEB DESIGNER
UCLA ALUMNUS seeking computer pro-

grammer with web design skills. Graphic

design, streaming video experience a plus

Contact Andre:310-283-6487.

YMCA NOW HIRING After School teachers
and drivers. Must have 3-6 units in educa-
tion/related field Fax Resume to Laura 310-
575-0271

Classifieds

825-2221

BEVERLY HILLS. Stunning triplex

Furnished. Best BH location, hardwood
floors, martled bath Utilities included 310-
395-RENT www.westsiderentals com

BEVERLY/FAIRFAX AREA. Large lower stu-

dio. Small quiet buiWing. near all Full kitch-

en, stove and fridge. $775 323 937-4977
Michelle,

BRENTWOOD great area, unfurnished stu-

dio. Refrigerator, stove. $700. 310-395-
RENT. www.westsiderentals com

BRENTWOOD Private room, refrigerator,

stove, carpets, laundry, parking included

Month-to-month $500/ 310-395-RENT
www. weslsiderentals com

CULVER CITY post offk;e area guest house
cat okay. Hardwood Hoors. large ctosets.

laundry, yard, utilities included $795 310-

395-RENT www weslsiderentals com

CULVER CITY SPACIOS unfurnished 2
bdrms. pet okay, w/d hook ups, lots of clos-

ets, big kitchen, parking included, $779, 310-

395-RENT, www.westsiderentals,com

PRIME WESTWOOD
Beautiful 2bed/1bath French style unit in 4plx

with old wrtd chrm, high ceilings, hwd fl, brbr

cpts, w/d, tons of light 10632 Eastbome,
Brian:310-291-3531 $1900. ContactBrian
b_mesic0yahoo.com 310-291-3531,

SANTA MONICA APARTMENT 4 blocks
from beach. Pool and laundry, $856 310-

395-RENT wwwwestslderentals.com

SANTA MONICA FURNISHED BACHELOR
kitchen facilities, pariting, small porch, pri-

vate entrance 22 blocks from beach,
$795/month 310-450-6526.

8AOO
Apartments for Rent
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9400
Rooni for Rent

SANTA MONICA GUEST HOUSE 1 bed-
room, 1 bath, plus loft, N of Wilshire. high
ceilings, large yard, utilities included $1200,
310-395-RENT www.westsiderentals com

SANTA MONICA HOUSE, pel okay. 1 bed-
room. 1 bath, w/c pet, refrigerator, stove,
hardwood floors. $995. 310-395-RENT
www.westsiderenials.com

SANTA MONICA pet okay, unfurnished. 2
t>edrooms. refngerafor. stove, carpets, part<-

ing included, month-tomonth $1400 310-

395-RENT www weslsiderentals com

Diamond Head
Apartments

1 BD $1145
Intercom System & Gated Parkins

Rec room, Sauna,
Gym Room, Fireplace,
Jacuzzi, Dishwasher,

Refrl3erator,
Air Conditioner,

Laundry,
Cathedral Ceillnss, no pets

Short Term Lease

660 Veteran
208-2251

WEST LOS ANGELES furnished guest
house A/C, parking included, month-to-
month, cable included $700 310-395-
RENT www.westsiderentals.com

WESTWOOD furnished apariment, pet okay,

walk to UCLA laundry, utilities included

$745 310-395-RENT www weslsideren-
tals com

WESTWOOD VILLAGE 1 -BEDROOM
$1400; 2-BEDROOM, 2-Bathroom $2000; 3-

Bedroom, 2-Bathroom $2900. Pari^ing. 1-

year lease, no pets. 10943 Roebling Avail-

able 7/5/01 310-471-7073,

WESTWOOD VILLAGE: Large 1 -Bedroom.
$1500, Hardwood floors, fireplace, parking.

1-year lease, no pets, available 6/17/01 925
Gayley Ave. 310-471-7073.

WESTWOOD—2(y©droom9. 2 bath, (upper),

relrigerator. stove, dishwasher. /VC. lire-

place, large closets, bright, sundeck, gated
parking. 2 spaces $1400 310-395-RENT.
wwwweslsiderentals.com

WESTWOOD—traditional. 2 bedrooms, refi-

gerator, stove, dishwasher, high ceilings,

carpets, A/C, large closets, laundry, bright

$1250 310-395-RENT www weslsideren-
tals com

WESTWOOD 2BDRM/2BATH $1450 AND
UP TILE KITCHEN. STEPDOWN LIVING
ROOM, HIGH CEILING CHARM 1 MILE
SOUTH OF WILSHIRE SOME W/BAL-
CONY 310-839-6294.

WESTWOOD Walk to UCLA, 2bdrm/2bth.

gated partying, rooftop spa. quiet building,

accepting reservations lor Summer and Fall

$1850-$2250 512 Veteran 310-208-2655

WILSHIRE CORRIDOR LUXURY-APAR-
TMENT Furnished studio, Jacuzzi, sauna,
gym, close to Westwood, No kitchen,

$890/mo, 10660 Wilshire Blvd, 310-358-
8700 or 310-503-7227.

8600
Condo/Townhouse for Rent

PALMS. 2bedrooms/2baths Refngerator,

stove, pool $900, 310-395-RENT
www weslsiderentals com

ROOMMATES 3+2 Westwood Pool/sauna,

balcony Totally renovated Bnght 2-car

gated-parking. Close to restaurants and
shops. Call lor information 310-475-9754

8700
Condo/Townhoiise for Sale

IMAGINE OWNING/LEASING WILSHIRE
Corridor/HiRise single, 1or2bdrm $90K-
$200K Walk to-UCLA/Vlllage, 24hr/security,

Spectacular views, pool, jacuzzi, sauna,
valet service Agent-Bob 310-478-

1835ext.109

8900
House for Rent

BEL AIR TOWNHOUSE
WITH A VIEW

2bdrm/2bth Townhouse w/pnvate backyard.
Canyon views, fireplace, hardwood-floors,
central AC/heat, Garage. Walk to mar-
ket/8min to UCLA, WC pets, $3200/mth
310-276-8505

9200
Housing Needed

DANISH FAMILY OF THREE SEEKS SUB-
LET or house exchange for July 2001
House or apariment in LA area kaarenma-
clean©hotmail,com

9300
Room for Help

FREE ROOM/BOARD
IN BEVERLY HILLS Bedroom w/private
bath. Furnished In exchange for prepanng
breaklast/dinner. assisting w/9 year-old giri

in evenings, drive to school in mornings
Outgoing female student prelerred 310
247-0075

WALK TO UCLA PRIVATE RM. BATH
PHONE AVAILABLE JUNE 1ST PERFECT
FOR FULL-TIME FEMALE STUDENT
MUST OWN CAR, HAVE EXCELLENT
OFFICE SKILLS 310-470-4265

437 GAYLEY Pmk Palace Beautiful

2bdrm/2bth. w/2balconies, french doors,
spacious. 3 underground parking spots, par-

tially furnished Lgte June-8/31 $2150/mo
Please call Julie or Silvia at 310-824-5542

BRENTWOOD F/NS/NP Bed, bath&full

access to large, beautilul home Share
w/lamily, $750 310-395-0623,

SEPULVEDAA/ENICE Own bed, share bath
2bed/lbath 2floor corner apt close to

Green/Blue line $480 Avail now Frank
llan@uclaedu day:3 10-966-5320 eve:310-
202-1196.

WEST LA
ROOM FOR RENT

Students welcome. Close to public transpor-

tation lOmin to UCLA, Furnished
$600/month Utilities included 310-559-
8946

9500
Roommates-Private Room

$490 PER MONTH South Mar Vista near
Centinela and Culver Blvd Female, no
smoke, no drugs, house, 310-391-1563

ASIAN/QUIET/CLEAN/MALE Near bus
slop Westwood/Pico 3-mo mm stay Re-
quired 2 relerences Private bedroom share-

bath $495/month, w/utilites, kitchen priv.

$40/day, 310-475-8787

BEVERLY HILLS
PRIVATE ROOM/BATH in lovely furnished

apariment. All pnvileges, private terrace and
security parking. Students welcome,
$725/month, 310-860-0134

BRENTWOOD TOWN HOME to share
Male/Female Non-smoker Graduate, facul-

ty prelerred Private bdrm & bth A/C, wash-
er/dryer in unit, $750/mth, 310-820-8354

BRENTWOOD 5min away from UCLA, pri-

vate. large, bnght room w/full bath, walk-in-

closel, kitchen access Locks on bedroom
door, $650/month 310-470-3740.

LOOKING FOR ROOMMATE Non-smoking
lemale to share 2bdrm/lbath South of

Wilshire &700/month-fsecurity deposit.

Young professional/grad student preferred.

310-770-1062.

MARINAA^ENICE
BEACH

Spacious room, large closet Cute 3 bdrm. 2
bath house Hardwood lloors and plentilul

partcing. Off 90 fwy Looking for easy-going

roommate to share this magnificent abode
Must like dogs. 310-577-1618.

WLA-FEMALE furnished private room.
2bdrm/apt $350+1/2utilities 10-min to

UCLA Near Bus line, market, shopping No
smoking/pets. Prefer UCLA student/faculty

310-478-7472.

9600
Roommates-Shared Room

WESTWOOD lemale only at 507 Glenrock to

share 3bed/2bath apartment Full parking,

dishwasher, washing machine 310-208-
2817 or 66 1-252-0708

9700
Sublets

SUMMER SUBLETS
NEEDED

Law firm seeks furnished westside. South
Bay. Pasadena sublet Only from May-Aug.
No share situations please Include cross-
street Leave detailed message at 213-680-
8589.

0' Melveny B Myers LLP

Law Firm
Needs sumnner sublets
If you»are Inferesfed In

subletting your furnished opt

please ennail
dates availoble,

address.
rent, and amenities fo

sharperca^omm.com
or call (213)430-6539

Subletter Needed
To share 2 bedroom apt w/ 3 ottier people

for spring quarter $444 00 per montti

Please call Divaker 310-435-5409

or Richard 310-208-9706

SUBLET & ROOMMATE
SERVICE

FIND or LIST A SUBLET!!

www.thesublet.com
Sublets in all ctties!! (201-894-1189)

Display

206
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needs^^_^ apply at:M
PASTM^^K^ human re.^^oarces

^<-*^««Mrr»iw« '^^
-^^Snd floor :>

,,, kerckhoff feall .,,^

Job #3c^^-^-''

COMPLIMENTARY
CONSULTATION

Mendel Presents '"''

ULnllmiteb

SIDFRS!
Sat. & Sun. April 7 & 8 at 8pni

.l/llli; (A HTKMKf U-

il\ Tflftion \ lii>

trviiric wiiit'N

STLT)ENT/FACIXT\^ DINNERS!
April 9-14, 5-8pni

DtlkKUh P.isso\(T iiumN » MUnil h\ IKI \P
Sui;i{('SU'd (lunation haculls S I ^/SluclctiLs SS

MOSHIACH S FEAST
April 15 at 6:30pm

« I lips ol wine Dinner \ (.Iui.nskIic rv|<>uini;

Su>y;t'Mt'd doiuuon. \im Conunitnu-nl lo (x-li-brato'

Plcasf RSVP now:
fon: 310.208.7511 email: mendel<8chabad.cofn

Chabad House at II.C.L.A. Ohel Menachem Mendel
741 Gayley Ave. Westwood

for ail your Pas*»over info visit www.chabad.com

Get the MBA that
keeps on giving!

• Year I - $20,000*

• Year 2 - $40,000
Year 3 - $60,000

The Added Value of a UCR MBA

+$800,000
AGSM Advantages:
• No work experience or business-related under-

graduate degree required
. ,

Choose up to nine MBA electives

One-on-one assistance from our in-house Career

Management Center

Receive a quality internship that provides "real

world" work experience

Enrollment available, Fall, Winter, and Spring

quarters -

'

Got the Picture?
To. receive an MBA catalog and application, please contact
Gary Kuzas at (909) 787-4551, check out our web site at

www.agsm'.ucredu. or e-mail your questions and requests to
qary. kuzas®ucredu Application Deadline May 1, 2001,

t?Jk
*Th^ difference in starting

salary between a bachelors

and a UCR MBA Graduate
Based on !999 statistics

* 'Based on a 40 yr Workiife

University of California, Riverside

Braces

Deliver Brilliant Results

ORTHODONTIST
SINCE 1980

UCU FACULTY IMRMBKR Dr. Nader Dayani
Member American As.sociation of Orthodontisfs

Specializing in braces for adults & children

Invisible

European
• Removable • Cosmetic Porcelain
• Traditional • Surgical Orthodontics

20% DISCOUNT TO STUDKNTS AND FACULTY WITH VALID ID.

(310) 826- 7494

1 1645 Wilshire Blvd. #8Q2

Los Angeles. CA 90025

(949) 552 - 5890

18124 Culver Dr., #A

Irvine, CA 92715

Teeth Whitening
upper or lower

$85'^° ejch

(Rf|? $2{M>.(K))

The freatmenf will be os follows: S 1000 00 plus
SI 00.00 for eoch month of treatment rendered
for metal braces. S900 00 plus S 100 00 fof each
month of treatment rendered for removable

bfoces and S 1 700 00 plus S 1 25 00 per month for

ceramic braces. S200 00 for diagnostic study
model arvd S 1 75 00 for formal consultation

expiration date 5-15-01

ODJA
EVERY

FRIDAY & SATURDAY
FEATURING SPECIAL GUEST DJ'S EVERY WEEK

RESIDENT DJ'S

Jonathan Tfiomas
[A^atfian Ccimpdeff

Ofivier

^^ ; 1 :, .V

lOP.

INFO: WWW.Z0DIAC.CLUB.COM OR (310) 556-7774

2020 AVENUE OF THE STARS, CENTURY CITY CA
ABC ENTERTAINMENT CENTER, NEXT TO SHUBERT THEATRE

M.HOOPS
From page 43

winning 19 of their next 24 games.

Where's that Rick Pitino

number?
Just as the team was hitting its

groove Athletic Director Dalis

dropped a bombshell on Jan. 9. He
informed the media that he had two

discussions with then-jobless and for-

mer Kentucky Head Coach Rick

Pitino.

What's more he failed to mention

all of this to Lavin, who was forced to

hear the news from reporters.

"Pitino is an opportunist," a furi-

ous Lavin said that day. "He's trying

to capitalize on a tremendous oppor-

tunity."

Dalis' discussion with Pitino

(although Dalis maintains they were

not about the UCLA job) fueled spec-

ulation that Lavin, who has been

under fire all five years in Westwood,

would soon be fired.

The players used the rumors as

motivation and continued to win. Two
days after the news UCLA beat then-

No. 18 use 80-75 in Pauley Pavilion.

Despite all that

"occurred, the Bruins

still managed to make
the Sweet Sixteen.

With Dalis reluctant to give Lavin a

vole of confidence or a guarantee that

he would return next season, the

Bruin Head Coach went through what

he said "the most challenging and dif-

ficult three weeks of my UCLA
tenure."

In a game at Cal a month later,

Berkeley students rubbed it in by hold-

ing up pictures of Pitino with the

words "I got next, Lavin" scribbled

below. Lavin's father. Cap, said his

son came close to resigning.

Instead of resigning Lavin conduct-

ed his best coaching in his Westwood
career, spearheading the Bruins to a

spectacular 14-4 record in arguably

the nation's toughest conference.

From horrendous to

sensational in two days
In a span of two days in February,

UCLA's roller-coaster season made a

bee-line to the concrete floor - nearly

throwing the Bruins off - and then

shot straight up.

On Feb. I, Cal humiliated the

Bruins 92-63 in Haas Pavilion. It was
Berkeley's biggest win over UCLA
-since 1923.

Two days later UCLA, spearhead-

ed by a career game from usual bench

warmer Billy Knight, toppled then-

No. I Stanford 79-73 at the always

hostile Maples Pavilion.

After the game. Cardinal guard

Ryan Mendez attempted to sum up
the Bruin program.

"They're a tragic team," he said

after the game. "How can they play

like they did again.st Cal, then come in

here and play like they did today?"

While they might be tragic, they

certainly are also resilient. Many
coaches and players would have buck-

led under the pressure of the obstacles

the UCLA basketball team had to

endure in 2000-01.

Despite all that occurred, the

Bruins still managed to make the

Sweet Sixteen for the fourth time in

the last five years.

Despite all the ups and downs, they

finished ranked No. 12 in the USA
Today/ESPN poll.

But don't tell that to Kapono. who
wa.sn't in a mood to be retrospective

after the season's last defeat.

"It's hard to look back and find

something positive," he said. "We had

a decent year. We could have gone fur-

ther, but we didn't so we have to live

with it."

THOMPSON
From page 42

easy to pick the Lakers over the

Clippers. Or UCLA over USC, for

that matter.

So, here I am, sitting at home,
watching a game being played halfway

around the world and loving it as

much as a Giants-Dodgers or UCLA-
USC game. Hard to believe.

To take things a step further, during

my trip to Washington D.C., I went
* early one morning to a bar to watch

the England vs. Finland World Cup
qualifying game. What kind of

American am I?

I don't think soccer will ever be as

popular here in the U.S. as it is abroad.

We have our own sports that we are

pretty darn good at. But if you're like f

was, don't be afraid to check it out.

You might be surprised. The Bruin

men and women play all fall quarter

and have a newly renovated Drake
Stadium to play in. You don't know
what you might be missing.

Arsenal rallied to beat Valencia 2-1 on
second-half goals by Thierry Henry and
Ray Parlour, much to Thompson's
delight. Fellow Arsenal supporters or

haters can reach Thompson at

bthompson@media.ucla.edu.
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WILLIS
From page 48

think I have a great work ethic."

Fortunately, Willis matured with

age. When her teammates selected

her as team captain at UCLA, Willis

was inspired to work harder in the

gym and set an example for her

younger teammates.

"Maybe that is why I'm competing

better this year," Willis said. "I work

out better this year than I ever have in

my entire life."

Though Willis downplays her work

ethic, her teammates do not. Carly

Raab, Willis' roommate last year,

can't say enough about what Willis

brings to the team.

"Onnie brings amazing leadership,

honesty, cohesiveness and unity to the

team," Raab said. "She brings out the

best in a lot of people. She's a really

loving person."

More than her work ethic has

changed since she came to Westwood.

Although the Bruins won a national

title her freshman year, that season

was still a transition for Willis. This

year, she has shown great improve-

ment, posting several perfect lOs and

a few all-around titles.

Anyone who has seen a UCLA
gymnastics meet knows it climaxes at

the beginning of Willis' floor routine.

With a silent crowd waiting in antici-

j)ation, Willis breaks her signature

smile, an ear-to-ear grin that wins over

judges as quickly as it does over fans.

"It's not like she flashes it; it just

slowly breaks," Kondos Field said. "I

have never witnessed thousands of

people break into exaltation over

someone's smile. She hasn't even

tumbled yet and they're going crazy."

Willis makes the kids who attend

the meets happy when she's signing

autographs for them, and nothing

makes Willis happier than kids. With

her lifetime goal firmly set at being an

elementary school teacher, Willis is

the kind of person parents would

want teaching their kids.

"I really like kids," Willis said.

"And teaching is a great avenue where

I cannot only work with kids, but I

can help kids."

Willis has learned a lot her first few

years at UCLA, all the while succeed-

ing in the gym and in the classroom.

When Kondos Field pointed out that

Willis had achieved a 4.0 grade point

average, Willis was quick to point out,

"Well, not really. I got an A-minus."

It is this attitude that makes her

successful and will continue to make
her successful in her future endeav-

ors. As Raab says, "She's motivating,

energetic, personable, sweet - Onnie

is just a phenomenal person."

exclusively sighing

itis new booti

Shaq Talks Back

Wednesday
April 11th
8-9pm

^Tickets are nquirod for thi^evont and are available
by purchasing a copy of the book.

\

(Sorry, no memorablffa will be sign Thank-you.)]

Book Soup -j^ft ^ro 044A •"^* *""••* •*•*• '^•«< Hollywood, CAM069
r» JIU.OOV.J11U FREE Parkins bohlnd storo via Hollas Si.

'Bookseller to th9 GnatA Infamous" www.hooluo«ip.<owi book»oMp®ool.cow

APPEARING uNivHWALaTvwAur

TOMORROW! IMAX
ONLY ON THE MAX'SCREEN TH K ATR E

For Showtimes
And Information

Call 818-76(^8100

Dr. PatricR Doyle, O.D.

C^ M
EYE EXAMINATIONS-CONTACT LENSES HIGH-FASHION EYEWEAR

10930 WEYBURN AVE
3 1 0-208-

1

384
HIE DIFTEREINCE IS HIGH QUALTTY SERVICEI

CONTACT LENS
PACKAGE*
Includes eye exam,

fitting. 2 month M\o*i
up. and pair of Ocular

Science daily

wear lenses.

Eyes of

Westwood
can help you

see better, and
look better,

too.

EYEGLASS
PACKAGE*

IrKludes exam, frame
and single vision

prescription lenses.

Laser Vision

Correction LASIK
Is it for you??

Be sure to ask Dr.

Doyle. He has had

L45/Kandis
extremely happy!

We accept UCLA's Vision Plan

Close to campus in Westwood Village

Across from Jeny's Famous Deli

Looking for Leaders!
You're invited to attend an information session for

Prospective Professional Students for the

Master of Health

Administration
Become part of the $1 .2 trillion healthcare industry.

Join a growing field with expanding opportunities

in the public, private & non-profit sectors. We're

looking for future leaders in healthcare

nfianagement, finance, information technology,

health policy & more.

Thursday, April 5th, 2001

5:30-7:00pm in Ralph & Goldy Lewis

Hall, Room 103
Refeshments provided. RSVP to Ariane Ownes at

213.740.0527oraowens@usc.edu

•«>.< i^-^.<

•« Now EnroHmgH «•

1
^ Westwood Summer |
I School Camp if

^ Making Great Kids Greater! ^
t Improve Grades,

IVIotivation, & Confidence

Traditional camp activities,

tiorseback riding, nature & hiking,

sports & games. Aquarium of the

Pacific, San Diego Zoo, Disneyland,

Universal Studios, skating—— and much, much more!

Ill (310) 446'^

f

I
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The Daily Bruin
Ad Production Department needs
- Paste-up Artists

Knowledge of Photoshop and Quark a plus.

Apply at:

ASUCLA HUMAN RESOURCES 2nd Floor Kerckhoff Hall Job #3

POWDERFINGER

Features the single

''My Happiness"

#^ iRolltiig Stone Magaiine (Australia)

U.S. Tour^^ MrKh Coldplay

AVAILABLE AT TOWER RECORDS
.^-Z^i«bM

Hapubbc TDIUIR
RtCQRQS UIQIQ BQQHS

MEN'S TRACK

^ i' »

(^S! *^S(
{

Dally Brum file Photo

Senior Steve Michels competes in the pole vault during a meet at Mt.

Sac last season. UCLA will compete In the Texas Relays this weekend=

M.TRACK
From page 45

nine fast teams."

Smith is looking for the relay team

to run under 40 seconds for the first

time this season. The team has posted

times in the 40.3 range, but with strong

competition pushing it. Smith is

expecting the squad to reach a new
level.

Junior thrower Scott Moser and

sophomore hurdler Kyle Erickson are

ranked highly in their respective

events; Moser in the shot put and dis-

cus, Erickson in the 40()m hurdles.

Like the rest of the team, they will be

put to the test

Smith put the meet in perspective.

"Texas is a step up," he said. "This is

what the NCAAs are going to be like. It

gives us a look at where everybody is in

respect to ourselves so we can come

CONNIE WU/Oally Bruin Senior Staff

back to practice and have some moti-

vation to work."

Venegas agreed.

"It's the first important outdoor

meet for us, not that we have to place

very high in it, but we have to show

signs that we're going to be doing well

in the Pac-lOs and against USC. It's a

real good preparation meet for us."

The Bruins are expected to rise to

the occasion and this weekend's per-

formances may be stepping stones

towards good results to come later this

season.

THOMPSON
From page 48

It was a wussy sport. Real men played

baseball or football. Who wants to

watch a sport where people run

around aimlessly for 90 minutes with-

out a single goal? And 1-0 games? How
boring is that? Sure, hockey is low

scoring, but at least there's fighting.

But for some reason, soccer grew

on me. Last year, I was asked to cover

UCLA men's soccer for the Daily

Bruin. I'll be perfectly honest: I was

not looking forward to it. I didn't

know a thing about the sport and did-

n't want to. But hey, it was my job, so I

did it.

I ended up liking the sport. Week in

and week out, I was able to watch

UCLA play great soccer against teams

from across the nation. I also met peo-

ple who had devoted most of their lives

to the game they love.

Little by little, I was starting to get

it.

Soccer wasn't such a wussy sport

after all. I saw players stay in games
after taking vicious falls, and players

return following surgery, risking rein-

jury because they wanted to get on the

field so badly.

And in the process, I witnessed per-

haps the greatest NCAA soccer game
in history, and perhaps one of the most

compelling games in any sport. UCLA
fell to Indiana in quadruple overtime

of the semifinals of the Men's College

Cup in 1999. I consider it to be an

honor to have personally witnessed

that game. I enjoyed the experience so

much that I decided to cover the sport

again this season.
'

'

This past summer, I had the oppor-

tunity to go to Europe, where soccer is

THE sport. Everything else comes
after soccer. Nations build hatred

toward one another over this game.

Fans sometimes get beaten and have

even been killed for getting a little too

rambunctious in enemy territory.

The funny thing is that they don't

even call it soccer there. Soccer is

"football." Calling it that makes
Americans laugh, as we all know what

REAL football is. But nonetheless,

soccer is king in the rest of the world.

Going to Europe opened my eyes to

how great soccer is. When it's played

at such a high level, it's beautiful to

watch. Crisp passing. Great goalkeep-

ing. Tremendous goals. Players can

kick the ball at angles and speeds that

defy the laws of physics. Hopefully,

some day that level of soccer will be

played here in the states.

And it's unbelievable how much the

fans get into it. Fans sing their team

song during games. I even read how a

fan in Nigeria made a vow to kill him-

self if his team didn't win.

The team only managed a tie.

So after the game, he pulled out a

small bottle, drank the contents and

soon after keeled over and died. Hey,

no one said soccer fans are the

smat test in the worid. But they are the

most passionate.

So while in Europe, I adopted a

team: Arsenal. It was easy. London is

my favorite city in the world, and
Arsenal is the best team in London. It

was like moving to L.A. and finding it

S«cTMOMKOII,|Mi9c41
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W.SWIMMING
From page 46

determined and for the UCLA victory

to be made official.

"At the meet, nobody knew we won,
so we couldn't celebrate at the pool,"

sophomore Erica Shugart said. "We
were sat down in a room where we
were told, and we cheered by the Bruin

Bear. It was exciting."

"Winning the Pac-10 championship

was definitely the highlight of our sea-

son." senior co-captain Brighid Dwyer
added. "Although it didn't happen the

way we would have liked it to, it's

something that we will all always cher-

ish."

Because of the conference win, the

Bruins headed to the NCAAs with a

buH's^ye on their backs. There, UCLA
was given infiated expectations by the

swimming media due to the strength of

its big-meet performances during the

season.

However, a lack of their trademark

depth and the emotional burnout from

the Pac-10 meet resulted in a disap-

pointing 15th place finish.

Although the NCAA results were

not what the team was hoping for.

Gallagher was pleased With the perfor-

mances of her senior swimmers, who

leave the program at the peak of their

careers.

Dw^er swam a personal best in the

100-yard backstroke at the NCAAs,

and Goodwin shaved over a half sec-

ond off her personal best time in the

100-meter butterfly at the Nationals in

Texas, which qualified her for the

World University games to be held in

Beijing, China in August.

"As a team, the Pac-10

Championships was definitely the

highlight of our season," Goodwin

said. "As an individual, I would say

making the World University Games
was my best moment this season."

Goodwin will be joined in Beijing by

Bruin freshman Sara Platzer, who

qualified in the 50m freestyle and

Gallagher, who was asked to be an

assistant coach on the international

squad.

"As a team we had a lot of ups and

downs during the season," Dwyer said.

"A lot of people (peaked) at one time

during the season, and that's important

to look at."

She added, "We really stuck togeth-

er as a team through all the emotional

peaks and valleys."

WMILARM6NIAN/1 •f\io< Siaff

Eari Watson scrambles to keep the ball in bounds early in the NCAA
tournament.The Bruins kept fans on the edge of their seats this year.

M.HOOPS
From page 47

UCLA team started the season off

with a bang.

Angered at Barnes' aggressiveness

in a summer pick up game, Hines lost

his cool*. The senior picked up a stool

and whacked his teammate over the

head. The two teammates then got

into a scuffle before they were pulled

off of each other.

So where do they play the NIT
again?

The team began the season with

two solid performances in the

Coaches vs. Cancer pre-season tour-

nament in New York's Madison

Square Garden. Their 99-98 slim loss

to then-No. 7 Kansas and their 97-92

victory over then-No. 12 Kentucky

seemed to signal a great season.

When they relumed to Westwood
for their home opener, a school known
more for an earthquake than basket-

ball named Cal State Northridge

stunned UCLA 78-74 on Nov. 21.

Things didn't get better for the

Bruins over the next four games. They

narrowly defeated pitiful UC Santa

Bart>ara 83-77, were upset 72-67 by

lowly Georgia Tech, and escaped UC

Irvine 65-60.

The ensuing Dec, 23 loss to North

Carolina put the Bruins' record at a

very disappointing 4-4. For a team

that was ranked No. 17 in the pre-sea-

son, UCLA looked to be going

nowhere but the lowly NIT tourna-

ment.

The pressing turnaround

Two days before Christmas, UCLA
was in dire straits. Their defense had

more holes than a slice of swiss cheese,

and several players were playing self-

ishly trying to show off for NBA
scouts.

In the first half of a nationally tele-

vised game against North Carolina in

Pauley Pavilion, the Bruins floun-

dered even more. At halftime the Tar

Heels were up by 16 points and threat-

ening to give UCLA its biggest home

defeat in school history

In the locker room at halftime,

Lavin pulled out all stops and told his

players to run a full court press with

the long-armed Barnes as its catalyst.

The Bruins forced a number of

turnovers but eventually fell to the Tar

Heels 80-70. Nevertheless, they had

fdund an identity. UCLA pressed the

rest of the year to great success,

S«c ILHOOfS, page 40
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Bruins to face stalwart

competition in Arizona
W.GOLF: Team focuses on

improving its short gante,

looks to Moffat's guidance

By Michelle Coppolella

Daily Bruin Contributor

A new quarter brings new hope
for the No. 18 UCLA women's golf

team as it pre-

The team is upbeat and playing

well after a couple days of rest over

spring break. In the Bruins' latest

practices, focus has been drawn to

the short game, which according to

Leary "has definitely been the

biggest area of needed improve-

ment."

The Bruins are coming off their

best performance of the winter sea-

son with a fifth-place finish in the

Pioneer Bruin
pares to battle

tough competi-

tors No. I

Duke, No. 2

Arizona, and

No. 3 use in

the Ping/ASU
Invitational this

Friday,
Saturday, and

Sunday in

Tempe, Ariz.

"This is prob-

ably the best

field we've

faced all year,"

said Coach
Carrie

WOMEN'S GOLF
Ping/ASU Invitational

Friday-Sunday

All day

Tempe, Ariz.

CONNIE WU/04ily Bruin Senior Staff

Classic in

March.
However, their

focus is still

directed on a

top-five finish

and improving

their consisten-

cy.

"Our prob-

lem is that we've

all played well at

different times,"

Moffat said.

"We got it

together in the

first round of
Leary. Women's golf CO-capta?n ^f^ Pioneer

"We are capable of

winning it, but the key

is to know that we are."

Laura Moffet

"It's important

for us to do well

because it's

right before the Pac-IOs and it will

have a bearing on our ranking in the

region."

No. I Duke will provide an espe-

Bruin Classic

when we shot a

291, so we know
we can do it. We all just have to play

the way we know how to and we'll be

fine."

UCLA will be led by the line-up
cially tough challenge for the Bruins of Saki Uechi, Laura Moffat, Gina
as the Blue Devils captured their

sixth tournament victory this year at

last weekend's Liz Murphey
Collegiate Classic in Georgia.

A combination of personal effort

and teamwork will provide the

opportunity for UCLA to shine in

its last tournament before Pac-IO

competition.

"We've all been working a lot out-

side of practice, which has been real-

ly good when we come together to

play as a team," senior co-captain

Laura Moffat said. "We are capable

of winning it, but the key is to know
that we are."

Umeck, Melissa Martin and Alicia

Um, a dynamic mix of under and
upperclassmen for the team.

Although Leary feels the team
has been playing at a mediocre level

since winter break, she looks toward

Moffat's individual performance to

provide a stellar performance for

UCLA.
"No one has dominated a tourna-

ment for a while, and everyone
needs to step up," Leary said. "But I

look to our senior Laura Moffat to

step up in this tournament. She has

the best returning record and the

ability for her is there."

W.TRACK
From page 46

Marr and Burgess and either senior

Bridie Hatch or Nilsson depending

upon their other events. The dis-

tance medley will be run by Marr
(1,200m), Williams (400m), Burgess

(800m) and Hatch (mile).

The middle distance squad looks

to continue the strong precedent that

it has set for itself so far this season.

The Bruins feature five solid

800m runners in Williams, Nilsson,

Marr, Burgess and Hatch. Nilsson

also looks to perform well in the

1,500m.

Pole Vault Coach Anthony
Curran is anticipating a successful

weekend at the meet because of the

winds in Texas. Competing in an

environment where the wind does

not change directions during the

meet, such as Texas, takes away the

pressure of adjusting to weather con-

ditions. The wind can greatly impact

a pole vaulter's performance. Tail

winds, which go in the same direc-

tion as the vaulter, are beneficial

while head winds force the athlete to

work harder.

"They make it easier to jump on
bigger poles with higher grips,"

Curran said. "The wind doesn't blow
in your face, and you don't have to

worry about (the winds) crossing or

stopping - they usually stay the

same."

Junior pole vaulter Tracy O'Hara
returns to the stadium where she

attempted the world record just a

year ago. Having cleared 13-feet-5

NtCOa MILLf RAJaily Bfuin

Sophomores Tiffany Burgess

and Jessica Marr followed by

senior Katie Niianes compete in

a meet vs. USC last season.

1/2-inches in the last meet this sea-

son, she's been steadily improving

throughout the season.

Junior Heather Sicklcr was strug-

gling earlier in the season, but had a

strong showing last weekend at 12-6.

Senior Erika Hoernig is also looking

stronger.

"This week could be the biggest

week of year for the vaulters,"

Curran said.

The throwers and jumpers will

also send a large contingent to com-
pete in Texas while many of the

sprinters will take the weekend off to

rest up for the Bruins' next home
meet against Nebraska on April 14.
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Youthful squad prepares for formidable Texas Relays
M.TRACK: Team hopes

competition will push it

to new heights, records

ByGlenWorthington
Daily Bruin Contributor

This is the first big test.

The No. 20 UCLA men's track

team has the opjxjrtunity to prove itself

against some of the top national com-

petition in the Texas Relays between

today and Saturday

"This is a high-energy, high-level

meet," Men's Head Coach Art

Venegas said. "It's our first major chal-

lenge in terms of every event having to

rise to the occasion."

Not only is the competition stiff, but

the team must deal with the exhaustion

that comes from travelling such a long

distance. The Bruin team is also very

young. For many of the athletes, this

will be their first important away com-

petition.

The Bruin team, however, has the

nation's No. 4 freshman class this year,

according to Track and Field News.

Freshman Juaune Armon hopes to

improve on his personal bests of 24-

feet-1 /4 inches in the longjump and 48-

9 in the triple. He set the marks while

winning both events at a home meet

last weekend. Freshman Dan Ames
competed in the UCSD Throws Meet

instead of at home, placing well against

tough competition.

Freshman Warren Rogers has an

important role as the lead off leg in the

4x 100-meter relay He will also be run-

ning the 100m dash.

The young Bruins, in all events, have

a tough challenge ahead of them.

"At this level," Venegas said, "if you

don't focus really well, you can be out

of the meet immediately There's no

room for error in this meet. It teaches

the athletes to concentrate more."

The Texas Relays is especially

known for its^ sprints. In the past, ath-

letes like Carl Lewis, Maurice Greene

and Donovan Bailey have competed

there. UCLA Sprint Coach John Smith

is looking forward to a strong showing

in the 4xl00m relay from Rogers,

sophomore Joe Hunter, junior Michael

Lipscomb and senior Bryan Harrison.

"I am expecting us to follow our fun-

damentals and do what we've been

practicing," Smith said. "There will be

nine teams (in our heat) out there -

See M.TRAC1C page 42
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Team heads to Texas to

compete with the best
W.TRACK: Meet will offer

both middle, long distance

runners relay experience

WOMEN^S TRACK

By Christina Teller

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

The No. 2 UCLA women's track

and field team is heading to Texas
for its first big meet of the season.
The Texas

Relays will pit

the Bruins

against teams
from across the

country and
will showcase
the talent of

5,000 high

school, colle-

giate and pro-

fessional ath-

letes.

"This meet gives us an opportuni-
ty to compete against schools from
all over the country," Head Coach
Jeanette Bolden said. "We'll be able
to 699 how we're «iflin >̂ based on otte:

ers in the country."

The Texas Relays offer a rare
chance for middle and long distance

runners to compete in relays.

Usually, at the meets that offer mid-
dlexiistance relays, the competition
is less intense because the shorter

relays, the 4x100 and the 4x400, are
the most competitive events.

"The kids get a chance to keep
working on the technical aspects of
the race without the pressure of

being in open
race," Distance

Coach Eric

Peterson said.

"They also get

the chance to

experience the

camaraderie
that comes with

the relay race."

The 4x800-

meter relay will

be run by junior Ysanne Williams,

and sophomores Jessica Marr,
Tiffany Burgess and Lena Nilsson.

The 4x400m will be run by Williams,

CONNIE WU/Ddity Bfuin Senior Staff
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By Scott Sdtultz

Daily Bruin Reporter

TTie UCLA women's swim team's

season had a series of extreme highs

and lows this year, unlike any previous

season in the history of the program.
It began

with a dual-

meet winning

streak, which

was unusual

for the Bruin

swimmers
who usually

reserve their

energies for

the larger

meets at the

end ofthe sea-

son.

"We don't judge our season by our
record at the dual meets," senior Beth

Goodwin said. "We judge our season

according to how we perform at the

end of the season."

After defeating the top-ranked
Arizona Wildcats at a home dual meet
in December, the Bruins found them-

S:EA'SD1
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CATHY JUN,. .... CATHY JUN
Julie Madden competes In the 500-yard freestyle at a meet eariier
this year. UCLA took the Pac-lO title, but placed 1 5th in the NCAAs.

selves with a No. I ranking for the first

time in school history

They followed that up with victo-

ries at both the Northwestern Invite

and the Texas Invitational, where they

competed against some of the top
teams in the country

UCLA finished the regular season
with a series of dinicull defeats at the

hands of Pac-IO rivals who had an
extra incentive to beat the Bruins due
to their top ranking.

"After we got to No. L that was a
great feeling, but it was something we
had to get used to," Head Coach

Cyndi Gallagher said. "After being
the hunter for so long, it was hard get-

ting used to being the hunted."

Then came the Pac-IO
Championships in March, where
UCLA olTicially won its first-ever con-
ference title - a week after the meet.

The Bruins originally thought they

had finished in second place at the

Pac-IOs, but due to a scoring error, not

all ofthe diving totals were included in

the final scores. It look more than a
week for the scoring adjustments to be -

SeeW.SWUMMING,pa9e43
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The Ralph C. Altman Memorial Fund was established in 1967
by friends, students, and colleagues of the late Ralph C.

Altman, founder and first director of what is now the UCLA
Fowler Museum of Cultural History. In his four years as
director, Mr. Altman built the Museum's holdings of ethnic
and ancient art into one of the most distinguished
collections in the world. The perpetuation of interest and
scholarship in the fields of ethnic and ancient arts through
the training of graduate students was Mr. Altman's foremost
goaL Toward that end. the UCU Fowler Museum announces
the 34th annual Ralph C. Altman Memorial Fund Award.
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THEWEST END

Established in 1988 and named in honor of the late Dr.

Arnold Rubin, professor of Art History at UCU from 1967 to

1988, the Rubin Award is given annually to a graduate
student worinng in Dr. Rubin's areas of interest. These
included African, Oceanic, and Native American arts and
material culture, and popular phenomena emphasizing the
unconventional arts of living peoples, regardless of
geographic area. The award committee consists of one
representative from each of the following UCLA programs:
World Arts and Cultures, Art History, and the Fowler
Museum.
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The recipient of each award vvill receive $3,000. Applicants
wiU automatically t>e considered for Iwth awards. Application
forms are available at the Fowler Museum front lobby
reception desk or by telephone request (310.825.9672). Any
graduate student registered at UCLA (or receiving a graduate
degree from UCU) and pUnnIng a career in a field related to
the goals of the awurd is eligible. Students from a wide range
of departments and programs are encouraged to apply.
Completed applications must be received by June 8, 2001. The
recipient of the award will be announced July 2, 2001.
Recipients are expected to present their findings at a
roundtable session with the staff of the Fowler Museum and to
credit the awards in any resultant publications, a copy of
which should be provided to the museum.
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reatestrifleintOWtl
The UCLA men's basketball 2000-01 roller-coaster

season aian't suffer a ami moment
By Chris Umpierre
Dally Bruin Staff

Say what you want about Steve
Lavin and his UCLA men's basketball

team but never, never call them bor-
ing.

A turbulent

season is noth-

ing out of the

ordinary for

Bruin basket-

ball, but this

past season

has to be

remembered
as one of the

most eventful

in school histo-

ry-

From Rwe-

EVALUATING THE 2000-01 UCLA MEN^S BASKETBAU TEAM

SEflS'ffR
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TMiminat* Ja»on Flo«v«rt refers to
Kim as th« 'Doug Williams of UCLA

basketball- Llka th« former
Washington RedskJn quarterback

that Ailed In for an Injured

teammate to lead hi* team to the
Super BowL Bailey was the

consummate backup point guard.
His experleiKe ar>d ball handling

proved vital all season.

Matt Barnes

Jr.

The 6-foot-7 forward made
arguably the biggest sophomore-
to-junlor Jump In UCLA history.

After averaging a measly six

points and three rebour>ds a
game in his second year, Barnes
had a breakout junior season as
he finished averaging 1 2 points
and 7 boards. If he develops an

outside game, he couM be Pac- 1

Mayer of the Year nest season.

[TJCummings

Fr.

Out of all the UCLA greats, no one had
a better first collegiate game. Playing
his Arst match against Kansas In New

York's Madison Square Garden,
Cummir>gs Kored 24 points. As a
freshman his post moves and

autonutk baseilrte jumper were orte

of the best on the team. However, as
UCLA became a presslr>g team midway
into ttte year, Lavin turned to quicker

players and Cuntmlrtgs' minutes
slgnMcantly dropped.

Not expected to play at all at the
beginning of the year, Lavin
decided to start the fifth-year

walk-on against Purdue to add
some er>ergy to a team that was
struggling at 4-4. His hustle and
work ethic became contagious
and the Bruins ran off six straight

wins. Flowers left the sUrtlng
llr>eup in early February.

Dan Gadzuric

,

Jr.

Durability, because of tendinitis

In his knees, was a big question
(or the 6-foot- 1 1 center entering

the season. Not only did ha
answer that question (he

averaged 27 minutes per game),
but he also made It clear that he
was one of college basketball's

best centers. Ciadzuric's shining
nooment came in UCLA's upset

over Arizona

\mst. ^^casoit
attack of a teammate to Athletic

Director Pete Dalis' acknowledge-
ment that he spoke to Rick Pitino. and
from the 29-point massacre at Cal to

the stunning upset over No. I

Stanford, the 200(M)I UCLA season

had more ups and downs than an ele-

vator, and more twists and turns than a

roller coaster.

So it comes to no surprise that when
the season came to an end, a Sweet
Sixteen 76-63 defeat to eventual cham-
pion Duke, several players expressed

relief that the turmoil they had
endured over the past five months was

T^esweeTshooSngforwer^Twdea^
excellent decision to return to school
after his freshman campaign. Without
question. If Lavtn had not kept Kapono
this season, the Bruins wouldn't have
made It to the Sweet Sixteen. Also by
returning he Increased his NBA stock

according to several pro scouts, ¥vtK> k>ve
his Improved athletkism ai>d

rebounding. While irs almost a certainty
that Kapono will put his name Into the

NBA draft, there are still parts of his game
that rteed work.

G
Billy Knight

Jr.

And to think this guard rtearfy

transferred to Long Beach State last

season. After sUrtIng the year on the
pine. Knight was the hero of UCLA's
stunning upset over No. 1 Stanford at

Palo Alto (he scored 22 points). After
his outburst against the Cardinal, the
junior started every gante and with
increased confidence produced. As
squads chose to double-team Barnes
and Gadzuric In the paint. Knight

nailed shots with Impressive precision

.
fromtfie outside.

To say this gritty point guard was the
heart and soul of the 2000-01 Bruins is an
understatenrient. The team's leader on
and off the court Watson refused to let

the Bruins lose and often willed his team
to victories. For instance, with his Bruins

teetering against Hofstra In the

I

tournament's first round, the point guard
pounded his chest and shouted, 'Heart,
heart, heart.' Playing with a new sense of
urgency, his team went on to defeat the
Pride. Watson will certainly be missed

G
Ray Young

Jr.

After two disappolntlrtg seasons at

UCLA, this was supposed to be this

former McDonald's high school All

Anrterlcan's breakout year. The only
thing that was broke was his spot in

the starting lineup which Young lost to
a hot shooting Knight. The shooting
guard struggled with his confidence
all season. But no one works harder
than Young in practice, he usually

stays 40 minutes after practice
working on his shot and conditioning.

over.

Largely because this year's team
was able to successfully negotiate

obstacles that seemed to be thrown in

their way on a weekly basis, Lavin will

forever remember them.

"Even though we came up short in

our goal for the national champi-
onship, I'm as proud of this team as

any I've coached here at UCLA," he

said. "We came so far from the early

part of the season. What looked like a

long year turned into another Sweet 1

6

run."

The WWF conies to Weshvood
In a sign of things to come for the

thrill-a-minute Bruins, the 2000-01

SeeM.NOOPS,page43
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The UCLA women's swim

team had a season full of

ups and downs. See page

46 for story.
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^mggracefully
Onnie Willis has matured, on and off
thefloor, during her career at UCLA

EDWARD LIN/Daily B(uin

Onnie Willis competes in a meet earlier this year. Her family
played an important role in her gymnastics career.

By Eli Karon
Daily Bruin Contributor

One unsung hero of UCLA
gymnastics is a man most have

never heard of, though he has had
a huge impact on the defending

National Champions and lop

gymnastics program m the nation. _

Ronald Wilson, sophomore
Onnie Willis' maternal grandfa-

ther, first suggested gymnastics

when a young Willis couldn't stop

using beds and couches as her per-

sonal gym.

"I was 3 or 4, jumpjng around
all over the place, and my grandpa
said. Tut her in gymnastics,'"

Willis said.

Where many would have seen a

hyper child ruining a freshly made
bed or teetering dangerously on
the arm of a chair, Wilson .saw the

potential his granddaughter pos-

sessed.

Luckily, he suggested gymnas-
tics, the sport that has brought the

humble sophomore to Westwood.
For Bruin Coach Valorie Kondos
Field, Willis' road to Westwood
started at the Level 10 National

Championships, when she was a

junior in high school.

"The last rotation, this beauti-

ful, strong, talented, electrifying

athlete comes out. and all my sens-

es just perked up," Kondos Field

said. "And I was thinking to

myself, 'She's got UCLA written

all over her.'"

She recalled that another head
coach watching the meet turned to

her and said, "I hate to say it, but

she's UCLA material."

Anyone who has
~

seen a UCLA
gymnastics meet

knows it climaxes at

the beginning of

Willis' floor routine.

Kondos Field's immediate
reaction: "My thoughts exactly."

All this came as no surprise to

Willis' parents, whose other

daughter, Tina, has achieved great

levels of success herself, inspfring

her younger sister to succeed.

After placing second in her first

beauty pageant, Tina took voice

lessons and followed a strict work-
out regimen. The next year she

went on to win Miss Washington
and compete in the Miss America
pageant.

"It was encouraging for me to

sec her that motivated." Willis

said. "Seeing her do that made me

realize why I worked so hard to get

my scholarship."

Willis and her older sister are

two years apart and were able to

compete on the same track and
field team in high school.

Tina was the one who con-

vinced Onnie to try out for track.

—Over Onnie's insistence thirt^he

was a gymnast first, Tina talked to

Onnie's RE. teacher.

Coincidentally, he was the school's

track coach. Between the two of
them, they convinced Onnie to do
track.

And what did the reluctant

Willis do in her freshman year?

Only set the school record in the

triple jump.

In her freshman year, Willis

also dropped a level in gymnastics,

allowing her more time to practice

track. The practice paid offin 1999

when she was crowned the Slate

Triple Jump Champion and state

bronze medalist in the long jump.
Willis' multiple high school

records still stand.

One would think all of this must
have been accomplished through

hours of hard work. But according

to Willis, before this year that

notion couldn't be more wrong.

"I've always had a bad attitude

when I go in to workout, because I

don't like it," Willis said. "I don't

See WILLIS, pag« 41

UCLA soundly defeats Northridge
SOFTBALL: No-nonsense

approach toward games

gives team added boost

By Vytas Mazeika
Daily Bruin Reporter

Cal Slate Northridge has the honor
ofbeing one of the non-Pac- 10 schools
that the top-ranked UCLA softball

team doesn't take for granted, so its

reward for that distinction was a pair

of losses, 8-0 and 12-1. on Wednesday
at Matador Diamond.

"I wouldn't say everything goes
our way when we play them," Bruin

junior pitcher/center fielder Amanda
Freed said, "but we definitely pull off

the games against them. They've
always been good games, so I think

they're one of the few teams that we
don't overlook, in a way. We don't let

down." . - - ,,-

Having already defeated the

Matadors (19-19) twice in early

February by scores of 1 3^ and 7-0.

the Bruins (.'^9-1) could'vc looked
ahead at the games versus the Arizona
schools this weekend, but that certain-

ly wasn't the case.

In the first game, UCLA sopho-
more infieldcr/outfielder Tairia Mims
homered in the top ofthe fourth to put

the Bruins ahead 1-0. and an RBI sin-

gle by sophomore shortstop Natasha
Watlcy in the fifth extended the lead to

2-0.

Then in the sixth, freshman third

baseman/outfielder Marcel Torres

connected on a two-run homer during

a four-run UCLA outburst. The
Bruins tagged on another pair of runs

in the seventh for good measure en
route to an 8-0 victory.

UCLA 8, CSUN
UCLA12,CSUN1

The same relentless UCLA offense

showed up for the second game, as

Freed led off with her second home
run of the season. Junior infielder

Stacy Nuveman had three RBIs in

that game, including a twp-run double
in the third inning. Finally, the Bruins

exploded for five runs in the top of the
sixth to make the score 12-1, bringing

the mercy rule into effect

"I was pleased that the kids went
out there and produced offensively."

UCLA Head Coach Sue Enquist said.

"It wasn't the one-inning burst, it was
multiple innings in which they scored

in both ballgames. A lot of people con-

tributed, and that was good to see."

Mid-week games against non-Pac-

10 schools are not ideal, as players are

focusing on classes. Also, with the

possibility of injuries, it's a tough situ-

ation to be put in.

At points, the Bruins broke down
and had some mental and baserun-

ning errors - things they are certain to

work on in today's practice. But over-

all. UCLA did a good job of not look-

ing ahead and taking care of thejob at

hand against CSUN.
As the day progressed, the Bruins

became accustomed to game-like

pitching and sharpened up their bat-

ting eye. By the end. UCLA's five-run

outburst in the sixth inning of the sec-

ond game indicated a return to form
after almost a two-week layoff that

included finals week and spring

break.

"You kind of have a feeling that

you're going to win. and I think that

toward the end of the second game we
just stepped up and made it happen
instead of waiting for the win to come
to us," Mims said

Thanks to the doubleheader at

CSUN, UCLA is now ready for No. 6

Arizona State on Friday and No. 3

Arizona on the weekend.

"I think Arizona this weekend is

going to be extremely tough," Freed

said, "and anything we can do to pre-

pare is going to be essential"

Give world's most popular

chance it deserves• II

COLUMN: Soccer players,

crowds command respect

through passion for game

I
am a typical American guy. I love

sports.

I started

playing baseball

shortly af\er I

could walk, if I

could hit a good
curveball. I

might still be

playing. These

days. I sit back

and enjoy

watching my
overachieving

San Francisco

Giants, year

after year, finish better than the lowly

Los Angeles Dodgers.

I also love football. My weekends in

the fall are spent in front of the televi-

sion all day. Saturdays, I wonder why
UCLA's defense is like a sieve and
why my university teased me so badly
with a title run back in 1998. Sundays,
I find myself wishing it was 1994 again

so that my 49ers could actually win a

Brian

Thompson

few games. In the winter, I attend near-

ly every UCLA men's basketball home
game as well as show offwhat I ittle bas-

ketball skill I was given playing intra-

murals.

Baseball, football and basketball.

That's typically what we think the

extent to which the passion for sport

runs in this country.

But as I sit at my trusty laptop and
write this column, I am entirely

engrossed in a soccer game, of all

things. No, I didn't randomly stumble

across this game on TV. I have been
planning on watching it for a few days.

In fact, I'm even wearing the home
team's jersey.

I'm doing something that a few
years ago I would have said was
unthinkable. I'm enjoying watching
soccer. I even have a favorite team.

Arsenal of England, which I'm watch-
ing play against Valencia of Spain in a

competition called the Champions
League.

A year ago, I didn't have a clue what
the Champions League was. and ifyou
told me it had to do with soccer, I could
have cared less.

I grew up actively disliking soccer.

Se«TIIOMrSON,|»a9«42

UCLA

Serving' tho UCLA rommnnity since 1919

Scandalous?
New information on possible

recruiting violations.
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Korean Culture Night

"Man Nam" brings North and South Korea
together through their common culture.

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT, PAGE 15
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Bear market gets bullish

stock market temporarily

rebounds alter period of decline.
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Former worker takes battery suit to court
CASE: Plaintiffclaims UCLA didn't

provide response; UC Regents say

allegations are invalid, inaccurate

By Scott B.Wong
Daily Bruin Staff

A former UCLA employee is bringing his case
of battery and wrongful lernunation before the

Los Angeles Superior Court after he said repealed
requests for an official response from the universi-

ty were not met.

Garry ScarfT, who worked as a debt manage-
ment counselor in the Student Collections OfTice,

alleged his manager, Salwa Ayoub, struck him in

the face with a collections file Sept. 20.

But the the UC Board of Regents maintains
that Scarffs allegations are incredible.

"We don't agree that the claim is valid and that

the description of the facts are accurate," said

Christopher Patti. university counsel for the UC
Regents.

ScarfTs attorney, John Dean, said he's not sur-

prised at the UC's response.

"It wouldn't be the first time that would be the

employer's position," he said.

Although the case was rejected by the LA. City
Attorney's Ofilce on Nov. 27 due to insufficient

evidence and little likdthood of conviction. Dean
filed a new lawsuit against Ayoub and the UC
Regents on March 22 in the LA. Superior Court.

Ayoub, who would not comment on the case,

and the UC were served court summons March 30
and April 3, respectively.

Dean said the fact that university police submit-
ted its findings of the investigation on Nov. 27
demonstrates that the police believed a crime had
been committed.

"I feel very confident about the case," Dean
said. "After all, the police only send a case to the
City Attorney's Office if they feel there's a case."

According to Patti, the university is required by
statute to defend its own employees who are sued
as a result of actions carried out during the course
of their employment.

There are, however, narrow exceptions.

"Employees engaged in fraud or malicious con-
duct would not be defended by the university,"

Patti said ^

—

—— —:—-^

Albert Brewster, senior paralegal for the UC
Regents General Counsel, said only in the case a
manager docs something within the course and
scope of their duties would the UC provide
defense.

"But if he were to shoot an employee or commit
criminal battery, then the UC wouldn't defend the

Treatment for

herniated disk

developed by

UCLA physician

REUEF: Tobinick thinks

his injection will become

"preferred form of tlierapy

SnUWSUir,pagi>7

Council candklates participate in forum
CITY: Fifth District hopefuls field

questions on transportation, rent

prices from UCLA community

By Dexter Gauntictt
Daily Bruin Contributor

With election day looming. Fifth District City
Council candidates made Iheir final pitches to an
assembly of about 100 students and UCLA neigh-

bors in Covel Commons, where tempers often
flared and patience was lost.

"
' '

"

"The hostility made me nervous because respect
is important to a forum like this," said third-year

political science student Danielle Valentino, coordi-
nator of the event. "What they say shows who they
are; I didn't interrupt because it's important for peo-
ple to see the candidates as they really are."

At Thursday night's forum, the 10 candidates
who attended sought to distinguish themselves from
each other at their final meeting before the April 10

election. Concern that front-runner Tom Hayden
might win next week's election outright prompted
some candidates to highlight Hayden 's weaknesses.

KATY TSCHANN GRIMM

_ Thursday s city council forum drew (left to right) Laura Lake, Constantina Milonopolous,

By Hemesh Patel

Daily Bruin Staff

A UCLA physician has developed
a new 30-second treatment for a her-

niated disk - a disorder that causes

nerve damage because of a displaced

disk in the backbone.

Dr. Edward Tobinick, assistant

professor of medicine, used this

method on five patients over the last

year.

"I think it will work nearly 100 per-

cent of the time," Tobinick said of his

discovery, which will be more widely

publicized next week. "All five

patients have responded beautifully -

it's miraculous."

The disorder mostly afTccls people
between the ages of 25 to 45.

Hundreds of thousands of people
each year are inflicted with herniated

disk, according to Tobinick.

Six months ago. NBC technical

director Steve Gareiick was at third

base playing softball when he jumped
and hit his heel on the base trying to

catch a ball from the outfield.

As he hit his heel, his spine com-
pressed, crunching the vertebrae in

his lower back. A disk was squeezed
out between two of his vertebrae m a

condition known as disk herniation.

Gareiick said he endured extreme
pain down one leg and on one occa-

sion, he could not step any more.

"I got stuck on my floor and I had
to call the doctor in the hallway," he
said.

See COUNQt page 6 Victor VIereck, and Robyn Ritter Simon, as well as other candidates to debate the issues. See TREATMENT, page 9

Anderson predicts likely recession Enron wants to change
BUSINESS: Bay Area wiU

feel effects more than LA.

as 'Internet Rush' slows

RECESSION PREDICTED
The widely followed Anderson School Business Forecast shows the odds ofa recession

increasing dramatically in part because ofthe crash of Internet-related stodcs.

By ShauiM Mccartea
Daily Bruin Contributor

The UCLA Anderson Business

Forecast predicted gloomy econom-
ic weather Wednesday and
announced the high likelihood of an
impending recession.

"It is neither a recession or slow-

down, but a transition," said

Edward Lcamer, director of the

UCLA Anderson Business Forecast

at Korn Convocation Hall.

The transition involves the U.S.

economy steering away from the

contract with UCs, OUs
ENERGY: Price of transfer

could cost millions; court

asked to issue injunction

S«cRNKaiST,fM9e8
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By Karen Albredit

Daily Bruin Reporter

jOWaucuJMmoitaKM
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Enron Energy Services is

attempting to alter a four-year con-
tract with the University of
California and the California State

University that provides energy to

the universities at 1998 prices.

UC and CSU have requested a

federal court to issue a preliminary

injunction preventing the unilateral

contract change a year before it

expires in March 2002.

The changes proposed by the

Houston-based energy company
transfer the universities from their

status as direct access customers of
Enron to Pacific Gas and Electric

Company and Southern California

Edison customers.

This would potentially make the

universities liable for paying debts

accumulated by PG&E and SCE
when the universities were not their

customers.

The price of transferring the uni-

versities could cost UC and CSU
students between $132 and $297
million, according to a UC OfTlce of
the President statement.

A hearing on the motion is sched-

See POWER, page 8
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High school students

take exit exam
About four-fifths of California's ninth

graders took the English half of Gov. Gray
Davis' new state high school graduation test

last month, state school officials said Thursday

An estimated 395,000 of the state's 480,000

public school freshmen took the test on March
7, the state Department of Education said.

An estimate is not yet available on how
many took the math half of the new test on

March 13. State Superintendent Delaine

Eastin told local officials in a letter this week
that she anticipates that number could be high-

er.

Education officials had worried that partici-

pation last month might be low because of con-

fusion over whether or not the test will count

for the ninth graders who took it.

The high number of test takers will give state

officials and the testing company more infor-

mation about the quality of the test, officials

say.

Students who took the test will

not know whether or not they passed

until August. The slate originally had
planned to send out scores next month but is

delaying that until after the state Board of

Education sets a passing score this summer.

The Legislature two years ago approved

Davis' proposal that high school students pass

a new English and math test to graduate, begin-

ning with the class of 2004, today's freshmen.

State may not be

prepared to care for old
California must prepare now for the rapidly

approaching point when the state's huge baby

boom generation will begin surpassing age 65,

according to a report by two leading gerontolo-

gists at UC Berkeley and UCLA, along with a

colleague at the University of Iowa.

The report, "Strategic Planning Framework
for an Aging Population," was the subject of a

joint hearing Monday by the

State Senate Subcommittee and

the Assembly Committee on Aging

and Long-Term Care.

California's over-65 population will begin a

rapid expansion in 2010. leading to a doubling

of the current 3.5 million older adults around

the year 2025. By 2030, when all baby boomers
will have entered the age 65-plus category,

older adults will represent more than one of

every six Californians.

Forty years from now, the state will have 1 72

percent more adults over age 65 than it does

now and 200 percent more adults over 85,

accordmg to conservative projections by

California's Department of Finance. More
accurate figures will be forthcoming from an

analysis of 2000 census data.

"This demographic shift will challenge us in

new and unpredictable ways," the report states.

"We have much to do." said project chair

Andrew Scharlach, professor of social welfare

and director of the Center for the Advanced
Study of Aging Services at UC Berkeley

Group finds prostate

cancer antigen
A discovery by scientists at UC Berkeley

could lead the way to a vaccine against prostate

cancer.

The researchers, led by immunologist James

P. Allison, a Howard Hughes Medical Institute

investigator and professor of molecular and

cell biology at UC Berkeley, found a protein on

prostate cancer cells that tips off the immune
system to the tumor's presence and brings in an

armada of immune cells to destroy it.

'

If the protein, called an antigen, is truly

unique to prostate cancer cells, it could lead to

diagnostics for prostate cancer and a potential

vaccine therapy against the disease, which is

the second leading cause of cancer death in

men, after lung cancer.

This is the first prostate cancer antigen

found.

Compiled from Daily Bruin wire reports.

Weather

Today Saturday Sunday

Partly Cloudy Possible Showers Partly Cloudy

high: 61 low: 47 high: 60 low: 50 high: 62 low: 43

Outlook:
Skies should be fairly dear today, but

showers could move in late today and

light rain is likely during the day on

Saturday.

Sunrise
6:35 a.m.

^ "^ Sunset
7:18 p.m.

Friday, April 13, is the last day to:

• Get a full refund on textbooks

• Add or drop classes through

URSA without a fee

• Check wait lists for classes

through URSA

or real-time weather, visit www dailybruin.ucla.edu

CORRECTION

In the article "Celebrating

the life, friendship, gracious-

ness of UCLA alumna,"

(News, April 5), the sorority

mentioned should have been

Chi Omega.

WHArS BREWIN'

Today 12 p.m.

Burkic Center for International

Relations & the Center for

Globalization and Policy Research

Speaker Michael Intriligator

Public Policy 2355

UCLA Center for Women & Men
Graduate Women in Science

Brown bag lunch

Room 2, Dodd Hall

(310)825-3945

VITA (Volunteer Income Tax

Assistance)

Free preparation for basic federal

and CA state income tax returns

Ackcrman 3516

7 p.m.

Campus Events Commission

Film: "Billy Elliot"

Ackcrman Grand Ballroom

www.campusevents.ucla.edu

7:30 p.m.
Melnitz Movies and the Dept. of

Spanish and Portuguese

"The Dog's Will"

James Bridges Theatre

Melnitz Hall

206-8170

Saturday 9:45 a.m.

UCLA's fifth annual Women's
Leadership Conference

Ackerman Grand Ballroom

825-9174

Monday 12 p.m.

VITA (Volunteer Income Tax

Assistance)

Free preparation for federal and CA
state income tax returns

Ackerman 3516

6:15 p.m.
BDC/ IFDC performing dance

group

Ackerman 2414

7 p.m.

Ballroom Dance Club

Learn Tango, Waltz, Salza

Ackerman 2nd Hoor Lounge

310-284-3636

7:30 p.m.

Melnitz Movies and Italian Cinema

La Bella Vita

James Bridges Theatre, Melnitz Hall

206-8170

8 p.m.

Enigma, the Science Fiction,

Fantasy and

Gaming Club ofUCLA
Playdoh Pod Racing: Episode One
Ackerman 3516

(323)8604668

9 p.m.

International Folk Dance Club

Learn fun line and partner dances

Ackerman 2414

Deal^Day
bfeadstiks

Haagen-Dazs

40 varletis*

Save $1.30
' mt pa)(r i"* lor kUhknuI dtuils I

Viciwpoint 10

Arts & Entertainment I A

Bruin Movie Guide J '7

Classifieds

Crossword Puzzle
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GRACE HUANG/Daily Brum

After a nine-year break, SCUBA

COURSES HAVE RESURFACED AT UCLA

By Sharon Kim
Daily Bruin Contributor

Classes for Self-Contained

Underwater Breathing Apparatus -

more widely known as SCUBA -

were first offered at UCLA in 1962

by the Department of Cultural and
Recreational Affairs, which current-

ly serves as the administrative center

for campus recreational activities

and services.

This establishment made UCLA
the first collegiate site in the U.S. to

offer classes in recreational diving,

according to Glen Egstrom. UCLA
professor emeritus of kinesiology

and diving safety officer during the

years 1961-91.

"Woolen underwear was the norm
for thermal protection," said Frank

DiCrisi III, who is responsible for all

diving activities at UCLA as the

Diving Safety Officer, of the early

days.

He added that the first actual site

to offer scientific SCUBA classes,

mainly for marine biologists, was the

Scripps Institution of Oceanography
in 1961.

Back then, when UC San Diego

did not exist, SIO was affiliated with

the University of California system.

UCLA began offering scientific div-

ing classes in 1964.

"Honestly, and I'm not just saying

this, diving here at UCLA has a way
of changing a person's life and send-

ing it in strange, unimaginable direc-

tions," DiCrisi said.

Steve Joy, UCLA Programmer
Analyst 3 and a volunteer diving

instructor for the program, said

DiCrisi is living proof of this.

When he first joined the SCUBA
program, DiCrisi was a law student,

but became such a SCUBA enthusi-

ast that he decided not go into law

and became a diving instructor

instead.

The UCLA Skin and SCUBA
Club existed years before formal div-

ing classes began on campus, offer-

ing informal training and sessions

where members exchanged informa-

See SCUBA, page 7
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UCLA SCUBA students prepare for a dive off the coast

of Southern California near Catalina Island.

Neighbour to direct intellectual property department
ADMINISTRATION: Emphasis

will be bringing technological

developments to public hands

DAVE HILL/ Daily Bfuin Senior Staff

Andrew Neighbour is UCLA's new assistant vice

chancellor of research at UCLA as of April 1.

By Jennifer Rcidiert

Daily Bruin Contributor

Andrew Neighbour assumed the posi-

tion of associate vice chancellor of research

and director of the Office of Intellectual

Property Administration on Sunday.

Neighbour will direct and expand devel-

opment of UCLA's technology transfer

program, which helps bring new technolog-

ical developments by the faculty to the pub-

lic.

"We decide if (the research) has com-
mercial value," Neighbour said.

Faculty members disclose the results of

their research to the Intellectual Properly

Department, which evaluates the commer-
cial value of these findings, manages its

copyrights and patents, and negotiates

licenses with companies such as Cisco and
Pfizer.

"Under Dr. Neighbour's leadership, the

Office of Intellectual Property

Administration will place particular

emphasis on creating new companies
around innovative university technologies

to strengthen economic and business devel-

opment in Southern California," said Vice

Chancellor of Research Roberto Pcccei in

a statement last month.

Although the department reviews all

areas of research. Neighbour said he wish-

es to focus on areas of biomedicine, engi-

neering and physics.

Originally from England, Neighbour
said he enjoyed the English countryside

where he would watch the wildlife.

His passion for the natural world even-

tually led him to major in zoology at the

University of Oxford. He later received his

doctorate from the University of London
and became an immunologist and microbi-

ologist.

"I always wanted to understand the

things around me," Neighbour said.

Since arriving in the United States about

25 years ago, he has worked from coast to

coast, as a faculty member at the Albert

Einstein College in New York to

Washington University in the Midwest and
now UCLA.

Neighbour said he hopes to make a dif-

ference with this position, as he draws from
his past experiences.

He held a position similar to the one he

currently holds at Washington University

in St. Louis, Miss., prior to coming to

UCLA.
While at Washington University.

Neighbour founded eight start-up compa-

nies and tripled the revenue of licensing

revenues.

He was also director and chief executive

officer of a nonprofit consortium called

START Technology Partnership in Gulph
Mills, Penn. This program assisted technol-

ogy transfer programs in Philadelphia uni-

versities.

"One of the biggest projects he pulled

off was a technology fair, where he got a

tremendous amount of support and nation-

ally renowned speakers," Long said.

Known by colleagues in St. Louis as

being deeply involved in both university

and community activities. Neighbour is

also remembered as a painter who enjoyed

still-life subjects.

According to Mark Long, business

development manager at Washington
University, Neighbour gave one of his

paintings to his colleagues when he left

"He is a tremendous gain for UCLA,"
Long said. "He can wear a lot of different

hats and do tremendous things."

Neighbour admits he was not planning

on moving to LA., but his family was excit-

ed to leave the quiet Midwest for new
opportunities.

"I saw a new commitment from
(UCLA) to expand this program." he said.

"This is a bigger school than St. Louis

and bigger is often belter, more (exciting),"

he said.
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Algerian faces jury for alleged

involvement in terrorist plans

CASE: Ressam faces up to

130 years in prison if found

guilty of bomb conspiracy

By Linda Deutsdi

The Associated Press

The conspiracy case against an Algerian

accused of smuggling explosives into the

country went to a jury in Los Angeles

Thursday after prosecutors accused him of

being a determined terrorist and the

defense suggested he was an unwitting

courier.

Assistant U.S. Attorney Andrew
Hamilton told jurors to look at Ahmed
Ressam's behavior after his arrest, efforts

he went to in buying bomb timer compo-
nents and the dozens of llngerprinls he left

everywhere.

"Ladies and gentlemen, Mr. Ressam's

-tteHem tn thw ease were net 8pontaneotis~

They were the result of careful planning by

a number of individuals and that's what a

conspiracy is," Hamilton said.

Ressam was arrested on Dec. 14, 1999,

by U.S. Customs JQipeclors at Port

Angeles, Wash., wfien he arrived by ferry

from Canada. The government alleged that

bomb-making materials found in his rental

car were intended for attacks on West

Coast sites, possibly during millennium cel-

ebrations.

Ressam faces a sentence of up to 1 30

years in prison if convicted. The jury spent

three hours behind closed doors before

concluding its first day of deliberations.

In his closing statement, Hamilton said

law enforcement stopped a terrorist attack

which could have destroyed buildings and
injured many people.

"The evidence has established that

Ahmed Ressam is a trained terrorist,"

Hamilton said. "His plan was to tear down
the very fabric of our society. He must be

held accountable for his actions.

The Associated Press

"At auk», 7, of Urawa, Jft^An, waits as her TatherT

Joseph Csuka checks them in on a flight.

Delta flight lacked

clearance; returns

en route to Japan

AIRSPACE: Forced return to U.S.

by Russian traffic controllers

resulted in delays for passengers

By Ron Harris

The Associated Press

SAN FRANCISCO A Delta Air Lines

flight from Atlanta to Japan was forced to return

to the United Slates after Russian air traffic con-

trollers said it did not have permission to fly

through their airspace.

Right 55, carrying 203 passengers and 15

crew members, was about 20 minutes into

Russian airspace when the controllers notified

pilots the flight lacked proper clearance, said an

airlines spokesman.

Some 9 1 /2 hours into the flight, the plane had

See RETURN, page 9
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Talks create optimism for return of American crew
NEGOTIATIONS: Bush offers his

"regret' for colHsion; Zemin still

demands apologies for incident

ByRonFoumier
~

The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - The United States and

China intensified negotiations Thursday for the

release of an American spy plane's crew, and
U.S. officials said they were encouraged by the

talks. President Bush, in a conciliatory gesture,

expressed regret over the in-flight collision that

triggered the tense standoff.

"The Chinese have got to act," Bush said. "I

hope they do so quickly."

China called the 24-person crew lawbreakers

and said the servicemen and women would

remain in China for questioning.

Both countries held firm to their opposing

positions in public — China demanding an apol-

ogy, Bush refusing to offer one - but sent

E.QursgiDg si^niils in a diplomatic flurry. The
"administration's tone brightened as weary Bush

advisers embraced the first notes of progress.

In Santiago, Chile, visiting Chinese President

Jiang Zemin again said the United States should

apologize for last weekend's collision. "I have

visited many countries, and I see that when peo-

ple have an accident, the two groups involved,

the two parts, always say excuse me," Jiang said.

Several high-ranking government officials

said the situation improved practically

overnight, though they still had no assurances

the crew of 21 men and three women would be

released. ^^ .

While most Americans slept. Bush's team

worked on China time Thursday morning to

open new channels of communications with

Beijing. The talks continued as dawn made its

way around the globe: Chinese Ambassador
Yang Jiechi met with Deputy Secretary of State

Richard Armitage in Washington; U.S.

Ambassador Joseph Prueher met twice with

Assistant Foreign Minister Zhou Wenzhong in

China. "We're having intensive discussions with

the Chinese," State Department spokesman
Richard Boucher said.

Frustrated for days by the lack of talks,

American diplomats were suddenly negotiating

with Chinese counterparts over U.S. demands
for the crew's release. "We're talking about

what we want to talk about, which is release,"

said a senior goyernmepl official, speaking on
condition of anonymity!

The U.S. Navy EP-3E surveillance plane col-

lided with a Chinese jet, forcing the American

crew into an emergency landing on Hainan

island in the South China Sea. The crew are

being questioned and detained.

The Associated Pfess

Chinese President Jiang Zemin speaks to reporters at La Moneda presidential palace,

Thursday. Jiang repeated his dennand that the U.S. must apologize for the collision.

Dow Jones average rises 4.2 percent
MARKET: Analysts warn

that first-quarter reports

may still be disappointing

By Amy Baldwin
The Associated Press

NEW YORK - Stock prices shot

higher Thursday, propelling the Dow
Jones industrial average up more
than 400 points, after Dell Computer
and Alcoa gave Wall Street its first

really good earnings news in months.

The advance was a welcome relief

for a market yearning for an end to

Wall Street's protracted slump. But

some analysts, noting that most first-

quarter earnings reports will still be

disappointing, cautioned that the

market remains vulnerable to

declines.

The Dow rose 402.63, or 4.2 per-

cent, to close at 9,918.05.

The index's run-up was its second-

largest daily point gain, after the

499.19 it rose on March 16, 2000.

Despite the big advance, the Dow has

gained less than 40 points this week,

having plunged 392 over Monday and

A BULLISH DAY
The Dow Jones Industrial rose 402.63

points, white the NASDAQ dimbed 146.20.
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The Nasdaq composite index also

soared, rising 146.20, or 8.9 percent,

to 1,785.00, posting its third-largest

daily percentage gain.

The Standard & Poor's 500

climbed 48.19, or 4.4 percent, to

1,151.44.

News that Dell expected to meet its

previous earnings estimates got an

enthusiastic welcome on Wall Street,

which has been pounded in recent

months by seemingly endless profit

warnings and layoff announcements.

The tech bellwether, whose previous

warnings sent stocks tumbling, said

late Wednesday it still expects to

report about $8 billion in revenue and

earnings of 17 cents a share.

Dell, the nation's top producer of

desktop and laptop computers,

surged $3 to $25.19.

Aluminum producer Alcoa, a Dow
stock, added to the market's upward

momentum, announcing Thursday it

earned 46 cents a share in the first

quarter, 2 cents more than analysts

expected. Alcoa rose $1.95 to $37.50.

Other Old Economy stocks

advanced, including Dow stock 3M,
up $4.61 at $103.23.

"Hopefully this will be a catalyst,"

for stocks to move higher, said Barry

Berman, head trader for Robert W.
Baird & Co. in Milwaukee. But, he

added, "I'm not sure how much good
news you need. You just need to get

through this first-quarter reporting

period and see a stop in the daily bat-

tering of bad news."

Dell's news helped other tech

issues move higher. Dow stock Intel,

which announced last month it was

cutting prices on some of its chips to

reduce inventory, rose $3 to $25.63.

Intel supplies Dell with chips.

Senate, negotiators agree

on revised education plan

CONGRESS: Program will

restore some of Bush's

school voucher proposal

By Greg Toppo
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - Senate and

White House negotiators agreed

Wednesday to a plan that takes

money from persistently failing

schools and gives it to families for

tutoring programs.

The plan attempts to restore ves-

tiges of President Bush's school

voucher proposal without directly

giving money to private schools. It

also includes provisions, supported

by centrist Democrats, that would

force failing schools to give students

the option of transferring to anoth-

er public school. As a last resort, the

failing school would be reopened as

a charter school with a new staff

and curriculum, two Senate sources

familiar with the negotiations said.

The Senate will debate the educa-

tion package later this month.

Bush's original proposal would

have allowed the families to use

their share of the federal funds

given to low-performing schools for

tuition to private schools, for trans-

portation to other public schools, or

for other educational services.

In a compromise worked out by

Senate and White House negotia-

tors this week, the parents could use

some of the money only on supple-

mentary after-school, weekend or

summer tutoring programs, sources

said.

The programs could be run by

community-based groups, for-prof-

it businesses or local school dis-

tricts.

Sen. Judd Gregg, R-N.H., had

tried to attach the tuition voucher

plan to the education bill in com-
mittee but withdrew it in the face of

almost certain defeat. At the time,

he left open the possibility of intro-

ducing a voucher amendment when
the bill reached the Senate fioor.

WORLD & NATION BRIEFS

Judge's ruling prevents

Tripp from suing
WASHINGTON - A federal judge ruled

Thursday that Linda Tripp, the former

Pentagon employee whose secretly taped

phone calls triggered the impeachment crisis

of the Clinton presidency, cannot sue the

White House.

The decision by U.S. District Judge Emmet
Sullivan came in Tripp's lawsuit against the

government for releasing damaging informa-

tion about her at the height of the perjury and

obstruction investigation of Clinton in 1998.

Sullivan said ihe Privacy Act under which

Tripp is suing does not cover the executive

office of the president.

The Defense Department, Tripp's employ-

er at the time, revealed to The New Yorker that

she wrote on a form that she'd never been

arrested. In her teens, Tripp was arrested for

grand larceny.
**"

Portions ofTripp's suit continue against the

Pentagon and two of its employees.

But Sullivan said, "The Office of the

President-White House Office is not

subject to the terms of the Privacy

Act," which protects the confidentiality

of personal information about federal employ-

ees. Tripp had alleged that the White House
was behind the Pentagon's release of the data.

Tripp may still pursue the possible involve-

ment by individual White House officials

through another count of the suit that alleges

violation of her civil rights.

MTV apologizes for

feces incident

SANTA MONICA, Calif. - MTV apolo-

gized Tliursday to two 14-year-old girls who
said they were splattered with feces when an

act defecated on stage during a taping of the

music channel's "Dude, This Sucks" show.

"This is a terrible incident. It was unintend-«

ed and we regret that it happened," Brian

Graden, the cable channel's presi-

dent for programming, said in a

statement.

He added that the episode would

never be aired and that he had taken steps

to see that such an event never happens again.

"We are sorry if these women were hurt. It

is certainly never our intention to hurl any-

one," he said.

Graden said the network had just learned

that the girls are suing MTV, adding that the

company "will respond accordingly through

the legal process."

Bill aimed at banning

college sports betting

LAS VEGAS - Sen. John McCain, R-

Ariz., on Thursday introduced legislation on

Capitol Hill that would ban betting on college

sports in Nevada.

**Hc just had a tremendous victory in the

Senate on campaign finance reform," said

American Gaming Association President

Frank Fahrenkopf. "We know that he loves to

play craps in Las Vegas. He probably wants to

keep rolling while the dice are hot."

McCain plans to hold a hearing on the

NCAA-backed bill in his Commerce
Committee on April 26.

Pia Pialorsi, McCain's spokeswoman on
the Commerce Committee, said the senator,

was anxious to "renew his effort to clean up

amateur sports" across the country

Sen. Harry Reid, D-Nev., said the "ill-

advised and ill-conceived" bill if passed would
allow illegal gambling to nourish.

"Although my colleague John McCain may
be well-intentioned, this bill is really just a fig

jeaf to cover the problems the NCAA has with

illegal gambling on college campuses," Reid

said from Washington.

Sen. John Ensign, R-Nev., a member of the

Commerce Committee, said a vote likely

would occur a week after the hearing.

Compiled from Daily Bruin wire reports.
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Introduced bill li to

save students from debt
MEASURE: Advocates hope

to keep college campuses

free of credit card solicitors

By Kelly Raybum
Daily Bruin Reporter

~^-~Slate' Asseiablynum JRaul Koretz,

D-West Hollywood, whose district

includes UCLA, has introduced

Assembly Bill 521 in effort to keep

students from falling de^p into credit

card debt.

Though Koretz * stayed in

Sacramento because of his work on
the energy crisis, his chief of staff,

Scott Svonkin, joined consumer
advocates from California Public

Interest Research Group and a hand-

ful of UCLA students on the steps of

Kerckhoff Hall Thursday to push for

support for the bill.

Svonkin said the bill calls for three

changes: it would put a $1,000 limit

on the amount of debt students could

incur, create programs to educate

mcommg students about credit cards

at their freshmen orientations, and

demand that credit card companies

stay off of college and university cam-

puses.

Nick Lazzarini, a first year history

student who supports Koretz's bill,

expressed upset at credit card compa-
nies that market to students "with the

sole intent of getting them into debt."

"It is ridiculous for them to make
offers to students. They know we
don't have jobs, they know we don't

have any means of paying back thou-

sands of dollars of debt," he said.

CalPIRG consumer advocate

Janine Benner said credit card com-
panies specifically target students,

sometimes ofiering small incentives

such as free T-shirts.

At the event, CalPIRG introduced

a report explaining how to avoid the

"credit card trap."

The report also stated that half of

the 460 students who had signed up
for a credit card on a college campus,
- some of them at UCLA - eventual-

ly had to pay a late fee.

Benner voiced support for

Koretz's bill calling it a "really rea-

sonable measure that will help stu-

dents get out of debt."

COUNCIL
From page 1

If any candidate were to amass
over 50 percent of the vote, it would
prevent the expected runoff between

the top two candidates.

Consumer protection attorney

Nate Bernstein challenged Hayden to

ride public transportation to work
twice a week from his Brentwood
estate.

Graffiti fighter Joe Connolly

answered for Hayden: "How can he

take the bus when he's going to be in

jail?"

Connolly is in the midst of a law-

suit in which he alleges the former

state senator is guilty of committing

perjury and residency fraud.

Though Hayden maintains a

Brentwood residence that is in the

1 1th voting district, he recently

moved to a Westwood property.

Election rules dictate that all candi-

dates must live within the district in

which they are running for office.

"I'm a fighter. I'll play I work with

taggers, 1 work with gangs. I'm not

someone you want to play around

with ... I'm not afraid to play with

snakes in the snake pit," Connolly

said.

Hayden did not respond to

Connolly's comnwnt.

didates addressed questions on issues

including traffic, housing and home-

lessness, and what some called

Westwood's unfriendliness toward

college life.

On the issue of traffic, former

Assistant United States Attorney

Jack Weiss, who recently won the

endorsement of the LA. Times,

acknowledged the problems with

public transportation.

"The MTA strike led to a loss of

confidence that the public had in the

future of public transportation ...

they've made horrible decisions,"

Weiss said.

However, Weiss called upon
UCLA students to do their part to

take advantage of what the city does

offer

"We need to encourage institu-

tions such as UCLA to really make a

go at the BruinGo! program," Weiss

said.

Hayden agreed and proposed a

free shuttle program on campus.

However, Hayden opposes the $45

million project to tear up the UCLA
intramural fields in order to build a

parking structure.

"That's going to add huge conges-

tion and it doesn't explore feasible

alternatives. I think that it's an inap-

propriate approach to an

Environmental Impact Report," he

-said.

After opening statements, the can- Third-year sociology student Jen

Taylor asked the candidates to

explain what they would do to make
Westwood a more attractive college

town.

In response, former UCLA pro-

fessor Jill Barad called for the revital-

ization of the Village.

"! think we need to revise

Westwood Village. It used to be terrif-

ic, it used to be a happening place, but

now it looks like a ghost town ... we
need dancing and cafes and eating

outside," Barad said. "It needs to be

more pedestrian friendly and family

friendly"

Neighborhood planner Robyn
Ritter Simon agreed and pointed to

the need for compromise between

student and resident needs.

"There needs to be a balance

between the community and the col-

lege students and that balance has

prevented a lot of projects from mov-
ing forward," Simon said.

Entertainment industry executive

Steve Saltzman discussed the issue of

rent control in Westwood and said:

"The city has a housing crisis and
needs 100,000 new units."

Bernstein and former UCLA pro-

fessor Laura Lake made a commit-

ment to increasing student participa-

tion in local government.

"I think students need to be at the

table; they should be at the business

meetings and the city council meet-

ings," Lake said.

Marketing Campdign

Assistants lUanted
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From page 1

individual," Brewster said.

As a standard procedure,

ScarfTs case was referred to the

Office of Risk Management and is

currently being processed.

"The office manages insurance

coverage to see if (the case) is

worth settling or fighting,"

Brewster said.

The university may also retain

outside counsel, Brewster said, but

UCLA campus counsel does no^
handle litigation matters.

Under Ayoub's supervision,

Scarff was hired in the Collections

Office Aug. 28. On Sept. 29 - nine

days after he alleges Ayoub hit him
in the face - Scarff filed a charge of

battery with university police and

UCLA's Human Resources

Department.

Hours later, Scarff said, Ayoub
terminated him from his position.

Under federal and state law,

according to Dean, an employer

may not retaliate against an

employee who complains about

wrongful, illegal and/or discrimi-

natory conduct.

The bottom line, Dean said, is

that his client was fired after com-
plaining about the alleged assa

"That's tortious termination,'

Dean said. "That's illegal."

In a letter to the university last

fall. Dean contended the events

surrounding the suit were motivat-

ed by anti-Semitism. Scarff is

Jewish and Ayoub is of Syrian

ancestry.

"In light of the political and reli-

gious struggle that is currently tak-

ing place in the Middle East,

UCLA's and Ms. Ayoub's behav-

ior in this regard is particularly dis-

turbing," he stated in the letter.

For the past three months,

Scarff said he and his attorney have

been waiting for an official

response from the university

regarding the incident.

"They have responded to my
attorney ... on several occasions

that they were investigating the

complaint," Scarff said in an e-

mail. "After three months, they

claim to still be investigating the

assault."

Because Scarff is filing for puni-

tive damages, Patti said the suit

constitutes a civil rather than crim-

inal action.

An out of court settlement in a

case like this is evaluated by coun-

sel throughout the course of the

investigation, Patti said.

"Ifwe find out something differ-

ent, we might agree to a resolution

of the case to rid the expense of the

gation," he said. "Generally, we=
tend not to settle, but sometimes

we settle for small amounts."

SCUBA
From page 3

tion and skills.

Preparations for a formal SCUBA
program on campus, with some lec-

tures on skin diving safety, began

when Egstrom became the diving safe-

ty officer in 1961.

"The Los Angeles County program

was the only training program around,

anywhere in the U.S. at the time,"

DiCrisi said.

This already established reputation

of the L.A. area helped UCLA to

become one of the first college sites to

offer diving classes, he said.
"^

"'

Because UCLA stopped offering

recreatior\al diving classes in 1990 and

only recently began oflcring them
again in 1999, DiCrisi said he believes

few people are aware of the current

SCUBA program.

"We do not have the support,

equipment, or staff to offer the courses

at the former levels," Joy said. "If it

wasn't for the fact that the biology

department needed the program, we
would have been shut down."

The SCUBA courses offered at

UCLA, though not for units, are for-

matted like formal classes over a

course of two quarters. Students

attend regular lectures and take a final.

^ The first quarter of the class

involves basic recreational diving,

while the second quarter is mostly sci-

entific diving.

The latter half emphasizes training

and obtaining hands-on experience,

according to Joy.

"By the time you receive your certi-

fication, you will be able to dive and

assemble your SCUBA equipment
blindfolded," Joy said. "It may take

some people longer than others, and
we would rather have them lake extra

quarters than to go through the pro-

gram once and not master the skills in

diving."

Though the LA. area is home to a

variety of businesses that train people

to SCUBA dive, the training offered

by UCLA is uaiq«c, according to

DiCrisi.

"A typical dive class at a typical dive

shop in Los Angeles takes about two

weeks to complete the training,
"

DiCrisi said. "Just looking at the dif-

ferences in time, you see ours is much
different."

In addition to the extensive two-

quarter training, students have the

opportunity to view the marine life of

Southern California as opposed to just

Los Angeles.

"In truth, at least half of our dives

are conducted ofl" the beach in Malibu,

Palos Verdes, Laguna Beach," DiCrisi

said. "We use Catalina when we can,

but we also find spots locally to dive."

Heather Coleman, a third-year

marine biology student who is current-

ly studying with Northeastern

University for the year, had been div-

ing with UCLA since she was a senior

in high school while volunteering at

the UCLA Ocean Discovery Center.

She later received a science diver

certification during her second year at

UCLA
"I liked how each class was a full

quarter long - you don't gel that kind

of training anywhere else," she said.

"We covered things in my UCLA
open water I class in great detail that I

had never even heard of in my previ-

ous (diving) class.

"The instructors are given freedorn

to teach students to dive well." Joy

said. "And we don't certify students

unless they are completely qualified. I

think that is why we have such a lop-

notch program."

The SCU BA classes are available lo

those affiliated with UCLA, the costs

varying from $235 to $325, depending

on whether you arc a student, recre-

ation card holder, UCLA alumni or

extension student.

Now, according to DiCrisi, there

are approximately 60 people who go

through the SCUBA training annual-

ly. This gioup of trainees includes both

scientists and recreational divers.

"I enjoy helping people experience

new and exciting things, and I enjoy

the relationships and good times (the

program) has helped foster over the

years," DiCrisi said. "That's the lype_
ofprogram we foster here at UCLA. ft~

will take time to get the word out

again."

Spring

Time

Savings

Please make plans to join us for 2001
Audition Information Meetings to get
information on next year's squad, the

audition process and receive an
Application Form. Information Meetings

will be held on the following dates:

Monday, April 2, at 4 p.m.
Tuesday, April 3, at 8 p.m.
(Rieber Fireside Lounge)

Wednesday, April 4, at 9 a.m. & 4 p.m.
Thursday, April 5, at 9 a.m. & 4 p.m.

Friday, April 6, at 12:30 p.m.
Meetings will be held in

Ackerman Union 2408

April 20-22, 2001
UCLA Men's Gym

Cheer Squad, Dance Team,
Joe and Josie Bruin,

Yell Crew

UCLA
Spirit Squad
Auditions

IS in rne

Air

Audition Schedule:
Mascot: FrI., April 20th, 7 p.m.
Dance Team: First Round:
Sat., April 21st, 8:30-Noon

Finals: Sun., April 22nd, 8:30-Noon
Cheer: Sat., April 21st, 1:30-4:30 p.m
Yell Crew: Sat., April 21st, 5-7 p.m.

Contact person:

Mollie Quinn
Mquinn@saonet.ucla.edu

310-206-8818

KmUiCiMHIMM!

Perform in front of ttiousands at all UCLA events!

Represent UCLA at Away Football and Basketball games!

Workout gear Is sponsored by Adidas!

Opportunity to work with personal trainers!

Tickets to all of the games!
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POWER
From page 1

uled for April 1 1 in San Francisco with

federal judge Phyllis Hamilton, according

to Charles McFadden, spokesman for UC
Office of the President.

UCLA does not have a contract with

making realovernight. But we're

progress," he said

UCLA is not in danger of widespread

rolling blackouts predicted for this sum-

mer, according to David Johnson, direc-

tor of energy services,

"We have several lines of defense

against blackouts. Our co-generation

plant produces about 80 percent of our
Enron, but with the Los Angeles electricity, and our contract with
Department of Water and Power UC LADWP provides backup in the event we
Riverside also has a separate energy con- have a problem," Johnson said.

tract

UC's legal wran-

glings with Enron
comes at a lime when
California political

leaders are struggling

with-ways to solve the

state power crisis.

Gov. Gray Davis,

addressing Californians

in a televised speech

Thursday night, for the

first time endorsed rate

increases for utility cus-

tomers, urged conservation to fend off

blackouts this summer, and defended his

handling of the energy crisis.

He listed actions he has taken to try to

"Don't be fooled

that we are immune
ta^thil energy crisis?

Jim Hahn
Los Angeles City Attorney

The DWP has made
(Yequent public asser-

tions that its customers

will not be subject to the

rolling blackouts seen

in other parts of

California.
Furthermore. the

department asserts that

the 40 percent rate

increase approved last

week by the Public

Utilities Commission
will not be felt by DWP

customers.

DWP officials did not return repeated

phone calls for comment.
But several candidates at Wednesday's

solve the power crisis, including negotiat- mayoral debate at UCLA warned Los
ing long-term contracts to purchase Angeles residents of gaining a false sense
power and buy the utilities' transmission of security

••ncs. "Some people in DWP believe (the
Davis also said he has cut red tape and energy crisis) is not going to impact you,"

provided incentives to speed construction said State Controller Kathleen Connell.
Trfpoa-cr plants.

"Wc can't fix 12 years of inaction
See POWER, page 9

FORECAST
From page 1

"Internet Rush" of 1996-2000 to

a lower level of sustainable eco-

nomic growth in 2002, Leamer
said.

The probability of a 2001

recession has increased 30 per-

cent since December 2000 to a

striking 90 percent, according to

UCLA forecasters.

Learner's last daunting pre-

diction in December turned out

accurate when the U.S. econo-

my's annual rate matched
Leamer's prediction of 1.3 per-

cent by the end of the fourth

quarter in 2000. The actual

annual growth rate was a slow

1.4 percent.

While there are numerous
forecasts released, the

December forecast proved the

most accurate in the country.

According to the report,

though a national recession is

expected, different regions of

California will be affected. The
"high-tech" Bay Area will prob-

ably feel the recession more
than Southern California due to

the recent investment slowdown
in information technology and
software.

'Wcwitr

only a slowing of demand for

electronics, cbmrhunications

equipment and related prod-

,ucts, but also a weeding out of

the less well-capitalized firms in

these industries," said Tom
Lieser. senior economist for

UCLA Forecast.

A rise in unemployment rates

through 2002, a decline in home
prices in the Bay Area and slow-

er home sales in Southern
California are all anticipated,

Lieser said.

The U.S. will leave

the time ofmad
dash' Internet

start-ups.

The energy crisis will have
minimal effects on the impend-
ing recession because most busi-

nesses are not fully dependent

on the energy system, Leamer
said.

California's incomes and
employment rates will only be

affected if the recent brownouts

and blackouts snowball into a

long-term electricity problem,
according to some economists.

Reconstructing the electricity

system to prevent the monopoly
of the wholesale market is need-

ed, said Loretta Lynch, presi-

dent of the California Public

Utilities Commission.

Programs that Gov. Gray
Davis has enacted have aimed
for short-term price solutions,

such as the 20-20 program that

will reduce electric bills by 20

percent if consumers cut their

electricity use by 20 percent.

The largest problem is that

"there is no correlation between

price and demand" of energy,

because California does not

have a competitive market.

Lynch said citing a five-fold

increase in price within a five-

day period despite increases in

demand.

While the effects of the ener-

gy crisis are discussed, Leamer
projects not a traditional reces-

sion, but a transition in econom-
ic lifestyle.

The U.S. will leave the time of

"mad dash" Internet start-ups,

borrowing from foreign coun-

tries, spending personal savings

to buy sports utility vehicles and
other costly consumer goods
and resort to a new lifestyle that

includes approaching Internet

start-ups in a more thoughtful

way, using efficient small cars._.

and refusing foreign lenders, the

forecast stated.

The UNivERsnY or Arizona.

aUADALAJARA SUMMER SCHOOL
IN MEXICO SINCE 1952

(golden QnnweKdcw^ Coming. So4m

6-week sessions

Intensive Spanish

3-week sessions

Intensive Spanish

5-week session

July 2 • August 9 or July 9 • August 16, 2001

( 1 St thm 6th semesters) • Earn: 6-8 units of credit

July 2 • July 20 or July 9 • July 27, 2001

(1st thru 4th semesters) • Earn: 4 units of credit

July 9 • August 8, 2001

Upper-division Spanish. Literature & Cinema as well as

Mexico-related courses in Anthropology, PolticaJ Science,

Sociology, and Bifcigual Education

For information or application, contact:

Guadalajara Summer School The University of Arizona
P.O. Box 40966 Tucson. Arizona 857 17 Phone: (520)621-5137

E-Mail: gss@u.arizona.edu

Home Page: www.coh.arizona.cdu/gss
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BOOT CAMP
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TONIGHT AT 8 « SAT AT 5 & 9 * SUN AT 2 & 7:30

AS FRESH AND FUN AS EVER.
IT'S REALLY SOMETHING TO HOLLER ABOUT."

- Los Angeles Times

Now. learn how to break into the buainea» uti meet a top agent and industry
pros. Ho«ed by model Jean Manhidl and Ike Solomon, veteran fashion
photographer and co-producer of the best-wiling video. 'Model'a Bitot Camp:
How To Break Into Modeling and T^^ ComunerciaU The Right Way.

'

Plus, as a bonus-youll get a compUmentary heacUhot taken by Ike and ready
for printing, ^ou keep the film-a S200 value in itself! Its the only modeling school
youV ever need. Dont miss it!

Sunday, April 22nd I to 5 pm. 702I Hollywood BKtl., HoUywood (at Sycamore)
$149 In ad\ancc/«l79 at the door. Space U limited, so reMrve your seat today!

For reservations or more Info, call 323-960-4809
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JUNGLE BOOTS

"INFECTIOUS,
INVENTIVE,
PULSE-POUNDING
ENTERTAINMENT!"
- San Francisco Chronicle
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BURBANK • 503 North Victory Blvd. • (818) 845-9433

TREATMENT
From page 1

After taking Tobinick's injec-

tion, Garclick siiid he was pain-

free in 1 2 minutes and regained all

the feeling back in his fool.

In the past, the medication

Tobinick used in his discovery was

intended to treat swelling that

occurs throughout the body.

Tobinick was the first to patent

and apply this method of treat-

ment for neurological disorders.

Prior to the discovery, it was

commonly thought that the pain

caused by herniated disk was due

to pressure on a nerve.

But recent research found that

when the disk squeezes out

between the two vertebrae, a fluid

is released containing a chemical

that causes nerve damage and

pain.

Some physicians in the field,

however, are not as enthusiastic

because they don't see new
approaches as effective as the tra-

ditional treatments.

"In my opinion there have been

many alternative treatments to

standard surgical treatments

developed in the past and none

have really lasted the test of time."

said Dr. Duncan McBride. chief

of the neurosurgery at the Harbor-

UCLA Medical Center

McBride helped develop a

microsurgical technique to treat

herniated disk.

"I am somewhat skeptical

because many horses have run this

race before." McBride said.

But Tobinick said his new treat-

ment is completely dilTcrent from

others.

He predicts the injection, which

currently costs under a thousand

dollars will become the preferred

treatment for this disorder.'

"It will revolutionize the whole

field, none of the other treatments

are uniformly successful and none

have shown the need to prevent

surgery," he said.

For more information on Tobinick's

treatment, call (3 1 0) 824-61 99 or go
to www.neurologicalcentercom

RETURN
From page 4

to turn around and fly 5 I /2 more hours

to recross the Pacific and land in San

Francisco early Thursday morning.

Frustrated passengers from the

aborted flight were given hotel rooms

and a $6 meal voucher. They got a few

hours of sleep and were rebooked on

other flights to Japan starting Thursday

morning, most traveling aboard two

United Airlines flights.

"Basically, I could have driven here a

lot faster if I had a car," passenger Bill

Reilly said as he left the plane in San

Francisco. "- —' ^-.__._—___

Robert Usov, a spokesman for the

civil aviation sector of the Russian Air

Traffic Control Center in Moscow, said

Delta had failed to send a request in.

time for permission to fiy through

Russian airspace but was given special

clearance by Moscow.

"The flight wasn't in our plan.

However, we decided to let the plane

(fly) through our airspace and gave cor-

responding orders to the Khabarovsk

regional air traffic control center."

POWER
From page 8

"You're dead wrong."

Los Angeles tax dollars are being

funneled Coward the state energy

problem, said Los Angeles City

Attorney Jim Hahn.

"Don't be fooled that we are

immune to this energy crisis." he said.

"We have been paying, and we are

going to pay in the future."

Additionally, UCLA continues to

feel the elTects of skyrocketing natur-

al gas prices as well.

During the first half of this fiscal

year "beginning in July, the university

spent $10 million over budget for util-

ities, according to Steven Olsen, vice

chancellor of budget and finance.

"The situation is not getting any

better," Johnson said of the second

halfof the year.

After Davis asked UC to make
efforts to become electric energy

independent, UCLA submitted state

funding requests for five energy con-

servation projects on campus.
Decisions on all UC state funding

requests should be reached in May,

Johnson said.

Two projects currently funded by

the campus are under way: a thermal

energy storage facility near the Bomb
Shelter is scheduled to be completed

in December, and cooling tower

upgrades in the co-generation plant

will be completed at the end of June.

Pending state funding approval,

three other conservation projects are

under consideration.

A second thermal storage tank is

proposed, in addition to a satellite

chilled water plant near the School of

Engineering and Applied Science

building, intended to make water in

thermal storage facilities colder.

Proposed projects also include

centralization of energy management
systems currently spread throughout

individual campus buildings. A com-

mon control center would lead to

greater energy efficiency, and enable

central control of temporary electri-

cal cutbacks during severe power
shortages, Johnson .said.

With reports from Daily Bruin wire ser-

vices.
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BEFORE 11
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SUPERSTAR DJ COOLWHIP
SPINNIHO: HIP HOP - FUNK - RAREOROOVES

HOSTED BT: RYA!I CHALMC i)A«NY "THE COAT" SCHWARZ STEVE WEOMAN DONRIE VETO

LOCATE0y»O^imi DEN 1608 COSMO ST.
"^

(SOUTH opfjgyylprooD s«i|l betwceh virc amd cahuenga)
PARTY 4 OUEST LIST IHFO

323-860-6566
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Shakey's Delivers Baskln(|/)Robbins Ice Cream

Fast Free
Delivery

STJunrnQ snoEHT
SPECIAL

Buy any large pizza at regular price & get the 2nd

pizza...FREE!
(Monday and Tuesday only, limit 3 orders).

Ca to reserve

Shakey's private

party room upstairs

for your meetings,

fund raisers, etc...

It's FREE

DOUBLESPECIAL
Two large one topping pizzas for

$14.33
Your choice of Thin Crust. Hand Tossed Classic Crust. New York Style, or Deepdish Pan at no extra charge

Limit 2 orders
(save overs 10)

SUPER SPECIAL
1 medium one topping pizza Any large 3 topping pizza or any Specialty Pizza

$5.99 ^$9.98
2 nnedium one topping pizzas,

only $11.98
»V«.I«*»»» (ndud* Vagatorton, Slwitiar't Spacral, Bruin Dalujta, BtO

Otklian, Sptcy hoiton Sowtoga, on4 »r»»h GorfWn Piito

(save over $5)

Fast Free Delivery

824-41 1

1

1114 Gayley Ave. Westwood Village

Sun-Thurs 'till 1:00 am
Fri-Sat 'till 2:00am

FREE DRINK W/ ANY BUFFET PURCHASE W/ UCLA STUDENT ID

SHAKEY'S COMBINATION

^ $14.43
Any medium one topping pizza plus mojo
potatoes, FREE Salad! and your choice of:

• 4 pieces chicken or • 10 Buffalo wings or
• Pasta & Garlic Bread

BRUIN
{^^ ^Q

CARD

Reserve Shmkmy'm piivmtm party room upstairs
for your momtings, fund ralsars, ate... It's FREE
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Lanmiajm' haniors

Relying on English as a

universal language does not

have only positive effects.

See Monday's Viewpoint.

viewpoint^media.uda.edu
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Sports recruiters should seek diversity, not sicills

ADMISSIONS: Representation on

teams should fairly correspond

with UCLA student population

Consider me one whose dreams have
been stifled and repressed, held back by
forces that are totally out of my control

and tragically unfair. I attend a school - no. a

university - that has not allowed me to reach a

goal I have long desired, a goal that has played

out in my mind since my
raucous junior high days.

I now feel it is the duty of

this university, as well as

all others, to Hnally fulfill

the wishes and cater to

the dreams of myself and
people in my situation. It

ii lime for the athletic^

Adam
Epstein

program to impose a

more equal recruitment

process.

You see. 1 have always

wanted to play NCAA
Division 1 College

Basketball. More specifi-

cally. 1 yearned to be the starting point guard
for UCLA. The tradition, the championships,
the free books, the groupies, the "tutors." the

sport utility vehicles. To start a fast break in

Pauley Pavilion and hear my name being

chanted while a replay of a brilliant play

flowed on the Jumbotron. Once 1 learned that

I had been accepted to UCLA, 1 was elated. 1

was, after all. a high school varsity basketball

player in a highly competitive and well-regard-

ed league. 1 always had the desire. I figured

that was enough. 1 was wrong.

As I have come to learn, the basketball team
at this school does not accept anybody who
wishes to play on the team even if they really,

really, really want to. 1 find this not only to be
di.sappointing but a travesty ofjustice, a griev-

ance that must be attended to. Hear me out.

I have endured trying circumstances in my
life in terms of basketball. My cultural her-

itage, the places that 1 have lived and the

resources that I have had available to me
throughout my life place me at an obvious dis-

advantage when it comes to my level of basket-

controlled my neighborhood with an iron fist

did not allow basketball hoops in the front

yard. Practice was hard enough in the snow,

but it was next to impossible with The Man
holding me back. I was forced to ride my bike

10 minutes to get to the nearest court - 10 min-

utes! Once again, those who were allowed to

have hoops in their front yards progressed to

levels I could never match.

I reasoned though, that at a university such

as UCLA, where issues of "diversity" are

shoved down our throats and everyone so

strongly desires admission numbers to reflect,

or at least attempt to reflect, the population as

a whole, my lack of practice and inferior skills

should have no bearing. I should have no prob-

lem making the team. Not counting Brandon
Lloyd, how many short white guys have been
on the team in recent years? How many
Jewish, short white guys have laced up their

Adidas sneakers in preparation for a big

Epstein is a fan of all kinds of stuff. Are you? If so,

e-mail him at eppyad@hotmail.com.

ball skills.

Brought up on the East Coast, I was pre-

vented from logging in sufficient hours on out-

door courts by winter weather. If I wanted to

make the trek to an indoor hoop, it took at

least 15 minutes to defrost the car's wind-

shield, get the motor warmed up and shovel

HINGYI KHONG/Oaily Bfuin

the driveway - 15 minutes! In their temperate
climate, lucky West Coast children never had
to suffer through such blatantly unfair situa-

tions, allowing them to take the lead in terms
of their basketball progression.

When I moved to California, things did not
get any better. The housing association that

game? Why aren't our numbers being repre-

sented?

The last time I checked, white males under
six feet tall made up a sizeable percentage of
the population and those applying to UCLA.
It is time that our numbers are represented on
the Bruin basketball team. The current system

of athletic admissions has held us back for far

too long, saying such ghastly things as, "We
only want players who meet our requirements.

Seriously, Mr. Epstein, please stop appealing

our decision."

I have discussed this problem, this biased

system of athletic admissions with some of my
peers. Shockingly, many of them do not share

my sentiments. "Won't allowing you and oth-

ers like you to play on the team compromise
UCLA's athletic integrity?" "Won't people

lose respect for UCLA as a whole if they admit
people on the team who are less qualified than
others?" "Shouldn't those who are most quali-

fied make the team?" Such stinging comments
and prejudiced mind-sets have made my quest

for fair basketball admissions quite a difficult

endeavor.

As you may have guessed, I was not admit-

ted to the UCLA basketball team. My dedica-

tion, determination and previous experience in

high school was just not enough. But I am a

proactive individual. I may not have made the

team, but my persistence in an annoying ability

to never stop whining will most definitely per-

SeeEPSTBII,pagc12

Trees on campus are dear reminders of past radsm
HISTORY; Afrikaans racial

slur on placards tarnishes

our school, offends many

By Dennis Childs

Whenever 1 mention in conversa-

tion that 1 am a UCLA graduate. I

am usually reminded by the person

to whom I am speaking of how
"beautiful" my old campus is - how
UCLA reminds them of a resort.

Indeed one a.spect of the grounds of

my alma mater always comes to

mind when 1 have such discussions:

the assortment of trees from around

Childs is a Ph.D. student at UC Berkeley

and a graduate of UCLA.

the world that one can sec on any
given day while strolling through

campus. It is this aspect of the

Edenic scenery of campus that

always makes me question, however,

just how "beautiful" my old campus
really is.

One reason for my chagrm
regarding UCLA's landscape is in

keeping with the spirit exemplified

by African American novelist

Ishmael Reed, who in 'Mumbo
Jumbo," gives the label, "Centers of

Art Detention," to Anglo-European
museums which have hoarded the

cultural artifacts of non-western peo-

ples for centuries.

Indeed UCLA's practice of

acquiring representative plant life

from nearly every locale on the globe

marks our campus as one of the

nation's prime "Centers of Arbor
Detention."

But it is one such tree in particular

- actually about 20 to 25 of them -

outside Macgowan Hall that signals

the repressive history that underpins

such a pristine climate. If you hap-

pen to have time today, take a walk

to Macgowan Hall (home of

UCLA's theater department), and as

you approach the building, stop at

the line of trees just outside the main
entrance. If you look at one of the

metal placards nailed to approxi-

mately one fourth of the trees, this is

what you'll see:

"Erythrinacaffra

KAFFIRBOOM
CORAL
PEA FAMILY
SOUTH AFRICA"

For some of you this sign will

seem innocent enough: there is the

typical scientific and colloquial name
for the tree, and the geographical

region from which it is derived - no
big deal, right?

But 1 am also sure that some of

you are as appalled as 1 am by what
you immediately recognize in the

word "kafTirboom:" the word "kaf-

fir," the Dutch Afrikaans equivalent

to the word "nigger" (In case you
were wondering, the last part of the

word, "boom," is Afrikaans for

"tree").

And if you think you are disgusted

by the fact that your own coveted

institution had the audacity to

import these trees, using university

money to pay for the etching of the

word "nigger tree," then imagine the

sentiments of a black South African

professor of mine who, after coming
across these eye-sores, had to go
through with conducting our mas-

ter's seminar.

This revolutionary poet and schol-

ar had to flee from his birthplace

decades before because he had

reached adulthood, at the height of

the apartheid regime. Like any other

well-informed person of the world,

Professor Kgositsile had no idealistic

notions that his arrival to the United

States meant an escape from race

terror. In fact, he arrived during the

time period in which this goverrv

ment's own form of apartheid - Jim
Crow segregation - was still a reality

I am positive that as he remained

SeeCHIU>S,page13

How TO SUBMIT

TO VIEWPOINT

• Write a three- to four- page, opinion-style

submission about a current event on campus
or in the world at large, or write a response to

something that you have already read in The
Bruin.

•E-mail submissions to

vlewpoint#m«dia.ucla.edu. Remember to

copy and paste your submission into the body
of the e-mail, or drop off a hard copy of your
submission at the Daily Bruin office (118

Kerckhoff Hall), care of Jonah Lalas.

• Apply to be a Viewpoint columnist dur-

ing Weeks 7 and 8 of each quarter.

Apply to be a cartoonist or artist. Send an

e-mail expressing your Interest to the

Viewpoint address.

A few things to renriember:

• All submissions must include your name,
phone nunf>ber and affiliation with UCLA. If

you are a student, they must also include your

student ID number, year and major.

• Your facts will be checked, nuke sure

they are accurate.

• Viewpoint is rx>t an advertising space for

any group or organization; be sure to have
clearly articulated opinions.

• We reserve the right to edit submissions
for clarity, gramnwf and length.

Expected roles hinder career goals
WOMEN: Many assume

females can't have both

family life, job success

By Jessica Langenhan

"Women's leadership" is not a

clearly defined term Perhaps this is

due to the fact that it can have differ

ent connotations for different peo-

ple. To a father, women's leadership

may mean buying his 8-year-old

daughter a baseball mitt. To a moth-

er, women's leadership may mean
having the ability to decide to

stay at home and raise her

children without the aid of

a day care center or a

nanny. To a female

economics major,

women's leader-

ship may be

defined by the

determina-

tion of how
to forge a

path to

employment

a I a hortunc
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But there

is another

reason that

"women's

leadership"

does not have a

clear, definitive

definition: for

many, the subject

IS almost taboo, a

concept that some-

how gets overlooked

and lost in the shuffle of

classes or work, family and

friends and social activities.

For example, at UCLA,
female students attend lectures

and graduate with degrees in dis

ciplines and fields that were

dominated by men in the not-so-

distant past: the presence of

female students in chemistry,

engineering and calculus classes

is not even an issue anymore.

But while women now have

the opportunity to become
experts in fields that had previ- "^

ously been closed to them, it is

still not discussed how they are

going to apply this information

and these skills in a practical manner
in the "real world," where they are

confronted with issues and problems

beyond those of their chosen career

field.

Langenhan is a fourth-year physiologi-

cal science student and a member of

UCLA Bruin Belles Service Association.

For example, a female student

may master the fundamentals of

being a world-renowned researcher,

but she is never guided in how to bal-

ance such a career with a husband, a

house and children. Likewise, a '

woman may develop and hone a rep-

utable business acumen, while never

learning how to address a board-

room filled with male colleagues.

The fact that a female law student

graduated at the top of her class

becomes meaningless when she has

to worry about the length of her skirt

leaders in their fields once they have

passed through those doors.

Furthermore, the prevailing belief

seems to be that a woman cannot

become a leader while maintaining

her ideal lifestyle While men can be

successful in their careers, have a

social life full of hobbies and friends,

and still have a house and children, it

is generally felt that women have to

choose between certain facets of

their lives - that they cannot be

strong career-minded women if they

also want a family and a social life.

In other words, women are con-

stantly faced with the "fact" that

they will have to sacrifice some
aspect of their life.

Perhaps the partner in the

law firm and the invest-

ment banker shouldn't

have children,

because they will

only spend all

iheir time with

a nanny. Or
the female

medical stu-

dent should

concentrate

oD a specjal-

• •
. ZACH LOPEZ/Daily

when entering a courtroom.

By fighting to obtain the rights to

education and job placement that

had before only been granted to

men, women have been given the

keys to many of the doors that have

been closed to them. However, that

education (including the education

offered at UCLA) still fails to teach

women effective ways to become

tzation not

because she

enjoys it or is

skilled in that

area, but

because it will

allow her to

work "normal"

hours that match

her husband's

schedule. The con-

cept of women's

leadership can

become trivialized in

this sense.

But why should a

woman, in order to develop

into a leader, be expected to

surrender other valued aspects

of her life, especially wl\en men
are usually not confronted with

such a dilemma?

On the other hand, it is usu-

ally assumed that such issues

will interfere with a woman's
ability to rise up as a leader in a

specific field: perhaps she will

_^ be too worried about her chil-

dren in day care to focus on

other matters. This seems to be
Bruin one of thc factors contributing

to our current failure to have a

woman lead the US government.

But we cannot let the idea of

women's leadership become trivial-

ized. Instead, we must focus on these

issues and learn how to handle them
when they arise. We must observe

what women before us have done
and learn from their examples and

., . ,,.
,
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Let's
talk about

Sex
baby!

Interested in being a sex

columnist for Viewpoint?

Applications are now
available at the Daily Bniin

office in Kerckhoff 118. The

deadline has been extended

to Friday, April 13, at 5 p.m.

in Jonah Lalas' box.

Speaks Out
This week UCLA hosted a debate between the the six

leading Los Angeles mayoral candidates in preparation for

next Tuesday's election. As a UCLA student, what do yoU

believe is the most important issue facing L.A.?

Mark Williams

Fourth -year

Sociology

"The

moslTmpor-

tant issue to

me is park-

ing because

you can

never find it

when you

need it. The
next mayor

should create more parking for

students in Westwood and in

other residential areas. I waste

about 20 minutes a day trying to

find parking, and when you final-

ly do find a space you have to

move it the next day because of

street cleaning. I've gotten loo

many tickets that I can't afford.

because I Can't find parking."

Bob Caron

Third-year

Psychology

"1 think

one of the

most impor-

tant issues in

L.A. is the

disrespect

towards

police offi-

cers. People

don't really

appreciate the good things that

they do and focus on thc bad
things. People view police as the

enemy, as something to be avoid-

ed or watched out for. Sure, park-

ing tickets and disrupting nonvio-

lent protests is one thing, but it's

different if you look at the big pic-

ture and think about what it

would be like if we didn't have

police officers. The next mayor
needs to change thc public alti-

tude about what the police are

there for."

Connie Valencia

Fifth-year

Psychobiology

•I think

educatiorvis'

thc most

important

issue.

Teachers,

especially,

are not given

the respect

they

deserve. L.A. should give more
funds to low-income community
schools so that more opportuni-

ties are available to the students

We should focus on getting more
A P classes in our high schools

and higher reading levels for kids

through reading comprehension

programs. A lot of these kids are

oo l getting the approprwt^? «dti-

cation thev deserve."

Carmen Phelps

Graduate

Directing

"I would

say the

power prob-

lem is thc

most impor-

tant issue 1

think busi-

nesses will

face a big

problem if

we start to get power outages

this summer because they can't

stay open if the power is out. 1

think L.A.'s economy won't sig-

nificantly go down, but it's

going to be more of a problem

for everyday consumers since

their rates continue to go up
incrementally. This shouldn't

happen, especially if it can be

prevented. Electricity is some-

thing that should be regulated."

Kent Nguyen

Fourth-year

Business economics

r*^ Traffic.

It's just

ridiculous

how long it

takes to go
from LA.
to Orange

County on

the freeways

on Friday

evenings. Its bumper-to-bumper

the whole way down. It's really

inconvenient for students who
have to commute because they

have to wake up several hours

earlier to get to school. This

takes away from their study time

and their ability to concentrate

in the classroom. If someone has

to wake up at 5 a.m. to drive

through traffic to an 8 a.m.

class, they're not going to get

the most out of that class."

Loreal Waits-Smith

Fourth-year

Psychology

"As a col-

lege student,

the number
one problem

I see with

Los Angeles

is the educa-

tional sys-

tem and

access to

higher education for minorities.

There are not a lot of us at

UCLA and that's a problem

largely due to inequality in the

education .system. The fact that

there are so few of us here and
that no one is doing anything

about the problem makes me
feel like I'm not wanted. It's dif-

ficult to come to school and deal

with this every day."

Speaks Out compiled by Cuauhtemoc Ortega, Daily Bruin Senior Staff. Photos
by Katherlne Ogle, Dally Bruin Contributor.
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Uosigned editoriats represent a

majority opinion of the Daily

Brum Editorial Board. All other

columns, letters and artwork

represent the opinions of their

authors. •

All submitted material must

bear the author's name,

address, telephone number.

registration number or affilia-

tion with UCLA. Names will not

be withheld except in extreme
cases.

The Bruin complies with

the Communication Board's

policy prohibiting the publi-

cation of articles that perpetu-

ate derogatory cultural or eth-

nic stereotypes.

When multiple authors

submit material, some names
may be kept on file rather than

published with the material.

The Bruin reserves thc right to

edit submitted material and to

determine its placement In the

paper. All submissions become

the property of The Bruin. The
Communications Board has a

media grievance procedure
for resolving complaints
against any of its publications.

For a copy of the complete
procedure, contact the
Publications office at 118
Kerckhoff Hall.
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INCDVX
nformation Sessiofl

Join ua on April 09, 2001, at th« Cat—r C«nt*r from 5:00 to 7:00 PM

Free (ood mil be provided

R.S.V.P. : 949-250-467 1 r ^'

We are currently recruiting for:

Software Developers
Softwar* Architacts

3-0 Softwara Engineers
AppNcation Intagration Enginaars

Quality Assurance Enginaars

Please visit us on the web at www movx com

Submit your resumes to l(lopez@inovx.coni or fax to 949-250-6526 for our

On Campus Interviewing Session on April 23, 2001 at ttte Career Center

INOVx Solution* i« a leading providar d 3-D Ptani Lifa Cycle Data Management (LCDM) (oMnns INOVx't

solutiont are focused on

> Providing Engineering Service* for caplurmg the physical at-is condition of the ptani imo a

visual database, called Physical OatatMse

> Providing Software Products for managing and integrating the plant Physcal Database with

operation and mamteiiance data sets

Providing Infonnation Managawiant Services in support of piant Me cyde data managamanl

INOV « Solutions « iMted m kvne Ctttoin*. US wiilh oparalion oHicat n Houston, TeiiM and Ohahran.
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2000 SCHOLARSHIP!!
MAJORS IN

ECONOMICS/BUSINESS ECONOMICS

POLITICAL SCIENCE or

/l/VK MAJOR WITH A SPECIALIZATION IN BUSINESS & ADMINISTRATION

Enter the 2001 -2002 Rosalind W. Alcott Scholarship Essay Competition

"PresJdent Bush Dumps Kyoto Accord"-

A smart move for the U.S. Economy or International Diplomatic

Based upon the attached article give us your opinion of the implications of the president's

decision not to ratify the Kyoto International Environmental Agreement. Citing references and

qualified sources, state your opinion in an essay of no more than 800 »/ords.

ELIGIBILITY:

1

.

You must be an undergraduate in the

College of Letters & Science

( not Honors Programs ofMP ).

2. Have a GPA of 2.70 or at)0ve and

3. Have declared a major or pre-major in

any of the above listed fields by Winter

Quarter of 2001

.

DEADLINE:
For Submission is

FRIDAY, April 27, 2001

1 . Submissions must be typed, double

spaced.

2. Must be accompanied by a brief

( one-page )
personal statement.

3. Make 3 copies of essay and personal

statement for submission to A316

Murphy Hall by

4:30 p.m on April 27.

- .,^. Applications are available at the following locations:

L & S Counseling Office ( A • 3106 Murphy ).

Departments of Economics ( 2253 Bunche ), Political Science ( 4256 Bunche

)

and

The Scholarship Resource Center (233 Covel Commons)
*~

\i

Sponsored by the Division of Honors and Undergraduate Programs.

College of Letters and Science Counseling Office

EPSTEIN
From page 10

sist. I have put this personal injus-

tice behind me and am now focusing

on the future and community as a

whole, making sure that the short,

ground-bound males out there are

not turned away from the team

merely because they are less quali-

fied.

I have a proposal that the athletic

admissions department and the uni-

versity as a whole should consider;

When evaluating who should be (^

the basketball team, cultural back-

ground, religion and location of

one's upbringing should play a more

crucial role than actual athletic skill.

Sure, there might be those who

are more qualified to be on the team

who are left out, but that is the price

we must pay for athletic diversity.

The athletic department must recog-

nize the many individuals who have

been held back due to circumstances

beyond their control. Now is the

lime for years of unfair athletic

admissions to be righted. Now is the

time for the UCLA basketball team

to represent the cultural make-up of

the community as a whole. The pro-

gram I have proposed must be

implemented. Those who feel the -
way that I do will not be silenced.

The program I have proposed has a

name. It shall be called "Positive

Undertakings."

Keep in mind that those who do

not agree with Positive

Undertakings shall be viewed as

insensitive, ignorant and possibly

even bigoted. I'm sorry, but that is

the way it is going to be until the uni-

versity and the athletic department

implement Positive Undertakings

and allow the process of healing to

begin.

LANGENHAN
From page 1

1

their mistakes. In other words, we^

must take matters into our own

hands and fill in where the educa-

tional system has failed us.

Colleges such as UCLA may pro-

vide us with the skills and knowledge

necessary for advancement and suc-

cess in a particular subject-area or

field, but they cannot claim to have

shown us how to thrive in a world

where men and women are still not

viewed as equals. Because until men
are forced to juggle a career around

day-care schedules and planning

family dinners, there will exist a sep-

aration between men and women
and between the types of lives they

are able to lead.

And this is where women's leader-

ship has significance for me. By

focusing on the idea that women's

leadership is a laudable and neces-

sary and achievable goal, perhaps

we can find a better way to balance

our lives so that we do not always

feel compelled to sacrifice - so that

we do not always feel that men have

gotten the better side of the bargain.

Such issues may not seem impor-

tant now, because we are still in the

safe microcosm of UCLA, where

the primary concern is simply

obtaining those skills that will look

impressive on resumes and graduate

school applications.

But we will not be students forev-

er: eventually, we will have to

emerge into the real world, where we

will be confronted with these very

issues.

And men are not immune to the

problems. Don't most of you have

mothers, sisters, girlfriends, fiancees

or wives, whose lives are closely

intertwined with yours? We may
have gotten the vote, but feminism is

far from over and the challenges it

faces continue to affect everyone.

So begin to face these issues now.

SeeUNGENMAN^pagen

LANGENHAN
From page 1

2

1 invite you to UCLA's Fifth Annual

Women's Leadership Conference,

presented by the Bruin Belles

Service Association, on Saturday,

April 7, in Ackerman Grand

Ballroom, from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m

The conference, featuring Jamie Lee

Curtis, is free and open to the pub-

lic, and lunch will be provided. For

more information, visit the Women's

Leadership Conference Web site at

http://www.come.to/uclawlc.*

CHILDS
From page 10

here he was also aware that major

U.S. corporations such as Coca Cola

and Bank of America (otherwise

known as "Bank of Apartheid")

continued to invest millions of dol-

lars to support the very structure

which led to the torture and murder

of his people and hisi'orced removal

from his place of origin.

But from the look on Professor

Kgositsile"s face that day in our sem-

. inar, it was clear that despite his

awareness of America's own long-

standing support and performance

of racial repression, he was still

shocked. And how could he not be

shocked that a U.S. university - an

ostensible haven for "higher learn-

ing" - could ask him to come to

work as a teacher every day, while

within his line of sight he could see

himself being referred to as "kafllr?"

I have given this brief excavation

of UCLA's tree museum because of

the symbolic import of these plac-

ards in this time of historical amne-

sia.

It never ceases to amaze me that

people continue to believe that insti-

tutions such as slavery, apartheid,

legalized segregation and the like

have no substantive effect on mil-

lions of people's lives today.

Despite the existence of such

institutional reformulations of past

race/class subjugation as the prison

industrial complex, and de facto

global slavery by U.S. corporations

such as Nike and Gap. people con-

tinue to maintain that we all just ___
need to "get along" - that we need

to forget about the past and move

on.

It is this sort of liberal pathology

of eliding the past which makes me
dread the prospect that the knowl-

edge of racist placards adorning a

group of trees on campus will only

be understood for its face value. I

am left to contend with the idea that

students, faculty, and yes, even those

caretakers of "equity" and "diversi-

ty," the UC Regents, will ignore the

fact that the tree is no mere residue

from a time when anachronistic "old

stuff' like racism had real effects on

social relations.

Yes, something needs to be done

about these trees, but our society is

in need of a much more radical face-

lift.

I am utterly disgusted by the

prospect that most people reading

this in the post Proposition

21/209/187 epoch will not see that

the metal placards outside

Macgowan are avatars of present

wrongs, not merely the racist "the-

ater" of the past.

I am however hopeful that there

ure readers who join me in the reso-

lution that the not-so-democratic

moments in U.S. history such as

slavery, genocide, and Jim Crow seg-

regation are not prehistorical phe-

nomena.

The symbolic import of the exis-

tence of such trees on campus indi-

cates a mandate for action on the

part of those who recognize that the

aftershocks of historical disgraces to

humanity arc still being felt on a

global level - even at places that are

made to look like Eden.
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We do
unity,

your
'"come taxes for
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VITA

Funded by the

Community Activities Committee of the Program Activities Board

Just bring a// relevant tax information including

W-2s, 1099s, savings account interest &

student scholarship information to a site and

we'll do the rest!

SITE 1: P.A.T.H. (People Assisting The Homeless)

2346 Cotner Avenue, Los Angeles, CA 90064

March 10, 17, 24, 31, April 7 & 14 9 am - 1pm

SITE 2: UCLA (University of California, Los Angeles)

April 2-3 1 2-6 pm ACKERMAN 241

April 4-6,9-1 3, & 1 6 12-6 pm ACKERMAN 351

6

UCLA VITA (Volunteer Income Tax Assistance)

is a non-profit group that helps prepare basic

Federal and CA state income tax returns for

free. All VITA volunteers are trained by the IRS

and Franchise Tax Board.

www.studentgroups.ucla.edu/vita
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COMPLIMENTARY
CONSULTATION

Deliver Brilliant Results

ORTHODONTIST
SINCE 1980

VC\A FACULTY MEMIiKR Dr. Nader Dayani
Member American Association of Orthodontists

Specializing in braces for adults & children

MMMendel Presents

LXnUmCteb

SEDERS!
Sat. & Sun. April 7 & 8 at 8pm

\n aiii.i/iii'.: cxixTitru'i' Ifil In R.ibl>i Ciiiiiii ol

( li.il>.i(|\ IcUllimi \ Ills Mill K;il>lii MciuK'l

• Invisible

• European

• Removable
• Traditional

Cosmetic Porcelain

Surgical Orthiodontics

'im DISCOUNT TO STUDENTS AND FACULPi' WITH V.MJD I.I).

STl DENT/EACIILTY DINNERS!
AprU9-l4, 5-8pni

DcllOKXiN PxsNOMT iiiiMiN I ilirtd In IKIAK
SiiiyifMcd ilonauoii l.ii'iilt\ S I J/Miulrnis SK

(310) 826 - 7494

11645 Wilshire Blvd. #802

Los Angeles, CA 90025

(949) 552 - 5890

18124 Culver Dr., #A

Irvine, CA 92715

Teeth Whitening
upper or lower

$85«« «ach

(R»lt $200.00)

The treatment will be as foNows S 1000.00 plus

SI 00 00 tof each month of treatment rendered

for metal braces, S900 00 plus S 100 00 tor each
month of treatment rerxjered for removable

broces and S 1 700 00 plus S 1 25 00 per month tor

ceramic braces. S200 00 for diognostic study

model arxj S 1 75 00 for formal consultation

expiration date 5-15-01

MOSHIACH S FEAST
April 15 at 6:30pni

» iiips (il niiif. KiiiiuT i\ iJi.i.ssi(lii- ri|(iKiiiu

Sii'.;ursi(il (loii.iiion \oiir (.ominilnuiil to (j-lchr.iii''

Please HSVP now:
foil: 310.208.7511 email: fnendel9chabaci.com

Chabad House at W.C.L.A. Ohel Menachem Mendel
741 Gayley Ave. Westw«H)d

for all your Passover info visit www.chabad.com

UCLA'S Annual

Women's Leadership Conference

KS„uring

Jamie Lee Curtis
Actress/Author/Activist

Dr. iVIicheie Hamilton
Associate Clinical Professor of
Medicine/ Cardiology, UCLA
Co-Director of UCLA's Heart

Failure Program

Congresswoman
Lucille Roybal-Allard

(invited)
Representative from California's

33"* District (Los Angeles)

Mechanisms For Change

Saturday,

April 7,

2001
Grand Ballroom

AM - 4:00 PM
No Admission Fee!

Lunch will be served

Featuring

California State
Senator Sheila Kuehl

23rd State district

(Western Los Angeles County)

Rachel Worby
Conductor of the Pasadena

Pops Orchestra

Tina Oakland
Director of the UCLA

Center for Women and Men

www.come.to/uclawlc

Workshops on different aspects of Women's Leadership
Presented by

Bruin Belle Service Association

Underwritten by the Betty Ford Center

Supported by the Center for Women and Men

Holiday Inn Brentwood/Bel-Air

Campus Programs Committee of the Program Activities Board
USA Programming and Associated Students Interaction Fund
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Shake \iniv Bon Bon

Learn how to dance like Ricky

Martin on Monday when the

dance lessons offered at the

Conga Room are explored.

Friday, April 6,2001
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'QED' features life of noted physicist on stage
EVENT: Alan Alda shows versatility

in portrayaiitf late Nobel laureate

By Carolyn Brown
Daily Bruin Contributor

Basing a play, on an eccentric physicist's plan to

travel to a country that doesn't exist seems a hit far-

fetched, but 'QED." with Alan Alda playing the

Nobel laureate Richard Feynman, manages to pro-

vide an evening of completely satisfying entertain-

ment.

More surprising than the unconventional premise

is that nearly the entire show consists of Alda, as

Feynman, talking on the telephone and directly to

the audience. He is supported in part of the second

act by Ali.son Smith, playing one of his students.

However, "QED," which will be on-stage at the

Mark Taper Forum through May 1.1, has the feel of

a one-man show

Richard Fcynnun was one of ihc prittcipaUtrdw-

tccts of quantum clectrodynamic. taught al Cal Tech
in Pasadena for .10 years. Besides his accomplish-

ments in physics, including his discovery of the melt-

ed O-ring that caused the Challenger spacecraft

explosion, and his contributions to the development

of the atom bomb, Feynman wrote extensively about

physics in a style that was accessible to the non-sci-

entist

Among his colleagues Feynman was as well-

known for his hobbies as his professional accom-
plishments, which were, decidedly, non-scientific -

he played the bongo drums, acted in Cal Tech theater

productions, and became quite skillful at drawing
nude women.

Alda, famous for his portrayal as Hawkcye Pierce

in the television show "M*A*S*H," has spent a good
deal of his career in the theater. In "QED," his idio-

syncratic demeanor brings the eccentric Feynman to

life

Alda's genius in moving from laugh-out-loud wit

to desperate sadness in a split second works brilliant-

Matk Tdpef Forum

Alan Alda portrays Nobel Prize-winning physicist Richard Feynman, in the premiere of
"QED," showing at the Music Center of the Mark Taper Forum through May 1 3.

ly to illuminate the essence of Feynman, an unusual

genius whose boyish enthusiasm for life and knowl-

edge holds up against his growing realization that he

is dying

.

According to the program, "QED" was Alda's

brainchild. He was impressed with the book, "Tuva
or Bust," written by Ralph Leighton, Feynman's
friend. The book focuses on the idea of visiting a

remote location which was generated from a game of

Geography between the two men in the 1970s.

Feynman remembered a country called Tannu
Tuva from his childhood hobby of collecting stamps

and began researching it for fun. On a lark, Leighton

and Feynman decided to visit it. They made contact

with several people in Tannu Tuva, but Feynman
became too ill to trayel. He never made the trip.

Alda took to th/book to Gordon Davidson, the

creative director f6r the Mark Taper, and asked if it

could be a theater piece. Peter Parnell was enlisted to

write the script for Alda and the results were
"QED." The title was changed from "Tuva or Bust"

after a good deal of information from some of

See QED, page 17

Performer wields independence through studio projects

MUSIC: Jonatha Brooke

promotes newly released

'Steady Pull' in album tour

By Darcy Levins

Daily Bruin Contributor

On track five of Jonatha Brooke's

latest relea.se, "Steady Pull," Brooke
sings, "'cause I was aimed from birth

to break off from the pack," resonat-

ing with many the clarity of a personal

truth.

"It's something my mom used to

say to me," Brooke said in a phone
interview from her Los Angeles

home. "She used to say, 'You were

aimed from birth.' I just thought,

what an amazing image, that there's a

trajectory that we don't know about

but it's there and we will fall into line

with it at some point."

For Brooke, that trajectory has

been a steady pull toward indepen-

dence in both her life and her new
album, which was released in

February The singer/songwriter is

.seeking her own style and she's doing

what it takes to maintain ultimate cre-

ativity.

"Independence is becoming my
middle name." .she said. "It's an amaz-

ing lime right now, and I think there's

so much confusion in the major label

world about where their priorities

really are m tefms of supporting their

artists or not.

"It seemed like a really good time

for me to take over and say, 'Wait a

minute -
1 could certainly do as well ,if

not better, on my own,'" she contin-

ued

M^lanie Nis»en

Jonatha Brooke's new album "Steady Pull,"released in February
features many styles and even new kinds of instruments.

Brooke attributes many of the qual-

ities that set her apart to her mother.

"She infiuences my resilience. My
mom is an incredibly strong woman,
she just never quits, and that's been an

amazing gift from her, and just a sense

of you-can-do-anything; she totally

gave me that."

The Brooke brand of indepen-

dence also found an outlet in the stu-

dio. For a few of the tracks on the

album, she and her band invented

some new instruments. Brooke
revealed that a lint brush provided the

unusual percussion in "How Deep Is

Your Love" and that plucking the

strings inside the piano gave "Room
In My Heart" its darker sound. In

addition, Brooke attempted a new
instrument for the album.

"I'm not a bass player but I had a

blast trying to play bass on three

songs on the record, and it has a vibe,

so we kept it."

Brooke's tested new waters stylisti-

cally as well with her decision to incor-

porate some funky tracks and some
romantic songs on this album.

"1 got a little closer to home and a

little more straightforward on a few

songs. It was kind of scary to be that

happy, but also to write lyrics that

were as romantic and as telling as they

are."

Brooke finds her best songwriling

is done in seclusion. She avoids dis-

traction by mountain climbing and
finds that it enhances her writing.

"It makes you walk at a different

pace than ifyou were walking on a Hat

road. When I'm singing along, the

tempo is very different than walking

around my house, so it just provided

some different groove for me to hum
along to and some different landscape

for me to check out."

As if lint brushes and silverware

did not provide enough audio distinc-

tion, Brooke has also recorded a few

songs from the album in French and
plans to take "Linger," a track from

"Steady Pull," to the radio in France.

The diversity of Brooke's projects

also sets her apart. In addition to writ-

ing songs for her album, she worked
for Disney to produce a few tracks for

the upcoming "Peter Pan" sequel,

slated for February of next year.

Part of the diversity she displays in

her projects is due to the freedom of

her independent label. This freedom

has allowed her to create a DVD, fea-

SeeM00KE,page17

performances

_ to promote the

peace and unity

of North and

South Korea

UCLA students will be promoting a political

message today and Saturday, but this time it has

nothing to do with the policy of the UC Regents

or even that of this country.

Instead, a message of Korean reunification

will be presented at Korean Culture Night,

hosted by the Korean American on-campus
organization Hanoolim, and held in the Freud

Playhouse.

"We're sending a political message," said the

director of the event, Joe Hong, a fourth-year

economics student. "We're saying that North

Korea and South Korea should be reunited

because we are one people, and we're promot-

ing that through our performances."

The night's theme is "Man Nam," a Korean
word that translates as "meeting." It refers to

the many recent meetings between representa-

tives of North and South Korea in an effort to

promote peace.

The theme will be represented through a vari-

ety of performances, bringing together modern
and traditional Korean culture.

Among those performances are "Hip Hop

PhoIosbyfAIHfHINt JUN

Students rehearse for the Korean Culture Night in the Dance Building Wednesday night. They
will be performing tonight and Saturday at 7 p.m. in Freud Playhouse.

Jeannette Mdkdara practices her fan technique dressed in a traditional "Hanbok*
outfit.

and Gayo," demonstrating popular song and
dance, "Poong Mul," a presentation of tradi-

tional Korean drumming, "Bu Che Chum," a

traditional Korean Fan Dance, and "An Jin Ban
Poong Mul and Rock Band Fusion," melding

different aspects of Korean entertainment tradi-

tions.

There will also be two documentaries, two
skits, a Tae Kwon Do demonstration, a comic

relief segment and a speech by Dr. Donald
Chung. •'-

Chung's speech, as well as one of the skits,

will be about his life story as told in his autobi-

ography, "Three Day Promise."

Chung lived in a North Korean town when
the Korean War began. When he was 18-years-

old he left home to follow a South Korean army
as it retreated, and he promised his mother that

he would return in three days.

He was forced to join the South Korean army
and, without any training, was sent to the front

lines. When the war ended he was one of 26

young men from his area that survived out of an

original 156.

After the war he went to medical school in

South Korea, but could not go back to his home.

In 1962 he came to the United States When he

finally was allowed to return to North Korea, he

discovered that his mother had already died.

"I think he'll touch a lot of people about the

sadness that has come from those times and

between him and his mother," said fourth-year

English and philosophy student Tim Chung,
who wrote and directed one of the skits.

Today Donald Chung is a cardiologist at the

Long Beach Mernorial Hospital.

He earned over half a million dollars with his

autobiography published in 1989, all of which

he donated to a Korean War memorial in

Washington, DC.
"Without the allies' sacrifices, especially over

30,000 young American G.l.'s sacrifices, 1

could not find freedom, and 1 could not come to

the United States. Therefore, I owe all my pros-

perity and success to the people who shed their

blood," Donald Chung said.

His speech will explain the events of his life

and advance the theme of reunification.

"He went through that life of being separat-

ed, and he really wanted to meet his family, but

his mother died when he went back," Hong said.

"He doesn't want that to happen to other

Koreans who are separated."

Preparation for Korean Culture Night

turned into a learning experience for the stu-

dents involved.

Tim Chung, whose skit is about current

Korean issues, said that it taught him a lot about

the past and present situation in Korea.

"I met a lot of people who experienced the

historical events in Korea personally, and I

learned a whole lot about Korean history by

writing my skit," he said.

Hong also said that preparation for this

event, which took over six months, was a good
experience in learning leadership and organiza-

tional skills.

"I went through so much and I learned

endurance and how to lead people, persever-

ance and patience," he said.

More importantly, Hong hopes that the audi-

ence each night will benefit from the experience

and learn more about Korean culture and histo-

ry and that the message of reunification will be

accepted.

"I hope the audience can realize that North

Korea and South Korea are not enemies,"

Hong said. "We're friends and families and rel-

atives."

EVENT: Korean Culture Night will be held tonight

and Saturday in the Freud Playhouse at 7 p.m.

Performances are the same each night. Tickets

are free and are available at Central Ticket Office.
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Jennifer Love Hewitt (left) and Sigourney
Weaver star in the new comedy
"Heartbreakers."

"Heartbreakers"

Starring Sigourney Weaver and Jennifer
Love Hewitt
Directed by David Mirkin

'Heartbreakers" is an outrageous comedy
about a mother-daughter pair of con women
who target rich, single men and high divorce

settlements.

Women who use their sexuality to manipu-
late men may not be the feminist ideal of pow-
erful female role models, but the scam artists in

—Heartbreakers" counter the view of submis-

sive and oppressed women. In fact, iheir pow-
ers of seduction would almost be admirable if

they weren't so cold-hearted and devious.

In the duo's formulaic con. Max (Sigourney

Weaver) seduces men and drives them to mar-
riage proposals with her religious chastity.

Within 24 hours of the wedding ceremony, her

daughter Page (Jennifer Love Hewitt) uses her

natural assets and some skimpy clothing to put

the sexually frustrated newlyweds into compro-
mising positions.

In the first scam. Dean Cummano (Ray
Liotta) is caught with his pants down and
leaves the divorce settlement $300,000 poorer.

Although Cummano was supposed to be
their last scam as a team, a visit from the IRS
breaks their bank account and Page agrees to

do one more con with her mother despite her

eagerness to be out on her own.

This con, which targets tobacco company
billionaire William B. Tensy (Gene Hackman),
is complicated by a meddling maid (Nora
Dunn), a revenge-seeking Cummano and
Page's attempt to do a concurrent side scam.

In trying to con the boy-next-door, bartender

Jack (Jason Lee), Page struggles not to become
emotionally involved, even though Jack perpet-

ually adores her despite her erratic mood
ings and bizarre behavior. The interactioT

between the two characters leads to humorous
interludes when Jack's honesty shatters Page's

confidence and embarrasses the usually poised

and controlled girl.

Much of the humor is in the form of dramat-
ic irony, such as the brief but amusing scene in

which the two women simultaneously try to con
an unknowing bystander into buying one of
them a drink to settle a feud. However, audi-

ence members will find themselves hilariously

frustrated when they realize that they too are

being conned into thinking the plot is pre-

dictably simple.

Numerous twists arise due to the confiicting

motives of the mother and daughter who
attempt to manipulate each other to serve their

own purposes. Max thinks she can keep Page
from growing up by making her economically

dependent and Page is convinced she is mature
enough to run her own scams without her

mothers knowledge, though she shows signs of

morality and emotion while trying to con the

adorably persistent Jack.

A clever script riddled with sexual innuendos
and a hilarious all-star cast make for a playful

comedy that entertains without requiring any
deep thought or emotional involvement from
the audience. It won'jghange^our jjfjebut i t

v\\\ make you laugfr
^ —

Whitney Smith
Rating: 7

"The Dish"

Starring Sam Neil! and Patrick

Warburton
Directed by Rob Sitch

Two years ago, Australian director Rob
Sitch gave us his directorial debut in "The
Castle," one of the most hilarious hidden trea-

sures about a lovably uncouth family that goes

to great lengths to protect their safely hazard of
a home from the officials.

Not only was the premise a bit daffy, but that

was also just a small part of the film's pleasure.

The quirky personalities weren't just used for

identification purposes, they were the source of

unexpected belly laughs.

Sitch and his team of writers are doing it

again with a bunch of quirky underdogs thrust

See SCREEN, page 17

Pally Bfuifi reviews a(t rated on a scale of 1 thrwjgh 10,
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JOYCE CHON/Oaity Brum

TTie Tribe has spoken!
Leave the campus island

and see Dr. Friedman!

JPl^ilfl. $50 EXAMINATION
6 X-Rays & Teeth Cleaning
Regular Price: $140- cxp&SOOl

•TOOTH BONDINQ, BLEACHING
•Nitrous Oxide (l^ugliing Gas)

•Hypnosis • Porcelain Facings / Veneers

•Oiwn Late Hours, Free / Validated Pwfclng
•Checks, CredH Cards A Insurance Fonns Welcome

•22 Years in Private Practice In Westwood

I

Dr. LARRY FRIEDMAN, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1762 Westwood Blvd. #460 (between Wilshire & Santa Monica Bl.)

,

For Appointment Call: (310) 474-3765 ^J
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Look for it 5th WeekJ

WORRIED?
NERVOUS?
TENSE?

•ODJ.A

EVERY
FRIDAY & SATURDAY

FEATURING SPECIAL GUEST DJS EVERY WEEK
RESIDENT DJS

Jonatfian 7'fiomas
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Do you worry a lot?

Difficulty concentrating?

Do you often feel keyed up?

• Problems with sleep?

• Muscle tension, headaches,

stomach problems ets.?

;

If you experience some of these symptoms, you may have a treatable condition called
General Anxiety Discorder. Anxiety can affect your work performance, social life, and
overall enjoyment In life. You are not alone. You may be one of millions of Americans

suffering from stress.

Call toll-free today to see if you qualify for an important
research medication program. Qualifed participants may be

compensated up to $275.00.

Southwestern Research, Inc.

888-444-1104
vinrtfw.43S.com

^aV

Sii^
-«"

^"^
10P.M.-7A.

SA'
INFO: WWW.ZODIAC-CLUB,COM OR (310) 556-7774
2020 AVENUE OF THE STARS. CENTURY CITY CA
ABC ENTERTAINMENT CENTER, NEXT TO SHUBERT THEATRE
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upon a huge task. This lime, however, the story is true.

Phe year is 1969 and a giant satellite dish, situated in

the middle of the Australian sheep farm community
Parkes, is about to capture Neil Armstrong's first steps

on the moon, and it's up to the motley crew of scientists

to capture the images that will circulate around the

world, possibly forever.

Bui it's not as easy as pointing the dish in the right

direction. A power outage, violent winds and conflicts

within the crew threaten its ability to rise to the occasion.

Even though a topic like the moon mission can be
very serious (think "Apollo 13"). Sitch manages to inject

the movie with the quirky charm of "The Castle."

Viewers get caught up in asides like scientist Glenn (Tom
Long) who's smitten by the lunchgirl; technician Mitch
(Kevin Harrington) who doesn't take kindly to

American NASA representative Al's (Patrick

Warburton) condescending treatment; and the leader

Cliff(Sam Neill), who keeps the peace.

Meanwhile, the Parkes townspeople prepare for the

slew of worldly officials, but not without some funny
faux pas like the local band mistaking the American
national anthem for the theme song to "Hawaii Five-0."

"The Dish" is not so much a serious documentary-like
slice of history as it is an exploration of the human come-
dy that exists in more solemn circumstances. Though
many of the details in the film are fictional, the story cap-

tures a kind of awe and humility of the time - for the

world, the unimaginable possibility that a man could

travel to the moon, and for Parkes. the chance to make
history that far exceeds the townspeople's imagination.

Admittedly, "The Dish" is not ii& strong a comedie^
achievement as "The Castle." There are just too many
characters, and the audience can't quite connect individ-

ually with any of them. Instead, viewers identify with the

town as the main character of the story, eagerly waiting

to witness this great human achievement and not quite

believing they have a part in it.

Sandy Yang
Rating: 7

BROOKE
From page 14

turing videos for each song, outtakes from

the videos and personal interviews.

"If you were at a" major label it would
just be such a trail of woes trying to get any-

thing to happen or get a yes for somebody,
that's what's so amazing about domg it

ourselves. We just make decisions and then

do things."

As with so much else in her life, Brooke

has shattered the norm with her personal

Web site. Brooke's on-the-road journal

entries and the first-person voice with

which she guides readers, make the Web
site a personal interaction atypical of most

rocker/fan relationships.

"When I perform I try to be an inclusive

performer. I want the audience to feel

warm and included. I want them to feel like

they are actually getting to know a person,

not just some snotty diva, so the Web site's

an extension of that."

In addition, Brooke also autographs

every CD purchased through the site.

"It's just one more way to say, 'Look, I

really appreciate you guys supporting me.

Every little bit helps at this point. If you
buy this record you really are helping me
buy peanut butter this week and pay my
band. It means a lot to me, and here's

something that I can do that might be

meaningful to you.'"

Brooke's interaction with fans is not

limited to the virtual world. She's also com- ^.

fortable meeting with her fans on the road.

"The biggest compliment is when they

just come up and thank me and don't real-

ly want anything in return, but that my
music has moved them on some level,

whether it's emotionally, or moved them to

be boogying in the audience, or has told

their story m a way that perhaps they

wouldn't voice it Tlial is incrcdibl> mov-
ing to mc," she said. "I still get kind of

teary-cyed when people tell me these sto-

ries, and 1 love that music does that, that it

reaches into the very depths of people."

Brooke has a heavy tour schedule ahead
of her to promote "Steady Pull. " but like

most things, she takes it m stride. She docs,

however, have some required gear for her

trek.

"A good book, cozy slippers, almond
butter - huge jar of almond butter- and a

really cozy sweater. If you're on a bus for a

million hours a day, and you're playing six

days in a row, you're not wearin' high

heels!"

Despite the hardships of touring,

Brooke is excited about being on the road.

"We're rockin' a little harder this time,

actually We just try to have fun and really

be passionate about it. and talk to the audi-

ence."

Brooke plans to take her show to

Europe this summer, after a three-year hia-

tus from international venues. Her visit

will coincide with the European release of

"Steady Pull." Despite her long absence.

Brooke has a solid fan base in Europe.

In addition to touring. Brooke also has a

more personal vision for the future.

"I'd love to have a little cottage in the

south of France and 10 dogs, maybe a cou-

ple kids, and have friends come over all the

time to read books and drink wine. Sound-s

QED
From page 14

pretty good, huh?'

. For someone aimed from birth to break

off from the pack, it also sounds pretty like-

ly.

MUSIC: Jonatha Brooke's album "Steady
Pull" is available from Bad Dog Records. For

more information, and to buy the CD or

DVD, go to wwwJonathabrooke.com.

l-eynman's books was incorporated into

the .script.

In the play, Feynman is asked to deliver

a lecture titled "What We Know" It's this

theme that provides the thread with which

the script is woven. The audience watches

and listens as Feynman reflects on his role

in developing the atom bomb, exalts in his

passion for knowledge, and struggles with

the what the human race does and does not

know.

Set in Feynman's office at Cal Tech,

"QED" takes the audience through eight

hours on a Saturday where FeynmatLis
writing, reflecting and preparing for his

role as a Micronesian chief in the Cal Tech

production of South Pacific, and talking

on the telephone with his doctors, who
eventually tell him that his cancer has

spread and that he is dying.

Alda is at his finest in delving into the

heart and soul of Feynman's suflering as

he reflects on his life and faces his immi-

nent death, while brilliantly capturing the

optimism and humor that Feynman was
known for.

"QED" provides two hours ofcomplete

entertainment for all audiences. A science

background is not needed to appreciate

Feynman's charms and idiosyncrasies that

are jQ competently brought to life by Alda.

THEATER: "QED" runs through May 1 3 at the

Mark Taper Forum, 135 N. Grand Ave.

Performances are Wednesday through
Saturday at 8 p.m., and Saturdays and
Sundays at 2:30 p.m. Ticket prices range
from $34 to $44, rush tickets for $12 are

available two hours before curtain. For more
information call (213) 680-4017.
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On 2 ScrMiu
Presented in SDDS Digital Sound

12 45 4 15 7 30 10 30
Fri-Sat Late Show 11:45

ACKERMAN BALLROOM
Tidwls FREE Irom
319 Karcfchon (Mon)

Watk1Pri4/fi
Billy Elliot

7:00 pm & 9 30 pm

Weak 2 toed 4/11

fbOpm

CRITERION 4 Tka Tailor ol Panama (R)
THX - SODS Digrtal

Fn-Tue (11:50 2:20 5:00) 7 30 10:10

RSnVAL
10887 Lindbrook
208-4575

Pokamoa 3: TIm Mmia (G)
THX Dolby Digital

Fri-Toa (12:15 2:45 5:15) 730 9 45
CRITERION S Tka IraNian (RV

THX - Dolby Digital

Fri-Tue6 15 8 30 10 45

SUNSn 3

SUNSET 4

,^^ Tha Oiali (P6-13)
Frt-Thu (12:00) 2 30 5 00 7 30 10:0)

AVCO CINEMA Tomeati{R)
Presented in SODS Dolby Sound

Fri-Sun. Tue 12:00 2 20 4 40 7 10 9 30
Mon 12 00 2:20 4 40

Tha Tailor ol Panama (R)
Ffi-Sal(14O)4 2O7OO9 4O12 00

Sun-Thu(140)4 20 7 00 9 40

AVCO CINEMA Heartbraakars (PG-13)
Presented m THX DTS Digital Sound

12.30 4 00 7:2010:20

REGENT
1045 Broxton
208-3259

Vaa Can Coant on Ma (R)

Dolby Digital

Fri-Tue(130 4 30)7 00 9 45
CmTEMONB Enarn* at the Gatat (R)

THX Dolby Digital

Fri-Tue(100 4 00)7 00 9 50

MNSn S BaaulltuI Craalara* (R)
FriSat (12 00) 2 15 4 30 7 00 9 15 1 1 15

Sun-Thu(12 00)2 15 4 30 7 00 915

AVCO CINEMA tralfie (R)
Presented in THX SRD Digital Sound

Fri, Tue 12 15 3 40 10 15
SatSun. Mon 12 15 3 40 7 00 10 15

FIAIA
1067 Glendon
208 3097

WESTW0001
1050 Gaylay

208 7664

WESTWOOD t
lOSOGaytey
208 7664

Enamy al Ma Galoa (R)

Dolby Digital

Fri-Tue (1:00 4 00) 7 15 10:15

Tka IraHMft (R)

Dolby SR
Frl-Tue(5 15) 10 20

Eilt Wountft (R)

Dolby OigiUI

Fri-Tue (3 30) 10 10

PACIFIC

Westwood

WLA/Beverly Hills Beverly Hills

?.1T*J-
"la Widow ol SainlPiarra (R

11523 Santa Monica Blvd Fn Thu (12 30
(310)477 5581 2:55 5 20 7 4^10.15

BEVERLY CONNECTION
Ld Cienega at Beverly Blvd

(310)659-5911
4 hours validated parking $1 at Box Office

15 Mlnalaa (R)
Dolby Digital

Ffl-Tue (3 45) 1000
TiM Mexican (R)

Oolby Digital

Fri-Tue (12 45) 7:15

CREST
1262 Westwood B^d
(S ofWilshirt)

474-7866 or

777-FILM («25)

Jasi Vltlting (R)

THX Digital

Fri-Sun (2 00) 4 15 7 00 9 45
Mon-Thu(2 00 4 15)7 00 9 45

WESTWOOD 3
1050 Gayley

208-7664

Oaitit (R)

Dolby Digital

W-Tue(100 4 00)7 00 9 50

WESTWOOD 4 Ok BraMiar. WiMfa Aft Tkaa? (re-13)
1050 Gayiey Oolby Digital

208-7664 Fri-Tue (115)7 30
Illy Elllol (R)

Dolby Digital

Fri-Tua (12:15 2:45) 7:45

Santa Monica
CRITERION 1

1313 3rd St

Promenade
395 1599

UNITED ARTISTS

Westwood

MUSIC HALL 1

9036 Wilshire

274-6869

MUSIC HALL 2

9036 Wilshire

274-6869

MUSIC HALL 3
9036 Wilshire

274-6869

Tha Tada ol Olltart (NR)
.*on-Thu(5 0'

Sat-Sun (12 00) 2 35 51

Fn. Mon-Thu (5 05) 7 35 10 0(5

505735 1000

The Glaanart and I (NR)
Fn. Mon-Thu (5 15) 7 30 9 45

Sat Sun (12 45) 3 00 5 15 7 30 9 45

Slam 8 Wondera (NR)
Fn. Mon Thu (5 05) 7.35 10 0(5

Sat-Sun (12 051 2 35 5 05 7 35 in 00

Santa Monica

BEVERLY CONNECTION Ja>l Vltitlng (PG-13)
Presented m THX DTS Digital Sound

1240300515745 1000
FnSalLale Show 12 00

BEVERLY CONNECTION Pokamon 3 (G)
Presented m THX DTS Digital Sound

12 00220445710

BEVERLY CONNECTION Tomcats (R)
Presented in THX SRO Digital Sound

12 50310530800930 1020
FnSat Late Show 1 1 45

J Lika Yon (PG-13)
THX Dolby Digital

Fri-Tue (11 45 2:15 4 50) 7 15 9 45

UA WESTWOOD
10889 Wellworth
475-9441

UA WESTWOOD
10889 Wenworth
4759441

UA WESTWOOD
10889 Wellworth
475-9441

Mamanla (R)

No VIPt antil 4/9

THX
Fri-Thu 1:15 4:15 730 10:30

MONICA 1

1322 2nd St

(310)394-9741 *

Tka Diah (P6-13)
Fri-Thu(100)3 20 5 40

8 00 10 20

Lrouching ligar.

Hidtfan Dragon (PG-13)

TH)(

Fri-Thu 1 00 4 00 7:20 1020

MOWCA 2 Cnwcliing Tiaar. Hidden Dragon (PG-1S)
Fri-Thu (115) 4 1(5 7 05 10 (M

BEVERLY CONNECTION See Spot Run (PG)
Presented in DTS Digital Sound

, ., Sat Tue 12 20 2 40
S«P Adm Exit Woandt (R)

Sat-Tue 5 00 7 30 9 5(5

Satiate Show 12 05
No Shows Fn

BEVERLY CONNECTION

Chocolal (PG-13)
Fri-Thu 12:45 3 45 7 00 10 0(5

MONICAS

MONICA 4

Baaalifal Creatarat (PG-13)
Fri-Thu (100) 3 15 5 30 7 45 10 0(4

TratRc (R)
Presented in DTS Digital Sound

1210 3 30 7:001015

Memento (R)
• Fri (145) 4 30 7 15 10 00

Sat-Thu(1100 145)4 30 7151000

BEVERLY CONNECTION Tka Mexican (R)
Presented in DTS Digital Sound

Fn, Sun Mon 1 00 3 45 7 20 10 05
Tue 1 00 3 45 10 05

No Shows Sst

Enjoy the
Movies!!!

To advertise
In the

Bruin
Movie

Guide,

call

310.825.2161

n.

V J



Daily Bruin

Classified
l-ri(lay, April 6,2001

r

1100
1200
1300
1400
1500
IGOO
1700
1800
1900
2000
2050
2100
2200
2300
2400
2500
2600

2700
2800
2900
3000
3100
3200
3 a00
3400
3500
3600
3700
3800
3900
4000
4100
4200
4300
4400
4500

Campus Happenings
Campus Organizations
Campus Recruitment
Campus Services
Birthdays
Legal notices
Lost & Found
Miscellaneous
Personal Messages
Personals
Pregnancy
Recreational Activities

Research Subjects
Sperm / Egg Donors
Tickets Offered
Tickets Wanted
Wanted

^e^HB
Appliances
Art / Paintings
Bicycles / Skates
Books
Calling Cards
Cameras / Camcorders
CoIIoctibles

1 18 Kerckhoff Hall
308 Westwood PIn/n
Los Ancjeles. CA 90024

E Mail classifiedsixvniedia ucia edu
Web hitp //www dailybrui'n Ajcla edu

phone
Classified Line (310) 825-2221

Fax: [310) 206 0528
Classified Display (3103 206-3060

Fax C310) 206-0528

ofllioe hours
Mon-Thu: 9:00am 3 00pm
Fri 9am 2:30pm

One issue, up to 20 words $8 50
each additional word 65

Weekly, up to 20>words 29.00
each additional word 2.15

Monthly, up to 20 words 96 00
..each additional word 5 75
12 pt headline $160
1 6 pt headline $2 25

VBorder $5 00^

For Classified Display ads.

please see our rate card

for variable rate information

Classified Line Ads:
1 working day before printing,

at 12 noon
Classified Display Ads:
2 working days before printing,

at 12 noon
There are no cancellations after

noon of the day before printing.

payment
Please make checks payable to
The UCLA Daily Brum." We
accept Visa. MasterCard, and
Discover credit cards Allow 5
working days for mail payments

hoMrtoMirile
an efledhie ad

• Start your ad with the

merchandise you are selling

This makes it easier for readers to

quickly scan the ads and locate
youi Items
• Always include the price of your
Item Many classified readers
simply do not respond to ads
without prices
• Avoid abbreviations- make your
ad easy for readers to understand
• Place yourself in the reader s

position, ask what you would like

to know about the merchandise,
and include that in the ad Include
such information as brand names,
colors and other Specific

I descriptions

2n,.'frI/,fa'^f;rmTr^^rl!r'l!:*^^^^ l^. ^^^^^^^'^^1^?$^-:^^^--'- ^'^>^ P'««?"' P^'^-"* "• *'>y ong.-.. 'ace, se. o, sex.uil or,en,a,ion .n a

_22^;fiionj2nlv_^ii^^ e„ofs are noi eligible lof relunds For any relund. the Daily Brum Classitied Department musi be not.lied o( an efroi''on the f.rsi day ot puhhcalioo by noon

Computers / Software
Furniture
Garage / Yard Sales
Health Products
Miscellaneous
Musical Instruments
Otrice Equipment
Pets
Rentals
Sports Equipment
Stereos / TVs / Radios
Table Sports

'/TT/i [MRHD
4600
A700
4800
4900
5000
5100
5200
5300
5400
5500

5600
5620
5640
5660
5680
5700
5720

^^TiTi

Auto Accessories
Auto Insurance
Auto Repair
Autos for Sale
Boats for Sale
Motorcycles for Sale
Parking
Scooter / Cycle Repair
Scooters for Sale
Vefiicles for Rent

Resorts / Hotels
Rides Offered .

Rides Wanted
Taxi / Shuttle Service
Travel Destinations
Travel Tickets
Vacation Packages

i&ss
5800
5900
6000
6100
6150
6200
6300
6400
6500
6600
6700
6800
6900
7000
7100
7200

1-900 numbers
Financial Aid
insurance
Computer / Internet
Foreign Languages
Health / Beauty Services
Legal Advice / Attorneys
Movers / Storage
Music Lessons
Personal Services
Professional Services
Resumes
Telecommunications
Tutoring Offered
Tutoring Wanted
Typing

Writing Help

1100
Campus Happenings

TAI CHI CHUAN
CLUB'S

Grand Master Tung and Master Karol offer

personalized training Tues/Wed/Thurs 4:30-

6pm/Salurday 10am- 12pm UCLA-MacGo-
wen-Hall-Sculpture-Garden $50/month/any
or all 818-996-3787

TEACH ENGLISH IN CENTRAL EUROPE'
Free seminar. UCLA Career Center. Monday
Apnl 16th. 4pm RSVP recommended. Eva
Walthers, 310-825-0831

Alcoholics Anonymous
A«oo. OiscusMon, Fri. S*Bp Sludy, 3508 Acktnnon

TWs. Book Siixiy. 3508 Acktnnon

M/T/W Rm. Dwitoi A3-029

W«d. Rm. A3- 029
DiKuuion,AllinMS 12:10- 1K)0pm

For atcohoHe* ot Indivktuah mfto hay t drkiUng probhm.

Tmrm
7400
7500
7600
7700
7800
7900
8000
8100
8200
8300

Business Opportunities
Career Opportunities
Child Care Offered
Child Care Wanted
Help Wanted
Housesitting
Internship
Personal Assistance
Temporary Employment
Volunteer

8400
8500
8600
8700
8800
8900
9000
9100
9200
9300
9400
f)500

!)noo
!J7()0

!»HUO

Apartments for Rent
Apartments Furnished
Condo / Townhouse for Rent
Condo / Townhouse for Sale
Guesthouse for Rent
House for Rent
House for sale
Houseboats for Rent / Sale
Housing Needed
Room for Help
Room for Rent
Roommates - Private Room
Roommates - Shared Room
Sublets
Vacation Rentals

HAIRCUT, COLORING,
HIGHLIGHTS, BLOWDRY

at Carlton Hair Int.

Westside Pavilion

Call: Aniqa at

(323) 533-7209
offer limited to next 4 weeks

I

GRAND OPENING

J^M^ express

$8.°^ ^U logo fee's
...it's savvy to save!

1457 4'\St. Santa Monica
telephone 3I0J93.()840

between Fred Segal/Macy"s

index

Recycle

13QO
Campus Recruitment

MARKETING
INTERNSHIP

James Hardie Building Products, Inc has an
opportunity tor an individual pursuing an
MBA or a Junior or Senior pursuing a BA/BS
in Economics Working at our world head-

quarters in Mission Vie)o. will be responsible

for various projects within the marheling de-

partment Great opportunity to get business
experience and check out the company as a

possible employer when you graduate! Full-

time position (or the summer quarter. We will

be on campus for interviews on April 27;

Please sign up via the Career Center. Visit

us at www.jameshardie com

21OO
Recreational Activities

GET IN SHAPE!
FREE 10 DAY TRIAL MEMBERSHIP @LA
FITNESS' Wilshire and Gayley Come with

ad or contact Darin at 310-209-5002

2300
Sperm / Egg Donors

^

2200
Research Subjects

CIGARETTE SMOKERS
Wanted for a research study at UCLA. Men
& Women, ages 22-50. Earn $165. Call 310-
825-6475.

"^

1800
Miscellaneous

ART THAT DOESN'T
SUCK!

Originals/Prints from $50, to give or (or you
To look at art, go to: www.LSimages.com

2000
Personals

LOVE? European writer/linguist, cosmopoli-
tan, accomplished, good-looking, middle-

aged, healthy lifestyle, loves literature/travel-

ing/outdoors, seeks attractive/smart/affec-

lionate young female, any race/ongin, (or

(riendship, possibly romance/marnage. 310-

573-4020/mani@ munich.com

EARN $$$$$
CLINICAL RESEARCH STUDY (or the com-
mon cold at the onset of symptoms. Male/fe-
male 18-55yrs. old, non-smoker, no asthma
history. Limited availability. Call today 310-
785-9121.

Email.clink:alsubjects©yahoo.com

2300
Sperm/Egg Donors

If you are male, in college or have a college
degree, you can earn up to $600/mo, call (or

details on our anonynwus sperm donor pro-
gram. Receive (ree comprehensive health
screening & help in(enile couples. So if

you're looking (or a great job and a little extra
cash, call us first. 310-824-9941.

Egg Donors Needed
Healthy females ages 19-28

wishing to help infertile couples.

$5,000

jj^ Call MiRNA (818)832-1494 ^

OOOCYTE EGG" DONORS Currently be-
ing recruited if you are between 18 and 32
years of age, healthy, proven fertility, good
family medical history, must not be over-

weight Applicants with medical insurance
preferred Women of all ethnicities and rac-

es! Generous compensation Please call Na-
nette Bahl with the Center for Reproductive
Health & Gynecology ©661-254-0545

Special egg donor
NEEDED

Loving, infertile couple is hoping to find a

compassionate woman to help us have a

baby. We are searching (or an intelligent,

healthy woman 21-29 years-old, half Ja-

panese, and half Northern European Com-
pensation $5000. If you are interested in

helping our dream of parenthood come true,

please call OPTIONS 800-866-9373 x722.

SPECIAL EGG DONOR NEEDED Seeking
healthy and intelligent woman, 21-29 years,

blonde hair, blue or green eyes, 5'-5'10" tall

with high SAT or ACT scores. Blood type A,

B, or AB. Compensation $6000. Please call

OPTIONS 800-886-9373 ext 741

your

coming
April 30th

PrnMOBPons
For advertising information,

please call 825-2161 T-

2600
Wanted

UCLA LAW SCHOOL GRADUATES who
failed the bar exam 310-797-0985

2800
Art/Paintings

WANTED
Collecter seeking paintings by Early
California artists 1900-1940 Artists include:

Guy Rose Edgar Payne, Granville
Redmond, John Frost, William Wendt.
Selden Gile. Anna Hills. Benjamin Brown,
Franz Bischoff, Elmer Wachtel, Arthur
Mathews and many, many more Please
contact Sieve at ilook4art©aol.com, 310-
863-8013

3000
Books

DISCOUNT PRICE Many CBEST Manuals
for sale Call Lisa for pnces 310-829-4363

3500
Furniture

MATTRESS SPECIALS
NEW INNERSPRING twin sets $99.95, Fulls

$12995, Queens $169.95 and Kings

$199 95 Also, Sealy, Stearns and Foster at

lowest prices 310-477-1466.

3800
Miscellaneous

BRAND NEW SIZE 10 LACE WEDDING
DRESS for sale Also fine china. Call Bea-

trice for details 310-264-1906

IT'S T-SHIRT WEATHER
T-shirts from $5. lowest pnces on the Inter-

net. Discount event mercharxlise, left-over

from recent events www.alleventstore.com

«»«»A«»«««»^

'ihiiK-iiiin

4600-5500

^900
Autos for Sale

"~1979VESPAP125X
Good condition. Low miles Windshield, lug-

gage rack, rear seat rest, $1100 310-825-

4215 or 472-2227

1985 BMW 318i- while, 4door automatic.

156K miles, power doors/windows, sunroof,

runs well, $2200, email uclabmw@ya-
hoo.com

1991 HONDA ACCORD
BE. Dark blue, beige leather, moon roof

42km, Excellent condition Onginal owner.

$8000. 310-470-3404

1995 FORD ASPIRE SE
$4500obo 69K miles, green, 2dr, AC, 5spd,

ABB, air bags, 42 miles/gallon on highway
310-839-6394.

1995 FORD CONTOUR Green, automatic,

84K, AM/FM Cassette, power wind-

ows/locks No accidents, great corvjition,

new tire. $4600obo Fully maintained. 310-

276-2606

1996 HONDA CIVIC EX, Black 5spd,
w/spoiler, 52K. excellent condition, fully

maintained Custom high-end audio (Al-

pine/Boston/JL). $10500obo. 310-497-2432

1996 JEEP GRAND CHEROKEE 4WD, lim-

ited, sunroof, toaded Lee 310-479-6616.

1997 VW CABRIO. Black on black with tan

leather interior 36K miles; 5spd Top me-

. chanical condition. Like New!!! $12.700obo.

Call 323-653-4742.

1999 CAMRY LE. 26K miles. Power every-

thing. ABB. Original-Owner. Runs Great.

Automatic Transmission Navy Blue. CD
player. $17,000 obo. 310-820-9417

2000 VW PASSAT GLS. Automatk:. 7.5 mi.

5CD changer, anthracite blue, power wind-

ows/locks $21495obo 818-481-8181

LOW MILEAGE
'93 INTEGRA GSR. 26,000mi, 5-speed,
cruise control, A/C, tape, spoiler, moonroof,
LowJack, white. $10,000. 310-559-3511.

POLICE IMPOUNDS. Hondas as low as
$500 for listings 1-800-319-3323 ext.A214

5400
Scooters for Sale

SCOOTER. HONDA ELITE, Blue. Newly
overhauled and tuned New Battery.

Excellent Condition. $950 obo. Page Abner
818-875-2789.

56^0
Rides Wanted

SEEKING RIDE lo-from UCLA from Restau-
rant Four Oaks in Beverly Glen; -share

expenses; work M-F, 8AM-5PM; Call Arnold.

310-474-1130.

Classifieds

825-2221

Daily Bruin Classified

5700
Travel Tickets

FLY SUPER
(323) 277.4595
LATIN AMCPICA SPECIALISTS

Mexico City

Guadolafara

Nkorogua
Panama
Honduras

Caracas

Carta Wm

no iima/Pmnt 169
119 ii«iH>« Alr»M 298
229 •^dftChtl* 21fl
189 Bogota/Colombra 320
229 Quilo/Goayoquil 259
219 GuotMiKita I9S

Sftfl RIo/Braxil

259
New York I LONDON S370.
S259. I PARIS S439.
Pu»ln»»8 4 L«l«ur» "fravl

Boston

I PtiikMMphKi

IChkogo
1 Houston

Dolas

IWasiWngton

St. Louis

I Son Francisco

Vacations
S321 CMOSMUCAS
•321 AUOUW
•369 pmvuiMn
•919 emcm
3 NIGHTS. HOTEL t AIR

"^ Great Summer

Discounts Now!

I «.

5900
Financial Aid

LOANS AVAILABLE
No application fee. High approval. Low
Interest rate. Bankruptcys welcome. Toll

Free 1-877-494-4843

6000
Insurance

yiiistate.
MxjVb in good Iwnda

Mike Azer lr»suranco Agoncy. Inc.

(310)312-0202
1281 W©st\A/oocJ BlN/d.
C2 talks So of Wllst-ilr©)

24 Hours o Doy Service

6100
Computer/Internet

A GREAT DEAL!
Mac PowerPC 7100-8100 $199-$299 in-

cludes nx)nitor. Pentium 1 complete system,

includes monitor $249. 310-476-5076.

idEa247.COM
INTERNET RESOURCES Web design, de-

velopment, tutorials, hosting affiliates, do-

main names/dreamweaver. global news,

Java script, CGI Cold Fusnn.

http://www.idea247.com

6200
Health Services

FREE DENTISTRY
CLEANINGS, FILLINGS
BLEACHING AVAILABL

Call 310-799-3911 lor more info.

SKIN & BODY CARE
Facials, waxing, lash tinting, and makeovers.

Discounts to BRUIN ID holders Call for ap-

pointment: Michelle 310-915-0802

6300
Legal Advice/Attorneys

CONSUMER PROTECTION Lemon law,

automobile dealer fraud, repossessions,
abusive debt collection UCLA law graduate.

Contingent lees/costs available. Alec True-

blood: 310-443-4139.

PERSONAL INJURY/
D.U.I. DEFENSE

Auto Accidents

Motorcycle Accidents

Slip & Fall • Pedestrian

No Recovery • No Fee

(310) 552-0007
Free Consultation

Law Offices of Donald R Hartunian

[H[t.l:**<:|.Vijirn71
•If: Victory trmvelQ^mrthUnk.iwt

Som. raainciKmi apply luM no! xckidM C8T»re5JMl JC
|

Fara* arc OW MMd on R/T pwcMM

6^00
Movers/Storage

BEST MOVERS
No job too small. 5-piece special $102. Two
24-foot trucks fully equipped for large moves
Call 24/7 Available on short notice. License

T163844 800-2GO-BEST (800-246-2378
)

HONEST MAN w/14lt truck and dollies,

small )obs, short notice ok SF. LV, SD.

Student discount. Go Bruins! lOyrs 310-

285-8688

JERRYS MOVING&DELIVERY. The careful

movers EKpenenced, reliable, same-day de-

livery Packing, boxes available. Also, p4ck-

up donations for Amencan Cancer Society

Jerry©31 0-391 -5657.

LARGE GARAGE, LOCKED STORAGE in

Santa Monica/Venice area available for rent

$75/mo. 310-572-2898. Leave Message.

6500
Music Lessons

DRUM LESSONS
ALL LEVELS/STYLES with dedicated pro-

fessional. At your home or WLA studio. 1st-

lesson free No drum set necessary.

Neil:323-654-8226.

6600
Personal Services

LOOKING FOR FEMALE in WLA to help

handicapped female into bed/stay the night

except Saturday until-7am. Needed Sun-

day/10-11am. $15/night in-cash. 310-479-

0180,310-996-1911.

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING

Comprehensive Dissertation AssistarK^

Theses, Papers, and Personal Stalemenis

Proposals and Books
International Students Welcome Since 1965

Sharon Bmt, Ph.D. (310) 470-6662
www.Bear-Write.com

6700
Professional Sen/ices

1/2 PRICE HAIRCUT AND COLOR Li-

censed hairstylist, trained at Vidal Bassoon
310-558-4251 310-739-6707.

A FREE SESSION
PSYCHOTHERAPY/COUNSELING for de-

pression, anxiety, obsessions, post-trgumat-

ic stress.etc. Couples/Individuals. Crin>e vic-

tims may be eligit}le for free treatment. Call

Liz Gould(MFC#32388) ©31 0-578-5957 to

schedule free consultation

ATTENTION MBA. LAW. MEDICAL
SCHOOL APPLICANTS! Fmstrated devel-

oping your crucial personal statements? Get
professional help from well-known au-

thor/consultant . 3 1 0-826-4445 www. winning-

personstatement.com

^Sr Imagine r^

wssm" ^^ 6200
Health Services

6700
Professional Sen/ices

CREATIVE EXPERTISE
MBA & OTHER
PERSONAL

STATEMENTS,
RESUMES

Personalized, professional assitance. Writ-

ing, editing, dissertation formatting, tran-

scribing Ace WordS.Etc. 310-820-8830

FIND ROOMS &
ROOMMATES ONLINE

The Napster for roommates. Free to view

and place ads. 4mmediate Online Results

wwweasyroommate.com

FORMER ENGLISH TEACHER w/ Masters
trom U-Chicago, edits/word processes dis-

sertations, proposals, screenplays, personal
statements, resumes. International students
weteome. Winslow's 310-829-6171.

HEAD SHOTS $99
SITTING PLUS digital file for unlimited

prints'! Westwood location Call Jennif-

er:31 0-575-6638

NOTARY PUBLIC Bilingual services avail-

able. Spanish and English. Commission
#1277297 Commission expires Sept 17,

2004.310-820-7113.

7000
Tutoring Offered

AAA TUTOR'S CLUB
A HOME TUTORING service lor all subjects,

grades K-12 Lowest prices guaranteed! For

more information call 310-444-0449

AMERICAN HUSBAND (currently college in-

structor, MBA Wharton, UPenn) and Korean
wife (UCLA Grad. middle school teacher) will

patiently tutor English speaking and wnting.

310-559-0123.

FRENCH/FARSI PRIVATE TEACHER, for

beginners and foreigners. Also, enthusias-

tic/energetic babysitter. Bilingual.

French/English. Loves children Flexible
availability Mrs Soraya 310-979-7040

MATH TUTOR
Available tor all hours, all levels. $30+/hour,

Trig/Pre-Calculus. Calculus. Algebra, Geo-
metry UCLA Math BS Graduated honors
Jonathan 310-850-8849. 323-734-8321

MY-TUTOR.COM Math/Physics/Statis-

tics/English/Hebrew, chemistry/biology
Law/Business Law. computer programming.
Computenzed statistical analysis available

Tutonng service Call anytime 800-90-TU-
TOR

PHYSICS AND MATH
Math/Physics major/student offers tutoring in

physics and math at all levels Contact Sina:

(310)989-1491 orsina4@ucla.edu

WRITING TUTOR
Kirvj and patient Stanford graduate Help
with the English language—for students of

all ages/levels. 310-440-3118

7100
Tutoring Wanted

TUTORS WAWTED
AFTER-SCHOOL FOR grades K-12, in BH,
WLA, SM areas. Education majors and/or
graduate-level (in any field) a plus $11 25-

15/hour. Call The Tutor's Club: 310-444-
0449.

FRENCH TUTOR
NEEDED 2days/wk. West LA. 213-623-
5025 ext20 Allison.

HOMEWORK TUTOR
For 10-year-old boy. Monday-Thursday 4-

5hours/day Enrolled in school of Education

and must dnve. Call:310-990-5018

SATURDAY NIGHT BABYSITTER for 2 boys
7&10 yrs/old. Westwood area. Must have ex-

perience and references. 310-474-7232.

TUTOR for 1st Grader Experiences Re-
quired Must have car Los Feliz. $15/hr
Howard 323-464-7664 after 7pm.

7100
Tutoring Wanted
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COMPLIMENTARY CONSULTATION (^^^
\f)elii>er UriUiant Results

ORTHODONTIST
SINCK 1980

UCIJV FACULPY MEMBER
Dr. Nader Dayani

Member American Association of Orthodontists

Specializing in braces for adults & children
l)IS*.(H NT RBimn

• Cosnnetic Porcelain
• Surgical Orttiodontics

• Rennovable
• Traditional
• Invisible

European

.^.\M)i-.\cri.iv
(310) 826- 7494

1 1645 Wilshirc Blvd. «802
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$14-22 per hour
Urgent, several openings:

Tutor SAT (Standard

Admissions Test) & other

Standardized Tests.

Also High Math and French.

lOhrs/wk.

Need car. Great Job

Beverly Hills Tutoring Center

(310)289-8922-1-300

j^ bhtutors@yahoo.com .

TUTORING POSITIONS
$10/tir, available immediately for Spring

quarter with GEAR UP!!! (Gaining Early

Awareness and Readiness lor Undergradu-
ate Programs). Do you love working with 11-

12yr/olds? Are you bilinguaf Can you tutor

after school on Mon/Thurs or Wed/Fn'' It in-

terested pick up an application in the Student

Commons of Moore Hall For more info call

31 0-206-8 1 84/3 1 0-206-6964

TUTORS NEEDED
All subjects, graduate students preferred

$20-$25/hour E-mail resume to

wwteslDreD@aol com or call 310-766-4868

Business Opportunities

$500-1 000/MONTH PfT
Seeking motivated students for marketing in-

ternet, cellular and long distance accounts

Serious inquiries only Call for rec info 888-

432-4890

EARN IMMED. INCOME
100% Home-Based Business w/NYSE
Telecom Unlimited earning potential No
experience necessary $199 refundable

deposit required.

www^ibgib.comAunger

EARN SUBSTANTIAL
INCOME

WorkJCIoud, the forennost provider of IP

based communication solutions, seeks

IrKlividuals to dnve campus sales of the

exciting new e-mail program ZorMail

(www zormail com)-Unlimited commis-
sion potential-To learn more, send your

name and e-mail address to resourc-

es @worldcloud com Specify UCLA-CSR

MAUI $25
WANT TO SPEND 3 rnonths in Maui or Can-

cun for only $25? zagala com

7SOO
Career Opportunities

InttMTStal in Bcconiini^

a Sports Agent?
^

Call 866-865-6722

]

7600
Child Care Offered

$$$ LOW PRICES $$$
WONDER YEARS PRESCHOOL run by
UCLA grads Ages2.5/6years Two large
play-yards Open 7:30-5:30.Close to UCLA
310-473-0772

"1f700
Child Care Wanted

*ENERGETIC
BABYSITTER NEEDED*
Looking for responsible/caring/energefic per-

son to serve as babysitter in afternoons M-F
Enormously bright/intelligent 4 5-year-old
who loves to play/have fun Located in Bel-

Air/Roscomare Valley Call 310-889-0119

Display
206-3060
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Lose weight and
feel better with

Bruin Weigh
8 weeks beginning 1 7 Apri

Weekly Nutrition Support Group
Tuesdays, 3:30 to 5:00

Weekly Fitness Class

Thursdays, 3:30 to 5:00

f you are 30 pounds or more overweight

and want to feel better, turn to page 04

for more information.

Co-sponsored by

UCLA Ashe Center & UCLA Recreation

TODAYS
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 Frolics

6 Recipe qty.

10 Highlander
14 Into pieces
15 Diva's piece
16 Freight rider

1

7

Black tea
18 Iowa crop
1

9

Finished the

cupcakes
20 Winter vehicle

22 Dry gully

24 Furlough
25 Bog

, 26 West -
(island group)

30 Genesis twin

32 Rowing needs
33 Poet Teasdale
35 Sonnber
40 Nesting place
42 Wrinkled
44 "Bye, Pierre"

45 Average
47 Nasty
48 High-tech "^^

summons
50 Reddish —

antelope
52 Type of sleeve
56 Linoleum

square
58 Sign up
59 Feeling
64 Like some

cream
65 Austen novel
67 Provide funding

68 Thought
69 Horse of a

certain color

70 Florida city

71 Loch -
OKDnster

72 Auction
73 Gardeners'

tools

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

H M E R

1
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DOWN
1 Knocks
2 Candid
3 Warm-water

shark
4 Ship part

5 Treeless plain

6 Mexican snacks
7 Window-

shopper
8 Knight's title

9 Straw hat

10 Gather (fabric)

11 Winter drink

12 Listens to

13 Furors

21 Cattle catcher

23 Ck}srT>etic buy
26 A little bit

27 Ancient
ointnnent

28 Berlin three

29 "Got it!"

31 Pouches
34 Altar area
36 Boarding device

37 Cruising

38 Entree choice
39 Fert)er of

-Show Boat"
41 Band

instruments
43 fy^uddies the

waters
46 Best
49 Goes inskje

51 Shooting star

52 Lacquer
ingredient

53 Battery part

54 Pastes
55 Turkish coins
57 Preposterous
60 Ouechua

speaker
61 Bismarck's loc.

62 Songwriter
Porter

63 "- the night

before . .

"

66 Flightless

bird

^ 2
i i i WKtb i iH^° ^^ '^ ^^

^Hlb ^v^
^Kb ^v^

w3 1^ ' vr~ 1^ ^^ IP IP
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^WS ^W3
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825-2221

7700
Child Care Wanted

AFTERSCHOOL CARE
FOR SPECIAL 7yr/old boy with autism

Need high energetic, fun person Going to

park/other activites after-school Pay $7-

1 0/hr.ASAP: 3 1 0-628-7799. 3 1 0-62 1-1215,

ASSIST UCLA MOM with 3-year-oid and 1-

year-old. 6-6 hours/week Schedule flexible.

One minute walk from campus. $10/hour.

310-206-6001.

CHILD CARE NEEDED for 7-year-old boy

Wednesday, Thursday, every other Friday

2:30-7 30. Must drive, have reliable car, ref-

erences required Mary:310-828-2624.

CHILDCARE/DRIVER
Help with homework, supervise play, for2-

boys ages 9-12 TW.F, 3-6pm English

speaking. Own car w/insurance Close to

UCLA. 310-470-2047

P/T BABYSITTER
For wonderful eight-year-old 2-4alter-

noons/week, 2:30-6:30, year-round Insured

dhver w/car. Live-in: Pvt.room(sep.bath)in

secluded garden. l -block to UCLA. Ap-

prox.20hrs/wk 310-259-8545

PH" BABYSITTING
FEMALE NEEDED UCLA student preferred

P/T 2 young kids, weekends, fax resume

to:310-451-1130.

RESPONSIBLE/RELIABLE/Honest/Warm
babysitter needed lor 3.5yr.old/girl Monday
evenings, other evenings/weekends as
needed. Excellent driving record/car in-

surance, references required. Mar Vista.

310-390-7822

7800
Help Wanted

$$Get Paid For Your
Opinlons!$$

$15-$125 and more perEarn

www.money4opinions.com

per surveyl

$11.30/Hour
Data collection and data entry at Injury Re-

search Center, Westwood. Car required. Ju-

nior standing and atx)ve. Send resume to

trducia edu

Apartment Manager Needed

20 units in Westwood
Experience & References Required

<S) call 310-859-4619

$15-$23/HR BRIGHT, ENTHUSIASTIC peo-
ple to teach SAT prep and ALL Academk:
Subjects. Transportation required. We will

train Flexible hours. Send or fax cover let-

ter/resume, including test scores (SAT. GRE.
etc.) to ACE Educational Services. Attn:Bar-

ry. 9911 W Pico Blvd. Ste PH-K, LA. CA
90035; Fax:310-282-6424 Positions avail-

able throughout LA and the Valley.

$1 500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL Mailing our cir-

culars. No experience required. Free infor-

mation packet Call 202-466-1639

ENERGETIC PEOPLE
NEEDED!!!*

Busy Valley. Hollywood, or Santa Monica
office needs energetic people Bonuses!
310-395-7368

•MOVIE EXTRA WORK* Beats all jobs. Start

immediately Great pay Fun/Easy. No crazy

fees. Program for free medical Call-24/hrs

323-850-4417.

10MINS FROM UCLA Electronic retail

store PT/FT technical savvy person front

page! For customer, sales, and service. 310-

475-0859. Mr Schulze.

A MANAGEMENT
TRAINEE

New offices opening Independent Capital

Management. Inc (ICM) one ol the nations

Premier and Fastest Growing financial serv-

ices CO. (INC500) offerir>g securities through

SunAmerica Securities Inc. (NASD.SIPC)
announces immed. openings in our So. Cal

Offices. We're looking for career oriented in-

divkJuals in search of rapid advancement
and complete training in the investment field

with an industry leader Top payouts, medi-

cal benefits. 401k match, crnferences. stock

options. 1-800-600-2620 www.icmfinan-

clal.com

A PERFECT STUDENT
JOB!!!i

AFTERNOONS DURING SCHOOL Fulltime

during Quarter Breaks and Summer Vaca-
tions! WorV at the most famous tennis shop
in LA. Work expenence not necessary. Mini-

mum pay $7 50/hr "Stnng for the

pros!"Westwood Sporting Goods 1065 Gay-
ley Ave 310-208-6215

7800
Help Wanted

ACCESS TO A COMPUTER? PUT IT TO
WORK! Up to $25-75/hr. PT/FT.
www EamEZbucks com 888-715-4646.

ACCOUNTING ASSIST
Small Internet Co needs P/T Account Assis-

tant to manage books Accounting expen-
ence required. $10/hr. 310-859-1903

ACCOUNTING. A/R, coHectwns. Close to

campus Flexible hours. 310-828-9900.

ACCT/BKPR
Need help setting up Microsoft Money, build-

ing history and devek)ping workable record

keeping process. Should entail 5-7

hours/week $10/hour. your computer or

mine 310-566-4815.

ACT AS AN
EXTRA

Make good money $$. No experience neces-

sary Call today work tomorrow 800-540-

1600x131

ADMIN ASSISTANT F/T position in Beverly

Hills. Mk:rosoft Office a must Email resume
employmentdsaybrex.com or fax 310-278-

0038 More info 310-278-2750

ADMIN. ASSISTANT
Brentwood real estate office. $12/hour. PT or

FT Fax resume to: 310-476-7284.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT NEEDED.
F/T. Fast-paced entertainment company. Ex-

cellent written and vert>al communication
skills Must t>e familiar w/computer Call

Brooke 818-313-9590.

ADMINISTRATIVE/ARCHITECTURAL
ASSISTANT P/T mdivtduaf tor WLA architec-

tural firm. PC/MS savvy Help w/general

offkie and archiving. $10-$1l/hr Fax resume
31 0-286-230 1/Nakaoka Assoc.

AMBITIOUS
WRITERS
WANTED!

Online magazine seeks wrtters/photogra-

phers/editors to cover movies/TV. musk;,

nightlife, internet you get expenerKe, ex-

penses, partnership. infoOp-d-n.com, 310-

989-3114. www.p-d-n.com/writers

APARTMENT MANAGER to manage 20
units in Westwood. Experience required. 1-

bedroom+salary. 310-859-4619.

ARE YOU A
BALANCED BRUIN?

Do you excel at school yet still have time to

give back? Do you play sports yet still go out

and have lun! Are you trair^ble? We might

want you lor PT/FT work. 310-652-9572.

ASSISTANT 1/PAGE
OPERATOR

Receive, relay, and route caHs for assistance

and infomiation via the telephone, pagers,

public address system, computer system
and 2-way radio equipment. Operate, main-

tain, and update computer terminal. Other
duties as assigned. Oualifk:atk>ns: demon-
strated ability to understand and evaluate

emergency and technical information arxJ re-

lay in an accurate manner Excellent commu-
nication and customer service skills. Ability to

work weekends and holidays. $12.51-

$l5.36/hour Varied hours including wee-
kends at least 20 hours/week Westwood.
Fax resume:310-794-0620 or e-mail torclay-

tonQmednel.ucla.edu

ASSISTANT NEEDED, work in lilm/music In-

dustrty. Computer savvy, reliable car. flexible

hours, great work envitonment. salary nego-
tiable. Fax resume/Bio:310-313-1683.

BE PART OF
THE SOLUTION

Offk:e Assistant: Looking for a job with nriean-

ing in a professional of1k:e environment? Call

the Rape treatment Center in Santa Monica.
Data entry, packaging &shippir>g materials

for national campaigns, errands, helping

w/celebrity event. Offk:e experience strongly

preferred Need car w/insurance P/T 12-20

hours/week. Must be available to work
through October, 2001 Flexible weekday
hours. $9-10/hour>mileage for errands.

Call:310-319-4503

BEACH CAMP SUMMER JOBS! Coun-
selors. Lifeguards, Craft Director; work
w/toddler-teens at Private Beach Club in SM
Call Andrea 310-395-3254.
TBC2l0Oaol.com

BEVERLY HILLS AUTO DETAIL shop needs
hard-working, fast-paced, agressive people
to handle top-notch cars. No experience re-

quired. Flexible hours. Ozzie:31 0-859-2870.

BIOLOGY MAJORS
WANTED

TEACH CHILDREN BIOLOGY using live an-

imals. Enthusiastic personality, teaching
skills and own transportatkxi are a must. An-
imal harxjling experience preferred $9/hr
Call 310-392-5909 www theanimal-

guys.com

7800
Help Wanted

CAFE/BRENTWOOD
GOOD $$

Flexible hours. Great atmosphere Bright,

energetic, friendly people wanted
PT/FT/Weekend positions available for

mgmt. counter, and bansta positions. Call

Paul 310-576-6641.

CAMP COUNSELORS needed for local

summer day camp. Beach/aquatic experi-

ence in swimming, surfing, sailing, or )et ski-

ing a plus. Competitive salaries. 818-996-

4780

CAMP TAKAJO for Boys , Naples, Maine.

TRIPP LAKE CAMP lor Giris, Poland, Maine
Picturesque lakefront locations, exceptional

facilities. Mid-June thru mid-August. Over
100 counselor positions In tennis, swimming,
land sports, water sports, tnppmg, outdoor

skills, theatre arts, fine arts, music, nature

study, secretarial. Call Takajo at 800-250-

8252 or Tripp Lake at 800-997-4347 Submit
application on-line at www takajo.com or tnp-

plakecamp com

CAMP WAYNE FOR
GIRLS

Children's camp in Northeast Pennsylvania

(3 hrs NYC) 6/19-8/17/01 Directors for:

Fine Arts&Crafts, , Camping/Nature, Ropes,

Golf. Swimming. Drama. Counselors

for: Tennis. Gymnastics. Aerobics, Cheer-

leading. Swimming (W.S.I preferred). Sail-

ing, Waterskiing, Sculpture, Batik. Silk-

Screen. Jewelry. Piano, Guitar, Video, Self-

Defense On campus interviews /Vpnl llth.

Call 1-800-279-3019. website www.camp-
waynegirls.com

CERTIFIED PERSONAL
TRAINERS/

FRONT DESK HELP for LAs most popular

health club. For more informatton call Giu-

seppe:323-658-6999

CLERICAL ASSISTANT; technical book-
store. BNi Publications. Inc . a leader in tech-

nical publications for the constructkjn indus-

try, has immediate part-time positions avail-

able at its WLA location Starting hourly rate

© $7.00 Flexible hours, convenient kx:ation

near 405/10 fwys. Call Richard at 310-474-

7771 or fax resume to 310-474-6863

CLERK WANTED Law firm. Computer skills.

Organize files. 24tx>urs/week. Salary open.
Contact: Anna Labellarte Rubin. Eagan &
Kane. LLP. 310-788-0983, lax 310-788-
0984

CLERK. P/T. Pleasant Century City Engi-

neering Firm seeks pertectionist with typing

skills for general offk:e duties. Must absolute-

ly t>e detail-oriented. $11/hour to start. Call

Rhonda 310-286-2437.

CLERK/SECRETARY P/T. 10-20hrs/wk
Westwood law firm. Filing, typing, learn a
lotOlaw, flexible schedule, fax resume 310-

446-9962

COMEDIC WRITER
Looking for comedk: writer needed for a fe-

male comedian. Should have stand-up
comedic material. Female preferred. P/T.

$10/hr 310-236-1184 leave message

COMPUTER INSTRUCTOR Wanted P/T

great college job. Easy hours, must be
fnendly. $8-9/hour. Call CCTC;310-277-
1178.

COUNSELORS AND
INSTRUCTORS

In art. swimming, nature, video and ropes

needed by Tumt)leweed Day Camp. Must be
responsible, energetic and enjoy working

with children. 310-472-7474

CRUISE LINE ENTRY LEVEL on board po-

sitktns available, great benefits. Seasonal or

year-round Call lor info 323-644-2102
www.cruisecareers.com.

CSOs NOW HIRING
Do Good and get paid. Pay $8.47 to

$10.65/hr Must be a UCLA student w/U
academe years remaining with vaM driver's

Ircense. Web: www.ucpd.ucla.edu/ucpd/cso.

Email: csoOucpd.ucla.edu. Phone: 310-

825-2148.

CUSTOMER
SERVICE/JOURNALIST
Small Internet Company desires artk:utate

person to work with existing clients Email

reply. Customer servkie and Creative writing.

PT/FT, $9/hr 310-859-1903

CUSTOMER SERVICE Answer customer
questions, telecommunk:atk)n servk^e. ctose

to campus, flexible hours. 310-828-9900

coming (f

April 30th.

Oispla*

206
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Help Wuntcd

DAY CAMP - SUMMER
Seek staff w/summer home in or r>ear the

San Fernando or Conejo Valleys. Oxnard,
Simi, Malit>u. misc. Instructors & General
couns $2750-3500+ lor summer 888-784-

CAMP www.worVatcamp.com

DAY CAMP
COUNSELORS

Pali Camp now hiring enthusiastic coun-

selors! Summer fun includes: jet skiing,

amusement parks. t>each days, paintball and
more! 19 and up Call Jacque: 310-477-

2700x14.

DAY CAMP
Summer. Swimming, beaches, horses &
more, www.daycampjobs.com

DAY CAMP-SUMMER
Seek staff w/summer home in or near the

San FemarKto or Conejo Valleys. Oxnard.

Simi. Malitxj. misc. Instoictors & General

couns. $2750-3500+ lor sumrrwr 888-

784-CAMP www.workatcamp.com

DAY-CAMP COUNSELOR & Arts&Crafts
specialists Summer/PT $9.80/hr. June-
August. Experience working w/children a
must. 310-479-7200, or fax resume 310-445-

1764.

DRIVER WANTED. Must have clean DMV
CaM f4etionw«de Wholeale We are a shipper
of fresh cut flowers. 310-230-081 1

.

DRIVER/TUTOR 10-15 hours/week,
$10/hour, drive kids (14. 11, 8) to/from activ-

ities, assist 11&8 year-olds with home-
wort</computer skills. Larry 310-979-8210.

EARN $$$$$
CLINICAL RESEARCH STUDY male/female
18-55yrs old. non-smoker, no asthma his-

tory. Limited availability Call today 310-785-

9121.

e-mail:clinicalsubjectsOyahoo com

ENTREPRENEURS
WANTED

Mari<eting group seeks motivated enthusias-

tic indivkjuals

$500a/month
1138

Wori( 4 hours/week and make
Ideal for students 310-281-

ESTABLISHED MGMT FIRM NEEDS Intern

and assistant. Hands-on with up and coming
pop/R&B artists Contact Traci 818-973-

2766.

EVENTS STAFF/SECURITY for sports, con-

certs, TV stK)ws, conventions 18+ with clean

background. Great job for students. You pick

your assignments. 213-748-7223.

F/T ADMIN
COORDINATOR

Health care company in Westwood seeks or-

ganized person for entry-level position. 7:30-

4:00. Attention to detail necessary. Fax re-

sume to Liz:310-443-5258.

FEMALE MODELS
NEEDED

Immediate wortt for 18 yrs+. all races, all

ages, adult internet, video modeling
$100/hour Get your own website. £18-694-
2687. janieroOatt net

FEMALE MODELS!!
Seeking young, natural, girt-next-door look.

18-22. for artistic rxKi-nude professional pho-

tography, beginners welcome, will pay
Tim:310-720-3183.

FILE CLERK-PT Century City law firm seeks
file clert< for filing, photocopyirig, laxmg Ap-
proximately 20 to 26 hrs per wk $8.00 per

hr Fax resume to Office Coordinator 310-

203-4850.

FLORIST SEEKING
sales, phor>e assistant Simple typing/admin-

istration skills helpful Flexible hours/fun en-

vironment. Call Monk:a 323-852-0848

FRATERNITIES, SORORITIES, CLUBS,
STUDENT GROUPS. Earn $1000-2000 this

quarter with the easy Campusfundraiser.com
three hour tundraising event No sales re-

quired. Fundratsing dates are filling quickly,

so call today! Contact Campusfundrais-
er.com at (888)923-3238 or visit www.cam-
pusfundrasiercom

FUN SUMMER
Swimming, horses, beaches and more.

www.daycampjobs.com.

GENERAL
OFFICE/SALES
ASSISTANT

PDC WHOLESALE FURNITURE SHOW-
ROOM Full-time. Multi-faceted person.

General offk:e computer quicktxx>k. Custom-

er servk:e sales assistant. Fax re8ume:3i0-

451-1130

7800
Help Wanted

7800
Help Wanted

GIRLS LOOKING FOR EXTRA CASH lor

school or play, get paid a few hundred dollars

this Frklay by chatting in youf spare time

from your PC. voyeurbus adult internet video

chat. Must be 18+ http://cams voyeur-

bus.com Call toll free 888-636-5190.

GIRLS wanted at exclusive social club in

WLA. Conversatk>n and darKing. 18+ years

oM. Flexible hours Earn top $$$. 310-313-

2989.

GOT A HECTIC SCHOOL SCHEDULE?
Now Hiring! Flexible Hours! Food Servers,

Bartenders. Special Events Staff, Culinary

Staff, Dishwasher, All Levels Rate DOE 323-

933-7521. The Party Staff. Inc.

GREAT DEAL
HAIR MODELS NEEDED for upscale Santa

Monica saton. You don't have to be a model
to get a haircut like one. 310-392-3951

GROUP TUTORS WANTED K-8th Grade 3-

7 pm, Monday through Friday $11 and up
per hour 323-937-7737 F/T summer posi-

tk>ns available in July-Aug.

HELP WANTED. P/T. Cashier and waitress.

Some experierK:e preferred but not neces-

sary. Will train. Also looking for delivery per-

son with car/scooter Roni's Diner. 9911

Santa Monica Blvd., Beveriy Hills. 310-772-

0044

Hotel desk clerk- P/T (momings/AM). West-

wood Village Hotel. 310-208-3945.

HOUSEKEEPER/HOME-OFFICE ASSIS-
TANT lor busy doctor Weekends Laun-
dry/cleaning, assist w/cooking, etc No skills

required. Great pay! Flexible schedule
Leave message 3i0-967-5i»}. :

INTERNET SURFER
Hunter-gatherer; expenenced e-mail person

to work offsite or at our Beveriy Hills office

Call Jim 310-657-1112.

JEWISH HEBREW
ArKi SurKJay SctK>ols need teachers. Good
Jewish education and love of children de-

sired Alice Fasman:323-761-8613

LAW CLERKS WANTED for small Westside
Plaintiff Law Firm. Flexible hours. Email re-

sume to kgaltoObiren.com

LAW STUDENT NEEDED to assist

UCLA(MFA) film school grad to prepare le-

gal civil nghts documents for City of Beveriy

Hills case Pay Negotiable Page: 818-680-

0595. Phone: 818-563-6630 vondra-

portOaol.com

LICENSED Residential Facility needs 1 re-

creation driver. 3 direct care staff MMPM
night. Fax resume to 310-450-4240

LIFEGUARDS
Certified LG's. Start afternoons 5/7 Summer
position. Get paid to get (re)certified Mature
18+ arxj good swimmer Beautiful canyon
setting Tim 310-472-7474. Fax resum*310-
476-7788

LIKE MAPS?
Fkx)d certification company near LAX is

looking for motivated, self-starters for map
research positions If you are map proficient,

detail-oriented, and computer literate, fax re-

sume 310-348-9022, attn: Production Dept
EOE

LOOKING FOR CO-PRODUCER/CREW
Sci-fi Independent Feature Fall 2001.

Resumes to contactOparaxis.com.
www.hardwintercom

MALE MODELS
Have a great lace or body? GET REC-
OGNIZED in Playgiri-style publications Must
be 18-24. Beginners welcome. Highest im-

mediate pay w/headshots Paid screen test

Jelf0213-748-4555ext. '11, jwhiteOou-
nique.com

MARKETING ASSIST
Small Internet Co. looking for assistant to

mart<et company's services Good communi-
cation skills. $10/hr 310-859-1903

MARKETING
SALES/TRAINING lor Mexico-USA impor-

ting company Pay $10-15/hr Full time.

Spanish helpful Business major preferred.

Good expenence. Fax resume 310-854-

6287 or E-mail: sales Othepaintedde-
sert.com.

MOTHERS HELPER NEEDED 12-18hrs

per week, flexible UCLA student requined

Call 310-277-1805. Fax references to 310-
277-1832.

MUSIC COMPANY
Needs AAR. mart<eting. put)licity. production

people, looking for versatile diverse individu-

als; pakj positions/internships available fax

resume to:8 18-753-8633.

NEED TO MAKE SOME PT $$$? Will train

and sponsor assistant broker PM work.

Guarantee+bonus BH office. Call Neil 800-
450-7585.

NEUROLOGY LAB seeks full-lime lab assis-

tant Experience with Cell Culturing. staining,

counting, microscope required. Pax re-

Sume:310-267-2477

NEW RESTAURANT in Westwood village

Cashiers needed AM Part time available

Will* train. Call before 11am or alter 3pm
310-873-1388

OFFICE ASSISTANT P/T-F/T Flex hours
$lO/hr. Home office on MultK)lland and Bev-
eriy Glen 310-271-6564.

OFFICE CLERK
P/T AND F/T

SM law firm seeks offwe clerks. Phones, fil-

ing, faxing, photocopying&filing court docu-

ments. Must have auto+insurarx:e Francis

Che:310-453-6711.

OFFICE HELP In electronic store in West-
wood. No experience necessary. Contact

Fred 31 0-470-0472

OPEN CALL FOR FEMALE MODELS. April

14, 2001. 6514 Lankershim Blvd. N. Holly-

wood, CA. www.modelsearchla.com 818-

464-3515.

Pr\ CLERK
Santa Monica law firm seeks a P/T General
Office Clerk. Flexible hours, but mornings
preferred $7-10/hr DOE. Please call Ida

310-351-2826.
— I-

P/T Medical Receptionist Tues, Thurs, Fri

afterrK>ons. Must have excellent ptwne voice

and medical office experience. Call Mandy
310-274-8353.

P/T WRITER. Pleasant Century City Engi-

neenng Firm seeks pertectionist with strong

writing skills to produce mikJIy technical re-

ports for internal and external use. $13/hr to

. Start wage increases as appropdaid. Mini-

mum 15hrs/wk. Must have car and in-

surance Fax resume 310-286-9126 or call

310-286-2437

PACIFIC PALISADES CO seeks flex-P/T In-

temet-saavy office asst/customer service rep

w/good oral/wntten skills for data entry, field-

ing, tel/email inqumes, maintaining files Up
to$9/hr 310-459-5027.

PART TIME RECEPTIONIST NEEDED lor

athletic club Tues-Fn I0am-2pm and Sat
I1am-5pm No experience required but must
be personable, in good shape, and comput-
er friendly Please call Mike or Brie at 310-

459-4648

PART TIME, FULL TIME positions for fast

food cafe Cafe located in Westwood For in-

terview information call Anis: 310-209-1007
After-3:30pm

PART-TIME ADMIN ASSISTANT Duties in-

clude answenng phones, light typing, organ-
ization, office errands, light filing. & collating

documents Must t>e bright, enthusiastic, de-

tail-onented, & able to perform a vanety ol

tasks simultaneously. Send cover letter and
resume to ACE Educational Services.
AttnBarry. 9911 W. Pico Blvd.. Suite PH-K.
LA CA 90035. or lax to 310-282-6424.

PART-TIME CLERICAL position in Manna
del Rey Great for a student! 20-25hrs/wk
Flexible schedule ok Photocopy, answer
phones, file, type, enter data, mailings, and
organize Must be computer literate Mac
skills preferred. Good writing, communica-
tion & organizational skills. $10/hr Fax qual-

ifications with coverietter to Shawn at 310-
821-9282

PASADENA AREA SUMMER DAY CAMP
now hiring energetic and responsible people
for counselor positions. Looking for group
counselor, lifeguards and wranglers Spend
your summer outside making new friends

Call TOM SAWYER CAMP 626-794-1156 or

www.tomsawye rcamps com

PAY IS $11/HR
WANTED FOR SHERMAN OAKS (25 min-

utes from UCLA campus) pension actuarial

office for 20+hours per week+lull-time sum-
mer: two (2) high achiever students in Ac-
counting. Math, Econ. Business for Pension
& Actunal Admin; one (1) leariess student

with good mari<eting skills for telephone* in

person marketing pension services to ac-

countants. ..pay IS $l1/hr for each )ob Fax
resume & DPR to 818-769-4694 Call 818-

769-4600 any Qs.

PRESTIGIOUS PRIVATE COUNTRY CLUB
In WLA seeks ambitious tennis player for

tennis court assistant. Please contact Jason
310-276-6104 x235 or gallinaOthelacc org

RECEPTIONIST
Needed for private health club Permanent
hours available Hours: 5 30am-11:30am
Please ask for Allison:3l0-659-5002.

RESEARCH ASSISTANTS NEEDED Seek-

ing American. Australian, Czech ar)d Ja-

panese research assistants to code eighth

grade science lesson videos Full and half-

time positions available English liuency re-

quired One position requires fluency in

Czech; another requires fluency in Ja-

panese $32,000+ per year for full-time posi-

tk)ns + benefits; $1 5.79 per hour for half-time

positk)ns. Fax cover letter and resume to Da-

vid Rasmussen 310-820-6619 or mail to

12436 Santa Monica Blvd. LA. CA 90025
For more info email davidrOlessorilab com
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RESPITE COMPANION SUMMER DAY CAMPS
$10-$12/hr DOE-PT/Flexible hours. Provide

respite lor families with children with devel-

opmental disabilities Paid training provided.

Toll free info:877-924-2220 E-maiLrokel-

lyOiatM.com Fax:310-649-3109 Visit us at

www.iat)a.com

RETAIL SALES
PT/FT. Westwood Blvd Designer wed-
ding/evening gowns. Expenence preferred,

motivated and friertdly Great opportunity.

Salary/commissions/txsnuses. Excellent $$.

310-474-7808 Pauline.

RETRIEVAL WORK
P/T DOCUMENT RETRIEVAL WORK at

campus libranes. Hours 2pm-6pm,M-F. $8/hr

to start. Must be reliable Cal info 213-687-
8710.

REWARDING/FUN
Summer Swimming, beaches, horses &
more, www.daycampjobs.com

SALES PEOPLE. Set own hours, spend
about 6 hours/week, make from $1504300
Own transportation Call Christine©310-
313-1464 for more information.

SALES POSITION available for internet e-

commerce company Salary+commission
Call 310-234-0784. Fax: 310-234-0786
Email: JobsOelectrobuy.com

SALESPERSON AND
MANAGEMENT
OPPORTUNITIES

Available lor fashion (oolwear store in Cen-
tury City Shopping Center Call:3 10-277-

5668 or fax resume lo:31 0-277-5675

SECRETARY/RECEPTIONIST Full/Part

Time, Fax Resume to 310-450-1311 or E-

mail: rgOpmsmart com.

SERVERS &
ASST MANAGER

SERVERS AND ASSISTANT MANAGER
needed. Great pay Flexible hours. Call:3lO-

275-7770

SERVERS NEEDED
ALL POSITIONS AVAILABLE lor upscale

Westside restaurant. Call Michel:310-470-

6601

SPECIAL CAMP
COUNSELORS

Resident Camp for children with cancer look-

ing for energetic and generous volunteers lor

9-day summer camp experience. For more
info, call Lisa at 310-268-8488 today!

SPORTS MEDICINE
MARKETING/BOOKEEPING, MEDICAL
BILLING/RECEPTION. PHYSICAL THERA-
PY Sports medical clinic now hiring for the 3

above positions. Will tram 310-587-0044

STUDENT ENGLISH
TUTORS

P/T shifts 2am-7am Tuesday-Friday or 1pm-
4pm Tuesday-Friday For more info Ask for

Diana 213-629-1488

STUDENTS. FACULTY, STAFF! Here's your

chance to sing! We especially need tenors

and basses Contact hinnebug@ucla edu

STUDIO ASSISTANT Light carpentry skills a
plus, canvas stretching a must. Santa Moni-

ca area email lythiaOmindspring.com or

call 310-392-8424

SUMMER AT THE
BEACH AND MTNS

FUN WORK WITH CHILDREN IN THE OUT-
DOORS 7-week day program, 2-weeks
Sierra Sleepaway June 25-August 24. Ex-
penence with children and water activities.

$330+bonus/week Call 310-826-7000 or

www. SierraAdventureCamps com

SUMMER CAMP
DIRECTOR

Pnvate Beach Club seeking experienced
Head Coach to supervise social and recrea-

tional activiites for children ages 3-14 years
Salary commensurate with expenence. Con-
tact Dale:3 10-454-2266 or Fax resume:310-
454-2266

SUMMER CAMP
COUNSELORS

6/25-8/17 $78-$92/day 9am-4pm
Decathalon Sports Club in Palo Alto, CA.
campjob© yahoo com

SUMMER CAMP COUNSELORS For
Westwood Recreation Con>plex June 25-

Aug 31. 9:45am-4:15pm. Experience pre-

lerred Sports, arts and crafts, etc $9.79/hr
Apply in person Benita Dixon 310-473-3610.

San Fernando or Conejo Valleys. Oxnard.
Simi. Malibu Misc Instructors & General
couns $2750-3500+lor summer 888 784-

CAMP, www woritatcamp com

SUMMER DAY CAMPS
San Fernando or Cone)0 Valleys. Oxnard,
Simi, Malibu. Misc. Instructors & General
couns. $2750-3500+ for summer. 888-784-
CAMP www.wori<atcamp.com

SUMMER JOB
GRAD/UNDERGRAD Psychologyeducation
or speech to t)e a camp aide for a sp.ecial

needs child. 6/25-8/25. Valerie:af8-907-

0367

SUMMER JOBS!
The Marcia Israel Day Camp is now hiring

Senior and Junior Counselors and an Art

Teacher for Summer 2001 Spirited, energe-
tic, patient, experienced candidates who love

wortting with young children should call 310-
445-1280 ext. 150

SUMMER JOBS! WEST Los Angeles day-

camp hiring energetic counselors, lifeguards,

and specialists. Call Tiffany at 310-399-

2267

SUMMER SPORTS
CAMP COUNSELORS

Prime Time Sports Camp is now hiring for

summer 2001. Sports background and ex-

perience working with children required.

9 30AM-3:30PM MR 6/25/01-8/31/01 WLA
and Palisades Peler:310-288-4132

SURVIVORS OF THE SHOAH VISUAL HIS-^
TORY FOUNDATION is seeking Pre-lnter-

view Questionnaire Administrators to enter

sun/ivor information into a custom built data-

base Need candidates that can work m
French/Polish/Czech/Portugese/Sla-
vic/Greek Able to manage/priontize large

amounts of paperwork. Computer liter-

ate/type 50wpm Fax resume and cover let-

ter to;818-733- 1424 Attn: HR Dept or mail to

PO Box 3168, LA, CA 90078-3168.

SWIM INSTRUCTORS
FAMILY LIFE AQUATICS Swim school
searching for lun&reliable swim instructors

WSI&CPR required Must have car High
pay flexible hours 310-454-6464.

SWIMMING INSTRUCTORS at Client

homes. $20-$24/hr Strong lesson-teaching

experience with small children Summer em-
ployment Call John 818-781-7676 ext 1.

TRANSLATION CO in Santa Monica needs
truely bilingual office assistant/editor w/ex-
cellent English and Spanish skills&computer

expertise. P/T-F/T Fax resume 310-260-

7705, call 310-260-7700 ext 11

UCLA CAMPUS
TOUR GUIDES

Now hiring lor 2001-2002 school year 6-10

hours/week At $8/hour Applications avail-

able at 1147 Murphy Hall Due 4/20/01 by
5PM.

UCLA INTEGRATED SUBSTANCE ABUSE
PROGRAM F/T RA needed BA/BS re-

quired. Knowledge of research design.
SPSS, neuropsychiatric assessments pre-

ferred Fax resume:31 0-268-4397

UCLA RECREATION
SUMMER CAMP JOBS

GREAT MONEY! GREAT TIME! We need
energetic people to be summer camp coun-
selors. Pay IS $7 38-$11 00/hr Morning, af-

ternoon, all-day shifts available Call 310-

206-1787. Applications available at John
Wooden Center

UNIVERSITY APARTMENT Coordinator Po-
sition wanted trom 6/18/01-6/30/02 One
shared rental space plus stipend. Applica-
tions and job descriptions available OUCLA
UNIVERSITY APTS. 625 Landfair Ave #1.

Do not call Application deadline 5pm
4/13/01 MUST BE UCLA STUDENT

VALET PARKING
ATTENDANTS

Flexible hours, great tips, Santa Monica and
Manna Del Rey areas 310-214-1888 Leave
message

VET TECHS
Needed tor busy a animal hospital in Culver
City Call Oscar at:310-559-3770 or fax your
resume at:3 10-559-9447.

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED! Make a dif-

lerence Wort< w/kkls The Boys&Girts Club
at Venice needs college students to assist

w/variety of afterschool programs esp w/HW •

tutoring. Our brand new facility is located on
Lincoln+Venice Blvd For more info call 310-

390-4477 Virginia(x228) or Pierre(x238)

WANTED
VERY ATTRACTIVE WOMEN 18-25 with

great style and social skills. Get paid to

attend social events, go on dinner dates with

exclusive clientele Make money, have fun'

323-273-3955

Classifieds

825-2221
Display
206-3060
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WATERSKI/SPORTS CAMP Counselor/in-

structor positions June 11 thru Aug 10.

Unique summer camp (or kids 7-14 yrs. Pn-

vate ski lake and first rate facilities. Re-

sume/references: Thompson Ski Ranch)

)0658 Round Mtn. Rd. Bakerlield, CA.
93308 Pfi 661-393-5253 or tsrski©aol.com

WEB DESIGNER
UCLA ALUMNUS seeking computer pro-

grammer with web design skills. Graphic

design, streaming video experience a plus

Contact Andres 10-283-6487.

YMCA NOW HIRING After School teachers

and drivers Must have 3-6 units in educa-

tion/related field Fax Resume to Laura 310-

575-0271.

8000
Idternships

GET PAID TO LEARN THE STOCK MAR-
KET. Professional day trading firm looking for

entry-level intern. Call Ray between 9AM-
2PM. 310-470-9035.

INTERNS WANTED
MOTION PICTURE. TELEVISION AND In

ternet Animation Production Company seeks

interns to assist in daily operations Fax re-

sume 310-280-0218

81OO
Personal Assistance

MY HOUSEKEEPER OF NINE YEARS is

looking for extra day work. She is fastidious

and totally honest. Call Roberta 310-450-

.2440

PHYSICAL
ASSISTANCE
NEEDED

For disabled male in Reiber Hall. A few

hrs/day Flexible schedule $lO/hr. Call Alex

310-267-8189.

8200
Temporary Einploynient

VIDEOGRAPHER needed for party. Must
tOiSie own equipment, including tnpod Satur-

day, April 14 11:00am to 4:00pm Call asap:

Amanda 310-458-1542

8300
Volunteer

HOTLINE VOLUNTEERS NEEDED by the

Suicide Prevention Center. Excellent volun-

teer opportunity Next training starts May 5

Please call 310-751-5330 (Culver City)

housing
8400-9800

8^kOO
Apartments for Rent

$1290. 2bd/lbth. Brentwood Adj, lease to

max. of 2. Near Wilshlre/Burxly, patk>, no
pets Avail, now 1236 McCleltan. 310-626-

8461.

•WESTWOOD VILLAGE, MIDVALE N. OF
LEVERING. LARGE 2-BDRM APT. GAR-
DEN VIEW, DINING ROOM. UNIQUE.
CHARM. FRONT AND REAR ENTRANCE.
310-839-6294*

1BDRM LUXURY APT
1412 1/2 Kelton Guest bthrm, office Newly
remodeled, hardwood floors, central A/C.

crown mowing. Consider pet. Open daily 10-

6. $1950

2&3BDRM. LARGE, bright, view Microwave,

oven, refrigerator, dishvyasher, washer/dryer

in unit. 21 -ft. Jacuzzi on roof. Walking dis-

tance to UCLA. 310-475-0807.

WESTWOOD
PLAZA

HMe

$745-$825

Classifieds

825-2221

8^kOO
Apartments for Rent

2BDRM LUXURY APT
1412 Kelton. Guest bthrm Newly remo-
deled, hardwood floors, central A/C, crown
molding. Consider pet. Open daily 10-6.

$2390/month.

"avail. IMMEDIATELY
Share 1 bedroom apt. w/grad student spring

quarter Walk to campus. Parking space.

Furnished. $500/month 310-208-0210.

Bachelor Available

/iWj>i,.,.\'..,. .'

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ 1&2BEDROOM
$895&UP LARGE UNUSUAL CHARM
SOME SPANISH STYLE W/HARDWOOD
FLOORS ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS.
310-839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS adj. guest house
Unfurnished 1 bdrm. 1 bath, refngerator,

stove, fiardwood floors, yard, newly updated
bathroom, parking. $880 310-395-RENT
www.westsidefentaie com

BEVERLY HILLS. Stunning triplex

Furnished Best BH location, hardwood
floors, marbled bath. Utilities included. 310-

395-RENT www. westsiderentals com

BEVERLY/FAIRFAX AREA. Large lower stu-

dio. Small quiet building, near all. Full kitch-

en, stove and fridge $775 323-937-4977
Michelle.

BRENTWOOD great area, unfurnished stu-

dio. Refrigerator, stove. $700. 310-395-
RENT. www.westsiderentals.com

BRENTWOOD Private room, refrigerator,

stove, carpets, laurKJry, parkir>g included

Month-to-month. $500 310-395-RENT
www.westsiderentals.com

* PALMS *
480. 3BA * LOFT TOWNHOME. FP,

CENTRAL AIR/HEAT. GATED
GARAGE. SEC ALARM, CAT OK

3670 MIDVALE AVE.

$2395/MO

2BD. 2BA TOWNHOME, FP.

CENTRAL AIR/HEAT. GATED
GARAGE. SEC. ALARM. CAT OK

3614 FARIS OR.

$1395/MO

* MAR VISTA *
11913 AVON WAY. $1295/MO.

11748C0URTLEIGHDR. $1295/MO.

(310)391-1076
Open House 7 Days a Waek 10 - 4 PM aS

BRENTWOOD. $1650, 2bd/2bth, front,up-

per. balcony, refrigerator/stove, car-

pet/drapes, parking, laundry, no pets, near

UCLA, by appl. 11728 Mayfield #6. 310-271-

6811.

CULVER CITY post offtee area guest house,

cat okay. Hardwood floors, large ctosets,

laundry, yard, utilities included. $795. 310-

395-RENT. www.westsiderentals.com

CULVER CITY SPACIOS unfurnished 2
bdrms. pet okay, w/d hook ups. lots of ctos-

ets. t)ig kitchen, parking included. $779. 310-

395-RENT. www.westsiderentais.com

FURNISHED STUDIO APT. $625/nr>o, de-
posit $40a Utilities included, gated. 6 nx>nth

min. 5 mi from campus. Lirxla Alvarez man-
ager:31 0-277-6005 or 818-986-0844.

IDEAL FOR FACULTY
Across from UQLAk Large, spacious, town-

house-like apartfnen^ 2bed/2bath with large

private. Closed-garage. 1-yr Lease-
$1700/mo Avail-March IS 310-553-5388.

PALMS (upper), 1 t)edroom,^cat okay, refrig-

erator, stove, laurxlry, corripietely refur-

bished, skylights. $725. 31<y>395-RENT
www.westsiderentals.com
— ' I

PALMS. Single apt from $575. 1-bdnD $695.
$600deposlt 1-year lease only. Stove, re-

frig .carpets, vert, blinds 310-837-1502
leave message. 8am-5pm or>ly.

PRIME SANTA MONICA APARTMEhfT. Re-
frigerator, dishwasher, balcony, bright. $775.
310-395-RENT. wwwwestsiderentals.com

PRIME SANTA MONICA contemporary
apartment. Pet okay Bright, newfy renovat-

ed ctose to t>each Paridng lrx:luded $900.
310-395-RENT. www.westsiderental8.com

8400 8600
Apartments for Rent H Condo/Townhouse for Rent

PRIME WESTWOOD
Beautiful 2bed/1t>ath Frer>ch style unit in 4plx

with oki wrid chrm. high ceilings, hwd fl. brtr

cpts. w/d. tons of light 10632 Easttxime

Brian:310-291-3531 $1900. Contact Brian

b_mesic©yafx)o.com 310-291-3531

SANTA MONICA 1)2BEDROOM/1.5Bath
Townhouse. Washer/Dryer. Dishwasher.

Fridge. Microwave. Garage. $2500 2)1 -bed-

room. 500sq/ft. Stove. Fridge, Washer/Dryer,

Utilities included, garage, $1100 310-450-

0828

SANTA MONICA APARTMENT 4 blocks

from beach. Pool and laundry. $856 310-

395-RENT, www.westsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA GUEST HOUSE. 1 bed-

room, 1 t>ath, plus loft, N. of Wilshire, high

ceilings, large yard, utilities included. $1200
310-395-RENT. wwwwestsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA HOUSE, pet okay, 1 bed
room, 1 bath, w/c pet, refrigerator, stove,

hardwood floors. $995. 310-395-RENT.
www.westsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA pel okay, unfurnished, 2

t)edrooms, refngerator, stove, carpets, part<-

ing included, month-to-month. $1400. 310-

395-RENT. www.westsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA PRIME
LOCATION N. OF

WILSHIRE
NEAR BEACH

$1195 1 t>edroom. Hardwood floors. Cf«rm-
ir>g split level, dishwasher, refrigerator 943
7th Street. Cats OK 818-980-5900.

SANTA MONICA. Large, unfurnished, 2 bed-
rooms, 2 baths, dishwasher, walk-in closets,

partying included. 310-395-RENT. www.west-
siderentals.com

SANTA MONICA. Triplex. Cat okay, refriger-

ator, stove, sea view court. 3 skylights, patio.

310-395-RENT. www.westsiderentals.com

VENICE GUEST APARTMENT attached to

tx)use. Unfurnished studio. 1 bath, no pets,

carpets, private room, private entrarx:e, sep-

arate from house. Kitchenette, month-to-

nfK)nth, utilities included $390. 310-395-

RENT. www.westsiderentals.com

WEST LOS ANGELES furnished guest

house. A/C, parking included, nrK>nth-to-

month, cable included. $700. 310-395-
RENT www westsiderentals.com

Diamond Head
Apartments

1 BD $1145
Intercom System & Gated Parkins

Rec room. Sauna,
Gym Room, Fireplace,
Jacuzzi, Dishwasher,

Refrigerator,
Air Conditioner,

Laundry,
Cathedral Celllnss, no pets

Short Term Lease

660 Veteran
208-2251

WESTWOOD furnished apartnr>ent pet okay,
walk to UCLA laundry, utilities included.

$745. 310-395-RENT www.westsideren-
tals.com

WESTWOOD VILLAGE; 1 -BEDROOM
$1400; 2-BEDROOM, 2-Bathroom $2000; 3-

Bedroom, 2-Bathroom $2900; Parting, 1-

year lease, no pets, 10943 Roebling. Avail-

able 7/5«)1. 310-471-7073.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE: Large 1 -Bedroom.
$1500. Hardwood floors, fireplace, part<ing,

1-year lease, no pets, available 6/l7A)l. 925
GayfeyAve. 310-471-7073.

WESTWOOD—2bedrooms, 2 bath, (upper),

refrigerator, stove, dishwasher. A/C. fire-

place, large dosets, brighl. surxJeck. gated
parting. 2 spaces $1400. 310-395-RENT.
wwwwestsiderentats.com

WESTWOOD—trad«k)nal. 2 bedrooms, refl-

gerator. stove, dishiwasher, high ce«lings,

carpets. A/C. large ctosets. laundry, bright.

$1250. 310-395-RENT. www.westsideren-
tals.com

WESTWOOD. 2BDRM/2BATH $1450 AND
UP TILE KITCHEN, STEPDOWN LIVING
ROOM, HIGH CEILING. CHARM. 1 MILE
SOUTH OF WILSHIRE. SOME W/BAL-
CONY.310-e39-6294.

WESTWOOD Wak to UCLA 2bdmV2bth.
gated parking, rooftop spa. quiet buikHng.

accepting resefvatiortt for Summer and Fall.

$1850-$2250 512 Veteran. 310-206-2655.

WESTWOOD: Studk) for rent. Landfair
AvaNabte June I5th. Kitchen, dinlr^g room, x-

lafge doaets. bright. 310-206-6937. Nathan

WILSHIRE CORRIDOR LUXURY-APAR
TMENT Furnished studk) Jacuzzi, sauna.
gym. close to Westwood. No kitchen.

$890/mo. 10660 Wilshire Blvd. 310-356-

8700 or 310-503-7227

PALMS 2bedrooms/2baths Refrigerator,

stove. pool. $900. 310-395-RENT
www.westsiderentals.com

ROOMMATES. 3+2 Westwood. Pool/sauna,

balcony. Totally renovated. Bright. 2-car

gated-parking Close to restaurants and
shops. Call for informatton 310-475-9754.

9200
HoiisiiHi N(Mul(;()

DANISH FAMILY OF THREE SEEKS SUB
LET or house exchange for July 2001
House or apartment in L^ area, kaarenma-
cleanOhotmail.com

9300
Room for Help

WALK TO UCLA PRIVATE RM, BATH,
PHONE AVAILABLE JUNE 1ST PERFECT
FOR FULL-TIME FEMALE STUDENT
MUST OWN CAR. HAVE EXCELLENT
OFFICE SKILLS. 310-470-4265.

9^00
Room for Rent

437 GAYLEY Pink Palace. Beautiful

2tx)rm/2bth. w/2balconies. trench doors,

spacious. 3 underground parking spots, par-

tially furnished. Late June-8/31 $2150/mo
Please call Julie or Silvia at 310-824-5542.

BRENTWOOD F/NS/NP Bed. bath&full

access to large, beautiful home. Share
w/family. $750. 310-395-0623.

SANTA MONICA Private room with Jacuzzi.

Private entrance, backyard, laundry, cable,

utiftties paid. Storage, garage, un/tumtshed.

Female non-smoker $895/month. Da-
vid:31 0-666-0724.

SEPULVEDAA/ENICE Own bed, share bath

2bed/lbath 2floor corner apt close to

Green/Blue line $480 Avail now Frank
flan9ucla.edu day:31 0-966-5320 eve:310-

202-1196.

WEST LA/PALMS Looking for female non-

smoker to share 2t)ed, 2 1/2 bath condo,

$aoo/month each, includir>g utilities. Partially

furnished Ctose to UCLA 310-876-8577

9500
Roommiiles-Privale Room

$490 PER MONTH South Mar Vista near

Centinela and Culver Blvd. Female, no
smoke, no dmgs, house. 310-391-1563

ASIAN/QUIET/CLEAN/MALE. Near bus
stop. Westwood/Pico. 3-mo. min stay. Re-

quired 2 references. Private bedroom share-

bath. $495/month, w/utilites, kitchen priv

$40/day 310-475-8787.

BEVERLY HILLS
PRIVATE ROOM/BATH in tovely furnished

apartment All pnvileges. private terrace and
security parking. Students welcome
$725/month. 310-860-0134.

BEVERLY HILLS; FREE MONTH'S RENT!
2bdrm/lbth.apt. Huge, Spanish style, hard-

wood floors, furnished living-room/dining

room, DirectTV Must like cats Live w/female

roommate Partying $700/mlh. You won't

pay until May! Move-in ASAP. 818-695-6856

9500
Roommates - Private Room

BRENTWOOD TOWN HOME to share.

Male/Female Non-smoker Graduate, facul-

ty preferred. Private bdrm & bth. A/C, wash-

er/dryer in unit. $750/mth. 310-820-8354

BRENTWOOD. 5mln away from UCLA, pri-

vate, large, bright room w/fiill bath, walk-in-

closet, kitchen access/W/D. Locks on bed-

room door $650/nr»onth. 310-470-3740.

LARGE BRIGHT MASTER BEDROOM with

large ctoset, view, patto. in a penttiouse.

$800/month. washer/dryer. 1/4 mile from

UCLA. 310-474-0899. 310-993-8451.

MARINA/VENICE
BEACH

spacious room, large closet. Cute 3 bdrm, 2

bath house Hardwood fk>ors and plentiful

periling Off 90 fwy. Lookirig for easy-going

roommate to share this n^gnificent abode.

Must like dogs. 310-577-1618.
>

WLA-FEMALE furnished private room,

2bdrm/apt $350-Kl/2utilities. 10-min "to

UCLA. Near Bus line, market, shopping No
smoking/pets. Prefer UCLA student/faculty.

310-478-7472.

9600
Roommates-Shared Room

WESTWOOD female only at 507 Glenrockto
share 3t>ed/2bath apartment Full parkirig.

dishwasher, washing machine. 310-208-

2817 or 661 -252-0708. I

9700
Sublets

SUMMER SUBLETS
NEEDED

Law firm seeks furnished westside. South

Bay. Pasadena sublet. Only from May-Aug.

No share situations please. Include cross-

street. Leave detailed message at 213-680-

8589.

Subletter Needed
To share 2 bedroom apt w/ 3 other people

for spring quarter $444.00 per month.

Please call Divaker 310-435-5409

or Richard 310-208-9706

0' Melveny S Myers LLP

Law Firm
Needs summer sublets

If you*are interested In

subletting your furnished apt

olease cmoil
dates avotlabio,

oddiess
rent, and amenities fo

sharper(a"omm com
or call (213)430 6539

watch for it on newstands

every S^&
1 0**"week

for advertising

information, please call

825-2161

Display
206-3060
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\har<mins
-to-student deals tJ

Every Wednesday and Friday, the Daily Bruin Classifieds provides Bniin Bargains, a place where students are able to advertise

absolutely FREE* some of the best deals in Westwood. Check weekly for updates so you don't miss out on great savings!
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(20 characters maximum, including ^aces) ;

• Price:

(example $25. $74ea, FREE. Please round to the nearest dollar—NO OBO)

• Phone: ( )
-
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! (15 characters maximum, including spaces)
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2
(20 characters maximum, including spaces)

! •Price: _
(example $25, $74ea, FREE. Please round to the nearest dollar—NO OBO)

• Phone: ( _) -

All must be submitted in perwn or by mail No phone orders allowed Deadline is 2 work dm prior to issue at I2pnv All Brum Ban>:uns appear every Vtalnesday and Friday Limit of 4 free ads per customer per week We

reserve the riRht to revise or reject any ;Klwrtisenient not meeting the standards of the Dailv Bruin

The Daily Bruin Ad Production Department needs

Paste-up Artists

Apply at:

ASUCLA HUMAN RESOURCES
2nd Floor Kerckhoff Hall Job #30

Knowledge of Photoshop

and Quark a plus.

UCLA Students Only

Classifieds

825-2221
Display
206-3060
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LAVIN
From page 28

said. "No one is in Iroublc here."

Dalis asked Lavin nol to discuss the

matter publicly until the Pac-IO finish-

es its inquiry.

The possible misconduct by the

men's basketball program comes dur-

ing the final month of a three-year

NCAA probationary sentence that

dates back to a violation uncovered in

November of 1996.

In that instance it was discovered by

^ university investigators that then-Head

Coach Jim Harrick made excessive

phone calls to recruits among other

unacceptable infractions. Sanctions

were released by the NCAA in April

1998, the start of the probationary

period.

If the NCAA were to find a major

violation in the UCLA men's basket-

ball program within five years of the

probationary period, this would mark

the school and the program as a repeat

violator.

The "death penalty," as it is called

for repeat offenders, has strict guide-

lines for punishment in the event of a

major violation.

The NCAA could issue punishment

in the form of a "show-cause" order

mandating that UCLA dismiss any

athletic department staff member
involved with the violation.

The team could al.so be prohibited

from some or all outside competition -

including participating in the NCAA
Tournament.

Finally, the NCAA Enforcement

Staff could order the elimination of ini-

tial grant-in-aid scholarships and

recruiting activities.

Craven lecalls three meetings with

Lavin prior to July 1 of last year - twice

on unofficial visits to the UCLA cam-

pus and the other at Bishop

Montgomery.

"He came up to my school," said

Craven, who starred with his twin

brother Derrick for the Knights. "He
was talking about what kind of role I'd

play if I went there."

Williams stated on two different

occasions to the Daily News that mem-

bers of the* UCLA coaching staff

phoned his home multiple times dur-

ing his junior season at Centennial.

He added that former UCLA assis-

tant coach Michael Holton - who
accepted the head coaching job at the

University of Portland Wednesday -

usually made the calls.

"They acted like they really wanted

me," Williams said. "As the year went

on, they still showed interest. All of the

sudden, in the summer they acted like

they weren't interested."

The Bruins have already received

letters of intent from three members of

the 2001 recruiting class: McDonald's

All-American point guard Cedric

Bozeman from Mater Dei in Santa

Ana, wing-forward Dijon Thompson

from Redondo Union H.S. and center

Michael Fey from Olympia, Wash.

Dalis added that he and Lavin have

received threatening e-mails in the

past. While an attempt to destroy the

reputation of the program may be the

motive in this instance, prior anony-

mous contacts have threatened the

safety of both.

"We each had a similar situation

last year where both Coach Lavin and

I were threatened with bodily harm,"

Dalis said. "We were able to find out

who it was and take legal action.

"We have attempted now to make

contact with these people to come for-

vvard. But it's like boxing ghosts. This

is just an attempt to damage the pro-

gram."

BASEBALL
From page 28

winning streak to three games, but the Bruins

are a disappointing 3-3 in conference play.

A good showing against Stanford could

put the Bruins back on track in the Pac-10.

"It's a crucial point in our season because

we're 3-3 and we need to get above the .500

mark and get some wins early," second base-

man Josh Canales said.

But the Cardinal will not be an easy victim.

Canales said it will take solid defense, execu-

tion and timely hitting if the Bruins hope to

sive about the team. They do not have a single

player with more than six home runs, but 1

1

position players have appeared in at least 20

games this season. Nine pitchers have at least

ten innings of work.

"They're deep," Adams said. "They've

got speed, power, good defense. They arc not

the No. I team in the nation for nothing."

* The Bruins should be up to the challenge.

Led by senior designated hitter Brian Baron,

UCLA is slugging over .450 as a team. Baron

has been one of the more consistent perform-

ers in the nation, batting at a .521 clip. He is

slugging .630 with just six strikeouts in 1 19 at

. wm.
Stanford is 25-6 for the season and 5-1 in

the Pac-10, most recently surviving a ten-

• inning contest against San Jose State. As a

team, the Cardinal is batting .290 with 88

extra base hits, compared to .31 7 and 99 extra

base hits for UCLA.
Stanford's strength lies in its pitching staff.

So far, they have given up just 89 earned runs
"^

in over 280 innings of work.

"They have pitching galore," Head Coach

Gary Adams said. "They have starters and

relievers. It will take a high-level brand of

baseball to beat those guys."

Stanford's depth is what is most impres-

Biif6tt Win flced to continue his hoi play

for UCLA to have a chance.

"If we get good starting pitching and hit

the ball like we have been, we can do it,"

junior Adam Berry said.

While they respect the nation's best team,

the Bruins are not going to roll over for

Stanford.

"We're not going to concede to anyone,"

Adams said. "We're practicing hard and

preparing - preparing to win."

Junior Josh Karp is expected to start

Friday, senior Jon Brandt should go

Saturday and senior Bobby Roe will finish up

the series for the Bruins on Sunday.

M.VOLLEYBALL
From page 27

service errors and don't want a

repeat of that performance.

"(Playing BYU in the semifi-

nals) would be the toughest sce-

nario," Scates said. "It takes one

whole match to get acclimated

in terms of how long we can

serve the ball."

But one match is all you get in

playoffs.

A No. 2 or 3 seed, however,

would allow the Bruins to avoid

meeting BYU until the final

round, which will be played at a

lower altitude at Cal State Long

Beach.

But let's not look too far

ahead. The Bruins still have to

get past the Tritons.

• "Right now that's not really

up to us," Shrader said. "We'd

love to host the playoffs but

BYU and Hawai'i have one less

loss than us. We just have to

keep winning and whatever hap-

pens happens."

M.TENNIS
From page 27

could meet each other again in

the late rounds of many impor-

tant tournaments later on in the

year.

"We don't want to lose to

them and they don't want to lose

to us," Martin said. "Especially

because that is a team that we

could play in the semifinals or

finals of the NCAA (champi-

onships), if we get there."

The Bruins will also face No.

27 Cal on Saturday afternoon at

the LATC. UCLA has owned

Cal in its history, posting a 66-6

record against the Golden Bears

since 1967.

Grinda Hkcs the Bruins'

chances against Cal on

Saturday.

"The matchups aren't bad,

and we are still the only unde-

feated team in the nation, so we

can beat anyone," Grinda said.

"We are confident against

(Cal),"

Chris Sands is confident also.

He desperately wants to play a

key role in the team that he cap-

tains. After compiling a 67-38

career singles record, he does

not want what could be his last

chance to play for UCLA to end

in disappointment. He also

wants to play a crowd-pleasing

match, so that he can leave with

a bang.

"Since it is (against)

Stanford, it should be a fun

match. I hope we put on a good

show," he said.

Sands lost two three-set

matches to Stanford in a span of

two weeks last year. But he

thinks the outcome will be differ-

ent this time.

"I am a completely different

player from what I was last year.

I am in much better shape,"

Sands said.

Christian

Westside Oikos Community
Church
1343 Ocean Park Blvd.

Santa Monica, CA 90405
310-441-2125

www westsideoikos. org

Sunday worship at 1:30pm,

Wednesday UCLA Oikos Campus
Ministry (OCM) meetings at

6:30pm in CS Young 50.

Conne and share the joy!

Encounter God's presence through

powerful worship, inspiring mes-

sages, and genuine community.

Rides for Sunday worship provided

at Sproul turnaround at 1pm.

University Lutheran Chapel
10915 Strathmore Dr.

Los Angeles. CA 90024 -

,

310-208-4571

wwwulc.laca.us

10:30am, tradition 7pm, contem-

porary.

Join us In experiencing Christ In

the context of word and sacra-

ment In small groups throughout

the week.

Westwood Hills Christian

Church
10808 Le Conte Ave

Los Angeles. CA 90024

310-208-8576

www.WHCCOmetcbc.com

Bible Study 9:00am, Worship

10:00am. Tuesday Evening Bible

Study 7:00pm.

We are located across from UCLA
Medical Center at Le Conte and

Hilgard. Students are welcome.

Join us for lunch 1st Sunday each

month after worship.

Seventh-day

Adventist

Santa Monica Seventh-Day
Adventist Church
1254 19th St.

Santa Monica. CA 90404
310-829-1945

www.santamonicasda.homepage,com

Saturday 9:30, Worship 11am.

Small groups throughout the

week. Collegiate group Thurs. at

UCLA. We invite you to join us to

worship and grow, and experi-

ence God's love in a SG and

Sabbath morning worship.

Roman Catholic

University Catholic Center
633GayleyAve

Los Angeles. CA 90024

310-208-5015

www.ucda.org

Sunday Masses at 10:30am,

7pm, and 9pm.

Our Catholic community wel-

comes all. With over 70 years of

service to UCLA and the University

Religious Conference, we offer wor-

ship, retreats, sacramental prepara-

tion, education, and just plain fun!

Christian Science

Tenth Church of Christ,

Scientist
1133 S BundyOr.

Los Angeles. CA 90049

310-826-2229

Sunday 10am Church Service and
Sunday School (up to 20 years),

Wednesdays 7:30pm Testimonial

Meeting. Reading Room 310-820-

2014.

Please join us for a Bible talk on

Deuteronomy: Moses' Farewell

Address, by Madelon Miles on

Sunday, February 11th from 1-3

pm. For information please call

310-820-2014.

Twenty-eighth Church of

Christ, Scientist
1018 Hilgard Ave.

Los Angeles. CA 90024
310-208-8189

Reading Room:
1125 Glendon Ave.

310-208-3814

Sunday Church Services 10am
and 5pm, Sunday School (up to

age 20) 10am, Wednesday
Testimony Meetings 8pm.

All are welcome!

The Religious Services

Directory w printed every

Friday. Call

Stephanie Abruzzo at

310825-2221 for more

information.
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W.TENNIS
From page 26

will probably not abe able lo play
Stanford's Granville due lo a fool
injury, but she may compete in doubles.

"ir I can play through the pain, I'll

play," said a determined Walker.
The entire lineup is up in the air due

to the injuries of Walker and senior
Zana Zlebnik, who is still recuperating
from a back injury In the meantime,
the rest of the team is also dealing with
aches and pains from the heavy sched-
ule.

Freshman Lauren Fisher summed
up the team's sentiment about the trip:

"Everyone is beat up but we are look-
ing to do our best. They're both great
teams. Jusl playing them is fun."
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SOFTBALL
From page 28

highest ERA. She concedes all of

1.16 runs a game to her opponents.

Freshman Kristen Swetel is even

tougher at 0.71

Wells knows the Bruins'

strengths.

"We have to keep the ball in the

park against them," she said.

She also knows UCLA's biggest

weakness. Wells said her team has

to "hope that we gel a break from
their defense

"

Defense has been a point of crit-

icism for the Bruins all season

long, leading to their first loss last

Friday on an outfield error in a 1-0

game.

After the Bruins and Sun Devils

meet Friday, next comes the first

2001 installment of the great

UCLA-Arizona matchup
As you've gathered so far, it

looks like the two storied programs
are headed for a fine battle.

Ten Wildcats are at or over .300

on the year; five of them are over
.400. Senior outfielder Lauren
Bauer is hitting .488 to lead the

team. Yes, .488.

If Bauer has an off day, the

Bruins should be fine. Nicole

Giordano and Toni Mascarenas,

also .seniors, are only hitting .470

and .462, respectively. *

"We're in the f»ac-10 now and
we're facing good pitchers all the

time," sophomore shortstop

Natasha Watlcysaid.

Arizona is no exception. Of the

three pitchers to record decisions,

Jenny Gladding has the lowest

ERA at a stingy 0.38. Jennie Finch

(0.47) and Becky Lemkc (0.93)

have shown thai they can be trust-

ed throwing the ball, too.

Lastly, the host Bruins have put

up stats deserving of their No. I

ranking. Eight UCLA players have
seen action in at least 37 of the

team's 40 games, and junior catch-

er Stacey Nuveman (.448) heads
up a group of five Bruins over .400.

Three more arc over .300.

Freshman Marcel Torres is the

team leader at .484, though the

newcomer has played in just 17

games.

UCLA is more than decent at

pitching, loo Junior Amanda

Freed leads ihe team with a 0.20

ERA. In other words, in every five

starts Freed gives up one run.

Freshman Kcira Goerl is prov-

ing thai the Bruins will be in capa-

ble hands in the circle when seniors

Courtney Dale (0.83) and
Stephanie Swenson (1.50) move
on. Goerl has posted a 0.80 ERA,
including a perfect game March 6

against UC Riverside.

"The battle is Ihe same no mat-
ter who the opponent is,"

Nuveman said.

Maybe so, but in observing this

weekend's onc-versus-lwo

matchup, a couple of Wins for the

Bruins would be an important step

toward reclaiming the softball lega-

cy that lipped toward Tucson in the

last decade.
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ASUCLA HUMAN RESOURCES
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On Amtrak, every third wheel is free.

bij^.j
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Two may be company. And three may be a

crowd. Except on Amtrak California, where it's

a great way to save.

Because now. when you and up to two of your

friends ride on Amtrak's Pacific Surfliner, or

anywhere else Amtrak goes, you'll ride for a lot

less with our 1 -2-FREE offer.

Here's how it works. One ofyou pays our

everyday low adult fare, the second pays half

of that fare and the third rides free.

Just call 1-800-USA-RAILoryour (l-2-FREE
travel agent, or visit amtrak.com.

You must buy your ticket before May 12, 2001

and book your trip at least 1 4 days before you

travel to get 1-2-FREE.

On our state-of-the-art trains, you'll be

able to hang out in our comfortable seats.

Munch on some snacks. And enjoy your

break from school.

So, no matter where you're going, take

Amtrak and get there for a lot less. Anywhere

between San Diego, Los Angeles and San Luis

Obispo, throughout California and coast to

coast, from March 11 toJune 15, 2001.

And enjoy Amtrak's hassle-free way of

traveling without leaving anyone behind.

Amtrak* Special Offer

1 - 2 - Free

The first guest pays Amtrak's everyday
low adult fare, the second guest pays

50% ofthat low adult fare. and the
third guest rides free.

This offer is good for travel Margh
1 1, 2001 through June 15, 2001.

14 Day ADVANCE BOOKING REQUIRED.

ttbt

I <)S.\\.,H|v S\\ IJglQP32 IKII'S A l)\V

San Luis Obicpo

Santa Barbara

Ventura

Los Angeles ,

Anaheim

Ocean.side

San Diego

1-800-USA-RAIL rake the train for a change, www.amtrak.com

C«r1ain trips may include thruway bus segment

Anaheim ()( fansidf 1'» ikh-s \i.\v

Amtrak California
A pnnneiship of Cvtuins anci Amtrak
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Bruins prepare to face tough

opponents on Bay Area trip

lAfTCMKiic. \i^ (in oriii'irl ic slvc oDnoncnts.

Daily Bruin Sports

W.TENNIS: No. 29 squad is

ailing, aching, but ready lo

lake on highly-ranked Foes

By Hannah Gordon
Daily Brum Contributor

The women's tennis team was beat

up and worn down after a busy spring

break playing USC, Pepperdine and

Loyola Marymounl. As a result, the

icani sought a little rest and relaxation

this week before today's trip to the Bay

Area.

"We've played a lot of matches so at

this point we are trying to gel healthy

and stay fresh," Head Coach Stella

Sampras said.

Sampras plans to do this by focusing

on the quality, not quantity, of prac-

tices and by giving her players time to

rest and study.

No. 29 UCLA plays No. 6<:al today

and No 1 Stanford on Saturday for the

first time this season. Both are impres-

sive opponents.

Staplor<' IS the nation's only tinde-

fciitei. leaiv \ 17-0 with the help o' the

nation . lop singles player, sophomore

Laura (rranville.

Cal has a 12-2 record with losses to

Stanford and Washington. Cal and

Stanford are difficult teams to play, but

the Bruins look at the matchups as

learning experiences.

"We don't look at the teams as

intimidating," Sampras said. "These

matches are an opportunity for each

player to play someone with a high

ranking."

No. I sophomore Sara Walker

agreed.

"All of their players are good so

everyone will have tough matches,"

she said.

During the week the team empha-

sized resting and preparing themselves

mentally since health has been a prob-

lem this season.

Walker, ranked No. 12 nationally,

Se«W.TCNNIS,pa9e2S

Team up to Stanford's challenge

W.WATERPOLO: UCLA

takes 6-game win streak

to Cardinal's home surf

By Emily Whichard

Daily Bruin Contributor

Riding a wave of six straight

wins, the No. 2 UCLA women's

water polo team will face its first

bit of turbulence this weekend

when it faces No. I Stanford.

The Bruins (12-2, 7-0 MPSF)
have built up a 171-57 scoring

advantage against all opponents

this season. They have a nine-

game winning streak at home dat-

ing back to last season and a flaw-

less conference record so far this

season.

The Cardinal (19-0, 8-0) is

ready to spoil the party. Boasting

an undefeated season of its own

and two triumphs over the Bruins

in tournament play, Stanford will

be ready to defend its home turf

with vigor.

"We have to play every second

aggressively and with purpose if

we want to beat Stanford." Head

Coach Adam Krikorian said.

The Bruins travel to Palo Alto

today for a 7 p.m. game at Avery

Aquatic Center. The game will

serve as a wake-up call for two

teams that have experienced over

a month of relatively unchalleng-

ing competition.

"Every game is a chance to

improve our play," Krikorian

said. "But you need top teams like

Stanford to really challenge your

players."

The Bruins own an 1
1 -8 series

advantage over the Cardinal, but

their 0-2 head-to-head record this

season could prove harmful when

teams for the NCAA Tournament

are selected in May.

Only two teams from the

Mountain Pacific Sports

Federation conference will qualify

to compete for the first-ever

NCAA title for women's water

polo. The conference champions

will get an automatic bid. The sec-

ond spot belongs to the team with

the best record.

If there happened to be an

upset for the MPSF title, that

would leave UCLA and Stanford

vying for a single spot, and the

Cardinal's advantage in season

record will leave the Bruins out in

the cold

"Every game is determining

our shot at the title," junior

Eleanor Murphy said.

After their most important con-

ference matchup of the season

against Stanford, the Bruins will

travel to San Jose on Saturday to

face the No. 5 Spartans.

San Jose Stale (12-9. 4-4) has

faced the Bruins once this season

in tournament play and lost 15-4.

San Jose State faces a harsh 0-8

series record against the Bruins,

and UCLA looks to extend their

lead to 9-0.

The Bruins round out their sea-

son with a final matchup against

UC Irvine on April 20 before

heading into the MPSF tourna-

ment in Honolulu on April 27.
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LUNCH SPECIAL
$4.99

• RICE • SALAD • SOUP
• CHICKEN TERIYAKI or

• FIRE BEEF

• VEGETABLE TEMPURA
• 2 PCS. CALIFORNIA ROLLS

DINNER SPECIAL
$5.99

• RICE • SALAD • SOUP
• CHICKEN TERIYAKI or

• FIRE BEEF

•VEGETABLE TEMPURA
• 3 PCS. CALIFORNIA ROLLS
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KORtAN FOOD
SAKE BOMBS
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Looking to score some COOL STUFF? OR...

--- Are you looking to sell some COOL STUFF?

move goods vvilh

MarketplacxTof stiideiil-tostuclent deals

Wednesdays and Fridays
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Comparotiv/e Literature
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%

Spring 2001

TR1230-Iyl5

MS5200

What IS UteuUuic' Wh.it is Asm' It's h.ird to

sjy'

Siqn up t04 Com. Lit. IE this qiuiitcr .md well
give you the tools to find out for yoiiisclf.

Rend works from Chiivi, Vietnam,
Philippines, Jiipon ond Indonesui.

Discuss what Asi.in V.ilues me.in fni

literatiiie.

...And just what is on identity' anyw.iy'

Literature of East and
Southeast Asia

The USA Programming Fund and the Associated Student UCLA
Student Interaction Fund, as well as the Campus Programs

Committee of the Program Activities Board, with in-kind support

from the Department of World Arts & Cultures, present

The Premiere of

A rare showcase of undergraduate work
with dances as diverse as their creators

April 6th, 2001
8pnn

Kaufman Hall, Theater 200
Admission is FREE. First come first served sating.

Reception following the performance.

Theater 200 is located on the second floor of Kaufman Hall

(formerly the Dance Building), accessible only by the staircase.

For information on access and accommodation,
please call 310-825-3591 seven working days prior to the event.

u cl5BE A WAC(/5 event
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Squad vies for favorable postseason seeding
M.VOLLEYBALL: Victory at

UCSD necessary to avoid

BYU in first playoff round

By Amanda Fletd>er

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

The UC San Diego men's volley-

ball team hasn't won a single game in

conference play.

_ Doesn't sound like much of a

threat.

But when you're looking for favor-

able playoff seedings, every match
mailers.

"Right now every game is more
and more important," UCLA fresh-

man libero Adam Shrader said. "We
need to win the rest of our league

games so we can get the best seed in

playoffs and hopefully host them."

So as the No. 3 Bruins (18-6, 10^

MPSF) lake on the Division 111

Tritons (4-19. 0-15) tonight in San

Diego, their sights will be set on a win

The UC San Diego Tritons may
not be in the championship running,

but they are more than capable of

playing spoiler.

A relatively short team in terms of

Division 1 volleyball, the Tritons rely

on their passing abilities.

Lasl week, Ihey broke the record

for digs in a single match (65). They

crushed the old record, which was

held by UCLA, by 10 digs and took

UC Santa Barbara to five games in

the process

This kind of solid defense gives

UCSD a stronger offense despite

their lack of height.

"It allows them to score a lot more

points with more transitions," sopho-

more setter Rich Nelson said. "We're

going to have to hit smart and be

ready for balls to come back at us."

UCSD's consistency may not have

won them many matches, but they

have been able to take some ga^nes off

of the league's lop teams including

two off No. 6 Pepperdine and one off

No. 5 Stanford.

During the March 3 match, the

Bruins managed a sweep, but the

Tritons pushed two of those games
into extra points.

"They're a team that's on the rise
,"

Shrader said. "They definitely gave us

a struggle last time.

"We didn't play very well but they

had a factor in that."

A look at the league standings

shows just how important this match

is.

With No. 2 BYU ( 16-3) in the lead,

the Cougars will most likely host the

MPSF semifinal rounds as the No. I

seed. UCLA needs to finish higher

than No. 4 in order to avoid playing in

Utah where they lost to BYU in four

games.

"It's extremely important that we
don't play (in Utah)," Nelson said.

"It's a tough place to play because

of the difTerence in altitude. Also, the

crowd is right behind you all the time

and it's jam-packed so you cant hear

anything and they're all rooting

against you the whole time."

The altitude in Provo causes the

ball to travel farther with the same
amount of force, so the Bruins' wor-

ries are understandable When they

played BYU in Utah, they made 19

See M.V0I1EYBALL, page 24

Sands gets one last chance to help UCLA in NG\As
M.TENNIS: Absence of top

players gives senior shot

in match agai nst Stanford

By Greg Sdiain

Daily Bruin Contributor

It's been a tough year for Chris

Sands.

The senior co-captain of the men's

tennis team, who has shown nothing

but grace and enthusiasm on and ofT

the court since debuting for the Bruins

in 1996, lost his job this year.

Younger talent, including freshmen

Tobias Clemens and Marcin

Malkowski, arrived in 2000 and look

over his spots on both the singles and

doubles roster. Therefore, Sands has

never gotten the opportunity to return

to the form he was in when he was

ranked as high as No. 53 in the nation

early last season in singles.

—^ But despite being demoted. Sands

has stayed a team player throughout

the year.

"He always slays positive. He's

been a true-blue Bruin, even though I

know he's been quite unhappy and

discouraged that he hasn't been able

to play full-time." UCLA Head
Coach Billy Martin said.

But with the absence of both sopho-

more Jean-Julien Rojer, who is in

Uruguay playing in Davis Cup, and

Clemens, who is out due to a foot

injury, Sands will get one lasl chance

in his UCLA career to help his team in

its quest for a national championship.

He will be playirig at No. 6 singles

when the Bruins take the court this

afternoon at the Los Angeles Tennis

Center against No. 6 Stanford (13-1, 5-

I Pac-IO) in what is most likely lhe_

Bruins most important dual match oT
the season. With a win, UCLA ( 16-0,

6-0) can help secure homecourl advan-

tage for the NCAA Regionals and
stay atop the rankings for the eighth

straight week.

But senior Jean-Noel Grinda says

that a win won't be easy for the Bruins

without two of their top players.

"Without Julien and Tobias, it will

be a great challenge (to win)," Grinda

said. "Even though we are number
one, we are coming in as if we are the

underdogs."

The Bruins have usually been

underdogs in college tennis' greatest

rivalry in the past 30 years. Since

1970, Stanford has claimed 17 NCAA
Championships, with UCLA's seven

titles leaving them a distant second.

But the Bruins have a slight 45-41

BRUIN UPDATE

Friday

M. Tennis vj;'Stanford,

L.A.Tenjiis Center

W.Ten

1

Soft

Easton

Sat. 2 p.m.

Baseball @ Sta

Sat and Sun.

(Internet-uclabruins.com)

M.Volleyball@UCSD

7 p.m.

W,Water Polo @ Stanford

7 p.m.

Track and Fiekd @Texas Relays

AustiHiTX

SU

7'Sun.M\ Day

"Htlvaniage in dual match play agalfisT

the Cardinal, including a 4-2 win earli-

er this season in the finals of the

Sherwood Collegiate Cup in Seattle.

Does the win give UCLA a psycho-

logical edge going into today's match?

"I don't think so," Martin said.

"Stanford is gonna be fighting mad
because they don't want to lose two

times."

Past records won't matter because

more than just a win is at stake. Since

UCLA and Stanford usually have two

of the top tennis programs in the

nation, there is a good chance they

See M.HNNIS, page 24

Saturday.

-M.Tennfs vs. Calif

LATC, noon

W.Tennis @
noon

W.Water Polo @ San Jeise St

noon \^\\

W.GymnastJcs \V\
NCAA Regionals V

Pauley Pavilion, 6 p.m.

BANANAS

/lb.

Reg. 69^/lb.
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- , Sdve
6 pk' 12 OZ. bottles $2.00

Win What You Spend!

Betsy Stevens Blaine Scissel

UCLA Student Westwood Resident
Won $26.03 Won $23.92

Win What You Spend!

Kimberly Wiens Candice McDaniel
UCLA Student UCLA Student
Won $39.21 Won $32.62

Haaqen-Dazs pints
^ W$019

Stacey Reiss
UCLA Student
Won $27.08

Allison Billings

UCLA Student
Won $21.56

40 varieties

Coke, Diet Coke & Sprite

2 liter Save 4O0

Save $1.30

IMPORTED

Heinekeii
' HOLLAND BEER

hot
buy!

12pk-12 0Z.bottles

MGD
• Tl
%f

18 pk

Save $4.00

Bud & Bud Light

inpB
12 oz. bottles Save $2.50 | ISpk • 12 OZ. cans Save $2.50

Open 'til at 1057 Gayley Ave. 209-1111 .MasterCard.
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Poised loi' tlu' phiNoffs

The men's volleyball team

takes on UCSD in San Diego

with MPSF playoff seedings

on the line. Turn the page.
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UCLA accused of recruiting violations
LAVIN: Athletic director

calls charges attempt to

hurt baskethall program

By AJ Cadman
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

The UCLA men's basketball pro-

gram fmds itself amidst accusations

that recruiting violations were com-

mitted in an attempt to bring two of

the Southland's top high school play-

ers to Westwood.

The Los Angeles Daily News
reported in its Thursday edition that

UCLA Head Coach Steve Lavin

contacted Errick Craven and Jamal

Williams before the NCAA bylaws

lattow such actions to take place.

Craven has since committed to USC
and Williams to New Mexico.

UCLA was informed of such

actions having possibly taken place

through an e-mail sent to vice chan-

cellor Peter Blackman, athletic direc-

tor Peter Dalis and associate athletic

director Betsy Stephenson. The ath-

letic department believes that the let-

ter was an attempt to tarnish the

image of the program and to get

Lavin to resign.

However, the e-mail did not men-

tion that the recruits improperly con-

tacted were Craven or Williams.

"It's pretty clear that someone is

trying to create an environment and

culture where they want Coach
Lavin out," Dalis said in a confer-

ence call Thursday afternoon. "I am
firmly behind Steve right now."

Under the NCAA Guide for

College-Bound Student Athletes,

universities can get in touch with

potential recruits only during the des-

ignated contact period. High school

players cannot be contacted by=

phone until June 21 of their junior

year by a university representative.

College coaches cannot contact play-

ers until after July 1 of the same year.

Craven, a senior at Bishop

Montgomery High in Torrance, met

Daily Bfuin File Pholo

Controversy once again plagues

UCLA Head Coach Steve Lavin.

Lavin at his high school coach's

office in March of last year.

*"When I first learned about this

yesterday, I attempted to interview

the high school coach at Bishop

Montgomery," Dalis said. "He said

that Coach Lavin and Coach (Jim)

Saia had gone to visit him. Errick

Craven came in to ask his coach

about an all-star game he was to play

in. The coach introduced his player

to Coach Lavin and they just

exchanged pleasantries."

The Daily News reported that

Williams recollects Lavin having

called him "all the lime" last season

during his junior year at Centennial

High in Corona.

"The father of Jamal Williams

tried to call Lavin (Thursday) morn-

ing," Dalis said. "He was irritated by

the story and said it was untrue. He
went on to say that he believes his son

was manipulated by the writer."

According to the UCLA athletic

department, Dalis and Lavin spent

most of Thursday discussing the

issue at length. Dalis has been in con-

tact with the Pac-IO Conference

about the matter, tf it is found to be

valid, the conference may pass the

case along to the NCAA for review.

"I have no reason to believe that

the (allegations) are credible," Dalis

See LAVIN, page 24

• •Squad to

for upset tNs

weekend over

No. 1 Cardinal

BASEBALL Win necessary

to set team back on track

in Pac-10 conference play

By Adam Karon

Daily Bruin Staff

David killed Goliath, and the UCLA
baseball team hopes to accomplish a simi-

lar feat when it takes on the powerful No.

^TSlanford Cardinal this weekend in Palo

Alto.

The Bruins (20-9) are coming offan 1
1-

3 victory over No. 19 Pepperdine earlier

this week. The win stretched UCLA's

SeeBASEBAU,|M9e24

Bruins to host Regional Championships
GYMNASTICS: After losing

Pac-10 title, team ready to

give best efTort for NCAAs

By Adam Karon
Daily Bruin Staff

The road to the national champi-

onship comes through Westwood and

Bruins guaM the gate.

The UCLA gymnastics team hopes

to return to reach the big dance in

Athens, Georgia, but it must first

defeat Brigham Young University and

Oregon State, among others, in the

Regional Championships.

The Bruins are hosting the meet,

which features BYU, OSU, Cal and

Cal State F'ullerton. In addition to the

f\\c universities competing, individu-

als representing schools in the Western

Region will compete for the right to

advance to the NCAA
Championships.

UCLA has won the last two region-

als. and seven of the last eight. UCLA
is commg off its first loss in over a

month. Stanford defeated the Bruins

in Seattle for the Pac-10 title two weeks

ago. But the Bruins know that is in the

past.

"Regionals are going to be a real

exciting meet," head coach Valorie

Kondos Field said. "I have a feeling we
are going to turn a corner."

Bruin gymnasts have been domi-

nant in 2001. They have scored 20 per-

fect 10s and compiled a season-high

198.250 earlier this year in Corvallis.

But UCLA should be tested this

weekend by the Beavers and Cougars.

BYU is led by Kelly Parkinson, the

nation's fifth-ranked all-arounder. She

also ranks nationally in the top 20 on

fioor, bars and vault.

Oregon State features Katrina

Severin, who ranks 12th on fioor and

23rd on beam. She is ranked No. 4 in

the nation on the vault.

In addition to tough competition,

the Bruins face the added challenge of

trying not to look ahead to the champi-

onship tournament two weeks down
the road. '.

"It is going to take all of the athletes

on the floor working as one," Kondos
Field said

As the favorite, UCLA will need to

stay focused in order to take its next

step towards repeating as national

champions.

"We're taking it one step at time,"

sophomore Kristin Parker said

"We're not taking nationals for grant-

ed at all. There's a lot of teams out

there who want it just as bad as we do."

Bruin gymnasts should be up to the

challenge.

Senior Mohini Bhardwaj, sopho-

more Onnie Willis, Parker and fresh-

men Kristen Maloney and Jamie

Dantzschei, have all tallied perfect

scores this year. It will take similar

feats for the Bruins to advance to the

finals for the second year in a row.

"If we hit our routines like we know
we can there's no reason why we
shouldn't do really well," Parker said.

"We want as a team to hit 24 out of 24

routines."

As a team. UCLA's score against

Oregon State is tops in the nation this

year. Bhardwaj's 39.975 in a dual meet

against Georgia earlier this year is also

a top score nationally. Last year,

Bhardwaj won the all-around, bars and

beam routines during the regional

competition.

CHWS BACKLEY/Datly Bmm

Senior Mohini Bhardwaj has been a top performer for the

Bruins this year. She is a big factor in their national title hopes.

Team faces Arizonain latest installment of rivalry

EOMMC LIN/ D«ly Bruin

Junior Amanda Fre«d pitches against UNLV earlier this

season. She leads all Bruin pitchers with a 0.20 ERA.

SOFTBALL But Bruins must

keep from overlooking ASU,

which could also pose threat

By Andrew Borders

Daily Bruin Reporter

If you like baseball, think Braves-Mets.

Basketball fan? It's just like Lakers-

Blazers And if you're a football freak,

49ers-Cowboys (five years ago, anyway) is

on the horizon.

On Saturday and Sunday, college soft-

ball's version of these great talent-based

rivalries will be played at Easton Stadium

when the No. I UCLA Bruins (39-1, 2-1

Pac-10) and the No. 2 Arizona Wildcats

(38-2, 2-0) meet for two games.

This rivalry is so good that Arizona

State (27-9. 2-1), "only" No. 9 in the latest

NFCA/USA Today poll, could be an

unfortunate afterthought. The Bruins and

Sun Devils play today at 2 p.m.
,

V

If you've ever been to Easton Stadium,

you've noticed the nine national champi-

onship banners stretched across the out-

field wall. The Bruins have appeared in 12

of the 19 Women's College World Series

championships, winning seven of 1 1 titles

between 1982 and 1992. Arizona scored all

five of its titles in a span of seven years,

1991-97 Every year from 1991-98, the

Wildcats have appeared in the title game.

The two squads have even met in the cham-

pionship game four times in the 1990s.

You might say these teams have a little

history.

If that weren't enough, the Bruins have

another bit of motivation: UCLA has beat-

en Arizona seven times in 24 chances since

1994. That stat can't sit well with a team

that has the kind of competitive spirit

UCLA has.

"In the Pac-10, it's going to be about

defense, it's going to be about. pitching,

and it's going to be about timely hitting,"

UCLA Head Coach Sue Enquist said.

The No. I ranking carries with it the

presumption that the Bruins are proficient

at all three. Looking over their shoulders,

teams ranked No. 2 and No. 9 can't be

slouches in the fundamentals, either.

"We have pretty good pitching and pret-

ty good defense and pretty good hitting,"

Arizona State Head Coach Linda Wells

said.

No, Enquist and Wells did not confer

about their answers beforehand.

But first, the Sun Devils. The last thing

the Bruins want to do is look ahead to

Stanford when they should be thinking

about Cal, only to lose at Berkeley by 29

points. Whoops, wrong sport, but you get

the idea. No. 9 ASU is here first.

The Sun Devils earned that ranking

because seven of them arc at or above .300

at the plate, with freshman inficldcr Phclan

Wright leading the pack at .392.

ASU's pitching deserves quite a billing,

too. Of the three pitchers to record a deci-

sion, junior pitcher Erica Beach has the

SeeS0nMU«|M9c25
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L.A. City Elections
The Kditorial Board endorses

candidates and propositions.

VIEWPOINT, PAGE 16

Dance with me
(let into the groove with salsa dance

lessons at The Con^a Room.

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT, PAGE 20
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Gymnastics wins
The Bruins handily win N(-AA

Regionals. Next tip: Nationals.
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Dorm prices to increase next year E-board chair resigns

over election process
HOUSING: Rate hike reflects

power crisis costs, new food

options, worker salary raise

By My Yen La

Daily Bruin Contributor

On-campus housing rates will

increase by an average of 6.5 percent for

the 2tX)l-02 academic year, with students

having to pay about $500 more to live in

the same type of housing facility with the

siime meal plan.

Students will pay as much as $8,335

to live in the residential halls or $9,855 to

live in Sun.sct Village, De Neve Plaza or

the residential suites.

Housing rates have increased at

about 5.5 percent per year for the past

three years due to debts from De Neve
Plaza construction and inflation, though

UCLA is attempting to alleviate the

financial burden on students, said

Director of Housing Michael Foraker.

"We are trying to do as much as we
can right now," he said.

Nevertheless, some, like first-year

undeclared student Simran Sahny, still

find the cost to be too high.

"I am not very happy," Sahny said. "I

thought it was expensive already."

Four main factors account for next

year's increased rates, including the

USAC: Proposed online

method spurs debate;

voting may be delayed

By Robert Salonga

Daily Bruin Reporter

statements to me. it is clear that

certain members of USAC are

planning to go over the heads of

the Elections Board to run the elec-

tion process." Kaplan stated in his

letter.

But according to Internal Vice

Prftfi iaani hMk hMi%6, the fc-
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First-year students (left to right) Nick Polat Josh Craig and Sam Vasquez
squeeze in a Hedrick triple - which will cost about $460 more next year.

power crisis and increased salaries and

benefits for some workers.

In anticipation of higher natural gas

and electric rates, the utility budget has

been increased by about 60 percent, or

$1.75 million, according to Foraker.

While agreeing that workers perform

well and deserve their raise, he said

union contracts have resulted in addi-

tional expenses for housing.

"Fringe benefit costs have gone up
substantially," he said.

Another factor for the rate increase is

the financial impact of the podium and

two buildings in De Neve that are under

construction.

Housing officials said they are uncer-

tain whether the buildings will be com-
pleted by fall quarter, but they've set

aside a good portion of money to meet

the staffing, maintenance and utility

needs for De Neve.

See PRKES, page 6

The upcoming Undergraduate

Students Association Council's

elections hit

another obsta- -^^^—^—

—

cle when
Elections
Board Chair

Alex Kaplan

resigned last

week.

Kaplan
sent a letter to

the council

Thursday,
stating he was

fed up with
"~'^^~~~"~'~

what he called

attempts by certain council mem-
bers to supersede the E-Board's

decisions regarding the elections

process.

"Through their actions and

Board must work in conjunction

with council.

"The E-Board brings the elec-

tion process

"It Is dear ...members

of USAC are planning

to go over the heads of

the Elections Board."

Alex Kaplan

Former Elections Board chair

to USAC and

council must

be completely

satisfied with

the process in

terms ofbeing

able to secure

a fair elec-

t i o n s

process,"
Enciso said.

——^^——

—

Last
Tuesday,
council voted

down 6-3 E-Board's proposal to

hold elections online via the

my.UCLA Web site. Elections are

scheduled to begin May 2.

See RESIGNATION, page 6

Candidates offer blurred, albeit different, stances on issues
MAYOR: Difiicult to discern contenders' views; tight

contest exists between Soboroff, Villaraigosa, Hahn

By Steve Christol

Daily Bruin Contributor

As Tuesday's Los Angeles city pri-

mary election approaches, one thing

the top six mayoral candidates may
have in common is that they have too

much in common.
Of the 15 mayoral candidates on

Tuesday's ballot, two will go on to a

June 5 runoff election if no candi-

date wins a majority of the vote.

The six leading contenders share

similar views on issues such as educa-

tion, police reform and the economy.

But some voters said they have diffi-

culty differentiating between the can-

didates' views.

Second-year philosophy student

Kristina Meshelski, who attended

last week's mayoral debate at Roycc
Hall, said she was uncertain as to

where the candidates stand on the

issues.

"All of the candidates were trying

to blur their positions." she said.

"None of them were trying to be

completely clear."

Meshelski also said the candidates

were not direct in answering the

questions asked by the panel of LA.
media representatives.

But the candidates do vary in their

approaches to the issues central to

each campaign.

Xavier Becerra
Democratic LA Congressman,

Xavier Becerra, for instance, has

focused his campaign on shared

issues such as education and police

reform, but from more of a grass-

roots standpoint than the other can-

didates. Becerra has made it a prior-

See ELECTION, page 12

Event advocates change, compassionate leadership

PWYA SHARMA

Dr. Mkhele Hamilton, co-director of

UCLA's clinical heart failure program,

speaks at the Bruin Belles' conference.

DISCUSSION: Speakers explore

women's issues at fifth annual

conference put on by Bniin Belles

By Marion Wise
Daily Bruin Contributor

Earnest and enthusiastic speakers engaged an

audience of about .^00 at the Ackcrman Grand
Ballroom on Saturday, discussing women's lead-

ership, and particularly, the need for change.

Speakers at UCLA's Kifth Annual Women's
Leadership Conference, called "Mechanisms lor

Change." addressed issues of feminism and the

difficulty ofjuggling a career with a family.

"I actually think the word 'compassion' is the

strongest term for a leader," said keynote speak-

er, actress Jamie Lee Curtis. "(Leadership) is the

ability to combine ideas and thoughts with listen-

ing and compassion."

The event, put on by the Bruin Belles Service

Association, and sponsored by the Betty Ford

Center and UCLA's Center for Women and

Men, featured three speakers, an interactive

panel discussion, opportunities to attend two of

six workshops, a resource fair and lunch.

As officer of women's leadership for Bruin

Belles, fourth-year English student Rachel

Schwarzlcse chaired the event, which she started

planning for last August.

"I think people gained new perspective from

the speakers who came today." Schwarzlose said.

Chancellor Albert Carncsalc. who gave the

welcome address, spoke of the need to emphasize

women leaders.

"Gender equality is an issue of substantial con-

cern at universities, particularly at UCLA,"
Carncsale said to the crowd. "We need leaders -

women and men - in every occupation."

Fielding questions from the audience about

society's negative perception of feminism, pan-

elists attempted to redefine the term.

"Feminism is belief in the social, political and
economic equality ofwomen and men," said Tina

Oakland, director of the Center for Women and
Men. "Women have much they can learn from
men, and men have much they can learn from

women."

Fourth-year women's studies student Ellic

Shin was glad the panel addressed the new per-

spective of feminism.
"

I want women to have a dilTerent view of fem-

inism," Shin said. "Feminists are not the.se horri-

ble man-haters, but people trying to fight against

oppression."

Another key issue for speakers and students

was the role of family in the lives of working

women.

In the workshop, "Career Development as a

Woman in Science: A Lifetime Pursuit,"

Katherine Sullivan, a research fellow at UCLA's
Department of Neurology, spoke of maintaining

a balance

"I actually was a better mother working part-

time," Sullivan said. "It's a challenge, but you can

do it. You can combine children and career. The
most important thing is to do what you like."

The third speaker. Dr. Michele Hamilton, co-

director of UCLA's Clinical Heart Failure pro-

gram, said the most frequent question she

receives from young women entering the medical

SceLEAOEISNIfpagelO
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Who is the better NCAA
basketball coach?

14 5% UCLA's Steve Lavin,

who took his team to

the Sweet Sixteen

25 8% use's Henry Bibby,

who took his team
to the Elite Etght

3s T% My mom can coach
better than these

guys

To(»l numbef o( voles 325

Are you voting in Tuesday's local elections
for Los Angeles mayor and city council?

D Yes

I I
No, I'm not registered to vote here

I I No, I only vote in national elections

I I
Huh? There are elections on Tuesday?

Vote online at www.daHvhruin.uclai>Hiy^^
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Today 12 p.m.

VITA (Volunteer Income Tax

Assistance)

Free preparation for federal and CA
state income tax returns

Ackerman 3516

6:15 p.m.
BDC/ 1FDC performing dance
group

Ackerman 2414

7 p.m.

Ballroom Dance Club

Learn Tango. Waltz, Salza

Ackerman 2nd Roor Lounge

310-284-3636

7:30 p.m.

Melnitz Movies and Italian Cinema

U Bella Vita

James Bridges Theatre, Melnitz Hall

206^170

8 p.m.

Enigma, the Science Fiction, Fantasy

and Gaming Club ofUCLA
Playdoh Pod Racing: Episode One
Ackerman 3516

(323)8604668

9 p.m.

International Folk Dance Club

Learn fun line and partner dances

Ackerman 2414
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A CLOSER LOOK

Online voting could cause

changes in campus politics

Michael

Welner

COLUMN: Higher voter

turnout may cost Praxis

slate their dominance

For UCLA's undergraduate

student government, the

future will have to wait at

least a little while longer.

After flirting briefly with the

brave new world of online voting,

the Undergraduate Students

Association Council seems poised

to hold its annual elections in the

traditional pencil-to-Scantron fash-

ion for at least one more year.

At its weekly meeting last

Tuesday, the council voted down an

Internet vot-

ing scheme

proposed by

Elettion

Board Chair

Alex Kaplan

that would

have extended

the

my.UCLA-
based system

used in

December's

special elec-

tion to the

general elections to be held in May.
Kaplan has since resigned.

Internal Vice President Elias

Enciso, in tandem with a computer
science expert, suggested his own
Web voting program. But that sys-

tem is unlikely to be operational in

time for the elections, which must
be held this quarter. So most likely,

USAC will approve the tried-and-

true Scantron method, perhaps at

its Tuesday meeting.

Nonetheless, it seems inevitable

that online voting will become the

norm at UCLA in the not-too-dis-

tant future. Students got a taste of

that future four months ago when
Evan Okamura was elected exter-

nal vice president in an online spe-

cial election. Notably, voter turnout

was 50 percent higher than it had

been in past special elections.

If Internet elections have the

potential for increasing participa-

tion at such significant levels, con-

ventional wisdom suggests that stu-

dent government officers would be

eager to get them started, notwith-

standing their legitimate concerns

about privacy, hacking and block

voting. And indeed, these are the

very concerns that prevented the

council from approving the online

election this year.

Vet there is another reason that

some council members might be
hesitant to sanction Internet vot-

ing. That is the recognition that

We^based elections could endan-

ger the long-standing dominance of

the Praxis slate in student govern-

ment. Whether or not current

Praxis council members conscious-

ly realize this threat, I cannot say.

Welner Is a fourth-year history and
political science student. His col-

umn analyzing Issues of interest to
the UCLA community runs on
Mondays. E-mail mweiner@
media.ucla.edu.

But the potential hazard to Praxis

should be clear to anyone who
understands student voting pat-

terns.

Turnout in last year's general

election was a little under 24 per-

cent. This is consistent with statis-

tics from recent years, with the pro-

portion of undergraduates voting

in USAC elections rarely topping

30 percent.

The strength of Praxis and its

predecessor. Students First!, has

always been its ability to get the

vote from its base of minority stu-

dent advocacy groups such as the

African Student Union and La
Familia. Say what you will about

their politics, but Praxis candidates

have always run very effective cam-

paigns and their voter base is disci-

plined and consistent.

This consistency lies in stark

contrast to Praxis' chief opponents

over the years: candidates from the

Greek system. During the last

decade, fraternity and sorority

leaders have never been able to

maintain the interest in their rank-

and-file to field a solid and experi-

enced slate from year to year.

There are no specific statistics

available on the breakdown of stu-

dent voters, but it is clear from

Praxis' continued dominance of

USAC that members of the Greek
system do not vote with anywhere
near the consistency of their stu-

dent advocacy group counterparts.

Last year's narrow election of pres-

idential candidate Elizabeth

Houston, a sorority member, was a

notable exception to the normally

lackluster mobilization ofGreek
support, and was still not enough to

elect other Greek candidates fur-

ther down the ballot.

All of this brings us back to the

specter of online voting. Judging

from the significant increase in

turnout in December's special elec-

tion, a Web-based general election

in a competitive year could raise

the participation level to as high as

45 percent of the undergraduate

student body.

The question Praxis members
have to ask themselves is: Where
are those extra voters going to

come from? They aren't going to

come from student advocacy

groups because those students

already vote in highly consistent

numbers. That leaves the Greek
system, as well as those unaffiliated

students who are sufficiently inter-

ested in campus politics to take the

time to vote. And my suspicion is

that a significant majority of these

students ar^ unhappy with the way
Praxis operates.

Of course, my analysis could be

presumptuous. It's possible that the

December special election was a

fluke, and that online voting won't

increase turnout the way I think it

will.

But if I'm right, the brave new
world of Internet elections docs not

bode well for Praxis. When - not if

- Web voting reaches UCLA, it

won't just herald a sea of change in

the undergraduate electoral system,

but quite possibly in the entire

political culture of this campus.
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For the love^of the
Lawrence Clark Powell, the College
Library's namesake, leaves behind a
giant collection of stories and history

ByMarcdkRkhards
Daily Bruin Reporter

Scores of faculty members will

remember one of his backyard barbe-

ques.

Even more will remember his dis-

sertation on his favorite four-letter

word.

But it was the collections of
Lawrence Clark Powell, university

librarian from 1944 to 1961, that

turned a page in UCLA history.

Born in Washington DC. in 1906,

Powell died on March 20 at the age of
- 94, leaving behind a vast pool of
admirers who remember him as a

"true bookman" with a contagious

passion for these little packages.

"I do not believe that life holds any-

thing more basic than food, love and
books," wrote Powell in his 1964 pub-
lication, "The Magpie Press

Topographical Cookbook."
"Various arrangements of the three

are possible, either simultaneously or

in sequence. In my experience, howev-
er, the two that go best together are

eating and reading."

A leader, and a reader
When he founded the School of

Library Service in 1959, Powell

broadened the curriculum's scope by
teaching all aspects of a book from the

ink, to the binding, to the quality of
the content.

Coming from a Quaker back-

ground, service to others was of the

utmost importance and was apparent

in his desire to better library service

through more extensive library educa-

tion.

As a child, Powell was disheartened

by the the Carnegie Library near his

home. While ample donations made
for a luxurious building, Powell docu-

mented that the library was nearly

empty; manned by a scant, frigid stafT.

"It is the obligation of a head librar-

ian ... to be a person who is recogniz-

able by his acts, who can answer ques-

tions about books, who will talce a

stand on issues involving books, all

without referring the matter to a sub-

ordinate, or worse, to a committee,"

he wrote in a 1957 Library Journal. "A
library administrator could wish for

no better epitaph than, 'he was a

leader, and a reader.'"

Former students and co-workers

remember his near-fanatical "book-

ish" charisma - the quality of living

for, on and through books - which

seemed to almost outsize the shifty-

browed, wire-framed manr
"People who met him just don't

forget him," said Elizabeth

Eiscnbach, who was a member of the

first graduating class from UCLA's
School of Library Service, since

renamed the Graduate School of

Education & Information Studies.

Friends with benefits

During his service, the collection of

books skyrocketed from 400,000 to

1.5 million, thanks to Powell's promi-

nent circle of friends that included

Henry Miller and Anais Nin.

"He had contacts with just about

everyone in the book business, which

helped get donations and publicized

the library," said Harold Borko, a

retired GSEIS professor who also

attended SLS and worked with

Powell. "The man was a great book-

man, he used to smell the damn
books! Just his concept of the impor-

tance ofbooks, library education, it all

influenced us."

Rare books in special collections

greatly benefitted from Powell's con-

nections, as private collections mirac-

ulously became public, said university

librarian Gloria Werner.

"The whole focus on building col-

lections has stayed with us over the

years," she said. "He felt special col-

lections needn't be just rare medieval

books, but 20th century authors that

may be interesting to scholars a cen-

tury from now. That was unique in his

time."

The making of a '^bibliophile*'

Powell's fervor for collecting and
reading books crossed over into writ-

ing as well. His bibliography swelled

quickly, chock-full of articles, novels

and essays on books and his second
love - the Southwest.

An East-coaster by birth, a West-

coaster by heart, Powell spent his

boyhood coming to California every

-winter. His father G. Harold worked
for the Department of Agriculture

and was sent to California to investi-

gate the cause of rotting citrus fruit.

This meant annual migrations to

Riverside, and eventually, a final relo-

cation to South Pasadena.

It was there the obsession for books
took root, fueled by the supply of
reading material given to him by
librarian Nellie Keith, to whom he

later dedicated "The Alchemy of
Books."

It was in Keith that he found the

antithesis of his experience at the

Carnegie Library.

"Mrs. Keith let me take out any
books ... and in quantities limited only

by the number I could carry home,"
Powell wrote in his autobiography,

"The Little Package." "When I

appeared with a laundry basket wired

to the back ofmy bike, she let me fill it

with books and pedal ofTto my idea of

an orgy."

"Thus my philosophy of librarian-

ship was formed by my good fortune

in knowing good librarians whose
favorite word was 'yes.'"

Death of a salesman
He graduated from high school in

1924 and advanced to Occidental

College majoring in English. Powell

was a jack-of-all-trades; he played the

UCLA Archive Photo

Lawrence Clark Powell, university

librarian for 1 7 years, and a man
known for his love of those "little

packages" died March 20 at age 94.

piano and numerous woodwinds, he
acted in plays for the drama depart-

ment, he was president of the fraterni-

ty Phi Gamma Delta. He even took a

year off to perform as a musician on
the Dollar liner, which took him to the

shores of Alexandria and elsewhere,

with the help ofan ever-present bound
companion, the surface of the moon,
the sands of the tropics, whatever was
contained on those pages.

Though Powell became a legend as

a librarian, his beginnings originated

from the other side of the counter.

Before Powell the Librarian came
Powell the Book Salesman, which at

the time, seemed fitting.

Those days came to an abrupt end
when Powell encountered Althea
Warren, then-head of the Los Angeles
Public Library. Powell contacted
Warren to instigate a sale, but the

tables turned when Warren delivered

a sales pitch of her own.

See POWELL, page 14

Swedish party chair visits Anderson
SWEDEN: Bo Lundgren

aims to reform country's

economic, social woes

ByMkhellcKrocs
Daily Bniin Contributor

The chairman ofSweden's largest

opposition party, Moderaterna,
made a special visit to UCLA last

week for the Anderson Business

Forecast Conference.

Concerned with the growth and
economic productivity of his coun-

try. Bo Lundgren came seeking

information on the financial trends

of the nation and California.

The dialogue generated by con-

ferences such as Anderson's
Forecast allows for an important

exchange of ideas internationally

said Elisabeth Kihiberg, Associate

Director for Special Events and
Protocol.

"The flexibility of the American

economy is a good example for

Sweden," Lundgren said. "It shows
that rigid labor markets, as in

Sweden, is a threat to growth.

In today's Sweden, citizens pay
some of the highest taxes in the

world. This is meant to provide

Swedes with quality health care, edu-

cation and social security benefits.

Lundgren, a former minister of

Fiscal and Financial Affairs,

acknowledges that Sweden's present

economy is strong and is in a period

of sustained economic growth.

But Lundgren said these public

services have gradually declined

under the government of the Social

Democratic Party and thus failed to

meet the people's needs.

According to the Moderaterna,

this decline can be measured by
actual events.

In information presented by the

party's Web site, many of Sweden's

elderiy population spend the final

phase of their lives badly cared for;

the school system has declined so

that one in four pupils leave school

without meeting the standards in

one or more subjects; and women
have been denied entry into their

local maternity wards even during

labor.

Although the Social Democratic

Party has dominated Sweden's polit-

ical system in the main since 1932,

Moderaterna did have a brief inter-

lude from 1991-1994 to govern.

Difficulties in the nation's economy,

however, undermined the party's

popularity, which gave way to the

reinstallment of the Social

Democratic party.

All these instances point to the

failure of the current -government,

Lundgren said. He said better solu-

tions must be found. Advocating the

party line, lowering taxes and free-

ing the market for pnvate dlterna-

tives will greatly benefit Sweden, he

said.

"Essentially 60 percent of a per-

SeeVBfTpagelS

Phoio Couft«y of tliMbeth Klhlbefg

Bo Lundgren, Chairman of the Moderate Party, stands next to the bust
of John Anderson at the UCLA Anderson School of Business.
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STATE & LOCAL
PG&E insiders reveal intentions of bankruptcy
COMPANY: Utility's motive may

have resulted from SoCal Edison

dropping its cost recovery efforts

The Associated Press

SAN FRANCISCO Pacific Gas and

Electric Co. insiders say the utility's bankrupt-

cy filing was timed to put maximum blame on

Gov. Gray Davis and avoid being disadvan-

taged by the governor's apparently successful

negotiations with Southern California Edison,

a newspaper reported Sunday.

PG&E Corp. Chairman Robert Glynn
decided days before Davis' televised address

on the energy crisis Thursday evening to file

for bankruptcy immediately thereafter, the

San Francisco Chronicle reported, citing

unidentified sources inside the utility.

Davis was not made aware of the compa-

ny's plans - which included giving last-minute

raises and bonuses to 6,000 top PG&E execu-

tives and workers - until after it filed for pro-

tection Friday morning.

After months of contemplating bankruptcy,

-sources totd the Chronicle that this was the

most advantageous time for the utility to move
forward with its plan. Any further delay, and it

might have been pressured to forgo $9 billion

it hopes to recoup from California ratepayers.

"We had this thing ready to go long before

that," PG&E spokesman Greg Pruett said of

the bankruptcy filing and its timing to Davis'

speech

Glynn told a different story on Friday,

blaming the filing on the inability of Davis and

other state lawmakers to reach a political .solu-

tion.

"We listened carefully to the (governor's)

statement and the commentarv thai followed.

and this decision is the result," Glynn said.

Davis later lashed out at PG&E, declaring

that his administration has "moved heaven

and earth" to try to avoid Chapter 1 1 for the

utility serving 13 million Californians.

"PG&E's management is suffering from

two afflictions: denial and greed," Davis said

in a statement Saturday.

"The governor was led to believe that we
were dealing in good faith, and clearly that

was not the case," added Steve Maviglio, the

governor's spokesman. "Instead of looking in

the mirror, they pointed fingers."

Some say the proposed state bailout for the

utilities - the key pan ofwhich was a cash infu-

sion in exchange for the state's purchase of

their transmission lines - had grown too cum-

bersome and would be a hard sell to lawmak-

ers.

SoCal Edison had reached a tentative

agreement in February to sell its lines to the

state for nearly $2.8 billion, and was about to

agree to drop its lawsuit seeking to make con-

sumers pay for past electricity costs racked up

during the rate freeze, the Chronicle reported.

Negotiators from the governor's office and

SoCal Edison met Sunday in San Francisco to

discuss the "few remaining issues" involved in

an agreement to keep the utility from bank-

ruptcy.

PG&E had balked at selling its lines and

dropping the suit, and its negotiations had

grown to include land deals, changes in regula-

tory laws, multi-billion dollar bond offerings

and potentially huge rate increases - demands
that Davis might not have the clout to deliver.

"Although a reasonable deal could have

been reached, it's unclear whether all the par-

ties in the state would have signed on," said

Paul Patterson, an energy-industry analyst at

Credit Suisse First Boston in New York.

The Aiic«.idltiJ I'ltii

A Pacific Gas & Electric crew works on

power lines in San Francisco, Friday.

PG&E has filed for Chapter 11.

PG&E hired bankruptcy lawyers from New
York in August. They were first there to help

resist filing for Chapter II, but their focus

shifted as the utility's debt grew. By the first of

the year, sources told the Chronicle the

lawyers had drawn up papers and were ready

to file for bankruptcy at any time.

SeeBANKRUPTa,page6

Gold temperatures

endanger lives of

illegal immigrants

RESCUE: Border patrol searches

in mountains east of San Diego

The Associated Press

SAN DIEGO - Border Patrol search and res-

cue teams remained active Sunday in the moun-

tains east ofSan Diego as temperatures dropped to

freezing levels in areas where illegal immigrants

have died in the past while trying to enter the

United States.

The teams found 65 illegal immigrants, some

suffering from mild hypothermia, between Friday

night and Sunday morning, said Border Patrol

spokesman Fernando Grijalva.

None of the immigrants required hospitaliza-

tion, according to Grijalva. The search and rescue

teams, whose members are certified as emergency

medical technicians, were to remain on alert until

the storm passed, he said .

Temperatures in eastern San Diego County

dropped as low as 26 degrees in some high-eleva-

tion areas over the weekend. Freezing rain, fog and

light snow also blanketed the region.

In recent years the mountains have become a

prime route for illegal immigrants as they attempt

to slip past more heavily patrolled areas in and

around San Diego.

But the region also poses potentially fatal dan-

gers to often poorly dressed and ill-prepared illegal

immigrants. Two men and a young woman died

from exposure during a snowstorm in the area last

year and eight more illegal immigrants froze to

death in a storm in the region in 1999.
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WORLD <& NATION Dow Jones Industrials
down: 126.96

close: 9.791.09

Nasdaq Index

down: 64.64

close: 1,720.36

Dollar

Yen: 123.79

Euro: 1.1062

Tensions persist in CNna standoff
RELATIONS: Powell issues

humanitarian apology for

loss of pilot, not collision

By Will Lester

The Associated Press

WASHINGTON As the standoff

over the detained crew of a downed
American spy plane entered its second

week, top Bush administration offi-

cials said Sunday a quick resolution

was crucial to avoid further straining

of U.S.-China relations.

Continued delay in sending the 24

Americans home could have repercus-

sions on Capitol Hill, said members of

Congress, citing a possible trade fight

later this year and an upcoming deci-

sion on U.S. weapons sales to Taiwan.

The administration refused again to

apologize for the collision between a

Chinese fighter jet and the U.S. plane,

^b)ch was fofced to make an emer-

gency landing on an island in southern

China. The Chinese jet and its pilot arc

missing. Over the weekend, the

Chinese military took a tough stance

on who was to blame.

Secretary of State Colin Powell said

the United States was "sorry" about

the pilot's fate as he used a word the

administration has generally avoided.

But he emphasized the United States

should not and will not apologize for

the collision of the planes.

"We have expressed

regrets, we've

expressed our sorrow,

and we are sorry that a

life was lost."

Colin Powell

Secretary of State

said ah' extended standoff threatened

to make it harder to repair relations

between the two countries.

"I don't want to put a timetable on

it, every day that goes by without hav-

ing it resolved raises the risks to the

long-term relationship," Cheney said

on NBC's "Meet the Press."

Administration officials were careful

to avoid spelling out specific conse-

quences of further delay.

Shifting from a diplomatic to per-

sonal level, the White House said the

president was answering the missing

pilot's distraught wife, who had written

Bush and accused his administration of

being "too cowardly" to offer an apol-

ogy.

"The purpose of the letter is to

respond in a humanitarian way, in an

American way, to a widow who is griev-

ing," Powell said on "Fox News
Sunday. "Whatever you think about

the politics of it, she's lost her hus-

band."

Both Powell, Vice President Dick

Cheney and the president's national

security adviser, Condoleezza Rice,

z^e have expressed regrets, we've

expressed our sorrow, and we are sorry

See CHINA, page 8

Peru hopes for fair presidential election
GOVERNMENT: Economist

Alejandro Toledo appears

to hold majority of voters

By Monte Hayes
The Associated Press

LIMA, Peru — A U.S.-trained econ-

omist with Indian roots led a crowded
field into elections Sunday in Peru,

where voters weary from corruption

scandals were picking a successor to

disgraced former President Alberto

Fujimori and choosing a new
Congress.

The economist, Alejandro Toledo,

finished second to Fujimori in elec-

tions last year but ended up boycotting

a fraudulent election runoff against the

autocratic leader. This time around,

with Fujimori having fled Peru amid
mounting corruption scandals, Toledo,

55, is the leading candidate.

He faced his strongest challenge

from Lourdes Flores, a conservative

former congresswoman, and Alan

Garcia, a discredited ex-president

returned from exile. No one was
expected to win 50 percent of the vote

Sunday, meaning a runoff will be need-

ed in late May or early June between

The Assoc laied Press

With a poster for presiciential candidate Alejandro Toledo in the fore-

ground, a soldier stands on guard on the roof of polling station in Lima.

the top two of the eight candidates in

the race.

The election is Peru's first since the

ouster of Fujimori, Peru's iron-fisted

ruler for more than a decade.

A year ago, Fujimori trampled con-

stitutional restrictions and won a third

five-year term in elections marred by

fraud and dirty tricks. But he fied in

November amid mounting corruption

scandals involving Vladimiro

Montesinos. his intelligence chief, and

he now lives in self-imposed exile in

Japan, his ancestral homeland.

In a televised speech to the nation

Saturday night, interim President

Valentin Paniagua assured Peruvians

See fail, page 14
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Massachusetts gets

first female governor
BOSTON - An expectant mother will

become Massachusetts' first woman governor

this week and the state's second lieutenant gov-

ernor in a row to take the helm in midterm.

Jane Swift, 35, who is expecting twins in June,

will take over Tuesday after Gov. Paul Cellucci

resigns to become U.S. ambassador to Canada.

Cellucci, then a lieutenant governor himself,

took charge in 1997 when Gov. William Weld

resigned to pursue an unsuccessful nomination

as ambassador to Mexico.

Even her allies concede Swift faces consider-

able challenges beyond juggling her job, child-

birth and parenting three small children.

As a Republican in a Demcx^ratic state, she

must fend off potential candidates from both

parties for the gubernatorial election 20 months

away. And she must try to win back voters disil-

lusioned with her because of widely publicized

scandals. An October poll showed only 20 per-

cent of the 400 likely voters surveyed

held a favorable view of her, while 46

percent viewed her unfavorably.

Hawaii public school

teachers want raises

HONOLULU - After two days of strikes

shut down public education in Hawaii, the

Department of Education said it would reopen

one school that had enough staff to teach its 20

seniors.

The two strikes by public school teachers and

University of Hawaii faculty members closed

schools across the islands Thursday and Friday.

The state Department of Education said one

sch(x>l would hold classes Monday for 20 gradu-

ating seniors, who were given priority.

Teachers and professor^ are demanding pay

raises that meet Hawaii's cost of living, estimat-

ed at 30 percent higher than that of most main-

land communities. Teachers are seeking raisej

totaling 22 percent over four years, retroactive
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A security police officer guards the site of the wreckage of

a Russian-made helicopter on the side of a mountain.

Rescuers recover victims,

wreckage from helicopter

VIETNAM: Weather is

factor in tragic crash;

seven Americans die

By Tini Tran

The Associated Press

THANH TRACH, Vietnam

Rescuers on Sunday recovered the

bodies of nine Vietnamese and
seven Americans who died in a

helicopter crash while searching

for the remains of U.S. soldiers

missing in action from the

Vietnam War.

Witnesses

described the -^—..^^—
helicopter
weaving in air

before it

plowed into a

mountainside

in central

Vietnam on

Saturday.

"I heard the

helicopter fly-

A tattered rotor

blade jutting from

the hillside served as

a grim marker.

ing very low. The engine made a

big noise, and then we heard a big

explosion. It was very foggy so we
couldn't see very much," said

Nguyen Van Minh, 45.

"It was like during the Vietnam

War again when we ran to see ifwe
could help anyone from the crash.

There was only one man who was

still alive. He told us he was with

the MIA team," he said. That

man, a Vietnamese, died shortly

afterward.

Those killed were the advance

team for a 95-membcr Hawaii-

based American group that was

scheduled to begin work at six

MIA recovery sites in Vietnam in

early May, said Army Lt. Col.

Franklin Childress, spokesman

for the M IA task force.

The bodies were carried down
on stretchers from the mountain in

Bo Trach district in Quang Binh

province, about 280 miles south of

Hanoi.

The identities of the victims

were not

^—^—^-^— released
pending noti-

fication of

their families.

Their bodies

were taken to

Hanoi, and

t h e

Americans
were to be

repatriated to

Hawaii later this week.

Among those believed to be on

board were the commanding offi-

cer of the MIA team in Hanoi, as

well as the deputy commanding
olTicer and the incoming head of

the Hanoi team.

Officials were investigating the

SeeOUSHfpagelO

to July 1999. Professors want raises

of 13 percent over two years.

No talks were scheduled over the

weekend.

"We intend to stay here as long as we
need to to get the message to the governor and to

the state that we're committed to seeing this

through," said Mary Pittman, a kindergarten

teacher.

The requests come as the state emerges from

a nine-year economic slump.

"I would again be forced to cut programs for

the poor, disabled and elderly," said UCLA
alumnus and Democratic Gov. Ben Cayetano

about paying for teacher salary raises.

State favors flag with

confederate emblem
RAYMOND, Miss. - Two-thirds of

Mississippians say they prefer the current state

fiag over a new design that removes the

Confederate battle flag from the top corner.

according to a poll about an issue voters will

decide on in a week. In an April 1 7 referendum,

Mississippi voters will choose between the 1894

Hag, with its Confederate battle emblem in the

top corner, and a new flag that replaces that cor-

ner's design with 20 white stars on a blue square,

representing Mississippi as the 20th state.

The key question put to those surveyed for

the poll was, "Do you think Mississippi should

change its state flag to remove the portion with

the Confederate flag?"

The poll found 66 percent of those surveyed

favored keeping the old Hag. Only 22 percent

said they want a new flag with the Confederate

symbol removed. About one in 10 said they did-

n't know or weren't sure.

Just more than half the African Americans

surveyed said they want a Hag with the

Confederate emblem removed, but almost three

in 10 said they did not. Four of five whites said

they favored the current flag while one in 10

wanted to change.

Compiled from Daily Bruin wire reports.
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PRICES
From page 1

"We have to assume there is a possi-

bility that it will be available," Foraker

said.

New food programs and options

also contribute to the price increases

for next year.

Dining Services plans to keep some
food places open until 2 a.m., offer

more pastries, and feature more vege-

tarian and low-fat food options.

According to Foraker, UCLA
Housing has attempted to keep prices

as low as possible for students by
administering an energy conservation

program, bidding competitively for

major products and getting conference

revenue during summer months.

For first-year international develop-

ment studies student Evelyn Alvarez, it

seems unreasonable to raise prices

when some housing services such as

Internet connections and air condition-

ing still need to be improved.

"Living in Sunset Village - that's a

$500 increase," Alvarez said. "That is

(significant) when it's on limited stu-

Daily Bruin I>|^)irs

dent budget."

Some students have found alterna-

tives to avoid the rising costs.

The dilTerence in price is one reason

first-year mechanical engineering stu-

dent Matt Ouwerkerk decided to move
into a fraternity house next year.

"It's not the main reason, but it's a
good solution," he said.

Ouwerkerk, however, does not
think the rising on-campus housing
prices are outrageous.

"I think they're high, but for the

area, I think they are reasonable," he
said.

UCLA's housing prices for next

year fall in the middle, compared to

other UC campuses, according to

Foraker.

One campus with some of the high-

est priced housing. UC Berkeley,

charged more than $10,100 for the

2000-2001 year for some double
rooms.

On the other hand, UC Davis, a

lower-priced campus in terms of hous-

ing, charged close to $7,500 for the

2000-2001 year for a double room.
Davis' meal plan options, however, are

slightly different than those of UCLA.

lAB^i^aJd Monday, April 9. 2001 7

ON-CAMPUS HOUSING RATES INCREASE
On-ampus housing rates have increased eadi year, with the average rate of Increase for

the 2001 -02 year at 6.5 percent.

1999-2000 2000-2001 2001-2002

^^ school year school year school year
=ltesideAce halts:

* Three occupants i6,0i7'$$^ $6^79-$^79 $6J

Residential suites

'Three occupants $7,4g7-$t/)17 $7JU9'$i^ $8J$S-S8.85S

yipm' llMimum^BM w^..

Sunset Vlllage/De Neve Plaza

•Threeoccupants $7,637-$>,1t7 $<^9-$8>549 »JSm9JnS

CONNI€ WU/D»«y Bruin Swilof St*ff

ucla summer sessions 2001

studies in

RESIGNATION
From page 1

In the event the E-Board chair

resigns, the Election Code dictates

that the USAC president shall

appoint a new chair, to be approved
by council. USAC President

Elizabeth Houston sympathized with

Kaplan's stance, and said she

believed he had little choice.

"The integrity ofAlexis position as

an independent E-Board chair has

been compromised by council," she

said Sunday.

Kaplan said he would recommend
anyone on the E-Board to be his suc-

cessor, and that he has been told

some members plan to resign in sup-

port of him. Houston confirmed this

possibility.

He also staled in his letter that he
would assist his successor to make the

transition as smooth possible.

According to Kaplan, events lead-

ing to his resignation began with

USAC's inability to vote on a propos-

al during winter quarter.

As a result, the E-Board was left

with two options - to either use

myUCLA or delay the elections by
implementing a paper ballot, Kaplan
said.

"We made a presentation for what
we thought was the best option well

ahead of time," he said. "They para-

lyzed us by voting it down with so lit-

tle time to seek dn alternative."

Houston supported Kaplan's
claim, saying the council's failure to

reach quorum during key meetings

contributed to the lack of notice.

"Council members didn't show up
to previous meetings, forcing Alex to

do something and move forward with

the elections process," Houston said.

"For them to then call him irrespon-

sible is ludicrous."

As ofnow, the elections will be per-

formed with conventional paper bal-

lots, Enciso said.

"No changes have been made
from the past; there will be paper bal-

lots," he said.

While Council members believe

implementing a paper ballot is feasi-

ble. Kaplan does not think it's possi-

ble without pushing back the elec-

tion.

In addition, Kaplan said Enciso's

own online voting proposal, which

included a change in the Election

Code, was an example of council

members trying to decide how the

election should be run.

"It is the E-Board 's duty to decide
what the voting method should be,"

Kaplan said. "USAC can't decide by
themselves that method."

Enciso disputed Kaplan's claim

that USAC is trying to run the elec-

tions themselves, adding that he and
other council members were con-

cerned about Internet security issues,

which were not adequately

addressed.

Because of these security issues,

Enciso presented an online voting

proposal that would continue to use

the myUCLA Web site, but with

added polling stations and security,

as well as coded paper ballots.

"We were very much willing to

work with myUCLA," Enciso said.

There was also a need to prevent

campaigning at polling sites, which

Enciso said his proposal would help

monitor against.

Kaplan said he was frustrated by
the lack of notice by council, who
requested an alternative process.

"We reached the point of no
return a long time ago, and we didn't

hear from any members that they did-

n't want online elections until it was
too late," Kaplan said.

But Enciso said it should have
been evident from council's objec-

tions to the online voting system,

which was used in December's spe-

cial election for an external vice pres-

ident, that USAC wouldn't approve
it for spring elections.

Kaplan said USAC should have
made that decision clear before it was
too late.

"Their decision should have been
made at the end of winter quarter;

they had several opportunities to veto

on it in jt tirody mannef." he said.

BANKRUPTCY
From page 4

If SoCal Edison agreed to drop
its cost recovery efforts of $4.2 bil-

lion before PG&E filed for bank-
ruptcy, PG&E would have faced

pressure to do the same, and would
have had a difTicult time publicly

defending its efforts to recover the

$9 billion in debt it took on buying
energy for customers whose rates

have been capped.

"It's possible they would be seen

as a spoiler if Edison has a deal in

place and then PG&E filed for

bankruptcy," Patterson said.

Now PG&E's fate is in the hands
of federal bankruptcy Judge Dennis
Montali, a legal process that could
take years to conclude. Montali will

provide a framework for the utility's

creditors to collect some of their

money, while allowing PG&E to

operate normally.

The judge also has the power to

order consumers to pay PG&E's
debts.

In filing for Chapter 1 1 federal

bankruptcy protection, PG&E said

it also has $2.6 billion in cash and
bills of $4.4 billion.

Bioc
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Tht Chemistry Diagnostic Examination^

rtqtiirtd for tnrolliiitnt during tht summer.

Syllabus and other useful information about
Chemistry and Biochemistry courses may be
found at voh.chem.uda.edu.

If you don't meet a prerequisite requirement
to enroll in the course you want, contact

Denise Mantonya at denisei9chem.ucla.edu

for help wHh waiving some requirements.

Please include in your e-mail your student ID

number, the course you are trying to enroll

In, and the course ID number (found in the

Schedule of Classes). Enrollment status will

be confirmed by return e-mail.

;^!..;

SMilOIIA Oune 2S'Au^ust 3)

1^ ^Chemical Structurts and Equilibria

la Tbtrmodynamics, Kinetics. Orgamic
Structurts. and Sptctrc^j^opy
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toA Chemical Structure

tot Chemical Energetics and Change

30 Chemical Dynamics an^
introducllpNil

30L o^tmtAM^tiil^^^mmmmi^m^^:^^

»50A <>»«*««<^C«ili|»ipiWBWir^d Syn^
Part I

130AL Organic Chemistry Laboratory (2 urtl

1^ Organic Rtactlons, Pharmaceutical

Structurts, and Activities

153A iiochtmlstry; introduction to itfUdtire,—
-^"^-^^^m^^^nzYmts, and Mlliloiism
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timing course
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ELNITZ

OVIES MELNITZ MOVIES

2001

4/09/01

4/10/01

4/11/01

4/12/01

4/13/01

April 9-13: Melnltz Is hosting a

festival of recent Italian films along
with the Italian Cultural Institute at Los

Angeles. This program is sponsored

by Italia Cinema. The Director of the

Italian Culhjral Institute Professor

Guido Fink and Professor Thomas
Harrison from the Italian department

__at UCLA will be present at the

screening on Monday, April 9th.

-La Bella VHa
- nv Storia

- Lontano In Fondo agll OcchI
- Gostanza da Ubblano(3pm)
- Tano da Morire
(The films on 4/10 and 4/1 2 will

screen at the Italian Cultural Institute,

^ 1 023 Hilgard Avenue

(310)443-3250)

4/16/01 - Keep the Rlweron Your Right

(A documentary based on the

experiences of Tobias Schneebaum, a
gay Jewish man from New York, with

cannibalistic h-ibes in Peru and
Indonesia - the film won the best

documentary award at the IFP

_^^^__________
Independant Spirit Awards and the _^

subject of the documentary Tobias

Schneebaum will be present for a
Q&A after the screening. The film is

being released in LA on April 20th)

http://www.keeptheriver.com/

- La Hult du Destin
—

^

(Co-sponsored with the Department of

French and Francophone Studies)

- The Art OfAmalla
(A documentary about the Fadu
singer Amalia Rodriguez -

cosponsored with the Department of

Spanish and Portuguese - The
director will be present for a Q&A)
http://www.avatarfilms.com

4/27/01 -TBD

5/02/01

—5/09/01
-TBD
~ ManufactiKrinn duuuuii

(tentative)

5/11/01 - Latino Film and TV Sfudenfs

Event. Film TBD.

capABLE REALify :

Addressing DISABILITY in

Film (May 14-19)
This festival is being cosponsored by
the Dashew International Student

Centre at UCLA and by the Office of

Student with Disabilities. There will be
a week of screenings, panel

discussions, art exhibits etc. Program
is tentative! Festival website
http://www.intemationalfilm.ucla.edu

5/14/01

5/15/01

^ 4/18/01
•1.

., 4/20/01

5/16/01

5/18/01

5/21/01

5/25/01

5/30/01

June

6/01/01

6/06/01

Beyond Silence

The Sixth Happiness (tenative)

(at the Ackermann Grand Ballroom)

TBD

The Color of Paradise (tenative)

TBD
TBD

TBD

- TBD
- nss of the Spider Woman
(The producer David Weisman and
the co-writer Leonard Schroder will

be present for a Q&A after the film.)

ilms start otTjUpm unless otherwise noted. All films screen at
the James Bridges Theatre at Melnitz Hall unless otherwise noted.
Free tickets are available at the Melnifz Box Office the day of the

screening one hour before show time. For recorded program
information on Melnitz Movies coll 825-2345. To receive Melnitz

previews and program information by e-mail write

listserv@listserv.ucla.edu. Type "Hello" in the subject line and
"subscribe melnitz-l" in the message body. Visit our website at

hftp://www.melnitz.ucla.edu

J
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Entire stock of
Ouiksilver & Roxy
apparel, accessories and sandals!

CHINA
From page 5

that a life was lost," Powell said,

referring to the missing pilot.

In comparison, he offered this

explanation for the US. position on

an apology to Beijing for the colli-

sion: "The question of apology i^

something quite different, because

then we are being asked to accept

responsibility And that we have not

done, can't do, and therefore won't

apologise for that"

In China, U.S.

Ambassador Joseph

Prueher had two

meetings Sunday with

Chinese officials.

Cheney rejected the description of

the crew as "hostages" by Rep.

Henry Hyde, R-lll. Cheney said the

United States has access to them and

they were being treated well. But

Sen. Christopher Dodd, D-Conn.,

said, "We're getting precariously

close to that."

Bush spent the weekend at Camp
David, conferring with aides, includ-

ing Rice and senior adviser Karen

Hughes. In China, U.S. Ambassador
Joseph Prueher had two meetings

Sunday with Chinese officials and
reported back to State Department

officials.

U.S. ofTicials were allowed to

meet with eight members of the crew

Saturday, not all 24 members. Rice

said, noting the U.S. had picked the

crew members so there were no con-

cerns about those they did not see.

"We have clearly said to the Chinese

that we want access to our people

and we want unfettered access to our

people," she said on CNN's "Late

Edition."

Lawmakers

frustrated that the

impasse was dragging

on said it could lead

to a bitter fight

later this year.

"I think they're pawns being used

by the Chinese to try to gain some
goals that they're not going to

achieve," said Sen. Carl Levin, D-
Mich. The Chinese have been con-

cerned about issues such as U.S.

arms sales to Taiwan and a proposed

anti-missile shield.

Lawmakers frustrated that the

impasse was dragging on said it

could lead to a bitter fight later this

year if Congress is asked to extend

trade benefits to Beijing; possible

U.S. opposition to China's bid to

stage the Olympics in 2008; and an

arms package Bush is now consider-

ing for Taiwan, which China consid-

ers a renegade province.

"There are a lot of very significant

things which if China would ... step

up and solve this thing now, will

more likely occur." said GOP Sen.

John Warner of Virginia, chairman

of the Senate Armed Services

Committee.

Taiwan is seeking an arms pack-

age that includes four destroyers

equipped with the Navy's most
advanced anti-missile radar system.

"The Taiwan arms sale stands

alone and apart," Powell said on
CBS. "But of course it's affecting the

environment that we will be facing

when we take the sale up on Capitol

Hill if there is a perception that

China is not acting in a responsible

and reasonable manner"

Academic Support Workshops

im

• Academic Stress

Alternatives to Medical School

Choosing a Major

Internship and

Career Preparation

Memorization

Note Taking

• Personal Statements

• Preparing for Careers

in Business

• Preparing for Graduation

• Preparing for Law School

• Preparing for the CBEST
• Preparing for the GMAT
• Preparing for the GRE
• Preparing for the LSAT

Time

4:15

7:00

4:15

4:15

7:00

7:00

4:15

7:00

4:15

7:00

4:15

7:00

4:15

7:00

4:15

7:00

4:15

4:15

7:00

7:00

7:00

4/24, 5/22, 5/31

4/19

4/11,4/19,4/23

4/30,5/10,5/17,

5/23

4/24

4/9,4/30,5/14

4/11,4/18,4/25,

5/2,5/9,5/16,5/23

5/2

4/26,5/14,5/22

4/12,5/1

4/16, 5/24

5/2,5/14

4/17,4/26

4/24,5/17

4/11,5/22

4/10,4/25

4/18,5/9

4/9,4/16,4/23,4/30

5/9,5/16,5/21

4/17

4/10

4/17

4/1

WORKSHOPS 203 COVEL

DROP-IN ACADEMIC COUNSELING

203 COVEL

1 PM-6PM MONDAY-THURSDAY
1PM-5PM FRIDAY

TUTORIALS

OAM-gPM MONDAY-THURSDAY

9AM-5PIVI FRIDAY

WRITING 228 COVEL

MATH & SCIENCE 230 COVEL

Hits

Preparing for

=^ Medical SchooF

• Preparing for Midterms

and Finals

• Procrastination

• Public Speaking

• Reading Speed

• Study Skills

•Succeeding at Writing

• TESFL Minor

• Time Management

Time Date

4:15 4/9,5/7

7:00 4/16,4/24,5/2, -
5/16,5/21

4:15 5/8,5/24,5/29

7:00 5/1

4:15 4/10,4/25,5/7,5/16

4:15 4/9.4/17,5/3,5/15

4:15 4/12,4/26.5/1,5/9

4:15 5/14,5/22

7:00 4/12,4/23

4:15 4/26

7:00 4/12.5/8,5/17

4:15 5/2

4:15 4/11,5/23

7:00 4/19,5/3

/i
schofarsRip resource center

spring 2001 workshops

^

Free Scholarship Search!

M April 2 5:00-5:30 229Covel

W ApriU 4:30-5:00 A245 Murphy

T April 17 5:30-6:00 229Covel

R April 26 4:30-5:00 A245 Murphy

M April 30 5:00-5:30 229Covel

W May 2 4:30-5:00^ A245 Murphy

T Mays 5:30-6:00 229Covel

R May 17 4:00-4:30 A245 Murphy

T May 22 5:00-5:30 229Covel

W May 23 4:30-5:00 A245 Murphy

Space limited to the first 30 students!

SBC iimsiKiPs • m ma

Grad School Workshops

• Chemistry/Biochemistry

• Education

• English/Entertainment

• Environmental Studies
*

• Foreign Language

• Law School Application

• Medical School for the

Social Science Major

• Political Science

• Pre-Med Students and

Summer School

• Psychology

• Public Policy

• Sociology

4:15

4:15

4:15

4:15

4:15

4:15

4:15

4:15

4:15

4:15

4:15

7:00

4/16

4/26

4/11

4/18

5/9

4/17

4/25

5/10

5/8

4/12

5/1

4/10

The Scholarship

Process

M 5/14 5:00-6:00

Career Center (4;15pin>

Resume Writing

Successful Interviewing

4/19

5/10

How to Find

'WTfyr^T^W,
Scholarships

M 4 23 5:00-6:00

To sign up can: (310) 206-1493 or email us

at <workshops@coIlege.ucla«edu>

Monday - Friday 9 am to 9 pm
Friday 9 am to s pm

For more information: C3lo) 206-1493

All Workshops are held at

203 Covel Commons
r.college.ucla.edu/up/workshoysAVAa
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DOUBLE
SPECIAL

Two large one topping pizzas for

$-|4.SB
Limit 2 orders
(save over $10)

STAmnHB SniDBIT
SPECIAL

Buy any large pizza at regular price & get the 2nd
pizza...FREE!

(Monday and Tuesday only, limit 3 orders).

Youf choice of "min Crust. Hand Tossed Classic Crust, New York Style, or Deepdish Pan at no extra charge

SUPER SPECIAL
1 medium one topping pizza Any large 3 topping pizza or any Specialty Pizza

$5.99
2 medium one topping pizzas,

only $11.98. ^ $9.98
>» "'"''" Mu^ V.gMman. Shukc/t iftki, Icwn {Mum, MQ

Oiidwn, ifky katon Sauwga, ond Fr«ih ConlM Kna

(sjvc over S5)

Fast Free Delivery

824-41 1

1

1114 Gayley Ave. Westwood Village
Sun-Thurs 'till 1:00 am

Fri-Sat 'till 2:00am

SHAKEY'S C0MBIHA7WN

^$14.49
Any medium one topping pizza plus mojo
potatoes, FREE Salad! and your choice of:

• 4 pieces chicken or* 10 Buffalo wings or
• Pasta & Garlic Bread ^

FREE DRINK W/ANY BUFFET PURCHASE W/ UCLA STUDENT ID

Verizon Wireless
Simple. Affordable. National.

'^Miiitites for on!

200 Anytime Minutes

FREE

for 1 $t 3 monttis H $^4.9g?
thereafter

^*t i/.<rt-()i

s 1950
^Minutes for only

^^B m^ !*

^^^^A
« '-'* A 1

3B ^
CB an G9
ia I^B m
€• ^2^ O

Cellular Mill ' I

$24^®^^' onth
fbr-lst^^dni:

thereafter

450 Anytime Minutes
ight & Weekend Minuto ;

e long Distance Minute -

' ileto Mobiie^Mihut^s'

99

AUDKM3X4000

Get a full-featured, web-ready
qualcomm 860 digital phone for FREE

Mobile Web
Ready

Mobile Web Internet access

for first three months

Qualcomm 860

Cellular Mall
310-478-4444 818-528-3900

W. Los Angeles

J3all 888.299.5006

11659 Santa Monica Blvd

ENCINO

Vontur.)

Come in for more details.

LEADERSHIP
From page 1

field is how she is able to combine her

professional life with her family life.

"The number one thing is having

the husband/father take a more
involved role than usual," Hamilton

said.

She said other helpful aspects are

being able to provide good day care

services, having a supportive family

and being able to negotiate one's work

schedule.

In line with the common theme of

change, speakers discussed mental

health and overcoming addiction.

In the workshop titled "Women
and Healing," two Catholic nuns

shared their personal experiences with

alcoholism and their work in recovery

clinics.

II

"Feminists are not

there horrible man-
haters, but people

trying to fight against

oppression.'

. Ellie Shm
Student

"Alcoholism and drug abuse is a

disease. We have inherited a gene that

helps us predispose alcohol," said

Sister Ada Geraghly, a recovering

alcoholic. "I think it's a disease that

we don't like to talk about. There's a

stigma attached, especially for

women."

Sister Monessa Overby, who grew
up with alcoholic parents and now
works for the Betty Ford Center,

addressed addiction in more general

terms.

"What is it in your life right now
that you wish you were doing difTer-

cntly? It could be a very small thing. If

you're ignoring it, it's going to get big-

ger," she said.

Curtis, who has admitted to alcohol

and drug addiction in the past, spoke
of prioritizing.

"I was nowhere. On the outside, I

had everything I could ever want,"

Curtis said. "I don't want to indict my
career, but I can tell you this: I don't

think we can have it all. I think we
have to make choices."

"My life is my family. I have
changed my life for the better," she

continued.

Curtis concluded her speech with a

quote on change.

"That's all there is in the world: Did
I learn to live my life wisely and love

well? All that is important is that you
changed. Because learning to live

wisely is changing."

CRASH
From page 5

cause of the accident. A local onicial

said the team had called earlier

Saturday to say they were canceling a

stop in Dong Hoi, the capital ofQuang
Binh province, because ofbad weather.

The helicopter - a chartered

Vietnamese military aircraft - was on
its way to the town ofH ue instead when
it smashed into the mountain. A tat-

tered rotor blade jutting from the hill-

side served as a grim marker over a val-

ley of cmcrald-grcen rice paddies.

Loc^il police secured the area and
confiscated the camera of an
Associated Press photographer.

Curious villagers watched from the val-

ley as officials recovered wreckage
from the mountain.

Childress said no decision has been
made whether the MIA mission would
go on. U.S. Defense Secretary Donald
Rumsfeld said the overall program of

accounting for MlAs and recovering

their remains will continue.

On April 10, Many In Los Angeles
Will Not Vote

The Kids of Los Angeles Need Your Help!!

MATTHEW RODMAN
For LAUSD School Board, District 4
A Voice For Real Reform In LA's Schools

Here are the problems:

• How would you have liked to spend hours on a school bus each day? Schools are so
overcrowded that thousands of children spend up to two hours on a bus every day.

• Do you like the fact that people in LAUSD are paid hundreds of thousands of dollars and not
held accountable for their work? LAUSD pays high salaries to thousands of bureaucrats while
skimping on teacher salaries and classroom supplies.

• Should children in today's schools feel unsafe while they are trying to learn? School police
respond every week to a growing number of threats and violent acts on campus.

The career politicians and the bureaucrats want you to ignore this election to keep
them in power.

It's time for someone to offer solutions. It's time for someone with the energy, the will, and the
experience to make a difference for the children of Los Angeles... It's time for Matthew
Rodman.

• Matthew Rodman has the experience to bring common sense to the
oversight of a $9 billion budget.

• Matthew Rodman will make tough choices for the benefit of the
students, not the bureaucrats or other special interests.

• Matthew Rodman has the background we need to build more
community schools, empower teachers and principals, and make
our schools safe.

It's not just rhetoric - Rodman has structural solutions!

Visit www.rodmanforkids.com or call 310/202-0622 for more
information.

Don't Be Part Of The 80% Of Non-Voting 18-24 Year Olds
Begin The Education Reform With Your VotQ On April 10th

for

School Board
VOTE APRIL 10*^

I
www lodmantofWdt coir

| i
Paid for by Rodman for Kids.
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It^} all about the wWe lab coat and finiy glasses. I had to fwm 1 year a^
and I asked Nm to siAedide an office hour for us weeWy since we were inable to att^

hard baigain. We had to come with questions and not write anythJng down. Essentialy we had to know our stuff, in order to get hn
to talk. He also never told you the answer—he let you tell hiffl the answer and why. By far one of the most entertain

ever had. His passion for math and his never ending desire to insti the same passion in lis students is an insp^^
math teachers; math was m) longer just plug^ng and chugging, math came aive. I only hope that his desire to do only research is

curbed by the fact that he teaches with such ^at passion and ease. «t, / -mi.KUM.vv«ve«i^p«H, «,i»=mi
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$ 2.00 off

TUESDAYS
Excludes Sicillians

FOR THE
PRICE OF ONE

Westwood Brentwood

208-8671 820-6636

OFFER VALID

MONDAY
NIGHT ONLY.
(Atter 5:30 pm)

No mediums and offer excludes
Sicilians. No half & fialf orders.

Must mention ad.

Coupon must be given to driver.

Exp. 4/16/01

I LARGE

TWO TOPPINGS

r^jfj}

Free Liter

WestwQod 208-8671

Brentwood 820-6636

TAX INCLUDED
Coupon valid at Wwtwood arxl Brentwood tocationt

Offer good only with this

coupon, on© coupon per pizza.*
Coupon must b« given to driver.

Limit 3 pizzas per address.
ISIo 1/2 and 1/2

Open until 1 am

TWO TOPPINGS
Westwood 208-8671

Brentwood 820-6636

Exp. 4/16/01
I LARGE
PIZZA w/
Free Liter

Offer good only witt> tfils

coupon, one coupon per pizza.*
Coupon must be given to driver.

Umtt 3 pizzas per address.
No 1/2 snd 1/2TAX INCLUDED

Coupon valid *V^*«wood and Brentwood locatwna* Open UntJI 1 am

ELEQION
From page 1

ity in his campaign to put ''neighbor-

hoods first," and he hopes to make
city government more accessible to

the public, according to his cam-

paig;i Web site.

Included in Becerra's agenda are

plans to make education, safety and

the economy more neighborhood-

friendly and locally oriented. In his

efforts to increase safety in neigh-

borhoods, Becerra would like to

encourage police officers to live in

the communities they patrol. He also

intends to help the economies of

local neighborhoods by making it

easier for small-business owners to

get information on obtaining per-

mits for their companies located

within those areas.

Becerra also looks forward to

making the city government more
accessible to the public.

His "Open Doors, Open
Government" policy is aimed at

increasing the availability of govern-

ment services to the people of the

city. He even plans to hire an inde-

pendent auditing firm to assess gov-

ernment spending and keep city

expenditures in check.

Though Becerra is trailing with

only six percent of the popular vote -

according to a recent L.A. Times

poll - about 23 percent of Latino

voters do plan to vote for him. This

could pose a threat to the only other

Latino among the top six mayoral

hopefuls - Antonio Villaraigosa.

Antonio Villaraigosa

The former stale assembly speak-

er is among the three leading con-

tenders in the race, with 20 percent

of L.A. voters supporting him,

according to the Times poll.

Villaraigosa, an East L.A. native

and UCLA graduate, holds about 26

percent of the Latino vote, accord-

ing to the Times poll. With the

Latino voter turnout expected to

make up about one-fifth of all antici-

pated voters, Becerra's support

among Latino voters could under-

mine Villaraigosa's edge in the polls

and compromise his spot in the June

runoff, according to an article in the

L.A. Times.

"Antonio is either in first or sec-

ond place, depending on which poll

you look at," said Villaraigosa's

press secretary Elena Stern on
Sunday. "It has made absolutely no

difference in Antonio's frontrunner

sUtus."

Villaraigosa, often considered the

most charismatic and the best speak-

er of the leading candidates, envi-

sions a "Los Angeles where the level

ofjustice, prosperity and harmony is

unparalleled in human history,"

according to a statement on his cam-
paign Web site.

He not only has the backing of

many Latino voters, but of a large

portion of Jewish voters as well. The
county labor federation also sup-

ports him, as does the California

Democratic Party, U.S. Senator

Barbara Boxer jind Gov. Gray
Davis.

Kathleen Connell
The California state controller is

one of three female candidates run-

ning for mayor. She has recently

attempted to set herself apart from
the six leading candidates by focus-

ing on the energy crisis in California.

Connell has taken the lead on this

issue and offered a plan for the L.A.

Department of Water and Power,

including a 50 percent rate cut for

customers who reduce their power

consumption by 10 to IS percent this

summer.

In one of her television campaign
advertisements, Connell touts her

record as a state fiscal expert and
claims to be the only candidate with

the experience to help solve the ener-

S««aEaiON,pa9»13
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gy crisis.

"If L.A. doesn't conserve (ener-

gy) this summer, if we don't do our

fair share, the lights are not going to

stay on," Connell said at the mayoral

debate last week.

Regardless of her efforts on this

issue, only 6 percent of voters sup-

port the state controller, according

to the Times poll.

Joel Wachs
LA. City Councilman Joel

Wachs tried to set himself apart in

his campaign by calling on the city

last week to reduce levels of cancer-

causing chromium 6 in L.A.'s tap

water.

In addition, Wachs has plans to

restore the L.A. Police

Department's Senior Lead Officer

Program and create community
based policing if elected.

Whether or not to fire LA. Police

Chief Bernard C. Parks, embroiled

in the Rampart scandal for several

years, has been a key issue in the

race.

Wachs is the only leading candi-

date to have said that he would fire

Parks upon becoming mayor All of

_ the other candidates said they would

give Parks a certain amount of time

before deciding whether or not to

keep him as chief of police.

Wachs is in fourth place in the

mayoral race with 1 1 percent of vot-

ers likely to support him.

Steve SoborofT
Independent businessman Steve

Soboroff is in a close race at the lop

of the polls with former speaker

Villaraigosa and L.A. City Attorney

James K. Hahn. Although

Soboroff, the only Republican

among the leading six candidates,

does not have an agenda significant-

ly different from others in the race,

his varies slightly from theirs.

His plan for education reform,

according to his campaign Web site,

includes splitting up the L.A.

Unified School District into 20 to 40

different districts with one to three

high schools in each district.

"The LAUSD has proven that it

cannot effectively deliver a quality

education in a nurturing (and) safe

environment to the children of Los

Angeles," according to a statement

on his Web site.

In addition, Soboroff has a 23-

poinl plan for improving traffic

problems in LA. The plan includes a

ban on road construction during

peak traffic hours and a "pothole

bounty" paid to private firms for fill-

ing potholes on LA. roads.

Jim Hahn
City Attorney Jim Hahn leads the

race with about 24 percent of the

. popular vote, according to the Times

j'poll.

r Issues Hahn will be focusing on if

1 he makes it into the June runoff

{include education, reforming the

L.A.P.D., reducing traffic conges-

tion and helping L.A.'s economy
grow, according to Hahn spokes-

woman Julie Wong.
Wong also said improving the

economy will be good for students

who plan on living in L.A. after grad-

uating. She said Hahn will help cre-

ate good paying jobs for people here,

which would help students in paying

for a house and living in the city.

"This election is important to stu-

dents at UCLA," she said.

Wong added one last suggestion

to voting students: "If students are

not already registered to vote for this

election, they should register to vote

for the June 5 election."

The deadline to register to vote in

the June 5 election is May 21.

For a complete list of ail 15 mayoral

candidates' Web sites, please log on

to www.dailybruin.ucla.edu.
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EYE CARE FOR UCLA
Exam & Contacts
B&LDailyorExt.Wr.or

2 boxes of disposables

Add $99 for toric (for astigmatism) or

Gas Perm

or Exam & Glasses
from our Special Selection,

Single Vision, CR 39

OVER 5,000

FRAMES
& CONTACTS IN

STOCK

Byan Cohenmehr, OD
3116 Wilshire Blvd. Santa Monica

(5 blocks west of Bundy, across from Big 5)

• 15 Years Experience.

• Latest Teclinology.

• Award Winning Designer Collection.

• insurance welcome.

(310) 828-2810 K
Iipirat4/30/Dt.lbyMlbt

wMi other discounts or plans.

e
tween

Lines

Careers
in Communicationq and Medirt

Wednesday, April 11
James West Alumni Center

7-9 p.m.

Meet fellow Bruins who have successful

careers in communications and media. For

information, call (310) 825-6423.

No pre-registration required.

KAPLAN mrUCLAIumni
Association

www.UCLAIumni.net
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ring Time Savings is in the Air

S 5*&10*
g,«j^L week

UNivERsnTOF California

Riverside
LEARN JAPANESE

<^:-^-rm 'N JAPAN

i ••
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,

c^Extension

Enroll in a concentrared beginning or intermediate

study program at UCR's sister university, Fukuyama

University, Uxrated near Hiroshima. Participants in this

course learn to speak, read and write Japanese and will

stay with Japanese families to gain greater understand-

ing of the culture as well as the language.

School Dates: July 2-July 27, 2001

Orientation Meeting: April 11, 2001, 7 pm

Cost: $2,830 (includes tuition, meals,

accommodations, insurance and some

local transportation)

A $500 deposit is due by April 13, 2001, with

the balance due on May 25.

"Not only did I learn a t'cni marketable

skill-Japanese , but a was an unforgetiable

experience
.

"

* "h was a unique expenencc that 1 will ncrcT

forfiei." — participants in 1998 profcram

Iiii vuire iii/KnuutKiii und/tn in l>t j>l«iiiti mi li timilmy lot; mil

50(3 bev€plij riills Acne okin Uare Ulinic

17 Yeari ol Lxpcpience

920 S. PoUrfson BU. #6 (310) 389-1763

httpy/www.acneskin.com

Many suffer witfi

unhealthy looking

faces for many
months, many years,

due to the lack of the

knowledge on what
to do.

"Actual Patient Testimonial*

"What a difference it has made. "

I had never had severe acne problems until my

1st year in college, it was a very depressing situation and it seemed to be getting

worse. I can still remember how painful the skin condition was-- both physically and

emotionally There was hope, I realized, when I came to BH Acne-Skin Care CUnic.

Mary had much expertise and she knew how I was feeling. Even better, she knew how

to reheve me of my problem After no more then 2 months of treatment, my skin

began to clear up What a wonderful feehng it was to know that my condition could

be solved! I highly recommended anyone who has acne problems to this clinic. It

really works!
-Claire Benson, UCLA Student, Senior

Dramatic lU-Milts in I Moiitli (luarantcid!

Do you want to become
a leader on campus?

Check out the

BRUIN LEADERS PROJEC
A seminar based leadership project sponsored by the Center for

Student Programming. All students are invited to participate in

developing leadership skills. Upon completion participants

receive a certificate.

Bruin Leaders Project Spring Quarter

Seminars for Second Week

Monday, April 9 12-2 p.m.

Thursday, April 12 3-5 p.m.

Friday, April 13 1-3 p.m.

Ackerman 2408 "invisible idcntiucs.

Who's Here ft Who's Not"

Ackerman 3517 -Mentoring-

Kerckhoff 152 "^hc Power of Dive«ity:

Appreciation, Collaboration,

and Change"

We hope to see you!

POWELL
From page 3

"Miss Warren was herself so lively,

bookish and so persuasive that I quit

my job, borrowed money, and went

back to school to add a library cre-

dential to my other degrees, which

were proving useless during (the

depression)," Powell wrote.

He left France in 1932 after com-

pleting a PhD from the University of

Dijon and returned to California,

where he enrolled in Sydney B.

Mitchell's School of Librarianship in

Berkeley. Accompanying him at all

times was a little black book, in which

he jotted down ideas and visions he

would enact if given the chance.

Transforming a library into a

Library

That chance came in 1938 when
Powell left the school to work at

UCLA after a stint of jobs at local

bookstores. He began in the acquisi-

tions department where he assembled

exhibitions in the rotunda, featuring

favorites such as Jean Hersholt and

Aldous Huxley. Gradually, his efforts

won notice.

In 1943, Powell was offered the

position of head librarian at UCLA.
With the package came a position as

director of the William Andrew Clark

Library, which he held until 1966.

"The whole region looks to the

UCLA library for leadership," he

said at a meeting of the California

Librarians Association in October

1944. "We set the pace, the region is

as good as wc are."

Along with the book boom that

marked Powell's years came the culti-

vation of a hand picked staff who
would procure his efforts.

In 1961, he passed the torch to his

colleague and former-aide, Robert

Vosper, who succeeded him as head

librarian.

"He converted a small library into

a first class, world class library," said

Eisenbach. "He could sec the world

was changing. He knew when to hire

people, he knew when to get out, he

lived the life he wanted to live."

PERU
From page 5

that this year's special elections

would be clean and fair.

"Let's show the world, which is

watching our election process with

concern, that here there is a people

who know how to exercise their

democratic rights and deserve to live

in democracy," said Paniagua, who is

heading a caretaker government
until a new administration takes

office in July.

"My candidate is

Toledo because he is a

cholo like me."

Juan Hurtado Rivera

Peruvian citizen

Toledo, who has a doctorate from

Stanford University and has been a

visiting scholar at Harvard, is a

"cholo," the Peruvian term for a per-

son of mixed Indian and white blood.

He has capitalized on his rise from

shoeshine boy to an economist with

the World Bank and on the resent-

ment toward the European-descend-

ed elite that has long dominated poli-

tics in Peru.

"My candidate is Toledo because

he is a cholo like me," said Juan

Hurtado Rivera, 59, who lost a high-

paying job in a state petroleum com-
pany when it was privatized under

Fujimori's free-market economic
program.

S«c PBni, page 15

PERU
From page 14

"He did a lot to force out

Fujimori, who did so much damage
to the country," said Rivera, who
now works as a tailor out of his small

home. "He deserves to be rewarded

with the presidency. He is offering

more work and we have to support

him."

Flores, 41, is a member of Lima's

white elite with a reputation for hon-

esty. Garcia,. a tail, silver-tongued

populist, led Peru's government

from 1985 to 1990. His administra-

tion left the country mired in hyper-

mfiation and surging guerrilla vio-

lence.

Nearly 15 million Peruvians were

registered to vote for president as

well as a new 120-member Congress.

But most polling firms said more
than 20 percent of voters were still

undecided about how to cast their

ballots in the last days of the cam-

paign.

"I'm going to leave my ballot

blank for president and congressmen

because I don't trust the offers of the

candidates. They have all disappoint-

ed me," said Jose Huatuco, 60, a

street vendor.

Mudslinging and racial

slurs have dirtied the

election campaign.

Voter malaise is due in part to the

deep corruption discovered in

Fujimori's government. Secretly

recorded videotapes unearthed since

Fujimori's ouster document
Montesinos, now a fugitive, buying

political favors with bribes to elec-

tion officials, lawmakers, judges,

generals, business leaders and media

heads. Dozens of distinguished

Peruvians have been tainted by the

scandal.

Mudslinging and racial slurs have

dirtied the election campaign, with

candidates accusing one another of

resorting to the sleazy tactics that

Fujimori's regime used against his

opponents.

Toledo faced allegations he

fathered a child out of wedlock and

tested positive for cocaine use after a

hotel rendezvous with three women.
Flores charged that her foes were

preparing a smear campaign involv-

ing accusations she is a lesbian.

In the closing days of the cam-

paign, Toledo's wife, Elaine Karp, a

Belgian anthropologist who speaks

the Indian language Quechua, lashed

out at "the little whites" in Lima. "A
cholo government will come whether

they want it to or not," she said.

VISIT
From page 3

son's earnings go to the state leaving

only 40 percent for themselves. The

state is responsible for health care,

education and social security and

when the government fails to properly

provide for this, the people can't

afford to do anything," Lundgren

said. "Since people gel no value for

their tax money, people should keep

more of what they earn."

Lundgren maintains that Sweden's

basic public financing should remain

even if citizens arc granted more

financial control.

"There arc also lessons to be

learned from Sweden," Lundgren

said. "For instance, even if the

Modcratcrna proposes less depen-

dence on the slate and more private

enterprise, wc still believe in the com-

plete public financing of education

and healthcare. Even individuals who
choose schools outside the nation are

financed by the state."
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dellCLA

Tutor underprivileged students and inspire their

imaginations through arts n' crafts projects..

MANDATORY ORIENTATIONS

DAY TIME

Wednesday April 1

1

2-2:20 p.m.

and 2:30-

2:50 p.m.
Thursday April 12

Ackerman 3517

You do have time to volunteer!

httP://students.asucla.ucla.eclu/csc/amiaos
amlqos@ucla.edu Kercktioff 408

(310) 825-2217 Amigos de UCLA
I'jkI for hs tlVC funds from I S«:

Dr. PatricR Doyle, O.D.
EYES OF WESTWOOE>

C> M I

EYE LXAMiNATlONS-CONTACT LENSES HIGH-FASHION EYEWEAR

10930 WEYBURTH AVE
5 1 0'208' 1584

TOE DIITEREINCE IS HIGH QUALITY SERVICE!

CONTACT LENS
PACKAGE*
Includes eye exam,

fitting, 2 month follow-

up. and pair of Ocular

Science daily

wear lenses.

Eyes of

Westwood
can help you

see better, and
look better,

too.

EYEGLASS
PACKAGE*

Includes exam, frame
and single vision

prescription lenses.

Laser Vision

Correction • LASIK

Is it for you??

Be sure to ask Dr.

Doyle. He has had

L45/Kandis
extremely happy!

We accept UCLA's Vision Plan

Close to campus in Westwood Village

Across from Jeny's Famous Deli

Cut your study time in half!

Try Qi Gong and/or Meditation

Qi Gong Movement Therapy (Free) Drop in.

Mon. from 4:00 to 4:45 in Ashe Conf. Rm, #414

April 9, 1 6, 23, 30; May 7, 1 4, 2 1 ; June 4

Meditation Workshop (Free) Drop in.

Thurs. from 4:45 to 5:30 pm in Ashe Conf. Rm, #414

April 12, 26; May 10, 24; June 7

7:00 to 8:00 pm in Rieber Fireside Lounge

Thurs. April 12 and May 17; Wed. May 2

Other classes for success, good health and well being

MindBody Clinic (Free) Drop in.

Guided imagery, relaxation and meditation

1st, 3rd, 5th Wed. 2:00 to 3:00, Ashe Conf. Rm. #414 1„ : _^_ .1

2nd, 4th Wed. 4:00 to 5:00, Ashe Staff Rm, #416

Except Wed, 25 April, 2:00 to 3:00, Ashe Conf.Rm. #414

Acupuncture ($18 per visit)

By appointment in the Ashe Center

Wed. and Frid. 1 :00 to 5:00, Thurs. 8:00 to 1 2:00

Nutrition Classes (Free)

Wooden Center, Second Floor Conf. Rm.

Wed. from 5:00 to 6:00

April 1 1 , 1 8, 25; May 2, 9, 1 6, 23, 30

Thurs. from 1:00 to 2:00

April 12, 26; May 3, 10,' 17, 24, 31

Bruin Weigh (Referral needed)

Beginning 17 April for 8 weeks

Tues. and Thurs. from 3:30 to 5:00

Call Sfteri Albert, MPH, RD,

for more information 310 798-4180

Ashe Cenler

Visit the Ashe Canter website

for more information, request

an appointment or ask health

related questions -

vAvw.studenthealth.ucla.edu

or call 310 825-4073
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Should race matter?

Maegan Carberry looks at

race in the U.S. and the

meaning of diversity.

See Tuesday's paper

vJewpoJnt@media.ucla.edu

L.A. City
Endorsements
Villaraigosa promises action, results

MAYOR: Specific plans for

schools, police, homeless

show aggressive attitude

A;
s a visionary candidate with

local and state governmenl_

experience, Antonio

Antonio

Villaraigosa

Villaraigosa makes the best candidate

for mayor of Los Angeles. In his expe-

rience as a public servant, Villaraigosa

has demonstrated the ability to get

things done, especially

when it comes to

working with low-

income neighbor-

hoods and labor

unions. Though city

attorney Jim Hahn
currently holds a

strong lead in the race, a run-off elec-

tion between the lop two candidates is

likely.

Villaraigosa outshines his competi-

tion on many issues currently facing

Los Angeles, including education.

Villaraigosa has an 1
1 -point plan to

help improve the Los Angeles Unified

School District, including the building

of 100 new schools and expanding

The Ajiociated Press

Antonio Villaraigosa

after-school programs. Unlike candi-

date Steve Soboroff, Villaraigosa does

not want to break up LAUSD.
Although the district is too large,

SoborofTs plan breaks it into too

many small districts, possible segregat-

ing the community.

Congressman Xavicr Bccerra,

though also in favor of breaking up

LAUSD, has more simplistic and

naive methods of helping improve

education like his plan tc give all

kindergarten students library cards.

But Villaraigosa takes a more proac-

tive approach toward education.

Villaraigosa's approach to the

problems inherent in the Los Angeles

Police Department also puts him

above the competition. Not only ha§

Villaraigosa stated that he will remove"

Police Chief Bernard Parks if the cor-

ruption of the LAPD is not addressed,

he is also the first candidate to endorse

a federal consent decree to reform the

department and is a strong advocate

of community-based policing. Though

Hahn may be an advocate of police

reform now, as city attorney, he had

the opportunity to take a more proac-

tive role in investigating the LAPD,
especially after the Rampart scandal.

Villaraigosa provides the aggressive

attitude needed to reform the LAPD
- an attitude which Hahn had the

opportunity to establish, but didn't.

In terms of concern for low-income

families and the homeless,

Villaraigosa also surpasses his compe-

tition in his proposed reforms.

Villaraigosa has stated his support for

See MAYOR, page 18

Hayden's progressive

ticJcet lielps students
COUNCIL- Others show

httle support for needs

of general community

Proposition A assists

in assuring quality of

community colleges
This measure provides the Los Angeles Community

College District with over $1.2 billion in general obliga-

tion bonds and is geared toward helping improve the

quality of the district's schools. By selling these bonds,

the district can raise funds to construct, repair, or equip

its facilities, including libraries and classrooms.

The measure also provides funds for campus safety

services and computer technology. The proposition

would establish a citizens' oversight committee to keep

track of these expenditures and report them to the pub-

lic.

Having schools that are safe, large enough to accom-

modate students and up-to-date with technology are nee-

Proposition

Yes

No

essary to providing the best edu-

cation possible. Providing over

$1.2 billion for community col-

leges alone shows the govenv

fJ^M Var ment's concern for students

l^n IC5 attending these schools. It's the

-

1

responsibility of the city to make

|\|0 sure all schools and colleges are

adequate learning facilities.

This proposition is also impor-

tant for the UCLA community, especially if the dual-

admissions program is implemented in California.

According to this proposal, the top 12.5 percent of stu-

dents in each high school will be admitted to the

University of California as long as they attend a commu-
nity college and satisfactorily finish basic requirements.

This could mean a greater number of university-bound

students will attend community college.

Voting Yes on Proposition A ensures that community
colleges in Los Angeles are better equipped to help stu-

dents prepare for a career or go on to a university.

sr

The Fifth District City

Council seat has 1 1 candi

dates lined up, but only

one of them - the one with the

greatest name recognition - is

truly in tune with students.

,., . : TomHayden
Westwood, '

Bel-Air,

Holmby
Hills, West

Hollywood,

Century City

and parts of the San

Fernando Valley are all

part of the Fifth District,

making it one of the

wealthiest districts in the

city, but also one that has

continuing problems bal-

ancing student needs with

homeowner desires.

Tom Hayden, a former

state senator, is the only

candidate with a record of

commitment to students.

Last year, Hayden was named
Legislator of the Year by the

UC Student Lobby, CSU
Student Association and the

Community College Student

Association. As a legislator, he

passed bills that helped all three

school systems.

Unlike many politicians,

Hayden 's past also demon-

strates a serious commitment to

progressive social change. His

political career began in the

1960s as a civil rights activist

and leader in the anti-war move-

ment. He co-founded the radical

Students for a Democratic

Society, was a member of the

Student Nonviolent

Coordinating Committee and

stood on trial as one of the

"Chicago Seven," charged with

^conspiracy after the violent

T968 Democratic National

Convention in Chicago. He
eventually became a slate sena-

tor who championed labor,

human rights and the environ-

ment.

Tom Hayden
Tom H«yden Cjmpiign

His progressive views would

benefit Angelenos. Hayden sup-

ports the consent decree* and

police reform, though M says he

will wait to decide whether or

not he would vote to renew L.A.

Police Chief Bernard Pafks'

contract. He has also said he

supports low-income housing.

At UCLA, he opposes the

destruction of the IM field to

build a parking lot, and sup-

ports the extension of the

BruinGo! Program. He wants to

increase bus services through-

out Los Angeles, which would

S««aMINCIl«page18
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Amendment step

in right direction

to reform LAPD
In a city where police officers have notori-

ous reputations for abuse, this amendment is a

step in the right direction This overdue mea-

sure revises the police officer disciplinary

process in three ways. First, it would no longer

allow police officers to be represented by other

officers in disciplinary hearings.

Second, it eliminates the "double,

jeopardy" rule for police officers,

which previously did not allow for

an officer to be charged a second

time for the same offense even

with the introduction of new evi-

dence. Lastly, it changes the time

limitation standards used when
charging police officers of miscon-

duct Instead of having to charge an officer

within a year of when the misconduct

occurred, it allows for extensions if the miscon

duct is also part of criminal or civil litigation.

Amendment

St Yej

D No

This measure vyouldl serye as a

positive step toward reforming

Los Angeles' ailing police depart-

ment. Having the city pay for

police officers to serve as each

other's defense representatives

during disciplinary hearings is

counterproductive. Not only docs

it provide a .special privilege for

those officers accused of miscon-

duct, but it also isolates the issue from the com-

munity by keeping both the accused and the

defense within the department. It also helps

foster a code of silence among olTicers, since

they are less likely to be open about a fellow

officer's misbehavior. If officers can be proven

innocent with the discovery of new evidence,

there should be no reason why they can't be

proven guilty with new evidence as well. This

amendment allows for that.

Furthermore, there is no reason why there

.should be time limits to charging an officer

with misconduct. Regardless of how long it

takes, officers need to be held accountable for

misbehavior. We can't expect to improve the

LAPD if this type of accountability is missing.

A Yes vote on this amendment will help make
these changes.

How TO SUBMIT

TO VIEWPOINT

• Write a three to four- page, opinion style

submission about a current event on campus
or in the world jt large, or write a response to

something that you have already read in The

Bruin

• E mail submissions to

viewpoint'P'media ucia edu Rerr>ember to

copy and paste your submission into the body

of the e-mail, or drop off a hard copy of vour

submission at the Daily Bruin office (118

Kerckhoff Hall), care of Jonah Lalas

* Apply to be a Viewpoint columnist dur-

ing Weeks 7 and 8 of each quarter

• Apply to be a cartoonist dr artist. Send an

e-mail expressing your Interesf to the

Viewpbint address

A few things to remember:
• All submissions must include your name,

phone number and affiliation with UCLA. If

you are a student, they must also Include your

student 10 number, year and major.

• Your facti will be checked; make sure

they are accurate.

• Viewpoint is not an advertising space for

any group or organization; be sure to have

clearly articulated opinions

• We reserve the right to edit submissions

for clarity, grammar and length
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Encroachment of major languages endangers biodiversity
PLANET: Enforcement of

linguistic homogeneity

a threat to environment

Last week, while reading a brief

article, I learned about a gov-

ernment that had once disfran-

chised immigrant Chinese because

they were seen as "a threat to the puri-

ty of the ballot box." This same nation

also recently eliminated multilingual

emergency telephone lines, cutting

hundreds of thousands of people olT

from relief services.

Believe it or

not, I am speak-

ing of the United

States.

Throughout

the world, simi-

lar acts of racism

are occurring

every day.

Presently, minor-

ity and indige-

nous languages

are being threat-

ened by powerful

elites who are

Mitra

Ebadolahi

Jmposing an unnatuml homogeneity

upon people from innumerable cultur-

al backgrounds. As a result, the vast

majority of the world's languages are

now "endangered species," and the

Ebadolahi is a third-year international

development studies and history stu-

dent who believes that the forces of

good will kiss evil on the lips. She

encourages comments at mighty-

mousennitra@yahoo.com.

issue of "linguistic diversity" has

become the subject of heated interna-

tional debate.

For many proponents of linguistic

diversity, the world is being colonized

by English and other "mega-lan-

guages" at the expense of indigenous

and minority languages. Today, there

are more than 10,000 languages

throughout the world. Alarmingly, as

many as 90 percent of these languages

may be extinct or moribund - that is,

no longer learned by children - by the

year 2100.

Currently, 80 percent of the world's

languages exist in only one small

region or country. Thus, some people

have argued that it would be benefi-

cial, even logical, for all people to

communicate in just a few internation-

al super-languages.

Yet a closer look at linguistic diver-

sity indicates the profoundly negative

impact the disappearance of lan-

guages will have on the planet. First,

there is mounting evidence linking lin-

guistic diversity to biodiversity and a

balanced global environment.

According to Dr Tove Skutnabb-

Kangas, vice-president of the interna-

tional nonprofit group Terralingua, "It

has taken centuries for people to learn

about their environments and to name
the complex ecological relationships

that are decisive for maintenance of

biodiversity. When indigenous peoples

lose their languages, much of this

knowledge also disappears."

Take for example Californian

English. Nowhere in our vocabulary

do we have terminology for indige-

nous agricultural methods or names

for hundreds of thousands of tree

species. Given that we do not live in a

rainforest, this is understandable. If

indigenous languages from rainforest

regions di.sappear. however, we will

lose this information, which is central

to the maintenance of biodiversity.

And all the "hella.s" and "dudes" in the

world won't bring it back.

In a recent environmental program

report, U.N. officials stated,

"Threatened languages store the

knowledge about how to maintain and

use sustainably some of the most vul-

nerable and biologically diverse envi-

ronments in the world." In other

words, as languages diminish, so docs

the human capacity to care for fragile

ecosystems and biodiversity.

Secondly, it is critical to recognize

that the groups most affected by lin-

guistic colonization are the same as

those which have been subjected to

ongoing economic colonization over

RAC MIL RE ILK H/Duily Biuin

the past (\\e centuries: indigenous ami

minority populations.

One of the many types of violence

that has been committed against these

peoples throughout the last 500 years

IS linguistic genocide, in which indige-

nous culture is destroyed as mcga-lan-

guages such as English or Spanish

become the only legal languages of a

particular region.

According to the original U.N.ocrF

nition, linguistic genocide is "prohibit-

ing the use of the language of a group

in daily intercourse or in schools, or

the printing and circulation of publica-

tions in the language of the group."

The definition also includes indirect

prohibition, whereby native speakers

of a minority language are made to

See EBADOLAHI, page 19

Articles perpetuate confusion about funding of campus groups
RULING: Daily Bruin coverage omits basis of issue;

programs, not views, should factor into allocation

ByLeiZhang .

I've been following the articles

regarding student fees and USAC for

the past couple months. After reading

the April 3 article "Court rules against

student fees," (Daily Bruin, News), I

couldn't believe that the Daily Bruin is

not only still giving incomplete infor-

mation about the issue, but now it is

also ignoring the most important

Zheng is a first-year electrical engineer-

ing student

facts. I think it's important for stu-

dents to understand what's at stake

over the next few weeks.
'

The one thing The Bruin complete-

ly omitted is the foundation of the

whole issue. In 2000, The Supreme

Court made a landmark 9-0 ruling in

the case of the University of

Wisconsin vs. Southworth, overruling

previous decisions made by U.S.

District Court Judge John C. Shabaz

and the 7th Circuit Court of Appeals.

In Southworth, the Supreme Court

made it abundantly clear that it is

essential to the mission of universities

to protect all speech regardless of the

viewpoints expressed.

In order to implement this stan-

dard, the Court said that all funding

decisions made by student govern-

ment must be "viewpoint neutral."

This means that funding decisions

may not be made on the popularity or

unpopularity of a particular organiza-

tion's viewpoint.

In the wake of this decision, our

own student council decided to ensure

that at UCLA, funding decisions are

based entirely on the programs run by

a student group and not on their views

or beliefs.

Many students here on campus

have misinterpreted viewpoint neutral

to mean that all student groups must

receive the same amount of funding.

Unfortunately, the Bruin has run arti-

cles based on this incorrect assumf>-

tion.

Groups who do the most program-

ming should still receive the most

resources; the process is just to ensure

that the funding decisions are based

on the activities of the group and not

the beliefs they hold.

USAC has been working for the

past few months on fixing UCLA's
constitution and bylaws to ensure that

our school complies with the

Southworth decision. They have

already made a great deal of progress

and are on the final stretch towards

full compliance.

Right now, student government has

a historic opportunity to change the

way student groups are funded. The

administration has been demanding

these policy changes for years, and

now we have a student government

with the ability and determination to

start empowering students. We have

reached a point where it is absolutely

essential for the members of the board

to forgive each other for differences in

the past and work together to protect

all student groups on campus.

I'm afraid that if USAC waits too

~~
SeeZRENCpagcIS

Press Pound
By Scott Comuiada

I really like the

nut-shell pattern

on my cell phone.

Hello ..,

oh, hi,

baby!

I

It's not what it

looks like ...

he's talking to

his girlfriend.

J

DAILY BRUIN
118 Kerckhoff Hall

308 Westwood Plaza

Los Angeles, CA 90024
(310)825-9898

httpy/www.dailybruJn.ucla.edu
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Unsigned editorials represent a

nf>ajority opinion of the Daily

Bruin Editorial Board. All other

colunnns, letters and artwork

represent the opinions of their

authors.

All submitted material must

bear the author's name,

address, telephone number.

registration number or affilia-

tion with UCLA. Names will not

be withheld except in extreme

cases.

The Bruin complies with

the Communication Board's

policy prohibiting the publi-

cation of articles that perpetu

ate derogatory cultural or eth-

nic stereotypes.

When multiple authors

submit material, some names
may be kept on file rather than

published with the material.

The Bruin reserves the right to

edit submitted material and to

determine its placement in the

paper. All submissions become

the property of The Bruin. The

Communications Board has a

media grievance procedure

for resolving complaints

against any of its publication^

For a copy of the complete

procedure, contact the

Publications office at 118

Kerckhoff Hall.
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ARE YOU INTERESTED-.
IN HEALTH CARE? n

IN COMMUNITY SERVICE?
j,

IN CAREER FUNNIN^?^ ^ II

/Is/a/j Paciiic Health Corps Wants You!!

Come to our General Meeting to find

out more about us!

TUESDAY, APRIL 10th, @ 5 pm.

ACKERMAN 2412
THERE WILL BE FREE FOOD!!

I

Paid for by USA Progmmming Fund. ASUCLA Student Interaction

Fund. Campus Programs Committee of tlie Program Activities

Board, and Office of Residential Life

v^d^^lon^

%
;

a/5:30 A,m^.
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COUNCIL
From page 16

help commuters and make cheaper

housing more accessible to students.

In contrast, candidate Laura

Lake, co-founder of Friends of

Westwood, is an advocate for the

wealthy homeowners and is out of

touch with UCLA students. Though

she is known for her interest in revi-

talizing Westwood, her sentiments

have historically been with the home-

owners who prefer upscale dining

and bringing an expensive Ralph's

Fresh Fare to Westwood, rather than

bringing live music, dancing and an

affordable supermarket to revitalize

the Village for college students.

The third leading candidate is

Jack Weiss, a former federal prose-

cutor, who raised more money for

his campaign than any of his oppo-

nents. Weiss has not demonstrated

any special understanding of college

students or the conflicting interests

of the Village, which is an important

part of the district.

Hayden holds the potential to bal-

ance between the interests of the

homeowners as well as the interests

of students - who have too long been

ignored in the Fifth District. His

renown will make him a powerful

member of the dty cotmcil and hir

broad understanding of the diversity

of the district will make him an excel-

lent representative for the Fifth

District.

MAYOR
From page 16

a living wage and supports the build-

ing of affordable housing projects. As
a state assemblyman, he even fought

for $500 million for new housing

funds for the 2000-2001 state budget.

Villaraigosa has also stated his sup-

port for working more closely with

the Housing and Urban Development

department to provide resources for

the homeless, such as substance abuse

treatment programs. Villaraigosa also

wants the city to work doser with

non-profit organizations to help pro-

vide better shelter facilities for home-

less woman and children. Unlike

Soboroffwho wants to revitalize busi-

ness in downtovm Los Angeles,

Villaraigosa shows that he's nf>ore

concerned with the needs of the

homeless by proposing such action as

setting up toilets along Skid Row.

Villaraigosa has also shown his

concern for issues that affect UCLA
students. Last month, during the

protests to repeal SP-I and 2, which

ended the use of affirmative actipn in

hiring and admissions at the

University of California, Villaraigosa

sided with the students and even

wrote a letter to the UC Regents ask-

ing them to put on the agenda a dis- >
cussion for the repeal of these poli-

cies.

Clearly, the experience and results

that have defined Villaraigosa for the

last eight years as a servant to

California make him the most quali-

fied candidate to serve as a mayor of

Los Angeles.

ZHENG
From page 17

long, the administration will step in

and make the changes for us to avoid

lawsuits. We elected these students to

USAC because we trusted them to

make decisions like this for us.

The Supreme Court entrusted the

responsibility of making funding deci-

sions solely to the student govern-

ments ofour universities.

This was to ensure that decisions

about students and their money are

made by students. It's imperative that

the members of student government

cooperate to make changes that arc

fair and beneficial to all the student

groups on our campus.
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EBADOLAHI
From page 17

feel ashamed of their language and

are overlooked by publishers and

libraries discriminating against litera-

ture in these languages.

Indigenous peoples control or

manage nearly 20 percent of the

world's land and speak over 60 per-

cent of the world's languages despite

representing only 4 percent of the

total human population. Indigenous

groups effectively serve as the planet's

guardians; therefore, life on Earth is

seriously threatened when its linguis-

tic traditions are attacked.

Thus, though the issue may seem

farfetched, linguistic diversity is actu-

ally very relevant to our future sur-

vival. Unfortunately, linguistic geno-

cide continues daily. According to Dr.

Skutnabb-Kangas, "The media and

educational systems are the most

important direct agents in language

murder today," prioritizing certain

languages over others while portray-

ing indigenous and minority popula-

tions as backward and less competent.

These patterns are present here in

Los Angeles. In l998,Californians

passed Proposition 227, which institu-

tionalized English as the sole official

language for all state government pro-

grams. including health and social ^_-
welfare services. The proposition

paved the way for an English-based

monoculture and catalyzed a national

movement against linguistic diversity

within the United States. Perhaps

most significantly, however.

Proposition 227 has destroyed bilin-

gual public education in a state that is

^home to more than 40 percent of the

nation's "limited English proficient"

students.

Twice a week. I work as a bilingual

Iiterat7 tutor in East Los Angeles with

Spanish-speaking first graders strug-

gling to learn English in the post-227

LAUSD. I have witnessed first hand

the way children are led to reject their

bilingualism and to see their Spanish

skills not as a gift, but rather as some-

thing to be ashamed of, an inheritance

to renounce. If this isn't linguistic and

cultural genocide, what is?

The attack on languages is yet

another way in which homogenized

culture is being thrust upon our glob-

alized planet. Agricultural monocul-

tures are dangerous for crops, render-

ing them more susceptible to pests

and destroying soil. Similarly, a cultur-

al and linguistic! monoculture is dan-

gerous for people, destroying the

foundations ofour complex human
relationships.

In order for biodiversity and tradi-

tional/indigenous knowledge systems

to survive, linguistic and cultural

diversity must be maintained. In

order for such diversity to be pre-

served, linguistic genocide has to be

stopped.

We can take immediate steps to

slow the elimination ofour precious

languages. For starters, we should

ttrive to be bi- or multi-lingual, and

l^iew other languages not as barriers,

put rather as wealths ofknowledge

available to us as long as we respect

them. We can agitate for bilingual

education programs and seek to

require teachers to be bilingual them-

selves. These are not impractical solu-

tions, as the proponents of "English-

only" laws like Prop. 227 want us to

believe. Rather, they are the first steps

toward creating a society which values

cultural and linguistic diversity.

As Dr. Skutnabb-Kangas wrote,

"When speakers of small languages

learh other, necessary, languages in

addition to their native languages,

they become multilingual, and the

maintenance of linguistic diversity is

supported. When dominant languages

such as English arc learned subtrac-

tively. at the cost of the mother lan-

guages, they become killer lan-

guages." Ifwe want to avoid becom-

ing mere carbon copies of one anoth-

er, and are serious about surviving, we

must stop the destruction of linguistic

diversity.

TOMODACHI SUSHI

. (Qood With Beer) 1
;
^ SPECIAL

j
Appetizer with Sake Bomb J|>0»OV

Package

*JOMODACHI SUSHI (9/31/01 )^*

5 pes Sushi and
California Roll

$1 Extra/ I

SpicyTuna Roll i

TOMODACHI SUSHI (Wi/Oi) #

(lunch only)

CURRY RICE
SPECIAL

^^ Chicken or Beef

$4.50 " ^""
^^

Tonkatsu or Shrimp

V TOMODACHI SUSHI (9/.^i/oi|* \^

$2.00 OFF\
1

1

;
; Dinner Specials
(Dine-in ONLY)/ TOMODACHI SUSHI

'

With Coupon Only, One CouponI

I I Per Visit. Can not be combined
^ with other specials (9/3lA)l)#

BOBA DRINK SPECIAL
(BUY ONE AND GET ONE FREE)

GREEN TEA /BLACK TEA

.$3,25

%
I

I

I

TOMODACHI SUSHI (9/31/01)^'

Hours: M-Tliurs & Sun 1 1-3, 5-10:30 P.M.

Fri,Sat 11-3,5-11 P.M.

10975 Weybum Ave., L.A., CA 90024

(Across from Maloney's on Campus)
(310)824-8805 TOMODACHI
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COMPLIMENTARY
CONSULTATION

Braces

Deliver Brilliant Results

ORTHODONTIST
SINCE 1980 w^ V.T -1 w^

UCU FACULTY MKMIiKK DF* NdOCf DSJ^dlll
Member American Association of Orthodonti.sts

Specializing in braces for adults & children

• invisible • Removable • Cosmetic Porcelain
• European • Traditional • Surgical Orthodontics

20% DISCOUNT TO STl.'DKNTS /\ND FACULTY WITH VALID I.I).

(310) 826- 7494

11645 Wilshire Blvd. #802

Los Angeles, CA 90025

(949) 552 - 5890

18124 Culver Dr., #A

Irvine, CA 92715

Teeth Whitening
upper or lower

$85°« each

<R«g. $200.00)

The treatment will be as tollows S ItXW 00 plus

SI 00 00 for each month ot treatment rendered
for metal braces. S900 00 plus S 100 00 to* each
month of treatment rendered for removoble

bfoces and S 1 700.00 plus S 1 25 00 per month for

ceramic braces, S200 00 for diagnostic study
model ond S 1 75 00 for formal consultation

expiration date 5-15-01

Meblitz Movies
I AOCi4G<M»v«M

S>t«Mntt»OM*M

-M-fl

^
FEIMITZ

OVIES

in association ^with Italia Cinema
invites you to a screening of

Hbe
1^7tTA

{Living It Up)

Bruno and Mirella get married in 1989 and
live in the little town of Piombino seems to be
a bed of roses. After a while Bruno gets the

sack, while Mirella takes up with a local tv idol,

Gerry Fumo. When she realizes that Bruno
can't stand being on the dole, she repents and
wants to leave Gerry. It is too late: Bruno has

found out everything and asks her to leave.

After a while they take up another time, but

they soon realize that their love story has

ended. Mirella goes back to her parents' house
and begins to work in a kindergarten, while

Bruno finds a job at the local beach. The two
begin to exchange a tender correspondence.

Directed by: Paolo Virzi

Starring: Claudio Bigagli, Sabrina
Ferilli, Massimo Ghini

The movie will bfe introduced by
Prof. Guido Fink, Director

Italian Cultural Institute

MONDAY, APRIL 9TH @ 7:30 PM
JAMES BRIDGE THEATER, MELNITZ HALL

y
- - Italian Film Festival Program:

Tue 7:30pm: Tre Storie (Gay & San Pietro) [ICI]

Wed 7:30pm: Lontano in Fondo agli Occhi (Giuseppe Rocca) (JBT]

Thu 3:00pm: Gostanza da Libbiano (Paolo Benvenuti) [ICI]

Fri 7:30pm: Tano da Morire (Roberta Torre) [JBT]

Free tickets are available at the Melnitz Box Office the day of the screening one hour before
show time. For recorded program information on Melnitz Movies call 825-2345. To receive

Melnitz previews and program information by e-mail write listserv@listserv.ucla.edu. Type
"Hello" in the subject line and "subscribe melnitz-1" in the message body. Visit our website al

http://www.fneinit2.ucla.edu
IJBT) The James Bridges Theatre is located in Melnitz Hail at the Northeast end of the UCLA Campus.

[ICU The Italian Cultural,I n.stitute is located at 1023 Hilgard Avenue (310) 443-3250
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\v\\ Art

A new Chinese art gallery, the

Chen Art Gallery, has opened

in Los Angeles. Find out more

tomorrow in A&K.
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Rhythmic salsa beats

draw the masses to

The Conga Room for

a sensual experience

By Sophia Whang
Daily Bruin Contributor

People are spicing up their lives with a kind of

salsa that's good enough to eat.

Adding flavor to Thursday nights, dance instruc-

tor, Alex Da Silva, is sharing his salsa dancing moves
with the crowds that flock to The Conga Room
every week from 8 to 9 p.m.

Charging $10 for the hour, he teaches the basic

dance steps in addition to a few partner patterns,

pairing couples in a circular formation so that the

women can rotate, since most people come without

partners.

"I've always wanted to learn a Latin dance, but

never had the opportunity to before," said Cynthia

Lopell, a Hrst-time student of Da Silva's, at The
Conga Room. "I like the way salsa makes you move

the body. It's very sensual, very expressive, and
there's a lot of creativity in it."

Salsa dancing began in New York, when the

Puerto Rican and Cuban immigrants brought it over

in the 1930s. It has evolved musically since then, tak-

ing influences from different Latin music and
African jazz styles.

Salsa music is what is primarily played in The
Conga Room, a nightclub that has housed well-

known artists such as Celia Cruz, Tito Nieves, and

Chucho Valdes. It also plays mcrenguc, cha-cha and

even a little hip-hop music, as well as some Irish

keltic rock.

"There's an eclectic, fun atmosphere here at The
Conga Room." said Brendan Edwards, one of the

managers ofthe nightclub who also oversees the con-

tingent restaurant. La Boca. "People here range

from ages 21 to 101. There is very energetic dancing,

and 10 to 12-member big, brassy, salsa bands."

"We chose Alex because he's one of the top

dancers in L.A. right now," Edwards added. "He has

great rapport with all of his students and it's a great,

interactive class."

Da Silva has been dancing and teaching for 13

years doing salsa, hip-hop, Argentine tango, swing

and ballroom dancing. Though he teaches all these

types of dance, he only has group lessons for salsa.

"1 started dancing and 3 months later, someone
offered me a job to teach salsa for $15 an hour,"

Da Silva said. "I never thought I was going to be a

dance instructor, but that's how it all started, and I

got hooked."

Other salsa dancers at The Conga Room share

See DANCE, page 24

MARY HOLSC HER

The UCLA Fowler Museum hosts the exhibit "Making Faces, Playing God" until July 29.

Exhibit reveals malce-up secrets

Movement is key at The Conga Room, where attendees can take an

hour-long salsa lesson for only $10.

MUSEUM: Display shows

transformation power of

artists, engages audience

By Emily Pauker

Daily Bruin Contributor

Whoever said you can't turn a

sow's ear into a silk purse never saw a

make-up artist at work.

A new exhibit at the Fowler

Museum, "Making Faces, Playing

God: The Art of Transformational

Makeup," explores how makeup
artists bring their creative visions to

life on their three-dimensional human
canvasses.

Though there are many books and

television specials about makeup,
most show the art of makeup from a

how-to perspective. The Fowler

exhibit, however, examines the craft

from a unique psychological and

social perspective, emphasizing that

everything a makeup artist creates is a

reflection of his or her imagination.

According to the accompanying

plaques at the exhibit, makeup is a

three-part process begun by the

artists, animated by the actors, and

perceived by the audience.

Illusory changes created by the

artists have no meaning until the

actor takes on the role and uses it as a

tool to enhance the development.of a

character. The way each member of

the audience perceives the actor influ-

ences how realistic they perceive the

character to be.

The exhibit itself is very simplistic.

It is divided up into different types of

makeup transformations, such as

demons, aliens and disguises.

One example shows the different

steps in makeup transformation by

explaining the ingredients in the

makeup mask, such as foamed

gelatin, silicon gel and foam latex.

Most of the exhibit consists of a

series of fascinating photos of difl'er-

ent makeup transformations, often

contrasting the finished disguise with

with the person's original, unaltered

appearance.

The exhibit even features a decep-

tively simple game, a series of 14

mi.xed pairs of "before" and "after"

photos, arranged to challenge the

viewer to match up each "before"

photo with its corresponding "after"

photo It sounds like an easy task, but

the results are astounding. It is diffi-

See FACES, page 26

'Wonder Boys' an overlooked gem
COLUMN: Dylan's song,

superb acting contribute

to neglected worthiness

I

Greg White (right) twirls his partner among other learners during a dance lesson last month at West Los Angeles'The Conga Room
Ptxstos by COURTNEY STEWART

f "Wonder Boys" arrived at the-

aters, and

.no one was

around to see it,

would it still be

a fantastic film?

Just as the

lonely tree

falling in the

forest does

indeed make a

sound, so can a

film be a mar-

velous piece of

art whether or

not people have

seen.

Unfortunately, the arrival of

"Wonder Boys" to deaf ears earned

it only a handful of critical praise,

and utter dismissifl by the Academy
Awards.

Released in February of 2000, the

film grossed only $18 million domes-

Pavid

Holmberg

lically, which means, according to

industry standards, it is little more

than a box office "disappointment."

Somehow, film executives fre-

quently translate monetary failure

into lack of quality. It is not hard to

disprove this fallacy, with drivel such

as box office smashes "Armageddon"

and "Star Wars: Episode I" serving

as prime examples that film audi-

ences often make popular movies

that should otherwise go straight to

video.

On the opposite end are over-

looked yet remarkable films such as

"Fight Club" and "Quills" that will

be lucky to barely break even.

ITiis disparity between quality and

revenues is understandable and even

acceptable given the nature of the

film business. In a unique indu.slry

that crams art and money into a sin-

gle venture, sacrifices will and must

be made.

Some films, like "Armageddon,"

are marketed as thrill ride popcorn

flicks, while films such as "Quills"

are acknowledged as art pictures,

and thus their fates are sealed as to

how much money they will inevitably

make.

This would all be well and good

except that the lines arc rapidly blur-

ring. It would seem that a major lac-

tor in winning an Academy Award
these days is making serious cash,

and having a quality film is now a

secondary bonus, but not a necessity.

Out of the top 20 Academy Award
categories, only five films that did

not gross over $100 million walked

away with 0.scars-. Even more star-

tling is that within the top six cate-

gories, including Best Picture.

Director, Actor/Actress and

Supporting Actor/Aclrcss. only one

person won from a film that has not

already .surpassed that magic $100

million mark.

If "Gladiator" had not been a

breakout success, and already

grossed $186 million, it is doubtful

whether it would have even been

nominated

With all of this industry bureau-

cracy in mind, it is not hard to figure

why a truly wonderful film could be

lost in the muck. So it is time to res-

See HOLMBERG, page 25
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Play takes deeper look
\
'The DislY uncovers fortfotten story

at familial relattonsNps
THEATRE: Women confront

issue of what society does

with Veai^er' individuals

By Esther Pasternak
Daily Bruin Contributor

A good Narragansettian mother

would take the correct approach in

dealing with a weak newborn baby -

put the child in a cave and leave the

baby there to die.

Of course, this ancient practice

from the Narragansctt tribe in

Rhode Island is not practiced today.

However, even though today's soci-

ety does not take actions to ensure

only strong children survive, the

play "Crying Rocks" incorporates

this legend into its storyline to raise

questions about how society treats

its weaker members.

"Crying Rocks," playing at the

new Laurelgrove Theatre in Studio

City through April 22, focuses on

the relationships between four sis-

ters and their mother. After a lrau=_

spend an emotional 24-hour period

together, each woman must con-

front her own suppressed emotions,

as well as underlying family ten-

sions.

The play opens on a calm Sunday
afternoon while Sandra.(Stephanie

lltleson) enjoys time alone in her

apartment. Her sister Dolores

(Charlotte Booker) unexpectedly

bursts into the room seeking shelter

from her abusive husband. While

Dolores begs to stay with Sandra,

the third sister Mary Ann (Kara
Pacino) enters the apartment.

A chaotic misunderstanding

ensues, where Dolores thinks her

husband entered the apartment,

and then the fourth sister Kathy
(Elizabeth Bauman) enters and
frantically announces she just saw

the news and learned someone shot

Dolores' husband. Even more
shocking is Dolores sudden declara-

tion that she is the one who shot

him. This forces the family to unite

and deal with the murder, and, in

the process, they must confront

FILM: Story features small-town

Parkes' role in Apollo 1 1 mission

By Sandy Yang
Daily Bruin Contributor

"The Dish" follows the tradition of films that

glorify the human spirit and channel it through

quirky, charming small-town characters facing

adversity.

The movie, however, differs from the under-

dog tales of "The Full Monty" and "Billy Elliot"

because it is based on a true story.

Wednesday at 6 p.ni. at the Freud
PlayhoUvSe In Macgowan Hall. Free
passes available at the Carapits

Events Office Ioc>ated at 319
Itei'ckhoff Hall. For more iiifornialioii

cjilir:^ 10) 825-1958

matic event that forces them to TeeCRYfNG,page24

"The Dish" revolves around the motley crew
of scientists who televised Neil Armstrong's first

steps on the moon on July 20, 1969.

The historic moment couldn't have been cap-

tured on film in a less conspicuous locale on
Earth - a giant satellite dish in the midst of a

See DBH, page 25
(Left to right) Tom Long, Patrick Warburton, Sam N«lt|:

and Kevin Harrington star in the new movie 'The Dish."

Mdrketing Campaign

ftssistants Wanted

Are you bright, energetic and motivated?

Tlie UCLA Alumni Association is

looking for 30-40 students to join
our team for GradPak 2001 - our
membership recruitment campaign.

• Earn $7.23 per hour plus BONUSES
• Gain valuable sales and marketing experience

• Meet fellow Bruins

• Incentives and flexible hours

Interviews will be conducted in early April.

For more information, visit

www.UCLAIumni.net/About/StudentEmployment
To apply, send resumes to
members@UCLAIumni.net

UCLAkimni
Association

Savings

IS in rne

www.UCLAIumni.net
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Calendar
April 9-April 22

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday

*Bu$kaid Soweto String

Project performs at Royce Hall

at 8 p.m. For info, call

(310)825-2101

10

*The UCLA Hammer Museum

presents "Estuary" at 7:30

p.m. For info, call

(310)443-7000

11

*UCLA Gluck Fellows Group

play at Powell Library

Rotunda at 4 p.m. For info, call

(310)825-4134

•Campus Events shows 'Spy

Kids" at 7 p.m. Free tickets are

available in Kerckhoff 3 1 9. For

info, call

(310)825-1958

12 ^

• Shipping News performs at

the Knitting Factory. For

tickets call (323) 463-0204

*DavidHiggs performs at

Royce Hall at 7:30 p.m. For

info.cdW (310) 825-2101

• Charity Concert For The Kids

will take place at Club Lush.

•Joe Jackson performs at F^
John Anson Ford O
Amphitheatre. For tickets go

to www.ticketmaster.com

• Sprung Monkey and

Zebrahead perform at the El

Rey Theatre. For info, call

(323)936-4790 -

• Pablo Milanes performs at

the Conga Room. For info, go

to www.congaroom.com

•Alicia de Larrocha pei

at Royce Hall at 8 p.

call (310) 825-2101

•Lloyd Cole performs at The

Mint. For info, call f^
(323)954-9630. ^

13

Friday

oCl

Saturday Sunday

19

•Matthew Hart performs at

Genghis Cohen. For info, and

go to www.matthewhart.com

•SoundTribeSector9 performs

at the El Rey Theater. For

tickets go to

www.ticketmaster.com

•FenixTx performs at the

Chain Reaction. For tickets go

to www.ticketmaster.com

• Djavan performsat RoMce

Hall at 8:30 p.m. iSr\nfB?all

(310)825-2101

14
•Christopher Parkening and

Jubilant Sykes perform at Royce

Hall at 8 p.m. For info, call

(310)825-2101

•Jill Sobule performs at the

Knitting Factory. For info, call/>
(323)463-0204 Q^ I

lAprill3 14 ____
•Psychedelic FursandlUPT""
peifbnn at the House of Blues. For

tidtetsgoto

wwvttidetmastef.com

•Selected musicians from the

Global Music Festival perform

at Royce Hall at 5 p.m. For

info.call (310) 825-2101

20

•Seamus Heaney appears at

Royce Hall at 8 p.m. For info,

can (310) 825-2101

•Paco de Lucia and Septet

perform at Royce Hall at 8

p.m. For info.call

(310)825-2101

21

• Bon Jovl and SR-71 perform

at the Arrowhead Pond. For

tickets go to F^
www.ticketmaster.com^

• Julie Budd performs at

Schoenberg Hall at 8 p.m. For

info.call (310) 825-2101

-7'
• Lil Bow Wow performs at the

Wiltern Theatre. For tickets go

to www.ticketmaster.com

VICTOfi CHEN/Djily bfuin

•^«iik...::

r

Bruin Special
LARGE (16") PIZZA 3 regular toppings

9.95 - Mivary Only; $16.75 value; limit 1 per order

Student Special

Giant Slice + Salad + Drinii = $3.99 (Largest Slice in Westwood) • Complete Dinners $4.99 • Free Delivery

MANN

Westwood
VIUAGE S4NM0M Uto Ym (P6-13)
961 Broxton THX Dolby Olgltil

208-5576 Mon-Tue (12:00 2:30 5:00) 7:30 10:15

MUM
948 Broxton THX - tibttw Oibil

239-MANN Mon-Tue (11:45 2:15 4:45) 7:15 9:45
•*'rtffl

NATIONAL
10925 Lindbrook

208-4366

Along C«M a SaMar (R)

THX- Dolby Oigrtal

Mon-Tue (1:45 4:30) 7:15 10:00

FESTIVAL PrimMe3:TlMlto*ie(G)
10887 Lindbrook THX - Dolby Oigitjl

208-4575 Mon-Tue (12:15 2:45 5:15) 7:30 9 45

MGENT Yoe Cm Cowrt oe Me (R)
1045 Broxton Dolby Dtgilal

208-3259 Mon-Tue (1 :30 4:30) 7:00 9:45

PLAZA EMiny al Mm Gates (R)

1067 Glendon Dolby Digital

208-3097 Mon-Tue (1:00 4:00) 7:15 10 15

MANN

Santa Monica
CRrrEIUON 2 Sn KMs (P6)

THX - Dolby Digital

Mon-Tue (11:45 12:00 12:30 1:50 2:30
3K)0 4:00 4:45 5:15) 7:10 7:40 9:30 10:00

CRITERION 3

CRrrERI0N4

CRTTERION S

»^AEMMLE
visit our website:

West Hollywood
BupmSkiw nFarAJITfaipi
wifal CntcMl HatgMt) RitSOOOSMsai

(323) 848
PaMai

I Uto roe (P6-13)
THX - Dolby Digital

Mon-Tue (11:45 2:15 4:50) 7:15 9 45

TIN Tailor ol Paaama (R)
THX SDOS Dmiljl

Mon-Tue (11:50 2 20 5:00) 7:30 10 10

SUNSCT1
Mon-Thu (12:45) 3:50

lieck(R)
7:00 9:50

SUNSCT2 Maniairto (R)

Mon-Thu (1:30) 4 15 7 15 9 55

SUNSET 3 Tho OWKPQ-IS)
Mon-Thu (12:00) 2:30 5:00 7:30 10 OO

Tka Brolkart (R)
THX - Dolby Onilal

8:30 10:45Mon-Tue 6:15 8::

SUNSET 4 Tto Tailor ol Paaama (R)
Mon-Thu (1:40) 4:20 7:00 9:40

CRITERION • Eoeiny al tlM Gates (R)

THX • Dolby Digital

Mon-Tue (1:00 4:00) 700 9:50

PACIFIC
WESTWOOD 1

l050Gayley
208-7664

TkoBroHMntRJ
Dolby SR

Mon-Tue (5:15) 1020
ExilWoBBtf«(R)

Dolby Digital

Mon-Tue (3:30) 10:10

WESTWOOD 2

lOSOGayley
208-7664

IIMhNlBt R
Ooiby Digital

Mon-Tue (3 45) 10 00
Tko Moilcaa (R)

Dolby Digilal

Mon-Tue (12 45) 7 15

WESTWOOD

3

lOSOGayley
208-7664

QaHltfR)
Dolby Digital

Mon-Tue (1:00 4.00) 7:00 9:50

WESTWOOD 4 OhBrodwr. Whore Aft TIhm7(PG 13)
lOSOGayley Dolby Dioilal

208-7664 MonTu€(1 15)7 30
BHIy EMM R)
Dolby Digital

Mon-Tue (12 15 2 45) 7 45

Santa Monica

Westwood
CREST Jast Visiliao (R)
1262 Westwood Blvd THX - Digital

(S o( Wiishift) Mon-Thu (2:00 4:15) 7:00 9:45
474-7866 or

777-FILM (#025)

UNITED ARTISTS

Westwood

SUNSCT S Boaattlal Cnalaros (R)

Mon-Thu (1200) 2:15 4:30 7:00 915

WLA/Beverly Hills

I Pierre (R)

Thu(12 30)
17:45 1015

ROYAL The Widow o< Sai at Pierre (R)
11523 Santa Monica Blvd. Mon-Thu i

(310) 477-5581 2:55 5:20

1

MUSIC HALL 1

9036 Wilshire

274-6869

TIM Taste ol Otters (NR)
Mon-Thu (505) 7 35 10 OO

GENERAL CINEMA

Westwood
AVCO CINEMA
10640 WHthinBlvd

1 Bk.E. of Westwood
(310) 777-FILM #330

AVCO CINEMA llo«(R)
0a2 8crooas

Presented in SODS Digital Sound
12:45 4:157:3010:30

AVCO CINEMA Tomcats (R)

Presented in SDDS Dolby Sound
'

•""" Mon12:00 2 20 4:40

Tue 12:00 2:20 4:40 7:10 9:30

AVCO QNEMA Hoartbfoakars (PG-13)
Presented in THX OTS Digital Sound

12:304:00 7:2010:20

AVCO CINEMA Traffic (R)
Presented in THX SRD Digital Sound

Mon 12:15 340 7:00 1015
Tue 12:15 3:40 10:15

Beverly Hills
BEVERLY CONNECTION
La Cienega at Beverly Blvd

(310)659-5911
4 hours validated parking SI at Box Office

UCLA

Campus Events

ACKERMAN BAUROOM
TIckots FREE Irom
319 KorcUwfl (Moo)

WHt2Wrt4/11
in Kids

7 00 pm

MUSIC HALL t
9036 Wilshire

274-6869

Tte Gloaoors aad I (NR)
Mon-Thu (5 15) 7 30 945

BEVERLY CONNECTION Jast VisiNaa (PG-13)
Presented in THX OTS Digital Sound

12:40 3:00 5:15 7 45 1000

Enjoy the
Movies!!!

MUSIC MALL 3
9036 Wilshire

274 6869

Staos « Wooders (NR)
Mon-Thu (5 05) 7 35 10 0(5

BEVERLY CONNECTION Potemoo 3 (G)
Presented in THX OTS Digital Sound

12 00 2 20 4:45 7:10

Santa Monica
BEVERLY CONNECTION Tomcats (R)

Piesenled in THX SRD Digital Sound
12:50 3:10 5:30 8:00 9:30 10:20

UA WESTWOOD
10689 Wellworth
475-9441

i(RJ
No VIPs aatH 4/9

THX
Mon-Thu 1:15 4:15 7:30 10:30

MONICA 1

1322 2nd St

(310)394-9741

Tte Disk (PO-13)
Mon-Thu (100) 3 20 5 40

8:00 10 20

UA WESTWOOD
10889 Welhivonh
475-9441

CRITERION 1 SomaoeaLlkaYov (PG-13)
1313 3rd St THX - Dolby Digital

Promenade Mon Tue (11:45 2:15 4:50) 7:15 9:45
395-1599

HiddOB Dragooi^^li
THX

Mon-Thu 1.00 4:00 7:2010:20

MONICA 2 CroachlaoTlflor. HMdea OrafM (PC 13)
on-Thu(1 :15)4:1(J7:(K1006

MOMCAS NaeMMCroalaras (PG-13)
Mon-Thu (1:00) 3 15 5 30 7 45 10 OO

UA WESTWOOD
10889 Wellworth
475-9441

l(PG-t3)
Mon-Thu 12:45 3:45 7:00 10:00 M0MCA4

Fri (1:45) 4 30 7 15 100(5

Mon-Thu (11.00 1:45) 4:30 7:15 10:00

BEVERLY CONNECTION Soa Saot Raa (PG)
Presented in OTS Digital Sound

Mon-Tue 1220 2 40
Sap.Adm. EaH Waaada (R)

Mon-Tue 5:00 7:30 9:50

BEVERLY CONNECTION TMIk (R)
Presented in OTS Digital Sound

12:10 3 30 7.00 1015

BEVERLY CONNECTION Tto Meilcae (R)
Presented in OTS Digilal Sound

Mon 1:003:457:20 10:05

Tue 1KX) 3:45 10:05

To advertise
in the

Bruin

\

Guide,

call

310.825.^161
'::::^
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Spring Sing
Friday, May 4, 8 p.m., Los Angeles Tennis Center

Spring Sing, UCLA's oldest and greatest musical tradition, steps into

the spotlight In May! Fifteen acts will compete in four categories.

Tickets are on sale now through the Central Ticket Office. The best

seats go first! Be sure to show your BruinCard with the SAA imprint

on it to receive your discount on tickets. For information on the
show, call (310) UCLA-SAA.

Work at the
Alunnni Association

Want to work at the Alumni Association? If so, we are currently look-

ing for a student to assist the building services team.
Responsibilities include setting up for events in the James West
Alumni Center, assisting with the upkeep of the center, providing

administrative assistance and helping to maintain office supplies and
equipment in good worMng order. Must be able to move taMes,
chairs and other furnishings and lift up to 50 lbs. Student will earn
$9.61 per hour. If you are interested, contact Karen Lang at (310)
794-5186 or KLang@UCLAIumni.neL

Bruin
Networking Night

Tuesday, April 17, 6:30 - 8:30 p.m., James West Alumni Center
"

Have you built your Bruin network? At UCLA Alumni NetworWng
Night, you can mingle and develop new relationships in a Bruin-

friendly atmosphere. Join us for an evening of networking; make new
friends and catch up with old ones. RSVP by Friday, April 13, to
Laural Cooper at (310) 206-0691 or LCooper^UCLAIumni.net
Admission is free for Alumni Association members and UCLA
students.

We're Hiring
The UCLA Alumni Association Is kwking for 30-40 bright, enei^etic
and motivated students to join our team for GradPak 2001 - our
membership recniitnient campaign. Students can earn $7.23 per
hour plus bonuses. Don't miss out on tiM chance to gain valuable
sales and mariieting experience while meetii« fellow Bndns. For
information, vistt www.UCLAIumni.net/About/StiidentEmployment.
Interviews will be ongoing during the month of April.

ry Dates to

,

Remember
Spring Quarter Dates

Spring Sing Tkkeb on sale

Careers in Communications

and Media

Alumni Networidng Night

Careers in Psychology

(Apr. 2S-29) Los Angeles Tunes

Festhral off Books

C^ay2 ) Resume Writing woricshop

C^n_
Apr, 17

Apr. 25i

(May 4 Sprhig

UCLA Sfudent Alumni Association

James West Alumni Center

Los Angeles, CA 90095-139?

For Membership Information:

(310)UCLAIumni

(800) UClAlumni
UCLAIumni

For Event & Volunteer

Information:

(310) UCLA-SAA

Fax; (310)825-8678

E-moil: saa7UCLAlumni.net

www.UCLAlumni.net/saa

1 duif'l()r(jve ThPdire

Charlotte Brooker (left) and Elizabeth Bauman are sisters Dolores

and Kathy in "Crying Rocks," running through April 22 in Studio City.

CRYING
From page 22

deep familial problems.

The second scene begins with the

four sisters and their mother entering

a cabin The audience learrts the sis-

ters picked their mother Vera

(Jacqueline Scott) up from a dance

and then drove until a thick fog

forced them to stop for the night.

Trapped in two cabins, the family

has no choice but to speak to each

other and discuss sensitive topics. In

several emotional scenes the women
discusses physical abuse. These con-

versations are so touching that an

audience member can almost physi-

cally feel the punches and slaps the

sisters describe.

The acting in "Crying Rocks" is so

moving it is impossible not to react

strongly to the play Each of Dolores'

gestures and emotions appear natural

and the depth in Vcra's eyes is chill-

ing.

The intimate theater draws the

audience deep into the play. It feels as

if each member of the audience is sit-

ting in the cabin along with the family

At times the theater feels claustropho-

bic with emotion and pain filling the

theatrical cabin. Furthermore, the

tension in the theater is as thick as the

fog that traps the family in the cabins.

The use of humor in the play effec-

tively exonerates the painful mood
frequently felt throughout the dura-

tion of the play The characters use

humor to hide their pain and vulnera-

bility, which makes the scenes even

more powerful.

In one scene, Sandra and Mary
Ann laugh about how their mother
was once infuriated with Dolores

when she was a child. Eventually,

Sandra pauses and wonders why they

arc laughing since the situation isnir-.

really funny.

Later, in an especially important

moment in the play. Vera uses humor
to avoid confronting how significant

the present moment is. She says jok-

ingly, "Times like this I wish I had all

boys." The way Vera downplays the

situation and refuses to accept her

family's problems adds more tension

to the story.

The powerful ending of the play

grips the audience so strongly that

silence fills the small theater. The end-

ing forces the audience to turn inward

and wonder about their own interac-

tions with their families. Watching
Dolores in such a hopeless and vul-

nerable state makes everyone wonder
why her family was not eager to help.

Even though society no longer kills

weaker people like Dolores when
they are infants, the play suggests

society eventually neglects them until

they ultimately face the same fate.

THEATHt 'Crying Rocks" runs until April

22. It plays Thursday through Saturday

at 8 pirn, with the cast described, and
Sunday at 3 p.vn. and 7 p.m. with a sec-

ond cast. It plays at the Laurelgrove

Theatre at 1 2265 Ventura Blvd. in Studio

City. Call (818) 760-8368 for rescn«tions

and inf6rmatk>n.

DANCE
From page 20

similar stories of becoming hooked
on the dance.

Davor Pacemski, a student of Da
Silva, has been dancing salsa for

about two and a half years.

"I take salsa at studios; I take it

everywhere," Pacemski said in the

grand ballroom ofThe Conga Room.
"I started here one Thursday night

and then the next day, the movie
"Dance With Me" came out, and I

said to myself, 'This is so beautiful. I

have to learn it.' Ever since then I've

been taking classes, sometimes five

times a week."

Five is a small number to eager

salsa dancers who crave the taste of
salsa's sweet beats.

"There's more excitement in the

dance than in the best action movie,"

Da Silva said. "It's also a very good
way to pick up girls and guys because
it's a touching dance, and salsa

dancers don't care who they dance
with. They just come to dance."

Along with the exciting music and
passionate movements of salsa, the

diverse groups of people that salsif

attracts help make the thrilling atmos-

phere of The Conga Room. The
crowds gather to share their common

.- love for the dance.

Da Silva said that even if someone
has no rhythm whatsoever, all hope is

not lost.

"This is what I recommend for

people who have no rhythm, because

rhythm is the hardest thing to teach

someone - ifyou listen to the music, it

makes you want to move, and pretty

soon it gets into your body, making it

easier for you to learn," Da Silva said.

"People say Puerto Ricans are bom
with rhythm, but anybody can do it.

As long as you love the music, the

dance will come easy."

Salsa is about the music, passion,

and, of course, the occasional date

you can pick-up at the clubs. But

there is one disadvantage.

"Once you get addicted, it's hard

to get out," Pacemski said.

So beware before going salsa danc-

ing. It is habit-forming and there is no
warning label.

DANCE: Salsa lessons are offered every

Thursday night at The Conga Room
front 8 to 9 p.m. for $ 1 per class, or free

with the purchase of admission to the

club that night (for local acts only). The
Conga Room is located at 5364 Wilshire

Blvd. in Los Angeles. Valet parking $5,

street parking is limited. For more infor-

mation visit www.Congaroom.com or

call (323) 938-1696.
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DISH
From page 22

sheep farm in the tiny Australian

town of Parkes.

If not for the cunning and courage
of the crew, a power outage and 60
mph winds could have easily robbed
the world of the image of Armstrong
making his momentous footprint.

However, the story was practically

forgotten ... until now.

"When we found it, no one in

Australia knew the story, including

me - it had the sound ofan urban leg-

end," said director Rob Sitch.

So Sitch and his team of writers

went on a mission of their own to

uncover the circumstances surround-

ing the dish 30 years ago. They found

a book on radio astronomy, which

mentioned Parkes* role in the Apollo

1 1 mission; they rummaged through

old newspapers, old documentary
footage, hundreds of photographs

and other mate-

rials courtesy of —^^^^».i^_
NASA. They
talked to the

original scien-

tists, and at one

point, Sitch felt

he knew more
about this piece

of history »h;tn

NASA.
However, —

there was one

piece of information

"When we found it, no

one in Australia knew
the storyjncluding me."

Rob Sitch

Director
~^

Australians aren't serious scientists;

and leader Cliff Buxton (Sam Neill)

keeps reminding everyone that

they're about to make history.

The town of Parkes also makes
preparations of their own as the

mayor receives the American ambas-
sador, that is, if he can fend his revo-

lutionary daughter from arguing

against the politics of space travel.

And kids work on school projects

with makeshift rocket models - like

Sitch did 30 years ago. He remem-
bers watching the lunar landing

when he was a 7-year-old boy in

Australia.

"In Australia, they passed a law

that it was OK for all schools to stop

(instruction) and we were on moon-
walk watch all morning until about

one in the afternoon," Sitch recalled.

"At about 12:30, they were ready,

they were about to go and we
watched it on the tele. Even as kids,

we knew so much; there were flight

plans in the newspapers.

"There were^———^^^ truck drivers

who knew the

entire flight plan

ofApolloll,"he

continued.
"When we look

back, it's amaz-

ing how much
-copy there was -

it consumed the

world."For
that Sitch Warburton, who grew up in Orange

couldn't uncover - the control panels County, it wasn't just the newspapers

creating the hoopla. As a 5-year-old,inside the dish.

"We had to remake the control

panel ... because I never found out

what happened to it," Sitch said.

"It's such a historical piece of equip-

ment; I thought it might be in a muse-

um somewhere. And two days before

the filming, one of the original (sci-

Warburton remembers the commer-
cial tie-ins to food products and toys

that made the coming lunar landing

inescapable.

"That was big. I had the Pillsbury

fruitsticks in a lunchbox," he said.

With all the' celebrity the lurjar

enlists) came back to verify some of landing drew, Sitch said that to th

the lasers and writing, and I asked,

'What happened to the control

panel?' He said, 'We chainsawed it

up and threw it out the door,' ... so

there was no sentimentality attached

to it."

'However, "The Dish" certainly

captures some type of sentimentality

of the era, when this sleepy town was
newly invigorated with the lunar

event while experiencing the rarity of

worldwide attention. While the film

does stay true to the little-known slice

of history, Sitch and his team took

liberties in terms of creating the char-

acters and comedic situations.

In the film, the scientists also

encounter personal tribulations.

Glenn (Tom Long) is smitten by the

lunchgirl; Mitchell (Kevin

Harrington) takes offense to

American NASA rep Al's (Patrick

Warburton) implications that the

IS

day, the original scientists on the dish

Still don't quite believe that all eyes

were looking at them for a brief

moment in time.

"They didn't seem to know they

were a part of something that was
much bigger than an individual,"

Sitch said. "You speak to the scien-

tists now and they're still amused
that anyone would want to make a

film. They've drifted right back into

obscurity, and they didn't even want
their 15 minutes.

"They didn't want anything," he

continued. "For example, I asked if

they got any personal recognition,

and the guy said ...
*
I got one letter,

and it was from Neil Armstrong,

Buzz Aldrin and Michael Collins.'

And he said it so nonchalantly.**

FIIJW:*The Dish' is now playing In the- .

aters nationwide.

HOLMBERG
From page 21

eue it from the heap, dust it off, and
take another look at possibly the best

film ofthe year 2000.

"Wonder Boys" opens with Bob
Dylan's Oscar winning song,

"Things Have Changed," setting the

tone for the

.entire film. In .^-^i^™.....,
many ways,

"Wonder Boys"

is a Dylan song

incarnate, gen-

erating a deep

morncntum and

insight that hits

like a freight

train and is not

ashamed to do

so. Dylan sings

about a man
who is losing hi.s life \f\ the confusion

of the world, but he is pushing on

ahead just the same

The song transforms mto film

reality as Michael Douglas, in easily

his most compelling performance to

date, is introduced as Grady Tripp, a

The power ofWonder
Boys' lies in the

dramatic but subtle

transformation of all

the characters.

college professor who is about to wit-

ness his life rapidly derail.

Problems begin to quickly accu-

mulate, starting with his wife's depar-

ture, and ranging beyond the preg-

nancy of his married girlfriend to the

murder of her husband's dog. On top

ofthe heap is his incomplete epic

novel, a follow up to his last, and

only, praised novel.

Thrown in to

i_^^_i».i.i. complicate

things are a mul-

titude of charac-

ters that lull the

audience into a

completely

engaging and

believable world.

Tobey Maguire

is James Leer,

Tripp's most tal-

cntcJ. but reclu-

sive, student,

who is a catalyst lor many of the

unique episodes Tripp's hounding

editor Terry Cfablrcc { Robert

Downey. Jr.) gives another in a long

line of outstanding comic pcrfor-

See HOLMBERG, page 26
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on sale
one week only

$20 250 MB Zifi

bff! NOW
Zip) 250 USB .$X^ $159
Zip 250 SCSI .pAOr $129
Zip 250 Parallel ^tttt . .

.— .$J49r $129
Zip 250 Internal ATARI .$J49r $1 29

slO 1 00 MB Zip

ofR
Zip 100 USB ...........

Zip 100 internal ATARI ,;,j,.

NOW
.$99" $89

S8^ $79
iL

•
10 pack Zip 100 cartridges

witli Zip Drive purchase

Mail-in rebates available

on most zip multi-pack media.

*Offergood until April 15, 2001

Computer Store

510.825.6952
www.ucl^store.com

S-MT you Kitf«<i. Sirv^ \'^\%
UCtftsTORT
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Artisitic but not an art major r

Submit to

Festival
3rd Annual

Seeking works in

Performanct

Visual Arts

Creative^

IMiisic

Submission Deadline: April 1

9

artsrus@ucla.e(lu

read the guidelines on our website
www.stu(lentgroups.ucla.edu/artsrus

general meetings are Wed. ol 6:00 pm in

viewpoint conference room A
funded by the campus programs tommiflee of the program activities board

I

lie Berkeley Revieir Provides!

14 Weeks Of Review And Testing Of

Iniporlant MCAT Concepts^) ^( ,/ ,/
, i

, /

,

I
review program

...continues to
set the standards
that others want

to follow!

L

I

I

i

ISij4ii iip liy yoiii self hefoi o

April I3lh .iiul receive:

SO"" offtliefiillwse tuition li

Si«n up with ci friend hefoi

e

April lilh ciiul receive:

(Certain Restrictions Apply.:

ERKELEY

Hours Of Scheduled Lecture Topics

In The Classroom,/ ,/,/4,^^/_,^i,^i,^_

200 Hours Of Office Hours To Supplement

The Lecture Topics,/^/^,/
,/ ,^,/.,^u^^

20 Hours Of Supplemental MCAT-StjIe

Problem Solving Sessions,/,/ ./^^^.^i

10 Full-Length Mock MCAT Exams

During The Program ,/^^/^/../,^^^_^

4 Scheduled Full-Length Mock MCAT
Exam Testing Datesf./^^^^^^

,

2800 Pages Of Review Notes Covering

Important MCAT Concepts^^,^^^
,/

,

1400 MCAT-Style Passages With Clear

And Detailed Solutions^^^.^,/4
./

Exceptional Instructors For Each Of

The Six Topic Areas Of The MCAT^UL./,

Excellent Review Materials That You

Get To Keep And Take Home,/^/^,/,/^

Application Assistance, Interview

Workshops, And Mock Interviews./^,/.,/.,

R-E-V-|.E*W
Spcvi.ili/ing in MCAT I'reparcitit)n

-622-8827
www.berkeley-review.com

UCLA fowler Museum
Actor Marie Metcalf shows off ttie gruesome malteup he wears as
The Master in "Buffy the Vampire Slayer."

FACES
From page 21

cult to identify even two faces out of
ttie 14. The exhibit showcases such
unlikely transformations as a young
Caucasian male being made to look

like an elderly Native American
woman.

Fans of "Buffy the Vampire
Slayer" will be happy to see that sev-

eral of the show's ghouls and vam-
pires are featured in the exhibit. Also
present are several makeup transfor-

mations of aliens and creatures from
popular shows such as the "X-Files"

and "Babylon Five."

The only noticeable failing in this

exhibit is that it breaks down the

makeup process more to reflect the

creative vision of the makeup artist

than to explain the actual mechanics
of the craft. The psycho-social

approach to makeup may spark view-

er's curiosity, but it only gives a super-

ficial explanation of the actual

process, leaving viewers feeling only
partially satisfied.

Also, most of the pictures in the

exhibit date from the early '90s. Many
recent movies contain even more
astounding makeup transformations

but were left out. The Nutty
Professor," and, more recently, "The
Cell" and "The Grinch" (an

Academy Award winner for best

makeup), are good examples ofmake-
up transformations that could have
been included to make the exhibit

more complete and up-to-date.

Even so, this exhibit gives viewers

an appreciation of that realm of the

entertainment industry, showing how
complex and interesting it really can
be. Whether someone is into prime
time teen television transformations,

movie magic, or just like being sur-

prised, this exhibit is worthwhile.

MUSEUM: "The Art of

Transformational Makeup" will be in

the Fowler Museum through July 29. It

is funded by the Ahmanson
Foundation. Admission to the museum
is $1 for students and $3 for staff, facul-

ty and alumni association members.
The museum is open Wednesday
through Sunday from noon to 5 p.m.
and Thursday until 8 p.m.

HOLMBERG
From page 25

mances. .

Frances McDormand and Katie

Holms fleet in and out of Tripp's life,

adding drama and complications.

The film is a masterpiece of under-
statement. The story is on the verge

of becoming outrageous, which
would have decimated everything it

tries to achieve. But instead, and
largely due to Douglas' flawlessly

low-key attitude, the potentially hilar-

ious situations are merely accepted
and dealt with.

This consent to the out-of-control

events generates an energy that elec-

trifies every scene with a warming
glow.

The power of "Wonder Boys" lies

in the dramatic but subtle transfor-

mation of all the characters. Each
has come to radically new under-

standings of their own personal

worlds when all is through, but stiJI,

none have lost their fundamental
essence.

While being snubbed for even
nominations in any major Academy
Award's category, the film does pos-

sess one recognized jewel: Dylan's

song.

The song is the musical embodi-
ment of the spirit of the film, and,

conversely, the movie is the song con-

veyed through the film projector.

One seemingly cannot exist without
the other, and so a small triumph was
achieved via Dylan's win.

Can a financially disappointing

film released more than a year before

the final Academy Award's ceremo-
ny win any big awards? While the

answer clearly seems to be "no," it is

important lo realize that this is ulti-

mately irrelevant in determining if

the film is a worthy piece of art.

"Wonder Boys" playing in your
home will definitely leave a memo-
rable impression.

If Holmberg writes a column in a wide-
ly distributed newspaper, and no one
reads it, did he ever write it? For the
answer to this and other filmosophical

questions, e-mail dholmbrg@ucla.edu.
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1300
Campus Recruitment

1300
Campus Recruitment

1300
Campus Recruitment

announcements
1100-2600

TAI CHI CHUAN
CLUB'S

Grand Master Tung and Master Karol offer

personalized training Tues/Wed/Thurs 4:30-

6pm/Saturday 10am- 12pm UCLA-MacGo-
wen-Hall-Sculpture-Garden. $50/month/any
or all.8 18-996-3787

TEACH ENGLISH IN CENTRAL EUROPE!
Free seminar, UCLA Career Center, Monday
April 16th, 4pm RSVP recommended, Eva
Walthers. 310-825-0831

Alcoholics Anonymous
Mon. Docuuion, Fn. Slip Study, 3308 Ackarmon

iKun. Book Stwly, 3508 Ackannan

MA/W Rm. Oantol A3-029

Wad. Rm. A3- 029
Dbcuuion, A> limas 12:10- l.<X)pRi

FoflcohoHct onnditrtdumlt who hav a drInUngpnMin

Thurs. April 5, 7 pm: Info Meeting

Tue. April 10, 6 pm: BBQ Dinner

Wed. April 1 1, 7: 15 pm: TV Night

tTt

•mi-.ttainv^am*

HAIRCUT, COLORING,
HIGHLIGHTS, BLOWDRY

at Carlton Hair Int.

Westside Pavilion

Call: Aniqa at .

(323) 533-7209
offer limited to next 4 weeks.

Thurs. April 12, 6:30 pm: Dinner out

on the town

Mon. April 16, 5:30 pm: Formal Dinner

Wed. April 18, 7 pm: Formal Dessert-

Invite Only

1800
Miscellaneous

DOESN'T SUCK!
ORIGINAL ART and prints from $50 Major
credit cards, FedEx, Framing, Gift Wrapped,
Go to www.LSimages.com or 1-888-755-

9068

Meet at the house for all events. 6l6 Hitgard ^
For More Info, Contact Sarah 208-5977 oXI

Or Carrie 209-1155 ^

1800
Miscellaneous

I have changed my maiden name from Neer-
3) Joshi lo married name Neeru Bharti, after
marriage with Brijender Bharti,

2100
Recreational Activities

GET IN SHAPE!
FREE 10 DAY TRIAL MEMBERSHIP @LA
FITNESS! Wilshire and Gayley, Come with

ad or contact Dann at 310-209-5002

2300
Sperm/Egg Donors

2000
Personals

Best Selling Author seeks inspiration Very
successful/very attractive SWM, 40 looking

for muse. Beautiful, good-shape, playful,

open, passionate, adventurous 310-777-
0204,

LOVE? European writer/linguist, cosmopoli-
tan. accomplisfMd, good-looking, middle-
aged, healthy Me^e, k>v«s Merature/iravel-

ir>g/outdoors, seeks attractive/smart/aflec-

tkxiate young femalft, any race/origin, for

friendship, possibly romance/manlage. 310-

573-4020/mani•munichconn

2200
Research Subjects

EARN $$$$$
CLINICAL RESEARCH STUDY for the com-
mon cokJ at the onset of symptoms Male/fe-
male 18-55yrs, old, non-smoker, no asthma
history Limited availability. Call today 310-
785-9121.

EmailiclinicalsubjectsOyahoocom

HEALTHY MALE smokers wanted lor UCLA
smoking cessation study ol sperm quality
Procedures conducted via mail Compensa-
tion up to $175. 310-825-9539

EGG DONOR
NEEDED-

ANONYMOUS
Loving Chinese couple seeking intelli-

gent, compassionate woman of Chinese
descent (preferably) College education,
age 21-30, 5'2" or taller, slender Com-
pensation $5000 Call CEO 310-546-
6786

Egg Donors Needed
Healthy females ages 19-28

wishing to help infertile couples.

$5,000

f Call MiRNA (818) 832-1494 ^
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2300
Sperm/Egg Donors

2600
Wanted

If you are male, tn college or have a college
degree, you can earn up to $600/mo. call lor

^details on our anonymous sperm donor pro-

gram. Receive free comprehensive health
screening & help infertile couples So il

you're looking for a great )0b and a little extra

cash, call us first. 310-824-9941.

OOOCYTE "EGG" DONORS Currently be-
ing recruited if you are between 18 and 32
years of age. healthy, proven fertility, good
family medical history, must not be over-
weight Applicants with medical insurance
preferred. Women of all ethnicities and rac-

es' Generous compensation Please call Na-
nette Bahl with the Center for "Reproductive
Health & Gynecology ©661-254-0545

SPECIAL EGG DONOR
NEEDED

Loving, infertile couple is hoping to find a
compassionate woman to help us have a
baby We are searching for an intelligent,

healthy woman 21-29 years-old, half Ja-
panese, and half Northern European. Com-
pensation $5000 II you are interested in

helping our dream of parenthood come true,

please call OPTIONS 800-866-9373 x722

SPECIAL EGG DONOR NEEDED Seeking
healthy and intelligent woman. 21-29 years,
blonde hair, blue or green eyes, 5-5' 10" tall

with high SAT or ACT scores Blood type A,

B. or AB Compensation $6000 Please call

OPTIONS 800-886-9373 exi 741

UCLA LAW SCHOOL GRADUATES
tailed the bar exam 310-797-0985

f^lSllSIISIISlie

who

4^200
Rentals

WESTWOOD-2BED/1.5 bath, newly remo-
deled, w/garage, bright, spacious, quiet,

pool. Dishwasher* Stove, prime location,
close to buslines&UCLA, $1350 and up 310-
475-2594

«»«««^«i««^

2300
Sperm / Egg Donors

2300
Sperm/Egg Donors

Calling all angels...

2700-4500

*5
Compensation

f

2800
Art/Paintings

transportation
4600-5500

Rgg Donor^
Needed '

Make a mirtunlous
(Jiffcrcncc in the life of
a l()vinj»<{)uple by

turninj> iheir dream of
huiklin^ ii family inio a
reality. If yon are an
ediK ated female

iK-tween tli(> a^es of

2 1-:^<). MoiKstTioker with
ex( elleni health, (all

The Rej»istry Ovum
Donor Servic t

(3 I ()) 599<)0 1 8
$5.5CXJ flat fee

WANTED
Collecter seeking paintings by Early
Calilornia arlists 1900-1940 Artists include:
Guy Rose, Edgar Payne, Granville
Redmond, John Frost, William Wendt,
Selden Gile, Anna Hills, Benjamin Brown,
Franz Bischolf, Elmer Wachtel, Arthur
Mathews and many, many more. Please
contact Steve at ilook4an@aol.com, 310-
863-8013.

3000
Books

DISCOUNT PRICE: Many CBEST Manuals
for sale. Call Lisa lor prices 310-829-4363

^900
Autos for Sale

1979VESPAP125X
Good condition. Low miles. Windshield, lug-

gage rack, rear seat rest $1100. 310-825-
4215 or 472-2227

1985 BMW 318i- white, 4door automatic,
156K miles, power doors/windows, sunroof,
runs well, $2200, email uclabmw@ya-
hoo com

3500
Furniture

MATTRESS SPECIALS
NEW INNERSPRING twin sets $99.95, Fulls

$12995, Queens $169.95 and Kings
$199 95 Also, Sealy, Stearns and Foster at

lowest prices 310-477-1466.

3800
Miscellaneous

BRAND NEW SIZE 10 LACE WEDDING
DRESS for sale. Also fine china Call Bea-
trice for details. 310-264 - 1 906

IT S T-SHIRT WEATHER
T-shirts from $5, lowest prices on the Inter-

net. Discount event merchandise, left-over

from recent events. v»ww.alleventstore.com

1987 NISSAN STANZA GXE, 4-door. auto,
A/C, 118k, all power, original owner, proof
perfect maintenance, moving, must ^ell
$2300. 818-752-2506. ' :

1995 WHITE FORD ESCORT 2 door LX
hatchback 5-speed, 77k miles, a/c, AM/FM
casette tinted windows, looks and runs
great $5,000obo. Fergus 310-968-1989,
lbyrne@amgen.com

1996 HONDA CIVIC EX, Black 5spd.
w/spoiler. 52K, excellent condition, fully

maintained Custom high-end audio (Al-

pine/Boston/JL) $10500obo 310-497-2432

1996 JEEP CHEROKEE SE: Excellent con-
dition, Red, V-6, 4.0Liters. Sony AM/FM/CD,
Keyless Entry, Alarm, 54k miles $7495. 310-
345-0075. mtw5497@yahoo.com

THE EGG
DONOR

PROGRAM
Help a couple achieve their dream and
you'll receive the highest compensation
and most personalized attention from the
oldest donor program in LA.

We screen recipient parents, too

Shelley Smith ma.. m.f.c.c

323-933-0414 ^^^
The Eoo Donor Program/The Surrogacy Program
e-mail ssmlthMFCceaoi.com-Establlshed In 1990

^900
Autos for Sale

1996 JEEP GRAND CHEROKEE. 4WD, lim-

ited, sunroof, toaded Lee 310-479-6616.

1997 VW CABRIO. Black on black with tan

leather interior. 36K miles; 5spd. Top me-
chanical condition. Like New!!! $12,700obo
Call:323-653-4742

5700
Travel Tickets

®p«ac^ ®
1999 CAMRY LE. 26K miles. Power every-
thing, ABS, Original-Owner, Runs Great.
Automatic Transmission. Navy Blue, CD
player $17,000 obo 310-820-9417

2000 VW PASSAT GLS. Automatic, 7.5 mi.

5CD changer, anthracite blue, power wind-
ows/locks. $19900obo 818-481-8181.

Black Beauty- Must sell
1999 FORD ESCORT Fully loaded, auto, 6
CD-changer, A/C, AM/FM, airbags, 55k
miles Must see $5000 firm 310-839-0890.

Exceptional Mustang
1987 MUSTANG 5.0LX- hatchback, 5-

speed, white, 76k original miles, 2 owner, like

new, $4700. 310-578-9120

FLY SUPER
(323) 277-4595
LATIN hUmttKk SPECIALISTS

I
Mexico City

I
Guodakiiara

I
Nicoroguo

jPonoma
JHondurot

ICarocas

|»MPrtte
I Carta Rl^

110

119

229
189

229
219

2fifi

21f
2SA

lima/P»fv

Buaitom Alr^m

Bogota/Colombia

Quito/Guayaquil

Gwolwtiala

169

2tfl

220
259
195

Rip/Brazil

259
New York I LONDON S370
S259- I PARIS $439
Bu«ine«» 4 L«l»uf Travel

We got hundreds of emails from you about how much you like UCLAprofessors.com and the useful

service it provides. If you were one of the 41,000 unique visitors we got in our firet month, we want
to thank you. There were two issues that you kept bringing up though. You asked: With the way the

site was set up, couldn't anyone rate or review a UCLA professor, even if they weren't a student?

And, couldn't anyone rate the same professor more than once?

We listened and decided that these were significant issues for UCLAprofessors.com that needed to

be fixed. So we now ask that if you'd like to rate a professor or write a review, please log-in to

bruinwalk.com using your Bniin Online ID, which wil certify that you are a UCLA student as

well as ensure that there are no dupicate ratings for any professor.

Your Bruin Online ID wH ONIY be used to authenticate you. Your BOLID wil never show up with your
evaluations or ratings. Evaluations and ratings, as always, wil be stiictiy anonymous.

Thanks UCLA for the suggestion, your continuing support, and for writing some great reviews.

POLICE IMPOUNDS Hondas as low as
$500 for listings 1-800-319-3323 ext.A214

5400
Scooters for Sale

1996 HONDA ELITE 80, Black, Great Condi-
tion. Low Miles, Economical Mode of Trans-
portation. $900/obo 310-914-9748.

SCOOTER, HONDA ELITE, Blue, Newly
overfiauled and tuned New Battery
Excellent Condition $950 obo. Page Abner
818-875-2789

|Boston

Philodelphia

jChkogo
iHouikMi

lOoUcM

I Washington

JSI. Loub

I Son FronciKo

149

185

135

129

115

135

105

149

Vacations\
t321 CMOSMLIOI
•321 MAUIUUi
$3«9 rmMUMTA
$«1« GMKM

3 NIGHTS, HOTEL « AIR

'P Great Summer

^ "^ Discounts Now!

VlcfORYTRAVEL.COM
•mmll: victory trmvel9«arthl§nk.net

fmt m» ow buM on n T r
—

u [jo Motif

THE STUDBfT-RUN PROFESSOR REVIEW SITE

5680
Travel Dcstiiinlions

WHY BE JUST A TOURIST? Come live and
work.in Central Europe, as an Englisfi Teach-
er, througfi the Central European Teaching
'Program Free housing, health insurance,

support network, social activities, orientation

Placement fop: $2,000. Deadline: May 15,

Sumner, Career Sinatra, April16, 4pm. 310-
825-0831 cetpObeloit edu, wwwbe-
ioit.edu/ cetp/

to advertise call 310.825.2l6l

Classifieds

825-2221

5680
Triivel Dosliimtions

5680
Tnivel Dostin;ili()»is

LOANS AVAILABLE
No application lee. High approval. Low
Interest rate Bankruptcys welcome Toll

Free 1-877-494-4843.

6000
Insurance

/lllstate
VbuVa in good hands.

Mike Azer Insurance Agency, Inc.

(310)312-0202
1281 Wostwood Blvd.
<2 tilks So of Wllsnire)

24 Hours o Doy Service

Displa,
206-3060

6100
Computer/Internet

A GREAT DEAL!
Mac PowerPC 7100-8100 $199-$299 in-

cludes monitor. Pentium l complete system,

includes monitor $249. 310-476-5076.

ldEa247.COM
INTERNET RESOURCES. Web design, de-

velopment, tutorials, hosting affiliates, do-

main names/dreamweaver, global news.

Java script, CGI Cold Fusion.

http://www.idea247.com

6200
Health Services

FREE DENTISTRY
CLEANINGS, FILLINGS
BLEACHING AVAILABL

Call 310-799-3911 for more info.

SKIN & BODY CARE
Facials, waxing, lash tinting, and makeovers
Discounts to BRUIN ID holders. Call for ap-

pointment: Michelle 310-915-0802.

6300
Legal Advice/Attorneys

CONSUMER PROTECTION Lemon law,

automobile dealer fraud, repossessions,

abusive debt collection UCLA law graduate.

Contirtgent fees/costs available Alec True-

blood: 310-443-4139.

PERSONAL INJURY/
D.U.I. DEFENSE

Auto Accidents

Motorcycle Accidents

Slip ft Fall • Pedestrian

No Recovery • No Fee

(310) 552-0007
Free Consultation

Law Offices of Donald R Hartunian

6AOO
Movers/Storage

BEST MOVERS
No job too small 5-piece special $102. Two
24-foot trucks fully equipped for large moves.
Call 24/7 Availat>le on short notice. License
T163844. 800-2GO-BEST (800-246-2378 )

HONEST MAN w/14ft truck and dollies,

small jobs, short notice ok SF. LV. SD
Student discount Go Bruins! lOyrs. 310-

285-8688.

JERRY'S MOVING&DELIVERY The careful

movers. Experier>ced. reliable, same-day de-

livery. Packing, boxes available. Also, pick-

up donations for American Cancer Society.

Jerry ©31 0-391 -5657.

LARGE GARAGE. LOCKED STORAGE in

Santa Monica/Venice area available for rent.

$75/rTK). 310-572-2898. Leave Message.

6500
Music Lessons

DRUM LESSONS
ALL LEVELS/STYLES with dedicated pro-

fessional At your home or WLA studio 1st-

lesson free. No drum set necessary.
NeH:323-654-8226

6600
Personal Services

LOOKING FOR FEMALE in WLA to help

tiandicapped female into bed/stay the night

except Saturday until-7am. Needed Sun-
day/10-11am. $15/night in-cash. 310-479-

0180, 310-996-1911.

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING

Comprehensive Dissenation Assistance

Theses, Papers, and Personal Statements

Proposals and Bool(s

Ir^emational Students Welcome Since 1 985

Sharon Bear, Ph.D. (310) 470-6662
www Bear-Wnte.com

Unhappy? Tired? Drained? ^

Maybe it's became universities like

UCLA have the soul ofDrncula.

http://Universitysecrets.com

t

SOVGrtlSG : 1 is: !ifd(liS[;id

206.3060

6700
Professional Sotvices

A FREE SESSION
PSYCHOTHERAPY/COUNSELING for de
pression. anxiety, obsessions, post-traumat-

ic stress.elc. Couples/Individuals. Crime vk:-

tlms may be eligible for free treatment Call

Liz GoukJ(MFC#32388)O310-578-5957 to

schedule free consuftation

Classifieds

825-2221
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6700
Professional Services

^— -^ ^ >-.
I

8-hour cUu is Just $25

'No stress' classes oflercd

TuesAVed nights,

or all day Saturday!

Walk to clau!

Walk-ins welcome.

Westwood Driving& Traffic School
It93 Braitoa Avmm «21I

(Jait alMvc Btymi tkc BcmA, acrtw tnm Rkc Aid)

Call* rcMTV* yMir icat! 3IS-2M-333J

7000
Tutoring Offered

MATH TUTOR
Available for all fiours. all levels $30+/hour.
Tng/Pre-Calculus. Calculus, Algebra, Geo-
metry UCLA Matfi BS. Graduated honors.

Jonalhan:3 10-850-8849. 323-734-8321.

7500
Career Opportunities

MY-TUTOR.COM Math/Physics/Statis-

tJcs/Engljsfi/Hebrew.cfiemistry/bJology
Law/Business Law, computer programming
Computenzed statistical analysis available.

Tutoring service. Call anytime 800-90-TU-
TOR

Call 866-865-6722

ABC BARTENDING SCHOOLS
^^ Tnouiands trained ana Dine po

PHYSICS AND MATH
MatfVPhysics major/student offers tutonng in

pfiysics and math at all levels Contact Sina
(310)989-1491 or sina4© ucla.edu

li PMOIM« «f ;;

'UCSON CiBWiNCmAM

f ' ,.>:;;.( ...' >• _...

TOLL FREE 1 888 262 5824
www.abcbartending.com

APPLYING TO
MEDICAL SCHOOL?

We specialize in htelping pre-medical stud-

ents write their personal statement or sec-

, ondary. Visit us at:

medstudent-online.com

ATTENTION MBA. LAW, MEDICAL
SCHOOL APPLICANTS! Frustrated devel-

oping your crucial personal statements? Gel
professional help from well-known au-

thor/consultant. 31 0-826-4445 wwwwinning-
personstalement.com

CREATIVE EXPERTISE
MBA & OTHER
PERSONAL

STATEMENTS,
RESUMES

Personalized, professional assitance Writ-

ing, editing, dissertation formatting, tran-

scnbing. Ace Words, Etc 310-820-8830.

WRITING TUTOR
Kind and patient Stanford graduate Help
with the English language—for students of

all ages/levels. 310-440-3118.

7100
Tutoring Wanted

TUTORS WANTED
AFTER-SCHOOL FOR grades K-12, in BH.
WLA. SM areas Education majors and/or
graduate-level (in any field) a plus $11 25-
15/hour Call The Tutor's Club: 310-444-
0449.

7600
Ctiild Care Offered

$$$ LOW PRICES $$$
WONDER YEARS PRESCHOOL run by
UCLA grads Ages2 5/6years Two large

play-yards. Open 7:30-5:30 Close to UCLA.
310-473-0772.

EXCEPTIONAL TUTOR-
$25/HOUR

PHYSICS AND CALCULUS TUTOR for high

•oheel Sf'M.i.i t-iH hours/week Need trans-

portation, close to UCLA Hours flexible

$25/hour 818-501-8783

7700
Cfiild Care Wanted

AFTERSCHOOL CARE
FOR SPECIAL 7yr/old boy with autism
Need high energetic, fun person Going to

park/other activiles after-school Pay $7-
10/hr ASAP 310-628-7799. 310-621-1215

FRENCH TUTOR
NEEDED 2days/wk West LA 213-623-
5025 ext20 Allison.

FIND ROOMS &
ROOMMATES ONLINE

The Napster for roommates. Free to view
and place ads. Immediate Online Results

wwweasyroommate.com

FORMER ENGLISH TEACHER w/ Masters
from U-Chicago, edits/word processes dis-

sertations, proposals, screenplays, personal
statements, lesumes International students
welcome Winslow's 310-829-6171

HEAD SHOTS $99
SITTING PLUS digital file for unlimited

prints!! Westwood location. Call Jennif-

er:31 0-575-6638.

NOTARY PUBLIC Bilingual services avail-

able Spanish and English. Commission
#1277297 Commission expires Sept. 17.

2004. 310-820-7113.

PUBLISH YOUR WORK
FOR $1,295

Textt>ooks. novels and more Call FirstPub-

lish, Inc at 888-707-7634 or visit www.firstpu-

blish.com

TUTORING POSITIONS
$10/hr. available immediately for Spring
quarter with GEAR UP!!! (Gaming Early
Awareness and Readiness for Undergradu-
ate Programs) Do you love working with 11-

12yr/olds? A/e you bilingual? Can you tutor

after school on Mon^hurs or Wed/Fri? If in-

terested pick up an application in the Student
Commons of Moore Hall For more Info call

3 1 0-206-8 1 84/3 1 0-206-6964

ASSIST UCLA MOM with 3-yedr-oW and 1~

year-old 6-8 hours/week Schedule flexible.

One minute walk from campus $10/hour
310-206-6001

CHILD CARE NEEDED for 7-year-old boy^

Wednesday, Thursday, every other Fnday
2:30-7:30 Must drive, have reliable car, ref-

erences required Mary 310 828-2624

CHILDCARE/DRIVER
Help with homework, supervise play. lor2-

boys ages 9-12 T.W.F. 3-6pm English

speaking Own car w/insurance Close to

UCLA 310-470-2047 '

P/T BABYSITTER

i 4 i i J

7000
Tutoring Offered

AAA TUTOR'S CLUB
A HOME TUTORING service for all subjects.

grades K-12 Lowest prices guaranteed' For

more infonnation call 310-444-0449

AMERICAN HUSBAND (currently college in-

structor, MBA Wharton, UPenn) and Korean
wife (UCLA Grad, middle school teacher) will

patiently tutor English speaking and writing

310-559-0123

CHINESE LANGUAGE
(MANDARIN) TUTOR

Intro/Intermediate levels Will provide teach-

ing materials Also tutor English to Chinese
immigrants. $12/hr. Call 310-824-2750 Jim-

my

FRENCH/FARSI PRIVATE TEACHER, for

beginners and foreigners Also, enthusias-

tic/energetic babysitter. Bilingual.

French/English. Loves children Flexible

availability. Mrs. Soraya 310-979-7040.

employment
7400-8300

7400
Business Opportunities

$500-1 000/MONTH PfT
Seeking motivated students for mart<eting in-

ternet, cellular and long distance accounts.
Serious inquiries only Call for rec. info 888-
432-4890

For wonderful eight-year-old. 2-4after-

noons/week, 2:30-6:30, year-round Insured

driver w/car Live-in: Pvt roomfsep bath)in

secluded garden. 1 -block to UCLA. Ap-
prox 20hrs/wk 310-259-8545

Pn BABYSITTING
FEMALE NEEDED UCLA student preferred.

P/T 2 young kids, weekends, lax resume
to:310-451-1130.

RESPONSIBLE/RELIABLE/Honest/Warm
babysitter needed for 3 5yr old/girl Monday
evenings, other evenings/weekends as
needed Excellent dnving record/car in-

surance, references required Mar Vista.

310-390-7822

7800
Help Wanted

$$Get Paid For Your
Opinions!$$

Earn $15-$125 and more per survey!

www.money4opinions com

EARN IMMED. INCOME $10/hr GUARANTEED
100% Home-Based Business w/NYSE
Telecom Unlimited earning potential. No
experience necessary. $199 refundable
deposit required

www.zibglb.com/tunger

MAUI $25
WANT TO SPEND 3 months in Maui or Can-
cun for only $25? zagala com

Work on campus F/T or P/T for as little as 5-

lOhrs/wk or as many as 40hrs/wk Be your
own boss Create your own schedule Limit-

ed positions Call 1-800-808-7442X80

$11.30/Hour
Data collection and data entry at Injury Re-
search Center, Westwood Car required Ju-
nior standing and atxive Send resume to

tr@ucla edu

4^ Recycle
$15-$23/HR BRIGHT ENTHUSIASTIC peo-
ple to teach SAT prep and ALL Academic
Subjects Transportation required We will

train Flexible hours Send or lax cover let-

ter/resume, including test scores (SAT. GRE.
etc.) to ACE Educational Services. Attn Bar-
ry. 9911 W Pico- Blvd. StePHK, LA, CA
90035; Fax:310-282-6424 Positions avail-

able throughout LA and the Valley

April

Get your scissors ready!

Displa*
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Km

Cut your study

time in half.

Try Qi Gong

and/or Meditation

For more details on the

MindBody Rx turn to

page 15

Visit fhe Ashe Center website for

more information, request on appoint-

ment or ask health related questions -

www.studenthealth.ucln aHu

or call 310 825-4073

ucal Ashe Center

TODAY'S—
CROSSWORD PU77I F

ACROSS
1 Ring around the
moon

5 'Aida' or

'Carmen"
10 Wading bird

14 Tel -
15 Delicate
16 NASA

ttiumbs-down
17 Just
18 Petroleum orcoaJ
20 Muffler

22 Type of neckline
23 Gambling game
24 Coffeehouses
26 Cable -
27 Brief stay
30 More sticky

34 Reunion
attendees

35 Comic Rudner
36 Family mem.
37 Awful-tasting

38 Hog's sound
40 Rebecca's son
41 Nigiht before a

hoUday
42 Animal tooth

43 Of greatest age
45 Checks in

47 New employee,
maybe

48 Society-column
word

49 — a penny to his

name
50 Played the part
53 Actor Aykroyd
54 Thrills

58 Sweatpants
feature

61 Tub in the fridge
62 Computer

fodder
63 Cliff dwelling
64 Close at hand
65 Rock back and

forth

66 Spot for dancing
67 Mediocre

PREVICXJS PUZZLE SOLVED

4-0-01 <S> 2001. Untsd Faatur* Syncicats

DOWN
1 Smoked meats
2 — plaisir

3 Luigi's dollar

4 Conquer (fears)

5 Switch position
6 True
7 Relieves
8 Stand up
9 Boxings

"greatest"
10 Tell

1

1

Wrestling match
12 "- Around";

Beach Boys
tune

13 By oneself
19 Pack animal
21 Half-goal,

haJf-man
25 Warship
26 Fabnc workers
27 Hoarder
28 Appetizer-tray

item
29 Derby drink

30 Martini

ingredient

31 Norwegian
playwright

32 Wipe out
33 The way to go
35 Roor covering
39 MD's assistants
40 Newspaper

issues
42 Astaire and

Waring
44 Rangy
46 Type of street
47 Acid in tea
49 Bristles

50 Totals
51 Stk:k in one's
—

: resent
52 "Goodbye I"

53 Three, in

Munich
55 Advertising

award
56 Frat-party items
57 Where

Camaby Street
is

59 Small amount
60 "Political" start

7800
Help WiUiKMl

7800
H(il() WnntcMl

XWIW
iN

(310) 472-7474 Located 10

7800
Help WanttMl

CAMP COUNSELORS needed for local

summer day camp Beach/aquatic experi-

ence in swimming, surtlng. sailing, or jel ski-

ing a plus Competitive salanes. 818-996-
4780.
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7800
Help Wnnt(!(l

Looking for fun, energetic students who
children and would like a job outdoors as a
general counselor. We also need specialists to
teach horseback riding, video making, swimming,
rock climbing, nature studies, or arts & crafts

www.tumblew6ed4ever.com
Call for a great summer!

$1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL Mailing our cir-

culars No experience required Free infor-

mation packet. Call 202-466-1639.

*ENERGETIC PEOPLE
NEEDED!!!^

Busy Valley. Hollywood, or Santa Monica
office needs energetic people Bonuses!
310-395-7368

ADMINISTRATIVE/ARCHITECTURAL
ASSISTANT P/T individual for WLA arcfiitec-
tural firm. PC/MS savvy. Help w/general
office and archiving. $l0-$ll/hr. Fax resume
31 0-286-2301/Nakaoka Assoc.

CAMP TAKAJO for Boys.. Naples. Maine
TRIPP LAKE CAMP for Girls. Poland. Maine
Picturesque lakefroni locations, exceptional
facilities. Mid-June thru mid-August. Over
100 counsetor positions in tennis, swimming,
land sports, water sports, tripping, outdoor
skills, theatre arts, fine arts, music, nature
study, secretarial. Call Takajo at 800-250-
8252 or Tnpp Lake at 800-997-4347. Submit
applk:ation on-line at www.takajo.com or irip-

plakecamp.com

CAMP WAYNE FOR
GIRLS

Children's camp in Northeast Pennsylvania

(3 hrs NYC) 6/19-8/17/01. Directors for:

Fine ArtsiCrafts.
. Camping/Nature. Ropes.

Golf. Swimming. Drama Counselors
forTennis. Gymnastics. Aerobics, Ctieer-
leading. Swimming (W.S.I preferred). Sail-

ing. Waterskiing. Sculpture. Batik. Silk-

Screen. Jewelry. Piano. Guitar. Video. Self-

Defense. On campus interviews April 11th.

Call 1-800-279-3019. website www.camp-
waynegirts com

DAY CAMP-SUMMER
Seek staff w/summer tx)me in or near the

San Fernando or Conejo Valleys. Oxnard.
Simi. MalitHJ. misc. Instructors & General
couns $2750-3500+ for summer. 888-

784-CAMP www.worKatcamp.com

Are you a model...
stnrtprf*

J
•MOVIE EXTRA WORK* Beat* aU jobs. Sta4
Immediately Great pay. Fun/Easy No crazy
fees Program for free medical Call-24/hrs
323-850-4417.

AMBITIOUS
WRITERS

' WANTED!

Looking for all types
malc/fcmalc models/actors

We also t>avc Plus size & Children div.

F(if prini & nonunion commcrcijtls
No cxpcnence ic(|uircd. No fees

10MINS FROM UCLA. Electronic retail

store. PT/FT technical savvy person front

page! For customer, sales, and sen^ice 310-
475-0859. Mr. Schulze.

A MANAGEMENT
TRAINEE

New offices opening. Independent Capital
Management. Inc. (ICM) one of the nations
Premier and Fastest Growing financial serv-
k:es CO. (INC500) offenng secunties through
SunAmerica Securities Inc. (NASD.SIPC)
announces immed. openings in our So. Cal
Offices. We're looking for career oriented in-

dividuals in search of rapkJ advancement
and complete training in the investment field

with an industry leader. Top payouts, medi-
cal benefits. 401k match, conferences, stock
options. 1-800-600-2620. www.icmfinan-
cial.com

A PERFECT STUDENT
JOB!!!

AFTERNOONS DURING SCHOOL Fulltime
during Quarter Breaks and Summer Vaca-
tions! WorV at ttie most famous tennis shop
in 1^. Work experience not necessary Mini-
mum pay $7.50/hr. "String for the
pros!"Westwood Sporting Goods. 1065 Gay-
ley Ave. 310-208-6215

ACCESS TO A COMPUTER? PUT IT TO
WORK! Up to $25-75/hr PT/FT
wwwEamEZbucks.com 888-715-4646

ACCOUNTING ASSIST
Small Internet Co. needs P/T Account Assis-
tant to manage books. Accounting experi-
ence required. $10/hr. 310-859-1903

ACCOUNTING. A/R, collecttons. Close to
campus. Flexible hours 310-828-9900.

ACCT/BKPR
Need help setting up Microsoft Money, build-

ing history and developing workable record
keeping process Should entail 5-7
hours/week $lO/hour. your computer or
mine. 310-566-4815.

ACT AS AN
EXTRA

Make good money $$. No expenence neces-
sary Call today, wortt tomorrow 800-540-
1600x131.

Online magazirte seeks writers/photogra-
phers/editors to cover movies/TV. musk:,
nightlife, internet you get experience, ex-
penses, partnership, info ©p-d-n.com, 310-
989-3114, www.p-d-n.com/writers.

APARTMENT MANAGER to manage 20
units in Westwood Experience required 1 -

bedroom+salary. 310-859-4619.

ARE YOU A
BALANCED BRUIN?

Do you excel at schoot yet still have time to
give back? Do you play sports yet sMIl go out
and have fun! Are you trainable? We might
want you for PT/FT mtiV.. 310-652-9572.

ASSISTANT 1/PAGE
OPERATOR

Receive, relay, and route calls for assistance
and informatton via the telephone, pagers,
publk: address system, computer system
and 2-way radio equipment. Operate, main-
tain, and update computer tenninal. Other
duties as assigned Qualifrcations: demon-
strated ability to understand and evaluate
emergency and technical information and re-

lay in an accurate manner. Excellent commu-
nk;ation and customer sen/ice skills Ability to
work weekends and holidays. $12.51-
$15.36/hour. Varied hours including wee-
kends at least 20 hours/week. Westwood.
Fax resume:3lO-794-0620 or e-mail to.rclay-

tonOmednet.ucIa edu

ASSISTANT NEEDED! Busy Westside Cos-
metic medical clinic seeks positive, outgoing
assistant. P/T&F/T position available now
Telephone inten^iew TiffanySl 0-796-4946.

BE PART OF
THE SOLUTION

Office Assistant: Looking for a job with mean-
ing in a professional office environmenf Call
the Rape treatment Center in Santa Monica.
Data entry, packaging Ashipping materials
for national campaigns, errands, helping
w/celebrity event Office experience strongly
preferred. Need car w/insurance. P/T 12-20
hours/week. Must be available to work
through October. 2001 Flexible weekday
hours. $9-l0/hour+mileage for errands
Call:310-319-4503.

DAY-CAMP COUNSELOR & ArtS&Crafts
specialists. Summer/PT. $9.80/hr. June-
August. Experience working w/children a
must. 310-479-7200. or fax resume 310-445-
1764.

DO WORK AT HOME
CX) HW for ihr/wk for $20. Must have ac-

cess to computerand printer. 310-472-9588

DRIVER WANTED Must have clean DMV
Call Nationwide Wholsale. We are a shipper
of fresh cut flowers. 310-230-0811.

DRIVEfVTUTOR. 10-15 hours/week.
$10/hour, drive kids (14. 11. 8) to/from activ-

ities, assist 11&8 year-olds with home-
wor1</computer skills. Larry 310-979-8210.

EARN $$$$$
CLINICAL RESEARCH STUDY male/female
l8-55yrs. oW, non-smoker, no asthma fiis-

tory. Limited availability Call today 310-785-
9121.

e-mail:clinicalsubjectsOyatK>Q.com.

ENTREPRENEURS
WANTED

Marketing group seeks motivated enthusias-

tic individuals. Work 4 hours/week and make
for students 310-281-

1138.

7800
Help Wanliul

JEWISH HEBREW
And Sunday Schiools need teachers Good
Jewish education and tove of children de-
sired. Alice Fasman:323-761-8613.

LAW CLERKS WANTED for small Westside
Plaintiff Law Firm Flexible hours. Email re-

sume to kgallo©biren com

LAW STUDENT NEEDED to assist
UCLA(MFA) film school grad. to prepare le-

gal civil rights documents for City of Beverly
Hills case. Pay Negotiable. Page 818-680-
0595. Phone: 818-563-6630 vondra-
portOaol.com.

LIBRARY JOBS. Shelving and other stacks
duties. 12 19 hrs/wk. $6.83/hr to start.

STUDENTS ONLY apply at Young Research
Library Rm. 11617 or call Antigone Kutay
310-825-6982

LICENSED Residential Facility needs 1 re-

creation dnver, 3 direct care staff AM/PM
night. Fax resume to 310-450-4240

LIFEGUARDS
Certified LG's. Start afternoons 5/7. Summer
position. Get paid to get (re)certified. Mature
18+ arxJ good swimmer. Beautiful canyon
setting Tim 310-472-7474. Fax resume 310-
476-7788.

LOOKING FOR CO-PRODUCER/CREW:
Sci-fi Independent Feature. Fall 2001.
Resumes to contactOparaxis.com.
www.hardwinter.com

7800
Help Wniiled

PART TIME, FULL TIME positions for fast

food cafe Cafe kjcated in Westwood For in-

terview information call Anis: 310-209-1007.
After-3:30pm

PART-TIME ADMIN. ASSISTANT Duties in-

clude answering ptKines. light typir^g. organ-
ization, office errands, light filing. & collating

documents. Must be bright, enthusiastic, de-
tail-oriented. & able to perform a variety of

tasks simultaneously Send cover letter and
resume to ACE Educational Services.
Attn Barry. 9911 W. Pico Blvd., Suite PH-K.
LA CA 90035. or fax to 310-282-6424.

PASADENA AREA SUMMER DAY CAMP
rx)w hiring energetic and responsible people
for counselor positions Looking for group
counselor, lifeguards and wranglers Spend
your summer outside making new friends.

Call TOM SAWYER CAMP 626-794-1156 or

www.tomsawyercamps com

PAYIS$11/HR
WANTED FOR SHERMAN OAKS (25 min-
utes from UCLA campus) pension actuarial

office for 20+hours per week+full-time sum-
mer: two (2) high achiever students in Ac-
counting. Math. Econ. Business for Pension
& Acturial Admin; one (1) feariess student
with good mari<eting skills for teleptK)ne+ in-

person mariteting pension services to ac-
countants...pay is $ll/hr for each job. Fax
resume & DPR to 818-769-4694. Call 818-
769-4600 any Q's.

7800
Help Wiinted

SUMMER AT THE
BEACH AND MTNS

FUN WORK WITH CHILDREN IN THE OUT-
DOORS. 7-week day program. 2-weeks
Sierra Sleepaway. June 25-August 24. Ex-

perience with children and water activities

$330+bonus/week Call 310-826-7000 or

www SierraAdventureCamps com

SUMMER CAMP
DIRECTOR

Private Beach Club seeking experienced

Head Coach to supervise social and recrea-

tional activiites for children ages 3-14 years

Salary commensurate with expenence. Con-
tact Dale:3 10-454-2266. or Fax resume:310-
454-2266

7800
Help Wciiited

SUMMER JOBS!
The Marcia Israel Day Camp is now hiring

Senior and Junior Counselors and an Art

Teacher for Summer 2001 Spinled. energe-
tic, patient, experienced candidates who love
wori<ing with young children should call 310-
445-1280 ext 150.

SUMMER JOBS! WEST Los Angeles day-
camp hiring energetic counselors, lifeguards,

and specialists Call Tittany at 310-399-
2267.

SUMMER CAMP
COUNSELORS

6/25-8/17 $78-$92/day 9am-4pm.
Decathalon Sports Club in Palo Alto. CA
campjobOyattoo.com

CERTIFIED PERSONAL
TRAINERS/

FRONT DESK HELP for LAs most popular

health club. For more information call Giu-
seppe

:
323-658-6999.

CLERK P/T. Pleasant Century City Engi-
neering Firm seeks pertectk)nist witti typing
skills for general office duties. Must absolute-
ly be detail-oriented. $11/hour to start. CaN
Rhonda 310-286-2437.

CLERK/SECRETARY. PR, 10-20hrsAnrk.
Westwood law firm. Filing, typing, team a
lotO law, flexible schedule, fax resume 310-
446-9962.

COMEDIC WRITER
Looking for comedk: writer needed for a fe-
male comedian. Should have stand-up
comedic material. Femate preferred. P/T.
$10/hr 310-236-1184 leave message.

COMPUTER ASSISTANT Needed for Geog-
raphy Instructional Lab. Know Mterosoft NT
and related hardware Troubleshoot and
monitor lab 10-12 hrs/wk $lOkair. Resume to
William Zhang: wzhangOucla.edu.

COUNSELORS AND
INSTRUCTORS

In art, swimming, nature. vWeo and ropes
needed by Tumbleweed Day Camp Must be
responsible, energetic and enjoy working
*nth ctiild(en. 310-472-7474

CRUISE LINE ENTRY LEVEL on board po-
sitions available, great benefits. Seasonal or
year-round. Call for info 323-644-2102
www.cruisecareers.com.

EVENTS STAFF/SECURITY for sports, con-
certs. TV shows, conventions IB-i- with clean

tMCkground Great job for students You pick

your assignments. 213-748-7223.

F/T ADMIN
COORDINATOR

Health care company in Westwood seeks or-

ganized person for entry-level position. 7:30-

4:00. Attention to detail necessary. Fax re-

sume to Liz:310-443-5258

FEMALE MODELS
NEEDED

Immediate worV for 18 yrs-^. all races, ail

ages, adult internet, video modeling.
$100/hour. Get your own website. 818-694-
2687 janleroOatt.net

MALE MODELS
Have a great face or body? GET REC-
OGNIZED in Playgirl-style publications. Must
be 18-24 Beginners welcome. Highest im-

mediate pay w/headshots. Paid screen test.

JeH0213-748-4555ext. "11. jwhiteOou-
nique.com

PRESTIGIOUS PRIVATE COUNTRY CLUB
In WL^ seeks ambitious tennis player for

tennis court assistant Please contact Jason
310-276-6104 x235 or gallina@thelacc.org.— RECEPTIONIST
Needed for private health club. Permanent
hours available. Hours: 5:30am- 11 :30am
Please ask tor Allisons 10-659-5002

MARKETING ASSIST
Small Internet Co. looking for assistant to

market company's services. Good communi-
cation skills. $10/hr. 310-859-1903

MARKETING
SALES/TRAINING for Mexico-USA impor-
ting company. Pay $10-l5/hr Full time.

Spanish helpful. Business major preferred.

Good experience. Fax resume 310-854-

6287 or E-mail: salesOttiepaintedde-
sert.com.

RESEARCH ASSISTANTS NEEDED Seek-
ing American. Australian. Czech ar>d Ja-
panese researcti assistants to code eighth
grade science lesson videos. Full and half-

time positions available English fluency re-

quired One position requires fluency in

Czech; another requires fluency in Ja-
panese. $32.000-»- per year for full-time posi-

tions -^ benefits; $1 5.79 per hour for half-time

positions. Fax cover letter and resume to Da-
vid Rasmussen 310-820-6619 or mail to

12436 Santa Monica Blvd. LA. CA 90025.
For more info email davidrOlessonlab.com

NEED TO MAKE SOME PT $$$? Will train

and sponsor assistant broker PM wort<

Guarantee-t-bonus. BH office Call Neil 800-
450-7585

FEMALE MODELS!!
Seeking young, natural, girt-next-door look,

18-22. for artistic non-nude professional pho-
tography, beginners welcome, will pay.

Tim:310-720-3183

FLORIST SEEKING
sales. ptKine assistant. Simple typing/admin-

istration skills helpful. Flexible hours/fun en-

vironment. Call Monica 323-852-0848.

NEUROLOGY LAB seeks full-time lab assis-

tant. Experience with Cell Culturing. staining,

counting, microscope required. Fax re-

sume:310-267-2477.

RESPITE COMPANION
$10-$12/hr DOE-PT/Flexible twurs Provide
respite for families with ctiildren witti devel-

opmental disabilities. Paid training provided.

Toll free info:877-924-2220 E-mail:rokel-

ly@iaba.com Fax:310-649-3109 Visit us at

www.iaba com

NEW RESTAURANT in Westwood village

Cashiers needed. AM Part time available

Will tram. Call before 11am or after 3pm
310-873-1388

FREE AUDITIONS

CSOs NOW HIRING
Do Good and get paid. Pay $8.47 to
$10.65/hr. Must be a UCLA student w/U
academk: years remaining vvlth valid driver's
license. Web: www.ucpd.ucla.edu/ucpd/cso.
Email: csoOucpd.ucIa edu. Phone 310-
825-2148.

BEACH CAMP SUMMER JOBS! Coun-
selors. Lifeguards. Craft Director; wori<
wAoddler-teens at Private Beach Club in SM
Call Andrea 310-395-3254
TBC210Oaol.com

CUSTOMER
SERVICE/JOURNALIST
Small Internet Company desires artteulate
person to wort< with existing clients Email
reply. Customer service and Creative writing
PT/FT. $9/hr. 310-859-1903.

Admin Assistant for

prominent Westside
art gallery

Train now-F/T by August Must be fluent in

Spanish, detail-onented $i0-l2/hr+commis-
sion Fax resume:310-586-1712.

ADMIN ASSISTANT F/T position in Beverty
Hills Microsoft Office a must Email resume
employment Osaybrex com or tax 310-278-
0038 More info 310-278-2750.

BEVERLY HILLS AUTO DETAIL shop needs
hard-wori(ing, fast-paced, agressive people
to handle top-notch cars. No experience re-
quired. Flexible hou rs. Ozzie;3 10-859-2870

BIOLOGY MAJORS
WANTED

TEACH CHILDREN BIOLOGY using live an-
imals. Enthusiastic personality, teaching
skills and own transportation are a must An-
imal handling experience preferred $9/hr
Call 310392-5909. www.theanimal-
guys.com.

CUSTOMER SERVrcE. Answer customer
questions, telecommunication sen/ice. close
to campus, flexible hours. 310-828-9900.

DAY CAMP - SUMMER
Seek staff w/summer home in or near the
San Fernando or Conejo Valleys, Oxnard
Simi, Malibu. misc. Instructors & General
couns $2750-3500+ for summer 888-784-
CAMP vmww.workatcamp.com

ADMIN. ASSISTANT CAFE/BRENTWOODMwoort real estate office $12/hour PTnr
V^'^rc/Oncn I WUUUBrentwood real estate office $12/hour. PTor

FT Fax resume to: 310-476-7284

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT NEEDED
F/T Fast-paced entertainment company Ex-
cellent wntten and vertjal communication
skills Must be familiar w/compuler Call
Brooke 818-313-9590

GOOD $$

DAY CAMP
COUNSELORS

Pall Camp now hiring enthusiastic coun-
selors! Summer fun includes: jet skiing,
amusement parks, beach days, paintball and
more! 19 and up. Call Jacque 310-477-
2700x14

Flexible hours. Great atmosphere Bright,

energetic. friendly people wanted'
PT/FT/Weekend positions available for
mgmt. counter, and barista positions Call
Paul 310-576-6641

DAY CAMP
Summer Swimming, beaches, horses &
more wvwv.daycamp/obs.com.

MODEL/TALENT AUDITIONS for men/wom-
en/kids for upcoming tv shows, commercials,

magazines, and movies. No experierice.

310-360-1240.

FUN SUMMER
Swimming, horses, beaches and more.
wwwdaycampjobs.com.

GENERAL
OFFICE/SALES
ASSISTANT

PDC WHOLESALE FURNITURE SHOW-
ROOM. Full-time. Multi-faceted person.

Ger>eral offk:e computer qulcktxx}k Custom-
er service sales assistant. Fax resume:310-
451-1130.

GET PAID TO MAKE visual survey walking
around your neightxjrhood for writer's re-

search. No solicitation. Wor1( anytime. 818-
464-3554.

GIRLS wanted at exclusive social club in

WLA. Conversation and dancing 18+ years
okj. Flexible hours Earn top $$$ 310-313-

2989

GOT A HECTIC SCHOOL SCHEDULE?
Now Hiring! Flexible Hours! Food Servers.

Bartenders. Special Events Staff. Culinary

Staff. Disfiwasher. All Levels Rate DOE 323-
933-7521 The Party Staff. Inc

GROUP TUTORS WANTED K-8th Grade 3-

7 pm. Monday through Friday. $11 and up
per hour 323-937-7737 F/T summer posi-

tions available in ^uly-Aug.

HELP WANTED P/T. Cashier and waitress

Some experience preferred but not neces-
sary. Will train Also looking for delivery per-

son with car/scooter. Roni's Diner. 9911
Santa Monica Blvd.. Beverty Hills. 310-772-

0044

INTERNET SURFER
Hunter-gatherer; experienced e-mail person

to wori( offsite or at our Beverty Hills office

Can Jim 310-657-1112

OFFICE ASSISTANT for small Investment
company Organized individual w/pfione
skills, quick-ttiinker. strong computer skills a
must, a self-motivator. P/T-F/T. salary
DOE+bonus. Email resume to: evaturiOtie-
lixlpcom

OFFICE CLERK
P/T AND FH"

SM law firm seeks office clert<s. Phones, fil-

ing, faxing, photocopying&filing court docu-
ments. Must tiave auto+insurance Francis
Che.310-453-6711.

OFFICE HELP In electronic store in West-
wood. No experience necessary. Contact
Fred 310-470-0472

OPEN CALL FOR FEMALE MODELS April

14, 2001. 6514 Lankershim Blvd N. Holly-

wood. CA. www.modelsearchla.com 818-
464-3515

P/T Medical Receptionist. Tues. Thurs, Fri

afternoons. Must have excellent phione voice
and medical office experience. Call Mandy
310-274-8353.

P/T OK.
^

F/T PREFERRED
Property Management Company needs help
with secretarial/leasing Must have car Fax
resume: 310-470-6755. Call 310-470-1112.

P/T WRITER. Pleasant Century City Engi-
neering Firm seeks pertectkinist with strong
writing skills to produce miWIy technical re-

ports for internal and external use $13/hr to

start. Wage increases as appropriate Mini-

mum I5hrs/wk Must have car and in-

surance. Fax resume 310-286-9126 or call

310-286-2437

PACIFIC PALISADES CO seeks flex-P/T In-

temet-saavy office asst/customer service rep
w/good oral/written skills for data entry, field-

ing, tel/email inquiries, maintaining files Up
to $9/hr. 310-459-5027.

PART TIME RECEPTIONIST NEEDED for

athletic club. Tues-Fri I0am-2pm and Sat
llam-5pm. No experience required but must
be personable, in good shape, and comput-
er friendly Please call Mike or Brie at 310-

459-4648

RETAIL SALES
PT/FT. Westwood Blvd. Designer wed-
ding/evening gowns Experience preferred,

motivated and friendly Great opportunity

Salary/commissions/txsnuses. Excellent $$.

310-474-7808 Pauline.

REWARDING/FUN
Summer Swimming, beaches, horses &
more www daycampjobs com

ROOM/BOARD IN EXCHANGE for P/T
home care for young professional disabled.

Eariy AM/late PM. 5 days/wk. Experience
Preferred WLA 310-312-0815

SALES PEOPLE. Set own hours, spend
about 6 hours/week, make from $l50-$300
Own transportation Call Christine@310-
313-1464 for more information

SALES POSITION available for intemet e-

commerce company. Salary-t-commission.
Call 310-234-0784 Fax: 310-234-0786
Email: JobsOelectrobuy.com

SALESPERSON AND
MANAGEMENT
OPPORTUNITIES

Available for fashion footwear store in Cen-
tury City Shopping Center Call:310-277-

5668 or fax resume to:310-277-5675.

SECRETARY/RECEPTIONIST Full/Part

Time. Fax Resume to 310-450-1311 or E-

mail: rgOpmsmart.com.

SERVERS &
ASST MANAGER

SERVERS AND ASSISTANT MANAGER
needed Great pay Flexible hours Call:3l0-

275-7770

SERVERS NEEDED
ALL POSITIONS AVAILABLE for upscale
Westside restaurant. Call Michel:310-470-

6601

SPORTS MEDICINE
MARKETING/BOOKEEPING, MEDICAL
BILLING/RECEPTION, PHYSICAL THERA-
PY. Sports medical clinic now hiring for the 3
above positions Will train 310-587-0044

STUDIO ASSISTANT Light carpentry skills a
plus, canvas stretching a must Santa Moni-

ca area, email tythiaOmindspnng.com or

call 310-392-8424

SUMMER CAMP
COUNSELORS

Decathlon Sports Club Located in Palo Alto
6/25-8/17. $78-$92/day9am-4pm. camp-
job Oyahoo.com

SUMMER CAMP COUNSELORS For
Westwood Recreation Complex June 25
Aug 31, 9 458n>-4:i6pm. Expenence pre-
ferred. Sports, arts and crafts, etc. $9.79/hr
Apply in person. Benita Dixon 310-473-3610

SUMMER DAY CAMPS
San Fernando or Conejo Valleys. Ox;iarJ.
Simi. Malibu. Misc. Instructors & General
couns, $2750-3500+for summer 888-784-
CAMP. www worttatcamp.com.

SUMMER JOB
GRAD/UNDERGRAD Psyctiologyeducation
or speech to t)e a camp aide (or a special

needs child. 6/25-8/25. Valerie:8 18-907-

0367.

SUMMER JOBS -=-^
SUMMER CAMP IN NEW YORK-June 20th-

August 16th. Jobs include: Musical Theatre
Director. Tech Theatre, Roller Hockey
Coach. Golf. Tennis. Radio station For appli-

cation and information, web: wwwchipi-
naw.com or email info@chipinaw.com
Phone 1-954-227-7700.

SUMMER SPORTS
CAMP COUNSELORS

Prime Time Sports Camp is now hiring for

summer 2001 Sports background and ex-

perience working with children required.

9:30AM-3:30PM. M-F 6/25/01-8/31/01. WLA
and Palisades Peter:310-288-4132

SWIM INSTRUCTORS
FAMILY LIFE AQUATICS Swim school
searching for (un&reliable swim instructors.

WSI&CPR required. Must have car. High
pay. flexible hours. 310-454-6464

SWIMMING INSTRUCTORS at client

homes. $20-$24/hr Strong lesson-teaching
experience with small children. Summer em-
ployment. Call John 818-781-7676 ext. 1.

TRANSLATION CO in Santa Monica needs
truely bilingual office assistant/editor w/ex-
cellent English and Spanish skills&computer
expertise P/T-F/T. Fax resume 310-260-
7705. call 310-260-7700 extll.

UCLA INTEGRATED SUBSTANCE ABUSE
PROGRAM F/T RA needed BA/BS re-
quired Knowledge of research design.
SPSS, neuropsychiatric assessments pre-
ferred Fax resume:3 10-268-4397

UCLA RECREATION
SUMMER CAMP JOBS

GREAT MONEY! GREAT TIME' We need
energetic people to be summer camp coun-
selors Pay is $7 38-$11.00/hr Morning, af-

ternoon, all-day shifts available Call 310-
206-1787 Applications available at John
Wooden Center

UNIVERSITY APARTMENT Coordinator Po-
sition wanted from 6/18/01-6/30/02 One
shared rental space plus stipend. Applica-
tions and job descnptions available @UCLA
UNIVERSITY APTS 625 Landfair Ave. #1
Do not call Application deadline 5pm
4/13/01. MUST BE UCLA STUDENT

i|^ Imagine -^^

7500
Career Opportunities

VALET PARKING
ATTENDANTS

Flexible fiours, great tips, Santa Monica and
Manna Del Rey areas. 310-214-1888. Leave
message

7500
Career Opportunities

Mowyou
can tellyourmom

you actually looked ior aJob today!

Introducing three resume distribution services that help

you reach those companies that meet your job needs.

Search for companies or recruiters in your field, save

your searches, and then you make direct contact with

the people who actually do the hiring.

T9ll four m^m fm mall9d four nmrnw to 500 compMmlMl

«y www.MailYourResume.com

choice for most job seekers. Receive
your custom search file ready for you to print on professional AVERY Labels.

TMjomr mom fom E-moHodfom roommo to 00,000 eomfoalool

wv>/w.SuperSonicResume.com

UPERSONIC ^^^^^^ ^y location, revenue, and SIC

Hi;«»«LJfVf t .roM for companies of your choice. Then
e-mail your resume directly to the hiring manager and decision maker.

Ml roor mom tlut 3,700 roerultors *«v« yoor rogomol

www.RecruiterRegistry.com

The best companies hire recruiters

to find the best applicants. Connect
instantly with over 3.700 recruiters in over 37 job categories with the power
of the Intemet.

Classifieds

825-2221 t^^i^m§>^.
Displa*

206-301
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7800
Help Wanted

VET TECHS
Needed tor busy a animal hospital in Culver

City Call Oscar at:310-559-3770 or lax your

resume at;310-559-9447

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED! Make a dif-

ference. Work w/kids. The Boys&Girls Club

at Venice needs college students to assist

w/variety of afterschool programs esp w/HW
tutoring. Our brand new facility is kx:ated on
LirKoln+Venice Blvd. For nx)re info call 310-

390-4477 Virginia(x228) or Pierre(x238).

YMCA NOW HIRING After ScfKK}! teachers

and drivers. Must htave 3-6 units in educa-

tion/related field. Fax Resunrte to Laura 310-

575-0271.

Daily Bruin Classified

8000
Internships

GET PAID TO LEARN THE STOCK MAR-
KET. Professional day trading firm looking for

entry-level intern. Call Ray between 9AM-
2PM. 310-470-9035.

INTERNS WANTED
MOTION PICTURE. TELEVISION AND In-

ternet Animation Production Company seeks
interns to assist in daily operations. Fax re-

sume 310-280-0218

81OO
Personal Assistance

MY HOUSEKEEPER OF NINE YEARS is

looking for extra day wort<. She is fastidious
and totally honest. Call Roberta 310-450-
2440.

PHYSICAL
ASSISTANCE
NEEDED

For disabled male in Reiber Hall. A few
hrs/day Flexible schedule. $10/hr. Call Alex
310-267-8189

HOTLINE VOLUNTEERS NEEDED by the
Suicide Prevention Center. Excellent volun-
teer opportunity. Next training starts May 5.

Please call 310-751-53X (Culver City).

8^kOO
Apartments for Rent

BRENTWOOD. $1650. 2bd/2bth. front.up-

per. balcony, refrigerator/stove, car-

pet/drapes, parking, laurxJry, no pets, near
UCLA, by appt. 11728 MayfieW #6, 310-271-
6811.

FURNISHED STUDIO APT $625/mo. de-
posit $400. Utilities included, gated 6 month
min. 5 mi from campus. Linda Alvarez man-
ager:3 10-277-6005 or 818-986-0844.

IDEAL FOR FACULTY
Across from UCLA. Large, spacious, town-
house-like apartment. 2bed/2bath with large

private. Closed-garage. 1-yr Lease-
$1700/mo. Avail-March 15 310-553-5388.

PALMS. Single apt from $575. 1-bdrm $695,
$600deposit 1-year lease only. Stove, re-

frig,carpets, vert, blinds. 310-837-1502
leave message. 8am-5pm only.

PRIME WESTWOOD
Beautiful 2bed/lbath French style unit in 4plx

with old wrid chrm, high ceilings, hwd fl. brbr

cpts, w/d. tons of light. 10632 Eastbome
Brian:310-291-3531 $1900. ContactBrian
b_mesic© yahoo.com 310-291-3531.

SANTA MONICA 1)2BEDROOM/1.5Bath
Townhouse, Washer/Dryer. Dishwasher.
Fridge, Microwave, Garage. $2500. 2)1 -bed-

room, 500sq/ft, Stove, Fridge. Washer/Dryer.
Utilities included, garage, $1100. 310-450-

0828.

SANTA MONICA apartment 4 blocks from
beach. N. of Wilshire. $856. 310-395-RENT
www.westsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA crattsnnan guest house.
Retrtoeratcrr, stove, nign CAiUngft, qui«l
neighborhood, bright, utilities included.
$1150. 310-395-RENT. www.westsideren-
tals.com

SANTA MONICA fumished spacious apart-

ment, hardwood fkx)rs. large closets, walk-
ing distance to beach, parting Included.

$700. 310-395-RENT. www.westsWeren-
tals.com

SANTA MONICA HOUSE 1 bedroom, 1 bath,
refrigerator, stove, hardwood floors, pet
okay. $995. 310-395-RENT. www.west-
sklerentals.oom

SANTA MONICA HOUSE. 2 bedrooms,
patto, hardwood fkx)rs. pantry, charming and
bright, carport partdng $1,475. 310-395-
RENT. www.westskJerentals.com

SANTA MONICA PRIME
LOCATION N. OF

WILSHIRE
NEAR BEACH

^^~
$1195 1 bedroom. Hardwood floors. Charm-
ing split level, dishwasher, refrigerator. 943
7th Street. Cats OK 818-980-5900.

8^00
Apartments for Rent

WESTWOOD
PLAZA

^m-

lelors Avalable

$745-$825

[310-208-8505
WEST LOS ANGELES spacious 2 bed-
rooms, 2 baths, t>alcony, A/C, large ctosels,
bright, gated parking, month-to-month. $975
310-395-RENT. www.westskJerentals.com

WESTWOOD fumished apartment Utilities

included, laundry. $745. 310-395-RENT.
www.westsiderentals.com

WESTWOOD VILLAGE: 1 -BEDROOM
$1400; 2-BEDROOM, 2-Bathroom $2000; 3-

Bedroom, 2-Bathroom $2900; Parking, 1-

year lease, no pets, 10943 Roebling. Avail-

able 7/5/01. 310-471-7073.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE; Large 1 -Bedroom,
$1500 Hardwood fkxjrs, fireplace, parting,

1-year lease, no pets, available 6/17/01. 925
GayleyAve. 310-471-7073.

WESTWOOD-GARDEN GUEST HOUSE
refngerator. quiet neighborhood, near UCLA.
$1125. 310-395-RENT www.west-
Sloerentals .corn

WESTWOOD. 2BDRM/2BATH. $1450 AND
UP. TILE KITCHEN, STEPDOWN LIVING
ROOM, HIGH CEILING CHARM. 1 MILE
SOUTH OF WILSHIRE. SOME W/BAL-
CONY.310-839-6294.

WESTWOOD. Across UCLA, upscale, one
and two tjedrooms, full-kitchen, air corxli-

Ikjned, partiing. one year lease, 445 Land-
fair. Taking reservatiorw. 310-824-1969.

WESTWOOD. Walk to UCLA. 2bdrm/2bth,
gated periling, rooftop spa, quiet buiWtng,
accepting reservatwns for Summer and Fall.

$1850-$2250. 512 Veteran. 310-208-2655.

WESTWOOD; Studio for rent. Landfalr.
Available June 1 5th. Kitchen, dining room, x-

large ctosets, bright. 310-208-8937 Nathan

WILSHIRE CORRIDOR LUXURY-APAR-
TMENT. Fumished studio. Jacuzzi, sauna,
gym. ctose to Westwood. No kitchen!

$890/mo. 10660 Wilshire Blvd. 310-358-
8700 or 310-503-7227.

housing
8400-9800

Apnrtiiients for Rom

•WESTWOOD VILLAGE, MIDVALE N. OF
LEVERING LARGE 2-BDRM APT. GAR-
DEN VIEW, DINING ROOM, UNIQUE.
CHARM FRONT AND REAR ENTRANCE
310-839-6294.*

SANTA MONICA SPACIOUS private room
with balcony. A/C, fireplace, walk-in closets.

$500. 310-395-RENT www.westsideren-
tals.com

* PALIVIS *
4BD. 3BA LOFT TOWNHOME. FP.

CENTRAL AIR/HEAT, GATED
GARAGE. SEC ALARM. CAT OK

3670 MIDVALE AVE.

$2395/MO

2BD. 2BA TOWNHOME, FP,

CENTRAL AIR/HEAT, GATED
GARAGE. SEC. ALARM, CAT OK

1-MINUTETOUCLA
1 bdrm w/deck, fumished, bright, clean, se-
curity entrance, large closets, pool, lyr

lease $1300/rTX). 310-824-1830.

3614 FARIS DR.

$1395/MO

* MAR VISTA *
1BDRM LUXURY APT

1412 1/2 Keiton. Guest bthrm, oflfce. Newly
remodeled, hardwood floors, central A/C.
crown rrwkJing. ConskJer pet. Open daily 10-

6 $1950.

2&3BDRM LARGE, bright, view Mk;rowave,
oven, refrigerator, dishwasher, washer/dryer
in unit. 21-11. Jacuzzi on roof. Walking dis-

tance to UCLA 310-475-0607.

2BDRM LUXURY APT
1412 Keiton. Guest bthrm. Newly remo-
deled, hardwood floors, central MC, crown
nx>kJlng ConsMer pet. Open daily 10-6.

$2390/month

11913 AVON WAY.

11748C0URTLEiGHDR.

$1295/MO.

$129S/MO.

(310)391-1076
Open House 7 Days a Woek 10 -4 PM ,8

WLA/PALMS
APARTMENT RENTALS
CALL 4 FREE LISTINGS

AND SPECIALS
Bachelors/Singles—some w/utillties paid,

pool, gated. $695-$895. Ibdrm $850-$995.
many w/fireplaces. luxury and nwre. 2bdrm
$1195-$1795. many w/dishwashers. bakx)-
ny, A/C and nwre. Call for free listing:310-

278-8999.

8600
Coiulo/Townhouse for RtMit

CULVER CITY post offtee area guest house.
Cat okay, hardwood fkx>r5. large ctosets.

yard, utilities included $795. 310-395-RENT.
www.westsklerentals.com

8700
Condo/Townhoiiso for Siilr:

IMAGINE OWNING/LEASING WILSHIRE
Corridor/HiRise single. 1or2bdrm $90K-
$200K. Walk to-UCLA/VWage. 24hr/8ecurity.

Spectacular views, pool. Jacuzzi, sauna,
valet service. Agent-Bob 310-478-
1835ext.109.

SANTA MONICA TOWNHOUSE 2 bed-
rooms. 2.5 baths, N. of Wilshire Dishwasher,
high ceilings, A/C. W/D hookups $1,237.
310-395-RENT. www.westskterentals.com

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. 142BEDROOM
$895«iUR LARGE UNUSUAL CHARM
SOME SPANISH STYLE W/HARDWOOD
FLOORS ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS
310-839-6294

BEVERLY HILLS TRIPLEX fumished. best
BH kxatk)n, hardwood fkxjrs, marble bath,
utilities included. $850. 310-395-RENT
www.westsiderentals com

SANTA MONICA unfurnished, 2 bedrooms,
hardwood floors. $1250. 310-395-RENT
www.westsiderental8.com

SANTA MONICA, great location, private
rooms, garage $425 310-395-RENT
wwwwestsklerentals.com

SANTA MONICA pet okay, private room,
fireplace', pool, bateony. $600. 310-395-
RENT. www.weslsklerentals.com

9000
HoiJS<; for S;il(;

Outstanding Views
3BDRM/3.5BTH Mid-century custom built

home. Exptosive city, canyon, ocean views.
Dramatic entrarwe into Irg living, dinlr>g

room Floor to celing windows. Pool. A/C.
Brentwood Broker 310-459-9283
$1,095,000.

BEVERLY/FAIRFAX AREA Large lower stu-

dio. Small quiet buikJing, near all Full kitch-

en, stove and fridge. $775. 323-937-4977
Mk:helle

BRENTWOOD apartment, great k)catk)n.

refrigerator, stove. $700. 310-395-RENT
www.westsiderentals.com

VENICE, fully fumished duplex, cat okay,
refrigerator, stove, dishwasher, skylights,

cotor TV VCR. phone, large deck, amazing
property $1000. 310-395-RENT wwwwest-
skJerentals.com

WEST LOS ANGELES furnished guest
house A/C, ready to move in. partdng includ-
ed, month-to-month, cable included $700
310-395-RENT www.westskterentals.com

9200
Housiru) NtMMl(Ml

DANISH FAMILY OF THREE SEEKS SUB-
LET or house exchange for July 2001.
House or apartment in LA area kaarenma-
cteanOhotmail.com

9400
Rooin for Rent

15x12 ROOM TO RENT in classk: 2000 sqft
art deco house WLA Sunny clean, spa-
cious. Profe»sionals4grad students only
$640/mo 310-473-1446.

Classifiedsvvr
825-2221

9400
Room for Rout

BRENTWOOD F/NS/NP Bed. bathAfull

access to large, beautiful home. Share
w/family, $750. 310-395-0623.

HUGE TWO-STORY
MEDITERRANEAN

HOUSE
with rooms to rent! Share gourmet kitchen.

Great residential area of Mar Vista. Ocean
vtew. Starting $725 to $890 per room/month.
310-398-7937 ask for Pat.

SANTA MONICA Private room with Jacuzzi.

Private entrance, backyard, laundry, cabte,
utilities paid Storage, garage, un/fumished.
Female non-smoker. $895/month. Da-
vkJ:310-666-0724.

SEPULVEDAA/ENICE Own bed, share bath
2bed/1bath 2floor comer apt close to

Green/Blue line $480 Avail now Frank
flanOuda.edu day:31 0-966-5320 eve:310-
202-1196.

WEST LA/PALMS Looking for female non-
smoker to share 2bed, 2 1/2 bath condo,
$800/month each, including utUities Partially

fumished. Close to UCLA. 310-876-8577.

9500
Roomiiuites-Prjvnle Room

$490 PER MONTH South Mar Vista near
Centinela and Culver Blvd. Female, no
smoke, no drugs, house 310-391-1563

ASIAN/QUIET/CLEAN/MALE. Near bus
stop. Westwood/Pkx). 3-mo. min stay Re-
quired 2 references. Private bedroom share-

bath $495/month. w/uttlttes. kitcften pitv.

$40/day 310-475-8787.

BEVERLY HILLS
PRIVATE ROOM/BATH in tovely fumished
apartment. All privileges, private terrace arvl

security parking. Students welcome
$725/month 310-860-0134.

BEVERLY HILLS: FREE MONTHS RENTI
2bdmfV1bth.apt. Huge, Spanish style, hard-
wood floors, fumished living-room/dining

room. DirectTV Must like cats Live w/temate
roommate. Partting. $70a/mlh. You won't
pay until May! Move-in ASAP. 818-695-6856

BRENTWOOD TOWN HOME to share
Male/Female. Non-smoker. Graduate, lacul-

ty preterred. Pnvate bdrm & bth. /VC, wash-
er/dryer in unit. $750/mth. 310-820-8354

9700
Siihhits

437 GAYLEY. Pink Palace Beautiful

2bdrm/2bth, w/2t)alconies, trench doors,
spackjus, 3 underground partting spots, par-
tially furnished Late June-a/31. $2l50/mo.
Please call Julie or Silvia at 310-824-5542

SUMMER SUBLET. Live w/two roommates
and dog in fiouse. Own room/bath. Parking.
Close to UCLA. 11967 Mayfield Ave.
$900/month. Christa:31 0-481 -7813.

SUMMER SUBLETS
NEEDED

Law firm seeks fumished westskte. South
Bay, Pasadena sublet Only Irom May-Aug.
No share situations please. Include cross-

street. Leave detailed message at 213-680-

8589.

0' Melveny 8 Myers LLP

Law Firm
Needs summer sublets
If yot/afe Interested In

subloffinc) your furnished opt

please ernoM
dutes available.

address
rent, and amenifies to

sharperfn^omm.com
Of call(213)430 6539

SUBLET & ROOMMATE
SERVICE

FIND or LIST A SUBLET!!

www.thesublet.com
Subtof in all cltto«!! (201-e94-118>) j

1300
Campus Recruitment

BRENTWOOD 5min away from UCLA, pri-

vate, large, bright room w/full bath, walk-in-

ctoset. kitchen access/W/D. Locks on bed-
room door. $650/month 310-470-3740.

LARGE BRIGHT MASTER BEDROOM with

large ck>set, view, patio, in a penthouse,

$800/month, washer/dryer. 1/4 mite from

UCLA. 310-474-0699, 310-993-8451.

9600
Roomm.ites-Shnred Room

WESTWOOD. 1-2 person needed to share
room in 2t)dnW2bath luxury condo on
Wilshire. Parking. Low rent. Pool, Jacuz2i,

Tennis courts. Erlc-310-475-3413 pager:

310-915-2611.

II' «ww

OPEN AUDITION
SHIPWRECKED"
Reality TtUvitiop $ttht

Di'iti ut'm tf UK Nattftrk tlitw

{••kid) ftr fMt| "caiftMfayi' tfilliR|

t« tfi 10 Mckt M r«M«t« Utik
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avcilibU all cf May. Jim. Jily
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Vitit Mkiitc: MW.thiftrraekc^.ec*

fcr iRfc, aff JieatiaR farai 8, aa^itiaa

vi^ca rc^t. Mail ta: RDF Ma4ia, PO

Bcjc 7714. Barhak, CA 91510-7714

by March 9tli. E-iaail ^lariat U:
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every 5^&
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825-2161
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W.WATERPOLO
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4-1 lead going into ihc half. Earfy in the

Ihird quarlci. they seoral twice more
to take a ()-l lead o\er the Bruins.

Later that quarter, UCLA senior

Coral ie Simmons scored two goals to

close the gap to 6-}, and, Hcuchan
added one more to keep StanCord's

lead at two goals, but that was it lor

UCLA scoring. Then, with 13 .seconds

Iclt, Stanford had one last goal.

"Wc don't

ever play badl>

against
Stanlbrd." Joyce

said. "It's just a

matter ol' all the

aspects of our

game being there

d\Ahe same time. —

:

We'll have good

defense and not be able to shoot the

ball, or we'll be able to shoot the ball

but we won't have good defense."

Bruin Head Coach Adam
Krikorian's response was divided after

the game.

"He was happy overall with our

play, but he's just a little upset that we
can't put four quarters together,"

Joyce said.

The Bruins stayed with the Cardinal

!-t in the first quarter and managed to

chip away from the five-goal deficit by

the final quarter.

The Bruins redeemed

themselves with a win

over San Jose State.

"But during the quarters in the mid-

dle, we let .off and that's when they

jumped on us," Joyce said.

The loss puts UCLA second in the

conference standings behind Stanford,

but Joyce said that the standings

weren't what was important about the

game.

We really wanted to win. but it

doesn't change where we stand." she

.said. "(.A win) would've been more to

gel us on an emotional roll and pa.ss

that line that we just haven't cros.sed

with Stanford yet."

Perhaps u win
—^™~^'^~—~ would've been the

best inspiration,

but a loss was

what made the

Bruins play so

hard the next day.

On Saturday, the

Bruins redeemed

themselves with a

10-4 win over the No. 5 San Jose State

Spartans (12-10, 4-5) in a game that saw
seven Bruins score.

"I felt kind ofsorry for San Jose that

we had to play them right after that loss

(to Stanford) because we were definite-

ly upset about it," Joyce said.

"San Jose, they're probably the next

best team after Stanford, us, Cal and

use," she said. "We weren't gonna

take them lightly, and wc weren't

gonna lose to them either."

Next up for UCLA is UC Irvine on

April 20.

f iSfllM
FoiGRRDUnrESWNIS
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I
The Ralph C. Altman Memorial Fund was established in 1967

by friends, students, and colleagues of the late Ralph C.

Altman, founder and first director of what is now the UCLA
Fowler Museum of Cultural History. In his four years as

director, Mr. Altman built the Museum's holdings of ethnic

and ancient art into one of the most distinguished

collections in the world. The perpetuation of interest and

scholarship in the fields of ethnic and ancient arts through

the training of graduate students was Mr. Altman's foremost

goal Toward that end, the UCLA Fowler Museum announces

the 34th annual Ralph C. Altman Memorial Fund Award.

Established in 1988 and named in honor of the late Dr.

Arnold Rubin, professor of Art History at UCLA from 1967 to

1988, the Rubin Award is given annually to a graduate

student woridng in Dr. Rubin's areas of interest Thes€x.

Included African, Oceanic, and Native American arts and

material culture, and popular phenomena emphasizing the

unconventional arts of living peoples, regardless of

geographic area. The award committee consists of one

representative from each of the following UCLA programs:

World Arts and Cultures, Art History, and the Fowler

Museum.

HIK 10 iPPiV
The recipient of each award witl receive $3,000. Applicants

Witt automaticatty be considered for both awards. Application

forms are available at the Fowler Museum front lobby
reception desk or by telephone request (310.825.9672). Any
graduate student registered at UCLA (or receiving a graduate
degree from UCLA) and planning a career in a field related to

the goals of the award is eligible. Students from a wide range
of departments and programs are encouraged to apply.

Completed applications must be received by June 8, 2001. The
recipient of the award will be announced July 2, 2001.
Recipients are expected to present their findings at a

roundtable session with the staff of the Fowler Museum and to
credit the awards In any resultant publications, a copy of

whkh should be provided to the museum.

ucu
Fowler
MUSEUM
^ OF
Cultural
HISTORY

1IOI}<<l>.n
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WORRIED?
NERVOUS?
TENSE?

• Do you worry a lot?

• Difficulty concentrating?

• Do you often feel keyed up?

• Problems with sleep?

• Muscle tension, headaches,

stomach problems ets.?

If you experience some of these symptoms, you may have a treatable condition called

General Anxiety Discorder. Anxiety can affect your work performance, social life, and
overall enjoyment In life. You are not alone. You may be one of millions of Americans

suffering from stress.

Call toll-free today to see if you qualify for an important

research medication program. Qualifed participants may be
compensated up to $275.00. —

Southwestern Research, Inc.

888-444-1104
www.43S.com

THINK
ABOUT

FREE CAREER FORUM

" Ifyou want to be a lawyer, don't miss this forum."
- Arthur Miller, Professor of Law Harvard Law School

Meet with law admissions officers, learn what to expect your !•* year
of law school and hear a panel discussion about careers In the law.

Wednesday, April 18
6 PM -9:30 PM
UCLA, Tom Bradley International Center

6 PM - ongoing:

6:30 PM • 7:30 PM:
7:30 PM - 9:15 PM:

Law School Representative Tabling

Law School 101
Law Panel

Come speak with law school representatives from around the country,
experience a simulated first year law school, and participate In a panel
discussion regarding careers in law. Confirmed panelists include a
writer/producer for The Practice and Ally McBeal.

Space is limited, so RSVP now!
Call 1-800-KAP-TEST or visit us at liaptest.com

to register for this special event!

rWR. EBBumaa
www.alumni.iicia.edu

KAPLAN bafbn
rsi i L E
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"XSAT Perfection
Robin Singh, the creator and author of the TestMasters LSAT Course, has
achieved more perfect scores on the LSAT than anyone else in history.

Robin Singh's Complete LSAT Score Record

Date

December 2000

December 1999

June 1999

September 1998

february 1997'

December 1996

October 1996

June 1996

December 1995

September 1995

June 1995

Score % Rank

180

180

179

180

180

180

179

174

180

180

173

99

99

99

99

99

99

99

99

99

99

99

Date

February 1995

October 1994

June 1994

February 1994

December 1993

December 1992

October 1992

June 1992

February 1992

December 1991

December 1988

Score % Rank

178

180

178

173

177

180

176

177

178

173

48

99

99

99

99

99

99

99

99

99

99

99
Tlie .able atove is a complcle record of Robins sco„r$ on the actual LSAT administrations All of these administrations were scored on
.he current LSAT scale ot 1 20 to 1 80. with the exception of the December 1988 LSAT which was scored on the old LSAT scale of 10 to 48

Since 1991 thousands of TestMasters students have increased their LSAT scores
by applying the powerful methods and techniques that Robin has developed.

TestMasters
1-800-696-5728

Market

www.uclastore com
UCtfh?onr

COURThCY STEWART

Senior Jean-Noel Grinda makes contact against Stanford Friday. The
Bruins lost 4-3 to the Cardinal but beat Cal on Saturday 5-2.

M.TENNIS
From page 35

against Cal was delayed due to rain,

but UCLA still came out strong
after bad weather and the loss to

Stanford the previous day.

They started by winning all three

doubles matches and easily securing
the doubles point for the Bruins.

Clemens played on the No. 2 dou-
bles team with Grinda, as he tried to

ease his recovery from the injury by
playing only the doubles match
against Cal.

In singles Matkowski,
Djahangiri, and sophomore Lassi

Ketola all had wins for the Bruins.

Grinda and Sands suffered losses, 7-

5, 6-2 and 7-5, 6-1, to John Paul
Fruttero and Erik Dmytruk respec-

tively, but the Bruins eventually won
5-2.

Although they lost to Stanford,

the Bruins have time to seek revenge
when they travel up to Northern
California to face the two teams
again in two weeks.

"We are lucky we can get right

back at them in two weeks, and the

win will be even sweeter up there,"

Grinda said.

"We have had our fair share of
good luck, and maybe things didn't

go our way this weekend." Martin
added. "These are tough matches to

lose, but hopefully we can learn

something from this and play better

the next time."

The Bruins play next on
Wednesday when they take on the

College of the Desert at the LATC at

2:30 pm.

Get the MBA that
keeps on giving!

Year I - $20,000*

Year 2 - $40,000
Year 3 - $60,000

The Added Value of a UCR MBA

+ $800,000
AGSM Advantages:
No work experience or business-related under-

graduate degree required

• Choose up to nine MBA electives

Oneorvone assistance from our in+»ouse Career

Management Center

• Receive a quality internship that provides "real

world" work experience

• Enrollment available, Fall. Winter, and Spring

quarters

Got the Picture?
To receive an MBA catalog ar\6 application, please contact
Gary Kuzas at (909) 787-455

1 , check out our web site at
WWW.agsmucreciU. or e-mail your questions and requests to
qa^v,K^^a?^U^rec^U Application Deadline May f , 200

1

iM
*The difference in starting

salary between a bachelors
and a UCR MBA Graduate
Based on 1 999 statistics

* "Based on a 40 yr VUbrklife.

University of California, Riverside

SOFTBALL
From page 36

mistake."

"It wasn't even an entirely bad
inning, just a couple bad pitches,"

Freed said. "But they happen."

About the home run pitch to

Vandergeest that proved to be the

Bruins' death knell, Freed said, "I

think she knew it was coming."
Sunday, however, UCLA exacted

revenge. The Bruins took the lead

early, when in the first inning junior

catcher Slacey Nuveman flew out to

left, allowing Freed to tag up from
third and score.

UCLA struck again in the fifth,

when senior designated hitter

Courtney Dale doubled, scoring Freed
and sophomore shortstop Natasha

Watley.

UCLA's Goer! stifled the potent

Wildcat offense, scattering four hits

over her complete^me outing. She

struck out eight, walking only one.

Her Wildcat counterpart, freshman

Jenny Gladding, also gave up four hits,

but was hurt by walks, giving up five.

Gladding handed out five free passes,

and the Bruins cashed in early as Freed

scored the first run after having been

walked.

Enquist lauded her team's resilien-

cy. "We could have come out here and

been beaten up pretty good," she said.

"This team had a lot of character to

come out today after the past two

days."

it was Candrea's turn to lament on

Sunday. "Offensively, we couldn't

quite get things going," he said. "We
got beat by our own game."

M.TENNIS
From page 40

took theHippensteel eventually

match 6-4, 3-6. 6-2.

"The team as

a whole reacted '^—
pretty well. It

was a not an

easy situation

and we came
really close to

winning,"
Grinda said.

This weekend
was especially

hard for the

Bruins because

of the loss of

their top two
players, freshman Tobias Clemens
due to an injury suffered during last

week's match against USC, and
sophomore Jean-Julian Rojer, who
is playing in the Davis Cup for his

native Netherlands.

"(The missing players) was a fac-

tor, but once you go out there, it is

still the same thing," Grinda said.

"We are still six players against six

other players. It is too easy lo com-

plain about that.
~''^"'^""~^^~^~"^^^~~"" We have a very

Although they lost to everyone played

"Their hardest."Stanford, the Brum?
can seek revenge

when they travel to

Northern California

again in two weeks.

Other players

also had a posi-

tive outlook

concerning the

loss and the

missing players.

"It is a pretty

good sign. We
"

almost beat

Stanford, and
our two best players are not here,"

sophomore Erfran Djahangiri said.

On Saturday the Bruins' match

SeeM.TENNIS,page34

11835 Wllshire Blvd.

(310)477-7550
21 & Over with ID

Catch all NBA/UCLA
Games on Satellite

20 TVs

Sunday, 10am-6pm
$7.50 Import Pitchers

$5.50 Domestic Pitchers

Monday-Friday
$4.50 Lunch Special

1 1 :30-4pm
^hr FREE POOL

Monday
1/2 price Beer Pitchers

Tuesday
standing Student Night
$3.00 Burger w/fries

$2.00 Beer Special

(tairs Available for Private Parties
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Hue I.A
OUSING

APARTMENT COORDINATOR
POSITION AVAILABLE

12 MONTH POSITION STARTING JULY 1, 2001

Compensation: A shared rental space plus a monthly salary
and one parking space.

Duties Include:

•Maintaining and enforcing rules and
regulations of the UCLA University

Apartments.

Qualifications:

•UCLA undergraduate or graduate
student.

•Ensuring safety and security of the

property by participating in the after

hours maintenance program.

•Participating In weekly meetings with

staff and management.

•Work a flexible schedule.

•Analyze situations and define

problems/objectives and formulate
logical conclusions.

=»Must possess excellent

communication skills (written and oral)

in order to interact effectively and
diplomatically with students, staff, co-

workers of various, cultural and
economic backgrounds.

•Leadership experience.

•Skills in prioritizing assignments and
working independently with minimal
supervision.

-"^

•Familiarity with University Housing
and previous UCLA group living

experience preferred.

<^ ^^ g^ Application & Job Description Available at: ^—-

—

University Apartments Nortii

625 Landfair Ave. #1

Please do not telephone. Email inquiries to: pyoon@ucla.edu

Application Deadline: Friday, April 13, 2001

izj

THIS FRIDAY, APRIL 13th
9am to 5pm ~ Schoenberg Hall Auditorium

Admission Free - No Pre-Registration Required

Expert Evolutionary Scientists
Present Non-Specialist Talks at

The Cutting Edge of Knowledge

NON-TECHNICAL
OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

DESIGNED FOR STUDENTS

Evolution in ttie

ComputerAge
9:00a - WALTER GILBERT (Harvard University)

Bioinformatics, Genomics, Computers, and Acient Evolution

10:00a -- WALTER FITCH (University of California. Irvine)

Computers, Evolution, and the Human Influenza Virus

1 1 : 1 Oa -- MICHAEL FOOTE (University of Chicago)

Mass Extinctions in the History of Life

1 :30p -- NICHOLAS GESSLER (UCLA)

Computer Models of Cultural Evolution

2:20p -- LAWRENCE J. FOGEL (Natural Selections, Inc.)

Intelligence Through Simulated Evolution

3:30p -- HANS P. MORAVEC (Carnegie-Mellon University)

Re-evolving Mind

4:20p -- DAVID B. FOGEL (Natural Selections, Inc.)

Pannel Discussion/Audience Participation

Evolution i9 the Computer Age

Presented by IGPP Center for the Study of Evolution and the Origin of Life (310) 825- 1 769
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xxov><* ^ xpressmart
^^^^ 10974 Le Conte Ave. at Gayley

FREE PARKING
(While shopping in store)

/'Village
> >

MasterCard

£
Village
xpressmart

I

Large Cup of Coffee n 6 oz) ^
Large Jam^ Muffih

$1 .94 value
• • Valid 4/9/01 - 4/1 5/01

^ ^ , ^ • One coupon per person
' ^6.75 oz. • One offer per person

-Village

I

I

I

J.

I

I

I

^Village
^xpressmart

Sparklem
$1 .1 9 value

• Valid 4/9/01 - 4/1 5/01
• One coupon per person
• One gallon per person

Summer Lamps

Coordinator

Speclalist/lnstr-uctoc

Counselor

Coofdinator - Water
Activities*

Counselor Water
Activities'

Teen Oi\i(\oov Adventures

Catalina Coocdinatof

tnSMjsnsimjisafnsua

Sailing

Snofkeling/Kayaking

Rowing

Surfing

WindsuHmg

• Position^ jrc r.r-jj .it th'j

VCU\ Mjrinj Avjj.i'.ic Center in

Mjrtnj .l-l R-jv p:-..j.- contjd
Briqn Pojuc .)t u^IO> H25 004.8.

rMf"
W^nt to

Fun in the
Sun^

UCLA Recreation Youth Programs is hiring
energetic people to work vynth children as
summer camp counselors.

•^ Employment dates June 25-August 31

•^ Pay Rate: $7.38-1 2.00/hour

•^ Morning, afternoon and all day shifts availabe

•^ Applications available at the John Wooden Center

•^ For more information on UCLA Recreation
Summer Youth Programs visit our web site

www.recreation.ucla.edu

J^. Z4^t

C310) 825-3701

/

Sophomore
Doni

Thompson
competes in

the NCAA West
Regional

Championships

on Saturday at

Pauley Pavilion.

The Bruins hit

22 of their 24

routines en

route to a

convincing

victory over

second-place

finisher Oregon
State. Both

Oregon State

and UCLA will

move on

to the NCAA
Championship

meet, which

will be held in

Athens, Ga.,

from April

19-21. UCLA is

currently the

No. 1 team in

the nation.

GYMNASTICS
From page 40

that event remained anti-climactic

for the rest of the night. The team
excelled at such a high level that the

remaining teams looked Division II

by comparison.

"I think we had a lot of team unity

today," Tousek said. "That gave us a

lot of positive energy as we moved
from event to event."

She added, "That's going to help

COURTNtV STEWART

us as we move on to the NCAAs."
Between now and Athens, the

team will taper down its practices

and focus on the mental prepara-

tion. In the meantime, the Bruins
will savor the victory while keeping
it in perspective.

**We could refocus and expect to

win because we have the most talent

ever assembled in college gymnas-
tics," Kondos Field said. "What's
important for our athletes to under-

stand is, it happened because they

made it happen."

SOFTBALL
From page 37

when Arizona freshman Leneah
Manuma scored on one of Freed's two
errors in the game.

Freshman outfielder and Thousand
Oaks native Mackenzie Vandergeest

made her homecoming special, putting

an exclamation point on the inning

with a three-run homer. _
Wildcat pitcher Jennie Finch, a

longtime competitor with Freed as the

two went to high school 10 miles apart,

bested her foe by limiting the Bruins to

two hits.

"I think the difTercnce was some
mistakes," Arizona Head Coach Mike
Candrea said. "Today, (Freed) made a

S«eSORMli,page35

SUPPLY SERGEANT ^
Carhartl^

JUNGLE BOOTS REISSUE FOLDING SHOVEL
WITHPICX& ^

LEATHER COVER :

$25 value

moorm ^^19^|iiow*11.95
COVERALLS
REISSUE

From 398
SLEEPllMG BA.GARMY REISSUE

NATO STEEL.
FUEL CAN

S «•!. • fMW IWlilB.

$19.95 value

NOW ^14.95

KHAKI SHORTS
t0f NOW CAL. Oea

L f < '

stock off «9
~ KmlBloms A ^^
»ocurity Badgos

HOLLYWOOD • 6664 Hollywood Blvd. • (323) 463-4730

SANTA MONICA • 1431 Lincoln Blvd. • (310) 458-4166

BURBANK • 503 North Victory Blvd. • (818) 845-9433

Barrera defeats Hamed
in featherweight match
BOXING: Mexican Fighter

wins unanimous decision

to give Prince his first loss

By Ken Peters

The Associated Press

LAS VEGAS Marco Barrera
piled up the points by landing
straight, hard shots to the head
Saturday night on his way to a unan-
imous 12-round decision over Prince

Naseem Hamed.
There were no knockdowns in

their non-title featherweight bout,

but Barrera dominated, including

rocking the previously unbeaten
Hamed twice in the opening round.

By the 12th, Hamed's knees wob-
bled as Barrera pounded him.

Barrera, from Mexico City,

improved to 53-3, with 38 knock-

outs. Hamed. from Sheffield.

England, is 35-1, with 31 knockouts.

Barrera, who noted before the

bout that he had more knockouts_
~ than Hamed had tights. shrewdTy
exploited his edge in experience and
the lack of defense by Hamed, who
held his hands at waist level and left

Barrera open shots to his face.

Judges Duane Ford and Patricia

Jarman-Manning each scored it 115-

1 12 for Barrera, and Chuck Giampa
gave him the nod 1 16-1 II.

There also was a bit of wrestling,

with Barrera taking Hamed down to

the canvas in the second round, then

putting a sort of full nelson on him
anjl slamming his face into the cor-

ner in the 12th. Barrera had a point

taken away for the incident in the

last round.

Although Barrera was never in

trouble, his nose was puffy and
bleeding mildly by the third round,

the result of a right jab thrown by

Hamed. But in the fourth, the fighter

from Mexico City rocked Hamed for

the third time in the bout, landing a

left hook that buckled Hamed's
knees momentarily.

Barrera stunned Hamed twice in

the opening round, the first time

about 1 1/2 minutes into the round

and the second time just before the

bell.

There was a gap of more than an

hour between the end of the last pre-

lim and the start of the featured bout

because most of the fights on the

undercard ended in quick knock-

outs.

Hamed also caused a short delay

when, displeased with the way his

right hand was wrapped, he had the

glove removed and the hand
rewrapped. Then his elaborate

entrance took another eight min-

utes.

Known for his flashy entrances,

Hamed first stood high in the MGM
Grand arena, fireworks spewing

around him, then was lowered to the

arena floor in a sort of trapeze.

He wore his usual leopardskin-

patterned trunks and matching

shoes.—By conirasi, Barrera wore blue

and silver trunks and strode rather

quickly up the aisle and over the

ropes.

On the undercard, U.S. Olympic

bronze medal winners Jermain

Taylor and Clarence Vinson both

won their four-rounders.

Taylor (2-0, two knockouts)

stopped Kenny Stubbs at 3:28 of the

second round of their middleweight

match. Vinson (2-0) won his second

by decision, outpointing Bryan

Garcia in their bantamweight bout.

Michael Bennett, the 2000 ama-

teur world champion, stopped Billy

Zumbrun at 2:49 of the first round in

their heavyweight bout also sched-

uled for four rounds. Bennett has

stopped all three of his foes as a pro.

In a super middleweight match

scheduled for 10 rounds, Omar
Sheika stopped Stephan Ouellet at

1 :46 of the second round.

NICOLE MILLtRZpailyBfuin

Sophomore Talria Mims tries to beat the throw to first base in

Friday's 6-1 loss to ASU.The Bruins went 1-2 over the weekend.

SOFTBALL
From page 40

giving up seven hits and three runs.

Freshman Keira Goerl then entered in

a pre-planned switch and gave up nine

more hits and three more runs.

The Bruins couldn't compensate for

poor pitching with their bats, either.

ASU junior pitcher Kirsten Voak limit-

ed the Bruins to two hits and a run over

her 5 1/3 innings pitched, and junior

Erica Beach surrendered three hits in I

2/3 innings.

Beach was also the offensive star

with four RBIs and a home run.

"They looked past us," ASU junior

outfielder said of UCLA and its

impending No. l-vs.-No. 2 matchup

with Arizona on Saturday and Sunday.

"It's not a surprising outcome," Sun

Devil Head Coach Linda Wells said.

"We were just hot hitting."

UCLA Head Coach Sue Enquist

lamented the team's performance.

"They weren't even throwing

strikes. We were swinging at all of

those," she said. "We just plain old got

our butt kicked."

"We just didn't bring it," Freed

added.

Saturday, Freed started again, giv-

ing up four hits and four runs while

throwing all seven innings. All the dam-

age was done in the fourth inning.

See SOFTiALL, page 36
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We got hundreds of emails from you about how much you like UCLAprofessors.com and the useful

service It provides. K you were one of the 4L000 unique visitors we got in our first month, we want

to thank you. There were two issues that you kept bringing up though. You asked: With the way the

site was set up, couldn't anyone rate or review a UCLA professor, even if they weren't a student?

And, couldn't anyone rate the same professor more than once?

We listened and decided that these were si^iificant issues for UCLAprofessors.com that needed to

be fixed. So we now ask that if you'd like to rate a professor or write a review, please log-in to

bruinwalk.com using your Bniin Onhne ID, which will certify that you are a UCLA student as

:

weH as ensure that there are no duplicate ratings for any professor.

Your Bniin Online ID will ONUf be used to authenticate you. Your 60LID will never show up with your

evaluations or ratings. Evaluations and ratings, as always, wiH be strictiy anonymous.

Thanks UCLA for the suggestion, your continuing support and for writing some great reviews.

4
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THE STUDENT-RUN PROFESSOR REVIEW SITE

Catherine Deneuve David Morse

Sometimes,

You Have To Listen

b See The Light.

a dim by Lars von Trier

>«^ Iftttlfel- IttM* f:
A

www.<lancMlntlM(lCDkxnovl>.oofn
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mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmHmmmmm}
Hating on Hawai'i
UCLA and Hawai'i faced off in two

matches March 29-30 and discovered some-

thing: the two teams just don't like each other

very much.

After the Warriors pulled out a hard-

fought five-game victory the first night,

Hawai'i sophomore outside hitter Costas

Theocharidis climbed the referee stand to

bask in the moment.

"We resent some of their celebration after

the first night," UCLA senior setter Dan
Conners said. "We don't think it was appro-

priate."

In Theocharidis' defense, he had every

right to be happy. The All-American had just

lit up the Bruins with 31 kills, leading the

EN'S VOLLEYBALL NOTEBO
Warriors to their first win in Pauley Pavilion

since 1983. Theocharidis also pounded 21

kills the following night in a loss to UCLA,
earning him MPSF Player of the Week hon-

ors.

Still, the Bruins don't agree with his antics.

"We like to compose ourselves as profes-

sionals," Conners said. "If we go over there

and beat them whenever we play them again,

we're not going to act like a bunch of idiots

like they did."

The teams didn't exactly kiss and make up

the next night. The second game featured

Warriors Dejan Miladinovic and

Theocharidis engaging in a shouting match

with Rich Nelson and Adam Naeve.

"Hawai'i likes to mouth off a lot," Naeve

said. "I don't think that you can quote exact-

ly what we were saying."

We'll just have to assume they weren't say-

ing anything like "Mahalo for the match,"

and "Until next time, aloha."

Seniors rule
It was Senior Night on March 30, marking

the last regular season match that Mark
Williams, Naeve and Conners will ever play

in Pauley Pavilion.

Prior to the match, the departing Bruins

were honored for a combined 13 years of ser-

vice to the program. Their parents were

brought onto the court and given flowers and

pictures of their sons.

"It was nice to have everyone there and the

fans there in support of us," Conners said.

"It's a nice feeling after five years here."

Williams and Naeve will finish as two of

the most prolific players in UCLA's storied

history. Thus far, they have combined for

2.594 kills, 1,102 digs, 775 blocks and 307

aces in their collegiate careers. The two were

also a part of the 1998 championship team.

All three seniors hope to continue playing

volleyball after college.

Notes compiled by Diamond Leung, Daily

Bruin Contributor.

2 for 1
on our 14 inch pizzas

every Monday and Tuesday!

The Best N.Y. Pizza in Town!

(31C)442-9aC)C

1 1753 San Vicente Blvd., Brentwood

The Tribe has spoken!
Leave the campus island

and see Dr. Friedman!

JPl^l^fl. $50 EXiiNlNiiTlOM
6 X-Rays & Teeth Cleaning
Regular Price: $140- cxp&3001

TOOTH BONDINQ, BLEACNINQ
NHrous Oxide (Laughing Qas)

•Hypnosis • Porcel^n Facings / V<

•Opan Lirt« Hours, Fre* / VaNdMMl Pwfcina

•CiMCiu, Cradtt Cards a inauranc* Fonn
•22 Yaars In PHwata Practica in Wastwood

I

* Dr. LARRY FRIEDMAN, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)*

I
1762 Westwood Blvd. #460 (between WilshireA Santa Monica Bl.) \

For Appointment Call: (31 0) 474-3765

\bur tenn paper is due at 9 a.m.

It's 3 a.m.

The library's closed.

You need serious help.
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Introducing questia.com.

The online library.

FREE* 1-WEEK TRIAL

Now you can view entire books for all

your research. You'll save time with

powerful tools like automatic footnote

and bibliography builders, a dictionary,

thesaurus, plus encyclopedia access.

Even highlight and make notes in

the margins of books. So you can

write better papers, easier and faster.

Hurry, sign up now for your free trial.

q u e s tOa
lietter Papers, rosier.

www.questia.com
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UCLA triumphs over Tritons after early scare
M.VOLLEYBALL: Bruins

drop Isl game, bounce

back to take next three

By Amanda Fletcher

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

UCLA men's volleyball Head
Coach Al Scales has said all along
that UC San Diego can beat any
team in the MPSF. Fortunately for

the Bruins, they weren't the first.

UCLA d. UCSD
26-30, 30-26, 30-22,

30-18

The Tritons proved Scates partly

right, though, taking the first game
oH'lhe Bruins in UCLA's 26-30, .30-

26, 30-22, 30-18 win Friday night.

The Division III NCAA champi-
ons last year, the Tritons moved up
to Division II this year but compete
in the Mountain Pacific Sports

:;FederH4ion wifh Division 1 tcjims.

Throughout the season, they
haven't won a single league match,

but have been able to take games ofr

No. 6 Peppcrdine, No. 5 Stanford,

and now No 3 UCLA.
"They can beat any team they

play but they just can't sustain a

high level through the whole
match," Scates said. "We just got

better as the evening progressed

and in the end we were dominating

them."

In game one the Tritons' (4-20, 0-

16) highly-touted defense put them
on top early in the match and had
senior opposite hitter Donald Chen

FOOTBALL BRrEF

NICOLE MILLER/Dally Bruin

Sophomore quick hitter Scott Morrow smashes the ball over
the arms of his Hawai'i opponents in a match last week.

on his way to a match-high 19 kills.

Aiding UCSD in its attack was
senior outside hitter Zack Hite, who
added 12 kills, while junior outside

hitter Griffin Cogomo had 1 1 kills

and 10 digs.

"They're a good team. They
came out strong and we didn't

come out as strong as we should

have," senior outside hitter Mark
Williams said. "We had to start dig-

ging more balls. Once we started

digging more balls we could score

more points."

After they took control of the

game with their passing,.the Bruins

spread their attack across the net

with four out of six players hitting

double-digit kills, giving the team a

.424 clip for the match.

Senior middle blocker Adam
Naeve (.536) and sophomore out-

side hitler Cameron Mount (.464)

led ihe team, hilling 17 kills each.

Junior outside hitter Mall Komer
added 15 while freshman middle

blocker Scoll Morrow recorded 12

kills and six blocks.

But it was UCLA's .overall

improvement that allowed them to

cruise to a victory.

"(UCSD) came out

strong and we didn't

come out as strong

as we should have."

Mark Williams

UCLA outside hitter

While the Tritons out-dug the

Bruins three to one in the first game,
accordmg to Scales, the Bruins
ended with 38 digs to UCSD*s"4Cr~

Mount and Williams steadied

the Bruin defense with 1 1 digs each

while freshman libero Adam
Shrader added nine.

On the serving end, the Bruins

stepped it up a notch, putting away
13 aces to their 15 errors with

Williams and Naeve recording four

aces each.

Overall, Naeve was the man of

the night, adding two solo blocks

and six block assists to his team-

leading number of kills and aces.

"They couldn't have beaten us

but they sure played a good first

game," Scates said.

First official spring

practices begin
Spring loolball. ihe first official practices of

the new season and a chance for UCLA
coaches to evaluate the slate of next season's

gridiron nucleus, slarled last week. Several

objectives will be on the mind of Head Coach
Bob Toledo and the rest of Ihe Bruin stall' in

the coming weeks.

Perhaps the most intriguing change will be
the implementation of new defensive coordi-

nator Phil Snow's gameplan. Iliough Snow
will preserve the same 4-3 from that ihe

UCLA starters are used to, the new defense
will likely use less nickel-and-dime packages
and push for more reliance on an attacking

defensive front.

It will also mark the first spring with newly

promoted Kelly Skipper at ofl'ensivc coordina-

tor. It isn't likely that Skipper's replacement of
Al Borges will result m a revolution in the

UCLA olTensive scheme, however, because

Toledo has always been very involved in the

Bruin olTensive gameplan.

With the return of 15 starters, the Bruins

should be solid in several areas, particularly on
offense.

Among the key concerns that the coaching
staff will address are the establishment of a

No 2 receiver behind returning starter Brian

Poli-Dixon. and a free safety replacement to-
compliment strong safety Marques Anderson.
The Bruins will take a look at several talented

receivers, including sophomore Tab Perry
redshirt sophomores Jerry Owens and Ryan
Smith, and redshirt freshman Craig Bragg.

Other holes to fill this spring will be the

vacated offensive guard positions, as well as

the strong-side linebacker and right corner-

back positions.

UCLA's practice sessions run from 4-6:15

pm at Spaulding Field and are scheduled for

April 9-12, 16-19, 23-24, 26, and 28.

Compiled by Joshua Mason, Daily Bruin
Reporter
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The Tritons played them

tough in game one, but the

Bruin men still sohdly beat

them. See story on page 39
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UCLA magnificent in Regionals
GYMNASTICS: Bhardwaj

wins all-around in final

meet of career at Pauley

By Scott Schultz

Ddily Bruin Reporter

On Saturday nighl, before 4,129

screaming fans at the NCAA Western

Regional Women's Gymnastics
Championships, there was the Bruin

dream team and and then there were

five other schools competing for run-

ner-up.

NCAA Western Regional

Championships —

COURTNEY STfWART

Sophomore Onnie Willis performs on the beam, helping the
Bruins place first in the NCAA West Regional Championships.

1.UCLA 197.775

2.0SU 194.075

At Pauley Pavilion, the No. I

ranked Bruins didn't even have their

best performance of the year. They hit

22 of 24 routines, which, while not

perfect, was good enough to distance

them from the rest of their competi-

tion.

The Bruins finished with a team
score of 197.775 to easily beat second
place Oregon State ( 194.075).

"We made a commitment 24 hours

a day, seven days a week until nation-

Squad escapes up-down weekend
SOFTBALL: UCLA's ofTensive

slump, poor pitching lead to

losses; Wildcats break even

By Andrew Borders

Daily Bruin Reporter

After No. I UCLA was soundly defeated

by No. 9 Arizona Stale on Friday, 6-1. and
by No. 2 Arizona on Saturday. 4-0, the

Brums regained ihcir lop-rank form in Iheir

.1-0 victory over ihc Wildcats on Sunday.

Arizona State 6, UCLA 1

Arizona 4, UCLA
UCLA 3, Arizona

l-riday. junior pitcher Amanda freed

picked up her second loss of the .sca.son by

BRIDGET OBHItN/D*ly Biuin '.<.(mo. MjI(

See SOFTBALL, page 37
Bruin sophomore third baseman and Tucson native Tairia Mims
smacks the ball In the Bruins' 4-0 loss to Arizona on Saturday.

Team pools resources, still can't beat Cardinal
W.WATERPOLO: Bruins

channel Iruslration into

victory over San Jose St.

By Pauline Vu
Daily Bruin Senior Staff *

,*'
The No 2 UCLA women's water

polo team sulTcred ils third straight

loss to top-ranked Stanford in Palo

Alto on Friday, falling 7-4 and help-

ing the Cardinal further solidify its

grip on first place in the Mountain

Pacific Sports Kederation tojicthcr for us."

After healing ihe San Jose Stale UCLA slruck llrsl when junior
Sparlans the next day, the Bruins are Kelly Hcuchan scored with .1:41 left

Stanford d. UCLA 7-4

UCLA d.SJSU 10-4

now I }•}

overall. 8-1 in

conference
play, while

Stanford con-

tinues ils per-

fect streak of

2(M) overall and 9-0 in Ihe M PSK
"We know thai we should beat

them," sophomore Mari Joyce said.

"They're definitely beatable. It's just

a matter of everything coming

in the first

quarter, but

Stanford lied

Ihe game a lit-

tle more than a

minute later

on Margie
Dingcldein's goal.

In the second quarter, the

Cardinal scored three goals to take a

"I think we had a lot of

teann unity today. That

gave us a lot of positive

energy."

Yvonne Tousek
UCLA gymnast

als to training and competing like

champions." UCLA Head Coach
Valorie Kondos Field said.

The Bruins look first or second
place in every individual event, and
had the top three all-around finishers.

Senior Mohini Bhardwaj made the

Hwosi of her final home meet by
defending her regional champi-
onships in the all-around with a score

of 39.775. She was followed by team-
mates freshman Yvonne Tousek and
sophomore Onnie Willis.

Bhardwaj won the uneven bars,

beam and floor exercise. The one
event she didn't win was the vault.

In the vault there was a three-way

lie between Bruins Tousek, Willis and
sophomore Kristin Parker.

"Each one of us set specific goals

for each event that we want to accom-
plish," Bhardwaj said. "That made us

concentrate more on each task, which
actually made each routine belter."

The other teams were clearly awe-

struck by the defending champions,

who defended the home fioor with a

squad entirely consisting of veterans

from last year's national champion
team and Olympians.

Oregon Slate overcame a disap-

pointing series of lloor exercises,

where its last three athletes missed

their routines, to hold off Brigham
Young, lake second place and earn a

trip along with the Bruins to the

NCAA Championships in Athens,

Ga.,on April 19-21.

"They could have shut it down
after the fioor routines going into the

vault, but they didn't do lhat,"Oregon

State Head Coach Tanya Chaplin said

of her team. "They stepped it up, and
did some of Ihc best vaults I've seen."

The lop two teams in six regional

ftrnth. along with any individual win -

ners with scores over 9.8, will com-
pete at the national championships.

The Bruins opened the meet with

the fioor exercise. All six Bruins

received scores above 9.8, setting a

bar that would be nearly impossible

for the other teams to reach.

The defending champs followed

that up by taking the lop four posi-

tions in the vault. By this point, it was
obvious that there would not be an

upset like at the Pac-IOs. where the

Bruins were narrowly defeated by
Stanford.

When UCLA completed an event,

See€VMIUSTICS,pa9c36

Bruins take season's first

lost, defeat Cal next day
M.TENNIS: Team almost

beats Stanford in spite of

top two players' absence

By Rekha Rao
Daily Bruin Contributor

The No. I ranked UCLA men's
lennis team sprung into action at

the Los Angeles Tennis Center this

weekend with high intensity but

suffered its first

loss of the sea- aHMH^H^H^H
.son to Stanford

4-3 on Friday

and then came
back 10 beat

Cal 5-2 on
Saturday.

The Bruins (17-1, 4-1 Pac-IO)

started off strong Friday during
doubles, but eventually lost the

point when the two teams of fresh-

Stanford d. UCLA 4-3

UCLA d. Cal 5-2

man Marcin Matkowski and
sophomore Travis Reltenmaier,

and seniors Jean-Noel Grinda and
Chris Sands fell to the Cardinal 8-6

and 8-3, respectively.

"I am really proud of our guys.

They came very close to beating

Stanford, and that is a real chal-

lenge," Head Coach Billy Martin

said.

But the final decision on the

match came down lo the last sin-

gles match between Matkowski
and Cardinal

m^m^m^i^ma^ jUnior K.J.

Hippensteel.
After doubles

and fwc singles

matches, the

Bruins and the

Cardinal were tied at 3-3.

Matkowski forced a third set

between the two players, but

Se«M.'miNB,pa9e35
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Sec page 33
Robin Beauregaiil compefes against Santa Barbara earlier tfws season.
The Bruins lost 7-4 to Stanford on Friday, then beat SJSU 10-4 the next day.

UCLA

Serving the UCLA community since 1919 Tuesday, April 10, 200Jjj^

Racial inequality

Affirmative action doesn't

resolve the whole issue.

VIEWPOINT, PAGE 12

Museum of heritage

The Chen collection in Torrance houses

many artifacts and antiques.

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT, PAGE 16

www.dailybruin.iicla.edu

Bush budget proposed

The president's plan calls for

substantial cuts in government

spending. NEWS, PAGE 5

De Neve structures not

likely to be ready in fall

DELAYS: Slow construction

produces possible laW;Piit

between UCLA, contractor

^ Marion Wise
Daily Bruin Contributor

Construction of the remaining two

housing structures of De Neve Plaza will

likely not be completed in time to house

students next fall, officials said.

While students have occupied four of

De Neve's six residential buildings since

the beginning of this academic year, con-

struction workers continue working on

the podium building, which will include a

computer lab, dining and lecture halls,

and two housing complexes.

"The (podium), we are hoping, will be

completed sometime this fall or early win-

ter," said Brad Erickson, director of

Campus Service Enterprises and project

manager for the plaza.

"I hope they are occupied (next fall),

but we're not counting on it," he contin-

ued.

Director of Housing and Hospitality

Services Michael Foraker said if the podi-

um is not finished by the beginning of the

next school year, they will still attempt to

house students when construction is com-

plete - even if it means a mi3-year move-

jn
"We'll do everything we can to make

that available as soon as wc have reason-

able assurance it's finished and ready to

be occupied," Foraker said.

Erickson could not specify causes of

delay to the project, because of disputes

between UCLA and the contractor,

Obayashi Corporation/R-Obashi on the

matter. UCLA is being advised by Glen

Fichman of Campus Counsel, who said

the dispute is under review and could

potentially result in a lawsuit.

"I'm not at liberty to speak about mat-

ters of dispute other than to say there were

multiple causes of delay," Erickson said.

"The matter is a significant dispute

between the university and the contrac-

tor."

The opening of the remainder of De

See CONSmUCnON, page 9

DANIR WONO

Long Nguyen, of the Berger construction company, forklifts materials in the De Neve Plaza,

which is still undergoing construction after several delays, pushing it months behind schedule.

POLLING PLACES
Los Angeles city planning elections are today. Polls open at 8 a.m. and dose at 8 p.m. Log

to http://polllng.cala.ca.us/k>catof to find your pollinq place and sanyte baHot

(T) West Coast Room, Covel Commons, (S) Tom Bradley International Lobby

(T) Fireside Lounge, Rieber Hall

/T\ Hillel Council Lodge

900 Hilgard Ave.

(J\ Westwood Horizons Hotel

947 Tiverton Ave.

©Alpha Gamma Omega Fraternity

Living Room

SISLandfairAve.

®Fratemlty House Meeting Room

10918 Strathmore Or.

©University House Lounge

SOOLandfairAve.

SOUM l« liy«w(>w»yfcfWMr«(Mm

Online services recover from attacics

DISRUPTION: Officials say

incidents not surprising;

investigations under way

By Noah Grand
Daily Bruin Reporter

Despite recent disruptions of two

online services at UCLA, officials

report that the incidents do not pose

reason for alarm.

"UCLA is a very high-profile

organization. It's not too surprising

that we have been attacked," said

Kent Wada, UCLA Internet technol-

ogy security director.

The undergraduate admissions

decision Web site, which allows

freshman applicants to check if they

were admitted to UCLA, was hit

with a denial of service attack on

March 29, the day it was released.

A DENIAL OF SERVICE ATTACK
A denial of service attack wHI often pass through 10-12 different Internet service providers

when going from the attacker to the target, making them hard to track.

Internet senrke providers

(XlAlM«9ra*«tt

AdmisskimDcdjIom

Scnmr

SOUWCt: lUW Wxto, Mtnm TKhiwtty itoirity Muctw

On April 5, someone sent an

unauthorized mass e-mail to all users

on the BruinCard e-mail list server.

The forged e-mail appeared to have

been sent by Linda Lee of the

BruinCard office.

Wada said this was this first time

MAGGIE WOO/Oiily Bruin

he had seen a forged e-mail, and it

was only a coincidence that these two

attacks happened within the same

week.

"It's not anything worse than

SeeSEGIRITY,pa9e10

IRS-traJned volunteers offer free tax advice

MAGGIE VVOO/D«lly Bruin

SERVICE: Usually painful

experiences need not be

difficult with VITA'S help

By Scott B.Wong
Daily Bruin Staff

After more than an hour of tax con-

sultation. Michelle Harris described

her experience of filing income taxes

as "painful."

Harris, an employee at the UCLA
Center for Health Policy Research,

said she usually has her accountant

file her taxes or takes them to H & R
Block, a certified tax and financial ser-

vice provider.

But since her taxes were simple this

year, a friend recommended she try

the UCLA Volunteer Income Tax

Assistance program.

VITA, a non-profit group offering

free basic tax services, pairs those who
need help filing federal and state

income tax returns with student vol-

unteers trained by the Internal

Revenue Service.

"I think it's valuable as long as they

stay in the realm of basic taxes,"

Harris said. "Being in the learning

process, (volunteers) have up-to-date

information I may not have."

More complicated matters like

stock dividends and property taxes,

however, Harris said she'd rather

entrust to her accountant.

Through April 16, the deadline for

Americans to file tax returns, approx-

imately 50 UCLA taxpayers will be

matched with 10 to 20 volunteers

daily, said Lisa Wong, a VITA coordi-

nator.

Potential volunteers must attend a

two-hour class each week during win-

See TAXES, page 6
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dmeWat
Petty theft

Five parking permits, five wallets, five

cellular phones, two purses, two back-

packs and two car stereos were stolen

during this period, amounting to a total

loss oC$2.760. .

On Wednesday, someone stole ey^

glasses and jewelry from a room i

Neve Plaza, worth a total of $2')5f

Later that day, someone reoioved the

passenger-side mirror fron u tan 1995

Honda Accord on th 500 block of

Gayley Avenue, causin|fe$100 in dam-
age. ^
Someone stole a $ i 40 bicycle froit] ihc

Gonda/Goldschmica Building Tuesday.

That same day, $6 ) in US. and British

currency were stolci; from a building in

De Neve Plaza. ^
Source: Univefsity Police DfplLoq HKAp'

m property

et Village park-

lodJIgPLic

Grandthcft
Someone removei

from awhide in the Si

ing lot Sunday.

On Jjiday, a jco m Acu^pmegra
v^>) stolen from (he 600 blo<l|gPnndfair

Avenue. Later l^at day, someone stole a

blue 2000 Honii Civic from the Sunset

Village parking im.

A silver 1987 %Qda Prelude wa;.^

stolen from the 100 blowk of Ve|gjii'

AvenueFriday

Surgical loupes worth $1,400 were

stolen Tl\ur,day,ij|B||^,H If^-'ke'- '" t^
Center for 1 lealthSci^v-.-> .

A blu6 1992 Mercedes 3^^vas stolen

from f ' B2 level of Lot 1 on Wednesday
i^rious items valued at a total of $500

from a gold 2000 Toyota

Camry in the Center for Health Saenccs

parking lot Tuesday.

Later that day, someone stole a $3,000

computer from the lobby area of The
Anderson School at UCLA.

MisceUaneous
On Saturday, subjects were reportedly

throwii

ing t

Gay!

at a security car attempt-

on the 500 block of

olice received a report

removing change from

imcs newspaper stands on
enue.

ckled another man on the

Haines Hall Saturday,

laced a call to police about a

to the Medical Plaza around

cdnesday.

ap#D!iccliconfiscated several bongs and

fireworks from a room in Hedrick Hall

Tuesday.

Compiled from UCPD media reports

between April 3 and 9 by Robert Salonga,

Daily Bruin Reporter.

Weather

Today Wednesday Thursday

Mostly Sunny Partly Cloudy Mostly Sunny

high: 60 low: 44 high: 59 low: 47 high: 64 low: 49

Outlook:
The rain we expected yesterday never

materialized, but tennperatures will

remain cod throughout the week with a

slight warm-up going into Thursday.

Sunrise
6:29 a.m.

Sunset
7:21 p.m.

for real-time weather, visit www dailybruin.ucla.ed'j

CORRECTIONS

The L.A. City

Endorsement. "Villarnigosa

promises action, results,"

(Viewpoint, April 9) con-

tained an error. The endorse-

ment should have stated that

mayoral candidate Xavicr

Becerra does not support the

breakup of the Los Angeles

Unified School District.

In "Swedish party chair

visits Anderson," (News,

April 9), Elisabeth Kihiberg

should have been identified

as the associate director of

the UCLA International

Visitors Bureau.

WHAT'S BREWIN'

Today 12 p.m.

VITA (Volunteer Income Tax

Assistance)

Krec preparation for Federal and

CA state income tax returns

Ackerman35l6

1 p.m., 1:30 p.m.
Project MAC
Orientations

Kerckhorr407

projmac@ucla.edu

3 p.m., 3:30 p.m.

Project MAC
Orientations

Kerckhorr407

projmac@ucla.edu

4 p.m.

Regents Scholar Society

Distinguished lecture series

Charles E. Young Grand Salon

5 p.m.

Asian Pacific Health Corps

First meeting of the quarter

Ackerman24l2

Koreatown Tutorial Project

Orientation

KerckhofT408

825-2417

6 p.m.

Pilipinos for Community Health

General meeting

Boelter5252

6:30 p.m.

Catholic Students Association

First meeting of the quarter

633 Gayley Ave.

7 p.m.

Campus Crusade for Christ,

Athletes in Action, Epic

"Sex, Lies, & Dating"

Covel Grand Horizon Room

7 p.m.

Letters & Science Counseling

What is the Sociology major all

about?

203 Covel Commons
206-2792

Bruin Republicans

General meeting& Soboroff victory

party rides

Ackerman35l6

915-5942

Bruin Democrats

Short meeting. Election night party

following

Ackerman2408

8 p.m.

UCLA Guitarist

Annual classical guitar music

program concert

Schoenberg Hall

435-1705

see page 6 for details^^^ ^m ^ ^^w page For oeiaii

LUNCH SPECIAL
$4.99
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CANDIDATES FOR MAYOR
Villaraigosa woul(i like to immediately focus on L.A. schools

and introduce a plan to build some 100 news schools in the

city over the next 10 years. He also proposes expanding after-

school programs. Villaraigosa also advocates police reform

and economic development by focusing on growth industries

like high tech, telecommunications, health and biomediGl

science.

A Hahn victory would mean a nm partnership

between city government ani the LAUSD.

Hahn's proposal for the partnership includes

establishing a joint powers authority which he

jays will ensure that both government and

^hool officials have an equal say in what goes

on with LA. schools. Among his other priorities

are reducing traffic congestion, reforming the

LAPD and growing LA.'s economy.

Antonio Villaraigosa

Former State Assmebly

Speaker

A candidate who holds one of the state's top fisal posi-

tions, Connell has placed at the top of her agenda reform-

ing the LAPD, an organization that she says is'crying out for

change.' She recommends an audit of the police depart-

ment and increased accountability on the part of current

Police Chief Bernard Parks.

Kathleen Connell

State Controller

James K. Hahn

L.A. City Attorney

Steve Soboroff

Businessman

His ads define him as a "problem-solver, not a

politician," and Soboroff has said he would

adopt an aggressive plan of action on his first

day in office which includes 1 1 goals, first of

which is ending construaion on city streets

during rush hour. He will also work on fixing

potholes on L.A. streets. In terms of educa-

tion, Soboroff will push to separate LAUSD

into 20 to 40 separate districts.

In order to seek out and get rid of "bloated" city depart-

ments,Wachs would call for a city government audit on his

first day in office. Wachs has also said he would fire Police

Chief Bemard Parks in order to begin the process of reform

in the LAPD. He will also call upon the city's water depart-

ment to reduce levels of contaminants in the city's water

system.

Source: Daily Bruin reports. Los Angeles Business Journal, Los Angeles linies

JoelWadis

L.A, City Councilman

Xavler Becerra

Congressman

Becerra's first action If elected would be to aeate a city-wide

plan based on an audit of city govemment conducted by an

independent organization, and on town hall meetings

around Los Angeles. Also on this Demoaatic congressman's

agenda are plans to inaease the influence of neighborhood

councils an(i give every student a library card by the time

they start school. Becerra also wants to provide L.A. police

officers with incentives to move back into the city.

CANDIDATES FOR CITY COUNCIL DISTRICT FIVE

Questions asked of City Council candidates: If you're eventually elected in June, what is the first issue you will tackle once in office?

StructureReinstate
community polic-

ing and ensure

that senior lead

officers are in the

community.

Increase

the dt/s abili-

ty to respond

to service

issues.

JillBarad

his

office to allow for

more fifth district

representation as

opposed to letting

everything hap-

pen downtown.

KenGerston Tom Hayden Laura Lake

Would work to

block commercial

development of vet-

erans' land located

next to UCLA and

vwKk to preserve the

urgently needed

open space.

WouM do whatev-

er it takes to stop gun

violence in the city.

She has made her

campaign a family

affair, enlisting the

help of her two sons

as campaign assis-

tants.

The city has a

housing crisis,

and needs

100,000

units.

new

Steve Saltzman

Source: Interviews with candidates

Would work with

leaders implement-

' ing the consent

decree, and would

seek an appoint-

ment on the public

I safety committee.

Robin Ritte^Simon Victor N.

Viereck

Would tadde the

combination of

housing and tax

issues he believes

are connected and

have led to a

decease in services

offered.

Constantina

Milonopoulos

Reform the LAPD Joe Connolly

by improving the
(W<tiiitiHrtmiUbi«)

quality of police the ^°"'<^ eliminate graffiti and

city hires through ^"li^ngS;

better on-the-job Nathan H. Bernstein

training and civilian (Pktmnotavaaabit)

oversight.

Jade Weiss

Would schedule office hou5

twice a month both downtown

and in the West side to meet with

constituents.

CANDIDATES FOR CITY ATTORNEY
Rocky Deigadillo >

Deputy Mayor

Born in East Los Angeles, Deigadillo says he has a per-

sonal understanding of the inner city. Educated at

Harvard Unwersity and Columbia law school, he has

worked to create new jobs in Los Angeles. Deigadillo has

said he is dedicated to doing "whatever is needed to get

guns off the streets."

Lea Purwin D'Agostino

Prosecutor/Deputy District Attorney

Promising to be a prosecutor rather than a politician,

D'Agostino has worked to put violent criminals behind

bars as a D.A. She has also stressed the importance of

having a police department the people of L.A. an trust,

saying that no one should fear going to the police.

D'Agostino has expressed disapproval at the amount of

money the city spends defending police officers in

enforcement-related lawsuits - more than $100 million.

MikeFeuer

City Councilman/Attorney

Feuer has dedicated himself to taking on gun-violence

and has promised to continue to do so as city attorney.

As a councilman for the fifth district which includes

UCLA, he wrote a bill to combat gun-trafficking by limit-

ing the number of guns an individual can purchase to

one a month. Prior to becoming a councilman, Feuer was

executive dirertor of Bet Tzedek legal services, which

provides free legal help to the elderty, poor and disabled.

Frank M.Tavelman

Deputy District Attorney

Tavelman has woriced to protect Los Angeles from vio-

lent criminals as a criminal prosecutor. He has also pro-

vided legal counsel to businesses and says he knows

how much pooriy written laws can contribute to lost

jobs and property values declining. Tavelman is also a

reserve police officer and fully supports the LAPD.

CANDIDATES FOR LAUSD
BOARD, DISTRICT FOUR

For onerage ofthe race for dty control^ as wen as charter amendments and pr^^

Marlene Canter: Educator/Businesswoman

Canter, an independently wealthy entrepreneur, has spent a

sizable chunk of her personal fortune on the campaign. She

formerly ran a teacher-training business and stresses the

need for better textbook distribution in local schools.

Valerie Fields: Board of Education Member

Incumbent Fields is supported by United Teachers - Los

Angeles. She emphasizes her independence from Mayor

Richard Riordan, who dropped his support for Fields after she

refused to oppose a pay raise for teachers.

Matthew S. Rodman: Businessman, City Commissioner

Backed by Riordan, Rodman, a real estate developer, has

emphasized campus safety and school construction as the

cornerstones of his campaign.

Rick Selan: Retired math teacher

Poorly funded in what has become the most expensive

school board race in Los Angeles history, Selan has not made

much of an impact on the campaign.
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Candidates for

mayor believe

local media has

ignored them
CAMPAIGN: Majority say

they have been slighted

in coverage of city race

By Kelly Rayburn
Daily Bruin Reporter

KTLA Channel 5 lold Los

Angeles mayoral candidate

"Melrose" Larry Green to be in

Venice Beach early Monday for an

interview on the morning news.

So Green, an accountant and a

radio producer, stayed up much of

the night preparing for his opportuni-

ty to appear on television.

After being thrown out of several

mayoral debates he was not invited

to, and doing much of his campaign-

mg at ballparks and even on buses

and subways. Green would finally

have a chance lo use the nvdiiS media

10 gel his message lo ihc people of

LA
But his chance never came.

'They didn't show up," Green
said. "They didn't even bother to give

me a phone call. Maybe because I

didn't buy television ads, I don't

know."

"Channel 2, channel 4, channel 5,

channel 7 - they're all a bunch of

liars. The idea of them focusing on

those six clowns is an insult to democ-
racy." —

Green is not alone. There are 15

people vying for the mayor's office.

An adult film director, an airplane

pilot, a painter, a socialist garment

worker, a radio producer, a clergy

woman, an Internet text book pub-

lisher - they're all running to be

mayor of Los Angeles.

They're running along with the

congressman, state controller, parks

commissioner, councilman, state leg-

islator and city attorney who have

cornered the majority of the media's

coverage.

"I'm calling this 'mediagate,'" can-

didate and college academic publish-

er Steve Mozena said.

"There are 15 candidates running

for mayor - that's not even one per-

cent of the population - and they're

only talking about six. Everyone
brings values and opinions lo the

table. The L.A. Times could have

easily covered all 15 ... this is

America."

Earlier in his campaign, Mozena
sent raw chickens to local television

directors - the idea being that they

were "chickens" for covering only six

of the candidates.

Green shares Mozena's frustra-

tion with the media, pointing out that

the LA. Daily News covered all 13

candidates running for city council in

the fifth district.

"Why are the 13 city council can-

didates in the 5th district more impor-

tant than the 15 mayoral candi-

dates?" Green asked.

But even without too much media

coverage, Mozena, Green and the

other "small-time" candidates have

found ways to get their message out.

Mozena said it is a shame the

media acted the way it did, but he is

now "focusing on the positive,"

doing his best to find other ways to

run his campaign.

"There are other avenues - we've

put out a lot of yard signs and called

people on the phone," Mozena said.

"By the end of today we will have

contacted 200,000 people in our tele-

phone campaign," he said.

On Mozena's Web site there is an

image of a rabbit nibbling on some
grass under a caption reading

SeeaNDIMTES,page6
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STATE & LOCAL
AMENDMENTS AND PROPOSITIONS
Charter Amendment 1

:

Charter Amendment 1, proposed

by the Los Angeles Police

Department, would change the

police officer disciplinary process,

in an attempt to better protect

the rights of both officers and the

public. Currently, officers charged

with misconduct have the right to

be represented in disciplinary

hearings by another officer at city

expense; under the amendment
that right would be.lost. Also, the

amendment would ensure that

officers can be tried a second time

for the same offense, provided

new evidence is discovered. It will

also eliminate a clause in the char-

ter which says that police officers

must be charged within one year

of discovery of misconduct.

Source: www.iacity.org

Charter Amendment 2:

Charter Amendment 2 aims to

help the city keep enough police

officers and firefighters on the Job

while new officers and firefighters

are hired. Currently most officers

are eligible to retire and immedi-

ately receive a pension after 20

years of service. The amendment
would allow eligible officers and

firefighters to continue to work

while having their benefits held in

a special account that can be

accessed upon their retirement.

Similar plans have been imple-

mented in San Jose and San

Diego.

Proposition A:

Proposition A would call for a

property tax which would be used

to repair old and build new facili-

ties at community colleges around

Los Angeles. None of the money
would be used for administrators'

salaries or any other form of com-
pensation. Advocates of the

proposition say it would improve

campus safety, fire security and
relieve overcrowding at the city's

community colleges; they also

point out that the tax rate levied

will be no more than $25 out of

$100,000 of taxable property

value. Opponents, though, point

out that renters, as well as proper-

ty owners, will bear the burden of

the tax, because property owners

will be encouraged to raise their

rent rates. The proposition

requires 55 percent of the vote to

pass.

Writers^ producers' unions

return to bargaining table

CANDIDATES FOR CITY CONTROLLER
Laura QnA
T..A.OtyCouncilwoman

MervinL Evans _

Author/Investment Bankef

Evans is the author of various

books on corporate finance. He is a

ardent supporter of an anti-child

molestation measure titled the Child

Protection Act. His Web site indi-

Chick has termed out of her post

as a city councilwoman and is now
seeking the position of city con-

troller. She has said she opposes

secession of the San Fernando Valley

and has also opened the first skate cates that he is asking Gov. Gray
park in Los Angeles. Chick declared Davis for support of the initiative. In

her intent to run for the position last an interview with the Los Angeles

year and has pledged to increase the Daily News, Evans said he wants to

number of public audits of city agen- use the controller's office to advance
cies, including those that had previ- programs to help children and end
ously been exempt from review. the criticism of the LAPD.

Source: Candidates'Web sites, Los Angeles Daily News, SmartVoter.org

UurctteHealcy

Chief Financial OffKer

Healy, the owner of Entertain-

ment Marketing Associates, has

been named to "Who's Who" lists of

finance and industry and of women
business executives. Her priorities

include worker's compensation

reform and "fighting" for federal

and state funding. Healy, a breast

cancer survivor, has also worked to

raise money for breast cancer

research. She said she has had an

interest in politics since childhood.

HOLLYWOOD: Stalemate

over residual pay could

have far-reaching effects

By Anthony Breznican

The Associated Press

Nearly six weeks after talks

broke down, the Hollywood writ-

ers' guild will resume face-to-face

contract negotiations with produc-

ers next week, both sides

announced Monday.

The Writers Guild of America
and the Alliance of Motion Picture

and Television Producers said they

will meet again on April 17 at the

writers' headquarters in Los

Angeles.

Cheryl Rhoden, spokeswoman
_Xor the WGA, and Barry Liden,

spokesman for the producers'

alliance, confirmed the arrange-

ment.

Concern about a nationwide

economic slowdown hastened the

return to the table. Rhoden said.

However, she added, studios

should not use the shaky market as

an excuse to cry poverty.

"Historically, the entertainment

industry has not been impacted as

strongly by economic slowdowns,"

she said. "It has consistently

remained on the leading edge of

economic recovery."

Liden said the producers recog-

nize that the economic climate is

changing, but added that the rising

cost of movie and TV show produc-

tion and the shrinking audiences

have made it harder for studios to

profit than in years past.

"We have always tried to empha-
size that there are a lot of changes

facing the industry, and tried to

stress the importance of making a

reasonable and appropriate con-

tract agreement," Liden added.

Tfie current contract for the

WQ.A's 1 1,000 members expires

May I.

The Screen Actors Guild con-

tract ends two months later,

prompting concerns about poten-

tial back-to-back strikes that could

delay the fall TV season and reduce

the number of movies produced.

The nonprofit Los Angeles

County Development Corp. has

said the broad impact of a strike on

Hollywood and on dependent busi-

nesses would mean estimated losses

of $457 million weekly.

Mayor Richard Riordan, mean-
while, announced a public relations

campaign to pressure both sides to

reach a contract agreement by

highlightings the harm a walkout

would do to jobs outside of the

entertainment industry.

"I think they owe it to the people

SecUBOItpagell

This is a call going out to the

siu<

CLA community, especially all
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Bush proposes to trim federal programs

The Associated Press

President Bush holds up a (copy of his

budget Monday during a cabinet meeting.

BUDGET: Opponents of

plan say spending cuts

will cause real damage

By Tom Raum
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON ~ President

Bush targeted scores of federal

programs on Monday to make
room for his $1.6 trillion tax cut,

proposing to slash funds for urban

police patrols, energy conservation

and pediatrician training.

"Washington is known for its

pork. This budget funds our needs

without the fat," Bush told

reporters as his administration sent

Congress a 2,500-page document

filling in the fine-print of Ihe $1.96

trillion rudimentary budget he out-

lined in February.

Democrats balked, saying

Bush's proposals would cut bone

as well as fat, and noted that the

Senate already had repudiated part

of Bush's tax plan by trimming it

back to $1.2 trillion.

Rep. John Spralt of South

Carolina, the senior Democrat on

the House Budget Committee,

cited "bewildering, curious cuts in

this budget" and said he doubted

Bush could win even GOP support

for some of the cuts.

Senate Minority Leader Tom
Daschle, D-S.D., said the Senate

last week "rejected the framework

on which today's plan is based ...

This may be the first budget in his-

tory that wasn't just dead on

arrival - it was dead before

arrival."

Bush's budget for the fiscal year

that begins Oct. I would hold

growth in discretionary spending

to a 4 percent increase, far below

this year's 8.7 percent increase.

Mandatory "entitlement" pro-

grams such as Social Security,

Medicare and veterans benefits

would not be affected.

The president's February out-

line highlighted spending increas-

es, including big boosts in defense

and education spending.

Monday's formal submission -

consisting of a five-inch stack of

blue books - was the first detailed

look at the proposed cuts.

Bush urged reductions in 10 of

the government's 25 major agen-

cies. The deepest arc at the depart-

ments of Agriculture and

Transportation.

Many programs put in place by

former President Clinton were tar-

geted, including a 17 percent cut in

his program to put 100.000 new

police officers on city streets. Part

of the savings would be redirected

to beefing up security at the

nation's schools.

Administration officials said

Clinton's goal had largely been

met.

"Programs never go away in

Washington, and that's one of the

reasons the government is so big,"

said White House spokesman Ari

See BUSH, page 9

Neaotiations to retrieve

crew continue in Beijing
DIPLOMACY: Bush warns

protracted conflict might

hurt U.S.-China relations

By Ron Fournier

The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - President

Bush cautioned on Monday that the

spy plane standoff may not end soon
- "diplomacy takes time" - and
warned China that relations with the

United Slates could suffer.

As the 9-day showdown threat-

ened to become a political problem

for Bush, U.S. diplomats met for a

fourth time with the crew of a crip-

pled EP-3E surveillance plane. The
21 men and three women were doing

fine, the president reported, and
administration officials said negotia-

tions for their release were progress-

ing.

Nonetheless, Beijing insisted anew
Monday that Washington apologize

and take responsibility for the spy

plane's collision with a Chinese fight-

er jet before dawn April I Chinese

time. The White House said neither

demand was warranted, as frustra-

tion grew over the slow pace of talks.

"Diplomacy takes time," Bush
told reporters before a Cabinet meet-

ing about his plans for the federal

budget. "But there is a point - the

longer it goes - there's a point at

which our relations with China could

become damaged."

Bush, who has issued similar warn-

ing to Beijing before, broke new
ground with the diplomacy-takes-

time formulation. Advisers said it

was a plea for patience aimed at con-

servatives who ratcheted up their

anti-China rhetoric over the weekend
and began to question his handling of

the situation.

The president also hoped to pre-

pare the public for the possibility of

protracted negotiations. Polls show
voters support Bush's performance

on China, but senior Republicans

close to him said the good will could

evaporate if the standoff continues

much longer.

Bush himself set high expectations

a week ago today when he told China

"it is time for our servicemen and

women to return home" and again

Friday when he reported "we're mak-

ing progress" in negotiations.

Many of his own advisers had said

they believed the 24-member crew

would be released over the weekend.

Instead, China increased its hard-

line rhetoric. "Where is the responsi-

bility? I think it's very clear," said

Zhu Bangzao, a senior foreign min-

istry official traveling with Chinese

President Jiang Zemin in Argentina.

"The pronouncements of the United

States are unacceptable to the

SeeCNINA^pageS
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Trans World Airlines and American Airiines passenger aircrafts are parked nose to nose at the TWA
St. Louis Ground Operations Center. American bought bankrupt Trans World Airiines on Monday.

American Airlines finalizes TWA purchase
BUYOUT: Federal judge

rules against creditors

seeking to delay action

By Matt Curry

The Associated Press

FORT WORTH, Texas -
American Airlines' parent compa-

ny bought bankrupt Trans World

Airiines on Monday, completing a

deal that will offer travel to more
than 300 cities woridwide on more
than 900 planes.

"Today we celebrate a true mile-

stone for the employees and cus-

tomers of both American Airiines

and TWA," said Donald J. Carty,

chairman and CEO of American

Airiines. ...
American, the No. 2 carrier

before the deal, will swap positions

with No. I United Airlines.

American's newfound supremacy

could be short-lived, though. The
airiines will reverse positions again

if United succeeds in its bid to

obtain most of US Airways.

During the transition, the air-

lines will operate independently,

with separate reservation systems,

payrolls, aircraft and policies.

"Gradually, over the span of sev-

eral months, American will begin

the extremely complicated task of

merging work forces and working

through all the other issues associat-

ed in joining two service companies

in a dynamic industry," said

American spokesman John Hotard.

Earlier Monday, a federal

appeals court cleared the way for

the deal to be closed, denying a last-

minute bid by a group of Israeli

TWA workers to stop the transac-

tion.

The workers, members of the

Jewish Labor Federation, claimed

they were unsecured creditors owed
about $18 million in salaries and

SeeAIRUNES,page11

WORLD & NATION BRIEFS

Peru to choose next

president in runoff
LIMA, Peru - The first round of presi-

dential elections behind them, Peruvians

now must choose between a one-time

shoeshine boy who became a World Bank
economist and a silver-tongued populist who
led a disastrous administration a decade ago.

The favorite, Alejandro Toledo, 55, would
be Peru's first freely elected president with

Indian roots. According to initial results, he

received 36.3 percent of the vote, to lead the

field of eight candidates in Sunday's election.

Former President Alan Garcia, 51, widely

discredited among Peruvians until he began

a stunning political comeback three months

ago, received 26.2 percent. About 60 percent

of ballots were officially tallied at midday

Monday. A runoff likely will be held in late

May.

Analysts say Toledo's populist-tinged

rhetoric and Garcia's open rejection of many

elements of a free-market econo-

my appealed to voters fed up with

the investor-driven policies of dis-

graced former President Alberto

Fujimori.

"The fact that the first two spots were

taken by Alejandro Toledo and Alan Garcia

shows how disgusted people are with the

effects of the economic policies applied dur-

ing the past decade," said Javier Iguinez, an

economics professor at the Universidad de

Pacifico. Fujimori's decade-long autocratic

rule ended in November when he fied to

Japan, his ancestral homeland, amid mount-

ing corruption scandals involving Vladimiro

Montesinos, his intelligence chief.

Masses pay tribute to

hardline Islam
PESHAWAR, Pakistan In the largest-ever

gathering of its kind, hundreds of thousands of

radical Muslim men poured into a Peshawar

suburb on Monday to celebrate hard-

line Islam and shout slogans against

what they see as the corrupting influ-

ence of the United States.

The giant conference was called to pay

tribute to the Deoband Dar-ul-Uloom brand of

Islam, which inspired the fundamentalist

Taliban militia that controls most of neighboring

Afghanistan. Followers of the 143-year-old sem-

inary in Deoband, India, arrived from all over

the Islamic worid, many in brightly colored

buses so crammed they had to sit on rcwflop lug-

gage racks.

Participants chanted religious slogans as they

passed Coca-Cola signs obliterated with globs of

black paint. Vendors boycotted U.S. products

and sold posters depicting burning U.S. and

Israeli flags. ^T
"We want to send the message that only Islam

has the capability ofbringing peace and stability

in the worid. The West has failed," said

Mohammed Rahim Haqqani, a conference

organizer. "The Taliban are the practitioners

of the pure Deoband Islamic thought."

U.S. attempts to restart

Mideast security talks

JERUSALEM — A Palestinian was found

dead Monday, apparently caught in the cross

fire ofan overnight exchange, while efforts con-

tinued to set up a meeting between Israeli and

Palestinian security officials.

Eariy Monday, the body of Taysccr cl-

Omolee, 45, was found near a road where

Palestinians and Israeli forces exchanged fire.

The Israeli military said soldiers thought he was

planting a bomb.

A 2-year-old Palestinian giri, Amani
Ghneim, was in critical condition after being

shot Sunday when Israeli soldiers fired rubber-

coated steel bullets at rock-throwers near

Bethlehem, Palestinian doctors said.

Since the violence erupted Sept. 28, 462 peo-

ple have been killed, mcluding 379

Palestinians, 64 Israeli Jews and 19 others.

Compiled from Daily Bruin wire reports.
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TAXES
From page 1

ter quarter taught by I RS instruc-

tors.

According to Wong, VITA
coordinators are required to

review every tax return before

they are submitted.

"We don't want to mess up

people's tax returns," said Wong,

a third-year international eco-

nomics student. "If there's a

question we can't answer, then

we direct them to the IRS."

"We don't want them to be

audited because of us," she

added.

Wong said the type of people

seeking help ranges from stu-

dents to staff members. •

"A lot are non-resident stu-

dents, teaching assistants,

researchers, but mostly students

filing for the first time,"she said.

While H & R Block on

Westwood Boulevard estimates

it would cost a student around

$71 for basic income tax consul-

tation, VITA offers its services

free of charge.

Catherine Huey, a second-

year biology student, said she

signed up for VITA because it's

free.

~ "I'm not positive I have to file

my income taxes at all, so I'm

confirming whether I do or I

don't," Huey said.

"I've filled out most of my
forms and am making sure

they're correct," she added.

After about an hour of consul-

tation, Huey said the process was

very thorough and that the vol-

unteers were patient and helpful.

"I did put a few numbers in

the wrong line, because there's

so much verbiage involved," she

said. "But they confirmed and

clarified everything."

Like many students. Carmen
Chamorro said she used to send

her income tax information

home to her parents come tax

season, but she's tackling them

on her own this year.

"Usually I would hand my W-
2s to my mom, but I'll be gradu-

ating this year and I'll be out in

the real world," said Chamorro,

a fifth-year American literature

student.

This year, 140 students passed

the IRS-administered test,

according to Wong.

Because the test for VITA vol-

unteers is "take-home," fourth-

year business economics student

Brandy Gros questioned

whether the I RS-sponsored pro-

gram could be improved upon.

"I think it's what people put

into it," Gros said. "Training is

sufficient for certain people -

those who don't take it seriously

or don't take the test on their

own can be detrimental to the

program," she said.

According to Gros, most stu-

dent tax returns arc really simple.

"When volunteers are appre-

hensive, they can work in pairs,"

Gros said. "For more difficult

cases, coordinators take care of

that."

A VITA volunteer for the past

three years, Gros said the pro-

gram provided a hands-on

opportunity to ensure account-

ing was a wise career-move.

"I wanted experience in it

before I committed to this pro-

fession," she said.

For those who can't afford or

don't need professional help,

VITA would be a good outlet,

Gros said.

The IRS trained VITA volun-

teers on how to file federal non-

resident tax forms, but not

California non-resident tax

forms, according to Gros.

She said time constraints may
have prevented volunteers from

receiving adequate training.

"Time which instructors spent

on how to prepare non-resident

federal returns was limited," she

said.

Ranier Figge, a post-doctor-

ate student ofbiochemistry and a

non-resident from Germany,

said he had a question on

whether he must declare a fellow-

ship grant.

After volunteers shuffled

through tax manuals and consult-

ed with coordinators, Figge was

referred to the VITA hotline,

which provides taxpayers with

additional information volun-

teers may not have.

Between filing taxes and refer-

ring taxpayers to other services,

VITA volunteers will be keeping

busy this week, Wong said.

"We'll be here until late next

Monday, because people put it

offso long," she said.

UCLA VITA will be available on a

walk-in basis in 3516 Ackerman,

1 2-6 p.m. weekdays until April 1 6.

CANDIDATES
From page 3

"Grassroots Campaign."

Another candidate, Addie Mae Miller, a

community advocate and clergy member,
has also found alternate routes, taking part

in public walks and appearing on radio

shows.

"I haven't been able to raise too much
money - as a matter of fact I haven't even

tried to raise too much money. There are

ways to get your message out without selling

your soul," she said.

Miller said the chief way of communicat-

ing her message to the public is via the

Internet.

"The Internet - it has some bad stuffon it

- but it's democracy. It evens the playing

field. It's going to take over TV and the

newspaper," she said.

Green, meanwhile, went to the last five

Dodger games, talking to fans about his

ideas.

While the "other nine" share the difficulty

in running a campaign without the aid ofthe

media or unlimited money, they differ in

biography and political vision.

While Mozena has the support of liberal

actor Ed Asner, Green worked on the

Senate campaign of Rick Lazio, who was

defeated by Hillary Clinton in November.

Miller says she cannot make judgments

on other people, and believes that the elec-

tion is "in the hands of a higher power."

Others are not as rehgious.

Rob Black, who describes himself as

"Porn Meister, Wrestling Mogul and
Mayoral Candidate," is also running.

"He'll probably get 95 percent of the

pom star and stripper vote," said Black's

spokesman, former UCLA student Volt

Wang. "He's sort of a mini-Vince

McMahon."

Painter Milrtin Luther King Aubrey Sr.,

secession advisor Joe Shea, and business-

man and pilot Bob Tur are also running.

Garment worker Wendy Lyons, who rep-

resents the socialist workers party, advo-

cates a national revolution and the establish-

ment of a government similar to Cuba's.

Watchthemayor.com producer Francis

Dellavecchia's ideas are slightly smaller in

scope. Dellavecchia suggests a camcorder

be installed in the mayor's office so the pub-

lic can watch his actions on the Internet.

"We need to open up the government.

Right now most of it happens behind closed

doors," Dellavecchia said.

"If I'm elected I'll have an open door

every Sunday, just like (Mayor) Willie

Brown in San Francisco."

The candidates also differ in their opin-

ions of the L.A. police department.

Black, if elected, will fire Police Chief

Bernard Parks imn^ediately, according to

Wang.

Meanwhile Green said the media is at

fault for relentlessly attacking the LAPD.
"They're trying to fight crime, they're try-

ing to eliminate gangs - on the whole they're

doing an excellent job," he said.

While many of the candidates have been

critical of the media for only covering six of

the people running, UCLA communica-
tions professor Michael Suman says "you

can't cover everyone.

"The networks are going for news value,"

he said. "They're covering the people who
have enough support to get coverage." _

Nevertheless, Green is sure he would"
have been elected if he got the same media

coverage as the top six.

"If I had gotten the media coverage, there

is no doubt in my mind that I would have

won the election, hands down," he said. "I

will not respect the results of this election.

It's a sham. It is less valid than the election of

George (W. Bush) in November."

LUNCH SPECIAL
$4.99

• RICE • SALAD • SOUP
• CHICKEN TERIYAKI or

• RRE BEEF
• VEGETABLE TEMPURA

• 2 PCS. CALIFORNIA ROLLS

DINNER SPECIAL
$5.99

• RICE • SALAO • SOUP
• CHICKEN TERfYAKI or

• FIRE BEEF
•VEGETABLE TEMPURA

• 3 PCS. CALIFORNIA ROLLS

W
91 1 BROXTON AVE / LECONTE
WESTWOOD VILl>GE
310 208 7781

B
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JAPANESE FOOD
KORtAN FOOD
SAKE tOMBS

UelF Ug
We got hundreds of emals from you about how much

you iked U€LAprofessors.com and the useful service

ft provided. If you were one of the 41,000 unique

visitors we got in our first month, we thank you.

However, there were two issues that you kept briig-

ii« up in your letters. Vdu asked: With the way the

site was set up, couldn't anyone rate or review a

UCLA professor, even if they weren't a student? And,

couldn't anyone rate the same professor more than

once?

We listened and decided that we needed to address

these problems at UCLAprofessors.com.

We now ask that if you'd iie to rate a professor or

write a review, that you please log-in to

bruinwalk.pom using your BninOnine ID,

which will certify that you are a UCLA student as wel

as ensure that there are no dupicate rating for any

professor.

Vour Bruin Online ID wi be used only to authenticate

you and wl never show up with your evaluations or

ratings. Evaluations and ratings, as ahvays, wi be

strictly anonymous, unless you choose to sign your

review.

Thanks UCLA for the suggestions, your continued

support and for writing some 0tat reviews.

To sublet or not tD

sublet?

That is the question.

Advertise in the Summer Sublet Guide.

tn (ujjierti^e

Contact: Publication Dates:

Daily Bruin Classified Line Display ads: 4/18, 4/25 5/2

118 Kerckhoff Hall 5/9,5/16,5/23',

310.825.2221 5/30.6/7.6/11

Fax: Line ads: Any 4 days adjacent to

310.206.0528 the display ad date.

E-mail: Deadlines:

classifieds@media.ucla.edu Mondays at 1 2:00 Noon

IK SnXiafMM PMfBSN KVKW SHE

SUMMER

tftOE
Re-lease your worries...

iJ 'Ji r.

jiuniniilv

'fl30X3 nj; :.

IO220loiq

There's only one way to go. Up.

As you begin your ascent to the top, remember, it's

what you learn along the way that assures your suc-

cess. At Ernst & Young, we give our recruits total

access to the tools they need to gain knowledge

and learn more about the marketplace. And

because leadership skills are so important,

we give them the opportunity to chal-

lenge themselves by working with

leading companies in leading indus*-

tries. The result? An atmosphere

that's stimulating, innovative

and creative. Talk about a place

where you can really take off.

FORTUNE*

COMPAWES^
TO WORK FOR CNJ

Proud sponsor of

the U.S. Ski Team.

cy.corn/ US/careers. ^** Ernst Young
From thought to finish:**

O3001 EkNSI & YCMING u»
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CHINA
From page 5 ^.: ; •

'

Chinese people"

Bush has refused to apologize,

though he expressed regret Friday for

the loss and presumed death of the

pilot. Similar sentiments were con-

tained in a weekend letter from Bush

to the pilot's wife, ofl'icials said.

Secretary of State Colin Powell

said Sunday the administration was

"sorry" for the pilot's loss - the clos-

est the United Slates has come to an

apology. China gave no direct reac-

tion to Powell's statement Monday.

American diplomats were seeking

a way to express sympathy to the sat-

isfaction of China without an out-

right apology. The United States has

also proposed having a commission

determine the cause of the crash.

State Department spokesman
Richard Boucher said U.S. diplomats

were "at a sensitive moment" and

were exchanging papers and ideas

with their Chinese counterparts.

A senior administration official,

briefed on the talks, said negotiations

were slowly moving closer to a way to

release the crew. Another said

advances were minuscule Monday,

after rapid progress late last week.

It is hard to gauge when or how a

resolution will come, several officials

said, because the picture is clouded

by the split between political and mil-

itary leaders in Beijing.

"We're working behind the

scenes," Bush said, joined by his

national security advisers. "We've
got every diplomatic channel open.

We're in discussions with the

Chinese. It is now time for our troops

to come home so that our relation-

ship does not become damaged."

He carefully measured his words.

twice repeating the warning to

Beijing while skating past reporters'

questions about his options.

The president was not specific

about potential harm to U.S.-Chinese

relations, but his advisers noted for a

second straight day that support for

continuing normal trade relations

with China was eroding in Congress.

They said the standoff also could

affect the U.S. position on selling

sophisticated destroyers to Chinese

rival Taiwan, the future of U.S. mili-

tary exchanges. Bush's scheduled trip

to Beijing this fall and the administra-

tion's position on China hosting the

2008 Olympic Games
Several lawmakers have canceled

trips to China because of the dispute.

Republicans are particularly hawkish

toward China.

The Weekly Standard, a conserva-

tive magazine read by many of Bush's

supporters, said in a weekend editori-

al titled "A National Humiliation"

that the administration had shown

weakness in its response to China.

AmoRg Democrats, Sen. Robert

Torricelli of New Jersey asked

"whether it is appropriate to have

See CHINA, page 10

CAPPP Quarter in Washington Program

The ONLY Fall 2001 program offering you
BOTH a Washington, D.C. internship &

UCLA academic credits

InfoMeetings:EveryJUes and Wedin April
5:00pm 4355DPublic PolicyBldg

Open to ALL majors

Applications dueMay11

We'll lake good care of you

no matter how bad it is!

Make that appointment today!

: SPECIAL: $50-
Examination, 6 X-Rays & Teeth Cleaning

Regular Price: S140- Exp 10 /31 /01

COSMETIC and
GENERAL
DENTISTRY

Recent placements have included:

ABC News
Africa Policy Information Center—^ American Bar Association

Amnesty International
Asia Padnc Policy Center
Brookings Institution

Center for Media and Public Affairs
Center for Strategic ft International Studies

CNN
Children's Defense Rind

Consumer Project on 'technology
Democratic National Committee

Department of Justice
Department of State

Embassy of Hrance
The Heritage Foundation

Center for American Politics and Public Policy
www.cappp.ucla.edu
4250 Public Policy Bldg

•TOOTH BONOINQ, BLKACHINO
•Nitrous Oxid* (La«j«hln« Oas)
•Hypnosis • Porcolain Faoin«s / Vonoors
•Opon Lato Hours, Froo / Vaildatod Parfcin«
•Chocks, Crodit Cards A Insuranco Forms Wolcomo
•22 Yoars in Privato Praetico in Wostwood

Dr. LARRY FRIEDMAN, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1762 Westwood Blvd. #460 (between Wilshlre & Santa Monica Bl.)

For Appointment Call; (310) 474-3765
• • • • • •

House and Senate Offices

Human RighuWktch
Institute for Women's Policy Research

The Kennedy Center for Performing Arts
Mexican Cultural Institute

National Education Association
National Women's Business Council

The Nature Conservancy
NBC

The Smithsonian Institution

StudioTheatre
United Nations Development Program

TheWhile House
The World Bank

and over 200 additional possibilities...

Copeland's Sports is

Coming to Campus!

Proioct Literacy
UCLA

Affiliated with the Time Warner Corporation

If you can read this, tutor someone who can't!
Uitors work one-on-one with a child, teen, or adult.

» Choose between the Watts Library, Vernon Library, or Mar Vista Gardens in Culver City.

Volunteer 4 hours a week for 3 quarters

Transportation, materials, & training are provided!

Now Hiring:
Sales & Management positions

hourly & salary

Come Join Our Team!
Interviews on cannpus 4/11 & 4/12

Contact Jason
Copeland's Sports: 800-619-2053x706

or email: jasnsports@aol.com

HAIRCUTTING WESTWOOD

Come to an Orientation Session!!!

Tliesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

04/10/01

04/11/01

04/12/01

04/13/01

2-3pm AU3517

3-4pm AU3517

llam-12pm AU3517

1-2 pm AU3517

Ad: Ackerman Union

Sponsored by the Community Service Commission. Paid for by USAC

Tues-Sat 9-7
• Free Consultation • Perms/Bodywaves

• Colorist on staff

1st time clients 15% off student rate

824-2711 •1001 Gayley
(NEXT TO COFFEE BEAN)

TIMEUNE OF D£NEVE PIAZA CONSTRU
Construaion delays impede opening of plaza.

1 990 • Phase IJI of Northwest Campus Housing and Parking first considered.

1996

Fall 1997

'Specific planning work on Oe Neve Plaza begins.

» Demolition and instffiSwiifpp^sewager

Aug. IS, 1998 •Construction is dela cdMm 19-)ji^f>id coi

killed in an acddentWrtWistra H3lt:

r-T-

Fall 1998 ejed.

I worker Jason Drass is

! I

I

•First stage of constr

•Current work beglH

Aug. 31, 199^ •Scheduled completi )n (jatefor mtjdjtjf the ryidijnti^l buildings.

Jan. 25, 200o| •Scheduled comptetl m dgHor pwfium^txildmgrwMch includes dining hall,

I
Imurehallandjwohoi^st- ' ' ^ '

^

Sept. 24, 200b •ActnalcompletfOftdFfeurf

•Students move in.

•Construaion continues on podium.

Mid-fall or

early winter, •Hopefijl completion ofand opening of podium building.

2001

MWCt arid Erkloon.dlre(totB>(in»iBEmwpriM>iiMl«j»aiMn«yifai lit1^

CONSTRUaiON
From page 1

Neve has already been accounted for

in budget planning for the coming
-school year. This was one of several

factors in the recent housing rale

hike.

"We're anticipating that we will

have the podium building available

sometime in this fiscal year. Then
we'll need to have the building fully

stafTed." Erickson said.

The matter is of great concern to

students planning to live on campus
next year, as the housing application

process begins April 25.

"I'm basing living on De Neve next

year, trusting that dining will be done,

because I currently have to walk to

Rieber," said De Neve resident

Mandy Whiting, a first-year unde-

clared student.

De Neve Plaza, which currently

houses approximately 900 students,

will have room for about 370 addi-

tional residents once the podium and
its connected housing is complete.

The opening of the 850-seat dining

hall will mainly serve residents of

Dykslra Hall and De Neve.

According to Erickson, work cur-

rently being done on the building

dates as far back as fall 1998, and was

MAGGIE WOG/Dtlly Bruin

originally intended to be finished by

January 2000.

"The superstructure, which is the

bones of the building, are complet-

ed," Erickson said. "They are cur-

rently working on the skin and roof of

the building. We antfcipale that in

four to eight weeks, they will be com-
plete."

in addition, workers completed

the landscaping surrounding the

occupied housing structures winter

quarter.

As for the delays. Erickson said

this winter's unusually heavy rains

had little effect.

"The rain had some impact, but I

don't believe it was a major impact. I

believe there were other factors," he

said.

But the construction has still been

a matter of inconvenience to many
students. Some, like first-year unde-

clared student Blair Warner, still com-

plain about the effects of the work.

"They show up around seven in the

morning and start hammering and

banging," said Warner, a Dykstra

Hall resident. "It's gotten better now
that they have the walls up, but it's

still not pleasant."

"Especially during lOth week and

finals week, there was a lot of con-

struction and landscaping," Whiting

said.

BUSH
From page 5

Fleischer. "There's no shortage of

people in this town who will oppose

the budget because they want to spend

more."

The budget calls for a $35 million

cut in a program to help train pediatri-

cians and other health professionals at

children's hospitals. That cut is "out of

step with Congress," where there has

]been wide bipartisan support for the

program, said a statement by the

National Association of Children's

Hospitals.

Bush's budget also would trim envi-

ronmental and energy-conservation

programs, limit Space Station

,
research, and slash programs to help

Russian nuclear scientists find civilian

work and to boost economic develop-

ment in poor neighborhoods. It also

would cut programs that support ship

building and reward energy conserva-

tion at American companies.

Some communities would lose fed-

erally subsidized scheduled air service.

And Bush would shave roughly $ 1 bil-

lion from an array of health projects in

the Department of Health and
Human Services.

Rep. David Obey, D-Wis., senior

Democrat on the House
Appropriations Committee, called the

budget "shortsighted" and "fantasy

land in many places " He also said it

understated defense spending by leav-

ing open the likelihood that the admin-

istration would submit a later request

for additional increases once Defense

Secretary Donald Rumsfeld com-
pletes a department-wide review.

Although Bush stood by his S1.6

trillion, 10-year tax cut, the debate

already has been overtaken by votes in

Congress.

The Senate voted last Friday to

pare Bush's tax cut by roughly 25 per-

cent, to $ 1.2 trillion, making it unlikely

he can expect to get the full $ 1.6 trillion

despite upbeat comments Monday by

Bush and congressional Republicans.

"We can return at least $1.6 trillion

back to the taxpayers who created the

surplus," asserted House Majority

Leader Dick Armey, R-Texas, calling

Bush's budget "fair and responsible."

A House-Senate budget conference

committee is expected to come up

with a compromise between the lower

Senate number and the $1.6 trillion

endorsed earlier by the House.

Bush's budget also assumes the fed-

eral government will raise $1.2 billion

a year - beginning in 2004 - from oil

leases in the Arctic National Wildlife

Refuge in Alaska. Congress currently

prohibits any such sales.

The new Bush budget will be a

guide to House and Senate appropria-

tions committees as they work on the

13 annual spending biHs that allocate

money for federal programs.

Bush's budget does include some
increases, including a big boost for

medical research to combat AlDS and

SeetUSN^pagelO
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APARTMENT COORDINATOR
POSITION AVAILABLE

12 MONTH POSITION STARTING JULY 1, 2001

Compensation: A shared rental space plus a monthly salary
and one parking space.

Duties Include:

•Maintaining and enforcing rules and
regulations of the UCLA University

Apartments.

•Ensuring safety and security of the

property by participating in the after

hours maintenance program.

•Participating in weekly meetings with

staff and management.

•Work a flexible schedule.

•Analyze situations and define

problems/objectives and formulate

logical conclusions.

'^
7^

Qualifications:

•UCLA undergraduate or graduate

student.

•Must possess excellent

communication skills (written and oral)

in order to interact effectively and
diplomatically with students, staff, co-

workers of various, cultural and
economic backgrounds.

•Leadership experience.

•Skills in prioritizing assignments and
working independently with minimal

supervision.

•Familiarity with University Housing

and previous UCLA group living

^experience preferred^ =
,^ Application & Job Description Available at:

University Apartments Nortli

625 Landfair Ave. #1

Please do not telephone. Email inquiries to: pyoon@ucla.edu

Application Deadline: Friday, April 13, 2001
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Ik Berkeley Revien Provides!

14 Weeks Of Review And Testing Of

Important MCAT Concepts,* 4,/ ,/,*,j<

i
review program

...continues to

set the standards
that others want

to follow!

I

Hours Of Scheduled Lecture Topics

In The Classroom^f^,/ ,/,/,f,i,/ ,/_,f

200 Hours Of Office Hours To Supplement

The Lecture Topics^i^/
,/.,,(,/,

f^yi.^^u,

I

Slj^n up h\' yoiirsolf hoforc
/Xpril I Uli .iiul ictclvcv

S50''*'offtliefiiwse tuition. Li
Sl^ii up \\ ilh «i f I iiMid hi»fort»

/Xpiil I Uli 4uul ii»tci\'iv

niioiiHi fse tuition.

( rrliiin Krshi( lions AppK

ERKELEY
R • [. . V . I . L • VV

; in MCAT I'rcpcU\ition

20 Hours Of Supplemental MCAT-Style

Problem Solving Sessions./
»/_./_,/ ^ ^<^.

10 Full-Length Mock MCAT Exams

During The Program,/.,/.,/,/../.fff^

4 Scheduled Full-Length Mock MCAT

Exam Testing Dates.f,/_^L^/^,L^/^-^m.»

2800 Pages Of Review Notes Covering

Important MCAT Concepts^i^^/^/ ,^< ,/

,

1400 MCAT-Style Passages With Clear

And Detailed Solutions^ ,1^/ ^/v/ ././,/

Exceptional Instructors For Each Of

The Six Topic Areas Of The MCAT.j ,^,

Excellent Review Materials That You

Get To Keep And Take Home^^^uf^f^

Application Assistance, Interview

Workshops, And Mock Interviews./^/_,/_»^

I

I

i-mmn
www.berkeley-review.com
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Bring in your film and

see what developspp*^i

ss..a

A-.*-w

^^i.ii'dJ:Ouernight
Guarantee

One day service guaranteed

7 days a week*

Drop film off by 3pm - next day delivery by rHwn

Conuenient
Ofop Off ^avs

6 locations on campus

Essentials, B Level Ackeiman; North Campus Shop;

Campus Photo Studio, A Level Ackerman; Hill Top Shop

Health Sciences Store; Lu Vdle Commons

your
iCotofwtich

Standard Processing*

With 2nd set of prints FRS everyday

Kodak Processing

Advantix, Slides, or Black & White available
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Essentials
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SECURITY
From page 1

Wadawhat has happened before,'

said.

The undergraduate admissions

Web site received constant requests

for information from the attacker,

which overloaded the Web site so

only one out of 100 users could get

their requests processed. This flood

of requests was blocked and the Web
site was reopened for use on April 2,

according to Rae Lee Siporin, direc-

tor of undergraduate admissions and
relations with schools.

"This is the sort of thing that's just

not right," said Siporin.

Legitimate users usually send one
request for admissions data, so the

site is set up to accommodate a cer-

tain number of users. In this attack,

the attacker or attackers may have

sent so many requests that the site

could not process them all.

The person who committed the

attack may be harder to stop than the

attack itself, Wada said.

"You can have 10 or 12 different

Internet service providers between

the target and the user," Wada said.

UCLA cooperates with individual

providers, each with its own security

policies, to trace hackers through

their systems.

This can be further compttoatKt"

when law enforcement gets involved

because many providers will not dis-

close who their users are without a

court order.

"Part of the process we do follow

is that we make sure law enforce-

men*^ is involved as soon as possi-

ble," Wada said.

UCPD was called to investigate

the undergraduate admissions attack

and has a detective working the case

right now. The attack originated out-

of-state but the hacker has yet to be
identified, said Nancy Greenstein,

director of police community ser-

vices.

Other attempts to access UCLA
systems have been stopped by fire-

walls, which are programs designed

to monitor systems and block unau-

thorized access.

"We continually receive attempts

to access our systems," said Michael
Schilling, director of the Student
Technology Center.

Schilling said most of these

attempts are port scans, meaning an
outside user tries to determine what

programs o.j a computer are con-

nected to the Internet.

Computer users with constant

Internet connections, such as ether-

net connections in dormitories, are

at greater risk than modem users,

because their connections are active

whenever the computers are turned

on.

Students in parts ofSunset Village

and De Neve Plaza have also report-

ed problems using the Internet last

week. The problems were reported

to STC Monday afternoon and were

resolved by Wednesday evening,

according to Schilling. The problem
appeared separate from the attacks.

"We believe the technical difficul-

ties in the dorms were not a result of

denial of service attacks or any pene-

tration of our firewalls," Schilling

said.

Dorm residents are responsible

for protecting their own computers
and are not protected by the STC
firewj^H, Schilling said. Students can

run personal firewalls on their com-
puteri^.and STC can help them load

ihes^ programs on their computers.

"It's important to be sensitive to

the importance of having some fire-

wall protection on your desktop. It's

equally if not more important to

have some virus protection on your

computer that is loaded and main-

Jained," Schillinij said.
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Schilling said users should update
their virus protection programs
every few weeks, and that they

should also secure their passwords
and keep them confidential.

Different levels of computer secu-

rity are found throughout UCLA
because departments have varying

needs.

"You want grades and money on a

BruinCard to be as secure as a bank.

It's critical to keep those systems

really stable," Wada said.

Despite UCLA's security mea-
sures, Wada expects attacks on
UCLA's systems to continue.

"There are some things that you
can do to protect the network, and
UCLA has done those things, but wc
can't prevent this from happening
again with current technology,"

Wada said.

While he expects UCLA to be the

target of more attacks, he said he

does not think UCLA is alone in this

regard.

"I guess on the whole attacks have
increased in frequency and complex-
ity," Wada said.

CHINA
From page 8

both an ambassador and hostages in

the same country."

Administration officials said they

hoped the congressional recess that

began Monday would help ease the

political pressure on Bush by keeping
most lawmakers out of the national

spotlight.

Hoping to lower emotions, the

White House stressed reports that

the crew was being fed and clothed

well while housed in air-conditioned

quarters on Hainan island in the

South China Sea.

The diplomats met the crew with

no Chinese officials present, though

they worked on the assumption that

the conversations were being moni-

tored by Beijing, U.S. officials said.

That is one reason why the conver-

sations in the four meetings have
focused on the well-being of the crew
and mundane issues - Sealock told

the crew Monday that Tiger Woods
won the Masters golf tournament -

but not more sensitive matters.

BUSH
From page 9

other diseases. He would also increase

spending on research to help keep out
of this country the foot-and-mouth

and Mad Cow diseases now affecting

livestock in Europe.

His budget also detailed a variety of
specialized tax cuts, including a new
tax credit of up to $2,000 per year to

help uninsured people buy health

insurance - even those who pay no
income taxes.

"This plan reflects the president's

vision and priorities for providing tax

relief for American families," said

Treasury Secretary Paul O'Neill.

But Gene Sperling, who was
Clinton's top economic adviser, said

the budget reveals "explicit tradeK)fTs

... to provide a tax cut for the well-ofT

at the expense of things like child care,

inner-city investments and assistance

for many of our least well-off."

Even with the restraint in spending

and the large tax cut in Bush's plan,

the record $1.96 trillion overall price

tag is equivalent to about $7,000 for

every man, woman and child in the

country, according to budget docu-
ments.

Along with copies of the budget.

Bush staffers handed reporters audio

cassettes of the Rolling Stones' "You
Can't Always Get What You Want."
They suggested it underscored Bush's

theme that the government must do
more with less.

The administration stuck by its ear-

lier economic assuM^tions, pegging
the surplus at a total of $5.64 trillion

over 10 years.

AIRLINES
From page 5

benefits.

Fort Worth, Texas-based AMR
Corp. paid $742 million for most of

TWA's assets and assumed $3.5 bil-

lion in debt.

Robert W. Baker, vice chairman

of American Airlines, was named
chief executive officer of TWA
L.L.C.. the new wholly owned sub-

sidiary of American. Former TWA
president and CEO William F.

Compton will serve as president.

At Lambert Airport in St. Louis,

officials and thousand of airline

employees gathered Monday to cele-

brate with speeches and a barbecue.

Compton praised employees for

keeping the airline fiying during sev-

eral months of bankruptcy proceed-

ings.

"American Airlines is not just

buying slots and gates and hangers.

American Airlines is acquiring our

greatest asset, the TWA employ-

ees," said Compton, a former TWA
pilot who still holds the rank of "cap-

tain."

On Friday, U.S. District Judge

Sue Robinson denied a creditors'

request to delay the sale. Regulatory

approval was granted Friday by the

U.S. Department of Justice.

t

The American-TWA deal still has

obstacles ahead. Leaders of

American's three unions have with-

held support because they fear the

difficulty of absorbing TWA's work-

ers could cause turmoil.

But TWA's unions, including the

International Association of

Machinists and Aerospace Workers

and the Air Line Pilots Association

endorsed the sale to AMR.
TWA, based in St. Louis, was

formed in 1930 from the merger of

Western Air Express and

Transcontinental Air Transport.

That same year, the combined com-

pany became the first airline to offer

coast-to-coast air service.

But toward the end of its storied

history, TWA fell on hard times and

had not posted an annual profit

since 1989. The company filed for

Chapter 1 1 bankruptcy protection

three times, the latest on Jan. 10, the

day the merger with American was

announced.

Shares of AMR were down 5

cents to $33.92 in trading on the

New York Stock Exchange.

LABOR
From page 4

of the city to not have a strike,"

Riordan said at a news conference.

Early talks between the writers

and producers began Jan. 22 in an

effort to avert a walkout.

Those sessions came to a halt

March 1, however, after John Wells,

president of the western unit of the

WGA, said he was displeased with

the pay raises offered by TV and

movie producers.

Both sides disagreed over how
much residual pay studios owe writ-

ers when films or television shows

are distributed internationally or

rebroadcast domestically.

The WGA also said it wasn't sat-

isfied that the producers failed to

offer increases in videocassette or

DVD residuals.

Wells has said Hollywood scribes

earned a total of about $1.2 billion in

2000 and are demanding a $99.7

million increase over three years,

amounting to an average annual

raise of about 3 percent.

The producers alliance has said

the demands will raise not only the

minimum wage-standards, but also

boost compensation for the highest

paid writers. That would amount to

iin unacceptable $227.4 million

increase over three years, according

to the producers.

l^CM
Co/r7mun/tv
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"^67/ do your

FRBE!

VITA

Funded by the

Community Activities Committee of the Program Activities Board

Just bring a// relevant tax information including

W-2s, 1099s, savings account Interest &
student scholarship information to a site and

we'll do the rest!

SITE 1: P.A.T.H. (People Assisting The Homeless)

2346 Cotner Avenue, Los Angeles, CA 90064

March 10, 17, 24, 31, April 7 & 14 9 am - 1pm

SITE 2: UCLA (University of California, Los Angeles)

April 2-3 1 2-6 pm ACKERMAN 241

April 4-6,9-1 3, & 1 6 12-6 pm ACKERMAN 351

6

UCLA VITA (Volunteer Income Tax Assistance)

is a non-profit group that helps prepare basic

Federal and CA state income tax returns for

free. All VITA volunteers are trained by the IRS

and Franchise Tax Board.

www.studentgroups. ucla.edu/vita

FREE Nutrition Classes
Jvery Wednesday 5-6 pm & Thursday, 1 --2 pm

Come to one or come to them all
J^fA^

Body Talk: Freeing yourself from food, weight, and

dieting obsessions

Improve your relationship with food and your body! Learn how
•

to Un-Diet your way to health, happiness and your personal best.

4/11

5/9

/ ^

4/12

5/10

Nutrition Basics: Separating fact from fiction!

Low carb? High protein? No fat? Which diet is best for optimal

health, fitness and energy?

4/18

5/16 5/17

Meal Planning: Student survival tips for eatinq ^ell

on and off campus!

How to deal with all-you-can-eat dining halls, super-size por-

tions, eating on the run, social eating, stress eating, and late-

night study snacks.

4/25

5/23

4/26

5/24

Dietary Supplements: Help or Hype?

Vitamins, minerals, herbs, protein powders, creatine, fat burn-

ers . . do they work? Are they safe?

5/2

5/30

5/3

5/31

All closs«s or* locaf»d in lh« John WoocUn R«cr«ation C«nlt»r

2"^ floor conferonc* room.

Plooso call tho Asho Contor to namrvm your spot 310 825-4073

For quostions, information and ovon appointments,

chock out our wobsits v«nAnMf.studonthoalth.uclo.odu

.
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Can guys and girls be

friends or does sexual

tension get in the way? See

Wednesday's Viewpoint.

viewpoint@media.uda.edu
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Affirmative action insuffident solution to radal inequity
DIVERSITY: Investing into

communities, schools may

begin to resolve disparities

Afflrmalive actiori is a band-

aid. It's a band-aid for the

wound that really starts in

low-quality schools with poor curric-

ula that don't prepare students for a

UC-level education. These schools

also tend to tenure mediocre faculty

who are only teaching for retirement

checks and sum-

mer vacations.

The proof is

in the fire. You

should check

out the results

-of the STAR 9

testing that's

done in every

public school in

California (oth-

erwise known as

the API index

-

which can be

found at

www.cdc.ca.gov). The site scores

each school on a scale of I to 10

based on the

school's perfor- ^^^^^^
mance on the

"^""""^

test and how that

performance

compares to

those of schools

with similar

socioeconomic

conditions.

You'll find that

in areas of highly

concentrated

African

American and Latino communities,

scores are lower. Of course this does

not mean that every African

American or Latino student in

Maegan

Carberry

You want to say that in

a perfect world, race

really shouldn't nnatter.

, But the world isn't

perfect and it does.

California tests poorly or is not quali

fied enough to go on to higher

education. What it

does indicate, at

least to me, is that

there are confound-

ed factors such as

income and curricu-

la involved in the

outcome of the

scores.

The question is,

how much should deci-

sion makers factor in

this disadvantage?

When qualified candi-

dates (defined here as

people with the right

numbers) from under-

represented groups

apply to the Umversity of

California, should we
automatically admit them

on account of race? Or
should race not be a fac-

tor in admissions?

My African American
politics professor, a witty

and insightful man, loves

this topic to pieces. In fact,

so did the entire class. The

main

^_^__^__^^^ objection

of my
class, said

in almost

unanimous

fervent

agreement,

was that this

country has

always been

about race.

They think it's

ironic that race

Carberry is a third-year political science

and English student. You can email her

at maegs@ucla.edu.

shouldn't count, after a 200-some-

odd-year history of counting because

discarding it conveniently protects

whites in the workplace and on cam-
pus.

After my initial distaste for being a

person of "evil" descent once again

in the class, I got to thinking that this

is an intriguing point. It is sort of don't really believe that America will

funny Race has mattered throughout ever be colorblind. But am I willing

U.S. history, and now everyone is to make exceptions or give special

spouting out politically correct

rhetoric about being "colorblind." I

treatment to groups because of their

race? I honestly don't know.

You want to say that in a perfect

world, race really shouldn't matter.

Se« CMtKMin, page 14

LETTERS

Column trivializes

bigger picture
Adam Epstein should be proud

of his trivial treatment of real social

and economic injustices present in

our American society ("Sports

recruiters should seek diversity, not

skills," Viewpoint, April 6). While I

am proud of being an American, I

am at least sensitive enough to see

that institutional racism has left a

tangible imprint on the everyday

lives of both whites and non-whites

alike.

The majority of American chil-

dren are being raised thinking that

the academic achievement gaps

observed between whites and non-

whites/poor whites are solely due to

a lack of motivation, intelligence

and parental guidance and can

therefore comfortably shed any

social responsibility for these mar-

ginalized members of our society -

citizens or not.

I may not agree with affirmative

action. 1 personally feel that a more
fundamental change is necessary in

our public education if we wish to

provide a real remedy "to let the

healing begin."

I'm glad Epstein finds this dis-

graceful situation in our society so

amusing and I hope his self-per-

ceived wit lets him feel belter about

himself Unfortunately, I don't

share his same enthusiasm for sar-

castic commentary and a lack of

social responsibility.

I don't accuse him of being a

bigot, but he certainly is insensitive

to a large number of communities.

He trivializes their attempts to seek

ways to fully contribute to the same
society that has so consistently mar-

ginalized them.

There is a very distinct difference

between African American and
Latino students trying to reach the

university and Epstein trying to get

on the basketball team. Many of the

best basketball players come from
the northeast, so 1 don't see how he

can blame his lack of ability on the

weather.

The fact is that, in our wonderful

country, there are many children

who have the potential to succeed,

but that potential is not developed

because of their economic back-

grounds. Unfortunately, American
history and society has ensured that

these just happen to fall along racial

background.

The achievement gap is real, the

social injustice tangible. The only

question is: should we do anything

to change this? Epstein doesn't real-

ly seem to want to.

Nevertheless, he should strongly

consider an apology for his patron-

izing attitude. I would never even

consider affirmative action because

1 feel it further marginalizes the stu-

dents that it targets. It is just a des-

perate measure (which was very

necessary in the past) because the

dominant population doesn't care

about what happens to underrepre-

sented minority students.

ChristophtrSc^ara

TMrd-ytar

Mkrobiology and MetccnUr G«ft«tks

Whites have
diversity too
The Bruin has printed a chart

entitled "Ethnicity of Admitted

Freshmen at UCLA," which dis-

sects the "Asian" category, reveal-

ing multiple countries of origin

("Minority admits at UC near pre-

SP-1 levels," News, April 4). Why is

"white" not described in a similar

manner?

Under the "white" label would
fall such nationalities as: British,

Scottish, Welsh. Irish, German,
Italian, French, Dutch, Belgian.

Swiss, various Slavs, Bulgarian,

Albanian, Hungarian, Rumanian,
Spanish, Portuguese, Latvian,

Estonian, Lithuanian, Greek,

Polish, Swedish, Danish,

Norwegian, Finnish, Russian,

Ukrainian, Byelorussian, Jewish,

Middle Eastern, Armenian, North
African ...etc.

Why don't you tell the truth?

"Whites" represent various cul-

ScclfTTBBwpageH

X_I/-xi*T »Ti^ OTYnkiYT* -W^te* three- to four- page, op*nk)n-*ly««

11WW IvJ oUoMII *"**^«»*on about icurrem event on c»mpu$
or in the world at large, or write a respome to

sonnethlng that you have already read In The

TO VIEWPOINT Bruin.

* E-mait submissions to

viewpoint9niedia.uda^u. Remember to

copy and paste your submission into the body
of the e-nwM, or drop off a hard copy of your

submission at the Daily Bruin office (118

Kerckhoff Hail), care of Joruh Lalas.

• Apply to be a Viewpoint columnist dur-

ing Weeks 7 and 8 of each quarter

• Apply to bt a cartoonist or artist. Send an

e-fluil expressing your Irtterest to the

Viewpdrw address.

A few things to remember:

^y M submissions must iiKlude your name,
phorte number and affHIation with UCLA. If

you art a student they must also Include your

student K> number, year and ma)or.

• Your facts wiU be checked; make sure

they are accurate.

• Viewpoint is not an advertising space for

any group or organization; be sure to have
dMTly articulated opinions.

• We reserve the right to edit submissiont

for clarity, grammar and lertgth.

Lack of student concern equals disinterest of candidates
ELECTIONS: Complaints

behind closed doors will

not get politicians' help

ByYasharEttekal

Last Thursday's debate between

candidates for the Los Angeles City

Council's fifth district attracted the

enormous sum of about 20 UCLA
students. But, once you discount those

forced to show up because they were

sponsoring the event, there were a

good three UCLA students who
somehow Tound their way to the

debate and cared enough about their

civic duties to actually listen.

This sort of turnout is pretty good
considering that people aged 18-24

make up only 8.4 percent of the

Westwood voting block. And since

most UCLA students fall into the 18-

24 age bracket and we are also essen-

tially non-voters, it is also not surpris-

ing that the debate ignored any issues

of real interest to UCLA.
The candidates all knew that we do

not vote (much less know there is an

election around the comer) and so

they exerted almost no energy:

looked in favor of the needs of people

who want to dine at Eurochow. Rent

control which actually exists in the

Municipal Code (Sec. 151) is not

enforced nor are any attempts made
to tighten the noose around landlords

so long as it will gel them votes, other-

wise they will be as oblivious to the

60,000 people here as Feurer was.

Candidate Jack Weiss claims he

can represent UCLA because he was

born at our hospital. Whether or not

able housing but there is little to show
for her efforts. She too docs not seem

to see UCLA as an asset to Los

Angeles.

Joe Connolly, who gained fame

because of his manic war on grafllli,

wants to solve our

problems by get- ^^^^_^__
ting rid of the

gang infestation

in Westwood

(yeah, I haven't

seen any "gangs"

around here

cither, but

Connolly knows

best). The other

candidates do not

even claim that

they will do any-

thing for us, with

the notable exception ofTom Hayden
who sees the real value of UCLA and
wants to go out of his way to uncover

the many contributions the cam-

pus makes to Los

Angeles.

addressing issues affecting UCLA.
The only exception was Tom Hayden,

whom ril get back to later.

What more can you expect when
the candidates in the room outnumber
the constituents? This lack of enthusi-

asm by the UCLA students was a

great break for the candidates.

Without irksome students complain-

ing about things like rent control,

transportation or a lack of a college

community, candidates can pander to

the needs of real voters like the

Sherman Oaks or Westwood home-
owners associations. The fifth district

is a big place so the fewer people mak-
ing noise, the better.

For the past couple of years, Mike
Feurer has been "representing"

UCLA at the LA. City Council and
he has generally ignored the existence

of the campus. Through the

Westwood Village Specific Plan, the

needs of the campus have been over-

Ettekal is a third-year biology and politi-

cal science student.

The campus nee(ds to

show everybocjy that

we are interestedin

having an open
dialogue about issues

concerning UCLA.

who milk profits out

of students.

The issue of parking

and transportation

which almost all students

care about is not dealt

with except for the token

Bruin Go! program. The
only transportation issue dis-

cussed is the feasibility of

building one parking lot versus

another, while the idea of

expanding Bruin Go! to cover

areas served by the Culver City

bus lines or the MTA is ignored.

The lack of discussion when it comes
to these issues is a direct result ofour

non-participation.

Since we do not even care about

issues that afTect us, neither do the

majority of the candidates. Most of

the candidates running for this seat

want dialogue with the campus only

you vote for him, he will not serve our

needs because he has no real connec-

tion to the campus nor does he want

one. Others like Laura Lake have

taught here so they claim to know how
to best serve our needs. She has occa-

sionally worked on issues like afford-

JARflEn QUON/Oaily Brum

Hayden doesn't

need to claim a connection

like walking his dog on campus once a

month because he has done much
more during his tenure at the state

senate. He is the only candidate who
wants to ensure that the city of Los

Angeles recognizes how much UCLA
gives to the L.A. community in terms

of healthcare, business and policy

research.

During his 18 years at the stale sen-

ale, Hayden has actually afl'ecled life •

at UCLA because he served on the

Higher Education committee of the

senate and

___^^_,_ knows the issues

that affect all

our lives. He
fought against

Pete Wilson's

rampant tuition

increases and

brought money
lo Los Angeles

for conservation

and L. A. river

projects.

Hayden's

record on all

issues aflecting Angelinos is stellar

and that is why he deserves the vote of

all 15 of us who arc registered voters.

Everybody in the race, even

Connolly who lives in his own world,

has good intentions, but few have the

expertise in the political maneuvering

required of a politician downtown.

Hayden spent many years dealing

with lobbyists and special interests but

still produced good rcsuhs. While can-

didates such as Lake and Weiss talk a

lot about change, only Hayden can

claim a proven record of success.

Even with a councilman like

Hayden in office, the campus
needs to show everybody that

we are interested in having an

open dialogue about issues con-

cerning UCLA. Last week's dis-

mal turnout does not send the mes-

sage that we are serious about

change. I have not met a student yet

who does not complain about park-

ing, public transportation, housing

costs or even a place to dance in

Westwood. But for some reason when
it comes time to debate and cast votes,

the meeting halls and polls are empty.

People either need to become com-

pletely complacent with everything

around us that is wrong, or they need

to voice their opinions. Complaining

behind closed doors about gridlock on
the 405 will not fix anything, but cast-

.

ing a vote for someone who wants to

fix things the way you want to will def-

initely solve some problems.

DAIIY RX
By Jonathan Huang

Vra.'\v\ \^lo\jlld 5a\^...

Let's

ritalk about
Sex,

I

Interested in being a sex columnist for

Viewpoint? Applications are now
available at the Daily Bruin office in

Kerckhoff 118. The deadline has been

extended to Friday, April 13, at 5 p.m. in

Jonah Lalas' box.

lAILY BRL IN Editorial Board BwbwaOrtutJir

CkfMkMtjn'i «Mr€«M
118 Kerckhoff Hall UtiriiChkf inn nlp9t%tntOtl¥t

308 Westwood Plaza MdiatlUtMM Tlmiiini tuii

Los Angeles, CA 90024 ^^W^^P^ C^^^v Utlfkipmeniaim

(310)825-9898 JMMklalM MmOXm*
http-y/www.dailybruin.ucla.edu WffWpoiHt oHOf iun^tfrnimmim

Unsigned editorials represent a

ntajority opinion of the Daily

Bnjin Editofial Board. All other

colunons, letters and artwork

represent the opinions of their

authors.

All submitted nuterlal must
bear the author's r>ame.

address, telephone number.

registration number or affilia-

tion with UCLA. Names will not

be withheld except In extreme

cases.

The Bruin complies with
the Communication Board's

policy prohibiting the publi-

cation of articles that perpetu-

ate derogatory cultural or eth-

nic stereotypes.

When multiple authors
submit nruterial, some names
may be kept on file rather than
published with the nuterial.

The Bruin reserves the right to

edit submitted material and to

determine Its placenrtent in the

paper. All submissions become

the property of The Bruin. The
Communications Board has a

media grievance procedure
for resolving complaints
against any of its publications.

For a copy of the complete
procedure, contact the
Publications office at 118
Kerckhoff Hall.
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CLICC here for a great deal...

t <college • library • instructional • computing • commons>

COMPUTER WDRKBHDPB FDR EVERYONE!

n

n

Learn Web Design, PowerPoint, Advanced Excel,

Access and much more...

CLICC Workshops are free and designed specifically for UCLA students. All workshops are
hands-on and every student has a workstation and opportunity for individual assistance.

For Fall Quarter Workshop schedules and sign-up, please visit

www.clicc.ucla.edu/tutorials/workshops.asp

ENROLL either ONLINE by simply clicking on the desired workshop date, or by
coming by the CLICC Lab at 1 45 Powell, or calling us at (310) 206-0271

.

<college • library • instructional • computing • commons>

Kick Boxing • Indoor Cycling • Salsa Aerobics •

ffte< SWDCNT Offa
LAWOMAN.

tm TRIM MeMMASHIP

FREE
Tanning

Membership

11

Mini

Facial

FREE
Body
Fat %
Test

\

FREE
Session

With A
Trainer

vS \S ') \S fj
\S

\

:^f

s

Call for Directions

(310) 207-2279
MUST CALL TO ACTIVATE BFORE APRFL 30, 2001

11650 Santa Monica Blvd.
Must be 18 years of age witti picture I.D. local, 1st time guest only. Trial memberstiip is Two
Weeks from start. Certificate for tanning is 3 tans, mini facial provided by La Spa Estetique
(Located in club) Session witti trainer is 1 tiour, including body fat test and consultation.

• Hammer Strength # Cybex # Flex t Li£e Fitness # and More! #

LEHERS
From page 12

tures, languages, customs and

appearances.

What is apparent is Tlie Bruin's

attempt to negate the diversity of

"white" culture, make it appear that

"Asians" are really not as overrepre-

sented as they are, and deflect from

the underreprcsentation of "whites."

Jonnie Hargis, Library Assistant IV, RIS

Library, YRL

History shows
need for redress

I am responding to the recent arti-

cles concerning slave reparations

and the David Horowitz ad ("Racist

ad is not free speech issue,"

Viewpoint, April 2, and "Blacks miss

global picture, ignore current oppor-

tunities," Viewpoint, April 5). For

the past two years or so, I've been

following the often heated and con-

troversial issue of reparations for

slavery. Across the nation, most

white folks are vehemently against

reparations of any sort. You mention

a mere apology for slavery, and their

shorts get all knotted.

I truly believe that there would be

another civil war if the U.S. govern-

ment ever considered this measure.

Please, let me share with your read-

ers why I'm still waiting on my 40

acres and a mule.

On Jan. I, 1863, President

Abraham Lincoln signed the

Emancipation Proclamation, freeing

the slaves. Shortly thereafter, the

Homestead Act of 1862 was enacted.

Under this act. Congress literally

gave away 160 acres of land per per-

son or family, free. For more than

100 years, more than 2 million white

Americans received more than 270

million acres of land, and the only

stipulation was that they had to

"homestead" the land for five years

and it would be theirs.

Imagine that - 160 acres of land,

free. And the settlers didn't even

have to be U.S. citizens to qualify,

only working on becoming one. To
my knowledge, the Homestead Act
of 1862 was never repealed.

In 1866, the Southern Homestead
Act was also enacted by Congress

during the Reconstruction Period. It

aimed to grant 40 acres to freedmen

or ex-slaves. Some ex-slaves did

indeed receive a few southern acres,

but were eventually returned to the

pardoned Confederates. America
preferred to keep the freed slaves,

my ancestors, as sharecroppers for

another 100 years. The rest is histo-

ry

The U.S. government could give

away 160 acres of land, free, even to

noncitizens but could not give 40
acres, as enacted, to a group of peo-

ple who provided them over 200
years of hard, free labor. Instead,

they gave my people lOO-plus more
years of hate. Black Codes, Jim
Crow laws, the KKK, lynchings, seg--

regation, oppression, miscegenation,

poverty and more hate.

I ask you, would black America,

no, would America, as a whole be a

better nation if we'd gotten our

acres, as promised? Right now, I'd

take an acre and a chicken.

PamdaA.Hairston

.„ Washington, DC

CARBERRY
From page 12 -. >

But the world isn't perfect and it

does.

If I learned anything in my course

on African American politics it was
that I have no clue what it's like to be
of a minority race. I can't relate, and

Sm CAnanV, iiagc IS

•^

I

CARBERRY
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any time I try I come up short. I

might not even be equipped to

answer questions about the impor-

tance of race because I have no basis

for comparison.

I guess when you get right down

to it, race has to count. You can't

look at the deliberate and violent

oppression of people of color in his-

tory and pretend that all of it went

away with the Civil Rights .

Amendment.
If Americans were truly color-

blind, wouldn't we live together in

communities, instead of self-segre-

gating into our own comfort zones?

There's no way people have discard-

ed race as a factor in their day to day

lives.

And if we're using race as a

means of deciding where to buy our

houses, where to send our kids to

school and what friends to have,

then it's definitely afl'ecting our deci-

sions about who gets into college.

That seems like a no brainer.

We run the risk of

infection If we slap on

a band-aid without

cleaning the wound.

I

If race is, then, a factor in our

view of others and the kind of life we

choose to lead, it makes sense that it

should be a part of our identity. And

if the purpose of filling out a college

application is to express our true

identity, race cannot be left out

because of its highly charged reputa-

tion. So where does that leave affir-

mative action?

There's always the question of

merit. Are we admitting pooriy pre-

pared individuals on the basis of race

while we deny students who are bet-

ter equipped? Are people who see

affirmative action beneficiaries as

"unqualified" simply racists who

refuse to recognize the effect of

white privilege and the inherent

inequality in schools? These are also

tough to answer. ^^,__>^ .

But I think I'd prefer to err on the

side of the approach that defines

merit as the richness in experience

each person brings to a prospective

university. And after the Diversity

Now rally which occurred a few

weeks ago on campus, I daresay I'm

alone in that camp.

I watched the protest on March

14 with much interest because I'm

always thinking about this kind of

stuff. I believe in equality of opportu-

nity, and as a liberal I also advocate

social policy, so in general I support

affirmative action. I thought the

"UC Regents equals UC Racists"

slogans were a bit tacky, but apart

from that minor "faux pas" I was

impressed with the organization and

student support that the participat-

ing groups' leaders were able to rally.

But I'll always think of affirmative

action as a gigantic band-aid. The

real problems lie elsewhere, behind

the trailing test scores and masses of

students with "access denied"

scrawled defiantly across their

chests.

I do think that if there's a way to

stop the bleeding we should lake

advantage of it. But we run the risk

of infection if we slap on a band-aid

without cleaning the wound.

Affirmative action alone is not the

answer in this matter. Our solution

must also involve effort to improve

communities by investing social and

economic capital into them. A plan

that does not include both is a disser-

vice to everyone.

There simply cannot be a solution

that does not tackle the heart of the

issue, and how does one tackle inher-

ent inequality?
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IMAX movie delves into deep caves
FILM: Extremophiles

object of spelunkers'

research under earth

By Jacqueline Maar
Daily Bruin Contributor-

Going where no man has

gone before, cavers explore

unknown, and often uncharted,

territories, hidden deep within

earth's crevices.

"Journey into Amazing
Caves," a new IMAX film pro-

duced by MacGillivray-Freeman

films, explores caves around the

world, allowing the audience to

look into the mysterious and
often unexplored realm that only

cavers enter.

-^4tH5-jusl \he sense of ct»ffosi-

ty, what's around the shadow,

where docs that passage lead to,

what organisms are we going to

find that are here," said Nancy
Aulcnbach, one of the expedi-

. tion leaders in the film, in a

phone interview from her home
in Georgia. "So it's not only a

" physically demanding challenge

but also an intellectual chal-

lenge."

The film follows the journey

of two female cavers, Aulenbach

and Dr. Hazel Barton, as they

search for the microorganisms

found only in the extreme condi-

tions of the caves.

Extremophiles, as these microor-

ganisms are called, are used to

find cures for diseases such as

cancer in humans.

The film takes audiences on
adventures around the world.

From rappelling off of a cliff to

scuba diving into underwater
caves, "Journey into Amazing
Caves" looks into the exciting

and dangerous world of caving.

"This movie shows that sci-

ence is a really cool thing,"

Aulcnbach said. "It's not any-

thing boring where people wear
lab coats and see through glasses

with their hair tied up in a bun;

you can actually do some really

exciting research in the field, and
girls can do it, too, just as much
as guys can."

As MacGillivray-Freeman's

25lh IMAX film, "Journey into

Amazing Caves" carries a lot of

experience with it. Part of the

adventure scries of films pro-

Ma<:Gill(vrdy freeman film')

"Journey into Amazing Caves" is a new IMAX film about the

mysterious world of underground passages and labyrinths.

ducedby MacGillivray-Freeman

films, "Journey into Amazing
Caves" is produced by the same
company that created the award-

winning and critically acclaimed

IMAX films "Everest" and
"Dolphins."

The film is directed by
Stephen Judson, one of the most

experienced editors of large-for-

mat films, who has been involved

in numerous other IMAX films

as a writer, producer and direc-

tor—''——^
IMAX screens, which can

reach to about five stories tall,

use large-format film that pro-

vides a larger viewing area than

regular format film does, allow-

ing more of the scene to be seen

by the audience.

"We use very wide lenses, a

lot of fish-eye lenses to take a

180-dcgree field of view,"

Judson said. "That fish-eye lens

is a wonderful effect on the dome
screen because it gives you a

sense of reality, of actually being

there, so the wide lenses work

Underwater caves are just one
In the new IMAX film "Journey

MacGtNivray freeman films

of the many regions explored

into Amazing Caves.

better than regular telephoto

lenses, to give you the feeling of

actually being there on loca-

tion."

Getting the shots for the

movie in the harsh, tight condi-

tions that the locations of the

caves caused, was a difficult task

on the filmmakers part.

"It was such an adventure

that even though it was uncom-
fortable sleeping out on the glac-

ier (in Greenland), it was still an

unforgettable experience,"

Judson said. "It's the kind of

thing that I would never do on
my own for vacation, but one of

the great things about working

on these films is that I get to go
places that I wouldn't otherwise

go."

To find exhibition leaders for

the film, Judson conducted a

search for the best women cavers

through the National

Speleological Society, and nar-

rowed down the search from
over a thousand possible cavers

to the two finalists, Aulenbach
and Barton.

Judson said that although sci-

ence is a field usually dominated

by men, it is slowly becoming
more and more populated by

women. MacGillivray-Freeman

films, led by president Greg
MacGillivray, try to spread this

message to young girls through

the films it produces.

"Greg is very interested in the

idea of making young women
aware of the fact that science is

an exciting, intriguing and
adventurous career that is very

accessible to women, because

there are far too few women
going into science, and Greg has

sort of this mission to correct

that imbalance." Judson said.

"Journey into Amazing
Caves" tells the story of the two

women cavers, Aulenbach and

Barton, and their exploits

around the world, while deliver-

See CAVES, page 21

DANIEL WONG
The Chen Art Gallery features art and antiques, which are a part of Dr. Tel Fu Chen's
personal collection.

The corporate and art worlds
merge in the Chen Art Gallery

at the Sunrider headquarters

By Janet Nakano
Daily Bruin Contributor

Tucked away in a towering executive build-

ing, sprawled out over nine acres of land, lies a
hidden treasure ofChinese art and artifacts.

Opening its doors last December, the Chen
Art Gallery hides inside the lofty Sunrider
building in Torrance, featuring the personal col-

lection of the founder and owner of Sunrider

International, Dr. Tei Fu Chen.

Sunrider International is most commonly
known for its herbal products and business

opportunities. However, with the opening of
the gallery, Chen creates a seemingly unusual

addition to Sunrider's corporate office.

Yet, upon stepping inside the building, deli-

cately crafted Chinese art, such as silks and
ivory, hang on nearly every wall, and the oddity

of a Chinese museum inside the Sunrider world

headquarters slowly disappears.

"The Chen Art Gallery refiects Tei Fu
Chen's interest in, and appreciation of, fine

art," said Paul McCabe, Senior Council of
Sunrider International, during an interview at

the gallery.

Spending more than a decade fulfilling his

passion of Chinese art and antiques by collect-

ing over 500 pieces dating as far back as the

Neolithic Era, Chen was compelled to share his

collection with the community. Curator Sophie
Lin said Chen was interested in sharing the

Chinese culture with other Americans.

With the addition of the gallery, the building

now consists ofover 350,000 square feet - quite

a difference from Chen's more modest begin-

nings McCabe said Chen and his wife. Dr. Oi-

Lin, a Western medicine doctor, began formu-
lating herbal products and started their busi-

ness from their home in Utah in 1982, before

relocating to Southern California In the late

'80s.

Chen is a well-known herbalist and pharma-
cist; together with his wife, their company has

flourished. Chen's desire to contribute to the

community, however, has always been appar-

ent.

"The Chens and the company believe that

it's imporUnt to support the environment that

you operate in and do business in, and that

applies not just here, but to all the offices that

we have," McCabe said.

The Chen Art Gallery is only one example of
Sunrider International's contribution to the

community. The company is part of the

Torrance Chamber of Commerce's adopt-a-

school program and is also planning an Earth

Day cleanup at Torrance High School.

With Sunrider International's active involve-

ment in the community and in Chinese herbal

medicine, an art gallery featured in its world
headquarters, which attempts to expose and
uncover the beauty of Chinese culture, doesn't

seem all that strange.

The gallery is a non-profit organization,

completely free to the public, and offers a guid-

ed tour of the exhibits. The tour includes a short

film providing interesting facts about Chinese
history - demonstrating Chen's and Sunrider

IntemationaKs desire to teach Chinese culture

simply because of its beauty.

Chinese civilization is one of the oldest cul-

tures, with an extensive, recorded history of
which Chen has captured a good portion. For
example, a replica of a Qing Dynasty Imperial

Throne stands at the beginning of the exhibit, as

well as a bedroom setting that features fumiture

from the later Ming Dynasty There are also

Ifitiptaiioii Island

Join the cast members for a

sunset kayaking tour on

"Temptation Island Paddle."

Read all about it tomorrow.
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Devil Jazz' music

does do all those

things |)reachers

said it would

CRIME: Writer gives in to

powerful influence of evil

Glenn Miller recordings

Whenever I used to hear

preachers rail about the

evils of music, I used to

ignore them as lowbrow simpletons,

unschooled and unappreciativc

about the power
of great art. Bui

-now, I am a

Brent

Hopkins

SeeaiEN,pa9c21

changed man -

I have seen the

light at the end

of the tunnel.

Or flashing

behind me, at

least.

You see, all

that stuff that

they used to say

about this so-

called "jazz

music" is true. It instills mindless

euphoria, distracts the brain from
important thoughts and, worst of all,

it causes otherwise upstanding citi-

zens to recklessly break the law.

Why, I wouldn't be the least bit sur-

prised to learn that "jazz music" has

been responsible for the ruin of

America's youth today.

And believe you me, dear readers,

I speak with authority. I'm not

ashamed to admit I once considered

myself a fan of this "jazz music," an
addiction which cost me dearly. But I

have pulled my way out of that pit

and learned the error of my ways.

It's not been an easy road, but with

determination and moral courage, I

have managed to throw ofTthe cloak

of evil and trained myself to ignore

the siren song of sultry saxophones
and tempting trumpets.

Let me set the scene of this con-

version for you, as a cautionary tale

to all those who have not yet gotten

their comeuppance. It happened not

too terribly long ago, when I was still

young and carefree, unmindful of

the wrongs I was doing.

It was late, 10:51 p.m. on a

Monday night, to be exact. I was dri-

ving home from my late shift at

work, with Glenn Miller's big band
playing the "jazz music" that I've

learned to loathe through my stereo.

Owing to the hour, I was in a bad
mood, upset that I was getting home
at a time best reserved for relaxing

over a cup of coffee and a good
book.

The light, which I supposed was
out to get me as well, turned red as I

pulled up two blocks from my hum-
ble apartment. I ground to a stop,

drumming my fingers on the steering

wheel in frustration and scowling at

the oncoming traffic. This was not

cool by any stretch of the word.

But as I watched traffic stream by,

i was struck by an uplifting thought.

"Brent, my boy," the little voice in

my head told me, "What you need is

a good song."

I realized that my internal voices

were quite correct - armed with the

right music, I could transform the

not-so-fun evening into something

SeeH0fiaNS,pa9e21
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Concerts in Powell

Rotunda
The UCLA Cluck Fellows Group

will perform a concert in the Powell
Library Rotunda on Wednesday from
4 to 4:45 p.m.

The performance is part of the
Annual Powell Music Concert Series,

and features both faculty and student
musicians. Future installments include
"Music of the Philippines" on April 25
and "Musica Humana" on May 1 1.

For more information, call Powell
Library at (310) 825-4134.

Alicia de Larrocha

at Royce
UCLA Performing Arts will pre-

sent Alicia de Larrocha on Thursday
at 8 p.m. in Royce Hall.

The Spanish pianist has acquired a

very devoted following over the years,

performing in prestigious recital series

and with the world's great orchestras.

The show will be proceeded by a
Center Stage discussion with the artist

at 7 p.m. William Toutant, Interim
Dean of the College of Arts, Media
and Communication at CSUN and co-
-ho*K of "Opera Hotnc ' on KCSN 88.5

FM, will also be present.

For ticketing information, contact
the Central Ticket Office at (310) 825-
2101.

Djavan to perform
at Royce Hall
UCLA Performing Arts will bring

Djavan to perform at Royce Hall on
Friday at 8:30 p.m.

Winner of the 2000 Latin Grammy,
Djavan will perform an eclectic and
innovative musical mix of African
rhythms, bossa nova, funk, jazz, pop
and R & B.

For ticketing information, contact
the Central Ticket Office at (310) 825-

2101.

Parkening and
Sykes at Royce
UCLA Performing Arts will host a

concert by Christopher Parkening and
Jubilant Sykes on Saturday beginning
at 8 p.m.

Parkening is recognized as one of
the world's greatest classical gui-

tarists. In this special concert he will

be joined by classically trained bari-

tone Sykes in a "BfaztKamt,'' an effort

celebrating the music of Brazil and the

Americas.

The performance will be proceeded
by a Center Stage discussion at 7 p.m.
with Tony Hanover, morning
announcer and programmer for
KCSN 88.5 FM.

For more information, contact the
Central Ticket Office at (310) 825-
2101.

Global Music
Festival

UCLA Performing Arts will pre-
sent the Global Music Festival on
Sunday beginning at 5 p.m.

The Global Music Festival includes
L. Subramaniam on violin, Kavita
Krishnamurti Subramaniam, Sudesh
Bhosle and Ghulam Ali on vocals and
Anindo Chatterjee on Tabla. The festi-

val also includes Western music and
Indian dance.

For more information visit the
Festival's Web page at

http://www.harmoniventures.com.
For ticketing information contact the
Central Ticket Office at (310) 825-
2101.

Briefs compiled from wire reports by
°"^ ""^^ Angeles recital, Spanish pianist Alicia de

Michael Rosen-Molina. larrocha will perfoiTn at Royce Hall on Thursday at 8 p.m.
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GEMS AND JEWELRY Id
1055 wesfwood blvd. • westwood village

(310)208-3131
Suppofling UCLA Academics. Athletics ond Performing Arts

Presented by

'ine leweiB's-
Where Quality and Ethics Come First.. Since 1946

All That Glitters is Not Gold-
Part 1

0)llcct()rs and geoioijists oticn accumulate loose
yems a.s ;i hobby. But lor mosi of us. our enjoyment
of ycms comes form our ability to adorn ourselves
with the distinct styles and variations of finished
jewelry. Obviously, a key element in any piece of
jewelry is the metal, which can compo.se the entire
piece, or serve as a method of setting for stones,
beads, etc.

Of the more than 90 elements that make up the
Eanh's matter, three— silver, gold, and platinum-
stand out as 'noble." In chemistry, this term refers to
a metal that resists oxidation and vorrosion. Other

qualities of these metals

suggest the term 'noble" in

a broader sense: they are

strong, yet malleable- they

can be worked (bent, etc.)

wiihoutshattering-- they are

ductile- they can be drawn
into thin wire-- they are

beautiful to see and pleasant

to touch, and they are rare,

giving them high value

,,., almost everywhere in the

world.

Silver is the least expensive of the three noble
metals, which many people feel is its greatest asset.
It can take a very high polish and usually cleans with
ease. .Silver does have its drawbacks, however. It

tarnishes easily and is less durable than gold or
pliitinum. it also ct>nducts heat better than the others
making it more difficult to work with. For these
reasons it is unusual to see diamonds or expensive
colored stones set in silver. For an article to be
called sterling silver it must be at least 92.5«7r pure.
and will often carry the mark "925."

Among the noble metals, gold has reigned supreme
throughout history. Its hypnotic yellow gleam and
great value have combined to arouse intense human
passions: love, desire—and. alas, greed. Empires
have been built on gold, and civilizations have been
destroyed for it. Gold is precious partly because it is

scarce. All the gold ever found only totals around
100.000 tons. It is also favored becau.se it is so
wonderfully workable, miiking it ideal for use in
jewelry. No other metal is more ductile pr malleable:
one ounce can be drawn out into a wire thread more
than 50 miles long (that's from here to Malibu. . and
back!), or rolled into a 1 00- square -foot sheet
I/250.0(X)ofan inch thick!

Dean Abell. B \ . I (LA '»X

(ii.Klu.itc (leimilii^i^l. (i I \

Pure gold is expensive and soft. To reduce cost
and make a more wearable product, metalworkers
alloy it with at least one other metal. Jewelers deal
with various gold alloys, collectively called karat
gold (not to be mistaken with the metric carat used
to measure gem weight). The karat of gold tells the
number of parts, by weight, of gold in 24 parts of
altey. Fine or pure gold is 24K. For example, an
alloy that is 18 parts fine gold and 6 parts other
metal is therefore I8K. Karat stamping indicates the
gold content of an alloy. In the United States we
most often use I4K or I8K, but foreign countnes
often use a stamp indicating parts per thousand.
Thus, you might .see the stamp 585 (I4K) or 750
(I8K) in some of your jewelry. It is important to

remember that the term solid gold dws not indicate
a certain gold content, only that the piece is gi>ld

throughout and not coated or layered.

Alloying also produces colored golds, including
white, pink or ro.se, green and even blue. The
common alloys are silver, copper, nickel, and" iron,

but traces of others are often added. Diftereni
combinations of alloys will yield different colors of
gold. The majority metal is still gold, however, and
any colored gold artifact will have a yellowish tint.

A number of gold platings or coatings arc used in

jewelry too (iold Tilled refers to using heat and
pressure to apply a layer (.f karat gold to a base of
less costly metal. This produces the surface
appearance of gold but is much less expensive.
Technically, the layer must make up at least 1/20 the
total weight of the item to be called gold filled.

(iold plated jewelry is made the same way but the
gold layer can be thinner It is thus cheaper still, but
also less durable. The term gold overlay is often
used in reference to either of these. Lastly there is

vermeil, which refers specifically to sterling silver
with a gold overlay.

Gold and silver, in all their fashions, forms and
colors, are extremely versatile and lasting. They are
workable yet strong, beautiful and full of value, both
monetary and sentimental. There is, however, one
metal left to be discussed—Platinum Read Part II

of All that Glitters, next month to learn of the
nsing.star of metals...

For more information on metals
or other jewelry topics please write me at

qcan(^sarahlconar(^ie\vg|g£s.gQm^ or call ( 3 1 0) 208-3 1 1
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lerican Grand Strategy in the

Post-Cold War World:

The Nexus of History, Policy, and
International Relations Theory

History 197X/201E'2,

Spring Quarter2001
This seminar rests on the interconnection

between International Relations theory and
U.S. grand strategy in the real world. The

course will examine American grand strategy

under the Reagan, Bush, and Clinton

administrations to determine how ideas

drawn from IR theory have shaped US grand
strategy over the past decade. The seminar
will also discuss key grand strategic issues

facing the US in the early 21st century,

including: the rise of China, the strategic

impact of economic openness, the efficacy of

democracy promotion, and the prospects for

continuing US preponderance.

ID Number 221847200
~^

Public Policy Building 43550
10:00-12:50 nursday
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Noyel barely keeps readers awake
BOOK: Potential lost with

underdeveloped figures,

diversion from side plots

ByKekeyMcConnell
Dally Bruin Conuibutor

A nun's story with a proinising

twist, "Lying Awake" fails to end
with resolution and deliver satisfac-

tion.

Mark Salzman's newest work of
fiction, "Lying Awake," has an
intriguing premise. Sister John of
the Cross, a Carmelite nun in pre-

sent-day Los Angeles, has acquired
the ability to transcend her own
humanity Chronic headaches give

Sister John the chance to both suffer

as Christ did and experienoe pain-

induced visions. /*

However, the veracityffpf these

experiences comes intojtlSucstion

when the Sister learns that her

headaches are a symptom of a med-
ical condition rather Ihafra direct

line to God. Sister John is diagnosed
as an epileptic - the same disease

_suspected to contribute to the cre-

-ativc surges of Van Gogh,
Dostoevsky and Socrates - and this

prognosis leads her to question her
life as a servant of God.

The action of the novel is a bit tan-

gled. It begins slowly, then jumps
back through lime, introduces con-

flict and closes by leaving that con-

flict unresolved.

BOOK REVIEW

A side plot, involving a young nun
struggling with the monastery life-

style, falls flat and adds length to the

novel without adding depth.

Salzman tried to solve such plot trou-

ble with a non-linear narration that

dips into the protagonist's child-

hood, without linking this diversion

in any meaningful way to the friction

of Sister John's present life.

Also, though Sister John's own
thoughts are

provocative in

their absolute

reliance on the

power of God
to heal and
teach, her con-

versations with

others seem
contrived and
uninspiring.

The single

priest in the

novel is aloof

-

giving brusk

advice and lit-

tle sympathy to

the Sister in

pain - without

explanation.
Not only does

he fail to give

Sister John

Title: Lying Awake

Author Mark Salzman

Publisher Alfred Knopf

Price: $21.00 Pages: 181

During a scene in which Sister

John must confront her long-

estranged mother, however, the

novel does offer a rich portrait of a

daughter in conflict. Her instinct is

to be angry at an alcoholic mother
who abandoned her as a young girl,

but her anger is soothed by her
moral imperative to forgive and
love. Sister John's ability to rise

above her own emotions to better

serve her faith

is a thought-

provoking situ-

ation, a rare

find in the

novel as a

whole.

Another
concept with

possibility,
Sister John

notices the sim-

ilarity between

the order of

religion and
the order of

medicine dur-

ing a hospital

stay. Two his-

Wayans draws on personal

experience for new sitcom
TELEVISION: Former star

of *In Living Color' turns

to land of family comedy

By David Bauder
The Associated Press

MtOBLIAO^illvBrutr

substantial advice in her confusion,

he fails to give the novel any special

insights into the psyche of the clergy

Sister John's conversations with

other nuns reach for charm but end
up being rather bland.

posed voca-

tions, the doc-

tor and nun
interesting questions

of science and

pose some
about the bounds
faith.

Salzman's resolution to Sister

SeeUnNG,pa9e20

There's a Damon Wayans for tele-

vision and a Damon Wayans for film -

and you can see the difference in his

metallic smile.

Wayans is wearing a dental device

that makes it look like he's got a mouth
full of gold teeth. He needs to get used

to it for a movie role as a gangster rap-

per managed by Lisa Kudrow.
The television Damon Wayans, on

his new ABC sitcom "My Wife and
Kids," is a disgusted dad who mocks
the fictional rapper his son listens to,

MC MurderDeath.

Although the television Wayans is

probably closer to real life - he's

bemused by the street-tough rap his

own son listens to at home in Beverly

HtfHj *" tt WHS a persona he had to cre-

ate.

Wayans wanted to be more than the

angry, irreverent clown that most peo-
ple view him as.

"There's not a lot of money in it,"

he said. "You become a boutique act,

as opposed to hitting the masses. You
have to be accessible."

Whatever the motivation. Wayans
- who received two Emmy nomina-
tions as a writer on "In Living Color,"

the old Fox sketch comedy show on
which he created the memorable char-

acters Homey the Clown and one of
the ("two snaps up!") Men On Film -

may have hit upon the right role at the

right time.

As Michael Kyle, the put-upon
father of three, Wayans assumes a sit-

com identity as old as television itself

yet pretty much absent today.

The most popular family comedies
now on the air consciously try to break

a mold that dates to "Father Knows
Best." "Malcolm in the Middle" is an
absurdist romp. "The Simpsons" a

subversive classic and the dysfunction-

al adults on "Everybody Loves
Raymond" make the children invisi-

ble.

By contrast, "My Wife and Kids"
feels almost old-fashioned. It's a fami-

ly comedy, designed to be enjoyed by
families, with much of its humor com-
ing from the actions of children and
rettctions of adults.

Whether it's because they missed
this kind of show or because Wayans
had built a reservoir of good will, the

TV audience has given "My Wife and
Kids" strong initial ratings.

Wayans looked to two classic sit-

com parents for inspiration for the
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Mon-Tuo (11:50 2:20 5«)) 7:30 10:10

SUNSET 1 Pollock (R)
Mon-Thu (12.45) 3:50 7:00 9:50

ACKERMAN BALLROOM
Tickets FREE from
319 KortidioM (Moa)

Week 2 Wid 4/11

Sav Kids

rOopm

SUNSn2
Mon-Thu (1:30) 4:15 7:15 9ii

AVCO CINEMA Blo»(R)
Oa2Scraoes

Presented in SDDS Digital Sound
12 454 1573010:30

SUNSET 3

FESTIVAL
10887 Llndbrook
208-4575 Mon-Tue (12:15 2:45 5:15) 7'30

3: Tka Itovlo (6)
THX - Dolby Digital

9:45

TIM Disk (PG-13)
Mon-Thu (12.00) 2:30 5:00 7:30 10:00

CRniRiONS Ttoira(bon(R)
THX - Dolby Digital

Mon-Tue 6:15 8:3010:45

AVCO CINEMA Toiiieali(R)
Presented in SDDS Dolby Sound

Mon 12:00 2:20 4:40
Tim 12.00 2:20 4:40 7:10 9:30

SUNSn4

"ECni Y«iCaaCoMleaMa(R)
1045 Broxton Oolby Dioita!
208-3259 Mon-Tue (1 :30 4:30) 7.00 9:45

TIm Tailor o( Paaanu (R)
Mon-Thu (140) 4 20 7 00 9:40

CRITERION I Emm* at Iko Galas (R)
mx - Dolby Digital

Mon-Tue (1:00 4«)) 7«) 9:50

SUNSETS

PLAZA
1067 Glendon
208-3097

EaoMv at Mm Gaios (R)

Dolby Digital

Mon-Toe(1.<X)4«)) 7:15 10:15 PACIFIC

NaotlfalCraatarastR)
Mon-Thu (12:00) 2:15 4:30 700 9 15

WLA/Beverly Hills

AVCO CINEMA Hoartbroators (PG-13)
Presented in THX DTS Digital Sound

12:30 4 00 7 20 10:20

WESTWOOD 1

1050 Gayley
208 7664

Tko irotkars (R)

Oolt>ySR
Mon-Tue (5:15) 10:20

EiNWoMtfs(R)
Dolby Digital

Mon-Tue (3:30) 10:10

WESTWOOD 2
1050Gayley
208-7664

15M<>atts(R)
Dolby Digital

Mon-Tbe (3:45) 1(5:00

Tko Maiicaa (R)

Dolby Digital

Mon-Tue (12 451,7:15

WESTWOOD 3
lOSOGayley
208-7664

OalHs(R)
Dolby Digital

Mon-Tue (100 4«)) 7:00 9:50

WESTWOOD 4 Oil

lOSOGayley
208-7664

.WlMroAitTlw«7(PC-13l
Dolby Digital

Mon-Tue (1:15) 7:30

Westwood
^V^, r,

JWlVl8ill«0(R)
1 262 Westwood Blvd JHX - Digilal

'/,?')!??'*"•' Mon-Thu (2:00 4:15) 7«) 9:45
474-7866 oi

777-FILM («25)

UNITED ARTISTS

Westwood

??cT5J-c ..
TlMWWM»etSairt-PlorTa(R|

11523 Sam* Monica Blvd " - *'
(310)477-5581

m of SaiM-PiorTO (R)
Mon-Thu (12:30

2:55 5:20 7.45 10:15

MUSIC HAU1
9036 Wilshire

274-6869

TIM Tasta ot OOMis (NR)
Mon-Thu (505) 7 35 10:00

AVCO CmaU Traffic (R)
Presented m THX SRD Digital Sound

Mon 12:15 3:40 7:0010:15
Tue 12:15 3:40 10:15

Beverly Hills
BEVERLY CONNECTION
La Cienega at Beverly Blvd.

(310) 659-591

1

4 hours validated partcing {1 at Box Oflice

MUSK HALL 2
9036 Wilshire

274-6869

TIM Gioaaore aatf I (NR)
Mon-Thu (5:15) 7:30 9:45

lEVERLY CONNECTIONHON JniVlsi«af(P6-13)
Presented in THX DTS Digital Sound

12:40 3:00 5:15 7:45 10.00

Enjoy the
Movies!!!

MUSIC HAU 3
9036 Wilshire

274-6869

Sitas « Woo«ors (NR)
Mon-Thu (5«5) 7:35 10«3

lEVERLY CONNECTION Potomoo 3 (C)
Presented in THX DTS Digital Sound

12:00 2:20 4:45 7:10

Santa Monica
BEVERLY CONNECTION Tomcats (R)

Presented in THX SRO Digital Sound
12:50 3:10 5:30 8 00 9 30 10 20

BlllyBIM(R)
Dofty Digital

Mon-Tue (12:15 2:45) 7:45

Santa Monica

UA WESTWOOD
10889 Welhworth
475-9441

UA WESTWOOD
10889 WMworth
475-9441

CRITERION 1 Seniaooa LNw Yea (PO-13)
1313 3rd St THX Dolby Digital

Profflonadc Mon-Tua (1145 2:15 450) 715 945
39S-1599

i(R)

NoVIPsaalN4^
THX

Mon-Thu 1:15 4:15 7:30 10:30

Otmkmm TiMf

,

HiMofl Drafoa (PG-U)
THX

Mon-Thu 1:004iX)7iO 10:20

MONICA 1

1322 2nd St.

(310)394-9741

Tko Oisii (PG-13)
Mon-Thu (1.«)) 3:20 5:40

8:00 10:20
IEVBM.Y CONNECTION

I Soot Rob (PO)
- Digit - '

MOMCA 2 CroacMaa Tlfor. HIMai^TIt•r. HIMei Orafoa (PG-13)
l>n«Thu(1:t5)4t|}7:0610:()0

Presented in DTS Digital Sound

, .^ Mon-Tue 12 20240
So^.AAr. Eiil

Mon-Tue 5:00

MM«a(R)
7:30 9:50

M0MCA3 •aaoNtai Craatwos (PG-13)
Mon-Thu (1:00) 3:15 5:30 7:45 10«)

BEVERLY CONNECTION Tramc(R)
!d in DTS Digital Sound
12:10 3.30 7.W 10:15

Presented in DTS Digital Soun

UA WESTWOOD ftiiiital (m 11)
10689 WMKrarth Mon-Thu 12:45 3 45 7tt) 10«}
475-9441

M0MCA4 MsaililKRJ
Fri (1:45) 4:30 7:15 10«5

Mon-Thu (11.00 1:45) 4:30 7:15 10:00

BEVERLY CONNECTION TIm Mozicaa (Rl
Presented in DTS Digital Sound

Mon 1:00 3 45 7 20 10:05
Tue 100 3:45 10D5

To advertise
in the

Bruin
Movie

Guide,

call

310.825.2161
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Between
the

Lines

Careers
in Comfniinir;^tinfTc: p^ nd MpHIpi

Wednesday, April 11
James West Alumni Center

7-9 p.m.

Meet fellow Bruins who have suc-

cessful careers in communications
and media. For information, call

(310) 825-6423.

iio-pre-registration required^-

KAPLAN
www.UCLAIunini.net

Ihp Associated Press

Damon Wayans (front) and Jazz Raycole, Parker McKenna Posey,
Tisha Campbell and George O. Gore II in "My Wife and Kids."

Ten Days Only! April 2-6& April 9 - 131

Monumontal
^fsi^ ym ^ssss

Savings
Save up to

offJill COM Rings

April 2-6 & 9-13

lOom 3pm UCU Store |AdMnnon,i^»,0

lOam 3pm Qaiv^ Pttoto/Gfoduotiod Etc.

(Adummn, A-leveO

April 9 & 10

'"« 3pm
North Campus Student Center

Order NOW for

Graduation delivery!

WAYANS
From page 19

dad he plays: Bill Cosby and
Roseanne.

"Those two shows kind of blend-

ed," he said. "The Cosby aspect is the

father who is kind of a victim to the

family and the Roseanne edge is that

he's not going to take it lying down."
Cosby probably would have sat

Theo down for a stern lecture if he

caught him taking drugs. When the

same thing happens to Wayans' TV
son, played by actor George O. Gore
II, he messes with the boy's drug-

clouded mind by moving in slow
motion and using words out of con-
text.

One early episode had Wayans
going slightly crazy when his son beat

him in basketball, training intensely so

it wouldn't happen again.

Wayans said he never felt comfort-

able in his short-lived Fox comedy,
"Damon," playing a police officer.

Family is certainly something he
knows, though. He was one of 10 chil-

dren and has four of his own, all teen-

agers.

Certain real episodes from his

home - a daughter plucking her eye-

brows out, a forged report card -

found their way into the series.

He won't tolerate any complaints

from his children about seeing their

lives reflected on the small screen.

"I tell 'em to go ride their bike and
work it off," he said. "You go do your
own stand-up and talk about mc. But
right now, you're my little pawns and
I'm going to use you."

Wayans' character also goes
through marriage counseling when he

can't accept his television wife's desire

for a career. That also has roots in a

painful real-life experience, where he

believed counseling hurt more than

helped.

"I was surprised that no other fami-

ly is going to marriage counseling on
television," he said.

"It's an area that's completely

unexplored and a great place for com-
edy A lot of times a man's view of

marriage counseling is that this is

'chick venting,' because they need to

talk things out like that and we don't.

We either fix the problem or go into

denial."

Wayans and his wife of 16 years

divorced last year.

The comic admitted he was initially

anxious when ABC left "My Wife and
Kids" off its fall schedule, even though
it had appeared to be one of the net-

work's most promising shows based

on film clips shown to advertisers last

spring.

He accepted the argument that

"My Wife and Kids " would have a bel-

ter chance if it wasn't lost in the clutter

of the Olympics, a presidential cam-
paign and several other new shows in

the fall.

Wayans would like to play a part in

a revival of situation comedies, a form
he believes is sufTcring because of too

much imitation.

"You can't do that," he .said. "You
have to take funny people and put

them in funny situations and you
make comedy. If you don't, you're

going to get the same thing everybody
else is doing." — .

^RTC/IRVED
510.206.5858

www.uclastore.com

UCLfl™r

LYING
From page 19

John's crisis of faith is to resolve noth-

ing. This is an interesting twist, espe-

cially since the Sister has quickly

deferred to her faith to resolve all pre-

vious conflicts. However, instead of
ending with a provocative emphasis
on the many choices Sister John
could make in her faith, Salzman just

abruptly stops writing.

The descriptions and metaphors in

"Lying Awake" are often lovely and
effortle-is, and the sparse narration

infused with the languid thoughts of
Sister John is a good mirror of clois-

tered life. The Sister's description of
the abbey, its trees and birds, paints a

picture of an urban area overcome by
natural beauty.

Unfortunately, when Sister John
begins to treat her disease, the writing

style of the narration changes from
sparse but pretty to mundane and
ordinary. This change in style is

meant to parallel the loss of Sister

John's transcendent visions, but with-

out a more substantial end to the plot,

the change leaves the last chapters of
the novel dry.

It might be worthwhile for the spir-

itual reader to pick up the paperback
as beach reading, but with its few
especially illuminating ideas and a

rather dull pace, "Lying Awake" rests

comfortably at good but falls short of
great. Serious readers cannot help but

be disappointed.

I
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HOPKINS
From page 17

considerably more enjoyable. Seizing

this thought and running with it, I

dialed up "Chattanooga Choo
Choo" on the stereo, awaited a green

light and kept driving. Instead of

turning to go home, I kept rolling

until Glenn's horns and reeds lifted

me out of my late-night funk. Since

he's an excellent practitioner of this

"jazz music," it took very little lime

indeed to reverse my mood and
bring a smile to

my face. Now
satisfied, I hung ^^—^——^—
a U-turn and

headed home.

After several

minutes of con-

tented driving, I

noticed Hashing

red lights behind

me. Realizing

that it must be

the police, likely

chasing a hard-

ened criminal. I pulled ovttr to let the

squad car pass. Oddly, it pfpted over

too. I was struck by the fiUKiy coinci-

dence that the cops were chasing

someone who lived right where I

pulled over, until a bright floodlight

.washed over my car. -

Sooner than you could say "jerk

with too much time on his hands,"

the kind officer was taking my
license and registration, citing me for

an illegal U-turn in a business dis-

trict. I was momentarily stunned,

unaware in my music-induced high

that this was a serious offense. Now,
$104 later, I know just how foolish I

was.

After the cop wrote out the ticket,

he asked me to sign, giving me the

standard line about "this isn't neces-

sarily an admission of guilt, just an

acknowledgement that you received

the citation." Feeling the old eupho-

ria creeping up once again, I told

him "Hey, I won't deny it - I'm

guilty." This was not common sense

talking - it was the residual Glenn

Miller stuck in my head. He thanked

me for my cooperation (instead of

letting me go, as I'd hoped my cheer-

ful admission would dispose him to

do) and I was soon on my way.

And you know what I did as soon

as he drove off?

I turned Glenn back on, smiled

broadly and drove home ... very care-

fully.

In spite of

_^__^_^_^___ the fact that I 'd
'^"""~'"'""~'''"

just gotten

whacked with a

rather embar-

rassing ticket, in

just about the

dumbest possi-

ble fashion, I

was soaring

high, riding that

Chattanooga

Choo Choo all

the way down
Track 29. Why, you ask? For all

those reasons I gave above. Sure, I

was being facetious up there, taking

that snotty perspective that a whole

lot of misinformed censors have used

over the years. But everything they

-say i» ahM>lutely true - music is arv

incredibly powerful art form, one

that can make the worst times bear-

able, and the best times even better.

So while my fondness for jazz may
have run me afoul of the law, the

night wasn't a total loss. When I

crawled out ofmy suit that night and
fell into bed, I did so with a slightly

lighter wallet and a much happier

mind, all thanks to Glenn Miller.

Hopkins is currently doing hard time In

the Federal Jazz Deprogramming
Center in Grand Rapids, Mich. Send your

thoughts to afropic@ucla.edu.

Musicisan incredibly

powerful art form ...that

can make the worst

times bearable, and the

best times even better.

CHEN
From page 17

mote health.

The Chinese experience at the Chen
Art Gallery would not be complete

without a visit to the botanical garden,
exhibits that highlight an exquisite col- situated on the premises. It is here that

lection of jade, bronze, porcelain, Chen conducts continual research for

ceramics and snuff bottles. his herbal products.

Snuff bottles were made of various A peaceful koi pond, small grassy
materials, such as glass and turquoise, hills, a winding path around a green-

and were meticulously painted, some house of carefully labeled herbs and a

even on the inside surface of the bot- wall that resembles the Great Wall of
ties. The bottles

add an interest-

ing aspect to the

museum.

"The original

snuff bottle came

from Italy in the

18th Century and

was made as a

box, but the box

couldn't keep the

powder dry, so

the Chinese start-

ed a design of a
"~^~~"~~~~"

bottle with a

cover and with a spoon to take out and

i smell the powder that was inside," Lin

{explained.

'The Chen Art Gallery

reflects Chen's interest

In, and appreciation

of, fine art."

PaulMcCabe
Senior Counsel, Sunrlder

China, surround

the garden, pro-

viding a full cul-

tural experience.

"There are not

many Chinese

museums here,"

Lin said. "There

is LACMA and

there is one in

Santa Monica,

but we are the

only one that has

a private collec-

tion."

With the lack of Chinese museums
in L.A. County, the Chen Art Gallery

offers a way to experience and learn

This powder "snufT' was actually about Chinese culture in an impressive
finely ground tobacco leaves ferment- setting.

ed or fragranced by various aromas
and was thought to prevent colds and

congestion.

"It wasn't healthy," Lin said. "It

was a habit like smoking."

ART: The Chen Art Gallery at 1625
Abalone Ave. In Torrance is open
Tuesday through Thursday from 1 a.m.

to 5 p.m. Groups with five to 35 mem-
The unhealthy side to the history of bers are allowed guided tours only,

the snufl" bottle may be the gallery's beginning on the hour. Call (310) 781-

only stray from Chen's eflbrt to pro- ^^^ ^^ reservations.

CAVES
From page 16

ing the message of cave conservation

and preservation.

"I'm just really proud to be part of

the film because MacGillivray-

Freeman films are always really coiv

scientious about making movies that

are conservation-oriented (and) about

the environment," Aulenbach said.

"They certainly emphasize the

importance ofneeding to preserve the

cave environment because it's a non-

renewable resource, and I thought

they did a great job with that."

FILM: MacGillivray-Freeman IMAX film

"Journey into Amazing Caves" Is now
playing at the California Science Center

located at 700 State Drive in Exposition

Park. Fof nr»ore information call (323)

724-3623.
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Cj This coupon entitles the bearer (jC
'^

to one FREE copy of ^^^

BniiCraps

Check your newsstands April 30th.

H:iii:i: THE
WITH

The TestMasters LSAT Course includes:

80 hours of live, In-class Instruction
Instructors who have all scored in the 99">

percentile on the actual LSAT
Student helpline open 25 hours each week
Licensed use of all real LSAT questions
Four full-length proctored diagnostic tests
Competitive cost - $±d.50

TestMasters
The finest and most comprehensive LSAT

preparation course in the country.

1-800-696-5728

DONATE A PENCIL
-Bruin W a!k"~

SIGN THE PETITION
I CI.A C.tinipns

SAVE A LIFE
-llUK/-

llrlj) <//// ihc inhumane I \ sam lions on Initf Ihal /mn>
rcsiilUil in the denlh of2 million innocenl vii ilian liics.

HELP us HELP THEM
-/ fitman Rij^/)ls-

Sponsoreil hy tlw I C 7.1 ( nilcd Arab Sociely

A/nil // C-/J, JOfU
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nuo
1201)

1300
1A00
1500
1G00
170l»

1800
1900
2000
2050
2100
2200
2300
2AO0
2500
2600

2700
2800
2900
3000
3100
3200
3300
3400
3500
3600
3700
3800
3900
AOOO
A100
«200
4300
4400
4500

Campus Happenings
Campus Organizations
Campus Recruitment
Campus Services
Birthdays
Legal notices
Lost & Found
Miscellaneous
Personal Messages ^
Personals
Pregnancy
Recreational Activities

Research Subjects
Sperm / Egg Donors
Tickets Offered
Tickets Wanted
Wanted

^ffffl^
Appliances
Art / Paintings
Bicycles / Skates
Books

I

Calling Cards
Cameras / CanHH>rders
Collectibles

Computers / Software
Furniture

Garage / Yard Sales

I

Health Products
Miscellaneous
Musical Instruments
Office Equipment
Pets
Rentals
Sports Equipment
Stereos / TVs / Radios
Table Sports

tMTtiTT)

4600 Auto Accessories
4700 Auto Insurance
4800 Auto Repair
4900 Autos for Sale
5000 Boats for Sale
5100 Motorcycles for Sale
5200 Parking
5300 Scooter / Cycle Repair
5400 Scooters for Sale
5500 Vehicles for Rent

rrrHl

5600 Resorts / Hotels '

5620 Rides Offered
5640 Rides Wanted
5660 Taxi / Shuttle Service
5680 Travel Destinations
5700 Travel Tickets
5720 Vacation Packages

.^1- . .

W^HTffir^
5800 1-900 numbers
5900 Financial Aid
6000 Insurance
6100 Computer / Internet
6150 Foreign Languages
6200 Health / Beauty Services
6300 Legal Advice / Attorneys
6400 Movers / Storage
6500 Music Lessons
6600 Personal Services
6700 Professional Services
6800 Resumes
6900 Telecommunications
7000 Tutoring Offered
7100 Tutoring Wanted
7200 Typing

Writing Help

vrm
7400
7'"iOO

7600
7700
7800
7900
8000
8100
8200
h:u)0

8400
8500
8600
8700
8800
8900
9000
9100
9200
9300
9400
9h00
9«i()0

97(10

<IH00

Business Opportunities
Career Opportunities
Child Care Offered
Child Care Wanted
Help Wanted
Housesltting
Interftthip

Personal Assistance
Temporary Employment
Volunteer

Apartments for Rent
Apartments Furnished
Condo / Townhouse for Rent
Condo / Townhouse for Sale
Guesthouse for Rent
House for Rent
House for sale
Houseboats for Rent / Sale
Housing Needed
Room for Help
Room for Rent
Roommates - Private Room
Roommates - Shared Room
Sublets
Vacation Rentals

index

1 1 8 Kerckhoff Hall
308 Westwood Plaea
Los Angeles, CA 90024

E Mail classifieds(fi)media ucia edu
Web http//www dailybruin ucia edu

phone
Classified Line: C310) 825-2221

Fax; C310) 206-0528
Classified Display C3103 206-3060

Fax: (310) 206 0528

ollioehours
Mon-Thu 9 00am-3:00pm
Fri 9am-2:30pm

One issue, up to 20 words
eacfi additional word

Weekly, up to 20 words
each additional word

Monthly, up to 20 words
..each additional word
12 pt headline

16 pt headline

(.Border

$8.50

065
2900
2 15

9600
575

$1 60
$225
$500

Classified Line Ads:
1 working day before printing.

at 12 noon
Classified Display Ads:
2 working days before printing.

at 12 noon.

There are no cancellations after

noon of the day before printing.

hOMT to Millie

an efledliie ad
• Start your ad with the
merchandise you are selling

This makes it easier for readers to

quickly scan the ads and locate

your Items
• Always include the pnce of your
item Many classified readers
simply do not respond to ads
without pnces
• Avoid abbreviations--make your
ad eesj( f;jr_readers to understand
• Place yourself in the reader's

positiofv^pk what you would like

to krK^yiAiMut the merchandise,
and 'HiinKthat in the ad Include

such fiTOnffctton as brand names,
colors ai^JBther specific

descrtpbdoff.
V

.
. 4 -A<< —-

—

The ASUCLA Communtcalions board (ully supports the University ol Calilomia's policy on nondiscrimination. No medium shall accept advertisements ¥vhich present persons ol arry ortgm, rBCe. Sex. or sexual orienlation in a
demeaning way or imply thai Ihey are limited to positions, capatxhties. roles, or status in society Neither the Daily Brum nor the ASUCLA Communications Board has invesligat(!d any ol the services advertised or the
advertisements represented in this issue Any person believing that an advertisement in this issue violated the Board's policy on nondiscrimination stated herein should communicate complaims in wnting to the Business Manager.
Daily Bruin, 1 18 Kerckhoft Hall. 308 Westwood Ra/a, Los Angeles. CA 90024 For assistance with housing discnminalion problems, call the UCLA Housing Otlice at (310) 825-4271 or call the Westside Fair Housing 0«tce at (310)
4 75-9671 Classified ads also appear online at http 7/www dailybruin ucIa edu Placement on-line is offered as a complimentary service lor customers and is not guaranteed TTie Daily Brum is responsitite for the firsi mcorr
insertion only Minor typographical errors are not eligible for refunds For any refund, the Daily Bruin Classified Department must be notified of an error on the first day ct publication by noon

For Classified Display ads.

please see our rate card

for variable rate information

gS^

payment
Please make checks payable to

"The UCLA Daily Brum" We
accept Visa. MasterCard, and
Discover credit cards Allow 5
working days for mail payments.

r^T^T^ThFr^

sSt^?*^''

w =0

HAIRCUT, COLORING,
HIGHLIGHTS, BLOWDRY

at Carlton Hair Int.

Westside Pavilion

Call: Aniqa at

(323) 533-7209
offer limited to next 4 weeks.

iL =0

Alcoholics Anonymous
Mon. Discussion, Fri. Slap Study, 3508 Ackannon

Ttturs. Book Study, 3508 Adurmon
M/T/W Rm. Dwld A3^29

Wad. Rm. A3 029
Discussion, AN limts 12:10- 1.-00 pm

For mIeohoUct or Indlvkiuatt wito ftjx a drkiUng probitn

1600
Legal Notices

HOMICIDAL ABORTION
Known in the medical diction as corKepti-

cide. homicidal atxjrtion is the rriosl preva-

lent form ol homicide in the United States

Jundic Embassy ambOjundic org

1800
Miscellaneous

DOESN'T SUCK!
ORIGINAL ART and prints from $50 Major

credit cards, FedEx, Framing. Gift Wrapped.
Go to www.LSimages.com or 1-888-755-

9068

2000
Personals

Best Selling Author seeks inspiration . Very

successful/very attractive SWM. 40 looking

for muse. Beautiful, good-shape, playful,

open, passionate, adventurous. 310-777-

0204

^.OVE? European wriier/1<r)gui8t, cosmopoli-
tan, accomplished. good-kx)king. middle-

aged, healthy lifestyle, loves literature/travel-

ing/outdoors, seeks attractive/smart/affec-

Itonate young female, any race/origin, for

frierxJship. possibly romance/marriage. 310-

573-4020/maniO munich .com

1900
Personal Messages

1900
Personal Messages

announcements
1100-2600

1100
Campus Happenings

TEACH ENGLISH IN CENTRAL EUROPE!
Free seminar. UCLA Career Center. Monday
April 16th, 4pm. RSVP recommended. Eva
Walthers. 310-825-0831

UIDrWIIII HE BEAUIIFULDiUtK BROWN HAIIi

We met on 3/07/01 at Denny's Westwood
and after a pleasant conversation, I fell in

love with you but we parted without you

giving me your name.

DnRKHRiRDENNVS@R0L.COM

21OO
Recreational Activities

GET IN SHAPE!
FREE 10 DAY TRIAL MEMBERSHIP ©LA
FITNESS! Wilshire and Gayley. Come with

ad or contact Darin at 310-209-5002

2300
Sperm / Egg Donors

n

2200
Research Subjects

CHRONIC BAD BREATH Earn $50 and
learn to control bad breath. Clinical study in

Culver City 310-815-1829, 310-210-7805.

EARN $$$$$
CLINICAL RESEARCH STUDY for the com-
mon cold at the onset ol symptoms Male/fe-

male l8-55yrs. old. non-smoker, no asthma
history. Limited availability. Call today:3l0-
785-9121

Email:clinicalsubjects@yahoo.com

HEALTHY MALE smokers wanted for UCLA
smoking cessation study of sperm quality

Procedures conducted via mail. Compensa-
tion up to $175 310-825-9559.

%

Egg Donors Needed
Healthy females ages 19-28

wishing to help infertile couples.

$5,000

Call MiRNA (818) 832-1494 m

2600
Wanted

UCLA LAW SCHOOL GRADUATES who
failed the bar exam. 310-797-0985.

2300
Sperm/Egg Donors

If you are male, in college or have a college

degree, you can earn up to $600/rTX), call for

details on our anonymous sperm donor pro-

gram Receive free comprehensive health

screenir>g & help infertile couples So if

you're k>oking for a great job and a little extra

cash, call us first. 310-824-9941.

OOOCYTE "EGG" DONORS: Currently be-
ing recruited if you are between 18 and 32
years of age. healthy, proven fertility, good
family medical history, must not be over-

weight Applicants with medical insurance

preferred. Women of all ethnicities and rac-

es! Generous compensation. Please call Na-
nette Bahl with the Center for Reproductive
Health & Gyrtecotogy ©661-254-0545

SPECIAL EGG DONOR
NEEDED

Loving, infertile couple is hopir>g to find a

compassionate woman to help us have a

baby We are searching for an intelligent,

healthy woman 21-29 years-old. half Ja-

panese, and half Northern European. Com-
pensation $5000 If you are interested in

helping our dieam of parenthood come true,

please call OPTIONS 800-866-9373 x722

SPECIAL EGG DONOR NEEDED Seeking
healthy and intelligent worrun, 21-29 years,

btorxJe hair, blue or green eyes, 5'-5'l0" tall

with high SAT or ACT scores Bk>od type A.

B. or AB Compensation $6000 Please call

OPTIONS 800 886-9373 ext 741.

2800
Art/Paintings

WANTED
Collecter seeking paintings by Early
California artists 1900-1940 Artists include:
Guy Rose. Edgar Payne, Granville
Redmond. John Frost. William Wendl.
Selden Gile. Anna Hills, Benjamin Brown,
Franz Bischoff, Elmer Wachtel. Arthur
Mathews and many, many more. Please
contact Steve at ilook4art©aol.com 310-
863-8013.

3000
Books

DISCOUNT PRICE: Many CBEST Manuals
lor sale Call Lisa for prices 310-829-4363

3500
Furniture

MATTRESS SPECIALS
NEW INNERSPRING twin sets $99.95, Fulls

$12995, Queens $169.95 and Kings
$199 95. Also. Sealy, Stearns and Foster at

lowest prices. 310-477-1466.

3800
Miscellaneous

BRAND NEW SIZE 10 LACE WEDDING
DRESS for sale. Also fine china. Call Bea-
trice lor details. 310-264-1906

irS T-SHIRT WEATHER
T-shirts from $5. lowest prices on the Inter-

net. Discount event merchandise, lett-over

from recent events www allevenfstore.com

^200
Rentals

WESTWOOD-2BED/1 5 bath, newly remo-
deled, w/garage, bright, spacious, quiet,

pool, Dishwasher&Stove, prime location,

close to buslines&UCLA, $1350 and up 310-
475-2594.

Wftft^^p^^^El

transportation
4600-5500

U900
Autos (or Sale

1987 NISSAN STANZA GXE. 4-door, auto,

A/C, 118k. all power, original owner, proof

perfect maintenance, moving, must sell.

$2300 818-752-2506.

1991 ACURA GS INTEGRA, fully loaded,

ftnaculate, low mileage. Must see. Asking

price $6700 Black and black leather. 4 door
310-283-3643

1991 GRAND AM: Red, 2-door, automatic,

extra clean, 109.00 miles, CD. $3400 OBO.
Kelly 310-801-6569

1995 WHITE FORD ESCORT, 2 door LX
hatchback 5-speed, 77k miles, a/c, AM/FM
casette. tinted windows, looks and runs

great $5.000obo Fergus 310-968-1989,

fbyme© amgen .com

1996 HONDA CIVIC EX, Black 5spd.

w/spoiler. 52K, excellent condition, fully

maintained Custom high-erKi audio (Al-

pine/Boston/JL) $10500obo 310-497-2432.

1996 JEEP CHEROKEE SE: Excellent con-

dition, Red. V-6, 4.0Liters, Sony AM/FM/CD,
Keyless Entry, Alarm. 54k miles $7495. 310-

345-0075. mtw5497©yahoo com

1996 JEEP GRAND CHEROKEE 4WD. lim-

ited, sunroof, loaded Lee 310-479-6616.

1999 CAMRY LE. 26K miles. Power every-

thing. ABS. Original-Owner. Runs Great.

Automatic Transmission Navy Blue, CD
player $17,000 obo 310-820-9417

2000 VW PASSAT GLS. Aulonrwiic. 7.5 mi,

5CD changer, anthracite blue, power wind-

ows/locks $19900obo 818-481-8181

Black Beauty- Must sell
1999 FORD ESCORT Fully k>aded. auto, 6
CD-changer, A/C, AM/FM, airbags, 55k
miles Must see $5000 firm. 310-839 0890.

Exceptional Mustang
1987 MUSTANG 5 OLX- hatchback. 5-

speed, while, 76k original miles. 2 owner, like

new, $4700 310-578-9120.
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^900
Autos for Sale

LOW MILEAGE
'93 INTEGRA GSR. 26.700mi, 5-speed.
cmise control, A/C. tape, spoiler, moonroof,
LoJack, white. $10,000 310-559-3511.

POLICE IMPOUNDS. Hondas as low as
$500 lor listings 1-800-319-3323 ext.A214

Scooters for Sale

1996 HONDA ELITE 80. Black, Great Condi-
tion. Low Miles. Economical Mode of Trans-
portation. $900/ot)O. 310-914-9748.

o o o o o o

5680
TrjiV(;l Dostinntions

WHY BE JUST A TOURIST? Come live and
wort< In Central Europe, as an English Teach-
er, through the Central European Teaching
Program. Free housing, health insurance,

support networit, social activities, orientation

Placement (ee: $2,000 Deadline: May 15.

Sumner. Career Sinatra, April16. 4pm, 310-
825-0831. celpObeloit.edu, www.be-
loit.edu/-cetp/

travel
5600-5720

5680
Travel Destinations

ot StuFF?

Wednesdays and Fridays

^harmi
ii>-4utn(ikiKC9

to Kerckhoff 118 to 4

920 Westwood Blud. (next to Burger King)

310.UCLA.FLY or m60795 from campus

www. statravel.com

Trip-On;
Amsterdam Barcelona

• Berlin Brussels

• Dublin London Moscow
Paris Rome

PACKAGES INCLUDE:

• Roundtrip airfare • 2 nights

accommodation • Airport transfers • Travel Card
• Camera, document organizer, discounts, guidebooks,

maps and more.

STARTING AT

Paris A/ladrid

$ 644 $ 634 $ 783
Ljondon

(^)iincil \Tra\'el

Counciltravel.com

310-209-UGLA
Fares per person based on double occupancy and on departure from LAX and

minimum 2 night stay. Taxes and fees not included. Departures from other major
cities are available. Prices are subject to change and based on availability GST

#10080800-50. Restrictions apply. Please depart by June 14 2001

Classifieds

825-2221

services
5800-7300

5900
Financial Aid

LOANS AVAILABLE
No application fee. High approval. Low
Interest rate. Bankruptcys welcome. Toll

Free 1-877-494-4843.

6000
Insurance

/lllstale.
YouVb in good handa

Mike Azer Insurance Agency. Inc

(310)312-0202
1281 Wost\A/oocJ Blvd.
C2 iDlks So of Wllsrilro)

24 Hours o Doy Service

6100
Computer/Internet

A GREAT DEAL!
Mac PowerPC 7100-8100 $199-$299 in-

cludes monitor Pentium 1 complete system,
includes monitor $249. 310-476-5076

idEa247.COM
INTERNET RESOURCES. Web design, de-
velopment, tutorials, hosting affiliates, do-

main names/dreamweaver, global news,
Java script, CGI Cold Fusion,

http //www idea247 com

6200
Health Services

SKIN & BODY CARE
Facials, waxing, lash tinting, and makeovers.
Discounts to BRUIN ID holders. Call for ap-
pointment: Michelle 310-915-0802.

6300
Legal Advice/Attorneys

CONSUMER PROTECTION Lemon law.

automobile dealer fraud, repossessions,
abusive debt collection. UCLA law graduate.
Contingent fees/costs available Alec True-
blood: 310-443-4139.

PERSONAL INJURY/
D.U.I. DEFENSE

Auto Accidents

Motorcycle Accidents

Slip & Fall • Pedestrian

No Recovery • No Fee

(310) 552-0007
Free Consultation

Law Offices of Donald R Hartunian

6400
Movers/Storage

BEST MOVERS
No job too small 5-piece special $102. Two
24-foot trucks fully equipped for large moves.
Call 24/7 Available on shorl notice. License
T163844. 800-2GO-BEST (800-246-2378

)

HONEST MAN w/14ft truck and dollies,

small jobs, short notice ok. SF. LV. SD
Student discount Go Bruins! 10yr$. 310-
285-8688

6200
Health Sen/ices
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6^00
Movers / Storage

JERRY S MOVING4DELIVERY. The careful
movers. Experienced, reliable, same-day de-
livery. Packing, boxes available Also, pick-
up donations for American Cancer Society
Jerry©3 10-391 -5657.

7000
Tutoring Offered

AAA TUTOR'S CLUB
A HOME TUTORING service for all subjects,

grades K-12. Lowest prices guaranteed! For
more information call 310-444-0449

6500
Music Lessons

DRUM LESSONS
ALL LEVELS/STYLES with dedicated pro-
fessional. At your home or WLA studio. 1st-
lesson free No drum set necessary
Neil:323-654-8226.

6600
Personal Services

AMERICAN HUSBAND (currently college in-

structor. MBA Wharton. UPenn) and Korean
wile (UCLA Grad, middle school teacher) will

patiently tutor English speaking and writing

310-559-0123

CHINESE LANGUAGE
(MANDARIN) TUTOR

Intro/Intermediate levels. Will provide teach-
ing materials. Also tutor English to Chinese
immigrants. $12/hr Call 310-824-2750. Jim-
my

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING

Comprehensive DissertalKxi Assistance
Theses. Papers, and Personal Statements

Proposals and Books
International Students Welcort>e. Since 1985

Sharon Bear, Ph.D. (310) 470-6662
www Bear-Wriie com

LOOKING FOR FEMALE in WLA to help
handicapped female into bed/stay the night
except Saturday until-7am. Needed Sun-
day/10-11am $15/night in-cash. 310-479-
0180. 310-996-1911.

6700
Professional Services

FRENCH/FARSI PRIVATE TEACHER, for

beginners and foreigners Also, enthusias-
tic/energetic babysitter Bilingual.

French/English Loves children Flexible
availability. Mrs Soraya 310-979-7040

MATH TUTOR
Available for all hours, all levels $30-i^/hour.

Trig/Pre-Calculus, Calculus. Algebra. Geo-
metry UCLA Math BS Graduated honors
Jonathan:310-850-8849 323-734-8321

MY-TUTORCOM Math/Physics/Statis-

tics/English/Hebrew. chemistry/biology
Law/Business Law, computer programming.
Computerized statistical analysis available

Tutoring sen/ice. Call anytime 800-90-TU-
TOR

A FREE SESSION PHYSICS AND MATH
PSYCHOTWERAPY/COUNSELfNQ tor de
pression, anxiety, obsessions, post-traumat-
ic stress, etc. Couples/Individuals. Crime vic-

tims may be eligible for free treatment. Call
Liz Gouid(MFC#32388)@310-578-5957 to

schedule free consultation

APPLYING TO
MEDICAL SCHOOL?

We specialize in helping pre-medical stud-
ents write their personal statement or sec-
ondary Visit us at:

medstudent-online.com

ATTENTION MBA. LAW, MEDICAL
SCHOOL APPLICANTS! Frustrated devel-
oping your crucial personal statements? Get
professional help from well-known au-
thor/consultant.310-826-4445. www.winning-
personstatement

.com

Math/Physics major/student offers lutoring in

physics and math at alt levels Contact Sina
(310)989-1491 or sina4@ucla,edu

WRITING TUTOR
Kind and patient Stanford graduate. Help
with the English language—for students of

all ages/levels 3l0-440-3ll6.

7100
Tutoring Wanted

TUTORS WANTED
AFTER-SCHOOL FOR grades K-12. in BH.
WLA, SM areas Education majors and/or
graduate-level (m any field) a plus $11 25-
15/hour Call The Tutors Club 310-444-
0449

CREATIVE EXPERTISE
MBA & OTHER
PERSONAL

STATEMENTS,
RESUMES

Personalized, professional assitance. Writ-

ing, editing, dissertation formatting, tran-

scnbing Ace Words, Etc 310-820-8830

EXCEPTIONAL TUTOR-
$25/HOUR

PHYSICS AND CALCULUS TUTOR for high
school senior 6-8 hours/week Need trans-

portation, close to UCLA Hours flexible.

$25/hour 310-207-7339. 310-794-7525

FRENCH TUTOR
NEEDED 2days/wk. West LA 213-623-
5025 ext20 Allison

FIND ROOMS &
ROOMMATES ONLINE

The Napster for roommates Free to view
and place ads. Immediate Online Results
www easyroommate com

TUTOR WANTED
For UCLA level computer C++ programming.
Leave message 310-550-7869 or 310-775-
2032

FORMER ENGLISH TEACHER w/ Masters
from U-Chicago, edits/word processes dis-

sertations, proposals, screenplays, personal
statements, resumes. International students
welcome. Winslow's 310-829-6171

HEAD SHOTS $99
SITTING PLUS digital file for unlimited
pnnts!! Westwood location. Call Jennif-
er:31 0-575-6638

TUTORING POSITIONS
$10/hr. available immediately lor Spring
quarter with GEAR UP!". (Gaining Early
Awareness and Readiness for Undergradu-
ate Programs) Do you love working with 1 1 -

12yr/olds? Are you bilingual? Can you tutor
alter school on Mon/Thurs or Wed/Fn'' If in-

terested pick up an application in the Student
Commons of Moore Hall. For more info call

3 1 0-206-8 1 84/3 1 0-206-6964

NOTARY PUBLIC Bilingual services avail-

able Spanish and English. Commission
#1277297 Commission expires Sept 17
2004.310-820-7113.

7000
Tutoring Offered

"ENGLISH EXPERT
DOES WRITING IN ENGLISH make you
crazy? Assistance in basic skills to maior re-

search paper completion ESL expenenced
310-839-9933/Adam

6200
Health Services

6200
Health Services

COMPLIMENTARY CONSULTATION (^^<IS^
ORTHODONTIST

SINCIv 1980
UCLA FACULTY MEMBER

Dr. Nader Dayani
Member American Association of Orfhodonf i^t ^

Specializing in braces for adults & children

Braces
/K'/iivr lirillimu Resultilts/

DISC'OINTTO.S
CnO) H26 - 7494
ll645Wilshir»Blvd #S02
\m\ .Angeiev CA 'IMC'.S

(949) 552 - 5890
l«124 Culver [>r#A
Irvin*. CA H27I5

S.A.NDI

t-3 "^^^^"MjJetening SSS^'-f''^

• Cosmetic Porcelain
• Surgical Orthodontics

• Rennovable
• Traditional
• Invisible

• European

uotT. (T.ooTf. ctf ii« jtii.*oi t«rv3»f*(3 lot m*iai t)*ac«i

lai f«mjvjt*> tK.jtui 3r«l 5 1 ^OO 00 p.oi S IK 00 p«i month
loi catqmii: ri«x:«i SJOD Ui lot n >jr.,ii<ic iiuoy modal «yi

' < t ?;. 00 13» loffTva ^fjrisi>nni-jn

(HI* .7*..'. (*!'(* 4 ViO'

Displa,

206-3060
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Nutrition Classes
For more information about the

many free nutrition classes offered
this Spring turn to the ad on page 11

Visit the Ashe web site for more information, request

an appointment or ask a health related question-

www^studenthealth ucla.edu

or call 825-4073

ucia Ashe Center

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

1 Stack
5 Movie canine
9 Army eatery
13 Like — of bricks
14 Titleholder

16 Banff's prov.

17 Peddle
18 Two-door car
19 Hop, — , and a

jump
20 Ttieretore

21 Fido's morsel
22 Indy 500

competitors
24 Prudent
26 Norwegian port

27 Mountain-
climber's coup

30 Making
bedcovers

34 Praises highly

35 Sets down
36 Comic Laurel
37 "- Towm"
38 Police bulletin

39 Clark's

"Mogambo"
co~stdr

40 Probability of

winning
42 Audition goal
43 — mignon
45 Guppy's home
47 Plastics

48 Flightless birds
49 Intellect

50 Restaurant
freebies

53 Ghostly greeting
54 Toward the

dawn
58 Geezer
59 Register
61 Cato's unlucky

number?
62 Rani's nurse
63 Gleam
64 Rim

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

H A L O

1

O P E R
1

A
L1

1 B 1 8
A V 1 V F R A N O G O
M E R E F O 8 8 1 L F U E L
8 C A R F

A
I V E E 1 L O T T OI^^C F E£ C A R l^^^l

S O J O U R N 1 G u M M 1 E R
Al L U M N 1 I R 1 T Aj1 B R O
V 1 L E G R U N T I E 8 A U
E V E I F A N G I E L D E 8 T
R E P R T 8 T R A 1 N E E
PHU N E E h A 8 N T^^H
A C T E D I D A Nk 1 C K 8
D R A W S T R 1 N G

1

O L E O
D A T A

1
A E R 1 E N 1 G H

8 W A Y DJ 1 8 C O 8 O 8 O
4-10-01 '& 2001. Unted Feature Syndicate

65 Decade units

66 Perchance
67 Castle material?

1

2

DOWN

3
4

5
6
7

Improve roads
Anatomical
passage
Drawn-out
Provided
funding for

Confront
Riverbank
Tense

8 Rock-concerl
need

9 Sports-team
symbols

10 Ms. Sommer
11 Mix
12 Tree juices

15 Keep trying

23 100%
25 — and outs
26 Bizarre

27 Distant

28 Jordanian's
neighbor

29 — and whey
30 Subdue
31 Venice's locale

32 Type of orange
33 Pesky insects

35 Snow-removal
equipment

38 Wakes up
41 Slinky dresses
43 Fish feature

44 Reference aids
46 Mercedes rival

47 Rainbow color

49 Satellites

50 "Get outta here!"
51 Heavy book
52 Type of horse
53 Soft cheese
55 Verdi work
56 Gesture
57 Evened the

score
60 Calgary

Rames' grp

Classifieds

825-2221

7400
Business Opporiiiiiities

7800
Hfflf) Wjjiiled

$500-1 000/MONTH P/T A MANAGEMENT
Seeking motivated students (or marketing in

temel, pellular and long distance accounts.

Serious rnquiries only. Call for rec. into:888-

432-4890.

EARN IMMED. INCOME
100% Home-Based Business w/NYSE
Telecom. Unlimited earning potential. No
experience necessary. $199 refundable
deposit required

www.zib9ib.com/lunger

MAUI $25
WANT TO SPEND 3 months in Maui or Can-
cun (or only $25? zagala.com

TRAINEE

7500
Career Opportunities

ACCOUNTING DEPT assistant. Pn entry

level position. M-F 2-6pm w/ some (lexibility

Basic computer knowledge, car with in-

surance, good oral and written communica-
tion skills required. $10/hr-fmileage. 310-
276-9166

• Earn $l00-$200aday .
• 2 week training & Job

Placement included
• It's not a job -it's a PARTY!!!

National Bartenders School
1 (800) 6-46 - MIXX (6-499)

•

I
ifT'i cor-n

7600
Child Care Offered

$$$ LOW PRICES $$$
WONDER YEARS PRESCHOOL run by
UCLA grads. Ages2.5/6years Two large

play-yards. Open 7:30-5.30.Close to UCLA
310-473-0772

7700
Child Care Wanted

AFTER-SCHOOL CHILD CARE/DRIVER tor

2 kids (10&13). M-F. 3-7pm Bel Air Must
have car/reterences. Elizabeth: 310-472-
9920 evenings/(ax 310-472-9178. Start

Immediately.

ASSIST UCLA MOM with 3-year-old and 1-

year-old. 6-8 hours/week Schedule (lexible.

One minute walk from campus. $10/hour
310 206-6001.

NANNY/AFTER-SHOOL-DRIVER to fake 3
chikjren to activities/help at home. Monday-
Friday approx. 3:00pm-7:30pm Occasional
evenings. Car w/insurance required; refer-

ences needed $10-$ 12/hr. Debbie@323-
956-4066.

P/T BABYSITTER
For wonderful eight-year-old 2-4after-

noons/week, 2:30-6:30. year-round. Insured

driver w/car. Live-in: Pvt.room(sep.bath)in

secluded garden l -block to UCLA. Ap-
prox.20hrs/wk. 310-259-8545.

P/T BABYSITTING
FEMALE NEEDED. UCLA student preferred

P/T 2 young kids, weekends, (ax resume
to:310-451-1130.

7800
Help Wanted

$$Get Paid For Your
Oplnlons!$$

15-$1Z5 and more pi

New ottices opening. Independent Capital

Management, Inc (ICM) one of the nations

Premier and Fastest Growing financial serv-

ices CO. (INC500) o((ering securities through

SunAmerica Securities Inc. (NASD.SIPC)
announces immed. openings in our So. Cal
Offices We're looking (or career oriented in-

dividuals in search o( rapid advancement
and complete training in the investment (ield

with an industry leader Top payouts, medi-
cal benetits. 401k match, con(erer)ces. stock

options. 1-800-600-2620. www.icmtinan-
cialcom

A PERFECT STUDENT
JOB!!!

AFTERNOONS DURING SCHOOL. Fulltime

during Quarter Breaks and Summer Vaca-
tions! Work at ttw rrxjst famous tennis shop
in L^. Work experience not necessary Mini-

mum pay $7.50/hr "String for the

prosl'T/Vestwood Sporting Goods. 1065 Gay-
ley Ave. 310-208-6215.

ACCESS TO A COMPUTER? PUT IT TO
WORK! Up to $25-75/hr. PT/FT
www EarnEZbucks com. 888-715-4646

ACCOUNTING ASSIST
Small Internet Co. needs P/T Account Assis-

tant to manage books Accounting experi-

ence required $10/hr 310-859-1903

ACCT/BKPR
Need help seeing up Mtcroso*t Mor^. burfd-

ing history and developing workable record

keeping process. Should entail 5-7

hours/week. $10/hour, your computer or

mine. 310-566-4815.

ACT AS AN
EXTRA

Make good money $$. No experience neces-
sary. Call today, wort< tomorrow. 800-540-

1600 x131.

Admin Assistant for

prominent Westside
art gallery

Train now-F/T by August. Must be fluent in

Spanish, detail-oriented. $l0-l2/hr+commis-
sion Fax resume:310-586-1712

ADMIN ASSISTANT F/T position in Beverty
Hills Microsoft Of(ice a must. Email resume
employment©saybrex.com or (ax 310-278-
0038. More in(o 310-278-2750.

ADMIN. ASSISTANT
Brentwood real estate office. $12/hour PT or
FT. Fax resume to: 310-476-7284

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT NEEDED
F/T. Fast-paced entertainment company Ex-
cellent written and verbal communication
skills. Must be familiar w/computer. Call

Brooke 8 18-3 13-9590

ADMINISTRATIVE/ARCHITECTURAL
ASSISTANT P/T individual for WLA architec-

tural firm. PC/MS savvy Help w/general
office and archiving $lO-$11/hr. Fax resume
310-286-2301/Nakaoka Assoc

AMBITIOUS

Earn $15-$

www.money4opinions.com
per survey!

$11.30/Hour
Data collection and data entry at Injury Re-
search Center, Westwood Car required. Ju-
nior standing and atx}ve Send resume to

tr@ucla edu

WRITERS
WANTED!

Online magazine seeks writers/photogra-

phers/editors to cover movies/TV, music,
nightlife, intemet. you get experience, ex-

penses, partnership. info©p-d-n.com, 310-

989-3114, www p-d-n.com/writers

$15-$23/HR BRIGHT ENTHUSIASTIC peo-
ple to teach SAT prep and ALL Academic
Subjects. Transportation required We will

train Flexible hours Send or fax cover let-

ter/resume, including test scores (SAT. GRE,
etc.) to ACE Educational Services, AttnBar-
ry, 9911 W Pico Blvd. Ste PH-K. LA, CA
90035: Fax:310-282-6424 Positions avail-

able throughout LA and the Valley

$1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL Mailing our cir-

culars. No experience required. Free infor-

mation packet Call 202-466-1639

*ENERGETIC PEOPLE
NEEDED!!!*

Busy Valley. Hollywood, or Santa Monica
office needs energetic people Bonuses!
310-395-7368

•MOVIE EXTRA WORK* Beats all jobs Start

immediately. Great pay. Fun/Easy. No crazy
fees Program (or (ree medk^f CaH-24/hrs
323-850-4417.

APARTMENT MANAGER to manage 20
units in Westwood Experience required. 1-

bedroom-^salary. 310-859-4619

ARE YOU A
BALANCED BRUIN?

Do you excel at school yet still have time to

give back? Do you play sports yet still go out
and have (un! Are you trainable? We might
want you (or PT/FT worK. 310-652-9572.

ASSISTANT 1/PAGE
OPERATOR

Receive, relay, and route calls for assistance
and information via the telephone, pagers,
public address system, computer system
and 2-way radio equipment. Operate, main-
tain, and update computer terminal. Other
duties as assigned Qualifrcations: demon-
strated ability to understand and evaluate
emergency and technical information and re-

lay in an accurate manner Excellent commu-
nication and customer service skills Ability to

work weekends and holidays $12.51-
$15.36/hour. Varied hours including wee-
kends at least 20 hours/week Westwood.
Fax resume 310-794-0620 or e-mail to;rclay-

tonOm6dr>et ucla.edu

10MINS FROM UCLA Electronk: retail

store PT/FT technical savvy person front

page! For cuslonf>er. sales, and sen/ice 310-
475-0859 Mr Schuize

ASSISTANT NEEDED! Busy Westskle Cos-
metk: medk:al clink: seeks positive, outgoing
assistant P/TAF/T position avaNabie now.
Telephone inten/iew nffany:31 796-4946

7800
HtHp Wanted

BE PART OF
THE SOLUTION

Office Assistant: Lookir>g (or a job with mean-
ing in a protessional o((ice environment? Call

the Rape treatment Center in Santa Monica.

Data entry, packaging &shipping materials

for national campaigns, errands, helping

w/celebnty event. Oftk:e experierx:e strongly

preterred. Need car wAinsurance. P/T 12-20

hours/week. Must be available to work
through October, 2001 Flexible weekday
hours. $9-10/hour-t-mileage (or errands.

Call:310-319-4503

BEACH CAMP SUMMER JOBS! Coun-
selors, Lifeguards, Craft Director; work
wAoddler-ieens at Private Beach Club in SM.
Call Andrea:31 0-395-3254,
TBC210©aol.com

BEVERLY HILLS AUTO DETAIL shop needs
hard-wort(ing, fast-paced, agressive people
to handle top-notch cars No experience re-

quired. Flexible hours. Ozzie:31 0-859-2870.

BIOLOGY MAJORS
f RfJWANTED

TEACH CHILDREN BIOLOGY using live an-
imals. SriMlniastic personality, teaching
skills and.QWU transportation are a must An-
imal handlhg experience preferred. $9/hr.

Call 3JDfB82-5909 www.theanimal-
guys.corW^*'''

CAFE/BRENTWOOD
GOOD $$

Flexible hours. Great atmosphere. Bright,

energetic, triendty people waniaccn
PT/FT/Weekend positions available for

mgmt, counter, arid barista positions. Call

Paul 310-576-6641

CAMP COUNSELORS needed for local

summer day camp. Beach/aquatic experi-

ence in swimming, surfing, sailing, or jet ski-

ing a plus Competitive salaries 818-996-

4780.

CAMP TAKAJO (or Boys., Naples, Maine,
TRIPP LAKE CAMP (or Girts, Poland, Maine.
Picturesque laketront locations, exceptional

(acilities. Mid-June thru mid-August. Over
100 counselor positions in tennis, swimming,
land sports, water sports, tripping, outdoor
skills, theatre 'arts, (ine arts, music, nature
study, secretarial Call Takajo at 800-250-
8252 or Tnpp Lake at 800-997-4347. Submit
application on-line at www.takajo.com or trip-

plakecampcom

CAMP WAYNE FOR
GIRLS

Children's camp in Northeast Pennsylvania

(3 hrs NYC) 6/19-8/17/01 Directors for:

Fine Arts&Crafts,
, Camping/Nature, Ropes,

Golf, Swimming, Drama Counselors
(or:Tennis, Gymnastics, Aerobk:s, Cheer-
leading, Swimming (W.S.I preterred), Sail-

ing, Waterskiing, Sculpture, Batik, Silk-

Screen, Jewelry, Piano, Guitar, Video. Self-

De(ense On campus interviews April 11th.

Call 1 -800-279-301 9, website wviw.camp-
waynegirts.com ^_

CERTIFIED PERSONAL
TRAINERS/

FRONT DESK HELP (or LAs rrrost popular

health club. For more intormation call Giu-

, seppe:323-658-6999

CLERK. P/T, Pleasant Century City Engi-
neering Firm seeks perfectionist with typing

skills (or general o(fice duties. Must absolute-
ly be detail-oriented. $11/hour to start Call

Rhonda 310-286-2437.

CLERK/SECRETARY P/T, 10-20hrs/wk.
Westwood law firm. Filing, typing, learn a
loteiaw, flexible schedule, fax resume 310-
446-9962.

COMEDIC WRITER
Looking for comedic writer needed for a fe-

male comedian Should have stand-up
comedic material Female preferred. P/T.

$lO/hr 310-236-1184 leave mes-sage

COMPUTER ASSISTANT Needed for Geog-
raphy Instmctional Lab Know Mwrosoft NT
and related hardware. Troubleshoot and
monitor lab 10-12 hrs/wk. $10/hr Resume to

William Zhang: wzhangOucla.edu.

COMPUTER SUPPORT-Technkal support
for IBM compatible computer, on-call help
and house calls, negot./hr 310-476-5079

COUNSELORS AND
INSTRUCTORS

In art, swimming, nature, video and ropes
needed by Tumbleweed Day Camp. Must be
responsible, energetk: and enjoy wort<lng

with chikjren 310-472-7474

CRUISE LINE ENTRY LEVEL on board po-
sltk>r>s available, great benefits Seasonal or
year-round Call for info 323-644-2102
www.cmlsecareers.com.
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BEARWEAR®
MODELS WANTED!

. We're looking for enthusiastic BRUINS to model

UCLA clothing in the Fall 2001 BearWear catalog.

To apply please bring a recant plioto of yourself

to the Campus Photo Studio on A-Level Ackerman

Union. You must fill out an application and attach your

photo to it. (Students who wish to have their photo

returned must attach a self-addressed stamped

envelope large enough for the photo)

Applications will be accepted on Mondayp April 16th

and Tuesday, Apnl 17th ONLY-sony no exceptions.

All applicants must be full-time UCLA students.

Previous BearWear catalog models are not eligible.

FOR THE FALL 2001
hBEARWEAR®CATALOG

DAY CAMP
Summer. Swimming, beaches, fwrses &
more, www.daycampjobs.com.

7800
Help Wanted

FREE AUDITIONS
IWIODEL/TALENT AUDITIONS for men/wom-
en/kids for upcoming tv stiows, commercials,

magazines, and movies. No experience.

310-360-1240.

DAY CAMP-SUMMER
Seek staff w/summer home in or near the

San Fernando or Conejo Valleys, Oxnard,
Simi. Malibu. misc. Instmctors & General
couns $2750-3500+ for summer. 888-

784-CAMP www.workatcamp.com

FUN SUMMER
Swimming, horses, beaches and more.

www.daycampjobs.com.

DAY-CAMP COUNSELOR & ArtsiCrafts
specialists Summer/PT $9.80/hr. June-
August. Experience working w/children a
must. 310-479-7200, or fax resume 310-445-
1764.

DRIVER WANTED. Must have clean DMV
Call Nationwide Wholsale We are a shipper
of fresh cut flowers. 310-230-0811

EARN $$$$$
CLINICAL RESEARCH STUDY male/female
l8-55yrs. old, non-smoker, no asthma his-

tory. Limited availability. Call today 310-785-
9121

e-mailclinicalsubjectsOyahoo.com.

ENTREPRENEURS
WANTED

Marketing group seeks motivated enthusias-
tic individuals. Work 4 hours/week and make
$5000/month. Ideal for students 310-281-
1138.

GENERAL
OFFICE/SALES
ASSISTANT

PDC WHOLESALE FURNITURE SHOW-
ROOM. Full-time. Multi-faceted person
Gerieral office computer quickbook. Custom-
er service sales assistant Fax resume 310-

451-1130

GIRLS wanted at exclusive social club in

WLA. Conversation and dancing 18+ years
old. Flexible hours. Earn top $$$ 310-313-

2989

GOT A HECTIC SCHOOL SCHEDULE"?
Now Hiring! Flexible Hours! Food Servers,

Bartenders, Special Events Staff. Culinary

Staff. Dishwasher. All Levels. Rate DOE 323-

933-7521 The Party Staff, Inc.

GROUP TUTORS WANTED K-8th Grade. 3-

7 pm, Monday through FrkJay. $11 and up
per hour. 323-937-7737. F/T summer posi-

tions available in July-Aug

7800
Help Wanted

LIBRARY JOBS. Shelving and other stacks
duties. 12-19 hrs/wk. $6 83/hr to start

STUDENTS ONLY apply at Young Research
Library Rm. 11617 or call Antigone Kutay
310-825-6982

LICENSED Residential Facility needs 1 re-

creation driver. 3 direct care staff AlVl/PM
night. Fax resume to 310-450-4240.

LIFEGUARDS
Certified LG's Start afternoons 5/7 Summer
position. Get paid to get (re)certified Mature
18+ and good swimmer Beautiful canyon
setting. Tim 310-472-7474. Fax resume 310-

476-7788.

LOOKING FOR CO-PRODUCER/CREW:
Sci-fi Independent Feature. Fall 2001.
Resumes to contacl@paraxis.com.
www.hardwintercom

AV» KxfKiieiice ,\ciessan
M«i, WoiitMi, cliildiw. all aRes, si/ies.

races TV • FlInK (xiinnierci.'iJ> • Majja/an*^

for iHfrstiucil inwrfuni call uoii

310.659.7000

CSOs NOW HIRING
Do Good and get paid Pay $8.47 to

$10.65/hr. Must t>e a UCLA student w/1 +

academic years remaining with valid driver's

license. Web: www.ucpd.ucla.edu/ucfxj/cso.

Email; csoOucpducla.edu. Phone: 310-

825-2148

~ CUSTOMER
SERVICE/JOURNALIST
Small Internet Company desires articulate

person to work with existing clients. Email

reply, Customer service and Creative writir^g.

PT/FT. $9/hr. 310-859-1903.

DAY CAMP - SUMMER
Seek staff w/summer tiome in or near the

San Fernando or Conejo Valleys. Oxnard.
Simi. Malibu. misc. Instructors & General
couns. $2750-3500+ for summer 888-784-
CAMP www.workatcamp.com

DAY CAMP
COUNSELORS

Pali Camp now hiring enthusiastic coun-

selors! Summer fun includes: jet skiing,

amusement parks. t>each days, paintball and
more! 19 and up. Call Jacque: 310-477-

2700x14.

EVENTS STAFF/SECURITY tor sports, con-
certs. TV shows, conventions 18+ with clean
background. Great job for students. You pick

your assignments. 213-748-7223

Fn* ADMIN
COORDINATOR

Health care company in Westwood seeks or-

ganized person for entry-level position 7:30-

4:00 Attention to detail necessary. Fax re-

sume to Li2:31 0-443-5258.

FEMALE MODELS
NEEDED

Immediate work for 18 yrs+, all races, all

ages, adult internet, video modeling
$100/hour Get your own website. 818-694-
2687 janiero©att.net

INTERNET SURFER:

MALE MODELS
Have a great face or body? GET REC-
OGNIZED in Playgiri-slyle publications Must
be 18-24 Beginners welcome. Highest im-

mediate pay w/headshots. Paid screen test.

Jeff©213-748-4555ext. Ml. iwhite©ou-
_riique.com

Hunter-gatherer, expenerx^ed e-mail p>erson

to work offsite or at our Beverly Hills office.

Call Jim 310-657-1112.

JEWISH HEBREW
And Sunday Schools need teachers. Good
Jewish education and love of children de-

sired. Alice Fasman:323-76 1-8613.

LAW CLERKS WANTED for small Westside
Plaintiff Law Firm. Flexible hours. Email re-

sume to kgallo@biren.com

LAW STUDENT NEEDED to assist

UCLA(MFA) film school grad. to prepare le-

gal civil nghts documents for City of Beverly
Hills case. Pay Negotiable Page: 818-680-

0595. Phone: 818-563-6630. vondra-
ponOaol.com.

MARKETING ASSIST
Small Internet Co looking lor assistant to

market company's services. Good communi-
cation skills $10/hr 310-859-1903

MARKETING INTERN
Implement Marketing Program for Large
Bank Must be organized, have poise and
strong personal presentation skills Great

Pay 310-229-9417

30VGn I SG in classified display
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Review posted on 3/7/2001 at 5:41:37 PM

I think Professor Reck is wondeitil. I took his Chaucer course last quarter, and am presently enrolled in his Milton course. I originally had lit-

tle interest in either poet and was surprised at how much I enjoyed both classes. Professor Fleck's discussions are informative, stimulatii^,

and centered around student involvement I disagree with the statement that most of his Chaucer dass revolved around plot summary. The

discussions focused on analysis of the text with regard to topics such as religion, politics, social structure, and gender issues. Professor Fleck

did address students' questions about the pk)L However, this is certainly appropriate in a class where most students have minimal experience

reading Middle English. The fact that he is so wilh^ to address student concerns distinguishes him from other UCLA professors. He is accessi-

ble, encouraging, and fair, consistently treatii^ his students with tremendous respect. I learned so much in both of his classes, and more

importantly, I became excited about the material. In his Milton class especially, his passion for the literature is both obvious and contagious. I

now consider myself a Mflton fan, and I thank Professor Fleck for that

t v\no uour

THE STUDOn-mM PROFESSOR REVIEW SITE
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LOOIGNG FOR FLEXIBLE HOURS?

$8.34

/HR.
PLUS

«ONUS

"^Convenient

Scheduling

(Mon.-Fri.

evenings &
Sof.,Sun.)

*BuiM Your

Resume

"^Speok Directly

to Alumni

** We ore on

equal opportunity

employer

Call Sandin for Appointment

3 1 0-794-0277
1083GayleyAve.4th

email callcenter@support.ucla.edu

MARKETING
SALES/TRAINING for Mexico-USA impor-

ling company Pay $10-15/hr. Full time.

Spanish helpful. Business major preferred.

Good experience. Fax resume 310-854-

6287 or E-mail: salesethepaintedde-
sert.com.

MODELS. Females or males wanted for por-

traits. Beginning female photographer willing

to negotiate $, headshots, family/friendship

portraits. 310-476-6839.

MODELS/DANCERS/GIRLS Earn money
any time from your PC and camera girls-

carTKash.com DB01

NEED TO MAKE SOME PT $$$? Will train

and sponsor assistant broker. PM work.

Guarantee+bonus BH office Call Neil 800-
450-7585

NEUROLOGY LAB seeks full-time lab assis-

tant. Experience with Cell Culturing, staining,

counting, microscope required Fax re-

sunr>e:310-267-2477.

NEW RESTAURANT in Westwood yilfage

Cashiers needed. AM Part time avaifable.

Will train. Call before 11am or after 3prh
310-873-1388

OFFICE CLERK
P/T AND F/T

SM law firm seeks office clerks Phones, fil-

ing, faxing, photocopying& filing court docu-
ments. Must have auto-finsurance. Francis

Che:310-453-6711.

OFFICE HELP In electronic store in West-
wood. No experience necessary. Contact

Fred 310-470-0472

OPEN CALL FOR FEMALE MODELS. April

14. 2001 6514 Lankershim Blvd N. Holly-

wood. CA, wwwmodelsearchla.com 818-

464-3515

P/T DAY CARE ASSISTANT needed for Fn-

days 8-5:30pm Some ECE or CD units pre-

ferred and experience working w/pre-kirKler-

garten chikjren. 310-459-0920

P/T Medical Receptionist. Tues, Thurs. Fri

afternoons Must have excellent pfxjne voice

and medk:al office expenerKe. Call Mandy
310-274-8353.

' - P/T OK.
FAT PREFERRED

Property Management Company r^eads f>elp

with secretarial/leasir>g Must fiave car. Fax
resume; 310-470-6755 Call 310-470-1112

Prr WRITER. Pleasant Century City Engi-

neertrtg Firm seeks perlectbnist with strong

writing skills to produce mikjty tecfwilcal re-

ports for internal arxj external use. $13/hr to

start. Wage increases as appropriate Mini-

mum 15hrs/wk Must have car and in-

surar>c«. Fax resume 310-286-9126 or call

310-286-2437

Classifieds

820-2221

PACinc PALISADES CO seeks ftex-P/T In-

temel-saavy offk;e asst/customer servk:e rep

w/good oral/written skills lor data entry. fiekJ-

ing. tel/email inquiries, maintaining files. Up
to $9/hr. 310-459-5027.

PART TIME. FULL TIME poslttons lor last

food cafe. Cale located in Westwood For in-

terview informatton call Anis: 310-209-1007.
After-3:30pm

PART-TIME ADMIN. ASSISTANT Duties in-

clude answering phones, light typing, organ-
ization, office enarxls. light filing, & collatir>g

documents. Must be bright, enthusiastic, de-
tail-onented. & able to pertorm a variety of

tasks simultaneously. Send cover letter and
resume tp ACE Educational Services.

AttnBrian, 9911 W Pico Blvd , Suite PH-K.
LA CA 90035, or fax to 310-282-6424.

PASADENA AREA SUMMER DAY CAMP
now hiring energetic and responsible people
for counselor positkxis. Looking for group
counselor, lifeguards and wranglers Spend
your summer outside making new friends.

Call TOM SAWYER CAMP 626-794-1156 or

www.tomsawyercamps.com

PAY IS $11/HR
WANTED FOR SHERMAN OAKS (25 min-
utes from UCLA campus) pension actuarial

office for 20+hours per week+full-time sum-
mer: two (2) high achiever students in Ac-
counting, Math. Econ. Business lor Pension
& Acturial Admin; one (1) fearless student
with good mart<eling skills for telephone+ in-

person marketing pension sen/k:es to ac-
countants ..pay is $11/hr for each job. Fax
resume & DPR to 818-769-4694 Call 818-
769-4600 any Qs

PRESTIGIOUS PRIVATE COUNTRY CLUB
In Wl-A seeks ambitious tennis player for

tennis court assistant. Please contact Jason
310-276-6104 x235 or gallinaOthelacc.org.

RECEPTIONIST
Needed for private health club Permanent
hours available. Hours: 5:30am- 11 :30am
Please ask lor Allison:3 10-659-5002.

RESEARCH ASSISTANTS NEEDED Seek-
ing American, Australian. Czech and Ja-

panese research assistants to code eighth

grade science lesson vkleos Full and half-

time positk>ns available Er>glish fluency re-

quired. One position requires fluency in

Czech; another requires fluency in Ja-

panese $32,000+ per year for full-time posi-

ttons + t»enelits; $1 5.79 per hour for half-time

positk>ns Fax cover letter and resume to Da-
vid Rasmussen 310-820-6619 or mall to

12436 Santa Monica Blvd. LA, CA 90025.
For more info email davidrOlessonlab com

RESPITE COMPANION
$10-$12/hr DOE-PT/Flexible hours Provide

respite for families with chiklren with devel-

opmental disabilities Paki training provided.

Toll free info;877-924-2220 E-mail rokel-

lyOiaba.com. Fax:310-649-3109 Visit us at

wwwiaba com

RETAIL CLERK
Technical txx)kstore. BNi PubHcatkxw. Inc..

a leader in tecfuiical publications lor the con-

struction industry, has immediate part-time

positions available at its WLA location.

$7/hour starting. Flexible hours, convenient

k)cation near 405/10 fwys. Call Rk:hard:3lO-

474-7771 or fax resunr>e:31 0-474-6863.

RETAIL SALES
PT/FT. Westwood Blvd. Designer wed-
ding/evening gowns. Experience preferred,

motivated and friendly. Great opportunity.

Salary/cQmmissk)ns/bonuses. Excellent $$.

310-474-7808 Pauline.

REWARDING/FUN
Summer Swimming, beaches, horses 4
more, www.daycampjobs.com.

ROOM/BOARD IN EXCHANGE for PfT
home care for your>g professional disabled.

Earty AM/late PM, 5 days/wk. Experience
Preferred WLA 310-312-0815.

SALES PEOPLE Set own hours, spend
about 6 hours/week, nrtake from $150-$300
Own transportation Call ChristineO310-
313-1464 for more informatwn.

SALES POSITION available for internet e-

commerce company. Salary+commission
Call 310-234-0784 Fax: 310-234-0786
Enuil: JobsOelectrobuy.com

SALESPERSON AND
MANAGEMENT
OPPORTUNITIES

Available for fashion footwear store In Cen-
tury City Shopping Center Call;310-277-

5668 or fax resume to:31 0-277-5675.

SECRETARY/RECEPTIONIST Full/Part

Time, Fax Resume to 310-450-1311. or E-

mail: rgOpmsmart.com.

SERVERS &
ASST MANAGER

SERVERS AND ASSISTANT MANAGER
needed. Great pay. Flexible hours. Call:3l0-

275-7770.

SERVERS NEEDED
ALL POSITIONS AVAILABLE for upscale

Westskle restaurant. Call Mk:hel:31 0-470-

6601

SPORTS MEDICINE
MARKETING/BOOKEEPING. MEDICAL
BILLING/RECEPTION, PHYSICAL THERA-
PY Sports raedkal cflnic now Wring for the 3
above positions Will train. 310-567-0044.

STUDIO ASSISTANT Light carpentry skills a
plus, canvas stretchir^ a must Santa Moni-

ca area email tythiaOmirxtepringcom or

call 310-392-8424

7800
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SUMMER AT THE
BEACH AND MTNS

FUN WORK WITH CHILDREN IN THE OUT-
DOORS. 7-week day program, 2-weeks
Sierra Sleepaway. June 25-August 24 Ex-

perience with chikJren and water activities.

$330+bonus/week. Call 310-826-7000 or

www.SierraAdver>tureCanDps.com

SUMMER CAMP
DIRECTOR

Private Beach Club seekir)g experienced

Head Coach to supervise social and recrea-

tk>nal actlviites for cfiiklren ages 3-14 years.

Salary commensurate with experierwe. Con-
tact Dale:3 10-454-2266. or Fax resume:310-
454-2266.

SUMMER CAMP
COUNSELORS

6/25-8/17 $78-$92/day 9am-4pm.
Decathakxi Sports Club in Pak) Alto, CA.
campjobO yahoo.com

SUMMER CAMP
COUNSELORS

— Decathlon sports Club Located in Pak> Alto

6/25-8/17, $78-$92/day.9am-4pm. camp-
job Oyahoo.com

SUMMER CAMP COUNSELORS. For

Westwood Recreatk>n Complex. June 25-

Aug 31, 9:45am-4:15pm. Experience pre-

ferred. Sports, arts and crafts, etc. $9 79/hr.

Apply in person. Benlta Dixon 310-473-3610.

SUMMER DAY CAMPS
San Fernando or Conejo Valleys. Oxnard.
Simi, MaHbu. Misc. Instructors & General

couns $2750-3500+ for summer. 888 784-

CAMP www.wori(alcamp.com

SUMMER DAY CAMPS
San Ferruindo or Conejo Valleys. Oxnard.
Simi, Malibu. Misc. Instructors & Ger>eral

couns. $2750-3500+lor summer. 888-784-

CAMP, www.workatcamp com

SUMMER JOB
GRAD/UNDERGRAD Psychology.educatkMi

or speech to be a camp akle tor a special

needs child. 6/25-8/25 Valerie:818-907-

0367.

SUMMER JOBS
SUMMER CAMP IN NEW YORK-June 20th-

August 16th. Jobs include: MusKal Theatre

Director. Tech Theatre, Roller Hockey
Coach. Golf, Tennis, Rado statton. For appli-

cation and information, web: www.chipl-

naw.com or email infoOchipinaw.com
Phone 1-954-227-7700.

SUMMER JOBS!
The Marcia Israel Day Camp is now hiring

Senior and Juntor Counselors and an Art

Teacher for Summer 2001 . Spirited, energe-

tk:. patient, experienced candklates who love

working with young children should call 310-
445-1280 ext 150.

SUMMER JOBS! WEST Los Angeles day-

camp hiring energetk: counselors, lifeguards,

and specialists. Call Tiffany at 310-399-

2267.

SUMMER SPORTS
CAMP COUNSELORS

Prime Time Sports Camp is now hiring for

summer 2001. Sports background and ex-

perience worthing with children required.

9:30AM-3:30PM. M-F 6/25/01-8/31/01. WLA
and Palisades Peter:310-288-4132.

SWIM INSTRUCTORS
FAMILY LIFE AQUATICS Swim school

searching for funireliable swim instojctors

WSI&CPR required. Must have car High

pay, flexible hours 310-454-6464

SWIMMING INSTRUCTORS at client

homes $20-$24/hr Strong lesson-teaching

experierKe with small cfwWren. Summer em-
ptoyment Call John 818-781-7676 ext. 1.

TRANSLATION CO in Santa Monka needs
truely bilingual offk:e assistant/editor w/ex-

cellent English and Spanish skills&computer

expertise P/T-F/T Fax resume 310-260-

7705, call 310-260-7700 extll.

UCLA CAMPUS
TOUR GUIDES

Now hiring for 2001-2002 school year 6-10

hours/week. At $8/hour /\ppiicatk)ns avail-

able at 1147 Murphy Hall Due 4/20/01 by
5PM

UCLA INTEGRATED SUBSTANCE ABUSE
PROGRAM: F/T RA needed BA/BS re-

quired. Knowledge of research design
SPSS, neuropsychiatrtc assessments pre-

ferred Fax resume:310-268-4397.

7800
Help Wanted

UCLA RECREATION
SUMMER CAMP JOBS

GREAT MONEY! GREAT TIME! We need
energetk: people to be sunfvner camp coun-
setors Pay is $7.38-$1l.00/hr Morning, af-

ternoon, all-day shifts available. Call 310-

206-1787. AppHcatkxis available at John
Wooden Center.

UNIVERSITY APARTMENT Coordinator Po-
sition wanted Irom 6/18/01-6/30/02. One
shared rental space plus stipend. Applk:a-

tions and job descriptions available OUCLA
UNIVERSITY APTS 625 Landfair Ave #1.

Do not call. Application deadline 5pm
4/13/01. MUST BE UCLA STUDENT

VALET PARKING
ATTENDANTS

Flexible hours, great tips, Santa Moruca arid

Marina Del Rey areas 310-214-1888. Leave
nr>es8age.

VET TECHS
Needed lor busy a animal hospital in Culver

City Call Oscar at:310-559-3770 or fax your

resume at:310-559-9447.

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED! Make a dif-

ference, yyo* w/kWs The Boys&Girts Club
at Venfce Tieeds college students to assist

w/vartWyb^if1ferschool programs esp w/HW
tutoiihgjOlir brand new facility is kx:ated on
Lincoln+Vence Blvd For more info call 310-
390-4477 Virginia(x228) or Pieae(x238)

YMCA NOW HIRING After School teachers
and drivers. Must have 3-6 units in educa-
iioiVrelated lieW Fw Resume (o Laura 310--
575-0271.

7900
Hoiisesiltiiuj

WRITER/EDITOR seeks summer housesit-
ting Taking classes at UCLA Relerences
available. Call Cathy:817-413-
9555/cathyO writershouse.net

81OO
Personal AssisUtnce

MY HOUSEKEEPER OF NINE YEARS is

looking for extra day wortc. She is fastklious

and totally honest. CaH Roberta 310-450-
2440.

8300
VoliiDleer

HOTLINE VOLUNTEERS NEEDED by the
Suk:kJe Prevention Center Excellent vokin-
teer opportunity. Next training starts May 5.

Please call 310-751-5330 (Culver City).

housing
8400-9800

8AOO
A|).irtniuii(s lor Rem

•WESTWOOD VILLAGE, MIDVALE N OF
LEVERING. LARGE 2-BDRM APT GAR-
DEN VIEW, DINING ROOM. UNIQUE,
CHARM FRONT AND REAR ENTRANCE.
310-839-6294.*

1-MINUTE TO UCLA
1 bdrm w/deck, furnished, bnght, clean, se-

curity entrance, large closets, pool, lyr

lease. $1300/mo. 310-824-1830.

1BDRM LUXURY apt"
1412 1/2 Kelton Guest bthrm. office Newly
remodeled, hardwood (kx)rs, central MC,
crown rTX)kJir)g. ConskJer pet. Open daily 10-

6. $1950.

2 BEDROOM
WESTWOOD CLOSE

TO
EVERYTHING

Brigfit. cheerful, spactous, remodeled, ck>se

to shopping, UCLA, transportatton. Pool, pa-

tk), quiet. 310-475-2594.

2A3BDRM LARGE, bright, view. Mk^rowave,
oven, refngerator, dishwasher wasfier/dryer

in unit 21 -ft. Jacuzzi on roof Walking dis-

tance to UCLA. 310-475-0807.

2BDRM LUXURY APT
1412 Kelton. Quest bthrm Newly remo-
deled, hardwood fkjors, central A/C, crown
mokJlr>g. ConskJer pet Open daily 10-6

$2390/month

Display

20b-3060
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W.TRACK
From page 32

Also competing in the distance

races were junior Elaine Canchola
and sophomore Melissa McBain in

the 3000m steeple chase. Canchola

finished fourth in 10:54.79 and
McBain placed II th in 11:55.98.

Senior Gina Donnelly placed 16th in

the 5000m in 18:39.04.

As the meets went on, senior

Christina Tolson continued to domi-

nate. Tolson won the shot put by

almost four feet with a season best of

56-feet-l/14 and placed second in the

hammer throw at 207-11, tying her

season best.

Tolson, who throwing coach Art

Venegas called the performer of the

meet, is now automatically qualified

for both the hammer and shot at

nationals.

"We did a goodjob and had an out-

standing overall performance where I

thought we would be gearing up for

nationals," Venegas said.

Sophomqpe^Chaniqua Ross fin-

ished fourth\n the discus at 53-0, a

seasonal best and automatic NCAA
qualifier. Ross also competed in the

discus but did not record a distance.

Also throwing for the Bruins was

freshman Lara Saye, who finished

third in the section-B discus at 160-2.

The meet was not the best for the

pole vault squad, but junior Tracy

O'Hara still finished in the top ten

with her eighth place jump of 12-11

1/2, followed by junior Heather

Sickler, and senior Erica Hoernig,

who tied for llth at 11-11 3/4.

Sophomore Karen Bewley placed

1 1 th in the section B competition at a

height of 11-5 3/4.
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W.TENNIS
From page 30
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and at home, was not goifl;^ to give

the Bruins any hope. From the begin-

ning of the match the Cardinal

showed why they are undefeated.

They convincingly swept doubles,

Jbut UCLA was not about to throw in

-the towd.

Still, henrt can only do so much for

a team. Again playing singles without

Walker, UCLA was just over-

matched. The Bruins could only man-

age to win two sets on the day, one at

No. 3 singles by Fisher and the other

by No. 4 singles Fritz-Krockow.

With only five matches left in the

regular season and Cal and Stanford

coming to Westwood in less than two

weeks, the Bruins realize that they

are going to have to step up their play

to accomplish their goals. With

Walker expected to re-enter the sin-

gles lineup this weekend against

Washington and Washington State,

the Bruins should get a much needed

boost.

But Sampras says she i$ going to

need more than just for Walker to get

better.

"It is going to take us playing bet-

ter in doubles, Walker being healthy

and ready to play, the whole team

coming together and expecting to

win, and having some pride," she

said.

8AOO
Apartments for Roiil

8^00
Apartments for Rent

i#^ Imagine ->^

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. 1&2BEDROOM
$895&UP LARGE UNUSUAL CHARM.
SOME SPANISH STYLE W/HARDWOOD
FLOORS ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS.

31 0-839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS TRIPLEX furnished, best

BH kxation. hardwood floors, marble bath,

utilities Included $850 310-395 RENT
www.westsiderentals.com

BEVERLY/FAIRFAX AREA Large lower stu-

dk>. Small quiet buikJing, near all. Full kitch-

en, stove and frklge. $775. 323-937-4977

MicheHe.

BRENTWOOD apartment, great kscatton.

refrigerator, stove. $700. 310-395-RENT
www.westsiderentals.com

BRENTWOOD, $1650. 2bd/2bth, front,up-

per, balcony, refrigerator/stove, car-

pet/drapes, parking, laurxjry. no pets, near

UCLA, by appt. 11728 Mayfield #6. 310-271-

6811.

FURNISHED STUDIO APT $625/mo. de-

posit $400. Utilities included, gated. 6 month
min. 5 mi from campus. Linda Alvarez man-
ager:310-277-6005 or 818-986-0844

IDEAL FOR FACULTY
Across from UCLA. Large, spack>us. town-

fx)use-like apartment. 2bed/2t)ath with large

private. Closed-garage. 1-yr Lease-

$1700/mo. Avail-March 15 310-553-5388

PALMS. Single apt from $575. 1 -bdrm $695,

$600deposit 1-year lease only. Stove, re-

frig .carpets, vert, blinds 310-837-1502

leave message. 8am-5pm only.

PRIME WESTWOOD
Beautiful 2bed/1bath French style unit in 4plx

with old wrid chrm, high ceilings, hwd fl, bfbr

cpts. w/d. tons of light. 10632 Eastbome

Brian:310-291-3531 $1900. Contact:Brian

b_mesk:Oyahoo.com 310-291-3531

SANTA MONICA 1)2BE0ROOM/1.5Bath
Townhouse. Washer/Dryer. Dishwasher,

Fridge. Mk:rowave, Oarage. $2500. 2)1 -bed-

room, 500s<Vtt, Stove. Fridge. Washer/Dryer.

Utilities included, garage, $1100 310-450-

0828

SANTA MONICA apartment 4 bk)cks from

beach. N. of Wilshire $856 310-395-RENT
www.westsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA craftsman guest house.

Refrigerator, stove, high ceilings, quiet

neighborf>ood, bright, utilities included.

$1150. 310-395-RENT www.westsideren-

tals.com

SANTA MONICA furnished spack>us apart-

ment hardwood floors, large closets, walk-

ing distance to beach, paricing included

$700. 310-395-RENT. www.westskJeren

talscom

Classifieds

825-2221

SANTA MONICA HOUSE 1 bedroom. 1 bath,

refrigerator, stove, hardwood floors, pet

okay. $995. 310-395-RENT wwwwest-
siderentals.com

SANTA MONICA HOUSE. 2 bedrooms,
patio, fnardwood fkwrs, pantry, cfwirming and

bright, carport pariting. $1,475 310-395-

RENT. wwwwestsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA PRIME
LOCATION N. OF

WILSHIRE
NEAR BEACH

$1195 1 bedroom. Hardwood floors. Charm-

ir>g split level, dishwasher, refrigerator 943

7th Street. Cats OK 818-980-5900.

SANTA MONICA SPACIOUS private room
with balcony. A/C, fireplace, walk-in closets.

$500. 310-395-RENT. www.westsideren-

tals.com

SANTA MONICA TOWNHOUSE 2 bed
rooms. 2.5 baths. N. of Wilshire. Dishwasher,

high ceilings, A/C, W/D hookups. $1,237

310-395-RENT. www.westsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA unfurnished. 2 bedrooms,

hardwood floors. $1250. 310-395-RENT
www.westsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA, great location, private

rooms, garage. $425. 310-395-RENT
www.westsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA pet okay, private room,

fireplace, pool, balcony $600. 310-395-

RENT. www.westsiderentals.com

VENICE, fully furnished duplex, cat okay,

refrigerator, stove, dishwasfier, skylights,

color TV. VCR. phone, large deck, amazing
property $1000 310-395-RENT www.west-
siderenlals com

WEST LOS ANGELES furnished guest

house A/C, ready to rTX>ve in, parking includ-

ed, nr»onth-to-month, cable included. $700.

310-395-RENT. www.westsk1erentals.com

WEST LOS ANGELES spacious 2 bed-

rooms, 2 baths, t)alcony. A/C. large closets,

bright, gated pari<ing. month-to-month $975
310-395-RENT. www.westsklerentals.com

WESTWOOD furnished apartment Utilities

included, laundry $745. 310-395-RENT
www.westsiderentals.com

WESTWOOD VILLAGE: 1 -BEDROOM
$1400; 2-BEDROOM, 2-Bathroom $2000; 3-

Bedroom, 2-Bathroom $2900; Paricing, 1-

year lease, rx) pets, 10943 Roebling. Avail-

able 7/5/01. 310-471-7073.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE: Large 1 -Bedroom.

$1500 Hardvi«x>d floors, fireplace, parking.

1-year lease, no pets, available 6/17/01. 925

Gaytey Ave 310-471-7073.

WESTWOOD-GARDEN GUEST HOUSE
refrigerator, quiet neighbortiood. near UCLA.
$1125. 310-395-RENT. \wwwwest-

sktorentals.com

THIS FRIDAY, APRIL 13th
9am to 5pm - Schoenberg Hall Auditorium

Admission Free -- No Pre-Registration Required

Expert Evolutionary Scientists

Present Non-8peciaiist Tailcs at

The Cutting Edge of Knowledge

NON-TECHNICAL
OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

DESIGNED FOR STUDENTS

Evolution in ttie

ComputerAge
9:00a -- WALTER GILBERT (Harvard University)

Bioinformatics, Genomics, Computers, and Acient Evolution

10:00a -- WALTER FITCH (University of California, Irvine) .

Computers, Evolution, and the Human Influenza Virus

1 1:10a - MICHAEL FOOTE (University of Chicago)

Mass Extinctions in the History of Life

1 :30p - NICHOLAS GESSLER (UCLA)

Computer Models of Cultural Evolution

2:20p -- LAWRENCE J. FOGEL (Natural Selections, Inc.)

Intelligence Through Simulated Evolution

3:30p - HANS P. MORAVEC (Carnegie-Mellon University)

Re-evolving Mind

4:20p - DAVID B. FOGEL (Natural Selections, Inc.)

Pannel Discussion/Audience Participation

Evolution in the Computer Age

Presented by IGPP Center for the Study of Evolution and the Origin of Life (310) 825-1769

8^00
Apartments for Rent

* PALMS •
4BD. 3BA + LOFT TOWNHOME, FP,

CENTRAL AIR/HEAT, GATED
GARAGE. SEC ALARM, CAT OK

3670 MIDVALE AVE.

$2395/MO

2BD. 2BA TOWNHOME. FP,

CEffTRAL AIR/HEAT, GATED
GARAGE. SEC. ALARM, CAT OK

3614 FARiS DR.

$1395/MO

* MAR VISTA •
11913 AVON WAY. $1295/M0.

11748 C0URTLEI6H DR. $1295/MO.

(310)391-1076
Open House 7 Days a Wiaek 10 - 4 PM .S

8800
Guesthouse for Rent

1903 GREENFIELD AVE- WESTWOOD
Guesthouse. $650/mo Female only Soraya
(310)477-5395.

FURNISHED GUEST HOUSE in Beverly
Hills to rent Lights and water included.

$975/mo. 310-859-1470.

9500
Roommates-Private Room

SOVGrilSG in classified display

. 206.3060

8900
House for Rent

BEL AIR TOWNHOUSE
WITH A VIEW

2t)drrTV2bth Townhouse w/private backyard

Canyon views, fireplace, hardwood -floors,

central AC/heat Garage Walk to mar-

ket/8min to UCLA. WC pets. $3200/mth.

310-276-8505

WESTWOOD 2BDRM/2BATH. $1450 AND
UP. TILE KITCHEN. STEPDOWN LIVING

ROOM. HIGH CEILING. CHARM 1 MILE

SOUTH OF WILSHIRE SOME W/BAL-
CONY 310-839-6294.

WESTWOOD Across UCLA, upscale, one
and two bedrooms, full-kitchen, air condi-

tk}ned, parking, one year lease, 445 Land-

fair Taking resen/ations. 310-824-1969.

WESTWOOD Walk to UCLA. 2bdrm/2bth,

gated parking, rooftop spa, quiet building,

accepting reservations lor Summer and Fall.

$1895-$2275. 512 Veteran 310-208-2655.

WESTWOOD: Studio for rent. Landfair.

Available June 15th. Kitchen, dining room, x-

large closets, bright 310-208-8937. Nathan

WILSHIRE CORRIDOR LUXURY-APAR-
TMENT Furnished studio Jacuzzi, sauna,

gym, close to Westwood. No kitchen.

$890/nrK). 10660 Wilshire Blvd 310-358-

8700 or 310-503-7227.

WLA/PALMS
APARTMENT RENTALS
CALL 4 FREE LISTINGS

AND SPECIALS
Bachelors/Singles—some w/utilities paid,

pool, gated, $695 $895 lbdrm $850-$995.

many w/fireplaces, luxury and more. 2bdrm

$1195-$1795, many w/dishwashers, balco-

ny, A/C artd more. Call for free listing:310-

278-8999.

8600
Condo/Townhouse for Rent

CULVER CITY post olHca area guest house

Cat okay, hardwood fk>ors, large closets,

yard. utiNties included. $795. 310-395-RENT
www.westskJ^entais.com

9000
House for Sale

Outstanding Views
3BDRM/3.5BTH Mid-century custom built

honr)e. Explosive city, canyon, ocean views.

Dramatic entrance into Irg living, dining

room. Floor to celing windows. Pool. A/C.

Brentwood Broker 310-459-9283.

$1,095,000.

9200
Housing Needed

DANISH FAMILY OF THREE SEEKS SUB-
LET or house exchar>ge for July 2001
House or apartment in LA area, kaarenma-
cleanOhotn^il.com

$490 PER MONTH South Mar Vista near

Centinela and Culver Blvd Female, no
smoke, no drugs, house 310-391-1563

BEVERLY HILLS; FREE MONTHS RENT!
2bdmV1bth.apt. Huge, Spanish style, hard-

wood floors, furnished living-room/dining

room, DirectTV. Must like cats. Live w/female

roommate Parking. $700/mth You won't

pay until May! Move-in ASAP 818-695-6856

LARGE BRIGHT MASTER BEDROOM with

large closet, view, patio, in a penthouse,

$800/month, washer/dryer. 1/4 mile from

UCLA. 310-474-0899, 310-993-8451

LOS ANGELES $350/MONTH Looking for

Roommate to share 3bedroom/2bathroom
Apartment Own Room/Bathroom 15 minute

Drive to UCLA. Tuan Nguyen 310-815-8476.

9600
Roommates-Shared Room

WESTWOOD 1-2 person needed to share

room in 2bdrm/2bath luxury condo on
Wilshire. Parking. Low rent. Pool. Jacuzzi,

Tennis courts. Enc-310-475-3413 pager:

310-915-2611

9^00
Room for Rent

HUGE TWO-STORY
MEDITERRANEAN

HOUSE
with rooms to rent! Share gounmet kitchen

Great restdentiai area of Mar Vista. Ocean
view. Starting $725 to $890 per room/month
310-398-7937 ask for Pat

SANTA MONICA Private room with jacuzzi

Private entrance, backyard, laurxlry, cable,

utilities paid Storage, garage, un/fumished

Female non-smoker. $895/month. Da-
vkl:310-666-0724

SEPULVEDA/VENICE Own bed, share bath

2bed/lbath 2floor comer apt close to

Green/Blue line $480 Avail now Frank

flanOuclaedu day:31 0-966-5320 eve:310-

202-1196

WEST L/V/PALMS. Looking for female non-

smoker to share 2bed, 2 1/2 bath corKto,

$800/month each, including utilities. Parlially

furnished Close to UCLA. 310-876-8577.

9700
Sublets

437 GAYLEY Pink Palace Beautiful

2bdrm/2bth, w/2balconies, trench doors,

spacious, 3 underground parking spots, par-

tially furnished. Late June-8/31 $2150/mo
Please call Julie or Silvia at 310-824-5542.

SUMMER SUBLETS
NEEDED

Law firm seeks furnished westside. South

Bay, Pasadena sublet Only from May-Aug.
No share situations please Include cross-

street. Leave detailed message at 213-680-

8589.

0' Melveny 8 Myers LLP

Law Film

Needs summer sublets

If yoi/are Interested In

subletting your furnished apt

please email
dates available,

address,
rent, and omenifies to

sharpercaomm.com
or call (213)430 6539

Display
206-3060
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Advertise in the Summer Sublet Guide.

to advertise
Contact;

Daily Bruin Classified Line

118 Kerckhoff Hall

310.825.2221

Fax:

310.206.0528

E-mail:

Publication Dates:

Display ads: 4/18, 4/25, 5/2,

5/9, 5/16, 5/23,

5/30,6/7,6/11

Line ads: Any 4 days adjacent to

the display ad date.

Deadlines:

classifieds@media.ucla.edu Mondays at 12:00 Noon

To sublet or not to

sublet?

That is the question.

MMF
Re-lease your worries...

nnoWjqnfr.PiMMji i -irKiwit«(o(«onpjpH(«l« HnionvtiH MuYum dft SijdH

SHAPING THE GREAT CITY: MODERN ARCHITEQURE IN CENTRAL EUROPE, 1890-1937

You may have your view of where the modern city is heading. But do you know where it's been? Our

current exhibition traces the modern metropolis back to its early 20th-century roots. For more

information, just call (310)440-7300 or visit us on the Web at www.getty.edu. Parking is only ^5 and

based on availability Come witness the birth of the great city and gel an amazing view of this one. loo.

BASEBALL
From page 32

mance from starter JefT Bruksch to

shut out tJCLA 9-0.

Bruin pitcher Jon Brandt was

shelled for seven earned runs and
reliever Casey Janssen came in dur-

ing a disastrous fourth inning to allow

two more runs.

"We knew we could lake another

game from them but it just depended

on our pitching coming through,"

Shelley said. "Our pitching faded off

and theirs stayed strong."

The Bruin offense that had faith-

fully backed the UCLA pitching went

dormant. Thirteen Bruins struck out

,

twelve at the hands of Bruksch, who
notched his seventh win.

"I wanted to pick up the team and

get another win, but I try to go out

with the same focus every time I

pitch," Bruksch said in a statement.

Sunday's rubber match brought

more of the same as a dominating per-

formance from Stanford's Mike
Gosling (2-0) denied the Bruin

offense anything substantial.

Shelley hit a solo homer late but

VanMeetren went three for four with

a home run and four other Stanford

players had two or more hits.

"It wasn't like we let down,"
Shelley said. "They just pretty much
dominated us."

Wade Clark (2-1) suffered his first

loss of the year after lasting only 2 2/3

innings and the usually reliable Bruin

bullpen surrendered six runs in relief.

Gosling, on the other hand, only

struck out three Bruin batters but

walked none in eight innings

"I felt like I was getting stronger as

1 went along," Gosling said in a state-

ment. "UCLA has very aggressive

hitters and you have to be able to use

that against them a little bit."

The Cardinal has defeated the

Bruins in five straight series dating

back to 1997 and took over sole pos-

session of first place in the Pac-IO

with the Sunday victory. Last year's

Pac-IQ champion Bruins dropped to

the middle of the conference pack

after losipg the final two games of the

series.

• ii(j

AGASE
From page 32

Sounds like a legitimate Pac^lO

contender. Guess what it's missing?

You. Without you, this team is a

winner. With you, this team is a

champion.

Of course, there is the alternative.

The NBA will surely bring you for-

tune, fame, personal satisfaction and
success - if you play for one of about

six teams. Otherwise, you're relegat-

ed to a sub-.500 club in one of the

hallowed meccas of basketball. You
know, places like Gund Arena in

Cleveland or Phillips Arena in

Atlanta.

Here at UCLA, students camp
outside of legendary Pauley Pavilion

for days for arena level seats in one

of the nation's most storied venues.

Some would call that unique. Hey,

you never know. Maybe if you play

for the Nets you'll get the "unique"

privilege of attempting to sidestep

one of Jersey's finest drifters who
"slept out" for a marquee matinee

against Vancouver.

Here at UCLA, you compete for

women with guys like me. I'm 5-foot-

9 on a warm day and 145 pounds -

with rocks in my pockets. In the

NBA you'd be pitting (or should I

say spitting) your game up against

Casanovas like Grant Hill and
charmers like Shawn Kemp.

But I'm sure you've done the

whole "Pro-Con" thing.

On the one hand, you have guar-

anteed minutes, a proven winner and
a world-class education.

On the other hand, you might

have a fight for playing time, the

lowly Chicago Bulls and unfinished

academic business.

I'm also sure, however, that most
of us here at UCLA can't possibly

comprehend what it feels like to have

millions of dollars waved in front of

our faces. I personally am still giddy

after winning $20 at a Native

American casino this past weekend.

UCLA can't offer you money
(legally, at least). It can't offer you

your face on a trading card. What it

can offer you is immortality. A lega-

cy.

There was a guy who played here

in the late 1980s by the name of Don
MacLean (no, not the guy who sang

"American Pie"). Heralded as a

national standout with court savvy

and a knack for always finding a way
to score (sound familiar?), MacLean
was a scorching commodity for NBA
scouts. But he decided to stay. Now
he's the answer to a trivia question

that every UCLA basketball player

wants to be the answer to: Who is

UCLA's all-time leading scorer?

You're in striking distance of his

record. But you probably know that.

Enough people have told you how
good you are to cover that important

statistic.

And you know what? They're

right. You're good enough to be one

of the few names that routinely

comes up in conversation when peo-

ple speak of the greatest UCLA bas-

ketball players of all time. Alcindor.

Wilkes. Walton. Goodrich. Miller.

O'Bannon.

I'm not here to grovel, so don't

misconstrue my intentions. Life will

go on if you decide to leave

Westwood. The team you may leave—
will challenge for the Pac-IO title, the

stars will shine and the unknowns
will become known.

Your life will go on, too. You
won't be at Senior Day. No big deal.

You won't ever call yourself a Pac-IO

champion. I bet it's not that great

anyway. You won't experience the

exhilaration of the Final Four. So
what? That Battier guy didn't look

that happy.

And your name will be lost in

UCLA lore, buried deep in the

media guide, brought up on occasion

along with those of JaRon Rush,

Jerome Moiso, and Baron Davis. .

But this is it. This is the N BA.
Nothing could possibly be better.

Right?

Agase welcomes comments and sug-

gestions on how to spend his newfound
fortune at agase@ucla.edu.

W.GOLF
From page 31

total of 612.

Arizona stepped up to take over

the lead with an impressive second-

round score of 293, while Arizona
State quietly trailed in second place

with a second-round score of 298.

Uechi fell back to 23rd place with a

second-round score of 151, tied with

Martin.

The final round of the tournament

left the Bruins unfulfilled as they post-

ed a third-round score of 301, placing

them lOth. USC's incredible third-

round score of 286 launched them

into first place while Arizona's poor

performance of 299 dropped them

from the top two and left them with a

fourth-place overall finish.

With Pac-IO competition quickly

approaching, UCLA has two weeks
to prepare to enter the toughest con-

ference in women's collegiate golf.

Posing the most immediate threat to a

top-three finish for the Bruins are No.

2 Arizona, No. 3 USC and No. 4

Stanford

The Bruins will hopefully be able to

combine this tournament's incredible

start with past tournaments' stellar

finishes to provide an exciting and

competitive conference. Battle takes

place April 23-25 in Tempe, Ariz.

Daily Bruin Sports

Match against San Diego St.

may get UCLA back on track

BASEBALL Bruins hope

midweek game ^ill give

momentum for weekend

By Adam Karon
Daily Bruin Staff

The Bruins are exploring the

California coast this week. After a

series in northern California against

Stanford, UCLA travels south to face

the San Diego State Aztecs tonight at

Tony Gwynn Stadium before return-

ing to Los Angeles to face

Washington this weekend.

For the Bruins the game provides

an opportunity to get back on track

after a disappointing week^d against

the Cardinal. UCLA wa^ blown out

in two games after taking the first in

the series against the nation's No. I

team.

"The game is importatrt because

we need to rebound from the losses

and get on track for Washington,"

sophomore outfielder Christian

Lewis said. :

Midweek games such as tonight's

allow the Bruins a chance to recover

in time for an important Pac-IO series.

"If we win tomorrow it'll get us

ready for Washington," junior third

baseman Randall Shelley said. "San

Diego State is kind of preparing us

for the Pac-IO games this weekend."

The Bruins must lake the Aztecs

seriously, even though the game
seems like a tune-up for the weekend

series against Washington.

San Diego State is 21-14 coming

off a series against Air Force in which

they took two of three from the

Falcons. The Aztecs have averaged

over 1 1 runs in their last three games
dating back to a 2-1 defeat in 10

innings against USC ace Rik Currier.

They have solid pitching and have

faced nationally regarded teams in

Miami, USC and Oklahoma State.

"They have some good pitchers

who throw hard, which is actually

good for us," senior centerfielder

Matt PeaH said.

Bruin bats have been up to the

challenge of late, banging out eight

hits and five runs against Stanford ace

Jeremy Guthrie last Friday. The team

is led by senior designated hitter

Brian Baron, who has 67 hits and just

8 strikeouts this year. Senior short-

stop Josh Canales is hitting .355, and

first baseman Eric Reece leads the

team with 30 R Bis.

"We're playing good baseball,"

Shelley said. "We played good on

Friday. We need to win our midweek

games."

The emphasis on midweek games

is evident despite the fact that they are

not included in conference standmgs.

Pearl says the games are important

because the NCAA tournament com-

mittee looks at each when deciding

which teams will appear in playoffs.

"We basically know it's as impor-

tant to win as many games as possible,

:no matter who we're playing," he

said. "We want to get as many wins as

we can."

Senior righthander Paul Diaz will

get the start for the Bruins. He sports

a 3.52 ERA and has walked just four

batters this year. Last week Diaz shut

down No. 19 Pepperdine, giving up

just two runs in five innings of work.

"He's a competitor," Peari said of

the fifth-year senior. "He mixes it up

pretty well, throws strikes and goes

after guys. He's a really smart pitcher.

He did an outstanding job last week,

and we're looking for more of the

same."

A strong showing against the

Aztecs by Diaz and the rest of the

Bruins will help UCLA complete a

successful survey of the California

coast, moving the team one step clos-

er toward the playofTs.

M.TRACK
From page 31

fellow Bruin freshman Jon Rankin

placing twelfth (4:06.85).

The 400m hurdles saw Bruin

sophomore Kyle Erickson and senior

John Hall come in sixth and seventh,

respectively, with times of 50.93 and

51.3. Erickson's

time in the final ^^__^_^____
heat was a per-

sonal best and

good enough to

be a NCAA pro-

visional qualifier.

Hall ran a season

best 51.02 in his

qualifying heat

that also made
him a provisional

qualifier.

Erickson had .^———

—

struggled to qual-

ify because of the stiff winds. Venegas

said that he ran too hard into the wind

on the first day, but adjusted well and

ran a smarter race in the finals.

The 4 X 100m relay team faced a dif-

ficult task after sophomore Joe

Hunter pulled his hamstring in the

qualifying heats of the open lOOm

dash. Smith did not want to change

the chemistry of the team so Hunter

ran a more conservative relay leg. The

"Our veterans did their

job; our rookies froze a

little bit. That's what I

wanted to happen."

Art Venegas
Head coach

team of Hunter, freshman Warren
Rogers, junior Michael Lipscomb,

and senior Bryan Harrison finished

with a time of 40.51. Smith had hoped

the team would break 40 seconds at

this meet, but under the circum-

stances was pleased with the time.

Despite all the difficulties the

Bruins faced, the Texas Relays were a

success. Statistically, not all their num-

bers were up to

^___^_^____ par, but the meet

mentally pre-

pared the young

team for greater

challenges down
the road.

"The Texas

Relays had a

role," said

Venegas. "I

needed to put

the team in a

very difficult

environment
this early in the year so that they won't

get too cocky when they have good
meets at home where it's a little easier

to compete. Our veterans did their

job; our rookies froze a little bit.

Thai's exactly what I wanted to hap-

pen.

Time will tell whether the lessons

learned at Texas will help the team in

the PAC-IO and NCAA competitions

to come.

AIKMAN
From page 32

at UCLA, including Aloha and

Cotton Bowl victories over Rorida

and Arkansas, respectively. During

his senior campaign, Aikman
received the Davey O'Brien

Quarterback Award for best colle-

giate player at that position and was
third in the Heisman Trophy ballot-

ing.

The 1988 consensus Associated

Press All-American led UCLA to two

Top- 10 finishes in the AP poll and sits

third all-time in passing yards behind

Cade McNown and Tom Ramsay.
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We got hundreds of emails from you about how

much you liked UCLAprofessors.com and the useful

senrice it provided. If you were one of the 41,000

unique visitors we got in our first month, we thank

you. However, there were two issues that you kept

bringing up in your letters. You asked: With the way

the site was set up, couldn't anyone rate or review

a UCLA professor, even iff they weren't a student?

And, couldn't anyone rate the same professor

more than once?

bruJnwalk.com using your Bniin Online ID,

which wil certify that you are a UCLA student as

wel as ensure that there are no duplicate ratings

for any professor.

Your Bruin Online ID will be used only to authenti-

cate you and will never show up with your evalua-

tions or ratings. Evaluations and ratings, as always,

wi be strictly anonymous, unless you choose to

sign your review.

We istened and decided that we needed to

address these problems at UCLAprofessors.com.

We now ask that if you'd ike to rate a professor or

write a review, that you please log-in to

Thanks UCLA for the suggestions, your continued

support, and for writing some great reviews.

t-^

THE STUDENT-RUN PROFESSOR REVIEW SITE

THINK
ABOUT

FREE CAREER FORUM

" If you want to be a lawyer, don't miss this forum,
- Arthur Miller, Professor of l.aw Harvard Law School

«

Meet with law admissions officers, learn what to expect your 1** year
of law school and hear a panel discussion about careers In the law.

Wednesday, April 18
6 PM -9:30 PM
UCLA, Tom Bradley International Center

6 PM - ongoing:

6:30 PM - 7:30 PM:
7:30 PM - 9:15 PM:

Law School Representative Tabling

Law School 101
Law Panel

Come speak with law school representatives from around the country,

experience a simulated first year law school, and participate in a panel
discussion regarding careers in law. Confirmed panelists include a

writer/producer for The Practice and Ally McBeal.

Space Is limited, so RSVP now!

Call l-SOO-KAP-TEST or visit us at kaptest.com

to register for this special event!

^i^UCLAkannl
^rWlL uBBOBMtm

'.alumnl.iicla.edu
KAPLAN bofbnNILE
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Injury, bad weather hinder Bruins; team bears losses to Stanford, Cal
W.TENNIS: UCLA hopes to

redeem itself in next ri\e

games despite losing streak

By Jason Saltoun Ebin

Daily Bruin Contributor

Welcome lo the UCLA women's
tennis teams nightmare.

The Bruins (5-14, 2-4 Pac-IO) had
lost 12 of their last 14 matches and
had lo face the top-ranked Cardinal

Kriday and then the No. 5 Cal Bears

on Saturday. Nerves were flying, as

only three of the Bruins had even

been to Stanford before the match
against the undefeated Cardinal. The
match started but was not completed.

The weather didn't hold. The team
had to wait two more days to get that

opportunity to play the Cardinal.

The next day, the Bruins faced Cal,

the No. 5 team in the nation that had
won 12 of its last 13 matches with its

only loss coming against the

Cardinal The conditions were nasty

with strong winds and cold tempera-

tures. Hardly ideal tennis weather.

But UCLA had a job to do. Only
Cal was more than up to the Bruin

challenge.

The Bruins pushed the Bears early

in doubles, showing that they had
come to play At No. I, junior Petya

Marinova and freshman Lauren
Fisher pushed the Cal team to its

limit before falling 9-7.

At No. 2, in another match that

Cal d. UCLA
5-2

Stanford d. UCLA
10-0

could have gone either way, freshman

Mariko Fritz-Krockow and sopho-

more Sara Walker fell 9-7. This was
Walker's Hrst match back after she

injured her foot when her shower
door came off its hinges and caused a

severe bruise. With a Cal 8-3 win at

No. 3 doubles over junior Catherine

Hawley and co-captain Jennifer

Donahue, the Bears completed the

doubles sweep.

The Bruins still had some bite left

in their game, but with Walker only

playiqg doubles, UCLA was just able

to^reak the skin of the Bears with

tlieir teeth, barely drawing blood. Cal

ended the day with a 5-2 win as only

freshmen Fisher at No. 3 singles and
Fritz-Krockow at No. 4 singles could

come up with wins for UCLA.
"1 was really pleased with the way

they (Fisher and Fritz-Krockow)

competed this weekend," Bruin Head
Coach Stella Sampras said. "They are

beating very good players ... it is good
to see them win those two matches

against Cal."

According to Sampras, Fritz-

Krockow and Fisher are playing their

best tennis since coming to UCLA.
"I feel Fisher is playing better now

than she has been playing all year,"

she said. "And Mariko is playing bet-

ter; she is becoming the player that

she can be."

But it takes an entire team to win,

and on Sunday against Stanford ( 19-

0, 8-0), only an entire team effort

would give the Bruins a chance.

The Bruins had some confidence,

as they felt the rain delay had given

them time to prepare more mentally.

"It was kind of a blessing it (the

Friday Stanford match) got rained

out," senior co-captain Jennifer

Donahue said. "I had never come out

of a match like that believing we
could win."

Stanford, however, also confident

See W.TENNIS, page 27
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p Southern Califtirnia
Ready to knockout the competition

at your rival sctiool?
Start investing with BUYandHOLD!

If your school has the most funded accounts, you could win a
$2500 scholarship!* With just a $20 minimum investment, open

an account at BUYandHOLD today!

BUYandHOLD brings investing to college students:
• start investing today by buying as little as $20 vyorth of stocki

• Buy stock in dollar amounts!
• No Minimunn Balance' Free to open an accounti
• Low trading costs - only $2.99 per trade
• Open an account and begin trading today'

Goto

www.buyandhold.com/grudgematch
to get started! Dont torget to type in BRUINS on the

Registration Page'
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!

Live and Learn
^ Japanese!

The Wascda Oregon Programs take North American and interna-

rional students to the prestigious Waseda University, Tokyo, Japan
for academic programs ofJapanese language and comparative US-
Japan Societies study:

• Waseda Oregon Summer Japanese Program

July 5 -August 17. 2001
—^—-• Waseda Oregon Transnatic nal Program

January 1 5 - June 23, 2002

Scholarships of up to $1000 are available for the Transnational
Program. For more information, contaa:

Waseda Oregon Office

Portland Sute University

(800) 823-7938 www.wasedaoregon.org
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Slow finish leaves UCLA in 1 0th place
W.GOLF: Strong start raised hopes

in first round of ASU invitational

By Michelle Coppolella
Daily Bruin Contributor

The UCLA women's golf team's unusual but
rcoccurring slow start to tournaments ended last

Friday when the Bruins emerged as the No. 3 team
after the opening round of the Ping/ASU
Invitational held in Tempe, Ariz. This time, however,
the fast start was coupled with a slow closing, as they
fmished the tournament in lOth place with a team
total or9l3 on Sunday.

1 . use 889
2. Arizona State 893
3. Texas Christian 895

4. Arizona, Stanford 896
10. UCLA 913

• • • lerSquad undertakes

challenges at Texas Relays
M.TRACK: Coach sees meet as

way of preparing Bruins for

Pac-lOs, NCAA competitions

Underclassmen paved the way for UCLA with
strong performances from freshman Melissa
Martin, who tied for 28th place with a score of 226,

Ifrovcr-par to lead UCLA Sophomore Saki Uc«
tied for 35th place at 227.

Junior Alicia Um tied for 44th at 230, senior

Laura Moffat tied for 47th at 231, and freshman
Gina Umeck tied for 54th at 234 to complete
UCLA's team scoring.

No. 3 use captured the title with an impressive

889, just four shots less than second place Arizona
Slate. Texas Christian University rounded out the

lop three with a score of 895 while No. 2 Arizona and
No. 4 Stanford tied for fourth place with a 54-hole

total of 896

Individual competition was tight as the top three

golfers finished within one shot of each other.

Stanford's Stephanie Keever took first place in the

tournament with a three-round score of 216, New
Mexico State's Sasha Medina took second with 217,

COURfNtV STEWART

Freshman Gina Umeck watches her ball In a

tournannent earlier this season.

and No. I Lorena Ochoa of Arizona captured third

place with a final score of 218

t-round action provided UCLA with hope for"

a top-five finish in the fifteen-team tournament, a

goal which coach Carrie Leary slated would be "a

major boost of confidence for us before Pac-IO"s."

The Bruins finished the opening round with a

team total of 302 and trailed first-round leader TCU
by three shots.

Uechi also looked to be in the running lo claim her

first individual title as she was in a five-way tie for

third. With her score at one-over-par at 73, Uechi
was just two shots behind then-leaders Ochoa and
Molly Cooper of Arizona State.

Optimism quickly turned into regret for missed
opportunity as UCLA entered second-round compe-
tition Saturday and posted a 310 for a two-round

See W.GOLF, page 28

By Glen Worthington
Daily Bruin Contributor

Any self-respecting Texan will lell you,

"Everything is bigger in Texas." That was
the case last weekend as the Bruins trav-

eled south to compete in the Texas Relays.

They faced big competition, big crowds,

big winds, but still achieved .some big

results.

"Some of our guys aren't used to seeing

that kind of a fan base for a track meet,"

men's Head Coach Art Venegas said.

"Our young sprinters got a real education:

you better be ready. Lor our kids, (this

meet) was about getting your feet wet."

Although the Bruins did have some
great successes, other performances were
less than stellar. The team had a difficult

time adjusting to the size of the meet and

_lhc quality of the competitors. Many of lb«

young sprinters had disappointing results

ba.sed on previous times. Still, sprint coach

John Smith believes that this meet served a

purpose.

"(The younger athletes') eyes were
opened. Now they know what's expected

of them. You have to expose your team to

certain levels of competition and then they

have to grow from there," he said.

Throwers Scott Moser, junior, and
freshman Dan Ames excelled in their

events against some of the best competi-

tion in the nation. Moser placed fourth in

the shot put at 6l-feet-7 inches. Ames was
close behind with a throw of 60-i 3/4, earn-

ing him seventh place.

In the discus, Moser again impressed

with a throw of 194-10. coming in third

place behind Tolga Kosheoghu of Texas A
& M (203-5) and last year's NCAA cham-
pion Gabor Mate of Auburn who won the

event (206-7). Ames placed sixth ( 191-1 ).

UCLA's throwing duo also found suc-

cess in the hammer throw. This time. Ames
had the top mark of 192-S, a personal best

which garnered him sixth Moser placed

eleventh (18(>-6).

In the javelin, sophomore Nate Marum
placed eighth with a throw of 211-4 and
senior Joe Lranklin placed twelfth ( 18M)),

On the pole-vaulting end, the Bruins

had to cope with conditions they weren't

accustomed to.

"We would have liked to have seen big-

ger marks." said pole vault coach Anthony
Curran. "But when you're at big meets and
competing with a big tail wind, you have to

jump on bigger poles than you've ever

jumped on."

Usually a tail wind (one at the back) is

helpful, but in this case it meant switching

to longer, stiffcr poles than the athletes

were used to. Sophomore Jared Drake was
Ijust woll, I hough, Hful tie his .seM-

son best with a height ol 16-10.75.

UCLA's distance runners had the

opportunity to compete in relay.s, some-
thing they do not usually do. The 4 x 1500-

meter relay team placed ninth at 15:57.96

and the 4 x 8()0m team took seventh at

7:34.82. The meet was a fun diversion for

them as they prepare for the important dis-

tance competition at the Mt. SAC Relays

April 20-22.

The Bruins had strong performances in

individual distance events as well. Senior

Mason Moore placed sixth in the 3000m
steeplechase (9:21.73). Senior Paul Muite
placed fourth in the 1500m (3:56.33) with

See M.TRACK, page 29
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Su inning in the dfsrrl

The women's golf team

placed 10th at last weekend's

ASU Invitational. See story

on page 31.

UCLA drops series despite early victory
BASEBALL: Bruin offense

loses steam; Pac-10 first

place in Stanford's hands

ByJeff Agase
Daily Bruin Reporter

A flash of excitement flared

Saturday at Stanford's Sunken
Diamond when the UCLA baseball

team upset the Cardinal 6-4 in the

first game of a three-game series.

UCLA 6, Stanford 4

Stanford 9, UCLA
Stanford 11,UCLA

Unfortunately for the unrankcd

Bruins (21-1 1. 4-5 Pac-10), the No. I

Cardinal (27-7. 7-2) quickly turned

out the lights. Stanford answered
back in the second game of a

Saturday doubleheader with a 9-0

thrashing and on Sunday with a con-

vincing 11-2 win. leaving the Bruins

in the dark.

After a Friday rainout forced the

Saturday twin bill, UCLA got to

work early on the Stanford pitching.

Brian Baron slammed a two-run

homer over the center field fence to

put two huge runs on the board to

start.

Pitching from both squads held

the offenses in check until the top of

the fifth, when Bruin second base-

man Josh Canales singled and was

"C B
i^

-
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'
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RBI double by Francisco.

But the Bruins knew Stanford had

a big inning in them. With Kunes still

on the mound in the seventh, Chris

O'Riordan sent a solo home run over

the wall with one out to get Stanford

on the board.

It was only the beginning.

Centerfielder Sam Fuld hit a bunt

single and then advanced to second

on a wild pitch. Jason VanMeetren
reached on a throwing error by Bruin

shortstop Preston GrifTln.

Kevin Jerkens entered in relief but

beaned Andy Topham to load the

bases. Scott Dragicevich then

cleared them with a three-run dou-

ble. Jerkens retired the next batter to

stop the bleeding, but the Cardinal

had cut the Bruin lead <iown to mat

NICOLE MILLER/Daily Btuin

Senior Jon Brandt unleashes a pitch In a game against Arizona in

March,

advanced to second on another sin-

gle from Matt Pearl. Ben Francisco

laid down a sacrifice bunt to move
Canales to third, and left fielder

Adam Berry grounded out to send

Canales home.

Bruin ace Josh Karp pitched five

sparkling innings, allowing only five

hits and two walks while striking out

six. Mike Kunes came in for an
inning and a third of flawless relief.

"Karp threw well and our relief

pitchers came in and kind of shut

them down," third baseman Randall

Shelley said.

Armed with a 3-0 advantage in the

top of the seventh, UCLA padded
the lead for its solid bullpen with an

one.

Undaunted, the Bruins responded
in the top of the eighth with another

run, this time on a solo homer from
first baseman Eric Reece. UCLA
had answered the Stanford surge.

Jerkens and Doug Silva combined
to get two huge outs with two run-

ners on base in the bottom of the

inning and Silva finished off the

nation's top-ranked team with two

strikeouts and a ground out in the

ninth.

Karp (3-0) got his third win of the

year and UCLA its second victory

over a top-ranked team this season.

The angered Cardinal lashed back

at the underdog Bruins in the second

game of the doubleheader when it

put up nine runs in four innings and
utilized a masterful pitching perfor-

S«cBASaAU,pa9e28

Former Bruin Troy Aikman ends Cowboy career
RETIREMENT: Concerns

with health lead player

to step down from team

By AJ Cadman
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

He didn't want to end it this way.

But like his trademark roll out of

the pocket, Troy Aikman side-

stepped his way out of the spotlight

on Monday at Texas Stadium, end-

ing his twelve-year professional

career with the Dallas Cowboys.
A UCLA standout from 1987-

1988, Aikman opted to walk away
rather than be helped off.

"I know its the right thing," said

an emotional Aikman during his

retirement press conference. "I

know it's the right thing for me
because of my health, concussions,

the back problems I've had. It has

taken it's toll."

The 34-year-old Aikman suffered

his ninth career concussion - his

fourth in his final 20 starts - when he

took a vicious hit from Washington

Redskins linebacker LaVar
Arrington on Dec. 10 of last year.

Benching their All-Pro for the

remainder of the 2000 season as a

precautionary measure, the

Cowboys decided to end their mar-

riage with their No. I pick in 1989 by

waiving Aikman on Mar. 7.

Aikman attempted to contact

other NFL teams through his agent

Leigh Steinberg, but opted to sign a

lifetime contract with the team that

matters most to him.

"I think when all things are con-

sidered, it was the right thing for me
and my family.

" But if it was just me, then 1 think

it would be easier to try to go on," he

said. "If 1 was single, 1 would still be

playing right now."

Citing the Cowboy's salary-cap

woes, Aikman believes that he would
still be playing with Dallas, if not

another team, if the circumstances

were different.

Aikman is likely to pursue a career

in the broadcast booth, with FOX
and ESPN being probable suitors.

However, the legacy of the three-

time Super Bowl champion will

extend far beyond his statistics.

Winning 90 games, more than any
other quarterback, Aikman posted

an 1 1-4 mark in the postseason.

"This man has touched us all, and
for that we're grateful," Cowboys
owner Jerry Jones said Monday. " He
restored our belief that our athletes

can be heroes."

Aikman started his collegiate

career at Oklahoma. But a leg injury

and the departure of Head Coach
Barry Switzer gave him the opportu-

nity to transfer to Westwood.

His movement from the Sooners'

wishbone offense to the Bruins' pro-

gun set allowed Aikman to flourish.

He notched a career 20-4 record

See AIKMAN, page 29

Squad gets three first place finishes at Texas Relays
W.TRACK: Many qualify

for nationals, return home
with seasonal best marks

By Christina Teller

Daily Bruin Senior Staff '
--^--

At one of the premiere national

track and field meets, the UCLA
women's squad had a good showing.

With the team of throwers, vaulters

and distance runners travelling to the

Texas Relays over the weekend, the

3ruins garnered three first place fin-

i hes (1500-meter, shot put and 4 x

800m relay).

"It's a big meet that people mark

on calendars to go and get some
good times." distance coach Eric

Peterson said. "It's one of those

(meets) that has the feel of a national

meet with pretty high expectations.

Our kids stepped up to that level

well."

According to Peterson, the ath-

letes who are more advanced and
compete at the elite level thrived off

of the pressure while the less devel-

oped athletes struggled more.

The middle distance squad shined,

with freshman Lena Nilsson leading

the way. Nilsson took the individual

win in the 1500m race and anchored

the 4 X 800m relay team's win.

In the 1500m, Nilsson defeated

solid competition in Liz Diaz, who

graduated from Texas last year Diaz

got out fast and led Nilsson until the

final 200m, when the Bruin made her

move and held off Diaz for the

4:23.17 win. Nilsson's time is a sea-

son best and provisionally qualifies

her for the NCAA Championships.

"It was a significant victory for

Lena as Liz (Diaz) is a formidable

opponent with a successful resume at

NCAA Division I level," Peterson

said.

"Lena beat her on (Diaz's) home
track. She finished with a nice time

and made a great step toward meet-

ing automatic qualifying standard.

Everything is right on schedule for

Lena."

Nilsson also had her hand in the

Bruins' 4 x 800m win. The team of

Junior Ysanne Williams, sopho-

mores Tiffany Burgess and Jessica

Marr and Nilsson set a stadium and
school record with their finish in

8:33.21, with second place finisher

North Carolina a full 17 seconds
behind. Williams got the team to a

good start with her leg of 2:07.7 and
handed off to Marr with a 15m lead.

"It was the first time competing in

that event, and it looks as though we
have as strong a team in that area as

any other school," Peterson said.

"We're going to try to win the Penn
Relays, and ifwe can (win the relay at

both meets), we've done quite a bit."

SeeW.TllAa(rpa9e27

Kapono must

soon dioose

whether to

leave for NBA
COLUMN: Lure of money

should not subtract from

potential for NCAA glory

DeairJason,
Hey. How's it going? Big

day coming up. May 13. 1

know you've been thinking about it.

You played it off well enough during

I
- the season to keep most o( us <^wet

about your seemingly inevitable

departure to the NBA. But now it's

April 10 and you've got about a

month.

A month. That's it. 1 hate to stir up
an even larger

sense of urgency,

but you and the

rest of the bas-

ketball guys

savor this kind of

pressure, right?

You guys rel-

ish proving

everyone in the

nation wrong.

You love making

Dick Vitale look

like Dick Nixon.

Just when every-

one counts you out, you're in.

Well right now, just about every-

one's counting you out. Out, as in out

of Westwood. Not all of you basket-

ball guys. Just you, Jason.

Inside sources have you gone.

Outside sources have you gone. This

season, armed with one of the dead-

liest jump shots in the nation, you

averaged 17.2 points per game and
led the team in scoring half the time.

1 thought about saying that you led

YOU R team in scoring. But this was-

n't your team, it was Earl's team, and
that's OK. The point is that the 2(»)l-

2002 Bruins can be YOUR team.^
UCLA once again welcomes one

of the lop recruiting classes in the

country next season. Cedric Bozeman
is as good as any incoming point

guard in America and Dijon

Thompson has the size of a forward

but the outside game of a guard.

Then there's that guy Spencer

Gloger You know all about him, but

most of our campus doesn't. He hit

ten three-pointers in a game at

Princeton to tic an Ivy League
record. He had to sit out this year, but

he'll be out on the Pauley Pavilion

floor knocking down outside bombs
in no time.

.

Earl's gone, and so are Moose
Bailey and Jason Flowers, but every-

one else should be back. Your
Herculean center Dan Gadzuric

thought about testing the NBA waters

for two years but should be back for a

senior season. So will Matt Barnes,

once an unlikely performer but now a

pillar of team strength. Billy Knight

will join you to play the two-man out-

side game and Ray Young checks in

with suffocating defense.

Hmmm, let's see here: a point

guard with size, a powerful front line

with two of the best big men in the

conference and a complimentary

shooting guard with deft range from
the outside.

SccAfiASE^pagcli
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Gadzuric to stay
Junior center Dan Gadzuric will

return for his senior season.

SPORTS, PAGE 32
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Stem cell breakthrough

IJCIJ^ and Pittsburgh scientists use

stem cells from fat to create other

tissue. NEWS, PAGE 3

Paddling with temptation

Take a kayaking* adventure with the ( ast

members of ''Temptation Island."

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT, PAGE 16

Vlllaraigosa, Hayden top primaries

LOS ANGELES CITY PRIMARY ELECTION RESULTS
These results were current as of 12:30 a.m. Wedfjesday, with 60.86 percent of fxedncts reporting.

Mayor

Antonio

Viliaraigosa

29.58% -

James Hahn
27.03%

JoelWachs

Xavier Becerra

Steve Soboroff

Kathleen Connell

Rob Black

Wendy Lyons

Joe Shea

Francis Dellavechhia

Melrose Larry Green

Bob Tur

Martin Aubrey Sr.

Steve Mozena

Addie Mae Miller

10.76%

6.26%

20.1%

4.76%

.15%

.17%

.13%

.35%

.17%

.13%

.20%

.06%

.10%

City council

District five

Tom Hayden

Jyj^ 33.52%

RESULTS: Close races for

mayor, fifth district send

contenders into runoff's

City controller

Laura Chick 61.94%
Mervin Evans 10.14%
Laurette Healey 27.91%

Amendments
& propositions

Charter Amendment 1

Charter Amendment 2

Proposition A

YES, 76.81%

YES, 76.44%

YES, 68.58%

Jack Weiss

22.68%

Jill Barad

Laura Lake

Steve Saltzman

Robin Ritter-Simon

Victor Viereck

Ken Gerston

Joe Connolly

Nathan Bernstein

Constant!na
Milonopoulos

City attorney

Mike Feuer

Rocky Degadillo

Lea D'Agostino

Frank Tavelman

LAUSD board

District four

By Steve Christol, Michael Falcone,
and Dexter Gauntlett
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Results of the Los Antwics ctty-

Valerie Fields

Marlene Canter

Matthew Rodman
Rick Selan

38.29%

32.62%

19.96%

9.10%

SOUW IwAnytw (ounty Rrgntr« > OfBcr
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primary election trickled in this

morning, though final tallies of sever-

al close races may not be officially

determined until all the city's absen-

tee ballots are counted over the next

few days.

With more than 60 percent of
precincts reporting, former State

Assembly Speaker Antonio
Viliaraigosa and City Attorney
James Hahn emerged as the two top

vote-getters in the city's mayoral pri-

mary. Trailing Hahn by 7 percent,

businessman Steve Soboroff seems
to have lost his chance for the June 5

runoff.

Within the fifth council district,

which includes UCLA • and
Westwood, Tom Hayden and Jack

Weiss led a field of 1 1 candidates and
both moved on to the next round of
the election.

Before the election. City Clerk

Mike Carey predicted a turnout near

40 percent, greater than in any past

city primary, according to the

Associated Press.

The mayoral primary
Hahn and Viliaraigosa gained a

significant lead over 13 other candi-

dates early this morning. Viliaraigosa

garnered nearly 30 percent of the

vote, while Hahn trailed close behind

See ELECTIONS, page 8
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U.S. Surgeon General David Satcher speaks to a large crowd on
campus Monday about improving health and lengthening life.

Surgeon general feted

by UCLA academic unit

AWARD: Satcher picks up Distinguished Professor

honors for 2001, dehvers speech on nation's health

By Shauna Mecartea
Daily Bruin Contributor

U.S. Surgeon General David
Satcher accepted the 2001

Distinguished Professor Award
from UCLA's Academic Geriatric

Resource Center on Monday.
After receiving the award,

Satcher spoke on his agenda for the

health of the country over the next

ten years.

See SURGEON, page 8

S

'Eyes' looks at Asian
j

Group looks to raise awareness of Islam

culture in new light

\ EVENT: Students' art
i
expresses emotions,

hunger for change

fi

By Robert Salonga
Daily Bruin Reporter

Through art rather than

protest signs, students of vari-

ous backgrounds fought

against being grouped into a

single category Monday.

In a room filled with draw-

ings, paintings and poems by
Asian American artists, specta-

tors packed the Kerckhoff Art

Gallery to listen to their peers

showcase their talent and ideas

in a spoken-word venue orga-

nized by Concerned Asian

Pacific Students for Action

.

Monday's forum, called

Verbal "Eyes," was the first in a

scries of events that comprise a

three-week multimedia exhibit

titled AP "Eyes."

CAPSA member Tadashi

Nakamura, the MC for the

event, told the audience of

about 70 that he was fighting

for social change.

"Activism isn't the only way
to express ourselves,"

Nakamura said. "Art is a good
way of expressing that; it's time

to raise our own conscious-

ness."

One of the most pressing

issues addressed at the event

was that Asian Americans
should be recognized as having

distinct cultures.

"One of the most important

issues affecting us is just

acknowledging that the com-
munity is very diverse," said

Greg Hom, a third-year envi-

ronmental studies student and
CAPSA member.

For example, Hom said,

See EVB, page 10

WEEK: Organizers hope to

dispel stereotypes MusUms
often find themselves facing

By Michaele Turnage
Daily Bruin Contributor

Religion and science can exist in har-

mony, experts said at a lecture in Young
Hall Monday night.

The Muslim Student Association

kicked off Islamic Awareness Week by
exploring connections between religion

and science in an event titled "Science,

Evolution, and Islam: Well, I'll Be A
Monkey's Uncle!"

"It gave me a deeper understanding

about how Islam and science correlate,"

said Saadia Parekh, a third-year physio-

logical science student and vice-president

of the Muslim Students Association.

"You don't have to believe in one or the

other; you can believe in both."

This program is the first in a week of
activities intended to promote awareness
about the Islamic (aith. Islamic

Awareness Week was originally sched-

uled for eighth week of winter quarter,

but was postponed due to rain.

CH«tS BACW.EY/D*»y Brum

Uzma Naz speaks at a program dis-

cussing science and religion.

Students can receive free henna tat-

toos, cultural food and have their name
written in Arabic through the end of the

week on Bruin Walk.

Dr. Gassar Hathout, who spoke to an

ethnically diverse crowd ofabout 60. said

Islam embraces science, and science con-

firms the teachings of the Quran.
Contending that matter cannot be cre-

ated nor destroyed, the Law of
Conservation of Matter created by
Antoinc Lavoisier in 1774 confiicted with
•the Quran, which teaches that matter can
be created, according to Fizzah Raza. a

third-year communications studies stu-

dent.

Then came Albert Einstein's Theory
of Relativity in 1905, which cleared up
inconsistency between science and Islam.

The theory, which states that light parti-

cles can become matter, is consistent

with the teachings of the Quran.

Additionally, Hathout said the Quran
taught that mountains aren't permanent
long before the Theory of Plate Tectonics
was introduced.

While science conflicts with some reli-

gions, it is acceptable in Islam, some say.

"I always believed God created the

Earth and it was nice to have a speaker
eloquently put it together without one
contradicting the other," said Paris

Chatman, a '92 UCLA alumna.

MSA members declared the need for

SeeAWAMNKS^pagelO
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Scientists share Tyler

award, $200,000
Two men who together pioneered the field

of conservation biology will share the 2001

Tyler Prize for Environmental Achievement

and its $200,000 award.

The Tyler Prize will go to Jared Diamond,
professor of physiology at the UCLA School

of Medicine, whose work has led to the recog-

nition of a subfield of community ecology

based on "assembly rules," competition and
community dynamics, and Thomas Lovejoy, a

Smithsonian biologist on detail as chief biodi-

versity advisor to the president of the World
Bank. Lovejoy elucidated the Minimum
Critical Size of Ecosystems concept and was
thus central to calling to world attention the

critical problem of dwindling tropical forests.

"The contributions of these two scientists

have not only significantly advanced science

on several fronts, but they have increased the

chance of survival of countless species, includ-

ing humans," said Robert Sullivan, chair of the

1 1-member Tyler Prize Executive

Committee.

Diamond received a National

Medal of Science in 1999 and also won the

1998 Pulitzer Prize for nonfiction for "Guns,

Germs, and Steel: The Fates of Human
Societies." "The Third Chimpanzee," an

account of human evolution, won Britain's

Science Book Prize.

Doctors perform new
Alzheimer's surgery

In a groundbreaking procedure, physicians

at the UC San Diego School of Medicine have

surgically implanted genetically modified tis-

sue into the brain of an Alzheimer's patient.

This launches the first phase of an experi-

mental gene therapy protocol for Alzheimer's

disease.

The 1
1 -hour procedure was performed

April 5 at UCSD's John M. and Sally B.

Thornton Hospital in La Jolla on a 60-year-old

woman in the early stages of Alzheimer's dis-

ease. The patient is recovering

well and was discharged from the

hospital Saturday.

The study, led by UCSD neurologist

Dr. Mark Tuszynski, is the first attempt to use

human gene therapy to treat a disease of the

nervous system. The researchers will attempt

to prevent cell loss in Alzheimer's disease

using gene therapy to deliver a natural brain-

survival molecule called nerve growth factor

to the dying cells in the brain.

Propositions may have

hurt minority progress
Four propositions passed by the California

electorate in the 1990s were orchestrated to

hobble the social and economic progress of the

state's growing minority population, accord-

ing to a professor at UC Berkeley.

All four propositions, including the 1996

Proposition 209, which ended affirmative

action in state hiring and admissions, were

heavily financed by the California Republican

Party, and three were directly launched by

Republican Party leaders or candidates, said

Jewelle Taylor Gibbs, UC Berkeley professor

emeritus of social welfare.

She said the propositions were aimed at pre-

serving long-standing advantages of the white

population.

The cumulative impact of these proposi-

tions, said Gibbs in a new book, "Preserving

Privilege: California Politics, Propositions and

People of Color" has been to impede the

progress of many minorities, even as they

emerge as the new California majority. The
greatest impact has been on Latino and
African American populations, she said.

In addition to Proposition 209, she also

examines I994's "Three Strikes and You're

Out" Proposition 184; Proposition 187, also

passed in 1994, that withheld education and

medical care from undocumented immigrant

children and their families; and I998's

Proposition 227, which severely limited bilin-

gual programs in schools.

Compiled from Dally Bruin wire reports.

Weather

Today Thursday Friday

Partly Cloudy Mostly Sunny Mostly Sunny

high: 64 low: 48 high: 67 low: 50 high: 68 low: 51

Outlook:
Tempfraturn will start to warm up to

more seasonal levels as we approach the

weekend, so you can shed the sweatshirts

and start showing some skin.

Sunrise
6:28 a.m.

Sunset
7:22 p.m;

%

Friday, Aprfl 13, is the last day to:

• Get a full refund on textbooks

• Add or drop classes through

URSA without a fee

• Check wail lists for classes

• Drop impacted classes

For real-time weather, visit www dailybruin.ucla.edu

WHAT^S BREWING

Today 12 p.m.
VITA (Volunteer Income Tax
Assistance)

Free preparation for Federal and
CA state income tax returns

"

Ackerman35l6

Center for the Study of Religion at

UCLA
Dr Jean Rosenfeld presents:

"How was the military used at

Waco? Posse Comitatus and the

Danforth Report"

Bunchc 10383

1, 1:30 p.m.
Project MAC
Orientations

Kcrckhon'407

projmac@ucla.cdu

3,3:30 p.m.
Project MAC
Orientations

Kerckhoff407

projmac^ucla.edu

4 p.m.

Working for Immigrant Literacy

Development

.Orientation
,

Ackerman24l2

UCLA College Library

Free Concert - UCLA Gluck Vocal

Quartet

Powell Library Rotunda

206-4219

6 p.m.

UCLA Anthropological Society

Spring's first meeting

Hershey3l5l

207-0638

Health, Nutrition and Fitness

Committee

2001 Spring health fair recruitment

meeting

Ackerman 3516

6:30 p.m.

UCLA PreOptomelry Society

General meeting

Boelter 5252

7 p.m.

"Youth Violence and Suicide"

Presentation

CHS 73-105

Sponsored by UCLA Medical

School Pscyhiatry Interest Group

Youth for Socialist Action

Are there prospects for youth in our

society?

Boelter Hall 2760

2084159

7:30 p.m.

Melnitz Movies and Agenzia Italia

Cinema

"Lontano In Fondo Agli Occhi"

James Bridges Theatre, Melnitz Hall

206^170

A 0»
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SCIENCE <& TECHNOLOGY
Researchers turn fat into commodity
HEALTH: Stem cells obtained from

liposuction tissue can be utilized

in bone, other tissue replacement

ByKiyoshiTomono
Daily Bruin Contributor

The fat eventually placed in the trash at Beverly

Hills* liposuction clinics has become the treasure

for a team of UCLA and University of Pittsburgh

researchers studying tissue engineering.

Using fat sucked from the hips, thighs and but-

tocks of the rich and famous, researchers have
developed a technique to practically and econom-
ically isolate stem cells, which may be used to grow
a variety of human tissues.

"The plastic surgeons have the patients sign a

rigorous informed consent form drafted at

UCLA. But, most of the fat comes from Beverly

Hills - there's a lot of lipo there." said Patricia A.

Zuk, a post-doctorate researcher in the UCLA
Division of Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery.

"Fat isn't bad like people think."

r Zuk, along with UCLA Plastic and
Reconstructive surgery researcher Dr. Min Zhu,
co-authored a paper highlighting the technique to

be published in the April edition of the peer-

reviewed journal Tissue Engineering.

The technique allows a large number of stem
cells to be collected at one time. Stems cells, which
are immature cells still without a specific function,

can be manipulated by researchers to create tis-

sues used to treat humans.

RMIL ARMf MAN/Daily Bruin Sennx Staff

UCLA researcher Patricia A. Zuk examines a container of fat harvested from liposuction.

Already, the team has had some success in

transforming the stem cells into bone and carti-

lage cells.

"We've already been able to differentiate these

cells to bone cells, which are making a matrix that

is known to be the last step in bone formation,"

Zuk said.

In addition to its implications in being able to

engineer human tissue, the technique may also

make obsolete the controversial, commonly-used
procedure of harvesting stem cells from fetal-tis-

sue.

"We don't yet know the limits for stem cells

found in fat. So far, we have seen promising

results with all of the tissue types we have exam-
ined," said University of Pittsburgh researcher

See aUS, page 11
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nnSfl has blasted another spacecraft off to explore

mars, and UCLR looks to take part In future missions

By Lisa Klass«n

Daily Bruin Reporter

NASA began another mis-

sion when its 2001 Mars
Odyssey spacecraft roared into

space from Cape Canaveral,

Rorida, on Saturday

.

"I've never seen a more spec-

tacular launch," said Odyssey's

mission manager David
Spencer in a statement from the

Jet Propulsion Laboratories.

"The spacecraft seems to be

performing beautifully, and
we're right on our timeline,"

Spencer said. "This gives us a

terrific start on our odyssey to

Mars."

NASA is working with scien-

tists at the University of

Arizona-Tucson, Arizona State

University in Tempe, and with

its own Johnson Space Center

in Houston, Texas, to gather

information from the Odyssey.

Although UCLA is not

directly involved with the

Odyssey mission, David Paige,

associate professor of planetary

science at UCLA's Department

of Earth and Space Sciences,

hopes the university will be

included in future endeavors.

According to Paige, having

the Department of Earth and
Space Sciences as well as other

departments involved with a

space program would be a valu-

able experience.

"We're going to try to get

involved with future missions,"

Paige said. "There's an oppor-

tunity for launching every two

years, and I'm hoping that we'll

be able to be a part of it next

time."

Paige was in charge of the

instrument package of the Mars
Polar Lander, which was due to

touch down on the Red Planet

last year.

Unfortunately, the ill-fated

mission never signalled back to

Earth, leaving the headquarters

which were supposed to be at

UCLA empty.

Unlike other missions, the

Odyssey is designed to orbit

Mars and make observations of

the planet's surface and radia-

tion.

According to NASA, the

craft is equipped with three

instruments designed to gather

information about the planet:

an instrument for measuring

thermal emissions, another for

detecting gamma radiation, and
an experiment designed to map
Martian radiation.

"We're using instruments

we've never used on Mars
before," said Mary Hardin, a

spokeswoman for the Jet

Propulsion Laboratories. "The

Lau|^ led April

llwom Cape
Omaveral Air

Fee Station in

Florida

See MARS, page 11

The satellite will spend
four years orbiting Mars

Expected arrival Oct. 24 to:

• map chemical elements and minerals
• look for water

• analyze radiation environment

Mad Cow has

contributed to

British problem

with agriculture

DISEASE: Officials say up to

30 cases discovered weekly;

prions straight, not curled

By Dharshani Dharmawardena
and Hemesh Patel

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

In 1986. 18-year-old Stephen Churchill

planned to join the British Royal Air F orce.

But instead of flying over the English

Channel, Churchill found himself grounded
with Bovine Spongiform Encephalopathy,

which is more commonly known as Mad
Cow Disease.

Initially making him thinner than usualT

BSE made Churchill hallucinate and eventu-

ally relegated him to 24-hour day care.

Within 10 months, he died, unable to walk

or communicate during his last days.

Initially, doctors thought Churchill had a

genetic brain disorder called Creutzfcldl-

Jakob disease, which mainly affects the

motor functions of people 55 years or older,

said Ralph Robinson, assistant adjunct pro-

fessor in the department of microbiology

and molecular genetics. Bui when more
young people began showing similar symp-
toms, scientists began to worry.

"You never ever see Creutzfeldt-Jakob

disease in young people like this," Robinson

said. "They realized it had to have a dilTercnl

mode of transmission - it wasn't just genet-

ic."

Today, BSE and foot-and-mouth disease

have created an economic crisis in Great

Britain, hindering both tourism and the

British exports containing meat products

because people are afraid of the disease.

And the situation does not seem to be let-

ting up. According to Britain's Ministry of

Agriculture, Fisheries and Food Web site,

officials find 30 suspected cases of BSE in

cows a week.

"It was transmitted to cows in Britain

because the cattle would be fed ground-up
sheeps' heads," said Lawrence Feldman,
associate professor in the Department of

Microbiology, Immunology and Molecular

Genetics.

BSE is neither a microbe or a virus, but a

prion, which is a mutated protein.

Unlike a normal protein, which is curied,

the BSE prion is straight. As it is transmitted

from species to species, it comes into contact

with normal proteins, changing their shape,

according to Feldman. These straight rods

form plaque or build up in cells making up
nerves causing degeneration of the brain.

"(Prions) act like slow viruses because

they convert normal proteins, which in turn

convert other ones," he said. The prions

harm humans and cows but not sheep
because the disease is specific to certain

See COW, page 11
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Cattle look out of a cattle van in front

of the slaughterhouse in Euskirchen,

Germany. These cattle are two of the

400,000 which are to be slaughtered.
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Pencils signify pain of sanctions
STUDENTS: Group tries

to rally support behind

humanitarian concern

By Midiaeie Turnage
Daily Bruin Contributor

Cries for pencils echoed down
Bruin Walk Tuesday as the

United Arab Society tried to

raise awareness, about the

United Nations' sanctions on
Iraq.

Since 1990, the U.N. has

banned import of such products

as pencils, |baby food, electrical

equipmentl water purification

chemicals and medical syringes

to Iraq to encourage the elimina-

tion of weapons and mass
destruction in the country and to

punish it for violating interna-

tional law.

Initially supported by more
than 32 countries, the sanctions'

only major supporters today are

the United States and Britain,

UAS members said.

"We as Arabs feel that we
-Should educate the UCLA cam.

human rights organizations to

distribute to Iraqi hospitals.

UAS members would not reveal

the name of the organization.

Besides collecting pencils,

members of UAS circulated peti-

tions urging the end of the sanc-

tions. The petitions will be sent to

Secretary of State Colin Powell.

The UAS also set up 12 sign

boards and planted 2,000 pencils

in the grass lining the walkways

around campus to symbolize

how the embargo limits nations

with such fertile land, said UAS
President Fadi Amer, a third-

year political science student.

"The situation in

Iraq Is a silent

tragedy, since

most people aren't

aware of It."

Abdul Ghafoor
Fifth-year student

pus about what is going on," said

Sasha Totah, a third-year eco-

nomic international area studies

student.

Like other members of UAS,
Totah wore a black shirt featur-

ing an outline of Iraq with the

words "starving for a pencil ...

_help us help them" etched on it.

"Donate a pencil, save a kid's

life," members said to passers-

by

For every pencil UAS col-

lects, an organization will

donate 17 cents to various

"Just because someone does-

n't support the sanctions doesn't

mean that they support Saddam
Hussein," Amer said. He added

that relief from sanctions is a

humanitarian issue, not a politi-

cal one.

According to members, UAS
asked various campus sources

for the $3,000 needed to pay for

supplies. Funding was denied to

the group because it did not have

a specific target audience and its

event did not have a central loca-

tion, members said.

"We wanted to target every-

body, not just a specific commu-
nity," Totah said. Although UAS
did not receive campus funding,

members salvaged the program
by funding the event themselves.

"We feel so strongly about this

that we continued through with

this even though we were denied

funding," Totah said.

According to UNICEF in

April 1998, approximately 250

people die each day from the

sanction.

"This will continue until the

sanctions are gone. We need to

do something about it," said

Abdul Ghafoor, a fifth-year

political science student who
stopped to talk to group mem-
bers.

"The situation in Iraq is a

silent tragedy," Ghafoor said,

"since most people aren't aware

of it."

Michael Davis, a third-year

religious studies student, said

students should stay informed

about human atrocities world-

wide.

"People ov^ here in a place

where they easily get everything

they want have a responsibility to

know what is going on in a place

where people don't easily get

everything," Davis said after

signing a petition.

'"People who don't use what

they have to help others are not

using what's handed to them
responsibly." he continued.

Students can donate pencils

today and Thursday, from 8 a.m. to

4 p.m. on Bruin Walk and various

places on campus.

ANGIE LtVINt

Students collect pencils on Bruin Walk to raise awareness about U.N. sanctions
placed on Iraq. For each pencil, 1 7 cents will be donated to human rights groups.

• rroviding Help/hmpowenng Kecovery ^

County of Riverside

DEPARTMENT OF MENTAL HEALTH
4095 COUNTY CIRCLE DRIVE RIVERSIDE, CA

SATURDAY APRIL 28, 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.

For further informafion contact: Paula Gardner or Nisha Limbrick (909) 358-4606
DISCOVER MANY NEW JOB OPPORTUNITIES!

Look for this od again on April 25th
We are focused on finding individuals for the following positions-

Clinical Therapist I (MSW/MFT) Pre-licensed, Clinical Therapist II (Licensed) Senior Clinical Psychologist (Licnesed) Clinical
Psychologist (PhD/PsyD Pre-licensed Psychiatrist II (Board Eligible), Psychiatrist III (Board certified)

Registered Nurse Per Diem, Menal Health Nurse,
mental Health Services Supervisor A and B. Many more positions are available!

Qualified candidates may be interviewed on-site. Please bring a copy ofyour license, registration, degree, resume or CV.

For position descriptions and requirements visit our website at:

www.co.riverside.ca.us

If interested but unable to attend our Career Fair, please e-mail your resume to: jobmatch@co. riverside. ca. us
or send resume to:

'r>

Riverside County Human Resources

4080 Lemon St., 1st Floor, RO. Box 1569
Riverside, CA 92502-1569
EEO/ADA Compliant

WORLD &( NATION Dow Jones Industrials
up: 257.59

close: 10,102.74

Nasdaq Index

up: 106.32

close: 1,852.03

Dollar

Yen: 124.43

Euro: 1.1246

Qtizens protest prospect of euthanasia

Ihe Associated Press

The Dutcti Ministers of Justice Benk Korthais, standing cen-

ter, anci of Health, Els Borst defend the new euthanasia law.

NETHERLANDS: Parliament

legalizes doctor-assisted

suicide for terminally ill

By Anthony Deutsdi

The Associated Press

THE HAGUE, Netherlands

Despite protests outside parliament, the

Netherlands legalized mercy killings and
assisted suicide Tuesday, becoming the

first nation to allow doctors to end the

lives of patients with unbearable, terminal

illness.

About 10,000 euthanasia opponents
surrounded the building, praying, singing

hymns and quoting the Bible, while the

upper house of parliament, the Senate,

considered the legislation. The Senate

voted 46-28 in favor of the law, likely to

take effect in the summer.

Before the vote, Health Minister Els

Borst reassured legislators the bill could

not be abused by doctors because of care-

ful supervisory provisions. The law pre-

supposes a long doctor-patient relation-

ship and requires patients be legal resi-

dents of the Netherlands.

"There are sufficient measures to elim-

inate those concerns," Borst told the sena-

tors. Euthanasia, she said, will remain a

last resort for those who have no other

choice but endless suffering.

The law formalizes a practice discreetly

used in Dutch hospitals and homes for

decades, turning guidelines adopted by

Parliament in 1993 into legally binding

requirements. Doctors can still be pun-

ished if they fail to meet the law's strict

codes.

Outside parliament, some protesters

were masked in black balaclavas and car-

ried oversized syringes dripping with fake

blood. Others gathered signatures for a

petition that already had 25,000 names
before the debate opened Monday
evening. Several Christian schools can-

celed classes to allow students to partici-

pate in the demonstrations.

"We don't have the right to decide

about matters of life and death, but God
does," said 19-year-old Henrico van der

appointed but not surprised. The Senate

vole was considered a formality for the

bill, which passed the lower house in

November. It still must be signed by

Queen Beatri.x - a symbolic step expected

within a few weeks.

"The tide will turn back someday," said

69-year-old Pict Huurman of the Cry for

Life protest group. "They will realize they

have made a terrible mistake."

Despite the strong showing of oppo-
nents on Tuesday, van der Hock, who
belongs to the Dutch Reformed Church,

admitted he is one of a small minority in

the Netherlands, once a stronghold of

Christian politics.

In the debate, Borst said a broad con-

sensus had coalesced after 30 years of dis-

cussion, with some 90 percent of the pop-

ulation backing the changes.

Under the law, a patient would have to

be undergoing irremediable and unbear-

able suffering, be aware of all other med-
ical options and have sought a second pro-

fgSSLonal opinion. The request would have _
Hock as he talked past Parliament, "r^s !o~Be made voluntarily, independently
Christians, we simply cannot support this

law."

After the vote, they said they were dis

while the patient is of sound mind.
Doctors are not supposed to suggest it as

an option.

Agreement on crash still eludes China, U.S.

STALEMATE* Neither side

ready to compromise, as

tensions continue to rise

By Ron Fournier

The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - President

Bush called the impasse with China
a "stalemate" for the first time
Tuesday, as U.S. diplomats awaited

China's reply to a new formula for

ending the impasse. Offering hope,

China's leader said he was eager to

break the spy plane impasse.

"Taking into the account the

^important role of the two countries,

we have to find a solution,"

Chinese President Jiang Zemin
said at a news conference in

Uruguay. "I trust in the ability of
both countries to resolve this

issue."

Jiang, making a six-nation tour

of Latin America, also said China's

position was "sufficiently clear" as

he stood by earlier demands that

the United States apologize for the

crash of a Chinese jet. The United

Stales has refused to apologize.

Bush tried to lower expectations

for the quick release soon of 24
U.S. servicemen and women, even

while his foreign policy team
reported modest behind-the-scenes

progress and said Beijing was
mulling the administration's latest

proposal to end the standoff.

"Diplomacy sometimes take a

little longer than people would
like," Bush said, preparing the pub-

lic for the prospect of a lengthy

standoff. "I urge the Chinese to

bring resolution to this issue. It's

time for our people to come home."
In a new formulation. Bush was

willing to express regret for the

U.S. plane landing on Chinese soil

- if the conciliatory gesture would
free the crew, U.S. officials said.

The concession is part of a larger

U.S. proposal offered to Beijing

several days ago, with no immedi-
ate response, officials said.

Amid the flurry of diplomatic

activity, the president responded to

increasing pressure from critics,

including conservative allies, clam-
oring for action.

"This administration is doing
everything we can to end the stale-

mate in an efficient way," the presi-

dent said.

The crew members have been

held since their EP-3E II surveil-.

lance plane collided with a Chinese
fighter jet and was forced to make
an emergency landing April I.

Beijing has sought an apology and
U.S. acceptance of blame, but Bush
has said neither is warranted.

"The U.S. side should apolo-

gize," Foreign Ministry spokesman
Sun Yuxi said.

However, along with the defiant

words, China extended the U.S. air

crew extra privileges, including

freedom to exercise in the air-con-

ditioned building where they are

being detained.

For the first time, Chinese state-

run television and newspapers
reported Tuesday on U.S.-Chinese

talks to resolve the dispute, a possi-

ble indicator that Beijing is prepar-

ing its public for the prospect of a

negotiated settlement.

The Bush team, frustrated by the

slow pace of talks, said the fate of
the negotiations was in Beijing's

hands.

Both sides were focused on
drafts of a proposed U.S. letter thai

- if approved by Bush and Jiang -

would be presented to China by the

U.S. ambassador in a deal to

release the crew.

Eminem given probation on

concealed weapon charge
SENTENCING: Rap artist

hoping to move on after

pleading guilty to crime

By Laura Potts

The Associated Press

MOUNT CLEMENS, Mich. -
Rap star Eminem, vilified for his vio-

lent lyrics about gays and women, was
sentenced to two years' probation

Tuesday for carrying a concealed

weapon.

"The judge treated me fair, like any
other human being," Eminem said

afterward. "I just want to get it behind

me and get back to spending time with

my little girl and making music."

The Grammy-winning star was
charged after a June 4 confrontation

outside a Warren, Mich, nightclub.

Police said Eminem pistol-whipped a

man he says he saw kissing his

estranged wife, Kim.

In February, the rapper, whose real

name is Marshall Bruce Mathers III,

pleaded guilty in a deal with prosecu-

tors, who dropped a charge of assault

Aisociated Press

Rap artist Marshall Mathers III,

also known as Eminem, in court.

with a dangerous weapon. :
,

The charge carried a maximum of

five years in prison. Macomb County
Prosecutor Carl Marlinga said earlier

that he would seek no more than six

months because "he has no record and
there was no serious injury."

I WORLD & NATION BRIEFS

U.S. economy signals

global slowdown
WASHINGTON - The world is finding

out thai the global economy cannot fly perma-
nently on a single engine - the US economy.

World Bank economists said Tuesday when
the U.S. economy swiftly began losing power
late last year, it led to a global slowdown that

hit some countries hard. They predict a

rebound later this year.

Nicholas Stem, the bank's chief economist,

presented "Global Development Finance -

2001," the bank's annual report on external

financing prospects for developing countries

and those making the transition to market
economies.

The economists left themselves several

escape hatches for their forecast not panning
out - another Asian financial crisis, a sharp
decline in the value of the dollar or large num-
bers of overseas investors suddenly withdraw-
ing money from their home markets and

investing in U.S. markets in hopes

of bigger returns.

"We have to recognize the world

economy is slowing down," Stem said.

"It will start picking up again but it's dif-

ficult to spot the turning point. We do think

toward the end of the year."

Rising rivers threaten

northern homes
WAHPETON, N.D. - Crews shored up

earthen dikes Tuesday to protect cities and
rural homes from the swollen Red River and
its tributaries, and fought to break up ice jams

.

that threatened bridges.

The river seemed to stabilize at Wahpeton,
even falling a couple of inches, but more rain

was forecast this week.

Rising rivers also threatened homes in wide
areas of Minnesota.

Two farm families in Richland County, out-

side Wahpeton, were evacuated as the Wild

Rice River rushed overland

Monday. The river crested near

Abercrombie later Monday at just

over 25 feet. Rood stage is 10 feet.

"Within 20 minutes it was up in the

yard, and coming in behind us," said Carol
Hallett, who watched as the water threatened

her home.

Workers in Traill County, north of Fargo,

returned to work Tuesday morning trying to

break up a mile-long ice jam on the Red River
that threatened a bridge connecting North
Dakota and Minnesota.

Crews had worked late into the night

Monday and estimated they had the job about
80 percent completed, said county highway
superintendent Scott Stammen. He said the

450-foot span is an imporunt link for farmers

in the region.

The river, which flows north along the

North Dakota-Minnesota state line, was at

16.67 feet, more than 6 feet above flood stage,

Tuesday at Wahpeton, but that was down
about 2 inches from Monday.

Presidential feline

found on L.A, street

WASHINGTON - President Bush's former
cat, missing for weeks, turned up in the wee
hours Tuesday morning strolling Los Angeles'

Avenue of the Stars.

Recognized by a night watchman along the

corridor of production studios, Ernie was
reportedly in ragged shape and without his cus-

tom-fitted toe caps. By Tuesday afternoon, the

orange-white tabby cat was back with Bush
fund-raiser Brad Freeman and "doing inter-

views," Laura Bush's ofllce announced.

After the Bushes decided in January that

Ernie's claws would be a disaster for White
House furnishings. Freeman, an investment

banker and family friend, took the cat in and
capped his menacing little toes.

Ernie disappeared from Freeman's
Brentwood home about three weeks ago.

Compiled from Daily Bruin wire reports.
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Napster's legal troubles continue
MUSIC: Judge denies

request to add 26,000

more plainlifls to suit

By David Kravets

The Associated Press

SAN FRANCISCO A fed-

eral judge appeared to take a

dim view of elTorls to amplify

Napster Inc.'s legal troubles,

but didn't immediately rule

luesday on requests to allow

thousands of music publishers,

songwriters and other artists to

jom the case.

The National Music
Publishers' Association asked
the judge to certify its 26,000

members as a class deserving

payments from Napster for

copyright songs that have been
illegally traded. Lawyers for

another group of suing musi-

L'iuna ulao u.iked fnr rlft^r^rttnn

status.

"I'm not going to supervise

the whole world," U.S. District

Judge Marilyn Hall Patel said.

Patel also suggested she

would dismiss legal action

against Napster's major finan-

cial backers, including the com-
pany's acting chief executive.

Hank Barry, and the San
Francisco venture capital firm

Hummer Winblad, which
invested $15 million in the music
file-swapping service.

"Investment is not enough to

hold them liable," Patel said.

Napster was back in court to

defend its compliance with

Patel's order that it block the

trading of copyright songs pend-

ing trial on the Recording
Industry Association of

America's lawsuit, which seeks

to close Napster down entirely.

The RIAA says Napster hasn't

gone far enough to screen out

song files to which it doesn't

have rights.

But Napster says it's doing all

it can with limited resources.

On Tuesday, Napster bought

the assets and engineering team
o\' Palo Alto-based Gigabeat
Inc., which specializes in music-

searching technologies that

shoulc' help Napster filter which
songs are available on its site.

The cost of the deal was not dis-

closed.

The Redwood City-based

Napster also hired 15 more peo-

ple to weed out unauthoftzed
music, and has partnered with

Gracenote, a company that

tracks multiple spellings of pop-

ular song titles. Its new policy is

to kick off users who continue

trading music by modifying the

file names of songs.

In total, Napster says it has

excluded from its index about

311,000 unique artist-song title

pairs as well as 1.7 million file

names corresponding to those

artist-title pairs. Usage has

dropped considerably since it

began blocking songs last

month, it said.

Still, the two sides differ on
how to interpret Patel's order.

Napster maintains that it

must block songs only after

being given an artist name, song

title, file name and proof of
copyright. The recording indus-

try says Napster must search for

infringing content even before

receiving proper notification

from copyright holders.

A technical mediator has

been appointed to help resolve

the disputes. A.J. "Nick"
Nichols, who served as a neutral

court expert in Sun
Microsystems' suit against

Microsoft, was appointed about

two weeks ago, Napster con-

firmed Tuesday.

The effort by songwriters

Tuesday was joined by

Grammy-winning songwriter

Jeffrey Cohen, who has penned
hits for Mariah Carey, The

-Pointer Sisters and Faith Evans. -

"I depend solely on my song-

writing income to earn a living

and support my family," Cohen
said.

While Cohen thinks Napster

technology is "fabulously bril-

liant," he says hundreds of his

songs are being downloaded for

free. He wants Napster to imple-

ment a subscription fee.

Napster is itself expected to

switch to a subscription-based

model soon, with the help of

Bertelsmann, one of its

investors.

Marin D.A. could be ousted

for severity on pot offenses
RECALL: Ramena faces vote

to be removed because of

medical marijuana stance

By Michelle Lod(e

The Associated Press

SAN RAFAEL In most places, district

attorneys are bounced out of office if they

appear too .soft on crime. In this liberal

county, that logic could be reversed.

Marin County District Attorney Paula

Kamena faces a recall vote on May 22 in

part because advocates of medical marijua-

na argue she is too tough on marijuana

smokers.

At issue is Proposition 215, the law

approved by California voters in 1996 that

allows people to use marijuana for medical

purposes, provided they have a doctor's per-

-«nisMon.
Associated Press

Implementation of the measure has

proven difficult, however, since it is vague

on where patients can get marijuana, how
much of it they can possess and who is qual-

ified to grow it.

County officials have varied widely in

how they approach the issue. Some work
closely with distribution clubs that sprang

up after Proposition 215 passed and others

take a harder line.

Kamena .says she's been unfairly painted

as a pot prosecutor. Since she was sworn in

as Marin County district attorney in

January, 1999 medical marijuana cases have

made up a tiny percentage of her office case-

=^arln County District Attorney Paula

Kamena may be recalled for being

too hard on marijuana offenders.

load - 73 out of more than 30,000 - and
most were dismissed or ended in plea bar-

gains. Kamena says she's declared that her

office won't prosecute if individuals have no
more than six mature or 1 2 immature plants

and a half-pound of dry marijuana.

But opponents say, far from being
lenient, Kamena's guidelines follow federal

law. which considers marijuana a contra-

band and effectively gives police a license to

confiscate it, whether or not they make
arrests.

UCLA Hillel Presents
'N

Pi^za^ Pluralism
/jjjj^^oy^p^ discussion of the weekly Torah portion
-A lihique opportunity to learn with a variety of

outstanding Rabbis c

Today, March 11

12-1 pm, Ackerman 3508

Free Matzah Pizza in honor of Passovei

Rabbi Mark Borovitz

•
HiW4 ^babbat

* * Shabbat this week at *
*

Rabbi Chaim's house *

^ at 6:30

1 0750 Wellworth

(on the corner of Wellworth and Selby)

Services followed by a Kosher for

Passover dinner.

Plus an evening of "Ask the Rabbi

A Report From Waging Peace in a Time of War:
Mil "Seeds of Peace" in the Middle East

Thursday, April 12, 4PM • 6275 Bunche
Joint Two Seeds of Peace Youngsters -—

® Aviv Liron is a 17 year old Israeli from the north of Israel. Adham Rishmawi
is a PalesHnian from the West Bank. See what these two have to say about
what's going on in the Middle East.

TjBSZJMi^^^mKg^^SjZS?^ .̂auajalAiiteiiaa^ 'WVT'ywwjr^^r'jiiWwmn

Sponsored In the Shelley & Bruce \\ hizin I aniilv I (mndation
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Sprint

PfBi^aitl
Phone

Caras

Card

30 minutes card

60 minutes card

120 minutes card

250 minutes card

* Domestic Rotes

rate
per minute

. . .18<

. . .17<

. . .16<

. . .15<

Available at

UCLA Store-Ackermon, B level

Health Sdences Store, Lu Voile Commons

North Campus Shop and

Hill Top Shop

No access charge

Rechargeable

Customer service line available 24 hours a day
7 days a week

Cards valid up to one year from date of purchase

Eoch coll is colculofed to the next whole minute and deducted from the cord volue in whole minute incrementsColls mode

from poyphones in the United States will be ossessed o $0.40 surchorge to cover PCC-mondoted payments from long-

distance carriers to poyphone providers. Poy phone surcharge rate subject to change. Cord has no cash redemption vokw.

Card cannot be opplied to any Sprint Invoice. Norhtronsferable. Sprint is not responsible for loss, theft, or unouthorized use

of thiscord.

Essentials
*

510 206 0820
www.uciastore.com UCLfhrsflT

ELEQldNS
From page 1

with more than 27 percent.

Soboroff, the only Republican of

the leading six candidaies, was run-

ning steady in third place with 20.1

percent of the vote.

City Councilman Joel Wachs
stood in fourth place with 10.76 per-

cent of the vote, while Congressman
Xavier Becerra and California State

Controller Kathleen Connell both

lagged behind with under 10 percent.

At press time, none of the other nine

candidates on the ballot reached

more than I percent of the vote.

Hahn has led in the polls since this

year's race for mayor began. He was
the first candidate to announce his

bid for mayor two years ago.

Among his accomplishments dur-

ing his 16 years as L.A. city attorney

and as city controller. Hahn created

legislation combating street gangs,

improved firearm safely and broad-

ened laws preventing domestic vio-

lence.

Hahn has also authored strict

guidelines for the upkeep of housing

facilities in the city and helped in suc-

cessfully convicting guilty slumlords.

According to a campaign repre-

sentative for Hahn, the city attorney

spent Tuesday meeting and greeting

voters at his campaign headquarters

on Crenshaw Boulevard.

According to a spokesman for

Villaraigosa's campaign, the former

state assembly speaker spent election

day attending rallies around the city,

including a labor union rally and a

Democratic Party rally in the San
Fernando Valley. Villaraigosa also

attended a rally at his campaign head-

quarters on Crenshaw Boulevard.

Villaraigosa was elected in 1994 to

represent the 45th Assembly District

in the California Legislature, and was
then elected Speaker of the Assembly
in 1998.

First-year geography student

Gabriel Serrano said he was looking

for a candidate with political experi-

ence as well as experience in life. "It

seems like he's been through a lot in

his youth." he said.

Serrano said he is 80 percent con-

fident that Villaraigosa will win the

election.

DANIEL WONG

Jack Weiss, a candidate for city

council fronn the fifth district,

shakes hands with supporters

during his post-election gather-

ing Tuesday night in Westwood
as results trickle in.

that we definitely think it will be a

higher turnout," Colamonico said.

Rodney Scott, campaign manager
for Ken Gerston. noted that the light

mayoral race helped to raise voter

turnout for the fifth district race.

"The mayoral candidates have

brought so much into the race that I

think the voter turnout will be much
higher," Scott said.

City council, district five

A former stale senator and former

assistant U.S. attorney will likely spar

in a runoff for the city council seat for

the fifth district. Hayden's 33.52 per-

cent topped Weiss' vote total by near-

ly 10 percentage points.

Most of the other nine candidates

trailed far behind Weiss and Hayden.
Candidates Steve Sallzman and
Laura Lake were in a battle for third

place with about 9 percent of the

vote.

For candidates for the seat,the day
ranged from stressful to relaxing.

Graffiti fighter Joe Connolly took

the time to secure some lasl-minutc

funds in the event of a runoff while

managing to spend some time with

his family.

Frontrunner Hayden spent most
of the afternoon walking precincts on
Ventura Boulevard and in the Valley.

Tuesday, public policy graduate

student and Hayden campaign work-
er Jennifer Colamonico said voters

will be more active than in previous

elections.

"There's been so many candidates

Weiss' campaign came to a softer

but still strong finale, according to

campaign manager Susan Shaw.

"It's been fairly quiet ... we've

done everything we could have,"

Shaw said. "We have a good broad

base, so we're expecting a big

turnout."

Weiss and his supporters celebrat-

ed his runoff victory at a Westwood
restaurant.

The 1 1 candidates set a mark as

the highest number of candidaies to

ever run for the position in this dis-

trict and set the highest level of

fundraising - reaching nearly S4 mil-

lion in total campaign contributions.

Though the primary is over, two

election-related lawsuits are pending.

The first is led by Connolly, and
accuses Hayden of perjury and resi-

dency fraud. Hayden maintains a

Brentwood estate located in the II th

city council district, but recently

moved into a new residence in

Westwood.

Results from other races
• Fifth-district city councilman

IVIike Feuer and Rocky Delgadillo

will likely meet in a runoff for city

attorney. Feuer maintained a slight

edge over Delgadillo with nearly 40
percent of the vote. : •.

•

• Voters overwhelmingly support-

ed City Councilwoman Laura Chick
as the next City Controller. Chick
seemed to have won the election out-

right, capturing 61.94 percent of the

vote, 34 percentage points more than

her nearest competitor, Laurettc

Healey.

• The race for Los Angeles Unified

School district board member from
this district was headed for a runoff

between Valerie Fields, who won
38.29 percent of the vote, and
Marlene Canter, who was in second

with 32.62 percent.

• All three ballot measures on
Tuesday's ballot passed. Charter

Amendment I and 2 as well as

Proposition A won handily, each

commanding more than 65 percent

of city voters' support.

SURGEON
From page 1

Satcher has titled his plan

"Healthy People 2010," which is

intended to increase longevity and
quality of life, and eliminate racial and
ethnic disparities in health care.

With a rising number of Americans
over the age of 85, Satcher said he

aims at making the aging process suc-

cessful - physically and mentally.

"Successful aging is maximizing

one's potential while aging," Satcher

said.

An increa.singly diverse population

also requires a focus on the ethnic dis-

parities in health care, Satcher said

"The issue of access is a national

problem. We need a system that gives

access to everyone," he said.

While Satcher poses new public

health policies, he emphasizes com-
munity responsibility to make
Americans' lifestyles healthier.

See SURGEON, page 10
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ucia Performing Arts Student Gommittee presents...

UCLA Student Playwright Project
A selection of one-act ploys to be ciirected and presented

WANTED
uclg Student Playwright:
Submit your original one-act plays to...

^*^ Royce Hall B96 or CTO

^^ Fax 310.825,7890

sca@ucla,edu

Deadline for Submissions

Friday. April 20

stipend to be awarded to
the selected playwrights WANTED

ucIa Student Actors
Audition

May!. 2. 3 6 - 9pm

Sign up @ Royce Hall B96 Office

Deadline for SIgn-ups

Friday, April 20

Thursday, May 31 8pm
Northwest Campus Auditorium

For more info, www.sca.ucla.edu

310.825.3253

u
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SURGEON
From page 8

"When it comes to lifestyles

it's not just an individual respon-

sibility, it is a community respon-

sibility," Satcher said

Enforcing K-12 physical edu-

cation, teaching sex education

and having places for the elderly

to be active are all necessary and
part of the community responsi-

bility, he said.

Satcher's prescription for a

healthy lifestyle is moderate
physical activity at least five days

a week for 30 minutes, eating at

least live servings of vegetables

and fruit a day, avoiding toxins,

and taking part in responsible

sexual behavior. Physical activity

lowers the chance of' heart dis-

ease, prevents and lowers high

blood pressure and influences

psychological well-being.

Satcher served as Director of

the Centers for Disease Control

and Prevention and
Administrator of the Agency for

Toxic Substances and Disease

Registry from 1993 to 1998.

A former UCLA professor in

the School of Medicine and
Public Health, Satcher received a

distinguished service award from

Jhe National Association of
"Mental Illness in 2000.
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AWARENESS
From page 1

mass dialogue to heighten

awareness of other cultures

and to disprove commonly
held stereotypes.

"1 get scared that when
someone figures out I'm a

Muslim, the first thing they

will think is that my dad is

dominating over my mom
and that my dad is part of a

terrorist organization," said

organizer Yousef Tajsar, a

first-year philosophy stu-

dent.

The ' most dominant
stereotypes about Muslims

arc that Muslim women are

oppressed, Tajsar said.

Zayneb Shaikley, a first-

year undeclared student

who, in her hcjab - the

clothing that covers her

entire body - has been mis-

taken for a nun, said the

concealing clothing is a

source of pride for Muslim
women.

"No one told me to wear
it," Shaikley said, "I chose

to."

Shaikley said the hejab is

intended to protect women
from being exploited for

their body and is a sign of

modesty.

"People think it is

degrading us, but it is really

raising us up a level,"

Shaikley said. "It encour-

ages people to look at our

minds instead of our bod-

ies."

Muslim women begin

wearing the hejab around

the age of nine, around
when they start developing,

Shaikley said. While they

wear the hejab in public, /

women feel free to^ unVeily

themselves in the' presence

of their families and fellow

women.
In light oflast year's hate

crimes when someone cut

up a sign on the door of the

MSA's office and one of its

sign boards was spit on, said

MSA President Ghaith

Mahmood, there is a need

to inform the public about

the Islamic faith.

"It requires a level of

awareness to be brought

about toward all cultures,"

said Mahmood, a third-year

business and economics and
international development
studies student.

"We need to foster an

understanding about

diverse beliefs and diverse

backgrounds," he said.

EYES
From page 1

issues that affect Chinese people don't neces-

sarily affect Koreans or Laotians.

"We come from such different places and
that has to be recognized," he said. "You can't

just lump all Asians in one group."

The event included an open mic segment
which allowed members of the audience to

step up to the microphone and express their

thoughts through improvisational perfor-

mance.

Two performers, Cheryl Samson and Paul

Jisung Kim, welcomed the offer.

Samson, a fourth-year sociology student at

UC Irvine, performed a song about social lib-

eration and denounced Proposition 21, which
voters passed last year allowing juveniles who
commit violent crimes to be sentenced as

adults.

"It's good to see art talking about issues

that are important to students," Samson said.

"It is a good way of educating people about

these issues."

She then joined Kim, a senior at Cypress
High School in L.A., in a dual recital, after

which Kim gave a solo performance with beat-

boxing that energized the crowd.

Kim said the crowd at Monday's event was
one of the most receptive he has seen.

"I've been to other spoken word venues in

L.A. and Orange County, and they can be dull

at times," he said.

In addition to the spoken word and song

performances, which included one by the

Asian American theatre group "Lapu, the

Coyote that Cares." visual art was on promi-

nent display in the gallery.

Among the pieces in the exhibit were
sketches, paintings, illustrated poetry and per-

sonal collages, as well as a collage produced by
third-graders from Wilton Place School in Los
Angeles.

By far the largest piece on display was an in-

depth chronology of important historical

events in the numerous cultures that form the

conventional Asian American demographic.

The timeline spanned the walls of the gallery.

Though the exhibit will be on display over

the next three weeks, Hom said it is not

enough.

"It should be out there for longer, but we
can't afford to put the art up for very long," he

said.

Johneric Concordia, a counselor for

Search to Involve Pilipino Americans, who
performed Monday, reiterated the vital need

to distinguish Asian Americans from each
other.

"We share a common situation and history,

but at the same time we're totally different,"

he said.

Once Asian Americans make it clear they

are not just one common body, Hom said

there will be no need to place so much empha-
sis on race.

"We have to show how diverse the group is,

to break down race and show how meaning-
less the term is," Hom said.

The next event in the AP "Eyes" series

open to students is "Our Generation's
Mission," designed to spark student involve-

ment in community organizing. It is scheduled

for April 18 at the KerckhofT Art Gallery.
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Looking fo save some money?

coming

April 30«h
For advertising information, please call 825-2161

WIN A $200
COMMUNITY SERVICE

SCHOLARSHIP

riOLlSING
APARTMENT COORDINATOR

H POSITION AVAILABLE
12 MONTH POSITION STARTING JULY 1, 2001

Compensation: A shared rental space plus a monthly salary
and one parking space.

Duties Include:

•Maintaining and enforcing rules and
regulations of the UCLA University

Apartments.

•Ensuring safety and security of the
property by participating In the after

hours maintenance program.

•Participating in weekly meetings with
staff and management.

•Work a flexible schedule.

•Analyze situations and define

problems/objectives and formulate
logical conclusions.

/Z

Qualifications:

•UCLA undergraduate or graduate
student.

,/
>:„'.

•Must possess excellent

communication skills (written and oraQ
In order tp Interact effectively and
diplomatJcally witti students, staff, co-
workei^s of various, cultural and
economic backgrounds.

•Leadership experience.

•Skills In prioritizing assignments and
working independentiy witii minimal
supervision.

•Familiarity witfi University Housing
and previous UCLA group living

experience preferred.

ANY UCLA STUDENT WHO IS ACTIVELY
INVOLVED IN COMMUNITY SERVICE ON OR

OFF CAMPUS CAN APPLY<

* PICK UP AN APPUCATION NOW AT KERCKHOFF HALL
RM. 413 (BEFORE THE DEADUNE)

* DEADUNE: APPUCATIONS DUE APRIL 20TH, 2001 BEFORE
5:00 PM 9 KERCKHOFT HALL RM. 413

* TWO $200 SCHOLARSHIPS WILL BE GIVEN

FOR MORE /NFORMAT/ON:
KERCKHOFF HALL RM.4 13

(310)825-7586
USASWC®ASUCLA.UCLA.EDU

HTTP://STUDENTS.ASUCLA.UCLA.EDU/SWC/

K\Ri. SiitMJss Bkkvvkky Rksiaurant

-^ UNIVERSAL CITYWALK

I |V Application & Job Description Available at
University AfMrtments North

625 Landfalr Ave. #1

Please do not telephone. Email inquiries to: pyooneuda.edu

Application Deadline: Fridayp April 13, 2001

KARL STRAU.

Wednesday nights

lOHHf P.M, to 1MI A.M,

S2 PINTSI
Special Appetizer Men

KARL STUUSS IREWERY RESTAURANT, UNIVERSAL OTYWAU
1 000 UwMul (Milt DriM UaiMnglCily.CoifonHa

(8l8)7S34»fW
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MARS
From page 3

instruments will measure dilTerent

bands of the electromagnetic

spectrum which will let us see the

actual minerals that make up the

surface of Mars."

According to Hardin, the infor-

mation collected by the Odyssey
will allow scientists to learn more
about the evolution of Mars and,

in turn, more about the evolution

of Earth.

According to Paige, a discov-

ery of water or ice could be a sign

of life that once existed on Mars.

"NASA is maintaining a rigor-

ous program for Mars in hopes of

discovering new information

about the planet and its climate,"

he said.

During the trip, the spacecraft

will activate and calibrate its sci-

entific instruments and begin to

collect data.

It is scheduled to reach the

planet on Oct. 24, when it will fire

its main engine and be captured in

the planet's orbit. The craft will

begin studies of Mars in January

of 2002. Before then, it will con-

tinue calibrating its instruments

and stabilizing its orbit of Mars.

=^NASA also plans to collect

information about radiation on
and around Mars to determine

the possibility of future human
exploration.

Past failed missions also

include the Mars Observer,

launched in 1993 and the Climate

Orbiter, launched in 1998, accord-

ing to NASA's Mars Exploration

Web Site. These missions were

unsuccessful in gathering infor-

mation, mostly due to technical

problems and equipment failures.

One of the recent successful

missions was the Mars Pathfinder,

launched in 1996, which gathered

information about the surface of

Mars and its climate.

The Mars Global Surveyor,

also launched in 1996, is the most

successful mission so far.

According to NASA's Mars
Exploration Web Site, the Global

Surveyor has collected informa-

tion about the geography of the

planet. Although it finished its

mission in January of 2001, it is

now in an extended mission

phase.

The Odyssey mission seeks to

build on the information gathered

from past missions as well as

enhancing maps created by the

Mars Global Surveyor, Paige

said.

"With better maps, we'll be

able to find better places to land,"

he said. "And that information

would be very useful for future

missions."

COW
From page 3

species, Feldman said.

He added that farmers originally treat-

ed the cow feed with petroleum oil, which

prevented BSE from spreading. That

stopped because of oil shortages in the

1980s, inadvertently instigating the

spread of the disease throughout

Britain's cattle population.

According to the MAFF Web site,

symptoms of BSE in cattle appear five

years after initial contact because the pri-

ons take that long to incubate in the ani-

mals. When people eat beef infected with

BSE, they too contract the disease, as

Churchill did in 1986. After the initial

infection with the BSE prion, there is an

average two-year incubation period in

humans before effects manifest.

"First, it is a loss of motor function,"

Robinson said. "Basically, you become
really klutzy. Then it's memory, and even-

tually you become immobile and go into

a coma." Once the disease starts to

progress, a person infected with BSE will

only have a couple of months to live, he

said. Because the prion is mainly trans-

mitted through nerves, Robinson said

scientists do not believe milk or other

bodily fluids are alTected.

Though the recent situation in

England has many people thinking the

disease originated in Britain, Robinson

said researchers first found it in the high-

lands of Papua New Guinea in the 1 950s.

Natives of that area practiced a form

of ancestor veneration where living fami-

ly members ate a piece of the brain of

deceased loved ones to pay respect. This
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ritual, practiced from generation to gen-

eration, preserved not only tradition but

"Kuru," the natives' name for BSE,
Robinson said.

Though BSE has not crossed over to

the United States. ofTicials are not taking

any chances. Recently, officials in

Vermont seized sheep suspected of carry-

ing the BSE prion, according to

Feldman.

"Basically, if a cow dies of neurologi-

cal symptoms, they slaughter it and do an

assay on it to make sure," he said. And
perhaps this precaution can be justified

when examining the effects of BSE.

"It's 100 percent filial," Robinson
said. "There's really nothing doctors can

do but put you in a hospital and wait."

With reports from Kiyoshi Tomono, Daily

Bruin Contributor.

CELLS
From page 3

Dr. Adam J. Katz in a statement. "This

discovery potentially could obviate the

need for using fetal tissue."

Within five years, this technique may
be used to grow actual tissues on struc-

tures known as scaffolds in the lab. The
tissues may be used to repair and
replace structures that are damaged or

missing in patients, such as the depletion

of bone tissue caused by osteoporosis.

"In the future, we may be able to take

your fat tissue, turn it into different tis-

sue, and then reimplant it," said Dr.

Mark Hedrick, the primary investigator

for the UCLA Plastic and
Reconstructive research team.

"The risks are relatively small with

this tissue because they are your cells;

they won't be rejected like an organ, and
there are so many of these cells that they

are easy to obtain," he said.

The technique is the first to be devel-

oped using fat tissue as a source of stem

celts. Previously, researchers used bone
marrow samples to extract the cells.

"This fat deal is really novel, but

we've been getting stem cells from other

organs and bone marrow for a couple of

decades, almost 25 years." Hedrick said.

In addition, researchers found that

certain properties of the fat tissues

obtained through liposuction groomed
them for isolating stem cells.

"In fat tissue, we get a high ratio of

stem cells - maybe one hundred times

the amount we usually get from bone
marrow," Zhu said.

"In the future, wc may be able to take

stem cells from younger pulients anT
save them so when they're older, we can

give it to them."

BRUIN
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HiiNJi t;i\-(u( proposal

Political parties cannot

agree on a plan which a

Thursday Bruin columnist

writes would benefit all.

viewpoJnt@media.uda.edu

Can men and women really be lust' friends?
FRIENDSHIP: Philosophy of

movie may hold truths to

opposite sex interactioi^s

Billy Crystal says, "men and
women can't be friends." The
movie is "When Harry Met

Sally", the time is the late '70s. Harry,

a recent college graduate, informs

Sally that men and women cannot

truly be friends,

as sex always

gets in the way.

"That's too

bad," says Sally.

"Then I guess

we can't be

friends

"

=

Ariana

Brooks

It'snot just a

movie, as a guy

friend of mine

informed me, it

is a model for

our lives. It is

the truth, the

essence of all guy/girl relationships,

the Bible, if you will, for the modern
college dilemma. That's what my
friend says anyway. As much as I

don't want to believe him, it's hard to

just ignore his perspective. After all,

as he is a guy, he does offer a reliable

explanation for the typical male view

on the subject.

Over the past few years, ever since

1 first stepped onto the sandy shores

of UCLA, I have been searching for

a definitive answer on the subject. I

have polled my many male friends,

looking for truth, looking for per-

Brookes is a third-year English student

who knows that Diet Coke is the drink of

champions. E-mail her at

abrookes@ucla.edu.

spective. I've asked them all - the

musicians, the jocks, the frat boys,

the stoners, the intellectuals and the

"sweet, sensitive" types. Almost over-

whelmingly, once they got a few

drinks in them, they were ready to

dispense their wisdom. And their wis-

dom was this; guys and girls cannot

be friends.

If you ask most girls what their

opinion is on the matter, they'll tell

you they don't believe the male opin-

ion. After all, the thought is quite

horrifying. The fact is, girls love to

GRACE HUANG/Daily Bfuin

have guy friends. We love to have

that aspect of different perspective in

our lives, we love to catch a glimpse

of life from the other side.

If you subscribe to the theory that

guys and girls cannot be friends, then

you begin to question all of your past

friendships with guys. You begin to

formulate images of every guy you've

ever been friends with - terrible

images. You start to question and
over analyze those past friendships,

wondering if secretly, all along, all

they wanted to do was sleep with

you. You go over past conversations

with them in your mind, wondering if

their words were hinting at a hidden

sexual desire. It is enough to drive

any sane girl mad with paranoia.

This is where the problem lies.

Giris usually do believe that guys and
girls can be friends. We all have guy
friends; it works, end of story. The
question is, if the guys that you are

friends with agree with Harry's

friendship philosophy, that means
that they are not interpreting your

friendship the way that you are. And
this can lead to uncomfortable situa-

tions.

It is a known fact that when you
know that someone likes you, and by

"likes you", I mean he "likes likes"

you, it throws a whole spin on th«

equation. I don't know how it works
for guys, but I know that for most
girls, if we are friends with a guy, and
we know he is interested in us, it

completely changes everything. And
not in a good way.

There are of course exceptions to

the rule. After all, sometimes the

affection is mutual, and some of the

best relationships stem from friend-

ships. But, if it is not shared by both

the guy and the girl ... the situation

can be bad.

Once we know that a guy friend

likes us, we can no longer look at him
the same way. He is no longer seen as

a platonic buddy because we fear that

he is thinking about getting into our

pants. We feel awkward, and some-
times guilty. A fear creeps in that we
are stringing him along by continuing

to be friends with him in the face of

his affection. We are afraid we might

inadvertently hurt him by giving him
the wrong impression. And we fear

the day he admits his desire to us

directly.

BruinGo! is valuable resource for students at UCLA
SERVICES: Big Blue Bus

helps alleviate parking,

transportation problems

By Douglas Kdozsvari

BruinGo! is an innovative pro-

gram that benefits thousands of

UCLA students, staff and faculty by
providing free rides on any Santa

Monica Big Blue Bus when they

swipe their ID cards through the

fare-box. It gives valuable financial

aid to students and serves as a fringe

benefit for UCLA employees.

BruinGo! gives UCLA bragging

rights to an environmentally sound,

socially equitable transportation pro-

gram. It has brought many people

together in support of the program
while also dispelling negative stereo-

Kolozsvari is the Graduate Student
Association's appointee for the

Transportation Services Advisory Board.

He is a second-year M.A. student in

urban planning whose focus is trans-

portation policy.

types about the bus.

BruinGo! even helps people who
drive to UCLA by freeing up park-

ing spaces that would have been

occupied by those who ride the bus.

Since BruinGo! began, many first-

time bus riders have been surprised

at how well the bus works for them.

It has changed many people's per-

ceptions that the bus is only for those

who don't have cars. The frequent

bus service, with its broad network

stretching from downtown to the

beach, and from LAX to the Getty,

has enabled many people to travel

car free in Los Angeles.

Any veteran Blue Bus rider can

tell you that ridership has increased

substantially since the fare-free pro-

gram went into effect fall quarter.

The increased ridership was so dra-

matic that the Blue Bus recently

added more service to UCLA-bound
routes.

Despite its many benefits and
obvious success in attracting more
riders, BruinGo! almost disappeared

as quickly as it began. When
Transportation Services expressed

doubts about the likelihood of con-

tinuing BruinGo! next year, this

caused a fiood of public support for

the program.

An informal e-mail survey gener-

ated over 1,700 messages of support

for BruinGo! Some of these e-mail

responses were brief, while others

were well-constructed essays on
UCLA's transportation woes
(excerpts from these e-mails are post-

ed at www.sppsr.ucla.edu/its/bruin-

go). These responses provide an

excellent overview of how people get

to and around UCLA, and the val-

ues that affect their transportation

choices.

Many respondents stated that

they own a car, but voluntarily opt to

take public transit. Most choose to

take the Blue Bus to save money on
gas and parking, but some people do
it to avoid the stress and hassle of

driving, for environmental reasons,

and even so they can study during

their trips to and from campus.
Many people also mentioned that

the bus is faster and more conve^

nient for them.

Some employees mentioned that

the Blue Bus is faster than the cam-

pus shuttle when they need to make
trips for university business. I decid-

ed to see whether there was any dif-

ference, so I timed the trip by both

bus and shuttle from Murphy Hall to

UCLA's offices in the Wilshirc

Center. I found that the Blue Bus
saved me 28 minutes on the round
trip.

More importantly, it saved UCLA
money each way because the bus is

cheaper than the shuttle. This could

also save students money and stress

related to finding parking in

Westwood Village if they want to get

lunch or dinner. Also, it preserves

more parking spaces for non-univer-

sity business in Westwood Village,

attracting people formerly lost to

areas with more available parking.

Some respondents said that they

do not use the program because the

Blue Bus does not serve their current

location, but they added that they

would use the program if the pro-

gram were extended to MTA or

Culver City bus lines. Other students

stated that they would choose next

SceHOlflZSVMlpageU

The real question is whether or not

Harry is right. Do guys really believe

that guys and girls can't be friends?

And further, are they correct in

believing this? Fast forward to the

end of the movie and you'll see that

Harry and Sally end up as a couple ...

they were "friends" and sex did in

fact get in the way. All of a sudden,

they were no longer friends, but

lovers. Realistically of course, this is

only a movie, and not every guy is

like Harry. But it still makes you

wonder.

This suspicion comes into play

time and time again. Suppose you

have a guy friend, on whom you
secretly crush. Your relationship is

seemingly platonic, and the guy _
shows no significant signs of further

"~

interest. You start grasping for signs

that he likes you, and all of a sudden

you find yourself falling back onto

the same theory that you previously

had fervently denied. Now, your

belief in it works to your advantage.

You say to yourself, hey, if guys

have ulterior sexual motives in being

friends with a girl, it means that they

wouldn't be friends with a girl if they

weren't, on some level, attracted to

her. Ahh, this must mean that even

though he doesn't say that he is

attracted to me, he really is. "My
crush likes me, too!", you cry. And
this is when you start to quiz your

guy friends for answers.

"Is it true?", you ask, "Do guys, at

one point or another, find themselves

attracted to their female friends?"

Better yet, do they only start friend-

ships with girls to whom they are

attracted? It is right at this point,

right when you decide to fully accept

this God-given truth, that your guy

Sec MtOOKES, page 14

Lefs get
it on!

Interested in

being a sex

columnist for

Viewpoint?

Applications are

now
available at the

Daily Bruin

office in

Kerckhoff 118.

The deadline has
been

extended to

Friday, April 13,

at 5 p.m. in

Jonah Lalas' box.

How TO SUBMIT

TO VIEWPOINT

• Write a three- to four- page, opinkm-styte

submissior) about a current event on campus
or tn the world at large, or write a response to

sornething that you have already read In The
Bruin.

• E-mail sutMTtlssions to I .

ylewpolnt^medla.ucla.edu. Remember »

copy and paste your submission into the body
of the e-ntail, or drop off a hard copy of your

submission at the Daily Bruin offKe (118

Kerckhoff Hall), care o( Jonah Lalas.

• Apply to be a Viewpoint columnist dur-

ing Weeks 7 ar>d 8 of each quarter.

• Apply to be a cartoonist or artist Send an

unail expressing your interest to the

Viewpoint address.

A few tNngs to remember:
* AN submissions ntust iiKlude your name,

phone nurnbm tnd afflitotton with UCLA If

you art a stud«n«. they must also include your

student ID number, year ar>d major.

• Your facts will be checked; make sure

they are accurate.

• Viewpoint is not an advertising space for

any group or organization; be sure to have
clearfy articulated opinions.

• We reserve the right to edit sutwnissions

for clarity, gramnur and ler>gth.
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Immature minds subject to irreversible futures
CRIME: Retributions for

recent criminal children

lack rehabilitation option

While "get-tough" sentenc-

ing laws cater to our rights

to "life, liberty and the

pursuit of happiness," it sometimes
gets in the way of simple reason and
fairness. Why. one may ask. should

anyone who has

killed someone
else be entitled

to fairness?

Fairness, to

continue the

argument,

would mean to

treat the mur-

derer the same
way as he (or

she) treated the

victim. In many
cases, this argu-

ment would

seem to fit the ideal of retribution

and justice for grieving families

deprived of loved ones by callous,

psychotic sociopaths one would:

Adrian

Haymond

barely consider as part of the human
race. But what if the "killer" is a

child?

Perhaps because of the attention

given to sensational cases such as the

Lionel Tate case and the spate of
school shootings (most recently in

San Diego), our policy regarding the

handling of violent juvenile crime

seems to be reactionary and punitive

rather than preventive. In some cir-

cles, this has led to charges of racism

as district attorneys have clamored
for years (with the backing of

alarmed citizenry) to try young gang
members as adults. It appears soci-

ety has given up on trying to recon-

cile the stereotypical hoodlum seem-
ingly bred to steal, kill and maim
from birth.

But, the recent decisions on Tate

and the focus on the San Diego
school shootings (in which none of
the perpetrators were anything close

to gang members) have reopened

If you'd like to discuss or just express

your disgust, feel free to contact

Haymond at ahaymond@ucla.edu.

debate on how punitive youth cor-

rection should be.

In Tate's case, a judge in Rorida
sentenced him to prison for killing

his 6-year-old friend. Tiffany Eunick.

The crime itself was extremely cruel;

Tate ( 12 at the time) beat the girl to

death, fracturing her skull and break-

ing her bones in several places.

A clear-cut case on the surface,

the age of Tate makes it most trou-

bling. The prosecutor decided to try

Tate as an adult; as a result, the

judge felt bound to sentence him to

life in prison, blaming the prosecutor

for his decision. In turn, the prosecu-

tor blamed the judge for not exercis-

ing flexibility. In the meantime, the

boy sits today alone in a prison cell,

separated from the inmate popula-

tion, staring at a lifetime of incarcer-

ation in a maximum-security facility.

Tate's lawyer argued that his

client took his actions from seeing

professional wrestlers bash each

other on television. While it is well

known that the moves (and hits) of

these "athletes" are merely staged

events, many children grow up emu-
lating them. In addition, videos are

JABRei OUON/Dady Brum

now being sold of people jumping
from houses and throwing trash

cans, chairs, and tables at opponents
while trying to virtually decapitate

them.

In such an environment, how can

we expect a 12 year old (like Tate at

the time of the murder) to feel that

their actions will cause irreparable

harm to others? The "athletes" shrug

off their injuries and get up. Sadly,

Tiffany did not.

Meanwhile, San Diegans experi-

enced what other schools across this

country have gone through as

tragedy struck twice. Two gunmen
opened fire, shooting high school

students and teachers during class

hours. Both seemed to enjoy what

they were doing, and not unexpect-

edly, parents, friends and other stu-

dents were shocked and aghast.

The two will probably be convict-

ed as adults of first-degree murder,

sentenced to life in prison (at least).

This makes sense at first glance, but

when looking more closely we see

the gunmen were not professional hit

men or hardened criminals, but

seemingly typical high school stu-

dents. Fellow students bullied one

incessantly; the other was a perfec-

tionist who could not be satisfied by

less-than-excellent grades.

What are we to make of this? As a

person who was bullied as a child, I

understand the frustrations that

must have built up. repressed for

years with no apparent relief in sight.

Finally, the boy's mind "snapped"

and he took the only relief he felt at

hand - the ultimate equalizer.

The question posed is twofold:

"How can we allow the boy's situa-

tion to become so dire - and why did

he have access to guns?"

The shooter at the other school

should have been watched much
more closely, not only for what he

would do to others, but also for what

he may do to himself. More often

than not. if scholastic perfectionists

turn to violence, the act is against

themselves.

For instance, there have been sev-

eral instances of students at UCLA
taking their own lives for getting less

than stellar grades (a "B" instead of

an "A"). But who would take note of

these signs and work to correct

them, instead of considering the per-

son's aberrations and doomed mis-

fits, in effect discarding them on
society's slag heap?

We forbid children from driving

cars, from drinking and smoking,

and from entering establishments of

adult entertainment, but we will lock

them up if their immature minds
process information given to them
by others, causing them to act in a

destructive manner.

It's true that there should be some

See HAYMOND, page 15
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Unsigned editorials represent a

majority opinion of the Daily

Bruin Editorial Board All other

columns, letters and artwork

represent the opinions of their

authoft.

AH submitted material must
bear the author's name,
address, telephone number.

registration number or affilia-

tion with UCLA Names will not

be withheld except in extreme
cases.

The Bruin complies with

the Communication Board's

policy prohibiting the publi-

cation of articles that perpetu-

ate derogatory cultural or eth-

nic stereotypes.

When multiple authors
submit material, some names
may be kept on file rather than

published with the material.

The Bruin reserves the right to

edit submitted material and to

determine its placement in the
paper. All submissions become

the property of The Bruin. The
Communications Board has a

media grievance procedure
for resolving complaints
against any of its publications.

For a copy of the complete
procedure, contact the

Publications office at 118
Kerckhoff Hall.
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Study Physical Therapy on the Right Coast.

Husson College in Bangor, Maine

Our Master of Sdence in Physical

Therapy program is accredited,

affordable, and accessible. Most of

your credits should transfer.

Bangor, Maine, has been rated one
of the 1 best places to live.

Check us out on the web at

Husson.edu/pt.

(iheCealer
tor womenj;men

Spring Ouorter PtTograms

Chf/d Care Workshops
Ist Monday of each month

April 2. May 7, June 4: 12:00-1:00 p.m.. 2 Dodd Hall.

Brown Bag Lunch Discussions for Re-Entry/Nontraditional Students
1 St Wednesday of each month

April 4. May 2, June 6: 12:00-1:00 p.m., 2 Dodd Hall.

Graduate Women in Science Brown Bag Lunch Discussion
April 6 & 19, May 4, June 1: 12:00-1:00 p.m., 2 Dodd Hall.

Seif'Defense WoHcshops for \Xtomen
Saturdays: April 21, May 19, June 2 -(in the residence halls) ,

Please sign up for one of these Saturdays. Space is limited.

Express Yourseif: Assertiveness Training ^

Wednesdays: April 25, May 9. 12:00-1:30 p.m., 2 Dodd Hall.

Stress Reduction Worlcshop
Thursday, April 26, 12:00-1:00 p.m.

UCLAV FirstAnnuai internationalNO Diet Day
Brought to you by SNAC. Take the UCLA campus-wide pledge on Tuesday, May 8th, 11:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m.,

Westwood Plaza or Room 2, Dodd Hall or Arthur Ashe Student Health & Wellness Center

Finding a Balance: School, Family and Career
Wednesday, May 9, 4:00-5:30 p.m., 2 Dodd Hall.

"SlimHopes^
Video Screeningand Discussion

Tuesday, May 15, 12:00-1:00 p.m., 2 Dodd Hall

Car Maintenance: Under the Hood
Saturdays: May 12 & May 19, 9:00 a.m.-l2:00 p.m.

Please sign up for one of these Saturdays. Spape is limited.

* AndMore...

For more Information, please call (310) 825-3945 or stop by Room 2, Dodd Hall
>AAvw.thccenter.ucla.edu

BROOKES
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friends let you down. Before they

were willing to swear whole-hearted-

ly that "When Harry Met Sally" was

the work of a genius. Now, however,

when it gets right down to it, they-

begin to question their w^ple belief

system.

"Umm, well, I'm not sure", they

say. Suddenly, they are no longer

willing to speak for their whole gen-

der, but instead choose to say that

the belief relies on a case by case

analysis.

Based on the friendships that I

have had with guys, I have started to

question the validity of the question

itself. I mean, after all, how can you

make a defmitive statement about all

relationships between guys and girls?

I have been friends with some guys,

and it has led to some relationships. I

have beeri friends with other guys,

realized that they were attracted to

me, and found their emotions got in

the way of our friendship. On the

other hand, I have many guy friends

whom I am not interested in roman-

tically, and they are seemingly not

interested in me that way either.

It is all one big viscous cycle, real-

ly. Guys don't know what girls are

thinking, and girls don't know what ^r
guys are thinking.

After years of analyzing the ques-

tion of the guy/girl relationship, I'm

ready to move on. it is inconsequen-

tial. I am happy for Harry and Sally,

they were obviously destined to be

together, and make a great film.

But, I've decided not to make
Harry's philosophy my guide in life.

Instead of always looking for

answers, I've decided to follow what
is actually the true message behind

"When Harry Met Sally." Stop ana-

lyzing, and let what is meant to hap-

pen, happen.

KOLOZSVARI
From page 12

year's housing adjacent to a Blue

Bus line so that they could take

advantage of its service.

With so many voices espousing

the many benefits of BruinGo!, it

was very difficult for the university

to deny the program a thorough

evaluation.

Not only did Transportation

Services agree to continue the pro-

gram for the next academic year, but

they also conceded that the parking

waiting list, to which anyone can

easily add their name, will not be the

sole measure of success for the pro-

gram.

UCLA should conduct a rigorous

evaluation of the program - and if

the e-mail responses are any indica-

tion, UCLA should begin to

embrace the program. UCLA needs

to think about the future, because if

the proposed IM field parking struc-

ture is built, UCLA will have

reached its allowed limit for on-cam-
pus parking. Those 1,500 spaces, at

$29,000 each, will not satisfy all

3,000 people on the wait list right

now.

More importantly, the $44 mil-

lion investment in parking will not

satisfy the 4,000 additional students

UCLA wants to enroll by 2010. The
structure will house some people's

cars, but at a cost of raising every-

body else's parking fees to subsidize

the new spaces. In fact, the increase

in parking permit fees last year was
done to help pay for the new struc-

ture in the event it is approved.

BruinGo! does not require such an
enormous financial investment. It

may even receive funding assistance

from sources outside of UCLA. It

provides benefits to both those who
cannot afford to drive and to those

who need a parking space on cam-
pus. It provides regional benefits by

SccMUBSttUHiiagelS
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retribution or punishment, but does
life in prison help assuage wounds
or assist in maturing the minds of
these young people? They are not
your typical hardened gang mem-
bers, conditioned to appear as

sociopaths, but disafTected, emo-
tionally troubled kids with immature
minds - and we're assuming they

know the full impact of their

actions.

Why should children commit all

of these crimes? In most cases, the

child's mind is formed by the guid-

ance and interaction with affiliated

groups, peers and the social environ-

ment. Some kids escape the swirling

firestorm of violence, but many do
not. For those who succumb, we
blame them for failing to resist and
are quick to give the ultimate retri-

bution to them without at least try-

ing to determine why they carried

out such actions and judge them
accordingly.

Why should we expect perpetual-

ly persecuted children to always sub-

mit meekly to their tormentors?

While I definitely do not condone
such violent outbursts, should it real-

ly be a surprise that our insensitivity

—and ostracism of those deemed unfit

by our definition of normality helps

create such explosive and deadly sit-

uations?

When we glamorize testosterone-

driven, muscle-bound hulks who
curse and spit at each other while

seemingly trying to maim competi-

tors in methods fair and unfair, why
shouldn't we expect children to act

out the exploits ofThe Rock or

Mankind?

We should pay more attention to

children and their environment, for

guiding a young child - and being

there to discuss needs and fears -

does not hurt, and it can only help

prevent the normal "ups" and
"downs" of childhood from becom-
ing destructive and terminal.

The victims of the shootings and
the beating death certainly deserve

our sympathy. At this time, parents

are heartbroken, trying to be con-

soled, but finding such relief unat-

tainable. After all, lives with so

much promise are over, snuffed out

by immature minds whose thoughts

did not operate in the way we would
have liked.

The boys should not be coddled,

for they certainly must own up to

their actions. Nevertheless, do we
consider these souls forever "lost"

or can we attempt to equip them in a

manner that allows them to pay
their huge debt to society in a posi-

tive manner?

The answer to this question will

have a great impact on our prison

population - and ultimately to the

rest of us.
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reducing congestion and air pollu-

tion. The program also helps attract

and retain new employees and stu-

dents - especially those who cannot
afford to drive.

Finally, UCLA's BruinGo! pro-

gram has changed the stereotype of a

bus rider. We are well-educated,

environmentally and socially con-

scious, and have the ability to recog-

nize a wise financial move when we
see it. We are also a vocal population

who wants to see the program con-

tinued and extended to other bus

lines.

Join us on the bus, and let UCLA
know what you think of the program
by e-mailing its@sppsr.ucla.edu and
bruingo^.ucia.edu. UCLA is

"where bright futures begin," and
now BruinGo! makes the road there

so much easier from the start - sim-

ply by making the journey free.

Sel^Defense Training for Women
Spring Quarter Dates:

AttendOne of Tkese Saturdays.

April 21

May 19

June 2 - (in the residence halls)

Workskops are tau^kt Lij certiiied instnictorj Irom tke nationallt, recofiniied
UiAn^eles Commisrion on A«aults Against Women (LACAAW). For more information about

advanced aeli-delense training or classes for men, please call tke Center forWomen&Men at 310-825-3945

FREE to all UCLA students, staff and faculty!

!

To si^n up, please come toRoom 2, Dodd Hall
(Space is limited)

Sponsored by the UCLA Center for Women & Men and the UCLA Police Department
www.thecenter.ucla.edu
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Melnitz Movies

in association withAgenzia Italia Cinema
invites you to a screcnins of

Lontano in Fondo Agli Occhi
(Pictures Deep in One's Eyes)

As part ofournew
Italian Directors Series

A family made up predominantly of women and one
uncle who is a priest live in a poor village on the

outskirts of Naples in 1954. The male child sleeps in

his mother's bed but fears his father's return home
because that will mean he will no longer be able to

sleep with Mum. When the father does come bacK
the child projects his affection onto Rafilina. the

fifteen-year old maid who is in love with Carmine
Russo. a good-for-nothing who plays snooker all day
at the bar. The child often witnesses Rafilina and
Carmine's trysts and observes the steady deterioration

of the relationship aided and abetted by a talk that the

father of the house has with the young maid. One
night Camiine and Rafilina have a fight and do not

realize that the child is looking. Carmine attacks

Rafilina and the child springs to her defense trying to

hit him. In his heart the child vows revenge. DirCCtcd by: GiUSCppC RoCCa

Starring: Giusi Saija, Andrea Rcfuto, Mariagrazia Galasso

^

Wednesday, April 1 1 th @ 7:30 pm
James Bridges Theater, Melnitz Hall

Italian Him Festival Pirografii:

Mon 7:30pm. La Bella Vita (Paolo Vim) [JBTj

Tue 7:30pm: Tre Storia (Gay & San Pietro) [ICI]

Wed 7:30pm: Lontano in Fondo agli Occhi (Giuseppe Rocca) (JBT)
Thu 3:00pm: Gostanza da Libbiano (Paolo Benvenuti) [ICI]

Fri 7:30pm: Tano da Morire (Roberta Torre) [JBT]

k
Free tickets arc available at the Melnitz box office on the day of the screening one hour before show time. For recorded
pnosram information on Melnitz Movies call 825-2345. To receive Melnitz Movies previews and program information
by email write listserv@listservucla.edu. Type "Hello" in the subject line and "subscribe melnitz-rm the message body

Visit our website at httD://www.melnit7.ijrb,Pff|i

[IBT] The lames Bridges Theater is located in Melnitz Hall at the Northeast end ofthe UCLA campus.
[ICI] The Italian Cultural Institute is located at 1023 Hilgard Avenue (3 1 0) 443-3250

F^idforbytheASUCLA Interaction Fund
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Waters of temptati
Cast members of

^^the Fox show ar^

XX
tour for their fans

(left to right) Andy Lukei and Billy deary are among the cast rr^embers from the Fox television show "Temptation Island" who aret^'nTpartT
a kayakmg tour around Marina Del Rey. Fans of the show can take part in the event beginning April 22.

By Suneal Kolluri

Daily Bruin Contributor

Two months ago, a steamy new reality

show aired on Fox that found its way
onto millions ofcollege dormitory televi-

sion sets across the nation.

Viewers got up close and personal

with four youny. attractive couples that

xiarcd to venture onto a tropical island of
temptation.

As the exciting extravaganza of infi-

delity wore on. viewers learned about
the couples' crushes, their jealousies, the

strength of their rclation.ships, and even
what they did behind the backs of their

significant olhcis.

Viewers still want to know more.

Members ofliic "Temptation Island"

cast will soon oKer the show's fans, as

well as other adventure-seekers, the

chance to paddle around Marina Del
Rey with them

"I think that more than anything,

there's a huge college following," said

cast member and owner of Pacific Coast
Kayaking Andy Lukei during a phone
interview from his home in Malibu. "It

seems like college and high school kids

really got into the show, and so with

UCLA. use. Ua, arid all the local col-

leges nearby, it's a big audience that we
can really tap inlo."

Guests can participate in

"Temptation Island Paddle" beginning
April 22. The kayaking tour is regularly

priced at $35. though UCLA students

receive a $10 di.scount.

Lukei's Malibu-based kayaking com-
pany has been in business for about
three years. The company regularly

holds paddles in locations \^
Escondido Beach in Malibu, the

Colorado River and Marina Del Rey.

Billy Cleary, another member of the

cast, also has extensive paddling experi-

ence.

'I was a guide on the Ocoee River in

Tennessee, the site of the Whitewater
events for the 1996 Olympics," he said.

The two-and-a-half-hour paddle will

begin at Mother's Beach in Marwu Del
Rey and customers will paddle out with
the cast and watch the sun set over the

ocean.

The event offers fans ...

the opportunity to ask

the cast nnembers any

"unanswered questions"

that they nnay have.

Afterward, customers will be able to

stay for drinks and appetizers at the

Cheesecake Factory or Casa Escobar.

In addition to Cleary, Lukei and his

fiancee Shannon Roghair, the show's
tempters Megan Denton (kindergarten

teacher) and Jon Lampman (social

worker) will also attend paddles.

"Billy's actually living with Shannon
and I at Malibu," Lukei said. "So Billy

and I are going to do some kayaking
stuff together over the summer and then
we're going to throw other people from
toe cast into the mix."

Lukei hopes he can milk the show's
popularity among college students to

generate success for the "Temptation

Island Pa^ter"~*--'H>,«.

" I 'd go because youxl get to meet peo-

ple you've v«iitched on TV and lived vic-

ariously throiigh for several weeks," said

Anwer Khan, a third-year political sci-

ence student. ^""^v^^ J
Lukei said that many membm of the

cast have stayed in touch since the taping

ol the show in September, mi
"Temptation Island Paddle" possible.

"I would say at least a dozen people
from the cast live in the LA. area. We
probably talk with at least half a dozen
people every week," Lukei said. "We go
get drinks, we've gone to Vegas, we all

watch Carla's band play. We're actually

all pretty tight now."

Tlie event offers fans of the show the

opportunity to ask the cast members any
"unanswered questions" that they may
have.

"Whenever we run into people, they

have multiple questions," Lukei said.

"There's a lot of stuff that happened
behind the scenes that the cameras did-

n't capture or that they cut out," he con-
tinued. "And because there hasn't been a

reunion show, there's a lot of unan-
swered questions within the public."

The cast regularly fields numerous
questions about the show and customers
are welcome to take questions with them
to the paddle.

"Basically, the most common ques-

tion I get is 'Hey, has anyone ever told

you that you look like that guy from
Temptation Island'?'"Cleary said. ^^

KAYAKING: The "Temptation Island

Paddles" begin April 22.Tickets cost $25 for

UCLA students. For more information, visit

www.pckayaking.com or call (310) 99-

KAYAK. ,A

Dame pi'rforiiiancc

Chinese Cultural Dance Club

performs in the Northwest

Campus Auditorium. Find out

more tomorrow in A&E.
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Singer Fedderly stars in 'Don Pasquale'
OPERA: Donizetti comedy will

feature tenor in reprise of role

he has found himself in before

By John Mangum
Daily Bruin Contributor

tt)^ Aivjolf^ Op<>(<l

Gaetano Donizetti's comic opera "Don Pasquale" opens on Friday at the Dorothy Chandler Pavilion.

Most people are in their cars on their way
home for the weekend at 5 p.m. on a Friday
Greg Fedderly is not most people.

Last Friday. Fedderly was on his way to a
5:50 p.m. makeup call for an 8 p.m. rehearsal.

He's the tenor singing a lead role in the Los
Angeles Opera's revival of the acclaimed pro-

duction of 19th-century Italian composer
Gaetano Donizetti's comic gem "Don
Pasquale."

"Pasquale" opens this evening at the
Dorothy Chandler Pavilion, but as of last

Friday. Fedderly wasn't worried. He first sang
Ernesto, the lead tenor role that he will reprise

tonight, when LA Opera first mounted the

production in 1995.

"h's a role that I really put a lot of time into

that first time." Fedderly said. "It's been fun to

go back to it."

For this revival, Fedderly is one-fourth of a

cast that any opera company would be hard-
pressed to beat - Ruth Ann Swenson, Thomas
Allen and Simone Alaimo - in a production
that was originally conceived by the legendary
Jean-Pierre Ponnelle and is now directed by
Steven Lawless. The story wrings every last

drop of comedy out of a bi/arre love triangle

between an old man, Pasquale, who wants to

marry a young woman who just happens to be
his nephew Ernesto's beloved.

"The opera is full of beautiful, beautiful

music," Fedderly said. "This production is

very straightforward. We're not placing it on
the moon or in some war zone."

"For someone who hasn't gone, it's a really

nice opera to see for the firs* one. You see it in

its real form," he continued. "Steven has a

wonderful sense ofhumor that comes out in his

work all the time. And I'm a huge fan of all of
these singers, especially Ruth Ann, and to get a

chance to see Ruth Ann sing this is amazing."
Fedderly has admired Swcnson for a long

time. They both studied with the same voice

teacher, Dixon Titus, who kept Fedderly in the

loop about Swenson's career. "I knew where
she was all of the time because Dixon was
always following her career," Fedderly said.

Fedderly's own career in opera began here
in Los Angeles after a few twists and turns dur-
ing high school and college. The Wisconsin
native always knew he wanted to devote him-
•self to music, but he didn't always see himself
as an opera singer. In fact, he started his col-

lege career as a music education student.

"I started taking voice lessons, which we
had to do in music education." Fedderly said.

"I started doing some musical theater and got
into that. By the end of undergrad - opera is

not that big in Wisconsin - my teacher was
really encouraging me to try opera and listen

to more of it, which I did, and I got more inter-

ested in it."

Fedderly decided to make the move from
music education to performance and audi-

tioned for graduate school at USC He got in,

and shifted his focus from musicals to opera.
While at USC. Fedderly performed a wide

range of music, including roles in Mozart's
"Don Giovanni" and "The Magic Flute."

Haydn's "Orlando Paladino" and the title role

in Benjamin Britten's "Albert Herring." It was
during his performance as Don Ottavio, the

main tenor role in "Don Giovanni," that
Fedderly was discovered by the former head of
LA. Opera, Peter Hemmings.

During his time in L.A. Opera's resident

artist program, Fedderly understudied all of
the tenor roles, appeared in smaller roles in

main stage productions and performed in the

company's productions in Los Angeles area
schools. Peter Somogyi, LA. Opera's artistic

coordinator, worked closely with Fedderly
during the tenor's tenure as a resident artist.

"He's a very engaging, sympathetic, realis-

tic figure on stage." Somogyi said. "He's
always very believable in whatever he does,
visually very much so, and vocally, he's cer-

tainly grown quite a bit over the last several

seasons."

Fedderly's first opportunity to showcase
that ftiowth came during the company's 1991-

92 season. The tenor made his fifst appearance
in a principal role at LA. Opera during that

SeeFEODailY,pa9«20

Industry's future reveals

commercialization's evils

MUSIC: Corporate f^reed

still alive, as independent

forces continue to thrive

Yo.
it's 20.^0. and I want y'all

to meet the sounds of the

future - the American
Empire has fallen into the hands of
the corrupt and the mouths of the

moochers.

There's a battle going on to pco-
tect independent music before it is

long gone. You
never thought it

1 hnppcn,

but I guess you

were wrong.

A once multi-

faceted music

industry has

conformed to

our worst fear -

the leaders of

the leaders are

led by Britney

Spears! She

makes eight or

nine trillion every three to four years,

her monopolistic record label owns
the whole world's ears.

So how could the 21st century

start out so wrong? In 2004. Bill

Ciates and Britney were sharing the

bong.

First Bill came up with some tight

programming language - he stayed

up all night

drinking "—^———

—

Starbucks in toil

and anguish.

He managed
to lay down Hat -
the code that

would surely get

him and Britney

the fat payload.

The result was

an indestructible

music innovator

Cyrus

McNally

Radiohcad.

Even .^0 years earlier the bands'

acts of creative altruism were up
against forces of a musical commu-
nism - that was slowly setting in like

a mental disease - unbeknownst to

its hosts, their minds swaying in the

breeze.

> A lot has changed in a time period

so long..but Bob Dylan continues to

separate rights from wrong, and
Digital Underground is still singing

that same old song. Ricky Martin
still doesn't know how to get his

game on. while Vanilla Ice and
Eminem share a condo in Boca
Raton .

They pass away the days beatbox-
ing and sipping on cheap beers, Em
always complaining " Yo Ice. I ain't

-sold an album in 29 years! I played
I he perfect image and I preyed on
their worst fears - maybe I should

release a country album and prove I

can switch gears."

You see. on December 24. 2001.

Eazy-E descended from the sky. a 40
in his hand and a twinkle in his eye,

to set the record straight. "You stu-

pid motherblubbers. rap aint about
hate. I'm sorry for you suckers who
found out this late, but Shady's a

fake and his lyrics ain't that great.

His voice sounds like a squirrel who's
about to get dale-raped! And to those

who would use the words 'unique' or
'new' to describe his weak-sauce
tunes, well for Sugc Knight's sake, I

was all about

On December 24, 2001

,

_ Eazy-E descended

from the sky, a 40
in his hand and a

twinkle in his eye.

- unique DNA sequences decoded
through automators. resequenced
into songs by rhythm pattern genera-

tors - producing artificial tunes of

superficial tones, based on your
brain waves for you and you alone.

It might sound bright or tights" .

even in spite of this fright, but when
all has been .said and done, youll be

wishing music was still fun - or at

least as exciting as an AM radio sta-

tion!

The scheme was implemented, our
minds all cemented, thanks to plans

from the hands of the powerful and
demented. All bands turned to sand
and the voice of public choice was no
longer represented.

In 2005. when a few bands were
still alive, the biggest and bloated

joined forces to survive.

The "N'Sink Clown Posers" and
"krazy Kid Korn BizKit" were
rivals, but both were shut down by
the "Creed Everclearlast Revival."

"Gods Metallic Streetback

Matchsmack Boyz" and its decoys
managed to make it through 2008,
but by then the talent was gone and it

was already too late.

A collective of earthly representa-

tives formed a resistance, to make
sure phat tracks weren't swept from
existence.

Its underground nature was fear-

lessly led by the likes of "Del Tha
Funkee Homosapien" and

that scheiss back

in 1988!"

Eazy took a

magical swig

and ascended

back up into the

blue; his mes-

sage was taken

and Em was for-

ever through -

these days

Marilyn

Manson comes to visit him for sum-
mer barbecues.

The Rolling Stones still talk the

talk, but they're all over 80 and they

can barely walk the block.

Mick Jagger complains about the

dysfunction of his cane, and sings

"we may be at the very end of our
clocks, but give me my Viagra back
and I'll show you who still rocks!"

In the year 2030. we all strive to

fight the corruption and mend all

that was torn, returning music to its

function as an art form.

Underground artists are coordinat-

ing an electrical storm to reset pros-

thetic microchips in Bill Gates' head,

and destroy the Avon counter under
Britney Spears' bed.

Then the music mongrels, totally

disheveled, will collapse on them-
selves and creative artists will revel as

the planet transforms into a new
dimensional level.

The moral of the story is. don't

trust no conglomerate commercial-
ization corporation to pick beats for

your radio station.

And if you do and choose to do
like they all do, I guess my story is

through, but don't say the future did-

n't warn you.

Cyrus is a fourth-year neuroscience
student who currently spends his time
scheming for world domination. E-mail

him at nougat@ucla.edu.
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DAVE MAHHEWS BAND

"Everyday"

Dave Matthews Band
"Everyday"
RCA Records

Maybe some evil man wearing a

Dave Matthews costume'put togeth-

er the group's latest album,

"Everyday." While the real Dave
Matthews is locked in a basement
somewhere in West Virginia, this

dreadful imposter is fooling every-

one into thinking that the band
changed considerably.

At least many long-time DMB
fans hope this is the case as they

painfully watch their beloved jam
band fall victim to the menacing
grasp of the mainstream and "sell

out."

The band has definitely changed.

This change has won them massive,

amounts of radio air play, a spot on
MTV's infamous "Total Request
Live" and a brief stint at the top of

the Billboard charts.

Matthews hung up his acoustic

guitar for a while to play an electric

one. The other band members con-

tributed more in the way of eerie

harmonies, creating a groove and
taking a back seat instrumentally to

Matthews' guitar. The band also

brought in producer Glen Ballard,

who has worked with such pop-rock

acts as Alanis Morrissette and
Aerosmith, to smooth out the

rougher edges of the tracks.

The result is a more polished

sound that relies more heavily on
catchy hooks and less so on the vio-

lin and saxophone solos that were a

major part of the previous albums.

This is not the Dave Matthews
listeners are used to hearing - but

that's not necessarily a bad thing.

The drawn-out violin and sax solos

that characterized the band's earlier

work are now long gone, but their

absence has brought the genius of

the other aspects of the music to a

wider audience.

The band is definitely more main-

stream, even if the album cover

urges you to think otherwise. These
guys still aren't the Backstreet Boys.

Though catchy and full of hooks,

the music is well thought-out and
the instrumentation is unbelievable.

Much of the music is still very

typical of what fans have come to

love from the band. On the softer

songs like "The Space Between"
and "When the World Ends,"

Matthews' smoothly played electric

guitar creates a mellow groove dur-

ing the verses. In the chorus, the

music erupts into a sea of sound as

other band members fill in with per-

cussion, violins and woodwinds.

On the rougher, more upbeat

tracks like the radio hit "I Did It"

and "Dreams of Our Fathers,"

Matthews plays amazingly innova-

tive and percussive guitar licks on a

slightly distorted electric guitar

reminiscent of what he used to do
on the acoustic. Meanwhile
Matthews' raw, powerful vocals are

backed up by harmonies from the

other band members.

Matthews' lyrics, as usual, are

sheer poetry. The songs speak of

lessons in love, dreams and living

life to the fullest.

The songs are shorter, more pol-

ished and use more harmonies and
hooks, and there are fewer solos.

^

Yet the songs are still Dave
Matthews'. They arc still creative,

well-written and well-crafted. At its

best, the music will still send shivers

down the spine. Even without the

amazing violin, saxophone and
drum solos. Dave Matthews Band is

still making great music.

Suneal Kolluri

Rating: 7

Buckcherry
"Time Bomb"
Dreamworks

Buckcherry is the Sunset Strip

metal band that the Dreamworks
machine has been trying to force on
metalheads desperate for hard rock

for the last couple of years.

Its self-titled debut was a minor
success with the rock-radio hit that

would have thrived in the '80s prior

to alternative radio devouring all

hard rock outlets.

On its new follow-up disc, "Time
Bomb," Buckcherry delivers in a

style that emphasizes riffs over sub-

stance. With "Time Bomb," listen-

ers won't be able to help themselves

from thinking what a great AC/DC
cover band these guys would make.
They lift so many Angus Young
riffs, it's almost as if they were
singing their own lyrics over

karaoke.

SeeSOUNOMTES,page20
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...continues to
set the standards
that others want

to follow!
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ERKELEY

The Berkeley Revietf Provides;

B
14 Weeks Of Review And Testing Of

Important MCAT Concepts^/
,/ ,/ ,/ ,/ ,^)

Hours Of Scheduled Lecture Topics

'he Classroom,f4^,^,f,jf. ,^l,/_^

200 Hours Of Office Hours To Supplement

The Lecture Topics^.^f,/ ,/,f,^,/_4^

20 Hours Of Supplemental MCAT-Style

Problem Solving Sessions.^
,f,/_^. ^.^

10 Full-Length Mock MCAT Exams

During The Program ^i./.,/,f,/_,f.,/_^^i

4 Scheduled Full-Length Mock MCAT

Exam Testing Dates,/.,/^^^^.^^.

2800 Pages Of Review Notes Covering

Important MCAT Concepts.^^^^^,

1400 MCAT-Style Passages With Clear

And Detailed Solulions,/4^_,/_^^/,^

Exceptional Instructors For Each Of

The Six Topic Areas Of The MCAT^^

Excellent Review Materials That You

Get To Keep And Take Home^f^juf^f,

Application Assistance, Interview

Workshops, And Mock Interviews,f^/^^»^

K • K . V . I . E • w
Sptvi.ili/in^ in MCAT Pivpordtion

4im7
www.berkeley-review.com

UCLA Department of Music

Presents

Faculty Composers
Thursday, April 12
8:00 p.m., Schoenberg Hall

Paul Des Marais: CUIRASS, music for a solo dancer

Everything Moves

Four Summer BagateUes for Guitar Duet

Four Works, Exhibited

Cello and Piano Sonata

Admission $7, $3

Jonathon Grasse:

David Lefkowitz:

Mark Carlson:

Faculty Recital

Elgart/Yates Guitar Duo
Friday, April 20
8:00 p.m., Jan Popper Theater

Founded in 1975 by UCLA music faculty member Peter Yates
and UCLA alumnus Matthew Elgart, the ElgartA'ates Guitar duo
will perform music by Tchaikowsky and Bach, as well as original

works for prepared guitars and new works written for the duo.

Admission: $7, $3

UCLA Percussion Ensemble
Mitchell Peters, director

Monday, April 23
8:00 p.m., Schoenberg Hall

Featured works include Stained Glass by David Gillingham,

Hook by Graham Fitkin, and Michael Burritt's The Doomsday
Machine. Admission is free.

UCLA Philharmonic Orchestra
Jon Robertson, conductor
Tuesday, April 24
8:00 p.m., Schoenberg Hall JIJjJK

The winner of the UCLA Concerto Competition will be the

featured soloist. The orchestra will also perform Elgar's

Enigma Variations

Admission: $7, $3

^^^^
VCIA Central Ticket Office

(310) 825-2101
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Cafe gives KFC a run for its money
RESTAURANT: WeSlWOOd •^^' appealing to vegetarians and I

"r^
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health food fanatics alike. Mt^
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RESTAURANT: Weslwood

eatery offers tasty meals,

sides, all for a fair price

By Sharon Hori

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Colonel Sanders would need to add
more than 1 1 herbs and spices to his

secret chicken recipe to compete with

this rival on Westwood Boulevard.

California Chicken Cafe, bustling

with the popularity of a fast-food

atmosphere

minus the

grease, cheap-

ness and ran-

dom animal

parts - has no

competition
when it comes to

serving food fast

and tasty.

Customers want

the efficiency

and affordability

of a drive-thru

restaurant. They
arrive hungry

Hours:

en Cafe

twood Blvd.

W^bs Angel

(nearPkoBo

Weekdays if a

Sa^days no

fat, appealing to vegetarians

health food fanatics alike.

Best known for its rotisserie.

California Chicken Cafe adds a

healthy kick to the Colonel's fried ver-

sion. The restaurant serves chicken

just as finger lickin' good - whether

you order dark meat ($5.25), white

meat ($5.75). half a chicken ($6.75) or

the whole bird ($7.75), the rotisserie is

moist and still steaming. Each rotis-

serie chicken arrives with pita bread

(make your own chicken burrito!) and
your choice of side dish.

And if you're not in the mood for a

lunch that is

entirely devoted

to chicken, the

cafe adds chick-

en and vegetari-

an wraps to their

menu. All wraps

begin with the

cafe's popular

pitas, densely

packed with

blends of chick-

en, rice and

dressing in large

pita bread. The
popular combo

NT REVIEW

X)AN ONGjtiaily Bruin Senior StaN

and anxious to eat; they expect to wrap($7.25)sets the standard for the

leave promptly, with wallets intact

and stomachs satiated.

And California Chicken Cafe, with

locations in Santa Monica, West Los
Angeles and Encino, knows how to

cater to its customers' demands.

The chicken dishes, wraps and sal-

ads are freshly prepared and low in

cafe's stufTed pitas - chicken, vegeta-

bles, avocado, jack cheese and
sprouts, which promises to be filling.

From there, the other wraps differ by

only one or two ingredients. The rice

wrap ($7) adds rice, the primavera

wrap ($7) adds carrots, and the vege-

tarian wraps and vegetarian rice

PRIYA SHARMA/Ddily Biuin

California Chicken Cafe offers a

healthy alternative to fried

chicken outlets.

wraps (both $6.25) subtract the chick-

en.

With so many wraps all so similz

you'd think that California Chicken

Cafe would lose points for originality.

But the restaurant's diversity appears

in the menu's side dishes. Both rotis-

serie and wraps come with a choice of

(at least) one of about a dozen sides,

ranging from the lighter soups and sal-

S«Oliag||,pa9e20

the AsscXMli'd Pipsi

Whoopi Goldberg stars as Raynelle Slocumb in the less-than-

stellar Fox Searchlight Pictures release "Kingdom Come."

Uneven funeral comedy fails

to balance dramatic aspects
FILM: All-star cast leads clashes spectacularly with unseemly

i . . . , .
gross-out humor.

movie peopled with thin Whoopi Goldberg plays matri-

Characters, little acting
arch Raynelle Slocumb, newly wid-

*=' owed when her 'mean and surly"
'

husband drops dead at breakfast.

— Like Raynelle, her eldest son, Ray;::

Bud (the charismatic LL Cool J), dis-

liked the old man and isn't sure how
to feel now that he's gone.

The best scenes in the movie are

between these two: thoughtful, pas-

sionate arguments about the conflict-

ing emotions that arise when we

By Antliony Braznican^

The Associated Press

"Kingdom Come" is a comedy-
drama that succeeds as drama, but

becomes grimace-inducing as come-
dy

This story about relatives who set

about annoying each other at a funer-

al has some heartfelt emotion, but it SeelUNGOOM,page20
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Bruin Special
LARGE (16*0 PIZZA 3 regular toppings

$9.X - DaNvery Only; $16.75 value; limit 1 par order

Student Speciai

20% OFF witti Bruin Card
Delivery A Pick-up Only

1
i:-^r^
^^

?> .^ V" i^^fc^V- ^.^^

Giant Slice + Salad + Drinii = $3.99 (Largest Slice in Westwood) • Complete Dinners $4.99 • Free Delivery

MANN

Westwood

MANN

Santa Monica

LAEMMLE
visit our website:

VM-LAGE fowiwi Uto Yea (P6-13)
96t Broxton THX - Dolby Oigitai

206-5576 Wed-Tliu {t2«) 2.30 SflO) 7 30 10 15

WNM SwKMi(PC)
948 Broxton THX - Dolby DIgiul
239-MANN Wed-Thu (11:45 2:15 4:45) 7:15 9:45

cnrrERiONZ

CIUTBH0N3

I Uka Yaa (P6-13)
THX - Dolby Oigitai

Wed-Thu (11:45 2:15 450) 7 15 9:45

West Hollywood

(323) S48-
Partdaf

TlwlMlaralPaMNRa(R)
THX - SODS Diolial

Wed-Thu (11.50 2:20 5.<X» 7J0 10:10

SUNSCT1
Mon-Thu (12:45) 3:50 7«) 91:5(5

10925 Lindbrook
208-4366

AiaaiCaNMaSaMar(fl)
THX - Dolby Oigitai

Wed-Thu (1:45 4:30) 7:15 10«)

^STIVAL KHMdom Coma (PG)
10887 Lindbrook THX Dolby OioiUI
206-4575 Wed-Thu (12:30 2:45 5.O0) 7:15 9:30

REGENT Yaa Caa Caaal oa Ma (It)

1045 Broxton Dolby Digital

208-3259 Wed-Thu (1:30 4 30) 7 00 9 45

(»rrEmoN4
Dolbv Digital - On 3 Screens Yhx

Wed-Thu (12«) 12:30 2 30 3:00 4 45 5 15)

7:10 7 40 9:30 10.1X5

SnKMilPQ)
TH

SUNSET 2 MaawalatRJ
Mon-Thu (1:30) 4:15 7:15 9:55

GENERAL CINEMA

Westwood
AVCOaNEMA
10640 WiHIlrfBM)

1 Bli E ol Westwood
(310) 777-FILM #330

AVCO aNEMA Jotle aad Ika Panycais (PC-13)
Presented in THX SRD Digital Sound

12«) 2:30 5:00 7:40 10:20

AVCOaNEMA

UCLA

Campus Events

ACXERMAN BALLROOM
Tktots FREE ham
319 Karddnn (Mae) TflOpm

SUNSn 3 Tka Ditk (PC-131
Mon-Thu (12:00) 2:30 5:00 7:30 10

Presented in SDDS Dolby Sound
12:45 4:15 7:3010:30

PLAZA EaamyattkaGalaalR)
l067Glendon Dolby Digital

208 3097 Wed-Thu (1:00 4:00) 7:15 10:15

WESTWOOD 1 Pokemott 3: Tka Movie (G)
1050 Gayley Dolby Digital

208-7664 Wed-Thu (12:00 2:30 5:00) 7:30 9 50

WESTWOOD 2
1050 Gayley
208-7664

I (PG-13)
Dolby Digital

Wed-Thu (12:45 3:30) 7:15 10 10

WESTWOOD 3
1050 Gayley

208-7664

WESTWOOD 4
1050 Gayley

208-7664

Tka Bretkart (R)

Dolby SR
Wed-Thu (5:15) 10 20

Bifly Elliot (R)

Dolby Digital

Wed-Thu (12:15 2:45) 7:45

IS Mlaalii (R)

Dolby Digital

Wed-Thu (3:45) 10 00
ArtTkaa7(PG 13)

Dolby DnHal
Wed-Thu (1.15) 7.30

CRITERION 6 Eaaaw al Ika Gala* (R)
TKX Dolby Digital

Wed-Thu (1:00 4:00) 7.00 9:50

PACIFIC

Westwood
CREST Jwi Vitltiaa (R)
1 262 Westwood Blvd THX - Onilal
(S o« WHjmn) Mon-Thu (2:00 4:15) 7:00 9:45
474-7866 or

777-FILM (/025)

UNITED ARTISTS

Westwood

SUNSET 4 Tka Tailor ol Paaaaia (R)
Mon-Thu (1:40) 4:20 7:00 9:4(5

SUNSn 5 Baaalifal Oealaras (R)

Mon-Thu (12:00) 215 4.30 7:00 915

WLA/Beverly Hills

ROYAL
11523 Santa Monica Blvd

(310)477-5581

Tka Widow ol Salnl-Piarre (R)

Mon-Thu (12 30)

2:55 5:20 7.451015

MUSIC HALL 1

9036 Wilshire

274-6869

The Taste ol Others |NR)
Mon-Thu (5.05) 7 35 10:0(3

AVCO CINEMA HaaHkraakart (PG-13)
Presented in THX DTS Digital Sound

12:30 4:00 7:2010:00

AVCO CINEMA TMIIc (R)
Presented in SDDS Digital Sound

1:00 7:00
Sap. Adm. , Tomcats (R)

4:3010:15

Beverly Hills
BEVERLY CONNECTION
Ls Cienega at Beverly Blvd.

(310)655-5911
4 hours vacated parking $1 at Box Ottice

•EVERLY CONNECTION

MUSICHAa2
9036 Wilshire

274-6869

Tka Glaaaare aad I (NR)
Mon-Thu (5:15) 7:30 9 45

JoaiaaadtN
Panycab (PG-13)

Digital r

Enjoy the
Movies!!!

Presented in THX DTS Digital Sound
1205 2:304:55 7:20 9:45

MUSIC HALL 3
9036 Wilshire

274-6869

Swas • Woaears (NR)
Mon-Thu (5 05) 7 35 10:00

BEVERLY CONNECTION Jaa Dirt (PG-13)
Presented in THX DTS Digital Sound

12 503105307501010

9

Santa Monica
BEVERLY CONNECTION Jatt VitNlaa |PG-13)

Presented in DTS Digital Sound
12:40 3.005:15 7:45 10«)

UA WESTWOOD
10889 WeRworth
475^9441

NeMPtaaWi^
THX

MOA-Thu 1:15 4:15 7:30 10:30

MONKAI
1322 2nd St

(310)394-9741

Tka DM (PQ-13)
Mon-Thu (1«)) 3 20 5:4(5

8«) 10:20

BEVERLY CONNECTION

Santa Monica
CWTUMON

1

Jaa Mrt (P6-13)
1313 3rd SI. THX - DoHiy Diolial

Prornaaada Wed-Thu (12:20 2:45 5:10) 7:45 1015
39S-19N

UA WESTWOOD
10689 Wellworth
4;5-»441

CraacMaaTlaar.
DiataalPO-ISI

-IX

2 OmMm TIfar. HM«m Oraaaa (PQ-13)
Mon-Thu (1:15) 4:10 7« 10«5

3(G)
Presented in DTS Diglul Sound

1125 1:35 3:50605
Tamcaii(R)
6:20ia3(5

THX
Mon-Thu 1.« 4.00 7:2010^0 M0MCA3 leaaHMCfaakNaalPO-IS)

MoA-Thu (1O0) 3:15 5:30 7:45 lOoi)

IMWESTWOOO
10689 Wekwonh
475-9441

Mon-Thu 12:45 3:45 7O0 lOflO MONICA 4
(fj

BEVERLY CONNECTION Sea Saai Raa (PG)
Presented in THX SRD Digital Sound

_ 1200 2:15
Sap.Mai. ErilWaaatfi(R)

To
in the

Fri (1:45) 4 30 7:15 10:0(5

Tho (11:00 1:45) 4 30 7:15 1000 BEVERLY CONNECTION
in DTS Digital Sound

12:103:30 70010:15

\

Movie
Guide,

::--* call B'i::::

310.825.2161
)

\
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SOUNDBITES
From page 18

• As part of the current Hollywood
glam metal scene, they also manage
to copy elder statesmen of the scene

Motley Crue and Poison. If copying
is the ultimate form of flattery, then

Buckcherry is a fawning sycophant.

It sounds like a group that

missed the joke behind the band
Spinal Tap and instead admired its

lyricism. In the tradition of the

glam metal bands of the '80s Sunset

Strip, this album has misogyny to

spare and the coherence of a drunk-

en ramble. The lyrics range from
silly to offensive. The group even

included the mandatory sappy bal-

lad that is a hidden extra track. The
band's amps probably go up to

eleven.

Some of the lyrics are so stupid

they're hilarious, like the first per-

son monologue on "Porno Star,"

about a male porn star explaining to

his non-porn star date why she

should appreciate his offering his

services to her.

Some bands are better off not

including lyric sheets with their

CDs - Buckcherry is one of those

bands.

A typical chorus by Buckcherry
is like its title track, where lead

_ singer Josh Todd sings in his best
" Brian Johnston growl, "It's coming
for you/It's coming for me/Life

ain't nothing but bitches and
money" Whatever, at least the band
members are not overly self-aware

manic depressives (Korn/Limp
Bizkit) or thirty-something brats

(Blink-182/Green Day).

And, face it, glam metal was
never about the lyrics anyway It's

about kerchunking, catchy riffs with

a self-destructive party-'til-you-puke

attitude, and Buckcherry delivers

the goods.

There's nothing original here,

but the band has a good pop sensi-

bility that is comparable to the early

Stone Temple Pilots recordings that

made up with catchy hooks what it

lacked in originality.

This is not a perfect disc - in fact

it's only pretty good - but it's a step

in the right direction. The rock and
rap hybrid was really interesting

when it first came out. However,
after five years of listening to all the

moping, self-pitying, hip-hop metal

hybrids that are popular with radio

stations like KROQ, it's time to

move on.

With sports training, it's a com-
mon practice to take two steps for-

ward and one step back. As long as

athletes make two positive leaps,

the negative moment refreshes and
recuperates them enough to make
their next two-tier leap.

In the current state of American
rock 'n' roll, Buckcherry's "Time
Bomb" succeeds as a positive step

backward.

Scott Schultz

Rating: 6

Alien Ant Farnv
'ANThology'

couldn't get any cooler, they even

cover Michael Jackson's "Smooth
Criminal." It's almost tempting to

buy Alien Ant Farm's music for the

sense of humor alone. Luckily, the

songs turn out to be pretty cool,

too.

At first listen. "ANThology"
sounds like it's going to be just

another testosterone-fueled growl-

fest. That's not a huge surprise,

since the quartet used to run in the

same circles as Papa Roach and
records on its New Noize label. The
foursome has more tricks up its

sleeve, however.

What sets AAF apart from the

rest of the sludge that passes for

alternative these days is not only

does it have a true ear for music,

but hey, this Dryden Mitchell dude
can really sing. While most of its

contemporaries are content to just

screech away over distorted guitars,

AAF can put a tune together with

some interesting twists. "Attitude"

lifts elements out of the '80s,

"Wish" taps into a potent, driving

groove and, son of a gun,

"Universe" even has some nifty

string arrangements. Though gui-

tarist Terence Corso indulges in his

share of heavy metal tomfoolery, on
the whole, the album is a bright spot

in an increasingly bland genre.

So whether people pick up a

€opy of "Anthology" because thcjc

New Noize/ DreamWorks

Who cares about the music -

these guys have style.

Their first album was called

"Greatest Hits," their major label

debut is "ANThology," and if it

dig the foursome's jokester mentali-

ty or are looking to hear some quali-

ty music, they should be satisfied.

Through a combination of the two,

this Alien Ant Farm's harvest is

looking like a prime one, indeed.

Brent Hopkins
Rating: 8

FEDDERLY
From page 16

season, singing the lead in "Albert

Herring."

Fedderly is now one of the resident

artist program's most distinguished

alumni. He has appeared at L.A.

Opera several times in roles such as

Alfredo in Verdi's "La Traviata" and
Rodolfo in Puccini's "La Boheme."
As for the future, Fedderly will return

next season as Monostatos in

Mozart's "The Magic Flute" and as

Pang in Puccini's "Turandot."

Fedderly finds working on new
operas a gratifying experience. He's

taking part in performances of
Jonathan Dove's "Flight." which
recently premiered in England, in

Belgium next year.

"I really love new operas,"

Fedderly said. "I've been involved

with a few productions of new
operas, and that energy, that creative

energy, is so much fun. It's so infec-

tious. You're creating something for

the first time."

OPERA: Greg Fedderly stihrs in LA.
Opera's production of Donizetti's "Don
Pasquale" at the Dorothy Chandler
Pavilion for seven performances April

1 1 to 29. Student rush tickets can be
purchased for $20 one hour before

curtain, subject to availability. For
more information, call (213) 972-8001

or visit www.laopera.org.

CAPPP Quarter in Washington Program
The ONLY Fall 2001 program offering you
BOTH a Washington, D.C. internship &

UCLA academic credits

InfoMeetings:Every Tiles and Wedin April
5:00pm - 4355DPublicPolicyBldg

Open to ALL majors

Applications dueMay11

Recent placements haive included:

ABC News
Africa Policy Infomution Centei'

American Bar Association
Amnesty International

Asia Pacific Policy Center
Brookings Institution

Center for Media and Public Affairs
Center for Strategic k International Studies

CNN
Children's Defense Bind

Consumer Project on Teclmoiogy
Democratic National Committee

Department ofjustice
Department of State

Embassy of Bance
The Heritage Foundation

House and Senate Offices
Human Righu Witch

Institute for Women's Policy Research
The Kennedy Center for Performing Arts

Mexican Cultural Institute
National Education Association

National Women's Business Council
The Nature Conservancy

NBC
The Smithsonian Institution

StudioTheatre
United Nations Development Program

The White House
The Worid Bank

and over 200 additional possibilities...

Center for American Politics and Public Policy
www.cappp.ucla.edu
4250 PuWic Policy Bldg

ml

CHICKEN
From page 19

soups and salads to the carbohy-

drate-boosting rice and potatoes.

The wholesome vegetable soup,

with carrots, potatoes, onions and
celery, becomes a hearty welcome
on a rainy day The fruit salad, a dish

better suited for summer, mixes
strawberries, watermelon, honey-

dew and grapes, depending on the

season. The all-time classic mashed
potatoes and gravy are the natural

,complement to any chicken dish.

The list continues with butternut

squash, hot potatoes and vegetarian

rice prima vera.

Health-conscious eaters will be

delighted with the cafe's fat-free

mayo and low-cal caesar dressings.

The restaurant offers five different

salads - among the highlights are the

popular Chinese chicken salad

($7.25) and low-cal vegetable salad -

and nine dressings to appeal to the

connoisseur.

Newcomers should dabble in sev-

eral dishes before settling on a

favorite, since the cafe offers a med-
ley of healthy choices. By the fourth

or fifth visit, they'll already have

their preference.

Novice or veteran, the California

Chicken Cafe offers homestyle

meals for everyone - office workers,

joggtrs, students, families and vege-

tarians alike. Whether you come in

sweatpants or dress pants, you

won't feel out of place. All

California Chicken Cafe patrons

have the same expectation - a hearty

homestyle meal for a reasonable

price.

RESTAURANT: For California Chicken

Cafe's store locations or catering

menus fax (800) 576-1420 or go to

vvww.californlachickencafe.com.

KINGDOM
From page 19

know we should love someone, but

simply can't.

Unfortunately, writers David
Dean Bottrell and Jessie Jones, who

attiaptcd the script from their stage:

play "Dearly Departed," try to liven

up the story with a host of *Svacky"

relatives who are merely distressing

and shrill.

Each gets a quirk instead ofa char-

acter. There's Charissc, played by
Jada Pinkett Smith, "the nagging

wife," who is tired of her lying, cheat-

ing, loser husband. Anthony
Anderson plays blubbery Junior, the

"lying, cheating, loser husband."

Loretta Devine (of Fox televi-

sion's "Boston Public") is

Marguerite, the "sanctimonious

aunt" who thumps her Bible and
seems to be competing with Pinkett

Smith in a caterwauling contest. Both

actresses shout, rant and weep
through their roles at the top of their

lungs.

Darius McCrary plays Royce,
"the no^ood son" of the "sanctimo-

nious aunt." As a lackadaisical bad
boy, he's the only one of the four to

generate something of a character

from the stereotype he's given.

Singer Toni Braxton makes her

debut as a wealthy relative, whose
character is inoffensive but superflu-

ous. She's supposed to antagonize

Pinkett Smith's character, but never

does any antagonizing.

Almost as an afterthought, there's

Vivica A. Fox, a fine actress who gets

a thankless role as LL Cool J's wife,

serving mainly as an expository

device.

Finally, and most annoyingly, is

Cedric the Entertainer, a gifted

comic who's tiresome in his role as

the minister presiding over the funer-

al. Did director Doug McHenry ask

him to play Rev Hooker with an
Elmer Fudd lisp, or did he make that

choice himself?

Whoever made the choice,

McHenry should have realized it

wasn't working. He should have real-

ized that with a number of the perfor-

mances.

The rule ofthumb in Hollywood is

that humor can be as offensive and
silly as it wants - as long as it makes
the audience laugh.

FIlJ*:"Kingdom Come'opens Friday'in

theaters everywhere.

SUPPLY SERGEANT
MJ33IT9 Carhortt^ ^'"^'t^^^^
JUNGLE

vttfTMAM T-rwm $

COVERALLS
REISSUE

From

SLEEPING BAGARMY REISSUE

m.
»16«

KHAKI SHORTS
lt^ NOW
REG. $4^95
'29*> |is

S«**ci wi** jw>iUo*»

REISSUE FOLDING SHOVEL
WITHPICK& !i

LEATHER COVER .'

$25 value

NOW 11.95.

NATO
FUEL CAN

• •••. as •»•«» lf«*««<».
' / Vary l»«avy aluty {lO
/ »s. ••«t»). rNs in ••«
/ •ta«Mlar« oan •awtvrs

SI 9.95 valu«

NOW ^4.95

OTMCN c
sues
AVARASLC SO $0>S

CAL. OeA

_ Stocic off
Emblorrts 4

»o^cirity B«iclg^i

HOLLYWOOD • 6664 Hollywood Blvd. • (323) 463-4730

SANTA MONICA • 1431 Lincoln Blvd. • (310) 458-4166

BURBANK • 503 North Victory Blvd. • (818) 845-9433
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32ZZZHaE]2ZZ&
Campus Happenings
Campus Organizations
Campus Recruitment
Campus Services
Birtlidays

Legal notices

I

Lost & Found
Miscellaneous
Personal Messages
Personals
Pregnancy
Recreational Activities
Research SuUects
Sperm / Egg Donors
Tickets Offered
Tickets Mtented
Wanted

I

Appliances
Art / Paintings
Bicycles / Skates.
Books
Calling Cards
Cameras / Camcorders
Collectibles

Computers / Software
FumHure
Garage / Yard Sales
Health Products
Miscellaneous
Musical Instruments
Office Equipment
Pets
Rentals
Sports Equipment
Stereos / TVs'/ Radios
"bble Sports

1 1 8 Kerckhoff Hall
308 Westwood Raza
Los Angeles. CA 9002A

E-Mail
:
classifiecls@media.ucla.edu

Web: http://wwwdailybruin.ucla.edu

Classified Line: (3103 825-2221
Fax: (310) 206-0528

Classified Display (310) 206-3060
Fax: (310) ^06-0528

Mon-Thu: 9:00am-3:00pm
Fri: 9am-2:30pm

^r.

One issue, up to 20 words $8 50
..each additional word 0.65
Weekly, up to 20 words 29 00
each additional word 2 15

Monthly, up to 20 words 96.00
each additional word 5.75

1 2 pt headline $160
1 6 pt headline $2.25
^Border $5.00^

For Classified Display ads.

please see our rate card
for variable rate information.

~^

Classifiod Line Ads:
1 working day before pnnting.
at 12 noon

Classified Display Ads:
2 working days before pnnting.
at 12 noon.

There are no cancellations after

noon of the day before printing.

MasterCard

payment
Please make checks payable to
"The UCLA Daily Brum." We
accept Visa. MasterCard, and
Discover credit cards. Allow 5
working days for mail payments.

hoMfioiMrile
an efledhie ad

• Start your ad with the
merchandise you are selling

This makes it easier for readers to
quicl^y scan the ads and locate
your items
• Always include the pnce of your
Item IVlany classified readers
simply do not respond to ads
without pnces
• Avoid abbreviations- -make your
ad easy for readers to understand
• Place yourself in the reader's
position, ask what you would like

to know about the merchandise,
and include that in the ad Include
such information as brand names,
colors and other speafic
descnptions

ad«rt*s«nents reprnented tn this issue. Any pefsofTSllwHnb ttSt^VidUSSl*^ iHS Ss^^-SLMb^^^S*^ ^Z^^^t^. 52!II!J!i2S^ ?*^ '"^ •nvestig.ted any of the sefvK;es advertised or the
Oeily Bfum. 1ia KarcfchoH Ha«. 306 W(tetw«2d Pto, L«u3« CAmS4fS?k^su™^>»SSL^L^^ '*'***^ cocnmoi^icale comptamts in wnting to the Business Manager.
475-9671. Classified ads aiso app«r on-tlne at httpy/^WdSfySiii^ udS^ SiS?^.CM^ <^ <^ "^ WestsKle Fair Hous,ng Office at (310)
ineemoo only Minar IvpoomNi jh nrmrc >m nnt JnM^ i~ ^^Ju: c:Zrzr^.^^r^!^\ ?"J^t?"'™^ *** comptoaotiiy tm>in tu emtaamn and is noffMiWlM^^ Om)y Brum 15 responsltHe for the first Incort-' '

r on the nfsHWyortiuMcation by noon
rrK^no,S.n5f^rr^^ ^ PtacerTMsnt on-lloe is offered as a comptm^

(hhh>r>r^

jrrrtPlffijD

QBQDSn Auto Accessories
Quul Auto Insurance
Imini Auto Repair
nflflH Autos for Sale
JuD9 Boats for Sale
SQn Motorcycles for Sale
WjjM Parking
^^fll Scooter / Cycle Repair
BflfflB Scooters for Sale
KOUm Vehicles for Rent

jSSBSM '***orts / Hotels
QQI Rides Offered

VaggSM Rides Mfanted
gaSn laxj / Shuttle ServiceQon IhBvel Destinations

Q2D|| Travel Tickets
bBSm Vacation PacAuiges

1300
Campus RecriiitiiuMit

1300
Campus Recruitment

1300
Campus Recruitment

announcements
1100-2600

77011

TEACH ENGLISH IN CENTRAL EUROPE!
Free seminar, UCLA Career Center, Monday
April 16th, 4pm RSVP recommended, Eva
Walthers. 310-825-0831

msss
r>'.)()i)

nooo
(ilOU

<iir>()

(>2(l()

(i3()()

(JAOO

unno
(iliOO

(i7U()

C»()()

nnnn
7000
71(IU

7200

1-900 numbers
Financial AM
Insurance
Computer / internet
Foreign Languages
Health / Beauty Services
Legal Advtoe / Attorneys
Movers / Storage
Musk: Lessons
i*ersonal Services

I

i*rofessional Services
Resumes
Telecommunications
Ikitoring Offered
Tutoring Wanted

I

Typing

Writing Help

Alcoholics Anonymous
Mo«. DbcuHien, Fri. Slip Study, 3508 Adwinan

Thun. kolc Study, 3508 Adurman
M/T/Wlbii.OMtaiA3^)29

W«d. ftn. A3- 029
Ducustion.Al times 12:10- lOOpm

f^aict>hoHcaaiktm%mmlt mho hmm a *1nldngpnMmm.

HAIRCaT, COLORING.
HIGHLIGHTS, BLOWDRY

at Carlton Hair Int.

Westside Pavilion

Call: Aniqa at

(323) 533-7209
offer limited to next 4 weeks.

TTomQ
7^00
7500
71.00

7700
7800
7'JOO

Hono
«1f)0

H2(t0

8J00

Business Opportunities
Career Opportunities
Child Care Offered
ChikI Care Wanted
Help Wanted
Housesitting
Internship
Personal Assistance
lemporaiy Employment
Volunteer

JUOO
8500
8000
8700
8800
8«)(K)

JOOO
moo
•J200
<>300

fJAOO
•1500

!)(iOO

9700
ftnoo

Apartmerrts for Rent
Apartments Furnished
Condo / lownhouse for Rent

I

Condo / Townhouse for Sale
Guesthouse for Rent
House for Rent
House for sale

I

Houseboats for Rent / Sale
Housing Needed
Room for Help
Room for Rent
Roommates - Private Room
Roommates - Shared Room
Sublets
vacation Rentals

1300
Campus RecruilnKMil

'l|

Prepare for a Career as

a Professional Actor by

Studying From Industry

Insiders

•ClmniiTlMln.TVIFii

•Pwdicanrainwi

ItMadMs
L<iAi|dw*>wrM

818.784.6500

(uHoii'ilnHtRMKiivictosI

www.tvistudios.com

1600
Lnrjnl Notices

HOMICIDAL ABORTION
Known in the medJcal diction as concepti-
cide, homicidal aboftlon Is the most preva-
lent torn) of homicide in the United States.
Juridic Embassy. ambOjuridic.org

1800
Miscellaneous

DOESN'T SUCK!
ORIGINAL ART and prints from $50 Major
credit cards, FedEx. Framing. Gift Wrapped.
Go to www.LSimages.com or 1-888-755-

9068.

2000
Personals

Best Selling Author seeks inspiration . Very
successful/very attractive SWM, 40 looking
for muse. Beautiful, good-shape, playful.

open, passionate, adventurous. 310-777-
0204.

tndBx Read it.

LOVE? European writer/linguist, cosmopoli-
tan, accomplished, good-looking, middle-
aged, healthy lifestyle, loves literatureAravel-
Ing/outdoors, seeks attractive/smart/affec-
tionate young female, any race/origin, for
friendship, possibly romance/marriage. 310-
573-4020/maniO munich.com

2200
Research Subjects

CHRONIC BAD BREATH. Earn $50 and
learn to control bad breath Clink:al study in

Culver City. 310-815-1829. 310-210-7805

2200
Research Subjects

EARN $$$$$
CLINICAL RESEARCH STUDY for the com-
mon cold at the onset of symptoms. Male/fe-
male 18-55yrs okJ, non-srrwker, no asthma
history. Limited availability. Call today 3 10-

785-9121.

Emailxlintealsubjects© yahoo.com

HEALTHY MALE sn>okers wanted for UCLA
smoking cessation study of sperm quality
Procedures conducted via mail. Compensa-
tion up to $175. 310-825-9559.

2300
Sperm/Egg Donors

EGG DONORS Needed
Healthy females ages 19-28

wishing to help infertile couples.

$5,000

^ Call MiRNA (818)832 1494 J»
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1300
Campus Recruilnienl

1300
Campus Recruitment

THE GIRLS OF PI BETA PHI

OPEN HOUSE
700 Hilgard

Jonight a) 7:00 -
For Information, Call Corey S> 209-0506

2300
Sperm / Egg Donors

If you are male, in college or have a college
degree, you can earn up to $600/mo, call (or

details on our ar^onymous sperm donor pro-
gram. Receive free comprehensive health
screening & help infertile couples. So if

you're looking for a great job and a little extra
cash, call us first. 310-824-9941.

OOOCYTE "EGG- DONORS: Currently be-
ing recruited if you are between 18 and 32
years of age, healthy, proven fertility, good
family medical history, must not be over-
weight. Applicants with medical insurance
preferred. Women of all ethnicities and rac-

es' Generous compensation Please call Na-
nette Bahl with the Center for Reproductive
Health & Gynecology ©661-254-0545

SEARCHING FOR
EGG DONOR

EARN $5000 Caucasian only. Intelligence,

athletic, and sense of humor a plus. Please
ca11:323-650-2891

SPECIAL EGG DONOR
NEEDED

Loving, infertile couple is hoping fo firxJ a
compassionate woman to help us have a
baby We are searching for an intelligent,

healthy woman 21-29 years-old, half Ja-
panese, and half Northern European. Com-
pensation $5000. If you are interested in

helping our dream of parenthood come true,

please call OPTIONS 800-866-9373 x722

SPECIAL EGG DONOR NEEDED. Seeking
healthy and intelligent woman, 21-29 years,
blonde hair, blue or green eyes. 5'-5'10" tali

with high SAT or ACT scores Bkxxl type A,
B, or AB. Compensation $6000. Please call

OPTIONS 800-886-9373 ext. 741.

3SOO
Furniture

MATTRESS SPECIALS
NEW INNERSPRING twin sets $99.95. Fulls

$129.95, Queens $169.95 and Kings
$199 95 Also, Sealy. Steams and Foster at
lowest prices. 310-477-1466.

3800
Miscellaneous

IT'S T-SHIRT WEATHER
T-shirts from $5, lowest prices on the Inter-

net. Discount event merchandise, left-over
from recent events, www.alleventstore.com

^200
Rentals

WESTWOOD-2BED/1 5 bath, newly remo-
deled, w/garage, bright, spacious, quiet,
pool, Dishwasher&Stove. prime location,
close to buslines4UCLA. $1350 and up 310-
475-2594.

A#AAAw^

transportation
4600-5500

^900
Aiilos for Snio

1985 BMW 325E. 5-spd, great shape, many
new parts, ps, pb. pw. ac. sunroof, leather.

165K. $3500obo John:310-771-1400.

1987 NISSAN STANZA GXE. 4-door, auto.

A/C, 118k. all power, original owner, proof
perfect maintenance, moving, must sell.

$2300 818-752-2506.

2800
Art/Paintings

WANTED
Collecter seeking paintings by Early
California artists 1900-1940. Artists include:
Guy Rose, Edgar Payne, Granville
Redmond, John Frost, William Wendt,
Selden Gile, Anna Hills, Benjamin Brown,
Franz Bischoff. Elmer Wachtel. Arthur
Mathews and many, many more. Please
contact Steve at ik)ok4art©aol.com 310-
863-8013.

1991 ACURA GS INTEGRA, fully loaded.
imaculate, low mileage. Must see. Asking
price $6700. Black and black leather. 4 door
310-283-3643.

1991 GRAND AM: Red, 2-door, automatic,
extra clean, 109,00 miles, CD. $3400 OBO
Kelly 310-801-6569

T993 VW CABRIOLET Red. convertible

with white top, white leather seats, excellent

condition 63k miles. $6,000 obo. 310-472-
8258. Suzy

1995 WHITE FORD ESCORT, 2 door LX
hatchback. 5-speed, 77k miles, a/c, AM/FM
casette. tinted windows, looks and runs
great. $5.000ot>o. Fergus 310-968-1989.
fbymeOamgen com

^Sf Imagine -^
1996 JEEP CHEROKEE SE: Excellent con-
dition. Red. V-6, 4 0Liters, Sony AM/FM/CD,
Keyless Entry. Alarm, 54k miles. $7495. 310-
345-0075 mtw54970yahoo.com

Classifieds

825-2221

^900
Autos for Sale

1999 CAMRY LE. 26K miles. Power every-
thing. ABS. Ortglnal-Owner, Rurw Great.
Automatic Transmission. Navy Blue. CD
player. $17,000 obo. 310-820-9417

2000 Ford Expedition
Eddie Bauer. 2-wheel drive. 5.4L, V8. 6cd.
chrome wheels, leather, white over tan. 30k
miles. $29,995. 323-876-7833.

Black Beauty- Must sell
1999 FORD ESCORT Fully loaded, auto. 6
CD-changer. A/C, AM/FM. airbags, 55k
miles. Must see. $5000 firm. 310-839-0890.

Exceptional Mustang
1987 MUSTANG 5.0LX- hatchback 5-

speed, white, 76k original miles, 2 owner, like

new, $4700. 310-578-9120.

FOR SALE 1997 MAZDA MIATA STO Edi-
tion. Only 16,000 Miles. Mint Condition. AC,
PW. CD. alloy wheels. 2 months left of Full

Warranty. $14,000. Emall:RWP31 ©aol.com

LOW MILEAGE
93 INTEGRA GSR, 26.700mi, 5-speed.
cruise control. A/C. tape, spoiler, moonroof,
LoJack, white. $10,000. 310-559-3511.

POLICE IMPOUNDS. Hondas as low as
$500 for listings 1-800-319-3323 ext.A214.

5680
Travel Destinations

WHY BE JUST A TOURIST? Come live and
work in Central Europe, as an English Teach-
er, through the Central European Teaching
Program. Free housing, health insurance,
support network, social activities, orientation.
Placement fee: $2,000 Deadline: May 15.
Sumner, Career Sinatra, April16, 4pm, 310-
825-0831. cetp ©beloit.edu, www.be-
loit.edu/~cetp/

5700
Travel Tickets

FLY SUPER
(323) 277-4595
LATIN AMSCKTA SPSCIALISTS

Mexico City HO Uma/P*fu 169

•dtChHt 211
Bogota/ColamtNo 230
Ouilo/GtMiyacruil 2S9
GwotMitaia 195

iGuodakiiara

iNicorogua

jPonama
iHonckwos

ICorocos

Coat* Hlca

119

229
189

229
219

2S8
21A
201

New York
S259.

Rip/Brazil

259
LONDON S370.
PARIS S439.

BM»ln««« t L«l«ur» T>r«wl
I
Bofton

I PtitfoifelpKia

I
Chicago

iHoutton

I DoRos

IWosiMnglon

St. louts

[Son Froncitco

149

185

135

129

115

135

105

149

Vacationsl
1321 CMOSMURmI
Mai MIMUM
iMi PTumaMfn
•ail oMcw

3 NtOMTS. HOTEL « AIR

Great Summer

Discounts Now!

VICT0RYTRAVEL.COM
nvna raMnclKini ppk, Tmot not nclMlM C«TiJ0»»«1-JOf«» •• ow tim a on IVT euKttmm

AQUA TRAVEL INC
WORLD WIDE LOWEST AIRFARFS

MAKE YOUROWN AIR CAR HOTEL
RESERVATION AT

hnp://www.pnsmaweb com/aquafravsl

24HOURSADAY
Lowest Domestic and
International Airfares

Tour Packages

Eurailposs

Hotel Accommodations
Cor Rentals

•Asia*Africa*Australia*Europe*Soutti

America*lndia*Canada*Mexico*Hawaij*

Special domestic i international Aiilares Avoil(^le
Prc«l ore tuOmO fo Chang* wlWxx/t nolle*

AvoilobKtiv "vjy b* ltm*«d ond torn* rejtnciiorn may
apply PhjiTa>M

PHONE (310) 33&«}25
984 J Airport Bl, Suite 506, Lcs Angeles CA 90045

5680
Travel Destinations

5680
Travel Deslinatioiis

Trip-On:
Amsterdam Barcelona

• Berlin Brussels

• Dublin London Moscow
Paris Rome

5680
Travel Destinations

5680
Travel Destinations

5680
Travel Destinations

A

PACKAGES INCLUDE:

• Roundtrip airfare • 2 nights

accommodation • Airport transfers • Travel Card
Camera, document organizer, discounts, guidebooks,

maps and more.

LoTxlon
STARTING AT

Paris AAadrid

$ 644 $ 634 $ 783

R:[ii^ Jl:Jt[K:^ feBTrq]]T^'^^

Council \Tra\'el

Counciltravel.com

310-209-UCLA
Fares per person basea on double occupancy and on departure from LAX and

minimum 2 nigtit stay. Taxes and fees not included. Departures from ottier major
cities are available. Prices are subject to ctiange and based on availability GST

#10080800-50. Restrictions apply. Please depart by June 1 4 2001

**»•*'A f

STUDENT TRAVEL
studentTairfares

hotels

1

Experience 8 countries in 14 days! Take a gondola ride

through Venice canals, climb to the top of the Eiffel Tower,
experience a typical Bavarian beer hall, and more!

$1015

BEACHES/^mDREEFS
Discover Australia! Spend 14 days in the Land Down Under.
Cross the Tropic of Capricom, visit Cape Byron, stay at

Surfers Paradise and enjoy Australia's national parks and
natural attractions. $905

RAIMBOWIMMXoXi!!]
Join this "easy going adventure" through South Africa and
Swaziland. View the big five African game from open-topped
vehicles, plunge into the warm waters of the Indian Ocean and
go wine tasting north of the Cape!

Mrfora Jirf trmi iiiMraac* Mt wclaJti.

920 Westwood Blvd., 310.8224.1574

$1699

\J^ wortdwKto vacations

www.statravel.com

6200
Health Services

TRAVEL

6200
Health Services

6200
Health Services

car^rentals

international student I IDTcards

adventure travel

travel insurance

920 Westwood Blvd.
310.824.1574 or 310.UCLA-Fiy or from campus X60795
Hours: Monday-Friday 8AM-8PM

Saturday 1BAM-6PM
Sunday 10AM-5PM

COMPLIMENTARY CONSULTATION r^Brac.^
ORTHODONTIST

SINCK 1980
UCLA FACULrY MEMBER

Dr. Nader Dayani
Member American Association of Orthodontists

Specializing In braces for adults & children
.'()'. DISCoINT

Braces
Deliivr Brilliant Results

• Cosmetic Porcelain

• Surgical Orthodontics
• Removable
• Traditional
• Invisible

• European
AM) IWCl I.TV

(310)826-7494
1 1645 Wilshire Blvd. #803
Loj Angelei. CA 90025

(949) 552 - 5890
18124 Culver Dr.. «A
Irvirw. CA 12715

Teeth Whitening $ftc;oo
upper or lower «-' f vj «^

»w ri»,ilm«,nl«i««n.o»lu(low« $100000plu»SIOOQOIai
•ocn monm of ii.atm«nt imxlvmO io» m.if» b(OC«#i

S«ao QD f»jf S 100 00 to> »oct\ monm ot it.a«m«nt lartaaiita
ItK LmovdOta CiOC«t am S I ?0D nO p(u» S 1 25 X p« monlti
io< rwamc txac.) SXX) 00 tor oiognuaiic Wudy nxxW and

SWSOOfo turmol cJntUtation

.ffxcKion ocM 4 3041

www.statravel.com TRAVEL

6000
Insumnce

services
5800-7300

/lllslale.
>fouVB in oood hand*.

Mike Azer Instironco Agency, Inc
(310)312-0202

1281 WostNA/ood Blvd.
C2 t>iks. So. of VA/iisr-tire>

24 Hourt o Dov Service

i

'

6300
Legal Advice/Attorneys

CONSUMER PROTECTION. Lemon law.

automobile dealer fraud, repossessions,

abusive debt collection. UCLA law graduate.

Contingent (ees/costs available. Alec True-

Wood: 310-443-4139.

PERSONAL INJURY/
D.U.I. DEFENSE

Auto Accidents

Motorcycle Accidents

Slip & Fall • Pedestnan

No Recovery • No Fee

(310)552-0007
Free Consultation

Law Offices of Donald R. Hartunian

6500
Music Lessons

DRUM LESSONS
ALL LEVELS/STYLES witti dedicated pro-
fessional. At your home or WLA studio. 1st-

lesson free. No drum set necessary.
NeU:323-654-d226.

6600
Personal Services

LOOKING FOR FEMALE In WLA to help
handicapped female into bed/stay the night
except Saturday until-7am. Needed Sun-
day/10-11am. $15/n»ght in-cash. 310-479-
0180.310-996-1911.

6700
Professional Services

5900
Financial Aid

LOANS AVAILABLE
No application fee. High approval. Low
Interest rate. Bankniptcys welcome. Toll
Free 1-877-494-4843.

61OO
Conipuler/lnternel

A GREAT DEAL!
Mac PowerPC 7100-8100 $199-$299 In-

cludes monitor Pentium 1 complete system
includes monitor $249. 310-476-5076.

idEa247.COM
INTERNET RESOURCES Web design, de-
velopment, tutorials, hosting afrillates. do-
main names/dreamweaver, global news.
Java script. CGI Cold Fusion.

http;//www.idea247 com

Display
206-3060

6/kOO
Movers/Storage

BEST MOVERS
No job too small. 5-piece special $102. Two
24-foot trucks fully equipped for large moves.
Call 24/7. Available on sfK>rt notice License

T163844. 800-2GO-BEST (800-246-2378
)

HONEST MAN w/14ft tmck and dollies,

small jobs, short notice ok. SF, LV. SD
Student discount. Go Bruins! lOyrs. 310-

285-8688

JERRY'S MOVINGADELIVERY The careful

movers. Experienced, reliable, same-day de-

livery. Packing, t>oxes available. Also, pick-

up donations for American Cancer Society

JerryO310-391-5657.

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING

Comprshensivs Diss«rtation Assistance

TtwMt, Papers, and Personal Statements

Proposals and Books
International Students Welcome Since 1985

Sharon Bear. Ptt.D. (310) 47(>-««62

vvwwBear-Write.com

Unhappy? Tired? Drained?
\

Maybe it's because universities like

UCLA have the soul ofDracula.

http://Universitysecrets.com

u Brentwood Dermatology

Medical Group

JodH. Silvers, MD
Diploniale Of the AnKrican BuarJ (if Demiaiolo)^

"^ _^
• liposucthM • Botox • Collagen

• Htt iii|«ctio«8 to significantly

reduce facial lines

• Umct reaioviU of brown spots,

tattoo's and veins

• Mole removal with great

aesthetic outcome
• a GENERAL DERMATOLOGY

( 10% w/ mention of Ad ^
Preceptorthip availavk Cm:
medical and fX. stadcats.

Office located on

Son VicMrtf ii Irwtwood

310426*2051
wtmiJMkmtiitam

6700
Professional Services

A FREE SESSION
PSYCHOTHERAPY/COUNSELING for de-
pression, anxiety, obsessions, post-traumat-
ic stress.etc. Couples/lndividuais Crime vic-

tims may be eligible for Ireti treatment. Call

Liz GoukJ(MFC#32388) 031 0-578-5957 to

schedule free consultatkxi

APPLYING TO
MEDICAL SCHOOL?

We specialize in helping pre-medical stud-
ents write their personal statement or sec-
ondary Visit us at:

medstudent-online.com

ATTENTION MBA. LAW. MEDICAL
SCHOOL APPLICANTS! Frustrated devel-
oping your crucial personal statements? Get
professional help from well-known au-
thor/consultant 3 1 0-826-4445 . www winning-

personstatement.com.

Classifieds

825-2221

\\

6700
Professional Services

CREATIVE EXPERTISE
MBA & OTHER
PERSONAL

STATEMENTS,
RESUMES

Personalized, professional assitance Writ-

ing, editing, dissertation formatting, tran-

scribing. Ace Words,Etc. 310-820-8830.

FIND ROOMS &
ROOMMATES ONLINE

The Napster for roommates. Free to view
and place ads. Immediate Online Results

www.easyroommate.com

FORMER ENGLISH TEACHER w/ Masters
from U-Chicago, edits/word processes dis-

sertations, proposals, screenplays, personal
statements, resumes International students
welcome. Winslow's 310-829-6171.

NOTARY PUBLIC Bilingual services avail-

able. Spanish and English. Commission
#1277297 Commission expires Sept. 17,

2004.310-820-7113.

7000
Tutoring Offered

**ENGLISH EXPERT
DOES WRITING IN ENGLISH make you
crazy? AssistarKe in basic skills to nriajor re-

search paper completion. ESL experienced.

310-839-9933/Adam.

AAA TUTOR'S CLUB~
A HOME TUTORING service for all subjects,

grades K-12. Lowest prices guaranteed! For
more information call 310-444-0449.

AMERICAN HUSBAND (currently college in-

structor, MBA Wharton, UPenn) and Korean
wile (UCLA Grad, middle school teacher) will

patiently tutor English speaking find writing.

310-559-0123.

CHINESE LANGUAGE
(MANDARIN) TUTOR

Intro/Intermediate levels. Will provide teach-

ing materials. Also tutor English to Chinese
immigrants. $12/hr. Call 310-824-2750. Jim-
my.

MATH TUTOR
Available for all hours, all levels. $30+/hour.

Trig/Pre-Calculus, Calculus. Algebra, Geo-
metry UCLA Math BS. Graduated honors.

Jonathan.3 10-850-8849 323-734-8321.

MY-TUTOR.COM Math/Physics/Statis-

tics/English/Hebrew.chemistry/biology
Law/Business Law. computer programmir>g.

Conr>puterized statistical analysis available.

Tutoring service. Call anytime. 800-90-TU-
TOR.

PHYSICS AND MATH
Math/Physics major/student offers tutoring in

physics and math at all levels Contact Sina:

(310)989-1491 or sina4© ucla.edu

WRITING TUTOR
Kind and patient Stanford graduate. Help
with the English language—for students of

all ages/levels. 310-440-3118.

7100
Tutoring Wanted

TUTORS WANTED
AFTER-SCHOOL FOR grades K-12, in BH,
Wi^, SM areas. Education majors and/or
graduate-level (in any field) a plus. $11.25-
15/hour. Call The Tutor's Club: 310-444-
0449.

COMPUTER TUTOR
FOR IMPROVING beginning general skills.

One hour a week. $20/hr. Near UCLA. Cair
310-839-3692.

7100
Tutoring Wanted

TUTORING POSITIONS
$10/hr. available immediately for Spring
quarter with GEAR UP!!! (Gaining Eariy
Awareness and Readiness for Undergradu-
ate Programs) Do you love worthing with 11-

12yr/olds? Are you bilingual? Can you tutor

after school on Mon/Thurs or Wed/Fri? If in-

terested pick up an application in the Student
Commons o( Moore Hall For more info call

310-206-8184/310-206-6964.

WORD PROCESSING specializing in thes-

es, dissertations, transcription, legal, psych,
resumes, fliers, brochures, mailing lists, re-

ports. 310-828-6939

m-&

m

employment
7400-8300

7^00
Business Opportunities

$500-1000/MONTH P/T
Seeking motivated students for marketing in-

ternet, cellular and long distance accounts.

Serious inquiries only. Call lor rec. info:888-

432-4890.

EARN IMMED. INCOME
100% Home-Based Business w/NYSE
Telecom. Unlimited earning potential No
experience necessary $199 refundable
deposit required

www.zibgib.com/tunger

MAUI $25
WANT TO SPEND 3 months in Maui or Can-
cun for only $25? zagala.com

7SOO
Career Opportunities

ACCOUNTING DEPT assistant. PfJ entry

level position. M-F 2-6pm w/ sonie flexibility.

Basic computer knowledge, car with in-

surance, good oral and written communica-
tion skills required. $10/hr-»-mileage. 310-
276-9166.

:f;1;^w:H:)iT^
• Earn $100-$200 a day
• 2 week training & Job

Placement included
• Its not a job -its a PARTY"!

National Bartenders School

1 (800) 6^46 • MiXX (6499)
www.nationalbartcndors.corn

7600
Child Care Offered

$$$ LOW PRICES $$$
WONDER YEARS PRESCHOOL run by
UCLA grads Ages2 5/6years Two large

play-yards. Open 7:30-5:30.Close to UCLA.
310-473-0772

7700
Child Care Wanted

EXCEPTIONAL TUTOR-
$25/HOUR

PHYSICS AND CALCULUS TUTOR for high

school senior. 6-8 hours/week. Need trans-

portation, close to UCLA. Hours flexible.

$25/hour. 310-207-7339. 310-794-7525

FRENCH TUTOR
NEEDED 2days/wk West LA 213-623-
5025 exl20 Allison.

NEED TUTOR for 1 1 y/o to help w/ homework
and exams. 10-min from campus. $10/hr.

310-901-6400.

TUTOR WANTED
For UCLA level computer C-f+ programming.
Leave message 310-550-7869 or 310-775-
2032

NANNY/AFTER-SHOOL-DRIVER to take 3
children to activities/help at home. Monday-
Friday approx. 3:00pm-7:30pm Occasional
evenings. Car w/insurance required: refer-

ences needed $10$ 12/hr Debbie@323-
956-4066

P/T BABYSITTER
For wonderful eight-year-old. 2-4after-

noons/week, 2:30-6:30. year-round. Insured
driver w/car. Live-in: Pvt room(sep bath)in

secluded garden. 1 -block to UCLA. Ap-
prox.20hrs/wk. 310-259-8545.

P/T BABYSITTING
FEMALE NEEDED. UCLA student preferred.

P/T 2 young kids, weekends, fax resume
10:310-451-1130.

STUDENT NANNY
Child development education required for

toddler. Experience necessary. CPR training

tx)nus Approximately 20 hours/week Fax
resume to:310-394-9447 between 9-6PM
only, daily.

7800
Help Wanted

$$Get Paid For Your
Opinions!$$

Earn $15-$ 125 and more per survey!

www.money4opinions.com

Displa, .

206-3060
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7800
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7800
Help Wanted

7800
Help Waniod

Copeland's Sports is

Coming to Compusj

Now Hiring :

Sales & Management positions
hourly & salary

Come Join Our Team!
inferviews on campus 4/11 &• 4/12

Contact Jason
Copeland's Sports: 800-619-2053x706= or emati: jasnsports@aol.com ^=

$11.30/Hour
Da;a collection and data entry at Injury Re-
search Center, Westwood Car required Ju-
nior standing and above Send resume to
tr@ucla edu

$15-$23/HR BRIGHT, ENTHUSIASTIC peo-
ple to teach SAT prep and ALL Academic
bubjects. Transportation required We will
tram Flexible hours. Send or (ax cover let-
ter/resume, including lest scores (SAT GRE
etc

)
to ACE Educational Sen/ices Attn Bar-

ry, 9911 W. Pico Blvd. Ste.PH-K LA CA
90035; Fax:310-282-6424. Positions avail-.
able throughout LA and the Valley

$1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL Mailing our cir-
culars. No expenence required. Free infor-
mation packet Call 202-466-1639

,

•ENERGETIC PEOPLE
NEEDED!!!*

Busy Valley, Hollywood, or Santa Monica
office needs energetic people. Bonuses'
310-395-7368

Admin Assistant for

prominent Westside
art gallery

Tram now-F/T by August. Must be fluent in

Spanish, defail-onented. $10-l2/hr+commis-
sion. Fax resume:310-586-1712.

ADMIN ASSISTANT F/T position in Beverly
Hills. Microsoft Office a must. Email resume
employmentesaybrex.com or fax 310-278-
0038. More info 310-278-2750.

ADMIN. ASSISTANT
Brentwood real estate office. $12/hour. PT or
FT Fax resume to: 310-476-7284

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT NEEDED
F/T. Fast-paced entertainment company Ex-
cellent written and verbal communication
skills. Must be familiar w/computer Call
Brooke 818-313-9590.

So.^^
TAKAJO for Boys., Naples. Maine,

TRIPP LAKE CAMP for Qirls. Poland, Maine
Picturesque lakefront locations, exceptional
facilities Mid-June thru mW-August. Over
100 counselor positions in tennis, swirnming
land sports, water sports, tripping, otitdoor
skills, theatre arts, fine arts, music <iature
study, secretarial. Call Takajo at 800-250-
8252 or Tripp Lake at 800-997-4347. Submit
application on-line at www.takajo.com or trip-
plakecamp.com

CAMP WAYNE FOR
GIRLS

Children's camp in Northeast Pennsylvania
(3 hrs NYC) 6/19-8/17/01. Directors for
Fine Arts&Crafts.

. Camping/Nature. Ropes
Golf, Swimming. Drama. Counselors
(orTennis. Gymnastics. Aerobics. Cheer-
leading, Swimming (W.S.I preferred). Sail-
ing, Waterskiing. Sculpture, Batik. Silk-
Screen, Jewelry. Piano. Guitar. Video. Self-
Defense. On campus inten/iews April nth
Call 1-800-279-3019, website www.camp-
waynegiris.com

CERTIFIED PERSONAL
TRAINERS/

FRONT DESK HELP for LA's most popular
health club. For more information call Giu-
seppe:323-658-6999.

CLERK. P/T. Pleasant Century City Engi-
neenng Firm seeks perfectionist with typing
skills (or general office duties. Must absolute-
ly be detail-oriented. $ll/hoLr to start Call
Rhonda 310-286-2437

CLERK/SECRETARY 'vr, t0-20hf6/wk -
Westwood law f.,m. Filing, typing, leam a
lot ©law. flexible schedule, fax resume 310-

COFFEE STORE BUSY CENTURY CITY
LOCATION. Flexible PT/FT hours. Will train
310-396-4737.

•MOVIE EXTRA WORK' Beats all jobs Start
immediately Great pay. Fun/Easy No crazy
fees. Program for free medical Call-24/hrs
323-850-4417

10MINS FROM UCLA Electronic retail
store PT/FT technical savvy person front
page! For customer, sales, and service 310-
475-0859 Mr Schulze.

A MANAGEMENT
TRAINEE

New offices opening. Independent Capital
Management. Inc. (ICM) one of the nations
Premier and Fastest Growing financial serv-
^es CO. (INC500) offenng secunties through
SunAmenca Securities Inc. (NASD.SIPC)
announces immed. openings in our So Cal
Offices. Were looking for career oriented in-
dividuals in search of rapid advancement
and complete training in the investment field
with an industry leader Top payouts, medi-
cal benefits. 401k match, conferences stock
options 1-800-600-2620. www.icmfinan-
cial.com

A PERFECT STUDENT
JOB!!!

AFTERNOONS DURING SCHOOL Fulltime
dunng Quarter Breaks and Summer Vaca-
tions! Wori< at the most famous tennis shop
in LA. Work experience not necessary Mini-
mum pay $750/hr "String for the
pros!"Westwood Sporting Goods. 1065 Gay-
ley Ave. 310-208-6215.

ACCESS TO A COMPUTER' PUT IT TO
WORK! Up to $25-75/hr PT/FT
wwwEamEZbucks.com. 888-715-4646.

ACCT/BKPR
Need help setting up Microsoft Money build-
ing history and developing workable record
keeping process Should .entail 5-7
hours/week. $10/hour. your computer or
mine. 310-566-4815.

Classifieds

825-2221

AMBITIOUS
WRITERS
WANTED!

Online magazine seeks writers/photogra-
phers/editors to cover movies/TV, music,
nightlife, internet, you get experience, ex-
penses, partnership. info©p-d-n.com. 310-
989-3114, www.p-d-n.com/writers.

APARTMENT MANAGER to manage 20
units in Westwood. Experience required. 1-

bedroom+salary 310-859-4619.

~~-
ARE YOU A

BALANCED BRUIN?
Do you excel at school yet still have time to
give back? Do you play sports yet still go out
and have fun! Are you trainable? We might
want you (or PT/FT work. 310-652-9572.

ASSISTANT NEEDED! Busy Westside Cos-
metta medical clinic seeks positive, outgoing
assistant. P/T4F/T position available now.
Telephone inten^iew. Tif(any:310-796-4946

ATTENTION STUDENTS
AND FACULTY

Need Help. Seeking information regarding
apartments at 527 Midvale. If you are aware
o( any complaints made to MkJvale II Apart-
ments management regarding sliding glass
doors or balcony heights, landlord tenant dis-
putes, or tenant complaints at Midvale II

Apartments, please contact: 1-800-935-4844

BEACH CAMP SUMMER JOBS! Coun-
selors. Lifeguards. Craft Director; work
w/toddler-teens at Private Beach Club in SM.
^3" Andrea:3l 0-395-3254
TBC2lO©aol.com

COMPUTER ASSISTANT Needed for Geog-
raphy Instructional Lab. Know Microsoft NT
and related hardware. Troubleshool and
monitor lab. 10-12 hrs/wk. $l0/hr Resume to
William Zhang: wzhang©ucla.edu.

COMPUTER SUPPORT-Technical support
for IBM compatible computer, on-call help
and house calls, negot./hr 310-476-5079.

COUNSELORS AND
INSTRUCTORS

In art, swimming, nature, video and ropes
needed by Tumbleweed Day Camp. Must be
responsible, energetic and enjoy woritina
with children. 310-472-7474

"
CP SHADES

CP SHADES, national women's clothing re-
tailer&manufacturer based in the Bay area is
interviewing for FT/PT sales in its Santa Mo-
nica locatwn. CP Shades offers challenging
exciting environment, highly competitive sal-
ary, vacation, health&dental. a free outfit
every month, and a generous discount. Best
of all it's the chance to work for a friendly
growing company that makes clothes that
you will want to own. Fax resume 310-392-
0586 or come by 2937 Main St . to apply

CRUISE LINE ENTRY LEVEL on board po-
sitions available, great benefits. Seasonal or
year-round. Call for into 323-644-2102
www.cruisecareers.com.

^
CSOs NOW HIRING

Do Good and get paid. Pay $8 47 to
$i0.65/hr Must be a UCLA student w/1 +
academic years remaining with valid driver's
license. Web: www.ucpd.ucla.edu/ucpd/cso
Email: cso©ucpd.ucla.edu. Phone 310-
825-2148.

DAY CAMP - SUMMER
beek staff w/summer home in or near the
San Ferriando or Conejo Valleys. Oxnard.
Simi. Malibu. misc. Inslmctors & General
couns. $2750-3500+ for summer. 888-784-
CAMP www.wort(atcamp.com

DAY CAMP
COUNSELORS

Pall Camp now hiring enthusiastic coun-
selors! Summer fun includes: jet skiing
amusement parks, beach days, paintball arxj
more! 19 and up. Call Jacque: 310-477-
2700x14.

BEVERLY HILLS AUTO DETAIL shop needs
hard-wortting, fast-paced, agressive people
to handle top-notch cars. No experience re-
quired Flexible hours. Ozzie:3 10-859-2870.

CAD TUTOR NEEDED Design/Build
Contractor needs instruction for CAD soft-
ware Robert 310-260-9900.

CAMP COUNSELORS needed foTto^il
summer day camp Beach/aquatk: expen-
ence in swimming, surfing, sailing, or jet ski-
ing a plus Competitive salaries 818-996-

DAY CAMP
Summdr Swimming, beaches, horses &
more, www.daycampjobs.com

DAY CAMP-SUMMER
Seek staff w/summer home in or near the
San Fernando or Conejo Valleys, Oxnard.
Simi. Malibu. misc. Instructors & General
couns. $2750-3500+ for summer. 888-
784-CAMP www.workatcamp.com

MindBody Workshop

Nutrition Class
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TODAY'S
CROSSWORnPli77|F
ACROSS

1 Environment
7 Chicago hrs.

10 Serpents
14 Scents
15 Southern st.

16 Blaze
17 Woman's dress

size
18 Halfway
19 Crazy as a —
20 Reversed

direction

23 Watchband
26 Exist
27 Polishes
28 Rhyme maker
29 "Mamma -";

Abba tune
30 Derby
31 Forbidden
33 f^wsman Rather
34 "That's yummy!"
37 Yale student
38 Prospector's find
39 Finale

40 Guileful

41 Fast plane
42 Offer

43 Modified
45 Pub drink
46 Sarcastic
47 Time unit

48 Use the rink
51 Popular dessert
52 Large artery
53 Measured up
56 Ms Bombeck
57 Assn.
58 Cut (hair) short
62 Writer Kingsley
63 Puppet-maker

Baird

64 Spicy cuisine
65 Hotel's price
66 Bullfight cheer
67 "Open -!"

DOWN
1 Traveler's guide

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
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4-1
1
-01 e 2001 , United FMture Syndicate

2 Anger
3 Building site

4 Copy
5 Enjoy

enthusiastically

6 — -friendly:

easy to learn
7 Nikon product
8 Playground

gear
9 Mock fanfare
10 At sea
1

1

Great Plains
denizen

12 Inclined (to)

13 Mails
21 Hammered
22 Tanzania

neighbor
23 Secret agents
24 Tumpike fares
25 Ignited again
29 Researcher

Curie
30 Convenient
32 China-closet

item

33 Costing more
34 Philanthropist

Brooke
35 Alaskan

language
36 Nine-headed

serpent
of myth

44 Medium-sized
songbirds

45 Sergeant's
bellow

46 Not be still

48 Do finger

painting

49 Destiny
50 Own up
51 Danger
52 Cherish

greatly
54 Tramp
55 Rudiments
59 Feathery

stole

60 Nightmare
street

61 Poor grade

Display

206-3060

i
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7800
Help Wanted

DAY-CAMP COUNSELOR & ArtsiCrafts
specialists. Summer/PT. $9 80/hr June-
August. Experience working w/children a
must. 310-479-7200. or fax resume 310-445-
1764

DRIVER WANTED Must have clean DMV.
Call Nationwide Wholsale We are a shipper
of fresh cut flowers. 310-230-0811.

MALE MODELS
Have a great face or body? GET REC-
OGNIZED in Playgirl-sfyte publications Must
be 18-24. Beginners welcome Highest im-

mediate pay w/headshots. Paid screen test.

Jett©2l3-748-4555ext. '11. JwhiteOou-
nique.com

7800
Help VA/Hiited

No KxjK-netiw Xei i-ssury

Men, Women, diildren. all ajjes, sijies.

r»ce> T\' Films C/Mnnwnals • Miij{iMncs

/ttrf>ers()ual tulenteu coU inm

310.659.7000

7800
Help Warned

LAW STUDENT NEEDED to assist
UCLA(MFA) film school grad. to prepare le-
gal civil nghts documents for City of Beverly
Hills case Pay Negotiable. Page: 818-680-
0595. Phone: 818-563-6630. vondra-
portdaol.com.

7800
Help Wanted

7800
Help Wanted

PERSONAL ASST.
FOR BUSY UCLA PROFESSOR. Seeking
UCLA student to do shopping, errands, filing,

telephones, and very light housekeeping.
Must have car. flexible schedule. $l2/hr, 15-

20 hrs/wk. 310-206-9082.

LIBRARY JOBS Shelving and other stacks
duties, 12-19 hrs/wk. $6.83/hr to start
STUDENTS ONLY apply at Young Research
Library Rm. 11617 or call Antigone Kutav
310-825-6982.

MARKETING INTERN
Implement Marketing Program for Large
Bank. Must be organized, have poise and
strong personal presentatbn skills. Great
Pay 310-229-9417.

MARKETING
SALES/TRAINING for Mexico-USA impor-
ting company Pay $10-15/hr Full time.

Spanish helpful. Business major preferred.

Good expenence. Fax resume 310-854-
6287 or E-mail: sales Othepainledde-
sen.com.

PRESTIGIOUS PRIVATE COUNTRY CLUB
In WLA seeks ambitious tennis player for

tennis court assistant. Please contact Jason
310-276-6104 x235 or gallinaethelacc.org.

RECEPTIONIST
Needed for private health club. Permanent
hours available. Hours: 5:30am-l 1:30am
Please ask for Allison:3 10-659-5002.

LICENSED Residential Facility needs 1 re-
creation driver. 3 direct care staff AM/PM
night. Fax resume to 310-450-4240.

LIFEGUARDS
Certified LG's. Start afternoons 5/7. Summer
position. Get paid to gel (re)certified. Mature
18+ and good swimmer Beautiful canyon
setting. Tim 310-472-7474. Fax resume 310-
476-7788.

LOOKING FOR CO PRODUCER/CREW:
Sci-fi Independent Feature. Fall 2001.
Resumes to contact©paraxis.com
www.hardwintercom

MODELS. Females or males wanted for por-
traits. Beginning female photographer willing

to negotiate $, headshots. family/friendship

portraits 310-476-6839.

MODELS/DANCERS/GIRLS Earn money
any time trom your PC and camefa girts-

camcash.com DB01.

NEED TO MAKE SOME PT $$$? Will train

and sponsor assistant broker PM work
Guarantee+bonus. BH office. Call Neil 800-
450-7585.

NEUROLOGY LAB seeks full-time lab assis-

tant. Experience with Cell Culturing. staining,

counting, microscope required. Fax re-

sume;31 0-267-2477.

OFFICE ASSISTANT for small Investment
company. Organized individual w/phone
skills, quick-thinker, strong computer skills a
must, a self-motivator P/T-F/T. salary
DOE-fbonus Email resume to:

evatun©helixlp com

OFFICE CLERK
PfT AND F/T

SM law firm seeks office clerks. Phones, fil-

ing, faxing, photocopying&filing court docu-
ments. Must have auto-finsurance Francis

Che:310-453-6711.

OFFICE HELP In electronic store in West-
wood. No experience necessary Contact
Fred 310-470-0472

P/T Medical Receptionist Tues. Thurs, Fri

afterrxxKis Must have excellent phone voice
and medical office experience. Call Mandy
310-274-8353.

EARN $$$$$
CLINICAL RESEARCH STUDY male/female
18-55yrs. old, non-smoker, no asthma his-

tory. Limited availability Call today 310-785-
9121.

e-mail:clinicalsubjects©yahoo.com.

ENTREPRENEURS
WANTED

Marketir^g group seeks motivated enthusias-

tic individuals Work 4 hours/week and make
$5000/month. Ideal for students 310-281-

1138.

EVENTS STAFF/SECURITY for sports, con-

certs. TV shows, conventtons. 18-*- with clean

background. Great job for students. You pick

your assignments. 213-748-7223.

F/T ADMIN
COORDINATOR

Health care company in Westwood seeks or-

ganized person for entry-level position. 7:30-

4:00. Attention to detail necessary. Fax re-

sume to Liz;310-443-5258.

FEMALE MODELS
NEEDED

Immediate work for 18 yrs-*-, all races, all

ages, adult internet, video rnodeling.

$100/hour Get your own website. 818-694-
2687 janiero©att.net

FREE AUDITIONS
MODEL/TALENT AUDITIONS for men/wom-
en/kids for upcoming tv shows, commercials,

magazines, and movies. No experience.

310-360-1240.

RESEARCH ASSISTANTS NEEDED Seek-
ing American, Australian, Czech and Ja-
panese research assistants to code eighth

grade science lesson videos. Full and half-

time positions available English fluency re-

quired. One position requires fluency in

Czech; another requires fluency in Ja-
panese. $32.000-t- per year lor full-lime posi-

tions + benefits; $1 5.79 per hour for half-time

positions. Fax cover letter and resume to Da-
vid Rasmussen 310-820-6619 or mail to

12436 Santa Monica Bivd, LA. CA 90025.
For more info email davidr© lessonlab.com

RESPITE COMPANION
$10-$12/hr DOE-PT/Flexible hours. Provide

respite lor families with chikJren with devel-

opmental disabilities. Paid training provided.

Toll free info:877-924-2220 E-mail:rokel-

ly©iaba.com. Fax:310-649-3109 Visit us at

www.iat)a.com

RETAIL CLERK
Technical tx>okstore. BNi Publications, Inc..

a leader in technical publications lor the con-
struction industry, has immediate part-time

positions available at Its WLA location.

$7/hour starting. Flexible hours, convenient
location near 405/10 fwys. Call Richard:310-
474-7771 or fax resume:31 0-474-6863.

RETAIL SALES
PT/FT Westwood Blvd. Designer wed-
ding/evening gowns. Experience preferred,

motivated and friendly Great opfxsrtunity.

Salary/commissions/tx)nuses. Excellent $$.

310-474-7808 Pauline.

BEARWEAR^
MODELS WANTED!

We're looking for enthusiastic BRUINS to model

UCLA clothing in the Fall 2001 BearWear catalog.

To apply please bring a recent photo of yourself

to the Campus Photo Studio on A-Level Ackemian

Union. You must fill out an application and attach your

photo to it. (Students who wish to have their photo

returned must attach a self-addressed stamped

envelope large enough for the photo)

Applications will be accepted on Monday, April 16th

and Tuesday, April 17th ONLY-sorry no exceptions.

All applicants must be full-time UCLA students.

Previous BearWear catalog models are not eligible.

,L2QQ1
~BEAR

SUMMER CAMP
DIRECTOR

Private Beach Club seeking experienced
Head Coach to supervise social and recrea-
tional actlviites for children ages 3-14 years.
Salary commensurate with experience. Con-
tact Dale:310-454-2266. or Fax resume:310-
454-2266

SUMMER CAMP
COUNSELORS

6/25-8/17 $78-$92/day 9am-4pm
Decathalon Sports Club in Palo Alto. CA
camp)ob©yahoo.com

TRANSLATION CO in Santa Monica needs
truely bilingual office assistant/editor w/ex-
cellent English and Spanish skills&computer
expertise. P/TF/T. Fax resume 310-260-
7705. call 310-260-7700 extll.

UCLA CAMPUS
TOUR GUIDES

Now hiring for 2001-2002 school year. 6-10
hours/week. At $8/hour Applications avail-

able at 1147 Murphy Hall. Due 4/20/01 by
5PM

UCLA INTEGRATED SUBSTANCE ABUSE
PROGRAM: F/T RA needed. BA/BS re-

quired Knowledge of research design.
SPSS, neuropsychiatric assessments pr^^
ferred. Fax resume:31 0-268-4397

PfT OK.
F/T PREFERRED

Property Management Company needs help

with secretarial/leasing. Must have car Fax
resume: 310-470-6755. Call: 310-470-1112.

P/T WRITER. Pleasant Century City Engi-

neering Firm seeks pertecltonist with strong
writing skills to produce miWIy technical re-

ports for internal and external use. $13/hr to

start. Wage increases as appropriate. Mini-

mum I5hrs/wk. Must have car and in-

surance. Fax resume 310-286-9126 or call

310-286-2437

PACIFIC PALISADES CO seeks flex-P/T In-

temef-saavy office asst/customer service rep
w/good oral/wntten skills for data entry, field-

ing, tel/emall inquiries, maintaining files. Up
to $9/hr. 310-459-5027.

^
PART-TIME ADMIN ASSISTANT Duties in-

j dude answering phor>es. light typing, organ-
ization, office errands, light filing, & collating

documents. Must be bright, enthusiastic, de-
tail-oriented. & able to perform a variety of

tasks simultaneously Send cover letter and
resume to ACE Educational Services.
AttnBrian, 9911 W. Pteo Blvd . Suite PH-K.
LA CA 90035. or fax to 310-282-6424.

FUN GUIDE
$20/hr. 4+hrs/weekend. Take quality indi-

vkJual to see fun LA sites. Ethical/profes-

sional, captivating kK>k and style kleal:

PO Box 38247, LA 90038

REWARDING/FUN
Summer Swimming, beaches, horses A
more, wwwdaycampjobs.com

SALES PEOPLE Set own hours, spend
about 6 hours/week, make from $150-$300.
Own transportation. Call Christine ©31 0-

313-1464 for more information.

FUN SUMMER
Swimmir)g. horses, beaches and more.

www.daycampjobs.com.

PASADENA AREA SUMMER DAY CAMP
now hiring energetic and responsible people
for counselor positions Looking for group
counselor, lifeguards and wranglers Spend
your summer outskje making new friends.

Call TOM SAWYER CAMP 626-794-1156 or

www.tomsawyercamps.com
— ,—

PAY IS $11/HR
WANTED FOR SHERMAN OAKS (25 min-
utes from UCLA campus) pension actuarial

office for 20+tx)urs per week+full-time sum-
mer: two (2) high achiever students in Ac-
counting. Math. Econ. Business for Pension
& Acturial Admin, one (1) feartess student
with good marketing skills for telephone-*- in-

person maritetirig pensk}n servk:es to ac-
countants, .pay is $11/hr for each job. Fax
resume & DPR to 818-769-4694. Call 818-
769-4600 any Q's.

Classifieds

825-2221

GENERAL
OFFICE/SALES
ASSISTANT

PDC WHOLESALE FURNITURE SHOW-
ROOM. Full-time. Multi-faceted person.

General office computer quickbook. Custom-
er service sales assistant. Fax resume:310-
451-1130.

GIRLS wanted at exclusive social club in

WLA. Conversation and dancing. 18* years
old. Flexible hours. Earn top $$$. 310-313-

2989.

GOOD SALES PERSON. No cold calls.

Houriy plus commision. Great room for

growth. 310-476-5076.

GOT A HECTIC SCHOOL SCHEDULE?
Now Hiring! Flexible Hours! Food Servers,

Bartenders, Special Events Staff, Culinary

Staff, Dishwasher, All Levels. Rate DOE 323-
933-7521. The Party Staff. Inc

GROUP TUTORS WANTED K-8th Grade. 3-

7 pm. Monday through Friday. $11 and up
per hour. 323-937 7737 F/T summer posi-

tions available in July-Aug.

INTERNET SURFER
Hunter-gatherer; experienced e-mail person

to work offsite or at our Beveriy Hills office.

Call Jim 310-657-1112.

JEWISH HEBREW
And Sunday Schools need teachers. Good
Jewish educatk>n and tove of chikJren de-

sired Alice Fasman:323-761-8613.

LAW CLERKS WANTED tor b'tiaii Westside
Plaintiff Law Firm Flexible >iours. Email re-

sume to kgallo©biren.com

SALES POSITION available for internet e-
commerce company. Salary-K:ommission.
Call 310-234-0784. Fax: 310-234-0786.
Email: Jobs ©electrobuycom

SALESPERSON AND
MANAGEMENT
OPPORTUNITIES

Available for fashion footwear store in Cen-
tury City Shopping Center Call:310-277-

5668 or fax resume to:31 0-277-5675.

SECRETARY/RECEPTIONIST. Full/Part

Time, Fax Resume to 310-454 1311. or E-
mail: rg©pmsmart com.

4SERVERS'
ASST MANAGER

SERVERS AND ASSISTANT MANAGER
needed. Great pay Flexible hours. Call:310-

275-7770.

SUMMER CAMP
COUNSELORS

Decathlon Sports Club Located in Palo Alto
5/25-8/17. $78-$92/day, 9am-4pm. camp-
iob@yahoo.com

SUMMER CAMP COUNSELORS. For
Westwood Recreation Complex. June 25-
Aug 31, 9:45am-4:15pm. Experience pre-
ferred. Sports, arts and crafts, etc. $9.79/hr
Apply in person. Ben ita Dixon 310-473-3610.

SUMMER DAY CAMPS
San Fernando or Conejo Valleys, Oxnard,
Simi. Malibu Misc. Instructors & General
couns. $2750-3500+for summer 8iB8-784-
CAMP. www.workatcamp com

SUMMER DAY CAMPS
San Fernando or Conejo Valleys, Oxnard,
Simi, Malibu. Misc. Instructors & General
couns $2750-3500f for summer 888-784-
CAMP wwwworitatcamp.com

SUMMER JOB
GRADAJNDERGRAD Psychologyeducation
or speech to be a camp aide for a special
needs child 6/25-8/25. Valene:8 18-907-
0367.

UCLA RECREATION
' SUMMER CAMP JOBS
GREAT MONEY! GREAT TIME! We need
energetic people to be summer camp coun-
selors. Pay is $7.38-$11.00/hr Morning, af-

ternoon, all-day shifts available Call 3tO-
206-1787. Applications available at John
Wooden Center

UNIVERSITY APARTMENT Coordinator Po-
sition wanted from 6/18/01-6/30/02. One
shared rental space plus stipend. Applica-
tions and job descnptions available ©UCLA
UNIVERSITY APTS. 625 Landfair Ave. #1.

Do not call. Application deadline 5pm
4/13/01. MUST BE UCLA STUDENT

VALET PARKING
ATTENDANTS

Flexible hours, great tips, Santa Monica and
Manna Del Rey areas 310-214-1888. Leave
message.

SERVERS NEEDED
ALL POSITIONS AVAILABLE for upscale
Westside restaurant Call Michel;310-470-

6601.

SUMMER JOBS!
The Marcia Israel Day Camp is now hiring

Senior and Junior Counselors and an Art
Teacher for Summer 2001. Spirited, energe-
tic, patient, experienced candidates who love
worthing with young children should call 310-
445-1280 ext 150.

SPORTS MEDICINE
MARKETING/BOOKEEPING, MEDICAL
BILLING/RECEPTION, PHYSICAL THERA
PY Sports medical clinic now hiring for the 3
above positions. Will train. 310-587-0044.

STUDIO ASSISTANT Light carpentry skills a
plus, canvas stretching a must. Santa Moni-
ca area email tythia@mlndspringcom or
call 310-392-8424

SUMMER AT THE
BEACH AND MTNS

FUN WORK WITH CHILDREN IN THE OUT-
DOORS 7-week day program. 2-weeks
Sierra Sleepaway June 25-August 24 Ex
perience with chikfren and water activities

$330-fbonus/week Call 310-826-7000 or

www. SierraAdventureCamps com

SUMMER JOBSI WEST Los Angeles day-
camp hiring energetic counselors, lifeguards,

and specialists. Call Tiffany at 310-399-
2267.

VET TECHS
Needed for busy a animal hospital in Culver
City Call Oscar al:310-559-3770 or fax your
resume al:3 10-559-9447.

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED! Make a dif-

ference. Wortt w/kids. The Boys&Giris Club
at Venice needs college students to assist

w/variety of afterschool programs esp w/HW
tutoring Our brand new facility is located on
Lincoln+Venlce Blvd. For more info call 310-
390-4477 Virginia(x228 ) or Pierre(x238).

WANTED PART-TIME NANNY/DRIVER for

two young children. 2 afternoons per week
$10 per hour. Approx. 8 hours per week.
Need car. 310-442-4644

SUMMER SPORTS
CAMP COUNSELORS

Prime Time Sports Camp is now hiring for

summer 2001. Sports background and ex-
perience working with children required

9 30AM-3:30PM M-F 6/25/01-8/31/01 WLA
and Palisades Peter:310-288-4132

YMCA NOW HIRING After School teachers
and drivers. Must have 3-6 units in educa-
tion/related field. Fax Resume to Laura 310-
575-0271

7900
HousesittJng

SWIM INSTRUCTORS
FAMILY LIFE AQUATICS Swim school
searching for fun&reliable swim instructors

WSI&CPR required Must have car High
pay flexible hours. 310-454-6494.

SWIMMING INSTRUCTORS at client

homes. $20-$24/hr Strong lesson-teaching
experience with small children Summer em-
ployment Call John 818-781-7676 ext. 1

WRITER/EDITOR seeks summer housesit-
ting Taking classes at UCLA References
available. Call Cathy 81 7-4 13-

9555/cathy®writershouse net

8100
Personal Assistance

MY HOUSEKEEPER OF NINE YEARS is

looking for extra day wort<. She is fastidious
and totally honest Call Roberta 310-450-
2440

Displa^
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8300
Volunteer

HOTLINE VOLUNTEERS NEEDED by the
Suicide Prevention Center. Excellent volun-
teer opportunity. Next training starts May 5

* Please call 310-751-5330 (Culver City).

,

VOLUNTEERS WANTED: At St. Liz hospice,
we will train you. and please call Eli at 310-
824-9798

8^00
Apartments for Rent

•WESTWOOD VILLAGE, MIDVALE N OF
LEVERING. LARGE 2-BDRM APT. GAR-
DEN VIEW. DINING ROOM. UNIQUE
CHARM. FRONT AND REAR ENTRANCE
310-839-6294.*

SikOO
Apartments for Rent

PALMS. Single apt Irom $575. 1 -bdrm $695,
$600deposil 1-year lease only Stove, re-
frig,carpets, vert, blinds. 310-837-1502
leave message. 8am-5pm only

SANTA MONICA 1)2BEDROOM/1.5Bath
Townhouse. Washer/Dryer. Dishwasher.
Fridge. Microwave. Garage. $2500. 2)1 -bed-
room. 500sq/ft. Stove. Fridge. Washer/Dryer,
Utilities included, garage, $1100. 310-450-
0828.

1-MINUTE TO UCLA
1 bdrm w/deck, furnished, bright, clean, se-
curity entrance, large closets, pool, lyr
lease. $1300/mo. 310-824-1830.

1 BDRM LUXURY APT
1412 1/2 Kelton. Guest bthrm. office. Newly
remodeled, hardwood floors, central A/C.
crown molding. Consider pet. Open daily 10-
6. $1950.

SANTA MONICA apirtment 4 blocks from
beach. N. of Wilshire! $856. 310-395-RENT
www.westsiderentalsvcom

^

SANTA MONICA craftsman guest house.
Refrigerator, stove, high ceilings, quiet
neighborhood, bright, utilities included
$1150. 310-395-RENT www.westsideren-
tals.com

SANTA MONICA furnished spacious apart-
ment, hardwood floors, large closets, walk-
ing distance to beach, parking included
$700. 310-395-RENT www.westsideren-
tals.com

SANTA MONICA HOUSE 1 bedroom, 1 bath,
refrigerator, stove, hardwood floors, pet
okay. $995. 310-395-RENT wwwwest-
siderenials.com

2 BEDROOM
WESTWOOD CLOSE TO

EVERYTHING
Bright, cheerful, spacious, remodeled, ctose
to shopping, UCLA, transportation. Pool, pa-
tk), quiet. 310-475-2594.

SANTA MONICA HOUSE. 2 bedrooms,
patio, hardwood fkx)rs, pantry, charming and
bright, carport parking. $1,475. 310-395-
RENT. www.westsiderentals.com

1^ ^
243BDRM. LARGE, bright, view. Microwave,
oven, refrigerator, dishwasi ^r, washer/dryer
in unit. 21 -ft. jacuzzi on v jf. Walking dis-
tance to UCLA. 310-475-0 07.

2BDRM LUXJRY APT
1412 Kelton. Guest bthrm. Newly remo-
deled, hardwood floors, central A/C, crown
molding. Consider pet. Open daily 10-6
$2390/month.

* PALMS •

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. 1&2BEDROOM
$8954UP LARGE. UNUSUAL CHARM
SOME SPANISH STYLE W/HARDWOOD
FLOORS ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS
310-839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS TRIPLEX, furnished, best
BH location, hardwood floors. mart)le bath
utilities included. $850. 310-395-RENT
www.westsiderentals.com

BEVERLY/FAIRFAX AREA. Large lower stu-
dio. Small quiet building, near all. Full kitch-
en, stove and fridge. $775. 323-937-4977
Mk:helle.

480. 3BA LOFT TOWNHpME, FP.
CErfFRAL AIR/HEAT. GATED

GARAGE. SEC ALARM, CAT OK
3670 MIOVALE AVE.

$2395/MO
2BD. 2BA TOWNHOME. FP,

CENTRAL AIR/HEAT. GATED
GARAGE. SEC. ALARM. CAT OK

3614 PARIS DR.

$1395/MO

* MAR VISTA •
11913 AVON WAY. $1 295/MO.

11748 COURTLEIGH OR. $1 295/MO.

(310)391-1076
I Open House 7 Days a Wlaek 10 -4 PM ,8

BRENTWOOD apartment, great location,
refrigerator, stove. $700. 310-395-RENT
www westsiderentals com

BRENTWOOD, $1650, 2bd/2bth, front,up-
per, balcony, refrigerator/stove, car-
pet/drapes, parting, laundry, no pets, near
UCLA, by appt. 11728 MayfieW #6, 310-271-
6811.

SANTA K40NICA SPACIOUS private room
with bateony. A/C, fireplace, walk-in closets
$500. 310-395-RENT www.westsideren-
tals.com

FURNISHED STUDIO APT $625/mo. de-
posit $400. Utilities included, gated. 6 month
min. 5 mi from campus. Linda Alvarez man-
ager:310-277-6005 or 818-986-0844

" HOLLYWOOD
PENTHOUSE

4+4, West Hollywood adjacent. Sundeck
great views, central A/C, Jacuzzi tub. pets
welcomed. Roommates welcome $2 900
323-882-8002.

SANTA MONICA TOWNHOUSE 2 bed-
rooms. 2.5 baths, N. of Wilshire. Dishwasher,
high ceilings, A/C, W/D hookups. $1,237.
31 0-395-RENT. www.westsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA unfurnished. 2 bedrooms,
hardwood floors. $1250. 310-395-RENT.
www.westsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA, great location, private
rooms, garage. $425. 310-395-RENT
www westsiderentals.com

IDEAL FOR FACULTY
Across from UCLA. Large, spacious, town-
house-like apartment. 2bed/2bath with large
private Closed-garage. 1-yr Lease-
$1700/mo. Avail-March 15 310-553-5388.

WESTWOOD
PLAZA

Single with stiared
batliroom

$875
^1 0-208-8505

SANTA MONICA, pet okay, private room,
fireplace, pool, bateony $600. 310-395-
RENT. www.westsiderenta Is com

VENICE, fully furnished duplex, cat okay
refrigerator, stove, dishwasher, skylights,
color TV VCR, phone, large deck, amazing
property. $1000 310-395-RENT www.west-
siderentals.com

WEST LOS ANGELES furnished guest
house. A/C, ready to move in, parking includ-
ed, rTX)nth-to-month, cable included. $700.
310-395-RENT. www.westsiderentals.com

WEST LOS ANGELES spacious 2 bed-
rooms, 2 baths, balcony, A/C, large closets,
bright, gated parking, month-to-monih. $975
310-395RENT. www weststderenta Is com

WESTWOOD
ACROSS FROM UCLA

Spacious, bright 1 and 2bdrm apartment.
Hardwood floors, large closets, laundry,
periling, ibdrm with patio available mid-May
for $1400. 2bdrm $1850 available July No
pets 310-234-8278

I
WESTWOOD

WALK TO UCLA

WESTWOOD-GARDEN GUEST HOUSE
refrigerator, quiet neighborhood, near UCLA
$1125. 310-395-RENT www west-
siderentals.com

WESTWOOD 2BDRM/2BATH $1450 AND
UP TILE KITCHEN. STEPDOWN LIVING
ROOM, HIGH CEILING CHARM 1 MILE
SOUTH OF WILSHIRE. SOME W/BAL-
C0NY3 10-839-6294

Spacious, bnght 2 and 3bdrm apartments.
Quiet building, hardwood floors, large clos-
ets, laundry, parking Available one year
lease in August. No pets. 2bdmi $1850
3bdrm $2600. 3 10-234-8278.

WESTWOOD furnished apartment. Utilities

included, laundry. $745. 310-395-RENT
www. westsiderentals.com

WESTWOOD Across UCLA, upscale, one
and two bedrooms, lull-kitchen, air condi-
tioned, parking, one year lease, 445 Land-
fair. Taking reservations 310-824-1969.

WESTWOOD Walk to UCLA, 2 single apts
avail, July and Sept. Nice, bright room. Re-
frig/micrp/dishwasher/stove $710 w/parking.
$660 w/o partting. 310-208-3387.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE: 1 -BEDROOM
$1400; 2-BEDROOM, 2-Balhroom $2000; 3-

Bedroom, 2-Bathroom $2900; Pari<lng, 1-

year lease, no pets, 10943 Roebling Avail-
able 7/5/01. 310-471-7073.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE Large 1 Bedroom,
$1500 Hardwood floors, fireplace, parking,
1-year lease, no pets, available 6/17/01. 925
GayleyAve 310-471-7073.

WESTWOOD Walk to UCLA 2bdrrTV2bth.
gated part<ing. rooftop spa. quiet building
accepting reservations tor Summer and Fall"
$1895-$2275. 512 Veteran. 310-208-2655
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WATLEY
From page 32

nervous laughter which she uses lo

defuse any uncomfortable situations.

But when you speak to sophomore
second baseman Monique Mejia.
WatJey's roommate at UCLA for two
years now. its easy to understand that

there's more to Watley's loud behav-
ior than meets the unfamiliar eye.

"That might be an understate-

ment." Mejia said. "She's so silly off-

the-field and you don't really get that

impression watching her play soft-

ball. She's very silly, just really loud

and off-the-wall."

Mejia sees Watley as a person who
has the perfect balance on and off the

field. It was a pleasant surprise when
Mejia discovered what kind of room-
mate she was paired with.

They have the type of chemistry

that only roommates can have.

Whenever they are paired on the

field, they can come home and not

only discuss the game on a serious

note, but also in a joking manner. *

"I think Natasha and I have a real

special relationship, just because
we're roommates and have been for

the past two years." Mejia said. "It's

pretty comfortable to be out there on
the field and we seem to really enjoy

4*,::^

Watley is blessed with a physical

ability that is easy to comprehend
when you look at her genes. Two

cousins from her father's side played

professional basketball. Willis Reed
is a member of the Basketball Hall of

Fame while Orlando Woolridge was a

star while in the NBA.
But Watley never fell in love with

basketball, preferring to hold a bat in

her hand and get her inspiration from

Major League Baseball.

Watley has grown up an Atlanta

Braves fan. following players like

Otis Nixon. Fred McGriff and Dave
Justice. She used to model herself

after Kenny Lofton, briefly with the

Braves in the '90s. But with the recent

emergence of shortstop Rafael

Furcal with the Braves, Furcal pro-

vides the better analogy in terms of

talent.

Both Watley and Furcal are in

their second season. Neither displays

tremendous power (Watley has three

career home runs, two this season)

they both play top-notch defense and
their most obvious shared asset is the

speed factor.

While at Woodbridge High School

in Irvine, Watley knew that sh^ was
going to be recruited for her speed

and athletic ability. Odd that she

would choose UCLA over another

elite Pac-IO school like Arizona,

which is better known for nurturing

Watley-caliber players.

After all. before Ambrosi's 25-

3tcal explosion in 1999, not a single

steals) and senior Lupe Brambila

(-^7).

"I just wanted to make things dif-

ferent." Watley said. "At (Arizona),

most of their players are my style, and
why not make a change at UCLA."

"Watley has more range

than any player that

we've had in the history

of this program.
«

Sue Enquist

Head coach

Bruin had more than 30 steals in her

career. Now UCLA has four, if you
include junior Amanda Freed (36

There is no exact reference point

with which to measure Watley's

speed. She never ran track in high

school and not being a numbers per-

son, Watley has never bothered to

find out.

But when she hits a grounder to the

left side of the infield, and then uses

her long strides to reach first base

without the opposing shortstop or

third baseman even attempting a

throw, it leaves you in nothing short

of awe.

"To have speed just makes our

tean» nH>re dangerous," junior catch-

er/third baseman Stacey Nuveman
said. "We have the long ball, we have

RBI-type people and we have people

that get it done on the bases. Natasha
is a perfect example of that. She's a

threat every time she comes up at

bat."

Whenever capable of getting on
first, Watley always has the ability to

move into scoring position with her

patented head-first slide to second.

But this year she's been working
more on being able to reach second
the more conventional way

"I worked on hitting way before

coming to UCLA," Watley said,

"then in our fall pre-season this year

all I did was hit. I didn't slap at all.

And although I've always tried lo

incorporate it into my game, it's only

now really working."

Now when the opponents play her

on defense, she can hit the ball by
them. If they play her back, she can
still lay down the bunt.

The opponents" indecisiveness on
how to approach Watley has helped

her more than double the 1 1 RBIs she

had in 2000. Coming into this week-

ends' pair of Pac-IO home games ver-

sus Washington. Watley already has

29 RBIs.

Her offensive gifts aside, the

coaching staff also has great confi-

dence in Watley's ability to play

defense. She is the only regular to

start every game at the same position,

unchallenged at shortstop because
her great athletic ability makes her a

terrific all-around defensive player.

Watley has great range, a strong arm
and soft hands - basically everything

a shortstop requires.

"Watley has more range than any
player that we've ever had in the his-

tory of this program, " UCLA Head
Coach Sue Fnquist said. "She has a

compliment of great speed, she has

the short game and she can swing

away.

"She will go down as one of the

versatile athletes we've ever had and
has a bright future at UCLA and the

national squad." she added.

All of the accolades haven't

changed Watley though. She still

loves her dancing and her music.

Mejia is painfully aware of how
much Watley loves her music.

Whenever she drives her car.

Watley can't resist turning the vol-

ume up. Mejia is quick to point out

that the speakers in the car are most
likely shot, using as exhibit "A" the

buzzing sound that persists through-

out the song when the bass hits.

But she can't ever tell by the

expression on Watley's face. The
UCLA shortstop will start dancing in

her seat and beating on the steering

wheel, while everyone else is in total

agony because of the sound that the

speakers make.

"She loves to dance. She'll dance
to anything." Mejia said. "You can
bounce a ball and she'll find a rhythm
in something, or a beat in something

and she'll just go crazy with it."

Another of those little details

you'd never find out until you get to

know Watley.

GADZURIC
From page 32

Lyde.

College basketball's senior class of centers that will

also add to the logiam are Arizona's Woods. Jarron

Collins of Stanford, Ken Johnson of Ohio State. Alvin

Jones of Georgia Tech and Brendan Haywood of
North Carolina.

"In talking with NBA general managers, they liked

how a player his size has the ability to run the floor the

way Dan does." Lavin furthered. "They all talk about
his presence in the paint and that he has gixxi hands."

With the loss of UCLA iron-man Earl Watson and
Gadzuric opting \o remain in the Blue and Gold, all

eyes momentarily ^hift to Bruin sophomore forward
Jason Kapono.

Gadzuric still has the opportunity to change his mind
prior to the May 1 3 deadline, when underclassmen's let-

ters to declare must be postmarked to the NBA offices.

They can pull out their names from consideration by
June 20 - one week from the draft - as long as they have
not signed an agent to represent them with NBA teams.

The Bruins' leading scorer last season at 15.2 points

per game - fifth in the Pac-IO conference - Kapono
"tested the waters" of the NBA draft following last sea-

son. After working out for a number of professional

teams and gaining information from conversations

Lavin has had with NBA executives and general man-
agers, the Lakewood, Calif, native decided to return for

his second year at UCLA.
"I've been told by the GMs that (Gadzuric and

Kapono) could be first round picks," Lavin ended.

"Jason and I have had a couple of good talks recently.

He is just taking time to weigh his options right now.

But I would not be surprised if he decides to stay for

another season."

M. TENNIS
From page 32

overall record, the Bruins are using this

match as practice for No. 12 Washington
and unranked Oregon, who visit the LATC
this weekend.

"Washington is a pretty good team, so we
could certainly use this as a tune up,"

UCLA Assistant Head Coach Jason Sher
said.

Grinda shares his coaches sentiments

about today's match.

"Out of the three matches this weekend.
College of the Desert is definitely the least

important," he said.

Today's match will be significant in that it

is freshman Tobias Clemens' first match
since sustaining a sprained foot on March 6

at use.
Sher and UCLA Head Coach Billy

Martin have been cautious with Clemens.
He has been able to run for the past couple

of weeks, but the coaches have only allowed

him to play in non-match environments
because they want to make sure he is well

for the upcoming NCAA Regional tourna-

ment next month.

Clemens has been working out and hit-

ting daily for the past two weeks, so he

shouldn't have any problems this afternoon.

But the Bruins will still be without their

No. I singles player, sophomore Jean-Julien

Rojer. Rojer has just returned from
Uruguay, where he was playing in the Davis
Cup. He will sit out to get some rest so he
will be ready for the weekend's matches.

JORDAN
From page 29

I'm getting some exercise,"

Jordan said at the time.

Neither Jordan nor his

agent, David Falk, returned

calls Tuesday.

Wizards players and
coaches are starting to tire

of the subject.

"Michael has been very

consistent with his com-
ments concerning the possi-

bility of his return to basket-

WUSA
From page 29

"I think what we have

seen is there is a distinct

audience for women's soc-

cer, and we have the oppor-

tunity to cultivate that very

distinct audience," WUSA
president Lee Berke said.

"We are not going out here

expecting to create the

NFL."
What they hope to create

- or re-create - is the homey
feeling that accompanied
the World Cup. Foudy, who
will play for the San Diego
Spirit, says that all begins

ball," coach Leonard
Hamilton said. "Until he
says otherwise. I have no
reason to give my own per-

sonal feelings because he's

already spoken for him-

self."

Pollin and others who
give credence to the possi-

bility of a Jordan comeback
usually cite three pieces of

evidence: Jordan's work-
outs with the Wizards and
his admission that he is play-

ing basketball recreational-

ly at a health club; Charles

with the players being

down-home themselves.

"This year, right off the

bat, you have to forge the

relationships with the com-
munities, the grass roots,

and be accessible and be

there with the kids," she

said. "We always are there

to sign autographs and meet
people and do clinics, and
we'll continue that.

"We'll play in smaller

venues, so it will be a fan-

friendly and a family-friend-

ly environment, and dads

and moms should feel com-
fortable bringing out the

kids."

In addition to

Barkley's statement that he

would like to play with

Jordan in Washington next

season; and Jordan's sheer

competitiveness that is

fueled by the knowledge he

still had plenty left when he

retired from the Chicago
Bulls after the 1997-98 sea-

son.

The factors working
against a Jordan comeback
are his age - it's doubtful he

can still dominate the game
at 38 - and his preference to

live in Chicago.

Washington and San Diego,

league cities are New York,

Atlanta, Boston.

Philadelphia, Raleigh-

Durham and the San
Francisco Bay Area. But

only RFK Stadium in

Washington is a huge stadi-

um.

That is part of an overall

plan to take things slowly,

which is why the league did

not launch sooner.

"We learned from the

establishment of other

(leagues) that you will not

get it 100 percent the way
you want it in year one,"

says Tony DiCicco, com-
missioner of the WUSA.

8^00
Apartments for Rem

WESTWOOD: Studio for rent. Landfair

Availat)(e June 15tti. Kitctien, dinir^g room, x-

large closets, bright 310-208-8937. Nathan

WILSHIRE CORRIDOR LUXURY-APAR
TMENT Furnished studio Jacuzzi, sauna,

gym, close to Westwood. No kitchen.

$890/mo. 10660 WHshire Blvd. 310-358-

8700 or 310-503-7227.

WLA/PALMS
APARTMENT RENTALS
CALL 4 FREE LISTINGS

AND SPECIALS
Bachelors/Singles—some w/utilities paid,

pool, gated. $695-$895. Itxlrm $850-$995,

many w/fireplaces, luxury arxJ more. 2txlrm

$1195-$1795, many w/dishwashen, t>alco-

ny. A/C and more. Call for tree iisting:310-

278-8098.

8600
Cottdo/Townhoiiso for Rout

CULVER CITY post office area guest twuse.

Cat okay. hard«vood floors, large closets,

yard. utiHtiSS indudsd $795 310-395-RENT
www westsidsrsnttils.com

8800
Guesthouse for Rent

1903 GREENFIELD AVE.- WESTWOOD
Guesthouse, $650/mo Ferrwile only Soraya
(310)477-5395.

FURNISHED GUEST HOUSE in Beverly

Hills to rent. Lights and water included.

$975/mo. 310-859-1470.

9000 m^m^^^^Qsoo I gsoo
Hin\sv. for Sale Roommates - Private Room Roommates - Private Room

8900
House for Rent

BEL AIR TOWNHOUSE
WITH A VIEW

2t>drm/2bth Townhouse w/prlvate backyard.

Canyon views, fireplace, hardwood-ftoors,

central AC/hsat. Garage Walk to mar-
ket/8min to UCLA. WC pets. $3200/mth
310-276-6505

9000
House for Sale

Outstanding Views
3BDRM/3.5BTH Mid-century custom built

home Exptosive city, canyon, ocean views.

Dramatic entrance Into Irg livir>g. dining

room. Roor to celing windows. Pool A/C
Brentvin>od Broker 310-459-9283

$1,095,000

PERU 2BED/2BATH 984 square ft. House
in beach town 30 minutes south from Lima
$16,000. 213-625-0525.

9300
Room for Help

ROOM/BOARD IN EXCHANGE for P/T
home care for young professional disatjied.
Early AM/late PM. 5 days/wk. Experience
Preferred WLA 310-312-0815.

SEPULVEDA/VENICE Own bed, share bath
2bed/1bath 2floor corner apt close to

Green/Blue line $480 Avail now Frank
flanOucla.edu day:31 0-966-5320 eve:310-
202-1196

WEST LA/PALIWIS Looking for female non-

smoker to share 2bed, 2 1/2 bath condo,
$800/month each, including utilities. Partially

furnished. Close to UCLA. 310-876-8577.

9^pO I 9SOOKoom lor K(;m g Rooiiimiiles-Private Room

LOS ANGELES $350/MONTH. Looking for

Roommate to share 3bedroom/2bathroom
Apartment. Own Room/Bathroom. 15 minute
Drive to UCLA. Tuan Nguyen 310-815-8476.

9600
Roommates-Sfiared Room

WESTWOOD. 1-2 person needed to share
room in 2bdrm/2bath luxury condo on
Wilshire. Parking. Low rent. Pool, Jacuzzi,
Tennis courts. Eric-3 10-475-34 13 pager'
310-915-2611.

HUGE TWO-STORY
MEDITERRANEAN

HOUSE
with rooms to rent! Share gourmet kitchen
Great residential area of Mar Vista. Ocean
view. Starting $725 to $890 per room/month.
310-398-7937 ask for Pal.

SANTA MONICA Private room with Jacuzzi.

Private entrance, t>ackyard, laundry, cat)le,

utilities pakl. Storage, garage, urVfumished.
Female non-smoker. $895/month. Da-
vld:310-666-0724

$490 PER MONTH South Mar Vista near
Centlnela and Culver Blvd. Female, no
smoke, no daigs. house. 310-391-1563

BEVERLY HILLS: FREE MONTH'S RENT!
2bdrm/1bthapt. Huge, Spanish style, hard-

wood floors, fumished living-room/dining

room, DirectTV. Must like cats. Live w/female
roommate. Parking. $700/mth. You won't

pay until May! Move-in ASAP 818-695-6856

LARGE BRIGHT MASTER BEDROOM ¥vith

large doset, view, patk>, in a pentfx)use,

$800/month, washer/dryer. 1/4 mile from

UCLA. 310-474-0899. 310-993-8451.

9700
Sublets

437 GAYLEY. Pink Palace. Beautiful
2t)drm/2bth. w/2balconies. french doors,
spacious, 3 underground parking spots, par-
tially furnished. Late June-8/31. $2 ISO/mo
Please call Julie or Silvia at 310-824-5542.

SUMMER SUBLETS
NEEDED

L.aw firm seeks fumished westside. South
Bay, Pasadena sublet Only from May-Aug.
No share situations please. Include cross-
street. Leave detailed message at 213-680-
8589

II
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liTKL
RTKL Is a Worid Uad^r In Design. Across cultures
and continents, we are respected for the exceptional
Talent, Enthusiasm and Commttment of our people.

People like You: architects, engineers, designers, plan-
ners, thinkers and achievers. Expand your Knowledge
in a diverse atmosphere that encourages Exploration
and Collaboration.

The rewards are substantial: competitive salaries and
outstanding benefits in a challenging, multi-disciplinary
environment.

Discover Your Future
See wHat opportunities abound at

www.rtkl.com
RTKL is an Equal Opportunity Employer
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WEDNESDHV, RPRIL IITH

EVERV WEONESORV PRESENTS

toihe Bninem
concert you
can*t goto

of
"mkHenns"
during 9lh

and

I'AVt HILl/Oaily Bruin Semoi Sidfl

Quarterback Cory Paus launches the ball against Cal at an away
game last season.

KMIOTEK
From page 32

PLUS HIP HOP HNO UNOERGROUNO GROOVE
WITH CDOLWHIP, FIVE STAR, DREZ, RND HVSUM
MAGIC located at BLUE, 1642 las Palmas, HaHywaod

18+ wim ID / 21+ Ml bar • mailc bodlK 323.281.0518

uriSbomber
spec3a&

have hi oommon?
very Wednesday

and friday you can
sell them all in the

Daily Bruin's

*ads for rtems over $200 are $2

THIS FRIDAY, APRIL 13th
9am to 5pm -- Schoenberg Hall Auditorium

Admission Free -- No Pre-Registration Required

Expert Evolutionary Scientists
Present Non-Specialist Talks at
The Cutting Edge of Knowledge

NON-TECHNICAL
OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

DESIGNED FOR STUDENTS

Evolution in ttie

ComputerAge
9:00a - WALTER GILBERT (Harvard University)

Bioinformatics, Genomics, Computers, and Acient Evolution

1 0:00a - WALTER FITCH (University of California, Irvine)

Computers, Evolution, and the Human Influenza Virus

1 l:IOa - MICHAEL FOOTE (University of Chicago)

Mass Extinctions in the History of Life

1 :30p - NICHOLAS GESSLER (UCLA)

. Computer Models of Cultural Evolution

• 2:2()p - LAWRENCE J. FOGEL (Natural Selections. Inc.)

Intelligence Through Simulated Evolution

3:30p - HANS P. MORAVEC (Camegie-Mellon University)

Re-evolving Mind

4:20p - DAVID B. FOGEL (Natural Selections. Inc.)

^— Pannel Discussion/Audience Participatum
Evolution in the Computer Age

Presented by IGPP Center for the Study of Evolution and the Origin of Life (310) 825-1769

First of all. I gel *em razzled up
and get 'em going. Then I call the for-

mation. Then 1 say what the play is,

and then I tell em what it's on. Then
I go "ready, ready!"

Do you ever telljokes or anything?

Sometimes. Sometimes, yeah.

So this year, are you guys gonna
suck, or like, not suck?

Definitely not gonna suck this

year. You trying to say we sucked last

year?

It's not like that.

We're not gonna suck.

Okay. I need some advice. Let'sjust
say that I have a cru.sh on this girl

mat should I do?

Be yourself, be nice and treat her
very well. That's all you gotta do.

You seem like a good guy.

So why is it called quarterback?

I think because if you look at the

backfield as a whole, the quarterback
stands a quarter of the way back.

What 's up with the XFL ?

I watched it a couple times. It's a
good thing to have to increase oppor-
tunities for football players, and if

people are fans of football it creates

more opportunities to see more
games, and get closer to the action.

How is Chicago differentfrom Los
Angeles?

The weather's different. The peo-
ple - I'm from a smaller town and we
don't have as much diversity. The ter-

rain is a hell of a lot different. We
don't have so many different kinds of
trees and different kinds of flowers

and bushes. We have like two kinds
of trees. You guys down here are very
tropical, closer to the equator. You
are allowed to have more wildlife. We
don't.

Do you watch Survivor? What do
you think?

I've seen it a couple times. 1 think

if 1 was on that show I'd be the last

one there.

Really, why?

Because I'm a survivor and I have
all those attributes. There's no way
I'd get kicked off that island. That's

what I think of Survivor.

Any advicefor Kobe and Shag?
Listen to Phil Jackson. He's from

Chicago and won six championships
there.

He knows what he's doing.

/ want to start a new slang word.

Do you have any ideas that we can get
going?

Salad Shooting. It's when you're
sitting around with your buddies just

BS-ing about stuff. But real stuff, not
just BS. Like when you're analyzing

things, it's called salad shooting.

Now. can you be shooting the

salad?

Salad shooting. You ever been sit-

ting around real late at night talking

about random stuff?

Yes.

That's salad shooting. I'm gonna
start a talk show and call it "Shooting

Salad." It's just random talking.

Who plays you in "Cory Paus: The
Cory Paus Movie"?

Me.

You? I mean, like an actor

Yes, I do.

Okay Coach Toledo?

Danny DeVito.

Kenyan Coleman?

^ Shaquille O'Neal.

OK. let 's do somefavorites - car-

toon, cereal, movie and '80s show?
The Simpsons." Cap'n Crunch

Crunch Berries. "American Beauty"
and "Teenwolf " Got any more ques-
tions?

No, not really ^

I won't mention the current Lavin
"recruiting controversy," but 1 will

mention the anonymous e-mail I

received last week. Apparently and
reportedly, sources say that USC
Coach Henry Bibby illegally visited

top recruits in their homes and bowl-
ing alleys. The source also said Bibby
is really a woman named Delorcs and
has seven toes and six nipples. Bibby
was not reached for comment. I got
another anonymous e-mail that said,

"Click here for free wet thong pixs."

I don't know why I keep falling for

those. They weren't free at all.

• • •

Washington Wizards owner Abe
Pollin said Monday that his "gut feel-

ing" was that Michael Jordan would
return to the NBA.
He then added that Wizards sea-

son tickets are still available and he
thinks the team will probably sign

Shaquille O'Neal and that girl from
the Doritos commercial. So buy your
tickets now!

Kobe Bryant came back to the

Lakers last night, but it was after my
deadline. But, did you see that play

when he did the thing with the thing

and the thing? That was good.

E-mail comments and concerns to
jl2zeff©aol.com and let's shoot the
salad

T

First US. women's soccer

league to begin season
LAUNCH: WUSA looks to

reach familial audience

through smaller venues

By Barry Wilner
The Associated Press

Nearly two years after the most
successful sports event for women in

U.S. history, a professional soccer
league of their own is here. Based on
its talent base, it has a terrific chance
to succeed.

"Hey. we've got all the best players

in the world," says Julie Foudy. co-

captain of the U.S. squad that won
the 1999 World Cup and one of the

leaders in getting the Women's
United Soccer Association off the

ground.

Unlike the WNBA, which has suc-

ceeded on the coattails of the NBA,
there is no men's league backing the

WUSA.
"We want to do this on our own,"

-Fbudy said. "With that is great risk,

but also great opportunities.

Hopefully, when we pull this off. it

will give other sports and other

investors the courage to make this

step and keep going."

Unquestionably, the NFL. NBA,
NHL and major league baseball have
the world's best players. Just as cer-

tain: Nearly every premier soccer

league outside the United States has

the superior athletes.

While the men's Major League
Soccer has been increasing its talent

base for a half-decade - witness the

recent success of the national team,

led by a corps ofM LS-based players -

it still is trying to measure up to

leagues abroad. The WUSA, which

begins its inaugural season Saturday

in Washington, has no such challenge.

From Foudy, Mia Hamm. Brandi

Chastain and the other heroines of

the U.S. team that won the 1996

Olympics and '99 World Cup to the

stars of China. Norway. Brazil and
Germany, the WUSA stands above.

In the recent history of U.S. pro

sports, no league in its debut season

could make such a boast.

"What is amazing is you grow up

as a kid and all we watched was men's

leagues," Foudy says, "and we would
say. 'That would be so cool to be a

professional.' but it was never realis-

tic for women in team sports. There
was nothing.

"And that is now the neatest thing.

Now it actually is happening, with the

very best players from all the big soc-

cer countries. It is something the

national team in the last 10 years said

needs to happen. It's a necessity and
it's here."

Along with the on-field talent, the

league has a significant financial com-
mitment from some powerful

investors, beginning with John S.

Hendricks, chairman and CEO of

Discovery Communications.

Hendricks, wfio has backed devel-

opment of the WUSA since just after

the 1999 World Cup, is joined by

Amos B. Hostetter Jr., former chair-

man and CEO of Continental

Cablevision. who has a stake in two
clubs; Cox Enterprises and Cox
Communications; and Time Warner
Cable.

The league already has agreements

with TNT and CNN/SI to televise 22

regular-season games. Four of the

eight teams make the playoffs, with

the semifinals and championship
game (Aug. 25) to be shown on TNT.

See WUSA, page 27

Talk of Jordan's possible

comeback Nts NBA scene
RUMORS: Legend spotted

on Wizard courts sparks

speculation, despite age

By Joseph White
The Associated Press 7~~7'

WASHINGTON - One
Washington Wizards owner thinks

Michael Jordan is preparing for a

.comeback. Another Wizards owner
Ihinksitjust isn't so.

p Opinions on a possible Jordan

treturn were everywhere in the

nation's capital Tuesday. The rumor
that has circulated for weeks gained

new credibility Monday night when
Wizards primary owner Abe Pollin

went on television to reveal his "gut

feeling" that "the odds are that he's

going to come back" and play for

Washington next season.

"I didn't think he'd come back

when I first heard the talk." Pollin

then told The Washington Post "But

when Mario Lemieux came back to

the Penguins, it stirred something in

Michael."

A Jordan comeback would mirror

that of Lemieux, one of the owners of

the NHL's Pittsburgh Penguins, who
ended a 3-and-a-half-year retirement

in December.

Lemieux said Tuesday he has

talked to Jordan this month and
expects him to make a comeback.

"I think it's great for basketball

and, obviously. I'm very excited

about it," Lemieux said of reports of a

Jordan comeback. "He's going to

give it a shot and he's working very

hard. He's taking his time, he's taking

a few months to get ready, but I'm

sure when he gets back, he'll be the

best player again."

Pollin's words were stunning,

given the business relationship

between him and Jordan. As the

team's president of basketball opera-

tions. Jordan is answerable only to

Pollin.

Jordan also owns a small piece of

the Wizards, and he would have to

divest his ownership under NBA
rules before returning to the court.

The man who recruited Jordan to

Washington 15 months ago. however,

doesn't see a comeback taking place.

Ted Leonsis welcomed Jordan to

town on Jan. 19, 2000, making him a

partner in a group that owns all of the

NHL's Washington Capitals and a

portion of the Wizards.

"He owns a part of the Wizards, he

owns a part of the Capitals." Leonsis

told WTOP radio. 'There would have

to be lots of discussions between

Michael and me. Michael and Abe,

Michael and the league, and none of

that is happening. If this was real. I

think we would be further down that

road."

As for Jordan, he has consistently

and adamantly denied the rumors. He
recently said he's "99.9 percent sure"

he'll never play again, and he rolled

his eyes in disbelief when the subject

was broached by reporters after he

practiced with the Wi/ai!' !;ist week.

"The only thing this signals is that

See JORDAN, page 27
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APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE AT:

1147 Murphy Hall rp
Undergraduate Admissions Office p^

APPLICATIONS DUE AT 5pm ON 4/20 Lcl^

MCAT

3 out of 4 med school
students who

commercial MCAT prep
H I • I Kaplan.

Shouldn't you?

MCAT classes start Monday, April 16

Call 1-800-KAP-TEST or visit

kaptest.com to enroll today!

KAPLAN
Test prep, admissions and guidance. For life.
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Good as new
The Bruins got a reason to cheer

during the first week of spring prac-

tices in the return of junior quarter-

back Cory Paus from the broken col-

larbone he sustained at the Sun Bowl
against Wisconsin. Paus was back to

his usual self during first week,
throwing crisp passes with confi-

dence in Spaulding Field.

Also notable for the Bruins was
the return of defensive end Kenyon
Coleman to the practice field.

Coleman, who got a medical redshirt

last season after suffering a sea.son-

ending knee injury in the Michigan
game, has been in a rigorous rehab
program and is likely to return to

form next season to play his senior

year before entering the draft.

Though he'll sit out this season's

spring practices, senior DeShaun
Foster offered some additional relief

to coaches when he returned suc-

cessfully from surgery on the little

finger of his left hand last

Wednesday.

The surgery was delayed, but his

recovery won't interfere with the

upcoming season, and youngsters

.Akil Harris and Manuel While may

get more atten-

tion and reps in

practice the next

few weeks.

Replacing Freddie
With the early departure of under-

classman Freddie Mitchell to the

draft in the offseason, the UCLA
coaphes are faced with the daunting

task of replacing the Biletnikoff

semi-finalist. While returning starter

Brian Poli-Dixon (6-foot-5. ^9
pounds) is already slated in at the

split-end position for his senior cam-
paign, much of the spring drills have
focused on finding new blood to fill

the flanker position vacated by
Mitchell.

True sophomore Tab Perry is like-

ly the most attractive suitor for the

current vacancy, as he was the third

option last year behind Mitchell and
Poli-Dixon. His large 6-3 frame
makes for an imposing presence at

the position.

Perry added some extra muscle to

his legs in the offseason, but the

recent development shouldn't be any
cause for alarm. Though weighing in

at about 225 pounds. Perry seems t<>:i

TBALL NOTEBOd
have little trouble alluding and shed-

ding defenders during spring drills.

There's little doubt that Paus is sali-

vating at the thought of having two
big targets in Poli-Dixon and Perry

next season.

Two other receivers to keep an
eye on are redshirt sophomore Jerry

Owens and redshirt freshman Craig

Bragg. Though Bruin fans have seen

little of either (Owens saw only limit-

ed action on special teams last sea-

son), receivers coach Ron Caragher
is already raving about the two's per-

formances thus far in the spring. At
6-3 and 183 pounds, Owens is a

lighter version of Perry, though
Perry's work ethic elevated him
above Owens in past seasons.

Coaches have high expectations of
the speedy Bragg, a player making a

strong impression so far with his

constant hustle on the field.

Uncertainty in the

secondary
The thinnest area for the Bruins

this spring is in the

secondary. New
coaches Phil Snow

(defensive coordinator and safeties

coach) and R. Todd Littlejohn (cor-

nerbacks coach) are working with a

unit that has only two returning

starters with serious playing time last

season. Though cornerback Ricky
Manning Jr. and strong safety

Marques Anderson are among the

conference's finest, a large cloud of

uncertainty hangs over the other two
positions.

Though spring drills are geared
toward filling vacated holes, the sec-

ondary may not see the emergence
of a starting corner until the sum-
mer, when incoming recruits Matt
Ware (6-3, 195). Marcus Ci|jisel (6-0.

170), Matt Clark (5-9, 160) and
Jabril Raymo (6-3, 195) join the

team. Coaches have high expecta-

tions of the incoming recruits, and
are anticipating one or two of them
to step up and earn significant play-

ing time next season.

Of those returning players, red-

shirt freshman Ben Emanuel, who
nearly won thejob last season, seems
to be the favorite to replace Jason

Zdcnck at the free safety position.

>'<7J tAn UEorKi (Vo>, y c^lO
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dellCLA
Tutor underprivileged students and inspire their

imaginations through arts n' crafts projects..

AAANDATORY ORIEh4TATIONS

DAY TIME

Wednesday April 1

1

2-2:20 p.m.

and 2:30-

2:50 p.m.
Thursday April 12

BtlUIN
BARGAINS
'•da for it*m« ov*r $100 ar* $2

Ackerman 3517

You do have time to volunteer!

httP://stu(Jents.asucla.ucla.edu/csc/amlaQs
amlqos@ucla edij Kercktioff 408

(310)825-2217 * Amlgos de UCLA
Pikl for hv CXC funds from I >i«:

FREE NOKIA CELL PHONE
MONTHLY
RATE

$49.99

$29.99

PLAN
MINUTES

400

120

FREE ADDITIONAL
NIGHT AND
WEEKEND
MINUTES

IjpOO

1>000

TOTAL
MONTHLY
MINUTES

1,400

y20

LONG DISTANCE
INCLUDED IN
PLAN TO 50
STATES

FREE

FREE
RECEIVE FREE ADDITIONAL 1 ,000 MINUTES FOR NIGHT AND
WEEKEND MINUTES EVERY MONTH FROM AT&T WIRELESS!

PLAN INCLUDES YOUR nOMF.STIC IDNC. niSTANCF. CAII.S TO AU. SO .STATF-S

THATS CORRECT!?Hiili:tWli:l8[t)ilj|i».1llkV»f.V-}jr:

PREFLKRtD PAGERS
(800) 78 4-6183

-/^ ,-

LUGiO/t-rxPQ
Every Day, Twice a Day

. 4pm-6pm
9pm-10pni

2for 1

All Brews, Bubbles, Boba, & Bings

Flash your Bruin ID and get 18% off!!!

(not valid with 2 for I)

_iEvery 9th customer gets Lucky!!!

COMPLIMENTARY
CONSULTATION

Braces^«^
Deliver Brilliant Results.

ORTHODONTIST
SINCE 1980

UCLA FACULTY MEMBER Dr. Nader Dayani
Member American Association of QrthodonfrisK

Specializing In braces for adults & children

• Invisible • Removable
• European • Traditional

• Cosmetic Porcelain
• Surgical 6rttiodontlcs

10948 Weybum Avenue(next to Stan's I>onuts)
' Westwood, California 90024

'

•

310.209.6288

(310) 826 - 7494
11645 Wilshire Blvd. #802

Los Angeles, CA 90025

(949) 552 - 5890
18124 Culver Dr., #A
Irvine, CA 92715

Teeth Whitening
upper or lower

$85«« uch

(Reg. $200.00)

The treatment viHi be oi folowt: 3)000.00 plu*

) 100.00 for eact> month or trsatmeni rendered
for me*o< tvocet. S90000 plus $10000 tor each
month o* treatment rendered tor remo^/at^le

brocw and $ 1 TOOXn phji S 1 2&00 per month for

ceromtc bracM. $200iX) for dkignocttc study
model ana S) 75.00 for forrrxjl comuitatton

•xpjfotton dote 5-1 501

Other top players competing for

time at safety are senior Jason
Stephens and redshirt sophomore
Kevin Bryant.

Because Manning stands at 5-10,

coaches would prefer a taller corner
to man the other side of the field for

strategic matchups. This remains a

concern, considering the top two
returners competing for playing
time are junior Joe Hunter (5-11)

and true sophomore Keith Short (5-

9).

There still remains, of course, the

option converting Anderson back to

cornerback, where he played his

freshman and sophomore seasons

before switching to strong safety last

year.

"We're looking forward to the

young guys coming in the fall with

the hopes that one or two of them
can step up and play, so it can allow

us to keep Marques at the position

he's used to playing," Littlejohn

said. "The safety position is critical,

so it would be hard for us to just

move Marques from a position that

he knows well."

Notes compiled by Joshua Mason,
Daily Bruin Reportef.— =

Would
YOUl

like to

your

^--^

5th Week
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Tiger brings home trophies,

all four major championships
OFTBALL NOTEBOO

GOLF: Win was remarkable

according to Nicklaus; margin

of victory largest in U.S. Open

By Doug Ferguson
The Associated Press

AUGUSTA. Ga. - Jack Nicklaus missed
the cut for only the fourth time in 42 appear-
ances at the Masters. Even rarer was what he
did Sunday.

He sat in front of his television.

"I don't normally watch golf, but 1

watched with great anticipation of seeing
how it would unfold," he said.

While Nicklaus still has triple the number
of green jackets (6-2) and major champi-
onships (18-6), Tiger Woods went I -up on
him and everyone else by winning all four
majors in a span of 294 days over two incred-

ible seasons.

"Is it a Grand Slam? I don't think it makes
a difference," Nicklaus said. "What it's

called is irrelevant. What he's done is what
matters most, and what he's done is unbe-
4i€vab}e. 1 call it the most remarkable feat I

have ever seen or heard of in golf"

Maybe in golf

But not for Tiger.

Winning four straight majors is every bit

as awesome as Bobby Jones winning the four

majors of his era in 1930. At worst, it is com-
parable to Byron Nelson winning 1 1 straight

PGA Tour events in 1945 and Ben Hogan
winning five of the six tournaments he
played in 1953, three of them the only majors
he could enter (the British Open and PGA
Championship overlapped that year).

Still, Woods' greatest feat remains the

U.S. Open at Pebble Beach, which started

this improbable sweep of the majors.

Jones won the Grand Slam. Arnold
Palmer created the professional Grand
Slam. Nicklaus pursued it. Woods dreamed
about it. Golf fans wondered ifanyone could

achieve it.

How many people truly believed a player

would ever win the U.S. Open, the toughest

test in golf, by 15 strokes?

The margin of victory was the largest in

the 140-year history of major champi-
onships. In the modern era, the biggest

blowout in a U.S. Open had come in 1970 at

Hazeltine when Tony Jacklin went wire-to-

wire to win by seven shots.

Woods more than doubled that margin.
No one else was under par that week at

Pebble Beach. He was 12 under, the first time
anyone had finished double digits under par.

The feeling leaving Augusta National was
not filled with as much amazement because
Woods didn't do anything that wasn't

expected of him, anything he had not done
before.

True, a chance to win four straight majors
doesn't come along every year. Hogan was
the last man in that position, in 1954, losing

the Masters in a playolT against Sam Snead.
Woods faced a similar now-or-never situa-

tion last summer at the British Open when he
had a chance to become the youngest player

to win the career Grand Slam. The career

slam wa.*, inevilaWe, hut this Hkely was
only shot to do it at St. Andrews. Woods
never hit into a bunker over 72 holes and
won by eight strokes.

Woods was more methodical than he was
spectacular. He won the Masters the way
Nicklaus won so many of his majors, by fail-

ing to make mistakes as his challengers stum-
bled.

This Masters was great for what it repre-

sented. It made Woods the first player to

hold all four major championship trophies at

the same time, the first to win all four in a

row.

"What he has done, nobody has ever
done," Nicklaus said. "And it is unlikely that

anyone will do it again.

Except maybe Woods.

Prediction for the U.S. Open - Tiger by
20.

Pac-10 schedule

causes casualties
After starting the season 35-0. mostly

against weaker non-Pac-IO teams, the Bruins
finally entered the tougher conference sched-

ule and have lost three games to highly ranked
Pac-10 teams.

The unbeaten streak ended with a 1-0 loss

to Stanford on March 30. and this weekend
the team sustained another two losses, one to

No. 9 Arizona State 6-1 and one to No. 2

Arizona 4-0. before bouncing back 3-0 against

the Wildcats in the final game to prevent a

desert sweep.

UCLA is no>V 40-3, 3-3 in the Pac-10, and is

looking to gain iome momentum heading into

the next weekend series against visiting No. 14

Washington. They will play on Friday and
Saturday, with both games scheduled to start

at 2 p.m.

Pitching slump?
After starting out the season with a perfect

16-0 record. Amanda Freed has suffered three

straight losses to drop to 16-3.

However, the problem wasn't so much her
pitching as it was a lack of support from the

UCLA offense. In the three losses, she has
received a grand total of one run. In the 1-0

Stanford loss, the run was actually unearned
and so Freed has been pitching pretty well but

not quite up to the incredible standard that

she had set previously.

Her ERA has risen from an incredible 0.20
to a still miniscule 0.54. and with fellow

hurlers Courtney Dale (4-0, 0.83 ERA) and
Keira Goerl (15-0. 0.94 ERA) the Bruin pitch-

ing staff is still going strong.

After the two opening losses on Friday and
Saturday by Freed. Goerl came back with a

strong game Sunday, pitching all seven
innings and allowing only four hits with eight

strikeouts. She helped UCLA salvage the

weekend series and gave them much-needed
confidence heading into the weekend against

Washington.

Husky hopefuls
The Washington Huskies softball team,

ranked No. 14. comes into the weekend series

against UCLA with a 25-14 record (3-3 Pac-

10). Like UCLA, they started off with a sched-
ule full of non-conference opponents in tour-

naments before entering the hectic and grind-

ing schedule of the Pac-10. Washington
recently concluded a weekend series with the

Sun Devils of Arizona State, losing both
games by 6-1 and 5-1. However, the Huskies
upset the No. 2 Wildcats of Arizona in the pre-

vious game, shutting them out for the first

time this year by a score of 1-0 behind solid

defense and the strong pitching of Tia
Bollinger.

Freshman sensation
Even after the 6-1 loss to Arizona State,

freshman sensation Tia Bollinger still has a
23-3 record and has already set several

Washington freshman records, including
most wins and shutouts. She looks to continue
her hot season against the Bruins. She has
already had J6() sUiUouts hikI has won 13 of
her last 14 decisions.

The right-handed native Californian was a

high school star at Mater Dei High School in

Santa Ana. where she was one of the finalists

for Gatorade High School Player of the Year.

In her senior year, she posted a 30-2 record
and allowed an unbelievable one earned run
in more than 230 innings, giving her a 0.03
ERA with over 400 strikeouts and leading her
team to a national No. 3 ranking as a senior.

She has continued this success as a Husky
and has become the pitching ace of the team
as a freshman, accounting for all but two of
the team's wins. The struggling UCLA
offense will need to get on the board early and
often or they could be in for a long weekend.

Notes compiled by Michael Sneag, Daily Bruin
Contributor.

On Amtrak, every third wheel is free.
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TWo may be company. And three may be a

crowd. Except on Amtrak California, where it's

a great way to save.

Because now, when you and up to two ofyour

friends ride on Amtrak's Pacific Surfliner, or

anywhere else Amtrak goes, you'll ride for a lot

less with our 1 -2 -FREE offer.

Here's how it works. One ofyou pays our

everyday low adult fare, the second pays half

of that fare and the third rides free.

Just call 1-800-USA-RAILoryour (1-2-FREE
travel agent, or visit amtrak.com.

You must buy your ticket before May 12, 2001

and book your trip at least 1 4 days before you

travel to get 1-2-FREE. - r

On our state-of-the-art trains, you'll be

able to hang out in our comfortable seats.

Munch on some snacks. And enjoy your

break from school.

So, no matter where you're going, take

Amtrak and get there for a lot less. Anywhere

between San Diego, Los Angeles and San Luis

Obispo, throughout California and coast to

coast, from March 11 tojune 15, 2001.

And enjoy Amtrak's hassle-free way of

traveling without leaving anyone behind.

Amtrak® Special Offer

1 - 2 - Free

The first guest pays Amtrak's everyday
low adult fare. the second guest pays

50% of that low adult fare. and the
third guest rides free.
This offer is good for travel March

I 1, 2001 THROUGHJuNE 15. 2001.

14-Day advance booking required.
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f^ncii;>' crisis?

Who cares! Save

a tree instead. So

point your

browser arrow to

the Daily Bruin's

Web site:

Nwwv.dailybruin. utla.edu

Daily Bruin

orts
The inside si'(m)|) ...

Get ready to look for the

women's track and field

season preview inside

tomorrow's issue.

Wednesday, April 1 1, 2001

Gadzuric makes plans to return for senior season
DRAFT: Player decides not

to throw name into NBA
hat, opts to enjoy last year

By AJ Cadman
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Make no mistake about it - Dan
( iadzuric wants to hoist Banner No. 1

2

r.\ Pauley Pavilion.

The 6-foot- kl junior center wasted

no time Tuesday afternoon in

announcing his intentions (o return to

Weslwood for his senior season in a

press conference ai the Morgan
Center.

"The best decision for me was to

come back and have fun playing bas-

ketball in Los Angeles," said

Gadzuric. "I wanted to come back and
work on the

areas of my
game I need to

practice and

work to live up

to the expecta-

tions."

Coming olT a

late season

stretch that

placed him

among the top

collegiate post

players in America, Gadzuric has

elected not to enter the 2001 NBA
Draft. The Bruins' dominating inside

Spo<H info

Dan Gadzuric

presence averaged 1 1.7 points and 8.6

rebounds in .12 contests to help guide

the UCLA to a 23-9 record last season

and a spot in the Sweet Sixteen of the

2001 NCAA Tournament.

"He's been pretty consistent from

the time we recruited him." said

UCLA Head Coach Steve Lavin of

Gadzuric's decision. "He has always

conveyed feelings that he wanted to get

his college degree."

Gadzuric made great strides

through the latter part of the recent

campaign. The Den Haag, Holland

native posted 1 1 double-doubles dur-

ing his junior season - including four

in his last five games. He silenced

many skeptics with his miraculous per-

formance versus NCAA runner-up

Arizona during a Pac-IO showdown
Feb. 15 in Pauley Pavilion.

Playing on a severely sprained left

ankle and having not practiced with

the squad the week prior to the game.

Gadzuric started and played a career-

high 41 minutes against the NBA-
bound frontline of Loren Woods,
Michael Wright and Richard

Jefferson. He tied career-highs with 22

points and 17 rebounds en route to

UCLA's 79-77 overtime victory.

"Our UCLA ba.sketball family is

extremely happy that Dan is staying at

UCLA for his senior season." said

Lavin. "I wanted him to take the time

necessary and do the research to make
an informed decision."

The announcement by Gadzuric

EAL

UCLA sophomore shortstop Natasha Watley holds
the Bruin record for stolen bases with 67.

Shortstop Natasha Watley is

all business on the field

unaware of the specifics regarding her

Softball prowess. Watley doesn't concern

herself with stats. She just likes to go out

there on the field, do her thing and lead

by example.

She's always calm and confident, feast-

ing on her great athletic ability. This year

she's been able to become more mentally

resilient, able to forget her mistakes and
approach each at-bat with a clean slate.

Her quiet, almost business-like

approach on the field would lead you to

think she's the same way off the field. You
couldn't be more wrong.

"When you get to know me, I guess I

don't shaddup," Watley said. "My room-
mates think that. They say 'You're not

quiet, you're not shy, da da da ...' But I've

lived with them for two years now."

So it takes time to meet the loud part of

Watley's persona, but how loud can it

really be?

After all, when you first meet Watley,

she is always polite and has this sort-of

There's something to be said about

someone with humility.

There's more to be said about a person

with an outspoken personality.

And in the case of Natasha Watley,

there's even more to be said about her

ability to steal the attention.

Last season, in her 2000 First-team

All-American freshman campaign as a

member of the UCLA softball team,

Watley broke the career mark for stolen

bases. The UCLA shortstop stole 32

bases during the season, including an
NCAA Tournament-record four steals in

one game against Canisius on May 18 to

tic Christie Ambrosi's all-time mark of 31

This season, Watley has already sur-

passed her 2000 mark with 35 more steals

- while being caught only four times -

and the Bruins still have 15 games to go,

plus the playoffs.

You wouldn't know about her record

by asking Watley though, as she is SeeWATIiY,page27

Bruins use Roadrunners to tune up skills
M.TENNIS: No. 1 UCLA
prepares for Washington

after first loss to Stanford

By Greg Schain

Daily Bruin Contributor

Marcin Rozpedski is returning to

the Los Angeles Tennis Center today

for the first time since leaving the

Bruins after the 1998-991 season.

Except instead of holding h rac-

quet, he'll be holding a clipboard as

head coach of College of the Desert.

Rozpedski left UCLA after com-
piling a 23-2 singles record playing at

No. 5 and No. 6 singles for the

MEN'S TENNIS

Bruins during his junior year.

"Marcin was a great player. He
was very steady and one wc could

count on,"

senior Jean-Noel

Grinda said.

"He was defi-

nitely one of the

leaders of the

team."

Rozpedski
didn't come
back his senior

year because of

personal rea- J^^*^""

sons.

"He got married, had a baby, that

kind of stuff," said John Marman.
the Athletic Director at College of

College of the On«rt

the Desert.

After working a year at the Ritz-

Carlton, Rozpedski was offered the

head coach-

ing job for this

season at the

College of the

Desert, which

has won three

community
college state

c h a m p i
-

onships in a

row.
YU€N/D«ly Bn»n S*nkx Suff ^e is doing

a fine job so

far, leading the Roadrunners to a 17-

2 record and a No. I ranking in the

California junior college poll. Their

Today

2:30 p.m.

Los Angeles, Calif.

UTC

only losses have come to Yale and
BYU, both of which are Division I

schools.

But the Roadrunners could be in

for a third loss today, as they meet
the No. I UCLA men's tennis team
(16-1 overall) at 2:30 this afternoon

at the LATC. The Bruins are hungry
for a win after suffering their first

loss of the season to Stanford last

Friday.

"The Stanford match is over, and
we are not gonna talk about that any-

more," Grinda said. "We need to

concentrate on College of the

Desert."

Besides looking to improve their

S«eM.TIimK,pa9e27

comes amidst a wave of the nation's

top frontline college basketball players

leaving school early for the lures of the

NBA.
"I wanted to be able to take the

advice of the coaches and enjoy my last

year of college," Gadzuric added.

Centers that have declared early for

the June 27 draft in New York at

Madison Square Garden include: 6-1

1

Villanova junior Michael Bradley, 7-1

Dominguez H.S. (Compton. CA)
senior Tyson Chandler, 6-11

Thornwood H.S. (Illinois) senior Eddy
Curry. 7-0 DePaul sophomore Steven

Hunter, 6-1 1 Notre Dame junior Troy

Murphy, and 6-9 Temple junior Kevin

SeeGAOZURICpage27

Baseball go^
to the birds in

season slump

COLUMN: Johnson jilts

feathers; Aikman takes

his exit; Pans talks plain

Jeffand
Fresh Prinin]

Jeff

Kmiotek

Baseball is underway, but the

most exciting thing so far was
when Randy Johnson beaned

a bird on a pitch during spring train-

ing, a fowl ball indeed. The bird flew

in front of home plate as Johnson let

his pitch fly

and exploded

on contact. If

you think it'd

hurt to get

nailed by a 97-

mph fastball,

imagine if you

only weighed

two and a half

pounds. It may
have been a

dove of peace,

but now it's just

pieces of dove.

It may have

been a par-

tridge, but now
it's just parts.

Maybe a para-

keet, or now, many, many pairs of

keet The umpire awarded the bird

first base but it needed a finch run-

ner. I guess the bird didn't hear Tom
Hanks crow, "There's no dying in

baseball." Johnson felt bad, saying it

was not a pheasant situation but he

had no egrets. The bird could not be

reached for comment.

Former Bruin Troy Aikman
ended his storied career Monday,
retiring from the Dallas Cowboys
with three championships. At his

press conference, a teary-eyed

Aikman, who has suffered nine con-

cussions in his playing days, looked

around the room and said, '*Who arc

all you people? What is this?"

• •

Speaking ofUCLA starting quar-

terbacks, my guest today for

"Straight Up Now Tell Mc" is Cory
Paus. Paus could be one of the

nation's top QBs next year, and now
you, yes you, can get to the core of

Cory.

People say you 're good in the hud-

dle? What goes on in the huddle?

Sec RMOTBC page 28

UCLA

Serving the UCLA community since 1919

Taking a stand
Rallies suoh as the one on
March 14 are necessary.

VIEWPOINT, PAGE 17

Thursday, April 12, 2001 www.ciailybniin.iK'la.cdu

Baseball holds on
UCLA holds fends off the

San Diego State Aztecs, wins 3-2.

SPORTS, BACK PAGE

Hot dog
Film director Alejandro Inarritu is

making waves from south of the border.

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT, PAGE 20

Fine form L&S unit requirements may change
PROPOSALS: Faculty weighs

plans which aim to expedite

degree progress for students

By Noah Grand
Daily Bruin Reporter

rCollcgc of Letters and Science facnt'

COURTNEY STEWART

Third-year psychobiology student Ian Chinsee, practices

Moo-Shoe in front of the Young and Boelter Halls.

ty will likely vote on proposed changes

lo the maximum and minimum number
of units students can take.

The proposed changes would make
13 units the minimum progress require-

ment for a degree and would make 216

units the most any undergraduate can

accumulate before graduating. They
would also allow students to enroll in 19

units per quarter without a petition.

Only the petition proposal would
affect new and continuing students,

and if passed, it will go into effect this

fall. The others would only affect new
students.

"Students would benefit from this

because they have a clearer sense of

what was expected of them. It also gives

them a useful experience to meet with

counselors," said English Professor

Karen Rowe, who is chair of the faculty

executive committee which will be vot-

ing on the requirement changes.

The proposal would require Letters

and Science students to take 13 units

per quarter, and would also have
requirements for how many units a stu-

dent must have accumulated by a cer-

tain point in their academic career,

according to Penny Hein-Unruh, coun-

selor and chair of the committee that

created the proposals.

"What we're interested in is while

students arc here that ihoy <ik cihoUSS:

in a full-time program." said Hein-

Unruh.

According to the Registrar's Office,

students taking 12 units are considered

lull-time. Some students said this is

enough, and the minimum progress

requirement should not be increased

beyond 12 units.

"There are a lot of four-unit classes

that are very difficult. I'm only taking

12 units and it is my most difficult quar-

ter yet," said Myk Taylor, a third-year

Chinese and computer science

student.

Hein-Unruh said an increased num-
ber of students are taking 13 or 14

units, mainly because of five-unit class-

es. GE clusters and writing classes are

five units, and Hein-Unruh said that

there are a growing number classes

changing to five units.

"Departments are taking a look at

courses and assessing if they give the

appropriate unit value for that course,"

Hein-Unruh said.

The proposals come at a time when
the university is struggling to gel stu-

dents to graduate earlier so that it can

accommodate the projected influx of

students known as Tidal Wave 1 1

.

In the next 10 years, the university is

expected to admit about 60,000 stu-

dents who are the children of the baby
boomer generatieSr

The English department was the first

department to make major changes
after a report found that students

weren't being given the proper number
of units for the time spent per class.

Most undergraduate English classes

are now worth five units as a result of

changes spurred by the report.

Other departments are doing similar

evaluations.

"This evaluating of courses has gone
on for four or five years," Hein-Unruh
said.

Because most English classes are

five units, an English student taking

four classes would generally need a

signed petition from the College of

Letters and Science because they were

taking more than 18 units.

The proposed changes would
increase this limit to 19 units, allowing

students to enroll in three five-unit

See UNITS, page 12

Pdsters defaced in theater department
VANDAUSM; Students

upset by lack of response

to last quarter's incident

^ By MidieHe Kroes

Daily Bruin Contributor
^ — -.--,.^

By addressing the gender dispari-

ties that persist in the arts, three the-

ater students became the target of sex-

ism last quarter.

; While publicizing "Thoughts L'm
Thinking," an upcoming play on gen-

tler inequality Paola Mendoza, Julia

Faussone and Leilani Copper had
their posters defaced.

^ "Many of the posters that hung
upon the walls of the theater depart-

ment were defamed," Mendoza said.

"Words such as 'Fact: Women suck,'

.'Don't you need men to make more
angry feminists,' and ' Vag' for vagina

marred the posters."

The posters displayed statistics on
the differences between men and
women in the entertainment industry

Additionally, a poster was hung in

the department ridiculing their

efforts, Mendoza said. It stated "Kill

Men ... all of them. Sound extreme?

Or maybe you're just chicken shit."

"I was really saddened by what
happened," Faussone said. "We were
just trying to use the play as an educa-

tional tool and bring some issues up."

According to Undergraduate
Students A.ssociation Council

Internal Vice President Elias Enciso,

this incident is ultimately, a hate

crime.

"Under current policy it could be

POSTERS DEFACED
A series of posters displayed in the theater department containing statistical information

was defaced.

^ Qd riAr^An^ of r^94 percent ui
Oscar awards
for writing
have gone to

men.

«?

\

In 1987, 2.4 percent
of major films were
directed by women.

By 1999, the number
rose to a whopping 4

percent.

^

No woman has v/

1

ever won an
I Oscar for

I direction,
I cinematography
I or sound.

Employees say unequal

status is unfair, divisive

Y The average
earnings of I

female actors I

peak from age 20\

to 29, then drop \

permanently
\

after 30. V

Vmi. (iwrifcGirh *HtMwd^^.<M^1lflw

PER DIEM: Casuals voice

concerns over what they

see as Med Center bias

By Robin Irey

Daily Bruin Contributor

They are "permatemps" at

Microsoft, substitute teachers in

the education field, casuals in

UCLA's general work force and
per diems in the UCLA Medical

Center.

All are employees working

alongside career counterparts with-

out equal recognition, and often

less compensation. The idea of hav-

ing a permanent supply of workers

ready to fill in for employees on sick

leave and to help with patient over-

crowding may sound like common
sense.

But critics say when the Medical

Center is concerned, it's all about

dollars and cents.

In some departments, the hospi-

tal's per diems - who are paid more
than career workers, but do not

Se«PERDIEMS,page8

considered a hate related incident but

under my consciousness it is a hate

crime," Enciso said. "The defacing of

the posters is a manifestation, a pro-

motion, a perpetuation of misogyny

and ignorance, which has real conse-

quences."

UCLA passed a hate crime policy

last quarter.

Mendoza, Faussone and Copper
were not only affected by the deface-

ment but the response - or lack there-

of - it elicited from others.

"We learned that one person

involved with writing on our posters

ADAM BROWN/D««ly Bruin

was bragging and laughing about it to

a group of people," Mendoza said.

"And nobody said anything."

Last spring, a white man yelling

racial slurs kicked an African

American woman on the stairs of

Campbell Hall. Also that spring, per-

petrators vandalized offices in

Kerckhoff Hall, marking some with

swastikas.

Such incidents, however, incite

more serious responses from the pub-

lic than gender-based crimes, said

S«c DEFACEMENT, page 15

Injunction bars GU, UC
energy price increases
ENRON: Company plans

to appeal niling, says it's

losing money in contract

By Karen Albredit

Daily Bmin Reporter

Energy prices for the University of
California and the California State

University will not increase after a

preliminary injunction was issued

against Enron Energy Services

Wednesday by a federal judge in San

Francisco.

The Houston-based energy com-
pany is attempting to unilaterally

change a four-year contract that has

provided power at 1998 prices to the

California university systems.

But attorneys for Enron filed an

immediate appeal with the ninth U S.

Circuit Court in an attempt to over-

turn the judge's decision, according

' to company spokeswoman Peggy

Mahoney
"In the hearing, Enron said it was

costing them money to keep up the

contract, so the financial burden

See ENERGY, page 10
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College Briefs
Drug question now
mandatory for aid
CAMBRIDGE. Mass. — In a move that could

affect thousands of college applicants, the U.S.

Department of Education moved last week to

close a loophole that had allowed college appli-

cants to leave blank a question about prior drug

convictions, the Harvard Crimson reported.

Applicants must now respond to the questioh

or forfeit federal aid. More than 50 student gov-

ernments and national groups - mostly civil liber-

ties and minority organizations - have opposed
the move as well as the government's continued

practice of basing aid eligibility on drug offenses.

Last week's decision came after more than

100,000 students left the question blank last year,

which the Education Department attributed to

confusing wording.

Students can recover their aid early upon suc-

cessfully completing a recognized treatment pro-

gram.

Seniors discouraged

from Naked Mile run
ANN ARBOR. Mich - Wednesday,

University of Michigan seniors will open their e-

mail boxes to find an annual letter from
University President Lee Bollinger discouraging

them from running the Naked Mile next Tuesday,

the endof-term tradition begun in L986 as a prank

by the men's lacrosse and rowing teams, the

Michigan Daily reported.

Bollinger's e-mail to describes the run as an

"event laden with risk." Vice President for

Student Affairs E. Royster Harper and
Department of Public Safety Director William

Bess also plan to send an e-mail to the student

body Wednesday discussing problems with the

run.

University spokeswoman Julie Peterson also

said the university has spent "a couple thousand"

dollars on print ads characterizing the mile as dan-

gerous and a "groper's paradise."

Negotiations stalled in

U. Hawai'i dispute
HONOLULU - Negotiations arc at a

standstill between the University of Hawai'i

Professional Assembly and state chief negotia-

tor Davis Yogi, as the seventh day of the facul-

ty strike nears, the Ka Leo O Hawaii reported.

The two parties may meet as early as today.

Yogi said, but no defmite talks are scheduled.

Yogi told local news media, "We (the state)

want to get back to the table, but not until we
figure where the money is."

More than 1,300 professors walked on the

picket lines last Friday, according to the UH
office for public affairs. Only about 300 of the

1.982 UHPA employees at UH Manoa
ignored the strike lines. Fewer than 400 classes

were taught on Friday, out of more than 1,200

classes scheduled on the Manoa campus, and
administrators said they wilt try to make up
lost class time for students.

Students worried about

parents' access
AUSTIN, Texas — A new program that gives

parents limited access to student records has some
students fearful ofunrestricted parental meddling,

but University of Texas. Austin officials say the

program is designed only for convenience, not pri-

vacy infringement, the Daily Texan reported.

The eProxy program was created this semester

as a way to give parents access to students' hous-

ing status, housing bill information. Dining

Dollars transactions and bill information, but only

if a student authorizes a parent's request.

If the request is granted, parents have access to

the information for up to one year with a UT
Electronic Identification "guest pass."

The program has some students worried,

because increasing parental access to student

information sets a dangerous precedent, they say.

Compiled from University Wire reports.

Weather

Today Friday Saturday

Partly Cloudy Partly Cloudy Partly Cloudy

high: 64 low: 51 high: 67 low: 49 high: 68 low: 52

Outlook:
It was overcast most o( the day yfstmfay,

but the douds should dear today and we

should see some sun ... hopefully.

Sunrise
6:27 a.m.

T^ Sunset
7:2

ACADEMIC
ANNOUNCEMENTS

Week 2

Friday, April 13, is the last day to:

• Get a full refund

on textbooks

• Add or drop classes through

URSA without a fee

• Check wait lists for classes

• Drop impacted classes

For real-time weather, visit www.dailybnjin.uda.edu

WHArS BREWING

Today 12 p.m.
VITA (Volunteer Income Tax

Assistance)

Free preparation for Federal and

CA slate income tax returns

Ackerman35I6

Parenting Seminar

"Anger and Children"

Murphy Hall, Room 2121

UCLA Child Care Services

310-206-3078

3 p.m.

L&S Counseling

Academic workshops

• College Honors Orientation

Workshop

* All workshops held in

Covel Commons, Room 203

4 p.m.
Working for Immigrant Literacy

Development

Orientation

Kerckhon'411

4:15 p.m.
L&S Counseling

Academic workshops
• BA in Psychology

• Note Taking Techniques

Reading Speed

• All workshops held in

Covel Commons, Room 203

5 p.m.
SBU (Student Business Union)

First general meeting .. _
Ackerman35l7

824-5712 V

5:30 p.m.

UCLA Pre-dental Society

Mentoring Program with UCLA
Dental *;

CHS 13-014

6 p.m.

UCLA Department ofSocial

Welfare and Career Center

MSW information and application

process

Career Center 3rd floor conference

room A
310-794-5724

7 p.m.
L&S Counseling

Academic workshops

•Study Skills

• Succeeding at Writing

* All workshops held in

Covel Commons, Room 203

8 p.m.

Alicia de Larrocha

Grammy award-winning Spanish

pianist

Royce Hall

310-825-2101

UCLA Faculty Composers Concert

Original works by faculty

Schoenberg Music BIdg.

(310)825-2101

page 36 for details
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Real Bruins
Every other Thursday, the Daily Bruin takes a look at members of

the UCLA community. In this continuing series, we highlight the

many different activities in which Bruins are involved.

Molecular biologist and single

parent Jackelyn Alva perfects

the science of time management

By Marjorie Hernandez
Dally Bruin Reporter

When the clock hits 6:30 a.nn., second-year

molecular biology graduate student Jackelyn

Alva prepares herself for another busy day.

But instead of getting ready and rushing out

the door from her University Village apartment

like other students, Alva, 27, must first take care

of her two most

important compan-

ions - sons Angel

and Anthony.

Alva, who cur-

rently researches

the molecular devel-

opment of blood

vessels, juggles the

role of single moth-

er and student, leav-

ing little opportuni-

ty for free time.

"From the morn-

ing, my day is stress-

ful. It's hard to

relax," Alva said.

"Sometimes I get

frustrated because I

am a single parent.

But I knew that I

really wanted to go

to school and I real-

ly wanted a career."

Her decision to

pursue her educa-

tion while raising

children has been a daily challenge for Alva. As
she prepares breakfast for 9-year-6ld Angel and

dresses 3-year-old Anthony, Alva begins her day

in high gear.

With little time to spare, she drives Angel to his

elementary school and then rushes ofT to the

Bellagio Center, one ofthe university's three child

care services, where Anthony spends his day.

As a low-income, single mother and student,

Alva receives grants that help out with the cost of

child care. The center's close proximity and qual-

ified staffmake Alva comfortable leaving her son

Alva does research in her lab on the

development of blood vessels.

there for the day

Once in the cen-

ter, Alva takes time

to cuddle and read to

Anthony, who is not

always willing to let

his mother leave.

'it makes it hard

because I have to go

to lab and he starts

crying," Alva said.

"But I have to say

good-bye so I can start my day."

As Anthony reluctantly slips his arms away
from his mother's embrace, Alva turns to the

door, switching from mommy-mode to student.

With few minutes to spare, Alva dashes to the

Molecular Biology Institute conference room,

where she holds office hours as a leaching assis-

tant for a molecular, cell and developmental biol-

ogy class.

Alva is required to teach supplement sessions

as well as attend class lecture.

"I think she is friendly and very approachable

and she knows her stuff," said third-year biology

student Manar Chaaban, who visited Alva during

last Monday's office hours.

"SomeTAs would just tell you, 'Oh, this is just

a technique. You don't need to go into detail.' But

she was actually showing and telling me,"

Chaaban continued.

Alva's busy schedule continues as she enters

the lab where she prepares for her experiments,

future presentations and papers. Despite her

numerous responsibilities, Alva attributes her

daily accomplishments to careful planning and

time management.

And her colleagues agree.

"Having kids really forces you to be orga-

nized, to think ahead, and to be focused," said lab

principal investigator and associate professor of

molecular, cell and developmental biology, Luisa

Iruela-Arispe. "That is a tremendous advantage

and Jackie came with those skills because she is a

mom."
But the road to graduate school for Alva was

not always a smooth one. A single parent at 1 7,

Alva decided that she would continue her educa-

Photos by JENNIFER YUEN/Daily Bruin Senioi Staff

Jackelyn Alva reads to her 3-year-old son, Anthony, before dropping him off at

the Bellagio Center, which provides child care for the UCLA community.

tional goals at UCLA.
The fear and uncertainty concerning her dou-

ble role as a mother and student initially worried

Alva.

"I was so scared to start at UCLA," she said.

"In the orientation they said, 'Look around you.

The person sitting next to you will not be there in

a year.' I thought to myself, 'How am I going to

go to college and have a kid?' But I had to try."

Determined to accomplish her goals, Alva

graduated summa cum laude in 1998 with a

degree in cell and molecular biology.

She also received the Howard Hughes
Medical Institute and the National Science

Foundation Pre-doctoral Fellowships, presti-

gious awards that fund Alva's research and living

expenses.

Alva attributes her success not only to her own
determination, but also the support she receives

from her family. <.

Se« ALVA, page 15

Alva is a teaching assistant for Biology 1 38. Here, she
teaches her third discussion class of the day.

Community directory to publicize service t • tit unities available
RELATIONS: Resource for

students, community will

depend largely on Web

ByKdlyRayburn
Daily Bruin Reporter

UCLA has made itself a resource

to one of its own greatest resources -

Los Angeles.

Government and Community
Relations will release a community
directory called "UCLA in the

Community 2001 " in the faculty cen-

ter today.

The directory is a conglomeration

of community-based programs spon-

sored by UCLA. It seeks to act as a

resource both for students seeking to

take part in community service

through the university, and for exter-

nal entities seeking UCLA's service.

In "UCLA in the Community" a

student can find information on how
they can volunteer for groups such as

Academic Preparation Folklorico,

which aims to create positive role

models for young Chicano students

and promote cultural awareness.

In addition, community leaders or

high school teachers can read about

the UCLA AIDS Institute Speakers'

Bureau which offers to send faculty

and researchers to schools and com-
munity groups to present current

information and answer questions

about AIDS and HIV.

Angelenos can find the hours for

the UCLA Hammer Museum, as

well as the Valley Tattoo Removal
project, which offers free removal

for people who wish to end gang affil-

iation, listed in the directory.

"UCLA in the Community" helps

fulfill the service portion of the uni-

versity's mission of research, teach-

ing and public service. Executive

Director of Local and Community
Relations Diana Brueggemann said.

The online version of the catalog is

available at www.advocacy.ucla.com,

and will enable students and external

parties to access the'directory.

"We're going to rely heavily on the

Web site," said Assistant Director of

Local and Community Relations

Derrick Mims. "(The Internet has)

grown so much that we think people

will be able to use the site as a

resource."

Print versions of the directory will

be distributed to the directors of the

programs tha^ are included.

The efforts of more than 200 orga-

nizations are highlighted in the direc-

tory, and the process of getting the

"UCLA in the Community" pub-

lished was nearly a two year effort.

Both Mims and Brueggemann
noted Chancellor Albert Carnesale's

support for the work to get UCLA in

the Community completed.

"It all started with the 'big horse,'"

Brueggemann said. "He really

backed our effort."

Government and Community
Relations staff members started by

collecting data from students, staff

and faculty about UCLA-sponsored
programs. •

Government and Community
Relations student interns played an

integral part in this effort, Mims said.

Throughout the process, efforts

were made to ensure the individual

organizations did not lose their

voice, he said.

In the directory's foreword,

Assistant Vice Chancellor of

Government and Community
Relations Keith Parker wrote that

See OttECTOIIVfpage 14
{.
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STATE ^ LOCAL
City combats use of sex to sell meds
AIDS: Manufacturers of

antiviral pills criticized

for using buff men in ads

By Margie Mason
The Associated Press

SA^ FRANCISCO - In a move
reminiscent of the city's successful

light against tobacco ads, ofTicials are

considering whether to take on phar-

maceutical companies they accuse of

using sex to sell AIDS drugs to gay

men.

Board of Supervisors President

Tom Ammiano is leading the fight

against ads portraying young, bulT

men climbing mountains and pop-

ping antiviral pills. The city's

Environment and Land Use
Committee will hear testimony

Thursday and would have to take a

recommendation for banning the ads

to the board for a vote. The city only

4ias jurisdiction over ads on bus shel-

ters, commuter trains and other city

property.

"I want it to stop being all about

profit and more about prevention,"

Ammiano said.

A recent study conducted by the

city's Department of Public Health

found 62 percent of the 262 gay and

straight men surveyed said the glossy

ads covering billboards, magazine

pages and other venues infiuenced

unsafe sex. The study follows a report

that found the rate of HIV infection

has more than doubled among San

Francisco's gay men in the last four

years.

Opponents say the ads are mislead-

ing and create a false sense of hope

because they ignore common side

effects associated with the drugs such

as chronic diarrhea, weight loss and

deforming fatty deposits.

"We compare this now to tobacco

advertising, which portrayed people

looking young and sexy and having

happy, healthy lives. Those ads were

banned in most places in the U.S.,"

said JefT Getty, an activist from

Survive Al DS who's been taking vari-

ous drugs since l995.,"TheseHIVads

are the Joe Camel ads of AIDS."

The city undertook a similar fight

in 1997 when"^ it joined a suit against

R.J. Reynolds tobacco company,

alleging Joe Camel cigarette ads were

targeting minors. The city collected a

settlement and effectively banned the

ads from San Francisco.

The tobacco company later credit-

ed the suit as a major factor jn its deci-

sion to kill the national Joe Camel

campaign.

Deputy City Attorney Nathan
Ballard said his ofTice is in the evi-

dence-gathering stage in the drug ads

case, and further action likely would

depend on the outcome ofThursday's

meeting.

"We are looking into it to deter-

mine whether, like in the cigarette

cases, false advertising is misleading

people into engaging in behavior inju-

rious to the public health," he said.

But a representative from New
Jersey-based Merck &. Co., Inc., said

New York Life settles with

Armenian beneficiaries

See ADS, page 12

CASE: Heirs can collect

on policies bought before

1915 Armenian Genocide

ByMidielleDeAimond
The Associated Press

An American life insurance compa-

ny that has fought efforts by ethnic

Armenians to collect on policies issued

nearly a century ago announced

Wednesday it had reached a settlement

with beneficiaries.

The multimillion-dollar settlement,

which still must be approved in court,

could benefit some 10,000 heirs living in

the United States and abroad whose

family members purchased policies

from New York Life Insurance Co.

before 1915.

Armenians say 15 million of their

people were killed as pan of the

Ottoman Empire's campaign to force
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them out ofeastern Turkey. Turkey says

there was no systematic campaign of

slaughter and that many Armenians fled

during the war and the civil unrest thai

followed.

Many life insurance policies and

other papers were lost or destroyed at

the time, making it difTicult for heirs to

collect benefits. Some people arc

unaware that their relatives had policies,

so New York Life will publish a list ol

policyholders in newspapers worldwide,

said Brian Kabateck, an attorney fbr the

plaintiffs.

"We are gratified that New York Life

provided a list of policyholders upon

which we were able to have meaningful

discussions and reach a well-deserved

settlement," said William ShemolT, one

of the plaintifis' attorneys who also has

worked to get Holocaust survivors and

their families paid on policies that suf-

fered similar fates.

See INSURANCE, page 14
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L

at lelit

ocated on the southeastern

corner of campus, the

'Mildred E. Mathias Botanical

Garden is dedicated to its namesake

for her contributions to horticulture

and the Untverf^ofOrftrornlSr^

Mathias, at^tanisfat UCLA in

1947, was director of the garden

from 1956 to 1974

Today, ViJlunleer Gardeners is

dedicated l|o continiaQf| work in

the 7.5-aciJ|j^arden. What was once

a handfulW volunteers has grown

including ui^rgradu-

duate students, staff,

visitors to the UCLA MeUical

/estwood residerrti,

;ners devote

}r week to help main-

ly of the plant collec-

locess of taking care

of the nearly I^I^OO species featured

in the garden,^ey also learn many
aspects of horticulture and botany.

Joan Muench*hea(l coordinator

of the volunteers, serves as a

teacher and overseer for all work

done by the workers, from trans-

planting cactus to raking paths.

Muench assigns duties that cor-

relate both with the interest of the

volunteer and their abilities. The
group of volunteers is diverse,

ranging from university under-

grads to 85-year-oId retirees.

"Coming to the garden allows

me time to get away from my stud-

ies and mess with plants, and to

(get) my hands dirty," said Andrew
Tucker, a graduate student and

Center a

The g
four hour

tain the qui

tion. In the

teaching assistant in the mathemat-

ics department.

Tucker often takes his discus-

sions sections out to the garden a

few times a quarter to what is

~~Snown as "The Nest," an outdoor

classroom with bench seating locat-

ed in the northern part of the

garden.

Other volunteers are nature

enthusiasts and enjoy getting away

from the traffic of Westwood.

^t. "Volunteering gets me out of the

Crast-paced L.A life," said Brad

Vance, a senioflpemational devel-

opment studies Si^dent. "Here it is

peaceful and the world slows

down."

Vance said he hoDijj^ that what he

learns at the gardofll will aid him

next fall while in the^flace Corps in

Latm America. |'<

Volunteers work^Jjtl a wide range

of projects, from weeding and rak-

ing, tb^elping with detailing, plant-

ing, jitting, pruning, transplanti-

ng, rtpiing sc|»its and controlling

insectS^and p||||t diseases.

VolunteeyffIfave worked on such

special projects as seeding the Mira^

Hershcy Hall slope with wildflovp*-

ers, and the once-a-year cleaning df

the greeihouse.

"The garden is an outside inter*

est, a break from my academics^

but it still allows me to continue'

learning," said Kate Shrimpton, a ;

fifth-year arthistory student.

Like Shrimpton, some find it a

great escape not only from L.A .

The sun glares down on fifth-year art history student Kate Shrimpton as she trims unruly branches.

but from their studies and the con-

finements of university housing.

**I like spending time outdoors,"

said Eric MeadOws, a third-year

anthropology student and UCLA
water polO player. **One day I came
to the garden and 1 saw the little

tear-oft for interested volunteers. I

called and it turn<MI into something

to do that is rela)iuaig once a week."

For more information on getting

invotved, contact Joan Muench at

(31<)) 825-1260 or stop by the

Lathouse Office on the north side of

th« garden.

Third-year anthropology student Eric Meadows prunes one of the

5,500 plant varieties along a main path in the Botanical Gardens.

Fourth-year international studies student Brad Vance contemplates his next task at the Mildred E.

Mathias Botanical Garden. Brad is one of many volunteers who help maintain the gardes.

Raking fallen

foliage off of the

grass is only one of

Brad Vance's jobs

as a volunteer.
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Bush bui proposal

denies contraceptives
PLAN: Congress to decide

if federal employees will

lose prescription coverage

By Janelle Girter

The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - The budget

President Bush sent to Capitol Hill

this week eliminates a Clinton-era pro-

gram that provided prescription con-

traceptive coverage to federal employ-

ees.

As a result, thousands of female

employees may soon lose insurance

coverage for birth control.

"I am angered and disappointed by

President Bush's decision to eliminate

contraceptive coverage for federal

employees," said Rep. Nita Lowey,

the New York Democrat who spon-

sored the 1998 provision. "President

Bush isn't interested in working
together. He only wants to satisfy a

small but key group of supporters who
oppose all contraception as well as

-abortion."

Bush administration officials did

not immediately react to Lowey's
comments.

The provision covers 1.2 million

female federal employees who are of

reproductive age. The government
already refuses to provide insurance

coverage for federal employees to

obtain abortions.

Congress could choose to keep the

provision ~ despite Bush's stan

although the GOP-led House and
Senate have worked hard to keep
much of the president's agenda intact

Gloria Feldt, president of the

Planned Parenthood Federation of

America, said Bush's proposal was "a

blatant attempt to deny women equi-

table treatment."

"It is also the height of hypocrisy

for a president who opposes a

woman's right to choose to also limit

women's access to the very thing that

prevents unintended pregnancies and
makes abortions less necessary," Feldt

said.

Bush, an abortion-rights opponent,

has been under fire by women's
groups since taking office.

Just days after being sworn in.

Bush barred U.S. aid to international

groups that use their own money to

support abortion through performing

the surgery counseling about it as a

family-planning option or lobbying

foreign governments on abortion poli-

cy.

He also made John Ashcrofl, an
outspoken abortion foe, his attorney

general.

House Republicans, after years

under President Clinton, are also _
eager to take advantage of an ally in

the White House.

The week the House returns from
its spring recess, GOP leaders have

scheduled a vote on a bill that would
make it a crime to harm a fetus during

a violent criminal act.

Democrats have complained the

bill is the GOP's latest attenipt to chip

away at women's reproducflve rights

by defining a fetus as a pereon with

rights separate from the moth^
)f several aiyi-afcortion

lican?'Tir^exp<5fctecjfto try

U

Qinton calls first 1 00 days productive
TERM: Senator focuses

on 'little victories,' issues

specific to New York state

By Shannon McCaffrey

The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - Sen. Hillary

Rodham Clinton had just smiled her

way through a photo session with

starstruck Capitol Hill interns when
an aide handed her a ringing cell

phone.

The news was good: The Senate

would take up her amendment seek-

ing money to hire more food inspec-

tors. In the hubbub of Senate activity

on this Friday before spring recess,

the topic would barely rate notice

with her colleagues.

But Clinton is beaming

"There's a real problem with meat

inspections, especially in New York,"

she said.

One hundred days into her Senate

career, Clinton has made the unprece-

dented transformation from first lady

to senator and emerged as a blend of

celebrity, workhorse and policy

wonk.
~ Stifl gawked at by tourists and pur-

sued by reporters, she nonetheless has

settled into her new role, recording

nearly perfect attendance at commit-

tee hearings and embracing local

issues like trying to get government

help for New York apple growers and
naming a Manhattan courthouse

after former Supreme Court Justice

Thurgood Marshall.

"What you're seeing is who Hillary

Clinton really is, and always was,

which is a passionate policy person,"

said Lisa Caputo, her former White

House press secretary "She's just

able to show it now."

Clinton, 53, got off to a stumbling

start marked by repeated questions

about her husband's presidential par-

dons and gifts taken from the White

House. Although the U.S. attorney's

office in Manhattan still is investigat-

ing the pardons, the questions have

hit a lull.

A Marist College poll released this

week found that just 35 percent of

New York voters think Clinton is

doing either an excellent or a good
job, but that was up from 30 percent

in February.

Sipping hot tea from a Syracuse

University mug in the freshly painted

yellow office she inherited from Sen.

Daniel Patrick Moynihan, Clinton

said she was "looking forward not

backward."

She said her Senate career at the

moment is about little victories.

"But they add up and they create a

pattern," she said. "That's what I'm

trying to do."

Clinton still talks about health care

and education - her signature issues

as first lady. And she has been loudly

bashing President Bush on his bud-

get, tax cut plan and environmental

j)olicies^

But she has Focused mainty on less-

glamorous issues that are important

to New York, like the apple growers,

industrial pollution and clogged bor-

der crossings with Canada. Her first

legislation was aimed at stimulating

the economy of largely rural upstate

New York.

"1 think that I'm going to be pretty

New York-centric," said Clinton, who
already has sponsored 20 Senate bills

and amendments, more than double

that of any other freshman.

Sen. Harry Reid, D-Nev., the rank-

ing Democrat on the Environment

and Public Works Committee, called

Clinton "the best freshman I've ever

seen in the Senate."
"

1 was always struck with her being

more interested in substance than her

husband and she demonstrates that

every day on our committee," Reid

said.

Even so, questions remain about

her future ambitions. Though she has

said repeatedly she has no plans to

run for president, the question still

arises. And try as she might to be just

another senator, she still attracts

more than her share of attention.

"Haven't you noticed these great

big spotlights that I carry around with

me all the time and no matter how
hard 1 try to get out of them, there

they are," she said, laughing. She is in

a Capitol hallway as she says this,

oblivious to nearby tourists who are,

in fact, snapping her photo.

Apart from the limelight, Clinton

describes long days topped by takeout

pizza. Her office still is disorganized,

stacks of newspapers and magazines

litter the Hoor, and there are only

enough chairs for one of her two
Secret Service agents.

She and her husband have had a

iong-distance relationship since leav

"ihg the White House. But she says the

two are in close contact, noting he

called from India last week to offer

suggestions for a speech on the Bush

budget plan she was giving to newspa-

per editors.

So far, Clinton has scored high

marks for collegiality, especially with

GOP colleagues with whom many
thought she would clash. She has

lunched with Sens. Chuck Hagel of

Nebraska and Peter Fitzgerald of

Illinois. And she is a regular at weekly

Senate prayer breakfasts, populated

mostly by Republicans.

breakfasts
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WORLD & NATION
China agrees to return U.S. soldiers
RELEASE: President gives

apology; surveillance craft

will be held until meeting

By Christopher Bodeen
The Associated Press

HAIKOU, China - An airliner

carrying 24 crew members of a U.S.

spy plane held for 12 days in China

took off Thursday, ending a tense

standoff after President Bush said

the United States was "very sorry"

for a Chinese pilot's death and the

U.S. plane's landing without permis-

sion.

The chartered Continental

Boeing 737 took off at about 7:30

a.m. local time from the civilian air-

port at Haikou, the capital of

Hainan island. It quickly disap-

peared into the cloudy sky.

U.S. officials said the plane will

take the crew to the U.S. territory of

Guam and then Hawaii.

Hours earlier, the airliner left

Guam to retrieve- the 21 men and

three women, who landed their dam-
aged U.S. Navy EP-3E on Hainan

after colliding with a Chinese fighter

jet on April 1 over the South China

Sea.

The collision shattered the tail fin

of the Chinese F-8 fighter, which spi-

raled out of control toward the sea,

Chinese state media have said. The
pilot, Wang Wei, was seen bailing

out, but is missing and presumed

dead.

After announcing it would release

Th* Associated Press

A television image shows a chartered Continental Airlines Boeing

737 that had left for the U.S. territory of Guam hours earlier.

the crew, the Chinese government

said it would keep the surveillance

plane until it could hold more talks

with the United States starting April

18.

The crew's release came after

President Bush agreed to say the

United States was "very sorry" for

the Chinese pilot's death and the

U.S. plane's landing without permis-

sion.

Wednesday's delicate, carefully

worded compromise - characterized

immediately by Chinese officials as

an apology - capped days of tortu-

ous linguistic negotiation over the

release of the air crew and the in-

flight collision that has threatened

U.S.-China relations.

It offered a tolerable way out for

the governments of two powerful,

deeply intertwined nations that, in

public, had maintained intractable

positions. The United States evaded

the full apology demanded by China,

which nevertheless extracted an

intricate series of expressions of sor-

row from Washington.

"This has been a difficult situa-

tion for both our countries," Bush

said. "I know the American people

join me in expressing sorrow for the

SccOIINA^pagcIO

Milosevic hospitalized for heart pi • • ms
TRANSFER: Party claims

leader's health jeopardized

due to his imprisonment

By Katariiia KratO¥ac

The Associated Press

BELGRADE, Yugoslavia -
Former Yugoslav President Slobodan

Milosevic was rushed to the hospital

late Wednesday after suffering chest

pains in his prison cell, his lawyer said.

"There were heart problems that

necessitated his transferal to the mili-

tary hospital in Belgrade," said

Milosevic's lawyer, Toma Fila. "It was

nothing too dramatic."

Fila said he expected the Belgrade

district court to make an announce-

ment about Milosevic's condition

Thursday He is known to have high

blood pressure.

The state-run Tanjug news agency

said Milosevic was admitted and was

undergoing tests. The independent

Beta news agency, citing unidentified

sources, reported that he was in a

"state prior to a heart attack."

The transfer came only hours after

Milosevic's Socialist Party issued a

statement claiming that the former

leader's health was jeopardized by his

imprisonment.

Jailed on April 1, the 59-year-old

Milosevic has been held in a specially

refurbished cell in Belgrade's Central

Prison pending an investigation into

corruption and abuse of power during

his 13-year rule.

The Socialists demanded their

leader be "allowed to defend himself

as a free man." They did not make any

specific statement about his physical

or medical condition.

The party, citing "bitterness at a

media lynching campaign against

Milosevic and his family," also urged

an end to what it called the "harass-

ment" of his relatives.

Since his dramatic arrest after a

two-day standoff with police, the

Socialists have insisted that

Milosevic's detention was illegal and

demanded a special parliamentary

investigation.

On the day he surrendered, a

Belgrade judge ordered Milosevic

detained for 30 days pending the

investigation. He also could face

charges for resisting arrest during the

standoff.

WORLD & NATION BRIEFS

Amherst undergrads

attempt to unionize
AMHERST, Mass. — Complaining they arc

underpaid, resident assistants at the University

of Massachusetts are trying to form a union in

what is believed to be the nation's first organiz-

ing attempt by undergraduate students.

School administrators are trying to block the

move, which follows successful union drives

among graduate researchers and teaching assis-

tants across the Northeast.

The university's 360 resident assistants filed a

union election petition last week with the

Massachusetts Labor Relations Commission,

which will determine if the group is legally eligi-

ble to form a union.

The United Auto Workers is supporting the

students.

The school has refused to recognize the RAs
as eligible for collective bargaining, saying they

are primarily students rather than employees.

RAs, who supervise dormitory residents and

activities, receive compensation

equal to the cost of a room and a cash

stipend. Next year, their compensa-

tion package will be about $5,000.

The students say the cost of their rooms
- about $3,200 - deducted from their salary,

leaving them with a $50 paycheck each week.

They say they should be paid more for essential-

ly working round the clock

.

"If you're paying for your own education,

you can't afford to be an RA without taking at

least a secondjob," said Mark Griffin, a 22-ycar-

old in his second year as an RA.

Networks plan more
coverage of high court
WASHINGTON - While the justices of the

Supreme Court seek to protect the court's mys-

tique as well as their privacy, television wants to

humanize the institution that holds heavy sway

over people's lives.

ABC and CBS are developing shows that

Dow Jones Industrials
down. 89.27

dose: 10.013.47

Nasdaq Index

up: 46.92

dose: 1,898.95

Dollar

Yen: 124.77

Euro: 1.1262

Turkey's financial crisis

leads to violent rallies

PROTESTS: Analysts say

government may fall if it

fails to take action soon

By Selcan Hacaoglu

The Associated Press

ANKARA, Turkey - Police with

nightsticks and water cannons bat-

tled stone-throwing protesters in the

capital Wednesday as more than

130,000 protesters in several Turkish

cities rallied against the government

amid a fmancial crisis.

Prime Minister Bulent Ecevit

rejected protesters' demands that his

government resign over its handling

of the crisis. Wednesday's protests

were the largest since the lira began

plummeting in February, leading to a

half million layoffs.

In the capital Awkararpolice fired

hundreds of shots into the air and

used water cannons and tear gas to

disperse a crowd of 70,000 after

demonstrators threw stones, bricks

and pieces of wood at police and

journalists. The protesters were try-

ing to walk to the parliament build-

ing.

Demonstrators smashed the win-

dows of cars, shops, banks and gov-

ernment offices as they fled from

nightstick-wielding police. Officials

said 202 people were injured in the

protests, including 137 policemen

and more than a dozen news

reporters. Police detained 100 peo-

ple.

At least 40,000 people marched in

the Aegean port city of Izmir, where

shopkeepers refused to open their

shops, and 20,000 people marched

through the central Anatolian city of

Konya. lliere were also demonstra-

tions in the southern cities of

Gaziantep and Mersin, where pro-

testers set fire to photocopies of U.S.

dollars.

Salih Erdogu, an upholstery shop

owner who was demonstrating in

Ankara, said he was forced to declare

bankruptcy due to the crisis.

"1 had five workers with me. They

are all jobless now and so am 1. 1 am
ashamed of this," Erdogu said, tears

rolling down his face.

Protesters accused the govern-

ment ofdoing too little to stabilize the

economy, and political analysts have

speculated that Ecevit's government

might fall if the government fails to

pass emergency measures soon.

"The government has to offer

some kind ofurgent and radical rcHcf

if it wants to prolong its death," said

Ilnur Cevik, editor-in-chief of the

Turkish Daily News.

Economy Minister Kemal Dervis

has said he would release a widely

anticipated economic plan on

Friday.

Ecevit insisted Wednesday his

government would stay. "I do not

believe that the search for a new gov-

ernment would help the country;

therefore I am staying at my post,

and will stay," he said.

The demonstrations follow

Tuesday's call by the Turkish Union

of Chambers, Turkey's largest busi-

ness organization, for the govern-

ment to resign over its handling of

the financial crisis.

The Associated Piess

Riot police chase protesters during a dennonstration against the

government in the Turkish capital city of Ankara on Wednesday.

promise a peek behind the high

court's red curtains -and into the

lives of nine justices and their staffs.

Not that the real justices relish that

thought.

Rob Scheidlinger, who is producing ABC's
"The Court," discussed his plans with Chief

Justice William Rehnquist more than a year

ago. Scheidlinger said he assured Rehnquist the

show would not be a "roman a clef," with real

justices only thinly disguised as fictional charac-

ters.

"He was actually very direct with me. If it

was up to him, there would be no show,"

Scheidlinger said. "I don't imagine anyone
working on the court is looking forward to a

television series about them. This is something

they don't have control of."

Much of the court's life is pretty quiet - stu-

dious and bland -and likely unattractive as tele-

vision material.

Assuming that no one would v/^tch an hour

of people reading and discussing arcane legal

Issues, the plots will have to be a little spicier.

Yahoo! Inc. expands

pornographic offerings

SANTA CLARA, Calif. - Leading Internet

portal Yahoo! Inc. has quietly expanded its

online offerings of pornographic videos as it

searches for new sources of revenue.

Yahoo! started selling erotic films last year

but increased the list in recent weeks to include

thousands of hard-core videos and DVDs, the

Los Angeles Times reported Wednesday.

Adult-video merchants tied to the "adult and

erotica" store on Yahoo Shopping said it was

relaunched to help combat a sharp drop in

advertising. The company earns a share of the

sales.

Yahoo! officials declined to talk about the

pornography sales. In a statement Tuesday, they

said that "under stringent control, adult prod-

ucts have been available through Yahoo!

Shopping for more than two years."

Compiled from Daily Bruin wire reports.
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PERDIEMS
From page 1

receive benefits - exceed regular staff

or are considered inferior. And
despite the hospital's dependency on

per diems, those workers say they are

passed over for promotion to career

ranks

Also aggravating the situation are

differing mindsets over per diems.

Workers, some of whom have been

Medical Center per diems for 20
years, see themselves as equal to staff.

They said the university, on the other

hand, considers them expendable,

exploits their status, and withholds

seniority that is rightfully theirs.

All of this raises fears that what
began as an inventive idea to aid effi-

ciency now hurts patient care and
alienates valuable per diem employ-

ees. Ultimately, according to hospital

workers and union organizers for the

California Nursing Association and

the American Federation of State,

County and Municipal Employees,

these workers seek employment else-

where.

"Good people work at our hospi-

tal, but they are being forced to go to

other places because they don't ever

get converted to career status, caus-

ing us to be continually under-

staffed," said Nasreen Syed, a career

worker in the Respiratory Therapy
unit.

"This has a direct effect on patient

care because we have to prioritize

patients and we can't help all of them
as quickly as they deserve," said Syed,

during a protest last quarter in sup-

port of per diem workers.

Numerous efforts over the past

two weeks to contact officials at the

Medical Center for this story were

unsuccessful.

Because per diems are given no
benefits, they receive a higher hourly

salary ofabout $4 to $6 more an hour.

Vacations, paid holidays, sick days, as

well as medical coverage, are denied.

"You come in even when you are

sick because you are scared that you

will lose your job because of your

temporary position," said career

nurse Margaret Konjevod, who
worked six years as a per diem.

On the surface, it sounds like a fair

trade to many per diems - cash-in-

hand instead of benefits.

"I could not afford to work as a

career. I can find cheaper health

insurance outside of the hospital, so I

chose to take the extra money per

hour and then plan how I spend it

myself," said pediatrics nurse Lynn
Hancock.

Many workers choose to go per-

diem. Some can sign onto their

spouse's benefit package and are

happy to pocket a higher hourly

wage. Some workers are maturing

and opt to work fewer hours.

"I am 60 years old and wanted to

convert back to per diem .two years

ago after I had been a career (work-

er). I wanted to be able to work fewer

hours and I am married so it seemed
more economical to get the higher

rate per hour," said Lynn Bacon, a

Santa Monica Hospital nurse.

Still others want to spend more
time at home with their children.

Whatever the reasons, many later

find that in addition to signing away
benefits, they've given up their job

security and any seniority they might

have acquired.

Hancock went per diem six years

ago. Three years in, she realized just

how expendable the university

thought she and her fellow per diems

were.

"I was advocating for a patient of

mine and I y as warned that I should

watch myself because I could lose my
job since I was per diem," Hancock
said.

When she converted to per diem,

Hancock was unaware of the implica-

tions.

Hancock said she came to the

harsh realization - as others may -

that a career worker with two years at

the Medical Center may be in a supe-

rior position for advancement over a

per diem with 20 years on the job.

Hancock said in addition to being

warned about advocating for

patients, she has to watch how many
sick days she takes because both

could jeopardize her job.

For all these reasons, she joined

CNA and became part of a statewide

bargaining committee for per diems.

She meets with university representa-

See PERDIEMS, page 10
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your weekly guide to on-campus arts related events

Thursday, April 12 Frida]|^ April 13 Tuesday, April 17

UCLA Performing Arts presents

Alicia de Larrocha
CanterSlaoe • 7pm • Royce Hall 190

wrth William Toutanl, Interim dean.

College of Arts, Media &
Communication. CSUN
Peftormance • 8pm • Royce Hall

545 General: $12. Students (witti ID)

Grammy-winning Spanish pianist de

Larroctia has gained a devoted

following for her beautifully phrased

performances. Her program will include

works by Chopin, Turina & Alb6nii.

Department of Musk: presents

Faculty Composers
Bpni • Schoenberg Hall

$7, General; $3. Students (with ID)

The program features Mark Carlsons

"Celto and Piano Sonara. "Paul Des

Marais' "CUIRASS, music for a solo

dancer' and Jonathan Grasse's "Four

Summer Bagatelles for Guitar Duet"

Dept of Art presents

Symposium: Geopetics

Stan Douglas
5pm • Dickson Auditorium (2160E

Dickson Art Center)

Free

Douglas is a Vancouver-based artist

renowned for his large-scale film and

video installations that explore issues

of identity, colonized landscape and

urban devekjpment

Hammer Musem presents

Gallery Talk

Paul Kaiser of Riverbed

Evoking Mind md Body

7:30pni • Hanimer Museum
Artist Paul Kaiser will present an

overview of his groundbreaking

digital works that explore vision and

consciousness.

UCLA Rim a liBlevision Arcfiive

presents

dt^ otUf^tts, CHy ofAngels:

AMfeekoffmtchftkm

The Town in Quiet
7:30pm. ©Directors GuiW of America

57, General; S5, Students (with ID)

Irt person: Robert (ju6digian

Friday, April 13
UCLA Flm & MeviskNi Arehiw

Cky ofUgMa, Oly ofAngels:

AHy^ekoffrenchfUms

Nightcap
7:30pm. ©Directors GuiW of America

$7. General: S5, Students (with ID)

In person: Anna Mouglalis

Dept of Arehitacture A Uriian Design

presents

Johnston Maililee:

TbeEartyYc

1318 PerlofT Hd\-Free-U)rough May 1

1

A mixed-media exhibition with

drawings arul modeis of the wor1( of

architects Sharon Johnston & Mark

Lm

DepL of Arts presents

M.FJL Thesis Exhibition #2
Hillary Bleacfcar, Edgar Bryan,

Carolyn Castano, Paul Chervwick,

Jonathan Pylypcluik &
Hector Soriano

Opening Reception; 5-8 pm
New Wight Gallery.

1 100 Dickson Art Center

Free-through May 4

The second in a series of exhibitkins

highlighting the work of students

completing the Master's of Fine Arts

degree.

Saturday, April 14
UCLA Performing Arts presents

Christopher Parltening and

Jubilant Sykes

'Braziliana'

CenterStage • 7pm • Royce Hall 190

with Tony Hanover. nx>rning announcer

& programmer. KCSN 88.5 fm
Performance • 8pm • Royce Hall

$40, General: $1Z Students (with ID)

Post-Performance CO Signing •

Royce Hall West Lobtiy

One of the world's greatest classical

guitarists is joined by classically trained

baritone Sykes in a vibrant collaborative

performance featuring music of Brazil

and the Americas.

UCLA Film ft Talevision Archive

presents

City of Lights, City ofAngels:

A Week ofFrench FUms

Princes and Princesses
1 :30pm. ©Directors Guild of America

$7. (general; $5, Students (with ID)

LaJette

L*Ambassade
3:30pm, ©Directors Guild of America

FREE!

Esther Kahn
7:00pm. ©Directors Guild of America

$7, General; $5, Students (with ID

In person: Amaud Desplechin. Summer
Phoenix

Tuesdays April 1

5

Hammer Musem presents

cxnuMiton

rm Thinking of a Place
Loma Simpson, Gary Simmons &
Carrie Mae Weems
Last Day! • Hammer Museum
A profect of UCLA's Critical and

Curatorial Studies program This

exhibition expkxes issues of memory

and identity, in relationship to a sense

of place.

iiondaK April 16
Dept of Design/Madte Arts presents

"Streaming CuMure" Lecture Series

Marina Cirzinic: '^pace and
Time: Tele-epistemok>gy

and Walter Benjamin
6:00 pm • Dickson Art Center (EDA)

Free

Grzink: is a researcher and also a

freelance media theorist, art critic ar>d

curator. She has been involved with

video art since 1982

UCLA Performing Arts presents

David Higgs
Performance • 7:30pm • Royce Hall

5/0, General; $7. Students (with ID)

Higgs perfoms extensively throughout

the U5. and abroad with such renowned

ensembles as the chamber Music

Society of Lincoln Center. Chanticleer

and the Empire Brass. His program will

include wori« t>y Dupre. Bolcom. Part

and Durufle.

UCLA Hammer Museum presents

Hlmforum at the Hammer

Organized by Mark Ranoe

Video
The Exhibited

by Jesper Jargil

730pm • Hammer Museum
$5. General. S3, Students (with ID)

UCLA Him & Television Archive

presents

So, This is Paradise:

The Films ofErnst Lubitsch

Lady Windermere's Fan
Madame iXibarry

7:30pm, James Bridges Theater

$6, General; $4, Students (with ID)

Iffednesday,
April 18

Department of WorM Arts and
Cultures presents

Artists Alphabets:

Dancing is>.Collaboratfve

Feati«ing Regents' Lecturer

William Forsythe

3:30pm • Theater 200, Kaufman Hall

Free

Forsythe is a wortd-acclaimed

choreographer and dancer whose

works encompass dance,

improvisation technologies, opera,

theater, multimedia instaltatk>ns and

rilmAetevisk>n.

A inas$ iCLA Purictmir ; /,-.':, ,.-::., jcfi; C'.-'Jvr/ffee preser

UCLA LATIN FEST
Saturday • April 21 • 11arn-7pm

Wilson Plaza
UCLAb third annual Lalin Fest c« -tjrjM'j rnui' : irt anj cuiture

,. ,.
, . c ...... Oinamita. YesKa, E^st tA Sauur Factory and Miev " "^

in the spotlight

Christopher

Parkening
and w

Jubilant

Sykes

'Braziliana'

Saturday, April 1 4 • 8pm
Royce Hall

$40. Gunural:$12. S(u(ienls(wiUilD)

Posl-PerloriHiiiicc SC Sigiiiiic) - Ruycc Hall West Lobby

CenterStage • 7pm, Royce 1 90
with Tony Hanover, nioniinfi iiniiuitnccr & pro(|r.inini»r. KCSN Bfl.5 (ni

UCLA Performing Arts Student Committee presents

Pauly Shore's
Comedy Fiesta

with Mike Ricca
- and Noe Gonzalez

>

* Saturday, May 5, 8pm
Freud Playhouse

/ $b for UCLA Students;
\- $10 for Non-UCLA Studriits

UCLA Performing Arts

Student Tickets
www.sca.ucla.edu

Mmmmmmmmmfmmmmmmmtmmitmmmsifmimmaim m
Ybur Bruin Card Is Vbur Ticket to Great Seats!

Student TcKets are among swtk oi the BEST seats t\ the house to UCLA fVrtormtig

Am Ewnis and they are tieng held exdus>veiy '"'^ UCLA Students*

Students can purchase tickets ONLINE at www sea uda edu orM PtRSON at CTD.

Your Brutfi Card w« be your ticket to the event On the day a< the evwN you ««M

aknply twipa your Brain CanI al itw spacWcily maifcsd MiUance.

Fa addnional nfontiation Mat our weboie at www sea uda edu A UCLA C,

Bnjn Card is requred at the tvne of purchase AND at the doa of each

perferTnarx3e LirTK2ticKetsperBrunCBrd. JUSh

DATE EVENT

^xl2 Afciade Larrocha (R)

Apr 14 ChristophefPaiWining&Jijbiafit Sykes (R)

Apr. 17 08vidHiggs(R)

Apr. 19 SeafnusHeaney(R)

Apr.20 Pacode Una and Septet (R)

Apr2i PacodeLuaaafKl Septet (R)

Apr.21 JuiieB(jdd(3)

Apr 22 Musictans from Mariboro^
Apr22 Arturt) Sandoval Band & David Sanchez Sextet (R)

Apr 25 The Hany Smith Pro)ed(R)

Apr26 The Hany Smith Project (R)

Apr.27 lraGlass(R]

Mays Natalie MacMaster(R)

TIME ON-SALE fTUDENT
nun PRICE

8pm Now

8pm Now

7-30pm Now

8pm Now

\

8pm

8pm

8pm

Apm

7pm

Sfxn

8pm

8pm

Sold Out

Sold Out

Now

Now

Now

Now

V Now

\Now

ff)( ff)

8pm N^

$12

$12

$7

$9

$15

$15

$9

$9

$12

$15

$15

$9

$9
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FREAK DADDY

hot apple pie
EVERY THURSDAY NIGHT

CLUB BLUE
HOLLYWOOD
1642 LAS PALMAS

SUPERSTAR DJ COOLWHIP: HIP HOP
DJ LEWIS ALBURN & KREMBO: TRANCE

2 ROOMS OF MUSIC / 2 FULL BARS
OUTDOOR PATIO / LOUNGE

ADMirONE FREE
BEFORE 10:30 WITH AD/ IS & OVER

PARTtr&GUESTUSTINFO: 310/226/8421

The Berkeley Review Provides;

review program
...continues to

set the standards
that others want

to follow!

Sij»ii lip by yoiii'sclf lioforo

Api il 13lh nnti rcteivcv

mumsi
Sij»ii lip with ci f riciicl hcloio

April I 31 h ciiul receive:

*se tuition,

(Certain Rcshic tions Apply

14 Weeks Of Review And Testing Of

Important MCAT Concepts^/ ^/ ,i
,/ ,/ ,1

,

100 Hours Of Scheduled Lecture Topics

In The Classroom,^L^^/
^^..^.f,^,^^^.^

200 Hours Of Office Hours To Supplement

The Lecture Topics,/^/_^^^
,f^/^/_,/_^

20 Hours Of Supplemental MCAT-Style

Problem Solving Sessions,,L,/_»/_^^(^^_

10 Full-Length Mock MCAT Exams

During The Program
,/-_/^/.,/.,f»f,f4^

4 Scheduled Full-Length Mock MCAT

Exam Testing Dates,/_,/_^_^.^.^j^^/_»

2800 Pages Of Review Notes Covering

important MCAT Concepts^^^^.^i
,f

,

1400 MCAT-Style Passages With Clear

And Detailed Solutions,/^^,,/
,f,f4

Exceptional Instructors For Each Of

The Six Topic Areas Of The MCAT^^

Excellent Review Materials That You

Get To Keep And Take Home^^^^/^

Application Assistance, Interview

Workshops, And Mock Interviews,f^/_,/_,

ERKELEY
R-E-V-l-E-W

Specializing in MCAT f^ivpdr.ition www.berkeley-review.com

PERDIEMS
From page 8

lives to discuss alleged unfair treat-

ment of per diems and lobbies for

equal opportunities.

At one meeting, Hancock said a

university representative claimed

that per diems are viewed as expend-

able because they lack commitment
to the university.

"it was a blow to me to hear him

say that. I- hadn't realized exactly

what they thought of us until that

moment," Hancock said.

Liz Campos, CNA labor represen-

tative for the UCLA, Santa Monica
and UC Santa Barbara hospitals, said

UCLA seems especially guilty of that

attitude.

"Per diems are given no recourse

to grievance because the university

believes that they have no loyalty,

which in turn enrages us and is a slap

in the face," Campos said.

According to the UPTE agree-

ment with the university reached in

August 1999, "The retention of casu-

al employees shall not be subject to

Article 7 (the grievance procedure) of

this agreement."

A lot of per diems say the universi-

ty treats them like a secondary class

of workers. As evidence, they point to

recent budget proposal that allowed a

2 percent increase in salary for career

staff and only a I percent for per

diems.

Union organizers say such discrep-

ancies divide departments in two, cre-

ating interofUce conflicts and ill will.

"It is hard to have a unified voice

because the per diems are vying for

different things than the career. This

is a union-busting technique that only

helps the university and hurts the

employees." said American

Federation of State, County and

Municipal Employees organizer

Brian Rudiger.

Per diems say co-workers treat

them as unequals, despite the univer-

sity's perceptions.

The Respiratory Therapy Unit

feels the full pressure of the per diem

controversy, with more than 50 per-

cent of its employees falling into the

category, reported 'tepresentatives of

AFSCME.
Carlos Yanes came to work for the

Medical Center straight out of col-

lege, taking what was offered, which

was a per diem position. After two

years - and with a 3-year-old daugh-

ter for whom he can not provide ben-

efits - he is looking to go career. But

the option isn't there.

"Maybe in a year, if I still haven't

been hired then I will have to look to

other hospitals because I really need

to convert," Yanes said.

CHINA
From page 7

loss of life of a Chinese pilot. Our
prayers are with his wife and his

child."

Foreign Minister Tang Jiaxuan

said China had agreed to release the

crew on "humanitarian grounds."

China's deputy U.N. ambas-
sador, Shen Guofang, told the

Associated Press that his country

would keep the spy plane, which has

been held on Hainan since April I,

pending further investigation. He
declined to offer a timetable for the

plane's return.

American officials assume
Chinese experts have stripped the

craft of its sophisticated surveillance

equipment. Crew members worked
to delete top-secret codes and intelli-

gence before the Chinese came
aboard, the Pentagon has said.

U.S. officials said there were no
plans to end the practice of flying

spy planes in international airspace

near China. Chinese officials liave

denounced the surveillance fiights as

ENERGY
From page 1

shoiil^ be shifted to California taxpay-

ers," said Charles McFadden,
University of California Office of the

President spokesman.

According to a UCOP statement,

changes would mean that UC and
CSU would transfer from Enron and

become customers of Pacific Gas and

Electric and Southern California

Edison a year before the contract

expires on March 31, 2002.

U.S. District Judge Phillis Hamilton

issued a preliminary injunction at the

hearing, forcing Enron to continue ser-

vices outlined in the contract while the

suit against them proceeds.

Mahoney said the energy buying

and selling process is suflfering because

consumers have indirect access to utili-

ties within the state.

"Power comes from PG&E, PG&E
sends us the bill, and we're paying their

rate, then we send the final bill to UC
and CSU who pay the rate that they're

under contract for with us," Mahoney
said. "We're not getting paid by the

utility. It doesn't make sense."

The problem, according to

Mahoney, is that Enron must absorb

the significant difference in cost

between the bill from the California

utility companies and the tariff rate

Enron charges.

a violation of national sovereignty.

"It must be pointed out that this

case has not concluded yet," Foreign

Ministry spokesman Sun Yuxi said.

Chinese President Jiang Zemin
has been on a 12-day Latin

American tour through much of the

crisis. It wasn't immediately clear

who else in the Chinese government
was managing the situation, who
had a say in deciding to release the

crew, or to what extent the Chinese

military was involved in the process.

In addition, there were very few

of the direct pronouncements from
top officials that are typical in situa-

tions when China feels its sovereign-

ty or dignity has been threatened.

The Cold War-style dispute

inflamed tensions over an expected

U.S. decision this month on arms
sales to Taiwan - which China
claims as its territory - and over the

detention in China of several U.S-
based scholars.

Relations with China, always a

balancing act. chilled further in 1999

when NATO planes bombed the

Se« CHINA, page 14

If Enron succeeds in breaking the

contract, UC and CSU would be

responsible for absorbing that differ-

ence.

Enron is continuing to act in the best

interest of its customers, Mahoney
said.

Attorney General Bill Lockyer,

appearing in court on behalf of the two

university systems, argued that Enron

wants out of the contract to engage in a

"marketing game," and sell the univer-

sity-promised power on the market at

10 times the rate it was purchased by

Enron, according to the Associated

Press.

UCLA's energy contract is not with

Enron, but with the Los Angeles

Department of Water and Power. UC
Riverside also has a separate energy

contract. The UC and the CSU are two

of the largest energy users in

California. The university spends

approximately $87 million annually on
electricity and $26 million on natural

gas.

The UC and the CSU also argued

that Enron's proposed contract

changes could potentially cost

California taxpayers millions, in a time

when large rate increases have already

been felt across the state, according to

UCOP. Hamilton indicated there is a

strong possibility that the UC and the

CSU will prevail if the issue comes to

trial. The CSU's annual electric bill is

about $40 million.
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ucia Performing Arts Student Committee presents...

UCLA Student Playwright Project

A selection of one-act ploys to be directed and presented

ucIa Student Playwrights
Submit your original one-act plays to,..

^^ Royce Hall B96 or CTO

^^ Fax 310.825.7890

sca@ucla.edu

Deadline for Submissions

Friday, April 20

stipend to be awarded to

the selected playwrights WANTED
ucIa Student Actors

Audition

May I. 2. 3 e - 9pm

Sign up @ Royce Hall B96 Office

Deadline for SIgn-ups

Friday. April 20

Thursday, May 3 8pm

Northwest Campus Auditorium

For more info, www.sca.ucla.edu

310.825,3253

UCL

!
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Ov^ 400 I^s at' UOEA Hilary

(.And it's rdt leaf class.)

Apph' toJ.iv lo bc-tonu- a pan ot tlu- J()(

Positions lor la\()ui, (oin, sales .

at >1().SJ^ _V) 10 t(

(, 1 CA

AW a\ailal^i(

Vrarhi X ik >t

)niin

MEMORIAL DAY WEEKEND...Spend it in Las Vegas!

^WV- iii
•«r- ^-^'^r'V^

«S*v . « .-«^-

>,,***,

MAHHEWS

WITH SPECIAL GUESTS

macys5 ? r

ANCJELIQUE KIJ)JO

SATURDAY, MAY 26

SUNDAY, MAY 27

SAM BDYD STADIUM

VjJ 24Re

www.davemattl'ewshanti com

LAS VEGAS

r}ot tirkpts at .sfx-com

UNITS
From page 1

upper division courses and one GE
class or elective without the need for

a petition.

"We have always recommended a

balanced upper-division curriculum.

If a student takes three English

courses that are heavy in reading

and writing, they should balance it

with something that finishes their

GEs or an elective so they are not

overwhelmed with reading and writ-

ing," Rowe said.

Other professors disagree with

this plan and with the need to enroll

in 19 units.

"The whole point of making most

English classes five units is to make
sure that students didn't have to

take four classes. Taking three class-

es should be standard," said Charles

Batten, vice chair of the English

department in charge of undergrad-

uate education.

Students also disagree on how
many units a student should take.

According lo Rowe, last year's

freshman class enrolled in an aver-

age of 14.7 units per quarter, but

there is little consensus on how
many units is correct.

"I think full-time is 16 units, but

everyone has to determine what
their workload should be," sai3~"

Meaghan Cosgrove, a third-year

international economics students.

"It depends on the individual

student."

Rowe said it is important for a

student to sit down and talk with a

counselor if ihey want to take 20 or

more units, and that counselor

involvement is a major part of the

proposal.

"These proposals are useful

because students meet with their

counselors earlier and can map a

plan for their academic progress,"

Rowe said.

Rowe said students will need to

plan their courses earlier if they

want a minor or a second major

because the proposed changes

would cut the number of units a stu-

dent with a minor, second major or

specialization can accumulate

before graduating to 216 units.

These students are currently

allowed to complete up to 228 units,

and 216 units is the maximum for

single majors.

Rowe said more students may opt

to take minors instead of second

majors, especially with more minors

being offered.

Careful planning toward a final

degree would also be more impor-

tant because the proposal raises the

number of units a student is expect-

ed to complete in an academic year

from 36 to 42. This is closer to the 45

units per year needed to cam the 180

unit minimum to graduate in four

years.

"We want to help students gradu-

^e on time," said Wyatl Humc^
executive vice chancellor."

The proposals are currently going

through the undergraduate council,

a committee of the academic senate.

More deliberation is planned before

the proposals are sent to the faculty

for a vote.

ADS
From page 4

the pharmaceutical company's direct-

to-consumer ads have been around

since 1996 and the company has

received positive feedback from many
users.

"Very clearly, there needed to be a

larger effort around so patients would

be motivated to talk to their physicians

about the drugs," said Kyra
Lindemann, Merck spokeswoman.

"We were very effective in getting peo-

ple to talk to their doctors about what

treatment is right for them. That's what

we have heard consistently throughout

the past five years of feedback."

At least one drug company already

has agreed not to use buff models in its

advertising, a move that predated the

city's campaign but nevertheless is

being hailed as a significant victory by

Getty.

Norwell, Mass-based Serono, Inc.

said Wednesday it plans to include pre-

vention messages on its future ads for

Serostim, a human growth hormone
used to beef up the bodies of wasting

AIDS patients. The company does not

market antiviral drugs.

"We have never run those kind of

advertisements," Jay Mohr, Serono

executive vice president, said of the ads

including buff models. "Our focus has

always been on education in terms of

how we communicate our message."

FnriaJ Phistic &.
I^ser Surgery

FREE CCW^iifeiTION

Cowpiiter Imwj^wi /Irailable, Hos^ Initiratice iceepted

• Nose-cosmetic and brcathmg problems!

,
*Insurance may apply

• Acne Scars-proMem cases welcome'!
• Natural Lip Enhancement
• Face Lift/Eyelid Surgery
• Hair Flap/Scalp Reduction

^^fi. Chin & Cheek Implants
• Liposuction

• Ear Reshaping-often no incision!
• Snoring
• Tonsils

• Laser Resurfacing .^
Free Mierodemiabrasion

(one aiiMk only)

Steven Burres, M,D.
FAACS.AAFPS,MOmS.IAaiA,CJHX

JijfERICANACiD£3fYOF£ACIAL PLASTICANDJRECON&
Double Board €«f^UB^

l&yeara expcrienc*

(310)385-0590

A65 North Roxbuiy Dr., Beverly

1 145 Artesia Blvd., ManKattan

Affordabr<§ p,](;i^

Financing Availat
ResMlUmtyvary ^' ^h klikmliivn, and CmpHcOioiisDk

: Mi^<-

mOmsidtati(m.
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UCLA Hillel

Camera
Proudly Present Roman Vishniac Memorial

i I

I If I I I

74ewe: ^^joihaA Ai/fi H^nm̂ l^wt S^
Submission Deadline: Friday, April 27th 4:00pm
Awards Reception: Wednesday, May 9th 7:30pm

Prizes
First Place

$500.00
Gift Certificate

Bel Air Camera

Second Place

$250.00

Gift Certificate

Bel Air Camera

Third Place

$100.00

Gift Certificate

Bel Air Camera

Runner Up
Lots of

Good Stuff

Rules, Regulations, and Guidelines

Who Cm Enter?

Any student is eligible for submission, regardless of religion However, you must be a

student in order to enter, therefore you must provide your school ID number and

proof of identification. Also, this is an Amateur Photography Contest. If you've done

other professional or published work, congratulalioas, but this contest is really for

diose who have not.

In order to be fair, please don't submit if you have done professional work.

What Docs Jewish Life TTiroufh Your Eyes' Mean?

It means whatever you want it lo mean. That's the best part about this contest, it's

totally open to personal interpretation. You can submit a picture of a glass of water if

you want, as long as you can say how that glass of water represents Jewish Life

through your eyes.

How Much Docs It Cost To Enter?

There is no fee for submitting an entry into the contest.

How Many Pictures Can Be Submitted? ^ u.

Each student may submit up to three photographs, either black and white, or color.

In addition to tlie picture, you must submit a one paragraph statemeol about why

you chose this picture to represent Jewish Life. All submLs.sions shouU be unframed;

however, each photograph should be dry mounted and no smaller than 8 X 10 and

no larger tlian 11X14 with mounting.

k
What Is Dry Mounting. And How Do We Get It Done? f

'

Dry mounting is attaching your pictures to a kind of foam board. It basically gives '

your pictures borders, without actually framing them with metal and glass. Bel Air

Camera, will provide the mount board free of charge to each participant. In order to

obtain the mount board, you need to pick up a coupon from Sacha at UCLA Hillel,

and take it to Bel Air Camera. In exchange for tlie coupon, you will receive the

board. Bel Air Camera is located at 10925 Kinross, on the comer of Kinross aad

Gayley in Westwood The phone number is (310) 208-5150.

Store hours are M-F 9:00am-7:00pm; Sat. 9:00am-6:00pm; Sun. 9:00am-5 00pm.

Where Should SubmiMkiBa Be Sent To And By When?
All subnissions must be brought or sent to UCLA HiUcI by Friday April

27th, 4K)0pm

•••••••••••••NO EXCEPTIONS WILL BE maDE**^****^***********«

The address Ls 900 Hilgard, Los Angeles, CA 90024

.

We are located on die southeast comer of Hilgard and LeCont^ just off the UCLA

campus.

Our phone number is (310) 208-3081

How Do We Know If We've Woa Or Not?

Winners will be announced by our special panel of judges at our awards reception

on May 9, 2001 at 7:30pm. In order to collect your prize, you must attend the

reception.

When Will Picteres Be Returned? \
You will be able to pick up your photos after our two-week exhibit.

Where WimWPfcoina Be OaMiphy?
There will be a one week display at die Kerchoff Hall Art Gallery, on die \X\A

campus, and a one week display at anodier presUgious gaUery, yet to be determined.

What Are Tlie PHmh Apto?

$500.00, $250.00. and % 100.00 Gift Certificates for Bel Air Camera.

Sponsors

UCLA Hillel

Bel Air Camera

CCI Partnership

UCLA Photo

Department

The Roman Vishnaic

Foundation

Santa Monica
College Photo

Department

Kolker Saxon

Hallock Family

Foundation

Questions? Call or e-mail Sacha:

310.208.5081ext229

sacha@uclahilleLors
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E
CLICC here for a great deal...

<college • library • instructional • computing • commons>

COMPUTER WDRKSHDPS FDR EVERYONE!

n

Learn Web Design, PowerPoint, Advanced Excel,

Access and much more...

CLICC Workshops are free and designed specifically for UCLA students. All workshops are

hands-on and every student has a workstation and opportunity for individual assistance.

For Spring Quarter Workshop schedules and sign-up, please visit

' www.clicc.ucla.edu/tutorials/workshops.asp

ENROLL either ONLINE by simply clicking on the desired workshop date, or by
coming by the CLICC Lab at 1 45 Powell, or calling us at (310) 206-0271

.

<college • library • instructional • computing • commons>

Marketing Campaign

Assistants UJanted

Are you bright, energetic and motivated?

Tlie UCLA Alumni Association is

ioolcing for 30-40 students to Join
our team for GradPalc 2001 - our ^
membersliip recruitment campaign.

• Earn $7.23 per hour plus BONUSES
• Gain valuable sales and marketing experience

• Meet fellow Bruins

• Incentives and flexible hours
',.. '

interviews will be conducted in early April.

For more information, visit

www.UCLAIumni.net/About/StudentEmpioyment
To apply, send resumes to
member8@UCLAiumni.net

UCLAiumni
Association

llCLAIumni.net

CHINA
From page 10

Chinese embassy in Belgrade during

air strikes against Yugoslav

President Slobodan Milosevic.

American officials said it was an

accident; China expressed doubt,

and the United States apologized

unconditionally.

Despite their difTerences, the two

countries are bound as never before

by hundreds of billions of dollars in

trade. China wants U.S. support to

join the World Trade Organization

this year and win its bid to host the

2008 Olympics. Senior officials on

both sides said they want to make

sure the incident does not do dam-

age to long-term relations.

In a letter delivered Wednesday

afternoon to the Chinese Foreign

Ministry, U.S. Ambassador Joseph

Prueher twice used the words "very

sorry."

The letter appeared to be a com-

promise to satisfy China's demand
for a formal apology while accom-

modating Bush's refusal to offer one

for what his government considered

an accident. After the letter's

release, the two sides offered differ-

ent interpretations.

"Please convey to the Chinese

people and to the family of pilot

Wang Wei that we are very sorry for

their loss," said the letter, released

by the White House in English.

It also says Washington is "very

sorry the entering of China's air-

space and the landing did not have

verbal clearance." But, at the insis-

tence of Secretary of State Colin

Powell, the United States refused to

say the American plane violated

Chinese airspace.

DIRECTORY
From page 3

the directory is "not a 'single-col-

ored blanket,' but rather, a 'multi-

colored quilt' that highlights the

uniqueness of each programmatic

effort."

"The individual groups have own-

ership of this product," Mims said,

"It's not our product, it's the univer-

sity's."

The directory is divided into eight

sub-groups: Business and Economic

Development; Education and
Training; Environmental Programs;

Ethnic Research Centers; Health

Services; Library, Museums and

Collections; Performing and Visual

Arts; and Student, Alumni and

Special Programs.

Mims also stressed that updating

the directory will be crucial to

"retaining a valuable product,"

because new organizations will

come into being and existing ones

often change their missions.

The directory will be updated, he

said perhaps as often as every quar-

ter.

The directory was originally

scheduled for release in February,

but it was held back because of what

Brueggemann called a "small glitch

in the printing."

But Mims said the date of release

was never a very important issue

anyway.

"We've been trying to get it out as

soon as possible," he said, "but the

timeline was not as important as the

product itself."

INSURANCE
From page 4

"This is in sharp contrast to the

European insurers that have not been as

forthcoming with policyholder infor-

mation."

Under the settlement. New York

Life will pay beneficiaries 10 times the

face value amount ofthe policy and will

See iBMUMCL pagt 15
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INSURANCE
From page 14

contribute $3 million to Armenian civic

organizations, the plaintiffs' attorneys

said.

The settlement comes months after

Gov Gray Davis signed into law what

was known as the Armenian genocide

bill, which allowed survivors or their

heirs to sue in California courts to

recover policy benefits and extended

the statute of limitations to cover law-

suits filed by 2010.

DEFACEMENT
From page 1

Tina Oakland, director of the Center

for Women and Men.

"There is often an underlying and

unspoken assumption that prejudice

against gender is somehow less real

and impactful than with ethnicity or

sexual orientation or physical disabil-

ity," Oakland said. "This is clearly

not true. Prejudice is prejudice, and it

hurts."

"Thoughts I'm Thinking," to be

performed later this month, was a

vehicle for Mendoza and Faussone,

who came up with the play, to express

themselves while educating an audi-

ence. ^=

"It is the responsibility of the artist

toward society to make people

think," said William Ward, chair of

the theater department. "I encourage

our students to do this."

But Ward said he does believe that

a line must be drawn, especially when

someone is impinging on another's

right of expression. Defacing the stu-

dent's posters is a negative and

threatening response, he said.

"The very foundation of the uni-

versity is the free expression of ideas,

and it is very regrettable when some

are unwilling to partake in this,"

Ward said.

To report a hate crinne, please call uni-

versity police at (310) 825-1491.

ALVA
From page 3

Two days out of the week, family

members or the children's father pick

the boys up from school, allowing

Alva to work on her reading and

longer lab experiments.

"As a graduate student I depend

more on my family because it's just

more demanding," she said. "I feel

bad it's like this, but at least the whole

family is helping to raise the kids."

While other graduate students have

10- or 12-hour days working on their

lab research, everything stops for Alva

at 5 p.m. As the day winds down, Alva

must switch hats and return to her role

as a mother.

But the work doesn't stop once she

reaches her apartment. Alva makes

dinner and prepares the boys' baths.

Homework must be checked, and

Angel reads at least 20 minutes to his

mother every night.

For other graduate students, relax-

ing usually means winding down at a

bar with a few friends, but down time

for Alva includes watching Cartoon

Network with her sons and listening to

the radio. Sleeping is usually the only

activity that allows her complete peace

and quiet.

Although she regularly visits her

family, Alva said sometimes the life of

a single parent can be lonely.

"It makes me sad that I have to jug-

gle my children and also being a stu-

dent," Alva said. "I have to tell myself,

'It will be good for them if I have a

career.'"

Balance and planning, once again,

are key.

"I want to do a good job being a

mom and being in the lab. I wouldn't

feel good about my career if I weren't

trying my hardest," she said. "The best

way to do that is to focus on that job at

that certain time."
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Bruin columnist writes that

spring fashion promotes

sexism with feminine florals

and colors. See Friday,

viewpoint@n>edia.uda.edu

EDITORIAL

UCs acceptance figures gloss over inequities
ADMISSIONSr Outreach,

4 percent programs fail

to e^isure opportunities

The University of California

released its admissions num-
bers for the 2001-02 academ-

ic year last week, and although the

number of minorities admitted to

the UC overall rose to a level simi-

lar to when affirmative action was
in use, the percentage of minorities

admitted to UCLA and UC
Berkeley has not changed signifi-

cantly

7?te number of Latinos, African

Americans, Filipinos and Native

Americans admitted to these two

schools are nowhere near the level

before the implementation of SP-I,

which ended the consideration of

race and ethnicity in the admissions

process. Sadly, these statistics come
with a heavy cost: the diversity of

our university.

But don't be mislead by the fact

that the number of minorities admit-

ted to the UC as a whole has

increased; several factors account

for this.

For instance, the increase in

Liitino admits to the UC may relate

to a change in state demographics.

According to the U.S. Census 2000

figures, over the last 10 years.

Latinos have increased by 35 per-

cent statewide. Even so, the number
of Latinos admitted to the UC is still

not representative of the percentage

of Latinos in California's popula-

tion. This truly is a an injustice that

reveals the institutionalized barriers

in the educational system that differ-

ent racial groups face. It is also an

indicator of the need for mecha-

nisms to create a more equal play-

ing field.

Wc are glad to see that diversity

has increased at other UC campuF"
es. For example, partly as a result of

attempts to increase the size of its

entering class, UC Irvine admitted a

disproportionate number of minori-

ties compared to other campuses. In

fact, African American admission

rose by 78 percent at UCI. While

this is good news for the UC, with-

out a view of the bigger picture, it

gives the false impression that more
competitive campuses like UC
Berkeley and UCLA have also expe-

rienced similar growth when they

have not.

In attempting to secure racial and

socioeconomic diversity without

affirmative action, the UC has

adopted a number of ineffective ini-

tiatives - the 4 percent plan, for

example. According to this plan, all

students graduating within the top 4

percent of their high school class are

guaranteed admission to the UC.
Part of the idea behind the pro-

gram held that students in lower

socioeconomic communities would
be considered within the context of

their own high schools. By not hav-

ing to compete against other stu-

dents from schools with more
resources, the UC hoped to increase

the admission level of these stu-

"dents. Bui this has not happened at

the competitive campuses and we're

skeptical that increasing the per-

centage admitted from each high

school to 12.5 percent - as some
have proposed - would help.

Using outreach as a substitute for

affirmative action has had minimal

impact as well. Having to work
within the bounds of Proposition

209, under which race-based out-

reach is prohibited, has left the uni-

versity impotent in terms of increas-

ing diversity.

The importance of diversity can-

not be stressed enough. The oppor-

tunity to interact with people from

different backgrounds adds to our

educational development and to our

tolerance of people from diverse

communities. A public university

must be accessible to all groups and
represent the diversity of the public.

The fact that it doesn't points to

larger problems outside of the UC.
For instance, inequality remains

rampant in California's school sys-

tem. A student at a school in a low-

income neighborhood will not have

access to as many advanced cours-

es, smaller classes, extracurricular

activities and technology as those in

schools supporlcdiax wealthier com-
munities.

In fact, according to the

California Department of

Education, during the 1997-98

school year the Inglewood Unified

School District (98.5 percent

African American and Latino)

spent $5,250 per pupil while the

BeveHy Hills Unified School

District (7.7 percent African

American and Latino) spent $7,050.

In other words, 25 percent less

money was spent on minority stu-

dents. This clearly illustrates a need
for affirmative action and reminds
us that opportunity is divided along

racial as well as class lines.

Merit implies that everyone has

as equal chance to succeed, but the

inequality in our school system

shows that this is not the case.

By not repealing SP-1, the regents

failed to send a message of inclu-

siveness to make minority students

feel welcome in an otherwise exclu-

sive institution. This may affect the

number of minority admits who
decide to enroll.

Instead of blindly admitting

scores of students or continuing

futile outreach efforts in attempting

to secure equal access to the UC,
more significant changes need (o be_
implemented. Gov. Gray Davis and
the our politicians need to be more
proactive in addressing education in

California, or the lack thereof, espe-

cially for minorities and the poor.

Unless Davis demonstrates that

education is his top priority by

implementing meaningful changes

and advocating the return of affir-

mative action, all levels of education

will be negatively affected. And
unless these changes help correct

the inequality in our educational

system so that everyone is on the

same playing field, the UC will

remain an exclusive institution.

U.S.-SI • lit rted sanctions continue to harm innocents
IRAQ: U.N. restricts more

Uian just weapons; action

causes numerous deaths

By Hakam Al-Samarrai

This week the United Arab
Society has organized a call to end
Ihc sanctions against Iraq, which are

approaching their I Ith year. Over
the years support for the sanctions

from the mternational community
has dwindled to mainly two coun-

tries - the United States and Britain.

It is important that we know the

facts concerning this great human
tragedy, which some United Nations

officials have labeled a "holocaust"

and "genocide."

First it is crucial to point out the

oveHooked fact that 2 million inno-

cent Iraqis have died as a direct ,

result of the sanctions - this is in a

country whose total population .

today is only about 23 million. How
is it that these deaths are a direct

result of sanctions? Could the

United States be responsible for

such atrocious acts? Isn't the Iraqi

government and more pointedly

Saddam Hussein responsible for

this''

Well, that would be nice to

believe, but the reality is far from

Al-Samarrai is a third-year cybernetics

student and a member of the United

Arab Society.

that. The United States, for more
than 10 years, has been fervently

supporting and enforcing sanctions

that don't just bar weapons from
entering Iraq. The sanctions deny
Iraqis their most basic medical, edu-

cational and humanitarian needs.

Yuscf Abdullah of the Food and
Agriculture Organization says, "If

you feed the population, but the

water is contaminated, people will

eat, get diarrhea and die. At the

same time, there are no medicines,

so you get mortality, even though

you're distributing food. If you don't

have electricity, you don't have

water and sanitation, you don't have

health." ("Iraq Under Siege: The
Deadly Impact of Sanctions and
War," Anthony Amove (ed), South
End Press, 2000).

Makes sense, but why do these

conditions exist? They exist because

there are more than 200 classes of

sanctioned items deemed as "Dual-

use." "Dual-use" refers to the poten-

tial of these items being used for

either civilian or military purposes.

But the list includes items such as

pencils, paper, textbooks, incuba-

tors, soap, flour and chlorine. The
United Nations Children's Fund
(UNICEF) has reported that the

amount of drinkable water has

decreased by 300 percent and pollut-

ed water has increased by 600 per-

cent since sanctions began. This

results from a lack of water purifica-

tion and treatment chemicals, with

chlorine being the most essential of
these. All these restrictions, when
put together, form a complete pic-

ZACH L0P£7/Daily Biuin

ture of a country being choked - and
the victims are cleariy the citizens.

Among the many U.N. officials

who have resigned in protest of the

sanctions is Denis Halliday, former
U.N. coordinator for humanitarian

aid to Iraq. He was recently nomi-
nated for the Nobel Peace Prize with

Kathy Kelly for their efforts to raise

awareness and bring an end to the

sanctions. Halliday, upon resigning,

said. "We are in the process of

destroying an entire society. It is as

simple and terrifying as that."
'

In other words, the sanctions are

not just killing people, but affecting

the very fabric and structure of Iraqi

society as a whole. More than 10

years of sanctions have transformed
Iraq from one of the most advanced
countries in the developing worid

into a land stricken with poverty,

famine and rampant diseases - all of
which are otherwise readily curable.

Yet, even with the staggering evi-

dence of the suffering that Iraqi peo-

ple endure, there are still ignorant

and ill-informed "activists" who
argue that the only right path is to

tighten the sanctions. They deem this

the only alternative left, not recog-

nizing it as the chokehold on the

Iraqi people.

A prime example of one of these

"activists" is UCLA's Ben Shapiro,

who claims he is "bringing reason to

the masses" by regurgitating infor-

mation from his limited collection of

sources ("Bush knows Hussein's

goal is power, not peace,"

Viewpoint, Feb. 27). Shapiro's logic

seems to be that if the laypeople arc

underfed, underpaid and underprivi-

leged, they will revolt.

But once presented with the full

picture it becomes obvious that this

argument is for the disillusioned and
irrational. Shapiro and others like

him are blind to the fact that the

Iraqi people are struggling to survive

on a daily basis because of the sanc-

tions. Shapiro asks some very valid

questions, and unfortunately he

answers them with common miscon-
ceptions and facts taken out of con-

text.

In reference to the Oil-for-Food

program, Shapiro appears to ask: So
where have all the profits gone? Why

$«eAL-SAMARMI,pa9«18
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Proaressive taxation root of issue

David

Drucker

BUSH: Money earned by

hard-working Americans

to be returned under plan

Maybe in our current climate

of constantly escalating

political rhetoric, I should-

n't be surprised, but I just don't get

the furor over

George W.

Bush's modest

federal tax cut

proposal.

Contrary to

the points of

contention

thrown around

nightly by your

favorite cable

news squawkers

-if you have

any - the real

story behind the

tax-cut debate is not whether a tax

reduction of $1.6 trillion (over 10

years) should be in the offing.

The naked donkey in the room,

rather, is the Democratic Party's love

affair with progressive-style taxation.

=^ And if the political atmosphere on

campus and the Daily Bruin's most

recent presidential election poll are

any indication, count yourselves

among the enamored ("UCLA stu-

dents favor Al Gore," News, Nov. 8,

2000).

Which is not to say that the issue

doesn't deserve debate. Good peo-

ple, even reasonable people can dif-

fer on the timing and size of the cut.

Free-marketeers on the right and left

of the political spectrum can argue

the wisdom of curtailing, or never

creating, various government pro-

grams. Economists have valid con-

cerns regarding the viability of bank-

ing on a budget surplus that has yet

to materialize but is nonetheless pro-

jected by the Congressional Budget

Office to net $5.6 trillion between

2002 and 201 1.

In fact, those are exactly the kinds

ofarguments that filled U.S. Senate

chambers last week. Split 5(V-50

Drucker is a history student in his

final quarter at UCLA E-mail him at

ddrucker@ucla.edu.

between Democrats and

Republicans, senators practiced the

old "hue and cry" for and against tax

cuts. As expected, majority leader

Trent Lott, R-Miss., argued in the

affirmative - Vice President Dick

Cheney's tie-breaking vote gave the

GOP the edge - while minority

leader Tom Daschle, D-S.D., led the

charge against.

In the end, however (and not sur-

prisingly, due to the possibility of a

recession that The Anderson

School's annual forecast calls 98 per-

cent certain by next year), there was

bipartisan agreement on a budgetary

blueprint. If formally agreed to and

voted into law by both houses of

Congress, it will guarantee

Americans a tax cut of $1,285 trillion.

Why the brouhaha to begin with?

Washington projects that it will col-

lect more of our money than it needs

to meet its obligations between 2002

and 201 1. Consequently, the presi-

dent, the GOP-led House of

Representatives and even 15 moder-

ate Senate Democrats (California's

Dianne Feinstein included) have

agreed to return the excess back to

the people who earned the money in

the first place: us, our parents and ~^

anybody else you know with a job.

But again, no surprises here. The
federal foreplay one observes inside

the Beltway is about as predictable

and has been around about as long

as, well, foreplay.

The rest of the story is the political

left's justification and support of a

tax system that penalizes hard work

and demonizes those who have done

well, aka "the richest one percent."

And since at UCLA maybe three

students voted Republican back in

November (and I think I'm being

generous), that means a sizeable por-

tion of the student body at one of the

nation's largest universities has swal-

lowed a mantra that calls for them to

voluntarily relinquish one-third to

one-half of their earned income to

federal coffers every year on April

1 5th once they hit the job market.

We're not talking the extreme left

here, folks. We're talking about stu-

dents who come from, and^ook for-

ward to returning to, a life among the

suburban middle to upper middle

class. And they all seem to be thrilled

with the idea of paying a percentage

of their personal income to the gov-

ernment that increases as their

income level goes up.

All that President Bush and

those who agree with him have

done is argue that no

American should be

required to write a

check for more than

one-third ofhis or her

annual income to the

Internal Revenue

Service. And they are

working to change

the federal tax

code accord-

ingly.

Call me
kooky, but what's

wrong with that?

What's wrong with a

philosophy that says it's not

right to penalize a working

professional who has invested

time and money in an linder-

grad, graduate or post-graduate

degree and is now enjoying the fruits

ofhis or her investment? What's

wrong with a worldview that recog-

nizes the risks and 16-hour days

"Incurred by the average American -

small business owner who, after five

years of forgoing a salary, is finally

able to make a living?

Apparently something is, because

of all the president's campaign

promises made prior to the election,

none have achieved the ire of the

dreaded tax cut.

"How can a man who earns $5

million a year survive on four? He'd

have to live with only a medium-sized

pool!" Daily Bruin columnist Doug
Lief said mockingly last May
("Conservatives ignore plight of

minorities, poor," Viewpoint, May
15,2000). The Republican Party

"wants to spread ... prosperity only

to those who don't need the help,"

chimed in Bruin Democrat President

Melanie Ho back in September

("Read my lips ...
," Viewpoint, Sept.

25, 2000).

The motives behind the political

left's vehement rejection of an

across-the-board tax cut that benefits

all taxpayers is rooted in noble con-

cerns, to be sure. Despite the assur-

ances I am given by my friends on

KRISTEN GILLETTE/Daily Brum

the far right, the Democratic Party

and their base of supporters are not a

bunch of socialists. I go to school

here too, and if I had a nickel for

everyone I know who plans to

become a lawyer and spend the win-

ter skiing in Tahoe, I could've left

school early for a career as a slot-

machine gambler.

W^at I think we're dealing with, in

a word, is "fairness" - or the lack

thereof

Since the Civil Rights Movement
began opening the doors of opportu-

nity for all Americans regardless of

their background, one thing has

become increasingly clear: life isn't

fair Consequently, though all men
are created equal, not all men live

equally.

This is a thorn that continues to

dig itself into the side of those on the

left. It is the chief so-called problem

left-leaning academics - which at

UCLA, again,

is probably all

but about three -

spend their time try-

ing to expose and also

sometimes remedy.

And while these concerns

are honorable, I wonder if the

average student comprehends

what progressive taxation really

means.

That is why, in the interest of

fairness, and an unabashed desire

for some intellectual honesty, I am
calling on UCLA's academic and

student leadership to institute a

"Grade Tax" on all levels of the stu-

dent body.

Because if it's unfair that some

people earn more money than others,

thus affording them a higher stan-

dard of living, it stands to reason that

it's also unfair for some UCLA stu-

dents to get higher grades than oth-

ers.

The logic is clear: not only do

-undergraduate grades have a direct

effect on admission to graduate

schools, but many prospective

employers now request transcript

copies as an additional way of com-

paring job applicants. In light of this,

there is no doubt that grades can play

a significant factor in the standard of

living you will enjoy after graduation.

According to progressive think-

ing, a student who earns an "A" in a

particular class should be taxed one

grade. This would drop his or her

grade down to a "B," but lift a "C"
student up to a "B." Similar to our

federal system of taxation, anyone

who earns, for example, a "C-plus"

would be taxed less, only a half a

grade down to a "C," possibly lifting

a "D-plus" student up to a "C-minus"

The details still need to be ham-

mered out, but the foundation of the

plan is solid. The better you do, the

more you should pay - or in this

case, have your grade dropped in

favor of someone else who may not

have studied as hard as you or may
or not be as intelligent as you.

It's only fair.
~

!

Civil rights protests as important as ever
IGNORANCE: Persistent

racial inequality merits

action, campus attention

By Cedly Clements

fr The rally in support of affirma-
*

tive action that took place on
i March 14th was an important day

to me personally, and an important

day to the UCLA campus in gener-

al. The fact that more than 1,000

students and community members
of various ethnic backgrounds gath-

ered to voice their opinions about

an issue not only combats the argu-

ment that students are apathetic,

but also demonstrates that this is an

issue the administration and other

students need to recognize.

But recent publications, includ-

ing an article written by Ben

Shapiro titled "SP-1, 2 protesters liv-

Clements is a fifth-year psychology

student.

ing in the past" (Viewpoint, April

3), have portrayed the march as

insignificant and "misguided."

The premise of Shapiro's article

is that the fight for affirmative

action and the mass mobilization of

students into a movement for civil

rights are outdated and unnecded.

He claims that our society has

changed, and that the racist inequal-

ities so evident in the '60s have now
been resolved and no longer need to

be addressed.

Unfortunately, in his claim that

"the world has progressed beyond

the bounds of the 1960s," Shapiro

ignores the fact that there are spe-

cific policies currently being

enforced that perpetuate the racist

society that has existed since the

inception of this country.

For example, according to the

federal Household Survey conduct-

ed in 1998, approximately 72 per-

cent of illicit drug users were white,

15 percent were black, and 10 per-

cent were Latino. Yet in that same

year, African Americans comprised

almost 60 percent of the inmates in

state prisons for drug felonies, and

Latinos accounted for 22.5 percent

(www.drugwarfacts.com).

In addition, with 305 African-

American students admitted in

UCLA's incoming freshman class

out of a total of 10,735, which is

only about 3.2 percent, it is hard to

claim that, "times have changed"

In fact, the rally supporting the

repeal of SP-1 and SP-2 was based

on the fact that times haven't

changed.

At UCLA, for example, there

were more African Americans

enrolled in 1973 than are now
enrolled in the freshman class of

2000.

It seems that Shapiro did not

make any attempt to listen to the

message offered by those protest-

ing, yet feels knowledgeable and

confident enough to call the rally

"misguided."

Shapiro substantiates his claim

by stating that education is not a

right but a privilege, His reasoning

is that because the right to an educa-

tion is not spelled out in the Bill of

Rights, it is therefore not a guaran-

teed right of every citizen.

But nowhere in the Bill of Rights

does it spell out one's right to

breathe clean air, to eat food, or the

right to live in a house free of abuse

or emotional instability. Does

Shapiro mean to suggest that oxy-

gen, food and a good home are priv-

ileges and not rights?

The fact that anyone would have

the audacity to say that education is

a privilege and not a right is testa-

ment to the fact that those who cur-

rently retain the privilege of educa-

tion are not willing to give up their

position of power Thus, a lack of

diversity further perpetuates such a

privileged ideology.

Shapiro goes on to cite that the

Asian population on campus is

actually larger than the white popu-

lation, and asks the question if

white students can begin to claim
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the monumental health problems?

The profits of this program, instead

of going directly into Saddam's

pocket, are actually kept in the

United Nations escrow account with

the Bank of Paris in New York City.

All requests for purchases go

through the U.N., which has com-

mittees to review and ensure that the

purchased items are used properly.

Also, the funds raised through

this program do not go entirely to

food or humanitarian supplies.

Besides the allocation of 30 percent

to pay for Gulf War reparations, the

U.N. also diverts five percent for its

operations in Iraq (i.e. the inspec-

tion teams), two percent to repair

and maintain oil pipelines, and 15

percent for humanitarian supplies

for 3 million Kurds in northern Iraq

(Amove, 2000).

It is time we admit

our mistakes and

work toward the

truly viable option

^^of resolution.
"^

It is also important to note the

program was not initiated until

more than six years after sanctions

began, when it became clear that the

Iraqis' declining welfare was a direct

result of the sanctions. After four-

and-a-half years the program has yet

to ease the effects of the sanctions.

Denis Halliday notes "Oil-for-

food was never intended to actually

solve the humanitarian crisis. It was
designed to stop further deteriora-

tion. It was designed to build on
what the Iraqi government was
already doing and is still doing."

Shapiro assumes the rest of the

world is blinded by "misconcep-

tions," questioning the increasing

lack of support for the sanctions

internationally. He claims that

Russia, China and France, in addi-

tion to other countries, do not have

entirely altruistic motives in their

support for the removal of sanctions
- their reasons being solely political

and economical. Even if this were
the case, at least they are not ignor-

ing the deaths of hundreds of thou-

sands of innocent lives.

Michael Schwartz addresses the

United States' often questionable

motives ("Bombing of Iraq another

transparent act of thuggery,"

Viewpoint, Feb. 28), bringing to

light this country's economic inter-

ests in the area.

For others interested in learning

more about the sanctions, I plead

with you. Do not make a half-heart-

ed attempt to research. Instead, be

willing to invest your time and your
mind, because such matters cannot
be reduced to black and white

issues. Since it is U.S. infiuence

within the U.N. that now maintains

the sanctions, it is time we admit our
mistakes and work toward the truly

viable option of resolution.

If you see members of the United
Arab Society on campus today, stop

and do your part by taking the time

to sign the petition to end sanctions,

and donate a pencil.

Denis Halliday put it best when
he said:"Genocide is taking place

right now, every day, in Iraq's cities.

To say it's a passive thing is not cor-

rect. It's an active policy of continu-

ing sanctions. The member states

(U.N.) know full well what they're

doing and what the impact is. To
hide behind Saddam Hussein is a

cop-out. It's not acceptable to me.
We have got to take responsibility;

we the Europeans, the North
Americans, and the members of the

Security Council. It's our responsi-

bility."
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underrepresentation. This statement

illustrates how Shapiro fails to appre-

ciate the diversity of the Asian

Pacific American community, ignor-

ing the underrepresentation of South

East Asians, Pacific Islanders and

Pilipinos.

Moreover, the claim that one eth-

nicity is a "majority" while another is

a "minority" has more implications

than just a numerical analysis of pop-

ulation ratios.

A quick glance at the 2000 census

numbers reveals that whites are cer-

tainly no longer the numerical major-

ity in the state of California, yet

white culture, values and privilege

continue to dictate the political and

social landscape.

In other words, although white

people may no longer be in the

majority, white people still consume

the largest percentage of resources,

white people are the majority of

large business owners, white people

are largely overrepresented in the

state and federal government and the

white perspective is more often rep-

resented in pop culture.

The most troubling fact, however,

is that the curricula taught in schools

throughout the nation perpetuates

"the white perspective, which cele- —
brates European colonialism and

trivializes the experience of non-

whites in this country.

Although numerically there are

more Asian American students than

white students at UCLA, the majori-

ty of the UC Board of Regents is

white, the chancellor is white, the

UC president is white, and the

majority of the faculty is white. I

would argue that this does not consti-

tute underrepresentation of whites.

One of the most disheartening

claims made by Shapiro in his article

is that supporters of affirmative

action were "disrespectful" to Dr.

Martin Luther King, Jr.

Unfortunately, many opponents of

affirmative action have abused the

image of Dr. King, proclaiming that

the ban of affirmative action is a

"civil rights issue," and that it would

be something that Dr. King would

support.

After reading his article, I find it

painfully obvious that Shapiro

knows very little about affirmative

action and Dr King. In actuality, the

implementation of programs like

affirmative action work to achieve

the goals outlined in King's philoso-

phies.

King spoke of working toward a

society that would ensure respect for

all races. His vision was a society

free of individual and systematic dis-

crimination. This is precisely what

affirmative action, joined with an

equally necessary long-term solution,

aims to accomplish in the present

day.

In fact, misconceptions about the

life and philosophies of Dr. King

show the inadequacies of our educa-

tional system in teaching about the

civil rights era. Consequently, the

white majority continually miscon-

strues the work of a great civil rights

leader in order to promote its own
agenda of a white, privileged an(i

educated class.

The answer is obvious, but 30

years of affirmative action have not

been sufficient to reverse the effects

of more than 400 years of racial and

political assault on people of color in

this country. Maybe for individuals

like Shapiro, life is comfortable and

the opportunity to pursue dreams is

available, but that is not true for

everyone.

Challenging one's privilege is dif-

ficult, particularly when that is all

one knows. But it is also a responsi-

bility of those who have it. Racism

has gone from being overt to covert,

and we are currently dealing with a

racism that exists deep within the

institutions of our society. In reality,

nothing has changed.
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East West Players

Gedde Watanabe, Yumi Iwama and Michael K. Lee perform in "A Funny Thing

Happened on the Way to the Forum," which is now set in the South Pacific.

Asian take on play helps

make funny things happen
THEATER: East West Players

lighten up offensive material,

add style to popular musical

By Howard Ho
Daily Bruin Contributor

The East West Players, a group of

Asian American actors, are knovvrt for

taking mainstream theater and giving it

an Asian twist.

With their most recent production, the

company has turned songwriter and lyri-

cist Stephen Sondheim's popular Rome-
based musical. "A Funny Thing

_ Happened on the Way to the Forum,"
into something more Polynesian. Similar

to the way Shakespearean plays are made
fresh with new interpretations. "A Funny
Thing," showing at the David Henry
Hwang Theatre through April 15. comes
alive with creative staging and innovative

choreography.

The story is that of Pseudolus

(Watanabe). a conniving slave who bar-

gains with his master, Hero (Michael

Lee), for freedom, on the condition that

Hero be united with a courtesan. Philia

(Yumi Iwama), with whom he has fallen in

love. The only problem is that Philia has

already been sold to a Roman general.

Miles Gloriosus (Anthony Begonia).

Like Sondheim's other musicals, the

songs capitalize on the ambivalence of

human emotion. Domina (Kerry

Carnahan), Hero's mother, sings about

f her love for her scoundrel of a husband in

("That Dirty Old Man"
Hyslcrium (Radmar Agana Jao) sings

"I'ni Calm" about his frustration in cover-

ing Pseudolus' lies when his name clearly

shows that he is anything but calm.

Hero and his father, Senex (Michael

Hagiwara), sing "Impossible" about their

love for the same woman.
Sondheim's winning lyrics and

melodies combined with Larry Gelbart

^ and Burt Shevelove's script never fail to

please, even though the quick one-liners

sometimes fall flat as many of the actors

seem reluctant to deadpan, maintaining

. smiles when a frown is necessary. This is

largely excusable, however, in the face of

~Tim Dang's expert direction and Casey
Kono's choreography.

An example of this direction is seen

through the three Protean characters,

who morph hilariously into eunuchs (cas-

trated men who oversee the courtesans).

soldiers and slaves, from scene to scene.

The Proteans as eunuchs are especially

comical, as they don tight white robes

while thrusting their hips around like run-

way models.

As soldiers, the Proteans introduce

themselves with a ridiculously complicat-

ed sword twirling act. While lesser compa-
nies would neglect the comedy in these

small moments, the East West Players

thrive on them.

The cast, composed mostly of estab-

lished Asian actors, all seem to fit their

roles. It would be hard to imagine anyone

but Begonia, with his tall stature, piercing

eyes and bellowing voice, playing Miles

Gloriosus. Carnahan's Domina has the

right maternal attitude, while Iwama is

the paragon of beauty.

Furthermore, the courtesafts all

embody the silly characteristics of their

own names, such as the voluptuous

Vibrata, the docile Panacea, and the

aggressively monstrous Gymnasia
(played by Kurt Kuniyoshi).

Perhaps most interesting about the pro-

duction is the change of setting from
ancient Rome to somewhere in the South

Pacific. Victoria Petrovich's set design of

three homes looks more like Easter Island

statues than stately Roman mansions.

Many of the actors also have elaborate

tribal tattoos painted on them.

Kono's choreography mirrors the shift

of setting. As Philia sings, her arms gently

caress the air as in a Polynesian dance.

When Pseudolus is chased by two obnox-

ious soldiers, he escapes by doing the

Filipino tinikling dance, where two poles

on the ground close and open as the

dancer must avoid getting his feet caught.

This is a Polynesian jump rope, so to

speak.

With the small stage of the theater, a

former church in downtown Los Angeles,

the performance is intimate. Actors seem

to pop up from all four corners of the 240-

pcrson auditorium, making it seem larger

than it really is.

At one point in the play, a cranky

Erronius purposely mistakes an audience

member for his slave and yells at him to

hurry up with his luggage.

Despite not having a full orchestra,

even the minimalist band of drums, key-

boards and bass is endearing, with its own
charm.

The only disturbing thing about the

musical is the sexist ideology of some of

S«« FUNNY, page 26

By Howard Ho
Daily Bruin contributor

Alejandro Gonzalez li^arritu is an unusual director. For

starters, he is from Mexico, a country with an almost nonexis-

tent film industry.

"I was bom without Mexican cinema," Iftarritu said at a

press junket in Century City.

Ifiarritu, whose film "Amores Perros" opens nationwide

Friday, did not come from film school as did many of his

American counterparts. As a former musician, he wrote scores

for six films and was a discjockey for WFM, a popular rock sta-

tion in Mexico. Consequently, Ifiarritu sees his films as being

musical.

"My brain is more connected musically than with images."

ifiarritu said.

Oddly, li^arritu resists his musical background by keeping

most of the film free of music. In "Amores," he wanted the film

to speak for itsdf, creating emotions and tensions without the

crutch of a sappy score.

"I haffe films that have a lot of music," li^arritu said. "When
a director can't get the right emotion in a scene with images, he

pushes it always with the music. I hate that. The best films

always have very little music. That's when cinema is cinema, like

silent films."

"Amores" combines three separate, but intertwined, stories

together through a grisly car accident in Mexico City Each of

the stories is about the interaction of love and loyalty.

The first story is about two brothers (Gael Garcia Bemal and
Marco Perez) vying for the same woman's love - a woman who

Photos from Lions Gate Films

Goya Toledo stars in 'Amores Perros.'The film, which has drawn critical acclaim, opens In select theaters nattonwide Friday.

is married to their elder brother.

The film title's translatiort, "Love's a Bitch," carries a sec-

ondary meaning, as dogs play a central role in each of the three

stories.

"There were some devils," sauiBemal about his training with

the dogs for the film. "You couldn't even touch them."

In fact, "Amores" was temporarily banned in England due to

its 18 seconds of explicit dogfighting scenes, li^arritu explained,

however, that the dogs were not fighting, but only pushing each

other. Their mouths were closed with camoufiaged wires.

"With a hand-held camera and the so^und design, you swear

that they are fighting," Inarritu said. "That's what's cinematic

about it. Nobody has asked me if someone died in the car acci-

dent. Obviously not." •

As the British response indicates, "Atnores" is a shocking

experience. Dogfighting does occur in the Mexican under-

ground. Ifiarritu visited two dogfights to research for his film.

But "Amores" is certainly not about dogfighting.

"It's only the context of one of the characters of one of the

stories," Ifiarritu said. "If someone asked me to go see a dog-

fighting film, I would never go see that film."

Instead, Ifiarritu focused for three years on developing the

stories that eventually became "Amores."

He played with the scenarios, connect them in different ways

to make them fluid rather than contrived. He went after the

primitive desires and experiences of all humans, sometimes

coming offas being Biblical, such as the "Cain and Abel" arche-

type.

"It would be very interesting to see exactly the same film

being set in Moscow, New York, Argentina or Africa, because it

would work," said Gael Garcia Bemal, who plays one of the

feuding brothers in "Amores Perros." "People would exist that

way."

After 36 initial drafts of "Amores." Ifiarritu finally felt satis-

fied.

"It was like a soup that we began to put ingredients in and

explore," Ifiarritu said.

As critics have noted, the result is one of the most important

Mexican film in decades. "Amores" ran the festival circuit,

screening and winning prizes at Cannes, Edinburgh, Tokyo and

Moscow, among others. Ifiarritu's Academy Award nomina-

tion for Best Foreign Language Film, the first given to a

Mexican film in a quarter century, was the final exclamation

point, reversing the notion that Mexican cinema died in the

S«« PCMOS, page 2S
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Emilio Echevarria stars in "Amores Perros," a film about lives being
inextricably entangled because of a car accident in Mexico City.
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'Lotus Steps' to feature

Chinese culture, history
DANCE: Group hopes to

educate, entertain with

quarterly performance

By Midiael Rosen-Molina

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Dance, dance, revolution!

Many groups have a difficult time

organizing even one large perfor-

mance annually, but the Chinese

Cultural Dance Club has one each

quarter. CCDC will present "Lotus

Steps Spring 2001" today at the

Northwest Campus Auditorium.

*Trs called 'Lotus Steps' after the

small, fast walk that you use in

Chinese dance," said Theresa Chen, a

first-year business economics student

and member of the Chinese Cultural

Dance Club. "It looks like you're glid-

ing.

Nancy Lu, a fourth-year interna-

tional economics student and exter-

nal affairs director of the club, is satis-

fied with the group's success since its

foundation in February 2000. Among
other venues, the club has performed

at the Los Angeles Times Festival of

Books, the Children's Festival and

was invited to perform at the

Democratic National Convention

last summer.

"I think that we've been asked to

perform so often because what we do

is very specific," Lu said. "We're non-

profit and we tend to be more focused

on the educational aspects than a lot

of other on-campus organizations."

The club teaches dance classes at

all skill levels, offering workshops on

introductory, intermediate and
advanced dancing techniques.

Although the club's original goal to

promote Chinese culture through

dance remains the same, CCDC has

also expanded to become more
diverse.

"It was a women's dance club since

the beginning," Lu said. "Men were

hesitant to join at first. Now there's a

men's class too, and there are men on

the staff. We're making more
progress toward diversity."

CCDC is unusual in that it is the

only Chinese dance group in the Los

Angeles area to offer a men's class.

"Lotus Steps Spring 2001"

includes performances by both the

men's and women's groups, all

geared to educate the public about

Chinese society and culture.

"Every performance is accompa-

nied by a description that tells you the

history behind it," Lu said. "That

way, the history is taught to the audi-

ence in an entertaining way. They can

listen as they watch."

The Chinese Cultural Dance Club

learns one new dance per quarter, and

the club has added two new dances to

its repertoire since "Lotus Steps Fall

2000."

The show is choreographed by the

club's artistic director, UCLA alum-

nus Josephine Chen. Chen graduated

in 1995 with a degree in mechanical

engineering and currently works in

the aerospace industry with the

Raytheon corporation. Although hcL.

major seems to have been far"

removed from dance, she has exten-

sive training in dance outside of

UCLA. She studied Chinese cultural

dance under Wang Shin-Yue, the for-

mer artistic director of Beijing

University of Arts and Culture, and

Lu Yu-Lin, the former principal per-

former of Taiwan Arts and Cultural

Exchange Ambassadors. She also

received classical ballet training from

Nadzehda Koscuik of the Kirov

Ballet Co., and Paul Maure, former

principal dancer of Ballet de France.

The first new dance in the show
will be "Walk in the Park." performed

by the level one beginners' class. The

dancers perform with small pink and

white silk fans, traditionally carried

by upper-class women in China.

"The fans are almost see-through,

with pretty images on them," Lu said.

"The costumes are beautiful and very

elaborate, gold embroidery on

fuchsia silk."

The level two class will perform the

second new piece "Spring," using

feather fans.

Lu described another one of the

pieces as a work in progress, a

Mongolian dance in which the

dancers wear bowls on their heads.

The final dance piece will be "Dark

Clouds in the Sky," a dance that also

tells a story.

"It's a happier song with an upbeat

tempo," said Stephanie Chang, sec-

ond-year business economics student

and CCDC member "It plays out

humorously - it's a rainy day outside,

so all the farmers are hiding beneath

straw hats, trying to pick the crops so

they can get inside."

The evening will also feature two

solo dance performances, a kung fu

demonstration by the men's class and

See CULTURE, page 26

Chin«e CulTufjl Dance Oub

(Front left to right) Michelle Shen, Cherry Yen, (back) Stephanie

Chang, Ailean Chow, Katie Ngan, Theresa Chen and Victoria Meng
perform a traditional dance as part of the Chinese Cultural Dance Club.
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Web Surfin

www.yourmom.com

Your Mom
www.yourmom.com

Lest anyone think that "Yo' mama" jokes

went out of style like saying, "Word, dog," and
wearing overalls with only one strap hitched,

www.yourmom.com keeps this jesting genre

alive.

Using the same format as Yahoo.com, your-

mom.com is a blatant and unapologetic rip-off

of the popular search engine. Upon entering the

site, users can choose between various "Mom"
categories, where just a click will take site spe-

lunkers to a gold mine of Yo' mama, er, "Your
mom" jokes. These goodies never get old, espe-

cially with classics like "Your mom's so ugly she

made an onion cry," and "Your mom's house is

so small I put the key in the door and it came
out the back window!"
— Dubbed **A User Generated Portal Into

Your Mom," the site offers free e-mail and post-

cards for people to send mama jokes out to,

well, anyone but your mom.
With easy to scroll categories and hundreds

ofjokes therein, the simple lowbrow humor
contained on yourmom.com will make any
mama's boy smile.

After using the site, users should promptly

get their mouths washed out with soap, since

the crass categories like "Slutty," "Stupid" and
"Nasty" only tip off the crude jokes. Aside

from the content, just the look of the site is

punny and humorous with its Yahoo-esque
motif.

One shortcoming is worth mentioning, how-
ever. The site can take a while to load, and the

intrigue of what dirty jokes lie under the "Fat"

category are lost in the wait. Perhaps your-

mom.com should spend a little less time trying

to look like Yahoo, and a little more time being

as efficient as the search engine.

Sarah Monson
Rating: 5

Genochoice
www.genocholce.com

Finally, the Internet provides a forum for

egomaniacs and social pariahs alike to witness

the creation of their own genetically-fostered

child. At www.genochoice.com, users can click

their way to a genetically superior baby
What makes this site so funny is that it

attempts to be serious. Genochoice.com truly

offers a medium for people to enter informa-

tion about themselves and what type of child

they want to create. Users are even asked to

put their thumb against the monitor to "read"

their genetic makeup.

The result is a coding of various genetic

anomalies and defects found in the parent, that

- for a convenient, yet steep price tag - the

company will alter and alleviate in the forth-

coming Qber child. Come on, people!

Laughable in its severity, Web surfers can
learn about never discovered, or even thought

about, genetic flaws, such as "Novelty seeking."

And that might be...?

Other genetic flaws are labeled as "Anti-

social behavior" and "Premature baldness." So,

along with ignorant implications, the informa-

tion provided on this site is incorrect and just

plain weird.

After site goers complete the profile and
"upgrade" the vitality of their super baby, they

are just an e-mail away from an image of what
the child might look like. Users can even add a

50-percent increase in artistic ability for the bar-

gain basement price of $6,000 or a 25 percent

compassion and sensitivity increase for $3,000.

This is after opting to have a 6-foot-4 daughter

with black hair and green eyes.

What a world today Maybe when all these

Ober babies grow up they can make some sense

out of this ominously creepy site.

Sarah Monson
Rating:?

Totally Awful Current Events

www.tac-eworld.com

It's easy to make fun of the latest blunders in

the news and expand your wardrobe simultane-

ously by^imply taking a visit to tac-eworld.com.

Totally Awful Current Events World takes

current news headlines and puts some humor-
ous idea about that headline onto clothing (T-

shirts, sweatshirts and baseball caps) that it sells

via the site. The sites creators claim they want
to start a trend of wearing what's on your mind
in public, through the clothing they offer online.

Site goers can click on a news headline, read

what the press is saying about it, and browse
Tac-E World's assortment of clothes making
fun of the news event. If the user is unclear

iibout what a product i& referring to, th« sif
also provides real news stories about it from
other sources such as Time magazine or

msnbc.com.

Essentially the site is a clearinghouse for

clothes with designs ranging from cheesy to

downright stupid. By perusing the news head-

lines, it becomes obvious that almost anyone
with a semblance of talent could reproduce the

logos on the clothing.

Arguably the most amusing shirt logo is

"Pardon me!," which addresses former

President Clinton's large number of pardons
and commutations he granted before leaving

office. With a picture of Bill with a speech bub-

ble saying "Pardon me!" on a T-shirt, sweatshirt

a

or hat, users can show the world just what they

think of Clinton's final acts.

One of the more risque products features the

logo "Just say VAGINA," alluding to Eve
Ensler's play "The Vagina Monologues."

Another humorous design makes reference

to the large number of dot-com companies that

have recently gone bankrupt. The logo on the

clothing is a graph of a company's earnings,

with a trend arrow going to the bottom and the

label "www.ilostabuttloadonmydotcominvest-

ment.com" along the arrow.

Tac-E World's layout is easy to use and logi-

cally organized, but the overall design is unin-

spiring. There's nothing flashy, unique or really

interesting that would motivate users to log on
again and again.

One credit to Tac-E World is that it donates I

percent of its proceeds to charities such as the

American Red Cross, Amnesty International

and Special Olympics, Inc.

Although the site has a number of

"Features" sections, such as "Arts and
Entertainment," "Sports" and "Movies," users

need not even bother looking at them. The sec-

tions are so low on content, they amount to lit-

tle more than long lists of advertising links.

::rrrWhat Tac-E World needs is people willing to i:

buy the products and start this "trend" of mak-
ing fun of current events by wearing T-shirts.

Perhaps Tac-E World will fall victim to its own
spoofing, like its T-shirt that says, "I paid $13 to

start a trend and all I got for it was this tacky

shirt."

Chris Young
Rating: 2
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Schoenburg Quad
Friday, April 13, 2001

12:10 p.m.
It was about twelve o'clock when the sun
stopped shining and darkness covered the
whole country until three o'clock; and the
curtain hanging in the temple was torn in two.
Jesus cried out in a loud voice, "Father! Into
your hands I commend my spirit!" He said this

and died.

(Luke 24:44-46)

Sponsored by:

The Christian members of
The University Religious Conference at UCLA

900 Hilgard Avenue
Los Angeles, Caiifomia 90024-3009

(310) 208-5055 - religion^ucla.edu

www.studentgroups.ucia.eduAJRCFriend
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Duo targets global art community
MUSIC: Pan Sonic touring to

promote avant-garde sound,

unique brand of electronica

By Antero Garda
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

With music that has been featured in

art galleries around the world. Pan
Sonic has been pushing the boundaries
between what is music and what is

experimental noise.

"We sometimes play totally impro-
vised music when we play at art gal-

leries," group member llpo Vaisanen
said in a phone interview from his hotel

room near Tijuana.

The electronica duo, consisting of
Vaisanen and Mika Vainio, is currently

performing a one-of-a-kind, around-the-

world tour, to present its graceful music
to audiences unfamiliar with the group.
The tour is in support of the group's lat-

est release "Aaltopiiri," on Mute
Records label.

As Vaisanen explained. Pan Sonic
has been performing in unique locations

such as Easter Island, Buenos Aires and
Tijuana. In addition, future dates
include stops in Iceland, Croatia,
Turkey and Israel. Surprisingly, each
location seems to have the same type of
crowd, and Pan Sonic has seen little

diversity in the composition of the

crowds in each area of the world,
Vaisanen said.

Comedic 'Chopper' offers

portrait of naive criminal

FILM: Despite violence,

viewers can sympathize,

idenUiy w^ith protagonist

By Anthony Breznican

The Associated Press

See SONK, page 24 Mute

Pan Sonic's eclectic music is featured in world-famous art galleries

Our hero is lovelorn. Rejected by
his sweetheart, a scrawny, heroin-

addicted prostitute, Mark
"Chopper" Read paces furiously on
her front porch, mulling his options

and lamenting his broken heart.

Inspiration strikes! The front door
explodes inward and Chopper
charges inside to chase his beloved

into a bathroom, where he crushes

the frail woman's face with several

rapid-fire punches.

The hooker's mother tries to inter-

vene in the spat. Chopper headbutts

her with a sound like melon tearing

open.

Our man wails sadly and sincerely

to the unconscious prostitute: "Look
what you've done! You've made your
mom upset!"

So goes one of the more disturb-

ing scenes in "Chopper." a comedic
look at an Australian criminal

renowned for his poverty of intellect

as well as his brutality

The real Chopper rose to fame in

his homeland after a high-profile

murder trial. He exaggerated his

criminal exploits in a best-selling

autobiography despite, he proudly

notes, being semiliterate.

He confesses to fictionalizing

much of his story, so it's forgivable

that the movie does the same.

Although "Chopper" is beautiful-

ly photographed, cleverly written

and well-acted, the violence is so

extreme that it could only be enjoyed
by those with a sense ofhumor that is

darker than midnight in a mine shaft.

Actor Eric Bana, a stand-up comic
new to U.S. audiences, plays the

intimidating Chopper with furious,

fatuous charisma. The naive murder-
er is like a deranged, gun-toting ver-

sion of Forrest Gump.
Consider this scene, when

Chopper, jailed after trying to kidnap
a judge, ends a disagreement with a

fellow prisoner by puncturing the

man's neck with a shank. The victim,

Keith George (David Field) falls to

his knees, eyes wide and dark blood

spurting between the fingers he has

clenched to his throat.

Brow fuffowed with regret,—

Chopper mentally berates himself

for going too far. "You all right.

Keith?" he asks nervously, trying to

make peace with the ofler of a ciga-

rette.

The gagging, mortally wounded
man fails to accept the gift.

See CHOPPER, page 25
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APARTMENT COORDINATOR
POSITION AVAILABLE

12 MONTH POSITION STARTING JULY 1, 2001

Compensation: A shared rental space plus a monthly salary
and one parking space.

Duties Include:

•Maintaining and enforcing rules and
regulations of the UCLA University

Apartments.

•Ensuring safety and security of the

property by participating in the afteL
hours maintenance program.

•Participating in weekly meetings with

staff and management.

•Work a flexible schedule.

•Analyze situations and define

problems/objectives and formulate

logical conclusions.

Qualifications:

•UCLA undergraduate or graduate
student.

•Must possess excellent

communication skills (written and oraO
Jn order to interact effectively and ^-
diplomatically with students, staff, co-

workers of various, cultural and
economic backgrounds.

•Leadership experience.

•Skills in prioritizing assignments and
working independently with minimal
supervision.

•Familiarity with University Housing

v^w-i and previous UCLA group living

^ I experience preferred.

I ^ Application & Job Description Available at
University Apartments North

625 Landfair Ave. #1

Please do not telephone. Email inquiries to: pyooneucia.edu

Application Deadline: Friday, April 13, 2001
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SONIC
From page 23

"We're playing the kind of places

where we have never been seen per-

forming earlier," Vaisanen said.

"The kind of places where people

don't know us so well and we can

play for that audience world wide."

Before the group achieved enough
success to be able to tour around the

globe. Pan Sonic formed immediate-

ly after Vaisanen and Vainio met.

"It was in the early '90s, and I was
doing performance art while Mika
was kind of organizing illegal house

parties," Vaisanen said. "I went to

these parties, and that's how we met.

He kind of joined my performing

group."

However, after working together

to create the group's avant-garde

noise, success was not immediate.

Vaisanen said the pair originally per-

formed under the name Panasonic.

But pressure from the well-known

electronics distributor of the same
name, forced the group to change its

name; or at least remove the letter

"ii"

Having settled the name dispute.

Pan Sonic has released six albums,

including "Endless," an album fea-

turing Alan Vega of the group
Suicide, famous for starting synth-

pop music.

"The recoding process is very dif-

ferent from the live shows,"

Vaisanen said. "In the live shows we
can get more power and we can be

more physical with loud drums, bass

and deep sounds; and,of course, the

music is much more improvised."

Unlike the loud boisterous energy

of a Pan Sonic concert, "Aaltopiiri"

is a very mellow album, more of a

lush presentation of background
noise than a collection of hummable
melodies. Vaisanen said such an

album is only a natural progression

of the group's ever-evolving sound.

"The previous album is maybe
even more mellow," he said.

"'Kulma,' the green one, sounds
much more raw. 'Vaiko' is very ana-

log and doesn't sound clear. Then
there are the other projects like with

Alan Vega, that have vocals, and
that's totally different."

In fact, having different sounds

has been an important key to Pan
Sonic's success.

For skeptics wondering what sep-

arates Pan Sonic's electronic brew of

blips and pops from the gamut of

other artists performing today, it

should be noted that Pan Sonic plays

the majority of its music on its own,

handcrafted instruments.

"Our custom-made synthesizers

are built by our friend from Finland,

Jari Lahtinen," Vainio said. "They
are totally analog."

The polished tastes of the artists

account for the use of such extraordi-

nary instruments. The analog

devices add natural vinyl-like

warmth to Pan Sonic's minimalist

music.

"We can get really pretty sounds

from our equipment," Vaisanen said.

"The other products, they just don't

work for our needs."

By using such interesting instru-

ments, and creating gravely subdued
music. Pan Sonic has become almost

a buzz in modern art communities

around the world. To date, Pan Sonic

has exhibited its unique improvised

sound in such prestigious locations

as the Haywood Gallery in London,
the Museum of Modern Art in Paris,

and the Walker Museum in

Minneapolis, Minn.

The group has also been involved

in other musical projects including

remixing a song for Bjork, creating

music for Nissan advertisements and
producing the soundtracks for lwo~
fashion shows.

"The most different were the fash-

ion shows; they were an odd and dif-

ferent situation," Vaisanen said. "I

really liked them a lot. We did two.

The first one we composed the music

ourselves, and the second one we
were using scores."

With its music impacting so many
different areas of world culture, it is

no surprise that Pan Sonic Hnds
much inspiration from sources other

than music. Often Pan Sonic

describes its sound in non-musical

terms.

"If our music were food, it would
be Sashimi: fresh," Vainio explained

"Our influences vary from weathe'

conditions to food to books - llpo i

reading Thomas Pynchon'
'Gravity's Rainbow,' and I ani

immersed in Celine's 'London
Bridge,' which is not his best work."

When it all boils down, however,

Pan Sonic is only driven by two
things.

"We are rhythm and noise," _
Vaisanen said.
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PERROS
From page 21

1970s.

"I want to sec stories in my lan-

guage. Almost any cultural manifesta-

tion was in English, cither music or
film." Bcrnal said. "I grew up watch-

ing subtitles. It's hard to relate to

Mexican cinema because there's no
films."

The lime is ripe for Mexican film.

Eight years ago, around the signing of
NAFTA, Mexican investors began
investing in the construction of
Mexican movie theaters, Inarrilu said.

Last year, Vicente Fox was elected

president, ending 71 years of single-

party rule, li^arritu and Bernal believe

that optimism in Mexico is high, and
that Mexico's film industry is riding on
it.

"Maybe we have the same prob-

lems. It's not a magical thing that

everything changes." Inarritu said.

"But with a new attitude the democra-
cy has changed. The people are able to

see themselves in the theater."

"Amores" has played an active role

in making changes in Mexican cine-

ma. Despite having a population of

100 million. Mexico only produced
seven films the same year that

"Amores" was done.

Since "Amores" out-grossed its

competitors last year while garnering

international acclaim for its artistic

bend. Mcxicim filmmakers arc being

empowered. Over .^0 Mexican films

have already been released in 2001

with at least 30 more slated lor pro-

duction before the years end.

Though he has gotten ofl'crs from
Hollywood as far back as a year ago.

Ifiarritu refuses to sell out.

"To make a film is just an extension

of a human being." Irtarritu said. "It's

hard to think of me as a director-for-

hire or a craftsman who makes good
things for the company, a two-hour

commercial."

Staying true to his roots, marritu

hopes to be a part of the Mexican film

renaissance.

"Mexico is an incredible country,"

Ifiarritu said. "As an artist, it's incredi-

ble material to work with. You have to

be in touch and feel the pulse of life
'

FILM: "Amores Perros" opens in select

theaters nationwide Friday.

CHOPPER ^^coplc would prefer to avoi^

From page 23

"You don't much like me, do you,

Keith?" Chopper concludes, sadly.

His self-absorption is so total that

he's sure Keith rejects the cigarette as a

symbolic rejection of him -
it can't

have anything to do with the fact that

Keith is simply too busy dying on the

Wood-covered tile.

This scenario is repeated several

times in "Chopper," as he commits
unreasonable acts of extreme violence

and then sincerely apologizes to his

bafiled victims. At one point, he shoots

a man in the belly and then olTers to

drive him to the hospital.

Chopper is, after all, a polite mani-

ac.

It's to Bana's credit that the audi-

ence identifies so strongly with

Chopper, a kind of revolting thug most

He plays the misguided crook as

both disarmingly charming and dan-

gerously unpredictable. The entire per-

formance recalls Joe Pesci's funny
how?" speech from Martin Scorsese's

gangster epic "Goodfellas."

In that film, Pesci's character went
from cracking jokes to cracking skulls.

Provoked by an innocent remark, he

appears ready to blow his top until he
later reveals that he was only fooling.

Moments later he shatters a bottle over

the head of a restaurant worker over a

perceived insult.

"Chopper" is that scene stretched

into an entire movie. The excitement

and tension come from never knowing
when Chopper is really going to lose it.

The humor arises from his guilty apolo-

gies over unforgivable savagery.

FILM: "Chopper" opens Friday In the-

aters everywhere.
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This coupon entitles the bearer
to one FREE copy of

idMwps
Check yournewsstands April 30th.

S Limm a- Qmps

Coordinator

Specialist/lnsti-uctor

Counselor

Coordinator Water

Activities'

Counselor Water

Activities'

Teen Out4oof AclventtJi-es

Cataiina Coordinator'

Instructor Postions*

Sailing

Snorkeling/Kayaking

Rowing

Surfing

Windsui-hng

Positions at-c hjstj.i .)t the

I'CLA ,\Urin.i Av.^\J4tic Center ir

M.IM'M .iel key Pleo^e conUct
bf.V) Pojue jt u-^'10.) 825-0048

W^ntto

3n4 have
Fun in the

Sun^
UCLA Recreation Youth Programs is hiring

energetic people to work with children as
summer camp counselors. =

Employment dates June 25-August 31

Pay Rate: $7.38-12.00/hour

Morning, afternoon and all day shifts availabe

Applications available at the John Wooden Center

For more information on UCLA Recreation
Summer Youth Programs visit our web site

www.recreation .ucla .edu

C310) 825-3701

^* V. >;.
^^.

InformationS—lows:

Internships in

Washington. D.C.
- 12-lprn

3-Spm

ApirlfS T!.«s 12 1pm

April 5 Dr -ipm

AfNr|f<$ FrI 10-llam

April 10 Tuos 12 1pm

. April 12 Thnrs 8-6pni

April 13 Fri lO-Ujini

Apriil7 TkMS 12-lpm

Apriilt Thars B-€pm

April 24 taos 5-epm

Deadline: April 27 Friday

Housing, UC President's Scholarship, Stipend
Program and a Loan Program arc available

Siii(|('n(s \\ii\\\ ALL MAJORS li'.nw

''"RhAL U ORLiy^ (AiKiicncc ;is ;ui

liifcni ill Witsliiii^ton, I),C\ I or

I ho Fall Oiuiitcr 2001

Leam more about internships at the

Superior Court,

DepL OfEducation,
Dept, OfJustice,

Woodrow Wilson Center
and others*..

— Explore earner options
— Apply & learn new skills in a

pn)f(««{ional setting

— Mwt students from other eolle^(«i & uuiv.

— Make professional eontacts
— Ten week, Full-time internship

ImM at EXPO, Rooin200,

Strathmore Building in front of I^t 8.

Any qiMSlloiia calf Dark* at

(310)206-9980

or dbravo(^saonrt.ucla.edu.

AppUcatloM mn4 Info aboot Iha
• WaahbigloM, O.C. Program

>o gNow oat at thowoMng.

TEXPO internships &
Study Abroad Services

UCLA Career Ceriter

Strathmore Building

2nd Floor

(310)825-0831

www.career.acla.edii/expo
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Wei3nesi3sy8 sn(3 Fpii3sys

WebTV/Internet TV

Owners Wanfed!
A national marketing research company in the Los Angeles

area is conducting research among owners of Web TV
and/or Internet TV with individuals 26-45 years old.

Qualified participants will be paid for their time and opinions.

If interested, please call Johnny @ 818-905-9666 x443

TODAY

Holy Week Schedule

at the

University Catholic Center
633 Gayley Avenue

Holy Thursday Mass 8:00pm

Good Friday Liturgy 8:00pm

Easter Vigil (Saturday) 8:00pm

Easter Sunday 10:30am only

The UCC is a member ofthe University Religious Conference at UCLA

CULTURE
From page 21

a fashion show. The fashion show will

showcase eight costumes from differ-

ent periods of Chinese history, includ-

ing Taiwanese aborigine and Han
Dynasty garb.

"There are over 5,000 years of

Chinese history," Lu said. "China has

always been going through different

empires and dynasties, so the styles

are always changing."

Lu explained the meaning behind

her solo performance.

"In it, I'm a bird doing fast move-

ments, turns and jumps, and general-

ly being playful in the forest."

The event is sponsored by the

Bradley International Center, the

international Program and the OfTice

of Residential Life, among other

groups.

"We hope that people go away hav-

ing learned something," Theresa

Chen said. "But we also hope that

they enjoy the demonstrations. It's

not just a presentation but also an

educational experience that shows

something about Chinese culture
"

DANCE: The Chinese Cultural Dance

Club performs 'Lotus Steps Spring

2001" at the Northwest Campus
Auditorium today at 7 p.m. Entry is

free. Doors open for general admit-

tance at 7 p.m., earlier for VIP seating.

To reserve VIP seating, RSVP to

ccdc@ucla.edu.

FUNNY
From page 20

the dialogue and numbers, including

"Everybody Ought to Have a Maid"

and "Lovely"

Though the times since Sondheim

and friends first wrote the musical in

1962 have changed, the East West

Players pull off the offensive materi-

al because of the charm and "Don't

take it seriously" attitude of the

HT>usical. Indeed, it seems to tran-

scend the sexist cultural artifacts

and create one of the most innova-

tive productions of "Forum" that

audiences may ever see.

MUSICAL: "A Funny Thing Happened
on the Way to the Forum" is now
showing at the David Henry Hwang
Theatre, 120 Judge John Aiso St.,

Thursday through Saturdays at 8 p.m.

and Saturdays and Sundays at 2 p.m.,

through April 15. Ticket prices range

from $25 to $35 and can be pur-

chased by calling (800) 233-3123.

For more information, vitit

www.eastwestplayers.org.

mm m
EVERY

FRIDAY & SATURDAY
FEATURING SPECIAL GUEST DJ'S EVERY WEEK

RESIDENT DJ'S

Jonatfian Tfiomas
9<'atfian CampSefC

ORiier

\

JU^j

^*-'^tm*

'^

lOP,

Free w/ School 1.0.

INFO; \VWW.ZODIAC-CLUB.COM OR (310) 556-7774

2020 AVENUE OF THE STARS, CENTURY CITY CA
ABC ENTERTAINMENT CENTER. NEXT TO SHUBERT THEATRE
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Campus Happening*
Campus Organizations
Campus Recruitmem
Campus Services
Birthdays
Legal notices

I

Lost & Found
Miscellaneous
Personal Messages
Personals
Pregnancy
Recreational Activities
Research SuUects
Sperm / Egg Donors
cfcetsOfrared

Tickets M/ianted

Warned

I

Appliances
Art / Painrings
Bicycles / Skates
Books ^—^^^—
Calling Cards
Cameras / Camcorders
Collectibles

Computers / Software
Furniture
Garage / Vbrd Sales
Health Products
Miscellaneous
Musical Instruments
Office Equipment
Pets
Remals
Sports Equipment
Stereos / TVs / Radios
Table Sports

UXMSHD
Auto Accessories
Auto Insurance
Auto Repair
Autos for Sale
Boats for Sale
Motorcycles for Sale
Parking
Scooter / Cycle Repair
Scooters for Sale
Vehicles for Rent

5G00
5h20
r)i>40

5(i(.()

5»iH0
5700
5720

Flesorts / Hotels
RMes Offered
Rides Wtanted
Taxi / Shuttle Servtoe
Travel Destinations
Travel Tickets
Vacation Packages

serytces
5H00
5M0O
(iOOO

0100
G150
R200
0300
(i400

0500
()(>()0

0700
».»(>()

(.000

7000
710(1

;2()o

1-900 numbers
Financial AM
Insurance
Computer / Internet
Foreign Languages
Health / Beauty Services
Legal Advk:e / Attorneys
Movers / Storage
Music Lessons
Personal Services
Professional Services
Resumes
Telecommunications
Tutoring Offered
Tutoring Wanted
Typhig

Writing Help

uma
EQin Business Opportunities

^^Q Career Opportunities
BfflSI ChUd Care Offered
QOn Child Care Wanted

UmU **^^ Wanted
Iguul Housesltting

IjmSn Internship

HQljI Personal Assistance
ueuufl Tismporary Emptoyment
BEUni Volunteer

tUWjM Apartments for Rent
^nni Apartments Furnished
BmnH Condo / Townhouse for Rem
HQQI Condo / TDwnhouse for Sale
||I|m9 Guesthouse for Rent
IfflSQ House for Rent
^mun House for sale

J|dI|I Houseboats for Rent / Sale
|11J1II1B Housing Needed
EQ|l|l Room for Help
BQuH Room for Reirt

BQQ Roommates - Private Room
BQnH Roommates - Shared Room
|mul Sublets
Buluil Vacation Rentals

index

1 1 8 Kerckhoff Hall
308 Westwood Raza
Los Angeles. CA 90024

E-Mail: classirieds@media.ucla.edu
Web: hltp://www.dailybruin.ucla.edu

Classified Line: (310) 825-2221
Fax: C310) 206-0528

Classified Display: (3103 206-3060
Fax: (3103 206-0528

Mon-Thu: 9:00am-3:00pm
Fri: 9am-2:30pm

[
lalBS \

One issue, up to 20 words $8.50
..each additional word 0.65
Weekly, up to 20 words 29.00
...each additional word 2 15
Monthly, up to 20 words 96.00
...each additional word 5.75
1 2 pt headline $1.60
16 pt headline $225
^Border $5.ooy

Ciasslfied Une Ads:
1 working day before printing,

at 1 2 noon.
Classified Display Ads: ^

2 working days t>efore printing,

at 12 noon.

There are no cancellations after

noon of the day before printing.

For Classified Display ads,

please see our rate card

for variable rate information.

MasterCard

payment
Please make checks payable to
"The UCL<\ Daily Bruin." We
accept Visa. MasterCard, and
Discover credit cards. Allow 5
working days for mail payments.

hoMflDiMffile
aneflediiieail

• Start your ad with the
merchandise you are selling

This makes it easier for readers to

quickly scan the ads and locate
your Items.

• Always include the pnce of your
item Many classified readers
simply do not respond to ads
without pnces
• Avoid abbreviations- -make your
ad easy for readers to understand
• Place yourself in the reader's

pxasition, ask what you would like

to know about the merchandise,
and include that in the ad Include
such information as brand names,
colors and other specific

V descnptions

(hh^^^>^ 1800
Miscellaneous

2300
Sperm/Egg Donors

2300
Sperm/Egg Donors

announcements
1100-2600

1100
Campus Happenings

TEACH ENGLISH IN CENTRAL EUROPE!
Free seminar. UCLA Career Center. Monday
April 16th, 4pm. RSVP recommended. Eva
Walthers. 310-825-0831

iiktiii^^ I Calling all angels...

*5
Compensation

• •

Alcoholics Anonymous
Mon. DwcMMion, Fri. Slip Study, 330t Ackwmon

Itmn. look Siwdy, 3501 Adammn
MA/W ibn. Dmtal A3-029

W«i. Rm. A3- 029
DbcuHion, Al tiniM 12:10 • ).O0 pm

rvr WmXMltHKm Of VNIVVRIUHi WHO Hnw • OrVMOnp ptOOWtn.

2000
Personals

Best Selling Author seeks Inspiration . Very
successful/very attractive SWM. 40 looking
for muse. Beautiful, good-shape, playful,

open, passionate, adventurous. 310-777-
0204.

1300
C.iinpiis Recniitinent

BREAK INTO ACTING

LOVE? European writer/linguist, cosmopoli-
tan, accomplished, good-looking, middle-
aged, healthy lifestyle, toves literalureAravel-

ing/outdoors. seeks attractive/smart/atfec-
tlonafe young female, any race/origin, lor
friendship, possibly romance/marriage. 310-
573-4020/man(Omunteh.com

2200
Research Subjects

Prepare fir a Career IS

aPrefesaonalAdirtiy

Studying Rem bidiisby

bisiden

818.784.6500
k BH^^B*tt iM^^tfA ^^^^^^^^^ ^^a ^^^^^^ I

www.tvlstLidios.com

1600
Legal Notices

HOMICIDAL ABORTION
Known in the medical dtetk>n as concepti
cide. homteidal atwrtkxi is ttie most preva
lent form of homteide in the United States.
Juridte Emtwssy ambdjundic org

1800
Mlscellaiieoiis

DOESN'T SUCK!
ORIGINAL ART and prints from $50 Major
cradrt cards, FedEx, Framing, Gift Wrapped.
Go to www.LSimaoes com or 1-888-755-
9068.

CHRONIC BAD BREATH. Eam $50 and
learn to control bad breatfi. Clinical study in

Culver City 310-815-1629
. 310-210-7805.

HEALTHY MALE smokers wanted for UCLA
smoking cessation study of sperm quality
Procedures conducted via mail. Compensa-
tkxi up to $175. 310-825-9559.

SEVERE
PRE-MENSTRUAL

w » »• SYMPTOMS STUDY
UCLA is conducting a study using an investi-

gational medication for women witfi

SEVERE Premenstrual symptoms. You may
qualify for tNs study if you experience some
of the foltowing symptoms during the week
before your menstrual cycle: 'depressed
mood, *tensk>n. 'inltaWlity, 'feeling suddenly
sad or tearful, 'increased sensitivity to rejec-

tk>n Qualifying participants must: 'have reg-
ular rrwnthly menstaial cycles, 'be between
the ages of 18 and 45. 'not be using rT>edtea-

tk)ns for the treatment of PMS (Including an-
tidepressants, herbal treatments or birth con-
trol pills). Ail study related evaluations and
medteation will be provided at no cost to you.
You will be paid $175 if you complete the 7-

8 month study Some women wiH receive
only Inactive daig (placetx)).

THE EGG
DONOR

PROGRAM
Help a couple achieve their dream and
you'll receive the highest compensation
and most personalized attention from the
oldest donor program In LA.

we sCTcen recipient parents, too

Shelley Smith m.a., m.f.c.c

323-933-0414
The ego Donor Program/The Surrogacy Program
e-mail SSmlthMFCCeaol.com-Establlshed In 1990

SPECIAL EGG DONOR NEEDED Seeking
healthy and Intelligent woman, 21-29 years,
bk>rxje hair, blue or green eyes, 5'-5'10' tall

with high SAT or ACT scores. Blood type A,
B, or AB. Compensatk)n $6000. Please call

OPTIONS 800-886-9373 ext. 741

EGG DONOR
NEEDED-

ANONYMOUS
Loving Chinese couple seeking intelli-

gent, compassk)nate woman of Chinese
descent (preferably). College education,

age 21-30. 5'2" or taller, slender Com-
pensation $5000. Call CEO 310-546-
6786

SPECIAL EGG DONOR
NEEDED

Loving, infertile couple is hoping to find a
compassionate woman to help us have a
t)aby. We are searching for an intelligerrt.

healthy woman 21-29 years-old. half Ja-
panese, and hall Northem European. Com-
pensation $5000. If you are interested in

helping our dream of parenthood come true,

please call OPTIONS 800-866-9373 x722

INTERESTED? CALL
LINDA GOLDMAN, RNP.

UCLA DEPT OF
OB/GYN 310-825-2452
WOMEN AGES 18-40 WITH and WITHOUT
PREMENSTRUAL SYNDROME wanted for

a 4-rTK)nth study of hormone in response to

progesterone or prozac challenge The study
entails mood diaries, bkx)d test and 2 spinal
taps, and taking progesterone or prozac
May b« paw up to $200-400 for your time
Contact Unda Goldman, RNP UCLA 06-
GYN 31(«25-2452.

If you are male, tn college or have a college
degree, you can eam up to $600/mo, call for

details on our anonymous sperm dorK>r pro-

gram. Receive free comprehensive health
screening & help infertile couples So if

you're tooking for a great job and a linie extra

cash, call us first. 310-824-9941.

OOOCYTE "EGG" DONORS: Currently be-
ing recruited if you are between 18 and 32
years of age, healthy, proven fertility, good
family medical history, must not be over-

weight Applicants with medical insurance
preferred. Women of all ethnicities and rac-

es! Generous compensation. Please call Na-
nette Bahl with the Center for Reproductive
Health & Gynecology 0661-254-0545

SEARCHING FOR
EGG DONOR

EARN $5000 Caucasian only. Intelligence,

athletk:, arxf sense of humor a plus. Please
call:323-650-2891.

2600
Wnntod

I NEED A PARKING SPACE in Westwood.
Will rent for 2 nronths. Landfair and Gayley
preferable. Please call Cristy. 310-497-9210

SflVGnlSG in Classified display

206.3060

2800
Art/Paintliifjs

WANTED
Collecter seeking paintings by Eariy
Califomia artists 1900-1940 Artists include:

Guy Rose, Edgar Payne, Granville
Redmond, John Frost, William Wendl,
Selden Gile, Anna Hills, Benjamin Brown,
Franz Bischoff, Elmer Wachtel, Arthur
Mathews arxl many, many more. Please
contact Steve at ik>ok4art Oaol.com, 310-
863-8013
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3500
Furniture

MATTRESS SPECIALS
NEW INNERSPRING twin sets $99.95. Fulls

$129.95, Queens $169.95 and Kings
$199.95. Also. Sealy, Steams and Foster at

lowest prices. 310-477-1466.

5680
Tr.'ivol Dnstlnntioiis

5680
Travel Desliiiatioiis

STUDENT TRAVEL
3800

Miscellnneous

IT'S T-SHIRT WEATHER
T-shirts from $5, lowest pnces on the Inter-

net. Discount even! merchandise, left-over

from recent events, www.alleventstore.com

^200
Rentals

WESTWOOD-2BED/1 .5 tjath. newly remo-
deled, w/garage, bright, spacious, quiet,

pool, Dishwasher&Stove. prime location.

close to buslines&UCLA, $1350 and up. 310-
4752594.

4t900
Autos for Sale

1985 BMW 325E 5-spd, great shape, many
new parts, ps. pb, pw. ac, sunroof, leather.
165K. $3500obo. John.310-771-1400.

1987 NISSAN STANZA GXE. 4-door. auto.
A/C, 118k, all power, original owner, proof
perfect maintenance, moving, must sell.

$2300. 818-752-2506.

1991 ACURA OS INTEGRA, fully loaded.
imacula(e."^w mileage. Must see. Asking
pnce $6700/ Black and black leather. 4 door
310-283-3643.

1991 GRAND AM: Red, 2-door. automatic,
extra clean, 109,00 miles, CD. $3400 OBO
Kelly 310-801-6569

1993 VW CABRIOLET. Red, convertible

with white top, white leather seats, excellent

condition. 63k miles $6,000 obo. 310-472-
8258. Suzy.

1995 WHITE FORD ESCORT, 2 door LX
hatchback. 5-speed, 77k miles, ale, MAIFM
casette. tinted windows, looks and runs
great $5,000obo. Fergus 310-968-1989.
fbyrne@amgen.com

1996 JEEP CHEROKEE SE: Excellent con-
dition. Red, V-6, 4.0Liters. Sony AIWI/FIWI/CD.

Keyless Entry. Alarm, 54k miles. $7495. 310-
345-0075 mtw5497© yahoo com

2000 Ford Expedition
Eddie Bauer. 2-wheel drive, 5.4L, V8. 6cd,
chrome wheels, leather, white over tan, 30k
miles, $29,995. 323-876-7833.

Black Beauty- Must sell
1999 FORD ESCORT Fully loaded, auto, 6
CD-changer, A/C, AM/FM, airt)ags, 55k
miles. Must see. $5000 firm. 310-839-0890.

Exceptional Mustang
1987 MUSTANG 5.0LX- hatchback 5-

speed, white, 76k original miles. 2 owner like

new, $4700. 310-578-9120.

FOR SALE 1997 MAZDA MIATA STO Edi-
tion. Only 16,000 Miles. Mint Condition. AC.
PW, CD. alloy wheels. 2 months left of Full

Warranty. $14.000. Email:RWP31 ©aol.com

LOW MILEAGE
'93 INTEGRA GSR, 26.700ml. 5-speed.
cruise control, A/C. tape, spoiler, moonroof.
LoJack. white. $10.000 . 310-559-3511

POLICE IMPOUNDS. Hondas as tow as
$500 for listings 1-800-319-3323 ext.A214

•96 HONDA PRELUDE VTEC. Black/black,
sunroof, spoiler, excellent, NC, original own-
er. ABS. 65k miles, must sell- $16,400obo
323-653-8117.

studentTairfares

hotels

GXSi&GIDQGX!!*^

6500
Music Lessons

DRUM LESSONS
Aa LEVELS/STYLES with dedicated pro-
fessional. At your home or WLA studto. Ist-
lesson free. No drum set necessary
Neil:323-654-8226.

6700
Professional Services

3!

VOICE. PIANO LESSONS by professional
singer/pianist, Jullliard School. MM All levels
weteome. 310-544-1240.

6600
Personal Soi-v/ices

LOOKING FOR FEMALE in WLA to help
handicapped female into bed/stay the night
except Saturday until-7am. Needed Sun-
day/10-llam. $l5i/night in-cash. 310-479-
0180. 310-996-1911.

international Student IDTcards
I

adventure travel

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING

C<Knpf•^ensiv« Dwsertatnn Assistarv^e

Theses, Papers, and Personal Suiemenis
Proposals and Books

Intamalional Students Wek:o(ne. Since 1965
Sharon B«ar, Ph.D. (310) 470-6662

www Bear- Write,com

travel insurance

920 Westwood Blvd.
310.824.1574 or 310.UCLA-Hy or from campus X6079S
Hours: Moodof-Friday 8AM-8PM

Saturday 10AM-8PM
Snmiay 10AM-5PM

Brentwood Dermatology

Medical Group

Jod N. Silven, MD
Uiplonwie d the American Board of DemiauiJoi5y

• UpoMCdoa • Botox • CoUagen
• FM inlcctiow to sifcnifkantly

reduce fiKfad lines

• Laser removal of brown spots,

tattoo's aad veins ^

• Nok reiMval with gnat
aestbetic oatconie

• A GENERAL DERMATOLOGY

10% w/ mefltion off Ad ^
Preceplonlib Msikvie for
mediaa ind>Ju stadcoti.

Offke located on

SwVkeitfliBrtitwood

310^^:^2051

\y.u) '200'

Lost art rNfiMrBn today w«th modam L

Fad iha haat of axotic adgy dMiea.
Laam wHh tango maslar. an(oy maattng fttanda. dWKkx>.

toed, drlnka unti mhMoM.

Wtintiityi, 7:30 pm at Hollywood Dane* Onf*r,
817 N. Highland Avf, <cT05sinj Melrc»«)

(323> 848 8291

ATTENTION MBA. LAW, MEDICAL
SCHOOL APPLICANTS! Frustrated devel-
oping your crucial personal statements? Get
professional help from well-known au-
thor/consultant.310-826-4445. www.winnlng-
personstatement.com.

6700
Professional Sorvir(;s

www.statravel.com TRAVEL

CREATIVE EXPERTISE
MBA & OTHER
PERSONAL

5640
Rides Wanted

SEEKING RIDE to-from UCLA , from anyone
going through Beverly Glen; will pay; I work
M-F 8:00am-5.00pm. Call Arnold, 310-474-
1130.

6000
Insurance

5680
Travel Destinations

WHY BE JUST A TOURIST? Come live and
work in Central Europe, as an English Teach-
er, through the Central European Teaching
Program. Free housing, health insurance,
support network, social activities, orientation.

Placement lee: $2,000. Deadline: May 15.

Sumner. Career Sinatra, April 16. 4pm. 310-
825-0831. cetpObeloit.edu, www.be-
loit.edu/-cetp/

/lllstate.
>feu>« in oood handa

Mike Azer Insurance Agency. Inc.

(310)312-0202
1281 Westwood Blvd.
C2 lolks. So. or \A/llst-ilre>)

24 Hours o Doy Servtce

A FREE SESSION
PSYCHOTHERAPY/COUNSEUNQ for de-
pression, anxiety, obsessions, post-traunwt-
ic stress.etc. Couples/Individuals. Cnme vic-

tims may be eligible lor free treatment. Call
Ll2 Goukl(MFC#32388) 0310-578-5957 to

schedule free consultation

STATEMENTS,
RESUMES

Personalized. professk>nal assitance. Writ-

ing, editing, dissertatton formatting, tran-

scribing Ace Words,Etc. 310-820-8830.

5700
Travel Tickets

GET THE HELL OUT OF
HERE!

Mexico, the Caribbean or Jamaica
$250/round trip. Hawaii $119/one way Other
worldwide destinations cheap Bock tickets

online, www.airtech.com or toll free 877-air-
tech.

FLY SUPER
(323) 277.4595
LATIN JMmnCA SPKCIALISTS

61OO
Computer/Internet

ldEa247.COM
INTERNET RESOURCES. Web design, de-
vek}pment. tutorials, hosting affiliates, do-
main names/dreamweaver. global news.
Java script. CGI Cold Fusion.

http://www.idea247.com

APPLYING TO
MEDICAL SCHOOL?

We specialize in helping pre-medlcal stud-
ents write their personal statement or sec-
ondary. Visit us at:

medstudent-online.com

4u WRmjvG < Eonm
Persohal Sfafemenfs, Papers, Theses,
Dissertations, Books, & Proposals

Comprehensive help by PhD from UC
Infernationol Students Welcome

1^23) 665-8145

NOTARY PUBLIC Bilingual sendees avail-
able. Spanish and English. Commission
#1277297 Commission expires Sept 17
2004.310-820-7113.

7000
Tutoring Offered

**ENGLISH EXPERT
DOES WRITING IN ENGLISH make you
crazy? Assistance in tjasic skills to major re-
search paper completion. ESL expenenced
310-839-9933/Adam.

6150
Foreign Language

Pnpantkm ForMtv Bnkmn
Japanege IbsfJmm 23nl
Saau Moaka Collcac

(310)454-5400
9:00a»Nooa

LA Oly Coilqif

(525) M6- 1018
2-00-4AOpa

I
Mexico City

iGuodolaiaro

Nicaragua

iPanomo

I
Honduras

ICorocos

IfM.Eabte
ICflataJltea

no lima/Paru

119 BiMOfiUUaa

189 Bogota/ColomlNa
229 Oui»a/G«MyaqMl
219 GtMMmaio
2A«
214
2fifl

169

2tt
2K
220
259

1

19S

April 2) -June 2, 6 Soiurdoys (Moy 26lh no doss)

Price $80

6300
Ltjgal Advice/Attorneys

CONSUMER PROTECTION. Lerrwn law.

automobile dealer fraud, repossessions,
abusive debt collection. UCLA law graduate
Contingent fees/costs available. Alec True-
bkxxl: 310-443-4139.

S-bonr dats b Jast S25
'No stress* classes oflered

TncsAVed nigbts,

or all day Satnrday!

Walk to class!

Walk-ias wdcomc.
(Ifi^awii ilitli)

AAA TUTOR'S CLUB
A HOME TUTORING servfce for all subjects,
grades K-12. Lowest prices guaranteed! For
more information call 310-444-0449.

AMERICAN HUSBAND (currently college in-

stmctor, MBA Wharton. UPenn) and Korean
wife (UCLA Grad, middle school teacher) will

patiently tutor English speaking and wrItinQ
310-559-0123.

Rip/Brazil

New York j LONDON S370
$259 I PARIS S439
Bu«ln««« 4

I
Boston

PModelphio
I Chicago

iHoutlon

Oalos

I
Washington
St. Louii

ISon FninciKo

149

185

135

129

115

135

105

149

L»i»Mf "frawl

Vacations
•321 CMOSaaUKAS
•321 muMnjm
•3«» rmvauMm
••19 QMKM
3 NIQMTS. HOTEL! MR

6400
Movers/Storage

HONEST MAN w/14ft truck and dollies,

small jobs, short notice ok. SF. LV, SD.
Student discount. Go BminsI lOyrs. 310-
285-8688.

'* Great Summer

Discounts Now!

JERRYS MOVING&DELIVERY The careful
movers. Experienced, reliable, same-day de-
livery. Packing, boxes available. Also. pk;k-
up donations for American Cancer Society.
Jerry 0310-391 -5657.

6200
Health Services

Westwood Driving & Traffic School
IM3 ItOTtM AvMMmt

(J«rt ab«va Btymi th» Bmtk, Mraat fr—i RMa AM)
CaB ta rtacnra ymmr mm! 5IS-2SS-3J33

6700
Professional Sei-vices

FIND ROOMS &
ROOMMATES ONLINE

The Napster for roommates. Free to view
and place ads. Immediate Online Results.
www.easyroommate.com

FORMER ENGLISH TEACHER w/ Masters
from U-Chteago. edits/word processes dis-
sertattons. proposals, screenplays, personal
statements, resumes. Intematkxial students
weteome. WInsloWs 310-829-6171.

CHINESE LANGUAGE
(MANDARIN) TUTOR

Intro/Intermediate levels. Will provWe teach-
ing materials. Also tutor English to Chinese
immigrants. $12/hr. Call 310-824-2750. Jim-
my.

MATH TUTOR
Available for all hours, all levels. $30+/hour,
Trig/Pre-Calculus. Cateulus. Algebra. Geo-
metry UCLA Math BS Graduated honors..
Jonathan:310 850-8849 323-734-8321.

MY-TUTOR.COM Math/Physics/Statis-

tics/English/Hebrew,chemistry/biology
Law/Business Law, computer programming.
Computerized statistical analysis available.
Tutoring sen^ice. Call anytime. 800 90-TU-
TOR.

6200
Hc.ilih Services

PHYSICS AND MATH
Math/Physics major/student offers tutoring in

physics and math at ail levels. Contact Sina
(310)989-1491 orsina40ucla.edu

WRITING TUTOR
Kind and patient Stanford graduate. Help
with the English language—for students of
all ages/levels. 310-440-3118.

6200
Health Services

t IVlMm not rxttail CaTtlOMMl-JO
• <M (Mr b«M on a/T putMiw

5900
Financial Aid

LOANS AVAILABLE
No application fee. High approval. Low
Interest rate Bankruptcys weteome. Toll

Free 1-877-494-4843.

COMPLIMENTARY CONSULTATIONC^J^
ORTHODONTIST «^ «.. « \Defiwr Br,Hianl Results

- ucufK?v^S.«SBBR ^^^ Nader Dayani
Member American Association of Orthn^nnti>t:^

Specializing in braces for adults & children

• Cosmotfc Pofc©k3lf>

• Surgical Orthodoottes
• Removable
• TradltkXKal

•lr^viik)ie

(310)826-7494
l!645WilshireBlvd.M02
lA)« Angeles. CA 96OT5

(949) 552 - 5890
18)24 Culver Dr., »A
Irvine, CA 927l5

\i rosTii)i:\T.N AM European

Classifieds

825-2221

i^*iwamw«««ibaaitaaoM iiaaoaDpkaliooaoto

WOO 00PM » 10000 fci «jch mnrth o. ••oananl »naw«l

nr cvomic toocM taoooiaaaonu^iL Huarmodlgw

Display
206-3060
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7100
Tutoriiuj Wanted

TUTORS WANTED
AFTER-SCHOOL FOR grades K-12. In BH.
WLA, SM areas. Educatton majors and/or
graduate-level (in any field) a plus. $11.25-
15/hour. Call The Tutor's Club: 310-444-
0449.

COMPUTER TUTOR
FOR IMPROVING beginning general skills.

One hour a week. $20/hr. Near UCLA. Call

310-839-3692.

yr 7500
Career Opportunities

ACCOUNTING DEPT assistant. P/T entry
level positjpn. M-F 2-6pm w/ some flexibility

Baste computer knowledge, car with in-

surance, good oral and written communtea-
tion skills required. $10/hr+mileage. 310-
276-9166.

EXCEPTIONAL
TUTOR-$25/HOUR

PHYSICS AND CALCULUS TUTOR lor high

school sentor. 6-8 hours/week. Need trans-

portation, ctose to UCLA. Hours flexible.

$25/hour. 310-207-7339. 310-794-7525

NEED TUTOR for 1 1 y/o to help w/ homewori<
and exams. 10-min from campus. $l0/hr.

310-901-6400.

TUTOR WANTED
For UCLA level computer C++ programming.
Leave message 310-550-7869 or 310-775-
2032.

7200
Typing

WORD PROCESSING specializing in thes-

es, disserlattens. transcription, legal, psych,
resumes, fliers, brochures, mailing lists, re-

ports. 310-828-6939.

employment
7400-8300

7AOO
Business Opportunities

$500-1 GOO/MONTH P/T
Seekir)g motivated students for mari<eting in-

temet. cellular and long distance accounts.

Serious Inquiries only. Call for rec. info:888-

432-4890.

EARN IMMED. INCOME
100% Home-Based Business w/NYSE
Telecom. Unlimited earning potential. No
experience necessary. $199 refundable
deposit required.

www^ibglb.com/tunger

MAUI $25
WANT TO SPEND 3 months in Maui or Can-
cun for only $25? zagala.com

7600
Child Care Offered

$$$ LOW PRICES $$$
WONDER YEARS PRESCHOOL run by
UCLA grads. Ages2.5/6years. Two large

play-yards. Open 7:30-5:30.Close to UCLA
310-473-0772.

10th
week

Tlie light's on,

but nobody's

home!

•

Advertise in the Summer Sublet Guide.

SUBLET: •

'

n. property, especially an apartment, rented by a tenant to another party

V. to rent your apartment out to someone else during a period of time

T'he Daily Bruin Summer Sublet

Guide is a special feature designed to

help customers advertise that their

apartment is available for subletting. It

can also be used to find apartments. A

rather extensive and useful tool for ten-

ants, the Sublet Guide appears in the

UCLA Daily Bruin during the Spring

Quarter, mid-April through the end of

Spring Quarter 2001. A Sublet Guide ad

runs in the Daily Bruin for 4 days as a

regular line ad and 1 day as a di^lay

ad. The display ad appears on

to advertise

Contoct:

Doily Bruin Classified Une

IISKerckhoffHoll

310.825.2221

Fax:

310.206.0528

E-mail:

clQSsifieds@media.ucla.edu

Wednesday while the line ad appears on

any 4 days adjacent to the display ad

date. The price to run a Sublet Guide ad

is $40.00 per week. However, we also

offer a special of $75 for two weeks

which comes with a guarantee... if you

don't sublet your apartment after the

initial two weeks, call us and we'll con-

tinue running it until it rents or Spring

Quarter ends.

Contact the Daily Bruin today to

listyour apartment in the Summer
Sublet Guide!

important dates

PuUkatloM Dates:

Display ads: 4/18, 4/25, 5/2,5/9,5/16,

5/23,5/30,6/7,6/11

Line ads: Any 4 days odjacent to the

display od dote.

DMdKnes:

Mondays at 12:00 Noon

Classifieds

8^5-2221

Thursday. April 12, 2001 29

Nutrition Class / Free, Drop In

Free yourself from food, weight and dieting obsessions

1:00 pm. Wooden Center, 2nd Fl. Conf. Rm.

Meditation Workshop / Free Drop In

4:45 pm, Ashe Center, 4fh Fl. Conf. Rm. #414
7:00 pm, Rieber Fireside Lounge

Check out the Ashe Center v^ebsite for more informa-

tion, ask a health related question, even request an
appointment - www.studenthealth.uglg.pdu

ucia Ashe Center

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

1 NFL team
5 Tent dweller
10 Clump

(of bushes)
14 Felipe of

baseball
15 Writer Zola
16 Fitto-
17Pendlend
18 Amarillo native
19 Red vegetable
20 Where to swing

your partner
22 Deadend
24 Alien spacecraft
25 Pacino and

Unser
26 Certain baseball

pitch

30 Flashlight

battery

34 Push forward
35 Fuji rival

37 "The Andy
Griffith Show"
kid

38 Big truck

39 Play on words
40 Baseball great

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

M 1 L 1 E U

1

C 8 T

1
A S 1^'isl

A R O M A s A L A F 1 RiEJ
P E T 1 T E M 1 D L o DN

T Uj R N E D A|R uUd
S T R A PM A

1

R E w A X E S
P O E TM aHh A tMH
1 L L EG A L

1

D A N
1
A AlHl

E L 1

1
R E E N D S 1-Y

S S T ^B 1 D A D A P TED
A L EHW R IP H OUR

S K A T E P 1 Ea O R 1 T 1A

1

M A D E T H] E GRjA D E hIh
E R M A

1
R G B O B BjEjDj

A M 1 S B 1 L C R E OLE
EIA]t]EJ LJE S E S A M E

4-12-01 <S> 2001. umtad Fsaturs Syndicat*

41 Largest
continent

43 Park feature
45 Repeat
46 Coffee holder
48 Made of clay

50 Chess pieces
51 Sock filler

52 FBI ploy

56 Meg Ryan, e.g.

60 Yemeni port
61 Whinny
63 Identify

64 Lucie's dad
'65 African country
66 Confess
67 This, in Seville

68 Pseudonym
69 Trouser parts

DOWN
1 Impulsive
2 Choir voice
3 Grimace
4 Quieted
5 Fox, e.g.

6 Soothsayer's
akj

7 Blend
8 Jai —
9 Odense's

place
10 Hot sauce
11 All-purpose

vehicles

12 Retainers
13 Pierre's head
21 Two — kind

23 Use, as a
needle

26 "Jack - couW
eat no fat . .

."

27 From
Londonderry

26 Ranch
stray

29 Sulks

30 Move to the
beat

31 Period
32 Like a gymnast
33 Admit
36 Hound for

payment
Y€42 Yerevan's place

43 Gokl strike

44 Deck openings
45 fvlever-ending

47 Got acquainted
49 Go bad, like

food
52 Play in the

water
53 Dangerous

March date
54 Take a break
55 Ring out
56 Pearl Mosque

site

57 Icicle locale
58 Bad air

59 Uses a Singer
62 Clock

numeral

Display
206-3060
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7500
Career Opportunities

7500
Career Opportunities

Tellyourmom
you actual/y looked for a Job today!

Introducing three new services that can help you

find a job fast. Target a resume mailing to

preferred companies, e-mail your resume to

select industries, and e-mail recruiters in your

field of expertise—with the click ofa mouse.

Ml four mom fou moHod your rosumo to 500 companlool

^r\ www.MailYourResume.com

vM IMIlMSMnnMsm '^'"*"9 y°^'^ '^^"'"e *s stm the best

•^ choice for most job seekers. Receive
your custom search file ready for you to print on professional AVERY Labels.

^"'lH'"^
'VAit fou e-mallod your rosumo to 80,000 compoolool

www.SuperSonJcResume.com

_ Search by location, revenue, and SIC

HEsDi^E'.c&ivi for companies of your choice. Then
e-mail your resume directly to the hiring manager and decision maker.

Toll your mom thot 3,700 rocrultors kovo your rotumol

g/u-^;r^ n m.
vwvw.RecrulterRegistry.com

^MmBiF^^^^J^dT^ The best companies hire recruiters

to find the best applicants. Connect
instantly with over 3,700 recruiters in over 37 job categories with the power
of the Internet.

7700
Child Care Wanted

$12/H0UR
WORK AT HOME PARENT needs assistant.
Now-June 1 5 MTW. need person 2/3 days,
3-6PM Safe car, run errands, pick up two
kids Summer much more hours available
310-399-3518

AFTER-SCHOOL CHILD CARE/DRIVER lor

2 kids (10&13) M-F, 3-7pm. Bel Air. Must
have car/references. Elizabeth: 310-472-
9920 evenings/fax 310-472-9178 Start

Immediately

CHILDCARE/DRIVER
Help with homework, supervise play, for2-

boys ages 9-12 T,W,F, 3-6pm. English

speaking Own car w/insurance Close to

UCLA 310-470-2047

NANNY/AFTER-SHOOL-DRIVER to take 3
children to activities/help at home. Mor>day-
Friday approx 3:00pm-7:30pm. Occasional
evenings. Car w/insurance required; refer-

ences needed $10-$12/hr. Debbie@323-
956-4066.

PH" BABYSITTER
For wonderful eight-year-old 2-4alter-

noons/week, 2:30-6:30, year-round Insured
driver w/car Live-in: Pvt.room(sep balh)in

secluded garden. 1 -block to UCLA Ap-
prox.20hrs/wk. 310-259-8545

PR BABYSITTING
FEMALE NEEDED. UCLA student preferred.

P/T 2 young kids, weekends, fax resume
to:31 0-451-1 130.

STUDENT NANNY
Child development education required tor

toddler. Experience necessary. CPR training

bonus Approximately 20 hours/week. Fax
resume to:31 0-394-9447 between 9-6PM
only, daily.

7800
Help Wanted

$15-$23/HR BRIGHT, ENTHUSIASTIC peo-
ple to teach SAT prep and ALL Academic
Subjects Transportation required. We will

train Flexible hours. Send or fax cover let-

ter/resume, including test scores (SAT, GRE,
etc.) to ACE Educational Services, AttnBar-
ry, 9911 W Pico Blvd. Ste.PH-K, LA, CA
90035: Fax:310-282-6424. Positions avail-

able throughout LA and the Valley.

$1 500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL Mailing our cir-

culars. No experience required. Free infor-

mation packet Call 202-466-1639

ENERGETIC PEOPLE
NEEDED!!!^

Busy Valley, Hollywood, or Santa Monica
office needs energetic people. Bonuses!
310-395-7368

'HOLISTIC *

NATIONAL HEALTH CO in Westwood
needs individuals w/good computer, or-

ganizational, and people skills. Flexible

hours, great pay Hiring immediately Call

310-445-8350 ext4101 Ask lor Dominic.

•MOVIE EXTRA WORK* Beats all jobs. Start

immediately Great pay Fun/Easy No crazy
lees. Program for Iree medical Call-24/hrs

323-850-4417.

10MINS FROM UCLA. Electronic retail

store. PT/FT technical savvy person front

page! For customer, sales, and service. 310-
475-0859. Mr. Schulze.

7800
Help Wanted

$$Get Paid For Your
Oplnjons!$$

15-$125 and more p«Earn $

www.money4opinions.com
per survey!

$11.30/Hour
Data collection and data entry at Injury Re-
search Center, Westwood Car required Ju-
nior standing and above Send resume to
tr@ucla.edu

A MANAGEMENT
- TRAINEE

New offices opening Independent Capital

Management, Inc. (ICM) one of the nations

Premier and Fastest Growing financial serv-

ices CO. (INC500) offering securities through
SunAmerica Securities Inc. (NASD.SIPC)
announces immed. openings in our So. Cal
Offices We're looking lor career oriented in-

divkjuals in search of rapid advancement
and complete training in the investment field

with an industry leader. Top payouts, medi-
cal benefits, 401k match, conferences, stock
options. 1-800-600-2620. www.icmfinan-
cial.com

7800
Help Wanted

Ao ExjMfrieiice Sen-ssar)-

Men, Women, chiklivn all ajtes, sJas

races T\ Films (V)mnieraal.s Mjjja/jges

f<irf)ers<tnal iutenneii call tioii

310.659.7000

<*J
ABC BARTENOINC SCHOOLS

P^^^ Tnousflficn trsirtM ano piacert

TOLL FRtE 1 888 202 5824^^
www.abcbartending.com

-r...„v '
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825-2221

7800
Holp Wiinled

7800
Help Wimtod

A PERFECT STUDENT
JOB!!!

AFTERNOONS DURING SCHOOL. Fulltime

during Quarter Breaks and Summer Vaca-
tions! Work at the most famous tennis shop
in LA. Work experience not necessary. Mini-

mum pay $7.50/hr. "String for the

pros!"Westwood Sporting Goods. 1065 Gay-
ley Ave. 310-208-6215.

ACCESS TO A COMPUTER? PUT IT TO
WORK! Up to $25-75/hr. PT/FT
www.EamEZbucks com. 888-715-4646.

ACCT/BKPR
Need help setting up Microsoft Money, build-

ing history and developing workable record

keeping process. Should entail 5-7

hours/week. $10/hour, your computer or

mine. 310-566-4815.

Admin Assistant for

prominent Westside
art gallery

Train now-F/T by August. Must be lluent in

Spanish, detail-oriented. $10-12/hr+commis-
sion. Fax resume:310-586-1712.

ADMIN ASSISTANT F/T position in Beveriy

Hills Microsoft Office a must Email resume
employmentdsaybrex.com or fax 310-278-

0038. More info 310-278-2750

ADMIN. ASSISTANT
Brentwood real estate office $12/hour. PT or

FT Fax resume to: 310-476-7284.

ADMIN/SALES
East Indian Arts & Antiques importer needs
asst. Computer literate. Light bookkaeplng.

'

Nice museum-type atmosphere. 310-559-

3826 Fax resume 310-559-3829.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT NEEDED.
F/T. Fast-paced entertainment company. Ex-
cellent written and vert)al communication
skills. Must be familiar w/computer. Call

Brooke 818-313-9590.

AMBITIOUS
WRITERS
WANTED!

Online magazine seeks writers/photogra-

phers/editors to cover movies/TV, musk:,

nightlife, internet, you get expenence, ex-

penses, partnership, infodp-d-n.com, 310-

989-3114. www.p-d-n.corrVwriters.

APARTMENT MANAGER to manage 20
units in Westwood. Experience required. 1-

bedroom+salary. 310-859-4619.

ARE YOU A
BALANCED BRUIN?

Do you excel at school yet still have time to

give back? Do you play sports yet still go out

and have fun! Are you trainable? We might

want you for PT/FT work. 310-652-9572.

ASSISTANT NEEDED! Busy Westside Cos-
metic medical clinic seeks positive, outgoing
assistant. P/T&F/T position available now.
Telephone interview. Tiffany:310-796-4946.

ATTENTION STUDENTS
AND FACULTY

Need Help. Seekir>g information regarding

apartments at 527 Midvale If you are aware
of any complaints made to Midvale II Apart-

ments nr^nagement regarding sliding glass
doors or balcony heights, landlord tenant dis-

putes, or tenant complaints at Midvale II

Apartments, please contact: 1-800-935-4844

ATTRACTIVE FEMALES
Young professional male seeks attractive

young lady for companionship and in return

will be benefactor Safe. References avail-

able. Call Matt for further info 81 8-903-4664.

AWESOME EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNI-
TY!! Part-time customer service position.

Flexible hours and excellent pay at $11/hr.

Call Rachel today at 310-479-3355.

BEACH CAMP SUMMER JOBS! Coun-
selors, Lifeguards, Craft Director; work
w/toddler-teens at Private Beach Club in SM
Call Andrea:3l0-395-3254,
TBC21 oeaol.com

BEVERLY HILLS AUTO DETAIL shop needs
hard-wori<ing, last-paced, agressive people
to handle top-notch cars. No experience re-

quired Flexible hours. Oz2ie:3 10-859-2870.

Don't call your parents
for extra cash.

Call us. .^

If you're male, in college or
have a college degree, and
would like a flexible job
where you can earn up to

$600 per month, call for

details on our anonymous
sperm donor program.
You'll receive free

comprehensive health

screening . Plus you can
help infertile couples
realize their dream of

becoming parents. So if

you're looking for a great

job and little extra cash,
call us first.

310-824-9941
or e-mail us at

clonors@ccb.com

CAMP TAKAJO for Boys., Naples, Maine,
TRIPP LAKE CAMP for Girts, Poland, Maine
Picturesque lakefront locations, exceptional
facilities. Mid-June thru mid-August. Over
100 counselor positions in tennis, swimming,
land sports, water sports, tripping, outdoor
skills, theatre arts, fine arts, music, nature
study, secretanal. Call Takajo at 800-250-
8252 or Tripp Lake at 800-997-4347, Submit
application on-line at www.takajo.com or trip-

plakecamp.com

CERTIFIED PERSONAL
TRAINERS

FRONT DESK HELP lor LAs most popular

health club. For more information call Giu-

seppe:323-658-6999.

CLERK. P/T, Pleasant Century City Engi-

neering Firm seeks perfectionist with typing

skills for general office duties Must absolute-
ly be detail-oriented. $ll/hour to start. Call

Rhonda 31 0-286-2437

CLERK/SECRETARY. P/T. 10-20hrs/wk.
Westwood law firm. Filing, typing, learn a
lot@ law. flexible schedule, fax resume 310-
446-9962.

DAY CAMP
COUNSELORS

Pali Camp now hiring enthusiastic coun-
selors! Summer fun includes: jet skiing,

amusement parks, beach days, paintball and
more! 19 and up. Call Jacque: 310-477-

2700x14.

DAY CAMP
Summer. Swimming, beaches, horses &
more, www.daycampjobs.com.

DAY CAMP-SUMMER
Seek staff w/summer home in or near the

San Fernando or Conejo Valleys. Oxnard,
Simi. Malibu. misc. Instructors & General
couns. $2750-3500+ lor summer 888-

784-CAMP www.workatcamp.com

BIOLOGY MAJORS
WANTED

TEACH CHILDREN BIOLOGY using live an-
imals. Enthusiastic personality, teaching
skills and own transportation are a must. An-
imal handling experience preferred. $9/hr.

Call 310-392-5909. www.theanimal-
guys.com.

COFFEE STORE. BUSY CENTURY CITY
LOCATION. Flexible, PT/FT hours. Will train.

310-396-4737.

COMPUTER ASSISTANT Needed lor Geog-
raphy Instructional Lab. Know Microsoft NT
and related hardware Troubleshool and
monitor lab. 10-12 hrs/wk. $l0/hr. Resume to

William Zhang: wzhangOucla.edu.

COMPUTER SUPPORT-Technical support
for IBM compatible computer, on-call help

and house calls, negot./hr. 310-476-5079.

COUNSELORS AND
INSTRUCTORS

In art, swimming, nature, video arxl ropes
needed by Tumbleweed Day Camp. Must be
responsible, energetic and enjoy working
with children. 310-472-7474

CP SHADES
CP SHADES, nattonal women's clothing re-

tailer&manufacturer based in the Bay area is

interviewing lor FT/PT sales in its Santa Mo-
nica location. CP Shades offers challenging,

exciting environment, highly competitive sal-

ary, vacation, health&dental, a free outfit

every month, and a generous discount. Best
of all it's the chance to wort< for a friendly

growing company that makes clothes that

you will want to own. Fax resume 310-392-

0586 or come by 2937 Main St. to apply.

CRUISE LINE ENTRY LEVEL on board po-
sitions available, great benefits. Seasonal or

year-round. Call lor info 323-644-2102
www.cruisecareers.com.

DAY-CAMP COUNSELOR & Arts&Crafts
specialists. Summer/PT. $9.80/hr. June-
August. Experience wortting w/children a
must. 310-479-7200, or fax resume 310-445-
1764.

DRIVER WANTED Must have clean DMV
Call Nationwide Wholsale We are a shipper
ol fresh cut flowers. 310-230-0811.

ENTREPRENEURS
WANTED

Marketing group seeks motivated enthusias-
tic indivkJuals. Work 4 hours/week and make
$5000/month. Ideal lor students 310-281-
1138.

EVENTS STAFF/SECURITY lor sports, con-
certs, TV shows, conventions. 18+ with clean
background. Great job for students. You pick
your assignments. 213-748-7223

F/T ADMIN
COORDINATOR

Health care company in Westwood seeks or-

ganized person lor entry-level positkjn. 7:30-

4:00. Attention to detail necessary. Fax re-

sume to Li2:310-443-5258

CAD TUTOR NEEDED. Design/Build
Contractor needs instruction lor CAD solt-

ware. Robert 310-260-9900.

CAMP COUNSELORS needed lor local

summer day camp. Beach/aquatic expen-
ence in swimming, surfing, sailing, or jet ski-

ing a plus Competitive salaries. 818-996-
4780.

CSOs NOW HIRING
Do Good and get paid Pay $8 47 to

$10.65/hr Must be a UCLA student w/1 +
academic years remaining with valid driver's

Ik^ense. Web: www.ucpd.ucla edu/ucpd/cso.
Email: cso©ucpd. ucla.edu. Phone: 310-
825-2148.

DAY CAMP - SUMMER
Seek staff w/summer home In or near the
San Fernando or Conejo Valleys, Oxnard,
Simi, Malibu. misc. Instructors & General
couns $2750-3500+ for summer 888-784-
CAMP www.workatcamp.com

FAMOUS PERSONALITY WANTS bright

student fast on your feet with car and in-

surance. Helping with Office/Errands/Typing.
Part time. $8/hr. 310-205-0226

FEMALE MODELS
NEEDED

Immediate worK for 18 yrs+, all races, all

ages, adult internet, video modeling.
$100/hour. Get your own website. 818-694-
2687 janieroOatt.net

FREE AUDITIONS
MODEUTALENT AUDITIONS for men^vom-
en/kids for upcoming tv shows, comn>ercials,

magazines, and movies. No experience.
310-360-1240

FUN GUIDE
$20/hr, 4+hrs/weekend. Take quality indi-

vidual to see fun LA sites. Ethical/profes-

sional, captivating look and style kjeal:

PO Box 38247. LA 90038.

Display
206-3060
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FUN SUMMER
Swimming, horses, beaches and more.
www.daycampjobs.com.

GENERAL
OFFICE/SALES
ASSISTANT

PDC WHOLESALE FURNITURE SHOW-
ROOM. Full-time. Multi-faceted person
General olfice computer qurckbook Custofn-
er service sales assistant. Fax resume:310-
451-1130.

7800
Help Warned

INTERNET SURFER
Hunter-gatherer; experienced e-mail person
to wor1< offsite or at our Beverly Hills office.

Call Jim 310-657-1112.

JEWISH HEBREW
And Sunday Schools need teachers. Good
Jewish education and love of children de-
sired. Alice Fasman:323-761-8613.

LAW CLERKS WANTED for small Westside
Plaintiff Law Firm. Flexible hours.Email re-

sume to kgalloObiren.com

LIBRARY JOBS Shelving and other stacks
duties, 12-19 hrs/wk. $6.83/hr to start.

STUDENTS ONLY apply at Young Research
library Rtn. 11617 or call Antigone Kutay
310-825-6982.

GIRLS wanted at exclusive social club in

WLA. Conversation and dancing. 18+ years
old. Rexible hours. Earn top $$$. 310-313-
2989.

GOOD SALES PERSON. No cold calls.

Hourly plus commision. Great room for

growth. 310-476-5076.

GOT A HECTIC SCHOOL SCHEDULE?
Now Hiring! Flexible Hours! Food Servers,
Bartenders, Special Events Staff, Culinary
Staff, Dishwasher, All Levels. Rate DOE 323-
933-7521. The Party Staff, Inc.

GROUP TUTORS WANTED K-8th Grade. 3-

7 pm. Monday through Friday $11 and up
per hour 323-937-7737. F/T summer posi-
tions available in July-Aug.

LICENSED Residential Facility needs 1 re-

creation driver. 3 direct care staff AM/PM
night. Fax resume to 310-450-4240.

LIFEGUARDS
Certified LG's. Start afternoons 5/7. Summer
positk)n. Get paid to get (re)certified. Mature
18+ and good swimmer. Beautiful canyon
setting. Tim 310-472-7474. Fax resume 310-
476-7788.

Are you a model...

Looking for all types

male/female models/actors
We also have Plus sire & Chikfren div.

Fof pnni & non-union commemalt
No expenence required. No fees.

jsmL

BEARWEAR®
MODELS WANTED!

We're looking for enthusiastic BRUINS to model

UCLA clothing in the Fall 2001 BeaiWear catalog.

To apply please bring a recent photo off yourself

to the Campus Photo Studio on A-Level Ackerman

Union. You must fill out an application and attach your

photo to it. (Students who wish to have their photo

retumed must attach a self-addressed stamped

envelope large enough for the photo)

Applications will be accepted on Monday, AprI 16th

and Tuesday, AprH 17th ONLY-sorry no exceptions.

All applicants must be full-time UCLA students.

Previous BearWear catalog models are not eligible.

FOR THE FALL 2001
BEARWEAR® CATALOG

Copeland's Sports is

Coming to Campus!

Now Hiring:
Sales & Management positions

hourly & salary

Come Join Our Team!
Iniervlews on campus 4/11 &r 4/12

Contact Jason
Copeland's Sports: 800-619-2053x706

or email: jasnsports@aol.com

Classifieds

825-2221

7800
Help Wnnted

LOOKING FOR CO-PRODUCER/CREW:
Sci-(i Independent Feature. Fall 2001.
Resumes to contactOparaxis.com.
www.hardwtnter.com

MAKE MONEY BY SMOKING. Attractive f-

smokers lor special video project. Good pay.
Call toll-free at:888-280-6886.

MALE MODELS
Have a great face or body? GET REC-
OGNIZED in Playgin-style publications. Must
be 18-24. Beginners welcome Highest im-

mediate pay w/headshots. Paid screen test.

JeH0213-748-4555e)(t. *11. jwhiteOou-
nique.com

MARKETING INTERN
Implement Marketing Program for Large
Bank. Must be organized, have poise and
strong personal presentation skills. Great
Pay. 310-229-9417.

MARKETING
SALES/TRAINING for Mexico-USA impor-
ting company. Pay $10-15/hr. Full time.

Spanish helpful. Business major preferred.

Good experience. Fax resume 310-854-
6287 or E-mail; sales ©thepainledde-
sert.com.

MODELS. Females or males wanted for por-
traits. Beginning female photographer willing

to negotiate $, headshots, lamily/lnendship

portraits. 310-476-6839.

MODELS/DANCERS/GIRLS Earn money
any time from your PC and camera, girls-

camcash.com DBOI.

MUSIC COMPANY
Needs A&R, marketing, publicity, production
people, looking for versatile diverse individu-

als; paid positions/intemships available fax

resume to:818-753-8633.

NEED TO MAKE SOME PT $$$? Will train

and sponsor assistant broker. PM work.

Guarantee+bonus. BH office. Call Neil 800-
450-7585.

NEUROLOGY LAB seeks full-time lab assis-

tant. Experience with Cell Culturing, staining,

counting, microscope required. Fax re-

sume:31 0-267-2477

OFFICE ASSISTANT for small Investment

company Organized individual w/phone
skills, quick-thinker, strong computer skills a
must, a self-motivator. P/T-F/T. salary

DOE+tKjnus. Email resume to:

evaturi9 helixlp.com

OFFICE CLERK
P/T AND F/T

SM law firm seeks office clerics. Phones, fil-

ir>g, faxing, photocopyingAfiling court docu-
ments. Must have auto+insurance. Francis

Che:310-453-6711.

7800
Help Wanted

OPEN CALL FOR FEMALE MODELS. April

14, 2001. 6514 Lankershim Blvd. N. Holly-

wood, CA, www.modelsearchla.com 818-

464-3515.

P/T OK.
F/T PREFERRED

Property Management Company needs help

with secretarial/leasing. Must have car Fax
resume: 310-470-6755. Call: 310-470-1112.

P/T WRITER. Pleasant Century City Engi-

neering Firm seeks perfecttonist with strong
writing skills to produce miWIy technical re-

ports lor internal and extemal use. $13/hr to

start. Wage increases as appropriate. Mini-

mum I5hrs/wk. MuSt have car and in-

surance. Fax resume 310-286-9126 or call

310-286-2437

PACIFIC PALISADES CO seeks flex-P/T In-

temet-saavy office assl/customer service rep
w/good oral/written skills for data entry, field-

ing, tel/email inquiries, maintaining files Up
to $9/hr. 310-459-5027.

PART-TIME ADMIN. ASSISTANT Duties in-

clude answering phones, light typing, organ-
ization, office errands, light filing, & collating

documents. Must be bright, enthusiastic, de-
tail-oriented, & able to perform a variety of

tasks simultaneously Send cover letter and
resume to ACE Educational Services,
Attn:Brian. 9911 W. Pico Blvd., Suite PH-K,
LA CA 90035, or fax to 310-282-6424.

PASADENA AREA SUMMER DAY CAMP
now hiring energetic and responsible people
for counselor positions. Looking for group
counselor, lifeguards and wranglers. Spend
your summer outside making new friends.

Catt TOM SAWYER CAMP 626 794 1156 or _

www.tomsawyercamps.com

PAY IS $11/HR
WANTED FOR SHERMAN OAKS (25 min-
utes from UCLA campus) pension actuarial

office for 20-fhours per week-»^full-time sum-
mer: two (2) high achiever students in Ac-
counting, Math. Econ. Business lor Pension
& Acturial Admin; one (1) leariess student
with good marinating skills for telephone-t- in-

person mariteting pension services to ac-

countants...pay is $11/hr for each job. Fax
resume & DPR to 818-769-4694. Call 818-
769-4600 any Q's.

7800
Help Wanted

RECEPTIONIST
Needed for private health club Permanent
hours available. Hours: 5:30am-l 1:30am
Please ask for Allison:3 10-659-5002.

RECEPTIONIST WESTWOOD LAW OF-
FICES. Fridays. 9-5. $8/hour. Can do home-
wort<onjob. 310-470-3373.

RESEARCH ASSISTANTS NEEDED Seek-
ing American, Australian, Czech and Ja-
panese research assistants to code eighth
grade science lesson videos. Full and half-

time positions available. English fluency re-

quired. One position requires fluency in

Czech; another requires fluency in Ja-
panese. $32,000+ per year for full-time posi-
tions^ benefits; $15.79 per hour for half-time

positions. Fax cover letter and resume to Da-
vid Rasmussen 310-820-6619 or mail to

12436 Santa Monica Blvd. LA, CA 90025.
For more info email davidrQlessonlab com

RESPITE COMPANION
$10-$12/hr DOE-PT/Flexible hours Provide
respite for families with children with devel-

opmental disabilities. Paid training provided.
Toll free inf0:877-924-2220 E-mailrokel-
ly@iaba com. Fax:310-649-3109 Visit us at

wwwiaba.com

RETAIL CLERK
Technical bookstore. BNi Publications, Inc.,

a leader in technical publications for the con-
struction industry, has immediate part-time

positions available at its WLA location.

$7/hour starting. Flexible hours, convenient
location near 405/10 fwys. Call Richard:310-
474-7771 or fax resume:310-474-6863.

RETAIL SALES
PT/FT. Westwood Blvd. Designer wed-
ding/evening gowns. Experience preferred,

motivated and friendly. Great opportunity.

Salary/commissions/t>onuses. Excellent $$
310-474-7808 Pauline

PERSONAL ASST
FOR BUSY UCLA PROFESSOR. Seeking
UCLA student to do shopping, errands, filing,

telephones, arxJ very light housekeeping.
Must have car. flexible schedule. $12/hr, 15-

20 hrs/wk. 310-206-9082.

PRESTIGIOUS PRIVATE COUNTRY CLUB
In WLA seeks ambitious tennis player for

tennis court assistant. Please contact Jason
310-276-6104 x235 or gallina ©thelacc.org.

Retail- Walking Co.
Come Grow With Us

Purveyors of technically advanced comfort
footwear, clothing and accessories are ac-
cepting applications for F/T-P/T SALES and
MANAGEMENT CANDIDATES. Hour-
ly+commission. Locations throughout So.
Calif. Fax resume 949-766-8216. Attn: Dist.

Mgr. For additional info call Dan ©310-493-
7904.

REWARDING/FUN
Summer Swimming, beaches, horses &
more, www.daycampjobs.com.

SALES PEOPLE. Set own hours, spend
about 6 hours/week, make from $150-$300.
Own transportation. Call Christine©310-
313-1464 for more infonnation.

LOOKING FOR FLEXIBLE HOURS?

$8.

/HR
PLUS
BONUS

'^Convenienf

Scheduling

(Mon.-Fri.

evenings &
Sat.,Sun.)

"^Build Your

Resume

^Speak Directly

to Alumni
** We ore an

equal opportunity

employer

Call Sandin for Appointment

3 1 0-794-0277
1083 Gayley Ave. 4th

enfiail callcenter@support.ucla.eciu

Displa'
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#«*' 8^00
Apjirtments for Rent

(310) 472-7474 Located 10

Looking for fun, energetic students who
children and would like a job outdoors as a
general counselor. We also need specialists to
teach horseback riding, video making, swimming,
rock climbing, nature studies, or arts & crafts. *

www.tumbleweecl4ever.com
Call for a great summer!

housing
8400-9800

Apartnieius for Rent

•WESTWOOD VILLAGE. MIDVALE N OF
LEVERING. LARGE 2-BDRM APT. GAR-
DEN VIEW. DINING ROOM. UNIQUE
CHARM. FRONT AND REAR ENTRANCE
31 0-839-6294. •

SALES POSITION available for internet e-
commerce company. Salary+commission
Call 310-234-0784 Fax: 310-234-0786
Email: Jobseelectrobuy.com

SALESPERSON AND
MANAGEMENT
OPPORTUNITIES

Available for fashion footwear store in Cen-
tury City Shopping Center. Call:310-277-
5668 or fax resume to:310-277-5675.

SECRETARY/RECEPTIONIST Full/Part
Time, Fax Resume to 310-450-1311. or E-
mail: rg©pmsman.com.

SERVERS &
ASST MANAGER

SERVERS AND ASSISTANT MANAGER
needed. Great pay Flexible hours. Call 310-
275-7770.

SUMMER SPORTS
CAMP COUNSELORS

Prime Time Sports Camp is now hiring for
summer 2001. Sports background and ex-
perience working with children required
9:30AM-3:30PM. M-F 6/25/01-8/31/01. WLA
and Palisades

. Peler:3l 0-288-4 132.

SWIM INSTRUCTORS
FAMILY LIFE AQUATICS Swim school
searching for fun&reliable swim instructors.

-WS4ACPR r«qotf«d. Must have car. High
pay, flexible hours. 310-454-6464

SWIMMING INSTRUCTORS at client
homes $20-$24/hr Strong lesson-teaching
experience with small children. Summer em-
ployment. Call John 818-781-7676 ext. 1.

TRANSLATION CO in Santa Monica needs
truely bilingual office assistant/editor w/ex-
cellent English and Spanish skills&computer
expertise. P/T-F/T. Fax resume 310-260-
7705. call 310-260-7700 ext 11

1-MINUTE TO UCLA
1 bdrm w/deck, furnished, bright, clean, se-
curity entrance, large closets, pool, lyr
lease $1300/mo. 310-824-1830.

1BDRM LUXURY APT
1412 1/2 Kelton. Guest bthnm. office. Newly
remodeled, hardwood floors, central A/C,
crown molding. Consider pet. Open daily 10-
6. $1950.

* PALMS •
4BD. 3BA + LOFT TOWNHOME FP

CENTRAL AIR/HEAT. GATED '

GARAGE. SEC ALARM. CAT OK
3670 MIDVALE AVE.

$2395/MO
2BD. 2BA TOWNHOME. FP,
CENTRAL AIR/HEAT. GATED

GARAGE. SEC. ALARM. CAT OK
3614 PARIS DR.

$1395/MO

* MAR VISTA *
11913 AVON WAY. $1295/MO.

1 1 748 COURTLEIGH DR. $1 295/MO.

(310)391-1076
Open House 7 Days a Wleek 10 -4 PM ,5

SANTA MONICA SPACIOUS private room
with balcony. A/C. fireplace, walk-in closets
$500. 310-395-RENT www.westslderen-
tals.com

2 BEDROOM
WESTWOOD CLOSE
TO EVERYTHING

Bright, cheerful, spacious, remodeled, close
to shopping. UCLA, transportation. Pool, pa-
tio, quiet 3XM7S-25&4.

SANTA MONICA TOWNHOUSE. 2 bed-
rooms, 2.5 baths, N. of Wilshlre Dishwasher
high ceilings. A/C, W/D hookups $1,237.'

310-395-RENT. www.westsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA unfurnished. 2 bedrooms
hardwood floors. $1250. 310-395-RENt'
www.westsiderentals.com

-SANTA MONICA great location, private ^
2&3BDRM. LARGE, bright, view. Microwave,
oven, refrigerator, dishwasher, washer/dryer
in unit. 21 -ft. Jacuzzi on roof. Walking dis-
tance to UCLA. 310-475-0807

2BDRM LUXURY APT
1412 Kelton. Guest bthrm. Newly remo-
deled, hardwood floors, central A/C. crown
molding. Consider pet. Open daily 10-6
$2390/month.

rooms, garage. $425. 310-395-RENT
www.westsiderentals.com

SERVERS NEEDED
ALL POSITIONS AVAIUBLE for upscale
Westside restaurant. Call Michel:310-470-
6601

STUDIO ASSISTANT Light carpentry skills a
plus, canvas stretching a must. Santa Moni-
ca area email tythia© mindspring.com or
call 310-392-8424

UCLA CAMPUS
TOUR GUIDES

Now hiring for 2001-2002 school year. 6-10
hours/week. At $8/hour. Applications avail-
able at 1147 Murphy Hall. Due 4/20/01 bv
SPM.

'

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ 142BEDROOM
$895&UP LARGE UNUSUAL CHARM
SOME SPANISH STYLE W/HARDWOOD
FLOORS. ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS
310-839-6294.

SANTA MONICA, pet okay, private room,
fireplace, pool, balcony. $600. 310-395-
RENT www westsiderentals.com

VENICE, fully furnished duplex, cat okay
refngerator. stove, dishwasher, skylights
color TV. VCR. phone, large deck, amazing
property $1000. 310-395-RENT www.west-
siderentals.com

84kOO
Apartments for Rent

WLA/PALMS
APARTMENT RENTALS
CALL 4 FREE LISTINGS

AND SPECIALS
Bachelors/Singles—some w/utilities paid,
pod. gated. $695-$895 Ibdrm $850-$995!
many w/fireplaces. luxury arvJ more. 2bdrrn
$11 95$ 1795. many w/dishwashers, balco-
ny, A/C and more. Call for free listing 310-
278-8999.

8600
Condo/Townhoiise for Rent

CULVER CITY post offtee area guest house.
Cat okay, hardwood floors, large closets
yard, utilities included. $795. 310-395-RENt!
www.westsklerentals.com

8700
Condo/Townliouse for Sale

IMAGINE OWNINGylEASING WILSHIRE
Corridor/HiRise single. 1or2bdrm $90K-
$200K, Walk to-UCLAA/illage, 24hr/security.
Spectacular views, pool, Jacuzzi, sauna,
valet service. Agent-Bob 310-478-
1835ext.109.

8800
Guesthouse for Rent

1903 GREENFIELD AVE- WESTWOOD.
Guesthouse, $650/mo. Female only Sorava
(310)477-5395. '

FURNISHED GUEST HOUSE in Beverly
Hills to rent. Lights and water included
$975/rTX). 310-859-1470.

SUMMER AT THE
BEACH AND MTNS

FUN WORK WITH CHILDREN IN THE OUT-
DOORS. 7-week day program, 2-weeks
Sierra Sleepaway June 25-Augu5t 24. Ex-
perience with children and water activities
$330+bonus/week. Call 310-826-7000 or
wwwSierraAdventureCamps.com

UCLA INTEGRATED SUBSTANCE ABUSE
PROGRAM: F/T RA needed. BA/BS re-
quired. Knowledge of research design.
SPSS, neuropsychiatric assessments pre-
ferred. Fax resume. 3 10-268-4397.

BEVERLY HILLS TRIPLEX furnished, best
BH location, hardwood floors, marble bath,
utilities included. $850. 310-395-RENf
www.westsiderentals.com

SUMMER CAMP
DIRECTOR

UCLA RECREATION
SUMMER CAMP JOBS

GREAT MONEY! GREAT TIME! We need
energetic people to be summer camp coun-
selors Pay is $7.38-$11,00/hr. Morning, af-
ternoon, all-day shifts available Call 310-
206-1787. Applications available at John
Wooden Center.

BRENTWOOD apartment, great location
refrigerator, stove. $700. 310-395-RENT
wwwweslsiderentals.com

BRENTWOOD, $1650. 2bd/2bth. front.up-
per. balcony, refrigerator/stove, car-
pet/drapes, parking, laundry, no pets, near
UCLA, by appt. 11728 Mayfield #6. 310-271-
6811.

WEST LOS ANGELES furnished guest
house. A/C, ready to move In. parking includ-
ed, rTwnth-to-month. cable included. $700.
310-395-RENT www.westsiderentals.com

WEST LOS ANGELES spacious 2 bed-
rooms, 2 baths, balcony A/C. large closets,
bright, gated parking, month-to-month $975
310-395-RENT www.westsiderentals com

WESTWOOD
ACROSS FROM UCLA

Spacious, bright 1 and 2bdrm apartment
Hardwood floors, large closets, laundry.
part<ing. ibdrm with patio available mid-May
for $1400. 2bdrm $1850 available July No
pets. 310-234-8278

8900
House for Rent

BEL AIR TOWNHOUSE
WITH A VIEW

2bdrm/2bth Townhouse w/private backyard.
Canyon views, fireplace, hardwood-floors,
central AC/heat. Garage. Walk to mar-
ket/8min to UCLA. WC pets. $3200/mth
310-276-8505

Private Beach Club seeking experienced
Head Coach to supervise social and recrea-
tional activiites for children ages 3«14 years.
Salary commensurate with experience. Con-
tact Dale:3 10-454-2266. or Fax resume 310-
454-2266.

SUMMER CAMP
COUNSELORS

Decathlon Sports Club Located in Palo Alto
6/25-8/17, $78-$92/day9am-4pm. camp-
job@ yahoo.com

SUMMER CAMP COUNSELORS. For
Westwood Recreation Complex. June 25-
Aug 31. 9:45am-4:15pm. Experience pre-
ferred Sports, arts and crafts, etc. $9 79/hr.
Apply in person. Benlta Dixon 31(M73-3610.

SUMMER DAY CAMPS
San Fernando or Conejo Valleys, Oxnard,
Simi, Malibu. Misc Instructors & General
couns $2750-3500+for summer. 888-784-
CAMP. wwwworkatcamp.com.

SUMMER DAY CAMPS
San Fernando or Conejo Valleys, Oxnartl,
Simi. Malibu. Misc. Instructors & General
couns. $2750-3500+ for summer. 888-784-
CAMP www.worttatcamp.com '

SUMMER JOB
GRAD/UNDERGRAD Psychotogy.education
or speech to be a camp aMe for a special
needs child. 6/25-8/25. Valerie 8 18-907-
0367.

UNIVERSITY APARTMENT Coordinator Po-
sition wanted from 6/18/01-6/30/02 One
shared rental space plus stipend. Applica-
tions and job descriptions available ©UCLA
UNIVERSITY APTS 625 Landfair Ave #1
Do not call. Application deadline 5pm
4/13/04. MUST BE UCLA STUDENT

VALET PARKING
ATTENDANTS

Flexible hours, great tips, Santa Monica and
Manna Del Rey areas. 310-214-1888. Leave
message.

HOLLYWOOD
PENTHOUSE

4+4, West Hollywood adjacent Sundeck
great views, central A/C. Jacuzzi tub, pets
weteomed. Roommates welcome $2 900
323-882-8002.

VET TECHS
Needed for busy a animal hosprtal in Culver
City. Call Oscar at:3 10-559-3770 or fax your
resume at:310-559-9447.

WANTED PART-TIME NANNY/DRIVER for
two young children 2 afternoons per week
$10 per hour. Approx. 8 hours per week
Need car. 310-442-4644.

7900
Housesitting

WRfFER/EDITOR seeks summer housesit-
ting Taking classes at UCLA. References
available. Call Cathy:817-413-
9555/cathyOwritershouse.net

IDEAL FOR FACULTY
Across from UCLA. Large, spacious, town-
house-like apartment. 2bed/2bath with large
private. Closed-garage, lyr Lease-
$1700/mo. Avail-March 15 310-553-5388.

PALMS. Single apt from $575, Ibdrm $695.
$600deposit 1-year lease only Stove, re-
frig.carpets, vert, blinds 310-837-1502
leave message . 8am-5pm only

PRIME WESTWOOD
Beautiful 2bed/lbath French style unit m 4plx
with oW wrtd chrm. high ceilings, hwd fl, brbr
cpts. w/d, tons of light. 10532 Eastbome
Brian:31 0-291 -3531 $1900. Contact:Brian
b_mestoOyahoo.com 310-291-3531.

SANTA MONICA 1)2BEDROOM/1 SBath
Townhouse, Washer/Dryer. Dishwasher.
Fridge, Mtorowave, Garage. $2500. 2)1 -bed-
room, 500sqAt, Stove, Fridge, Washer/Dryer,
Utilities included, garage, $1100 310-450-
0828.

WESTWOOD
WALK TO UCLA

spacious, bright 2 and 3bdrm apartments
Quiet building, hardwood ftoors, large clos-
ets, laundry, pariting. Available one year
lease in August. No pets. 2bdmi $1850
3t>drm $2600 310-234-8278

WEST LA/RANCHO PARK. 3 bdrm/lbth.
Complete remodel, hardwood floors, tire-

place, all appliances, largo yard, fruit trees,
great neighbors, 2 car garage. 3 miles from
UCLA. $2500/monlh. Available May 15. 6
month minimum lease. 310-202-6822.

9000
House for Sale

Outstanding Views
3BDRM/3.5BTH Mid-century custom built
home. Explosive city canyon, ocean views.
Dramatic entrance into Irg living, dining
room. Ftoor to celing windows. Pool. /VC.
Brentwood Broker 310-459-9283
$1,095,000.

WESTWOOD furnished apartment. Utilities

included, laundry. $745. 310-395-RENT.
www.westsklerentals.com

WESTWOOD VILLAGE: 1 -BEDROOM
$1400; 2-BEDROOM. 2-Bathroom $2000; 3-
Bedroom, 2-Bathroom $2900; Parking. 1-

year lease, no pets. 10943 RoeWlng. Avail-
able 7/5/01. 310-471-7073.

PERU 2BED/2BATH. 984 square ft. House
in beach town. 30 minutes south from Lima
$16,000. 213-625-0525.

9200
Housing Needed

NEW MEXrcO PROFESSOR seeks sabbat-
teal furnished sublet apartment or house for
one female Aug. -Dec Westside or V&lley.
Contact at cyeeOnmt.edu.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE: Large 1 -Bedroom.
$1500. Hardwood fkwrs. fireplace, partdng.
1-year lease, no pets, available 6/17/01. 925
Gayley Ave. 3 1 0-47 1 -7073.

WESTWOOD-GARDEN GUEST HOUSE
refrigerator, quiet neighbortxxxl, near UCLA
$1125. 310-395-RENT www.west-
siderentals.com

9300
Room for Help

MOTHER'S HELPER in exchange for room
Shop/cook for family. 8-10hrs/wk. 1-2days
No experience. Time arranged. Perfect for
grad student. Val 310-471-1671. evenings
DOSl.

8000
liil(;riislii|)s

SANTA MONICA apartment 4 bkx:ks from
beach. N of Wilshire. $856. 310-395-RENT
www westsklerental8.com

SANTA MONICA craftsman guest house
Refrigerator, stove, high ceilings, quiet
neighborhood, bright, utilities included
$1150. 310-395-RENT www.westsideren-
tals.com

WESTWOOD 2BDRM/2BATH $1450 AND
UP TILE KITCHEN, STEPDOWN LIVING
ROOM. HIGH CEILING. CHARM 1 MILE
SOUTH OF WILSHIRE. SOME W/BAL-
CONY310-839-6294.

SUMMER JOBS!
The Marcia Israel Day Camp is now hiring
Senior and Junior Counselors and an Art
Teacher for Summer 2001 Spirited, energe-
tic, patient, experienced candidates who love
working with young chiWren shoukJ call 310-
445-1280 ext. 150.

.SUMMER JOBSI WEST Los Angeles day-
camp hiring energetk; counselors, lifeguaitls.

and specialists Call Tiffany at 310-399-
2267.

Classifieds

825-2221

URBAN VISION ENTERTAINMENT TEMP
p/t. Movie mart<eting pakj/class credit possi-
ble. Wortdng with publtoatwns. radto. etc
Exp preferred. 323-292-0147.

8300
Volunteer

HOTLINE VOLUNTEERS NEEDED by the
Suickle Prevention Center. Excellent volun-
teer opporttmrty. Next training starts May 5
Please call 310-751-5330 (Culver City)

SANTA MONICA furnished spactous apart-
m«nt. hardwood fkwrs, large closets, walk-
ing distance to beach, partting ifKluded
$700 310-395-RENT www westsWeren-
tals.com

SANTA MONICA HOUSE 1 bedroom, 1 bath
refrigerator, stove, hardwood floors pet
okay $995. 310-395-RENT www.west-
siderentals.com

SANTA MONICA HOUSE 2 bedrooms
patK). hardwood fkjors. pantry, charming and
bnght. carport parking. $1,475. 310-395-
RENT www.westskJerental8.com

WESTWOOD. Across UCLA, upscale, one
and two bedrooms, full-kitchen, air condi-
ttoned. parting, one year lease. 445 Land-
fair Taking resen/ations. 310-824-1969.

WESTWOOD. Walk to UCLA. 2 single apts
avail. July and Sept. Ntee. bright room. Re-
frig/mtero/dlshwasher/stove. $710 w/part<ing.
$660 w/o partying 310-208-3387.

WESTWOOD Walk to UCLA. 2t>drTn/2bth.
gated parting, rooftop spa. quiet buikHng.
accepting reservatkxis lor Summer and Fan
$1895-$2275. 512 Veteran. 310-208-2655.

WESTWOOD: Studio for rent. Landfair.
Available June 15th Kitchen, dining room x-
large ctosets, bright 310-208-8937 Nathan

WILSHIRE CORRIDOR LUXURY-APAR-
TMENT Fumtehed studio. Jacuzzi, sauna,
gym, close to Westwood No kitchen
$890/mo. 10660 WUsNre Blvd 310-358-
8700 or 310-503-7227

ROOM/BOARD IN EXCHANGE for P/T
home care for young professional disabled
Earty AM/late PM, 5 days^^rk. Experience
Preferred WLA 310-312-0815

wf^^m B400
Room for Rent

HUGE TWO-STORY
MEDITERRANEAN

HOUSE
with rooms to rent) Share goumiet kitchen
Great resWential area of Mar Vista Ocean
view Starting $725 to $890 per room/month
310-398-7937 ask for Pat.

PRIVATE ROOM FOR RENt Westwood"
7mins to campus. Available May 8. Paik-
Ing/laundry/dlshwasher Huge IMng/dlning
area. spack>us bateony $680/mo. Mimi
310-234-2880.

SANTA MONICA Private room wfth jacuzzI
Private entrance, backyard, laundry cable
utilities paw Storage, garage, un/hjmlshed'
Female non-smoker $895/month Da-
vkJ:3l 0-666-0724.
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206-3060
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9400
Room for Rent

SEPULVEDA/VENICE Own bed, share bath
2bed/1bath 2(loor comer apt close to
Green/Blue line $480 Avail now Frank
»lan@uclaedu day:31 0-966-5320 eve310-
202-1196.

WEST LA/PALMS. Looking for female non-
smoker to share 2bed, 2 1/2 bath condo,
$800/month each, including utilities. Partially
furnished Close to UCLA 310-876-8577.

9500
RooMHnales-Privato Room

$490 PER MONTH South Mar Vista near
Centlnela and Culver Blvd Female, no
smoke, no drugs, house. 310-391-1563

BEVERLY HILLS PROFESSIONAL FE-
MALE to share beautiful condo with graduate
student $80Wmonth. No pets. Leave mes-
sage:310-273-7707.

BEVERLY HILLS: FREE MONTHS RENT!
2t)drm/1bth.apt. Huge, Spanish style, hard-
wood floors, furnished living-room/dining
room, DIrectTV. Must like cats. Live w/female
roommate. Parking. $70a/mth. You wont
pay until May! Move-In ASAP 818-695-6856

9500
Roommatps - Private Room

LARGE BRIGHT MASTER BEDROOM with
large ctoset. view, patio, in a penthouse
$800/monfh, washer/dryer. 1/4 mile frorn
UCLA. 310-474-0699, 3 10-993-8451.

LOS ANGELES. $350/MONTH. Looking for
Roommate to share 3bedroonV2bathroom
Apartment. Own Room/Bafhroom 15 minute
Drive to UCLA. Tuan Nguyen 310-815-8476.

WESTWOOD: Large 1 bdrm/lbth available in
2bdmV2blh apt. Cable/DSL/pa rking avail-
able. May-Dec. negotiable. 5 min walk to
UCLA. $700/month. 310 208-2908

9600
Roommates-Shared Room

Spring Quarter
WESTWOOD 437 Gayley "Pink Palace.'
Share bdrm/bth w/1 male All ammenffles.
DSL. Also available in summer $500/month
310-208-3578.

WESTWOOD 1-2 person needed to share
room in 2bdrm/2bath luxury condo on
Wilshire. ParWng. Low rem Pool. Jacuzzi
Tennis courts. Erlc-a 10-4 75-34 13 paoer
310-915-2611. >
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^
Ice Cream & Yogurt
208-8048

10916 Kinross Ave • Westwood Village

10% Off w/ UCU ID (in store only)

»» «. ^E "DELIVER!^ SS noon-IOpm H ^^^'^^^^^^^

concert you
^'^'^'^ 9cing to

take her to

have in common?!
you can sell them

all in the
Daily Bruin's

BRUIN
BARGAINS]
FREE lorHems under$10o\

Medium
Soft

Nonfat
Yogurt

exp. 4/30/01

Baskin(^Robbins
Ice Cream & Yogurt

208-8048 • Westwood Village

10916 Kinross Ave-Jij

Buy One
Get One FREE

or
get
one
for

$2.49

2-Scoop Sundae
exp. 4/30/01

Baskin(^Robbins
Ice Cream & Yogurt

208-8048 • Westwood Village

10916 Kinross Ave

EYE CARE FOR UCLA
Exam & Contacts
Ml Daily or Ext. Wr. or

2 boxes of disposables

Add $99 lor toric (for astigmatism) or
Gas Perm

or Exam & Glasses
from our Special Selection,

Single Vision, CR 39

OVER 5,000

FRAMES
& CONTACTS IN

STOCK

Bijan Cohenmehr, OD
311 6 Wilshire Blvd, Santa Monica

(5 blocks west of Bundy, across from Big 5)

• 15 Years Experience.

• Latest Technobgy.
• Award Winning Designer Collection.
• Insurance welcome.

(310) 828-2010
bfirw 4n0/01. May M( bt cOTMMd

wWi odtar discounts or plans.

J

9700
Sul)lets

437 GAYLEY. Pink Palace. Beautiful
2bdnm/2bth, w/2balconies. french doors,
spacious, 3 underground parking spots, par-
tially furnished Late June-8/31. $2l50/mo.
Please call Julie or Silvia at 310-824-5542

OMelvenySMyersLLP

Law Firm
Needs summer sublets
It you'ore inferest^d In

subletting your furnished apt

please email
dates available,

address,
tent, and amenities fo

sharper(P'omm com
or call (?13)430 6539

9700
Sul)lels

SUI^MER SUBLET. Live w/tw6 roommates
and dog in house. Own room/bath. Parking
Close to UCLA. 11967 Mayfield Ave
$900/month. Christa:31 0-481 -7813

SUBLET & ROOMMATE
SERVICE

FIND or LIST A SUBLET!!

www.thesublet.com
Sublett in all cittes!! (201-894-1189)

9700
Sublets

SUMMER SUBLETS
NEEDED

Law firm seeks furnished westside, South
Bay, Pasadena sublet. Only from May-Aug.
No share situations please Include cross-
street. Leave detailed message at 213-680-
8589

VETERAN/SANTA IWIONICA. Room in a
2bdrm+1.5bth furnished apt. Middle May-
Aug (neg). $600/month. Female preferred
Call Slavia at 310-473-8439.

WANTED

K

irr classified display

206.3060

Downtown law firm seeks hilly furnished sublets for visiting law
students from May through September Students stay in Los Angeles
from 6 to 1 1 weeks. Please send information regarding your sublet

to Maria at mjchelml^mto.coni. Remember to include the

following informaUon. Rent, LocaUon/City, Dates Available,

House/Apt/Room, # of bed^ooms^athrooms, Amenities

(FumishedAInftimished, Air, Pool, Parking, Convenient to Bus, etc^
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Has a friend

wronged you but

won't admit It?

MUSICTIUnfl

Or have you been
wrongfully accused
of something you

didn't do?

For example: A friend denies
denting your car, using your stuff,
or you suspect your girlfriend or
^ boyfriend is cheating...

STORIES MUST
BE RECENT!

NOW
APPEARING!
OMroNncNArsaEEN

UNTOERML cmniMLirMAXTM ATIIB

For Showtimes
And Information

Call 818-7606100

If you want

SIlSS: 31 0-752-8258
• • •

3 Getty Multicultural Paid Summer
Positions available at the

UCLA FOWLER MUSEUM OF
CULTURAL HISTORY

Education

Photography

Digital Imaging

Who Is eligible? Currently enrolled undergraduates of
African American, Asian, Latino/Hlspanic, Native

American & Pacific Islander descent.

How do I apply? Pick up an Informational flyer In the

__ front lobby of the Fowler Museum for more details.

E-mail specific questions to : ldenJ{@arts iir;-!^ ,;^„

DEADLINE FOR APPLICATIONS
MAY4, 2001 "

?

COMPLIMENTARY
CONSULTATION

Braces^^l,
Deliver Brilliant Results.

Please join us at the....

UCLA Hawaii ciub
Annual Luau

Tickets include Hawaiian dinner,

Hula and Tahitian performances, and
live entertainment by recording artists

THBe&Pkus
Saturday, April 14.2001

Ackennan Grand Ballroom

Doors open at 4:30

Visit our table on Bruin Walk

Tickets on sale at the CTO.

Paid for by USA Programming and Associated Students Interaction Fund ^^Funded by ttie campus programs Committee of the Program Activities Board, k ^

XlJD%.0^ jQl^Crso^^^n. ,0%.O^or04C\ r<}^ ^\

6

ORTHODONTIST
SINCE 1980

UCLA FACULTY MEMBER Dr. Nader Dayani
Member American Association of OrthoHont Ji^tlT

Specializing in braces for adults & children

^^^'' IfS^^

4i^/-^-w
Ni.UlTt' lub and Kfsl.iuiMiii
«t** *

• Invisible • Removable
• European • Traditional

(310) 826- 7494
11645 Wilshire Blvd. #802

Los Angeles, CA 90025

Cosmetic Porcelain

Surgical Orthodontics

(949) 552 - 5890
18124 Culver Dr., #A
Irvine, CA 92715

€vt;ry risf
ni.u ^$

mmmm<S!S5^"n»<^

Teeth Whitening
r— upper or lower

I $85*'° each

(Ret $200.00)

The freoFtment w« be c» folowj $ 1000 00 pKii
S 1 00.00 for ecx;h month of trecitm«nt rendered
for meto) broces. S900.00 plu» S 100 00 for eoch
monfh of treatment rendered for removable

brace* and S 1 700.00 plm $ 1 25.00 per rryjntti for

ceramte brocet. $200.00 »or dtognortte itudy
mode* and S J 75.00 for formal comurtottorx

expkattoo ckJto 5-1 SOI

five i)isro Sand: ind JJ} spinning all the dance hit:

4^Jy^ /'(> ^^;>,^/ji> ,>,.

illMrtM^C^IMM 21 and OUCR
Information and Reservations.

MAZEfKA
From page 35

Wrestling Federation has one of its

bi-weekly pay-per-view events.

Something that happens only

once a year like the UCLA-USC
game is special, and should be treat-

ed differently. Go out of your way to

make it memorable.

Just try and avoid lighting your
couch on fire.

The last time Mazeika wrote, he was call-

ing for Lavin's head in 1998. He misses

the hate mail, so e-mail him at

ewokguru@aol.com.

M.TENNIS
From page 40

The match marked the first time
that UCLA Head Coach Billy

Martin ever coached against one of
his former players.

"I feel really old today," Martin
said with a laugh. "I think I recog-

nize some of my plays."

Although the Roadrunners are a
junior college team, they played the

Bruins tough. They came close to

taking the doubles point, losing two
sets 8-6.

"This team could hang
with 90 percent

of Division 1."

Billy Martin

UCLA head coach

In the No. 2 singles match. Bruin
freshman Tobias Clemens returned
to action after injuring his foot more
than a month ago in a match against
use. He lost his match 6-4, 4-6 (7-

4).

"(My foot) is a little sore right

now, because I've been practicing

for a week," Clemens said. "I'm at

60 percent court condition. That's
normal after not playing 36 days."

Clemens said he will definitely

play in both matches of this week-
end's home stand against
Washington and Oregon.
The scrimmage offered opportu-

nities for the Bruin reserves to keep
sharp by playing them in intercolle-

giate action.

"I'm not in the lineup right now,
so I try to take advantage of matches
like these to work on parts of my
game," said Bruin reserve Derrick
Nguyen.

The atmosphere was more of a
goodwill game than a serious compe-
tition. The players weren't wearing
uniforms, there were no line judges
and they didn't bother posting
scores until the end of each set.

For Rozpedski, the match provid-
ed him the opportunity to give his

players the toughest competition
that they will face this year.

"It's a challenge for me and the
team to be here today." Rozpedski
said. "It's important that we gain
experience here if we didn't win.

The Roadrunners also took the
No. 3 singles match to a tiebreaker
before sophomore Erfan Djahangiri
eventually prevailed 4-6, 6-4(10-8).

"I told (my players) that we are
tough or else (UCLA) wouldn't have
us here today," Rozpedski said. "I'm
proud of how hard we tried to win."

"This team could hang tough with
90 percent of the Division I teams,
so I knew these guys would play us
tough," Martin said. "That's why
I'm glad we scrimmaged with them.
It will help us with this weekend's
games."

At the end of the matches both
teams engaged in friendly conversa-
tion, and they agreed that they
would like to try this again next sea-
son.

MAZEIKA
From page 40

person.

There's nothing quite as satisfying
as seeing rich people cry, and with
each school year, time is running out
for each of us to attend the game as a
student. Don't underestimate the
redeeming value of saying you were
there, although 20 years from now
you could always lie.

So if you 're one of those people
who prefer to lie, then the way I see
it you only have two options;

(a) a barbecue

(b)apub
If you feel it's OK to watch some-

thmg like the UCLA-USC football
game on TV. by yourself and without
consuming any alcohol, well, it's not
too late to make better, alcoholic
friends who will slap some sense into
you.

Now, I'm not an alcoholic myself
(what is it they say in AA ... denial is

the first stage?), but some sort of
liquor is a must - whether it be beer,
tequila, vodka or even wine coolers
for you beginners.

At a barbecue, the most common
way to add to the beer supply is

through the BYOB method - Bring
Your Own Beer. Of course, you will

_probably end up frustrated by Half.

time if others decide to DYB -~

Drink Your Beer.

So before going to the barbecue,
you have to determine just how
much alcohol you plan on consum-
ing. If the likelihood of you getting
drunk is fairly high, I suggest you
either bring a supply of hard alcohol
to the barbecue, or a pair of 12-packs
- or maybe both. Of course, you
could just go to the pub.

Nothing quite like a sporting
event to bring everyone together. At
the pub, after alcohol has driven
away your inhibitions, it's easy to

find yourself arguing strategy with
the total stranger to your rigiit.

It's amazing how much smarter
you'll look in front of your regular

friends after reciting word-for-word
what your new best friend at the bar
kept telling you during the second
hair

After alcohol, the second priority

in choosing a locale to watch the

game usually ends up being food.

Obviously, when you think of barbe-

_ cues, burgers and hot dogs come to

mind.

At the pub you'll probably have a
fine selection of side orders like buf-

falo wings, mozzarella sticks, fries,

etc. So you're certain not to go hun-
gry, but you'll have to be willing to

be patient and fork out the cash.

Ala barbecue, the problem
always entails finding that friend

who doesn't mind missing most of
the game because of the constant

grill-work. Not to mention you have
to trust him to be sober enough to

handle fire responsibly.

'.
I think it was about three or four

years ago that an ex-roommate of
mine plus one of my best friends

'thought it would be funny to squirt

the lighter fiuid and light it in mid-air

while trying to ignite the grill. Funny
how alcohol makes even the stupid-

est of ideas seem plausible.

The grill never did ignite, but the

lighter fluid did catch on fire. To this

day, you can still .sec the black marks
and small holes on the reclining chair

that was near the screen door.

The burgers still came out fine,

and thankfully no one was hurt. But
for safety purposes, you need a des-

ignated griller at a barbecue like you
need a designated driver when you
go to the pub.

If you wish to go the pizza route,

there is nothing wrong with that -

pizza is the lazy man's barbecue.

Nothing matches beer quite as well

as pcpperoni pizza.

But remember that you can
always eat pizza when you're watch-
ing "Survivor" or when the World

ScclMZEKA,pa9«34
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BRUiM BARGAiUS
every Wed. & Fri. in the Daily Bruin

® Image Paging & Cellular ®
'=F9EE OtCStTAL. f^HONE

POUR FREE Phones,ONE Rate Plan
SfJ^'iy ^^^^ Share Plan
p*r family or business!

Now up to four people can share mmutes o« o» one rate plan
»»hen you ago up for Pacific BeN pure Digital PCS" service
Smiply stop irrto any o( oor stores Hated below, sv> up for

service on a PBfaonal Choice rate plan and add up to three
peopto to an additional $14 99 pefpereonpef month- and
•••QlweyouuptoFOURFRtE PCS Phones. Plus if you act
now. we-l nduda UNUMITED MoMe to MoMe Minutes and
FREE Long OUtMice or 1000 FREE Meekand Minutes

FREE DIGITAI. PHONE
MlTJiSi^

$29.99

$39 99

$49.99

$79.99

$99 99

$149 99

$199 99

300

500

750

1200

1900

3000

fltU. LUKj

Distance and

Unlimited

MoMe-to-

MoMaminuias

andweeiiend

minutes
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V3902
weight

2.9 ounces

Just had sex?

Worried about

pregnancy?

It's not too late.

OwkMlAng

II 4* not. WE'

0*y»np«c»

Sl!?2Ji'J^?*' AJpha-numeflc P»gen
^^^^^^ matf Hie Nunibera Read iw Meeaage

http://planB.

healthcentral.com/

ThreeSteps.html

imm:

i«c«.m-SMi,

Image Paging & Cellular

(310)657-BEEP
2 3 3 7

1 006 Broxton Ave. Westwood, CA 90024
fax: 310-824-9S44

We will match or beat any price!

Open 7 Ojys . FfM Parking . »(itetwood Vilafl«

Wtw BnHrtow Pairing Structure

UCLA

We'll

income

Comm
do

unity,

your

^^££
taxes for

VITA

Funded by the
Community Activities Committee of the Program Activities Board

Just bring a// relevant tax information including
W-2s, 1099s, savings account interest &

,

student scholarship information to a site and
we'll do the rest!

SITE 1: P.A.T.H. (People Assisting The Homeless)
2346 Cotner Avenue, Los Angeles, CA 90064

March 10, 17, 24, 31, April 7 & 14 9 am - 1pm

SITE 2: UCLA (University of California, Los Angeles)
'^P'^'* 2-3 12-6 pm ACKERMAN 2410
April 4-6,9-13, & 16 12-6 pm ACKERMAN 3516

UCLA VITA (Volunteer Income Tax Assistance)
is a non-profit group that helps prepare basic
Federal and CA state income tax returns for

free. All VITA volunteers are trained by the IRS
and Franchise Tax Board.

www.studentgroups.ucla.edu/vita

^^

$2.00 off

TUESDAYS

Excludes Sicillians

y
/

^
^<^P%^^1^

•Not valid on Sicflians or with any other offer. Must mention ad.

^>*» CLIP AND SAVE

Exp. 4/12/01

LARGE

I

PIZZA w/

Free Liter

TWO TOPPINGS

TAX INCLUDED

Exp. 4/12/01

9.75 ^'^^^^^
Free Liter

TWO TOPPINGS

TAX INCLUDED
CUP AND SAVE

WMtwood 208-8671
BrentwoodoZU-OOSO
Offer good only with this

coupon, one coupon per pizza.
*

NO 1/2 & 1/2's

Limit 3 pizzas per address.

Open until 1 a.m.
Coupons must be given to driver.

Coupon volid 01 Weslwood ond Brentwood kKotionj only

^7*- CLIP AND SAVE — — -

Westwood 208-8671
Brentwood02U-0036
Offer good only with this

coupon, one coupon per pizza.
'

NO 1/2 & 1/2 '& :

Limit 3 pizzas per address.

Open until I a.m.
Coupons must be given fo driver

Coupon voltd 01 Westwood ond Bientwood knotionj only

Exp. 4/12/01

9.75 p'^^Aw/
Free Liter

TWO TOPPINGS

TAX INCLUDED
\ 2r^ 'r^^ii^tL; ^o^^^jk^^u,^^^^

Westwood 208-8671
BrentwoodO20-6636
Offer good only with this

coupon, one coupon per pizza.
*

NO 1/2 & 1/2's

Limit 3 pizzas per address.

Open until 1 a.m.
Coupons must be given to driver.

(oiipon »oW •» Wtihwod B«d Irenfwood lotilwH on»y.
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th
.Newspaper
dialogues^

hate coupon

days. Especially

when people use

dull scissors."

•Choppy, recycled newspaper

Please recycle this paper!

r-i?-*'

n
n Freecom

||;^ student loan "g/ft registry"
jpiG who care about you lighten the load.

f How EnroHingUl

$ Westwood Summer $
I 5c/riio/ Camp If

^ Making Great Kids Greater! ^
t Improve Grades, t
1 Motivation, & Confidence ^
^ Traditional camp activities, *&>

COJ horseback riding, nature & liilcing, YX sports & games. Aquarium of the li

^ Pacific, San Olego Zoo, Disneyland, ^
^ Universal Studios, sicating $
^ and much, much morel <^

1*:!?m̂^m^o !

Live and Learn

Japanese!
The Waseda Oregon Programs take North American and inicrna-

tionaJ students to the prestigious Waseda University, Tokyo, japan

for academic programs of Japanese language and comparative US-

Japan Societies study;

• Waseda Oregon Summer Japanese Program -, - —

-

July 5 -August 17. 2001 .^-^ -^_^.

• Waseda Oregon Transnational Program

January 1 5 - June 23. 2002

Scholarships of up to $1000 arc available for the Transnational

Program. For more information, conuct:

Waseda Oregon Office

Portland Sute University

(800) 823-7938 www.wasedaoregon.org

pLease...

RECYCLE
the

DAILYBRUIN

WWW.SMi4U.COM

• Your friendly Realtor tailored to your needs

• Professional service you can count on

• Honest and trustworthy

• Effective communicator and efficient

• Houses and townhouses/condos for rent/sale

Smmg greater Wat LotMigdes mcludmg BfeJtewJ,

BroUnvod, Smta Monica, Beverly HHIs, Century ay, Bel

Air, Qmiol Hills. WlA & PaHiadis

SMI Realty can 310-312-5455
***Call Now for UCLA Community Discounrh***

FREE NOKIA CELL PHONE
MONTHLY
RATE

$49.99

$29.99

PLAN
MINUTES

400

120

FRfeE ADDITIONAL
NIGHT AND
WEEKEND
MINUTES

1,000

1,000

TOTAL
MONTHLY
MINUTES

1,400

1,120

LONG DISTANCE
INCLUDED IN

PLART0 50

STATES

FREE

FREE
RECEIVE FREE ADDITIONAL 1 ,000 MINUTES FOR NIGHT AND
WEEKEND MINUTES EVERY MONTH FROM AT&T WIRELESS!

PLAN INCLUDES YqilRpqi^RjSTfr LONG DLSTANCK CALLS TO AtJ. SO STATR.S
WITHIN YOUR HOMK CALLINC Kfi£^. THATS CORRECT!

PREFERRED PAGERS
(800)784-6183

i<i\h oi<iii:u>

Dr. PatricR Doyle, O.D.
EVES OF WESTWOOD

i C^ M
EYE EXAMINATIONS-CONTACT LENSES HIGH-FASHION EYEWEAR

10930 WEYBURN AVE
3 1 0-208- 1384

TOE DIFIIEREnCE IS HIGH QUALTTY SERVICEf

CONTACT LENS
PACKAGE*
Includes eye e«am.

fitting. 2 month follow

up. and pair of Ocular
Scierx:e daily

Eyes of
Westwood

can help you
see better, and

look better,

too.

EYEGLASS
PACKAGE*

Includes exam, frame
and single vision

prescription lenses.

Laser Vhlon
Correction • LASIK

Is it for you??
Be sure to ask Dr.

Doyle. He has had

U5/Kandis
extremely happy!

Close to campus in Westwood Village

Across from Jeny's Famous Deli

litt/e as

Europe's Besl Trawl Htmrt

. ExclHSlvily For »»<«P"?i^"'^^^^^^^^

. Dior to D«8P Hestel OmWiim Omp Oti Jirrtci

Fliillli l^ivil Pin
• Sill. Ciilirtifeli, Air CiiiltliMri I Siihi Frii Ciiclit

. . .J.^ . . . a FfI. lifiPMttn li lupl lips

For a FREE brochuPR "
,

and booking Inlormatlon

visll ynur locel Siudcnl Iravel iiltice

www.busaboul.cQni
Ttkt control o( your own tdventurt

jpji W»>.J^ iwumi— I IHBIIMH:

W.TRACK
From page 39

Distance

The distance squad will be led by

the athleticism of Nilsson, a 16-time

Swedish Junior Champion in events

ranging from 400m to 3b00m
between 1995 and 1999. Nilsson set

the Swedish junior record in the 800m
at 2:03.9 and is one of the strongest

«00m and 1500m runners for UCLA.
The 800m runners are five athletes

deep, all of whom look to be serious

national contenders. Rounding out

the middle distances are junior

Williams, Marr, Burgess, and senior

Bridie Hatch.

With the graduation of distance

star Tina Bowen and departure of

senior Katie Nuanes, the Bruins lost

their top two distance runners and the

team will now look to senior Gina
Donnelly in the 5000m and 10,000m

races.

The 3,000m steeple chase replaces

the open 3,000m run as a NCAA
event for the first time this year, and

four athletes have taken the challenge

upon themselves. The group is led by
junior Elaine Canchola, who holds

the fastest lime for UCLA at 10:54.79

and rounded out by Donnelly, and
sophomores Melissa McBain and
Julia Barbour.

Jumps
The newest addition to the jumps

squad is Coach Al Joyner, who won
the gold medal in the triple jump in

the 1984 Olympics. Joyner 's ties to

elite track and field experience extend

to his sister Jackie Joyner Kersee, late

wife Florence Griffith Joyner, and
brother-in-law and UCLA Sprints

coach Bob Kersee.

The jumpers are led by junior high

jumper Griffith, Joyner's niece, who
jumped 6^ to finish fourth at indoor

nationals.

Strong contenders in the longjump
are Ogunleye, whose best is 20-4 1/4,

and Johnson.

Johnson is also strong in the triple

jump (41-7) and junior Kristee Porter,

who is a member of the UCLA volley-

ball and basketball teams, is a fierce

competitor in the long jump as well

with her best of 41 -10.

Pok Vault

The pole vaulters are led by
O'Hara, who is the 2000 Indoor and
Outdoor champion. O'Fiara once
held the collegiate outdoor record

and looks to have a shot at the out-

door title although she has not had the

same success early in the season that

she did last year.

"She peaked very early in the sea-

son, with big jumps at the end of

indoors, and it's tough to stay on top

ofyour game all through season," said

pole vault coach Anthony Curran.

"Tracy is making slow improvements
each week and by nationals, she'll be
ready to make her mark."

Also strong for the vaulters are

senior Erica Hoernig, who returns for

her final outdoor season, and junior

Heather Sickler. Both Hoernig and
Sickler are possible scorers for the

Bruins nationally.

Throws
The throwers are one of the most

dependable portions of the team in

terms of scoring at big meets. Raking
in 22 points at indoor nationals, the

throwers scored almost half of the

team's total points. Led by Tolson in

the shotput and hammer throws and
sophomore Chaniqua Ross in the dis-

cus, the throwers look to continue

their dominance.

Throws Coach Art Venegas looks

to score in the shot put, discus and
hammer throws nationally. The one
event in which the Bruins will most
likely not compete for a title is the

javelin. But with the improvements
made by junior Suzanne Linn over

the past year, and the addition of

freshman Karina Powell to the squad,

with lime, they too can be possible

scorers.
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STEEPLECHASE
From page 39

one reason Barbour enthusiastically

embraced it.

"I don't focus easily, so it's good to

focus on point to point," Barbour said.

"I have a lot of strength, not just

endurance, so I think it's belter for me
to be in an event that's more active."

But there isn't just one quality thai

makes an athlete a good steeplechaser.

It's a combination of flexibility,

strength, endurance and focus.

It is this aspect that appeals to the

Bruin competitors, especially

McBain.

"Because there are so many differ-

enl techniques, there are so many ways
to improve," McBain said. "1 had a

bad race last weekend but instead of

getting discouraged. I'm anxious to

get back out there and do it again and

have a better time and feel better

about it."

And even Donnelly, who is in her

final year with the track and field pro-

gram, and who initially wanted to stick

with what was familiar to her. has

developed a passion for the challenge.

Since she started training and learn-

ing, she has grown more confident in

her ability and is excited to keep

improving.

The women credit coach Leham-

Winters for keeping them encouraged

and excited while putting all the

aspects together.

"She reminds us to think about

what you have control over, like your
form," Barbour said. "You lose con-

trol when you think about how painful

it is and tiring it is."

That may be the most challenging

part of the race - maintaining form,

focus and stamina through the whole
race.

"You have to be able to get through

the fatigue to fight through while keep-

ing your technique good in between
the hurdles." Donnelly said.

And what also motivates these four

the most is the bond that they've

formed through training.

"We have our little crew." Barbour
said.

Canchola. Barbour. Donnelly and
McBain are pioneers in this event and
together, they push to improve.

p^a^^MV* MVH^HH

TOPPEL
From page 40

Alto to take on No. 5 Stanford.

But maybe they already know him well enough.
When Stanford came down here on March 9,

Toppel had 26 kills at a .415 hitting clip, leading
his team to a four-game victory over UCLA.

"His volleyball athleticism, physical ability to

play this game and his ability to attack the ball

were evident at a very young age to me," said

Stanford Coach Ruben Nieves.

But while everyone else could see Toppel's
potential, Topple himself had no idea what was
going on.

"Before the coaches started approaching me I

didn't know anything ^boul colleges," Toppel
said.

"I was only a sophomore, not even halfway

__dgne with high school. (College) was the last thing

on my mind. By the time junior year rolled around
I had to make a decision on where I wanted to go."

After taking official recruiting trips to his top
two schools, UCLA and Stanford, Toppel did
what few would expect of the nation's lop recruit -

he put his education first.

"1 knew I wasn't going to play volleyball for the

rest of my life." Toppel said. "UCLA is a good
school, but 1 thought Stanford had a belter name
overall and scholaslically might be a better school
for me."

With plans of attending medical school and
eventually becoming an orthopedic surgeon, edu-
cation was Toppel's main priority. Even though
UCLA won its 18th NCAA title last year, he still

feels he made the right decision.

"I really don't know what it would be like at

UCLA because I'm not there," he said.

"Sometimes I think I might have had more fun at

UCLA, but I'm not going to regret what 1 did."

Stanford had one more thing to offer Toppel
that UCLA couldn't - a scholarship.

"Unfortunately we had no money for him. and
on the last day Stanford suddenly materialized a

full scholarship for him," Scales said.

With only four and a half scholarships for 17

players, most members on the UCLA squad
receive little to no financial assistance, let alone a
full scholarship waiting for them as freshmen. So
while Scates hoped that Toppel would walk on to

the team, the blue-chip packed his bags and head-
ed north.

During his time with the Cardinal. Toppel has
taken his game to the next level.

"He's developed into more of a complete play-

er," Nieves said. "He's a much better server as a

sophomore than he was as a high school senior.

He's a much better defender and blocker than he
was as a freshman.

"He's added to his great attacking ability by
improving some of the other areas of his game."
And the results are evident.

Last year, Toppel was the Motmtatn Pacifier
Sports Federation Freshman of the Year. He set a

national and school record by averaging 8.65 kills

per game and was an MPSF first-team and All-

American second team selection.

This year. Toppel is third in the nation with his

team-leading 5.52 kills per game and is third on his

team in defense with 1.59 digs per game.
Toppel has also matured in ways that stats and

awards can't describe.

"He's more patient with himself and his team,"
Nieves said. "He has a better understanding that

success comes over time, that you don't win a

match with one play and you don't win a champi-
onship in one week."

"The guy wants to be good." Nieves continued.

"He wants to win, and when you're that competi-
tive you can get frustrated when things don't come
immediately."

According to Scates. Toppel is simply a stellar

athlete.

"He's just a big hitter who jumps high, hits the

ball real hard and is certain to play on the U.S

BASEBALL
From page 40

out but thai a single would win

the game for San Diego Stale.

Jansscn forced a groundoul lo

shortstop Griffin lo seal the non-

conference win for the Bruins.

Designated hitler Brian Baron
entered the game leading the

nation in baiting by 25 poinlv

with a gaudy 519 average but

connected on only one hit in f\vc

al bats. He has a hit in every game
but one this season.

• • •

The Bruins host Washington
tonight al 6 in the first game of a

three-game series. The Huskies

have .\ 2-7 conlcioiKc record hut

Sidnfotd Sports Information

Curt Toppel, one of the nation's best players,

considered UCLA before choosing Stanford.

team," Scates said.

"He's matured physically; he's a little taller and
stronger, but it's nothing Stanford's done. We'd
be better with him, there's no question about
that," Scates added. "But any team would be bel-

ter."

possess two starters hitting above
.400 and three undefeated pitch-

ers with impressive ERAs in

Shawn Kohn (3-0. 1.29). Scott

Robertson (2-0, 1.46) and Sean
White (3-0, 3.24).

Last season UCLA look two
of three from the Huskies al

Jackie Robinson Stadium, win-

ning a one-run Friday night game
and a 12-5 Sunday afternoon con-

test. The Bruins look lo make up
Pac-IO ground lost last weekend
after two losses lo conference-

leading Stanford.

"This weekend we can't afford

to lose any of the games." Diaz
said. "We'll be ready."

Probable starters for tonight's

game are Jon Brandt (3-3, 5.76)

for UCLA and Kohn for

Washington.

ALL WOMEN KEEP SCORE..
ONLY THE GREAT ONES PUT ITIN WRITING.

##

THU & PR! AT 8 • SAT AT 5 & 9 • SUN AT 2 & 7:30

AS FRESH AND FUN AS EVER
IT'S REALLY SOMETHING TO HOLLER ABOUT."

- Los Angeles Times

RENtE ZELLWEGER COLIN FIRTH and HUGH GRANT

BRIDGETJONES'S DIARY
Uncensored. Uninhibited. Unmarried.

MW'MBifa»SHi«ini«HiifBuw.naiwinMriMi Biff
»HiiM laon wiffiiam ffijmie .Mia ?]fwos»m lisii

iBZ^ •^"* BESEKLIT?
mm ^^ ^

STARTS FRIDAY APRIL 13TH IN THEATERS EVERYWHERE!

From the makers of "Four Weddings and a Funeral" & "Nottinq Hill

INFECTIOUS,
INVENTIVE,
PULSE-POUNDING
ENTERTAINMENT!"
- San Francisco Chronicle

NOW THRU SUNDAY ONLY!
«**.m-,x»t£eH» 213-365-3500 or 714-740-7878

Tower Rwords, Robinsons»May, Wherehouse Music, h Mu$i(o, Ritmo Latino ond the Wikhire Theatre Box Office (Mon Noon 6pm;

^
Toe-fri Noon-8:30pm; Sot Noon 9;30pm; Sun Noon Bpm) www.ntderlander.com GROUP DISCOUNTS: 323.463 4367

TWILSHIRE THEATRE
8440 WILSHIRE BLVO . BEVERLY HILLS

TheBeaityt^AttWheelDrh^ www.stomponline.com
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Bruins find chemistry to end season on high note
W.HOOPS: Greco first in

Pac-10 in scoring; Porter

develops defensive role

By S<ott Sdiultz

Daily Bruin Staff

A iransition season is not judged on

the final record. It isjudgcd by the eOl-

ciency of the transition being accom-

modated By that deHnition, the

women's basketball team had a suc-

cessful season.

The Bruins (6-25, 5-13 Pac-10), who
had gone lo

lacking veteran leadership.

"The lack of veteran players was dif-

ficult to overcome," said Head Coach

Kathy Olivier "But the returning play-

ers definitely helped the new players ...

know what to expect."

Suddenly the Bruins, two years

removed from the Elite Eight, were

intensity and closed the game strong

for its first conference victory.

Gradually, the inexperienced team

developed into a working unit with

defined roles. The games against their

Pac-10 rivals were much tighter con-

tests than in the first half of the season.

Nakase provided tough perimeter

facing one of the most difficult sched- defense while improving her decision-

ules in the country with a team consist-

ing almost entirely of freshmen, sopho-

mores and transfers.

Greco, who was expected to play a

major role on the team, was suddenly

thrust into a leadership position while

also being the sole point of the Bruin

making as a playmaker. Jones became

the gritty intangibles player with a

knack for being in the right place at all

times. Junior Malika Leathem provid-

ed athleticism in the low post.

Porter not only became one of the

Pac-IO's best all-around defensive play-

s

/
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three straight

tournaments,

entered the

season as a

question mark

after losing

seven players,

including the

majority of

their starting

lineup and the

entire front

court, to graduation.

Before the first games were even

played, the Bruins were dealt two con-

secutive knockout punches when they

found out that sophomore guard

Nicole Kaczmarski and senior for-

ward LaCresha Flannigan would not

be returning to the team.

"The very beginning of the season

was definitely rough for all of us,"

junior guard Michejle Greco said.

"We didn't know who was going to be

playing, and we didn't know each oth-

ers' moves, but we really improved

over the course of the season."

Both Flannigan and Kaczmarski

had been projected to be starters and

leaders on a team that was already

offense. The other players had to get ers, but a bona fide scoring threat as

used to playing

at the elite level

while simultane-

ously learning to

play with each

other.

"I thought

Michelle did a

great job as a

leader on a tran-

sition team,

which she had

'The very beginning of

the season was ... rough."

Michelle Greco

junior guard

well. She scored

32 points against

Wash ington
State.

But this Bruin

team was ulti-

mately carried

by the all-around

tough game of

Greco. Facing

double- and

triple-teams all

never experienced before," Olivier season, Greco still led the Pac-10 in

said. scoring (19.9 ppg) and free-throw per-

Olivicr put a thrift-shop team on the ccntagc (.866.) She had a winner's

Hoor around Greco, featuring the knack for making the big rebound or

smallest point guard in the Pac-10, 5- steal whenever the game was on the

foot-l sophomore Natalie Nakase, and line.

later a soccer player (Whitney Jones)

and a volleyball player (Kristee

Porter).

The season started as a disaster,

with the Bruins losing 13 of their first

14 games. None of the games were

close, but the resilient Bruins kept their

The Bruins' quickness and their

tenacious presses and traps were also

key to the season's turnaround. They

ended the 200(X0I campaign leading

the Pac-10 in steals and turnover mar-

gin.

'I think we played a lot better as the

heads high and never quit, battling season went on and we got used to

back in all of the games. each other," Nakase said.

The breakthrough game for the She added, "I don't think our

Bruins was the home win against USC record reflected how good and how
on Jan. 14, when UCLA stepped up its hard we played the second half of

NtCOlE MIUER/ 0«ly fruin

Natalie Nakase passes the ball in a game against Oregon State.The
sophomore point guard blossomed in defense and playmaking skills.

the season."

The transition phase was completed

when the Bruins swept their final home
series of the season against the

Washington schools, including an 81-

56 blowout of the Huskies, who didn't

lose another game until the Elite Eight.

"We ended with two victories and

we never quit, which is a positive

reflection on the program and the

coaches," Greco said.

Next season, UCLA will add two

large post players to their now experi-

enced squad. If all goes well, the Bruins

should find themselves back in the

tournament next season.

Large
Navel Oranges Sparkletts*

• CRYSTAL FIICSM ORINKINO WATER
• MOUNTAIN 8PRINO WATIR
• MST1U£0 WATER (97«)

Haagen-Dazs pints

jMy

40 varieties limit 4 Save $1.10

Coke, Diet Coke & Sprite

$i69
™ Save 700

6 pk • 12 oz. cans

Yoplait Onginals
• 11 varieties

_ Oriyitiul ^ 59
::^ 6 oz. Save 360

(IIINNESS

8 pk' 14.9 OZ. cans Limit 3 Save $5.00

Tropicana
Pure Premium Orange Juice

• Regular

• Homestyle

• w/Calclum
• Orange Tangerine

64oz. Limit 4 Save $2.98

FOSTER FARMS*
Turlcey Franl(s

99
16 oz. Save 80C

IVIiller Genuine Draft

Jj8 pk • 12 oz. bottles Save $3.50

Springfield
Frozen Orange Juice

99«
12 oz. Save 400

mike's

'^'-^^

6 pk * 12 oz. bottioe Save $1.50

Open 'tii Midnight at 1057 Gayiey Ave. 209-1111 MasterCard

^ ^ J
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Even
WOMEN'S TRACK AND FIELD SEASON PREVIEW

Strong, balanced team has
outdoor title in its sights

betterthanbefore
By Christina Teller

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

How does a team follow up back-
to-back Indoor National titles?

The most common answer from
the women's track and field staff is to

win the outdoor title - something that

UCLA hasn't done since 1983, when
Head Coach Jeanette Bolden was a

Bruin athlete herself, along with the

late Rorence

Griffith-
Joyner and

Jackie
J o y n e r -

Kersee.

The 2001

wo me n 's

track and

field team,

which fin-

ished third

last year at

nationals, is

currently ranked first on the Team
Power Rating Chart and has a legiti-

mate shot at accomplishing its goal

this year. Track and Field News
agrees, dubbing them as the early

favorite to win the outdoor title.

The Bruins have depth on the track

and well into the field.

After bringing in the best-regarded

recruiting class in the nation, includ-

ing Adia McKinnon, Sheena Johnson
and Sani Roseby, the sprint and hurdle

events are more filled out for the 2001

campaign.

With senior hurdler Michelle Perry

and senior sprinter Shakedia Jones on
the track and junior pole vaulter Tracy

ue to be a force to be reckoned with on
the track in the years to come.

Hurdles
The hurdlers have a well-developed

leader to follow in Perry. She is the

defending 100m hurdles Pac-10 cham-
pion and earned All-American honors

by placing fourth in the 400m hurdles

at nationals in 2000. Perry has also

undertaken the challenge of the hep-

tathlon, in which she will begin com-
peting as the season goes on.

Junior middle-distance runner

Ysanne Williams, has started lo com-
pete in the 400m hurdles. In just her

second time competing in the race, she

put up a strong provisionally quatiQc

O'Hara, senior thrower Christina

Tolson and junior jumper Damesha
Griffith on the field, the Bruins are led

by experienced veterans.

"We have some very talented new-
comers in this incoming recruiting

class," Bolden said. "When blending

the veterans with our newcomers, we
should be able to field a very strong

team for this season."

The Bruins sent 10 athletes to the

indoor nationals and came home with

three individual titles - Tolson in the

shot put and weight throw and senior

Deana Simmons in the triplejump.

Sprints

The sprint corps is led by Jones,

who was a member of the 2000 US
Olympic relay pool and has repeatedly

turned in gutsy performances. At last

year's outdoor nationals, she compet-
ed in the finals of the 100 meters and
placed sixth ( 1 1.55 seconds) even after

suffering a hamstring injury. This

year, she qualified for the 2001 indoor

nationals after recovering from shin

splints eariier in the season. Jones'

ViaOftCHEN/Dady Bruin

best marks currently sit at Mils in the

100m and 22.84s in the 200m.
The young blood in the sprint

squads is what has given the Bruins the

biggest boost on the track. The combi-

nation of McKinnon, who won the

400m and placed fourth in the 200m at

the Foot Locker/National Scholastic

meet, Roseby. who was the California

state champion in the 100m and won
second in the 200m, and Johnson,
who is the 400m hurdle U.S. Junior

champion and competed at the 2000
Olympic trials, the Bruins will contin-

ing lime of 58.61 at the home meet on
March 31.

The freshman dqo of Roseby and
Johnson will have an impact in the

hurdles as well.

Relays

The Bruins will most likely look to

the NCAA indoor team of Johnson,

Williams, McKinnon. and either

Perry or Bunmi Ogunleye to run the 4

X 400m relay.

In the 4 x lOOm pool are Jones,

Perry, Johnson, and either Roseby or

McKinnon.
Running the 4 x 800m relay will

most likely be Williams, sophomore
Jessica Marr, sophomore Tiffany

Burgess, and freshman Lena.Nilsson,

who won the event at the Texas
Relays, setting a new school record at

8:33.21.

SeeW.TRAaCpage36

Distance ruiiners ready to make leap to steeplechase
FEATURE: New track event ^^""^ ^^ '"«'^c a name for themselves

within the program and conference
carries 3,000m run along

with 35 barriers to jump

ByOvistinaTclter

Dally Bruin Senior Staff

"We've wanted them to take a look

at how they can help our team, not just

how they can become better runners,"

he added.

The steeplechase may be the most
demanding track and field event out

there. Not only is it a 3,000m distance
They stand at 5-feet-2, 5-1, 5-5 and 5- race, but there is a barrier every 80m.

5. They have a collective nine years of Having been distance runners their

distance experience at UCLA. They whole careers, not a single one had
had hurdled a total of zero times ever had to clear a hurdle,

before attempting the event. Their "The first test," Donnelly said, "was
mission: to complete seven and a half to see who was going over the hurdle
laps and clear 35 33-inch barriers - to determine whether it was us or not.

. including seven

water jumps - in

less than 10:20 to

qualify for

Nationals.

Led by junior

Elaine Canchola,

whose best time

currently stands

at 10:54.79, the

group of sopho-

mores Melissa

McBain and -^——^—

—

Julia Barbour

and senior Gina Donnelly are the first

women to ever compete in the 3.000-

meter steeplechase for UCLA.
The event replaces the open 3,000m

run as a NCAA event for women and

gives these athletes a new opportunity

lo score for their team.

"The main reason that they have

taken on the challenge of learning the

discipline is that it's an opportunity,"

distance coach Eric Peterson said.

"These are kids tha*. you don't read a

lot about and they are working very

Having been distance

runners their whole
careers, not a single

one had ever had to

clear a hurdle.

They had lo see if

we were going to

go over it or not,

and we all went

over and didn't

stop."

But it wasn't

as easy as she

makes it sound.

In fact, Barbour

didn't quite dear

^^ it on her first try

and ended up

with a black eye
at the end of their first practice.

And going into their first competi-
tion, Barbour, Donnelly and McBain
had never gone over the water jump,
which is directly behind the hurdle at

the three^iuarters point of each lap.

Donnelly described their first time

negotiating the water jump. "We were

all like, 'Aaah!'"

But as they've competed, the

women, coached primarily by

Assistant distance coach Helen

Leham-Winters, have learned the tech-

T •

n»- » ^t .^ .. . COURTNfY STEWART
Distance runners Gina Donnelly, Melissa McBain, Julia Barbour and Elaine Canchola are the first
Bruins to compete in the women's 3,000m steeplechase.

nique and begun lo work on mastering

it.

"You're trying to run through (the

water jump)," Donnelly explained.

"You're jumping over it and into it

and using momentum as a tool."

Leham-Winters' has also helped the

foursome take a more technical

approach tq the race, something they

are not used to.

In pure distance races, runners try

to maintain a steady rhythm through

the greater portion of the race and
push themselves at the end.

In the steeplechase, though, ath-

letes are challenged by the constant

changes to which they must adapt.

After hurdling each barrier the women,
must regain their rhythm, speed up to

attack the next barrier and continue

this up-and-down pattern through the

whole race.

"For distance runners, probably for

most of their lives, they haven't had to

approach the sport in such a technical

way, and that's a challenge," Leham-
Winters said. "It requires a different

amount of focus and concentration

and body awareness.

"Distance runners don't normally
train in a manner that requires that

amount of concentration on technique
or fine motor movements." she added.

The focus that the event demands is

SecSnEPLEOUSf,page37
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40 You might not be

able to vote for

USAC online, but

you can vote in the

Daily Bruin online

poll. If only we had

the site's URL ...

wvvw.dailybruin.ucla.edu
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After winning the NCAA
indoor title, the UCLA
women look to add the

indoor crown. See page 39
Thursday, April 12,2001

UCLA wins one-run affair against SDSU
BASEBALL Team hopes

to help Pac-10 standing

in game versus Huskies

By Jeff Agase
Daily Bruin Reporter

Just when the UCLA baseball

team thought it could avoid yet

another stomach-churning one-run

game with San

Diego State, the

Aztecs made it

interesting.

Fortunately

for the Bruins

(22-11 overall),

Jllfi ninth-

UCLA3
SDSU 2

BASEBALL:
innmg r^lly by

SDSU (21-15)

fell one run

short. and

UCLA held on

for a 3-2 victory

before 580 fans

at Tony Gwynn
Stadium.

Bruin starter

Paul Dia? (1-0) picked up the win
after going four innings and surren-

dering no runs on three hits in the

third consecutive one-run game
between the teams.

"Pretty much everything was
working," Diaz said of his perfor-

mance. "We pitched pretty well and
got good defense, especially from
Preston Griffin and (Josh)

Canales."

Aztec pitcher Ben Julianel (1-5)

was saddled with the loss after allow-

ing eight hits and the three Bruin

runs in just over three innings of

^

work on the mound.
UCLA drew first blood in the

third when centerfielder Matt Pearl

singled on a 3-2 count with one out.

Ben Francisco moved Pearl into

scoring position with a single of his

own and a passed ball allowed Pearl

to advance to third.

After a rare strikeout from Bruin

batting leader Brian Baron, left

fielder Adam Berry walked to load

the bases with two away. Junior

catcher Josh

Arhart stepped

up and laced a

single to right

center, scoring

Pearl and

Francisco.

- Diaz contir»-

ued his stellar

performance
and his offense

awarded him

with another

run in the

fourth. A
Canales RBI
single scored

third baseman
Randall Shelley, who had singled

and later reached third on a throw-

ing error by Aztec third baseman
Pilar Amaya.

The bats on both squads went
silent for the next four innings, as

Bobby Roe relieved Diaz with three

scoreless innings of his own and San
Diego State reliever John Skinner

held the Bruins to just one hit over

three middle innings.

Mike Garber held off a Bruin

scoring chance in the seventh when
he struck out Brandon Averill with

two runners in scoring position.

Today

6 p.m.

Jackie Robinson

Stadium

ADAM BROWN/D*ily Brum

MARY ClECEK/Daily Biuin Seniof Staff

Preston Griffin runs the bases in a game against Pepperdine.

Mike Moat averted a similar poten-

tial disaster the next inning, when he

forced Pearl to ground out with two
down and the bases full.

Mike Davern did his share of

damage control for the Bruins in the

eighth, when he got an inning-end-

ing groundoul from pinch hitler

Darrell Bowles to preserve the

shutout.

The shutout had a life of only

eight innings, however,' as Aztec sec-

ond baseman Carlos Cota hit a one-

out home run off Kevin Jerkens to

pull within two and a groundout
RBI from Amaya scored Sean
Pierce to cut the deficit to a single

run.

Aztec Casey Janssen entered the

game knowing he needed just one

SeeBASEBAU,page37

Mass quantities

of alcohol can

enhance major

sporting events

COLUMN: Watching game

among friends, food next

best thing to being there

Most people choose to watch

sports in the comfort of

their own home, and that's

fine-and-dandy if it's the lowly

Dodgers versus the pathetic Padres.

For Dodgers-Padres, you can

reheat that wcck-otd Jose Bernstein
"

burrito and drink that flat Coke you
left in the fridge last night.

But what do
you do when it's

the Super Bowl?

Or better yet,

it's never too

early to prepare

for the UCLA-
USC football

game (I'd use

theXFL
"Million Dollar

Game" game as

an example, but

I 'd rather sacri-

fice timeliness

than credibility).

Seven months from now, if you
have tickets to the game, and don't

mind driving to the Coliseum and
endangering your life, then you have
no choice but to attend the game in

Vytas

Mazeika

SeeJMAZEIKA^pageBS

oppufiff^
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Sophonnore Travis Rettenmaier hits a backhand during the unof-
ficial match against players from the College of the Desert.

UCLA scrimmages with

top-ranl(ed junior college
M.TENNIS: Martin will face former Bruin Rozpedski

in friendly matchup against formidable Roadrunners

Stanford to ta1{e on Bruins uuith
their top player^ Curt Toppel

By Scott Schultz

Daily Bruin Staff

Although this was a competition

between two No. l-ranked tennis

teams, the atmosphere at the Los
Angeles Tennis Center was laid

back.

Tuesday afternoon the No. I-

ranked Bruins defeated the College
of the Desert 6-1 in a friendly scrim-

mage. The Roadrunners, who are

coached by former Bruin player

Marcin Rozpedski, are the No. I-

ranked junior college team in

California.

By Amanda Fletcher

Dally Bruin Senior Staff

SeeM.nNNIS,page34

Al Scales knows
Stanford outside hitter

Curt Toppel so well that

he can tell you what hap-

pened the night of

Toppel's senior prom.

"When he went to

senior prom and he put

on his tuxedo, his pants

went up to his knees,"

Scates said. "He had to return home from his

date's house and put on a pair of black slacks."

Expecting a slightly different ending?
So was Scates, UCLA's men's volleyball

head coach, when it came time for Stanford's
Toppel to choose a college.

A Pacific Palisades native, the 6-foot-9

TlnBtllwFlffll

Stanford Spofts Info

Curt Toppel
IlLVtltoyfeall

Toppel was groomed
for a great volleyball

career right in

UCLA's backyard.

"He played for one
of the best club teams

in the country," Scates

said. "Everybody
wanted him."

But with his own
long-term goals in

mind, Toppel elected

not to join the then- 17-

time NCAA championship Bruins but became
part of the Cardinal.

Friday night, Scates and the rest of the No.
3 Bruins will have a chance to get to know
Toppel even better when they travel to Palo

Se«TOffEl«pa9«37
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Student council works to resolve

elections calamity, alter bylaws
USAC: Friday meeting set

to appoint rest of E-Board;

group spars over lawyers

By Robert Saionga

On Thursday. Chancellor Albert help from a lawyer. Campus Events

Carnesale wrote a letter to the council

extending the deadline for revisions to

April 27.

"In order to facilitate the comple-

tion of this process, I have consulted

Commissioner Jared Seltzer said hav-

ing one present could lead to further

obstacles.

"I think that right now it's prema-

ture." Seltzer said. "It's important that

OaHy Bruin Reportei

The Undergraduate Students

Association Council took major steps

this week toward addressing its

upcoming elections, as well as a dead-

line for revising its bylaws regarding

student fee allocation.

The council named a new Elections

Board chair Tuesday after former

Chair Alex Kaplan resigned last week.

USAC will also meet Friday to appoint

the remainder of the E-Board, approve

an elections timeline, and confirm the

system by which students will vote.

In addition to trying to sort out the

elections procedure, USAC has been

wrestling with the issue of revising its

bylaws regarding student fee funding

with my administrative representative students have the right to enact policy

and others, and have decided to acccpP^wtthout such intcn.sc external ovcr-

their recommendation to extend the sight."

deadline," Carnesale stated in the let-

ter.

This is the second extension the

chancellor has granted USAC. His

first, made on Feb 27, granted the

council an extension until Friday.

USAC President Elizabeth

Houston said Thursday she will not

support any future extensions.

"I think we've made adequate

progress and that the deadline can be

met quite easily." Houston said.

During an informal meeting

Wednesday, the council discussed get-

ting a lawyer for advisory purposes

while it attempts to revise its bylaws .

While USAC considered seeking

Such an act, Seltzer said, would be

an invitation for all interested parties

to bring legal representation to council

revision meetings.

"It's important for students to set a

precedent rather than lawyers."

Seltzer said

But the council has a valid need for

legal expertise, said Internal Vice

President Elias Enciso.

"We all have to recognize our limi-

tations of not having been trained in

law," Enciso said.

"USAC is going to vote on a lawyer

we feel has adequate experience deal-

See MEETING, page 6

UCLA Library hopes to give fellowships

SPECIAL Program is still

in works; half of $500,000

goal reached via donation

ByMarcdkRkhards
Dally Bmin Staff

For the first time at UCLA, the

library system may make fellowships

available to graduate students if it suc-

ceeds in raising $500,000.

The fellowship program is purely in

its planning stages, according to Dawn
Setzer, library media liaison.

But details as to who may apply, and

on what terms, will be determined with-

in the coming month by a committee

Composed of special collections library

heads and the assistant university

librarian, she said.

Upon its completion, the fellow-

ships will help visiting graduate stu-

dents who otherwise would not have

access to UCLA's special collections.

The fellowships will be given out in

amounts of up to $2,000 for up to three

months, said Laila Rashid, library

development director.

"We have people call all the time,

every week, and ask if there are fellow-

ships that could help them financially,"

Rashid said. "It was started by the

need. We knew we had a niche we
weren't serving so this is one way to

improve access."

Rashid has been working with facul-

ty and community members to raise

funds for the fellowship. The most

recent success was a contribution in

lieu of the special collections' 50th

anniversary, celebrated on March 29.

"Building our collections, especially

in areas in which we are particularly

strong, is essential - as is providing

access to those materials," said

University Librarian Gloria Werner at

the event. "Through technology and

outreach, we can deliver these invalu-

able primary resources to a worldwide

scholarly community.

"

Thanks to long-time friend of the

library, Sylvia Thayer, the $500,000

goal has been met halfway with her

recent donation of $100,000, which

Thayer added to a previous balance she

and her late husband, James gave. The

funds have been dubbed the James and

Sylvia Thayer special collections

research fellowship.

The Thayer Fellowship will be divid-

ed to serve graduate students specializ-

ing in any field encompassed by any of

the UCLA library's special collections.

Anonymous donations have been a

slim, but needed sector of the donation

pool, according to Rashid.

"We have a lot of anonymous bene-

factors because they believe in it,"

See FELLOWSHIP, page 6

ANOIE LEVINt

Elanor Lipat, an ethnonnusicology graduate student, participates

in an event addressing stereotypes about women and Islam.

Role of Muslim women
celebrated with event

AWARENESS: Participants address value of family,

how Western feminism differs from that of Islam

By Jennifer Reidiert

Daily Bruin Contributor

Participants of Islamic

Awareness Week celebrated

women's role in that culture with

dancingron Bruin Walk and a poetry

reading in Young Hall Wednesday

night.

In an event titled "Illiterate,

Barefoot, and in the Kitchen:

Breaking the Stereotypes of Women
in Islam," speakers challenged both

men and women to define feminism

by comparing Western with Islamic

views.

"Western feminists call for the

equality of sexes, Muslim women
want the assurance of identity, not

mere equality," said speaker Fatima

Saleh.

"Western feminists have lost

respect for family values," she con-

tinued.

Lawyer Asifa Qureshi, who is

familiar with both Islamic and

See STEREOTYPES, page 8

'Bruin News 29' makes its television debut

MINDY nOS^/Oaily Brum Sm** Slaff

Floor Director Matt Goriic counts down before Andrew Masuda and

fourth-year English student Melissa Magee go on air to launch UCLA TV.

TV: Creators feel show is

successful overall; plans

in works to move to cable

By Dexter Gauntlett

Daily Bruin Contributor

Set against a panoramic mock-up

of the campus, the newest faces of

UCLA TV delivered the top campus

news stories as "Bruin News 29"

debuted live from the first fioor of

KerckholT Hall Thursday night.

"It's definitely a success overall;

I'm very, very^jleased," said fourth-

year political science student and

producer for the telecast Trisha

Kirk.

"We got a lot of ideas from the

Daily Bruin and other news sources

that we can represent visually," Kirk

said.

A team of five student anchors

deliver the news stories while

reporters conduct interviews (called

packages) amounting to a 20 or 30-

minute show that airs at 6 p.m. every

Thursday.

"The packages are prepared by

students. It's a week long process,

and the reporters put a lot of effort

into it," Kirk said. "We're looking

for quality, not quantity."

Fourth-year students Andrew
Masuda and Melissa Magee were

Thursday's anchors and conducted

the news portion of the show.

Magee said her only experience

came from high school, and the

entire cast vastly improved since

January.

Masuda said she was pleased with

the debut and noted the stress that

comes along with a live broadcast.

"Five minutes before the show I

kind of tensed up, but overall I think

everyone did a great job," Masuda
said.

Fourth-year communication and

political science student Carlos

Collard and third-year political sci-

ence student Albert Chu delivered

the campus' sports news.

SeeUUNai,pa9e8
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COMMUNITY BRIEFS

Initiative seeks to ban

race data collection

The man behind the 1996 voter-approved ini-

tiative that banned most state adlrmative action

programs wants voters to pass another initiative

to stop the state from collecting racial informa-

tion.

Ward Connerly's American Civil Rights

Coalition was given permission this month to

start collecting the 1.2 million signatures needed

to get the proposed initiative onto the March
2002 ballot. The signature-collecting campaign
is expected to cost $2 million.

Connerly, a University of California regent,

said the state has no need for such race data.

"You can't discriminate, you can't give pref-

erential treatment, so why the devil are you col-

lecting the data'.'" he .said at a press conference

Wednesday.

The initiative, if passed by voters, could com-
plicate the way the state makes population esti-

mates because ditTerent races have dilTerent life

expectancies, said slate finance spokesman

Sandy Harrison.

UC spokesman Brad Hayward
said the university is required by feder

al law to collect racial information on its stu-

dents. Although it is not required by law, the uni-

versity also collects information from those

seeking admission.

Majority of ninth-grade

students take new test

More than three-fourths of public school

ninth-graders took the new state high school

graduation test last month, education officials

said Thursday.

About 350,000 of the 450,000 freshmen took

both the English and math portions of the test,

which were given for the first time on March 7

and 13. olTicialssaid.

The relatively high participation rate encour-

aged state education officials, who worried that

confusion about whether the test would count

this year would decrease participation.

"i think that's a positive response to some-

what less than great circum-

stances;" Phil Spears, director of

the Department of Education's test-

ing division, told the state Board of

Education meeting Thursday But students who
took the test won't know until August if they

passed or not. Those who didn't pass will have

eight more chances to take the test.

School officials reported no major problems,

except for concerns about the disruption of

school time for the four-hour test. Spears said.

The department is exploring whether future

tests can be given on Saturdays.

Many students got tired taking the English

lest, which features 92 multiple-choice items and

two essay questions, some school officials said.

Group decries 'B.C

cartoon as anti-Semitic

A Jewish human rights group on Thursday

denounced a forthcoming "B.C." cartoon as

anti-Semitic and called upon the 1,300 newspa-

pers that run the strip to either withhold its pub-

lication or editorialize against it.

The cartoon, slated to run on Easter Sunday,

shows a lighted menorah with the last words

uttered by Jesus printed above it. With each suc-

cessive panel, one of the menorah's flames is

snuffed, leaving at the end a cross standing in

place of the seven-branched candlestick.

Rabbi Marvin Hier, dean and founder of the

Simon Wiesenthal Center, said the cartoon strip

was an attack on Judaism

"It's basically saying the Jewish people will

not exist - they will be consumed by Christianity

and they will not exist." Hier said. "All the bad

things that have occurred - the pogroms^ the

blood libels, all started from misunderstandings

and attacks like this."
^

In a statement, Johnny Hart, the artist who
draws the cartoon, said the purpose of the strip

was to honor Christianity and Judaism alike.

"1 regret if some people misunderstood the

strip, and it hurt their feelings. This is a holy

week for both Christians and Jews, and my
intent ... was to pay tribute to both," Hart said.

Compiled from Daily Bruin wire reports.

Weather

Today Saturday Sunday

Sunny Partly Cloudy Partly Cloudy

high: 68 low: 53 high: 70 low: 54 high: 71 low: 54

Outlook:
April won't be bringing showere, dt least

not this weekend. We'll see sunny

conditions and fairly warm temperatures,

so go out and enjoy them.

Sunrise
6:25 a.m.

Sunset
7:24 p.m.

ACADEMIC
ANNOUNCEMENTS

Week 2 -

TODAY is the last day to:

• Get a full refund on

textbooks with receipt

• Add or drop classes

through URSA without a fee

• Check wait lists for classes

• Drop impacted classes

For feai-time weather, visit www daiiybruin.ucla.edu

WHAT^S BREWING

Today Noon
VITA (Volunteer Income Tax

Assistance)

Free preparation of federal and CA
state income tax returns

Ackerman 3516

1p.m.
Polish Table

Polish conversation for students,

staff, and friends

LuValle (outside)

825-21.35

Marschak Colloquium

Marschak Colloquium: JohnO.

Ledyard presents: "Designing on-

line combinatorial auctions"

C-301

7 p.m.
Grace on Campus

Christian Fellowship Meeting

MS4000A
267-7791

7:30 p.m.

Melnitz Movies and Agenzia Italia

Cinema

"Tano da M'^rirp"

James Bridges Theatre, Melnitz Hall

206-8170

8:30 p.m.
Djavan Live

Brazilian musician

Royce Hall Auditorium

825-2101

Sunday 5 p.m
Global Music Festival

East/West music fusion

Royce Hall Auditorium

825-2101

Monday Noon
VITA (Volunteer Income Tax

Assistance)

Free preparation of federal and CA
state income tax returns

Ackerman35l6

6:15 p.m.

BIXr/IFDC performing dance

group

Weekly rehearsal

KerckhoffGrand Salon

7 p.m.

Ballroom Dance Club

Swing lessons/ celebration

KerckhoffGrand Salon

284-3636

ballroom@ucIa.edu

7:30 p.m.

Melnitz Movies

"Keep the River, on Your Right"

James Bridges Theatre, Melnitz Hall

310-201-6870

9 p.m.

International Folk Dance Club

Learn fun line dances

KerckhoffGrand Salon

Viewpoint 10

Arts & Entertainment J A

Bruin Movie Guide J 7

61assifieds JQ

Crossword Puzzle ^I
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There is a tale thai 100 years ago, in

an effort to debunk the superstition that

setting sail on a Friday was bad luck, the

British government put together a crew

on Friday, selected a Captain named Jim

Friday to command it and finally

launched it on a Friday.

So, the ship set sail on her maiden

voyage on a Friday and was never heard

from or seen again.

Because of legends like this and other

deeply rooted beliefs, the notoriety of

Friday the 13th as bringing bad luck has

survived to this day. Together, the bad

reputation of Friday and the number has

cumulated in a mainly Western fear of

the day.

"First of all, Friday is considered

unlucky, per se, because - especially in

Catholic countries - Christ suffered and

died on the cross on Friday," said

Andrew R. Dyck, a professor in the

department of classics.

The diversity of superstitions in

America reflects the diver.sity of people

here, according to David Halle, director

of the LeRoy Neiman Center for the

Study of American Society and Culture

at UCLA.
In Western societies, most supersti-

tions and beliefs rose from the Judeo-

Christian tradition, which itself is

derived from earlier limes.

For example, one of the reasons for

the unluckiness of the number 13 stems

from the Last Supper, Christ's last meal,

where Judas is considered lo have been

the 13th of the group, according lo

Dyck.

"There is also a belief that if 13 people

sit down at Ihc tabic together for a meal,

one of them will die," Dyck said. "And
the one who dies is the one that's going

to be seated underneath a mirror."

During the Middle Ages, the number
13 was associated with a coven of 12

witches where the devil completed the

13th member, further rendering the

unluckiness of the number.

Superstitions, which people

often disregard today, are rem-

nants of old belief systems that used to

be much more coherent, according to

Halle. But in the past, people strongly

believed in them.

"The habit of saying bless you when
someone sneezes, that's the tradition of

Catholicism, because they used lo think

when someone sneezed it was ihe devil

coming out of them," he said.

The Romans first came up with the

origins of the word "superstition." which

meant an excessive feiK of the gods or an

unreasonable religious belief.

Ancient peoples often used mylhs

and legends lo make sense of the world.

According to Dyck, magic and the

gods were the earliest way of explaining

the way things worked.

"The ancients believed that the world

was full of gods who
could intervene in ———^^.^—
the world at any-

time, and magic was

an attempt lo lap

into those divine

forces," he said.

Most ancients,

especially the less

educated, believed

in the supernatural

and responded lo

various beliefs

regarding celestial

phenomena,
according lo Robert

Alan Gurval, associ-

ate professor and

chair of the depart-

menl of classics.

"Some ruled their lives by horoscopes

and others thought that anyone who did

so was a fool, not unlike today perhaps,"

he said.

Though many people today don't

believe their lives are directed by super-

natural forces, they are still unwilling to

do things that may bring them bad for-

tune based on their belief systems.

In many countries, some people still

believe you should never begin a project

Though many people

today don't believe

their lives are directed

by supernatural forces,

they are Still unwilling

to do things that may
bring them bad

fortune based on their

belief systems.

o n

a Friday

or wash your

clothes on Friday.

And Ihey say that if you

receive a message on a Friday it's going

lo be bad news, according to Dyck.

And many UCLA students agree that

having a black cat cross your path and

walking under a ladder are bad omens.

Yet some students also believe in the

good fortune of superstitions as well.

Christopher Scgura, a third-year

microbiology and genetics student, said

an itchy palm is supposed to bring you

lots of money.

While an itchy palm may bring you

luck. Lcydiana Duartc. a fourth-year,

microbiology and
'

genetics student.

has heard of a way
to avoid a tragic

fate.

"There's a belief

that if you want to

prevent something

negative from hap-

pening to you, you

should say out loud

that you hope it will

never happen and

knock your hand on

wood," she said.

For many
ancient cultures,

knowing which

days would bring

them misfortune

and which ones would bring them luck

was important

The book "Amulets and
Superstitions" by Sir E.A. Wallis Budge,

says Babylonians possessed records of

calculations which extended over a peri-

od of 720,000 years. These ancients kept

records of days when tragedies occurred

to see if there was a pattern.

Similarly, the Egyptians based their

calendars on a list of lucky and unlucky

days, according to the book.

KRlST[NGlLl.FTTt/D<iilyBiuin

Dyck's

class on Greek and Roman magic,

which focuses on the different beliefs

about magic and the ancient world, dis-

cusses how superstition goes beyond the

belief in lucky and unlucky days.

People in the ancient world believed

in such things as the existence of were-

wolves and would sleep overnight in spe-

cial shrines in hopes of having a prophet-

ic dream that would heal them, accord-

ing to Dyck.

"The god or goddess would appear lo

you in this dream and tell you how to be

healed," Dyck said.
"

The book "Curse Tablets and Binding

Spells from the Ancient World" by John

G. Gagcr describes how the Greeks
would inscribe their desires on pieces of

lead tablets. Through these wishes, peo-

ple hoped lo attract the attention of a

possible lover or win a race through the

intervention of a supernatural source.

The belief in the evil eye has also

found its way through various cultures

of the world, but has its roots in the

ancient Latin American and Egyptian

world.

"The Evil Eye" by Edward S. Gifford

describes how some cultures believe

someone can have the power to inflict ill-

ness or misfortune by simply staring at

someone.

"We're talking about the sort of

worldview that people had that lead

them to believe in magic and the super-

natural," said Dyck.

Although priday the 13th may be an

unlucky day for many people, Sean
Bonness, a fourth-year physical chem-
istry student said he hasn't fallen victim.

"I was born on the 13th and I turned

out to be pretty lucky," he said.
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STATE & LOCAL
Democratic Party endorse Villaraigosa

RACE: Dollar amounts go

iinroported witli Prop. 34,

drawing Hahn's criticism

By Erica Werner
Associated Press

As Ihc Los Angeles' hard-fought

mayoral race moves to a runoff,

former Assembly Speaker Antonio

Villaraigosa is set to benefit from

unlimited and unreported experHii-

lures made on his behalf by the

California Democratic Party.

The spending is a new wrinkle in

local politics that results from a

provision of Proposition 34, the

stale campaign finance law passed

by voters in November. The law

allows political parties and other

organizations to send out mailers

supporting candidates without dis-

closing how much they are spend-

ing until an election is over.—

<

^Hmpaign finance reform advo-

cates say that runs counter to the

spirit of the city's campaign
finance laws, which include spend-

ing limits and prompt reporting

rules. The City Ethics Commission,
which administers campaign
finance laws, plans to take up the

matter at a meeting next week.

Meanwhile, Villaraigosa's oppo-

nent. City Attorney James Hahn,
who is also a Democrat but failed

to get the party's endorsement in

the nonpartisan race, is demanding
disclosure.

Talks to keep power plants

operating despite pollution

HEARING: Slate hopes to

avoid penalties if peakers

surpass emissions limits

The Asiocidted Pteii

Los Angeles mayoral candidates James Hahn (left) and Antonio
Villaraigosa answer questions during a debate at UCLA.

"I think people still have some
unanswered questions about who's

backing Mr. Villaraigosa," Hahn
said at a press conference

Wednesday, the day after the elec-

tion. "My contributions have
always been disclosed."

Proposition 34 exempts any
organization's "communications to

members" from the guidelines that

apply to contributions and inde-

pendent expenditures.

That allows state parties to

spend as much as they want to con-

tact registered party members in

support of candidates. Typically,

the parties must report these

expenditures only quarterly or

semiannually.

During the campaign leading up
to Tuesday's primary, the

Democratic party sent out mailers

to several hundred thousand regis-

tered Democrats on behalf of

Villaraigosa, State Party Chairman
Art Torres said. He said he did not

know how much was spent.

The state Republican Party

spent about $500,000 to support

businessman Steve Soboroff,

according to a party official who
spoke on condition of anonymity.

By Don Thompson
The Associated Press

FOLSOM Slate officials are

negotiating with federal pollution reg-

ulators to keep some power plants

online this summer during power
emergencies, even though they may
exceed air emission limits.

"Peaker plants" - small facilities

that typically operate only a few hours

a day during the hottest months -

have been running frequently this

year as state power grid officials

struggle to keep the lights on.

The peaker plants are likely to

exceed federally imposed annual pol-

:4«t»on limits next month arKl could be
required to shut down or face federal

fines and other penalties.

Combined, the plants produce
about 1,450 megawatts, enough
power for just over I million house-

holds as California struggles with a

tight electricity supply.

The state Air Resources Board is

asking the U.S. Environmental

Protection Agency to let the plants

continue running when they are most
needed this summer.

So far, the EPA has balked at let-

ting the plants violate federal pollu-

tion limits, said Tracy Bibb, director

of scheduling outage coordination for

the California Independent System

Operator, which oversees the state's

power grid.

Negotiations so far have been at

the regional level, Bibb said

Thursday.

"Our goal is to find ways to

increase generation without increas-

ing emissions," ISO board member
Cal Finney said.

The ISO has delayed installation of

pollution control equipment at five

plants until winter so those plants can

operate through the hot summer
months.

The ISO has also scheduled all rou-

tine maintenance shutdowns to be

completed by mid-June, Bibb said.

As the ISO continued to work with

the EPA on the emission limits, the

EPA reported Thursday that emis-

sions from coal- and oil-burning

power plants m California increased

93 percent from 1998 to 1999.

The increase, EPA officials said, is

mostly due to the Stockton-based

Posdef Power Plant, which burns
coal. The plant reported a release of

90,464 pounds of ammonia in 1998.

That jumped to 629,008 pounds in

1999, said EPA spokesman Adam
Browning.

Posdef officials said they thought

the tests were incorrect and are inves-

tigating the ammonia release with

their local air district. Ammonia is

not considered a regulated pollutant

under the federal Clean Air Act.

It was great at the time, but now Tm worriec . . .

Tests are performed through our Anonymous*

Testing clinic, or, if you prefer, during o regular

visit with a clinician.

ID checked only to deter iriiiif tilttiibility to u^e the Ashe Center

HIV Testing & Counseling

because the Ashe Center

cares about you.

Appointments can be made in person or by calling

310 825-4073 (opt. 1 , opt. 1 again) or request an

appointment on the Ashe web site -

www.studenthealth.ucla.edu

We're here to help.

Special thanks fo the Student Fee Advisory Committee
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WORLD <& NATION Dow Jones Industrials
up: 113.47

close: 10,126.94

Nasdaq Index

up: 62.48

close: 1,%1.43

Dollar

Yen: 123.59

Euro: 1.1214

U.S., Beijing to meet about

surveillance, compensation
TALKS: China claims

victory in showdown,

sees letter as apology

By Joe McDonald

The Associated Press

BEIJING China declared

victory Thursday in a showdown

over a U.S. spy plane, but

President Jiang Zemin insisted

the incident over the plane's colli-

sion with a Chinese fighter jet is

not "fully settled."

Both Washington and Beijing

staked out positions for a meeting

next week to discuss the April 1

collision - during which China

jvill bring up its demand the

-United States stop surveillance

flights off its shores.

The talks Wednesday will deal

with the investigation into the col-

lision and the return of the U.S.

Navy EP-3E, which remained in

Chinese hands after its 24-mem-

bcr crew flew back to the United

States on Thursday.
^

Foreign Ministry spokes-

woman Zhang Qiyue said China

also might want to discuss com-

pensation for its pilot, who is

missing since the collision, and F-

8 fighter jet, which spiraled down

into the South China Sea. The

crippled EP-3E made an emer-

gency landing on China's Hainan

island.

"The incident has not been

fully settled. We hope that the

U.S. side will adopt a serious atti-

tude toward China's standpoint

on the incident and handle it

properly," President Jiang

Zemin, who is on a 12-day tour of

Latin America, was quoted as

saying by the state-run Xinhua

News Agency.

Jiang arrived in Cuba on

Thursday, but said nothing fur-

ther about the standoff. Chinese

officials have demanded

Washington stop flights by sur-

veillance planes olT its shores -

something the U.S. has refused.

In Beijing, Premier Zhu

Rongji told visiting U.N. General

Assembly President Harri

Holkcri of Finland thai "all

responsibilities for the incident lie

with the U.S. side," Xinhua said.

Stale media declared that a let-

ter sent Tuesday by the Bush

administration saying that

Washington was "very sorry" for

the loss of a Chinese pilot was the

apology sought by Beijing during

the 1
1 -day standoff.

"The United States finally

apologizes!" said the state-run

Beijing Morning Post.

The U.S. letter did not refer to

an apology and repeated the

American position that the colli-

sion was an accident. It also said

Washington was "very sorry" the

U.S. plane made an emergency

landing afterward without

advance permission.

My Guinness, pubs may run dry
IRELAND: Strike draws

concern; brewery will

remain open - for now

By Shawn Pogatdmik
The Associated Press

DUBLIN, Ireland - Brian

Cloyne lifted a pint ofsmoldering

black stout to his eye, contem-

plated its murky mystery against

the light, then took a dramatic

gulp.

"In these dark days, you have

to savor every pint of Guinness

like it's your last," the painter told

laughing workmates during a

lunch break.

Things aren't quite that dire

yet, but Thursday's strike by

workers at Guinness breweries

throughout Ireland had pub own-

ers and patrons alike wondering

when the stocks of the country's

most famous drink might run dry.

Union and management nego-

tiators stepped back from the

brink late Thursday, with the

unions ordering their members to

resume work Friday pending

The Associated Press

Guinness workers walk picket duty at one of the main

Guinness Brewery entrances at St James' Gate in Dublin.

more talks next week.

Earlier, more than 1,000 work-

ers shut down plants in Dublin,

Waterford, Kilkenny and

Dundalk, a border town to the

north where Guinness plans to

shut a packaging plant later this

month. The strikers are demand-

ing that the Dundalk plant

remain open, saving 150 jobs.

As part of the late-night deal.

Guinness executives agreed to

reconsider when to close the

plant, but insisted it still needed to

be shut eventually. They warned

that if strike action were

resumed, the strikers' own jobs

might be in danger.

Pat Barry, the company's chief

spokesman, said Guinness could

lose up to $18 million in sales per

week if the strike lasts more than

a week.

Such losses, he said, may "call

into question the ncod for certain

operations in Ireland."

WORLD & NATION BRIEFS

McVeigh's execution

to be shown on
closed circuit TV
OKLAHOMA CITY - Timothy

McVeigh's execution for the Oklahoma City

bombing will be shown on closed-circuit tele-

vision to the more than 200 survivors and

victims' relatives who want to watch him

draw his last breath.

Attorney General John Ashcroft

announced his decision Thursday, saying it

may help the group "close this chapter on

their lives
"

"It just pleases me to no end," said Dan
McKinney, whose wife, Linda, died in the

bombing. "I'm very thankful. I don't know
what we would have done if we didn't get to

see it."

The U.3. government has not carried out

an execution since 1963. McVeigh's lethal

inj.ection at the federal prison in Terre Haute,

Ind., on May 16 will also mark the

first time it has broadcast an execu-

tion. The broadcast will be shown at

a still-undetermined site in

Oklahoma City.

Ashcroft said the FBI and other agencies

will make sure the broadcast is not recorded

or pirated. He described the broadcast as

"state-of-the-art videoconferencing."

"The Oklahoma City survivors may be the

largest group of crime victims in our histo-

ry," Ashcroft said. "The Department of

Justice must make special provisions to assist

the needs of the survivors and the victims'

families."

Gasoline price woes
predicted for summer
LONDON - Crude oil inventories are so

low that major importing countries could

face tight gasoline supplies and volatile

prices at the pump during the peak sumitier

The Associated f'ress

Cincinnati police form a line outside a news conference being given by Mayor

Charies Luken, Thursday in Cincinnati, where an 8 p.m. curfew was announced.

Cindnnati declares state of

emergency as riots continue

CHTY: Fourth day of violence

brings curfew; officer shot

unarmed African American

ByLizSidoti

The Associated Press

CINCINNATI - With police in riot gear

out in the streets, the mayor declared a state of

emergency and imposed a citywide curfew

Thursday amid the worst outbreak of racial

violence in Cincinnati since the aftermath of

the assassination of Martin Luther King in

1968.

Mayor Charies Luken acted on the fourth

day of rioting over the shooting ofan unarmed

African American man by a white police ofll-

cer.

"Despite the best efforts of the good citi-

zens of our city, the violence on our streeb is

uncontrolled and it runs rampant," Luken

said. "The time has come to deal with this seri-

ously. The message is that the violence must

stop."

Only people going to and from work in this

city of 331,000 will be allowed on the streets

between 8 p.m. and 6 a.m., the mayor said.

Gov. Bob Taft ordered the state

Highway Patrol to assist Cincinnati police,

and the mayor said he may ask Taft to send in

the National Guard.

As of Thursday, 86 people had been arrest-

ed in the looting, arson, vandalism, assaults

and other violence in mostly African

American sections of Cincinnati.

The violence is Cincinnati's most sustained

racial unrest since the rioting prompted by

King's assassination.

Tensions exploded after Saturday's fatal

shooting of Timothy Thomas, 19. Since 1995,

15 African American men have died at the

hands of Cincinnati police, four of them since

November.

African American activists said they had

been warning city officials for two years that

problems were coming because police were

harassing African Americans.

Kweisi Mfume, president of the National

Association for the Advancement of Colored

People, arrived Thursday to meet with Luken

and tour areas of unrest.

"The violence must stop on both sides,"

Mfume said at a community meeting moved

up an hour so it could conclude before the cur-

few. "These people have appealed for 10 years

to show there's something wrong with the

police department in Cincinnati. We're here

to show that."

President Bush called Attorney General

John Ashcroft to discuss ways the government

can restore calm.

"The president understands the very strong

emotions involved and hejoins Cincinnati and

Ohio leaders in their appeal to the people of

Cincinnati for calm and a nonviolent resolu-

tion to the current situation," White House

spokesman Ari Reischer said.

Luken, a Democrat, acknowledged a "real

problem with race relations" but said he had to

separate that from the need to quell violence.

The curfew halted nighttime taxi service

and forced cancellation of some Easter week-

end events, including a Good Friday tradition

in which Roman Catholics climb the hillside

steps of Immaculata Church after midnight

and pause on each step to pray.

driving season, a respected study

said Thursday.

This month's cuts in production

by the Organization of the Petroleum

Exporting Countries are likely to exac-

erbate the problem, causing uncertainty for

refiners who must buy crude to process gaso-

line and other refined products, the

International Energy Agency said in its

monthly energy report.

"It is widely expected that (he U.S. gaso-

line markets will be tight again this summer.

... Consequently, price spikes through the

peak demand season are a possibility to corv

tend with," the lEA said.

The Paris-based lEA is an agency of the

Organization for Economic Cooperation

and Development, a club of the world's

wealthiest nations. Its forecast comes as

somber news for North American motorists,

who endured a sharp increase in prices at the

pump only last summer.

The U.S. is the world's largest consumer

of petroleum products.

Traditional family not

yet a thing of the past
WASHINGTON - The nuclear family of

yesteryear - mom and dad living with each other

and their biological children - may not be as

endangered as it sometimes seems. The percent-

age ofchildren living in these traditional families

rose during the early 1990s.

At the same time, other families became

increasingly complex, with more stepparents,

grandparents and adoptive parents raising chil-

dren, the Census Bureau says in a report.

The report on the living arrangements of chil-

dren updates a 1991 study. The new data exam-

ine the 71.5 million children in the U.S. in 1996.

The report, based on a survey of 37,000 house-

holds, both rejects and builds upon common
perceptions of increasingly fractured families.

*'lt's not entirely a clear picture," said the

Census Bureau's Jason Fields.

Compiled from Daily Bruin wire reports.
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Gated communities kill rabbits meeting

Though rabbits in Orange County

may face the hazards of poison-

ing, despite the guise, Gus will

not be affected by the slaughter.

ANIMALS: Activists sue

California to stop practice

of poisoning wild bunnies

The Associated Press

SACRAMENTO Not even bun-

nies are safe in some Orange County

gated communities, according to a law-

suit filed Thursday by two animal rights

groups.

The Animal Protection Institute and

In Defense of Animals is suing the state

Department of Fish and Game for not

enforcing a law that says wild bunnies

may not be poisoned. The groups say

nine gated communities in Orange

County have contracts with pest control

companies to poison cottonliiil rabbits

with Diphacinone, which stops blood

clotting and causes internal bleeding.

Rabbit carcasses are rarely removed
from the neighborhood and pose a dan-

ger to family pets and children, said

Nicole Paquettc with API.

"We just want them to slop killing

the bunnies," Paquette said.

The Orange County poisoning has

been happening in nine gated commu-
nities and one business, the groups said.

The lawsuit seeks enforcement of

state laws and was filed in Sacramento

Superior Court. Officials at the

Attorney General's Office and

Department of Fish and Game
declined to comment on the issue.

I DA spokesman Bill Dyer said many
residents wanted the bunnies dead

because they cat ornamental bushes

If residents planted bushes the rab-

bits don't like, the animals would leave

the communities, Dyer said.

FELLOWSHIP
From page 1

Rashid .said. "They are doing it from

their heart and just don't want the

recognition
"

Because UCLA has one of thejQfL
five university libraries in the country.

Rashid said the fellowships will attract

even more scholars to campus.

"First you need the kind of collec-

tions that people come all over the

world to see - which we have," she said.

"But to compare us to older libraries

like Harvard is like apples and

oranges."

ThPSf older libraries, she said, have

had the time to acquire a solid donor

ba.sc and generations of contributions

to make fellowships possible.

A local example is the William

Andrews Clark Library, which is the

only library affiliated with UCLA that

has fellowships in place.

The library's offerings include 17th

and 18th century literatures, and the

larggtl Qtcar Wildi coiJaction in th«

From page 1

ing with issues regarding student

fees," he continued.

According to Enciso, the council

has begun soliciting lawyers and will

vole to approve one during next

Tuesday's meeting.

Houston said if USAC chooses

to obtain a lawyer, she will present

her own at the meeting.

"If a lawyer is retained, there will

be more than one," she said.

Also this week, council approved

Nicole Lynch, last year's E-Board

chair, lo head this spring's elections.

Kaplan, who resigned April 5 in

the middle of confiict with some
council members, supported Lynch

as an appropriate successor.

"I worked with her last year and

know that she's very experienced

with the E-Board," he said, citing

Lynch's previous three years on the

board as making her highly quali-

fied for the position.

Lynch said she was able to meet

all of the council's demands and is

ready to propose necessary changes

at Friday's meeting.

"I have a lot of experience, and
am really familiar with the process,

especially the paper ballots." Lvnch

world. It is supported by funds from its

namesake.

-53m~

nominees to the E-Board have prior

experience with the elections

process.

Robyn Sullivan, the only mem-
ber of the E-Board who did not

resign in support of Kaplan, said she

stayed on to ensure an election

would happen.

"I had just come on board last

quarter and didn't have as much ofa

personal slake in the process," said

Sullivan, a third-year political sci-

ence student.

Pending approval of the elections

calendar, voting is scheduled to lake

place May 9 and 10, and if neces-

sary, runofls are slated for May 16

and 17.

Despite the progress that bar*

been made. Seltzer said USAC must

be careful of its actions as elections

approach.

"I'm troubled by the fact that

individual members of council are

too involved with the E-Board and

the elections process," he said.

The council, he said, must ensure

the E-Board is allowed to function

as an independent body under

USAC supervision - not micro-

management.

But there should be no more tech-

nical obstacles impeding the elec-

tion. Lynch said.

'1 don't foresee any more conk.

She added that all four of her

plications; everything should ^
back on track," she said

coming to newsstands this May... ey 1 1 tl f If ) I \ [1
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All That Glitters is Not Gold-
Part 1

Collectors and geologists often accumulate loose

gems as a hobby. But for most of us. our enjoyment

ol gems comes form our ability to adorn ourselves

with the distinct styles and variations of finished

jewelry. Obviously, a key element in any piece of

jewelry is the metal, which can compose the entire

piece, or serve as a method of setting for stones,

heads, etc.

Of the more than 90 elements that make up the

Earth's matter, three— silver, gold, and platinum

—

stand out as "noble." In chemistry, this term refers to

a metal that resists oxidation andiorrosion. Other

qualities of these metals

suggest the term "noble" in

a broader sense: they are

strong, yet malleable- they

can be worked (bent, etc.)

withoutshatiering— they are

ductile- they can be drawn

inio ihm wire-- they are

beaut 1 1 ul to sec and pleasant

to touch, and they are rare,

giving them high value
Dean \hcll, H \ I (I, A ')K

, ,

(.rudu«ic(.emoioi.Mt.(,i A «widmost evervwhcrc in the

world.

Silver is the least expensive of the three noble

metals, which many people feel is its greatest asset

It can take a very high polish and usually cleans with

ease. Silver does have its drawbacks, however It

tarnishes easily and is less durable than gold or

platinum. It also conducts heat better than the others

making it more ditlicult to work with. For these

reasons it is unusual to see diamonds or expensive

colored stones set in silver. For an article to be

called sterling silver it must be at least 92.5^r pure,

and will olien carry the mark "925."

Among the noble metals, gold has reigned supreme

throughout history. Its hypnotic yellow gleam and

great value have combined to arouse intense human
passions: love, desire—and, alas, greed. Empires

have been built on gold, and civilizations have been

destroyed (or it. Gold is precious partly becau.se it is

scarce. All the gold ever found only totals around

100.000 tons. It is also favored because it is so

wonderfully workable, making it ideal for use in

jewelry No other metal is more ductile or malleable:

one ounce can be drawn out into a wire thread more
than 50 miles long (that's from here to Malibu... and

back!), or rolled into a lOO-square-foot sheet

1/250,000 of an inch thick!

Pure gold is expensive and soft. To reduce cost

and make a more wearable product, metalworkers

alloy it with at least one other metal. Jewelers deal

with various gold alloys, collectively called karat

gold (not to be mistaken with the metric carat used

to measure gem weight). The karat of gold tells the

number of parts, by weight, of gold in 24 parts of

alley Fine or pure gold is 24K. For example, an

alloy that is 18 parts fine gold and 6 parts other

metal is therefore I8K. Karat stamping indicates the

gold content of an alloy. In the United States we
most often use I4K or I8K, but foreign countries

often u.se a stamp indicating parts per thousand.

Thus, you might .see the stamp 585 (I4K) or 750

( I8K) in some ot your jewelry. It is important to

remember that the term solid gold does not indicate

a certain gold content, only that the piece is gold

throughout and not coated or layered.

Alloying also produces colored golds, including

white, pink or rose, green and even blue. The
common alloys are silver, copper, nickel, and iron,

but traces of others are often added. Different

combinations of alloys will yield difterenl colors of

gold. The majority metal is still gold, however, and

any colored gold artilact will have a yellowish tint.

A number of gold platings or coatings arc used in

jewelry loo. (iold filled refers to using heat and

pressure to apply a layer ol karat gold to a base of

less costly metal. This produces the surface

appearance ot gold but is much less expensive.

Technically, the layer must make up at least 1/20 the

total weight of the item to be called gold filled.

(iold plated jewelry is made the same way but the

gold layer can be thinner. It is thus cheaper still, but

also less durable. The term gold overlay is often

used in reference to either of these. Lastly there is

vermeil, which refers specifically to sterling silver

with a gold overlay.

Gold and silver, in all their fashions, forms and

colors, are extremely versatile and lasting. They are

workable yet strong, beautiful and full of value, both

monetary and sentimental. There is, however, one

metal left to be discussed—Platinum. Read Part II

of All that Glitters... next month to learn of the

rising star of metals...
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STEREOTYPES
From page 1

American law. said Western femi-

nists have inhibited women's

progress in Mushm countries.

She said Islamic women need to

be helped by other women who
understand Islamic law.

"If you say it's western, it's auto-

matically discredited." she said. "The

language is at cross-purposes and we
need to bridge that gap."

According to Saleh, the roles of

men and women are different, but

the Quran suggests women aren't

inferior.

"Men and women are shaped and

programmed differently," she said.

"Men are supporters and sustainers

... the husband bears, the fmancial

responsibility 100 percent.

"Why? Because Allah has given

mercy to women knowing that they

will be caretakers of the most won-

derful gift that money can't buy - a

family," she said.

Addressing the issue of abortion,

Qureshi said it's debatable when life

actually begins in the womb, which is

why abortion early in the pregnancy

may not be in violation with the

Quran. But based on Islamic law,

Saleh said, abortion is never permis-

sible, even in the case of rape, unless

the pregriancy threatens the mother's

life.

As a mother with a 4-month-old

son. Qureshi said she disagrees with

the idea that a woman needs to be a

mother or else she's less of a person.

But while both her career and her

son are important to her, Qureshi

said she would feel unfulfilled if she

did not have both.

Saleh said the most important

thing is for a woman to receive an

education and to educate her hus-

bands, and that there are times to be

forceful. Most importantly, she does

not want women to be hesitant in

asserting themselves.

Habib Hamidi, a staff research

associate in the pediatric oncology

department, said that as a man, he

finds it difficult to envision his moth-

er or sister being oppressed by some-

one like himself.

"If someone whistles at a girl and

she doesn't like it, the men will jump
at the guy because that could be your

mother or your sister,' Hamidi said.

"Standing up for women is the

responsibility that a lot of males

have," he said.

Despite the stereotype that the

image of a veiled woman may con-

jure, Qureshi said the woman choos-

es to wear the hejab - the scarf

women wear over their heads - and

long skirls as a form of self-respect

and modesty.

Modesty is an important aspect of

Islamic culture. Even men are

expected to dress modestly by not

wearing tight clothing.

"1 didn't wear the hejab until my
first day of college because then I

knew that I believed in it," said Mona
Nezzar, a fourth-year French

student.

Dressed in a white hejab, third-

year psychobiology student Safia

Mullick talked about wearing it as a

young girl and what it has taught her

as a person and a woman, describing

the experience as liberating.

"We wear the hejab so we don't

get looked at as a sex object but are

instead liked for our minds," she

said. "Islam teaches us to be strong,

self-confident women."

UUNCH
From page 1

Chu also felt slightly nervous before

the debut telecast but managed to

maintain his composure during the

broadcast.

"I got a great rush 10 seconds

before the camera shot, but once the

camera got going it felt natural," Chu
said.

The debut telecast covered the

death of 22-year-old Marissa Witham.

The UCLA alumna died along with 17

others abroad the Gulfstream 111 air-

craft that crashed March 29.

The show also aired footage from

the March 14 rally on campus demand-
ing the repeal of SP-1 and 2. policies

the regents passed in 1995 that ended
affirmative action in UC admissions

and hiring.

"Bruin News 29" is the most recent

addition to the UCLA TV lineup that

already includes the "Mike and Ben
Show," "Getting it on With Matt and
John" and "The Show."

The volunteer cast of 45, including

photographers, editors, crew, produc-

ers and anchors, have been working

since August to pick up where
"Mainline," UCLA's first televised

newsmagazine, left off.

Kirk said she is confident that better

resources will ensure that the new
show won't meet the same fate as

"Mainline" - which was cancelled last

year.

The broadcast is looking to expand

rapidly and seeks to air nightly by the

end of the quarter or by early next

year, Kirk said.

"We're constantly recruiting on a

case by. case basis, but we'll have a

media night in the fall in order to bring

more people on," Kirk said.

Next week, an interview with Mary
Negrete, mother of Michael Negrete,

the former UCLA student who has

been missing since December 10,

1999, is scheduled to be televised.

Channel 29 is broadcasted only in

the dorms, but Kirk is making plans to

get the newscast televised on cable

access as well.

"I'm really positive about the

progress we've made, and have a lot of

confidence in the abilities of our staff

members and contributors," Kirk said.
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Do you want to become
a leader on campus?

'-'Clfeck out the

BRUTN LEADERS PR
flPEminar based leadership project sponsored by the Center for Student ^
All students are invited to participate in developing leadership skiUs. Upon completioi

participants receive a certificate.

Bruin Leaders Project - Spring Quarter Seminars
Friday, April 13 1-3 p.m. Kerckhoff 152 Mariana Corzo-Zavala

"The Power of Diversity: Appreciation, Collaboration and Change" - Explore the
meaning and power of diversity in leadership and discuss ways of using cultural

differences constructively.

We hope to see you!
For more uiiormation on the Bruin Leaders

010) 2()6~5o;

lease conti

Shakey's Delivers Baskint^Robbins Ice Cream

Fast Free
Delivery

STARVINe SIUDENT
SPECIAL

Buy any large pizza at regular price & get the 2nd

pizza. FREE!
(Monday and Tuesday only, limit 3 orders).

Call to reserve

9hakey's private

party room upstairs

for your meetings,

fund raisers, etc...

It's FREE

DOUBLESPECIAL
Two large one topping pizzas for

S-I4.SS
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There's only one way to go. Up.

As you begin your ascent to the top, remember, it's

what you learn along the way that assures your suc-

cess. At Ernst & Young, we give our recruits total

access to the tools they need to gain knowledge

and learn more about the marketplace. And

because leadership skills are so important,

we give them the opportunity to chal-

lenge themselves by working with

leading companies in leading induF

tries. The result? An atmosphere

that's stimulating. Innovative

and creative. Talk about a place

where you can really take off.

Your choice of Thin Crust, l-iarKl Tossed Classic Crust. New York Style, or Deepdish Pan at no extra charge

Limit 2 orders
(sav* ovw $10)

SUPER SPECIAL
1 medium one topping pizza Any lorge^a topping pizza or any Specialty Pizza

$5.99 ^^$9.98
^BBmf* OildMn, Spky IMAM S&HM9*, onrf FfWi OardM no* ^BIMS
^/fP (save over $5) ^^^^^

2 niediunn one topping pizzas,

only $11.96

Fast Free Delivery

824-41 1

1

1114 Gayley Ave. Westwood Village

Sun-Thurs 'till 1:00 am
Fri-Sat 'till 2:00am

FHEE DRINK W/AMY BUFFET PURCHASE W/ UCLA STUDENT ID

SHAKEY'S COMBIHAnOH

^ $14.43
Any medium one topping pizza plus mojo
potatoes, FREE Salad! and your choice of:

•e>
• 4 pieces chicken or • 10 Buffalo wings or

• Pasta & Qarlic Bread

BRUIN CARD

Reaarv Shmkmy'a private party room upataira
for your m—tlttga, fun«t raiaara, aio... It'a FREE
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Milit;

History shows that the U.S.

doesn't need to further

strengthen its military.

See Viewpoint Monday.

viewpoint@medid.ucld.edu

Sexist patterns revealed in spring fasNon scene
CLOTHES: Retailers limit

women's style by selling

strictly feminine apparel

Gap's newest television cam-
paign shrieks the message:

"Hallelujah, spring is here!"

But with the recent cold and windy
April weather, it has become unlike-

ly that we can

"bet our bot-

tom dollar"

that tomorrow
there will be

sun.

Unfortunately,

fashion retail-

ers. with thgir

light, breezy

styles, have

failed to pre-

pare people -

namely females
- for these

unexpectedly cold days.

Spring fashion is therefore guilty

of stitching sexism into women's
clothing. Although not obvious to

the unclothed eye. women should

not disregard the idea when they are

shopping this season.

During the rest of the year, popu-
lar clothing retailers like Gap, J.

Crew, Old Navy and Abercrombie

& Fitch offer a variety of prints and
colors. But no season restricts

women as much as the spring with

its domination of floral prints, forc-

ing women to dress as feminine as

possible.

Girls will be girls, whether they

like it or not, as retailers fill their

stores with ultra-femme prints.

These trends have inspired cvery-

Tsai is looking for the whipped cream to

sweeten her piece of the pie. Send
remarks and Reddi-Whip to

peijean@ucla.edu.

thing from classic springtime dress-

es to gaudy flowered capri pants,

available at an Old Navy near you
Old Navy shouts "Get this look!"

but remember that this is the same

company that recently added a "dog
supply shop" as a new department,

so that the next time you shop there

you and Fido can get matching T-

shirls. Bad taste, of course, has little

GRACE HUANG/Daily B«utn

to do with sexism, but painting flow-

ers onto every article of clothing

does create a sexist shopping envi-

ronment for women.
Escaping these patterns of floral

domination is as hopeless as an

attempt to escape the sea of petals,

and only brings you to a flood of

pastels, No. 2 on the list of spring

fashion staples. Finding darker hues

becomes nearly impossible since

upon entering the mall you are up
to your knees in light pinks, laven-

ders and peaches. As a result,

women have only soft, wimpy col-

ors and flowers with which to pre-

sent themselves as dainty models of

an iiber-feminine spring.

If the idea that spring garb

oppresses women by restricting

them to dress only in flowers and
pastels seems ridiculous, then con-

sider this: when was the last time

spring boasted light pink or purple

xhirts for men or flowered pants ^=:

instead of plain khakis?

Of course you laugh, because the

idea of a man in floral attire seems

ridiculous unless he is the guy who
greets you with a lei in Hawaii or

Homer Simpson in a gigantic

muumuu (although even that still

garners a few laughs). Flowers and
pastels are considered unmanly and
during no other season are they so

obviously reserved for women.
Spring fashien also seems to dic-

tate the sexist idea that style should

rule over comfort, as women's fash-

ion consists mostly of lightweight

fabrics like rayon, silk and light cot-

tons. Such fabrics leave women
unprepared for those intermittent

stormy days, as retailers emphasize

ight clothing rather than coats and
warm sweaters, which become hard-

to-find collectibles at this time of

year.

Despite the warm weather, some
retailers still offer cold-weather

items, but even these are subject to

the sexist idea that a woman's
appearance should take precedence

SeeTSAI,pa9e12

LETTERS

Headline distorts

writer's intention
In last Wednesday's issue of the

Daily Bruin 1 refuted UCLA pro-

fessor Christine Littleton's state-

ment, "It is women who do the

work of the world" ("Women
don't do the work of the world,

men do," Daily Bruin, Viewpoint,

April 4).

Unfortunately, a misleading

headline was placed on my sub-

mission, a headline that implied

that my argument was that women
do not work and that only men do.

This obviously does not reflect my
views. While I believe that men's
labor and contributions are often

ignored by our society, I explained

in my submission that men and
women, both in the United States

and the world, work roughly the

same amount, when work both

inside and outside the house is

counted.

The implication of the headline

is just as absurd as Professor

Littleton's original statement, and
is exactly the kind of one-sided

gender vilification that I oppose.

Glenn Sadts

UCLA graduate

Official language
isn't social threat

Mitra Ebadolahi seems to not

know what she is talking about in

regard to English linguistic prima-

cy, ("Encroachment of major lan-

guages endangers biodiversity,"

Daily Bruin, Viewpoint, April 9).

Her misunderstanding is made
clear by the fact that she claims

Proposition 227 forced the state

to operate on an English-only

basis. In fact. Proposition 227

only requires that students be

taught English by being taught in

English.

Proposition 227 did not make
English the official language of

California. English was already

the official language of the state

and has been for the past 17 years

(see Article 111, Section 6 of the

state Constitution). It is important

to have a common and standard

language to hold a country togeth-

er, especially a county composed
of immigrants and the descen- .

dants thereof.

Furthermore, her belief that the

presence of linguistic variation, ^s

necessary to avoid ecological

calamity is laughable at best. Most
people who know a language that

is not one of the main spoken lan-

guages of the world also knows
one of those main spoken lan-

guages.

After all, how else are we to

understand each other if we don't

understand what one another

says?

Daniel B. Rego

UCLA graduate, Oass of 2000

Educc^tion is a

right /
I have a comment on the semi-

literate congeries that was Ben
Shapiiva's attack on SP-I and 2

protesters in his column, "SP-1, 2

protesters living in the past,"

(Daily Bruin, Viewpoint, April 3).

Apparently, Shapiro is concerned
about the quality of the "critical

thinking skills" taught in U.S. high

schools.

In the column he commits an
exemplary logical fallacy: the pro-

testers' chant that "education is a

right" is false, he says, because

education is not mentioned in the

Bill of Rights. But the word

"right" is not only used to refer to

legal stipulations; it also has a nor-

mative sense. By this, if you have a

right to an X means that you
ought to have an X, even if the

laws in your country don't guaran-

tee you an X.

Consider, as an example, article

26( 1 ) of the Universal Declaration

of Human Rights: "Everyone has

the right to education." Surely the

authors of that document - which
is non-binding - had in mind the

latter sense of "right." So did the

protesters.

Since Shapiro is a philosophy

student, he should be familiar with

the principle known as "Hume's
guillotine": you can't deduce an
"ought" from an "is."

And yes, people do have a right

to education, including higher

education.

JahaniYU-Vakkuri

Thkd-fcar

Philosophy

TIOW TO SUBMIT

TO VIEWPOINT
it

• Write a three- to four- page, opinion-sty(e

sut>m(stion about a current event on campus
or in the world at large, or write a response to

something that you have already read in The
Bruin.

E-mail submissions to

viewpoint9media.ucla.edu. Remember to

copy and paste your submission into the body
of the e-mail, or drop off a hard copy of your

subntission at the Daily Bruin ofHce (118

KerckhofT HalO, care of Jonah Lalas.

• Apply to be a Viewpoint columnist dur-

ing Weeks 7 and 8 of each quarter.

• Apply to be a cartoonist or artist. Send an

e-mail expresslrtg your Interest to the

Viewpoint address.

A few things to remember:
• All submissions must Include your name,

phone number and affiliation with UCLA. If

you are a student, they must also include your

student ID number, year and major.

• Your facts wlH be checked; make sure

they are accurate.

• Viewpoint Is not an advertising space for

any group or organlzatioa- be sure to have
clearly articulated opinions.

• We reserve the right to edit submissions
for clarity, grammar and length.

Daily Bruin Viewpoint
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Event raises awareness of Islam
DIVERSITY: MSA hosted

programs provide chance

for community to interact

By Yasir Mahar

Recently, the issue of diversity on
this campus has been brought to the

forefront by the AfTfrmative Action

Coalition's struggle to repeal SP-1

and SP-2. Among the core reasons for

this movement lies the idea that a true

education is an education obtained

through the interaction of a diverse

student body.

Only through dialogue with people

of dilTerent backgrounds and experi-

ences can one truly gain a deep under-

standing of the world we live in. With

each background comes a new per-

spective on life and a new way of

looking at issues.

Many times we are sheltered, only

Mahar is a third-year business econom-
ics student and a member of Muslim

Students Association.

having knowledge of our own life and

ofour own culture. Our reality is the

reality of the place we have grown up
in. Many times our eyes are opened to

another world through a simple con-

versation with an individual who
comes from a different culture than

we do.

But sadly, on this campus, many of

us are missing out on the myriad

opportunities to enlighten ourselves

by simply getting to know people out-

side our own social circles. Students

at UCLA tend to segregate into their

own ethnic groups, religious or social

groups, destroying the social educa-

tion which cannot be attained in the

classroom.

This week the Muslim Students

Association provided an opportunity

for people to learn about a new group

they may be unacquainted with.

MSA's annual Islamic Awareness

Week attempts to deepen the general

public's understanding of a religion

often misunderstood and misrepre-

sented.

Often regarded as a "foreign" or

"Arabic" religion completely different

from anything existing in the West,

Islam has been the victim of numer-

ous stereotypes, and Muslims have

been characterized, among other

things, as terrorists and misogynists.'

The group attempted to break these

stereotypes through nightly programs

throughout the week, beginning

Monday.

The first program, titled "Science,

Evolution, and Islam" featured Dr.

Gasscr Hathout explaining Islam's

relationship with science. He laid

down the Islamic belief that science

and Islam are allies, meant to comple-

ment each other rather than contra-

dict. In explaining how the early

Muslims were leading scholars in

such areas as mathematics, astrology

and physics, he best summed up the

Muslim approach to science as simply

a way to discover the mysteries of the

universe in order to glorify God.

Tuesday's program featured gradu-

ate student Hisham Mahmoud
expressing the Islamic stance on Jesus

See MAHAR, page 13
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baby I
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Interested in being a sex columnist for Viewpoint?

Applications are now available at the

Daily Bruin office in Kerckhoff 118. The deadline is today at

5 p.m. T\im applications in to Jonah Lalas' box.
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Speaks Out
Islamic Awareness Week just took place, giving students the

opportunity to learn about beliefs that may differ from their

own. What is your view on Islam now?

Heather Putnam

Third-year

International development studies

"Islamic

Awareness

Week has

allowed me
to view

Islam as

more pro-

gressive than

before. I've

always had

Islamic friends, so I already have

some awareness of it. But it's

good that the students are helping

others who are not aware or don't

study it in class. A lot of people

think of Islamic nations as

oppressive and detrimental to the

health of minorities and women.
If students take the time to

explain to others what their cuU.

lure is really like, then people's

attitudes toward these nations

can change."

Jerome Yuan

Fourth-year

Economics

"I don't

think that

these stu-

dents have

been doing a

good job of

teaching

about Islam.

Even though

there is a

large Islamic population in

American, they tend to be a

closed community and don't

reach out to other ethnicities.

This week was like that; I felt seg-

regated from their events. It

would be better and more infor-

mative if they were open to all

people." -

Jose Angel Torres

Third-year

Chicana/o studies and international

development studies

"I think

Islam is real-

ly fascinat-

ing. 1

learned, for

example,

that people

in Latin

America

also believe

in this faith; it's not just for peo-

ple with a Middle Eastern back-

ground. 1 think there are impor-

tant issues around the world

affecting Islamic nations that

people should be aware of, such

as dealing with the dominance
and influence of the United

States. For example, I just visited

Cuba and experienced first hand
the effects that a blockade can

have on a country, similar to the

situation in Iraq. This week
reminds us of these issues."

Patty Lopez

First-year

Psychology

"Well, as

^-^ Chicana,

I'm aware

that there

are obstacles

that I share

with Islamic

people. We
both have to

deal with not

being the norm in the United

States. If we work together,

though, and become aware of the

issues facing us, we can find a res-

olution to conflicts more easily.

However. 1 think that the oppres-

sion of women is an issue that

both our communities continue

to face. But I think people will

__ rn to value wontcn nu)re a»

awareness of this issue increases."

Sean Young

Fourth-year

Ethnomusicology

"I had the

opportunity

to ask ques-

tions about

Islam, giving

me a chance

to increase

my own
awareness.

I'm Jewish

and there's obviously some seri-

ous confiicts between Islam and

Judaism, but talking with these

people allows me to find the simi-

larities between our religions

instead. I'm glad that they were

accepting. It made me feel good
that they didn't exclude me
because 1 was Jewish. They even

invited me to their meetings
"

Nancy Hage

Second-year

Psychology

"I didn't

know it was

Islamic

Awareness

Week, but

since it is,

I'd like to

know more

about it. I

think these

type of events are very important,

because although you can learn

these things from a professor,

first hand experiences are very

different. There are usually a lot

of stereotypes associated with

Islam and taking a history of reli-

gion course has helped me to get

over a lot of them. For example,

many people believe woman are

oppressed by their religion. As a

woman, 1 used to questioned why
women would want to be in a reli-

gion that wouldn't accept them

for who they are."

Speaks Out compiled by Cuauhtemoc Ortega, Daily Bruin Senior Staff.

Photos by Mohammad Alavi, Daily Bruin Contributor.
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Unsigned editorials represent a

majority opinion of the Daily

Bruin Editorial Board. All other

columns, letters and artwork

represent the opinions of their

authors.

All submitted material must
bear the author's name,
address, telephone number,

registration numt}er or affilia-

tion with UCLA Names will not

be withheld except in extreme

cases.

The Bruin complies with

the Communication Board's

policy prohibiting the publi-

cation of articles that perpetu-

ate derogatory cultural or eth-

nic stereotypes.

When multiple authors

submit nruterial, some names
may be kept on file rather than

published with the material.

The Bruin reserves the right to

edit submitted material and to

determine Its placement in the

paper. All submissions become

the property of The Bruin. The
Communications Board has a

media grievance procedure
for resolving complaints
against any of its publications.

For a copy of the complete
procedure, contact the

Publications office at 118
Kerckhoff Hall.
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LUNCH SPECIAL
$4.99

• RICE •SAUD* SOUP
• CHICKEN TERIYAKI or

•FIRE BEEF

• VEGETABLE TEMPURA
• 2 PCS. CAUFORNIA ROLLS

DINNER SPECIAL
$5.99

• RICE • SALAD • SOUP
• CHICKEN TERfYAKI or

• FIRE BEEF
•VEGETABLE TEMPURA

• 3 PCS. CAUFORNIA ROLLS

W
91 1 BROXTON AVE / LECONTE
WESTWOOD VltLAOe
310 208 7781 SlA^S^^

JAPANESE FOOD

SAKE BOMBS

U

A UCLA Graduate
,

Student Procram

ELNITZ

OVIES

Melnitz Movies
in association with Agenzia Italia Cinema

invites you to a screening of

Tano da Morire
(To Die for Tano)

As part of ourNew Italian Directors series

r^»

r>

Pumped full of bullets in his butcher shop by an
envoy from a rival clan during the Mafia wars of 1988.
meticulously blow-dried Palermo Mobster Tano
Guarrasi (Ciccio Guarino) is mourned by his mousy
wife, four unmanied sisters and his daughter But in

truth, his death represents a kind of liberation for the
women from his obsessive jealousy, especially for

his sassy sister Franca (Mimma D. De Rosalia). With
running commentary from a chorus of Mafia matrons,
or "women of honor," being coifed at the local

hairdressers for Franca's wedding two years later, the
film recaps Tano's life and crimes. Often staged like

cheesy revue acts, the episodes recount his violent

defense of his sisters' virtue, his induction into the
Cosa Nostra ranks with an emotional song crooned
by the local Don (Vincenzo Di Lorenzo), and his

celebration of mob life in "We're the Mafia," an
amusing 1970s disco number performed by
effeminate, bejeweled underworld chorus boys.

Directed by: Giuseppe Rocca
Starring: Giusi Saija,Andrea Refuto, Mariagrazia Galasso

FRIDAY, APRIL 13TH @ 7:30 PM
JAMES BRIDGES THEATRE, MELNITZ HALL

Italian Film Festival Program:
Mon 7:30pm: La Bella Vita (Paolo Virzi) [JBT]
Tue 7:30pm: Tre Storia (Gay & San Pietro) [ICI]

Wed 7:30pm: Lontano in Fondo agli Occhi (Giuseppe Rocca) [JBT]
Thu 3:00pm: Gostanza da Libbiano (Paolo Benvenuti) [ICI]

^
Fri 7:30pm: Tano da Morire (Roberta Torre) [JBT]

Free tickets are available at the Melnitz Box Office the day of the screening one hour before show time.
For recorded program information in Melnitz Movies call 825-2345. fo receive Melnitz previews and
program information by e-mail write listserv@Iistserv.ucla.edu. "Type "Hello" in the subject line and

"subscribe melnitz-l" in the message body. Visit our website at httpiy/wwwmelnitz.ucla.pdii
IJBTJThe James Bridges Theatre is located in Melnitz Hall at the Northeast end of the UCLA Campus.

(ICIJ The Italian Cultural Institute is located at 1023 Hilgard Avenue (310) 443-3250
Paid for by the ASUCLA Interaction Fufld
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over comfort. Denim jackets, popu-

lar items this spring, seem to offer a

solution for those chilly days, but

most are cropped short, emphasiz-

ing style over function. Express also

offers a caramel-colored goat

leather trench coat, a potentially

warm item, but again sexism takes

its hold on this item, as photos of a

model wearing the coat in the store

feature her in a mini skirt with the

coat barely covering the skirt.

If you prefer to wear heavy ^

sweaters in cooler temperatures,

you might be pleasantly surprised

that stores still feature them for

women to buy in the spring. Yet,

these too are hardly made to keep

you warm as many are sleeveless,

have low-dipping necks or are hal-

ter tops.

So where do women go to buy

warm jackets and cozy sweatshirts

for the occasional spring down-

pour? Easy! Such items are readily

available in the men's department.

Even during the warmer seasons

like spring, you will fmd these items

in the men's section. Men are

allowed to dress comfortably all

year long, while women must sud-

denly give up warm clothing upon
spring's arrival.

Even the idea of women having

to change their styles each season is

sexist. Unlike men who feel little

pressure to constantly update their

wardrobes, women are pressured to

change from wearing cute angora

sweaters during the fall to stylish

wool coats with matching hats in

the winter to light, flowery dresses

in the spring.

Throughout the year men have

the same selection of button-up

shirts and khakis, and while items

like scarves and turtleneck sweaters

may come and go with the changing

seasons, as a whole, men's fashion

varies little over the year, and men
never have to worry about having

to look a certain way because it is a

certain season.

This lack of change shows how
men are excused from the big fash-

ion race, and this difference

between the constancy of men's •

fashion and the variability of

women's highlights the tendency of

fashion to be sexist toward females.

As if having to change styles

every so often just because you are

a woman were not bad enough,

clothing retailers also seem to

declare women as incompetent of

creating a unique look based on
individual choice.

At the end of each season, execu-

tives of popular clothing retailers

form corporate cabals decide on

three or four looks for the following

season and then fill all their stores

with the same looks. This spring,

colorful polo shirts for women
invade stores everywhere but not

due necessarily to popular demand.
Corporations callously tell

women what they need to buy by

producing a limited variety of cloth-

ing, giving women no choice but to

buy that pair of gaudy, pink and
green flowered capris. And
although they probably are

unaware of the cruelty they are

inflicting upon women, retailers

rob a woman of her right to freely

choose.

Are women doomed to face

every year this vicious cycle of

spring sexism? There are ways to

avoid being completely taken by

clothing manufacturers. If this sea-

son's "must-have" articles of cloth-

ing are items you just must have,

then by all means, buy them. Just

do not limit yourself to the looks

that stores invent.

Remember that wardrobe basics

allow a woman to dress with her

own style even when mixed with

current trends in fashion.

And a note to clothing retailers:

sexism is never in fashion.
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(peace be upon him). In the program
titled "Jesus (peace be upon him);

The Red Letters: A Qur'anic

Perspective," Mahmoud discussed

one of the many things Islam and

Christianity share in common: the

high level of importance placed on

this historical figure.

While the Christians believe Jesus

(peace be upon him) is the son of

God, Muslims believe he was one of

the many prophets ofGod, and in

fact Muslims, like the Christians,

believe he is the Messiah who will

return to lead good against evil.

Mahmoud provided an interpretation

of the words of Jesus (peace be upon
him) as set down in the Red Letters of

the Bible to support the Islamic ideol-

ogy of his prophethood.

Wednesday's program attempted

tQ break down the stereotype that

Islam oppresses and represses

women. A succession of graduate and

undergraduate students and guest

speakers discussed such issues as

being Muslim in a western society, the

head covering (or hijab) many
Muslim women wear, and the

activism for women's rights many
.Muslim women push for.

One of the main points of the night

was the Islamic belief that women's
rights are God-given as set down in

the holy book of the Muslims, the

Qur'an, and are not something to be

attained from men.

The last program consisted of a

panel of Muslim converts, including

former UCLA football star and cur-

rent NFL player Abdul Kareem Al-

Jabbar. The speakers told their stories

of their journey to Islam and dis-

cussed the aspects of the religion that

attracted them.

There was also a table set up on
BruinWalk where students could

receive free henna tattoos, have their

name written in Arabic, pick up liter-

ature on islam, take Qur'ans. and

engage in theological discussions with

MSA members.

Filipino musicians also performed

Islamic music at Meyerhoff Park on
Wednesday. The week concludes

today with the weekly congregational

Muslim prayer (called juma'h) being

held outside at the top of Janss steps

This will allow non-Muslims to

observe a Muslim congregation,

where a sermon will be led followed

by a group prayer.

There are two major positive out-

comes of a week like this. The first is

that the general public has the oppor-

tunity to become familiar with a

group they may not have been

acquainted with before. They are able

to educate themselves with a pure

understanding of what Islam is,

rather than limiting their knowledge

to what the often biased media por-

trays.

The second outcome is that a week

like this sparks discussion, specifically

theological discussion, from which

both sides gain both knowledge and a

deeper appreciation and understand-

ing of the other. While the intent of

the week is for others to learn about

Islam, the resulting interaction actual-

-ly exposed Muslims to the ideas and
perspectives of non-Muslims as well.

Weeks like this are when true edu-

cation occurs. The exchange of ideas

is the epitome of the advantage and

importance of diversity, and this is

what strengthens the community as a

whole. Too long have we been sitting

inside our little bubbles, unfamiliar

with those in their own bubbles

around campus.

Hopefully, Islamic Awareness

Week can lead to more interaction

between the groups on campus so

that we can truly benefit from the

diversity that so many of us are fight-

ing hard to maintain.

We need fast starters for a fast-growing industry
It's one of the hottest growing areas of technology, and now you can be part of it.

According to the Gartner Group, the application service provider (ASP) market will

see tremendous growth—from less than $1 billion in revenue in 1998 to

$23 billion by 2003. At Frontcra Corporation, we're leading the pack by providing

the t>est customer facing web-based software solutions to help Fortune 1000
companies build loyalty and value. If you're a great hunter, and enjoy cold calling,

teleprospecting, and networking, then you'll be successful in executing sales

strategies and assisting in closing new business. If you're a self-starter who enjoys

the challenges of developing new sales channels in an entrepreneurial, start-up

environment, then Frontara Corporation is the place for you. Why not join us
and take part in this phenomenal growth opportunity?

Find out mora by attending our on-campus informational sassion on

April 18
at noon in th« Caraar Sarvkas Cantar. Or visit our website at

www.Frontaracorp.com and send your resume to salescareers@Fronteracorp.com.

We offer excellent compensation, benefits, and a great work environment.

Please join us at the....

UCLA ttawalt ciub^
Annual Luau , ,

Tickets include Hawaiian dinner,

Hula and Tahitian perfornnances, and

live entertainment by recording artists

TttBea-PLUS

Saturday, April 14,2001

Ackerman Grand Ballroom

Doors open at 4:30

Visit our table on Bruin Walk

Tickets on sale at the CTO.

Paid for by USA Programming and Associated Students Interaction Fund

Funded by the Campus Programs Committee of the Program Activities Board

ATBEL AIR CHURCH
XJIil ,-iiJJiJl J£3,„

LEL£UIiAU£ E^\£iIEti WrW LI2J
Whetheryou prefer (fte traditional hymns with choir, organ and brass, or

enjoy an Informal family service with your kids, or worship the Risen lord
thrtMJgh drama and muslcwe've got your Easter Sunday coveredl

Bl
Air Presbyterian Qiurch invites you to celebrate the resurrection

Jesus Christ with usi On Easter Sunday, April 15, we've planned
four unique worship services: at 9 a.m., in our magnificent sanctu-

ary, enjoy a dynamic service with glorious traditional music, and an inspir-

ing message from Or. Michael Wenning. Also at 9 a.m., in the Chapel, all

ages are invited to a family-friendly service of song and praise with Pastor

Jim Lee. At eleven o'clock In the sanctuary, we're presenting, a riveting

Easter drama with lively contemporary music and a timely message from
the Reverend Roger Oermody. Also at 11 a.m., an intimate, traditional

service will be held in the chapel with Dr. Wenning. Riur services, one
church...celebrating One Risen LordI

BEL AIR PRESSVTERIAIM CHURCH • (818)788-4200
16221 MulhoUand Dr. • L.A. • 1 mile west of the 405 • www.belairpres.org

Let me out!"

stuck in alease

Advertise in the Summer Sublet Guide.

SUBLET:

n. property, especially an apartment, rented by a tenant to another party

V. to rent your apartment out to someone else during a period of time

T'he Daily Bruin Summer Sublet

Guide is a special feature designed to

help customers advertise that their

apartment is available for subletting. It

can also be used to find apartments. A

rather extensive and useful tool for ten-

ants, the Sublet Guide appears in the

UCLA Daily Bruin during the Spring

Quarter; mid-April through the end of

Spring Quarter 2001 . A Sublet Guide ad

runs in the Daily Bruin for 4 days as a

regular line ad and 1 day as a display

ad. The di^lay ad appears on

to advertise

CoNtod:

Daily Bruin Classified Une

IISKerckhoffHail

310.825.2221

Fox:

310.206.0528

classifieds@media.u(la.edu

Wednesday while the line ad appears on

any 4 days adjacent to the display ad

date. The price to run a Sublet Guide ad

is $40.00 per week. However, we also

offer a special of $75 for two weeb

which comes with a guarantee... if you

don't sublet your apartment after the

initial two weeks, call us and we'll con-

tinue running it until it rents or Spring

Quarter ends.

Contact the Daily Bruin today to

listyour apartment in the Summer
Sublet Guide!

important dates

PublkatkMi Dotes:

Display ads: 4/18, 4/25, 5/2, 5/9, 5/16,

5/23,5/30,6/7,6/11

Line ads: Any 4 days adjacent to the

display ad date.

Deofttines:

Mondays at 12:00 Noon
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Get familiar with the works of

25 contemporary artists In

"Public Offerings," a new show

at the MOCA. See Monday

Friday, April 13,2001

After months of

urban planning,

'All Roads' brings

art to the streets of

Westwood Village,

prompting curiosity

from community

members

PfKjioi t)y ANGIE LEVINE

Tiles such as these are the public artwork of Rod Baer titled "All Roads Lead to Westwood."The
project can be found on Weyburn Avenue between Westwood Boulevard and Broxton Avenue.

Robert Baer's public arts project "All Roads Lead to Westwood" presents the names of several streets leading to Westwood.

By Mary Williams

D^ily Bruin Contributor

Even though it may not feel like it to the confused

student, lost somewhere in Hollywood and desperately

trying to find a way back to the dorms, all roads lead to

Westwood.

That is, of course, according to Rod Baer, whose
public artwork, "All Roads Lead to Westwood." offers

some whimsical, though not-so-helpful, directions to

Westwood Village.

The artwork, installed in the north and south side-

walks of Weyburn Avenue, between Westwood
Boulevard and Broxton Avenue, consists of tiles

inscribed with the names of the many famous streets

which do, in fact, lead to Westwood. Alongside these

larger tiles are smaller one's ofTcring cryptic direc-

tions, arrows that don't necessarily point to anything,

compasses, and dice.

"The quote came to mind, 'All roads lead to

Rome,'" Baer said about how he got the theme for his

project. "Obviously, 'All roads lead to Westwood' is a

lot more silly, except that when you think about roads,

if they interconnect, then they all lead to everywhere."

"So, that was my way of playing with something

really grand and putting it in a really small village

scale," Baer continued.

The road to installing "All Roads," however, was a

long one, with the process taking three and a half years.

Public funding for the art, totaling about $60,000, was
the result of a Los Angeles law that allocates I percent

of funds spent on new construction to public works of

art. In this case, the new construction was the parking

garage of Broxton Avenue.

First, a panel formed by the city, which included

curators, architects and UCLA Art Professor Henry
Hopkins, was asked to choose a work best suited to

Westwood from among many artists' creations.

"After an exhaustive period of hours and hours we
settled on this one work which was filled with whimsy
and fun and excitement, called 'All Roads Lead to

Westwood,' which was based on the idea of the

Monopoly game," said Ben Pick, a member of the

panel.

The work was originally intended for Broxton

Avenue, but the panel discovered that Broxton already

had art that would conflict with "All Roads." After

reviewing other blocks in the village, the artist and

See ROADS, page 18

That's My Bush is too tired, tame to merit anybody's attention
TELEVISION: Sitcom parody

falls under its own weight,

doesn't add anything new

ByJohnTeti

The Dartmouth

University Wire Services

Watching an episode of Comedy
Central's new series "That's My Bush!" is

like eating an Italian sub from Blimpie's -

you know it isn't good, but there are so

many factors at work that you're not sure

why.

Where the sandwich is riddled with dry

salami and rancid mayonnaise, the myriad

problems wilh "That's My Bu.sh!" include

a misguided premise and writing that

insults our intelligence.

For the three of you that haven't been

privy to Comedy Central's advertising

blitz, "That's My Bush!" is a sitcom by

Trey Parker and Matt Stone - the creators

of "South Park" - which features George

W. Bush (Timothy Bottoms) and his wife,

Laura (Carrie Quinn Dolin).

Rounding out the cast are Karl Rove

(Kurt Fuller) and the inimitable White

House maid, Maggie (Marcia Wallace).

The show has gotten a lot of press

because of its disrespect for the White

House and its blatant offcnsiveness. No
need to worry - in practice, the two cancel

each other out.

Take the first episode, in which the

leader of the pro-life coalition is a 30-year-

old aborted fetus. This might get a laugh

on "vSouth Park," but post-Lewinsky view-

ers have become so desensitized to gross-

out humor in a presidential context that

the tactic seems pedestrian.

Bottoms' rendition ofGeorge as a bum-

bling ignoramus is nothing terribly new
either. In the second episode, George

invites his old frat brothers to an execu-

tion. Stone and Parker are beating a horse

that Letterman and Leno have long since

left behind. It's sad, but disrespect for the

Oval Office doesn't raise eyebrows any-

more.

The suppo.sedly clever twist, though, is

that "That's My Bush!" isn't really about

George W. Bush or the White House at all.

It's a send-up of the tiresome traditions of

TV sitcoms.

In the first episode, George tries to have

a dinner with Laura while hosting a pro-

life/proH:hoice summit at the same time.

He dashes between the two events in

increasingly frenetic fashion until the

whole thing collapses.

Sound familiar? That's because it's a

story line that's been done on nearly every

run-of-the-mill sitcom for decades. "That's

My Bush!" gets the details just right, giving

the impression that Parker and Stone stud-

ied a few episodes of "Three's Company"
and "227" before penning the script.

The satire is so on-target that I was sur-

prised when I didn't laugh once. I eventu-

ally realized that one rea.son "That's My
Bush!" isn't funny is that it imitates sitcom

stupidities all too well.

When considered as a whole, the only

significant difference between "That's My
Bush!" and your standard grade-B sitcom

is that the former is intended to be watched

with a rather ironic distance.

The paradox is that viewing with ironic

distance doesn't work if a show is designed

to accommodate it. The fun of watching

"Charles in Charge" with ironic distance is

that you're reading the show in an entirely

diflerent manner than the creators intend^

ed.

When the writers of "That's My Bush!"

go to such great lengths to remind you that

the show is intentionally dumb, you don't

feel clever anymore.

You feel like you're just watching a

dumb sitcom because - surprise! - you are.

"lliat's My Bush!" also falls flat on

another front by choosing a woefully easy

target. Stone and Parker try to get a laugh

by pointing out that sitcoms can be formu-

laic and banal.

Is this really innovative comedy?
Sitcoms have been the bastard child of

television for longer than the co^reators

have been alive.

Also, hasn't Comedy Central saturated

the market for shows that play off tradi-

tional TV conventions? The rtetwork

already has "The Daily Show," "Win Ben

Stein's Money" and "TV Funhouse." It's

as if Comedy Central is striving to

become one 24-hour joke, a continuous

satire of other networks.

The problem with this, a$r with all

media self-absorption, is that if it's taken

to an extreme, there is no longer any sub-

stance. "That's My Bush!" is a perfect

example. The show simulates a stupid sit-

com well enough that it leaves almost

nothing to distinguish itself from '*real"

sitcoms. We're simply supposed to know
it's ironic because it's on Comedy
Central.

In order for "That's My Bush!" to

become bearable, it has to diversify its

humor.

The three other Comedy Central

shows I mentioned are successes because

they work on multiple levels, beyond a

satire ofTV traditions. Until "That's My
Bush!" achieves the same result, its

reliance on one painfully obvious joke

will become more and more tnundane.

The Associated Press

Timothy Bottoms portrays President George W. Bush and Carrie Quinn Dolin is

first lady Laura Bush in Comedy Central's new sitcom "That's My Bush."

Hey San Francisco, at least

Ljos Angelenos wear pants

Michael

Rosen-Molina

COLUMN: LA. may be a

soulless wasteland, but it

doesn't pretend otherwise

When people ask me why I

don't like San Francisco, I

always say that it's

because a man with no pants chased

me through a fish market.

Perhaps I should explain.

I like L.A. Everyone else seems to

hate this city - even native

Angelenos are almost unanimous in

their distaste for their hometown. In

recent years,

It's become
\ \

—

~

trendy to criti-

cize Los

Angeles, dis-

missing it as a

soulless waste-

land, a blight

on the

Southern

California

landscape.

Surely no

other city has

engendered

such universal

hatred. New York's grime gives it

character. San Francisco's claustro-

phobic clutter makes it cozy. But no

one seems to find anything praise-

worthy in L.A.'s famous urban

sprawl, or its mindless maze of side

streets, or its lowest common
denominator cultural output.

At the same time, the people who
feel the most intense disgust at the

Los Angeles landscape almost

invariably heap lavish praise upon

L.A.'s northern neighbor, San

Francisco, pointing to it as the way
that a city should be.

San Francisco seems the perfect

yin to L.A.'s tarnished yang - every-

one loves it. 1 still fail to see how San

Francisco has managed to capture

the hearts of so many visitors, while

Los Angeles only succeeds in turn-

ing their stomachs. I only came to

Los Angeles four years ago, and,

although I was never a fan of her

chaotic urban planning or floozy

Hollywood atmosphere, I have a

renewed respect for her after visiting

San Francisco.

Los Angeles culture is a culture of

the proletariat - it gives the masses

what they want and it doesn't judge.

That's why we came up with the idea

for MTV's "Jackass" here. It's a city

that doesn't take itself too seriously.

San Francisco doesn't have the

same all-embracing attitude. At first

glance, it seems to be more accept-

ing, simply because all the hippies

are still hanging around and the city

tolerates people who don't wear

pants (I'm getting to that). At the

same time, the city seems so con-

vinced of its own revolutionary hip-

ness that it doesn't need to tolerate

squares.

I'm told that San Francisco has

changed a lot since the '60s, and that

the city isn't entirely overrun by

counterculture types and beatniks,

but there's still a thriving hippie cul-

ture, smugly clinging to a bygone

era.

The whole city has an odd, surreal

feel to it. It's almost like being

locked in a carnival after nightfall: it

looks fun and glitzy during the day,

but there's something creepy lurking

just under the surface

In San Francisco 1 went into a

children's toy store where one

cashier chain smoked the entire

time. There was something vaguely

unsettling about that, giving the

experience an aura of defiled inno-

cence.

1 recently visited "The City," as

local residents like to call it. As the

only person without any facial pierc-

ings or fringe pants, 1 stood out as a

tourist. Tliis is important as it

explains how everyone on the street

was able to recognize me and

orchestrate an enormous private

joke at my expense.

"Shopfronts with signs that pro=

claimed "Bookstore" turned out to

sell T-shirts. Surly merchants

blocked my entry into several music

shops, because, apparently, nothing

disrupts business quite so much as

having a customer come in to look

around.

Waiters ducked out of restaurants

before I came in, obviously because

they just didn't want to serve me and

were just hoping that I'd go away.

For most of the trip, I survived on

convenience store danishes.

The only people who were always

on hand were the hippies. Even

though everyone assures me that

they've long since gone extinct, evi-

dence to the contrary loitered on

every street corner, staring at me. I

was used to being watched in LA.,

but it's much more disconcerting

when it's hafder to distinguish the

unbalanced vagrants from the gener-

al population.

Before 1 left Los Angeles, numer-

ous friends assured me that 1 could

easily get around the city on the

famous San Francisco public trans-

portation. This may be true, but the

system suffers from an epidemic of

stingy ticket machines. After one

greedy subway machine swallowed

the last of my change without spit-

ting out a ticket, I was forced to go

above ground to search out addition-

al cash.

I surfaced in the middle of a fish

market, which, in and of itself, is not

necessarily a bad thing. Fish is a

very valid reason for having a mar-

ket. To my eyes, the central attrac-

tion in the area seemed to be a

dazed-looking gentleman who wan-

dered around sans pants. .

,

No one else paid him any atten-

tion. Common sense would dictate

that one should always avoid eye

contact with a potentially insane per-

son, but logic really begins to break

down when you're confronted with a

man with no pants. I suppose he

must have noticed me because he

followed me for three blocks, which

was more attention than I ever

received from any waiter.

Meanwhile, the requisite gang of

hippies watched, but, thankfully,

didn't try to follow mc.

I won't bore you with details of

my miraculous escape from the

pantless man - suffice to say that it

involved going back down into the

subway.

Everyone tells me that, sure, of

course San Francisco is going to

look bad if you just concentrate on

the pantless lunatics. It isn't just the

pantless guy, however, it was whole

ambience of the city.

See ROSEN, page 18
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Tara Reid, Rachel Leigh Cook and Rosario

Dawson in "Josie and the Pussycats."

"Josie and the Pussycats"

Starring Rachael Leigh Cook, Tara Reid

and Rosario Dawson
Directed by Deborah Kaplan and Harry

Elfont

There's a great moment in "Josie and the

Pussycats" when Rachael Leigh Cook - as the

plucky, titular heroine - gets a look of utter self-

disgust at becoming nothing but a product-

pimp.

Of course, the three kitties don't know that

their music is being used to brainwash mindless

teenagers into buying all sorts of products and

trends. But in real life, like it or not, these

actresses' babe-alicious charms are the only

packaging that will draw young and old to this

cinematic production.

Based on a 1963 spin-off from the "Archie"

ooittlfl POOk, miB hybria oe^^efaarlic's Ang

and "Austin Powers," re-introduces aspiring

songwriter and guitarist Josie McCoy and her

two girlfriends - Valerie Brown (Dawson) and

Melody Valentine (Tara Reid).

The three small-town Riverdale denizens eat,

sleep and breathe rock-star dreams. With this

21 st-century face-lift, the drab, beige leopard

costumes arc gone, as well as Val's tambourine

(now she electrifies on bass).

The nim also revives Alan M.. Josie's crush

and fellow struggling musician. Also present

are Alexander, the Pussycats' idle and flaky

manager and his sister, Alexandra - who pro-

vides a comic foil as she tries to undermine

Josie by sinking her claws into Alan M.

Their vision of playing outside of the garage

and the local bowling alley suddenly takes off

when Wyatt (a sardonic Alan Cumming),a

greasy record agent, signs the girls to a contract

with MegaRecords.

The Pussycats and their friends are soon

flown from the provincial haven of Riverdale to

the big city - which is represented by a dark,

seedy conglomeration of materialism and

brand-name obsession

Soon, the band is primped and paraded

around for magazine covers, photo shoots and

the radio. Within one outlandish week, Josie

and the Pussycats are already climbing up the

billboard charts.

Val and Melody start getting suspicious at

their rags-to-riches success. They become even

more so upon meeting the self-absorbed CEO
of MegaRecords, Fiona (Parker Posey).

The female equivalent of Dr. Evil, Fiona

secretly uses bands on her label to carry sublim-

inal messages (uttered by Mr. Moviefone) in

their music in order to carry out her plan for

[domination Soon, she devises a scheme

to end the Pussycats with a VH I "Behind the

Music" bang.

One reason why bringing back this '70s car-

toon kitsch works is because of the leading

ladies. By themselves, each actor fares decently

Cook doesn't seem that different from her

"She's All That" persona - an independent and

counter-cultural belle.

Reid slays true to the comic's version of

drummer Melody and plays the adorable, ani-

mal-loving ditz. But at times her sunny

demeanor borders on annoying. Still, in their

scenes together, the sex kittens prove that

there's power in three. They achieve "Charlie's

Angels" rapport, but with less cleavage.

Aside from the babe quotient, plenty of guys

make significant appearances in the film. Seth

Green and Breckin Meyer ("Road Trip") are

two of the four guys who comprise the hot boy

band Dujour. Their over-the-top Backstreet

Boys-esque dancing is a source of hilarity in

itself.

Also, Carson Daly makes a self-teasing

cameo. And yes, isn't it cute when Reid, Daly's

off-screen fiancee, gushes at the idea of being

able to meet and touch Carson on "Total

Request Live."

What mainly keeps this movie about a band

who wears long tails and ears for hats from

falling into the litter box heap, was its tongue-

in-cheek approach. More than just a fluffy com-

edy with bubble-gum songs, the movie pokes

fun at the needs of people - particularly teen-

agers - to have the most chic and trendy fash-

ions, lingo and music.

Although the camp level exceeds a maximum

at times, the audience will feel guilty but

pleased to embrace "Josie and the Pussycats"

in the end as the next "It" girls.

Terry Tang
Rating: 6

"Journey into Amazing Caves"

Directed by Stephen Judson and Greg

MacGlllivray

Hanging from a mountain by a single string

with the possibility of plummeting to death may

be a bit too exhilarating for many, but for the

women in "Amazing Caves," it's all part of a

day's work.

Narrated by Liam Neeson, the new IMAX
film, "Journey into Amazing Caves," brings the

adventures of two female spelunkers exploring

the depths of caves on land, in ice and under-

water to audiences all over the country.

In "Amazing Caves," the audience follows

expedition leaders, Nancy Aulenbach and Dr.

Hazel Barton, as they journey into caves

around the world. Xh^Htn takes viewers to

South America and Greenland where the two

explore different caves looking for microorgan-

isms, called extremophiles, that live in extreme

conditions deep within the earth. The

extremophiles are used to find new cures for

human diseases.

Sweeping aerial shots of landscapes, in addi-

tion to incri:dible underwater camera work,

awe the audience as the film makes good use of

the multi-story high IMAX screen, presenting a

huge perspective that enables the audience to -

actually feel as though they are a part of the

caving expedition.

Narrated by acclaimed actor Liam Neeson

("Schindler's List"), the film is both education-

al and entertaining. As the audience listens to

Neeson's voice-over telling viewers about the

caves, running scenes of rivers and mountains ^
push the audience's imagination to the limn. -

More than just a documentary merely show-

ing caves around the world, "Amazing Caves"

See SCREEN, page 18
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'Divas Live' give respect to Franlclin No lei

MUSIC: Queen of Soul

presents classics; other

performers pay tribute

By Nekesa Mumbimoody
The Associated Press

Too often, tributes to great enter-

tainers are given when the performer

is way past their prime, unable to

recreate the magic f^or which they are

*-so revered.

But Aretha Franklin, now in the

fourth decade of her recording

career, reafTirmed why she is worthy

of all the praise heaped upon her as

she was celebrated at "Divas Live:

The One and Only Aretha Franklin"

on Tuesday night at Radio City

Music l-iall.

The VHI special, shown live on

the cable network, was its fourth

annual celebration of female singers.

it featured an all-star cast to pay

homage to the Queen of Soul, includ-

ing Janet Jackson, members of the

Backstreet Boys, Marc Anthony and

Celia Cruz, Mary J. Blige, newcomer
Nelly Furtado and recent Grammy
nominee Jill Scott, among others^

But despite the array ofhot taTerJir

it was Franklin's voice - rich and

deep, and as full-bodied as ever - that

provided the night's most rousing

moments, whether it was churning

out classic hits like "Respect" and

"Ain't No Way" with gospeMike fer-

vor or recreating her dazzling perfor-

mance of "Nessun Dorma" at the

1998 Grammy Awards.

Collaborations with Franklin were

few, and for good reason - the last

time she appeared on the "Divas"

special, in 1998, her performance rel-

egated the other performers into

mere backup singers.

Franklin made it clear

that there's no genre

she can't master.

This time, things were more bal-

anced. Except for the appearance of

the Backstreet Boys' Howie
Dorough, A.J. McLean and Kevin

Richardson, who seemed out of place

when they joined Franklin to sing

"Chain of Fools." Her duet partners

held their own, smart enough not to

try to match Franklin note-for-note.

A good example was Blige, the reign-

ing Queen of Hip-Hop Soul, who
matched Franklin's grit and emotion-

al depth on the wrenching song "Do
Right Woman, Do Right Man."

_ Scott had the formidable task of

covering Franklin's classic "A
Natural Woman," a difTicult feat for

even the most talented singer. But the

R&B singer pulled it off, in part

because of her stunning voice and her

own sassy style, reminiscent of

Franklin herself.

Perhaps the most disappointing

appearance was Furtado, a new

breakthrough artist whose greatest

strength is her funky, eclectic songs,

not her thin voice. While Furtado

may count Franklin as an influence,

it certainly wasn't evident as Furtado

sang her hit "I'm Like A Bird" in a

Hat performance.

Not that the music necessarily

needed a soul link to move the

crowd. Marc Anthony and Cruz siz-

zled as they sang without Franklin on

the salsa number "Quimbara." The
night's most bizarre pairing was

Franklin with Kid RocJc, but it was

also one of the most fun.

One of the most entertaining

moments featured Franklin with a

bevy ofjazz greats, including Herbie

Hancock and Roy Haynes. As
Franklin scalted and improvised dur-

ing the number, she made it clear that

there's no genre she can't master.

Unfortunately, toward the end of

the night, many members of the audi-

ence proved uninterested in the

gospel influence which makes
Franklin the truly unique diva that

she is.

As the show ran into its third hour,

the all-star finale became an

impromptu church session, with

Franklin converting "Freeway o£_

Love" into a song praising Jesus

Christ, and even getting surprise

guest Stevie Wonder into the act. But

by the time she started a medley in

tribute to the gospel group the Clark

Sisters, attendees were streaming out

ofthe concert hall.

For those who left, one tribute was
apparently enough.

g: Barrymore,

Green are now married
STARS: Couple admits to

tying knot three weeks

ago to maintain privacy

The Associated Press

NEW YORK - After months of

rumor and speculation, the word on
Tom Green and Drew Barrymore is

finally out: They arc indeed husband
and wife.

Displaying a serious side and
some desire for privacy about his

personal life, the ^^^^^^^^^
prank-playing

'^^~'~'^^~"

comedian said

Thursday that he

and the 25-year-

old actress eloped

three weeks ago.

"We went
away on sort of a

little trip," he said

during an inter-

view about his

upcoming movie

fingered."

"We tried to kind of do it under

the radar."

People are learning about it now
simply because they've seen him
wear a wedding band and asked

whether he and Barrymore had got-

ten married.

He's decided to confirm it and

"not lie about it the way I normally

do about these kinds of things." he

said, chuckling.

They opted for an elopement
because they "wanted it to be spe-

cial."

"We've had so much fun with

lying to the media about it - the

'Saturday Night Live' fake-out ...

telling 'Entertainment Tonight' that

we were going to be married in

Cleveland next week," said Green,

the 29-ycar-old former MTV star

who's making his directing debut

with his new movie.

^^^_^_^^___ "Then we real-

ized we really did-

n't want to make
a joke out of the

actual, real wed-

ding. We wanted

it to be a real wed-

ding, a real thing

for us," he said,

adding that they

wanted the nup-
~~"

tials to be some-
Freddy Got th ing they could always remember _

(Green and Barrymore)

opted for an

elopement because

they "wanted it to be

special."

and have for themselves.

Green and Barrymore, who
recently co-starred together in the

film adaptation of "Charlie's

Angels," got engaged in July.

The marriage is the first for

Green and second for Barrymore,

who was married for 1 1 months to

bar owner Jeremy Thomas in 1994.
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20% OFF with Bruin Card
Delivwy A Pick-up Only

Giant Slice + Salad -h Drink = $3.99 (Largest Slice In Westwood) • Complete Dinners $4.99 • Free Delivery

MANN

Westwood
VILLAGE SooMOM Likt Yoa (PG-13)
961 Bfoxton THX Dolby Dmital

206-5576 Ffi-Thu (12«) 2:30 5.00) 730 10:15

•RUIN Sn Kids (PG)
948 Broxton THX - Dolby Oigitjl

239-MANN Frt-Thu (11:45 2:15 4:45) 7:15 945

NATIONAL
10925 Lindbrook

208-4366

aSiM«r(R)
THX- Dolby DigtUI

Fri-Sal (1:45 4:30) 7:15 10:00 1215
Sun-Thu (1:45 4:30) 7:15 10:00

FESTIVAL
10887 Lindbrook
208-4575 Ffi-Sal (12:45 3 00 5:15) 7:30 9^5 1 (45

Sun-Thu (12:45 3:00 5:15) 7 30 9:45

KlMdom Com* (PG)
THX Dolby Dnital

REGENT
1045 Bfoxlon
208-3259

Amorts Parrot (R)

Dolby SR
Fri-Thu (1:30 4:30) 7:00 9:45

PIAZA
1067 Glendon
208-3097

EMmy at MM Galat (R)

Dolby Dloital

Fri-Thu(1:00 4:00)7f5 1015

MANN

Santa Monica
CRITERION 3 Soumom Ltki Yoa (PG 1 3

)

THX - SDOS Digital

Ffi-SaM11:45 2:1O4:5O)7:20 9 45 12:00

Sun-Thu (11:45 2:104:50) 720 9:45

(MITERI0N4 TlwlWtorafPMMMa(R)
THX - Dolby Digilal

Fri-Thu (11:50 2:30 SXX)) 7:30 10:00

CRITERION 6 S|y Kidt (PG)
THX - Dolby Dwilal

Fri-Thu (12«) :2 15 4:45) 7 10 9:30

Eaaim al Ika Qalaa (R)

tVx Dolby OiQilal

Fri-Thu (1:00 4:00) 7:15 10 10

PACIFIC

Westwood

LAEMMLE
visit our website www.laamniia.coin

West Hollywood

8000 SannMari
(323) 848-35

Free Parking

SUNSn 1 Potlocfc(R)

Fri-Thu (12:45) 3:50 7:00 9 50

SUNSn? Ma<Mato(Rj
Fri (1:30) 4:15 7:15 9:55 12 15

Sat (10:45 1 30 4:15 7:15 9:55 1215
Sun (10 45 1:30)4:15 7:15 9:55

Mon-Thu (1:30) 4:15 7:15 9:55

SUNSn 3 Tm Disk (PG 13)
Fri-Tue, Thu (12:00) 2:30 5 00 7 30 10:00

Wed (12 00) 2:30 5:00 10:00

SUNSET 4 Tka Tailor o( Panama (R)

Fri-Sai (140) 4:20 7:00 9 40 12:00

Sun-Thu (1:40)4:20 7:00 940

SUNSET S SifM A Woadara (NR)
Fri-Tue. Thu (130) 4 15 7:00 9 45

Wed (130) 4 15 9:45

GENERAL CINEMA

Westwood
AVCO CINEMA
10640 Wilshire Blvd

1 BIk E of Westwood
(310) 777-FILM 1330

AVCO CINEMA Jotio and Ikt Pmycals (PG-13)
Presented in THX SRD Digital Sound

12«) 2:30 5:00 7:40 10:20

AVCO CINEMA Blow (R)
Presented in SDDS Dolby Sound

12.45 4:15 7:3010:30

AVCO CINEMA Hoartferaaiwrs (PG-13)
Presented in THX DTS Digital Sound

12:30 4:00 7:1010:00

AVCO CINEMA TValfk (R)

Presented in SDDS Digital Sound
1:00 7:00

Sap- Adm. Tofflcab (R)

4:30 10:15

UCLA

Campus Events

ACKERMAN BALLROOM Weak 3 Tta 4/19 A Fri 4/20
Tickets M 00 TralWc

7:00 pm & 9:30 pm

WESTWOOD

1

1050 Gayley

2087664

3: Tko Mo«lt (6)
Dolby Digital

Fri-Thu (1:00 3:30) 6.«)

CREST
1262 Westwood Blvd

(S olWilJhirt)

474-7866 or

777-FILM (#025)

J«sl Viattiag (R)

THX - oVmi
Fri-Sun (2:00) 4:15 7:00 9:45

Mon-Thu 2:004:15)7:00 9:45

WLA/Beverly Hills Beverly Hills

ROYAL Tim Widow o( SaJal-Piarra (R)

11523 Santa Monica Blvd Fri-Thu (

(310)477-5581 2:55 5:20;

l-Piarra (R)

Thu(12;30i
I 7:45 10:15

BEVERLY CONNECTION
La Cienega at Beverly BMJ
(310)659-5911
4 hours validated parking SI at Box Ollice

WESTWOOD 2
1050 Gayley

206-7664

Vta Caa Co«M 0* Mo (R)

Dolby Digital

Frt-Thu (1:45 4:30) 7:30 10:15

MUSK NALL 1

9036 Wilshire

274-6869

Tko Gloaoors aad I (NR)
Fri, Mon-Thu (5:15) 7:35 9 45

Sat-Sun (12:45) 3:00 5:15 7:30 9:45

WESTWOOD 3
1050 Gayley

208-7664

Creockiai Tifor.

HiMoo Drafoo (PG-13)

Dolby Dloital

Fri-Thu (1:15 4.00)7.00 9:45

WESTWOOD 4
1050 Gayley

208 7664

Ckocolat (PG-13)
Dolby Digital

Ffi-Thu (1:30 4:15) 7 15 10:00

Billy Elliot (R)

Dolby Digital

Fri-Thu (8:1S) 10:40

UNITED ARTISTS

Westwood
UA WESTWOOD Brid|0« Joool Diary (R)
10889 Wellworth THX
475-9441 Fri-Thu 12:15 2:40 5:00 7:45 10:20

MUSIC HALL 2

9036 Wilshire

274-6869

Crouchlag Tiger,

HiMoa Draioo (PG-13)
Fri. Mon-Thu (5:30) 8:15

Sat-Sun (12:00) 2:45 5:30 8:15

BEVERLY CONNECTION BiMfOl Jooo^ Diaiy (PG-13)
Oa i Mraaat

Presented in DTS Digital Sound
11:45 2 10 4 30 7:10 9:30

Presented in THX SRD Digital Sound
12:30 2:50 5:20 7:45 10:20

Enjoy the
Movies!!!

Santa Monica
CRITERION 1 BriiiM JoM*! Diary (R)

1313 3rd St THX -Stereo Dolby Digital

Proflienade Fri- Sal (12.00 2:20 4:40) 7 00 9 20 1 130
395-1599 Swi-Thu (12.00 2:20 4:40) 700 9:20

UA WESTWOOD
10689 Wellworth
475-9441

Joo Dirt (PG-11)

No MPs oaW 4/21

THX
Fri-Thu 12:30 2:30 440 700 9:45

MUSIC HALL 3 Tko Porwwalt (NR)
9036 Wilshire Fri. Mon-Thu (505) 7 35 9 55
274-6869 Sat Sun (12:15) 2:40 5:05 7:30 9:55

Santa Monica
MOMCA 1 Tko Mafc (P6-13)
1322 2nd SI. FrlWM (1:00) 3:20 5:40 8:(» 10:20
(310)394-9741 Thu (1:00) 3:20 5:40 10:20

BEVERLY CONNECTION Joaiaaodtka
(PO-13)

Presented in THX DTS Digital Sound
12.05 2:30 4:55 7:20 9:45

Fri-Sal Late Show 12O0

MONiaz CwtklaiTlUf. HMdao Drafoo (P6-13)
Fr1-Toe(1:15)4 10 7:05 10<X)

Wed-Thu(1:15)4 10 1000

CnnniKW 2 Joo Dirt (PG-13)
THX Dolby Dnital

Fri-Sat(12:20 2:45 5 10) 7 45 1015 12:15
Sun-Thu (12:20 2:45 5 10) 7:45 10:15

UA WESTWOOD
10889 WeNwofth
475-9441

(R)

Fri-Thu 1 15 4:15 7J010JiJ
BoaoiUai Croalwos (PG-13)

fri Sun Wed (4 10)945

BEVERLY CONNECTION Joo DM (P0-1S)-
Presented in THX SRD Digital Sound

12 40 2 55 5 10 7 35 9:50

Fri-SatLataSliow1l:55

BEVERLY CONNECTION Jvtt Visi«afl |PG-13)
Presented in DTS Digital Sound

11:201:25
Sap. Adm. TMIIc (R)

3:30 7O0 1015

BEVERLY CONNECnON

v4KntiMum^i

Fri-Sun. WMn.30) 7 0(5

Mon-Thu (11:00 1 45) 4:30 7:15 1000
• Mamiala (RJ

Fri. Mon-Thu (1:45) 4 30 7:15 lOOO
Sat-Sun (11:00 1:45) 4:30 715 10O0

9V^. MIM.

3(6)
Presented in DTS Digital Sound

11:25 1:35 3:50 605
T«wali(Rj
8:20 ^QM

'\

To advertise
in the

4

Bruin
Movie

Guide,

call

310.825.2161
^^^_^

/
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April

t
Get your scissors ready!

WORRIED?
NERVOUS?
TENSE?

="^ you worry ak>t?=
• Difficulty concentrating?

• Do you often feel keyed up?

• Muscle tension, headaches,

stomach problems ets.?

If you experience some of these symptoms, you may have a treatable condition called

General Anxiety Discorder. Anxiety can affect your work performance, social life, and

overall enjoyment in life. You are not alone. You may be one of millions of Americans

suffering from stress.

Call toll-free today to see If you qualify for an important

research medication program. Qualifed participants may be

compensated up to $275.00.

Southwestern Research, Inc.

888-444-1104
1V1V1V. com

OUSING
APARTMENT COORDINATOR
POSITION AVAILABLE

1 2 MONTH POSITION STARTING JULY 1 , 2001

Compensation: A shared rental space plus a monthly salary
and one parking space.

Duties Include:

•Maintaining and enforcing rules and
regulations of the UCLA University

Apartments.

•Ensuring safety and security of the

property by participating in the after

hours maintenance program.

•Participating in weekly meetings with

staff and management.

•Work a flexible schedule.

•Analyze situations and define

problems/objectives and formulate

logical conclusions. \

/
I iV Application & Job Description Available at:

University Apartments North

625 Landfair Ave. #1 ~^

Qualifications:

•UCLA undergraduate or graduate

student.

•Must possess excellent

communication skills (written and oral)

in order to interact effectively and
diplomatically with students, staff, co-

workers of various, cultural and
economic backgrounds.

•Leadership experience.

•Skills in prioritizing assignments and
working independently with minimal
supervision.

•Familiarity with University Housing
and previous UCLA group living

experience preferred.

Please do not telephone. Email inquiries to: pyoon9uda.edu

Application Deadline: Friday, April 13, 2001

ROADS
From page 15

panel settled on the Weyburn Avenue

location.

Implementing the project included

further muddling through the city's

bureaucracy.

"The city became involved with

checking underground lines, sewers

and rights of way, and it took months

and months and months to get every

department and building to just give

their OK to have the tile work

installed on Weyburn," Pick said.

The sidewalks were then cleaned

and a contractor was hired to install

the artwork.

At present, the artwork still isn't

fmished. Two dice must be placed, and

the painting and protective sealing

work, have not yet been completed.

To fmish the

installation, the ^——~^~^^~
panel is attempt-

ing to raise

$10,000, in addi-

tion to money
already given by

private donors.

Pick said.

"This has

been a long,

drawn out, ardu-

ous process that

in some ways is

frightening,
because it shows

how difficult it is

to gel even

something that is

beneficial for the

community into

place," Pick said

"In any case I'm looking forward

to having this in place in the next two

months, raising the final $10,000, fin-

ishing the work, and making it some-

thing that the people ofWestwood, the

students of UCLA, and the visitors to

our community can really enjoy, have

fun with, talk about, and ask questions

about," he continued.

Having fun and stimulating the

mind were two motives behind "All

"This has been a long ...

process that in some
ways is frightening,

because it shows how
difficult it is to get

even something that is

beneficial for the

community into place."

Ben Picic

Public arts panel member

thought that instilling a sense of play

and fun and encouraging a kind of

window shopping would be some-

thing that would be good for the vil-

lage."

Steven Luciano, daytime manager

of Enzo's Pizzeria, said the artwork

has aroused many people's curiosity.

"I think it's just fun and a lot of peo-

ple are always questioning it and walk-

ing down the street looking at it and

following it around, and I found

myself questioning it and following it,

too," he said. "I don't really under-

stand it, but it's kind of cool."

When asked about the cost to the

city. Luciano said it was justified

because the art was beneficial to the

village, and in general, he felt that the

world needs more art and culture.

Many, however, aren't responding as

positively as Luciano.

"I know that personally I've heard

many positive
-^"^^——^ and negative

comments," Pick

said. "People say-

ing. 'What is all

this? Who is

doing all this?'

'Who is wasting

this kind of

money?' and I

love this. I love

the negative reac-

tions as much as

the positive reac-

tions because it's

an indication of

the involvement

of people, sud-

denly, in their

own communi-

ty"

"All Roads" may serve as a precur-

sor of future city-sponsored art, everv

tually turning Westwood Village into a

cukural arts center.

"This will really be the forerunner

to the regeneration of the village in

that it'll be the first artwork on the

sidewalk, but we will then have a sec-

ond and a third and a fourth and a

fifth, and that the sidewalks of the vil-

lage will become really an art school

both for the students at UCLA, for the

Roads." Baer designed the artwork to people who live in the community and

entertain passers-by as well as helping

Westwood Village.

"I wanted to do something that

would be decentralized, that would be

diffused and that would help activate

people walking around." Baer said. "I

for Los Angeles as a whole," Pick said.

ART: "All Roads Lead to Westwood" is

on Weyburn Avenue between

Westwood Boulevard and Broxton

Avenue. _______^_

SCREEN
From page 16

tells a larger story of the adventures

that the two female cavers have while

exploring them.

By presenting the film from their

perspective, the film becomes more

personal, allowing it to become more

than just a 40-minute, wide-screen

feature on caves.

Aulenbach, an adventurer and

explorer, has been around caves

since she was 3 years old and is a

schoolteacher in Georgia when she's

not caving.

Adding to the breathtaking

scenes, "Journey irtto Amazing

Caves" features the music of rock

group The Moody Blues, ^ith two

new songs written for the fiHn "Wc
Can Ry" and "Water,"the filrtvalso

features orchestrations of their other

popular songs, such as "Nights in

White Satin" and "Ride My Seesaw."

Produced by MacGillivray-

Freeman films, "Amazing Caves" is

the third installment of the 10 part

Great Adventure series produced by

the company. The second installment

of the scries, "Dolphins" which was

released into IMAX theaters last fall,

was nominated for an Academy
Award for Best Documentary Short.

"Amazing Caves" is an exhilarat-

ing romp around the world that will

take the audience's breath away.

Amazing cinematography and story-

telling help to make this story larger

than life.

Though viewers may be hesitant to

take a death-defying leap over a cliff,

held back by only a string, experienc-

ing "Journey into Amazing Caves" is

the next best thing.

Jacqueline Maar
Rating: 9

ROSEN
From page 15

I came back to LA. and got pret-

ty much the same treatment. But at

least T-shirt stores here are labeled

as T-shirt stores and waiters are

actively rude rather than invisible.

I like the decaying urban sprawl,

the spangled angels that have myste-

riously appeared on every street cor-

ner, the LACMA billboards that

turn fast food joints into art, and the

ridiculous Hollywood subculture. I

like that wc have a Washington

Boulevard and a Washington Place

right next to each other, just to con-

fuse everyone.

I like that we've got smog and a

Taco Bell oil every block and that

our biggest landmark is just a big

sign on a hill.

I love L.A.

Michael Rosen-Molina thirJ(S his city is

better than yours. Tell ffiin off at

Great.Brain@mailcity.com. \
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2100
22m
230U
2A00
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2700
2H00
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3000
3100
3200
3300
3A00
3500
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3800
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AOOO
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42UU
A3 00
AAOO
A500

4600
A700
4800
4900
5000
5100
5200
5300
5400
5500

fTT.

Campus Happenings
Campus Organizations
Campus Recruitment
Campus Services
Birthdays
Legal notices
Lost & Found
Miscellaneous
Personal Messages
Personals
Pregnancy
Recreational Activities

Research Subjects
Sperm / Egg Donors
Tickets Offered
Tickets Wanted
Wanted

y?f/7^
Appliances
Art / Paintings

I

Bicycles / Skatei
Books
Calling Cards
Cameras / Camcorders
Collectibles

Computers / Software
Fumiture
Garage / Yard Sales
Health Products
Miscellaneous
Musical Instruments
Office Equipment
Pets
Rentals
Sports Equipment
Stereos / TVs / Radios
Table Sports

fMffiTT)

Auto Accessories
Auto Insurance
Auto Repair
Autos for Sale
Boats for Sale
Motorcycles for Sale
Parking
Scooter / Cycle Repair
Scooters for Sale
Vehicles for Rent

5(i00

5620
5040
5660
5680
5700
5720

5800
5900
6000
6100
6150
6200
6300
6400
6500
6600
6700
6800
61100
7000
7100
7200

Resorts / Hotels
Rides Offered
Rides Wanted
Taxi / Shuttle Service
Travel Destinations
Travel Tickets
Vacation Packages

1-900 numbers
Financial Aid
Insurance
Computer / internet

Foreign Languages
Health / Beauty Services
Legal Advice / Attorneys
Movers / Storage
Music Lessons
Personal Services
Professional Services
Resumes
Telecommunications
Tutoring Offered
Tutoring Wanted
Typing

Writing Help

11TmB
7400
7500
7600
7700
7800
7900
8000
8100
8200
8300

Business Opportunities
Career Opportunities
Child Care Offered
Child Care Wanted
Help Wanted
Housesitting
Internship
Personal Assistance
Temporary Employment
Volunteer

)'i^-^>U

8400
8500
8600
8700
«H00
8900
9000
9100
9200
9300
9400
9500
9600
9700
9800

Apartments for Rent
Apartments Furnished
Condo / Townhouse for Rent
Condo / Townhouse for Sale
Guesthouse for Rent
House for Rent
House for sale

Houseboats for Rent / Sale
Housing Needed
Room for Hftip

Room for Rent
Roommates - Private Room
Roommates - Shared Room
Sublets
Vacation Rentals

index

^r
1 1 8 Kerckhoff Hall

308 Westwood Raza
Los Angeles. CA 90024

E-Mail: classifieds@media.ucla.edu
Web: http://vvww.dailybruin.ucla.edu

phone
Classified Une C310) 825-2221

Fax (310) 206-0528
Classified Display: (310) 206-3060

Fax: (3103 206-0528

office hours
Mon-Thu: 9:00am-3:00pm
Fri: 9am-2 :30pm

^r.

One issue, up to 20 words
each additional word

Weeldy. up to 20 words
each additional word

Monthly, up to 20 words
...each additional word
12 pt headline

16 pt headline

\Border

$850
0.65

29.00

^.15
9600
^75

$1'.60

$2.25

$5.ooy

Classified Line Ads:
1 working day before pnnting.

at 12 noon.
Classified Display Ads:
2 working days before printing,

at 12 noon.

There are no cancellations after

noon of the day before printing.

V _y

hoMrlDMiite
an eMecfhie ad

• Start your ad with the

merchandise you are selling

This makes it easier for readers to

quickly scan the ads and locate

your items
• Always include the pnce of your
Item Many classified readers
simply do not respond to ads
without pnces
• Avoid abbreviations- -make your
ad easy for readers to understand
• Place yourself in the reader s

position, ask what you would like

to know about the merchandise,
and include that in the ad Include

such information as brand names,
colors and other specific

descnptions

The ASUCLA Coinmurtcations tward fully supports the University ol CaWomia's policy on nondiscrimination No medium shall accept advertisements which present persons ol any origin, race, sex, or sexual orientation in a
demeaning way or imply that they are limited to positions, capabilities, roles, or status In society Neither the Daily Bruin nor the ASUCI.A Communications Board has investigated any okthe services advertised or the
advertisements represented in this issue Any person believiny that an advertisement in this issue violated the Boards policy on nondiscnmination stated herein should communicate complaints In writing to the Business Manager,
Daily Brum, 118 Kerckhoff Han. 308 Westwood Plaza. Los Angeles. CA 90024 For assistance with housing discnmination protiems. call the UCLA Housing Office at (310) 825-4271 or call the Westside Fair Housing Office at (310)

^7-^"?^^V
Classified ads also appear on-line at hltp y/www dailyboiin ucia edu Placement on-line iSoWarad as» comfitmemtari service lor customers and is not guaranteed The Daily Brum is responsitile for the first incorr

^inaertiQw only Mfwor typographtcat errors are ryot eiiyiW? for refunds For sr^ refund, ttw Daity 6rij^rrQI|^B9flBtf'09S^I?Blt fnujt tjc notified of 3n error on ttip first day Of pu^catton Dy noon.

For Classified Display ads.

please see our rate card

for variable rate information.

JgJ^

payment
Please make checks payable to

"The UCLA Daily Brum" We
accept Visa. MasterCard, and
Discover credit cards. Allow 5
working days for mail payments

TfT hfTT TM

announcements
1100-2600

1100
Campus Happenings

TAI CHI CHUAN
CLUB'S

Grand Master Tung arx) Master Karol offer

personalized training Tues/Wed/Thurs 4:30-

6pm/Saturday 10am- 12pm UCLA-MacGo-
wen-Hall-Sculpture-Garden. $50/month/any

or all.8 18-996-3787

TEACH ENGLISH IN CENTRAL EUROPE!
Free seminar. UCLA Career Center, Monday
April 16th, 4pm. RSVP recommended. Eva
Walthers, 310-825-0831

2200
Research Subjects

EARN $$$
For giving your opinion on market research-

products, TV, etc. Ages 5-54. No accents
please 818-609-1850.

HEALTHY MALE smokers wanted for UCLA
smoking cessation study of sperm quality

Procedures cornlucted via mail. Compensa-
tion up to $175. 310-^825-9559.

Alcoholics Anonymous
Mon. Oncwuion, Fri. Slip Stuif, 3501 Ackannon

Thun. Book Skiiy, 3501 AckMmon
iM/T/W Rm. Dmtol A3-029

Wad. Km. A3- 029

Discuuion, Al limt$ 12:10- 1KX)pm

For aleehoUca or IndMdualt who hav» a drInUng probhm

1600
Legal Notices

HOMICIDAL ABORTION
Known in the medical diction as concepti-

cide. homicidal atx}rtion is the most preva-

lent form of homicide in the United States.

Juridic Emt>assy. ambOjuridic.org

mm 1800
Miscellaneous

DOESN'T SUCK!
ORIGINAL ART and prints from $50 Major

credit cards, Fed^x, Framing, Gift Wrapped.

Go to www.LSimages.com or 1-888-755-

9068.

2000
Personals

Best Selling Author seeks inspiration . Very

successfuiA/ery attractive SWM, 40 k)oking

for muse. Beautiful, good-shape, playful,

open, passionate, adventurous 310-777-

0204.

LOVE? European wnter/linguist, cosnrx)poli-

lan, accomplished, good-looking, middle-

aged, healthy lifestyle, ksves literatureAravel-

ing/outdoors. seeks attractive/smart/affec-

lk)nate young female, any race/origin, for

frierxjship, possit)4y romance/marriage. 310-

573-4020/maniO munich.com

2200
Research Subjects

CHRONIC BAD BREATH Earn $50 and
•earn to control t>ad breath. Clinteal study In

Culver City 310-815-1829. 310-210-7805.

2300
Sperm/Egg Donors

EGG DONOR
Late 40's, married women looking for Jewish
coed interested in helpirtg to create a child.

$2500+ negotiable. Please call June 310-
376-7000.

EGG DONOR NEEDED Asian Please call

310-397-0490

If you are male, in college or have a college

degree, you can earn up to $600/mo, call for

details on our anonymous sperm donor pro-

gram. Receive free comprehensive health

screening & help infertile couples. So if

you're kx>king for a great job and a little extra

cash, call us first. 310-824-9941.

SEARCHING FOR
EGG DONOR

EARN $5000. Caucasian only Intelligence,

athletic, and sense of humor a plus Please
call;323-650-2891.

SPECIAL EGG DONOR
NEEDED

Loving, infertile couple is hoping to find a

compassionate woman to help us have a
t)aby We are searching for an intelligent,

healthy woman 21-29 years-old, half Ja-

panese, and half Northern European. Com-
pensation $5000 If you are interested in

helping our dream of parenthood come true,

please call OPTIONS 800-866-9373 x722

2800
Art/Paintings

WANTED
Collecter seeking paintings by Early
California artists 1900-1940. Artists include:

Guy Rose, Edgar Payne. Granville

Redmond, John Frost, William Wendt,
Selden Gile, Anna Hills. Benjamin Brown,
Franz Bischoff, Elmer Wachtel, Arthur
Mathews arxJ many, many nrore. Please
contact Steve at ilook4artOaol.com, 310-
863-8013.

3500
Furniture

HIGH QUALITY, ALL UN-USED. Mattress-

set $150. Sofa/loveseat $495. Slipcover-sofa

$550. Seven-piece dining room $795. Bunk-
beds w/mattresses $150. Headboards $15.
310-393-2338

3500
Furniture

MATTRESS SPECIALS
NEW INNERSPRING twin sets $99 95, Fulls

$129.95, Queens $16995 and Kings
$199 95. Also, Sealy Stearns and Foster at

lowest pnces. 310-477-1466.

3800
Miscellaneous

IT'S T-SHIRT WEATHER
T-shirts from $5, lowest prices on the Inter-

net Discount event merchandise, left-over

from recent events, www.alleventstore.com

Rentals

WESTWOOD-2BED/1.5 bath, newly remo^
deled, w/garage, bright, spacious, quiet,

pool, Dishwasher&Stove, pnme location,

close to buslines*UC LA, $ 1 350 and up. 3 1 0-

475-2594.

1 • ^ _

coming o^

April 30
check your newsstands.

^ ^Egg Donors Needed
Healthy females ages 19-28

wishing to help infertile couples.

$5,000

^ Call MiRNA (818) 832-1494 ^

2AOO
Tickets Offered

AC/DC
AC/DC trcket for sale Saturday April 14.

Please call 310-264-0270.

2600
Wanted

I NEED A PARKING SPACE in Westwood
Will rent for 2 months. Landfair and Gayley
preferable. Please call Cristy. 310-497-9210

dQVurilSc :!i(^JS^.!l»l1(JlSplaV

206.3060
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iransporiation
4600-5500

A900
Autos for Sale

1987 NISSAN STANZA GXE. 4-door, aulo,

A/C, 118k, all power, original owner, proof

perfect maintenance, moving, must sell.

$2300 818-752-2506.

1991 ACURA GS INTEGRA, fully loaded,

imaculale, low mileage. Must see Asking

price $6700. Black and black leattier 4 door.

310-283-3643.

1991 GRAND AM: Red, 2-door, automatic,

extra clean, 109,00 miles. CD $3400 OBO
Kelly 310-801-6569

1993 VW CABRIOLET. Red, convertible

with white top, white leather seats, excellent

condition. 63k miles. $6,000 obo. 310-472-

8258 Suzy

1995 WHITE FORD ESCORT. 2 door LX
hatchback. 5-speed, 77k miles, a/c. AM/FM
casette. tinted windows, looks and runs

great $5,000obo Fergus 310-968-1989.
fbyrne@amgen.com

=^996 JtEP CH6R0Kee 6E: ExceHem cofv-

dition. Red. V-6, 4.0Liters, Sony AM/FM/CD,
Keyless Entry. Alarm. 54k miles. $7495. 310-

345-0075. mtw5497© yahoo.com

1996 SATURN SL2
4door, automatic, manual, door kx:k-fwind-

ows. 10 disc cd changer, 79800miles. $8000
(according to kbb). Sam:31 0-824-3451.

2000 Ford Expedition
Eddie Bauer. 2-wheel drive, 5.4L. V8, 6cd,

chrome wheels, leather, white over tan. 30k
miles, $29,995 323-876-7833.

Black Beauty- Must sell
1999 FORD ESCORT. Fully loaded, auto, 6
CD-changer, A/C, AM/FM, airbags, 55k
miles Must see $5000 firm 310-839-0890

Exceptional Mustang
1987 MUSTANG 5.0LX- hatchback. 5-

speed, white. 76k original miles, 2 owner, like

new, $4700 310-578-9120

FOR SALE 1997 MAZDA MIATA STO Edi-

tion Only 16,000 Miles. Mint Condition AC,
»W, CD, alloy wheels. 2 months left of Full

^Varranly $14,000 Email:RWP31 ©aol.com

LOW MILEAGE
•93 INTEGRA GSR, 26,700mi. 5-speed,
cruise control, A/C, tape, spoiler, moonroof.
LoJack, white $10,000 310-559-3511.

POLICE IMPOUNDS Hondas as low as
$500 lor listings 1-800-319-3323 ext A214.

•96 HONDA PRELUDE VTEC. Black/black,

sunroof, spoiler, excellent, AJC, original own-
er, ABS. 65k miles, must sell- $16.400obo.
323 653-8117

564^0
Rides Wanted

SEEKING RIDE to-from UCLA . from anyone
going through Beverly Glen; will pay; I work
M-F 8:00am-5:00pm. Call Arnold, 310-474-
1130.

5680
Travel Destinations

WHY BE JUST A TOURIST? Come live and
wolU} in Central Europe, as an English Teach-
er, tfirough the Central European Teaching
Program Free housirig, health insurance,

support network, social activities, orientation.

Placement tee $2,000. Deadline May 15.

Sumner. Career Sinatra, Aprlll6. 4pm. 310-
825-0831. cetpObeloit.edu, www.be-
lolt.edu/-cetp/

services
5800-7300

S900
Financial Aid

LOANS AVAILABLE
No application fee. High approval. Low
Interest rate. Bankruptcys welcome. Toll

Free 1-877-494-4843.

6000
Insurance

/lllstate.
Vbu're in good harxte.

(vlike Azer Insurance Agency. Inc.

(310) 312-0202
1281 WesKvooci Blvd.
<2 tJiks So. of Wllsrilro)

24 Hours o Doy Service

61OO
Computer/Internet

A GREAT DEAL!
Mac PowerPC 7100-8100 $199-$299 in-

cludes monitor. Pentium 1 complete system,
includes nronitor $249. 310-476-5076.

idEa247.COM
INTERNET RESOURCES. Web design, de-

vek)pment. tutorials, hosting affiliates, do-

main names/dreamweaver, global news,
Java script, CGI Cold Fusion.

http://www.idea247.com

6150
Foreign Language

Pnpantkm For Jetro Business
Js/unese Itef Juas 23nl
SaMa Moaka Colegt

(510) 434-3400

9:O0Mi-Nooa

UdtyCoacitc
(323)666-1018
2«0-4<K>pa

April 21 -June 2, 6 Saturdoyi (May 26lh no (lass)

Pri(e S80

6300
Legal Advice/Attorneys

CONSUMER PROTECTION. Lemon law,

automobile dealer fraud, repossessions,
abusive debt collection. UCLA law graduate.

Contingent fees/costs available Alec True-

blood: 310-443-4139.

PERSONAL INJURY/
D.U.I. DEFENSE

Auto Accidents

Motorcycle Accidents

Slip & Fall • Pedestrian

No Recovery • No Fee

(310)552-0007
Fr^e Consultation

Law Offices of Donald R Hartunian

6^00
Movers/Storage

BEST MOVERS. Licensed, insured Lowest
rates. Fast, courteous-f-careful. Many stud-
ents moved for $98. Lic.-T-163844 NO JOB
TOO SMALL! 1-800-2-GO-BEST Voice-
mail/pager: 323-263-2378.

HONEST MAN w/l4ft truck and dollies,

small jobs, short notice ok. SF, LV, SD.
Student discount. Go BruinsI lOyrs. 310-
285-8688.

JERRYS MOVINGADELIVERV. Tho careful
movers Experienced, reliable, same-day de-
livery. Packing, boxes available Also, pick-

up donations for American Cancer Society.
Jerry0310-39 1-5657.

6500
Music Lessons

DRUM LESSONS
ALL LEVELS/STYLES with dedtoated pro-
fessional At your home or WLA studk) Ist-

lesson free. No drum set necessary
Neil:323-654^26

Classifieds

825-2221

6200
Health Services

6200
Health Services

6200
Health Services

COMPLIMENTARY CONSULTATION (^^^I^^
ORTHODONTIST

SINCE 1980
UCLA FACULTY MEMBER

Dr. Nader Dayani
Member American Association of Orthodontists

Specializing in braces for adults & children

NT.sANDlWI LTV
(310) 826 - 7494
ll645WilshireBlvd. MSOa
Los Angeles. CA 90025

(949) 552 - 5890
I8I24 Culver Dr., «A
Irvine. CA S27i5

Teeth Whitening $Sc;ooBh^
upper or lower «-' v ^j »^ Hh»»- >«

» Braces —
j

\iJeliver HhtliurU Results/

• Cosmetic Porcelain

• Surgical Orttiodontics
• Removable
• Traditiorxal

• Invisible

• European

''« <» i< ..ni w«b>a>loaoM IICDOOOpkASlaOOOIOi
i*^x.n 1 1^ .tu of tiftoimtfnf t«rK]af*0 (o( rriatc^ uocwi

f9U0 OD PCI S too 00 to« vocfi monm of tf*c<menl i«nd0r*a
toi larnovobM tiocM end > IWO 00 [Kul 1 1K 00 pw monin
m CMOVK btocai saoo 00 tot doonoalic Hudy >no(M and

S 1 7& QO foi formal contuHttfttn

•«>i<Xin dot* 4 SMll

6600
Personal Services

LOOKING FOR FEMALE in WLA to help

handicapped female into bed/stay the night

except Saturday until-7am. Needed Sun-
day/10-11am. $l5/night in-cash. 310-479-
0180.310-996-1911

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING

Comp>rehensive Dissertation Assistance

Theses. Papers, and Personal Statements
Proposals and Books

Inierrwtlonal Students Welcome. Smce 1985
Sfwron Bear, Ph.D. (310) 470-«662

www Bear-Write com

TTVCTYnaaai^aasaa:

Unhappy? Tired? Drained?

Maybe it's because universities tike

UCLA have the soul ofDracula.

http://Universitysecrets.coni

6700
Professional Services

A FREE SESSION
PSYCHOTHERAPY/COUNSELING lor de-

pression, anxiety, obsessions, post-traumat-

ic stress,etc. Couples/Individuals. Cnme vic-

tims may be eligible for free treatment. Call

Liz Gould(MFC#32388)0 31 0-578-5957 to

schedule free consultation

APPLYING TO
MEDICAL SCHOOL?

We specialize in helping pre-medical stud-

ents write their personal statement or sec-

ondary Visit us at:

medstudent-oniine.com

ATTENTION MBA, LAW. MEDICAL
SCHOOL APPLICANTSI Frustrated devel-

oping your crucial personal statements? Get
professional help from well-known au-

thor/consultant. 31 0-826-4445. www.winning-

personstatement com. ; -
. .

CREATIVE EXPERTISE
MBA & OTHER
PERSONAL

STATEMENTS,
RESUMES

Personalized, professional assitance. Writ-

ing, editing, dissertation formatting, tran-

scribing. Ace Words, Etc. 310-820-8830.

FIND ROOMS &
ROOMMATES ONLINE

The Napster for roommates Free to view

and place ads. Immediate Online Results.

wwweasyroommate.com

FORMER ENGLISH TEACHER w/ Masters
from U-Chicago. edits/word processes dis-

sertations, proposals, screenplays, personal

statements, resumes. International students

welcome. Winslow's 310-829-6171.

Brentwood Dermatology ^

Medkal Group

Jock H. Sflvtn, MD
Dtplnmjtf (i ihr American Board n( DemudoloKy

• UpoimctkMi • Botox • Collagen

• Fat liilccttoM lo •IgBiflcantly

replace Cidal Hne*
• Utter rcMovtd of brown spot>,

taitoolt and vdiu
• Mok reaKmU with great

•ectlMtk ooicoiBe

« A CBWERAL DEKMATDLOCY

C 10% w/ mention of Ad
~>

PreccfrtortUp avaUavIc for

aiedkat MnifJL i

Office locaMd on

Sm VicMt* b Kraiitwoofi

310^^262051

6700
Professiona! Services

NOTARY PUBLIC Bilingual services avail-

able. Spanish and English. Commission
#1277297 Commission expires Sept. 17,
2004.310-820-7113.

7000
Tutoring Offered

AAA TUTOR'S CLUB
A HOME TUTORING service for all subjects,

grades K-12. Lowest prices guaranteed! For

more information call 310-444-0449.

AH^ERICAN HUSBAND (currently college in-

structor. MBA Wharton, UPenn) and Korean
wife (UCLA Grad, middle school teacher) will

patiently tutor Erigttst^ speakirtg and wrttino.

310-559-0123.

CHINESE LANGUAGE
(MANDARIN) TUTOR

Intro/Intermediate levels. Will provide teach-

ing materials. Also tutor English to Chinese
immigrants. $12/hr. Call 310-824-2750. Jim-

my

MATH TUTOR
AvailatHe for all hours, all levels. $30-«-/hour,

Trig/Pre-Calculus, Calculus. Algebra, Geo-
metry UCLA Math BS Graduated honors.

Jonathan:310-850-8849. 323-734-8321.

MY-TUTOR.COM Malh/Physics/Statis-

tics/English/Hebrew.chemistry/biology
Law/Business Law, computer programming.

Cpmputerized statistical analysis available.

Tutoring service. Call anytime. 800-90-TU-
TOR.

PHYSICS AND MATH
Math/Physics major/student offers tutonng in

physics and math al all levels Contact Sina:

(310)989-1491 or sina4© ucla.edu

RESEARCH PAPER TUTOR 4 grad and
published writer offers private tutoring servic-

es. 213-390-3331

WRITING TUTOR
Kind and patient Stanford graduate. Help

with the English language—for students of

all ages/levels. 310-440-3118

7100
Tutoring Wanted

TUTORS WANTED
AFTER-SCHOOL FOR grades K-12, in BH,
WLA, SM areas Education majors and/or

graduate-level (in any field) a plus. $11.25-

15/hour. Call The Tutors Club: 310-444-

0449.

COMPUTER TUTOR
FOR IMPROVING t>eginning general skills.

One hour a week $20/hr Near UCLA. Call

310-839-3692

EXCEPTIONAL TUTOR-
$25/HOUR

PHYSICS AND CALCULUS TUTOR for high

school senior. 6-8 hours/week. Need trans-

portation, close lo UCLA. Hours flexible

$25/hour. 310-207-7339. 310-794-7525

NEED TUTOR for 1 1 y/o to help w/ homework
and exams. 10-min from campus $10/hr.

310-901-6400

TUTOR WANTED
For UCLA level computer C+-»- programming.
Leave message 310-550-7869 or 310-775-

2032.

7200
Typing

WORD PROCESSING specializing In thes-

es, dissertations, transcription, legal, psych,

resumes, fliers, brochures, mailing lists, re-

ports. 310-828-6939.

®

® ®

eriipioyment

7400-8300

7400
Business Opportunities

$500-1 000/MONTH PfT
Seeking ntotivated students for mariteting in-

temet, cellular and long distance accounts.

Serious inquines only. Call for rec. info:888-

432-4890

ONLINE MARKETING
Leam the truth about or>iine marketing!

hftp://hop.cltckbank.net/hop.cgi?mvp777/

bigdogs

7500
Career Opportunities

ACCOUNTING DEPT assistant. P/T entry

level position. M-F 2-6pm w/ some flexibility.

Basic computer krK>wledge, car with In-

surance, good oral and written communk^a-
tkjn skills required $lO/hr-»-mileage. 310-
276-9166

7600
Child Care Offered

$$$ LOW PRICES $$$
WONDER YEARS PRESCHOOL fun by
UCLA grads. Ages2 5/6years Two large

play-yards. Open 7:30-5:30.Close to UCLA.
310-473-0772.

7700
Child Care Wanted

$12/H0UR
WORK AT HOME PARENT needs assistant

Now-June 1 5. MTW, need person 2/3 days.
3-6PM. Sale car, run errands, pick up two
kids. Summer much more flours available.

310-399-3518

CHILDCARE/DRIVER
Help with homework, supervise play, for2-

boys ages 9-12. T,W,F, 3-6pm. English
speakir>g. Own car wAinsurarx;e Ctose to

UCLA 310-470-2047.

FEMALE BABYSITTER for 20-month yr.old

giri. 4-l0hrs/wk. Must have car and referenc-

es and experience w/children. Close to

UCLA. $9/hr. 310-205-0903

MARY POPPINS TYPE
Weekend nanny/housekeeper needed + 3
weeknighls. 7am Sat-9pm Sun. Bel-air.

Experience ar>d references required. Call
310-889-1840

NANNY/AFTER-SHOOL-DRIVER to take 3
chiMren to activities/help at hionrte. Monday-
Friday approx. 3:00pm-7:30pm. Occaskxial
evenings. Car w/insurance required; refer-

ences needed $10-$ 12/hr Debbie0323-
956-4066

P/T BABYSITTER
For wonderful eight-year-old. 2-4after-

noons/week, 2:30-6:30, year-round Insured
driver w/car. Live-in: Pvt.room(sep bath)in

secluded garden. 1 -block to UCLA. Ap-
prox. 20hrE/wk. 310-259-8545.

P/T BABYSITTING
FEMALE NEEDED. UCLA student prefen^ed

P/T 2 young kkJs. weekends, fax resume
to:310-451-1130.

STUDENT NANNY
Child devek>pment educatkKi required for

toddler Experience nacessary CPR training

bonus. Approxinrwtely 20 hours/week Fax
resume to:3 10-394-9447 between 9-6PM
only, daMy.

Display

206-3060

Daily Bruin Classified

7800
Help Wanted

$$Get Paid For Your
Opinions!$$

Earn $15-$ 125 and more per survey!

www.money4opink>ns.com

7800
Help Wanted

7800
Help Wanted

A'o Hxperieticc Sixasary
•Men, Women, diildirn all ^es, si/ES.

raos Vl Films Onnmercials Majyi/jnes

for[>erstmal tulen'ietv call noii

310.659.7000

$15-$23/HR BRIGHT ENTHUSIASTIC peo-
ple to teach SAT prep and ALL Academic
Subjects Transportation required. We will

train. Flexible hours. Send or fax cover let-

ter/resume, including test scores (SAT, GRE,
etc.) to ACE Educational Services, Altn:Bar-

ry. 9911 W. Pico Blvd, Ste.PH-K, LA, CA
90035: Fax:310-282-6424 Positions avail-

able throughout LA and the Valley.

$1 500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL Mailing our cir-

culars. No experience required. Free infor-

matkjn packet. Call 202-466-1639

•ENERGETIC PEOPLE
NEEDED!!!*

Busy Valley, Hollywood, or Sania Monica
offk:e needs energetic people. Bonuses!
310-395-7368

•MOVIE EXTRA WORK* Beats all )0bs. Stan
immediately. Great pay. Fun/Easy. No crazy

.
fees Pfojiram for free medtcaf Catt-24/hrs:

323-850-4417.

10MINS FROM UCLA Electronic retail

store. PT/FT technical savvy person front

page! For customer, sales, and service. 310-

475-0859 Mr. Schulze.

A MANAGEMENT
TRAINEE

New offices opening. IrxJependent Capital

Management, Inc. (ICM) one of the natkjns

Premier and Fastest Growing financial serv-

k:es CO. (11^500) offering securities through

SunAmerica Securities Inc. (NASD.SIPC)
annourKes immed. openings in our So. Cal

Offk:es. We're looking for career oriented in-

dividuals In search of rapk] advancement
and complete training in the investment field

with an industry leader. Top payouts, medi-

cal benefits. 401k match, conferences, stock

options. 1-800-600-2620. www.icmlinan-
cial.com

A PERFECT STUDENT
JOB!!!

AFTERNOONS DURING SCHOOL. Fulltime

during Quarter Breaks and Summer Vaca-

tions! Work at the most famous tennis shop
in LA. Work experience not necessary. Mini-

mum pay $7.50/hr. "String for the

pros!"Westwood Sporting Goods. 1065 Gay-
' ley Ave. 310-208-6215.

ACCESS TO A COMPUTER? PUT IT TO
WORK! Up to $25-75/hr. PT/FT
www.EamEZbucks com. 888-715-4646

ACCT/BKPR
Need help setting up Microsoft Money, build-

ing history and developing workable record
• keeping process. Should entail 5-7

hours/week. $10/hour, your computer or

mine. 310-566-4815.

Admin Assistant for

prominent Westside
art gallery

Train now-F/T by August. Must be fluent in

Spanish, detail-oriented. $10-12/hr+commis-
Sion. Fax resume:310-586-1712.

ADMIN ASSISTANT F/T position in Beverty

Hills. Microsoft Office a must Email resume
employment ©saybrex.com or fax 310-278-

0038. More info 310-278-2750.

ADMIN. ASSISTANT
Brentwood real estate offk:e. $12/hour. PT or

FT. Fax resume to: 310-476-7284.

ADMIN/SALES
East Indian Arts & Antk)ues iniporter needs
asst. Computer literate. Light bookkeeping.
Nk:e museum-type atmosphere. 310-559-

3826. Fax resume 310-559-3829.

ADMINISTRATION
ASSISTANT

Organized person required for busy Santa
Monica office-errands, filing, phones, etc.

Must have car. Salary negotiable Musi be
available for 8:30am start, email:

JackieO newsonacousftes.com

Classifieds

825-2221

Copelond's Sports is

Coming to Campus!

Now Hiring:
Sales & Management positions

hourly & salary

Come Join Our Team!
infervlews on campus 4/11 &• 4/12

Contact Jason
Copeland's Sports: 800-619-2853x706
"^^^r email: jasnsports@aol.coni^^

AMBITIOUS
WRITERS
WANTED!

Online magazine seeks wriiers/photogra-

phers/editors to cover movies/TV, music,
nightlife, internet, you get experience, ex-

penses, partnership, info ©p-d-n.com, 310-
989-3114, www.p-<j-n.com/wnters.

ARE YOU A
BALANCED BRUIN?

Do you excel at school yet still have time to

give back? Do you play sports yet still go out
and have fun! Are you trainable? We might
want you for PT/FT work 310-652-9572

ASSISTANT NEEDED! Busy Westskle Cos-
metk: medical clinic seeks positive, outgoing
assistant. P/T&F/T position available now.
Telephone interview. Tiffany:310-796-4946

ATTENTION STUDENTS
AND FACULTY

Need Help. Seeking information regarding

apartments at 527 Midvale. II you are aware
of any complaints made to Midvale II Apart-

ments management regarding sliding glass

doors or balcony heights, landlord tenant dis-

putes, or tenant complaints at Midvale II

Apartments, please contact: 1 -800-935-4844

AWESOME EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNI-
TY!! Part-time customer service position.

Flexible hours and excellent pay at $ll/hr.

Call Rachel today at 310-479-3355.

BEACH CAMP SUMMER JOBS! Coun-
selors, Lifeguards. Craft Director; work
w/todOler-teens at Private Beach Club in SM.
Call Andrea:31 0-395-3254.
TBC210©aol.com

BEVERLY HILLS AUTO DETAIL shop needs
hard-working, fast-paced, agressive people
to fiandle top-notch cars. No experience re-

quired. Flexible hours Ozzie:31 0-859-2870.

BIOLOGY MAJORS
WANTED

TEACH CHILDREN BIOLOGY using live an-
imals Enthusiastic personality, teaching
skills and own transportation are a must. An-
imal handling experience preferred. $9/'hr.

Call 310-392-5909. www.theanimal-
guys.com.

CAMP COUNSELORS needed for local

summer day camp. Beach/aquatte experi-

ence in swimming, surfing, sailing, or jet ski-

ing a plus. Competitive salaries. 818-996-

4780.

CANTONESE SPEAKING research assis-

tant wanted Part time, flexible hours.

$15/hour 818-990-8301

CERTIFIED PERSONAL
TRAINERS/

FRONT DESK HELP for LAs most popular

health dub. For more informatkxi call Giu-

seppe:323-658-6999.

CLERK. P/T. Pleasant Century City Engi-
neering Firm seeks perfectionist with typing
skills for general office duties. Must absolute-
ly be detail-oriented. $ll/hour lo start. Call
Rhonda 310-286-2437.

CLERK/SECRETARY. P/T. 10-20hrs/wk.
Westwood law firm. Filing, typing, learn a
lot@law, flexible schedule, fax resume 310-
446-9962.

COFFEE STORE BUSY CENTURY CITY
LOCATION. Flexible, PT/FT hours. Will train.

310-396-4737.

COMEDIC WRITER
Looking for comedic writer needed for a fe-

male comedian. Should have stand-up
comedic material. Female preferred. P/T.

$lO/hr. 310-236-1184 leave message

COMPUTER ASSISTANT Needed lor Geog-
raphy Instructional Lab. Know Microsoft NT
and related hardware. Troubleshoot and
monitor lab. 10-12 hrs/wk. $lO/hr. Resume to

William Zhang: wzhang@ucla.edu.

COMPUTER SUPPORT-Technical support
for IBM compatible computer, on-call help
and house calls, negot./hr. 310-476-5079.

COUNSELORS AND
INSTRUCTORS

In art, swimming, nature, video and ropes
needed by Tumbleweed Day Camp Must be
responsible, energetic and enjoy worthing

with children. 310-472-7474

CP SHADES
CP SHADES, natk)ruil women's clothing re-

tailer&manufacturer based in the Bay area is

interviewing for FT/PT sales in its Santa Mo-
nica location. CP Shades offers challenging,

exciting environment, highly competitive sal-

ary, vacatkjn, health&dental, a free outfit

every month, and a generous discount. Best
of all it's the chance to wort< for a friendly

growing company that makes clothes that

you will want to own Fax resume 310-392
0586 or come by 2937 Main St. to apply.

CRUISE LINE ENTRY LEVEL on board po-
sitions available, great benefits Seasonal or

year-round Call for info 323-644-2102

www.cruisecareers.com.

CSOs NOW HIRING
Do Good and gel paid. Pay $847 to

$10.65/hr. Must be a UCLA student w/U
academic years remaining with valid driver's

license. Web: www.ucpd.ucla edu/ucpd/cso.

Email: csoOucpd.ucla.edu. Phone: 310-
825-2148.

DAY CAMP - SUMMER
Seek staff w/summer home in or near the

San Ferrwndo or Conejo Valleys, Oxnard,
Siml. Malibu. misc. Instructors & General
couns. $2750-3500+ for summer. 888-784-
CAMP www.workatcamp.com

DAY CAMP
COUNSELORS

Pali Camp now hiring enthusiastte coun-
selors! Summer fun includes: jet skiing,

amusement parks, beach days, paintball and
more! 19 and up Call Jacque: 310-477-
2700x14.

DAY CAMP
Summer Swimming, t>eaches, horses &
more www.daycampjobs.com
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HIV Testing & Counseling

For detailed information, see ad on page 13

Visit the Ashe website for more information, request

an appointment oi ask a health related question-

www studenthealth.ucla.edu

or coll 825-4073

ucia Ashe Center

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

1 Luxurious
5 Echolocalor
10 Pink
14 Zone
15 Off-white

16 Montreal pro
17 Approach
18 Magic-lamp

dweller
19 Char
20 Autumn

wildflower
22 Bum

sandalwood
23 Nest-egg inits.

24 Coffeemaker
25 Breakfast foods
29 Whenever
33 Put forth effort

34 Shopper's need
36 Rip one's sleeve
37 Total

38 Juicy fruit

39 Musician's job
40 Mine entrance
42 Designer Gucci
43 Tea cake
45 Used tire

47 Chirped
49 PC maker
50 Dress part

51 Wash vigorously

54 Reversed
60 Weaver's need
61 Sports-shoe

feature

62 California

valley

63 At the summit
64 Privileged few
65 Norse god
66 Golf star —

Daniel
67 Noted

Canadian
physician

68 Basks on a
beach towel

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

W 1 R E
A D E N
D E S 1

E 8 T A

4-13-01 (CI 2001. unted Feature Syndicate

DOWN
1 Twinge
2 Sandwich

cookie
3 Zoo ciown
4 Healthier

5 Traffic — : red
light

6 In charge of

7 Warning to a
toddler

8 Bone-dry
9 Dell bread
10 Begrudges
11 They get the

yoke!
12 Hot tubs
13 Days of — :the

past
21 Was. in Latin

class

22 Weep
24 "Do - others"

25 Actor Romero
26 Ooze out

27 Send money

28 Heat to boiling

29 Jargon
30 Gold bar
31 Augusta's state

32 Urged (on)

35 Plus
38 "Just the

facts,
—

"

41 Win
43 Gardener's buy
44 Construction

matenals
46 Subside
48 Paler
51 Chunk
52 Sheep shelter

53 Cheer (for)

54 Misfortunes
55 Astronaut

Armstrong
56 Glut
57 Diamond

Head's island

58 Knowledgeable
59 Paving goos
61 Corp biggie

Displa*

206
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7800
Help Wanted

DAY CAMP-SUMMER
Seek staff w/summer hiome in or near the

San Fernando or Conejo Valleys, Oxnard,

Simi, Malibu. misc. Instructors & General

couns. $2750-3500+ for summer. 888-

784-CAMP www.workatcamp.com

DAY-CAf^P COUNSELOR & Arts&Crafts

specialists. Summer/PT. $9.80/hr. June-

August. Experience wor1<lng w/children a

must. 310-479-7200, or tax resume 310-445-

1764.

DRIVER WANTED. Must have clean DMV.
Call Nationwide Wholesale. We are a ship-

per of fresh cut flowers. 310-230-0811.

ENTREPRENEURS
WANTED

Marketing group seeks motivated enthusias-

tic individuals. Work 4 hours/week ar>d make
$5000/month. Ideal for students' 310-281-

1138.

F/T ADMIN
COORDINATOR

Health care company in Westwood seeks or-

ganized person for entry-level position. 7:30-

4:00. Attention to detail necessary. Fax re-

sume to Li2:31 0-443-5258.

FAMOUS PERSONALITY WANTS bright

student fast on your feet with car and in-

surance. Helplr)g with Office/Errands/Typing.

Pan time. $8/hr. 310-205-0226

FEMALE MODELS
NEEDED

Immediate worit for 18 yrs-»-, all races, all

ages, adult internet, video modeling.

$lOO/hour. Get your own website. 818-694-

2687. janieroOatt.net

FREE AUDITIONS
MODEL/TALENT AUDITIONS for men/wom-
en/kids for upcoming tv shows, commercials,

magazines, and movies. No experience.

310-360-1240

FUN GUIDE
$20/hr, 4+hrs/weekend. Take quality indi-

vidual to see fun LA sites. Ethical/profes-

sional, captivating look and style ideal:

PO Box 38247, LA 90038.

FUN SUMMER
Swimming, horses, beaches and more,

www dayeampjobs .com

.

GENERAL
OFFICE/SALES
ASSISTANT

PDC WHOLESALE FURNITURE SHOW-
ROOM. Full-time. Multi-faceted person.

General office computer quickbook. Custom-
er service sales assistant. Fax resume:310-

451-1130.

GIRLS wanted at exclusive social club in

WLA. Conversation and dancing. l8-i- years

old. Flexible hours Earn top $$$ 310-313-

2989.

GOOD SALES PERSON. No cold calls.

Hourly plus commision Great room for

growth 310-476-5076

GROUP TUTORS WANTED K-8th Grade. 3-

7 pm, Monday through Friday $11 and up
per hour 323-937-7737. F/T summer posi-

tions available in July-Aug.

JEWISH HEBREW
And Sunday Schools need teachers. Good
Jewish education and love of children de-

sired Alice Fasman:323-761-8613

LAW CLERKS WANTED for small Westside
Plaintiff Law Firm. Flexible hours.Email re-

sume to kgailo@biren.com

LIBRARY JOBS. Shelving and other stacks

duties, 12-19 hrs/wk. $6.83/hr to start.

STUDENTS ONLY apply at Young Research
Library Rm 11617 or call Antigone Kutay
310-825-6982.

LICENSED Residential Facility needs 1 re-

creation driver, 3 direct care staff AM/PM
night Fax resume to 310-450-4240.

LIFEGUARDS
Certified LG's. Stan afternoons 5/7 Summer
position Get paid to get (re)certified. Mature
18-I- and good swimmer. Beautiful canyon
setting. Tim 310-472-7474 Fax resume 310-
476-7788

LOOKING FOR CO-PRODUCER/CREW:
Sci-fi Independent Feature Fall 2001
Resumes to contactdparaxis.com.
www.hardwinter.com

LOSE UP TO 30lbs IN 30 DAYS! All-natural,

doctor recommended. Guaranteed! Free
samples. Call Now 310-358-6161.

MAKE MONEY BY SMOKING. Attractive f-

smokers for special video project Good pay
Call toll-free at 888-280-6886

Classifieds

825-2221

7800
Help Wamefl

7800
Help Wanted

MALE MODELS RESPITE COMPANION
Have a great face or body? GET REC
OGNIZED in Playgiri-style publications. Musi

be 18-24. Beginners welcome. Highest im

mediate pay w/headshots. Paid screen test

Jeff0213-748-4555ext. *11, JwhiteOou
nique com

MARKETING INTERN
Implement Marketing Program for Large

Bank. Must be organized, have poise and

strong personal presentation skills. Great

Pay. 310-229-9417.

MARKETING
SALES/TRAINING for Mexico-USA impor-

ting company. Pay $10-1 5/hr. Full time.

Spanish helpful. Business major preferred.

Good experience. Fax resume 310-854-

6287 or E-mail: salesOthepaintedde-

sert.com.

MODELS. Females or males wanted for por-

traits. Beginning female photographer willir)g

to negotiate $. headshots, family/friendship

portraits. 310-476-6839.

MODELS/DANCERS/GIRLS Earn money
any time from your PC and camera, girls-

camcash.com DB01.

MUSIC COMPANY
Needs A&R, marketing, publicity, production

people. kx)king for versatile diverse irxjividu-

als; paid positior^intemships available fax

resume to:8 18-753-8633.

NEED TO MAKE SOME PT $$$? Will train

and sponsor asetslaru bfoker PM work

Guarantee-t^bonus. BH office. Call Neil 800-

450-7585.

NEUROLOGY LAB seeks full-time lab assis-

tant. Experience with Cell Culturing, staining,

counting, microscope required. Fax re-

sume:31 0-267-2477.

OFFICE ASSISTANT for small Investment

company. Organized individual w/phone
skills, quick-thinker, strong computer skills a

must, a self-motivator. P/T-F/T. salary

DOE-t-twnus. Email resume to:

evaturi@helixlp.com

OFFICE CLERK
P/T AND FAT

SM law firm seeks office cleri<s. Phones, fil-

ing, faxing, photocopying&filing court docu-

ments. Must have auto->-insurance Francis

Che:310-453-6711.

OPEN CALL FOR FEMALE MODELS. April

14, 2001. 6514 Lankershim Blvd. N. Holly-

wood, CA, www.modelsearchla.com 818-

464-3515

P/T OK.
F/T PREFERRED

Property Management Company needs help

with secretarial/leasir>g. Must have car. Fax
resume: 310-470-6755. Call: 310-470-1112.

P/T WRITER. Pleasant Century City Engi-

neering Firm seeks pertectionisl with strong

writing skills to produce mildly technical re-

ports for internal and external use $13/hr to

start Wage increases as appropriate. Mini-

mum 15hrs/wk. Must have car and in-

surance. Fax resume 310-286-9126 or call

310-286-2437

PART TIME RECEPTIONIST WANTED
Westwood driving school. Call for informa-

tion. 310-824-4444.

PASADENA AREA SUMMER DAY CAMP
now hiring energetic and responsible people

lor counselor positions. Looking for group

counselor, lifeguards and wranglers. Spend
your summer outside making new friends

Call TOM SAWYER CAMP 626-794-1156 or

www.tomsawyercamps.com

PAY IS $11/HR
WANTED FOR SHERMAN OAKS (25 min-

utes from UCLA campus) pension actuarial

office for 20+hours per week-i-full-time sum-
mer: two (2) high achiever students in Ac-

counting. Math, Econ, Business tor Pension

& Acturial Admin; one (1) feariess student

with good marketing skills for teiephone-i- in-

person mart<eting pension services to ac-

countants, pay is $l1/hr for each job. Fax
resume & DPR to 818-769-4694. Call 818-

769-4600 any Q's.

PERSONAL ASST
FOR BUSY UCLA PROFESSOR Seeking

UCLA student to do shopping, errands, filing,

telephones, and very light fx}usekeepir>g.

Must have car, flexible schedule. $12/hr, 15-

20 hrs/wk, 310-206-9082.

RECEPTIONIST
Needed for private health club. Permanent
hours available. Hours: 5:30am-1 1:30am
Please ask for Allison:310-659-5002.

RECEPTIONIST. WESTWOOD LAW OF-
FICES. Fridays. 9-5 $8/hour. Can do home-
work on job. 310-470-3373.

(#^ Imagine ^^

$10-$12/hr DOE-PT/Flexible hours. Provkje

respite for families with children with devel-

opmental disabilities. Paid training provided.

Toll free info:877-924-2220 E-maiLrokel-

lyOiabacom Fax:310-649-3109 Visit us at

www.iaba.com

RETAIL CLERK
Technical bookstore. BNi Publk:atk)ns. Inc..

a leader in technical publications for the con-

struction industry, has immediate part-time

positions available at its WLA location.

$7/hour startir)g. Flexible hours, convenient

location near 405/10 fwys. Call Rk:hard:310-

474-7771 or fax resume:31 0-474-6863.

RETAIL SALES
PT/FT. Westwood Blvd. Designer wed-
ding/evenir>g gowns. Experience preferred,

motivated and frierxlly. Great opportunity.

Salary/commissions/bonuses. Excellent $$.

310-474-7808 Pauline.

Retail- Walking Co.

Come Grow With Us
Purveyors of technically advanced comfort

footwear, ckithing and accessories are ac-

cepting applk:ations for F/T-P/T SALES and
MANAGEMENT CANDIDATES. Hour-

ly^commission. Locatk)ns throughout So.

Calif. Fax resume 949-766-8216. Attn: Dist.

Mgr. For additional info call DanO3l0-493-
7904.

REWARDING/FUN
Summer Swimming, beaches, horses &
more, www.daycampio6s.coin

SALES POSITION available for internet e-

commerce company. Salary-fcommission.

Call 310-234-0784. Fax: 310-234-0786.

Email: JobsQelectrobuy.com

SALESPERSON AND
MANAGEMENT
OPPORTUNITIES

Available for fashion footwear store in Cen-

tury City Shopping Center. Call:310-277-

5668 or fax resume to:310-277-5675.

SECRETARY/RECEPTIONIST Full/Part

Time. Fax Resume to 310-450-1311. or E-

mail: rg©pmsmart.com.

SERVERS &
ASST MANAGER

SERVERS AND ASSISTANT MANAGER
needed. Great pay. Flexible hours. Call:3l0-

275-7770.

SUMMER AT THE
BEACH AND MTNS

FUN WORK WITH CHILDREN IN THE OUT-
DOORS. 7-week day program. 2-weeks

Sierra Sleepaway. June 25-August 24. Ex-

perience with children and water activities.

$330+bonus/week. Call 310-826-7000 or

www.SierraAdventureCamps.com

SUMMER CAMP
DIRECTOR

Private Beach Club seeking experienced

Head Coach to supervise social and recrea-

tional activiites for children ages 3-14 years.

Salary commensurate with experience. Con-

tact Dale:3 10-454-2266. or Fax resume:310-

454-2266.

SUMMER CAMP
COUNSELORS

Decathlon Sports Club Located In Palo Alto.

6/25-8/17, $78-$92/day. 9am-4pm. camp-
job Oyafxx).com

SUMMER CAMP COUNSELORS. For

Westwood Recreation Complex. June 25-

Aug 31, 9:45am-4:15pm. Experience pre-

ferred. Sports, arts arxJ crafts, etc. $9.79/hr.

Apply in person. Benita Dixon 310-473-3610.

SUMMER DAY CAMPS
San Fernando or Conejo Valleys. Oxnard,

Simi. Malibu. Misc. Instructors & General
couns. $2750-3500-^ lor summer. 888-784-

CAMP www.workatcamp.com

SUMMER DAY CAMPS
San Fernando or Conejo Valleys, Oxnard.
Simi. Malibu. Misc Instructors & General
couns. $2750-3500+for summer. 888-784-
CAMP, www.workatcamp.com.

SUMMER JOB
GRAD/UNDERGRAD Psychology.education
or speech to be a camp aide for a special

needs child. 6/25-8/25. Valerie:8 18-907-

0367.

SUMMER JOBS!
The Marcia Israel Day Camp is now hiring

Senior and Junior Counsekjrs and an Art

Teacher for Summer 2001 Spirited, energe-
tic, patient, experienced candidates who love
wori<ing with young chiWren should call 310-
445-1280 ext. 150.

7800
Help Wiintecl

SUMMER JOBS! WEST Los Angeles day-

camp hiring energetic counsek>r5. lifeguards,

and specialists. Call Tiffany at 310-399-

2267.

SUMMER SPORTS
CAMP COUNSELORS

Prime Time Sports Camp is now hirir>g for

summer 2001. Sports background and ex-

perience workir^g with children required.

9:30AM-3:30PM. M-F. 6/25/01-8/31/01. WLA
and Palisades. Peter310-288-4 132.

SWIM INSTRUCTORS
FAMILY LIFE AQUATICS Swim school

searcNng for fun&reliable swim instructors.

WSI&CPR required. Must have car. High

pay, flexible hours. 310-454-6464.

SWIMMING INSTRUCTORS at client

honr^es. $20-$24/hr. Strong lesson-teaching

experience with small chiMren. Summer em-
ployment. Call John 818-781-7676 ext. 1.

TRANSLATION CO in Santa Monka needs
truely bilingual office assistant/editor w/ex-

cellent English ar)d Spanish skillsAcomputer

expertise. PfT-ffT. Fax resume 310-260-

7705, call 310-260-7700 extll.

UCLA INTEGRATED SUBSTANCE ABUSE
PROGRAM: F/T RA needed. BA/BS re-

quired. Knowledge of research design.

SPSS, neuropsychiatrk: assessments pre-

ferred. Fax resume:310-268-4397.

UCLA RECREATION
SUMMER CAMP JOBS

GREAT MONEY! GREAT TIME! We need
energetic people to be suriMnef camp courv

selors. Pay is $7.38-$11.00/hr. Morning, af-

ternoon, all-day shifts available. Call 310-

206-1787. Applications available at John
Wooden Center.

UNIVERSITY APARTMENT Coordinator Po-

sition wanted from 6/18/01-6/30/02. One
shared rental space plus stiperxl. Applica-

tions and job descriptions available dUCLA
UNIVERSITY APTS. 625 Landfair Ave #1.

Do not call. Application deadline 5pm
4/13/01 MUST BE UCLA STUDENT

VALET PARKING
ATTENDANTS

Flexible hours, great tips. Santa Monica and
Manna Del Rey areas. 310-214-1888 Leave
message.

VET TECHS
Needed for busy a animal hospital in Culver

City. Call Oscar at:3 10-559-3770 or fax your

resume at:310-559-9447.

WANTED PART-TIME NANNY/DRIVER for

two young children. 2 aftemoor^ per week.

$10 per hour. Approx. 8 tx)urs per week.
Need car. 310-442-4644

WLA FINANCE CO Recently named 43-rd

fastest growing co. in America by Inc maga-
zine, seeks motivated individuals to assist

account executive w/lead generation via

telephone for our lease/loan products to

businesses. Fun environment. Salary $10-

$12/hr+bonuses Fax resume 310-737-1974

or email steves9alliar>cecap.com.

7900
Hoiiscsitting

WRITER/EDITOR seeks sumnrier housesit-

ting. Taking classes at UCLA. References
available. Call Cathy:8l7-413-
9555/cathy9 writershouse.net

8000
Internships

RADIO SALES AND PROMOTIONS for

group of LA radio stations: Intern needed to

assist former Bruin w/daily tasks. School
credit required. Please call 818-295-6590

URBAN VISION ENTERTAINMENT TEMP
p/t. Movie mart<eting paid/class credit possi-

ble. Wort<ing with publicatkDns, radio, etc.

Exp preferred. 323-292-0147.

8300
Volunteer

HOTLINE VOLUNTEERS NEEDED by the
Suicide Prevention Center. Excellent volun-
teer opportunity. Next training starts May 5
Please call 310-751-5330 (Culver City)

housing
8400-9800

8400
Apiirtnicnis for Rent

•WESTWOOD VILLAGE. MIDVALE N. OF
LEVERING. LARGE 2-BDRM APT GAR-
DEN VIEW, DINING ROOM, UNIQUE,
CHARM. FRONT AND REAR ENTRANCE.
310-839-6294.*

1-MINUTETOUCLA
1 bdrm w/deck, furnished, bright, clean, se-

curity entrance, large closets, pool, lyr

lease. $1300/mo. 310-824-1830.

2 BEDROOM
WESTWOOD CLOSE

TO
EVERYTHING

Bright, cfieerful, spacious, remodeled, close

to shoppirtg, UCLA, transportation. Pool, pa-

tio, quiet. 310-475-2594.

2&3BORM. LARGE, bright, view. Mk:rowave,

oven, refrigerator, dishwasher, washer/dryer

in unit. 21 -ft. Jacuzzi on roof. Walking dis-

tance to UCLA. 310-475-0807.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. 142BEDROOM
$895&UP LARGE. UNUSUAL CHARM.
SOME SPANISH STYLE W/HARDWOOD
FLOORS ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS.
310-839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS TRIPLEX furnished, best
BH location, hardwood ftoors. martole bath,

utilities included. $850. 310-395-RENT
www.westsklerentals.com

BRENTWOOD apartment, great tocatton.

refrigerator, stove. $700. 310-395-RENT.
www.westsiderentals.com

HOLLYWOOD
PENTHOUSE

A+4. West Hollywood adjacent. Sundeck,
great views, central A/C, Jacuzzi tub. pets
weteomed. Roommates weteome. $2,900
323-882-8002.

IDEAL FOR FACULTY
Across from UCLA. Large, spacious, town-
house-like apartment. 2bed/2bath with large

private. Closed-garage. 1-yr Lease-
$1700/mo. Avail-March 15 310-553-5388.

PALMS. Single apt from $575. 1 -bdrm $695,
$600deposit 1-year lease only. Stove, re-

frig,carpets, vert, blinds. 310-837-1502
leave message. 8am-5pm only.

PRIME WESTWOOD
Beautiful 2bed/1bath French style unit in 4plx

with old wrid chrm, high ceilings, hwd fl. brbr

cpts. w/d. tons of light. 10532 Eastbome.
Brian:310-291-3531 $1900. Contact:Brian

b_nr>esk:©yahoo.com 310-291-3531.

SANTA MONICA 1)2BEDROOM/1.5Bath
Townhouse. Washer/Dryer. Dishwasher.
Fridge. Mrcrowave. Garage, $2500 2)1 -bed-

room, 500sq/ft. Stove, Fridge. Washer/Dryer,
Utilities included, garage. $1100. 310-450-

0828.

SANTA MONICA apartment 4 blocks from
beach. N. of Wilshire. $856. 310-395-RENT
wwwwestsiderentals.com —

SANTA MONICA craftsman guest house.
Refrigerator, stove, high ceilings, quiet
neighborhood, bright, utilities included.
$1150. 310-395-RENT www.westslderen-
tals.com

SANTA MONICA furnished spacious apart-
ment, hardwood floors, large closets, walk-
ing distance to beach, parkir>g included.

$700. 310-395-RENT wv»ft« westslderen-
tals.com

SANTA MONICA HOUSE 1 bedroom. 1 bath,
refrigerator, stove, hardwood floors, pet
okay. $995. 310-395-RENT www.west-
siderentals.com

SANTA MONICA HOUSE 2 bedrooms,
patio, hardwood fkx)rs, pantry, charming and
bright, carport paridng $1,475. 310-395-
RENT. www.westsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA SPACIOUS private room
with batoony. A/C. fireplace, walk-in closets.

$500. 310-395-RENT www.westsideren-
tals.com

SANTA MONICA TOWNHOUSE. 2 bed
rooms, 2 5 baths. N. of Wilshire. Dishwasher,
high ceilings. A/C. W/D hookups $1,237
310-395-RENT. www.westskJerentals.com

SANTA MONICA unfurnished, 2 bedrooms
hardwood floors. $1250. 310-395-RENT.
www,westskJerentals.com

SANTA MONICA, great location, private
rooms, garage $425. 310-395-RENT
www.westsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA pet okay, private room,
fireplace, pool, balcony. $600. 310-395-
RENT. wwwwestsiderentals.com

VENICE fully furnished duplex, cat okay,
refrigerator, stove, dishwasher, skylights,

cotor TV VCR, phone, large deck, amazing
property. $1000. 310-395-RENT www.west-
skJerentals.com

WEST LOS ANGELES furnished guest
hfeuse A/C, ready to move In. parking Includ-

ed, rnonth lo-month, cable included. $700.
31 0-395-RENT www.we8t8kJerentals.com

Display
206-3030

•I

8AOO
Apartments for Rent

* PALMS *
4BD. 3BA - LOFT TOWNHOME, FP,

CENTRAL AIR/HEAT GATED
GARAGE. SEC ALARM, CAT OK

3670 MIDVALE AVE.

$2395/MO
2BD, 2BA TOWNHOME, FR
CENTRAL AIR/HEAT GATED

GARAGE. SEC. ALARM, CAT OK

_
3614 PARIS DR.

$1395/MO

* MAR VISTA *

8800
Gufisthouse for Rent

1903 GREENFIELD AVE- WESTWOOD.
Guesthouse, $650/mo. Female only Soraya
(310)477-5395.

FURNISHED GUEST HOUSE in Beveriy
Hills to rent. Lights and water included.

$975/nx). 310-859-1470.

8900
House for Rent

WEST LA/RANCHO PARK. 3 bdrm/1bth.
Complete remodel, hardwood floors, fire-

place, all appliances, large yard, fruit trees,

great neightwrs, 2 car garage. 3 miles from
UCLA. $2500/month. Available May 15. 6
month minimum lease. 310-202-6822.

11913 AVON WAY.

11748 COURTLEJGH DR.

$1295/MO.

$1295/MO.

(310)391-1076
^ Open House 7 Days a Week 10 - 4 PM .J

9000
House for Sale

Outstanding Views
3BDRM/3.5BTH Mid-century custom built

home. Explosive city canyon, ocean views
Dramatic entrance into Irg living, dining
room. Floor to celing windows. Pool. A/C.
Brentwood Broker 310-459-9283
$1,095,000.

WEST LOS ANGELES spacious 2 bed-
rooms, 2 baths, balcony, A/C, large closets,

bright, gated parking, month-to-month. $975
310-395-RENT. wwwwestsiderentals.com

WESTWOOD
ACROSS FROi\/l UCLA

Spacious, bright 1 and 2bdrm apartment.

Hardwood floors, large closets, laundry,

parking. Ibdrm with patio available mid-May
for $1400 2bdrm $1850 available July. No
pets. 310-234-8278

PERU 2BED/2BATH. 984 square ft. House
in beach town. 30 minutes south from Lima
$16,000. 213-625-0525.

9200
Housing Needed

NEW MEXICO PROFESSOR seeks sabbat-
ical furnished sublet apartment or house for

one female Aug. -Dec. Westside or Valley.

Contact at cyee©nmt.edu.

WESTWOOD
RESIDENTIAL AREA

Ibdrm/lbth apartment downstairs in beauti-

ful Westwood home w/private entrance. Ap-

prox.. 600 sq.ft. Pool privileges negotiable.

$950/mth including all utilities. Available

4/15. Call 310-446-1353

WESTWOOD
WALK TO UCLA

Spacious, bright 2 and 3bdrm apartments.

Quiet building, fiardwood floors, large clos-

ets, laundry, parking Available one year

lease in August. No pets. 2bdrm $1850
3bdrm $2600. 310-234-8278

WESTWOOD APT walk to UCLA. 1 bed-

room/1 bath, utilities included, pool & laun-

dry. Short or long term lease. $l200/month.

310-208-3797

WESTWOOD furnished apartment. Utilities

included, laundry. $745. 310-395-RENT.
www.westsiderentals com

WESTWOOD VILLAGE: 1 -BEDROOM
$1400; 2-BEDROOM. 2-Balhroom $2000; 3-

Bedroom, 2-Bathroom $2900; Partying, l-

year lease, no pets, 10943 Roebling. Avail-

able 7/5/01. 310-471-7073.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE: Large 1 -Bedroom,
$1500 Hardwood floors, fireplace, parking,

1-year lease, no pets, available 6/17/01 925
GayleyAve. 310-471-7073.

WESTWOOD-GARDEN GUEST HOUSE
refrigerator, quiet neighborhood, near UCLA
$1125. 310-395-RENT www.west-
siderentals.com

WESTWOOD 2BDRM/2BATH $1450 AND
UP TILE KITCHEN, STEPDOWN LIVING
ROOM, HIGH CEILING. CHARM 1 MILE
SOUTH OF WILSHIRE. SOME W/BAL-
CONY 310-839-6294

WESTWOOD. Across UCLA, upscale, one
and two bedrooms, full-kitchen, air condi-

tioned, partying, one year lease, 445 Land-
fair Taking reservations 310-824-1969.

WESTWOOD Walk to UCLA 2 single apts

avail, July and Sept. Nice, bright room. Re-
.frig/micro/dishwasher/stove. $710 w/pariting.

$660 w/o parking. 310-208-3387.

WESTWOOD. Walk to UCLA 2bdmV2bth,
^afed parking, rooftop spa, quiet building,

accepting reservations for Summer and Fall.

$1895-$2275. 512 Veteran. 310-208-2655.

WILSHIRE CORRIDOR LUXURY-APAR-
TMENT Furnished studio. Jacuzzi, sauna,
gym, close to Westwood No kitchen.

$890/mo. 10660 Wilshire Blvd. 310-358-

8700 or 310-503-7227.

MOTHER'S HELPER in exchange for room.
Shop/cook for family. 8-10hrs/wk. l-2days.
No experience. Time arranged. Pertect for

grad student. Val 310-471-1671. evenings
best.

ROOM/BOARD IN EXCHANGE for P/T
home care for young professional disabled.
Early AM/late PM, 5 days/wk. Experience
Preferred WLA 310-312-0815

9AOO
Room for Rent

HUGE TWO-STORY
MEDITERRANEAN

HOUSE
with rooms to rent! Share gourmet kitchen.

Great residential area of Mar Vista. Ocean
view. Starting $725 to $890 per room/month.
310-398-7937 ask for Pat.

Large roonrvlrent. 1/2 block to beach, wash-
er/dryer. kitchen privileges, utilities included.

1.5 t)aths. $680/month+$180 security depos-
it. Call 310-581 -921

5

PRIVATE ROOM FOR RENT Westwood.
7mins to campus Available May 8. Park-

irtg/laundry/dishwasher Huge living/dining

area, spacious balcony $680/mo Mimi:

310-234-2880.

RANCHO PARK 10-Minutes to UCLA $375-

$700. Utilities included. Private entrance No
smoking/drinking, drugs. Male preferred.

Honest people. Free Pariting 310-838-6547.

SEPULVEDA/VENICE Own bed. share bath
2bed/1bath 2floor corner apt close to

Green/Blue line $480 Avail now Frank
flan©ucla.edu day:31 0-966-5320 eve:310-
202-1196.

SUBLETTING 1 private bedroom for Spring

& Summer. Great Westwood location- 1 block
to UCLA. April-August 30- $450/mo. Call

Tiffany 310-824-4664.

WESTWOOD. Close to UCLA. Private room
w/bath, private entrance, non-smoking male,
references. $500/month, including utilities.

310-794-7851.

9500
Roommates-Private Room

WLA. $965. Ibdrm, patio,

pets. 11980 Nebraska llf8.

4088

new carpet, no
Open. 310-459-

WLA/PALMS
APARTMENT RENTALS
CALL 4 FREE LISTINGS

AND SPECIALS
Bachelors/Singles—some w/utilities paid,

pool, gated, $895 and up ibdrm $895 and
up, many w/fireplaces, luxury and more
2bdrm $1395-$1595, many w/dishwashers,

balcony, A/C and more. Call for free list-

ing:31 0-278-8999.

8600
Condo/Townhouse for Rent

CULVER CITY post offtee area guest house
Cat okay hardwood floors, large closets,

yard, utilities included. $795. 310-395-RENT
www.westsiderentals com

$490 PER MONTH South Mar Vista near
Centinela and Culver Blvd. Female, no
smoke, no dnjgs. house. 310-391-1563

BEVERLY HILLS PROFESSIONAL FE-
MALE to share beautiful cornjo with graduate
student. $800/month. No pets. Leave mes-
sage:31 0-273-7707.

LOS ANGELES. $350/MONTH Looking for

Roommate to share 3t>edroom/2b)athroom
Apartment. Own Room/Bathroom, 15 minute
Drive to UCLA. Tuan Nguyen 310-815-8476.

WESTWOOD: Large Ibdrm/lbth available in

2bdrm/2bth apt Cable/DSUpart<ing avail-

able May-Dec, negotiable. 5 min walk to

UCLA $700/month 310-208-2908

WESTWOOD: Seeking roommate to share
2bdrm/2bth. Own room. Luxury hi-rise on
Wilshire. 24-hr doorman Rooftop pool&ja-

cuzzi. Soacious. Available ASAP. 310-441-
0175.

9600
Roommates-Shared Room

Spring Quarter
WESTWOOD 437 Gayley "Pink Palace

"

Share bdrm/bth w/1 male All ammenlties.
DSL. Also available in summer. $500/month
310-208-3578
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9600
Roommates-Shared Room

WESTWOOD-Gorgeous Wilshire Apartment
Need roommate to share huge bedroom, in

2bdrm apartment with two students. Avail-
able now' 5 min from UCLA. Students Pre-
ffered. $525/mo. Call 310-927-3293

WESTWOOD. 1-2 person needed to share
room in 2bdrm/2bath luxury condo on
Wilshire. Parking. Low rent. Pool, Jacu
Tennis courts. Eric-3 10-475-34 13
310-915-2611.

pager

WESTWOOD. Female to share furnished
bedroom in spacious 2bdrm. Nice area, 5-

min to campus. $395/obo Avail now-August
(time negotiable). 310-801-4197

9700
Sublets

437 GAYLEY. Pink Palace. Beautiful
2bdrm/2bth, w/2balconies, french doors,
spacious, 3 underground parking spots, par-
tially furnished. Late June-8/31 $2150/mo.
Please call Julie or Silvia at 310-824-5542.

APARTMENT SUBLET $1080/month. Large
Ibdrm, furnished Near comer of Landfair
and Strathmore, walking distance to cam-
pus. Contact James 310-824-9766
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WANTED
Downtown law firm seeks fiilly furnished sublets for visiting law

students from May through September. Students stay in Los Angeles

m 6 to 1 1 weeks. Please send information regarding your sublet

to Maria at michelinl@mto.com. Remember to include the

following information: Rent, Location/City, Dates Available,

House/Apt/Room, # of bedrooms^athrooms, Amenities

(FurnishedAJnfurnished, Air, Pool, Parking, Convenient to Bus, etc.)

VETERAN/SANTA MONICA. Room in a
2bdrm+1.5bth fumished apt. Middle May-
Aug (neg). $600/month. Female preferred.

Call Slavia at 310-473-8439.

SUMMER SUBLETS
NEEDED

Law firm seeks fumished westside. South

Bay, Pasadena sublet Only from May-Aug.
No share situations please Include cross-

street. Leave detailed message at 213-680-

8589.

0* Melveny 8 Myers LLP

Law Firm
Needs sunnmef sublets
If you«are Interested In

subletting your furnished apt

please email
dates available,

address,
rent, and amenities to

sharpeKo^omm.com
or call (213)430-6539
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BOLLINGER
From page 28

Swetcl has the lowest ERA of any
Sun Devil to record a decision at

0.71, though she is third in wins at

4-1.

In Eugene, first-year player

Anissa Meashintubby is the only

Duck pitcher with a winning

record (2-1 ). and leads her team in

ERA at 2.54. Up the 1-5 in

Corvallis, freshman Monica
Hodman is second in wins and
ERA at Oregon State at 1 1-7. 1.42.

The two Northern California

schools, Stanford and Cai, have no

freshmen pitchers who have seen

action, but six of the eight to get

inside the circle are sophomores.

One might think that a fresh-

man would be hesitant to be the

ace on a Pac-IO team, as Bollinger

has done in Seattle. Not so. says

Bollinger's head coach.

"I don't know of anyone who is

that competitive, who would be

recruited by anyone in the Pac-IO.

who would want to go in some-

place their freshman year and sit,"

Husky Coach Teresa Wil§on said.

So far, the Bruins have com-
piled a perfect record at 1-0

against these greenhorns, but

Zollinger and her Hu&kics will put

'that to the test.

M.VOLEYBALL
From page 28

upset-minded Tigers, who boast wins over

two top-ranked teams in Long Beach Stjite

and BYU, are fighting to stay alive for the

eighth and final spot in the MPSF
Tournament, and that makes them a danger-

ous team.

"It's a team you have to stay on because if

they start getting some confidence, they can
jump all over you." Scates said.

The Bruins swept the Tigers out of Pauley

Pavilion March 10, but things have changed

since then - namely because sophomore
Aaron Wachtfogel has made a position

change from libero to outside hitter. The
match against UCLA was his first as an

offensive player, and he hit at a horrific .000

clip.

"I guess we hit them at a real low point in

their season." Scates said "They didn't put

up much of a fight."

Since then, Wachtfogel has been named
the AVCA/Sports Imports Division I/I I

National Player of the Week after his break-

out match in which he notched 29 kills, lead-

ing the Tigers to a shocking five-game victory

over BYU.
In any case, the Bruins know what they

have to do to wrap up the regular season on a

positive note.

"We just want to go in there, play hard,

take care of business, and get our momentum
Koing for the upcoming week (of playolTs),"

Morrow said.

BASEBALL
From page 27

Head Coach Gary Adams lament-

ed after the game.

"I told them we've been win-

ning games all year playing with

enthusiasm and intensity," Adams
said about his postgame talk with

his squad. "We've been scratching

and clawing and we're not more
talented than anyone else but

we've been winning because we've

been out-fighting them. I thought

tonight we came out and were
'blah, blah, blah' all the way
through. We were 'blah' in our

preparation
"

In contrast, the Huskies (19-1 1,

3-7) came out of the gates playing

as if they were in first, not last.

place in the Pao-IO. They followed

the run in the first with another in

the third, this time ofTa sacrifice fiy

from Davidson.

But the most sparkling perfor-

mance came from Kohn, who
entered the evening contest lead-

ing his team with a 1.29 ERA and
the Huskies' only complete game.

"I was surprised we didn't do
better against him," Adams said.

"I think he was throwing 83 miles

per hour. He wasn't throwing that

hard, but he had a sinking fastball

and a slider."

The only Bruin offensive oppor-

tunity came and went in the fifth

when Grifiln grounded into a dou-

ble play with one out and the bases

loaded. The inning marked the

only time the Bruins advanced a

runner to third base.

M.TRACK
From page 26

The Bruins will need that fire

against Nebraska's Eshbach.

Curran is looking for junior Joe

Snee and sophomore Jared Drake

to both clear 17 feet tomorrow.

Senior leader Steve Michels will

not compete this weekend because

of iiH iqjufy-

Distance Coach Eric Peterson

is confident in the matchup against

Cal Slate Northridge, but his team
will also have to compete against

tough Nebraska competition.

Peterson said that senior Will

Bernardo and junior Bryan Green
will compete in the 1500, which is

outside their specialties of the

5000 and 10,000 races, in order to

rest for the Mt. SAC relays on
April 20-22, a huge competition

for distance runners. According to

Peterson, the 1500 will be "like a

An insurance run in the ninth

off of a Ben Johnson RBI single

sealed the Huskies' third shutout

on the year and Kohn's second.

The Bruins entertain

Washington for two more critical

conference games this weekend.-

Today's game starts at 6 p.m. and

first pitch Saturday is slated for I

p.m.

UCLA second baseman Josh

Canales and the rest of the team

see the weekend games as crucial

for making a run in the Pac-IO

race.

"We have to win two games if

we want to be .500 in the Pac

again," he said. 'We're sitting right

in the middle and we're putting

ourselves in some bad situations,

but we just have to keep scrap-

ping."

sprint for them."

Peterson also is looking for a

great 800-meter race from senior

Paul Muite that, according to

Peterson, should be close to a life-

time best for Muite.

Coming off a learning experi-

ence at the Texas Relays last week-

end, the Bruins are hoping to

improve their times as they contin-

ue to build towards the USC meet

on May 5 and the Pac-IO

Championships on May 19-20.
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NEW FACtS AOENT
FROU A TOP IIOOEI
AOENCY WILL BE

EVERY
FRIDAY & SATURDAY

FEATURING SPECIAL GUEST DJ'S EVERY WEEK
RESIDENT DJ'S

Jonatfian Tfiomas
^''atfian (MmpSeff

ORiicr

BOOTCAMP
ATTENOINO

Now, leam how to break into the business aad meet a top aRenl and industry
pro*. Hosted by model Jean Marshall and ike Solomon, \eteran fashion
photographer and co-producer of the best-selling Mdco. 'Model'* Boot Camp:
How To Break into Modeling and TV Commercial* The Right Way."
Plus, as a bonus-youll get a complimentary hcadahot taken by Ike and ready
for printing. You keep the film-a S200 value in itself. It's the only modeling school
yoult ever need. Don't miss it!

Sunday, April 22nd 1 to 5 pm. 702I Hollywood Blvd., HoUyMood (at Sycamore)

• 149 In advanc«/tl79 at the door. Space is limited, so reserve your seat toda>

!

For reservations or more info, call 323-96O-4809

f coming

I
to

I newsstands

% this

f May...

jjtat.

Wf^J^

^"^
10P.M.-7A.

WebTV/Internef TV

Owners Wanted!
A national marketing research company in the Los Angeles

area is conducting research among owners of Web TV
and/or Internet TV with individuals 26-45 years old.

SA' Free w/ School I.D.

INFO: WWW.ZODIAC-CLUB.COM OR (310) 556-7774

2020 AVENUE OF THE STARS. CENTURY CITY CA
ABC ENTERTAINMENT CENTER, NEXT TO SHUBERT THEATRE

Qualified participants will be paid for their time and opinions.

If interested, please call Johnny @ 818-905-9666 x443

TODAY

M.TENNIS
From page 28

match still going.

That match pitted Washington's

Marius Lunde against UCLA's Jason

Cook. Cook had dropped the first set

6-0, but had rebounded to take the

second set 7-6, winning the tiebreaker

by a razor-thin 7-5 margin.

So it came to the final set of this

match to decide which team would
advance in the tournament. Cook lost

an early break in the set and found
himself quickly in a precarious hole.

But he fought back, and in front of

a frenzied crowd was able to save

seven match points for Lunde before

winning a third set tiebreaker, 9-7.

UCLA eventually went on to win

the tournament and Washington was
left to wallow in its misery.

Cook has since graduated, but

Lunde is still with Washington and
remembers that day all too clearly.

"I'm looking to get revenge,"

Lunde said. "But I have no more
anger against UCLA."

Today, he will get a chance to

avenge that heartbreaking loss when
Washington visits the Los Angeles

Tennis Center to take on UCLA at

1:30 this afternoon.

But No. 13 Washington (17-5; 2-2

^ac-IO) will have more than revenge

on its mind. Right now, the Huskies

are on the cusp of earning the right to

host a regional tournament, and they

need every win they can get in order

to secure the advantage.

"This is a huge match and a good

opportunity to earn home court

(advantage)," Lunde said. "We can't

wait to get out on the courts and

play."

UCLA has already secured the

right to host a regional tournament.

which will take place May 1 2- 1 3 at the

LA. Tennis Center.

But this match is still important for

the Bruins because the team needs to

fine tune its game before traveling to

the Bay Area for a re-match against

Stanford next weekend. All of the

Bruins' top three players have been

either out or struggling for the past

two weeks.

Sophomore Jean-Julien Rojer. the

regular No. I singles player for

UCLA, just returned this week from

Uruguay, where he was playing in the

Davis Cup. He is suffering from a

minor rotator cuff injury and is ques-

tionable for today's match.

"It hurts whenever I have to raise

my shoulder above my head, like

when I am serving," Rojer said.

Senior Jean-Noel Grinda also

needs to rebound from losses to both

Stanford and Cal last weekend. But

UCLA Head Coach Billy Martin is

not worried too much about Grinda.

"In practice this week, (Grinda)

was hitting as well as he has in the past

two months," Martin said.

A third question mark for the

Bruins is freshman Tobias Clemens,

who returned this week after being

out for over a month due to a foot

injury. He lost to College of the

Desert on Wednesday in a third set

tiebreaker, but that match was only

ancxhtbttton."

"He should be fine," Martin said.

In addition to Washington, the

Bruins will host Oregon at noon on

Saturday at the LATC in what will be

their final dual home match of the

year. But the Bruins won't be thinking

about that when they take to the court

this weekend.

"There is no added emotion

because of that," Rojer said. "We just

go about our business and try to get

two wins."

SOFTBALL
From page 28

About one of the Bruins' few

weaknesses - though one that has

cost them in close games - Mejia said,

"We need to play perfect defense."

What has gone well for the Bruins

is their pitching, giving them several

options to counter Bollinger. Despite

being accountable for all three of

UCLA's losses, junior pitcher

Amanda Freed is still option one with

her 16-3 record and 0.54 ERA, while

freshman Keira Goerl is 15-0 at 0.94.

Should that duo hit some trouble,

seniors Courtney Dale (4-0, 0.83) and

Stephanie Swenson (5-0, 1.54) can

contribute in relief.

Wilson knows her team is in for an

uphill climb against UCLA.
"They've got it all," she said. "You

have to play flawlessly to go in and

beat them. It's a battle with that team,

as always."

MEDICAL MD & VETERINARY
DEGREE PROGRAMS
Making World-Class Physicians <fe

Veterinarians Today, For Tomorrow's World
Pn)grams to meet the needs of high school and rallege graduates.

More than a half a century old well -recognized and established European medical

and veterinary universities.

Programs recognized by National Committee on Medical Education and

Accreditation and US Department of Education.

1009^ financial aid is available. The US govemment provides subsidized loans to

qualified students in our programs.

Approved by New Y(Hk Medical Education Board for clinical training in the state of

New York. (A state with a high number of residency positions.

)

Medical and veterinary clinical clerkships/training in the USA.

Smaller class size with traditional European tutorial style education. — -

Program offers opportunity to earn dual degrees - MD Ph.D.. MD MBA. MD
MSHA. MD MPHA. etc.

Much safer campus environment, compared to many campuses in the USA. allowing

to retain and strengthen cultural identities.

I English language curriculum matches to major American medical and veterinary

schools.

An excellent opportunity for hands-on participation for extensive training and

experience.

Alumni holding very gcxxl positions all over the USA.

When it comes to medical & veterinary education, our programs set standards
for excellence. With coopen^mfrom European universities, Hope Medical

Institute brings you a unique, unmatchea opportunity atyour doorstep.

APPLY NOW!
77>e fall setnester begins on October 1, 2001.

For more detailed information, please contact us at:

Hope Medical Institute
753 Thimble Shoals Blvd., BIdg. 2B, Newport News, VA 2.1*(t«-3S75

PHONE: (757) 873-3333 • FAX: (757) 873-6661
www.hopemedicalinstitute.org
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W.TRACK
From page 27

vaulters. UCLA has three potential

national scorers on the team -

juniors Tracy O'Hara and Heather

Sickler and senior Erika Hoernig.

"Erika looks to be running better

than ever." Pole Vault Coach
Anthony Curran said. "She's had big

jumps at lower heights, and now
we're looking to get the big jumps at

higher heights too."

The meet this weekend may be

where the girls hit the big mark after

working through early season transi-

tions, with the closest competition

coming from Allyson Crosby and

Jennifer Capehart of Northridge.

whose seasonal bests sit at 11-8.

At least on paper, the high jump
event looks to be a close competition.

Junior Darnesha Griffith leads the

Bruins with a seasonal best of 6-0. fol-

lowed by senior Heather Newlin at 5-

7. Nebraska features Carrie Barnes as

their leading jumper at 6-0 followed

by Jessica Thompson at 5-8 3/4.

"Our goal this weekend is that the

jumpers get closer to Pac-IO and

national marks." Jumps Coach Al

Joyner said. "We really get prepared,

and there's the USC meet soon too.

"The key is to jump well not every

time but to jump at the right time." he

added.

The Bruins also look to dommale
on the track, led by senior Michelle

Perry in the hurdles, senior Shakedia

Jones in the 100- and 200-melcr

sprmts and middle distance runners

freshman Lena Nilsson; sophomores

Jessica Marr and TilTan> Burgess,

junior Ysanne Williams and senior

Bridie Hatch in the 800.

The triangular meet on Saturday

will be another opportunity for the

Bruins to get qualifying marks for the

championship meets at the end of the

season.

The Best Programs

Make the Best Educators

TOUR OUR WEBSITE:

http://gsep.pepperdi*ne.edu/gsep

.«^ki»V

M.A. in Education with
Teaching Credential

(one year program or individual pace)

Educational Centers located in:

West Los Angeles

Orange County

San Fernando Valley

Ventura County

If you are planning to begin a

leaching career, Peppertline's

program, designed for new teachers,

will help you reach your goal.

Flexible class schedules allow you

to earn a Master of Arts In Education

and Teaching Credential with an

optional CLAD emphasis all in one

year.

Seasoned faculty provide the

real-world experience required and

the personal attention you deserve.

For more information

(800) 347^4849

PEPPERDINE UNIVERSITY
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION AND PSYCHOLOGY

THIS FRIDAY, APRIL 13th
9am to 5pm -- Schoenberg Hall Auditorium

Admission Free - No Pre-Registration Required

Expert Evolutionary Scientists

Present Non-Specialist Talks at

The Cutting Edge of Knowledge

NON-TECHNICAL
OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

DESIGNED FOR STUDENTS

Evolution in ttie

ComputerAge
9:00a -- WALTER GILBERT (Harvard University)

Bioinformatics, Genomics, Computers, and Acient Evolution

10:00a -- WALTER FITCH /University of California, Irvine)

Computers, Evolution, and the Human Influenza Virus

1 1:10a -- MICHAEL FOOTE (University of Chicago)

Mass Extinctions in the History of Life

1 :30p - NICHOLAS GESSLER (UCLA)

Computer Models of Cultural Evolution

2:20p -- LAWRENCE J. FCXJEL (Natural Selections, Inc.)

Intelligence Through Simulated Evolution

3:30p - HANS P. MORAVEC (Carnegie-Mellon University)

Re-evolving Mind

4:20p - DAVID B. FCXjEL (Natural Selections, Inc.)

Pannel Discussion/Audience ParticipiUion

Evolution in the Computer Age

Presented by IGPP Center for the Study of Evolution and the Origin of Life (310) 825- 1 769
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BRUIN UPDATE

Friday ..^^^-.-^

W.Tennls at Vy^shington

Seattle, Vy^'sh., noon

M.Tennis v^. Washington

LATQI :30 p.m.

Softball VB. Washington

Easton Stadium 2 p.m.

Baseball v^iVashington

Jackie RobirK^ Stadium

M.Volleyball at Startf

Stanford, Calif., 7 p.m.

M.Golf at ASU
Thunderbird/Savane Invite

Tempe,Ariz.,airday

Saturday

gon LATC

Team looks for upsets on trip to WasNngton schools

mington

/ash., noon

Tall vs. Washington

Jackie Robinson Stadium

1 p.m.

Softball vs. Washing

Easton Stadium 2

M. Volleyball

Stockton, Calif., 7

W.TENNIS: Despite losses,

LICLA positive as it faces

tough upcoming matches

By Hannah Gordon
Daily Bruin Contributor

The Huskies and Cougars belter

watch out because the Bruins are ready

to upset. In contrast to the mental and

physical exhaustion the team felt last

week when departing for the Bay Area,

this week the women's tennis team is

confident and prepared.

No. 38 UCLA plays No. 13

Washington today in Seattle and No.

30 Washington State tomorrow in

Pullman.

"Before, some people would play

well, then other people would, but now

everybody is playing well at the same
time," junior Petya Marinova said.

"Even though I didn't win my last two

matches, I feel good."

Although the team lost to Stanford

and Cal last weekend, their perfor-

mance was solid against some of the

best players in the nation.

"I am encouraged after last week,"

Head Coach Stella Sampras said. "We
are ready to play."

Freshmen Mariko Fritz-Krockow

and Lauren Fisher provided UCLA's
only two points in the Cal match, win-

ning their singles matches 7-6, 7-6 and

64, 2-6, 6-3 respectively, and gaining

confidence for this weekend.

"I just want to keep playing like I

have," Fritz-Krockow said. "Ifwe keep

up what we've been doing, the results

will come."

Fisher agreed.

"Last weekend improved my confi-

dence," she said. "Playing tons of

matches has helped us get it together so

we can all play well."

Although the Bruins are feeling pos-

itive, the Huskies and Cougars are on a

high as well. Washington boasts an

impressive 16-6 (6-1 Pac-IO) record,

including a win over Cal.

Washington State is at its highest

ranking of the season after beating

Arizona State for the first time. They

boast the nation's No. 34 singles player,

junior Erica Perkins. Although sopho-

more Sara Walker is ranked higher, at

No. 17, it is uncertain whether or not

she will play due to a foot injury.

Washington State claims the No. 48

and No. 49 doubles rankings, but

UCLA's No. I doubles team of

Marinova and Fisher is ranked at No.

18.

Both northwestern teams may feel

unusually competitive this weekend

because they are also taking on No. 19

use, whom they have never defeated.

Playing in Washington also poses

the problem of indoor courts. The team

will not know until the day of the match

whether or not they can play outdoors

depending on the weather.

"We don't practice indoors often,

but hopefully going a day early will

help," Marinova said.

Coach Sampras sees the uncertainty

as a challenge but one that the team is

up to.

"This weekend will be interesting

because we don't know if we will play

indoors or outdoors. We have to deal

with that adversity but we have dealt

with a lot of it this year," she said.

Rain or shine, the Bruins will be

ready.

M.Golf at ASU
Thunderbird/Savane

Tempe, Ariz, all day

Track and Field vs.

Nebraska, CS Northridge

Drake Stadium all day

M.TRACK
From page 27

break 40. With sophomore
Joe Hunter's lingering ham-

string injury, UCLA's 4xl00m
team might not have what it

takes to defeat Nebraska this

weekend.

Sprint Coach John Smith

understandably did not want

to make too many predictions

about this meet. He reiterated

his focus on learning during

this early stage of the season,

yet he hopes the team will

come together with a big per-

formance.

"I expect them to build on

what we've done and to keep

improving (this weekend)," he

said. "You want to make sure

people are learning and con-

stantly growing. When we
compete like we're supposed

to compete, basically nobody

can beat us."

The pole vaulters will also

have 10 contend with elite

competition. Nebraska sopho-

more Eric Eshbach placed

fourth in the pole vault at the

Texas Relays on April 7, with a

mark of 17 feet, 10.5 inches.

He is currently the fifth-

ranked pole vaulter nationally.

"I think coming off the last

meet at Texas, we're going to

be fired up for a big meet this

week," said Bruin Pole Vault

Coach Anthony Curran.

See M.TRACK, page 24

Team signs another

freshman talent

The UCLA men's basketball team
signed another blue chip recruit who has

many analysts rating the Bruins' incoming

class as one of the top two in the nation.

The ink is still wet from 6-foot-8 for-

ward Andre Patterson's signature on a let-

ter of intent Wednesday to attend UCLA.
The 210-pound small forward out of

Washington Preparatory High School in

Los Angeles averaged 26.8 points and 13

rebounds per game this past season.

The co-Los Angeles City Player of the

Year had been actively recruited by nation-

al powerhouses Kentucky and Michigan

before deciding on UCLA this week.

He entered his final high school cam-

paign rated the second-best small forward

in the West and in the top 20 college

prospects overall.

"Andre Patterson is an outstanding

player with inside and outside abilities,"

Lavin said in statement. "He combines

quickness and strength with a strong offen-

sive skill set for a player of his size. Andre
is the final piece to our recruiting puzzle.

He is the small forward we need, lo go
along with Cedric, Dijon and Michael. I

believe our incoming recruiting class is the

best in the country."

Before signing Patterson, UCLA had

slated 6-7 combo guard Cedric Bozeman
(Mater Dei High School in Santa Ana), 6-

6 wing-forward Dijon Thompson
(Redondo Union High School) and 6-11

center Michael Fey (Capital High School

in Dlympia, Wash.) as incoming freshman

recruits in the fall.

Brief compiled by AJ Cadman, Daily Bruin

Senior Staff.

A Service of

Prayer & _
Repentance
Schoenburg Quad

Friday, April 13, 20ai

12:10 p.m.

It was about twelve o'clock when the sun
stopped shining and darkness covered the
whole country until three o'clock; and the
curtain hanging in the temple was torn in two.
Jesus cried out in a loud voice, "Father! Into

your hands I commend my spirit!" He said this

and died.

(Luke 24:44-46)

Sponsored by:

The Christian members of

The llRiversity Religious Conference at UCLA
900 Hilgard Avenue

Los Angeles, Califomia 90024-3009

(310) 208-50S5 - religion@ucla.edu

www.8tudentgroups.ucla.edu/URCFriend
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Huskies' pitcher shuts out Bruins

MAflVCIECEK/Oaily Bfum Semot StaC

Matt Pearl bats during UCLA's 1 1-3 win over Pepperdine last week.

The Bruins lost to the Washington Huskies 3-0 Thursday at home.

BASEBALL: Solid outing

from UCLA's Jon Brandt

not supported by offense

ByJeff Agase

Daily Bruin Reporter

Bruin starter Jon Brandt pitched a

complete game in one of his best out-

ings of the season, but the UCLA
offense was unable lo score a run in a

3-0 loss to Washington Thursday night

at Jackie Robinson Stadium.

The sparse crowd of 255 was treat-

ed to a gem of a pitcher's duel between

Brandt and Husky starter Shawn

Kohn, who upped his record to 4-0

with the win. Kohn went the distance.

allowing only four hits, walking just

one batter, and striking out six in a

game that lasted just over two hours.

Brandt (.3-4) gave up one run on

three occasions - in the llrst, third, and

ninth innings, only one of which was

earned.

Washington 3,

UCLAO

The solid performance was a wel-

come change from his recent slump.

"I could tell yesterday that we took

these guys lightly," Brandt said. "Tlie

only reason that 1 didn't fall into that is

because I've pitched so (poorly) lately

that I knew I had to come out and

pitch my ass olT, maybe lo even slay in

the starting Imeup."

The first inning o{ play set the stage

for a game that the Bruins (22-12, 4-6

Pac-10) played flatly. UCLA shortstop

Preston Grilfm booted leadoff man
Ben Miller's grounder, giving Miller

first base.

After a fielder's choice moved
Miller lo second, Husky left fielder Jay

Garthwaitc hit a chopper between

Griffin and third baseman Randall

Shelley with the hit-and-run on, scor-

ing Miller.

Brandt got a pop-out to end the

inning with runners on second and

third, but the defensive miscues

showed the lack of preparation UCLA

See BASEBAU, page 24

Squad hopes to dominate triangular meet
W.TRACK: Bruins have

advantage in shot put,

discus, hammer throw

By Christina Teller

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

The Bruins have two visitors

coming lo town this weekend. No.

25 Nebraska and Cal Stale

Northridge will join the UCLA
women's track and field team at

Drake Stadium for a triangular

meet.

Just one week away from the Ml.

SAC Invitational, the Bruins are

well into the outdoor season and

ready lo make their mark at their

last home meet of the year.

"Hopefully we can get into a

good rhythm with the home meet

this weekend," said Throwing

Coach Art Venegas.

The UCLA throwers seem lo

have established a comfortable

rhythm Ihus far and should be dom-

inanl in the shot put, discus and

hammer throws against both

Nebraska and Northridge.

UCLA senior shot putter and

hammer thrower Christina Tolson

has the clear advantage in both her

events, as she carries into the meet

seasonal bests of 56 feet, I 1/4 inch-

es in the shot put and 207-1 1 in the

hammer. She was this week's Pac-

IO Athlete of the Week.

Junior Chaniqua Ross should

have no problem in the discus, with

her seasonal best at 160-1 1. She will

be followed by freshman Lara Saye

(1574).

"I'm pleased with where they're

at right now," Venegas said. "As

long as they stay healthy, they can

use the last home meet to give a

good run."

As Ross and Tolson have already

automatically qualified for the out-

door national meet, they will use

remaining meets of the .season to

build up for the finish.

"I'm going to try to use every

meet for stepping stone for nation-

als," Ross said. "I hope can meet

my own expectations because I'm

below what should be my average

performance right now.

"There's room for growth for me
to meet," Ross added.

The meet should also feature big

performances from Bruin pole

See W.TRACK, page 25

Nebraska and CSUN to run

against UCLA on Saturday
M.TRACK: Bruins to take on

formidable competition, but

coaching staff is optimistic

By Glen Worthington
Daily Bruin Contributor

Home sweet home; at least that's what

the Bruins are hoping will be the case

Saturday.

No. 23 UCLA men's track team will

compete Saturday in their final meet for

the 2001 season at Drake Stadium

against Nebraska and Cal State

Northridge.

The meet begins at 9:30 a.m. with the

hammer throw, followed by running

events starting at noon. The Bruins will

conclude their home season at appr(5XF"

malely 3:30 p.m. with the 4x40()-meter

relay.

"Nebraska has one of the premier pro-

grams in the country," said Head Coach

Art Venegas. "But I'm pretty optimistic

that we'll put on a good show."

The Bruin sprinters will have lo face

Nebraska senior Chris Chandler who
holds the nation's seventh fastest lime

(20.83 seconds) in the 20{)-meter dash.

Nebraska's 4xl00-meler relay team,

thanks in part to Chandler, has a season-

best time of 39.62. The Bruins have yet to

See M.TRACK, page 26
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OiU' down, two to lio

Baseball lost 3^ to the

Washington Huskies in the

first game of the series. For

the scoop, see page 27.

No. 1 Bmins confident as they take on Huskies
SOFTBALL: Squad needs

victory this weekend to

maintain its top ranking

By Andrew Borders

Daily Bruin Reporter

You know you're in a competi-

tive league when a team with a No.

13 ranking isn't even impressive

compared to the five other confer-

ence teams that are in the top 10 in

the country.

UCLA's opponent this weekend,

the Washington Huskies (27-14, 3-3

Pac-10) rose to No. 13 this week

after knocking off No. 2 Arizona I-

last week, despite losing to resur-

gent Arizona State 5-1 and 6-1.

Meanwhile, UCLA (40-3, 3-3)

retained its No. I ranking despite

losing once each to ASU and

Arizona. The Bruins' saving grace

was their 3-0 victory Sunday to earn

a split with the Wildcats.

The Bruins received 18 of 27 first-

place votes to Arizona's seven with

one each for Stanford and ASU.

But to keep that No. 1 ranking,

the Bruins must take down the

Huskies this weekend, Friday and

Saturday at 2 p.m. Washington is

led by freshman Tia Bollinger, who

is 24-3 with a 0.85 ERA.
Offensively, four Huskies are above

.300, with senior outfielder Kelly

Hauxhurstat .377.

"Bollinger is an excellent pitch-

er," UCLA Head Coach Sue

Enquist said. "When she's on the

mound, her team does good things."

Washington's head coach, Teresa

Wilson, says her Huskies are still

learning the college game. She says

that including 10 true freshmen,

UW has 15 of 19 players who have

never started a college game.

On paper, the matchup looks

pretty nice to the Bruins, who are

still licking their wounds after last

weekend. Four Bruins who have

started all 43 games are over .400,

with junior catcher Stacey

Nuveman leading the pack at .432.

Three more are over .3(X).

The offense, however, has under-

produced of late and has turned

usually sterling pitching perfor-

mances into defeats.

"We've put a little more individ-

ual pressure on our hitters," Enquist

said of her team's practices in

preparation for the Husky

matchup.

"Those two losses really put us in

a tough position," UCLA sopho-

more second baseman Monique

Mejia added. "To come back on

Sunday and get that win gave us

momentum going into this week-

end."

Sm SOFTBALL, page 2S

Team faces freshman phenom

tOWARD LIN/Dally Bfuin

Sophomore shortstop Natasha Watley fields the ball during a game

against UNLV earlier this season. The Bruins face Washington next.

WASHINGTON: Pressure is high on

first-year hurlers, but Bollinger is

pitching confidently, successfully

By Andrew Borders

Daily Bruin Reporter

Imagine coming to a giant university like

UCLA from a quiet suburban town, from a nur-

turing high school environment, and having to

jump right into a difficult major and get straight

As.

"Good enough" sud-

denly isn't good enough

anymore.

Translating that to

Softball, freshmen up.

and down the confer-

ence have been handed

the ball, still wet behind

the ears, with expecta-

tions of capturing the

title of the nation's most

competitive softball con-

ference. Your teammates

depend on you to stifie

the best hitters in the country, and your coaches

depend on you to make them look good with your

success.

Waihington Sport* Info

Tia Bollinger

This weekend, the conference freshman with

her feet most to the fire visits Los Angeles, when

Santa Ana native Tia Bollinger and the No. 13

Washington Huskies visit the No. I Bruins.

UCLA Head Coach Sue Enquist cautions not

to judge a pitcher by her year.

"Their ability is not so much a refiection of

their grade. The athlete that is successful as a

freshman says, 'It really doesn't matter how young

I am, I know what I'm capable of doing,'" she

said. "And that's what Tia has done."

Bollinger is one of three Husky pitchers to

record a decision this season. Not extraordinary,

until you see that her record is 24-3 with a 0.85

ERA and that she has gotten the win or loss in

almost two thirds of her team's games. Her closest

teammate statistically, junior Shannon Walsh, a

high school teammate of Bruin catcher Stacey

Nuveman, holds all but one of the other decisions

and is 3-10 with a 3.49 ERA.
But the Bruins have a freshman phenom to

match. If not for the success of junior Amanda
Freed, rookie Keira Goerl would have similar

numbers. Goerl is second on the team in wins at

15-0 and third m ERA at 0.94.

Last week, Goerl outducled Jenny Gladding,

Arizona's freshman star, who is second on the

Wildcats in ERA at 0.44, and possesses the third-

best record at 12-2. Arizona State frosh Kristen

SeciOLUIKBI,pagc24

UCLA players see red, seek

revenge on No. 5 Stanford
M.V0LLEYBALL: Cardinal won

at Pauley last time teams met;

now, Bruins head to Maples

By Diamond Leung
Daily Bruin Contributor

The mere mention of Stanford causes

Scotl Morrow to fla.sh a knowing grin. He
remembers well what happened the last time

the UCLA men's volleyball team played the

Cardinal.

A month after Stanford dealt UCLA a

stunning five-game home loss, the No. 3

Brums (19-6, IM MPSF) head north for a

crucial rematch with the No. 5 Cardinal ( 14-

7, 10-6) tonight at Maples Pavilion. The

Bruins will do battle with No. 10 Pacific ( 10-

1 1, 6-9) Saturday night at the Alex G. Spanos

Center to close out the regular season.

So Scott, any lingering feelings from the

Stanford match earlier this season?

"Definitely," said the sophomore quick

hitter, who was blocked on Stanford's

match point. "We shouldn't have lost to

them the first time."

This game, there's a lot more at stake.

With a win over Stanford, UCLA can clinch

a home playoff game and at least the third

seed in the MPSF Tournament.

"We want to beat them as quick as possi-

ble and come out with a victory," sopho-

more setter Rich Nelson said.

The key to winning is stopping sopho-

more outside hitter Curt Toppel. The All-

American tallied 26 kills in Stanford's upset

win over UCLA on March 9.

"We didn't really do a good job on Curt

Toppel last time," UCLA Head Coach Al

Scates said. "He had way too many kills. I

think we'll do a better job this lime."

Stanford also has a lot riding on this

match. The Cardinal clinched a playoff spot

last week and have an outside shot of earn-

ing the fourth seed and the home playoff

game that comes along with it. However, the

Bruins want to put that thought to rest.

"I definitely think we should beat them,"

Morrow said. "They're a good team, but

we're definitely the better team."

After Stanford, UCLA will have to corv-

tend with Pacific the following night. The

Sec MLVOUEYBALt page 24

COURTNfYSTtWART

Rich Nelson sets for Scott Morrow during a 3-2

loss to Stanford last month.

Squad hopes to

send UW home

with even more

bad memories

M.TENNIS: Washington wUl

be gunning for Bruins after

1999 Indoor Championship

By Greg Sdiain

Daily Bruin Contributor

February 19, 1999 is a day that lives in

infamy inr the hearts and minds of all

Wa.shington Husky tennis fans.

That afternoon was the second round

of one of the most important college ten-

nis tournaments of the year, the National

Indoor Championships played at the

U niversity of Washington

.

UCLA was matched up against the

host team. The best-of-seven match was a

dogfight from the beginning. Eventually,

the score was tied at three with one

$ccM.TENNIS,|M9e25

UCLA
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U.S. flying too high
An increase in U.S. military

spending is unnecessary.

VIEWPOINT, PAGE 16
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Triumphant return

U.S. spy plane crew members

arrived at their home base

Saturday. NEWS, PAGE 5

Softball ties record

UC^LA softimll ties its own record for

longest game with four hours, eight

minuUs. SPORTS, BACK PAGE

Election date set back one week

DATES TO REMEMBER

USAC: Newly appointed

E-Board prepares to go

ahead with paper ballots

By Robert Salonga

Daily Bruin Reporter

After rejections, resignations and

delays, work has begun on the

Undergraduate '————- Students

Association Council spring elec-

tions.

On Friday, USAC approved the

elections calendar and paper ballot

voting process presented by new

Elections
Board Chair

Nicole
Lynch. The
council also

approved
nominations

by Lynch to

nil the vacan-

cies left by E-

Board mem-
bers who
resigned in

support of

former Chair

Alex Kaplan.

"Everything is under control and

everyone is definitely prepared,"

Lynch said.

As a result of recent turmoil

between USAC and the E-Board

regarding the elections process, vot-

ing has been delayed one week.

Voting will now be held May 9

and 10. Also, the voting time will be

shortened to be held from 9 a.m. to

5 p.m., whereas last year's voting

lasted until 7 p.m.

"This gives poll workers more

time to count votes," Lynch said,

adding that in the past, voting

between 5 and 7 p.m. was so mini-

mal that it had little effect on results.

Accordingly, candidate packets

will not be due until April 20.

The paper ballot process used for

voting will be the same one used in

previous elections, consisting of

polling stations and Scantron bal-

lots.

process without delaying the elec-

tions past their original May 2 date.

On April 5, he sent his letter of

resignation to USAC. citing what he

considered council's lack of respect

for the E-Board and what he alleged

were efforts by certain council mem-
bers to run the elections themselves.

All but one of the E-Board mem-
bers followed suit, leaving council

with no board and no process by

Voters- swipe

BruinCard, sign a voter sign-in sheet

and receive a ballot. After filling out

a ballot, they will insert it into the

voting box. The entire process will

be monitored by poll workers hired

their which to run the elections:

Important dates for the upcoming Undergraduate Students Association Council elections

DATE

4/20

S/3

S/8

5/9-sno

SO(M(( J'>A(.tlr( lions Botnl

EVENT

Candidate packets and endorsement group applications due at

noon in 312 Kerckhoff Hall

Endorsement hearings, location and time TEA

Campaigning begins 9 a.m. - 3 p.m.

Leaflet distribution allowed ^1 FCflON'
Primary elections voting 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

by the E-Board.

Though votes will be machine-

counted, poll workers will count the

number of ballots to ensure it

matches the number of voter sign-

ins.

The status of the election process

was in question earlier this month

when USAC voted down an online

elections proposal presented by

Kaplan on April 3.

Kaplan told council this left him

no time to seek an alternative

During last week's council meet-

ing, USAC appointed Lynch as

Kaplan's successor, in a large part

due to her previous experience as

last year's E-Board chair.

Now that

these setbacks

have been

dealt with.

Student
Welfare
Commissioner

Julie Ryu said

things should

be back to nor-

mal.

"Things are

behind, but I

think every-

thing will go

smoothly
now," Ryu said.

Lynch said she has had no con-

flicts with council so far.

"USAC has been extremely coop-

erative," she said. "I think they have

a lot of confidence in me because

they saw my work last year."

Ryu said council has had an

appropriate amount of involvement

with the E-Board.

"We're trying to let them do their

job. We're not taking over," she

said.

VICTO« CHEN/D»ily Bruin
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Palestinian Adham Rishmawi (left) and Israeli Aviv Liron spent time

together last sunnmer discussing problems of the Middle East.

Palestinians, Israelis hope

seeds of peace take root

DISCUSSION: Program to

increase understanding

between two ethnicities

By Josh Wolf

Daily Bmin Contributor

At home they would be on opposite

sides of a deadly dispute, but on April

12, Israeli and Palestinian teenagers

spoke together to a group of UCLA

students about the ongoing conflict in

the Middle East.

"Instead of going to the streets,

instead of making riots, we talk," said

Aviv Liron, an 18-year-old Israeli.

It is this desire to talk that brought

Liron and Adham Rishmawi, an 18-

year-old Palestinian, to UCLA as part

ofa program to educate American stu-

dents on the situations and prevailing

sentiments in the Middle East. The

.

See MIDEAST, page 8

Regent Stephen Nakashima

leaves board after 1 1 years
RESIGNATION: Supporter of

SP-1, SP-2 creates vacancy

many wonder who will fill

By Shaima Mccartea

Daily Bruin Contributor

Chairwoman S. Sue Johnson

announced the recent resignation of

Stephen Nakashima from the University

of California Board of Regents Friday.

Nakashima, 79, said he resigned

because of recent heart complications and

the loss of his wife of 52 years less than a

year ago.

"Stephen Niikashima has been a dedi-

cated representative of the people and

University of California," said Johnson in

a statement. "The entire UC community

is extremely grateful for his many years of

devoted service, and we wish him well."

Nakashima, a San Jose lawyer,

received his bachelor's degree in account-

ing at UC Berkeley and his law degree

from Boah Hall School of Law.

First appointed to the board for a par-

tial term by Gov. George Deukmejian in

1989, Nakashima was reappointed .by

Gov. Pete Wilson in 1992, this time for a

12-year term.

Nakashima served on the regents' edu-

cational policy and investments commit-

tees and on the Special Committee on UC
Merced prior to his resignation.

Currently, three positions are available

on the board. Regents Howard Leech and

Meredith Khachigan recently finished

their terms.

"The governor has a big opportunity to

appoint three members to make a signifi-

cant change in all aspects of the universi-

ty," said student Regent Justin Fong.

The appointment of three new regents

could impact the general consensus on the

regents' controversial 1995 measures, SP-

1 and SP-2. which banned the use of affir-

mative action in admissions and faculty

hiring, respectively.

While Nakashima voted in favor of SP-

I and SP-2, the impending regents might

sway the vote either way in the upcoming

May meeting.

See REGENT, page 9

'''«-
Veritas Forum to explore Christian faith

EVENT: Conference to

examine ties between

religion, social issues

By Shauna Mecartea

Daily Bruin Contributor

The Veritas Forum will bring

local faculty, students and artists

together to discuss Christianity

and its relation to all disciplines

of life beginning today in the

Ackerman Grand Ballroom.

"The ethos of the forum is to

explore, not defend, the faith."

said Kyle Gladden, UCLA
Veritas Forum chair and fourth-

year English student.

Having a diverse panel of

speakers and events to stimulate

dialogue about faith, especially

in modern times, is the goal of

the Veritas Forum.

The forum began at Harvard

LTniversity in 1992 and has since

spread to more than 50 colleges

and universities nationwide.

Each forum is encouraged to

reflect the university where it is

organized. Gladden said.

This year will be keynote

speaker Os Guinness' second

time at UCLA. On Monday
night, he will address the effects

postmodernist thought has had

on the Christian faith.

"The ethos of the

forum is to explore,

not defend, the faith."

Kyle Gladden

UCLA Veritas Forum chair

Guinness founded the Trinity

Forum, which encourages cultur-

al, economic and political leaders

to discuss social issues and faith,

and he is the author of 12 books.

Following Guinness' speech,

"Time for Truth: Living Free in a

World of Lies. Hype and Spin,"

the Veritas Art Exhibit will open

with a graffiti art battle between

two local artists.

The art exhibit, named "The

Already and the Not Yet." will

display artwork by local artists

and students from UCLA and

Biola University, a Christian col-

lege located in La Mirada.

Mike Dowdell, a Biola gradu-

ate with a degree in art, will

showcase his oil paintings, which

depict the Stations of the Cross

in contemporary settings.

The Stations of the Cross por-

tray the series of events leading

up to the crucifixion of Jesus.

"It's a great opportunity to

show what Christians are doing

in the visual arts," Dowdell said.

Organizers of the Veritas

Forum also plan to explore the

the role Christianity can play in

music.

Brian Schrag, a doctoral can-

didate in the department of eth-

nomusicology, will speak about

"Music, Ecstasy and Truth" on

Tuesday.

David Hill, a physicist devel-

oping nuclear fusion power

plants at a national laboratory

See VERffAS, page 10
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Last week

Are you voting in

Tuesday's local elections

for Los Angeles mayor and

city council?

15 2% Yes

45 6% ^°- ' "^ "°' regis-

tered to vote here

8 8% No, I only vote in

national elections

30.4% Huh? Ttiere are

elections on

Tuesday?

Total numbei of voles 125

Do you support sanctions against Iraq:

I I
Yes, I support sanctions

i

I I
Yes, but they need to be less strict

I I
No, I don't support them

I I
I don't have an opinion

©..,
Vote online at www-dailvbmin-ucla-^duC )

WHArS BREWIN'
Today 12 p.m.

UCLA Center for Health Policy

Research

Jennifer Parker and Mona Jhawar

presentation

Bel-Air room, SPH 17-323; 794-0909

VITA (Volunteer Income Tax
Assistance)

Free preparation for Federal and CA
state income tax returns

Ackerman35l6

6 p.m.

Transfer Student Association

Researching American Companies

Career Center

310-206-7865

6:15 p.m.

BDC/IFDC Performing Dance

Group

Weekly Rehearsal

Kerckhofl"Grand Salon

7 p.m.

Ballroom Dance Club

Swing lessons/ celebration

KerckhoffGrand Salon

284-3636

7:30 p.m.

Melnitz Movies

"Keep the River, on Your Right"

James Bridges Theatre, Melnitz Hall

310-201-6870

Weather

Today

Partly Cloudy

high: 70 low: 55

Tuesday

DAILY BRUIN

Partly Cloudy

high: 72 low: 56

Wednesday

Partly Cloudy

high: 73 low: 55

Outlook:
It looks like we'll have nice weather

all week. Temperatures will stay in

the 70s with no major wind, rain or

ctouds expected all week long.

That's all for now.
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A CLOSER LOOK
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Plan would only Intensify

UCLA's educational flaws

COLUMN: Tidal Wave II

spurs proposals - some

beneficial, others not so

a:

Michael

Weiner

specter is haunting UCLA
- the specter ofTidal Wave
JI.

The inevitable influx of 60.000

new students into the University of

California over the next 10 years

has officials scrambling to accom-

modate these children of the baby

boom generation, who threaten to

overburden the resources of the

university faster than you can say

"De Neve Plaza is still not fin-

ished."

The problem is especially com-

pounded at UCLA, which has the

largest stu-

dent enroll-

ment and the

smallest phys-

ical size of all

the full-ser-

vice UC
schools. Our
campus is

almost entire-

ly built out,

and signifi-

cant expan-

sion into

Westwood
Village is not feasible in the fore-

seeable future.

So UCLA policymakers must

come up with creative solutions in

order to make room for the largest

barrage of new students since that

poignantly influential generation

we call the "baby boom" took the

UC by storm in the '60s and '70s.

Most of the creativity is cen-

tered around finding ways to make
students graduate in less time.

Currently, the average UCLA
undergraduate takes four years and

one quarter to get through college.

Officials hope to reduce that num-
ber by encouraging students to

speed up their academic programs.

One good idea being implement-

ed for the first time this year is an

attempt to motivate students to

attend summer sessions by slashing

the exorbitant prices that such

classes have cost in the past.

But as we know, efforts at cre-

ative solutions for difficult prob-

lems often spawn ideas that aren't

so good. This is the case with the

proposed changes in unit require-

ments which are being considered

by a committee of faculty members
in the College of Letters and

Science.

The proposal would increase the

required number of units that full-

time undergraduates must take

from 12 to 13 units per quarter. It

would also reduce the total number
of allowable units that students can
take before being forced to gradu-

ate. This change has the explicit

purpose of dissuading students

Weiner is a fourth-year history and
political science student. His col-

umn analyzing issues of interest to
the UCLA community runs on
Mondays. Send e-mail messages to

mweiner9media.ucla.edu.

from adopting more than one

major.

The proposal must be approved

by the Academic Senate's

Undergraduate Council and then

the full senate. If it is enacted, the

changes will come into force in the

fall, though for the most part, they

will not affect current UCLA stu-

dents.

The problem with the proposed

changes is that in trying to reduce

the amount of time students spend

on campus, thus opening up space

for the influx ofTidal Wave II, offi-

cials are actually undermining the

educational mission of the universi-

ty-

In an Op-Ed piece published in

The Bruin's 2000 Registration

Issue, Chancellor Albert Carnesale

noted the importance of an inter-

disciplinary pathway to research.

"Many of today's complex

research problems demand an

interdisciplinary, collaborative

approach, and universities must be

organized to facilitate scholarship

that crosses the boundaries of the

disciplines and professions,"

Carnesale wrote ("UCLA ready to

meet challenges of future,"

Viewpoint, Sept. 25-28, 2000).

And indeed, UCLA has many
ongoing research projects that inte-

grate scholarship from disparate

academic departments. Yet UCLA
has fallen short in comparison with

many other large universities in its

failure to extend such interdiscipli-

nary programs to undergraduate

education.

Unlike schools such as UC
Berkeley, UCLA has few interdisci-

plinary major opportunities for

undergraduates. So, many students

who are interested in a course of

study that integrates more than one

academic area are forced to choose

more than one major.

There is nothing inherently

wrong with this, but if the universi-

ty is going to make it more difficult

for students to have more than one
major - as the Letters and Science

proposal attempts to do - it should

also be sure that the interdiscipli-

nary scholarship that Carnesale is

so keen on is not restricted to

UCLA's internal ivory tower, but

is made available to the undergrad-

uates who come here to learn.

Clearly, the proposal illustrates

the primary danger that Tidal

Wave II poses. It's not just over-

crowding; UCLA is already pretty

crowded as it is.

In the holy trinity that is

UCLA's mission of teaching,

research and public service, the

effective instruction of undergradu-

ates is already too low a priority.

The real hazard is that in trying to

alleviate the negative effects that

such a huge of influx of students

produces, officials will do greater

damage to the already-shaky under-

graduate education.

As the specter ofTidal Wave II

continues to haunt UCLA, the

solution may turn out to be far

worse than the original problem.

Faculty members should think

about that before approving the

misguided proposal.
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An Thai Bui, a post-doctorate student in molecular biology, performs a genetic engineeti.

ing experiment.
~

Consumers and awareness groups question

the safety of genetically engineered foods y

resulting from recent dangers concerning

disease activity and investigations

By Sharon Kim
Daily Bruin Contributor

Chances are, Americans are regularly consuming foods

that have been genetically engineered without their knowl-

edge.

According to Julie Miles, the Safe Foods Campaign
Coordinator at the California Public Interest Group. 60 to

70 percent of all processed foods contain genetically engi-

neered ingredients.

"People should just not assume that GE foods are com-
pletely safe," Miles said. "Currently, GE foods are not sub-

ject to the same standards or safety requirements as other

food products are."

According to Miles, the most common GE crops are corn

and soybeans, which are both widely used in the form ofcorn

oil, corn syrup, soybean oil, soy lecithin and other products.

Genetic engineering of food generally involves the

process of combining genes to produce effects that would

normally occur in nature. For example, the injection of

Bovine Growth Hormone to cows will increase their output

of milk.

Last fall, taco shells served at the Taco Bell restaurant on
campus were suspected of containing GE corn unfit for

human consumption.

Although it was later found that only the taco shells sold in

grocery stores were harmful, the incident helped raise aware-

ness ofGE food at UCLA.
"At this point we do not have a policy regarding the pur-

chase of genetically engineered food," said Associated

Students of UCLA Director of Food Operations Robert

Williams in a statement. "However, we did not and are not

selling the Taco Bell taco shells that were in question."

He added that ASUCLA has made sure that on-campus

food vendors are using "non-genetically enhanced" corn

chips in their products.

The uncertainty of whether GE foods are as harmless as

selective breeding or hybridization, which does not involve

has led CalPIRG to call for a moratorium on the use ofGE
foods, according to Miles.

The group wants to wait until the GE industry can pro-

vide adequate proof that modified foods are safe to con-

sume.

"IfGE products are proven safe, there should be labeling

ofwhether a product containsGE ingredients so that people

can have the choice of whether they want to buy the product

or not," Miles said.

But microbiology and molecular genetics Professor

Jeffrey H. Miller does not think labeling GE foods would be

a good idea.

"Given the current hyped-up fears about GE foods and

the stigmatization ofthem being evil, labeling will only result

in people being scared off from buying GE products simply

of the words 'genetically engineered,'" he said.

Miller added that genetic modification is merely another

way to prepare food. Food should be labeled not according

to the way it is processed but according to how safe the prod-

uct is, he said.

Thisjob ofassessing safety. Miller continued, remains the

Food and Drug Administration's responsibility.

Currently, the FDA Web site does not indicate any

requirements for labeling GE foods.

According to Miles, CalPIRG is concerned with potential

environmental concerns and health risks GE foods pose,

such as increased risk of cancer, allergies, antibiotic resis-

tance and toxins.

"Since genetic engineering involves the creation of new
organisms that people have never consumed, there is no
knowing what our response will be," she said.

Microbiology and molecular biology Professor Jake

Lusis said the growing alarm toward GE foods is mainly due

to what he termed "paranoia."

"People are suspicious of altered products, so it's easy to

raise fears." he said. "There is probably a lot ofexaggeration

going on, and the whole thing seems more of a political issue

than a scientific one."

According to Miles, GE foods were first widely commer-
cialized in the US in 1996. By 1999. there were more than 98

million acres ofGE crops, with more than 70 million ofthese

acres in the U.S.

Despite what seems to be an American dominance in pro-

duction of genetically modified crops, there is more expo-

SeeEN<ilNEEIIED,page7

First-year biology student Jay Won (left) assists An Thai

Bui in a lab in Life Science 2836.

Teach-in shows opposition to ITAA
'TRADE: Event organizers

say agreement will wreak

havoc on smaller nations

ByMidiaefcTUmagc
Daily Bmin Contributor

Concern for workers' rights, the

environment and publicly-owned ser-

vices was the rallying cry of speakers at

a teach-in Thursday night to inform stu-

dents about the Free Trade Area of the

Americas.

The FFAA. which may go into effect

by 2005. would eliminate tariffs and

other barriers to trade among all the

Western Hemisphere nations - with the

exception ofCuba - creating the largest

free trade block in the world.

Leaders of these countries hope to

privatize publicly owned services,

which range from universities to tele-

phone services.

"Behind the discussion about free

trade and fairness, what these agree-

ments represent in reality is the naked

pursuit of profits at any expense." said

speaker Bill Neal, a graduate student

pursuing his teaching credential at the

California State University, Los

Angeles.

But according to Professor

Sebastian Edwards of The Anderson

School at UCLA, such opinions are are

misguided.

"If the FIAA is signed and trans-

formed into reality it would allow the

poor countries in Latin America to

have access to a huge and dynamic mar-

ket and this would in turn help the poor

citizens of Latin America," said

Edwards, who served as the World

Bank's chief economist for Latin

America from 1993-%.

Meanwhile, citing negative impacts

resulting from the North American
Free Trade Agreement, which was

implemented in 1994. organizers said

history would repeat itself if the FTAA
passed.

Following NAFTA, which eliminat-

ed tarifls between Canada, the United

States and Mexico, U.S. corn flooded

the Mexican market. According to

speakers at the teach-in. this put thou-

sands of Mexican small com farmers

out of production because they could

not compete with the cheap prices of

U.S. corn.

Under the FTAA. transnational

corporations who move their produc-

tion facilities to participating foreign

countries won't have to pay that coun-

try's tarifl's or respect its labor, mini-

mum wage or environmental protec-

tions laws, said Gillian Russom. a

first-year graduate student in educa-

tion.

Host countries impose tariffs to

protect domestic markets and elicit

compensation for production per-

formed within their borders intended

for export.

The thrust to remove tariffs and

other restrictions to trade began with

the establishment of the General

Agreement on*Trade and Tariffs in

1948. which eliminated tarifTs. At that

time, the average tariff developing

HIGHEST GROSSING AGENCIES
Some of the most profitable companies earn more money each year than various OHintries.

Sample of transrtational corporations Sample of countries in FTAA negotiations

with large assets in 1998 and their Gross Domestic Product

(estimated 1999)

M-A

General Electric

General Motors

Ford Motor Company

Daimler Chrysler

Toyota

Royal Dutch/ Shell Group

IBM

Suez Lyonnaise Des Eaux

Mitsubishi Corporation

Volkswagen Group

nited States

f>i6.1bil|io.

Fbiliion

$70.1 billion

Grenada

St.Vincent and the Grenadines

$9,255 tnllkM)

$865.5 bHIIon

$722.3 billion

$245.1 billion

$54.5biirion

A$21.0 billion

^^$9.2 billion

$740 million

$360millk)n

$309 million

)/
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countries placed on manufactured mental, health and labor regulations,

goods was 40 percent. FTAA participants will have to adhere

According to GATTs successor, the to WTO policies.

Worid Trade Organization, by 2000 The unrestricted movement of
those tarifls had fallen to less than 4 per- transnational corporations through the

cent. TheWTO expanded GATTs pur-

pose by eliminating non-tariff barriers

to trade as well - including environ- See HACM-IM, page 7
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STATE & LOCAL
PG&E insisted release Monterey Park remains America's Asian city

from state regulations
DOCUMENT: Proposal to

push rates on customers

may have curtailed talks

The Associated Press

SAN FRANCISCO Pacific Gas
and Electric Co. oHlcials demanded
the utility be cut free from state regula-

tion and be

allowed to push

huge rate
~^~^^^~""

increases onto

its customers,

two weeks

before negotia-

tions with Gov.

Gray Davis

broke off, the

San Francisco

PG&E denies the

document influenced

the outcome between

the utility and the state.

c h f o w t e t e

Commi-ssion's regulatory grip. PG&E
demanded it be allowed to miy back its

power lines without competitive offers

ifthe state ever decided to sell. In addi-

tion, it wanted to continue profiting

from any telecommunications lines or

antennas linked to the system, accord-

ing to a Feb. 28 eight-page proposal

obtained by the Chronicle.

PG&E denies the document influ-

enced the outcome between the utility

and the state.

^^^^^^^^^ 'it is ludi-

crous to suggest

that this docu-

ment caused the

negotiations to

break down,"

said PG&E
spokesman Ron
Low. "There

were negotia-

reported Sunday

"Perhaps we misjudged their pri-

mary concern," said Steve Maviglio,

the governor's spokesman. "It wasn't

resolving their credit issue. It was
extracting vengeance on the PUC."

In addition to insisting that it be

released from the state Public Utilities

"ttonr TTrar

occurred later and other documents

that followed."

At the time of the utility's bank-

ruptcy filing April 6. PG&E Corp.

Chairman Robert Glynn said no talks

had been held for three weeks.

See POWER, page 13

STATE: Rapid increase in

population result of past

decade's marketing tactics

By John Rogers

The Associated Press

MONTEREY PARK When it

comes to America's Asian population

explosion, this bustling city just five

miles east of Los Angeles is ground

zero.

Known at the beginning of the

1970s as an aging but respectable post-

war suburb, Monterey Park in those

days provided an affordable bedroom
community lifestyle to thousands of

working-class families, almost all of

them white or Hispanic.

Thirty years later it is a bustling

regional business and banking center

where 60,000 residents live in some of

Southern California's priciest homes.

And with a 61 percent Asian popula-

tion as of the 2000 census, it is widely

known as both "Little Taipei" and
"The Chinese Beverly Hills."

It was that latter nickname, both

demographics experts and longtime

residents say, that may have done more
than anything else to turn Monterey
Park into America's first Asian-major-

The Aisof. Idled Prts

Samantha Soong, 4, gets her chin wiped by her mother, Jill, Friday.

California's Asian population has surged over the past decade.

ity city in the 1980s.

"Fred Hsieh, fee did that." City

Councilwoman Judy Chu notes with a

chuckle.

Known as the father ofmodern-day

Monterey Park, Frederic Hsieh was a

promotion-minded young real estate

agent from Hong Kong when he

approached the Chamber of

Commerce in the 1970s with a novel

suggestion.

Tens of thousands of highly educat-

ed, upwardly mobile Chinese were

poised to move here, he told the incred-"

ulous business leaders, if someone
would just market the place properly.

It turned out that Hsieh, who died in

1999, knew just how to do that.

For starters, he would translate the

city's name into the Chinese equivalent

SeeaNSUS,page13

Advertise in the Summer Sublet Guide.

SUBLET:

ti. property, especially an apailnient, rented by a tenant to another party

/• to rent your apartment out to someone else during a period of time

T'he Daily Bruin Summer Sublet

Guide is a special feature designed to

help cu.stomers advertise that their

apartment is available for subletting. It

. ciin also be ased to find apartments. A

, rather extensive and useful tool for ten-

ants, the Sublet Guide appears in the

UCLA Daily Bruin during the Spring

7 Quarter; mid-April through the end of

Spring Quarter 2001. A Sublet Guide ad

njns in the Daily Bnjin for 4 days a.s a

regular line ad and 1 day as a display

ad. The display ad appears on

Wednesday, while the line ad appears on

any 4 days adjacent to the display ad

date. The price to run a Sublet Guide ad

is $40.00 per week. However, we also

offer a special of $75 for two weeks

which comes with a guarantee... if you

don't sublet your apartment after the

initial two weeks, call us and we'll con-

tinue running it until it rents or Spring

Quarter ends.

Contact the Daily Bruin today to

listyour apartment in the Summer
Sublet Guide!

tojdverljse

Conflict:

Daily Bruin Classified Line

118 Kerckhoff Hall

310.825.2221

Fox:

310.206.0528

E-mdl:

classifieds^media.ucla.edu

impoctaatdatei

Publicotion Dotes:

Display ads: 4/18, 4/25, 5/2, 5/9, 5/16,

^ 5/23,5/30,6/7,6/11
Line ads: Any 4 days adjacent to the

display ad date.

Deodlines:

Mondays at 12:00 Noon

rT-liaTTyour worriis

WORLD & NATION Dow Jones Industrials
up: 113.47

close: 10,126.94

Nasdaq Index

up: 62.48

close: 1,%1 .43

Dollar

Yen: 123.59

Euro: 1.1214

Spy plane crew receives hero's welcome

fhe Assoc Idled Press

Navy Lt. Patrick Honeck hugs his family after cJisembarking

from the plane that helcj the 21 crew members Saturday.

RETURN: Chinese oflicials

abandon search for pilot,

insist that U.S. caused crash

By Rebecca Cook
The Associated Press

WHIDBEY ISLAND NAVAL AIR
STATION, Wash. - The U.S. spy plane

crew members held in China for 1 1 days

arrived at their home base Saturday,

greeted as heroes by thousands of family

members, friends and well-wishers.

The 21 men and three women left

Hawaii in a military passenger jet that

touched down in Whidbey Island Naval

Air Station five hours later, after making
a fly-by to circle the base. About 7.000

people cheered the crew home.

The plane taxied to a giant hangar,

where hundreds of sailors and officers in

dress blues stood at attention. The crowd
- many dressed in red, white and blue -

uavcvl n.igs ,»nd signs. "Wc «(<.>>». |>r

of you," one sign read.

The crew left Honolulu after wrap-

ping up 26 hours of meetings with inves-

tigators about the April I collision with a

Chinese fighter jet and the $80 million

EP-3E plane they left behind on Hainan
island.

At a news conference before leaving

Honolulu, the surveillance plane's pilot.

Lt. Shane Osborn, described the harrow-

ing collision and emergency landing. He
said there was no need to apologize to

the Chinese.

"I'm here to tell you we did it right."

Osborn said. "No apology is necessary

on our part."

Osborn said the EP-3E. a I950s-era

patrol plane powered by four piston

engines, was "straight, steady, holding

altitude, heading away from Hainan
island, on autopilot when the accident

occurred."

"The first thing I thought was. This
guy just killed us,'" Osborn said.

He said the Chinese were polite and

respectful, but the crew suffered from
lack of sleep and hours of unpleasant

interrogations. Questioning began the

rst night they were in C hina and lasted

4 1/2 or five hours, Osborn said.

"And then from then on it was defi-

nite lack of sleep; diflerent wake up calls

at all times. So I'd try and steal some
sleep when I could," he said.

Osborn did not specify what the inter-

rogations involved, saying only that the

Chinese were mainly interested in the

accident, in which their pilot and jet

were lost.

China on Saturday abandoned its

search for pilot Wang Wei and hailed

him a "revolutionary martyr."

Chinese officials also insisted that the

U.S. spy plane caused Wang to crash by

veering unexpectedly toward his air-

craft.

"We have enough evidence to prove

that it was the U.S. plane that violated

flight rules by suddenly veering in a wide

angle at the Chinese plane in normal

flight, rammed into and damaged it,

resulting in the loss of the Chinese pilot,"

Chinese Foreign Ministry spokeswoman
Zhang Qiyue said in a statement.

The U.S. crew was held until the

diplomatic stalemate ended Wednesday
with the words "very sorry" from VST
officials, who say it was an expression of

See PLANE, page 10

Community holds service Alleged murderer, Klansman returns to court

for man shot by officer

RIOTS: After three days

of rioting, streets quiet

down during ceremony

By Uz Sidoti

The Associated Press

CINCINNATI - The silver cas

ket of a young African American the rioting

man whose
shooting by a

police officer

triggered
three days of

rioting was
brought into a

church and

adorned with

red carnations

Saturday
morning.

About 30

officer last Saturday.

Streets where violence had bro-

ken out earlier throughout the

week were calm Saturday. A group
of about 30 young people of all

races held hands and walked from
a park to the church in the Over-

tlie-Rhine neighborhood, an

impoverished area north of down-
town that was the scene of most of

"The riots really got

pathetic after a while."

Larry Sanderson
Community member

local civil rights

activists stood outside the New
Prospect Baptist Church wearing

yellow jackets, promising to act as

a volunteer security force during

the funeral for Timothy Thomas.
19. who was shot by a white police

City leaders

hoped they

had reached a

turning point

at the end of a

week of anger

and violence

resulting from

the shooting

______^__^_ of Thomas,
who was run-

ning away
when he was shot. Thomas, who
was unarmed, was the fourth

African American man killed by

Cincinnati police since

November.

SeeFUNERAtpagell

BOMBING: Jury selection begins;

Bianton stands trial for racially-

motivated actions, four tragedies

By Bob Johnson
The Associated Press t

BIRMINGHAM. Ala. - Birmingham was
caught between its future and its segregationist

past in 1977 as an old courtroom became a stage

displaying the city's stark racial divisions of more
than a decade earlier.

The occasion was the trial of a 73-year-old for-

mer Ku Klux Klansman. Robert "Dynamite
Bob" Chambliss. for the 1963 bombing of the

Sixteenth Street Baptist Church that killed four

African American girls.

Now those images and memories are being

revived as another former Klansman. Thomas
Bianton Jr.. becomes the second man to go on trial

for the bombing.

Bianton. 62. is accused of murder in the explo-

sion, which killed 1
1 -year-old Denise McNair and

14-year-olds Addie Mae Collins, Cynthia Wesley

and Carole Robertson.

The bombing occurred only months after then-

Gov. George C. Wallace proclaimed "segregation

forever" at his inaugural. Birmingham's all-white

elected power structure denounced African

American protest leaders and demonstrators who
gathered at the downtown church for marches.

The AssfXijtL

See TRIAL, page 12

Elizabeth Cobb is the the state of Alabama's witness against

former Ku Klux Klansman Robert Chambliss, 73.

WORLD & NATION BRIEFS

Beware: tax forms due
Monday by midnight
WASHINGTON - The day of reckoning

has arrived for the estimated 26 million tax-

payers who have not finished their income tax

forms.

The filing deadline for taxpayers in most
parts of the country is midnight Monday. In

parts of the Northeast, people have until mid-

night Tuesday because of the Patriot's Day
holiday in Massachusetts, home to an
Internal Revenue Service center.

Getting that extra day are taxpayers in

Massachusetts. Maine. New Hampshire.
Vermont, Connecticut and Rhode Island,

and in New York state north of Westchester

and RcKkland counties.

In their rush to file, tax procrastinators

should double-check their math and take care

to use the correct tax amount from the tax

table, the IRS advises. One way to save possi-

ble headaches later on is to correctly list

Social Security numbers, including

those for dependents.

IRS spokesman Don Roberts

estimated that roughly 37 million tax

returns would be filed in the final two

weeks before the deadline - II million last

week and 26 million postmarked or electroni-

cally filed on Monday. About 130 million

individual returns in all are expected this

year.

Many post offices around the country will

be open late to handle returns. The IRS
accepts a postmark as proof the return was
filed on time.

Ousted TV workers

continue broadcasts
MOSCOW - Journalists and other work-

ers who left NTV after the takeover of

Russia's only non-state nationwide television

channel by a Kremlin-connected company
said Sunday that they wouldn't be silenced by

the move and plan to continue

independent-minded work on
smaller channels.

The natural gas giant Gazprom
took control of NTV before dawn

Saturday, and Boris Jordan, the American
financier named by Gazprom to run NTV in

a controversial shareholders' meeting two
weeks ago, took over the offices of the ousted

general director, Yevgeny Kiselyov.

About 40 recalcitrant NTV employees
were forced to resign, and hundreds of others

apparently chose to follow. Dissident NTV
journalists put out news broadcasts on TNT,
a channel that is owned by NTV's former par-

ent company and has a much smaller reach

than NTV. The station also broadcast

Kiselyov's signature Sunday night political

news show, Itogi.

For many Russian intellectuals and liberal

lawmakers, NTV represented one of the

major achievements of the post-Soviet

decade and the takeover was seen as a deep
loss.

Suspected child slave

boat drifts off coast
COTONOU, Benin — A decrepit vessel sus-

pected ofcarrying child slaves was believed to be

drifting ofT western Africa Sunday as authorities

sought suspects in a human trade network
stretching across nearly half the continent.

Oflicials in Benin and neighboring countries

along West Africa's coast are unsure what hap-

pened to the Nigerian-registered MV Etireno

since it was refused entry to two African ports

over the past week. Aid workers said the slave

ship was just one example of a regionwide prob-

lem. Benin has issued international arrest war-

rants for the ship's Nigerian owner, captain and
crew, police child-protection officer Martin

Degan said. U.N. officials have said they

believed the Etireno could contain 100-250 chil-

dren from Benin and other African countries

destined for slavery.

Compiled from Dally Bruin wire reports.
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G)Uple hopes to pass K>ntiff uses holiday to issue call for peace

along fading tradition
United States since the 19th century.

"This is one of the remnants of a

once-thriving press in America," said

PUBLICATION: European

newspaper remnant of

once-thriving press in U.S.
Bryce Nelson, a journalism professor

^ '^
at the Annenberg School for

Communication at the University of

Southern California. "It's evidence

that the ethnic press in Agierica is not

dead."

So what's the secret of Bien's

By Gisele Durham
The Associated Press

BURBANK Poul and Judy

Andersen arc part of a fading tradi- longevity?

tion. One —subscriber

As the owners of Bien. this coun- Andersens.

try's only Danish newspaper, the cou- "They took it over some years ago

credits the

pie produces one

of the few

European-lan-
guage publica-

tions remaining

in America.

Now, they're

looking for some-

one to buy the

paper and carry

on the tradition.

"I have two

grandchildren in North Carolina and

_vve would like to show them England."

"said Poul Andersen, 78.

"I'd like to lay in bed in the morning

and let the sun come up," added Judy

Andersen. 65. who has helped her hus-

band run the paper since 1975.

But fmding a buyer hasn't been

easy. Bien has been on the market in

Denmark for about a year, and the

owners recently began running ads in

this country.

So far, there have been no takers.

Founded in 1882, Bien has survived

the deaths of hundreds of other

European-language publications that

have blossomed and wilted away in the

For (Bien's subscribers),

it's the only source of

news from their

native land.

and it wasn't as

good then as it is

now," said Joann

Scott, a resident

of the Los

Angeles suburb

of Canoga Park

who has sub-

scribed to Bien

for more than 25

years.The
Copenhagen native is among Bien's

5.00 subscribers throughout the

country. For them, it's the only souixe"

of news from their native land.

"I consider it a vital instrument in

keeping up with what's happening,"

Scott said.

The tabloid-size newspaper is most-

ly printed in Danish, but articles often

appear in English.

The Andersens take great pride in

the contents of their publication, espe-

cially the obituaries, which often read

like mini-biographies of ordinary

See PAPER, page 14
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EASTER: Frail religious

leader delivers sermon

despite colder weather

By Frances D'Emilio

The Associated Press

VATICAN CITY - Frail, and at

moments even wobbly, John Paul II

expressed hope Sunday that the mes-

sage of Easter can inspire humanity

to defeat evil and bring peace to the

Middle East, the Balkans, Africa and

other places plagued by violence.

"Men and women of the third mil-

lennium, the Easter gift of light that

scatters the darkness of fear and sad-

ness is meant for everyone," John

Paul said near the end of a two-hour

ceremony in St. Peter's Square,

where close to 100,000 people

braved unusually chilly weather for a

Roman spring.

"Rediscover with joy and wonder

that the world is no longer a slave to

the inevitable. The world of ours can

change: peace is possible even where

for too long there has been fighting

and death," the pontiff said, naming

the Holy Land, Jerusalem, the

Balkans, Africa, Asia and Latin

America.

Age and physical ailments have

taken their toll on the pope, who
turns 81 next month. As he made his

way to the altar on the steps of St.

Peter's Basilica, John Paul at one

point swayed and appeared to lose

his balance. Two aides quickly

grabbed his arm^ and steadied him.

Sunday's late-morning Mass was

the last in a series of taxing Holy

Week appearances for John Paul

that included a long, late night

Saturday vigil service held in the

basilica instead of in the square

because of the rain.

For the first time, John Paul

walked and carried a cross for only a

very small part of the Good Friday

ceremony at the Colosseum.

Intervals between public ceremonies

also were lengthened to give the pon-

tiff more time to rest.

An arm tremor, a shufiling walk

and slurred words - symptoms of

See POPE, page 14

U.N. aborts deployment in war-torn Congo
TROOPS: Forces opt not

to land after rebels deny

clearance to cargo plane

The confrontation was the worst

in what until now had been a largely

uneventful new U.N. deployment. It

suggested that a rare spell of cooper-

ation with peace efforts by Congo's

many combatants might be drawing

By Etten Knickmeyer
The Associated Press

GOMA, Congo — Minutes before

military planes carrying U.N. troops

were to land, the United Nations

abruptly aborted a deployment in a

key eastern city Sunday when
increasingly uncompromising

Congo rebels denied them clearance.

The Rwandan-backed rebels earli-

er had warned that they would con-

sider a U.N. deployment in rebel-

held Kisangani, Congo's third-

largest city, a "declaration of war."

loaclOM.

Sunday morning, the control

tower at the rebel-controlled

Kisangani airport refused to clear

two U.N. planes carrying 120 armed

Moroccan troops and cargo.

Each plane was in final approach

when U.N. officials ordered the crew

by radio to abort landing. After cir-

cling briefly in a holding pattern, the

U.N. planes finally diverted to anoth-

er airport. Landing without rebel

approval was not considered. Col.

George Kilburn said.

Maj. Gen. Mountago Diallo, the

U.N. military mission commander
for Congo, said Sunday that he was

"very frustrated" by the turn of

events.

"I'm trying to understand why all

this ... I hope it is temporary," said

diallo, who had stopped at the east-

ern border city of Goma en route to

Kisangani to welcome the troops.

In Kinshasa, Congo's capital.

U.N. special envoy Kamel Morjane

said he still hoped to see U.N. troops

deployed in Kisangani - soon.

"I hope that in the very near

future the (rebels) will reconsider,

quickly, this position," he said

Sunday.

The United Nations is building a

3,000-strong force in Congo to moni-

See CONGO, page 15
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PROS AND CONS OF GENETIC ENGINEERING IN FOOD
GenetkaUy engineeied

modification

Com with irtoxin.

Potential benefits

Reduces pestidde use.

KWs fewer non-t»9et

of9anism$ than aftemative

broad-spectram pesdcMes.

Injeaion of recombinant bovine Increases production of mtik

growth hormone (rBGH) into and dairy products,

dairy cows.

VifUsresKtano^insmaligra^ f^educesinsectiddeuseto

4ue to coat proteins. control insect dispersers of

r ' pathogens.

Synthesis o( vitamin A and other Improves nutntion of people

nutrients. who depend heavily on rice.

Potential risks

Profltotes development of i^

resistance, whichwW eihninate

Br as an effecthre pesticide.

KiHs non-target catoiilvs and

butterflies, such as Monaidis.

Inaeases risit of prostate cancer,

breast cancer and lung cancer.

Creates new viruses.

Moves genes into eatsystemsMd
could efiminate other spedes.

Disrupts local ecosystems.

Nitrogen ftttrtiofl by

nonk^WMS.
Reduces energy used in fertilizer Addstoexossr^rogen,

(woduction and application. deling human heaMi and

reducing biodiversity.

Weed resistance in com, cotton. Reduces herbicide use.

other crops. Increases opportunities for

reduced tillage systems.

Reduces biodiversity and may

adversely affect non-target

species.

of 'promoter gene".

Hmtiuiiam.

SOtlrtl I «w* ,jli'!Hl ,>K

Increases size of sahnon Up to Harms viMsafmon population

three tbne$non»M^. tffarmed sabnon escape and

compete for habits and food.
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ENGINEERED
From page 3

sure of issues concerning GE food in

=eoropean countries than in the U.S.

'This is because Europeans have

had some scares with their food, such

as with the mad cow and hoof and

mouth diseases, making them more

sensitized to potential dangers in their

food." Miles said.

"Also, the biotech companies are

more powerful in the U.S., and they

are very conscious and concerned over

how Americans react to their prod-

ucts," she added. "They've been pretty

smart and careful about rolling out GE
technology without drawing much
attention."

Several students said they do not

really worry about whether GE foods

are safe or not because of the lack of

VICTOR CHEN/Daily Brum

the widespread use of the products.

"I don't think (GE foods) are really

prevalent yet," said third-year English

student Sarah Peters. "And people

probably wouldn't know the difference

anyway."

Without knowing for sure whether

certain focxls contain GE ingredients,

consumers may find the task to com-

pletely avoid mcxiified focxls difTicult.

One of the safest ways to avoid buy-

ing GE-enhanced products might be to

turn to organically-grown focxis, which

are generally more expensive.

To a scientist, however, the health

problems caused by eating some tradi-

tional focxls, such as preservatives and

chemicals in a chcxx>late bar, can be

more of a risk than eatingGE fcxxj.

"As a geneticists and biochemist,"

Miller said, "I think we eat more things

everyday that can be more harmful

than GE food."

TEACH-IN
From page 3

Western Hemisphere would result in a

"race to the bottom," in which corpo

rations go from country to country

seeking the cheapest labor, said speak-

er Joe Price. By paying workers less

and not having to worry about environ-

mental standards, corporations can

lower prcxluction costs and increase

their profits.

"The FTAA enables corporations to

challenge any law that is a barrier to

profits," said Russom, a member of the

International Scxialist Organization.

Under
NAFTA, the ——^^
Ethyl corpora-

tion won $13 mil-

lion in lost profits

after it sued

Canada for hav-

ing a law outlaw-

ing methylcy-

clopentadienyl

manganese tri-

carbonyl, better

known as MMT,
"

a toxic gasoline

additive exclu-

sively prcxiuced by Ethyl which can

poison drinking water.

According to organizers, free trade

agreements don't have any sympathet-

ic apparatus for countries to appeal to

if a corporation is unethically exploit-

ing their resources.

"Corporations have far more power

than the people in the countries where

they're from." Neal said, adding that

transnational corporations often have

more economic leverage than individ-

ual countries.

"(The corporations) are unelected,

unaccountable, and the people in gov-

ernment primarily serve their inter-

ests," he said.

The FTAA would also begin the

prcx:ess to privatize scKial services,

according to its own Web site.

'The FTAA enables

corporations to

challenge any law that

is a barrier to profits."

Gillian Russom
Graduate student

"We've already seen the outcome of

that with electricity in California,"

Neal said.

Under the FTAA, he said, postal

services, telephone services, govern-

ment-owned oil companies and educa-

tional institutions like UCLA would be

next on the list of services to privatize.

Because the FTAA is not sensitive to

the needs of workers and the environ-

ment, organizers of the teach-in said it

must be stopped.

"The FTAA will increase immigra-

tion, lower wages, increase horrible

working conditions, open up the coun-

tries involved to privatization, and

increase spending on the border," said

To n a n t z i n^—^^^—— Esparza, a third-

year theater stu-

dent.

Organizers of

the event encour-

aged the approxi-

mately 100 stu-

dents and com-

munity members

in the Ackerman

Union Second

Fl(X)r Lounge on

Thursday to join

the anti-FTAA

protest at the U.S.-Mexico border on

April 21.

The non-violent protest will coincide

with the latest Summit of the Americas,

where leaders of the 34 participating

countries will reconvene to design the

plan for the FTAA. A bus, two vans

and several cars will be available to take

more than 50 protesters to the event.

Participants agreed more students

should have taken advantage of the

teach-in. Many expressed concern that

UCLA students need to be more
informed about worid issues.

"We are the future," said Kareen

Espino, a third-year history student.

"But we need to be a future that is edu-

cated, a future that is aware, a future

that has the ability and the tcx>ls to

make a difierence."

Jones&
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You 're Invited. .

.

WESTERN State
UNIVERSITY
COLLEGE OF LAW
Practice-Oriented Legal Studies

1 1 1 1 N. vSlate College Blvd., Fiillertoii, Oraiige County, CA

(714) 738-1000 x2600or (800) WSIJ-4-LAW

e-mail; adm(a wsiilaw.edii • fax: (714) 441-1748

Events take place on ttie campus of Western State University

and are open to the public. Space is limited. Contact us to reserve

your place.

Graduates may sit (or the bar exam in any state. Western State

is provisionally approved by ttie American Bar Association.

750 Nortti Lake Shore Drive, Chicago, IL 60611 (312) 988-6738

An Open House For Prospective Women Students

Sat., April 21 • 10:30 12.30pm
Meet with women faculty

• The Law School Experience: A Woman's Perspective

• Life after law school: Is the legal community gender friendly?

• Roles for women: The job market lor women lawyers

• Women lawyers on the cutting edge of legal rights issues

Law School Information Program
Sat., April 28 • 930noon

Faculty, staff and current students provide information about WSU's
• Centers for Criminal Law Practice and Entrepreneurial Law
• Academic Success & Enrichment Program

• Practice-Oriented Legal Studies curriculum

• Admission requirements and deadlines for fall 2001 class

• Financial aid and scholarships

• Current job market for attorneys

• Full-time and part-time law study

l^H Workshop

Sat., April 28 • l:00-3:00pm

ABA-approved law schools require the Law School Admission Test for

admission. Dr Jerry Bobrow, author of Barron's How to Prepare for the

LSAl 9th edition and over 30 books on test preparation, speaks on
"The 5-step approach to success."

MIDEAST
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program is one of many run by Seeds

of Peace, a worldwide organization

dedicated to helping teenagers learn

the skills of making peace.

"It's a great idea, but it's not so

easy to do it," Liron said.

Two years ago, Liron participated

in the Seeds of Peace summer pro-

gram. At a camp in Maine, he lived

with other teenagers, both Israeli,

Arab and Palestinian, from the

Middle East, including Rishmawi.

"The general idea is to bring kids

from both sides together and to let

them talk," Liron said.

"We came to camp
with sincere intentions

to prove the other side

wrong. Getting us to

listen is not easy
."

Aviv Liron

Israeli participant

Hdrketing Campsign

Rssistdnts Wanted

I

Are you bright, energetic and motivated?

The UCLJV Alumni Association is

loolcing for 30-40 students to join
our team for GradPaic 2001 - our
membership recruitment campaign.

• Earn $7.23 per hour plus BONUSES
• Gain valuable sales and marketing experience

• Meet fellow Bruins
]

• Incentives and flexible hours

Interviews will be conducted in early April.
For more information, visit

www.UCLAIumni.net/About/StudentEmployment
To apply, send resumes to
members@UCLAIumni.net

He added that the success of the

program lies in its ability to put chil-

dren in situations where they forget

their differences.

"We have so much fun that we
accidentally make friends," he said.

Bui the program has greater goals

than building friendships: it pursues

the difllcult task of improving under-

standing between the groups.

"We came to camp with sincere

intentions to prove the other side

wrong. Getting us to listen is not

easy." Liron said.

The camp structure employs soc-

cer, basketball, water skiing and ice

skating to bring the children together

on the playing field, but goes to even
greater lengths to bring them together

emotionally.

For two hours a day, campers par-

ticipate in facilitated discussions

focusing on topics such as Palestinian

and Israeli claims to the city of
Jerusalem, and Israeli occupation of
the West Bank.

"You start to have a conversation.

You're not just trying to make your
point," Liron said.

Rishmawi told the group about
childhood run-ins with the Israeli

army. One day, he saw the door to his

house kicked in and his father arrest-

ed and dragged out, shattering the

peace of his home.

"What's more important

is to understand, not

necessarily to agree."

Adham Rishmawi
Palestinian participant

UCLAIumni
Association

vvww.IICLAIumni.iiet

On another occasion, his school
was flooded with tear gas during a
skirmish with an adjacent Israeli

army base, and bullets whizzed past
the bus as the children were evacuat-
ed.

Seeds of Peace gave Rishmawi the

opportunity to interact with Israelis in

a different environment, removed
from the violence and animosity ofhis
home.

"As a Palestinian living in the West
Bank, I grew up knowing Israelis only
as soldiers. At Seeds of Peace I was
able to meet what my father called

good Israelis," Rishmawi said.

After a summer away, the
teenagers returned home to the ongo-
ing turmoil. The only change was
what they had learned at camp.

"Getting home is going back to

S««MIDEilST,pa9e9
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reality," said Liron.

With three explosions in his home
town since his return, Liron says that

he fears for the safety of his family.

But now he is concerned for people

falling under a broader definition of

family.

"When something goes wrong, I

call my friends. It doesn't matter if

they're Israeli or Palestinian," Liron

said.

But this new perspective is not

something that is easily understood by

the people around him.

"It's not something I can talk about

with friends, teachers, or family. They

just don't understand," Liron said.

Rishmawi had similar experiences.

"I go home faced with a lot of ques-

tions," he said, expressing the lack of

sympathy he receives.

TTie two continue to follow their

summer teachings despite tension in

their communities. They keep in touch

with their friends from camp, and

reunite at the Seeds of Peace center in

Jerusalem. They take trips to Jordan

and Egypt, activities that they never

would have previously considered.

Liron says that his father went to

Jordan years ago as a soldier, fighting

for his life, but when he himself visited

Jordan he stayed at a friend's house

and was accepted into the family.

He cites this as proof that change is

possible and that differences can be

put aside, though not necessarily over-

come.

"We're more willing to listen, but it

doesn't change what you feel or who
you are," Liron said.

Rishmawi echoed a similar senti-

ment.

"What's more important is to

understand, not necessarily to agree,

"

he said.

Two teenagers have had their lives

changed by the Seeds of Peace pro-

gram, but the organization isn't in a

position to solve the entire problem.

"There needs to be a spectrum of

efforts that builds peace," said

Michael Wallach, the project coordi-

nator, adding that Seeds of Peace

needs help in achieving its larger

goals.

The organization has already

recruited two young men who are will-

ing to make the sacrifices necessary

for peace.

"Building is much harder than

destroying, but 1 believe it is worth the

try," Rishmawi said.

REGENT
From page 1

But Gov. Gray Davis does not

have to appoint the regents within a

certain amount of time.

]. The 26-member board consists of

18 regents who are appointed by the

[governor, one.^ student regent who is

Appointed by the regents and seven

ex olTicio members which include the

governor.

While many regents acknowledge

Nakashima's resignation as a loss,

the question of who will replace them

is also on their minds.

"I'm excited to see who (Davis) is

going to appoint," Fong said. "It

would be great to have two student

regents."

But a constitutional amendment
would have to be made to nvike that

change, Fong said.

Article IX, Section 9 of the state

constitution was drafted in 1878 to

isolate the university from political

influence. It outlined the composition

of the board of regents and stipulated

that the board was subject only to

very specific legislative control.

As of now, there are three Asian

Americans sitting on the board.

Regent David S. Lee said Nakashima

should be replaced with another

Asian American.

Fast
Free

Delivery
<i

DOUBLE
SPECIAL

Two large one topping pizzas for

Si4.eB
Limit 2 orders
(save over $10)

IMF ORKUNAL
1 large slice of Pizza, Salad Bar, with 1/2 order of

Mojo Rotates, and FREE aU you can drink Beverage

Bar onty...$3.99

( With 2 slices of Pizza only $4,99 ).

Dlim-ln or cmrry out oniy

STARVINQ SnOEMT
SPECIAL

Buy any large pizza at regular price & get the 2nd

pizza. FREE!
(Monday and Tuesday only, limit 3 orders).

Your choice of Thin Crust, Harxl Tossed Classic Crust. New York Style, or Deepdish Pan at no extra charge

SUPER SPECIAL
1 medium one topping pizza Any large 3 topping pizza or any Specialty Pizza

$5.99 -"$9.98
2 medium one topping pizzas, ^^^^bj

only $11.98. HJ^
ip»c>olh« i mdudi Vagatonan, Shdi*/! }p*dd, Sruin (MuJW, MQ

Q«ck«n, SpKy Mmm\ iautoga, and frvili Gordtn PSuo

(save over (5)

Fast Free Delivery

824-41 1

1

1114 Gayley Ave. Westwood Village

Sun-Thurs 'till 1:00 am
Fri-Sat 'till 2:00am

SHAKEY'S COMBINAfJOH

^$14,49
Any medium one topping pizza plus mojo
potatoes, FREE Salad! and your choice of:

• 4 pieces chicken or* 10 Buffalo wings or

• Paste <S Garlic Bread

BRUIN
HiS]

CARD

FREE DRINK W/ANY BUFFET PURCHASE W/ UCLA STUDENT ID

Are You Ready?2

Be In Shape By Summer!
• Swimming Pool

• Racquetball*

• Sports Leagues*

• Acfua Fitness Classes

• full Court Indoor Basketball

• Saunas, Spas & Steam Rooms

• High-Tech Qtrdh Equipment

• Indoor Cycling Classes

• Boxing & Yoga Classes

• Free VJei^t Centers

• Cinxiit Training

• $tateOf'Jhe-Ait Wdght Equii

• Extensive Group Fitness F)x)grams^

• Kids' Klub - Baby Sitting*

• Personal Training*

• luice Bars*

*

ir
Call Now To Receive Your

Redeem By April 26, 2001

WESTWOOD
""'209-5002

10921 Wilshire BMJ. (Westwood & Wilshire Blvd.)

L^y}/^^MAN (310) 207-2279
11 650 Santa Monica Blvd.

TOM F«e 1.800 LA FITNESS
1 (800) 523-4863

To he instantly connected to a location nearestyou.

Cone.ioio U FUnesM Spom Clubs and
gr euer, »» RHKOlau ao«r 1J).<

;ub» and receive a Oof Wtfk Pass. Sales
li).OM {Mda per person, p«r yeat

tow tequired Other meipberships may be presented. Non-Memben only Must submit this pass Musi be 18 years of age
**" apiNy *Extra charge for some amenities Limited to one pass per year Facilities may vary.
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Condom Study
Loving couples wanted to home test

an altentaUve condom material

Earn $140 for participating

Couples must be:

V Age 1 8-45 In a stable relationship with one partner

Willing to report on 8 condom uses

T Cunent user of Birth Control Pills, lUD, Norplant, Depo, or

Sterilization

For more Information, please call 800-521-521

1

or visit our website at www.testcondoms.org

Get It

April 30th

to advertise call 310.825.2161

ONEMAN'S

lANOTHERl
MAN'S

HATE HIDDEN COSTS!" SrS3^r
unexpected fees when you

—DR. ROSS J. SOMERS, OPTOMETRIST, (UCLA Alumni) allow us to CARE for you
^^

CONTACT LENSES
(Includes)

• Complete eye exam • Care kit

Computerized contact lens fitting • 6 months follow-up care

RAT isrH * Service agreement (like insurance)

rAwmJlvr rAor^ (310)319-9999
I lllwlHIrTYf I Alf li 1531 Wilshire Blvd. Santa Monica
\l\#lvll \0 wM I fc~ \iyiliMm fc (<- ' ner of \ 6tfi Street, ocross from Joguor Showrtx

Vision plans & IVledi-cal welcome/Appointments made 24 tiours a day!

BRUIN
BAROAINSl
Everything except nukes.

Ce/lu/ar Mall

Simple. Affordable. National.

FREE

1700
Minutes for only

9$A99 P®'' month^^^ fori St 3 month* -$24.99

thervafler

200 Anytime Minutes
500 Nigtit & Weel<end Minutes
or Free Long Distance Minutes
1000 Mobile to Mobile Minutes

$

1950
Minutes for only

2499 Per month
for 1st 3 months - $39.99

therdaftsr

450 Anytime Minutes
500 Night & Weekend Minutes
or Free Long Distance Minutes
1 000 Mobile to Mobile Minutes

NOKIA 51 85 AUDIOVOX 4000

^yMs

DIGITAL SAVINGS PLAN

270 MINUTES
Only *9^ Per Month

20 Anytime Minutes

250 Weekend Minutes
Promolion availaljte for naw ou«to«TWfB only. $0.99 per nionlh lor •very two yMra. Activation

fMapNiM. Soma rsctfidiorw may i«>pty. Conrn tn tor mora dataia . Ollaraxpiraa(}4/3(yoi.

QUALCX5MM 860

eilular I

Call 888.299.5006

11659 Santa Monica Blvd.

PARKING IN

REAR
Men - Fri 1000AM TO 7.00PM

Sat 1000AM TO 4:00PM

310-478-4444
eles

Come in for more det;tiis.

VERITAS
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that is part of the UC, will also speak

Tuesday and will addre's's the contro-

versy of the relationship between

Christianity and science.

Physics Professor Alfred Wong
said he plans to share his under-

standing of the biblical account of

creation through science in an open

discussion.

Steve Monsma, a political science

professor at Pepperdine University

and chair of the social science

department, will conclude the

Veritas Forum on Wednesday after-

noon after discussing the compatibil-

ity of Christianity with religious plu-

ralism.

Other speakers include UCLA
medical school Professor Matthew

Conolly, and Greg Koukl, founder

of the "Stand to Reason" radio talk

show.

For a complete schedule of events,

visit the Web site at

www.laveritas.cjb.net.

RUNE
From page 5__

regret, not an apology as Chinese

officials have characterized it.

Flags and "Welcome Home" signs

hung among yellow ribbons all over

Oak Harbor, the town of 21,000 just

outside the Navy base 50 miles north

of Seattle. At Whidbey, red, white

and blue balloons decorated the

hangar, where a 40-by-60 foot

American flag hung above a platform

stage.

After the passenger plane pulled

to a stop outside the hangar, an

honor guard put down a red carpet at

the foot of its stairway as a marching

band played. Osborn was the first off

the aircraft, acknowledging the

screaming crowd with a wave, before

being greeted by Navy officials. Gov.

Gary Locke and other dignitaries.

Rear Adm. Michael

Holmes called the

crew heroes.

As each crew member left the offi-

cial welcome, loved ones rushed to

greet them, enveloping them in deep

hugs.

The crew and their families were

escorted into a nearby tent for a few

private moments while the crowd fil-

tered into the hangar for the formal

welcome and speeches.

Rear Adm. Michael Holmes, com-
mander of the Navy's Pacific patrol

and reconnaissance force, called the

crew heroes, singling out Osborn for

his coolness in landing his crippled

plane.

"No other course of action other

than the course he took would have

ensured all 24 crew members being

here this afternoon," Holmes said.

"Lt. Osborn made the right deci-

sions."

Mike Cecka was there to meet his

son. Aviation Electronics Technician

2nd Class David Cecka.

"You can't help but think about

how close it was to him not being

there with the family," he said.

"There were angels under the wings

of that plane."

David Cecka embraced his wife,

Nikki. and held his 4-month-old son

close to his face.

"It's unbelievable, I have no words
lor this," he told CNN.

The crew members will begin up to

a month of time off after Saturday.

Navy officials want to make sure the

crew is mentally ready to handle a

return to duty.
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Police made security plans in

anticipation of large crowds

Saturday at the church that holds

400 people, but are maintaining a

distance of a couple of blocks.

Police Chief Thomas Streicher said.

Neighborhood stores were closed

and groups of African American
residents sat on porches discussing

the events of the past week.

"I'm out here for one reason, try-

ing to get as many people as possible

to go to that church to show them

that if they keep doing what they're

doing right now in the streets there's

going to be more of this. More
(young people) are going to be hurt

or even killed," Lewis Smith, 38,

said.

Agroupof about 30

young people of all

races held hands and

walked from a park to

the church.

t

The city was generally calm on

Friday night, the second night of a

curfew enacted by the mayor. Most
streets were deserted al dusk, and

even churches were dark, many hav-

ing canceled Good Friday services

because oi the curfew.

"We are extremely encouraged

by the cooperation of the citizens of

the city and believe the overall oper-

ations were an extreme success last

night," Streicher said.

The curfew will continue at least

a third night, police spokesman
Officer Jeff Streckfuss said

Saturday. The 8 p.m. to 6 a.m. cur-

few went into effect Thursday, fol-

lowing three consecutive nights of

rioting in several predominantly

African American neighborhoods.

The city's safety director

resigned Friday in what was seen as

a victory for critics demanding
changes at the police department.

Kent Ryan, 55, cited personal and

health reasons. He had suffered

from chest pains earlier in the week.

"It is his decision," Mayor
Charles Luken said. "That's what I

want to underscore."

African American leaders had

been asking for the resignations of

Streicher and Ryan, who oversaw

police operations.

City leaders hoped the funeral

wouldn't spark more rioting.

"Saturday, we believe, is a crucial

day for us," Streicher said.

African American leaders have

urged an end to the violence in the

city of 331,000, which is 43 percent

!
African American. Several hundred

people gathered downtown Friday

I for an interfaith service that includ-

I cd appeals for calm from Christian,

Jewish and Muslim leaders.

"The riots really got pathetic

after a while," said Larry

Sanderson, 18, who participated in

the prayer service. "They were

messing up their own neighbor-

hoods."

Local prosecutors and federal

agencies are investigating the shoot-

ing of Thomas, who was wanted on

14 warrants for misdemeanors and

traffic violations when he was shot.

The president of the local police

union said in a news conference

Friday that officers would accept

whatever happens to Stephen

Roach, the officer who shot

Thomas. Roach is on paid adminis-

trative leave.

"From what we've been told, the

suspect was not armed," Keith

Fangman said. "So it's natural that

there should be questions. The com-

munity has every right to gel

answers to those questions."

Free

yourself.

varmins

Free Advertisingfor

Items under $200,

118 Kerckhoff.

UCLA Peer Helpline

Tram to be
\

\ 1

a Listener! t

Counseling Skills:

When: April 18, 2001

=6-10:30PM^==

Looking for something to

get involved in?

Want to make a difference?

Where: CHS 73-105
• Interested in learning valuable

coimseling skills?

Monday-Thursday 5 pm to ]2 midnight

Friday-Sunday 8 PM to 12 midnight

FOR TH
PRICE OF ONE

Westwood Brentwood

208-8671 820-6636

OFFER VALID

MONDAY
NIGHT ONLY.

(After 5:30 pm)

No mediums and offer excludes

Sicilians. No half 4 fialf orders.

Must mention ad.

Coupon nKist be given to driver.

Exp. 4/23/01

I LARGE
PIZZA w/
Free Liter

TWO TOPPINGS

Westwood 208-8671

Brentwood 820-6636

TAX INCLUDED
Coupon valid at \M»stvvood and Brantwood locationa

Offer good orrty with this

coupon, one coupon per pizza.*

Coupon must be given to driver.
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No 1/2 and 1/2
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Exp. 4/23/01
1 LARGE

I

PIZZA w/
Free Liter

TWO TOPPINGS

Westwood 208-8671

Brentwood 820-6636

TAX INCLUDED
Coupon vaNd at yAtestwood and Brantwood locations

Offer good only with this

coupon, one coupon p>er pizza.*

Coupon must be given to driver.

Limit 3 pizzas per address.
No 1/2 and 1/2

Open until 1 am
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EYE CARE FOR UCLA

Exam & Contacts
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2 boxes of disposables

Add $99 for torn (for astigmatisin) or

Gas Pern

or Exam & Glasses
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Single Vision, CR 39
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• Uitest Technology.

• Award Winning Designer Collection.

• insurance welcome.
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(5 blocks west of Bundy, across from Big 5)

^ (310) 828-2010
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Soutfiern Cafifornia University of^eaftd Sciences (SCV)

• The leader in scientifically-based and evidence-
based approach to patient care.

• The only university of its kind accredited by the
Western Association of Schools and Colleges (WASC).
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palf) management.
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Prosecutors say Blanton and co-

defendant Bobby Franic Clierry

helped Chambliss and Herman Cash

plant the bomb. Cherry was to stand

trial with Blanton but last week, the

judge postponed his trial indefinitely

for medical reasons. Cash died in 1994

without ever being charged. Chambliss

died in prison.

Jury selection is to start Monday at

a new court building. But the trial itself

will be held in the same courtroom

where Chambliss was convicted of

murder by a jury of nine whites and

three African Americans.

That trial drew reporters and cam-

era crews from across the country to

the old Jefferson County Courthouse's

Courtroom No. 1, a dark-paneled

chamber with a balcony on three sides

and doors covered with black leather.

Security was so tight that even pros-

ecutors, defense attorneys and jurors

had to walk through metal detectors -

a new courthouse security device at the

time - and the courtroom was guarded

by up to 20 uniformed officers.

The trial lasted only five days but

was full of twists, including a "Perry

Mason" moment when the prosecutor

produced a surprise star witness,

Elizabeth Cobbs, Chambliss' niece by

marriage.

"I remember when I called her to

the stand," says John Yung, who was

an assistant attorney general. "She was

down the hall and (investigator) Bob

Eddy brought her in through the

crowd.

"I called her name and I looked at

Dynamite Bob and I winked at him."

"(Chambliss) was such

a pathetic-looking

figure."

Ray Jenkins

Retired Editorial editor

Cobbs testified that on the day

before the bombing Chambliss told her

he "had enough stuff put away to flat-

ten half of Birmingham." She also

quoted Chambliss as saying "you just

wait until affer Sunday and they will

beg to let us segregate." -

Ray Jenkins, retired editorial page

editor of The (Baltimore) Evening

Sun, covered the 1977 trial for the

Montgomery Advertiser.

"The most poignant moment of the

trial was when the niece testified,"

Jenkins said. "You could tell it was a

wrenching experience for her. I looked

at Chambliss and remember seeing the

hatred and contempt he had for her."

Her testimony was crucial, Yung
said.

"Without her there would have

been no case. We didn't have that kind

oftestimony against any ofthe others,"

he said.

Cobbs was a Methodist minister.

Four years later she underwent a sex-

change operation and became Pete

Smith. Smith died in 1998.

Chambliss was silent and showed lit-

tle emotion through much of the trial.

He finally spoke up at his sentencing,

telling the judge: "God knows, your

honor, sir, I never in my life bombed
anything. And I was not down at the

Sixteenth Street Baptist Church."

As Jenkins watched ChamblisS dur-

ing the trial - "He was such a pathetic-

looking figure. I got the impression I

was looking at someone who had been

a loser all his life" - he was reminded of

the Nuremberg war crimes trials that

followed World War II.

"In Nuremberg, men were being

tried for doing what they thought they

were expected to do," Jenkins said. "In

a way, that was how I felt about

Chambliss. He was a thoroughly

depraved man, but he thought he was

doing what his political leaders wanted

him to do."
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of Lush Green Valley, even if rain-

starved Southern California is rarely

green for more than a few months a

year.

He would play up the city's area

code, then 818, because eight is a lucky

number in Chinese. And he would

declare Monterey Park "Asian friend-

ly," noting that 15 percent of the city's

population was already Asian in 1970.

although most of those residents were

Japanese Americans.
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2 for 1
on our 14 inch pizzas

every Monday and Tuesday!

The Best N.Y. Pizza in Town!

(31C)442-9a€C

Pizza & Pasta ^ 1 1753 San Viceme Blvd., Brentwood

Not everyone in the city

that went from 50

percent white to an

Asian majority in just a

decade was happy

about the rapid change.

It was a campaign so successful that

75-year-old Cecilia Yu, who has lived

here seven years now. echoes the

.words of many residents when she

says: "Everybody in Taiwan has heard

of Monterey Park."

Not everyone in the city that went

from 50 percent white to an Asian

majority in just a decade was happy

about the rapid change.

At one point the City Council

passed a nonbinding resolution declar-

ing English as the official language,

and tense battles followed over

whether to allow Asian books in the

library or even Asian letters on the

storefronts ofAsian-owned businesses.

The backlash eventually passed as

the Asians kept coming and the whites

and Latinos who stayed, adapted.

Now, at venerable St. Thomas

Aquinas church. Father Gabriel Lui

barely has time after conducting a

Sunday Catholic service in Mandarin

to meet with worshippers. That's

because he has to hurry back inside the

sanctuary to take part in another ser-

vice, in English. Later in the day there

will be still another, in Spanish.

Church member Joseph Ching likes

it that way. It gives him the chance to

meet a lot of interesting people, he

says, and practice his English on them

as he prepares for his citizenship exam.

"1 love the United States," the

retired military man says. "After all.

the United States was our ally in World

War II." .

POWER
From page 4

PG&E's proposal had been delivered

about two weeks before talks ceased.

PG&E has said it's entitled to

recoup $9 billion it paid for wholesale

power because of PUC-regulated rate

caps, which kept the utility from pass-

ing high costs onto customers.

The proposal said this money "will

be fully recovered in retail rates without

further CPUC review for prudence or

any other purpose," the Chronii^U

reported.

The document went on to demand

the PUC drop all proceedings concern-

ing PG&E, including an investigation

into whether the utility violated

California law by transferring millions

to parent company PG&E Corp. prior

to filing bankruptcy.

"They took a position on regulatory

matters that was ou\ of touch with real-

ity," Maviglio said.

PG&E Corp. spokesman Shawn

Cooper declined to comment.

Ratepayer advocates say theyVe

baffled by PG&E's demands.

"It's like the Japanese insisting that

we surrender Hawaii after we beat

them in World War II," said Harvey

Rosenfield. consumer advocate for the

Foundation for Taxpayer and

Consumer Rights.
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The Transfer Student Association, in Conjunction with the

Career Center Proudly Presents A Worlcshop on:

Researching American
Companies

Date: Monday April 16, 2001

Time: 6:00 pm
Place: The Library of The Career Center

Learn to communicate what you know about employers for

successful interviewing, networking, and job search.

Food and drinks will be provided

If you have any questions about this workshop email the Transfer

Student Association at transfer@ucla.edu or call 310 206 7865

- PumI lor bv (SX^

ONE MAN'
TRASHm

ANSS^ MAN'S

w7 Sponsored by: The Career Center and TSA

UCLA Career Center WIA rnutw Itatfitt AuitictJM
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UCLA FESFORMNG AfJTS 5TUDENT COWITTEE PRESENTS

WITH NOE GONZALEZ AND fMKE PICCA

5rH, 2001
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COMPLIMENTARY
CONSULTATION

.iS^Braces^i. j

Deliver Brilliant Results/

ORTHODONTIST
SINCE 1980

UCLA FACULTY MEMBER

TOMODACHI SUSHI

Dr. Nader Dayani
Member American Association of Orthodontists

Specializing in braces for adults & children

• Invisible

• European

DISCOINT

Removable
Traditional

(310) 826 - 7494

11645 Wilshire Blvd. #802

Los Angeles, CA 90025

• Cosmetic Porcelain
• Surgical Orthiodontics

•ACI l,TV

(949) 552 - 5890

18124 Culver Dr., #A
Irvine, CA 92715

:^REE GWB':
• (Good With Beer)

I
Appetizer with Sake Bomb

I Package

*JOMODACHI SUSHI (9/3i/Oi)^#

SUPER SUSHI \
I

S pes Sushi and
California Roll

$1 Extra/

Spicy Tuna Roll i

TOMODACHI SUSHI (9/31/01) #

$6.69
(lunch only)

CURRY RICE N '

Teeth Whitening
upper or lower

$85°° each

(Reg $200 00)

The treatment w* be as follows: $ 1000 00 plus

S 1 00 00 fof each month o( treatment rendered
tor metol bfoces, $900.00 plus $ 100 00 tor eoch
month of treatment rendered for removable

braces and $ 1 700 00 plus S 1 25 00 p)er month for

ceramic braces. S200.00 for diagnostic study
mode) orxj $ 1 75.00 for formal consultation

expiration date 5-15-01

I _, Chicken or Beef

: $4.50 *'^"'"
Tonkatsu or Shrimp

$2.00 OFF
Dinner Specials!
(Dine-in ONLY)/ TOMODACHI SUSHI

% TOMODACHI SUSHI (9/31A)i^* *^ with other specials (m\mj

With Coupon Only, One Coupon
Per Visit. Can not be combined

BOBA DRINK SPECIAL
(BUY ONE AND GET ONE FREE)

GREEN TEA /BLACK TEA
I

\ S^.JJ^ TOMODACHI SUSHI mm\)».$3,25
Hours: M-Tliurs & Sun 11-3, 5-10:30 P.M.

Fri,SaiIl-3,5-IIP.M.

10975 Weybum Ave., I.A., CA 90024
(Across from Malnney's on Campus)

(310)824-8805 TOMOOACMI
< U t M I

PAPER
From page 6

Danish immigrants whose lives were

filled with extraordinary tales of hard-

ship and triumph in a foreign country.

"Those are the most heartwarming

stories," Judy Andersen said. "We like

to spend more time on them."

Described as "Soccer fanatic" by

his wife. Foul Andersen also likes to

include a section with reports about

the popular sport in Denmark.

Poul Andersen was born in

Ringkobing, Denmark, and emigrat-

ed in 1949 to the United States, where

he was ofTered a job as a typesetter

with the Los Angeles Times.

Andersen purchased Bien in 1975

along with his wife, who also worked
at the Times. ITie two kept their day

jobs for several years until turning

their attention to Bien full time - in

1987 for Poul Andersen and in 1992

for Judy.

Bien 's office in Burbank is cluttered

with reminders of the past.

Two old-fashioned Linotype

machines stand ominously in a back

room. The equipment is covered with

dust now, but until five years ago, it

was used to produce the paper.

Hundreds of metal letters used in the

machines are stored in big wooden
chests throughout Bicn's office and
small warehouse.

Uncounted back issues are stacked

along the walls - up to 5-feet-high in

some areas. Still, Andersen can find a

back issue in minutes.

Signs of modern times have also

crept into the office. A computer has

replaced the Linotype machines. A fax

machine and telephone have eliminat-

ed much of the need for messenger

services, and a small office refrigera-

tor has made it possible to stay late to

meet deadlines without leaving the

office for a meal.

The Andersens remain optimistic

that someone will eventually pay their

$125,000 asking price - a figure

described as "flexible" by Poul

Andersen.

Scott, who is president of the Los
Angeles chapter of the Danish
Sisterhood of America, an organiza-

tion dedicated to preserving the

Danish heritage among the descen-

dants of immigrants, said she encour-

ages new members to subscribe.

"I would hate to see it go away. It

would be a big loss to the community,"
Scott said.

POPE
From page 6

Parkinson's disease - have troubled

the pontiff for several years. But on
Sunday, his voice rang out strong and
clear during his traditional Easter

reflection on the world's trouble

spots. He prayed that "this commit-
ment of ours will not falter, even
when weariness slows our steps."

He followed the "Urbi et Orbi"
(Latin for "to the city and to the

world") Easter message by wishing
the world happy Easter in 61 lan-

guages.

By the end of the ceremony, the

crowd had swelled to about 100,000
as tourists and Romans spilled over
from the square.

The square had a festive air, with
the colorful flower arrangements and
pilgrims clapping upon hearing
Easter greetings in their native lan-

guages. The sun was strong, but the

faithful had to keep moving to keep
warm in the 45-degree chill when the

Mass began.

John Paul prayed that mankind be
supported "in our dedication to
building a more human world." He
said strength was needed to "defeat

the powers of evil and death, and to

place all research and all technical

and social progress at the service of a
better future for all."

Among the languages John Paul
used in delivering the greetings were
Greek. Maltese and Arabic.

CONGO
From page 6

tor a month-old pullback by the six

armies and two major rebel move-

ments at war there. The 2 1/2-year-old

war has killed at least 1.7 million peo-

ple and uprooted at least 2 million

more.

The Moroccan forces were to have

been the third deployment of armed
troops sent to protect installations as

the United Nations monitors a 9-mile

buffer zone between rival forces.

Slightly more than 1,000' have

deployed since mid-March.

The rebel check to the United

Nations threatened to undermine
cooperation by Congo's many other

combatants as well, setting an exam-

ple for other challenges to the cease-

fire plan.

Rwanda-backed Rally for

Congolese Democracy rebels, who
control Congo's east, have been tak-

ing an increasingly harder line since

consultations with their Rwanda
backers earlier this month.

The rebels have set a succession of

specific demands they wanted met

before they said they would allow

U.N. forces to deploy at Kisangani, a

strategically important city for its

large airport and nearby diamond
^nines. -

advertise
Display Classified

825.2161 206.3060

Morjane had said Friday that

allowing the Rwanda-backed rebels to

set conditions for the Kisangani

deployment risked the "collapse" of

the effort.

Late Saturday, top U.N. military

officials and rebel leaders negotiated

in Goma to try finding a face-saving

way out of the dispute hours before

the scheduled deployment.

Rebel leader Adolphe Onusumba
demanded in Saturday's talks that the

United Nations publicly confirm an

alleged government attack on south-

ern villages before the Moroccan
troops moved into Kisangani.

Onusumba called it a "matter of prin-

ciple."

A U.N. team dispatched to the

area Saturday confirmed that one vil-

lage had been burned. Villagers told

the U.N. team that one person had

been killed and five women raped by

Congo-allied forces retaliating for the

alleged rebel capture of some govern-

ment soldiers.

U.N. forces told international

media about their findings Saturday.

But rebels said Sunday that they want-

ed a formal statement from the

United Nations.

"We want the report to be pub-

lished in full with condemnation of

the perpetrators of this act," said

Joseph Mudumbi, a rebel spokesman.

Congo's government accuses the

Rwandan-backed rebels ofwanting to

occupy the city.

Rwanda, Uganda and their rebel

allies started fighting in 1998 to oust

then-President Laurent Kabila.

Namibia, Zimbabwe and Angola's

armies entered the war on Kabila's

side.

^ Peace efforts have surged forward

ince Kabila's assassination in

January and the succession of his son,

Joseph.

But convincing all the foreign

armies to leave could be extremely dif-

ficult. Rwanda, Uganda and Angola

want to see the threat from rebels shel-

tering in Congo removed. Many of

the countries now hold interests in

Congo's many mines and are envious

of any increase in influence there by

the other rival powers in Congo.

. Also Sunday, the Congolese Rally

for Democracy faction said it had

found the body of Anselme Masasu

Nindaga, a veteran commander who
was one of four founding members of

the guerrilla army that brought

Laurent Kabila to power.

The bullet-riddled, partially

decomposed body was found with its

hands bound with blue cord in the

town of Pepa, the group said. Masasu

disappeared in November after being

charged with plotting against the

state.
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Complinnents of
Full House
Buy one,

get one FREE

Tapioca
Iced Tea

Compliments of
Full House

FREE
SODA
with order
over $10

LUNCH • DINNER • DINE-IN • DELIVERY • PARTY

Weekend Special

$19.95 for 2 People
Appetizers: iih<a»t ciiinrKKi

Wi)nlon Soup iir Chicken Salad

Enlrees: iiimouivii)

Szechuan Slylc Bean Curd

Roasl Duck

Swcei & .S«)ur Pish Fillet

Sauleed Three Inprfflienl
iCIiHli'ii "...I * Simnip)

Siring Bean With XO Sauce

Hou.m; Special Chow Mem
Spicy Sailed Pork Chop

(.Scnit) Wxh Hkc Mkl ^roc Tittwuu kv Tom

^ r
UCLA STUDENTS

10% OFF
With any purchase

over $10

Free Parking

available

Only $2.99
(l)unng Grand Opening PcriixJ)

Wonton N(K)dlcs Soup

Beef Stew Nocxllcs Soup

Roast Duck Noolcs Soup

Fish Porridge

FULL HOUSE B.B
Ph. (310) 575-3668 Fx. (310)

.Q. & SEAFOOD RESTAURANT
575-8847 • 1 1 1 10 W. Olympic Blvd., L.A., Ca, 90064

^

You are cordially invited to the Sixth Annual

Jean and Irving Stone Lecture

with Harvard University Professor and commentator

Henry Louis Gates, Jr.

speaking on

"W.E.B. Du Bois and the

Encyclopedia Africana''

Monday, April 16, 2001

Lecture at 4:00 p.m.

Korn Convocation Hall

The Anderson School at UCLA
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Campaign finance reform

will not have as many

benefits as some think.

See Viewpoint Tuesday.

viewpoint@media.ucia.edu

IGHTING
ORCES

Does the U.S. reaUy
need the big^g^est gun

(i.e., military) in

the >vorld?

IGHTING
3^^jtgV.^JIj

The recent diplomatic shuffling that

has gone on over the EP-3 spy

plane has proceeded so by-the-

book that 1 wonder if the book isn't

"International Relations for Dummies."
The incident, while

less incendiary than

I had hoped, brings

to the forefront the

importance of mili-

tary readiness. I say

it's lime we let our

military slip into

total disrepair for

the good of the

nation.

The imbroglio

with the EP-3 and

the Chinese is evi-

dence of a lack of

military cohesion.

First of all, does anybody buy this colli-

sion cover-story? I'm not a physics

major, but is there any way in the name
of Joe Perry's sacrum that two planes

Lief is a third-year English student who is will-

ing to die for his country, but only from nat-

ural causes. Contact him at dlief@ucla.edu.

collide in mid-air and one of them sur-

vives to land? There is no such thing as

an aerial fender-bender. I've tapped

another car at five miles an hour and

dented it. Imagine what happens at hun-

dreds of miles an hour. Something tells

me the Chinese fighter pilot didn't roll

down his window and ask to swap insur-

ance info.

Thankfully, the Americans made it

home safe and sound after President

Bush showed an acumen for Asian rela-

tions not seen since his father threw up
on the prime minister of Japan. Here's a

guy who campaigns on a platform of dig-

nity and changing the tone in

Washington, but who can't even say "I'm

sorry" after we accidentally kill a

Chinese pilot.

This latest foul-up is just one incident

in a long string of military buffoonery. A
submarine plowed through a Japanese

civilian ship, killing nine people. A U.S.

fighter jet flying too low clipped a cable

car in the Alps. We accidentally bombed
a Chinese embassy in Europe. Our mili-

tary is, as they say, FUBAR (Flying

See UEF, page 18
HINOYl KHONG/Daily Biuin

South Asian Studies deserves stronger standing at university
EDUCATION: Community

redefines 'unity' during

crisis; plan benefits UC

By Neetal Parekh

What does a region have to do to

earn status at a university such as

UCLA? The South Asian region is

the birthplace of a civilization dating

back 4.5 millennia and is currently

home to more than a billion of the

world's people. Rich in its history,

culture and arts. South Asia also pre-

sents a complex puzzle with its cur-

rent economic, political, and develop-

mental dilemmas.

Furthermore, the diasporic studies

of South Asians span the globe from

Fiji to Kenya to America. But even

Parekh is a third-year political science

and business specialization student.

with more than 50 South Asian relat-

ed courses listed in the catalogue, a

UCLA student would be lost to find

the South Asian Studies Library on
campus, or to add a South Asian

Studies minor to their current load,

and would be most disappointed

when he or she tried to declare their

South Asian Studies major at UCLA.
This is because UCLA, unlike

other major public universities such

as University of Pennsylvania, UC
Berkeley, University of Michigan and

the University of Chicago, does not

have any of these resources for South

Asian studies.

The courses that are offered at

UCLA are isolated courses; they are

not unified to form any kind of

minor, major, or program. And
UCLA cannot show a single tenured

faculty member currently teaching in

South Asian Studies.

To address this issue, students

from various South Asian organiza-

tions joined to form a South Asian

Studies Task Force in Winter 2001.

But the Task Force was not conceived

merely last quarter; it has, in fact,

been in gestation for the last decade.

Since 1992. when the student

movement's agenda for South and

Southeast Asian Languages such as

Hindi, Thai, Vietnamese and Tagalog

was finally approved, various student

groups, individuals, and coalitions

have discussed the proposition of a

South & Southeast Asian Studies pro-

gram at UCLA.
One of the earliest groups, the

Asian Pacific Languages and

Cultures Committee, planned to pur-

sue a minor in the area of study after

the approval of the language study in

1992; but as members graduated

from the university, the movement
lost much of its energy. South Asian

organizations such as Sangam and

the Indian Student Union have had

the issue on their yearly agendas for

some years.

But, without organization and

structure, these efforts have been spo-

ken but not acted upon.

During Winter 2000 a South Asian

Studies Coalition was formed and ini-

tially held representation from many
of the South Asian organizations

including Delta Phi Beta, ISU,

Sangam and the Pakistani Students

Association. The coalition sparked

interest and educated students about

the status of South Asian studies at

the UCLA campus.

But, as with earlier efforts, the

group was limited by graduating

members and lukewarm support. Fall

2000 saw a renewed interest in South

Asian studies on campus.

On December I, 2000, a student-

faculty dinner was hosted by UCLA
Sangam to promote the discussion of

issues regarding South Asian studies

and to provide a forum for students

to meet some of the South Asian

Studies faculty on campus. The event

sparked interest for those students

who attended.

A turning point for the South

Asian community at UCLA, howev- .

er, was in relief efforts for the Jan. 26

earthquake in Gujarat, India. The
efforts to raise funds, educate

through tabling on campus, choose a

reliable charity and organize the can-

dlelight vigil redefined the "unity"

within the community. Across the

board, South Asian organizations

and students gave their time, effort

and donations, resulting in the raising

of thousands of dollars toward the

India Development and Relief Fund.

This solidarity gave a new vision of

what our student activism could

accomplish.

Last quarter the South Asian

Studies Task Force met weekly for

the latter part of the quarter. From-
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How TO SUBMIT

TO VIEWPOINT

• Write a three- to four- page. opinior>-sty1e

submissiort atx>ut a current event on campus
or in the world at large, or write a response to

something that you have already read in The
Bruin.

* E-mail submissions to

viewpointPmedia ucla.edu Rememl)ef to

copy and paste your submission into the body
of the e-rrwil, or drop off a hard copy of your

submission at the Daily Bruin office (I IB

Kerckhoff Hall), care of Jonah Lalas.

• Apply to be a Viewpoint columnist dur-

ing Weeks 7 and 8 of each quarter.

• Apply to be a cartoonist or artist. Send an

e-mail expressing your interest to the

Viewpoint address

A few things to rerr>ember:

• All submissions nHist include your name,
phone number and affiliation with UCLA If

you are a student they must also include your

student ID number, year and major.

• Your facts will be checked; make sure

they are accurate.

Vrewpoint Is not an advertising space fcH

any group or organization: be sure to have
clearly articulated opinions.

• We reserve the r»ght to edit submissions
for clarity, grammar and length.
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FTAA would spread NAFTA's evils across hemisphere
TRADE: Agreement puts

corporate greed ahead of

human need everywhere

By Behzad Raghian

On April 20 and 21, political lead-

ers from34 countries will be negotiat-

ing the Free Trade Area of the

Americas at the Summit of the

Americas meeting in Quebec City,

Canada. The FTAA is an agreement

to extend the North American Free

Trade Agreement to encompass all

of the Western Hemisphere, except

Cuba, by the year 2005. The FTAA
has come to be known by those in the

anti-globalization movement as

"NAFTA on steroids."

Now, if you don't know much
about the FTAA or haven't even

heard about it, don't be surprised.

The details of the agreement have

been kept secret since its proposal in

1994. But we do know that it is based

on NAFTA, and for that reason, to

understand the potential impacts of

the FTAA we have to look at the dev-

astating impacts of its predecessor.

z NAFTA went mto etTect on J

1994. and within seven years, its

impact has been widespread and dev-

astating. The treaty claimed that the

elimination of trade barriers (in all

forms) would eventually lead to a

lowering of prices and the creation

of more jobs. Seven years later the

free-trade cheerleaders have been

proven wrong. In fact, since

Mexican tariffs on imported agricul-

tural goods were reduced under

NAFTA, some orte million small

farmers have been pushed out of

business. The prices of basic foods,

like corn, are up in Mexico, not

down.

The FTAA is expected to go much
further than NAFTA on the issue of

privatization - the turning over of

state-run industries to the private sec-

tor. Governments would have to

open up any and all commercial

activities to private competition -

from state-run utilities to govern-

ment health care programs. It is the

workers in these countries that feel

the full impact of these measures,

whether it is through the loss of irre-

placeable union jobs or the depen-

dence on the uncertainties of the free

market to provide some of life's most

basic necessities. We don't have to

look any further than our own back-

yard to illustrate this point.

. Since the deregulation of

the electrical industry, we
have seen the price of elec-

tricity double in this state,

with plans for further rate

increases in the near future

as corporations like PG&E
file for bankruptcy. Along

with this much of the state

is experiencing rolling

blackouts and

brownouts. People are

being denied access

to electricity, one of

life's necessities, •

because corpora-

tions want to

exact as much
profit.as possible,

regardless of the

impact on people's

lives.

So is it any won-

der that the Bolivian

people staged mass

demonstrations to stop

an attempt by the

nternational Monetary

Raghian is a third-year political science

student and member of the

International Socialist Organization.

Fund to privatize water

in that country? We can

expect more of the same

under the FTAA.
Intellectual property is

another issue raised by the

FTAA. These are the provisions

that are currently being used to

restrict the availability of gener-

ic AIDS drugs to impoverished

African nations. In fact, 40 phar-

maceutical companies, including

U.S. companies, are currently

taking the government of South

Africa to court over whether the

government of South Africa is

interfering with these corpora-

tions' rights to make a profit by

providing generic AIDS drugs to

its population to stave off what

has become a pandemic in

Africa.

These corporations

would much rather

allow people to die so

they can exact a profit. Under the

FTAA we can expect to see the same

attacks on Brazil, which has provid-

ed the same services to its AIDS-
atTlicted population. But Brazil is a

success story - it has reduced the

spread of AIDS by more than 40 per-

cent. But don't expect that to last

ras" in northern Mexico, as well as

the attack on workers safety, pay and

ability to unionize. With "free trade"

comes the opening of "borders" to

capital flows, but it also means the

militarization of the physical borders

to immigration.

Since the inception of NAFTA,
Operation Gatekeeper, the

Immigration and

Naturalization Service's mili-

tary-style operation at the

border, has caused the deaths

of more than 600 people

attempting to enter this country.

This statistic, however, doesn't

include the degree of racist scape-

goating that immigrants face once

they have entered the United States.

Maybe we should ask ourselves if all

of this would be necessary if

NAFTA, and the peso devaluation it

caused, hadn't plunged 60 percent of

Mexico into poverty while creating

the first of a series of Mexican bil-

lionaires.

As we enter into what is becom-

ing a worldwide recession, U.S.

corporations and their politi-

cal puppets are looking for

new ways to secure and

protect profits in a

world that is

- becoming

increasingly

polarized into

trading blocs.

Is it any won-

der then that the

approval and pas-

sage of the FTAA
is the number one

priority of these cor-

porations and politi-

cians? The FTAA

under the FTAA.
As if these weren't enough to

paint a horrific picture, the FTAA
would still go further. We have

already seen the devastating environ-

mental impacts of the "maquilado-

would secure exclusive trading rights

for U.S. corporations in the

Americas and fend olT competition

from the European Union and

Japan. The Americas represent a

market of over 750 million people

and currently account for more than

50 percent of all world trade.

This is why we need to oppose the

FTAA and its terms of globalization.

Globalization as a phenomenon is

not something we should oppose as

long as its goals are to meet the

needs of the planet and its people.

But globalization based on the

FTAA puts corporate profits before

human need.

The real question, then, is who
decides? Will it be the handful of cor-

porations and politicians who seek to

make a profit regardless of the

human cost, or will it be the people

whose lives treaties like this directly

affect?

What can you, as a student, do to

get involved? Last week, the

International Socialist Organization,

Conciencia Libre, MEChA and the

Environmental Coalition hosted a

teach-in on the FTAA. The event was

intended to educate students to the

effects of the FTAA and the need to

stop it as well as provide an opportu-

nity for students to mobilize for the

FTAA demonstration.

On April 21 there will be an

unprecedented cross-border solidari-

ty demonstration on the Sart Diego-

Tijuana border bringing activists

from both sides of the border togeth-

er. The demonstration will take place

along with a number of other sched-

uled demonstrations throughout the

hemisphere, most notably in Quebec

City, as people mobilize in the fight

against corporate globalization.

As students, we should be aware

of the impacts of trade agreements

like the FTAA and the destabilizing

effect they will have on our lives and

planet. Passage of the FTAA repre-

sents nothing but a race to the bot-

tom for people in the North and

South. It is a step backward on issues

like workers' rights to unionize,

workplace safety and environmental

protection.

April 21 represents opportunities

for students to get involved in the

anti-globalization movement and

have an impact in shaping our world.

It is an opportunity lo advance our

agenda, one that puts human need

before corporate greed.

If you are interested in participat-

ing in the border action demonstra-

tion of April 21, please contact the

International Socialist Organization.

Conciencia Libre. MEChA or the

Environmental Coalition for more
information.
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Rather than call for revenge, we
call for peace and reconciliation"

Yitzhak Frankental lost his son Arik who was kidnapped and

murdered by Hamas. In response, he created a bereaved parent's

circle consisting of both Jewish and Palestinian parents whose

sons were killed in the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. In the name of,^

their children they stand before their nations, asking them to

support peace.

Pursuing Peace in the Wake of Tragedy
with

Yitzhak Frankental
Founder of the Parent's Circle

Tuesday, April 1 7th 4:00 pm
Bunche Hall 6275

Sponsored by UCL^ Hillel. Coalition for Co-Existence in the Middle East. & The Center For Near Eastern Studies at UCLA.

>•«-.

%-f ><*,

Do you want to become
a leader on campus?

Check out the

BRUIN LEADERS PROJECT
A seminar based leadership project sponsored by the Center

for Student Programming. All students are invited to

participate in developing leadership skills. Upon completion
participants receive a certificate.

BRUIN LEADERS PROTECT
SPRING QUARTER SEMINARS

Monday, April l6th l-3pm 2408 Ackerman Union

"Technology and Leadership'' — How technology

interacts with leadership.

We hope to see you!

For more information on the Bruin Leaders

t Project, please contact us at either

(310) 206-5071 or blp@ucla.edu or stop by
our office at 105 Kerckhoff Hall.

LIEF
From page 1
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Using chicken Bones As Radar).

All of these events have built up

the perception that the American

military is unfit to fight. The image

has been around for a long time,

and has completely pervaded our

movies to the point where almost

every war movie casts the villain 4§

one of our own. Whether it's

Marlon Brando in "Apocalypse

Now." Telly Savalas in "The Dirty

Dozen" or the fat kid from "Full

Metal Jacket," it seems that we sim-

ply can't handle the truth.

Military unreadiness was also a

major issue during the last presiden-

tial campaign. Bush promised to

spend double what Gore proposed,

while Gore maintained his plan

spent double what Bush proposed.

This is mathematically impossible,

unless of course both candidates

were planning to spend zero dollars.

Apparently the logic is that two

planes would never have collided if

we were spending more on the mili-

tary. This is like arguing that rich

people are less likely to cause a

drunk driving accident. It doesn't

matter how much the planes cost if

the guy behind the wheel isn't

watching where he's going.

The truth is that the military

doesn't really need any more
money, especially since Saddam
Hussein is the only enemy we have

right now. We taunt him now and

again, but we can't take him out

since his popularity is so high in his

country (99.9 percent of all Iraqis

living in fear of "relocation"

approve of the job Saddam is

doing).

All of our current militaristic

dreams are built off of Cold War
paranoia. Now that the Cold War is

over, the military budget could be

better spent. Yet we keep creating

planes that cost more and more.

Eventually, these supermega-

hyperstealth millenium falcon jets

will be like the hand-towels in your

mom's downstairs bathroom. "No,

don't fly those!" the president will

say. "We're saving those jets for

when we have really good company
over." So, they'll sit in a hangar

somewhere collecting dust until

World War III breaks out, but of

course by then we'll have newer and
better planes.

So while this $5 billion high-tech

paperweight takes up space on an

aircraft carrier, a five-year-old

inner-city kid dies because

Medicare wouldn't cover some of

his health care needs.

An unprepared military is the

best thing we could possibly have.

Every single war we were unpre-

pared for was a smashing success.

We won the Revolution, the War of

1812, and most notably World War
II (for those of you who missed it,

it's currently running on the

History Channel 24 hours a day).

But, we were very prepared for the

Civil War (although a victory, an

ugly bloodbath), the Korean War,

and the war in Vietnam.

Let's examine the case of WWII.
We were in the middle of our isola-

tionist period, or as historians call

it, the "La la la! I can't hear you"
era. The Japanese attacking Pearl

Harbor during that time is like

Bobby Knight punching the referee

in the back of the head. Instead of

just a technical foul called on him,

he gets fired.

Being unprepared gives our

country the go-ahead for righteous

indignation, the most powerful

weapon of all.

Attacking an unprepared coun-

try gives them the ability to cry,

"No fair!" The impetus to fight

back makes such a country a far

fiercer enemy. We soundly defeated

the Japanese with what Tom
Brokaw referred to as "The
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guest speakers such as the Asian

American Studies Center's Director

Don Nakanishi and Assistant

Director Dennis Arguelles, the Task

Force learned about the history of

the struggle for Asian American
Studies at UCLA. With this in mind,

the group engaged in "power map-
ping" exercises to outline goals, con-

siderations, and methods of address-

ing the lack of South Asian studies at

UCLA. The Task Force met with

South Asian Studies teaching faculty

to gain insight on the potential of a

program.

Furthermore, the group has been

involved in researching to find accu-

rate numbers to support a call for

South Asian Studies at UCLA and in

writing a statement to convey its

findings. Most currently, the SASTF
met with Daniel Neuman, the Dean
of the School of Arts and

Architecture, who is a specialist in

South Asia. The Task Force has pro-

vided an avenue for student activism

to be elTectivc. We hope that our

elTorts pave the road for the swift

arrival of South Asian studies at our

campus.

The time is ripe for UCLA, with

-Its vast resources in research, faculty

and students, to follow the example

of other major public universities in

recognizing the field of South Asian

studies. Not only would such a pro-

gram of study benefit students but

also the University of California.

By bringing such a program, we
can learn from existing research and

sources and can further the field of

study by contributing our knowledge

and resources.

Thus, introducing South Asian

studies at UCLA would help to

establish UCLA as a strong center

for research of the region. Also, we
would support the university's com-
mitment to diversity.

LIEF
From page 18

Greatest Generation." Specifically,

he meant the greatest generation of

killers. Your grandpa kicked more
Nazi behind than you can ever

imagine, so you should probably

shut up and let him watch

"Matlock" before he slits your

throat with some of that hard candy

he keeps on the coffee table.

If this incident has taught us any-

thing, it should be a dose of humili-

ty. >ingoism is fine and all, and we
should have respect for anybody
willing to take a bullet for this coun-

try. Since the soldiers are the guys

holding all the guns (unless you live

in Texas), however, that means the

rest of us have a responsibility to

make sure they're pointing them the

right way.

We elected a commander in chief

"who has probably read neither

Machiavelli's "The Prince" nor Sun
Tzu's "The Art of War." East or

West, there are rules governing mili-

tary conduct. We have followed

them too blindly and ignored the

rules that govern human conduct

overall.

Our military must be as great as

any single person can be within:

strong, but also responsible.

In Shakespeare's play about the

great warrior Henry V, the title king

advises the following; "Never two

such kingdoms did contend without

much fall of blood, whose guiltless

drops are every one a woe, a sore

complaint 'gainst him whose
wrongs gives edge unto the swords

that makes such waste in brief mor-

tality."

Perhaps our fighting men and

women shouldn't be as gimpy as I

suggest, but maybe it's time we
scaled back the menacing stance

before we make too much waste in

brief mortality. Semper fi.

Comm
do

unity,
UCLA

.
^^"00 your

'"come faxes for

VITA

Funded by the

Community Activities Committee of the Program Activities Board

Just bring a// relevant tax information including

W-2s, 1099s, savings account interest &
student scholarship information to a site and

we'll do the rest!

SITE 1 : P.A.T.H. (People Assisting The Homeless)

2346 Cotner Avenue, Los Angeles, CA 90064

March 10, 17, 24, 31, April 7 & 14 9 am - 1pm

SITE 2: UCLA (University of California, Los Angeles)

April 2-3 1 2-6 pm ACKERMAN 241

April 4-6,9-1 3, & 1 6 12-6 pm ACKERMAN 351

6

UCLA VITA (Volunteer Income Tax Assistance)

is a non-profit group that helps prepare basic

Federal and CA state income tax returns for

free. All VITA volunteers are trained by the IRS

and Franchise Tax Board.

www.studentgroups.ucla.edu/vita

Cut your study time in half!

Try Qi Gong and/or Meditation

Qi Gong Movement Therapy (Free) Drop in.

Mon. from 4:00 to 4:45 In Ashe C.onf. Rm, #414

April 9, 16, 23, 30; May 7, 14, 21; June 4

Meditation Workshop (Free) Drop in.

Thurs. from 4:45 to 5:30 pm in Ashe Conf. Rm, #414

April 12, 26; May 10, 24; June 7

7:00 to 8:00 pm in Rieber Fireside Lounge

Thurs. April 12 and May 17; Wed. May 2

Other classes for success, good health and ^ell being

MindBody Clinic (Free) Drop in

Guided imagery, relaxation and meditation

1 st, 3rd, 5th Wed. 2:00 to 3:00, Ashe Conf. Rm. #414

2nd, 4th Wed. 4:00 to 5:00, Ashe Staff Rm, #416 . , . .... . .

Except Wed, 25 April, 2:00 to 3:00, Ashe Conf.Rm. #414

Acupuncture ($ 1 8 per visit)

By appointment In the Ashe Center

Wed. and Frid. 1 :00 to 5:00, Thurs. 8:00 to 1 2:00

Nutrition Classes (Free)

Wooden Center, Second Floor Conf. Rm.

Wed. from 5:00 to 6:00

April 1 1, 18, 25; May 2, 9, 16, 23, 30

Thurs. from. 1:00 to 2:00

April 12, 26; May 3, 10, 17, 24, 31

Bruin Weigh (Referral needed)

Beginning 1 7 April for 8 weeks

Tues. and Thurs. from 3:30 to 5:00

Call Sherl Albert, MPH, RD,

for more Information 310 798-4180

Ashe Center

Visit th« Ash« C»nt«r w«bsit*

for mor« information, request

an appointment or ask h«altli

flotod questions -

www.shidonthoalth.ucla.edu

or call 310 825-4073

n-
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It's the end of the world as we
know it and Professor Scott

Sherman could use a drink.

Find out about his new book

tomorrow in A&E.

Monday, April 16. 2001

Organist to play only

performance In Royce
MUSIC: David Miggs will

utilize talent, passion in

recital to dazzle audience

By Janet Nakano
Daily Bruin Contributor

It is said that no two organs are alike

and UCLA's own antique Royce Hall

organ will soon have its chance in the

spotlight.

Concert organist and chair of the

organ department at the Eastman

School of Music, David Higgs, will

give a S()it> iLMi.ii IuomI.iv (.'voiHog tflh

done before.

This passionate opening piece will

be followed by others, including

Dupre's "Variation on a Noel" and

Conte's "Soliloquy."

A passion for the organ stemming

from before he can remember drives

Higgs to his esteemed position.

"Before you'd expect a kid to notice,

my mother said that I was kneeling in

front ofa sofa making believe it was the

organ that I had seen at church," Higgs

said in a phone interview from

Rochester, New York.

Because he was unable to reach the

pedals at such a young age, Higgs did-

n't officially sUrt hie musical ooFwr us

Royce Hall.

Higgs, head of

one of the most

prestigious organ

departments in

America. was

personally invit-

ed to perform on

the Royce Organ

by UCLA
University
Organist Thomas
Harmon.

"He is widely admired as one of the

most outstanding concert organists of

the younger generation," Harmon
said. "He is a consummate artist with

dazzling technical skills and impressive

stylistic versatility and perception."

Higgs is planning to dazzle the audi-

ence with his opening virtuoso show-

piece by Liste.

According to Higgs, Liste was a

"Heisa(n) ...artist with

dazzling technical skills

and stylistic versatility."

Thomas Harmon ^ ^

UCLA organist

a church organ-

ist until he was

10.

"I started

playing every

chance I could

by going to

churches in

New York City,

asking if I could

play their

organ," Higgs

said.

Higgs then played other instruments

with various R&B, soul and gospel

groups throughout his teens and early

20s, but soon discovered that his true

passion was the organ.

"I felt that this was a lot deeper and

richer to me and it was something that

I could do until I was 80." Higgs

explained. "I can play music spanning

over 400 years, which is fun to explore

famous concert pianist in the 19th cen- considering some of those instruments

tury who dazzled his audiences and are still around in Europe, built in the

even caused women to faint by playing

faster and louder than anyone had ' See HIGGS, page 26

UCIA l¥rlo(ming Am
Organist David Higgs, from the Eastman School of Music, performs

in Royce Hall Tuesday in his only California performance this season.

Youn

Display

showcases

impact of
education

and identity

on artists^

expression

Photos (torn Museum o( Coniempoiafy An

Matthew Barney's sculpture, titled "Transexualis," features a welghtlifter's decline bench made of
petroleum jelly. It Is on display at MOCA, Los Angeles, through July 29. MOCA hosts "Public Offerings," an exhibit featuring

this work, "In and Out of Love," by Damien Hirst.

By Jessica Moss
Daily Bruin Contributor

Public approbation is assured for the

latest crop of young contemporary
artists emerging onto the world art

scene, thanks to "Public Offerings," a

large scale, 25 artist exhibit.

Showing through July 29 at Museum
of Comtempoary Art's Geffen
Contemporary in downtown Los
Angeles' Little Tokyo, "Public

Offerings" is curated by MOCA chief

curator Paul Schimmel and features a

fantastic array of media including paint-

ings, drawings, videos and films from up
and coming artists.

"Public Offerings" presents break-

through works from artists such as

Britain's Damien Hirst, with his installa-

tion featuring the life cycle of insects and
cigarette butts. Also included is 24-ycar-

old Matthew Barney's installation

"Transexualis (Decline)," displayed in a

walk-in refrigerator that contains a

weightlifter's decline bench made of

petroleum jelly.

A total of 100 works from recent

graduates from leading art schools

around the world, are on display. The
main idea behind the pieces is the eluci-

dation of the impact of education and
regional identity on artistic production

at the point when artists are receiving

their first moments of critical attention.

Project coordinator Ciara Ennis

described this early phase of develop-

ment as one of the most important in an

artist's career.

"Formulative or breakthrough works
represent the first moment of critical

attention given to the artist and work,"

she said. "On the one hand they are

extremely confident in their conception,

execution and theoretical rigor, while at

the same time there is a fragility about

them, as this is the first moment of pub-

lic and critical attention."

Local painter Laura Owens, who
trained at the California Institute of the

Arts, embodies this idea. She said that

her works contained in "Public

Offerings" were created right after she

finished graduate school, at a time when
she felt a particular freecjom to create

without expectation.

"I could try and make any painting I

wanted to, giving myself as much free-

dom as possible to do that, and feeling

like there was nothing at stake because

no one knew what my paintings looked

like and they didn't have any expecta-

tions of them being good or bad," she

said.

Owens selected specific pieces to dis-

play in "Public Offp-ings" in order to

showcase what she \|ras creating as she

was on the cusp of public recognition -

all in accordance with the show's

premise to examine work representative

of this transitional tine period.

Twin artists Jane and Lousie Wilson

also selected a piece they created in the

early years of their career, when they

were finding their creative personality,

to display in the exhibit.

"Obviously it's an early work, it's one

of the first," Jane Wilson said in an inter-

view at the museum. "It was our first

solo show in Britain in 1995 and until

that point we'd been working with pro-

jection and with video, but we hadn't

been working with multiple screens."

Examining such art, created between

1988 and 1995, "Public Offerings"

attempts to historically situate the work
of recent artists in order to distinguish

these featured young artists from those

of the previous generation. Many of the

artists included in the show have had

some public exposure throughout the

world in various exhibitions, in compari-

son to older artists who gained recogni-

tion later on in their careers.

"This generation of artists has a very

different relationship with the media
and press in contrast to previous genera-

tions of artists that preferred to position

themselves as actively anti-establish-

ment and aloof from such crass forms of

promotion." Ennis said.

From the perspective of Ennis and

Schimmel, the impact the artists in the

exhibit may have had on the upcoming

generation was important and necessi-

tated displaying the work as it was origi«

nally sown. As a result the spatial orga-

nization of the gallery was given special

attention.

"The artists were not ghettoized by
region, nationality or art school, but

were organized in relation to each other

aesthetically," Ennis said. "Each artist in

'Public Offerings' is represented in their

own viewing space as opposed to being

juxtaposed with other works."

"Each exhibit should be looked at sep-

arately in terms of the individual con-

cerns of the show and how these themes

are articulated visually," she continued.

ART: "Public Offerings" is on display

through July 29 at the Geffen

Contemporary, 1 52 North Central Avenue,

Los Angeles. The museum is open
Tuesday through Sunday from 1 1 a.m. to

5 p.m. and admission is $6 for adults and
$4 for students and seniors; kids under 1

2

are free. For more information call (213)

626-6222 or visit www.moca.org.

Recycling old TV shows

Is lazy movie-making
COLUMN: Success of new

incarnations depends on

focus of original material

Recycling may save the envi-

ronment, but it is not making
Hollywood any better.

Whenever times are slim, the easi-

est, and cheapest, place to find mate-

rial is in the dark and dusty film stu-

dio archives - storerooms that given

the amount of

piffle every

company ha.s

David

Holmberg

produced, must

be truly awe-

inspiring.

Ah. the irony

that what was

once only good

enough for sec-

ond-rate televi-

sion airwaves

can now be

turned into

hugely popular

and successful summer block-

busters.

If action is not taken immediately,

our children may be at serious risk.

Imagine the horror of walking down
the peaceful Sunday morning side-

walk only to see the local theater

marquee displaying signs for

"Dawson's Creek: The Movie" and
"The Blair Witch Project 2030."

This disturbing fantasy may
quickly become reality if care is not

taken at once. Indeed, past film and

television inanities are already being

filmed with more and more regulari-

ty, as movies such as "Charlie's

Angels: The Movie" and "Shaft

2000" fumble onto the screen and
home video.

While shows from the 1970s keep

grooving into the theaters, there still

remain decades of television left

untapped.

While a few series from the 1960s

have achieved silver screen status,

the glory days of President Reagan
and the Yuppie Revolution have

gone largely unnoticed.

Potential screenwriters take

notice: a gold mine is at your finger

tips!

Or perhaps not. There may be a

reason 1980s gems are not being

filmed, and why there will never be

"Charles in Charge: The Movie."

Popular 1980s and 1990s shows

seem to be missing that certain

something - that glittering disco ball

of coolness that radiates the living

room is just not found during these

two decades of entertainment.

Sprite may not agree, but image is

everything. If the '70s got one thing

right, it was the acknowledgment
that cool sells. Clothing and music

are integral parts of society, and
these alone can generate success.

While they may differ from

today's standards of attire, styles of

this past era are still respected as

"vintage" and hip.

Sure, bell-bottoms are a staple for

circa 1970s entertainment, as is the

ideology of funk. But there must be

something else making these '70s

shows and movies so appealing to

audiences today.

This is not to say, however, that

reworking all old productions will

lead instantly to success or entertain-

ment. Some work, while others are

already out of style.

Last year saw two films.

"Charlie's Angels: The Movie" and

"Shaft 2000." both based on popular

197()s shows and movies, remade,

although with different results.

The original "Charlie's Angels"

series drew in women with its fash-

ion and style, and attracted men
with its attractive women. Farrah

Fawcett, Kate Jackson and Jaclyn

Smith were the original Angels on
the ABC series, which lasted

through \ anoub ca:>l changes I'l tm__
1976 to 1981.

The series was hip in a '70s way.

yet the show was also conscious of

its own timeless vapidity.

The new "Charlie's Angels" film,

which was just released on DVD. is

aware that it is mindless fiuff. and in

fact relishes in it. Director Joseph

McGinty Nichol allows his Angels -

whose form-fitting outfits are filled

perfectly by Cameron Diaz. Drew
Barrymore and Lucy Liu - to play

every scene with so much camp even

the writers of the original 1960s

"Batman" series would be jealous.

It is quite obvious that everyone

involved was aware that "Charlie's

Angels" is more about breasts than

brains, and all seem quite fine with

this interpretation.

The newest movie version of

"Shaft." however, emerges without

quite so much bounce. The original

1971 film, starring Richard

Roundtree and directed by Gordon
Parks, was the African American
answer to contemporary white

secret agent, James Bond.

With Isaac Hayes' Academy
Award winning score providing

moral support, Roundtree redefined

the term "badass." As the "black pri-

vate dick who's the .sex machine to

all the chicks." he made turtle-necks

and leather pants into a fad, which

admittedly is a dilTicult task.

Roundtree's Shaft was so popular

that he spawned several sequels,

most notably "Shaft's Big Score"

and "Shaft In Africa." which

although inferior, still had that funk-

tified jive that made the original

such a success.

There is no denying that Samuel
L. Jackson is a badass in every sense

of the word. And if anyone were to

embody the modern day role of

detective John Shaft, or rather his

"nephew." it would be this bad

mutha.

However. Jackson's coolness

alone is not enough to rescue John
Singleton's "Shaft 2000." Even mod-
erately in tuned audiences can sense

that the poorly written dialogue

shows no connection with today's

culture.

Any fan of the original will be left

cowering in their turtlenecks, beg-

ging for the travesty to end.

At their funk laden souls, both

new adaptations rely on the original

concept for inspiration. Here
"Charlie's Angels" has a clear

advantage, because the '70s series

left room for improvement that the

movie capitalized on.

"Shaft," however, was as "can

you dig it" exciting in 1971 as it

See HOLMBERG, page 26
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Band promotes punk, rock. •I* •

MUSIC: Big in Japan hopes

diverse sound generates

international popularity

By Darcy Lewis

Daily Bruin Contributor

Sumo wrestlers, Mt. Fuji and

Godzilla were formally the biggest

things in Japan, but now others are

vying for the title.

Zac Damon. Joey Travers, Corky

Pigeon and Todd Smailes are the

guys of Big in Japan, a band hoping

to live up to its name by first seeking

popularity in America.

"I just thought the name sounded

cool, and the whole stigma of

American culture being so adored

by Japanese people," lead guitarist

and vocalist Damon said in a phone

interview from his Los Angeles

home. "These people that are totally

washed up and nothing, still being

hits over there. I just think it's

funny."

Big in Japan is as funny as its

name. BlJ's light-hearted approach

manifests itself in its live shows, its

souiul arui, most obviously, \n its

members.

Drummer Pigeon played Freddy

on the popular '80s sitcom "Silver

Spoons." Instead of attempting to

cover up Pigeon's past, the band

embraces it.

'When I first met Corky I was

just taken by that whole thing."

Damon said. "Like. 'wow. you were

in that show I used to watch all the

time.' I just think it's totally cool

because it was a totally goofy show

and he had a totally goofy character.

Corky's really proud of it so we
make no bones about it. We definite-

Hon«l Dons

Zac Damon, Joey Travers and Corky Pigeon make up three-fourths of

Big in Japan. They released "Destroy the New Rock" in March.

ly don't think it's gonna make us

cool or anything."

Maybe the cool comes in with

bassist Travers.

"1 got the attitude and the accent.

I'm just very East Coast," Travers

said.

Travers promotes himself as the

assertive member of the group, the

^iitlhe reins. —
"I'm taking us as far as anyone

will let us go. I think the only people

that are holding us back is us," he

said.

Guitarist Smailes, or "Toddball"

as he is so affectionately called, con-

tributes his love of punk rock to the

band's sound.

"The majority of albums in my
collection are punk albums, just

'cause to me they're more real and

more honest, and I've always been

able to relate to the majority of top-

ics that they sing about." he said.

Damon brings experience gained

from membership in previous

bands.

"I think just getting better as a

guitar player and a songwriter, and

some of my musical tastes changing

and evolving and maturing,"

Damon said of the effect his previ-

ous bands has on his current style.

The bao4'& divci^y^ how^v^,
doesn't seem to get in the way of its

chemistry.

"Everything just fell into place,"

Travers said. "We all kind of knew

each other from the same circles so

that makes it a hell of a lot easier too.

We're just gonna see how far we can

take it."

The band's album, "Destroy the

New Rock." released in March, is

one test of how far they can take it.

"The name's got a double mean-

See BK, page 25
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We are pleased to introduce

UCLA JEANS. Show your

Bruin spirit!

DESCRIPTION

SIZE UCLA JEANS
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to to

42 13
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[cJ TINT BLUE
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Email us: lyki@pdc.nct

Customer Service: 323.846 7290

Price: $ 39.99
Md tax plut Mhifjfiing and handling

Produced by
Lyki Apparet

under license

from UCLA*

JEANS 10% DISCOUNT C
Rir atudwil^y only

Wear it proud.
For niMre infbmuitlon, please call 323.846.7

Mail your Oder to: P.O. box is9is Lci AmkcIm, CA 9MII

.Day Phone:Nanrte:

Charge to: QVISA DMC
Acct.f:

Signature

Sit* Color Quantity

.Exp. Date:
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Tax:

snfipmiQ nonnHon.
Nan>e: Day Phone:.

Address :_^______^^^^^__ TOTAL:

City, state, zip:, Ctwdn •Doutd te mwto payabia to: LYKI APPAREL^ INC.

Strength of show lies in

host's ruthless attitude
TV: Network is hoping

^Weakest Link' will help

pick up Monday nights

By Lynn Elber

The Associated Press

The quiz show contestants stand

in a semicircle. They look tense. The
host is center stage, wearing black

and an unveiled expression of con-

tempt.

"You did marginally better than

the first round," Anne Robinson

chides the players. "Let me remind

you, slow coaches and ditherers

have no place on the team. It's time

to vote off the weakest link."

And they do, forcing one of the

humiliated band to shuttle away, a

camera in their face and Robinson's

tart words echoing as their TV epi-

taph: "You ARE the weakest link.

Goodbye!"

Ouch. But that's entertainment,

at least in Britain where "Weakest

Link" is a smash hit. Now NBC is

giving Americans their own version

"

of the show that retains its prickly

host, a London journalist turned TV
star.

The network has lagged in

matching competitors ABC ("Who
Wants to be a Millionaire") and

CBS ("Survivor") in the develop-

ment of alternative shows, but it's

betting big on "Weakest Link."

It needs to. While returning

series like "The West Wing" and

"Law & Order" have performed

strongly for NBC, newcomers such

as "Titans" and "First Years" wob-

bled and crashed.

Also in the picture is a possible

summer walkout by Hollywood

writers and actors. That would put

pressure on NBC and other net-

works to develop reality and quiz

shows such as "Weakest Link" to

fill in for missing sitcoms and dra-

mas this fall.

The quiz show debuting Monday
could deliver for NBC, one analyst

said.

"I think it has a shot," said Paul

Schulman of the media-buying firm

Schulman/Advanswers. "Outside

Fox's 'Boston Public,' nothing else

is in the 8-9 p.m. hour. It has a shot

to at least be a marginal hit."

He added, however, that NBC
hasn't had a show that worked on

Monday since "Fresh Prince of Bel-

Air."

"Weakest Link" is getting a

splashy, triple-pump launch after

weeks of heavy promotion. Its

Monday debut will be followed by

additional episodes at 9:30 p.m.

Tuesday and 10 p.m. Wednesday.
Patterned closely on the British

version but with heftier cash prizes,

it's a kind of stage-bound

"Survivor." Players work with and

against each other in pursuit of up

to $1 million, winner take all.

Answering questions individual-

ly, contestants can collectively

amass up to $125,000 each round.

The group votes out one player at

the end of a round, ultimately leav-

ing two people in the fray.

See UNK, page 26

Tlie lights are on

but nobody's

Advertise in the Summer Sublet Guide.

Tl
he Daily Bruin Summer Sublet

Guide is a special feature designed to ...
help customers advertise that tiieir

apartment is available for subletting. It

can also be used to find apartments. A

rather extensive and useful tool for ten-

ants, the Sublet Guide appears in the

UCLA Daily Bruin during the Spring

Quarter; mid-April tlirough the end of

Spring Quarter 2001. A Sublet Guide ad
'^

'

"^

. runs in the Daily Bruin for 4 days as a ._

*

regular line ad and 1 day as a display ad.

The display ad appears on Wednesday,

while tlie line ad appears on any 4 days

adjacent to the display ad date. The

price to run a Sublet Guide ad is $40.00

per week. However, we also offer a spe-

cial of $75 for two weeks which conies

with a guarantee... if you don't sublet

your apartment after the initial two

weeks, call us and we'll continue run-

ning it until it rents or Spring Quarter

ends.

Contact the Daily Bruin today to

listyour apartment in the Summer

Sublet Guide!

To advertise call 310.825.2221
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Bnl Calendar

Monday Tuesday

16

- J-
• Shipping News performs at

the Knitting Factory. For

tickets call (323) 463-0204

• AC/DC performs at Long

Beach Arena. For tickets go to

www.ticketmaster.com

• Joe Jackson performs at the

John Anson Ford Theatre. For

tickets go to

www.ticketmaster.com

17 m

'David HIggs performs an

organ recital at Royce Hall at

7:30 p.m.For info. call(310)

825-2101

•Charity Concert For The Kids

will take place at Club Lush.

• Joe Jackson performs at John

Anson Ford Amphitheatre. For

tickets go to

www.ticketmaster.com/^

Wednesday

1«-X

I April 16 April 29

**f||Bliy FrIFriday Saturday Sunday

*UCLA Musicians perform a

percussion ensemble concert

at Schoenberg Hall at 8 p.m.

Forinfo.call (310) 825-4761

•Spnjng Monkey and

Zebrahead perform at the El

Rey Theatre. For info. call (323)

936-4790 or go to

www.ticketmaster.com

19 m

rff^erroSmaP

the Catalina Bar& (kill. For

info.<)oto

www,cltii2najiiz2ckib.com

•The UCLA Film & Television

Archives present a Lois Weber

silent film series at 7:30 p.m.

at the Bridges Theater in _
Melnitz. For info, call (310)

206-8013

•The UCLA Philharmonia

Orchestra Concert plays at

Schoenberg Hall at 8 p.m. For

infocall (310) 825-2101

25

•Seamus Heaney reads poetry

at Royce Hall at 8 p.m. For info.

call (310) 825-2101 p
•Train and Bob Scolder

perform at the House of Blues.

For tickets go to

www.ticketmaster.com

Anrill9-21

•TheJap?n«<-

Cuhtiralandi

Center hosts'

and spoken word. For Info, caft

(213)68Q-.3700

26

•The Harry Smith Project

perfomis at Royce Hall

Auditorium at 8 p.m. For info.

QM(iim82S-2101

^

• Pi(o df LiKM *ndSfptet pfrfom t\

Roycr HjH 41 8 p.m Rx info C4(l (310) 825

2101

•6onJoviMdSR-7tp«diocma(rtK C^
AirowhMdPond.FvtkkrtsQoto '

www tktomisJM com O"
'EUgrt/G^tn q\Mu duo perform it Jin

Poppff Thrttn M t p[m. For info.uU (310)

•Studeni perforrwr Rrtwu ^i^''^
performs t itKt UMKcrtnK<¥mMV
The*ter200«8

l^CJ
hnprevdympk West **o^^t**!jfyj^ o*

•mprov comedymnmy^SiiOSm.
ciH(323)%2 7S60 ^"^^jIM^
•Moyifi opening: The Body," "The Unltf

of the Workl" "Crocodile Dundee»uGL
"Freddy Got fingered," "The Low ^tf*^
"The Uuhin Defense"

'^

21
•Julie Budd performs at

Schoenberg Hall at 8 p.m. For

info.call (310) 825-2101

22 ^
•Lil Bow Wow perfomis at the

Wiltern Theatre. For tickets go

to www.ticketmaster.com

• Axiom of Choice performs at

the Skirfoall Cultural Center.

For tickets call (323) 655-

8587

J

•Movies opening: "The Golden

Bowi;'"The Forsaken,"

"Driven"

• Coachella Festival will be at the

Empire Polo Field. For tickets go to

www.ticketmaster.com

•Smokey Robinson perfomis at

Thousand Oaks Civic Plaza. For

tickets go to

www.ticketmaster.com

•98 Degrees performs at the

Verizon Wireless Amphitheater. For

tickets go to

www.ticketmaster.com

29
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visit our wedsite:

*";^ Somtott Uto Yo. (I»G-13 CRITEmONS
961 Broxton JHX Dolby Olgitil
208-5576 Mon-Thu (12«) 2:30 5«)) 7 30 10 15

LltoYM(PG-13)
THX - SODS OniUI

, Mon-Thu (11:45 2:10 4:50) 7:20 9:45

^^*^ Sn KMt (P6I
94* Broxton THX ^^Mbf Oioital
239-MAIlN Mon-Thu (11:45 2:15 4:45) 7:15 9:45

West Hollywood
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(323) S48
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THX - Dolby Digital
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SUNSET 1

Mon-Thu (12:45) 3:50 7«) 9:m
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(310) 777-FILM /330

UCLA

Campus Events
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AVCO

4/19 khiiW
Traffic
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SUNSET

t
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Mon-Thu (1:45 4:30) 7:15 10:00
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THX - Dolby Digital

Mon-Thu (12.00 ;2:15 4:45) 7:10 9:30
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Mon-Thu (1:30) 4:15 7:15 9:55
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Presented in THX SRD Dioilal Sound

12.<X) 2:30 5:00 7:40 10:20

FESTIVAL
10887 Lindbrook THX - Dolby Digital
208-4575 Mon-Thu (12:45 3O0 5:15) 7:30 9:45
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THX - Dolby Digital
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THX - Dolby Digital
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AVCO CINEMA

- _ (R)
Presented m SODS Dolby Sound

12:45 4:15 7:3010:30

Hcartkftatore (PG-13)
Presented in THX DTS Digital Sound

12:30 4:00 7:10 10:00

PIAZA
1067 Glendon
208-3097

PACIFIC
SUNSn 5

EiitiiiyalMMGatnfR)
Dolby Digital

Mon-Thu (1.00 4O0) 7:15 10:15

; WESTWOOD 1

lOSOGaytey
208-7664

PoktmM 3: Tha Movta (G)
Dolby Digital

Mon-Thu (100 3:30)600

WESTWOOD 2
lOSOGayley
208-7664

Ya« Caa Coaal Oa Ma (R)

Dolby Digital
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WESTW0003
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(lolby Digital
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WESTWOOD 4
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Santa Monica
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Presented in SDOS Digital Sound
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Presented in DTS Digital Sound
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Movies!!!
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Presented in THX DTS Digital Sound
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Presented in THX SRD Digital Sound
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THX -^Oolby Digital
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To advertise
In the

Bruin
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Presented m DTS Digital Sound
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\

Guide,

call

310.825.2161
/
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Spring Sing
Friday, May 4, 8 p.m., Los Angek^nnis Center

Spring Sjng, UCLA's oldest and greatest musical tradition, steps into

the spotligtit in May! This year's recipient of the Geofge and Ira

Gershwin Award for Outstanding Musical Achievement goes to veteran
record executive Clive Davis. Tickets are on sale now through the
Central Ticket Office. The best seats go first! Be sure to show your
BruinCard with the SAA imprint on it to receive your discount on tick-

ets. For infonnation on the show, call (310) UCLA-SAA.

Careers for the
Super Ego

Wednesday, April 25, 7 - 9 pjn., James West Alumni Centof -

—

Calling all psychology majors... Wondering what your career

options are? Join us for the Careers in Psychology wori(shop, to

talk with alumni who majored in psychology and find out what
options are out there. No pre-registration required. For infonna-
tion, call (310) 825-6423.

We re Hiring
The UCLA Alumni Association is looking for 30-40 bright, energetic
and motivated students to join our team for GradPak 2001 - our
membership recruitment campaign. Students can earn $7.23 per
hour plus bonuses. Don't miss out on the chance to gain valuaUe
sales and marketing experience while meeting fellow Bruins. For
information, visit www.UCLAIumnl.net/About/StudentEmployment.

interviews will be ongoing during the month of April.

Volunteer Opportunity
Be part of the Los Angeles Times Festival of Books in Association
with UCLA held on Saturday, April 28 and Sunday, April 29, on the
UCLA Campus! Your help is needed to make this event a success
for UCLA and the thousands of visitors who attend. Choose to vol-

unteer from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. or 2 p.m. to 6 p.m. Help staff infor-

mation booths, paint kids' faces and assist with other activities. All

volunteers receive a free T-shirt To volunteer, please contact
Susan White at (310) 794-8612 or swhite@supporLucla.edu.
Please include your name, e-mail address, requested shift date and
time in your correspondence.

— Dates to

,

Remember
Spring Quarter Dates

C All of AdHQ Spring Sing Tickets on sale

C Apt. 17 ^ Alumni Networicing Night

V APFi 2y ) Carapric in P«vohAln0v

C Apt- 28-29 ^ Los Angeles Times

Festival of Books

CiVlav 2 ^ Resume Writing woricshop

(May 4 ^ Spring Sing

SAA
UCLA

UCLA Student Alumni Association

James West Alumni Center

Los Angeles, CA 90095-1397

For Membership Information;

(310)UCLAIumn.

(800) UCLAlumni

UCLAIwmi
A s k o c i a t

For Event & Volunteer

Information:

(310) UCLA-SAA

Fax: (310) 825-8678

E-mail: sao ' UCLAlumni.net

www UCLAIumni.net/saa

The Assoc(ated Press

Actor Camryn Manheim gestures during an interview in Manhattan
Beach, Calif., April 3, after giving birth to a baby and new project.

Manheim practices l<issing

technique in various ways
MOVIE: Baby influences

experiences; actor stars,

produces modern story

By Bridget Byrne
The Associated Press

Camryn Manheim is kissing her

baby boy, Milo.

"He knows that I have to kiss his

face a thousand limes a day and
sometimes I'll only get to about 700.

Then I'll have about 300 to do really

fast in the middle of the night," the

exuberant new mother exclaims.

Although Manheim is trying to

keep her son. born March 6, out of
the Hollywood spotlight, he's close

by throughout her busy work sched-
ule.

The Emmy-winning star is back on
the set of ABC's Sunday-night series

"The Practice." She's also energeti-

cally promoting the network's movie
"Kiss My Act." airing Monday. April

23.

In this modern twist on the classic

Cyrano de Bergerac tale. Manheim
plays Samantha Berger, a bartender
in a comedy club. Insecure about her
own talent and appearance, she
writes comedy for a cute airhead
rather than perform it herself. When
a handsome agent takes an interest in

the act, Berger finds herself pumping
true feelings into a romance she wish-

es were her own.

Manheim is cautious about the

audience making the comparison to

Edmond Rostand's play.

"It turns them off right away." she
says. "It's French. It's old. It sounds
like Shakespeare. This is contempo-
rary, set in comedy clubs, but the

story is the story of Cyrano because
it's a classic that moves through the

ages. All of us feel we are Cyrano at

some point in our lives: not good
enough, not pretty enough or smart
enough, not anything enough, to get

the people of our dreams
"

During a lunch break on "The
Practice" Set at Manhattan Beach

Studios. Manheim is dressed in sensi-

ble beige and black for her role as

attorney Ellenor Frutt. It's a very dif-

ferent style from Berger, who favors

leopard-skin prints.

"Kiss My Act" also shows off

Manheim's fondness for motorcycles
and her skill with sign language. She
communicates with her friend,

Marlee Matlin. the Oscar-winning
deaf actor who plays Berger's very

pregnant best friend.

Manheim admits there's a practi-

cal reason she's strenuously promot-
ing the movie: she's the producer.

"This is the first time in my life my
name is above the title," she says.

"I've never been a leading anything,

so the whole package - the sweet
story, the producing, the starring -

it

all means to me the power I need in

Hollywood to continue doing what 1

am doing.

"It's not just a little movie of the

week to me. This is a very, very
important project and I need my fans

to watch it so I can bring them more
interesting story lines they may not

otherwise get if there aren't women
like me producing them."

A self-described workaholic,
Manheim, 40, is also "just a hippie

from Santa Cruz" whose guitar case
is covered with backstage passes
from "when I was 14. hitching around
the world, going to concerts and lying

my way backstage! " There's also that

Pegasus tattoo on her ankle, a sou-

venir from a visit to Rio de Janeiro

during those wanderlust years.

Manheim didn't miss a beat while
she was pregnant, continuing on
"The Practice" as Frutt also became a
single mom. She worked on one
episode before giving birth and
returned 14 days later in time for the

last day of shooting on the following

episode. Even in the latter days of her
pregnancy. Manheim accepted other

assignments, including a recent guest

role on ABC's "Gideon's Crossing."

"I have a kid to send to college

now and I can't imagine what tuition

S«c nss, page 25

KISS
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is going to be like in 2019!" she says

with a laugh.

Milo's arrival has opened up "feel-

ings you never really understood you
were capable of feeling," she
explains. "They are just bigger and
deeper and grander and more over-

whelming."

"What is so lovely about Camryn
is that she's so completely open, so
immediate, so truthful," says
Laurence Mark, who shares execu-
tive producer credit on "Kiss My
Act" with Manheim and llene Amy
Berg. "I've always thought she was
smart and had good taste, but it was
wonderful to discover someone with

100 percent commitment to the mate-
rial."

Kevin Hench, whom Manheim
first met at the Aspen Comedy
Festival, wrote the script. She agrees

he's sort of her Cyrano. "We collabo-

rate on everything so he makes me
seem really smart. Then I screw it up
in interviews like this," she says,

insisting - though there is no indica-

tion of any lack of smarts - that she is

suffering from "breast-feeding brain"

and has no sense of what she is doing.

Hench helped write her popular
-1999 autobiography. "Wake Up, Fm
Fat!" based on her one-woman show,
and she wants to get around to writ-

ing about what it's like to become
famous. She's also developing a fea-

ture film with Hench called "The

Extra."

"Think of Kathy Bates in 'Misery'

and that would be my character in

'The Extra,'" she explains. "Then,
think of Michael Douglas in Fatal

Attraction' and then think George
Clooney; that would be the popular
actor." Never one to shy away from
her dreams, she says with a laugh,

"Listen, in my universe everything

happens as planned and as far as I'm

concerned. George Clooney will be
starring in this movie with me."

Meanwhile, she enthuses gener-

ously about Hench and her "Kiss My
Act" co-stars. The comedy agent.

Michael True, is played by Scott

Cohen whose credits include alco-

holic Detective Harry Denby in the

ABC series "NYPD Blue" and
"Woir in the NBC miniseries "The
lOth Kingdom." in which Manheim
played Snow White.

Jennie, the sweet but clueless per-

former the agent believes he loves, is

played by Alexondra Lee, who was
Callie in "Party of Five." Veteran star

Dabney Coleman plays a washed-up
comic who believes in Berger's talent.

Veteran comedian Phyllis Diller has a

cameo turn as herself.

Manheim credits Hench with set-

ting this classic tale in the club circuit

where "the trauma of doing comedy"
creates such an intense emotional
environment. As for the title, "Kiss
My Act." well, that was Manheim's
pick.

"It's derived from an expression

that I use all the time." she says with a
laugh.

BIG
From page 22

ing to it," Damon said. "Initially, it

was kind of a direct slab at main
stream radio, but it's also a

metaphoric, simile type thing having
to do with future shock and technol-

ogy. It's just that I don't use technol-

ogy; I use a computer and all that

stuff, but sometimes it worries me a

little, the direction we're heading
with that stuff, so it's just me saymg
it might be nice to slow down or take
a step back."

Though Damon is anxious to pro-

duce an album with more recent

— material, he is happy with the sound
of "Destroy the New Rock."

"I think it's a good solid album.
It's hard to have any perspective

when it's your own stuff but when I

listen to it I think it's a fine album. I

think the production is great. I think

it's a very punchy, loud, good sound-
ing album," Damon said.

Smailes favorite songs off

"Destroy the New Rock" are "Dig
that Stupid Sound" and
"Everyone's a Scientist."

"It has a '50s, almost doo-wop
sound to me," said Smailes regard-

ing. "Everyone's a Scientist."

"When I was growing up my parents

alvyays played Motown and '50s

rock and roll - I hear that in that

song."

BIJ describes its sound as border-

ing between punk, rock and pop. So
far, response to the sound has been
good.

"Based on the shows we just did,

people were going crazy - it was
unbelievable," Travers said. "We
sold everything. Hopefully, that's a

good indication of things to come."
The band's ambiguoQs style

works for it, as its popularity has
already transcended international

boundaries.

"The album has only been out for

three weeks and we've already got-

ten a few e-mails from people from
other countries, from people Jhat

are liking the album," Damon saidT.

Due to the encouraging interna-

tional response, Travers looks for-

ward to performing for audiences
outside of the U.S.

"I want to travel everywhere and
not just like a lot of people say.

'Let's go to Japan, let's go to

Europe,' but I want to go to South
America and go into Asia and I want
to play everywhere, just play music
everywhere. I'm a huge fan of trav-

eling, I want to see the earth," he
said.

Fans, both internationally and
here at home, can expect BIJ to treat

its live show as lightly as it does
everything else.

"We're very light-hearted."

Damon said. "We go up and we act

very silly. Especially our bass player;

he tells bad jokes and gets hardly

any response. Live, we're basically a

kind of goofy rock-and-roll band."

Smailes appreciates BIJ's uncon-
ventional approach to live shows.

"I know whenever I go to the

show, if it's played by the book and
they don't really interact, I won't
remember it as much as messing up
and the band has to kill time by
either interacting or telling jokes,

which we are notorious for - and
they're bad jokes at that," Smailes
sflid.

Because BIJ's sound lacks defini-

tion, it is also difficult to find the tar-

get audience it will seek on tour.

"I thought it would be a little bit

of an older crowd." Travers said. "It

sounds a bit Elvis Costello-y, Jo
Jackson, Cheap Trick type of stuff,

so I figured maybe our target was
the older crowd but it seems the kids

are liking it that really haven't had
too much exposure to that."

The guys mix optimism with real-

ism, recognizing the significance of
a back-up plan.

"Realistically, you never want to

think about it being a success thing."

Travers said. "You don't want to let

yourself dream about all that kind of
stuff, so you always think in the back
of your mind how long can I hon-
estly tour? I'm 33 now. and how
many years of touring do I have
jumping around like a fool on
stage?'"

"I think that's a part of me and
I'll never outgrow that but you
always want to have a back-up plan

for retirement and whatnot, the

whole 401 K." he laughed. 'All that

stuff that music doesn't offer you."

Daily Bruin Arts it Entertainment Monday, April 16. 2001 25

MUSIC: Big in Japan's album "Destroy
the New Rock" is available on Honest
Don's music label. For more informa-

tion go to www.biginjapan.net.

On-Line ordering
from www.uclastore.com

For all your graduation needs,

shop on-line, or order at

Graduation Etc on A-leveL

Ackennan Union.

Visit Graduation Etc and join the

UCLA Alumni Assodation TODAY!

Association

Ackerman Union. ALevei
phone 510.825 2587
fax: 310.82^2794
gracletcOasucla.ucla.«du
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y-Village

^ xpressmart
^^^^^ 10974 Le Conte Ave. at Gayley

FREE PARKING
(While shopping in store)

-Village^village
^xpressmart

Vz MIOh
Milk

99$
1/2 Gallon

• One half gallon per coupon
•Valid 4/1 6/01 -4/22/01

• One coupon per household

^Village
l^xpressmart

Green
Forest

Bath Tissue

4 Pack

• One item per coupon
•Valid 4/1 6/01 -4/22/01

• One coupon per household

I

He Berteley teriew ProwdeK

I
review program

...continues to

set the standards
that others want

to follow!

i
Si Jill lip by yourself before
April 27th .incl receive:

S50''"offtlie fill course tuition,

Sij»n up with ti friend before

April 27th «incl receive:

iflMniMnni
(Certain Restrictions Apply.)

ERKELEY

14 Weeks Of Review And Testing Of

Important MCAT Concepts.^ ,f,f,fv^^i

100 Hours Of Scheduled Lecture Topics

In The Classroom,/_^(_^i_^.,f,f^^,f

200 Hours Of Offlce Hours To Supplement

The Lecture Topics,/_,,L^..,juf^u/_,f.^.^

20 Hours Of Supplemental MCAT-Style

Problem Solving Sessions,^,f^^^^u./.

10 Full-Length Mock MCAT Exams

During The Program ^^^^u/_,/_^_^..,/

4 Scheduled Full-Length Mock MCAT

Exam Testing Dates^/^f^^^^^^L^^ufv

2800 Pages Of Review Notes Covering

Important MCAT Concepts^/^^u^uf^^i

1400 MCAT-Style Passages With Clear

And Detailed Solutions./^f^^^.^/^f

Exceptional Instructors For Each Of

The Six Topic Areas Of The MCAT^u/-.

Excellent Review Materials That You

Get To Keep And Take Home,f,f.^L,f4^

Application Assistance, Interview

Workshops, And Mock Interviews^^f^^

Spcciali/ing in MCAT Preparation

-622-8827
www.berkeley-review.com

Ihe Associdled Piess

Host Anne Robinson strikes a severe stance on the set of NBC's new
show "Weakest Link," brought over from Britain where it is a smash hit.

UNK
From page 22

The questions in the British ver-

sion (a preview of the U.S. show was

unavailable) are standard quiz-show

stuff. "If each side of an Egyptian

pyramid is 220 meters long, how far

_would you walk if you went around

It?" (880 meters) or "In the animal

kingdom, which 'j' is the largest South

American cat?" (the jaguar) were

among the queries posed to British

players.

But it's style, not substance, that

sets "Weakest Link" apart. Like a

one-woman hit squad, Robinson pep-

pers the contestants with rapid-fire

questions and high-caliber insults.

After one player flubbed a science

question, Robinson politely asked his

profession. He was a teacher, the man
offered.

"You're actually a coordinator for

science in the school, " she replied,

taking aim.

"I certainly am," he said.

"Are you sure about that?"

HIGGS
From page 20

1500s."
•

•

The organ appeared around 300

B.C. and developed into a more mod-
ern version in the 16th century. The
mtxiern organ can be extremely large

and dilTicult to maneuver.

"The organ console itself is proba-

bly more confusing than the cockpit of

a 747," said UCLA production manag-

er, Michael F. Wolf.

According to Wolf, a stall takes five

hours to tune the organ and must then

remove several rows of seats to move
the console to center stage from its

storage position which is off to the side

of the audience.

Because of this extensive process,

organs do not have the luxury of travel,

which means that an organist plays a

difierent organ at each performance.

"The real pressure is on Mr. Higgs

who has very little time to get acquaint-

ed with the organ," Wolf said.

Higgs will only have Monday and

Tuesday to practice for the upcoming

performance. Wolf said.

"It's kind of a pain but it also makes

HOLMBERG
From page 21

would ever be, leaving little room in

those leather pants for a remake.

This ultimately leads back to why
shows from the 1980s and 1990s are

not being revitalized for theaters.

They don't revolve around high con-

cepts and instead focus on charac-

ters and their interactions.

The most definitive representative

of television in these eras is

"Seinfeld," the self-proclaimed show
about nothing. Today's shows are, at

best, about a half an hour of partial-

Robinson curtly replied. Fire!

Draped in black designer garb that

gives her the air of a chic Western

gunslinger, her mouth pursed hard,

Robinson breaks the mold of the

blandly inoffensive TV personality.

Could bubbly Regis Philbin ever

be so cold? Or courtly Alex Trebek?

That's their problem, suggests

Robinson, 56, who urgues she is tbi|.

one taking the high ground.

"Quiz show contestants are really

very feisty and very sure of them-

selves and it just would have been

inappropriate and patronizing to

treat them any other way," Robinson

said in an interview.

In her career on TV and as a jour-

nalist (she's currently a columnist for

The Times of London), Robinson

says she's avoided patronizing people

or talking to them "as if their dog had

just died."

As applied to "Weakest Link," it's

an approach she believes makes for

good television.

"It's feisty, it's fast, it's dramatic.

It's a bit like a car crash, but you look

anyway."

it a lot more interesting rather than just

playing your own instrument," Higgs

explained.

The Royce Organ was designed by

Harold Gleason, also from the

Eastman School of Music, and built in

1930 with more than 6,600 pipes. —
"It feels like you're playing a build-

ing more than playing the organ

because the organ is often such a part

ofthe building, so you really get a sense

of what the acoustic is like and how the

concert mood is put together," Higgs

said.

With natural talent and passion for

the organ, it's no wonder that Higgs is

so well known and admired.

"I heard him last year at the Crystal

Cathedral and he was fantastic," said

Ho Jun Lee, a doctoral student in com-

position and theory currently studying

under Harmon.

Higgs plans on filling Royce Hall

with this versatile music of passion dur-

ing his only California performance

this season.

MUSIC: Higgs will perform at Royce Hall

on Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. For ticketing

information contact the Central Ticket

Office at (310) 285-2101.

>«ri^

ly interesting nonsense, and it is

doubtful they could sustain two full

hours of movie going excitement.

Nevertheless, I am afraid. The
shows on TV tonight will somehow
find their way to a nostalgic produc-

er 30 years down the line, just as

shows from 30 years ago do today.

So embrace the idiocy of pop cul-

ture, because it is better than sitting

in a dark corner lamenting the

invention of television.

To reach Holmtierg in his dark corner

where he laments the invention of

television, you can contact him at

dholmbrg@ucla.edu.
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1 1 8 Kerckhoff Hall
308 Westwood Plaza
Los Angeles. CA 90024

E-Mail: classifieds(
Web: http://vvww.c

?media.ucla.edu
[ailybruin.ucla.edu

phone
Classified Line: (310) 825-2221

Fax: (3103 206-0528
Classified Display: (310) 206*3060

Fax: (310) 206-0528

olHoehoins
Mon-Thu: 9:00am-3:00pm
Fri: 9am-2:30pm

Classified Line Ads:
1 working day before printing,

at 12 noon
Classified Display Ads:
2 working days before printing.

at 12 noon
There are no cancellations after

noon of the day before pnnting.

hoMT Id write
an efledhie ad

• Start your ad with the

merchandise you are selling

This makes it easier for readers to

quickly scan the ads and locate

your Items
• Always include the pnce of your
Item fVlany classified readers
simply do not respond to ads
without pnces
• Avoid abbreviations- -make your
ad easy for readers to understand
• Place yourself in the reader s

position, ask what you would like

to know about the merchandise,
and include that in the ad Include

such information as brand names,
colors and other specific

descnptions

The ASUCLA Communicatloos txjard fully supports ttw University of California's policy on nondiscriminaiion No medium shaH accept advertisements wtiich present persons of any origin, race, sex. ot sexual onentation in a
demeaning way or imply that they are limited to positions, capabilities, roles, or status m society Nerther the Daily Bruin nor the ASUCLA Communications Board has investigated any o( the services advertised or the
advertisements repres«nled in this issue. Any person believing that an advertisement in this issue violated Ihe Boards policy on nondiscnmination stated herein should communicate complaints in wnting to the Business Manager
OaNy Bruin. 118 Keickhoff Ha*. 306 Westwood Ptazi, Los Angeles. CA 90024. For assistance with housir\g dtecrimination protjiems. call the UCLA Ho«jsing Office at (3i0) 825-4271 or call the Weststde Fair Housing Oflice at (3ioi
475-9671 ClassMed ads also appear orvNne at httpy/wwwdailytjruin oda.edu. Placement on-line is offered as a complimentary service for customers and is not guaranteed The Daily Brum is responsitjle lor the first incorr
insertion only Minor typographical errors are not eligible lor refunds. For any refutHJ. the Daily Bruin Classified Department must t>e notified of an error on the first day of put)lication by noon
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One issue, up to 20 words $850
..each additional word 0.65

Weekly, up to 20 words 29.00
..each additional word 2.15

Monthly, up to 20 words 96.00
each additional word 5.75

12 pt headline $1.60
1 6 pt headline $225

^Border $5.ooy

For Classified Display ads.

please see our rate card

for variable rate information

rvioster Card ViSA

payment
Please make checks payable to

"The UCLA Daily Brum" We
accept Visa. MasterCard, and
Discover credit cards. Allow 5
working days for mail payments.

1800
Miscellaneous

2300
Sperm/Egg Donors

2300
Sperm/Egg Donors

11oo
Cnmpiis Happenings

TAI CHI CHUAN
CLUB'S

Grand Master Tung and Master Karol offer

personalized tralnir>g Tues/Wed/Thurs 4;30-

6pm/Safurday 10am-12pm. UCLA-MacGo-
wen-Hall-Scuipture-Garden. $50/month/any

or all.8 18-996-3787

TEACH ENGLISH IN CENTRAL EUROPE!
Free seminar. UCLA Career Center, Monday
April 16th, 4pm. RSVP recommended. Eva
Walthers, 310-825-0831

Calling all angels...

2000
Personals

LOVE? European writer/linguist, cosmopoli-
tan, accomplished, good-looking, middle-

aged, healthy lifestyle, loves literature/travel-

ing/outdoors, seeks attractive/smart/affec-

tionate young female, any race/origin, lor

friendship, possibly romance/marriage. 310-

573-4020/maniQ munich.com

• f^5
Compensation

Alcoholics Anonymous
AAon. DacusHon, Fri. Step Study, 3506 Ackarmon

TWt. Book Study, 3508 Ackannan

MA/W Rm. Dwitat A3-029

Wed. Rm. A3- 029
[>bcuuior«, Al timet 12:10- tOOpm

F«r IcctmHcter IndMduaf who hrnvdhnUngprothm.

1300
Campus Recruitment

2200
Research Subjects

CHRONIC BAD BREATH Earn $50 and
learn to control bad breath. Clinical study in

Culver City 310-815-1829, 310-210-7805.

EARN $$$
For giving your opinion on market research-

products, TV, etc. Ages 5-54. No accents
please. 818-609-1850.

OPEN AUDITION
"SHIPWRECKED"
Rtalitf TeUvif ion ^9f\4t

L

Tliir4 t«ri«i «f UK Nttwork thew

l««kii§ for jfotii) "eastaiifijff" willin§

to if«ii^ to WMJct on rometa South

Poeifie iilaii4. Miit bo afoi t8-2S,

availablo all of May, Jano, Jaly

2001, fit, an^ ablo to twin.

Vitit wobtito: nrww.iliipwroeko^.eom

for info, afplieation form & aa^itioii

vi^oo roqi. Mail to: RDF Modia, PC

Box 7714, Barbank, CA 91510-7714

by Mareb 9th. E-mail qaorioi to:

ihipwrockatltv@hotmail.eom.

1600
Legal Notices

HOMICIDAL ABORTION
KrK>wn in the medical dictk>n as concepli-

cide. homicidal abortion is the most preva-

lent form of homicide in the United States

Jufldic Embassy. ambOjuridic.ofg

2300
Sperm/Egg Donors

EGG DONOR
Late 40's, married women looking for Jewish
coed interested in helping to create a child

$2500+ negotiable Please call June 310-

376-7000.

EGG DONOR NEEDED. Asian. Please call

310-397-0490

If you are male, in college or have a college

degree, you can earn up to $600/mo, call lor

details on our anonymous sperm donor pro-

gram. Receive free comprehensive health

screening & help infertile couples. So if

you're looking for a great job and a little extra

cash, call us first. 310-824-9941.

EGG Donors Needed
Healthy females ages 19-28

wishing to help infertile couples.

$5,000

Call MiRNA (818) 832-1494 ^

THE EGG
DONOR

PROGRAM
Help a couple achieve their dream and
you'll receive the highest compensation
and most personalized attention from the
oldest donor program In LA.

We screen recipient parents, too

Shelley Smith m.a., m.f.c.c

323-933-0414
The Egg Donor Program/The Surrogacy Program
e-mail SSmlthMFCCeaol.com-Establlshed In 1990

I NEED A PARKING SPACE in Westwood
Will rent lor 2 months. Landfair and Gayley
preferable. Please call Cristy 310-497-9210

m.

3500
Furniture

HIGH QUALITY, ALL UN-USED. Mattress-
set $150 Sofa/loveseat $495 Slipcover-sola
$550. Seven-piece dining room $795 Bunk-
beds w/matlresses $150. Headboards $15
310-393-2338

SEARCHING FOR
EGG DONOR

EARN $5000. Caucasian only. Intelligerx:e,

athletic, and sense of humor a plus. Please

call;323-650-2891

recycle it.
]

2800
Art/Paintings

WANTED
Collecter seeking paintings by ^rly
California artists 1900-1940. Artists include:

Guy Rose, Edgar Payne, Granville
Redmond, John Frost, William Wendl.
Selden Gile, Anna Hills, Benjamin Brown,
Franz Bischoff, Elmer Wachtel, Arthur
Mathews and many, many more. Please
contact Steve at ilook4ariOaol.com. 310-
863-8013.

MATTRESS SPECIALS
NEW INNERSPRING twin sets $99.95, Fulls

$129.95, Queens $169.95 and Kings
$199.95 Also, Sealy Stearns and Foster at

lowest prices. 310-477-1466.

3800
Miscellaneous

IT'S T-SHIRT WEATHER
T-shirts from $5. lowest prices on Ihe Inter-

net. Discount event merchandise, left-over

from recQPt events, www.alleventstore^com
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2300
Sperm/Egg Donors

gg Donor^
Needed

Miikc a mime ul( HIS

(liffcrciKc in ihc life* of

ii loving (oupic l)y

tiirnin>» ihcir dn-iuii of

huildin^ a family into a

reality. If you arc an
educated female

between the aj^es ^)f

2 1 -:}(). non-smoker with

excellent health, c all

Th<- Re>*istry Ovum
Donor Ser\'i( e

(3 1 ()) 599-<X) 1 8
SS.SCX) flat fee.

Pay your tuition

with eggs.

If you're a woman between 18

and 35, you can earn nrioney easi-

ly, anonymously. Donate your

"eggs to an infertile couple.

$3,500 and up. depending on

you education and other qualifi-

cations. Call Todav.

The Center for Egg Options

310/546-6786

•Tjve Center fof E99 Optioni. U.C

A^AAAA^

transportation
4600-5500

4900
Autos for Sale

1991 ACURA GS INTEGRA fully loaded.

imaculale, low mileage. Must see Asking

price $6700 Black and black leather. 4 door.

310-283-3643.

1991 GRAND AM: Red, 2-door. automatic,

extra clean. 109,00 miles, CD. $3400 OBO
Kelly 310-801-6569

1993 SATURN SC2 Automatic, black interi-

or/exterior, power sunroof/windows/locks.

Leather seats, security system, A/C. excel-

lent condition $7000 310-230-0425

1993 VW CABRIOLET Red, convertible

with white top, white leather seals, excellent

condition. 63k miles. $6,000 obo. 310-472-

8258. Suzy

1994 MERCURY SABLE
WAGON

Green, 4dr automatic, V6 3.8 liters Fully

loaded, airbags, alarm, immaculate 73K
miles. $5800obo. Jo:310-825-5719.

1996 SATURN SL2
4door, automatic, manual, door lock-i-wind-

ows. 10 disc cd changer. 79800miles. $8000
(according to kbb) Sam:310-824-3451

2000 Ford Expedition
Eddie Bauer 2-wheel drive, 5.4L, V8, 6cd,

chrome wheels, leather, white over tan, 30k
miles. $29,995 323-876-7833.

FOR SALE 1997 MAZDA MIATA STO Edi-

.

tion Only 16,000 Miles. Mint Condition AC,
PW, CD. alloy wheels. 2 months left of Full

Warranty $14,000. Email;RWP3i@aolcom
^T-

POLICE IMPOUNDS Hondas as low as
$500 for listings 1-800-319-3323 ext.A214.

•84 HONDA PRELUDE Silver, sunroof, A/C,

runs great, 160k miles, $500obo Bret 310-

794-6970

96 HONDA PRELUDE VTEC Black/black,

sunroof, spoiler, excellent. A/C. original own-
«)r, ABS, 65k miles, must sell- $16,400obo.
323-653-8117.

Classifieds

825-2221
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travel
5600-5720

FLY SUPER
(323) 277-4595
LATIN AMERICA SPECIALISTS

Mexico City

Guodokijara

Nicorogua

Ponomo
Hooduros

Caracas

Sao Pablo
Co»U Rica

BsUu

no
119

229
189

229
219

269
219
2fi9

Lima/Peru 169

Bu^noa A>ra« 299
8. da Chlla 219
Bogoto/Colonibio 220
Quito/Guayaquil 259
GuolMnala 19S

Rip/Broiil

259
New York I LONDON S370
$259 PARIS $439. <

Business A Leisure lyavei
Boston

Pttilodelphia

Chicago

Houston

Dolkis

Washington

St. Louis

San Froncisco

149

185

135

129

115

135

105

149

Vacationsl
S321 CAM SAN LUCAS

I

S321 MAZAILAN
S3e» PmVAUAIITA
SS19 CANCM

3 NIGHTS. HOTEL & AIR

r^v
*/ Great Summer

Discounts Now!

VICT0RYTRAVEL.COM
e-maif: victory trmvmm^armUnk.iwt

Sonw raMncliom anHy Immt rt* mjuttta CST>?0V1M< JV
FVM m* OW b«Md on R/T purcNaM

services
5800-7300

5900
Financial Aid

LOANS AVAILABLE
No application fee. High approval Low
Interest rate. Bankruptcys welcome. Toll

Free 1-877-494-4843.

6000
insurance

/lllstate
* >fbu're in good handa

fv/like Azer Insurance Agency. Inc

(3 1 0) 3 1 2-0202
1281 Wostw/oocd BlvcJ
C2 tolks So of Wllshlro)

24 Hoijfs o Doy Service

6100
Computer/Internet

A GREAT DEAL!
Mac PowerPC 7100-8100 $199-$299 in-

cludes monitor. Pentium 1 complete system,

includes rrwoitor $249. 310-476-5076.

idEa247.COM
INTERNET RESOURCES. Web design, de-

velopment, tutorials, hosting affilfates, do-

main names/dreamweaver. global news,

Java scnpt, CGI Cold Fusion.

http;//www idea247 com

6150
Foreign Language

PnpMntlott For Jetro Business
Jspaimse Iksf June 23nl

(.M0)4Vi .uoo

90Otm-N«om

U CttrXoUciK

(32.Y)tf6-IOIS

April 21-Jun(; ?, 6 Saturdays (May 26ih no dau)

Price $80

(#^ Imagine ^^

5680
Travel Destinations

5680
Travel Destinations

STUDENT TRAVEL

920 WeStWOOd Blud. (next to Burger King)

310.UCLA.FLY or m60795 from campus

www.statravei.com

6300
Legal Advice/Attorneys

CONSUMER PROTECTION Lemon law,

automobile dealer fraud, repossessions,

abusive debt collection. UCLA law graduate.

Contingent fees/costs available. Alec True-

hlnnd 3in-44.-^-41.19

6600
Personal Services

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING

Comprehensive Dissertation Assistance

Theses, Papers, and Personal Statements

Proposals and Books
Inlerriational Students Welcome. Since 1985

Sharon Bear, Ph.D. (310) 470-6662
vwtrw.Sea r-Write .com

TA\'C() '200!

Lx>«l art r—mtg— today wNh modam aanaual powar.

Fm< th* hMI o( axottc adgy danca.

Laam with Ungo mastar. anfoy maattrig friand*. danctng.

lood. drtnlis untM midnight.

Wednesdayi, 7:30 pm at Hollywood Dane* Ont*T,

817 N. Highland Ave. <croMing M*lro»«)

(323) 848 8291

: Ur

6^00
Movers/Storage

BEST MOVERS. Licensed, insured. Lowest
rates. Fast, courteous-Moareful. Many stud-

ents moved for $98. Lie. -T- 163844. NO JOB
TOO SMALL! 1-800-2-GO-BEST Voice-

mail/pager: 323-263-2378

HONEST MAN w/14ft truck and dollies,

small jobs, short notice ok. SF, LV. SD.
Student discount. Go Bruins! lOyrs. 310-

285-8688

JERRY'S MOVING&DELIVERY The careful

movers. Expenenced, reliable, same-day de-

livery Packing, boxes available. Also, pick-

up donations for American Cancer Society.

Jerry©310-391-5657.

Unhappy? Tired? Drained?

Maybe it's because universities like

UCLA have the soul ofDraciJa.

http://Universitysecrets.com ;

mxtxv.^"z:^z:^:^^/.7/.zz:zxan:z3:2zrzzzzzzg3

6500
Music Lessons

DRUM LESSONS
ALL LEVELS/STYLES with dedicated pro-

fessional At ^ur home or WLA studio. 1st-

lesson free No drum set necessary.
Neil:323-654-8226.

GUITAR LESSONS
by professional near UCLA. All levels, guitars

available Learn to play effortlessly!

www.JWGS.com. Call Jean at 310-476-

4154.

6700
Professional Services

A FREE SESSION
PSYCHOTHERAPY/COUNSELING for de-

pression, anxiety, obsessions, post-traumat-

ic stress, etc. Couples/Individuals. Crime vic-

tims may be eligible for free treatment. Call

Liz Gould(MFC#32388)©310-578-5957 to

schedule free consultatkHi

ATTENTION MBA. LAW, MEDICAL
SCHOOL APPLICANTS! Frustrated devel-

oping your crucial personal statements? Get
professional help from well-known au-

thor/consultant.310-826-4445. www.winnlng-

personstatement.com.

ALL HfR/niVG i EOmNQ
Personal Statements, Papers, Theses,

Dissertations, Books, 8, Proposals
Comprehensive help by PhD from DC

International Students Welcome

(323) 665-8145

6200
Health Services

6200
Health Services

6700
Professional Services

CREATIVE EXPERTISE
MBA & OTHER
PERSONAL

STATEMENTS,
RESUMES

Personalized, professional assitance. Writ-

ing, editing, dissertation formatting, tran-

scribing. Ace Words, Etc. 310-820-8830.

FIND ROOMS &
ROOMMATES ONLINE

The Napster lor roommates Free to view

and place ads. Immediate Online Results,

www easyroommate com

FORMER ENGLISH TEACHER w/ Masters

from U-Chicago, edits/word processes dis-

sertations, proposals, screenplays, personal

statements, resumes. International students

weteome. Winslow's 310-829-6171.

NOTARY PUBLIC Bilingual services avail-

able. Spanish and English. Commission
#1277297 Commission expires Sept. 17,

2004. 310-820-7113.

PUBLISH YOUR WORK
FOR $1,295

TexttKJOks, novels and more. Call FirstPub-

lish, Inc at 888-707-7634 or visit wviw.firstpu-

blish.com

as:

Brentwood Dermatology ^

__ Medical Group

Jack H. Snvers, MD
V Diplomale of itif Ariiencan Hoard of Oemialolop' #

• Liposuction • Botox • Collagen

• Fat in|cctions to signifkaiitly

reduce Cacial lines

• Laser removal of brown spots,

tattoo's and veins

• Mole removal with great

aesthetic outcome
• a GENEKAL DERMATOLOGY

c 10% w/ mention of Ad
hf felHIMl)

Preceptorship availavic for

medical and PA stadest*.

Office lodted on

Son Vkeitt ii Breatwood

,
310^826-2051

wwwJ>ni¥9n,tom

CONTACTS
IMO HIDDEN CHARGES*

EXTENDED or DAILY 2 pr $59. .^
}^A|BLES £ MO/4 Boxes^
BR*OWNEYES EXT*79Pf

Hazal, Graan, Biu*

CHANGE LIGHT EYES mi ^^9Pr
Blu*. Gr*«n, Aqua

BIFOCAL/MONOVISION add I
*50

ASTIGMATISM EXT *8%

EYE EXAM $1I>

UKMGBB/
Bsvorty HMs Ad|

(310)360^13

UMGBUCN

1038S.ltofe«tMnBI«iL,t1
Wed3-5fii1M
t842tlV.lJnnlnA««..fG

Wad 11-1, lil 3-5

4l30AlanlcAi«,ff1()6
Thors 3-5, Sat 2-4|xii

11277 tWtoyMvl, 1201
T))urs11-1pm,Sat11:30-1pm

Mo AawlntiMnl NkmmtwJmI WMk-ki

VAUGHN EPOBALiAM.MJ).
FMEE tiiuc; Kit w/l>ili f:ll.i.sf>

7000
Tutoring Offered

••ENGLISH EXPERT
DOES WRITING IN ENGLISH make you
crazy? Assistarx:e in tjasic skills to major re-

search paper completion. ESL experienced.

310-839-9933/Adam.

AAA TUTOR'S CLUB
A HOME TUTORING service for all subjects,

grades K-12. Lowest prices guaranteed! For

more information call 310-444-0449.

6200
Health Sen/ices

COMPLIMENTARY CONSULTATION
ORTHODONTIST

SINCE 1980
UCLA FACULTY MEMBER

Dr. Nader Dayani
Member American Association of Orthodontists

Specializing in braces for adults & children

beliver Brilliant Resultsults/

• Cosmetic Porcelain

• Surgical Ortr>odontics

• Removable
• Traditional
• Invisible

• European

(310) 826 - 7494
1 1645 Wilstiirr Blvd «A02
Lot Angeles. CA 90025

(949) .552 - 5890
1R124 Culver Dr., MA
Irvine. CA 927i5

hl.^U'i .\l i.» >;i |)|..\l>.\.\l» i'\t.

Teeth^W^iitening SSS'-'f^j

Th* kaoimani «•• D*« ftiaowt (lOOOaODMiiOOOOiiv
90 monh ai *»am\mn mrtjma fa mt^a braoM

MOO OD pkji 1 100 00 (lot each moMh o( naoimani tandw^d
la ramovotna tracM and 1 1 TOO 00 (Hui Im 00 pai morin
'a caromc txacM. raOOOICf tfagriCMlK •uOyrrwxMiand

i 1 78 00 Km <onn<* oonMlolion

•Hnaiion <*»• 4 JOOl

Display
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7000
Tutoring Offered

AMERICAN HUSBAND (currently college in-

structor, MBA Wharton, UPenn) and Korean
wife (UCLA Grad, middle schtool teactier) will

patiently tutor Englisti speaking and wnting.
310-559-0123.

MATH TUTOR
For regular weekly appointments, all levels

$30+/tx>ur. Trig/Pre-Calculus, Calculus. Al-

gebra, Geometry UCLA Matti BS. Graduated
tionors. Jonathan:31 0-850-8849. 323 734-
8321

PHYSICS AND MATH
MattyPhysics major/student offers tutoring in

physics and math at all levels. Contact Sina:

(310)989-1491 or sina40ucla.edu

RESEARCH PAPER TUTOR. 4.0 grad and
published writer offers private tutoring servic-

es. 213-390-3331

7500
CarRRr Opportunities

7500
Career Opportunities

Immediate Openings
$9 to $15/Hour

general office clerks to executive secretaries

temporary & full time positions

Medical Transcription

MCCS Sctieduling System a plus

Fax r«sum« to (310) 278-4269
For an immodiata appointmont

call 4310) 278-0511

ttMW. atarataffingaazvices . com

WRITING TUTOR
Kind and patient Stanford graduate Help
with the English language—for students of

all ages/levels. 310-440-3118.

7100
Tutoring Wanted

TUTORS WANTED
AFTER-SCHOOL FOR grades K-12. in BH,
WLA. SM areas Education majors and/or
graduate-level (in any field) a plus. $11.25-
15/hour. Call The Tutor's Club: 310-444-
0449.

7600
Child Care Offered

$$$ LOW PRICES $$$
WONDER YEARS PRESCHOOL run by
UCLA grads Ages2.5/6years. Two large

play-yards. Open 7:30-5:30.Close to UCLA.
310-473-0772.

COMPUTER TUTOR
FOR IMPROVING beginning general skills

rOna hour a w«ok. ^0/hr Near UCLA.-GeU~

7700
Child Care Wanted

$12/H0UR
WORK AT HOME PARENT needs assistant

Now-June 15. MTW, need person 2/3 days,
3-6PM. Safe car, run errands, pick up two
kids. Summer much more hours available.

310-399-3518.

7800
Help Wanted

$15-$23A4R BRIGHT, ENTHUSIASTIC peo-
ple to teach SAT prep and ALL Academic
Subjects. Transportation required. We will

train. Flexible hours. Send or fax cover let-

ter/resume, including test scores (SAT, GRE,
etc.) to ACE Educational Services, Attn:Bar-
ry, 9911 W. Pico Blvd, Sle.PH-K, LA, CA
90035; Fax:310-282-6424. Positions avail-

able throughout LA and the Valley

$1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL Mailing our cir-

culars. No experierKe required. Free infor-

mation packet. Call 202-466-1639.

•MOVIE EXTRA WORK* Beats all jobs. Stan
immediately Great pay Fun/Easy No crazy
fees. Program tor free medical Call-24/hrs

323-850-4417 •

310-839-3692.

EXCEPTIONAL TUTOR-
$25/HOUR

PHYSICS AND CALCULUS TUTOR for high

school senior. 6-8 hours/week. Need trans-

portation, close to UCLA. Hours flexible.

$25/hour. 310-207-7339. 310-794-7525

NEED TUTOR for 1 1 y/o to help w/ homework
and exams. 10-min from campus. $10/hr.

310-901-6400.

TUTOR WANTED
For UCLA level computer C++ programming.
Leave message 310-550-7869 or 310-775-
2032.

AFTER-SCHOOL CHILD CARE/DRIVER for

2 kids (10&13). M-F. 3-7pm. Bel Air. Must
have car/references. Elizabeth: 310-472-
9920 evenings/fax 310-472-9178. Stan
Immediately.

10MINS FROM UCLA. Electronic retail

store. PT/FT technical savvy person front

page! For customer, sales, and service. 310-

475-0859. Mr. Schulze.

CHILDCARE/DRIVER A MANAGEMENT

7200
Typing

WORD PROCESSING specializing in thes-

es, dissenations, transcription, legal, psych,
resumes, fliers, brochures, mailing lists, re-

ports. 310-828-6939

Help with homework, supervise play. for2-

boys ages 9-12. T,W,F, 3-6pm. English
speaking. Own car w/insurance. Ctose to

UCLA. 310-470-2047.

CHILDCARE/DRIVER
Mon-Fri(l-5pm). occasional weekends.
Possible full-time summer. Driver/childcare

for 4 and 6 y/o girts. Female preferred. Must
have exc. driving record/insurance. SM.
area. $10-$12/hr. 310-452-6262

TRAINEE

(TT TVS\

ENERGETIC. FUN BABYSITTER NEEDED
for 2 kids 7&4. Rexible hours, Tuesday,
Thursday, Friday afternoons and Saturday
Some evening-s/travel possible. Must have
experience/references. Call 310-393-4054.

EXCEPTIONAL P/T BABYSITTER WANT-
ED: For 2 exceptional young children We
are seekir^g a highly reliable person wtw is

loving and has a sincere interest in child de-
velopment. Experience w/kids & own car a
must. 1-2 evenings/week plus 1-2 weekend
days. $l2/hr. Fax resume & references to

310-454-3994

employment
7400-8300

^

7400
Business Opportunities

$500-1000/MONTH P/T
Seeking motivated students fof mariteting in-

ternet, cellular ar>d lor>g distarice accounts.

Serious lr>quiries only Call for rec. info:888-

432-4890

EARN IMMED. INCOME
100% Home-Based Business w/NYSE Tele-

com. Serious earning potential. No experi-

ence necessary Wor1< P/T from tKHne.

www^bgib.comAungar

ONLINE MARKETING
Learn the truth about online marketing!

http://hop.clk;kbank.net/hop.cgi?mvp777/

bigdogs

7500
Career Opportunities

ACCOUNTING DEPT assistant P/T entry

level posHton. M-F 2-6pm w/ some flexibility.

Bask: computer knowledge, car with in-

surance, good otel and written communica-
tion skills required. $10/hr+mileage. 310-

276-9166.

FEMALE BABYSITTER for 20-month yr.old

girt. 4-l0hrs/wk. Must hiave car and referenc-

es and experience w/children. Close to

UCLA. $9/hr 310-205-0903

MARY POPPINS TYPE
Weekend nanny/housekeeper needed + 3
weeknights. 7am Sat-9pm Sun. Bel-air.

Experience and references required. Call
310-889-1840

NANNY/AFTER-SHOOL-DRIVER to take 3
chiWren to activities/help at home. Monday-
Friday approx 3:00pm-7:30pm Occasional
evenings. Car w/insurance required; refer-

ences needed.$10-$l2/hr. Debbie0323-
956-4066.

New offices opening Independent Capital

Management, Inc (ICM) one of the nations

Premier and Fastest Growing financial serv-

ices CO (INC500) offering securities through
SunAmenca Securities Inc. (NASD.SIPC)
anrwunces immed. openings in our So Cal
Offices. We're looking lor career oriented in-

divktuals in search of rapid advancement
and complete training in the investment field

with an industry leader. Top payouts, medi-
cal benefits, 401k match, conlerertces. stock

options. 1-800-600-2620. wwwicmlinan-
cial.com

A PERFECT STUDENT
JOB!!!

AFTERNOONS DURING SCHOOL. Fulltime

during Quarter Breaks and Summer Vaca-
tions! Wort< at the most famous tennis stiop

in l^. Wort< experierKe not necessary. Mini-

mum pay $7.50/hr. "String for the

prosl'Westwood Sporting Goods. 1065 Gay-
ley Ave. 310-208-6215.

ACCESS TO A COMPUTER'' PUT IT TO
WORK! Up to $25-75/hr PT/FT
www.EarnEZbucks.com 888-715-4646

Admin Assistant for

prominent Westside
art gallery

Train now-F/T by August. Must be fluent in

Spanish, detail-oriented. $10-12/hr+commis-
sion. Fax resume:310-586-1712.

P/T BABYSITTER
For wondertut eight-year-old. 2-4after-

noons/week, 2 30-6:30. year-round Insured
driver w/car. Live-In: Pvt.room(sep.bath)in
secluded garden. l-bk>ck to UCLA. Ap-
prox.20hrs/wk. 310-259-8545.

P/T BABYSITTING
FEMALE NEEDED. UCLA student preferred.

P/T 2 young kkJS, weekends, fax resume
to:310-451-1130.

MOE>EL
AV) Experience Xtxessary'

.Men, Wonwn, childivn. all Xff^ v/es.

races T\ - Films • Commercials Magaanes

ff>rf>ers(>tial iulen'ieu call note

310.659.7000

ADMIN ASSISTANT F/T position in Beverty
Hills. Microsoft Office a must. Email resume
employmentOsaybrex.com or fax 310-278-
0038 More info 310-278-2750.

STUDENT NANNY
Child development education required for

toddler Experience necessary. CPR training

bonus Approximately 20 hours/week. Fax
resume to:310-394-9447 between 9-6PM
only, daily

7800
Help Wanted

$$Get Paid For Your
Opinions!$$

$15-$125 and more per

ADMIN/SALES
East Indian Arts & Antiques importer needs
asst. Computer literate Light bookkeeping.
Nice museum-type atmosphere 310-559-
3826. Fax resume 310-559-3829

Earn

www.money4opinions.com
per survey!

mf«ac«'w\

ADMINISTRATION
ASSISTANT

Organized person required for busy Santa
Monica office-errands, filing, phones, etc.

Must have car. Salary negotiable. Must be
available lor 8:30am start, email:
JackieO newsonacousttes.com

Are you a model.

Looking for all types

male/feina]e models/actoi^
We also liavc Plus size &. Oiikfren div

rof pnfM A non-union commcfcitls
No experience required No tees
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Cut your study

time in half.

Try Q1 Gong

and/or Meditation

For more details on the

MindBody Rx turn to

page 19

Visit the Ashe Center website for

more information, request an appoint-

ment or ask health related questions -

www.studenthealth.ucla.edu

or call 310 825-4073

ucal Ashe Center

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZI F

ACROSS
1 Clever
6 Lhasa — : canine
10 Continue
14 Worship
15 Noose
1

6

Swift horse
17 Swamis
18 Lawn pest
19 Zhivago's love
20 Toil

21 Whets
23 "Real" finisti

25 "Silent"

President
26 Genetic abbr
28 Frost

31 German sub
36 Pizarro's gold
37 - Raton. Florida
38 Lunatic —

:

extremist group
39 Plumbing

devices
42 Aesop's lessons
43 Monk's hood
44 Surfing spot
45 Paid out
46 Took a cab
47 Pindar forte

48 Tina Turner's ex
50 Hwy.
52 Like most

athletes

57 Intuitive feeling
61 Departed
62 Small change
63 Actor Brooks from

"Spenser: For
Hire"

64 Chills and fever
65 Baker's

devk^e
66 Walk
67 Freeway exit

68 Dispatch
69 Swamp

grass

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

EO 8 H

1

8 O n' A IRHR S Y
A R E A 1 V o R yHe X P O
N E A R G E N 1 El S E A R
G O L D E N R o Dc

UR
E N S E

WW 1 R A jHH N

Wr E A L

cIair
N Y T 11 MlEl

lEXER T tM S N A G^
SQGS] [QEIGiaB] SDS
A D 1 T

i^
LPlg
DMT

SCON El
R eIt r ^E E t E D^

um\n QiiB]
8 c R U BJI 1 N 8 IID E O U t
L o O Mc L e A tBn A P A
A T O Pe L 1 T m u H O R
[bJ eJ T HQJ8 J_ E RMS U N 8

4-16-01 © 2001. Umted Feature Syndicale

DOWN
1 Customs
2 Matinee —
3 Caesar's,

garment
4 Unimportant

matters
5 Positive

responses
6 Beggar's

shout
7 "Nonsense!"
8 Comfort
9 Soap —
10 Windstorm
1

1

Algerian city

1

2

Dory movers
13 Cager's org
22 Not sinaular
24 Horses gaits

26 Wither
27 — Dame
29 Chill

30 Traveler Poka
32 Took the bait

33 Upright

34 Reach accord
35 Try out
36 Electrical units

37 Northern
European sea

38 Not so many
40 Pale
41 Mortar trough
46 Remember

vividly

47 Artisttc wor1(

49 Accolades
51 "- what

friends are for"

52 Large: pref.

53 Word on a coin
54 Walk
55 Hymn ending
56 Pull apart
58 Be lackina

59 Steep rock

60 Jekyll's other
half

61 '— and Peace"

Display
206-3060
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7800
Help Wanted

7800
Help Wanted

Copeland's Sports is

Coming to Campus!

Now Hiring:
Sales & Management positions

hourly & salary

Come Join Our Team!
infervlews on campus 4/11 &- 4/12

Contact Jason
^opeland's Sports: 800-61 9-2853x706

or email: jasnsports@aol.com

AMBITIOUS
WRITERS
WANTED!

Online magazine seeks wnters/phologra-
phers/editors to cover movies/TV. music,
nightlife, internet you get experience, ex-
penses, partnership, info ©p-d-n com. 310-
989-3114. wwwp-d-n com/writers.

ATTENTION STUDENTS
AND FACULTY

Need Help. Seeking information regarding

apartments at 527 Midvale. If you are aware
of any complaints made to Midvale II Apart-

ments management regarding sliding glass

doors or balcony heights, landlord tenant dis-

putes, or tenant complaints at Midvale II

Apartments, please contact: 1-800-935-4844

ATTRACTIVE FEMALES
Young prolessional male seeks attractive

young lady for companionship and in return

will be benefactor Safe References avail-

able Call Malt for further info 818-903-4664

AWESOME EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNI-
TVW Part-time customer service position

Flexible hours and excellent pay at $ll/hr

Call Rachel today at 310-479-3355.

BEACH CAMP SUMMER JOBS! Coun-
selors. Lifeguards, Craft Director; work
w/toddler-teens at Private Beach Club in SM
Call Andrea:310-395-3254,
TBC210@aolcom

BEVERLY HILLS AUTO DETAIL shop needs
hard-working, fast-paced, agressive people
to handle top-notch cars. No experience re-

quired Flexible hours. Ozzie;31 0-859-2870

BIOLOGY MAJORS
WANTED

TEACH CHILDREN BIOLOGY using live an-

imals. Enthusiastic personality, teaching
skills and own transportation are a must An-
imal handling experience preferred $9/hr
Call 310-392-5909. www.theanimal-
guys.com.

CAMP COUNSELORS needed for local

summer day camp BeacfVaquatic expen-

ence in swimmir>g, surting, sailing, or jet ski-

ing a plus. Competitive salanes 818-996-

4780

CANTONESE SPEAKING research assis-

tant wanted Part time, flexible hours
$15/hour 818-990-8301

CERTIFIED PERSONAL
. TRAINERS/

FRONT DESK HELP for LAs most popujar

health club. For more information call Giu-

seppe:323-658-6999.

CLERK Pn. Pleasant Century City Engi-

neering Firm seeks pertectionist with typing

skills lor general office duties Must absolute-

ly be detail-oriented $ll/hour to start. Call

Rhonda 310-286-2437

COFFEE STORE BUSY CENTURY CITY
LOCATION Flexible, PT/FT hours Will train

310-396-4737

COMEDIC WRITER
Looking for comedic writer needed for a fe-

male comedian. Should have stand-up

comedk: material. Female preferred. P/T.

$10/hr 310-236-1184 leave message.

COMPUTER SUPPORT-Technjcal support

for IBM compatible computer, on-call help

and house calls, negot./hr 310-476-5079.

COUNSELORS AND
INSTRUCTORS

In art. swimming, nature, video and ropes

needed by Tumbleweed Day Camp. Must be
responsible, energetic and enjoy working

with children. 310-472-7474

CP SHADES
CP SHADES, national women's clothing re-

tailer&manufacturer based in the Bay area is

inten/iewing lor FT/PT sales in its Santa Mo-
nica location CP Shades offers challenging,

exciting environment, highly competitive sal-

ary, vacation, health&dental. a free outfit

every month, arxl a generous discount Best

of all It's the chance to work for a friendly

growing company that makes clothes that

you will want to own Fax resume 310-392-

0586 or come by 2937 Main St to apply

CRUISE LINE ENTRY LEVEL on board po-

sitions available, great benefits Seasonal or

year-round. Call for info 323-644-2102
www.cruisecareers.com.

CSO OFFICE ASSISTANT Office assistant

needed to work Tuesday & Thursday 10-4pm
at our Westwood Police Station Starting rate

$8.47/hr. Must be a UCLA student w/at least

one yr remaining Training provided for cler-

ical and public relations duties. For details

call 310-206-5473.

CSOs NOW HIRING
Do Good and get paid. Pay $8.47 to

$l0 65/hr Must be a UCLA student w/1 +

academic years remaining with valid driver's

license. Web: wwwucpd.ucla.edu/ucpd/cso.

Email: cso@ucpd.ucla.edu. Phone: 310-

825-2146.

DAY CAMP - SUMMER
Seek staff w/summer home in or near the

San Fernando or Conejo Valleys, Oxnard,
Simi, Malibu. misc. Instructors 4 General
couns $2750-3500+ for summer 888-784-

CAMP www.wort<atcamp.com

DAY CAMP
COUNSELORS

Pali Camp now hiring enthusiastic coun-

selors! Summer fun includes: jet skiing,

amusement parks, beach days, paintball and
more! 19 and up Call Jacque: 310-477-

2700x14

DAY CAMP
Summer Swimming, beaches, horses &
more, www.daycampjobs com.

Classifieds

825-2221

7800
Help Wanted

7800
Help W.'uitfMl

Tll#«f.«Wtwi>

iM mmnXWOOt>
(310) 472-7474 Located 10

Looking for fun, energetic students who
children and would like a job outdoors as a

general counselor. We also need specialists to

teach horsek>ack riding, video making, swimming,

rock climbing, nature studies, or arts & crafts.

www.tumbleweecl4ever.com

Call for a great summer!

DAY CAMP-SUMMER
Seek staff w/summer home in or near the

San Fernando or Conejo Valleys. Oxnard,

Simi, Malibu. misc. Instructors & General

couns. $2750-3500+ for summer. 888-

784-CAMP www.workatcamp.com

DAY-CAMP COUNSELOR & ArtsiCrafts
specialists Summer/PT $9.80/hr June-

August. Stoner Park In WLA. 310-479-7200.

or fax resume 310-445-1764.

DRIVER WANTED. Must have clean DMV.
Call Nationwkle Wholesale. We are a ship-

per of fresh cut flowers. 310-230-0811.

ENTREPRENEURS
WANTED

Mari(eting group seeks motivated enthusias-

tic indivkjuals. Work 4 hours/week and make
$5000/month. Ideal for students 310-281-

1138.

EVENT STAFF/
SECURITY

For sports, concerts, TV shows, conven-

tions. 18+ with clean background. Great job

for students. You pick your assignments.

213-748-7223.

vrr ADMIN
COORDINATOR

Health care company in Westwood seeks or-

ganized person for entry-level position. 7:30-

4:00. Attention to detail necessary. Fax re-

sume to Liz:310-443-5258.

F/T OFFICE ADMIN.
French wine import/dist. company seeks of-

fice admin assistant. Computer skilled, high

pace environment, multi-tasking. Fax re-

sume 310-516-6770.

FAMOUS PERSONALITY WANTS bright

student fast on your feet with car and in-

surance. Helping with Otfice/Errands/Typing.

Part time. $8/hr. 310-205-0226

FEMALE MODELS
NEEDED

Immediate work for 18 yrs+. all races, all

ages, adult internet, video modeling.

$100/tK)ur Get your own website. 818-694-

2687. janiero©att.net

FREE AUDITIONS
MODEL/TALENT AUDITIONS for men/wom-
en/kids for upcoming tv shows, commercials,

magazines, and movies. No experience.

310-360-1240

FUN GUIDE
$20/hr. 4+hrs/weekend. Take quality irKli-

vkjual to see fun LA sites. Ethical/profes-

sional, captivating k)ok and style ideal:

PO Box 38247. LA 90038

FUN SUMMER
Swimming, horses, beaches and more.

www.daycampjobs.com.

GENERAL
OFFICE/SALES
ASSISTANT

PDC WHOLESALE FURNITURE SHOW-
ROOM. Full-time Multi-faceted person.

General oflice computer quk:kbook. Custom-
er service sales assistant. Fax resume:310-

451-1130.

GIRLS wanted at exclusive social club in

WLA. Conversation and dancing. 18+ years

old Flexible hours. Earn top $$$. 310-313-

2989

GOOD SALES PERSON. No cold calls

Hourty plus commision. Great room for

growth. 310-476-5076.

MUSIC COMPANY
Needs A&R. marketing, publicity, production

people, looking for versatile diverse individu-

als; paid positions/internships available fax

resume to:818-753-8633.

NEED TO MAKE SOME PT $$$? Will train

and sponsor assistant broker PM work.

Guarantee+bonus. BH office. Call Neil 800-

450-7585.

NEUROLOGY LAB seeks full-time lab assis-

tant. ExperierKO wMh CeM CuMurirtg, staining,

counting, microscope required. Fax re-

sume:31 0-267-2477.

OFFICE ASSISTANT for small Investment

company. Organized individual w/piK>ne

skills, quick-thinker, strong computer skills a

must, a self-motivator. P/T-F/T, salary

DOE+t>onus. Email resume to:

evaturi@helixlp.com

OFFICE MANAGER/ASSISTANT2CEO.
Growing Biotechnology Company-West-
wood Full-time, flexible hours Need:excol-

lent telephone skills, detail-oriented, ad-

min/comp skills. scierKe interest preferred.

Benefits/advancement. FaxRes2Andrew:
310-475-1533.

GRADS. SENIORS, GREEKS-Career Op-
portunity with NEW DOT-COM. Account Ex-

ecutives to foster Long-Temi business rela-

tk)nships Nattonally People-Persons. High

Commissions. Call 310-901-8446.

GROUP TUTORS WANTED K-8th Grade. 3-

7 pm, Monday through Friday. $11 and up
per hour. 323-937-7737. F/T summer posi-

tions available in July-Aug.

JEWISH HEBREW
And Sunday Schools need teachers. Good
Jewish education and love of children de-

sired. Alice Fasman:323-761-8613.

LAW CLERKS WANTED for small Westside
Plaintiff Law Firm. Flexible hours.Email re-

sume to kgalloObiren.com

LIBRARY JOBS. Shelving and other stacks

duties, 12-19 hrs/wk. $6.83/hr to start.

STUDENTS ONLY apply at Young Research
Library Rm. 11617 or call Antigone Kutay
310-825-6982

LICENSED Residential Facility needs 1 re-

creation driver, 3 direct care staff AM/PM
night Fax resume to 310-450-4240.

LIFEGUARDS
Certified LG's. Start afternoons 5/7. Summer
position. Get paid to get (re)certified. Mature
18+ and good swimmer. Beautiful canyon
setting. Tim 310-472-7474. Fax resume 310-

476-7788.

LOOKING FOR CO-PRODUCER/CREW:
Sci-fi Independent Feature. Fall 2001.

Resumes to contact@paraxis.com.
www.hardwinter.com

LOSE UP TO 30lbs IN 30 DAYS! All-natural,

doctor recommended. Guaranteed! Free

samples. Call Now 310-358-6161.

MAKE MONEY BY SMOKING. Attractive f-

smokers for special video project. Good pay.

Call toll-free at:888-280-6886.

MALE MODELS
Have a great face or body? GET REC-
OGNIZED in Playgiri-style publk::atkxis. Must

be 18-24. Beginners welcome. Highest im-

mediatQ pay w.1ieadstx>ts. Paid screen test.

Joff02l3-748-4555ext. '11, jwhile@ou-

nique.com

MARKETING INTERN
Implement MarKetir>g Program for Large

Bank. Must t>e organized, have poise and
stror>g persor>al presentation skills. Great

Pay 310-229-9417.

MARKETING
SALES/TRAINING for Mexkx>-USA impor-

ting company Pay $10-15/hr. Full time.

Spanish helpful. Business major preferred

Good exp>erierKe. Fax resume 310-854-

6287 or E-mail: sales @thepaintedde-

sort.com.

7800
Help Wanted

MODELS Females or males wanted tor por-

traits. Beginning female photographer willing

to negotiate $, headstx)ts, family/friendship

portraits 310-476-6839.

MODELS/DANCERS/GIRLS Earn money
any time from your PC and camera, girls-

canx^ash.com DB01.

P/T WRITER Pleasant Century City Engi-

neering Firm seeks pertectionist with strong

writir>g skills to produce mildly technical re-

ports for internal and external use. $13/hr to

start. Wage increases as appropriate. Mini-

mum 15hrs/wk. Must have car and in-

surance. Fax resume 310-286-9126 or call

310-286-2437

PART TIME RECEPTIONIST WANTED
Westwood dnving school. Call for Informa-

tion. 310-824-4444.

PASADENA AREA SUMMER DAY CAMP
now hiring energetk: and responsible people
for counselor positions. Looking for group
counselor, lifeguards and wranglers. Spend
your summer outside making new frierxjs.

Call TOM SAWYER CAMP 626-794-1156 or

www.tomsawyercamps.com

PAY IS $11/HR
WANTED FOR SHERMAN OAKS (25 min-

utes from UCLA campus) pensk>n actuarial

office for 20+hours per weeK+lull-time sum-
mer: two (2) high achiever students in Ac-
counting, Math. Econ, Business for Pension
& Acturial Admin; one (1) feartess student
with good marketing skills for telephone+ in-

person marketing pension services to ac-

countants...pay is $11 /hr for each job. Fax
resume & DPR to 818-769-4694. Call 818-
769-4600 any O'S.

PERSONAL ASST.
FOR BUSY UCLA PROFESSOR Seeking
UCLA student to do shoppir^g, errands, filing,

telephor>es. and very light housekeeping.
Must have car, flexible schedule. $l2/hr, 15-

20 hrsA(vk. 310-206-9082.

RECEPTIONIST WESTWOOD LAW OF-
FICES. Fridays. 9-5. $8/hour. Can do home-
work on job. 310-470-3373.

RESPITE COMPANION
$10-$12/hr DOE-PT/Flexible hours. Provide

respite for families with children with devel-

opmental disabilities. Paid training provided.

Toll free info:877-924-2220 E-mail:rokel-

ly@iaba.com. Fax:310-649-3109 Visit us at

www.iat)a.com

RETAIL CLERK
Technical bookstore. BNi Publications. Inc..

a leader in technical publications for the con-
structk>n industry, has immediate part-time

positions available at its WLA location.

$7/hour starting. Flexible hours, convenient
location near 405/10 fwys. Call Richard:310-
474-7771 or fax resume:31 0-474-6863.

RETAIL SALES
PT/FT Westwood Blvd. Designer wed-
ding/evening gowns Experierwe preferred,

motivated and friendly Great opportunity.

Salary/commissions/tx>nuses Excellent $$.

310-474-7808 Pauline.

Retail- Walking Co.

Come Grow With Us
Purveyors of technically advanced comfort
footwear, clothing and accessories are ac-

cepting applk:ations for F/T-P/T SALES and
MANAGEMENT CANDIDATES. Hour-
ly+commission. Locations throughout So.
Calif. Fax resume 949-766-8216. Attn: Dist.

Mgr For additional info call Dan@ 31 0-493-

7904.

REWARDING/FUN
Summer Swimmir>g. beaches, ^orses &
rirore. www.daycampjobs.com.

SALES POSITION available for internet e-

commerce company. Salary+commission.
Call 310-234-0784. Fax: 310-234-0786.
Email: Jobs@electrobuy.com

SALESPERSON AND
MANAGEMENT
OPPORTUNITIES

Available for fashton footwear store in Cen-
tury City Shopping Center Call:310-277-

5668 or fax resume to:31 0-277-5675.

SERVERS &
ASST MANAGER

SERVERS AND ASSISTANT MANAGER
needed. Great pay Flexible hours. Call:310-

275-7770.

SUMMER AT THE
BEACH AND MTNS

FUN WORK WITH CHILDREN IN THE OUT-
DOORS. 7-week day prograrii, 2-weeks
Siena Sleepeway June 25-August 24. Ex-

perience with chikjren ar>d water activities.

$330+bonus/week. Call 310-826-7000 or

www.SierraAdventureCan^ps.com

Display
206-3060
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7800
Help Wanted

SUMMER CAMP
DIRECTOR

Private Beach Club seeking expenenced
Head Coach to supervise social and recrea-
tional activiites for children ages 3-14 years.
Salary commensurate with experience. Con-
tact Dale:3 10-454- 1391 or Fax resume:310-
454-2266.

8000
Internships

RADIO SALES AND PROMOTIONS for

group of LA radk) stations: Intern needed to

assist former Bruin w/daily tasks. School
credit required. Please call 818-295-6590

URBAN VISION ENTERTAINMENT TEMP
p^t. Movie mari<eting paid/class credit possi-
ble. Working with publications, radio, etc.

Exp preferred. 323-292-0147.

SUMMER CAMP
COUNSELORS

Decathlon Sports Club Located in Palo Alto.

6/25-8/17, $78-$92/day, 9am-4pm camp-
job ©yatxxj.com

SUMMER DAY CAMPS
San Fernando or Conejo Valleys. Oxnard.
Simi. Malibu. Misc. Instructors & General
couns. $2750-3500+for summer 888-784-
CAMP. www.worttatcamp com

SUMMER DAY CAMPS
San Fernando or Conejo Valleys, Oxnard,
Simi, Malibu. Misc. Instructors & General
couns. $2750-3500+ for summer 888-784-
CAMP www.wort<atcamp.com

SUMMER JOB
GRAD/UNDERGRAD Psychology,education

or speech to be a camp aide for a special

needs child. 6/25-8/25 Valene:8l8-907-
0367.

SUMMER JOBS!
The Marcia Israel Day Camp is now hiring

Senior and Junior Counselors and an Art

Teacher for Summer 2001. Spirited, energe-

_iic, patient, experienced candidates who love
nvorklng with young children should call 310-
445-1280 ext. 150.

SUMMER JOBS! WEST Los Angeles day-

camp hiring energetic counselors, lifeguards,

and specialists. Call Tiffany at 310-399-

2267.

SUMMER SPORTS
CAMP COUNSELORS

Prime Time Sports Camp is now hinng for

summer 2001. Sports background and ex-

perience working with children required.

9:30AM-3:30PM. M-F. 6/25/01-8/31/01. WLA
and Palisades. Peter:3l0-288-4l32

8300
Volunteer

HOTLINE VOLUNTEERS NEEDED by the
Suicide Prevention Center Excellent volun-
teer opportunity Next training starts May 5.

Please call 310-751-5330 (Culver City).

:•;«.

housing
8400-9800

8400
Apartments for Rent

•WESTWOOD VILLAGE. MfOVALE N. OF
LEVERING LARGE 2-BDRM APT GAR-
DEN VIEW, DINING ROOM, UNIOUE,
CHARM FRONT AND REAR ENTRANCE.
310-839-6294*

SWIMMING INSTRUCTORS at client

homes $20-$24/hr Strong lesson-teaching

experience with small children. Summer em-
ployment. Call John 818-781-7676 ext. 1.

TRANSLATION CO in Santa Monica needs
taiely bilingual office assistant/editor w/ex-

cellent English and Spanish skills&computer

expertise. P/T-F/T. Fax resume 310-260-

7705, call 310-260-7700 extll.

UCLA CAMPUS
TOUR GUIDES

Now hiring for 2001-2002 school year. 6-10

hours/week. At $8/hour Applications avail-

able at 1147 Murphy Hall Due 4/20/01 by
5PM.

UCLA INTEGRATED SUBSTANCE ABUSE
PROGRAM: F/T RA needed BA/BS re-

quired. Knowledge ol research design.
SPSS, neuropsychiatric assessments pre-

ferred. Fax resume:310-268-4397.

UCLA RECREATION
SUMMER CAMP JOBS

GREAT MONEY! GREAT TIME! We need
energetic people to be summer camp coun-
selors. Pay is $7.38-$11.00/hr. Morning, af-

terTK>on, all-day shifts available. Call 310-

206-1787. Applications available at John
Wooden Center.

2 BEDROOM
WESTWOOD CLOSE

TO
EVERYTHING

Bright, cheertul. spacious, remodeled, close
to shopping, UCLA, transportation. Pool, pa-
tio, quiet. 310-475-2594.

2&3BDRM LARGE, bright, view. Microwave,
oven, refrigerator, dishwasher, washer/dryer
in unit. 21 -ft. Jacuzzi on roof. Walking dis-

tance to UCLA. 310-475-0807.

516 LANDFAIR On Block from UCLA. Large
single with pari<ing Large kitchen, balcony,

$1095/month. 310-824-C011.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. 142BEDROOM
$895&UP. LARGE. UNUSUAL CHARM
SOME SPANISH STYLE W/HARDWOOD
FLOORS. ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS.
310-839-6294.

HOLLYWOOD
PENTHOUSE

4+4, West Hollywood adjacent. Sundeck,
great views, central A/C, Jacuzzi tub, pets
welcomed. Roommates welcome. $2,900
323-882-8002.

IDEAL FOR FACULTY
Across from UCLA. Large, spacious, town-
house-like apartment 2bed/2bath with large

private. Closed-garage. 1-yr Lease-
$1700/mo. Avail-March 15 310-553-5388.

VET TECHS
Needed for busy a animal hospital in Culver

City Call Oscar at:3 10-559-3770 or fax your

resume at:3 10-559-9447.

WANT RESEARCH EXPERIENCE before

you apply to med/grad school? Clinical trials

group needs research assistant. B/V/BS re-

quired. Fax 310-268-4397.

WANTED PART-TIME NANNY/DRIVER for

tvw) young children 2 aftemoons per week.
$10 per hour. Approx 8 hours per week.
Need car. 310-442-4644.

WANTED: People who want to lost weight.

310-884-8746. 24 hour message

WLA FINANCE CO Recently named 43-rd

fastest growing co. in America by Inc. maga-
zine, seeks motivated individuals to assist

account executive w/lead generation via

telephone for our lease/loan products to

businesses. Fun environment Salary $10-

$12/hr+bonuses. Fax resume 310-737-1974
or email steves@alliancecap.com.

WORK from home in the US or In an interna-

tional business. 24 hour message 310-884-

8748

7900
Hoiiseslttiny

WRITER/EDITOR seeks summer housesit-
ting. Taking classes at UCLA References
available. Call Cathy:8l7-413-
9555/cattiy@ writerstKHJse .net

PALMS. Single apt from $575, 1-bdrm $695,
$600deposit 1-year lease only Stove, re-

frig,carpets, vert blinds. 310-837-1502
leave message. 8am-5pm only.

PRIME WESTWOOD
Beautiful 2bed/1bath French style unit in 4plx
with old wrtd chrni. high ceilings, hwd fl, brbr
cpts. w/d. tons of light. 10532 Eastbome
Brian:310-291-3531 $1900. Contact:Brian

b_mesic@yahoo.com 310-291-3531.

m
* PALMS *

4BD. 3BA + LOFT TOWNHOME, FP,

CENTFIAL AIR/HEAT GATED
GARAGE, SEC ALARM, CAT OK

3670 MIDVALE AVE.

$2395/MO

2BD. 2BA TOWNHOME. FP,

CENTRAL AIR/HEAT GATED
GARAGE, SEC. ALARM, CAT OK

3614 PARIS DR.

$1395/MO

* MAR VISTA •
1 191 3 AVON WAY. $1 295/MO.

1 1748 COURTLEHJH DR. $1 295/MO.

(310)391-1076
OpenHouse7DaysaWlBek10-4PM,g

Classifieds

825-2221

8AOO
Apartments for Rent

SANTA MONICA 1)2BEDROOM/1.5Bath
Townhouse. Washer/Dryer, Dishwasher,
Fridge, Microwave, Garage, $2500. 2)1 -bed-
room, 500sq/ft, Stove, Fridge, Washer/Dryer,
Utilities included, garage, $1100. 310-450-

0828.

WESTWOOD
ACROSS FROM UCLA

Spacious, bright 1 and 2bdmi apartment.
Hardwood floors, large closets, laundry,

part<ing. ibdrm with patio available mid-May
for $1400. 2bdrm $1850 available July No
pets 310-234-8278

WESTWOOD
RESIDENTIAL AREA

lt)drm/lbth apartment downstairs in beauti-

ful Westwood home w/private entrance Ap-
prox. 600 sq.ft. Pool privileges negotiable.

$950/mth including all utilities. Available

4/15. Call 310-446-1353

WESTWOOD ~
WALK TO UCLA

Spacious, bright 2 and 3bdrm apartments.
Ouiet building, hardwood floors, large clos-

ets, laundry, partying. Available one year
lease in August. No pets 2bdrm $1850.
3bdrm $2600. 310-234-8278.

8800 9500
Guesthouse for Rent H Roommates-Private Room

FURNISHED GUEST HOUSE in Beverty
Hills to rent. Lights and water included

$975/mo. 310-859-1470.

8900
House for Rent

BEL AIR TOWNHOUSE
WITH A VIEW

2bdrm/2bth Townhouse w/private backyard
Canyon views, fireplace, hardwood-floors,
central AC/heat Garage. Walk to mar-
ket/8min to UCLA WC pets. $3200/mth
310-276-8505

WEST LA/RANCHO PARK 3 bdrm/lbth.
Complete remodel, hardwood floors, fire-

place, all appliances, large yard, fruit trees,

great neighbors. 2 car garage, 3 miles from
UCLA $2500/month Available May 15. 6
month minimum lease. 310-202-6822

9000
House for Sale

PERU 2BED/2BATH 984 square ft. House
in beach town. 30 minutes south from Lima
$16,000. 213-625-0525.

WESTWOOD APT walk to UCLA, 1 bed-
room/1 bath, utilities included, pool 4 laun-

dry. Short or long term lease. $1200/month.
310-208-3797

WESTWOOD VILLAGE: 1 -BEDROOM
$1400, 2-BEDROOM. 2-BathrQom $2000. 3
Bedroom, 2-Bathroom $2900; Parking, 1-

year lease, no pets, 10943 Roebling Avail-

able 7/5/01. 310-471-7073.

1-MINUTE TO UCLA
1 bdrm w/deck, furnished, bright, clean, se-
curity entrance, large closets, pool lyr

lease $1300/mo 310-824-1830.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE: Large 1 Bedroom,
$1500 Hardwood fkwrs, fireplace, parking,

1-year lease, no pets, available 6/17/01 925
GayleyAve. 310-471-7073

WESTWOOD 2BDRM/2BATH. $1450 AND
UP TILE KITCHEN, STEPDOWN LIVING
ROOM, HIGH CEILING CHARM. 1 MILE
SOUTH OF WILSHIRE SOME W/BAL-
C0NY3 10-839-6294

WESTWOOD. Across UCLA, upscale, one
and two bedrooms, full-kitchen, air condi-

tioned. pari<ing, one year lease. 445 Land-
fair. Taking reservations. 310-824-1969

WESTWOOD. Walk to UCLA. 2bdrm/2bth.
gated partying, rooftop spa. quiet building,

accepting reservations for Summer and Fall

$1895-$2275. 512 Veteran. 310-208-2655

WESTWOOD
PLAZA

Single with shared
bathroom

$875
31 0-208-8505

WILSHIRE CORRIDOR LUXURY-APAR-
TMENT Furnished studio. Jacuzzi, sauna,
gym, close to Westwood. No kitchen
$890/mo. 10660 Wilshire Blvd. 310-358-
8700 or 31 0-503-7227

WLA. $965. Ibdmi. patio, new carpet, no
pets. 11980 Nebraska #8. Open. 310-459-
4088.

WLA. 2bdrm/1bath upper-unit near Saw-
telle/Olympic. 1-car Garage. W/D hookups.
Avail May 1. 11362 Missouri Unit B (corner
Purdue). $1200/month 310-478-8801.

WLA/PALMS
APARTMENT RENTALS
CALL 4 FREE LISTINGS

AND SPECIALS
Bachelors/Singles—some w/utilities paid,

pool, gated. $895 and up. Ibdrm $895 and
up, many w/fireplaces, luxury and more.
2t>drm $1395-$ 1595, many w/dishwashers,
balcony, A/C and more. Call for free list-

ing:31 0-278-8999.

8700
Condo/Townhouse for Sale

IMAGINE OWNING/LEASING WILSHIRE
Corridor/Hi Rise single, 1or2bdrm $90K-
$200K Walk to-UCLA/Village, 24hr/security
Spectacular views, pool, jacuzzi. sauna,
valet service Agent-Bob 310-478-
1835ext 109. '

8800
Guesthouse for Rent

1903 GREENFIELD AVE WESTWOOD.
Guesthouse. $650/mo. Female only Soraya:
(310)477-5395.

9200
Housing Needed

NEW MEXICO PROFESSOR seeks sabbat-
ical furnished sublet apartment or house for

one female Aug. -Dec. Westside or Valley

Contact at cyee@nmt.edu.

9300
Room for Help

MOTHER'S HELPER in exchange for room
Shop/cook for family 8-10hrs/wk. 1-2days.
No expenence. Time arranged. Perfect for

grad student Val 310-471-1671, evenings
best

9400
Room for Rent

HUGE TWO-STORY
MEDITERRANEAN

HOUSE
with rooms to rent! Share gourmet kitchen.

Great residential area of Mar Vista. Ocean
view. Starting $725 to $890 per room/month
310-398-7937 ask for Pat

Large room4rent 1/2 block to beach, wash-
er/dryer, kitchen pnvileges, utilities included,

1.5 baths. $680/month+$180 security depos-
it. Call 310-581-9215

PRIVATE ROOM FOR RENT Westwood,
7mins to campus. Available May 8. Part<-

ing/laundry/dishwasher Huge living/dining

area, spacious balcony $680/mo. Mimi.

310-234-2880

SEPULVEDAA/ENICE Own bed, share bath
2bed/1bath 2floor corner apt close to

Green/Blue line $480 Avail now Frank
flan@ucla.edu day:310-966-5320 eve310-
202-1196.

SUBLETTING 1 private bedroom for Spring
& Summer. Great Westwood location- 1 block
to UCLA. April-August 30- $450/mo. Call

Tiffany 310-824-4664

WESTWOOD. Close to UCLA. Private room
w/bath. private entrance, non-smoking male,

references. $500/month, including utilities;

310-794-7851.

9500
Roommates-Private Room

BEVERLY HILLS PROFESSIONAL FE-
MALE to share t}eautiful condo with graduate
student. $800/month. No pets. Leave mes-
sage:31 0-273-7707.

LOS ANGELES $350/MONTH Looking for

Roommate to share 3bedroonV2bathroom
Apartment. Own Room/Bathroom 15 minute
Drive to UCLA. Tuan Nguyen 310-815-8476.

WESTWOOD. 655 Kelton, 1 -bedroom, small
balcony, pool. $575. starting June 15 Call

310-824-7920.

9700
Sublets

WESTWOOD: Large Ibdrm/lbth available in

2bdfm/2bth apt Cable/DSL/partting avail-

able. May-Dec. negotiable. 5 min walk to

UCLA. $700/month 310-208-2908.

WESTWOOD: Seeking roommate to share
2bdrnV2bth. Own room. Luxury hi-nse on
Wilshire. 24-hr doorman. Rooftop pool&ja-
cuzzi. Spacious. Available ASAP. 310-441-
0175.

9600
Roommates-Shared Room

Spi>rlng Quarter
WESTWOOD. 437 Gayley. "Pink Palace."

Share t>drm/bth w/1 male All ammenities
DSL. Also available in summer $500/month
310-208-3578

WESTWOOD-Gorgeous Wilshire Apartment.
Need roommate to share huge bedroom, in

2bdrm apartment with two students. Avail-

able now! 5 min from UCLA. Students Pre-
ffered. $525/mo. Call 310-927-3293

WESTWOOD 1-2 person needed to share
room in 2bdrm/2bath luxury condo on
Wilshire Parking Low rent Pool, Jacuzzi,
Tennis courts. Eric-310-475-3413 pager:
310-915-2611.

WESTWOOD. Female to share furnished

bedroom in spacious 2bdrm. Nice area, 5-

min to campus. $395/otX). Avail now-August
(time negotiable). 310-801-4197

9700
Sublets

437 GAYLEY. Pink Palace. BeautifuT
2bdrm/2bth, w/2balconies. french doors,
spacious, 3 underground parking spots, par-
tially furnished. Late June-8/31. $2150/mo.
Please call Julie or Silvia at 310-824-5542

APARTMENT SUBLET $1080/month Large
1-bdrm. furnished Near comer of Landfair

and Strathmore, walking distance to cam-
pus Contact James 310-824-9766

SUMMER SUBLETS
NEEDED

Law firm seeks furnished westside. South
Bay, Pasadena sublet. Only from May-Aug.
No share situations please. Include cross-

street. Leave detailed message at 213-680-

8589

VETERAN/SANTA MONICA Room in a
2bdrm+1.5bth fumished apt Middle May-
Aug (neg). $600/month. Female preferred.

Call Slavia at 310-473-8439.

WESTWOOD 437 Gayley Spacious apt
w/balcony. gated part<ing. Walk to campus
and Westwood 3bdrm/2bth June 15-Aug
29 Single&shared rooms 310-824-3610

BruioCoupoDS

April 30tli, o 1

9700
Sublets

SUBLET & ROOMMATE
SERVICE

FIND or LIST A SUBLET!!

www.thesublet.com
Sublets in all cities!! (201-894-1189)

0' Melveny 8 Myers LLP

)

Law Firm
Needs summer sublets
If you^are interested In

subletting your furnished apt.

please email
dates available.

address,
rent, and amenities to

sharperca^omm.com
Of call(213)430-6539

WANTED
Downtown law fimi seeks fiilly furnished sublets for visiting law

students from May through September. Students stay in Los Angeles

from 6 to 1 1 weeks. Please send information regarding your sublet

to Maria at micheliiil@into.coni. Remember to include the

following information: Rent, Location/City, Dates Available,

House/Apt/Room, # of bedrooms^athrooms, Amenities

(FurnishedAlnfiimished, Air, Pool, Parking, Convenient to Bus, etc.)

Display
206-3060
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M.VOLLEYBALL
From page 40

back to sweep No. 10 Pacific (10-13. 6-11

MPSF) Saturday at the Alex G. Spanos

Center 30-22, 30-22. 30-27. setting the stage

for UCLA-Stanford Part III in the first

round of the MPSF Tournament.

"We want to play Stanford." said UCLA
Head Coach Al Scates. "That was our choice

- the team's, the staffs, and my personal

choice. We have not yet played our best

game against them."

Apparently not. The Bruins (20-7, 12-5),

who also lost to the Cardinal March 9 ( 14-8.

10-7), were swept for the first time since

February 1999.

"We just looked dead out there." said

junior outside hitter Matt Komer. "We
weren't playing our game, and we just

weren't ready."

Stanford was sure ready to play after

being upset by No. 8 UC Irvine in three

games the night before, clinching a home
playoffgame for UCLA.
"We were significantly better tonight than

we were last night." said Stanford Head
Coach Ruben Nieves. "Coming off a loss,

we were determined to play better."

The Cardinal offense once again

unleashed its two-headed monster on the

Bruins. Sophomore outside hitter Curt

Toppel tallied a match-high 18 kills while

junior quick hitter Marcus Skacel added 14

of his own.

=:rWc were able to have a lot of cn)i)li*)ft:ai=

home," Toppel said. "The home crowd helps

you out."

While Stanford enjoyed the home court

advantage, nothing went right for UCLA at

Maples - not even the scorekeeping.

With the score tied at 14 in the second

game, the referee awarded Stanford a point

after sophomore middle blocker Scott

Morrow apparently double-hit the ball.

After the Bruins vehemently argued the call

and lost, the Cardinal were accidentally

Awarded an additional point to make the

score 16-14.

When the UCLA statistician pointed out

the error a few plays later, the Stanford offi-

cials decided that the score was correct as it

was and continued play.

The error proved significant when UCLA
lost game two 30-28. However, it was three

straight Bruin hitting errors that gave the

Cardinal the final three points of the game.

The UCLA attack struggled all night.

Sophomore outside hitter Cameron Mount
hit .000 while Komer hit .133. Scates even

pulled sophomore setter Rich Nelson in the

third game for little-used senior Dan
Conners, who saw his first action in three

months.

"We came out flat, and we stayed fiat the

whole night." Conners said.

"All in all, we just played below the level

of play that we've become accustomed to,"

Scates added.

The Bruins did get better the following

night playing Pacific, a team eliminated

from playoff contention the night before.

Senior outside hitter Mark Williams led

the way, serving a career-high seven aces to

go along with seven digs. Mount notched 1

1

kills while freshman libero Adam Shrader

a^ded nine digs.

The easy win clinched the third seed and a

date with Stanford this Saturday. Scates and

the Bruins are looking forward to the show-

down.

"We played probably our worst two

matches of the year against Stanford,"

Scates said. "Stanford is a team I'd like to

play in the playoffs because we're capable of

so much better."

— The Cardinal abo can't wait to get it on-
with the Bruins.

"Heck, if you can't get focused and fired

up for UCLA, with all the things they've

accomplished, you're never going to be fired

up." Nieves said.

"You know the road to the NCAA
Championships goes through UCLA, so

(the win) definitely gives us a lot more confi-

dence," he added.

The Bruins will get to host the first-round

matchup, but they have to avoid another off

night. Otherwise, the Cardinal will eliminate

them and advance with yet another gift-

wrapped win.

M.TENNIS
From page 38

appeared fine.

Bruin sophomores Erfan Djahangiri and Lassi

Ketola also played solid tennis. Djahangiri beat

senior Andy Posavac 7-5, 3-0 (ret.) on Friday and

defeated senior David Becker 6-3, 6-2 on Saturday

It was unclear why Posavac retired, because he was

not suffering from any apparent injury.

Ketola beat sophomore Ari Strasberg 64, 6-1 on
Friday and followed that up with a 7-6 (3), 64) win

over freshman Greg Dubourdieu on Saturday.

UCLA sophomore Travis Rettenmaier's viable

all-around game was on display this weekend, as he

posted victories for UCLA both Friday and
Saturday On Friday, he beat senior Marius Lunde
6-2. 6-2 at No. 6 singles. Lunde had vowed for

revenge against UCLA before the match because a

loss to UCLA's Jason Cook in 1999, in which

Lunde blew seven match points, was still on his

mind.

On Saturday. Rettenmaier defeated sophomore
Jason Menke 6-3. 6-3.

"My game is really progressing." Rettenmaier

said. "I've been working really hard in the morn-

ings with Jason (Sher). our assistant coach, and my
game is peaking at the right time."

On Saturday senior co-captain Chris Sands got a

chance to play because of Senior Day, and he made
the most of his opportunity defeating freshman

Chris King, 64, 6-0.

Most likely Sands' last match for UCLA, the

event was special to him.

"I got a little sentimei.tal at the end," Sands said.

"But it was nice to end the match with an ace."

The Bruins also won the doubles points in both

matches. On Friday Djahangiri and Ketola beat

Dubourdieu and King handily, 8-4. But Grinda and

Clemens struggled, losing to Strasberg and sopho-

more Dillon Ruby 8-6.

"Tobias played really shady on a lot of points,"

Grinda said. "He would be the first one to agree."

The deciding doubles match was Matkowski

and Rettenmaier against Becker and Mink. Becker

and Mink were up a break 7-6 and serving for the

match, but Matkowski and Rettenmaier broke to

even the match at 7-7, and went on to win 9-8 (5) in

a close tiebreaker.

During the match, Washington Head Coach
Matt Anger lived up to his name. He yelled at the

official for calling a Rettenmaier hit in, when Anger
thought it was out. At one point during the argu-

ment. Anger slammed his hat and sunglasses to the

floor after the official refused to change his call.

When asked why he threw his hat and sunglass-

es. Anger answered, "Because we had a disagree-

ment, and I was trying to get my point through."

UCLA easily swept all of the doubles matches

on Saturday to claim the doubles point.

Next up for UCLA is Cal and Stanford on the

road next weekend in what will be the Bruins' final

dual matches of the season. Stanford handed
UCLA its only loss on April 6 at the LATC.

So why should the outcome next weekend be dif-

ferent?

"Well we should be injury-free, and we are the

better team," Grinda said. "I'm confident that

we'll compete real well."

SEEDINGS
From page 40

their loss to UCI gave them the wake-up call it took

to beat UCLA.
"It really helped to get killed by a team we

should've beat." he said. "It took a lot of heart to

come back and beat UCLA."
The win made Stanford the only team to defeat

UCLA twice in the conference season. Four other

teams had previously beat the Bruins - Long Beach,

use. BYU and Hawaii - but UCLA came back

and got each of them the second time around.

Now, guess who UCLA plays in the first round.

Isn't it ironic, don't you think?

• • •

The seedings for the first round of MPSF play

have been announced. They are as follows: No. I

BYU vs. No. 8 UCI; No. 2 LBSU vs. No. 7

Pepperdine; No. 3 UCLA vs. No. 6 Stanford; and
No. 4 Hawaii vs. No. 5 USC.

All the higher seeds will host the lower seeds this

weekend. After the first round, the highest seed

remaining will host the MPSF semifinal and final

matches next week.

If UCLA beats Stanford, the Bruins will play the

winner of the Long Beach or Pepperdine game.

Dcm't set Stuck in a lease

summer

/^l . Sublet your apartment!

Advertise in the Summer Sublet Guide.

SUBLET

n. property, especially an apartment, rented by a tenant to another party

V. to rent your apartment out to someone else during a period of lime

to advertise ^_ „

Confoct:

Daily Bruin Classified Line

IISKerckhoffHoJi

310.825.2221 :,/
Fox:

310.206.0528

E-moil:

clossifie(ls@media.ucla.e(iu

important dates

Pobficotion Dotes:

Display ads: 4/1 8, 4/25, 5/2, 5/9, 5/1 6,

5/23,5/30,6/7,6/11

Line ods: Any 4 doys adjocent to the

display ad date.

Deodlines:

Mondays at 12:00 Noon

T'he Daily Bruin Summer Sublet

Guide is a special feature designed to

help customers advertise that their

apartment is available for subletting. It

can also be used to find apartments. A

rather extensive and useful tool for ten-

ants, the Sublet Guide appears in the

UCLA Daily Bruin during the Spring

Quarter; mid-April through the end of

Spring Quarter 2001. A Sublet Guide ad

runs in the Daily Bruin for 4 days as a

regular line ad and 1 day as a display

ad. The display ad appeal^ on

Wednesday, while the line ad appears on

any 4 days adjacent to the display ad

date. The price to run a Sublet Guide ad

is $40.00 per week. However, we also

offer a special of $75 for two weeks

which comes with a guarantee... if you

don't sublet your apartment after the

initial two weeks, call us and we'll con-

tinue running it until it rents or Spring

Quarter ends.

Contact the Daily Bruin today to

listyour apartment in the Summer
Sublet Guides

YOUB WORBIIt

FOCUS
From page 40

drift from the game in the isolation of
the outfield. That's our motto: Be
ready for everything."

"It'll drain you a little bit, but

we're used to it from practice."

Brambila said. "You have to stay

focused and think that the ball is

always going to cortie to you."

(Tairia) Mims said

that the overtime

took its toll.

Meanwhile, in the infield. Bruin

sophomore Tairia Mims and the

Husky senior Kim DePaul manned
the "hot corner" for all 14 innings.

Just as in the outfield, one mistake

can cost the game. Both committed
errors, but neither was in the game-
ending inning.

Mims said that the overtime took

its toll.

"It's a little difficult because your

body starts to drain. There's so many
different things to start thinking

about, different situations. So even

mentally, it's tough to slay in the

game," she said.

She stayed sharp with her team-

mates' help as the infield foursome
kept, the chatter going. Short of a

megaphone, the distant outfielders

didn't have such a benefit.

Behind the plate, UCLA's Stacey

Nuveman and Washington's Amy
Hanson took the catching duties

from the first pitch until Bruin fresh-

man Claire Sua's game-winning sin-

gle four hours later.

Nuveman had the extra duty of

calling freshman Keira Goerl's pitch-

es in addition to the continual stand-

ing and crouching. She played down
the physical effects of that.

"You've got to stay into

it knowing you could

go in at any time."

Stephanie Ramos
UCLA Softball player

"Inning after inning, you really

don't feel much anymore. You can't

let down, you can't lapse into a com-
fort zone or allow yourself to get

tired, otherwise the game's going to

pass you by," Nuveman said. "It's

always exciting when you're going

that long:"

Finally, the forgotten bench
warmers. You don't read their names
very often in the paper, and you

might assume that they don't have

much to do while riding the pine.

Not so, says Husky freshman

infielder Robyn Waddle.

"I mainly pinch run, or I'm out (in

the bullpen) catching, warming up
pitchers, cheering my team on. I try

to motivate the rest ofmy team, keep

them up," she said.

Cheering, as the softballers do it,

is something unique to the sport.

Don't hold your breath for the

UCLA baseballers to do an elabo-

rate chant ending in "ah-weeee!" as

the Bruins' cheer for Brambila does.

"You've got to stay into it, know-

ing you could go in at any time." said

Bruin freshman Stephanie Ramos,
who didn't start Friday.

As none of the players admitted to

boredom in the extra-long affair, it

looks like a certain reporter was the

only one who lost his edge. When
DePaul was asked a question about

playing right field, she tactfully

responded "third base."

Score it as an error on the journal-

ist, that is, if there's any room left on

your scorecard.
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EOnORIAL • TV COMMERCIALS * PRINT • RIWWAV • CATALOG

NEW FACES AOENT
FROM A TOP MODEL
AGENCY WILL BE

BOOT CAMP
ATTENDING

Now. learn how to break into the buainecs ud meet a top agent and industry
pros. Hosted by model Jean Marshall and Ike Solomon, veteran fashion
photographer and co-producer of the best-selling \ideo, "Model'a Boot Camp:
How To Brtak Into Modeling and TV CommerdaU The Right Way."
Plus, as a bonus-youll get a complimentary headshot taken by Ike and ready
for printing. You keep the film-a S200 value in itselfl It's the only modeling school
youll ever need. Don't miss it!

$\ This coupon entitles the bearer /(dt^

7 to one FREE copy of VMn

IS

Check your newsstands April 30th.

Sunday, April 22nd 1 to 5 pm. 7021 HoUywood Blvd.. Hollywood (at Sycamore)

Il49 in advancc/$179 at the door. Space la limited, so reserve your seat toda>

!

For reservations or more info, call 323-960-4809

SUPPLY SERGEANT (
¥^

j.-ir?.7rr9 Ckirhartt^ *""'s'{;S^^^

Or. PatricR Doyle, O.D.
EYES OF WESTWOOID

C^ M
E\E EXAMINATIONS-CONTACT LENSES HIGH-FASHION EYEWEAR

10930 WEYBURN AVE
3 1 0-208- 1384

THE DDTEREINCE IS fflGH QUALTTY SERVICE!

JUNGLE BO<

$
m<Ktr»

COVERALLS
REISSUE

10 MffarMt stria* aw « reitsM

Frotn

IS'I

SL.EEPl^4G BAGARVIY REISSUE

•i6««

KHAKI SHORTS

Si^
NOW

29-
I if

REISSUE FOLDING SHOVEL
WrrHPICK& ^
LEATHER COVER
$25 value

i:

NOW 11.95.

NATO
•'^^^^N«>

FUEL CAN
7

V«rv Haavy 4«««y (to
Iks. ••eH|. nta in ail
atarirtar^ earn aarrlavs

$19.95 value

NOW ^4.95

CONTACT LENS
PACKAGE*
Includes eye exam,

fitting. 2 month follow-

up. and pair of Ocular

^^^ Science daily

iM«a< l«as««.

EYEGLASS
PACKAGE*

Includes exam, frame
and single vision

prescription lenses.

Eyes of

Westwood
can help you

see better, and
look better,

too.

Laser Vision

Correction LASIK
Is it for you??

Be sure to ask Dr.

Doyle. He has had

LASIK an6\s

extremely happy!

I
OTMCN C
SUES
Iavailasce so $0>S

CAL. O EA

We accept UCLA's Vision Plan

Close to campus in Wesfwood Village

Across from Jeiry's Famous Deli

vim' Stocic of ^^
Security Badgivs

HOLLYWOOD • 6664 Hollyv\/ood Blvd. • (323) 463-4730

SANTA MONICA • 1431 Lincoln Blvd. • (310) 458-4166

BURBANK • 503 North Victory Blvd. • (818) 845-9433

Whiter Teeth in 1 Hour

In Just One Office Treatment at

Whiter & BrighterrM
Teeth Whitening Dental Centers

General & Cosmetic Dentistry
Beautiful, new offices • Stereo headphones for music or TV

• Oental insurance welcome •

Brian Reich, DDS, Elliot Schlang, DDS and Associates

310-451-2728
Callfor your complimentary consultation !

www.WhiterandBrighter.com

sPix/AL oi I i:r

In-OKlco lecth Whikninji
$150 lor mw piiticnts

\Mlh (li'iiliil iiisiiiniu-r

• 'i^^OO^jUmi • I \piris4/30/(M

11835 Wilshire Blvd.

(310)477-7550
21 & Over with ID

Catch all NBA/UCL
Games on Satellite

20 TVs

B|tf:NTWOOD
225 26th St. • Country Marl

San Vicente at 26th St.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE
95 1 .Westwood Blvd

Comer Westwood Bl. and Weybum Av.

Sunday, 10am-6pm
$7.50 Import Pitchers

$5.50 Domestic Pitchers

Monday-Friday
$4.50 Lunch Special

11:30-4pm
IhrFREEPOOL

Monday
1/2 price Beer Pitchers

Tuesday
Starving Student Night

$3.00 Burger w/fries

$2.00 Beer Special

(tairs Available for Private Parties
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The TestMasters LSAT Course Includes:

• SO hours of live. In-class Instruction
• Instructors who have all scored In the 99^

percentile on the actual LSAT
• Student helpline open 25 hours each week
• Licensed use of all real LSAT questions
• Four full-length proctored diagnostic tests
• Competitive cost - $1.1.50

TestMasters
The finest and most comprehensive LSAT

preparation course in the country.

Berkeley
San Francisco
Palo Alto
San Jose

UCLA \ West LA.
use \ Downtown L.A.

Davis
Sacramento

Beverly Hills

San Fernando Valley
Pasadena
Claremont

Irvine

Fullerton

Riverside

La Jolla

1-800-696-5728

MARYCIECEK/Oaily Bruin Senior Staff

Junior Scott Moser gathers momeritum to place third in the ham-
mer event Saturday. Moser earned firsts In shot put and discus.

M.TRACK
From page 39

belong to the Bruins, but the hurdles

did too. Freshman Chuclcie Ryan
won the IIOm hurdles with a season-

best 14.18 and Ericicson won the

400m hurdles with a personal-best,

NCAA provisional qualifying time of
50.54.

UCLA's success was not limited to

the traclc, though. Junior Scott Moser
had a double win in the shot put (61-

feet-9 1/2 inches) and discus ( 194-6).

Fellow thrower freshman Dan
Ames broke a personal record for the.

second week in a row with a winning
toss of 192-10 in the hammer throw.

Ames took second in the shot (58-6

.V4) and discus (184-8).

In other field events, sophomore
Nate Marum set a personal best in the

javelin throw at 228-11. another
NCAA provisional qualifier.

Freshman Juaune Armon won the

long jump with a personal best 24-3.

All the pieces of the team came
together Saturday to paint the track

(and the field) blue and gold - a fitting

way to leave Drake Stadium. The
Bruins hope to build on the week-
end's success; they know that greater

challenges lie ahead.

BASEBALL
From page 39

but a passed ball allowed him to reach

base. Once there, he got himself in posi-

tion to score and crossed home on a

sacrifice fly by Brian Baron, notching a

Bruin run without a single hit in the

inning.

After the first. Washington starter

Jeff Carlsen settled into a groove and
matched Karp's performance stride

for stride, allowing only two hits over
the next four innings.

In the sixth, the Bruin bats came
alive and took the lead for good.
Canales again started the rally, scoring

on a double by Matt Pearl. Baron
would not be left out of the rally, dri-

ving Pearl home on a single down the

right field line.

The Bruin bullpen allowed a run in

the eighth, which was immediately
countered by a Bruin score in the bot-

tom half of the inning on a chop single

from Christian Lewis. That finalized

the score at 4-2.

When asked what he expected from
his team after Friday's game for

Saturday's grudge match, UCLA
Head Coach Gary Adams answered,
"I expect the same performance, only

better hitting."

Adams got exactly what he was
looking for in Saturday's effort with an
11-3 UCLA victory that had eight

Bruins get at least one hit.

Another stellar performance came
from the pitching start". The leader of
the hurlers was senior Paul Diaz, who

allowed just two runs in his last nine

innings of work.

Diaz bettered his ERA again

Saturday, giving up just one extra-base

hit and two runs in 5 and 2/3 innings.

The better, smarter hitting that

Adams was looking for came with an
1

1 -run outburst that excited the slump-
ing Bruin hitters.

First baseman Eric Reece led the

Bruin charge and emerged out of his

own self-proclaimed slump ^\{h three

hits, three runs and two RBIs.

With the score tied at two in the bot-

tom of the fourth, Reece came through

with a clutch RBI double to give the

Bruins a lead they would not give up.

The offense continued to score in

the fifth, ringing up five runs on six

straight hits, including a three-run

home run by catcher Josh Arhart.

What was most impressive about

the oflense was how they scored those

1 1 runs. They were taking extra bases

and challenging the arms of the

Washington outfielders. The Bruins

manufactured five runs because of
smart base-running that moved men
into scoring position.

"We're not afraid to run. We went
with the hit and run twice today and
that really seemed to ignite our
oftense," UCLA Hitting Coach Vince
Beringhele.

While the victory was sweet, Reece
was also interested in the big picture.

"Our pitching and defense have
been solid lately, and now ifour oftiense

can come around, we can make a last

winning push toward the end of the

season," Reece said.

W.TRACK
From page 40

UCLA's Christina Tolson set the

tone for the rest of the home meet with

an opening victory in the hammer
throw. Tolson's throw of 202-8 easily

bested Northridge's Carol Stevenson,

who finished second with a toss of 1 86-

7. Nebraska's Erin Wibbels and
Amanda Morely occupied the final

two spots, recording throws of 172-8

and 164. respectively.

Tolson. howev-

er, said her victo-

ry was bitter- ^"^^-^"
sweet.

"I know I

should be doing a

lot better than

that." said Tolson,

who collected
' "

Pac-IO Player of

the Week honors last week after plac-

ing second in the hammer throw and
first in the shot put in Austin. "I liked

my performance in Texas (better)."

Her throw of 207-1 in Texas tied her

best throw of the season.

In the 3,000-meter steeplechase,

Nebraska's Ann GafTigan set a Drake
Stadium record with a time of 10 min-
utes, 35.36 seconds, easily distancing

1 . UCLA 1 57
2. Nebraska 135

3.CSUN87

Nebraska took two of the three

spots in the discus event, as the

Cornhuskers' Emily Duran seized

first place with a throw of 165-3, and
Jennifer Cowher took second place by

throwing 158-3. UCLA's Lara Saye

found the bronze position with a

throw of 152-7.

In the 100-meter hurdles, freshman

Sheena Johnson won with a time of

13.52.

UCLA was phenomenal in their

relays, particularly in the 4 x 400m.
The Bruin relay team of Adia

M c K i n n o n ,

Sheena Johnson,

Ysanne Williams

and Michelle

Perry's time of

3:41.03 edged

N or t h ridge,
whose runners

lagged two sec-

onds behind at

3:43.58. Nebraska took a distant third

with a time of 3:43.03.

McKinnon also qualified for the

NCAA Championships in the 400m
with her time of 52.88.

Overall, the Bruins were satisfied

with Saturday's results.

"lliere were some great personal

performances," said Head Coach
Jeanette Bolden. "My young fresh-

UCLA's Gina Donnelly Donnelly man (McKinnon) qualified for the
and Gaffigan stayed dctAd even
through the first two legs of the race,

but GafTigan broke away in the third

lap in pursuit of the record. Donelly

garnered a second place finish with a

time of 11:17.59.

UCLA's Adia McKinnon notched

a victory in the 200-meter dash, clock-

ing in with a time of 23.72 seconds.

Her time was three-tenths of a second
faster then Nebraska's Shelly-Ann
Brovvn, who timed in at 24.07.

Georgia Wilkins of Northridge and
Carol-Ann McBean from Nebraska
secured the third and fourth spots.

Nebraska, however, dominated
both the javelin and discus events.

Nebraska's only three competitors

came in first, second, and third in the

javelin, led by Katie McClellan's 147-

8. UCLA's Karina Powell obtained

the only other spot with a throw of
120-8.

NCAAs In the 400m. My hurdlers

qualified for the NCAAs. They're

coming around."

With both the Pac-IO and NCAA
championships on the horizon, the

Bruins hope to build on Saturday's

performances.

"The Pac-IO and NCAAs are going

to be dogfights." Bolden said. "We
can't fall asleep at any angle. We have
to stay up and alert, ready and on
fire."

Assistant Coach Eric Peterson

compared this week's meet with last

week's relays in Texas.

"We definitely made some
improvements," he said.

"We didn't have the sprinters and
hurdlers and jumpers with us last

weekend. We're very hopeful that

we've developed some momentum
from this meet and that we're able to

keep it going," he continued.

UCLA junior Christine Chan placed fifth in the long jump on Saturday.

UCLA beat Nebrasica and CS Northridge in tri and dual meet scoring.
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See Ginuuuine liue in concert on April 17

at Uynyl!

Brough t to you by V/54
Use your JE^ card to buy Ginuwine's new

album "The Life" in stores April 3rd.

WORRIED?
NERVOUS?
TENSE?

• Do you worry a lot?

• Difficulty concentrating?

• Do you often feel keyed up?

Problems with sleep? "'

Muscle tension, headaches,

stomach problems ets.?

If you experience some of these symptoms, you may have a treatable condition called
General Anxiety Discorder. Anxiety can affect your work performance, social life, and
overall enjoyment in life. You are not alone. You may be one of millions of Americans

suffering from stress.

Call toil-free today to see if you qualify for an important
research medication program. Qualifed participants may be

compensated up to $275.00.

Southwestern Research, Inc.

888-444-1104
wwv\r.43S.com

ii
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.'^. PRINT MORE COLOR

SPEND LESS GREEN
Purchase any qualifying iMac computer and

receive a FREE Epson Stylus Color 580 printer

or $69 back on a qualifying EPSON printer*

Purchase one of these qualifying ilWacs:
• 4 «

n099
500MHz PowerPC 63
64MB SDRAM memory

20GB Ultra ATA drive

CD-RW Drive

10/ 100BASE-T Ethernet

56K internal nuxiem

Indigo • flower Power
Blue Dalmatian

$799
400MHz PowerPC G3
64MB SDRAM memory

10GB Ultra ATA drive

24X CD-ROM

10/ 100BASE-T Ethernet

56K intemot modem— '

:=

Indigo

$ 1349
600MHz PttwerPCGS
128MB SDRAM memory

40GB Ultra ATA drive

CD-RW Drive

10/ 100BASE-T Ethernet

56K internal modem

Graphite • Flower Power
Blue Dalmatian

2 Receive a moil-in rebate on one

of these qualifying Epson printers:

«fttr rfb«tt

^***»<^-.

Rtf. pric«

$69 EpsoR Stylus Color 580
1440xya6dpi > 6ppm Mock * a^ppm <ofa>r > MiaoPw^

$99 Epson Stylus Color 777
288ax720dpt»6ppm block 6ppm color >MkrolS«iolech^

$99 EpsoK Stylus Color 7771
2»e(faty»dpi > %ym bkKk 6ppm color • MkroWw

$149 Epson Stylus Color 880
2aeQi(y»Mpi>iappm block *9ppm color

$149 Epson Stylus Color 8801
2880x720dpl • 12ppm block • 9ppm color

$199 Epson Stylus Color 888
28eOK720d|)i • 12ppm bkick • 9ppm cokir • Mferon^

'Offer good tf)rough July 8, 200 1 . Cuskxner is responsible for payment of sales (tax.

UCLA Department purchases not eligible.

Reitnctions lod Piytnem Policws: Appla Hardware is iviilabii only to UCLA studertts, salacted UCLA Extaniion students, UCIA faculty UCLA sta« and UCLA
departments Extension students should inquire at the Computer Store regarding eligibility UCLA Computer Store price requires payment by currency cashier's
check, or Umversrty Credit Union Withdrawal Check mede payable to The UCIA Store. VISA, MasterCard. Amtncin Expreu and Discover ere alto KciMid
Ptrsonal ch«cks are accepted up to $1 JXM. Money orders are not accepted. Sales tax wi be added to listed prices.

Computer Store

310.825.6952
www.uclastore.com

UCtfh?opr

MLB
From page 37

season 9-2. It is also Ihe first time

Minnesota has won six straight at

home to open a season.

Milton (2-0) allowed two runs and
six hits in seven innings with 10 strike-

outs for Minnesota. Latroy Hawkins
pitched the ninth for his second save

of the season.

Frank Thomas homered for the

White Sox, who have lost three

straight for the second time this sea-

son.

Milton struck out the first four bat-

ters ofthe game on called third strikes.

The left-hander did not allow a

baserunner until Thomas' broken-bat

single with two outs in the fourth.

Red Sox 5, Yankees 4

Carl Everett had three of Boston's

15 hits and the Red Sox rallied for

three runs in the seventh inning to

beat the New York Yankees 5-4

Sunday.

Andy Pettitte (2-1) allowed a

career-high 14 hits, giving up hits to

seven of his last eight batters.

With Boston trailing 3-2, Everett

began the seventh with a triple and

scored on Manny Ramirez's double.

Ramirez took third on Dante
Bichette's single and scored the go-

ahead run on a single by Jason
Varitek.

Todd Williams relieved and gave

up Lou Merloni's sacrifice fiy. Randy
Choate then came in and threw two
wild warmup pitches. He only threw

five pitches, including one that hit

Trot Nixon and another that went for

a wild pitch, but none led to runs.

Rolando Arrojo earned hjs second

save after allowing Derek Jeter's RBI
grounder.

Rich Garces (1-0) got the win in

relief of Hideo Nomo. who allowed

homers to Jorge Posada and Paul

O'Neill.

Reds 3, Mets 1

Jim Brower pitched 5 2/3 strong

innings to earn his first National

League victory and the Cincinnati

Reds completed a three-game sweep
of the New York Mets with a 3-1 win

Sunday.

Brower allowed one unearned run

on six hits, struck out four and walked
two as the Reds won their fourth

straight.

Brower (1-0) was acquired from
Cleveland in November and started in

place of Elmer Dessens, who was
home in Cincinnati to be with his ill

wife.

Brower, 5-4 in two seasons with the

Indians, left after allowing a twoout
double to Jay Payton and a single to

Rey Ordonez. But Denys Reyes came
on and struck out pinch-hitter Jorge

Toca to end the threat.

Cincinnati scored twice against

Kevin Appier (l-l) in the fifth to

break a 1-1 tie. Scan Casey hit a one-

out double and Alex Ochoa followed

with an RBI triple to right field that

fell just beyond the dive by Tsuyoshi

Shinjo.

Marlins 6, Expos 3

Jason Grilli hit his first major
league homer and pitched five shutout

innings before tiring as the Florida

Marlins beat the Montreal Expos 6-3

Sunday.

Making just his third career start

and second this season. Grilli (1-1)

allowed two hits in the first five

innings, striking out the side in order

in the fifth. He allowed two runs and

three hits in the sixth, when he didn't

get a batter out.

Grilli homered in the third ofTTony

Armas Jr. (0-3). Antonio Alfonseca

pitched the ninth to convert his first

save opportunity of the season.

Dave Berg also homered for

Florida, which won two of three over

the weekend to raise its record to 4-7.

Backup catcher Randy Knorr
homered twice for Montreal in his sec-

ond start of the season. But he allowed

five steals, including four in the fourth

inning, when Preston Wilson stole

home.

Devil Rays 7, Orioles 4

Greg Vaughn went 4-for-5 with two

home runs, and Fred McGrifl" and
John Flaherty also homered as Tampa
Bay beat the Baltimore Orioles 7-4

Sunday.

The Devil Rays needed only eight

pitches to take a 3-0 lead, but they did-

n't score again until Raherty connect-

ed after a walk to Russ Johnson to

make it 5-3 in the seventh. Vaughn
added a solo shot in the eighth to ice

Tampa Bay's third win in II games
since opening day.

Vaughn's four hits - two homers
and two singles - tied a career high

and boosted his batting average 68

points to .279.

Greg Myers and Jerry Hairston

homered for the Orioles, who had
only one home run in their first II

games this season. Myers went 3 for 4

with three RBIs.

Baltimore starter Sidney Ponson
yielded three of the Devil Rays' four

homers. The right-hander has given

up six home runs in 1 7 2/3 innings and
has absorbed three of the Orioles'

seven defeats.

Braves 3, Phillies

Odalis Perez won his first game in

nearly two years, and Brian Jordan _
and Andruw Jones homered Sunday

""

as the Atlanta Braves beat the

Philadelphia Phillies 3-0.

Perez allowed four hits and three

walks in seven innings, striking out

four.

Atlanta avoided losing its fourth

straight series, something the Braves

haven't done since July 5-22, 1990.

Since scoring 10 runs at Cincinnati on
opening day, Atlanta has just 30 runs

in 12 games.

SOFTBALL
From page 40

Mims' homer with a four-run rally in

the top of the fourth, including a two-

run, bases-loaded double by Husky
third baseman Kim DePaul. UCLA
shortstop Natasha Watley tied the

game in the bottom of the fourth with

an RBI single, and there was to be no
more scoring for another ten innings.

Both Bollinger (24-4) and Bruin

pitcher Keira Goerl (IW)) threw over

200 pitches on the day. as neither team
went to the bullpen. UCLA constantly

pestered Bollinger, as she was tagged

for 14 hits and seven walks in 13-plus

innings of work.

But twice the Bruins failed to score

with the bases loaded and one out,

plagued by base-running blunders and
a lapse in ofTensive fundamentals and
execution which UCLA Head Coach
Sue Enquist said the team made posi-

tive strides to fix on Saturday.

Goerl, though, was on top of her

game, striking out 14 batters - the first

time a Bruin struck out double digit

batters since last year's NCAA title

game. Goerl, who threw a full workout

on Thursday before getting the call on
Friday/because UCLA ace Amanda
Freed required one more day of rest,

fixed a problem with her mechanics in

the middle of Friday's game that

allowed her to dominate in such a way
that she didn't allow a ball out of the

infield from the sixth inning until the

13th.

"I felt ... that I didn't have it for an

inning," Goerl said. "So I threw some
bullpen, and then I got it back and I felt

that I was getting stronger (as the game
went on)."

The extra day of rest seemed to do
Freed ( 17-3) a lot of good. After jump-
ing ahead 3-0 on junior catcher Stacey

Nuveman's monster first-inning, three-

run home run over the scoreboard in

left field Saturday. Freed went on to

allow only two hits while becoming the

second straight Bruin pitcher to strike

out double digit batters by fanning 10

Huskies.

"I think our fundamental execution

was very poor," Washmgton Head
Coach Teresa Wilson said. "We were
horrible with our buhts, execution was
not there, and it cost us."
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Cubs, White Sox create fJMmmmmmmmmmmmm
longer winning streaks
BASEBALL Phillies' Perez

wins first game in nearly

two years against Braves

The Associated Press

Baseball Notebook

Cubs 5, Pirates I

Sammy Sosa hit a three-run homer
in the seventh inning and the Chicago
Cubs won their fifth straight game,
beating the Pittsburgh Pirates 5-1

Sunday to complete a three-game
sweep.

Bill Mueller singled and Roosevelt
Brown walked in the seventh against

Scott Sauerbeck (0-1). Marc Wilkins

was brought in to face Sosa, who sent

a 3-2 pitch high and far over the fence

in left for his fifth homer ofthe season.

It was Sosa's 199th career homer at

Wrigley Field and first at home since

last Sept. 10.

Chicago reliever Courtney Duncan
11-0) pitched 1 1/3 innings for the vie

tory. The Cubs got their fifth run in the

eighth on Julio Zuleta's RBI double.

With the game tied at I, the Cubs
broke through in the seventh after a

pitching duel between starters Todd
Ritchie and Kerry Wood.
Wood allowed three hits and one

run in six innings with three walks and
10 strikeouts.

Brewers 7, Giants 4

Jeffrey Hammonds hit a go-ahead,

three-run homer in the seventh inning

off Russ Ortiz, leading the Milwaukee
Brewers over the San Francisco

Giants 7-4 Sunday.

Barry Bonds hit the 499th home
run of his career in the eighth inning

off David Weathers and needs one

more to become the 17th player to

reach 500.

A crowd of 25.981 attended the

game at Miller Park, about 16.000

short of capacity and the third-small-

est for the nine games at the Brewers'

new retractable-roof ballpark.

Paul Rigdon ( 1-0) allowed two runs

and five hits in seven innings, and
Curtis Leskanic got four outs for his

first save.

Rigdon extended his scoreless

streak to 1 1 innings before giving up a

home run to J.T. Snow in the second.

Rich Aurilia homered off Rigdon in

the sixth. _
Ortiz (3-1) gave up four runs and

four hits in 6 1-3 innings. He allowed

one hit in the first six innings, but the

Brewers rallied in the seventh when
Jeromy Burnitz hit an RBI single and

Hammonds homered for a 4-2 lead.

Milwaukee made it 7-3 in the eighth

on a three-base error by Bonds on a fly

to left by Hammonds. Russ Davis

homered for the Giants in the ninth.

San Francisco loaded the bases in

the seventh on two walks and Davis'

single, but Rigdon escaped trouble by

striking out Ortiz.

Twins 4, White Sox 3

Eric Milton struck out eight of the

first 10 batters he faced Sunday as the

Minnesota Twins beat the (Thicago

White Sox 4-3 for their sixth straight

win and best start ever.

Corey Koskie had four hits for the

Twins, who had never before started a

See MLB, page 36

BASKETBALL NOTEBOOK^
The Associated Press

NBA Today

Upcoming

Monday, April 16

Milwaukee at Orlando (7:30

p.m.). The Magic look to move up in

the Eastern Conference standings

when they visit the Bucks today.

Stars

On Saturday

• Jerry Stackhouse. Pistons, had

37 points to lift Detroit to a 129-124

overtime victory over Atlanta.

• Ray Allen, Bucks, scored 19 of

his 31 points in the first quarter to

help Milwaukee claim a 112-86 win

over Toronto.

• David Robinson, Spurs, record-

ed 25 points. 12 rebounds and seven

blocks as the San Antonio Spurs

posted an easy 111-95 win over

Denver.

Sealed

San Antonio clinched home-court

advantage throughout the Western

Conference playoffs with Saturday's

1 1 1-95 win over Denver. The Spurs,

who have won six of their last seven

games, improved the NBA's best

record to 57-23 while snapping

Denver's three-game winning streak.

Swan Song

In what was likely the final game
in Vancouver, the Grizzlies blew a

19-point second-half lead and closed

their home season with a 100-95

defeat to Houston. The loss left

Vancouver with a lifetime home

ictord of 66-220 (.300), the worst

percentage among the 65 franchises

in league history. At 100-358 overall,

the Grizzlies will also be last in league

history regardless of the outcome of

their final two road games.

Strong at home
Milwaukee completed a perfect

three-game home stand with a 1 12-86

rout of Toronto on Saturday. The
Raptors were the third straight oppo
nent the Bucks put away this week at

Bradley Center, joining Chicago and
Utah. The Jazz's I-O lead Thursday
was the only time Milwaukee trailed

in those three games.

Streaking

Detroit increased its winning
streak to a season-high four games
with Saturday's 129-124 overtime

victory over Atlanta. The Pistons

have also taken four straight over the

Hawks and swept the season series

for the first time since 1990-91.

Strong in defeat

Antawn Jamison scored 36 points
but Golden State still dropped its

1 1 th straight game with a 106-94 loss

to the Los Angeles Clippers on
Saturday. The Warriors have won
just twice since the All-Star break

and shot over 50 percent from the

field once since Dec. 29. They will

miss the playoffs for the seventh con-

secutive year, the longest streak in

the NBA.

Sidelined

Milwaukee placed forward Tim
Thomas on the injured list for the

remainder of the regular season and

activated lorward Jerome Kersey for

their game against Toronto on
Saturday night. Thomas, who
injured his right shoulder in a game
against Chicago on Tuesday, will be

eligible to return for the playofTs.

Also, forward Jason CalTey didn't

suit up against the Raptors because

ofa sore left knee.

See you this summer
During halftime of Friday's

Indiana-Boston game, former Celtic

great Bill Russell approached Pacers

center Jermaine O'Neal and told him
he wanted to help refine his game in

the offseason. Russell, who dominat-

ed the inside with his shot blocking

and defensive skills as a player, said

he made the offer after watching

O'Neal play for Portland and

Indiana over his five-year career.

O'Neal has a franchise-record 219

blocks this season.

Speaking

"His passing is better than it was

before. He's got to continue to get

_belter. He's got to think about how ta=
make his teammates better. He's

making strides in that direction.

Then you can consider him a really

good player."

Detroit Coach George Irvine on
Jerry Stackhouse. who scored 37

points in the Pistons' 129-124 over-

time win over Atlanta on Saturday.

Guess what?

Eddie Gill of the New Jersey Nets

scored the eight millionth point in

NBA history Sunday when he hit a

layup with 10:57 left in the Nets' 95-

88 loss to the Boston Celtics.

Get the MBA that
keeps on giving!

Year 1 - $20,000*

Year 2- $40,000
" Year 3 - $60,000 "

The Added Value of a UCR MBA

+$800,000
AGSM Advantages:
• No work experience or business-related under-

graduate degree required

Choose up to nine MBA electives

• Oneon-one assistance from our in-house Career

Management Center

• Receive a quality internship that provides 'real

world" work experience

• Enrollment available. Fall, Winter, and Spring

quarters

Got the Picture?
To receive an MBA catalog and application, please contact
Gary Kuzas at (909) 787-4551. check out our web site at
vwvw.aqsm urrerlii, or e-mail your questions and requests to
QafV.kuzasgucr.edu. Application Deadline May 1 , 200 1

.

FREE CAREER FORUM

" Ifyou want to be a lawyer, don't miss this forum."
• Arthur Miller, Professor of l^w Harvard Law School

Meet with law admissions officers, learn what to expect your 1" year
of law school and hear a panel discussion about careers In the law.

Wednesday, April 18
6 PM -9:30 PM :

UCLA, Tom Bradley International Center

6 PM - ongoing:

6:30 PM - 7:30 PM:
7:30 PM - 9:15 PM:

Law School Representative Tabling

Law School 101
Law Panel

Come speak with law school representatives from around the country,
experience a simulated first year law school, and participate In a panel
discussion regarding careers in law. Confirmed panelists Include a
writer/producer for Ttie Practice and Ally McBeal.

^A
•The difference in starting

salary between a bachelors

and a UCR MBA Graduate
Based on 1 999 statistics.

'Based on a 40 yr Worklife.

University of California, Riverside

Space is limited, so RSVP now!
Call 1-800-KAP-TEST or visit us at kaptest.com

to register for this special event!

MR GEBamQa
www.alumni.uchi.edu

KAPLAN barbn
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Freedom beats CyberRays as

nation celebrates new league
WUSA: Soccer fans view

history; Pretinha scores

lone goal on penalty kick

By Joseph White
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - The spirit of

the 1999 World Cup lived again at

RFK Stadium. Only, it wasn't Mia
and Brandi. It was Mia vs. Brandi.

And Mia got the call.

The two biggest names in women's
soccer went one-on-one in the penalty

area. Mia Hamm had the ball. Brandi

Chastain made the tackle. Hamm
went down. The referee called it a

penalty Chastain flailed her arms in

disbelief.

And that led

to the first and .^^_^_^^^__
only goal in the

first game of

the first major

women's pro-

fessional soccer

league in the_

United Statesr

Brazilian star

Pretinha celebrated by

pulling her blue jersey

above her head.

Pretinha made
the penalty kick resulting from
Chastain's foul, and Hamm's
Washington Freedom beat the Bay
Area CyberRays 1-0 Saturday.

A crowd of 34,148 - dominated by
soccer moms and dads and scream-

ing kids by the thousands - came to

the inaugural game of the eight-team

WUSA. The afternoon was full of

pageantry and symbolism as

women's sports celebrated another

landmark.

Tennis legend Billie Jean King
presided over the official coin toss. A
female parachutist landed on the field

with the ball. 1999 World Cup star

Michelle Akers, who can't play this

season because of injuries, made the

ceremonial first kick wearing- a sling

on her shoulder.

Other heroes from the World Cup,
who have been scattered among the

league's eight teams, were introduced

one by one, and - in the most stirring

stunt of all - a bald eagle soared into

the stadium at the last note of the

national anthem.

Among the fans was Boomer
Brown, who made the trip from
Raleigh. N.C.. with his wife and two
daughters, proud that his soccer-play-

ing girls have female role'rPiodels in

sports.

"It's great for their self-esteem that

they can come and see this,' Brown
said.

The crowd was a ball of energy

waiting to burst, but they had to wait

through an hour ofsometimes ragged

soccer as two new teams struggled

with timing and chemistry The
Freedom didn't get a shot on goal in

the first half as Hamm made little

impact with Brazilians Pretinha and

Roseli.

Chastain and

another
Brazilian, Sissi,

were much
more active for

the CyberRays.

Xhastain was

called for a yel-

low card for

rough tackle on Roseli in the 55th

minute, a foul that would have drawn
a red card in a men's game.

The crowd roared when Hamm
put a header on top of the net in the

59th, but the shot wasn't that close.

Sissi was stopped by a brilliant sliding

save by Freedom goalkeeper Siri

Mullinix in the 66th.

The goal came in the 70th. After

Chastain's foul, Pretinha slid the

penalty kick inside the left post and
celebrated by pulling her blue jersey

above her head.

The CyberRays nearly tied the

game several times. Sissi's free kick

hit the left post in the 72nd, and Katia

put one onto the crossbar before

Mullinix brought it down in the 76th.

Finally, there was an injury

Former U.S. national team player

Tisha Venturini broke a wrist in the

first half when she was fouled by
Washington's Lindsey Stoecker.

• • •

Squad cleans up more dual matches
M.TENNIS: Sands finishes

last game with ace; team

faces Cal, Stanford next

By Greg Schain

Daily Bruin Contributor

The tennis gods were once again

shining down on the top-ranked

UCLA men's team this weekend, as

the Bruins beat No. 13 Washington 6-1

on Friday and unranked Oregon 7-0

on Senior Day Saturday to close out

the home portion of their dual match
schedule.

The wins bring UCLA's record to

19-1 overall and 6-1 in the Pac-IO.

UCLA 6,

Washington 1

UCLA 7,

Oregon

Leading the way for the Bruins in

-both matches was senior Jean-Noel

Grinda at No. I singles, who saved his

best tennis of the year for the final

home dual matches of his UCLA
career. On Friday, he trounced
Washington sophomore Matt Hanlin

6^, 6-2 and followed it up on Saturday

with an easy 6-1, 6-1 win over Oregon
sophomore Oded Teig.

"I was in the zone, ' Grinda said. "I

was making whatever shots I wanted
to make. I'm seeing the ball like a

watermelon."

"(Grinda) was moving really well

around the court," said UCLA Head
Coach Billy Martin. "Better than he

has in the last few weeks."

Bruin freshman Marcin Matkowski
also had a big day on Friday He was
forced to play at No. 2 singles because

of a minor rotator cuff injury plaguing

regular No. 1 singles player, sopho-

more Jean-Julien Rojer.

But that made no difference to

Matkowski, as he stepped up and used

his big serve to defeat junior Andrej

Bizjak6-I,64.

Freshman Marcin Matkowski keeps his concentration in his win
over Oregon with doubles partner Travis Rettenmaler.

iUN

"(Bizjak) could not touch my
serve," Matkowski said after the

match.

Matkowski sat out the singles on
Saturday nursing a minor ankle injury.

He is not expected to miss any more
time and just sat out as a precautionary

measure.

The one loss for the Bruins on
Friday came from freshman Tobias
Clemens, who's still rusty after sitting

out for more than a month with a foot

injury he received on March 6 at USC.
He lost to senior Jeremy Berman 6-2,

6-2.

"When you don't play for 40 days.

its normal not to come back in top

shape," Clemens said.

But the fiery freshman managed to

turn his game around on Saturday.

After struggling through the first set,

he came back strong, and ended up
beating freshman Buck Mink 7-6 (5),

6-2 at No. 2 singles.

During the first point of the match,
Mink hit the Hoor after twisting his

ankle. He was rolling on the court in

pain, but after a few minutes managed
to get up and walk. After UCLA stu-

dent trainer Morgan Gelbart taped his

ankle. Mink returned to action and

Se« M.TENNIS, page 32
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James Bridges Theatre,

Melnitz Hall 1409

Keep The
River, On Mdup

Right
A modern cannibal tale

7:30 pm ^

KEEP THE RIVER ON YOUR RIGHT is a
documentary that follows the story of 78-year old
Tobias Schneebaum, a gay Jewish painter from
New York From there, he left everything behirxl to
wander off into the jungles of Peru and Indonesia.
"Why would such a man walk alone into the jungle to
)Oin head-hunters and cannibals, become adopted
into their tnbe, study — and quite willingly participate
in their unique sexual practices, and even go so far
as to join them in a meal of human flesh." Come
watch this film and find out why.
KEEP THE RIVER ON YOUR RIGHT: A MODERN
CANNIBAL TALE is directed by brother-sister team
David and Laurie Gwen Shapiro.
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Winner
- IFP Independent Spirit Awards "Truer
Than Fiction

" Award. March 2001

%>
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The subject of the documentary.
Tobias. Schneebaum will be
present at the screening. There
will be a O s A session following
the film.

check out http://www.keopttierivef.com
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Paid for by the ASUCLA Interaction Fund

Facial Plastic &
Jjasrr Surgery

FREE CONSULTATION

Computer ImaqiMi /ImifaWc, Ifoit Imwrance Accepted

• Nose-cosmetic and Lreatliiiig prol>1f ms!

Insurance ma^ .{y

• Acne Scars-prdblem cases wei
• Natural Lip Enhancement
• Face Lift/Eyelid Surgery
• Hair Flap/Scalp Reduction
• Chin & Cheek Implants
• Liposuction

• Ear Reshaping-often no incision!

I • Snoring
• Tonsils

• Laser Resurfacing

• • •

Free Ulicroderiiiabrasion
(one «jr«a only)

^^ Steven Burres, M.D.
EUCS. AAPPS, AAOUNS, LACMA. CMA

AMERICANACADEMYOFFACIAL PTAmCANDMg£j^gJp(UCTIVF, SVRi i

Double Board Ccrtifi
^'

16 years experience

<310) 385-0590

465 North Roxbury Dr., Beverly Hills

1 145 -Ajtesia Blvd., Manhattan Beadbi,;

Affordabi'.., ^.^__,^
Fencing Available^
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UCLA finishes home meet
|

Bruins sweep weekend games
with many personal bests
M.TRACK: Bruins place first

in relays, sprints, hurdles;

set records on field as well

By Glen Worthington
Daily Bruin Contributor

Sometimes all the puzzle pieces fit

together perfectly.

Such was the case on Saturday when
almost everything seemed to go right for

the UCLA men's track team. UCLA
(173 1/2 points) defeated Nebraska (137

1/2) and Cal State Norlhridge (84) in its

last home meet of the season on a day
filled with season and personal bests for

the Bruins.

UCLA 173 1/2

Nebraska 137 1/2

CSUN 84

"Coming off the trip to Austin last

week (at the Texas Relays) we had areas

we needed to improve on," said Men's
sprint coach John Smith, "and we did."

The improvement was most evident in

the 400-meter race. Bruin freshmen

Denye Versher. Warren Rogers and
Rodney Diggs went 1-2-3 in the event,

each with a personal best time. Versher

won the event at 4730 seconds, barely

edging out Rogers and Diggs (47.34 and
47.37).

Versher, Rogers, and Diggs later

teamed with sophomore Kyle Erickson

for the 4 x 400m relay which ran a season

best 3 minutes, 1 1.13 seconds.

PATH ARMt NIAN/I)*ly Bruin Senof SlaH

Senior Bryan Harrison runs the

anchor leg of the 4 x 100-meter relay.

The Bruins had remarkable success in

the 4 X 100m relay as well. Senior Bryan

Harrison anchored UCLA's victorious 4

X lOOm team, which ran a season best

_J9.96, their first sub-40 effort this season

"as well as an NCAA provisional qualify-

ing time. Freshmen Steve Hayes (replac-

ing injured sophomore Joe Hunter),

Rogers, and junior Michael Lipscomb
rounded out the team.

But Harrison's day was not done yet.

He placed second in the lOOm dash

(10.49, season legal-best) behind

Nebraska sprinter Chris Chandler

( 10.32), and won the 200m with a season-

best 20.88 after Chandler pulled up with

a pulled muscle. Smith said that Harrison

was in good position to beat Chandler
anyway.

Not only did the relays and sprints

See M.TRACK, page 34

BASEBALL Washington

cannot match UCLA's

pitching, scoring rally

By Scott Bair

Odily Bruin Contributor

Eight down, one to go.

Eight was the number of Pac-IO

teams that UCLA starting pitcher

Josh Karp had defeated in his col-

lege career going into Friday's

home matchup with Washington

(19-13, 3-9 Pac-IO). The Huskies

were the lone team he had yet to

defeat.

UCLA 4,

Washington 2

UCLA 11,

Washington 3

Growing up in a suburb of

Seattle near the Washington cam-

pus, his family and friends back

home jokingly refused to let him

forget that the one team he hadn't

beaten was the one he wanted to

beat the most.

After the Bruins (24-12, 6-6)

sealed Friday's victory by the score

of4-2 and took Saturday's game 1
1-

3, it is safe to say that there is no

Pac-IO team that has not fell the

wrath of Karp's 92 mph heat.

It wasn't just Karp's fastball that

quieted the Husky bark over seven

innings of one-run ball, his sec-

ondary pitches also kept the

MARY CIKEK/Ddily Brum Senior Sraff

First baseman Eric Reese catches a pop-up in a 4-2 win over

Washington Friday. The Bruins beat the Huskies 11-3 Saturday.

Washington hitters guessing.

"My curveball was giving me big

strikes when I needed them and my
change-up had good movement. I

felt that I could throw them in any

count," Karp said.

While Karp was hurling fire, the

UCLA offense caught a spark that

allowed them to score four runs

after being shut out the night

before. That spark came in the form

of second baseman Josh Canales.

who led off for the first lime all sea-

son, scoring two runs, stealing a

base, and gelling runners into scor-

ing position.

Canales struck out in the first.

See BASEBALL, page 34

Mjneola Tangerines
(seedess)

Sparkletts
CRYSTAL FKESH DItlNKINO WATER

• MOUNTAIN SPRING WATER

/

1 59
Reg. $99/lb. v:.--^ 1.5 Liter (50.7OZ.)

w/ Sport Top

Coke, Diet Coke & Sprite

j^^ V I
6 pk • 12 oz. cans

59
Save 800

Yoplait Yogurt
Ught (Fat Free) Only

10 varieties

2/99
3s^6 oz.

Miller Genuine Draft

Jj8 pk • 12 oz. bottles Save $3.50

MotfwrA Motlier's Cooldes
• Oatmeal • Clrcin Parade

• Triplett •Chocolate CMp
• IcedOabneal

Save 910 ^^13-. 11.5 - 13 oz.

MD Bath Tissue

4 pk. Save 50C

Save $1.10

Springfield
Oats & More

S pk • 12 oz. bottles Save $2.50

FOSTER FARMS.
Turkey Franks

16 oz.

99
RED III

Save 80C I
-**'

VISA

16 oz. SaveSOcI 12pfc«l2oz.cans Save $2.00

Open 'til Midnight at 1057 Gayley Ave. 209-1111 MasterCard
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The Daily Bruin

Web site has no

pornography on it

whatsoever At

least, that's what

we tell people.

See for yourself:

www.dailybruin.ucla.edu

Daily Bruin

orts
Track haniinoiN it lioino

The men's track team easily

defeated Northridge and

Nebraska at Drake this

weekend. See page 39.
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Bruins crack in face of Cardinal
M.VOLLEYBALL: Sub-par

play, bad scorekeeping

lead to squad's failure

By Diamond Leung
Daily Bruin Contributor

PALO ALTO - h must be

Christmas in April for the UCLA
mens volleyball team. It got every-

thing it wished for in the third seed

in the MPSF Tournament and a

home playoff game. UCLA even

gets a third crack at Stanford.

^Stanford d. UCLA
30-28, 30-28, 30-24

UCLA d. Pacific

30-22, 30-22, 30-27

The No. 3 Bruins can't ask for

much more - especially after getting

embarrassed by the No. 5 Cardinal

Friday night at Maples Pavilion, 30-

28, 30-28. 30-24. UCLA bounced

See M.VOLLEYBAU, page 32

Irvine's surprise win

was mixed blessing

ANGELA Lff

Sophomore quick hitter Scott Morrow jumps toward the ball as it

leaves setter Rich Nelson's fingertips In a game earlier this season.

PLAYOFFS: UCLA ends

up facing Stanford for

another shot at victory

By Amanda Fletcher

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

PALO ALTO - Alanis

Morisette couldn't have come up

with a more ironic situation.

All the No. 3 Bruins wanted was

a third or fourth seed and home
court advantage for the first round

of ptayotis Going into the final

weekend of Mountain Pacific

Sports Federation matches, UCLA
had good chances of gelling both.

Belter yet, UCLA was in the dri-

ver's seal. All the Bruins had to do

was split their games with No. 5

Stanford on Friday and No. 10

University of the Pacific on

Saturday.

But Thursday night brought an

unexpected twist of events.

With all the fury of a tornado.

No. 8 UC Irvine stormed into

Maples Pavilion and when the dust

cleared, they had defeated Stanford

in a startJing three-game sweep.

The Cardinal loss effectively

clinched home court advantage for

their next opponent, UCLA.
So the Bruins were granted their

first wish without having to lift a fin-

ger. From here on in, it should have

been clear skies and smooth sailing.

UCLA would put away Stanford,

avenging their March 9 loss, and

then cruise past UOP into playoffs.

But what the Bruins weren't pre-

pared for was the fire and intensity

Stanford bounced back with.

Behind the hitting duo of sopho-

more Curt Toppel and junior

Marcus Skacel, the Cardinal used

the energy of their home crowd to

sweep the Bruins in 85 minutes.

"We try every match to come in

mentally prepared," Stanford

senior setter Josh Lukens said. "In

Irvine we weren't so we had to turn

it around going into UCLA.
"It was a mental game beating

UCLA. Coming back to our home
court, we knew we had to per-

form."

Skacel emphasized the fact that

SeeSEEOINGS,page32

Squad takes two against strong Huskies
SOFTBALL: UCLA to

remain atop Pac-10

rankings after wins

By Vytas Mazeika
Daily Bruin Reporter

The schedule had the Bruins

and Huskies playing only two

games this weekend, but you

can't blame them if it felt more
like three.

UCLA 5,

Washington 4

UCLA 4,

Washington

Tying the UCLA softball

record for longest-€ver NCAA
game, the Bruins prevailed 5-4 in

14 innings on Friday when fresh-

Catcher Stacey Nuveman makes it safely to second base

in Saturday's win over Washington.

man first baseman Claire Sua

singled in pinch-runner

Stephanie Swenson with the

bases loaded and no outs.

"At that point I was just like,

'OK, let's just go out here and

finish this,'" said Sua. who had

four hits on Friday. "We're on

top of (Washington pitcher Tia

Bollinger) the whole time, we've

got bases loaded and all you can

do in that situation is just swing

hard and when you see a strike

just go for it. When you've got

bases loaded, you don't really

have anything to lose."

Friday's four-hour, eight-

minute marathon, coupled with

Saturday's more conventional

seven-inning 4-0 victory, should

keep UCLA (^2-3 overall, 5-3 in

Pac-10) as the top ranked team

in the nation.

The last time the Bruins

played a 14-inning game was on

May 23. 1997 (a 2-0 loss to

Arizona in the College World

Series). The only other 14-inning

game in UCLA NCAA play was

a 1-0 victory over Creighlon in

1984.

Early on it seemed like the

Bruins would demolish the

Huskies (27-16, 3-5), especially

after sophomore third baseman

Tairia Mims' three-run home
run to right field in the third

inning. But nothing less than an

epic struggle was in order for

this showdown between two of

the Pac-lO's best freshman

hurlers.

Washington responded to

See SOFTBALL, page 36

1 4 lengthy innings talce their toll on both teams
BOREDOM: Claire Sua eomes

through with game-winning

single after four long hours

By Andrew Borders

Daily Bruin Reporter

The Bruins and the Washington

Huskies played a .14-inning game Friday at

Easton Stadium, UCLA eventually win-

ning 5-4.

Since regulation in softball is seven

innings, any plans the Bruins and Huskies

had for after the game were delayed just a

little bit. Two hours to be exact, as the

game went four hours and eight minutes

when a usual game is about two hours.

But forget about the post-game activi-

ties; these two competitive Pac-10 squads

were playing tug-of-war in a 4-4 deadlock.

Until the Bruins finally took the game in

the 14th inning, neither team had scored

since the fourth inning. So how does a

rightfielder keep from succumbing to bore-

dom? Isn't it tough for a third baseman to

maintain her focus, even at the hot corner?

With the hot afternoon sun blasting

down on Easton Stadium, the rightfielders

had it the toughest.

No one wants to be the scapegoat for

losing a fty ball in the brightness, possibly

costing her team the game. Fortunately,

nothing like that ended the contest, but

Washington's Traci Tawney and UCLA's
Lupe Brambila had to be ready.

"(The sun) really wasn't that bad, with

the eye black," Tawney said. The sopho-

more wouldn't confess to letting her mind

See FOCUS, page 33

PATH ARMENIANA5ai»y Brum Senof Staff

Sophomore Bridget Pearson launches the javelin

in Saturday's meet at Drake Stadium.

UCLA atNetes win last

home meet tNs year

W.TRACK: Team prepares for Pac-10,

big games with determination, focus

ByWMWhitchom .

Daily Bruin Contributor

The No. 2 UCLA women's track and field squad

closed out its final home meet of the season in impressive

fashion, notching several victories over Nebraska and

Cal State Northridge Saturday at Drake Stadium. The
Bruins won the tri-meet with a score of 157, Nebraska

taking second with 135 and Northridge third with 87.

The performances follow last week's good showing at

the Qyde Littlefield Relays in Austin, Texas, where the

Bruins produced "three key individual victories.

See W.IMOt, page 3S

UCLA

Serving the UCLA community since 1919

Campaign finance
Reform could harm our

First Amendment rights.

VIEWPOINT, PAGE 10

Tuesday, April 17, 2001 www.diiilybniin.iK la.edit

Dear diary

Renee Zellweger plays the neurotic Brit

heroine in "Bridget Jones's Diary."

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT, PAGE 15

Million-dollar arm
Bruin pitcher Josh Karp is

projected to be a top-10 draft

pick. SPORTS, BACK PAGE

Task force reviews crime stats
REPORT: Underreporting

not found to be dehberate;

clarifications are advised

By Robert Saionga

Daily Bruin Reporter

A task force commissioned by the

4Jmver6ity of California reported

Friday that though there is much

room for improvement, past under-

reporting of crime statistics for UC
campuses was not deliberate.

Following its investigation of UC
Davis, Irvine and Riverside, the task

force recommended the UC recon-

cile varying crime defmitions in the

FBI, California Penal and Clery Act

codes.

The task force also recommended

that the UC develop a uniform for-

mat for reporting UC crimes and

implement an ongoing training pro-

gram and information exchange for

all campuses.

Overall, the task force found well-

intended efforts in reporting statis-

tics.

"Clearly no campus' intent was to

mislead parents and students about

the safely of its campuses," said

Michael Reese, assistant vice presi-

dent of strategic communications for

the UC Omce of the President.

The task force, which includes

UCLA's Chief of Police Clarence

Chapman, was formed in response to

articles published September 2000 by

the scope of crimes included in the

statistics, such as murder, sex offens-

es and hale crimes.

Nancy Greenslein, director of

police community services for

UCPD, said UCLA has been in com-

pliance with the act.

"UCLA made a real attempt to

not rely on second and third-hand

information, but went directly to the

The Sacramento Bcc and Los experts to understand the slcps

Angeles Times.

The articles alleged the UC system

underreported crime statistics, which

violated the Clery Act, formerly

known as the Campus Security Act.

Passed by Congress in 1990, the

law was renamed the Clery Act in

memory of Jeanne Clery, a Lehigh

University student who was raped

and murdered on her campus in

1986.

Amendments made to the act in

1998 expanded campus responsibili-

ties for recording crime statistics, the

number of people from whom col-

leges must collect statistics, and

revised reporting methods and dead-

lines.

These amendments also increased

cssary to be in compliance," sai3~

Greenslein, who is a trainer for Ihe

International Association ofCampus
Law Enforcement Administrators, a

forum for training school officials on

how to comply with the Clery Act.

The articles by the Times and the

Bee prompted a complaint to the

Department of Education, which

sent a letter to the UC, asking for a

response to these complaints.

"The task force was charged with

looking at these questions and seeing

if there was validity to them," Reese

said.

Contrary to intentional underre-

porting, the task force found

Sec STATISTICS, page 9

Copeland's set to move

into Ackerman Union
ASUCLA: Store to open in

May; sports store selected

based on survey findings

By Marion Wise

Daily Bruin Contnbutor-

Among other things, the association

wanted a company that would not rival

the BearWear department.

"We will not be in direct competi-

tion. We're there to provide an addi-

tion to what the store already has," said

EricTomasi, director of operations for

£opclands Enterprise

In an efTort to generate more busi-

ness, the Associated Students of

UCLA hopes it's hit a home run by

recently signing a five-year lease agree-

ment with Copeland's Sports.

Slated to open in May, the West

Coast sporting goods chain store will

occupy space on the B-level of

Ackerman Union, adjacent to the mar-

ket, and is expected to bring in an addi-

tional $225,000 per year for

ASUCLA
"I hope it will bring additional traf-

fic to the store by providing a service

the students have said they want," said

Patricia Eastman, executive director of

ASUCLA.

According to Tomasi, the on-cam-

pus store will sell athletic equipment

and shoes and will feature a skateboard

shop, as opposed to the BearWear

department, which .sells athletic appar-

el.

The store will occupy the space left

by Fast Track, which moved to a loca-

tion near the UCLA Store's entrance

at the base of Bruin Walk. When Fast

Track moved, it took space from the

computer store and BearWear.

Last May, the association hired a

consultant to assist in deciding whether

to continue maintaining the store or to

have it run by outside sources. The con-

See COPELAND'S, page 8

Gore to visit UCLA sometime in May

EDWARD UN/Daily Brum

Goel Veena (left), a second-year sociology student and first-year undeclared student

Jenn Evans participate in a group activity during their Life Skills 101 class Monday.

Life SIcills course will open up to

non-sorority sisters in Fall 2002
CLASS: Some criticize curriculum

for exclusivity; pilot stage targeted

group due to grant, instructor says

By MarcHle Richards

Daily Bruin Staff

From sex to school to stress management, a

class restricted to sorority sisters will open its

doors to all women as of Fall 2002.

The class initially geared its content toward

sororities by using such a setting in classroom

hypothetical situations, which will be slightly

modified to accommodate the more diverse

class.

Currently in its pilot stage. Life Skills 101 was

initially intended to be a class for all women, but

it was previewed on sorority sisters after a grant

was given to fund a sorority-exclusive program.

"It's better to keep it within a similar popula-

tion, because then you can evaluate the materi-

al," said Assistant Instructor and Coordinator

Rena Orenstein. "It's not meant to be exclusion-

ary. The skills we're teaching are general enough

and the material may be applied widely across

different communities." •

SccSOIIOIirrY,pa9e9

CURRICULUM: Former VP will

begin interacting with students

next fall during professorship

By Karen Albrecht

Daily Bruin Reporter

One UCLA visiting professor has yet to

make an appearance on campus since his

professorship was announced in January.

After meeting with UCLA faculty and

community leaders several months ago

regarding his future at UCLA, former Vice

President Al Gore has spent the past few

months leaching at three other universities.

He has not yet lectured at UCLA, nor set

foot on campus since January.

But representatives of the UCLA School

of Public Policy and Social Research intend

to schedule a visit for early May, said Bill

Parent, assistant dean of the SPPSR.

An exact date for the May planning ses-

sion should be available by the end of this

week, he said.

"Gore will be around more in the fall,"

Parent said. "The spring will be used as a

planning quarter."

Gore has helped develop a multi-discipli-

nary curriculum for a new family-centered

community development program in the

SPPSR. It is intended to bridge the differ-

ences between the various sectors of cam-

pus in order to reach a common community

goal.

Gore will have contact with students next

fall during his professorship in the SPPSR,
Parent said.

Since the initial Jan. 31 planning meeting

at the James West Alumni Center, Gore has

been in contact with UCLA professors

through his teachirigs at Columbia

University, Fisk University and Middle

Tennessee Stale University.

Gore is presenting a lecture series al the

Graduate School of Journalism al

Columbia University regarding media cov-

Fornner Vice President Al Gore has

yet to begin teaching here at UCLA.

He is set to visit the cannpus in May,

and will begin teaching next fall.

erage of national affairs during the infor-

mation age, according to a statement by

Columbia University.

Frank Gilliam, UCLA professor of polit-

ical science and director of the Center for

Communications and Community, joined

Gore in lecturing on media cpverage of

child and family issues last \veek in New
York.

Other guest speakers in the Columbia

lecture series have included David

Lellerman, Rupert Murdoch and Alan

Greenspan.

Gore is also piloting a series of seminars

on family-centered community building al

Fisk and Middle Tennessee State

University, in conjunction with

Congressman John Lewis, D-Ga. Planning

for a second series of lectures in the fall

semester is under way, according to a Fisk

University statement.
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Petty theft

Several wallets and purses, two parking

permits, a cellular phone, bicycle and a car

stereo were stolen during this period,

amounting to a total loss of $2,034.

Someone stole a stereo and garage

opener, worth a total of $200, from a cat

parked on the 600 block of Vets

Avenue Thursday evening.

Someone stole a $268 menJi^f^peed
black Diamondback mount^j^PHye from

the UCLA Extensij^ building

Wednesday.

Grand theft

Someone 'stole a

CDs, worth a total n\

Suites early Friday ytmr}^.

Someone stole a pup lloll

Source: University Polkf Dept. Log

from ^^^Umia^spBAir^t.
SoiHHHHpiJtOOJ^ ^^i'^'^P"^'

er frolV^<^l^^^ Me<^'icine Clinic on

WednesdiJ^^BL^rjaooft, I uer tjnlKiay, a

$763J^Ti^^^J^mpet ^Ast^B from

SeetMknnent|r> i>i.iu,^'. \/^
Som'eorifca^^le an $8,000 university

|om the Royce Hall base-

on April 10. That

$500 necklac

sl^PJt

V&l

400 bloc

leruss

reccivea 3*'*in|Bi|Hpinaay

that a possiblys^zophrenic

acting erratically in Lot 6, look-

irough trash and banging on a wall.

women in Saxon Suites were

taken into custody Friday night for pos-

session of illegal substances. Marijuana

and a pipe were booked as evidence.

A concerned father called police late

Thursday night because his daughter's

phone line had been busy for more than

five hours. The woman was located at her

Richer dorm residence.

A fi^jgHhjtt out in the parking lot

a<^j2'^llIllliM''^on's Neighborhood

Grill early Wcdn sday. The crowd was

dispi rsjnj as^Qliv arrived. At 2 a.m. that

day, ttttiiijllipr reportedly carried away
constru^^Kigns on the 700 block of

YoungDA South.

Half 4^our later, someone wearing a

^portedly chased victims out

ig on the 1000 block of

|oulevard v^rith a six- to scven-

Jfter they tried to sell candy,

ic in to police at 1 1 :34 p.m.

/ednesday that someone had fallen off a

treadmill at 300 Medical Plaza.

Compiled from UCPD media reports

between April 10 and 16 by Scott B.Wong,

Daily Bruin Staff.

Weather

Today Wednesday Thursday

Partly Cloudy Partly Cloudy Partly Cloudy

high: 65 low: 51 high: 65 low: 51 high: 64 low: 50

Outlook:
A few doods, especially in the morning

hours, mild temperatures and longer days

will be the norm this week. Sit outside

today and enjoy the weather.

Sunrise
6:20 a.m.

Sunset
7:27

For real-time weather, visit www.dailybruin.uda.fdu

ACADEMIC
ANNOUNCEMENTS

Week 3

Reminder:

Friday, April 20, is the last day

to ADD non-impacted courses

with $3 fee through URSA

!|^ ;<^x::4|E)r^»^^;^|h^!«Mr<:::^^:;EWMi ^^W^^fvAttftM^-vMi^i^iKM^a;^;); .'V:^ •>. /^^

WHAT'S BREWIN'

Today noon
UCLA Bone Marrow Drive

Ackerman A-Level Viewpoint

Conference Room _
www.friendsofalisha.com

Raining Jane

Concert

Westwood Plaza

2 p.m.
L&S Counseling

Academic Workshops
• College Honors Orientation

Workshop

•DLAP
• All workshops held in

Covel Commons, Room 203

To sign up, call 206-6685

4:15 p.m.
L&S Counseling

Academic Workshops
• Preparing for CBEST
• Public Speaking Skills

• Applying to Law School
• All workshops held in

Covel Commons, Room 203

To sign up, call 206^685

5:30 p.m.

Adobe Illustrator Workshop

Center for Digital Arts at Dickson

6 p.m.

Sociology Undergraduate

Association

Social Night

Hershey 1648

Philipinos for Community Health

General meeting - Ventilations

Boelter5252

6:30 p.m.

UCLA Alumni Association

Bruin Networking Night

James West Alumni Center

7 p.m.

Bruin Democrats

General meeting

Ackerman Viewpoint Room 1

7 p.m.

Bruin Republicans

General meeting& CCR
Convention sign ups

Ackerman 3516

915-5942

7:30 p.m.

UCLA Performing Arts

David Higgs Organ Recital

Royce Hall Auditorium

Film and Television Archive

"Madame DuBarry"

James Bridges Theatre, Melnitz Hall

7 p.m.

L&S Counseling

Academic Workshops

• Personal Statements

• Preparing for the GRE
• All workshops held in

Covel Commons, Room 203

To sign up, call 206-6685

see page 8 for details.
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Commercialization has brought

hip-hop culture to the mainstream

WHETHER ITS LOYAUSTS LIKE IT OR NOT
By Matt Goulding

Daily Bruin Contributor

Some listen to it, others live it, and many
want you to believe that you can drink it.

Whatever your take on hip4iop is, it is impos-

sible to deny its metamorphosis from a misun-

derstood musical genre into an influential sta-

ple in modem pop culture.

'Mt*s a mind state and it's a culture," said

third-year English student Geoff Nashimoto.

"It could be on MTV or public access. It does-

n't matter, it's still hip-hop."

Nashimoto said he has been a hip-hop fan

since 1993 and has become an active partici-

pant since he look up DJing two years ago.

He said hip-hop cannot be confined to one

definition or avenue, but rather, it has become

an omnipresent element in today's society.

"Hip^op is everything," Nashimoto said.

"It can be a lifestyle or a hobby. You can let it be

anything you want it to be."

The marketing departments of many of

America's largest corporations have done just

that. Companies like McDonald's, the Gap
and, perhaps most prolifically, Sprite, a part of

the Coca-Cola Company, have all recently

banked on the popularity of hip-hop by incor-

porating major elements of the art form in their

commercial campaigns.

"Hip-hop is an art form based on self-expres-

sion, on honesty, on being true to yourself," said

Kristen Witt, a spokeswoman for the Coca-

Cola Company. "We find that these themes are

right in line with Sprite's brand personality."

Witt said Sprite's newest campaign, which

features aspiring MCs freestyling on the streets.

is part of the company's 15-year relationship "It starts out as a party music," Walser said,

with hip-hop. "Then you have people recognizing this medi-

"It's helped us remain authentic. We weren't um can be used to say very serious things about

just following a trend," she said. "According to social and political situations."

teens, we are part ofthe hip-hop culture. As hip- Influential groups like Run DMC, Public

hop grows, so will Sprite." Enemy and N.W.A began using their music to

But some students, like second-year busi- create a voice against poverty, oppression and

ness-economics student Dana Shayegan, don't police brutality.

see the connection between products like Sprite Female rappers like MC Lyle and Queen
and the hip-hop culture. Latifah provided a strong voice for women's

"I think they're just trying to justify their concerns, while Kid Frost became an impor-

exploitation of hip-hop,"

Shayegan said. "I don't

see how Sprite is represen-

tative of hip-hop ideals.

Most MCs I see drink

water."

Shayegan said compa-

nies are simply using hip-

hop to sell products and

that most neglect impor-

tant elements of the cul-

ture, like B-boying (also

known as break dancing),

DJing and graffiti.

Regardless of corpo-

rate legitimacy, hip-hop's newfound marketing

power marks another dimension in it's relative-

ly short history. Musicology Professor Robert

Walser, who teaches the History of Rock and

Roll class, outlined the origins of hip-hop.

Beginning in the Bronx in the late '70s and

"I don't see how Sprite

is representative of

hip-hop ideals. Most

MCs I see drink water."

Dana Shayegan

Seconci-year stu(Jent

lant Latino figure in the

early hip-hop days,

Walser said.

According to Walser,

the current rise of hip-hop

in mainstream and com-

mercial America would

not have been accepted in

the past.

"It would have been

loo edgy in the '80s. It

would have alienated a lot

of people." he said. "Its

role now means that the

moment has come when

that sound has become attractive enough to

appeal to the masses."

Although the general acceptance of hip-hop

by Americans continues to grow. Cultural

Affairs Commissioner Marselle Washington

said his attempts to bring elements ofhip-hop to

early '80s with groups like Sugar Hill Gang and this campus have been stified by authorities.

Grand Master Rash, hip4iop appealed to lis- "The administration's attitude toward hip-

leners and to artists as simple entertainment, hop is terrible," Washington said. "We have

but soon evolved into an effective means of campus events meetings and they have specifi-

expression. cally said that they don't want to draw that ele-

JENNY YURSHANSKY/Oaily Biuin

ment to this campus. It's a total misunderstand-

ing."

This misunderstanding, he said, has resulted

in setbacks like abnormally high demands for

security and the banning of hip-hop from the

Kerckhoff Grand Salon after a window frame

was bent during an event.

Berky Nelson, director of the Center for

Student Programming, said the issue isn't the

music, but rather, the sheer number of people

trying to attend an event.

"Certain activities take place, and if there's

more people that want to get in than there's

room for, then you have a security issue," he

said. "That's not hip-hop, that's any event."

Despite the tension created by administra-

tive measures, Washington has managed to put

on UCLA's annual Hip-Hop Xplosion as well

as several noontime performances.

Through his efforts, students have been able

to enjoy the likes of Outkast, the Roots and

KRS-One illuminating stages around campus.

Washington said hip-hop's prevalent role in

the media can help educate the masses about

the ideals ofthe art form.

"I think overall, it's a very positive thing," he

said. "It's getting the culture out there."

While Shayegan said he recognizes the

potential for hip-hop's growth through com-

mercialism, he remains cautious about corpo-

rate motives.

"It moves away from the love ofthe culture

and more toward making money," he said. "If

people are going to embrace the industry's use

of hip-hop, they can't lose sight for what caused

them to love it in the first place. It's about self-

expression - not being popular."

Daily Bruin editor in chief named by Communications Board
KUDO: Both candidates

question process used to

choose paper^s new head

By Mason StodistiN

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

The ASUCLA Communications

Board selected Timothy Kudo, a third-

year philosophy student, as the next

Daily Bruin editor in chief at its meet-

ing last night.

Kudo, currerltly an assistant news

editor, will take over for third-year

English student Christine Byrd, who
will step down after The Bruin's final

regular issue in June

Kudo said his plans for The Bruin

include a substantial re-thinking of the

way the paper tackles its mission ofcov-

ering UCLA.
"I plan to make The Bruin more in

touch with the reader through a vigor-

ous overhaul of our coverage and by

creating a close connection with the

community," Kudo said.

Specifically, Kudo plans to move
deadlines later so

'

reporters will be

better able to

cover breaking

news. He also

wants to begin

publishing edito-

rials on a daily

basis.

Kudo said his

impression of

the Daily Bruin

of the 1960s

influenced him as he considered how

the paper can be changed for the better

"The papers of the past were a lot

more aggressive, both in coverage and

in (editorial) stances," he said. "I think

that's something that's been lost at The

Timothy Kudo

Bruin that we need to regain."

Kudo won the approval of the

Communications Board after receiving

the endorsement ofThe Bruin's staff at

its endorsement hearing on April 9.

Third-year political science and

international development studies stu-

dent Jonah Lalas was the other candi-

date for the position. Lalas is currently

The Bruin's Viewpoint editor.

Both applicants expressed their dis-

taste for the hiring procedure, in which

the Communications Board has the

final say over who will be chosen editor

"The Communications Board is an

elite group of people who don't experi-

ence what it is like to work with the can-

didates on a £lay-to-day basis to put

together a newspaper." Lalas said,

describing the attitude of the board at

the interviews as "hostile."

"(The decision) should be up to the

staff, and I'm sure my colleague would

agree with me."

Kudo did agree, saying he felt there

"really should have been no question"

who the board would choose for the

position, since The Bruin's staff had

already made its opinion known.

"I challenge the students, faculty

andstaffofUCLA to question whether

the procedure of choosing the EIC
lends to the fairness and credibility of

the newspaper when the (editor) is

picked by a board composed of student

government appointees and members

ofASUCLA, both of which The Bruin

reports on," he said.

Byrd said she shared the applicants'

concern, since they were told the inter-

views would only last around 10 min-

utes, yet turned into 45-minute

"grillings."

This is the second year in a row in

which there have been two applicants

for the position of editor in chief In

each year from 1995 to 1999, there was

only one candidate for the position.

"I think this shows that concern

about the paper is really on an

upswing," Kudo .said. "I think this is a

positive thing."

Kudo said he feels The Bruin is in a

position where it can start strong in fall,

which is usually the weakest time of

year for the paper.

"I think this year has suffered

because the stalf had to recover in large

part from mistakes made by last year's

staff, and it's been a difficult process,

but ... we're moving ahead," he said.

"I think next year we'll be starting

off further ahead than we did this year,

and that we can build on that."

In the end, what's most important to

K udo is that The Bruin be an important

part of life in the UCLA community.

"Hopefully next year when people

walk by the kiosks, they'll pick up the

paper not just out of habit but because

they really think that it's vital to them,"

he said.
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STATE <& LOCAL
Sorkin arrested in Burbank airport

DRUGS: 'West Wing'

creator allegedly had

shrooms in carry-on

By Lynn Elber

The Associated Press

Aaron Sorkin, creator of the

Emmy-winning drama "The
West Wing," was arrested at

Burbank airport for investiga-

tion of drug possession, offi-

cials said Monday.

Sorkin. 39, was arrested

Sunday in Burbank when a

search allegedly found "illicit

mushrooms" in a carry-on suit-

case, airport spokesman Victor

Gill said.

Sorkin, who has admitted

past problems with substance

abuse, was taken to Burbank
city jail for booking. He was

released Sunday night on
^bond. Gill sa id. —

"He was going through a

screening checkpoint and per-

sonnel managing the check-

point decided something was

suspicious and needed further

investigation," Gill said.

Sorkin was en route to Las

Vegas.

Airport police were sum-
moned to search Sorkin. who
suffered a brief fainting spell

but declined medical help.

Sorkin was sober and coopera-

tive. Gill said.

Further details on the

Lieberman, Carnahan want

review of energy regulators
PROBE: Critics say commission

failed to confront possible price

gouging by power companies

The Associated Press

»Aaron Sorkin, creator of the drama "The West Wing,

shown in this file photo, was arrested at Burbank airport

nature of the mushrooms was

not immediately available, he

said. Certain types of mush-
rooms are mood-iiltering hallu-

cinogens.

A playwright turned movie
and TV writer, Sorkin wrote

the Broadway and film ver-

sions of the military drama "A

Few Good Men," the screen-

play for "The American
President" and the TV comedy
"Sports Night."

"I am glad to be surrounded

by such a supportive group of

people and am prepared to

SeeS0IUaN,page7

By Libby Quaid
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON As pressure grows
on the government to consider price con-

trols amid soaring electricity costs, two
Democratic senators want an investigation

into regulators' lack of action.

Connecticut's Joseph Lieberman and
Missouri's Jean Carnahan are asking the

General Accounting Office to review

whether the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission is meeting its obligation to

ensure fair prices.

Evidence is mounting, they said, that

FERC failed in energy-ravaged Cilifornia

and neighboring states. The agency's crit^

ics insist it has failed to confront powerful
energy companies over allegations of price

gouging.

With the possibility of deregulation

looming in some states, "we are concerned
whether there is adequate federal oversight

to guard against potential abuse of market
power by suppliers," the senators wrote to

the GAO, which serves as the investigative

arm of Congress.

In a statement issued Monday,
Carnahan said she needs assurance that

FERC, which regulates the wholesale
power market, "can get the job done."

"If Missouri decides to deregulate, we

will have to depend on FERC to prevent

energy suppliers from gouging ratepayers,"

she said. "We don't want California-style

rolling blackouts or huge rate hikes in

Missouri."

FERC Chairman Curtis Hebert has

made clear his opposition to renewed price

regulation - even temporarily to address an
emergency - because he argues that a free

market is the only way to get people to

build more power plants and transmission

lines and create the "price signal" to foster

conservation.

Hebert has drawn support from Vice

President Dick Cheney.

Three of the five commission members
flew out West last week to meet with offi-

cials from 1 1 states who, like FERC, are

deeply divided on the issue of price con-

trols.

Both members of the Senate

Governmental Affairs Committee, which,

^oversees the GAO, Lieberman and"
Carnahan asked for an assessment of

whether FERC is properly exercising its

role to enforce reasonable rates, as well as

whether FERC is adequately regulating

interstate pipelines.

Their letter mentions allegations by the

California Public Utilities Commission, in

a complaint dismissed by FERC, that El

Paso Natural Gas Co. had manipulated
prices for natural gas delivered to

California, worsening the energy crisis

there.

"Is there the possibility of this same type

of alleged abuse in other parts of the coun-
try?" they asked.
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Interested in Summer Study?
Do It with Honors.
Honors Colleguim courses help UCLA undergraduates promote

scholarly exchange across the major disciplines, define academic

Interests and objectives, and become part of the larger university

research community. Two special C.E. courses are offered this summer:

HONORS COLUECmM

session A

Mito Art and Performance: interdisciplinary

Approaches to the Collections of the

. Cttty Cefiter (4 units)

Drawing from objects \t\ five major collections at the

Getty Museum, this course focuses on five parallel

historical periods in which political, social, and aes-*

thetic philosophy of the age is examined In musical

and dramatic performance.

Session A

132 Bible as Political Theory (4 units)

Students consider the Bible as a political text,

addressing the pre-political condition, formation of
a political community, the state, survival without a
state, and messianism, with focus both on institu-

tions and intellectual history.

For dates, times and other information, visit

www.summ0rMch.edu or call 310.794.8333. Enroll now
through URSA Online at www.ursu.ucla.edu. Campus
parking and on-campus housing are availabie.
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WORLD & NATION Dow Jones industrials
up: 3 1.62

dose: 10,158.56

Nasdaq Index

down: 51.86

close: 1,909.57

Dollar

Yen: 124.34

Euro: 1.1260

Feds track Web users, r says
INVESTIGATION: Scope of

practice unknown; policy

forbids collection of data

By Nancy Zudcerbrod

The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - People who
log onto dozens of federal govern-

ment Web sites may be unknowingly

tracked despite a privacy policy for-

bidding it, investigators say.

In one case, a government con-

tractor was even given ownership of

all the information collected from a

Web site, said the congressional

report released Monday.

The scope of the problem hasn't

been nailed down. For example, the

report said NASA hasn't deter-

mined how many Web sites it oper-

ates so officials don't know how
many might be gathering the infor-

mation.

The report, culled from audits of

16 agencies, found 64 federal Web
sites used files that allow them to

track the browsing and buying

habits of Internet users.

The departments of Education,

Treasury, Energy. Interior and

Transportation used such unautho-

rized files, as did NASA and the

General Services Administration,

the report said.

It did not estimate how many peo-

ple may have visited the sites. But

the company Jupiter Media Metrix,

which tracks Internet usage, says

government sites are popular. The
company estimates that 3.5 million

Internet users went to NASA's Web
site in March, and 2.2 million people

visited the Education Department's

See PRIVACY, page 9

Officials allegedly identify wrong ship

SLAVERY: Authorities

sought vessel suspected

of having children cargo

By Glenn MdCenzie
The Associated Press

COTONOU, Benin - A ship sus-

pected ofcarrying child slaves docked

here early Tuesday, but there was no

immediate sign of such children.

Benin claimed there had been a mixup

and another, unidentified vessel was

the alleged slave ship.

Social Protection Minister

Ramatou Baba Moussa said the

Nigerian-registered MV Etireno,

which was originally believed by

Benin and U.N, officials to have left

Cotonou with t?»e children, hmi been

confused with a second ship, whose

name and current location were

unknown. She said the Etireno did not

have any unaccompanied minors on

board.

Moussa's claim could not be inde-

pendently verified, but it drew ques-

tions from aid groups.

"I don't know what to think," said

Nicolas Pron, a senior official with the

U.N. children's fund in Benin. "My
main concern is that the kids are here

and safe, and we will hear if that is the

case."

Pron did not rule out the possibility

that the Elireno's captain, a Nigerian

with a criminal past, could have earli-

er unloaded his human cargo.

The white, 200-foot-long boat

pulled into Cotonou port shortly after

I a.m., as Cabinet ministers, police,

soldiers, journalists and U.N. employ-

ees crowded the dockside.

Dozens ofwomen, a few men and a

The Asvxiaied Press

A bulldozer removes rubble while Syrian army officers Inspect the

damage at the Syrian radar station hit by an Israeli airstrike Monday.

Israel attacks Syrian target,

elevating tensions, violence

RADAR: Aggressions by guerrillas on disputed land

country's border prompts action, ofRcmTs~say"

See BENIN, page 7

ByDanPeny
The Associated Press

JERUSALEM On Monday.
Israel signaled the start of a tougher

policy in dealing with guerrilla attacks

in Lebanon by sending its warplanes

to attack a Syrian radar position. Syria

warned that Israel would pay a "heavy

price" for escalating the violence.

The heightened tensions between

Syria and Israel stoked fears that fight-

ing could intensify on a new front

after seven months of Israeli-

Palestinian violence.

Jordan's foreign minister present-

See ISRAEL, page 8

Coverage of Elian Gonzalez

garners two Pulitzer Prizes
AWARDS: Wall Street Journal,

N.Y. Times, Chicago TVibune,

Oregonian win dual honors

ByBethJ.Harpaz
The Associated Press

NEW YORK News coverage of the

pre-dawn raid by federal agents who
grabbed Cuban boy Elian Gonzalez result-

ed in two Pulitzer Prizes on Monday: a

breaking news reportihg award for The
Miami Herald and a breaking news photog-

raphy award for Alan Diaz of The
Associated Press.

Diaz's dramatic photo captured the con-

frontation between a rifle-toting federal

agent and a family friend clutching Elian in

.his arms at the height of last year's raid.

"It's awesome! I can't believe it!" Diaz

said as he was mobbed by Miami AP staff

members and toasted with champagne.

The double winners were the Chicago

Tribune, The New York Times. The
Oregohian of Portland and The Wall Street

Journal.

Also among the winners was the Rutland

(Vt.) Herald, circulation 22,000, which won
its first Pulitzer for David Moats' editorials

supporting civil unions for gay couples. The
civil unions eventually became state law.

"I'm flying high!" Moats said as cham-

pagne was passed around the newsroom.

The Oregonian won the public service

award for a series about the Immigration

and Naturalization Service and the feature

writing prize for Tom Hallman Jr.'s profile

of a disfigured teen-ager who underwent

life-threatening surgery to improve his

appearance.

The INS series found that the agency

was detaining people for long periods with-

SecraiJTZEIt|»age6

The AssocidiPd Ptesi

Alan Diaz of the Associated Press won the Pulitzer award for breaking news photography
with this photo of the raid to gain custody of Elian Gonzalez in April 2000.

WORLD & NATION BRIEFS

Punk legend Joey

Ramone dies at age 49
NEW YORK - Singer Joey Ramone. the

punk rock icon whose signature yelp melded

with the Ramones' three-chord thrash to

launch an explosion of bands like the Clash

and the Sex Pistols, died Sunday of lym-

phoma. He was 49.

The Ramones - its four members adopted

the common last name after forming the

band in 1974 - came out of Queens, a motley

collection of local losers with limited musical

skills. Joey Ramone became the lead singer

only after his drumming proved too rudi-

mentary to keep up with his bandmates'

thunderous riffs.

Since the band's demise in 1996, Ramone
kept a fairly low profile - occasionally pop-

ping up to perform or host shows at

Manhattan clubs, making occasional radio

show appearances, and working on a solo

album that was never released.

TV network under

fire in Russia

MOSCOW - Leaders of a small tele-

vision network found themselves facing pos-

sible jail time for tax evasion on Monday, two
days after they took in employees who fled

the takeover of NTV, Russia's only non-state

nationwide station.

In another blow for Russia's independent

media, the publisher of the respected daily

newspaper Segodnya announced Monday
that the next day's edition would not appear.

Segodnya and NTV, along with the TNT
television network that took in dissident

NTV journalists, were connected with the

Media-Most holding company. Stale-con-

nected natural gas giant Gazprom acquired

substantial shares in both NTV and
Segodnya's publishing house - enough to

exert control over the operations.

Moscow tax police charged Yclena

Metlikina, TNT's chief accountant, with lax

evasion by conspiracy, which car-

ries a sentence of up to seven

years, said Pavel Astakhov, a

lawyer for Media-Most.

Investigators said they would charge

TNT director Pavel Korchagin with the same
crime when he returns from a business trip

later this week, according to Astakhov.

Bosnian Serb arrested

for war crimes
AMSTERDAM, Netherlands - A

Bosnian Serb who was a commander in the

bloody siege of Srebrenica was jailed at The
Hague on Monday to face trial on charges he

helped massacre thousands of Muslims, then

tried to hide the deaths by reburying the vic-

tims.

Dragan Obrenovic was seized in the

Bosnian town of Zvornik on Sunday, report-

edly by three men and a woman in civilian

clothes, and was spirited to the U.N. tribunal

detention unit before midnight.

Obrenovic will be brought before a panel of

U.N. judges in The Hague later this week to

enter a plea. He is charged with complicity in

genocide and crimes against humanity in the

persecution and murder of Muslims, in the

biggest massacre in Europe since World War
II.

Up to 2,000 Bosnian Serbs protested

Monday against Obrenovic's arrest as NATO
troops observed from a distance the peaceful

protest in Zvornik, Obrenovic's hometown. It

was organized by Bosnian Serb war veterans

The demonstrators demanded an end to

secret indictments carried out by the U.N.
court and the release of their fellow citizen.

The White House said U.S. soldiers partic-

ipated in the arrest operation carried out by

NATO-led peace forces in Bosnia.

Such arrests are an "essential step in con-

solidating the peace and promoting the rule of

law in Bosnia," said a White House statement.

Compiled from Daily Bruin wire reports.
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Program said to have cheated Indians

LAND: Judge orders

overhaul, inquiry into

Interior Department

By Robert Gehrke
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON A federal

judge appointed a monitor

Monday to supervise the over-

haul of a federal land program
that Indian tribes say robbed

them of up to $10 billion.

Attorneys representing

300,000 Indian plaintiffs who are

suing the Interior Department
had complained that the.govern-

mcnt's elTorts to restructure the

land trust program, as ordered by

U.S. District Judge Royce
Lamberth, have been ineffective.

"Basically, trust reform has

been a mytiv" lawyer Dennis
Gingold said. "They've spent $50
million and not accomplished a

thing."

Lamberth appointed Joseph

Kicffer III to follow the overhaul

program and llle progress reports

with the court. The department

nnisl give Kicffcr access to

-employees and information need-

ed for his inquiry.

Both sides accepted Kieffer's

appointment after three meetings

with Lamberth over the last sev-

eral weeks.

"We view this as the first sign

of good faith extended by the

Department of Interior in five

years of litigation," said Gingold,

who called it "the most compre-
hensive judicial oversight of the

executive branch that has ever

occurred."

Justice Department lawyer

Phillip Brooks said "the govern-

ment is embracing the idea" of

trust reform and hopes to move
the case forward quickly.

"We welcome the appoint-

ment of an independent monitor,

and we view it as constructive to

accomplishing our goals, which
are a renewed effort to advance
trust fund reform," Interior

spokeswoman Stephanie Hanna
said.

Records were never

kept for many
accounts, while

documentation for

others was lost or

destroyed.

The Indians sued in 1996 over

a century's worth of problems

with the system that handles

about $500 million a year in pro-

ceeds from oil wells and other

uses of Indian land. The Indians"

say they are due at least $10 bil-

lion.

The trust accounts came from

an 1887 federal law that divided

some reservation land into small-

er plots for individual Indians.

The government holds the land in

trust for the Indians, meaning it

cannot be taxed or sold and the

government must approve leases.

Many of the tracts are leased

for uses such as grazing, logging,

mining or oil drilling. Proceeds

are supposed to have been
deposited in government
accounts, then paid to the Indian

landholders.

Since the beginning, however,

the accounts have been misman-
aged in almost every way imagin-

able, the government admits.

Records were never kept for

many accounts, while documen-
tation for others was lost or

destroyed. Some of the money
was stolen or used for other fed-

eral programs. Some lease pro-

ceeds were never collected.

Thousands of accounts have

money in them but no names
attached.

Last year Lamberth held in

contempt then-Interior Secretary

Bruce Babbitt and former

Treasury Secretary Robert

Rubin and fined them more than

$600,000 for failing to turn over

documents related to the case. He
threatened to do the same to

Bush administration officials if

they should fail to comply
"I don't want il to come to that

again, but 1 am prepared to do
what is necessary to get trust

reform accomplished,"

Lamberth said.

Earlier, Lamberth appointed"
Alan Balaran to investigate the

fund mismanagement. Balaran

will help familiarize Kieffer with

the issues of the case.

Kieffer has a background in

military intelligence. He also was
director of litigation for the

Manville Personal Injury

Settlement Trust, created in 1*^86

to settle claims by people exposed

to asbestos in products made by

Johns Manville. That trust's

value is estimated at $3 billion.

PULIHER
From page 5

out giving them access to legal representa-

tion.

"1 really want to thank the sources. It

took a lot of courage to tell their stories to

us," said Rich Read, one of four reporters

who worked on the stories.

The AP was a finalist in public service

for coverage of the 2000 presidential elec-

tion, including the recounts and court bat-

tles over the Rorida ballots. It was singled

out for praise by the Pulitzer board "partic-

ularly during those 36 uncertain days when
much of the nation looked to the AP for

disciplined, 24-hour reporting on the close

votes and recounts."

The other finalist in public service was
The Washington Post for a series on Al DS
in Africa.

The Times' David Cay Johnston won
the beat reporting award for exposing

loopholes and inequities in the U.S. tax

code. The Times also won for national

reporting for a series on race in America.

"What we showed is how race is lived in

America — not only the day-today strug-

gles of everyday people in dealing with one
of our most important social issues, but

that there are thousands of people out

there who really do care about this," said

Dana Canedy, a reporter and editor on the

project.

The Tribune staff won the explanatory

reporting award for "Gateway to_
Gridlock," about the American air IratTic

system.

There were two Pulitzers awarded this

year in international reporting, and one of

them went to Chicago Tribune reporter

Paul Salopek, who wrote about political

strife and epidemic disease in Africa.

Salopek also won a Pulitzer in 1998 for

explanatory reporting on the human
genome project.

"To get a second Pulitzer is very surre-

al," Salopek said by phone from London,
where he was on a layover during a trip

from Sierra Leone to South Africa. "I

think I'm going to have a hot shower and
get a good night's sleep."

The last time that the Pulitzer commit-
tee awarded two prizes in international

reporting was in 1993 for stories about the

Bosnian conflict.

The other international reporting award
went to Ian Johnson of The Wall Street

Journal for stories about the Chinese gov-

ernment's suppression of the Falun Gong
niovement.

The Journal's other Pulitzer was for

commentary, awarded to Dorothy
Rabinowitz for articles about American
society and culture.

Pulitzer Prize administrator Seymour
Topping said Rabinowitz was not one of

the three finalists selected by the Pulitzer

jury. He said the Pulitzer board, which

makes the final decisions, sought "a broad-

er choice" and the jury otTered Rabinowitz

as an alternate selection.

The original trio nominated in commen-
tary included two writers for The
Philadelphia Inquirer: Karen Heller for

humorous columns on life and culture and
Trudy Rubin for analysis of the Middle

East. The third finalist was Derrick

Jackson of The Boston Globe for columns
ranging from politics, education and race.

The Star-Ledger of Newark, N.J., won
its first Pulitzer, for feature photography

by Matt Rainey. His emotional pictures

documented the care and recovery of two
students burned in a dormitory fire at

Seton Hall University "I think they're

Jieroes.'' Rainey said

The Ledger's spot coverage of the fire

and feature stories about the students'

recovery also were finalists in the breaking

news and feature writing categories.

The AP was a finalist in feature photog-

raphy for David Guttenfelder's photos of

reunions between North and South
Korean relatives who had not seen each

other in a half-century The other finalist

was Marc Piscotty of the Rocky Mountain
News of Denver for photos of suburban
high school students facing adulthood.

See PUUTZER, page 7
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David Willman of the Los Angeles

Times won for investigative reporting

on unsafe drugs approved by the Food

and Drug Administration, including

the now-banned diabetes drug

Rezulin.

"The enthusiasm I feel is balanced

in a very sobering way by the fact that

I've gotten to know quite a few fami-

lies who have lost loved ones to this

drug," Willman said.

Gail Caldwell ofThe Boston Globe

won for criticism for her observations

on contemporary life and literature.

The editorial cartooning prize went

to Ann Telnaes for work she did for

the Los Angeles Times Syndicate and,

after it was taken over by the Tribune

Co., for Tribune Media Services.

In the arts, the drama prize went to

David Auburn for his play "Proof,"

the saga of a young woman haunted

by the mental collapse of her father.

The award for biography went to

David Levering Lewis for the second

volume of his biography, "W.E.B. Du
Bois: The Fight for Equality and The

American Century, 1919-1963."

Lewis's first volume on Du Bois. cov-

ering his life from 1868-1919, won the

Pulitzer in 1994. His award this year is

the first time the second volume of a

previous Pulitzer winner has won.

The Pulitzer for a history book

went to Joseph J. Ellis for "Founding

Brothers: The Revolutionary

Generation."

The fiction award went to Michael

Chabon for "The Amazing
Adventures of Kavalier & Clay," a

fanciful tale about comic books.

Stephen Dunn won the poetry prize

for "Different Hours," his I llh collec-

tion.

The Pulit/er for general nonfiction

was awarded to Herbert P. Bix for

"Hirohitoand the Making of Modern
Japan."

The music prize was given to John

Corigliano for "Symphony No. 2 for

String Orchestra." The winning piece

was a rearrangement of a string quar-

tet he wrote in 1995.

Each winner receives $7,500,

except for the public service award,

where the winner receives a gold

medal.

The winners of the 2001 prizes were

chosen from 1,390 entries in journal-

ism, 780 books, 112 submissions for

music and a number of plays both in

New York and in regional theaters.

BENIN
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handful of children could be seen

through the ship's passenger cabin win-

dows, from which laundry was hanging

outside, as the boat's Nigerian crew

barked orders in English.

Benin officials said they still needed

to speak to the passengers and crew

before they could explain the confusion

about the suspected slaves' where-

abouts.

Moussa said the Etireno left the

commercial capital, Cotonou, clandes-

tinely more than a week ago. It was

now returning with an unknown num-

ber of passengers - but no unaccompa-

nied children - who had been refused

entry in Gabon because they did not

have the necessary travel documents,

she said.

A second ship arrived in Gabon at

about the same time with about 250

passengers on board - many of them

young victims of child traffickers - she

said. Moussa insisted that ship had

nothing to do with Benin.

On Thursday, one of the ships was

refused port in Douala, Cameroon,

according to U.N. and Benin officials,

but it was not immediately clear which

one.

Despite international efforts to

stamp out child trafficking, it remains a

serious problem in West and Central

Africa, where desperately poor parents

are sometimes willing to give up their

children for as little as $ 14 to smuggling

rings that promise to educate them and

find them jobs.

Boys are then typically resold to cot-

ton and cocoa plantations for as much
as $340 in countries such as Gabon and

Ivory Coast. Girls often end up as

domestic workers or prostitutes.

Pron, the UNICEF official, said

earlier Monday that the organization

was "really very frustrated" and

increasingly worried about the chil-

dren. He said there were coiKems that

the Crew might throw the children over-

board.

It wasn't clear how Benin's late

Monday announcement that the

unidentified vessel was the slave ship

would affect the search.

During the days long wait for the

MV Etireno, the Nigerian police and

navy had deployed along the coast to

search for the vessel, officials said. A
sighting was reported Saturday near

the Nigerian port of Calabar, but the

ship disappeared before it could be

intercepted, said Tunde Fagbohungbe

of the country's Women Trafficking

and Child Labor Eradication

Foundation.

Earlier Monday, Moussa said Benin

had contacted the United Nations and

planned to call ambassadors of the

United States and France to ask them

to launch a search.

UNICEF official Zachary Adams
said outside intervention was needed,

but it was not immediately clear

whether the West would assist.

France, Benin's former colonial

ruler, has a naval vessel routinely sta-

tioned off West Africa. British war-

ships also regularly visit the war-bat-

tered nation of Sierra Leone.

In Cotonou, U.S. Embassy acting

Public Affairs Officer Liam

Humphreys said Ambassador Pamela

Bridgewater had been in informal con-

tact with Benin Cabinet ministers and

had communicated the West African

nation's desire for assistance to

Washington.

Officials at the French defense and

foreign ministries said they were not

aware of any requests for assistance.

Benin has issued arrest warrants for

the MV Etireno Nigerian owner, cap-

tain and aew as well as for three Benin

businessmen. But the status of those

warrants, in light of Monday night's

announcement, was uncertain.

Benin, a small country of 6 million

people, has a history of slave trading.

In the 18th and early 19th centuries, it

was known as the Slave Coast for its

role as a center of the trans-Atlantic

trade.

SORKIN
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proceed as directed by my attorney

and in the best interest of my family,"

Sorkin said in a statement Monday.

"I appreciate your respect for my
family's privacy during this period,"

he added.

"The West Wing," starring Martin

Sheen as the president, won a record-

setting nine Emmys last year. Sorkin

has addressed the issue of drug abuse

in the series, portraying the chief of

staff as a recovering addict.

"It's finally coming out of the clos-

et as a health problem, not a criminal

problem," Sorkin told Tlie

Associated Press in January. "I think

that as people become more aware of

that about addiction, they find there

are interesting ways to tell stories

about it."

Sorkin is one of several Hollywood

figures to be beset by drug woes.

Actor Robert Downey Jr. faces

trial this month on drug possession

charges stemming from a Palm

Springs arrest last year, while

"Friends" star Matthew Perry has

sought help for chemical dependency.
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XPerfection
Robin Singh, the creator and author of the TestMasters LSAT Course, has

achieved more perfect scores on the LSAT than anyone else in history.

Robin Singh's Complete LSAT Score Record

Dak
December 2000

December 1999

June 1999

September 1998

February 1997

December 1996

October 1996

June 1996

December 1995

September 1995

June 1995

Score % Rank

180

180

179

180

180

180

179

174

180

180

173

99

99

99

99

99

99

99

99

99

99

99

Date

February 1995

October 1994

June 1994

February 1994

December 1993

December 1992

October 1992

June 1992

February 1992

December 1991

December 1988

Score

178

180

178

173

177

180

176

177

178

173

-48

% Rank

99

99

99

99

99

99

99

99

99

99

99

•The lable above is a complete record of Robin's scores on the actual LSAT adminisiraiions All of these administrations were scored on
ihecurrcm l^AT scale of 1 20 to 180. with the exception of the December 1988 LSAT which was scored on the old LSAT scale of I0io48

Since 1991 thousands of TestMasters students have increased their LSAT scores

by applying the powerful methods and techniques that Robin has developed.

TestMasters
1-800-696-5728
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PIERCE COLLEGE
'

Where Education Leaps Up With Fast-Paced Summer Schedules

D HRST CHANCE to apply for Pierce College is May 1

4

Q Advance ahead or catch up with the accelerated summer semester

Bl Choose from 250 CSUN compatible classes

D Don't forget to register May 14! Last summer classes filled up quickly

B Spend 5 weeks in a summer session

D Still have plenty of tinr>e for fun in the sun

''T^

Hit the beach

Go on vacation

Work some extra hours

Summer Sessions

June 18 to July 21

July 23 to August 25

Enjoy one session or join two!

Visit www.PIERCECOLl£GEcom or stop by at the crossroads of

Winnetka and Victory today
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Internships in

Washington. D.C
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April 17 1—m 12-lpm

April 19 Thars 5-6pai

April 24 TkMS 8-6pin

Deadline: April 27 Friday

Housing, UC President s Scholarship, Stipend
Program and a Loan Program are available

Leani nioi-o about int4M'nshi|>s at tho

Superior Court,

Dept. OfEducation,
Dept OfJustice,

Woodrow Wilson Center
aiid ()tti(M"s...

Exploit canHM- options
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M««tin<s tmrn held at EXPO, Room200,
Strathmore Building in front of Lot 8.

Any quoatlons call Dario at

(310) 206-9980

or dbravo@saonct.ucla.edu.

Applications and Info about tho
WaaMntfton, D.C. Program

will bo tflvon out at tiio mooting.
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Study Abroad Servicos

UCLA Career Center

Strathmore Building

2nd Floor

(310)825-0831

www.career.ncla.edii^xpo
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sultant recommended it lease out a

portion of the space.

ASUCLA identified the B-level

space adjacent to the grocery store,

which Fast Track occupied during the

1999-2000 school year, as ideal for leas-

ing to an outside company According

to ASUCLA Financial Director Rich

Delia, Fait Track did well in the loca-

tion Copeland's will be occupying, but

was not able to bring in outside busi-

ness.

"It was successful. It had a good
contribution, but we felt it could do
better," Delia said. "We've lost a little

bit, but it's held up very well (in its new
location)."

For the past five years, ASUCLA
has been losing significant amounts of

money, resulting in its decision to lease

space to outside retailers. Campus
Cuts, Moby Disc and Post Office

Express all moved into A-level of

Ackerman before this school year

began.

According to ASUCLA officials,

the UCLA community expressed

interest in a sports-related business.

"We did a survey among not only

students, but also faculty, and this was

identified as one of the things the cam-
pus thought would be good," Delia

said.

ASUCLA looked into deals with

REI and other sporting goods compa-
nies before deciding on Copeland's.

Preferring a company that would both

benefit and interest students, as well as

one that could agree to ASUCLA
requirements - specifically an agree^

ment not to sell athletic clothes and not

compete with BearWear - Delia said

the association found that Copeland's

best met its needs.

Copeland's contract with UCLA
marks its first association with a col-

lege or university, something the conV
pany has been interested in since its

opening 25 years ago. Additionally, the

son of Jim Copeland, one of the

founders of the chain, graduated from

UCLA in the '90s.

Copeland's is not concerned its on-

campus store will take business away
from the one in Westwood Village.

"We're not really thinking it's going

to affect us too much," said Chris

Ogden, sales manager at Copeland's in

Westwood.

But Copeland's Enterprises believes

the new store in Ackerman will

improve sales at the one in the village.

"We actually believe this store will

make that store better," Tomasi said.

4SRAEL
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Syrians have access to independent
news sources on satellite television

and the Internet.

Finally, the state news agency
SANA released a statement from an
unidentified "official source" con-

demning Israel's "aggression and dan-

ed Israel on Monday with an Arab
peace initiative to end fighting in the

West Bank and Gaza. Israel indicated

it would reject the plan, and violence gerous escalation that would destabi-
persisted with a Palestinian mortar lize security in the region."
attack from Gaza on an Israeli town

Israel's attack on the radar station,

which killed three Syrian soldiers, was
the first against such a significant

Hezbollah said it will continue to

attack Israeli troops in a disputed area

along the border, vowing in a state-

ment to "cut off the hand of the enemy
Syrian target in almost two decades that reached into our territory and our
and was meant to show that Israel will brothers."

now hold Syria directly responsible

for reining in Lebanese guerrillas and
ensuring quiet on Israel's northern

border.

The most recent attack by the

Syrian-backed Hezbollah militia

killed an Israeli soldier Saturday near

the Chebaa
Farms area, the «_____
last border point

between the two

countries that

remains under

dispute after

Israel's pullout

from Lebanese

territory last

May. Israel cap-

tured Chebaa
Farms from

Syria in the 1967

Middle East war.

"What Israel has done
against Lebanon Is not

acceptablejt is not

justified at all."

Abdul-llah Khatib

Foreign minister, Jordan

Lebanese President Emile Lahoud
warned that Israel's stance "could lead

to an overall confrontation." Leaders

of Egypt, Jordan, Qatar, Saudi Arabia
and the Arab League expressed simi-

lar fears.

The U.N. special representative for

southern^———^—^ Lebanon,
Steffan di

Mistura, said the

United Nations

was equally con-

cerned by

Hezbollah's
"violent action"

and "the Israeli

defense forces'

escalatory
response."

"It is crucial

that all parties
Lebanon and Syria insist the area is concerned exercise at this stage maxi-
Lebanese, but U.N. cartographers

have judjged it to be Syrian territory

Israeli Defense Minister Binyamin
Ben-Eliezer said "the rules of the

game have changed."

"We sent a message to the Syrians

that we see them as the only ones

responsible," he said. " But at the same
time 1 am trying to prevent an esca-

lation."

In Moscow, Syrian Foreign

Minister Farouk al-Sharaa warned

mum restraint in order to avoid any
spiral of violence," U.N spokesman
Fred Eckhard quoted di Mistura as

saying.

In Washington, the Bush adminis-

tration blamed Hezbollah but stopped

short of endorsing Israeli's airslrilces.

The United States called on all sides to

show restraint.

In Jerusalem, Jordan's Foreign

Minister Abdul-llah Khatib con-

demned the Israeli airstrikc. "Wc
that Israel "will pay a heavy price for decided to go ahead with my visit in
that at the convenient and appropri- order to deliver a very clear message -
ate time." Israel, he said, was "killing that what Israel has done against
the peace process and expanding the Lebanon is not accepUble, it is not
tension and instability in the whole justified at all, it is an unnecessary
Middle East." escalation," he said.

Still, most analysts said Syria was After the attack, security officers
unlikely to confront Israel directly

Syria's army is cash-strapped and
technologically far behind Israel's.

Syrian army units and air force were
badly mauled by the Israeli military

during its 1982 invasion of Lebanon.

The tougher Israeli stance is the

barred access to the targeted radar sta-

tion near Dahr el-Baidar, 22 miles east

of Beirut in barren mountains dotted

with Syrian army positions that

include radar stations, tanks and
armored personnel carriers.

It was the first time Israel had tar-
first such challenge for Syrian getcd such a significant Syrian out-
Prcsident Bashar Assad, who succeed- post since the 1982 Israeli invasion of
ed his late father last year. For hours Lebanon when the Israelis destroyed
after the strike, state media reported all the Syrian anti-aircraft missile bat-
nothing of the attack. It was old-style teries in Lebanon and pushed the
Syria, trying to keep the public guess- Syrian army back from the Beirut to
ing - even though more and more Damascus highway

STATISTICS
From page 1

instances where campuses were over-

reporting crimes.

At Irvine, 140 liquor law arrests

were listed when 14 were found in the

records. At Riverside, 73 such viola-

tions were listed, but only 65 of them
found in records.

Reese attributed the overreporting

to the differing crime definitions

between the FBI. statewide and Clcry

Act codes.

"Because the definitions arc so con-

fusing, campuses have been reporting

things that shouldn't have been

reported," Reese said.

Among these things are statistics

from ofT-campus sites, such as frater-

nity and sorority houses, which some
campuses include while others do not.

UCLA includes off-campus loca-

tions in its crime statistics, according

toGreenstein.

"Any property that the university

owns or operates is counted," she

said.

Joseph Mullinix, UC senior vice

president for business and finance

who helped form the task force, said

in a statement Friday he hopes the

task force's findings will help all col-

lege campuses.

"Campus crime is not confined to

any single campus," Mullinix said.

"We therefore will make the report

available to other campuses nationally

in the hope that it might prove useful

to them."

The UC system considers itself a

national leader in complying with the

Clery Act. Reese said.

"We look at ourselves as leading

the way in this effort." he said. "The

confusion is not limited to UC; it's

nationwide."

SORORITY
From page 1

A similar class for men is expected

to be offered next year, though a

sorority-exclusive class may remain in

place.

"It totally met my expectations,"

-4tHd Adrtenne R ice , a thtrd-ye«

microbiology student who took the

class. "People have stereotypes about

sororities, but this class did not repre-

sent a certain group, as sororities do

not."

While a fraction of the time is allot-

ted for discussion, activities such as

meditation are also included to pro-

mote general wellness.

Students in the class praised the

close-knit atmosphere.

"You think, 'It's only sorority girls,

how fair is that?' 1 don't see a prob-

lem with it," said Lisa Aminnia, a

first-year undeclared student. "It's

really intimate, everyone gets to

know each other."

Currently two classes exist, during

which small groups gather to discuss

issues in a more intimate context.

Since the class was largely promot-

ed by word-of-mouth in sorority hous-

es, advertising will be increased next

year. Class sizes will remain small to

continue the presence of contained

group discussions, according to

Orenstein.

Women who found out about the

course expressed concerns that the

test pool of students lacked the diver-

sity needed to test the applicability of

the material.

Some students believed the sorori-

ties represent a narrow group of

women who would not correlate with

the range of views held by a larger

female population.

insulting to say, but it'd be a

closed-minded view of what dating

and life is," said Sonie Haneline, a

seventh-year communications and

anthropology student. "If you look at

a typical sorority, you don't see a lot

of diversity in culture."

Others were angered by the exclu-

sive nature of the class during its pilot

stages.

"We have cultural studies classes,

lesbian, gay. bisexual, transgender

classes that are inclusive of every-

one," said Ava Geltmeyera, a fourth-

year anthropology student.

While targeting subject matter in

courses is acceptable, the course

should be made open to everyone,

she said.

Orenstein said diversity was appar-

ent in sororities and that stereotypes

often play a part in sketching a con-

trary image.

"The sororities are more diverse

than people might think," Orenstein

said. "There are several students who
look like they could be Latina or

Asian American, but it's hard to tell

because we don't ask."

PRIVACY
From page 5

site.

Ari Schwartz, senior policy analyst

for the Center for Democracy and

Technology, which follows privacy

issues, called the report troubling.

"Generally when we think about

privacy and the government, we want

to make sure that the government is

transparent and does protect privacy

over and above the rest of the

Internet and the rest of the private

and nonprofit sector," Schwartz said.

His organization was one of sever-

al that signed a letter Monday urging

the Bush administration to promptly

fill a post created by President

Clinton to see that agencies adhere to

privacy policies.

The new report was released by

Sen. Fred Thompson, R-Tenn., the

chairman of the Senate

Governmental Affairs Committee.

He said he was upset by the findings

and planned to introduce legislation

that would establish a commission to

examine government privacy prac-

tices.

Congress ordered all agency

inspector generals to investigate the

use of unauthorized tracking devices

after the General Accounting Office

reported in October that about a

dozen agency Web sites were using

the technology even though the

Clinton administration issued a

memo restricting the practice in

June.

The only time agencies are sup-

posed to be able to use such software

is when there is a compelling need

and agency heads approve it. In those

instances, the Web sites must explicit-

ly tell Internet users about the prac-

tice.

Contractors operating Web sites

on behalf of the government also

must abide by the policy.

The While House referred ques-

tions to the Office of Management
and Budget, where spokesman Chris

Ullman would say only that the policy

remains in effect and the issue is

"something that we certainly art

keeping an eye on."

Eleven Energy Department Web
sites used the unauthorized files,

known as "cookies," prompting

Inspector General Gregory
Friedman to say the department

"cannot provide reasonable assur-

ance" the privacy of Web site visitors

will be protected.

GSA Inspector General William

Barton found that a contractor man-
aged the business operations of an

agency site that used the tracking

technology. The agreement gave the

contractor ownership of all the infor-

mation about the Internet users who
visited the site.

Of the agencies surveyed, the

Transportation Department was

most likely to u.se the tracking files,

according to the report. It had them

on 23 Web pages, but the devices

have since been removed, according

to John Meche, the agency's deputy

assistant inspector general.
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U.S.-China spy plane crisis

dragged on unnecessarily,

but ended peacefully. See

Viewpoint Wednesday.

viewpoint@media.ucia.edu

McCain's bill won't be miracle cure for corruption
CAMPAIGN: Lauded plan

favors incumbents while

infringing on free speech

Pass the peace-pipe and hail the

bipartisanship! To the applause

of the media and the general

enjoyment of liberals everywhere, the

McCain-Feingold bill for campaign

finance reform is gaining momen-
tum. Now all it has to do is pass the

House, the desk of President Bush,

and the judgment of the Supreme
Court.

The bill has

passed the

Senate! Great

news, right?

Well, aL-tually,

-Twr
——

Ben

Shapiro

The McCain-

Feingold plan

favors incum-

bents over chal-

lengers, restricts

free speech and

gives even more
power to the

media, as well as failing to deal with

governmental corruption at all. The
bill addresses two types of money:

hard and soft. Hard money is the

money donated by individuals or

political committees directly to the

federal accounts of the national party

committees. Hard money donations

cannot be accepted from corpora-

lions or unions.

An individual may give up to

$25,000 per calendar year to the

national party's federal account, and

up to $.5,000 per year to the party's

state account.

Soft money is money donated by

unions or corporations through the

non-federal accounts of parties. This

money is then spent by national party

and state party committees on pro-

jects such as television advertise-

Shapiro is a first-year philosophy stu-

dent bringing reason to the masses. E-

mail him at FrumFiddle@aol.com.

ments, voter registration and get-out-

the-vote drives.

The bill also addresses a hot-but-

'

ton topic: that of issue ads. Issue ads

are ads which can be run by political

parties and other groups, such as

unions and corporations, as long as

they do not "expressly advocate" a

certain candidate. The Supreme
Court has defined "expressly advocat-

ing" as using words such as "vote

for," "support," or "oppose." "Issue

advocacy" is defined as ads which do
not use words which specifically

advocate a certain candidate.

Campaign finance reform, as

planned by McCain and Feingold,

would ban all soft money donations

and raise the limits on hard money
donations from $25,000 to $30,000 to

national parties and from $5,000 to

5W,000 to state parties. Under the
bill, issue ads (specifically television

and radio ads) from labor unions and

for-profit organizations would be

banned in the last 30 days of a prima-

ry election and 60 days of a general

election. These organizations would

also have to disclose their identities

were they to run more than $10,000

worth of issue ads, as well other infor-

mation as to donators and amounts.

Limitations would also be imposed

on out-of-district contributions to

parties.

Before deciding that McCain
should be elected governmental deity

and Feingold should be enshrined,

consider the holes in this scheme

because in truth, this bill is little style

and less substance.

First off, the bill would further

entrench incumbents and put the

challengers at financial disadvantage.

Incumbents have tax-payer funding

for TV studios, "constituent out-

reach" (which is actually direct mail-

ing), Web sites, district offices and

terrific name recognition. Of course,

it would have to lake more money for

a challenger to overcome an incum-

bent. But why should incumbents like

McCain and Feingold worry about

how reform would favor them?

Historically, campaign finance

reform laws have not evened the

tables but tipped them even further,

in 1974, Congress passed the first

reform law with any real enforcement

mechanism, the Federal Elections

Campaign Apt. This set limits on

hard money donations in a stated

attempt to "restore confidence in gov-

ernment," and lower high costs of

campaigning.

The results of the act did the oppo-

site - campaign spending has

increased 350 percent since the pas-

sage of FECA, House incumbents

have oulspent their challengers by a

ratio of almost 4 to I, where before

FECA the ratio had been 1.5 to 1, and
incumbents have been reelected so

many times that the idea of term lim-

its has gained great credence. And

American opinion today is arguably

at an all-time low in their trust of

politicians. There is no history to sug-

gest that any more governmental reg-

ulation would either even the tables

or restore confidence in government.

Secondly, McCain-Feingold

infringes upon the First Amendment.

Se«SIMfffiO,pa9e12

Base comparisons trivialize real issues
I ^^j xazi 1

1

PARODIES: Basketball an trivial childhood situations. ing an education, as Epstein suggests? V Y t^ ^f^f IIIPARODIES: Basketball an

inappropriate metaphor

for inequity in education

By Jason Wise

It seems to me like the Viewpoint

section of the Daily Bruin has been a

bit cynical lately. With columns such

as "Sports recruiters should seek

diversity, not skills" by Adam Epstein

(Daily Bruin. Viewpoint, April 6) and

"Progressive taxation root of issue" by

David Druckcr (Daily Bruin,

Viewpoint, April 12), we have been

barragcd with witty comparisons

bctwcen'serious complex issues and

Wise is a third-year political science and
public policy student

trivial childhood situations.

Fortunately, most people see

through these poorly formed argu-

ments against affirmative action and

the current progressive tax plan,

respectively. The point is not whether

you agree with alTirmative action or

not, or if you support a less progres-

sive tax or not, but about your willing-

ness to do something to solve the

problems found in education and eco-

nomic inequalities. It is easy to prove

that inequities exist but extremely dif-

ficult to agree on a solution.

Both columns choose to ignore

their respective problems and allempl

to discredit them with naive compar-

isons.

Of course, we can all agree that no

one person has the specified "right',' to

play on UCLA basketball team, but is

playing basketball the same as receiv-

ing an education, as Epstein suggests?

Wc could talk about the inequalities in

our education system that put people

with lower incomes at a disadvantage.

We could discuss taxpayer-subsi-

dized public schools, like UCLA, and

argue that all taxpayers who pay for

the school should be able to attend it.

We could consider that education

determines not only one's job place-

ment possibilities, but also makes one

a well-rounded person as well.

Playing basketball is just a game,

while education is the basis of life;

calling the two equal ignores the

innate complexity of an unequal edu-

cation and provides no solution to fix-

ing the obvious problem. Perhaps,

instead of spending time ridiculing

affirmative action, Epstein should

S«clinSE,pag«13

talk about
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Check out the Daily Bruin's
sex columnist on Friday!

How TO SUBMIT

TO VIEWPOINT

• Write a three- to four- page, opintorvstyte

submission about a current event on campus
of In the world at large, or write a response to

something that you have already read in The

Bruin.

• E-maH submissions to

viewpoint9n>edia.ucla.edu Rememtwr to

copy and paste your subni>isslon into the body
of the e-malL or drop off a hard copy of your

submission at the Daily Bruin office (118

Kerckhoff Hall), care of Jonah Lalas.

• Apply to be a Viewpoint columnist dur-

ing Weeks 7 and 8 of each quarter.

• Apply to be a cartoonist or artist. Send an

e-mail expressing your interest to the

Viewpoint address.

A few thlr>gs to ren>ember

All submissions must include your name,
phone number and affiliation with UCLA. If

you are a student, they must also include your

student ID numt>er, year and nrtajor.

• Your facts will be checked; make sure

they M* accurate.

• Viewpoint is not an advertising space for

any group or organizatioa be sure to have
clearly articulated opinions.

• We reserve the right to edit submissions

for clarity, grammar and length.
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United States should spend money on poor, not military
CHINA: Incident with spy

plane shows misplaced

priorities of our country

By Kevin RiKiger

Last week's incident involving a

United States spy plane and Chinese

fighter jets gives Americans a rare

peek into the world of military recon-

nai.ssance. But hard as it may be to

believe, there are a lot of important

problems which apparently are slip-

ping under the radar of the U.S. high-

tech spy apparatus.

Maybe if the United States focused

its listening technology on South Los

Angeles, they would

find overcrowded

schools, children with

no textbooks and

underpaid teachers.

Since the technology

on the plane was

apparently top of the

line, maybe they could

find that one in four

workers in Los

Angeles are still so

:Poor that they qualify

for government assis-

tance.

Maybe the feds

could dispatch some

highly trained agents

to ferret out the fact

that the richest one

percent ofAmericans

today own 40 percent

of the nation's wealth.

Finally, perhaps, we
could use our billion-

dollar spy satellites to

document the fact that

almost 60 percent of

the working poor in Los Angeles do

not have health insurance.

Sadly, of course, the reality is that

all of these problems are already

known. We don't need reconnaissance

missions with billion-dollar spy planes

Rudiger is a graduate student in urban

planning and a member of the

Environmental Coalition.

to solve them.

But while the United States contin-

ues to spend billions spying on govern

ments around the world, people in the

country and around the world are

undernourished, underhoused and

undercducated.

The next time you hear a

proposal for universal

health care (like the kind

they have in Canada or

all over Europe) dis-

missed as pie-in-

the-skyorjust

"too costly,"

after taking office. This is an issue of

priorities for both corporate parties,

which continue to place military

spending and the economic health of

the military-industrial complex over

The Bush campaign focused on so-

called quality of life issues for military

personnel. But the proposed spending

for the year 2002, out of a budget of

$324.8 billion, provides'only an addi-

tional $4 billion to increase military

pay, $4 billion for housing programs

and $1 billion for targeted military

compensation programs (Council for

a Livable World,

www.clworg/pub/clw/index.html).

Clearly everyone, including

those in the military.

remember that as we speak, the

United States is flying million-dollar

reconnaissance missions - using the

money of poor people here to spy on a

country filled with more poor people,

a country that "can't afford" luxuries

like social services.

This is not an issue of Democrats or

Republicans. Don't think for a minute

that G.W. just started up this program

the health and basic human needs of

the world's population.

The United States, currently spends

more than $280 billion a year on the

military. With all the rhetoric in

Washington about cutting bureaucra-

cy, politicians in both parties seem to

have forgotten about the military - the

most bloated and unaccountable

bureaucracy possible.

^OOj
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deserves a living wage. But clearly this

budget is about billion-dollar bombers,

not personal pensions.

Over six years. President Clinton

approved an increase in spending of

$112 billion for the Pentagon. Yet, in

1996, the government's General

Accounting Office found that it would

cost $1 12 billion to "renovate and

upgrade" the nation's schools.

Children in Los Angeles' overcrowded

and dilapidated schools don't have lo

wonder which priority won out.

The National Priorities Project

reports that, this year, for every dollar

paid in Kederal taxes by a resident of

Los Angeles, 22 cents go directly to

the military and another 7 cents go to

paying* interest on the debt which is

directly attributable to the military.

Meanwhile, 3 cents go to education, 2

cents to housing and 2 to protecting

the environment (www.natprior.org).

Former President Eisenhower

warned of the "military-industrial com-

plex." Today, that complex is arguably

more powerful than ever and is charg-

ing ahead with plans to build new

weapons systems which threaten glob-

al security, and cost billions and bil-

lions of dollars. Meanwhile, millions of

Americans go without health care

and receive an inadequate educa-

tion.

The crew of the spy plane in

China has now been released. But

they are returning home to a coun-

try being held hostage by an out-of-

control military bureaucracy, while

it's infrastructure - both physical

and human - crumbles.

By this time, mosTsTiRrwWtRsn

dutifully sent in our taxes to the fed-

eral and state government. There is

no April 15 deadline for sending a

message of a different sort: No
room exists for expensive recon-

naissance missions or billion-dollar

bombers as long as the poor in the

United States and around the world

don't have access to basic human
necessities. This may seem like

common sense to you, but the

actions of Congress, the president

and the military bureaucracy, make

V it clear that it is anything but obvi-

ous to them.

Visit http://www.webcom.com/

peaceact/ to find a variety of concrete

and easy ways you can make your

voice heard. Equally as important, you

must simply never again believe state-

ments that indicate that programs for

health care and education are "too

costly." The incident in China alone

shows us that we have the money. It is

all a matter or priorities.
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Prevalence of flowery fashions

isn't sexism - it's just business

CLOTHING: Despite deluge of

pastel capri pants on market,

no one is forced to wear them

By MHte Petersen

Who, might I ask, is the editor who
deemed fit for printing the bizarre and,

yes, laughable commentary by Peijean

Tsai on the "sexism" and "oppression"

rampant in spring fashions ("Sexist pat-

terns revealed in spring fashion scene,"

Daily Bruin, Viewpoint, April 13)?

I kept waiting for Tsai to switch gears

.and reveal she was joking, perhaps turning

her piece into a clever commentary on

feminism and political correctness run

amok. But she never did.

Yes, of course, stores like Old Navy
have specialized seasonal collections of

clothing that generally revolve around

some sort of theme, like flowers or pastels

or a certain fabric. It makes perfect sense

Petersen is a fourth-year theater student.

for a store brand like Old Navy to try to

build a general "look" or theme for its

spring collection, just as a record label

only signs artists of the genre of music it

wants lo be known for.

This is how companies build up their

image, which, like it or not, is what sells

their product. Calling Old Navy "sexist"

for only offering bright, fiowery spring

clothes is like calling Death Row Records

"racist" for only offering rap music by

African American artists.

If Old Navy took Tsai 's misguided

advice and expanded their line to offer a

niillion different looks to satisfy every sin-

gle person, their line of clothing would be

so wide-ranging that you wouldn't even be

able to tell that any two pieces in it were

both Old Navy. Not good for brand

image.

So it's rather obvious that, yes, when
you walk into Old Navy in the spring,

you're going to see a lot of similar-looking

clothing, which this year apparently fea-

tures lots of fioral prints. It's not sexist in

See PETERSEN, page 13
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COLO WEAR
Sport shirts and shorts

Reg $24-34

BLANC NOIR
Knit tops, shorts and pants

Reg $15-28

Entire stocic of
CALVIN KLEiN

underwear for men
Sale $7.50-16.50 Reg $io 22

^isi

1-T

Entire stocic of
Sunoiasses

9 west, DV8, styie Eyes
Sale $7.50-21.00 Reg, $io-28

Fast Track

>

Entire stocic of
CALVilV KLEiN

intimate apparei for women
sale $6.75-21.00 Reg $9 28

i^iiff
Entire stocic of
Hair Accessories
sale $1.50-9.00 Reg $2 12

310.206.0816
www.uclastore.com
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SHAPrRO
From page 10 i

There are two main arguments thai

support that the bill is unconstitu-

tional - that money is a function of

speech* and that issue ads are also

protected by the Constitution.

Banning funding cannot be con-

sidered constitutional. Donation of

money to a political group is just a

function of free speech. What is the

lawful difTerence between doing that

and holding the march on
Washington? Would it be sensible to

say that governmervt would allow

peophci© held^iwnarijh, just as long

as they don't spend money buying

posterboard for signs? By funding

parties, political groups, individuals

and even corporations are sanction-

ing the message of that party This
• must be considered a facet of free

speech.

Banning issue ads in the last 60
days of an election and the last 30
days of a primary is definitely uncon-

stitutional. The Supreme Court

explicitly allowed issue ads which do
not say words such as "vote for" or

"oppose." Based on legal precedent,

it can be expected that the Supreme
Court will strike down any bill which

suppresses issue ads which do not

"expressly advocate."

In the larger sense, however, even

suppression of express ads by FECA
seems unconstitutional. The minor
distinction between "issue advocacy"
(which does not use words such as

"vote for," etc.) and "express advoca-

cy" (which does) is merely a venue
for candidates to legally attack those

who oppose them.

So why does the media love cam-
paign finance reform if it is so full of
holes? The answer is very simple. By
giving away the power of issue ads

and contributions, the bill would put

elections squarely in the lap of the

media.

The media, which is 80 percent

Democrat, could continue to favor

liberal candidates without fear of

response from the other side. Issue

ads could not be made to fight the

words of the media, and parties

would not have the power to corv

vince voters of their views because

issue ads would be made illegal in the

last 60 days of a general and 30 days
of a primary election, the most
important time in any campaign.

Campaign finance reform would-
n't even help solve the problem of

corrupt politicians. While funding of
politicians will undoubtedly affect

their views, they are ultimately

accountable at the ballot box, and if

they do something solely for money
they will end up paying with their •

jobs. Interest groups are not always
at odds with the views of con-

stituents.

The fact is that corrupt politicians

will always get their money one way
or another. Laws on campaign
finance won't prevent people from
buying pardons or spending the night

in the Lincoln bedroom. And it will

only allow those same corrupt politn

cians to get reelected as incumbents.

One of the greatest advocates of
the bill is Dick Gephardt, House
Minority Leader, who was quoted as

saying, "What we have here is two
important values in dircfct confiict:

freedom of speech and our desire for

a healthy campaign in a healthy

demoaacy You can't have both."

In Gephardt's view, this would
obviously justify encroaching upon
the First Amendment through

unconstitutional campaign finance

reform laws. It is difficult to draw the

line between Gephardt's "healthy

democracy" and George Orwell's

totalitarian state of " 1984" both of
these restrict personal rights for the

sake ofa "healthy" state.

Thomas Jefferson's idea of

democracy sounds much better:

"The basis of our government being
the opinion of the people, the very

first object should be to keep that

right"

Daily Bruin Viewpoint

WISE
From page 10

come up with a better way to correct

the inequalities of childhood educa-

tion.

I am sure that most people would

agree that Drucker's proposed

"grade tax" system is one that would
never be supported. It's obvious that

we would not want to change all our

A grades to Bs for more equality.

But are taxes and assistance to the

poor the same as the grades we gel in

school? 1 do not recall a time when a

grade in Communications 10 could

ever be compared to a mother's

struggle to buy food for her children

every week. The differences between

the As and Fs of our tax system are

much further apart than the simple

4.0 grade scale. Trivializing the eco-

nomic inequalities in society with a

comparison to a GPA as Drucker

does once again ignores the com-
plexity of the issue.

Perhaps, instead of degrading a

long-used tax system, Drucker

should show his readers a system

that will allow the rich to keep their

money while allowing poor families

to remain in livable conditions.

Both columns show how clever we
all can be. They take on issues that _
afTecl the future of large portions oP"
society and parody them using

immaterial examples. If they try

hard, they can continue to oversim-

plify everything and turn life into

one big joke.

, It'sclear that there is a large

amount of creativity fiowing through

the pages of the Daily Bruin

Viewpoint page. Perhaps that cre-

ativity could be used to solve the

problems in question instead of

ignoring them.

PETERSEN
From page 1

1

the least - it's just a company doing

business.

And did it occur to Tsai that per-

haps there are other places one might

buy clothes besides Old Navy and the

Gap? If you don't like the admittedly

narrow style of what Old Navy is

offering this spring, then shop some-

where else! Don't claim that stores

are "oppressing women" simply by

selling bright, colorful, fiowery

clothes. That's ridiculous.

Nobody is forcing you to watch

Gap commercials, and certainly

nobody is forcing you to buy Old

Navy clothes. If the government sud-

denly decreed that "All Women Shall

Be Required Under Penalty of Death

to Wear 3/4 Length Pastel-Colored

Capri Pants Every Day from April 1

to June I," then that would be sexist.

Tsai goes on to write,

"Corporations callously tell women
what they need to buy by producing a

limited variety of clothing, giving .

^omen no choice but to buy that pair

of gaudy, pink and green fiowered

cApris." Does Tsai think that she has

"no choice" but to succumb and buy

gaudy Old Navy clothes she speaks

against? May I remind Tsai that we
live in America? Our country's phi-

losophy of capitalism is eAtirely

based on choice!

Capitalism says, if you don't like

something, don't buy it! Having no

choice would be living in a place like

Syria, where instead of whining

about how "sexist" the many varying

fashions available to women are, a

woman might rightfully object to

being strictly forbidden to show even

an inch of skin anywhere on her

body. That's sexism.

What Old Navy, the Gap, and

other clothing retailers are doing is

simply business. And if you don't like

what they're offering, don't take it.

But please, don't diminish the seri-

ousness of actual sexism by tossing

around the word "sexist" on such a

ridiculous issue as the spring fashions

at the mall.
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You 're Invited. .

.

Western State
university
College of law
Practice-Oriented Legal Studies

1 1 1 1 N. Slate QjoWe^e Blvd , Fullerton, Oraii^c (>)iinty, CA

(714) 738-1000 X2600 or (800) WSU-4-UW
e-mail: adm(M)wsulaw.edii • fax: (714) 441-1748

Events take place on the campus of Western State University

and are open to the public. Space is limited. Contact us to reserve

your place.

Graduates may sit lor Itie bar exam in any state. Western Stale

is provisionally approved by the American Bar Association

750 North Lake Stiore Drive. Ctiicago. IL 60611 (312) 988-6738

An Open House For Prospective Women Students

Sat.,ApHI21 • 10:30- 12:30pm
Meet with women faculty

• Tlie Law Scfiool Experience; A Woman's Perspective

• Life after law sctiool: Is ttie legal community gender friendly?

• Roles for women: Ttie job market for women lawyers

• Women lawyers on ttie cutting edge of legal rigfits issues

Law School Information L*rogram

Sat., April 28 • 9:30-noon

Faculty, staff and current students provide information about WSU's
• Centers for Criminal Law Practice and Entrepreneurial Law
• Academic Success & Enricfiment Program

• Practice-Oriented Legal Studies curriculum

• Admission requirements and deadlines for fall 2001 class

• Financial aid and sctiolarsfiips

• Current job market for attorneys

• Full-time and part-time law study

l&trWorksbop

Sat., April 28 • l:00-3:00pm

ABA-approved law schools require ttie Law Scliool Admission Test for

admission. Dr. Jerry Bobrow, auttior of Barron's How to Prepare for the

LSAl 9tfi edition and over 30 books on test preparation, speaks on

"Ttie 5-step approacti to success."

CHILDREN OF ABRAHAiyi

Muslim-Jewish Relations:

Harmony and Discord ^
Throughout History

Monday, April 16

^ 7:30pm at Hillel

at 900 Hilgard Ave

The Arab-Jewish Symbiosis: Myth & Reality
The plight of the Jew under Islamic rule differed greatly from that of the Jews in Christendom. However, it was not a

constant "Golden Age" of tolerance and creativity. What was the true nature of the medieval Jewish experience?

Dr. David Nirenberg
Prof, of History, John Hopkins University

Respondent: Dr. Teofilo Ruiz
Prof, of History, UCLA

Moderator: Dr. David Myers
% Associate Prof, of History. UCLA: Author of Reinventing the Tewish Past

Student Moderator: Abby Uhrman
Senior, History and Education

Free for btudents witti ID All others $12 at ttie door

Any Questions? Call Hillel at (310) 208-3081, extension 240

The Los Angeles Division of the Academic
Senate of the University of

ImolUs ifam ie aiUrn^ ikt

»' -^ -j<i — , ^. , -.,

90^

"The Equivalent of the Right to Land, Life, and Liberty?:

Democracy and the Idea of a Basic Income"

le ht ^l0€m 6if

Professor Carole Pateman
Department of Political Science

Wednesday
April 18,2001

3:00 p.m.

Schoenberg Hall

Schoenberg
Music Building

Inquiries:

310-794-3226
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UCLA Professor Scott Sherman poses with his new book "It's the

End of the World As We Know It, and I Could Use a Drink."

Qever writing makes

'End of the Worki' fun
BOOK: Professor stirs up

global activism without

usual gloom-and-doom

By Amy Shen
Daily Bruin Contributor

In a world that often seems to be

on the path toward environmental

destruction, the future sometimes
looks hopeless.

In his Hrst published novel, "it's

the End of the World as We Know it,

and I Could Use a Drink," UCLA
Writing
Professor Scott ___^_^_^_^
Sherman pro-

vides the hope

and humor, so

often missing

from the realm

of ecological

activism.

Sherman will

hold a book pre-

sentation on
'

Wednesday
where he will

read excerpts, engage in dialogue,

and answer questions from the audi-

ence.

On the surface, the novel is a paro-

dy of a detective story about a young
man (who's name just happens to be

Scott Sherman) on a mission to save

the world. More specifically, he is on a

quest for the solution to the environ-

mental crisis. The novel is a work of-

both fiction and non-fiction, cleverly

weaving important information

about the current environmental situ-

ation into an enjoyable, page-turning

adventure story.

Supriya Bhat, a fourth-year politi-

cal science student, enjoyed both the

"I wanted to make a

book ...fun and exciting

and ...full of hope."

Scott Sherman
UCLA professor

educational and entertainment

aspects of the book.

"A lot of times you get books that

are all non-fiction and they're really

dry and boring," Bhat said. "Even

though you want to know about a

topic, sometimes this stops you from

going further. Then some books are

purely entertaining and you don't

really get an idea of what the author's

message is. Scott Sherman has both of

those elements in his book, which

make it really great."

Between the devastation of the

ozone layer and rainforests, toxic

waste and the changing global cli-

mate, it seemed

___^__^_^^^^^^^^ to Sherman that

the environmen-

tal movement
had been over-

whelmed with

doom and

despair.

"The environ-

mental move-

ment tends to be

_______^^_^_ so serious,"

Sherman said.

"It was depress-

ing to read about all the ways that the

world's ecosystems were collapsing ...

It seemed like it really was the end of

the world!"

Instead of merely complaining

about the negative aspects of the glob-

al situation, however. Sherman decid-

ed to take a firm, active stance in the

fight to save the environment. *

-,-^"1 wanted to sec if there were actu-

al, practical solutions to the environ-

mental crisis," Sherman said. "So I

traveled around the country, inter-

viewing brilliant women and men
who were creating new visions of an

See SHERMAN, page 17

Ren^e Zellweger brings to life

the neurotic adventures of a

delightfully imperfect woman
By Emilia Hwang
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

After a few glasses of Chardonnay and a dozen

cigarettes, Bridget Jones is finally ready to face her

job in the fast-paced world of publishing, while bal-

ancing a rigorous routine of counting calories and
trying to snare a decent boyfriend.

Helen Fielding's candid chronicle of a young
Brit struggling to survive single life in London has

gabbed the attention of readers across the world.

"Bridget Jones's Diary," based on Fielding's

international best-selling book, ventures to bring

the title character's painfully hilarious and absurd-

ly neurotic adventures to movie audiences.

"It's great that they've enjoyed the book,"

Fielding said at a Los Angeles press junket. "I

think they're going to enjoy this film. Like me.

they know that the film is another creative incar-

nation of the book."

The movie is directed by Sharon Maguire,

Fielding's friend and inspiration for the feminist

character Shazza (Sally Phillips).

Despite all the chatter surrounding the casting

of an American as the beloved British heroine,

actor Renee Zellweger embraced the challenge of

bringing Bridget Jones to life. In addition to trad-

ing in her Texan accent for a variant of the Queen's

proper English, the usually health-conscious actor

put on an extra 20 pounds to play the role.

"I wanted for her to physically reflect the

lifestyle that she leads, so it was more about a

lifestyle change than anything," Zellweger said. "I

wanted her to look like what she looked like in my
head after I read (the book)."

Aside from having a restless charm and a good-

natured spirit, Jones is a disaster in the kitchen and
a catastrophe when it comes to men. Though often

awkward and irrational, the thirty-something sin-

gleton is also an independent working woman, a

loving daughter and a caring friend.

"We need to see more human qualities celebrat-

ed in the media," Fielding said. "She's not perfect.

She doesn't always look fabulous. She doesn't do

everything right. She's just in an ordinary job,

struggling along, but you like her because she's a

human being. She just wants what everyone else

wants."

Fielding also said that audiences will appreciate

a contemporary heroine that's not stick thin, a

refreshing change from media images of female

perfection.

"You see an anorexic model on the television

who appears to go from the gym to running a

m^r company to home to a perfect husband and
children, and cooking dinner for 12 people effort-

lessly," Fielding said. "It's just a figment of some
advertisers imagination, but we all think we're sup-

posed to be that. I think it's sad."

Before the movie, and even before the book,

"Bridget Jones's Diary" began as a column by

Fielding in London's Independent newspaper.

Since it was too exposing and embarrassing to

write about herself, the journalist created a comi-

cally exaggerated figure.

"I was looking through my old university

diaries and I found that there was a tragic lack of

social engagements, but a lot of lists of food and
calories - so it would be carrot: 15 calories, yogurt:

150 calories, box of Milk Tray chocolates: 4782
calories," Fielding said. "I was 18, I was really

thin, but I was dieting like mad, and there's some-

thing about women always trying to alter them-

selves, never good enough as they are."

Fielding thinks that women will identify with

Bridget's struggles as she grapples between how
she thinks she's expected to be and how she is. In

addition to her obsessive dieting, Bridget desper-

ately attempts to avoid spinsterhood. She bounces

between a love-hate relationship with the rich and
intellectual attorney Mark Darcy (Colin Firth)

and a passionate one with her arrogant and brash

boss, Daniel Cleaver (Hugh Grant). After an illic-

it love affair with Cleaver based almost exclusively

on sex, Bridget is abandoned for a more slender

and sophisticated colleague.

See BRIDGET, page 18

Director Sharon Maguire talks with Hugh Grant and Ren^e Zellweger (right) on the set

of "Bridget Jones's Diary."The adaptation of a best-selling novel is now open nationwide.

.Major in fooshall

Read all about the wacky

student-written play "How to

Major in Foo.sbaH" in A&E on

Wednesday.
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Cast shines in L.A. Opera's

revival of 'Don Pasquale'

OPERA: Latest run brings

new delights witli strong

performances, set design

By John Mangum
Daily Bruin Contributor

secret meeting in the garden and
vows to catch her. When Pasquale

discovers her and Ernesto there,

Malatesla reveals the deception and
Pasquale, happy that his dreadful

wife isn't real, relents and gives his

blessing to his nephew and Norina.

With its disguised characters and
secret moonlight meetings, the story

Los Angeles Opera's first staging is full of comic potential. Steven

of "Don Pasquale" in 1995 ranks Lawless, director of the revival, real-

among the company's best. ized most of this potential in a pro-

When LA. Opera revived that duction that gets funnier as it goes

production April 1 1 at the Dorothy along.

Chandler Pavilion, it was no pale At the center of this is the Don
imitation of the earlier success - it Pasquale of comic bass, Simone
delighted audiences in its own right.

With a terrific cast, imasinalivc

direction, sumptuous sets and lively

orchestral support, the evening did

justice to Italian composer Gaetano
Donizetti's 1843

comic master- —^.i..ii^.^.ii^
piece. The
opera recounts

how Don
Pasquale learns

a lesson about

trying to stand

in the way of

love.

Pasquale
refuses to let his

nephew Ernesto

marry Norina, a

washer-woman, and decides to disin-

herit the young man by taking a wife

himself.

When Pasquale's friend Dr.

Malatesta, becomes aware of what's

happened to Ernesto, he decides to

trick the old man into marrying

Norina, and he introduces her as his

shy, demure sister, fresh from a con-

vent.

Before Pasquale's signature on
the fake marriage contract dries,

Norina is busy behaving badly,

spending his money on jewels, car-

riages and servants. Pasquale finds a

note to his "wife" inviting her to a

With its disguised

characters and secret

moonlight meetings,

the story is full of

comic potential.

Alaimo, whose deft portrayal of the

title character is hilarious, especially.

when Pasquale finds out that his

wife is more than he bargained for.

Alaimo strikes a fine balance as

Pasquale from

^mmm,^^m^m^^ his bcwildcrcd

reaction to

Norina's bad
behavior to his

drunken brava-

do after discov-

ering.

The bass also

handles
Pasquale's diffi-

cult and abun-

dant patter - a

technique
involving the rapid singing of sylla-

bles that Donizetti and his contem-

poraries used for comic effect -

expertly.

Norina, portrayed by acclaimed

soprano Ruth Ann Syenson, lives

up to her reputation. Her perfor-

mance is lively, delivering a deli-

ciously nasal voice with great vigor

and spirit in her role as the demure
convent girl.

Tenor Greg Fedderly, an L.A.

Opera stalwart, brings a great deal :

of ardor to the role of Ernesto.

See PASQUALE, page 18

Ren^e Zellweger stars in Sharon Maguire's new film "Bridget Jones's Diary."

Ptx)to$ from Miramax Films

Sir Thomas Allen plays Dr. Malatesta in the L.A. Opera's revival

production of "Don Pasquale."
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Seamus Heaney at Royce
UCLA Performing Arts will bring poet Seamus

Heaney to Royce Hall on Thursday, April 19 at 8 p.m.

Winner of the 1995 Nobel Prize in Literature and

author of the recent best-selling translation of "Beowulf,"

Heaney has become one of the most well-known English-

language poets today.

Kor ticket information, contact the Central Ticket

Otfice at (310) 825-2101.

Musicians from Marlboro
UCLA Performing Arts will host "Musicians from

Marlboro" at Schoenberg Hall on Sunday, April 22 at

4 p.m.

"Musicians from Marlboro" is a performance featur-

ing favorite musicians from Vermont's renowned
Marlboro Music Festival. Included in the show will be

pianist Jonathan Biss, a second generation Marlboro

Musician who. at age 20, just made his debut with the

New York Philharmonic.

The show is preceded by a Center Stage Discussion

with the artists at 3 p.m. The program will feature

Mozart's "Piano Trio in B-flat Major, K. 502."

Hindemith's "String Trio No. 2." and Brahms' "Trio in

E-flat Major for Piano. Violin and Horn. Op. 40."

For ticket information, contact the Central Ticket

OfTice at (310) 825-2101.

WAC dance concert
Regent's Lecturer William Forsythe will dance in the

World Arts and Cultures Department's "Artist

Alphabets: Dancing is Collaborative" on Wednesday,

April 18 at 3:30 p.m. at Glorya Kaufman Hall, Theater

200.

Forsythe is a world-renowned choreographer and

dancer, whose work covers^uch diverse fields as dance,

improvisation technologies, opera, theater and film. This

free concert is open to the public.

For more information, contact the world arts and cul-

tures department at (310) 825-3951.

Documentary celebrates

beauty, value of prairies

Faculty recital

The music department faculty will present the

Elgart/Gates guitar duo on Friday. April 20 at 8 p.m. at

the Jan Popper Theater in Schoenberg Hall.

The Elgart/Yates Guitar duo was founded in 1975 by

UCLA music faculty member Peter Yates and UCLA
alumnus Matthew Elgart. The duo will perform classic

pieces by Tchaikovsky and Bach, as well as original music

UCLA Petfcxming A/IS

Nobel Prize-winning poet Seamus Heaney will

speak at UCLA's Royce Hall on Thursday at 8 p.m.

written for the duo. For ticket information contact the

Central Ticket Ofiice at (310) 825-2101.

M.RA. Upstart Series begins
World arts and cultures M FA student Rebecca Bryant

"Will perform a dance concert on Friday, April 20 at 8 p.m.

at Kaufman Hall, Theater 200.

Bryant's concert is part of the department of world

arts and cultures' M.F.A. Upstarts Series "We Have Been

Given Orders Not to Move."

For ticket information, contact the Central Ticket

OfTice at (310) 825-2101.

Senior music recitals

The department ofmusic will present recitals by senior

music majors on Friday, April 20 and Sunday, April 22 in

Schoenberg Hall's Jan Popper Theater.

David Moyer will play the saxophone at 2 p.m. on

April 20; Hami Jin will play the flute at 5 p.m. on April 20;

Dylan King will play the tuba at 8 p.m. on April 22; and

Jordan Gumicio will sing at 5 p.m. on April 22.

For more information contact the music department

at (310) 825-4761.

Briefs compiled by Michael Rosen-Molina, Daily Bruin

Senior Staff.

FILM: Movie-making pair

stresses disappearance of

plains, importance of loss

ByUbbyQuaid
The Associated Press

Walt Whitman found the greatest

scenery not in Yosemite, Niagara Falls

or Yellowstone, but in the unassuming

countryside across America's midsec-

tion.

"1 am not so sure but the prairies

and plains, while less stunning at first

sight, last longer, fill the esthetic sense

fuller, precede all the rest and make
North America's characteristic land-

scape," he wrote in 1879.

That is what the makers of a new
documentary (airing Friday at 9 p.m.

EDT on most PBS stations) say about

the tallgrass prairie. North America's

most endangered ecosystem. Swaying

plumes of native grasses once stretched

from Texas to the Canadian province

_of Manitoba, but today the tallgrass

prairie gently rises and falls on only a

few million acres in Kansas and

Oklahoma.

An audience gathered for a recep-

tion recently at the Smithsonian's

National Museum of American
History saw a preview of "Last Stand

of the Tallgrass Prairie," along with a

book and exhibit.

The scientists, ranchers, cowboys

and Native i^mericans who appear in

the documentary come from prairie

country, as do Kansas City, Mo.-based

filmmakers Aimee Guignon Larrabec

and John Altman, a cousin of director

Robert Altman's and maker of more

than two dozen documentary films of

his own. Singer-songwriter Lyie Lovett

hosts and actor Michael Murphy nar-

rates.

Altman's initial reaction to his part-

ner's idea for a film was skepticism:

"You want to mdke a film about grass

•«»»-

The Aijociated Presi

Musician LyIe Lovett rides

across the prairie on the Haw
Ranch south of Emporia, Kan.,

during a break in filming.

growing? Maybe next we can do one on

pamt drying"

Ultimately, their film reflects the soil

as it lives and breathes. Cattle munch
tender new shoots just as buffalo did

centuries ago. Streaks of fire zigzag

through a black prairie night. The wind

rustles grasses with names like little

blue stem, prairie smoke, prairie blaz-

ing star.

The story is about nature and sci-

ence, Lovett writes in his introduction

to the book, "but mostly, it's a story of

people and their connection to a very

special place."

Nature created the tallgrass prairie

over millions of years, as the earth shift-

ed and glaciers froze and melted. The

Rocky Mountains' emergence created

arid land to the east, where grasses

began to take root.

Plants on the western plains

remained shorter, and the region

See PRAIRIE, page 18

It's tasy to make a child smilt.

A few words of encouragement,

maybe a special reward for a special

performance. Parents do it all

the time, and so do teachers.

Good teachers are the difference

between a child who succeeds and one

who stumbles. They are the onies who
make math fun and science seem like

an adventure Into another world.

Teaching is the profession that allows

you to see the most gratifying,

immediate and instantaneous reward

of a job well done - a child's smile.

Make a child smile.

Take the next step - teach!

Make the dlfferenct

of a lifetime.

Call 1-888-calteach

or visit www.calteach.com

CatTeach, administered by the CSU Chancellor's Office
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'Harry' true to Hitchcock-thriller genre
FILM: Sergi Lopez crafts a

character that is not only

likable, but ominous too

By David Germain
The Associated Press

Of all his films, Alfred Hitchcock

preferred "Shadow of a Doubt," star-

ring Joseph Gotten as a psychopath

who enters a smalkown family's life as

a savior before gradually revealing

himself as a monster. -

Opening Friday, the French thriller

"With a Friend Like Harry." is a

wickedly delightful modem successor

to that 1943 classic and such other

Hitchcock suspense films as

"Strangers on a Train," "Psycho" and
"Rear Window."

As with Hitchcock at his best,

"Harry" Director Dominik Moll cre-

ates a dark sense of voyeurism, with

the audience always a clue or two

ahead of the characters yet totally in

the dark over how events will unfold.

"Harry's" droll, black comedy even

is reminiscent, appropriately, of

Hitchcock's "The Trouble With
Harry."

The movie ultimately leaves behind

so many uncertainties about motive,

consequence and the real versus the

imagined that it might frustrate filmgo-

ers who like tidy endings. But for those

who enjoy mulling and debating a

good puzzle, "Harry's" a fine exercise

in ambiguity.

The story opens on Michel and
Claire (Laurent Lucas and Mathilde

Seigner) rattling along in their wheezy

car with their three young daughters

causing havoc in the back seal. The
overstressed. cash-strapped family is

heading for the rundown money pit

that Michel and Claire bought as a

summer home.

They need a quiet getaway But with

the pressures of children, finances and

the specter of a visit from Michel's

overbearing parents, this clearly will

not be a kick-back-and-relax vacation.

For those who enjoy

mulling and debating a

good puzzle/Harry's'a

fine exercise in

ambiguity.

Enter Harry (Sergi Lopez), an old

classmate who fondly remembers
Michel. But when the two bump into

each other in a rest-stop men's room,

Michel can't recollect Harry at all.

A man of leisure because of a big

inheritance, Harry and his beautiful

but dopey girlfriend Plum (Sophie

Guillemin) situate themselves into the

family vacation, securing an invitation

to Michel's summer home.

Harry dazes and alarms the family

with an extravagant gifi and by reciting

verbatim a poem that Michel pub-

lished in a school journal 20 years earli-

er.

Under the guise of casual benefac-

tor. Harry begins a merciless rampage
to remove obstacles to the creative-

writing career he wants Michel to

resume. Suspicions and violence esca-

late to a startling act of both confronta-

tion and complicity between Harry

and Michel.

The great unanswered question is

what drives Harry. Homoerotic pas-

sion? Resentment over the everyday

struggles that have stified Michel's

"iirt"? An unhappy childhood that's

resulted in loathing of family ties?

Or is Harry a projection of Michel's

mind, conjured to shake up a dreary

home life?

The performances are excellent,

with Lopez crafting a Hitchcock-wor-

thy villain who's simultaneously likable

and ominous.

Moll, who co-wrote the screenplay

with Gilles Marchand, also sticks for

the most part to the Hitchcock precept

that what viewers don't see is scarier

than what they do.

Even David Sinclair Whittaker's

music harks back to the alternating

lyricism and discord of Bernard

Herrmann's Hitchcock scores.

In "Shadow of a Doubt,"

Hitchcock loved the idea of introduc-

ing a character ofabsolute menace into

a bland, benign family setting. In

Harry, Moll has fashioned a captivat-

ing stepson to "Shadow's" well-man-

nered maniac.

SHERMAN
From page 14

ecologically healthy future."

The novel began as an education-

al textbook; however, after count-

less revisions, Sherman decided to

give it a little twist.

"I wanted to make a book that

people would enjoy reiiding - a

book that would be fun and exciting,

and also a book that would be full of

hope," Sherman said. "My book is

about solutions to the environmen-

tal crisis, not just another litany of

doom."

Alejandra Domenzain, a second-

year master's student in urban plan-

ning and Latin American studies,

was intrigued by the novel's various

layers.

' "On one level, it's an ecological

thriller -jolting our sense of respon-

sibility, introducing us to environ-

mental pioneers, and tantalizing our

imaginations with alternative

visions for human development,"

Domenzain said. "On another level,

it's a gripping commentary on mod-
ern American society - revealing

the potential for revolutionary ideas

to re-create our very identities and

realities.

"And beneath all this, it's a book
: about writmg itself- the power and
limitations of the vehicles wc use to

communicate, educate and inspire,"

Domenzain continued. "None of

these big philosophical phenomena
hit you as you're reading - you're

too absorbed in the suspense of

where the story is taking you next."

Although "It's the End of the

World As We Know It, and I Could
Use a Drink," strikes a powerful

chord in the hearts of environmen-

talists and social activists, the novel

also appeals to a wider audience

because of its humorous and adven-

turous plot.

Above all, Sherman, emphasizes

the idea of hope for a better planet

and a better future. At its heart, the

novel is a powerful and masterfully

crafted presentation of the most

innovative solutions to the environ-

mental crisis. It serves as a reminder

that everyone can make a signifi-

cant difference in the current envi-

ronmental situation.

"I was thoroughly entertained by

the story the whole time I was read-

ing it," Bhat said. "But at the same
time, I was learning things and it

was something that inspired me. 1

thought, 'The environmental crisis

isn't helpless. There really are things

that we can do.' I seriously couldn't

put it down.'"

Some readers found the novel, so

informative, inspirational and
enjoyable that they begged for a

continuation to the story.

"When you get to the last page,

you don't want the ride to end.

You're ready for a sequel."

Domenzain said. "Above all, you
wish you could sit down with

Sherman over a cooptc of beers t5=
plan the regeneration of the world

as we know it, and to laugh at the

one we'll have to endure until then."

SPEAKER: UCLA Professor Scott

Sherman will present his new book
on Wednesday in Public Policy 1234

at 4 p.m.

Bruin Special
LARGE (16") PIZZA 3 regular toppings

$9.95 - Delivery Only; $16.75 value; Hmit 1 per order

Student Special

20% OFF with Bruin Card
Delivery & Picfc-up Only

tTV'^^Stf^^^^^B^^ iK'-,^ -'J^ifif^i^ ^ x-?T^»-">,>.>., ^-rs^^^x^:

Giant Slice + Salad + Drink = S3.99 (Largest Slice in Westmood) • Complete Dinners $4.99 • Free Delivery

MANN

Westwood

MANN

Santa Monica

LAEMMLE
visit our vwbsile:

vniAGf Semeeee Lite Yea (P6-13)
961 Broxton THX - Dolby Onital

208-5576 Mon-Thu (12:00 2:30 5«)) 7 30 10 15

mum SeyKM((P6)
948 Broxton THX Dolt)y Digital

239-MANN Mon-Thu (11:45 2:15 4:45) 7 15 9:45

10925 LindlKOOk

208-4366

CRITERION 3

CRrrBH0N4

Snimoei Like Yoa (PG-13)
THX - SOOS Onital

Mon-Tbu (11:45 2:10 4:50) 7 20 9:45

West Hollywood

nlM Cnsctai Hti|lN>) Rm
(323) 848-

PaiMeg

latpMerlR)
TW-Od^Dallal

Mon-Thu (1:45 4:30) 7:45 10.00

FESTIVAL Klaaeom Cwm (PG)
1088/ Lindbfook THX - Dolby DtgHal

208-4575 Mon-Thu (12:45 3:00 5:15) 7:30 9:45

REGENT AMeresPefToelRj
1045 Broxton Dolby SR
208 3259 Mon-Thu (1:30 4:30) 7 00 9 45

-PIAZA EeeeiyalNMlMnIR)
' 1067 Glendon Dolby Digital

•eoe-^7 Mon-Thu (1.00 4:00) 7:15 10:15

iWETWOOO 1

1050

i06-7

Potomoa 3: Tlia Mevia (G)

Dolby Digital

MOA-Thu (1:00 3:30)6^0

WESTWOOD 2
lOSOGayley
208-7664

Vaa Caa Caaat Oa Ma IR)

Dolby Digital

Mon-Thu (1:45 4:30) 7:30 10 15

WES1WO0OS
1060Gayl«y
208-7664

CriaiMaaJt
Dra|ea(PQ-HIMaa DraMa (PQ-13)

Dolby Digilal

Mon-Thu (1:15 4«))7«) 9:45

WESTWOOD 4
lOSOGayley
208-7664

(P8-13)

Mon-Thu (1:30 4:15) 7 15 lOflO

Dolby Digital

15) 7:15 lOflO

My DIM (R)

Dolby Digital

Mon-Thu (8:15) 10:40

Santa Monica
CRrmuON 1 IrMael Jaaa^ Diary (R)

1313 Srd St THX Stereo Dolby Dnilal

Promanade Mon-Thu (12 00 2 20 4 40) 700 920
395-1599

CmTBWM< JeeDM(PC-13)
THX • Dolby DigiUI

Mon-Thu (12:20 2:45 5:10) 7:45 10:15

TlMTaHerafPaaaM(R)
THX - Dol^ Digilal

Mon-Thu (11:50 2:30 5O0) 7:90 10.<X}

CRITERION 6 SayKMi(PG)
THX -Doiby Digital

Moft-Thu (12:00 :2:15 4:45) 7:10 9:30

Eaaanr al ttw Qalaa (R)

TKX - Dolby DigiUI

Mon-Thu (100 400)7 15 10 10

PACIFIC

Westwood
CREST Jaat VWtiaa (R)
1262 Westwood BM THX - DuKal
|SalWiW<i««) Mon-Thu (2:00 4:15) 700 9:45
474-7866 or

777-FILM (#025)

UNITED ARTISTS

Westwood
tM WESTWOOD BiMialJaaal Diary (R)

10889 WeHworth mn
475-9441 Mon-Thu 12:15 2:40 5O0 7:45 10:20

SUNSCTI
Mon-THu (12:45) 3:50 7O0 9:5(1

SUNSET2 Meaiiala (RJ
Mon-Thu (1:30) 4:15 7:15 9:55

GENERAL CINEMA

Westwood
AVCODNEMA
10640 WMhirf BM)

1 Bk. E ol Westwood
(310) 777-FILM #330

AVCO aNEMA Joaia mi Mm Pasaytals (PG-13)
Presented in THX SRD DigiUl Sound

12O0 2:30 5 00 7:40 10:20

UCLA

Campus Events

ACXERMAN BALLROOM Weak 3Tt«4/1!> A Fri4/?n

nckan $2.00 Traimc

7:00 pnfi & 9:30 pm

Sirasns Tfea0iali(P6-13l
Mon-Tue. Thu (12:00) 2:30 5O0 7:30 10O()

Wed (1200) 2:30 5.00 10O0

AVCO (R)

Presented in SODS Dolby Sound
12:45 4:15 7:30 10:30

SUNSET 4 ThaTaileralPaaaiM(R)
Mon-Thu (1:40) 4:20 7:00 9:4(}

SUNSn S Siaat i Wontfeft (NR)
Mon-Tue. Thu (1 30) 4 15 7O0 9 45

Wed (1:30) 4:15 9:45

WLA/Beverly Hills »"*
ROYAL The Widow ol Saial-Piarra (R)
1 1523 Santa Monica Blvd Fn-"

(310) 477-5581 2:55 5::

aial-Piarra (R)

Fri-Thu (12:30)

i:20 7:4^ 10:15

AVCO CMEMA Haafttnaken (P6-13)
Presented in THX DTS Digital Sound

12:30400 7:10 laOO

AVCO CINEMA Traffic (R)

Presented in SDDS Digital Sound
1.O0

No Shows Thu
Tomcats (R)

4:30

No Shorn Thu

MUSIC HAU1
9036 WIKhire
274-6869

ne«aaaeitaatfl(NR)
Mon-Thu (5:15) 7:35 9:45

MUSIC HAUt
9036 Wilshire

274-6869

CiMCwM TiMf

t

HWiaa Dra«oa (P6-13)
Mon-Thu (5J0) 8:lS

MUSK HALL 3
9G36Wilshtre

274-€869

TiM Paruaalt (NR)
Mon-Thu (5 05) 7 35 9.55

Santa Monica
MONICA 1 Tka Disll (PG-13)
1322 2nd St Mon-Wed (1:00) 3:20 5 40 800 10:2t)

(310) 394-9741 Thu (1:00) 3:20 5:40 10:20

Beverly Hills

BEVERLY CONNECTION
LrCienega at Bevefly BM.
(310)659-5911
4 hours vaMated parking $1 at Box Otlioe

BEVERLY CONNECTION Milai Jaaa'iOlaivlPG-IS)
OaiScraew

Presented in DTS Digital Sound
11:45 2:10 4:30 710 9 30

Presentad in THX SRD Digital Sound
12:30 2:50 5:20 7.45 10:20

Enjoy the
Movies!!!

BEVERLY CONNECTION
Paeaycaia (PG-13)

Presented In THX DTS Dioita) Sound
1205 2:304 55 7:20 9:45

UA WESTWOOD
10889 Wellwofth
4759441

Jea DM (PC-13)
NeVlfiBalN4Al

THX
THu 12:30 2^0 4:40 7.00 9.45

MOMCA 2 CteacMaa TIfar. HMdaa Draaea (PQ-13)
Mon-Tue (1:15) lA07m 1000

Wed-Thu (115) 4:10 1000

Joa Dirt (P6-13)
BEVERLY CONNECTION

Presented m THX SRD DigiUI Sound
12:40 2:55 5:10 735 9:50

MONICAS BaaaMMCrai
Wed (4:10) 9'^'M

UA WESTWOOD
10889 WeRworth
4759441

Mon-Thu 1:15 4 15 7:3010:30 M0MCA4 TlMlMaalOllMn(NR)
Mon-Thu (11:00 1.45) 4 30 7 15 10 0(5

Wed (130) 7:00

MamaalalR)
Mon-Thu (1:45) 4 30 7 15 1000

BEVERLY CONNECTNM lBalVlB«B|(P6-1S)
In DTS Digfa) Sovnd

11201:25
nlIRt (R)

3:30 7O0 10:1$

BEVERLY CONNECTION 3(G)
F>resented In DTS Digilal Sound

11:251:3? 3:50 6:05

Ta«Mala(R)
8:20 10:M

Tbadvertlse
in the

V

Bruin
Movie

Guide,

call

310.825.2161
/
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Be Smart!

Take a General Ed class at

Glendale Community College

comfnoT^ new^tQjjils

this

"

Courses fully transferable to all

4-year colleges & universities

$11 per unit

Two 5-weel( Summer Sessions

June 4 to July 6
July 9 to August lo

Fall Semester
Wed. Sept 5 to Dec 19

NEW 6-weelc Winter Session

Jan. 7 to Feb. 14

Spring Semester
Feb. 20 to June 12

quality _
tradition

innovation
seventy five years of educational excellence

Apply for Admission ONLINE!
www.gtendale.cc.ca.us

8i8*240*iooo
X5910

LSATXGMAT^GRE:u:MCATVDAT

It's not like
we give you
the answers.

Well...yes it is.

Standardized tests are predictable. •

Understanding thenn Is what Kaplan is all about.

Classes Start soon. -— --

GRE - April 18
LSAT - April 21
GMAT - April 22

Call 1-800-KAP-TEST or visit

kaptest.com to enroll today!

:

KAPLAN

Test prep, admissions and guidance. For life.

Ruth Ann Swenson and Greg Fedderly star in the L.A. Opera's
production of Donizetti's "Don Pasquale."

lA Operd

PASQUALE
From page 1

5

Though a voice announced over a loud-

speaker thttt he was suffering from rr

sinus infection, Fedderly sounded fine.

The Dr. Malatesta of baritone Sir

Thomas Allen rounds out the cast. Like

Alaimo, he brings off his part with

great animation and the requisite vocal

agility.

The sets and costumes, designed by
the legendary Jean-Pierre Ponnelle, are

quite opulent for Donizetti's modest

comedy and include a clever rooftop

scene as well as a lush garden for the

finale.

Conductor Emmanuel Joel led the

Los Angeles Opera Orchestra and

Chorus in an energetic rendition of

Donizetti's score. Principal trumpet

David Washburn excelled in his long

solo at the opening of the opera's stc-

ond act.

The performance lived up to it.s eap"
lier counterpart in every way, and is

certainly worth a visit from anyone
who enjoys good singing, good acting

or a good laugh.

OPERA: L.A. Opera presents "Don
Pasquale" April 18, 24, 27 and 29 at 7:30

p.m. and April 2 1 at 1 p.m. at the Dorothy

Chandler Pavilion. Ticket prices range
from $28 to $148, with $20 student and
senior rush tickets available one hour
before curtain. For nrvDre information call

(213) 972-8001 or visit

www.laopera.org.

BRIDGET
From page 1

5

Though Bridget's plans don't

always work out. Grant said that the

movie expresses a refreshing outlook

on life with the message that it's OK
to fall short of success.

"I live in that world - that was one
of the reasons why I love the book in

the first place," the British actor said.

"Halfmy friends are like that. We live

in a world of Chardonnay and ciga-

rettes and hopelessness."

When Bridget Jones is not fussing

about her clothes or fretting about

her weight, she finds constant solace

in self-help books, wine and choco-

late.

In the end, however, the modern
day coquette is finally granted her

happily-ever-after in a suitor who
genuinely professes that he loves her

just the way she is.

"if there is a moral to the film -

that's it," Grant said.

FILM: "Bridget Jones's Diary" is now
open in theaters nationwide.

PRAIRIE
From page 16 '

became home to shortgrass and mixed-

grass prairie. Winds from the Pacific

combined with moisture from Canada
and the Gulf of Mexico helped create

the tallgrass prairie, or, as some call it,

True Prairie.

In the 150 years since Europeans
settled \ht plains, all but 5 percent of
the rich, fertile tallgrass soil has given

way to row-qrop farming, particularly

to corn and wheat, domesticated

cousins of the wild grasses.

Nearly 30 years of research by
Kansas State University's Konza
Prairie Biological Station shows that

the cattle industry, along with frequent

burning, is critical to the survival of

what's left.

"Setting fire to the land, covering it

with cattle, seems blasphemous," nar-

rator Murphy says in the film, explain-

ing that grazing and burning is good.

"Leave this land alone, scientists warn,

and what remains will be quickly lost to

shrubland, forests, taking with it

secrets to agricultural success, medici-

nal herbs, even ways to keep our global

temperature in check."

e Tribe has spoke
Leave the campus island
and see Dr. Friedman!

JPl^liifl.$50 EXAMINATION
6 X Riiys & Tooth Cleaning
Regular Priro: f. I 40- fMp&^OOl

Oxkto CI wnNiig Qm)
/V

Hours, Fk««/

Cmrdmtk

In

I

Dr. LARRY FRIEDMAN, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)*
1762 Westwood Blvd. «460 (betwMn WilsNra & Santa Monica Bl.) |

For Appointment Call: (310)

1200
1300
1A00
1[>00

KiOO
1700
IHOr)

lyoo
2000
2050
2100
2200
2300
2^00
2r>00

2(i00

2700
2800
2900
3000
3100
3200
3300
3A00
3500
3«00
3700
3800
3900
4000
4100
4200
4300
4400
4500

4(i00

4700
4800
4900
5000
5100
5200
5300
5400
5500

Campus Happenings
Campus Organizations
Campus Recruitment
Campus Services
Birthdays
Legal notices
Lost & Found
Miscellaneous
Personal Messages
Personals
Pregnancy
Recreational Activities

Research Subjects
Sperm / Egg Donors
Tickets Offered
Tickets Wanted
Wanted

I

Appliances
Art / Paintings
Bicycles / Skates
Books
CaUing Cards
Cameras / Camcorders
Collectibles
Computers / Software
Furniture
Garage / Yard Sales

I

Health Products
Miscellaneous
Musical Instruments
Office Equipment
Pets
Rentals
Sports Equipment
Stereos / TVs / Radios
liable Sports

III. TfrTTfrm

Auto Accessories
Auto Insurance
Auto Repair
Autos for Sale
Boats for Sale
Motorcycles for Sale
Parking
Scooter / Cycle Repair
Scooters for Sale
Vehicles for Rent

SfiOO

5620
5040
5fi(i0

5680
5700
5720

5800
5900
6000
6100
6150
6200
6300
6400
6500
6600
6700
6800
6900
7000
7100
721'0

Resorts / Hotels
Rides Offered
Rides Wanted
Taxi / Shuttle Service
Travel Destinations
Travel Tickets
Vacation Packages

iSs^
1 -900 numbers
Financial Aid
Insurance
Computer / Internet
Foreign Languages
Heahh / Beauty Services
Legal Advice / Attorneys
Movers / Storage
Music Lessons
Personal Services
Professional Services
Resumes
Telecommunications
Tutoring Offered
Tutoring Wanted
Typing

Writing Help

74011

7500
7600
7700
7800
7900
8000
8100
8200
8300

8400
8500
8600
8700
8800
8900
9000
9100
9200
9300
9400
9500
96(J0
9700
9800

Tmrm
Business Opportunities
Career Opportunities
Child Care Offered
Child Care Wanted
Help Wanted
Housesitting
internship
Personal Assistance
Temporary Employment
Volunteer

Apartments for Rent
Apartments Furnished
Condo / Townhouse for Rent
Condo / Townhouse for Sale
Guesthouse for Rent
House for Rent
House for sale
Houseboats for Rent / Sale
Housing Needed
Room for Help
Room for Rent
Roommates - Private Room
Roommates - Shared Room
Sublets
Vacation Rentals
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1 1 8 Kerckhoff Holl
308 Westwood PlazT
Los Angeles. CA 90024

E-Mail: classifieds@nnedia ucia edu
Web: http://wwwdailybruin ucia edu

Classified Line: (310) 825-2221
Fax: C310) 206-0528

Classified Display: (310) 206-3060
Fax: (310) 206-0528

office houra
Mon Thu 9:00am-3:00pm
Fn: 9am-2:30pm

One issue, up to 20 words $8 50
each additional word 65

Weekly, up to 20 words 29.00
..each additional word 2.1

5

Monthly, up to 20 words 96.00
each additional word 5.75

12 pi headline $160
1 6 pt headline $2.25

VBorder $5 00,

Classified Line Ads: • ^
1 working day before printing,

al 12 noon
Classified Display Ads:
2 working days before printing,

at 12 noon.
There are no cancellations after

noon of the day before pnnting

For Classified Display ads.

please see our rate card

for variable rate information

MasterCard

payment
Please make checks payable to
"The UCLA Daily Brum" We
accept Visa. MasterCard, and
Discover credit cards. Allow 5
working days for mail payments

howrtoiMiiie
^an eflectiiie ad

• Start your ad with the
merchandise you are selling

This makes it easier for readers to

quickly scan the ads and locate
your Items
• Always include the pnce of your
Item Many classified readers
simply do not respond to ads
without pnces
• Avoid abbreviations--make your
ad easy for readers to understand
• Place yourself in the reader s

position, ask what you would like

to know about the merchandise,
and include that in the ad Include
such information as brand names,
colors and other specific

descriptions
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announcements
1100-2600

1100
Campus Hiippeniiins

Alcoholics Anonymous
Mon. Dbcustion. Fri. Stap Slmty, 3506 Adcamtan

TW}. Book Study, 3506 Adnnnon
M/T/W Rm. Dmtol A3-029

Wod. Rm. A3- 029
Ditcuuion, Al limM 12:10- 1KX)pm

fot IcotioUct or tn^MOumlt mho hav a dhnUng pnthm.

2300
Sperm / Egg Donors

Pay your tuition

with eggs.

If you're a woman between 18

and 35. you can earn money easi-

ly, anonymously. Donate your
'

eggs to an infertile couple.

$3,500 and up. depending on

you education and other qualifi-

cations. Call Today.

The CErfTER for Egg Options

310/546-6786

•Tbe Center for E99 Optiont. 'JUC I

HIGH QUALITY. ALL UN-USED. Mattress-
set $150 So(a/loveseat $495 Slipcover-sofa

$550. Seven-piece dining room $795 Bunk-
beds w/mattresses $150. Headboards $15
310-393-2338

MATTRESS SPECIALS
NEW INNERSPRING twin sets $99 95, Fulls

$129.95, Queens .$169.95 and Kings
$199.95. Also, Sealy, Stearns and Foster at

lowest prices 310-477-1466.

3800
Miscellaneous

IT'S T-SHIRT WEATHER
T-shirls from $5, lowest prices on the Inter-

net. Discount event merchandise, left-over

from recent events, www.alleventstore.com

Autos for Sale

POLICE IIWPOUNDS Hondas as low as
$500 for listings 1-800-319-3323 ext A214.

96 HONDA PRELUDE VTEC Black/black,
sunroof, spoiler, excellent, A/C, original own-
er, ABS, 65k miles, must sell- $16.400obo
323-653-8117

2000
Personals

LOVE? European writer/linguist, cosmopoli-
tan, accomplished, good-looking, middle-

aged, healthy lifestyle, loves literature/travel-

ing/outdoors, seeks attractive/smartyaffec-

tionate your>g female, any race/origin, for

friendship, possibly romance/marnage. 310-
573-4020/mani9 munich.com

21OO
Recreational Activities

SWIM LESSONS/
WATER POLO

INSTRUCTION Private or group lessons
Your pool or ours. Collegiate and internation-

al experience. Matt:562-987-3423

SEARCHING FOR
EGG DONOR _

EARN $5000 Caucasian only. Intelligence,

athletic, and sense of humor a plus. Please
call:323-650-2891.

SPECIAL EGG DONOR NEEDED Seeking
healthy and intelligent woman, 21-29 years,

blonde hair, blue or green eyes, 5'-5'10''
tall

with high SAT or ACT scores Blood type A,

B, or AB Compensation $6000. Please call

OPTIONS 800-886-9373 ext. 741.

2600
Wanted

I NEED A PARKING SPACE in Westwood
Will rent for 2 months. Landfair and Gayley
preferable. Please call Cristy. 310-497-9210

AAAAAw^

^TxS^l

transportation
4600-5500

S900
Financial Aid

LOANS AVAILABLE
No application fee. High approval. Low
Interest rate Bankruptcys welcome Toll

Free 1-877-494-4843

6000
Insurance

2200
Research Subjects

CHRONIC BAD BREATH. Earn $50 and
learn to control bad breath Clinical study in

Culver City. 310-815-1829, 310-210-7805.

EARN $$$
For giving your opinion on market research-

products, TV. etc Ages 5-54. No accents
please. 818-609-1850.

2300
Sperm/Egg Donors

EGG DONOR
Late 40's, marned women looking for Jewish
coed interested in helping to create a child

$2500+ negotiable. Please call June 310-
376-7000

If you are male, in college or have a college
degree, you can earn up to $600/mo, call for

details on our anonymous sperm donor pro-

gram Receive free comprehensive health

screening & help infertile couples So if

you're boking for a great job and a little extra

cash, call us first. 310-824-9941.

Egg Donors Needed
Healthy females ages 19-28

wishing to help infertile couples.

$5,000

^ CALL MlRNA (818) 832-1494 ^

2800
Art/Paintings

WANTED
Collecter seeking paintings by Early
California artists 1900-1940. Artists include:

Guy Rose, Edgar Payne, Granville
Redmond. John Frost, William Wendt,
Selden Gile, Anna Hills, Benjamin Brown,
Franz Bischoff, Elmer Wachtel, Arthur
Mathews and many, many nx)re Please
contact Steve at ilook4anOaol.com, 310-
863-8013

Autos for Sale

1984 HONDA PRELUDE Silver, sunroof,

A/C. runs great. 160k miles. $500 obo Bret

310-794-6970.

1993 SATURN SC2. Automatic, black inten-

or/exterior. power sunroof/windows/locks

Leather seats, security system, A/C, excel-

lent condition $7000. 310-230-0425

1993 VW CABRIOLET Red, convertible

with white top, white leather seats, excellent

condition 63k miles. $6,000 otx). 310-472-

8258 Suzy.

1994 MERCURY SABLE
WAGON

Green, 4dr automatic, V6 3.8 liters. Fully

loaded, airbags, alarm, immaculate 73K
miles. $5800obo Jo:310-825-5719

1996 SATURN SL2
4door, automatic, manual, door lock+wind-

ows. 10 disc cd changer, 79800mlles $8000
(according to kbb). Sam:3 10-824-3451.

2000 Ford Expedition
Eddie Bauer 2-wheel drive, 5 4L, VB, 6cd,
chrome wheels, leather, wtiite over tan. 30k
miles. $29,995 323-876-7833.

FOR SALE 1997 MAZDA MIATA STO Edi-

tion Only 16.000 Miles Mint Condition. AC,
PW, CD, alloy wheels 2 months left of Full

Warranty. $14,000 Email:RWP31 ©aol.com

LOW MILEAGE
•93 INTEGRA GSR, 26,700mi, 5-speed,
cruise control, A/C. tape, spoiler, moonrool.
LoJack. wt)ite $10,000 310-559-3511.

/Illstate.
Vbu'iB in good hands

Mike Azer Insurance Agency Inc

(3 1 0) 3 1 2-0202
1281 Wostwood Blvd
C2 tolks So of Wilsnire)

24 Hours o Doy S»9rvice

6100
Computer/Internet

A GREAT DEAL!
Mac PowerPC 7100-8100 $199-$299 in-

cludes monitor Pentium 1 complete system,
includes monitor $249. 310-476-5076.

idEa247.COM
INTERNET RESOURCES Web design, de-
velopment, tutorials, hosting affiliates, do-
main names/dreamweaver, global news.
Java script. CGI Cold Fusion

http //www idea247.com

6150
Foreign Language

Preparation For Jetro Business
Japanese Tint June 23nl
Sanu Moaka C^Mtft

(510) 4}4-.UOO

9:00tm-fto<m

U at) foHtfit

(.W.f)M6-l()IH

2:00-4:OOpin

OJ^^e^^^.ssmJ^^

April 2
1 -June 7, 6 Soluf doy$ (Moy 26lh no doss)

Price $80

6300
Legal Advice/Attorneys

CONSUMER PROTECTION Lemon law,

automobile dealer fraud, repossessions,
abusive debt collection UCLA law graduate.
Contingent fees/costs available Alec True-
blood 310-443-4139.
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5680
Travel Destiiuitions

5680
Travel Destinations

APRIL 20tti FRIDAY 7:30pm

FRE£
ticket
GIVEAWAY

2 RT TICKETS TO LONDON
on VIRGIN ATLANTIC

4 EURAIL PASSES

2 BUSABOUT PASSES

ICONTIiOTOUR

2 HOSTEL VOUCHERS

FREE TRAVEL GUIDEBOOKS

PLUS MANY OTHERS...

Evaryona that

comas gets $50
toward Contikii!!

$2 Jaeger Shots
$2 Pints
-*-*"»-DJ and Bsnds -•

1097 CSIendon Ave.

The Westwood Brewing Co
at the corner of Glendon and Kinross

MUS' BE "0ES5NT 10 INHH ASO A'N

(310) UCLA-FLY TRAVEL

Trip-On:
Amsterdam Barcelona

• Berlin Brussels

• Dublin London Moscow
Paris Rome

PACKAGES INCLUDE:

• Roundtrip airfare • 2 nights

accommodation • Airport transfers • Travel Card

• Camera, document organizer, discounts, guidebooks,

maps and more.

STARTING AT

Ljondon Paris A/ladrid

$644 $634 $783
Council ITravel

CounclltraveLcom

310-209-UGLA
Fares per person based on double occupancy and on departure from LAX and

nfiinimum 2 night stay. Taxes and fees not included. Departures from other major
cities are available Prices are subject to change and based on availability. GST

#10080800-50. Restrictions apply Please depart by June 14. 2001

.

Daily Bruin Classified

5700
Travel Tickets

6300
Legal Advice / Attorneys

AQUA TRAVEL INC
WORLD WIDE LOWEST AIRFARES

MAKE YOUR OA/N AIR CAR HOTEL
RESERVATION AT

http/Zwww prismaweb com/aquatTa\,el

24HOURSADAY
Lowest Domestic and
International Airfares

Tour Packages

Eurailpass

Hotel Accomnnoclations

Cor Rentals

•Asia*Africa*Australia*Europe*South

Anr)efica*lndia*Canada*Mexico*Hawaii*

S(ieciQl domestic 4 Infemational Airfares Ava'table
Ptcei ore luQiect to cfKinge ^ittyjot iioiir e

AvoiloMtiv moy b9 ImvfecJ ono jome rejtnctiorn may
ooplv Pitn Ta«ej

PHONE (310) 33&«]25
W; Airport Bl . Suite 506. Los Angeles CA 90045

n

iprW 30th:^

NO RECOVERY NO FEE
NO COST Sexual harrassment, Discrimina-

tion, Auto-accidents, Slips/falls. MYER LAW
FIRM. Westside, Scott D. Myer{UCLAW'86)
www besllawyer com 310-277-3000

6400
Movers/Storage

BEST MOVERS Licensed, Insured Lowest
rales Fast, courteous-fcareful Many stud-
ents nrtoved for $98 Lie. -T- 163844 NO JOB
TOO SMALL! 1-800-2-GO-BEST Voice-
mail/pager: 323-263-2378.

Classifieds

825-2221

6200
Health Services

6200
Health Services

6200
Health Services

ORTHODONTIST
SINCE 1980

UCUV FACULTY MEMBER
Dr. Nader Dayani

Member American Association of Orthodontists

Specializing in braces for adults & children

COMPLIMENTARY CONSULTATIONr^<J^
Deliver Brilliant ResultsultsJ

.WDIWCIi.TV
(310) 826-7494

1 1645 Wilshire Blvd. #802
Los Angeles, CA 90025

(949) 552 - 5890
18124CulverDr. #A
Irvine. CA 92715

Teeth Whitening $ftc;oo
upper or lower '-' *v KJ xj

• Cosmetic Porcelain
• Surgical Ormodontlcs

• Removable
• TraditiorK3l

• Invisible

• Europeon

•wNvoknanlMatwailalowt SlOOOOtpluitlCOOOHx
•OCX monm o' ftacxmani t«rxlai*d kx matot C»oo*^

MOO 00 put 1 100 00 Id aocn monin oi kaotmam rwxiaiad
to> (•moirabM orocvi and S 1 700 00 p*j( > I» 00pw month
Mil catoMc biocM IZB 00 fn Oagnotnc iiudy nxxM <m3

S I '5 OTlw loima oontkildnn
•«a(iiiandal*4»«l

6400
Movers / Storage

HONEST MAN w/14ft truck and dollies,

small |obs, short notice ok. SF, LV. SD.

Student discount. Go Bruins! lOyrs. 310-

285-8688

JERRYS MOVING&DELIVERY The careful

movers. Expenenced, reliable, same-day de-
livery Packing, boxes available. Also, pick-

up donations for American Cancer Society.

Jerry©310-391-5657.

6500
MSSi^iM^iM Music Lessons

DRUM LESSONS
ALL LEVELS/STYLES with dedicated pro-

fessional. At your home or WLA studio. 1st-

lesson free. No drum set necessary.
N«U;323-664-8a26,

GUITAR LESSONS
by professional near UCLA. All levels, guitars

available Learn to play effortlessly!

www.JWGS.com. Call Jean at 310-476-

4154.

6600
Personal Services

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING

Comprehensive Dissertation Assistance

Theses. Papers, and Personal Statements

Proposals and Books
International Students Welcome Sir>ce 1985

Sharon Bear. Ph.D. (310) 470-6662
www.Bear-Write com

30V6n ISG in classified display

206.3060

6700
Professional Services

A FREE SESSION
PSYCHOTHERAPY/COUNSELING for de-

pression, anxiety. obsessior>s. post-lraumat-

k: stress, etc. Couples/Individuals Crime vte-

tims may be eligible for free treatment. Call

Liz Gould(MFC#32388)©310-578-5957 to

schedule free cor^ultation

ATTENTION MBA, LAW, MEDICAL
SCHOOL APPLICANTS! Fmstrated devel-

oping your crucial personal statements? Get
professional help from well-known au-

thor/consultant 310-826-4445. www.wlnning-
personstatement.com.

CREATIVE EXPERTISE
MBA & OTHER
PERSONAL

STATEMENTS,
RESUMES

Personalized, professional assitance. Writ-

ing, editing, dissertatton fomnatting. tran-

scribing Ace Words.Etc. 310-820-8830.

DIGITAL VIDEOGRAPHER w/Canon XL1
$200/day Also digital editir>g, graphic design
available. Located in Westwood. 310-478-

6484

FIND ROOMS &
ROOMMATES ONLINE

The Napster lor roommates. Free to view
and place ads. Immediate Online Results.

wwweasyroommate.com

FORMER ENGLISH TEACHER w/ Masters
from U-Chicago. edits/word processes dis-

sertations, proposals, screenplays, personal
statements, resumes International students
wetoome Winslow's 310-829-€171.

HEAD SHOTS $99
SITTING PLUS digital file for unlimited

prints!! Westwood location Call Jennif-

er 310-575-6638.

NOTARY PUBLIC Bilingual services avail-

able Spanish and English Commission
#1277297 Commission expires Sept. 17,

2004 310-820-7113

7000
Tutoring Offered

**ENGLISH EXPERT
DOES WRITING IN ENGLISH make you
crazy? Assistance in basic skills to major re-

search paper completion. ESL experienced.

310-839-9933/Adam.

7400
Business Opportunities

$500-1000/MONTH P/T
Seeking motivated students for marketing in-

ternet, cellular and long distance accounts.
SerkKis inquiries only. Call for rec. info:888-

432-4890.

AAA TUTOR'S CLUB EARN IMMED. INCOME
100% Home-Based Business w/NYSE Tele-

com. Serious earning potential No experi-
ence necessary Work P/T from home.

www^lbgib.comAunger

ONLINE MARKETING
Learn the truth about online marketing!

http://hopclk:kbank.net/fK)p.cgi?mvp777/

bigdogs

A HOME TUTORING service for all subjects,

grades K-12. Lowest pnces guaranteed! For .

more information call 310-444-0449.

AMERICAN HUSBAND (currently college in-

structor, MBA Wharton, UPenn) and Korean
wife (UCLA Grad, middle school teacher) will

patiently tutor English speaking and writing.

310-559-0123.

_ MATH TUTOR
-for regular weekly appointments, all T5v5I5~

$30+/hour. Trig/Pre-Calculus, Calculus, Al-

gebra, Geometry UCLA Math BS. Graduated
honors. Jonathan:31 0-850-8849. 323-734-

8321.

PHYSICS AND MATH ,
Math/Physk;s major/student offers tutoring (n

physics and math at all levels. Contact Sina:

(310)989-1491 orsina40ucla.edu

RESEARCH PAPER TUTOR 4.0 grad and
published wnter offers private tutoring sen/k:-

es. 213-390-3331.

WRITING TUTOR
Kind and patient Stanford graduate. Help
with the English language—for students of

all ages/levels. 310-440-3118.

7100
Tutoring Wanted

TUTORS WANTED
AFTER-SCHOOL FOR grades K-12, in BH,
WLA. SM areas. Education majors and/or
graduate-level (in any field) a plus. $11.25-
15/hour. Call The Tutor's Club: 310-444-
0449

RN OR DENTAL STUDENT for MD office

near Beverly Hills on Saturday AMs or P^T
Top salary. Call 323-939-2111

BARTENDERS
• Earn $100-$200 a day
• 2 waak training & Job

Placamant included
• it's r«ol a Job -It's a PARTYIM

National Bartenders School
1 (JH)0) fi.^fi - MIXX (G4y<J)www ii.iti<>ii.ill).-irti'M(lf>rv..coni

7600
Child Care Offered

$$$ LOW PRICES $$$
WONDER YEARS PRESCHOOL run by
UCLA grads. Ages2.5/6years Two large

play-yards. Open 7:30-5:30 Close to UCLA.
310-473-0772

7700
Child Care Wanted

COMPUTER TUTOR
FOR IMPROVING beginning general skills

One hour a week. $20/hr. Near UCLA. Call

310-839-3692.

EXCEPTIONAL
TUTOR-$25/HOUR

PHYSICS AND CALCULUS TUTOR for high

school senior. 6-8 hours/week. Need trans-

portation, close to UCLA. Hours flexible.

$25/hour. 310-207-7339. 310-794-7525

NEED TUTOR for 1 ly/o to help w/ homework
and exams. 10-min from campus. $10/hr.

310-901-6400.

TUTOR-CAD NEEDED Design/Buikj Con-
tractor needs instruction for CAD software.

Robert 310-260-9900.

'mm 7200
TypiiUj

THE TYPING GUYS: Get your papers done.
Fast and cheap. Pk;k-up and delivery avail-

able. $12/hr CaM 310-827-2777

WORD PROCESSING specializing In thes
es. dissertations, trar^scription, legal, psych,
resumes, fliers, brochures, mailing lists, re-

ports 310-828-6939.

rSTJTT

^ $12/H0UR
WORK AT HOME PARENT needs assistant

Now-June 15. MTW. r>eed person 2/3 days,

3-6PM. Safe car, run errands, pick up two
kkjs. Summer much more fiours availjUile.

310-399-3518

AFTER-SCHOOL CHILD CARE/DRIVER for

2 kids (10413). M-F. 3-7pni. Bel Air. Must
have car/references Elizabeth: 310-472-
9920 evenings/fax 310-472-9178. Start

Immediately.

CHILDCARE/DRIVER
Help with homework, supervise play. for2-

boys ages 9-12 T.W.F, 3-6pm. English

speaking. Own car w/insurartce. Ctose to

UCLA. 310-470-2047. .
•

CHILDCARE/DRIVER
Mon-Fn(1-5pm). occasional weekends.
Possible full-time summer. Driver/chikJcare

for 4 and 6 y/o girts. Female preferred Must
have exc. drivir)g record/insurance. S.M.
area. $10-$12/hr. 310-452-6262.

ENERGETIC. FUN BABYSITTER NEEDED
for' 2 kids 7&4. Flexible hours. Tuesday,
Thursday, Frkjay afternoons and Saturday.

Some eveoings/travel possible Must have
experience/references. Call 310-393-4054.

EXCEPTIONAL P/T BABYSITTER WANT-
ED: For 2 exceptional young chikJren. We
are seeking a highly reliable person who is

loving and has a sincere interest in chiW de-
velopment Experience w/Kids 4 own car a
must 1-2 evenings/week plus 1-2 weekend
days $l2/hr. Fax resume 4 references to

310-454-3994.

FEMALE BABYSITTER for 20-month yr.old

girt. 4-10hrs/wk Must have car and referenc-
es and experience w/chifdren, Ctose to
UCLA $9/hr 310-205-0903

employment
7400-8300

MARY POPPINS TYPE
Weekend nanny/housekeeper needed 3
weeknights 7am Sat-9pm Sun. Bel-air.

Experience and references required. Call
310-889-18'IO

DispItT
206-31''

Daily Bruin Classified

7700
Child Care Wanted

STUDENT NANNY
Child development education required for

toddler. Expenence necessary CPR training

bonus. Approximately 20 hours/week Fax
resume to:310-394-9447 between 9-6PM
only, daHy.

7800
H(;lp Wanted

$$Get Paid For Your
Opinion8!$$

$15-$125 and more per

7800
Help Wanted

A PERFECT STUDENT
JOB!!!

AFTERNOONS DURING SCHOOL. Fulltime

during Quarter Breaks and Summer Vaca-
tions! Wori( at the most famous tennis shop
in LA. Wori< expenence not necessary. Mini-

mum pay $7.50/hr. "String for the
prosf'Westwood Sporting Goods 1065 Gay-
ley Ave. 310-208-6215.

Earn

www.money4opinions.com
per survey!

ACCESS TO A COMPUTER? PUT IT TO
WORK! Up to $25-75/hr. PT/FT.
www.EamEZbucks com. 888-715-4646

$l^-$23/HR BRIGHT ENTHUSIASTIC peo-
pte to tedch SAT prep and ALL Academic
Subjects. Transportatton required We will

train. Flexible hours. Send or fax cover let-

ter/resume, including test scores (SAT, GRE,
etc.) to ACE Educational Services. Attn:Bar-
ry. 9911 W. Pk:o Blvd. Ste.PH-K. LA. CA
90035; Fax:310-282-6424. Positions avail-

able throughout LA and the Valley

$1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL Mailing our cir-

culars. No experience required. Free infor-

mation packet. Call 202-466-1639.

Admin Assistant for

prominent Westside
art gallery

Train now-F/T by August. Must be fluent in

Spanish, detail-oriented. $10-12/hr-t^commis-
sion. Fax resume:310-586-1712.

ADMIN ASSISTANT F/T position in Beverty
Hills. Micrcsofi Office a must. Email resume
employment ©saybrex.com or fax 310-278-
0038. More info 310-278-2750

7800
Help W;jiit(;d

ATTENTION STUDENTS
AND FACULTY

Need Help Seeking information regarding
apartments at 527 Midvale. If you are aware
of any complaints made to Midvale II Apart-
ments management regarding sIkJing glass
doors or balcony heights, landlord tenant dis-

putes, or tenant complaints at Midvale II

Apartments, please contact: 1-800-935-4844

AWESOME EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNI-
TY!! Part-time customer service position.

Flexible hours and excellent pay at $ll/hr
Call Rachel today at 310-479-3355

BEACH CAMP SUMMER JOBS! Coun-
selors. Lifeguards, Craft Director; worit
w/toddler-teens at Private Beach Club in SM.
Call Andrea:31 0-395-3254
TBC210©aol.com

^ENERGETIC PEOPLE
NEEDED!!!*

Busy Valley, Hollywood, or Santa Monica
office needs energetic people Bonuses'
310-395-7368

•MOVIE EXTRA WORK* Beats all jobs. Start

immediately. Great pay. Fun/Easy. No aa^y
fees. Program for free medical Call-24/hrs
323-850-4417.

A MANAGEMENT
TRAINEE

New offices opening. Independent Capital

Management. Inc (ICM) one of the nations
Premier and Fastest Growing financial serv-
ices CO (INC500) offering securities through
SunAmerica Securities Inc. (NASD.SIPC)
announces immed. openings in our So. Cal
Offrces. We're tooking for career oriented in-

divkJuals in search of rapid advancement
and complete training in the investment fiekj

with an industry leader. Top payouts, medi-
cal benefits. 401k match, conferences, stock
options. 1-800-600-2620. www.icmfinan-
cial.com

ADMIN/SALES
East Indian Arts 4 Antiques importer needs
asst. Computer literate. Light bookkeeping
Nice museum-type atmosphere. 310-559-
3826. Fax resume 310-559-3829.

ADMINISTRATION
ASSISTANT

Organized person required for busy Santa
Monica office-errands, filing, phones, etc.

Must have car Salary negotiable. Must be
available for B;30am start. emaU;
jacWeCnewsonacousllcs.com

AMBITIOUS
WRITERS
WANTED!

Online magazine seeks writers/photogra-

phers/editors to cover movies/TV. music,
r)ighUite. internet, you get experience, ex-
penses, partnership. info®p-d-n.com. 310-
989-3114. www.p-d-n.com/writers.

BEVERLY HILLS AUTO DETAIL shop needs
hard-wort<ing, fast-paced, agressive people
to handle top-notch cars. No experience re-

quired Flexible hours. Ozzie:31 0-859-2870

BIOLOGY MAJORS
WANTED

TEACH CHILDREN BIOLOGY using live an-
imals. Enthusiastic personality, teaching
skills and own transportation are a must. An-
imal handling experience preferred. $9/hr.

Call 310-392-5909. www theanimal-
guys.com.

CAMP COUNSELORS needed for local

summer day camp. Beach/aquatic experi-

ence in swimming, surfing, sailing, or jet ski-

ing a plus Competitive salaries. 818-996-
4780

CANTONESE SPEAKING research assis-

tant wanted Part time, flexible hours.
$15/hour 818-990-8301

^Sr- Imagine ^^^

Dont get stud in a lease thfe summer
Subkyour^)artment!

Advertise in tlie Summer Sublet Guide.

T'he Daily Bruin Summer Sublet Guide is a

special feature designed to help customers

advertise that their apartment is available for

subletting. It can also be used to find apart-

ments. A Sublet Guide ad runs in the Daily

Bruin for 4 days as a regular line ad and 1 day

as a display ad. The display ad appears on

Wednesday, while the line ad appears on any 4

days adjacent to the display ad date. The price

to run a Sublet Guide ad is $40.00 per week.

Contact the Daily Bruin today to listyour

apartment in the Summer Sublet Guide!

P.S. Don't forget to ask about our guarantee!

to advertise

CoRtod:

Doily Bruin Classified Une

118 Kerckhoff Hall

310.825.2221

Fox:

310.206.0528

E-moik

classifieds@media.uda.edu

impflilantJatesL_

Pvbftcotioii Dat«s:

Dispkiy ads: 4/18, 4/25, 5/2, 5/9, 5/16,

5/23,5/30,6/7,6/11
Line ods: Any 4 days adjacent to the

dispkiy od dote.

Deodines:

Mondays at 12:00 Noon

Classifieds

825-2221
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HIV Testing & Counseling

For detailed information, see ad on page 06

Visit \\\o A-

Ciri cif:ipoinff

" vvt.'bsite for more information, request

rifrnent or obk a liealth related question-

wvvVAstudenthealtlvucla.edu

or call 825-4073

ucia Ashe Center

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZI F

ACROSS
1 Hog
4 Data holder
8 Take-:

acknowledge
applause

12 Juicy fruit

13 Two-piece cookie
14 Appointed
16 Italian river

17 Exact duplicate
19 Upshot
21 To and -
22 Large twg
23 Mongrels
25 Cathedral area
27 Cherish as

sacred
31 Wretched
35 Soft drink

36 Toll

38 Rigg or Ross
39 Clarinet's kin

41 Raring to go
43 Grad
44 Lumps of day
46 Green fmrts

.
48 Exist

49 Biker's need
51 Amenities
53 Elevator guy
55 Ry high
56 Business-letter

at)br.

59 Zero
61 Spooky noises
65 Mostly
68 Not in hartwr
69 Boca —
70 Theater award
71 Laced shoes
72 Cooped up
73 Uke Felix Unger
74 Drain

DOWN
1 Madenrwiselle's

father

PREVICXJS PUZZLE SOLVED

w 1 T T Y A P Is O

Q

G O OIn]
A D O R E L 0|D P A R A B
Y O G 1 S M O L E L A R A
S L A V E 8 H A R E N S

DSO SOD
B N AH R 1 MEH u Bb A T

o R O B C A f R 1 N G E
H O TWIA T EIRIHIEA tIe R S
M O R A L

19
COIWIL N E T

S P E N T 16 D Eob!
DOS QOS 1

M U S

i

u L A a H u N c H
WE N T D 1 M E A V E R Y
AG U E O V E N T R E A D
R AJM P s E N D S E D G E

4-17-01 ® 2001, Urttad Feature Syndicate

2 Reming and
Ziering

3 "Sesame Street"

character
4 Belief

5 Nest-egg inlts.

6 Vassal
7 IHooded snake
8 Actress

Sherkian
9 They could
cause diseases

10 Melville novel
1

1

Shed tears
12 Links standard
15 Change the

color of

18 'Excuse me!"
20 Lie in wait

24 Underhanded
person

26 Ground cover
27 Period
28 Titled one
29 Thread holder

T

30 — Marbles:
old sculpture

32 — Lama
33 Get

accustomed to
34 Gals
37 Writer Sinclair

40 Alberta's capital

42 Rebound
45 Gel
47 Scorch
50 Minuscule
52 Bones, to Fido
54 Garfunkel's

partner
56 Spring mo.
57 Sink feature
58 Head, in Paris
60 Oil job
62 Everest

locale

63 hiang on to

64 Crestfallen

66 It's a blast!

67 Spy org

Displa

206
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7800
Help Wanted

CERTIFIED PERSONAL
TRAINERS/

FRONT DESK HELP for LAs most popular

health club. For more information call Giu-

seppe 323-658-6999.

7800
Help Wiuiled

7800
Help WiintecJ

7800
Help WniiltKl

COFFEE STORE BUSY CENTURY CITY
LOCATION Flexible, PT/FT hours Will tram
310-396-4737

COMEDIC WRITER
Looking for comedic wnter needed for a fe-

male comedian Should have stand-up
comedic material Female preferred P/T
$10/hr 310-236-1184 leave message.

COUNSELORS AND
INSTRUCTORS

in art, swimming, nature, video and ropes
needed by Tumbieweed Day Camp Must be
responsible, energetic and enjoy Working
vi^tth children 310-472-7474

CP SHADES
CP SHADES, national women's clothing re-

tailer&manufacturer based in the Bay area is

interviewing for FT/PT sales in its Santa Mo-
nica locatk)n CP Shades offers challenging,

exciting environment, highly competitive sal-

ary, vacation, health&dental, a free outfit

every month, and a generous discount. Best
of all it's the chance to work for a friendly

growing company that makes clothes that

you will want to own. Fax resume 310-392-

0586 or come by 2937 Main St. to apply.

CRUISE LINE ENTRY LEVEL on board po-
sitions available, great benefits Seasonal or

yea r foynd C»M -fof t^^ 323-644-? »02

M) Ex-fKtieticv \eit-sstiry
Men. Wdiiien, childirn. :ili a^ifv si/»

nia-, W ^j|n^ (>.innierdal.s • .MaRa/jnfs

f<iri>ersi>nal tulen'ieii call win

310.659.7000

FAMOUS PERSONALITY WANTS bright
student fast on your feet with car and in-

surance Helping with Office/Errands/Typing.
Pari time. $8/hr 310-205-0226

FEMALE MODELS
NEEDED

Immediate work for 18 yrs-f, all races, all

ages, adult internet, video modeling.
$100/hour. Get your own website. 818-694-
2687. janiero©att.net

FREE AUDITIONS
MODEL^ALENT AUDITIONS lor men/wom-
en/kids lor upcoming tv shows, commercials,
magazines, and movies. No experience
310-360-1240.

Welcome Back to Spring Quarter!
We have spring & summer positions available.

FLEXIBLE

FUN GUIDE
$20/hr, 4-»^hrs/weekend Take quality indi-

vidual to see fun LA sites. Ethical/profes-

sional, captivating look and style ideal:

PO Box 38247, LA 90038.

FUN SUMMER
Swimming, horses, beaches and more
www daycampiobs com

www.cruisecareers.com.

CSO OFFICE
ASSISTANT

GIRLS wanted at exclusive social club in

WLA Conversation and dancing. 18-^ years
old Flexible hours. Earn top $$$. 310-313-
2989.

Office assistant needed to work Tuesday &
: • Thursday 10-4pm at our Westwood Police

Station Starling rate $847/hr Must be a
UCLA student vy#&t least one yr remaining

4 Training provided for clencaland public rela-

tions duties For details call 310-206-5473

GOOD SALES PERSON. No cold calls.

Hourly plus commision Great room for
growth. 310-476-5076.

CSOs NOW HIRING
Do Good and get paid. Pay $8.47 to

$10 65/hr. Must be a UCLA student w/U
academic years remaining with valid driver's

license Web wwwucpd.ucia edu/ucpd/cso.

Email cso@ucpd ucia edu. Phone. 310-
825-2148

DAY CAMP - SUMMER
Seek staff w/summer home in or near the
San Fernando or Conejo Valleys. Oxnard.
Simi, Malibu misc. Instructors & General
coyns. $2750-3500-»- for summer 888-784-
CAMP www.worttatcamp com

DAY CAMP
COUNSELORS

Pali Camp now hiring enthusiastic coun-
selors! Summer fun includes: jet skiing,

amusement parks, beach days, paintball and
more! 19 and up. Call Jacque: 310-477-
2700x14.

GRADS, SENIORS, GREEKS-Career Op-
portunity with NEW DOT-COM Account Ex-
ecutives to foster Long-Term business rela-

tionships Nationally People-Persons. High
Commissions. Call 310-901-8446.

$8.34

/HR.
PLUS
BONUS

'^Convenient

Scheduling

(Mon.-Fri.

evenings &
Sat.,Sun.)

^Build Your

Resume

'Speolc Directly

to Alumni
** We ore on

equal opportunity

employer

Call Sandin forAppointment

3 1 0-794-0277
V email

GREAT PAY!
SEEKING PERSON with good English and
drawing skills 310-836-1038

GROUP TUTORS WANTED K-8th Grade. 3-

7 pm, Monday through Friday $11 and up
per hour 323-937-7737. F/T summer posi-
tions available in July-Aug.

JEWISH HEBREW
And Sunday Schools need teachers. Good
Jewish education and love of children de-
sired. Alice Fasman:323-761-8613

OFFICE MANAGERMSSISTANT2CEO.
Growing Biotechnology Company-West-
wood. full-time, flexible hours. Need:excel-
lent telephone skills, detail-oriented, ad-
min/comp skills, science interest preferred.
Benefits/advancement. FaxRes2Andrew
310-475-1533.

1083 Gayley Ave. 4th

callcenter@support.ucla.edu

LIBRARY JOBS. Shelving and other stacks
duties. 12-19 hrs/wk $6 83/hr to start
STUDENTS ONLY apply at Young Research
Library Rm 11617 or call Antigone Kulay
310-825-6982

PfT DAY CARE ASSISTANT needed for Fri-

days 8-5:30pm. Some ECE or CD units pre-
ferred and experience working w/pre-kinder-
garten children. 310-459-0920

P/T employment available to UCLA students
in 24-hour on-campus hotel. $7.83/hr Apply
at 310-825-2923 or http://www.ho-
tels.ucla.edu

DAY CAMP
Summer Swimming, beaches, horses &
nrrore. wwwdaycampjobs.com.

DAY CAMP-SUMMER
Seek staff w/summer home in or near the
San Fernando or Conejo Valleys, Oxnard,
Simi. Malibu. misc. Instructors & General
couns $2750-3500-i- for summer 888-
784-CAMP www workatcamp com

LICENSED Residential Facility needs 1 re
creation driver. 3 direct care staff AM/PM
night Fax resume to 310-450-4240

LIFEGUARDS
Certified LG's Start afterrxwns 5/7. Summer
position Get paid to get (re)certified. Mature
18+ and good swimmer Beautiful canyon
setting Tim 310-472-7474. Fax resume 310-
476-7788.

PART TIME RECEPTIONIST WANTED
Westwood dnving school Call for informa-
tion. 310-824-4444

DAY-CAMP COUNSELOR & Arts&Crafts
specialists Summer/PT. $9.80/hr. June-
August Stoner Park in WLA, 310-479-7200.
or fax resume 310-445-1764.

DRIVER WANTED Must have clean DMV.
Call Nationwide Wholesale We are a ship-
per of fresh cut flowers. 310-230-0811

.

EARN $20/HOUR -* receive 50% off. Own
Nextel cellular phone! World-wide, wireless,

and platinum club Contact Emeka ASAP at
310-628-8113.

ENTREPRENEURS
WANTED

Mart<eting group seeks motivated enthusias-
tk: indivkJuals Work 4 hours/week and make
$500(Vmonth Ideal lor students 310-281-
1138.

LOSE UP TO 30lbs IN 30 DAYS! All-natural,

doctor recommended. Guaranteed! Free
samples Call Now 310-358-6161

MAKE MONEY BY SMOKING Attractive f

smokers for special video project Good pay
Call toll-free at:888-280-6886

MALE MODELS
Have a great face or body? GET REC-
OGNIZED in Playgirl-style publications Must
be 18-24. Beginners weteome. Highest im-
mediate pay w/headshots. PakJ screen test

Jeff©213-748-4555ext Ml, jwhite©ou-
nique.com

MARKETING
SALES/TRAINING for Mexfco-USA impor-
ting company Pay $10-15/hr Full time
Spanish helpful. Business major preferred.
Good experience Fax resume 310-854-
6287 or E-mail: salesOthepaintedde-
sert.com.

PART-TIME assistant to busy litigation attor-
ney needed ASAP Must have excellent
Word ProcessingAorganizational skills

Flexible-hours. Pay DOE. 5-minutes from
UCLA. 310-446-8656.

PASADENA AREA SUMMER DAY CAMP
now hmng energetic and responsible people
for counsekjr posltwns. Looking for group
counselor, lifeguards and wranglers Spend
your summer outside making new fnends
Call TOM SAWYER CAMP 626-794-1156 or
www.tomsawyercamps.com

PAY IS $11/HR
WANTED FOR SHERMAN OAKS (25 min-
utes from UCLA campus) pension actuarial
oHk:e for 20+hours per week+full-time sum-
mer: two (2) high achiever students in Ac-
counting. Math. Econ. Business for Pension
& Acturial Admin; one (1) feartess student
with good nrwrtteting skills lor telephone^ in-
person martteting pension services to ac-
countants, pay is $11/hr for each job. Fax
resume & DPR to 818-769-4694 Call 818-
769-4600 any Q's.

PERSONAL ASST
FOR BUSY UCLA PROFESSOR Seeking
UCLA student to do shopping, errands, filing,

telephones, and very light housekeeping'
Must have car. flexible schedule. $12/hr 15-

20 hrs/wk. 310-206-9082.

RETAIL CLERK
Technical bookstore. BNi Publk^ations. Inc..

a leader in technical publicatrans for the con-
struction industry, has immediate part-time
positions available at its WLA location
$7/hour starting. Flexible hours, convenient
location near 405/10 fwys. Call Rk:hard:310-
474-7771 or fax resume:31 0-474-6863.

Retail- Walking Co.
Come Grow With Us

Purveyors of technically advanced comfort
footwear, ctothing and accessories are ac-
cepting applications for F/T-P/T SALES and
MANAGEMENT CANDIDATES Hour-
ly+commission. Locattons throughout So
Calif. Fax resunr>e 949-766-8216 Attn: Dist.

Mgr For additional info call Dan©310-493-
7904

REWARDING/FUN
Summer Swimming, beaches, horses &
more www.daycampjobs.com.

SUMMER CAMP
COUNSELORS

Decathlon Sports Club Located in Palo Alto
6/25-8/17. $78-$92/day. 9am-4pm. camp-
job Oyahoo.com

SUMMER DAY CAMPS
San Fernando or Conejo Valleys, Oxnard.
Sinni. Malibu. Misc. Instructors & General
couns. $2750-3500+for summer 888-784-
CAMP, www.wortcatcamp.com.

SUMMER DAY CAMPS
San Fernando or Conejo Valleys. Oxnard,
Simi. Malibu Misc. Instructors & General
couns. $2750-3500+ for summer 888-784-
CAMP www.workatcamp.com

SUMMER JOB
GRAD/UNDERGRAD Psychotogy.educatlon
or speech to be a camp aide for a special
needs child. 6/25-8/25 Valerie:8 18-907-
0367.

SALES POSITION available lor internet e-
commerce company Salary+commission
Call 310-234-0784. Fax: 310-234-0786.
Email: JobsO electrobuycom

SERVERS &
^^ ASST MANAGER
SERVERS AND ASSISTANT MANAGER
needed. Great pay Flexible hours Call-310-
275-7770.

SUMMER JOBS!
The Marcia Israel Day Camp is now hiring

Senior and Junior Counselors and an Art
Teacher for Sumnr>er 2001. Spirited, energe-
tte. patient, experienced candidates who love
wort<ir>g witti young chiWren shoukJ call 310-
445-1280 ext 150.

SUMMER JOBS! WEST Los Angeles day-
camp hiring energetk: counselors, lifeguards,

and specialists. Call Tiffany at 310-399-
2267.

SPORTS MEDICINE
MARKETING/BOOKEEPING. MEDICAL
BILLINGmECEPTION, PHYSICAL THERA-
PY Sports medical clink: now hiring for the 3
above positrons Full-TJme. Will train 310-
587-0044.

EVENT STAFF/
SECURITY

For sports, concerts. TV shows, conven-
ttons 18-f with clean background Great job
lor students You pick your assignments.
213-748-7223

MUSIC COMPANY
Needs AAR, martteting. publk%, productton
people, kwking for versatHe diverse indlvklu
als; paid positkxts/intemships available fax
resume to:818-753-8633

F/T OFFICE ADMIN.
French wine import/dist company s^ks of

fwe admin assistant Computer skilled, high

pace environment, multi tasking Fax re-

sume 310-516-6770

Classifieds

825-2221

NEED TO MAKE SOME FT $$$? Will tram
and sponsor auistant broker PM wortt

Guarantee^bonus. BH olfce. Call Neil 800-
450-7585.

RECEPTIONIST WESTWOOD LAW OF-
FICES Fridays 9-5. $8/hour. Can do home-
wort<onjob. 310-470-3373.

RESPITE COMPANION
$10-$12Air DOE-PT/FlexIble hours ProvWe
respite for families witti children ¥wtth devef-
opmental disabMilies PakJ training provkJed
Toll free info 877 924-2220 E-mailrokel
lyOiaba com Fax:310-649-3109 Visit us at
www.iaba.com

SUMMER AT THE
BEACH AND MTNS

FUN WORK WITH CHILDREN IN THE OUT-
DOORS 7 week day program, 2-weeks
Sierra Sleepaway June 25-August 24 Ex-
perience witti chiWren and water activities

$330+bonus/week. Call 310-826-7000 or
www.SierraAdventureCamp8.com

SUMMER CAMP
DIRECTOR

Pnvate Beach ChJb seeking experienced
Head Coach to supen^isa social and recrea-
tk)nal activiites for cWkJren ages 3-14 years.
Salary commensurate with experience Con-
tact Dale:310-454 1391 or Fax resume:310-
454-2266.

SUMMER SPORTS
CAMP COUNSELORS

Prime Time Sports Camp is now hiring for

summer 2001 Sports background and ex-
perience wort<ing with children required
9:30AM-3:30PM. M-F 6/25/01-8/31/01. WLA
and Palisades Peter:310-288-4l32.

SWIMMING INSTRUCTORS at client
homes $20-$24/hr Strong lesson-teaching
experience with small cNWren. Summer em-
ployment. Call John 618-781-7676 ext. 1.

TRANSLATION CO In Santa Montea needs
truely bilingual offfce assistant/editor w/ex-
cellent English and Spanish skillsAcomputer
expertise P/T-F/T Fax resume 310-260-
7705, call 310-260-7700 extll.

UCLA CAMPUS
TOUR GUIDES

Now Wring for 2001-2002 school year 6-10
hours/week At SB^hour Appl«attons avail-
able at 1147 Murphy Hall Due 4/20/Dl by
5PM.

NEUROLOGY LAB seeks full-time lab assis-
tant Experience with Cell Culturing, staining,
counting, microscope required. Fax re-
sume

:
3 1 0-267-2477
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7800
Help WjiiUcmJ

UCLA RECREATION
SUMMER CAMP JOBS

GREAT MONEY! GREAT TIME! We need
energetic people to be summer camp coun-
selors. Pay is $7.38-$11.00/h.r Morning, af-

ternoon, all-day shifts available Call 310-
206-1787. Applications available at John
Wooden Center.

8itOO
Apartments for Rent

BRENTWOOD Large single $750/mth 858
South Grandville. Upper, part<ing, laundry,

yard/garden. No smoking, no pets 310-454-
4754

8itOO
Apartments for Rent

WESTWOOD APT walk to UCLA, 1 bed
room/1 bath, utilities included, pool & laun-
dry Short or long, term lease ^1200/month
310-208-3797.

8700
Condo/Townhouse for Sale

NEAR NATIONAL AND SEPULVEDA: Beau-
tiful 2bdrm/2bth co-op apartment w/separate
dining room On quiet, landscaped grounds
Asking $199,000. 818-986-6870

VET TECHS
Needed for busy a animal hospital in Culver
City Call Oscar at:3l0-559-3770 or fax your
resume at:310-559-9447.

HOLLYWOOD
PENTHOUSE

4+4, West Hollywood adjacent. Sundeck,
great views, central A/C, Jacuzzi tub, pets
weteomed. Roommates welcome. $2 900
323-882-8002

WESTWOOD contemporary guest house
Patio, quiet neighbortvjod. bright yard $550
310-395-RENT www.westsiderentals.com

WESTWOOD guest house. Refrigerator,
quiet neighborhood, near UCLA, beautiful

residential area $1,125. 310-395-RENT
www westsiderentals com

8800
Guesthouse for Rent

Tuesday, Apri II 7, 2001 23

9500
Roommates-Private Roon)

WESTWOOD: Large Ibdrm/lbth available in

2bdrm.'2bth apt. Cable/DSL/pari<ing avail-
able May-Dec, negotiable 5 mm walk to
UCLA $700/month 310-208-2908

WANT RESEARCH EXPERIENCE before
you apply to med/grad school? Clinical trials

group needs research assistant B/V/BS re-

quired. Fax 310-268-4397.

WANTED PART-TIME NANNY/DRIVER for
two young children. 2 afternoons per week
$10 per hour. Approx. 8 hours per week
Need car 310-442-4644.

MAR VISTA bnght guest house. Refrigerator,

stove, huge kitchen, overlooking beautiful
landscaped yard, parking included, molnth-
lo-month. utilities included. $685. 310-395-
RENT. www.westsiderentals.com

PACIFIC PALISADES guest house 1 bed-
room, 1 bath, private, quiet, mountain view,
ocean view, near ocean, pari<ing included
$1,125 310-395-RENT. www. westsideren-
tals.com

WESTWOOD private room, refrigerator,

stove, parking included $585. 310-395-
RENT www.westsiderentals.com

BEVERLY HILLS GUESTHOUSE
Ibdrm/lbth Full kitchen Walk-in closet
Beautiful backyard. Parking Near UCLA
$1300/mth. Negotiable. Diana at 310-859-
9288

WESTWOOD TOWNHOUSE unfurnished, 2
bedrooms. 1.5 bath, cat okay refrigerator,

stove, hardood floors, pool, parking included
$1,295. 310-395-RENT. www.west-
siderentals.com

WANTED: People who want to lost weight
310-884-8746 24 hour message:

WLA FINANCE CO Recently named 43-rd
fastest growing co in America by Inc maga-
zine, seeks motivated individuals to assist
account executive w/lead generation via
telephone for our lease/loan products to
businesses. Fun environment Salary $10-
$12/hr+bonuses Fax resume 310-737-1974
or email sieves ©alliancecap.com

WORK from home in the US or in an interna-
tional business. 24 hour message 310-884-
8748. ».

PALMS DUPLEX 1 bedroom, refrigerator,

stove, quiet neightborhood, yard. $700 310-
395-RENT. www.westsiderentals.com

WESTWOOD VILLAGE 1 -BEDROOM
$1400; 2-BEDROOM, 2-Bathroom $2000; 3-

Bedroom, 2-Bathroom $2900; Pari<ing, l-

year lease, no pets, 10943 Roebling. Avail-

able 7/5/01. 310-471-7073.

8900
House for Rent

WEST LA/RANCHO PARK 3 bdrm/lbth
Complete remodel, hardwood floors, fire-

place, all appliances, large yard, fruit trees,

great neighbors. 2 car garage. 3 miles from
UCLA. $2500/monlh. Available May 15 6
month minimum lease 310-202-6822

WESTWOOD Seeking roommate to share
2bdrm/2bth Own room. Luxury hi-nse on
Wilshire 24-hr doorman. Rooftop pool&ja-
cuzzi. Spacious Available ASAP 310-441-
0175.

9600
Roommates-Shared Room

Spring Quarter
WESTWOOD. 437 Gayley "Pink Palace."
Share bdrm/bth w/1 male All ammenities.
DSL. Also available in summer $500/month
310-208-3578

8000
Internships

RADIO SALES AND PROMOTIONS lor
group of LA radk) stations: Intern needed to
assist former Brum w/daily tasks. School
credit required Please call 818-295-6590

URBAN VISION ENTERTAINMENT TEMP
p/t. Movie mari<eting paid/class credit possi-
ble. Wori<ing with publk:ations. radio, etc.

Exp preferred. 323-292-0147

PALMS Single apt from $575, 1-bdrm $695.
$600deposit 1-year lease only Stove, re-

frig.carpets, vert, blinds. 310-837-1502
leave message 8am-5pm only

PRIME WESTWOOD
Beautiful 2bed/lbath French style unit in 4plx
with old wrid chrm, high ceilings, hwd fl, brbr
cpts, w/d. tons of light. 10532 Eastbome
Brian:310-291-3531 $1900. Contact:Brian
b_mesic©yahoo.com 310-291-3531.

SANTA MONICA 1)2BEDROOM/1 5Bath
TormtiousB. Wasnar/Oryer, Dishwasher,
Fridge, Microwave, Garage, $2500 2)1 -bed-
room, 500sq/ft. Stove. Fndge, Washer/Dryer.
Utilities included, garage. $1100. 310-450-
0828

WESTWOOD VILLAGE: Large 1 -Bedroom,
$1500. Hardwood floors, fireplace, parking,
1-year lease, no pets, available 6/17/01. 925
Gayley Ave. 310-471-7073

WESTWOOD walk to campus private room,
refrigerator, stove, dishwahser. balcony,
hardwood floors, carport parking. $550 310-
395-RENT. www.westsiderentals.com

WESTWOOD 2BDRM/2BATH. $1450 AND
UP TILE KITCHEN, STEPDOWN LIVING
ROOM, HIGH CEILING CHARM 1 MILE
SOUTH OF WILSHIRE. SOME W/BAL-
C0NY.3 10-839-6294.

9000
House for Sale

HOUSE WANTED
A 3 or more bedroom house to buy near the
UCLA campus Contactdhollander© rei.edu

PERU 28ED/2BATH 984 square ft House
in beach town 30 minutes south from Lima
$16,000. 213-625-0525.

GAYLEY NEXT TO UCLA large room to
share in 2bdrm/2bth. pnvate condo. Fully-

furnished, balcony garage, non-smoking fe-

male only $500/month. 310-208-7748.

WESTWOOD-Gorgeous Wilshire Apartment.
Need roommate to share huge bedroom, in

2bdrm apartment with two students. Avail-
able now! 5 min from UCLA Students Pre-
ftered. $5a5/mo. Call 310-927-3293

8300
Volunteer

HOTLINE VOLUNTEERS NEEDED by the
Suicide Prevention Center Excellent volun-
teer opportunity Next training starts May 5.

Please call 310-751-5330 (Culver City).

SANTA MONICA apartment, pet okay refrig-

erator, stove, patio, hardwood floors, bright,
newly remodeled, partdng. $900. 310-395-
RENT wwwwestsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA craftsman guest house
Refrigerator, stove, high ceilings, quiet
neighbortiood. utilities included, very bnght
$1,050. 310-395-RENT www westsideren
tals.com

WESTWOOD Across UCLA, upscale, one
and two bedrooms, full-kitchen, air condi-
tioned, partying, one year lease, 445 Land-
fair Taking reservations. 310-824-1969.

SANTA MONICA FURNISHED BACHELOR:
Kitchen facilities, partying, porch, private en-
trance. 22 blocks from the beach
$745/month. 310-450-6526

SANTA MONICA furnished, private room,
patio, hardwood floors, fireplace, walk-iri
closets, W/D, quiet neighbortiood, bright
$550. 310-395-RENT.
www.westsiderenta Is com

SANTA MONICA furnished, private room,
private bath, patio, commuter apartment
Utilities included. $325. 310-395-RENT
www.westsiderentals.com

housing
8400-9800

b. ^

8^t00
Apartments for Rent

•WESTWOOD VILLAGE, MIDVALE N. OF
LEVERING LARGE 2-BDRM APT. GAR-
DEN VIEW, DINING ROOM, UNIQUE.
CHARM. FRONT AND REAR ENTRANCE.
310-839-6294*

1-MINUTETOUCLA
1 Ixjrm w/deck. furnished, bright, clean, se-

curity entrance, large closets, pool, lyr

lease. $1300/mo. 310-824-1830.

2 BEDROOM
^ WESTWOOD
; CLOSE TO
^ EVERYTHING

Bright, oheertui, spacious, rerriodeled, close

to shopping, UCLA. transportatk>n. Pool, pa-

tio, quiet. 310-475-2594.

2&3BDRM. LARGE, bright, view. Microwave,

oven, refrigerator, dishwasher, washer/dryer

in unit. 21 -ft. Jacuzzi on roof Walking dis-

tance to UCLA 310-475-0807.
1 " '

' - .
...

516 LANDFAIR. On Bk)Ck from UCLA. Large

single with parking. Large kitchen, bakxxiy

$1095/month. 310-824-0011

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ 142BEDROOM
$895&UP. LARGE. UNUSUAL CHARM
SOME SPANISH STYLE W/HARDWOOD
FLOORS ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS.
310-839-6294

BRENTWOOD beauWuf apartment. Walk-in

closet, laundry, refrigerator. $635 310-395-
RENT www westsiderentals com

BRENTWOOD. LARGE STUDIO APART-
MENT/Guesthouse Private deck. Will earn
entire rent in exchange for 25 flexible

hours/week of grading 2nd grade papers,

running errarxls. cooklr)g Friday night and
Sunday night dinner. 310-472-8215 even-
ings..

Classifieds

y25-2221

SANTA MONICA HOUSE 2 bedrooms, patio,
hardood floors, pantry, bright, carport part<-
ing $1,425. 310-395-RENT
www.westsiderentals.com

* PALIVIS •
4BD. 3BA + LOFT TOWNHOME. FP.

CErfFRAL AIR/HEAT. GATED
GARAGE, SEC ALARM. CAT OK

3670 MIDVALE AVE.

$2395/MO
2BD. 2BA TOWNHOME. FP.
CENTRAL AIR/HEAT. GATED

GARAGE. SEC. ALARM. CAT OK
3614 PARIS DR.

$1395/MO

* MAR VISTA *
11913 AVON WAY. $1295/MO.

1 1 748 COURTLEIGH OR. $1 295/MO.

(310)391-1076
C^»nHouse7Daysa Week 10 - 4 PM .J

SANTA MONICA studio, refrigerator, stove.
Winds, walking distance to beach, partcing
included, month-to-month, utilities included
$630. 310-395-RENT. www westsideren-
tals.com

SANTA MONICA unfurnished. 2 bedrooms,
cat okay hardwood floors, laundry, partdng
included. $1,211 310-395-RENT. www.west-
siderentals.com

VENICE 2 bedrooms, 2 baths, dishwasher,
balcony parking. A/C. walk-in closets
$1,250. 310-395-RENT www.westsideren-
tals.com

WESTWOOD. Walk to UCLA. 2bdrm/2bth.
gated part(ing, rooftop spa. quiet building,
accepting reservations for Summer and Fall

$1895-$2275 512 Veteran. 31 0-208-2655

WILSHIRE CORRIDOR LUXURY-APAR-
TMENT. Furnished studio. Jacuzzi, sauna,
gym. close to Westwood. No kitchen
$890/mo 10660 WilsNre Blvd. 310-358-
8700 or 3 10-503-7227

WEST LOS ANGELES unfurnished. 2 bed-
rooms, large dosels. yard, partdng included,
month-to-month $720. 310-395-F^ENT
www,westsiderentals

.com

WLA. $945. Ibdrm. patio, new carpet, no
pets 11980 Nebraska #8. Open. 310-459-
4088.

WESTCHESTER apartment Pet okay 2
bedrooms. 1.5 bath, dishwasher, bateony
fireplace, very large, partdng. $875. 310-395-
RENT. www.westsMerentals com

WESTWOOD
ACROSS FROM UCLA

Spacious, bright 1 and 2bdrm apartment
Hardwood floors, large closets, laundry,
partdng. Ibdrm with patio available mid-May
for $1400 2bdrm $1850 available July No
pets. 310-234-8278.

WESTWOOD
RESIDENTIAL AREA

Ibdrm/lbth apartment downstairs in beauti-
ful Westwood home w/private entrance Ap-
prox.. 600 sq.ft. Pool pnvileges negotiable.

$950/mlh including all utilities. Available
4/15 Call 310-446-1353

WESTWOOD
WALK TO UCLA

Spacious, bright 2 and 3bdrm apartments
Quiet buiWIng. hardwood fkx>rs, large ctos-
ets, laundry, partdng Available one year
lease in August. No pets. 2bdrm $1850
3bdrm $2600 310-234-8278

WLA. 2-bedroom, 1-bath, hardwood fkx)r.

hardwood ceiling, $1450. New stove and re-

frigerator 310-476-0026

WLA 2bdnTi/1bath upper-unit near Saw-
telle/Olympic. 1-car Garage. W/D hookups.
Avail May 1. 11362 Missouri Unit B (corner
Purdue) $1200/month. 310-478-8801

WLA/PALMS
APARTMENT RENTALS
CALL 4 FREE LISTINGS

AND SPECIALS
Bachelors/Singles—some w/utilities paid,
pool, gated. $895 and up. Ibdrm $895 and
up. many w/fireplaces. luxury and more
2bdrm $1395$ 1595. many w/dishwashers,
bateony A/C and more. Call for free list-

ings10-278-8999.

8600
Coitdo/Towrihoijse for Rent

VENIC6 2 bedrooms. 2 baths, dishwasher,
balcony partdng. A/C. walk-in closets
$1,250. 310-395-RENT www westsideren

-

tals.com

WEST LA Female Roommate needed in

2bdrnV2 5bth condo Gated, underground
partdng. washer/dryer in unit, partially-fur-

nished. Jewish female preferred.
$800/month+utiMtles. 310-478-5677

WESTWOOD 1bdrm/1bth>toH (can be sec-
ond bedroom) Furnished. $2250/mth. 310-
231-7877 ask for llan

9200
Housing Needed

NEW MEXICO PROFESSOR seeks sabbat-
ical furnished sublet apartmerM or house for

one female Aug -Dec. Westside or Valley
Contact at cyee@nmt.edu

TWO UCLA GRAD STUDENTS seeking
West Los Angeles summer sublet One Bed-
room. 5-6 month range. Email ecelebo-
glu© yahoo.com.

WESTWOOD. 1-2 person needed to share
room in 2bdrm/2bath luxury condo on
Wilshire Partying. Low rent. Pool. Jacuzzi.
Tennis courts. Eric-3 10-475-34 13 pager
310-915-2611

WESTWOOD Atrium Courts Strath-
more/Gayley Share one bedroom pent-
house apartment with one male.
$760/fTK)nth Beg. August. Can; 310-8241:
6322

9300
Rooni for Help

MOTHER'S HELPER in exchange for room.
Shop/cook for family 8-10hrs/wk. 1-2days
No experience. Time arranged. Pertect for

grad student. Val 310-471-1671. evenings
best.

9^00
Room for Rent

BRENTWOOD: Attractive, quiet home. Fur-
nished, huge private bath. Wood floors. Ca-
ble, fridge/microwave. 1.5miles UCLA. Near
bus. Available 6/1 310-472-4419

HUGE TWO-STORY
MEDITERRANEAN

HOUSE
with rooms to rent! Share gourmet kitchen
Great residential area of Mar Vista. Ocean
view. Starting $725 to $890 per room/month
310-398-7937 ask for Pat

WESTWOOD. Female to share furnished
bedroom in spacious 2bdrm. Nice area, 5-

min to campus $395/obo. Avail now-August
(time negotiable). 310-801-4197

9700
Sublets

437 GAYLEY Pink Palace Beautiful
2bdrm/2bth, w/2balconies. trench doors,
spacious, 3 underground parking spots, par-
tially furnished Late June-8/31 $2150/mo
Please call Julie or Silvia at 310-824-5542

475 GAYLEY: Clean and courteous female
to share room for Summer Session A. Great
location, parking included $490/mth. Joanna
310-824-5621

APARTMENT SUBLET. $1080/month. Large
1-bdrm, furnished Near corner of Landfair
and Strathmore. walking distance to cam-
pus. Contact James 310-824-9766.

SPACIOUS, SUMMER APARTMENT
3bdrm/1.5bth. Pool, fun balcony 4-5 sublet-
ters. preferably female, males okay
$430/mth-dependent 424 Landfair Ave
Apt 1. 310-824-2942

SUMMER SUBLET. Large 1 bedroom
apartement for 2-3 people. 1185/mo Pari<-

ing. Laundry Balcony Sfrathmore/Levenng
310-208-6875

Large room4rent. 1/2 block to beach, wash-
er/dryer, kitchen privileges, utilities included,
1 .5 baths. $680/month-K$180 security depos-
it. Call 310-581-9215.

PRIVATE ROOM FOR RENT Westwood.
7mins to campus. Available May 8 Part<-

ing/laundry/dishwasher. Huge living/dining

area, spacious balcony $680/mo. Mimi
310-234-2880.

SUMMER SUBLETS
NEEDED

Law firm seeks furnished westside, South
Bay Pasadena sublet. Only from May-Aug.
No share situations please. Include cross-
street. Leave detailed message at 213-680-
8589

SUBLETTING 1 private bedroom for Spring
& Summer. Great Westwood location- 1 block
to UCLA. April-August 30- $450/mo Call
Tiffany 310-824-4664.

WESTWOOD Close to UCLA Private room
w/bath. pnvate entrance, non-smoking male,
references. $500/month. including utilities

310-794-7851.

9500
Roommalcs-Private Room

BEVERLY HILLS PROFESSIONAL FE
MALE to share beautiful condo with graduate
student. $800/month. No pets Leave mes-
sage:310-273-7707.

VETERAN/SANTA MONICA Room in a
2bdrm+1 5bth furnished apt Middle May-
Aug (neg). $600/month. Female preferred
Call Slavia at 310-473-8439

WESTWOOD. 437 Gayley Spacious apt
w/balcony gated partdng. Walk to campus
and Westwood 3bdrm/2bth. June 15-Aug
29. Single&shared rooms. 310-824-3610.

9700
Sublets

0' Melveny 8 Myers LLP

Law Firm
Needs summer sublets
If you»afe interested in

sublefling your furnished apt

please email
dates available.

address.
fenf, and amenities fo

sharper@omm.com
or call (213)430-6539

1)

SUBLETS WANTED
Downtown law firm seeks ftilly ftimished sublets for visiting law

students from May through September. Students stay in Los Angeles

from 6 to 1 1 weeks. Please send information regarding your sublet

to Maria at inicheIiiil@fiito.coni. Remember to include the

following information. Rent, Location/City, Dates Available,

House/Apt/Room, # of bedrooms/bathrooms, Amenities

(Fumisl]ied/Unhimished, Air, Pool, Parking, Convenient to Bus, etc.)
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KARP
From page 28

how to pitch. Joe, a former

Washington State standout and minor

leaguer in the Kansas City Royals

organization, was a scout for the

Chicago White Sox for more than 10

years. Joe flies from his home in

Washington to each of his son's games

to track each pitch and critique his per-

formance.-

Then there is Karp's present coach,

Adams, who has done everything pos-

sible to keep Karp healthy Although

the Bruins, who are 24- 1 2 overall and 6-

6 in conference this year, could benefit

from having Karp throw into the late

innings, Adams has held his star to a

strict pitch count in efforts to save his

arm.

Only one time has Karp thrown

more pitches than the number desig-

nated before the game and Adams still

regrets allowing him do so. It was in a

contest last year against Arizona State

and Adams was convinced by a mem-
ber of his coaching staff to keep the ace

in.

"I didn't like myself (afterward),"

Adams says. "I was not really proud of

my decision. I'll never do that again.

We've always been famous for taking

care of our pitcher's arms. We want to

win, but that's what our bullpen's for."

'The draft is ...like

getting married. But

keeping the marriage

together is what's hard."

Joe Karp

Father of UCLA's Josh Karp

The latest addition to Karp's team is

former Major League pitcher Scott

Sanderson. Sanderson is serving as

Karp's advisor and will represent him

as his agent once it comes time to sign

with a pro ballclub.

"He's not doing it for the money,"

Karp says of Sanderson. "He just

wants to give back to the game."

That, of course, is questionable, but

Karp points to how Sanderson

dumped the Chicago While Sox's

Frank Thomas from his list of clientele

when Thomas made outrageous con-

tract demands during spring training.

"These are high-integrity people,"

Karp says. "I trust them."

Karp, however, doesn't expect all to

go smoothly once he leaves school. He
describes pro ball as "cutthroat,"

adding, "You always have to watch

your back. It's a business."

His father agrees.

"Getting d.'afted is the easy part,"

Joe says. "It's after that that's the hard

part. The draft is like an event. It's like

getting married. But keeping the mar-

riage together is what's hard."

So until Karp joins the desolate

world ofthe professional ranks, he'll be

enjoying his last quarter at UCLA.
"These are the best days of our

lives," he says.

Sitting in front of Ackerman Union

watching people pass by, he spots a girl

he recognizes and whistles.

"Hmm," he says. "I know her. I

guess she didn't see me."

He shrugs, gets up and heads into

the building.

"Lunch time," he says.

BASEBALL
From page 28

year and will be making his eighth

pitching appearance of the season.

So far he sports a modest 3.18

ERA with one loss and one save.

Janssen has struck out 16 and given

up just seven walks, but he knows he

is facing one of the better teams in

the nation.

"They're ranked pretty high," he

said. "They're a good ballclub with

a couple of All-Americans.

"

Janssen is talking in particular

"about Shortstop Bobby Crosby, who

was also Baseball America's pick

for Big West Conference Player of

the Year. Crosby is hitting .312 with

six doubles and four home runs. He
also has seven of the Dirtbags' 51

stolen bases this year.

Outfielder Jeremy Reed leads the

typical run-and-gun 49er attack with

19 stolen bases in 24 attempts. He is

hitting .318 and is a constant men-

ace on the base paths.

"My goal is to play my own game
and get ahead in the count," Janssen

said of his plan to stop CSULB. "I

just have to pitch and net concen-

trate on how good they are and just

go after them. If! can do that, hope-

fully good things will happen."

Janssen will be supported by a

Bruin offense that, despite recent

stagnation, has kept up its end of the

bargain throughout the year. As a

team, UCLA is hitting .305, led by

designated hitter Brian Baron with

an even .500 average. Shortstop

Josh Canales is second on the team

with a .358 average, followed close

by catcher Josh Arhart with a .343

clip. All three batting averages are

higher than the top Dirtbag aver-

age. But Long Beach's strength has

always been its pitching.

"They always have deep pitching

so even their midweek pitchers are

pretty good," Adam Berry said.

"Since I've been here they've always

been tough games."

The Long Beach pitching staff

has 253 strikeouts compared to just

122 walks, and has held opponents

to a .267 average.

The game is important for the

Bruins because RPI rankings at the

end of the season help decide which

teams make the playoffs.

"(The game) matters a lot

because our record in the Pac-IO

isn't so great, so our midweek
games get our RPI increased,"

Berry said. "We've got to get a

wm.

KARON
From page 26

must be generated spontaneously.

UCLA designated hitter Brian Baron

leads the nation with a .500 batting

average and we in the sports section

cannot seem to come up the proper

moniker. If you have any ideas for a

guy who goes 2-5 and has his batting

average drop, please send them in. i

will be sure to take full credit for your

brilliant ideas.

JThose who want to nickname Karon can.

"^send ideas to gidnthater@yahoo.com.
"

We need fast starters for a fast-growing industry

It's one of the hottest growing areas of technology, and now
you can be part of It. According to the Gartner Group, the

application service provider (ASP) nr)arket will see tremendous

growth—from less than $1 billion in revenue in 1 998 to $23

billion by 2003. At Frontcra Corporation, we're leading the pack

by providing the best customer facing web-based software

solutions to help Fortune 1000 companies build loyalty and
value. If you're a great hunter, and enjoy cold calling,

teleprospecting^and networking, then you'll be successful In

executing sales strategies and assisting In closing new business.

If you're a self-starter who enjoys the challenges of developing

new sales channels In an entrepreneurial, start-up environment,

then Frontera Corporation is the place for you. Why not join us

and take part in this phenomenal growth opportunity?

Find out more by attending
our on-campus informational session on

April 18
at noon in the Career Services Center.

Or visit our website at www.Fronteracorp.com and

send your resume to salescareers@Fronteracorp.com
We offer excellent compensation, benefits, and a great work environment.

i;

i;
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JrOG.com
^ . ,. A student \o^\^ "gift registry

Let fe people who rare about you lighten the load.

CELLULAR Accessories
• CAR CHARGER jjfe
• LEATHER CASE ^^
• HANDS FREE "EAR BUD"
ommmm BOTH Hums-

Each

SI/PEffmm P4CK4GES

BUY ANY BUY ANY

LIFE TIME WARRANTY

TWO THREE

(S7^"7^) 91 O
OR VISIT US AT \A/\A/\A/.elefDhnnt\A/irGless.com
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W.TENNIS
From page 27

said.

Hawley had won her first set

6-0. but McKenna and the

Cougars would not be beaten so

easily.

"She played better in the sec-

ond set," Hawley continued. "I

probably rushed a bit.

"In the third set I had control

but she crept back in."

McKenna took the third set

defeating Hawley 0-6, 6-1. 7-5.

"Stacy (McKenna) had an

awesome performance."

Washington State Head Coach
Cari Groce said.

"I was a little worried when
she was down because she does-

n't do well when she's behind.

When I saw her pumping herself

up, I knew that things were
about to go our way.'"

With the losses. No. 38

UCLA drops to 5-16 overall, 2-5

Pac-IO. UCLA's next match is

Friday at 1 :30 pm against Cal at

the LATC.

XFL
From page 27

with short passes and well-timed run-

ning plays. He found receiver Darnell

McDonald with a 15-yard touchdown

pass to reclaim the lead. Maddox hit

McDonald again moments later to

convert the two-point play and give

LA. a 17-10 lead at the break.

In the third quarter, the teams

exchanged field goals. McCullough,

who finished with 164 yards,

advanced downfield to set up a 48-

yard field goal from Jose Cortez.

"We knew with the type of defense

they were going to play, we'd have to

be able to run the ball," McCullough

said. "Coming out D-Mac
(McDonald) was like, 'The game is on

your shoulders, you gotta run the ball

like hell.'"

Chicago closed to within 20-16

early in the fourth, but then

McCullough broke free around the

left end on a 44-yard touchdown run.

Chicago continued to threaten, dri-

ving inside the Xtreme 20-yard line,

but L.A. cornerback Clifton

Abraham intercepted McDougal at

the 12-yard line, then bobbed and
wcaved on an electrifying 88-yard

touchdown return to ice the game and
send LA. to the championship.

McDougal threw three costly inter-

ceptions and couldn't gel a touch-

down for the Enforcers.

The Xtreme are wary heading into

Ihc game with the Demons.

"f told our team we're playing the

best two out of three (with San
Francisco), only this time we're play-

ing for all the marbles," Head Coach
Al Luginbill said, referring to L.A.*s

two previous meetings with the

Demons. LA. lost 15-13 on opening

weekend, but ended the season with a

24-0 win over the Demons last week.

"Anytime you start the season you
want to be playing al the end," said

Maddox, who finished 18 of 24 for

171 yards and Iwo touchdowns.
"Since I left UCLA, I've never had a

shot to go play a game, and no mailer

what the outcome, go play the next

game. (The most fun) has been play-

ing the game, getting to play week in

and week out. We got one more.

We're not done yet."

M.GOLF
From page 28

next four of five shots.

"I had two bad holes in a row and

then I mentally lost it," he said. "I was a

mental midget for the next four or five

holes."

There was a bright side to the tourna-

ment - three of the five golfers made a

huge improvement from the first two

rounds on the first day to the third

round on the last day. Tied for 32nd

going into the third round, Merrick shot

a 5-under-par 67 to tie for 1 1 th at 210.

"I didn't make any mistakes, and I

just played real smart," he said. "I think

I got some good breaks in the last

round."

He had six birdies, one bogey, and

shot par for the rest of the holes.

The morning of the final round,

Johnson said Head Coach Brad Sherfy

told the team they could no longer

alTord any mistakes.

"Coach was like, 'This is a big day.

We need to shoot the numbers and we

just gotta beat these guys if we want to

go to Regionals,'" Johnson recalled.

"And so a few of us pulled it out."

He shot 69 in the third round, mov-

ing from 69th to 41st place (216 total).

Junior Parker McLachlin shot 71 in the

third round to move from 52nd place to

41st with Johnson. Freshman Steve

Conway finished in a tie for 76th (221)

and freshman Roy Moon placed 103rd

(231).

The team did pull through by beating

Oregon State. In District 8, the Beavers

are No. II. IfUCLA beats Oregon State

in the next two tournaments, it would

help the Bruins keep their current rank

and get a spot at Regionals.

Their finish follows the pattern the

team has set all year - that of being dis-

satisfied with their play when it was

over, and of being certain they haven't

yet played up to their potential.

"Not all the guys on the team were

playing their best," Merrick said. "I

think we could've done a lot better."

Next up for the men is this weekend's

U.S. Intercollegiate tournament at

Stanford.

LUNCH SPECIAL
$4.99

• RICE • SALAO • SOUP
• CHICKEN TERIYAKI or

•FIRE BEEF

•VEQETABUTEMPURA
• 2 PCS. CAUFORNIA ROLLS

DINNER SPECIAL
$5.99

• RICE • SALAD • SOUP
•CHICKEN TERIYAKI or

•FIRE BEEF
• VEGETABLE TEMPURA

• 3 PCS. CAUFORNIA ROLLS

W^ B
91 1 BROXTON AVE / LECONTE
WESTWOOD VILLAGE
310 208 7781 ^iA^^pt^

JAPANESE FOOD
KOREAN FOOD
SAKfc BOMBS

WHEN THE MOMENT
/ STRIKES

to the
Eminem

ccMicertyou
cant goto
because of
^^idterms"
during 9th

\^':

94,

fZ^^%\ WHY QAnAJ^lE?
Xc>Li IVIiLilil L

Westwood's
Original Barbershop

Complete Services for Men & Women
JO years in Westwood

1061 GayleyAve.
Next to Breadstiks

No Appointment Necessary
208-6559 & 208-9681
8 am to Late Night

NAIL and

SHOE SHINE

SERVICE

AVAIUBLE

STUDENT SPECIAL ^Ur- $12.00

WWW.RTKL.COM
complimentary
consultation

your**

and

specicfe
have in common?
every Wednesday
and friday you can
sell them all in the

Daily Bruin*s

'ads for Heme over $200 are $2^

Deliver Brilliant Results
1 ,.—.—_^

EBPOM's Best Tpavel Htxmi

.14CillltPlll8
70Clllei.ftWM*VlimM

. Diir ti Ow Hwtil BMkm irt DrtP Oft ServlCT

Fliilkli l^ivil Pill

• till, CMlrtilli, AirONItliMi I tiilii Frii Ciicfeit

- •— - F«, llflPBIIIvi Ol iMfi Ripi

For » FREE lipocliupe

anil {looking inlnrmalion
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KARON
. From page 28

Christian Horned Frog is actual-

ly a lizard, the Stanford Cardinal

is a tree, and there has to be some
mistake with my native UC Santa

Cruz claiming the Banana Slug.

Perhaps some teams take on
nicknames that will put their

adversaries off guard. There is

something comical about saying,

"We're going to do battle against

the mighty Nimrods" as oppo-

nents of Watersmeet High

School in Michigan have done
for years.

If playing the Nimrods doesn't

set a team up for defeat, I don't

know what will. Except, of

course, the Sweet Briar College

Vixens, who come from Virginia

and will seduce you into giving

up the big one.

Team names clearly do not

determine the outcome of a

game. How could a pair of Red
Sox, no matter how powerful or

odoriferous, ever defeat a raging

Tiger? Or imagine a cute little

Cubbie taking down a big bad

Giant (of course, the Cubs never

really take down anyone). As lit-

tle effect as a team nickname has

on a team, the opposite is true of

the individual.

Being lagged with a moniker is

a coming of age for athletes. All

the great ones, and even The
Great One have them. Some are

Magical, some Sweetness, and
others, well, let's jUst say others

are Mookie (that's Blaylock and
Wilson).

Some athletes are born need-

ing nicknames. With apologies to

those named Eldrick, Lawrence
and Ebby Calvin LaLoosh, as

Annie Savoy says in "Bull

Durham," "Honey, you need a

nickname." Some guys just

weren't born with sports names.

That explains why a profes-

sional basketball player would
call himself " Bimbo," as a man
born Vernell Coles has done. Or
maybe that inspired a baseball

player named Calvin to call him-

self "Pokey" Reese.

Some athletes have interesting

stories behind their nicknames.

Tiger Woods, who legally

changed his name from Eldrick

recently, received his moniker
from one of his dad's friends who
was a soldier in Vietnam. Catfish

Hunter enjoyed fishing, and was

hooked with the name before he

knew what hit him. Satchel Paige

was given his name because his

feet were the size of suitcases.

Which reminds me, try to

remember the name Toe Nash, a

19-year-old (also with big feet)

from the sugarcane fields of

Louisiana who is going to make
noise in the Devil Rays organiza-

tion.

Some nicknames, such as the

Galloping Ghost (Red Grange)
and the Splendid Splinter (Ted

Williams) are majestic. Others

are far from fiattering. Boxer

Chuck Whepner was called the

Bayonne Bleeder, and third base-

man Ron Cey was dubbed the

Penguin because of the way he
waddled to first base.

Tennis star Chris Evert was
called "The ice Maiden." The
never-clever Jim Rome called

Rams quarterback (and should-

be Hall of Famer) Jim Everett

"Chris," after the aforemen-

tioned tennis standout. Rome
should have been nicknamed
Carl Lewis after the way he ran

from an irate Everett after that

episode.

Some nicknames are purpose-

ly given because they don't fit an

Daily Bruin Sports

athlete. How many of us had

large men named "Tiny" as

teammates? Ty Cobb was any-

thing but a "Georgia Peach," and
I still can't figure out why my
baseball team called me "Noodle
Arm." Maybe it had something

to with bouncing a few too many
throws from second base to first.

It's interesting to think about

who would win battles between

athletes with similar nicknames.

Hockey legend Henri "The
Pocket Rocket" Richard would

be a good match for football star

Ron "The Polish Rifie" Jaworski.

Would Gary "The Glove"

Payton fit on Rollie's Fingers?

Or could Dr. J have cured Jay

Hanna Dean's "Dizzy"ness?

UCLA opponents have vari-

ous nicknames, some of which

you might have heard. Berkeley

guard Shantay Legans has been

called "Smurf because of his

stature, but I think he looks more
like a "Webster."

use quarterback Carson

Palmer came into school as the

Great Reviver, but will probably

leave 'SC as the Lucky Survivor.

Trojan basketball center Sam
Clancy has been called Bugs,

Peter and Roger for his rabbit-

like front teeth, while Arizona

Wildcat forward Luke Walton is

generally known as "Not Even
Close to as Good as Your Father

So Thank Goodness You Didn't

Come Here."

Wisconsin cornerback Jamar
Retcher will follow Freddie

Mitchell into the NFL, much like

he followed him around the foot-

ball field during the Sun Bowl,

leading to his nickname

"Retcher the Follower."

Nicknames are not as easy to

produce as one might think. They

Sonoma stops complaining

long enough to beat UCIJ\
M.LACROSSE: Fourth-quarter

lull costs Bruins lead, game,

despite stifling ball control

ByWiNWMtehorn
Daily Bruin Contributor

The players on the Sonoma State sideline

were so busy complaining, it's hard to

believe they directed any of their attention

to their game with UCLA. Indeed, for three

quarters it looked like the Bruins were the

only ones to show up.

"Their shots are going in at like 24 miles

an hour," said one Sonoma bench jockey.

"They can't play"

Sonoma State 8

UCLA 5

See KARON, page 24

"How is that not a foul?" yelled another

coach on a routine hit.

UCLA (6-9) held the upper hand
through three quarters of its lacrosse match
Saturday at the fntramurat Field, but a

reversal of fortune at the beginning of the

fourth quarter led to a disappointing 8-5 loss

to No. 4 Sonoma (1 1-2).

• "I thought we did a pretty good job,"

UCLA Head Coach Mike Allan said. "Our
game plan was pretty much to slow things

down and possess the ball as much as we
could. We did a good job of that for three

quarters."

UCLA's ball control prevented
Sonoma's uptempo offense from igniting,

but the Cassocks' saappy defense kept the

Bruins off the scoreboard. Sonoma scored

the game's first goal on a shot by Will

Burson, and built a brief 2-0 lead after the

first quarter.

UCLA caught fire in the second quarter

when Andrew So bounced a shot in on the

Bruins' first possession to trim the deficit to

one. Moments later, another shot by Bruin

Tillman Endsley found the nel and knotted

the game at two, which remained the score

at the half.

The Cassocks retook the lead at 3-2 early

in the third, then were forced to withstand a
very busy minute. UCLA tied the game
with a shot by Josh Kube, and ten seconds

later claimed the lead when So fed Andrew
Geiss a wraparound pass that eventually

found the goal. The shot prompted a pre-

mature celebration by the Bruins and more
complaints by Sonoma. The Cassocks tied

the game 30 seconds later. The teams
remained deadlocked into the fourth.

UCLA fell into a lull at the beginning of
the fourth, and it cost them dearly. The
Cassocks rallied for three goals in the first

four minutes of the period, all but sealing

the Bruins' fate. The teams exchanged goals

down the stretdi to close the scoring.

Sonoma State Head Coach Doug Carl

reacted sharply to UCLA's game plan.

"When UCLA came out in their - 1 don'l

want to can it a "stall,' but a very deliberate

ball control offense - it makes it very diffi-

cult to play what purists would call a run-

and-gun game," he said. "Their possession

time was probably two-thirds of the game.
"(But) Mike Allan is Jin extremely smart

coach," he added. "He put together a very

good game plan for us."

Despite the loss, Allan was satisfied with

UCLA's performance.

"Goals were kind ofhard to come by," he
said. "When they put a few together in a row
it put us in a bit of a hole. Otherwise, I

thought we did a good job executing our
game plan. I'm happy with our elTort."

CAPPP Quarter in Washington Proqram

^^Internships

V^UCLA Honors Credits

^^Independent Research

^/^Scholarships

"/^Financial Aid

Open to ALL majors

INFORMATION
MEETINGS

EveryTues &Wed in April

5:00pm
4355D Public Policy BIdg

Applications due
May nth

Center for American Politics and Public Policy
4250 Public Policy Building - (3101 206-3109

http://www.cappp.ucla.edu
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Bruins fall to Washington schi

W.TENNIS: Squad's

No. 3 doubles team

provides bright spot

By Hannah Gordon
Dally Bruin Contributor

The women's tennis team
made history over the week-
end, but not the kind they

wanted. The Bruins lost for

the first time ever to

Washington and Washington
State, 4-3 in both matches.

"It's hard to lose 4-3; it's

frustrating," Head Coach
Stella Sampras said.

Washington 4
UCLA 3

Washington St.4
UCLA 3

In Seattle, the Huskies took

the doubles point as

Washington senior Kristina^

Kraszewski and sophomore
Darija Klaic upset 18th-

ranked freshman Lauren
Fisher and junior Petya

Marinova, 8-6. at the No. I

spot.

"Playing No. I is hard and

they have come across some
tough matches," Sampras
said of her lop doubles team.

UCLA's senior Jennifer

Donahue and junior

Catherine Hawley lost 8-4 at

the No. 3 position. The bright

spot in doubles was at No. 2

where sophomore Sara

Walker and freshman Mariko

Fritz-Krockow teamed up to

defeat freshman Claire Carter

and junior llona

Kordonskaya 8-4.

After losing the doubles

point, UCLA matched

Washington's strength in sin-

gles by winning three of the six

singles matches.

At No. I, sophomore Sara

Walker, who is ranked No. 17

nationally, battled

Washington's Kraszewski,

No. 8, and lost the first set 6-4.

Walker, who recently

returned from a foot injury,

came back to tie the second

set, but lost in the tiebreaker

7-6(2).

"Sara is healthy but she just

needs some matches to get

back into it," Sampras said.

At the No. 2 position,

Hawley lost 6-4, 6-4 to

Washington's Carter, ranked

No. 39. Washington's sopho-

more Colleen Gray defeated

Donahue at the No. 6 posi-

tion 6-1, 6-1.

__ Marinova. Ftshcr and
Fritz-Krockow who have all

been playing well lately,

earned UCLA's three points

in the match. Marinova,

ranked No. 84, beat

Washington's Kordonskaya
in two sets, 7-5, 6-2 at the No.

3 position.

At No. 4, Fisher rallied

from a loss in the first set to

defeat Washington's Boisclair

3-6. 6-1, 6-2.

"I just want to keep playing

like I have," Fritz-Krockow

said before the matches. She

• If

accomplished her goal as she

beat Washington's Coulter 2-

6, 7-5, 6-4 at the No. 5 spot.

After the 4-3 loss, UCLA
moved on to Washington
State where they again posted

a close 4-3 decision.

Doubles went the same as

the day before as Fisher and

Marinova were upset for the

second time by Washington

State's senior Ana Moura and
freshman Stacy McKenna. 8-

5 at the No. I spot.

At No. 2, Walker and Fritz-

Krockow again defeated their

opponents 8-6.

"Sara and Mariko just

keep getting better and bet-

ter," Sampras said.

At No. 3, Donahue and
Hawley lost 8-3 allowing

Washington State to enter sin-

gles with a 1-0 advantage.

Walker performed better

Saturday against No. 35

Perkins earning a decisive 6-4,

6-2 victory.

The freshmen continued to

shine at the No. 4 and No. 5

positions. At No. 4, Fisher

disposed of Washington -
State's freshman Zorana
Roganovic 6-2, 6-2. At No. 5

Fritz-Krockow defeated

Filipovic6-3,-7-5.

At No. 3, Marinova lost to

Moura 6-2, 6-2.

The match was tied 3-3.

and all eyes were on the No. 3

position, the only one to go

into a third set.

"I knew it came down to

my match, but I put more
pressure on myself," Hawley

See W.TENNIS, page 25

Los Angeles hopes to bring

home million-dollar payday
XFL: Xtreme to lace Demons of

San Francisco in championship

game, capping inaugural year

ByWillWhitehorn
Daily Bruin Contributor

In a football league where the cheerleaders

are clad in bikinis and the national anthem is

sung by the Easter Bunny, the most intriguing

aspect of Sunday's XFL semifinal match was,

remarkably, the football.

The Los Angeles Xtreme (7-3) put together

strong offensive and defensive efforts to stymie

the Chicago Enforcers, 33-16. The win
advances L.A. to the inaugural Million Dollar

Game, the XFL's version of the Super Bowl,

next Saturday at the Los Angeles Coliseum.

L.A. will meet the San Francisco Demons
for the XFL title and will host the game by
virtue of the Demons' upset Saturday of the

Orlando Rage, who had the best record in the

XFL this season (8-2). The winning team will

split the million-dollar prize among its players,

the XFL's biggest possible payday.
— Former UCLA standout qnarrerback
Tommy Maddox started the game on fire, com-
pleting his first three passes on L.A.'s first pos-

session before connecting with wideout
Jermaine Copeland on a 26-yard slant to give

the Xtreme a 6-0 lead. LA. missed the chance
to increase the lead when running back Saladin

McCulIough was stuffed on the conversion

attempt.

After the Xtreme defense forced Chicago
into a quick three-and-out, L.A. again drove
deep into Chicago territory. But Copeland fum-
bled Maddox's seven-yard pass at the 10-yard

line and Enforcer linebacker Chike Egbuniwe
recovered to thwart LA. The Enforcers would
drive to midfield on a screen pass to running

CHRIS BALKLEY/OailyBiuin

The L.A. Xtreme will meet the San Francisco

Demons in the XFL championship game]

back John Avery and a 15-yard spurt by fellow

back Leshon Johnson, but quarterback Kevin
McDougal and Chicago were unable to capital-

ize and punted away.

Toward the end of the first half, the Xlreme
lost a lead thai they had built to 9-3 when Noel
Prefonlaine's punt was blocked near the L.A.

end zone and Egbuniwe returned it two yards

to tie the game. Johnson's one-yard run gave
Chicago a brief 10-9 lead with 1 :45 left.

But Maddox executed the two-minute drill to

perfection, picking apart Chicago's secondary

See XFL, page 25
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The UCLA Police Department
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Community
Service Officer

As a Career]

Public Safety Dispatcher or

Police Officer

Salary—$8.47 to $10.65

Per Hour
• Bike Patrol

• Evening Vans

• Residence Hall Patrols

• Dispatcher

• Campus Escorts plus more.

• Call -(310) 825-2148

Salary—$ 2,842 to $3,413 Salary—$3,821 to $5,046

Monthly
Emergency, Police, Fire, and

Medical Dispatching.

Full University Career Benefits

3 Days, Twelve Hour Work
Schedule'

Monthly
Rewarding Career as a California Law
Enforcement Officer

Full University Career Benefits

3 Days, Twelve Hour Work Schedule

Call - (3 10) 206-8883 for information on testing and requirements for

the career positions or visit our website @ www.ucpd.ucla.edu
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If no one reads

these daily Web
promos, are they

still uproariously

funny? This deep,

philosophical

question brought

to you by:

www.dailybnjin.ucla.edu

Daily Bruin

orts The XFLs LA Xtreme, led

by former Bruin Tommy

Maddox, are headed to the

title game. See page 27.
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Playing college ball

has only increased

Josh Karp's worth

By Dylan Hernandez
^Odily Bfuin Senior Staff

Bruin Head Coach Gary Adams
has called him a "Hall of Fame tal-

Tm"
It's 1 1 o'clock on a cloudy morning and most

of the students on the UCLA campus walk

around pale-faced with eyes half shut. People

move to and from class in massive blocks, but

everyone is looking at the ground and few

words are exchanged among them, as if they

were in some forced-labor camp.

On this unusually somber spring day. Josh

Karp is smiling. He looks relaxed and, unlike

those around him, awake. Upon seeing a famil-

iar face, he lights up even more.

"C'mon," he says. "Where's the energy?"

It's no surprise that Karp is in a better mood
than his fellow students. He isn't like most peo-

ple on campus, who do nothing exceptionally

and will go through life never knowing what it's

like to be applauded by thousands of aficiona-

dos or be mobbed by groupies.

In a couple of months, Karp, a 6-foot-5 right-

handed pitcher on the UCLA baseball team,

will be a millionaire. The junior from Bothell,

Wash., is regarded as a top- 10 prospect in June's

Major League Baseball Amateur Draft.

Karp has a fastball that has been clocked as

fast as% miles per hour, a solid change-up and

curveball that drops like the XFL's television

ratings.

A preseason first-team All-American and

Team USA member for the past two seasons,

Karp is 4-0 on the year with a 2.61 earned run

average and 73 strikeouts in 58 2/.3 innings. He
has a huge frame that continues to grow and

em. And contrary to

demeanor offthe field, Karp is sav-

agely competitive on the mound.

In his three years at UCLA,
Karp has developed gradually as a

pitcher while avoiding injury, mak-

ing his decision to turn down a $2

million contract offer from the

Atlanta Braves out of high school

and come to college seem reason-

able.

"He's throwing harder more consistently,"

says Bruin catching coach Jason Green, who
was Karp's catcher two years ago. "His curve-

ball is way better. Now, it's a power curve, a

strikeout pitch. Before he was just trying to get a

feel of it."

"Josh has the ability to throw any pitch at any

count," Pitching Coach Gary Adcock adds.

"It's rare for a guy 21 years old in college."

But even when considering all that he has

going for him, Karp seems eerily calm and

loose. He speaks of everything nonchalantly,

and that includes the draft, which has become

increasingly unpredictable every year. With

signing bonuses reaching unprecedented

heights, the recent trend has been for teams to

draft according to affordability instead of abili-

ty, leaving Karp with no idea of where he'll be

selected.

Still, he talks of the draft no differently than

he does a cute girl that walks by, a history class

or his school-mandated drug test that was can-

KEITH ENRIQUEZ/Daily Btuin Senior Suit

Junior pitcher Josh Karp is a projected top- 10 pick

in this June's Major League Baseball Amateur Draft.

celled.

"It's nothing I can control," he shrugs.

When asked if he's ever distracted by the

swarm of scouts holding radar guns behind

home plate on days he throws, Karp replies,

"Oh yeah, of course."

There isn't an expression on his face, but

soon the corners of his lips start to tilt upward

and his eyes brighten.

"Don't those radar guns give you cancer?

You know, sometimes 1 wake up at night and my
head hurts.

"I swear," he continues, "if I ever get sick,

I'm going to sue baseball."

He breaks into a light laugh.

Karp believes that regardless of which team

he goes to, he'll be in the the Major Leagues - or

the "Big Show," as he calls it - within a few

years. In his mind, he has surrounded himself

with the people that will most help him get there.

First, there is his father, Joe, who taught him

See KARP, page 24

Non-conference

midweek game

to be crucial test

of Bruins' mettle

BASEBAU: UCLA focuses on

facing Cal State Long Beach's

tough pitching, strong batting

By Adam Karon
Daily Bruin Staff

The No. 29 Cal State Long Beach 49ers

will be digging for gold in the Bruins' back

yard tonight when Ihey visit Jackie

Robinson Field for a midweek non-confer-

ence game.

The 49ers, a.k.a. the Dirtbags, have five

starters batting over .300 and are riding

the crest of a lO-game win streak.

MAGGIE WOO/D*fly Bruin

"They have another good team,"

UCLA Head Coach Gary Adams.
"They're pretty well balanced."

UCLA will be hard pressed to stop a

49er team that is currently undefeated in

Big West Conference play.

Freshman Casey Janssen will get the

start for the Bruins after typical midweek
starter Paul Diaz won game three of last

weekend's series against the University of

Washington. Janssen has a couple of hits

including a home run as a utility player this

SeeBASEBAU,page24

UCLA preoccupied by Regional worries Nicknames add to color,

culture of SDorts world
M.GOLF: Poor showing in tournament

attributed to anxiety over postseason

By Pauline Vu
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

The UCLA men's golf team is starting to feel the heat

about making next month's NCAA West Regionals, and

you can .see that in their so-so performance this weekend:

13th place out of 22 teams at the Thunderbird/SAVANE
Invitational. With a score of 86.3, UCLA was just two
strokes short of tying for 1 0th place.

"We can't even sit down at dinner without talking about

how we stand against each team," sophomore Travis

Johnson said. "Last year we never even worried about it. 1

just took it for granted that we were good and that we'd get

picked."

The Bruins arc in District 8, and only the top 1 2 teams

go. Currently they're No. 10, but that rank can change in

the upcoming weeks.

At the Thunderbird the team shot horribly in the first

round. "We kinda shot ourselves out of the tournament in

the first round," said freshman John Merrick, the team's

leading scorer.

Johnson said that part of the bad play was because of

worrying about West Regionals.

"I think several of the guys arc putting a little too much
pressure on themselves," he said. "That's why 1 struggled

in the first round."

Johnson was playing well in the first round until he met

ULfHiNt r Si( WAhi

Sophomore Travis Johnson contemplates on

the green during a match last month.

the eighth and ninth holes - first he bogeyed the par-5

eighth hole, and then he snapped his tee shot into the water

on the ninth hole, double-bogeying that. He bogeyed the

SeeM.€0lF,|Mi9e25

COLUMN: Only on playing

field would Pretzels meet

Ooks - whatever those are

Nicknames are as much a part

of sports as close calls, last-

minute victories, and cor-

rupt bookies.

Nicknames

have existed as

long as sports.

In fact, a team

cannot even

exist without a

moniker, some

more clever

than others.

Imagine a

sports world in

which we
referred to __—_^_____^
teams by their

city. Before interleague play it might

not have been a problem, but how
would a headline look if it read

Adam
Karon

"Chicago defeats Chicago 7-6 in

extra innings?"

Some tearns would probably be

better off without their nicknames.

The University of Ottawa athletes are

called GeeOees. Sounds like a set of

pastel horseshoe accessories for My
Little Pony. And how about the

North Alberta Technical College

Ooks? Either the baseball team

makes a lot of errors, or someone
misspelled Oaks.

There are two high schools in

Illinois that share the embarrassing

nickname of the Pretzels. Students at

Freeport High and New Berlin High

are probably tired of hearing mus-

tard jokes and being asked if they

come salted or unsalted.

Some nicknames are ferocious,

such as the Sharks, the Pirates or the

Cougars. Others simply fail to inspire

fear (sec Anaheim Mighty Ducks or

Oregon State Beavers). Still others

just do not make sense. The Texas

See KARON, |»a9e26
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A long road traveled

Mohini Bhardwaj htis learned

discipline on hvr way to becoming

UCLA's best. SPORTS, BACK PAGE

Grossed-out by Green?

You aren't the only one. Tom Green's new
movie promises more ga^s to make you ^a^.

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT PAGE 20

www.dailvhruiri.iicla.cdu

Teen birth rate down
A leveling of teen sexual

activity results in fewer younf^

mothers. NEWS PAGE 5

UCOP calls for audit of UCLA outreach
SERVICE: Reports allege

that programs dissuaded

prospective UC students

By Scott B.Wong
Daily Bruin Staff

Amid reports that-UCLA and UC
Berkeley student outreach and reten

in their universities, the UC Office of

the President called for an internal

audit of those recruitment programs.

"(UCLA and Berkeley) were the

only places where cases were brought

to our attention," said UCOP
spokesman Brad Hayward.

Bui UCLA administrators fervent-

ly denied allegations that university

outreach programs are deterring stu-

dents from attending the school.

Ngubeni, director of the Community
Programs Office. "It would be hypo-

critical for students to tell others not

to come here while they themselves

arc at UCLA."
According to Ngubeni, all political

work takes place in Kerckhoff Hall

through groups sponsored by the

Center for Student Programming and

Undergraduate Students Association

Council.

ttoTT^oups are campaignmg to dis= "t have yet to see anything that But Ngubeni lauded the commurtP—grrafltt
__.. *!-._ J A *-_*.. J *_ ___'«_. I_»i_ * . I .1 . . f*.t m« t

to 3,000 student volunteers who par-

ticipate in tutoring, mentoring and

counseling programs. Such student-

initialed recruitment programs arc

mainly funded by a S3 mandatory stu-

dent fee.

"I'm confidcnl only good work

comes out of this place." Ngubeni

said.

Bcrky Nelson, director for CSP,

called the UCLA review a "rooPs

courage prospective underrepresent-

ed minority students from enrolling

suggests students are writing letters to

prospective students," said Tim
ty work that comes out of the Men's

Gym office, which houses some 2,000

Housing

project up

for opening

May1
CONSTRUCTION: Fac iiitL

See OITTREACH, page 10

Graduate election

will be held online
GSA: Date, method set

to raise turnout, attract

professional schoolers

By Barbara Ortutay

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

In an attempt to boost histori-

cally low voter turnout, the

Graduate Students Association

will hold its elections online this

year.

The elections - which will

begin Thursday and continue

through next Wednesday - have

been moved up to accommodate
law students, who normally take

their finals during the time GSA
elections are held,

GSA President Martin Griffin

said online elections are an exper-

iment to see if they can generate a

higher voter turnout, especiajly

among students in the profes-

sional schools. The election date

was moved due to complaints

from law students, who are on

the semester system. Griffin said.

Graduate students will be able

to vote by logging on to their

My.UCLA Web site.

The only candidate for presi-

dent is Charles Harless, who has

worked for GSA since 1999. Vice

president external and vice presi-

dent internal - the two other

elected positions - each have two

candidates running.

According to his candidate

statement, Harless hopes to

improve graduate student life by

focusing on housing issues,

improving relationship between

students and departments, and

advocating for more diversity

among graduate students.

Emily Kwong and Alain Dang
are independent candidates for

vice president internal and vice

president external, respectively.

Along with Harless, Dorothy

Kim and Thomas Johnson are

also running on a slate, simply

known as Slate A. They are run-

ning for VPl and VPE, respec-

tively. Kim is this year's VPl.

Currently there is one referen-

dum on the ballot, but at least

one more might be added if it's

approved at tonight's GSA
forum.

The referendum, which passed

last year but failed to go into

effect due to low voter turnout,

would increase the quarterly

GSA membership fee by $1.50.

Even if passed by a majority,

GSA ballot referenda require a

minimum 10 percent voter

turnout to take effect.

The fee hasn't increased since

the mid-1980s, according to

Griffin.

To see the candidates' statements

and other information about the

elections, log on to

httpy/gsa.asucla.ucla.edu

No fretting

UANILl. WONG

Christopher Ahn, a first-year nnusic student, works on his cello

technique in a practice room in Schoenberg Hall Monday.

would give grad students

on-campus living option

By My Yen La

Daily Bruin Contributor

Opening bids to construct the

only on-campus housing facility for

single UCLA graduate students is

scheduled for May I.

Though construction is on sched-

ule. Director of Office of

Residential Life Alan Hanson said

the timeline for completion of the

project is preliminary, and that

groundbreaking won't begin until

summer at the earliest.

"Until a bid is awarded and a

contractor is accepted, we don't

know what the schedule is," he said.

"Time is our biggest hurdle."

Despite the unclear time frame,

UCLA Housing hopes to complete

the first phase of construction by

fall 2003 and begin the second phase

in 2005 or 2006.

The 15-acre housing project on

Veteran Avenue is expected to pro-

vide 2,000 bed spaces, of which

1.360 spaces will be available for use

upon completion of the first phase

of construction.

"We expect it to fill immediate-

ly," Hanson said. "It'll be a signifi-

cant recruiting tool for our graduate

students."

The housing units will feature a

mixture of studios and shared two-

bedroom, two-bathroom apart-

ments. Every graduate student will

have a private bedroom.

Utilities, cable television and
Internet connections will be provid-

ed, as well as shuttle services to cam-

pus.

The project will also feature a

common facility, with recreational

and exercise rooms, computer labs,

multipurpose rooms and a conve-

SeeGltADUATE,page8
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ONUNE: 'Groundbreaking'

agreement will put student

media on Web at lower cost

By Noah Grand
Daily Bruin Reporter

in an attempt to expand student pub-

lishing, UCLA Student Media is investing

in programs which will put student-run

media on the Internet at one-tenth the cost

of print alternatives.

The UCLA Communications Board

has given $47,000 to an area called "new

media" that was formed two or three years

ago to establish an infrastructure that

would make it easier for students to put

media online, according to Student Media

Director Arvli Ward.

"This is a Comm Board area because all

media benefits from this," Ward said. "It's

a beginning, but who knows where it will

lead."

Last month. Student Media joined a

partnership with Specter Interactive AS, a

major Scandinavian Internet publishing

company. Specter will construct a pro-

gram for Web publishing similar to the

program the Daily Bruin uses for print

publishing.

"This technology will replace all the ad

hoc systems we use now," Ward said, call-

ing the partnership "groundbreaking."

Student Media, a division of the

Associated Students of UCLA, includes

the Daily Bruin, seven newsmagazines,

BruinLife. UCLA Radio and UCLA TV.

Because of their partnership, Student

Media will not have to pay Specter for the

technology, Ward said. Specter would gain

a showcase for their products and entry in

SecMUINWALK,page12
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Israeli activist speaks

out for Mideast peace
Israeli peace activist and iconoclast

Yitzhak Frankenthal brought his message of

coexistence and reconciliation to UCLA
Tuesday with a prc*senlation stressing the

necessity for a peaceful resolution to the

Israeli-Palestinian conflict.

Krankenthal is the founder and leader of
the Parents Circle, a group of Israeli and
Palestinian parents who have lost children in

the conllict. The organization's members are

united by a common belief- that peace is the

only way to save other parents from experi-

encing similar tragedies.

During the presentation, Frankenthal
spoke of his son, Arik. an Israeli soldier who
was killed in 1994 by terrorists from the mili-

tant Palestinian group Hamas. At first.

Frankenthal said, all he could think about
was getting revenge.

But he soon came to the realization that

reconciliation with the Palestinians was the

only way to prevent such violence

in the future. "There is no other

way." Frankenthal said to the audi

ence of about .^0 people.

The Parents Circle currently boasts a

membership of 190 Israeli families and 140

Palestinian families, and it seeks to influence

the public opinion among both peoples by
launching media campaigns and lecturing in

high schools.

Most recently, the organization has
protested against the continuing discord in

the region by setting up a peace tent in Tel

Aviv's central Rabin Square and putting up
mannequins to represent each person who
has been killed since the violence reignited

seven months ago.

Hahn wants to see full

funding disclosure
Mayoral candidate James Hahn urged the

City Ethics Commission on Tuesday to require

both major political parties to fully disclose the

source ofcampaign contributions

used in last week's primary elec-

tion.

"We can't allow the political process

here in Los Angeles to be bought and paid for by

secret contributions." Hahn. testified before the

commission that administers campaign finance

laws. He is also the city attorney

He criticized Proposition .^4. the .state cam-
paign finance lav\ passed by voters in

November, saying the measure has allowed a

total retreat from conducting a nonpartisan elec-

tion in the city.

Proposition 34 allows unlimited expenditures

on behalf of a candidate by political parties and
other organizations that do not have to disclose

how much they are spending until after an elec-

tion.

Hahn. a Democrat who did not receive his

parly's endorsement, came in second with 25

percent of the vote last week. Former Assembly
Speaker Antonio Villaraigosa. who does have

the Democratic Party's support, won 30 percent

of the vote. The two Democrats will face each

other in a runoffJune 5.

Residents may lower

bills if they conserve
Los Angeles residents who reduce their

electricity consumption 10 to 20 percent this

summer would save money two ways, with a

lower bill and a lower energy rate, under a

plan approved by the Department of Water
and Power on Tuesday.

The plan, which must still be approved by

the city council, would reduce the typical res-

idential users' monthly rates by $4 if they use

10 percent less electricity than they did the

year before.

Businesses could also receive credits for

conservation but those rates would depend
on the lime of day electricity was saved.

City officials say such conservation will

allow the DWP to sell surplus electricity to

the state for areas facing blackouts. If

approved, the conservation effort would last

from June I to Sept. 30

Compiled from Daily Bruin wire reports.

Weather

Today Thusday

ACADEMIC
ANNOUNCEMENTS

WcekT

Partly Cloudy Partly Cloudy

hi: 65 low: 51 hi: 63 low: 50

Partly Cloudy

hi: 63 low: 49

Outlook:
If you get tired of sitting in the $un today,

or just get burnt easily, go inside and visit

www.dailybmin.ucla.edu where you can

find up-to-the-minute weather forecasts.

Sunrise
6:19 a.m.

Sunset
7:27 p.m.

- Reminder:

Friday, April 20, is the last day

to ADD non-impacted courses

with a $3 fee through URSA

For real-time weather, visit www.dailybruin.ucla.edu

WHArS BREWIN'

Today 11a.m.
L&S counseling

Academic Workshops
• College Honors Orientation Wksp.
* All workshops held in

_

Covel Commons 203

To sign up, call 206-6685

12 p.m.
Student Accounting Society

Anderson Business School: Getting

Your MBA
Ackerman24IO

208-2503

The Center for the Study of Religion

John Iskander : "The Making of a

Saint in Contemporary Egypt: A
report from the field"

Bunche 10383

1:30 p.m.
Burke Center for international

Relations

Speaker: Adam N. Slulberg on
"Moving Beyond the Great
Game: Agenda Contro and
Russia's Leverage in the Caspian
Basin"

Bunche 10383

825-0604
Kinsey 386

3:30 p.m.
World arts/cultures dance concert

Regents' Lecturer William Forsythe

G.Kaufman Hall -Theater 200
(310)825-3951

4 p.m.
UCLA College Library

Free concert - Classical Guitarist

Payam Larijani
. .

Powell Library Rotunda

2064219

4:15 p.m.
L&S Counseling

Academic Workshops
• Study the Environment at UCLA
* All workshops held in

Covel Commons 203

To sign up. call 206-6685

5 p.m.
Iranian Cultural Association

General meeting

7 p.m.
Undergraduate Investment Society

(UIS)

Stockpicking seminar

Doddl70

L&S Counseling

Academic Workshops
• Preparing for Graduation
• Internship and Career Preparation
• All workshops held in

Covel Commons 203

To sign up, call 206-6685

7:30 p.m.
Ruid

Bi Social Discussion Group
Kinsey 355

206-2638

Melnitz Movies & Dept. of French

and Francophone Studies

"LaNuitduDestin"

James Bridges Theatre, Melnitz Hall

(310)201-6870

see page 1 2 for details
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SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY
'Smoke Two Joints' may be bad advice

EFFECTS: Marijuana can

pose dangerous physical

risks, some scientists say

By Bimal Rajkomar
Daily Bruin Reporter

Some marijuana enthusiasts may be

in the dark as to how those "blunts"

produce a high and other associated

elTects.

Over the years, researchers have

found that marijuana produces both

harmful and beneficial elTects in the

body

"Tetrahydrocannabinol is one of 60

compounds in marijuana smoke that

have a similar chemical structure,

called cannabinoids, but it is responsi-

ble for the high," said UCLA Professor

of Medicine Donald Tashkin.

After inhaling marijuana, the smoke
is absorbed in the lungs, where it fills up

capillary beds. It is carried by the circu-

HOW MARIJUANA WORKS
The active chemical in marijuana,THC bincis to specific receptors in the brain called CBI and

affects the brain in various ways.

1. Frontal cortex: a(N<t$
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lalory system into the brain, where

most of its effects occur, according to

psychology professor Carlos Grijalva.

A burning joint is made up of two

components, the particulate and the

gas phases, both ofwhich can be poten-

tially harmful.

THC is concentrated in the particu-

late phase, or the tar, where it is

deposited in the lung or absorbed in the

bloodstream.

The gas phase is an irritant and con-

tains cyanide and formaldehyde.

"Despite common belief, marijua-

na is much more toxic than ciga-

rettes," said Professor of Medicine

Michael Roth. "The toxic elTects are

probably cumulative, meaning the

more you are exposed, the more risk

you face."

But smoking one to two joints a day

can do as much damage as smoking

one to two packs of cigarettes, Roth

said.

Because marijuana joints have no

filter and usen inhale it so deeply;

much more of the carcinogens are

deposited in the lung.

Marijuana is 10 to 20 times more
potent than cigarettes in terms of toxi-

city and carcinogenic properties, not

including the immunological effects

unique to marijuana. Roth said.

But according to scientists, the

human body produces endo-cannabi-

noids, compounds similar to THC.
"We produce endo-cannabinoids

called anandamides, which are struc-

turally different from THC, Tashkin

said. "The name comes from the

Sanskrit word meaning 'bliss.'"

Drug screening takes on new meaning
BILL Prevalence of testing

gives rise to products that

help users avoid detection

By Kiyoshi Tomono
Daily Bruin Contributor

Editorial
Arts & Entertainment; 825-2538

News: 825-2795

Sports: 825-9851

Viewpoint: 825-2216

Advertising
Classified Line: 825-2221

Classified Display: 206-3060

Sales: 825-2161

As a student athlete on the UCLA
swim team for the past three years,

Lyndce Hovsepian has become as

accustomed to the random drug test

as much as she has to midterms.

The tests, which are standard for

athletes in nearly all sports at the inter-

collegiate level, are more a nuisance

for Hovsepian than a worry.

"You have to go in between 8 and
10 in the morning," Hovsepian said.

"They give you a paper the day before

j, you're drug tested, and the next mom-
' ing you have to pee in the bathroom in

I

front of somebody."
*

J

In the world of athletic competi-

tion, bathroom monitors have

become a necessary evil to prevent

athletes from altering their urine sam-

ples before it is analyzed.

At the heart of the drug testing

problem are individuals who try to cir-

cumvent the urine drug screen for

such drugs as marijuana and steroids,

often by taking supplements,

exchanging the sample for drug-free

urine, or adding contaminants to the

test.

Hovscpain said among UCLA ath-

letes, cheating on drug tests is relative-

ly rare.

' "Most athletes are aware of the

tests, want to perform, and won't go
taking (drugs)," Hovsepian said.

"Most athletes are really clean, so it's

not a problem."

Officials aren't taking any chances,

though.

The UCLA Olympic Analytical

Laboratory, directed by Don Catlin,

is one of only two labs in tfie world

charged with testing such worid-dass

CHANGING THE TEST
Assembly bill154, proposed by George Runner ,R-LanGste^ would penalize IndMditi^'

who attempt to doctor their urine drug test (with baking soda, for example) to obtain a

negative result This bill passed the Assembly Public Safety Committee of the California

Legislature Thursday.
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This bill would provide that

any person who knowingly

manufactures, compounds,

converts, produces, derives,

processes or prepares any

substance which when
added to a drug-test

sample produces a falsely

negative result is guilty of a

misdemeanor or a felony.

Mwai
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athletes for drug use.

Of the NCAA, Olympic, and NFL
athletes he tests, Catlin said the pres-

ence of marijuana in athletes' samples

is rare.

He said tests for marijuana and
similar drugs are based on a chemical

procedure known as an immunoassay.

"Immunoassay is a screening test

that can be done very rapidly and with

a very high volume (of samples),"

Catlin said. "You just load the sam-

ples onto a moving belt sort of affair,

anda few minutes later, out comes the

answer."

C^in said the science of

imfnunoassay relies on the basic

immune responses of lab animals like

rabbits or mice, which produce anti-

bodies for a major constituent of mar-

ijuana known as Tetrahydrocanna-

binol, or THC. Antibodies, which are

made of Y-shaped proteins in series,

can then be used to identify the pres-

ence of such drugs as marijuana.

"They put together kits with these

antibodies and sonie sort of labeled

marijuana so when they run the test, if

the marijuana is in the urine, it will

inhibit the reaction and show as posi-

tive," Catlin said.

But this same specificity, Catlin

said, makes the immunoassay urine

test specifically susceptible to tamper-

ing.

"I've read about conf>panies that

make products that try to interfere

with the antibody reaction and kills

S«c TEST, page 14
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A student lights up at last year's "420" festivities in front of Kerckhoff.

Tashkin said ways to increase levels

of natural anandamides will be a major

area of research in the future.

Cannabinoids must bind to special

proteins found on cell membranes to

function properly.

"Cannabinoids bind fcT^specific

receptors, CBI receptors located in the

brain, and CB2 receptors located in

other parts of the body," Roth said.

THC acts as a key as it attaches to

receptors. The protein changes shape

when the compound binds, triggering a

chain of chemical events.

For example, if it binds in the basal

ganglia, a part of the brain, it could

affect movement and coordination,

Tashkin said.

The receptors are most highly con-

centrated in parts of the brain that

process memory, regulate emotions

and coordinate movement.

"(THC) has its major effects on the

central nervous system and acts as a

mild sedative, resulting in a sense of

tranquility and euphoria for individu-

als used to it," Tashkin said.

But those who are not used to its

effects often experience anxiety or

panic, he said.

Scienllsls at UCLA
advances to further explore the nega-

tive aspects of the compound.
According to researchers, THC can

also bind to CB2 receptors on white

blood cells leading to malfunctions in

the body's defense system.

Mice vaccinated for certain diseases

have been shown to lose their immuni-

ty to illnesses while they are on THC,
and similar effects have been with

human cell cultures.

"These cells are not able lo fight off

infections," Roth said. "Specifically,

marijuana smokers are at an increased

risk for infection."

Scientists study medical

plications of marijuana• •

THC: Drug relieves pain

comfortably, but clinical

trials not yet complete

By Dharshani Dharmawardena and
Hemesh Patd
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

In the winter of 1983, a chance

encounter with a tree changed Scott

Imler's life forever.

While skiing, the teen-aged Imler,

co-founder of the Los Angeles

Cannabis Resource Cooperative,

ran into the tree and split his head

open.

Because of the severity of the

injury, Imler developed epilepsy, a

condition characterized by seizures

and pain.

To ease his suffering, he needed to

take specific drugs like Valium, med-
icines known as barbiturates or

downers that had serious side effects.

"They kill your blood cells and
cause liver damage," Imler said. "If

you take them in large doses, you

can't do anything."

Discouraged with the drugs' side

effects, Imler then turned to marijua-

na for medicinal use. Currently, he

takes three to four "puffs" a day for

pain relief.

Because extensive clinical trials

have not been completed, scientists

must rely on anecdotal situations

such as Imler's and research trials on
animals to understand the relevancy

of marijuana for medicinal purpos-

es.

But use of marijuana is not with-

out negative effects.

"We don't know if the benefits

outweigh the (costs)," Tashkin said.

The psychoactive ingredient in

marijuana is Delta-9-tetrahydro-

cannabinol, or THC, which, is a

compound that plays a role in physi-

ological processes such as memory,
mood and appetite, according to

Professor of Medicine Donald
Tashkin.

"There are a number of potential

therapeutic uses of cannabinoids,"

he said. "The scientific basis for med-
ical applications of cannabinoids

comes from animal studies."

Tashkin said animal trials have

shown that THC reduces pain and
could lessen muscle spasms, symp-

toms of both multiple sclerosis and

epilepsy.

Because of such results, many
patients suffering from terminal ill-

nesses, such as certain types of can-

cer and AIDS, have turned to mari-

juana for relief.

Recent research conducted by the

National Institute on Alcohol Abuse
and Alcoholism found that com-
pounds in the drug increase appetite.

AIDS and cancer patients often

experience a lack ofappetite because

of the medicines they take. The sub-

stances in marijuana may be a factor

in stimulating a craving for food for

some of these patients.

For Imler, the benefits not only

include alleviation of seizures, but

also a new lease on life.

"I don't sit in front of the TV any-

more," he said. "The effects of the

(other) drugs can be debilitating."

Despite the positive side of using

marijuana for medicinal use,

Tashkin pointed out the serious

health risks associated with contin-

ued use of the drug.

He said previous research at

UCLA has shown that smoking mar-

ijuana is a significant risk for head

and neck cancer in young patients.

SeeMEDKAUpageb
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Advocates push to preserve wildlife LA. dty coundl president

dies of cancer at age 76
SPEAKER: CalPIRG tour aims to raise

awareness, prevent drilling in Alaska

by companies like Beyond Petroleum

By Michelle Kroes

Daily Bruin Contributor

With national debate over the preservation of
Alaska's wilderness showing no signs of abating, UCLA
students gathered together on Monday to hear a journal-

ist speak about keeping the land free from oil and gas
drilling.

After 14 years of visiting the Arctic National Wildlife

Refuge, a 1.5-million-acre coastal plain, Lenny Kohn
told students that there will be dire environmental conse-
quences if this land is lost to multinational oil companies.

'The refuge is the most unique, productive place I've

ever seen," Kohn said. "It is an ecosystem in its entirety,

with many diverse plants and animals."

Involved in preserving the refuge for the past four
years. Kohn has toured nationwide to raise awareness
about the issue. After completing his tour of the

Northeast. Kohn's first stop in the West is UCLA.
"Some students might ask, 'Why I should care about

Alaska when I live in Westwood?'" Kohn said. "But you
should care ... you own it. The refuge is public land and
each of us owns a 16-foot square of it. Do you want oil

wells in your piece of land?"

Advocating preservation, CalPIRG asked Kohn to

speak to students and help kick off Earth Week fox—

PRIYA SHARMA/Uaily Btuin

Journalist Lenny Kohn speaks about the need to

preserve the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge.

UCLA .

"It is important to have someone with first-hand expe-
rience and knowledge of the refuge to educate students
on the importance of protecting it," said Nick Lazarini,

a CalPIRG staff member.
The refuge was created in 1980 and is the only conser-

vation area in the nation that provides a complete range
of Arctic ecosystems balanced with a wide variety of life.

It is also the only part of Alaska's northern slope that has
not been subject to oil drilling.

But oil companies, led by Beyond Petroleum and
ExxonMobile are seeking to open the refuge for drilling,

which may lead to a greater amount of potential domes-
tic energy.

Kohn focused his speech on the effects that drilling

will have on the environment and the native people of
the land, and what he deems the truth about oil compa-
nies.

Through a series of photographs of the refuge and its

inhabitants, Kohn provided students with a glimpse of
the beauty that exists in the wilderness, contrary to the

popular misconception that it is a wasteland.

Some students said they were influenced to take part
in the campaign after watching Kohn's presentation.

"It seems to be something worth fighting for," said

Jaqueline Ordanez, a first-year history student.

CalPIRG, along with environmental organization
EcoPledge, has focused its efforts on protesting BP.

After Kohn's speech, students signed a pledge sheet to

boycott BP.

"Oil and gas drilling in the coastal plain of the arctic

will not solve the nation's energy problems and will

greatly damage America's arctic," CalPIRG's Web site

said.

OBITUARY: John Ferraro

helped bring Olympics,

Staples Center into city

'

The Associated Press

Los Angeles City Council

President John Ferraro. one of the

city's most powerful politicians, died

Tuesday of cancer daring his ninth

term. He was 76.

Ferraro died at Saint John's

Hospital and Health Center in Santa

Monica shortly after receiving last

rites, his spokeswoman Gayle
Johnson said. Ferraro disclosed 14

months ago that he had cancer and
was undergoing chemotherapy

"I know of no one who represents

the heart and soul of Los Angeles

more than John Ferraro did," Mayor
Richard Riordan said. "He was a big

man, he was a strong man, but he was
a loving man, a person who put Lx)s

Angeles first and his own agendas

last."

rrrFcrraro was instrumental

Ferraro served on the city Police

Commission and was its president

for three terms.

"John Ferraro possessed the two
indispensable qualities for a public

official: common sense and charac-

ter," said Warren Christopher, the

former U.S. secretary of state and a

onetime classmate of Ferraro.

A native of Los Angeles County,

Ferraro was born May 14. 1924, the

youngest of eight children.

After graduating from Bell High

School, he attended the University of

Southern California on an athletic

scholarship.

While there, Ferraro played tack-

le, appearing with the Trojans* in

three Rose Bowl games. He was
named to the National Football

Foundation Hall of Fame in 1974, the

use Hall of Fame in 1995 and the

Rose Bowl Hall of Fame in 1996.

During World War II, Ferraro

interrupted studies at USC and
joined the Navy. Commissioned as

ensign, he served in the South Pacific

aboard the USS Tomahawk and LST
in 23T;

See ALASKA, page 6

improving the Los Angeles Zoo,
bringing the new Staples Center
arena downtown, and in bringing the

1 984 Olympics and 2000 Democratic

National Convention to the city.

He was elected to the first of his

nine consecutive terms in 1966. His

Fourth District included portions of

North Hollywood, Griffith Park, Los
Feliz, Silver Lake, Hollywood,
Studio City, Larchmont Village,

Hancock Park and the Miracle Mile.

Ferraro, who had played football

at the University of Southern
California, was an imposing figure as

he ran meetings of the I5-member
council.

Prior to election to the council.

After the war, Ferraro returned to

USC and earned a business degree.

He later opened an insurance broker-

age in Los Angeles before being

appointed to the council after the

death of Councilman Harold Henry.

Pope John Paul II named Ferraro

Knight Commander of Saint

Gregory the Great in 1998 in recog-

nition of his four decades of public

service.

His wife, Margaret Hart Ferraro,

died in January 2000. They had been
married since 1982.

He is survived by a son, Luckey,

and two sisters and a brother.

The funeral was scheduled for

Monday at St. Brendan Church.

On Amtrak/ every third wheel is free.
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Two may be company. And three may be a

crowd. Elxcept on Amtrak California, where it's

a great way to save.

Because now, when you and up to two ofyour

friends ride on Amtrak's Pacific Surfliner, or

anywhere else Amtrak goes, you'll ride for a lot

less with our 1 -2 -FREE offer.

Here's how it works. One ofyou pays our

everyday low adult fare, the second pays half

of that fare and the third rides free.

Just call 1-800-USA-RAIL or your (l-2-FREE
travel agent, or visit amtrak.com.

You must buy your ticket before May 12, 2001

and book your trip at least 1 4 days before you

travel to get 1 -2 -FREE.

On our state-of-the-art trains, you'll be

able to hang out in our comfortable seats.

Munch on some snacks. And enjoy your

break from school.

So, no matter where you're going, take

Amtrak and get there for a lot less. Anywhere

between San Diego, Los Angeles and San Luis

Obispo, throughout California and coast to

coast, from March 1 1 toJune 15, 2001.

And enjoy Amtrak's hassle-free way of

traveling without leaving anyone behind.

Amtrak® Special Offer

1 - 2 - Free

The first guest pays Amteak's everyday
low adult fare. the second guest pays

50% ofthat low adult fare. and the
third guest rides free.

This offer is good for travel March
1 1. 2001 THROUGH June is, 2001.

14-Day ADVANCE BOOKING REQUIRED.
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WORLD & NATION Dow Jones Industrials
up: 58.17

close: 10,216.73

Nasdaq Index

up 13.65

close: 1,923.22

Dollar

Yen: 123.29

Euro: 1.1318

U.S. to resume surveillance of China
FLIGHTS: Talks in Beijing

may detennine strategy;

fighter escorts considered

By Robert Burns
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON The U.S. mil-

itary chiefs are recommending a

two-step approach to resuming sur-

veillance flights near China - begin-

ning along the eastern coast, then

extending south to the area where a

Navy spy plane collided with a

Chinese fighter jet, defense officials

said Tuesday.

This phased approach was agreed

by the Joint Chiefs of Staff, but

Defense Secretary Donald H.

Rumsfeld has not yet made his final

recommendation to President Bush,

officials said. The officials discussed

the matter on condition they not be

identified and cautioned that the

president's decision is likely to

depend in large part on the outcome
of talks in Beijing.

The future of U.S. surveillance

flights is on the agenda of a meeting

today between U.S. and Chinese

officials, following the collision

April I of a U.S. Navy surveillance

aircraft and a Chinese fighter jet

that was shadowing it off China's

coast near the southern island of

Hainan.

China blamed the EP-3E Aries II

for the collision; the United States

insisted China's fighter was at fault.

No surveillance flights have been

fiown in that region since the colli-

sion, but they are expected to

resume soon.

ABC News reported Tuesday
evening that in recommending a

phased approach to resuming sur-

veillance nights, the joint chiefs also

held out the possibility that armed
U.S. fighters could be called on to

escort the surveillance planes if

China causes problems.

Officials told The Associated

Press that fighter escorts were
unlikely, but they could not rule it

out. These officials said that if fight-

er cscortj; were uiukI, (hc> more nK9=

ly would be land-based U.S. fighters

in South Korea or Japan, rather

than fighters aboard an aircraft car-

rier.

The joint chiefs' recommendation

that surveillance be resumed first off

China's eastern coast apparently

reflects reports that, according to

Pentagon officials, Chinese fighters

from bases in that area have been

less aggressive in their intercept tac-

tics than those in the south.

In the view of many Pentagon

officials, escorting surveillance

nights in international airspace

would undermine the administra-

tion's argument that the safety of

such flights is protected by interna-

tional law and custom. The Navy
planes, loaded with intelligence-

gathering equipment including lis-

tening devices that monitor Chinese

military communications, have

fiown the length of the Chinese
coastline about twice a week China

considers such (lights an infringe-

ment on its sovereignty.

The surveillance missions last up
to 12 hours, meaning fighter escorts

would have to be refueled if they

were needed throughout the mis-

-sien T1>at, in turn, would require

aerial tanker flights.

Also, defense officials, speaking

privately, suggested such escorts

could prove to be counterproductive

since they would be seen in Beijing

as unnecessarily provocative.

Teen pregnancy reaches

all-time low, report says
V I I IllV* Ri**tri i>otr> fit\^mTn cu\i/ in ihn nrm/i/-\iic /><^iml.^ /->STUDY: Birth rate down

3 percent from last year;

number of C-sections up

By Randolph E. Sdimid
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON Programs to

reduce teenage pregnancies are

under way in virtually every state,

and young Americans seem to be

getting the message, llie number of

teens giving birth have dropped to a

record low.

A report Tuesday from the

National Center for Health

Statistics also found a surprising

decline in multiple births of three or

more and an increase in the number
of women having Cacsarean sec-

tions.—TT»e Study Sttid Ihe birth rale for

mothers 15 to 19 declined 3 percent

to 49.6 births per I.OOO women in

1999 from the previous year. This

rate has fallen 20 percent since 1991.

"Tten sexual activity has leveled

olT compared to the increases we

saw in the previous couple of

decades." commented demographer

Stephanie Ventura.

"ALso. teens who are sexually

active are more likely to be using

contraception." she said. "Every

stale has a teen pregnancy preven-

tion program. ... The message has

been transmitted."

The 1999 rate broke a record of

50.2 births per 1,000. teen-age

women set in 1986. The records go

back to 1940.

Ventura also noted that the teen

birth rate has been declining during

a period when the economy was

strong. That may have encouraged

youngsters to avoid pregnancy in

order to pursue education and jobs,

she commented.

Meanwhile, while those instant

families of five, six or more children

born at once yet Inis r>f piihlirity, thp

study showed that multiple births of

three or more have actually begun to

decline

The number of triplets-plus births

had been growing steadily, doubling

in the 1990s, before reversing course

in 1999, NCHS reported.

Israeli forces withdraw from Palestinian area

The Associated Press

A Palestinian police officer holds a police uniform and the

rerinains of an exploded Israeli rocket. .

CONFLICT: Troops entered

Gaza Strip, killing police

officer, injuring 36 others

By Pamela Sampson
The Associated Press

GAZA CITY, Gaza Strip - Israel

began pulling its forces out of a strip of

Palestinian territory in Gaza on Tuesday

after holding it less than a day, the military

said. The withdrawal followed sharp U.S.

criticism over the incursion.

After a barrage of heavy rocket fire,

Israel seized nearly a square mile of the

Gaza Strip early Tuesday in retaliation for

a mortar attack on an Israeli desert town. It

was the first time Israel took over

Palestinian-controlled territory since peace

accords were signed in 1994.

Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat

denounced the seizure as an "unforgivable

crime" and said his people would "not

kneel before gangs."

Secretary of State Colin Powell called

the action in Gaza "excessive and dispro-

portionate," and said Israel should respect

its commitment to the Palestinians. "The

situation is threatening to escalate further.

posing the risk of a broader conflict,"

Powell said.

Israel initially said it could hold the terri-

tory - an area of orange groves and farm-

land - for months until Palestinian mortar

fire stopped. But Israeli Prime Minister

Ariel Sharon's aides were quick to say their

forces would withdraw when the danger of

mortar attacks was gone.

Palestinian security officials, also speak-

ing on condition of anonymity, said U.S.

otTicials told them the Israelis would with-

draw from the area.

A military statement said the pullout

began after the mission was accomplished.

The Israeli assault came in response to

mortar fire Monday night on Sderol, a

working class town of 24,000 about 2 1/2

miles east of Gaza. The town is a strong-

hold of support for Sharon, and his sheep

ranch is 5 miles away The Islamic militant

group Hamas claimed responsibility for

the mortars, but Israel blamed Palestinian

security forces.

Rarcs lit up the sky Monday night as

Israeli forces shelled and rocketed

Palestinian police stations across the Gaza
Strip, killing a policeman and injuring 36

other people. Troops crossed into the cor-

ner of Gaza closest to Sderot. seizing and

tearing down abandoned Palestinian secu-

rity posts. Under Israeli tank fire, army
bulldozers razed orange groves outside the

Palestinian town of Beit Hanoun, and

Israeli troops built fortified positions.

During the barrage, hundreds of

Palestinians, including crying children, ran

into the streets in Gaza City's Rimal neigh-

borhood, where rockets punched holes in

the facade of a police headquarters Rimal

resident Ghada Skaik, whose bedroom
window was shattered, said she spent a

sleepless night. "If you go to bed and you

can't feel safe, then where can you go and
feel safe?" she said.

By daybreak, after Israeli troops settled

into their new positions, tanks periodically

fired toward Palestinians trying to

approach the area. Palestinian medics car-

rying the body of a Palestinian policeman

away from the rubble of a Beit Hanoun
police compound were sent running by

Israeli fire, at one point dropping to the

ground to take cover.

Two Palestinian boys were killed by

Israeli gunfire late Fucsday In Gaza's

Rafat refugee camp, Bara el-Shael, 10, was

shot by soldiers, relatives and doctors said.

In el-Khader, near Bethlehem in the West

Bank, Rami Musa, 16. was killed when an

Israeli tank shelled his home, Palestinians

said.

WORLD & NATION BRIEFS

Bush plans to enforce

financial aid drug law
The Bush administration has decided to

enforce a previously ignored law denying

federal financial aid to college students with

drug convictions.

Hundreds of thousands of applicants who
did not answer a drug conviction question on
their applications were not denied aid during

the Clinton administration, despite the law

saying they should have been.

Now, failure to answer the question will

result in rejection of the application.

"Congress passed legislation and our

department is. obliged to carry out that leg-

islative direction," Education Department
spokeswoman Lindsey Kozberg said

Tuesday.

Critics say the law unfairly punishes less

wealthy applicants because they are the ones

who need financial aid and encourages peo-

ple with drug convictions to lie.

little

**If they tell the truth, they're

not going to get their aid; but if

they lie, they are going to get their

aid," said Shawn Heller, director of

Students for Sensible Drug Policy.
'

sets a terrible example."

Officials acknowledge there's

defense against lying because they lack

resources to check all 10 million applications

received annually. Instead, they conduct ran-

dom audits.

Education Secretary Rod Paige and finan-

cial aid officials decided late last month they

would enforce the law beginning with the

2001-02 application pool, Kozberg said. The
cycle began in January.

Clinton's environmental

regulations upheld
WASHINGTON The Bush administra-

tion said Tuesday it will uphold regulali«ns

issued in the last weeks of Bill Clinton's presi-

dency requiring thousands more
businesses to report their releases of

toxic lead into the environment.

Environmental Protection Agency
Administrator Christie Whitman

announced the action shortly after meeting

with President Bush at the White House.

She said the new regulations, bitterly

opposed by industry groups, will require any
manufacturing or processing facility that emits

at least 100 pounds of lead or lead compounds
a year to report the releases to the government.

Current regulations require a facility to

report any lead or lead compound emissions if

the facility processes more than 25.000 pounds
of them annually or uses 10.000 pounds a year.

"This action refiects the president's strong

commitment to protecting America's children

from the damaging effects of lead poisoning,"

Whitman said. "President Bush and this

administration will continue to do everything

that we can to continue to protect the health

and well-being of American people through

appropriate environmental measures

"

Whitman said she anticipated that oppo-

nents would go to court to try to block the reg-

ulation. "We get sued in EPA for anything I do
in any day of the week." she said.

AIDS drug discounts

not enough, say groups
JOHANNESBURG, South Africa Over

the past six weeks, many of the world's major
pharmaceutical companies have offered to sell

their AIDS drugs at vastly reduced prices to

poor countries.

Humanitarian organizations. AIDS
activists and the South African government
say those discounts are not enough.

"Clearly the otTers that have been made are

not serious," said Dr. Eric Goemaerc. head of

Medccins Sans Frontieres' mission in South

Africa. "The best way to reach the bottom
level (of cost) is to have generic competition."

Compiled from Daily Bruin wire reports.
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Senate passes gun-control measure i SJ'^'^
BILL: Owners would he

reciuired lo pay fee, pass

test, supply thumb print

The Associated Press

SACRAMENTO A handgun
hccnsing bill was approved b> a

stale Senate committee Tuesday as

iiun-controi advocates stepped up

pressure on Go\ Gray Davis to

hack the measure.

A couple do/en supporter;> of.

the bill held a rally pn the Capitol

steps and gave the Democratic
governor 4.000 postcards from
backers of the measure.

Davis signed several gun-con-

trol bills in 1999 in his first year in

office, but asked lawmakers not to

approve any more last year.

A spokesman for the governor,

Roger Salazar, .said D'avis has not

ruled out signing new gun legisla-

tion this year. "But obviously he

wants lo lei law enforcement
assess how current laws are work-

ing," Salazar said.

The bill, by Sen. Jack Scott. D-

Alladena. would require people

who buy a handguti amt Jan. l.

200.^ to first obtain a license bv

Th* Associated Press

Roberta Mollis wipes a tear

from her eye during an anti-gun

rally at the Capitol Tuesday.

paying a fee, passing a gun safety

lest and giving law enforcement a

thumb print.

A license would be good for five

years and would have lo be

renewed if the buyer bought an
additional HanHgnn Mfl.T iHp <»vpu

ration date.

The bill was approved by the

Senate Public Safety Commiltce,
4-1, and now goes lo ihe Senate

Appropriations Committee, the

last slop before the Senate floor. It

would take effect Jan. I. 2003.

A similar bill has already passed

a stale Assembly committee.

Ann Reiss Lane, chairwoman
of Women Against Gun Violence,

said licensing and thumbprints

would help keep guns away from
criminals. She said gun owners
need training in safety, particular-

ly in storing guns away from chil-

dren who are increasingly bringing

them lo school.

Scott said his 27-year-old son,

Adam, was killed when what was
supposed lo be an unloaded gun

discharged at a parly in 1993.

"My wife and 1 received a life

sentence" of grief, Scott said. "My
son was given a death sentence."

While supporters rallied for the

measures, opponent Ken
Greenwood of Placerville held a

sign protesting that "gun control is

people control."

Kalhryn Ballou. spokeswoman
for the Citizens Committee for the

Right lo Keep and Bear Arms,

said the measures would infringe

page.

Other negative effects include abnor-

malities in the airways of habitual mari-

juana smokers

Researchers believe that THC sup-

presses the functions of macrophages in

the lungs, which defend against infec-

tions, and may lead lo cancerous

growths, according lo Tashkin.

Imler said most u.sers of medicinal

marijuana smoke the drug, which is one
of the major negative effects of using the

substance. But it is the act of smoking
that gives immediate relief

.At the same lime, patients also have

the option of ingesting THC in pill form.

"Any physician can order that."

Tashkin said. "Bui the disadvantage is a

delay in the onset ofTHC,"
According to imler, physicians can

only give a recommendation for marijua-

na, not a prescription. At LACRC, mem-
bers grow their own plants for patients

with such recommendations.

Michele Pearson, Director of

Ancillary Services at the Arthur Ashe

Student Health and Wellness Center said

the pharmacy at the center does not dis-

pense marijuana for medicinal use.

She said because the center provides

services paid for by student fees, it has lo

cater lo the needs of most students, and
Ihe majority of UCLA students don't

come lo the center for severe medical

issues like cancer or Al DS.

According to Pearson, if patients are

so ill that they need the pain relief pro-

vided bv such drugs as marijuana, they

would most likely be unable lo maintain

an active campus life.

"We don't .see those kinds of patients

here, and if they do, we refer them out."

she said.

on the rights of law-abiding gun
owners.

ALASKA
From page 4

BP defends its attempt to bring

development to the refuge. According
lo BP's Web site, "social progress

depends on economic progress which,

in turn, rests on energy."

Since fossil .sources still account for

more than 80 percent of the world's

energy use. BP argues that drilling in

the refuge will offer the U.S. a new
source of domestic gas.

More so, BP says drilling can be

done without negatively affecting the

environment.

The fate of Alaska's wilderness ulti-

mately lies in the hands of Congress,

but this does not negate the impact stu-

dents can have on environmental and
social change, said Benjamin
Prochazka, Western States Field

Organizer for Ecopledge.

"Bv talking about issues and figuring

Old icHi solutions, students can efTee^

lively inlluence corporations,"

Prochazka said.

UCLA Faculty, Staff & Student Volunteers Needed!
Please help us find out about your information needs by participating in a researcli study.

I 1 if |i I II 5infoS/?a/e
13 lntiegi<edlAc^ancx»d lnfcin«*on Ntanagemert Syatems

Planning project is funded by the National Library of Medicine, lAIMS Grants
(Integrated Advanced Information Management Systems, http://www.nlm.nih.gov/pubs/factsheets/iaims.html)

Our goal is to improve information systems and resources. Ideally, we would like researchers, educators, patient
care providers, patients, students, and support staff to have easy one-stop information shopping.

How can you help?
• Participate in a focus group of your peers.

• Answer questions about your information needs in the focus group discussion.
: • Give us one and one half hours of your time

I

I

I

Iwould
I

YOUl
I like to

Contact yamc^ Contini, (icontini@ucla.edu or x61065), or Nichole Williams (nicholew@librarv.ucla.edu

or x60414,) if you are interested in participating in this study.

For more information, see the UCLA InfoShare Web Site: http.V/infoshare.mednet.ucla.edu . or contact

Alan G. Robinson, M.D., Principal Investigator, agrobson@deans.medsch.ucla.edu .

nternships
in the Arts

--H
your

Local arts organizations are now
seeking outstanding college students

of diverse cultural backgrounds for

over 275 paid internships this sum-

mer. Information on eligibility and

positions offered is available online:

• www.getty.edu/grant/intarnships

(Visual Arts Internships)

• www.lacountyarts.org/internops.html

(Performing and Literary Arts Internships)
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You are (ordtoUy invited to otteiH) the Los Angeles Times Book ^izes 2000 owords ceremony

and buffet reception. This premiere event honors excellence in writing for works publKhed in the

past year and features some of today's finest outhors.
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To purchose tickets contoct:

UCLA's (enfral Ticket Office

of (310) 825 2101

or www.fKkets.ada.edu

or ony lickefmoster ouHe',

ruketmaster Charge by Phone

(213)365 3530

or w*Mf.ti(ketrnoster.corn
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Awards Ceremony and Reception - $50
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GRADUATE
From page 1

nicncc store "to serve the practical

day-to-day need." according to

Hanson.

Parking structures including two

subterranean lots, will be built. Each
student will receive one parking

space, but guest parking will be

available

According to Kathy Kitzgerald.

director of project management for

Campus Capital Programs, con-

struction is made dilTicult because

the ground where the housing units

will be built slopes, with a TO-foot

altitude difference Additionally,

some buildings located on Veteran

will ha\e to be demolished.

'It's a very large-scalg project."

Fitzgerald said.

UCLA Housing would not com-
ment on the price of such a project

until a contractor is selected.

Though housing rent cannot be

determined until a contractor is

selected. UCLA Housing hopes the

average price per graduate student

per month will be S750 in 2003. a

price lower than the market rate.

The rent may be below market

rate, but some may not be able to

live on campus, said Graduate
Students Association President

Martin Grill i.n

"Graduate student support is not

great." he said "If the rents are noi

reasonable for the housing project,

the sense of the wholef)roject will be

lost."

According to Assistant Vice-

Chancellor Jim Turner, there has

always been a need to build graduate

student housing.

"The bottom line is there simply

isn't enough housing for graduate

students." Turner said.

Griflm holds the same opinion.

"Speaking personally and for a

lot of graduate and professional stu-

dents, we think it's a great project

which will change the demographics

of the UCLA campus and the atmos-

phere for graduate students of the

UCLA campus." Griffin said

But Griffin said he is concerned

that students with similar fields of

study may be assigned to live in the

same area, taking away from the

overall experience of the residents.

Surveys completed three years

ago show graduate students live an

average 12 to 15 miles from campus,
according to Turner, despite avail-

able off-campus university apart-

ments.

"As far as graduate students are

concerned. UCLA is a commuter
campus." Turner said.

According to Fitzgerald,

although housing accommodations
for married graduate students

already exist, UCLA has not provid-

ed on-campus housing for single

graduate students since Mira
Hershey Hall, which no longer

serves as a dormitory.

Graduate students may be happy
with the new housing option, but

some Westwood residents are

against it.

"It's the noise, the construction,

the dirt, all the construction going

up and down for months." said

Shelley Taylor, managing director of

the North Village Improvement
Committee. "They seem to think

that when it's completed, it's not

going to add traffic"

"When a session ends, there's

going to be mass moving in and
out," Taylor said. "It's going to

impede people moving around."

Taylor said Westwood residents

are concerned about potential

pedestrian accidents as a result of

increased population and with the

loss of aesthetic landscape due to

construction.

But Fitzgerald said traffic won't

be a problem.

"By putting graduate students on
campus, there will be less traffic."

she said

Griffin said he believes graduate

housing will bring benefits to

Westwood.

"The presence of this housing

project, everyone agree, will con-

tribute to the local Westwood econo-

my," GrilTin said. "The project will

make it financially feasible to live in

the immediate area."
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Unlimited long distance is one available option

ucia Performing Arts Student Committee presents...

UCLA Student Playwright Project

A selection of one-act plays to be directed and presented

WANTED

Nokia 5190 Nokia 3390

FREE o $69
with activation with activation

ucia Student Playwrights
Submit your original one-act plays to,,,

^^ Royce Hall B96 or CTO

»— Fax 310,825.7890

sca@ucla.edu

Deadline for Submissions
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The Los Angeles Division of the Academic
Senate of the University of California

inuiUs y<»« te aiUn^ the

^^ih
F^cviltvj RcscArcVi Lecture

"The Equivalent of the Right to Land, Life, and Liberty?:

Democracy and the Idea of a Basic Income"

Daily Bruin News VVedncsdiiy, April IH. 2001 I I

le 6e gioen 6^

Professor Carole Pateman
Department of Political Science

Wednesday
April 18,2001

3:00 p.m.
Schoenberg Hall

Schoenberg
Music Building

Inquiries:

310-794-3226

GradPakeoOl
Are you bright, energetic
and motivated?

The UCLA Alumni Association

is looking for 30-40 students to join

our Marketing team for GradPak 2001-

our membership recruitment campaign.

• Earn $7.23 per hour plus BONUSES
• Gain valuable sales and marketing experience

• Meet fellow Bruins

• Incentives and flexible hours
• Temp. 10 Hrs/week M-F for 6 weeks!

Same day interviews are currently being conducted!
For more information, visit us at the James West Alumni Center

or www.UCLAIumni.net/About/Student Employment

www.UCUIIumfii.iMl

OUTREACH
From page 1

'It'll be ludicrous lo be engaging in

outreach and discouraging students

lYom coming here," Nelson said

"None otour groups have done this -

there's nothing to sustain that

notion"

UCLA AfHrmativc Action

Coalition - which is not a registered

student organization, but is com-
prised of registered groups such as the

African Student Union, MKChA and
the Asian Pacific Coalition -

addressed letters to prospective stu-

dents in early March, informing them
of the declining number of freshmen

admitted from underrepresented

communities since the 1995 ban on
affirmative action. The letter stales

that il is 'not discouraging" students

from attending UCLA, but rather,

"enlightening" them to current condi-

tions on the campus.

"As a prospective UCLA student

you may have a number of options

when choosing an institution of high-

er education," reads the letter. "We
want lo make you aware of the condi-

tions you will encounter as a student

of color if you choo.se to attend a

University of California school,

specifically UCLA."
The letter further states that

:£hanccltor Albert Carncs-iK vitiimi-

ally refuses to endorse the repeal ol

SP-I and SP-2, 1995 UC policies

which ended the consideration of race
and gender in admi.ssions and hiring

practices.

Carnesale became chancellor of

UCLA in I99S, after the UC Regents

passed the policies. He has said in the

past that he wishes they were not in

place and that he believes not being

able to use affirmative action harms
the UC.

According to Andy Ramirez, a

first-year English and Chicana/o stud-

ies student and member of AAC. the

point of the letter was not to stop stu-

dents from coming here, but lo let

them know what lo expect when they

get here.

Nelson said he did not necessarily

agree with everything in the letter, but

he did not gel the impression AAC
was trying to discourage students

from attending UCLA.
According \p Nelson, allegations

against UCLA stemmed from slatc-

menls made by Berkeley outreach

groups dissuading prospective stu-

dents from enrolling at the UC.
Eight Berkeley students represent-

ing the California Statewide

Affirmative Action Coalition

announced during a March I press

conference that unless the UC Board
of Regents repealed SP-I, the groups
would not participate in spring

recruitment cflbrts and would mail

letters discouraging students from
attending Berkeley.

"We've been forced to make a

decision that goes against our own
efforts to recruit students of color to

the university, but we've been lei't with

no choice," said Alma Hernandez, a '

member of Berkeley's MEChA, in a

Daily Californian article on March 2.

The policy was not repealed at the

March 14-15 Regents' meeting, but

UC Berkeley Chancellor Robert
Berdahl quickly responded by with-

holding about $30,000 from minority

student recruitment and retention

centers and redirecting it toward
other university-sponsored outreach

efforts.

Word of an audit first came during
the March meeting at UCLA. UC
Regent Chair Sue Johnson called for

an investigation to ascertain whether
UCLA and Berkeley groups have
sent letters discouraging students
from attending their respective

schools.

"UC Regents were concerned that

our public funds would be used to

support this type of activity,"

Hayward said.

Carnesale responded to Johnson

See OUTREACH, page 12
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NOW ti\!^\H0!

Are you responsible and outgoing?
Loolcing for an exciting, challenging Job?

UCLA Housing & Hospitality Services is looking for enthusiastic, motivated

students to work in the residence halls this summer as Front Desk Attendants

and Access Monitors. Those hired are qualified to stay in the residence halls

this summer at a special affordable rate.

FRIDAY, APPg. 20
1:00 - 5:00 PM

PIEBEP nPCSIPE U)UN<^E

interviews wi be held on this da)i

Please bring your resume and a list of references.

CAMPUS NEWS
YOU CAN SEE

I 11 1

1

THURSDAY EVENINGS AT 6 P.M.

ON CHANNEL 29 IN THE DORMS

We need fast starters for a fast-growing industry

It's one of the hottest growing areas of technology, and now
you can be part of It. According to the Gartner Group, the
application service provider (ASP) market will see tremendous
growth—from less than $ 1 billion in revenue in 1 998 to $23
billion by 2003. At Frontvra Corporation, we're leading the pack
by providing the best customer facing web-based software
solutions to help Fortune 1000 companies build loyalty and
value. If you're a great hunter, and enjoy cold calling,

teleprospectlng,and networking, then you'll be successful In

executing sales strategies and assisting In closing new business.
If you're a self-sfarter who enjoys the challenges of developing
new sales channels in an entrepreneurial, start-up environment,
then Frontera Corporation Is the place for you. Why not join us
and take part In this phenomenal growth opportunity?

Find out more by attending
our on-campus informational session on

April 18
at noon In the Career Services Center.

Or visit our website at www.Fronteracorp.com and
send your resume to salescareers@Fronteracorp.com

We offer excellent compensation, benefits, and a great work environment.

K.\RL Strauss Bkkwkky Restaurant

-^UNIVERSAICITYWALK

KARL 5TRAU

m
Wednesday nights

10HM AM to IHHf A.ML

S2 PINTSl
Special Appetizer Men

KARl SnUUSS IREWHrr KSTAURAirT, UMIVHKAL OTYWAIK
1 000 UMwrsol Center Drive UniMnol Cily, Cotionwi

(818) 7S3^«fW

y(^ UNIVERSAtlltYWAI

r^
s^

LUGkVt-imPQ
Every Day, Twice a Day

4pm-6pm
9pm- 10pm

2 for 1

All Brews, Bubbles, Boba, & Bings

Flash your Bruin ID and get 18% off!!!

(not valid with 2 for I)

Every 9th customer gets Lucky!!!

10948 Weybum Avenue(next to Stan's Donuts)

Weslwood, California 90024

310.209.6288
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OUTREACH
From page 10

in a March 19 letter, stating the uni-

versity has no evidence UCLA stu-

dent groups have been engaged in dis-

couraging admitted students from

enrolling.

"Our campus Undergraduate

Admissions Office is the only source

for obtaining the names and addresses

of applicants or admitted students,"

Camesale wrote. "No student groups

have requested such information

from the Admissions Office this year

or in past years; if they did. it would

not be given to them."

According to Camesale, only

through personal contacts or knowl-

edge about admitted students would

student groups be able discourage

prospective students from enrolling.

For now, both campuses will gather

information from their outreach and

retention centers and forward it to

UCOP as a first step in the process.

"(UCOP) wants to be responsive to

the regents' request, but hasn't

imposed any specific deadline,"

Hayward said.

BRUiNWALK
From page 1

the U.S. market from the partnership,

he said.

Ward said it will probably take a

month for Student Media's current

Web sites to move to the Specter tech-

nology. He said new sites will be much
easier to integrate, helping to reduce

costs.

"Supporting a new (print) publica-

tion is so costly that we've only had

one new magazine in the last 10

years." Ward said. "The Web is so

cheap that it offers new opportuni-

ties."

Ward plans to advertise these new
opportunities through existing student

media, and expects to see more ideas

for student publications after the infra-

structure is in place.

One Student Media site that is cur-

rently under construction is kerck-

hofrhall.com, a forum where students

can discuss political issues, though the

site is nonpartisan. Ward plans to have

links connecting the forums to Daily

Bruin stories and UCLA TV video

content.

"I hope that ail our publications

have a significant ping-pong effect,

where users go back and forth

between Student Media sites," Ward
said.

Bruinwalk.com, a portal site

launched last week, provides links to

Student Media sites such as the Daily

Bruin Online, UCLA Radio and
UCLAProfcssors.com. Links to Web
sites for UCLA newsmagazines and
other sites are in development.

"I would use bruinwalk.com," said

Steve Coy, a first year music student.

"If I was looking for information, it

would have a link to where I could find

it."

Despite the prospect of cheap
online publishing and access to other

student publiciitions, some students

doubt the usefulness of portals such as

bruinwalk.com.

"I was on bruinwalk.com two
nights ago. I went on to get to

UCLAProfcssors.com. but I also

checked out their user boards," said

Richard Milman, a third-year sociolo-

gy and economics student. "I proba-

bly won't go on again, because I don't

have use for it

"

Users now must log in at bruin-

walk.com in order to rate professors at

UCLAProfessors.com. This ensures

that only students vote, and that they

only vole once.

"I think making students log in is

good^ because it prevents duplicate

ratjrfgs if a itudcnl has a vendetta

Aainst a professor " Htlman said.

# Avishai Shraga, bruinwalk.com
director, said he does not think bruin-

Sec MUMWAU, page 14
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FORTUNE*
100 BEST_
COMPANIESi
TO WORK FOR^

FORTUNE
2000

FORTUNE
^nnBinuiiiES
TO WBIK FOR

History has a way of repeating itself. Pretty cool, huh?

cv.com/us'C.ircers

For three years in a row, we've been
named one of the 1 00 Best Companies

To Work For. With real opportunities for

leadership and advancement, perhaps

you'll want to join us as we go for four.

Ernst ^ Young

02001 EtNST A YbuNO ur
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Do you want to become
a leader on campus?
Check out the .

BRUIN LEADERS PROJECT
The Bruin Leaders Pro|ect is a seminar-based, participatory program sponsored by The

Center for Student Programming in which UCLA undergraduates and graduate students are
challenged to develop their strengths and skills as collaborative leaders. The Social Change

Model of Leadership and other leadership models with enhance participants leadership skills.

The Project is OPEN TO ANYONE! To participate, simply attend a seminar!

Bruin Leaders features a Core Curriculum of three required seminars and a commitment to
community service, and an Elective Curriculum of dozens of additional seminars. Students who
complete the Core Curriculum and at least three seminars from the Elective Curriculum will
be awarded a Bruin Leaders Certificate at an awards ceremony to be held Spring Quarter.

We hope to see you!
For more inlurmation on the Bruin Leaders Project, please cont^

(310) 206^5071 or bip*<^ucLi edu or stop by puii

I either

Hall.

Tke Latin American Student Association

presents

3 CmtuuiX
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BRUINWALK
From page 1

2

walk.com will compete wilh other

UCLA Web sites, such as My.UCLA.
"There are always things that we

can't do. such as the online gradebook

and course planner, that my.ucia is

better fit to handle. I feel that a stu-

dent-run Web site gives features that

have less to do with academics,"

Shraga said. "I hope that there is less

competition and students will have to

use both to gel the most out of their

academic career."

TEST
From page 3

off the antibody," Callin said. "If you

did that, the test would show up nega-

tive."

The problem seen in the athletic

world is one that has also flowed into

the employment realm, where

employers use drug screens for both

hiring and firing practices.

The result has been expanding

competition between the companies

producing simple, on-site drug

screens for employers and firms sell-

ing substances to tamper with them.

"Allowing these drug-

masking kits to

continue to be sold is

irresponsible."

George Runner

State assemblyman

According to Jerry Ramsey, whose

Irvine-based biotech company sells

millions of do-it-yourself drug screen

kits to companies and government

agencies each year, business has been

booming.

The tests, based on the more

sophisticated laboratory procedures

employed by Catlin in his lab, require

a few minutes and a few drops of

urine placed on a plastic cassette.

"What happens with all these

devices is the urine specimen is dis-

solved on a wick, and through some

chemical process, readings are

made," Ramsey said. "One set of val-

ues tells you whether the device is

working, and the other, whether or

not it's negative."

But while Ramsey has made a busi-

ness out of catching possible drug

users in the act, a whole industry of

online brokers and brick-and-mortar

retailers have made their money try-

ing to do just the opposite.

Marketing such products as herbal

supplements, test contaminants, and

even drug-free urine, such companies

expressly set out to help buyers beat

drug tests.

The products are offensive,

according to George Runner, R-

Lancaster, who on Tuesday submit-

ted a bill, AB154, to make the sale of

such products illegal in the state of

California.

"Employers spend millions of dol-

lars every year in lost time, accidents

and worker compensation costs due

to drug use," Runner said in a state-

ment. "Allowing these drug-masking

kits to continue to be sold is irrespon-

sible."

But Mason Zelazny, a representa-

tive for the online company that sells

I -Stop Detox, said such products may
actually benefit the taker. Zelazny

said his product is really a three step

program, which in addition to helping

a person pass a drug test, will eventu-

ally help them get clean.

"There are always individuals who
try to beat the system and companies

that will try and get you through it,"

Zdazny said. **We don't offer magic

pills that you put into your urine -

we're trying to change their lifestyle."
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The deadline for turning in the 2001 USAC

elections Candidate Packets and

Endorsement Group applications has moved

to Friday, 4/20/01 at 12 noon in

312 Kerckhoff Hall

Please address questions and comments to

312 Kerckoff, or call (310)206-7796. [
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Horowitz ad spurs talk of

free speech, but racial

injustice is the true issue.

See Viewpoint Thursday.

viewpoint@media.ucla.edu

Perceptions of China incident impairs future roles

Phoebe

Chang

RELATIONS: Politicians'

follies escalate tensions

during awkward face-off

Despite the fact that a U.S.

apology was sent to China,

this U.S.-China spy plane

crisis seems to continually drag along

as the 2000 presidential election did

- almost. There's no way for both

countries to win

and neither will

give.

The crisis

may be drag-

ging on, but this

is important

because it keeps

_thctncrc2tsmgly

tense relations

between the

U.S. and China

in the media

spotlight.

The Chinese

are wary of American interests in

Asia and when an American plane

was spotted flying in international

waters, 70 miles off the Chinese

coast. China attempted to spy on it.

A small Chinese jet collided into the

birgcr U.S. spy plane.

The U.S. spy plane landed on the

Chinese island of Hainan; the

Chinese pilot is still missing. I don't

like to dwell on speculations of what-

coukl-have-been, but if the U.S. crew

opted to land the plane in the ocean

instead of on land, the high-lech U.S.

jel would be inaccessible to the

Chinese.

Of course, the crew says that the

plane was flying out of control and

that landing the plane in the water

would have been dangerous. But per-

haps, it was the better decision. The
• crew members found a nice place to

live, with hotel-like lodging, laundry

machines and e-mail access. But they

also subjected a U.S. spy plane with

Chang Is a third-year history and

communications studies student who
loves Snapple's Lemon Iced Tea. E-mail

her at feebs@ucla.edu.

top secret information to intense

scrutiny by China. U.S. government

officials applaud rather than ques-

tion the crew's actions - probably in

an effort to cover up their mistake.

The American news media has not

helped the situation with their

skewed coverage on this topic. They

paint the crew members as heroes,

giving accounts of crew members
coming home to bands playing "God
Bless America" (did George W. have

something to do with the choice of

the song?), and the sweet welcome of

children waving little American flags

shoved into their hands by adults.

Some members of Congress say

the U.S. should get back at China

now that we have what we want. We
can wield our power without hurting

anyone important - which, of

course, means that we can hurt the

Chinese.

The Chinese news media also

played its game of mass brainwash-

ing with biased reports. Recent arti-

cles have titles that seem to place the

blame on the United States. Some
read, "U.S. spy plane violated inter-

national law," "World media: U.S.

owes China an apology," "United

States mixes up its facts," "Hopes of

finding missing pilot alive grow dim-

mer," and "Worldwide condemna-

tions of U.S. continue."

In the last article, the China Daily

News quotes from various papers

around the world, many of them

from less powerful nations who
would, of course, like to see the

United States embarrassed. Mention

of the return of the U.S. crew is con-

spicuously absent. And now, the inci-

dent doesn't make the pages of the

newspaper anymore.

While the Chinese pilot wrongly

hit the American plane, we cannot

deny that the Chinese had good rea-

son to be there. If we found out that

a Chinese spy plane started flying

near the California coast, we would

feel that the Chinese were threaten-

ing our security. No doubt, we would

send forces to maintain surveillance

of the Chinese plane.

President Bush and Chinese

President Jiang Zemin should have

negotiated and resolved the problem

within two days of the incident. Then

the media would not have had as

GRACE HUANG/Datly Biuin

much lime to sway public opinion

and make the issue bigger than it

really is. If that had happened, the

two countries could have worked

together to resolve the incident with-

out it remaining in the back of every-

one's mind as a constant reminder of

the existing tension.

The issue hardened into a stiff

standoff in which both countries

found themselves in awkward posi-

tions. The United States and China

want to improve relations with each

other, to continue mutually benefi-

cial trade. But incidents like this one,

which expose conflicting interests in

Asia, hinder this goal.

Putting this incident in the public

eye, both countries' leaders realized

that neither could have backed down
without disappointing their respec-

tive countries and facing negative

political consequences. American

military commanders did not want to

apologize for the collision, just as

Bush did not want to apologize for

the incident because he feared being

the weaker of the two political lead-

ers.

I am glad that the United States

satisfied Chinese demands for an

apology. According to some
Chinese, we lost a bit of our mettle

by not offering a stronger apology;

but it was just enough to pass the

judgment of the public. The United

States is the more powerful presence

in the picture. China is asserting her-

self, trying to equate its position of

power with that of the United States,

and will not back down from any-

thing it might see as an offense from

the United Stales,

The world has always viewed

China as a potential power down-

trodden by other large powers of the

world, especially by the United

States. Not wanting to reinforce that

image, China stood up to the large

power. But China also knew that it

needed to free the U.S. crew to dissi-

pate tensions between the countries.

Once the United States wrote its

apology, which was just a letter and

really no big deal, it influenced the

Chinese to accept the gesture. I think

the Chinese were just waiting for

something so it could get rid of the

crew.

The Chinese are justifiably out-

raged that their government gave up
with such a minor offering from the

United States. Many believe that the

United Slates is the enemy because

their newspaper told them so, and

that China should have held out

longer. But President Zemin is using

this incident as a springboard for

demands that the United States .stop

spy plane flights off the Chinese

coast. He's still trying to assert his

power.

The United States was in a belter

position to make gestures of recon-

ciliation. Perhaps we will be seen as

generous or kind for apologizing in

our half-hearted way. But, we had

less to lose than the Chinese if they

had backed down first. China would
'

have once again been embarrassed

internationally, and America once

again the victor.

Bush has been in ofllce only four

months. Will we forget about Bush's

postponement of a decision in four

S^CNANC^pagelS

LETTERS

Mad Cow article

incomplete
As a UCLA student studying

abroad in Britain this year, I enjoy

reading the Daily Bruin online and

keeping up on events happening

back home. 1 was distressed to

read the article on Bovine

Spongiform Encephalopathy and

foot-and-mouth disease ("Mad
Cow has contributed to British

problem with agriculture," Daily

Bruin, News, April II),'

While the article gives accurate

information concerning BSE, it

fails to explain the steps taken by-

the British government to combat

the disease or properly differenti-

ate BSE from foot-and-mouth.

A few of these government mea-

sures are: (
I ) a ban on feeding cat-

tle sheep parts; (2) once a cow
reaches 30 months of age, its meat

cannot be used for human con-

sumption; and (3) any cattle sus-

pected of having the disease are

killed. These steps have cut the

rate of infection.

The brunt of the epidemic

occurred in the mid-'90s, and

interest revived with the outbreak

of foot-and-mouth. Given the long

incubation period of the disease,

these steps appear to have worked

in stemming the outbreak, and it

will eventually be eradicated.

Other European countries have

not adopted these procedures and

now face crises of their own.

And although foot-and-mouth

affects the ability of cattle to eat,

leaving a thinner less valuable ani-

mal, it is not harmful to humans.

So while these diseases are

detrimental to the British econo-

my, a tourist arriving in England

will not be stricken with a terminal

illness.

Any article spouting the dan-

gers of beef in England should

include the steps being taken to

combat them.

Also it should be made clear

that foot-and-mouth and BSE are

not the same thing.

Michael Provtnzalc

Third-year

History

Men victims of

discomfort too
it is said that when the only tool

you have is a hammer, every prob-

lem looks like a nail. Columnist

Peijean Tsai took her hammer of

"sexism" to the world of clothing

("Sexist patterns revealed in

spring fashion scene," Daily

Bruin, Viewpoint, April 13).

So the "idea that style should

rule over comfort" is,"stxist"? Try

wearing a necktie. "Men are

allowed to dress comfortably all

year long"? Maybe on Tsai's plan-

et, but not here.

She should try wearing a suit

with a long-sleeved shirt, jacket,

and tie on a 90-degrec LA. sum-

mer day. She will envy the women
allowed to wear short-sleeved

lightweight clothing.

By Tsai's definition that discom-

fort equals "sexism," men are vic-

tims of sexism too. And if every-

body is therefore a victim of sex-

ism, then maybe the whole concept

is just silly. Coming to college and
learning the vocabulary of oppres-

sion doesn't relieve anyone of see-

ing truth in the real world

Mark Leinwand

UCLA extension student

How TO SUBMIT

TO VIEWPOINT

• Write a three- to four- page, opinion-style

fubmisston about a current event on campus
or in the world at large, or write a response to

something that you have already read in The

Bruin.

• E-mail submissions to

vl«wpoint0rT^ia.ucla.edu. Remember to

copy and paste your submission into the body

of the e-n«tl, or drop off a hard copy of your

submission at the Daily Bruin offke (118^

Kerckhoff Hall), care of Joruh Lalas

• Apply to be a Viewpoint columnist dur-

lr>g Weeks 7 and 8 of each quarter

Apply to be a cartoonist or artist. Send an

e-mail expressing your interest to the

Viewpoint address.

A few things to remember:
• All submissions must include your rtame,

phone nun^ber and affiliation with UCLA. If

you are a student, they must also include your

student 10 numt)er, year and major.

• Your facts will be checked; nruke sure

they are accurate.

' Viewpoint is not an advertising space for

any group or organlzatioa be sure to have
clearly articulated opinions.

• We reserve the right to edit submissions

for clarity, grammar and length.
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Students vital to success of campus recycling programs
ENVIRONMENT: Bins at several

places around campus, easily

accessible, waiting for garbage

By Sofia Lo and Terry Castelil

With 483 trash cans on our campus, it

seems obvious lo throw away your

garbage in them, right? Now, through

UCLA's recycling initiatives, over half of

the 4.3 pounds of consumer waste the

average American produces every day

could be recycled. Sound like another les-

son on how to implement the ever-familiar

"Reduce, Reuse. Recycle" slogan into a

motto to live by? Probably, but it's not.

As essential as this concept is to us, we

are not writing to suggest drastic changes

in your day-to-day activities just so a bag

can be reused, or both sides of a piece of

paper written on. We are merely asking

for your participation, as a member of the

UCLA community, in the recycling pro-

gram in order to enhance its success.

Even though a substantial increase in

the number of bins for beverage contain-

ers and paper is expected due to the recent

selection of a grant proposal by the

_Lo « 9 5ecof>d-yedf political scieiKe etfxi

sociology student and Castelli is a third-year

chemical engineering student. Both are

members of Bruins for Recycling.

Department of Conservation, the deficit

in UCLA's recycled waste stream will not

be ultimately resolved. Your participation

is needed in the effortless act of recycling

by utilizing the resources that are ciirrent-

ly available.

Let's take a look back in time.

Remember two years ago when we could

only recycle newspapers because UCLA
lacked both beverage container and on

campus housing recycling? The Office of

Residential Life recently established a

recycling program for most of on campus

housing, and Facilities Management also

has gradually converted the "Newspapers

only" recycling bins to "Mixed paper"

recycling bins.

With assistance from a previous grant

from the DOC and revenue from white

paper recycling, they placed several recy-

cling clusters for aluminum, glass and

plastic on campus grounds Now it is your

turn to do your part and meet them half

way!

While walking to class we notice you,

like many other students, picking up the

Daily Bruin on your way to class. Most of

you remember the kiosk where you picked

up the newspaper because you have a

morning routine.

Do you remember where you leave that

paper once you have ftntshcd readinsitS

To refresh your memory: maybe you leave

it in one of your classes? On the ground?

Possibly throw it away in, heaven forbid, a

trash can? And that soda can or water bot-

tle you have just finished, where does it

end up?

Day after day. we see newspapers and

beverage containers deserted in lecture

halls, indifferently discarded in garbage

cans, and disrespectfully left on campus

grounds. Of course, we understand that

students have hectic schedules and no time

lo consider the responsibility of personal

waste management.

Who really has the lime to search for a

recycling bin? Unfortunately, this question

leads to the misconception that UCLA
doesn't have any recycling bins. You have

probably used the excuse that there are no

recycling bins lo justify throwing away

that newspaper, can or bottle. Admit it, we
have all done it before.

The truth is. however, that there are 24

recycling clusters on campus that accom-

modate glass, aluminum and plastic It's

easier to recycle your newspaper than it is

to pick one up from the stand because the

number of mixed paper recycling bins far

outweigh newspaper stands.

The next time you grab the newspaper,

look for the recycling bin adjacent lo the

stand and maybe you can use it on your

way back from class.

Or, if you tire feeling hard-core, you can

H.^f the reeycHnjt bin's ltd t<>getitifiBiL

from inside. You can always find a crisp

SeeREaCUNG,page19 tD OVAMA/D.iMy H<uin

Root of violence, crime in society lies beyond the stereotypes
YOUTH: Misconceptions

about race, class leads to

ignorant view of issues

By Ramin Farahmandpur and Peter

McLaren

School violence has tragically

become a national epidemic and an

inescapable reality for most

Americans. Televised images of school

shootings show scores of frightened

students being escorted off school

grounds by SWAT teams while hysteri-

Farahmandpur is a doctoral student and

McLaren is a professor at the Graduate

School of Education and Information.

cal parents frantically search for their

loved ones among hundreds of trau-

matized high school students.

Meanwhile, Americans are search-

ing for answers to the recent senseless

shootings in the predominantly white

suburban communities of San Diego

where violence and crime have rarely

been recognized as problems in the

white community.

However, the two recent school

shootings in the San Diego suburbs

have shattered the prevailing myths

that link violence and crime to poor

working-class minority youths from

urban communities.

Sadly, white suburban America is

finding it difficult to accept that vio-

lence and crime are, in fact, a "white

issue." As Tim Wise reports in a recent

article: "We think danger is black,

brown and poor, and ifwe can just

move far enough away from 'those

people' in the cities we'll be safe. Ifwe

can just find an 'all-American' town,

life will be better, because 'things like

this just don't happen here.'"

(http://www.minoriliesjb.com/Article

.Detail.asp?Article_l D=3606).

In the wake of the recent school

shootings, white America continues to

sufi'er from the symptoms associated

with "white denial." Supported and

maintained by white institutions and

the corporate media, "white denial" is

both a form of motivated amnesia that

suppresses the historical reality of

white violence and a media-engineered

misconception that locates the blame

for social violence outside of white

neighborhoods.

For years, the media has engaged in

some of the most brutal and callous

wars against African Americans,

Latinos, Asians, Arabs and Native

Americans, in part, by demeaning

them as violent, criminal and

dangerous.

Bombarded by stereotypical images

of minorities as drug pushers, pimps,

gang-bangers, rapists and welfare

queens generated primarily by the

media industry, an assumption has

been generated among white con-

stituencies that they have little to fear

as long as they continue to safeguard

their interests by keeping their neigh-

borhoods gated (either literally or sym-

bolically), by ensuring the justice sys-

tem remains based on white property

rights, by abolishing alTirmalive

action, by restricting immigration

from Uilin America, and by incrimi-

nating youth of color.

There has been little elTort if any to

expose the criminal and violent activi-

ties associated with white youth in sub-

urban communities.

To debunk racist stereotypes and

misreprcsenlalions of minorities man-

ufactured by the media. Wise olTcrs

some eye-opening data worth noting.

For instance, "while high school

students are seven times more likely

than blacks to have used cocaine; eight

times more likely to have smoked

crack; 10 times more likely lo have

used LSD and seven times more likely

See FARAHMANDPUR, page 18
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Unsigned editorials represent a

rriajorrty opinion of the Daily

Bruin Editorial Board All other

columns, letters and artwork

represent the opinions of their

authors.

All submitted material must

bear the author's name,

address, telephone number.

registration number or affilia-

tion with UCLA. Names will not

be withheld except in extrenw

cases.

The Bruin complies with

the Communication Board's

policy prohibiting the publi-

cation of articles that perpetu-

ate derogatory cultural or eth-

nic stereotypes.

When multiple authors

submit material, sonie names
may be kept on file rather than

published with the material.

The Bruin reserves the right to

edit submitted material and to

determine its placement in the

paper. All submissions become

the property of The Bruin. The

Communications Board has a

media grievance procedure

for resolving complaints

against any of its publications.

For a copy of the complete

procedure, contact the

Publications office at 118

Kerckhoff Hall.
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UCLA Hillel Presents

Pizza & Pluralism
An open discussion of the weekly Torah portion

A unique opportunity to learn with a variety of outstanding Rabbis

Wednesday, April 18
12-1 pm, Ackerman 3508

S' .^Rabbi Daniel Bouskilla^.
Sephardic Temple

JOIN US FOR FREE PIZZA
Questions? Contact Roseaime@uclahilIel.org

Sponsored by the Shelley & Bruce Whizin Family Foundation
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to check your UCLA e-mail

One word:

Attachments
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bruinwaic.com supports your existing Bruin Online

email account, only better, bruinwaic.com e<nail

features spell check, supports attachments, and lets

.
you send and receive efnails in HTML

bruinwaic.com— the best way to check your UCLA e^naiL
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CHANG
From page 16

years when we once again decide his

future? Will we remember his delib-

eration and his semi-apology? Most
likely, we'll probably care more
about how full our pocketbooks

have been while Bush was president

than whether or not he apologized to

China four years ago.

What we need is quiet,

vengeance-free diplomacy. I don't

like the tone of some senators who
say we need retribution. The inci-

dent is done with, the crew members
were treated well, and the Chinese

did not behave badly toward them.

The damage the incident does to

U.S.-China relations may be soft-

ened if we do not view China as a

potential adversary, but rather, as a

co-operator in common interests.

The spy plane crisis brings up
many issues to consider in dealing

with the future of U.S.-China rela-

tions. As the U.S.-China relationship

becomes increasingly precarious, it

will be more dilTicult to tiptoe

around conflicting military interests

in Asia.

But for now we should focus on
what we have in common and

resolve this issue quickly and quietly.

Tlicn there should be further diplo-

macy to determine and agree upon
what positions each country should

play in Asia. In that way, we will not

fmd ourselves at war with China.

FARAHMANDPUR
From page 17

to have used heroin. In fact, there are

more white high school students who
have used crystal methamphetamine

(arguably one of the most addictive

drug on the streets) than there are

black students who smoke cigarettes."

Moreover, studies funded by the

federal government have shown that

white youths between the ages of 12-

17 are 34 percent more likely to sell

drugs than African American youths

in the same age group. Furthermore,

young white adults are twice as likely

to binge drink and drive under the

influence than African Americans.

Lack of economic

security and a social

safety net ... has created

what many youth

believe to be a zero-,

sum future for their

current generation.

Perhaps more disturbing is the fact

that white male students are twice as

likely than black males to to bring a

weapon to their school campus.

What remains at the heart of this

failure to acknowledge white violence

is the refusal to connect violence in

most of its incarnations (among white,

African American, Asian and Latino

communities) to the political economy
of insecurity brought about by capital-

ist social relations. Lack ofeconomic

security and a social safety net - not to

mention the crisis within global capi-

talism worldwide - has created what

many youth believe to be a zero-sum

future for their current generation.

Since it is imperative not to ques-

tion the social relations of production

within capitalism and the value system

that has grown up around the free-

market that makes it synonymous
with democracy itself, the media find

it a more prudent strategy (given that

they are owned by mega<orporations

highly invested in capital accumula-

tion) to find scapegoats for social vio-

lence than to take a serious look at its

historical and material causes.

A RECYCLING
From page 17

copy of which only the headlines

were read before being properly

discarded.

Unfortunately, beverage contain-

er recycling is not quite as conve-

nient as it is for paper. There are

far fewer bins on campus. We hope,

though that over the past 15

months, everyone has learned

where the clusters are located.

There is probably a couple that you
pass by every day. It's possible to

carry an empty container from

where you finish the drink to a bin.

Despite the fact that the recy-

cling clusters cost an expensive

$1,300 each, there's still one recy-

cling cluster in almost every part of

campus. You should have no prob-

lems spotting one on your way to

class. Facilities Management, with

the initiation of a long overdue

recycling program, is devoting its

efforts to purchasing more bins

with ravenue earned from recy-

cling.

Isn't it time for us to put these

bins to good use, if not for the feel-

good-about-yourself sensation that

you get when you slide your dis-

jcarded waste into the bin, but for

The future ofUCLA's recycling

program?

As students, we not only should

feel obligated to utilize the recy-

cling bins offered by Facilities

Management, but we should learn

to exercise recycling habits in our

dorm rooms.

Glancing at trash cans in dorm
rooms, we repeatedly see items

including soda cans, notebook

paper, water bottles and newspa-

pers. The on campus housing recy-

cling program provides two sets of

containers on each residence hall

floor.

A majority of residents know
where these are, yet still only a

minority utilize them. It's baffling

to us how so many on-campus resi-

dents acknowledge the importance

of recycling, yet do nothing about

it.

It's not difficult to place another

container next to the trash can and

turn it into a bin for recycling by

printing out or requesting a-sign or

sticker from ORL's recycling Web
site.

By now, we hope there are a few

of you out there that are wishing

you could be eco-greenhorns, aim-

ing to go the extra mile. Well, you

are in luck.

We have just the right formula.

Participate in UCLA's recycling

programs! It is easy to do. First,

start by recognizing the recycling

bins around you, and keep note of

where they are for future use.
,/

Second, use the bins. Ndlonly
can you recycle your newspapers

".and beverage containers, but feel

: free to pick up the mess of another

I
rude person. Don't forget that the

'mixed-paper recycling bins accept

cardboard, colored paper and white

paper, including last quarter's

notes.

If you want to get crazy, take

measures to reduce and reuse your

personal consumption, such as tak-

ing notes on scratch paper and tak-

ing a sack lunch to campus - in a

reusable bag, of course.

Check out one of the many stu-

dent groups that work to improve

UCLA recycling, such as Bruins

for Recycling, CalPIRG, the

Environmental Coalition, or

USAC's Student Welfare

Commission. Together, we can

make a large impact on where

UCLA's waste goes.

Because our campus is a

renowned institution, the waste

management practices that people

follow are embarrassing. Students

need to take more responsibility for

their waste and try harder to get

their 2.1 5 pounds of recyclable

waste to the proper bins.
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Dm't aetstuck in a lease

summer

Advertise in the Summer Sublet Guide.

SUBLET

n. property, especially an apartment, rented by a tenant to another party

V. to rent your apartment out to someone else during a period of time

T'he Daily Bruin Summer Sublet

Guide is a special feature designed to

help customers advertise that their

apartment is available for subletting. It

can also be used to find apartments. A

rather extensive and usehjl tool for ten-

ants, the Sublet Guide appears in the

UCLA Daily Bruin during the Spring

Quarter; mid-April through the end of

Spring Quarter 2001. A Sublet Guide ad

runs in the Daily Bruin for 4 days as a

regular line ad and 1 day as a display

ad. The display ad appears on

Wednesday, while the line ad appears on

any 4 days adjacent to the display ad

date. The price to run a Sublet Guide ad

is $40.00 per week. However, we also

offer a special of $75 for two weeks

which comes with a guarantee... if you

don't sublet your apartment after the

initial two weeks, call us and we'll con- .

tinue running it until it rents or Spring ,

Quarter ends.

Contact the Daily Bruin today to

listyour apartment in the Summer

Sublet Guide!

to advertise

Contoct:

Doily Bruin Classified Line

llSKerckhoffHoll

310.825.2221

Fox:

310.206.0528

E-moil:

dossifieds^media.ucla.edu

PubKcotion Dotes:

Disploy ads: 4/18, 4/25, 5/2, 5/9, 5/16,

5/23, 5/30, 6/7, 6/1

1

Line ads: Any 4 doys adjacent to the

display ad date.

Deodfines:

Mondays at 1 2:00 Noon
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NOTEASYBEING
Tom Green is willing to perform even the

most disgusting stunts in ttie name ofcomedy

.^;ak^

By Suneal Kolluri

Daily Bruin Contributoc.

On his MTV show and in numerous movies.

Canadian comic Tom Green regularly goes to

extremes to gel a laugh. Green has subjected himself

to such gruesome acts as sucking milk from a cow's

udder, putting mice in his mouth, and having a testi-

cle removed in front of the nation.

It's not easy being Green.

In "Freddy Got Fingered, " a movie Green direct-

ed, co-wrote and stars in, Green once again uses his

brand of extreme gross-out humor to elicit a reaction

from audiences.

"1 like to do something that gets a genuine reac-

tion from people," Green said at a Los Angeles press

junket. 'Whether it's on my television show interact-

ing with real people on the street and the reaction is

actually on camera ... or if it's in this movie where
people are reacting to the movie."

"Freddy Got Fingered" tells the story of Gor<l

(Green), a 28-year-old loon who has to move back in

with his parents after quitting his job at the cheese

factory to pursue his dream of becoming an anima-
tor.

His father (Rip Torn) sees him as a slacker and is

angered by Gord's decision to return home. Gord's
wild antics disturb his father even more, until a wild

family feud erupts.

Throughout the movie Gord participates in some
rather disturbing activities, such as the use of a gut-

ted deer carcass as a costume, the biting of an umbil-

ical cord, and the sexual molestation of different

forms of wildlife.

"It's real elephant spunk," Green said. "We did-

n't want to use tapioca pudding or anything like that

because that would be too unrealistic."

Green acknowledged that some viewers of the

111m may be disgusted by his onscreen antics.

"it's really fun when you have an extreme reac-

tion, and sometimes you're not laughing so much at

the joke, but then you might laugh afterward about

movie.—^44hmk it something becomes mean-spirited amt

^^^MJiSj^^'

t'hoius from Regency Enterpnses

Tom Green suckles on a cow's teat in "Freddy Got Fingered," a nnovie he co-wrote, directed
and stars in. Audiences can expect nnore of Green's brand of extreme gross-out humor,

how much you reacted to the joke," he said.

Green is defmitely no stranger to such wild antics.

Five years ago. Green was living in his basement,

working on getting "The Tom Green Show" off the

ground.

"The Tom Green Show" features Green running

around the streets like a lunatic, videotaping various

shenanigans. When the show eventually found its

way onto MTV, Green had the chance to gross out

viewers on national television.

"I think there's an indication that people like what
I did on my TV show. There's a certain type of peo-

ple that laugh at this stuff," Green said. "Young peo-

ple, college-age people and people that are into

things that aren't necessarily mainstream and like to

see things that are a little different or off the beaten

track ... lend to like what I do."

Writing, directing and starring in "Freddy Got
Fingered" allowed Green to have much more cre-

ative control over the content in the movie.

"I wanted to direct this movie so I could argue for

certain scenes and keep them in the movie ... which
is difficult if you want to masturbate a horse," Green
said. ""That's not necessarily the most clever bit of

comedy you've ever heard of before, but the act of

getting it to actually remain in the movie is some-
what difficult."

Although Green maintains that pushing the enve-

lope makes a film more original, he said that he does

walk a line when creating material for his show or the

hurtful then I don't think it's funny, and the goal is

for it to be funny," he said. "That's the difference

between shocking for shock's sake and shocking for

funny's sake."

Either way. Green aims to shock viewers. He is

comfortable doing things that would make most any-

one squirm.

Green uses this comfort, and a strange oral fixa-

tion, to elicit reactions from his audience.

"Probably I could put anything m my mouth and
not be grossed out," he said. ""I did a bit where I put

poo on a microphone and went around and inter-

viewed people. That's, 1 guess, kind of gross ... I

don't know, I wouldn't care."

In "Freddy Got Fingered. ' Green even con-

vinced veteran actor Rip Torn to participate in the

zaniness. One scene in the movie shows Torn's char-

acter baring his backside while screaming rather

graphic obscenities at his son.

"I think they digitally amplified some of my pos-

terior," Torn said. ""They might have put somebody
else's bum in there for a while. Nurses tell me when-
ever I've had to drop my shorts for examinations,

'You've got a really tight little tush there.'"

Although he experienced firsthand some of
Green's wilder material. Torn also complimented
Green on his other abilities.

"He has the ability to shift gears." Torn said. "It's

not all the crazy stuff or the gross-out comedy. He's
very good at verbal comedy, he can play serious

scenes. I think he's got a lot of arrows in his quiver."

Green also sees himself improving as an enter-

tainer.

"I'm proud to say that there's no poo in the movie
and no pee in the movie so I feel like we're really

spreading our wings and growing as writers," he
said.

FILM: "Freddy Got Fingered" opens tomorrow in the-

aters nationwide.

Tom Green has an emotional moment after retrieving soap on-a-rope from a

toilet in his latest feature film, which opens tomorrow in theaters nationwide.

The t)ar is open

British band Minibar comes to

America and performs in L.A.

on Thursday night. Find out

more tomorrow in A&E.
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Satirical show asks 'Why am I here?'

Photos by JANA SUMMERS

Jay Dillon, a third-year music student, plays Jeremie Brillant, a third-year sociology
student, in a game of foosball during a rehearsal of the play "How to Major In Foosball."

THEATER: Play written, directed,

performed by students explores

motives for going to university

By Kate Bristow

Daily Bruin Contributor

It haunts you during soporific lectures, the

night before midterms and every time you have
to pay to wash your clothes. The question "Why
am I here?" lurks in the minds of even the most
focused and independent students at some point

during their years at a university

Written, directed and acted entirely by

UCLA students, "How to Major in Foosball,"

brings that question to the stage, addressing the

wide range of motivations people have for going

to school. The play premiers tonight at 8 p.m. in

the Northwest Campus Auditorium and shows
again on Friday

"Everyone can relate to the play if they go to

college," said Rockey Caringello, a first-year

/

English student and cast member. "It's like

they're still trying to be kids and have fun while

at the same time figure out where they are going

with their lives."

"How to Major in Foosball" is sponsored by

the On-Campus Housing Committee Arts

Council and the Educational Planning

Committee/Office of Residential Life.

Admission is free.

"Because we were sponsored and no one has

lost any money, I'd just rather not charge admis-

sion," said "Foosball" playwright and director

JefTThom, a third-year English transfer student.

"I'd rather have more audience and more peo-

ple. I think a lot of theater is overpriced."

Tonight's audience will not be the first to wit-

ness a performance of Thom's college satire. In

May of 1999, "How to Major in Foosball" was

performed at the University of San Diego,

where Thorn first came up with the idea for the

play and put pen to page.

"My freshman year I was frustrated and

bored with class so I started writing plays,"

Thorn said. "We had a foosball table in our com-

mon room and I was sitting, watching my room-

mates play one night when I thought, 'What are

they doing here? What am I doing here?' And
the play just kind of flowed from there."

Without a structured plot, "How to Major in

Foosball" is a character play that discusses the

different motivations people have for going to

college. The different motifs are embodied in

each of the characters, all of whom are based
upon Thom's roommates his freshman year at

USD.
"I was working on another play at the time

when the idea for 'Foosball' occurred to me,"
Thom said. "The title came out as a joke that

same night when my roommates asked me, 'If

you were writing a play about us, what would
you call it?' And I said, 'How to Major in

Foosball.'"

Although the characters in Thom's play hold

names such as 'Frat Boy" and "G-Dawg," they

are not the stereotypes audiences might expect

them to be.

.
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Cannabis aids creation,

reciation of music

Cyrus

McNally

Brynn Fee gets angry at Jeremie Brillant during

one of the play's rehearsals, held on Hilgard Avenue.

• •

MUSIC: Writer explains

connection between pot,

perception, roots of '420'

J
ah man. Gather round, for I am
about to unveil to you the true

origins of a much misunder-

stood, misrepresented and misinter-

preted expression. But this reminds

me of a point I wanted to make...

One theory

why cannabis is

still illegal: If

marijuana was
legal, demand
for the crop

might skyrock-

et. This would

in turn necessi-

tate the planti-

ng and cultivat-

ing of many
more plants.

which would

help reduce

green-house gasses in the atmos-

phere by over 15 percent. Normally
this would be beneficial, as it would
reduce that dreaded greenhouse

effect they keep scaring us about.

But you see. the people in power
don't want to reduce the greenhouse

effect, and unbeknownst to the

breadth of the world's population,

our earth is slowly undergoing a

massive terraforming project coordi-

nated by our alien masters.

But I digress.

How did the combination of

inhaling a nasty smelling plant and
listening to music come about? First

off, with the enhancement of the

sen.ses comes the enhancement of

music. The nuances of melody and
complexity in rhythmic patterns

enrapture the mind of the demented
hophead. Everything expands in

infinite grandeur as if propelled by
some gigantic field of anti-gravity

Permanent volume.

And, yet again, I digress.

This column is really about the

origins of the expression "420," as

many people have come to associate

this number with cannabis, or the

marijuana plant, for some reason or

another.

A particular rumor has it that

"420" refers to the number of differ-

ent chemicals found in marijuana.

Another rumor claims that the

police use "420" as the code for

reporting a "pot-smoking in

progress" (police departments deny
the existence of any such code).

In actuality, the term "420" was
originated by a group of brothers

who would meet up every day after

high school in the parking lot to

spark up at 4:20 p.m. Thanks to

these guys, the simple and easy-to-

remember phrase became quite pop-
ular among certain populations,

musicians included, signifying a spe-

cially designated time significant to

all potheads.

However, the term was really not

all that popular until it somehow
spilled over into the Grateful Dead
community who passed out fiyers at

Oakland. Calif., shows in 1990

announcing a "4:20 on 4/20 gather-

ing."

The rest is history.

Well, actually, let's take history

back a little farther...

2737 B.C.: Cannabis is referred toV
as a "superior" herb in the world's

first medical text, or pharma-
copoeia, in Southeast Asia.

1845 A.D.: Psychologist and
inventor of modern psychopharma-
cology, Jacques-Joseph Moreau de
Tours publishes the first report of

the possible physical and mental

benefits of cannabis. Only 25 years

later, cannabis is listed in the U.S.

Pharmacopoeia as a medicine.

l964A.D.:THC,tetrahydra.
cannabinol, is first isolated in the

laboratory.

l9ii9A,D.i t^ice.per-ounce of
cannabis is worth more than gold.

Worldwide prohibition attracts orga-

nized crime to take over the

cannabis market and net large prof-

its.

1997 A.D.: An eight-year study at

the UCLA School of Medicine con-

cludes that long-term smokers of
cannabis do not experience a greater

annual declme in lung function than

non-smokers. Also m 1997. it is

reported that America's largest cash

crop, outranking corn, wheat and all

other grains combined, is cannabis.

More recent research on cannabi-

noid receptors in the brain, known
asCBI (cannabinoid 1) receptors,

has concluded that they might regu-

late perception (hearing, color

vision, taste), cognition (sleep, long-

and short-term memory) and motor
skills (movement, coordination, pos-

ture and muscle tone), helping to

establish the link between biology

and behavior of the cannabis inhaler.

CBl receptors have been shown
to ultimately inhibit adrenaline,

explaining the large amount of peace

and laziness exhibited in your aver-

age cannabis inhaler.

So how was cannabis first con-

nected to music? One of the more
striking effects noticed in the stale of

consciousness brought on by

cannabis use is an acutely augment-
ed appreciation of music. The effect

does not seem to fade with the habit-

ual use of cannabis. This perception

of enhancement is curiously not lim-

ited to certain types of music,

although many persons originally

interested only in pop music, for

example, have been known to sud-

denly find during a marijuana ses-

sion that more "serious" music is

entertaining in a way both unexpect-

ed and profound.

While the biological actions of

THC and other related cannabinoids

are not fully understood, it is the

derangement of reality in a pleasant

matter that beckons its users. This

derangement has obviously been
used to some advantage, as musi-

cians (as well as other artists) have

testified not only to enhanced appre-

ciation of music and art in general

through use of cannabis, but some
have also contended that these

altered states of consciousness are

useful and valuable in augmenting
their creativity - although research

verifying such claims is hard to

accomplish in any meaningful or rel-

ative way.

It wasn't really until the 1930s

that cannabis became associated

with music - at the time, it was jazz

music. It can't be denied that the

long, wild-winded solos of saxo-

See MCNALLY, page 26
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JENNIFER LOPEZ

"J-Lo"

Jennifer Lopez
"J-Lo"

Sony Music

Pop music has reached an all new

"J-Lo " Jennifer Lopez's newest

album, a hodgepodge of club music,

Latin-tinged pop and ballads, offers

little in quality music beyond a few

catchy songs.

Lopez has never been known for

having a powerful or unique voice,

and "J-Lo" does nothing to dispute

that fact Throughout the album,

her vocals sound thin, as if all their

emotion and warmth have been fil-

tered out.

^r Lepez!s votab aren t powerful

enough to carry the songs, but the

rest of the music pulls her through.

As a whole, the songs have good

packaging, like most current pop

tunes. They are well-polished and

full of synthesized drumbeats, key-

boards, backup vocals and special

effects. They offer little more than a

beat to nod your head to.

"Love Don't Cost A Thing," one

of the better cuts, has decent beats,

but ridiculous lyrics, setting the

album's mediocre tone.

The dance songs, especially the

Latin ones, are better than the bal-

lads. Slow tunes like "Come Over"

and "Secretly" trudge on from

beginning to weary end. Ballads

give artists a great opportunity to

show their range, but Lopez's dull

delivery adds nothing to the trite

songs.

"Carino" has a good vibe, and

Lopez phrases the words almost

like speech, but the lyrics are poorly

written and Lopez's performance is

far from dynamic. She sounds total-

ly uninspired as she sings, "I got so

much love to give you/that I would

probably want you all the time."

"Si Ya Se Acabo," has a grooving

Latin pop style and is worth a lis-

ten. The driving beat, guitar and

horn riffs and n>ulti-vocal cho«i*^

—

almost mind-numbing.

Unfortunately, there's barely a

memorable phrase or line on the

entire album. Essentially all the

songs can be divided by lyrical con-

tent into two categories: "Baby, I'm

sorry, come back to me" and "Baby,

respect me, love me." Listeners can

paraphrase all of Lopez's lyrics sim-

ply by inserting one of these two

phrases in each song.

One of the few memorable lines

is during "That's Not Me," where

Lopez sings, "I looked in the mirror

every day/I saw myself fading

away/you tryin' to mold me into

her."

After playing the songs a few

times, they get a little better, but not

much. Hopefully Lopez won't quit

her acting career.

Chris Young
Rating: 4

Shuggie Otis

of America's greatest art form, is

the reason college students can

name every song released by gener-

ic sheep-pop bands *NSYNC and

the Backstreet Boys, while they

wouldn't recognize geniuses like

Prince or Terrance Trent D'arby if

they handed out their own albums

on Bruin Walk. Major labels prefer

artists that they can pigeonhole and

control, and the result is that the

truly great musicians fade into

obscurity while mediocrity goes

platinum ten times over.

One of the great casualties of the

'70s California soul scene was Los

Angeles musician Shuggie Otis. A
musical prodigy, Otis released a

soul masterpiece in 1974,

"Inspiration Information" that was

so brilHant and ahead of its time

that Otis' label. Epic Records, had

no choice but to bury the record

and drop him from the label.—The album, which Otis wr^te,

For musicologists this disc is an

absolute must-buy.

It's amazing how many modern

genres are explored on this disc.

The stripped-down folky blues of

"Sweet Thang" would fit in nicely

on any Ben Harper disc, while

futuristic, drum machine-backed

tracks like "XL-30 " and "Pling"

predate the Frertch ambient techno

scene by a soiid 25 years.

Aside from the groundbreaking

aspects of this disc, "Inspiration

Information" is a groovy listen

from beginning to end. A true '70s

soul act, the album features several

tracks which would fit into the style

of the time with the sweeping syn-

thesized strings and guitar style that

were typical of the Isaac Hayes,

Curtis Mayfield recordings of the

period. If Otis' original rendition of

"Strawberry Letter 23," which later

became a huge hit for the Brothers

Johnson, was released as a single, it

make this one of the more interest-

ing songs on the album.

Usually when vocalists reach up

to their higher registers, the color of

their voice changes, and higher

notes convey deeper emotional sub-

stance. Not here. On "That's the

Way." Lopez's vocals on the high

end arc so emotionless, they're

'Inspiration Information"

Luaka Bop

If there's one thing the major

record companies hate more than

originality, it's an artist who thinks

and acts independently. Corporate

suits who are more concerned with

profit margins than the expansion

arranged, produced (although his

father Johnny Otis received the pro-

ducer credit) and performed, set the

standard for future DIY artists and

genre-hopping performers.

"Inspiration Information,"

which took a then-unheard of three

years to record, has recently been

reissued by Luaka Bop Records.

See SOUNDBITES, page 26
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specializing in MCAT Preparation
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TV: Comedy Central gets

laughs with witty spoof of

W. administration, sitcoms

fun at White House 'The Visit' treats death

with sensitive simplicity

By Frazier Moore
The Associated Press

Just a few more votes for Al Gore
in Florida ... even now. it's hard not

to marvel at how different every-

thing might have been.

On TV. for instance. A different

outcome in the Sunshine State and
instead of Comedy Central's "That's

My Bush!" we'd now be chortling at

a spoof of the Gore White House -

maybe titled "That's Al, Folks!"

While Gore as chief executive

would have furnished ample inspira-

tion for Matt Stone and Trey Parker

(creators of Comedy Central's hit

"South Park"), their new "That's My
Bush!" has suffered from no short-

age of material. In his first 100 days.

President Bush has proved fully qual-

ified to feed the comic maw.
Meanwhile, "That's My Bush!" is

doing W. a favor in return. Airing

Wednesday at 10:30 p.m. EDT, it

^reaffirms on a weekly basis thai

Bush, not Gore, won their bitterly

contested race. "I can't believe he's

actually in the White House," goes

the chirpy theme song, but, hey, it's

official: "He's the president in resi-

dence, he's kinda in charge." So,

there!

Funny as heck, "That's My

Timothy Bottoms stars as George W.

Bush" with aide Karl (Kurt Fuller) and

Bush!" is a uniter, not a divider, deft-

ly fusing the presidency with another

venerable American institution: the

television sitcom. A robust sendup of

both, "That's My Bush!" lets the

excesses of one offset excesses by the

other.

Sure, at first glance, it might have

seeffted outrageous when Bush's col-

lege buddies crashed the White
House for a round of frat-boy revel-

ry. But wait! Besides drawing on
Bush's bygone penchant for carous-

ing, this episode was authenticated

further by its classic sitcom premise:

pesky visitors throwing our hero's

life into turmoil.

The Associated Press

in Comedy Central's That's My
secretary Princess (Kristen Miller).

And what about the episode when
Bush (played with uncanny skill by

Timothy Bottoms) tries to juggle a

romantic dinner with his wife and,

unbeknownst to her, an abortion-

rights summit elsewhere in the White
House? Well, sitcoms thrive on the

well-planned but ridiculous scheme
gone awry. Besides, any president's

schedule is so jam-packed, what
makes our hero's efforts to be two
places at the same time unbelievable?

In short, "That's My Bush!" does

full justice to sitcom conventions

(no, Gracie, that's not where pols

See BUSH, page 25

FILM: Walker-Pearlman

has impressive debut as

writer-director-producer

By Giristy Lemire
The Associated Press

Imagine a hybrid of the most
compelling aspects of two HBO
programs - the therapy sessions of

the mob drama "The Sopranos" and
the raw simplicity of the prison

series "Oz" - and you have "The
Visit."

The film is an impressive debut

from writer-director-producer

Jordan Walker-Pearlman, adapted

from a play by Kosmond Russell

that's based on a true story. His

camerawork and interiors are spare
- a play on film, almost - the perfect

backdrop for the muted yet power-

ful performances from a strong

en.semble cast.

Hill Harper stars as Alex Waters,

who is serving 25 years in a

Cttlirofma prison for rape. But at

age 32. he is dying of Al DS. and has

less than a year to live.

The title comes not from one
visit, but from a series that Alex

receives: from his successful older

brother Tony (Obba Babatunde).

who is married with two children;

from his parents (Billy Dee

Williams and Maria Gibbs). who
haven't seen him in five years; and
from his childhood friend Felicia

(Rae Dawn Chong), a victim of

incest and a recovering crack addict

who wants to help him heal, too.

Each visit changes Alex a little

bit. opens him up. In between, he

makes his own visits to Dr. Coles

(Phylicia Rashad), the prison psy-

chiatrist who's analyzing him before

making a recommendation to the

parole board about his release.

And then there is his dream life, a

melancholy version of Ally

McBeal's wacky, surreal visions.

Alex imagines himself happy,

healthy. He slow dances with his

mother, jokes with his brother, holds

Felicia tenderly until reality returns.

The imagery is compelling, but

even more so is how real all these

characters feel - they talk to each

other like real people talk.

The words gush from Felicia

when she explains why she's come
to sec Alex after so many years, a

rush to make up for lost time.

They spew in awkward starts and ~

stops from his parents as they try to

reconnect with their younger son, to

understand what went wrong.

They resonate softly as Alex talks

with Dr. Coles about dying ofAIDS
behind bars. The disease has forced

See VISIT, page 2S
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Bruin Special
LARGE (16") PIZZA 3 regular toppings

$9.X - Delivery Only; $16.75 value; limit 1 per order

Student Speciai

m 20% OFF with Bruin Card
Delivery ft Pick-up Only

^vj

Giant Slice + Salad •* Drink =

iviyIV.donantoniosTcom
= $3.99 (Largest Slice in Westwood) • Complete Dinners $4.99 • Free Delivery
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MANN

Westwood

MANN

Santa Monica
VILLAGE tPWlMi LMw Yo« (PG-13)
961 Bfoxton THX Dolby Digilal

208-5576 Mon-Thu (12:00 2:30 5:00) 7:30 1015

MUIN SayKMi(PG)
948 Btoxton THX • Dolby Oiaital

239 MANN Mon-Thu (11:45 2:15 4:45) 7.15 9:45

CRITEIUON 3 I Likt Ym (PG-13)
THX SDDS Omital

Mon-Thu (11:45 2:10 4 50) 7 20 9:45

LAEMMLE
visit our website www.lMfflinle.com

West Hollywood

•000 SmimI (irt imcMl ItoiSh) Fi^ Paiting
(323) 848-350)

CRITEraON4 TlwTaHerelPMWM(R)
THX Dolby Digital

Mon-Thu (1 1:50 2:30 5:00) 7:30 10:00

suNsni
Mon-Thu (12:45) 3:50 7 00 91:5(1

SUNSn 2

NATIONAL
10925 Lindbrook
206-4366

AkM| Camt a Spider (R)

THX Dolby Digital

Mon-Thu (1:45 4:30) 7:15 10«)

FESTIVAL Kingdom Com* (PQ)
10887 Lindbrook THX Dolby Digital

208-4575 Mon-Thu (12:45 3:00 5:15) 7 30 9 45

REGENT Amortt Perros (R)
1045Broxton Dolby SR
208-3259 Mon-Thu (1:30 4,30) 7:00 9 45

PtA2A Enomy at IN Gates (R)
10Q7 Glendon Dolby Digital

208-3097 Mon-Thu (1:00 4.00) 7:15 10:15

WESTWOOD 1

lOSOGayley
208-7664

WESTWOOD 2
1050Gaytey
208-7664

WESTWOOD

3

1050 Gayley

206-7664

Pokamoa 3: Tke Movia (G)

Dolby Digital

Mon-Thu (100 3 30) 6 00

Vta Cae Ceeal Oa Mo (R)

Dolby Digital

Mon-Thu (1:45 4:30) 7:30 10 15

CroacMag Tigar.

HMdon Draooa (PG 13)

Oolby Digital

Mon-Thu (1:15 4 00) 7 00 945
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1050 Gayley Oolby Digital

208-7664 Mon-Thu (130 4 15) 7 15 10 00
BillV EMM (R)

Dolby Digital

Mon-Thu (8 15) 10 40

. Santa Monica
CRrrERION 1 IrMgat Joaa t Diary (R)
1313 3rd St. THX Stereo Oolby Dnilal
Promanade Mon-Thu (12«J 220 440) 700 920
395-1S99

CmTERIONt J«aDM(P6-13)
THX - Oolby Digital

Mon-Thu (12:20 2:45 5:10) 7 45 10:15
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THX • Dolby Digital
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AVCO CINEMA
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AVCO CINEMA

UCLA

Campus Events

ACKERMAN BALLROOM WaatJ Tk«4/19 A Fri 4/20
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7.00 pm & 9 30 pm
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Presented in THX SRD Digital Sound
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No Shows Thu
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No Shows Thu

Beverly Hills

BEVERLY CONNECTION
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4 hours validated parking SI at Box Oflice

Enjoy the
Movies!!!
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Movie deftly maneuvers in love, evil
FILM; 'I\irtiirro's sensitive

portrayal makes eccentric

character more accessible

By Malcohn Ritter

The Associated Press

"The Luzhin Defence " is a riveting

drama about a chess grand master

who must deal with both his tlrst

romance and a plot agamst him dur-

ing the match of his life. You don't

have to know a rook from a rookie to

enjoy this superb film.

John Turturro ("O Brother,

Where Art Thou'.V "Barton Kink"')

delivers a mesmerizing portrayal of

Alexander Luzhin. a disheveled,

intense eccentric. Turturro creates an

endearing vulnerability that keeps an

audience from dismissing Luzhin as a

brilliant but incomprehensible flake.

The movie, based on the novel by

Vladimir Nabokov, is set in 1929.

Luzhin's social awkwardness is

painfully obvious when he arrives at

an Italian resort to compete in the

tournament. In this smooth crowd of

wealthy vacationers, a man can chat

up a woman by asking about her

favo ri te opera arrd symphony.

Raw emotions, random talk

characterize The Low Down'

T'.e Aisoililted Press

Emily Watson (as Natalia) and John Turturro (Alexander Luzhin)

star in Sony Pictures Classics' wonderful'The Luzhin Defence."

Luzhin meets Natalia, a Russian

aristocrat played by Emily Watson
("Hilary and Jackie," "Breaking the

Waves"). He is enchanted by her, and
she comes to find him fascinating - to

the horror of her mother, who has

more noble marriage prospects in

mind.

But Luzhin encounters evil as well,

in the form of Valentinov (plaved bv

"The Mask of Zorro" and "The
Rock."). Valentinov had taken

Luzhin under his wing when Luzhin

was a child prodigy, only to cruelly

dump him later. Now Valentinov is

back with a plan to make sure his for-

mer pupil fails to win the big tourna-

ment.

Eventually, Natalia and
Valentinov become locked in a stnig-

Siuan Wilson, whose films mclude gle over Luzhin slile?

FILM: Movie follows man
leaving behind life of ftm

for responsible adulthood

By David Germain
The Associated Press

There are moments of "The Low
Dow ' that authentically resonate with

the emotional turmoil of that hazy line

between youth and settled adulthood.

Then there are moments when what

you see on screen resembles the feeling

of putting up with obnoxious, bellow-

ing drunks at the next table. You don't

begrudge them their fun, but youd
rather they have it some place else and
leave you in peace.

"The Low Down" mimics life with

such naturalism that like the real thing,

there are instances of revelation and
deep sentiment alongside occasions of

prolonged monotony.

In reality you take the highs with

the lows because there's no other

option, but that mix makes for a fitful.

fidgety movie experience. "The Low
"Down" can be engrossing one minute,^

and quite dull and irritating the next.

This tale of living and loving in mod-
ern London stars Aidan Gillen as

Frank, a man in his late 20s who makes
goofy props for game shows and still

lives the semi-stunted life of the irre-

sponsible college kid.

Frank hangs out with friends, par-

ties a lot. lives in a run-down apartment

and makes decent money from an

undemanding job. His lifestyle falls

between that of his dutiful business

partner, who owns his own Hat and is

talking about marriage, and a slacker

buddy who lazes his way through his

job at the prop shop.

Sensing he needs a change, Frank

begins looking at flats for sale, though

like everything else in his life, he has

trouble committing.

"A mortgage and all that, I dunno,"

Frank says. "'Morte' is the French

word for death, isn't it?"

The house hunt leads Frank to

Ruby (Kate Ashfield), a bright, attrac-

tive realty agent with whom he strikes

up a romance. What follows is a some-

times fuzzy, sometimes focused explo-

Tee LOW, page 26
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.

...lamps..

^^e Lecture Notes
Advanta-^' "

/ Lecture Notes tire a great supplement

to your own notes

/ Quality notetakers provide accurate,

organized and well written accounts of

your professors' lecture

/ Full attention can be given to your

lecture allowing you to listen more

attentively and analytically

/ Available anylmif during the quarter

/ Conveniently located on A Level,

Ackerman Union

tvs,

...books.

UCtfhloRr

.computers..
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...every Friday...

...but no dragons...
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FOOSBALL
From page 20

"The play has too much irony for

stereotypes," said second-year Peter

Gazdag. "The characters are not

unfounded - they are all based on pec^

pie Jeff knew. Even what you might

think is an exaggeration is actually

based on real people, and it's cast real-

ly well. The people playing the parts

are perfect for them."

For the open auditions, Thom
actively recruited people without any
acting experience solely because they

looked right for the part. He found his

perfect "Frat Boy," third-year sociolo-

gy student Jeremie Brillant, in the

Hilgard Houses, and his perfect

"Drift," Caringello, in the English

Department.

"It was really kind of random,"
Caringello said. "I have no acting

experience at all. I met Jeff in the

English building one day and I guess

for some reason I kind of look like

what he envisioned for my character,

so he asked me to come audition."

Although the cast has little to no
acting experience, all its members
have talents for playing their parts,

largely because they are acting out

roles familiar to them.

The stage's only set is familiar as

well. The entire play takes place in a

boys' college dorm common room,
equipped \yith the customary
loveseat, a typical doctor's ofTice

couch and, most importantly, a full-

sized foosball table. Both stage and

characters hit close to home.

"I think anyone can find some
truth in the play and be able to relate

to it in one way or another," Brillant

said.

It's a real, live play based on real,

live people and written, directed,

acted and produced by real, live

UCLA students. Based on the writer's

own experiences and frustrations,

"How to Major in -Foosball" provides

an answer to every college student's

questions, "What am I doing here?

How do you major in foosball?"

THEATER: 'How to Major in Foosball"

plays tonight and Friday at 8 p.m. in the

Northwest Campus Auditorium.

Admission is free.

BUSH
From page 23

nominate their candidates). But unlike, say, NBC's car-

toonish "DAG," a sitcom about a fictional first lady and
her Secret Service agent, "That's My Bush!" is rooted in

what passes for our real world.

But things also work the other way As The New York
Times' Caryn James has written, "When campaigns are
so entangled with television and pop culture, it's a short

but brilliant leap to envision the White House as a sitcom
set."

— Oft the road to the sitcom White House, we endured a

political campaign in which Bush and Gore alter egos

Will Ferrell and Darrell Hammond shadowed the candi-

dates from "Saturday Night Live" -and sometimes, from
this parallel universe, even upstaged the originals.

Then, when broadcasting's coveted Peabody Awards
were announced earlier this month, it wasn't
"Nightline," CNN or N BC News saluted for outstanding

campaign coverage. It was Comedy Central's "The Daily
Show with Jon Stewart. Indecision 2000." (One "Daily
Show" item from last September^ had Bush flatly denying
reports that the GOP had engaged in subliminal advertis-

ing: "Why would we advertise under water?")

But how better than with comedy to depict an election

where the Democratic candidate was hard pressed to.

prove he wasn't a robot? And where the Republican"
pulled off a victory by keeping expectations of him low?

The AisociaU'd Press

Alex Waters (Hill Harper) gets reacquainted with friend Felicia

McDonald (Rae Dawn Chong) in Urbanworld Films"The Visit."

VISIT
From page 23

him tt) confront his mortality and
make amends with the people he's

alienated.

Walker-Pearlman unfortunately

teeters toward melodrama at the

film's end. But everything he shows

US unul thcft i& so weU done, tha^'fr

forgivable.

He gets an enormous amount of

help from a mostly veteran cast.

And Harper is a leading man - it's

as simple as that. His face shows
such pain and regret, such fleeting

wonder and happiness, and he

makes the range seem effortless.

After a series of supporting roles

in forgettable movies like "The
Skulls" and "In Too Deep" and the

defunct CBS hospital drama "City

of Angds." here he gets a chance to-

shine. Tliis film should change his

career, and deservedly so.

Spring

Time

Savings

is in th

Air

FREE NOKIA CELL PHONE
MONTHLY
RATE

$49.99

$29.99

PLAN
MINUTES

400

120

FREEADDmONAL
NIGHT AND
WEEKEND
MINUTES

1^000

LOOO

TOTAi.

MONTHLY
MINUTES

1,400

L120

LONG DISTANCE
INCLUDED IN

PLAN TO 50
STATES

FREE

FREE
RECEIVE FREE ADDITIONAL 1 ,000 MINUTES FOR NIGHT AND
WEEKEND MINUTES EVERY MONTH FROM AT&T WIRELESS!

PLAN INCHJDE^S YOOR DOMF.STIC LONC. DI.STANCE CALLS TO ALL .SO .STATK.S
MnimOLIR JHOMK CAl^i in^^keA: TtMTS CORREC^^

COMPLIMENTARY
CONSULTATION

PREFERRED PAGERS
(800)784-6183
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ONE MAN'S

TRASHm
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Braces^^^
Deliver Brilliant Results

ORTHODONTIST
SINCE 1980 -^ J -*.

UCLA FACULTY MEMBER Dl\ ftStWlCT Ddydlll
Member American Association of Orthodontists

Specializing in braces for adults & children

• Invisible • Removable • Cosmetic Porcelain
• European • Traditional • Surgical Orthodontics

NT 'K ) STri)i:.\TS AM) F.\c( LTV

BRUIN
BARGAINS

(310) 826 - 7494

11645 Wilshire Blvd. #802

Los Angeles, CA 90025

(949) 552 - 5890
18124 Culver Dr., #A

Irvine, CA 92715

Teeth Whitening
upper or lower

$85«« each

(Reg. $200.00)

The treatment wiH be as tollows $1000 00 plus
S 100 00 (Of each montti o( treotment rendered
fof metal braces. S900 00 plus S 100 00 tot each
montti of treatment rerxjered fof removable

bfoces and S 1 700 00 plus S 1 25 00 per month for

cefomic bfoces. S200 00 for diagnostic study
model and $ 1 75.00 fof fornial consultation

expiration date 5-15-01

Study Physical Therapy on the Right Coast.

Husson College in Bangor, Maine

Our Master of Science In Physical

Therapy program Is accredited,

affordable, and accessible. Most of

your credits should transfer.

Bangor, Maine, has been rated one
of the 1 best places to live.

Check us out on the web at

Husson.edu/pt.

HUSSON
For detdils, call 1-800-4HUSSON
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FREE
EVENT Ortist Alphabets

In UCLA Kaufman Hall (Dance Building), Theater 200

Performance is • .

.

Collaborative
with William Forsythe

Wednesday, April 18, 2001, 3:30—5:30

fearuring:

William Forsythe,

Regents' Lecturer

and participants in

the Forsythe workshop

Artltn lit aMMMte*

IIaJB

sponsored by

UCLA Performing Arts

UCLA Dcpanment of

World Arts and Cultures

Chancellor's Office

For mtoriMtton: 510.10 6.IU4

THINK
ABOUT

FREE CAREER FORUM

" Ifyou want to be a lawyer, don't miss this forum."
- Arthur Miller. Professor of Law Harvard Law School

Meet with law admissions officers, learn what to expect your !•* year
of law school and hear a panel discussion about careers In the law.

TONIGHT!!!
6 PM- 9:30 PM
UCLA, Tom Bradley International Center ; . 7 •

6 PM - ongoing:

6:30 PM - 7:30 PM:
7:30 PM - 9:15 PM:

Law School Representative Tabling

Law School 101
Law Panel

Come speak with law school representatives from around the country,
experience a simulated first year law school, and participate In a panel
discussion regarding careers in law. Confirmed panelists include a
writer/producer for The Practice and Ally McBeal.

Space is limited, so RSVP now!
Call 1-800-KAP-TEST or visit us at kaptest.com

to register for this special event!

gMPlPl 1(11111 I

www.alumnl.ucla.edu
KAPLAN bcffbnNILE

LOW
From page 24

ration of two lovers feeling their way
along with a strange new person in a

relationship that could end up as bliss

or bust.

Writer-director Jamie Thraves, a

veteran ofshort films and music videos

making his feature film debut, nicely

captures some genuine episodes that

audiences can relate to from their own
incipient romances.

The intimate camera work brings

liny details into sharp definition the

tone of a glance or smile, a small hand

gesture - the sort c f things men and

women take note of as they become
acquainted with each other's tempera-

ments and bodies.

Unfortunately, the docudrama style

also captures moments that become
difficult for viewers - notably, several

extended scenes where Frank and his

friends drunkenly go on at length

about God knows what. Their babble

and banter doesn't illuminate the story

or the characters and quickly grows

grating.

Thraves encouraged the cast to

improvise when it felt right, so occa-

sionally, what you see is what he got

from his actors.

SOUNDBITES
From page 22

would likely be the best R&B
record of the year. The same could

be said about the title track.

Otis has a strong, soulful voice

that occupies a middle ground

between Little Stevie Wonder and

the late Jackie Wilson, and is great-

ly benefited by his lo-fi production

approach. All the musicianship is

first rate. Nothing on this disc

sounds like it was performed with

the economic bottom line in rnnsid-

eration.

As wonderful as this disc is, most
listeners will never have the oppor-

tunity to hear this gem of a record-

ing. Corporate radio and MTV are

even more conservative now than

they were in 1974. The sad truth of

the matter is that this disc has next

to no chance of going platinum.

Otis didn't record this disc to sell

records though. He made this clas-

sic for people who like to listen to

great music. Now, fans of soul-

based music, this is a golden oppor-

tunity to own one of the most inno-

vative discs of the entire genre.

Scott Schultz

Rating: 9

Jol

"We Are Three"
Real World

Joi's *'We Arc Three," its second

release for Peter Gabriel's Real

World label, is a brilliant stab at

ethnic dance music, combining the

highest of hi-tech production stan-

dards with gritty samples recorded

in the streets of Bengal, India.

Moving from breakbeat electron-

ica to disco house to avant garde

alternative, Joi covers a lot of

ground without oversaturating its

sound with nationality, as is com-
mon among ethnotechno hybrids.

Joi is comprised of brothers

Haroon and Farook Shamsher. who
were born in India and raised next

to London's dance clubs. Having

built up a reputation as the self-

described "original Asian backbeat

fusionists" earlier in the decade, the

brothers released their first album
"One and One is Three" to critical

acclaim in 1999. Only a few months
-^^after their first album's release and--

their second's genesis, Haroon suf-

fered a fatal heart attack, effective-

ly ending the band's existence.

"We Are Three" still shines with

an uncommon exuberance for

breakbeat music, with tracks like

"The Holy Side" piling layers of dis-

torted drum beats atop soul-grasp-

ing synth lines, and others like

"Triatma" working in acoustic gui-

tars and sitars over puncturing bass

beats and string washes.

On some of the more catchy

pieces, such as "Don't Cha Know
That" or "Deep Asian Vibes," Joi

picks up where The Crystal Method
and The Chemical Brothers left off,

but trades pompousness for ecstasy.

While a few tracks on "We Are
Three," such as the slow-moving

"Flying With You" and the rather

indigestible 'Prcm." might keep the

album from being a true master-

piece, ultimate fusionary tracks like

"We Need Your Vote" make the

album definitely worth checking

out and earning heavy rotation in

the CD carousel.

Cyrus McNally
Rating: 8

MCNALLY
From page 21 .

:'.>"'

phone and trumpet virtuosos John
Coltrane and Miles Davis helped

foster a long movement of improvi-

sation which would eventually carry

il.self over to such diverse genres as

rock, bluegrass and the avant garde.

Total disinhibilion of form in

music took precedence for several

decades, where psychedelic and pro-

gressive rock music reigned on the

airwaves during the 1960s and '70s.

Exploratory arrangements and free-

form song structure opened up a

new fanfare of musical possibilities

worldwide.

Freed from the restraint of a

more conservative and shunning

industry, artists were now allowed to

express themselves as a changing

culture; abandoning the old-guard

standards of snappy, happy, three-

minute pop songs for anthemic,

aural aggrandizement and virtuosity.

Classic rock groups like Pink Floyd,

The Grateful Dead and Yes all

offered their listeners multiple layers

of instruments (the most important

of which is the synthesizer), jam-

ming out songs for 20 minutes or

more at a tirpe, keeping their respec-

tive (and intoxicated) audiences

bombarded with sensory overload.

The Dead once played its magnum

opus, "Dark Star " for 60 minutes at

an early '70s concert.

In this day and age. electronic

music seems to have taken over for

the aforementioned exploratory

rock bands, trading in drums for

blaring beats, swirls of synthesizer

and deep artificial bass. Although

the Grateful Dead was over by the

mid-'90s (when lead guitarist Jerry

Garcia died), it was replaced by the

more modern Phish.

And, well, now that Phish has

decided to take at least a year off

from touring, electronic music

seems to be filling in. offering mesh-

es of novel sonic textures that are

sure to offer a deregulation of per-

ception if absorbed under the right

circumstances.

It is safe to say that without the

presence of a cannabinoid influence,

music would not be what it is today.

The social and cognitive disinhibi-

tion caused by cannabis smoking has

allowed countless artists to achieve

some of their finer moments, and it

almost serves as a release mecha-
nism for creativity. That is, only if

the artists suspqct that they are at all

creative in the first place.

But I digress...

McNally is a fourth-year neuroscience

student who knows not which way
the wind blows. E-mail him at

nougat@ucla.edu.
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IHOO
litOU

2()nn

2()f>()

2100
220(1

2300
2^00
2f)0()

2(i00

2700
2800
2<)00

3000
3100
3200
3300
3A00
3500
3000
3700
3000
3«H)0

AOOO

A2()()

^300

ATiOd

Campus Happenings
Campus Organizations
Campus Recruitment
Campus Services
Birthdays

I

Legal notices
I Lost & Found
Miscellaneous
Personal Messages
Personals
Pregnancy
Recreational Activities
Research Subjects
Sperm / Egg Donors
Tickets Offered
Tickeu Wanted
Wanted

1 1 8 Kerckhoff Hall
308 Westwood Plaza
Los Angeles. CA 9002A

E-Mail. classifieds(cQmedia ucla.edu
Web http://wvvw.dailybruin.ucla.edu

Classified Line: C310) 825-2221
Fax: C3103 206-0528

Classified Display: (310) 206-3060
Fax: (310] 206-0528

ollioe houni
MonThu 9 00am-3:00pm
Fri: 9am-2 :30pm

One issue, up to 20 words
.each additional word

Weekly, up to 20 words
...each additional woid
Monthly, up to 20 words
..each additional word
12 pt headline

1 6 pt headline

VBorder .

$850
065

29.00

2.15

96.00
5.75

$1.60

$225
$500

Classified Line Ads:
1 working day before pnnting,
at 12 noon

Classified Display Ads:
2 working days before pnnting,
at 12 noon

There are no cancellations after

noon of the day before pnnting.

I

Appliances
Art / Paintings
Bicycles / Skates
Books

I

Calling Cards
Cameras / Camcorders
Collectibles

Computers / Software
Furniture

Garage / Yard Sales

I

Health Products
Miscellaneous
Musical Instruments
Office Equipment

I
Pets
Rentals
Sports Equipment
Stereos / TVs / Radios
lable Sports

hoMrloiMrile
an efledhie ad

• Start your ad with the
merchandise you are selling

This makes it easier for readers to
quickly scan the ads and locate
your Items
• Always include the pnce of your
Item Many classified readers
simply do not respond to ads
without pnces
• Avoid abbreviations-make your
ad easy for readers to understand
• Place yourself in the reader's
position, ask what you would like

to know about the merchandise,
and include that in the ad Include
such information as brand names,
colors and other specific

descriptions

For Classified Display ads.

please see our rate card

for variable rate information.

(VlasterCard

payment
Please make checks payable to
Tlie UCLA Daily Brum" We
accept Visa. MasterCard, and
Discover credit cards. Allow 5
working days for mail payments.

fT^^^T^T^tl

ff'Ti nil

QQOn Auto Accessories
QquI Auto Insurance
Dn]I|I Auto Repair
Qiuil Autos for Sale

Qy^9 Boats for Sale
B|^ Motorcycles for Sale

^^Q Parking

^^Q Scooter / Cycle Repair
bXSI Scooters for Sale
liHIlIIfl VehkHes for Rent

loajljfl Resorts / Hotels

hiSQM Rides Offered

¥iSam Rides Wanted
QOOffl Taxi / Shuttle Service
^Quw Travel Destinattons
QQI Travel Tickets
^eSm Vacation Packages

services

21oo
Recreational Activities

SWIM LESSONS/
WATER POLO

INSTRUCTION Private or group lessons
Your pool or ours Collegiate and internation-

al experience. Matt 562-987-3423

announcements
1100-2600

1100
Campus Happenings

2200
Research Subjects

CHRONIC BAD BREATH. Earn $50 and
learn to control bad breath. Clinical study in

Culver City. 310-815-1829. 310-210-7805

4900
Autos for Sale

1996 SATURN SL2
4door. automatic, manual, door lock+wind-
ows, 10 disc cd changer, 79800miles. $8000
(according to kbb) Sam 310-824-3451

POLICE IMPOUNDS. Hondas as low as
$500 for listings 1-800-3 19-3323 ext.A214.

•96 HONDA PRELUDE VTEC BlackOjIack,
sunroof, spoiler, excellent, A/C. original own-
er. ABS. 65k miles, must sell- $16,400obo
323-653-8117

EARN $$$

5UU()

5900
CiOOO

610U
G150
r.200

G3U0
6400
G500
6600
6700
6800
6900
7000
7100
7200

1 -900 numbers
Financial Aid
Insurance
Computer / Internet
Foreign Languages
Health / Beauty Servk:es
Legal Advice / Attorneys
Movers / Storage
Music Lessons
Personal Services
Professional Services
Resumes
Telecommunications
Tutoring Offered
Tutoring Wanted
Typing

Writing Help

Alcoholics Anonymous
Men. DiKuuion, Fn. Sl^> Study, 35M Adcwman

Thun. Book Study, 3508 Adurmon
M/T/W Rm. DMtd A3-029

Wad. Rm. A3- 029
DiKuuion.AltimM 12:10- lOOpm

foratcottoilc»orlmm>iitMttwihohmf9adHnUngprvbhm.

For giving your opinion on market research-
products. TV. etc. Ages 5-54 No accents
please. 818-609-1850.

2300
Sperm/Egg Donors

3500
Furniture

HIGH QUALITY, ALL UN-USED. Mattress-
set$l50 Sola/loveseat $495 Slipcovei -sofa
$550. Seven-piece dining room $795. Bufik-
beds w/mattresses $150 Headboards $15
310-393-2338

m

7400
7f)()()

7t)(l()

7700
7Hl)()

7UU()

8000
HlOO
8200
Hi'ldO

Business Opportunities
Career Opportunities
Child Care Offered
Child Care Wanted
H«lp¥ltentod
HousasHting
Internship
Personal Assistance
lemporary Employment
Volunteer

H400
Hf»00

H(iOU

H700
8800
H«t()()

•»(U)0

!>l(l()

!)2()ll

9:U)0
!»4(l()

!)F.0()

'JI.OO

'.17(1(1

'(80(1

Apartments for Rent
AfMrtments Furnished
CoiHlo / Townhouse for Rant

I

Condo / liownhouse for Sale
Guesthouse for Rem
House for Rant
House for sale
Houseboats for Rant / Sale
Housing Neaded
Room for Help
Room for Rent
Roommates - Private Room
Roommates - Stwrad Room
Sublets
Vacatton Rentals

1300
Campus Recruitment

BREAK INTO ACTING
Prepare for a Career as

a Professional Actor by

Studying From bidttstry

Insiders

»PrafBSMnlC«MrCHBa*|

•Cla»uiiT1n»B.IVSRta

•Pwctial laininq

ItMlflCtlilSI

'818.784.6500

iiiM'ilmstnmmfvidd

www.tvistudios.com

2000
Pcusonals

A GREAT GUY!
Handsome, Successful real estate tycoon
seeks beautiful, smart, classy, sexy woman
18-25 for romafx» and a wonderful life to-

getfier. 310-203-7883

LOVE? European wrtter/Iinguist. cosrnopoli-
tan, accomplished, good-looking, middle-
aged, fiealthy lifestyle, loves literatureAravel-

ing/outdoors, seeks attractive/smart/affec-

ttonate young female, any race/origin, for
friendship, possibly romance/marriage. 310-
573-4020/mani •monich.com

Egg Donors Needed
Healthy females ages 19-28

wishing to help infertile couples.

$5,000

^ Call MIRNA (818) 832-1494 .

'm
MATTRESS SPECIALS
NEW INNERSPRING twin sets $99.95, Fulls

$129.95, Queens $16995 and Kings
$199.95. Also, Sealy, Steams and Foster at

lowest prices. 310-477-1466

EGG DONOR
Late 40's. married women looking for Jewish
coed interested in helping to create a child.

$2500-1- negotiable. Please call June 310-
376-7000

If you are male, in college or have a college

degree, you can earn up to $600/rTX). call for

details on our anonymous sperm donor pro-

gram. Receive free comprehensive health

screening & help infertile couples. So if

you're tooking for a great job and a little extra

cash, call us first. 310-824-9941.

JEWISH EGG DONORS
NEEDED

$10,000 (plus all expenses). We have many
infertile families in need of the help of com-
passionate omen in order to realize their

dream of having a chiW. We are «eeking
women who are attractive, intelligent, bet-

ween the ages of 18-30. physically fit and
maintaining a healthy lifestyle If you have a
desire to help a family and woukj like more
informatkxi please contact us 1-800-264-

8828 or 1-619-234-6649 Email: dar-

leneOaperfectmatch.com www.apertdct-
match.com

SPECIAL EGG DONOR NEEDED. Seeking
fiealthy arxl intelligent woman. 21-29 years,

blorxle hair. tMue or green eyes. 5'-5'10" tall

with high SAT or ACT scores BkwxJ type A,

B, or A6. Compensation $6000. Please call

OPTIONS 800-886-9373 ext. 741.

3800
Miscellaneous

IT'S T-SHIRT WEATHER
T-shirts from $5, lowest prices on the Inter-

net. Discount event merchandise, left-over

from recent events, www.alleventslore com

5700
Travel Tickets

»m^^m«^
FLY SUPER
(323) 277.4595
LATIN AMSPICA SPECIALISTS

iMaxkoCity

iGuodolaiora

I Nicaragua

JPonofna

I Honduras

iGirocoi

ltaftJi»at>l«

110 Uma/Peru
1)9 uensUUni
229 l._d*_ciiUt
189 Bogota/Colombia

229 Quito/Guayaquil

219 GuolMnala

tAfl

218
201

169

2ft9

220
259
195

Ri«/Braiil

259

transportation
4600-5500

New York
S259.

LONDON S370.
PARIS S439.

BM»ln«B« A L«l«ur« •frawl

^900
Autos for Sale

1984 HONDA PRELUDE Silver, sunroof
A/C. runs great. 160k miles, $500 obo Bret
310-794-6970.

Bodon
Philadelphia

I Chicago

I Houston

OoRos

I Washington

Si. louis

[Son FronciKO

149

185

135

129

115

135

105

149

Vacations\
•321 CMOSANLKAsI
•321 MAZnUN
•see PTDiiNuiMn
••I* CMKM
3 NIQHTS. HOTEL * AjrI

J

2600
W;mt«'(l

1990 ACURA LEGEND
Five-speed, red w/leather interior 130.000
miles Excellent mechanical condition
$5.000 Ask for Lisa or Terry: 626-398-9429

1990 HONDA CIVIC. Hatchback, red w/Wack
interior. 4spd. excellent conditton. Cassan-
dra 310-445-5319.

• Great Summer

Discounts Now!

VICT0RYTRAVEL.COM
MctMyfri

MtcftetudKl C8T«}o»3»»,.xi
DMM on N/T puctin*

index

21oo
Rorreational Activities

10 WEEK INTENSIVE
E.S.P. COURSE

Explore your natural psychic abilities for a
consciously aware Life. Take your life to a
new level. Come to free previews in WL A
Aprif 18 and May 2, Pasadena May 3 Class
es stall May and August. Or join JacQuae-
ttne at the Pasadena Ufeways Expo Aprif 20-
22 at Masonic Temple, 210 South Euclid
Cal Triune Light Center 1-888-827-1186.

I NEED A PARKING SPACE In Westwood.
Will rent for 2 months. Landfair and Gayley
preferable. Please call Cristy 310-497-9210

1991 SATURN SC-2. 2 door, white/tan. all

povyer. air, anVfm cassette, excellent A1 con-
dition. Maintenance records. Good gas
$4,300. Teresa 310 204-5140

1993 SATURN SC2. Autorrwtic. black interi-

or/exterior, power sunroof/windows/locks.
Leather seats, security system. A/C. excel-
lent condition. $7000. 310-230-0425.

1994 MERCURY SABLE
WAGON

Green, 4dr automatk:, V6 3.8 liters. Fully
loa<led, aiitMigs, aterm. Immaculate. 73K
miles $5800obo. Jo:3 10-825-57 19

.,».,.,— J-
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5600
Resorts / Hotels

5600
Resorts / Hotels

Amsterdam Barcelona

Berlin Brussels

Dublin London Moscow
Paris Rome

PACKAGES INCLUDE:

• Roundtrip airfare • 2 nights

accommodation • Airport transfers • Travel Card

• Camera, document organizer, discounts, guidebooks,

maps and more.

STARTING AT

Ljondon Paris AAadrid

$644 $634 $783
Council Travel

Counciltrdvel.com

310-209-UCLA
Fares per person based on double occupancy and on departure from LAX and

^flwwmym 2 night stay. Taxes and fees not tnckjded. Departures fron) other major
cities are available. Prices are subject to change and based on availability. GST

#10080800-50. Restrictions apply. Please depart by June 14, 2001.

5680
Travel Destinations

5680
Travel Destinations

services
5800-7300

S900
Financial Aid

LOANS AVAILABLE
No application fee. High approval Low
Interest rate Bankruptcys welcome Toll

Free 1-877-494-4843

6100
Computer / Internet

idEa247.COM
NTERNET RESOURCES Web design, de-

velopment, tutorials, hosting affiliates, do-

main names/dreamweaver, global news,

lava script, CGI Cold Fusion.

http://www.idea247 com

6300
Legal Advice/Attorneys

CONSUMER PROTECTION Lemon law,

automobile dealer fraud, repossessions,
abusive debt collection UCLA law graduate.

Contingent fees/costs available. Alec True-

blood 310-443-4139

NO RECOVERY NO FEE
NO COST Sexual harrassment. Discrimina-

tion, Auto-accidents, Slips/falls. MYER LAW
FIRM. Westside, Scott D Myer(UCLAW86).
www bestlawyercom 310-277 3000

61OO
Computer/Internet

- A GREAT D^AL!
Mac PowerPC 7100-8100 $199-$299 in-

cludes rrxjnitor Pentium 1 complete system,
includes monitor $249. 310-476-5076

Classifieds

825-2221

6^00
Movers/Sloraye

BEST MOVERS Licensed, insured Lowest
rates Fast. courteous+carelu< Many stud-

ents rrioved for $98 Lie -T- 163844 NO JOB
TOO SMALL! 1-800-2-GO-BEST Voice-
mail/pager; 323-263-2378.

5680
Travel Destinations

5680
Travel Destinations

5680
Travel Destinations

i
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Experience 8 countries in 14 days! Take a gondola ride

through Venice canals, climb to the top of the Eiffel Tower,

experience a typical Bavarian beer hall, and more!
$1015

BEACHES/MIDREEFS
Discover Australia! Spend 1 4 days in the Land Down Under.

Cross the Tropic of Capricorn, visit Cape Byron, stay at

Surfers Paradise and enjoy Australia's national parks and

natural attractions. $905

RAINBOW[£[MmXi!]
Join this "easy going adventure" through South Africa and

Swaziland. View the big five African game from open-topped

vehicles, plunge Into the warm waters of the Indian Ocean and"

go wine tasting north of the Cape!

Mirfar* wi tratMl kiMriac* •! inclMktf.

$1699

920 Westwood Blvd., 3io.8224.i574

tJir wortdwid* vacatx
*^ lor lato 3SyMr<

www.statravel.com

6200
Health Services

TRAVEL

6200
Health Services

6200
Health Services

COMPLIMENTARY CONSULTATION
Dr. Nader DayaniORTHODONTIST

SINCE 1980
UCLA FACULTY MEMBKR

jitsy
Braces

Delkvr Brilliant Results

Member American Association of Orthodontists

Specializing in braces for adults & children

Cosmetic Porcelain

Surgical Orthodontics
• Removable
• Traditjorxjl

• Invisible

• European

(310) 826 - 7494
1 1645 Wilshirt Blvd. «802
Los Angeles, CA 90025

(949) 552 - 5890
18124 Culver Dr., »A
Irvine. CA 927i5

Teeth Whitening $St^oo
UDoer or lower *^ ^\j\j

Uiw iicoitnwnt wiit)*oiki*owi SIOOOQOplui $10000 fo*

•iicft TKixim of l>«affn«nt mnOm^Ki *0( m«fd brooM
SVODQD piui SIQOan fof voch monm u1 tfotmmr^ imnOmma
for r«movabl« DrocM and $ I TOO 00 piui $ 135 00 par month
to* c«(am*c D(ac*ft SXZ)X to* (tagnoitic tKxfy mocM and

) 1 76 00 for formal coniL^afton
i>tp»Cffion r)of« 4 30 0»

6000
Insurance

/lllstate.
Vbu're in good harxte.

fs/like Azer Insurance Agency. Inc

(310) 312-0202
1281 W©stv\/oocJ Blvd.
(2 talks So. of Wllsr-ilr©)

24 Houra o Doy STVlce

6ISO
Foreign Languaqe

Preparation For Jetro Bualneaa
Japanese IHt June 23nl
Smm Moaka r.oUrgr

(}IO)454-.t«00

9:00«B-No<Ml

LA Cll) Collefit

(.^2.4)666-1018

i:00-4^Mpai

6300
Legal Advice / Attorneys

PERSONAL INJURY/
D.U.I. DEFENSE

Auto Accidents

Motorcycle Accidents

Slip & Fall • Pedestrian

No Recovery • No Fee

(310) 552-0007
Free Consultation

Law Offices of Donald R Haitunian

6600
Personal Sen/ices

I Jnhappy? Tired? Drained?

Maybe it's because universities like

I'CLA have the soul of Draaila.

http://lJniversitysecrets.com

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING

Comprehensive Dissertation Assistance

Theses. Papers, and Personal Statements

Proposals and BooKs
International Students Welcome Since 1985

Sharon Bear, Ph.D. (310)470-66«2
www Bear-Write com

April i I June 2, 6 Solurdoys (Moy 26lh no doss)

Prid' $80

Movers / Storage
HONEST MAN w/14ft truck and dollies,

small jobs, stiort notice ok. SF, LV, SD.

Student discount. Go Bruins! lOyrs. 310-

285-8688

JERRYS MOVING*DELIVERY. The careful

movers. Experienced, reliable, same-day de-

livery. Packir>g, boxes available. Also, pick-

up dortations for American Cancer Society

Jerry©3 10-391 -5657

6500
Music Lessotis

DRUM LESSONS
ALL LEVELS/STYLES witt) dedicated pro-

fessional At yoor tiome or WLA studio. 1st-

lesson free No drum set necessary.

Neil: 323-654-8226.

GUITAR LESSONS
by professional near UCLA. All levels, guitars

available. Learn to play effortlessly!

wwwJWGScom Call Jean at 310-476-

4154.

6700
Professional Services

A FREE SESSION
PSYCHOTHERAPY/COUNSELING tor de-

pression, anxiety, obsessions, post-traumat-

ic stress,etc. Couples/Individuals Crime vic-

tims may be eligible for free treatment. Call

Liz Gould(MFCi32388) 0310-578-5957 to

sctiedule free consultation

ATTENTION MBA. LAW, MEDICAl
SCHOOL APPLICANTS! Frustrated devel-

oping your crucial personal statennents? Get

professional tielp from well-known au-

tfior/consultant 310-826-4445. www.winning-

personstalement.com.

CREATIVE EXPERTISE
MBA & OTHER
PERSONAL

STATEMENTS,
RESUMES

Personalized, professional assitance Writ-

ing, editing, dissertation formatting, Iran-

scribing Ace Words,Etc. 310-820-8830

6700
Professional Services

DIGITAL VIDEOGRAPHER w/Canon XL1.

$200/day Also digital editing, graptiic design

available Located in Westwood 310-478-

6484

FIND ROOMS &
ROOMMATES ONLINE

The Napster for roommates. Free to view

and place ads. Immediate Online Results,

www.easyroommate com

FORMER ENGLISH TEACHER w/ Masters

from U-Chicago, edits/word processes dis-

sertations, proposals, screenplays, personal

statements, resumes. International students

weteome. Winslow's 310-829-6171

HEAD SHOTS $99
SITTING PLUS digital file for unlimited

prints!! Westwood location Call Jennif-

er:310-575-6638.

MEDICAL SCHOOL APPLICATION COUN-
SELING Counseling by recently graduated

M D. Specializing in application essays/inter-

view-skills. Fee negotiable/money-back

guarantee Greg Freedman. M.D. 310-960-

3300/pager.
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6700
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7500
Career Opportunities

7500
Career Opportunities

Brentwood Dermatology^
MEDiai Group

Jock H. Silvers, MD
Diplmiixlftif tlieAmtncui Hiiard(i(iiemi4iiiliiK\

• liposuction • Botox • Collaf^n

• Fat iit|«ctions to sif^nificantly

rrduce facial lines

• Laser removal of brown sp«>ts,

tattoo's and veins

• Mole removal with great

aesthetic outcome
• a. GENERAL DERMATOLOGY

10% w/ mention of Ad
t» l>«— «« wniti t, town

Preceplorship availavie for

medical and RA. students.

Officf l()cal«i on

Son Yicente in Brentwood

310-826'2051'

ww»i,OrsJhmsMm

Immediate Openings
$9 to $15/Hour

general office clerks to executive secretaries

temporary 81 full time positions

Medical Transcription

MCCS Scheduling System a plus

Fax resume to (310) 278-4269
For an immediate appointment

call (310) 278-0511

NOTARY PUBLIC Bilingual servicei^ avail-

able. Spanish and English. Commission
#1277297 Commission expires Sept 17,

2004 310-820-7113.

7000
Tutoring Offered

« Earn $100-$200 a day
• 2 week training & Job

Placement included
• H's not a lob -it's a PARTY! t>

National Bartenders Sctiool

1 (OOO) G46 - MIXX (6499)
ww\A/.ri.-ilioii.-illi.-irtoi)clor!>.coiti

7^00
Business Opportunities

inMPTIITr-iniMn corxiirornrall QiihiprK; ^OOO" I OOU/MONTH P/TA HOME TUTORtNG service for all sub)ects

grades K-12. Lowest prices guaranteed! For

more inforTnati6n call 310-444-0449.

AMERICAN HUSBAND (curranay collaga in-

structor, M9!a Wfiarton, UPenn) and Korean

wife (UCLA Grad, middle schiool teacfier) will

patiently tutor English speaking and writing

310-559-0123

CHEMISTRY, ORGANIC CHEMISTRY,
PHYSICS^ BIOLOGY. ^PHYSIOLOGY
STATS. By doctoral stud^, w/lots of teacti-

ing expenencfe Fee n*^tiable/nx)ney-back

guarantee Call Greg's 10-397-0547

MATH AND PHYSICS
TUTORING

OFFERED for all grade levels and most col-

lege level courses. Group rates available.

Call:310-413-7620

MATH TUTOR
For regular weekly appointments, all levels

$30-»-/tK)ur, Trig/Pre-Calculus, Calculus, Al-

gebra, Geometry UCLA Math BS Graduated

fionors. Jonathan:310-850-8849 323-734-

8321

MY-TUTOR.COM Math/Physics/Statis-

tics/English/Heb re w, chemistry/biology

Law/Business Law, computer programming

Computerized statistical analysis available

Tutoring service. Call anytime. 800-90-TU-

TOR.

PHYSICS AND MATH
Math/Physics major/student offers tutoring in

pfiysics and math at all levels Contact Sina:

(310)989-1491 orsina4©ucla edu

RESEARCH PAPER TUTOR 4 grad and

publisfied wnter offers pnvate tutonng servic-

es 213-390-3331

WRITING TUTOR
Kind and patient Stanford graduate Help

with the English language—for students of

all ages/levels 310-440-3118

Seeking motivated students for marketing in-

ternet, cellular and long distance accounts
Serious inquiries only Call lor rec into 888
432-4890

EARN IMMED. INCOME
100% Home-Based Business w/NYSE Tele-

com. Serious earning potential No expen-
ence necessary Work P/T from home

www.zibgib.com/tunger

ONLINE MARKETING
Learn the truth about online marketing!

http://hop.clickban»<.net/hop.cgi?my^777/

bigdogs '

7500
Career Opportu lities

ACCOUNTING DEPT
ASSISTANT

P/T entry level position. M-F 2-6pm w/ some
flexibility. Basic computer knowledge, car

with insurance, good oral and wntten com-
munication skills required. Good learning

opportunity $10/hr-i-mileage. 310-276-9166

RN OR DENTAL STUDENT for MD office

near Beverly Hills on Saturday AM's or P/T.

Top salary Call 323-989-2111

7600
Child Care Offered

$$$ LOW PRICES $$$
WONDER YEARS PRESCHOOL run by
UCLX" grads Ages2.5/6years. Two large

ptay-yards. Open 7:30-5:30 Close to UCLA
3ri 0-473-0772

7700
Child Care Wanted

$12/H0UR

7100
Tutoring Wanted

EXCEPTIONAL TUTOR-
$25/HOUR

PHYSICS AND CALCULUS TUTOR for high

school senior. 6-8 hours/week Need trans-

portation, dose to UCLA Hours flexible

$25/hoof. 310-207-7339, 310-794-7525

TIJTOR-CAD NEEDED. Design/Build Con
triitetor needs instruction for CAD software

P\oben 310-260-9900

THE TYPING GUYS: Get your papers done
Fast and cheap Pickup and delivery avail-

able. $12/hr Call 310-827-2777

WORD PROCESSING specializing in thes-

es, dissertations, transcnpfion, legal, psych,

resumes, fliers, brochures, mailing lists, re-

ports 310-828-6939

employment
7400-8300

WORK AT HOME PARENT needs assistant

Now-June 15. MTW, need person 2/3 days,

3-6PM Safe car, run errands, pick up two
kids Summer much more hours available

310-399-3518.

CHILDCARE/DRIVER
Help with homework, supervise play, for2-

boys ages 9-12. T,W,F, 3-6pm English

speaking. Own car w/insurance Close to

UCLA 310-470-2047.

CHILDCARE/DRIVER
Mon-Fri(l-5pm), occasional weekends
Possible full-time summer Dnver/childcare

lor 4 and 6 y/o giris Female preferred Must
have exc dnving record/insurance S M
area. $10-$12/hr 310-452-6262

ENERGETIC, FUN BABYSITTER NEEDED
for 2 kids 7&4. Flexible hours. Tuesday,

Thursday, Friday afternoons and Saturday

Some evenings/travel possible. Must have
experience/references. Call 310-393-4054

EXCEPTIONAL P/T BABYSITTER WANT
ED: For 2 exceptional young children We
are seeking a highly reliable person who is

loving and has a sincere interest in child de-

velopment Experience w/kids & own car a

must 1-2 evenings/week plus 1-2 weekend
days $12/hr Fax resume & references to

310-454-3994

FEMALE AFTER-SCHOOL CHILD
CARE/DRIVER for 2 kids (10&13) MF, 3-

7pm Bel Air Must have car/references. Eliz-

abeth 310-472-9920 evenings/fax 310-472-

9178 ASAP!

FEMALE BABYSITTER for 20-month yr old

giO 4-10hrs/wk Must have car and referenc-

es and expenence w/children. Close to

UCLA. $9/hr. 310-205,-0903

Classifieds

825-2221

wkw. starstAffingservices . com

MARY POPPINS TYPE
Weekend nanny/housekeeper needed -1 3
weeknights. 7am Sat-9pm Sun. Bel-air.

Expenence and references required. Call

310-889-1840

7800
Help Wanted

$$Get Paid For Your
, Opinions!$$

Earn |15-$125 and more per survey!

www.mionQy4opinions.com

$15-$23/HR BRIGHT ENTHUSIASTIC peo-
ple to teach SAT prep and ALL Academic
SuDliacts. TranspofUtion raqukad. We will

train. Flexible hours Send or fax cover let-

ter/resume, including test scores (SAT, GRE.
etc.) to ACE Educational Services, AttnBar-

(V, 9911 W. Pico Blvd, Ste.PH-K, LA, CA
90035; Fax:310-282-6424. Positions avail

able throughout LA and the Valley.

$1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL Mailing our cir-

culars. No experience required Free infor-

matioo/packet Call 202-466-1639ar^pa

^ENERGETIC PEOPLE
NEEDED!!!*

Busy Valley, Hollywood, or Santa Monica
office needs energetic people Bonuses!
310-395-7368

•MOVIE EXTRA WORK* Beats all |obs Start

immediately Great pay Fun/Easy. No crazy

fees Program for free medical Call-24/hrs

323-850-4417

A MANAGEMENT
TRAINEE

New offices opening. Independent Capital

Management, Inc (ICM) one of the nations

Premier and Fastest Growing financial serv-

ices CO (INC500) offenng securities through

SunAmerica Securities Inc (NASD.SIPC)
announces immed openings in our So Cal

Offices We're looking for career oriented in-

dividuals in search of rapid advancement
and complete training in the investment field

with an industry leader Top payouts, medi-

cal benefits, 401k match, conferences, stock

options 1-800-600-2620. www.icmfinan-

cial com

A PERFECT STUDENT
JOB!!!

AFTERNOONS DURING SCHOOL Fulltime

during Quarter Breaks and Summer Vaca-

tions! Wort< at the most famous tennis shop
in LA Work expenence not necessary Mini-

mum pay $7 50/hr "String for the

prosi'Westwood Sporting Goods 1065 Gay-
ley Ave 310-208-6215

ACCESS TO A COMPUTER? PUT IT TO
WORK! Up to $25-75/hr. yPT/FT
www EarnEZbucks com 888-71 5-4<M6

—U
ADIMIN ASSISTANT front office', evenings
4pm-9pm M-Th Also, assi^ant needed
days/afternoons to wort< w/direclor of opera-

tions. $8/hr Contact Dani^ Salazar dmgas-
socinc@earthlink net, or fax resume 310-

479-7771

Admin Assistant for

prominent Westside
art gallery

Tram now-F/T by August Must be fluent in

Spanish, detail-oriented, $10-12/hr+commis-
sion Fax resume:310-586-1712

ADMIN ASSISTANT F/T position in Beveriy

^is Microsoft Office a must Email resume
'empk)yment9saybrexcom or fax 3\0-278-

0038 More info 310-278-2750

ADMIN/SALES
East Indian Arts & Antiques importer needs
asst Computer literate Light bookkeeping
Nice museum-type atmosphere. 310-559-

3826 Fax resume 310-559-3829
y

AWESOME EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNI
TY!! Part-time customer service position
Flexible hours and excellent pay at $11/hr.
Call Rachel today at 310-479-3355

Nutrition Class / Free, Drop In

Nutrition Basics: Separating fact from fiction

5:00 pm. Wooden Center, 2nd Fl. Conf. Rm.

MindBody Workshop / Free, Drop In

Guided imagery relaxation and meditation

2:00 pm, Ashe Center, 4th Fl. Conf. Rm. #414

Check out the Ashe Center website for more informa-

tion, ask o health related question, even request an

appointment >vww.studentheqlth.ucla.edu

ucia Ashe Center

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 Author Angelou
5 — up a fuss

9 Article

13 Draft animals
14 He was ternblel

15 Adage
17 Jai -
18 VI P's wheels
19 First-rate

20 Wood destroyer
22 Small hounds
24 Made a hole in

one
25 Runs, as dye
26 rviale title

29 Defraud
31 Pierre's farewell

32 First or reverse
33 Clinic wKrs.

36 Barbie's fhend
37 Charles Schuiz'

comic stnp
40 — de coltigne

41 Acorn bearer
42 Docs for

22 Across
43 Slacken Off

45 Bargains
47 Made pn exact

copy
48 Ought
51 Emily Dickinson

pfbce
5Z.Roughhoused
54 Had a gang fight

58 Give a speech
/59 From a

distance
61 "Space" start

62 Hearth tool

63 Bits of thread
64 Peevish mood
65 Not any
66 Printer's fluids

67 Seize

DOWN
1 Zoo barrier

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
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1
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1
B 1 E

P E N T N E A_ T 8 A P

4 18-01 <c 2001. United Feature Syndicate

2 Wheel support
3 Calendar period
4 Work on a

cartoon
5 Out of -

misaligned
6 Covered with

vines
7 Motor pdrt

8 Drawer handle
9 Reddish

antelope
10 On — precise

11 Napoleons
punishment

12 Played
charades

16 Army chow
21 Freeze over /

23 Cntic Roger
26 Warm-water

shark
27 Thought
28 Go under
29 Dollar

fractions

30 Frau's abode
32 Highlander
33 Intend

34 See socially

35 Took to court

38 Weasel out of

39 Oregon capital

44 Pompous talk

45 Maid, at times
46 Mystery Queen
47 Judges' places
48 Obey ap

octagonal sign

49 A Great Lake
50 Japanese

port

51 JoKe
53 "Persistence of

Memory"
artist '

55 Singer Home
56 Composer

Satie
57 — on be too ,

fond of

60 Fish part

1 ?

13

4 ^Hs ^n 10 11 12

17 m m20 V wr
PW^—JP-—iJ
31

36

41

PPP piji ppp
b?

r^B^ !F^!F
58 w w62

iitiitEEE

/
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7800
Help Wanted

M» Kxpcnetue Xeiesst4r\

Meii, WoiuMi, cliildren all axi% sl/^^.

races T\' Rlim ( JMiiriiwaals MaR;»/jnr.

for/ienonal mienneti call luni

310.659.7000

BEACH CAMP SUMMER JOBS! Coun-
selors, Lifeguards, Craft Director; work
w/toddler-teens at Private Beach Club In SM
Call Andrea:310-395-3254.
TBC210@aol.com

BEVERLY HILLS AUTO DETAIL shop needs
hard-working, fast-paced, agressive people
to handle top-notch cars. No expenence re-

quired Flexible hours Ozzie:310-859-2870

BIOLOGY MAJORS
WANTED

TEACH CHILDREN BIOLOGY using live an-

imals. Enthusiastic personality, teaching

skills and own transportation are a must An-

imal handling experience preferred. $9/hr.

Call 310-392-5909. www.theanimal-
guyscom.

CAMP COUNSELORS needed (or local

summer day camp Beach/aquatic expen-

ence in swimming, surfing, sailing, or let ski-

ing a plus Competitive salanes 818-996-

4780.

CAMP TAKAJO for Boys., Naples. Maine.

TRIPP LAKE CAMP (or Girls Poland. Maine
Picturesque lakefroni locations, exceptional

(acilities. Mid-June thru mid-August. Over
100 counselor positions in tennis, swimming,
WRO sports, WHtcr 8port3, tnppinQ, outcfoor

skills, theatre aris. (me arts, music, nature

study, secretarial Call Takajo at 800-250-

3252 or Tripp Lake at 800-997-4347 Submit
application on-line at www.takajo com or trip-

plakecamp.com

CANTONESE SPEAKING research assis-

tant wanted Part time, flexible hours

$15/hour. 818-990-8301

CERTIFIED PERSONAL
TRAINERS/

FRONT DESK HELP for LA's most popular

health club. For more information call Glu-

seppe:323-658-6999.

COMEDIC WRITER
Looking for comedic writer needed for a fe-

male comedian Should have stand-up

comedic matenal. Female preferred P/T.

$10/hr 310-236-1184 leave message

COMPANION
For developmentally disabled 16-year-old

girl, hours flexible. $12/hour Need own
transportation Fluent in English 310-839-

3732

COMPANION For retired 92-yo female phar-

macist 3 hours. 2 times a week. Need car

310-277-7818

COUNSELORS AND
INSTRUCTORS

In art, swimming, nature, video and ropes

needed by Tumbleweed Day Camp. Must be
responsible, energetic and enjoy working

with children. 310-472-7474

CSO OFFICE
ASSISTANT

Office assistant needed to work Tuesday &
Thursday l0-4pm at our Westwood Police

Station Starting rate $8.47/hr Must be a

UCLA student w/at least one yr remainir>g.

Training provided for clericarand public rela-

tions duties. For details call 310-2WW5473.

CSOs NOW HIRING
Do Good and get paid. Pay $8 47 to

$1065/hr. Must be a UCLA student w/U
academic years renr>ainir)g with valid driver's

license. Web; www.ucpd ucla.edu/ucpd/cso.

Email; cso©ucpd.ucla edu Phone; 310-

825-2148.

ADMINISTRATION
ASSISTANT

Organized person required (or busy Santa
Monica office-errands, filing, phones, etc
Must have car Salary negotiable Must be
available (or 8;30am start email;
Jackie© newsonacousttcs.com

Daily Bruin Classified

7800
Help Wanted

BeauHfMModels
Wanted for Commercials.

Print & Modeling
)

18 -24, Slender A

310 - 284 - 3576\

ATTENTION STUDENTS
AND FACULTY

Need Help. Seeking information regarding
apartments at 527 Midvale If you are aware
of any complaints made to Midvale II Apart-
ments management regarding sliding glass
doors or balcony heights, landlord tenant dis-

putes, or tenant complaints at Midvale II

Apartments, please contact: 1-800-935-4844

DAY CAMP
COUNSELORS

Pall Camp now hinng enthusiastic coun-
selors! Summer fun includes: jet skiing,

amusement parks, beach days, painlball and
more! 19 and up Call Jacque: 310-477-

2700x14.

DAY CAMP
Summer Swimming, t>eaches, horses &
more wwwdaycampjobs com.

DAY CAMP-SUMMER
Seek staff w/summer honr>e in or near the

San Fernando or Conejo Valleys, Oxnard;
Stmt. Mafibu misc Instructors & General
couns $2750-3500+ tor summer. 888-

784-CAMP www workatcamp.com

7800
Help Wanted

JEWISH HEBREW
And Sunday Schools need teachers. Good
Jewish education and love of children de-
sired. Alice Fasman:323-761-8613.

LIBRARY JOBS. Shelving and other stacks
duties, 12-19 hrs/wk $6.83/hr to start.

STUDENTS ONLY apply at Young Research
Library Rm 11617 or call Antigone Kutay
310-825-6982.

LICENSED Residential Facility needs 1 re-

creation driver, 3 direct care staff AM/PM
night. Fax resume to 310-450-4240.

LIFEGUARDS
Certified LG's. Start afternoons 5/7. Also
Summer positions. Get paid to get (re)certi-

fied. Mature 18+ and good swimmer. Beauti-
ful canyon setting. Tim 310-472-7474. Fax
resume 310-476-7788

LOSE UP TO 30lbs IN 30 DAYS! All-natural,

doctor recommended. Guaranteed! Free
samples. Call Now 310-358-6161

MAKE MONEY BY SMOKING Attractive f-

smokers for special video project Good pay.
Call toll-free at:888-280-6886.

MALE MODELS
Have a great face or body? GET REC-
OGNIZED in Playgirl-styfe publications. Must
be 18-24. Beginners welcome. Highest im-

mediate pay w/headsfiots. Paid screen test.

Jeff©213-748-4555ext *11, iwhite@ou-
nique.com

7800
Help Wanted

Retail- Walking Co.

Come Grow With Us
Purveyors of technically advanced comfort

footwear, clothing and accessories are ac-

cepting applications (or F/T-P/T SALES and
MANAGEMENT CANDIDATES. Hour-
ly+commission Locations throughout So
Calif. Fax resume 949-766-8216. Attn: Dist

Mgr. For additional info call DanO 31 0-493-

7904.

REWARDING/FUN
Summer Swimming, beaches, horses &
more www.daycampjobs.com.

7800
Help Wanted

WLA FINANCE CO Recently named 43-rd
fastest growing co. in Amenca by Inc. maga-
zine, seeks motivated individuals to assist
account executive w/lead generation via
telephone for our lease/loan products to
businesses. Fun environment. Salary $10-
$12/hr+bonuses. Fax resume 310-737-1974
or email steves©alliancecap.com.

WORK from home in the US or in an interna-
tional business 24 hour message 310-884-
8748

DAY-CAMP COUNSELOR & Arts&Crafts
specialists Summer/PT. $9.80/hr. June-
August Stoner Park in WLA 310-479-7200,
or (ax resume 310-445-17^

DENTAL ASSISTANTS. Part Time. Nice
Offices Brentwood and Westwood. 310-824-
2225

DRIVER WANTED Must have clean DMV
Call Nationwide Wholesale. We are a ship-

per of fresh cut flowers. 310-230-081 1

.

EARN $20/HOUR + receive 50% off Own
Nextel cellular phone! Worid-wide, wireless,

and platinum club. Contact Emeka ASAP at

310 628-8113

ENTREPRENEURS
WANTED

Marketing group seeks motivated enthusias-
tic individuals. Work 4 hours/week and make
$5000/month. Ideal for students 310-281-
1138

EVENT STAFF/
SECURITY

For sports, concerts. TV shows, conven-
tions. 18+ with clean background Great job

for students You pick your assignments.
213-748-7223

FH" OFFICE ADMIN.
French wine import/dist company seeks of-

fice admin assistant. Computer skilled, high

pace environment, multi-taAking. Fax re-

sume 310-516-6770

MARKETING
SALES/TRAINING lor Mexico-USA impor-
ting company. Pay $10-15/hr. Full time

Spanish helpful. Business major preferred

Good experience. Fax resume 310-854-

6287 or E-mail: sales©thepaintedde-
sert.com.

NEED TO MAKE SOME PT $$$? Will train

and sponsor assistant broker. PM work.

Guarantee+bonus BH office. Call Neil 800-
450-7585.

NEUROLOGY LAB seeks full-time lab assis-

tant Experience with Cell Culturing, staining,

counting, microscope required. Fax re-

sume:31 0-267-2477.

OFFICE MANAGER/ASSISTANT2CE0
Growing Biotechnology Company-West-
wood. Full-time, flexible hours. Need:excel-
lent telephone skills, detail-oriented, ad-
min/comp skills, science interest preferred.

Benefits/advancement. FaxRes2Andrew;
310-475-1533.

SALES POSITION available for internet e-

commerce company. Salary+commission.
Call 310-234-0784. Fax: 310-234-0786.
Email: Jobs@electrobuy.com

SUMMER AT THE
BEACH AND MTNS

FUN WORK WITH CHILDREN IN THE OUT-
DOORS. 7-week day program, 2-weeks
Sierra Sleepaway. June 25-August 24 Ex-
perience with children and water activities.

$330+bonus/week. Call 310-826-7000 or
www.SierraAdventureCamps com

SUMMER CAMP
DIRECTOR

Private Beach Club seeking experienced
Head Coach to supervise social and recrea-
tional activiites for children ages 3-14 years.
Salary commensurate with experience. Con-
tact Dale;310-454-1391 or Fax resumeSIO-
454-2266. —

8000
internships

RADIO SALES AND PROMOTIONS lor
group of LA radio stations: intern needed to
assist former Bruin w/daily tasks. School
credit required Please call 818-295-6590

URBAN VISION ENTERTAINMENT TEMP
p/t. Movie mart(eting paid/class credit possi-
ble Working with publrcations. radio, etc.

Exp preferred. 323-292-0147.

8300
Volunteer

HOTLINE VOLUNTEERS NEEDED by the
Suicide Prevention Center. Excellent volun-
teer opportunity. Next training starts May 5.

Please call 310-751 -5330 (Culver City).

VOLUNTEERS WANTED: At St. Liz hospice,
we will tram you, and please call Eli at 310-
824-9798

P/T employment available to UCLA students
in 24-hour on-campus hotel. $7.83/hr. Apply
at 310-825-2923 or http://www.ho-
tels ucia edu

SUMMER CAMP
COUNSELORS

Decathlon Sports Club Located in Palo Alto
6/25-8/17, $78-$92/day. 9am-4pm. camp-
job©yahoo,com

SUMMER DAY CAMPS
San FemarxJo or Conejo Valleys. Oxnard.
Simi, Malibu. Misc. Instructors & General
couns. $2750-3500+for summer. 888-784-
CAMP, www.worltatcamp.com.

SUMMER DAY CAMPS
San Fernando or Conejo Valleys. Oxnard.
Simi, Malibu. Misc Instructors & General
couns. $2750-3500+ for sunvner 888-784-
CAMP www.workatcamp.com

SUMMER JOB
GRAD/UNDERGRAD Psychology.education
or speect) to be a camp aide (or a special
needs child 6/25-8/25. ValerieS 18-907-
0367.

PART TIME RECEPTIONIST WANTED
Westwood driving school. Call for infomia-
tion 310-824-4444.

PART-TIME assistant to busy litigation attor-

ney needed ASAP Must have excellent
Word Processing&organizational skills.

Flexible-hours. Pay DOE, 5-minutes from
UCLA. 310-446-8656.

SUMMER JOBS!
The Marcia Israel Day Camp is now hiring
Senior and Junior Counselors and an Art
Teacher for Summer 2001 Spirited, energe-
tic, patient, experienced calhdidates who love
working with young chiWren should call 310-
445-1280 ext. 150.

housing
8400-9800

8^00
Apartmcnls (or Rem

•WESTWOOD VILLAGE. MIDVALE N OF
LEVERING. LARGE 2-BDRM APT, GAR-
DEN VIEW. DINING ROOM. UNIQUE.
CHARM FRONT AND REAR ENTRANCE.
310-839-6294.*

1-MINUTETOUCLA
1 bdrm w/deck. furnished, bright, clean, se-
curity entrance, large closets, pool, lyr
lease $1300/nrK>. 310-824-1830

FAMOUS PERSONALITY WANTS bright

student fast on your feet with car and in-

surance. Helping with Office/Errands/Typing.

Part time $8/hr. 310-205-0226

PASADENA AREA SUMMER DAY CAMP
now hiring energetic and responsible people
for counselor positions. Looking for group
counselor, lifeguards and wranglers. Spend
your summer outside making new friends
Call TOM SAWYER CAMP 626-794-1156 or
www.tomsawvercamps com

SUMMER JOBS! WEST Los Angeles day-
camp hiring energetic counselors, liteguards,

and specialists Call Tiffany at 310-399-
2267

2 BEDROOM
WESTWOOD CLOSE TO

EVERYTHING
Bright, cheerful, spacious, remodeled. ck>se
to shopping, UCLA, transportation. Pool, pa-
tio, quiet. 310-475-2594.

FEMALE MODELS
NEEDED

Immediate work for 18 yrs+. all races, all

ages, adult internet, video modeling.
$l00/hour. Get your own website. 818-694-
2687. janiero ©alt.net

FREE AUDITIONS
MODEUTALENT AUDITIONS for men/wom-
en/kids for upcoming tv shows, commercials,
magazines, and movies No experience
310-360-1240.

FUN SUMMER
Swimming, horses, t>eaches and more
www dayeampjobs com.

AMBITIOUS
WRITERS
WANTED!

Online magazine seeks wnters/photogra-
phers/editors to cover movies/TV. music,
nightlife, internet you get experience, ex-
penses, partnership info©p-d-n com, 310-
989-3114, www p-d-n com/writers

DAY CAMP - SUMMER
Seek staff w/summer fx)me in or near ihe
San Fernando or Conejo Valleys. Oxnard.
Simi, Malibu misc. Instructors & General
coufls. $2750-3500+ for summer 888-784-
CAMP wwwworkatcamp.com

Classifieds

PAYrS$11/HR
WANTED FOR SHERMAN OAKS (25 min-
utes from UCLA campus) pension actuarial
office for 20+hours per week+full-tlme sum-
mer: two (2) high achiever students in Ac-
counting. Math. Econ. Business for Pension
& Acturial Admin; one (1) feariess student
with good nr>arketing skills for telephone+ in-

person marketing pension services to ac-
countants...pay is $11/hr for each job. Fax
resume i^DPR to 818-769-4694 Call 818-
769-4600 any Qs.

PERSONAL ASST.
FOR BUSY UCLA PROFESSOR Seeking
UCLA student to do shopping, errands, filing,

telephones, and very light housekeeping.
Must have car. flexible schedule $l2/hr, 15-

20 hrs/wk. 310-206-9082.

SUMMER SPORTS
CAMP COUNSELORS

Prime Time Sports Camp is now hiring for

summer 2001, Sports background and ex-
perience working with children required.

9:30AM-3:30PM M-F. 6/25/01-8/31/01. WLA
and Palisades. Peter310-288-4132.

SWIMMING INSTRUCTORS at client
homes. $20-$24/hr Strong lesson-teaching
experience with small children Summer em-
ployment. Call John 818-781-7676 ext. 1.

TRANSLATION CO in Santa Monca needs
truely bilingual office assistant/editor w/ex-
cellent English and Spanish skillsicomputer
expertise. P/T F/T Fax resume 310-260-
7705, call 310-260-7700 extll

2&3BDRM. LARGE, bright, view. Microwave,
oven, refrigerator, distiwasher. washer/dryer
in unit 21 -ft. Jacuzzi on roof. Walking dis-

tance to UCLA 310-475-0807

516 LANDFAIR On Bkx:k from UCLA Large
single with parking. Large kitchen, balcony,

$1095/month, 310-824-0011.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ 142BEDROOM
$8954UP LARGE. UNUSUAL CHARM
SOME SPANISH STYLE W/HARDWOOD
FLOORS. ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS
310-839-6294.

BRENTWOOD beautiful apartment. Walk-in
closet, laundry, refrigerator $635. 310-395-
RENT, www. westside rentals com

UCLA CAMPUS
TOUR GUIDES

Now hiring for 2001-2002 school year. 6-10
hours/week At $8/hour. Applications avail-

able at 1147 Murphy Hall. Due 4/20/01 by
5PM.

BRENTWOOD. $1650, 2bd/2bth. front.up-

per. balcony, refrigerator/stove, car-

pet/drapes, part<ing, laundry, no pets, near
UCLA, by appt. 11728 MayfiekJ #6, 310-271-
6811.

GIRLS wanted at exclusive social club in

WLA Conversation and dancing. 18+ years
old. Flexible hours Earn top $$$. 310-313-
2989

GRADS, SENIORS, GREEKS-Career Op
portunity with NEW DOT-COM Account Ex-
ecutives to foster Long-Term business rela-

tionships Nationally People-Persons High
Commissions Call 310-901-8446

RECEPTIONIST WESTWOOD LAW OF
FICES Fridays 9-5. $a/hour. Can do home-
wort( on job. 310-470-3373.

RESPITE COMPANION
$10-$12)lir DOE-PT/Flexible hours. Provide
respite for families with chikJren with devel-
opmental disabilities Paid training provkted.
Toll free info 877-924-2220 E-mailrokel-
ly@iat>a.com. Fax:310-649-3109 Visit us at
wwwiaba.com

UCLA RECREATION
SUMMER CAMP JOBS

GREAT MONEY! GREAT TIME! We need
energetic people to be summer camp coun-
selors Pay is $7.38-$11 00/hr Morning, af-

ternoon, all-day shifts available Call 310-
206-1787. Applk:ations available at John
Wooden Center

GREAT PAY!
SEEKING PERSON with good English and
drawing skills. 310-836-1038

GROUP TUTORS WANTED K-8th Grade 3-

7 prh. Monday through Fnday $11 and up
per hour 323-937 7737 F/T summer posi-
tions available in July-Aug.

RETAIL CLERK
Technkal bookstore BNi Publications. Inc.,

a leader in technical publications (or the con-
struction industry, has immediate part-time
positions available at Its WLA location
$7/hour starting. Flexible hours, convenient
location near 405/10 fwys Call Richard:310-
474-7771 or fax rB8ume:31 0-474-6863.

VET TECHS
Needed for busy a animal hospital in Culver
City Call Oscar at;3 10 559-3770 or fax your
resume at:310-559-9447.

WANT RESEARCH EXPERIENCE before
you apply to med/grad sctvx)!? Clinical tnals

group needs Research assistant BA/BS re-

quired Fax 310-268-4397.

WANTED; People wfx) want to lost weight,
310-884-8746 24 hoOf message

\

BRENTWOOD, LARGE STUDIO APART-'
MENT/Guesthouse Private deck Will earn
entire rent in exchange for 25 flexible

hours/week of grading 2nd grade papers,
running errands, cooking Friday night and
Sunday night dinner. 310-472-8215 even-
ings^

BRENTWOOD: Large single $750/mth 858
South Grandville Upper, parking, laundry,

yard/garden. No smoking, no pets. 310-454-
4754

MAR VISTA bright guest house. Refrigerator,

stove, huge kitchen, overiooking beautiful

landscaped yard, parking included, molnth-
io-month. utilities included. $685, 310-395-
*flENT, www.westsiderentals com ^
PACIFIC PALISADES guest house 1 bed-
room. 1 bath, pnvate. quiet, mountain view,

ocean view, near ocean, parking included

$1,125 310-395-RENT www.westsideren-
tals.com

PALMS DUPLEX 1 bedroom, refrigerator,

stove, quiet neightborhood. yard $700 310-
395-RENT. www.westskJerentalscom

Display
206-3060
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8^00
Apartniums for Rent

WESTWOOD
PLAZA

Single with shared
bathroom

$875
31 0-208-8505

W

8^00
Apnrtrnents for Rent

* PALMS *

8^00
Apartments for Rent

PALMS Single apt from $575, l-lxJrm $695,

$600deposit 1-year lease only. Stove, re-

Ing, .carpets, vert blinds, 310-837-1502
leave message. 8am-5pm only,

PRIME WESTWOOD
Beautiful 2bed/1bath French style unit in 4plx

with old wrid chrm. high ceilings, hwd II. brtr

cpis, w/d, tons of light 10532 Eastborne,

Bnan:31 0-291 -3531 $1900. Contact:Brian

b_mesic® yahoo.com 310-291-3531

SANTA MONICA 1)2BEDROOM/1.5Bath
Townhouse, Washer/Dryer, Dishwasher,

Fridge. Microwave. Garage. $2500 2)1 -bed-

room. 500sc|/ft. Stove, Fridge, Washer/Dryer,

Utilities included, garage, $1100. 310-450-

0828.

SANTA MONICA apartmerrtr-pet okay, refrig-

erator, stove, patio, hardwood floors, bnght,

newly remodeled, parking $900. 310-395-

RENT. www.westsiderentals.com

4BD. 3BA LOFT TOWNHOME. FP,

CENTRAL AIR/HEAT GATED
GARAGE. SEC ALARM. CAT OK

3670 MIDVALE AVE.

$2395/MO

2BD, 2BA TOWNHOME. FP.

CENTRAL AIR/HEAT GATED
GARAGE, SEC. ALARM, CAT OK

3614 PARIS DR.

$1395/MO

* MAR VISTA •
1 1 91 3 AVON WAY. $1 295/MO.

11748 COURTLEIGH OR. $1 295/MO.

(310)391-1076
Open House 7 Days a \MBek 10 - 4 PM aS

=5ANTA MONICA aaR&man gud&l hou&d.

Refrigerator, stove, high ceilings, quiet

neighbortK>od, utilities included, very bright

$1,050, 310-395-RENT. www.westsideren-

talscom

SANTA MONICA FURNISHED BACHELOR:
Kitchen facilities, parking, porch, pnvate en-

trance 22 blocks from the beach
$745/month. 310-450-6526

SANTA MONICA furnished, private room,

patio, hardwood floors, fireplace, walk-in

closets. W/D. quiet neightwrhood. bnght.

$550. 310-395-RENT
wwwwestsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA lurnished, private room,

private bath, patio, commuter apartment

Utilities included. $325. 310-395-RENT
www,westsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA HOUSE 2 bedrooms, patio,

hardood ftoors. pantry, bright, carport party-

ing. $1,425, 310-395-RENT
www.westsiderentalscom

SANTA MONICA studio, refngerator, stove,

blinds, walking distance to beach, parking

ir)cluded. month-to-month, utilities included,

$630. 310-395-RENT. www.westsideren-

talscom

SANTA MONICA unfurnished. 2 bedrooms,

cat okay, hardwood floors, laundry, parking

included $1,211 31 0-395-RENT wwwwest-
stderentats.com —_^———^——

—

VENICE 2 bedrooms, 2 baths, dishwasher,

balcony, parking. A/C, walk-in closets.

$1,250. 310-395-RENT www.westsideren-

tals.com

WEST LOS ANGELES unfurnished, 2 bed-

rooms, large closets, yard, partying included.

month-to-nrK)nth. $720. 310-395-RENT
www westsiderentalscom

WESTCHESTER apartment Pel okay, 2

twdrooms, 1,5 bath, dishwasher, balcony,

fireplace, very large, partying. $875, 310-395-

RENT. www westsiderentals com

WESTWOOD
Spacious studio near campus $975. Gated

parking, pool. School&city busses, 1 - blocks,

10969 Wellworth. Ill, 310-445-3355

WESTWOOD
ACROSS FROM UCLA

Spacious, bright ibdrm and pnvate palio,

avail mid-May, Hardwood floors, full kitchen,

large closets, laundry. 2-car parking, $1400
No pets. Also, itxfrm upper avail Sept. l.

$1400 310-234-8278.

WESTWOOD
RESIDENTIAL AREA

Ibdrm/lbth apartment downstairs in beauti-

ful Westwood home w/pnvate entrance Ap-

prox , 600 sq ft Pool privileges negotiable.

$950/mth including all utilities. Available

4/15. Call 310-446-1353

WESTWOOD
WALK TO UCLA

spacious, bright 2 and 3bdfm apartments

Quiet building, hardwood floors, large clos-

ets, laundry, pari<ing Available one year

lease in August No pets 2bdrm $1850
3bdrm $2600. 310-234-8278.

WESTWOOD APT walk to UCLA, 1 bed-

room/1 bath, utilities included, pool & laun-

dry. Short or long term lease $1200/month

310 208 3797

WESTWOOD contemporary guest house
Patio, quiet neighborhood, bright yard $550
310-395-RENT www.westsiderentals.com

WESTWOOD guest house. Refngerator.

quiet neightx}rtK>od. near UCLA, beautiful

residential area. $1,125 310-395-RENT
www.westsiderentals.com

WESTWOOD pnvate room, refrigerator,

stove, parking included $585 310-395-

RENT. www.westsiderentals.com

WESTWOOD TOWNHOUSE unfurnished, 2

t)edrooms. 1.5 t)ath, cat okay, refngerator,

stove, hardood floors, pool, parking included

$1,295. 310-395-RENT www.west-
siderentalscom

WESTWOOD walk to campus, private room,

refrigerator, stove, dishwahser. balcony,

hardwood floors, carport parking $550 310-

395-RENT www westsiderentalsconrt"

WESTWOOD 2BDRM/2BATH $1450 AND
UP TILE KITCHEN. STEPDOWN LIVING

ROOM, HIGH CEILING. CHARM. 1 MILE
SOUTH OF WILSHIRE SOME W/BAL-
CONY 310 839-6294,

WESTWOOD Across UCLA, upscale, one

and two bedrooms, full-kitchen, air condi-

tioned, partying, one year lease, 445 Land-

fair Taking reservations. 310-824-1969

8^00
Apartments for Rent

WESTWOOD. Walk to UCLA 2bdrm/2bth,

gated part<ing, rooftop spa, quiet building,

accepting reseivations for Summer and Fall

$1895-$2275. 512 Veteran 310-208-2655

WILSHIRE CORRIDOR LUXURY-APAR-
TMENT Furnished studio Jacuzzi, sauna,
gym, close to Westwood No kitchen

$890/mo 10660 Wilshire Blvd. 310-358-

8700 or 310-503-7227

WLA $945 Ibdrm, patio, new carpet, no
pets 11980 Nebraska #8 Open 310-459-

4088.

WLA 2-bedroom, 1-bath, hardwood floor,

hardwood ceiling, $1450 New stove and re-

frigerator 310-476-0026

WLA/PALMS
APARTMENT RENTALS
CALL 4 FREE LISTINGS

AND SPECIALS
Bachelors/Singles—some w/utilities paid,

pool, gated, $895 and up ibdrm $895 and
up, many w/lireplaces, luxury and more
2bdrm $1395$ 1595, many w/dishwashers,

balcony, A/C and more Call for free list-

ing:31 0-278-8999

8600
Condo/Townhouse for Rent

VENICE 2 bedrooms, 2 baths, dishwasher,
balcony, parking, A/C, walk-in closets

$1,250. 310-395-RENT www.west.'jideren-

tals.com

WEST LA Female Roommate needed in

2bdrm/2 5bth condo. Gated, underground
part<ing. washer/dryer in unit, partially (u;

nished. Jewish female preferred

$800/month-i-utilities 310-478-5677

8700
Condo/Townhouse for Sale

NEAR NATIONAL AND SEPULVEDA Beau
tiful 2txirm/2bth co-op apartment w/separate
dining room On quiet, landscaped grounds
Asking $199,000 818-986-6870

8900
House for Rent

WEST LA/RANCHO PARK 3 bdrm/lbth
Complete remodel, hardwood lloors, fire-

place, all appliances, large yard, fruit trees,

great neighbors, 2 car garage. 3 miles from
UCLA $25O0/month. Available May 15 6
month minimum lease 310-202-6822

9000
House for Sale

HOUSE WANTED
A 3 or more bedroom house to buy near the

UCLA campus. Contact dhollander@rei edu

PERU 2BED/2BATH 984 square ft House
in beach town. 30 minutes south from Lima
$16,000 213-625-0525

9200
Housing Needed

HOUSING NEEDED
Trying to rent in the Westwood area or

nearby? Have a great deal? Easily solve

your rental problem with one simple call

Avoid Ihe hassle of renting your space. 3
UCLA students are seeking an apart-

ment, house, guesthouse or condo to

share to move in late June/eariy July lyr

lease ok Must include 2 parking spaces
and be reasonably priced Please call

Stephanie:310-702-6455 (Leave mes-
sage).

NEW MEXICO PROFESSOR seeks sabbat-

ical fumished sublet apartment or house for

one female Aug,-Dec Westside or Valley.

Contact at cyeeQnmLedu

8800
Guesthouse for Rent

BEVERLY HILLS GUESTHOUSE
1 bdrm/lbth Full kitchen. Walk-in closet

Beautiful backyard Parking, Near UCLA
$1300/mth Negotiable Diana at 310-859-
9288

TWO UCLA GRAD STUDENTS seeking
West Los Angeles summer sublet One Bed-
room 5-6 month range Email ecelebo-
glu@ yahoo,com.

9300
Room for Help

MOTHER'S HELPER in exchange for room.
Shop/cook for family. 8-10hrs/wk 1-2days.
No expenence. Time arranged Perfect for

grad student Val 310-471-1671, evenings
best

ROOM/BOARD IN EXCHANGE for P/T
home care for young professional disabled
Eariy AM/late PM, 5 days/wk Experience
Preferred WLA 310-312 0815

harwdns
Student deals \Jnt-to-

Every Wednesday and Friday, the Daily Bruin Classifieds provides Bruin Bargains, a place where students are able to advertise

absolutely FREE* some of the best deals in Westwood. Check weekly for updates so you don't miss out on great savings!
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To place a

ad in the Bruin

Bargains, fill out

information on the right

and submit to the Daily

Bruin Classifieds.

Item;

(15 characters maximum, including ^aces)

Description:

(20 characters maximum, including spaces)

Price:

(example $25. $74ca, FREE. Please round to the nearest dollar-

Phone: ( )
-

-NOOBO)

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

.J

•Item:

( 1 5 characters maximum, including spaces)

• Description:

(20 characters maximum, including ^aces)

• Price:

(example $25, $74ea, FREE. Please round to the nearest dollar—NO OBO)

•Phone: ( ) -_
•fid must be submitted in person or by mail No phone ordere allowed Deadline is 2 work days prior to issue at 1 2pm All Bruin Bargains appear every Wednesday and Fridjiy Umit of 4 frw ads per customer per week We

reserve the right to revise or reject any advertisement not meeting the standards of the Daily Brum

Classifieds

825-2221 Display
206-3060
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9itOO
Room for Rent

CULVER CITY: ibdrm/private bath. Fur-

nished, phone line, security parking. Student

preferred Non-smoker Security deposit

$250. $600/mth 310-397-8684 ask (or Carol

HUGE TWO-STORY
MEDITERRANEAN

HOUSE
with rooms to rent! Share gourmet kitchen.

Great residential area ot Mar Visia Ocean
view Starling $725 to $890 per room/month

310-398-7937 ask (or Pat

Large room4rent 1/2 block to beach, wash-

er/dryer, kitchen pnvileges, utilities included,

1.5 baths. $680/month+$180 security depos-

it Call 310-581-9215.

kApRIVATE GUESTROOt^ WEST-

WOOD/WALK UCLA- beautitui house w/pri-

vate entrance/bath/backyard Laundry/Kitch-

en privileges N/S (emale tenant $785+utili-

ties 310-446-9556

PRIVATE ROOM FOR RENT Westwood,

7mins to campus. Available May 8 Park-

ing/laundry/dishwasher Huge living/dining

area, spacious balcony. $680/mo. Mimi;

310-234-2880

SUBLETTING 1 private bedroom (or Spnng
& Summer Great Westwood location- 1 block

to UCLA. ApnI-August 30- $450/mo. Call

Tiffany 310-824-4664.

WESTWOOD Close to UCLA. Private room
w/bath, pnvate entrance, non-smoking male,

references $500/month, including utilities

310-794-7851.

9700
Sublets

9700
Sublets

SUBLETS WANTED
Downtown law firm seeks fully furnished sublets for visiting law

students from May through September. Students stay in Los Angeles

from 6 to U weeks. Pleitse send information regarding your sublet

to Maria at michelml@mto.com. Remember to include the

following information: Rent, Location/City, Dates Available,

House/Apt/Room, # of bedrooms^athrooms, Amenities

(Furnished/Unfurnished, Air, Pool, Parking, Convenient to Bus, etc.)

0' Melveny 8 Myers LLP

Law Fitm
Needs summer sublets

If you^are Interested In

subletting '/our furnished apt

please email
dates available,

address.
rent, and amenities to

sharper@omm.com
or call (213)430-6539

SUMMER SUBLETS
NEEDED

Law tirm seeks tumistied westside, Soutti

Bay, Pasadena sublet. Only from May-Aug.

No share situations please. IrKlude cross-

street. Leave detailed message at 213-680-

8589.

VETERAN/SANTA f^ONICA Room in a

2bdrm+1.5bth lurnished apt. twiddle May-
Aug (neg). $600/montti. Female preferred

Call Slavia at 310-473-8439.

WESTWOOD. 437 Gayley. Spacious apt

w/balcony, gated parking Walk to campus
and Westwood 3txJrm/2bth. June 15-Aug
29. Single&stiared rooms. 310-824-3610.

9500 _
Roommates-Private Room =:

BEVERLY HILLS PROFESSIONAL FE-
MALE to share beautiful condo with graduate
student. $800/month No pets. Leave mes-
sage:31 0-273-7707.

SEEKING SINGLE to share beautiful

2bdrm/2bath apt Own room/bath. Cov-
ered/galed parking, washer/dryer inside apt,

mostly furnished, cable. Close to UCLA
f^ust be clean, no pets, non-smoking. Avail

rwlay 1 $890/month. Call Fahli 310-260-

1165, 310-429-4142 evenings

SEPULVEDAA/ENICE, 2-^1 Own bed. share

bath, students preferred, no pets. Avail now,

10-min to UCLA, $475 Frank

flan@ucla.edu. day:310-966-5320. even-
ings:3 10-202- 1196.

WESTWOOD Large 1bdrm/1bth available in

2bdrm/2bth apt Cable/DSL/parking avail-

able May-Dec, negotiable 5 mm walk to

UCLA $700/month 310-208-2908

WESTWOOD Seeking roommate to share

2bdrrT\/2bth Own room Luxury hi-rise on
Wilshire. 24-hr doorman. Rooftop pool&)a-

cuizi. Spacious Available ASAP 310-441-

0175.

WLA-FEMALE ONLY furnished room,
2bdrm/apt. $350+1/2utilities. 10-min to

UCLA Near Bus line, market, shopping No
smoking/pets Prefer UCLA student/faculty

310-478-7472

9600
Roommates-Shared Room

Spring Quarter
WESTWOOD 437 Gayley "Pink Palace

"

Share bdrm/bth w/1 male All ammenittes.

DSL Also available in summer $500/month.

310-208-3578

GAYLEY NEXT TO UCLA large room to

share in 2bdrm/2bth private condo Fully-

furnished, balcony, garage, non-smoking fe-

male only. $500/month 310-208-7748

WESTWOOD-Gorgeous Wilshire Apartment
Need roommate to share huge bedroom, in

2bdrm apartment with two students Avail-

able now! 5 mm from UCLA Students Pre-

ffered. $525/mo. Call 310-927-3293

WESTWOOD 1-2 person needed to share
room in 2bdrm/2bath luxury condo on
Wilshire. Parking. Low rent. Pool, Jacuzzi,

Tennis courts. Eric-3 10-475-34 13 pager:
310-915-2611.

WESTWOOD. Atrium Courts. Strath-

more/Gayley Share one bedroom pent-

house apartment with one male.
$750/month Beg. August. Call: 310-824-

6322

WESTWOOD Female to share furnished

bedroom in spacious 2bdrm Nice area, 5-

min to campus $395/obo Avail now-August
(time negotiable). 310-801-4197.

fMIHiPUSNEWS
YOU CAN SEE

9700
Sublets

437 GAYLEY Pink Palace Beautiful

2bdrm/2bth, w/2balconies, trench doors,

spacious, 3 underground parking spots, par

tially furnished Late June-8/31 $2150/mo
Please call Julie or Silvia at 310-824-5542

«

APARTMENT SUBLET $1080/month Large

1 bdrm, furnished Near comer ot Landfair

8r>d Strathmore, walking distance to cam-
pus Contact James 310-824-9766

ON

EVENINGS AT 6 P.M.

29 IN THE DORMS

mtmM^
YOUR WORRIIS
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475 GAYLEY
Clean and courteous

female to share room for

Summer Session A. Great

location, parking included.

$490/mth. loanna

310-824-5621

SPACIOUS, SUMMER
APARTMENT

3bdrm/l .5bth. Pool, fun

balcony, 4-5 subletlers,

preferably female, males

okay. $430/mlh-dependent.

424 Landfair Ave. Apl.l

.

310-824-2942

#1 RANKED CUSrOMER SATISFACTION SERVICE DEALER FOR ALL OF 1999 St SOOO PER FACTORY SURVEY
FOR LOS ANGELES, ORANGE, VENTURA, RIVERSIDE, S SAN BERNADINO COUNTIES

•UMITED 1IME 0Niy*SI«CIALDiSC0UII1S(0RALLS1UDEIflS^H^ iONiy 7MUS FROM NECORNEB OF CAMPUS

suiMmrR SLBi r\
V&v^e. l-bedi*ooni

aparlfiinfiiit foi* 28
people. I 1 85/mo.
Parkin;^. I aiiiidr>;

Bak;on>;

Slralliiiioro/ljBveriiii^.

a I O 208 6875

MINI-MINOR SERVICE
Recommended every 3,750 miles or 3 months,

wnicne\/er comes first ^'

Our Service Excellence Team Will...

• Change engine oil

• Replace oil filter w/genuine Toyota oil filter

• Inspect front & rear brakes
• Inspect belts & hoses
• Adjust tire pressure
• Inspect tire condition
• Inspect all lights

• Inspect windshield wiper blades
• Includes "U R THE -k" license frame

'

upon request.

INSPECT & BRING TO SPECIFICATIONS
THE FOLLOWING FLUID LEVELS:
• Transmission, differential, coolant, clutch,

brake, power steering & battery

MINOR SERVICE
Recommende(l.every 7,500 mij^s or 6 months,

whiche\/er comes first

Our Service Excellence Team Will...

• Change engine oil

• Replace oil filter w/genuine Toyota oil filter

• Clean & adjust brakes (when applicable)

• Rotate tires

• Includes "U R THE -k" license frame, upon request.

^^ ^U3/ff

Reg. $24.95

Includes Vehicle Inspection

Piwia. 6-cy4mlM [tcomt 4'Riinwf t'100'st2ad(Mnnal lundia Ivid Cnnef $8 00 uMlKinil 4i4 Kite idiMond Hhatbttnai Jlignnwflt tluutd br

dnK pefia().:jl)y but e not iMtl n) IN<i svfvcr IndiHtn ha/aido<i!> wasir ler VaM only m ttw lOYOIA Of H0( irwOOD Service Dep* Nol vitid on prevuK<

<iMi«K M iBiiHi latMM oKh Mud nmmm umwi xtMn aido •> anaw LMWWfclt^t

INTERMEDIATE SERVICE
Recommended every 15,000 miles or 12 months,

whichever comes first
^

INSPECT & BRING TO SPECIFICATIONS THE FOLLOWING FLUID LEVELS:
• Battery, transmission, brake, clutch, master cylinder, differential & coolant

INSPECT & ASSESS CONDITION OF THE FOLLOWING COMPONENTS:
• Exhaust, steerina & shock absorber system, belts & hoses
ADJUST &/0R VERIFY THE FOLLOWING:
• Tire condition, tire pressure & emergency brake

+tax
Previa b cykridet lacona 4 Runner T t00s$2 idlMionil 4>4 lube

aMtional lundta & LamI cruser S8 00 addilianal Mudci
htiardous waste lee Valid only in tte TOVOM Of HOILVWOOO

Service OepI Nol «aM on prevnut ctiarges a specials loyolas only

^WW^ ^^^^^^W vBU^^VI VM^H 9*^^V !• WWWIBW Y^pW ^^^w^^* uAl

MAJOR SERVICE
Recommended every 30,000 miles or 24 months,

whichever comes first

.*-S"

Our Service Excellence Team Will...

• Change engine oil

• Replace oil filter w/genuine Toyota oil filter

• Clean & adjust brakes
• Rotate tires

you^.

FOR ONLYm
Wf will pfrtorni h

minor tunc up with

intermediate

service.

f> AB cylmdtr

a4ld tionjli

,

• Replace air filter

• Drain & refiH transmission
• Inspect belts & hoses
• Road test

• Includes "U R THE • " license frame,

upon request.

INSPECT & BRING TO SPECIFICATIONS THE FOLLOWING RUID LEVELS:
• Battory, transmission, brake, dutch, mastsr cytindar, differential & coolant
INSPECT ft ASSESS CONDITION 6f THE FOLLOWING CRITICAL SAFETY
COMPONENTS:
• Exhaust, steerina & shock absortier systems
AOJUST&/OR VERIFY THE FOLLOWING:
• Tire condition, tire pressure & emergency brake

^ n27

Our Service Excellence Team Will...

• Change engine oil

• Replace oil filter w/genuine Toyota oil filter

• Tune motor • Set timing*

• Adjust cart idle (non EFI)

• Replace spark plugs (resistor type)*

• Service battery

• Replace trans & differential fluid

• Ctean & adjust brakes (when applicable)

• Rotate tires

• Adjust cart alr/fuel mixture*
• Scope & adjust engine'
• Replace air filter

• Replace coolant
• Inspect belts & hoses
• Adjust V-drive belts

• Road test & personally advise you of the results of this

most vital service
• Includes 'U R THE * " license frame, upon request

Free
Car Wash

yponimmatt

INSPECT & BRING TO SPECIHCATIONS
THE FOLLOWING FLUID LEVELS:
• Battery, transmission, brake, dutch,
master cylinder, differential & coolant,

Kwer steering

SPECT ft ASSESS CONDITION OF
THE FOLLOWING CRITICAL SAFETY
COMPONENTS:
• Exhaust, steering & shock absorber
systems, belts & hoses
ADJUST &/0R VERIFY THE
FOLLOWING:
• Tire condition, tire pressure & emergency
brake

•t-tax

R«g. $22(100

"^89
R«g. S3M 00

IMV4 4ii4 Tundri & Land Crwtn KkMonil 4i4 Kite iddiianti Typi 'T' kindluid tikMoMi MiKln huinlaui awsk In VB. 6 cyl . EH pMnum pkigs

iddl VAk a^uMntnl akt I wlwn Kiplcjtile tMvel DMmn & aligniMM *aMW bt doM p«Mcal>.MM nsl ptil al Vnf nrv«« Vttdantymllw

TOYOTA OF NOUYWXX) Servct Oapl Hit^tUiinvinnMamgnvwili'ltyitllmu^yiMitnmMcamit'l'mtrtKmmWm Eipim»41-ei

IM IA|

'Wien apfikcjtile Vilvc *d|ucinienu mM'I wrnn ippkcaUe RAV4 4ii4. lundri i Land Cnnen. 6 cyl . V8 EFI plalnKn phigs & non-electionc ignikon dwsel aulo

kant add I 4i4 lute additional Type 'T' iransiuKladdMnal UMieel beanng repadi & 4>4 bucks add'l wtwnnteded kidudFt haiaidous tratte lee VaM only m
tie tOYOIA Of HOunvOOO Service Depi Nol iraM on pravioin charge or ipeciati loyoas onty Must ptesenl coupon when order is wntlen [i(Mes S^tl^l

Re-Lease
Your Worries This Summer!

Don't let an empty apartment

empty your pockets!

Re-Lease yourself from paying rent

while you are away this summer. '

Advertise in:

The Daily Bruin's
Summer Sublet Guide!

Place your ad and catch evefyOoe's attention as they

all rush to pay your rent. Don't pay for your

apartment while you 're gone!

EverymMnesdliy

TRANSMISSION SERVICE
• Drain Fluid • Refill with quality transmission fluid

$0095
Complete Automatic Transmission Sefvice

> Ktwow Inrnwliikw pen S ratatal pn
> CiMn Iraramlnion pan & tcraan • RsM wWi quaaiy franvnlntan HuU
> Insptct tiposad artas o( raramintan • AMm on oantfKton ot

forWW transmlnton

%#%7-ftaxMV 4x4, Land CniiMrt

4-nunner aMMlonal Wnien parfoniiMg Mafor SanHoa Whan
mdudM martflul awtl lee Type -?- iraneftjid addHonal vaM only n tie Toyota o< Half*

on priKloui ctwuee or «)eo1i Toyototonly »i« pfeaem coupon »ii»i«n ofder wrM

ilav.*ni«

79!S
pertsm^d on Ml own
BOd Stnrtct Dipt NoImM
VI Ei9irttft-9l-« M(-|/N

•ilAl

Call (310) 825-2221
submit your info, then

sit hack, and relax.

Classifieds

825-2221
Oispla^

206-30f

\ A

BRAKE & CLUTCH REPAIR
SUPER SPECIAL

DISCOUNT ^
15% Discount on all brake lining replacements.

Includes machining or replacing drums or rotors

and overhauling wheel cylinders. Includes

replacement of any dutch assembly components.

Not yaM on previous charges o( tpecab loyottsonly Musi prenm coupon ««ien Oder MiMn
Eapns •-ai.ei

TUNE-UP SPECIAL
> Install genuine Toyota spart( plugs*

' Check timing and ignition system

' Set point dwell*

' Adjust fuel injection/cartMjretor to idle specification,

where applicable

Road test

' Analysis of all other related needs

Reg.'86.95

$AQ95
+tax

plcable PMnum pkigs. VS 6 cy< & cart aiMhoul an eliclrowic
Nol v*d on previous charges or ipKiah loyalMonty IM

ignllonaddl One pn oiMoniar. per

pntM coupon m^ien otdar IS MiOen
III :a

TIMING BELT SPECIAL
Factory recommends replacement every 60,000 miles. If this

breaks, you're stranded! Protect yourself against aggravation!

Includes timing belt ^^-v^.

'Inapact*!

> kiapacl mebia crank aaal

' Ripoct •WMO on conoRion ot

Mtrkaaringafti

Reg.*25S.OO

TtCHMCALTIP: Itoyota racommandi

kaMa S aaala ba inapocM t/or

ripelrad it 60,000 maaa. nia parte i

^29 Includes Belt & Labor

ROTATE BALANCE
SPECIAL

Reg.*S9.95

INCLUDES FREE BRAKE
INSPECTION

• Balance four wheels
• Rotate tires

• Inspect brakes

Nol vaM on previous charges Of veoals foyolasonty Must present coupon Hhen order is i

Some wheek not appkcaUe

ii: ia I

GENUINE TOYOTA

FRONT-END
<^ ALIGNMENT

• Set camber, caster A toe In as applicable

• Shimming A other suspension repairs

additional when deemed necessary

Rcg.'69.95

,95
'+tax

6cyl V8.M tac.toto.MR2t Turn Cam's addMonil Not »aM on previous charges or i

MmI prwsnl comon ahan ordn IS OTillen Eipifes t-II-M
toyMMoalir |

iiciaI

rniMM Nghay higlwi Not vaM on previous charges or specials Toyotas only

Must prenm coupon when order IS orMen Ejip>es»-11-ai IH lA

®TOYOTA

HOLLYWOOD

6000 Hollywood Blvd.

Hollywood, CA 90028

Franklin Ave

SERVICE HOURS:
M-F 7:00am - 6:30pm

first come, first served...

reservatiorte encouraged

SATURDAY 7:30am - 5:00pm

by appointment only

Service: (323)860-5575

Visit us at: www.lacarguy.com

FREE LOCAL
SHUTTLE
SERVICE

TOYOTA cvwyday
PROTECTING YOU!

TOYOTA
LIFETIME GUARANTEE

Commitment to Quality
Muffitrt ' ilihauti rt/w* • S/i'Jcfc* • Stnttf

Turou ia<itm, r* *mw4 (aiM*. chMilik. srruti MHl 4inM

iu/t Imt bat et IV «rl<«lc «4iHi iMUlH tw sa iiii^nn»ti

Tav«l*(W^>^ ««v.trflu«-luiiMa«a
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KMIOTEK
From page 40

»

Suzuki often dresses away from

his locker for fear of cameras. He's

been seen changing in the hallway

and behind a clubhouse pillar.

You'd think the cameras would
be lookmg for Randy "Big Unit"

Johnson, but I guess not.

• • •

The Lakers wrapped up their

season Tuesday night against

Denver in a post-deadline game If

they lost the game, proceed to (B).

If they won. proceed past this peri-

od coming up.

Through all their problems,

injuries and losses to bad teams,

the Lakers are still the Pacific

Division kings. This should be a les-

son to any 7-footcrs out there who
struggle at times. Shaquille O'Neal,

who is bigger than me, told

reporters that he and Kobe Bryant

have actually not had a problematic

relationship this year.

Shaq continued to belittle the lit-

tle members of the media:

"You guys don't have no writing

talents or no media talents, so

you're looking for something to

start up. Do your job. Report what
you see. Don't make (stuff) up."

After that. Shaq stood up. did a

pirou ette, put on a pirate's eye-

patch and began smgmg tlic iheme

song from "Fraggle Rock."

(B) Man, the Lakers suck.
• • •

Alex Rodriguez, whose $252 mil-

lion, 10-year contract is the largest

in sports history, recently returned

to Seattle for the first time since he

left for Texas. Some distraught fans

threw fake money from the upper
decks, and one held up a sign which

read "A-Rod Please Buy Me A
House." A-Wad does have enough

'

money to buy over 1.000 fans a new
house.

Boy. it'd take me a lot of

columns to make as much as him.

and I don't even get paid for these.

A-Rod, who'll make almost

$70,000 a day for the next decade,

pays S9 to see a movie but earns

about $6,000 while he's watching

it. baylight savings came and he

lost over $2,500. You know how
many lap dances he could get with

that much money'' At least like 10

or 15.

• • •

N BC's taped coverage of the

Sydney Olympics earned 10 Sports

Emmys during a ceremony
Monday night in New York. The
network won't actually receive the

awards until next Tuesday NBC
didn't give an acceptance speech,

saying they'll thank everyone later.

Knoiotek is the weakest Wnk. E-me
him at Jizzeff@aol.com. Good-bye.

BHARDWAJ
From page 36

message was clear.

Clean up your act, or you're

gone.

It's hard to believe that the best

gymnast in UCLA history came so

close to losing her scholarship, get-

ting kicked off her team and out of

school.

Thankfully for UCLA. Bhardwaj
shaped up. both menially^and physi-

cally.

After the warning she returned to

school in better condition, and per-

haps more importantly with better

focus.

Bhardwaj went on to become an

All-American selection her fresh-

man, sophomore and junior years.

This year she figures to do it again.

But success in the gym is not what
sets the new Bhardwaj apart from
the club gymnast.

The difference is in the way she

competes, the way she studies, and
the way she holds herself account-

able.

"I felt somewhat forced to do
gymnastics when I didn't want to, so

I stopped liking it," she said. "Over
the course of the past four years I

learned to love it."

The team atmosphere of UCLA
gymnastics helped rekindle a nick-

ering love for her sport. A maturing

Bhardwaj realized just how close

she came to losing it all through bad
decision-making.

Scene three of Bhardwaj's story

will come after college.

She plans to be one of a small

DODGERS
From page 38

comments the star player made
about his contract.

Malone did not dispute most of

Esterbrooks' account - including

that he challenged him to a fight -

but said Esterbrooks was the aggres-

sor.

"I hear an individual fan speaking

ipproprialely about one of our

players, the organization and mc,

"

Malone told the Los Angeles Times.

"He was loud, belligerent, obnox-

ious and rude. He knew who I was,

and I didn't know that at the time."

Malone said he realized

Esterbrooks recognized him when
he m^de a comment about "Dodger
Boy," a nickname Malone gave him-

self in a radio interview.

"The guy was being obnoxious

and getting on one of our players,

getting on the Dodgers, and just

being rude to rrte. " he said, "i don't

believe that my family or the families

group of gymj.asls to return to the

elite level after finishing her colle-

giate eligibilibf.

"Before college she proved her-

self, and she's proven herself since

then." teammate Kristen Parker

said. "Gymnastics is a sport for

younger people, but she has every

chance in the world to do well."

Her opponents will be 15 and 17-

year-old girls, most of whom were

still in diapers when she started

gymnastics.

But if they listen closely, they can

learn from a girl who has come a

long way. They will see someone
who suffered through the rigors of

elite gymnastics, returned with a

new attitude and a new outlook and
will exit the scene as one of the most
decorated UCLA gymnasts in

history.

of our players should suffer the

indignities of some fan who wants to

act like that."

Malone's son attended the game.

Dodgers chairman Bob Daly

declined to comment, but in a recent

interview with the Times he

acknowledged Malone sometimes
puts himself in uncomfortable posi-

tions.

"Kevin does say things some-
times that can get people (upset),"

Daly said, otherwise prai.-iing'

Malone's performance.

m

Reason #1 to use

bruinwalk.com
to check your UCLA e-mail

bruinwalk.com

bruinwalc.com supports your existing Bruin Online e^nail account
and lets you send and receive emails in HTML. That's right. Links,

colors, and pictures too. But that's not all—bruinwalk.com e^nail

also has spell check and lets you send and receive attachments.

bruinwak.com— the best way to check your UCLA efnail.

^'-'ry-'' - bruinwalk.com
UCIi ^mai mth spel check, attaclMiieiits, and hM
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|BB^^ H^^^H ^^^ ^m ^^m^ ^ Advertisement

TAKEBACKtheCAMPUfl
COMBATIheRADICg^

FEMINISTASSAUDonTRUTH
I Have you been duped by factually

challenged feminist professors?

» Have you had your fill of

"'Ms^information''?

^ Are you tired of male bashing

and victimology?

Campus feminism is a kind of cult:

Students are inculcated with bizarre

conspiracy theories about the "capitalistj

patriarchal hegemony." As early as

freshman orientation, gender "scholan

begin dispensing false and reckless

propaganda.

Join the Independent Women's
Forum (www.iwf.org) in our

efforts to restore reason, common

sense, and sanity to the campus.

Should you encounter an item of

"^information" in one of your dasse:^

in a textbook, or a women's center ff

"fact" sheet, let us know. We will print^

on our campus website, correct it with

accurate information, and politely

inform the source of the mistake.
i

I

Take back the campus

Take back your educaf ii

For sources and more

information, check out the

Independent Women's Forum^

campus website:

SheThinks.or<
1-800-224-6000

i^"

'^

\

lAIVC inij ICjI! Here is a list of the ten most outrageous leminist
myths. H you beh'eve two or more of these untruths, you may need deprogramming!

THE TEN MOST COMMON FEMINIST MYTHS:
1 MYTH: ONE IN FOUR WOMEN IN COLLEGE HAS BEEN THE ViaiM OF RAPE OR AHEMPTED RAPE.
I • FAG: This mother of all factoids is bosed on o 1988 foliocious feminist study (ommlssioned by Ms. mogozine. The researcher Mory

Koss, hand-picked by Gloria Steinem herself, acknowledges thot 73% of the young won)en she counted as rape victims were not owore
->Mwd been roped And 43% of them were doting their "attacker" again.

Rape is a uniquely horrible crime. Thot is why we need sober and responsible reseorch. Women will not be helped by hyperbole
ond hysteria. Truth is no enemy of compossion, ond falsehood is no friend.

n MYTH: WOMEN EARN 75 CENTS FOR EVERY DOLLAR A MAN EARNS.

L m FAG: The 75-cent figure is misleoding. This stotistic is a snapshot of oil current full-time workers. It does not consider
relevont foctors like length of time in the workplace, education, occupation, and number of hours worked per week. (The
experience gop is particulorly large between older men and women in the workploce.) When economists do the proper controls, the
so-called gender wage gap norrows to the point of vanishing.

SMYTH: 30% OF EMERGENG ROOM VISITS BY WOMEN EACH YEAR ARE THE RESULT OF INJURIES
• FROM DOMESTIC VIOUENCE.

FACT: This incendiory stotistic is promoted by gender feminists whose primary goal seems to be to impugn men Two government
studies report thot the nationwide figure is closer to 1%. While these studies may hove missed some coses of domestic violence, the
30% figure is a wild exoggeration.

4 MYTH: THE PHRASE "RULE OF THUMB" ORIGINATED IN A MAN'S RIGHT TO BEAT HIS WIFE
• PROVIDED THE STICK WAS NO WIDER THAN HIS THUMB.

FAG: This is on urban legend that is token seriously by activist low professors ond horossment workshoppers The Oxford English

DKlwnaryhas more thon 20 citations for the phrase *rule of thumb' (the earliest from 1692), but not o single mention of beatings
sticks, or husbonds ond wives.

r MHH: WOMEN HAVE BEEN SHORTCHANGED IN MEDICAL RESEARCH.
J9 FAG: The Notional Institutes of Heolth and drug componies routinely include women in clinical triols that test for effectiveness of
medicotions. By 1979, over 90% of oil NIH-funded triols included women. Beginning in 1985, when the NIH's Notionol Concer Institute

- begon keeping trock of specific cancer funding, it hos onnuolly spent more money on breast cancer than any other type of cancer
Currently, women represent over 60% of all subiects in NIH-funded dinicol trails.

/ MYTH: GIRLS HAVE BEEN SHORTCHANGED IN OUR GENDER-BIASED SCHOOLS.
U« FAG: No fair-minded person con review the education dofo and conclude thot girls ore the have-nots in our schools Boys are
slightly ahead of girls in math and science; girls ore dromaticolly oheod in reoding and writing. (The writing skills of 1 7-yeflr-old boys are
at the some level as 14-year-old girls.) Girls get better grodes, they hove higher ospirotions, and they go on to college in greater numbers.

7 MYTH: "OUR SCHOOLS ARE TRAINING GROUNDS FOR SEXUAL HARASSMENT. . .BOYS ARE RARELY PUNISHED WHILE
• GIRLS ARE TAUGHT THAT IT IS THEIR ROLE TO TOLERATE THIS HUMILIATING CONDUG."

FAG: 'Hostile Hollways,' is the best-known study of horossment in grades 8-1 1 . It was commissioned by the Americon Associotion of
University Women (AAUW) in 1 993, ond is o fovorite of many harassment experts. But this survey revealed that girls ore doing almost os
much harassing os the boys. According to the study, '85% of girls and 76% of boys surveyed say they hove experienced unwanted and
unwelcome sexuolbehovior that interferes with their lives." •

8.
MYTH: GIRLS SUFFER A DRAMATIC LOSS OF SELF-ESTEEM DURING ADOLESCENCE.
FAG: This myth of the incredible shrinking girls wos storted by Carol Gilligon, professor of gender "studies ot the Horvord Groduote

School of Education. Gilligon has olwoys enjoyed o higher standing among feminist activists ond journolists than omong
ocodemic research psychologists.

Scholars who follow the protocols of social science do not occept the reality of on adolescent 'crisis" of confidence ond 'loss of voice."
In 1993, American Psychologist reported the new consensus omong reseordiers in odolescent development: 'It is now known thot the
majority of odolescents of both genders successfully negotiate this developmental period without any major psychologicol or emotional dis-

order [ond] develop a positive sense of personal identity.*

Q MYTH: GENDER IS A SOCIAL CONSTRUGION.

# • FAG: While environment ond sociolizotion do ploy o significont role in humon life, o growing body of reseorch in neoroscience
endocrinology, ond psychology over the post 40 yeors suggests there is o biologicol bosis for mony sex differences in optitudes ond prefer-

ences. In general, males hove better spotiol reosoning skills, femoles better verbal skills. Moles ore greoter risk takers, females ore more
nurturing.

Of course, this does not meon that women should be prevented from pursuing their goals in any field they choose, what it does
suggest is that we should not expect or demand parity in oil fields. More women thon men will continue to wont to stay ot home with small
children ond pursue coreers in fields like eorly childhood educotion or psychology, men will continue to be over-represented in fields like

helicopter mechanics ond hydraulic engineering.

Worning: Most gender scholors in our universities have degrees in English or comporolive literoture—not biology or neuroscience
These self-appointed experts on sexuolity ore scientificolly illiterote They substitute dogmo and propogondo for reasoned scholorship.

1 A MYTH: WOMEN'S STUDIES DEPARTMENTS EMPOWERED WOMEN AND GAVE THEM A VOICE IN THE ACADEMY.
I V» FAG: Women's Studies empowered o small group of like-minded coreerists. They hove creoted on old-girl network thot is

for more elitist, narrow, ond closed thon ony of the old-boy neh^orks they roil against. Vast numbers of moderote or dissident women
scholors hove been marginolized, excluded, ond silenced.
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EYE CARE FOR UCLA
Exam & Contacts
B&LDailyorExtWr.or

2 boxes of disposables

Add $99 for toric (for astigmatisni) or

Gas Perm

or Exam & Glasses
from our Special Selection,

Single Vision, CR 39

OVER 5,000

FRAMES
& CONTACTS IN

STOCK

Bijan Cohenmehr, OD
3116 Wilshire Blvd. Santa Monica

(5 blocks west of Bundy, across from Big 5)

• 15 Years Experience.
• Latest Technology.
• Award Winning Designer Coliection.

• insurance welcome.

(310) 828-2010
Exfirw 4/30/01. Itoy Ml ta

Willi oltMr discounts or plans.

CELLULAR Accessories
• CAR CHARGER
• LEATHER CASE
• HANDS FREE "EAR BUD"

-DRIVE WITH BOTH HANDS-

mnmna PAcmES
BUY ANY BUY ANY

Each

LIFE TIME M/ARRANTY

TWO THREE
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Be Smart!

Take a General Ed class at

Glendale Community College

Courses fully transferable to all

4-year colleges & universities

$11 per unit

Two 5-weelc Summer Sessions

June 4 to July 6
July 9 to August 10

Fall Semester

Wed. Sept 5 to Dec 19

NEW 6-«ireeic Winter Session

Jan. 7 to Feb. 14

Spring Semester

Feb. 20 to June 12

quality
tradition

innovation
seventy five years of educational excellence

Apply for Admission ONLINE!
virww.gtendale.ccca.us

8i8*240-iooo
X5910

M.HOOPS
From page 40

debt.

On the flip side, many potential

pro prospects can now take out dis-

ability insurance premiums in the

event that a career-ending injury ends

their chances at a professional con-

tract.

The committee also agreed on a

proposal to remove the exempt status

on many of college basketball's early

season tournaments, starting in the

2002-03 season. Exemption dictates

that each tournament counts as only

one game against the regular season

schedule.

Schools that compete in such lour-

naments on neutral sites would have

to count all the games in which they

actually play against the NCAA's
preset limit, which would be raised

one game to 29.

A vote by the NCAA Board of

Directors on the proposal is set for

April 26. Tournaments such as the

Preseason NIT, Maui invitational

and Great Alaska Shootout would

count for as many as four games on a

team's schedule, in addition, exhibi-

tion contests against notable travel-

ling squads like the EA
Sports/California All-Stars would be

eliminated by such legislation. The
measure is aimed to keep student-ath-

letes in the classroom instead of on

the road.

All conference tournaments, such

as the one the Pac-IO will begin next

year, however, will still count only as

one game against the limit.

Organizers of these nonconfer-

ence tournaments believe that the

pre-New Year interest in college bas-

ketball will fade. Their theory is that

high-profile programs won't give up

two or three home games to travel to

a neutral site where they can play

from one to four ballgames.

Such early tournaments will be

unable to financially support them-

selves or pay out appearance fees to

participating teams, and will disap-

pear. In an extreme case, a drastic fall

in revenues at the Preseason NIT
may put the current format of the 32-

team Postseason NIT in jeopardy.

Passage of such a article can only

be fought by a petition from 100 of

the 318 Division I members against

such changes. Currently, schools

sponsoring two of the three afore-

mentioned tournaments are teaming

BHARDWAJ
From page 40

After failing to make the Olympic

games, after finishing ninth in the

Olympic Trials, Bhardwaj began to

lose interest in the sport, and did

whatever she could to disrupt prac-

tice.

"I had a really bad attitude." she

said. "I'd miss practice, get kicked

out of the gym, just do anything I

could to not be there."

She realized that she did not enjoy

the solitary world of club gymnastics.

"My heart wasn't in it and I didn't

really care," Bhardwaj said.

Although she finished third at

Nationals in 1997 and qualified to

compete at the World
Championships, the girl from

Cincinnati was not a happy gymnast.

Scene two: Enter UCLA gymnas-

tics.

Bhardwaj's troubles might have

turned away most coaches. Talent

can only count for so much, and

many coaches are not willing to put

in the extra effort to deal with an

unfocused athlete. Not UCLA Head
Coach Valorie Kondos Field.

"She was the most talented recruit

in the country and probably the most

talented gymnast to come into col-

lege gymnastics," Kondos Field said.

"But she was a handful."

The handful turned into an armful

when she landed on the college scene.

to assemble such a protest against the

NCAA's possible decision.

If the minimum number of 100

statements is reached, the proposal

then goes to a floor vote by all NCAA
universities at their annual conven-

tion in January.

"Ifwe lose the vote on the 26th, we

are going to bring our efforts togeth-

er to get the necessary 100 signatures

to try to force it to a vote on the

floor," said University of Alaska-

Anchorage Athletic Director Steve

Cobb, whose school heads the Great

Alaska Shootout.

The only events that will likely be

able to lure major programs are short

tournaments at a neutral site with a

guaranteed number of games and a

national television deal. One such

example - the Coaches vs. Cancer in

New York - is set at Madison Square

Garden with television rights held by

ESPN.
On top of all of that, over the past

two seasons the NCAA Tournament

Selection committee has rewarded

teams that upgrade schedules and go

on the road with postseason berths.

Taking away opportunities for

mid-major schools to play in exempt

tournaments makes it harder to make
the NCAA Tournament. Likewise,

major programs wouldn't get the

opportunity to face similar power-

houses to bolster strength of schedule

and rating percentage indexes - two

major factors in determining seed-

ings for March Madness.

UCLA is already scheduled to par-

ticipate next season in the Maui
Invitational with 2001 national cham-

pion Duke and Sweet Sixteen partici-

pant Kansas.

"I can't imagine a worse decision

for college basketball," said Syracuse

Head Coach Jim Boeheim, a chief

organizer for the Coaches vs.

Cancer. "The whole month of

November had big games, but they

won't be there now. You'll lose

$100,000 by going to Maui versus

staying home where you can make
$800,000. You can't give up that kind

of money. That's why these tourna-

ments exist, so they don't count

against your schedule."

Harris countered that the Council

felt the proposal would be fairer for

all basketball programs.

"A majority of our members voted

for the original proposal, stating their

desire to establish more equitable

competitive opportunities for all

members of Division I," he said.

Once again living alone, the

adventurous Bhardwaj took a little

too kindly to Los Angeles' social

scene, and resorted to living by her

own rules.

"My social life was definitely my
No. I priority when I was a fresh-

man," she said.

She stayed out late, didn't go to

class, and allowed herself to slip out

of the physical condition required to

compete at the Division I level.

Although Bhardwaj regularly

broke team regulations, she never

made excuses.

After a meet her freshman year,

Bhardwaj and a teammate were

caught by Kondos Field breaking a

team rule. When Kondos Field

arrived home to call her star recruit

about the violation, there was already

a message on her machine asking

what time and where she should be

ready to run.

Experiences like these taught

Kondos Field who Mohini Bhardwaj

really was.

"From our very first conversation

I saw a spirit in her that I really iden-

tified with and respected," Kondos
Field said. "The fact that she was

honest with me about things that

weren't complimentary to her meant

a lot to me."

But there came a time freshman

year when Kondos Field was forced

to be honest with Bhardwaj, and her
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NFL teams lay hopes in

prospective draft picks
FOOTBALL: San Diego

tops list with first choice

of incoming collegiates

By Dave Goldberg
The Associated Press

Two years ago, Mike Ditka surren-

dered the Saints' entire draft for the

right to pick Ricky Williams.

The Saints survived; Ditka didn't.

It's unlikely thai, when Paul

Tagliabue announces Michael Vick's

name Saturday as the first pick in the

2001 drafi, it will be for any team but

the San Diego Chargers.

"This guy is for real," Chargers

Coach Mike Riley said after spending

nearly a week in Blacksburg, Va., with

Vick. "I don't have any more ques-

tions. I'd love to have the opportunity

to coach him."

While John Butler, San Diego's

new GM, says the Chargers will enter-

tain offers, he's doing only what he's

supposed to do and having fun with it.

_When he was in Buffalo, he usually

"picked in the 205:

So. with the first pick in the 2001

NFL draft, the Chargers choose ...

Michael Vick, QB, Virginia Tech.

2. Arizona - Does anything ever go

right for the Cardinals? They pick

high again and again, meaning some-

thing's wrong. Two possibilities this

time: DT Gerard Warren or OT
Leonard Davis. Too bad for Warren

and Davis. Unless the draft order

changes, the one who doesn't go to

Arizona goes to Cincinnati, another

place where high picks get hurt, fail or

ask out.

Leonard Davis, OT, Texas

3. Cleveland - Butch Davis loves

LB Dan Morgan, a player he coached

at Miami. He wants to trade down to

get him. For the time being, leave it as

it is ...

LaDanian Tomlinson, RB, TCU.
4. Cincinnati - The NFL's second

black hole, as Peter Warrick discov-

ered last season.

Gerard Warren, DT, Florida.

5. Atlanta - This team was in the

Super Bowl in 1998? Needs every-

thing and opts for Justin Smith, DE,

Missouri. You can 'I gel enough pass

rushers.

6. New England - Bill Belichick

signed 1 1 free agents, but the best

known is backup QB Damon Huard.

Drew Bledsoe needs help and Koren

Robinson, WR, North Carolina

State, may be as good or better than

another former Wolfpack star, Torry

Holt.

7. Seattle - Mike Holmgren hopes

he got his quarterback in Matt

Hasselbeck. Hasselbeck needs a tar-

get, David Terrell, WR, Michigan.

8. Chicago - Could move up (see

Cleveland) to get Robinson. But

needs running backs and Deuce

McAllister, RB, Mississippi, is the

choice although he's injury prone, a

problem the Bears know well.

9. San Francisco - The horrible

drafts of the '90s are past. Bill Walsh

goes for Dan Morgan, LB, Miami,

compared by Butch Davis to Ray

Lewis.

10. Green Bay - Wants to go up for

Warren. For now, add Richard

Seymour, DT, Georgia.

1 1. Carolina - Things haven't gone

well for the Panthers lately. Good
"Omen: Kcnyalta Walker, OT, Florida,

falls to them.

12. Kansas City - This pick could

go to the Rams if the two Missouri

teams finally make the Trent Green

deal. If they don't, Nate Clements,

CB, Ohio State.

13. Jacksonville - Everyone loves

Steve Hutchinson, G, Michigan, one

of three Wolverine offensive linemen

who could go in the first round.

14. Buffalo - The Bills have to

replace Marcellus Wiley and Ted

Washington, and they're going from a

3-4 to a 4-3. Marcus Stroud, DT,

Georgia.

15. Washington - A year ago, the

Redskins thought they were going to

the Super Bowl. Now Marty

Schottenheimer begins rebuilding

with Rod Gardner, WR, Clemson, if

he doesn't trade the pick to save cap

room.

16. Pittsburgh - Has drafted poor-

ly on offense the past few years, so

tries defense with Jamar Fletcher,

CB, Wisconsin.

17. Seattle - Second first-rounder

for the Seahawks, Willie Middle-

Brooks, CB, Minnesota.

BASEBALL
From page 40

After the fourth, Janssen, who

reached his pre-determined pitch

count of 60, left the game for senior

Bobby Roe, a former starter who has

been hot since assuming his new role

out of the bullpen. Roe pitched five

innings of one-run ball, locating his

festball and using his breaking ball to

l^eep the 49er hitters off balance.

* "
I had really good command of my

fastball today, so I started to work it

both inside and out," Roe said. "I was

trying to use it to get ground balls for

.my defense. Today, it turned out to be

effective."

Going into the fifth, the Bruins

gave Roe a three-run cushion with

clutch hits by junior left fielder John

Campanella and senior centerfielder

Matt Pearl.

In the third, the two put hits togeth-

er to notch the third Bruin run. Pearl

singled and moved to second on senior

Brian Baron's base hit, where both

were advanced into scoring position.

Campanella stepped up to the plate

and slapped the ball in between the

first and second basemen, allowing

Pearl to score.

On his next turn at the plate,

Campanella added another run to the

Bruin lead all by himself. He turned on

a 3-2 offering from pitcher Bo
Ashabraner and drove it well over the

right field fence.

"I knew the pitcher was either to

come in or he was going to walk me,"

Campanella said. "I just sat and wait-

ed for something in the zone. He
threw me a fastball up. I put a good cut

on it and the ball took off."

But Roe's fastball kept the 49ers

from striking gold, and his defense

was there to back him up when they

made contact. Third baseman junior

Randall Shelley picked him up in the

sixth, making a bare-handed grab to

put out opposing third baseman
Edgar Varcia for the third out. The
play prevented Adam Kennedy from

scoring.

Despite many Bruins making stel-

lar defensive plays that night, it was

Pearl who stole the show. He made a

diving catch in the sixth to preserve

the UCLA lead, charging at a full

sprint to make the spectacular grab.

Even with the crowd reeling and the

lead safely intact, Pearl's acrobatic

glovework was not finished. In the late

innings. Long Beach State hit a line

drive to right-center that seemed des-

tined for a double. Bui a fully out-

stretched Pearl went completely hori-

zontal to make the catch.

"I was running for it and it just kept

hanging up there," Pearl said. "I was

really as stretched out as I could get,

and just watched the ball go into my
glove. That was the most memorable

catch I've had all year

"

UCLA travels to No. 9 Cal State

Fullerton today Senior Jon Brandt

will be on the hill for the Bruins.
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CAPPP Quarter in Washington Program

The ONLY Fall 2001 program offering you
BOTH a Washington, D.C. internship &

UCLA academic credits

Info Meetings:Every Tiies and Wedin April
5:00pm '4355DPublicPolicyBldg

Open to ALL msgors

Applications dueMayII

Recent placements have included:

ABC News
Africa Policy Infomution Center

American Bar Anodation
Amnetty International

Asia Padfic Policy Center

Brookings Institution

center for Media and Pnblic Affairs

House and Senate Offices
Human RighuWatch

Institute for Women's Policy Research
The Kennedy Center for Performing Arts

Mexican Cultural Institute

National Education Association

Center for Stntefic ft International Studies National Women's Business Council
CNN

Children's Defense Rind
Consumer Project on'technology
Democratic National Committee

DqMrtment of Justice

Department of State

Embassy of Rrance

The Heritage Foundation

The Nature Conservancy
NBC

The Smithsonian Institution

StudioTheatre
United Nations Development Program

The White House
TheWorid Bank

and over 200 additional possibilities...

Center for American Politics and Public Policy

www.cappp.ucla.edu
4250 Public Policy Bldg
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Dodger GM
exchanges

words with

Padres' fan

BASEBALL Malone

says he spoke out in

defense of his players

The Associated Press

The Los Angeles Dodgers are

looking into reports that general

manager Kevin Malone threat-

ened to fight a San Diego

Padres' fan who heckled Gary
Sheffield during a game over the

weekend.

Jim Esterbrooks. a San Diego

season-ticket holder, says

Malone began arguing with him

Saturday in the first inning of

the Padres' 5-4 victory over the

Dodgers at Qualcomm Stadium.

"We have had discussions

internally, but feel it would not

-be appropriate to share those

discussions publicly," Dodgers

senior vice president Derrick

Hall said Tuesday.

When asked if Malone would

be disciplined. Hall replied,

"That has not been deter-

mined."

Esterbrooks and others seat-

ed in a section behind home
plate said Malone challenged

him to a fight in defense of

Sheffield. Esterbrooks was

See DODGERS, page 34

*S FOOTBALL NOTEBOd
Anderson makes
conversion
A major recent development for the Bruins is

that of senior Marques Anderson drilling for the

free safety position to make room for incoming

redshirt freshman Ben Emanuel at strong safety.

Anderson, who played strong safety last season

and cornerback the two previous years, is one of

the more versatile and skilled athletes in the Bruin

secondary The coaching staff feels that a transi-

tion to free safety would likely compliment

Anderson's big-play potential.

"Right now Marques is the only safety that has

been solid for us." said Defensive Coordinator

Phil Snow. "We're converting him because we
want our best player at free safety where the big

plays are made."

Snow praised Emanuel for his hustle and
improvement in recent practices, and at 6-foot-3.

seems more suitable to play at strong safety where

a big frame is desirable. Emanuel's cousin is for-

mer Bruin and current New England Patriot

receiver Bert Emanuel.

Defensive stability

Last season, the defensive line seemed to be the

Achilles' heel of the Bruin defense. Plagued by

injuries, the team was forced to use nine difTerent

starters over the course of the season. The loss of

senior Kenyon Coleman to a season-ending knee

injury was especially hard on last season's defen-

sive front.

What was once a weakness, however, is now
one of UCLA's biggest strengths going into the

new season. Coleman, who would likely be headed

for the NFL right now if weren't for last season's

injury, got a medical redshirt and is expected to be

one of the leaders in a defensive unit coached by

new Coordinator Phil Snow. One of Snow's early

decisions for his defensive ends is to hold them to

constant sides rather than switching them between

weak and strong sides based on the offensive for-

mation.

"The reason we're not playing our defensive

ends at a strong or weak side position is because

traditionally you have one big guy and one quick

pass rusher," Snow said. "Most ofour guys are big

and physical, and pretty close to the same type of

players."

The 6-6, 285-pound Coleman has gained eight

pounds since last season and looks to be fully

recovered from surgery that removed torn carti-

lage from his knee last year. Though Coleman
seems to be the only Bruin defensive lineman vir-

tually assured of a starling position next season

(he'll likely start on the left side), he'll be joined by

a talented group that possesses both depth and

size.

Redshirt sophomore Dave Ball and redshirt

junior Rusty Williams have been the leading can-

didates this spring to win the other defensive end

position, while Rodney Leslie, Ken Kocher and

Anthony Fletcher are the top possibilities at the

defensive tackle position.

Snow noted that redshirt junior Sean Phillips

will be hurt by the fact that he has to sit out spring

practice because of a recent ankle surgery.

Judgement week
While his former teammates practice for play-

ing time this week, Freddie Mitchell will be work-

ing on a difTerent part of his game in light of this

weekend's NFL draft. Mitchell will be working to

improve his stock in his final days before the draft

by dealing with coaches from around the league, as

well as media throughout the country.

Despite a deep receiver class this season, which

includes such UCLA opponents from last season

as Michigan's David Terrell, Oregon State's Chad
Johnson and Wisconsin's Chris Chambers, most

analysts predict Mitchell will be drafted anywhere

from 1 5th overall to somewhere in the second

round.

Notes compiled by Joshua Mason, Daily Bruin

Reporter

Bruins blow Tritons

out of water 1 3-4

in last home game
W.LACROSSE: Team plans on adjusting

for undefeated Cal Poly's zone defense

By Calley Prezzano

Daily Bruin Contributor

The UCLA women's lacrosse team (5-3) annihilated

the UCSD Tritons during the team's last home game of

the season on Saturday.

The Bruins, who were defeated by LMU in overtime on

Wednesday, came together to beat UCSD 1 3-4.

Leading the team to victory were seniors Alexis Tjian,

with three goals, and Katie Pardee with two, which was
only fitting as it was Senior Day.

"It was nice to have a big win for our seniors' last home
game," said junior Victoria Bohannan, the team's co-pres-

ident.

Although UCSD is not one of the strongest teams in

the region, the Bruins still gave their all.

"It's always good to go hard all the time," Bohannan
said. "The game was a blowout."

Along with Tjian and Pardee, the team's other scorers

were junior Alison Lee and freshman Olivia Patterson,

both with 3 goals.

Rounding out the UCLA players who scored werfi_

juniors Jenn Evans and Nicole Evrett with one goal each."

Not only did UCLA play strong offensively, but

defense was also key in Saturday's win. Freshman goalie

Alana Kadden led the defensive effort with 13 saves.

Sunday UCLA will compete with UCSB in Santa

Barbara. But first the Bruins face league-leader Cal Poly

San Luis Obispo, who is currently undefeated, on
Saturday.

For this game the team is planning to change and
secure a strategy to beat Cal Poly, who plays zone defense,

in order to wear down opposing players and get the ball.

"We are working on breaking down their zone
defense," Bohannan said.

"It's a technique that very few teams use, and we need

to be ready for it."
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The UCLA Police Department
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* Community
Service Officer

As a Career]

_ Public Safety Dispatcher or

Police Officer

Salary—$8.47 to $10.65

Per Hour
• Bike Patrol

• Evening Vans

• Residence Hall Patrols

• Dispatcher

• Campus Escorts plus more.

• Call -(310) 825-2148

Salary—$ 2,842 to $3,413 Salary—$3,821 to $5,046

Monthly
Emergency, Police, Fire, and

Medical Dispatching.

Full University Career Benefits

3 Days, Twelve Hour Work
Schedule

Monthly
Rewarding Career as a California Law
Enforcement Officer

Full University Career Benefits

3 Days, Twelve Hour Work Schedule

Mk«^MM4i^ Call - (3 10) 206-8883 for information on testing and requirements for

the career positions or visit our website @ www.ucpd.ucla.edu
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MEN'S TRACK AND FIELD SEASON PREVIEW

Buildiing

Freshman Juaune Armon leaps to victory and a personal best of

24-3 during a meet Saturday in Drake Stadium.

tomorrow
. Young team excels today while

looking toward a bright future

SEASON

PREVIEW
*
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By Christina Teller and
Glen Worthington
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

It's a season of promise. Ranked
No. I nationally in dual meets, the

2001 UCLA men's track and field

team has gotten off to an impres-

sive start thanks in part to the No.

4-rated recruiting class.

And with strong throwers and
sprinters, the Bruins look to be seri-

ous contenders for the Pac-10 title.

"The reason we're ranked No. I

in the country at the dual meet level

is because we're so deep," Men'sHead
Coach Art

Ve n e g a s

said. "And I

knew we
would be.""We
were fourth

last year in

Pac-IOs, and

now we look

like we're

one of the

contenders,

and that's based on.the freshmen,"

he added.

With the freshmen class led by

Warren Rogers, who was the 2000

California State 100-meter champi-

on (10.42) and made the World

Junior rankings in 1999 (No. 7 in

the lOOm and No. 10 in the 200m),

and Juaune Armon, who took sixth

in the long jump at the California

State meet, the Bruins have young

talent who will help UCLA grow

into national contenders.

The Bruin veterans, including

seniors hurdler John Hall, sprinter

Bryan Harrison and pole vaulter

Steve Michaels and juniors throw-

er Scott Moscr and distance runner

Bryan Green, lead with their

national-level experience.

But the team is more than its

individual athletes. It is the coach-

ing that keeps it together.

"(Art) pushes us and knows
what we can do and he knows how
to get each one of us to do it,"

sophomore Kyle Erickson said. "It

doesn't matter how fast you run

he's going to keep pushing you.

He's always going to be on your

back, which is why we're going to

be good.

"I think Art Vcnegas has done a

really good job at recruiting,"

Erickson continued. "He's tried to

strengthen the image of the UCLA
track team and get us back in as

national contenders. It might take a

couple years to get there, but we're

on the right track."

Sprints

Senior Bryan Harrison leads the

Bruin sprinters for the second year

in a row. Coming off a sixth place

finish at the Pac-IOs in the lOOm
and second in the 200m last season,

Harrison has big aspirations for his

last year as a Bruin. His time of 10.3

seconds in 1999 already ranks lOth

in school history.

Harrison's season-best times of

10.49 in the lOOm and 20.88 in the

200m set on Saturday are slightly

off from his lifetime bests of 10.30

and 20.78. But Men's Sprint Coach
John Smith insists that his training

program is a learning curve geared

for peak results at the end of the

season - so watch for Harrison to

put up big results in later meets.

Harrison leads a young sprint

squad that is building for the

future. According to Smith, this

season is about exposing the new-

comers to the collegiate level and
ridding them of bad high school

habits. Smith has already made
strong progress. Freshmen Denye
Versher, Rogers and Rodney Diggs

all fmished within a 1 0th of a sec-

ond of each other in the top three

spots of the 400m in Saturday's

meet (47.30. 47.34, 47.37), each set-

ting a new personal record.

Hurdles
Hall and Erickson are both

national contenders. Both hurdlers

provisionally qualified over the

weekend for NCAAs in the 400m
hurdles. Hall with 50.97 Erickson

with 50.34.

"I was happy with my race last

weekend," Erickson said. "It was

a lifetime PR and a national quali-

fier.

"We're about halfway through

the season right now, and I think I

can hit 49 and can do something in

NCAA meet," he continued.

"I have John Hall to run with,

and that helps a tot. he pushes

me."

Relays

The UCLA 4x lOOm team broke

40 seconds for the first time this

season on Saturday with a time of

39.96. The team of Harrison.

Rogers, junior Michael Lipscomb

and freshman Steve Hayes provi-

sionally qualified for the NCAAs
despite injured sophomore Joe

Hunter being out of the line-up.

The 4x400m team of Versher.

Rogers. Diggs and sophomore
Kyle Erickson is young but talent-

ed. They ran a season best 3:11.13

Saturday.

Distance

The distance runners look to

make an impact at Pac-IOs this sea-

son and to qualify a few runners for

NCAAs.
The distance runners are led by

senior Green, who has clocked a

29:25.20 in the lO.OOOm. and senior

Paul Muite. who leads the Bruins in

the I.500m (3:49.22; and mile

(4:12.44). He is second in (he 800m
(1:53.24).

"(Green) has already met the

provisional qualifying standard

and is currently ranked among the

top five in the Pac-10," Distance

Coach Eric Peterson said.

Senior Mason Moore leads the

Bruins in the 3,000m steeplechase

and is currently sixth in Pac-10 at

9:05.40

With freshmen John Rankin and
Nicholas Thornton, the Bruins

have a well-rounded squad.

Throws
Junior Scott Moser is possibly

the men's track team's most excit-

ing performer of the 2001 season.

Last year, Moser placed 17th at the

NCAAs in the discus with a throw

of 183-feet-7 inches. He has already

surpassed last year's marks and is

on his way to proving himself one

of the best in the nation. Moser is

currently the national leader in the

discus (206-8) and is No. 8 in the

shot put (62-4 1/2).

Redshirt freshman

Dan Ames is following

close in Moser's foot-

steps. Although he

trails Moser in the shot

put and the discus.

Ames is the season-

leader in the hammer
throw (192-10). Moser

and Ames consistently

provide a one-two

punch for the Bruins in

the throw events.

The Bruins success

in the throws extends

to all events. In the

javelin. sophomore
Nate Marum threw a

228-11 personal best,

NCAA provisional

qualifier last weekend.

Venegas. who also

coaches the throw

events, expects a strong

national showing from

his athletes this year.

R^TIl ARMtNIAN/Uaily Brum Senior iiaff

Biyan Harrison anchors the 4x1 00 meter

relay squad in its season best on Saturday.

Pole vault

The pole vaulters are led by

senior Michaels and sophomore
Jared Drake.

Michaels, who competed at the

2000 national meet but has sat out

the last two meets with an injury,

has a lifetime best of 17-7 and

jumped 17-5 during the 2001

indoor season.

Drake's personal best currently

stands at 16-9 1/2. According to

Pole Vault Coach Anthony Curran.

Drake has the fire and motivation

to clear 17 feet and compete with

the nation's best. '

Jumps
Juaune Armon leads the jump-

ing contingent as the top long

jumper (23-8 1 /4) and sits second in

the triple jump (46-1 1).

Freshman Oliver Jackson and

sophomore Josh Levy also con-

tribute to the Bruin jumps. Jackson

is second in the long jump (24-5

3/4) and third in the triple jump
(46-5 1/2). Levy leads in the high

jump (6-8 3/4).

MEN'S TRACK
4x100mreto)r 4i400mrcta]r
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40 Hope you like the

tasty treat we

have for you

online. If not,

then suffer the

curse of grubby

newsprint.
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Read about the young and

veteran men's track and

field talent in the season

preview on page 39.
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Senior Mohini Bhardwaj looks to her future as her final season competing as

a Bruin winds to a close. She hopes to continue her career as a gynnnast.

Mohini Bhardwaj wrote her own script

when it came to the world of gymnastics

By Adam Karon
Daily Bruin Stdff

Mohini Bhardwaj almost did

not become the greatest UCLA
gymnast of all time.

She almost missed a chance to

win the national championship

in 2000. She almost did not

become an eight-time All-

American. And she almost did

not become the 2000 NCAA
champion on the uneven bars.

But in a sport so often decided

by a mere 1 0th of a point,

"almost" does not count in gym-

nastics, which leads to the made-

for-film story of Mohini
Bhardwaj.

A movie about Bhardwaj's

life would be rated two thumbs

up. The first part detailing her

stint as one of the nation's most

sought-after elite gymnasts

would be full of athletic achieve-

ments, yet have slightly morose,

depressing undertones. It would

detail a girl with talent to spare,

who lacked a normal childhood.

The next part would start at

UCLA as a story of transforma-

tion and success for the ages.

Without a doubt, two thumbs up.

Scene one shows a 14-year-old

Bhardwaj moving from her

native Cincinnati, Ohio, to

Orlando. Fla.. in search of better

coaching. A few years later she

moved by herself to Houston

with the approach of the 1996

Olympic games. While most

teenagers were worrying about a

date for the junior prom, Mohini

was living alone with her cat.

Collie, in one of America's

largest cities.

"I trained in the morning,

went to school, and then trained

again in the afternoon." she said.

When the training and school

were over, Bhardwaj did what

any 16-year-old with her own
apartment would do: she had

fun. Bhardwaj lived by her own
rules, breaking them as she

pleased. This contributed to bad

habits, both in and outside of the

gym.
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Senior Mohini Bhardwaj

performs on the balance hpanrmt

See BHARDWAJ, page 36 a meet earlier this season.

Kenya believe

Bong won?

Check out this

package deal

COLUMN: From nude pics

to lap dances, top players

are making media waves

On Monday, South Korean

Lee Bong-Ju ended

Kenya's 10-year winning

streak at the Boston Marathon
with a time of two hours, nine min-

utes, 43 seconds. He got extra —
motivation

when four

teenagers

began chasing

him after they

heard a 6-fool

bong was going

down the

street.

It's funny

because I tried

to finish a

marathon

once, but I

stopped when I

saw there were

no couches and

a lot of people

running.

Jeff

Kmiotek

Japanese slugger Ichiro Suzuki

is a big hero in Japan, where his

fans just want a little more. A
Japanese publication has reported-

ly offered a reward of at least $1

million for a photo of him naked,

h's a package deal of sorts - they'll

deal for his package.
^'

SeeKMIOTllCpage34

Stellar defense stuns Lx)ng Beach
BASEBALL Tight pitching

aids Bruins; Pearl steals

show with fancy catches

By Scott Bair

Ddily Bruin Contributor

Tuesday's baseball game that

matched the UCLA Bruins against the

Long Beach State 49ers was regionally

televised on Fox Sports, which, thanks

UCLA 5

CS Long Beach 1

BASEBALL

Today C
3p.ni.

(oodwin Field

(j| SMr (ulfnon

Mriil

Council's proposed changes

to exempt status creates stir

NlCOlt MIUIK/Udily Hruin

Sophomore Ben Francisco makes it back to base safely during a

game against Arizona earlier this season.

JOAN ONG/Oaily Brutn S*nior Staff

to the Bruin defense, compiled all of its

sports report's defensive highlights

from one game.

The Bruin (25-12) defense played

likQ a nine-person human highlight

m-

reel, helping the pitching staff hold the

49ers (25-12) to five hits in UCLA's
5-1 victory.

If the viewers at home didn't know
what to expect from the Bruin defense,

they found out in the first inning.

With the bases loaded and one out,

senior first baseman Eric Reece

charged the infield and snagged a

tough grounder to bring Jeremy Reed

at the plate.

The Bruin defense helped starter

Casey Janssen get out of tight spots

early on without giving up a single run.

After the second, Janssen settled down
to retire the next six batters in order.

S««MSEMLL,pag«37

M.HOOPS: Some worry

preseason tourneys will

end; stipends reviewed

ByAJCadman
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

The season culminated two

weeks ago with the crowning of a

national champion, but the action

in college basketball is still fast and

furious.

The NCAA management council

voted in Indianapolis last week for

various proposals and rule changes

that may alter the landscape of the

hardwood in the near future.

Among the more high-profile

issues was the passage of a proposal

on April 10 which will allow stu-

dent-athletes to earn money for giv-

ing private lessons in their respec-

tive sports. Additionally, they would

be able to receive a one-time bank

loan based upon their potential

future earnings at the professional

level.

The issue of stipends for intercol-

legiate athletics has been on the

table for more than a year now. The
current measure allows for a one-

time bank loan of up to $20,000,

dependent upon a student-athletes'

potential for being a high-draft

selection. The funds for such lend-

ing would come from private bank-

ing and lending institutions rather

than the universities and the

NCAA.
Student-athletes are able to work

at any job and earn up to the $2,000

ceiling under the current system.

However, they would be now
allowed to receive money for athlet-

ic instruction in their respective

sports.

"One of the things of great con-

cern is providing some greater sen-

sitivity to student-athletes' time and

their future, and some of the profes-

sional demands tb.ey may face," said

Council Chairrnan Charles Harris,

who is also the commissioner of the

Mid-Eastern Athletic Conference

and a former member of the NCAA
Tournament Selection Committee.

A potential problem is that many
players think they are good enough

to play professionally, but find a

closed door when they go knocking.

Student-athletes who take out such

loans might put themselves into

UCLA

Serving the UdJKcomtTHinitysinct^ 1{)19

Prioritize, UCLA
The university needs to put

student interests first.

VIEWPOINT, PAGE 18

Cycling around

Thursday, April 19,2001 www'.djulybrwln.tirla.rdu

Nilo Cruz's play "A Bicycle Country" looks

at three characters' journey from Cuba.

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT, PAGE 24
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Drinking water

Bush administration announces

new plans to change standards

alter criti(!ls!n. NEWS, PAGE 5

GSA elections begin today on Web
VOTING: Association still

striving to hit 'oppressive'

10 percent turnout mark

By Barbara Ortutay

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Struggling to garner a 10 percent

voter turnout has not t>ecn an easy

task for the Graduate Students

Association. In fact, GSA has not

passed the double-digit threshold for

the past 1 1 years.

This creates a vicious cycle for

GSA because its constitution

requires a 10 percent turnout for any

referendum to take effect, even if it

is passed by a majority.

This year, GSA is attempting to

raise its membership fee from $5.50

per quarter to $7 through a referen-

dum that was also on the ballot last

year. The fee has not changed since

1982 despite voter approval.

GSA President Martin Griffin

said though the extra resources

would berrefit the association, pass-

ing the 10 percent mark would also

help in getting more students to be

aware of GSA and what it does.

"It's more the principle - that wc

have broken through this haunting,

oppressive 10 percent threshold," he

said.

GSA elections begin today and

will continue until next Wednesday.

While students who choose to

vote in the upcoming

Undergraduate Students

Association Council elections will

do so using paper ballots, graduate

students wishing to vote must log on

to their My.UCLA Web site.

Some members of the undergrad-

uate student government raised

security concerns in their opposition

to using the My.UCLA site for elec-

tions, but GSA Administrative

Representative Michael Cohn said

students should not worry about

security because My.UCLA is the

same system that lets students access

their grades.

GSA members hope holding elec-

tions online will allow students who
commute, or have little time during

the day, to vote. According to Cohn
this method will also cost less than

using paper ballots and poll work-

ers.

After complaints from law stu-

dents, GSA decided to hold its elec-

tions earlier this year. In the past,

GSA elections have coincided with

finals week for the UCLA School of

Law, which is on the semester sys-

tem. Griffin said he hasn't received

as much of a response from medical

students, who are also on the semes-

ter system.
"Wc would very much Itke to con-:

nect with the medical students," he

said.

In the past, GSA has tried numer-

ous ways to boost voter turnout,

from giving away free coffee and dis-

counts to holding its elections at the

same time as the undergraduate gov-

ernment, but so far without avail.

Last year, GSA put on its ballot a

referendum to add the American

Indian Graduate Student

Association as a special interest

group to the GSA Forum. The
forum is the association's executive

committee, comprised of delegates

from 1 1 departmental programs and

professional schools, as well as five

special interest groups.

See GSA, page 8

USAC brings lawyer into

dispute regarding funds
COUNCIL: Deadline set

by chancellor for new

bylaws nine days away

By Robert Salonga

ifty Bruin Reporter

REMINDER
AppHcjalMsJdfposi

tions on tlie |00jl;2002

Undergnidufic Student

The Undergraduate Students

Association Council approved legal

counsel Tuesday to assist in the revi-

sion of its bylaws regarding student

fee allocation and sponsorship guide-

lines.

David Maggiore-Anet, an attor-

ney for Sdn Diego-based law firm

Littler Mendelson, has been retained

by the University of California

Students Association since

September 2000.

UCSA is the official systemwide

association of campus student gov-

ernments in the UC, lobbying in

state and national arenas on behalfof

students. Since USAC pays member-

ship fees to UCSA, council will not

have to pay additional costs in seek-

diie FrfS^Jt^^idates

h^ve MntjJ»QO tp turn

theirpaiClfet^ in to

^nKerckhoffHnP

ing advice from the lawyer.

Maggiore-Anet, who graduated

from UC Santa Barbara in 1994, was

also involved in student government

at UCSB.
USAC External Vice President

Evan Okamura originally proposed

Maggiorc-Anet's name to council,

citing the lattcr's involvement in the

UCSB student government as one of

the reasons for his selection. As EVP,

See LAWYER, page 10
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Philanthropist garners acclaim

EDWARD UN/Daily Btuin

Gary Winnick (right) receives the 2001 Jacoby International Award fronn Chancellor

AlbeH Carnesale for his contributions to enhancing international understanding.

AWARD: Dashew Center honors

Global Crossing's Gary Winnick

for his international good deeds

By Kelly Rayburn
Daily Bruin Reporter .

Chancellor Albert Carnesale, U.S.

Representative Jane Harman and former

Secretary of Defense Bill Cohen lauded him

with praise.

UCLA students from Russia, the United

States, China, India, Morocco and Chile gath-

ered at a dinner in his honor.

Both Gov. Gray Davis and former Gov. Pete

Wilson spoke well of him, too.

UCLA's Dashew International Center

acknowledged the deeds of international

financier and philanthropist Gary Winnick

with the 2001 Jacoby International Award for

his dedication to enhancing cross-cultural

understanding and world peace. The award was

presented at a dinner gala at an elegant Beverly

Hills hotel.

Winnick is the founder and chairman of

Global Crossing Ltd.. a fortune 500 company.

"Truly all of us arc witness to a revolution,"

Winnick said upon receiving the award "A rev-

olution of knowledge, based on the unlimited

flow of information." ^ _— ._—^ _,—j-.

"This revolution has left an impact on every

aspect of our lives."

But Winnick said his work is not done, and

the economic gaps between continents and

between rich and poor are still far too wide.

Though already a huge corporation. Global

See WINNICK, page 12

Forum explores search for truth in Christian life

VERITAS: Organizers see

similar events in coming

years at secular colleges

By Shauna Mecartea

Daily Bruin Contributor

Os Guinness told the story of a

small Guatemalan town where 23

Marxist guerrillas were burned to

death in 1979.

The event, he said at Monday's

Veritas Forum, was recorded by a

young woman who received the

Nobel Peace Prize for her documen-

tation of this horrific story.

Upon investigation of the event, a

professor revealed that her story was

exaggerated.

But the public ridiculed the profes-

sor and not the woman, showing that

fiction is more important than truth

in today's society, said Guinness,

author and founder of the Trinity

Forum.

With an aim of stimulating dia-

logue about Christian faith between

students, professors and scholars,

Guinness discussed such stories at

the forum, which was held for three

days on campus this week.

Speakers at the Christian confer-

ence focused on finding the truth - or

"Veritas" in Latin - in life and religion

this week.

According to the Veritas Forum

Web site, their goal is to resurrect

such events at 200 major secular uni-

versities in 20 different countries by

2010.

Guinness said modern society

emphasizes image as opposed to

character - and this indicates a shift

from the truth.

"The art of living is the art of

impression," Guinness said regard-

ing modem culture, adding that truth

can be found through Christianity.

Another speaker at the forum was

David Hill, a physicist developing

nuclear fusion power plants, who said

science has a philosophical bend. He
said people should read literature to

understand God's role in life and sci-

ence.

Other speakers discussed where

science and religion can coincide.

Rev. Lee Irons, an organizing pas-

tor of the Redeemer Orthodox

SeeRMUM^pageS

PRIYA SHARM/V/Oaily Brum

Ryan Callis (foreground) and Tim McMullen participate in a graffiti

art battle prior to the opening of the Veritas Forum's art exhibit.
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College Briefs
University of Hawai'i

faculty strike ends

Fraternity reprimanded

for 'sex newspapers'
HONOLULU. Hawaii The University of

Havvai'i faculty returned to campus Wednesday
after \} days on strike, but students will return

to class today, the Ka Leo O Hawaii reported.

Gov. Benjamin Cayetano announced the set-

tlement between the state and the University of

Hawai'i Professional Assembly on Tuesday
evening in a press conference.

"There were some issues that ... we had to

work through," he said.

Alexander Malahoff, president of UHPA.
said that the contract they reached will include

an across-the-board increase for UH professors.

"1 think it will be^'a win for the faculty, univer-

sity and state," Cayetano said. He added that the

details of the two-year contract needed to be

fmalized before they were released.

Negotiations, between the stale and the UHPA,
began on Tuesday.

HANOVER. N.H Paving the way for the

possible derecognition of Zeta Psi fraternity, the

Dartmouth Coed Fraternity Sorority Council

met Tuesday night to condemn the house for

publishing a sexist and threatening newsletter,

The Dartmouth reported.

The CFSC's action came only hours after the

fraternity learned that it is under College inves-

tigation, and it marks the beginning of the

Greek Judicial Committee's deliberations about

how to respond to the revelations.

"The (Council) was appalled by these allega-

tions," said CFSC president Shihwan Chung.

"This kind of behavior has no part in our sys-

tem. We will not support any organization that

fosters such behavior."

"The women who saw this were offended. We
felt personally attacked," said Tasha Francis

'02, president of the Panhellenic Council.

Arson a factor in

Michigan investigation^
EAST LANSING. Mich. The 1999 arson

of Michigan State University's Agriculture Hall

was also a factor in the undercover investigation

of a campus activist group, university officials

said Tuesday, reported The State News.

The New Year's Eve fire, which ripped

through the fourth-floor office of a genetically

engineered crop program causing about

S400,000 damage, is the fifth reason police have

cited for last year's undercover investigation of

Students for Economic Justice meetings and
demonstrations. Officials had previously cited

protests that turned violent in Seattle and at the

University of Wisconsin-Madison as reasons for

starting the covert investigation.

"Our continued presence at these meetings

was to focus on a specific, identified subject of

the investigation into the 1999 Ag Hall fire,"

MSU police Assistant Chief Jim Dunlap said.

Native American mascot

under fire at Illinois

CARBONDALE, III. Debate about the

University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign's

mascot. Chief llliniwek, has risen again in

response to a U.S. Commission on Civil Rights

statement issued Friday, The Daily Egyptian

reported.

The statement calls for the end of the use of

Native American images and nicknames as sports

symbols by non-Native universities. The docu-

ment puts pressure on the University of Illinois,

which has been caught up with controversy over

the appropriateness of Chief llliniwek for more
than a decade.

'

Critics of llliniwek .say the representation is df-

respectful. The mascot is depicted by a student

with a painted face and dressed in a costume arni

headdress of the Oglala Lakota Sioux tribe. r

Compiled from Daily Bruin wire reports.
\

Weather

Today Saturday

Partly Cloudy Cloudy Cloudy/Showers

high: 63 low: 52 high: 61 low: 49 high: 61 low: 47

Weeks
Reminder:

Friday, April 20, is the last day

to ADD non-impacted courses

with a $3 fee through URSA

Outlook:
It will be cooler and a bit cloudier today,

with even more dpuds moving in

overnight and into Friday morning.

Showers are possible by Friday night.

Sunrise
6:18 a.m.

'^ ^ Sunset
7:2

For feai-time weather, visit www dailybruin.ucla.fdu

WHArS BREWIN'

Today 4:15 p.m.

L&S Counseling

Academic Workshops

• Alternatives to Medical School

* All workshops held in

Covel Commons, Room 203

To sign up, call 206-6685

5 p.m.

Music Club

Meeting

Ackerman35l6

music@ucla.edu

5:30 p.m.

UCLA Pre-Dental Society

UOP Dental School

Representative

CHS 23-105

7 p.m.

Graduate Christian Fellowship

Discussion and Worship

Rolfe31I8

825-3477

7 p.m.

Campus Events Commission

Film : "Traffic"

. Ackerman Grand Ballroom - $2 at

the door

www.campusevents.ucla.edu

L&S Counseling

Academic Workshops

• Coping with Academic Stress

• Time Management
• All workshops held in

Covel Commons, Room 203

To sign up, call 206-6685

Film Preview: "Eureka"

Director: Aoyama Shinji

Melnitz Hall /James Bridges Theater

Film & Television Archive

310-206-8588

7:30 p.m.

Play: "Looking for Normal"

By Jane Anderson

Geffen Playhouse

310-208-5454

boxonice@gerrenplayhouse.com

8 p.m.
Seamus Heaney, Poet

Poetry reading

Royce Hall Auditorium

Performing Arts

310-825-2101

cto@support.ucla.edu

9:30 p.m.
Campus Events Commission

Film : "Traffic"

Ackerman Grand Ballroom - $2 at

the door

www.campusevents.ucla.edu

Friday 4 p.m.
Value Creation Society

Chanting and Discussion on

Buddhism

Ackerman 35 1

7

7:30 p.m.
Melnitz Movies and Dept. of

Spanish & Portuguese

"TheArtofAmalia"

James Bridges Theater, Melnitz Hall

310-206-8170

see page 45 for details.
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Students are

often victims of

low supply and

higli demand

By Stella Chu and Lisa Klassen

Daily Bruin Reporters

After writing a $300 check in the spring

as a deposit for her new apartment, Patricia

Kwok, a fourth-year business/economics

student, stopped looking for a place to live.

"We were under the impression that the

deposit was to guarantee us a spot in the

complex," she said.

When her friends who had also paid $300

to live in the same complex began to receive

calls saying that they were declined tene-

ment, Kwok began to wonder about her

future housing.

"We started to question how the manag-

er could collect so many deposits for so few

available spaces," Kwok said.

By August of that summer, she found out

that she had gotten the apartment, but some
of her friends weren't as lucky.

"At the end, it was obvious that the

money was to put us on the waiting list for

the apartment," she said. "My friends who
didn't get the apartment went through a lot

of trouble to get back the $300 they had

paid."

Experiences like Kwok's are not uncom-

mon when students begin the scramble for

fall apartments.

And according to the UCLA Community
Housing Office, students are often unaware

of their rights as renters.

Other horror stories students brought up

involve astronomical increases in rent, stu-

dents living in basements advertised as

"suites," and others forced to live great dis-

tances from campus.

"The most common problems that stu-

dents have with their landlords have to do

with their security deposits and the terms of

their leases," said Sonja Busum, a represen-

tative of the housing office.

The Community Housing Office primar-

ily serves as a resource and information

source for perspective renters. When stu-

dents encounter legal problems, Busum and

others at the office advise them to seek help

from Student Legal Services.

The SLS offers low-cost legal counseling

and assistance to all currently registered

students. Among the variety of legal issues

they cover include tenant and landlord

problems.

"Most students don't read the fine print

until there is a problem," said Elizabeth

Kemper, director of Student Legal

Services. "With the holding deposit, there's

a twist - now it is outside of the statutory

limits on the deposit law since a

landlord/tenant relationship doesn't exist

yet."

After paying a holding deposit, tenants

should still remain cautious.

"At the point that a holding deposit has

been paid, the relationship between the ten-

ant and the landlord is still very vague since

the application hasn't been processed yet,"

said Robert Lucey of Westside Rental

Connection, a Los Angeles rental directory.

Kwok's situation can be avoided by mak-

ing sure that all transactions are clear and

documented, Kemper said.

"A student should never put down money
without getting it in writing specifying what

it is for," Kemper said.

But not everybody experiences such diffi-

culties when
searching for an

apartment.

"I got lucky,"

said Becca Demos,

a third-year busi-

ness economics

student. "I waited

until the last

minute to start

looking for an

apartment, but if

you want one for

next year, you

should start look-

ing early."

Demos suggest-

ed exercising cau-

tion when paying

housing deposits.

"(Some of the

landlords) really screw you over on your

deposits," she said. "They also charge a lot

of money for regular wear and tear of the

apartment."

Demos, like many others, said she feels

powerless.

But some managers are unaware of the

large problems that exist among tenant and

Many students have already begun hunting for places to live next year -

whether it is in or outside of Westwood Village.r=====
landlord relations.

"I've never heard of the holding deposit

policy," said Teleb Elcott, an apartment

manager "We don't charge anything like

that to our tenants."

But different landlords have different

policies, he said.

With security deposits, landlords often

charge high deposit rates to guarantee that

their tenants will take good care of their

new apartment.

According to

Kemper, there are

laws set to limit the

amount of money
for the security

deposit.

"Landlords
can't charge more
than two month's

rent for an unfur-

nished apartment

or more than three

month's rent for a

furnished one," she

said. "Any money
that the landlord

keeps is a security

deposit."

According to

California law, a

landlord may only deduct from the security

deposit for unpaid rent if the apartment

shows excess damage of ordinary wear and

tear and if cleaning is necessary, Kemper
said.

Some tenants, like Saba Bazargan, a

fifth-year philosophy student, believe that

apartment managers are taking advantage

of students in need of housing.

"This year we didn't have a really hard

time finding an apartment," Bazargan said.

"We found one for $1,300 a month and

decided to take it. We paid the deposit, but

things changed when we came back."

After paying the deposit, Bazargan said

his landlord informed him that his rent

would be $1,500 a month, instead of the

lower price he named earlier.

"But they can do that here," Bazargan

said. "The landlords know that there is a

high demand and a low supply."

According to Kemper, landlords can't

legally raise the rent during the lease. "They

can change terms of lease only if they both

con.sent," she said.

In addition, the terms of lease depend on

the legal agreement between tenants and

landlords.

"Some don't specifically indicate the

apartment number, some don't specify the

amount of rent," she said. "If there is still a

violation if all these things have been includ-

ed in the document, the student has a cause

of action."

When students manage to secure an

apartment, they are usually required to

begin their lease in June, which leads many
who are not at UCLA for the summer to

sublet their apartment.

But subletting can create problems

because some landlords do not allow it.

Although landlords tend to carry bad

reputations, there are some exceptions.

"Some are great, I don't tend to see

those, but some act in good faith," Kemper
said. "Unfortunately, the bad ones make it

very difficult."

Demonstrators rally against capital punishment in U.S.

CATHfRINf JtJN

first-year student JImi Naftalin protests the death penalty in front of

|(erckhoff Hall Wednesday afternoon.

CAMPAIGN: Protesters

call for nation to stop

utilizing death penalty

Dexter Gauntlett

Daily Bruin Contributor

Makeshift tombstones lined the

Mcyerhoff Park lawn Wednesday,

drawing attention to the fate of 24

people who were put to death by

lethal injection this year.

The demonstration, by the

Campaign to End the' Death

Penalty, sought to remind passers-

by that the United States is the

only industrialized nation still

using the death penalty.

The tombstones were inscribed

with the name, age and date of

execution of each of the 24 peo-

ple.

"We're just trying to get people

to be aware of the situation and

for them to see what the govern-

ment is doing," said fourth-year

history student Evan Garcia, a

member of the campaign.

The protest raised ethical issues

involved in capital punishment,

'"You don't kill people to show

that killing people is wrong," said

second-year international devel-

opmental studies student Scth

Cohen.

Organizers of the demonstra-

tion said a large number of people

who were put to death were later

found innocent, and that racism is

prevalent when it comes to the

death penalty.

Brian Jones, a citywide coordi-

nator for the campaign, distrib-

uted fiyers on Bruin Walk and

accumulated signatures to show

support for the abolishment of

capital punishment.

Garcia and other members of

the campaign read the final state-

ments ofdcath row inmates whose

pleas were not enough to save

them from ihc lethal injection o\'

chemicals that would slow doun
their heart and eventually kill

them.

T]ic last statement of Shaka

Sankofa (formerly Gary Graham)
began: "1 would like to say that 1

did not kill Bobby Lambert. That

I'm an innocent black man that is

being murdered."

Sankofa. who was 17 when he

was arrested, was executed in

Texas on June 22, 2000, but pro-

claimed his innocence up to that

day.

From its first execution in

1982, Texas, under then-Gov.

See PENALTY, page 17
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Meth problem threatens California Bitter race for Compton's top

post sees two go to runoffsDRUGS: Rural part of

slate has seen serious

growtli in illicit usage

By Kiiey Russell

The Associated Press

FRESNO - Lawmakers and

drug treatment ofriciais gathered

Wednesday in the state's famv

land capital to talk about the

region's growing number of

methamphetamine addicts.

About 300 people piled into a

hotel ballroom in downtown

Fresno to tell Sen. Barbara

Boxer, Rep. Cal Dooley, and sev-

eral local officials what social

workers have been saying for

years - there is a growing meth

problem in the state's rural heart-

land and there isn't enough

money for treatment programs.

"I have three drug-addicted

children at home after 1 3 years of

(my) hardcore drug use." said

Nancy Peyton, now a drug coun-

seling student at Fresno City

College.

"My children used to steal my
food stamps so 1 wouldn't use the

stamps to buy drugs." said

Peyton, who said she's been off

methamphetamine for several

years and has a fair idea of where

federal dollars should be spent.

"We need drug treatment cen-

ters where the children can be

taken to. We're all single mothers

out here." she said.

The Asscxiated Piess

Representative Cal Dooley and Sen. Barbara Boxer, D-

Calif, listen to speakers at a Fresno summit.

Boxer and Dooley heard simi-

lar pleas from dozens of other

speakers at the event, dubbed the

Central Valley

Methamphetamine Treatment

Summit. The summit was the sec-

ond anti-meth meeting held in

the San Joaquin Valley, the heart

of California's $26 billion agri-

cultural industry and the nation's

leading meth production area.

The first summit in January

focQsed on law enforcement

solutions to drug manufacturing

and sales.

This time around, instead of

police officers and prosecutors,

the audience was packed with

drug abuse counselors, students

and local health officials One by

one. speakers stood in front of

microphones set up in the aisles

Sec SUMMIT, page 10

ELECnON: Incumbent Bradley

falls short of majority; contest

saw mudslinging, accusations

The Associated Press

COMPTON - Mayor Omar Bradley

must keep fighting for a third term after

failing to win an outright victory in a bitter

election battle.

Bradley - who had predicted he would

pick up two-thirds of the vote - received

44.2 percent in Tuesday's balloting and

will face Eric Perrodin in a June 5 runoff,

according to election results compiled

Wednesday.

The eventual winner will preside over a

blighted suburb southeast of Los Angeles

that has a national image of violence and

gang crime, thanks in part to the "gangsta

rap" lyrics of N.W.A. on its hit record

"Straight Outta Compton."

Bradley's eight years in office have been

stormy. His style has been seen as autocrat-

ic and erratic. Several of his relatives hold

city positions.

"60 percent of the people believe the

current mayor is not doing an adequate

job." Perrodin told the Los Angeles Times

on Tuesday. "1 look forward to debating

the issues with him. Hopefully he and his

crew will run a clean campaign."

Perrodin received 20.3 percent of the

vote. Voters favored Bradley over

Perrodin by 4,312 to 1,983 margin.

Last year, at Bradley's request, the City

Council voted to disband the Police

Deipartment and hired the county Sheriffs

Department to patrol the streets. City lead-

ers atfb are considering doing away with

the Fire Department and privatizing water

services.

The election was "not as much a referen-

dum on me as people say," Bradley told the

Times. "This is a referendum on the deci-

sion to go with the sheriffs."

Perrodin, a county prosecutor, is the

brother of former Compton police Capt.

Percy Perrodin, who along with the police

chief was dismissed by city leaders without

public explanation two years ago.

The school district was taken over by the

state in 1993 because of mismanagement,

corruption and low achievement by its stu-

dents.

Mayor Bradley and others in the city

have been demanding the return of local

control.

A measure on Tuesday's ballot asked

voters whether the city should "de-annex"

from the state-controlled district and form

a new district. But 59.9 percent of voters

said no to the idea.

The mayoral election was bitter, with

candidates airing unsubstantiated allega-

tions ranging from cross-dressing to mur-

der. Candidate Basil Kimbrew shut down
his campaign, saying he feared for his

staffs safety.

City Council member Marcine B. Shaw
finished third in the voting with 16 percent.

None of the other six candidates mustered

more than 4.4 percent of the votes cast.

Voter turnout was about 28 percent.
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The UCLA Police Department

As a Student
Community

Service Officer

As a Career]

Public Safety Dispatcher or

Police Officer

u .

Sal

'

-

,
^

•

,
1

'
,' •

Salary—$8.47 to $10.65

Per Hour
Bike Patrol

Evening Vans

Residence Hall Patrols

Dispatcher

Campus Escorts plus more.

Call -(310) 825-2148

Salary—$2,842 to $3,413

Monthly
• Emergency, Police, Fire, and

Medical Dispatching.

• Full University Career Benefits

• 3 Days, Twelve Hour Work
Schedule

Salary—$3,821 to $5,046

Monthly
• Rewarding Career as a California Law

Enforcement Officer

• Full University Career Benefits

• 3 Days, Twelve Hour Work Schedule

Call - (3 10) 206-8883 for information on testing and requirements for

the career positions or visit our website @ www.ucpd.ucla.edu

WORLD <& NATION Dow Jones Industrials

up: 399.10

close: 10,615.83

Nasdaq Index

up: 156.22

close: 2,079.44

Dollar

Yen: 122.17

Euro: 1.1332

Bush reconsiders arsenic stance
WATER: New levels may

be higher or lower than

Clinton's tightened plan

By John Heilprin

The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - The Bush

administration, under fire for

scrapping former President

Clinton's standard for arsenic in

drinking water, announced plans

Wednesday to set a new standard

within nine months.

Christie Whitman, administra-

tor of the Environmental

Protection Agency, said she was

asking the National Academy of

Sciences to examine the impact of

a range of possible reductions. The

new standard could be higher or

lower than that set by Clinton.

President Bush drew heavy crit-

icism from cnviromnentaHsts and

others last month when his EPA
killed a Clinton administration

regulation that would have tight-

ened the standard to no more than

10 parts of arsenic per billion in

drinking water. The current stan-

dard, set in 1942, is 50 parts per bil-

lion.

Whitman said she wanted a

panel of scientists at the academy

to examine a standard in the range

of three to 20 parts per billion.

"The Bush administration is

committed to protecting the envi-

ronment and the health of all

Americans," WhKman said in a

written statement, promising a

fmal regulation within nine

months.

She said the decision to seek a

report from the academy would

"ensure that a standard will be put

in place in a timely manner that

provides clean, safe and affordable

drinking water for the nation and

is based on the best science."

Senate Democrats called atten-

tion to the delay in tightening the

arsenic standard, and Sen. Harry

Reid, D-Nev., the senior

Democrat on the Senate

Environment and Public Works

Committee, questioned its legality.

"I am troubled by the notion

that EPA would ignore a federal

law requiring that a new arsenic

standard be established by June

22," he said. "There has been no

consultation with Congress and no

mention of meeting the federally

mandated time frame for thii

action to take place."

The Bush administralion"^s deci-

sion on March 20 to stop the regu-

lation put into place three days

before Clinton left ofTice created

an uproar, and the latest action

drew further criticism.

"That is a huge step backward,

no matter how they try to spin it,"

said Sen. Barbara Boxer, D-Calif.

"The Bush administration should

be ashamed that it has taken this

course and all the more ashamed

that it was announced on this

Earth Day weekend."

Whitman argued there was

insufficient scientific evidence to

justify the $200 million annual cost

to municipalities, states and indus-

try of meeting the new Clinton

standards by 2006.

"I have said consistently that we

will obtain the necessary scientific

review ... and that we will establish

that standard in a timely manner,"

she said Wednesday.

The administration plans to

issue a new regulation that still

meets the same time frame for

compliance as the Clinton stan-

dard.

In 1999, the National Academy

of Sciences said that arsenic in

drinking water can cause bladder,

lung and skin cancer, and might

cause liver and kidney cancer.

The study found a cancer risk of

one in 100 at the current 50 parts

per billion standard, dropping to

one in 250 at 20 parts per billion,

one m 500 at 10 parts per billion

and one in 1,667 at three parts per

billion.

Arsenic is both a naturally

occurring substance and industrial

byproduct, entering the water sup-

ply from natural deposits and pol-

lution. It is found at high concen-

trations in Western mining states

and other areas heavy with coal-

burning and copper smelting.

Physicians for Social

Responsibility said the new study

will only confirm what science has

already shown: the lower the stan-

dard, the better.

Faction of Burundian army

attempts overthrow, fails

COUP: President to return

today after talks with Hutu

leaders on sharing power

By Jocelyne Sambia
The Associated Press

BUJUMBURA, Burundi - The

Burundian army put down a- coup

attempt by junior army officers, who

seized the radio station Wednesday

while the president was outside the

country for peace talks with Hutu rebels

that the mutinous officers opposed.

Loyalist soldiers surrounded the

radio station in downtown Bujumbura,

Burundi's capital, where the army said

30junior officers were holed up. Streets

were sealed off near the building, but

residents walked calmly through down-

-town, discussing the coup aUempL^bUi^
violence was reported! - '

Stanislaw Nakaha, chief of security

in Burundi, told The Associated Press

that Bujumbura was calm and that

President Pierre Buyoya was expected

back today after peace talks in

Libreville, Gabon.

In Gabon, Buyoya met the head of

the main Hutu rebel group in Burundi's

7 I /2-year war to try to persuade him to

join power-sharing talks. But Tutsi

hard-liners in the Central African

nation have opposed talks with the

rebels and rumors of a coup have been

rampant.

The Aiiociated Pteii

Burundian President Pierre

Buyoya speaks at a conference.-^

The group of officers from the Tutsi-

dominated military, calling themselves

the Patriotic Youth Front, took over the

radio station at 4:30 p.m. After the

guard fled, the soldiers played a tape

announcing Buyoya's removal from

office, the dissolution of the National

Assembly and closure of the airport.

The statement was attributed to Lt.

Gaston Ntakarutimana. The group had

never been heard of before.

Ntakarutimana was a commander at

See BURUNDI, page 8

Fed slashes interest rates by half-point
CUT: Positive reaction prods

Dow to still another record

gain; Wall Street rich again

By Martin Cnitsinger

The Associated Press

The Aisociaied Press

Norm Payson, chairman and CEO of Oxford Health

Plans, applauds with colleague Deb Abraham.

WASHINGTON - Acting in an emer-

gency conference call, the Federal Reserve

moved Wednesday to bolster the flagging

economy by cutting interest rates by half a

point for the fourth time this year.

It marked the most aggressive credit eas-

ing during Federal Reserve Chairman Alan

Greenspan's nearly 14 years at the helm

and sent a clear message that the central

bank is prepared to do whatever it can to

prevent a recession.

Wall Street, which had given up hope

that the Fed would cut rates again before its

meeting on May 15, soared on the news.

The Dow Jones industrial average

enjoyed its third biggest one-day point gain

in history, rising by 399.10 points, or 3.9

percent, to close at 10,615.83. The technol-

ogy-heavy Nasdaq rose 8.1 percent, its

fourth -best percentage gain, to close at

2,079.44.

Tactically, this was a masterful stroke

on the part of the Fed because the markets

had completely eliminated the possibility of

a Fed cut before the next meeting," said

David Jones, chief economist at Aubrey G.

Lanston & Co. in New York.

The Fed's decision to cut the federal

funds rate, the interest that banks charge

each other, to 4.5 percent will translate into

lower borrowing costs for millions of

Americans.

Commercial banks immediately fol-

lowed suit with a half-point cut in their

prime lending rate, pushing the benchmark

for many consumer and business loans

down to 7.5 percent, the lowest level in

more than six years.

In a brief statement announcing its deci-

sion, the Fed said it was concerned about

recent declines in business investment in

new plants and equipment, one of the

major driving forces in the record 10-ycar

economic expansion.

A further decline in investment spend-

ing, combined with the negative effects on

consumer spending from a falling stock

market and with economic weakness in

other countries, "threatens to keep the pace

of economic activity unacccptably weak,"

the Fed said.

"This is exactly the right decision, made

at exactly the right time," .said Gordon

Richards, chief cconomi.st for the National

Association of Manufacturers. "It is much-

See RATE, page 16
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Supreme Court decides

on redistricting issue

WASHINGTON - A largely black con-

gressional district can be constitutional if

drawn to satisfy political rather than racial

motives, a divided Supreme Court ruled

Wednesday.

Just in time for the new round of congres-

sional redistricting, the 5-4 ruling gives states a

road map for drawing boundaries that

acknowledge race.

The court upheld the outline of a North

Carolina district drawn after the 1990 Census.

Rep. Mel Watt won the seat in 1992 as one of

two blacks sent to Congress that year from a

state that had not sent one since 1901.

North Carolina said it redrew the district in

1997 to concentrate Democrats, not blacks.

The state wanted to maintain an even split

between Democrats and Republicans in its

congressional delegation. That goal may be

political, but it is also constitutional, state offt-

cials argued.

"The evidence ... does not show

that racial considerations predomi-

nated in the drawing of District 12's

boundaries," Justice Stephen Breyer

wrote for the majority. "That is because race in

this case correlates closely with political behav-

ior."

The majority, led by the court's more liberal

members, said that North Carolina legislators

were within their rights to draw a district that

strings several city centers along skinny rib-

bons of countryside.

Caltech researchers

develop new fuel cells

Engineers may have found a way to build

electricity-generating fuel cells that are cheap-

er to manufacture and leave behind nothing

but water, according to a new study.

Researchers at the California Institute of

Technology report they were able to generate

modest amounts of electricity for

short periods of time by using a

design based on a solid acid. The new

design has some drawbacks, however,

and there are questions about whether its

materials would hold up under severe condi-

tions.

Fuel cell research has expanded rapidly

over the past decade as automakers, utilities

and the electronics industry seek ways to

replace the declining supply of fossil fuels - oil,

coal and natural gas - that power everything

from cars to home appliances. But engineers

have run into problems with fuel cell designs

running at either relatively cool or very high

temperatures. Cooler temperature fuel cell

designs can add to manufacturing cost and

reduce efficiency; higher temperature fuel

cells typically rely on corrosive molten salts

that can cause components to break down.

Sossina Haile and her colleagues at Caltech

report in Thursday's issue of the journal

Nature that they created a possible alternative

' that runs at a temperature of 320 degrees.

Northern Kosovo still

barricaded
PRISTINA, Yugoslavia - U.N. officials

warned Wednesday that roadblocks set up by

Serbs in northern Kosovo to protest U.N. tax

collection efforts could lead to food shortages

in parts of the province.

For a second day, U.N. police cars and per-

sonnel were prevented from patrolling

Kosovska Mitrovica, the largest city in north-

ern Kosovo, said U.N. police spokesman

Andreas Graf.

No violence has been reported, but the situ-

ation is "very tense," Graf said. "Police are

keeping a low profile" to prevent confronta-

tions.

Serb protests began after U.N. administra-

tors set up a new tax checkpoint Sunday on a

road entering northern Kosovo, where the

province's remaining Serbs are concentrated.

Compiled from Daily Bruin wire reports.
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World's fastest aircraft

will top out at Mach 10

China-U.S. discussions not faring well

NASA: Plane designed to

lly into space; first flight

set (or May over Pacific

By Andrew Bridges

The Associated Press

EDWARDS AIR FORCE BASE.
Calif. NASA on Wednesday
unveiled a futuristic aircraft designed

to accelerate through the atmosphere

at speeds up to 7,200 mph to become
the world's fastest plane.

The National Aeronautics and
Space Administration's first unpiloted

X-43A will make its maiden (light in

mid-May, flymg under its own power
for just 10 seconds and about 17 miles

before crashing into the Pacific Ocean.

NASA said the plane would be

designed to fly at up to 10 times the

speed of sound. Mach I is the speed of

sound, which varies by altitude and is

about 750 mph at sea level.

Two other X-43As will fly after the

initial test at six-month intervals. If sue-

ccssmj. the l2-rool-l6ng. suTTboaixP

shaped planes will smash the speed

record of Mach 6.7, set by an X-15 in

October 1967.

Unlike the rocket-powered X-15. the

X-4.3A has an air-breathing engine: It

carries hydrogen for fuel, but must
scoop o.xygen out of the atmosphere to

combust it. Conventional rockets carry

both the hydrogen and oxidant.

The SI 85 million project is purely

experimental. Engineers will collect

llight data needed to build future

planes perhaps 2(X) feet in length. The
first piloted prototypes may fiy by

the year 2025.

Backers of the technology say air-

breathing hypersonic propulsion could

help space travel. The X-43A. or

Hyper-X. will probably never carry

commercial passengers because of the

high acceleration, heat generated by

friction with the atmo.sphere and the

difficulty of turning a plane at such

high speeds.

None of the X43As will be recov-

ered from the ocean, ofllcials .said.

Currently, the fastest air-breathing

aircraft is the SR-71 "Blackbird."

which cruises slightly faster than Mach
3. The X-43A would be the first air-

breathing plane to go hypersonic, or

faster than Mach 5.

The government has pursued the

idea of routine hypersonic llight for

four decades, including an abortive

$2.4 billion effort begun under
President Reagan to build a "National

Aero-space Plane" capable of zipping

halfway around the globe in a few

hours.

"The concept is pretty simple, it's

jusi that no one can seem to makr it

work." said Howard McCurdy. a pro^

fessor of public affairs at American
University.

Backers of the technology see air-

breathing hypersonic propulsion as

advantageous for improving access to

space Eliminating the need to carry

oxygen could cut the weight of a space-

faring version of such a plane in half

The X-43A requires a big boost

before its specialized supersonic-com-

bustion ramjet, or "scramjet." engine

can work. A scramjet engine only

works when air flows through it at

supersonic speeds.

TALKS: Return of plane,

reconnaissance flights

remain sticking points

By Barry Sdiweid
The Associated Press

WASH INGTON After a rocky

first round, the United States is threat-

ening to break off talks with China on
U.S. surveillance fiights unless the

Chinese start discussing the relurrvof

the Navy reconnaissance plane held

for nearly three weeks.

The United Stales hopes to gain

from the talks in Beijing at least the

return of the aircraft that made an

emergency landing in southern China

April I. The crew was held for 1 1 days

and released only after protracted

negotiations.

"Nothing was settled. ... There was
no progress on (he issue of return of

the airplane," Slate Department
spokesman Richard Boucher said

after the opening 2 I /2-hour session.

The U.S. ambassador, retired

Adm. Joseph Prueher, will meet with

Foreign M inislry officials and "he will

tell them it makes sense to continue to
"nreet only if ihere*s productive discus"

sion about return of the aircraft," said

Mary Ellen Countryman, a White
House spokeswoman.

"We look lo the Chinese to lake a

positive and constructive attitude at

these meetings." Boucher said.

"When we and the Chinese can

talk from the basis of fact rather than

from a basis of rhetoric, we're going

lo be better off." Condolcezza Rice.

President Bush's a.ssistant for nation-

al security, said on MSNBC.
Bush met with Rice and Defense

Secretary Donald H. Rumsfeld at the

While House, while Secretary ofStale

Colin Powell was host at a Stale

Department luncheon with Vice

President Dick Cheney. Rumsfeld

and Rice, on negotiations with China
and other foreign policy issues.

The U.S. negotiating team in

Beijing planned lo return l-'riday lo

Washington, even if Prueher gels

talks on the plane restarted today, the

official said.

Rep. Dana Rohrabacher, R-Calif.

long a critic of China, blamed former

President Clinton for China's lough

position in the negotiations "After

eight years of Bill Clinton, the Chinese

communists believe we arc ;owardly

and unprincipled, and what Ihal is

resulting in is belligerency and aggres-

sion." he said.

The EP-3E Aries II made an emer-

gency landing in southern China after

colliding with a Chinese fighter jet.

From the outset, the Bush administra-

tion has insisted its surveillance oper-

ation was legal

China, by contrast, has msisled the

plane swerved, causing the collision,

and that the surveillance was improp-

er and must cease. The Chinese pilot

is presumed dead.

Jhc senior Chinese nc^iator, in n

statement read on the main evening

news broadcast, said. "The U.S. side

should bear the full responsibility for

the incident, make clear and responsi-

ble explanations to the Chinese peo-

ple, stop reconnaissance (lights in the

space adjacent to Chinese coastal

areas and take effective measures lo

prevent the recurrence of such inci-

dents."

Even as American and Chinese

negotiators mel in Beijing, U.S. offi-

cials in Washington were considering

what kind of weapons thai might be

sold to Taiwan, which China consid-

ers a breakaway province Ihal must be

reunited with the mainland.

A senior administration official

said President Bush's foreign policy

advisers had recommended deferring

sale of Aegis-class destroyers while

providing Taiwan with other, less-

advanced weapons.

The official, who spoke on condi-

tion of anonymity, said the president

would make a decision by next

Tuesday, when he is due to meet with

a Taiwanese delegation.

Bui Boucher said no recommenda-
tions had been submitted lo Bush.

"There's a process of review and dis-

cussion that's under way, and that

continues." the spokesman said.

The administration has tried to sep-

arate consideration of a weapons
package from the dispute over U.S.

reconnaissance Rights. But China
resents the arming of Taiwan, and its

sentiments are bound lo have an

impact on the relationship, just as

U.S. criticism of China's human
rights record docs.

The White House called the initial

meeting in Beijing "not productive."

"We made our case and they made
their case." spokesman Ari Reischer

saui as Hush toured an elememafy
school in Waterbury, Conn.

Chinese ofllcials had advised the

United States to expect straightfor-

ward negotiations, an approach the

State Department welcomed. But the

Chinese also declined lo say whether

they would discuss return of the

plane, which was filled with top-secret

surveillance equipment.

71ie $80-million plane is believed lo

remain at the Hainan island air base

where it made an emergency landing.

Satellite photos indicate China has

examined the aircraft's listening

devices and other electronics.

SniMoupQns Big savings April 30'"

ft

Verizon Wireless
Simple. Affordable. National.

-%

ven on

1700
minutes for only

$099 per month
for 1st 3 months
S24 99 ttiwMner

200 Anytane Minutes
500 Night & Weekend Minutes
or Free Long Distance MinutM
1000 Mobile to Mobile Minutes

NOKIA51S5

1950
minutes for only

*24OQ per month^^ for 1st 3 months
$39.99 thsr««n«r

450 Anytime Minutes
500 Night & Weekend Minutes
or Free Long Distance Minutes
1000 Mobile to Mobile Minutas

AUDIOVOX 4000

'Ifie 'Best ?{prtftem Indian Cuisine

Jaipur
cuisine of India

0|K'n 7 Days Un- Lunrh & Dinner
Tak«" (hit • l><'liverv • Caterinn

!5o% off!
I
Buy One Entree or I

ILun<*h I
Get 2nd One Half I

I
price

I

I
(witli lliiit ad)

I

By WestHide Pavillion

10916 WfHl Pi, o Blv.l., LA. 9(KW.4

1(310) 470-4V«M • Fax (310) 470-K004

QUALCOMM 860

'ellular Mall

Get a full-featured web-ready
Qualcomm 860 digital phone for FREE

Mob[le Web Internet access

for first three months

'\Mreiess

310-478-4444

Call

Monica Blvd.

Medical School

Admissions

Consulting

Judy Colwell
M.A., Counseling Psychology

Former Asst. Dir. of

Admissions

Stanford U. Medical

School

www.judycolwell.com
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WHAT'SiTS ^THIS G%
aTT WEEK 6^^; 1 \J Aprill 9-25/2001 •

VISIT THESE GREAT WEBSITES
Dept. of Architecture & Urt^an Design
www.aud.ucla.edu • 825.6336

Dept. of Design
www.deslgn.ucla.edu • 825.9007

Dept of Effinomusicology

www.ethnoniusic.ucta.edu • 206.3033

Fowler Museum
www.fmch.ucla.0du • 825.4361

Film & Television Arch(ve

www.cinefna.ucla.edu • 206.fllm

Hammer Museum
wwwJiafnniar.ucla.edu • 443.7000

UCI-A Perfomiing Arts

www.perfonningarts.ucla.edu • 825.2101

Dept. of Music
www.musJc.ucia.edu • 825.4761

Dept. of World Arts & Cultures

www.wac.ucta.edu • 825.3951

UCLA Central Ticket Office

www.cto.ucla.edu • 825.2101

UCLA Performing Arts Student Committee
www.sca.ucta.edu • 825.32S3

Thursday, April 1

9

UCLA Peffonning Arts prvsenU

Seamus Heaney
8pm • Royoe Halt

$25, Genera/; $9. Students [with ID)

1995 Nobel Pnze in Literature and author

of the recent best-selling translation of

"Beowur

your weekly guide lo on-canipus arts related events
UCL^E

UCLA Him & HBlevision Archive

presents

Sneak Preview

Eureka
7:00pni. James Bridges Theater

5fi General: $4. Students (with ID)

in the spotlight

S«arTHJ8 Heaney

Friday, April 20
UCLA I^Bffonning Arts presents

Paco de Lucia and Septet
CenterStage • 7pm • Royce Hall 190

with Efrain Toro. percussionist

Perfonnance • 8pm • Royce Hall

$45. General: $15 Students (with ID)

A flamerxx) evening with one of the greatest

Iwing Spanish guitansts and fine acoustic
musictan&

UCLA DepL of Music presents
Faculty Recital

Elgart/Yates Guitar Duo
8pm • Jan Popper Theater

57, General: $3, Students (with ID)

Saturday, April 21- »... .
, , _

UCLA Fafforming ArU prtesants

Julie Budd
CenterStage • 7pm • Schoenberg 1325

with Michael Kerker. Director of Musical

Theater and Cabaret for ASCAP
Performance • 8pm • Schoenberg Hall

$45, General: $15 Students (with ID)

Co-starred with legendary performers,

headlined in her own one-woman show.

UCLA FNm & lelevision ArcMve prvsenU
So, This is Paradise:

The Films ofErnst LuMsch

Trouble in Paradise
Heaven Can Wait
730pm. James Bridges Theater

$6, General: $4, Students (with ID)

Sunday, April 22

UCLA Dept of WbrM Arts and Cultures

presanis

M.F.A. Upstart Series

Rebecca Bryant In

"\Ne Have Been Given
Orders Not to Move"
8pm • Theater 200. Kaufman Hall

also performing April 21

$10. General: $a Students (with ID)

W,M:'

Paco de Lucia UCLA School of Theater, Rim A TV preserits

The Lady from Dubuque
8:00pm • Little Theater. Macgowan Hall

$15 General: $7. Students (with ID) - untilApril28

lm*Mk\

UCLA INirforming Arts presents

Paco de Lucia and Septet
CenterStage • 7pm • Royoe Hall 190

with Efrain Toro. percussionist

Performance • 8pm • Royce Hall

$45, General: $15 Students (with ID)

Please refer to 4/20 listings for descnpUon

Fowler Museum presents
"World of Art" Family Worlishop

Writing on the Body
l-4pm • Fowler Museum
Free for museum members

UCLA OepL of Ethnomusicology presents
Concert

Sharmistha Sen (sitar)

Abhiman Kaushal (tabia)

7:30pm • Jan Popper Theater • Free

Hal Winner's
Harry Smith Project
Featuring Beck, Elvis Costello, Marianne

Faithful!, and an all-star lineup
s

April 25 & 26 • 8pm • Royce Hall
$70, General

UCLA l^arfuiiiiiini Arts
|

Musicians from Marlboro
CenterStage • 3pm • Schoenberg 1343

with the Artists

Performance • 4pm • Schoenberg HaH

54a GoneraT, 5Sl Students (with ID)

Top musicians from Vermont's

renowned Marlboro Music Festival.

UCLA Rim A Weviaion ArcMw

So, Tttis is Paradise:

The FUms ofErnst LuMsch
Broken Lullaby
the Shop Around
the Comer
21X)pm, James Bridges Theater

Monte Cario

The Love Parade
7;00pm. James Bridges Theater

AMihom $6. General; $4, Students (wM) ID)

Monday, April 23
U<a^ Partorming Arts presenu
Trumpet Master Class

Arturo Sandoval
10-1 1am • Schoenberg 1343

Please refer to A/22 listings for description

DepL of Art presents

Symposium: Geopetics

Fredric Jameson
5pm • Dickson Auditorium

(2160E Didtson Art Center)

Reception to Follow - Free

Arturo Sandoval

Monte Carlo

UCLA Paifoniring Arts
{

Arturo Sandoval Band and
David Sanchez Sextet
CenterStage • 6pm • Royoe Hall 190

with Steven Loza, Faculty.

UCLA OepL of EthnomiMioology

Performance • 7pm • Royoe Hall

54a General: $1Z Students (wifft ID)

Multi-Orammy-winning Cuban jazz trumpeter

and young Rjerto FUcan saxophonisL

UCLA Hammer Museum presents

Lecture & Book signkig

Debra Silverman
Van Gogh and Gaugin:
The Search for Sacred Art
3;00pm • Hammer Museum • Free

UCLA Hammer Museum presents

Dfscusakm

Cecilia Vicuila

What is Poetry to You?
3:00pm • Hammer Museum
Free - Seating is on first come, first served basis

UCLA LASA in association with

UCLA Performing Arts Student Committee
presents

UCLA LATIN FEST
Saturday • April 21 • 11am-7pm

Wilson Plaza

UCLA 's third annual Latin Fest

celebrating music, art and culture.

Featuring Sonort Dinamita, Yeska,

East LA Sabor Factory and Mievo Sol

/"

UCLA Performing Arts

Student Tickets
www.sca.uc/a.edu

MniMMNiill MititmiltilmtfiaMmlmtmim ^blAlllllllMHMr

UCLA Dept of Musk:
presents

UCLA
Percussion
Ensemble
8pm • Schoenberg Hall

Free

Featured works indude

Gillingham's "Stained Glass,"

Fitkin's "Hook" and Burritt's

"The Doomsday Machine"

UCLA OepL of EttwKNmisicology presents

Lecture/Demonstration

Airto Moreira:
The Spirit of Percussion
7«)pm • Jan Popper Theater • Free

UCLA OepL of ArcMtectura « UrtMWi Design

Lecture

Michael Bell
6:30pm • 1302 Redoff Hall (Decafe) • Free

Author of the forthcoming book,

"16 Houses: Owning a House in the City"

Your Bruin Card Is Your Ticket to Great Seats!

Studert Tekets are among some, of the BEST seats r the house to UCLA FWbrnwig
Arts E\«nts and Ihey are t)eng held exdusnely ior UCLA Students*

Students can purchase tickets ONLME at vvvvvv sea udaedu or IN PBtSON at (no.

Your Bniin Cwd wM ba your ticfcaf to the evant On the day of the event
you w« simply twipe your Bnwi Card at the (pedfcaly marked anIrmcaL

FaaddtonalnformalionvistourwetKiteatvwwwscaudaedu AUCLA (,"

Bnm Card is requred at the tme of (xrdvee AND at the doa of each

pertrmance I unit ? tickets per BruHi Card
1(-

mfmmiijmmm

DATE

nniapiiPMlNpipi^wippwi

EVENT TIME ON-SALE STUDENT

Tuesday, April 24
UCLA Film A Talevlskin Archive

SOenta

Lois Weber Rarities
7:30pm. James Bridges Theater

5a General: $4, Students (with ID)

Suapanaa

Wednesday^ April 25
UCLA Performing Arts preeenta

Hal Winner's
Hany Smith Project
8 pm • Royoe HaH

STOganeral: *

An all-star lineup reinterpret Smith's "Anthok>gy of

Amencan Fbl( Music.'

DATE PRICE

Apr. 19 Seamus Heaney (R) 8pm Now $9

Apr. 20 Paco deLuda and Septet (R) 8pm Sold Out $15

Apr. 21 Paco de Lucia and Septet (R) 8pm Sold Out S15

Apr 21 JulieBudd(S) 8pm Now $9

Apr 22 Musicians from Marlboro (S) 4pm Now $9

Apr 22 Arturo Sandoval Band & David Sanchez Sextet (R) 7pm Now $12

Apr. 25 The Hany Sf«th Project (R) 8pm Sold Out $15

Apr 26 The Hany Smith Project (R) 8pm Sold Out $15

Apr. 27 Ira Glass (R) 8pm Now $9

Mays NatafieMacMasterfR) 6pm Now $9
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GSA
From page 1

Because loo few students

voted, the proposal did not take

effect, despite being passed by

97 percent of voters.

"We would like to become a

voting delegate of the forum
like other groups," said

Jennifer Bazilius, who is one of

20 American Indian Studies

master's students at UCLA.
Griffin said he hopes for

higher turnout this year partial-

ly because graduate concerns,

such as the BruinGo! bus pro-

gram and housing, have been in

the spotlight recently.

With reports frdnn Marcelle

Richards, Daily Bruin Senior Staff.

BURUNDI
From page 5

the Gakumbo military camp, which is

responsible for protecting the airport,

and the soldiers who took over the

radio station were under his com-
mand.

But the army surrounded the sta-

tion and declared it had put down the

coup in a statement read on indepen-

dent Benesha radio, attributed to

Minister of Defense Cyrilc

Ndayirukiye The statement said

troops would not storm the radio sta-

tion because they did not want to

spark violence.

Buyoya (pronounced boo-YO-yah)

was in a meeting with South African

Deputy President Jacob Zuma in

Libreville when news of the coup was
broadcast, a Zuma spokesman said.

Buyoya, a Tutsi, look power in a

Trolly Malones
575 S. Fairrax Ave. (i bi n of 6th)

(323) 578-5591
www.mollymalones.com

LIVE MUSIC 7 NIGHTS
Irish Drink Specialties

Free Parking

No Cover UCLA ID Thrs.- Sat.

Pub Grub

The Pitcher House
1 42 Pacific Coast Hwy.

Hermosa Beach
(310) 374-0626

www.pitcherhouse.com
The Pitcher House Est. 1950

36 Beers, Wine, Cider

4 Pool Tables. Shuffle Board,

2 Foosball Tables, Ping Pong,

Wed - Karaoke

Thur - Cup of Swill & FREE PIZZA

Fri & Sat - Band Nights

Kitchen Open M-F 5-?

Q's
11835 Wllshire Blvd.

Brentwood
(310) 477-7550

21-j-w/ID

Sunday: 10am-6pm
$7.50 Import Pitchers

$5.50 Domestic Pitchers

Monday-Friday: 11:30am-4pm
$4.50 Lunch Specials

IhrFREE Pool

Monday: 1/2 prize pitchers

Tuesday: starving Student Night

$3.00 Burger w/fries

$2.00 Beer Special

Rusty 's Surf Ranch
256 Santa Monica Pier

(310) 393-PIER
Full Bar, Full Service Kitchen, Patio

Seating, Pool Table, and Satellite TV.

Happy Hour Everyday 3 to close.

Karaoke Mon & Sun nights.

Live Music & Dancing- Call for details.

The ShQc[<
2518 Wllshire Blvd.

Santa Monica
(310)449-1171

Full Bar, Happy Hour 4-7 M-F Full

Service Kitchen + Outdoor Patio 'We
show all games- 10 TVs • Karaoke

Tuesday 9:30pm to close.

Sepl's
10968 Le Conte Ave.

Westwood
(310);208-7171

www.westwoodonllne.com
Full Service Kitchen, Beer & Wine

Only, Satellite TV • Join us for

live jazz every Friday night.

Happy Hour after 5pm.

Sonni^ McClean's

Irish Pub
2615 Wilshire Blvd.

Santa Monica
(310) 449-1812
25 Beers on Tap

Pool Tables, Air Hockey, Steel Tip

Darts. 9 TVs. MLB Package, Live

Entertainment on Saturdays,

Happy Hour M-F. $1 off beer

& wine. $3 off appetizers.

Tomodachi Sushi
10975 Weyburn Ave.

Westwood
(310) 824-8805

Full Sushi Bar with Lunch & Dinner

Specials. Sake Bombers Welcome!

Also try Tomadachi Express, open

10:30pm to 2am, Thurs.-Sat.

Clubs

Freak Daddy's
€1 Dorado

Fridays @ Opium Den

1608 Cosmo St.

Hollywood
(S of Hollywood between Vine A Cahuenga)

(323) 860-6566
$2 Dnnks before 1 1 pm
Superstar DJ Coolwhip

Spinning: Hip-Hop • Funk • Rare

Grooves. 21+ over.

Hot Apple Pie
EveryThursday Night @ Blue

1642 Los Palmas
Hollywood

(310) 226-8421
Superstar DJ Coolwhip:

Hip-Hop, DJ Lewis Album

& Krembo: Trance

2 rooms of Music, 2 Full Bars

Outdoor Patio and Lounge

Magic
Every Wednesday @ Blue

1642 Las Palmas
Hollywood

(323)281-0516
Progressive House/ Trance/ Hip-Hop

with DJs Thomas Michael, Paul-E,

Three-O, Coolwhip, FiveStar. 2 rooms

and outside smoking patio. 18-t- w/ID,

2^+ Full Bar. Clip this for free

admission before 10:30pm.

To list your

bar or club

please ca

UM<'-^<:

uv..' tJ

310.825.21

coup in July 1996, promising to end
the civil war that has left more than

200,000 people dead. He signed a

power-sharing deal in August with

Hutu opposition leaders, but Hutu
rebels have stayed away from subse-

quent talks, mediated by former

South African President Nelson

Mandela. The power-sharing plan

called for a balanced army and legis-

lature.

Hutus make up the majority of

Burundi's population, but Tutsis his-

torically have controlled the army
and economy since independence

from Belgium in 1962. Tutsis have

controlled the government for all but

four months of the country's history.

The civil war began in October

1993, when Tutsi paratroopers assas-

sinated the country's first democrati-

cally elected president, Melchior

Ndadaye, a Hutu, triggering the Hutu
rebellion.

FORUM
From page 1

Presbyterian Church, addressed

whether the seven-day creation

process in Genesis is in a literal or fig-

urative framework. He said the

seven-day creation process is figura-

tive, and each day is a snapshot of

what occurred in a long process.

"They are being narrated in a top-

ical rather than a sequential order,"

Irons said.

An art exhibit, "The Already and
the Not Yet," was also added to the

UCLA forum for the first time.

Having art as another medium to

express personal experiences of faith

is a great addition to the Veritas

Forum, said Amanda Cunagin, an

artist who graduated from Biola

University in 2000.

"(Christianity) is not what I gear

my art toward but it is an importani

aspect," said Ryan Callis, a fourth-

year art therapy student at Biola

University.

A graffiti art battle, which opened

the exhibit, was carried out by two

other Biola University students,

Callis and Tim McMullen, a fourth-

year art student at UCLA.
The founder of the Veritas Forum,

Kelly Monroe, has been the only

woman in the past two years to speak

at the Veritas Forum at UCLA.
But Kyle Gladden, UCLA Veritas

Forum chair and fourth-year English

student, said this was not intentional,

and organizers sent invitations to

many women and men. The people

who spoke at the forum happened to

be male, he said.

Also, seven out of the 18 artists in

the Veritas Forum art exhibit, "The
Already and the Not Yet," were

women.
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CAMPUS HEWS

THURSDJIirEVENINeSJire

ON CHiUINEl 29 IN THE DORMS

Go6 Angeles SKrne^

FestivalofRodks.
IN ASSOCIAT

frv WJ^I^H. UCLA.

mm\% SPONSORS

BARNES&NOBLE
BOOKSELLERS

take charge
of education-

©TARGET.
/^

^ /:.: ^

'"m
-*» .^ #

"•<-, -v
'^.

MA30I} SPONSOR

-p^
V^ V^-

u x^ i i

l^^-S*! "^':

'^*.

^*7s«.«r-;.

k
L^. \

V.

MCDIA SPONSORS

JOIN US FOR THE b^W ANNUAL FBIIVAL OF BOOKS Ktb5il|^4
i

L R R A D I O

Mark your
calendar

APRIL 28 & 29

One
of the biggest bix>k festivals in

the country is right here in L.A. -

the Los Angeles Times Festival of

Books! This prestigious event is

one of the greatest in the U.S. and

is a spectacular tworday celebration for

book lovers. Held on the UCLA campus,

this free Festival combines offerings from

the area's most popular booksellers with

stage readings, author appearances and

fun for whole family Some of the biggest

names in literature and poetry will be on

hand for workshops, readings, and lx>ok

signings. Look for more details on the

Festival in the Sunday, April 12 Special

Section.

VMir favorite author*

Throughout the weekend more than 350

renowned authors will be on hand for

book signings, writing discussions, and

special readings. Authors scheduled to

appear at this year's Festival include:

Ray Bradbury, Mary Higgim Clark,

Michael Connelly, jared Diamond,

£. L. Doctorow, Dr Dean Edell, I i

bell hooks, Diane Johrnon, Elmore \y

Leonard, Sandra Tsing Loh,

Sidney Sheldon And Jane Smiley.

A forest of books -

From classics to comics, browse or buy.

You're sure to find something you can't

resist. Over 250 independent btH)ksellers

will fill rows of b<H>ths with a variety of

the latest and greatest biH)ks for sale.

Browse or buy - you're sure to find

something you can't resist.

Outdoor staces

Six ouldiK)r stages will be located on the

Festival grounds, each featuring an array

of entertainment throughout the day. A
few highlights include readings, ccx^king

demonstrations, guest lectures and live

preformances. Be sure to take a break

from book browsing and enjoy the

shows.

For your little dbioeaur

Our children's section of IxH^ksellers is

one of the largest you will find

anywhere. In addition to all the

terrific kid's lx>oks for sale, there '^

will be guest storytellers, costumed

characters roaming the

gn>unds, puppet shows and

other events sure to entertain

your kids.

UCLA CamfMis / Admission is fl^ee to the public. / Partdi^ at UCLA is $6.

cRw)
89 9

KPCC89.3FM
a*t« »« •> - af»

I I I

fiszmiD]

£lVS^_i]

T>€VJ%1

947KTWV

CaiAa0iiM(Rpue

rizes

i

Saturday, April 28, 2001 • 10a.ni-6p.m.

Sunday, April 29, 2001 • 10a.m-5p.m.

mmi m written word
For more information, call 1-800-LA TIMES, exi. 7BOOK

latimes.com/festivalofbooks

HoRohnK oulsdindiiiK liirrarv iohiormtni

Saturday. April 2H. 2001

7 W p n\-*i p III

laiimcs ciiiTV^)i)kpr(2(-s

Co6 Angclce (Hmce
Event
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Fast
Free

Delivery

DOUBLE
SPECIAL

Two large one topping pizzas for

$14.39
Limit 2 orders

(save over $10)

THE ORIGIHAL
1 large slice of Pizza. Saiad Bar. with 1/2 order of

Mojo Potatos, arwj FREE aH you can drink Beverage

Bar onty...$3.99

( With 2 sHces of Pizza only $4.99 ).

Dkwin or cmny out only

snmnNesnoEm
SPECIAL

Buy any large pizza at regular price & get the 2nd

pizza...FREE!
(Monday and Tuesday only, limit 3 orders).

Your choice of Thin Crust, Hand Tossed Classic Crust, New York Style, or Deepdish Pan at no extra charge

SUPER SPECIAL
1 medium one topping pizza Any large 3_topping pizza or any Specialty Pizza

$5.99
2 medium one topping pizzas,

only $11.98.

>:?*^.

$9.98
Spwiolhet include Vegehmon, Shoki/t Sptciol, Brum Mule, B6Q ^^^~

Oxcktn, Spky Holian Souiog., and Frtth Cordin Piuo v^u9tltnf9

(save over S5)

Fast Free Delivery

824-41 1

1

1114 Gayley Ave. Westwood Village

Sun-Thurs 'till 1:00 am
Fri-Sat 'till 2:00am

SHAKEY'S COMBINATION

^$14.49
Any medium one topping pizza plus mojo
potatoes, FREE Salad! and your choice of:

• 4 pieces chicken or»10 Buffalo wings or
• Pasta & Garlic Bread

BRUIN
I^S^

CARD

FREE DRINK W/ANY BUFFET PURCHASE W/ UCLA STUDENT ID

LAWYER
From page 1

Okamura is the liaison between UCSA
and USAC.

'Not only is he knowledgeable ol

the legal matters involved, but he's

been through situations similar to

what council is involved in." Okamura

said, adding that Maggiore-Anet has

been following the Southworth case

and its impact on the UC system.

USAC President Elizabeth

Houston, who had said in the past she

would hire her own lawyer should the

council hire one, said Wednesday she

won't retain her own attorney before

the April 27 revision deadline to avoid

coiTiplicating the revision process.

But some council members said

they arc wary of the level of involvo-

menl of attorneys.

"We should have them as a safe-

guard, but not have them perform the

process," said Community Service

Commissioner lannie Huang.

Okamura assured council th.ii

Maggiore-Anct's role in the revision

process would be to check thiii

USAC's current bylaws and councils

revisions comply with University ol

California guidelines.

On Wednesday, the council submit-

ted proposed changes to its bylaws to

Maggiore-Anet. and Houston submit-

Graduate Students Association

200 1 Elections ! !

!

Where? http://my.ucla.edu

April 1 9-25When?

Candidates

President: Charles Harless

Vice President-External: Alain Dang and Thomas Johnson
Vice President-Internal: Dorothy Kim and Emily Kwong
For text of referendum item and to view candidates'^
statements, go to: J _„ i

http://gsa.asucla.ucla.edu/~gsa/elections.htm

•ALL graduate and professional

students are eligible to vote!

; •ALL wJio vote will be entered to win

$$$$$ in UCLA bookstore certificates!!!

ted her own proposals.

Huang said she's concerned about

the upcoming deadline and its elTecl

on entities beyond USAC. "We're

approaching the deadline very quickl\

and there are many groups whose

funding is reliant on us getting oiii

bylaws in compliance," she said.

USAC's efforts to comply with the

UC was prompted in part by the

Southworth v. University of Wisconsin

Supreme Court case, which brought

into question a student governments

discretion in allocating mandatory stu-

dent fees to campus groups.

VC policy states that mandator)

student fees shall be legal only il

money distributed to student groups ^

allocated without regard to the view-

point of the programs.

USAC has been working since last

summer to revise the language of ih

bylaws that address sponsorship to

ensure viewpoint neutrality.

Administrative Representative

Lyic Timmerman originally set a re\i-

sion deadline for Keb. 27, but appCiiK

by the council lo Chancellor Albcii

Carncsale led to subsequent extcii

sions, first to April I ?> and then to April

27. Vice Chancellor of Student Affairs

Winston Doby stated in a letter to

USAC Wednesday that he supported

council's cITorls to meet their dead-

line.

"We recognize how difficult this

task has been for you and look for-

ward to receiving your proposed re\ i-

sions," Doby wrote.

SUMMIT
Frompage4

to talk about the problems treatment

programs have finding accredited

drug counselors, the cultural and lin

guistic impediments to educating peo

pie about the dangers of the drug or

about the long waiting lists addicts

encounter when they try to sign up for

treatment.

"We have a really hard time finding

bilingual counselors. I'd like to sec

more money for educating coun

selors," said Connie Garcia, a case

worker for the nonprofit Kings View

Community Services, a drug and aico

hoi treatment center in Fresno

The summit coincided with Boxer";

and Dooley's push to double by 2(K)(

the $3 billion the federal governmcn

spends annually on drug rehabilitatior

programs nationally.

"We're in a very large fight ovei

what to do with this (federal budget

surplus I think before we givejtjiwa)

to people making more than $1 mil

lion, we need to take care of this prob

lem," Dooley said.

Duily Bruin News Tliursdiiy, April 19, 2001

ucia Performing Arts Student Committee presents.,.

UCLA Student Playwright Project

A selection of one-act ploys to be directed and presented

WANTED
ucia Student Playwrights
Submit your original one-act plays to,,,

^^ Royce Hall B96 or CTO

»^ Fax 310.825,7890

sca@ucla.edu

Deadline for SubiDlsslons

Friday, April 20

stipend to be awarded to

the selected playwrights WANTED:
ucia Student Actors

Audition

May I. 2. 3 6 - 9pm

Sign up @ Royce Hall B96 Office

Deadline for Sign-ups

Friday, April 20

Thursday, May 31 8pm

Northwest Campus Auditorium

For more Info, www.sca.ucla,edu

310.825.3253

u
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WINNICK
From page 1

Crossing is very much a work in

progress. The Global Crossing fiber

oplic network is not yol completed,

but seeks to be a "seamless infra-

structure that is global in scope,"

and will connect five continents,

enabling easier worldwide Internet

communication, according to their

Web site. Global Crossing services

more than a third of the world's

undersea cable lines.

After the event, Carnesale said

many different types of people

admire and respect Winnick because

of his views and actions.

"The idea that he had, that he

brought to fruition with Global

Crossing, brings people together

from all over the world," he said,

adding that Winnick's ideas have

nothing to do with party politics,

and can be appreciated by people of

all ethnic backgrounds and reli-

gions.

Earlier, Carnesale presented the

award to Winnick, calling him a

"treasured member of the UCLA
family," and commending him for

his "outstanding commitment to

international understandings."

Since its founding in 1997, the

company's employment has grown
from four to 17.000, the chancellor

said.

Cohen, who spoke earlier in the

evening, said Winnick was a vision-

ary.

Winnick, though, was not the only

honoree of the night - Carnesale,

Harman, Cohen, Winnick himself

and many others in attendance

expressed admiration for the work
done by Winnick's wife Karen and
the Dashew Center, and for UCLA

as a whole.

After receiving the award,

Winnick thanked his wife for her

dedication.

"Earlier this evening I ran into

someone who had not met me
before, and he said 'Mr. Karen
Winnick, it's nice to meet you.'" he

said, "So I guess it's true: behind

every man, there is a very strong

woman."

Winnick said he was honored to

receive the Jacoby award from the

Dashew Center, an organization

whose philosophy is so similar to his

own.

"I have always been a tremendous
admirer of the work done by the

Dashew Center," he said.

Harman, meanwhile, praised

UCLA as a haven for cross-cultural

understanding.

"Wouldn't it be terrific, if the

future leaders of this country, and of

Russia, and of China, could attend

this great urban university togeth-

er," Harman said as she introduced

Carnesale.

Of the 800 in attendance, about

150 of them were students, and
many of those were international

students who were invited by the

Dashew Center.

Some of the international stu-

dents spoke about how the Center

helped them get adjusted to life at

UCLA and in the United States.

"Basically they took us and
showed us how to survive in Los
Angeles," said James McPhee, a

Chilean doctoral student studying

water resources. "They showed us

how things worked."

Arati Bhattacharya, a graduate

student from from India who is at

UCLA on a two-year program, said

the center ran an orientation pro-

gram for international students.

Members of the center picked up
600 international students at the air-

port, helped them get driver's licens-

es and social security cards, and
aided them in finding apartments.

Dashew Center workers were
thanked profusely by many interna-

tional students after the week-long

orientation, said fourth-year French

student Lisa Levin, who worked as a

student intern for the center last

summer.

Besides being the founder of

Global Crossing, Winnick is a board

member for the Museum of Modern
Art, the Simon Wiesenthal Center,

Special Olympics and Hillel

International.

Cohen said he was as impressed

by Winwiick's philanthropy as he was
by his success in business.

"When I think about Gary
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EVERY
FRIDAY & SATURDAY

FEATURING SPECIAL GUEST DJS EVERY WEEK
RESIDENT DJ S

Jonalfiati Tfwmas
^Xatlian Campbell
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' University ii»

«^ Southern Califernia
Ready to knockout thie competition

at your rival school?
Start investing witti BUYandHOLDI

If your school hos the most funded accounts, you could win a
$2500 scholarship!' With just a $20 minirTium investnient open

an account at BUYandHOLD todoyi

BUYandHOLD brings investing to college students:
• Start investing today by buying ar i'n;e as S20 v.Gr*n ot stccki
• Buy stock in dollar arriour'ts'

• No Minimum Balance' Free to open an accounr
• Low trading costs - only $2,99 per trade
• Open an account and begin trading today'

J., y

i-/^

^^''^

n r~f cu^,-

10P.M.-7A.

P

Goto

www.buyandhold.com/grudgematch
to get storteai Don t forget to, type in 'BRUINS on the

Registration Page'

Free w/ School I.D.

INFO: WWW.Z0DIAC-CLUB.COM OR (310| 556-7774
2020 AVENUE OF THE STARS. CENTURY CITY CA
ABC ENTEKTAINMEM CtNlER. NtXl TOmmi IHLATKE
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Paid Advertisement

My Voice Counts

I am one young person among the one billion young people worldwide between the ages of 15 and 24. Each day,

7000 of my peers get HIV. In the United States, 50 percent of all new HIV infections occur in young people in

my age group. Worldwide, young women ages 15 to 19 are twice as likely to die from unsafe abortion and
childbirth than women in their 20s.

• I have the RIGHT to information that will keep me healthy and safe. I should have resources and
education that will help me prevent the spread of HIV/AIDS, sexually transmitted infections,

and unintended pregnancy.

I deserve RESPECT in making my own decisions concerning my personal health. When I seek
out information and services, they should be low cost, easily accessible, and confidential.

• I will be RESPONSIBLE for my actions. With all necessary information concerning effective

means of preventing HIV/AIDS, sexually transmitted infections, and pregnancy, I will make
informed decisions with regards to my health and safety.

Together, we the undersigned:

Urge President George W. Bush and Congress to increase funding for internationalfamily planning and global

HIV/AIDS,

Urge President George W. Bush and Congress to abolish the global "gag" rule that restricts family planning

organizations receiving U.S. funding from providing a full range of reproductive health services to women. It is

an infringement on human rights that an organization must choose between providing people with complete

medical information or receiving funding. The gag rule means that if a counselor tells a woman with an
unintended pregnancy that one of her available options is abortion (just as one option is adoption), then the clinic

risks having its U.S. family planning funding revoked. The gag rule would be unconstitutional in the United States.

Urge President George W. Bush and Congress to ensure that all HIV/AIDS treatment drugs and future vaccines

will be easily accessible to less developed countries at low cost without unreasonable restrictionsfrom trade and
patent laws.

(signature) (address)

(signature) (address)

Advocates
f" Youth

Rights. Respect. Responsibility;

Please Return Petitions to: International Youth Leadership Council • c/o Advocates for Youth •

Suite 200 • 1025 Vermont Avenue NW • Washington, DC 20005 • (202) 347-5700 • (202) 347-2263 fax

To sign online and to get additional petitions, go to www.advocatesfofyouth.org.

Advocates for Youth is an international nonprofit organization based in Washington, DC that creates programs and supports

policies that help young people make safe, responsible decisions about their sexual and reproductive health.
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The moon

.

t's al\A/ays inspired

assion.
Now it's inspired

rin coniroL
Introducing NEW

NCE-A-MONTH LUNELLE
Birth control in sync with

TM

THE MOON AND YOU.

The moon is a source of beauty and ennotion. For

centuries, our monthly cycle has mirrored the moon's.
Now, for the first time, there's birth control that's monthly,

not daily: new Lunelle.

An injectable that's 99% effective without the daily hassle.

Lunelle is a combo of hormones that works continuously

—

all month long. Given on time each month by your doctor,

prescription Lunelle gives you birth control that's 99%
effective. That means you get monthly pregnancy
protection without the daily hassle—without the daily

worry—of taking the Pill. And if you want to get pregnant?
Most women get back to ovulating about two to three

months after receiving their last injection. Lunelle doesn't

protect against HiV/AIDS or other sexuallv transmitted

diseases,

Hormonal birth control isn't for everyone.
Pregnant women or women with blood clots, chest pain,

certain cancers, unexplained vaginal bleeding, or a history

of liver disease, stroke, or heart attacks shouldn't take

Lunelle. Serious risks that can be life threatening include
blood clots, stroke, and heart attack. And hey. /lo smoking!
It increases these risks, especially if vou're over 35 and
smoke 15 or more cigarettes a day.

During the first few months of taking Lunelle, most women
have a change in their periods, which may include no
bleeding, irregular bleeding, or spotting. This change may
continue with use in up to one third of women. In studies,

while some women lost weight on Lunelle, the average
change was an increase of 4 pounds in the first year But
you should know, some women gained 10 or more pounds
in the first year

So ask your healthcare professional about new Lunelle,

\Nh\i worry about taking a daily Pill when there's monthly
Lunelle? Birth control inspired by the moon.

Lunelle. In sync with the moon and you.

For more info: wvyw.lunelle.com or 1 877 282-9273

Lundlr
monthly contraceptive injection

medroxvprogesterone acetate &
estradiol cypionate injectable suspension

See the next page for importanl product information.

©2001 Pfiaroiacia & Upjohn, a division of Pharmacia UX0009605 3/01
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YOlVl HA'SHOAH
Holocaust Rememberance day

Thursday, April 19th 2001
Afternoon Program
Dr. Samuel Goetz

Author of / Never Say My Face, graduate of UCLA Public Health and
MEMBER OF THE UNITED STATES HOLOCAUST MEMORIAL COMMISSION

Music by Jonathon Keyes

Meyerhoff Park 12 pm

Evening Program
Auschwitz-The Final Witness

DOCUMENTARY FEATURING

Mr. Dario Gabbai
One of the remaining survivors of the Sunderkommando*

Ackerman 2nd Floor Lounge 4-6 pm

For more information, call UCLA Hillel at 208-3081x223 or email

roseanne@uclahillel.org

*A special unit composed of inmates of concentration camps who transferred bodies of
THOSE killed IN GAS CHAMBERS TO THE CREMATORIA AND HANDLED THE BODIES.

Friday, April 20
6:30 PM - 900 Hilgard Ave - Services followed by kosher dinner.

For more information, contact

roseanne@uclahilleLorg.

Thb surray conUns Iniiuttil tAjniHUun

iboul LUNalf*- Monttity CotaopliM!
Injedjon. I is net mMrt to Mb IhB pin ol dis-

OBsim •«) yof doctor nl K catiKX rapto
your doctor^ xMce Only your doctor can BSBSS
IM benrtb nd rtsks to dBddiK LUNEUP'
MortMy ContonpHw kijadton Is rt|^ tor you.M to yoif dKtar or ptaiTKisI, or oto pr>-

scrtUng harihcn prolBssionil, if you do not

undBr*id aiy ol Ws IrAinnrion or « you wrt
to InoN moit ind LLMBIE* Mntiiy

Cortnpliwinlicaoa

UffilP* MonMr Conkaoaiiw InjBUon is a

IK» of hormonal Ut) conMM Is OMn as an

injadon (IM) in your arm. ti|^, or bulKk
onot a noil to [iMrtjNgnBncy I corMns
tannn Mch taw afecb sMkr to I* nalnl
tanaM, aatogan and progaslnni, produEid

in your body Similar oantMtam d honnonBs

an tainl in aom oral oonmplvas te Irom
tMi coiM pis' or -topT Whan ycu

mto yoff Maelont onoa a monli as pre-

injadonlaisalicMaililrtioontolpfclOhBn

flNnmMlng to tv prMotiari acMuiR,

UiNELiJE* MorMy Coi*acapi« k^adtan is

aladk* in oMTina imgnarcy dutog tia cyda
iniM» I h gl«m Cm3 aljte two alnwi
Mvifian aonan Noalw liMElP' MonNy
Cortnptw totadon aooordkig to He ncom-
mandad atfMUt. to Mun f* of t«s mtttiod

of bM) corM Is lais tan 1% par yw

• Omt age 35 and smola 15 or mora dgaralts

perd^r

W your haaff) can pnMldBr I you hM nor t«j

any of tot condHons >^ heaffi care proMdBT

can ncommend a salar meHod of birti cor*ol.

-TH' , i^'' -III

For to majoriy nf iwman. hormonal conkacep-

ll«M can be Man sMy But tore ar« sane
wmn titn an ai N|^ risk ol dawlGpino oartwi

serious dtaaaes tol can be lHHtvealBnkig or

may cauae DrTvoiary or pemanert dtsatMy IMI

your heaVi can provUer V you haw:
• Braaet nodules, fbrocyalic dtsene ol to

brant, an atmomol braast x-ny or mammo-
gram, skong tamMy history ol brant cancer

•Diabetos
• EtoMtod ctmestorol or triglycandes
• HW) blood pmauR
• Mignto or otor haKlKhes or gpUepty
• Mental dapression

^^
• GalUiddBr. heart or Iddney dliaHe
• Htatary ol scanty a knouhr manakual periods
• SmdiB.aMc% 1 36 yaan or oktar

Wtomanirth any ol taae cmHorv tfnuU be

(tocM Ota i» tok heat) can prmUv « toy
chm to in lliaii* MotMy ConkaoaplM
tofadton.

Mao, be aue to vAnn yof doctor or hea» can
pnMv « inu snvtearan on any medkiim

kM unors can upkn and cause ttt ktonal

btaadkn. to addbon. a possJbie btl not denmie

assocaion has bean tound mlh hommal conka-

cepkMS and Mwer cancers k) two studies, to nlwii

a iMKinmen alio dmelopad taae very tan can-

cers nan torn) to hM used honnonal conka-

CBpkMs tor tong periods. Homwr. liver cancers

are ertemely lara. The chance ol devetaptog Nver

cancer kan usang honnonal conkxeplives B Ihu

•I In npntelw«|m aad

'M'r|-i"ii,""»';<ii,Vf' :'>ir

Seme woman siKuM not uae hormonal conk»
capkMS. For aomple, you stajM not Mc
UJNBlf" MonlNv CoftacapNve tojackon if you

an pngnani orMi you maybi pregnai Ytou

shouU alBO not uae LUNalP' MonNy
Conknpllwlnlacton I you hne ariy ol to tol-

toM^ oondHorK
• AhMoryolhaartdBCkarakohe
• Btood cfak to to lags (IwonticphWills).

ton^ (putovrary errtmiam), or syai
• A hHtary ol Hood dots to to deep v*B of

Mr lags

•CM pato(angto pectoris)

• Knoiin or suspeckd bWBl cancer or cancer ol

to Nnkn d to uhns, oarvk or vagtoe

• Un^Mnad taokai blaedtoD (unl a dhg-
noeb is mcMbv your doctor)

• IWoalng of to ahka ol to ayaa or ol to
sMn Oawdkal dwtoo pngnancy orMng
prwAu uae ol to pi or otor hoaaaMt

Hood ctab and btodoge ol btoodVM*«• to
moat serious skfe ahcb ol Mdng honnanal con-

knpllMS. to pankulBr, Hood dob can occur to

to lags and can kMl to to kfigs aid can ckBS
suddR) btaddng ol to vaaaal canykig blood to

to kJigs, Ranly, dob occur to to blood vessels

ol to eye and tray cauae Mtodness, doubtt

iMon. or inpaked vision

I you Mb homnal oonkacepUvas such as

LUeiE" MonNy ConkK^tfw tojedtonm
raed aledhc surgery need to s^ to bed tor a

protongad ilkiess, or heve noanik hed a baby

you tiay be M risk oldMehpingbtood dots You
shouM consul you doctor afaaU stopping hor

monal conknplivss tone to to(f aeeis betote

surgaiy and not taktog homwnel conkxepkves
tor »[» weeks*r surgaiy or during bed nal Vou
shot*) also not Mb homvnal conkaoepllvas

soon *r dBkwry ol a batiy. II IS adMsable to aot
tor at least tour weeks*r daNvaty betora ustog

hormonal conkacapUvea sutfi as LUNaif"
Monthly Conkaceptve tofedton. (See also to
sadton on BnaM Feadtog to MUHAT PRECAO
TIONS SHOULD BE FOlIOWED DURMG THE
USE OF LUNBiE MONTHLY CONIflACEPTlVE

KiCTOff)

Honnonal oonkaoapMves may also tocreese to
tondBncy to davetap skolas (stoppage or n<*n
d blood vessels to to brato) and angka pectoris

and heart «adis (btodage ol btood vessels to to
iM^Any of tose oondltans can cause ditf) or

• Uvarlanor«r(ManarcancarDu)

•ttaaaaMpacMaapwqr
•AJ^towoftatovadanboai

StnoUng giaaty tocneses to possMly ol dnel-

optog bfind dais or suferkig heert *dis and

stro>aa.FuttorffBn. smokkigandto uaeolhor-

meMf oertiniwaB gnMf koaaae to itonoes

ol dSMtaptog and dkk^ ol heart dbaeae, peilcu-

latlyljoianoverSSytsfllaga

Horraonal oonkaGapi* uaan probatHy have a

oMar tM tan nonnoan ol havtog gMUaiMar

lUaarkMas
to MaBM tnnnonal cortiDiplMa can cauae

benlvi but dknganue iteriMm These bartgn

Then is, H pnsent, no codkmed evNknce tot
oral hormonal cortacaplivestocraese to risk ol

cancer ol to teproducM orgn to hunon AJd-
lei Studies to dale ol women Mkng to pi haw
reportod conlldtog feidtogs on whetor pi use

tocraaaas to ilsk ol dBvetoptog cancw ol to
bnasl Moat ol to sludtas on bnasi cancer and
pi use haw tound no overall tocnaae in to lisk

d dBWIopkig bnaat cancer; aliouoh aome stod-

las haw repoitad an tocnaaed risk d davetoptog

bnast cancer to oarM) gtoi<)s d women

Some sbJdtas haw touid an tocnsse to to tod^

dance d cancer d to carvb to woman who use

oral honnonaf oortacaplvas. Hoaievei Ml Ind-

tog ffl% be maiad to (actors dhar tan ta use d
ora normonai oomoapMB.
Stata ha« bund tot womai who used

toiacabto hormonal conkKepllws (Dapofiovaa
Contaapdw to|R*in) hal no tooaesMt ownl
li* d dawtaptog canr d ta bnasL ovarv

utBRO. or cavkL HiMSwr. aornan undsr 35 yeas
d age whoa*M avoaia to O^ihProwra
Coiiaoipaw tojKlton was N«*) to pnvtous 4

to 5 was may ha« a sNi^ tocnaaed tM d
dMtopingbnBst canoa akTia toM seal Nil
oral coraacapllves.

Woman who use homnna contacepltvas and
ha« a skong tanlly historyd braasi caoa or

«too hate bnaat nodutas or Mnomal manno-
gnm ShouU be doaely taftMod by tok doctors

B. (»aipifei feaaa a*wri iaaa%
Use d tojalable homnnal conkaoepllvas con-

taking to pnigestonine^ype homione toinl to

LUNELLE*'MonNy Conknpttw tojKtton nay
be assodatad wtti a dBcnase to to OTouni d
mtoeral stored to your bones This oouU Jncraese

your risk d devetoptog bone kaduras The rate d
bone mtoaal toss IS gniasl to to ealy yeas d
use d Ns type d codraoepllw. bul*r tot I

begtokrnaanNe to norma raed age niatod

mne minata toss

nyMHsiaaaliiia
Sewn allagk: ranttons haw bea) raportod to

soma women ustog tojedrtjle hormonal conlra^

oapHvBS conMwig to progestoranMype hor-

mone tound to LUNaiP* MonNy Coraaceptnc

tojKlton. Ahrgic nattn oountog to womai
uatog LUNBir" MonNy ConkasepHw tojKlwn

ha« bea\ manly skto raaltans. aid nd lespiia-

torytonaurB.SenousallergtoraKttonsiequke

anwpency tmfcal keakiarl

gjUBMSgjfgaafflv'
""

Al natodi d bk» conkd and pragnaicy an
aaaicliKlwiiatMdttaetopingcaMidis-
easesM may leal to dbablNy or daah An esb-

mUB d to nuitor d daahs aasodatod w» di-

larert metodi d bkti oortd and pregnancy hes

beencalcuMBd

The ri* d dnto kom aw bkft cor*d mdhod is

In tan to rM ddiMMH ncapt tor oral hor-

monal ortaoap** users ova to aoa d 36 who
make and onl hormonal ooraaipM uaas
owrffnnd« aan I toy do nd anta For

wman agritlS to 31, to tit d datfi waa hl(^
aa«*i pwg»ney (7-«dMtapal00J00
""v ^ptoi^tag on art. Abwh oal horaw-
H contaapka laas alB do nd anda. ta rM

Paid Advertisement

d dBBto is ahiays toitv tan tot assooaed wtti

pngnavy tor aw age gioi4), aittuc^ owr to
am d 40, to risk tocnasas to 32 dedhs per

100,000 tmmai. compand to 2B associatod with

pragnaicy M tod age. Howawr, tor oral homvTBl
conkacediw usas who smke aid an owr to
age d 36, to esttnaed nunta d dadhs
exceeds tose tor dhv mdhods d bktti control

If a unman is over to age d 40 and smokes,

ha esttmatad risk d(Mh is tour ttoK higher

(11 7/100,000 women) toan to ssbrretod risk

assod*d wHh pragnancy (2^^00.000 womai)
totodaga(px()

An Adittary CornmiBe d to FDA discussed Ihis

issue to igee and racommended tod to beralts

d oral oonkaoeptiw use by heaiiy, non-smoktog

womai owr 40 yeas d age may oukmii^ to
possNe risis. Howavw, womai d aH ages are

cultanal to use to kMHt dose oral oonkacep-

ttw tod iBdhci«,aria<*DnolyaMMl nd
to smoke

Cdl your doctor toviadMy II aiy d tosse

«k«a dkctt occur whiB you ae iriitog

LUNELiP* MonNy ConNoa«w k^aSon
• Shapdad Ddn, oou|^ d bknd, or suddv)

shortosai ol bndh (todkdtog a possNedd
totokfig)

Pltototocri(todkaligapoaBUBddtotolBg)

Oud*q daat pdn or haattoess to to dast

jMcdtogapoadbtohaatdtEk)
Suditai seven headache or voming, dbziiess

or Ming, dtatortanoas d <Mon or speedi,

Mdew^ or turtonees to an am or leg

flndicdkig a possMe skda)
Suddai paial or comptoto toss d viston

ffilngapoaal)leddtotoew)
lumps (todkaiig possiile breast caica

or vocyskc dtaaaae 01 to bnast ask you
doctor or haition prcwida to show you how
to oanms your breasts)

Seven pin or tavfemess to to dxtomtod
aae (todcMig a posstoly n<*Md kwr kim,
maiai cysL or pngnaty oulsdB to dans)
Difcuty to siaqAig, wedeass, iKk d awn,
lakgue, ordwge to inood (possNy todaling

sewn depresston)

Jainice or a wHoMrn d to ston or eyeballs

accompaM k«qua% by IBVK laOgue, toss

d appdik. dak-cdorad iftoe, or titoKdond
boviiBlmo>BTBnls(todkakngpossMellwr

problatTB)

Pniskrt paki. pus, or Ueednga to tojadtan slB

Unuwdhf)wy«OMblaafng

ia orlightor. aid Ihae may be no Meedtog, tower

days dUBsjtog, or mora days d btoajtog ton
idat )(ou haw previously eqwienced. Sudi

deeding usually does nd indcato any serious

prdilems. If «i dknd biSHJtog pdtom pasists or

to Ueedtog IS sewra, discuss II wti your hedto

can provida Thae IS dso a small ttsk ihd

(pakiU) cranps may be assodded wito bieedtog

Mtoight gato is a common side eABd to women
ustog LUNaiE- Morthly Conkxqjtiw
tojaion. The Mnge aqMciBd WH(^ gato s 4

pounds to toMyea d uae. Some womai gam
mon tan 10 to 20 pounds to ta list yea
Women haw gakw as much as 40 pounds or

tod as much as 48 pounds to one yea d use

CMcal kids showH) wide widiiily to trvtwdual

wBulil dange wdh ai tocrasHig pacalage d
LUICLiP' MonNy Coraaapliw tolKlton usos
evaiaidng wei|^ diane to excess d 10 and

20 points wti conknueiftraaknai

a.riiiaiii

It you waa contod tenses aid noltoe a dange to

vision or ai tod)l% to wea yoif tanssi, oontad

Itour dodor or hadto cae provkkr.

4.Hiilliiliiiia

Hormond oontaagiasmv case afena (Idd
nMtan) wli sweltog dta Itnas or aNBS ail

mar oiae you Hood pmais. lyou a<ariaa
luid nMnn. oontad your dOGtar or hadli cae
onMda.

lOtaraMa alkali

Otar skfe dhds may todude bnast pdn or ton-

dansaa, an; chaw tovpdh, naaai haakche.

nenaaness, dipresakin. mood changes, chaigas

to saeal daskt. dtatoaas, toss ds#M, ladL

ail wgtod tohdtans I aiy d toase skfe dkds
bdha you, cdl your hedlh can pnwkla

IP"
"•n iTl7^"i I j:> ; i i7,T-r:'-iP'l

1.

fSIKlWC^

Mod women udngLUNELif MonNy
CoraaceptvekjedtonaitpenenceakaaBonol

menskud Ueaang Btealtog pdtoms m^ vary

kom a stogiB mormy bttal to no btadtog a dl

or sli|^ sMwig bekfnai menakud patods to

kaiuat prdongkd. avVor uDradtoMIe Ueed-
itia to aiy gkfsi toiKltoii tolavd, approidmddy
Sini d wonn udng LUNELLE" MonNy
Conkcaptha tojKtton anaiea wiKkaMl
MBafcj^tot bai^ 20gdiyg dtor to k»c-
ion. Mraaadnaedtog tests mon tan? dms
to 42% d womai durtog ta fed morth d lae

aid to 29% d woaand ta ail d one yea d
use to ay glwn tojaion ktavd. apprarimddy

15% d womai may haa no Uaalng d dl aid

10% nay afartence bteaing or volng d wri-

ous trat to ta cyds knguir btoadtag dkn
ooan durku ta fed tea morfa d LIJfLIE*
MonMr Ceriacadta taMon use aidm% pa-
ddw» corinad uis to 19 to one Nrtd
wtowi \tau maokud blood few tn% be hSBv-

Vtaum% nd nwBkudB raguterly dhr you

nodw ai tojalton d LUNaLP MorMy
Conkaoepliw tojedun. I you haw noeived your

tojKlnns raguterty aid mb da maatofll pai-

od. be sun to totomi your hedto cae provider

The risk d unaoectad pngnaicy tor women
mavtog tofpddite ooraacediws as sdaduled is

wry tow. I you hate nd raoawd you miedions

as sdadutod and missK) a maokud penod. or ii

you missed two consecukw maisbud paiods.

you may be pngnan Chedi wito your hedto cae
prowkter tora&tely to ddamto whdha you
an pngnenl Do nd continue to miedions until

you a« sun you ae nd pragnant bU use autor
rralhoddconkacepkon

That is ro condusw evidan tod oral hormonal

conkaoepkw use is assoditod wito an tocnase to

birtoddals, when Mai radwiten»y during aay
pregnerey. Nnartoless, hormond corlraoeplives

ShouU nd be used during pngnancy

WW) Depo^>rov«ra Cortnoepliw to(R)ioa tone

hare beai leports d ai mcnaiRl nsk d tow bkto

wdoN aid nawabl idat dedh or dha hedto

probtems to totents concaved dose to to fene d
mjalton. Howava, toese pngnaidss ae uncom-
mon Chikken oooaal in to wont to one d to
hormones tound In LUNELf" MortNy
CoraxapHw toialton (MM), aid tolowal to

atolenaice. diowsd no atktave d aiy aiwrse

dhcb on tok hed» toctodngtok diystod.

menM, seaal or sodd dsvakinent

If you ae bnod tealtog. consuk your hedli

can pnwidv bekn sMng honnond conttaoep-

live<^ todudtoo LUNBIF" MortNy
Contracepllwlnjedton Some d to drugs in hor-

mond coraxephws ae passed on b to GriiM in

breast mil A tow aVase dhds on to dUM
haw been reportod, todudkn ydkNttog d to
skto (jankce) and braast aibrganat to aUi-
tion. homnnd conkaceplives may dBoease to
amourt aid qudky d you mil fb koun to
best (Mrtky aid qudily d your bnad nrdk. you
shouM wdl unki 6 weeks diBr dUMbirth bdora

Kslat uskig LUNELLF" MortNy Conkaoeptiw

kon If fXBsiUe, do nd use hoimond conka-

ceplives white bnasttoalino

Bread tealtog provides only patld protodion

kom baxnwig oecrart aid tois pabd protoc-

twn decnase signica«y as you braad teal tor

tonga patods ofItoie You ShouU use awtor
meiiod d conkaxplton white brant teaing aid

consNkr dattog homiond cortixieplives only

dtor youhM weawl youdM comptetoly

If you ae sdadutod tor aiy tdnrdory tods, tell

you doctor you ae kMng a homiond conkaoep^

kw. Catan Mood teds may be dtedBd by hor-

monal tuaaueplives

CerMi dn«s mar toterad wii homiond coraa-

oeplws to mde torn tass dhdha to prewnttog

pngnaicy or caae a dange to btoafeig pdtems
Suit dnqs toduda antoogtototonde. ri&into.

di^iaat tor aplBpsy sudi as batftidss jfer

aarnpto. phenohabM). catariaaukie . and

d«Vk)ln (DHa*i is one brand d Ns dnii).

dwiytiutBDne (Butozokdn is one bnnd)yr«bd
produds conMwig SI Jdn^ Wort (hyparicum

patordum), aid possibly oatato attbtobcs You
may need to use an addWond coraacepkon

rrdhod «ton you tdc dnjgs wNch can make
hommd oonkacepNves tass dhdiw Dnn irtBr

attm dudtes hate nd beai condudBd will

LUieLf MortNy Conkaaptlw tojedton

6 - -

TMsmiBel(»sall
lteaa)lslBlB*tfii

daaa iiat pialad sislaal iiiisiiilnlaii at

MVIMOI)

you menstnal deeding.

Ewn H you do nd hne any menskud deed-

ing, )nu ShouU sMI retom once a morth lor

ywrtoiedion d LUNELLE" MortNy
Cortnoepttw ki|adton.

• I is importa* tod you reoaw ea:h d you ned
miedions al to ri(^ ttoie If you camd recdw
you miedion on hme, contad you hedlh care

provNter to receiw an eertter iniedion

MUM Happaaa 1 1 Mtos aa NadhM «MM
Laapr ttaaM nap afeaaai k»ilaas7
• You couU become pregnat i you miss you
miHlnn or wail tariga thai 33 days bdween

miaAtos The mon dqts you wdL to gnater

to risk tod you couU basme pregnat
• Askvou hedth cae provida to ncommend
anolna type d birth cortrd (such as condoms

oraspamKide)toryoutouse
• Tdk wti you hedto cae provider to feid od
iiton you ShouU noaw you natf toiadton d
LurcLLF" Montoly Cortraaplw kija£n.

• You hedth cae provida rray do a ted to mde
sue you ae nd pregnait belon givtog you

you next mjalton oTlUNELLP" MonNy
Cortiacepliw tojajlon.

DaalBFalm«MiLUNEU£-

ThetoddBnoe d te*n w» LUNBIf* MortNy
ConkaoepUw tojedton lesuHng to pngnaicy IS

tess toan 1 paoert Oa, one pngnaicy pa 100
wimai pa yea) H givBi ewry morth as dk«*d
If you totok tod you tray be pngnat be sue to

cdlyouhedtocaepnivkkr

MM 11 Mai la lasaan PiapMir
Vtau «« neal to dap you morthly tojBdtonsd
UfeiE* MonNy ConkaovliwkMkn Modmm be^ntopnduoe eggs nto(^
becone pngnart) dxut kw to nee morthi dter

toe* tat tniBCkon

Then may be some dday to becomng pregnait

dhr )nu dap ustog homnnd cortao^aves. mdu-

dtog LUNBIP* MortNy ContoEepkw tojRtoi,

espaidly I you hal tneoda nandnai cydes

betore ya started using homnnd corttaotpllves

Thae does nd appea to be aiy moease to birth

delBcte to nmtoom babies when pregnancy occurs

soon dtor doppmg homnnd coraxepkves

KHOWAWMTA
imtF nr i iian i n*.:w'.""j:'L

LUNELlf* MonNy Conkacepttw tojedton nay
cause weighl gan d mora ton 10 priunds

LUNELLE* MortNy Cortraoepliw tojedion cai

ontybedtedha il you reoeiw you iniedlons al

topropalknes

_ii dtedsh»endba»iieportedto»owing
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Pathways to success at
The Beach.

Sutnmer Sessions at CSULBl

r2UiB2ummef2E£5!£a'

5„,UJ«'.«^l»«l'

Three Summer Sessions:
I June 4-July 13
II June 25-August 3

III July 16-August 22

• Over 1,200 day and evening courses to choose from

• No fomial admission to CSULB required

• Earn units toward your degree

Call: (800) 963-2250 ext. 60001
for your free catalog.

www.uces.csulb.edu/summer
email: summer^>uces.csulb.edu

REGISTER
NOW/

University College &
Extensioii Servrces

Califonik state IMvixsity, LoogBc^

lilMOTTfEf?

MAN'S
TOASTER

BRUIN
BARGAINS
Everything except nukes.

*ads for Items over $100 ar« S2

GradPakaODl
Are you bright, energetic
and motivated?

The UCLA Alumni Association

is looking for 30-40 students to join

- our Marketing team for GradPak 2001-

our membersliip recruitment campaign.

ct

'r I

• Earn $7.23 per hour plus BONUSES
• Gain valuable sales and marketing experience

• Meet fellow Bruins

• Incentives and flexible hours
• Temp. 10 Hrs/week M-F for 6 weeks!

Same day interviews are currently being conducted!

For more information, visit us at the James West Alumni Center
, or www.UCLAIumni.net/About/Student Employment

^trUCUhmni

WINNICK
\ONE MAN'Sl I

From page 12

Winnick's contribution - the hospi-

tals, the libraries, the medicines, the

art - you know why we have some

800 people here tonight," he said.

Through a video message before

Cohen's speech. Gov. Davis called

Winnick a good friend and also gave

his praise for Winnick's philan-

thropic deeds.

"I am impressed not so much by

how he's made his success, but more

how he's used his success to give

back to the community," Davis said.

The Dashew Center's Jacoby

Award is named after Neil H.

Jacoby, founding dean of UCLA's
Anderson School and one of the

founding members of the

international Student Center.

Previous recipients include Ted

Turner, Kirk Douglas, Armand
Hammer, Tom Bradley and former

UCLA Chancellor Charles E.

Young.

The ceremony was held at the

Regent Beverly Wilshire Hotel.

Though impressed by the banquet

and the hotel's glitz, many of the stu-

dents did not know too much about

Gary Winnick or what his company
does.

Badr Dahak, who is from

Morocco and & a graduate student

in design, had this to say about the

event: good food.

RATE
From page 5

needed adrenaline for a weak econo-

my."

The big Wall Street rally on

Wednesday was the most positive

immediate response since the Fed

began the series of rate reductions on

Jan. 3. Its reduction that day, the first

cut outside of a regular meeting since

the Asian crisis of 1998, triggered a

300-point Dow rally.

The market was disappointed in

the next two rate cuts, which came

during regularly scheduled Fed meet-

ings, especially the March 20

announcement when investors had

been hoping for a bigger, three-quar-

ter-point Fed move. y"""^
Analysts said Greenspan and his

colleagues clearly had investors in

mind in the timing of Wednesday's

move, hoping to bolster consumer

confidence, which has been sagging

as Americans watched trillions of dol-

lars of paper wealth evaporate over

the past year.

The rate decision was made during

a telephone conference call among
Fed policy-makers beginning at 8:30

a.m. EDT. The announcement of the

change came shortly before 1 1 a.m.

Greenspan has said in congres-

sional testimony this year that the

biggest threat of a recession would

come from a sudden plunge in con-

sumer and business confidence,

which could be triggered by a steep

stock market sell-off.

The Fed announcement said risks

to the economy remained "weighted

mainly toward" weakness rather than

inflation, and analysts took that lan-

guage to signal further rate cuts were

likely. The Fed was given maneuver-

ing room by Tuesday's benign report

on inflation which showed consumer

prices were up just 0.1 percent in

March.

Many analysts believed the next

rate cut would occur at the Fed's reg-

ular May 15 meeting, but they were

uncertain whether it would be anoth-

er half-point cut or Greenspan's

more normal quarter-point reduc-

tion. The rate size will depend on

upcoming indicators, the analysts

said. '

Analysts who had worried that the

gross domestic product could turn

negative in the first quarter arc now
revising their forecasts to show
growth perhaps as strong as 1.5 per-

cent.

Daily Bruin News

PENALTY
From page 3

George W. Bush, escalated to the

national leader in the use of the

death penalty.

Jones said racism is a major fac-

tor that puts African Americans

especially at risk in capital punish-

ment cases.

"When you round up black men
and kill them based on flimsy evi-

dence, that used to be called lynch-

ing," Jones said.

The 1972 Furman v. Georgia

U.S. Supreme Court case abolished

the death penalty for four years on

the grounds that capital punishment

was rife with racial disparities.

Since its reinstatement in 1977,

the death penalty has been under

scrutiny by activists.

The event was less than a month

before the scheduled execution of

convicted Oklahoma City bomber

Timothy McVeigh, who was respon-

sible for the 1995 explosion that

killed 168 people and injured more

than 500.

Attorney General John Ashcroft

recently made it possible for

approximately 250 family members
of the blast's victims to watch

McVeigh's execution by lethal injec-

tion via closed circuit satellite.

^^TT^y're going to find that kitting
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(McVeigh) won't bring their loved

ones back," Garcia said.

But third-year political science

student Mikey Victoria said the

death penalty does have its place in

society.

"Families need reparations and

for a person living after committing

such a crime, it's a constant stigma

of the crime that person has com-

mitted," Victoria said.

Fourth-year political science stu-

dent Scott Mosier commented on

the value of human life.

"There are some things that

should be held in respect, such as

human life, and if you violate that

respect, you forfeit all rights to liv-

ing," he said.

According to those at the demon-

stration, 89 percent of the people on

death row could not afford a lawyer

in their capital case.

In such states as Alabama

Louisiana and Mississippi, state

appointed defense attorneys arc

paid a Hat fee of $1,000 to represent

their client, according to literature

passed out at the demonstration -

about $5 an hour for most lawyers

.

In a highly publicized program at

Northwestern University, law and

journalism students along with pro-

fessors and a private investigator

examine death row* cases on an

annual basis.

Most notable among the cases

studied by the students was the case

of Anthony Porter, who came with-

in two days of being put to death in

Chicago in 1999. The investigative

team videotaped an interview in

which the real murderer admitted

his guilt, setting Porter free after

serving 17 years on death row for a

crime he didn't commit.

His release marked the 10th time

a death row inmate in Illinois was

set free since the state reinstated the

death penalty in 1977.

Also disclosed in literature at the

rally, were statistics that more than

75 percent of those on federal death

row arc non-white. Of the 156 feder-

al death penalty prosecutions

approved by the attorney general

since 1988, 74 percent of the defen-

dants were non-white.

Nearly 500 people have been put

to death since 1976 and more than

3,500 are on death row, as of Oct. 1,

2000, according to the NAACP
Legal Defense and Education Fund.

The Campaign to End the Death

Penalty is holding a screening of

CBS's '48 Hours' about a case similar

to Porter's. The screening, followed

by a discussion will be held today at

6 pjn. in Royce Had room 1S6.

UCLA Faculty, Staff & Student Volunteers Needed!
Please help us find out about your information needs by participating in a research study.

UlllUt IriegrstediAd/anoed Inlomiation Management SyalBmB

Planning project is funded by the National Library of Medicine, lAIMS Grants
(Integrated Advanced Information Management Systems, http://www.nlm.nih.gov/pubs/factsheets/iaims.html)

Our goal is to improve information systems and resources. Ideallyy we would like researchersj educators^ patient

care providers, patients, students, and support staffto have easy one-stop information shopping.

How can you help?
• Participate in a focus group of your peers.

• Answer questions about your information needs in the focus group discussion.
• Give us one and one half hours of your time

Contact 7a/i{ce Contini, (jcontini@ucla.edu or x61065), or Nichole Williams (nicholew@library.ucla.edu

or x60414,) if you are interested in participating in this study.

For more information, see the UCLA InfoShare Web Site: http://infoshare.mednet.ucla.edu . or contact

Alan G. Robinson, M.D., Principal Investigator, agrobson@ deans.medsch.ucla.edu .

Free to UCLA Students - Undergrad / Grad

Asian Pacific Alumni of UCLA
and

Asian Pacific Coalition
present

tft

April 24, 2001 (Tuesday), 6:00 PM - 9:30 PM
Aclcerman Grand Ballroom

Meet professionals up close St personal
In the following workshops:

L.A. Law

Ask Away - featuring

Business & Marketing Professionals

Community-Based Organizations:
Planting the Seeds Today

Engineering/Information Technotogy:
Sharpen Your Tech Know-How

Power of Networking & Career Devetopment

Education: Touch Tomorrow with Teaching

Featured Keynote Speaker:

Ted Chen
KNBC 4 News Reporter

Special Guest Workshop Speakers.

John Kobaro
CEO, OnlineLeaming.net

Bill imoda
CEO, Imada Wong Communk:atk>ns

Sponsors Include:

Charles Woo, CEO of MegaToys
Japanese /Vmerican Bar /Association of LA / Korean American Bar Association of LA

UCUV Career Center / UCLA Alunnni Association

• Hon d'oeuvres and Refreshments Served
* Door Prizes

Pre-register by April 20th and be one of the first 125 to receh/e a free giftm the event.

Walk-ins accepted t>dsed on available space.

APA UCLA & APC's Coreer Networking Conference - Pre-Regisfrotion Form
E-mail completed pre-registratbn fonm to: UCLA-APA@hotmail.com

Name: .^
Mailing:

Phone Number:

E-mail Address: ——^_^_^_^__^^^_«_»____^
Name (2) Wortcshops You Are Most Likely To Attend:

Class: Freshman Sophonx>re Junior Senkx

For HfKKe information, please e-mail: UCLA-APA@hotmail.com

^p.
Paid for by USAC APC
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\Miat's on xour mind .*

Daily Bruin columnist

advocates speaking exactly

what you feel - be blunt!

See Viewpoint Friday.

viewpoint@media.uda.edu
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EDITORIAL

University, state must start putting students first

REQUIREMENTS: Proposal may

expedite graduation at expense

of a comprehensive education

The University of California has

become a machine whose main goal

is to place students on a conveyer

belt and get them through the system as

quickly as possible - even if it means sac-

rificing the quality of their education.

And the problem just got worse.

A faculty executive committee of the

College of Letters and Science will soon

vote on whether to change the unit

requirements for students. If the proposal

passes, L&S students will have to take a

_jninimum of 13 units per quarter to be

""considered full-time and the total units

allowed before graduating would be

capped at 216, instead of the current 228.

Proponents of this measure hope that this

will make students graduate in less time,

which is especially necessary with the

onset of Tidal Wave II - the expected

increase of over 60,000 students at the

UC in the next 10 years.

Though the university takes this prob-

lem seriously, the "solutions" proposed

have negative implications for the quality

of education at UCLA.
One big concern is that many students

may not be able to take 13 units. For

those of students who work or are deeply

involved in extracurriculars, 12 units

more than keeps their hands full.

Requiring students to take at least 13

units will be detrimental to many.

Since students will be asked to take

more units per quarter while simultane-

ously having the number of total units

they can take reduced, they'll also have

less time to decide what to major in, and
much less to time to work on a double-

major. This is especially problematic

knowing how many times students change
majors. Many of us come in still needing

time to expose ourselves to different sub-

jects before deciding what we want to

study.

Under this proposal, changing majors «

after completing a couple of quarters at

UCLA will be difficult, since students

may be too close to the maximum number
of units allowed.

Even if students stick to one major
from the outset, they still won't have the

exposure to other disciplines or electives *

that provide a broad perspective of the

world, because of the decreased number
of courses they can take. And this has

other implications: it makes the addition

of a diversity requirement at UCLA even

less likely. After all, if the new proposals

pass, students will have less time to take

courses outside their major discipline.

For the sake of expediently pushing stu-

dents in and out of the university, UCLA
is willing to deprive students of the impor-

tant benefits of learning about people

from different backgrounds. Familiarity

with issues facing women, minorities, and
the LGBT community help students

empathize with the conflicts they face and
may help stop hate crimes from continu-

ing to occur on our campus.

We believe the opportunity for students

to enjoy a broad education in and outside

of the major is more important than this

plan's giving them "a useful experience to

meet with counselors," as Karen Rowe,
chair of the committee, told the Daily

Bruin. While counselors do help students,

visiting them should not be substituted for

educational opportunities.

We're very disappointed that the

Undergraduate Student Association

Council has not yet taken steps to ensure

that the students they represent are receiv-

ing a quality education. This issue will

have lasting consequences for all students

entering UCLA in years to come. It's

time for USAC, as our elected student

representatives, to take a more proactive

role in this situation.

It's truly sad that students have to fight

for the retention of educational quality

especially since there's no reason why the

university should be in this situation in the

first place.

In anticipation of Tidal Wave II in the

1980s, the university planned to build

three more UC campuses. But only one,

UC Merced, has begun construction, and
it will not be able to bear the brunt of the

additional students. The state has not

been much help either. Too many prisons

have been built recently, and only one new
UC is in the works. Who is getting priori-

tized?

The quality of students' education

should not be compromised because the

university and state did not take adequate

steps to prepare for increases in student

admittance rates. It's not the students'

fault that the state is now more prepared

to imprison youth than to educate them.

It's time for both the university and the

state to stop being negligent of students'

educational needs: it's time to prioritize.

LIVING: UCLA becoming less

accessible with disappearance

of affordable housing, parking

Students may believe that it's difficult

to get into UCLA, but once they're

here, they find out it may be just as dif-

ficult to stay in. Sadly, this is not because of

the academic rigor of the university, but

rather because of the difficulty in finding an

affordable place to live or park.

While the cost of living at UCLA and in

Westwood continues to reach new heights,

the quality of life continues to diminish

without any sign of revival. After all, with

Tidal Wave 11 - the over 60,000 students

>ected to enter the University of

California in the next decade - housing

issues will continue to haunt UCLA. A
major part of the rise in prices has to do
with the failure of the university to give pri-

ority to student needs. This failure will

affect everyone, whether they live on or off

campus.

For example, on-campus housing will

increase by $500 - about 6.5 percent for the

2001-02 academic year One reason for this

increase is the ailing project known as De
Neve Plaza - namely, the inability to get it

done. The project was originally scheduled

to be completed by January 2000, but over

a year later, the university is still uncertain

whether it will be ready to house students

next fall. It's ridiculous that even after miss-

ing the original deadline to finish the hous-

ing structure within 15 months, the univer-

sity is still not sure when it will be complet-

ed.

It's understandable that other factors,

such as the energy crisis and inflation,

might account for increases in on-campus

housing prices. But we condemn petty

attempts to place the fault for this increase

in prices on labor unions, as Director of

Housing Michael Foraker has done. Decent
working conditions and benefits are things

the university should already be providing

for its employees. Such basic standards for

workers should not have to subtract from a

student's quality of life. The state has an

obligation to provide more money for stu-

dent housing, instead of, for example, the

prison-industrial complex it spends so much
money on

Unfortunately, the picture doesn't

improve when trying to find local housing

off campus. Rent prices in Westwood for

one-bedroom apartments have increased by
-13J percent per year aver the last three

v/
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years, while doubles have increased by 6.6

percent per year as well. Competition

among tenants for the limited supply of

apartments gives landlords more freedom
to increase rents as they please.

Some students, however, complain that

the quality of these apartments does not

correspond to the increase in prices.

Additionally, Westwood residents have

complained that students' activities like

Midnight Yell show they don't respect the

community. Respect should be reciprocal

and if students are expected to take pride in

their community, they need to be treated

like valuable community members, not just

replaceable renters.

If students were the university's priority,

wouldn't administrators have taken more
expedient and visible measures to try to

resolve the housing problem?

Though students can probably find more
affordable housing outside of Westwood,
finding transportation to get on campus
causes yet another headache. Not only is

parking scarce, but the parking that does

exist is exorbitantly priced. Even the free

busing service, BruinGo!, offers a limited

number of routes and does not extend to

other bus lines.

The increasing costs of on-campus hous-

ing, off-campus housing and parking have

made this university a more elitist institu-

tion, becoming less accessible to those who
can't afford to pay the extra hundreds of

dollars to live or park hece. And we're look-

ing at a situation in the future where all stu-

dents simply will not be served by the avail-

able housing.

UCLA is not a private institution. It is a

public school that is obligated to ensure

that all members of the public who are

admitted can afford to attend and live here.

The state funds currently dedicated to

exploring nanotechnology and other

advancements that benefit California busi-

ness interests could be put to better use by
giving the students affordable housing.

It's time for the university to stop taking

advantage of students. Furthermore, it

needs to stop catering to businesses and the

residents of Westwood and prioritize stu-

dents. UCLA was here first. Without it,

property values in the surrounding neigh-

borhoods would plummet.

Though these problems may seem like a

tough equation to solve, the answer is not

that difficult: the quality of education will

increase when the quality of living increas-

es, and the quality of living will increase

when the university prioritizes its students.

l-lrMAT- T"/^ .Cf lOkirX* • Write a three- to four page, opinion-styf*

aT.V>/W LvJ ^LJlji^il »"b^»**on *bout » currer»t event on campuj
or in the world at large, or vwHe a response to

tomethir>g that you have already read In The

1^ Vlt»WlUIMl •E-m«ll$ubm*«k)nito

viewpoint9nrwdla.ucla.edu. Remen>b)er to

copy and paste your submission Into the body
o( the e-rrtall, or drop off a hard copy of your

submission at the Daily Bruin office (118

Kerclchoff Hall), care of Jonah Lalas.

' Apply to be a Viewpoint columnist dur-

ing Weeks 7 and 8 of each quarter.

• Apply to be a cartoonist or artist. Send an

e-mail expressing your interest to th«

Viewpoint address

A few things to rentember;

• AN submissions must Include your name,
phone number and afTlllation with UCLA. If

you are a student, they must also Include your

student ID number, year ar>d major.

-rr

• Your facts wW be checked; make sure

they are accurate.

• Viewpoint Is not an advertising space for

any group or organization; be sure to h«ve
clearly articulated opinions.

• We reserve the right to edit submissiom
for clarHy, gran>mar and length.

Free speech debate obscures real issue: racism
AD: Horowitz manifesto

reveals undercurrent of

prejudice that still exists

Angry studcnt.s steal newspa-

pers at Brown University, col-

lege kids at UC Berkeley

demand an apology for a supposed

exercise in "freedom of speech" and

conservatives

are up in arms.

Sounds like per-

fect media bait

tome.

Right-wing

publicist David

Horowitz

recently placed

a full-page

advertisement in

college newspa-

pers around the

country titled

"Ten Reasons

Why Reparations for Slavery Is a Bad

Idea and Racist Too." Horowitz's ad

has caused a national uproar, spurring

students to take action against what

they see as racist propaganda.

iStudcnts al Brown University went so

Shirin

Vossoughi

far as to steal 4,000 copies of the

Daily Herald, attempting to prohibit

the circulation of an ad they sec as u

direct attack on African Americans.

The debate surrounding

Horowitz's ad exists between those

who defend him, claiming the First

Amendment right to free speech, and
those who find the ad's contents vio-

lent, racist and, therefore, unaccept-

able.

I denounce censorship and avidly

support the right to self-«xpression.

But the discussion surrounding

Horowitz's ad has been wrongfully

twisted into a defense of the First

Amendment rather than an examina-

tion of exactly who it protects and a

much needed, honest discussion

Vossoughi is a third-year history and
American literature and culture stu-

dent. Speak your mind and e-mail her

at shirinv@ucla.edu.

regarding the continued existence of

institutionalized racism.

First of all, who holds the loud-

speaker in our society? If Horowitz

attempted to place his ad in 56 college

newspapers at an average of $700 per

ad. That's about $39,200 he has to

bum on so-called self-expression. Like

many other "freedoms," access to ad

space is gained by those who can

afford to propagate their ideologies.

Considering that what we see, read

and listen to are currently controlled

by a handful of corporations with

their own interests (profit) in mind,

the media's attack on enraged stu-

dents who threaten some supposed

universal freedom of speech is comi-

ERICA PiNTO/Daily Bruin

cal.

As Ben H. Baghikian, author of

"Media Monopoly" states, "The

capacity to propagate information

and ideas is the root of political

power, and political power is essential

to modem corporate ambitions. So is

the power to suppress information

and ideas. If a nation has narrowly

controlled information, it will soon

have narrowly controlled politics."

While 1 do not agree with stealing

newspapers, sensationalizing this act

rather than examining a greater prob-

lem purposefully narrows an impera-

tive debate on racism to one that con-

centrates solely on free speech. While

the media has done a great job of

chastising Brown University students,

the underlying causes of their drastic

reaction arc left painfully unexam-

ined.

What does it mean when students

feel so personally threatened that they

would take such strong action? Surely

if we did not live in an environment

contiriually hostile toward people of

color, full of individuals who might

easily agree with the contents of

Horowitz's ad, such racist ideas would

not be so menacing. The fact that

latent white supremacism and racism

exist and are ready to be lapped into

by the venomous words of conserva-

tives is the real issue. But for the

media, an appendage of the current

system, an open admittance of institu-

tionalized racism as a means to have

honest dialogue is a threat that all this

free speech hoopla unsuccessfully

Furthermore, the recent depiction

of Horowitz as a crusader of the right

to free speech is simply pathetic.

When the Daily Princelonian ran an

editorial regarding slave reparations

the same day as the ad, Horowitz

promptly refused to pay the $1007.50

bill until the newspaper apologized.

As Horowitz's spokesperson staled

regarding the editorial, "Its slanders

contribute to the atmosphere of intol-

erance and hate toward conservatives

that already exists on the Princeton

campus." Excuse me while I wipe

away my tears of pity for the poor

conservatives who apparently feel a

tinge of the intolerance that faces peo-

ple of color in this nation everyday.

Witness Horowitz's second claim:

"There Is No Single Group That

Benefited Exclusively From Slavery."

Please. As Robert Chrisman, profes-

See VOSSOUGHI, page 20

420' fosters unity through drugs
|

Praxis interference behind

E-Board chair's resignationMARUUANA: Tolerance,

togetherness celebrated

yearly on RerckhofT lawn

By Chris Trombley

UCLA offers many opportuni-

ties to fulfill one's sense of ambi-

tion, but the best memories are the

ones that make a lasting impres-

]• sion on the mind. My first year at

i
school taught me many things

j about standards, diversity of life

and the different ways people pur-

i sue happiness. Most of all, this

institution has taught me toler-

ance, not so much of people who
look or act differently, but of peo-

ple who think differently.

There are over 35,000 people on
this campus, all of whom grew up

in various places with different

kinds of teachers. The diversity of

life experiences creates an envifon-

ment with a wide variety of

thoughts and opinions on any sub-

ject. And it is through our accep-

Trombley 1$ a third-year geography

student

tance of this fact that we can open

our minds to the ideas of others,

even when we do not agree with

their views.

April 20 is a perfect example of

this. To many, marijuana is some-

thing with very negative connota-

tions and consequences. In the

KRiSTtN QLLETTE/Dally Biuln

early 1930s, Hearst newspapers

initiated open attacks on cannabis

claiming unsubstantiated facts,

which created a public backlash

against marijuana. In 1937, it was

classified as a narcotic and subject-

S«« TROMBLEY, page 22

CORRUPTION: IVP Enciso

attempts manipulation of

upcoming USAC election

By Elizabeth Houston

On April 5, 1 received a letter of

resignation from Alex Kaplan, our

Election Board chairman. 1 support-

ed Kaplan's decision because, in my
opinion, the integrity of his position

as an independent counsel to the

Undergraduate Students

Association Council was compro-

mised by the actions of Internal

Vice President Elias Enciso and

members of the council.

So here is the background. Last

quarter, certain council members
did not show up for our ninth week
meeting at which they were to vote

on the proposed election method
and calendar. Therefore, I called a

council meeting during tenth week.

Houston is a fourth-year political sci-

ence student and president of USAC.

Time was ticking away, and council

members had expressed specific

concerns over the method by which

this spring's USAC election would

be held.

But we were not going to meet

quorum (the amount of members
needed to hold an official meeting),

so the meeting was cancelled.

Consequently, Kaplan was forced to

determine the electoral process

based upon his own judgement and

that of administrative advisors,

because of certain council members'

irresponsibility.

Though the proposals of the

Election Board chairperson are sub-

ject to the approval of the council,

the members of the council are

often linked to potential candidates

in the election or are potential can-

didates themselves.

The USAC bylaws call for the

chairperson to be an independent

counsel, apolitical and responsible

for providing the students with a

fair, practical method of voting.

See HOUSTON, page 21
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Baskin(^Robbins
Ice Cream & Yogurt
208-8048

10916 Kinross Ave • Westwood Village

10% Off w/ UCU ID pn store only)

WE DELIVER! _
noon-IOpm Jfi H»nii.^
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Nonfat
Yogurt

Now More Yogurt Flayon!
exp. 4/30/01

Ba$kin(f/)Robbins
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10916 Kinross Ave
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Cappuccino Blast
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•xp. 4/30/01

Baskin(^Robbins
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208-8048 • Westurood Village

10916 Kinross Ave

COMPLIMENTARY
CONSULTATION

Deliver Brilliant Results

ORTHODONTIST
SINCE 1980

UCLA FACULTY MEMBER Dr. Nader Dayani
Member American Association of Orthodontists

Specializing in braces for adults & children

Invisible

European
Removable
Traditional

N r T( ) S'

• Cosmetic Porcelain
• Surgical Orttiodontics

\tl LlVWiltl \ \l

(310) 826 - 7494

11645 Wilshire Blvd. #802

Los Angeles, CA 90025

(949) 552 -5890
18124 Culver Dr., #A
Irvine, CA 92715

Teeth Whitening
upper or lower

$85°" uch

(Rtff. $300.00)

The treatment w« be as follows $ 1000.00 plus
S too 00 fof eocti montti o» treatment rendered
for metal tDfoces. $900.00 plus S 100 00 for eoch
montti of treatment rendered for removabte

braces and $ 1 700 00 plus $ 1 25.00 per month for

ceramic braces. $200 00 for dkagnosttc study
model ortd S 1 75.00 for formal corwultatton.

expiration dote 5-15-01

Tke Latin American Student Association

presents
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Art
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sor of African American studies at

University of Massachusetts,

Amherst, and Ernest Allen, publisher

and editor in chief ofThe Black

Scholar point out that not only some
whites, but even "poor whites benefit-

ed from the legal advantage they

enjoyed over all blacks as well as the

psychological advantage of having a

group beneath them."

Racial profiling is

not foreign to

ourcannpus.

Such psychological power persists

today. Take racial profiling: although

the state of New Jersey has instituted

"lough" anti-profiling measures,

police on the turnpike continue to

search disproportionate numbers of

motorists based on race. According

to the attorney general's office, 80

percent of the motorists searched

were black or Latino. Meanwhile,

whites constituted 20 percent of

searches and were caught carrying

drugs, weapons and other contraband
twice as often as blacks and 5 times as

frequently as Latinos.

Such racial profiling is not foreign

to our campus. Last quarter, posters

warning against a sexual aggressor

were posted around every comer.

Depicting three various African

American faces, the sign was a green

light for the UCPD to search all black

men. Students, volunteers, professors

and a mentor who has worked here

for 25 years were among those inter-

rogated.

As second-year student Ryan
Smith comments, "The UCPD con-

sistently stopped people and intimi-

dated black men on campus, but this

is just a piece of the historical racial

profiling at UCLA." Such racial pro-

filing, an increase in hate crimes and

the sheer psychological effect of being

one of the few people ofcolor in

largely white classrooms brings home
the continuing of deep and often

unconscious racism.

In a society continually plagued by
such examples of racism, Horowitz's

claim that slavery has no bearing on
our current state is cieariy unfound-

ed. As Chrisman and Allen said, the

criminal justice system today "oper-

ates in much the same way it did

under slavery, for the protection of

white citizens against black but-

siders.'"

Last March, Califomians wit-

nessed the passage of Proposition 21,

which made it legal for youths to be

tried as adults, transferring decision-

making power from thejudge to the

prosecutor. While many feared the

increased incarceration of youths of

color, a California appeals court

struck down this piece of the initiative

in February, handing power back to

judges. Why? To protect white youth.

The judgment came only after

eight white teenagers charged with

robbery, assault and the brutal beat-

ing of a 69-year-old migrant farm

worker suddenly made justice offi-

cials realize the wrongful nature of

Proposition 21, demonstrating once

again exactly who the law protects.

Fmally, last week's murder of

Timothy Thomas, an unarmed, 19-

year-old African An^erican, at the

hands of white Cincinnati police

spurred riots that continued for days.

Fed up with a vicious pattern of

police brutality that has left four

African American men dead since

November, Cincinnati's citizens took

to the streets. Depicting protesters as

violent troublemakers, a discussion of
the disenfranchiscment and lack of

political representation that forces

people to find new ways of exercising

S«eV0SS0U6NI,pa9c21
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free speech was conveniently ignored

as police showered demonstrators

with chemical irritants and rubber

bullets.

As racial profiling, police brutality

and the criminal justice system exhib-

it, the experiences of people of color
and white people in the United States

continue to differ drastically. It is

unacceptable for Horowitz and the

media to tout freedom of speech

while attacking youth frustrated by
the daily experience of racism.

Until we either personally experi-

ence racism or sincerely listen to

those who have, we have little right to

judge its continued existence and
deny the need for fundamental

change. But such change will not

occur until we are all willing to exam-
ine ourselves and dialogue honestly

about the racial tension and discrimi-

nation present in a country that

silences the voices of those who have
the most to say.

HOUSTON
From page 19

Alex Kaplan, as USAC Election

Board chairman, did just this.

At the first meeting of spring
quarter, the council members voted

not to approve the election method
that was already being implemented
by the Election Board. The reasons
for this action by the council were
numerous issues with the security of
the online method. That is obvious-

ly a valid concern.

The security of the online

method, however, is proportional to

that of the historical paper ballot

method. And if our precious grades

can remain secure on My.UCLA,
then we should have nothing to be
afraid of with election results.
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The members of Praxis

who sit on our council

...act as though they

are above the law.

Though administrators in charge
of the My.UCLA online election

process vouched for a secure sys-

tem, council members, specifically

Enciso, continued to oppose the

Election Board's proposal. Instead,

Enciso proposed his own method to

the council.

Internal Vice President Enciso,

who is a potential presidential can-

didate in this year's election, is

manipulating and determining the

. format, method and calendar of this

year's election process.

The eight members of Praxis who
sit on our council have, despite

i
logic and duty, voted to ignore the

administration, the expert advisors

and the will of the people. They act

as though they are above the law,

intent on controlling the system and
manipulating the election.

Why have such actions continued

seemingly unnoticed? The voices

that try to point out the culprits are

silenced and intimidated by accusa-

tions of racism, discrimination and
intolerance.

-I have received many e-mails

from UCLA students, professors,

alumni and UCLA students over-

seas who are tired of the bullying

tactics of Praxis, the greed and
abuse of power, the disrespect for

the administration and the law.

There are hundreds of students

who are tired of it; just as my elec-

tion was a vote of protest against

Praxis, so is the resignation of the

Sm HOUSTON, page 22

Europe beckons you!

Rent tiesyoudcm!

Advertise in the Summer Sublet Guide.
SUBLET:

w. properly, especially an apartment, rented by a tenant to another party

V. to rent your apartment out to someone else during a period of time .

T'he Daily Bmin Summer Sublet

Guide is a special feature designed to

help customers advertise that their

apartment is available for subletting. It

can also be used to find apartments. A

rather extensive and useful tool for ten-

ants, the Sublet Guide appears in the

UCLA Daily Bruin during the Spring

Quarter; mid-April through the end of

Spring Quarter 2001. A Sublet Guide ad

runs in the Daily Bruin for 4 days as a

regular line ad and 1 day as a display

ad. The display ad appears on

tojidvertisfe

CoMtoct:

Daily Bruin Classified Line

118 Kerckhoff Hall

310.825.2221

Fox:

310.206.0528

E-MaiL-

clossifieds^media.ucla.edu

Wednesday, while the line ad appears on

any 4 days adjacent to the display ad

date. The price to run a Sublet Guide ad

is $40.00 per week. However, we also

offer a special of $75 for two weeks

which comes with a guarantee... if you

don't sublet your apartment after the

initial two weeks, call us and we'll con-

tinue running it until it rents or Spring

Quarter ends

Contact the Daily Bruin today to

listyour apartment in the Summer
Sublet Guide!

important datei

Publication Dotes:

Display ads: 4/25,5/2,5/9,5/16,

5/23,5/30,6/7,6/11
Une ads: Any 4 days adjacent to the

display ad date.

Deodlines:

Mondays at 12:00 Noon
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CELLULAR Accessories
• CAR CHARGER ^^
• LEATHER CASE ^^
• HANDS FREE "EAR BUD"
OmmWm BOTH HAMOS-

Each

SUPER SMm PACmES
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TWO

LIFE TIME mmHTf
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Stretch Your

Look for them

April 30"

— Reason #2 to use

^ bruinwalk.com
to check your UCUl e-mail

One word:

Attachments

bruinwaic.com supports your existing Bruin Online

e-mail account, only better, bruinwaic.com ennail

features spell check, supports attachments, and lets

you send and receive e-mails in HTML
bruinwaic.com— the best way to check your UCLA efnail

bruinwalk.com
^ t

UCU e-mal with spel check, attachments, and html
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USAC EiectlQn Board chairman.

An honest, apolitical man is quit-

ting his job because he refuses to be

a pawn for a political agenda. Just

as those e-mails thanked me for

standing up to Praxis, I want to

thank and commend Alex Kaplan

for demonstrating integrity by

refusing to be manipulated by

Praxis, for putting the welfare of the

students first.

Kaplan's action is a protest so

that the students may be aware of

what is really going on. He has

remained apolitical and has done an

excellent job as our Election Board

Chairperson this entire year.

That's why I am writing this.

Furthermore, Kaplan deserves the

support of the you, the students,

because he has stood his ground,

demanding integrity from your rep-

resentatives, the members of the

council. He demonstrated the fair-

ness, common sense and integrity

that should mark anyone serving

the student body.

I cannot sec how such words of

praise can be attributed to our

Internal Vice President and the

seven other members of Praxis that
^

sit on the current council. This

should not and will not surprise any-

one who has been an objective

observer of the actions of the Praxis

members of the council this past

year (and the six-plus years before

this one).

Rather, this situation is signature

of the manipulative and selfish

actions of the Praxis council mem-
bers.

At the heart of this issue is the

lack of integrity and the power-hun-

gry, manipulative nature of the

group called Praxis. They believe

themselves to be above the law,

accountable to no one except them-

selves. I find this characteristic

detrimental and self-destructive and

certainly intolerable in any govern-

ment, student or otherwise.

I place the issue in your hands.

The students of this university,

regardless of political affiliation,

should demand and support integri-

ty from their elected and appointed

student government representa-

tives.

The integrity of the

Undergraduate Students

Association elections has been com-

promised because it is no longer

controlled by the Election Board

chairperson but by the council and

Enciso, potential presidential candi-

date.

Rorida was child's play, people.
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ed to strict government control. It

has since been deemed wrong by

many j^nd even evil by extremists.

But many others continue to ille-

gally use pot. They find the relaxing

effects of the drug to be soothing

and enjoyable, and will usually

exercise moderation when deciding

to smoke.

And of course there are those in

the middle who do not have strong

opinions either way as to what peo-

ple do with their own bodies. This

type of tolerance is represented by

"420," along with the right to dis-

play your own opinions.

For one day all the marijuana

smokers, students, TAs, teachers

and university officials alike ven-

ture out to sit on the bright green

lawn in front of Kerckhoff to enjoy

a beautiful spring day with hun-

dreds of friends and bugs and bags

of the best chronic this country can

produce.

If you have seen this event

Sc«TIIOMtlEY,p«9c23
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before, it is a vision you can hardly

forget. Over .^00 fellow Bruins sit

packed together, rcd-cycd and
laughing, while an enormou.s cloud

of while, skunk-like smoke hangs

overhead. Students from all walks

of life sit on the grass talking, gaz-

ing at pas.sers-by and of course,

inhaling large amounts of sticky,

sticky greens.

My favorite is the gas

masl< ... connected to

an acrylic bong.

Every single person on that hill

feels the awe of obviously smoking

ganja right in the middle of cam-
pus. And everyone comes pre-

pared.

Some tote plush bags, which

open to reveal $300 color changing

glass bongs with dual chambers ^md
anti-lock brakes. Conventional

smokers burn finger sized joints

and "Garcia y Vega" blunts until

their index fingers have third

-degiee bums:
My favorite is the gas mask,

which uses a tube coming out of the

mouthpiece connected to an acrylic

bong. When the smoker was asked

last year where he bought his gas

mask he responded, "Rrffmph
nrmph gowlif " Its difficult to speak

while wearing a gas mask.

On the lawn, every race, gender

and sexual orientation is represent-

ed while participants enjoy a (fay

away from the stress of school, girl-

friends, boyfriends, parents and, of

course, police. And the best part is

no one seems to mind.

Most of the non-participants

walk idly by and giggle about "a

funny smell" or just don't even

notice the giant plume of smoke
engulfing the campus. But for the

participants, the day is as perfect as

they come.

The only facet of "420" I am
consistently displeased with are the

annoying speakers who take it upon

themselves to speak for the whole

group about how pot being illegal

violates our individual rights. These
few would yell and scream about

how we need to stand up and

protest this travesty. Such nonsense

is ridiculous and does not corre-

spond to the theme of the day.

We make our statement by sit-

ting in a public place and doing the

illegal thing we love to do. This is

not the day to fight the powers that

be and start a revolt against prohi-

bition. Save the protests for anoth-

er day and cohie rip this bong,

"mon ami."

I must say, it does seem weird

ilhat we can sit on campus and

smoke bowl after bowl without any

|CS0 rent-a-cop or university offi-

cial coming out to disperse the

crowd. And this is exactly the rea-

son this day is so revered.

It's a UCLA counterculture tra-

dition that is amazing in and of

itself, much like Midnight Yell.

Unfortunately, the 5-0 have taken

that tradition away from us, per-

haps even for a good reason (fiam-

ing beds are entertaining, but not

exactly safe). But they have yet to

jnfringe on this event and, God will-

ing, it will stay that way. Tolerance

is 'AX\ enormous concept and I am
ecstatic to attend a school that uses

it in such a positive manner.

So, when Friday comes, don't

get mad because people are doing

something illegal or against your

beliefs. Be excited that when you

want to demonstrate your beliefs

and opinions, you have an open

forum on this campus to do so.

And for the rest, come relax with

me - I'll be the one wearing thfc gas

mask.
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You're Invited. .

,

Western State
University
College of law
Practice-Oriented Legal Studies

1 11 1 N. State College Blvtl , FiiiJerton, Orange (xninty C.\

(714) 738-1000 X2600 or (800) WSU-4-UW
e-mail: admra'wsiilaw.edu • fax: (7l4)44l-174«

Evenis take place on the campus of Western State University

and are open to the public. Space is limited. Contact us to reserve

your place.

Graduates may sit for the bar exam in any state. Western State

is provisionally approved by ttie American Bar Association.

750 Nortti Lake Stiore Drive, Ctiicago. IL 60611 (312) 988-6738

An open House For Prospective Women Students

Sat. , April 21 • 10:30- 12:30pm
Meet with women faculty

• The Law School Experience: A Woman's Perspective

• Life alter law school: Is the legal community gender friendly?

• Roles for women: The job market for women lawyers

• Women lawyers on the cutting edge of legal rights issues

Law School Information Program
Sat., ApHI 28 • 9:30noon

Faculty, staff and current students provide information about WSU's
• Centers for Criminal Law Practice and Entrepreneurial Law
• Academic Success & Enrichment Program

• Practice-Oriented Legal Studies curriculum •

• Admission requirements and deadlines for fall 2001 class

• Financial aid and scholarships

• Current job market for attorneys

• Full-time and part-time law study

ISATWorksbop

Sat., April 28 • l:00-3'.00pm

ABA-approved law schools require the Law School Admission Test lor

admission. Dr Jerry Bobrow, author of Barron's How to Prepare for the

LSAl 9th edition and over 30 books on test preparatior>, speaks on
"The 5-step approach to success." i

*

Please note: We have broadened the criteria and
extended the deadline!
(No need to resubmit prior nominations.)

UCLA WOMEN 4 CHANGE
STUDENT LEADERSHIP AWARD

The Dean of Students* Office^ in collaboratioja with the Center for Women and Men, the
Office of Residential Life, and the W^eVs ^ti^di^p^p^ment, as part of Women 4
Change 2001, is co-sponsoring a^t^^^nuiohtV^ihft^^^^^ 4 Change Student
Leadership Award." This awM-h^ been established tcT^gnbr outstanding students at

UCLA who, through the exaifipte^if their extraordinarytea<f^hip service to UCLA andMr
to the community at large, hjaknihanced the visibility atJiTstaAis of women.

•'>&

We are seeking nominations faiTstpieiits (both gradusftiilnHLundergraduate) who have
made a difference at UCLA orV^e^Oymn^^^ the status of women.
Candidates must be currently regisjtejc^^^^^^ F2000-S2001 academic year
and must have engaged in the activity w^^fiJ^fe^w^ognltlW during this time period. This
award is intended to be inclusive of diverse actiyities of leadership that eflcct positive

change (examples include successful completion of a project, academic research, or _

extraordinary service).

Recipients will receive a cert^cafe that will be awarded at the I CLA Women 4 Change
Student Leadership Awardjpreniony on ]V|mdly^May 14, 12-2 PM, in the KerckhofT
Charles Young Salon. Dr.^^i Smith, ViceTrovost for Unflcrgr|duate Education, is the
keynote speaker. This cerlinony is part of^e UCl.^ Women 4 Change 2001 celebration
occurring May 14-18, 200L

Nomination forms can be picked up in the Dean of Students' Office (1206 Murphy Hall),
from co-sponsoring offices (CW&M, 2 Dodd Hall; ORL, 370 De Neve; Women's Studies,
240 Kinsey), or downloaded from the Dean of Students* Office web site,

http://www.deanof5tudents.ucla.edu/ or the Women 4 Change 2001 web site

www.women4chanee.ucla.edu .

*IWI*|«.,»« ,.!

Office cX the

Dean of Students
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Umvefsal Records

(left to right) Tim Walker, Simon Petty, Sid Jordan and Malcolm Cross
make up the rootsy, blues-influenced London band Minibar.

london-based Mini6ar

finds roots in America
MUSIC: Influences like Joni

Mitchell, Bob Dylan lend to

group's 'illegitimate' sound

By David Holmberg
Dally Bruin Contributor

hour guys with shaggy hair, acoustic

guitars and a tendency to play folk music is

probably a normal sight in Nashville,

Tenn. Even in Los Angeles it's not alto-

gether unusual. But there's something not

quite normal about Minibar.

What sets this band apart is that its four

members, whose style is undeniably

American, are not from the deep South, or

.even the United Slates; they're from
London.

To call us an 'American Roots' band is

a misnomer, because we don't come from
here," lead singer Simon Petty said in a

phone interview from his new residence in

Los Angeles.

While few bands are easy to musically

Qlassify, this aspiring new British quartet

has complicated the issue even further. By
retaining its homeland's pop structure

while infusing a defmilively American
country roots style. Minibar has found a

niche it can assuredly call its own.

Seven years ago, London gave birth to

this illegitimate, hybrid band. Minibar,

while llrmly rooted in its European begin-

nings, may have more in common with

American music than most bands born
and raised in America, Whether they

meant to or not, the United States and
Britain jointly hatched a unique child.

Like many bands, Minibar has seen its

share of member changes. Today, the band
consists of tour core artists. Although all

members sing. Petty is the lead and plays

acoustic guitar. Sid Jordan plays bass and
piano, Tim Walker is on the pedal steel gui-

tar and banjo and Malcolm Cross plays

percussion.

Together, the four British musicians
played bars and pubs throughout London
for several years. But it was not very

rewarding since Minibar's music does not

fit into either of Britain's two main musical

genres, pop and punk.

•'it's a bit odd," Petty said about

,
Minibar's sound. "We have strains of
country, perhaps, but still a pop structure
- if by pop you mean the genuine term as

accessible.

"But I think that we don't label well is a

good thing. We start playing and writing

and we do what feels right. We're not self-

consciously American and we didn't start

out to become the British Eagles," Petty

said. "We just try to write interestingly

about the same things people have written

about for decades, but in a self-referential

and confessional way"
It is no surprise, then, that after strug-

gling in London for years with its decided-

ly un-British sound, Minibar left its native

home to seek out its musical holy land. In

an il-could-only-happen-in-Hollywood

success story, the four Brits found a home
here in Southern California.

After playing only two gigs in LA. at

the Troubadour and the Viper Room, the

band was signed by producer T-Bone
Burnett, who is well known as the force

behind numerous albums, including the

recent Americana roots soundtrack for

the Coen brother's film "O Brother,

Where Art Thou"^"

As would be expected, the West Coast
offers a completely new world to the once

London-based band, Jordan talked about
the group's move into this more fitting

musical haven.

"There's really more of a sense of com-
munity here," he said. "People aren't

back-biting, which never made sense to me
anyway. Elbows, maybe. But there are

these social differences that result in the

English being born with this innate sense

of underachievement. Americans are born
with everything, and maybe they can go
down a bit but they aren't trying to prove

themselves all the time. So people are will-

ing to help more here. Besides, London is

full of bars and rolling hills, so people there

mainly just drink and roll down hills,"

Petty seconded this feeling of new
found belonging.

"Here we are more musically under-

stood, because our sound is more
American. Our mythology is here on the

West Coast," Petty said, "it's our musical

homeland, here in the 1970s. We are less

country now that we're here and have
been jamming more together with less

structure. We're actually a bit more
English now that we're in America."

it was also here in L.A. that the group
recorded its first album "Road Movies"
and its pop single "Holiday From
Myself."

Recording a single can be a defining

experience, as many bands face compro-
mising their artistic integrity for producers
who force groups to play uncharacteri.stic

music in order to reach radio airwaves.

"We were fairly forceful and .said 'no,'

See MINIBAR, pagt 29

ICIOUS
Cycle

Nilo Cruz captures the Cuban hope for a life

of freedom with his play, 'A Bicycle Country'

(left to right) Armando Di Lorenzo, Kadina de Elejalde
and David Barrera star in the play "A Bicycle Country,"

By Jinjue Pak
Daily Bruin Contributor

As a young boy, born in the small town of
Mantazas, Cuba, Nilo Cruz suffered firsthand

the lashes of Castro's government, including

his father's imprisonment. After moving to the

United States, he eventually became one of the

leading Cuban-American playwrights.

"I grew up in Miami and I was 10 when I left

Cuba," Cruz said in a phone interview. "I did-

n't understand why we were leaving the coun-
try, but it certainly had to do with politics. I was
terrified about what was happening around me.
I could see the reactions of my parents and the

people around me."
,

The hope for a better life that Cruz's parents
possessed - a hope that inhabits the hearts of
many people - is the main idea celebrated in

Cruz's latest drama. "A Bicycle Country,"
showing at the Marilyn Monroe Fheater at the

Lee Strasberg Creative Center in West
Hollywood through May 1 3. Set in Havana, the

story focuses on the lives of three characters -

Pepe, ines and Julio - as thcy embark on a geo-

graphical and spiritual journey away from
Cuba, in search of a better life with freedom.

The play was actually inspired by another
artistic medium - a painting titled "The
Lovers" by French painter Magritte. Cruz said

the painting depicts two lovers with white bags
covering their faces, kissing. Immediately cap-
tivated by the image, he began writing the ini-

tial version of "A Bicycle Country" while he

was living in Venice, Italy.

Cruz originally designed the play to be set in

the 1940s, after World War 11. with Italian char-

acters, and had titled it "Boot Days." This ver-

sion received a staged reading in New York
during the early 1990s. Then, in the mid-'90s,

Cruz changed the title to "Drinking the Sea."
Finally, the play underwent a third revision to

become 'A Bicycle Country," in which Cruz
has completely changed the setting and charac-
ters from the original version.

"I think writing is about rewriting, and the

play went through a couple reincarnations,"

Cruz said. "I think that all along I was writing

about Cuba."

Having been rewritten so many times, the

play should seem to be fiawless, and it is,

according to director Richard Hochberg.
"The language of the play, its poetry, and the

way it was written so beautifully - that very
much appealed to me." Hochberg said.

"I was very attracted to the message behind
the play and the design elements," he contin-

ued. "Being on a raft in the middle of the ocean
is a challenging thing to achieve in a play."

Another challenge Hochberg and the actors

faced was that they were only allotted a short,

three-week rehearsal period. Hochberg said

that with a play as complex as "A Bicycle
Country." they really could have used six

weeks.

Kadina de Elejalde, who plays Ines, also

BI(>\\, l)al)\, blow

Trumpet guru Arturo

Sandoval brings hi.s entourage

with him to Hoyce Hall. Get

the lowdown tomorrow.

Thursday. April 19,2001
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See BKYOI, page 32 A Bicycle Country, wntten by Nilo Cruz and directed by Richard Hochberg, depicts the struggle of life in Cuba.

Family faces struggle as they begin 'Looking for Normal'
THEATER: Play discusses

transsexualily and effect

it has on love, marriage

By Mary Williams

Daily Bruin Staff

"Looking For Normal." the latest

production at the Geffen Playhouse,

starts out rather innocently as a story

about the love between a man and a

woman. And then, the man starts to

wear skirts and prepares to undergo a

sex change operation.

The play, showing through May 6

in Westwood Village, uses this unusu-
al twist in a commonplace story of
marital problems and enduring love

to introduce an intriguing analysis of
the ramifications of Iranssexuality.

homosexuality and the physical

changes that can occur, either natu-

rally or unnaturally, in the body
Smoothly blending comedic and

dramatic scenes, and performed by
an excellent cast. "Looking For
Normal" examines the perceptions

and realities of the conditions in

which the characters find themselves.

No detail is missed and two of the

characters, a brother and sister, even
perform a series of hilarious mono-
logues, complete with props, dia-

grams and a pointer, describing the

scientific side of the changes in their

parents' bodies, and their own.

Although Beau Bridges, as Roy the

transsexual father, is the star of the

show, and seeing him in a demure
skirt and low heels is alone worth the

ticket price, it is Laurie Metcalf, play-

ing his wife Irma. who brings the fam-
ily's struggle to life.

MetcalPs performance is the most

compelling of the evening. It displays

not only Irma's anger and .sadness at

the discovery that her husband wants
to have a sex change operation; but

also the love she still feels for the man
she married, regardless of his out-

ward appearance.

Another fantastic performance is

given by Becky Wahlstrom as Patty

Ann. Roy and Irma's daughter. Her
monologues, in particular, provide
some of the funniest moments in the

play

In the best of these such moments,
Patty Ann describes the sex change
operation her father is about to have,

with props she could have found in

her family's kitchen. Using Ziploc
bags and fruit, she replicates, with

amazing anatomical correctness, the

procedure used - as she says, to turn

"an outie into an innie."

The most difficult role in the play.

however, belongs to Bridges, who per-

forms it capably Though he doesn't

display as much emotional range as

Metcalf, nor look as good in a dress,

he is still convincing as both a hard-
working husband and a woman
trapped in a man's body.

In an interesting real-life parallel,

Roy's son Wayne is played by Beau
Bridges' son, Jordan. The two work
well together on stage and their

scenes benefit from this added dimen-
sion.

All the actors are given a chance to

shine in the play which is structured

so that most actors have monologues
and all have both comedic and dra-

matic scenes. The structure of
"Looking For Normal" is actually

one of its strong points. In dealing

with personal issues such as sexuality

and family relations, the opportunity

the monologues offer for the charac-

ters to address the audience without

any inhibitions or softening of lan-

guage is an asset.

The monologues also provide a

chance for characters to describe the

changes in their own bodies and to

remark freely on what is happening to

Roy's body Scenes with Roy's par-

ents and his bisexual grandmother
Ruth, played by Michael Learned,
add the perspectives of the conserva-

tive farm-owning couple on masculin-

ity and the reality of violence toward
transsexuals.

By the end of the evening, alt

aspects of this bizarre situation are

examined,. providing an intriguing

character study and ultimately a

story of love.

After all the laughter and tears,

"Looking For Normal" boils down to

^ee NORMAL, page 31
(left to right) Jordan Bridges and Beau Bridges chat in "Looking for h

Gellen PIdytKjusH

lormal
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Web Surfi

www.comedyave.com

Comedy Ave.

/vww.comedyave.com

Aflcr taking one Irip down
comcclyavc.com, Web users will most likely

never visit again.

riioiigh comedyavc.com claims to drive

humor lo the edge, what it really proves to do

IK simply provide interesting, and sometimes

lunny, enlertainmenl industry news briefs.

Ihe site's attempts at creating its own comedy,

which is its focal point, falls short of produc-

ing any laughs.

Releasing a new issue every Monday, come-

Jyavc.com touts a different humorous theme

each week. These don't seem to be loo suc-

cessful, however. This week, for instance, fea-

tures a mockery of President Bush and the

movie "Josie and the Pussycats
"

Changing the name to "Geoi ge and ih e

Pussycats" and morphing Bush's face over

Rachel Leigh Cook's face on the film's sound-

track cover is semi-amusing, but. the site kills

this bit of humor by overdoing it with a script

containing some exchanges between Bush and

the Pussycats. What is revealed isn't the stu-

pidity that the site's creators believe Bush pos-

scs.ses but that of the Web site's writers them-

selves.

The site, however, isn't a complete failure.

Its "News Klash" section features amusing

news clips from the world of the famous.

Though some arc obviously made-up - such as

one involving Britney Spears that claims Glad

cling wrap signed her to a lifetime spokesmod-

el contract - others sarcastically illuminate the

fouls of the entertainment industry.

Another story claims that Kox's reality

show "Boot Camp" is being sued by CBS's
"Survivor," the latter claiming that Fox stole

its premise. Comedyave.com doesn't hesitate

to add its own input, stating that the boot

campers could kick the survivors' butts.

Though mildly funny, comedyave.com real-

ly doesn't make a weekly visit desirable.

Monthly maybe, yearly more likely

Barbara McGuire
'- Rating;-3

Cyber Rebate
www.cy.berrebate.com

The Internet is full of sites claiming free

giveaways. Of course, there's always a catch,

even if it's subtle

Cyberrebate.com offers yet another varia-

tion on this free product ideal. The site claims

it will refund users for the products they pur-

chase via the site with a rebate later - 10 to 14

weeks later.

Since I99S the site has been selling items,

or giving them away, depending on how you

look at it. At the top of the page, it proudly

boasts that more than $85 million in rebates

have already been paid out.

Perusing the product lists, site-goers can-

fmd toys, collectibles, computer hardware and

software, electronics, housewares and even

magazine subscriptions up for sale. About 30

percent of its products have full rebates; the

rest, however, only have partial returns.

The process of getting a rebate seems sim-

ple - users get. free stuff by purchasing an item

then going online to a virtual account and

printing out the accompanying rebates. After

mailing the rebate printouts to the Web site,

tyl>efreb«te.t;om will eventually mail a refur^d^

check within 10 lo 14 weeks.

One drawback to normal rebates that

cyberrebate.com eliminates is that buyers usu-

ally pay tax on their purchases and the rebates

don't compensate for the tax. Thus, a SIOO

Item with a SIOO rebate still costs money
because of the 8 percent sales tax in l.os

Angeles county.

On cyberrebate.com, however, the sales tax

is only applied to New York and Ohio, so

Californians actually can get certain items for

free. Other pluses to the site include free ship-

ping through the end of April, toll-free cus-

tomer service and a .3()-day money back guar-

antee. The range of full-rebate products is fair-

ly large - though some of the prices seem to

have been upped to quite a hefty cost - but it

doesn't really matter since shoppers should

get all their money back anyway.

Take for instance the very handy - or

See WEB, page 32
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AEROSMITH

"Just Push Play"

Aerosmith
"Just Push Play"

Columbia Records

Since the early '90s, in particular,

Aerosmith has been one of those

bands consistently experimenting with

diverse sounds and beats. It has been

reinventing the rock genre and keep-

ing it up to date.

Its latest album, "Just Push Play,"

synthesizes classic Aerosmith style

with unconventional musical tangents.

Rock scales often meet break-beats or

punk and metal riffs. As the group

tests new styles, it stays true to its roots

with ample guitar solos that give

Steven Tyler's wonderfully raspy voice

-a rest.
.

'

'

'

-

If this album sounds distinctly dif-

ferent to listeners, it's because "Just

Push Play" is the band's first self-pro-

duced album in its nearly four-decade

career.

The first track, "Beyond
Beautiful," revisits the sweet hypnotic

sitars of the band's last album, "Nine

Lives," before transitioning into dis-

tortion guitar that keeps the group

grounded in rock's essence.

Musical experimentation continues

with the title song "Just Push Play."

this time with a hip-hop beat and a

brief visitation to a bass line reminis-

cent of the Beastie Boys' "Paul

Revere."

Crafty verses fill the album, espe-

cially in "Outta Your Head," where

the chorus sounds like a schizo-

phrenic's inner monologue.

"Just Push Play" is eclectic, origi-

nal, emotional and most importantly,

head-bobbing fun.

The album's official last track is

"Avant Garden," sealing the album's

diverse sentiments on life and
romance. However, the album does-

n't really end here. "Just Push Play's"

most important musical statement

comes through in its secret track.

The untitled medley, lasting no
more then 30 seconds, provokes listen-

ers with Tyler looping his voice and

screaming, "Do it!" A quick transition

rinto a cappdla leads into a symphonic
climax (reminiscent of the Beatles' "A
Day in the Life") before settling into

guitar distortion. The product is an

homage to music history that victori-

ously reaffirms good ol' rock 'n' roll in

the end.

If this album doesn't clear up the

confusion of Aerosmith's supposed

"sell out" efforts (the Super Bowl per-

formance with Nelly, Britney and
*NSYNC), then fans are not opening

themselves to the evolution of rock

music. Aerosmith is the embodiment
of this evolution, proving that the

fittest has survived and it still has a

thing or two to show the youngsters

who are just coming up.

Ruvin Splvak

Rating: 8

Innosense
"So Together*

RCA Records '

The latest pop-infused girl group,

Innosense, is a Lou Pearlman concoc-

tion, combined with the influences of

Lynn Harless (mother of•NSYNC
heartthrob Justin Timberlake).

Hoping to follow in the footsteps of

fellow Pearlman alums the Backstreet

Boys and *NSYNC, the group has

recently released its debut.

Five is the magic number once

again as Mandy, Danay, Nikki,

Veronica and Jenny set out to prove

that there is room in the market for a

girl group and that it can conquer the

pop world. The girls spent the sum-

mer and fall of 2000 touring with

NSYNC and Britney Spears - an

original member of Innosense before

going solo - giving the group the

opportunity to appeal to its targeted

fan base.

Like the aforementioned boy
bands. Innosense first set out to con-

quer Europe and is now ready for the

fame and fortune at home with its

domestic release.

The group has enlisted the help of

Diane Warren, arguably one of the

most successful songwriters of all

lime, lo pen and produce two of the

album's standout tracks "A Hundred

Oceans" and "You Didn't Have lo

Hurl Me."

"Say No More," the first single, is

a catchy, upbeat and danceable song

that is a definite hit with the junior

high set.

The girls do paint an interesting

picture of fun. For instance, in the

boisterous dance track "Ride," they

suggest doing what you want. "I'm

gonna rock this place like outer

space/Give ya somethin' that ya

never had/I'm gonna paint my
nails/dye my hair/Then take me a

champagne bubble bath." Is this a

possible "Millennium"-esque Spice

lirt resurgence? At any rate, it ^=^

the group.

Dria Fearn

Rating: 5

Semisonic
"All About Chemistry"
MCA Records

Probably no hoopla will surround

Semisonic's third album. Well, not^the

kind that surrounds groups like The
Dave Matthews Band or Matchbox
Twenty, at least, who constantly find

their singles in heavy rotation on top-

40 radio along with heavily touted

concerts. In Semisonic's case, there's

liltte mainstream reception for a

seeming one-hit wonder.

Thai's a shame, however, because

Semisonic is not a one-hit wonder
kind of band. "Closing Time" was

wonderful pop candy off its second

album. "Feeling Strangely Fine" and

its following single "Singing in My
Sleep" bizarrely never caught on,

though they were a better effort than

Matchbox Twenty's second single "3

sounds like a pretty good time.

Along with the Puff Daddy-pro-

duced Dream, Innosense is paving

the way for the inevitable girl group

phenomena. With a fun and upbeat

release from start to finish, the record

is still not up to NSYNC caliber -

but any 10-year-old will appreciate

See SOUNDBITE, page 31
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Bruin Special
LARGE (16") PIZZA 3 regular toppings

$9.95 - Oethrery Only; $16.75 value: Hmit 1 per onter

Student Special

? 20% OFF with Bruin Card
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Giant Slice -/- Salad + Drink = $3.99 (Largest Slice in Westwood) • Complete Dinners $4.99 • Free Delivery
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UCLA
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Promenade Mon-Thtf (1200 2 20 4:4Cl) 7 00 9:20
395-1599

CRITERION 2 Jm DM (P8-13)
THX - Dolby Digitil

Mon-Thu (12 20 2:45 5:10) 7 45 10 15

Westwood
CREST )mx WaHlaa (R)
1 262 Westwood Blvd THX - Dimtal

(S o( Wihhiri) Mon-Thu (2.00 4:15) 700 9:45
474-7866 or

777-FILM (/025)

UNITED ARTISTS

Westwood

Mon-Tue. Thu (1 30)4 15 7 00 9 45
Wed (130) 4 15 9 45

WLA/Beverly Hills
ROYAL Tka Wttm al Saiai-Ptarra (R)
11523 Santa MonicjBNd Fn-Thu (12:90
(310)477 5581 2:55 5:20 7:4510:15

MUSK HALL 1

9036 Wilshtre

274-6869

TiM Glaaaars aatf I (NR)
Mon-Thu (5 15) 7:35 9:45

MUSIC HALL 2

9036 Wilshire

2746869

CroacMaa TIfar,

Hideaa Oraiaa (PG-13)
Mon Thu (5 30) 8 15

AVCO CINEMA Bkm (R)

Presented in SODS Dolby Sound
12:45 4 15 7:3010:30

AVCOaNEMA Naartkraakan (PO-13)
Presented m THX DTS Digital Sound

12.30 4:00 7:101000

AVCO CINEMA TnMc (R)
Presented in SDDS Digital Sound

1:00

Ho Shorn Thu
Saf.Adm. ToMaali(R)

4:30

No Shows Thu

Beverly Hills

BEVERLY CONNECTION
La Cienega at Beverly Blvd.

(310)659-5911
4 hours validated parking $1 at Box Office

Enjoy the
Movies!!!

MUSIC HALL 3
9036 Wilshire

274 6869

Tto PoraoMis (NR)
Mon-Thu (5:05) 7 35 9 55

Santa Monica

Joaa'i DisrvIR)UA WESTWOOD
10889 Wellwonh THX
475 9441 Mon-Thu 12:15 2:405.00 7.4$ 10:20

UA WESTWOOD Joa DM (PG-13)
1 0889 Wellwonh No VlPt until 4/21
475-9441 THX

Mon-Thu 12 30 2.30 4:40 7O0 945

MONICtA 1

1322 2nd St MonWed (1:00) 3 20 5 40 8 00 \0l
(310)394-9741 Thu (1O0) 3:20 5:40 10 20

Tka Disk (PG-13)"-
1020

BEVERLY CONNECTION BiW|al Jwat Dla^ |Pfl-13)

Presented m DTS OnKaTsound
11:45 2 10 4 30 7 10 930

Presented in THX SRD Digital Sound
12:30 2:50 5:20 7:45 10:20

BEVERLY CONNECTION Josis sad Ike

Pussycats (PG-13)
Presented in THX DTS Digital Sound

1205 2:30 4:55 7 20 9:45

MONICA 2 Crowkiaa Tiger. HiMa* Draoaa (PG-13)
Mon Tue (1.15) 4;1(J 705 1000

Joe Din (PG-13)

MONICAS

WM-Thu(1 15)4:101000

BaaaUM Craalaras (PG-13)
' 945

BEVERLY CONNECTION

Presented in THX SRD Digital Sound
12 40 2:55 5 10 7 35 9 50

}igit

to;

Wed (4:10) 9'
BEVERLY CONNECTION J«l VWriaa (P6-1S)

i in DTS DioiJal

"

UA WESTWOOD MaawBla(W)
10889 Welhororth Mon-Thu 1:15 4 tt 7:30 10 3()

475-9441
MONICA 4 Tka Taste of Otkers (NR)

Mon-Thu (11 00 1:45) 4 30 7 15 10 OO
Wed(U0)7 00

Mon-Thu (1:45) 4 30 7 15 10O()

Sa#.A*n.

Presented in DTS Dignl Sound
11:201:25

3:30 7.00 10

(R)

1:15

BEVERLY CONNECTION rifciiaii 3 (Q)
Presented m DTS Digit*l Sound

11:25135 3:50 605
Sap Adm. Tane«ls(R)

8:20 10 30

^'""^^^^^T'TT'T^"

V

To advertise
In the

Bruin
Movie

Guide,

call

310.825.2161
•"errrr!::
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Information S»—Ions;

Internships in

Washin^toTi. D.C.

?

April 19 Thurs 5-6pni

April 24 Tuos 5-€pm

Deadline: April 27 Friday

Housing, UC President's Scholarship, Stipend
Program and a Loan Program are available

Students lioiii ALL MAJORS '^M

''REAL WORLD'' cxiMiiciKr as

Intciii in IVashhigUm, D.C. lot

\\\v Fall Omirter 2001

I^viiii iriorc {iboiit iiit4Tnshi|)s at t\w

Superior Court,

Dept. OfEducation,
Dept OfJusticBy

Woodrow Wilson Center
and othci-s...

~ M\|>l()n> cuitHT options
— Apply & loarii now skills in a

prorcissional s(>ttin|<

— Mc'ct stndcMits from other colleges & univ.
— Make pmf(»ssional contatts
— Ton wook, Fnll-tiuio intornship

ra hold at EXPO, Room200,
Strathmore Building in front of Lot 8.

Any quosdono call Dario at

(310)206-9980
or dbravo@saonct.ucla.edu.

Appllcatloiis and Info aboat tho
Washington, D.C Program

will bo givon out at tho mooting.

I

I
review program

...continues to
set the standards
that others want

to follow!

Si Jill lip by yoiirsolf before
April 27th diid receive:

SO"" offtlieftillcoiu'se tuition,

Sij»ii lip wilb ti friend before

A|>ril 27tll *iiul receive:

MnHin iK^nninin
(Certain Restrictions Apply.)

ERKELEY

TEXPO internships &
Study Abroad Services

UCLA Career Center

Strathmore Building

2nd Floor

(310)825-0831

www.career.ncla.edii4Bipo

Ihe Berkeley Review frovidesi

r^.E-v-i.E-w
Specidli/ini; in MCAT Prepcirdtion

14 Weeks Of Review And Testing Of

Important MCAT ConceptSv^i ^.f,f.^i^

,

100 Hours Of Scheduled Lecture Topics

In The Classroom,/_^ui^^uf.,f,^,|^,f

200 Hours Of Office Hours To Supplement

The Lecture Topics,jU,L^i^L^'^/_^_^,

20 Hours Of Supplemental MCAT-Style

Problem Solving Sessions,f^,f.^.4^|

10 Full-Length Mock MCAT Exams

During The Program ,/^i,^u/-fv/-././

4 Scheduled Full-Length Mock MCAT

Exam Testing Dates^^^f,/._,^^uf-v/^/^

2800 Pages Of Review Notes Covering

Important MCAT Concepts^/^jL^^^f^^f,

1400 MCAT-Style Passages With Clear

And Detailed Solutions./,,,uf4^_^^^f

Exceptional Instructors For Each Of

The Six Topic Areas Of The MCAT^^^

Excellent Review Materials That You

Get To Keep And Take Home./^f^^^L^

Application Assistance, Interview

Workshops, And Mock Interviews^f,/.^!

-«M27
www.berkeley-review.com

Gaines' affection toward

plantation still runs deep
BOOK: Inspiration came

from nostalgia for aimt;

works cover life in South

By Cain Burdeau
The Associated Press

Pecans cover the graveyard where

his aunt and kin are buried.«ln a way,

the graveyard is about the only living

thing left from his boyhood: The
plantations gone, so too, are the old

slave quarters where he was born.

On weekends, Ernest J. Gaines,

one of the nation's most acclaimed

authors, escapes Lafayette and

returns to Pointe Coupee Parish,

where he was born.

Since his 1993 award-winning

book, "A Lesson Before Dying," put

him in the limelight with an appear-

ance on "The Oprah Winfrey Show"
and on best-seller lists, the peace of

his native land is that much more
important to Gaines, a modest and
retiring man.
—- Gaines is candid about his boy-

hood and rural past. It inspired eight

books and four movies, including the

1973 hit "The Autobiography of

Miss Jane Pittman" that chronicles a

110-year-old woman's emancipation

at the end of the Civil War, to the

struggle for civil liberties a century

later.

Like a recurring dream, Gaines

goes back to the River Lake planta-

tion and to the banks of the False

River, an oxbow lake left behind

years ago when the Mississippi River

changed course about 20 miles north

of Baton Rouge.

"We have a camp there now, we
have a trailer," he said, sitting in his

one-room office at the University of

Louisiana at Lafayette. A February

gloom deepens the shadows on his

bookshelves, around the framed por-

traits of Ernest Hemingway and
William Faulkner staring from the

wall above his head.

"We have a big pier, we can sit on
our porch, we have rocking chairs

and we have swings facing the river,"

said Gaines, who turned 68 this

January.

It sounds idyllic.

Yet, it's thre same land - the same
horizon - that tied his family for five

generations to the cane fields of the

River Lake plantation.

What keeps him going back?

He explained: "I was attached to

the lady who raised me - my aunt

who raised me - and the earth and
the people."

At 12, he was left in the care of his

maternal aunt Augustecn Jefferson,

whom he calls the greatest influence

on his work and life.

"The aunt who raised me was crip-

pled," Gaines said. "She never

Walked a day in her life but she taught

me the importance of standing."

"She cooked our food. We had to

bring everything to her to the old

wood stove. She washed our clothes -

she washed them in this aluminum
tub and she sat on a bench and
washed on a washboard. She ironed

our clothes. She went into the garden

in the afternoon when it was cool

enough. She'd crawl over the floor

and down into the garden. We have a

pecan tree in the backyard; she'd

crawl over the yard and pick up
pecans."

"She did all these things but never

complained. Never, ever, ever com-
plained, winter and summer," he

emphasized.
" rve been asked, 'Why do you put

your characters in such problems?

They all have a hard row to hoe.' I

say, well, I don't know how one can

improve oneself unless he clearly

works at it.

"I knew people, sharecroppers,

who went into the field before the sun

came up and came out at night and at

the end of the year they did not have

any money.

"So, those are the people I love,

those are my heroes. I di<Jn't havt:
generals, or politicians, or great

spokesmen as heroes; as a child I had

those people."

His loyalty to, and love for, his

people play out in his books: His

characters cannot leave, break family

ties, sever their Southern roots.

" In just about everything I've writ-

ten, in just about every book, there's

somebody in there who cannot leave.

There's Jane Pittman. Or in 'A

Gathering of Old Men,' Charlie tries

to run away. Or Grant in 'A Lesson

Before Dying': He leaves, but comes
back. Catherine Carmier can't leave.

'Of Love and Dust,' the guy thinks

he's going to leave but dies - Marcus
dies. So they all think they're going to

leave, but they end up taking on their

own responsibility right here,"

Gaines said.

His voice falters, lunges, gurgles; .

its sound is faintly Cajun, West Coast

cosmopolitan, Creole.

This bifurcation runs through his

works, boils and stews his themes and
characters. It's there thematically:

individualism vs. community; ideal-
-

ism vs. pragmatism; lust vs. quietude.

And his plots churn with contorted

and complex black-white relations,

trapped yet also freed by a history of

slavery, segregation and violence.

They are classic themes. Likewise,

Gaines, a kind of classicist himself,

returns faithfully to the literary

giants.

Portraits of William Faulkner and
Ernest Hemingway dominate his

office, sit in judgment. Fyodor
Dostoevsky and Ivan Turgenev are

heard in his passages; he's picked up
their accents and idiosyncrasies, and
admired them like fathers. Faint

traces of Jean Toomcr's burning

cane, train whistles and brilliant

moons alight onto Gaines' sparse,

mathematical and raw lines.

The Aivociated Ptess

Author Ernest Gaines poses outside his Lafayette, La. home. Gaines
has often sought the peace of his rural past at River Lake plantation.

The Asiociated Press

The makers of "Last Stand of the Tallgrass Prairie' believe the prairie

shown here is North America's most endangered ecosystem.

Documentary focuses on

decline of nation's prairies

FILM: Frequent burning,

cattle grazing beneficial

to expansive grassy fields

soil as it lives and breathes. Cattle

munch tender new shoots just as buf-

falo did centuries ago. Streaks of fire

zigzag through a black prairie night.

The wind rustics grasses with names
l ike^liltle blue stem, prairie smoke.

By Libby Quaid
The Associated Press

Walt Whitman found the greatest

scenery not in Yosemite, Niagara

Falls or Yellowstone, but in the unas-

suming ' countryside across

America's midsection.

"I am not so sure, but the prairies

and plains," he wrote in 1879, "while

less stunning at first sight, last

longer, fill the aesthetic sense fuller,

precede all the rest, and make North
America's characteristic landscape."

That is what the makers of a new
documentary (airing Friday at 9

p.m. on most PBS stations) say

about the tallgrass prairie. North
America's most endangered ecosys-

tem. Swaying plumes of native grass-

es once stretched from Texas to the

Canadian province of Manitoba, but

today the tallgrass prairie gently

rises and falls on only a few million

acres in Kansas and Oklahoma.
An audience gathered for a recep-

tion recently at the Smithsonian's

National Museum of American
History saw a preview of "Last

Stand of the Tallgrass Prairie," along

with a book and exhibit.

The scientists, ranchers, cowboys
and American Indians who appear

in the documentary come from
prairie country, as do Kansas City,

Mo.-based filmmakers Aimee
Guignon Larrabee and John Altman
(a cousin of director Robert
Altman's and maker of more than

two dozen documentary films of his

own). Singer-songwriter Lyie Lovett

hosts and actor Michael Murphy
narrates.

Altman's initial reaction to his

partner's idea for a film was skepti-

cism': **You want to make a film

about grass growing? Maybe next we
can do one on paint drying."

Ultimately, their film refiects the

prairie blazing star

The story is about nature and sci-

ence, Lovett writes in his introduc-

tion to the book, "but mostly, it's a

story of people and their connection

to a very special place."

Nature created the tallgrass

prairie over millions of years, as the

earth shifted and glaciers froze and
melted. The Rocky Mountains'
emergence created arid land to the

east, where grasses began to take

root.

Plants on the western plains

remained shorter, and the region

became home to shortgrass and
mixed-grass prairie. Winds from the

Pacific combined with moisture

from Canada and the Gulf of

Mexico helped create the tallgrass

prairie, or, as some call it. True
Prairie.

In the 150 years since Europeans
settled there - in Manitoba and the

Dakotas, in Minnesota, Iowa,

Illinois, Nebraska, Kansas,

Missouri, Oklahoma and Texas - all

but 5 percent of the rich, fertile tall-

grass soil has given way to row-crop

farming, particularly to corn and
wheat, domesticated cousins of the

wild grasses.

Nearly 30 years of research by
Kansas State University's Konza
Prairie Biological Station shows that

the cattle industry, along with fre-

quent burning, is critical to the sur-

vival of what's left.

"Setting fire to the land, covering

it with cattle, seems blasphemous,"

narrator Murphy says in the film,

explaining that grazing and burning

is good. "Leave this land alone, sci-

entists warn, and what remains will

be quickly lost to shrubland, forests,

taking with it secrets to agricultural

success, medicinal herbs, even ways
to keep our global temperature in

check."

MINIBAR
From page 24

because we didn't want to play fast,

dumb pop songs, " Jordan said. "Our
sound has changed since we've been
here, too. We doodle more, 'space

jam' a bit more. This album is very

precise. We've relaxed a bit now."

Although Minibar has come a long

way from playing Neil Young and
Beatles tunes in British pubs, it still

finds inspiration in music from many
different genres, ranging from Bob
Dylan to Elvis Costello and even

some Joni Mitchell.

However, Jordan acknowledges
thjit there are downfalls to being in

Southern California.

"
I was trying to write the other day,

and couldn't so I went for a walk on
the beach. It was sunny and all and

that just isn't good for songwriting

inspiration," he said with a laugh.

Ultimately, whether Minibar is

Americana roots, pop. folk or some
hybrid of all three, is irrelevant.

Minibar is Minibar, and will play

whatever music feels right, which is all

there is to it.

MUSIC: Minibar will be playing at The
Mint tonight at 10 p.m. and will have

several more shows in the Los Angeles

area in the next few weeks, its debut
album 'Road Movies' was released

April 10 by Universal Records.
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UCLA Recreation Youth Programs is hiring

energetic people to work with children as
summer camp counselors.

•^ Employment dates June 25-August 31

•> Pay Rate: $7.38-12.00/hour

•^ Morning, afternoon and all day shifts availabe

•> Applications available at the John Wooden Center

•> For more information on UCLA Recreation

Rummer Youth Programs visit our web site

'Www.recreation.uda.edu

C310) 825-5701

V ^s
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PIERCE COLLEGE
«f

Where Educatiofi Keeps Up With Fast-Paced Summer Schedules

D RRST CHANCE to apply for Pierce College Is May 14

Advance ahead or catch up with the accelerated summer semester

Q Choose from 250 UCLA compatible classes

Doni forget to register May 14! Last summer classes filled up quickly

D Spend 5 weeks in a summer session

Still have plenty of time for fun in the sun

Hit the beach

Go on vacation

Work some extra hours

Summer Sessions

June 18 to July 21

July 23 to August 25
Enjoy one session or join two!

Visit www.PIERCECOLLEGEcom or stop by at the crossroads of
Winnetka and Victory today
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This coupon entitles tlie bearer
to one FREE copy of

Check your newsstands April 30th.

Bruin Pr\da\
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UCLA

We are pleased to introduce
UCLA JEANS. Show your
Bruin spirit!

DESCRIPTION

SIZE UCLA JEANS
MEN WOMEN MED. BLUE

B DARK BLUE

IE TINT BLUE

28

to

42

to

13
EVtN UUMHW OOOMUMHK E BLACK

Price: $ 39.99
Email us: lyki@pdc.nct

Customer Service: 323.846.7290

AOdtaxpkMMppinamndtmntaing

Produced by
Lyki Apparel

under license

from UCLA*

JEANS 10% DISCOUNT C
'""^

Wear it proud.
For H .re Information, please call 323.846.7:

VWidunMS/12«1

Mail your Oder to: P.O. box iS9ig Loi A.ieiei, ca9Mis

Name

:

Charge to: QVISA QMC
Acct.#:

Signature

.Day Phone:

Size Color Quantity

Exp. Date:.

8hl|pplnQ Mbnnallon:

Name;^

Address:. f
.Day Phone:.

Pric«

Tax

City, state, zip:

TOTAL:

ChmH» should b* ntMl* piryabto to: LYKI APPAREL, INC.

You're About to Get Your Degree.

MOM Wm/M f
Right now the economy stinks Not exactly red hot news. So you're probably willing to start at the
bottom You'll have to. because every decentjob out there requires experience. The question is:

Just how entry-level will that first entry-levelJob be?

I ICTPlIERTIFIEI^iiliikklE^toJfEiit
mil

Earn a Guaranteed $30,000 Per Year As A Paid Intern m just
5 months.

Work In a field that is foscinating. vvsll compensated, and in demand in every
major city in the United States as well as internationally (like Paris, Bfriin, Bejing...)

Enter a profession for which the projected demand is huge, not just this year^but fbr

years to come.

Be earning up to $100,000 POf Year in less time than it took you to finish
yotir general ed. requirements.

If you're accepted Into the ICSE Program, you can expect all of the above and MORE.
By the end of your course of study you will have senior level, hands-on IT skills and will have
achieved these highly respected IT certifications:

1

CCNA CCDA CCNP CCOP CCIBWrttton
CCSA CCSe CNX HPCC

LPI
A-i-

ICNB
MCP

icsel
HiCSB

I
You don't have to be a computer science major to qualify If you have a passion for technology and if you've
earned (or are abou^ to earn) your bachelors degree, we want to tafk to you. \Ne are scheduling orientations
now for the July start Enrollment is extremely limited Calf immediately T Banwa. Senior Technical Recnjiter,
toll free at 1-866-226-ICTP (4287). or e^nail ttMrarrseictp.com

ICTP TECHNOLOGY TRAIWING • IT CAREERS
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Actor Will Smith and his son, Willard, appear during the 2000
Nickelodeon Kids' Choice Awards at the Hollywood Bowl.

Nickelodeon spices up

awards with panache
TELEVISION: Kids' Choice

offers youngsters chance

to vote for favorite artists

By Lynn Elber

The Associated Press

Those sinking Oscar ratings indi-

cate it's time for a new approach,
maybe pumping the ceremony up
with more juice, more jazz, more
electricity.

Or a dollop of slime might help -

like the green goo that has drenched
Will Smith, Rosie O'Donnell, James
Earl Jones and others during the wild

finale of each Nickelodeon Kids'
Choice Awards.

If the staid Academy Awards cere-

mony is the symphony orchestra of
awards shows, the 14-year-old Kids'

Choice is the kazoo band: noisy and
with a madcap exuberance all its

own.

Let the adults be proper. Children,
who know better, just want to have
fun as they celebrate their favorite

movies, TV shows, music and stars as

anointed in a nationwide poll.

This year's ceremony, live on
Nickelodeon at 5 p.m. Saturday from
Santa Monica, features perfor-

mances by nominees the Backstreet

Boys, Destiny's Child and Lil' Bow
Wow.

Scheduled presenters include

Eddie Murphy, Cameron Diaz,
Jackie Chan, Halle Berry, Sisqo and
Mike Myers.

Nickelodeon, the channel that

caters to the pint-size crowd, gets top
ratings for the show and reafTirms its

touch with its valuable core audience.

Artists connect with consumers
who have many buying years ahead
of them. And children get an awards
show to call their own - with parents

assured of a far tamer affair than, say,

Viacom Inc. sister station MTV's
racy event.

The Nickelodeon awards ceremo-
ny has unmistakable drawing power.
Last year's edition had an audience
of nearly 10 million, including more
than 4 million viewers over 18.

The guest list is consistently A-
plus, with Robert De Niro, Mel
Gibson, Jim Carrey, Cindy
Crawford, Madonna and Shaquille

O'Neal among past attendees.

Four-time host Rosie O'Donnell
was nearly lost to illness (a hand
infection) but she rebounded and will

again serve as master of ceremonies
for the event she calls a "blast." It's

the only awards show for which she'll

be the host of this year.

"Kids' Choice is a great way for

me to combine my love for kids and
comedy," said O'Donnell, a three-

time host of Broadway's Tony
Awards.

Someone who's kid-averse would
be in big trouble: the in-house audi-

ence is encouraged to scream, and
with gusto.

"We've handed out ear plugs the

last three years," Nickelodeon execu-

tive Albie Hecht said. "It's this non-
stop lovefest, screamfest, from the

audience. It's like being at one of the

original Beatles concerts."

A record 15 million votes were
cast last year through the Internet, by
phone and in stores. Although
Viacom companies field their fair

share of nominees, there's no monop-
oly - of the four nominated movies,
for instance, none is from Viacom-
owned Paramount.

Competing for favorite movie
honors are "Big Momma's House,"
"Charlie's Angels." "Dr. Seuss' How
the Grinch Stole Christmas" and
"The Nutty Professor II: The
K lumps."

Youngsters' picks have remained
consistent over the years, Hecht said.

They liked the hottest pop stars in

1988 - New Kids on the Block and
Debbie Gibson were part of the first

show - and they like them now.

Walters tackles adoption

in special with daughter
TELEVISION: Interviewer

says she wanted personal

touch for latest program

By David Bauder
The Associated Press

Barbara Wallers, television's most

famous interviewer, finally met a sub-

ject she wasn't willing to sit down with
- her daughter, Jackie.

Their relationship is the center-

piece of Friday's ABC special, "Born
in My Heart: A Love Story," about

adoption.

Two women who usually shy away
from discussing their private lives in

public open up for the cameras.

(There are limits, though - ABC and
Walters refuse to give her daughter's

last name, saying they want to respect

her privacy).

Walters wanted to take the person-

al approach for the program and
filled it with the adoption stories of

mostly ABC News employees.

Interviewing her own daughter,

well, that was too personal.

"I knew I couldn't do it," she said.

"I wanted her to be able to speak

freely. It's difficult when you're talk-

ing to your mother. And I didn't want
to be reacting."

Walters, moist-eyed, couldn't resist

reacting while watching the interview

from the wings. She walked on to the

set to hug her daughter when it was
done - all shown on camera.

The same probing that Walters

brings to her tangles with celebrities

seemed unimaginable in these cir-

cumstances.

"You don't usually say to your
child, 'Tell me what you really think

of me,"' she said. "Have you ever sat

down with your parents and had your

parents say. Tell me, how do you real-

ly feel? Do you love me? How much
do you love me?'"

Except for a brief talk with A&E
for a "Biography" show on her moth-

er, it was the first time Jackie had

appeared on camera to discuss their

relationship, Walters said.

After suffering three miscarriages,

Walters said she and her then hus-

band, Lee Guber, decided to adopt.

They picked up Jackie at the hospital

some 30 years ago when she was 4

days old.

The two women had a contentious

relationship during Jackie's adoles-

cence because Jackie had trouble

dealing with a famous mother. For

many years, Jackie would tell people

that her mother was a teacher.

Now a newlywed living in Maine,

Jackie runs a wilderness program for

troubled teen-age girls. Many of her

clients were adopted, and Walters

believes her daughter consented to

talk about her experiences partly so

they could relate to her.

"She loves me, and she knew this

was a program I thought was impor-

tant," Walters said. "And I think she's

very comfortable in her own life."

Jackie said she's never tried to find

her biological mother and has no
interest in doing so. If her daughter

changed her mind, Walters said she'd

be comfortable with that - now.

"When Jackie and I were going

through her adolescence, if she had

said, 'I want to meet ray Iriologica!

mother,' I would have thought, 'She's

not happy with me. I'm not doing my"
job.' Now if she did, I would really

understand and help."

Walters said she wasn't looking to

do a documentary on adoption. She
just wanted different stories, and
culled a remarkable variety from her

own office. Connie Chung and
Maury Povich talk about their saga;

and Tim Johnson discussed adopting

an abandoned Indonesian child, now
fully grown. Talk-show host Rosie

O'Donnell, also an adoptive parent, is

part of the show, loo.

It's the second - and last - Walters

special of the year. She's cut back on
them, and her once-frequenl celebrity

specials are now confined to one pre-

Academy Awards show.

Thai's because celebrity interviews

have become so commonplace, even

on her daytime talk show, "The
View," she said.

"I've just fell I've done them," she

said. "I've already done Julia Roberts

three limes Ihis year. To do her a

fourth time? She's adorable, but it just

gets harder and harder."

NORMAL
From page 24

one important question: Can two
people still love each other after one
or both undergoes a physical alter-

ation? Each character must deal with

this dilemma and each comes up with

his or her own answer. Thejourney to

that answer is well worth watching.

THEATER: "Looking For Normal' shows
at the Geffen Playhouse through May
6. Performances are Tuesdays
through Thursdays at 7:30 p.m., Fridays

at 8 p.m., Saturdays at 4 p.m. and 8:30

p.m. and Sundays at 2 p.m. and 7 p.m.

Tickets are available at the Geffen Box
Office at (310) 208-5454 or through

TIcketmaster at (213) 365-3500.

SOUNDBITE
From page 27

a.m.," which helped catapult Rob
Thomas and Co. to pop stardom.

So, on Semisonic's new album, the

band has moved away from cutesy

pop candy.

There is an urgency on "All About
Chemistry" regarding relationships

that struggle to find middle ground.

On "Bed," singer Dan Wilson

emotes, "If you feel like I'm asking

far loo much, we can keep in touch

and I'll find someone else to bed."

Admittedly, the songs here aren't

comprised of the basic pop hooks and
catchy choruses from the band's last

album; sometimes there isn't even

much of a discernible melody. But

there is an emotional buildup that

seems to reach its climax in songs like

"Act Naturally," about the facades

lovers put on to save dissolving rela-

tionships. As a result, the songs fit the

words and mood as they ramble musi-

cally like a lover who's lost in

thought.

But Wilson also knows how to

craft a tight pop song, as heard on the

first track "Chemistry," and the won-

derful song "Follow," which shows
how romance doesn't have to be a

cheesy sentiment with lyrics like

"Love me the best as you know and
everything else will follow." Also,

"One True Love," co-written by

Carole King, is another gorgeous,

understated love song.

Wilson's subtlety and delivery may
pose a problem to the casual listener

because the calm piano harmonies

and Wilson's low^cey performance

won't rapture the sensibility that

appreciates an addictive beat. But this

album takes chances by stripping the

extraneous sentiments of love, and

presents them unadorned, but, never-

theless, beautiful.

Sandy Vang
Rating: 8
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Be Smart*

Take a General Ed class at

Glendale Community College

Courses fully transferable to all

4-year colleges & universities

$11 per unit

Two 5-week Summer Sessions
June 4 to July 6
July 9 to August lo

• Fall Semester
Wed. Sept 5 to Dec 19

NEW 6-weel( Winter Session

Jan. 7 to Feb. 14

Spring Semester
Feb. 20 to June 12

seventy Ave years of educational excellence(i

Apply for Admission ONLINE!
www.glendale.cc.ca.us

8i8*24o*iooo
X5910

The

Pciiik^Daisv

Soi'os

lTll()\\Silij)S

For Now
AiiKTiaiiis

400 West 59tii Strekt,

New York, N^' 10019

212.547.6926

F.\x 212-548-4623

FELLOWSHIPS FOR GRADUATE STUDY
• Any academic discipline or professional field,

including the Fine and Performing Arts.

• Up to two years

• $20,000 annually in maintenance

• Half-tuition wiierever the recipient attends

• Any accredited university in the United States

• Thirty Fellowships: deadline November 30, 2001:

announcement March, 2002

• Looking for leaders who can give evidence of

creativity, accomplishment, and commitment to

„. the U.S. Constitution: and for whom graduate

education is relevant to their long-term career

goals.
-_—

-

Eligibility

• Senior in a bachelor's degree program: no more than

two years already in a graduate program

• Not more than 30 years of age as of

November 30, 2001

• Status as a "New American"

• Holder of a Green Card

• Naturalized Citizen

• Child of 1\vo Naturalized Citizen Parents

FOR MORE DETAILS AND AN APPLICATION,

SEE WWW.PDS0R0S.ORG
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AK DA

hoi apple pie
EVERY THURSDAY NIGHT

CLUB BLUE
HOLLYWOOD
1642 LAS PALMAS

SUPERSTAR DJ COOLWHIP: HIP HOP
DJ LEWIS ALBURN & KREMBO: TRANCE

2 ROOMS OF MUSIC / 2 FULL BARS
OUTDOOR PATIO / LOUNGE

ADMIT ONE FREE
BEFORE 10:30 WITH AD / 16 & OVER

PARnr& GUESTUSr INFO: 310/226/8421

BICYCLE
From page 24

expressed this concern. For Elejulde,

the pressure was actually worse

because she joined the cast one week

late. But with the support of a very

dedicated director and the two other

actors in the cast, she mastered her

character in very little time

"I only had two weeks to do a two-

hour play where my character has a

lot of monologues." Elejalde said.

"The greatest challenge for me was to

learn everything and give it the depth

it deserved."

"1 love the other two characters

that I work with, and the director is so

passionate and committed, he just

brought us into that world instantly,"

she continued. "He loves the play and

he communicated that love to us."

With only three weeks to prepare

before the play's debut in Los

Angeles, Hochberg and the cast were

also fortunate to have the support of

producer David Lee Strasberg and

the Lee Strasberg production crew.

The production of "A Bicycle

Country" truly proved it was a suc-

cess due to the teamwork of everyone

involved, from the actors to the set

designers.

"The designers that were hired at

the Strasberg Theater were top-notch

designers who made it easy for me to

achieve my vision and I worked well

with the set designer, sound designer,

lighting and costume designers, who
were so creative." Hochberg said. "It

was a terrific experience, one of the

best I've had."

With support coming from all

aspects of the production. Hochberg

was able to direct the play that,

according to Cruz, very closely

matched his original vision for the

play. This vision was to create some-

thing that allowed the audience to

find their own meaning.

"I'm not so much interested in

sending out a message,^' Cruz said.

"I'm interested in beauty, in being

touched profoundly when one sees a

piece of art, the power of art and how
a piece of writing can touch you. I

think everyone is entitled to interpre-

tations."

THEATER: "A Bicycle Country" plays at

the Marilyn Monroe Theater at the Lee

Strasberg Creative Center, 7936 Santa

Monica Blvd. in West Hollywood until

May 1 3, with limited run performances

Thursdays through Sundays. For ticket

pricing and information call The Lee

Strasberg Creative Center fcox Office at

(323) 650-7777 or go to www.stras-

berg.com.

WEB
From page 26

maybe just ubiquitous in Los

Angeles - "Club," the car anti-theft

steering wheel device. Priced nor-

mally at about $40, this item goes

for $89.99 on the Web site.

Additionally, a stainless steel Hoor

lamp, perfect for an apartment, is

perfectly out of the average college

student's budget at $199.99.

The Web site says it can afford to

give products away for free for two

reasons. First, when a person

rcturns[fTi?)rcbate form they are

asked to fill out a survey. The site

says this information is valuable for

marketing research on internet

commerce. Second, the site assumes

that after a consumer buys some
products with full rebates they'll

start buying products with lower

rebates as well, which will then turn

into profit.

On the downside, however,

according to a Wall Street Journal

article, the Better Business Bureau

gave Cyberrebate.com an "unsatis-;

factory" rating, mostly from com-

plaints that the company failed to

fulfill orders or give refunds.

So, while many deals can be had

at cyberrebate.com, buyers should

be wary - 10 to 14 weeks waiting for

a rebate check is a lot longer than a

four-week credit card pay period.

Chris Young
Rating: 6

FREE NOKIA CELL PHONE
MONTHLY
RATE

$49.99

$29.99

PLAN
MINUTES

400

120

FREE ADDITIONAL
NIGHT AND
WEEKEND
MINUTES

1,000

1,000

TOTAL
MONTHLY
MINUTES

1,400

1,120

LONG DISTANCE
INCLUDED IN

PLAN TO 50
STATES

FREE

FREE

?.!5^li^^ l^^^ ADDITIONAL 1 ,000 MINUTES FOR NIGHT AND
WEEKEND MINUTES EVERY MONTH FROM AT&T WIRELESS!

PtJVN INCLUDES YOI)Rn<)MR.STI(' LQNC. mSTXNCV CALI,S TO Al.l. SO S,^^TF^
VmH IN YOUR HnMKCAIIINfVAKFr THATS rh'ppgrT.

'^'"' ^"^

PREFERRED PAGERS
(800) 784-6183

Dr. PatricR Doyle, O.D.
EYES OF WESTW^OOD
EYE EXAMINATIONS-CONTACT LENSES HIGH-FASHION EYEWEAR

10930 WEYBURN AVE
3 10-208- 1384

IHE DDTEREINCE IS tllQH QUAUnr SERVICEI

CONTACT LENS
PACKAQE*
Includes eye exam.

nmng. 2 montti fotlow

up. and pa*/ of Ocular
Science daily

EYEGLASS
PACKAGE*

Includes exam, frame
and single vision

prescription lertses.

Eyas of

can help you
DOHM, ana
NNNC DOQWr,

too.

ComethnLASIH
Is it for you??

Be sure to ask Dr.

Ooyte. He has had

LASIK&ndis
extremely happy!

We accept UCLA's Vision Plan

Close to campus in Westwood Village

Across ^rom Jerry s famous Dell

aim II I'l il
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1200
1300
1400
1500
1600
1700
1800
1900
2000
2050
2100
2200
2300
2400
2500
2600

2700
2800
2900
3000
3ino
3200
3300
3400
3500
3600
3700
3800
3900
4000
4100
4200
4300
4400
4500

Campus Happenings
Campus Organizations
Campus Recruitment
Campus Services
Birthdays
Legal notices
Lost & Found
Miscellaneous
Personal Messages
Personals
Pregnancy
Recreational Activities

Research Subjects
Sperm / Egg Donors
Tickets Offered
Tickets Wanted
Wanted

¥?f/7^
Appliances
Art / Paintings
Bicycles / Skates
Books
Calling Cards .
Cameras / Camcorderf
Collectibles

Computers / Software
Furniture
Garage / Yard Sales
Health Products
Miscellaneous
Musical Instruments
Office Equipment
Pets
Rentals
Sports Equipment
Stereos / TVs / Radios
Table Sports

777ilHilillfhntilH
4600 Auto Accessories
4700 Auto Insurance
4800 Auto Repair
4900 Autos for Sale
5000 Boats for Sale
5100 Motorcycles for Sale
5200 Pariting

5300 Scooter / Cycle Repair
5400 Scooters for Sale
5500 Vehicles for Rent

7£mJ
5600
5620
5640
5660
5680
5700
5720

Resorts / Hotels
Rides Offered
Rides Wanted
Taxi / Shuttle Service
Travel Destinations
Travel Tickets
Vacation Packages

.fA/i

5800
5900
6000
6100
6150
6200
6300
6400
6500
6600
6700
6800
6900
7000
7100
7200

7300

1-900 numbers
Financial Aid
Insurance
Computer / Internet
Foreign Languages
Health / Beauty Services
Legal Advice / Attorneys
Movers / Storage
Music Lessons
Personal Services
Professional Services
Resumes
Telecommunications
Tutoring Offered
Tutoring Wanted
Typing >
Writing Help

'JJ^ ±Lnrrfi
7400

7600
7700
7800
7900
8000
8100
8200
8300

Business Opportunities
Career Opportunities
Child Care Offered
Child Care Wanted
Help Wanted
Housesitting
Internship
Personal Assistance
Temporary Employment
Volunteer

7Wrg
8400
8500
8600
8700
8800
8900
9000
9100
9200
9300
•J400
9500
9600
9700

Apartments for Rent
Apartments Furnished
Condo / Townhouse for Rent
Condo / Townhouse for Sale
Guesthouse for Rent
House for Rent
House for sale
Houseboats for Rent / Sale
Housing Needed
Room for Help
Room for Rent
Roommates - Private Room
Roommates <- Shared Room
Sublets
Vacation Rentals

$8.50

065
29.00

2.15

9600
5 75

$1.60

$225
$5 00

Classified Line Ads:
1 working day before printing,

at 12 noon.

Classified Display Ads:
2 working days before printing,

at 12 noon
There are no cancellations after

noon of the day before pnnting

haw to write
an efleGthie ad

• Start your ad with the

merchandise you are selling

This makes it easier for readers to

quickly scan the ads and locate

your Items
• Always include the pnce of youi

Item (\/lany classified readers
simply do not respond to ads
without puces
• Avoid abbreviations-make your
ad easy for readers to understand
• Place yourseljfin the reader's

position, ask what you would like

to know about the merchandise,
and include that in the ad Include

such information as brand names,
colors and other specific

descriptions

T^e ASUCLA Communications board fully supports the University ol CaWomias policy on nondiscrimination No medium shall accepi advertisements wittch pfesent persons of any origtn, race, sex. or sexual orientation in a
demeaning way or Imply that ihey are limited to positions, capat)Uities, roles, or status in society Neither the Daily Bruin nor the ASUCLA Communicaiions Board has investigated any ol the services advertised or the
advertisements represented in ttws issue. Any person bebeving that an advertisement in this issue violated the Board's policy on nondiscnminalion stated herein should communicaie compMainis in writing to the Business Manager.
Daily Bruin, 1 18 KercMiofl HaH, 306 Westwood Raza. Los Angeles, CA 90024. For assistance vwth housing discnmination problems, call the UCLA Housing Office at (310) 825-4271 or call the Westside Fair Housing Office at (310)
475-9671 Classified ads also appear on-line at httpy/www.dailytjruin ucia ado Placement on-Hoe is offered as a complimentary service lor customers and is not guaranteed The Daily Brum is responsitile for the lirst incorr
insertion only. Mirior typographical errors are not eligible lor refunds For any relund, the Daily Brum Classified Department must tie notified of an error on the first day of publication t>y noon.

1 1 8 Kerckhoff Hall
308 Westwood Plaza
Los Angeles. CA 90024

E-Mail: classifieds@media.ucla.edu
Web: http://www.dailybruin.ucla.edu

phone
Classified Une: C3103 825-2221

Fax C3103 206 0528
Classified Display: (310) 206-3060

Fax: C310) f06-0528

office houre
Mcyp-Thu 9 00am-3:00pm
Fn: 9am-2:30pm

One issue, up to 20 words
each addi'tional word

Weekly, up to 20 words
each additional word

Monthly, up to 20 words
each additional word

1 2 pt headline

16 pt headline

^Border

For Classified Display ads.

please see our rate card

for variable rate infomiation.

^1

payment
Please make checks payable to

"The UCLA Daily Brum." We
accept Visa. MasterCard, and
Disco'er credit cards. Allow 5
working days for mail payments.
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announcements
1100-2600

1100
Campus Happenings

2000
Personals

A GREAT GUY!
Handsome. Successful real estate tycoon

seeks beautiful, smart, classy, sexy woman
18-25 for romance and a wonderful life to-

gether 310-203-7883

LOVE? European writer/linguist, cosmopoli-

tan, accomplished, good-looking, middle-

aged, healthy lifestyle, loves literature/travel-

ing/outdoors, seeks attractive/smart/atfec-

tior^te young female, any race/origin, for

friendship, possibly romance/marriage. 310-

573-4020/mani© munich.com

Alcoholics Anonymous
Mon. Dbcuuion, Fri. Slip S»u6y. 3506 Adcarmon

Tlmn. Book Study, 3508 Adnnnon
M/T/W Rm. DMttal A3-029

Wad. Rm. A3- 029
Dbcussion, Al limM 12:10- lOOpm

for leohoUem or mdMdiMlt mhe hava dhnkktg pntlam.

1300
Campus Recruitment

BREAK INTO ACTING
Prepare for a Career IS

a Professional Actor by

Studying From Industry

Insiders

•Prelnami CmrOHMiq

•aa3sttiil1iHlt.IVtFii

ranwiNNiQ

Itiilacionj

818.784.6500

iiiioi^liiiiil fitfctfiiriclonl

www.tvistudios.com

1800
Misceilaneuus

2050
Pregnancy

HOMICIDAL ABORTION Known in medical

diction as concepticide, homicidal abortion is

the nK)st prevalent form of homicide. Juridic

Embassy ambOjurkJic.org

21OO
Recreational Activities

10 WEEK INTENSIVE
E.S.P. COURSE

Explore your natural psychic abilities for a

consciously aware Life. Take your life to a

new level. Come to free previews in W.L.A.

April 18 and May 2, Pasadena May 3. Class-

es start May and August Or join JacQuae-
line at the Pasadena Lifeways Expo April 20-

22 at Masonic Temple, 210 South Euclid.

Call Triune Light Center 1-688-827-1186.

SWIM LESSONS/
WATER POLO

INSTRUCTION Private or group lessons

Your pool or ours. Collegiate and internation-

al experience. Matt:562-987-3423.

2200
Research Subjects

CARN $$$
For giving your opinion on mari<et research-
products, TV, etc. Ages 5-54. No accents
please. 818-609-1850.

SEXUAL ASSAULT
SURVIVORS

Wanted for research study Get $15 gift cer-

tificate to Amazon.com for completing 10-

minute, web-t>ased survey Anonymous and
confidential. Women, 18-35 years old, who
have been raped or sexually assaulted in the

past 5 years, please call or e-mail lin-

das@rand.org, 310-393-0411x6152 for

password www.rand.org/crim/saws RAND
is a non-profit research organization in Santa

Monica.

WOMEN AGES 18-40 WITH and WITHOUT
PREMENSTRUAL SYNDROME'wanted for

a 4-month study of hormone in response to

progesterone or prozac challerige. The study

entails mood diaries, blood test and 2 spinal

taps, and taking progesterone or prozac.

May be paid up to $200-400 for your time.

Contact Linda Goldman, RNP UCLA OB-
GYN 310-825-2452.

2300
Sperm / Egg Donors

Pay your tuition

with eggs.

If you're a woman between 18

and 35, you can earn money easi-

ly, anonymously. Donate your
*

eggs to an infertile couple.

$3,500 and up. depending on

you education and other qualifi-

cations. Call Today.

The CEf^TER FOR Egg Options

310/546-6786

WTho Center for Egg Optiont. '.LC

2300
Sperm/Egg Donors

EGG DONOR
Late 40's, marned women looking for Jewish
coed interested in helping to create a child

$2500+ negotiable Please call June 310-
376-7000

SPECIAL EGG DONOR
NEEDED

Loving black couple is hoping to find an intel-

ligent and compassionate woman of African
descent. College education, Age 18-28,
Compensation up to $5,000 00 The many
eggs your body disposes of each month can
help an infertile woman to have a baby
Please call Tina at 626-583-8404 Email:
Tina-B@worldnet.att.net

index

2200
Research Subjects

CHRONIC BAD BREATH Earn $50 and

learn to control bad breath. Clinical study m
Culver City 310-815-1829. 310-210-7805.

SEVERE
PRE-MENSTRUAL
SYMPTOMS STUDY

UCLA is conducting a study using an Investi-

gational medication for women with

SEVERE Pra-menstmal symptoms. You fnay

qualify for this study If you experience some
of the following symptoms during the week
before your menstrual cycte: 'depressed

mood, 'tension. •irrttibUlty. 'feeling suddenly

sad or tearful, 'IncrMMd sensitivity to rejec

tk}n. Qualifying particlpaniB must: 'have reg-

ular fTwnthly menstnial Cycles, 'be between
the ages of 18 arxl 45, 'not be using medica-

tions for the treatment of PMS (including an-

tidepressants, herbal treatments or birth con-

trol pills) All study related evaluations and
medication will be provided at no cost to you.

You will be paid $175 If you complete the 7-

8 month study. Some women will receive

only inactive drug (placetx)).

INTERESTED? CALL
LINDA GOLDMAN, RNP.

UCLA DEPT OF
OB/GYN 310-825-2452

Calling all angels

• e fl*5
Compensation

THE EGG
DONOR

PROGRAM
Help a couple achieve their dream and
you'll receive the highest compensation
and most personalized attention from the
oldest donor program In LA.

We screen recipient parents, too

Shelley Smith ma.. m.f.c.c

323-933-0414
The Egg Donor Program/Tho Surrogacy Program
«-mall ssmlthMFCCOaol.com-Establlshed in 1990
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Reason #1 to use

bruin%valk.com

to check your UCLA ennai

jny.ucla T bruinwalk.com

bruinwalk.com supports your existing Bruin Online email account

and lets you send and receive e-mails in HTML. That's right. Links,

colors, and pictures too. But that's not all— bruinwalk.com ennail

also has spell check and lets you send and receive attachments.

bruinwalk.com— the best way to check your UCLA e-mail.

^rrr-

bruinwalk.com
UCLA Hnail with spel check, attachments, and liM

m
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2300
Sperm/Egg Donors

K you are male, in college or have a college

degree, you can earn up to $600/mo, call for

details on our anonymous sperm donor pro-

gram Receive free comprehensive health

screening & help infertile couples So it

you're looking for a great job and a little extra

cash, call us first. 310-824-9941.

JEWISH EGG DONORS
NEEDED

$10,000 (plus all expenses). We have many
infertile families in need of the help of com-

passionate omen in order to reali2e their

dream of having a child We are seeking

women v^ho are attractive, intelligent, bet-

ween tlie ages of 18-30, physically fit and

maintaining a healthy lifestyle. If you have a

desire to help a family and would like more

information please contact us. 1-800-564-

8828 or 1-619-234-6649. Email: dar-

lene@aperfectmatch.com www.aperfect-

match.com

^

^

Egg Donors Needed
Healthy females ages 19-28

wishing to help infertile couples.

$5,000

Call MIRNA (818) 832-1494 ^

SPECIAL EGG DONOR NEEDED Seeking

healthy and intelligent woman, 21-29 years,

blonde hair, blue or green eyes, 5'-5'10Mall

with high SAT or ACT scores Blood type A,

B. or AB. Compensation $6000 Please call

OPTIONS 800-886-9373 ext. 741.

3500
Furniture

HIGH QUALITY. ALL UN-USED. Mattress-

set $150. Sofa/loveseat $495. Slipcover-sofa

$550. Seven-piece dining room $795 Bunk-
t>eds w/mattresses $150. Headboards $15.

310-393-2338

MATTRESS SPECIALS
NEW INNERSPRING twin sets $99.95. Fulls

$12995, Queens $169.95 and Kings

$199.95. Also, Sealy. Stearns and Foster at

lowest prices. 310-477-1466.

J— 3800
^Miscellaneous

IT'S T-SHIRT WEATHER
T-shirts from $5, lowest prices on the Inter-

net. Discount event merchandise, left-over

from recent events www alleventstore com

Stereos/TVs/Radios

BIG SCREEN 45" color TV $575 obo. Color

TV 27" near new $175 Color TV 35" near
new $395. 310-313-6449.

AA <^AAm^

transportation
4600-5500

^900
Autos for Sale

1982 MERCEDES 300D turbo deisel. 25
mpg Good mnning condition. $2900 Grey,

280K miles. 310-995-0823.

1984 HONDA PRELUDE. Silver, sunroof,

A/C, runs great, 160k miles, $500 obo Bret

310-794-6970

1990 ACURA LEGEND
Five-speed, red w/leather interior. 130,000
miles Excellent mechanical condition

$5,000 Ask for Lisa or Terry: 626-398-9429

1990 HONDA CIVIC Hatchback, red w/black

interior, 4spd, excellent condition. Cassan-

dra 310-445-5319.

Classifieds

825-2221

^900
Autos for Sale

1995 MITSUBISHI
3000GT

Fully loaded automatic, dark green w/tan

leather interior, sunroof, new transmission,

new sport tires. $14,500ot>o. Anita:310-206-

6704.

1996 SATURN SL2
4cloor, automatic, manual, door lock-^wind-

ows, 10 disc cd changer, 79800miles. $8000
(according to kbb) Sam:31 0-824-3451.

POLICE IMPOUNDS. Hondas as low as
$500 for listings 1-800-319-3323 ext.A214.

1991 SATURN SC-2. 2 door, white/tan, all

power, air, am/fm cassette, excellent A 1 con-

dition. Maintenance records Good gas.
$4,300. Teresa: 310-204-5140.

1993 SATURN SC2. Automatic, black interl-

or/extenor. power* sunroof/windows/locks.

Leather seats, security system, A/C, excel-

lent condition $7000 310-230-0425.

1994 MERCURY SABLE
WAGON

Green, 4dr automatic. V6 3.8 liters. Fully

loaded, airbags, alarm, immaculate. 73K
miles. $5800otX) Jo:310-825-5719.

5700
Travel Tickets

FLY SUPER
(323) 277-4595
LATIM AMKPICA SPECIALISTS

I
Mexico City

I
Cuodataiora

I
Nicaragua

I
Panama

I Honduras

|Ginxat

I
Cost* lyc*

ftltafi

New York
S259

.

Lima/Peru

luciMM Alnf
» dg ChU»
Bogota/ColomtMo

Ouilo/Guayoquil

Guolemata

Rip/Brazil

259
LONDON $370.
PARIS $439

.

Bu»ine»» 4 Lei«ur» Travel
Boston

I Phiiodetphio
'

jChicogo

I
Houston

Dallot

I
Washington

St. Louis

I Son Francisco

Vacationsl
S321 CMOSMLMAsI
>321 MAZATUM
«369 na VAOMTA
$510 CMCim

y Great Summer

^ "" Discounts Now!

VICfORYTRAVEL.COM
-m«H: victory trmmmmmrthilnk.ift
Soma raunctiona m>f»( TuM not includKl CST>;05]M < JD

fmw% ar« OW h—rt on R/T purchaM

iravet
5600-5720

GET THE HELL OUT OF
HERE!

Mexico, the Caribbean or Jamaica
$250/round trip. Hawaii $119/one way. Other

worldwide destinations cheap. Book tickats

online www.airtech com or toll free 877-air~

tech.

5680
Travel Destinations

I • 4/

APRIL 20th FRIDAY 7:30pm

ticket
GIVEAWAY

2 RT TICKETS TO LONDON
on VIRGIN ATLANTIC

4 EURAIL PASSES

2 BUSABOUT PASSES

1 CONTIKI TOUR

2 HOSTEL VOUCHERS
FREE TRAVEL GUIDEBOOKS

PLUS MANY OTHERS„.

Everyone that

comosMtsSSO
toward Contiki!! I

S2.S5 Jaeger Shots
S2.50 Pints
t-i"*-DJ and Bands

^MH 109"7 Glendon Ave.

The Westwood Brewing Co
at the corner of Glendon and Kinross
m 1"<HIU1 TO fMt« AND A •

(310) UCLA-FLY TRAVEL

5700
Travel Tickets

AQUA TRAVEL INC
WORLD WIDE LOWEST AIRFARES

MAKE YOUR OA/N AIR CAR HOTEL
RESERVATXDNAT

t)ttp//www.prtsmoweb. com/aquatrovel

24HOURSADAY
Lowest Domestic and
International Aitlares

Tour Packages

Euroilposs

Hotel Accommodations
Car Rentals

*Asia*Africa*Australia*Europe*Soutti

Anr)erica*lndia*Canada*Mexico*Hawaii*

Special domestic & Infemtionol Airfares Ava'lable
Prices aie njbiect to cfxjnge without notice

AvailooMiv mov be imitetj and jom* restrictions may
ODciy Ptuj Tones

PHONE (310) 33&^G25
984 1 Airport Bl, Sutle 506, Los Angeles CA^0O45

5720
Vacation Packages

Bali:16-Day Tour $2199
Peru: 21 -Day Tours $2599. Nepal: 17-Day
Tours $2599. Student Discounts Available.

www.eastrips.com

S900
Financial Aid

LOANS AVAILABLE
No application fee. High approval Low
Interest rate Bankruptcys welcome. Toll

Fpee 1-877-494-4843
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HIV Testing & Counseling

because the Ashe Center cares about you

Visit the Ashe website for more information, request

an appointment or ask a health related question-

www, studenthealth.ucla.edu

or call 825-4073

ucia Ashe Center

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

1 Impulsive

5 Festive

9 Breezy
1

4

Ancient Empire
1

5

City in Yemen
1

6

Foy or Cantor
1

7

Fairly large

1

9

Royal headdress
20 Oath words
21 Glimpse
22 Feed the fire

23 Takes off

25 Rain hard
26 Opposing vote
27 Bedroom piece
30 Deep black

33 Singer Bonnie
34 Pierre's drink

36 Swit co-star

37 Snowbird
38 Money owed
39 Carnival city

40 On the —

:

undecided
41 Bog
42 Grassland
44 "Amazing!"
45 Silo companion
46 Disheartened
50 Bonkers
52 Chocolate candy
53 Comic Chariotte
54 Rowery scent
55 In disagreement
57 Tremendously

excited

58 Go
backpacking

59 Smell
60 Rockhound's

find

61 Headliner

^ Messes up

DOWN
1 Inflexible

PREVICXJS PUZZLE SOLVED

M A Y A K 1 C K

1

1 T E M
O X E N 1 V A N M A X 1 M
A L A 1 L 1

E
M O P R 1 M E

T E R M 1 T Q] A G L E S
A C E D B L E E D S

M 1 S T E R c H E A T
A D 1 E ua G E A R

s
M D s

K E N IPE A N u T E A
T
u
EBQia V E T m A B A

[H E A L S C L O N E D
s H O U L D

B
p O E M

T U S 8 L E R
A

u M B L E D
o R A T E A F R A

S
E
N
R O

p O K E R L 1 N T 1 THA R Y 1 N K S T A K E

4-19^1 ® 2001, Unted Feature Syndcate

2 Battery part

3 Ice-cream
utensil

4 Owned
5 High spirits

6 AxTike tools

7 Onion's kin

8 Shoes — socks
9 Most saturated

10 Dialects

1

1

Mont neighbor
12 Calamitous
13 "-.team!"
18 Mist

22 Look after

24 Soprano Moffo
25 In a — : quickly

27 Prom, e.g

28 Any time at all

29 Umbrella
parts

30 Teacup handle
31 Radar-screen

image

32 Aroma
33 Small quarrel

35 Ultimate

37 Actor Seinfeld
38 Early morning
40 Shes engaged!
41 "Eek!"elicitor

43 On the train

44 Laundry need
46 Sports

commentator
Mike

47 Nearer the
facts

48 Diner
49 Office

furniture

50 Vitality

51 Miscellany
52 Make an

afghan
54 Hang back
55 Exclamations
56 Bauxite, eg.

1 2 3 4

1
5 3 / 3

1

i~~ 10 11 12 13

14 lb IB

TT '

15

20

i
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6100
Computer/ Internet

A GREAT DEAL!
Mac PowerPC 7100-8100 $199-$299 in-

cludes monitor. Pentium 1 complete system,
includes monitor $249. 310-476-5076

6600
Personal Sen/ices

6700
Professional Services

idEa247.COM
INTERNET RESOURCES Web design, de-
velopment, tutorials, hosting affiliates, do-
main names/dreamweaver, global news,
lava script, CGI Cold Fusion
hlfp.7/www idea247.com

6150
Foreign Language

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING

Comprehensive Oissenation Assistance

Theses, Papers and Personal Statements
Proposals and Books

International Students Welcome. Since 1985
Sharon Bear. Ph.D. (310) 470-6662

www BearWrite com

Preparation For Jeiro Business
Japanese Test June 23nl
Sanu Monica CollrKr

(.»I0) <<». <<(!<)

<>:(M>un-Nooa

I.A (in CollrKr

(<^Mb6<>-IOIH
i:<M)-^;«(Opiii

April 2 J -June 2, 6 SoturOays (May 26th no (last)

Price $80

6300
Legal Advice/Attorneys

CONSUfdER PROTECTION. Lemon law,
aulomobile dealer Iraud, repossessions,
abusive debt collection. UCLA law graduate.
Contingent tees/costs available Alec True-
blood: 310-443-4139

lAiVCO 2001
Lost art tmvnmi^ t today wtth modsm mommI po«»ar.

^••1 !>*• h«ai of uotlc adgy dance.
Learn with lango master, antoy maaling (riervte. dVKkrig.

food, drtnkj untN mtdntght

Wednesdays. 7:30 pm it Hollywood Dane* Center,

817 N. HijMind Ave, (crossing Melrose)

<323> 848 8291

Brentwood Dermatology

Medkal Group

Jock H. Silvers, MD
lliplonialf iiflht;An»encaiili(ianJ.i(l>rniutolii({\

/lllstate.
Vbu're in good hands.

Mike Azer Insurance Agency Inc

(3 1 0) 3 1 2-0202
128 1 WestxA/ood Blvci
C2 t>lks So of \A/llsr>lre)

24 Hours o Doy Service

• UpomKtkm • Botox • Collaf^en

• Fat injections to sifcniflcanily

reduce facial lines

• Laser removal of brown spots,

tattoo's and veins

• Mole removal with great

aesthetic outcome
• a GENERAL DERMATOLOGY

7200
Typing

THE TYPING GUYS: Get your papers done.
Fast and cheap Pick-up and delivery avail-

able. $12/hr. Call 310-827-2777

WORD PROCESSING specializing in thes-
es, dissertations, transcription, legal, psych,
resumes, fliers, brochures, mailing lists, re-

ports. 310-828-6939.

10% w/ mention of Ad

Preceplorship availavle for

'

medical and P.A. students.

Office located on

San Vicente in Brentwood

310-826-2051'

w¥t¥i.tksih9nMm

i i i A J J il

7700
Child Care Wanted

ENERGETIC, FUN BABYSITTER NEEDED
for 2 kids 7&4. Flexible hours, Tuesday
Thursday, Friday afternoons and Saturday.*
Some evenings/travel possible. Must haMe
experience/references. Call 310-393-4054

EXCEPTIONAL P/T BABYSITTER WANT-
ED: For 2 exceptional young children We
are seeking a highly reliable person who is

loving and has a sincere interest in child de-
velopment. Experience w/kids & own car a
must. 1-2 evenings/week plus 1-2 weekend
days .$l2/hr Fax resume & references to
310-454-3994.

niimrj.

Dally Bruin Classified Thursday, Anril 19, 2001 7^1
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NO RECOVERY NO FEE
NO COST Sexual harrassment. Discrimina-
tion, Auto-accidents, Slips/falls. f^YER LAW
FmM. Westside. Scoll D Myer(UCLAW86).

,www tie stUwya r.con t 3tO-g77 -300Q,

6700
Professional Services

A FREE SESSION
PSYCHOTHERAPY/COUNSELING for de-
pression, anxiety, obsessions, post-traumat-
ic stress.etc. Couples/Individuals. Crime vic-

tims may be eligible for free treatment. Call
Liz Gould(MFC#32388)©310-578-5957 to
schedule free consultation

7000
Tutoring Offered

AAA TUTOR'S CLUB
A HOU^E TUTORING service for all subjects,
grades K-12. Lowest prices guaranteed! For
more information call 310-444-0449.

AfklERICAN HUSBAND (currently college in-

structor, f^BA Wharton. UPenn) and Korean
wife (UCLA Grad, middle school teacher) will

patiently tutor English speaking and writing
310-559-0123.

PERSONAL INJURY/
D.U.I. DEFENSE

Auto Accidents

Motorcycle Accidents

Jilip & Fall • Pedestrian

No Recovery • No Fee

(310) 552-0007
Free Con.sultaljon

UwOffitfSofDonaJd R Hartiinian

ATTENTION MBA, LAW, MEDICAL
SCHOOL APPLICANTS! Frustrated devel-
oping your crucial personal statements? Get
professional help from well-known au-
thor/consultant 310-826-4445. www winning-
personstatement.com.

CREATIVE EXPERTISE
MBA & OTHER
PERSONAL

STATEMENTS,
RESUMES

Personalized, professional assitance Wnt-
ing, editing, dissertation formatting, tran-
scribing. Ace Words, Etc 310-820-8830.

CHEMISTRY ORGANfC CHEMfSTRY
PHYSICS, BIOLOGY PHYSIOLOGY
STATS By doctoral student, w/lots of teach-
ing expenence. Fee negotiable/money-back
guarantee Call Greg, 310-397-0547.

MATH AND PHYSICS
TUTORING

OFFERED for all grade levels and most col-

lege level courses. Group rates available.

Call:310-413-7620.

employment
7400-8300

$500-1 000/MONTH P/T
Seeking motivated students lor marketing in-

ternet, cellular and long distance accounts
Serious inquiries only. Call for rec. info:888-

432-4890.

EARN IMMED. INCOME
100% Home-Based Business w/NYSE Tele-

com. Serious earning potential. No experi-

ence necessary. Work P/T from home
www.zibglb.comAunger

ONLINE MARKETING
Learn the truth about online marketing!

httpV/hop.cttcktjanicnet/rTop.cgl?mvp77Z£—

bigdogs

FEMALE AFTER-SCHOOL CHILD
CARE/DRIVER for 2 kids (10&13). M-F, 3-
7pni Bel Air Must have car/references Eliz-
abefh: 310-472-9920 evenings/fax 310-472--
9178 ASAP!

FEMALE BABYSITTER for 20-monlh yrold
girl 4- lOhrs/wk Must have car and referenc-
es and experience w/children Close lo
UCLA, $9/hr 310-205-0903

MARY POPPINS TYPE
Weekend nanny/housekeeper needed -i- 3
weeknights. 7am Sat-9pm Sun. Bel-air.
Expenence and references required Call'
310-889-1840.

7800
Help Wanted

$$Get Paid For Your
Opinions!$$

Earn^ $15-$ 125 and more per survey!
. wYWV.mQney4Qpifuon'i com

7800
Help Wanted

A PERFECT STUDENT
JOB!!!

AFTERNOONS DURING SCHOOL, Fulltime

during Quarter Breaks and Summer Vaca-
tions! Work at the most famous tennis shop
in LA. Work experience not necessary Mini-

mum pay $7.50/hr "String for the
pros!"Westwood Sporting Goods. 1065 Gay-
ley Ave 310-208-6215.

ACCESS TO A COMPUTER? PUT IT TO
WORK! Up to $25-75/hr. PT/FT.
wwwEamEZbucks.com. 888-715-4646

ADIMIN ASSISTANT, front office, evenings
4pm-9pm M-Th Also, assistant needed
days/afternoons to work w/director of opera-
tions. $8/hr. Contact Dan el Salazar dmgas-
socinc©earthlink.net. or (ax resume 310-
479-7771.

Admin Assistant for

prominent Westside
art gallery

Train now-F/T by August Must be fluent in

Spanish, detail-oriented. $10-12/hr+commis-
sion Fax resume:310-586-1712.

ADMIN ASSISTANT. F/T position in Beverly
Hills Microsoft Office a must. Email resume
employment ©saybrex com or fax 310-278-
0038. More info 310-278-2750

7800
Help Wanted

7800
Help Wanted

7800
Help Wanted

r Welcome Back to Spring Quarter!
We have spring & summer positions available.

LOOKING FOR FLEXIBLE HOURS?

7SOO
Career Opportunities

7500
Career Opportunities

ADMINISTRATION
ASSISTANT

Organized person required for busy Santa
Monica office-errands, filing, phones., file.

Must have ca r . Sa larynegotiaPle fvrosT Tie

available for 8:30am stan email
Jackie ©newsonacoustics com

$8.34

/HR.
PLUS

MATH TUTOR
For regular weekly appointments, all levels.

$30+/hour, Trig/Pre-Calculus, Calculus, Al-

gebra, Geometry UCLA Math BS Graduated
honors Jonathan:31 0-850-8849. 323-734-
8321.

6dkOO
Movers/Storage

BEST MOVERS. Licensed, insured. Lowest
rates Fast, courteous+careful Many stud-
ents moved for $98. Lie -T- 163844. NO JOB
TOO SMALL! 1-800-2-GO-BEST Voice-
mail/pager. 323-263-2378.

DIGITAL VIDEOGRAPHER w/Canon XL1
$200/day. Also digital editing, graphic design
available. Located in Westwood. 310-478-
6484

PHYSICS AND MATH
Math/Physics major/student offers tutonng in

physics and math at all levels Contact Sina:

(310)989-1491 orsina4©uclaedu

HONEST MAN w/14ft truck and dollies,

small |obs, short notice ok SF. LV, SD
Student discount. Go Bruins! lOyrs 310-
285-8688

FIND ROOMS &
ROOMMATES ONLINE

The Napster lor roommates. Free to view
and place ads. Immediate Online Results.
www.easvroommate.com

JERRYS MOVING&DELIVERY The careful
movers. Expenenced, reliable, same-day de-
livery. Packing, boxes available Also, pick-
up donations for American Cancer Society
Jerry@310-391-5657

6SOO
Music Lessons

DRUM LESSONS
ALL LEVELS/STYLES with dedicated pro-
fessional. At your home pr WLA studio 1st-
lesson free. No drum set necessary
Neil 323-654-8226.

4u mmm & ed/t/ng
Personal Statements, Papers, Theses,
Dissertations, Books, & Proposals

Comprehensive help by PhD from UC
International Students Welcome

(323) 665-8145

RESEARCH PAPER TUTOR 4 grad and
published writer offers private tutoring sen/ic-

es. 213-390-3331.

MY-TUTORCOM Math/Physics/Statis-

tics/English/Hebrew, chemistry/biology
Law/Business Law. computer programming.
Computerized statistical analysis available

Tutoring service Call anytime 800-90-TU-
TOR

linmediate Openings
$9 to $15/Hour

jeiieral office Clerks to executive secretaries

temporary & full time positions

Medical Transcription

MCCS Scheduling System a plus

Fax resume to (310) 278-4269
For an immediate appointment

call (310) 278-0611

wMw. starstaffingservices . com

FORMER ENGLISH TEACHER w/ Masters
from U-Chicago, edits/word processes dis-
sertations, proposals, screenplays, personal
statements, resumes. International students
welcome. Winslow's 310-829-6171.

GUITAR LESSONS
by professional near UCLA All levels, guitars
available. Learn to play effortlessly!

wwwJWGS.com. Call Jean at 310-476-
4154.

HEAD SHOTS $99
SITTING PLUS digital file for unlimited
prints!! Westwood location. Call Jennif-
er:31 0-575-6638.

MEDICAL SCHOOL APPLICATION COUN-
SELING. Counseling by recently graduated
MD. Specializing in applicatkjn essays/inter-
view-skills. Fee negotiable/money-back
guarantee. Greg Freedman. M.D. 310-960-
3300/pager

WRITING TUTOR
Kind and patient Stanford graduate. Help
with the English language—for students of
all ages/levels. 310-440-3118.

7100
Tutoring Wanted

EXCEPTIONAL TUTOR-
$25/HOUR

PHYSICS AND CALCULUS TUTOR for high
school senior. 6-8 hours/week. Need trans-
portation, close to UCLA Hours flexible.

$25/hour. 310-207-7339, 310-794-7525

EXPERIENCED TUTOR WANTED. Must be
graduate student or TA For high school
student taking second year Spanish arxJ
math. 310-476-0766.

ACCOUNTING DEPT
ASSISTANT

P/T entry level positwn M-F 2-6pm w/ some
flexibility. Basic computer knowledge, car
with insurance, good oral and written com-
munication skills required Good learning
opportunity $10/h r-»-mileage. 310-276-9166.

RN OR DENTAL STUDENT for MD office
near Beverly Hills on Saturday AM's or P/T
Top salary. Call 323-939-2111

ABC BARTENOtNC SCHOOLS
- f nou< inds trameo ana pijcert

7800
Help Wanted

fnoiK rijiion«K»> •

ATiANfA ,»i UMtvi PAiM Bl •

TOLL FREE 1 888 202 5824www abcbartending com

6200
Health Services

NOTARY PUBLIC Bilingual services avail-
able Spanish and English. Commission
#1277297 Commission expires Sept 17
2004.310-820-7113.

6200
Health Services

:eac«'^

7600
Child Care Offered

$$$ LOW PRICES $$$
WONDER YEARS PRESCHOOL run by
UCLA grads. Ages2.5/6years. Two large
play-yards. Open 7:30-5:30.Close lo UCLA
310-473-0772.

$10-$20/HR. Artist seeks totally clean-sha-
ven male, bi or gay preferred, under 21 for
figure modeling, etc Inexpenenced ok. Dan-
ny:81 8-980- 1666

$15-$23/HR BRIGHT ENTHUSIASTIC peo-
ple to teach SAT prep and ALL Academic
Subjects. Transportation required We will
train Flexible hours. Send or fax cover let-

ter/resume, including test scores (6at. GRE.
etc.) to ACE Educational Sen/ices, Attn Bar-
ry. 9911 W. Pico Blvd. StePH-K, LA. CA
90035: Fax:310-282-6424 Positions avail-
able throughout LA and the Valley.

$1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL Mailing our cir-
culars. No experience required. Free infor-
mation packet. Call 202-466-1639.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT Will tram In

medical office 30-40hr, M-F 9 30-6:30pm.
Computer knowledge required. Salary and
benefits 15-min to UCLA 310-476-4205.

AMBITIOUS
WRITERS
WANTED!

Online magazine seeks writers/photogra-

phers/edifors to cover movies/TV music,

nightlife, internet you gel experience, ex-

penses, partnership. info@p-d-n com, 310-

989-3114, www.p-d-n com/writers

ATTENTION STUDENTS
AND FACULTY

Need Help. Seeking information regarding

apartments at 527 Midvale If you are aware
of any complaints made to Midvale II Apart

ments management regarding sliding glass

doors or balcony heights, landlord tenant dis-

putes, or tenant complaints at Midvale I!

Apartments, please contact: 1-800-935-4844

AWESOME EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNI-
TY!! Part-time customer service position

Flexible hours and excellent pay at $11 /hr

Call Rachel today at 310-479-3355

BEACH CAMP SUMMER JOBS! Coun
selors. Lifeguards, Craft Director; work
w/toddler-teens at Private Beach Club in SM >

Call Andrea:310-395-3254,
TBC210©aolcom

BONUS

'^Convenient

Scheduling

(Mon.-Fri.

evenings &
Sat.,Sun.)

^Build Your

Resume

Speak Directly

—to Alumni

7800
Help Wanted

COUNSELORS AND
INSTRUCTORS

In art. swimntmg, nature, video and ropes

needed by Tumbleweed Day Camp Must be
responsible, energetic and en|oy working

with children^31 0-472-7474

CSO OFFICE ^

ASSISTANT
Office assistant needed to work Tuesday &
Thursday 10-4pm at our Westwood Police

Station Starting rate $8.47/hr Must be a

UCLA student w/at least one yr. remaining

Training provided lor clerical and public rela-

tions duties. For details call 310-206-5473.

CSOs NOW HIRING
Do Good and get paid. Pay $8 47 to

$10 65/hr Must be a UCLA student w/U
academic years remaining with valid driver's

license. Web: www ucpd ucla.edu/ucpd/cso.

Email: cso@ucpducla.edu. Phone: 310-

825-2148.

** We are an

equal opportunity

employer

DAY CAMP - SUMMER
Seek staff w/summer home in or near the

San Fernando or Conejo Valleys, Oxnard,
Simi, Malibu misc. Instructors & General

couns. $2750-3500+ lor summer 888-

784-CAMP www.workatcamp.com

Call Sandin for Appointment

3 1 0-794-0277
1083GayleyAve.4th

email callcenter® support,ucla.edu

Canyon Creek Sports (l^rp
Retidenlial Summer Camp Counsdor/Specialiit
We are tooking lof enthusiastic responsible, well rounded

Stat) menil)ers tor our 10- week diverse sports and camp
program Duties include teaching and participating in various

sports, arts and crafts and drama activities Must Be at least

18 years old preferably with 1 oi 2 years ol lamp enpenpiice

&/19 8/25/01 $1,800 and up (213) 74«-0468

FEMALE MODELS
NEEDED

Immediate work for 18 yrs-f, all races, all

ages, adult internel. video modeling.
$l00/fiour. Get your own website. 818-694-
2687 janiero@att net

CAMP COUNSELORS needed for local
summer day camp Beach/aquatic expen-
ence in swimming, surfing, sailing, or )et ski-
ing a plus Competitive salanes 818-996-
4780

CAMP TAKAJO for Boys. Naples. Maine,
TRIPP LAKE CAMP for Girls, Poland, Maine
Picturesque lakefront locations, exceptional
facilities. Mid-June thru mid-August Over
100 counselor positions in tennis, swimming,
land sports, water sports, tripping, outdoor
skills, tfieatre arts, fine arts, music, nature
study, secretanal Call Takajo at 800-250
8252 or Tripp Lake at 800-997-4347 Submit
application on-line at www.takajo.com or tnp-

plakecamp.com

CERTIFIED PERSONAL
TRAINERS/

FRONT DESK HELP for LAs most popular

healtfi club. For more information call Giu-
seppe:323-658-6999.

CANTONESE SPEAKING researcti assis

tant wanted Part time, flexible tiours.

$15/hour. 818-990-8301

BEVERLY HILLS AUTO DETAIL shop needs
hard-working, fast-paced, agressive people
to handle lop-notch cars. No experience re-

quired Flexible hours. Ozzie:31 0-859-2870.

*ENERGETIC PEOPLE
NEEDED!!!*

Busy Valley. Hollywood, or Santa Monica
office needs energetic people Bonuses'
310-395-7368

Looking to fit a flexible

Job into your full-time
schedule?

6200
Hciiltli Sorvices

COMPLIMENTARY CONSULTATION
ORTHODONTIST

.,^..
SINCL 1980 Dr. Nader Dayani

Member American Assoriation of OrthoHnnh-^fc

Specializing in braces for adults & children

Miivr Brilliant Results

• Cosmetk; Porcekain
• Surgical Ortnodonfk:s

• Removable
• Troditional
• Invisible

• European

7700
Child Care Wanted

$12/H0UR
WORK AT HOME PARENT needs assistant
Now-June 15 MTW, need person 2/3 days.
3-6PM. Safe car. run errands. pk:k up two
kids. Summer much more hours available
310-399-3518

•MOVIE EXTRA WORK* Beats all jobs Start
immediately. Great pay FurVEasy. No crazy
fees. Program for free medical Call-24/hrs
323-850-4417.

(310) 826 - 7494
1 1645 Wiljhire Blvd »8<J2
Los Anjeltj. CA 9002.S

(949) 552 - 5890
IH124 Culver Or »A
Irvtof, CA 427 IS

Teeth Whitening ^ftqooW'^^
upper or lower ^ '¥{j\J Lw^jS

•och fTKXiih o( kaomani itnOfO *» nwd toocvi
WOO 00 p»it 1 100 00 lo. .ocn monm erf ii,ahT»ni r,n<j,.M
to. .wnow*)!* b.oc« qpa »( «B 00PM J IJS 00 £». -north
Ki cmancaocMi »XD DO toi c»<iBno<iic ifuoy .t«<«« »«

1 1 7S 00 lor tonna conauildion

Classifieds

825-2221

BABYSIT AT THE
BEACH

Caregivers needed to supen/ise infants and
toddlers Fn 10am- 12pm for a Mommy and
me meditation class. Must be mature, re-

sponsible and love chikjren. 310-581-9307

CHILDCARE/DRIVER
Mon-Fri(l-5pm). occasional weekends
Possible full-time summer Driver/childcare
for 4 and 6 y/o girls. Female preferred. Most
have exc. driving record/insurance. SM
area $10-$12/hr. 310-452-6262

A MANAGEMENT
TRAINEE

New offices opening. Independent Capital
Management. Inc. (ICM) one of the nations
Premier and Fastest Growing financial serv-
ices CO. (INC500) offering securities through
SgnAmerica Secunties Inc. (NASD SIPC)
announces immed. openings in our So Cal
Offices We're looking for career oriented in-
dividuals in search of rapid advancement
and complete training m the investment field
with an industry leader. Top payouts medi-
cal benefits. 401k match, conferences stock
options. 1-800-600-2620. www.icmfinan-
cial.com

^ Displa*'

206-3060

If you're male, in good

health, in college or have

a college degree, and

would like a flexible job

whof^vou can earn up
to S600 per month
AND set your own
hours, call for details on

our anonymous sperm

donor program. Receive

free health screening

and help infertile couples

realize their dream of

becoming parents.

Classifieds

825-2221

ChatForDollars.Com
Earn extra dollars by participating in chat-
room discussion panels on the Internet

www.chatfordollars.corp

CLERICAL/CUSTOMER SERVICE M-F,
304-hrs/wk Good phone and Engli?i skills,

detail-oriented, reliable. WLA, $9.50-$10/hr

310-826-3759ext229

COMEDIC WRITER
Looking for comedic wnter needed for a fe-

male comedian Should have stand-up
comedic material Female preferred. P/T
$10/hr. 310-236-1184 leave message

COMPANION
For developmentally disabled 16-year-old

giri, hours flexible. $l2/hour. Need own
transportation. Fluent in English. 310-839

3732

COMPANION For retired 92-yo female phar

macist. 3 hours, 2 times a week. Need car

310-277-7818

DAY CAMP
COUNSELORS

Pali Camp now hiring enthusiasts coun-
selors! Summer fun includes: jet skiing,

amusement parks, beach days, painfball and
morel 19 and up. Call Jacque: 310-477-
2700x14.

^^Tv /;^/j

iM MwMTWooo
(310) 472-7474 Located 10 n^n/frtirn^

Looking for fun, energetic students who lov#^

children and would like a job outdoors as a
general counselor. We also need specialists to

teach horseback riding, video making, swimming,
rock climbing, nature studies, or arts & crafts.

www.tumbleweecl4ever.com
Call for a great summer!

Copelond's Sports is

Coming to Campus!

DAY CAMP
Summer Swimming, beaches, horses &
more wwwdaycampjobs com.

310-824-9941
or e-mail us at

donors@ccb.com

DAY CAMP-SUMMER
Seek staff w/summer home in or near the
San Fernando or Conejo Valleys, Oxnard,
Simi, Malibu misc Insfmclors & General
couns $2750-3500-^ for summer 888-
784-CAMP www workatcamp com

DAY-CAMP COUNSELOR & ArtsiCrafts
specialists. Summer/PT. $9 80/hr June-
August, atoner Park in WLA. 310-479-7200,
6r fax resume 310-44.5-1764.

Now Hiring:
Sales & Management positions

hourly & salary

Come Join Our Team!
inferviews on campus 4/11 &• 4/12

Contact Jason
Copeland's Sports: 800-619-2853x706

or email: jasnsports@aol.com

Display

206
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7800
Help Wanted

DRIVER WANTED: 2-3 weekday aflernoons
for senior. $10/hr. Must have own car, valid

CDL, proof of insurance, good dnving record
310474-0336

EARN $20/HOUR + receive 50% ofl. Own
Nextel cellular phone! World-wide, wireless,

and platinum club Contact Emeka ASAP at

310-628-8113.

ENTREPRENEURS
WANTED

Marketing group seeks motivated enthusias-

tic individuals. Work 4 hours/week and make
$50007month Ideal for students 310-281-
t138.

EVENT STAFF/
SECURITY

For sports, concerts, TV, shows, conven-
tions 18+ with clean background Great )ob

for sludbnls You pick your assignments

213-748-72:^3

F/T OFFICE ADMIN.
French wine import/dist. company seeks of-

fice admin assistant. Computer skilled, high

pace environment, mulli-tasking Fax re-

sume 310-516-6770.

FREE AUDITIONS
M0DEL7TALENT AUDITIONS for men/wom-
en/'kids for upcoming tv shows, commercials,

maga^lnes, and movies. No expenence
310-360-1240.

7800
Help Wanted

LIBRARY JOBS Shelving and other stacks
duties. 12-19 hrs/wk. $6.83/hr to start.

STUDENTS ONLY apply at Young Research
Library Rm. 116t7 or call Antigone Kutay
310-825-6982.

LOSE UP TO 30lbs IN 30 DAYS! All-natural,

doctor recommended Guaranteed! Free
samples. Call Now 310-358-6161.

MALE MODELS
Have a great lace or body? GET REC-
OGNIZED in Playgirl-style publications. Must
be 18-24. Beginners welcome. Highest im-

mediate pay w/headshots. Paid screen test

Jeff@213-748-4555exl. *11, jwhite@ou-
nique.com

NEED TO MAKE SOME PT $$$? Will train

and sponsor assistant broker. PM worJ^
Guarantee+bonus BH office. Call Neil 800-
450-7585.

OFFICE MANAGER/ASSISTANT2CE0.
Growing Biotechnology Company-West-
wood. Full-time, flexible hours. Needexcel-
lent telephone skills, detail-oriented, ad-

min/comp skills, science interest preferred.

Benefits/advancement. FaxRes2Andrew:
310-475-1533

PAT employment available to UCLA students
in 24-hour on-campus hotel. $7.83/hr. Apply
at 310-825-2923 or http://www ho-
tels.uclaedu

7800
Help Wanted

FUN SUMMER:
Swimming, horses, beaches and more.

www.daycampjobs.com.

P/TOK.
F/T PREFERRED

Pfopa rty JwUna^«o>«n) Go^np^ny ne«id6 help

GIRLS wanted at exclusive social club In

WLA. Conversation and dancing. 18+ years
old Flexible hours. Earn top $$$ 310-313-

2989

GRADS. SENIORS, GREEKS-Career Op-
ponunity with NEW DOT-COM Account Ex-

ecutives to foster Long-Term business rela-

' tionships Nationally People-Persons High

Commissions Call 310-901-8446

GREAT PAY!
SEEKING PERSON with good English and
drawing skills. 310-836-1038

GROUP TUTORS WANTED K-8th Grade 3-

7 pm, Monday through Friday. $11 and up
per hour 323-937-7737 F/T summer posi-

tions available in July-Aug

JEWISH HEBREW
And Sunday Schools need teachers. Good
Jewish education and love of children de-

sired Alice Fasman;323-761-8613.

BeautifulModels

i
It?

Wanted for Commercials,
Prifit& Modeling

)
18-24, Slender A

310 - 284 - 3576\

DENTAL ASSISTANTS. Pari Time. Nice
Offices Brentwood and Westwood. 310-824-

2225

DO CATS MAKE YOU
WHEEZE?

If you are allergic to cats, you may qualify to

participate in research study of an investiga-

tional medication. If you qualify, you will re-

ceive study related medication and up to

$250 00 compensation for your time. If inter-

ested, please call Jonathan Corren, M.D at

310-477-1734 ext 242

DRIVER NEEDED
FEMALE DRIVER NEEDED: Pick-up stud-

ent from school in Santa Monica®3pm
Drive to after-school activities. Valid drivers

license/insurance 310-454-7296

DRIVER WANTED Must have clean DMV.
Call Nationwide Wholesale We are a ship-

per of fresh cut flowers. 310-230-0811.

Are you a nriodel.
or Mfnn* to got stnrted?

Lcx>king for all types

male/female models/actors
Wc also have Plus size & Children div

Foi pnni & non union ciimmcrctals

Nocxpcncntc rctjuiri'il Norcci

saasL

with secretanal/leasing. Must have car Fax
resume: 310-470-6755 Call: 310-470-1112.

PART TIME RECEPTIONIST WANTED
Westwood dnving school Call for informa-
tion. 310-824-4444.

PART-TIME ADMIN. ASSISTANT Duties in-

clude answenng phones, light typing, organ-
ization, office errands, light filing, & collating

documents. Must be bnghl, enthusiastic, de-
tail-oriented, & able to perlorm a variety of

tasks simultaneously Send cover letter and
resume to ACE Educational Services,
Attn:Brian, 9911 W. Pico Blvd., Suite PH-K,
LA CA 90035. or fax to 310-282-6424

PART-TIME assistant to busy litigation attor-

ney needed ASAP Must have excellent

Word Processing&organizational skills.

Flexible-hours. Pay DOE. 5-minutes from

UCLA. 310-446-8656

PASADENA AREA SL/MMER DAY CAMP
now hiring energetic and responsible people
for counselor positions. Looking for group
counselor, lifeguards and wranglers. Spend
your summer outside making new friends.

Call TOM SAWYER CAMP 626-794-1156 or

www.tomsawyercamps.com

PAY IS $11/HR
WANTED FOR SHERMAN OAKS (25 min-
utes from UCLA campus) pension actuarial

office tor 20-»-hours per week-ffull-tlme sum-
mer: two (2) high achiever students in Ac-
counting, Math. Econ. Business for Pension
& Acturial Admin; one (1) fearless student
with good marketing skills for telephone-*- in-

person marketing pension services to ac-
countants ..pay is $1l/hr for each job. Fax
resume & DPR to 818-769-4694. Call 818-
769-4600 any Q's.

PERSONAL ASST.
FOR BUSY UCLA PROFESSOR. Seeking
UCLA student to do shopping, errands, filing,

telephones, and very light housekeeping.
Must have car, flexible schedule. $12/hr. 15-

20 hrsAvk. 310-206-9082.

PROGRAMMERS
To help buiW online entertainment network.

HTML, graphics, database, flash anima-
tion/game design skills. www.p-d-
n.com/jobs. info©p-d-n.com. 310-989-3114.

RESPITE COMPANION
$10-$12/hr IX)E-PT/Flexible hours. Provide

>j;espite for families with children with devel-

opmental disabilities. Paid training provided.

Toll free info:877-924-2220 E-mail:rokel-

ly@iaba com. Fax:310-649-3109 Visit us at

wwwiaba.com

RETAIL CLERK
Technical bookstore. BNi Publications. Inc..

a leader in technical publications for the con-
struction industry, has immediate part-time

positions available at its WLA location.

$7/hour starting. Flexible hours, convenient
location near 405/10 fwys. Call Richard:310-
474-7771 or fax resume:31 0-474-6863

WANTED: People who want to lost weight

310-884-8746 24 hour message.

WLA FINANCE CO Recently nanied 43-rd

fastest growing co. in America by Inc maga-
zine, seeks motivated individuals to assist

account executive w/lead generation via

telephone for our lease/loan products to

businesses Fun environment Salary $10-

$12'hr4bonuses Fax resume 310-737-1974

or email stevesdalliancecap.com.

WORK from home In the US or in an interna-

tional business 24 hour message 310-884-

8748

REWARDING/FUN
Summer Swimming, beaches, horses &
more, www.daycampjobs com.

SALES POSITION available for internet e-

cpmmerce company. Sala ry-fcommission.
Call 310-234-0784. Fax: 310-234-0786.
Email: JobsOelectrobuy.com

SendForCash.Com
Earn cash daily by sendir>g emails from your
tiome computer

www.sendforcash.com

Classifieds

825-2221

SUMMER SPORTS
CAMP COUNSELORS

Pnme Time Sports Camp is now hiring for

summer 2001. Sports background and ex-

perience working with children required

9:30AM-3:30PM. M-F 6/25/01-8/31/01. WLA
and Palisades. Peter:310-288-4132.

SWIMMING INSTRUCTORS at client

homes. $20-$24/hr Strong lesson-teaching

experience with small children. Summer em-
ployment. Call John 818-781-7676 e/t 1.

UCLA CAMPUS
TOUR GUIDES

Now hiring for 2001-2002 school year 6-10

hours/week At $8/hour Applications avail-

able at 1147 Murphy Hall. Due 4/20/01 by

5PM.

UCLA RECREATION
SUMMER CAMP JOBS

GREAT MONEY! GREAT TIME! We need

energetic people to be summer camp coun-

selors Pay is $7.38-$11 00/hr Morning, af-

ternoon, all-day shifts available. Call 310-

206-1787. Applications available at John

Wooden Center

VET TECHS
Needed for busy a animal hospital in Culver

City. Call Oscar at:310-559-3770 or fax your

resume at:310-559-9447.

WANT RESEARCH EXPERIENCE before

you apply to mod/grad school? Clir^ical lria{&

group needs research assistant. BA/BS re-

quired. Fax 310-268-4397.

A'/ KKju'rii'iiLf Svicssary

Men. Wonwn, children all aps. si/^^.

rac» T\ • Kllms • (Viinnttrdals Maga/jnrs

for jK'rsiittal luterricn call iioii

310.659.7000

SUMMER AT THE
BEACH AND MTNS

FUN WORK WITH CHILDREN IN THE OUT-
DOORS 7-week day program, 2-weeks
Sierra Sleepaway. June 25-August 24. Ex-

perience with children and water activities

$330-^bonus/week. Call 310-826-7000 or

www.SierraAdvenlureCamps.com

SUMMER CAMP
DIRECTOR

Pnvate Beach Club seeking experienced

Head Coach to supervise social ar>d recrea-

tional activiites for children ages 3-14 years.

Salary commensurate with experience. Con-
tact Dale:310-454-1391 or Fax resume:310-
454-2266

SUMMER CAMP
COUNSELORS '

Decathlon Sports Club Located in Palo Alto.

6/25-8/1 7, $78-$92/day, 9am-4pm. camp-
job Oyahoo.com

SUMMER DAY CAMPS
San Fernando or Conejo Valleys. Oxnard.
Simi. Malibu. Misc. Instructors & General
couns. $2750-3500+for summer 888-784-
CAMP. www.wortcatcamp.com.

SUMMER DAY CAMPS
San Fernando or Conejo Valleys. Oxnard,
Simi, Malibu Misc. Instructors & General
couns $2750-3500-*- for summer. 888-784-
CAMP www.wort<atcamp.com

SUMMER JOB
GRAD/UNDERGRAD Psychology.education

or speech to be a camp aide for a special

needs child. 6/25-8/25. Valerie:8 18-907-

0367.

SUMMER JOBS!
The Marcia Israel Day Camp is now hiring

Senior and Junior Counselors and an Art

Teacher for Summer 2001. Spirited, energe-
tic, patient, experienced candidates who love
worthing with young children should call 310-
445-1280 6x1.150.

SUMMER JOBS! WEST Los Angeles day-
camp hiring energetic counselors, lifeguards,

and specialists. Call Tiffany at 310-399-

2267.

8000
Internships

RADIO SALES AND PROMOTIONS for

group of LA radio stations: Intern needed to

assist former Bruin w/daily tasks. School

credit required Please call 818-295-6590

URBAN VISION ENTERTAINMENT TEMP
p/t. Movie marketing paid/class credit possi-

ble Worthing with publications, radio, etc.

Exp preferred 323-292-0147

81OO
Personal Assistance

Need help w/PHD
Thesis

In Psychology on simple subject needs help

with final write and internet research. Please

call 310-614-0317.

8300
Volunteer

HOTLINE VOLUNTEERS NEEDED by the

Suicide Prevention Center Excellent volun-

teer opportunity. Next training starts May 5.

Please call 310-751-5330 (Culver City).

housing
8400-9800

«400
Apartments for Rent

•WESTWOOD VILLAGE. MIDVALE N. OF
LEVERING. LARGE 2 BDRM APT. GAR-
DEN VIEW. DINING ROOM. UNIQUE,
CHARM. FRONT AND REAR ENTRANCE.
310-839-6294.*

1-MINUTETOUCLA
1 bdrm w/deck. furnished, bnght, clean, se-

curity entrance, large closets, pool, lyr

lease. $1300/mo. 310-824-1830.

2 BEDROOM
WESTWOOD CLOSE
TO EVERYTHING

Bright, cheerlul, spacious, remodeled, close

to shopping, UCLA, transportation Pool, pa-

tio, quiet 310-475-2594.

2&3BDRM. LARGE, bright, view. Microwave,

oven, refrigerator, dishwasher, washer/dryer

in unit 21 -ft. Jacuzzi on roof. Walking dis-

tance to UCLA. 310-475-0807

516 LANDFAIR. On Block from UCLA. Large

single with parking. Large kitchen, balcony,

$1095/month. 310-824-0011.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. 1&2BEDR00M
$895&UP LARGE. UNUSUAL CHARM.
SOME SPANISH STYLE W/HARDWOOD
FLOORS ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS.
310-839-6294.

BRENTWOOD beautiful apartment. Walk-in
closet, laundry, refrigerator $635. 310-395-
RENT. www.westsiderentals.com

BRENTWOOD, $1650, 2bd/2bth. front.up-

per, balcoriy. refrigerator/stove, car-

pet/drapes, parting, laundry, no pets, near
UCLA, by appt, 11728 Mayfield #6. 310-271-

6811.

BRENTWOOD, LARGE STUDIO APART-
MENT/Guesthouse Private deck. Will earn
entire rent in exchange for 25 flexible

l)ours/week of grading 2nd grade papers,
running errands, cooking Friday night and
Sunday night dinner. 310-472-8215 even-
ings.

BRENTWOOD: Large single. $750/mth. 858
South Grandville. Upper, parking, laundry,

yard/garden. No smoking, no pets 310-454-
4754

MAR VISTA bright guest house Refrigerator,

stove, huge kitchen, overlooking beautiful

landscaped yard, partying included, nwlnth-
to-month, utilities included. $685. 310-395-
RENT. www.westsiderentals.com

PACIFIC PALISADES guest house 1 bed-
room. 1 bath, private, quiet, mountain view,

ocean view, near ocean, parking included.

$1,125. 310-395-RENT. www.westsideren-
tals.com

PALMS DUPLEX 1 bedroom, refrigerator,

stove, quiet neightbortiood, yard $700. 310-
395-RENT. www.westsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA 1)2BEDROOM/1.5Bath
Townhouse, Washer/Dryer, Dishwasher,
Fridge, Microwave. Garage. $2500. 2)1 -bed-

room. 500sq/fl, Stove. Fridge, Washer/Dryer,
Utilities included, garage, $1100. 310-450-

0828.

SANTA MONICA apartment, pet okay, refrig-

erator, stove, patio, hardwood floors, bright,

newly remodeled, partying. $900. 310-395-
RENT www.westsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA craftsman guest house
Refrigerator, stove, high ceilings, quiet

neighborfTood, utilities included, very bright

$1,050. 310-395-RENT www.westsideren-
tals.com

SANTA MONICA FURNISHED BACHELOR:
Kitchen facilities, parking, porch, private en-
trance. 22 blocks from the beach.
$745/month (flexible). 310 450-6526.

8^00
Apartments for Rent

* PALMS *
4BD, 3BA -t- LOFT TOWNHOME. FR

CENTRAL AIR/HEAT. GATED
GARAGE. SEC ALARM. CAT OK

3670 MIDVALE AVE.

$2395/MO

2BD, 2BA TOWNHOME. FR
CENTRAL AIR/HEAT. GATED

GARAGE. SEC. ALARM. CAT OK

3614 FARIS DR.

$1395/MO

* MAR VISTA *
1 1913 AVON WAY. $1 295/MO.

1 1 748 COURTLEIGH DR. $1 295/MO.

(310)391-1076
! Open House 7 Days a Week 10 - 4 PM b!

SANTA MONICA furnished, private room,
patio, hardwood lloors, fireplace, walk-in

closets, W/D. quiet neighborhood, bright.

$550. 310-395-RENT
www.westsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA furnished, private room,

private bath, patio, commuter apartment.

Utilities included. $325. 310-395-RENT
www.westsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA HOUSE 2 bedrooms, patio,

hardood floors, pantry, bright, carport part(-

Ing. $1,425. 310 3g5-nE«l.
wwwweslsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA studio, refrigerator, stove.

blirvJs. walking distance to beach, parking

included, month-to-month, utilities included.

$630. 310-395-RENT www westsideren-
tals.com

SANTA MONICA unfurnished, 2 bedrooms,
cat okay, hardwood floors, laundry, part<ing

included. $1,211. 310-395-RENT www.west-
siderentals.com

VENICE 2 bedrooms, 2 baths, dishwasher,

balcony, parking, A/C, walk-in closets.

$1,250. 310-395-RENT www.westsideren-

tals.com

WEST LOS ANGELES unfurnished, 2 bed-

rooms, large closets, yard, parking included,

month-to-month. $720. 310-395-RENT.
wwwwestsiderentals.com

WESTCHESTER apartment Pet okay, 2

bedrooms, 15 bath, dishwasher, balcony,

fireplace, very large, parking. $875. 310-395-

RENT. wwwwestsiderentals.com

WESTWOOD
ACROSS FROM UCLA

Spacious, bright ibdrm and private patio,

avail mid-May. Hardwood floors, full kitchen,

large closets, laundry, 2-car parking, $1400.

No pets. Also. Ibdrm upper avail Sept. 1.

$1400 310-234-8278

WESTWOOD
RESIDENTIAL AREA

ibdmrVlbth apartment downstairs in beauti-

ful Westwood home w/private entrance. Ap-

prox. 600 sq.ft. Pool privileges negotiable

$950/mth including all utilities. Available

4/15 Call 310-446-1353

WESTWOOD
Spacious studio near campus. $975. Gated
parking, pool. School&city busses, 1- blocks.

10969 Wellworth, 111. 310-445-3355.

WESTWOOD
WALK TO UCLA

Spacious, bright 2 and 3bdrm apartments.
Quiet buikjing, hardwood floors, large clos-

ets, laundry, parking Available one year
lease in August. No pets. 2bdrm $1850.
3bdrm$2600 310-234-8278.

WESTWOOD APT. walk to UCLA. 1 bed-
room/1 bath, utilities included, pool & laun-

dry. Short or long term lease. $1200/month.
310-208-3797.

WESTWOOD contemporary guest house.
Patk), quiet neighborhood, bright yard $550.
31 0-395-RENT. www.westsiderentals.com

WESTWOOD guest house. Refrigerator,

quiet neighborhood, near UCLA, beautiful

residential area. $1,125 >lO-395-RENT.
wwwwestsiderentals.com

WLA 2-bedroom, 1-bath, hardwood floor,

hardwood ceiling, $1450. New stove and re-

frigerator. 310-476-0026.

WLA/PALMS
APARTMENT RENTALS
CALL 4 FREE LISTINGS

AND SPECIALS
Bachelors/Singles—some w/utilities paid,
pool, gated, $895 and up ibdrm $895 and
up, many w/fireplaces, luxury and more.
2bdrm $1395-$ 1595, many w/dishwashers,
balcony. A/C and more. Cair for free list-

ing:3 10-278-8999.

Displa<

206
'

8/kOO
Apartments for Rent

WESTWOOD private room, refrigerator,

stove, parking included. $585 310-395-
RENT. www.westsiderentals.com

WESTWOOD TOWNHOUSE unfurnished, 2
bedrooms, 1.5 bath, cat okay, refrigerator,

stove, hardood floors, pool, parking included.

$1,295. 310-395-RENT. www.west-
siderentals.com

WESTWOOD VILLAGE: 1 -BEDROOM
$1400; 2-BEDROOM. 2-Bathroom $2000; 3-

Bedroom, 2-Balhroom $2900; Part<ing, 1-

year lease, no pets. 10943 Roebling. Avail-

able 7/7/01. 310-471-7073.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE: Large 1 -Bedroom,
$1500. Hardwood floors, fireplace, parking,

1-year lease, no pets, available 6/19/01 925
GayleyAve. 310-471-7073.——

,—-,—
WESTWOOD walk to campus, private room,
refrigerator, stove, dishwahser. balcony,
hardwood floors, carport parking. $550. 310-

395-RENT. www.westsiderentals.com

WESTWOOD. 2BDRM/2BATH. $1450 AND
UR TILE KITCHEN, STEPDOWN LIVING
ROOM, HIGH CEILING CHARM. 1 MILE
SOUTH OF WILSHIRE. SOME W/BAL
CONY310-839-6294.

WESTWOOD. Across UCLA, upscale, one
and two bedrooms, full-kitchen, air condi-

tioned, parking, one year lease, 445 Land-
fair Taking reservations 310-824-1969.

WESTWOOD. Walk to UCLA. 2bdrm/2bth,

gated parking, rooftop spa, quiet building,

accepting reservations for Summer and Fall.

$1895-$2275. 512 Veteran. 310-208-2655

rWtLSHtRE CORRIDOR LUXURY-APAR-
TMENT Furnished studio. Jacuzzi, sauna,
gym, close to Westwood. No kitchen.

$890/mo. 10660 Wilshire Blvd. 310-358-
8700 or 310-503-7227.

WLA $945. Ibdrm, patio, new carpet, no
pets. 11980 Nebraska #8. Open 310-459-

4088.

8600
Condo/Townhouse for Rent

VENICE 2 bedrooms, 2 baths, dishwasher,
balcony, parking, NC, walk-in closets
$1,250. 310-395-RENT www.westsideren-
tals.com

WEST LA. Female Roommate needed in

2bdrm/2.5bth condo. Gated, underground
partying, washerMryer in unit, partially-fur-

nished. Jewiph female preferred.

$800/month+utilfties. 310-478-5677.

8700
Condo/Townhouse for Sale

IMAGINE OWNING/LEASING WILSHIRE
Corridor/HiRise single, 1or2bdrm $90K-
$200K. Walk to-UCLA/Village, 24hr/security

Spectacular views, pool, jacuzzi, sauna,
valet service. Agent-Bob 310-478-

1835ext.109

NEAR NATIONAL AND SEPULVEDA: Beau-
tiful 2bdrm/2bth co-op apartment w/separate
dining room. On quiet, landscaped grounds
Asking $199,000. 818-986-6870

8800
Guesthouse for Rent

BEL AIR GUEST
HOUSE

Cozy and quiet room w/bathroom-fbalcony.

Share laundry. $750/month lyr lease. Fur-

nished/unfurnished. No pets. Rafi;21 3-840-

2676, 310-471-7577.

BEVERLY HILLS GUESTHOUSE:
Ibdrm/lbth. Full kitchen. Walk-in closet.

Beautiful backyard. Parking. Near UCLA.
$1300^th. Negotiable. Diana at 310-859-
9288

8900
House for Rent

SANTA MONICA. Lady to Share with lady,

new t}eautiful large fK>use, Air Conditioning,

private Cable Television, $790 including utili-

ties. 310-275-8887.

9000
House for Sale

HOUSE WANTED
A 3 or rrwre bedroom house to buy near the

UCLA campus; Contact:dhollanderO rei.edu

PERU 2BED/2BATH. 984 square tt. House
in beach town. 30 minutes south from Lima
$16,000. 213-625-0525

9200
Housing Needed

HOUSING NEEDED
Trying to rent your space in the West-
wood area or nearty? Have a great deal?

Easily solve your rental problem with one
sinple call. Avoid the hassle ol renting. 3

UCLA studerits are seeking an apart-

ment, house, guesthouse or condo to

share (2-t-2 or 2-f1.5) to move in late

June/early July, lyr lease ok. Must in-

clude 2 parking spaces and be reason-

ably priced. Please call Stephanie:3l0-

702-6455 (Leave message).

9^00
Room for Rent

BRENTWOOD F/NS/NP. Females only. Bed,

bath&full access to large, beautiful home.
Share w/family, $750. 310-395-0623.

BRENTWOOD: Attractive, quiet home. Fur-

nished, huge pnvate bath. Wood floors Ca-
ble, fridge/microwave 1 .5miles UCLA. Near
bus. Available 6/1. 310-472-4419

CULVER aTY: ibdmVprtvate bath Fur-

nished, phone line, security parking. Student
preferred. Non-smoker. Security deposit

$250 $600/mth. 310-397-8684 ask lor Carol

HUGE TWO-STORY
MEDITERRANEAN

HOUSE
with rooms to rent! Share gourmet kitchen.

Great residential area of Mar Vista. Ocean
view. Starting $725 to $890 per room/month.
310-398-7937 ask for Pat

Large roonvtrent. 1/2 block to beach, wash-
er/dryer, kitchen pnvileges. utilities included,

1 .5 baths. $680/month-h$780 security depos-

it. Call 310-581-9215.

PRIVATE GUESTROOM WEST-
WOOD/WALK UCLA- beautiful house w/pri-

vate entrance/bath/backyard Laundry/Kitch-

en privileges. N/S female tenant. $785-»-utili-

ties. 310-446-9556.

SUBLETTING 1 private bedroom for Spring
& Summer. Great Westwood location- 1 block
to UCLA. April-August 30- $450/rTX3. Call

Tiffany 310-824-4664.

WESTWOOD. Close to UCLA Private room
w/bath, private entrance, non-smoking male,
references. $500/rTK)nth, including utilities.

310-794-7851.

9500
Roommates-Private Room

$490 PER MONTH South Mar Vista near
Centinela and Culver Blvd. Female, no
smoke, no dmgs. house. 310-391-1563

1 Ml SOUTH UCLA 2bed/1bath to share own
room Female, non-smoking, parking wash-
er/dryer,. $675/month. -f750 security. Avail-

able 5/1. 310-770-1062.

SEEKING SINGLE to share beautiful

2bdrm/2bath apt. Own room/bath. Cov-
ered/gated parking, washer/dryer inside apt,

mostly furnished, cable. Close to UCLA.
Must be clean, no pets, non-smoking. Avail

May 1. $890/rTX)nth. Call Fahti 310-260-
1165. 310-429-4142 evenings.

SEPULVEDA/VENICE. 2-^1 Own bed. share
bath, students preferred, no pets. Avail now,
10-min to UCLA. $475. Frank
flanOucla.edu. day:310-966-5320. even-
ings:310-202-1 196.

WESTWOOD: Beautiful room and private

bath in 6-unit condo buikjing Close to cam-
pus. $600/mth. 310-473-8538.

WESTWOOD: Seeking roommate to share
2bdrm/2bth. Own room. Luxury hi-rise on
Wilshire. 24-hr doorman. Rooftop pool&ja-

cuzzi. Spacious Available ASAP 310-441-

0175.

WLA-FEMALE ONLY furnished room,
2bdrm/apt. $350-«-1/2utilities. 10-min to

UCLA. Near Bus line, market, shopping. No
smoking/pets Prefer UCLA student/faculty.

310-478-7472.

Daily Bruin Classified

coming V"

April 30
check your newsstands.

TWO UCLA GRAD STUDENTS seeking

West Los Angeles summer sublet. One Bed-
room. 5-6 month range. Email ecelebo-

gluOyahoo.com.

9300
Room for Help

ROOM/BOARD IN EXCHANGE for P/T
home care lor young professional disabled

Eariy AM/Iate PM. 5 days/wk Experience

Preferred WLA 310-312-0815.

9600
Roommates-Shared Room

WESTWOOD-Gorgeous Wilshire Apartment

Need roommate to share huge bedroom, in

2bdrm apartment with two students. Avail-

able now! 5 min from UCLA. Students Pre-

Hered. $525/mo. Call 310-927-3293

WESTWOOD. 1-2 person needed to share

room in 2bdrm/2bath luxury condo on
Wilshire. Pari<ing. Low rent. Pool, Jacuzzi.

Tennis courts. Eric-310-475-3413 pager;

310-915-2611.

WESTWOOD. Atrium Courts. Strath-

more/Gayley. Share one bedroom pent-

house apartment with one male.
$750/month. Beg. August. Call: 310-824-

6322

WESTWOOD. Female to share furnished

bedroom in spacious 2t>drm. Nice area. 5-

min to campus. $395/ot>o. Avail now-August
(time negotiable) . 3 1 0-80 1-4197.

9600
Roommates-Shared Room

GAYLEY NEXT TO UCLA large room to

share in 2bdrnV2bth private condo. Fully-

furnished. bakx)ny garage, non-snwking fe-

male only $500/month 310-208-7748

WESTWOOD- share w/1 girt In 2bed/bath
ASAP! Great location and part<ing

$575/rTK)nth. 310-722-7086.

Classifieds

825-2221

9700
Sublets

437 GAYLEY Pink Palace. Beautiful

2bdrm/2bth. w/2balconies, trench doors,

spacious, 3 underground parking spots, par-

tially furnished. Lpte June-8/31. $2150/mo.
Please call Julie or Silvia at 310-824-5542.

475 GAYLEY: Clean and courteous female

to share room for Summer Session A. Great

location, parking included. $490/mth Joanna
310-824-5621

APARTMENT SUBLET $1080/month. Large

1-bdrm, furnished. Near comer of Landfair

and Strathmore. walking distance to cam-
pus. Contact James 310-824-9766.

SPACIOUS, SUMMER APARTMENT:
3bdrm/1.5bth. Pool, fun balcony, 4-5 sublet-

ters, preferably female, males okay.

$430/mth-dependent. 424 Landfair Ave.

Apt.1. 310-824-2942

30V6n I S6 1" rl;i«;sitip() (lis(ii;^y

206.3060

STRATHMORE. BALCONY OVERLOOKS
pool/spa. Fully Furnished, 2BD/2BA Huge!
1130 sqft. DSL. Mini-Bar. $470/month. Best
Damn Place in Westwood, Bar-none. 310-

824-2009.

SUMMER SUBLET Large 1 -bedroom
apartement for 2-3 people. 1185/mo. Park-

ing. Laundry. Balcony Strathmore/Levering

310-208-6875.

SUMMER SUBLET Live w/two roommates
and dog in house. Own room/bath. Parking.

Close to UCLA. 11967 Mayfield Ave.
$900/monlh. Christa:310-481-7813.

SUMMER SUBLETS
NEEDED

Law firm seeks furnished westside. South
Bay, Pasadena sublet. Only from May-Aug
No share situations please. Include cross-

street. Leave detailed message at 213-680-

8589.

VETERAN/SANTA MONICA. Room in a
2bdrm+l 5bth furnished apt. Middle May-
Aug (neg). $600/month. Female preferred.

Call Flavia at 310-473-8439.

0' Melveny 8 Myers LLP

Law Firm
Needs summer sublets
If yoj»are interested In

sublotting "our furnished apt

please email
dales available.

address
rent, end amenities to

sharperca'omm.com
or coll (213)430-6539

WESTWOOD- Spackjus Ibdmi/tbth w/bal-

cony, gated parking, security, recreational

facilities. Available mid-June to mid-Sept
Call 3 10-208- 1685

WESTWOOD. 437 Gayley Spacious apt

w/balcony, gated parking. Walk to campus
and Westwood. 3bdrm/2bth. June 15-Aug
29. Single&shared rooms. 310-824-3610.

WLA Private t)edroom, 4bdrm house
Mayl5-Junel5, optton to take over house.
Driveway Near UCLA, bus. $555. 310-231-

7515.

SUBLETS ROOMMATE
SERVICE

FIND or LIST A SUBLET!!

www.thesublet.com
Sublets in all citi«»!! (201-694-1189)

|

9700
Sublets
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9700
Subl(3ts

SUBLETS WANTED
Downtown law firm seeks fully furnished sublets for visiting law

students from May through September. Students stay in Los Angeles

from 6 to 11 weeks. Please send information regarding your sublet

to Maria at inichelml@into.com. Remember to include the

following information: Rent, Location/City, Dates Available,

House/Apt/Room, # of bedrooms/bathrooms, Amenities

(Furnished/Unfurnished, Air, Pool, Parking, Convenient to Bus, etc.)

t stuck ina

summer.

Sublet your

apartment!

Advertise in the Summer
Sublet Guide.

TIhe Daily Bruin Summer Sublet Guide is a

special feature designed to help customers

advertise that their apartment is available

for subletting. It can also be u.sed to find apart-

ments. A Sublet Guide ad runs in the Daily

Bruin for 4 days as a regular line ad and 1 day

as a display ad. The display ad appear* on

Wednesday while the line ad appears on any 4

days adjacent to the display ad date. The price

to run a Sublet Guide ad is

$40.00 per week.

Contact the Daily Bmin today to listyour

apartment in the Summer Sublet Guide!

PS. Don't forget to ask about our guarantee!

JMF
Ri-LIAfl YOUR WORRIES

To advertise call 310-825-2221

Displa
206-3060
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NOW HIPIN<5/
Are you responsible and outgoing?

Looking for an exciting, challenging job?

<*" JOB niK ^^s-^

4p^ -* '

NiHhU:lub and Ke*siaurani

tvcry 3^riday nnd Saturday

UCLA Housing & Hospitality Services is looking for enthusiastic, motivated

students to work in the residence halls this summer as Front Desk Attendants

and Access Monitors. Those hired are qualified to stay in the residence halls

this summer at a special affordable rate.

1:00 - 5:00 PM
PIEBEP nPESlPE LOUN0E

Interviews will be held on this day

Please bring your resume and a list of references.

tm i)isco 3attd$ and JJ spinning at! the dance hits

' ' •

I JiMiica^

^^^ ^ ^^$0/^ ^^

2tandOU£R
Information ond Reservations.

(ItomlaU

i

jilallg ^loties
Irish Pub

A UCLA tradition since 1971

FREE COVER
THURS - SAT w/ UCLA ID

DRINK SPECIALS!
GREAT LIVE IVIUSIC!

PUB GRUB!

575 S. Fairfax Ave. at 6th

/
LA, CA 90036 (323)935-1577

www.mollymalones.com

I

I an^ Friday '-/'i

"^7:00 and 9:30pm
Ackerman Grand Ballroom

. -, Only $2
:^^iOTTHED00R3 SOimfWESTAIUJNES

^ St \4'< L Of t kl t l.t.W

_.v.
Check cut our website for nore great deals:

»fr- www. campusevents . ucla . edu

319 Kerckholf - (310) 825-1958 ~ cocirifofe'asucia ucla odu

HAIRCUTTING WESTWOOD

Tues-Sat 9-7
• Free Consultation • Perms/Bodywaves

• Colorjst on staff

1st time clients 15% off student rate

824-2711 'lOOl Gayley
(NEXT TO COFFEE BEAN)

I
Now Enrolling!! %

$ Westwood Summer $
f School Camp

)|f

I Making Great Kids Greater! $

i

I
446-5240^^

Improve Grades,

Motivation, & Confidence
Traditional camp activities,

horsebacl( riding, nature & hilcing,

sports & games, Aquarium of the
Pacific, San Diego Zoo, Disneyland,

Universal Studios, skating

and much, much more!

NELSON
From page 41

Nelson's enttiusiasm also shines

through off the court.

"He's a playful type of guy,"

Scates said. "He's always a fun guy to

be around."

Whether it's ping-pong at

Williams' house, playful wrestling

matches with Morrow or showing off

his version of an Irish dance to the

team after practice. Nelson is always

doing something for fun.

"My biggest hobby is drawing,"

said Nelson, who plans to major in

art at the School of Arts and
Architecture. "If I'm not playing vol-

leyball or relaxing with the guys, I'm

drawing. Anything I see that I like I'll

paint or draw."

"He's excellent," Shrader said.

"Every evening he's just sitting on the

couch drawing."

We're not talking about unflatter-

ing doodles of a professor during lec-

ture, here. From X-Men cartoons to

watercolor landscapes, Nelson can

do it all.

His setting is no less artistic. Up to

this point. Nelson has led the team to

a successful season. Now, as the team

heads into the postseason, the super

sophomore paints a pretty playoff

"piefure for the BrulniF

"Everyone knows we're going in it

to win. We're going to do it logelher.

and we'll come out with another

championship."

THOMPSON
From page 43

rewarded for their bad decisions.

Look at a guy like Darius Miles on
the Clippers He skipped college alto-

gether and entered the NBA out of

high school. While he shows Hashes

of brilliance, he gets consistently

overplayed by anyone outweighing

him by more than 10 pounds (Miles

is 6-foot-9 and weighs only 200

pounds). But in return. Miles is the

front man of the Clippers' advertis-

ing campaign, and is prominently

featured in the new Nike ad cam-

paign.

And let's not even get into guys

like Rasheed Wallace (whose latest

spat was with a teammate who acci-

dentally elbowed him, leading to a

typical outburst and, of course, a sus-

pension).

It's no wonder why so many peo-

ple are clamoring for the return of

Michael Jordan. People are looking

for anything or anyone to return the

NBA to its glory days.

But alas, even His Aimess could-

n't save the N BA right now. The
game is too boring and its players are

too selfish. With the way the game is

played, along with the mentality of

today's players, the NBA may never

be the place quality team basketball is

ever played again.

Instead of watching the current NBA,
Thompson looks forward now to

watching Lakers-Celtics games from
the '80s on ESPN Classic. He can be
reached at bthompson@media.
ucla.edu.

W.WATERPOLO
From page 46

Krikorian is impressed by the

injured players' attempts to barrel

through the last few weeks of the sea-

son.

"This time of year is why they

practice," he said. "They've been
really tough about getting through

the pain because the big games of the

season are in sight."

Heading into this weekend's
game, the Bruins will continue to

keep their sights on the national

championship.

1

NELSON
From page 48

"I think he's doing real good for a
sophomore." Head Coach Al Scates
said. "We gave him the whole
offense. We gave him the whole thing
from the beginning.

"Ricrt is far ahead of most starting

setters we've had in the program."
Nelson credits his success to play-

ing behind four-time All-American
Brandon Taliaferro. He spent his

freshman year learning the ropes
from the Bruin great.

"Playing against the best player in

the country every day in practice -
it

improved my game," Nelson said.

"He's one of the best setter^ I've ever
seen play. I still look up to him."

When Taliaferro went down with

an injury early last season. Nelson
got the opportunity to give the Bruins
a preview of what he could do. As the

starter, he posted an impressive 6-1

record, leading the Bruins to key vic-

tories on their way to a national

championship season.

Taliaferro. the NCAA
Tournament MVP, was more than

just a great setter. He was a fearless

leader for the Bruins, a motivator.

With Taliaferro's departure after his

senior year. Nelson had some big

::^r'Shoes to ffll this ?tg?t!tnn

Bui ihc chance to replace

Taliaferro wasn't just handed to

Nelson on a silver platter. Scales

played both Nelson and senior Dan
Conncrs during the preseason so that

the two could have some healthy

competition for the starting spot.

This only pushed Nelson to be on top
of his game.

"I always had it in the back of my
head that I have to play at my top

because there's someone who's going
to take my spot if I don't," Nelson
said. "It forced me to become a better

player."

"It was good to motivate him - let

him fight for the position," Scates

added.

Nelson earned the starting spot,

and has not disappointed. Currently

sixth in assist average in the MPSF.
his stellar play has not gone unno-
ticed by his teammates.

"Last year he wasn't a starter so he

didn't feel there was a lot of pressure

on him," senior outside hitter Mark
Williams said. "He proved so much
when he put it out on the court this

year."

Nelson is a star on the rise, provid-

ing consistent setting with a bonus
occasional dump kill. He also has a

bit of Taliaferro in him, combining
the fiery leadership that Taliaferro

brought to the team with a twinge of

enthusiasm from his own personality.

"On the court, he's totally seri-

ous," Shrader said. "He's all game."
"I like the team to be upbeat at all

times no matter what," Nelson said.

"If we're getting killed in the game,
we need the momentum back for the

next. I try to get the guys up."

Nelson has to be a leader of sorts.

That's what being a setter is all about.

When you run the entire offense on a

team with high expectations, you're

looked to for leadership.

"People think it's so easy." Nelson
said. "You gotta know a lot more
than people think you do. Who's
going to put a ball in for you? Who's
going to win the game? Never at all

during a game do I stop thinking

about stuff like that."

Given that responsibility. Nelson
has more than lived up to his end of

the bargain When frustrations begin

to mount during a match, he flashes

that infectious smile of his, claps and
offers words of encouragement. His

energy is contagious.
"

I think he has a lot of fun with vol-

leyball, and I think people like play-

ing with people who have fun with the

game," Assistant Coach John Speraw
said.

"I love setting. I'll always set. no
matter what." Nelson said.

See NELSON, page 40
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WWW.SMUU.COM

• Your friendly Realtor tailored to your needs

• Professional service you can count on

• Honest and trustworthy

• Effective communicator and efficient

• Houses and townhouses/condos for rent/sale

SenitiggmUer West Los A/igeies nidiuhig Westtrood.

Bmituvod. Hattla Mwuca. Bettriy HtUs. Cetttury Qt}; Bel

Air. CbnKtHm. WIA 6 Paltsatks

SMI Realty can 310-312-5455
*CeUI Now for UCLA Community Discount***

***<

BAY DENTAL
MeirAgaki, D.D.S.

UCLA Ciraduate

• General Dentistry

• Oral Surgery

• Cosmetic Dentistry

&y goodbye

uation Gift

Exam & Cleaning

mr
I

With ad only. Reg. $95

FREE BLEACHING KIT
completion of treatment.

11607 Washington Blvd.

310-398-7166
Just off the 405, west of Sepulvedo. 1 min. from UCLA campu s.

^*^' jiuvicrri

s

8V%i

M Ci'^-'-
w, . ,<

'

t ©©.com
r^^' A^^udent loan "gift registry"
who care about you fightcn the load.

\^m^m^D !

Live and Learn

3 Getty Multicultural Paid Summer
Positions available at the

UCLA FOWLER MUSEUM OF
CULTURAL HISTORY

Japanese!
The Wascda Or<^on Programs take North American and interna-

tional students to the prestigious Waseda University. Tokyo. Japan
for academic programs of Japanese language and comparative US-
Japan Societies study:

• Waseda Oregon Summer Japanese Program

July 5- August 17. 2001

• Waseda Oregon Transnational Program

January 1 5 - June 23. 2002

Scholarships of up to $1000 are available for the Transnational
Program. For more information, contact:

Waseda Oregon Office

Portland Sute University

(800) 823-7938 www.wasedaoregon.org

Education

Photography

Digital Imaging

Who is eligible? Currently enrolled undergraduates of

African American, Asian, Latino/Hispanic, Native

American & Pacific Islander descent.

How do I apply? Pick up an informational flyer In the

front lobby of the Fowler Museum for more details.

E-mail specific questions to : ldenk@arts.ucla.edii

DEADLINE FOR APPLICATIONS:
MAY4, 2001
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Feel
Confident.
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rinding the right swimsuit doesn't have to mean disguising what nature didn't give you with push-up pads or frilly
fabric. Shapely, more attractive breasts to fill out the suit you really want are now more possible than ever, thanks to a
new type of shaped breast implant. These new implants are designed more like a breast with a gracefully sloping shape.
The result: less of that "roundness" traditionally associated with implants, but just as much cleavage.

Call today to scheduleyour complimentary consultation. 100% patientfinancing OAC is available.
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NICCXE MILLER/ Daily Brum

Adam Berry gets a hit In a game against Arizona last month.

BASEBALL
From page 48

mainly focused on throwing strikes

and giving my team a chance."

Kunes gave the Bruins a produc-

tive 5 1/3 innings, surrendering seven

hits and only one run before exiting in

the sixth inning in favor of Wade
Clark.

Two pitches later, two Titan home
runs brought Fullerton within two
and set the stage for its game-tying

and game-extending comeback.

By game's end, there were more
fans present to see a scheduled 7 p.m.

SOFTBALL
From page 46

Tliat compares very favorably for

the Bruins. Freshman Qairc Sua has

overtaken junior Stacey Nuveman
for the team lead, .428 to .424. Three
more Bruins are over .400, with

another three over .300.

Gamez cites execution as a prob-

lem for his team, saying that the

Ducks have stranded close to 350
runners this year.

The statistics bear that out. While
sophomores Lisa Wangler and
Alyssa Laux are batting .390 and
.362, the yawning gap between that

duo and the rest of the team hasn't

high school game between Esperanza

and Cypress High Schools than Bruin

or Titan faithful.

The coaches combined to send 25

different batters up to face a total of

13 pitchers in a game that was longer

than any UCLA Head Coach Gary
Adams had experienced in over 26
years of coaching the Bruins.

After the game, Adams was notice-

^iiWy ttpset but chose to shed light on a-

gutsy performance by his squad.

"I never feel great after a loss, but I

was very proud of our guys," he said.

"We lost a commanding lead, but you
had to be here to appreciate how hard
we played."

helped. The next closest Duck is

sophomore Amber Hutchison at

.279.

Oregon's pitching hasn't compen-
sated for the offensive dropoff. The
lowest ERA on the team is freshman
Anisha Meashintubby's at 3.25, but

she has only had the decision in four

games. The Ducks' main pitcher is

junior Connie McMun-en (4.03, 8-

13).

However, Enquist says, don't

expect the Bruins to pencil in any
wins before they arrive in Oregon.

**Thc team is smart enough know
that, no matter where the other team
is in the standings, they know wc have
to respect them and come in pre-

pared."

GEORGIA
Frompage47

the raucous fans, and instead will use

the crowd to get fired up.

"It's going to bring a level of excite-

ment to the meet," Kondos Field said.

"I think for us it's going to be a posi-

tive."

Jones, who competed in front of

Georgia's crowd in her first-ever col-

lege meet, has learned from experi-

ence that the crowd must be looked at

as a positive thing.

"I competed there last year and I

was petrified," Jones said. "(But) you
can use the crowd to your advantage."

The rest of the Bruins agree.

They've anxiously waited for the

upcoming competition since they won
the NCAA West Regional competi-

tion on April 7.

Come Saturday - the last day of

competition - the Bruins hope to put a

leash on the .legendary crowd and
mark their territory as 2001 NCAA
Champions.

DIARY
From page 47

Women Want."

After we landed, we almost made
it to the baggage check without any
problems, but right before boarding
the tram to take us there, we noticed

that people were missing. Thankfully,

we realized eariy enough that they

were gone and waited for them to get

back from a second rest room stop

since deplaning.

Usually we have to wait FOREV-
,ER for vans to take us to the hotel

after getting our baggage, but this

time we had a bus waiting for us. We
all boarded without a hitch and took
off for the hour-and-a-half trip to

Athens from Atlanta. On the bus ride

there, those of us who weren't sleep-

ing recounted stories from our gynv

nastics pasts, both the good and the

bad.

We went to Chili's before check-

ing into the hotel, and this is where
things really got interesting. It always

takes a long time for our team to get

our food since there is such a large

group of us. So, to entertain our-

selves while waiting to be served we
danced and played "flick football"

with sugar packets. There was a tie

between Jamie Dantzcher and Doni
Thompson, but further down the

table Onnie Willis triumphed over

Lindsey Dong by a large margin.

We checked in, and then in a rush,

some of the team took off for the gro-

cery store. Back at the hotel a few of
us met with our massage therapist

and then headed off to bed Who
knows what time we'll actually fall

asleep, though, due to the time difTer-

ence.

GYMNASTICS
From page48

9. and fell 197.7-197.125.

Florida and Oklahoma, the two
teams the Bruins have yet to face, are

ranked 12th and 19th in the nation,

respectively.

UCLA is coming off a stellar per-

formance in the West Regional The
team put together a score of 197.775.

its third highest of the season.

Oregon State advanced as the distant

second-place finisher with a 194.075.

"Wc pretty much want to repeat

what we did at rcgionals, minus the

falls," sophomore Malia Jones said.

"If we do fall, we wanl to be able to

get up and finish our routines."

Recovering from a fall is not some-
thing the Bruins had to worry about
last year. The team was fiawless en

route to its second national champi-
onship under Head Coach Valorie

Kondos Field.

Kondos Field believes she has her

team ready to repeat.

"We're ready physically, and we're

very focused," she said. "All it's

going to take is for (the team) to want
it."

One athlete in particular might
want this championship more, than

anyone. It will be the final meet as a

"Bruin for BhardwaJ, who is a seritor

The team captain is an eight time Ail-

American, as well as the defending

champion on the uneven bars. This

year, she hopes to win the all-around

championship as well as individual

titles in Saturday's competition.

"It would be absolutely wonderful

if Mohini won the all-around,"

Kondos Field said. "We haven't had

an all-around champ since before it

was an NCAA sport. She's definitely

the best gymnast on the fioor.'

But before Bhardwaj and her

teammates can focus on Saturday's

individual meet, they will have to get

past the University of Georgia in a

possible Super Six match up Friday

for the team title. The Bruins defeat-

ed the Gym Dogs ir i dual meet
197.475-197.375 earlier this year.

That meet took place in the friendly

confines of Pyuley Pavilion, but this

time Georgia will have home-gym
advantage.

The Bulldogs are undefeated at

Stcgeman Coliseum, and recently

posted a 198.0 at the SEC champi-

onships, winning the conference title

for the II th time. It has been four

years since a team other than

Georgia or UCLA has taken home
the national championship. In addi-

tion, the Gym Dogs and Bruins are

the only teams to qualify for the

Super Six every year since its incep-

tion in 1993. Georgia has finished in

one of the top three spots at the

NCAA finals 10 out of the last 1

1

years.

UCLA will have to be nearly per-

I'cctlo defeat Georgia in its own gym.
"^e want to go 24 for 24." sopho-

more Kristin Parker said of the

Bruins goal of perfection.

Of course, defeating the host

school, a perennial powerhouse, in its

own gym would make the victory

even more rewarding.

THOMPSON
From page 48

uninspired, selfish players who lack

fundamental skills and arc oblivious

to the concept of team basketball.

Wc don't hear about great basket-

ball anymore. Instead, we hear about

how Shaq and Kobe don't get along,

or that Allen Iverson cussed out a

fan. or that (insert name here) got

busted for drugs this week. Sure, we
always pay attention to the soap

opera aspect of sports. But in basket-

ball, these dramas seem to get all of

the attention.

Before we get too far into why
today's players produce such a horri-

ble product on the court, let's take a

look at why the game itself has gone

down the toilet:

• Coaches milking the shot clock:

What happened to those great Lakers

vs. Celtics games from the '80s? The
game went up and down the fioor for

48 minutes. The final score was

always in the area of 120-118.

Today, teams walk up the floor

and set up their half-court ofTenses.

The guards hold the ball until there

are about five seconds left on the 24-

second clock. Then the team tosses

the ball around until it is forced to

throw up a bad shot with about two

seconds left on the clock. The defen-

sive team gets the rebound, and pro-

ceeds to do the exact same thing at

the other end of the court! What hap-

pened to pushing the ball down the

opposition's throat?

• Isolation offense: With the cur-

rent illegal defense rules, teams basi-

cally put the ball in the hands of their

best player and clear out the rest of

the team to the opposite side of the

floor. This, of course, draws away the

defense so that guys like Allen

Iverson and Vince Carter can go one-

on-one with their defender. Sure, it's

fun to watch Vince dunk on some-

body, but is this the way the sport is

supposed to be played, with eight

players just standing and watching

the other two go at each other?

These two. problems have led the

NBA to take a drastic step. It has

decided to allow zone defenses next

season. But that just leads to our next

problem.

• Allowing zone defenses: I hope
you like watching Brian Shaw and

Rick Fox shoot three pointers all

game long because that's exactly

what will happen when teams gel into

a zone on defense. Dominant men
like Shaq will be double and triple

teamed all game, which means that

we're going to see long-range

jumpers taken time after time.

When Shaq was asked what he

thought of the rule change, he had a

one-word answer for ESPN.com:
"Stinks!" Remember, it was the zone

that prompted Shaq to leave college

early for the pros.

And can somebody explain this

one to mc? If scoring is down, and
the league wants the excitement of

high scoring games, why give defens-

es another means of stopping offens-

es?

Bui the blame for the downfall of

the NBA doesn't end with how the

game is played. The bulk of the blame
lies with the players themselves As
former star player and current

Indiana Pacers Coach Isiah Thomas
told ESPN.com last week. "I don't

think the game needs to be tweaked. I

think the players need to be

tweaked."

In terms of action on the basket-

ball court, players today are less con-

cerned with team play and more con-

cerned with getting on SportsCenter

with amazing dunks.

Players are too busy running

around with their posses, wanting to

be seen in their Expeditions and
Navigators, and worrying about get-

ting paid. Winning seems secondary
This only encourages high school

and college players to skip school and
come to the NBA. They are rewarded
with fame immediately. Even the

N BA markets its stars, not its teahis.

The basketball itself doesfi't seem to

matter much. Who cares if your team
wins?

Look at players like Stephon
Marbury He forced a trade, leaving

playoff contender Minnesota so he

could play in New Jersey Why did he

want to be on a cellar-dwelling team
like the Nets? Because he could never

be "the man" playing with Kevin

Garnett in Minnesota. And he could

never get paid enough with Garnett

on the payroll. Marbury gave up win-

ning for money and fame.

The sad thing is that players are

See THOMPSON, page 40
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Associated Students UCLA
Student Commissioned

Art Program
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DUE TOMORROW!
for the 2001 Program

Winners will receive

$500 plus supplies.

Undergraduate andgraduate students

from any major are eligible.
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Deadline: Aprrf^h @ Noon
For an application or rniore information,

please call Lisa Rajqcis'^ at 310.206.0700

or stop by the [},tlA ^od'ent Union

Director's Offij^in K^rtkhofi Hall 338.
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Aces are high

' Senior outside hitter Mark Williams
served a career-high seven aces last Saturday
in only three games against Pacific. The
seven were the second most in school history

for aces in a match.

"His serving was really on that night,"

UCLA Head Coach Al Scates said. "His
serving had a lot of velocity"

Williams is currently third on the all-time

list.

Senior middle blocker Adam Naeve, who
broke the school record Feb. 3 against

Pepperdine with 10 aces, is second on the list

with I70tar«er aces. He has the rest of the

playoffs to serve seven more aces in order to

break the all-time record held by four-lime

All-Amcrican Brandon Taliaferro ('00).

M.VOLLEYBALL NOTEBOd
Tiebreakers galore

After UCLA defeated Pacific Saturday
night, the Bruins, Long Beach Slate and
Hawai'i were left lied with 12-5 records.

When the dust had settled, UCLA emerged
with the third seed in the MPSF
Tournament.

The head-to-head record in MPSF match
play between the three teams broke the tie.

Since UCLA had split its two matches
against Long Beach State and Hawai'i, the

only head-to-head matchup that was taken
into account was a Feb. 15 Long Beach win
overJIawai'i.

With BYU clinching the top seed, Long
Beach Stale look the second seed. Hawai'i,

which had been the top-ranked team in last

week's USA Today/AVCA Poll, had to settle

for the fourth seed.

Hawai'i officials appealed the seeding,
arguing that the head-to-head records should
not be taken into account since the three

teams did not play an equal number of
matches against each other. However, the

appeal was rejected.

If the Bruins win their first-round match
against No. 6 Stanford, they will play the

winner of the No. 2 Long Beach and No. 7

Pepperdine match.

Stanford's Sweet 16
in the Bruins' match at Stanford on April

13, Stanford was accidentally awarded two
points on one play to give them a 16-14 lead

in the second game. The Bruins argued to no
avail, and ultimately lost the game 30-28.

"I've never had it happen before," Scates
said. "Usually if you go identify the error,

they'll change it. But in this case, they did-

n't."

League officials told Scales that the error

was not protestable.

MPSF first round
Ticket prices for Saturday's playoff match

have been changed to $10 for adults and^H
for students. All tickets will be sold at the

door.

Notes compiled by Diamond Leung, Daily
Bruin Contributor.
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30 Days... 2 Countries...! Pass...
Travel by train and experience the adventure and freedom that only
the North America Rail Pass* offers.

Simply the most adventurous and affordable way to see the United
States and Canada. Together, Amtrak* and VIA Rail Canada offer

an exciting rail pass for those who really want to experience North
America's vast beauty. Travel to as many places as you want in

30 days ..so why not see it all. Whether you are traveling the coast,

passing through the mountains or visiting another city, you'll enjoy
the flexibility of creating an itinerary to match your interests. Trip must
include at least one segment in each country
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NORTH AMERICA
RAIL PASS

Peak fare
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30-Day
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30-day North America Rail Pass and 15%** on most Amtrak coach fares year
round. To join Student Advantage and start saving, call 1 877 2J0IN.SA or visit
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studentadvantage com.

Call 1 .800.USA.RAIL or visit www.amtrak.conr>/promotions/details.html
for more infornwtion on the North America Rail Pass and sample
itineraries.
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SOFTBALL NOTEBOOK

Freed is hurt
The No. I Bruins will be without

ace junior pitcher Amanda Freed and
her 0.51 ERA this weekend, as team
doctors discovered that muscle had
separated from bone in her throwing
elbow due to a nuance of her pitching

motion.

4.ooking strong
UCLA (42-3. 5-3 Pac-IO) contin-

ues its Pac-IO schedule, traveling up
the coast to play No. 16 Oregon State

(33-15-1. 2-4) on Friday and then
Oregon (25-26. 1-7) on Saturday and
Sunday.

Against the No. 15 Huskies last

weekend, the Bruins used strong

pitching, solid defense and clutch hit-

ting to survive a 14-inning epic in

game one on Friday, winning 5-4 on
Claire Sua's bases-loaded game-win-
ning single. Game two was less stress-

ful as Freed pitched a two-hitler in a 4-

win. Both Keira Goerl and Freed

pitched solid games, and both regis-

tered double-digit strikeouts

Pitchers still

carrying team
Goerl continued her amazing

freshman season by out-dueling

Washington freshman Tia Bollinger

and maintaining her perfect record in

the 14-inning game last Friday. She
pitched all 14 innings and is now a

perfect 16-0 with a 1.07 ERA. With
her 14 strikeouts, Goerl has now
notched 90 in 111 innings. She has

established herself as UCLA's second

ace and seems to be gaining confi-

dence as the season progresses.

Freed returned to her usual domi-

nance Sunday against Washington,

earning her ninth shutout against the

Huskies, improving her record to 17-3

with a dominant 0.51 ERA. After

striking out 10 Huskies in the 4-0 win,

she now has struck out an incredible

128 in only 123 innings, allowing only

60 hits and 18 walks.

Offense forced to

rely on home runs
The Bruins are batting .353 as a

team and have five players batting

above .400. led by Claire Sua (.428)

and Stacey Nuveman (.424). and
three other players hitting above .300.

However, averages can be mislead-

ing. In the last few games the offense

has slumped, forcing the Bruins to

rely on clutch home runs to supply the

offense. In both games against

Washington, the offense hit well and

got on base, accumulating 23 hits and

10 walks in the process, but wasn't

able to gel Ihe imporlanl hits to drive

in runs. Tairia Mim's team-leading

13th homer in the firH game and
Nuvcman's 12th in the second game
provided six of the Bruins' nine runs

in the two games.

Ducks and
Beavers
Oregon Slate, the Bruins' oppo-

nent Friday, is a strong contender in

the Pac-IO and is on a three-game win-

ning streak after beating Oregon

twice by a combined score of 19-2 and
shutting out Portland State 3-0. They
are only 2-4 in the Pac-IO. but seven of

the conference's eight teams arc

nationally ranked, and the Beavers

are not a team that the Bruins can dis-

regard. They are led bv pitchers

Crystal Draper ( 19-8, 1.21 ERA) and

Monica Hoffman (12-7, 1.45 ERA).
The Beavers" offense lacks the

explosive power of the Bruins, and
they can't compete with the Bruins'

team speed, collecting only 14 stolen

bases compared to UCLA's 92. but

overall Oregon State is a balanced

team. The team had a 10-game win-

ning streak entering conference play,

but is only 4-5 in its last nine games.

UCLA holds a 56-4 edge in the over-

all series between the schools and has

already beaten the Beavers once this

year 3-2. winning on a walk-off homer
by Lupe Brambila at the Hedrick's

Hallowell Chevrolet Classic on
March 3.

Oregon comes into the weekend
series against UCLA having lost eight

of its last 10 games, mostly against

Pac-IO opponents. The Ducks lack <i_

dominant starter but they are led by~
Andrea Vidlund (9-5, 3.41 ERA) and
Connie McMurren (8-13, 4.03 ERA).
Lisa Wangler (.375 average, 13 stolen

bases) sparks the offense, while

Vidlund (seven HRs, 19 RBIs) and
Triawn Custer (eight HRs, 30 RBIs)
provide the power. The defense has

been spotty at best, committing^i'^

errors and making life difficult for the

pitchers. UCLA holds a 45-7 odge in

the overall series.

Notes compiled by Michael Sneag,

Daily Bruin Contributor.

Bruins prepare to play

at U.S. Intercollegiates
M.GOLF: Team needs to

make sU'ong showing to

secure spot in Regionals

By Pauline Vu
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

The captain of the UCLA
men's golf team feels pretty good
going to the Stanford golf course

at this weekend's U.S.

Intercollegiates.

That's
because
when he

went there

during
spring break

for the first

time ever,

.Parker
McLachlin
got a hole-in-

one on the

third hole.

MEN'S GOLF

Invitational - wasn't great, but

McLachlin was pleased with the

improvement the team made
from the first da> to the second

'We're pretty positive after

the last round of our last tourna-

ment." he said. "We basically got

fifth out of the Pac-IO teams; we
usually finish seventh or ninth."

One of the team's true fresh-

men. John Merrick, broke out at

the Thunderbird. leading the

team with his lllh place finish.

The next closest were two Bruins

who tied for

41st place.

"We're
really proud

of the way
Johnny
played last

tourna-
ment."
McLachlin
said. "If we
get him tokeep

U.S. intercollegiates

Saturday-Sunday

All Day

Stanford, i

ADAM BROWN/Daity Bruin

So I kinda feci like 1 own that putting up numbers like that
hole." he said with a touch of

pride.

There are just two tourna-

ments left until NCAA West
Regionals. That's just two tour

we'll be in good shape come
Regionals."

Rounding out the traveling

five for UCLA are sophomores
Travis Johnson and J.T Kohul

naments for th§ golf team to and freshman Steve Conway.
prove they belong at Regionals.

which only takes the 12 top teams
in UCLA's District 8. The Bruins

are currently ranked lOth in the

district.

The players are confident

entering U.S. Intercollegiates.

Though their last finish - 13th

place out of 22 teams at the

Thunderbird/SAVAN E

The U.S. Intercollegiates.

which will include all the Pac-IO

teams, features several teams
that UCLA needs to beat, includ-

ing Long Beach State and UC
Irvine. The Bruins must play well

at this tournament.

"It's crucial." Johnson said.

"This week could clinch our spot

in Regionals if we do well.^*

Strawberries Sparkletts
CRYSTAL FRESH DRINKING WATER

• MOUNTAIN SPRING WATER

/

N|j.irKlrn>

^v..-__ -.

N".;-

59
1.5 Liter (50.7OZ.)
w/ Sport Top

Coke, Diet Coke & Sprite

^Sr vl
6 pk • 12 oz. cans

fathers Mother's Cookies
• Oatmeal • Ckcut Parade

• Triplets •Chocolate Chip

• Iced Oatmeal

11.5-13 oz. Save $1.10

SmKhfieM Premium ^acon

^^^ (40% Ljower Fat)

Save
$1.00

59
Save 80C

m«m<
^W v^l

G pk • 12 oz. bottles Save $3.00

Wolfjgang Puck's Pizza

• 4 Cheese
• Mushroom/
Pepperoni

• Deluxe

9.25 - 11 oz. Save $1.30

DAnnon Lowfat Yogurt
• 6 Varieties

DphnoM

49
8oz. Save 49C

Miller Genuine Draft

1J8 pk • 12 oz. bottles Save $3.50

mike's RED DOG

6 pk' 12 oz. bottles Save $2.00
|
12 pk* 12 oz. cans Save $2.00

Open 'til Midnight at 1057 Gayley Ave. 209-1111

r-vMmviw*
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Bruins head into season's last game UCLA can't afford to lool(
W.WATERPOLO: Matchup

with Anteaters is chance

to prep for MPSF tourney

ByEmHyWhidiard
Daily Bruin Contributor

The No. 2 UCLA women's water
polo team will have the opportunity

to lloat through one last match this

weekend before heading mto a

lyphoon of play next weekend at the

MPSF tournament.

After a two-week hiatus, the

Bruins (13-3, 8-1 MPSK) will travel

to UC Irvine on Friday for a' 3 p.m.
matchup with the Anteaters. This
will mark the teams' second meeting
this season.

NICOLE MIUER/Daily Bfuin

Kelly Heuchan plays in UCLA's victory over UC Santa Barbara In

the Bruins' last home game. UCLA will play UC Irvine on Friday.

WOMEN'S LO

f 3p.in,

Irvine, CA

ZADAM BROWNAD^Uy Bium

UC Irvine (1-17. 1-7) has strug-

gled through its first season as an
olTicial program. In its first matchup
with UCLA at the UCSB tourna-

ment in February, the Anteaters fell

to the Bruins with a margin of 16-4.

While the game^ill not serve as

the ideal, challenging preparation
for the Mountain Pacific Sports
Federation tournament, UCLA
Head Coach Adam Krikorian is still

Jooking to the match to sharpen
skills.

"Anytime you play a game it's a

good opportunity to gain experi-

ence," he said.

Following their final conference

game, the Bruins will travel to

Honolulu, Hawaii, for the MPSF
Tournament held April 27-29. The
tournament boasts a challenging

lineup, including the top four teams
in the nation - Stanford, California,

use and UCLA.
It will be a dogfight throughout

the weekend. Only the top two teams
in the conference will emerge for a

chance to compete in the NCAA
Championships on May 12-13 at

Stanford.

The Bruins don't want to be left

out in the cold. In preparation for

the battle, Krikorian wants to sharp-

en the team's 6-on-5 advantage
against the Anteaters.

"We have been struggling with
our power play all season,"
Krikorian said. "We get tired and

tend to lose focus instead of keeping
the ball up."

Krikorian is aware the Bruins
cannot afford such a loss of focus in

Hawaii.

In addition to boosting its power
play skills. UCLA will look to make
it through the game without adding
to its list of injuries.

Sophomore Robin Beauregard
has been battling an elbow injury

that will require surgery over the

summer Junior Elaine Zivich has
been recovering from her own elbow
injury

Sophomore goalkeeper Jamie
Hipp is planning on shoulder
surgery in the postseason. In addi-

tion, sophomore Jessica Lopez is the

fourth starter to spend time on the

bench. Her back has been causing
her chronic problems throughout
the season.

past Pac-1 cellar-dwellers
SOFTBALL: Oregon schools ^''"'"'^ '^ ^^^ '^^s of their ace pitcher.

..„ 1 , . .
junior Amanda Freed (17-3, 0.51

sUlI dangerous despite low era)

ranking; ace Freed injured ^
"A';"«"'1^^'=^ ^^'^ /' ucla Head

^ ' Coach Sue Enquisl said.

Such a short statement means so

much to the Bruin pitching attack

The injury resulted from a quirk in

Freed's throwing motion, in which
she bumps her elbow on her hip. The
repeated effects of that resulted in

muscle separating from bone in

Freed's elbow.

Fortunately for UCLA, the Bruins
aren't short on pitchers.

Freshman

By Andrew Borders
Daily Bruin Reporter

This weekend will prove that in the

Pac-IO. "easy" is a relative term.

The No. I UCLA Bruins (42-3. 5-3

Pac-IO) visit the No. 16 Oregon State

Beavers (33-15-1, 2-4) Friday, fol-

lowed by games against the unranked
Oregon Ducks

SOFTBALL

See W.WATERPOLO, page 40

(25-26. 1-7) on

Saturday and
Sunday.

The Oregon
schools are the

bottom two

teams in the

Pac-IO confer-

ence. But the

fact that seven

of the schools in

the conference _
are ranked no lower than 16th nation^
ally shows that the key word is "Pac-
IO," not "bottom."

Even Oregon, the conference's
last-place team, is only one game
below .500 overall and is 1-7 in the

best Softball conference in the nation.

"Going into any game, we don't

think of records because the Pac-IO is

SO competitive," Bruin freshman first

baseman Claire Sua said "We're just

approaching every game as every
team is equal. When you gel in trou-

ble is when you underestimate the

other team."

Of more immediate concern to the

lay,2pjh..

CorvaUis,i)R

VICTOR CMEN/0*lly Bruin

Keira Goerl is

16-0 with a 1.07

ERA. Watch for

seniors
Courtney Dale

(0.83. 44)) and

Stephanie
Swenson (1.50,

5-0) to get some
work.

However,
Oregon Coachu
Rick Gamez

said that pitching is his in-sUte rival's

strength.

"(Oregon State's) pitching is very
solid." Gamez said.

The Bruins will likely see junior
Crystal Draper (19-8, 1.21), with
freshman Monica Hoffman (12-7,

1.45) remaining a possibility as the

starting pitcher in the first game at

the Beavers' new stadium.

Offensively, only junior Michelle
Chariton is hilling over .300 at .303.

The rest of their lineup is over .200.

SceS0nBALUpa9e42

UCLA Men's Volleyball

MIINTAIN MCIFI6

MPSF First Round Playoffs •>/

SPOITS FEDEMTIII *6

UCLA

Saturday, April 21^^

7:00 pm
Pauley Pavilion

Tickets

Students $5

Adults $10

Mark Williams

310-UCLA-WIN

uclaBruins* Adam Naeve
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GYMNASTICS NCAA CHAMPIONSHIPS

eorgia
on their

Minds
The Bruins will attempt a win in Bulldog territory, where
the home team has a big, raucous crowd behind them

April 19-22, 2001

Athens, Georgia

MAm I IK

Sophomore Onnie Willis competes on the floor at Regionals

Player Diaries

This diary is an installment in a yearlong series that chronicles

the lives of UCLA athletes.

Senior Moluni Bhanlwaj and
sophomore Kristin Parker are mem-

^ hers of the women 's gymnastics team,

which is competing at NCAA
Championships this weekend. They
wrote this diary

chronichng their

trip from Los

Angeles tQ

A thens . on

Tuesday.
• • •

ATHENS,
GA. - The
morning came
way too early

after fmishing

last-minute
packing late

into the night.

Our team met at the turnaround at

8:30 a.m. and then departed for the

airport on the bus together No
drama occurred - for once everyone

UCLA Spoflj Info

Mohini

Bhardwaj

arrived on time!

It was hard to leave part of our
team behind, since there were only 15

credentials available for the team.
The few people that were staying

behind brought

their end-of-the-

year gifts to

exchange with

those who were

leaving. At
every meet dur-

mg the year wc
exchange gifts

anonymously
with the same
person, and
then at nation-

als we fmd out

who our "Bruin

Buddy" is.

At the airport we all checked in

and then waited at the terminal for

boarding. A few people asked ques-

UCLA Sports Info

Kristin

Paricer

By Eli Karon
Daily Bruin Contributor

Some dogs are territorial. The
University of Georgia Bulklog.s arc

one such breed. When the Bruins

compe te rnzrAthcns, Georgia on

Thursday, they will be greeted with

boos, barks, and rattling newspapers.

Did we mention that this is a gym-
nastics meet?

The Bruins will be battling not only

history, but Georgia's infamous
crowd as well Stageman Coliseum
seats approximately 9.500 fans for a

normal gymnastics meet.

The National Champion.ships will

undoubtedly bring a standing room
only crowd of more than 10.000. As a

reference. Pauley Pavilion holds 12,819 people.

In a manner unrivaled in college gymnastics, the

Georgia Bulldogs routinely pack their home meets to the

rafters with rabid, cheering, sometimes downright nasty

spectators.

"Any crowd that would boo someone when they do well,

just because they don't like you - that's out of line," Bruiri

sophomore Malia Jones said.

When UCLA arrives in Stageman Coliseum, it will

attempt a nearly impossible feat. The Gym Dogs, as
Georgia's highly touted squad is called, have only lost

inside Stageman Coliseum once since 1991. During that

span the team also won back-to-back National
Championships, in 1998 and 1999.

The home loss came last year at the Super Six Challenge,
where Alabama upset the Gym Dogs.

In the same meet, UCLA suffered multiple falls and was
soundly beaten by Georgia. UCLA came in fifth, but went
on to later win ihe National Championship.

Together, the Bruins and the Bulldogs have accounted
for the last four NCAA Championships, with the Bruins
winning the tide last year and in 1997.

Sophomore Kristin Parker was one of UCLA's fresh-

COURTNEY STEWART

Freshman Kristen Maloney performs her floor routine at UCLA.

men who received a rude awakening to college gymnastics
on the visit to Georgia.

"Going in we knew v^hat to expect, but there's really no
way to prepare for that," Parker said.

"

This year, UCLA's team consists of a large freshmen
contingent. However, the rowdy crowd will have a tough
time rattling the cages of this young Bruin squad. While
they haven't experienced anything close to what will tran-

spire over the weekend, the younger Bruins are experi-

enced in their own right.

"Our younger girls are Olympians." said Bruin Head
Coach Valorie Kondos Field.

Interestingly, Kondos Field says she feels the Georgia
crowd has always treated the Bruins with more respect.

However, it's still a tough place to compete. While the

Pauley Pavilion scats are spread out. the crowd at Georgia
is right on top of the competition, barking and screaming
through the whole meet.

"They have their moments." Kondos Field said.

"They're a basketball crowd."

Kondos Field feels this year's team will be unaffected by

See GEORGIA, page 42

GYMNASTICS
Top seeded gymnasts at the NCAA Championships

Jamie Oamzsdwf
ALL-AROUND

FLOOR
1 . Jamie OantzsdMr, VOA
1 MohinlMMfdwiiUCU

3. S4izMMS««viM««rilty«f6Mrfia

^ TfShawMjadooivWM Virginia UnivtrtHy

UNEVEN MRS

UnduyWing

1. MoliiniBhartfw^UCU

2. Iitic Rewind, l>eaa$tatt

3. UiidsayWinf,$tafrfwriOnivcnlty

4. Kristi UdMy, Univenity of Georgia

Mohini Bhardwaj

!*>«.-JtuXS

1. Mohini MwtiwJi^

mdiamit DantzsdMr, UaA(tiMl)

3. LMraMoM,MnM|St
Mdnmtsa Kiritowtli IMvmity ofOtah ftM)

1
.
Thereu Kuliiiowfi[i and Shannon Bowtet

,^

Univenity of Utah (tied)

3. Unduy Wing, SUnford University

4. Kristen Maloney, UCIA

t««sU

VAULT

KatmaSeverin

1. Kristi Udiey, Univenity ofCeorgia

2. TeShawne Jackson, West Virginia University

I. Natalie Hashimoto, Eastern MidiigM

4. Katrina Severin, Oregon State

VICTOR CHEN/Dilly Bruin

tions about what team we are affiliat- Today someone actually asked Mo,
ed with. Surprisingly, we are often who is 22, if she was 13!

asked if we arc on a basketball or vol- The night was loooong, a total of
leyball team or even with "UCLA five hours. It was hard to sit still,

High School!" People also think we knowing what lies ahead in the next
arc much younger than we really are. few days. The atmosphere on our

team in general was energetic. Some
of the team members tried to study,

others slept, and then most of us
watched the in-flight movie, "What

Se«DMIiy,pa9e42
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Web site doesn't

participate in the

wanton, needless

slaughter of

innocent, peace-

loving trees.

www.dailybruin.ucla.edu

Daily Bruin

orts
G>innasli(s special

VCAA begins its quest for a

second straight NCAA title.

See page 47 for an in-depth

preview of the competition.

Thursday, April 19,2001

UCLA aims for another NG\A title Bruins lose early lead in

GYMNASTICS: First round

features number of teams

Bruins have already seen

By Adam Karon
Daily Bruin Staff

The UCLA gymnastics team flips

its way into Athens, Georgia today

looking to bring home its second

straight NCAA title.

WOMEN^S GYMN^
NCAACM
Today,

10a.in.

Athei

turday

d
ADAM BRUWN/Dally Bruin

UCLA competes against

Alabama, Florida, Michigan,

Oklahoma, and Oregon State in the

first of two preliminary meets begin-

"ning today at 1 p.m. Eastern Time.

The second preliminary round, at 7

p.m. ET, features host Georgia
against Arizona State, Denver,

Nebraska, Stanford, and Utah. The
top three teams from each round

will meet Friday in the "Super Six,"

with the winner taking home the

2001 national title.

The all-around champion and
individual event finalists are deter-

mined during the preliminary com-
petition, with the top four individual

scorers advancing to Saturday's

individual finals.

The Bruins faced and defeated

6-hour, 1 4-inning battle
BASEBALL: Fullerton win

marks seven consecutive

victories over UCLA team

ByJeffAgase

Daily Bruin Reporter

After nearly six hours of baseball

Wednesday night at Cal State

Fullerton's Goodwin Field, the

UCLA baseball team felt as if it had
just finished a marathon.

Unfortunately for the Bruins (25- Titans responded in the bottom half

in the 1 1 th.

Reliever Doug Silva came in at the

bottom of the ninth with a one-run

lead and gave up a game-tying home
run with one away to Mike Rouse.

Silva retired the next batter, but

loaded up the bases with two outs.

Bruin senior Josh Canales stepped

up with a stellar defensive putoul to

give the 1,044 fans on hand some free

baseball.

Eric Reece stepped up in the top of

the I llh with what could have been a

game-winning solo home run. But the

13), they fin

ishcd in second

p lace.

Tracking UCLA
designated hitter

Brian Baron's run

Sfbatting .500.

At-B«ts

8

MAHY HOLSCHtfi

Sophomore Malia Jones performs on the beam In a competition
last week. UCLA's next meet will be for the NCAA Championship.

sdveral teams in their preliminary

meet earlier this year. Alabama,
Michigan and Oregon State each fell

to a powerful Bruin team that lost

just two meets in 2001.

The team scored a season-high

198.250 against the Beavers in a

dual meet on Feb. 16. Alabama suc-

cumbed to a Bruin score of 197.5 on
Jan. 28 when senior Mohini
Bhardwaj set a school record 39.8 in

the all-around, a score she would
break later in the season. Michigan
played host to the Bruins on March

SeeGYMNASnCS,page43

Shane
Costa's single to

left field in the

bottom of the

14th inning gave

the No. 1

1

Titans (28-10)

an 11-10 tri-

umph in one of

the longest

games in UCLA
baseball history.

The loss extended the Bruin losing

streak against Fullerton to seven

games, dating back to March 1997.

"We're disappointed that we lost,

obviously, and very tired," center-

BARON WATCH

Wednesday

Season Totals 1S8 77 .487

of the mning
with a run of

their own.

At the top of

the 14th, the

Bruins loaded

the bases with

only one out,

but Canales was

unable to get a

hit through the

Titan infield

and the next

Bruin batter,

Matt Pearl,

made the third out.

Sophomore Mike Kunes got the

starting nod for the Bruins, who had
senior Jon Brandt scheduled to start

but decided otherwise when Brandt's

ADAM BROWN/D«Uy Bruin

fielder Matt Pearl said. "We fought back pains rendered him unable to

the whole 14 innings against a very throw.

tough team."

The Bruins did not lose because of

a lack of chances. UCLA stranded 22

runners on base and failed to hold a 9-

1 lead after the fifth inning, a 9-8 edge

after the eighth and a 10-9 advantage

"It was a little unexpected coming
into the game," Kunes said. "I

thought I might get a bullpen appear-

ance. I went in and did my thing and

SeeMSCBALL,pa9e42

setting
Rich nelson is one uolleyball player

uilio talies the bull by the horns

By Diamond Leung
Daily Bruin Contributor

Rich Nelson is a man ofmany tal-

ents. Take bull riding, for example.

When he talked middle blocker

Scott Morrow and libero Adam
Shrader into a night out at a club

last week, there was really only one

thing on his mind.

_ "He got all fired up and wanted

to ride the mechanical bull,"

Shrader said.

"I stayed on the whole time,"

Nelson said with a laugh. "I should

have won the contest, but I think

Scott beat me.

"We're probably going to go
back there soon, and I'll get the

whole a^ire going."

While that might be worth get-

ting front row seats for, UCLA fans

prefer watching Nelson take the bull

by the horns when it comes to vol-

leyball. As the starting setter, the

true sophomore runs the high-pow-

ered offense for the defending

national champions.

. See NELSON, page 41

NICOLE MILLER/ Daily Brum

Rich Nelson, wrestling with teammate Scott Morrow (on Nelson's

shoulder) knows how to have a good time on and off the court.

Selfish players-

dominate NBA,

making league

hardly fantastic

COLUMN: Poor basketball

skills, off-court problems

tarnish once-great game

The NBA has had a clever way
of misleading sports fans for

the past decade or so.

First, they tried to tell us that their

brand of basket-

ball is entertain-

ing with the slo-

gan, "NBA
Action: It's

FANtastic!"

Then they

took it a step

further by con-

vincing us that it

really is our

favorite game
with their latest

slogan, "I love

this game!"

But the prod-

uct that David Stern and company
present us night in and night'out is

far from lovable. The NBA, 2001

style, is a league of dull, low-scoring,

poorly executed games played by

See THOMPSON, page 43

Brian

Thompson

UCLA

Serving the UCLA rommiinity since 1919

Freddy fingered?
PMnd out the latest on Freddie

Mitchell and the NFL.

SPORTS BACK PAGE

Friday, April 20, 2001 www^!aiIvl)njin.tKla.('(In

Got stress?

If you're experiencing an identity crisis,

you're not alone. Theater may help.

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT PAGE 14

Holocaust remembered
Jewish youths observe Holocaust

Day of Awareness at Auschwitz.

NEWS, PAGES

Chancellor visits LA. inner-city schools Professor is

OUTREACH: Carnesale gives Blue

and Gold Scholarships to seniors

at both Jefferson, Crenshaw High

By Scott B.Wong
Daily Bruin Staff

Chancellor Albert Carnesale headed back to high

-School on a bus Thursday to award scholarships to

students in two inner-city Los Angeles high schools.

Students from JelTerson and Crenshaw High

Schools received the Chancellor's Blue and Gold
Scholarship, which grants up to a four-year full

scholarship for admitted students living in Los

Angeles who have demonstrated high achievement

and financial need.

In both visits with high school students, Carnesale

discussed the importance of diversity in education.

"We need to prepafe leaders from all segments of

society, so we need to have students from all seg-

ments of society," Carnesale said to JelTerson stu-

dents.

Immigrants, like Carnesale's mother and Bronx

taxi-driving father, didn't believe in "streets paved

Se« VISIT, page 6

Photo by Bill Shoii/UCLA Photo

Develyn Smith.a Bruin advisor at Crenshaw High School, talks with UCLA Chancellor
Albert Carnesale Thursday during his visit to award Blue and Gold scholarships.

Rodent pellets cause stir near Bomb Shelter
SAFETY: ASUCLA calls

for clean up; specialist

says squirrel ate poison

By Kevin Lee
Daily Bruin Contributor

Poison intended to kill rats near

the Bomb Shelter eatery has alleged-

ly killed at least one squirrel and for

a short while may have posed a

threat to humans.

After several members of the

UCLA community identified the

potential hazard earlier this week,

the Associated Students of UCLA
responded swiftly by ordering a

, cleanup of the affected area.

Ecolab, a pest-control company,
': recently administered the pellets at

'the request of ASUCLA.
ASUCLA Executive Director

Piitricia Eastman said the company
was called out to handle "a minor

yi»wwwi ju Hill ifi»
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EDWARD LIN/Ddily Brum

Pest control technicians sift through shrubbery around the Bomb
Shelter by hand and with vacuums to recover rat poison pellets.

rodent problem." that was caused stored the poison in rat-trap "hous-

by ongoing construction near the es" that were somehow knocked
Bomb Shelter. over, dispersing the pellets through-

Eastman said the company out the bushes near the Bomb

Shelter.

"I noticed the pellets dispersed

about the shrubbery on Tuesday,"

.said Jonathan Katz, a graduate stu-

dent and head of the Mathematics

and Physical Sciences Council of

the Graduate Students Association.

Early in the week, when ASU-
CLA discovered the scattered pel-

lets, officials immediately contacted

Ecolab to have them removed.

When a single pellet was still

found in the area after the first

cleanup, ASUCLA again called

Ecolab to do a second cleaning

which lasted for several hours

Thursday, Eastman said.

Six vans and several Ecolab spe-

cialists cleaned up the area by hand
and with high-powered vacuums in

an attempt to remove any remain-

ing pellets.

The Ecolab technicians at the

scene declined to comment on the

nature of their work, saying only

SeePEIlETS,page8

Event recalls invasion, condemns embargo

"\

ANNIVERSARY: Speakers

challenge U.S. portrayals,

stereotyping of Cubans

By Midiaele Tumage
Daily Bruin Contributor

*A night intended to commemo-
rate the 40lh anniversary of Cuba's

victory over the U.S. at Playa Giron,

otherwise known as the Bay of Pigs,

quickly turned into conversations

about dispelling misconceptions of

the foreign country.

Sponsored by Conciencia Libre,

Wednesday's event, titled "Cuba's

Victory at the Bay of Pigs: The
Living Legacy," featured a lecture

by Cuban Foreign Ministry

Representative Sergio Martinez,

who invited students to attend a

summer Cuba-U.S. Youth
Exchange.

Audience members also listened

to testimonies of two of the 21

Conciencia Libre delegates who
travelled to Cuba during spring

break. Similar talks were given at

Compton College and California

State University, Los Angeles last

week.

The event came the day before

celebrations in Playa Giron, where

Cubans celebrated the country's vic-

tory. But on Wednesday, the United

Nations' condemned Cuba for

human rights violations.

Years of tensions between the

U.S and Cuba exploded when 1,300

US-supported Cuban exiles invad-

ed Playa Giron on April 17, 1961,

launching the Bay of Pigs battle on
the south coast of Cuba. The battle

was intended to bring down Kidel

Castro's communist government.

Castro's troops triumphed two days

later, despite the more than 100

Se« MY, page 6

ANGIE IEVINE

Sergio Martinez, the first

secretary of the Cuban interests

section speaks on Wednesday.

awarded

Tyler Prize

DIAMOND: Recognition

given for improvement

By Marcelle Ridiards

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

While trekking the rain forests of

New Guinea last month, physiology

Professor Jared Diamond received

word he had won the 2001 John and

Alice Tyler Prize for Environmental

Achievement.

In a region that gets up to 900 inch-

es of rainfall annually, news that he

received the most coveted award in

the fields of environmental science,

energy and medicine reached him via

e-mail as he sat beneath a tin roof,

water pouring off the eaves.

On the other side of the world at

use on Thursday, Diamond and fel-

low laureate Thomas Lovejoy

brought anecdotes and statements to

the 28th-annual celebration of the

prize.

Their work on conservation biolo-

gy in New Guinea has earned them a

place among science's elite, including

the 13th U.S. surgeon general and
researchers of international stature.

"To join with so many illustrious

figures is special," Lovejoy said, not-

ing Diamond's impact on his own
research. "Jared has been an amazing

inspiration to many people, including

myself."

Diamond and Lovejoy are the 4Xth

and 49th laureates, chosen for their

contributions to the betterment of the

environment and society.

"I have faith thai the ever-growing

research by brilliant world scientists

will continue to alert us to the delicate

balance that sustains life," read a

statement from the late Alice Tyler,

former benefactor of medical

research at the University of

California, on the Tyler Prize Web
site. "And that we will become more
aware of the dire urgency to improve

and maintain this vital cycle for the

preservation of our universe."

Lovejoy, senior scientist at the

Smithsonian Institution and chief bio-

diversity advisor at the World Bank, is

known as the man who coined the

term, "biodiversity."

Through his work, the concept of

"debt-for-nature-swap" has helped

reverse the problem of rain forest

destruction by allowing countries

with foreign debt to convert their

debts into reserves and conservation

programs.

Diamond's research on bird diver-

sity in New Guinea has promoted

species co-cxistcnce and has influ-

enced several foreign governments to

conserve their biodiversity.

"There's nothing like walking

through the New Guinea rain forest

See AWARDS, page 9
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COMMUNITY BRIEFS

Grandparenting on the

rise In California, U.S.

Nearly 500,000 children in California are

being raised in households headed by their

grandparents, a number that has been rising

steadily, a UC researcher reports in the March-
April issue of California Agriculture.

Nationwide, 5 percent of children under 18

were being raised in grandparent-headed

households in 1990, a 53 percent increase from
1970 (2000 data is not yet available for analy-

sis). In California, the rate was even higher

with an estimated 6.4 percent of children living

in grandparent-headed households in 1990.

"The conditions faced by many of these

grandparents are dire, and support services

are usually not geared toward older, parents,"

says Mary Blackburn, UC Cooperative
Extension advisor in Alameda County. "You
can't talk about parenting to a 75-year-old the

same way that you talk to a teen parent."

Through the 1990s, UCCE received numer-
ous requests for information on children being

raised by their grandparents,

Blackburn says, but the state-specif-

ic census data had not been compiled

and reviewed. Interim surveys conducted
by the U.S. Census confirm the upward trend.

Hollywood strike may
hurt LA. economy

Lengthy back-to-back strikes by
Hollywood writers and actors could send the

nation's second largest city into an economic
slowdown. Mayor Richard Riordan said

Thursday

Riordan unveiled a study that featured

worst-case predictions of a nearly $6.9 billion

loss to the local economy during dual walk-

outs equaling the length of the longest similar

Hollywood strikes - five months by writers

and three months by performers.

"Make no mistake about it, a prolonged
strike would plunge our city and county into

recession," Riordan told a press conference.

The mayor said he commissioned the

study to measure the economic
impact of a walkout by the

Writers Guild of America and the

two performer unions, the Screen
Actors Guild and the American Federation

of Television & Radio Artists.

Riordan said he hoped the findings would
force negotiators for both the unions and the

studios to sacrifice some of their own inter-

ests in favor of the common good.

The nonprofit Los Angeles County
Development Corp. has previously said a

work stoppage would mean losses of about
$457 million a week for Hollywood and relat-

ed businesses in Southern California.

The new study presents a slightly less dire

outlook, predicting weekly losses of between
$312 million and $366 million, depending on
the length of the strikes. The report was com-
piled by The Milken Institute, an economic
think tank, and Sebago Associates Inc., an
economic and public policy consulting firm.

The mayor said L.A. can expect
Hollywood strikes to cost jobs both inside

and outside the entertainment industry.

}

Panel votes to rename
library for Riordan
The Library Commission voted Thursday

to rename the historic downtown Central

Library after Mayor Richard Riordan.

The Riordan-appointed commission's vote

was 3-1, with one abstention, to support the

name change despite allegations that there

was a lack of public input.

The landmark library, which opened in

1926, will now be known as the Richard J.

Riordan Central Library.

The mayor said he was "almost teary-eyed

about that. I can't think of anything that I

would rather have named after me. I love

books, I love libraries and I'm thrilled."

Hours at the city's eight regional libraries

expanded from 48 to 60 a week during
Riordan's second term in office. Hours at

most of the city's 59 community library

branches expanded from 40 to 52.

Compiled from Daily Bruin wire reports.

Weather

Today Saturday Sunday

ACADEMIC
ANNOUNCEMENTS

Cloudy Morning Showers Sunny

high: 61 low: 48 high: 60 low: 48 high: 65 low: 47

Outlook:

It will start out partly cloudy today, with

increasing clouds in the afternoon hours as a

stomi system moves closer to lA Showers

are possible Friday night - Saturday moming.

Sunrise
6:16 a.m.

Sunset
7:29 p.m.

Week}:
Reminder:

TODAY is the last day to ADD
non-impacted courses with a $3

fee through URSA.

For redl-time weather, visit www.dailybruiM.ucla edu

CORRECTIONS
The story "UCOP calls for

audit of UCLA outreach"

(News, April 18), contained an

error. UCOP qalled for a'review

of outreach programs.

Also, in the photo caption for

the story "Life Skills course will

open up to non-sorority sisters

in Fall 2002" (News, April 17),

Veena Goel was misidentified.

WHAT'S BREWIN'

Today 4 p.m.

Value Creation Society

Chanting and discussion on

Buddhism

Ackerman35l7

7 p.m.
Campus Events Commission
Film : "TrafTic"

Ackerman Grand Ballroom - $2 at

the door

www.campusevents.ucla.edu

7:30 p.m.
Melnitz Movies and Dept. of

Spanish Portugese

"TheArtofAmalia"

James Bridges Theater, Melnitz

I40g

(310)206-8170

8 p.m.
World Arts/Cultures dance concert

Student performer: Rebecca Bryant

Gloria Kaufman Hall - Theater 200

(310)825-2101

. 8 p.m.

Paco de Lucia'A Septet

Ramenco guitarist

Royce Hall Auditorium

(310)825-2101

9:30 p.m.
Campus Events Commisson
Film : "TrafTic"

Ackerman Grand Ballroom - $2 at

the door

www.campusevents.ucla.edu

Saturday 11a.m.
"SolDeMiTierra"

3rd Annual Latin Fest

, UCLA's Wilson Plaza

Featuring live bands.

Admission is free!

Sunday 8 p.m.

Chi Alpha Delta

1 St Annual Philanthropy Fashion

Show to benefit Asian American

cancer research & training

Omni Hotel in Downtown LA
474-8285

Monday 12 p.m.

Student Alumni Association

Spring Sing 2001 Sneak Preview

Westwood Plaza

310^25-8788

6:15 p.m.

BDC/IFDC performing dance

group

Weekly rehearsal

Ackerman 2414

7 p.m.

Ballroom Dance Club

Salsa lessons

Ackerman 2nd Roor Lounge

284-3636

ballroom@ucla.edu

9 p.m.

International Folk Dance Qub
Learn fun new line dances and salsa

(lOp.m.)

Ackerman 2414

UCLA STUDENTS

10% OFF
With any purchase

over $10

Free Parking
available

Viewpoint 10

Arts & Entertainment J[A

.^ruin Movie Guide J 7

-19

-21

Classifieds

Crossword Puzzle
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Jean RicJgeway teaches children about Chumash Indians at Stunt Ranch, a piece of land set
aside for University of California field studies in Santa Monica Mountains.

UCLA education and research extend beyond

laboratories and onto the chaparral lands

By Carolina Reyes
Daily Bruin Contributor

A mosaic of chaparral, live-oak wood-
land, riparian and grassland surround
Stunt Ranch - and a variety of animals

such as raccoons, coyotes and bobcats

form part of the wildlife there.

Today, many UCLA faculty members
and students use Stunt Ranch, named
for the original owners of the land, to

carry out their studies because of the

diversity of plants and animals at the site.

In response to faculty and student

need for nearby natural habitats to carry

out field studies, the UC Regents
exchanged approximately 400 acres of

land in the Santa Monica Mountains for

a portion of the UCLA Stunt Ranch in

1984.

Here, UCLA students and
researchers could have easy access to

natural wilderness.

Stunt Ranch ofllcially joined the UC
Natural Reserve System in November
1995, and became the system's 32nd site.

"It is the only unit of this system man-

aged by UCLA

and is dedicated to academic research

and environmental education in the

greater Los Angeles area and beyond,"

states a 1996 letter written by Carol

Felixson, reserve director of education

and community outreach.

As part of the UC Natural Reserve

System and UCLA, the Stunt Ranch
Reserve is central to the university's

teaching and research mission and to the

stale's environmental future, the letter

continued.

Because of the need for natural land-

scapes among university faculty, the UC
Regents established the Natural Land
and Water Reserves System in January
of 1965 designating seven University-

owned sites as its first reserves.

Aviva Liebert, a fourth-year organis-

mic, ecology and evolution graduate stu-

dent, is currently doing studies on the

reproductive behavior of

two species of local paper

wasps.

"It's worked out really

well for me because I have

been able to conduct this

research without disrup-

tion, at a site not very

far from the UCLA
campus,"
she said.

Among
the ongoing

programs at

the ranch is

the Cold

Creek
D o c e n t s

program,
which
attempts to

educate pri-
GRACf HUANG/Daily Bfuin

mary and secondary school students on
the area's natural and cultural features.

"Students hike, learn about plants

and animals, and participate in

Chumash games," said Felixson.

A number of college departments,

ranging from astronomy and anthropol-

ogy to geology and biology use Stunt

Ranch as an outdoor laboratory for

classes and field trips, according to the

ranch Web site.

Martin Cody, a professor in the

OBEE department, said students set up
experiments early in the quarter at the

ranch and revisit them later in his OBEE
136 class titled, "Lab in Ecology,

Behavior & Evolution."

"It's very convenient to UCLA. The
ranch has good oak woodland, and lots

of chaparral, so there is some habitat

variability," he said.

Researchers used the Malibu Creek
watershed - streams and the areas that

wash into them - at Stunt Ranch to

uncover how humans have impacted
Southern California's entire system of

watersheds, according to Richard F.

Ambrose, director and associate profes-

sor in the department of environmental

health sciences.

"Stunt Ranch is important in that

context because it represents one of the

best, most pristine places left in the

watershed," he said. "It's especially valu-

able because there's been so much devel-

opment in Southern California that we
sometimes have a hard time finding any-

where that hasn't been seriously impact-

ed by human activities."

Other visitors to the ranch include

groups from local organizations

involved in resource management,
archaeology and wildlife ecology.

Stunt Ranch docent Kathy Gillman (right)

and Diana Cerda look at sand paintings.

according to Felixson.

Before the Spanish colonists settled in

the Topanga Canyon area in the late

1700s, the Chumash Indians inhabited

the area encompassing Stunt Ranch.

Shortly after an arsonist set fire to

Stunt Ranch in 1993, neighbors and
researchers found signs of their exis-

tence in bedrock mortar sites that previ-

ously lay hidden by the dense brush of

the chaparral, according to the ranch

Web site.

"One of the things they did was to

burn the under story of oak trees to

make the acorns, a staple of their diet,

larger and more plentiful the following

year," Felixson said.

The Stunt brothers - Harry, Walter,

See RANCH, page 8

SHAs plan to expand services, increase effectiveness
HEALTH: New programs

to include nutrition fairs,

counseling for students

By Marion Wise
Daily Bruin Contributor

This spring, educators of the

Student Health Advocate class are

using a new curriculum to help SHAs
better understand why students face

such mental health issues as home-
sickness and stress.

More so than in previous years,

advisors are stressing the ability of

SHAs to aid students through peer

counseling and medical assistance.

Also, SHAs are providing more pro-

grams, such as nutrition fairs, to raise

awareness about maintaining a

healthy lifestyle.

"We can always be better. We need

to understand that students' needs

change and that we need to be respon-

sive," said Pam Viele, director of
Health Education at the Arthur Ashe
Student Health and Wellness Center,

which oversees the SHA program.

Since 1980, Viele has been a lectur-

er for the peer counselor class stu-

dents, must pass the spring quarter

before they become a SHA.
Viele helped change this spring's

curriculum for SHAs in training to

cater more to students' current needs.

SHAs are student volunteers who
cither live among and aid students in

the residence halls or who work at the

Ashe Center. Those who live on cam-
pus provide residents with free over-

the-counter medicine, first-aid sup-

plies, counseling and referrals to cam-
pus resources.

Xiao Cai, a first-year biochemistry

student training to be a SHA, said in

the first weeks of class, the course has

addressed issues relevant to first-year

college students.

"It's pretty good because it covers

a lot of aspects of what students go
through here," Cai said.

Changes in course material origi-

nated from data collected at the end
of 1999, which showed that students

face unique challenges at each point

in their college experience, Viele said.

For example, students starting col-

lege are worried about leaving their

families and taking university-level

classes, while graduating seniors have
concerns about entering the profes-

sional world.

This year. Viele decided to address

issues students face by incorporating

the developmental theory in course-

teachings. The theory discu.sses dif-

ferences in the individualistic and col-

Icctivist views of life, which arc often

shaped by one's upbringing.

Under the individualistic view, fre-

quently taught in the United States,

people focus on their personal rela-

tions with the world. The collectivist

view, more commonly expressed in

Eastern nations, emphasizes one's

relationships with others.

See SNA, page 8
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STATE <& LOCAL
Companies say prices raised due to market

POWER: Allorney general

looks into alleged virtual

monopolies by generators

By Don Thompson
The Associated Press

SACRAMENTO Saying they

were driven by market forces, otTicials

of Texas-based natural gas companies

told legislators they did not create a

virtual monopoly on California-bound

gas and use it to jack up prices sharply.

Meanwhile, Attorney General Bill

Lockyer said he will go to court to

force two electricity jaienerators to

hand over documents he subpoenaed

as part of his probe of the slate's elec-

tricity market.

Lockyer wants a San Francisco

Superior Court judge to order Reliant

and Mirant to provide the informa-

tion, despite the generators' fears the

sensitive material may be relctised.

The attorrKiv general's olficc, stat€

and federal regulator.'^, and stale law-

makers all are investigating whether

illegal price manipulation in the state's

energy market led to soaring power
costs over the last year.

On Thursday, the Public Utility

Commission started investigating

whether a key block of independent

generators are intentionally keeping

their plants offline to break long-term

contracts requiring them to sell elec-

tricity at prices far below the current

market rate.
r

Ilie small generators that rely on
solar, wind, cogeneralion and geother-

mal power say they can't continue to

operate because two utilities -bank-

rupt Pacific Gas and Electric and

financially crippled Southern

California Edison - owe them an esti-

mated S700 million.

Soaring energy prices are hobbling

California's economy, said

Assemblyman Darrell Steinberg, D-

Sacramento, chairman of the Energy

Oversight Subcommittee.

Natural gas sold into California

cost $6.6 billion in 1999, $12.3 billion

last year, and $7.9 billion in the first

Barnes & Noble, Borders opt

to settle federal antitrust suit

The Asvociated Press

Assemblyman Juan Vargas, D-San Diego, gives a thumbs down to

indicate that natural gas prices should have gone down.

three months of this year, he said.

A consultant for Southern

California Edison told Steinberg's

subcommittee Wednesday the utility

was charged about $750 million more
over the last year for natural gas after

El Paso Natural Gas Co. contracted

first with Dynegy and later with its

own marketing afllliale to control the

pipeline capacity.

A PUC attorney alleged the deal

with El Paso Merchant Energy

amounted to collusion because El

Paso Natural Gas discouraged other

bidders and gave its affiliate inside

information other bidders lacked.

Officials from the Houston-based

companies denied any wrongdoing

Thursday in sworn testimony before

the Assembly subcommittee.

"Even though we have the same
shareholders, the businesses have to

be operated independently," said El

Paso Corp. Vice President Peggy

Heeg. "There are very strict rules on

the discussions that can take place

between the two entities."

"We're the biggest pipeline compa-
ny in the United States, so we adhere

to those rules very, very strictly," said

Se« TESTIMONY, page 9

BOOKSELLERS: Chains

required to cover some

of ABA's legal expenses

By David Kravets

The Associated Press

SAN FRANCISCO - Two of the

nation's largest book chains, Barnes

& Noble Inc. and Borders Group
Inc., settled a federal antitrust suit

Thursday brought by small, inde-

pendent bookstores in an accord

seen as a victory for the chains.

The small bookstores, represent-

ed by the American Booksellers

Association, accused the book
giants of using their weight illegally

to demand major discounts from

book publishers, a move they

alleged undermined mom-and-pop

bookstores who could not compete.

But after a variety of unfavorable

rulings in federal court here, the

ABA dropped the suit during the

second week of trial in exchange for

Barnes and Borders paying about a

quarter of the ABA's $16 million in

legal expenses.

"This settlement is nothing short

of a total vindication for Barnes and

Noble," said Leonard Riggio,

Barnes' chairman.

Representatives of New York-

based Barnes and of Ann Arbor,

Mich-based Borders said the settle-

ment, which prohibits the ABA
from suing them again on the same
grounds for three years, was cheap-

er than forging ahead with the suit

even if the book giants prevailed.

The ABA, based in New York,

portrayed the settlement as its own
victory.

"The objectives of the litigation

have, by and large, been achieved,"

the ABA's board of directors said in

a statement.

But industry analysts don't view

it that way. The independents want-

ed a level playing field, and to pay

the same prices for books as do

Barnes and Borders. But the suit

does not require publishers to do
that.

And, even if the independents

had won the suit, they could not

have been awarded damages. Before

trial, U.S. District Judge William H.

Orrick ruled that the independents

were not entitled to damages
because it would be impossible to

determine how much they were

harmed, if at all.

"Fizzle. Fizzle. Fizzle." said

Stephanie Oda, who publishes

Subtext, a Connecticut newsletter

covering the book-selling industry.

"Business is not fair. This is a capi-

talistic system."

The ABA argued the book giants

were violating the Robinson-

Patman Act of 1936. enacted to pre-

vent large businesses from using

their pur^^Hsing power (o gatr

kel advantage. The book giants said

they were entitled to discounts

because of their ability to move large

volumes of books.

Avin Domnitz, the ABA's chief

executive, said his group will contin-

ue to press for equal treatment.

"I want independent booksellers

to get a fair deal and get olTered to

them what's olTered to others," he

said. "I think with this settlement we
can move toward that mark."

It was not the first time the ABA
has taken its claims to court. In

1998, it settled a claim with publish-

ing house Penguin USA of New
York alleging that it offered illegal

secret discounts and payoffs to large

book chains and book-buying clubs.

As major bookstore chains have

expanded to new territories in

recent years, the number of indepen-

dent bookstores has declined.

From 1994 to 1997, the four

largest bookstore chains - Barnes,

Borders, Crown Books and Books-

A-Million - expanded their collec-

tive market share from 35 percent to

45 percent, the ABA said.
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Fast Free
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WORLD & NATION Dow Jones Industrials
up: 77.88

tlose: 10,693.71

Nasdaq Index

up: 102.70

close: 2,182.14

Dollar

Yen: 121.09

Euro: 1.1135

Bush backs regulations

of toxic chemicals use
VTREATY: Environment

lobby lauds move after

in light of other issues

By Calvin Woodward
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON President

Bush added a measure of balance to

an environmental ledger light on reg-

ulation Thursday when he backed a

treaty to phase out a group of toxic

chemicals used mostly in poorer

countries.

The chemicals, known as "the

dirty dozen," include PCBs. dioxins

and pesticides such as DDT that can

contribute tb developmental defects,

cancer and other problems in human
; «nd animab.

Bushs statemcnl thai he will sign

and support ratification of the

Stockholm Convention on Persistent

Organic Pollutants earned him rare,

and qualified praise from an environ-

mental lobby that has been dealt a

series of setbacks by his administra-

tion.

The president's support for the

treaty "is an important step forward

in halting the worldwide spread of

dangerous chemicals," said Philip

Clapp, president of the National

Environmental Trust.

But, Clapp predicted that "this

will not defuse the international con-

troversy over the president's unilater-

al rejection of the global warming

treaty"

Bush's opposition to the Kyoto

accord on global warming and his

pulling back of standards on arsenic

in drinking water, willed to him from

the Clinton administration, helped

mark him among activists as an

impediment to environmental pro-

tection.

This week, Bush's emphasis has

shifted a bit. He left in place a

Clinton-era rule expanding the pro-

tection of wetlands, upheld regula-

tions requiring thousands of more

businesses to report their releases of

toxic lead and revisited the arsenic

matter, saying he'd act on new stan-

dards within nine months.

The toxic chemicals treaty applies

mostly to poisons no longer used in

industrialized countries, so banning

them does not carry the costs that the

United States cotiW face imder the

Kyoto protocol.

The chemicals treaty, another left-

over from President Clinton, passed

what Bush appeared to lay out as his

tests.

He said it addressed an interna-

tional problem that can affect

Americans' health; it was negotiated

with cooperation between business

and environmental groups, and it

was done with due concern to the

needs of less developed countries,

and in partnership with them.

"And now, a Republican adminis-

tration will continue and complete

the work of a Democratic adminis-

tration," he said in a Rose Garden
ceremony staged before flowering

crabapple trees.

Teen-agers honor Holocaust victims
MEMORIAL: Over 1,000

march through former

site of Auschwitz camp

By MonOca Sdslowska
The Associated Press
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OSWIECIM, Poland Jewish teen-

agers from around the world honored

Holocaust victims on Thursday with a

silent march at the Auschwitz death

camp, lighting candles and placing

wooden tablets with the names of their

murdered relatives on the crumbling

remains of the gas chambers.

More than 1,000 young JeWs

marched through the town of

Oswiecim from the Auschwitz camp to

the rail ramp at Birkenau, where occu-

pying German troops had brought

Europe's Jews in freight cars to be

gassed.

More than I million people, most of

Jews, died in the gas chambers or

from disease and starvation at

Auschwitz - the German name for

Oswiecim - between 1 940 and 1945.

Following the route that many vic-

tims took was an overwhelming experi-

ence for many who joined the annual

March of the Living.

"It is a lot to take in, but I'm glad I

am here," said Ali Wassell, 17, of

Greensboro, N.C., whose grandfa-

ther's family perished at Auschwitz.

Benjamin Lefkove, 17, from Atlanta

said he was "very angered" by his visit

to the camp.

"I wished they would tear down and

burn the camp to prevent this from

ever happening again," said Lefkove,

whose family left Poland before World

War if. "This could be my revenge

against the Nazis."

llie As^ocidied Pfss

Israeli teenagers pray and cry during a ceremony ending the annu-

al March of the Living, which honors 6 million Holocaust victims.

"But then ! thought it is belter thai it

stays so everyone can learn about these

atrocities," he said.

The march got under way to the.

mournful sound ofthe shofar, the tradi-"

tional Jewish ram's horn, as a drizzle

fell on the main entrance of the

Auschwitz camp and its notorious, cyn-

ical inscription "Arbeit Macht Frei" -

German for "Work sets you free."

The marchers, some carrying Israeli

flags, were led by about 20 Israeli army
officers, some of them Auschwitz sur-

vivors.

At Birkenau, where the collapsed

concrete roofs and crumbling brick

walls of the gas chambers still stand

across the road from the rail ramp,

hundreds visited the red brick barracks

where inmates were held. Students

read out excerpts from the diaries of

children who were held at the camp.

They gathered at the rail tracks for a

remembrance ceremony that included

the Jewish prayer for the dead. Six

large candles - representing Ihe 6 mil-

lion Holocaust victims - were III.

-Hit is much worse than 1 had Ihoughl-

it is," said Mcny lanam. 18. of Israel

"Seeing it, having it visualized, is much
worse than reading about it in history

books."

Among the marchers was a 7.Vyear-

old Israeli, Gal Jacob, who spent three

years hiding in Ukraine's forest during

the killing and lost many relatives at

Auschwitz.

"Our generation is coming lo the

end and we must continue the memo-
ry," he said.

The march was started by the Israeli

education ministry in 1988 and is now
held every year on Israel's Holocaust

Memorial Day.

With several hundred young Poles

taking part, the event also aims to fur-

ther understanding between Poles and

Jews.

Pharmaceutical companies drop lawsuit

The Associated Press

Protesters celebrate in Pretoria, South Africa, after major

pharmaceutic^il companies dropped a patent lawsuit.

CASE: AIDS medicines law

goes unchallenged, drugs

will be cheaper, generic

By Ravi Nessman
The Associated Press

PRETORIA, South Africa -
Pharmaceutical giants dropped a law-

suit Thursday challenging a South
African law thai would allow cheaper

AIDS drugs to get to millions of

Africans, ending an international battle

that deeply embarrassed the compa-
nies.

The lawsuit over patent rights and

profit was seen by human rights groups

and AIDS activists as a landmark in the

effort to secure medication for the 26

million people in Africa infected with

HIV. The law could allow South Africa

to import or make cheap generic ver-

sions of patented drugs.

Activists who packed the Pretoria

courtroom erupted into cheers and
songs when Stcphanus Cilliers, a lawyer

for the 39 drug companies, told the

judge that "the application is with-

drawn." The drug companies agreed to

pay all the costs of the case.

"There is no doubt thai they have

received a black eye," Mark Hcywood
of the group Treatment Action

Campaign said of the companies, which

include giants Merck, Brislol-Myers

Squibb, GlaxoSmithKline and
Bochringcr Ingclhcim. "And I think it

will embolden people in developing

countries around the world to stand up

for medicines thai arc affordable."

Legal experts and AIDS activists sav

the law, which has been passed bul not

implemented, gives the governmenl
power lo import or produce generic ver-

sions of patented drugs in certain cir-

cumstances.

Manlo Tshabalala-Msimang. ihc

health minister, said South Africa had
not agreed lo any deals regarding Ihe

law. but the governmenl reiterated ils

See DRUGS, page 9
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Bush does not project

lifting sanctions soon
WASHINGTON - President Bush said

Thursday he has no plans to lift economic

sanctions against Iran or Libya "anytime

soon" as part of his energy strategy, though he
• did not rule out a review of America's sanction

policies toward those two countries.

A law that imposed sanctions on Iran and
Libya is to expire in August, and it's not cer-

tain whether the administration will support its

reauthorization.

In a brief exchange with reporfSrs, Bush
played down a report that his energy task force

headed by Vice President Dick Cheney is con-

sidering a recommendation to lift sanctions

against Libya, Iran and Iraq because of the

importance of their bil.

"In our energy review we're looking at all

opportunities to create an energy supply to

take pressure off of price," said Bush. "But I

have no intention as of this moment for taking

sanctions off countries like Iran or

Libya."

Nevertheless, said Bush, he con-

sidered it "important for the country

to review all sanctions policies to make
sure they're effective."

Bush did not directly deny that his energy

task force was considering the issue among
recommendations it will issue next month as

part of a broad energy plan.

Scientists crack genetic

code of staph germ
LONDON - Scientists have deciphered

the genetic code of staph, a common but par-

ticularly dangerous germ that can be deadly

for hospital patients and that is becoming
increasingly immune to drugs.

Japanese scientists report in The Lancet

medical journal the Hrst genetic blueprint of

the bacterium Staphylococcus aureus..

Researchers hope the information will help

them develop better ways of fight-

ing staph, one of the most notori-

ous superbugs.

In decoding the genes of two
tough-to-treat strains of staph, the scien-

tists from Juntcndo University in Tokyo dis-

covered five new classes of genes that pro-

duce potentially lethal toxins and 70 new
genes that determine how virulent the germ
is.

Experts say the findings are a major con-

tribution to the understanding of how antibi-

otic resistance develops in the parasite.

"These (genes) ... may become possible

targets for the design of novel therapeutic

agents as well as vaccines," said DIawer A.

A. Ala'Aldeen, (i bacteriologist at the

University of Nottingham Hospital in

Nottingham, England, who was not involved

in the research.

Staphylococcus aureus is considered the

most successful of all bacterial germs
because it produces such a wide range of

infections in so many people.

Columbine families

settle lingering suits

DENVER Nearly three dozen families of

Columbine High School victims and survivors

agreed to a settlement of about $2.5 million in

their lawsuits against the gunmen's parents

and the providers of a gun used in the mas-

sacre, an attorney said Thursday

The families are also in settlement talks with

Robyn Anderson, a friend who legally bought

the other three weapons u.scd by Eric Harris

and Dylan Klebold at a gun show four months
before the deadly attack. The settlements were
announced on the eve of the second anniver-

sary of the Columbine High .shootings, which

left 15 dead, including the gunmen.
The money, which will be paid by the defen-

dants' homeowners' insurance policies, will be

put into a settlement fund for distribution to

the families.

Compiled from Dally Bruin wire reports.
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with gold," he said. "They believed their

children had an opportunity to go to

school."

Both JcfTcrson and Crenshaw are two

of L.A.'s "Super-12" schools, known for

garnering the district's lowest rankings in

the 2000 California Academic
Performance Index.

According to the California

Department of Education, Crenshaw
High maintains a 76 percent African

American population, while at JefTerson

High, 91 percent of the students are

Latino. Eighty-one percent of students at

Jefferson participate in the free lunch pro-

gram.

Twelve out of 33 Crenshaw applicants

were admitted to UCLA, as were 10 of45

Jefferson applicants. Camesale awarded

three and four Blue and Gold
Scholarships to Crenshaw and Jefferson

students respectively.

This year alone, 97 scholarships have

been offered by the university, 57 ofwhich

are four-year scholarships. The university

has already allocated more than $300,000

to the scholarship, but not all application

reviews have been completed.

Accompanying Camesale on the bus

rides to Jefferson and Crenshaw were for-

mer Los Angeles Unified School District

Sttperlntendent and former Crenshaw

of those scholarships.

By 1999, only 185 scholarships were

olTered, and in 2000, that number shrank

to 106. according to Ron Johnson, direc-

tor offinancial aid. He said the decrease in

the number of scholarships offered can be

attributed to the high number of students

who accepted the award in its first year,

far exceeding university estimates.

Another JefTerson scholarship recipi-

ent, Abraham Osuna, said the money will

enable him to work less and apply more
time to his studies.

"Thank you for making our school

proud, our parents prouder and our

checkbooks lighter," he said.

"We need these types of

programs.'
//

Principal Sid Thompson, and Winston

Doby, vice chancellor of student affairs.

Teresa Lua, one of four recipients of

the Blue and Gold Scholarship at

Jefferson, said it is surprising that

Camesale would visit and provide schol-

arships to an inner-city school.

"What's the good of being accepted to

a school when you don't have the financial

support to go there?" said Lua. "We need

these types of programs."

In 1998, the scholarship's first year in

existence, the university extended 250
Blue and Gold Scholarships to high

school students. Recipients accepted 185

Theresa Lua

Scholarship recipient

Osuna, who hopes to pursue film stud-

ies at UCLA, said he has never been lucky

or won anything before.

"It's not a lotto ticket," he said.

"Hopefully, this time I've earned it."

"Once admitted to UCLA, it's not just

a matter of getting in, but of nourishing,"

said Adolfo Bermeo, director of the

Academic Advancement Program.

Bermeo. who also serves as assinani

vice provost of student diversity, told the

300 Jefferson students present about one

of their own, Sally Zuniga, an English

teacher and UCLA Career-Based

Outreach Program coordinator at the

school.

"Sally made the university work for

her," Bermeo said. "She decided she

would come back to the school she gradu-

ated from."

Zuniga, who is working toward her

master's degree in education at UCLA,
said herjob as an advisor is to do anything

to help students succeed academically and
socially.

"It is doable," Zuniga said to the

Jefferson students. "You will have people

at UCLA who will help you."

Many inner-city high school students

feel college is not attainable due to a lack

of role models, Zuniga said.

She attributes the success of CBOP to

college students, who are close in age and

serve as peers to those in high school.

"We've been able to attract a little cul-

ture ofstudents who often hang out in our

(college counseling) room," Zuniga said.

UCLA Director of Early Academic
Outreach Program Debra Pounds said

her student staffmotivates high school stu-

dents to take ownership in the university

"When a (high school) student comes

to campus for the first time, ifiey can feel

like this is their stomping ground,"

Pounds said.

The EAOP, an umbrella over many
academic enrichment programs, forms

community partnerships between UCLA
and 34 middle and 54 high schools in the

downtown and greater Los Angeles

region.

After the Jefferson High visit,

Camesale and his entourage toured parts

of the Vernon Central neighborhood,

including short stops at the Dunbar Hotel

- whose guests had once included the likes

of CWlivElIington, Ella Fitzgerald and
Nat King Cole - and the childhood home
of Ralph J. Bunche, a 1950 Nobel Peace

Prize recipient for whom Bunche Hall is

named after. Bunche graduated Ch

Jefferson as valedictorian.

On the Weslwood-bound bus ride

home, Camesale said he was amazed by

both recipients' enthusiasm and humility

"I was struck how unassuming and

modest they were - almost not calling

attention to their extraordinary achieve-

ment," he said.

Crenshaw High Principal Travis Kiel

said Thursday's visit by Camesale and

university administrators was not just a

UCLA recruitment effort.

"They are not recruiting students to go
to UCLA," Kiel said. "They are recruit-

ing students to go to college."

BAY
From page 1

casualties on each'iide.

The U.S. has had an econom-

ic embargo on Cuba since 1961.

In 1992, the U.S. passed the

Helms Burton Act, also known
as the Libertad Act, which

strengthened the embargo.

According to the U.S. State

Department Web site, "the fun-

damental goal of United States

policy toward Cuba is to pro-

mote a peaceful transition to a

stable, democratic (orn\of gov-

ernment and respect for human
rights."

Meanwhile, event partici-

pants condemned what they

called a blockage against Cuba.

"If the Cubans want to be

socialists, that's their choice,"

said Mario Cuellar, who orga-

nized the event.

The long-standing animosity

between the U.S. and Cuba has

left U.S. residents with a biased

perception of Cuba and its peo-

ple, speakers said.

"Everything you read in the

press regarding Cuba is about

the dictatorship of Fidel

Castro," said Sergio Martinez,

First Secretary of the Cuban
Interests Section in Washington

DC. He added that in the U.S.,

it is easy to forget that Cuba is a

country of 1 1 million people

because the press focuses on
one person.

"We have to stop thinking as

an individual, or as a country,

and start thinking as a

humankind," Martinez said.

Cuellar, a fifth-year political

science and sociology student

who travelled to Cuba during

spring break, declared the need

to inform people about the

country.

"We wanted to go and see

first-harid, and come back and

let the U.S. people know about

it," said Cuellar, who said he

was surprised when Cubans
approached him voluntarily to

assist him with directions.

What most people don't

know is that Cuba provides free

health care and education, and

meets all its citizens' basic

needs. Martinez said.

During a visit by the

Congressional Black Caucus to

Cuba, he said the congressmen

were impressed by Cuba's
Latin American School of

Medicine. Like other universi-

ties, students can attend the

school free of charge, so long as

they promise to serve their com-
munities after they graduate, he

said.

Since their visit, the medical

school received close to 200

applications from the U.S., he

said, adding that the school

wanted to serve groups in the

U.S. for whom it was difficult to

get access to education.

Additionally, Cubans have

tremendous concern for other

people, speakers said. In the era

of apartheid, Cuba sent troops

to Africa to aid Angola in its

fight for independence.

While many celebrated Cuba
for its accomplishments,

reports condemn Cuba for

human right's violations.

"The Cuban government
continues to intimidate, detain

and arrest dissidents and
human rights activists," the

U.S. State Department Web
site said. The report declared

that Cuba "denies citizens free-

doms of speech, press, assem-
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LUNCH • DINNER • DINE-IN • DELIVERY • PARTY
Weekend Special

$19.95 for 2 People
Appetizers: iihtavwcHtwcoKi

Wonion Soup or Chicken Salad

Entrees: uitnit: ivno

Szechuan Style Bean Curd

Roast Duck

Sweet & Sour Fish Fillet

Sauteed Three Ingredient
(OiHtin. Bixl It Slmmpi

String Bean With XO Sauce

House Special Chow Mem
Spicy Salted Pork Chop

( VrvitJ Wiih Rkv ml Fax- Ta|<«ui la- Toil^

UCLA STUDENTS

10% OFF
With any purchase

over $10

Free Parking

available

Only $2.99
(During Grand Opening Period)

Wonton Noodles Soup
Beef Slew Noodles Soup

Roast Duck Nooles Soup

Fish Porridge

FULL HOUSE B.B.Q. & SEAFOOD RESTAURANT
Ph. (310) 575-3668 Fx. (310) 575-8847 • 1 1 1 1 W. Olympic Blvd., L.A., Ca, 90064
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You're Invited. .

,

Western State
University
College of law
Practice-Oriented Legal Studies
11 11 N. State College Blvd., Fullerton, Orange County, CA
(714) 738-1000 X2600 or (800) WSU-4-LAW
e-mail: adm(a)wsulaw.edii • fax: (714) 441-1748

Events take place on the (ampus of Western Stale University and are

open to the public. Space is limited. Contact us to reserve your place.

Graduates may sit for the t)ar exam in any state. Western Slate Is provisionally

approved by ttie American Bar Association. 750 Nortti Lake Stiore Drive

Ctiicago. IL 60611 (312) 988-6738

Law School Information Program
Sat., April 28 • 9:30-noon

Faculty, staff and current students provide information about WSU's
• Centers I6r Criminal Law Practice and Entrepreneurial Law
• Academic Success & Enrictiment Program
• Practice-Oriented Legal Studies curriculum
• Admission requirements and deadlines for fall 2001 class
• Financial aid and sctiolarships

• Current job market for attorneys

• Full-time and part-time law study

ISATWoriabop

Sat., ApHl 28 • l:00-3:00pm

ABA-approved law sctiools require ttie Law School Admission Test lor

admission. Dr. Jerry Bobrow. autlior.of Barron's How to Prepare for the LSAT.
9tti edition and over 30 books on test preparation, speaks on "The 5-step
approach to success."
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Reason #1 to use

bruinwalc.com
to dieck your UCLA OHitai

my.ucli' bruinwalk.com

•. ^

bruinwalk.com supports your existing Bruin Online email account

and lets you send and receive ennails in HTIVIL. That's riglit. Links,

colors, and pictures too. But that's not all— brulnwaicconn enDail

also has spell check and lets you send and receive attachments.

bruinwaic.com— the best way to check vour UCLA e-mail.

bruinwalk.com
IICUHRalMllis|wlcllMk,attaciMMat$,andliM
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According to Viele. when stu-

dents start college and interact with

others who hold opposing views,

they often encounter interpersonal

or identity problems.

"In a setting like UCLA,, you

have people who are raised as very

strong adherents to one or the

other." Viele said. "We're trying to

expand advocates' understanding

of the world views and how they

might be expressed in (students)

trying to establish their own identi-

ty"

In her first year as peer programs

coordinator for the Ashe Center,

Jennifer Stripe pushed for more
programs where students could rec-

ognize SHAs as peers they can visit

any time, not just when they are

sick.

"The whole idea behind changes

in the program is that SHAs are

equipped to do so much more. They
are not just the pseudo-doctor,"

Stripe said. "It came from realizing

that they arc great resources."

The program has expanded sig-

nificantly in recent years.

According to Stripe, more than 200
students applied this year for about

90 positions. Five years ago, Ihe

program only had 40 SHAs. -

SHAs are taught to act as a link

between students and the Ashe
Center, and to refer students to

Ashe or other resources such as

Student Psychological Services,

which offers free professional coun-

seling to students.

"The overriding goal is helping

students to optimize the quality of

their lives." Stripe said. "SHAs lis-

ten. They give feedback and they

help you find resources."

In addition to expanding their

counseling and medical services,

SHAs hope to offer more programs
next year.

"I think students are more aware
that we can do more than give out

band-aids," said Khrizna Belardo. a

third-year physiological science stu-

dent and sub-group coordinator for

HedrickSHAs.

During winter quarter, SHAs
held a program titled "Healthy on

the Hill," which brought visibility to

the SHA program, Belardo said.

For the event, which was held at the

Rieber basketball courts, SHAs
made nutritionists and TaeBo
instructors available to students.

Next year. Belardo said, she

hopes to help expand the group's

assistance with immunizations and
to host a health fair

"As far as next year is concerned,

we're going to do a lot more big

programs," she said. "I think we're_
gomg to continue to be visible as""

health educators."
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and Ernest - and their cousin

Sidney from England settled and
farmed the land in the late 1800s,

building a small cabin on the site

around 1885. Their sister, Ethel,

later joined them at the ranch in

1936. After the 1700s, European set-

tlement of the Cold Creek water-

shed began with the arrival of the

Stunt brothers.

The original oak at Stunt Ranch
is named after Ethel Stunt. This

majestic tree is said to be between

500 to 1,000 years old, and was cen-

tral to many Chumash ceremonies,

according to the ranch Web site.

Today, it serves as more than a

religious object or a wonder of

nature.

"The Ethel Stunt oak tree has

served as creative inspiration to the

poets, artists and photographers
who have visited Stunt Ranch,"
Felixson said.

Each year, more than 4.000

guests visit the reserve to engage in

teaching, research and public edu-

cation activities, according to their

site.

"Although, all of Stunt Ranch
burned in 1993, it has since re-

_^rown and the site provides cxcd=—
"lent educational and research

opportunities," Felixson said.

PELLETS
From page 1

that they were cleaning leaves.

Officials at Ecolab did not return

phone calls TTiursday

Paula Drake, a squirrel rescue

and rehabilitation specialist, said at

least one squirrel may have died as

a result of ingesting the blue-green

rat poison pellets that were dis-

persed around the Bomb Shelter.

Drake said she performed a

necropsy - a procedure similar to a

human autopsy - on the dead squir-

rel and found that the gastrointesti-

nal tract of the squirrel was filled

with a blue substance similar in

color to that of the rat poison pel-

lets.

Drake said she plans to send the

corpse to a pathologist who will

perform a biopsy to determine the

specific substance that killed the

squirrel. Drake said she is not con-

vinced that Ecolab used houses to

store the pellets, due to the random
scattering of the poison.

"Regardless of whether they did

use houses or not. small animals

other than rats, such as birds or

squirrels, can still gain access to the

houses and die from the poison."

she said, adding that the aroma of

the pellets aUracls the squirrels.

evidence of b.omadiolone (rat poi-

son) ingestion, according to Drake.

This anticoagulant agent causes

excessive bleeding in the victim

until it dies, said Dr. Michael

Rosove. a clinical professor of

medicine at the UCLA Medical

School.

The rat poison is also dangerous

when ingested by humans, Rosove
said.

Both Drake and Katz question

whether the pellets were originally

enclosed in containers as is normal-

ly the procedure with distributing

poison. Katz said he expected

warning signs to be placed.

"There were no signs in the area

indicating the use of poison and
there seemed to be no mechanism
in place to limit exposure to non-

rats." Katz said.

But Robert Donley, deputy
director of the Los Angeles

Country Environmental
Protection Bureau said warning
signs are only needed in some
cases.

According to the California

Food and Agricultural code, pesti-

cide applications on public proper-

ty where public exposure is foresee-

able must be accompanied by
warning signs.

Blood stains on the tail and anus
of the dead squirrel are possible

:AA/ith report s from Michael FalconCr

and Andy Shah, Daily Bruin Senior

Staff.
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DRUGS
From page 5

pledge to honor international trade

agreements when implementing the law.

Tshabalala-Msimang implied the rul-

ing did not mean the government
planned to immediately begin providing

otherwise expensive antiretroviral

drugs to AIDS patients, saying it did

not have the necessary infrastructure

and also that it had some concerns

about the drugs.

The government also did not consid-

er that the law gave it blanket authority

to import or produce generic versions

of the antiretroviral drugs, she said.

The lawsuit has opened the drug

companies to broad criticism since it

began six weeks ago. Many have

responded by drastically cutting prices

on their own. But even with the severe

price reductions offered by some com-
panies, the vast majority of people suf-

fering in Africa could not afford the

medications.

Mirryena Deeb, chief executive of

the country's Pharmaceutical

Manufacturers Association, said the

suit was dropped as a "result of a nego-

tiating process." She said the govern-

ment had agreed to consult the compa-
nies when they draft the regulations to

implement the law.

— "Wc arc very plca&cd that wc have

found a way out of this impasse." Deeb
said.

AWARDS
From page 1

before dawn," he said. "An unfortunate

side effect is that life in LA. seems unreal

to me. Emotionally. I'm half New
Guinean."

When Diamond heard of several areas

in danger of being destroyed, he conduct-

ed surveys to protect the nature of the

Southeast Asian Islands.

Indonesian New Guinea adopted a

national park system to protect native

species.

Nearby Soloman Islands, formed from

beds of coral reef that have been elevated

600 feet, were spared from bauxite min-

ing.

While Diamond's impacts have

reached the corners of the world, his moti-

vation hits closer to home.

"I didn't care less about 2050 until my
boys were born." Diamond said in refer-

ence to his twin sons' births in 1987. "I

realized it's not enough to work for the

individual future of my boys. I had to do
something to shape the world of my chil-

dren."

In addition to receiving the title of

Tyler laureate, recipients each received a

gold medallion and $200,000.

The prize is made possible by endow-

ments from the Alice Tyler Charitable

trust and the John Tyler trust.

=^ "When I heard of the amount. I sat^
'that's the next two and a halfNew guinea

trips,'" Diamond said.

TESTIMONY
From page 4

El Paso Merchant Energy Group
President Ralph Eads.

Eads said competitors could

have had the same advance mar-

ket information as did his affili-

ate, and could have reached the

same favorable business terms

with El Paso Natural Gas.

"The implication is this is just

some special deal -it's not," Eads

said.

But he and Heeg acknowl-

edged other companies did not

take advantage of those opportu-

nities.

Heeg said her company had

no obligation to share the infor-

mation with other companies

that might bid on the contract.

She said the affiliates are allowed

to share certain price informa-

tion under Federal Energy

Regulatory Commission rules.

Critics said the contract

allowed the alTiliates to control

the flow of gas into the state and

thereby drive up the price last

year.

At one point there was a 2,795

percent difference between the

price of natural gas at the well

head in Arizona and the price at

the California border, Steinberg

said. He noted the corporation's

profitsjumped from $3 million in

1999 to $563 million last year.

But Eads, Heeg and El Paso

Pipeline Group President John

Somerhalder said changing mar-

ket conditions, regional differ-

ences, weather, and business

decisions - not market collusion

- drove up prices.

Dynegy representatives sai3^

market factors actually cost their

company $17 million during the

two years of its contract with El

Paso gas in 1 998- 1 999. prompt-

ing the company not to renew the

contract.

"The border price went down
during our contract, not up," tes-

tified former Dynegy counsel

Kathy Patton. "Looking back,

we probably paid too much."

Steinberg and subcommittee

member Juan Vargas. D-San

Diego, .said they could ultimately

draw no conclusions without que-

sioning gas contracts the com-

mission itself described as anti-

competitive. I-'ERC officials

declined to testify at the hearings,

citing pending regulatory chal-

lenges.

BAY
From page 6

biy and association." and that

"hundreds of political prisoners

remain in Cuban jails."

Though Cuba is a developing

nation, delegates said its people

have a better quality of life than

some m the U.S. because ther;

no concern with making enough

money to survive.

Also, race relations are (Affer-

ent in Cuba, where more than

half the population is biracial or

multiracial.

"You don't feel black, you

don't feel Latino, you feel like a

human being," said event orga-

nizer Mario Cuellar, who added

that one sees people of color in

every position in society.

College students in Cuba
hold positions in the parliament

and have a large say in what goes

Time
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on in their country and schools,

delegates to Cuba said. It is not

like UCLA where only few stu-

dents have positions in the deci-

sion-making process, they said.

"As UCLA students, we exist

in a bubble of misinformation,"

said German Gurrola, a second-

year anthropology student. "It is

necessary for us to seek other

avenues ofeducation in order to-

help ourselves and our

community."
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FTAA continues to

disrespect human rights and

harm the environment.

See Viewpoint Monday.

viewpoint^media . ucla.edu

Out with political con'ectness, in with being honest
BLUNT: You don'l need to

be offensive or defensive,

just accept real opinions

Today, we are going to pledge to

try something novel. By novel,

I mean fresh and by fresh I

mean new. I urge all of you, from the

most timid

dorm rat, to the

most belligerent

"loadie," to join

me this week-

end and

embrace a new

way of thinking

-«wd interacting

statements, quips and questions that

come out of one's mouth. Blunt is

real feelings and convictions, real

desires and hopes, all these things

expressed in a way that leaves no

doubt as to exact meaning. Blunt is

truth, and truth is Blunt.

Enough

rhetoric then, what exactly is Blunt?

How does one accept Blunt into his

life? Actually, it's astonishingly sim-

ple. To be a full-fledged practitioner

of Blunt, all you must do is say what

you are truly thinking or feeling.

Pull no punches, do

not self-censor,

and for the

love of

God, do

not

worry about what you're saying

affecting your "image." To be Blunt,

say what you feel.

Practical applications and real-

world uses for the Blunt way of life

are quite numerous. Let's be Blunt

with relationships. Guys, do you have

a girl who you have always wanted to

go out with? Tell her so. No need for

small talk, no need for any senseless

drivel that will get in the way of your

point. Repeat: "Hello (insert girl's

name here). It's (insert your name

here). I really want to (get coffee, go

to a movie, have sex, etc.) with

you. Whadda ya say?"

It's sim-

Adam
Epstein

Now is the lime

for real action.

Starting this

weekend, let us

all become

Blunt. From
now on, sugarcoating is strictly for-

bidden

To the bong-happy Rastafarians

whose pupils just dilated with excite-

ment, you should probably calm

down. The fact that today is April

20th is merely a coincidence. Blunt

has nothing to do with 20 sacks or

Phillic cigars. Blunt is a concept, a

state of mind, one whose time has

long been overdue. It encompasses

how one carries oneself, the confi-

dence one has, and most visibly, the

Epstein is a third-year communications

studies student wondering how to get

in the Abercrombie Longerboarder

Club.Those with any advice, e-mail him

ateppyad@hotmail.com.

pie. It's Blunt.

Females especially should allow

Blunt to come to their aid. Is there a

guy that recently asked you to go to

coffee, the movies or to have sex? If

you want to, say, "Yes." If you don't

desire his Blunt proposal, say, "No."

It'sjust that easy.

Also, here's a little tidbit of infor-

mation for all females possibly con-

sidering the Blunt way of life: There is

nothing cooler in the entire universe,

nothing, than a girl who tells a guy

exactly what she wants. The vast

majority of males are more than

happy to oblige, elated by the fact

that they do not have to go

through the guessing

games, risk-takings

KRISTEN QLLtTTE/Uiily Btuin

and "
I wonder

what she's think-

ing" brouhaha that

is usually associat-

ed with non-Blunt

girls.

Dating and rela-

tionships are just

the tip of the Blunt

iceberg, is there

somebody at work

who you just can-

not stand? Tell

them. Do you feel

that you should be

making more

money, or that your

boss doesn't appre-

ciate all the over-

lime that you have

recently put in? Let

'em know about it.

Does your mom's
casserole taste like

a slow roasted tire?

See EPSTEIN, page 12

It won't give you hairy palms, but it may help your health
REPRESSION: After an extended

period of neglect, masturbation

is starting to regain acceptance

Whether you like to caress the cucum-

ber or pet the beaver, chances are

you at some point in your life have

felt guilty about the deed.

Well, fear no more 'cause

Dee is here to put your

mind at rest.

Masturbation has gotten

a bad rap and therefore

people have viewed the

best of all stress relievers

as a sinful and disgusting

act. Thankfully we, as a

society, have become a lot

more accepting of this rit-

ual and we have come to

realize the many benefits

self-pleasure has to offer.

It all started with the word "masturbation,"

derived from the Latin word masturbatus

Striley is a third-year women's studies student Send

your comnr»ents and questions to withmodera-

tion@y3hoo.com.

Darolyn

Striley

which means, "defile with the hand." With a

name that great how can it go wrong?

But amazingly, it did. At the turn of the cen

tury there was an infiux of health books

denouncing masturbation. These "health

guides" assured the public that constant or

any masturbation would surely lead to

reduced or loss of concentration, premature

ejaculation, impotence, hairy

palms, blindness, a loss of vital

body energy or force, insanity,

warts on the hands, shrinking of

the penis, becoming a sexual per-

vert, acne, epilepsy, headaches,

hemorrhoids, rheumatism, and

even baldness. I guess the hair on

your palms has to come from

somewhere.

It was also said to cause abnor-

mal shapes and sizes of penises,

stunting of growth and any other

horrible thing that can happen to one's body.

Around the 1900s girls and boys had a few

extra bedroom accessories. The fanatically

concerned made girls wear gloves that felt like

Brillo pads and they were administered a pow-

der that made their genitals painful to the

touch while boys were made to wear a sort of

metal chastity belt. Can you imagine how fun

morning wood must have been?

There was also anti-masturbatory devices

like a tube lined with spikes that fit over the

penis and boys were made to wear straitjack-

ets or their hands were tied to bedposts to

make sure they wouldn't masturbate. As late

as 1959, an American survey of college stu-

dents and their professors asked whether they

thought masturbation causes insanity. Fifty

percent of the students and about 20 percent

of their intellectual leaders

thought they would be driven mad
(www.earthtym.net).

Whether we became more intel-

r\ r* JlY ligent or it felt just too good not to

K^M I accept it, masturbation is now a

full-Hedged part of our society.

Seeing as how May 7th is National

Masturbation Day and how an

organization called Good
Vibrations is holding a

Masturbate-a-thon to benefit

health clinics, masturbation is

pretty much in the mainstream.

And why shouldn't it be? Not only is it the

best (completely) safe sex ever but it also has

its benefits. For men regular masturbation (or

sex if you are so inclined) is a great reliever of

the prostate and can prevent painful blockage.

While for women it can help reduce cramps,

and make it easier to practice the Kegel exer-

cises, which in turn can help the birthing

process.

On both men and women it can have a

healthy effect on the immune system as well as

reducing overall tension. It helps you become

more aware of yourself and the more aware

you are about yourself the more satisfying sex

will be, with or without a partner.

But the biggest problem with masturbation

is the material and the security. What do you

think about when you masturbate?

Celebrities? The cutie in English or Physics?

Or your significant other? As in my case which

surprisingly is not abnormal, I start off with a

hottie, maybe Russell Crowe if I'm in the

mood, and as it gets more intense and just as

I'm about to climax I switch to my boyfriend

of five years.

Usually, Crowe is just for foreplay and my
memories of me having sex with my boyfriend

push just the right button. As it turns out

many people think of something unattainable

and finish with their significant others.

But there's also just as many who stick with

Brad or Pamela from start to finish, and who
could blame them?
Now as for security that's a whole other ball

park. Can you imagine how embarrassing it is

for someone to be caught masturbating? Well,

I don't have to imagine. Actually I don't have

Se«SnUlEY,pa9e12
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Forum needs variety of viewpoints
MUSLIM: Speakers add to

Islam women stereotypes

instead of dispelling them

By Nascem Sayani

Last week was Islamic

Awareness Week and as such there

were activities and forums planned

throughout the week meant primar-

ily to educate the greater UCLA
community. It was my attendance

at one such event that sparked this

response. The forum was called

"Illiterate, Barefoot, and in the

Kitchen? Breaking the stereotypes

of women in Islam." It showcased

three speakers - one a fellow stu-

dent, one from the law profession

and the last from academia. All

three spoke very well and expressed

their arguments thoroughly; howev-

er I feel many of the statements

they made were somewhat narrow-

. minded.

To start, the first speaker stated

that she had been wearing her hijab

(the Muslim head covering meant

'as a form of modesty) since she was

nine-years old. Furthermore, she

asserted that she had chosen to do

so by her own accord with seeming-

ly no outside infiuence. I find this

hard to believe.

I myself, am a Muslim woman,
and yet I have never known anyone

who at the tender age of nine had

either a complete understanding of

the hijab and all its social implica-

tions, or the amount of indepen-

dence from family and cultural

influence necessary to really decide

Sayani is a fourth-year business eco-

nomics student.

for themselves.

I do not want this to come across

as negating the importance of the

decision, however I do not feel that

she can so absolutely say that she

made the decision on her own. A
Muslim community is a very "inclu-

sive" one to grow up in and thus

decisions at a young age can rarely

be independently made (this can be

said for any youngster's life).

Islamic laws appear

oppressive in that they

do not accor(d these

wonnen with the same

rights we have here.

And if she had decided not to

wear the hijab, would her family

have conceded? Do Muslim women
with orthodox upbringing really

make that decision on their own?

Or are they "programmed," rather,

to make the "right" decision?

Sometimes I wonder.

The second speaker had done a

great deal of work with human
rights groups, and had focused pri-

marily on the interpretation of

Islamic law by Western society.

Accordingly, her discussion began

by recounting her involvement in a

trial of a young woman in Nigeria

who had been charged with "zinah"

(committing adultery). The girl

claimed it Was rape, and part of the

speaker's role was to discuss how
this connected to the wider issue of

women's status.

She stated that Muslim women in

Nigeria live in an Islamic law com-

munity. She claimed that to the

Western eye, these laws appear

oppressive in that they do not

accord these women with the same

rights we have here. The speaker's

position on this was that there was-

n't any "oppression" experienced in

those women's lives and that in fact

they feel liberated in their lifestyles.

In reference to the girl, the prob-

lem of her situation was not that she

was oppressed, but rather that a

"technicality" of the Islamic law did

not allow her the means to prove

that it was in fact rape. She was

eventually taken to court, charged

with "zinah" and consequently pun-

ished with 100 lashes.

How did the girl arrive at her

compromised position and who
bears the burden of responsibility?

Though the speaker did not provide

a clear enough picture of the

sequence of events leading to the

girl's trial, the argument remains

that "rape" as we understand it is

not addressed in the Qu'ran, and

consequently, is not refiected in

communities that strictly follow

Islamic law.

Now, if basic female rights - con-

trol over sexuality, over when and

to whom she "gives" herself, and

over the consequences of that inter-

action (consented or not) - are not

in a woman's control, wherein lies

the "liberation" the speaker spoke

of? Is it in the ambiguity of the law

in reference to the treatment of

rape situations such that it cannot

be proven save a certain number of

See SAYANI, page 13
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The Graduate Student Association held their elections online

this week. The Undergraduate Student Association Council

decided not to have online elections and instead are doing

them by the traditional paper ballot method. Do you believe

elections should be online?

Julie Pai

First-year

Biology

"I think

that elec-

tions should

be done the

traditional

way because

so many
people can

just vote

carelessly

online. But if you go out to the

voting place, it shows that you're

actually concerned. Of course the

voter turnout will be lower, but

the people who care will be those

who will vote. If I were a candi-

date, I really wouldn't like the

idea that anybody can just go

online and vote without being

informed."

Richard Quitasol

First-year

Psychobiology

"If people

were willing

to vote,

doing it

online would

be easier

access-wise

because they

wouldn't

have to

come all the way to campus.

Voting would be better online if

they also provide information on

the candidates. That way, you can

study all the candidates and look

at what their positions and ideas

are; in that case, that would make
it better. We have the technology

and access to computers to make

this possible."

Nick Casillas

Second-year

Music

"I don't

see why we
can't have

both. When
you do it

both ways,

you can vote

on your own
time and not

have it inter-

fere with classes. If it's just done

on campus, you have to deal with

going to the polls. You can also

get more educated online before

voting, instead of having to

decide at the polls based on fliers

people hand you. 1 don't see why
we have to deal with paper at all;

we're in the computer age."

Laneia Moore

Fourth-year

English and African American studies

"Voting is

too interac-

tive to be

automated,

and voting

online takes

away the

essence of it.

It's a social

experience;

computers take away that intima-

cy. Voting online would be totally

contradictory to the meaning of

voting; it doesn't make any sense.

Life is about interacting with peo-

ple and going to the voting

booths. I'm happy with the deci-

liien .'"— -:——
'

Karia Martinez

Second-year

Undeclared

"It may
be more effi-

cient if you

do it online,

but at the

same time

we have to

guard

against dis-

crepcncics.

However, 1 think having elections

online would increase the number

of people who vote, because they

can do it while they're checking e-

mail or other things they would

usually do anyway. It's faster for

people this way, and you can do it

at home."

Geoff Bell

Third-year

Sociology

"1 don't

know
whether

online vot-

^^P^l ing would be

1^ -^ m more effi-

cient, I've

^^.s^ always seen

It as more

problematic

in terms of security issues. It's a

lot easier for someone else to log

on and use your password online

than the in-person experience

where you have to be there to

show identification. While it may
be more convenient, 1 think it

would still be more problematic

than anything else."

Speaks Out compiled by Cuauhtemoc Ortega, Daily Bruin Senior Staff. Photos

by Chris Backley, Daily Bruin Staff.
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media grievance procedure

for resolving complaints

against any of its publications.

For a copy of the complete

procedure, contact the

Publications office at 118

Kerckhoff Hall.
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Looking fo save some money?

coming

April 30ih

Fop advertising information, please call 825-2161

COMPLIMENTARY
CONSULTATION

Braces.V
Deliver Brilliant Results

ORTHODONTIST
SINCE 1980

VCIA FACULTY MEMBER

ADVERXiSE

i

Dr. Nader Dayani
Member American Association of Orthodontists

Specializing in braces for adults & children

invisible

European
Removable • Cosmetic Porcelain
Traditional • Surgical Orthodontics

20% DISCOUNT TO STl'DKN'TS AN!) l•.\crl,T^

(310) 826- 7494
1 1645 Wilshire Blvd. #802

Los Angeles, CA 90025

(949) 552 - 5890
18124 Culver Dr.. #A
Irvine, CA 92715

Teeth Whitening
upper or lower

$85«o
each

(Reg. $20().0O)

The treatment will be as follows S lOOO 00 plus
S 100 00 for eacli month of treatment rendefed
for metal txaces. S900 00 plus S 100 00 for each
month of treatment rendered for removatste

braces artd S 1 700 00 plus S 1 25 00 per month for

ceramic braces, S200 00 for diagnostic study
model arvd S 1 75 00 for formal consultation

expiration date 5-15-01
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Funding
Available for

2001 UCLA
Graduation Celebrations

«
n
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A limited amount of funding is available for student initiated and managed
graduation celebrations, sponsored by Officially Recognized registered

campus organizations. This funding is not intended to cover all the expenses

associated with these programs. The support is intended to supplement

organizational resources, external donaUons, department subsidies, etc.,and

to serve as an expression of the institution's recognition of the achievement

of degree recipients.

Applications for funding, as well as details

c p regarding the allocation process, criteria and pri-

orities, are available in the Center for Student

Programming, located at 105 Kerckhoff Hall, the

Student and Campus Life Division Office
, located

at 11 04 Murphy Hall, and on-hne at

http:/A¥ww.studcntgroups.ucla.edii/graduation
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STRILEY
From page 1

to imagine twice.

Once when I was 1 3 in my bed-

room and another (yes, it happened

again) when I was 17 in my aunt's

and uncle's bedroom. I was sitting

there minding my own business with

my buzzy friend, when BAM! all of

a sudden and without knocking my
dad (when I was 13) and uncle

(when I was 17) barge in.

Did you notice that to add insult

to injury my perpetrators were both

male? Of course

I made up two of ^^^^^—^^
the lamest, most

incoherent

excuses you have

ever heard. The
only good thing,

if any, is that I

was using a back

massager and

not a sexual

vibrator. Yes, '.

Dad my stomach

is hurting and yes, Uncle I fell and

hurt my leg. Did you know a vibra-

tor helps a stomachache and a

scratch? Well apparently neither did

they because they just looked at me
and laughed. Ahh, adolescence. I

miss it like I miss fanny packs ar

crimped hair.

Right, so you have your dirty

thought and a safe place to exercise

that thought, now let's talk tech-

nique. As with many things

women's and men's techniques are

pretty similar. In women there are

three main techniques - clitoris

stimulation, G-spot stimulation and

anal stimulation.

Many different women have

many different ways of making Ms.

Clitoris happy. The use of fingers or

hands, streams of well-placed water,

rubbing against pillows or furniture,

and of course, vibrators, are all

ways that make my day a little

brighter Then there's the G-spol.'

Stimulus of the G-spot can be

accomplished with fingers, vibra-

tors, dildos and other instruments.

Anal stimulation is also used to

masturbate. The stimulation of the

anus can be on its own or in con-

junction with stimulation of the cli-

toris or G-spot.

The two main methods for men
are penile stimulation and anal stim-

ulation You would think that all

men need is a bit of lotion and

they're off, but there's a whole med-

ley of techniques for penile stimula-

tion. One way is stroking, which is

probably the

^-^^——^— lop method,

while at the

same lime stim-

ulating the

head of the

penis or the tes-

ticles.

Then there's

rubbing against

something, like

. a pillow, which

by the way
reminds me, I am never borrowing

another pillow again. Inserting is

also popular. Men use everything

from apple pies to toilet paper rolls,

while men with a foreskin use the

foreskin as a kind of sleeve over the

mis which cuts down nnfrrrtmn

So you have your dirty

thought and a safe

place to exercise that

thought now let's talk

technique.

There's penis pumps, which cre-

ate a kind of vacuum that pull blood

into the penis therefore enlarging it.

TTiis along with plenty of lubricant

create a seal which can be a source

of enjoyment. And women are not

the only ones that use water pres-

sure and vibrators and anal stimula-

tion to jack-off. However it gets

done, the important thing is to be

comfortable enough with yourself to

doit.

So in response to our surging hor-

mones and sexual drive, we discov-

ered the masturbation process and

though it's had its bad times, let's all

rejoice at its acceptance.

EPSTEIN
From page 1

Say so. Chances are that most non-

Blunt jjeople who say nothing will

agree with you.

Please understand that Blunt does

not necessarily mean offensive. Sure,

at first it will take some getting used

to, but in time, people will adapt.

Survival of the fittest applies, as those

with the thickest skins and most

developed sense of not worrying

about trivial matters will rise above

the crowd. Overly sensitive types

need not apply.

There are many vital tenets associ-

ated with the Blunt canon that

expand on its in-your-face attitude.

Quite possibly the most important

and explanatory is known as The
Band-Aid Effect. By applying the

Band-Aid EITect in all Blunt circum-

stances, individuals are able to avoid

prolonging already difficult or

uncomfortable situations. Is a rela-

tionship going down the lubes? Break

it off. Immediately.

Is somebody yapping your ear off

at a party to the point where you

want to find the nearest window and

plunge to a quick, silent death? Tell

them you don't want to talk anymore
instead of nodding your head like you

care at all. Sure, the initial yank of the

Band-Aid EITect might sling a bit, but

the pain is nothing compared to a

slow, torturous removal, slowly tear-

ing hair from flesh or the fun from

life.

I feel that Blunt is the next

inevitable step in our social con-

sciousness. Satire, sarcasm, tongue-

in-cheek humor and a myriad of

olhcr old time favorites have recently

fallen by the way side. One would

assume then, that the straight, honest

speech provided by Blunt would be

heartily welcomed. After all, people

wouldn't have to think as much.

Wouldn't that be a relief!

But, this is not always the case.

The Blunt way of life has a formida-

ble foe that has not allowed it to

become a fully utilized and accepted

part of life. I am talking of course

about the dreaded force known as

Political Correctness, or PC. as many
of its verbose denizens refer to it.

Where Blunt speech and behavior

gets right to the point, PC. attempts

to confuse, disguising meaning and

true intentions under a blanket of

unnecessary language. "Shell-shock"

becomes "post-traumatic stress syn-

drome." Short people become "verti-

cally challenged." People don't die,

they "move on." Politicians aren't

corrupt, they just have "questionable

ethics." It appears then, people's

desires arc at a crossroads.

[)o we demand straight answers,

or do we refrain from offending any-

body? Do we say what is on our

minds, or come up with inane and
frivolous ways to redefine everything.

Can we have our Blunt cake and still

eat it in an inoffensive manner?

The answer is no. Now is the time

to accept Blunt, and enter into a new
realm of understanding and Blunt

dialogue. Becoming Blunt is an

endeavor that requires the coopera-

tion of every man, woman and child.

The system will fail if there arc those

who decide they want to be Blunt and

others who feel it is not in their best

interests. Teamwork is key to Blunt

action, as Blunt is only as affective as

its least Blunt member.

So tell a friend. Spread the word.

Today, let's begin saying what we are

thinking. Similarly, when we hear

somebody acting Blunt, let's stop

automatically taking offense. When a

girl asks her boyfriend, "Does this

dress make me look fat?" and it does,

he will say. "Yes," and she will not

care.

What a wonderful world Blunt

could be.
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1

witnesses? Or rather is it in the

girl's inability to exert influence

over her situation and prove her

story?

The speaker did not address

these issues. She did not question

the girl's obvious lack of control

over her life, purpose and future.

Nor did she question the trial itself.

Should the girl be on trial charged

with "zinah?" Or should the man
who raped her be on trial for taking

away a young Muslim girl's virgini-

ty without her consent?

Additionally, in reference to the

burden of responsibility, if the girl

had not become
pregnant, would i^»————

i

her situation .

have even come
to light? And
why does the

burden of proof

center around

whether or not

she committed

adultery, rather

than on whether

or not the man
raped her? And
how many others live a life like

Tiers? She dearly became a helpless

victim of her social surroundings

and was powerless against it.

I do not think it's appropriate to

stand up in support of Islamic law,

when basic human rights are being

so obviously denied, and when a

woman, regardless of her birth-

place, has to worry about forced

interactions with ruthless men, or

about being charged with a crime

she had no control over.

The final speaker, presenting her-

self as a Third World feminist, pro-

ceededlto discuss her view of

Western feminist ideals, and conse-

quently portrayed them to be too

"radical" or "extreme" for any

Third World feminist to harness. I

found it interesting that she seemed

to lose sight of the fact that without

the Western feminist movement
and people like Simone De
Beauvoir, Gayle Rubin, Catherine

McKinnon, or Uma Narayan, she

would not have attained the educa-

tion she has now, nor would she

I do not think it's

appropriate to stand

up in support of Islamic

law when basic human
rights are denied.

have been able to stand up in front

of a room full of students - male

and female - and express her ideas.

Much of the struggle for

women's liberation was brought to

light during the '60s when radical

feminism was born. I think it would

be an interesting project to see

where women in this country would

be if those women had not taken the

world by storm, and if they had not

grabbed everyone's attention so

universally.

The forum was interesting in the

sense that it reinforced, essentially,

the very stereotypes it was attempt-

ing to dispel, and also brought more
of my own thoughts on Islam to

light. I have grown up in a Muslim

community, and will raise my chil-

dren in a

—i^i———"^ Muslim com-

munity. But the

one I lived in,

and one they

will live in will

be fathoms

apart.

Much of the

strength the

Muslim people

need to attain

will come not

through sup-

porting any and all variations of our

faith bhndly, or by attackmg the

thoughts of the Western world as

"radical" or "extrerpe," but by ques-

tioning the roots of these variations

and trying to uncover where the

line is between practicing the faith

in the truest sense, and taking

advantage of the cultural tenants

attached to it.

The next forum hosted in the

name of Islamic Awareness Week
should focus on issues like human
rights in Islamic law regimes, and

the status of women within those

regimes versus the status of their

counterparts in the West. It should

include not only orthodox Muslim

speakers and presenters, but also

those from the more liberal end of

the spectrum, along with those on

the outside who may have a more
objective viewpoint.

We can only learn from each

other, and the more opinions we
have, the better position we will be

in to the initiate the change that so

obviou.sly has to be undertaken.
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Kerckhoff 118. They are
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WORRIED?
NERVOUS?
TENSE?

• Do you worry a lot?

• Difficulty concentrating?

• Do you often feel keyed up?

• Problems with sleep?

• Muscle tension, headaches,

stomach problems ets.?

If you experience some of these symptoms, you may have a treatable condition called

General Anxiety DIscorder. Anxiety can affect your work performance, social life, and

overall enjoyment In life. You are not alone. Vbu may be one of millions of Americans

suffering from stress.

Call toll-free today to see if you qualify for an important

research medication program. Qualifed participants may be

compensated up to $275.00.

Southwestern Research, Inc.

888-444-1104
iviviv. .com
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"Visions of 5: A Selection of

Outstanding Student

Documentaries" will be shown

on campus on April 23.
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UCLA Perlofminq Arts

Cuban jazz trumpeter Arturo Sandoval joins saxo-

phonist David Sanchez at UCLA's Royce Hall, Sunday.

Latin jazz artists

promise to bring

culture to Royce
MUSIC: Sandoval, Sanchez talk about

fusion of Gillespie with ethnic stylings

By Chris Young
Daily Bruin Staff

Latin jazz music has only recently been recognized by
mainstream audiences, including the Recording Academy
but it's nothing new to Arturo Sandoval and David
Sanchez.

Trumpeter Sandoval, saxophonist Sanchez and their

groups perform Sunday night at Royce Hall, illustrating

two different approaches of wedding jazz with Latin influ-

ences. _ J,
The Recording Academy which runs the annual

Grammy Awards, only recognized Latin jazz as a category
in 1994.

"We pushed to create the Latin jazz category of which
Arturo won the first award, because we kept saying, these

poor guys don't have a group, so they end up not getting a

Grammy" said Steven Loza, a UCLA ethnomusicology
professor and 10-year member of the Grammy Award
screening committees.

"I think it's going to be a wonderful show," said Kenny
Burrell, director of the UCLA music department's jazz
studies program. "You have these two great musicians who
embrace the jazz tradition and repertoire and also bring in

their own cultures. The spreading ofjazz to other countries

demonstrates the power ofjazz - it's all over the world."

Sandoval has 1 2 Grammy nominations and has won Best

Latin Jazz Performance for his album's "Hot House" and
"Danzon," and Best Latin Recording when he was a mem-
ber of the group Irakere for its self-titled album.

Sanchez has two Grammy nominations, one for

"Obscsion" in 1999, and one for "Melaza" in 2000.

Both artists draw strongly from their cultural back-
grounds in Latin America - Sandoval from Cuba and
Sanchez from Puerto Rico - although they also draw from
the rest of the Caribbean and Latin America, as well as

from historically American art forms like jazz.

The contrast between the older Sandoval and younger
Sanchez comes across in how they emphasize the mixture of
Latin and jazz influences in their music.

Sandoval's music is like a tree of Latin jazz - with roots
steeped in Latin rhythms and leaves hung with jazz orna-
mentation. ;:

See ARTURO, page 18

Identity

The Lady of Dubuque/ by

EduiardDlbee prouokes

thought and emotion mith its

edgy and surreal presentation

Fred (Alessandro Trinca) stands over Sam (Victor Trevino) in a
scene from "The Lady of Dubuque."

/r I £*. «. • l_ \ i-f L I /. . • a
Photos by MARY HOLSCHER

(From left to right) Elizabeth (Jem Tubbs) visits her dying daughter Jo (Anne Burke) with Jo's caregiver Oscar (David Simmons)
and friend Carol (Leslie Connelly) in "The Lady from Dubuque" playing at Macgowan's Little Theatre.

By Darcy Lewis

Dally Bruin Contributor

The set of "The Lady from Dubuque"
doesn't seem like it would be a place for peo-

ple to question their identity, but it is.

As unlikely as it may seem, the vintage

suburban setting of the theater department's
newest play, premiering tonight at

Macgowan's Little Theater, becomes the

backdrop for the question, "Who am I?"

This question resonates throughout the play
written by Edward Albee, who will attend

Saturday's performance.

"I think it's really important that rather

than exemplifying the '70s as a period, wc
tried to allude to the '70s as a period," said

graduate theater student Jennifer Revit

about the play's set. "We use items such as

shag carpet and the conversation pit, without

hitting people over the head with heavy drap-

ery, matching carpet and wallpaper and
couches - so we sort of simplified it."

The view of the sky through the set's plexi-

glass walls invites distraction. It's hard to

take things seriously when sitting among
over-sized, furry pillows. The atmosphere
raises curiosity about things like the "conver-

sation pit" - can it really create conversa-

tions where people reveal things about their

deepest self-identity? Maybe the track light-

ing is too bright or too dim. Maybe there

have been too many trips to the alcohol-clut-

tered glass shelves to ever come to an answer.

Opening with a cocktail party and a game
of 20 questions, the characters in "The Lady
from Dubuque" first ^sk "Who am f?" as

part of the game. Superficial assessments of

each character can quickly be made: Cardl
(Leslie Connelly) and Fred (Alessandro
Trinca) are crass and embarrassing; Lucinda
(Elaine Burn) and Edgar (Christopher Hall)

are annoying yuppies; Jo (Anne Burk) and
Sam (Victor Trevino) are dying and devoted

Despite the play's light opening with a

party and a game, its subject and tone arc

very serious.

"There's nothing subtle about what's hap-

pening," said graduate theater student

Victor Trevino, who plays Sam. "There's

nothing soft. Things are just moving at a clip;

things are edgy Not very much of what's

happening or what's being said and done is

smooth. If anything, it's raw and jagged and
it hits at the core of who we are."

The question of "Who am I?" becomes
very significant as the play progresses. The
initial answers to the question give way to

much more revealing responses.

"This play and the characters in it are sort

of characteristic of Albee in that the charac-

ters and what they say are not to be taken lit-

erally" Trevino said. "There's always some-
thing else going on underneath the lines, in

what they're saying, so that subtext becomes
especially important in a piece like this."

The superficial reality with which the play

begins steadily gives way to a feeling of sur-

realism. One aspect of this surrealism is the

actors' constant communication with the

audience.

"This play is subtly radical, it's not overtly

radical," said Professor David Schweizer,

the play's director. "In many ways it's con-

ventional in its form. It's in a room, it's in

real \ime with people speaking. Yet, at the

same'time, written into this play is a casual

speaking to the audience. So there's this pre-

sentational aspect that's very off the top. It's

not like everything stops and the light's

change, it's just whenever."

The characters' intimacy with the audi-

ence is not as surreal as some of their intro-

ductions. The Lady from DubUque (Jerri

Tubbs) and Oscar (David Simmons) appear
from out of nowhere and create identities on
the spot that allow them to become involved

with Jo's death. The Lady assumes the role of
Jo's mother and partner, while Oscar asserts

control over the reactions of the other char-

acters to Jo's "mother," as well as her death.

"One of the things the play is about is how
the event of someone leaving the world
affects everyone around them, and, whether
it's possible to do anything that brings any
real comfort or any real enlightenment to

that event," Schweizer explained.

Despite their abstract origin. The Lady

and Oscar are the ones who bring comfort
and enlightenment to Jo as she is dying as

well as to the other characters in the play.

Such abstractness is typical of Albee's plays.

"He has said to me directly, 'I write natu-

ralistic plays in which strange things hap-

pen,' which is different from saying, 'I write

plays with a surreal landscape,'" Schweizer
said of Albee's style.

Rather than seeing it as an obstacle,

Schweizer finds Albee's style appealing.

"As the plays got stranger and more exper-

imental in nature and his commercial reputa-

tion lessened, I almost became more interest-

ed," Schweizer said. "The rich and provoca-
live nature of what he did interested me."
The subject matter of the play may be

provocative and the presentation surreal, but

Schweizer thinks this is precisely why this

sort of theater is appealing.

"To actually go and plop down in a theater

seat with other live creatures and look at

some theater event, I think you want to feel

like you're something a little bit wild, other-

wise, why go?" Schweizer said. "There's a lot

of other things you could do."

In addition, Schweizer feels that the the-

ater is the finest place for this sort of surreal

event to be enjoyed.

"There's no other media that's as potent

as the stage to examine those issues of per-

ception and what is real and what is not," he
said. "It's almost as if the form mirrors the

content."

Trevino feels that every audience mem-
ber's reaction to the play will be unique.

"I think that we're all different, and we all

come from so many different places. I think

the audience is likely to take away a lot of dif-

ferent things," Trevino said. "All in all, I

hope that they find the piece entertaining

and that it makes people think a little bit

about the things wc do, the things we take for

granted."

THEATER: 'The Lady from Dubuque" pre-

mieres tonight at 8 p.m. at Macgowan's Little

Theater. For ticket information contact the
Central Ticket Office at (310) 825-2101.

Budd stays true to herself

after 30 years in showbiz
MUSIC: New York native

to perform the classics at

Schoenl)erg Hall, April 21

By Luiza Gevorkyan
Daily Bruin Contributor

Even in the chaotic world of .show

business, some people stay true to

their creative sensibilities. Vocalist

Julie Budd is one of those few.

Since the age of 12, when she was
discovered by producer/director

Herb Bernstein, Budd's musical

choices have catered to an older audi-

envt?

trends

She will make a one-night appear-

ance in Schocnberg Hall on Saturday
Her performance is a one-woman-
showcase of songs from her new CD
"IfYou Could Sec Me Now."

With her roots firmly in classics

written by American musicians like

Duke Ellington and Irving Berlin.

Budd has built a career that doesn't

rely on cultural whims. She is a down-
to-earth person who shapes her own
reality and has fun with it.

A Brooklyn native who loves to

talk. Budd is intriguing because she

has survived show business for more
than 30 years.

Her voice is a finely tuned instru-

ment. She excels in articulation and
phrasing, and has a lyrical, soprano
voice. Audiences expect to be awed
by the peaks and valleys it can reach.

Her personality, as well as her

show, is a slice of New York's theatri-

cal and musical heritage. Even her

speech has hints of a New York
mother's accent.

"Los Angeles has always been a

very lucky place for me," Budd said

in a phone interview from New York.

But she noted that, "The problem
with Los Angeles is that there aren't

that many places to sit down and per-

form for a period of lime. It's not like

New York, which has shows every

other block."

An active stage performer, Budd
doesn't mean to imply that she will

simply sit down and perform in her

concert.

"It's theatrical." Budd said. "It's

musically dramatic. There's nothing

passive about my show, I'm not one
of those precious cabaret singers; I'm

a concert artist, period."

Fans of musicals, cabarets or any-

thing New York shouldn't miss the

opportunity to see Budd's show.

Music from giants like Rogers and
Hammerstein. Stephen Sondheim
and George Gershwin will fill the

hall.

She chooses to stay with the clas-

— sics, bccau.'vc thatV
fortable.

"My career is like a great black

dress. I like to think of myself as

steady classic, as a stable infiuence in

the industry" Budd .said. "It's a really

good place to be. actually, because

you're not dangling somewhere.
"The day 1 get up in the morning

and I am not interested in what I'm

doing anymore, that's when I'm
going to have to start moving on."

Budd continued.

Budd's chosen spotlight has come
with some territorial problems. Ever
since she was young, critics expected

her to become the next Barbra
Streisand. Like Streisand, she has

always appealed to older audiences.

Her music doesn't chase the market
and her voice bears an uncanny simi-

larity to Streisand's.

But Budd doesn't want to be
Streisand's shadow, although the

association has helped her fame.

These days, she doesn't worry about
the connection. She doesn't even
mention it, unless asked. _

In part, she wants audiences to see

her show so she can finally bury her

comparison to Streisand.

Budd's true idol growing up was
not Streisand, but the actress Julie

Andrews.

"I remember hearing Julie

See BUDD, page 18

UCLA Perfofmitii} Arts

Actor and vocalist Julie Budd brings her own vocal style to UCLA
as she performs at Schoenberg Hall, April 21 at 8 p.m.
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ColumDia Itistdi

Olivia Williams and Ar>tonio Banderas
star in "The Body."

"The Body"
Starring Antonio Banderas and Olivia
Williams

Directed by Jonas McCord

The movie begins with the sudden archaeo-

logical find of the possible body of Christ, and
ends with a shootout, all the while dragging the

viewer through 100 minutes of suspenseless dri-

vel.

"The Body" tediously explores the ramifica-

_lions of Christ's unrisen body being discovered

m modern day Jerusalem. The film works on
two levels: on a large scale of how the discov-

ery would affect mankind socially, politically

and religiously, and on a personal level of inner

conflict as men wrestle with their strongest

belief- faith in God.
Israeli archaeologist Sharon Golban (Olivia

Williams) discovers a tomb in Jerusalem with

the remains of a body that could be the son of
God. Jesuit priest Matt Gutierrez (Antonio
Banderas) is sent from the Vatican to investi-

gate the findings.

As the characters point out, if the body is

really Jesus Christ, it would destroy

Christianity and bring war to the Middle East.

Banderas does a convincing job as a priest who
puts science before his faith in God but is still

tortured by the conflict of interests. His charac-

ter, however, needs more concrete substance

underneath his brooding flesh.

Williams's Jewish archaeologist doesn't

have a conflict with faith; her's is with the out-

side forces of the Church, politicians and
extremists trying to decide the body's fate with-

oiit her.

And of course, when a suave Spanish man
(religious or not) like Banderas, is mixed up
with a widowed woman like Williams, and they

are forced to work together in hot, dusty prox-

imity, there's gonna be a lot of confessing come
Sunday.

As Golbari runs from burial site to museum
to analysis lab trying to convince Gutierrez

that the body is the real deal, the audience can't

help notice that she is a fairly one-dimensional

character. There's no real passion in her

motions.

Other figures also come in and out of the

plot, trying to confirm the body's origins, steal

it or destroy it outright.

Father Lavelle (Sir Derek Jacobi) is a die-

hard priest whose faith makes him blind to

ence and who cannot reconcile Golban and
Gutierrez's findings. His role in the movie
seems only to be a foil to Gutierrez, demon-
strating how two religious figures can handle
the situation very differently.

The Vatican's Cardinal Pesci (John Wood)
and bureaucrat Moshe Cohen (John Shrapnel)

each have a stake in the body - Pesci because it

would destroy the Vatican and his rulership,

Cohen because it would let him rise politically

in Israel.

The film's cinematography draws the audi-

ence into sweeping scenes of desert dunes,

ancient cities, aged churches, massive cathe-

drals and bustling streets or marketplaces in

modern Jerusalem.

Surprisingly though, amid all the grand
scenery, the film barely stirs the audience to

think about the grand scheme of the body itself

and the "what if questions it brings up.

It concentrates too much on boring and
tedious close-up shots of Banderas and
Williams arguing back and forth and ineffectu-

al side stories of the other characters' agendas.

Far from being a thriller, "The Body" could

really be presented as a 30 minute TV special

and achieve the same effect. Skip this one and
head to a livelier discussion on faith any given

Sunday. For free.

Chris Young
Rating: 3

"Joe Dirt"

Starring David Spade, Brittany Daniel
Directed by.Dennie Gordon

Stop rearranging the lawn gnomes, cancel

the Tupperware party and turn down the eight-

track player: "Joe Dirt" has arrived.

"Joe Dirt" is the face behind the mullet, pro-

viding a poster child for anyone with white-

ash Wood barreling like a double-wide trailer

through their veins.

Director Dennie Gordon, ("Sports Night,"

"Dawson's Creek," "The Practice," "Party of
Five,") makes his movie debut with this film

about Joe Dirt, a "po' boy" pushing a mop at

the KXLA radio station in Los Angeles. Dirt

(Spade) is dragged into the studio one day to

appear on a morning show hosted by Zander
Kelly (Dennis Miller). There, Joe Dirt tells his

life story.

The tale's hero, like Dorothy in "The
Wizard of Oz" - but with acid washed jeans
and a concert T-shirt - makes a countless num-
ber of crazy friends throughout the course of

his adventures.

One of Dirt's friends is Clem, performed by
Christopher Walken, who provides a surprising

performance as an ex-mafioso turned janitor.

In the meantime, Joe is as mixed-up as a bas-

ket of puppies on a ferris wheel, wondering if

Brandi (Brittany Daniels) loves him. Radio lis-

teners all over LA. are also wondering if Joe
will ever realize that Brandi loves him.

Joe also has his radio audience on the edge
of their seats about whether he will ever find

the parents who left him so many years ago.

Screenwriters David Spade, Fred Wolf and
Matt Piedmont, all Saturday Night Live alum-
ni, manage not to overdo the gross-out humor,
allowing viewers to keep the possum slew
down.

The sound track is superb with songs from
Lynrd Skynard, the Doobie Brothers and
Cheap Trick.

The character of Joe Dirt is likeable, just a

simple good ol' boy with a heart of gold, but
belly laugh jokes are as few and far between as

"yC kinfolk's teeth".

Still, Joe's mottoes, including "life is a gar-

den, dig it," make you feel as warm and fuzzy

inside as if you'd just taken a nip of Jack
Daniel'g. =

Bring some vittles and the hour and a half

will fly by, just don't be expecting the answer to

life's deeper questions or too many big laughs.

In short,the film is real and fun, but ya can't

say it was real fun.

That's a big 104.

Darcy Lewis

Rating: 6

LUNCH SPECIAL
$4.99

•RICE •SALAD* SOUP
• CHICKEN TERIYAKI or

• RRE BEEF

• VEGETABLE TEMPURA
• 2 PCS. CAUFORNIA ROLLS

DINNER SPECIAL
85.99

• RICE • SALAD • SOUP
•CHICKEN TERIYAKI or

•FIRE BEEF
•VEGETABLE TEMPURA

• 3 PCS. CALIFORNIA ROLLS

W^ B
91 1 BROXTON AVE / LECONTE
WESTWOOD VILUKGE
310 208 7781 ^iA^^/^UA.

JAPANESE FOOD
KOREAN FOOD
SANfc BOMBS

ELNITZ

OVIES

Melnitz Movies and the

Department of Spanish

and Portuguese present

TheArtofAmalia
One of the nnost important artists of our time,

Amelia Rodrigues performed throughout the world
for more than 50 years. Amalia sang many types of

music but she is mostly known for the "Fado", the

music of Portugal. Soulful and mysterious, Fado
means "destiny" and in Amalia's voice it became
the ultimate expression of the country's identity.

Although she passed away on October 6th, 1999,
Amelia has left behind a timeless artistic legacy.

This Is Bruno de Almeida's 4'^ film on Amelia his

first feature documentary on her life.

http://www.arcofilms.com

Directed byBmno dc Almeida
Friday, April 20th @ 7:30pm

The director wui be present for a Q<kA J^mes Bridges Theatre, Melnitz Hall

session fo«owir\g the screening
''"=^

'

^° ^'^^^ Required

For recorded program information on Mdnilz Movies call 825-2345 Tb rt«eive Melnitz previews aiK^

'•''orai^tion by e-maiJ write Ii$t5erv<?listserv.ucla.edu. TVpe "Hello" in the subject line and "sub^
'

V in the message body. Visit our website at http://www.melnitzucla.edu

Spring

Time

Savings

IS in fne

Air

• « • « fm *£

rtw
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Lemon Jelly reaches sonic perfection
MUSIC: Electronica group

releases debut collection,

shifts focus to next efTort

By Antero Garda
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Electronica group Lemon Jelly has

found a unique niche in the music

world: The duo has infants hooked.

"I have a lot of friends who have

got little babies who say by the end of

our song 'Nervous Tension' they fall

asleep," group member Fred Dcakin
said in a phone interview from his

studio in London. "It's better than

both whisky and valium. Old people

like it too, like my grandparents. We
want to focus on really, really old peo-

ple. The over 70 and the under 5

(crowds) are the key markets."

Lemon Jelly, now releasing its

debut album, has been taking its time

to make music, and this can be seen in

its recent debut "Lemonjelly.ky,"

which is actually a collection of three

limited E.P.s produced over the past

three years.

"We want to l?ave everything until

-it^ right," fellow Lemon Jelly ment--

ber Nick Franjglen said in an inter-

view from his cellular phone in

Sussex. "We like to take our time

until we're really comfortable with

everything. Unless it's absolutely

right, we don't want people to see or

hear it. It's got to be perfect, or else

it's not worth doing."

Unfortunately, Franglen had to

learn this fact the hard way. Prior to

being a musician, Franglen was a

landscape gardener and was respon-

sible for causing an accident involv-

ing former Queen vocalist Freddie

Mercury.

"I'd been working in this garden

for about six months building a

Venetian canal; it was really over the

top," he said. "There was supposed to

be this bridge over the top of the

canal, and we really weren't very

good at what we did. Freddie was

standing on the bridge when it col-

lapsed. He didn't fall in the canal,

which was good. He could have got-

ten his trousers wet or something

which would have been an absolute

disaster Heads would have rolled!"

"We very rarely decide

on anything.We just

try things out."

Nick Franglen

Lemon Jelly

Having learned from his mistake,

Franglen has since thrown away any

gardening aspirations he had and has

worked with a myriad of other

famous musicians. Over the past cou-

ple of years, he has played keyboard

and programmed drum tracks for

such artists as Primal Scream, Bjork,

The Spice Girls, Blur and even some

tracks for Ihc forthcommg album by

Pulp.

Franglen has taken his experiences

of working with an assorlment of

groups and incorporated them into

his input in Lemon Jelly's music.

"The Spice Girls and Bjork arc

two different groups altogether, and
Primal Scream is very dilTerent from

Blur," he said. "And all of these peo-

ple may be brilliant at what they do,

but they arc all still very different. It's

been the diversity that I really liked.

One of the things I like about Lemon
Jelly is it doesn't feel like we're stand-

ing still at any time. If it ever feels like

we're going down the same path,

we'll just leave it."

While Franglen has been collabo-

rating with the top names in the

music world, Deakin has also kept

himself busy.

"My background is the club cul-

ture because I've been DJing for a

long, long time in a whole lot of

places," he said. "Also, I have a huge

record collection, about 20,000

records."

Despite the fact the Deakin is

known for his DJing ability and has

performed in clubs all over the U.K..

4r>cluding the Ministry of Sound, he

is also a very capable artist. In fact, he

designed all of the artwork for the

"Lemonjelly.ky" CD sleeves.

"We kind of try and create some-

thing appropriate for the music," he

said. "We try to make something spe-

cial. I wanted a package that reflected

the amount of time we put into the

music, something special and

XI Recofdio'ji

Electronica group Lemon Jelly is releasing its soothing debut album,

"Lemonjellyky,"a collection of E.P.s released over the past three years.

personal."

Deakin is also responsible for all of

Ihe art and animation on Lemon
Jelly's Web site, www.lcmonjelly.ky,

which was registered in the Cayman
Islands in order to get the fitting

Internet suffix. The site includes

sound samples, screen savers and ani-

mation.

"It's kind of something we want to

pursue, the whole Internet thing,

hopefully with videos and live stuff,"

Deakin said. "We're just two guys,

we're not very interesting to look at.

It's kind of nice to create something

just for the fact of creating it."

This idea of creating just for the

sake of creating is actually how
Lemon Jelly makes its music.

"We very rarely decide on any-

thing," Franglen said. "We just try

things out. We don't really prejudice

a track or have a firm idea of what is

going to happen in a track. We used

to have this rule that if something

makes us smile, then it has to stay in.

If there is a grin, then something is

working."

A place where that certain some-

thing can be found is on track three of

" Lemonjelly.ky," a track rurratcd by:

a random record sample which
claims to be searching for a

Patagonian sea elephant. However,

it's not the trumpeting of an elephant

*that will confront listeners on "A,

Tune for Jack." Instead it is the inde-

cipherable mumbling of a young tod-

See LEMON, pagelS
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Brubt Special
LARGE (16") PIZZA 3 regular toppings

$9.95 - DHhrery Only; $16.75 value; limit 1 per order

Student Special

^ I 20% OFF with Bruin Card
^^"^ ^ MiMryAPicfc-iipOiily
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Giant Slice + Salad + Drink = $3.99 (Largest Slice in Westwood) • Complete Dinners $4.99 • Free Delivery

MANN

Westwood
vnxAa
961 Broxton

20S-5576

iLiktYoa (PG-13)
THX - Dolby Oigrtal

Fri-Sat. Mon-Thu( 12:00 2 30 5 00)
7.30 10:00

Sun 7.30 10:00

MUIN
948 Broxton THX - Dolby Digit

239-MANN Fn-Sat (12:15 2.45 5:15) 7:45 10 15 12 30
Sun-Thu (12:15 2:45 5:15) 7 45 10.15

FraM*6«lHM«r«4(m
THX - Oolt^ Digital

NATKNUL
10925 Lmdbrook
20S-4366

Aloat Caiiw • SiMcr (R)
THX -Dolby Digital

Fri-Ttiu (1:45 <:30) 715 10:15

FESTIVia SiyKitfs(PG)
10887 Lindbrook THX - Dolby Digital

208-4575 Fri-Sal (1215 2:30 4:45) 7 00 9 45

REGENT
1045 Broxton

.: 206-3259

f:

Ainofw Pitrot (R)

Dolby SR
Fri-Thu (12:00 3:30) 7:00 10:20

. PUUA CrMOtflle Ontfa« III Los Anftln (PG)
' 1067 Glendon Dolby Digital

208-3097 Fri-Thu (12:00 2:30 5:00) 7:30 10«)

WESTWNKID 1 Tin Botfv (i>G-13)

1050Gayley Dofcy Digital

206-7664 Frl-Thu(12:15 2:45 5:10)7 45 1015

WESTW000 2
1050G»««y
206-7664

l(P(M3)
Dolby DnKal

Fri-TlHi (1:30 4:10) 7:1010.00

WESTWOOOS
1060 6ay1ey

206-7664
HMdM DrMOolht-lll

Dolby Digital

Fri-Thu (1:15 4«). 70) 9:45

lOSOGayley
206-7664

EMiRyallwaoln(ll)
Dolby Oipilal

Fri-Thu (1:00 4«)) 7:15 10:15

MANN

Santa Monica
CRITERION 3 Soimom LIk* Yoa (PC 13)

THX - SDDS Digital

Fri-Thu (1 1:45 2:10 4:50) 7:20 9:45

CRUEmON 4 Tko Tailor ol Paaaaia (R)

THX - Dolby Digital

Fri-Thu (11:50 2:30 5:00) 7 30 10:00

CWTONONS tnKMt(ra)
THX - Dolby Digital

Fri-Thu (12:00 2:15 4:45) 7:10 9:30

CRITERION • Eaoim at Hm Gates (R)

T>tX - Dolby Digital

Fri-Thu (1:00 4«)) 7:15 10:10

PACIFIC

Westwood
CREST Just VislHag (R)

1262 Westwood Blvd THX - Ontlal

(S o« Wihhif*) FriSun (2 00) 4:15 7:00 9:20
474-7866 or Mon-Thu 2:00 4 15) 7:00 9:20
777-FILM («25)

UNITED ARTISTS

Westwood

LAEMMLE
visit our website:

West Hollywood
Biniai. Stows ( > For All TfifcM

8000 SmstI (at Citscoai Hei«lrts) Fiio Paifcing

(323) 848-3500

SUNSCT

1

Tho Caolor ol Om WofM (NR)
Fri-Sat (12:00) 2 15 4 30 7:00 9:30 11:30

Sun-Thu (12:00) 2:15 4:30 7:00 9.30

SUNSET 2

GENERAL CINEMA

Westwood
AVCO CINEMA
10640 WltslUfcBMl

1 Bk E ol Westwood
(310) 777-FILM #330

AVCO CINEMA

UCLA

Campus Events

ACKERMAN BALLROOM
Tickets $2 00

Mloefc 3 Fri 4/?Q
Traffic

7:00 pm & 9 30 pm

II* (R)
Fn-Sal (130) 4 15 7 15 9:55 12:15

Sun-Thu (1:30) 4:15 7:15 9:55

SUNSn 3 Tho Disk (PG-13)

Fri-Thu (12:00) 2:30 5,00 7.30 10 (W

SUNSET 4 Tke Tailor of Psnama (R)

Fri-Sat(1:40)4 20 7 0O9 40 12 00
Sun-Thu (1:40) 4:20 7 00 9 40

AVCO CINEMA

AVCO CINEMA

I (PG-13)
Presented in THX SRD Digital Sound

120)2 30 5:00 7:4010:20

Blow (R)
Presented in SDDS Dolby Sound

12 45 4 15 7:30 10 30

Hoartkioakors (PG-131
Presented in THX DTS Digital Sound

Fri12.30 7 10

Sat 12:30 3:45 10:00

Sun-Wed 12:30 3:45 7:10 10:00

Thu 12:30 3:45

iZ2ZACKERMAN BALLROOM Waek 4 Tka 4/26 A
Tickots $2.00 Sa«o Mm

7 00 pm A 9 30 pm
Tickets for Sneak Preview of A Kaigfct's lalo on Tba 6/3

wW be available Tko 4/26 at 31* KoickkoR

SUNSET 5 Paaic (R)

Fri-Sat (1:30) 3:15 5 30 7 45 1000 12 15

Sun-Thu (1:00) 3:15 5:30 7:45 10 00

WLA/Beverly Hills
ROYAL Tko LvzMii Dotooco (PG-13)
11523 Santa Monica Blvd Fri-Thu (12 30)
(310) 477-5581 2:55 5 20 7 45 10:1(5

MUSKNAU1 TkoWMowo«Saial-Ptorro(n)
9036 Wilshire Fn. Mon Thu (5 05) 7 30 9 55
274-6869 Sal-Sun (12:15) 2:40 5:(» 7 30 9 55

MUSKHAUt
9036 WHshire
274-6869

CfOMCaHM Tlf^f*

HIMoo Oragoo (PG-13)
" " "»u (5 30) 8 15

Sat-Sun (12:00) 2 4^5 30 8 15

Fn. Mon-Thu (5 30) 8'

AVCO CINEMA Traffic (R)

Presented in SDDS Digital Sound
Fn 3:30 10:10

Sat 12:15 1010
. ,

Mon 12 15 3:30
Sun, Tue-Thu 1215 3:30 7 00 10:10

Beverly Hills
BEVERLY CONNECTION
La Cienega al Beverly Blvd .

(310)659-5911
4 hours validated parking $1 at Box Office

BEVERLY CONNECTION Fto«f Got naforii (R)
Presented in THX sRD Diglbl Sound

1.0)3 15 5:30 80)10:15
Fri-Sal Late Show 12:15

MUSIC HALL 3
9036 Wilshire

274-6869

[(NR)
Fri. Mon Thu (5:30) 7 45 lOOO

Sal-Sun (1:00) 3:15 5:30 7:45 10:0

BEVERLY CONNECTION

Santa Monica
CRfTERKMt IrMMlJSM'iMaryfR)
1313 3rd St THX ^•reo Dolby Digital

PrMnooade Fri-Thu (12:00 2:20 4:40) 7:00 9:20
399~ 1999

CWTBNONr JooOM(P8-1M
THX - Ooiby OMat

Fri-TlNi (12:20 2:45 5:10) 7:45 10:15

UA WESTWOOD
10889 WeNvirorth

475-9441 THX
Fri-Thu 12:15 2:40 5:00 7:45 10:20

Bf«tf|otJoao1iOlarv(R)

No MPs aotil tki

UA WESTWOOD
1 0889 WeHworth No MPs oMIl 4/2l
475-9441 THX

Fri-Thu 12:30 2:304:40 70)9:45

I DM (P6-13I

Santa Monica
MOWU 1 Tko Dtak (PG-13)
1322 2nd St Fri-Thu (10)) 3:20 5 40 800 10 2(5

(310)394-9741

MONICA 2 Croockini Tifor, HIMoo Oraooo (PG 13)

CiomMIo Dao4oo lo

Loo Aagolos (PG)
Presented in THX DTS Digital Sound

120)2:15 4:40 70)9:20
Fri-Sat Late Show 11 30

BEVERLY CONNECTION BfM|0( Jmm% Olan (P6-13)

Oo 2 Scfooos
Presented in THX DTS Digital Sound

11:4512:30 2:10 2 50 4 30 5:20

710 7 45 930 10:20

Fri-Sat Late Show 11:40

I
Tifor, HIMoo Oraooo (PG-13)
Fri-Thu (1 15)4. 1() 7.05 10:0(5

UA WESTWOOD Mootoato (R)

10689 WeUworth Fri-Thu 115 4:15 7 30 10 30
475-9441

MONICAS
Fri-Thu (1:15) 3:25 5 35 7:50 10:(»

M0MCA4
Fri-Thu (145) 4 30 7151005

BEVERLY CONNECTION
Poosvoali (P6-13)

Presented in DTS Digital Sound
Fn Mon. Wed- Thu 1205 2:30 4 55 7:20 9:45

Tue 1205 2:30

Ffi-Sal Late Show 120)

BEVERLY CONNECTION Joo DM (P6-U)
Presented in DTS DkM Sound

Fri 12:40 2:55 9:50
Sal-Tue 12:40 255 5 10 7:35 9:56

Wed-Thu12 40 2:S5

Fri-Sat Late Show 1 1 55

Enjoy the
Movies!!!

tbadvertise
in th©

Bruin
Movie

Guidd,

call

310.825.2161

\

\ J
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ARTURO
.i:^

from page 14

"He's an amazing musician

because he can bridge the two

styles of Latin jazz and hardcore

Cuban music," said Loza, also a

professional trumpet player.

"He can interpret Cuban folk

music, straight ahead bebop,

Latin jazz, even classical."

Sanchez, in contrast, uses jazz

as his foundation, with Latin ele-

ments adding color to the music.

"Because of their great back-

grounds in jazz, younger players

like Sanchez are making Latin

jazz evolve even more intense-

ly." Loza said. "His is probably

the most progressive Latin jazz

artist right now."

The sheer skill of artists like

Sandoval draws praise from

other musicians, such as Burrell.

one ofjazz's great guitar players.

"Arturo is such a massive

trumpet player, he's one of those

musicians who can play anything

on his instrument, from a sym-

phony orchestra to a jazz

combo," Burrell said. "I'm glad

he chose jazz."

Sandoval said that his early

inspirations came from Dizzy

Gillespie, one of the most
famous trumpet players in

history.

"Through his inspiration, he

""taught me to love and undep
stand the music, to follow every

detail of the music." Sandoval

said in a phone interview.

Taking what he learned from

Gillespie. Sandoval went on to

personalize his voice on the

trumpet, establishing himself at

the vanguard of the instrument.

He is well known for lightning-

fast runs, masterfully fluid tech-

nique, a huge tone range and
overall energetic playing.

Sanchez, who grew up in

Puerto Rico and moved to New
York at age 20. also played with

Dizzy Gillespie and combines
his jazz knowledge with his roots

and other world music. He has

made four recordings with his

steady quintet since 1993. and
played in numerous internation-

al festivals and tours.

"Sanchez is a very trained,

polished musician," Loza said.

The modest tenor saxophone

player thinks he is just beginning

to find his individuality.

"I want to play music that

sounds free, not just jazz or just

Latin," Sanchez said in a phone
interview from Atlanta, his cur-

rent tour location. "This concept

is a different vision, a different

perspecttve-of music. People say.

'I've never heard anything like

this before - it's different. The
"way you deliver things, it .sounds

fresh.'"

The artists' love of live perfor-

mance is obvious and the excite-

ment of experiencing live music

is a big part of Latin jazz.

"I enjoy live performances

more than studio recordings. I

think that the connection with

the audience is more exciting

than the connection with the

microphone," Sandoval said.

In the same vein, Sanchez
said that music only really

evolves through live perfor-

mance.

"Touring is great fun. You
have a lot of time; you really see

different stages of the music

evolving on the bandstand,"

Sanchez said, "You watch the

music grow."

MUSIC: The Arturo Sandoval

Band and the David Sanchez
Sextet play on a shared bill at

Royce Hall Sunday, April 22 at 7

p.m. Tickets are $40, $35, $25 and

$ 1 2 for UCLA students with I.D., at

the UCLA Central Ticket Office.

For information or tickets call

(310) 825-2101. There will be a

Center Stage discussion in Royce

Hall at 6 p.m. with Steven Loza

from the department of

ethnomusicology.

BUDD
From page 1

5

Andrews sing and I thought it was the

most glorious voice I had ever heard in my
life," Budd said.

She justifies her opinion with a philoso-

phy that she took as a child from

Andrews.

"One of the great influences of Julie is

that she never chased the market," Budd
said.

So how does she want to be remem-

bered?

"Well, it's kind of early tb have a retro-

spect," said the 47-year-old Budd, laugh-

ing loudly. "But if I had to think about

how I was going to be remembered - that

people had a wonderful time at my
shows."

MUSIC: Tickets to see Julie Budd are avail-

able for $45 and $9 for UCLA students with

a valid I.D. at the Central Ticket Office,

(310) 825-2101 or online at

www.performingarts.ucla.edu and at all

Ticketmaster outlets.

LEMON
From page 17

dier, whose looped diatribe seems to fit

perfectly in sync with the track.

As for its future plans. Lemon Jelly has

its work cut out.

"Make another album, have some-
thing to eat and then paint something

bright pink and put it up on the lop of a

hill," Deakm said.

Franglen confirmed Deakin's plans

about making a new album - but he never

mentioned anything about bright pink, or

a mountain.

"We're working on a new record

now," he said. "The KY compilation is

quite old for us, so we're writing a new
recortriww, and our plan for themoment

is to tour for that one. What we really

want to do is to make it a proper event so

that the senses are bombarded by Jelly-

ness."

Ultimately, a Lemon Jelly touring

experience is not necessarily about mosh
pits and raging crowds as much it is about

taking in the music.

"I remember reading some interview

with a fan at a new metal jock-rock con-

cert, ' Deakin said. "He said it's not as

much about the music as it is about who
can rock the hardest. I'm not really sure

that is the way forward. That's not our

goal. We rock occasionally, but mostly we
wobble."

MUSIC: Lemon
"Lemonjelly.ky" is

Recordings.

Jelly's

available

album
from XL
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phone
Classified Une: (310) 825-2221

Fax: C3103 206-0528
Classified Display: (310] 206-3060

Fax: C310D i06-0528

ciiliue hours
Mon-Thu: 9:00am-3:00pm
Fri: 9am-2:30pm

One issue, up to 20 words %i

each additional word (

Weekly, up to 20 words 2J

...each additional word i

Monthly, up to 20 words 9f

...each additional word I

12 pt headline $1

1 6 pt headline $i

^Border $J

For Classified Display ads,

please see our rate card

for variable rate information.

Classified Line Ads:
1 working day before printing,

at 12 noon.

Classified Display Ads:
2 working days before printing.

at 12 noon
There are no cancellations after

noon of the day before pnnting.

howtoiMrite
an eflective ad

• Start your ad with the

merchandise you are selling

This makes it easier for readers to

quickly scan the ads and locate

your Items
• Always include the pnce of your

Item Many classified readers
simply do not respond to ads
without prices
• Avoid abbreviations -make your

ad easy for readers to understand
• Place yourself in the reader's

position, ask what you would like

to know about the merchandise,
and include that in the ad Include

such information as brand names,
colors and other specific

descriptions

Tbe ASUCLA Commurwcations board fully supports th« University d CaUfomia's policy on rK)ndiscnmlnation No medium stiall accept advertisements wtiich present persons ol any ongin. race. sex. or sexual orientation in a

demeaning way or impty ttiat ttiey are limltod to positions, capatxhties. rotes, or status in societ>' Neither the DaiJy Bruin nor the ASUCLA Communications Board has investigated any ol the services advertised or the

advertisements represarited in thts issue. Any person believing that an advertisement in this issue violated the Board's policy on nondiscrimination stated herein should communicate complaints in writing to the Business Manager.

Oaity Brum. 116 KercKhofl HaM. 308 WlBStwood Plaza. Los Angeles. CA 90024 For assistance with housing discrimination problems, call the UCLA Housing Office at (310) B25'4?7l or call the Westside Fair Housing Office at (310)

475-9671 Classified ads also Ipp—r on-line at httpV/www daitytyuin ucIa edu PlacemenI on-line is offered as a complimentary service lor customers and Is not guaranteed The Daily Brum is responsitile lor the first incorr

insertion only Mmor typographical anors are not eligMe lor relunds. For any refund, the Daily Brum Classified Department must be rtotifiad of an error on the first day of publication by noon

payment
Please make checks payable to

"The UCLA Daily Brum" We
accept Visa. MasterCard, and
Discover credit cards. Allow 5
working days for mail payments

^hrhrhr^^ 21OO
Recreational Activities

SWIM LESSONS/
WATER POLO

INSTRUCTION Private or group lessons.

Your pool or ours. Collegiate and internation-

al experience. Matt: 562-987-3423.

2300
Sperm/Egg Donors

«r

announcements
1100-2600

1100
Campus Happenings

Alcoholics Anonymous
Mon. DbcutsMn, Fri. Stap Study, 3517 Adtannon

Thurt. ftook Study, 3517 Ackannan

M/T/W Rffl. Dantai A3-029

Wad. Rm. Dantd A3- 029

Dbcuttion, Al limas 12:10- 1 KM pm
For alcohoHct or IndMdumIt mho hav m dhnUng prettam.

GRAND OPENING

j^iAlvi. express

$8."^ i^i^ logo fee's

...it's savvy to save!

1457 4*^ St Santa Monica

telephone 310J93.0840

between Fred Segal/Macy's

2200
Research Subjects

CHRONIC BAD BREATH. Earn $50 and
learn to control bad breath. Clinical study in

Culver City. 310-815-1829, 310-210-7805.

EARN $$$
For giving your opinion on market research-

products, TV, etc. Ages 5-54. No accents
please. 818-609-1850.

SEXUAL ASSAULT
SURVIVORS

Wanted for research study. Get $1 5 gift cer-

tificate to Amazon.com for completing 10-

minute, web-t)ased survey. Anonymous and
confidential. Women, 18-35 years old, who
have been raped or sexually assaulted in the

past 5 years, please call or e-mail lin-

dasOrand.org. 310-393-0411x6152 for

password, www.rand.org/crim/saws. RAND
is a non-profit research organization in Santa

Monica.

!i&

Egg Donors Needed
Healthy females ages 19-28

wishing to help infertile coupl«*.

$5,000

Call Mirna (81 8) 832- 1 494 >

1^

SPECIAL EGG DONOR NEEDED Seeking
healthy and intelligent woman, 21-29 years.

l)k)nde hair, blue or green eyes, 5'-5'l0" tall

with high SAT or ACT scores. Stood type A.

B, or AB. Compensation $6000 Please call

OPTIONS 800-886-9373 ext 741.

misiisicaiieiiai

foFsale

2700-4500

2000
PcMsonnls

A GREAT GUY!
Handsome. Successful real estate tycoon

seeks beautiful, smart, classy, sexy woman
18-25 for ronnance and a worxlertul life to-

gether. 310-203-7883

2050
Proynancy

hK}MICIDAL ABORTION. Known in medk^al

dk:tion as conceptickje. homlcklal abortk>n Is

the most prevalent form of homicide. Jurkjk;

Embassy. ambO)uridk:.org

2100
Ronrontioii.il Aclivitios

10 WEEK INTENSIVE
E.S.P. COURSE

Explore your natural psychk: abilities.

Learn to relieve stress. Taught by Jac-

Quaeline-ProfessJonal Psychk: and train-

er with 20 yrs. experience Please join

Jacquaelin at the Pasedina Lifeways

Expo April 20-22. 10-week classes start

May & October in West LA and Pasedina

Call Triune Light Center 1-888-827-1186.

2300
Sperm/Egg Donors

EGG DONOR
Late 40's. married women looking for Jewish
coed interested in helping to create a chikj.

$2500+ negotiable Please call June 310-
376-7000.

EGG DONOR NEEDED Asian Please call

310-397-0490

If you are male, in college or have a college

degree, you can eam up to $600/mo. call for

details on our anonymous sperm dorior pro-

gram. Receive free comprehensive health

screening & help infertile couples. So if

you're k>oking for a great job and a little extra

cash, call us first. 310-824-9941.

JEWISH EGG DONORS
NEEDED

$10,000 (plus all expenses). We have many
infertile (amities in need of the help of com-
passtonate omen in order to realize their

dream of havir)g a child We are seeking

women wfx) are attractive, intelligent, bet-

ween tf>e ages of 18-30, physically fit and
maintairting a healthy lifestyle. If you have a

desire to help a family and wouM like more
Informatton please contact us. 1-800-264-

8828 or 1-619-234-6649. Email: dar-

leneOaperfectmatch.com www.aperfect-
match.com

3500
Furniture

MATTRESS SPECIALS
NEW INNERSPRING twin sets $99 95. Fulls

$129.95, Oueens $16995 and Kings

$199.95. Also, Sealy. Stearns and Foster al

lowest pnces. 310-477-1466.

3800
Miscellaneous

IT'S T-SHIRT WEATHER
T-shirts from $5. lowest prices on the Inter-

net. Discount event merchandise, left-over

from recent events, www.alleventstore.com

^i~'\ r~\ r~\ /~~i r—\ ^^^wS^

4SOO
Autos for Sale

1990 HONDA CIVIC. Hatchback, red w/black

interior, 4spd, excellent condition. Cassan-
dra 310-445-5319.

1991 HONDA CIVIC DX, 150K/miles, looks

and runs good. New clutch, brakes and bat-

tery. Must sell $2500/obo 323-653-5720

1991 SATURN SC-2 2 door, white/tan, all

power, air, am/fm cassette, excellent Al con-

dition. Maintenance records Good gas.

$4,300 Teresa 310-204-5140

1993 SATURN SC2 Automatic, black interi-

or/exterior, power sunroof/windows/locks

Leather seats, security system, A/C. excel-

lent condition $7000. 310-230-0425.

1994 MERCURY SABLE
WAGON

Green. 4dr automatic. V6 3.8 liters. Fully

loaded, airtsags, alarm, immaculate 73K

miles. $5800obo Jo:3 10-825-57 19.

1995 MITSUBISHI
3000GT

Fully loaded automatic, dark green w/tan

leather interior, sunroof, new transmission,

new sport tires $14,500obo Anita:310-206-

6704

1996 SATURN SL2
4door, aulomatic, manual, door lock+wind-

ows, 10 disc cd changer, 79800miles $8000
(according to kbb) Sam 310-824-3451

POLICE IMPOUNDS Hondas as low as

$500 for listings 1-800-319-3323 ext.A214.

'87 TOYOTA COROLLA. 82k onginal miles,

new brakes and /VC. great car. excellent

condition! $2000obo 310 621-6070 Prince.

o o o o o o

4600-5500

S720
Vacation Packages

Bali:16-Day Tour $2199
Pern: 21 -Day Tours $2599 Nepal: 17-Day
Tours $2599. Student Discounts Available

www.eastrips.com

i#^ Imagine -^

SPECIAL EGG DONOR
NEEDED

Loving t)(ack cOuple is hoping to find an intel-

ligent arxl compasstorute woman of African

descent College education. Age 18-28,

Comper^atton up to $5,000.00. The many
eggs your body disposes of each month can
help an infertile woman to have a t)aby.

Please caN Tina at 1626-583-8404. Email:

Tina-BOworidnet att net

^900
Autos for Siile

1982 MERCEDES 3000 turtx) deisel. 25
mpg. Good mnning conditton. $2900. Grey
280K miles. 310-995-0823.

1990 ACURA LEGEND
Five-speed, red w/leather interior. 130.000
miles. Excellent mechanical condition.

$5,000. Ask for Lisa or Teny: 626-398-9429
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2300
Sperm / Egg Donors

2300
Sperm / Egg Donors

2300
Sperm / Egg Donors

2300
Sperm / Egg Donors

"u

Speeial Egg Donor Needed
Preferred Donor will meet the following criteria: I

•Height Approx. 5'9
" or Taller •SAX Score around 1300

or High A.C.T. •Caucasian •College Student or
Graduate Student Under 30 •No Genetic Medical Issues

Compensation

— Paid to you and/or the charity of your choice.
All related expenses will be paid in addition to

your compensation.

(Extra compensation available for someone who might be especially

J gifted in athletics, science/mathematics or music.)

For more information or to obtain an application please
contact Michelle at the Law Office of Greg L. Eriksen

(800) 808-5838
or email EggDonorInfo@aol.com.

*This ad is being placed for a particular client and is not soliciting eggs for a donor bank.

61OO
Computer/Internet

A GREAT DEAL!
Mac PowerPC 7100-8100 $199-$299 in-

cludes monitor Pentium 1 complete system,
includes monitor $249. 310-476-5076.

5900
Financial Aid

LOANS AVAILABLE
No application fee High approval Low
Interest rale Bankruptcys welcome Toll

Free 1-877-494-4843

6000
Insurance

idEa247.COM
INTERNET RESOURCES Web design, de-
velopment, tutorials, hosting affiliates, do-
main names/dreamweaver, global news,
lava script. CGI Cold Fusion.

http://www.idea247 com

61SO
Foreign Language

6300
Legal Advice / Attorneys

PERSONAL INJURY/
D.U.I. DEFENSE

Auto Accidents

Motorcycle Accidents

Slip & Fall • Pedestnan

No Recovery • No Fee

(310)552-0007
Free Consultation

Law Offices of Donald R Hartunian

6^00
Movers / Storage

HONEST MAN w/14ft truck and dollies,

small jobs, short notice ok. SF. LV, SD.
Student discount Go Bruins! 10yrs. 310-

285-8688

%mtUk Moaka ixMt%t

(.» 10) 454-5400

4:00aai-N<MMi

/lllstate.
Mau're in good hancte.

Mike Azer Insurance Aoency, Inc

(310)312-0202
128 1 W«st\A/oocl Blvd.
C2 tJiks So of Wllsf^lr©)

24 Hours o Doy Service

Preparation For Jetro Business
Japanese Test June 23rd

LA (:il>' CotlrKf

(.5i5)666-IOIN

i'flO-'t'OOpfii

April 21 -June 2, 6 Sofurfloyi (Moy 26fh no «loii)

Price $80

6300
Legal Advice/Attorneys

CONSUMER PROTECTION Lemon law,

automobile dealer fraud, repossessions,
abusive debt collection. UCLA law graduate.

Contingent fees/costs available Alec True-

blood 310-443-4139

JERRY'S M0VING4DELIVERY. The careful

movers. Expenenced. reliable, same-day de-
livery Packing, boxes available Also, pick-

up donatk>ns for American Cancer Society
Jerry ©31 0-391 -5657

6500
Music Lessons

DRUM LESSONS
ALL LEVELS/STYLES with dedicated pro-

fessional. At your home or WLA studio. 1st-

lesson free. No drum set necessary
Neil;323-654-8226.

NO RECOyERY NO FEE GUITAR LESSONS

Classifieds

825-2221

NO COST Sexual harrassment, Discnmina
tion. Auto-accidents, Slips/falls. MYER LAW
FIRM, Wests«de, Scott D. Myer(UCLAW'86)
wwwbestlawyer.com 310-277-3000.

6^00
Movers/Storage

BEST MOVERS. Licensed, insured Lowest
rates Fast, courteous-»^careful. Many stud-

ents moved for $98. Lie -T- 163844 NO JOB
TOO SMALL! 1 800-2-GO-BEST. Voice-
mail/pager 323-263-2378.

by professional near UCLA. All levels, guitars

available. Leam to play effortlessly!

www.JWGS.com. Call Jean at 310-476-

4154.

m—w\

6600
Personal Services

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING

Comprehensive Disserialion Assistance
Theses. Papers, and Personal Statements

Proposals and Books
International Students Welcome Since 1985

Sharon Bsar, Ph.D. (310) 470-6662,
www Bear-Write com

3csa2cs3aSu533^aLv>joaac3cs3:s3:xgc^

Unhappy? Tired? Drained?

Maybe it's because universities like

UCLA have the soul ofDracula.

http://lJniversitysecrets.com

TTX7Jcrczxrr7xrajoaTrrr7irr.z2JCDDiisi

6700
Professional Services

A FREE SESSION
PSYCHOTHERAPY/COUNSELING for de-

pression, anxiety, obsessions, post-traumat-

ic stress.etc. Couples/Individuals. Crime viC'

tims may be eligible for free treatment. Call

Liz Gould(MFC#32388)©310-578-5957 to

schedule free consultation

ATTENTION MBA, LAW, MEQICAL
SCHOOL APPLICANTS! Frustrated devel-

oping your crucial personal statements? Get
professional help from well-known au-

thor/consultant.31 0-826-4445. www.winning-

personstatement com.

CREATIVE EXPERTISE"
MBA & OTHER
PERSONAL

STATEMENTS,
RESUMES

Personalized, professional assitance. Writ-

ing, editing, dissertation formatting, tran-

scribing. Ace Words. Etc 310-820-8830.

DIGITAL VIDEOGRAPHER w/Canon XL1.
$200/day. Also digital editing, graphic design
available Located in Westwood. 310-478-
6484

FIND ROOMS &
ROOMMATES ONLINE

The Napster for roommates. Free to view
and place ads. Immediate Online Results,

wviw easyroommate.com

FORMER ENGLISH TEACHER w/ Masters
from U-Chicago. edits/word processes dis-

sertations, proposals, screenplays, personal
statements, resumes. InternatkHial students
weteome. Winslow's 310-829-6171

HEAD SHOTS $99
SITTING PLUS digital file for unlimited

prints!! Westwood location. Call Jennil-

er:31 0-575-6638.

MEDICAL SCHOOL APPLICATION COUN-
SELING. Counseling by recently graduated
M D. Specializing in application essays/inter-

view-skills. Fee negotiable/money-back
guarantee Greg Freedman. M.D. 310-960-
3300/pager

NOTARY PUBLIC Bilingual servrces avail-

able. Spanish and English. Commission
#1277297 Commission expires Sept. 17,
2004. 310-820-7113.

7000
Tutoring Offered

AAA TUTOR'S CLUB
A HOME TUTORING service for all subjects,

grades K-12. Lowest prices guaranteed! For
more information call 310-444-0449.

AMERICAN HUSBAND (currently college In-

structor. MBA Wharton. UPenn) and Korean
wife (UCLA Grad, middle school teacher) will

patiently tutor English speaking and writing.

310-559-0123.

CHEMISTRY, ORGANIC CHEMISTRY,
PHYSICS, BIOLOGY, PHYSIOLOGY.
STATS. By doctoral student, w/lots of teach-
ing experience. Fee negotiable/money-back
guarantee. Call Greg. 310-397-0547.

MATH AND PHYSICS
TUTORING

OFFERED for all grade levels and most col-

lege level courses. Group rates available.

Call:310-413-7620.

MATH TUTOR
For regular weekly appointments, all levels.

$30-f/hour, Trig/Pre-Calculus, Cateulus, Al-

gebra, Geometry UCLA Math BS. Graduated
honors Jonathan:310-850-8849. 323-734-
8321.

MY-TUTORCOM Math/Physics/Statis-

tics/English/Hebrew.chemistry/biology
Law/Busir>es8 Law, computer programming
Computerized statistical analysis available.

Tutoring service Call anytime 800-90-TU-
TOR

Display
206-'^n

Daily Bruin Classified
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6200
Health Services

6200
Health Services

6200
Health Services

COMPLIMENTARY CONSULTATION (^^<I^
ORTHODONTIST

SINCK 1980
UCIA FACULTY MEMBER

Dr. Nader Dayani
Member American Association of Orthodontists

Specializing in braces for adults & children

Deliver Brilliant ResultsultsJ

• Cosmetic Porcelain
• Surgical Ortnodontics

• Rennovable
• Traditional
• Invisible

• European

(310) 826 - 7494
1 1645 Wilshirv HIvd. #802
Los An|t4;l«s, CA 90025

(949) 552 - 5890
I8I24 Culver Dr.. #A
lr\itH- CA 92715

Teeth Whitening $ftf;oo
upper or lower *-' ^f (J \J
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7000
Tutoring Offered

PHYSICS AND MATH
Malti/Physics major/student offers tutoring in

physics and mafti at all levels. Contact Sina:

(310)989-1491 or sina4© ucla.edu

RESEARCH PAPER TUTOR 4 grad and
published writer offers pnvale tutoring servic-

es. 213-390-3331

WRITING TUTOR
Kind and patient Stanford graduate. Help
w^ith the English language—for students of

all ages/levels. 310-440-3118.

7100
Tutoring Wanted

7500
Career Opportunities

ACCOUNTING DEPT
ASSISTANT

P/T entry level position h^-F 2-6pm w/ some
flexibility. Basic computer knowledge, car
with insurance, good oral and written com-
munication skills required Good learning

opportunity $10/hr-fmileage 310-276-9166

RN OR DENTAL STUDENT for MD office

near Beverly Hills on Saturday AM's or P/T
Top salary Call 323-939-2111

7800
Help Wanted

$1 500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL N^ailing our cir-

culars. No experience required Free infor-

mation packet. Call 202-466-1639.

•ENERGETIC PEOPLE
NEEDED!!!*

Busy Valley, Hollywood, or Santa Monica
office needs energetic people. Bonuses'
310-395-/368

7700
Child Care Wanted

TUTORS WANTED
AFTER-SCHOOL FOR grades K-12, in BH,
WLA, SM areas. Education majors and/or

graduate-level (in any field) a plus. $11.25-

15/hour Call The Tutor's Club: 310-444-
0449

EXCEPTIONAL
TUTOR-$25/HOUR

PHYSICS AND CALCULUS TUTOR for high

school senior. 6-8 hours/week Need trans-

portation, close to UCLA Hours flexible.

$25/hour 310-207-7339, 310-794-7525

EXPERIENCED TUTOR WANTED, f^yst be
graduate student or TA. For high school
student taking second year Spanish and
math. 310-476-0766

MATH AND/OR SCIENCE GRAD STUDENT
wanted as tutor for 2nd-grade math Prefer

male. $40/hr, once a week Calabassas.
Kayfie 818-222-4942

THE TYPING GUYS: Get your papers done
Fast and cheap Pick-up and delivery avail-

able. $12/hr. Call 310-827-2777

WORD PROCESSING specializing in thes-

es, dissertations, transcription, legal, psych,
resumes, fliers, brochures, mailing lists, re-

ports. 310-828-6939.

$12/H0UR
WORK AT HOME PARENT needs assistant.

Now-June 1 5 MTW. need person 2/3 days,
3-6PM. Safe car, run errands, pick up two
kids. Summer much more hours available.

310-399-3518.

BABYSIT AT THE
BEACH

Caregivers needed to supen/ise infants and
toddlers. Fn 10am-12pm for a Mommy and
me meditation class. Must be mature, re-

sponsible and love chikjren. 310-581-9307.

BABYSITTER NEEDED for 5 and 7 year-

olds. Weekend evening. Non smoking, gen-
tle, active, loves kids dogs and cats Refer-

ences $9/hour Call Lisa 310-476-0242.

BABYSITTER NEEDED Weekday even-
ings. Pick up 8-year-old from school in San-
ta Monica at 5:30 until 9 or 10 Possible live-

in, part trade 820-0224 Ask lor Victoria

CHILDCARE/DRIVER
Mon-Fri(1-5pm), occasional weekends
Possible full-time summer Driver/childcare

for 4 and 6 y/o girts. Female preferred Must
have exc. dnving record/insurance. SM
area $10$12/hr 310-452-6262

•MOVIE EXTRA WORK' Beats all jobs Start

immediately Great pay Fun/Easy No crazy
fees. Program for free medical Call-24/hrs

-323-850.<T4T7,

BeautifulModels
Wanted for Commercials,

Print & Modeling
18 -24, Slender

\310 - 284 -

3576J)
i \

employment
7400-8300

. ^

7400
Business Opportunities

isOO-IOOO/MONTH P/T
Seeking motivated students for marketing in-

ternet, cellular and iong distance accounts.

Serkjus inquiries only. Call for rec. info:888-

432-4890

EARN IMMED. INCOME
100% Home-Based Business w/NYSE Tele-

com. Serious earning potential. No experi-

erKe necessary. Work P/T from home.
www,2ibgib.coinAung«r

ONLINE MARKETING
Leam the tmth about online marketing!

http://fK>p.clk;kbank.net/hop.cgi?mvp777/

btgdogs

ENERGETIC. FUN BABYSITTER NEEDED
for 2 kids 7&4 Flexible hours, Tuesday,
Thursday, Friday afternoons and Saturday
Some evenings/travel possible Must have
experience/references Call 310-393-4054

EXCEPTIONAL P/T BABYSITTER WANT-
ED: For 2 exceptional young children We
are seeking a highly reliable person who is

loving and has a sincere interest in child de-
velopment. Experience w/kids & own car a
must. 1 -2 evenings/week plus 1 -2 weekend
days $12/hr Fax resume & references to

310-454-3994.

MARY POPPINS TYPE
Weekend nanny/housekeeper needed + 3
weeknights Arrive 7am Sat. leave 9pm Sun
Bel-air Experience/references required. Call

310-889-1840

The

advefu»rilSGinclas:

STEADY BABYSITTER NEEDED for 2-year-
old in Beveriy Glenn Area, Call Jennifer at

818-905-0371.

7800
Help Wanted

$$Get Paid For Your
Opinions!$$

Earn $15-$125 and more per survey!

www.money4opinions.com

$lO-$20/HR. Artist seeks totally clean-sha-
ven male, bi or gay preferred, under 21 for

figure modeling, etc. Inexperienced ok. Dan-
ny 8 18-980- 1666.

$15-$23/HR BRIGHT ENTHUSIASTIC peo-
ple to teach SAT prep and ALL Academic
Subjects Transportation required. We will

train Flexible hours. Send or tax cover let-

ter/resume, including test scores (SAT, GRE.
etc.) to ACE Educational Services, AttnBar-
ry, 991rw Pico Blvd, Ste.PH-K, LA, CA
90035; Fax:310-282-6424. Positions avail-

able throughout LA and the Valley

A MANAGEMENT
TRAINEE

New offices opening Independent Capital

Management, Inc. (ICM) one of the nations

Premier and Fastest Growing financial serv-

ices CO. (INC500) offering securities through

SunAmerica Securities Inc (NASD.SIPC)
announces immed. openings in our So. Cal
Offices. We're looking for career oriented in-

dividuals in search of rapid advancement
and complete training in the investment field

with an industry leader Top payouts, medi-
cal benefits, 401k match, conferences, slock

options. 1-800-600-2620 wwwicmfinan-
cial.com

A PERFECT STUDENT
JOB!!!

AFTERNOONS DURING SCHOOL. Fulltime

during Quarter Breaks and Summer Vaca-
tions! Wori< at the most famous tennis shop
in LA. Wort< experience not necessary. Mini-

mum pay $7.50/hr. "String lor the

pros!"Westwood Sporting Goods. 1065 Gay-
ley Ave 310-208-6215

ACCESS TO A COMPUTER? PUT IT TO
WORK! Up to $25-75/hr. PT/FT
www.EarnEZbucks com 888-715-4646

ACCOUNTING A/R. collections Close to

campus Flexible hours 310-828-9900

ADIMIN ASSISTANT, front office, evenings
4pm-9pm M-Th. Also, assistant needed
days/afternoons to work w/director of opera-
tions. $8/hr Contact Daniel Salazar dmgas-
socinc@eanhlink.net, or fax resume 310-
479-7771

Admin Assistant for

prominent Westside
art gallery

Train now-F/T by August. Must be fluent in

Spanish, detail-onented $10-12/hr-^commis-
sion Fax resume:310-586-1712.

ADMIN ASSISTANT F/T position in Beveriy
Hills Microsoft Office a must. Email resume
employment©saybrex.com or fax 310-278-

0038 More info 310-278-2750

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT Will train In

medical office 3D-40hr, M-F 9:30-6:30pm
Computer knowledge required Salary and
benefits 15-min to UCLA 310-476-4205

Classified display

206.3060
/VVi h.xfH.Ttciti.e .Vtir.vvwn

,M«n, Women, chiklren. xll afcrw. ix/es.

noes T\ lllrre (/Mnmennals .Maj^annes

/<ir/icrs<itial iiiten'kti tall iioii

310.659.7000
Classifieds

825-2221

AMBITIOUS
WRITERS
WANTED!

Online magazine seeks writers/photogra-

phers/editors to cover movies/TV, music,
nightlife, internet you get experience, ex-
penses, partnership. infoOp-d-n.com, 310-
989-3114. www p-d-n.com/writers.

ASSISTANT P/T
For chairman of national company Excellent
opportunity. Flexible P/T hours. Please call

Mona Andrews. 310-288-2513
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n-line services

Got a health question? Need

an Rx refill or an appointment?

E mail the Ashe Center and they'll

fix you right up by e-mailing you

back with answers, Rx refill OKs
and appointment time suggestions

www.studenthealth.ucla.edu

Hi/s /5 all part of the health care

you've already paid for.

ucia Ashe Center

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZ7I F

ACROSS
1 Badminton, e.g.

5 Funny person
9 "Les Miserables"

auttior

13 Montreal streets

14 Shopping —
15 Gumbo

ingredient

16 Tall flower
17 Street urctiins

1

8

Turn pages
1

9

Straw hat
21 Quick swim
22 Dogmas
23 Play area
25 Common

amphibian
27 Watchdog
31 Amlrak units

35 Surprise attack

36 Islamic prince
38 Caged talker

39 Solicit

40 Round roofs

42 XIII times IV

43 Bumps into

46 — of the above
47 Hoard
48 Beset
50 Got dingy
52 Carpet nail

54 Unwanted plant

55 Hindu melody
58 Tank
60 Rough
64 Annexes
65 Not suitable

67 Liver spread
68 Film

spectacular
69 Hogs' homes
70 Pitcher

Hershiser
71 Timber wolf

72 Assist

73 Rover's feet

DOWN
1 Firm grasp

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

4-2001 'C' 2001, Umied Feature Syndicate

2 Atmosphere
3 Chow —
4 Made an

attempt
5 Nos wiz
6 Like the Gobi
7 Do a tailoring

chore
8 Tyrant
9 Christmas or

Easter
10 Hawaiian

strings

1

1

Chemist's
weight

12 Louts
14 Teemed
20 Scratch
24 Author

Runyon
26 Limb
27 Pulitzer

category
28 Caravan stops
29 Two-wheelers
30 "Star Trek"

regular

32 Relative by
marriage

33 Not
experienced

34 Recoiled m feai

37 Continue to get
the magazine

41 Chooses
44 Hot sauce
45 Knight's title

47 Soft drink

49 Extravagant
51 August sign
53 "Divine

Comedy"
author

55 Lurch
56 Dog-food brand
57 Smooth-

tongued
59 Comet feature
61 Uncommon, to

Claudius
62 Hearty

entree
63 Morays
66 Energy

Displa,

206-3060
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7800
Help Wanted

Canupn Crepk ^ort^ Camp
tMidMAol Svmiwr Comp GMNiMlor/Spwiafist
IM an k»wng «w enttHMlMic, ratponiWi. wrt rDundM
staff mtmbta lo< our 10-«M* diMtM iforti «id cwiy

prograni. (X«M mcMt iMctMng and pvlUpMng In «artM
sports, am and cnfb and dranw actMtit. Must ba al laM

1
8 yeais oU praimwir wrtM Of 2 ysare of CHRP aipartsnca

6/19 - S/2V01 $1,800 and up (713)

Daily Bruin Classified

7800
Help WiMUed

ASSISTANT TO BUSY REALTOR in West-
wood. Flexible hours. Need bright, computer
savvy, organized, articulate person w/front

office appearance. Will train. Fax. resume:
310-268-0665.

ATTENTION STUDENTS
AND FACULTY

Need Help. Seeking information regarding
apartments at 527 Midvale If you are aware
of any complaints made to Midvale II Apart-
ments management regarding sliding glass
doors or balcony heights, landlord tenant dis-

putes, or tenant complaints at Midvale II

Apartments, please contact: 1-800-935-4844

AWESOME EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNI-
TY!! Part-time customer service position

Flexible hours and excellent pay at $11 /hr

Call Rachel today at 310-479-3355.

BA/Masters level. Psychology major for job
as Psychometrist in NIH AIDS study Must be
fluently bilingual (English, Spanish) and have
own car/license. Will train. For more info call

Allison/Dr. Singer 310-473-5500

BE.^CH CAMP SUMMER JOBS! Coun-
selors, Lifeguards, Cralt Director; work
w/toddler-teens at Private Beach Club in SM.

-Call Af>dfea:3IO-395-a2M.
TBC210@aolcom

DAY CAMP - SUMMER
Seek staff w/summer home in or near the
San Fernando or Conejo Valleys. Oxnard,
Simt, Malibu. misc. Instructors & General
couns. $2750-3500-^ for summer. 888-
784-CAMP www.workatcamp.com

7800
Help WjinK.'d

GENERAL OFFICE/filing/answer telephone
Close to campus, flex hours. 310-828-9900.

GIRLS wanted at exclusive social club in

WLA. Conversation and dancing. l8-»^ years
old. Flexible hours. Eann top $$$. 310-313-
2989

DAY CAMP
COUNSELORS

Pali Camp now hiring enthusiastic coun-
selors! Summer fun includes: jet skiing,

amusement parks, beach days, paintball and
more! 19 and up. Call Jacque: 310-477-
2700x14.

GRADS, SENIORS, GREEKS-Career Op-
portunity with NEW DOT-COM. Account Ex-
ecutives to foster Long-Term business rela-

tionships Nationally People-Persons. High
Commissions. Call 310-901-8446.

7800
Help Wii tiled

RESPITE COMPANION
$10-$l2/hr DOE-PT/Flexible hours. Provide
respite for families with children with devel-

opmental disabilities. Paid training provided.
Toll free info:877-924-2220 E-mail:rokel-

lyOiaba.com. Fax:310-649-3109 Visit us at

www.iaba.com

7800
Help Wniited

WEB DESIGNER
NEEDED!

P/T on campus, $12/hr. History-Geogra-
phy project. Contact April Yi: 310-206-
9796, yiOgseis.ucla.edu

DAY CAMP
Summer. Swimming, beaches, horses &
more, www.daycampjobs.com.

GREAT PAY!
SEEKING PERSON with good English and
drawing skills. 310-836-1038.

JEWISH HEBREW
And Sunday Schools need teachers. Good
Jewish education and tove of children de-
sired. Alice Fasman:323-761-8613.

RETAIL CLERK
Technical bookstore. BNi Publications, Inc.,

a leader in technkal publicatwns for the con-
struction industry, has immediate part-time
positions available at its WLA location.

$7/hour starling. Flexible hours, convenient
location near 405/10 fwys. Call R»chard:310-
474-7771 or fax resume:310-474-6863.

DAY CAMP-SUMMER
Seek staff w/summer home in or near the
San Fernando or Conejo Valleys, Oxnard,
Simi. Malibu. misc. Instojctors & General
couns. $2750-3500+ lor summer. 888-
784-CAMP www.workatcamp.com

LIBRARY JOBS Shelving and other stacks
duties, 12-19 hrs/wk. $6 83/hr to start

STUDENTS ONLY apply at Young Research
Library Rm. 11617 or call Antigone Kutay
310-825-6982.

REWARDING/FUN
Summer Swimming, beaches, horses &
more, www.daycampjobs.com.

DAY-CAMP COUNSELOR & ArtsACrafts
specialists. Summer/PT $9.80/hr. June-
August. Stoner Park in WLA. 310-479.7200.
Of fax resufrw 310-445-1764.

MALE MODELS
Have a great face or body? GET REC-
OGNIZED in Playgirl-style publications Must
be 18-24. Beginners welcome Highest im-
mediate pay w/headshots. Paid screen test.

Je(f©2l3-748-4555exl. '11, jwhiteOou-
ntque.com

BEVERLY HILLS AUTO DETAIL shop needs
hard-working, fast-paced, agressive people
to handle top-notch cars. No experience re-

quired. Flexible hours. 02zie:31 0-859-2870.

CAMP COUNSELORS needed for local

summer day camp Beach/aquatic experi-

ence in swimming, surling, sailing, or jet ski-

ing a plus Competitive salaries. 818-996-
4780

CAMP TAKAJO (or Boys . Naples, Maine
TRIPP LAKE CAMP (or Girts. Poland. Maine.
Picturesque lakelront locations, exceptional
(acililies. Mid-June thru mid-August Over
100 counselor positions in tennis, swimming,
land sports, water sports, tripping, outdoof
skills, theatre arts, tine arts, music, nature
study secretanal. Call Takajo at 800-250-
8252 or Tripp Lake at 800-997-4347, Submit
application on-line at www takajo.com or trip-

piakecamp.com

CERTIFIED PERSONAL
TRAINERS/

FRONT DESK HELP for LA's most popular

health club. For more information call Giu-
seppe 323-658-6999.

DENTAL ASSISTANTS. Part Time. Nice
Offk:es. Brentvw)od and Westwood. 310-824-
2225

DO CATS MAKE YOU
WHEEZE?

If you are allergic to cats, you may qualify to

participate in research study of an investiga-
tional medication. If you qualify, you will re-

ceive study related medication and up to

$250.00 compensation (or your time. If inter-

ested, please call Jonathan Corren, M.D. at
310-477-1734 ext 242

MEDICAL RECEPTIONIST For busy BH
dermatology offk:e. 30-^hrs References re-

quired. Catt Diana 310-273-0467.

MODEL SCOUTS LOOKING for Models for

national advertising Email ptetures/resume
tomrtOnbnet

NEED TO MAKE SOME PT $$$? Will train

and sponsor assistant broker. PM work.
Guarantee+bonus. BH office. Call Neil 800-
450-7585.

DRIVER NEEDED
FEMALE DRIVER NEEDED: Pick-up stud-
ent from school in Santa Monica ©3pm.
Drive to after-school activities. ValkJ drivers

license/insurance. 310-454-7296

OFFICE MANAGER/ASSISTANT2CE0
Growing Biotechnology Company-West-
wood. Full-time, flexible hours. Need:excel-
lent telephone skills, detail-oriented, ad-
min/comp skills, science interest preferred.

Benefits/advancement. FaxRes2Andrew:
310-475-1533.

SALES POSITION available for infemet e-
commerce company Salary-^commission.
Call 310-234-0784. Fax: 310-234-0786
Email: Jobs Oelectrobuycom

SendForCash.Com
Earn cash daily by sending emails from your
home computer.

www.sendforcash.com

SUMMER AT THE
BEACH AND MTNS

FUN WORK WITH CHILDREN IN THE OUT
DOORS. 7-week day program, 2-weeks
Sierra Sleepaway June 25-August 24 Ex-
perience with cMdfen and water acttvittes.

$330-^bonus/week Call 310-826-7000 or

www.SierraAdventureCamps.com

SUMMER CAMP
DIRECTOR

Private Beach Club seeking experienced
Head Coach to supervise social and recrea-

tional activiites for children ages 3-14 years.
Salary commensurate with experience. Con-
tact Dale:310-454-1391 or Fax resume:310-
454-2266.

WLA FINANCE CO Recently named 43-rd
fastest growing co. in America by Inc maga-
zine, seeks motivajed indivkluals to assist
account executive w/lead generation via

telephone for our lease/ksan products to

businesses. Fun environment. Salary $10-
$12/hr+bonuses Fax resume 310-737-1974
or email stevesOalliancecap.com.

WORK from home in the US or in an intenna-
tional business. 24 hour message 310-884-
8748.

8000
Internships

FREE ARTS FOR ABUSED CHILDREN IS
SEEKING UNPAID INTERNS. PLEASE
CONTACT JANNA AT 31 0-31 3-4ART
URBAN VISION ENTERTAINMENT TEMP
p/t. Movie mart<eting paid/class credit possi-
ble. Working with publications, radio, etc.

Exp preferred. 323-292-0147.

8300
Volunteer

HOTLINE VOLUNTEERS NEEDED by the
Suicide Prevention Center. Excellent volun-
teer opportunity. t\t«xt training starts May &.

Please call 310-751-5330 (Culver City)

/I

P/T employment available to UCLA students
in 24-hour on-campus hotel. $7.83/hr. Apply
at 310-825-2923 or http://www.ho-
tels ucla.edu

DRIVER WANTED Must have clean DMV
Call Nationwide Wholesale We are a ship-
per of fresh cut (lowers. 310-230-0811.

DRIVER WANTED: 2-3 weekday adernoons
for senior. $lO/hr. Must have own car. valid

CDL. proof of insurance, good driving record
310-474-0336

ChatForDollars.Com
Earn extra dollars by participating m chat-
room discussion panels on the Internet

www.chatfordollars.com
CLERICAL/CUSTOMER SERVICE. M-F,
304-hrs/wk. Good phone and English skills,

detail-oriented. reliable WLA, $9.50-$10/hr
310-826-3759ext229.

DRIVER/HELPER
Female UCLA student needed for kids after-

school programs everyday between 3-7pm.
Hours are (lexible. $10-12/hr. 310-888-0021,
close to UCLA

P/T OK.
F/T PREFERRED

Property Management Company needs help
with secretarial/leasing. Must have car. Fax
resume: 310-470-6755 Call: 310-470-1112.

PART TIME RECEPTIONIST WANTED
Westwood driving school. Call for informa-
tion. 310-824-4444.

EARN $20/HOUR -t- receive 50% off. Own
Nextel cellular phone! Worid-wkJe, wireless,

and platinum club. Contact Emeka ASAP at

310-628-8113

SUMMER CAMP
COUNSELORS

Decathton Sports Club Located in Palo Alto
6/25-8/17. $78-$92/day.9am-4pm. camp-
jobOyahoo.com

SUMMER DAY CAMPS
San Fernando or Conejo Valleys. Oxnard.
SimI, Malibu. Misc. Instructors & General
couns. $2750-3500-^(or summer. 888-784-
CAMP. www.worttatcamp.com.

SUMMER DAY CAMPS
San Fernando or Conejo Valleys. Oxnard,
Simi, Malibu Misc Instructors & General
couns. $2750-3500-t- (or summer 888-784-
CAMP www.workatcamp.com

SUMMER JOB
GRAD/UNDERGRAD Psychologyeducation
or speech to be a camp aide (or a special
needs child. 6/25-8/25 Valene 818-907-
0367.

COMEDIC WRITER
Looking (or comedic wnter needed (or a (e-

male comedian Should have stand-up
comedic material. Female preferred. P/T.

$10/hr. 3 10-236- 11 84 leave message

COMPANION
For developmentally disabled 16-year-old
girt, hours (lexible. $l2/hour Need own
transportation. Fluent in English 310-839-
3732.

ENTREPRENEURS
WANTED

Mart<eting group seeks motivated enthusias-
tic individuals Wori< 4 hours/week and make
$5000/month. Ideal for students 310-281-
1138.

EVENT STAFF/
SECURITY

For sports, concerts. TV shows, conven-
tions 18-I- with clean background. Great job
(or students. You pick your assignments
213-748-7223.

PART-TIME ADMIN. ASSISTANT. Duties in-

clude answering phones, light typing, organ-
ization, office errands, light filing, & collating
documents Must be bright, enthusiastic, de-
tail-onented. & able to perfonn a variety of
tasks simultaneously Send cover letter and
resume to ACE Educational Services,
Attn:Brian, 9911 W. Pico Blvd., Suite PH-K,
LA CA 90035. or fax to 310-282-6424.

PART-TIME assistant to busy litigation attor-
ney needed ASAP Must have excellent
Word ProcessingAorganizational skills.

Flexible-hours Pay DOE. 5-minutes from
UCLA. 310-446-8656.

SUMMER JOBS!
The Marcia Israel Day Camp is now hiring

Senior and Junior Counselors and an Art

Teacher for Summer 2001 Spirited, energe-
tk:, patient, experienced candidates who love
wort<ing with young children shouW call 310-
445-1280 ext 150.

SUMMER JOBS! WEST Los Angeles day-
camp hiring energetic counselors, lifeguards,

and specialists Call Tiffany at 310-399-
2267.

COMPANION For retired 92-yo female phar-
macist 3 hours. 2 times a week. Need car
310-277-7818.

COUNSELORS AND
INSTRUCTORS

In art. swimming, nature, video and ropes
needed by Tumbleweed Day Camp Must be
responsible, energetic and enjoy worthing
with children. 310-472-7474

CSO OFFICE
ASSISTANT

Office assistant needed to work Tuesday &
Thursday 10-4pm at our Westwood Police
Station Starting rate $847/hr Must be a
UCLA student w/at least one yr remaining
Training provkJed for clerical and pubic rela-

tions duties. For details call 310-206-5473.

CSOs NOW HIRING
Do Good and get paid. Pay $8.47 to
$10.65/hr. Must be a UCbA student w/U
academic years remaining with vatM drt-/ers
lk:ense. Web: wwwucpd ucia edu/ucpd/cso
Email: csoOucpd ucia edu. Phone 310-
825-2148.

Classifieds

825-2221

F/T EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT for CEO of In-

ternational Group in MDR. Dynamic, top
compuler.writing.organizational skills and
references. Fax resume&salary require-
ments 310-823-6143

F/T OFFICE ADMIN.
French wine import/dist. company seeks of-

fice admin assistant. Computer skilled, high
pace environment, multi-tasking. Fax re-

sume 310-516-6770

FEMALE MODELS
NEEDED

Immediate work for 18 yrs-f. all races, all

ages, adult internet, video modeling
$100/hour. Get your own website. 816-694-
2687. janieroOatt.net

FREE AUDITIONS
MODELTTALENT AUDITIONS for men/wom-
en/kids (or upcoming tv shows, commercials,
magazines, and rrwvies No experience
310-360-1240.

FUN SUMMER
SwirtHning. horses, beaches arxJ more
www dayeampjobe .com

.

PASADENA AREA SUMMER DAY CAMP
now hiring energetk: and responsible people
lor counselor positions Looking (or group
counselor, lifeguards and wranglers. Spend
your summer outside making new friends
Call TOM SAWYER CAMP 626-794-1156 or
www.tomsawyercamp8.com

PAY IS $11/HR
WANTED FOR SHERMAN OAKS (25 min-
utes from UCLA campus) pension actuarial
offrce for 20+hours per week-i-full-lime sum-
mer: two (2) high achiever students in Ac-
counting. Math, Econ, Busir^ss for Penston
4 Acturial Admin; one (1) feariess student
with good mart<eting skills for telephone-F In-

person marketing penston servtees to ac-
countants...pay Is $11/hr for each job. Fax
resume & DPR to 818-769-4694. Call 818-
769-4600 any Q's.

PERSONAL ASST
FOR BUSY UCLA PROFESSOR. Seeking
UCLA student to do shopping, errands, filing,

telepfwnes. and very light housekeeping.
Must have car. flexible schedule. $l2/hr. 15-

20 hrs/wk. 310-206-9082.

PROGRAMMERS
To help bulk! online entertainment networt<
HTML, graphics, database, (lash anima-
tion/game design skills www.p-d-
n com/jobs. infoOp-d-n.com. 310-989-3114

SUMMER SPORTS
CAMP COUNSELORS

Prime Time Sports Camp is now hiring for

summer 2001 Sports background and ex-
perience wortting with children required.

9:30AM-3:30PM. M-F. 6/25rt)1 -8/31/01. WLA
and Palisades. Peter3l0-288-4132.

SWIMMING INSTRUCTORS at client

homes. $20-$24/hr Strong lesson-teaching
experience with small children. Summer em-
ployment. Call John 818-781-7676 ext. 1.

UCLA RECREATION
SUMMER CAMP JOBS

GREAT MONEYI GREAT TIMEI We need
energetk: people to be summer camp coun-
setors. Pay Is $7.38-$11.00ilir. Morning, af-

ternoon, all-day shifts available Can 310-
206-1787. Applteatkjns available at John
Wooden Center.

VET TECHS
Needed for busy a animal hospital in Culver
City. Call Oscar at:310-559-3770 or fax your
resunrte at:31 0-559-9447.

housing
8400-9800

Apartments (or Rent

•WESTWOOD VILLAGE. MIDVALE N. OF
LEVERING LARGE 2-BDRM APT, GAR-
DEN VIEW. DINING ROOM. UNIQUE.
CHARM. FRONT AND REAR ENTRANCE
310-839-6294.*

1-MINUTETOUCLA
1 bdrm w/deck. furtiished. bright, clean, se-
curity entrance, large closets, pool, lyr

lease. $1300/mo 310-824-1830.

2 BEDROOM _
WESTWOOD CLOSE

TO
EVERYTHING

Bright, cheerful, spacious, remodeled, close
to shopping. UCLA, transportation. Pool, pa-
tio, quiet. 310-475-2594.

516 LANDFAIR. On Block from UCLA. Large
single with parking. Large kitchen, balcony,

$1095/month. 310-824-0011.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. 142BEDROOM
$8954UP LARGE UNUSUAL CHARM
SOME SPANISH STYLE W/HARDWOOD
FLOORS. ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS.
310-839-6294,

BRENTWOOD beautiful apartment. Walk-in
ctoset. laundry, refrigerator. $635. 310-395-
RENT www.we8tsiderentals.com

BRENTWOOD. $1650, 2bd/2bth, (ront.up-

per. balcony, refngeralor/stove. car-

pet/drapes, partting. laundry, no pets, near
UCLA, by appt. 11728 Mayfiekl #6. 310-271-
6811.

WANT RESEARCH EXPERIENCE before
you apply to med/grad school? Clinteal trials

group needs research assistant. BA/BS re-

quired. Fax 310-268-4397.

WANTED: People who want to k>sl weight
310-884-8746. 24 hour message.

* PALMS •
4B0, 3BA LOFT TOWNHOME. FP,

CENTRAL AIR/HEAT. GATED
OARAGE. SEC ALARM, CAT OK

3670 MIDVALE AVE
$2395/MO

2BD. 2BA TOWNHOME, FP.

CENTRAL AIR/HEAT. QATED
GARAGE, SEC. ALARM, CAT OK

3614 PARIS DR.

$1395/MO

* MAR VISTA *
11913 AVON WAY. $1 295/MO.

11748 COURTLOGH DR. $129S/MO.

(310)391-1076
UC^)enHou8e7DBysaWbsk10-4PM,g

Oisplai
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8/kOO
ApartniLMits for Rent

BRENTWOOD. LARGE STUDIO APART-
MENT/Guesthouse. Private deck. Will earn
entire rent In exchange, for 25 flexible

hours/week of grading 2nd grade papers,
running errands, cooking Friday night and
Sunday night dinner. 310-472-8215 even-
ings.

BRENTWOOD: Large single $750/mth, 858
South Grandville. Upper, parking, laundry,

yard/garden No smoking, no pets. 310-454-
4754

MAR VISTA bright guest house Refngerator.
stove, huge kitchen, overlooking beautiful

landscaped yard, parking included, molnth-
to-month. utilities included. $685. 310-395-
RENT. www.westsiderenlals.com

MIRACLE MILE
Large single $875. Wood floors, walk-in clos-

et, refrigerator, stove, cabinets, front door
and back door, laundry room. Small pets ok.

street parking. 310-870-1757.

N. WESTWOOD VILLAGE. Large, charming
1BD on Kelton $1400. Agent:31 0-268-2800.

PACIFIC PALISADES guest house 1 bed-
room, 1 bath, private, quiet, nrwuntain view,

ocean view, near ocean, parking included.

$1,125. 310-395RENT www westsideren-
tals.com

PALMS DUPLEX 1 bedroom, refrigerator,

stove, quiet neighttwrhood. yard. $700. 310-
395-RENT. www.westsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA 1)2BEDROOM/1.5Bath
Townhouse. Washer/Dryer, Dishwasher.

-—

f

fidge. Miaowave. Garage, $2500. 2)1 -bed-

room. 500sq/fi. Stove. Fridge. Washer/Dryer,

Utilities included, garage, $1100 310-450-

0828.

SANTA MONICA apartment, pet okay refrig-

erator, stove, patio, hardwood floors, bright,

newly remodeled, parking $900. 310-395-
RENT. wwwweslsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA craftsman guest house.
Refrigerator, stove, high ceilings, quiet

neight)orhood. utilities irKluded, very bright

$1,050. 310-395-RENT www westsideren-

tals.com

SANTA MONICA FURNISHED BACHELOR:
Kitchen facilities, parking, porch, private en-

trance. 22 blocks from the beach
$745/nx)nth (flexible). 310-450-6526

SANTA MONICA furnished, private room.
patio, hardwood floors, fireplace, walk-in

closets. W/D, quiet neighbortKKXJ. bright.

$550. 310-395-RENT
www.westsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA furnished, private room,
private bath, jjatio. commuter apartment.
Utilities included. $325. 310-395-FfENT
www westsiderentals com

SANTA MONICA HOUSE 2 bedrooms, patio,

hardood ftoors, pantry, bright, carport park-
ing $1,425. 310-395-RENT
www.westsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA studio, refrigerator, stove,

blinds, walking distance to beach, paricing

included, month-to-month, utilities included.

$630. 310-395-RENT www westsideren-
tals.com

SANTA MONICA unfurnished, 2 bedrooms,
cat okay, hardwood floors, laundry, part<ing

included. $1.211. 310-395-RENT www west-

siderentals.com

VENICE 2 bedrooms, 2 baths, dishwasher,

balcony, parking, MC, walk-in closets

$1,250. 310-395-RENT www.westsideren-
tals.com

WEST LOS ANGELES unfurnished. 2 bed-
rooms, large closets, yard, parking ir>cluded,

month-to-month $720. 310-395-RENT
www.westsiderentals.com

WESTCHESTER apartment Pet okay 2

bedrooms, 1.5 t)ath, dishwasher, balcony,

fireplace, very large, parking $875. 310-395-

.RENT wwwwestsiderentals.com

1 WESTWOOD
ACROSS FROM UCLA

Spacious, bnght Ibdrm and pnvate patio,

avail mid-May Hardwood floors, full kitchen,

large closets, laurxJry, 2-car pariting, $1400
No pets. Also, Ibdrm upper avail Sept. 1.

$1400. 310-234-8278.

WESTWOOD
RESIDENTIAL AREA

Itxlrm/lbth apartment downstairs in beauti-

ful Westwood home w/private entrar>ce Ap-
prox.. 600 sq It. Pool privileges negotiable

$950/mth including all utilities. Available

4/15. CaH 310-446-1353

WESTWOOD
Spacious studio near campus. $975. Gated
parting, pool. School&city busses. 1- blocks.

10969 Wellworth. 111. 310-445-3355.

WESTWOOD
WALK TO UCLA

spacious, bright 2 and 3t>drm apartments.

Quiet building, hardwood Itoors, large clos-

ets, laundry, parfcirig. Available one year
lease in August. No pets 2bdrm $1850
3bdrm $2600 310-234-8278.

Classifieds

825-2221

8/kOO
Apartments for Rent

WESTWOOD
PLAZA

Single with sliared
batliroom

$875
310^208-8505

WESTWOOD contemporary guest house.
Patio, quiet neighborhood, bnght yard. $550.

310-395-RENT. www.westsiderentals.com

WESTWOOD guest house. Refrigerator,

quiet neight>orhood. near UCLA. t)eautiful

residential area. $1,125. 310-395-RENT.
www.westsiderentals.com

WESTWOOD pnvate room, refrigerator,

stove, parking included. $585. 310-395-
RENT. www.westsiderentals.com

WESTWOOD TOWNHOUSE unfurnished, 2
bedrooms, 1.5 bath, cat okay, refrigerator,

stove, hardood floors, pool, parking included.

$1,295. 310-395-RENT www.west-
siderentals.com

WESTWOOD VILLAGE 1 -BEDROOM
$1400; 2-BEDROOM, 2-Bathroom $2000; 3-

Bedroom. 2-Batt)room $2900, Padding, 1-

year lease, no pets, 10943 Roebling Avail-

able 7/7/01. 310-471-7073

WESTWOOD VILLAGE: Large 1 -Bedroom.

$1500. Hardwood floors, fireplace, parking.

1-year lease, no pets, available 6/19/01 925
GayleyAve. 310-471-7073

WESTWOOD walk to campus, private room,
relrigerator, stove, dishwahser, balcony,

hardwood floors, carport parking. $550. 310-

395-RENT. www.westsiderentals.com

WESTWOOD. 2BDRM/2BATH. $1450 AND
UP. TILE KITCHEN, STEPDOWN LIVING
ROOM, HIGH CEILING CHARM. 1 MILE
SOUTH OF WILSHIRE. SOME W/BAL-
C0NY.3 10-839-6294.

WESTWOOD. Across UCLA, upscale, one
and two bedrooms, full-kitchen, air condi-

tioned, parking, one year lease. 445 Land-

fair. Taking reservations. 310-824-1969.

WESTWOOD Walk to UCLA. 2bdrm/2bth,

gated partying, rooftop spa, quiet building,

accepting reservations lor Summer and Fall.

$1895-$2275. 512 Veteran 310-208-2655.

WLA. $945. Ibdrm, patio, new carpet, no
pets. 11980 Nebraska #8 Open. 310-459-

4088.

WLA 2-bedroom, 1-bath, hardwood floor,

hardwood ceiling, $1450. New stove and re-

lrigerator 310-476-0026

WLA/PALMS
APARTMENT RENTALS
CALL 4 FREE LISTINGS

AND SPECIALS
Bachelors/Singles—some w/utilities paid,

pool, gated, $895 and up. ibdrm $895 and
up, many w/fireplaces, luxury and more
2bdrm $1395-$ 1595. many w/dishwashers,

balcony A/C and more Call for free list-

ing:310-278-8999

8600
Condo/Townhouse for Rent

VENICE 2 bedrooms. 2 baths, dishwasher,

balcony, parking. A/C. walk-in closets.

$1,250 310-395-RENT. wv«(v.westsideren-

tals.com

8700
Condo/Townhouse for Sale

NEAR NATIONAL AND SEPULVEDA Beau-
tiful 2bdrm/2bth co-op apartment w/separate
dining room. On quiet, landscaped grourxjs
Asking $199,000. 818-986-6870

8800
Guesthouse for Rent

BEL AIR GUEST
HOUSE

Cozy and quiet room w/bathroom+balcony
Share laundry. $750/month. lyr lease. Fur-

nished/unfurnished No pets Rali:21 3-840-

2676.310-471-7577.

BEVERLY HILLS GUESTHOUSE:
IbdrnVlbth. Full kitchen. Walk-in closet.

Beautiful backyard Parking Near UCLA
$1300/mth Negotiable. Diana at 310-859-

9288

^

^JSO^<

8900
House for Rent

SANTA MQNICA. Lady to Share with lady

new beautiful large house. Air Conditioning,

private Cable Television. $790 including utili-

ties. 310-275-8887.

9000
House for Sale

HOUSE WANTED
A 3 or more bedroom house to buy near the

UCLA campus. Contact dhollander@rei.edu

PERU 2BED/2BATH. 984 square ft. House
in beach town. 30 minutes south from Lima.

$16,000,213-625-0525.

9200
Housing Needed

HOUSING NEEDED
Trying to rent your space in the West-

wood area or nearby? Have a great deal?

Easily solve your rental problem with one

simple call. Avoid the hassle of renting. 3

UCLA students are seeking an apart-

ment, house, guesthouse or condo to

share (2+2 or 2+1.5) to move in late

June/eariy July lyr lease ok. Must in-

clude 2 parking spaces and be reason-

ably priced. Please call Stephanie:310-

702-6455 (Leave message).

TWO UCLA GRAD STUDENTS seeking

West Los Angeles summer sublet. One Bed-

room. 5-6 morUh range. Email ecelebo-
giuO yahoo confi:

9300
Room for Help

ROOM/BOARD IN EXCHANGE for P/T

home care for young professional disabled.

Early AM/late PM, 5 days/wk. Expenence
Preferred WLA 310-312-0815.

9600
Roommates-Shared Room

GAYLEY NEXT TO UCLA large room to

share in 2bdrnfV2bth. private condo. Fully-

furnished, balcony, garage. non-snrKiking fe-

male only $500/month. 310-208-7748.

WESTWOOD- share w/1 giri in 2bed/bath
ASAP! Great location and parking.

$575/month. 310-722-7086.

WESTWOOD 1-2 person needed to share
room in 2bdrm/2bath luxury condo on
Wilshire Parking. Low rent. Pool. Jacuzzi.

Tennis courts. Eric-310-475-3413 pager:
310-915-2611.

WESTWOOD. Atnum Courts. Strath-

more/Gayley Share one bedroom pent-
house apartment with one male.
$750/month. Beg. August. Call: 310-824-
6322

9700
Sublets

0' Melveny 8 Myers LLP

Law Firm

Needs summer sublets.

If you are interested in

subletting your finished opt.

please email:

dates available,

address,
rent, and amenities to

sharper@omm.com
or call (213)430 6539

9400
Room for Rent

BRENTWOOD F/NS/NP Females only Bed.

bath&full access to large, beautiful home
Share w/family $750. 310-395-0623

CULVER CITY: Ibdrm/pnvate bath Fur-

nished, phone line, security parking Student

preferred. Non-smoker. Security deposit

$250. $600/mth. 310-397-8684 ask for Carol

HUGE TWO-STORY
MEDITERRANEAN

HOUSE
with rooms to rent! Share gourmet kitchen

Great residential area of Mar Vista. Ocean
view. Starling $725 to $890 per room/month.
310-398-7937 ask lor Pat.

Large roonrv4rent. 1/2 block to beach, wash-

er/dryer, kitchen privileges, utilities included,

1 .5 baths. $680/month+$780 security depos-

it. Call 3 10-58 1-92 15

\pRIVATE GUESTROOM WEST-

WOOD/WALK UCLA- beautiful house w/pn-

vate entrance/bath/backyard. l_aundry/Kitch-

en privileges. N/S female tenant. $785+utili-

ties 310-446-9556

ROOM W/ Private bath, Beveriy Hills, on
busline. For 1or2. $650 for 1, $800 for 2

310-275-9403

WEST LA Female Roommate needed in

2bdrm/2.5bth condo. Gated, underground

partying, washer/dryer in unit, partially-fur-

nished Jewish female preferred

$850/month+utilities 310-386-8824.

9500
Roommates-Private Room

1 Ml SOUTH UCLA 2bed/1bath to share own
room Female, non-smoking, parking wash-

er/dryer. $675/month +750 secunty Avail-

able 5/1 310-770-1062

SEEKING SINGLE to share beautiful

2bdrm/2bath apt. Own room/bath. Cov-
ered/gated pari<ing, washer/dryer inside apt.

mostly furnished, cable. Close to UCLA.
Must be clean, no pets, non-smoking. Avail

May 1. $890/month. Call Fahti 310-260-

1165, 310-429-4142 evenings

SEPULVEDA/VENICE, 2+1 Own bed, share

bath, students preferred, no pets. Avail now.

10-min to UCLA, $475. Frank

flan@ucla.edu. day:310-966-5320, even-

ings:3 10-202- 11 96.

WEST LOS ANGELES, share beautiful

house Large bedroom, laundry facilities, of-

fice space, dining room, kitchen, etc. close to

UCLA and blue bus $700/nfX)nth. 310-479-

2285

WESTWOOD: Beautiful room and private

bath in 6-unit condo buikjing. Close to cam-
pus $600/mth. 310-473-8538.

WLA-FEMALE ONLY furnished room,
2bdrm/apt. $350+1/2utilities. 10-min to

UCLA. Near Bus line, market, shopping. No
smoking/pets. Prefer UCLA studenl/laculty

310-478-7472. .,

9700
Sublets

437 GAYLEY. Pink Palace. Beautiful

2bdrm/2bth, w/2balconies. trench doors,

spacious. 3 underground parking spots, par-

tially furnished. Late June-8/31. $2150/mo.

Please call Julie or Silvia at 310-824-5542.

475 GAYLEY: Clean and courteous female

to share room lor Summer Session A Great

location, parking included $490/mth Joanna
310-824-5621

SPACIOUS. SUMMER APARTMENT
3t>drm/l.5bth. Pool, fun balcony 4-5 sublet-

ters. preferably female, males okay
$430/mth-dependent 424 Landfair Ave
Apt 1 310-824-2942

STRATHMORE, BALCONY OVERLOOKS
pool/spa Fully Furnished, 2BD/2BA. Huge!
1130 sqtt. DSL. MinirBar. $470/month Best

Damn Place in Westwood, Bar-none 310-

824-2009

SUMMER SUBLET. Large 1 -bedroom
apartement for 2-3 people. 1185/mo. Party-

ing. Laundry. Balcony. Strathmore/Levenng

310-208-6875.

SUMMER SUBLETS
NEEDED

Law lirm seeks furnished westside. South
Bay Pasadena sublet Only from May-Aug.
No share situations please. Include cross-

street. Leave detailed message at 213-680-

8589.

VETERAN/SANTA MONICA Room in a

2bdrm+1.5bth lumished apt. Middle May-
Aug (neg). $600/month. Female prelerred.

Call Flavia at 310-473-8439.

WESTWOOD- Spacious Ibdrm/lbth w/bal-

cony, gated parking, security, recreational

facilities. Available mid-June to mid-Sept.

Call 310-208- 1685 —

>

WESTWOOD 437 Gayley Spacious apt
w/balcony gated pari<ing. Walk to campus
and Westwood 3bdrm/2bth. June 15-Aug
29 Single&shared rooms, 310-824-3610

WLA Private bedroom, 4bdrm house,
May15-June15, option to take over house.
Driveway Near UCLA, bus. $555. 310-231-
7515.

WANTED
Downtown law firm seeks fiilly furnished sublets for visiting law

students from May through September. Students stay in Los Angeles

from 6 to 1 1 weeks. Please send information regarding your sublet

to Maria at inicheliiil@into.com. Remember to include the

following information: Rent, Location/City, Dates Available,

House/Apt/Room, # of bedrooms/bathrooms, Amenities

(FumishedAJnfurnished, Air, Pool, Parking, Convenient to Bus, etc.)

Tb sublet or

not to sublet?

That is the question.

Advertise in the Summer Sublet Guide.
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Christian

Westside Oikos Community
Church
1343 Ocean Park Blva
Santa Monica. CA 90405
310-441-2125

*yvnv w0stsideoikos.org

Sunday worship at 1:30pm,
Wednesday UCLA Oikos Campus
Ministry (OCM) meetings at
6:30pm in CS Young 50.
Come and share the joy!

Encounter God's presence through
powerlul worship, Inspiring mes-
sages, and genuine community.
Rides for Sunday worship provided
at Sproul turnaround at 1pm.

University Lutheran Chapel
10915 Strattimore Dr.

Los Angeles. CA 90024
310-208-4571

www.ulcla.ca.us

10:30am. tradition 7pm, contem
porary.

Join us in experiencing Christ in
the context of word and sacra-
ment in small groups throughout
the week.

Westwood Hills Christian
Church
10808 Le Conte Ave
Los Angeles. CA 90024 ' " ^
310-208-8576

www WHCC Ometcbc.com
Bible Study 9:00am, Worship
10:00am. Tuesday Evening Bible
Study 7:00pm.
We are located across from UCLA
Medical Center at Le Conte and
Hilgard. Students are weteome.
Join us for lunch 1st Sunday each
month after worship.

Seventh-day
Adventist

Santa Monica Seventh-Day
Adventist Church
1254 19th St.

Santa Monica. CA 90404
I 310-829-1945
' vmw.saatan)onicasda.horr)epage com
Saturday 9:30. Worship 11am.
Small groups throughout the
week. Collegiate group Thurs. at
UCLA. We Invite you to join us to
worship and grow, and experi-
ence God's love in a SG and
Sabbath morning worship.

Roman CathniiV

University Catholic Center
S33 Gayley Ave
Los Angeles. CA 90024
310-208-5015

wwwucdaorg

Sunday Masses at 10:30am,
7pm, and 9pm.
Our Catholic community wel-

comes all. With over 70 years of
service to UCLA and the University
Religious Conference, we offer wor-
ship, retreats, sacramental prepara-
tion, education, and just plain fun!

Christian Sciencp

Tenth Church of Christ,
Scientist
1133 S. BundyDr
Los Angeles. CA 90049
310-826-2229

Sunday 10am Church Service and
Sunday School (up to 20 years),
Wednesdays 7:30pm Testimonial
Meeting. Reading Room 310-820-
2014.

Please join us for a Bible talk on
Deuteronomy: Moses' Farewell
Address, by Madelon Miles on
Sunday, February 11th from 1-3
pm. For infomiatlon please call

\

310-820-2014.

Twenty-eighth Church of
Christ, Scientist
1018 Hilgard Ave. :. .. . _
Los Angeles. CA 90024
310-208-8189

Reading Room:
1125 Glendon Ave.
310-208-3814

Sunday Church Services 10am
and 5pm. Sunday School (up to
age 20) 10am. Wednesday
Testimony Meetings dpm.
All are welcome!

"J^e Religious Services
Directory is printed every

Friday. Call
Suphanie Abruzxtt at

310-825-2221 for more
information.

i

GYMNASTICS
From page 28

At the same time, the team
remained poised. Even before taking
a large lead the Bruins looked
relaxed as a team.

"Even though we have a young
team, we do not lack experience,"

Bhardwaj said.

The Bruins will need all of that

experience when they compete in

today's Super Six. in addition to

Alabama and Michigan, the Bruins
"will have to contend with Utah,
Nebraska, and the crowd-favorite

Georgia Gym Dogs.

"Honestly, I like it when more
people are there," Danlzscher said

of the crowd. "It gets me more
pumped up, and I do better."

When asked about the rowdy
Georgia crowd, Willis merely
responded, "They bark."

The Gym Dogs' domain should
be pretty hostile today, but Kondos
Field is not concerned with the way
her team will react.

"In true Wooden form, wc try not

to get too high or too low. Wc try to

stay even keel," she said.

MITCHELL
From page 28

six receivers could be selected in the

first round, including three wideouts

who faced UCLA last siiason:

Michigan's David Terrell, Oregon
State's Chad Johnson and
Wisconsin's Chris Chambers.

"It's definitely a deep draft for the

wide receiver position." Caragher

said. "Terrell is a great physical speci-

men at 6-4, but I personally would

take Freddie any day over the other

guys that we've seen play last season.

"When it comes down to the game
of football, you throw out size and all

that other stuff. It comes down to

mental toughness, and who is the

toughest competitor inside,"

Caragher continued. "Freddie is a

champion because he competes at the

highest level and won't back down to

anyone."

Mitchell should feel confident

about gelling drafted somewhere in

the first round. Likely suitors. might

be the Redskins, Broncos, Eagles, or

if he were to fall that far, possibly even

the Miami Dolphins - a pick that

would bring Mitchell closer to home.

W.TENNIS
From page 27

ranked No. 41, of Stanford.

"It will he harder emotionally than

another match because usually when I

step on the court I hate my opponent,"

Fritz-Krockow said. "It's hard to sepa-

rate on and off the court."

Most of the players sec the knowl-

edge as useful, however

"It's easy to remember what they

did and how they played." junior Petya

Marinova said.

The return of No. I Sara Walker,

who did not play singles against either

Cal or Stanford two weeks ago, will

also make a big difference. Everyone
will drop down one spot and thus prob-

ably have a better chance of winning

their matches. Walker will play the No.
I player in the country, Stanford's

Laura Granville, who is undefeated

this season.

"I haven't played Laura since

Juniors," Walker said. "It will be good
to see where I'm at, what I need to

work on."

The team will also be aided by the

home court advantage.

^tt^s good to play at homo again?

senior Jennifer Donahue said. "I think

it will make a dilTerence."

The team is very aware of the

importance of doubles after losing

both of its matches 4-.1 last weekend
because it lost the doubles point.

"We have focused on doubles in

practice this week because it really hurt

us not winning the doubles point,"

Sampras said.

She has succeeded in firing up her

players for doubles.

"I'm definitely looking forward to

doubles," freshman Laura Fisher said.

"We need to get a little revenge."

"We have a good chance ofwinning

if we win the doubles point because

Sara's back and last time the matches
were close," Marinova said. "Last time

we were not prepared. We just figured

they were No. I so we'd lose. But we
saw that they're not that much better

than us."

Marinova's determination is shared

by Fritz-Krockow.

"I had two match points against

Stanford and I lost," she said. "I will

not repeat that!"

M.TENNIS
From page 27

because he was suffering from a foot

injury.

This weekend. UCLA (19-1, 6-1

Pac-IO) should be at full strength for

Even though the Pac-IO title is not

on the line, the No. I ranking going
into the NCAA Championships is still

up for grabs. If UCLA loses, it will

most likely drop to No. 2 or No. 3 in

the rankings, and Stanford will take

over at No. I.

"Wc want to be No. 1,"

Rettenmaier said. "That has been ourtheir toughest road dual matches ofthe
'^^"^'-"'^'"^^ ^^'^ « "^i nas been our

year. And bringing an injury-free team
^'''' ^"- '""'''"• ^° (Stanford) .s a big

could be the dif-

ference in what is

a iperennial close

battle between

th(e Bruins and
the Cardinal (18-

1. 7-0).

"Last time, we
didn't have our

top two players

and we still felt

that we should have won," said sopho-

more Travis Rettenmaier. "Even
though we lost last time, we feel like we
are the favorites going in."

But the Pac-IO title is not on the line

this weekend, since technically these

matches are not Pac-IO matches due to

the rule that each Pac-IO team only

gets to play one official Pac-IO match
against every other PaolO team. This

match will only count towards the

NCAA 25-match limit, but not

towards the Pac-IO record.

Each Pac-IO team plays seven offi-

cial PaolO matches, as Washington

Slate and Oregon State don't have

teams. Therefore, Stanford has

already clinched the Pac-IO title

despite being ranked lower than

UCLA.

match for us mentally."

But for UCLA
Head Coach Billy

"WewanttobeNo.1."

Tavis Rettenmaier

Teammate

Martin, just being

ranked in the top

four is what is

most important.

"I just want to

be in the lop four
• going into theNCAA

Championships," Martin said.

"Because seed-wise, I would rather

play a team seeded 13 through 16 than

nine through 12."

In order for UCLA to earn the

right to defend their No. I ranking on
Saturday, they need to get past a feisty

Cal team on Friday.

UCLA defeated Cal 5-2 two weeks

ago at the LATC, but the Golden
Bears (13-7, 4-3) always play well at

home and should put up a strong fight.

Is UCLA overlooking Cal in its

intense anticipation of a rematch with

Stanford'' Rettenmaier assures that

they are not.

"Cal has had some great wins this

year," he said. "Cal has .some guys that

are very flashy. Nobody is taking them

lightly."
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(207-1
1 ) and will compete at Mt, SAC

in both events.

There are six Bruins besides Tolson

and O'Hara currently in the top 10 in

the country in their respective events:

freshman Adia McKinnon in the

400m (No. 6. 52.88); freshman Lena
Nilsson in the 1500m (No. 10,

4:23.17); senior Michelle Perry in the

lOOm hurdles (No. 8, 13.30) and
400m hurdles (No. 8, 57.91); senior

Erica Hocrnig (No. 6, 13-1 1/2) and
junior Heather Sickler (No. 10, 12-9

1/2) in the pole vault; and sophomore
Chaniqua Ross in the shot put (No. 5,

53-0)anddiscus(No. 7. 173-11).

After the meets this weekend, there

may be even more.

M.VOLLEYBALL
From page 28

match.

"Stanford played a lot better at

home than they did in Pauley,"

Scales said.

As the home team. Stanford

was able to suit up extra players

who stood on the sidelines and dis-

tracted the Bruins by crowding the

sideline and making a lot of noise.

But winning isn't just about

who has the home court advan-

tage, especially since the Bruins'

first loss to Stanford came in their

own gym.

Last lime, the Bruins made 20
hitting errors and only hit .255.

This means the Bruins will have to

improve technically if they expect

lo stop ihc Cardinal.

"We have to block better than

we have in the past. Wc have to hit

better too." Scales said "Were
gomg lo have lo challenge their

blocker as opposed lo having

some unforced errors"

Last year. UCLA lost lo Long
Beach Slate right before playolTs.

After that match, they went on lo

wm their next six making them the

first place seed going into NCAAs
and ultimately giving them their

18lh national title.

The Bruins are confident they

will be able lo reproduce such a

winning streak heading into play-

offs this .season.

"When it's playoff lime the

Bruins will be ready." Scales said.

They belter be because with a

third strike, they're out.

NCAA
From page 28

(Tousek) told me as we were
marching out."

What Willis learned was that she

and University of Michigan fresh-

man Olympian Elise Ray were tied

for first place in the individual all-

Kfcompctilion wilh a score ef
39.525.

That Willis is more concerned
with the team aspect of this week-

end's meet than her individual per-

formance is indicative of the entire

team's focus.

UCLA senior Mohini Bhardwaj
had an uncharacteristically shaky
day in the arena, though UCLA's
convincing victory was more than

enough to keep her in a positive

mood.

"We are very excited about final-

ly hitting 24 for 24," Bhardwaj said,

"it gives me a little more confi-

dence going into Super Six tomor-
row. I am definitely looking for-

ward to the competition."

Bhardwaj was tied for third in

the all-around with freshman team-

mate Yvonne Tousek (39.475),

after the first round of competition.

The story of the day was Willis,

who turned in strong performances

on every apparatus. With her fami-

ly among the 2,037 fans cheering

her on, Willis was able lo focus on
the td&k dt hand and help her team
win the first session by more than

one full point.

"I wanted lo go out and hit all

my routines." Willis said. "But
being lied for first was not some-
thing I thought was going to hap-

pen."

Despite her unassuming
demeanor, tied for first is exactly

where Willis found herself after the

first round of competition By the

end of the evening, she and Ray
had clinched the all-around title.

As UCLA's only senior.

Bhardwaj remained positive,

acknowledging her sub-par perfor-

mance and shrugging it off with a

smile.

"Yes I struggled today with

some of my events." Bhardwaj
said. "I'm dealing with it."

Despite .seeing her performance
as below average, Bhardwaj quali-

fied for Saturday's individual event

competition in both the bars and
the floor exercise.

Multiple Bruins qualified for

clhiiKX's .It indixkiucti titles. Ihey

included sophomore Kristin

Parker on vault, freshman Jamie

Dant/schcr. Bhardwaj. sophomore
Doni Thompson. Tousek. and
Willis on bars; freshman Kristen

Maloney. Tousek. and Willis on
beam; and Bhardwaj. Dantzscher,

and Willis on fioor.

After team competitions are

completed on Friday, the Bruins

look to capture some individual

titles from the above gymnasts.
When UCLA returns to

Westwood. the national champi-
onship and a few individual titles

could very well be in the Bruins'

possession.

Mii1rail Of

ARE NOW AVAILABLE AT KeRCKHOFF

118. They ARE DUE IN Timothy

Kudo's box on April 25 by noon.
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BRUIN UPDATE
Friday

Track and Field at

Azusa Pacific Multi

Events Giendora.CA all

day

W. Tennis vs. CalifornI

LATCl:30p.m

M. Tennis at Californi

Berkeley. CA 1:30 p.m?

Softball at Oregon State

Corvallis, OR 2 p.nr>.

W. Water Polo at UCI

Irvine, CA 3 p.m.

Baseball at Kansas State

Manhattan, KS 5 p.m.

Track and Field at Mt.

Sac Relays Walnut, CA
Friday-Sunday all day

W. Gymnastics at NCAA
Championships Athens,

GA4 p.m. .._-

Saturday
M.Tenr

W.Tennis vs. Stanford

LATCnoon

Softball at Oregon

^'Eugene, OR 2 p.m.

Baseball at Kansas State

Manhattan, KS 5 p.m.

M. Golf at U.S.

Intercollegiate

Stanford, CA Saturday

and Sunday all day

Track and Field at Long
Beach State Invitational

Lonq Beach, CA all day

W Gymnastics at NCAA
Championships Athens,

GA 4 p.m.

M.Volleyball-MPSF

Quarterfinals vs.

Stanford Pauley

Pavilion 7 p.m.

Sunday
all at Kansas State

attan, KS noon

all at Oregon

ugene, OR 1 p.m.

M.TRACK
From page 27 ^

SAC on Friday night. Green
currently is ranked 22nd
nationally with a time of 29
minutes, 25.20 seconds.

"My personal goal is to

break 29 minutes," Green said.

"I am going to try to do it

smart by going out and run-

ning pace the entire way, not

going out too fast and falling

off or getting myself too far

behind early I think that I'm in

shape to do it."

Other Bruins hoping to

move up in the national rank-

ings are seniors Mason Moore,
who will compete in the 300()m

steeplechase, and Paul Muite.

who will run the 1500m if he
can get healthy ( He has a cold).

"Mt. SAC is in many ways
the premier weekend for kids

at this level to have the oppor-
tunity to gain qualifying marks
for the NCAAs," said Men's
Distance Coach Eric Peterson.

"We're stepping up in a few
areas," Venegas said. "I just

love the way the team is pro-

gressing. We're moving up just

right for 'SC and the Pac-lOs

and getting people lined up forNCAAs?=====

Weekend series against Wildcats

leaves busy Bruins no time to rest

BASEBALL Team must secure

wins in nonconference games
to raise RPI rating for NCAAs

By Dylan Hernandez
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

In the six-day stretch between last Friday and
this Wednesday, the UCLA baseball team
played five games, the last of which was a tor-

turous I4-inning 11-10 loss to Cal State
Fullerton.

But instead of resting this weekend, the

Bruins (25-13) will face Kansas State (17-21)

halfway across the country in a three-game non-
conference set that begins today
"We had a bye on our schedule, and it's not

good to go a week without playing games,"
UCLA Head Coach Gary Adams said. "We've
got to stay in a groove."

UCLA, led by senior designated hitter Brian

Baron and his nation-leading .487 batting aver-

age, will go against a struggling Wildcat squad
that is hitting a mere .268 as a team. Kansas
State, however, has five players hitting over

.300, including senior designated hitter Josh
Cavender (.336) and sophomore right fielder

=Pat Maloney(.333), last week's Big 12 Player of

the Week.

Sitting in the middle of the Pac-IO with a 6^
conference record, the Bruins arc aware that

they are no shoe-in for the NCAA tournament
and that they need to pick up nonconference
wins to raise their RPI rating.

"We should be thinking nothing less than a

sweep," Bruin center fielder Matt Pearl said.

"We're tired, but we're not going to let that

a fleet us."

Contrary to what Pearl says, fatigue may
indeed be a factor in the .series, as the Bruins
have used a considerable number of their pitch-

ers in recent contests. A back injury to one of
their starters, Jon Brandt, has magnified that

problem. UCLA will send preseason Ail-

American Josh Karp (44), 2.61 ERA, 73 strike-

outs in 58 2/3 mnings) to the hill today. Senior
Paul Diaz (3-0. 2.88) will throw tomorrow.
Sunday's starter has not yet been determined.

"Hopefully Karp and I can go deep into the

game," Diaz said. "But regardless, we'll have
enough arms. In my four years here, this stafl'is

the deepest."

It will help UCLA that Kansas State will

counter with pitchers who do not exactly resem-
ble Juan Marichal. Its three starters - Luke
Robertson (5-5, 5.87), Kevin Melcher (2-2,

4.66) and Brock Smith (1-3. 7.32)- Khvp all been
roughed up this season.

LET YOUR BUSINESS iHiJVEif
Daii^l^llig^lfjUftrtising 82S-2t6l

The Tribe has spoken!
Leave the campus island
and see Dr. Friedman!
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Team Nts stride, ready for Mt. SAC bruins travel

W.TRACK: Several aUiietes

top 10 in nation, expecting

more strong performances

MARY CIECEK/Daily Btuin Senior Staff

Freshman Sheena Johnson competes in the long jump
at the Bruins' home meet on April 1 4.

By Christina Teller

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

The Ml. SAC Relays attracts the

best track and field athletes in the

nation, and the UCLA women's track

and field team will be a part of it.

While a handful of Bruin athletes

will compete at the Pomona
Invitational. the Long Beach
Invitational, and at Azusa Pacific, the
main event will take place in Walnut,
Calif., where Olympians like Marion
Jones will compete in the same stadium
with as many as 30 collegiate teams at

Mt SAC.

"I have high hopes that athletes on
the border line, in terms of qualifying

for nationals, will have big break-

throughs this weekend." Distance
Coach Eric Peterson said. "We're real-

ly looking for people to move into the

higher end level that will give them con-
fidence that they're ready to move up."

With just two weekends before the

crosstown-showdown with USC, the

Bruins are tuning up for the challenges

that lie ahead.

Peterson looks to junior Ysanne
Williams to step up in the open 800-

meter at Mt. SAC. Williams, who won
the 800m race last weekend at home, is

progressing well in training and in posi-

tion to gel a big mark.

Among Williams' competition is

senior Brigita Langerholcof USC. who
placed fourth in the 2000 Olympics
competing for Slovenia at 1:58.51 and
is ranked 14th in the world in the 800m.

Senior Michelle Perry will be taking

on a challenge of her own at the Azusa
Pacific meet that started Thursday and
will continue today Perry will compete
in the heptat^on in her last outdoor
season at UCLA. The All-American

hurdler is the first Bruin who has a legit-

imate chance to score for her team at

both the conference and national leve^s

in the event since Sheila Burrell. who
was fourth in the event at NCAA out-

door in 1995 and recently made the

U.S. Olympic team after placing sec-

ond at the Olympic Trials.

This weekend falls at about the

halfway mark for the outdoor season,

and so far, the athletes are rising to the

occasion. Junior Tracy O'Hara was
named Pac-IO Field Athlete of the

Week this week for her l3-foot-9 1/4

inches_^£4^^tomatic qualifying—
mark.

Currently, senior Christina Tolson
leads the nation in the shot put (56-6

1/4) and is second in the hammer throw

north to face

Cal, Stanford

in rematches
M.TENNIS; Right to No. 1 rank

entering into NCAAs at stake,

must win weekend matches

By Greg Sdiain

Daily Bruin Contributor

After their April 6 match against Stanford,

the UCLA men's tennis team felt in a young
Rocky-esque state - worn and weathered
from a sorrowful defeat.

And like Rocky, they have their eyes on
dramatic revenge this weekend when they

travel up to the Bay Area to take on Cal and
Stanford in the final dual matches of the year.

in the earlier match at the Los Angeles
Tennis Center, the Bruins lost a close 4-3 bat-

tle to the Cardinal. But they were without

their regular No. 1 singles player, sophomore
Jean-Julien Rojer, because he was in

Uruguay playing in the Davis Cup. The
Bruins were also without their regular No. 3

singles player, freshman Tobias Clemens,

a. iuc D.U.MS nume meei on aprii 14. Williams to step up m the open 800- Se« W.HIACK, page 25
"

c ..^^>..,•^ ''

I
See M.TENNIS, page 25

Squad splits to compete I

^^LA prepares to face Bears, Cardinal again

in three seperate meets I^^Hj^^^^B ''^'"'"' ^^^^^ ^''^'^'^ »»

M.TRACK: Bruins will seek

to qualify for NCAAs, get

ready for dual against USC

By Glen Worthington
Daily Bruin Contributor

The UCLA men's track and field team
seeks to divide and conquer in the next

two weeks before the May 5 dual meet at

USC. Athletes will travel in different

directions this weekend to compete in the

Mt. SAC Relays, the Antelope Valley

Meet and the Long Beach Invitational.

Since the team aspect is somewhat
muted - the meet is not scored by team -

the goal is self-improvement. The Bruins
are looking for new personal records and
NCAA qualifying marks.

The main focus will be the distance

events at Mt. SAC and the throws at

Antelope Valley Both meets include the

best competition nationally, not only at

the university level, but at the pro and
Olympic levels as well.

At Antelope Valley, junior Scott
Moser will compete in the invitational

bracket, the level above university com-
petition that includes world-class ath-

letes. Men's Head Coach Art Venegas
hopes Moser will throw over 200 feet,

maybe even better his nation-leading 206^
feet-8 inches. Even so, according to
Venegas, that will only put Moser in

about the middle of the invitational com-
petition.

Miles away, junior Bryan Green will

compete in the 10,000-meter race at Mt.

See M.TRACIC page 26

W.TENNIS: Squad focuses on

using home court advantage,

strong doubles performance -

By Hannah Gordon
Daily Bruin Contributor

DAVE HILL/Daily Brum Seniof Siaff

freshman Mariko Fritz-Krockow keeps her eye on
the ball in a match earlier this year.

After losses in the Bay Area two weeks
ago. the No. 32 UCLA women's tennis

team looks to vindicate itself against No. 9

Cal today at 1:30 p.m. and No. I Stanford
tomorrow 'at noon at the Los Angeles
Tennis Center

Having seen their opponents only two
weeks ago. the Bruins will be prepared.

"I don't see their lineup changing, so our
players have an idea of who they'll play this

weekend," Head Coach Stella Sampras
said.

They may know their opponents too well.

Freshman Mariko Fritz-Krockow will be
playing her good friend Keiko Tokuda,

See W.TENNIS, page 25
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.No halls iu Mt. SAC

The Bruins' track and field

teams head off to the Mt.

San Antonio College relays.

See page 27.

UCLA

Bruins dominate first preliminary NG\A meet

-• --'

rOURTNEVSnWART

Malia Jones competes on the balance beam, turning in a 9.85, beating the 9.4 she scored at Reglonals.

Willis ties for individual all-around title

NCAA: Championship title is team's main focus;

many Bruins still vying for individual recognition

By Eli Karon J"^' ^^'*' '^'^ weekend. However,

Daily Bruin Contributor

ATHENS, GA. - Many gym-
nast.s compete for personal glory.

Some of the nation's elite gym-
nasts are in Athens, GA doing

while individual titles are a large

part of college gymnastics, not

everyone is concerned with being

in the spotlight.

UCLA sophomore Onnie
Willis, in particular, is so focused

on her team winning its second

consecutive NCAA
Championship that she didn't

even know she was in the running

for the coveted individual all-

around title.

"I'm in shock, I didn't know at

all," Willis said. "Yvonne

See NCAA, page 25

GYMNASTICS: Squad hits

24 out of 24 routines, will

advance on to Super Six

By Adam Karon
Daily Bruin Staff

ATHENS. GA. ^ Preliminary

meet number one at the NCAA
women's gymnastics champi-

onships Thursday turned out to be a

very tight competition for third

place. UCLA dominated the meet,

leading ^by five-tenths of a point

after two rotations, eight-tenths

after three rounds, and by the end

outdistanced second place Alabama
by more than one full point. No one

came close TOT chattcnging Brutrr

dominance in round one as the team

hit 24 oul of 24 routines for the first

time this year for a score of 197.625.

Michigan and Florida found
themselves in a tight battle for the

all-important third place, the final

spot given to advance to today's

Super Six. Michigan claimed the

third spot, butscoring Florida

I96..^75-195.825. Alabama fini.shed

with a final score of 196.525.

UCLA opened with a bye. allow-

ing for more time to focus before

the start of its championship run.

That was pretty much the only time

other schools had a chance to con-

tend for first, as the Bruins swept

through the rest of the field with

ease.

The Bruins had their usual strong

showing on the floor exercise, turn-

ing in a combined 49.525. Senior

Mohini Bhardwaj and freshman
Jamie Dantzscher led the way as

each drew a 9.950 from the judges.

Sophomore Onnie Willis had a

strong showing and finished with a

9.9.

UCLA recorded the highest

scores on all four events, but

seemed to struggle on the vault with

a score of 49.200. Kristin Parker

scored a team-high 9.9, with Willis

and Dantzscher close behind at

9.850.

The six-team schedule provided

for two byes, allowing the Bruins to

regroup in time for the uneven bars.

UCLA lore up the apparatus, aver-

aging 9 9 en route to a 49.5 team
score.

After the event. Assistant Coach
Steve Gcrlach walked by the small

but noisy UCLA cheering .section

and
. asky-U. "Arg Wtf on lire OF

what?"
— ~

Indeed they were, as the Bruins

went on to score 49,375 on the

beam to finish with a 197.625 for the

day.

'It is really comforting to hear

fans cheering UCLA," Willis said.

"It makes us feel more at home."
That atmosphere in Stegeman

Coliseum was laid back as just 2,037

fans attended the first preliminary

meet. Clearly the local crowds were

waiting until the evening session

when the host Georgia Bulldogs

began their drive to dethrone

UCLA. Despite the lack of energy

in the stands, athletes on the floor

maintained an intense level of com-
petition.

"What I found exciting about the

day was that there was so much dif-

ficulty out there, and there really

didn't need to be," Head Coach
Valorie Kondos Field said.

See GYMNASTICS, page 25

Freddie Mitchell hopes to be
|

UCLA looks for revenge against Stanford

top pick in Saturday's draft
NFL: Players' size, attitude,

speed will affect who teams

will choose as wide reciever

By Joshua Mason
Daily Bruin Reporter

Freddie Mitchell will finally get the

chance to aijsess whether his hard work in

the off-season is worthy of a top pick in

Saturday's NFL draft.

UCLA's Biletnikoff Award finalist

worked hard to get

to the point he's at

right now, running

an impressive 4.44

seconds in the 40-

yard dash at the

Indianapolis
Combine, where he

also received praise

for his hands and

overall perfor-

mance.

Despite all that

he has proved at the combine and his three

impressive years as a. Bruin fianker,

Mitchell still has his critics.

He's been criticized for his lack ofa big-

receiver frame (most draft analysis list

him at 5-foot- 1 1).

Mitchell's speed has also come into

UflA Sr>ort$ Info

Freddie Mitchell

question, until he silenced critics with one

of the faster times among those who chose

to run at the combine.

Even Mitchell's character has come
into question at times by scouts who per-

ceive his propensity to boast as a potential

detriment to team unity.

"Freddie's a very positive player, and
he's very competitive, and I think some-
times people misinterpret what type of

person he is," said UCLA Receivers

Coach Ron Caragher, who has worked
with Mitchell for four years.

"When he talks, he talks for the team
because he wants to push his teammates to

those higher levels that he sets as his own
goals," he added.

Former teammates like Brian Poli-

Dixon .see Mitchell's outgoing nature as a

positive for the team that drafts him on
Saturday.

"He adds a little bit of Hamboyance to a

team, and he can also make big'plays,"

Poli-Dixon said. "He's a guy who can def-

initely go out there and talk the talk as well

as walk the walk."

Mitchell will be waiting with his family

in their Lakeland, Ra. home until the

phone rings on Saturday.

He's predicted by most as a first-round

pick, anywhere from the No. 12 position

to somewhere in the late 20s. As many as

SeeMrTCNEIi,page25

M.VOLLEYBALL Team

attacks regional playoffs,

dissects Cardinal game

By Amanda Fletdier

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

In a bizarre twist of fate, the

UCLA men's volleyball team
enters the first round of Mountain

Pacific Sports Federation playoffs

against the only team that has

beaten them twice this season -

Stanford.

So as the No. 3-seeded Bruins

(20-7 overall, 12-5 MPSF) face the

No. 6 Stanford Cardinal ( 14-8, 10-

7) Saturday at 7 p.m. in Pauley

Pavilion, they're hoping that the

third time is the charm.

Their last loss came on April 1

3

in Maples Pavilion where the

rowdy home crowd and score-

keeping mistakes made the differ-

ence.

"Little things have determined

the outcome of the previous

games," UCLA Head Coach Al

Scales said, referring to a score-

keeping blunder where Stanford

was awarded two points for one

play. The close 30-28 loss in that

game was the back-breaker and

the Cardinal went on to destroy

the Bruins 30-24 to end the match.

This time, though, the Bruins

il'',A SPtNK

Senior Mark Williams (left) looks on as junior Matt Komer
returns the ball in a game against Stanford earlier this season.

aren't leaving anything to chance.

"We've tried to get an idea

about their styles of hitting which

we haven't done before," Scates

said. "I think it will allow us to

score on them better than we have

in the past.

'We're looking at their offense

and working on putting our
defense in the right spot.'*

The Bruins will also have the

added advantage of playing at

home, something which helped

the Cardinal dominate in the last

SeeM.VOIlEYiALtpa9e25
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Subsidized sex changes

City of San Francisco employees

may receive coverage if vote passes
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UCLA continues reign

Gymnastics takes its second straigiit

NCAA championsiiip.
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Five alive

Check out five stiidentrdocnmentaries

tonight at James Bridge* Theater.
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UCLA groups join efforts in recruitment Survivor recalls

OUTREACH: College

hosts Scholar Day to

attract Bruins-to-be

By Scott B.Wong
Daily Bruin Staff

Luis Inocenle knows the

meaning of responsibility

— In the Sowtft Ccntfal nt»igh-

borhood where he grew up, he

still feeds and changes the dia-

pers of his disiU^led brother

who was born with Rct's

Syndrome, also known as

autism. He must also attend all

of his brother's frequent doc-

tor's appointments to trans-

late for his Spanish-speaking

parents.

Each night around mid-

night, he picks up his older sis-

ter, who had a three-year stint

as a gang banger, from her

minimum-wage job.

And at 6 o'clock each

morning, he rises to do it all

over again.

But despite all the chal-

lenges and daily sacrifices,

Inocente is going to college -

the first in his family to do so,

and the first to graduate high

school.

Inocente manages time for

his studies across town at Echo
Park's Belmont High School,

where he maintains a 3.5 GPA
while fulfilling responsibilities

to his family.

These responsibilities are

not chores, Luis said, but "pri-

orities in life" that can be trans-

formed into lessons he can

apply to college.

"Picking up my sister from

work will help me as 1 learn to

stay up late in the dorms,"

Luis said.

This year, 700 UCLA-
admitted high school students

.mil ihoir parents attended

Saturday^* Academic
Advancement Program
Scholar Day. AAP Scholar

Day is the university's largest

recruitment effort before the

May 1 deadline, when stu-

dents must mail their letter of

intent to register.

The event was held at the

Ackerman Grand Ballroom in

conjunction with the Alumni
Association and the

Undergraduate Admissions

Office.

Kimberly Hernandez, a

peer counselor in the AAP,
said to the visiting students her

motto for life and education

consists of" 10 little words."

"If it is to be - it is up to

me," she said.

A second-year business-

economics student,

Hernandez called the AAP the

backbone of her education at

UCLA.
"In high school, you had

your friends and parents for

support," she said. "AAP
empowers you to do and think

See EXPERIENCE, page 14

Holocaust with

reading, movie
MEMORIAL: Event participants

call for need to remember past

iitrQdtie& to ^lup violem^c toikty-

NICOIE MILLER/DailyBtuin

Nick Mortaloni (left) and Kevin Kwan sit at the orientation program
table outside Kerckhoff Hall for AAP's Scholar Day Saturday.

By Dharshani Dharmawardena
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

From age I.^ until he was almost 17, Samuel

Goctz, a 1955 UCLA graduate, never saw his

own face.

"They didn't have any mirrors in concentra-

tion camps," he said.

Removed from his home by Nazi soldiers in

1939, forced into a ghetto, and shuffied from

one concentration camp to another, Goctz
inhabited a world dominated by fear and arbi-

trary violence.

"When they kicked us out of our house, a

Nazi soldier put a handgun to my head. I was

1 1 years old," he said. —~^~ 7~^

—

A survivor of the Nazi atVocities during

World War 11. Goctz read excerpts from his

autobiography, "I Never Saw My hacc." to an

audience of about 50 in Meycrhoff Park

Thursday to commemorate Yom Ha'Shoah.

Holocaust Remembrance Day.

The days events, organized by UCLA
Hillcl. also included the showing of

"Auschwitz - The Final Witness," a documen-
tary featuring survivor Dario Gabbai.

Gabbai is one of three Sunderkommandos
alive today. The Sunderkommandos were

members of death camp inmates responsible

See HOLOCAUST, page 8

Higher education
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Forum addresses inequalities in justice system
COLLOQUIUM: Participants

recognize lack of access

to services for minorities

By Mididle Kroes

Daily Bmin Contributor

The keynote speaker at the Equal

Access to Justice Colloquium on
Saturday challenged his audience to

question the progression of the United

States' legal system since the days of

Jim Crow.

Speaker Jody Armour, USC law pro-

fessor, is no stranger to the past and pre-

sent inequity toward racial and eco-

nomic minorities in the legal system.

Since his father was wrongfully

imprisoned in the early '60s for being an

"uppity nigger" - an African American
unwilling to abide by the racial caste

system - Armour has sought to expose

the more subversive forms of classism

and racism he says still exist today.

While visiting Terminal Island, a

prison in California, Armour was
struck by the overwhelming number of

African American and Latino youths

imprisoned there, most for non-violent

drug offenses.

According to the 1993 U.S. depart-

ment of Justice Bureau report, an esti-

mated 28 percent of African American

See LAW, page 10

Employment outlook positive for graduates, survey says

rtiutus by CHWSBACKLEY/Daily Bruin

Students congregate In

the open area at

Meyerhoff Park Friday,

equipped with marijuana

and bubbling glassware,

for the annual "420"

celebration.

JOBS: Companies

plan to hire similar

number as before

By Steve Christol

Daily Bruin Contributor

Despite a lagging econo-

my, graduating seniors may
have an easier time finding

work this year than last year,

though hiring on the West

Coast is expected to decline.

According to results of a

survey released earlier this

month by the National

Association of Colleges and

Employers, the hiring of

graduating college seniors is

expected to increase by 18.8

percent this year.

The survey, however,

showed that the expected

increase in hiring rates has

actually decreased since

August. At that time, the

NACE conducted a similar

survey which showed that

employers expected to hire

23.4 percent more college

graduates in 2001 than they

did in 2000. That number
has since fallen.

Of the employers that

responded to the survey con-

ducted in March. 47.7 per-

cent said they would not

change their hiring outlook

this year from what was esti-

mated in the August survey.

Just over 45 percent said

they would decrease their

hiring expectations, and 6.5

percent said they would
increase it.

The survey showed that

employers in the West are

scaling back their hiring

rates more than employers

from other regions of the

country. According to the

survey, 61.3 percent of

employers in the West plan

to reduce hiring of new col-

lege graduates. Less than 45

percent of employers in the

Northeast. South and

Midwest expect to cut back

college hiring.

This makes it imperative

for graduating seniors in the

West to begin searching for

employment if they have not

already done so, according

to Al Aubin, associate direc-

tor for counseling and cam-

pus relations at the UCLA
Career Center.

See OUTIOOIC page 8 ^
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Do you support sanctions

against Iraq?

16.2% YM

be less strict

77% No, I don I

support them

2.7% I don t have an opinion

Total numtier o( votes MO

When was the last time you read a book
for leisure (non-school related)?

I I

Last week

I I
Last summer

I I
More than a year ago (i.e. pre-adolescence)

I I

Never

Q What's a book?

Vote online at www-dailvbmin.ucla.gldiy^^

A CLOSER LOOK

WHAT'S BREWIN'

Today 12p..m.

Student Alumni Association

Spring Sing 2001 sneak preview

Westwood Plaza

825-8788

3:30 p.m.

UCLA Russian club

Kinsey I99D, Russian Room
559-3599

Weather

Today

Partly Cloudy

high: 72 low: 57

Tuesday

Partly Cloudy

high: 80 low: 59

Wednesday

Partly Cloudy

high: 77 low: 60

Outlook:

Lots of sun, a few douds, and much

warmer temperatures appear to be

tfie story this week. Temperatures

will readi into the 80s by Tuesday

and renuin fairly hot aH week.

for real nme weather, visit wwwddltyt)ruin.ucU.edu

6:15 p.m.

BDC/IFDC performing dance group

Weekly rehearsal

Ackerman24l4

6:30 p.m.

CAPSA/USAS/EC/EVP
Office/Conciencia Libre

"Who's Working for you?"

KerckhoffArt Gallery

7 p.m.

Ballroom Dance Club

Salsa lessons

Ackerman 2nd Roor Lounge

284-3636

9 p.m.

international Folk Dance Club

. Learn fun new line dances and salsa

Ackerman 2414
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Privatization of ASUCI^

not guaranteed solution

Michael

Weiner

COLUMN: ^Controversy'

iust a distraction from

UC's blatant pandering

There was a tiine when the

campus could take pride in

the Associated Students of

UCLA; when the non-profit service

entity run Tor and by students was

considered the finest example of stu-

dent power at this university; when
the notion of leasing large portions

ofAckerman Union to outside oper-

ators was considered blasphemous.

That time is no longer.

Earlier this

month, the

students' asso-

ciation inked a

five-year deal

with

Copeland's

Sports to

carve out a

chunk of the

UCLA Store

for the equip-

ment retailer.

This marks the

first time

ASUCLA has

leased space to an external operator

in its B-level store. The store's '90s

expansion forced the association to

take out a loan from the university

in 1996 and to raise the annual stu-

dent union fee from $7.50 to $51 in

1997.

But this is not the first time ASU-
CLA has privatized part of its enter-

prise in order to reduce costs. Over
the last three years, privatization has

become the centerpiece of the asso-

ciation's strategy to prevent a finan-

cial disaster that could result in a

takeover by the university adminis-

tration. Panda Express, Rubio's

Baja Grill, La Cucina, Campus Cuts

and Moby Disc all occupy space

that was previously used for student-

owned services. .

In general, these merchants

charge higher prices than those

which are operated by the students'

association, because their goal is not

to serve the UCLA community, but

to generate profits for themselves.

For example, a Baja Grill Burrito

from Rubio's costs $4.69 while a

comparable burrito from the ASU-
CLA-owncd North Campus
Student Center is priced at $2.79.

For the student-majority board

that governs ASUCLA, there seems

to be no other choice but to accept

the privatization scheme, which has

been pushed relentlessly by the asso-

ciation's management stafT. In the

five years since the university bailed

out ASUCLA with a $20 million

loan, the association has struggled to

reach financial solvency.

Under the terms of the loan, if

ASUCLA does not reach a certain

level of viability, the chancellor can

appoint additional administrators to

the Board of Directon, thus ending

Weiner is a fourth-year history and
political science student. His column
analyzing issues of irrterest to the

UCLA community runs on Mondays.
E-mail mweiner@media.ucla.edu.

student control and effectively tak-

ing over the association.

Chancellor Albert Camesale

took a premature move in that direc-

tion last spring when he appointed a

so-called "joint operating commit-

tee" to "suggest" changes for the

association in tandem with an out-

side consulting firm. The committee

is chaired by Vice Chancellor of

Budget and Finance Steve Olsen -

who came to UCLA straight from

corporate America - and it operates

entirely behind closed doors.

Most disturbing is the fact that

this committee does not have a stu-

dent majority.

What is clear from the deal to

bring Copeland's into Ackerman is

that ASUCLA, under the steward-

ship of Olsen, is embracing privati-

zation as the central strategy that

can prevent the university from tak-

ing hold of the association

The question students nitiat ask-__
themselves is: Is it worth it?

As stated, the outsourcing of

space in Ackerman Union results in

higher prices. But it also threatens

the status ofASUCLA as the largest

student employer on campus.

Outside operators are under no

obligation to hire students, and even

if they do, they cannot be forced to

give them flexible hours or relatively

high wages, as the students' associa-

tion currently does.

If the thrust toward privatization

reaches its logical conclusion,

Ackerman will become little more
than a shopping mall filled with

independent retailers, and the ASU-
CLA board will become little more
than a real estate broker, leasing out

space to the highest bidder. Such a

policy will result in a reduction in

the amount of student jobs, an

absolute increase in the amount peo-

ple are forced to pay for on-campus
services and the eventual irrelevance

of the most significant lever of

power that students hold at UCLA.
Of course, ifASUCLA is eventu-

ally taken over by the university,

administrators are likely to follow a

similar route, outsourcing all of the

formerly student-owned services.

Student board members may take

the position that if privatization is

going to happen, they might as well

be able to exercise some measure of

control over it.

What apparently hasn't occurred

to board members, ASUCLA offi-

cials or UCLA administrators is

that privatization may not be the

solution to the association's finan-

cial woes. In my view, ASUCLA has

overextended itself, expanding too

far beyond its origin as a small co-op

run for and by students into a giant

commercial entity that is not sustain-

able in UCLA's limited market.

The move toward privatization

represents a continued evolution

away from that time when ASU-
CLA was an exemplar of pride and
student power on this campus. I am
convinced that the only way the

association will ever regain that

admirable status is by embracing its

past and learning once again to

think less like a multinational corpo-

ration and more like a humble, stu-

dent-run service provider.
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Tenure process, politics questioned
MULDAVIN: Students push

to overturn denial; board

says proceedings are fair

By Marcelle Richards

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Geography Professor Joshua
Muldavin's case has becohie a

springboard for supporters who
want to question the tenure process

and the politics behind it.

Though tenure cases have tradi-

tionally been kept behind closed

doors at UCLA, Muldavin's case has

differed in that its publicity has

allowed the public to more openly

assess diversity, said Leda Nelson, a

fifth-year international development

studies student.

Over the past several months, stu-

dents have been organizing to

increase awareness through meet-

ings, flyers and banners on campus.

"It's obviously an issue that's larg-

er than Josh," said Derrick Hindery,

a Ph.D. candidate in geography who
-met Mtildavin as an undergraduate

in 1993. "Part of the reason we're

pushing this campaign is to democra-
tize the tenure process, make it more
transparent to students and chal-

lenge the issues of education."

A tenure candidate is critiqued on
grounds of teaching performance,

community service and research.

"Research far outweighs the other

criteria," said Student Regent Justin

Pong, a graduate student in public

policy who came to UCLA to work
with Muldavin. "UCLA can't afford

to let the quality of teaching decline,

or let service to the community
decline, because then we become just

researchers in an ivory tower."

Tlie tenure process begins with a

departmental review, and any recom-

mendations that are made will

advance to a four-person ad-hoc

committee consisting of members
from other departments.

"I worry a reversal of

this case, due to

student pressure, is

going to be a blow to

offering junior faculty

tenure."

John Agnew
Geography department chair

The final step is a review by the

Council on Academic Personnel, a

board comprised of faculty from var-

ious departments. Should a faculty

member receive a recommendation

to be denied tenure, the decision can-

not be finalized until the candidate

accepts the decision, which

Muldavin has yet to do.

A year is given for that professor

to contest the decision and request

reconsideration. The chancellor has

the ability intercede and grant

tenure. Chancellor Albert Camesale
said in a press conference last quar-

ter that he usually does not make rec-

ommendations, which ensures that a

separation of powers is maintained

between the administrator and the

council appointing faculty.

He said secretive measures are not

in place, as candidates are allowed to

see redacted forms of the review.

Nevertheless, some students are

pushing Camesale to reverse the

decision by distributing flyers, send-

ing letters and signing petitions.

But some faculty members fear

the movement will deter depart-

ments from hiring junior faculty in

the future.

"I worry a reversal of this case,

due to student pressure, is going to

be a blow to offering junior faculty

tenure," said geography department

Chair John Agnew, who took part in

the departmental review.

Muldavin said he is handling the

issue independent of the students'

efforts, though he extended his

~a{>preciation to supporters.

"I'm humbled by the outpouring

support - from students, faculty and
student alumni," Muldavin said. "I

love UCLA, I want to stay here and I

believe I deserve to on all grounds.

I'm doing everything I can to have

the process overtumed."

Muldavin declined to comment
further.

Many complaints about

SeeMUUMVIN^iMgelO

WAC department unveils new program
DEGREE: M.A./Ph.D gives

Students interdisciplinary

approach to study of dance

ByMlchcHeKroes
Daily Bruin Contributor

""^
The Department of World Arts and

Culture is replacing its long-standing

master's degree with a M.A./Ph.D
program in culture and performance

starting Fall 2001.

Within this program, students may
focus their attention on dance or other

aspects of performing arts.

"The new M.A./Ph.D includes spe-

cialization in dance and the different

dimensions of dance studies," said

Christopher Waterman, department

chair of WAC. "But the program is

more interdisciplinary than the M.A.
. before."

; According to the WAC Web site,

]
the new program will have three core

i courses on interdisciplinary perspec-

tives on culture, cross-cultural

approaches to the study of perfor-

mance, and ethnographic research

methods.

Students will have flexibility in

designing individual programs of

study and may incorporate practice-

based arts into their curriculum.

This new arrangement is meant to

benefit students and bring distinction

for WAC, Waterman said.

"There are a lot of dance programs

in the U.S., and we wanted to do some-

thing different," Waterman said.

"When a student comes into our envi-

ronment they can learn global issues in

art, diversity of dance in the modern
world ... it allows graduate students to

learn dance in an intercultural way."

The M.A./Ph.D in Culture and
Performance is the first advanced
degree of its kind available in the WAC
department.

"This is one of the few programs I

know that offers a Ph.D program in

performing studies," said Byron Au

ECMMOLIN/Dailyfruin

Oiristi* Austin, a third-year dance and world arts and cultures student

perfiects her nnoves in an Advanced Flamenco class held In Kaufman Hall.

Vong, an entering student of the pro- According to student counselor
gram who is currently working toward

a master's degree in dance at UCLA.
"It's great because it allows working

artists to gain the skills of an academ-

ic," he continued.

Wendy Temple, the introduction of the

M.A./Ph.D program shows a positive

trend in the department.

S«cMNCE,|»a9e12

CATHtaiNi: JUN
MCynthia Luong and Romeo Lu perform "Condom Bootcamp,

a skit about HIV and AIDS prevention, in Kerckhoff Grand
Salon Thursday. The actors are part of Teen Theater, a group
from Chinatown Service Center.

Teen theater group puts=

on show at Kerckhoff Hall

EVENT: Performers aim

to educate audiences on

AIDS prevention issues

By My Yen La *

Daily Bruin Contributor

Putting condoms on bananas

was one way a teen theater group
educated a Kerckhoff Hall audi-

ence about AIDS prevention

Thursday night.

Invited by Concerned Asian

Pacific Islander's For Student

Action, the theater group, com-
prised mostly of Los Angeles

high school students, performed

three skits about the risks and
consequences of contracting sex-

ually transmitted diseases.

Providing a forum for teen-

agers through theater and art

helps break down the stereotype

that Asians are shy and taciturn,

said Lung San Louie, a third-

year undeclared student.

Additionally, he said bringing

youth to UCLA serves as an out-

reach mechanism.

"We live inside this bubble,"

he said. "This is a chance for the

UCLA campus and the commu-
nity to interact."

The event, titled "Crying Out
Loud," is one of several pro-

grams CAPSA is holding in

April to celebrate the Asian and
Pacific Islander American com-
munity, particularly its youth.

CAPSA began showcasing the

art work of Asian Pacific

Islander youth in the Kerckhoff

Art Gallery earlier this month.

"We're trying to focus on
youth empowerment," Louie

said. "It's a chance for us to put

out our words and art work."

Teen theater gives 17-year-old

Vivian Tran a chance to express

her feelings.

"We represent ourselves,"

Tran said. "There's not a lot of

Asian acting teaching about

AIDS and HIV. We feel kind of

unique."

The performers are part of a

20-member teen theater group at

the Chinatown Service Center.

They learn about sexually trans-

mitted diseases through a pro-

gram at the center, and aim to

educate youth about sex through

various skits.

"It's to teach them about the

choices they have," said Kathy

Wong, a youth advocate at CSC.
"Because it's from the youths

themselves, it sticks."

One of the skits performed

was written by a student, while

the other two were written by the

CSC staff.

Without a backdrop, the per-

formers used only bananas, con-

doms and a wastebasket as their

props. Angel wings, soldier uni-

forms and devils' horns were the

only costumes worn.

In the first skit, an army lieu-

tenant lectured on the dangers of

not using condoms and the

means by which AIDS is con-

tracted. Using a banana, his

assistants demonstrated the

proper way to put on a condom.
In the second skit, a teen

struggled to decide whether he

should have sex. His conscience

.
and desire, represented by an

angel and a devil, debated what

choice to make.

The last skit showed the conse-

quences of having unprotected

sex. While in the rest room, the

main character discovers the

damage to his sexual organs, and
the organ laments the pain

caused by sexually transmitted

diseases.

Kathy Chung, 15, was one of

the performers surprised by the

audience response.

"When I perform, it's no big

deal," Chung said, "But from
what I hear from people, it is a

big deal."

The student volunteers

rehearse for two hours every

week and perform their skits at

various conferences, high

schools and colleges, such as

UCLA and California State

University at Long Beach.

Fourth-year psychology stu-

dent Keo Chao said he found the

performance valuable to both

the audience and the performers.

"I love the fact they were con-

scious and presented a contem-

porary health issue," he said. "I

think we need more outreach like

that. What they have to show us

is as meaningful as what we have

to show them."

"In order to show diversity,

we need more forums like this,"

Chao said.

For more information on CAPSA's

remaining two events, go to

www.studentgroups.ucla.edu/ca

psa

0mm .wW"^!!^!^
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STATE <& LOCAL
San Francisco may be first

city to pay for sex changes

Sierra Gub rebuffs critics calling for more action

BENEFrrS: Some say move

could end discrimination;

issue to go to vote Monday

By Margie Mason
The Associated Press

SAN J RANCISCO - Officials

here are prepared to make history by
hccoming the only city to pay for

employees' sex changes, a move
some say is long overdue in ending

discriminatory practices against

transsexuals.

"It really is a civil rights issue,"

said Marcus Arana. a transgender

San Francisco Human Rights

Commission discrimination investi-

gator. "We have an insurance issued

that will pay for a hysterectomy in

Mary hu t not in Marcus, and will pay
for hormone therapy in Mary but nol

in Marcus."

After spending five years within

the city's Health Service System, the

gender-switching benefits proposal

earned approval from a city commit-
tee last week and will go before the

full Board of Supervisors on
Monday Several supporters have

publicly endorsed the measure, and
no one has spoken agamst it.

Opposition has come only in the

form of e-mails and phone calls from
people living outside San Francisco,

mainly from Texas, said Board

Supervisor Mark Leno, founder of

the Transgender Civil Rights

Implementation Task Force.

"We have transgender people liv-

ing and working among us," Leno
said. "They deserve the same dignity

and respect as every other citizen.

One way is to make sure the city pro-

vides equal benefits for equal work."

But even if the benefits are

approved, they still will not be equal,

Arana said. Transsexuals would have

to be employed one year by the city

before they're eligible for the cover-

age, which also has a lifetime $50,000

cap and a 15 percent or 50 percent

deductible, depending on whether
the physician is in or out of the city's

health network.

"This may be the only program in

the entire city health plan that has

that type of co-pay." said Theresa

Sparks, a transgender n>ember of the

city's Human Rights Commission.
"We hope to eliminate that down to

10 percent."

Sparks said underwent surgery to

become a woman last year in

Thailand because she couldn't afford

it in the United States. She's paid

about $30,000 since she began mak-
ing her transition in 1997. but she will

still be able to enjoy the city's bene-

fits, which would kick in July I.

On average, male-to-female

surgery costs about $37,000, while

female-to-male surgery runs about

$77,000.

ORGANIZATION: Group

defends liason role, says

decisions go far enough

\ By Colleen Valles

]
The Associated Press

SAN FRANCISCO - At a time

when many activists fear the envi-

ronment is threatened by the Bush

administration, the Sierra Club -

the nation's oldest nonprofit envi-

ronmental group - is rejecting criti-

cism that it is slow and ineffective.

Despite such accusations from

other environmental groups and
from within its own ranks.

Executive Director Carl Pope said

the club's strength comes from its

important role as liaison between

radical activists and the overall sys-

tem.

And now, after a 40-year national

discussion about goals for the envi-

ronment, which started when
Americans began to rethink their

ideas about environmental protec-

tion. Pope said the time has come to

work toward achieving those goals.

"We don't want this continent to

become a second Europe. We want
wildness. We want corporate, social

and political leaders to pay atten-

tion," Pope said.

"I think the environmental

debate in this country is over - we
know what we want Now that we
know that, how do we get it? That's

going to be hard."

Many believe the Sierra Club,

Ihe AsiociatPd t'tess

Carl Pope, executive director of the Sierra Club sits for a photo-
graph at the Verba Buena Gardens in San Francisco, last week.

especially under the new adminis-

tration, needs to use its strength and
name recognition to be a force for

environmental protection. But

wtitc cmics say th4^5&,000-mcn>-

ber Sierra Club is effective when it

does make a decision, they claim

that often takes too long.

"Thty literally can move moun-
tains," said Mark Palmer, a club

member and assistant director for

the international Marine Mammal
Project of the Earth Island Institute.

"They really do talk through things

and really do have a lot of involve-

ment at various levels of the organi-

zation. But, at some point, that

needs to move forward."

The club, founded in 1892. has

played a prominent role m

American environmental policy,

helping to enlarge the Grand
Canyon National Park, for exam-

ple, and to pass the National

Fiivironmentttl Policy Act and crc--

atc the Environmental Protection

Agency.

But some claim that the club's

decisions, when they come, don't go
far enough.

"It's a big organization, and if it

really wanted to throw its weight

around, it could have a big differ-

ence," said Paul Watson, founder

and president of Sea Shepherd
Conservation Society, which
deploys ships around the world to

oppose such things as illegal fishing.

He also is a member of the Sierra

Club.

Strawberries

basket

Sparkletts*
• CRYSTAL FRESH DRINKING WATER

• MOUNTAIN SPRING WATER
• DISTILLED WATER (97C)

87
1 Gallon

OreyerS

' c , c K r A M

Dreyer's Ice Cream
All

Half

Gallons

Limit 3 Save $2.70

Tropicana
Pure Premium Orange Juice

(not from concentrate)

• Regular
• Homestyle
• w/calcium
• Orange Tangerine

64 oz. Save $3.58

Smithfield Premium Bacon
(40% Lower Fat)

12 OZ.

Save
$1.00

Spk •12 oz. bottles limit 6 Save $3.00

\pther\ IVIotlier's Cookies
• Oatmeal • Circus Parade

• Triplets 'Chocolate Chip

• Iced Oatmeal

11.5 - 13 oz. Save $1.10

Pillsbury
Chocolate Chip Cookies

18 oz. Save $1.00

WoHjgang Puck's Pizza

$069
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• 4 Cheese
• Mushroom
/Pepperoni

• Spicy Chicken

9.25 - 11 oz. Save $1.30

Honey Bunches Of Oats

• regular

*f^^^^fi • w/almonds

>^?^ 16 oz. Save $2.38

RED DOG

X2pf(*12 oz. cans Save $2.00

VISA Open 'til Midnight at 1057 Gayley Ave. 209-1111 MasterCard]
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Plans made by the environmental

organization CalPIRG and UCLAs
Environmental Coalition helped

make Earth Week at UCLA quite eventful.

The week began with an Arctic Slide

Show, organized by CalPIRG, on Monday.

The volunteers included children, col-

lege students and adults.

As official sponsors of the event in con-

junction with CalPIRG, First Lady of

California Sharon Davis as well as State

Assemblyman Marco Kircbau gh, D-
7\pnt 16 Journalist I cnny Kolm came to Cudahy, also attended the cvcnf

Earth

speak and show slides of Arctic Wildlife.

He urged students to join the fight against

oil drilling in the Arctic.

"Drilling for oil will destroy the wilder-

ness of the last untouched stretch of the

United States Arctic coastal plain," he said.

A Charity Night took place on Tuesday
at the Westwood Brewing Company.
Several UCLA bands played and collected

donations from the crowd to benefit a num-
ber of organizations, including CalPIRG.
CalPIRG held an Eco-Fair in Bruin

Plaza Wednesday. The fair provided games
and conservation information, as well as

maps indicating the 24 recycling bins on
campus.

"We want people to know that there are

places on campus where they can, and
should recycle," said CalPIRG member
Merriah Fairchild.

CalPIRG's main event took place on
Saturday, Earth Day Dozens of people

from UCLA, central Los Angeles,

Hollywood, Pomona, Long Beach and
Venice converged in the City of Cudahy to

clean the Los Angeles River.

For three hours, the volunteers walked
around the river banks with rubber gloves

and trash bags and picked up all the visible

trash. Other volunteers helped repaint the

graffiti-covered wall that runs along the

river.

Volunteers took a lunch break to listen to

a number of speakers, including First Ladv
Davis and UCLA CalPIRG Chapter Chair

second-year student Alyssa Scullion.

Scullion thanked everyone for the help

and support, while Davis encouraged the

crowd to make Los Angeles, as well the rest

of the Earth, a more livable place for all of

its people.

In addition to CalPIRG's events, the

Environmental Coalition held two events

on Tuesday and Thursday. Both events con-

sisted of panels with speakers who dealt

with such topics as environmental chal-

lenges, fair trade and sweatshops.

Participants of Earth Week thus kept

themselves busy, and from the large turn

out at all of the events, it seems that more
and more students are becoming environ-

mentally conscious in the 21st century.

(Clockwise from top left)

Student Sunny Marker and

Christopher Mollis paint over a graffiti-

covered wall which lining the L.A. River.

Lynn Briance Instructs a fellow student

on how to play a game at the Eco-Fair

in Westwood Plaza on Wednesday
afternoon.

Sandra Ikamuro collects trash from

the banks of the Los Angeles River

Saturday.

The B-Team performs at CalPIRG's

Charity Night at Westwood Brewing

Company Tuesday.

First Lady of California Sharon Davis

thanks volunteer Stefano Valcnda for

his hard work at the river clean-up.
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WORLD <& NATION Dow Jones Industrials
down: 113.86

close: 10,579.85

Nasdaq Index

down: 18.73

dose: 2,163.41

Dollar

Yen: 122.39

Euro: 1.1091

Summit leaders sign trade agreement
QUEBEC: Pact takes efTect

Dec. 2005, will only apply

to democratic governments

Th» Associated Press

A protester covers his face to protect from gas fumes fol-

lowing a clash with riot police in Quebec City on Friday.

By Tony Smith
The Associated Press

QUEBEC - Western Hemisphere
leaders on Sunday signed an agreement

to open their markets by December 2005,

and said only countries with democratic

governments can be a part of the world's

most ambitious free-trade zone.

In their final statement after a three-

day summit. President Bush and 33 other

leaders from North and South America
and the Caribbean pledged to finish nego-

tiations on the free-trade zone by January

2005, with the pact to take effect by the

end of that year.

They insisted that democracy was
"fundamental to the advancement of all

our objectives," adding that any "uncon-
.siiiutjonal alteratton or interruption of
the democratic order ... constitutes an

insurmountable obstacle" to participa-

tion in further hemispheric trade talks.

The leaders signed the document in

pairs, sitting down at a table two at a time

to scrawl their names as Canadian Prime
Minister Jean Chretien, the summit host,

watched over their shoulders like a proud
parent.

"I learned a lot," said Bush, attending

his first international summit. "There is

no question in my mind that we have chal-

lenges ahead of us. Also, there is no ques-

tion that we can meet those challenges."

Mexican President Vicente Fox called

the summit "a great step for the entire

hemisphere" and said they had taken

negotiations from behind "dark rooms
behind doors" and made them more
open.

Bush said some people in the United

States "want to shut down free trade" but

he was unswayed by them. "Tm going to

pursue a free-trade agenda," Bush said.

The treaty would create a barrier-free

trade zone from the Arctic to Argentina,

linking markets of 800 million people and
economies ranging from the world's

largest - the United States - to some of its

tiniest.

Mindful of the inequalities of the

region, the leaders committed themselves

to halving the number of people living in

extreme poverty by the year 2015. They
didn't say how they would dchicvc thai

That responded to some of the

demands of protesters who came to

Quebec City and marched peacefully or

battled with riot police along the 2.3-mile

concrete-and-wire security wall erected

around the summit venue.

The president expressed solidarity with

Colombia's struggle against cocaine pro-

ducers, noting that the United States is

spending $1.3 billion for the battle. He
said that Colombian President Andres
Pastrana was "a firm leader. It's going to

be up to President Pastrana to make the

peace. Once he does, we'll stand by his

side."

Pastrana renewed a push for the

United States to drop tariffs on textiles

from Andean nations, saying, "more than

money, we're asking commerce."

Bush expressed confidence Congress

would give him trade-negotiating authori-

ty by the end of the year. "I intend to get it

myself. It's in our nation's best interest

that the president has that authority" he

said.

Bush said he would, in the meantime,

pursue other market opening agree-

ments, including a free-trade pact with

Chile that has been under negotiation for

some time. In response to a question, he

said he would consider the possibility of

such an arrangement with Central

American nations as well.

Asked if the United States could look

to Canada and Mexico to ease its energy
crisis. Bush said, "Canadian suppliers

and Mexican suppliers are looking for a

market. They found one in the United

States."

Chretien said: "We are a great exporter

of oil to the United Stales and it will

increase even more in the years to come."

See SUMMIT, page 13

Plane mistaken for carrying

drugs, shot down over Peru
CRASH: Interdiction plan

suspended, say officials;

investigation continues

By Monte Hayes
The Associated Press

^ IQUITOS. Peru Drug interdic-

tion flights over Peru have been sus-

pended, U.S. officials said, after the

Peruvian air force shot down an
American missionaries' plane that was
mistakenly identified as the carrier of

illegal drugs.

A woman and her infant daughter

were killed in the shooting over the

Amazon River.

A U.S. surveillance plane was track-

ing the missionaries' plane before it

was shot down and had been in com-
munication with the Peruvian air

force, a Bush administration official in

Washington said Saturday night.

A second U.S. government official

said the missionaries' plane was con-

sidered suspect because it was operat-

ing without a flight plan in airspace fre-

quented by drug runners. Peru, which
had the responsibility to identify the

plane's intentions under a long-stand-

ing agreement, mistakenly decided

that it was carrying drugs, the official

said.

Both officials asked not to be identi-

fied.

In Lima, the U.S. Embassy said fur-

ther drug interdiction Hights had been

suspended, "pending a thorough inves-

tigation and review by Peruvian and
US. officials of how this tragic inci-

dent took place."

Also Saturday, Jim Bowers, whose
wife and 7-month-old daughter were

See PERU, page 12

The Associated Press

Kevin Donaldson is taken from a plane

shot down by the Peruvian government.

Court to rule on cap in

sexuai-harrassment suit

CASE: Woman targeted due to gender;

Civil Rights Act faces limits to damages

By Woody Baird

The Associated Press

MEMPHIS, Tenn. The harassment began with a Bible

verse left at Sharon Pollard's work station: "I do not permit
a woman to teach or have authority over man. She must be
silent."

Pollard, who put up with years of bad treatment from
male co-workers at a DuPont plant, sued the chemical com-
pany giant for sexual harassment and won.

Today, a key facet of the ca.se involving damages will be
argued before the U.S. Supreme Court. If the court rejects

Pollard's appeal, it could limit nationwide how much
money harassment victims can receive under the Civil

Rights Act.

At issue is a $300,000 cap on damages added in 1991

amendments to the act. The court is being asked to decide
whether the cap covers "front pay" or damages a court can
allow to replace future earnings an employee would have

See HARASSMENT, page 10
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Earth Day activists

criticize Bush's stances
Activists, politicians and celebrities gathered

for Earth Day celebrations and clean-ups

Sunday, but the event's founder and others crit-

icized what they fear will be a rollback of envi-

ronmental progress.

President Bush has drawn fire from environ-

mentalists for several environmental policies,

including blocking efforts to limit carbon diox-

ide emissions from power plants and proposing
to drill for oil in the Arctic National Wildlife

Refuge in Alaska.

"Tragically, the president doesn't have any
interest at ail in the iss^e," former Sen. Gaylord
Nelson, credited with founding Earth Day in

1970, said in a speech Saturday

Nelson criticized Bush's decision last month
to reject the Kyoto Protocol, a treaty aimed at

reducing heat-trapping gascs^hat cause global

warming. Bush saidithe treaty's mandatory pol-

lution reductions were ^oo harmful to the

American economy.

The president has defended his

efforts to strike a balance on environ-

mental issues. In recent weeks, he has

endorsed a treaty seeking a worldwide
phase-out of a dozen highly toxic chemicals and
upheld Clinton administration regulations

requiring thousands of businesses to report

releases of toxic lead.

Robotic plane may be
first to traverse Pacific

EDWARDS AIR FORCE BASE. Calif

A robotic airplane took off before dawn
Sunday in an attempt to Hy from California

to Australia to become the first drone to cross

the Pacific Ocean.

The U.S. Air Force's Global Hawk took to

the air at 4:48 am, said spokesman John
Haire. It was expected to land 22 1/2 hours
and 8,600 miles later at a Royal Australian

Air Force Base outside Adelaide, he said.

The spy plane will Hy at 65,000

feet, well above other air traffic

and the nasty weather that plagues

the Pacific. Ground crews in

Australia will monitor the flight but not

control it as the plane follows a prepro-

grammed route.

The awkward-looking plane resembles a

killer whale, thanks to a bulbous nose that

hides an antenna four feet in diameter.

On takeoff, the Global Hawk's mammoth
wings - longer than a Boeing 737's - droop
under 1 5,000 pounds of fuel that accounts for

60 percent of the aircraft's weight. The
plane's distinctive V-shaped tail frames the

Rolfs-Royce engine that straddles its fuse-

lage.

Web site to document
medical mistakes
WASHINGTON The Bush administra-

tion is working to create an Internet-based

clearinghouse of medical mistakes made by
doctors and hospitals, with the intention of
helping them avoid such errors in the future.

Health and Human Services Secretary
Tommy Thompson is set to announce a task

force ofdepartment officials to develop the sys-

tem today, officials said.

Health care providers could use the Internet

to report information to the federal govern-
ment, or state and private-sector regulators.

At least 18 states require health officials to

report mistakes, and the federal government
routinely collects voluntary information from
hospitals for research. The rules on how to

report errors vary widely even among federal

agencies. HHS officials say the logistics of
recording and reporting errors can overwhelm
doctors.

"It's like asking your travel agent to memo-
rize the night schedule," said Dr. John M.l

Eisenberg, who coordinates health quality
issues for HHS.

Compiled from Daily Bruin wire reports.

Down to Get Down WEEK

WEDNESDAY

SIIEEFEF
THURS (4/26) & FRIDAY (4/27

SAVETHE LAST DANCE
$2 @ the door

GET FREE TICKETS IH KERCKHOFF 319 THIS UIEEK FOR:

of their n

FREE SNEAK MOVIE:

Tix available on

Tuesday (4/24).

/ Event next Tuesday (5/1)

ibiim*Amneslac"

12 Noon

% Eniaht's ITalt
Starring Heath Ledger

Tix available on

Thursday (4/26).

Screening on Mar.3rd.

FREE DVD SCREENING
Lots of Cool Giveaways including

:
;

' - • Limited Pearl Jam stuff
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LAST CALL FOR ENTRIES!

A showcase of a variety of student talent,

incorporating all musical styles and genres.

Submit demo, application, and $5.00

processing fee to 319 Kerckhoff. Details

on application.

Submit entries to 319 Kerckhoff Hall.

For details, pick up an application at

319 Kerckhoff Hall. Winners in cate-

gories: Best of Show, Best Animation,

"tUldemt F"LXm FeS"t"L\/'CI ~\^ Best Film Narrative, Most Innovative,

ANIMATION • FILM & VIDEO • DESIGN • MOTION GRAPHICS"'"""'''*"''

QUESTIONS?
(310) 825-1958. Kerckhoff 319

e-mail: cecinfo@asucla.ucla.edu
WWW.CAMPUSEyENTS.UCLA.EDU Campus Events. We're Saving the Last Dance for You.
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Holocaust survivor Dario Gabbai speaks with first-year math student Rose Tseng

at a screening of"Auschwitz - The Final Witness,"a documentary on his life.

HOLOCAUST
From page 1

for transferring dead bodies from the gas

chambers to the crematoria.

Al Tsarovsky, president of the Jewish

Student Union, said events like the

Holocaust are not confined to that point in

history.

'It happened to the Jews, but genocide

is not an uncommon thing. In every part of

history there's genocide," he said.

When Nazi forces took over Poland in

19.^9, Goelz found himself excluded from

school and barred from public parks.

While Jewish citizens of occupied

Poland found themselves stifled in more

ways than one, Goetz's parents were deter-

mined he should have his Bar Mitzvah.

His parents and their friends secretly

educated him and other children in their

living rooms as part of their efforts to pre-

serve some semblance normalcy in a

chaotic time.

But even these remnants of a normal

life quickly disintegrated, as many of

Goetz's classmates began disappearing. In

1942, Nazi soldiers herded his parents into

a cattle car that transported them to their

death.

"Everyone, my parents, aunts and

uncles were all killed (simply) because they

were Jewish," he said. "I fell through the

cracks. I was on the list, and when they

came for my father ihey camig for xn&r-

too."

But Goetz's Catholic nanny provided

him her own son's papers as identification,

thus saving his life.

While the Nazi regime conducted mass

murders which killed not only Jews, but

millions of others, Goetz said the Allied

Forces - comprised of the United States,

Krance and Britain - knew about these

events.

According to Goetz, Jan Kinski, a

member of the Polish Underground

forces, came to President Franklin

Roosevelt and Felix Frankfurter, a

See H01iOaUST,page1S

OUTLOOK
From page 1

"We do encourage next year's

graduating seniors to start the

process as early as possible to be

prepared," Aubin said, "Our
recruiters remain eager to parlio-

ipate in our career days and

recruiting events."

Steve Kaufman, a recent

alumnus from UCLA, said find-

ing a job is hard today because

there are many qualified people

competing against each other.

"Vou need to be patient. Wait

for something to come to you.

Don't look for something you

don't want because there might

not be anything right away," said

Kaufman, who got his degree in

economics but is looking to work

in the entertainment industry.

The economic downturn in

the West is largely due to the

recent shortcomings in the high-

tech industry and is expected to

afTecl Northern California more

than Southern

California, accord-

ing to economists

with the UCLA
Anderson Business

Forecast. The
Anderson Foreca8P=

is widely considered

the best known and

most trusted busi-

ness forecast for

California.

According to a

statement on the

Anderson School at

UCLA Web site, a

recession is expect-

ed to hit the San

Francisco Bay Area

because of the large

concentration of

high-tech businesses

there. Southern California will

most likely avoid sudi a reces-

sion, but economic stresses here

will still be apparent.

Regarding the Anderson

Forecast, Aubin said, "The
results of this forecast and the

NACE national study indicate

that there may be a light decrease

in employment.

"Forecasters seem to be in

agreement that Northern

California, particularly Silicon

Valley will be much more affect-

ed than Southern California," he

said.

contact for Barra, Inc., an invest-

ment firm based in Berkeley,

California, said her company
does not plan to change their

expected hiring rate for college

graduates this year.

"We hired 30 new college

graduates last year and expect to

hire about the same amount this

year," Baglio said.

Also, a spokesman for

Pricewaterhouse Coopers, LLP,

a professional services organiza-

tion, said their Los Angeles

office expects to hire the same

amount of college graduates this

The Anderson Forecast pre- year as they did last year. He said

dieted both the recession in

California during the early 1990s

and the strong economic

rebound in the state since 1993.

Aubin also said employment

they slay pretty much consistent

with their hiring and hire about

50 new college graduates every

year.

"Many employers plan to cut

in general is expected to be going back, but they aren't curtailing

down - not just hiring rates for college hiring," said NACE
graduating seniors. Executive Director Marilyn

"Although some firms are lay- Mackes in a statement on the

ing off employees, they are still NACE Web site. "We're still

hiring new graduates," he said. looking at a very positive market

Stephanie Baglio, a recruiting for new college graduates."

JOB OUTLOOK FOR COLLEGE CRAPS
The expected increase in hiring rates for 2001 college graduates has decreased sirKe

August, according to a survey by the National Associatran of Colleges and Empk)yers.

Ofthe employers who responded^

the March survey...

2001

projected

increase In

port- 15

graduation

hiring rate

(percent)

wmi •kbo^ooit m\ updite." ma

45J

65

Reported^

no change

since

August

Reported Reported

lowering inoeasing

their their hiring

hiring rates rates

VICTOR CHtN/D*lly Bruin

/

ucla summer sessions 2001 4^ - ."'v^

Give your some exercise. f*<*t^V>p

Learn a language this summer.
UCLA Summer Sessions provides

an excellent opportunity to study

a foreign language, with smaller

sections and higher faculty-to-

student ratios. You can complete

one quarter of a language or the

entire Level 3 Foreign Language

Requirement in 6 weeks. And if

you've already mastered one

language, summer's the perfect

time to learn another.

CLASSICS IBEAR EASTPW LAKGUACES AND CUlTUWES
^*«*^>Wii ^iii'iM" »! I I II. II I I

I
I HI II I »—^win^iWw—^1—.1 1^

•Creek i6C/i units)

•Latin 16 (12 units)

•Arabic iABCOj units)

•Turkish loiABC (n units)

EAST ASIAN LANGUAGES AND CULTURES SLAVIC LANGUAGES AND UTERATURES

•Chinese 8 (/2 units)

•Japanese 8(/2 units)

Japanese lo (12 units)

•Russian loC/i units)

Russian 20 (12 units)

FRENCH AND FRANCOPHONE STUDIES
SPANISH AND PORTUGUESE

French 1 (4 units)

• French 3 (4 units)

•French 8 f/i units)

GERMANIC LANGUAGES

•German's (12 units)

German to (12 units)

^*ITALIAN

Italian 1 (4 units)

UNGUISnCS

^
•Quechua tSABC: Indigenous Languages of the

Americas O2 units)

•Swahlll 15: African Languages (12 units)

Spanish 1 (4 units)

Spanish 2 (4 units)

'Spanish 5 <4 units)

Spanish 4(4 units)

•Spanish 1-3 (/i units)

• Portuguese 102AB (8 units)

'Completion of this coum fulfills the College ofletters

and kience, School of tht Arts and Architecture, and

School of Theater, Film, and Television foreign

language requirement.

For dates, times and other information en courses,

pick up a copy of the UCLA Summer Stssions Schedule

of Classes or visit unvw.summtr.ucla.edu. Bnroll now
through URSA Online at www.ursa.ucta.fdu. Campus

parking and on-campus housing are available.
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Tlie Yitzlial< Rabin Hillel Center forJewisli Life at UCLA

Kosher Lunch available for $10-

includes a performance by JenniAlport.

\

Join Jewish students and

professionals ages 18-30

at a unique event celebrating the

diversity of the Jewish community.

Witti the help of distinguished

mmQw4

KEYNOTE SPEAKERS
Avraham Infeld Dennis Prager Rabbi Marc Gafni

Consul for

Jewish Affairs

Talk Show Host

KABC790

Dean of

Melitz Beit Midrash

RESERVATIONS

EXT. 223
ore-mail

Roseanne@uclahillel. org

RSVP by Friday, April 27, 2001

This program was made possible through the generosity of Jonathan and Faye Kellerman and Alan and Lisa Stern

and fundea in part by Los Angeles Hillel Council's College Campus Initiative, a program of the Jewish Community Foundation of Los Angeles.
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invent

up .,.pavilion

desktop PC

hp pavilion 6835 f$699j
hteP Celeron" processor 800MHz

30GB Ultro DMA

128MB SDRAM (exp. to 512MS)

HP CD-Writer Plus {4x/fx/24x)

ITU V.90 KS6fiex modem

Polk Audio Stereo Speakers

Microsoft* Windows MiHennium E(&tion

hppavilioii7845 ($899)
tntei* Pentium'' M processor 866MHz

40G6 Ultra DMA

128M6 SDRAM (exp. to 512M6)

48x max. speed CD-ROM

W» CD-Writer (8x/»x/32x)

ITU V.90 K56 Hex modem

]0/1006ase-TnetwoH(cord

Nk Audio stereo speakers

Microsoft"" Windows Millennium EcKtion

V paviHon 9880 f$2199^)
inter Pentium"" 4 processor IS6H2 with

MMXIechnobgy

80GB Ultra DMA ________
I28M8Km RDRAM (2 RiWSi^ToT^r^
16x max. speed DVD4I0M

HPCD-WrtterPfais(8x>4x/32x)

ITU U90KS6fiex modem

Premium Pol Audio Stereo Speakers with Powerfort

lOOOOBose-T network cord

nVidioTNT2Pro'3DAGP9nphicscanl

with 32MB SDRAM

Inckxies 3 ES 1394 ports

Microsoff Windows Millennium Edition

hp pavilion 7855 ($1099)
bitel^ Pentium^ i processor 1GHz

60GB Ultra DMA

128MB SDRAM (exp. to 512M6)

12x max. speed DVD-ROM

HPCD-WrHer(8x/»x/32x)

nU V.90 K56 flex modem

KVlOOBose-TNetwoikcard

Pdk Audio stereo speakers

Miaosoft* Windows MdksnnHfn Edition

hp pavHion N5295 ($2499)
hteT Pentium* 11 BSOMHz with SpeedStep Tedmobgyl

2S6Mfi SDRAM at lOOMhz

20G6 Hard Drive

DVD-CDRW Combo Drive

ISlD" 1024x768 XGA TFT

M\^ Mint-PQ 56l(hpsmi and IQ/lOO Ethernet

S3 Savage iX 128-btt AGP2X 9t|ihks 8MB dedicated

video memory

Miaosf1* Windows Mienium Edition

$150 MAIL-IN REBATE
Purcliase a qualifying Pavilion ™^
desktop PC and HP mx series monitor
and get a $150 mail-in rebate

See salesperson for details

HFmx70ir multimedia dispkiY ($399)
ISr viewable area • 0.27 dot pitch

^.:.A

Restricuons and Payment Policies Hardware is available only to UCLA students, selected UCLA Extension students, UCLA faculty, UCLA stat( and UCLA
departments Extension students should inquire at the Computer Store regarding eligibility UCLA Computer Store price requires payment by currency, cashier's

check, or University Credit Union Withdrawal Check made payable to The UCLA Store VISA. MasterCard. American Express and Discover are also accepted

Personal checks are accepted up to SI.0O0. Money orders are not accepted Sales tax will be added to listed prices

Computer Store AsSodioct^d ^'\o6er&<,.

310.825 6952
www.uclastore.com

St^T-T io^J Kifi«<4. ^\r\ce \%%

UCLffer

MULDAVIN
From page 3

Muldavin's research centered on the

quantity and quality of his works,

said Agnew.

The majority of Muldavin's publi-

cations and research is derived from

his 12-year study in China During

the trip he studied rural conditions,

sustainable development and the

environmental impacts of entities

like the World Trade Organization

and the World Bank.

Muldavin has received several

teaching awards and is chair of the

international development studies

department, but received mixed

departmental reviews in regards to

his research.

"It was essentially graduate

school research," Agnew said. "I

personally thought the teaching

record was very strong, but other

parts were not. It's a hard call, but it

would have been easier if there were

more publications in more recent

research."

The practice of publishing works

from a single long-term project ver-

sus several smaller projects is rare in

academia, and may account for the

dispute over Muldavin's research,

Nelson said.

"The geography department is

getting more conservative. His

research is controversial because it's

not, 'We should put in sweat

shops,'" she said. "It's not that his

research isn't good, it's that a lot of

these people don't agree with his

research."

Agnew disagreed with the stu-

dents' assessments.

"Myself and other people are

hardly conservative, politically," he

said. "This is just not the case."

Others believe personal ideolo-

gies may have influenced votes.

"China scholars see the world

through a Cold-War lens, Josh does

not," Fong said. "The challenge

with tenure is that it's supposed to

be an objective process ... but it's

prone to human error."

Agnew said the process is fair and
differences in viewpoints are inte-

gral to the university.

"UCLA is a research university.

With China, there arc inevitably

political issues that arise, partially

on the environment and trends

toward capitalism," he said.

"But it would be hard to say this

was the kind of case someone was

being denied tenure on political

grounds."

HARASSMENT
From page 6

drawn.

Some courts have not applied the

cap to such damages, but a panel of

the 6th U.S. Circuit Court of

Appeals, which includes Tennessee,

has ruled that the cap covers front

pay.

At her federal trial in 1998. Pollard

asked for S8()(),()()() in front pay.

Judge Jon McCalla, saying he was

limited by the 6th Circuit, awarded

her S300,000 for the harassment and

$107,000 for lost back pay. He said he

wanted to award more.

"This is a case of wretched indif-

ference to an employee who was slow-

ly drowning in an environment that

was completely unacceptable, while

her employer sal by and watched."

McCalla wrote in his ruling.

'

DuPont has denied that Pollard

was harassed because of her gender,

and argued that judicial bias kept the

company from getting a fair trial.

Pollard, 54, began working for

DuPont in Memphis in 1977.

LAW
From page 1

males will enter state or federal prison

during their lifetime, as compared to

16 percent of Latino males, and 4.4

percent of white males.

During the month before incarcer-

ation, 20 percent of the U.S. prison

population was looking for work.

Sixteen percent were not.

This issue, among many others,

was addressed at the last of 19 region-

al Equal Justice Colloquia held

around the country.

Law schools chosen to hold the col-

loquia are developing programs that

will be responsive to the concerns of

their communities, state or regions.

The colloquium at UCLA was a

day-long event, hosted by the UCLA
School of Law and the Pepperdine

University School of Law.

Keynote speaker Armour was fol-

lowed by discussions on creating cut-

ting-edge opportunities for law

schools. Participants also spoke of

working together with the community
to help promote greater access to our

legal system.

According to second-year UCLA
law student Catherine Elkes,

Armour's speech was at once inspira-

tional and daunting.

Elkes said that in the day-to-day

work of law school, it is easy to forget

the task of promoting community

See LAW, page 13

NiraEMIUfR/DailyBruin

Scott Wylie, a professor from Whittier Law School, leads the third

panel session of the Enhancing Equal Access to Justice Colloquium.

mmmtm

v^
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Fast
Free

Delivery^

DOUBLE
SPECIAL

Two large one topping pizzas for

$14.93
Limit 2 orders

(save over $10)

\ Xr

THE ORI&NAL
1 large slice of Pizza. Salad Bar, with 1/2 order of

Mojo Potatos, and FREE ail you can drink Beverage

Bar only...$3.99

( With 2 slices of Pizza only $4.99 ).

Ditw-in or cany out only

snmmQsmmn
SPECIAL

Buy any large pizza at regular price & get the 2nd

pizza...FREE! " .

(Monday and Tuesday only, limit 3 orders). .

Your choice of Thin Crust, Hahd Tossed Classic Crust. New York Style, or Deepdish Pan at no extra charge

SUPER SPECIAL
1 medium one topping pizza

$5.99
2 medium one topping pizzas,

only $11.98.

Any large 3 topping pizza or any Specialty PiZla

-^$9.98
SpKiahm indudt Vcottanon. Shoka/i Sptod, Iruin Mum. UO

ChxJun, ipky Dalian Soutogt. and (nth Gordin Piizo

(sav«owr$5)

Fast Free Delivery

824-41 1

1

1114 Gayley Ave. Westwood Village

Sun-Thurs 'till 1:00 am
Fri-Sat 'till 2:00am

SHAKEY'S COMBINATIOH

^$14.49
Any medium one topping pizza plus mojo
potatoes, FREE Salad! and your choice of:

• 4 pieces chicken oflO Buffalo wings or
• Pasta & Garlic Bread

BRUIN
iiSQB

CARD

FREE DRINKWANY BUFFET PURCHASE W/ UCLA STUDENT ID

This ewnt is put ofAP Eyes" :A 'nibute to Out ConimuTdties iiwl is spansoiied by: AuieiiciTi FedeatioTi

VVha> Working For \biP

{

Come to Ka^cM^offf Art Gellery: A^iil gSiJ, Uonday

@_&l3.Q to laam about the hands behind the food you eat, the

clothes you buy, the coffee you dHnk and rno^e. Take a tour

with JoeBruin through cam|)us to find out about the labor and the

struggles that lie behind all asjiects of daily bruin life.

£|»eakeis include:

Perngndo Qqpqsin from Ihe UCLA Qenta fot Ubor, Reieqtch qnd Eduogtion

Ameiicqn Peejerqfion of ^te^ Qounfy qnd Muni apql- Employee

Qoqlition of fmmokqlCT Wotkei

~"T Korean fmmi^qnt Wotkos Ad^cqtn
^ fn^tonmentul GoqNIion

UCLAStudailx A^qinit Qweqhhopa

DANCE
From page 3

"The graduate program has

evolved from the dance department,"

Temple said.

Since its inception in 1995, the

WAC department has undergone

many changes. The older programs,

such as the master's in dance, were

carry-overs from the dance depart-

ment before it merged with the World

Arts and Cultures major to form

WAC.
To suit the current department's

mission to offer the performing arts

in a more cultural context, some pro-

grams were cut or changed. Temple

said.

Kor students more interested in

preparing as professional choreogra-

phers and performers, WAC has

maintained its master of fine arts

degree in dance.

This program, however, will alter

J along with the other changes in the

graduate program.
' "Since the MA. in dance is dis-

continued, the M.F.A will be more

greatly boosted," Waterman said.

"The department will focus on build-

ing that program up."

Some students said the new gradu-

ate program is helpful in its aim lo -

achieve art education at more
• advanced levels.

'I can now better affect society not

just from the grass roots level but all

the way to the ivory tower," said Au
Yong.

PERU
From page 6

killed when the plane was shot down,

gave his account of the hellish flight to

a Peruvian air force colonel investigat-

ing the incident. His brother. Phil

Bowers, sat in on the interview.

Phil Bowers, who was not on the

night, said his brother told the colonel

that the Peruvian military made no

attempt to communicate over the

radio before two or three jets opened

fire on the small plane.

H undreds of villagers watched as at

least one of the air force planes fired at

the disabled Cessna and the survivors

as they floated in the Amazon river, ^
Phil Bowers said. He added that the

U.S. "surveillance plane also saw the

whole thing from up high."

A U.S. Embassy official declined to

comment on Bowers' statements.

Peru's air force issued a statement

early Saturday confirming that the

missionaries* plane was shot down
after it was detected at 10:05 a.m. by

"an air space surveillance and control

system" run jointly by Peru and the

United Stales.

In Quebec, where he was attending

the Summit of the Americas,

President Bush said Saturday he will

"wait to see all the facts" before assign-

ing blame for the deaths.

A U.S. official said decision to sus-

pend the drug interdiction program *

came after hours of meetings between

White House and State Department

aides, including some traveling with

Bush.

Peruvian Prime Minister Javier

Perez de Cuellar, also in Quebec,

approached Bush during an evening

summit session and "expressed his

deep regret and offered to help the

families in any way he could," said

White House spokesman Gordon
Johndroe.

Missionary Veronica "Roni"
Bowers. 35, and her daughter. Charity,

were both killed Pilot Kevin

Donaldson, of Morgantown, Pa., was

seriously injured, shot in his legs. The

Bowers' 6-year-old son Cory, also sur-

vived.

The missionaries' plane was en

route from the Brazil-Peru border lo

iquilos when it was attacked, said the

Rev. EC. Haskell, spokesman for the

New Cumberland, Pa,-based group,

the Association of Baptists for World

Evangelism.

f'
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LAW
From page 10

development.

"His words were a reminder of

what I want to do," she said.

The colloquium's discussions were

generated by panelists in varying law

professions.

The topics included "Challenges to

Achieving Equal access to Justice:

Perspectives fi-om the Field,"

"Building an Equal Justice

Community: Innovative Roles and

Relationships for Law Schools" and

"Meeting the Funding Challenge: A
View from Funders and Others."

These discussions served lo high-

light the concerns of today's legal sys-

tem.

"There needs lo be legal services to

represent all individuals," said David

Lash, panelist and representative of

Bet Tzedek Legal Services.

"Otherwise people don't have access

lo the three branches of our democra-

cy and risk loosing their basic necessi-

ties."

Created by the Association of

American Law Schools with a grant

from the Open Society Institute, the

colloquia series brought together law

school faculty, students and staff with

praot leiwg JHwyere iw aw effoft to fofge

greater cooperative efforts to pro-

mote equal justice.

"Poor people lack proper repre-

sentation in our civil and criminal sys-

tems, our juvenile courts and in the

pervasive administrative tribunals

that determine important issues for

people with disabilities, those out of

work or those facing discrimination.'

said Hill Rivkin. director of the

AALS Equal Justice Project. "Law
schools have an important role in

helping solve these problems."

Those who organized the colloqui-

um believed that it was beneficial lo

students.

"All law students should be

exposed lo this problematic issue of

our justice system." said Catherine

Mayorkas. director of special pro-

grams.

But beyond the issue of greater

access to justice is the need to resolve

poverty, said Bruce Iwasaki, panelist

and member of Legal Aid Foundation

of Los Angeles.

This is a sizable mission but not

impossible. Armour said.

"This is not an exercise in futility.

We can find meaning in our toil, not

just for the nation but the rest of the

world."

SUMMIT
From page 6

The leaders said they would "con-

duct consultations" if any member

state had a disruption of its democra-

tic -system, but the wording stopped

short of establishing specific penalties

or Automatic expulsion from the talks

on ;lhe Free Trade Area of the

Americas.

Even Venezuela's populist Hugo
Chavez - who staged a failed coup as

a young lieutenant colonel in 1992 -

told reporters Sunday that his coun-

try would sign the declaration despite

re.servations.

"In Venezuela's case, representa-

tive democracy has been a trap that

almost led the country lo bloodshed."

he said. "Some barons who were

elected felt that they had a blank

check lo rob, betray and steamroll

others."

With the signing of the democracy

clause, Chretien singled out Haiti for

its flawed election.

"Democracies in certain countries

continues lo be fragile," Chretien

said. He called on Haiti's president,

Jean-Bertrand Arislide, to live up to

promises he made to advance democ-

racy in the island nation and said an

official from the Organization of

American Stales would travel lo Haiti

lo observe if steps were being taken.
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Need to move some goodsj/
y ond sell them ol ^
Bruin Bargins

every Wednesday & (miBy

• • •

0.

: SPECIAL: $50-

TH^Y

Exatnmation, 6 X-Rays & Teeth Cleaning

Regular Price: $140- Exp 10 /31 /Ol

COSMETIC and
GENERAL
DENTISTRY

•TOOTH BONDING, BLEACHINQ
•Nitrous Oxid* (Laughing Gas)
•Hypnosis • Porcolain Facings / Vonoors
•Opon Lata Hours, Frao / Validatad Parking
•Chocks, Cradit Cards * Insurance Forms Woicoma
•22 Yaars in Privata Practica in Wastwood

Or, LARRY FRIEDMAN, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1762 Westwood Blvd. #460 (between Wilshire & Santa Monica Bl.)

For Appointment Call: (310)474-3765

\Brffigahis ad and Receive 20
^ Regular} Priced Merchandi

irJExdUdes Cafe fii Me
Offe%alid Thru 5.31 .0

Do you want to become
a leader on campus?

\

Check out the J

BRUIN LEADERS PROJECT
A seminar based leadership project sponsored by the Center for

Student Programming. All students are invited to participate in

developing leadership skills. Upon completion participants

receive a certificate.

"N

Bruin Leaders Project Spring Quarter Seminars

Tuesday, April 24 1-3 p.ni. Ackerman 3517

Wednesday, April 25 4-6 p.m. Ackerman 2408

"The Social Change Model of

Leadership"

(Required for a Bruin Leaders

Project Certificate.)

"From invisibility to inclusion:

there really are gay, lesbian, and
transgender people in your
organization"

Thursday, April 26 1-3 p.m. Ackerman 2408 -Disability issues and Leadership

V

We hope to see you!

For more information on the Bruin Leaders

Project, please contact us at either

(310) 206-5071 or blp@ucla.edu or stop by

our office at 105 Kerckhoff Hall.
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COMPLIMENTARY
CONSULTATION

Braces^^
J)elwer Brilliant Results

ORTHODONTIST
SINCE 1980 »% wT J «^

UCLA FACULTY MEMBER DT» NSOCr O^YSifki
Member American Association of Orthodontj «;t^

Specializing in braces for adults & children

• Invisible • Removable • Cosmetic Porcelain
• European • Traditional • Surgical Orttiodontics

i)isc()i:nt to sti'dknts and r.Arn/rv

(310) 826- 7494
1 1645 Wilshire Blvd. #802

Los Angeles. CA 90025

(949) 552 - 5890
18124 Culver Dr., #A
Irvine, CA 92715

Teeth Whitening
upper or lower

$85«« each

(Keg. S200.00)

The treatment win be as follows SI 000 00 plus
S 1 00 00 for eoch month of treatment rerxlered
for metal braces $900 00 plus S 100.00 foe eoch
month of treatment rendered fof removalTle

braces ond S 1 700 00 plus S 1 26 00 per month for

ceromk; braces. S200 00 for dtognostc study
model and S 1 75 00 for formal consultation.

expiration dote 5-15-01

TAY-SACHS
TESTING M

WHAT IS TAY-SACHS DISEASE?
TovSochs disaoM is on inKarited gonetic disordw of inforKy The oH«ct«J baby
develops rwrmolly until oboot six monffis old Then destruction of tf>e r>«rvou$

system begins, and death follows by the age of four of five.

WHAT ARE THE CHANCES Of BEING A CARRIER OF
I ' THE TAY-SACHS GENE?

The corrier role is 1 in 200 in the gerwol populotion, ar>d 1 in 27 in the Jewish
popoiotion Carriers ore normal and healthy, or>d nwst have no history of Toy-

Sachs diseose in their families

YOU CAN BE TESTED
FOR FREE AT UCIA

ON THE FOLLOWING DAYS:
** TUES. APRIL 24TH 10AM-2PM

VIEWPOINT CONFERENCE ROOM
* TUES. APLIL 24TH 5PM-7PM

KERCKHOFF STATE RMS. 131, 133 & 135
WED. APRIL 25TH 10AM-2PM

ACKERMAN2414
THURS. APRIL 26TH 10AM-2PM
VIEWPOINT CONFERENCE ROOM

**

•*

FO« MO« »^K51IMAIK>l
««CICOff il3
(3IO)82S-7S«<i

USASWCAASUCIA UCIA EOU
Hnr //snxKNn asuoa uoa qxj/swc/

Free to UCLA Students - Undergrad / Grad
Asian Pacific Alumni of UCLA

Asian Pacific Coalition

tferenm 2001
April 24, 2001 (Tuesday), 6:00 PM - 9:30 PM

Ackerman Grand Ballroom

Meetptokssbnals up cbse & personal

in the fblbwing workshc^:

L.A. Law

Ask Away - featuring
Business & Marketing Professionals

Community-Based Organizations:
Planting the Seeds Today

Engineering/Information Technology;
Sharpen Your Tech Know-How

Power of Networking & Career Development

Education: Touch TonrK)rrow with Teaching ..

jiwWif -r^. ,tr^i'

Featured Keynote Speaker:

Ted Chen
KNBC 4 News Reporter

Special Guest Workshop Speakers:

John Kobara
CEO, OnlineLearnlng.net

Bill Imadja
CEO, Imada Wong Communrcations

Sponsors Include:

Charles Woo, CEO of MegoToys
Japanese American Bar Association of LA / Korean American Bar Association of LA

UCLA Career Center / UCLA Alumni Association

• Mors d'oeuvres and Refreshments Served
* Door Prizes

For more information, please e-mail: UCLA_APA@hotmall.com

Paid for by USAC APC

^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^'^'^'^'^'^-^-j

EXPERIENCE
From page 1

for yourself
"

According lo Hernandez, the easy

part is getting into UCLA.
"Getting good grades, managing

your time - that's the hard part," she

said.

The chairs of both the African and

Latino Alumni Associations, Richard

Verches and Bernard Usery, were on
hand lo speak to students and parents

"My degree has opened more
doors for me than I could have ever

imagined." Usery said.

On Friday, the Alumni Association

flew 65 admitted underrepresented

students down from parts of

Northern California for Bruin

Experience 2001, a weekend event

pairing high school admits with dorm
students.

Seventy-five alumni scholar volun-

teers lead campus tours and work-

shops throughout the day.

Christine Florcs, chair of the asso-

ciation's Educational Outreach

Committee, said because the Bruin

Experience overlapped the mission

and goals of many other university

outreach programs, they decided to

coordinate the events to include

Scholar *s Dajt
*EOC thought it was important for

the university to come together in this

enbrl," Flores said.

EOC was created when talks of

Proposition 209, which ended the use

of affirmative action in California,

first surfaced.

Flores said UCLA alumni have a

vested interest in maintaining and
improving the academic and social

standard associated with UCLA.
"The value of our degree is

increased by the caliber of students

coming out of the university now," she

said.

Scoring 890 on his SAT, Inocentc

said he's aware the admission's office

may have considered his family situa-

tion and environmental challenges

which he wrote about in his personal

statement.

'Other students (not admitted) did

work hard, but you have to consider

what else they did, " said Inocente,

who worked on the campaign of Los

Angeles mayoral candidate Xavier

Beccera this year. "I would probably

have straight A's and a high SAT
score too if I came from the suburbs.

"In my neighborhood, I have to

watch my back because I could get

shot," he added.

Bulmaro, Inocente's father, came
to the United States from Oaxaca,

Mexico in 1979, having only attended

four years of school his entire life. He
said he's proud knowing his son is

going to college.

"I hope the kind of studying he will

get here will be a great learning expe-

rience," he said. "Hopefully, the pro-

fessors here are respectful and under-

standing and will be able to communi-
cate well."

Inocente said he's not discouraged

that Latino admits at UCLA have

been consistently low in past years,

since the elimination of affirmative

action in 1995.

At UCLA, Inocente said he will

adopt a proverb he heard Friday dur-

ing MEChA's recruitment day:

"Once you go through that door,

leave a hand behind and try to pull

those others through," he said.

According to the Undergraduate

Admissions Office, Latino admits for

the Fall 2001 class are 12.6 percent of

total admits, up from last year's 1 1.7

percent. But it is still below the 15.4

percent in Fall 1997, the last year the

University of California admitted stu-

dents under affirmative action. The
rise in admits may have also reflect the

rising Latino population in the stale.

Similarly, African American
admits dropped from 3.1 percent last

year to 2.8 percent. In Fall 1997,

African Americans made up 5 per-

cent of UCLA admits.

SeeEXPEIHENa,page1S

EXPERIENCE
From page 14

Adolfo Bermco, director of AAP,
• told students there were fewer than

100 African, Latino and Native
American students at UCLA com-
bined when he attended UCLA in

1962.

He recalled his feelings on the

day he received his UCLA admis-

sions letter.

"It was a mixed moment of

tremendous pride ... and also anxi-

ety." he said.

"The very first day I set foot on
campus, I thought I was the only

freshman on campus that the admis-

sion's office had made a mistake

of."

Bermeo told students he wanted
them to be clear about why they

were admitted to UCLA.
"You're the best and the brightest

in the state of California - you are

one of the leading young scholars by

your academic record and potential

to excel," he said.

Using a line from playwright Luis

Valdez. Bermco told students how
they've earned their admission to

UCLA and don't need to prove to

anyone why they're here.

"We don 't have to show anyone
no stinkin' badges," he said.

HOLOCAUST
From page 8

respected Supreme Court Justice of

Jewish background. He described to

them the atrocities taking place in

Europe, but neither could fathom the

horror of his descriptions.

Articles detailing the same news
appeared in The New York Times,

but were buried in inside pages,

according to an article in the Los
Angeles Times.

Until January 1945. when he first

saw allied planes, Goetz had never

known the level of their involvement

in the war.

"And what a relief it was." he said.

"I didn't mind being bombed as long

as (the Nazi soldiers) were killed with

me."

In 1949. after years of trying,

Goetz secured a visa to the U.S..

where his only remaining relatives

lived. He attended high school and
graduated from the UCLA School oi

Public Health and earned a doctorate

in optometry.

During the 1970s, Goetz became
concerned when people began deny-

ing the Holocaust ever happened.
This movement inspired him to found
the UCLA Chair of Holocaust
Studies and to begin-collecting video

documentaries and testimonies of

Holocaust survivors.

"The chair is permanent - the

'teachings will continue, and they will

serve as sorts of living stories," Goetz
isaid.

;

With such means, he hopes not just

to remember the past but to prevent

the same tragedies from occurring.

Sacha Bodner, a UCLA alumna
whose grandparents were Holocaust

survivors, said memorials are not

enough to fight genocide.

"It's not good enough to only

remember that it's happened,"

Bodner said. "You have to do your

part to make sure this never happens
again, not just to Jews, but to every-

body."

Emphasizing the importance of

education, Goetz cited severe human
rights violations and genocides in

Cambodia and Africa as examples of

how little people may have learned

from the Holocaust.

"Has it stopped atrocities in other

countries? No, it has not. Have we
done anything? I don't know," he

said. "But we have learned that holo-

.

causts and genocides can be prevent-

ed."

-—

'

,

With reports from Robert Salonga,

Daily Bruin Reporter.
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2 PIZZAS

$2.00 Off

TUESDAYS
Excludes Sicillians

Westwood

208-8671

FOR TH
>F ONE

Brentwood

820-6636

OFFER VALID

MONDAY
NIGHT ONLY
(After 5:30 pm)

No mediums and offer excludes

Sicilians. No half & half orders.

Must mention ad.

Coupon must be given to dnver

Exp. -4/30/01

I LARGE
PIZZA w/
Free LiterTWO TOPPINGS

Westwood 208-8671

Brentwood 820-6636

TAX INCLUDED
Coupon valid at \MM(wood and Brentwood locationt

Offer good only with this

coupon, one coupon per pizra.*

Coupon must be given to driver

Limit 3 pizzas per address.
^o 1/2 and 1/2

Open until 1 am'

»
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Exp. 4/30/01

LARGE
PIZZA w/
Free LiterTWO TOPPINGS

Westwood 208-8671

Brentwood 820-6636

TAX INCLUDED
Coapon vakd at Wrttwood and Br«ntv*ood locations'

Offer good only with this

coupon, one coupon per pizza.*

Coupon must be given to driver.

Limit 3 pizzas per address.
No 1/2 and 1/2

Op^h until 1 am
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Haski'4l).tll

Gaines today just don't

have the same "pizzaz" as

those in the past. See

Viewpoint on Tuesday.

vi«wpoint@media.ucla.edu

Expanding NAF1A exploits workers in Latin America
FTAA: Big business to increase

profits, harm environment, all

at expense of their employees

On April 21, 1519, the Spanish conquis-

tador Hernan Cortez arrived in

Mexico, catalyzing the colonization of
the Western hemisphere by European nation-

states. Before indigenous Americans could
react, the process of colonization had deci-

mated their populations and entrenched a

new global economy based upon the stolen

wealth and labor of the "New World."
Two days ago, on April 21, tens of thou-

sands of human rights

activists congregated

along the militarized

U.S./Mexico border in an

attempt to prevent history

from repeating. Through
-protests, teach-ins and
debates, these activists

called for an end to the

continuing exploitation of

the impoverished masses
by the wealthy few. Their

target? The Free Trade
Area of the Americas.

Since 1998, representa-

tives from 34 nations have been meeting in

secret to develop the FTAA. Last weekend,
they met once more in Quebec City. Canada,
to finally present a working draft of the treaty

to the world's citizens.

If implemented, the FTAA will expand the

North American Free Trade Agreement,
which will establish a free trade zone stretch-

ing from the tip of Chile to the point of
Alaska, generate massive profits for a few
elite corporations, and undermine environ-

mental regulations and fundamental human
rights.

In 1994, NAFTA eliminated trade restric-

tions and tariffs, allowing multi-national cor-

Mitra

Ebadolahi

Ebadolahi is a third-year international develop-
ment studies and history student who believes that

the forces of good will kiss evil on the lips. She
encourages comments at

mightymousemltra@yahoo.com.

porations to take

advantage of

Mexico's weak econ-

omy and cheap labor

supply Union drives

and campaigns for

workers' rights have

since become obso-

lete, as corporations

faced with worker

demands for

improved labor stan-

dards have simply

packed up shop and
moved south of the

border, where poverty

creates desperate

employees.

Over the past seven years,

the number of "maquiladora" fac-

tories along the U.S./Mexico bor-
der has increased exponentially:

These factories, built by

MNCs, pay laborers virtual-

ly nothing for grueling

work in polluted settings

with no safety or

labor regulations.

The FTAA would

expand this system

to all of Latin

America, pitting

Mexican factory

workers against

even poorer

Haitians and

Guatemalans and
trapping workers

within the vicious

cycles of mounting

poverty and compe-
tition.

From the start,

the negotiation

process for the FTAA has been elitist and
undemocratic, unabashedly prioritizing the

interests of a select few over the lives of mil-

lions.

Since negotiations commenced, only a

small number of individuals have had access

to the FTAA text. Among the privileged are

representatives

from more than

500 U.S. corpora-

tions, who have

ensured the FTAA
will promote their

special interests.

Organizations rep-

resenting less

important con-

cerns, such as uni-

versal human
rights, have been

excluded.

The agreement

undermines democra-

cy through a provision

sanctioning "investor-to-

state" lawsuits. In such suits,

MNCs can sue the government
of a FTAA nation for upholding
laws that are detrimental to cor^

porate profits, even if such laws

protect labor or the environ-

ment. It makes no differ-

ence whether or not the

law in question was
enacted democrati-

cally with popular

support. Ifit is con-

trary to big busi-

ness, it can be over-

ruled. Using law-

suits, corporations

like Monsanto can

force governments

to sell genetically-

modified foodstuffs,

which may increase

consumers' risk of

cancer and harm the

human reproductive

system.

Despite the claim

that the FTAA will

balance trade among North and South
American countries, 70 percent of the hemi-
sphere's wealth is generated by the U.S. econ-
omy This gives the U.S. government and its

corporate sponsors an enormously dispropor-

tionate share of the region's economic power.

RACHEL REILICH/Daily Bruin

Instead of creating a structure that might
redistribute this wealth and power, the treaty

reinforces the hegemony of the United States.

The FTAA will also intensify environmen-
tal destruction in regions that are home to the

world's most biodiversity. Free trade agree-

ments are generally based on export-growth

models, in which poorer nations export raw
materials that are processed and then sold

back to them by more industrialized nations.

In this model, poor countries never attain eco-

nomic independence or sustained develop-

ment.

Consequently, many developing countries

cut down precious rainforests, overfish their

waters, and commodify natural resources to

earn hard currency (i.e., dollars) to survive

within the global economy. Of course, govern-
ments no longer uphold environmental regula-

tions, as they clearly violate "free trade" and
^ j)ther essential big business freedoms. _^

The FTAA promotes intellectual property
rights and the privatization of basic human
necessities, such as water, electricity, educa-
tion and health care. Thus, the economic
"development" promised by the FTAA will

compromise fundamental human rights

throughout the hemisphere, and may set a

dangerous precedent for similar regional

agreements in other parts of the worid.

The FTAA is the most recent manifestation
of neoliberalism and the culmination of 500
years of unequal trade relations between the

working poor and the corporate wealthy But
there is hope: the agreement has yet to be rati-

fied, and the momentum of recent resistance

movements may stop the FTAA altogether.

In 1999, activists converged in Seattle to

protest the World Trade Organization, whose
policies promote the same brand of free trade

embodied by NAFTA and the FTAA. For
many, the Seattle protests marked the begin-

ning of a new movement against corporate

globalization. In actuality, however, the Battle

in Seattle was possible due to the resistance

traditions of indigenous and grassroots com-
munities, which have been fighting for self-

determination and human rights for genera-
tions. -~.
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Voting method
exclusive to

students abroad
By a vote of six to three on April

3 the Undergraduate Student

Association Council disenfran-

chised hundreds of students.

Although a member of the

Undergraduate Student

Association, I along with many oth-

ers will not be allowed to vote in the

USAC spring elections.

Who are these disenfranchised

students? They are the more than

300 students who leave Westwood
every year to study in a foreign

country through the Education
Abroad Program.

UCLA students in EAP are

enrolled at foreign universities as

well as being enrolled in UCLA.
EAP students continue to pay fees

to USAC while they are abroad.

This means that EAP students

should continue to be full members
in the USA. This however simply

does not happen. Full membership
in the association would entail the

right to vote.

The election approved by USAC
makes no amends for those who
cannot be physically present in

Westwood on May 9 or 10. How is

it possible to swipe your BruinCard.

sign your name and put your ballot

in the box when you are in Europe,

Asia, Australia, Africa, Latin or

South America? There is no absen-

tee ballot and there is no representa-

tion. Thus, there is no equality for

EAP students.

Some might believe that EAP
students are not fully aware of cam-
pus news and events. That's not

true. Through the Daily Bruin

Online, telephone and e-mail,

Bruins half the world away can

remain up-to-date on campus
events. Even if EAP students were
uninformed about campus life that

would not justify taking their right

to vote away from them.

If USAC truly was interested in

representing all students' opinions

they would not exclude any UCLA
undergraduate from voting in the

election. MyUCLA voting would be
the most effective way to extend the

voting franchise to all undergradu-

ate students.

USAC's rationale behind not ^

using MyUCLA-based voting is

simply inadequate. They claim that

it is not safe and secure. How many
members ofUSAC do you think use
neither the MyUCLA system nor
URSA Online? Most likely none.

Does it make sense for people to

use a system if they do not trust its

security?

Clearly then USAC's concern is

not with the security of the election.

It appears that the concern is to

keep the election from being as

accessible to students as possible.

If USAC wants to be a voice for

;
all students they need to be accessi-

ble to all students. They need to

reconsider their decision and imple-

ment MyUCLA. Not all Bruins are

in Westwood, but all Bruins should

be allowed to vote. Is that too much
to ask?

Andrew Ahlcrimi

Third-year

PoUtkal sdcnce and public policy

EAP student at Univenity «f Cape

Town, South Africa

Respect for rats as

valuable as that

for squirrels

There seems to be some outrage

over the death of a squirrel possibly

due to ingestion of rat poison, pel-

lets of which were distributed to

control a "rodent problem ' around
a construction site near the Bomb

Shelter ("Rodent pellets cause stir

near Bomb Shelter, " Daily Bruin,

News, April 20).

But what about the plight of the

poor rats? Excessive care is being

given to analysis of the squirrel's

death, while the rats remain pre-

sumably slated for destruction by
the painful death of poisoning. Why
the double standard? What is a

squirrel after all but a large rat with

a furry tail and a cuter face?

The "rats" under attack are prob-

ably not the scaly-tailed European
Norway rat, but more likely mem-
bers of Neotoma, or wood rat,

species, a native Californian group
of rodent common on the UCLA
campus.

Wood rat faces were the inspira-

tion for the original drawings of
Mickey Mouse, why is it OK to poi-

son Mickey, but anathema if a

squirrel becomes collateral damage?

PttstdoctorelFclow

Department of Phyriology
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University needs to address harassment, discrimination
PROTECTION: TVansgender

issues acknowledged by

city council, unlike UCs

By Shtriy Bushnell

On Feb. 5 the West Hollywood
City Council voted to establish a

Transgender Task Force. The TTF
will focus on issues regarding the

transgender community. Some of
the scope of issues the TTF may
consider are employment, transgen-

der empowerment, and community
education/awareness.

As an activist in the transgender

community I see this task force as

imperative for helping the public

accept transgenders and for West
Hollywood to address the issues of
the transgender community.

West Hollywood Mayor Jeffrey

Prang said one of the important
jobs of the task force will be to not

only educate the community, but to

inform the city council about the

issues facing transgenders. Mayor
Prang wants to have an understand-

ing of those issues so that West
Jijllywood can create policy that—
will address them.

likely to experience violence and
harassment as a form of punish-

ment for their transgression.

A recent study of 244

transgender women in

Los Angeles found

that 80 percent

gender persons are asked: "What
are you?" and not "What are your
qualifications?" Many employers
fail to hire and promote transgender

persons, but always manage to

harass and terminate them.

Data from the study of 244 trans-

gender women shows that 49 per-

cent were not hired because of their

gender identi-

What is transgender? What arc

the needs and issues facing, lhe^_

Bushnell is the co<hair of Transgender

Menace of Southern California, a direct

action organization working toward
making Southern California a safe place

for all transgender and queer persons.

transgender communityT"

Transgender is an umbrella term

used to describe the range of indi-

viduals who do not necessarily con-

form to society's narrow standards

of gender and sex. Transgender men
and women visibly violate tradition-

al gender roles and are therefore

reported being verbally abused or

harassed because of their gender

identity, and 46 percent have been
physically abused.

A transgender's looks determines
how well they are tolerated and/or

-accepted by society. Transge

who look like what women and men
should, suffer less vilification and
discrimination from almost every

group they mix with whether it be

co-workers, family or friends.

Another issue faced by a trans-

gender person is employment. In

obtaining employment many trans-

KHISTEN Gil LETTE/Oatly Brum

ty and 29 percent lost their job

because of their gender identity

(The Los Angeles Transgender

Health Study; Paul Simon and
Cathy J. Reback, principal investi-

gators).

At UCLA there are transgender

students, teaching assistants and
aff. f worked as a transgender

woman at UCLA for eight years as

senior cook for Dykstra Hall. At an
employee Christmas party gifts

were given out by one of the man-
agers. This manager gave all of the

men similar gifts and all of the

women a similar gifts. The gift the

manager gave me was that given to

the men, and I felt that 1 had been

included as a male.

As a result of this incident I went
to management and identified

myself for the first time as a trans-

gender woman. 1 felt this needed to

be addressed, and so started my
transgender activism.

Since I was a "minority" of one. I

asked myself how could I help other

transgender people who may have

similar experiences at UCLA? With
this in mind I contacted the UCLA
Lesbian, Gay and Bisexual

Resource office. I sent to the direc-

tor of that office an e-mail message
regarding transgender concerns. I

talked about social issues, vilifica-

tion, discrimination, medical and
legal issues.

1 also decided to inform the

Chancellor's Advisory Committee
on Sept. 6, 1995, about transgender

issues. 1 spoke of the need for recog-

nition and inclusion of transgender

individuals. I recounted instances of

harassment as a transgender staff

member, adding that misunder-

standing of and prejudice against

transgenders is a campus-wide
issue.^ OrnciaHy the UCLA LGB^"

—

Resource Office became known as

the UCLA LGBT Resource Office

onSept. 6, 1995.

On Oct. 13, 1995, during

National Coming Out Week at

UCLA, the first Transgender Issues

SeeBUSHNEU,page18

Awareness of atrocities first step to preventing persecutions
GENOCIDE: Today's youth

can change future, must

speak boldly, take action

By Helen E. Mardirosian

We mourn death, we cry for those

who pass and their souls linger in our
hearts and minds. Yet, something of

great peculiarity to the human condi-

tion is the tendency to intermingle

the two poles of life and death, dark

. and light. Eighty-six years ago one
and a half million Armenian people

were brutally massacred at the hands
of the Ottoman Turks. The syitemat-

Mardirosian is a fourth-year English and
psychology student

ic extermination ofmy ancestry

leaves me with many haunting

thoughts and pensive spirits. Death
preceded my life, yet I know that

nothing but life and progression must
follow.

Imagine a feeble old woman,
cloaked in black from head to toe.

Her hands quake with age. You can
see the glint of terror in her eyes as

she tells a story that brings shame to

her modest sense of womanhood. She
recalls a circle of Armenian virgin

brides, whipped and forced to dance
before the Turkish soldiers.

The female forms writhe as the

flames lick their bodies. The lewd sol-

diers leer and chant as they anoint the

.scorching bodies with more kerosene.

The old woman continues through

her path of recollections to find piles

of decapitated bodies. A few feet

down the road are their headsposted
upon wooden stakes. The Turkish sol-

diers prized these heads as a hunter

would regard his game. The aged
body of this lady quivers with her

tears. She does not want to continue,

but the horror of the sights are relent-

less.

The years have not dulled the

crimson of the blood spilled, the

decades have not quieted the sounds

of the victims' cries. The magnitude

of inhumanity witnessed and the bru-

tality experienced transcend time.

Something so inhumane defies all

laws of time and space.

Generations later, her words make
my own body quake with a shudder.

The past lives on in the minds and
actions of its youth. The unspeakable

crimes committed against my forefa-

thers must be verbalized. It has taken

our people years to get to this point

of open communication.

To understand this, one must
understand the Armenian culture.

The concept of modesty and humility

is paramQunt. It is a triumph in itself

to have an aging Armenian woman
speak of such horrendous violations.

She felt shame for those women who
died, yet their nakedness provoked
the baring of her own soul.

Our youth feels no shame for these

atrocities The same atrocities that

warranted silence in our elders now
provoke vocalization in our youth.

We have overcome the silence and
shattered the barriers that stifled our

ancestors' cries. The next motion of

remembrance is through the action of

the Armenian youth.

In recalling our painful past, we
strive harder to live and grow. We
take death and suffering and we find

the strength of will and determination

necessary to rebuild and regenerate.

In celebrating our culture and
protesting all crimes against humani-

ty all genocides, all brutalities, we
defy the darkness of death. We shed

light on death and make it something

to grow and emerge from.

I have spoken as an Armenian
thus far, but first and foremost, 1

speak as a human being. The 20th

century has been a bloodbath in the

tub of civilization. The World Wars
preoccupied governments, and larger

political maneuvers took precedence

SeeMA0IR0SIAN,page19

PRESS POUND
By Scott Comulada

His diploma is on microfilm.

We're cutting back on paper

storage.
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Don't^worry. Your diploma

isn't on microfilm.
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It's been several quarters
since you graduated...

We incinerated it, but you
can proudly display the ashes
in this commemorative urn.
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Unsigned edttorials represent a

majorJty opinion of the Dally

BrvNn EditorUI Board. All other

columns, letters arid artwork
represent the opinions of their

authors.

All submitted material must
bear the author's name,
address, telephone number.

registration number or affilia-

tion with UCLA. Nanws will not

be withheld except in extreme
cases.

The Brum complies with
the Communication Board's

policy prohibiting the publi-

cation of articles that perpetu-

ate derogatory cultural or eth-

nic stereotypes.

When multiple authors
submit material, some names
may be kept on file rather than
published with the material.

The Bruin reserves the right to

edit submitted material and to

determine its placement in the

paper. All submissions becorr>e

the property of The Brum The
Communications Board has a

media grievance procedure
for resolving complaints
against any of its publications.

For a copy of the complete
procedure, contact the
Publications office at 118
Kerckhoff Hail.
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BAY DENTAL
r MeirAgaki, D.D.S.

UCLA Graduate

General Dentistry

Oral Surgery

Cosmetic Dentistry

Exam & Cleaning

With ad only. Reg. $95

FREE BLEACHING KIT
@ completion of treatment.

11607 Washington Blvd.

310-398-7166
Just off the 405, west of Sepulveda. 10 min. from UCLA campus.
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Take a break....

You've earned it4"
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30 Days... 2 Countries... 1 Pass...
Travel by train and experience the adventure and treedom that only
the North America Rail Pass* offers.

Simply the most adventurous and affordable way to see the United
States and Canada. Together, Amtrak- and VIA Rail Canada offer
an exciting rail pass for those who really want to experience North
America's vast beauty. Travel to as many places as you want in

30 days so why not see it all. Whether you are traveling the coast,
passing through the mountains or visiting another city, you'll enjoy
the flexibility of creating an itinerary to match your interests. Trip must
include at least one segment in each country.

30-Day

Pass Price

$674us

10% Student

Advantage
Discountt

S607US

Off-peak fare

(OH peak Ian I - Mjf 31 and Oct 16 - Dec 31)

$471 US $424us

NORTH
AMERICA
RAIL PASS

Afntrakyvi><f

Umtrak accepts the Student Advantage CarcJi Members save 10% on a
30-day North America Rail Pass and 15%" on most Amtrak coach fares year
round To join Student Advantage and start saving, call 1.877.2JOIN SA or visit
studentadvantage com.

Call 1.800.USA.RAIL or visit www.amtrak.conVpromotlons/details.html
for more information on the North America Rail Pass and sample
itineraries.

TCmffS AND CONOmONS: • Th* pass is oood fo» 30 consecutive days coach travel anvwhere m the iK *wiCarvada served by Amtrak ar>d VlAlW (^Sn*da and is vaM lor up^«SWIwftCdTte S Z^J^on*, n not vakd on Amtrak AcHa bvna^. Mttioin««. a«moW. on^wC^TKy^wt^c?^^
or «or certam tram and bum »sted « tt» VIA timetable but operated by rawafMe^^ mS^
not vaM wrth other oMets. dncounts or promotions Other resioaSw2pV^ VIA Offer is

** 15% Dscount IS vafcd on select trams only - Not vafcl on AceU Enress Peak weekday It/Mrokner or CmtAanportwos of trams operated fm^ by Amtri »>d VM RAH CM^sOiTor^^^i^Z^T^^
carr^rs Offer « not vaM wrth other offers, d«<:o«nts or pJS?St'«Sn OtiSJ) ^IlK?^^ "on-Amirak

EBADOLAHI
From page 16

Since Seattle, activists around
the world have successfully demon-
strated against unfair economic
policies in Washington, D.C.,

Philadelphia, Los Angeles and
Prague While protesters have
raised a great deal of awareness for

the issues surrounding corporate

globalization, demonstrations alone

are no longer enough. If we are

truly concerned with social justice

and an equitable redistribution of
the world's riches, we must take a

proactive stance against free trade

and its consequences.

To do so, it is imperative that we
talk not only about what we stand

against, but also what we stand for.

We are not part of an anti-globaliza-

tion movement. Rather, as writer

Alejandro Reuss explains, we are in

favor of a new "globalization from
below" in which opportunity, digni-

ty and hope are made available to

every human being.

Over the past three years, repre-

sentatives from community coali-

tions, progressive policy institutes

and indigenous organizations have
come together to formulate an
"Alternative Agreement for the

Anwrtcas'" — a detailed document ~-
which sets forth the guiding princi-

ples of "globalization from below"
while providing a concrete plan for

its implementation.

In addition to direct actions such
as protesting, we must attempt to

cause a paradigm shift among the

world's citizens by establishing new
coalitions and educating one anoth-
er through critical discussions. As
members of an international com-
munity, we must not only agitate

against agreements such as the

FTAA, but also for international

institutions and treaties that truly

prioritize human lives over corpo-
rate profits. 500 years is more than
enough time of unjust subjugation.

BUSHNELL
From page 17

Panel was held. One of the com- '

ments received described that the

panel "challenges preconceived ""

notions of sexual identity and sexu-

al differentiation that remain
unchallenged even in our own sup-
posedly progressive community
(The panel) commands us to work
harder to discover an understand-
ing of new and unfamiliar ideas

about sexual orientation and to

practice real and true tolerance."

The University of California has
a non-discrimination policy that

states that the university does not
discriminate on the basis of sexual

orientation. The University Office
of the President was approached
and asked to include gender identi-

ty in the non-discrimination policy.

The university's response was that

It was not necessary.

But there is a need for this non-
discrimination policy. The City of
West Hollywood found that it is

necessary to protect the right of all

persons to be free from discrimina-

tion on account of gender identity.

It adopted a non-discrimination

ordinance protecting gender identi-

ty on July 20, 1998.

Unfortunately, federal and state

laws still do not protect people
against discrimination on the basis

of gender identity.

The Slate of California did how-
ever adopt on Jan. I, 1999, hate
crime legislation protecting gender
(gender identity). This law express-
es that every person regardless of
race, color, creed, religion or
national origin, has the right to be
secure and protected from fear,

intimidation and physical harm
caused by the activities of violent

Sc«tUSIIIIEU,fM9el9
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BUSHNELL
From page 18

groups and individuals. This bill

added a person's gender to the

above list of characteristics that are

protected by law.

The university is willing to have a

non-discrimination policy protect-
^ ing sexual orientation because of

the harassment or violence a homo-
sexual may face. Yet the university

is unwilling to see that transgender

men and women are likely to expe-

rience harassment or violence.

They have not adopted a non-dis-

crimination policy that will protect

transgender persons.

The university fails to acknowl-
edge that transgender men and
women visibly violate traditional

gender roles and are thus likely to

face harassment and violence for

their difference.

The West Hollywood Non-
Discrimination Ordinance defines

Gender Identity as "a person's actu-

al or perceived sex and includes a

person's identity, appearance or

behavior, whether or not that iden-

tity, appearance or behavior is dif-

ferent from that traditionally asso-

ciated with the person's sex at

birth." The State of California Hate
Crime law defines "gender" in n
similar way.

As a transgender activist I feel

that it is important that transgender

men and women are protected from
discrimination in employment and
housing by legislation. Transgender
persons should be treated respect-

fully and sensitively. 1 urge the

University of California to adopt a

similar non-discrimination policy

protecting transgender persons and
those who do not fit gender stereo-

types from discrimination.

MADIROSIAN
From page 17

over the more vital issues of life, civil-

ity and justice. To have an era that

boasts of its advances commit some
of the most heinous crimes imagin-

able to humankind renders its people

a hollow shell, lifeless and cold.

This past century opened with the

Armenian Genocide as the first in a

long list of brutality committed in the

name of mass hatred. Even to this

day, we hear ofhow callous people

can be, how maliciously prejudice

manifests.

Governments deny, look away
and forget. When politics dictate

protocol, power and wealth instruct

righteousness to see no evil, hear no
evil, speak no evil.

1 speak to my fellow students. 1

beseech the entire student body to

see, hear and speak of past horrors

so as to prevent future atrocities

j- from occurring. Every individual

I who has felt the pain of betrayal and

I

victimization, no matter how dis-

jplaced or distant in time, has an
^obligation to fellow humankind.

I have spoken of one massacre in

the name of all crimes against

humanity. The Armenian Genocide
proved it is possible for the world to

sleep while hell is realized for an
entire race of people. To this day,

people are slaughtered in the name
of furthering civilization while the

fundamental precept of civility is

undermined by the butchery of fel-

low humans.

fiy visualizing the slayings, hear-

ing the wailing victims, and speaking

against the carnage, we have faced

evil. We can walk into the dark past

of this world and illuminate it with

our awareness. By commemorating,
testifying, and making the past live in

our minds, words and actions, we
can resurrect a life force from the

sorrows of death.

In acknowledging the first geno-

cide of the last century, we ensure

that there will not be one to mark the

next one.
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For Your Mother's Day Visit Consider

^9t

BRENTWOOD/BEl-AIR

BRENTWOOD/BEL-AIR

•Free Shuttle to UOA, Weslwood, Brentwood & Getty Museum
•One mile to UCLA campus & closest fx)tel to Getty AAuseum
•Recently completed $3 million renovation with upgrade to hold,
' amenities & quality of service

•Our guest can enjoy breathtaking 360* panoramas from our 1
7*

floor Restrount & Lounge.

•Spectacular veiws from out meeting Rooms & Banquet ladlities

located on the 16*" floor.

•When Booking reservation, mention this ad & request your UOA rate! @ext.l 234

WHERE XULTURE'^AND "CMSSfS^COMf TOGETHER!
1 70 North Church Lane • Los Angeles, CA 90049

(310) 476-641 1 • Fox (310) 472-1 157
Visit our website: www.holiday-inn.com/brentwood-bel

career Network
Presents

Careers
for the Super Ego

Career Options for Psychology Majors

Wednesday, April 25
James West Alumni Center

7-9 p.m.

Unsure of wiiat to do wtth your psychology degree?
Talk wtth psychology alumni and find out what
options are out there. For information, call

(3101825-6423.
^ .

No pre-registration required.

KAPLAN mrUCLAIumni
Association www.UCLAIumni.net
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Arts and architecture

Find out about a new project

that works to bring art to

underprivileged schools,

Tuesday in A&E.
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Bruin Choice Awards
One vote can make a difference. Forget about the 2000 Presidential Elections,

your vote can still make a difference in the future of America.

Was this the year of the "Crouching Tiger?" Did Lil' Bow Wow oust Lil' Debbie?

Did this year witness Julia Stiles's last dance and the demise of pop bands?

You decide. Now is your chance to vote in the annual Bruin Choice Awards. All entries

should be tumed in to the labeled box in the Daily Bruin office at 1 18 Kerckhoff Hall by

1 2 p.m. Monday, April 30 You can also vote online at www.dailybruin.ucla.edu.

Coolest Male ry^
O Rudy from "Survivor"

^"^

O Sponge Bob Square Pants

O Johnny Knoxville

O Heath Ledger

O Billy Elliot

O Other

^

dToo Cool for

Orange County

O Bjork's Swan Outfit

O "Requiem for a Dream"

O "idckass"—^-- -

O Shaggy -'It Wasn't Me"

O Nelly - "Country Grammer"

O Other

Most Overrated

O Disney's California Adventure

O 'Traffic"

O Dave Manhews Band

O 2000 elections

O "Crouching figer, Hidden Dragon

O Other

Most
Overplayed Song

O Crazy Town -"Butterfly"

O Nelly Furtado-Tm like a Bird"

O Destiny's Child -"bidependent Woman"

O Nine Days - "Absolutely (Story ofa Girl)"

O Sting -"Desert Rose"

O Other

Coolest Female
O Zhang Ziyi

O Renee Zellweger

O Julia Stiles

O Sarah Jessica Parker

O Kate Hudson

O Other

Best Porn TitleXXX
O "Freddy Got Fingered"

O "Monkey Bone"

©"Blow"

O "Snat*"

O"josie and the Pussycats"

O Other

mm^

Worst NewPoD Band
O O-Town

O Dream ,^ '^rr—

•

O The Meaty Cheesy Boys S j^"^
OBBMak ^/^^
O Are there any good pop bancJsf^^Jr
O Other

~^ V^
Best Alternative

to Napster

Coolest Music Artist

O Jill Scott

O Radiohead

O Dave Matthews Band

O Nelly

O Dido

O Other

Worst

Reality Show
O "Boot Camp"

O "The Mole"

O"Sun/|V0rr

0"Makii9 the Band

O "Temptatlonlsland"
1 1»

O Other

Worstfiec^a
Movie Idea '^

O "Charlie's Angds"

O"josie and the Pussycats

O "Shar

©"Rocky and Bullwinkle"

O "Oh, Brother Where Art Though?"

O Other -:.^

i

©Buying a CD
mXX

O Imesh

O Gnutella (notthe chocolate spread)

O Stealir^

O Freenet

O Other

Best Lir X

I

"»>»,•

f
J,

ZL
o
o
o
o
o
o"

Lil' Bow Wow

Lil' Kim

Lil' Debbie's Sna

Lil' Blacky

Lil'Zane

Other

jcK^

Worst Breakup
O Tom and Nicole

O Rage Against the Machine

O Smashing Pumpkins

O Ben Folds Five

O Russel and Meg

O Other
¥.

Best Hair Change
O Faith Hill

O Jennifer Anistwi

O David Spade

O Carnie Wilson

O Samuel L. Jackson

O Other

Most Likelv to Relapse

O Robert Downey, )\

O Daryl Strawberry

O Bill Clinton
.

-

O Matthew Perry

O Steven Soderbggh

O Other

FILM: UCLA student-directors

expose, explore personal issues

through documentary medium

By Jessica Moss
Daily Bruin Contributor

A unique group of five documentaries pro-

vides a microcosmic view into the minds of
UCLA film students by recounting a particular

story, quest or event from their diverse life

experiences.

Tonight, the UCLA School of Theater, Film
and Television, in conjunction with the

International Documentary Association, pre-

sents "Visions of Five: A Selection of
Outstanding Student Documentaries" at the

James Bridges Theater.

The festival features intensely personal,

semi-autobiographical filmii mcluding Wajtae-
Calvin Byrd ll's "A Night al the Marina,"
Lochlann Bruce Dey Jr.'s "Lochlann Jr. Had a

Brother" and Amy Ferraris' "Viewing Habits."

All of the festival participants were students
in Professor Marina Goldovskaya's advanced
documentary film workshop.

"All of these films were conceived in my
class," said Goldovskaya, the festival curator.

"I was like a midwife with every film."

Goldovskaya collaborated with the students

throughout the course, guiding and nurturing
their development.

Student filmmaker Akira Boch credits the

professor as his mentor and considers her the

"UCLA Film School's goddess of documen-
tary films."

"She's the one who encouraged mc to screen

Photos from School of Theater. Film and Tplevi'Mf

Akira Boch documents his search for the

history of his Japanese American heritage.

my film in this series," Boch said.

In his film, "Finding Fire Underneath My
Grandma's Fingernails," Boch searches for his

Japanese American grandmother's past. He
explores the implications of her experience in a

concentration camp in Colorado during World
War II, both for himself and for those of future

generations.

"I call this evening 'Visions of Five' because
all the five films arc made by different film-

makers with different points of view,, very clear

personalities that can be read out of the films,

and each is very personal and original,"

Goldovskaya said.

In Jonathan Moore's film "The Factory,"

which ostensibly documents the closing of a

Fruit of the Loom plant in his hometown of
Cambellsville, Ky., and the subsequent social

and financial devastation, he subtly presents

his own story through that of the town as a

whole.

"Mine is about a factory, but anyone that

really pays close attention to it knows that it is

about me," Moore said.

For Goldovskaya, the independent vision of
the filmmaker is of paramount importance and
is something that she is insistent about devel-

oping in her students.

"My documentary class is about indepen-

dent filmmaking and that's why our school on
the whole supports and promotes the vision of

the artist, the filmmaker," she said.

The films, al limes poignant, playful and
painful, ren,-. I ibo lives (^S ihc creators. The
goal tor t! (M>ldi>v>kHyH said, whn to

create films w hich the audience can relate to on
an experiential level.

"They are making films about their own life

experiences and it is their search, their quest

for the kind olqucstions that are disturbing for

them. If they are disturbing for them, they are

disturbing for cveryonp," Goldovskaya said.

Additionally, the festival provides an inter-

active setting for the filmmakers to expose
their films.

"Through this screening for 300 people, my
students, the first-time filmmakers of docu-
mentary, will feel the breath of the audience
and their response to what they have done,"
said Goldovskaya.

See VISIONS, page 26
Amy Ferraris' filrr, "Viewing Habits" will be shown as part of the presentation "Visions of Five: A Selection of Outstanding StudentDocumentaries. The students presenting are all from Professor Marina.Goldovskaya's advanced documentary film workshop.

''Visions of Five:

A Selection of

Outstanding Student

Documentaries" will

screen today at

7:30 p.m. in the

James Bridges

Theater

s- ^ FILM: Documentary depicts racial profiling by LAPD
of former UCSB student president, four other men

By Mary Williams

Daily Bruin Staff

Wayne Calvin Byrd II doesn't

believe in shying away from contro-

versy.

From his actions as the student

body president at UC Santa Barbara,

to the films he makes now as a gradu-

ate student in the film directing pro-

gram at UCLA, he has consistently

used his position to talk about the

issues he feels are important. He con-

tinues to do so with his new documen-
tary "A Night at the Manna," showing

tonight at the James Bridges Theater
as part of the Documentary Salon

Series' "Visions of Five: A Selection of
Outstanding Student-

Documentaries".

"I have a chance to say somothing

important that other people might not

have a chance to say, so I feel as

though I need to say it," Wayne said.

"I've always been extremely interested

in making things right, righting

wrongs, and when something's wrong,
it's hard for me to turn my head."

Wayne's documentary chronicles

the experience that he, his brother and
three of their friends had with the

LAPD in 1995.

While waiting in a line for a movie,

Wayne said his brother, John Calvin

Byrd III, was dragged ofTand beaten
by police, and not for any wrongdo-
ing. One by one, Wayne and two of his

friends were also pulled away and
attacked. Their other friend was left

alone.

According to Wayne, the young
men, who are all African American,
were victims of racial profiling.

The young men sustained multiple

injuries and after two trials for civil

rights violations, the first of which
ended in a hung jury, they settled out
of court. The approximately 20 police-

men involved were never convicted.

"The trial made me realize that

there is no way to have justice when
the person perpetrating the injustice is

in charge," Wayne said. "The system

does not punish itself."

He made "A Night at the Marina"
after feeling unsatisfied by the out-

come of the court cases.

The documentary consists of inter-

views with Wayne, his brother and
their friends about what happened to

them and what they saw.

All the interviews are shot close-up,

focusing the viewer's attention on the

expressions of the men being inter-

viewed.

"All you have is our words and our

,
eyes, and we tell you what happened,

and you almost have to relive it your-

self," Wayne said.

This film was made for advanced
documentary workshop and was
shown during the final.

Film Professor Marina
Goldovskaya teaches the workshop,

and also organizes the Documentary
Salon Series.

"He has an ability to tell the story,

to make the story interesting, excitmg,

thrilling and to make the viewer live

with him through the event,"

Goldovskaya said.

Wayne's brother John appeared in,

and co-produced the documentary.
Both he and Wayne have taken the

film to other universities and festivals

for screenings and discussions, and
both have discovered that many peo-

ple can either relate the film t<) their

own experiences, or are awakened to

the reality of racial profiling by the

police.

"VVhen things get shared, it's an

epiphany for a lot of people." John

said. fThey get to see stuff different-

ly"
1

This film is not the first time Wayne
has poured his energy into a project to

effect social change.

As student body president at UC
Santa Barbara, Wayne allocated tens

of thousands of dollars to student-run

outreach programs to encourage

underrepresented minorities to apply

and attend the university.

"I dealt with issues that I felt were

important, even if they were unpopu-
lar issjics/' Wayne said. "I dealt with

issues of race in a way that I thought

was important. I spent more money on
certain types of programs than any
other president had. I thought that

minority recruitment and retention

programs were important."

Wayne is currently working on two
other documentaries, one about a man
that he believes was wrongfully sent to

prison, and another examining the the-

ory versus application of prisons as

places of rehabilitation.

In addition, he owns his own

production company, 828
Entertainment, which produces films

and assists other companies with their

production process. He and associate

Makonnen Kebede originally began
the company two years ago as a cast-

ing agency.

Wayne doesn't see their growth
stopping anytime soon.

"Our goal would be to eventually,

and this is one of our longer term

goals, become a studio, one of the

major studios," he said. "We are

already happening, but we are some-

thing fantastic ... We have so many tal-

ented people on board with us that we
are going to push this as far as we
can."

Goldovskaya also sees potential for

Wayne's future in film.

"I feel that this young man has a

very strong personality, and I'm pretty

sure that he'll make it in the movies, in

documentary," she said. "He has a

very personal vision, his is thinking, he

can tell a story, and he is positive."

FILM: "Visions of Five: A Selection of

Outstanding Student Documentaries"

is screening tonight at 7:30 in the

James Bridges TheaterThe event is free

and open to the public.

"A M- L*. -. ..L %.t • n. ... .
^'>oolo(T>vatet film and Trtpvisiofi

A Night at the Marina is Wayne Calvin Byrd ll's documentary about an encounter between five
young men and the LAPD. The film will be shown Monday night in the James Bridges Theater.
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Colonel Les Claypool's Fearless Flying

Frog Brigade

"Live Frogs- Set 1"

Colonel Les Claypool's Fearless
Flying Frog Brigade
"Live Frogs - Set 1"

Prawn Song Records

This just in: Les Claypool is a

pretty good bass player and he has a

funny singing style too.

OK, so this isn't exactly up-to-

the-minute news for anyone familiar

with Claypool's role as leader of the

hard-hitting rock group Primus.

However, what many may not be

aware of is that Claypool has been a

busy fellow as the Flying Frog
Brigade will attest.

The Brigade basically plays a

laige array of songs from

. Ciaypoors non-Primus catalogue,

including songs from his side pro-

ject. Sausage, his solo project, Holy
Mackerel, and a few surprises

thrown in for unpredictability. The
group had only been together for a

few months when this stunning live

album was recorded eai^ly last

October.

\

Whereas Primus was predomi-

nantly a rock group, the Flying

Frog Brigade has enlisted the help

of a sax player to add a little soul to

the band's sound. In addition, the

concert has much more of a jam-
based feci than any of Claypool's

previous efforts.

Perhaps the Brigade's jammy feel

is due to another of Claypool's cur-

rent side projects, Oysterhead, a

trio comprised of Claypool, former
Police drummer Stewart Copeland
and Phish guitarist Trey Anastasio.

"Live Frogs -Set I "kicks off

with a jaw dropping version of King
Crimson's "Thela Hun Ginjeet." As
expected, the top-notch bassist

takes the lead as the song is driven

around a catchy bass riff.

While the next five songs on the

album are all equally pleasing in

their tight renditions,«Ht's really the

last track which sets this album
head and shoulders above most
other live albums.

Doing a colossal cover of Pink

Floyd's "Shine On You Crazy
Diamond," the Brigade adds a bit

more raucousness to a previously

austere song.

"Shine on You Crazy Diamond"
is also a precursor to what is

rumored to appear on the next

installment of the concert releaser

Near the finale of the song Claypool
says in a not-so-serious voice,

""We'll be back in 20 minutes with

more Pink Floyd than any human
should ever withstand."

And what happened after those

20 minutes that fans should so

eagerly look forward to? Well, noth-

ing less than a cover of the Pink
Floyd album "Animals." Sadly, that

20 minute break has been stretched

a bit longer and "Live Frogs - Set
2" isn't .scheduled to be released

until this summer.

Until then, the Brigade has

dropped the bomb, and the Colonel
has made his orders clear: hold lis-

teners' ears captive until our next

release, boys.

Antero Garcia

Rating: 8
Crazy Town
The Gift of Game
Columbia

In the song "Toxic" on Crazy
Town's debut album "The Gift of

Game," the lead vocalist brags,

"Crazy Town's toxic. Toxic, loud

and obnoxious."

Hey, at least the band is willing to

admit it. Like fellow rap/rock band
Linkin Park, Crazy Town features

two vocalists, but neither has the

talent or range of their contempo-
raries. Rather, they are nasal,

screeching on most tracks.

The band attempts to capitalize

on the popularity of rap/rock but

adds nothing to the genre. Shallow,

sexist lyrics which reflect nothing

more than arrogance and conceit,

rcombincd with mediocre instrumcn-

tals do not make a winning combi-
nation.

One example of a lyric that

embodies the albums' offensive

nature says, much less eloquently,

that the vocalist only engages in sex-

ual intercourse with unattractive

females when intoxicated. Few
bands can hope to achieve such ego-

tism, superficiality and inequity in

just one song.

The catchy hook that popular-

ized the hit single "Butterfly" is

sampled from the Red Hot Chili

Peppers' "Pretty Little Ditty" The

melodies that are actually written

by Crazy Town lack creativity and
originality, with the possible excep-

tions of "Revolving Door" and
"Black Cloud," which are much less

abrasive than most of the other

tracks.

Additionally, song tempos are

unsettled and either dragging or

uncomfortably fast.

After a pause at the end of the

album, there is an unconvincing

speech about Crazy Town's merit, a

la Matt Pinfield on Limp Bizkit's

"Significant Other," but the growl-

ing voice on this album sounds justi-

fiably unsure of its stance.

Once again. Crazy Town says it

best in the song "Only When I'm

Drunk":

"Crazy's comin' through. You
know we're gonna blow up. Hold
Up. Wait. I think Fm gonna throw
up."

Whitney Smith
Rating: 3

Paul R«ed Smith Dragons
"Jenna's Eyes"

www.prsguitars.com

Most guitar aficionados will rec-

ognize the name Paul Reed Smith
as the man responsible for some of

the highest quality (and most expen-

sive) guitars being played. Just ask

Santana himself.

What most don't realize is that

Smith has some wailing guitar

chops. The second album from
Smith's band Dragons, "Jenna's

Eyes," is a surprisingly pleasant

ensemble of tracks.

However, the beauty surrounding

"Jenna's Eyes" is not readily appar-

ent; the album has a rather lame
cover of part of a dragon's face and
the song titles seem a bit cliched:

"Cold Wind in July," "Play the

Blues Away" and "She's the One."
The latter of these tracks, which

also happens to be the album's

opener, is a refreshing, straight

ahead blues track that is merely a

prelude to the guitar chops that are

yet to come. The song is basic in its

structure, relying on an incredibly

catchy riff to make up for rather

shoddy vocals.

The reliance on guitar riffs

makes up for the fairly unoriginal

vocals and lyrics which permeate
the disc. While this seems rather

disappointing at first, it may not be
as bad as listeners think.

Instead of focusing on unpol-

ished vocals, the album forces its lis-

teners to hear the beauty of the

crisp, warm PRS sound.

Instrumental tracks such as the

album's title song, arc ear candy for

—

the many guitarists who have spent

hours futilely toiling with the many
knobs and switches on their axes

and amps.

On some tracks, in fact, it's only

this invigorating tone that makes
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Calendar

Monday Tuesday

April 23 - May 6

Wednesdipiiiiiiilliursday FiFriday

23

• UCLA Percussion Ensemble

Concert plays at Schoenberg

Hall at 8 p.m. For info, call

(310)825-4761

April 23 24

^MedeskiMal

Saturday Sunday

24

nson^ Tiny Univerje perfor

e House of0(ue$. For tickets i

.tlcketm3ster.com

•The UCLA Film & Television

Archives present a Lois Weber

silent film series at 7:30 p.m.

at the Bridges Theater in

Melnitz. For info, call (310)

206-8013

•The UCLA Philharmonia

Orchestra Concert plays at

Schoenberg Hall at 8 p.m. For

info.call (310) 825-2101

25

1

oT
•David Andrews perfonns at

the Knitting Factory. For info.

caH (323) 463-0204

•SigurRos performs at the

John Anson Ford

• The Harry Smith Project

performs at Royce Hall

Auditorium at 8 p.m. For info. call

(310)825-2101

•Creeper lagoon plays at

Westwood Plaza at 10 a.m.For

info, call (310)825-1958
* Faculty and student musicians

play music of the Philippines at

the Powell Rotunda at 4 p.m. For

infocall (310) 825-5756

26
V^

•Axiom of Choice performs at the

Skirball Cultural Center. For tickets

call(323) 655-8587

• Chamber Strings performs at

the Knitting Factory. For info, call

(323)463-0204

• Campus Events presents a

screening of"Save the Lasti fe*

Dance' at 7 p.m.For info.
311^'^ 7

(310)825-1958 Wm

27

Amphitheatre. For tickets go

to www.ticketmaster.com

•Juliana Gondek sings at

Schoenberg Hall at 8 p.m. For

info.cail (310) 825-2101

Mdyl 5

•ftudy Moreno,

"^nmedy Showcase, performs atthe

fTn)Beffil^le8ilionTOK0

For Info, call(626) 577-1

• Movies opening:''The

Golden BowL'-TheFp^ij"

"Driven- fS
• Sophie B. Hawkins performs

at the House of Blues. For f^
tickets go to Ci

www.ticketmaster.com

•
Ira Glass tells radio stories at

Royce Hall at 8 p.m. For info,

call (310) 825-2101 #^

28 P
<

Campus Events presents a

>nedk screening of"Shrek'at

Ackenfnan Grand Ballroom at

' p.m. For info, call (310) 825-

1958

<oachella Music and Arts Festival

will be at the Empire Polo Field. For

tickets go to www.tickelmaster.com

•Smokey Robinson performs at

Thousand Oaks Civic Plaza. For

tickets go to www.ticketmaster.com

• 98 Degrees performs at the

Verizon Wireless Amphitheater. For

tickets go to www.ticketmaster.com

29

• The Los AngelWKWes Festival of

Books begins on campus at 10 a.m.

Forinfo.Gll(213)237-BOOK

• Marco Glogoja performs at

Schoenberg Hall at 5 p.m. For

info, call (310) 825-4761

W

• The Department ofWorld

Arts and Cultures presents

'The Last Big Event" at

Kaufman Hall Theater 200 at

8 p.m. For info. Call

(310)825-2101

Westwood
VILIACE SonwoM Likt Ym (PG-13)
961 Broxton THX Dolby Digrtal

208-5576 Mon-Thu(12:00 2:30 5.00) 7 30 1000

Santa Monica
CftrrEmON 3 Soimom llk* Vw (PG-13)

THX SDDS Onital

Mon-Thu (1 1 45 2:10 4:50) 7:20 9:45

BRWN FrtM« I

948Bro)rton th
239-MANN Mon-Thu (12:15 2:45 5:15) 7:^5 ifi 15

f Got Fiaoarid (R)

THX - Dolby Digital
•':45 -

CRITEmON 4 TIM Tiiior ol Paaami (R)

THX - Dolby Digital

Mon-Thu (1 1 50 2:30 5:00) 7:30 lOOO

LAEMMLE
visit GUI website www.laMninte.coni

West Hollywood
BOTiia 5IWWI t .1 For All Tlwatrai

•000 SuiiMl (il CnsMRl Haiglits) Frii Parfcino

(323) 848-3500

SUNSET 1 Tkt Cellar ol Mt World (NR)
Mon-Thu (12:00) 215 4:30 7:00 9:30

NATIONAL
10925 Lmdbrook
208-4366

Aloag Camo a Spidtr (R).

THX - Dolby Digital

Mon-Thu (1:45 4 30) 7 15 10 15

CRITERION S

FESTIVAL Sn Kiit (PG)
10887 Lindbrook THX Dolby Digital

208-4575 Mon-Thu (12:15 2:30 4:45) 7.00 9:45

CRITERION •

Sn KMi (PG)
THX - Dolby Digital

Mon-Thu (12:00 2:15 4:45) 7 10 9:30

Eaamy al Hw Gam (R)

nO( - Dolby Digital

Mon Thu( 1.00 4:00) 7:15 1010

SUNSn 2 Mamaalo (R)
Mon-Thu (1:30) 4:15 7:15 9:55

GENERAL CINEMA

Westwood
AVCO CINEMA
10840 WilsK re Blvd

1 Bk. E ol Westwood
(310) 777-FILM «30

AVCO CINEMA Josia aad Mm Pussycats (PG-13)
Presented in THX SRD Digital Sound

12.00 2:30 5:00 7:40 10:20

Campus Events

ACKERMAN BALLROOM Waak 4 Ttu 4/26 t, Fri 4/27
Tickets $2 00 Savs Hie Last Oaace

7 00 pm 4 9 30 pm
Tickets lor Sneik Preview ol A Knight's Tale on Tku 5/3

will be available Tbu 4/26 at 318 KarckboN

SUNSn3 TbaDi(li(PG-1.1)
Mon-Thu (12:00) 2:30 5 00 7 30 10 00

SUNSET 4 Tba Tailor ol Panama (R)
Mon-Thu (1 40) 4 20 7 00 9 40

AVCO CINEMA

AVCO CINEMA

Blow(R)
Presented in SODS Dolby Sound

12 45 4:15 7:30 10:30

REGENT Amores Parros (RJ
1045 Bfoxton Dolby SR
208-3259 Mon-Thu (12:00 3:30) 700 10:20

Haartkrtakan (PG-13)
Presented in THX DTS Digital Sound

Mon-Wed 12 30 3:45 7 10 1000
Thu 12 30 3:45

SUNSET S Paaic (R)
Mon-Thu (1:00) 3:15 5 30 7:45 1000

9SMA CroMtfite Dn4a« la Los Angolas (PG)
1067 Glendon Dolby Digital

208-3097 Mon-Thu (12:00 2:30 5:00) 7:30 10 00

PACIFIC

NHSTWOOOI TlMa««y(P6-13)
1060 Gayley Dolby Digital

208-7664 Mon-Thu (12:15 2:45 5:10) 7:45 1015

WESTWOOD 2 Ckocolat (PG 13)
1050 Gayley Dolby Digital

208-7664 Mon-Thu (1:30 4:10) 7:10 10«)

WESTWOOD 3 CroMcMM Tiftr.
1050 Gayley WMm Dragoa (PG-13)
208 7664 Colby Digital

Mon-Thu (1:15 4:05) 7:00 9:45

WESTWOOD 4 EMmy al Hm Galas (R)
1050 Gayley Dolby Digital

208-7664 Mon-Thu (1.00 400)7:15 10:15

Santa Monica
CRrrERION 1 IrMgot Jom s Oiary (R)
1313 3rd St THX Stereo Dolby Digital

Promenade Mon-Thu (1200 2:20 4:40) 7:00 9 20
395-1599

CRITERION 2 Jm DM (P6-13)
THX - Dolby Duilal

Mon-Thu (12 20 245 5:10) 7.45 10:15

Westwood
CREST Jusi VislNag (R)
1262 Westwood Blvd. THX - Digital

(S (X MWwi) Mon-Thu (2:00 4:15) 7O0 9 20
474 7866 or

777-FILM (#025)

UNITED ARTISTS

Westwood
UA WESTWOOD BrMgal Jon's Diary (R)
1 0889 WeNworth N« MPs sMI 4/23
475 9441 THX

Mon-Thu 12:15 2:40 5:00 7:45 10:20

WLA/Beverly Hills
ROYAL TbtLazMaDalaMa (PG-13)
11523 Santa Monica Bh«l Mon-Thu (12 30)
(310)477 5581 2:55 5:20 7:45 101(5

MUSIC HALL 1

9036 Wilshire

274-6869

Tka WWow ol Saiat-Pterre (R)

Mon Thu (5 05) 7 30 9 55

AVCO CINEMA Trallie (R)
Presented in SDDS Digital Sound

Mon 12:15 3 30
Tue-Thu 12:15 3 30 7 00 1010

Beverly Hills
BEVERLY CONNECTION
La Cienega at Beverly Bhnl

(310)659-5911

4 hours vaMaled parking $1 al Box Ollice

MUSIC HALL 2

9036 Wilshire

274-6869

Cfoachiag Tigsr,

a (PG-13)
Mon-Thu'(5 30)815

HhMaa Dragoa
|

BEVERLY CONNECTION FroiMy Got Fiagtred (R)
Presented in THX SRD Digital Sound

1:00 315 5:30 8 00 1015

Enjoy the
Movies!!!

BEVERLY CONNECTION

MUSIC HALL 3
9036 Wilshire

2746869

HoaMi(NR)
Mon-Thu (5 30)7^5 10:0(5

Crocodite Dundee la

Los Angeles (PG)
Presented in THX DTS Digital Sound

12:00 2:15 4:40 7.00 9:20

UA WESTWOOD Joe Dirt (PG 13)
10889 WeHwonh No VIPs MtM 4/21
475-9441 THX

Moo- Thu 12:30 2:30 4:40 7:00 9:45

UA WESTWOOD
10689 WeHworth
475-9441

Santa Monica
MONICA 1 Tke Disk (PG-13)
1322 2nd St Mon-Thu (1 00) 3:20 5:40 800 10 2(5

(310)394-9741

MOWCA 2 CnwcMna Tiger. HiMen Dragon (PG 13

BEVERLY CONNECTION BrMget Jone s Oian (PG-13)

Oniscreeas
Presented in THX DTS Digital Sound

11.45 12:30 2:10 2:50 4:30 5.20

7:10 7:45 9:3010 20

BEVERLY CONNECTION

Mon-Thu 1:15 4 15 7J010:3()

MOMCAS

M0Nia4

^Tiger. HiMen Dragon (PG 13)
on Thu (1 15)4 10 705 lOOO

Paaic(R)
Mon-Thu (1:15) 3:25 5:35 7 50 1005

JoslaandNM
Passycato (PG-13)

Presented in DTS Digital Sound
Mon. Wed-Thu 12fl5 2:30 4 55 7 20 9 45

Tue 12 05 2:30

BEVERLY CONNECTION Joe Dirt (PO-131
Presented in DTS Digital Sound

Mon-Tue 12.40 2 55 5 10 7 35 9 50
Wed-Thu 12:40 2 55

Wmmmm
Mon-Thu (1:45) 4:30 7:15 1000

To advertise
In the

Bruin
Movie

Guide,

call

310.825.2161
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MOG\ ads aim for name recognition
ART: Critics of museum's campaign say not everyone

gets joke, advertisers are trying to assume artist's role

By Yoona Cho
Daily Bruin Contributor

The Museum of Contemporary Art

has a new advertising campaign, and a

new strategy, targeted at attracting an

audience younger than the traditional

museum-going crowd.

"MOCA's primary goal was to cre-

ate name awareness," said MOCA

Communications Director Mary
Louise Rutberg, of the ad campaign.

Mary Anderson, the account direc-

tor handling the MOCA ad campaign

at the TBWA\Chiat\Day advertising

firm, said that the new advertising strat-

egy devised by the museum was defi-

nitely an unconventional one.

"The MOCA wanted to target a

younger demographic with this ad cam-

paign - the 25- to 34-year-old range.

And, to do this, we had to go where the

people were," she said.

"This particular group of people is

very media-savvy and it's hard to

impress them, so we felt that we really

needed to do something special, that we
needed to break out of the mold in

order to reach this audience."

The resultant "something special"

was the creation of those little and not-

so-little ads that are becoming

See AD, page 26

1̂
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As part of the

Museum of

Contemporary

Art's current

advertising

campaign, this

billboard,

titled "Nudes,"

appears on

top of a strip

bar.

Must-iiiii of Contetnpofdfy Aft

GRADUATE STUDIES IN

PSYCHOLOGY
U
Pepperdine's MFT program

appealed to me because it is

sensitive to the needs of

Avorking professionals yet
jjnever sacrifices its quality.

"The faculty is high caliber and provides instruction that

has theoretical as well as practical iinplications."

M.A. IN CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGY
Meets educational requirements for the MFT (Marriage

and Family Therapist) license

M.A. IN PSYCHOLOGY
To prepare for a human services position or doctoral program

Educational Centers located in:

West Los Angeles

Orange County
San Fernando Valley

'""'"^^m

(800) 888-4849
http: / /gst'p.poppcrd iiu'.cd u / gsop

PEPPERDINE UNIVERSITY
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION AND PSYCHOLOGY

Bruin Pndcl
ii^LA®JEANS make g^u f>r^ud.

We are pleased to introduce

UCLA JEANS. Show your
Bruin spirit!

DESCRIPTION

SIZE UCLA JEANS
MEN WOMEN [a] MED. BLUE

[U DARK BLUE

E] TINT BLUE

28

to

42 13 __
EVCNNiMOT OOONUMWN [d] BLACK

Email us: lyki@pdc.nct

Customer Service: 323.846.7290

Price: $ 39.99
Add tax plus shipping mtd handling.

Produced by
Lyki Apparel

under license

from UCLA*

.4KLA JEANS 10% DISCOUNT COUPON^^
I^OfitudBr* body only

, , , .. j »
W/eant proud.

Formore information, please call 323.846.7
VaM until 5/1 2A)1

^*-a»

Mail your Oder to: P.O. box I89I8 Loi Angelet, CA 9M\%
PurchaMf InfbmMllon:

Name: Day Phnna

Charge to: QVISA QMC --

Acct.#: I_L_
Signature

Size Color Quantity

.Exp. Date:.

Stilpping Inlonnflflon:

Name: Day Phone:

Address

:

Price:

Tax:

84H:

TOTAL:

City, state, zip: CiMcks shouM IM mads paysMa to: LYKI APPAREL, INC.

^1
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Molly Maiones
575 S. Fairfax Ave. (i bi. n. of 6th)

(323) 578-5591
www.mollymalones.com

LIVE MUSIC 7 NIGHTS
Irish Drink Specialties

Free Parking

No Cover UCLA ID Thrs.- Sat.

Rob Grub

The Pitcher House
1 42 Pacific Coast Hwy.

Hermosa Beach
(310) 374-0626

www.pitcherhouse.com
The Pitcher House Est. 1950

36 Beers, Wine. Cider

4 Pool Tables, Shuffle Board,

2 Foosball Tables, Ping Pong,

Wed - Karaoke

Thur - Cup of Swill & FREE PIZZA

Fri & Sat - Band Nights

Kitchen Open M-F 5-?

11835 Wilshire Blvd.

Brentwood
(310) 477-7550 ^

21+w/ID
Sunday: 10am-6pm
$7.50 Import Pitchers

$5.50 Domestic Pitchers

Monday-Friday: 11:30am-4pm
$4.50 Lunch Specials

1hr FREE Pool

Monday: 1/2 prize pitchers

Tuesday: standing Student Night

$3 00 Burger w/fries

$2.00 Beer Special

Rustic's Surf Ranch
256 Santa Monica Pier

(310) 393-PIER
Full Bar, Full Service Kitchen, Patio

Seating, Pool Table, and Satellite TV.

Happy Hour Everyday 3 to close.

Karaoke Mon & Sun nights.

Live Music & Dancing- Call tor details.

The Shock
2518 Wilshire Blvd.

Santa Monica
(310)449-1171

Full Bar, Happy Hour 4-7 M-F. Full

Service Kitchen + Outdoor Patio. 'We
show all games- 10 TVs • Karaoke

Tuesday 9:30pm to ck>se.

Sepi's
10968 LeConteAve.

Westwood
(310) 208-7171

www.westwoodonline.com
Full Service Kitchen, Beer & Wine

Only, Satellite TV • Join us for

live jazz every Friday night.

Happy Hour after 5pm.

Sonny McCJeon's

Irish Pub
2615 Wilshire Blvd..

Santa Monica
(310) 449-1812
25 Beers on Tap

Pool Tables, Air Hockey, Steel Tip

Darts, 9 TVs, MLB Package, Live

Entertainment on Saturdays,

Happy Hour M-F. $1 off beer

& wine. $3 off appetizers.

Tomodochl Sushi
10975 Weyburn Ave.

Westwood
(310) 824-8805

Full Sushi Bar with Lunch & Dinner

Specials. Sake Bombers Welcome!

Also try Tomadachi Express, open

10:30pm to 2am, Thurs.-Sat.

Clubs

Freak Doddi^'s
€1 Dorado

Fridays @ Opium Den

1608 Cosmo St.

Hollywood
(S of Hollywood between Vine & Cahuenga)

(323) 860-6566
$2 Dnnks before 11pm

Superstar DJ Coolwhip

Spinning: Hip-Hop • Funk • Rare

Grooves. 21+ over.

Hot Rpple Pie
EveryThursday Night @ Blue

1642 Los Palmas
Hollywood

(310) 226-8421
Superstar DJ Coolwhip:

Hip-Hop, DJ Lewis Alburn

& Krembo: Trance

2 rooms of Music, 2 Full Bars

Outdoor Patio and Lounge

Magic
Every Wednesday @ Blue

1642 Las Palmas
Hollywood

(323)281-0516
Progressive House/ Trance/ Hip-Hop

witK DJs Thomas Michael, Paul-E,

Three-O, Coolwhip, FiveStar 2 rooms

and outside smoking patio. 18+ w/ID,

21i- Full Bar Clip this for free

admission t>efore 10:30pm.

Look (or^ptBHIs every

Mondny &
Thursdcrf!

To advertise call:

*^':^1^ b»'0"ght to you by

mfmi
6525 Sunset Blvd.

(at the Hollywood Athletit Club)

310.281.8845

I .-
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JANA SUMMERS

The band Genohm, Including Keith Nicol, Stuart Paap and Sean

Young, performs a noon concert in Westwood Plaza on Friday.

Many miss out on show

from energetic Genohm
MUSIC: Convocation on

iawn distracted audience

from fun, unique concert

By Antero Garda
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

For many, Friday - the infamous

4/20 - was a day of hazy celebration.

However, for the rock quartet

known as Genohm, it was a day to

get out an important message.

Well, it was a day to try to get out

a message - ifanybody was listening.

"Legalize hemp, realize that (it) is

so versatile," said fifth-year fine arts

student Keith Nicol, Genohm's
front man. "Hemp's good for the

ecology, it saves trees, it cleans air, it

helps fossil fuels."

Having finished the powerful

message, Nicol and company kicked

off their hour long set with an adren-

aline packed song.

It's possible that the lyrics in

Genohm's songs had an equally

important message, but no one will

ever know. Nicol's words were a gar-

bled mish-mash of noise.

But behind the wall of unclear

prose was a decent band, that played

at a frenetic pace reminiscent of Red

Hot Chili Peppers' early funk years.

Genohm began its performance

almost overflowing with stage pres-

ence and energy. Nicol could be seen

bouncing around the stage like a rab-

bit on speed, wearing a black police

shirt and a fake mustache.

The rest of the band had just as

much energy. Bass player Sean

Young, a fourth-year music student,

was laying down the funk with a slew

of sloppy slaps and syncopated

pops. S«an's brother Ian created

some n^elodic mayhem on guitar.

With catQhy riffs the duo locked into

place, creating a tight funky

ambiance. Finally, the meat and

potatoes of the group, drummer
Stuart Paap consistently kept a tight

and rhythmic pace.

In addition to the band's energy, it

had a unique image. Equipped with

fake mustaches and cheesy retro

glasses, Genohm is a group that

doesn't take itself too seriously.

As much energy as the band had,

it struggled to keep a stable audi-

ence. Throughout its performance,

Genohm had to compete for audi-

cnce members with the convocation

on the lawn in front of Kerckhoff

Hall.

The few who did watch the band's

set were repeatedly informed as to

why Friday was such a special occa-

sion. After nearly every single song,

Nicols took the opportunity to offer

his greeting to passing by students.

"Happy 420. You having a good

day?" asked Nicols.

For the most part, this audience

banter was the only part of

Genohm's set that could be under-

stood.

One of the few songs with words

that could be understood, held a

message that, to some, may be even

more important than Genohm's
hemp stance - "Catholic School

Girls Rule." The group became very

sincere and serious as it ran through

the speedy song.

Another song that got a positive

response from the sparse crowd was

a cover of the Chili Peppers' classic

"Suck My Kiss."

The only other song that the band

covered was House of Pain's "Jump
Around." However, the audience

was a bit reticent to follow the direc-

tions in the song. In order to solve

this problem, Nicols quickly

changed to words of the song.

"Just just stand there! Just stand

there!" he shouted dejectedly.

The audience obediently followed

his directions.

Later, when the band finally spot-

ted a few audience members danc-

ing, it encouraged them to come on

stage. With fans on stage the band

seemed more inspired. It seemed
especially pleased with one of the

audience member's funky robot

dance.

As funny and unique as the

band's performance was, it's a

shame that there weren't many to

see it.

The chorus for one of the songs

that Genohm performed midway
through its set, resonated with a

tone of disappointment.

"Ignore me. Ignore me. Ignore

me," Nicols shouted repeatedly.

It's a pity, but maybe students

took the bands lyrics a bit too literal-

ly and missed out on a decent show.

SOUNDBITES
From page 22

them listenable. The band's rendi-

tion of "Star Spangled Banner," is a

bit too over produced. The record-

ing does little more than what gui-

tar messiah Jimi Hendrix did live 30

years ago at Woodstock, the

anthem here has been stripped bare

of any feeling, in its place is robotic

studio accuracy that sounds both

out of place and dated.

When it all boils down, "Jenna's

Eyes" is a fine example of the sound

quality that should be expected of

more of today's studio musicians.

Maybe it would just be better if

Smith and company really had the

blues or any feeling similar to that

before it tries to hide its unfulfilling

song craftsmanship behind a great

sounding rig.

Antero Garcia

Rating: 5

LSAT Perfection
Robin Singh, the creator and author of the TestMasters LSAT Course, has

achieved more perfect scores on the LSAT than anyone else in history.

Robin Singh's Complete LSAT Score Record

Score % Rank

December 2000 180 99

December 1999 180 99

June 1999 179 99

September 1998 180 99

February 1997 180 99

December 1996 180 99

October 1996 179 99

June 1996 174 99

December 1995 180 99

September 1995 180 99

June 1995 173 99

Date Score % Rank

February 1995 178 99

October 1994 180 99

June 1994 178 99

February 1994 173 99

December 1993 177 99

December 1992 180 99

October 1992 176 99

June 1992 177 99

February 1992 178 99

December 1991 173 99

December 1988 48 99

'The table above is a complete record of Robin's scores on (he actual L^AT administrations. All of these administrations were scored on

the cuirenl LSAT scale of 120 to I MO, with the exception of the December 1988 L.SAT which was scorcdun the old LSAT scale oi I0io48

Since 1991 thousands of TestMasters students have increased their LSAT scores

by applying the powerful methods and techniques that Robin has developed.
^

TestMasters
1-800-696-5728
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*ads for items over $200 are $2

WORRIED?
NERVOUS?
TENSE?

• Do you worry a lot?

• Difficulty concentrating?

• Do you often feel keyed up?

• Problems with sleep?

• Muscle tension, headaches,

stomach problems ets.?

If you experience some of these symptoms, you may have a treatable condition called

General Anxiety Discorder. Anxiety can affect your work performance, social life, and
overall enjoyment in life. You are not alone. You may be one of millions of Americans

suffering from stress.

Call toll-free today to see if you qualify for an important

research medication program. Qualifed participants may be

compensated up to $275.00.

Southwestern Research, Inc

888-444-1 1 04
IV1V1V.435,com

Kaplan students
get into Law Sch

Case Closed.

I • I

9 out of 10 Kaplan LSAT students go
to one of their top 3 school choices.

1997 BruskirvGoldring Research Study of students « the top 25 law schools.

LSAT classes start April 29 and 30.

Call 1-800-KAP-TEST or visit

kaptest.com to enroll today!
A'

KAPLAN
'^^:v Test prep, admissions and guidance. For life.

M'jsejm of Conte'npordty Art

A wire hanger/'Ugly Stepchild of the Wooden Hanger," constitutes an
element of an ad campaign for the Museum of Contemporary Art.

AD
from page 24

ubiquitous throughout California,

especially Los Angeles. Anderson said

the purpose of such billboards as

"Woman in Car Reading Billboard.

2001" or "Beautiful People Standing

Around Hotel Lobbie.s." located on
Sunset Boulevard, is to make the view-

ers of the ads feel a certain affinity

with, or relation to, the communities

But, Rulberg countered this critique

and believes that people understand
the ads even if they are not art or muse-
um fans.

"While some fans of the advertising

campaign are familiar with the art

world, the comments we've received

indicate that our target audience regis-

ters the campaign whether or not they

are frequent 'culture consumers.'" she

said.

Anderson also pointed out that,

though there has been criticism about
and ideas bang prc.wnlcd. aoiJ honw. the fscMhrtt r-^rryrmrr n ;iy prt unCftT
to the ads and MOC A as ucil. stand that, among other things, the ads

What the design team did, is they are labels, there js a distinct difference
literally drove around the city in a car of perspective among the critics, adver-
and stopped at spots around Los tising agency, client and audience
Angeles for creative inspiration."

Anderson said. "To reach our target

audience, we felt that we really needed
to go to the

places where our ^^—i_i^._^
target audience

was and where

the) worked and

played in order to

create a cam-

paign that would

reall) relate to

them,"

In terms of the

million dollars

spent on the cam-

paign to reach
'

their target audi-

ence, Rulberg asserted that the

amount of the expenditure was justi-

fied.

"First of all. not all media markets
are created equal, especially in terms of
media cost.s," she said. "LA is a real

media challenge. It's physically

immense, very ethnically diverse

And if you look at Nielson research,

major museums are spending at high

advertising levels even when they have
brand recognition and equity.

"It would be nice if we lived in an

"We do not think of

ourselves as artists.We
are not creating art, we

are advertisers."

Mary Anderson
MOCA account director

•On our side. TBWA\Chial\Day
has gotten nothing but praise in the

advertising world ... the criticism that

the campaign has

gotten is really

more in the art

world, and we're

not a part of

that." she said.

"In advertising

terms, all the

publicity generat-

ed by critiques is

great ... We get

discussed and
our names are

really out there,

which is exactly

what we wanted."

In response to criticism that the

MOCA and TBWA\Chiat\Day might
be usurping the role of the artist in cre-

ating contemporary art. Anderson
made it clear that from the standpoint

of the creative team responsible for the

MOCA ad campaign, this is essentially

not an issue,

"We do not think of ourselves as

artists." Anderson said. "We are not

creating art. we are advertisers. We
want to raise awareness about contem-

environment where non-profits such as porary art and gel people to lookMOCA were given greater considera-

tion in terms of their media buying
costs, but we're out there pitching and
paying for our audience shijire right

along with everyone else in the non-
profit and for-profit world, fncluding

corporate giants," she continued,

Nathan Lloyd, however, a fourth-

year political science student pointed

to a possible glitch in this "million-dol-

lar" campaign - not everyone might
get the joke that the ads are mimicking
museum labels and are hence implying
that the various aspects featured in

their ads are themselves contemporary
art,

"Now that I know what the ads are

supposed to be it makes a lot more
sense and it definitely makes the ads
more clever, but I wouldn't have fig-

ured that out on my own." Lloyd said

"I know a lot "of people who don't

know that (the MOCA ads) are sup- ART: The MOCA ad campaign can be
posed to be museum labels," seen around LA. through June 2001

.

around them, which is part of what
contemporary artists do, but I want to

make it clear that the design team and I

do not consider ourselves artists."

However, whether the MOCA cam-
paign is successful in roping in a new
audience remains to be seen. The cam-
paign will have reached an estimated

119,432.2000 people, according to

Rutberg. during the period from
January to June, but the actual physi-

cal results of the campaign are

unknown.

"We won't know for a while what
impact the campaign has had on atten-

dance or interest in MOCA because it

takes time to accumulate those num-
bers, but we are conducting post-cam-

paign studies on and off-site that

should yield some results later this

spring."

VISIONS
From page 20

She believes documentary film is

quickly becoming a popular medi-
um

"It's the point of view of young
people." Goldovskaya said.

Filmmaker Akira Boch agreed.

"Docs are where it's at," he said.

FILM: 'Visions of Five: A Selection of
Outstanding Student
Documentaries" screens tonight at

7:30 at the James Bridges Theater,
Melnitz Hall. The screening is free and
open to the public. For more
information call (310) 206-8365.
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Campus Happenings
Campus Organizations
Campus Recniitment
Campus Services
Birthdays
Legal notices
Lost & Found
Miscellaneous
Personal Messages
Personals
Pregnancy
Recreational Activities

Research Subjects
Sperm / Egg Donors
Tickets Offered
Tickets Wanted
Wanted

I

Appliances
Art / Paintings

Books
Calling Cards
Cameras / Camcorders
Collectibles

Computers / Software
Furniture
Garage / Yard Sales
Health Products
Miscellaneous
Musical Instruments
Office Equipment
Pets
Rentals
Sports Equipment
Stereos / TVs / Radios
table Sports

jMSlh)
Auto Accessories
Auto Insurance
Auto Repair
Autos for Sale
Boats for Sale
Motorcycles for Sale
Parking
Scooter / Cycle Repair
Scooters for Sale
Vehicles for Rent

51.00

5<i20

5040
5000
5OHO
5700
5720

Resorts / Hotels
RkJes Offered
Rides Wanted
Taxi / Shuttle Service
Travel Destinations
Travel Tickets
Vacation Packages

services
5H00
5000
0000
0100
0150
0200
t.JOO

0400
0500
GOOO
6700
OROO
0!»00

7000
7 1 00
7200

1-900 numbers
Financial Aid
Insurance
Computer / Internet
Foreign Languages
Health / Beauty Services
Legal Advice / Attorneys
Movers / Storage
Music Lessons
Personal Services
Professional Services
Resumes
Telecommunications
Tutoring Offered
Tutoring Wanted
Typing

Writing Help

'TTnrrn
7400
7500
7(.00

7700
7H00
7fl00

0000
8100
8200
8300

Business Opportunities
Career Opportunities
Child Care Offered
Child Care Wanted
Help Wanted
Housesitting
Internship
Personal Assistance
Temporary Employment
Volunteer

7eEE7
8400
8500
8(i00

8700
8800
85)00
9000
9100
9200
9300
9400
9500
9000
9700
9000

Apartments for Rent
Apartments Furnished
Condo / Townhouse for Rent
Condo / Townhouse for Sale
Guesthouse for Rent
House for Rent
House for sale
Houseboats for Rent / Sale
Housing Needed
Room for Help
Room for Rent
Roommates - Private Room
Roommates - Shared Room
Sublets
Vacation Rentals
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1 1 8 Kerckhoff Hall
308 Westwood Plazo
Los Angeles, CA 90024

E-Mail: classifieds@media,ucia edu
Web. htlp://wvvw.dailybruin.ucla,edu

phone
Classified Line: C3103 825-2221 —

Fax: C310] 206-0528 •>

Classified Display C310) 206-3060
Fax: C3103 ^06-0528

olHoshom
Mon-Thu: 9:00am-3:00pm
Fri: 9am-2:30pm

One issue, up to 20 words $8.50
...each additional word 0.65
Weekly, up to 20 words 29 00
...each addilionai word 2 1

5

Monthly, up to 20 words 96,00
..each additional word 5.75

12 pt headline $i,60

1 6 pt headline $2 25
.Border $5 00^

Classified Line Ads:
1 working day tDefore printing,

at 12 noon
Classified Display Ads:
2 working days before printing,

at 12 noon.
There are no cancellations after

^
noon of the day before printing

For Classified Display ads,

please see our rate card

for variable rale information

Master Card VISA

payment
Please make checks payable to
"Tne UCLA Daily Brum" We
accept Visa. MasterCard, and
Discover credit cards. Allow r<

working days for mail payments

howiOMirile
an effediife ad

• Start your ad with the
merchandise you are selling

This makes it easier for readers to

quickly scan the ads and locale

your Items
• Always include the price of your
Item Many classified readers
simply do not respond to ads
without prices
• Avoid abbreviations- -make your
ad easy for readers to understand
• Place yourself in the reader's

position, ask what you would like

to know about the merchandise,
and include that m the ad Include
such information as brand names,
colors and other specific

descnptions

]I2l^JiSiS,^l^''TJiI!l?^iS2'lIl''^^
Untvwalty o( Caiilornia s poJKry on nondJscriniination No medium shall accep* advertisemenli wfiKrt, present persons ol any origm, race, sex, or sexual orientation in a

fX!!SSuSiJS^JL!!lS!J^ ^2iItl!f»?^5l!S;!I!L^f?f^ ^^:.!.°l.*^^ !?-.*?^-'L-1^i1*L!1*.P*'r. ,^"'' ""'i"*
ASUCLA communications Boafd has investigated any or the services advertised or the

ig to the Business Manager,
I Fair Housing Office at (310)

nfT Ti T Tf Tfl
2100

Recreational Activities

SWIM LESSONS/
WATER POLO

INSTRUCTION Private or group lessons

Your pool or ours. Collegiate and internation-

al experience. Matt:562-987-3423,

2300
Sperm / Erjo Donors

2300
Sperm/Egg Donors

Calling all angels...

announcements
1100-2600

1100
Cnnipus Happenings

2200
Research Subjects

CHRONIC BAD BREATH Earn $50 and
learn to control bad breath Clinical study in

Culver City 310-815-1829, 310-210-7805.

Alcoholics Anonymous
Man. DiKuuion, Fri. Stip Study, 3S17 Ackarmon

TWi. looic S<wiy, 3517 AdtwiRon

MA/W Rm. Dwttai A3-029

Wad. Rm. Owital A3- 029
Oisonsion, Al tifim 12:10- tOOpm

ForatDOhotletotln^Mdual»»ltohav»tdhnktngpnMin

EARN $$$

1800
Misceilaneuiis

For giving your opinion on market research-

products, TV. etc Ages 5-54. No accents
please, 818-609-1850

PLAY GAMES AND EARN MONEY TOO!
Social psychological experiment. 1 hour.

Average $10, Undergraduate only. Call 310-

825-3017, sign up 2524 Hershey, or email

pbonacich® yahoo,com, leaving your name,
phone, and available times.

SEXUAL ASSAULT
SURVIVORS

Wanted for research study Get $1 5 gift cer-

tificate to Amazoncom for completing 10-

mlnute. web-based survey Anonymous and
confidential. Women, 18-35 years old, who
have t>een raped or sexually assaulted in the

past 5 years, please call or e-mail tin-

das©rand.org. 310-393-0411x6152 (or

password www, rand,org/crinVsaws RAND
is a non-profit research organization in Santa
Monica.

9*5
Compensation

THE EGG
DONOR

PROGRAM
Help a couple achieve their dream and
you'll receive the highest compensation
and most personalized attention from the
oldest donor program in LA.

We SCTeen recipient parents, too

Shelley Smith ma.. m.f.c.c

323-933-0414
The Egg Donor Prooram/The surrogacy Program .

e-mail SSmlthMFCCOaoi.com-Establlshed In 1990

2000
Personals

A GREAT GUY!
Handsome, Successful real estate tycoon

seeks beautiful, smart, classy, sexy woman
18-25 for romance and a wonderful life to-

gether. 310-203-7883

2300
Sperni/Erjg Donors

Egg Donors Needed
Healthy fennales a^es 19-28

wishing to help infertile couplas.

$5,000

\^ Call MiRNA (818) 832-1494 ^

ipi^WT*

Pregnancy

HOMICIDAL ABORTION Known in medical

diction as concepticide, homicidal abortion is

the most prevalent form of homicide Juridic

Embassy ambOjuridic.org

21OO
RnnroationnI Activities

10 WEEK INTENSIVE
E.S.P. COURSE

Explore your natural psychic abilities.

Learn to relieve stress & take your Life to

a new level. Taught by JacOuaelme. Pro-

fessional Psychk: & trainer- 20 yrs experi-

ence. Come to free previews May 2,16

(West LA). May 3 (Pasadena) Classes
Stan May & October Call Triune Light

Center 1-888-827-1186

If you're a woman between 18

and 35, you can earn money easi-

ly, anonymously. Donate your

eggs to an infertile couple.

$3,500 and up. depending on

you education and other qualifi-

cations. Call Today.

The Cente'r for Egg Options

310/546-6786

•Tb* C«f«l*f for Egg OpMoni. U.C

EGG DONOR
Late 40's, married women tooking for Jewish
coed interested in helping to create a child.

$2500+ negotiable Please call June 310-
376-7000

EGG DONOR NEEDED Asian Please call

310-397-0490

If you are male, in college or have a college
degree, you can earn up to $600/mo, call for

details on our anonymous sperm donor pro-
gram. Receive free comprehensive health
screening & help infertile couples So if

you're looking for a great job and a little extra
cash, call us first. 310-824-9941,

JEWISH EGG DONORS
NEEDED

$10,000 (plus all expenses). We have many
infertile families in need of the help of com-
passionate omen in order to realize their

dream of having a child We are seeking
women who are attractive, intelligent, bet-

ween the ages of 18-30, physically fit and
maintaining a healthy lifestyle II you have a

desire to help a family and would like more
information please contact us, 1-800-264-

8828 or 1-619-234-6649. Email: dar-

leneOaperfectmatchcom wwwaperfect-
match.com

SPECIAL EGG DONOR NEEDED Seeking
healthy and intelligent woman. 21-29 years,

blonde hair, blue or green eyes. 5-5' 10" tall

with high SAT or ACT scores. Blood type A,

B, or AB, Compensation $6000 Please call

OPTIONS 800-886-9373 ext. 741,

SPECIAL EGG DONOR
NEEDED

Loving black couple is hoping to find an intel-

ligent and compassionate woman of Afncan
descent. College education. Age 18-28,

Compensation up to $5,000 00, The many
eggs your IxKly disposes ol each month can
help an infertile woman to have a baby
Please call Tina at 626-583-8404. Email

Tina-BOworldnet.att.net

Computers/Software

NEW COMPAQ PRO wori<stalion. 800 Mhz,
128 ram, 17" monitor, with office and web
software. $1,400. 213-739-9071, jnor-
dahlOhotmail com
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1800
Miscellaneous

1800
Miscellaneous

Thomas Jefferson
School of Law
Legal Education for a Global Society

••

Thomas Jefferson School of Law offers:
Three academic centers address the legal impact of
technological changes and globalization

Distinguished and accessible faculty put students first

Individualized attention; average class size is 30 students

January and August entering classes, full-time and
part-time programs

Full and partial scholarships for entering students with
average LSATs of 1 50+

Lowest tuition of private ABA-approved law schools in CA.
Step-by-step career counseling and guidance, job preparation

workshops, judicial internships and clinical education programs

Prestigious student placements, including summer associates

and post-graduate positions

Alumni include partners and associates in leading law firms,

numerous judges and a member of the US Congress

Ranked fifth in the nation for quality of on-campus life in the

Princeton Review's The Best Law Schools 2000
Named best Student Bar Association in the nation at the 1999
American Bar Association annual meeting

Located in scenic and economically thriving San Diego

tl 2 121 San Diego Ave., San Diego, CA 921 10

'^J (619) 297-9700 (800) 936-7529

WWW.TJSL.EDU emajl: info@tjsl.edu

3500
Furniture

MATTRESS SPECIALS
NEW INNERSPRING twin sels $99 95, Fulls

$129.95, Queens $169.95 and Kings
$199 95 Also, Sealy, Steams and Foster at

lowest prices 310-477-1466

3800
Miscellaneous

IT'S T-SHIRT WEATHER
T-shirts from $5, lowest prices on the Inter-

net. Discount event merchandise, left-over

from recent events www alleventstore com

Stereos/TVs/Radios

BIG SCREEN 45" color TV $575 obo Color
TV 27" near new $175. Color TV 35" near
new $395. 310-313-6449.

ftftWftftft^

'?mm

transportation
4600-5500

&*< T

^900
Autos for Sale

1982 f^ERCEDES 300D turtxj deJsel. 25
mpg Good running condition. $2900 Grey,

280K miles 310-995-0823

1990 ACURA LEGEND
Five-speed, led w/leather interior 130.000
miles Excellent mechanical condition

$5,000 Ask lor Lisa or Terry: 626-398-9429

1990 HONDA CIVIC. Hatchback, red w/black
interior, 4spd, excellent condition Cassan-
dra 310-445-5319

1991 HONDA CIVIC DX, 150K/miles, looks

and runs good New clutch, brakes and bat-

tery Must sell $2500/obO. 323-653-5720.

^900
Autos for Sale

1991 SATURN SC-2. 2 door, white/tan, all

power, air. am/fm cassette, excellent A1 con-
dition. Maintenance records. Good gas.

$4,300 Teresa. 310-204-5140.

1995 MITSUBISHI
3000GT

Fully loaded automatic. dar;k green w/tan

ather interior, sunroof, new transmission,

lew sport tires $14,500obo. Anita:310-206-

1704.

5680
Travel Destinations

5680
Travel Destinations

Classifieds

825-2221

1996 SATURN SL2
4door, automatic, manual, door lock-t-wind-

ows, 10 disc cd changer, 79800miles. $8000
(according to kbb). Sam:31 0-824-3451

POLICE IMPOUNDS. Hondas as low as
$500 for listings 1-800-319-3323 ext.A214.

•87 TOYOTA COROLLA 82k original miles,

new brakes and A/C, great car, excellent

condition! $2000obo. 310-621-6070 Pnnce.

o o o o o o

"m

travel
5600-5720

S700
Travel Tickets

FLY 4STANDBY...FLY 4 CHEAP!
Hawaii $139 o/w. Europe $249 o/w (-t-tax).

4standby.com or 800-397-1098

AQUA TRAVEL INC
WORLD WIDE LOWEST AIRFARES

MAKE VOJR OA/N AIR CAR HOTEL
RESER\/A710NAT

hnp//www prismaweb com/aquotravel

24HOURSADAY
Lowest Domestic and
International Airfares

Tour Packages

Eurailposs

Hotel Accomnnodations

Car Rentals

*Asia*Africa*Australia*Europe*Soutti

Annerica*India'Conoda *Mexico* Hawaii
•

Special domestic 4 Inlemlional Airfares Available
Prices are Jutsiect to change without notiC9

AvoiioDiitiy rnay D0 limiteo ond sOfie fejtrclions may
opc'v Plus ro»ej

PHONE (310) 33&6025
9841 Airport Bl, Suite 506. Los Angeles CA 90045

FLY SUPER
(323) 277-4595
LATIN AMkVICA specialists

I Mexico Cily

I
Guodolojara

I

Nicoroguo

Ponofno

I Hooduros

ICorocos

S«o Pablo

CfiitaJUsa

110

119

229
189

229
219

199
219
2fiS

lima/P«rv

Biwnw Atret

Bogota/Colombta

Ourto/Guayaquil

Guatemala

169

289
219
220
259
195

Rip/Brazil

259
New York I LONDON S370.
S259 PARIS S439
Bu«ln««« 4 L«i«ur» f^avl

I
Boston

IPMocMpHia
Chicago

I Houston

I DoHos

Washington

>(. Louis

ion Francisco

149

185

135

129

115

135

105

149

Vacations
t321 CMOSMLKAS
$321 ittinuw
•369 PmVAUAim
•619 CMCM

3 MGHTS, HOTEL « MR

^ Great Summer

/ ^ Discounts Now!

VICfORYTRAVEL.COM
0-msU: victory trmrml9tn-iMktk.ift

SnnwfMlrOiontaivly tteonolKluaad CSTlTOUMi JO
fm%% mt OW twmta OA4t/T pt#cha««

5720
Vacation Packages

Bali:16-Day Tour $2199
Peru: 21 -Day Tours $2599 Nepal 17-Day
Tours $2599 Student Discounts Available.

www.easlnps.com

l|f^ Imagine -^

S900
Financial Aid

LOANS AVAILABLE
No application lee. High approval. Low
Interest rate. Bankruptcys welcome. Toll

Free 1-877-494-4843.

6000
Insurance

NO RECOVERY NO FEE
NO COST Sexual harrassment. Discrimina-

tion. Auto-accidents. Slips/falls. MYER LAW
FIRM, Weslside, Scott D Myer(UCLAW86).
wwwbestlawyercom 310-277-3000.

/Illstate.
>fouVe in good hands.

Mike Azer Insurance Agency. Inc

(3 1 0) 3 1 2-0202
1281 WostxA/ood Blvcl.
C2 t>lks So of Wllsfnir©)

24 Hours o Doy Service

PERSONAL INJURY/
D.U.I. DEFENSE

Auto Accidents

Motorcycle Accidents

Slip & Fall • Pedestrian

No Recovery • No Fee

(310) 552-0007
Free Consultation

Law Offices of Donald R Hartunian

61OO
Computer/Internet

A GREAT DEAL!
Mac PowerPC 7100-8100 $199-$299 in-

cludes monitor Pentium 1 complete system,
includes monitor $249. 310-476-5076.

idEa247.COM
INTERNET RESOURCES Web design, de-

velopment, tutorials, hosting affiliates, do-

main names/dreamweaver, global news,

Java script. CGI Cold Fusion.

http://www.idea247.com • .' " ~

6200
Health Services

CHIROPRACTIC CARE,
MASSAGE & ENERGY

HEALING
By a lincensed doctor of chiropractic/holistic

medicine with healing hands for relieving

your pain, stress; relaxing your body/mind at

comfort of your tlQME Dr Behrooz
Shokrani Tel:3 10-864-7400

6300
Legal Advice/Attorneys

CONSUMER PROTECTION, Lenron law,

automobile dealer fraud, repossessions,
abusive debt collection UCLA law graduate
Contingent fees/costs available. Alec True-
blood 310-443-4139

6400
Movers/Storage

BEST MOVERS. Licensed, insured. Lowest
rates. Fast, courteous-fcareful. Many stud-

ents owved for $98. Lie -T- 163844. NO JOB
TOO SMALL! 1-800-2-GO-BEST Voice-
mail/pager: 323-263-2378.

HONEST MAN w/14ft truck and dollies,

small jobs, short notice ok, SF, LV. SD.
Student discount. Go Bruins! lOyrs. 310-
285-8688

JERRYS MOVING&DELIVERY The careful

movers. Experienced, reliable, same-day de-
livery. Packing, boxes available. Also, pick-

up donations for American Cancer Society.

Jerry ©310-391 -5657.

SUMMER STORAGE. Free pck up avail-

able. reasonable rates. Westside Self-Stor-

age 310-826-5955

WW^ 6500
Music Lessons

DRUM LESSONS
ALL LEVELS/STYLES with dedicated pro-
fessional. At your home or WLA studio. 1st-

lesson free. No drum set necessary.
Neil:323-654-8226

GUITAR LESSONS
by professional near UCLA. All levels, guitars

available Learn to play effortlessly!

wwwJWGS.com. Call Jean at 310-476-
4154.

Display

206-3060
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6200
Health Services

6200
Health Services

6200
Health Services

COMPLIMENTARY CONSULTATION r^^IX
ORTHODONTIST

.„ SINCK 1980
UCW FACULTY MEMBKR

MO) 826- 7494
ll645Wil$hireBlvd #802
l.os Angeles, CA 90025

949) 552 - 5890
I H 124 Culver Ur.#A
Irvine, CA 9271.5

Dr. Nader Dayani
Member American A.s.snciation of Orthodonti.st.s

Specializing in braces fo r adults & children

mmmBsamsm

Braces
l>eliver HrilliatU Result

• Cosmetic Porcelain
• Surgical Orthodontics

• Removable
• Traditional
• Invisible

Europeon

Teeth Whitening $«c;ooB^-^
upper or lower '=*^kD%J BL*. . .»«

'»
' .1 Jlrrnwil MM t» en lolk«m SlCOOQOpkjjSinOQOtoi

<• I 'I'l.of.lholliMOtrrisfilrsnawoO'txm.UtKOC*!
; ^ I

1

1
: 1 *ji 5 IX on 'oi «»Qcri monln ur l>u jlinoni i<injiiia<]

ro/ miLovaow c»«:<.i ana $ 1 7(B 00 piui S I» 00 cwnnwiiri
'm tuiatnic aacat SJUO 00 (oi oognoiiic iluij» mooui er»i

SUftOOiof loimai conviliaiiofi

•«rwji:oo aat* * x>m

6SOO
Music Lessons

PIANO LESSONS
For adult beginners. Learn the fundamentals
at your home in 6 lessons. Beethoven lin-

eage. Barry Neikrug:310-849-2816.

6600
Personal Services

Unhappy? Tired? Drained?

Maybe it's because univenities like

[ HjLA have the soul ofDracula.

^ http://Universitysecrets.com

?rcccccccrrrrT7-n> rrrmnnrm / / / nv'j

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING

Comprehensive Disserlation Assistance
Theses. Papers, and Personal Slalemenij,

Proposals and Books
International Students Welcome Since 1985

Sharon Bear. Ph.D. (310)470-6662
www.Baar-Write com

6700
Professional Services

ATTENTION MBA, LAW, MEDICAL
SCHOOL APPLICANTS! Frustrated devel-
oping your crucial personal statements? Gel
rofessional help from well-known au-
hor/consultant.31 0-826-4445. www. winning-
lersonstatement

.com

.

DIGITAL VIDEOGRAPHER w/Canon XL1
$200/day. Also digital editing, graphic design
available. Located in Westwood 310-478-
5484

CREATIVE EXPERTISE
MBA & OTHER
PERSONAL

STATEMENTS,
RESUMES

Personalized, professional assifance Wnf
ng. editing, dissertation (ormatting, tran-

scribing. Ace Words.Etc. 310-820-8830

FIND ROOMS &
ROOMMATES ONLINE

The Napster for roommates. Free to view
and place ads. Immediate Online Results,

(vwweasyroommate.com

-ORMER ENGLISH TEACHER w/ Masters
rem U-Chicago, edits/word processes dis-

;ertations, proposals, screenplays, personal
itatements. resurT>es. International students
velcome. Winslov/s 310-829-6171

^ HEAD SHOTS $99
SITTING PLUS digital file lor unlimited

prints!! Westwood location Call Jennif-
^r:31 0-575-6638.

^EDICAL SCHOOL APPLICATION COUN-
SELING. Counseling by recently graduated
1^ D Specializing in application essays/inter-

'lew-skills. Fee negotiable/money-back
luarantee. Greg Freedman. M.D. 310-960-

i300/pager

NEED IT TYPED?
)on't have lime or inclination? Profession-

il/degreed word processors specializing in

egal/psychological transcription and lengthy

icademic papers, (legible draffs please).
i3/pg. student rate, $50/minimum, $12/pick-

tp/delivery. Resumes/$40. 323-288-6805
>ny time.

NOTARY PUBLIC Bilingual services avail-
ible. Spanish and English. Commission
'1277297 Commission expires Sept 17
!004 310-820-7113.

PUBLISH YOUR WORK
FOR $1 ,295

extbooks, novels and more. Call FirstPub-
sh, Inc at 888-707-7634 or visit www.firstpu-
>lish.com

6700
Professional Services

6700
Professional Services

#UPERSONIC^
RESUME.COIIf

www.SuperSonicResume.com

E-mail your resume and cover

letter directly to over

80,000 hiring managers.

Only 10 cants for
each e-mail.

www.MailYourResume.com

Search for companies and print

their addresses for a personal

resume mailing on your PC. m —
w/ 1

Mailings of 2.000 to 4.000 resumes and e-mailings of 8,000 to

15,000 resumes achieve more and better Job offers than

most thought possible, In one-tentti the time.

Uei Qiumntm Ym

Brentwood Dermatology

Medical Group

Jack H. Silvers, MD
iii(.l..m.ii(;<if Ilk- Amencan Hoard of |)cniiiUi>lM>!\

• Liposuction • Botox • Collagen
• Fat injection.<i to significantly

reduce Cacial lines

• l*««r removal of brown spots,

tattoo's and veins

• Mole removal with great

aesthetic outcome
A GENERAL DERMAT0L06Y

10% w/ mention of Ad

Preceptorship avail«vle for
medical and P.A. students.

Office Irxated on

San Vkrafe in Brentwood

310-826-205I'
www.Dr$8¥0ru€m

CHEMISTRY, ORGANIC CHEMISTRY
PHYSICS, BIOLOGY PHYSIOLOGY
STATS. By doctoral student, w/lots of teach-
ing experience. Fee negotiable/money-back
guarantee Call Greg, 310-397-0547

MATH AND PHYSICS
TUTORING

OFFERED for all grade levels and most col-

lege level courses. Group rales available.

Call:3 10-4 13-7620

MATH TUTOR
For regular weekly appointments, all levels.

$30+/hour. Tng/Pre-Calculus, Calculus, Al-

gebra, Geometry UCLA Math BS Graduated
honors. Jonathan:31 0-850-8849 323-734-
8321

MY-TUTORCOM Math/Physics/Stalis-
lics/English/Hebrew, chemistry/biology
Law/Business Law, computer programming
Computerized statistical analysis available
Tutoring sen/ice Call anytime. 800-90-TU-
TOR

Au WRirm i EDirm
Personal Statements, Papers, Theses,
Dissertations, Books, & Proposals

Comprehensive help by PhD From UC
International Students Welcome

(323) 665-8145

PHYSICS AND MATH
Math/Physics major/student offers tutoring in

physics and math at all levels Contact Sina
(310)989-1491 orsina4@uclaedu

RESEARCH PAPER TUTOR. 4 grad and
published writer offers private tutoring sen/ic-

es 213-390-3331

7000
Tutoring Offered

AAA TUTOR'S CLUB
A HOME TUTORING service for all subjects,
grades K-12. Lowest prices guaranteed! For
more information call 310-444-0449.

AMERICAN HUSBAND (currently college in-

structor, MBA Wharton. UPenn) and Korean
wife (UCLA Grad. middle school teacher) will

patiently tutor English speaking and writing

310-559-0123.

WRITING TUTOR
Kind and patient Stanford graduate. Help
with the English language—for students of
all ages/levels. 310-440-3118.

3QVGrtlS6in Classified display
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Cut your study

time in half.
JJ^

Try Qi Gong^^^^

and/or Meditation

For more details on the

MindBody Rx turn to

page 34

Visif the Ashe Center website for

more information, request an appoint-

ment or oslc health related questions -

www.studenthealth.ucla.edu

or call 310 825-4073

ucal Ashe Center

TODAY'S
CRO^WORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 Broods
6 Theater section

1 Lucy Lawless role

14 Orderly grouping
15 Actor Montand
16 Tiny particle

1

7

Korean city

18 Harangue
19 Renoir subject
20 Also
21 Sheer fabric

23 Burdened
24 French coin
26 Takes the train

27 Dash
29 Kyoto poem
31 Dairy-case buy
32 Flavor
33 Grassy meadow
36 Survive a bad

situation

40 Melancholy
41 "Wonderland" girl

42 Blow a gasket
43 Chart
44 Album Items
46 Make butter

48 Reality

49 Pirate's treasure
50 Use the dressing

room
52 Sun, in Acapuico
55 Pillage ,

56 Dock
57 Fumble around for

59 Ms Sommer
60 Woody's son
61 Toga wearer
62 Gorbachev's

domain
63 Crystallize

64 Harvest " '

.

DOWN
1 Clipper ship

feature

2 Popular cookie

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

G A M E

1

I C A R D

1

H u G
R U E S 8 P R E E K R A

1 R 1 8 W A 1 F 8 L E A F
P A N A M aHd 1 P 1 8 M 8I^^Y A R DHT O A D
D O B E R M A NHT R A 1 N S
R A 1 £l- E M 1 rHm y N A H
A 8 K D O M E 8 L 1 1

M E E T 8 N O N
E

E 8 A V E
A S S A 1 lHy L L OW E D
Wm^B R A Dw E E DliaM
R A G A

1

V A Tc O A R 8 E
E L L 8 1 N A P T

1

P A T E
E P 1 C 8 T 1 E

i
o
P
R E L

uJ B oj H E L P A W S

423-01 ^c 2001. Umted Feature Syndicate

3 Check for

errors

4 — Claire. Wis
5 Wooded
6 Type of poem
7 Face shape
8 DNA carrier

9 Part of i.e.

10 "Kubia Khan"
locale

1

1

Piano exercise
12 Leaf joints

13 The final word?
22 Thunder Bay's

prov
23 Is fond of

25 Civil unrest
26 Ceremony
27 Plants seed
28 Request
29 Concoct

(a plot)

30 Tennis champ
Arthur

32 Voyage

33 Repulsive
34 Therefore
35 Iowa college

town
37 "Dirty —

"

38 Vivacity

39 Horse's gait

43 Rainspout
44 For
45 Famished
46 Chilte

47 Dress
fasteners

48 Alpine
region

• 49 Color in

Pierre's flag

50 Came apart
'5l Restaurant

freebie

53 Gemstone
54 Give,

temporarily
56 Mil. rank
58 "Vivele -!"

?

Displa'

206-301
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2300
Sperm / Egg Donors

2300
Sperm / Egg Donors

2300
Sperm / Egg Donors

2300
Sperm / Egg Donors

Special Egg Donor JVeeded

^ Preferred Donor will meet the following rriteriar

•Height Approx. 5'9
' or TaUer •SAX Score around 1300

or High A.C.T. •Caucasian •CoUege Student or
Graduate Student Under 30 •No Genetic Medical Issues

Compensation

. )

"Nx

-:'i

Paid to you and/or the charity of your choice.
All related expenses will be paid in addition to

your compensation.

(Extra compensation available for someone who might be especially

- gifted in athletics, science/mathematics or music.)

\

For more information or to obtain an application please
V contact Michelle at the law Office of Greg I. Eriksen

(800)808-5838
oremailEggDonorInfo@aol.com.

-i|*^

*This ad is being placed for a particular client and is not soliciting eggs for a donor bank

7100
Tutoring Wanted

TUTORS WANTED
AFTER-SCHCX)L FOR grades K-12, in BH,
WLA, SM areas. Education majors and/or
graduate-level (in any field) a plus $11.25-
15/hour. Call The Tutor's Club: 310-444-
0449

EXPERIENCED TUTOR WANTED Must be
graduate student or TA For high school
student taking second year Spanish and
math. 310-476-0766

MATH AND ENGLISH COMP tutor needed
for 7th grader. Female English major pre-
ferred Beverly Hills area 310-271-9151
310-342-3207.

7500
Career Opportunities

ACCOUNTING DEPT
ASSISTANT

-— 7500
Career Opportunities

ADC BARTENDING SCHOOLS

P/T entry level position. M-F 2-6pm w/ some
flexibility. Basic computer knowledge, car
with insurance, good oral and written com-
munication skills required. Good learning
opportunity. $10/hr-»-mileage. 310-276-9166.

RN OR DENTAL STUDENT for MD office
near Beverly Hills on Saturday AM's or P/T.

Top salary. Call 323-939-2111

.(yU C'»MiNCMAM

TOLL FREE 1 888 202 582aMww abcbartending.com

,
MATH AND/OR SCIENCE GRAD STUDENT

< wanted as tutor for 2nd-grade math. Prefer
male $40/hr, once a week Calabassas
Kaylie 818-222-4942

SPANISH & ENGLISH TUTORMust have
own car, must relate well to students. Santa

Monica, Los Angeles 310-679-2133

7^00
Business Opportunities

$500-1 000/MONTH P/T
Seeking motivated students for mai1<eting in-

ternet, cellular and long distance accounts.
Senous inquines only Call for rec info 888-
432-4890.

^^ Imagine ->^

7200
Typing

THE TYPING GUYS: Get your papers done
Fast and cheap. Pick-up and.delivery avail-

able. $12/hr Call 310-827-2777

WORD PROCESSING specializing in thes-
es, dissertations, transcnption, legal, psych,
resumes, fliers, brochures, mailing lists, re-

ports. 310-828-6939

ONLINE MARKETING
Learn the truth about online marketing!
http //hop clickbank net/hop.cgi?mvp777/
bigdogs

^p

^JSO^t

Immediate Openings
$9 to $15/Hour

general office clerks to executive secretaries

temporary & full time positions

Medical Transcription

MCCS Scheduling System a plus

Fax rasuma to (310) 278-4269
For an immadiata appointmant

call (310) 278-0S11

atarata££lnga«rvlcaa . ccm

Classifieds

825-2221

7600
Child Care Offered

$$$ LOW PRICES $$$
WONDER YEARS PRESCHOOL run Lv
UCLA grads Ages2 5/6years Two largt

play-yards Open 7:30-5.30.Close to UCLA
310-473-0772

7700
Child Care Wanted

$12/H0UR
WORK AT HOME PARENT needs assistan:

Now-June 15. MTW, need person 2/3 days
3-6P(^. Safe car, run errands, pick up tw
kids Summer much more hours availabit

310-399-3518.

BABYSIT AT THE
BEACH

Caregivers needed to supervise infants and
toddlers Fn 10am-12pm for a Mommy ano
me meditation class. Must be mature, re

sponsible and love children 310-581-9307.

BABYSITTER NEEDED for 5 and 7 year-
olds. Weekend evening Non smoking, gen-
tle, active, loves kids dogs and cats. Refer-
ences $9/hour. Call Lisa 310-476-0242.

BABYSITTER NEEDED. Weekday even-
ings. Pick up 8-year-oId from school in San-
ta Monica at 5:30 until 9 or 10. Possible live-

in, part trade. 820-0224. Ask for Victoria.

EXCEPTIONAL P/T BABYSITTER WANT-
ED: For 2 exceptional young children. We
are seeking a highly reliable person who is

loving and ha* a smcero *n<«r©sl in chfW de-
velopment. Experience w/kids & own car a
must. 1-2 evenings/week plus 1-2 weekend
days. $12/hr. Fax resume & references to

310-454-3994.

FEMALE AFTER-SCHOOL CHILD
CARE/DRIVER for 2 kids (10&13) M-F, 3-
7pm. Bel Alf. Must have car/references. Eliz-
abeth: 310-472.-9920 evenings/fax 310-472-
9178. ASAP!

FUN, ENERGETIC, FEMALE BABYSITTER
needed Tues/Thurs.. ffexible hrs 3 kids. Ex-
penence/References required. More hrs.

available in summer Pacific Palisades 310-
454-1150.

MARY POPPINS TYP5
Weekend nanny/housekeeper needed ^ 3
weeknights. Arrive 7am Sat, leave 9pm Sun.
Bel-air. Experience/references required Call
310-889-1840.

SATURDAY NIGHT SITTER. Female Near
Beverly Glenn/Mulholland $10/hour Must
drive. 310-550-7028

STEADY BABYSITTER NEEDED for 2-year-
old in Beverly Glenn Area. Call Jennifer at
818-905-0371.

7800
Help Wanted

$$Get Paid For Your
Opinions!$$

Earn $15-$lz5 and more per survey!
www.money4opinions.com

$lO-$20/HR. Artist seeks totally clean-sha-
ven male, bi or gay preferred, under 21 for

figure modeling, etc. lnexF>erienced ok Dan-
ny:81 8-980- 1666.

$15-$23/HR BRIGHT ENTHUSIASTIC peo-
ple to teach SAT prep and ALL Academic
Subjects. Transportation required. We will

train Flexible hours. Send or fax cover let-

ter/resume, including test scores (SAT GRE.
etc.) to ACE Educational Services, Attn:Bar-
ry, 9911 W Pico Blvd. Ste PH-K, LA, CA
90035; Fax:310-282-6424. Positions avail-

able throughout LA and the Valley.

$1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL Mailing our cir-

culars. No experience required. Free infor-

mation packet Call 202-466 1639.

•ENERGETIC PEOPLE
NEEDED!!!*

Busy Valley, Hollywood, or Santa Monica
office needs energetic people. Bonuses'
310-395-7368

•MOVIE EXTRA WORK* Beats all jobs Start

immediately. Great pay FurVEasy. No crazy
fees. Program for free medical Call-24/hrs
323-850-4417.

A PERFECT STUDENT
JOB!!!

AFTERNOONS DURING SCHOOL. Fulltime
during Quarter Breaks and Summer Vaca-
tions! Work at the most famous tennis shop
in LA Wort( experience not nocessary. Mini-

mum pay $7.50/hr. "String for 4^16

pros!"Westwood Sporting Goods. 1065 Gay-
ley Ave 310-208-6215.

ACCESS TO A COMPUTER? PUT IT TO
WORK! Up to $25-75/hr. PT/FT
www EamEZbucks com. 888-715-4646

ACCOUNTING A/R, collections. Close to

campus Flexible hours 310-828-9900

Dispia'
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7800
Help Wanted

Are you a model...

Looking for alltypes

male/feinaie niodels/actoi^
We also have Plus size &. Children div

For pnni & non-unuxi ci)fnmca°ials

No experience rc«juia>d. No fees

7800
Help Wanted

SMSL

\i> Ex/K'hciin- .\ixi'.\s(tn

.Men. Womm. diildren all jnes. m/»
r*» \\ lilnh (innnieraaJ> Manayinr.

fiirfK'rsonal in/i-nicii call nmi

310.659.7000

7800
Help Wanted

Canyon Creek Sports Carrp
Residenhal Summer Camp GMinsdor/Speciolist
We art kxMng tor •mnuilMllc. raiponMA, w«il (Dundeo

IMI mamben tor our10-««MK dteefu iportt and camp
program Dutm Mdude toaching and pantcipaOng In vaitous

sports, arts and crafU and drama actMWas Muat be al toati

iSyaareoM prataraMy widi 1 or 2 years ol camp experience

8/19 - 8/2SA)1 $1,800 and up (213) 74»-046«

7800
Help Wanted

ADIMIN ASSISTANT front office, evenings
4pm-9pm M-Th. Also, assistant needed
days/afternoons to work w/director of opera-
tions. $8/hr. Contact Daniel Salazar dmgas-
socinc© earthlink.net, or fax resume 310-
479-7771

Admin Assistant for

prominent Westside
art gallery

Train now-F/T by Augtjst. Must be fluent in

Spanish, detail-oriented. $10-12/hr+commis-
sion. Fax resume:310-586-1712

ADMIN ASSISTANT F/T position in Beverly
Hills. Microsoft Office a must. Email resume
employment©saybrex.com or fax 310-278-
0038. More info 310-278-2750.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT Will train In

medical office 30-40hr. M-F 9:30-6:30pm
Computer knowledge required. Salary and
benefits. 15-min to UCLA. 310-476-4205

ASSISTANT P/T
For cfiairman of national company Excellent

opportunity. Flexible PU hours Please call

Mona Andrews, 310-288-2513.

BA/Masters level Psychology major for job
as Psychometrist in NIH AIDS study. Must be
fluently bilingual (English, Spanish) and haye
own car/license. Will train. For more info call

Allison/Dr. Singer 310-473-5500.
.—f

BEACH CAMP SUMMER JOBS! Coun-
selors, Lifeguards, Craft Director: work
w/toddler-teens at Private Beach Club in SM.
Call Andrea;310-395-3254.
TBC210©aol com

BEVERLY HILLS AUTO DETAIL shop needs
hard-working, fast-paced, agressive people
to handle top-notch cars. No expenence re-

quired. Flexible hours. Ozzie:3 10-859-2870.

CAMP COUNSELORS needed for local

summer day camp. Beach/aquatic experi-

ence in swimming, surfing, sailir>g, or jet ski-

ing a plus. Competitive salaries. 818-996-

4780.

CAMP TAKAJO lor Boys., Naples, Maine,
TRIPP LAKE CAMP for Girts, Poland, Maine.
Picturesque lakefront locations, exceptional
facilities. Mid-June thru mid-August. Over
100 counselor positions in tennis, swimming,
land sports, water sports, tripping, outdoor

-Skills, theatre arts, .'fine arts, music, nature

COMEDIC WRITER
Looking lor comedic writer needed for a fe-

male comedian. Should have stand-up
comedic material Female preferred P/T.

$10/hr. 310-236-1184 leave message

COMPANION
For developmentally disabled 16-year-old
girl, hours flexible. $12/hour. Need own
transportation. Fluent in English. 310-839-
3732.

COMPANION FOR
ELDERLY LADY

Mon-Fri. Late afternoons to early evening,
some weekends. Must have car. Bel Air. 310-
889-9765.

DAY CAMP - SUMMER
Seek stall w/summer home in or near the
San Fernando or Cone)o Valleys, Oxnard,
Simi, Malibu. misc. Instructors & General
couns. $2750-3500+ for summer 888-
784-CAMP www workatcamp com

7800
Help Wanted

DRIVER/HELPER
Female UCLA student needed for kids after-

school programs everyday between 3-7pm.
Hours are flexible, $10-12/hr 310-888-0021,
close to UCLA.

EARN $20/HOUR + receive 50% off Own
Nextel cellular phone! Worid-wide, wireless,

and platinum club Contact Emeka ASAP at

310-628-8113

DAY CAMP
COUNSELORS

Pali Camp now hiring enthusiastic coun-
selors! Summer fun includes: jet skiing,

amusement parks, beach days, paintball and
more! 19 and up. Call Jacque: 310-477-
2700x14.

DAY CAMP
Summer. Swimming, beaches, horses &
more wwwdaycampjobs.com

EARN $200 A DAY!
No experience necessary

TV commercials

Music videos

310-358-5147

EARN$$$ from home! 25 P/T psychic taro

card readers needed now for extremely busy
line. Up to $12/hr. No fee Choose your own
hours. 818-882-9465

COMPANION For retired 92-yo female phar-
macist. 3 hours, 2 times a week. Need car
310-277-7818.

ASSISTANT TO BUSY REALTOR in West-
wood. Flexible hours. Need bright, computer
savvy, organized, articulate person w/front

office appearance. Will train. Fax resume:
310-268-0665.

ATTENTION STUDENTS
AND FACULTY

Need Help. Seeking information regarding
apartments at 527 Midvale If you- are aware
of any complaints made to Midvale II Apart-
ments management regarding sliding glass
doors or balcony heights, landlord tenant dis-

putes, or tenant complaints at Midvale II

Apartments, please contact: 1-800-935-4844

AWESOME EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNI-
TY!! Part-time customer service position

Flexible hours and excellent pay at $11/hr.

Call Rachel today at 310-479-3355.

"Study, secretarial. Call Takajo at 800-250-
8252 or Tripp Lake at 800-997-4347. Submit
application on-line at www.takajo.com or trip-

plakecamp.com

CERTIFIED PERSONAL
TRAINERS/

FRONT DESK HELP for LAs most popular

health club. For more information call Giu-

seppe:323-658-6999.

ChatForDollars.Com
Earn extra dollars by participating in chat-
room discussion panels on the Internet.

www.chatfordollars.com

CLERICAL/CUSTOMER SERVICE. M-F,

304-hrs/wk Good phone and English skills,

detail-oriented, reliable WLA, $9.50-$10/hr

310-826-3759ext229

COUNSELORS AND
INSTRUCTORS

In art, swimming, nature, video and ropes
needed by Tumbleweed Day Camp. Must be
responsible, energetic and enjoy working
wrth chrtdren. 310-472-7474

COUNSELORS/FUTURE TEACHERS
needed for summer program at Crossroads
School in Santa Monica. Perfect for elemen-
tary education majors. Email resume to

gcuddy©xrds.org. EOE.

CSO OFFICE
ASSISTANT

Office assistant needed to work Tuesday &
Thursday 10-4pm at our Westwood Police
Station Starting rate $8.47/hr. Must be a
UCLA student w/at least one yr. remaining.
Training provided for clerical and public rela-
tions duties. Fo r details call 310-206-5473.

CSOs NOW HIRING
Do Good and get paid Pay $8.47 to

$l0.65/hr. Must be a UCLA student w/U
academic years remaining with valid driver's

license. Web: wwwucpd.ucla.edu/ucpd/cso.
Email: cso©ucpd ucla.edu. Phone: 310-
825-2148

DAY CAMP-SUMMER
Seek staff w/summer home in or near the
San Fernando or Conejo Valleys, Oxnard,
Simi, Malibu misc Instmctors & General
couns $2750-3500-K for summer 888-

784-CAMP www.workatcamp.com

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL ON CAMPUS
needs Extended Day TA's for sumhier pro-

gram. July2-July27, 12-3:45pm/daily. Job
resumes in September tor fall,

mparks© ucia . edu/3 1 0-206-5 1 94

ENTREPRENEURS
WANTED

Mari<eting group seeks motivated enthusias-
tic individuals. Wort< 4 hours/week and make
$5000/month. Ideal for students 310-281-
1138.

DENTAL ASSISTANTS Part Time. Nice
Offices. Brentwood and Westwood. 310-824-
2225

DO CATS MAKE YOU
WHEEZE?

If you are allergic to cats, you may qualify to

participate in research study of an investiga-
tional medication. If you qualify, you will re-

ceive study related medication and up to

$250.00 compensation for your time. If inter-

ested, please call Jonathan Corren, M D at
310-477-1734 ext.242

DRIVER NEEDED
FEMALE DRIVER NEEDED: Pick-up stud-

ent from school in Santa Monica© 3pm
Drive to after-school activities Valid dnvers
license/insurance. 310-454-7296

EVENT STAFF/
SECURITY

For sports, concerts, TV shows, conven-
tions. 18+ with clean background. Great job
for students. You pick your assignments.
213-748-7223.

F/T EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT for CEO of In-

ternational Group in MDR. Dynamic, top
computer,wnting,organi2ational skills and
references. Fax resume&salary require-
ments 310-823-6143

FEMALE MODELS
NEEDED

Immediate work for 18 yrs+, all races, all

ages, adult internet, video modeling.
$100/hour. Gel your own website 818-694-
2687.janiero@att.net

DRIVER WANTED: 2-3 weekday afternoons
for senior. $10/hr. Must have own car, valid

CDL, proof of insurance, good driving record.

310-474-0336

FUN SUMMER
Swimming, horses, beaches and more.
www.daycampjobs.com

Want

Applications for the positions of

DAILY BRUIN
, News Editor ;^

1 and

Photo Editor
ARE NOW AVAILABLE AT 118 KeRCKHOFF HaLL.

They are due in Timothy Kudo's box

ON May 2.

Viewpoint Editor and Copy Chief

Applications are also available

BUT ARE DUE BY APRIL 25. /

Classifieds

825-2221 Displai

206-3060
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7800
Help Wanted

Daily Bruin Classified

7800
Help Wanted

Congratulations

2001 BEARWEAR®
MODELS

Thank you to the 300+ applicants who applied to model

UCLA clothing In the upcoming BearWear

catalog. BeaiWear appreciates ALL your Interest and

enthusiasm but unfortunately we can only use

12 models this year.

Ruben Aguilar

Trad Buchholz

StephaneeCraz

Jeff Hobnan

RidianlJhong

Lindsay Keever

Larrin Marrisett

Priti Ohri

Antonio Raimundo

ShirinR^jaee

Ernest Shahbazian

Brittney Shipp

BearWear models, please call the ASUCLA Mar1(eting office at 794-8801
between 9am-5pm to confirm that you can attend a mandatory model
orientation meeting on Wednesday April 25 from 11am-t2pm or t2pm-tpm
Ackennan Union 2410.

SmUmU DAY CJ^HP-^

(310) 472-7474 Located 10 rrfTn/^ - -^ .

Looking for fun, energetic students who fovd^
children and would like a job outdoors as a
general counselor. We also need specialists to
teach horseback riding, video making, swimming,
rock climbing, nature studies, or arts & crafts.

www.tumbieweed4ever.com
Call for a great summer!

GENERAL OFFICE/filing/answer telephone
Close to campus, flex hours. 310-828-9900.

GIRLS wanted at exclusive social club in
WLA. Conversation and dancing 18-t- years
old. Flexible hours. Earn top $$$ 310-313.
2989.

P/T-F/T Medical Receptionists. Must have
excellent phone voice and medical office ex-
perience. Call Mandy 310-274-8353

PART TIME RECEPTIONIST WANTED
Westwood driving school. Call for informa-
tion 310-824-4444.

GREAT PAY!
SEEKING PERSON with good English and
drawing skills 3 1 0-836- 1 038.

LIBRARY JOBS Shelving and other stacks
duties, 12-19 hrs,'wk $6 83/hr to start

STUDENTS ONLY apply at Young Research
Library Rm. 11617 or call Antigone Kulay
310-825-6982

LIFEGUARDS
Certified LGs Start afternoons 5/7 Also
Summer positions Get paid to get (re)certi-

fied Mature 18+ and good swimmer Beauti-
ful canyon setting Tim 310-472-7474. Fax
resume 310-476-7788.

MAKE MONEY BY SMOKING. Attractive f-

smokers for special video project. Good pay
Call toll-free at 888-280-6886.

MALE MODELS
Have a great face or body? GET REC
OGNIZED in Playgirl-style publications Must
be 18-24 Beginners welcome. Highest im-
mediate pay w/headshots. Paid screen test

Jeff©213-748-4555ext. '11, )white©ou-
nique.com

MEDICAL RECEPTIONIST For busy BH
dermatology office. 30+hrs. References re-

quired Call Diane 310-273-0467.

P/T employment available to UCLA students
in 24-hour on-campus hotel. $7.83/hr Apply
at 310-825-2923 or hnp://www.ho-
tels ucia edu

P/T EVENT SECRETARY (mental health cli-

nic). ASAP to November 15hrs/week Mon-
Fri, 9-5(flexible) $10/hour Good on phones,
wellorgani/ed, general office, computer
skills, fax resume to WILA 310277-8903.

P/T OK. r~
fn PREFERRED

Properly Maridyement Company needs help
With secretarial/leasing. Must have car Fax
resume; 310-470-6755. Call: 310-470-1112

Classifieds

825-2221

PART-TIME ADMIN. ASSISTANT Duties in-
clude answering phones, light typing, organ-
ization, office errands, light filing, & collating
documents. Must be bright, enthusiastic, de-
tail-oriented. & able to perfonm a variety of
tasks simultaneously Send cover letter and
resume to ACE Educational Services
Attn Brian, 9911 W. Pico Blvd.. Suite PH-k"
LA CA 90035, or fax to 310-282-6424.

PART-TIME assistant to busy litigation attor-
ney needed ASAP Must have excellent
Word Processing&organizational skills.

Flexible-hours. Pay DOE, 5-minutes from
UCLA. 310-446-8656.

PASADENA AREA SUMMER DAY CAMP
now hiring energetic and responsible people
for counselor positions. Looking for group
counselor, lifeguards and wranglers. Spend
your summ^ outside making new friends
Call TOM SAWYER CAMP 626-794-1156 or
www.tomsawye rteamps com

PAY IS $11/HR
WANTED FOR SHERfWAN OAKS (25 min-
utes from UCLA campus) pension actuarial
office for 20-fhours per week-^full-time sum-
mer: two (2) high achiever sKjdents in Ac-
counting. Math. Econ. Business for Pension
& Acturial Admin; one (1) fearless student
with good marketing skills for telephone-f in-
person marketing pension services fo ac-
countants pay is $1l/hr for each job Fax
resume & DPR to 818-769-4694 Call 818-
769-4600 any Qs.

PERSONAL ASST
FOR BUSY UCLA PROFESSOR Seeking
UCLA student to do shopping, errands, filing

telephones, and very light housekeeping.
Must have car. flexible schedule $l2/hr 15-
20 hrs/wk. 310-206-9082

7800
Help Wanted

RESPITE COMPANION
$10-$12/hr DOE-PT/Flexible hours. Provide
respite for families with children with devel-
opmental disabilities Paid training provided.
Toll free info:877-924-2220 E-mailrokel-
ly@iaba.com. Fax:310-649-3109 Visit us at

www.iaba.com

RETAIL CLERK
Technical bookstore BNi Publications, Inc.,

a leader in technical publications for the con-
struction industry, has immediate part-time
positions available at its WLA location.
$7/hour starling. Flexible hours, convenient
location near 405/10 fwys. Call Richard:310-
474-7771 or fax resume:310-474-6863.

7800
Help Wanted

UCLA RECREATION
SUMMER CAMP JOBS

GREAT MONEY! GREAT TIME! We need
energetic people to be summer camp coun-
selors. Pay is $7.38-$11.00/hr. Morning, af-

ternoon, all-day shifts available. Call 310-
206-1787. Applications available at John
Wooden Center.

7800
Help Wanted

BRENTWOOD, $1650, 2bd/2bth. front.up-

per. balcony, refrigerator/stove, car-
pet/drapes, pariting, laundry, no pets, near
UCLA, by appt, 11728 Mayfield #6. 310-271-
6811.

VET TECHS
Needed fo( busy a animal hospital in Culver
City Call Oscar at:3 10-559-3770 or fax your
resume at:310-559-9447.

REWARDING/FUN
Summer Swimming, beaches, horses &
more, www.daycampjobs.com.

WANTED: People who want to lost weight
310-884-8746. 24 hour message.

BRENTWOOD, LARGE STUDIO APART-
MENT/Guesthouse. Private deck Will earn
entire rent in exchange for 25 flexible

hours/week of grading 2nd grade papers,
running errands, cooking Friday night and
Sunday night dinner. 310-472-8215 even-
ings.

BRENTWOOD: Large single. $750/mth. 858
South Grandville. Upper, parking, laundry,
yard/garden. No smoking, no pets. 310-454-
4754

SALES POSITION available for internet e-
commerce company Salary-^commission
Call 310-234-0784. Fax: 310-234-0786.
Email: Jobs6electrobuy.com

SendForCash.Com
Earn cash daily by sending emails from your
home computer.

www.sendforcash.com

SUMMER AT THE
BEACH AND MTNS

FUN WORK WITH CHILDREN IN THE OUT-
DOORS 7-week day program, 2-weeks
Sierra Sleepaway June 25-August 24. Ex-
perience Willi children and watof activHies

$330-fbonus/week. Call 310-826-7000 or
wvyw.SierraAdventureCamps.com

SUMMER CAMP
DIRECTOR

Pnvate Beach Club seeking experienced
Head Coach to supervise social and recrea-
tional activiites for children ages 3-14 years.
Salary commensurate with experience. Con-
tact Dale:310-454-1391 or Fax resume:310-
454-2266.

WLA FINANCE CO. Recently named 43-rd
fastest growing co. in America by Inc. maga-
zine, seeks motivated individuals to assist
account executive w/lead generation via
telephone for our lease/loan products to
businesses. Fun environment Salary $10-
$l2/hr-^bonuses. Fax resume 310-737-1974
or email steves©alliancecap.com.

WORK from home in\the US or in an interna-
tional business. 24 hour message 310-884-
8748. ^.

8000
Internships

FREE ARTS FOR ABUSED CHILDREN IS
SEEKING UNPAID INTERNS. PLEASE
CONTACT JANNA AT 31 0-313-4ART

URBAN VISION ENTERTAINMENT TEMP
p/t. Movie marketing paid/class credrt posst-
ble. Working with publications, radio, etc.
Exp preferred. 323-292-0147.

MAR VISTA bright guest house. Refrigerator,
stove, huge kitchen, overiooking beautiful
landscaped yard, parking included, molnth-
to-month, utilities included $685. 310-395-
RENT www.westside'rentals.com

MIRACLE MILE
Large single $875. Wood ftoors, walk-in clos-
et, refrigerator, stove, cabinets, front door
and back door, laondry room. Small pets ok.
street parking. 310-870-1757.

N. WESTWOOD VILLAGE. Large, charming
1BDonKelton$1400. Agent:31 0-268-2800.

PACIFIC PALISADES guest house 1 bed-
room, 1 bath, private, quiet, mountain view,
ocean view, near ocean, parking included
$1,125. 310-395-RENT www westsideren-
tals.com

PALMS craltman house. 1 bedfoooj, 1 baffr-
hardwood floors, yard, large rooms, parking
included. $950. 310-395-RENT www.west-
siderentals.com

8300
Volunieer

HOTLINE VOLUNTEERS NEEDED by the
Suicide Prevention Center. Excellent volun-
teer opportunity Next training starts May 5
Please call 310-751-5330 (Culver City)

SUMMER CAMP
COUNSELORS

Decathlon Sporip Club Located in Palo Alto
6/25-8/17. $78-$02/day. 9am-4pm. camp
job ©yahoo com *

SUMMER DAY CAMPS
San Fernando or Conejo Valleys. Oxnard.
Simi. Malibu. Misc. Instructors & General
couns $2750-3500 f for summer. 888-784-
CAMP, www workatcamp com

SUMMER DAY CAMPS
San Fernando or Conejo Valleys, Oxnard,
Simi, Malibu. Misc. Irtstructors & General
couns. $2750-3500+ fdr summer. 888-784-
CAMP www.wort<atcarr)b.com

8400
Apartments for Rent

PALMS DUPLEX 1 bedroom, refrigerator,
stove, quiet neightborhood. yard. $700. 310-
395-RENT www.westsiderentals.com

PALMS Single apt from $575. 1-bdrm $695.
$600deposit 1-year lease only Stove, re-
frig..carpets, vert, blinds. 310-837-1502
leave message. 8am-5pm only

SANTA MONICA 1)2BEDR00M/1 5Bath
Townhouse. Washer/Dryer. Dishwasher.
Fridge, Microwave, Garage, $2500. 2)1 -bed-
room. 500sq/ft, Stove, Fridge, Washer/Dryer.
Utilities included, garage, $1100. 310-450-
0828

SUMMER JOB
GRADAJNDERGRAD Psychology,education
or speech to be a camp aide for a special
needs child. 6/25-8/25. Valerie 8 18-907-
0367.

SUMMER JOBS!
The Marcia Israel Day Camp is now hiring
Senior and Junior Counselors and an Art
Teacher for Summer 2001. Spirited, energe-
tic, patient, experienced candidates who love
working with young children should call 310-
445-1280 ext. 150.

* PALMS •
4BD, 3BA + LOFT TOWNHOfVIE FP

CENTRAL AIR/HEAT. GATED '

GARAGE. SEC ALARM, CAT OK
3670 MIDVALE AVE.

$2395/MO
2BD. 2BA TOWNHOME. FP
CENTRAL AIR/HEAT. GATED

GARAGE, SEC. ALARM, CAT OK
3614 PARIS DR.

$1395/MO

• MAR VISTA •
11913 AVON WAY. $1295/MO.

11748 COURTLEHJH DR. $1295/MO.

(310)391-1076
[OpenHou5e7Day5aWbek10-4Pt^,g

SANTA MONICA 2 bedrooms, refrigerator,
stove, balcony, walk-in closets, garage
$1,375. 310-395-RENT www.westsideren-
tals.com

SANTA MONICA apartment, pel okay refrig-

erator, stove, patio, hardwood floors, bright,
newly remodeled, parking. $900. 310-395-
RENT www.westsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA apartment. Great location,
bachelor, refrigerator, month-to-month. $625.
310-395-RENT www.westsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA completely furnished. 1

bedroom, pool, laundry, quiet neighborhood,
bright, gated parking, utilities paid. $950.
310-395-RENT www.westsider^ntals.com

SANTA MONICA craftsman guest house.
Refrigerator, stove, high ceilings, quiet
neighborhood, utilities included, very bright
$1,050. 310-395-RENT www.westsideren-
tals.com

SUMMER JOBS! WEST Los Angeles day-
camp hiring energetic counselors, lifeguards,
and specialists. Call Tiffany at 310-399-
2267.

•WESTWOOD VILLAGE. MIDVALE N OF
LEVERING. LARGE 2-BDRM APT. GAR-
DEN VIEW. DINING ROOM, UNIQUE
CHARM FRONT AND REAR ENTRANCE
310-839-6294.*

SANTA MONICA craftsman guest house.
Utilities included, refrigerator, stove high
ceilings. $1,050. 310-395-RENT wwwwest-
skjerentals.com

SUMMER JOBS...GET
PAID EXPERIENCE

West Los Angeles. San Fernando Valley.
Santa Clarita Valley Simi and Conejo Valley
areas. Receptionist, File Cleric, Admin Assis-
tant, Customer Service and MANY OTHERS
needed. Work as much or as seldom as you
like-you decide! Come to the office closest to
you: \

BARRINGTON STAFFING SERVICES
Santa Monica 310-453-1519; Thousand
Oaks 805-494-8695; Burbank 818-954-
0054; Valencia 661-294-9046. Woodland
Hills 818-703-8658. Our service free to ap-
plicants.

SUMMER SPORTS
CAMP COUNSELORS

Pnme Time Sports Camp is now hiring for

summer 2001. Sports background and ex-
perience working with children required
9:30AM-3 30PM M-F. 6/25/01-8/31/01 WLA
and Palisades

. Peler:310-288-4132.

SWIMMING INSTRUCTORS at client
homes $20-$24/hr Strong lesson-teaching
experience with small children Summer em-
ployment Call John 818-781-7676 ext 1

1-MINUTE TO UCLA
1 bdrm w/deck. furnished, bright, clean, se-
curity entrance, large closets, pool, lyr
lease. $1300/nx). 310-824-1830.

2 BEDROOM
WESTWOOD CLOSE

TO
EVERYTHING

Bright, cheerful, spacious, remodeled, close
vto shopping, UCLA, fransportatkjn Pool, pa
\[io, quiet. 310-475-2594

BEL AIR guest house, pel okay, beautiful
view of city, gated, $750. 310-395-RENT
www.westsiderentals.com

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. 142BEDROOM
$895AUP LARGE. UNUSUAL CHARM
SOME SPANISH STYLE W/HARDWOOD
FLOORS. ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS
310-839-6294

SANTA MONICA FURNISHED BACHELOR:
Kitchen facilities, parking, porch, private en-
trance. 22 blocks from the beach
$745/month (flexible). 3 1 0-450-6526.

SANTA MONICA furnished, private roorri^
patio, hardwood floors, fireplace, walk-iri
closets, W/D, quiet neighborhood, bright
$550. 310-395-RENT '

www.westsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA furnished, private room,
private bath, patio, commuter apartment
Utilities included $325. 310-395-RENT
www.weslsiderenlals.com

SANTA MONICA HOUSE 2 bedrooms, patio,
hardwood floors, pantry, carport partdng
bright. $1,425. 310-395-RENT www.west-
siderentals.com

PROGRAMMERS
To help buikJ online entertainment network
HTML, graphics, database, flash anima-
lion/game design skills wwwp-d-
n com/jobs. info©p-d-n com, 310-989-3114.

WEB DESIGNER
NEEDED!

P/T on campus. $l2/hr History-Geogra-
phy project. Contact Apnl Yi: 310-206-
9796. yidgseis ucia edu.

BEVERLY HILLS guest house. Great neigh-
borhood, refrigerator, stove, cable ready
parking included $975 310-395-RENT.
wwwallqjj^A com

bRENTWOOD apartment Great area.
H^dwood floors, pool, parking $700. 310-
395-RENT wwwwestsiderentals.com

BRENTWOOD beautiful apartment Walk-in
closet, laundry, refrigerator $635. 310-395-
RENT www weslstderentals com

BRENTWOOD beautiful, bachelor. wallTin
closets, full bath, refrigerator $635. 310-395-
RENT www.westsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA HOUSE 2 bedrooms, patio,
hardood fkwrs. pantry, bright, carport park-
ing $1,425. 310-395-RENT
www westsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA spacious triplex (upper),
unfurnished, 1 bedroom, cat okay, refrigera-
tor, slove, hardwood fkx)rs. large closets
$1,050 310-395-RENT. www.wesf-
siderentals com

SANTA MONICA studio, refrigerator, stove,
blinds, walking distance to beach, partying
included, month-tomonth, utilities included
$630 310-395-RENT www.westsideren-
tals.com

SANTA MONICA unfurnished. 2 bedrooms
cat okay hardwood floors, laundry, partcing
included $1,211 310-395-RENT wwwwest-
siderentals com

SANTA MONICA—furnished, private room,
refrigerator, stove, patio, commuter apt utili-

ties included. $325. 310-395-RENT
wwwwestsiderentals.com
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FANS
From page 40

"We missed the championships

last year," Reck said. "I was not

going to miss this."

"I'm a converted gymnastics

fan," Forsyth added.

Some might consider the couple

crazy for missing work and travel-

ing across the Atlantic to watch a

college gymnastics meet where
they have no affiliation to the team
they were rooting for.

But Fleck explained that her

intense passion for the sport was
more than enough to drive her to

Athens.

The result of the meet surpassed

any expectations the couple had.

Forsyth wasn't really sure what to

expect, and Fleck merely wanted

to see the world's best college gym-

nasts compete under one roof Head Coach ValQrie Kondos
"For a couple of years I have Field even included the couple in

been hearing about Georgia, and announcements made after din-

Stegeman Coliseum, and how loud ner, calling them "our newest

it is," Heck said. "But today it just members of the Bruin family"

blew me away." In response, gymnasts, parents

The couple was also blown and coaches heartily applauded.

iit'>

away by Bruin

hospitality. After

sitting in the

Bruins cheering

section for two

days, curious

UCLA fans

asked Forsyth

and Reck where

they were from.

The pair

answered that

they came from London, and

before they knew it Forsyth and

Reck found themselves swept of!"

to Buffalo's Cafe in Athens for the

team's post-meet dinner.

, "It was kind

of embarrass-

ing," Reck said

after the two

stood up to

acknowledge
their reception.

But the

UCLA fans'

and athletes'

appreciation

was genuine.

"When they found out we came
from London they freaked," Fleck

said.

"I've just been excited all season

because we are llnaily building a

I'm a converted

gymnastics fan."

Hank Forsyth

Bruins fan

fan base," Kondos Field said.

"And then you find out people fly

from London; it is extremely flat-

tering."

Fleck and Forsyth would cher-

ish the experience regardless of the

outcome, even though the Bruins'

win will undoubtedly make the

4,226-mile trip home a little quick-

er. When asked if it would have

been worth it had their team lost.

Reck responded, "Are you kid-

ding me? I came here to see great

gymnastics, and that's exactly what

we got."

Reck got her fill of great gym-

nastics, a Bruin national champi-

onship, and two UCLA individual

titles. Forsyth got great stories to

tell his buddies, and even if they

don't understand the adrenaline

and anxiety that Forsyth got from

college gymnastics, he knows the

trip was worthwhile.

W.GOLF
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obviously want to win, but realistically it's going to be

tough. Our goal is to finish in the top three like we did

last year. If we do, we would walk out very proud of

our effofe."

Experienced seniors Leilani Bagby and Laura
Moffat are expected to lead UCLA in the tourna-

ment, while vibrant underclassmen Melissa Martin.

Saki Uechi and Gina Umeck will contribute strong

games that they have delivered throughout the year.

But the Bruins must not only battle other universi-

ties to finish in the top-three - they must also over-

come their own adversities.

"I would call what the girls are feeling nervous

optimism," Leary said. "We feel that although we
haven't really played that well this spring and our fin-

ishes haven't shown it, we've made progress.

"It's mental more than anything else. We're in

position but we just have to overcome self-doubt and
realize we are a dominating force in our conference.

We just need to step up."

8AOO
Apartments for Rent

WESTWOOD
PLAZA
(le with shared
bathroom

$875
31 0-208-850S

WESTWOOD guest house Refrigerator,

quiet neighborhood, near UCLA, beautiful

residential area $1,125 310 395-RENT.
wwwwestsiderenlals.com

WESTWOOD private room, refrigerator,

stove, parking included $585. 310-395-
RENT wwwwest5iderentals.com

Classifieds

825-2221

8400
Apartments for Rent

WESTWOOD private room, refrigerator,

stove, laundry, pafking included, month-to-

month, utilities included Contact: Leave a

message 310-446-6207 $585. www.westsid-
erentals.com. 310-395-RENT

WESTWOOD TOWNHOUSE unfurnished, 2
bedrooms, 15 bath, cat okay, refngerator.
stove, hardood ttoors, pool, parking included
$1,295. 310-395-RENT www.west-
siderentals.com

8800
Guesthouse for Rent

BEVERLY HILLS GUESTHOUSE:
ibdrnVlbth. Full kitchen. Walk-in closet
Beautiful backyard. Parking. Near UCLA
$l300/mth. Negotiable. Diana at 310-859-
9288

WESTWOOD townhouse. pet okay. 1 bed-
room. 1 bath, w/cpet. refrigerator, stove, bal-
cony, gated parking. $895. 310-395-RENT
www.w86fsiderenialscom ;

VENICE 2 bedrooms. 2 baths, dishwasher,
balcony, parking. A/C, walk-in closets.

$1,250. 310-395-RENT www.westsideren-
talsxom

WEST LOS ANGELES duplex 1 bedroom,
refrigerator, stove, garage. $800. 310-395-
RENT. www.westsiderentals.com

WEST LOS ANGELES guest house Pet
okay, refrigerator, stove. W/D hookups, park-

ing. $800. 310-395-RENT. wv*rw westsider-

entals.com

WEST LOS ANGELES pnvate room. UCLA
student preferred, parking included. $550
310-395-RENT. www.westsiderentals com

WEST LOS ANGELES unfurnished, 2 bed-
rooms, large closets, yard, parking irKluded,

month-to-month. $720. 310-395-RENT
www.westsiderentals com

WESTCHESTER 2 bedroom, laundry,

garage, month-tomonth. $750 310-395-

RENT www.westsiderentals.com

WESTCHESTER apartment Pel okay. 2
bedrooms, 1.5 bath, dishwasher, balcony,

fireplace, very large, parking. $875. 310-395-

RENT. www.westsiderentals com

WESTWOOD
ACROSS FROM UCLA

Spacious, bnght Ibdrm and private patio,

avail mid-l^ay. Hardwood floors, full kitchen,

large closets, laundry, 2-car parking, $1400
No pets Also, Ibdrm upper avail Sept 1,

$1400. 310-234-8278.

WESTWOOD
RESIDENTIAL AREA

Ibdrm/lbth apartment downstairs in beauti-

ful Westwood f>ome w/private entrance. Ap-

prox.. 600 sq.ft. Pool privileges negotiable.

$950/atth including all utilities. Available

4/15. Call 310-446-1353

WESTWOOD
Spacious studio near campus. $975. Gated
partting, pool. SchooJ&city busses, 1 - blocks

10969 Wellworth. ill. 310-445-3355.

WESTWOOD
WALK TO UCLA

Spacious, bright 2 and 3bdrm apartments
Quiet building, hardwood floors, large clos-

ets, laundry, parking. Available one year
lease in August. No pets. 2bdrm $1850.
3bdrm $2600 310-234-8278

WESTWOOD bachelor, refrigerator, laundry,

walk to campus, utilities included. $625. 310-
395-RENT. www.westsiderentals.com

WESTWOOD contemporary guest house.
Patio, quiet neighborhood, bright, yard.

$550 310-395-RENT www westsideren-
tals.com

WESTWOOD contemporary guest house.
Patk). quiet neighborhood, bright yard. $550.
310-395-RENT. wwwwestsiderentals.com

WESTWOOD townhouse. 2 bedrooms. 1.5
bath, cat okay, refrigerator, stove, hanwood
floors, pool. part<ing included. $1,295 310-
395-RENT. www.westsiderentals.com

WESTWOOD townhouse 2 bedrooms. 1.5

baths, cat okay, relngerator, stove, hard-
wood floors, pool, parking included. $1,295.
310-395-7368 v>ww .westsiderentals.com

WESTWOOD VILLAGE: 1 -BEDROOM
$1400; 2-BEDROOM. 2-Bathroom $2000; 3-

Bedroom, 2-Bathroom $2900; Parking. 1-

year lease, no pets, 10943 Roebling Avail-

able 7/7/01. 310-471-7073.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE: Large 1 -Bedroom,
$1500. Hardwood floors, fireplace, parting,

1 -year lease, no pets, available 6/19/01 . 925
GayleyAve. 310-471-7073.

WESTWOOD walk to campus, private room,
refrigerator, stove, dishwahser, balcony,
hardwood floors, carport parking $550 310-
395-RENT www.westsiderentals.com

WESTWOOD. 2BDRM/2BATH $1450 AND
UP TILE KITCHEN, STEPDOWN LIVING
ROOM, HIGH CEILING. CHARM 1 MILE
SOUTH OF WILSHIRE SOME W/BAL-
C0NY.3 10-839-6294

SANTA MONICA pet okay, private room,
refrigerator, slove. dishwasher, balcony, uiet

neighborhood $600 310-395-RENT.
www. westsiderentals.com

8900
House for Rent

SANTA MONICA. Lady to Share with lady,

new beautiful large house. Air Conditioning,

private Cable Television, $790 including utili-

ties. 310-275-8887.

VENICE 2bedrooms, 2 baths, refrigerator,

stove, dishwasher, balcony. A/C, walk-in
closets, quiet neighborhood, parking.

$1,250. 310-395-RENT www.westsideren-
tals.com

9000
House for Sale

HOUSE WANTED
A 3 or more bedroom house to buy near the
UCLA campus. Contact:dhollander©rei.edu

PERU 2BED/2BATH. 984 square ft. House
in beach town. 30 minutes south from Lima.
$16,000. 21 3-625-P525.

9200
Housing Needed

WESTWOOD. Across UCLA, upscale, one
and two bedrooms, full-kitchen, air condi-
tioned, parking, one year lease. 445 Land-
fair. Taking reservations. 310-824-1969

WESTWOOD. Walk to UCLA. 2bdrm/2bth.
gated parking, rooftop spa. quiet building,
accepting reservations for Summer and Fall

$1895-$2275. 512 Veteran 310-208-2655

WLA. $945. Ibdrm. patio, new carpet, no
pets. 11980 Nebraska #8 Open. 310-459-
4088.

HOUSING NEEDED
Trying to rent your space in the West-
wood area or neartjy? Have a great deal?
Easily solve your rental problem with one
simple call. Avoid the hassle of renting. 3
UCLA studants are seeking an apart-

ment, house, guesthouse or condo to

share (2-t-2 or 2-K1.5) to move in late

June/eariy July, lyr lease ok. Must in-

clude 2 parking spaces and be reason-
ably priced Please call Stephanie:310-
702-6455 (Leave message).

WLA. 2-bedroom, 1-bath, hardwood floor,

hardwood ceiling, $1450. New stove and re-

frigerator 310-476-0026.

8600
Coiulo/Townhouse for Rent

VENICE 2 bedrooms, 2 baths, dishwasher,
balcony, parking, A/C, walk-in closets
$1,250. 310-395-RENT www westsideren-
tals.com

8700
Condo/Townfiouse for Sale

IMAGINE OWNING/LEASING WILSHIRE
Corridor/HiRise single, 1or2t)drm $90K-
$200K. Walk to-UCLAA/illage. 24hr/security.

Spectacular views, pool, jacuzzi, sauna,
valet service. Agent-Bob 310-478-
1835ext.109.

NEAR NATIONAL AND SEPULVEDA: Beau-
tiful 2bdrm/2bth co-op apartment w/separate
dining room. On quiet, landscaped grounds.
Asking $199,000 818-986-6870

8800
Guesthouse for Rent

TWO UCLA GRAD STUDENTS seeking
West Los Angeles summer sublet. One Bed-
room. 5-6 month range. Email eceletx)-

gluOyahoo.com.

9300
Room for Help

ROOM/BOARD IN EXCHANGE for P/T
home care for young professional disabled.

Earty AM/late PM, 5 days/wk Experience
Preferred WLA 310-312-0815

BEL AIR GUEST
HOUSE

Cozy and quiet room w/bathroom*bak:ony.

Share laundry. $750/month. lyr leasa. Fur-

nlshed/unfurr^shed. No pets Rafi:21 3-840-

2676.310-471-7577

9400
Room for Rent

BRENTWOOD F/NS/TMP Females only Bed,
bath&full access to large, beautiful home.
Share w/family. $750. 310-395-0623.

CULVER CITY: Ibdrm/private bath. Fur-
nished, phone line, security partying Student
preferred Non-smoker Security deposit
$250 $600/mth. 310-397-8684 ask for Carol

Large roonr>4rent. 1/2 block to beach, wash-
er/dryer, kitchen privileges, utilities included.

1 .5 baths. $680/month+$780 security depos-
it. Call 310-581-9215.

PRIVATE GUESTROOM WEST-
WOOD/WALK UCLA- beautiful house w/pri-

vate entrance/bath/backyard. Laundry/Kitch-

en privileges. N/S female terrant $785-^utili-

ties. 310-446-9556.

ROOM FOR RENT in Westwood adjacent
house. Own bathroom. Preferred females.
Must be quiet, neat, clean, non-smoker
$475/mo-»-utilities 310-470-7032.

ROOM W/ Private bath. Beverty Hills, on
busline For 1or2 $650 for 1, $800 for 2

310-275-9403

9400
Room for Rent

WEST LA/PALMS Female Roommate need-
ed in 2bdrm/2.5bth condo. Gated, under-
ground parking, washer/dryer in unit, partial-

ly-furnished. $850/month-t-utilities. 310-386-

8824.

WLA ADJACENT
TO SANTA MONtCA/BRENTWOOD. Private

room and bathroom in luxunous condo Se-
curity building, parking available

$750/month ^ utilities. Available 5/1 . Call Lin-

da 310-442-5215

9500
Roommates-Private Room

9700
Sublets

Melveny 8 Myers LLP

Law Firm

Needs summer sublefs.

If you are interested in

subletting your finished apt.

please email:

dates available,

address,
rent, and amenities to

sharper@omm.com
or coll (213)430-6539

1 Ml SOUTH UCLA 2bed/1bath to share own
room Female, non-smoking, parking wash-
er/dryer,. $675/month +750 security. Avail-

able 5/1. 310-770-1062.

SEEKING SINGLE to share beautiful
2bdrm/2bath apt Own room/bath. Cov-
ered/gated partying, washer/dryer inside apt,

mostly furnished, cable. Close to UCLA.
Must be clean, no pets, non-smoking. Avail

May 1. $890/month. Call Fahti 310-260-
1165. 310-429-4142 evenings.

SEPULVEDAA/ENICE. 2+1 Own bed. share
bath, students preferred, no petb Avail now,
10-min to UCLA. $475 Frank
flanducla.edu. day:3l0-966-5320, even-
ings: 3 10-202- 11 96

WEST LOS ANGELES, share beautiful
house. Large bedroom, laundry facilities, of-

fice space, dining room, kitchen, etc. close to

UCLA and blue bus $700/month 310-479-
2285

WESTWOOD: Beautiful room and private

bath in 6-unit condo building. Close to cam-
pus $600/mth. 310-473-8538.

WLA-FEMALE ONLY furnished room.
2bdrm/apt. $350+1/2utilities 10-min to

UCLA. Near Bus line, market, shopping Nc
smoking/pets. Prefer UCLA student/faculty

310-478-7472.

9600
Roommates-Shared Room

GAYLEY NEXT TO UCLA large room to

share in 2bdrm/2bth private condo. Fully-

fumished. balcony, garage, non-smoking fe-

male only. $500/month. 310-208-7748.

WESTWOOD- share w/1 giri in 2bed/bath.
ASAP! Great location and parking.
$575/month. 310-722-7086.

WESTWOOD Atrium Courts. Strath-
more/Gayley. Share one bedroom pent-
house apartment with one male.
$750/month. Beg August Call: 310-824-
6322

9700
Sublets

SUBLET & ROOMMATE
SERVICE

FIND or LIST A SUBLET!!

www.thesublet.com
Stifatets in alt citias!! (201-894-1189)

437 GAYLEY Pink Palace. Beautiful

2bdrm/2bth. w/2balconies. trench doors,
spacious, 3 underground parking spots, par-

tially furnished. Late June-8/3l $2l50/mo.
Please call Julie or Silvia at 310-824-5542.

475 GAYLEY: Clean and courteous femalo
to share room for Summer Session A. Great
location, partying included $490/mth. Joanna
310-824-5621

BEAUTIFUL 2-BEDROOM APARTMENT
Hardwood floors, newly fumished. parking,

full kitchen. Absolutely gorgeous. Must be
seen!!! $1900/mo. Call Marjone 310-208-
2120

KELTON AND LEVERING Cute cozy apt

Share w/great roommates! Private room and
parking spot. Available June is", $550 310-
208-6839

SPACIOUS, SUMMER APARTMENT:
3bdrm/1 .5bth. Pool, fun balcony, 4-5 sublet-

ters, preferably female, males okay.
$430/mfh-dependent. 424 Landfair Ave.
Apt 1. 310-824-2942

STRATHMORE, BALCONY OVERLOOKS
pool/spa Fully Fumished, 2BD/2BA Huge!
1130 sqft. DSL Mini-Bar. $470'month Best
Damn Place in Westwood, Bar-none. 310-
824-2009.

SUMMER SUBLET' Large 1 -bedroom
apartement for 2-3 people. ii85/mo. Pari<-

ing Laundry. Balcony. tiiratnrnore/Levenng.

310-208-6875.

SUMMER SUBLET. Live w/two roommates
and dog in house. Own room/bath. Parking.

Close to UCLA. 11967 Mayfield Ave.
$900/month. Christa:3l0-481-7813.

SUMMER SUBLETS
NEEDED

Law firm seeks fumished westside, Souln
Bay, Pasadena sublet. Only from May-Aug
No share situations please. Include cross-

street. Leave detailed message at 213-680-

8589

VETERAN/SANTA MONICA. Room in a
2bdrm+1.5bth fumished apt Middle May-
Aug (neg) $600/month Female preferred
Call Flavia at 310-473-8439

WESTWOOD- Spacious Ibdrm/lbth w/bal
cony, gated parking, security, recreational
facilities Available mid-June to mid-Sept
Call 310-208-1685

WLA Private bedroom, 4bdrm. house
May15-Junel5, option to take over house.
Dnveway Near UCLA, bus. $555. 310-231-
7515.

WANTED
Downtown law firm seeks fiilly fumished sublets for visiting law

students from May through September. Students stay in Los Angeles

from 6 to 1 1 weeks. Please send information regarding your sublet

to Maria at inicheIml@mto.com. Remember to include the

following information: Rent, Location/City, Dales Available,

House/Apt/Room, # of bedrooms/bathrooms, Amenities

(Fumished/lJnfiimished, Air, Pool, Parking, Convenient to Bus, etc.)

Display

206-3060
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Write your own prescription for

success, health and well-being

Qi Gong Movement Therapy (Free) Drop in.

Mon. from 4.00 fo 4:45 in Ashe Conf. Rm, #414
TODAY April 23, also April 30; May 7, 14, 21 ; June 4

Meditation Workshop (Free) Drop in.

Thurs. from 4:45 to 5:30 pm m Ashe Conf. Rm, #414
April 26; May 10, 24, June 7

700 to 8 00 pm in Rieber Fireside Lounge
Thurs. May 1 7; Wed. May 2

MindBody Clinic (Free) Drop in.

Guided imagery, relaxation and meditation

Isf, 3rd, 5th Wed. 2:00 to 3:00, Ashe Conf Rm #414
2nd, 4th Wed 4 00 to 500, Ashe Staff i^m. #416
Except Wed, 25 April, 2:00 to 3:00, Ashe Cont.Rm. #414

Acupuncture ($ 1 8 per visit)

By appomtment m the Ashe Center

Wed and Frid. 1 00 to 5:00, Thurs S:00 to 12:00

Nutrition Classes (Free)

Wooden Center, Second Floor Conf Rm.

Wed. from 5:00 to 6:00

April 25; May 2, 9, 16, 23,30

TKurs from l:OQ te ?0n

Ashe Center

April 26, May 3, 10, 17,24,31

Visit the Ashe Center website for more informaHon,
request on appoint ment or ask heoltfi related questions
www.studenthealth.urla.^H,, or coll 310 825-4073

I

I
review program

...continues to
set the standards
that others want

to follow!

Ik Berkeley Heview Provides!

14 Weeks Of Review And Testing Of

Important MCAT Conceplsw.f.f.f ,,<,,<

100 Hours Of Scheduled Lecture Topics

In The Classroom,
/.^^(..^.,m^^,^

200 Hours Of Office Hours To Supplement

The Lecture Topics ,l,u/^u/,,l,/.^

20 Hours Of Supplemental MCAT-Style

Problem Solving Sessions,,u,L^^.

10 Full-Length Mock MCAT Exams

M^^-

During The Prograinj - I^^t-l^js-!.!'. ^j-f^-yj-YJ

I

SiKii lip by yourself hefore
April 27th diitl receive:

W^offflieftillcoiu'se tuition,

Sij»n up with .i friend liefore

Api'il 27th ciiul receive:

iiuiKiimn'se tuition.

(Certain Restrictions Apply.

ERKELEY
R-E-V-I-E-W

SpccJcili/ing in MCAT Preparation

4 Scheduled Full-Lenglh Mock MCAT
Exam Testing Dates.,u,i._^L,^^^^,u

2800 Pages Of Review Notes Covering

Important MCAT Concepts./../^l^^^

1400 MCAT-Style Passages With Clear

And Detailed Solutions,f.,,uf.,/u/^u/^(L

Exceptional Instructors For Each Of

The Six Topic Areas Of The MCAT^i^/j

Excellent Review Materials That You

Gel To Keep And Take Home,/.,/^^u/.

Application Assistance, Interview

Workshops, And Mock Interviews^^^

www.berkeley-review.com

M.VOLLEYBALL
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that's not how the Bruins looked at it.

"It's almost the opposite,"

Cameron Mount said. "The chance
of us losing to a team three times is

slim. It gave us more of an incentive

to prove we are the better team
"

And that they did.

At the start of the match, the mak-
ings of a three-peat emerged as

Stanford took an early lead and
never looked back.

But the Bruins stepped it up u

notch in the next two games, shifting

the momentum to their sitle of the

court.

Behind the dominating play of
senior middle blocker Adam Naeve,
who connected with Nelson for 1.1 of
his 19 match kill.s. the Brums to^k
control of games two and three.

'We came oui and were :erving

well, blocking well. Everything was
clicking in those games and we blew
them away," Adam Shrader said.

"Naeve was on fire with his serve and
that gave us the edge."

The UCLA record holder for

most aces in a match. Naeve is one of
the Bruins deadliest servers. Bui his

performance liadn'l been up to par
in previous matches against

Stanford

- "At Suntord he •tw"* • •!5y jtnd

didnt get a rhythm," Sl...,., .aid.

This time the beat couldn't be
stopped as Naeve connected for five

of UCLA's six aces.

Game four saw the tide turn once
again as a lapse in Bruin defense
allowed Stanford to win the game,
fhe Cardinal continued to push the

Bruins in the fifth and at one point in

the final game, the score was even at

15.

"UCLA had a lot ofmomentum at

that point and we hung in there, wc
fought our way back," Stanford
Head Coach Ruben Nieves said.

In the final game, the teams went
ooint for point, igniting a wave of
inihusiasm that spread through
Pauley like wildfire. With the match
tied at 12, Scott Morrow came up
with a big block to end one of the

longest rallies of the game and
inspire a resounding eight-clap from
the UCLA crowd.

A controversial reach call on the

Bruins put Stanford up 17-16, but
Mount responded with two kills to

give the lead back to UCLA.
Stanford came back and tied the

game at 18, but a Mark Williams kill

once again put the Bruins up by one.

.At game point, Stanford outside
hitter Marcus Skacel, who had been
iheCardinals most consistent player

all night, spiked the ball wide, ending
the match.

- - "The tlfih game we battled. Wc"
had game points; it could have gone
either way," Skacel said. "It just hap-
pened to go their way this time. We
got them last time, they got us this

time. They just had that one extra

play."

The real key to the Bruins* victory

was the fact that they were able to

correct the mistakes that plagued
them in the past.

"\ lot of the reason we lost the last

two matches was unforced hitting

errors, so we focused on that in prac
tice." Mount said. 'It's a fine line.

You can't swing tentatively,

"We had match points against us

and didn't make liittir.g errors
"

Williams added.

In fact, the Bruins averted certain

death ai three different match points

with critical kills.

Both Mount, wno accounted for

one of those, and Williams, who
saved two, led the Bruins with 26 kills

each. Naeve followed with I'>on an
incredible .607 clip

But there was more to the win
than an improved offense.

"What impressed me most about
UCLA is their defense in the lasi

three or four points," Nifjv^s said.

'They made some championship
plays right at the end, championship-
tcvct defensive plaw Tliat mnde tfit=
difference."

Both Nelson and Shrader posted
10 digs each, followed by Williams
and Ian Burnham, who had eight and
seven respectively. They were aided
by sophomore middle blocker Scoit
Morrow, who posted a team leading

4.5 of the Bruins' 12 blocks.

The twin losses ended up as a

blessing in disguise and, in the end,
ihere was no other team the Bruins
would rather have faced.

"We were excited to play them,

'

Shrader said. "We thought we were
better and wanted a chance to show
we could win."

And the win couldn't have come
at a better time. With the team head-
ing to Provo, Utah for the final two
rounds of MPSF playoffs this week,
they're hitting their mental and phys-
ical peak at the perfect time.

"I think we played with more
intensity and fire than we have in

awhile," Mount said. "This was defi-

nitely the kind of play we need to win
the championship and it's good to

see we have it and can bring it out
when we need it."

It may be as simple as ScH.tes says
It is.

"They won when it didn't matter
and we won when it did."

But that's just the Bruin way.

Dr. PatricR Doyle, O.D.EVES CDF WESTVVOOD
EYE EXAMINATIONS-CONTACT LENSES HIGH-FASHION EYEWEAR

WEYBURN AVE
208- 1384

TOE DUTERETfCE IS HIGH QUAUTY SERVICE!

Eyes of
Westwood

can help you
see better, and

look better,

too.

Laser Vision

Correction • LASIK
Is It for you??

Be sure to ask Dr.

Doyle. He has had

L45/Kandis
extremely happy!

accept

Close to campus in Westwood Village
Across from Jerry's Famous Deli

9 "

SB

GYMNASTICS
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pass, the senior winked at her father,

sending ripples of laughter through
the crowd.

The judges ate it up, awarding her
a 9.963 and her second consecutive
individual title (she won bars last

year).

Bhardwaj barely edged out fellow

Bruin freshman

J am i e
'

Dantzscher,
who scored a

9.500. Willis,

who tied with

Michigan's Elise

Ray for the all-

around title on
Thursday, added
to her week-

end's accolades

with a fifth-place finish on
(9.900).

Tousek continued her hot streak,

giving UCLA its second consecutive

individual uneven bars champion.
That dethroned Bhardwaj, who won
the event last year.

"It was unexpected but I'm
thrilled," Tousek said. "It's really

special to me on a personal note. It's

just been an exciting weekend."

"It'sjustbeenan

exciting weekend."

Yvonne Tousek
Gymnast

fioor

DRAR
From page 40

light to explain why four receivers had
been chosen before him, including

Gardner, Moss, Michigan's David
Terrell and
North Carolina

State's Koren ^——^—

-

Robinson.

"All the teams

that passed on

me did so for one

reason - they

weren't good
enough to make
the playoffs,"

Mitchell told the

Orange County
Register from

"We'll expect (Freddie

Mitchell) to conne in and

learn and contribute."

Andy Reid

Eagles' head coach

Johnson (56 for 642), neither of
whom possess the big-play potential

that Mitchell could someday have in

the NFL.
Though some experts like ESPN's

Mel Kiper Jr. believe Mitchell is a

blue-chip prospect ready to start rightaway,
_______^_____ Philadelphia

Head Coach
Andy Reid may
take a more cau-

tious approach

in working the

former Bruin

flanker into his

West Coast-style

offense.

"It's hard to

come right in

and start in this

his home in Lakeland, Fla., on league," Reid told the Los Angeles
Saturday before boarding a plane for Times. "We'll expect him to come in

Philadelphia. "With Philadelphia, it and learn and contribute. We'll do it

won't be hard for me to achieve my similar to the way we did it with Todd
goal, which is the Super Bowl. I'll be

playing with the best quarterback in

the NFL."
There will definitely be opportuni-

ty knocking for Mitchell with the

Eagles, a young playoff contender

with little to show in the wide receiver

department. Last season, their top

receivers were Chad Lewis (69 catch-

es for 735 yards) and Charles

(Pinkston)." Pinkston was last year's

second-round pick who was limited to

10 receptions last season.

After drafting Mitchell,

Philadelphia focused the rest of its

first day picks on defensive players,

opting for Arkansas linebacker

Quinton Caver in the second round
and Mississippi defensive end
Derrick Burgess in the third round.

XFL
From page 38

end Josh Wilcox a I -yard pass to

increase the L.A. lead to 9-0.

Midway .through the second quar-

ter, returner Reggie Durden widened

the lead to 15-0

when he picked «—^^_^^_
up a muffed

punt, found a

scam and scam-

pered 71 yards

for a touchdown.

Corlez added

two field goals to

end the first half,

the latter a 50-

yard boot that

gave the Xtremd

a2l-0halftimelead.

Maddox was picked off to begin the

second half, but the Xtreme defense

pinned the Demons deep inside their

own territory, forcing San Francisco

into a quick punt. Maddox later atoned
for his interception with a l9-yar|i scor

"To come back and
play in LA. has been a

dream come true."

Tommy Maddox
Xtreme quarterback

miserable 8 of 20 passes with two picks

before being benched in the fourth

quarter. LA. hammered the Demons
for the second time in three weeks,

outscoring them 62-6 in the process.

"It wasn't the way we'd like for it to

end," said Demons Head Coach Jim
Skipper. "It seemed like we couldn't

get anything
——^——^ going. Whatever

could go wrong,

went wrong. It

was one of those

nights."

Maddox left

the game to a

standing ovation

in the fourth

quarter, having

completed 16 of

28 passes for 210

yards and two touchdowns. Running

back Saladin McCullough had his sec^

ond consecutive 100-yard outing, pick-

ing up 109 on 19 carries for the

Xtreme, who put together one of their

most complete games of the year.

. , "I don't know if we went out and
ing toss to receiver Copeland, and the wrote a script if we could have played
rout was on. better," said Xtreme Head Coach AI

San Francisco quartertMck Mike Luginbill. "It was a dominating effort

Palawski was hounded by the Xtreme by our people in every phase of the

defensive line all night, and finished a game."
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UCLA had five gymnasts compet-
4ng for the individual bars title, with

Willis (second), Bhardwaj (fifth),

and Thompson (sixth) also placing

for UCLA.
On beam, Maloney gotched a

third-place finish with a 9.900 despite

an increasingly sore leg. Sophomore
Kristin Parker came away with

fourth place on the vault after scor-

ing 9.8315.

UCLA fans showed their support

throughout the

_^^^^_-^ weekend. The
Bruin cheering

section made up
a small fraction

of the 5,526

fans, but they

came complete

with their faces

painted and with

fiags to wave.

Even a chi-

huahua named Bet, owned by
UCLA's massage therapist Judson

Rothschild, got into the act with blue

and gold bear claws painted on her

forehead. The dog has witnessed the

last two UCLA National

Championships.

Throughout the weekend Bruin

gymnasts donned shirts with this sea-

son's slogan. "Win with our hearts."

That's exactly what they did.

<,'<!•
^

m

Spring Sing
Friday, May 4, 8 p.m., Los Angeles Tennis Center
Spring Sing, UCLA's oldest and greatest musical tradition, steps into
the spottigtit in May! Fifteen acts will compete in four categories.
Tickets are on sale now through the Central Ticket Office. The best
seats go first! Be sure to show your BniinCard with the SAA imprint
on it to recehre your discount on tickets. For infonnation on the
show, call (310) UCLA-SAA.

Careers for the
Super Ego

Wednesday, April 25, 7 - 9 p.m., James West Alumni Center
Calling all psychology majors... Wondering what your career options
are? Join us for the Careers in Psychology woritshop, to talk with
alumni who majored in psychology and find out what options are
out there. No pre-registration required. For infonnation, call

(310) 825-6423.

Resunne Writing
Wednesday, May 2, 7 - 8:30 p.m., James West Alumni Center
How many opportunities do you get to make a first impression?
Thafs right one! Why not make the most of it? Hnd out the do's and
don'te of resume writing from a UCLA career counselor at this
wori(shop. This is the perfect preparation for Interview with a Bruin
on May 9. For infonnation, call (310) 825-6423.

Need a Job?
30-40 dynamic, self-motivated, outgoing indivMuals are needed for
the UCLA Alumni Association GradPak 2001 Campaign! Students
can earn $7.23 per hour plus BONUSES. Woric in a fun, active and
flexible environment while obtaining promotion and sales experi-
ence! Visit http://www.UCLAIumni.net/About/StudentEmployment to
find out more about joining our mariieting team. But huny -
interviews are currently being conducted!

r^ Dates to ,Remember
Spring Quarter Dates

( All of April "^ Spring Sing Tickets on sale

( April 25 ^ Careers in Psychology

C Apr. 28-29^ Los Angeles Times

Festival of Books
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W.TENNIS
From page 39

Stanford went on to dominate singles,

including a win at No I where Laura
Granville, ranked No. 1 nationally all

year, beat Walker 6-4, 6-3.

No. 2 Hawlcy was defeated 6-4. 6-2, at

No. 3 Marinova lost 6-2, 6-2. and at No.
6 Donahue fell 6-0, 6-0.

UCLA's two points came from fresh-

men Fisher and Fritz-Krockow. At No.
5, Fritz-Krockow defeated good friend

KeikoTokuda 6-3, 7-6(4).

"When I beat her I felt a little bad.
But just a little," Fritz-Krockow said.

Fisher's was the last match to finish,

and her tough win 6-3, 2-6, 6-2 gave an
upbeat ending to a trying day

The Bruins' last match of the regular
season is Wednesday at noon against
Oregon at the Los* Angeles Tennis
Center.

SOCCER
From page 37 '

"To win an NCAA champi-
onship, you have to have depth to

your team," Head Coach Jillian

Ellis said. "We need to have players
step up off the bench and come
through for us."

Despite an evenly matched
game, the Bruins had numerous
opportunities to capitalize. Close to

the game's end. an LMU defender
intentionally passed the ball back to

the goalkeeper, resulting in a

UCLA indirect kick. Freshman
Lindsay Greco launched a shot that

hit the crossbar, leaving the crowd
in awe and the Bruins again empty-
handed.

"I wasn't particularly pleased
with the result today because I

expect them to be successful," Ellis

said. "But as far as development

^ and evolution throughout the team,
I am very pleased."

The Bruins will take on USC this

Saturday in a game that is always
exhilarating, whether in regular sea-

son or spring season.

In men's action, the young,
vibrant Bruins of today couldn't
keep up with the experienced, aging
Bruins of yesterday as the UCLA
men's soccer team fell to the alumni
2-1 on Sunday at the North Athletic
Field.

A scoreless first half filled with
breakaways and numerous oppor-
tunities to score left the Bruins frus-

trated. Dominating and outshoot-
ing the alumni nine to three, the

awarding of a penalty shot to the
aluftini in the final minute of the

first half had the crowd on its feet.

However, freshman goalkeeper DJ
Countess came through for the cur-

UCUs Dining and Enfertoinmenf Mogazine

coming

to newsstands

^this -

rent Bruins with an incredible save
and they exited the Ttrst half
unharmed.

The second half was again Bruin
dominated as UCLA came out fir-

ing from the starf Freshman for-

ward Cliff McKinley had a break-
away and managed to beat alumni
goalkeeper Kevin Shepela. With an
open net in front of him, McKinley
was unable to finish as an alumni
defender came from nowhere and
ushered the ball out of the goal.

Finally, in the 24th minute
sophomore midfielder Jimmy
Frazelle rocketed a shot to the back
of the net, giving the Bruins a 1-0

lead.

But five minutes later alumni for-

ward Nick Thesloff ('95) countered
and launched an low shot to the bot-
tom left corner of the net, leaving
Countess no opportunity to stop it.

With the game tied, in the 40th

2 for 1
on our 14 inch pizzas

every Monday and Tuesday!

The Best N.Y. Pizza in Town!

(31C) 442-9dC)€

FlZZa & Pasta 1 1 753 San Viccntc Blvd., Brentwood

minute alumni forward McKinley
Tennyson Ji". (2000) sailed a shot
over Countess' head and gave the
alumni a 2-1 lead that they held for

the rest of the game.
"I've been practicing with the

team lately so it was funny to score
on them." Tennyson said. "It's nice
to let us old guys go out and mix it

up with the young talent of today"
But it wasn't over yet. In the last

minute of the game, freshman for-

ward Matt Taylor was fouled inside

the penalty box and UCLA was
awarded a penalty kick. Frazelle

took the kick for the Bruins, but
alumnus Shepela had a stellar save
to seal the victory for the alumni.

"I knew I was going to save it."

Shepela said.

The Bruins will close out their

spring schedule with a cancer bene-
fit game at Cal State Bakersfield on
Friday.

EYE CARE FOR UCU
Exam & Contacts
Ul Daily or Ext Wr. or

2toxesofilsposaMes

Add $89 lor tone (lor

fiasPwni .
m

or Exam & Glasses
from our Special Sdection,

Single Vision, CR 39

5,000

:S

& CONTACTS IN

STOCK

Bijan Cohenmehr, OD
3116 WttsMreMvd, Santa Monica

I
(5blodBweitofBwdy,acroMfroniBlgS)

• IS Ye»n Experience.

• Urtest Technology.

• Award Winning Designer Collection.
• insurance welcome.

(310) 828-2010
l^m aiSMII. aqi art toCMMH4
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* Share your feelings •

• Discuss your concerns •

• EM»«^ss your opinions •How do you feel about the Palestinian-Israeli conflict?

Join the CellQlion for Coexistence in the Middle Cost^ On BruifiUlQlk
:---,, Mondoy, Ibesdoy, Ulednesdov

11:30-2:30

- Jewish Student Union - Hille
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Weekend wins escape UCLA
SOCCER: Women's team ties closely matched
game against LMU, men frustrated by alumni
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ByMidMUcCoppoMla
Daily Bruin Contributor

Although dewed-over
bleachers and bundled up fans
may have given the impression
that regular season action start-

ed early this year, the No. 2
UCLA women's soccer learn

continued its spring season
Saturday as it tied LMU 0-0 at

North Athletic Field.

With a record of 3-1-1 in

spring action, the NCAA
Championship runner-ups

played three 30-minute ses-

sions, giving the Bruins the

opportunity to clear the bench
and use as many. players as pos-

sible.

Se«SOCCEII,page36

W.WATER POLX) BRIEF

Bruins down
UCI in season

finale

There were no surprises on
either side of the pool deck in

Irvine this weekend as the No.
2 UCLA women's water polo

team finished their regular sea-

son of play against UC Irvine.

The Bruins (14-3, 9-1

MPSF) drew their conference

season to a close with a 13-4

domination over the

Anteaters(3-23, 1-9).

UCLA led the game from
the start. They shut out the

Anteaters in the first quarter,

bringing the score to 5-0. UCI
managed one goal before the

half, leaving the score at 9-1.

With their eye on next

weekend's intense Mountain
Pacific Sports Federation

tournament in Honolulu,
Hawaii, the Bruins rested their

starters in the second half The
Anteaters clamored their way
onto the scoreboard two more
times for a final score of 14-3.

Sophomore Mari Joyce led

the Bruins with four goals

throughout the game. Senior

Coralie Simmons, junior
Jenny Lamb and freshman
Thalia Munro each found the

back oflhe net twice.

After the anti-climactic sea-

son finale, the Bruins head
home for a week of skill per-

fecting before they travel to

Honolulu on Thursday.

At the tournament, the

Bruins will face No. 4
California, No. 3 USC and
No. I Stanford as they vie for

a chance to compete in the

first NCAA women's water
polo championship to be held

at Stanford, May 12-13.

Brief compiled by Emily
Whichard, Daily Bruin

Contributor.

Aeolian Ballet Theatre/LA
presents Ar j<? ^.

Friday. April 27th at 8 P.M. and
Saturday. April 28tti at 8 P.M.

UCU Freud Playtiouse (MacGowan Hall)
TIctots: $16 (stucl/$enj, $20 (fac/«tatf/adv). $24 gen
Call the UCU Central Ticket Office: 310-825-2101
www.aeollQnbQllet.ofg photo by GcniHowiofKi
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(
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' Carhartia *"^sS!e^
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JUNGLE BOOTS REISSUE FOLDING SHOVEL
WITH PICK & '^\

LEATHER COVER
$25 value

ytmrmjke-'^ig^ Low 11.95
COVERALLS
REISSUE

From

NATO STEEL.
5-^v^FUEL CAN

Vary *%^m'^^| d««ty (to
M*. ••c»t|. 9\\% in all

y
atandarfl can carriars

SLEEPING BAGARMY REISSUE

95

$19.95 value
NOW ^14.95

KHAKI SHORTS
10f^ NOW

sacs ' ^^
AVAICABLE SO $09S

CAL. O EA

>4Jj|y stock off
Emblorras &

Security Badgos

Get the MBA that
keeps on giving!

Year I - $20,000*

Year 2 - $40,000
Year 3 - $60,000

The Added Value of a UCR MBA

+ $800,000
AGSM Advantages:
• No work experience or business-related under-
graduate degree required

• Choose up to nine MBA electives

• One-onone assistance from our in-house Career
IVIanagement Center

Receive a quality internship that provides 'xq^\

world" work experience

- Enrollment available. Fall. Winter and Spring
quarters

Got the Picture?
To receive an MBA catalog and application, please contact
Gary Kuzas at (909) 787-455

1 . check out our web site at
www.aq^m.ucr.fdw . or e-mail your questions and requests to
gary.KugdS<^UCr,e<Ju. Application Deadline May 1 , 200 1

.
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HOLLYWOOD • 6664 Hollywood Blvd. • (323) 463-4730
SANTA MONICA • 1431 Lincoln Blvd. • (310) 458-4166
BURBANK • 503 North Victory Blvd. • (818) 845-9433
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Village

VISA

y xpressmart
^^^^ 10974 Le Conte Ave. at Gayley

FREE PARKING
(While shopping in store)

In.

%
[Master Cardji

^tore

Village
xpressmart

cjf2am, Premium

Muffin
Blueberry Streusel • Banana Nut

'Nobody doesn't like Sara Lee"
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*The difference in starting

salary between a bachelors

and a UCR MBA Graduate
Based on 1 999 statistics.

• "Based on a 40 yr Wbrklife

University of California, Riverside

6.75 oz.

• One item per coupon
• Valid 4/23/01 - 4/29/01
• One coupon per household

Village
xpressmart

VtMIOH

1/2 Gallon

• One half gallon per coupon
• Valid 4/23/01 - 4/29/01
• One coupon per household
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UCLA prepares for next

year, signing top recruit
W.HOOPS: New addition,

point guard Winn, likely

to complement Nakase

By Scott Sdiultz

Daily Bruin Staff

The UCLA women's basketball
team took another step toward
regaining prominence when Head
Coach Kathy Olivier announced the
signing of 5-foot- 10 point guard
Brianna Winn. Winn will enroll this

fall and will be a member of the 2001-
02 UCLA
squad. ^.______

Winn was
coached by her

father Fentress

Winn at The
Bishop's School
in La Jolla, Calif.

Together, they

won the Division

IV State title.

Winn was hon-

ored as the

Division IV

Calirornia player

of the year, and was the captain of the
San Diego All-Academic High School
team.

"We are excited to add a student-
athlete like Brianna who has not only
received honors for her performances
on the basketball court, but is also a
standout in the classroom," Olivier
said.

Winn has a strong all-around
game. Last season at Bishops, she
averaged 14 points, seven rebounds
and eight assists per game. She also hit

35 percent of her three-point
attempts. Winn will provide a change
ofpace working in tandem with junior
point guard Natalie Nakase.

Nakase started every game this

year in place of Nicole Kaczmarski,
who unexpectedly transferred to

Georgia last fall. Although the 5-1

Nakase became the key to the Bruin
defense and grew adept at running the
Bruin offense, she was often targeted
by taller point guards. Now the Bruins
will be able to choose between size or
quickness at the point depending on
the circumstances of the games.

"Nakase's done a great job,"

Olivier said.

"Brianna is not

as quick as

Natalie, but she

will bring an out-

side shot and a

different per-

spective to the

offense because

of her size."

Winn is join-

ing what looks

_.^^___^__^_^__ like a strong==:=r recruiting class

for Olivier. The
Bruins already had early commit-
ments from 6-7 center Paula "Sissy"
Pickett of Coushatta, Louis, and 6-4
forward Krystle Johnson of Hoover
Ala.

Johnson's high school team won
the Alabama state championship, so
Olivier will be adding two freshmen to
the squad with championship experi-
ence.

"It helps to bring in winners,
because they know how to win,"
Olivier said.

"Brianna is not as quick

as Natalie, but wjll bring

a different perspective

to the offense."

Kathy Olivier

Head coach

Xtreme exorcises Demons for XFL title
SEASON: Team defeats

San Francisco; Maddox
named Player of the Year

ByWaiWhitciiom.
Daily Bruin Contributor

Looks like the Lakers' 2000
Championship run was contagious.

The Los Angeles Xtreme concluded
the first year ofXFL football with a 38-

6 embarrassment of the San Francisco
Demons in Saturday's Million Dollar
Game in front of a crowd of 24,153. It

was the second professional title in as
many years for Los Angeles. L.A.'s
last championship before the Lakers'
2000 title run was the Dodgers' World
Scries crown in 1988.

The Xtrcme's playoff games at the

Coliseum were the first postseason
professional football games played in

LA. since the Raiders defeated the
Denver Broncos in a 1993 wildcard
contest, and it is the first football cham-
pionship for L.A. since the Raiders'

_Super Bowl XVll championship in
-1984.

*

The win capped a week of rewards
for former UCLA quarterback
Tommy Maddox, who was named
XFL Player of the Year Wednesday
after posting league highs this season
m yards (2,184) and touchdown passes
(18).

"To be able to come back and play
in L.A., in front ofthese fans again, has
been a dream come true for me,"
Maddox said. "I was never able to get
into the Rose Bowl. To be able to play
in the championship game in LA., in a
historic stadium like the Coliseum -

I

wouldn't have had it any other way."
San Francisco's James Hundon

won the pre-game Scramble, which
determines ball possession for the
teams, but promptly muffed the ensu-
ing kickoffand placed the Demons in

poor fidd position, where the L.A.
defense quickly forced a punt.

Maddox was conspicuously off tar-

get in his first possession for the
Xtreme. Despite hitting Jermaine
Copeland with a 14-yard lob on fourth-

and-five, he proceeded to throw three
straight incompletes, forcing LA. to
settle for a 37-yard Jose Cortez field

goal and a 3-0 lead.

Maddox found his touch late in the
first quarter, connecting with tight-end
Frank beatherwood for 32 yards.
Three plays later, Maddox threw tight

See Xn, page 35
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PIERCE COLLEGE*'
Where Education Keeps Up With Fast-Paced Summer Schedules

H '^•RST CHANCE to apply for Pierce College is May 14

11835 WilshireBlvd
(310)477-7550

21 & Over with ID

Advance ahead or catch up with the accelerated

Choose from 250 UCLA compatible classes

summer semester

Bl Dont forget to register M^ 1 4! Last summer classes filled up quickly

Spend 5 weeks in a summer session

Still have plenty of time for fun in the sun

Hit the beach

Go on vacation

Work some extra hours

Summer 3?^K>ny
June 18 to July 21

July 23 to August 25
Enjoy one session or join two!

Visitwww.PIERCECOLLE^^^ or stop by at the crossroads of
Winnetka and Victory today

Catch all NBA/UCLA
Games on SatoUite

20 TVs

Sunday, 10am-6pm
$7.50 Import Pitchers

$5.50 Domestic Pitchers

Monday-Friday
$4.50 Lunch Special ^

1 1 :30-4pm
^i^r FREE POOL

Monday
1/2 price Beer Pitchers

Tuesday
Starving Student Night
$3.00 Burger w/fries
$2.00 Beer Special

tairs Available for Private Parties

MMA

TeamSmsto

I

finish among
the top three
W.GOLF: Bruins fo^is on
repeating success oNast
year one step at a time
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Brums break losing streak, cause Cal's downfall

ByMidMieCoppolella
Daily Bruin Contributor

W.TENNIS: Match left up

to tiebreaker, decided by

junior Catherine Hawley

The fact that No. 2 Arizona has cap-
tured six consecutive Pac-IO champi-
onships doesn't phase the No. 23
UCLA women's golf team.

Neither does the fact that No. 3 USC,
No. 5 Stanford, and No. 12 Arizona
State are salivating at the opportunity to

challenge the defending champions and
add a Pao-IO championship to their uni-

versities' names.

Have the Bruins lost their minds?
Not likely.

WOMEN'S GOLF
Pdc-10 ChampiofKhipj

Today-Wednesday

All day

Karsten Golf Course"^

Tempe,AZ

By Hannah Gordon
Daily Bruin Contributor

The women's tennis match
against Cal was tied 3-3 with only the

No. 2 spot undecided. For the fourth

time this season, junior Catherine

Hawley was given the opportunity

and burden of playing the deciding

match for her team. She had taken

the first set in a tiebreaker 7-6(5)

against Cal's Christina Fusano,
ranked No. 73.

UCLA d. Cal

4-3

Stanford d. UCLA
5-2

JENNIFER YUEN/D*Hy Bruin Senior St*ff

Their focus lies not on capturing the

title in the Pac-IO Championships today
through Wednesday at Arizona State's

Karsten Course, but on a more feasible

goal.

"We're in, without a doubt, the

strongest conference in the nation,"

Head Coach Carrie Leary said. "We

SeeW.60lF,page33

The evenly-matched pair battled

"trout amid the Fusano family's

cheers, with Fusano's grandfather,

"Papa Bear," growling "Go Bears!"

every few minutes. Despite the fan

support, Fusano fell to Hawley 6-4.

Hawley, meanwhile^ fell right on
the ground.

"I was relieved that I got the job

done," Hawley said of flopping

down on the court the second she

won.

"I wanted it for (Head Coach)
Stella and for the other coaches and
my team. I wanted their efforts to be
recognized by a win."

With the 4-3 upset. No. 32 UCLA
snapped its six-match losing streak

ANNA AVIK

FreshrDan Lauren Fisher follows through on a hit during Friday's
win over Cal.

and avenged its April 7 loss to Cal.

The win also improved their chances
for a spot in the Pac-IO

Championships next weekend.

"Because we are in the strongest

conference, it is difficult, but hope-

fully this match will help us," Head
Coach Stella Sampras said.

UCLA's other singles wins came
from No. I sophomore Sara Walker,

who won 6-1, 6-1, and freshman
Lauren Fisher, who defeated her

opponent 6 2, 6-2 at No. 4.

At No. 3, junior Petya Marinova
lost 6-2, 6-2. At No. 5, freshman
Mariko Fritz-Krockow was defeat-

ed 6-1, 6-2 and at No. 6 senior

Jennifer Donahue fell 6-0, 6-1.

The doubles teams were incredi-

bly important because they allowed

the Bruins to take only three of the

singles for the win. UCLA lost its

last two matches 4-3 due to losing the

doubles point, and was determined

not to let that happen again. The
team worked all week on doubles in

practice and that labor paid off.

"We felt so good about the week
of practice," Sampras said.

At No. 2 Walker and Fritz-

Krockow destroyed the opposition
8-0.

"Sara and I played tremendous in

doubles," Fritz-Krockow said.

"Sara is a lot of fun to play with and
.she is a very supportive partner."

The Bruins lost at No. 3 when
Donahue and freshman Chelsea
Godbey went down 8-4, leaving the

No. I team - Marinova and Walker
- to decide doubles. With a 5-4

UCLA advantage, the match was
still up in the air. The Bruins and the

Bears went back and forth, taking a

game then losing the next until the

match was 7-6, UCLA.
Marinova and Fisher, ranked No.

19 nationally looked frustrated but

rallied to take the final game from
the No. 26 nationally ranked dou-
bles team, Cal's Raquel Kops-Jones
and Anita Kurimay.

With the 8-6 win, UCLA went
into singles with the I-O advantage it

-

needed.

The 4-3 win gave the team confi-

dence for the next day, but that was
not enough to unseat top-ranked and
undefeated Stanford. The Cardinal
look the match 5-2 after sweeping
doubles.

The No. I doubles spot was again

last to finish after an 8-2 loss at No. 2

and an 8-0 loss at No. 3. At No. I the

unstoppable Cardinal came back
from a 6-3 deficit to win 8-6.

"At No. 1, we should have won
but we didn't play as well," Sampras
said. "Stanford is just a tough team."

See W.TENNIS, page 36
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The University Cooperative Housing Association
(TheCo-Op)

1^ 500 Landfair Avenue, Los Angeles, CA 90024
Phone: (31 0)208-8242

Fax:(310)824-0112 http://www.uchaonline.com

http://home.earthlink.net/~uchaweb

Cost: $1023.00 - $1323.00/Quarter (1 1 weeks).
Price include 19 meals per week and utilities.

Free tours given. Call for tour times.

• Live in a self-ain cooperative.

• One member-one vote.

• The UCHA Is student-run. Rents are

kept low by students contributing 4 hours

per week in such areas as the cafeteria,

office, maintenance, social events, etc.

• Rooms furnished.

• Computer, Piano & TV room.

Photography lab.

• A great place to meet students from

the U.S. and countries around the world.

Working together to keep our home a fun and better place to live In.
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Triinis heats (all

The women's tennis team

upset No. 9 Cal, breaking a

six-match losing streak. For

story, see page 39.

Bruins capture NCAA championship
TITLE: UCLA wins its second

consecutive NCAA trophy, has

storybook gymnastics season

By Eli Karon
Daily Bruin Contributor

ATHENS, GA. The big-shot directors in

Hollywood couldn't have written a better

script. Kriday night's team competition came
down to the last competitor, and Saturday

night's individual competition closed out a

storybook season for UCLA gymnastics.

On Friday UCLA captured its .second con-

secutive NCAA women's gymnastics champi-

onship, squeaking by host Georgia 197.575 to

197.400.

NCAA Championships
1. UCLA 197.575

2. Georgia 197.400

— UCLA entered the fmal rotation leading

Georgia by one-tenth of a point. The Bruins'

final apparatus v^as beam, their weakest event,

while Georgia would finish up on vault, its

strongest.

Sophomore Doni Thompson, who has been

UCLA's rock all year leading olTon the beam,

started the crucial exercise with a solid 9,90.

f'holos by COURTNf Y STEWART

An exuberant UCLA gymnastics squad proudly displays its second consecutive NCAA
championship trophy.

British fans

carry UCLA

spirit across

tlie Atlantic
SIDEBAR: Attachment to

UCLA gymnastics reflects

squad's growing following

By Adam Karon

Oaily Bruin Staft-

Freshman Yvonne Tousek recorded a

team-high 9.95 on the beam Friday.

An ensuing fall by sophomore Malia Jones

put the pressure - and the meet - on the shoul-

ders of the next four competitors.

Freshman Yvonne Tousek, sophomore
Onnie Willis, freshman Kristen Maloney, and

senior Mohini Bhardwaj were forced to hit

their routines. After strong performances by

Tousek (9,95), Willis (9.90), and Maloney
(9.95), UCLA looked to its only senior to

bring home the title.

Carrying the weight of her team on her 4-

foot-IO inch frame, Bhardwaj needed a 9.75 to

clinch the Championship.

With Georgia finished on vault and watch-

ing anxiously from across the arena, Bhardwaj

confidently stuck a 9.90, giving UCLA its sec-

ond highest beam score in school history with

a 49.575. —^ r-
"I didn't want to look back on my career

and see that I messed up," Bhardwaj said. "I

knew it was crunch time and I had prepared all

year long for this type of situation."

Everybody in the arena knew it, including

Georgia Coach Suzanne Yoculan, who told

her team she would bet a million dollars that

Bhardwaj would not fall.

"They (UCLA) are a very good team,"

Yoculan said. "Their execution is flawless."

One Bruin who exemplified that fact was
Tousek, whose execution was good enough for

a Super Six best of 39.650 in all-around com-
petition.

Another notable UCLA gymnast was
Maloney. Projected to compete solely on
beam, if at all, Maloney turned in gutsy per-

formances on fioor, vault, and beam, defying

trainers who thought she was unfit to compete
due to a leg mjury.

"Kristen's heart is much larger than her

body," Head Coach Valorie Kondos Field

said. "She told the trainer this morning that

she didn't work this hard all year not to com-
pete."

Maloney will undergo surgery this Friday

at the UCLA Medical Center to remove a rod

from her shin and replace it with a thicker one.

"At first it was really frustrating because I

was hurting so much," Maloney said. "They
didn't want me to do a lot, but I kept pushing

it."

UCLA also dominated the individual com-
petition Saturday.

Bhardwaj won the individual floor title with

an emotion-packed routine. Before her final

See6VMIIASTKS,page35

ATHENS, GA. Hank Forsyth's bud-

dies in London, England have been teas-

ing him for the past few days. Forsyth is a

huge sports fan who Hew to New York last

year to watch Game I of the 2000 World

Series. Those same buddies looked upon
Hank with awe and jealousy when he

returned from the Bronx.

But when Forsyth comes back from

Athens after watching UCLA win the

2001 women's gymnastics national cham-

pionship, he will definitely have some
explaining to do.

He will describe that he saw one of the

most exciting sporting events of his life.

He will tell those buddies that when the

Bruins were on their last rotation he was

nervous to the point of nausea, and that if

he had to do it again, he would still take

the 14-hour trip to Athens to watch

UCLA compete.

Forsyth and his girlfriend Jennifer

Reck traveled all the way from Europe,

where they are both working, to see the

Bruins for the first time this year. It was

Forsyth's first gymnastics meet ever.

Reck was the steam behind the travel

engine for the couple. A devoted Bruin

fan from her time working in Los

Angeles, the Chicago native and former

club gymnast has followed the Bruins this

year via internet and videotape she had

sent to her from the United States. She

became attached to the program when
UCLA won the national championship in

1997.

$«e MNS, page 33

Squad avenges season's losses to Cardinal
M.VOLLEYBALL: Team
heads to semifinals of

MPSF playoffs in Utah

By Amanda Fletcher

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

When the UCLA men's volley-

ball team lost to Stanford on
April 13 for the

second time wmmmmm^^m^
this season.

Head Coach Al

Scates said,

"That's a team

I want to see in

playoffs."

He and the

UCLA d. Stanford

27-30, 30-23, 30-22,

27-30,20-18

rest of the Bruins got their wish

when they were pitted against

Stanford in the first round of

Mountain Pacific Sports

Federation playoffs Saturday

night at Pauley Pavilion

But this time there was a very

different outcome.

In one of the most exciting

matches of the year, UCLA
defeated Stanford 27-30, 30-23,

'3t)-22, 27-30, 20-18, putting the

Bruins one step closer to the

NCAA championship and get-

ting that pesky monkey off their

backs.

"We got beat twice and there

was no way in

^^^^^m^mmm hell we werc

going to lose a

third time,"

sophomore
setter Rich

Nelson said.

"We knew we
were playing

them and we were out for blood."

Having to play their nemesis in

the first round of playoffs seems
like a horrible twist of fate. But

M.V0UiYBALl,pa9e34

PNIadelphia Eagles draft

Freddie Mitchell at No. 25

IMSA Sf'INK

Senior outside hitter Mark Williams gets a

dig against Stanford on Saturday.

FOOTBALL: Receiver

will back up Pro Bowl

quarterback McNabb

By Joshua Mason
Dally Bruin Reporter

Freddie Mitchell didn't have

to wait long for the Philadelphia

Eagles to select him with the 25th

overall pick in Saturday's NFL
draft.

In fact, the Eagles spent only

three of their allotted 15 minutes

to make the selection, the fastest

pick of the first round. The deci-

sion was a relatively easy one for

the Eagles, who wanted to draft a

top wide receiver to complement
Pro Bowl quarterback Donovan
McNabb. After passing on trad-

ing up for Rod Gardner
(Clemson) or Santana Moss
(Miami) because it would cost

them a second round pick,

Mitchell seemed the obvious

choice for the Eagles at No. 25.

Mitchell's selection was open-

ly cheered by the Eagles fans in

attendance at the New York

draft headquarters, a significant

accomplishment considering

critical Philly fans booed
Donovan McNabb's selection

just two years ago after

Philadelphia passed on Ricky

Williams to fill a need at quarter-

back.

Mitchell, who for sometime
has said he was the best receiver

in the draft, made use of his

moment in the draft-day spot-

See DMrT, page 35

UCLA

Serving the UCLA community since 1919

Blundering bailers

The men's basketball team isn't

living up to UCLA tradition.

VIEWPOINT, PAGE 12
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Thejoy of art

The ArtsBridge Community Outreach

Program reaches out to children.

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT, PAGE 16

Waddle punished

Cmdr. Scott Waddle reprimanded

for submarine collision that killed

nine people. NEWS, PAGE 5

Arab, Jewish groups

launch peace forum
COALITION: Participants promote

civihty in Middle East; project is

1st of its kind on college campus

Israeli Conflict," the course was taught by invited

lecturers, including United States Peace Mediator

Dennis Ross.

JSU President Al Tsarovsky said one main rea-

son for creating the forum was to involve those on

.campus with tics to the Arab-Israeli conflict.

By Robert Salonga

Daily Bruin Reporter

Arab and Jewish students met on Bruin Walk

Monday in the spirit of peace, as they launched

the UCLA Coalition for Coexistence in the

Middle East.

The forum, which will run until Wednesday, is

sponsored by UCLA Hillel, the Jewish Student

Union and the United Arab Society. It marks the

first such effort on a college campus, according to

Rabbi Chaim Seidler-Feller, director of Hillel

Jewish Student Center.

"I don't think there exists anywhere in the

world a joint lobby of Palestinians and Jews," said

Seidler-Feller, adding that the coexistence project

grew out of a course offered last quarter in the

sociology department.

Titled "Voices of Peace: Perspectives of

Confrontation and Reconciliation in the Arab-

"We wanted to create a different kind ofmood
on Bruin Walk," Tsarovsky said. "There are huge

communities on campus who have families in the

Middle East who are emotionally invested cultur-

ally, politically and religiously."

The forum was scheduled for this week because

of its proximity to the anniversary of Israel's inde-

pendence from Britain. On May 14, 1948, Israel

became an independent nation, after becoming a

haven for many Jews following World War II.

Prior to Israel's independence, Palestine

included present-day Israel and Jordan, under

British rule. In 1947, the United Nations parti-

tioned this land into several states, one of them

being Israel. But the partitioning was not

approved by Arab leadership.

Since then, there have been four large-scale

Arab conflicts in Israel's 53-year history: the 1948

War of Independence, 1956 Sinai War, 1967 Six

Day War and the 1973 Yom Kippur War.

NICOLE MILLER/DoilyBtu.r.

Maraam Haddad (left) and Rosie Velasquez discuss their plans under a tent set up

on Bruin Walk to promote a peaceful coexistence between Israelis and Arabs,

According to Adam Rosenthal, president of the refugee problem began."

UCLA Hillel, early May is a tenuous time for

Arabs and Jews across the world.

"(May 14) is a sensitive day; for Palestinians

and Arabs. It is Al-Naqba, or the Disaster,"

Rosenthal said. "For Palestinians, it marks when

86th anniversary prompts

Armenian Genocide march
COMMUNITY: Group hopes to

increase awareness of other

human rights violations, too

By Midiaele 'Himage
Daily Bruin Contributor

Thousands will converge on Hollywood's

"Little Armenia" district at II a.m. today to

march in honor of the 86th anniversary of the

Armenian Genocide, which the Turkish gov-

ernment still denies ever took place.

"We want recognition for human rights

violations throughout the world," said

Benjamin Charchian, president of the

Armenian Student Association at UCLA,
who also acknowledged the atrocities of the

Holocaust and genocides in Rwanda and

Bosnia.

"Through education we will be able to stop

future perpetration of genocide," he said.

The Armenian Genocide occurred from

1915-16 when the "Young Turk" government

of the Ottoman Empire executed 1.5 million

Armenians - 60 percent of that population.

But members of the Turkish Student

Association said the genocide never hap-

pened.

"It wasn't a genocide, it was just a war,"

said Ersin Sivrican, a '00 alumnus who
earned his bachelor's degree in aerospace

engineering.

Nevertheless, students from 19 Southern

California colleges and universities, who

SeeGENOaOE,page11

CATtttHINE )UN

Fourth-year student Lucy Abajian participates

in a candlelight vigil for the Armenian Genocide.

GSA hopes for high online voter turnout
RACE: Candidates tackle

issues from diversity to

housing to social events

ByUnhTat
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

It may not be a hotly contested

race, but candidates for the 2001-02

Graduate Students Association are

pushing for a high voter turnout in

GSA's first-ever online elections.

Charles Haricss is running unop-

posed for the presidential seat.

Meanwhile; the position of vice

president internal is being chal-

lenged by Dorothy Kim and Emily

Kwong; and the vice president

external seat is being contested by

Alain Dang and Thomas Johnson.

Harless, Kim and Johnson are

running under Slate A, which is

comprised of all in-house candi-

dates.

As the lone presidential candi-

date, Harless, a fifth-year graduate

student in biomedical engineering

and computer science, plans to

increase the number and types of

social functions available for gradu-

ate students.

Hariess said he hopes that once

the graduate student apartment

complex under construction on

Veteran Avenue is built, it will be

available for hosting social func-

tions. He would also like to ensure

affordable housing and equal

opportunities for living there.

"I know graduate students who
chose not to attend UCLA because

no same-sex couple housing was

available," Harless said. "Other

UCs offer it; UCLA needs to ofl'er

that."

During the 1999-2000 academic

year, Harless served as a GSA rep-

resentative for the Campus
Programs Committee, which allo-

cates funding for campus events.

He is the current director of infor-

mation for GSA and is responsible

for improving technology and com-

munication.

Currently serving as vice presi-

dent internal, Dorothy Kim is run-

ning for the same office again this

year.

Citing the success of grad bar, a

new program GSA launched this

year that allowed students to meet

others outside their department in

monthly social gatherings, Kim said

she'd like to create a cabinet posi-

S«cCANMIMTES,pag«7

The modern Arab-Israeli conflict is a little more

than 100 years old. Prior to this, there were numer-

ous periods of Jewish-Muslim co-existence.

SeeCOEXISTENa,page10

Federal law to

restrict aid for

students with

drug offenses

FAFSA: Government has had

trouble enforcing act because

of large number of applicants

By Dexter Gauntlett

Daily Bruin Contributor \ v

Though preliminary data shows only a

small percentage of students who admitted to

a drug conviction on the Kree Application for

Federal Student Aid were denied aid, a recent

effort by the Bush administration may change

that.

Students who do not answer the drug con-

viction question the first time will get a second

chance. But if the proper information is not

provided the second time, they will be denied

federal financial aid.

"Congress pas.sed legislation and our

department is obliged to carry out that legisla-

tive direction," Education Department

spokeswoman Lindsey Kozberg told the

Associated Press last week.

The Drug-Free Student Loans Act restricts

loans for students convicted of drug posses-

sion. First time offenders will lose aid for one

year, second time offenders for two years, and

third time oflenders will lose aid indefinitely.

In recent years, the government has had a

difficult time enforcing this law due to the

lack of checks and high volume of FAFSA
applicants.

SecAH>,pa9c8
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Petty theft

Fivt wallets, three cellular phones, one
purse and one parking permit were stolen

during this period, totaling a loss of $591.

On Saturday, someone smashed the

rear driver-side window of a vehicle on
campus, causing $250 in damages.

Someone stole $150 worth of it

from a white Dodge Dakota parly

the Engineering I building Thudpy
A $250 mountain bicyc'^'l^slokn

Wednesday from the Pub]^^!''^^ k,„i,hl

Later that day, soj^p^ic stole $20
from a laundry roon (ocVer on the 3000
block of Sepulveda l<oulcv;f '

Grand theft

On Friday, a red

Soufct. Unhrenity Police Dept. I09

'.V.l

was s ImmumiimMmn i^ei of Lot 5.

So ticone stole a re(yya| Porsche 91

1

from ih^thJrd lev^bf Lot 32 on
Thursd^B

EiiMicnhat dav,

stolen from the Geolo
jounting to a|otal loss of

Den till drillsl'orth $3,500 were stolen

Trom the third-tl r clinic of the Center

for Health Sciences ou luesday

Earlier that day, sonq||fcM stole a

1V95 Honda Civic fro.

Kelton Avenue.

MisceUaiH'OUs

P( >l!i e broke up a nghf'cC^ Sunday
h»'t v^c.i UCLA and USC students at

Mo fison's Neighborhood Grill in

Westeiod.

Earlier that day, someone in Hedrick

Hall received an annoying phone call.

During a routine traffic stop on
Charles E. Young Drive on Friday, police

found two knives and a stun gun in a vehi-

cle.

On Thursday, a woman was injured

when a shuttle bus shut its doors on her,

mjurm|

Univ<

ingir

A
face

dent.

Police J

day that^

IL

jSide. Also, a guest at the

^House reported receiv-

lone calls.

another man in the

after a road rage inci-

sived a report earlier that

wn was in a men's rest room
)urs in Bunche Hall.

it down a party on the 400
ton Avenue early Wednesday

ler suspecting marijuana use.

Iic^reported a man exposing him-

self at the Medical Plaza fountain

Tuesday.

Compiled from UCPD media reports

between April 17 and 23 by Robert
Satonga, Daily Bruin Reporter.

Weather

Today Wednesday Thursday

ACADEMIC
ANNOUNCEMENTS

Sunny Sunny Partly Cloudy

high: 83 low: 55 high: 81 low: 56 high: 73 low: 54

Outlook:
Ifs going to be warm, very warm in fact, at

least for the next two days.The brief heat

wave we're seeing now won't last long,

expect cooler temps by late in the week.

Sunrise
6:12 a.m.

Sunset
7:32 p.m.

Week 4
Reminder:

Friday, April 27 is the last day

to DROP non-impacted classes

through URSA with $3 fee

For real-time weather, visit www.dailybfuin.ucla.edu

WHArS BREWIN'
Today 10 a.m.

Student Welfare Commission

TaySach's Testing

Viewpoint Conference room

11a.m.
Engineering & Science Career

Services

Look at the Compensation Package

Workshop

8500 Boelter Hall

2 p.m.

Burkic Center for International

Relations

Speaker : Michael Nacht

Bunche Hall 10.183

825-0604

L&S Counseling

Academic Workshops

• DLAP
* All workshops held in

Covel Commons, Room 203

To sign up, call 206^685

4:15 p.m.
L&S Counseling

Academic Workshops
• How to Overcome Academic
Stress

•Choosing a Major
• Preparing for Careers in Business
• All workshops held in

Covel Commons, Room 203

To sign up, call 206-6685

5 p.m.
Student Welfare Commission

TaySach's Testing

Kerckhofr State Rooms 131, 133, 135

6 p.m.
Pilipinos for Community Health

General Meeting

Boelter 5252

6:30 p.m.
Catholic Students Association

Cath SA Meeting

UCC,633Gayley
208-5015

7 p.m.
Bruin Republicans

Meeting& 5th ofMay Celebration

Preparation

Ackerman 3516

915-5942

Bruin DemoCTats

General Meeting

Ackerman 2408

Transfer Student Association

Networking Workshop

Career Center •

206-7865

L&S Counseling

Academic Workshops
• Preparing for Medical Sch(X)l

* All workshops held in

Covel Commons, Room 203

To sign up, call 206-6685

8 p.m.
Art of Living

Guided Meditation

Rolfe Hall 3120

825^216

(f

tk

see page 29 (or details
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^g^i^- Day Trips
In this series, The Bruin picks fun and affordable spots to

visit in Los Angeles and throughout the rest of Southern

California.

By Lisa Klassen

Daily Bruin Reporter

Southern California conjures a vision of eter-

nal youth and beauty, fame, fortune and creative

energy. Despite this lively image, a unique muse-

um reminds us that death is still a very real part

of our lives.

Nestled in the heart of "Hollyweird," on a

seedy side street near the infamous intersection

of Hollywood Boulevard and Vine Avenue, the

Museum of Death gives local and more tradi-

tional attractions a run for their money with its

unusual collection of objects, art and photos

related to death.

"We have everything about death here - old

tools used in funeral homes, embalming tables,

and even a guillotine and an electric chair," said

Cathee Shultz, one of the museum's two
founders. "There's nothing else like this in the

area."

The m'useum's attractions, which range from
the bunk beds used by the Heaven's Gate cult

and the deranged artwork of serial killers like

Charles Maqson, draw people from as far away
as Texas as well as local Angelenos. '

-.-

On Saturday, a large group of students from
East Los Angeles College visited the museum.
They entered the building smiling and chatter-

ing, only to fall silent after viewing the first

exhibit, which features autopsy photographs

and embalming tools.

"Be aware that it's extremely graphic," said

JD Healy, Shultz's partner and the other

founder of the museum, to a pair of curious vis-

itors entering the first exhibit.

The nature of Healy's warning becomes
apparent in the first riK>m's grisly collection of
autopsy photos, which includes an autographed

photo of a local coroner at work. Other photos

are equally graphic, depicting famous murders,

war crimes, accidents and suicides.

While some visitors can handle the museum's
displays, others are not as fortunate.

"We've had 16 people pass out this year."

Shultz said. "They occurred mostly during the

cannibalism exhibit. There wasn't anything

extremely graphic up there - just written

accounts from actual cannibals. I guess people's

imaginations were more gruesome than reality."

The cannibalism exhibit, called "Nice to Eat

You," was the latest of several special exhibi-

tions. Past features have included "Execution:

Tools and Techniques," and "Fanning the

Flames of Death," which chronicled advertising

strategies used by funeral homes.

According to Shultz, the museum also held a

"Black Dahlia Birthday Bash" during the sum-

mer. The event coincided with the birthday of

Elizabeth Short, an aspiring actress with the

nickname "Black Dahlia" who was murdered in

Hollywood in 1947. The case, never solved, has

become a part of Hollywood legend.

"We even had a Black Dahlia Beauty Pageant
where we had people dressing up and even re-

enacting the crime scene," Shultz said. "It was
really fun and we got a lot of people involved."

Also included in the museum's archives are

stories of celebrity deaths, which detail botched

suicide attempts, murders and accidents that

Photos by CHRIS BACKLEY/Daily Bruin

The Museum of Death, located in the heart of Hollywood, features everything from
embalming tables to autopsy photos to electric chairs. Faint-of-heart? Beware!

claimed the lives of notable personalities and
have taken an important place in popular cul-

ture and local history.

The next special event, titled "Love You to

Death," will focus on the strange and taboo

world of necrophilia.

Shultz and Healy, though interested in the

sensational aspects of death, also include

exhibits from the more mundane world of funer-

al homes, caskets and morticians. Body bags

and death certificates are also on display, a gift

from the local coroner's ofTice.

"We get some donations and wc also buy a lot

of our items," Shultz said. "We find lots of

things in antique stores too."

Some, however, criticize the museum for its

frankness and for Healy and Shultz's strange

collecting habits.

"This is a little bit too morbid for mc," said

Zoc Robin, a second-year world arts and cul-

tures student. "I mean I have some fascination

See DEATH, page 7

EDWARD OYAMA/Oalty Bfuin

Ignacio Martinez (back) and Cristian Pesantes look through the glass at a replica

of the mass suicide of the Heaven's Gate cult that occurred in San Diego County.
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Center unites mind, body studies
RESEARCH: Faculty hopes

to publicize studies from

medley of related fields

By Robin Irey

Daily Bruin Contributor

UCLA's Mind-Body
Collaborative Research Center

opened last week as one of the

nation's few institutes that study the

mind's jurisdiction over biological

reactions and vice versa.

Scientists have traditionally stud-

ied the mind and body separately,

and the center seeks to contribute

research to promote this new mesh
of disciplines.

"We are looking to make the peo-

ple at UCLA who are doing this

research more visible to the public

and also to each other so they are

able to collaborate on their find-

ings," said Dr. Bruce Naliboff, psy-

chiatry and biobehavioral science

professor and the center's co-chair.

The center is composed of faculty

specializing in neuroscience, psy-

chology, digestive diseases, pedi-

atrics. psychiatry and gynecology.

The Neuropsychiatric Institute

and the Center of

Psychoneuroimmunology will con-

tribute to the center's research.

UCLA competed with campuses

across the nation for one of five $10

million grants from the National

Institute of Health to fund a mind-

body center, but came in sixth place

to universities such as Stanford and
Ohio State University.

"The insiders got it, well-

deserved," said Dr. Emeran Mayer,

head of the UCLA Neurocenteric

Disease Program and director of the

center. "Since we're newcomers, I

think we did well."

The UCLA center is financed by

existing grants. Costs have been

reduced since NPI is providing the

space and administrative support

needed, Mayer said.

With hopes for a grant from NIH
next year, the center is planning how
to make its services and research

more accessible to the public.

Advancements that allow brain

activities associated with thoughts

and emotions to be visualized

include positron emission tomogra-

phy and functional magnetic reso-

nance imaging. ^

"Recent breakthroughs in neuro-

science. immunology and neuro-

physiology now provide an unprece-

dented framework to study the

effects of the mind on the body,"

Mayer said.

While faculty members are the

only ones involved in research,

Mayer said graduate students would
be a welcome addition.

To attract interested students, the

center will begin offering a series of

symposiums on different topics this

fall. These gatherings will assess top-

ics such as stress's role in sickness

and the validity of acupuncture as a

remedy.

Naliboff said the center's agenda
will include an annual national con-

ference on the mind-body connec-

tion, drawing specialists from

around the world to offer those

involved a chance to re-evaluate their

own research and gain insight from

contemporaries.

The center is also entertaining the

prospect of publishing a series of

books based on individual confer-

ences.

The series will be modeled after

"The Biological Basis for Mind-Body

inieraclinns." co-edited hy Mayfir^

UCLA gets $13Jd million

for lung cancer researdi
GRANT: Aid allows for

study of new therapies,

early detection methods

By Hcmesh Patd
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Lung cancer is the leading

cause of death in the United

States, killing more than 170,000

people a year, according to UCLA
researchers.

Last week, the National Cancer

Institute awarded the UCLA
Jonsson Comprehensive Cancer

Center a $ 1 3.9 million grant over a

period of five years.

The university's cancer center

is one of six to ever receive the

competitive Specialized Program
of Research Excellence grant.

"We will be one of the lead cen-

ters in developing novel therapies

in lung cancer, prevention and
early detection," said Dr. Steven

Dubinett, director of the UCLA
Lung Cancer Research Program.

UCLA was one of three

schools, along with Vanderbilt

University, that received the grant

after waiting 15 months and com-

pleting a 500-page application.

The grant, according to

researchers, is significant because

funding for lung cancer research

usually receives less than other

types of cancer research.

"This grant gives us a strong

foundation for our research and

provides for exponential growth

and expansion in our lung cancer

program at UCLA," said Dr.

Robert Striteter, chief of pul-

monary and critical care medi-

cine, in a statement.

According to the Cancer

Information Service, a program of

the National Cancer Institute,

funding for lung cancer research

was $150 million last year - com-

See GtNait page 8

Program broadcasts accounts

of formerly homeless children
STORIES: Problem worsening as

Study shows 72 percent of cities

have increased need for shelters

By Christopher Newton
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON Nearly 250 children who
used to live on the streets packed into a congres-

sional hearing room Monday and broadcast their

stories of desperation to school kids across the

nation.

The program. Forget Me Not 2001, was spon-

sored by several advocacy groups, including the

National Coalition for the Homeless. About
600.000 school children in 35 states watched the

forum via satellite link.

For suburban children, it was a chance to hear

stories like that of Shoniqua Williams, a kid from

the streets of Richmond, Va., whose father aban-

doned her family. Williams, 1 1, bounced between

three elementary schools before her family finally

found a new home.

"Instead of showing the real me, I hid behind

the tough girl image and bullied younger kids to

make myself feel and look better," Williams said

"Most of those feelings were related to being dis-

appointed in myself"

Those who planned the event said the primary

purpose was to teach kids to care about the plight

oftheir less-fortunate counterparts.

"We think it's important that these young peo-

ple have the opportunity to testify about the range

of issues that they must face as a result of losing

their home," said Barbara D.uflleld, a member of

the National Coalition for the Homeless. "An
event like this can be empowering because it pro-

vides these young people with access to peers who
can make a difference."

The forum highlighted recent research that sug-

gests the problem of child homelessness may be

worsening.

At least 1.35 million children are homeless -

about 39 percent of the overall homeless popula-

tion, according to survey commissioned by the

U.S. Conference of Mayors in 2000. The same
study also showed that 72 percent of cities report-

ed an increase in demand for emergency shelter

between 1999 and 2000.

Beyond the numbers, it was the personal stories

Leah Brodie, 12, of Wheaton, III., told her

during a broadcast on homeless children

that made an impression on 1
1 -year-old Amanda

Stockton, who lives in a Washington suburb.

"I never knew how many ways being homeless

could affect a person," said Stockton, who attend-

ed the hearing with her class. "If adults aren't

making enough noise about it, we'll have to do

what we can to draw attention to the problem."

Several lawmakers attended, promising to take

The Associaied Press

Story to nearly 600,000 school children

Monday in a congressional hearing room.

word ofthe event into debates over public housing

legislation.

"If we are to eradicate homelessness in our

communities - and we must - a good place to start

is right here on Capitol Hill, by bringing the faces

and the feelings of homeless kids to the attention

of our nation's policy-makers," said Rep. Betty

McCollum, D-Minn.

You're Invited.,,

WESTERN STATE

COlXtOK or LAW

Western State
University
College of law
Practice-Oriented Legal Studies
11 11 N. State College Blvd., Fuilerton, Orange County, CA

(714) 738t1000 x2600 or (800) WSU-4-LAW
e-mail: adm(q)wsulaw.edu • fax: (714) 441-1748

Events lake place on the campus of Western Stale University and are

open to the public. Space is limited. Contact us to reserve your place.

Graduates may sit for the bar exam in any state Western State is provisionally

approved by the American Bar Association. 750 Nortti Lake Stiore Drive,

Chicago, 1160611(312)988-6738

Latp School Information Program
Sat., April 28 • 9:30 noon

Faculty, staff and current students provide information about WSU's
• Centers for Criminal Law Practice and Entrepreneurial Law
• Academic Success & Enrichment Program

• Practice-Oriented Legal Studies curriculum

• Admission requirements and deadlines lor fall 2001 class

• Financial aid and scholarships

• Current job market lor attorneys

• Full-time and part-time law study

UM'^orisbop

Sat., ApHl 28 • l:00'3:00pm

ABA-approved law schools require the Law School Admission Test for

admission. Dr. Jerry Bobrow, author ol Barron^ How to Prepare for the LSAT.

9th edition and over 30 books on test preparation, speaks on "The 5-step

approach to success."

Stretch Your

InJlOHM
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WORLD <& NATION Dow Jones Industrials
down: 47.62

close: 10,532.23

Nasdaq Index

down: 104.09

close: 2,059.32

Dollar

Yen: 121.29

Euro: 1.1 138

e receives reprimand for submarine collision
PUNISHMENT: Commander will

retire Oct. 1; investigation finds

his negligence led to accident

By Jean Christensen

The Associated Press

PEARL HARBOR. Hawaii USS
Greeneville Cmdr. Scott Waddle was given a let-

ter of reprimand Monday as punishment for the

submarine collision that killed nine people

aboard a Japanese fishing vessel, his attorney

said.

The punishment also included a forfeiture of

half pay for two months, but that was suspended

for six months. Waddle said he will retire Oct. I,

meaning he will receive his full pay until the end

of his career.

"While I regret that my Navy career has ended

in this way, I know that I am one of the lucky ones

because I survived the accident," Waddle said in

a statement released by his civilian attorney,

Charles Gittins.
—^Thc punishment was imposed by AdntF
Thomas Fargo, Pacific Reet commander, at an

"admiral's mast" attended by Waddle, a military

attorney and several officers at Pearl Harbor
Navy Base.

Fargo concluded there was derelictionu^f duty

and negligent hazarding of a vessel, Gittins said.

But he said the admiral did not mention allega-

tions of negligent homicide in the deaths of nine

"Admiral Fargo thoughtfully considered

Commander Waddle's presentation and decided,

nonetheless, that punishment should be imposed

under the preponderance of the evidence stan-

dard applicable to such hearings," Gittins said.

Gittins said Fargo indicated he would accept

Waddle's forced retirement. If he had cho.sen not

to retire, -he would have had to show why he

should be allowed to remain in the Navy.

Gittins said the admiral told Waddle he was

proud of his decision to testify before a court of

inquiry without immunity.

"My heart aches for the losses suffered by the

families of those killed aboard the M/V Ehime
Maru and the grief that this accident unfairly has

thrust upon them," Waddle said, apologizing

once again for the collision and urging U.S. gov-

ernment settlement of claims made by the fami-

lies.

"I think about those lost at sea every day and I

grieve for the families."

Waddle has said he plans to travel to Japan to

meet with the families of the victims. He previ-

ously has apologized and accepted responsibility

for the collision.
-ftw» AssociamJ f^P5s

Cmdr. Scott Waddle, captain of the USS Greeneville, is seen with his wife Jill Waddle,
in this March 14 file photo In Pearl Harbor, Hawaii. Waddle will not be court-martialed.

Japanese students and adults aboard the Ehime and with dignity and respect and I thank him for

Maru when it was rammed by the Greeneville that," Waddle said.

Feb. 9 in waters off Hawaii. Gittins, in an e-mail to news media shortly

"I understand and accept the punishment that after the hearing ended, said Waddle explained

Admiral Fargo imposed. He treated me fairly his actions to the officers.

Navy ofTlcials have acknowledged that the sur-

facing demonstration during which the collision

occurred was done only for the benefit of 16 civil-

ians aboard, three of whom were seated at the

sub's controls at the time.

The hearing was conducted under Article 1 5 of

the Uniform Code of Military Justice. Waddle
could face other disciplinary action including

fines and critical performance letters.

Bush has productive,

eventful first 1 00 days
RECORD: Party-line split

evident as tax plan gets

hit hard in 50-50 Senate

By David Espo

The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - By the num-
bers, the congressional scorecard for

President Bush's first 100 days in

office includes all 535 lawmakers

invited to the White House, the

Cabinet confirmed in full and one

substantive piece of legislation signed

into law.

Also, high^riority tax and educa-

tion bills are undergoing renovation

at in Congress, their outcome to be

determined over the next 100 days.

"The good news for us is that

Congress, on our agenda, is moving

pretty rapidly," says Karl Rove,

Bush's chief political strategist.

The bad news for the new adminis-

tration is that the Senate is divided SO-

SO along party lines, and Democrats

have warmed quickly to the task of

opposing the president. That leaves

little margin for administration error,

as evidenced by the two tie^>reaking

votes cast by Vice President Dick

Cheney so far, as well as a jarring

defeat in which the Senate sliced $400

billion off Bush's $1.6 trillion, 10-year

tax cut.

"The budget experience was pure

confrontation," Senate Democratic

Leader Tom Daschle of South

Dakota said Monday. "Their strate-

gy, of course, was to peel off a couple

of Democrats and they lost."

The opposite has been true on edu-

cation, the second high-profile issue

Bush presented to Congress.

S«e CONGRESS, page 10

Pro-Chechen gunmen take 1 20 hostages
TURKEY: Situation lasts

12 hours at hotel before

perpetrators surrender

ByBenHoHand
The Associated Press

ISTANBUL, Turkey - Waving
weapons but also dispensing food and

drinks, proChechen gunmen held 120

people hostage for 12 hours at a luxury

hotel in Turkey before surrendering

Monday, leaving their captives

unharmed.

The seizure strained the widespread

support in Turkey for the Chechen
cause, with some Turkish officials com-
plaining they felt betrayed by an opera-

tion they feared could drive away
tourist dollars desperately needed to

ease the country's financial crisis.

"We cannot condone the hostage

taking, especially at the start of the

tourist season," said Interior Minister

Sadettin Tantan, who spoke to the gun-

men through an intermediary and won

The Associated P>ess

An unidentified hostage clutches her child after she was released

from the Swissotel in Istanbul, Turkey, on Monday.

their surrender. "We reminded them

that this action gave considerable dam-
age to Turkey's interests."

The 13 gunmen said in a statement

that they stormed the hotel late Sunday

to protest Russia's "bloody attacks" in

the Caucasus, where the rebellious

Chechnya region is located.

See TURKEY, page 11

WORLD & NATION BRIEFS

Bush refuses Taiwanese

request for navy boats
WASHINGTON - In a decision closely

watched by rival China, President Bush rejected

Taiwan's request to buy U.S. destroyers

equipped with high-tech combat radar, but left

open the possibility of future sales if Beijing's

military threats against the island persist, offV

cials said Monday.

The president approved the sale of four

Kidd-class destroyers, a less potent weapon
than the Aegis system sought by Taiwan, said

several U.S. officials and lawmakers briefed on
the decision. The sales would quickly improve

Taiwanese defenses against an increasingly bel-

ligerent China, the White House said.

Beijing had warned that the Aegis sale would
worsen U.S.-China relations already strained by
the April I collision between a U.S. spy plane

and a Chinese jet that led to the 1 1-day detention

of the 24-member American crew.

Saying the president did not bow to Beijing's

pressure, a senior White House offi-

cial told reporters that Bush agreed

to sell Taiwan up to eight diesel sub-

marines after the island upgrades its

navy to handle the systems. Taiwan also

could buy 12 P-3 Orion submarine-killer air-

craft, said the official, who spoke on condition

of anonymity.

Antarctic rescue plane

picks up 1 1 researchers
WELLINGTON, New Zealand - A New

Zealand air force plane landed safely on an ice

runway at a U.S. Antarctic research station

Tuesday, carrying out a risky mission to rescue

four ailing Americans.

But research officials said seven more
Americans would be joining the four evacuees.

"Right now, the count is eleven people com-
ing out, for various reasons," said John Sherve,

the New Zealand manager for their employer,

US-based Raytheon Pplar Services. "Tlie pri-

mary purpose of the mission is emer-

gency medical evacuation of one
employee."

He declined to comment on the

patients' conditions, but New Zealand air

force sources said one man had a serious heart

condition that required urgent hospital treat-

ment.

The CI 30 Hercules arrived at McMurdo
Station after a 7 1/2-hour fiighl from
Christchurch, in southern New Zealand, he

said.

Hate crime bill passes

Texas legislature
AUSTIN, Texas Tlie Texas House on

Monday approved a bill that stiffens penalties

for crimes motivated by hate, a measure

prompted by the death of an African

American man dragged behind a pickup in

1998.

The bill will be given a final reading Tuesday

in the Democrat-dominated lower house,

which passed a similar law two years ago.

The measure died in the Republican-con-

trolled Senate in 1999 when critics complained
it created unnecessary distinctions for homo-
sexuals.

It remains in limbo in the Senate because

sponsor Sen. Rodney Ellis has been unable to

gather support to bring it up for debate.

Among the bill's opponents is Gov. Rick Perry.

The James Byrd, Jr. Hate Crimes Act
strengthens penalties for crimes motivated by

race, religion, color, di.sability, sexual orienta-

tion, national origin or ancestry. The sexual

orientation part of the bill, which enhances

protections for gays and lesbians, has been the

sticking point for conservatives.

Perry has argued that the law would create

"new classes of citizens" by specifying protec-

tions based on religion, race and .sexual prefer-

ence. He said all Texans are adequately pro-

tected under current law.

Compiled from Daily Bruin wire reports.
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Fire breaks out at Tosco oil refinery
DANGER: Blaze spreads

through industrial area;

no injuries, evacuations

By Erica Wemer
The Associated Press

CARSON, Calif. - A fire that

erupted at an oil refinery sent plumes

of black smoke billowing over the Los

Angeles area Monday afternoon, but

no one was injured and no evacuations

were ordered.

Huge balls of fire shot dozens of feet

into the air as the blaze erupted at the

Tosco refinery in this suburb 15 miles

south ofdowntown Los Angeles.

The fire erupted at 4:52 p.m. in the

refinery's "coker" unit, where petrole-

um coke - a type of coal - is burned in

the process of making gasoline, said

Tosco spokesman Andy Perez.

"There is black boiling smoke, jet

^lack and periodic boiling up of flames^

right at the base - there it is again,"

Alan Wayne said from his office build-

ing about two miles east of the fire. "It

has just blackened the sky ... I've had
enough of this - I'm going to the hock-

ey game."

It was not known what caused the

fire, which was fueled by the coke until

firefighters shut down the unit by 7

p.m., Perez said. The fire then began to

subside.

About 200 people work at the

Carson plant, including operators in

the coker unit, but all were safely evac-

uated and accounted for, Perez said.

Porn industry on the rise

as Hollywood strike

The AssocMted Pr«s

A plunne of smoke billows up from the Tosco refinery in Carson, Calif. It

took nearly two hours to shut down the unit feeding the flames.

Fire engines and a hazardous mate-

rials team from the Los Angeles

County Fire Department fought the

fire alongside Tosco's own emergency
crew, which includes at least 20 fully

qualified firefighters, Perez said.

County Fire Capt. Brian Jordan

said firefighters poured water on the

flames to control them as a crew pre-

pared to turn off the valve delivering

the fuel and shut down the coker unit.

The area around the valve was as hot as

2,000 degrees Fahrenheit, so firefight-

ers needed to spray water on the Hames
to "push the fire away from the valve"

so one of them could turn it ofT.

As the blaze spread through the

refinery, in an industrial area dotted

with storage tanks, it quickly sent huge

plumes of black smoke billowing into

the clear-blue sky.

Some of the smoke drifled over a

nearby residential neighborhood. No
evacuations were ordered but residents

were asked to stay inside with windows
and doors closed, Perez said.

Jerry Martin, spokesman for the

state Air Resources Board, said area

residents should be wary of the thick

smoke.

JOBS; Laid-off dot-com

workers have also found

work in adult film world

The Associated Press

Many mainstream movie techni-

cians and B-movie actors around

Los Angeles are looking to the porn

industry to line up work if

Hollywood actors and screenwrit-

ers go on strike this year

At Sin City Entertainment in

Chatsworth, a number of people

have called inquiring about jobs,

said spokesman Jeff Wozniak.
"They're trying to line things up
now in case there is a strike," he

said.

The firm has been contacted by a

few mainstream fihn editors, grips,

one director of photography and
"several B-movie actors and actress-

es looking for nonsexual roles."

At Hustler, Jimmy Rynt said he's

logged at least three dozen calls in

recent months from Hollywood
technicians inquiring about tempo-
rary work. Hustler produces about

six videos a month requiring 120

film freelancers, ranging from cine-

matographers and production man-
agers to line producers, he said.

"People of very high caliber are

interested in finding work," said

Flynt, adding that the pay generally

• II

is less than Hollywood union scale.

A line producer, for example, will

make $2,500 for a three-day adult

shoot where he could make $50,000

to $75,000 for a regular movie.

Contracts covering TV and
movie writers expire May I. A sum-
mer strike by the Screen Actors

Guild, whose contract expires June

30, is also looming.

Union leaders told the Los
Angeles Times that they hadn't

heard whether members had been

contacting the porn shops.

"It doesn't sound bad to me,"

said Norm Glasser jokingly, busi-

ness agent for Hollywood electri-

cians, Local 728, of the

International Alliance of Theatrical

Stage Employees. Turning serious,

he added: "If there's a strike, every-

body's on their own, more or less.'

While those in Hollywood may

—

be looking for a temporary haven in

the adult entertainment industry,

displaced dot-com employees have

found a more stable home.

It wasn't too long ago when porn

executives faced many recruiting

challenges. One of the biggest, they

say, had been matching promises of

stock-option bonanzas and early

retirement by Internet firms.

But that was more than a year

ago. before the NASDAQ tanked

and dot-coms collapsed. The fallout

See POMi page 8

• Share your feelings •

• Discuss your concerns •

• Express your opinions •

How do you feel aliout tlie Palestinian-Israeli conflict?

Join the Collcilion for Ceexislance in the Middle Cost

On Bruin UlQilc

Mondoy, Ikiesdoy, lUednesdoy
11:30-2:30

Sponsored by United Arab Society - Jewish Student Union - Hille
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CANDIDATES
From page 1

tion in charge of all graduate interac-

tions.

With previous experience on the

Graduate Council, which is part of the

Academic Senate, Kim said she would
like to focus on the issue of ethnic and
gender diversity in professional

schools.

After the threat ofdiscontinuing the

BruinGo! bus program, which pro-

vides free transportation for UQLA
faculty and students, Kim said she

wants to ensure the program remains

in the future^and that it expands to

include bus lines in Culver City and the

MTA.
"(The university) needs to keep it

for financial reasons, for reasons of

attractiveness for graduate students,"

she said.

Also running for the position of vice

president internal is Emily Kwong, a

third-year student at the Dental

School, where she served as class sec-

retary.

Kwong's main concern is that grad-

uate students aren't receiving an ade-

quate dental health coverage plan

from the university, forcing many to

pay out of their pockets or to seek den-

tal care off campus.
**! want to find a belter dental cstrc

plan so the dental students don't lose

patients and (students) can get good
care here," she said.

Kwong said she would like to see

South Campus students more integrat-

ed with the rest of the school.

"We don't have good or adequate

representation within the Graduate

Students Association," she said.

Alain Dang, a first-yeai student in

urban planning, is vying for the posi-

tion of vice president external.

He has served on the board of direc-

tors for the United States Student

Association for two years, lobbying for

hate crimes policies and increased

financial aid. He has also been a

regional coordinator for the

University of California Student

Association, where he participated in

the "Reclaim Your Education" cam-
paign of 1996.

USSA is a Washington-based stu-

dent lobby group, and UCSA is the

UC-wide association of graduate and
undergraduate student governments.

As vice president external. Dang
said he would advocate the repeal of

SP-I, a policy set by the UC Board of

Regents in 1995 that banned affirma-

tive action in the admissions practices.

"SP-I may be in place now, but even

the symbolic effort of repealing that

really sends a message that UCLA is

welcoming of diversity," he said.

Dang said he would like to see more
monetary support for student organi-

zations involved in outreach efforts.

Dang's opponent for the seat of vice

president external is Thomas Johnson,

a third-year graduate student in the

English department and current direc-

tor of discretionary funding for GSA.
"As a member of this year's GSA

cabinet, I have had the good fortune to

work closely with the current adminis-

tration and possess a clear vision of

both how the organization functions

and the particular demands of the

office of Vice Prcsidcm of External

Affairs," Johnson said in his candidate

statement.

Like Dang, Johnson said he wishes

to advocate for diversity and is con-

cerned about the proposed increase in

graduate fees. He also said he would

like "to bring a strong and focused

voice to the heavily undergraduate

UCSa on behalf of all graduate and

professional students at UCLA."

Graduate students who wish to vote

can do so until midnight Wednesday by
logging on to their My.UCLA Web page.

DEATH
From page 3

about death, but some of that stuff is

too graphic for me."

While the museum can be graphic,

Healy and Shultz said that they only

want to provide an educational expe-

rience for their visitors.

"People today forget that death is

real. It's become remote and mysteri-

ous, and we just want to show people

what it's like," Healy said.

Although the Museum of Death
was welcomed to Hollywood, it was
not as warmly accepted in San Diego,

its original location. Many residents

were offended by the exhibits and felt

that the museum did not belong in the

area, according to the owners.

"The museum came to life in

1995," Healy said. "It used to be the

Rita Dean Art Gallery where Cathee

and I had a lot of really controversial

shows. In the late '80s, after a show of

serial killers' artwork and another of

exotic weapons, we came up with the

idea of the museum."
The museum officially opened in

June of 1995 in the basement of a

building in the historic Gaslight

District of San Diego.

Fittingly, the building housed the

first mortuary in the area. The view-

ing area of the museum was designed

to resemble the interior of a casket,

with satin covered walls and Berber

carpet.

In its early years the museum host-

ed the largest collection of serial killer

artwork and an extensive exhibit ded-

icated to execution, in all of its vari-

ous forms. In 1997, the museum
acquired a series of car-crash fatality

photos taken by the notable photog-

rapher Mell Kilpatrick. Soon, the

museum's holdings had doubled in

size.

While a popular attraction, the

museum was largely ignored by local,

more tourist-friendly destinations,

"People in San Diego just kind of

Ignored our existence," Healy said.

"More people down there are really

conservative, and what we were
doing really shocked them."

Despite its eventual popularity

and success in San Diego, the

Museum of Death was forced to relo-

cate when the owner of the building

challenged the legality of Healy and
Shultz's lease.

By November of 1999, they found

a new home for the museum in

Hollywood. It officially opened its

doors on Feb. 14, 2000, the anniver-

sary of the notorious St. Valentine's

Day Massacre.

"We didn't want to move at first,"

Shultz said, "But we really like it here.

There's a lot of creative energy in

L.A., and people are not as conserva-

tive. It's a lot more exciting, too."

According to Shultz, the museum
has received more visitors since its

move. These visitors include many
out-of-state vacationers, locals and
even the occasional celebrity.

"Just a while ago, Vincent Gallo,

the director of the movie 'Buffalo 66'

visited the museum," Shultz said.

Other notable guests include Marilyn

Manson, Iggy Pop, Tommy Lee and
Rob Zombie.

Despite the museum's occult lure,

Shultz and Healy said they rarely

encounter frightening visitors.

"It's always hard to tell who's a

killer," Shultz said. "There are some
people that look weird but turn out to

be very friendly when you talk to

them. Besides, people like Ted Bundy
and Richard Ramirez were consid-

ered normal and were actually very

friendly. But we like to think that the

serial killers are busy doing their

thing and not visiting the museum."

For more Information on visiting the

Museum of Death, call (323) 466-801 1

.

The museum is open from noon to 10

p.m. Sunday through Thursday and
from noon to midnight Friday and
Saturday. Admission is $6 for students

and seniors and $7 for all other visi-

tors. It is located at 6340 Hollywood

Blvd.
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Where Education Keeps Up With Fast-Paced Summer Schedules

Bl RRST CHANCE to apply for Rerce College is May 14

Advance ahead or catch up with the accelerated summer semester

HI Choose from 250 UCLA compatible classes

Donl forget to register May 14! Last summer classes filled up quickly

Spend 5 weeks In a summer session

Still have plenty of time for fun in the sun

Hit the beach

Go on vacation

Work some extra hours

Summer Sessions

June 18 to July 21

July 23 to August 25

Enjoy one session or join two!

Visit www.PIERCECOLLEGE.com or stop by at the crossroads of

Winnetka and Victory today
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Do you want to become
a leader on campus?

Check out the

BRUIN LEADERS PROJECT
A seminar based leadership project sponsored by the Center for
Student Programming. All students are invited to participate in
developing leadership skills. Upon completion participants

receive a certificate.

Brum Leaders Project

Spring Quarter Senriinar«is

Tuesday, April 24 1-3 p.m. Ackerman 3517

"The Social Change Model of Leadenhip"

(Required for a Bniln Leaders Project Certificate)

We hope to see you!

For more information on the Bmin Leaders

Project, please contact lis at either

(310) 206-5071 or blp@ucla.edu or stop by
our office at 105 Kerckhoff Hall.

—"APPLY FOR A 200

1

CHANCELLOR'S SERVICE AWARD
The Chancellor's Service Award is given to graduating seniors in

recognition of outstanding University and community service. Recipients are
honored by having their names appear in a special section of the

commencement program and by wearing the blue and gold fourragere.

If you ore a graduating senior and if you have made a significant service

contribution to both the University and the community, apply now!

You must have received a bachelor's degree in Fall 2000 or Winter 2001

,

or be a degree candidate for Spring or Summer 2001

.

You may pick up an applicarion for this award in:

. . 1 206 Murphy Hall

1 05 Kerckhoff Hall

316/317KerckoffHall
*^^ "-:'-

102 Men's Gym
-^ 1 209 Campbell Hall

- -. College and School main offices

Or on-line at:

www.saonetucla.edu/csa

4

Completed applications are due in the Dean of Students' Office in

1 206 Murphy Hall by 5:00 p.m., Tuesday May 1 , 2001

From page 4

pared to $407 million for breast can-

cer during that time.

One of the reasons for such a dis-

parity between the figures is that

there is no standard screening for

lung cancer. According to spokespeo-

ple at the Cancer Information

Service, cancers such as breast cancer

can be found early and are potentially

treatable.

The recent grant will allow

researchers to find ways of detecting

lung cancer at earlier stages.

"This will be a challenge, but we do
have the technology at our disposal,"

Dubinett said. "We're trying to

change the whole course of the (dis-

ease) by discovering it early."

In addition to studying ways of

detecting this type of cancer early, sci-

entists will attempt to find new treat-

ments and explore the genetic side of

lung cancer.

Daily Bruin News

Scientists hope to use the grant to

fund five projects, including lungcan-^

cer in relationship to radiology, mole-

cular epidemiology and immune ther-

apy.

"The grant was an enormous
recognition of years of lung research

and will allow us to take it to the next

level," said Professor of Medicine

and Urology, Dr. Robert Kiglin, who
will be co-principal investigator and

director of clinical trials.

Currently, clinical trials at the cen-

ter focus on early diagnosis in high-

risk patients.

The grant will allow scientists to

explore new types of treatment, such

as gene therapy.

Each project will touch on both the

clinical and the scientific aspects of

lung cancer research.

"SPORE takes the labqratory

observations into the clinic in an

expedited and rapid fashion," Figlin

said. "We'll have a major impact on

the disease - there's no question

about it."

PORN
From page 6

has been a boon for adult entertain-

ment, Vivid Entertainment Group
President BJM Asher said.

"At least I know my paycheck isn't

going to bounce," said Jon, 25, who
asked that his last name be withheld.

Jon told the Times that he jumped to

take a Web designer job at Vivid after

he was laid off last winter from Los

Angeles music start-up ArtistDirect

Inc.

The company, which makes up to

six adult videos a month and recently

expanded its online team, says that 35

percent of its technical staff hail from

the dot-com world.

Jon now spends eight hours a day

digitally covering up female nipples

for the company's front-page, which

entices visitors to pay for the full peep

show. "My mom would kill me if she

knew," he said.

E-commcrcc sex Web sites i

somed from 230 in 1997, to 1,100 sites

in 2000, according to American
Demographics Magazine, citing a

report from sextrackcr.com. Web
sites offering free sex content jumped
from more than 22,000 to nearly

280,300 during the same period.

According to research by

Challenger, Gray & Christmas, a

Chicago-based employee outplace-

ment firm, over the last 16 months
more than 75,500 Internet workers

lost their jobs.

AID
From page 1

Students who ignore question 35

on the FAFSA form, which asks:

"Have you ever been convicted of sell-

ing or possessing drugs (not including

alcohol or tobacco)?" are required to

fill out a second form, which presents

two options.

The student can choose to make a

correction to their original FAFSA
form or fill out the specifics of the

incident. These are then tabulated

according to a formula.

The federal processor - the govern-

ment contractor who distributes fed-

eral financial aid - then decides

whether the student is still eligible for

financial aid, based on the correction

or the information provided by the

formula, according to FAFSA
spokesman Joe Aiello.

Of the 3,910,692 applications

processed through April 8, 2001 for

the 2001-2002 school year, there were

15,835 who left question 35 blank.

Aiello said these people will receive

the second form to either correct their

information or submit the specifics of

the conviction.

According to Aiello, 27,153 appli-

cations answered "yes" to question 35

on the application for the 2001-2002

school year, but that does not mean
that they are ineligible for financial

aid.

"They're not done with the process

yet ... of that number, 12,245 came
back and filled out a worksheet and it

determined that they were eligible for

aid, and the remaining 15,000 will not

necessarily be denied aid because they

have not finished the process." Aiello

said.

The 2000-2001 school year was the

first year the law was implemented

and 845,0(X) forms left question 35

blank. The number of applicants

ignoring the question prompted the

government to re-word the question.

"Last year, the question was

phrased differently, which added to

the confusion. This year we made it a

simple yes or no question." Aiello

said.

The Clinton administration said it

ignored the law because of a process-

ing backlog created when nearly I

million applicants skipped the ques-

tion.

Aiello said it was difficult to keep

up with the high volume of applica-

tions.

"We are still processing for the

2000-2001 school year and out of 9.8

million people, only 1,745 were denied

as a result of the drug question which

comes out to 0.02 percent," Aiello

said.

UCLA Financial Aid Assistant

Michael Baker said the large number
of applications contributed to the

ineffectiveness of the federal law and

said change was necessary.

"We used to get a blank and we
kept on moving, everyone ignored it,

we didn't know what to do, we
weren't going to slow everyone

down," Baker said.

Despite the change in format, how-

ever, the system still lacks a method of

verification to confirm that the appli-

cant is telling the truth, according to

Aiello.

"It's a fine line that you're walking,

when you say you're going to be up

front about it on a federal document,"

Aiello said.

Furthermore, the act states that

students who satisfactorily complete a

drug rehabilitation program that

includes drug testing will regain eligi-

bility for financial aid.

If convicted of pos.sessing or selling

drugs after submitting FAFSA, the

applicant must notify the financial aid

office at the applicant's school. This

will result in the loss of eligibility and
all aid received after the conviction

must be repaid. But there is no penal-

ty for a person convicted of possess-

ing or selling drugs if the perpetrator

does not report the incident to the uni-

versity.
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coming to newsstands this May...

^VILLflOf DIStI
UCU's Dining and Entertainment Magazine-
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The TestMasters LSAT Course includes:

• 80 hours of live, in-ciass instruction
• Instructors who have all scored in the 99"»

percentile on the actual LSAT
• Student helpline open 25 hours each week
• Licensed use of all real LSAT questions
• Four full-length proctored diagnostic tests
• Competitive cost - $1±50

TestMasters
The finest and most comprehensive LSAT

preparation course in the country.

Berkeley
San Francisco
Palo Alto
San Jose

UCLA \ West L.A.

use \ Downtown L.A.
Davis
Sacramento

Beverly Hills

San Fernando Valley
Pasadena
Claremont

Irvine

Fullerton

Riverside

La Jolla

1-800-696-5728

Kaplan students
get into Law Sdi

Case Closed.

• • I

9 out of 10 Kaplan LSAT students go
to one of their top 3 school choices.

1997 BrusklrvGoldring Research Study of students at the top 25 law schools.

LSAT classes start April 29 and 30.

Call 1-800-KAP-TEST or visit

kaptest.com to enroll today!

KAPLAN
Test prep, admissions and guidance. For life.

CONGRESS
From page 5
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"We've come a long way together.

Education is the President's priority,

and it's our priority, too," said Sen.

Edward M. Kennedy, of

Massachusetts, senior Democrat on

the Committee on Health, Education,

Labor and Pensions

The two parties remain far apart on

education funding, but Kennedy said.

"I'm confident that we can reach

agreement on the remaining issues."

With other controversial issues just

over the horizon - legislation to

strengthen the rights of HMO patients;

prescription drug coverage under

Medicare; a minimum wage increase -

Democrats in particular will be watch-

ing to find out whether the White

House is striving for party-line passage

or bipartisan cooperation.

Democratic leaders intend to mark

Bush's first 100 days with a news con-

ference this week at which, party

sources say, they will accuse the presi-

dent of largely spurning bipartisanship.

Education and taxes aside. Bush has

already found himself dealing with

issues that were low on his agenda.

Answering pressure from Senate

Republicans, he signed legi.slation to

roll back Clinton-era guidelines for

workplace injuries ;irising from repeti-

trvc motion.

He issued principles for campaign

finance legislation, but the Senate

largely ignored them. Bush indicated

he might sign the bill anyway.

Bush has labored hard to establish

friendly relations with Congress,

including Democrats who are openly

resentful of his victory in last winter's

.^6<lay recount.

"I'm here to tell the country that

things will get done, that we're going to

rise above expectations, that both

Republicans and Democrats will come
together to do what's right for

America," Bush said at a luncheon in

the Capitol on Inauguration Day.

Nearly 300 lawmakers have been to

the White House, and Bush flew to

Pennsylvania one weekend to appear

at a closed-door House Democratic

retreat. The president has mviicd all

535 members of Congress to lunch at

the White House next week to mark his

lOOdaysinolTice.

Bush has also demonstrated a per-

sonal touch, and not only by bestowing

nicknames on lawmakers. He invited

House Democratic Leader Dick

Gephardt of Missouri to a birthday

lunch and gave him a cake and a book

about baseball great Joe DiMaggio. He
had Kennedy and his extended family

to the White House to watch a new
movie about the Cuban Missile Crisis.

"The president has changed the

tone in Washington - he's raised it,"

House Majority Leader Dick Armey
of Texas wrote in a memo to the GOP
rank and file earlier this month.

Republican unity has been striking.

The president's budget drew the

support of all but three Republicans in

the House, and legislation to imple-

ment his across-the-board tax cuts and

jnarriagc penalty' relief drew unani-

"Thbus support from the House GOP.
In the Senate, all 50 Republicans

supported John Ashcroft in his bruis-

ing, successful battle for confirmation

as attorney general.

The tax cut drew the support of all

but two or three Republicans. But with

Democrats almost unanimous in their

opposition, the Senate voted to shave

S400 billion ofl" the cut.

NICOLE MILLEfVOaily Brum

Students check out signs on Bruin Walk Monday. A group of

students is currently trying to pronnote peace in the Middle East.

COEXISTENCE
From page 1

"Collectively we don't believe that

the pursuit of violence achieves any-

thing real," Tsarovsky said.

UAS President Fadi Amer said the

forum is not necessarily intended to

solve the Arab-Israeli conflict outright.

"We don't have all the answiers," he

said. "But if you want a peaceful end,

we believe in pursuing peaceful

means."

But the forum is a huge step in clari-

fying that Arabs and Jews arc not as

conflicted as they appear, Rosenthal

said.

"It means we can be in a civil rela-

tionship with each other," he said,

"We're trying to show the campus that

Muslims, Jews and Arabs have a rela-

tionship and in may respects have

more similarities than differences."

For third-year international studies

student Yael Israel, the forum is a step

in the right direction in healing the

Arab-Israeli conflict.

"I believe in the idea of civil dis-

course," Israel said. "The event itself is

to inform the campus that Arabs and
Jews do not hate each other and it's not

an ancient conflict; it's here to make
peace seem attainable."

Daily Bruin News

GENOCIDE
From page 1

recently formed the United

Armenian Students, organized

today's march to commemorate the

lives oT genocide victims and to warn
humanity against future crimes.

The march will close down five

miles of Hollywood. UAS is anticipat-

ing 50,000 people to join the 1.5-mile

march which will end on the corner of

Sunset and Hobart Blvds., where two
speakers will address the crowd.

ASA, a founder of UAS, also held

a candlelight vigil Monday night in

Westwood Plaza, which included

poetry readings, a skit, song, dances

and videotaped interviews of geno-

cide survivors.

According to the Knights of

Vartan Armenian Research Center at

the University of Michigan,

Armenians remember the massacre

on April 24 because on that day in

1915, death squads rounded up and
killed 300 Armenian leaders and
slaughtered 5.000 others in the streets

and in their homes.

Helen Mardirosian. a fourth-year

English and psychology student, said

genocide survivors tell stories of

Turkish soldiers slashing pregnant

women's wombs with knifes, remov-

+f»g the premature babies on the tip of

swords and throwing them for target

practice. The soldiers would then

leave the women to die, Charchian

added.

Meanwhile, the Turkish govern-

ment's denial of the Armenian
Genocide has left the Armenian
Diaspora searching for justice and

peace. Several countries, like France

and Israel, have officially recognized

the genocide, but many others,

including the United States and
Turkey, have not.

"Armenians are in a state of unrest,

we need a sense of closure,"

Charchian said. "I see a cry for

acknowledgement. We need a sense

(that) it happened, they apologized,

the world acknowledged it, and we
can move on now."

When House Resolution 596: The
Armenian Genocide Education and

Commemoration Act - which would

have proclaimed the U.S. govern-

ment's ofric1?fr'Tecognition of the

atrocity - reached the U.S. House of

Representatives last October, mem-
bers ofASA wrote letters to Congress

and traveled to Washington, DC. to

voice their support for the proposed

legislation.

According to the Los Angeles

Times, on Oct. 19, 2000, House
Republican leaders tabled voting for

the resolution for a year, after threats

from the Turkish government caused

the U.S. administration to fear for

U.S.-Turkish relations.

Working on the march for three

months, UAS invited groups like

Greeks and Assyrians, whose ances-

tors they said were also massacred in

the 1915 genocide.

MEChA and the Jewish Student

Union were among UCLA student

groups invited to the march.

"It started in a little room where 36

of us got together and decided to

talk," Mardirosian said.

The L.A.-area Armenian commu-
nity, the largest Armenian population

outside of Armenia, helped the

UAS's effort by placing signs in win-

dows advertising the march, hosting

UAS meetings at their restaurants,

businesses and homes, and agreeing

to close businesses to join the march
in Hollywood today.

"Wc have the support and backing

of the entire Armenian American
community in the area." said Harout

Semerdjian, a '00 alumnus who grad-

uated with a bachelor's degree in his-

tory.

Three hair salons in Westwood,
including Sigal Gevojanyan, have

pledged to give all profits earned

today to Armenia. In addition, upon
the request of customers from April

25 to May 25, their proceeds will be

donated to Armenia.

Organizers hope the UCLA com-
munity will be inspired by the candle-

light vigil and march to stop horrific

events in history from repeating.

"Students are tomorrow's leaders,

tomorrow's politicians and tomor-

row's historians," Semerdjian said.

"It is important that they know the

past so that they can positively influ-

ence the future and help heal old

wounds."
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TURKEY
From page 5

They were led by Muhammed
Tokcan, a Turkish citizen of Chechen

origin who hijacked a Turkish Black

Sea ferry in 1996 to try to force Russia

to stop its military campaign in

Chechnya. Nobody was hurt. Turkish

right-wing groups regard Tokcan and

his gunmen as freedom fighters.

Hostages in the hotel seizure said

they were not mistreated. "They didn't

threaten us and offered us lots of

refreshments," said Lefterios Polemis,

a Greek tourist.

"They were very kind," said Italian

tourist Franca Dalpiaga.

But Tokcan 's takeover of the hotel,

whose 600 rooms cost from $175 to

$300, came at the beginning ofa tourist

season that is a focus of hopes for

recovery from a crisis that has brought

massive layoffs.

The Turkish lira has plunged 40 per-

cent and the government hopes to lure

tourists' hard currency with low prices.

Turkey earned $8 billion from tourism

in 2000 and hopes for more this year.

"They treated the guests well, that

much we saw," Istanbul Gov. Erol

Cakir said. "But this action is unac-

ceptable and we have told them that we
felt stabbed in the back. Our country

attaches great importance to tourism

these days."

Tourism Minister Erkan Mumcu
said he was not aware of any cancella-

tions since the hotel takeover.

In 1999, the number of visitors to

Turkey slumped some 24 percent when
a wave ofbomb attacks and threats fol-

lowed the arrest of Kurdish rebel

leader Abdullah Ocalan.

The assault began with gunmen
burst into the lobby, sending guests

running and screaming. Hundreds of

police surrounded the hotel overiook-

ing the scenic Bosporus straits.

There were about 600 guests in the

hotel at the time, said its owner,

SAirGroup. At least 40 Americans

were staying there, but it was not clear

how many were among the hostages,

the U.S. Embassy said.

Many Turks sympathize strongly

with their fellow Muslims in Chechnya.

About 25,000 ethnic Chechens live in

Turkey Pro-Chedien groups in Turkey

have held rallies and helped bring

wounded Chechens to Turkish hospi-

tals.

But a string of hijackings and
hostage-takings may be wearing that

sympathy thin. "The Chechens are our

brothers, but we cannot accept actions

against Turkey's interests," Prime

Minister Bulent Ecevit said Monday.

Last month, Chechens hijacked a

Russian plane with more than 100 peo-

ple in Istanbul and diverted it to Saudi

Arabia, where an operation to storm

the plane left three dead, including a

Turkish passenger.

Tokcan was sentenced to eight years

in prison after his 1996 takeover of the

ferry He escaped in 1997, reportedly

with complicity from sympathetic offi-

cials, but was arrested again in 1999 -

as he tried to leave for Kosovo to fight

alongside Muslims against Serbs, he

was freed in an amnesty last

December.

The Hurriyet newspaper on
Monday published a front page photo

of Tokcan at the bow of the Black Sea

ferry in a ski-mask and a shotgun in one

hand. Next to it was a fuzzy photo from

inside the hotel.

GET AHEAD OF THE REST

Advertise m the Daily Bruin's

Summer Sublet Guide now!

Running every

Wednesday this Spring.

Alii5Sl
CB««^ii=>iE:

(310) 825-2221

A SPECIM WEEK IN CHINA!!!
Legends of China/China Association for Higher Education

Invites you to participate in:

UCLA students are invited to participate in this historical event, when hundreds
:of Cliinese Ainericai] Students united by work of art will congregate at tht (irtal

Wall of China. A one-mile long white silk art piece will be held for the world to

see. Universities' names will be hand-embroidered on the magnificent mile
long white silk work of art as a living humanity's hope for the future.

Special Event Day:

August 21, 2001 at the Great Wall of China

$985 for a week in China
student trip includes:

round trip airline ticket, one week in Beijing 5 stars standard hotel

and board, ground transportation inside China, historical site tickets.

Limited Seats for Students only
Contact Infomiation:

Legends of China office: (66 1) 702-1121

EXPO UCLA office: (310) 825-0831

email: legendsw@pacbell.net

website: www.legendsofchina.com

Always wanted to be one ofthose
people in the blue carts?

ASKPEER COUNSELING
IS NOW HIRING!

This is a PAID part-time position for the full 2001-2002 academic year
In order to apply you must attend ONE of the following meetings:

Wednesday, April 25, 6:00 p.m.

203 Covel Commons

Thursday, April 26, 12:00 noon
Ackerman 2408

Monday, April 30, 1:00 p.m.

Ackerman 2408

(Meetings last 50 minutes)

What are the ASK Peer
Counselors?

ASK Peer Counselors are

Undergraduates in the

College of Letters and
Science trained to answer
questions about deadlines,

paperwork, and virtually

any aspect of campus life!
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USAC finally takes positive steps
Thumbs up to the Undergraduate Students Association Council
for approving legal counsel to help revise its bylaws regarding

group sponsorship and the use of student fees. Since mid-sum-
mer, USAC has been divided over the issue of changing its bylaws to be
consistent with University of California guidelines and the criteria estab-

lished by the Southworth v. University of Wisconsin case. According to

the Southworth ruling, the basis for distributing mandatory student fees

must be "content neutral."

We praise USAC for finally getting legal counsel - independent of the

administration - in order to settle this issue within the bounds of the law.

But President Elizabeth Houston attempted to make the bylaw changes
-^ven nfK>re dtvtstve by saying she would hire her own lawyer. Iliough she

has not done so, such threats only divide the council further and delay

any real progress.

The university should also remember that student-elected officials, not

administrators, should be running USAC. Instead of having Chancellor
Albert Carnesale step in if the bylaws are not revised by Friday, the

administration should recognize the council's efforts to resolve the issue

and let them solve it.

Prepared with legal experts, the university needs to get offUSAC's
back and let them solve the issue in the best interest of students - that's

their job.

ASUCLA should focus on students
I Thumbs down to the Associated Students ofUCLA for their

L ongoing move toward privatization rather than focusing on stu-
""''''

dent services. Recently, ASUCLA granted a five-year lease to

Copeland's Sports for a space on Ackerman Union's B-level. The new
business is expected to bring in close to a quarter-million dollars in profit.

Students do not need to pay $5 1 per year to an association so it can
lease student union space to private businesses. ASUCLA exists to serve
students but has strayed from that mission since it hit financial hard
times.

A survey found that many students wanted a sporting goods store on
campus, but students should ask themselves if that is really the best use of
their student association space. Private businesses don't ofTer student job
opportunities or good pay rates that ASUCLA-run businesses do They
merely give the private company the chance to make money off of stu-

dents, while giving a limited amount back to UCLA students and their

association.

FTAA detrimental to human rights

^^^ Thumbs up to more than 2,500 protesters at the Free Trade AreaW% of the Americas Summit in Quebec, Canada, this weekend. They
IkiiJ were also supported by activists, including UCLA students, in

San Diego near the US-Mexican border where a.similar demonstration
was held against the FTAA.

This free trade agreement, similar to its predecessor the North
American Free Trade Agreement, would dismantle trade barriers

throughout the Western Hemisphere. While globalization has positive

effects, the increasing power of transnational corporations and the world-
wide expansion of poverty causes alarm.

The expansion of free trade has placed corporations above nations,

allowing them to move their base of operations to places where they can
exploit the environment and pay meager wages. Even ifan international

organization of workers wants to sue a corporation for human rights or
environmental violations, under current free trade regulations they have
no legal means to hold corporations accountable.

Though free trade may have advantages for some economies, we must
not overlook the people who are displaced and exploited in the name of
corporate profits. Much like the World Trade Organization and NAFTA,
the FTAA represents another step toward corporate power and global

inequality.

People in many other countries are not allowed to voice opposition to

their governments' decisions. We laud those who use their right to protest

on behalf of people everywhere. Corporations and governments must be
held accountable for their gross indifference toward human rights.

Thumbs Up/Thumbs Down represents the majority opinion of the Daily
Bruin Editorial Board. Send feedback to viewpoint@media.ucla.edu.

oint
Ira^^ic art

Does suffering iiLspiri' di t,

or does it come after an

artist's debut? See

Viewpoint Wednesday.

viewpoint@media.uda.edu
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BASKETBALL: Team lacks

consistency, fails to meet

standards set by tradition

So goes the traditional chant: "Is

this a basketball? Yes, that's a

basketball. Is that the court?

Yes, that's the

court. Is that

the winning

team?" Well,

you never can

be too sure any-

more. Cal State

Northridge is,

after all, an up-

and-coming

powerhouse.

These days it

almost pains me
to attend

UCLA men's

basketball

games. When I was a freshman,

these sporting events were the great-

est thing about college life. I used to

Maegan

GirbeiTy

Catbeny Is a third-year political science

and English student You can e-mail her

at nr>aegs@ucla.edu.

wait out with my friends for priority

numbers and rush down to the floor

for a three-hour session of unparal-

leled amusement: heckling, chanting,

slam dunks, the super shot, cheer-

leader stunts and a spicy halftimc

show by the dance team clad in black

cat suits with lots of pelvic thrusting

and hair flip-

ping. _^_
It was so

exciting. You
never knew
what Baron

Davis was going

to do next, and

you sat at the

edge of your

seat while Earl

Watson tossed

up one of his

classic alley-oops to JaRon Rush for

a dunk that was guaranteed to have
even the most uppity of alumni hoot-

ing and hollering from the stands.

But over the last couple of years,

the pizzazz and crowd-pleasing

appeal of Bruin basketball has

seemed to dwindle. Not only do the

players (both new and experienced)

look uncomfortable on the court,

they aren't getting any better.

Over the last couple of

years,the pizzazz and

crowd-pleasjng appeal

of Bruin basketball has

seemed to dwindle.

Ray Young came in as one of the

best offensive players in the United

States, and some days I leave Pauley

Pavilion thinking he should reconsid-

er this whole college gig and seek

employment outside of the court.

Jason Kapono, our "biggest

offensive threat" as a shooter, played

great all season,
~"''^~~""~

but then when
crunch time

rolled around

and champi-

onships were on
the line, he was

nowhere to be

found. He
scored only

seven points

against

Stanford, yet

still seems to think that he can leave

early for the NBA draft.

Dan Gadzuric played the game of
his life against Arizona on a

Thursday and then scored something
like two points the following

Saturday. Not to mention the fact

that he continually makes contact

fouls look like a medieval flogging of

$ceCARBEMrY,pag«15

copy and paste your submission Into the body
of the e-nruil, or drop off a hard copy of your

submission at the Daily Bruin office (118

KerckhofT Hall), care of Jonah Lalas

• Apply to be a Viewpoint columnist dur
Ing Weeics 7 and 8 of each quarter.

• Apply to be a cartoonist or artist. Send an

e-mail expressing your Merest to the

Viewpoint address.

A fe>w things to remerpber:
• All submissions most ItKlude your rvame,

phone number and affiliation with UCLA. If

you are a student they must aiso include your

student 10 number, year and ma^r.

• Your facts will be checked; make sure
they are accurate.

• Viewpoint is not an advertising space for

any group or organization; be sure to have
clearly articulated opinions.

• We reserve the right to edit submissions
for clarity, grammar ar>d lertgth.

History should acknowledge tragedy of genocide
ARMENIANS: Cover-up of

systematic elimination of

Christians comes to light

By Harout Semerdjian

In July of 1915, dispatch was sent

to the American Embassy in Istanbul

(Turkey). The American Consul in

Harput, Leslie A. Davis, wrote, "I

do not believe that there has ever

been a massacre in the history of the

world so general and thorough as

that which is now being perpetrated

in this region."

Consul Davis was talking about

what became known as the

Armenian Genocide, one of history's

most violent and tragic chapters that

eliminated a people from their home-
land of 3,000 years and wiped out

nearly all physical evidence of their

ancient presence on those very lands.

The Armenian Genocide can be
viewed within two contexts. First, it

can be seen as the culmination of a

continuous Armenian struggle for

Semerdjian graduated from UCLA in

2000 with a B.A. in history and Near

Eastern languages and cultures.

survival in an increasingly oppressive

Muslim empire where they were sub-

ject to organized pogroms and mas-

sacres beginning in the mid- 1 890s.

Second, it can be placed in a

greater context of immense changes

that brought an end to the multieth-

nic Ottoman Empire and led to the

emergence of the Turkish Republic

based on monoethnic and nationalist

ideologies.

As the 20th century began, the

Ottoman Turkish Empire, known at

this time as the "Sick Man of

Europe." was collapsing. Most of its

European and African colonies were

already lost, and there was fear of

further loss of whatever was left of

the empire - Anatolia, western

Armenia, and parts of Europe and
the Arab Middle East.

With the rise of Turkish national-

ism and the development of the

racist ideology of Pan-Turkism, com-
bined with the fear of territorial loss-

es, the new "Young Turk" govern-

ment of the Ottoman Empire arrived

at a decision to get rid of its

Christian Armenian population,

which was mostly concentrated in

the six Armenian provinces in (h#
KRISTEN GILLETTE /Daily Blum

SeeSEMERDJUN,page14

Columnist severely misinformed on U.S. military issues
C0U.ISI0N: Chinese pilot

caused midair accident

with his reckless flying

By Hudson Hamilton

Doug Lief should get his facts

straight before he proposes that our

government has engaged in some
sort of cover-up operation over the

collision of a US EP-3 plane and a

Chinese fighter jet on April I

("Fighting Forces a Fighting

Farce," Viewpoint, April 16). If he

Hamilton is a second-year international

economics student.

had watched Secretary of Defense

Rumsfeld's presentation to the news
media following the return of the 24

U.S. military detainees last week, he

would have a much better under-

standing of the events that led to the

midair collision.

Our EP-3 plane, on autopilot, fly-

ing a course that U.S. reconnais-

sance planes have used literally hun-

dreds of times over the past three

decades (a course obviously in inter-

national airspace), was intercepted

by two Chinese jet fighters. This in

itself was quite normal. What was
not normal was the harassing, "Top
Gun"-like flying of the now-

deceased Chinese pilot Wang Wei
that followed.

The reality of the

situation is that the

Chinese pilot nearly

killed 24 Americans.

The Chinese pilot repeatedly

"thumped" our EP-3 plane, flying

underneath the belly of the EP-3 and
then rising up right in front of its

nose, jarring it with turbulence.

According to pilot testimony, the

first thump was approximately five

feet away from the nose, the second

was approximately three feet.and

the third thump - the collision. The
vertical stabilizer of the Chinese jet

collided with the nose of the EP-3,

sending out a shard of metal that

crippled one of the propellers of the

EP-3, and another shard that

pierced the skin of the U.S. plane.

In the moments that followed, the

plane fell from an altitude of 22,500

feet to 15.000 feet, and the crew

rushed for the parachutes. The
flight's commander. Lieutenant

Shane Osborn, decided to attempt a

landing rather than risk a parachute

evacuation into the Pacific Ocean
nearly three miles below. This was
especially heroic' because none of

the plane's instruments survived the

collision; Osborn had to Hy blind.

He made 25-30 Mayday calls, but

admittedly the noise in the cabin

was too loud (due to the pierced

skin of the plane) for him to hear a

response.

The remaining Chinese jet fighter

escorted the damaged EP-3 to near-

by Lingshui airfield on Hainan
Island, and during the approximate

15-minute flight the U.S. crew

destroyed as much sensitive materi-

al as it could, literally taking axes to

some of the instruments on board.

These events arc the testimony of

the U.S. night crew and 1 believe

them to be the closest to the truth

that we can ascertain. It should be

. . See HAMILTON, page 14
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By Jonathan Huang

Exclusive
Now's your chance to ask the

chancellor a question

!

Chancellor Albert Carnesale

will respond to selected

questions In the

,D^1ly; Bruin next month.
Send qiiestlons to

\/ieWpoInt@itiedla.ucla.edu.

Please Include your nanrfe, year,

majorand student ID number.

DAILY BRUIN
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308 Westwood Plaza

Los Angeles, CA 90024
(310) 825-9898

httpy/www.dailybruin.ucta.edu
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Unsigned editorials represent a

majority opinion of the Daily

Bruin Editorial Board. All other

columns, letters and artwork

represent the opinions of their

authors.

All submitted material must
bear the author's nanoe,

address, telephone number,

registration number or affilia-

tion with UCLA Names will not

be withheld except in extreme
cases.

The Bruin compiles with

the Communication Board's

policy prohibiting the publi-

cation of articles that perpetu-

ate derogatory cultural or eth-

nic stereotypes.

When multiple authors
submit material, some names
may be kept on file rather than

published with the material.

The Bruin reserves the right to

edit submitted material and to

determine its placenf)ent in the

paper. All submissions become

the property of The Bruin. The
Communications Board has a

media grievance procedure
for resolving complaints

against any of its publications.

For a copy of the complete
procedure, contact the

Publications office at 118
Kerckhoff Hall.
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SPECIAL: $50.

THFY
UVE!

Examination, 6 X-Rays & Teeth Cleanint)
Regular Price; $140- Exp 10 /31 /01

COSMETIC and
GENERAL
DENTISTRY

•TOOTH BONIMNO. BLCACHINa
•Nitrous Oxid* (Lauvhing Qas)
•Hypnosis • Porcolain Facings / Vonoors
•Opon Lata Hours, Froo / Validatod Parking
•Chocks, Crodit Cards A Insuranco Forms Wolcomo
•22 Voars in Prtvato Praotieo in Wostwood
Dr. LARRY FRIEDMAN, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1762 Westwood Blvd. #460 (between Wilshire & Santa Monica Bl.)

For Appointment Call; (3101 474-3765

Savings

IS in the

5*&10*
wook

TAY-SACHS TESTING
WHAT IS TAY-SACHS DISEASE?

Toy-Sachs disease is an inherited genetic disorder of infancy. The affected baby
develops normally until about six months old. Then destruction of the nervous system

begins, and death follows by the age of four of five.

WHAT ARE THE CHANCES OF BEING A CARRIER OF THE TAY-SACHS GENE?
. _

The carrier rate is 1 in 200 in the general population, and 1 in 27 in the

Jev/ish population. Carriers are normal and healthy, and most have no history

of Toy- Sachs disease in their families.

YOU CAN BE TESTED FOR FREE AT
UCLA ON THE FOLLOWING DAYS:

** TUES. APRIL 24TH 10AM-2PM
VIEWPOINT CONFERENCE ROOM

** TUES. APLIL 24TH 5PM-7PM
KERCKHOFF STATE RMS. 1 31 , 1 33 & 1 35

** WED. APRIL 25TH 10AM-2PM
ACKERMAN2414

** THURS. APRIL 26TH 10AM-2PM
VIEWPOINT CONFERENCE ROOM

FOR MORE INFORAAATION:

KERCKOFF413
(310)825-7586

USASWC@ASUCLA.UCLA.EDU
HnP://STUDENTS.ASUClA.UCLA.EDU/SWC/

CELLULAR Accessories
• CAR CHARGER ^^
•LEATHER CASE ^^
• HANDS FREE "EAR BUD"

DMVB WnH BOTH HAMS-

Each

si/P£ffmm PAcmis
BUY ANY BUY ANY

LIFE TIME WARRANTY
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east and in Cilicia.

This action followed decades of

Turkish persecution punctuated by

the 1 894-96 empire-wide massacres

and the ensuing 1909 Adana mas-

sacre, claiming 200,000 Armenian
victims.

The plan to

destroy the mmm^^,i^^^mm,
Armenians was

initiated under

the guise of

"deportations."

First, beginning

on April 24,

1915. the

empire's

Armenian intel-

lectuals were

arrested, taken

to the interior of

the country and executed. This was
followed by the systematic extermi-

nation of the Armenian male popula-

tion under the age of 50, including

those in the Ottoman army.

In provinces such as Bitlis and
Harput, thousands of Armenian
civilians were burned alive. Others

were killed through mutilation, tor-

ture, rape and plunder or were

Despite overwhelming

evidence ...the Turkish

government to this day

denies that a genocide

ever took place.

drowned in the Black Sea and the

Euphrates river. The main instru-

ment used in these large-scale atroci-

ties were the thousands of convicts,

"bloodthirsty criminals," released

from the Empire's prisons to per-

form this lethal task.

In his memoirs, U.S. Ambassador
to Turkey Henry Morgenthau wrote:

"Whatever crimes the most pervert-

ed instincts of the human mind can

devise, and whatever refinements of

{persecution and injustice the most

debased imagination can conceive,

became the daily misfortunes of this

devoted people (Armenians)."

These methodical killings were

followed by the "deportation" of the

remainder of the Armenian popula-

tion, mostly women, children and the

elderly, to the Syrian desert. Leslie

Davis said "the killing of people a

few hours after their departure is

barbarous and shows that the real

intention of the (Turkish)

Government is not to exile them but

to kill them."

The American Consul arrived at

the above conclusion after he himself

secretly visited several massacre

grounds as "the only foreign offkial

to witness it, powerless to prevent

it." He labeled Turkey "one vast

slaughterhouse."

By the end of 1923, the entire

Armenian population of western

Armenia and Asia Minor was either

destroyed or deported. Well over one
million Armenians were known to

have died out of a population of

approximately two million. In the

meantime, the

—i—»-i——— Christian Greek

and Assyrian

populations of

Anatolia also

suffered

immensely as a

result of racist

Ottoman poli-

cies, eventually

culminating in

their elimination

from their his-

torical home-
lands as well.

The survivors of the Armenian
Genocide, mainly those of the less

affected southern districts, scattered

all over the world to form the

Armenian Diaspora.

Despite overwhelming evidence

and indisputable facts, the Turkish

government to this day denies that a

genocide ever took place. While they—
may agree that as many as a few hun-

dred thousand Armenians might

have died, they dismiss the deaths as

either World War I casualties, a

result of an alleged "civil war" or

explained the deaths as a necessary

result of security measures taken due

to a Russian threat from the

Caucasus.

Over the past 86 years, Turkey has

vigorously embarked on a campaign
of denial through various means - by

buying oft" professors and professor-

ships at American universities with

the intention to rewrite history; by
spending millions of dollars lobbying

U.S. Congress against a Genocide
Resolution; and, most serious of all,

by depriving its own citizens of the

truth about the tragedy.

Dr. Taner Akcam, one of the few

Turkish scholars who acknowledges

the genocide, puts it well when he

says, "We must reflect on our history

if we want Turkey to become a

democracy." This is especially true

now that Turkey is aspiring for

democratic standards and desperate-

ly seeking membership into the

European Union.

HAMILTON
From page 1
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noted that the Chinese version of

the facts varies from the U.S. ver-

sion on several points. The Chinese

continue to claim, for one, that the

U.S. plane suddenly swerved into

the Chinese fighter, causing the col-

lision.

If the testimony of 24 U.S. mili-

tary personnel

is not convinc- .—^.i...^^^
ing enough, I

suggest this:

there is no pilot

alive, especially

a trained U.S.

military lieu-

tenant, who
would take his

or her EP-3 oft"

autopilot with a

supersonic jet

within spitting

distance. In addition, the lumbering
EP-3 cannot "suddenly swerve"

because the plane is so large.

The reality of the situation is that

the Chinese pilot nearly killed 24

Americans. I think we all agree with

President Bush in that we are, in his

words, "very sorry" for the loss of

life, but we are absolutely not at

fault and should not take responsi-

bility.

Furthermore, this incident is by
no account a U.S. "foul-up," for at

no time did we violate international

law. Many countries fly reconnais-

sance missions, including China.

These should not be confused with

spy missions, because the dilTerence

between spy and reconnaissance is

the difference between covert and
overt. The purpose of these mis-

sions is similar to satellite surveil-

lance: to find out what other coun-

tries are up to.

If we made no attempt to gather

this informa-

To propose that the

U.S. mothball Its entire

military is to proclaim

ignorance toward

world affairs.

tion, we would

have no

advance knowl-

edge of the mili-

tary movements
of foreign coun-

tries. We want

to know if

China is collect-

ing a massive

missile arsenal,

and pointing it

at Taiwan.

Liefs unsupported claim of a

government cover-up relies on mis-

information about the nature of the

collision and is therefore utterly

ridiculous. The force of the impact
was relatively small because both

planes were flying in the same direc-

tion at nearly the same speed. The
planes were not flying hundreds of

miles an hour as Lief mentions.

I realize that Lief is, as he puts it.

3=9S

Sec IUMIL10N,pa9e15
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"not a physics major," but the con-

cept of relative speed is simple

enough. The force of the impact,

though relatively small, was still

enough to cripple the Chinese jet,

send it into the Pacific, severely

damage the EP-3 and cause the pilot

to make an emergency landing.

But it is still reasonable that our

EP-3 survived such a collision, for

the massive EP-3 is so much larger

than the nimble Chinese fighter jet.

The rest of Liers logic is so full of

holes that I hesitate to take it apart;

I am sure every reader would have

done so already.

The only comment I will further

make is this: to propose that the

MRBERRY
From page 12

some sort and then only plays for

five minutes a game because he can't

stop making stupid mistakes. (And
they are stupid, not aggressive).

It just makes no sense. Who are

we supposed to count on to win
" games for us? The coaching sla

always tells the media that these

inconsistent performances are a

resuh of the fact that it is not a self-

ish team and that each week a differ-

ent guy steps up to get the job done.

I prefer to look at the truth of the sit-

uation: we have a group of erratic

basketball players who couldn't do
the same thing twice in a row if their

lives depended on it.

When Earl Watson ships out of

Westwood this

Spring, we "^"^^"~""™
won't have a

single player left

that we can

count on. We
can't be expect-

ed to rely on the

unpredictable

play of "veter-

ans" Gadzuric,

Barnes, Kapono
and Young to

lead the charge.

It's almost

depressing to look at former UCLA
basketball coach John Wooden, sit-

ting quietly behind the Bruin bench.

He watches the program that he

established as the pinnacle of college

athletics fumble around with the ball

like a teenage boy on his first date.

1 tried to be positive this year. I

was so enthusiastic when the win-

ning streak came, and I wanted so

badly to support Head Coach Steve

Lavin while he was under fire

because I thought it was tacky to talk

about replacing him in the middle of

his season. But we went from a Pac-

10 Championship contender to third

place in the span of a week. We bare-

ly squeaked through a tournament

where at one point a halftime score

was actually 31-17 - and not because

both teams were playing such great

defense.

If Lavin was trying to convince us

of the fact that our Bruins were a

changed group of basketball players

after the addition of the full-court

press, it sure ended with a big flop.

But it looks like that won't matter

because Coach Lavin will have

another opportunity to redeem him-

self, much to the chagrin of many
irate fans out there.

I'm really undecided as to

whether or not he deserves another

crack at it. He's had all our starters

since they entered the university and

hasn't seemed to help them improve

yet, but maybe the players just aren't

very good at making adjustments.

You never know since most of us

aren't out there observing practice.

I just want back the days when it

used to be exciting - when players

made it fun for you with flashy pass-

es and that extra eflbrt to drive to

4J.S. mothball it§*entire mihtary is

to proclaim one's ignorance toward

world affairs. A strong military is

still a large political bargaining chip

in today's international relations.

If the United States were to lose

its military prowess, the next time

an EP-3 is forced to land in China

after a Chinese jet collides with it,

we will not be in a position to insist

on the return of our soldiers and

plane.

I am afraid to guess how this sce-

nario would play out. but I will say

that those "detainees " would be

treated far worse than the crew of

the EP-3 was treated during their

1 1-day detention in communist
China earlier this month. Lack of

political power as a nation can

translate into real suffering for real

people.

the basket. I want players who can

actually make the foul shot to com-

plete the three-point play. I want to

say confidently that we can beat Cal

State Northridge.

So. what is going on with UCLA
basketball? Why aren't we consis-

tently finishing in the Elite Eight or

Final Four - where I believe most

fans expect us to be?

UCLA basketball is

a name that should

be associated with

excellence and bring

fear into the eyes

of opponents.

Maybe it's because college basket-

ball itself has changed. How do you

maintain a program at all anymore
when most blue-chip college basket-

ball players are only putting in one

or two years before heading out to

the NBA? How do you develop indi-

vidual role players or emphasize a

team environment if you're always

catering to superstars who have no

sense of loyalty?

You start to think that way, but

then you catch^""—^^^^ yourself. Why?
Because players

don't leave

Duke. They

have an alle-

giance to the

school, and they

don't just treat it

like a layover

before their big

NBA debut. I

think that's all in

the coaching.

Obviously

there's something wrong on that end

for us when two of our best players

can't start in the Sweet Sixteen

matchup because they ditched study

hall. That's a reflection of how little

respect those players have for team

procedure and their coach.

Perhaps that has something to do
with the fact that Lavin's every

move was publicly criticized for all

of them to see. but it's not an excuse

for the fact that players aren't

focused at the most important part

of the season. And it's not like that's

a big surprise. We weren't ready to

go against Cal (a loss of almost 30

points - only to beat #1 Stanford

two days later), Cal State Northridge

or Washington. We gave up 20-point

leads against DePaul and various

other teams that we should have beat

soundly.

It*s just embarrassing. It's the job

of the coach to make sure that play-

ers are ready to be competitive. It's

not like this is a group of friends

who meet a couple of times a week

to shoot hoops. This is UCLA ba.s-

ketball. Everyone expects to win - or

at least be competitive - all the time.

That may sound demanding or

difficult, but that's what Division I

high-level sports are like. UCLA bas-

ketball is a name that should be asso>

ciated with excellence and bring fear

into the eyes of opponents.

If the people wc have involved in

it now can't live up to those expecta-

tions, we need to find new ones. And
we need to find them soon because it

is a disgrace to that man who sits so

quietly and observantly behind their

bench every Saturday. He was some-

thing more than this. He deserves

something more.
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Career Netw®rk
Presents

Careers
for the Super Ego

Career Options for Psychology Majors^

Wednesday, April 25
James West Alumni Center

7-9 p.m.

Unsure of what to do wvith your psychology

degree? Talk wHh psychology alumni and

find out what options are out there. For

information, call (310) 825-6423.

No pre-registration required.
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www.UCLAIumni.net
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Funding
Available for

2001 UCLA
Graduation Celebrations

A limited amount of funding is available for student initiated and managed

graduation celebrations, sponsored by Officially Recognized registered

campus organizations. This funding is not intended to cover all the expenses

a,ssociated with these programs. The support is intended to supplement

organizational resources, external donations, department subsidies, etc.,and

to serve as an expression of the institution's recognition of the achievement

of degree recipients.

Applications for funding, as well as details

regarding the allocation process, criteria and pri-

orities, are available in the Center for Student

Programming, located at 105 Kerckhoff Hall, the

Student and Campus Life Division Office , located

at 11()4 Murphy Hall, and on-line at

hUp:/Avww.studentgroups.ucla.edii/graduation

APPLIATION DEADLINE

FRIDAY, MAY 25, 2001
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Bon Jovi proves it's more

than just an '80s h< • • • ^er

MUSIC: New Jersey band

mixes old favorites with

new hits in performance

By Ruvin Spivak

Daily Bruin Contributor

A moment of silence, please, for the

fallen rockers who didn't make it into

the new millennium.

Sad but true - it seems those other

bands that used to rock back in the day

didn't make the cut. Think about it.

•Today's survivors of '80s rock don't

include the most monumental names -

_Cuns 'N Roses. Motley Crue. Skit

"T^ow. Warrant and the Scorpions. Yet

in the aftermath, on April 20, 2001,

Bon Jovi still hit the sold-out

Arrowhead Pond loaded with hits that

span two decades. Who would have

thought?

From original love ballads and neo-

westerns to '50s rock covers, the show

__
was an experience for a wide range of

ages and styles. Husbands and wives

brought their kids. Eighties rock fans

came to relive the days of big hair and

loud guitar solos. Recent fans were

there to hear hits from the new album,

or maybe to check out Jon Bon Jovi's

gold leather pants.

Regardless of sex or age, fans knew
that their favorite band was coming to

town. Fans come back every time to

sell out any venue at which Bon Jovi

chooses to rock.

Maybe it's ironic that these lone

rock 'n' roll survivors weren't bred off

of the drugged-out Sunset Strip (at

least not enough to be detrimental).

Bon Jovi is straight up New Jersey -

home of Bruce Springsteen, Kevin

Smith and good ol' all-American val-

ues. That's its appeal. It conveys an

inseparable brotherhood.

No doubt there were fans set on

hopping backstage with the band's

sexy lead singer, but most were there to

hear their favorite love songs such as

Mil Be There for You" and "Bad
Medicine."

Regardless, the show began with

the song, "One Wild Night" in an

impassioned intro that sparked

enough energy to last the crowd two

hours and 15 minutes.

Fans were served a saute of fresh

new songs that whetted the palate of

old school fans, followed by proven

hits that filled their appetites. The
band wove through new and old songs,

from "Bad Name" to the recent hit

"It's My Life," ending a slew of pow-

erhouse songs with "Faith" before

slowing down its set.

Giving the crowd a rest, "In These

Arms" proved to be the perfect slow

tune to get the sold out arena settled,

but the arena was back to high adrenal

levels when the crowd's resonance

overpowered the bands performance

of the hit, "I'll Be There For You."

Lighters were thrust in the air to

accompany the impassioned singing.

The cheering which followed cat-

the ascending repetition oi' Ihc
words "Lay your hand on me" in the

following song of the same name. Bon
Jovi repeated tho.se words and it felt

like the crowd was waking up from its

nostalgic slumbers.

It was at this crescendo when the

impressive qualities of the group's

dynamic appeared. For one thing,

there was the sheer power of Bon
Jovi's voice. Oftentimes it seemed

that the words themselves held far less

meaning than the elegance with which

they were sung. Then of course, the

rest of the band, especially guitarist

Richie Sambora took time to enliven

the music with improvisational solos.

Fans might have thought the con-

cert was coming to an end when the

band set off piles of confetti during

"Live While Alive." It was during this

song though that Bon Jovi gave the

crowd more reason to rock out.

During its rendition of "Bad
Medicine" the lead singer, still looking

no more than 28 years old, circled the

stage telling his band mates that the

Arrowhead Pond was his house. Of
course the whole situation was humor-

ous because Bon Jovi's dancing

looked like that of an aerobics instruc-

tor.

Even funnier, most of the crowd

was repeating his moves. The stereo-

type of rock fans having no rhythm

could not have been clearer, but no

one really noticed. No matter what it

looked like, the band and the crowd

was not finished dancing or singing

quite yet.

Richie Sambora took the stage for a

long guitar solo after a second encore.

See BON JOVI, page 20
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Bon Jovi performed Friday at the Anaheim Pond to a sold-out crowd.

Bridging

AttsBfidge

A student from the Accelerated School plays In front of the "Children Growing Up in the City of Angels" mural.

Tiie RrtsBridge Program brings beauty iito the liues of underpriuileged children

By Amy Shen
Daily Bruin Contributor

There is a common misconception in America's educational system that the world of
art is restricted to a select few of the "Jirtistically endowed."

The ArtsBridge Community Outreach Program, however, is working
to dispel that myth and to spread the joys of art to children every-

where.

At UCLA the ArtsBridge program strives to bring the arts

to more than 3,000 kindergarten through 12th grade stu-

dents in the Los Angeles Unified School District and
beyond.

Headed by the School of Arts and Architecture,

the program unites the efforts of qualified gradu-

ate and undergraduate students in all of the

school's departments - Art, Architecture and
Urban Design, Design/Media Arts,

Ethnomusicology, Music, World Arts and
Cultures. UCLA Performing Arts, Fowler

Museum and Hammer Museum also partic-

ipate.

The program especially targets disad-

vantaged schools with little or no art cur-

riculum.

Art professor Patty Wickman serves as

the director of the UCLA ArtsBridge pro-

gram.

"Because there hasn't been much educa-

tion in the arts in kindergarten through 12th

grade, the geneflil public has this fear of

approaching the arts," Wickman said.

"Because of the program, they at least have
some exposure and they can be a more informed

audience in the future."

The ArtsBridge program began at UCI six years

ago out of a growing concern about art programs being

cut from California's education system. In 1999 all the

University of California campuses adopted the program,
attempting to integrate it into outreach programs already in

place in the fields of music, ethnomusicology and world arts and
cultures.

Over 120 art students at UCLA are currently participating in the growing
program.

UCLA students who participate in the program become ArtsBridge "scholars," teaching at

their respective schools for one to two hours, twice a week. As scholars, students are given the
chance to develop their own project-based curriculum, designed to give the children hands-on

encc at creating both visual and performing art.

"We try to integrate the arts in some way into the classroom so that the students aren't just having
this one-time experience with the arts but are somehow linking it to the other subjects that they're study-

ing," Wickman said.

The nature of the projects done in the classroom vary according to the schol-

ars' differing disciplines. In one class of second graders with no previous
art exposure, an ArtsBridge scholar provided an introduction to a

wide variety of media, including the function of light in art. The
children did projects with photo-sensitive paper and created a

permanent mural in their community that incorporated

their own children's bill of rights.

Susan Wong» a third-year masters of architecture

student and ArtsBridge scholar, taught a class of
third graders about architecture and the compo-
nents of a community. In their project, each stu-

dent chose a building they deemed important,

such as a church, school or office building.

Together the class designed their own build-

ings, creating their own personal communi-
ty-

"The program depends a lot on the spe-

cialty of our scholars and their knowledge,
their background as artists, and their real

interests," Wickman said. "We bring that

into the classroom so that they're teaching

from what they know best, and we also try

to figure out a way to really engage the stu-

dents and think about what the students arc

most interested in."

The participation of UCLA Performing
Arts and the Fowler Museum and Hammer
Museum give scholars the opporttrmty to bring

their classes onto campus to see visual and perfor-

mance art exhibitions. For most students, these

trips provide their first experience in a museum.
"The arts provide a strong sense of development in

critical thinking skills and problem solving," Wickman
said. "There's so much emphasis on students learning the

basic skills of reading and writing that students often don't have
the opportunity to express themselves or to learn in other ways."

Wong agreed that children are more successful in learning when they

are taught in more creative ways.

"I did a study as an undergraduate about students who did not excel in school because
CASEY cnowf/D«»yB.uin ihcy did not do well in subjects like math or science," Wong said. "But when you bring art

into it, they tend to excel in art and then that carries over into their other subjects, like math,

experi- — . .

See ARTSBRIDGE, page 20
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Read all about Ang Lee and

the films that inspired

"Crouching Tiger, Hidden

Dragon" in A&E tomorrow.

Tuesday, April 24, 2001

Bruin Choice Awards
One vote wn make a difference. Forget about the 2000 Presidential Elections;

your vote can still make a difference in the future of America.

Was this the year of the "Crouching Tiger?" Did Lil' Bow Wow oust Lil' Debbie?

Did this year witness Julia Stiles's last dance and the demise of pop bands?

You dedde. Now is your chance to vote in the annual Bruin Choice Awards. All entries

should be turned in to the labeled box in the Daily Bruin office at 1 1 8 Kerckhoff Hall by

1 2 p.m. Monday, April 30. You can also vote online at www.dailybruin.ucia.edu.

Coolest Male

O Rudy from "Survivor"

O Sponge Bob Square Pants

O Johnny KnoxviUe

O Heath Ledger

O Billy Elliot

O Other

c^ Coolest Female

O Zhang Ziyi

O Renee Zellweger

O Julia Stiles

O Sarah Jessica Parker

O Kate Hudson

O Other „

9

Too Cool for (^
Orange County v^

OBjork's Swan Outfit

O "Requiem ForiDirea

O "Jackass"

O Shaggy -ItWasn't Me"

O Nelly - "CoWttiy Grammar"

O Other

Most Overrated

O Disney's CalifornitAdventin^

O "Traffic" i"

O Dave Matttltws Band

O2000electi^s

O 'Crouching ll^er, HkWen Dragon

O Other
,

Most
Overpla

O Crazy To

O Nelly Fi

ODestii

ONine

O Sting -

O Other

Best Porn TitleXXX
_0 "Freddy Got Fingered^]

"O "Monkey Bone"

O "Blow'

O "Snatch"

O "Josle and the Pussycats"

O Other

Coolest Music Artist

O Jill Scott

O Radiohead

O Dave Matthews Band

O Nelly

ODido

O Other ______

a

Worst

Realityaow
0"BootCimp'

O The m^"
O "Survivor 2"

O "Making tlie Band"

O TemptadOR Island"

O Other

f (

-A

O 0-Town

O Dream

O The Meaty Ch«

OBBMak

O Arethere any good pop bands^

O Other

Best Alternative

to Napster

©Buying a CD *^^
O Imesh

O Gnutella (not the chocolate spread)

O Stealing

OFreenet ., ^ x_
O Other _^ Jji^

Worst Re^i^ Movie Idea <=»
^^ 1 1 1 » r

O "Chdf^sibps"

O "Josle and tliePimycdts'j

O "Shar

O "Rocky and NiwinUe'

O "Oh, Brother Where Art Though

O Other ___..

\f

Best Lil'

O Lil' Bow Wow

our Kim

O Lil' Debbie's Snacks

O Lil' Blacky

OLil'Zane

O Other

Worst Breakup

O Tom and Nicole

O Rage Against the Machine

O Smashing Pumpkins

O Ben Folds Five

O Russell and Meg

O Other

^^W Best HairChanq^oO^

yj^ O Faith Hill

*"

-««

O Jennifer Aniston

O David Spade

O Carnie Wilson

O Samuel L.Jackson

O Other
,

I

Most Likelv to Relapse^^^
O Robert Downe*. Jr ^^i*-^Robert Down^,ir

O Daryl Strawbifry

O Bill Clinton t^

O Matthew Pe%

O Steven Soderb^gh

O Other
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A&E BRIEFS

Creeper Lagoon in

Westwood
Creeper Lagoon will play at Westwood

Plaza on Wednesday, April 25 from 10 a.m.

to 2 p.m.

Creeper Lagoon consists of Dave
Kosliner. Ian Sefchik. Sharky Laguana and
Dan Carr. Creeper Lagoon is an indie rock

band that toured with the Dandy Warhols.

Kor more information, contact the

Campus Events Commission at (310) 825-

1958.

Powell Rotunda
concerts

Student and faculty musicians perform at

Powell Library Rotunda on Wednesday,
April 25 at 4 p.m.

The concert will feature music of the

Philippines. The performance is part of the

Annual Powell Music Concert Series in the

Rotunda with performances throughout

May.

For more information, contact Powell

Library at (310) 825-5756.

Faculty recital

Soprano Juliana Gondek will sing at

:Schocnhcrg Hall on TUcsday, May I at 8

p.m.

Gondek will be accompanied by Jon

Robertson on piano and guest artists Susan

McClary on harpsichord and Elisabeth

LeGuin on cello. Gondek will perform new
pieces by Ricky Ian Gordon as well as classic

music by Vivaldi, Chopin. Viardot-Garcia.

Strauss and Granados.

For more information, contact the

Central Ticket Office at (310) 825-2101.

Campus events for

Week Four
The Campus Events Commission has sev-

eral activities planned for this week.

Tickets will become available today for a

Radiohead Listening Party The event takes

place on Tuesday, May I, at 8 p.m. in the

Kerckhoff Grand Salon. Tickets are avail-

able at 319 Kerckhoff.

The listening party will give Radiohead
fans the chance to listen to the band's new
album, "Amnesiac," an entire month before

it is available in stores.

Food, drinks and prizes will be on hand.

Admission is limited.

On Wednesday, April 25, at 7:30 p.m.,

there will be a Pearl Jam concert DVD
screening at Ackerman Grand Ballroom.

The screening will mark the release of

Pearl Jam's new DVD, featuring concert

footage, interviews with the band and cover-

age of the band's mos< recent tour.

There will be a raffle and trivia coniesi,

both with prizes such as promotional sam-

plers, posters, rare lithographs and catalog

Dfeamworks

Dave Kostiner, Ian Sefchik, Sharky Laguana and Dan Carr are Creeper Lagoon.

CDs.

The event is free to the public and no tick-

ets are needed.

The film "Save the Last Dance" will show
in Ackerman Grand Ballroom on Thursday,

April 26, at 7 p.m. and 9:30 p.m. Tickets arc

$2 at the door.

Tickets for a sneak screening of "A

Knight's Tale" will be available Thursday,

April 26.

The film will screen on Thursday, May 5,

at the Avco Theater on Wilshire Blvd.

Tickets are available at 319 Kerckhoff Hall.

Briefs compiled from wire reports by Michael

Rosen-Molina, Daily Bruin Senior Staff.

'Poet's Garden' blooms with artistry
THEATRE: Mesmerizing

set, Strong lead vocals

add depth to true story

By Kelsey McConnell
Daily Bruin Contributor

A year of painting, infused with

romantic scandal and a mutilated

ear has now been set to music.

Inspired by artists Paul Gauguin
and Vincent Van Gogh's volatile

friendship, the musical "Poet's

Garden," which is based on a true

story, plays through June 3 at the

Matrix Theatre.

The writers of the book and now
the musical, John Allee and Gary
Matanky, set their story in 1888 in

Aries, France. It was during this

brief period of time that Gauguin
and Van Gogh lived together, fos-

tering works of art and feelings for

the local cafe proprietress Marie
Ginoux.

As the play opens, Marie's hus-

band Joseph-Michel has just pur-

chased the cafe where he and his

wife work. Joseph-Michel is a hard-

working and honest man, but he

lacks the passion that the middle-

aged Marie craves. The couple's

relationship is further complicated

when rebel painter Vincent Van
Gogh rents a room in their home.

Joseph-Michel harbors an

instant dislike for the artist but

Marie begins a friendship with the

manic Van Gogh. The townspeople

are abuzz with rumors about Marie
and Van Gogh and things only get

more tangled when Van Gogh's
friend Paul Gauguin arrives in

town.

Marie is transfixed by the wom-
anizing Gauguin, performed as a

charming yet dangerous artist by

See POETS, page 20
Bjern Johnson and Fiama Fricano star in "Poet's Garden.'

Mjirix Theatre

FREE Nutrition Classes
Every Wednesday 5 - 6 pm & Thursday, 1 - 2 pm

Come to onm or come fo th0m all

Bodyjolk: Freeing yourself from food, weight, and
dieting obsessions

Improve your relationship v/ith food and your bodyl Learn hov^

to Un-Diet your way to health, happiness and your personal best.

Nutrition Basics; Separating fcKt from fiction!

Low carb? High protein? No fat? Which diet is best for optimal

health, fitness and energy?

Meal Planning; Student survival tips for eating well
on and off campusi .

How to deal with oll-you-can-eat dining halls, super-size portions,

eating on the run, social eating, stress eating, and late-night

study snacks. . .

Dielarv Supplements: Help or Hype?
Vitamins, minerals, herbs, protein powders, creatine, fat burners
."

. . do they work? Are they safe?

All classes ore lecatMl in the John Wooden Recreation
Center 2nd floor conference room. Please call the Ashe
Center to reserve your spot 310 825-4073
For questions, information and even appointments,
check out our website www.studenthealth.ucla.edu
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Group's youth belies its experience
MUSIC: Childish anUcs of

Sum 41 all part of touring

experience, members say

By Mary Williams

Daily Bruin Staff

At first glance, the unknowing
observer might think that Sum 41 is

composed of inexperienced kids,

entering for the first time into the

wild and unpredictable world that is

rock music.

In truth, however, the Canadian
pop-punk foursome has been touring

since its members were in lOlh

grade, and its newest release, "All

Killer. No Filler," due out May 8. is

its second from the Island Def Jam
label.

The band members are young,
ranging in age from 19 to 21, a fact

that belies their experience and has

at times proven to be an obstacle

while on the road.

"A lot of times promoters treat

you a little differently because you're

younger. People don't take you seri-

ously," said Dcryck Whibley. Sum
"4!*s lead singer, in a phone interview

while traveling to Bakersfield. "But
that was before. Now we've played a

lot so we know a lot of the people. So
when we come through town, like at

a club, everyone knows us already,

now."

The band's youthful image is aug-

mented by its reputation as

pranksters, earned through its

exploits on the road.

Guitarist Dave Baksh said his

favorite incident involved some
unlucky sunbathers under their bal-

cony at the Grafton on Sunset in

West Hollywood.

"We went to the Pink Dot grocery

store across the street and bought

some condoms and some milk, and
we filled up the condoms with the

milk and threw the condoms full of

milk onto the sunbathers. Needless

to say, we didn't get their phone
numbers," drummer Steve Jocz said.

The impression given by these

antics, of a band letting loose during

its first time on the road, is contra-

dicted by Whibley's insistence that

the l^urs the band members are play-

ing now haven't drastically changed
their way of life.

"It's pretty much the same. We've
been touring for a long lime, so even

before we came into the States to

tour, we kind of knew what we were

getting into. We're just touring a lot

more now than we did," he said.

Even the nights of alcohol and
parties, so frequently associated with

the life ofa band on tour, are nothing
new to Sum 4r

"I don't think it's something that

we're getting into now, I think it's

something we've always been into.

In Canada, where we're from, you
start drinking when you're like 14 so

it's kind of a way of life there,"

Whibley said.

This same nonchalance permeates

even an encounter with Offspring,

which kd to Sum 4rs scheduled

shows with that band in late April

and early May.

The two bands met at Offspring

singer Dexter Holland's house last

year for a Fourth of July parly They
got along and Sum 41 was added to

the lour for a few dales.

The ease with which Sum 41 seems
to have assimilated into the life of

nonstop, nation-crossing louring is

due to the members' long friendship

and determination, according to

bassist Cone.

"We were all best friends in high

school and we get along really well,

and we have always wanted to be in a

band and on tour, so it's like a dream
of ours that we wouldn't let go,"

Cone said.

Whibley doesn't pretend that the

band's success is due to any remark-

able proficiency with its instruments.

In fact, no one in the band ever took

lessons.

"We just kind of learned on the

way We're still learning now. We just

learned from playing with each other

for so many years," Whibley said.—^ wish 1 was better. I wish i took

Island Def jam

The Canadian pop-punk band Sum 41 will be releasing its second
album "All Killer, No Filler" from Island Def Jam Records on May 8.

lessons. But right now I'm just stick-

ing to three chords," he added.

Nor does Sum 41 have any preten-

sions to changing today's music. It is

a pop-punk band, pure and simple,

that concentrates on playing the type

of music it likes to listen to.

"We're not really trying to set a

new standard or anything, we're just

contributing to the scene, bringing

what we can. We play the music
which makes us happy," he said.

Sum 41 's laid-back attitude, how-
ever, doesn't stop it from being excit-

ed about its second release from
Island Def Jam. Its first, an EP
called "Half Hour of Power," was
half an hour long, the length of its

entire set at the time.

With the release of "All Killer, No
Filler," also clocking in at just over

half an hour, the band has doubled

its material.

"Just a year and a half ago wirdTrf=-

n't have any albums and now we
have two albums, which is really

exciting," Whibley said. "I can't wait

for this new one to come out. We can

play for like an hour now."

MUSIC: Sum 41'$ new album, "All

Killer, No Filler," from Island Def Jam
will be in stores May 8.
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Bruin Special
LARGE (16'^ PIZZA 3 regular toppings

$9.X - Delivery Only; $16.75 vahie; limit 1 per order

Student Speciai

20% OFF with Bruin Card
Delivery & Pick-up Only
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Giant Slice + Salad + Drmlc = $3.99 (Largest Slice in Westwood) • Complete Dinners $4.99 • Free Delivery
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MANN

Westwood
WLUtf SonwoM LHn Yon (PG-13)
981 BroxtOfi TMX Dolby Omital
208-5576 Mon-Thu(12;00 230 5 00) 7 30 10 00

MANN

Santa Monica
CRITERION 3 I Likt Vn (PG-13)

THX • SDDS Dwrtal

Mon-Thu (11:45 2;10 4:50) 7:20 9:45

IRUN
948 BroJrton mx uoiOy Onit
239-MANN Mon-Thu (12:15 2:45 5:15) 7:45 10:15

FrmM* Got Flngtrtd (R)
Thx Dolby OniUI

CRITERION 4 The Tailor ol Pauma (R)

THX Dolby Digital

Mon-Thu (11:50 2:30 5«)) 7io 10«)

LAEMMLE
visit our website, www.laminila.eom

West Hollywood
. HfiUti Vtan t ) fw Ml Tlmtyw

8000 Saasal (ai Crtscaat Hoiolits) FrM Paikiao

(323) 848-3500

SUNSn 1 Tko CaiHar o( Hit Wofltf (NR)
Mon-Thu (12:00) 2 15 4 30 7 00 930

GENERAL CINEMA

Westwood
AVCO CINEMA
10840 Wilshire BtvO

1 BIk E ol Westwood
(310) 777-FILM 1330

NATIONAL
10925 Lindbrook

208-4366

Along Cama a Saldor (R)

THX - Dolby Dnita!

Mon-Thu (1:45 4 30) 7 15 1015

CRITERION 5 Sty KI4t (PG)
THX - Dolby Digrtal

Mon-Thu (12:00 2:15 4:45) 7 10 9:30

SUNSETS MmmsIo (R)

Mon-Thu (1:30) 4:15 7:15 955

FESTIVAL Say Kids (PG)
10887 Lindbfook THX - Dolby Digital

208-4575 Mon-Thu (12:15 2:30 4:45) 7 00 9 45

REGENT AmorflsParmlR)
1045 Broxton Dolby SR
208-3259 Mon-Thu (12:00 3:30) 7:00 10:20

PLAZA Crocodlla Daadot la Lot Aagalat (PG)
1067 Glendon Dolby Dnital
208-3097 Mon-Thu (12:00 2:30 5:00) 7:30 10.00

WESTW0001 Tko Botfy (PG-13)
lOSOGayley Dolby Digital

208-7664 Mon-Thu (12:15 2:45 5:10) 7 45 1015

WESTWOOD 2
lOSOGayley
208-7664

CRrrERIONI EMim al Mm Galas (R)

THX - Dolby Digital

Mon-Thu (1:00 4 00) 7 15 10:10

SUNSET 3

SUNSET 4

Mon-Thu (12.00) 2:30 5:00

TIM DM (PG-13)

7:30 10«5

TN Tailor of Pauma (R)
Mon-Thu (1:40) 4:20 7:00 9 40

SUNSET 8 Paaic (R)

. Mon-Thu (1:00) 3:15 5:30 7:45 10.00

PACIFIC

I (P6-13)

Dolby Digital

Mon-Thu (1:30 4:10) 7:10 10:00

WESTWOOD 3
1050Gayley
208-7664

iDrifM(PG-13)
Dolby OioKal

Mon-Thu (1:15 4.05) 7:00 9:45

WESTW0004 EaoiiiyalM»6aln(R)
1050 Gayley Dolby Digital

208-7664 Mon-Thu (1:004.00) 7:15 10:15

Santa Monica
CRITERION 1 liMMtJoiM-c Diary (R)
1 3 1 3 3rd SI THX Stereo Dolby Dig ital

Promenade Mon-Thu (12:00 2:20 4:40) 7:00 9 20
395-1599

CmTBOON I Jeo Dirt (P6-13)
THX Dolby Digital

Mon-TIwi (12:20 2:45 5:10) 7:45 10:15

Westwood
CREST Jnl VWHag (R)
1262 Westwood Btvd THX Digital

(S o( WNstwti Mon-Thu (2.00 4:15) 7 00 9 20
474-7866 or

777-FILM (#025)

UNITED ARTISTS

Westwood
UA WESTWOOD iritfgat Jom s Diary (R)
1 0889 WeUworth Na VtPi airtil 4/n
475-9441 THX

IMon-Thu 12:15 2:405:00 7:45 10:20

WLA/Beverly Hills
ROYAL Tho LnMa Oalaaca (PG-13)
11523 Santa Monica Blvd Mon-Thu (12:30
(310)477-5581 2:55 5:20 7:4510:10

MUSICHAU1
9036 Wilshire

274-6869

Tko WWiw ol Saial-Ptorft (R)

Mon-Thu (5:05) 7:30 9:55

MUSK HALL 2
9036 Wilshire

274-6869

CnMcMafTlfor,
HiMoa Dragoo (PG-13)

Mon-Thu (5:30) 8:15

AVCO CINEMA Jotia and Ma Possycata (PG-13)
Presented in THX SRD Digital Sound

12:00 2 30 5 00 7:40 10:20

AVCOaNEMA Blow(R)
Presented in SDDS Dolby Sound

12:45 4:15 7:3010:30

AVCO CINEMA Haartkraakara (PG-13)
Presented in THX DTS Digital Sound

Mon-Wed 12 30 3 45 7 10 10 00
Thu 12:30 3:45

AVCO CINEMA Traffic (R)
Presented in SDDS Digital Sound

Mon12 15 3 30
Tue-Thul2 15 3 30 7 00 1010

Beverly Hills
BEVERLY CONNECTION
La Cienega at Beverty Blvd.

(310)659-5911

4 hours validated parking $1 at Box Ollice

BEVERLY CONNECTION Freddy Got nii«ortd (R)
Presented m THX SRD Digital Sound

100 3:15 5:30 80010:15

UCLA

Campus Events

ACKERMAN BALLROOM Weak 4 Thu 4/26 & Fri 4/27
Tickets $2.00 Save tha Last Dance

7 00_pm 4 9 30 pm
Tickets tor Sne»k Preview ol A Knighl't Tale on Thu 5/3

will be available Thu 4/26 at 319 Kerckhoff

Enjoy the
Movies!!!

BEVERLY CONNECTION

MUSK HALL 3
9036 Wilshire

274-6869

Hemlock (NR)
Mon-Thu (5:30) 7:45 10.00

Crocodile Dundee la

Los Angelas (PC)
Presented in THX DTS Digital Sound

12:00 2 15 4 40 7 00 9:20

Santa Monica
MONKA 1 Tka DIali (PG-13)
1322 2nd St Mon-Thu (1:00)3:20 5:408.00 10 20
(310)394-9741

BEVERLY CONNECTION Bridgaf Jooo's Dian (P6-13)

OaJScroeas
Presented in THX DTS Digital Sound

1145 1230 2 10 2 50 4 30 5 20
7.10 7.45 9:3010:20

BEVERLY CONNECTION

UA WESTWOOD
1 0889 Wellworth No VIPs aaiU 4/21
475-9441 THX

Mon-Thu 12:30 2:30 4:40 7.O0 945

Joe Dirt (PG-13)

?1

^OT^F^W^V ft ^ff^^^^P^HIN Tifler, Hiddaa Draeeo (PG-13)
Mon-Thu (1:15) 4:10 7<» 10:0(5

Jotia aad the

Passycals (PG-13)
Presented in DTS Digital Sound

Mon, Wed-Thu 12:05 2:30 4:55 7 20 9 45
Tua 1205 2:30

MONICA 3

Mon-Thu (1:15) 3 25 5 35
Paak(Rj
7:50 10O5

IM WESTWOOD
10889 Weltworth

475-9441
Mon

lliwali(R)
Thu 1 15 4:15 7:30 10:3(J MONICA 4 MtfMftlo (R)

Mon-Thu (145) 4:30 7 15 100(5

BEVERLY CONNECTION Jo« Dirt (PQ-13)
Presented in DTS Digital Sound

Mon Tu« 12:40 2 55 5 10 7 35 9 50
Wed Thu 12:40 2.55

To advertise
In the

Bruin
Movie

Guide,

call

310.825.2161
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BON JOVI
From page 16

leading into "I've Got the Girl"

as the crowd went wild. When
the song; was over, the band
seemed tokhink it was leaving the

stage but the crowd's cheering

wouldn't let it go. Three or four

songs prior. Bon Jovi had told his

sold out venue he was going to

rock the party all night long, and
fans were holding him to the

promise.

The third encore was the exact

remedy fans demanded though.

Decked in cowboy gear and a

twin necked guitar, Sambora and
Bon Jovi performed their famous

duel, "Dead or Alive." with the

massive crowd singing the first

verse flawlessly, alone; Sambora
stole the microphone from Bon
Jovi to sing the second verse.

Chilled by the song's harmony,

lighters, lyrics and laughter tilled

the arena.

The show was fantastic and
something about it was blissful.

Perhaps it was the flashbacks of

MTVs Top 20 - way before

Carson Daly and TRL - coming

home after elementary school,

silting on the couch with a Hi-C

and hopingiJojiJoyiiiiid be;

iJef Leppard for the No. I spot."

POETS
From page 18

Steven Memel, the moment he

shoots her a manly stare.

Ultimately, Marie finds that

she must decide between

remaining in a safe but decid-

edly unspontaneous life with

her husband, or leaving her

rural village to tlnd her place in

a larger, more cosmopolitan

world.

Fiama Kricano's perfor-

mance of Marie, as a complex

character whose dilemma
brings the audience to frustra-

tion, is well done. The audi-

ence wants to like her in the

beginning of the musical

because Aries seems to be

smothering her potential. As
the musical goes on. however,

Marie becomes cloying and
her perpetual state of confu-

sion is annoying.

The thread of Marie's con-

llicted relationships gets some
much needed comic relief

from a mailman who is either

drunk or looking to get drunk

when he isn't reading the mail

of the townspeople. The mail-

man's pregnant wife, at times

the inebriated postal worker.

The postman, played by

Brad Blaisdell, and his wife,

played by Dina Bennett, are

hands down the most charm-

ing characters and actors in

the production. Both make the

transition from comic to seri-

ous characters, to singers, to

lovers, to confidants of Marie

and her husband, effortlessly.

Their banter is both biting and

amusing.

During the opening scene of

the second act. for instance,

the postman's song of sexual

innuendo toward his wife

marks the funniest part of the

entire musical.

The other acting in "Poet's

Garden" also leaves little to be

desired. Bjorn Johnson's Van
Gogh is appropriately fiery

and insolent, yet still amusing

and empathelic. Michael

DeVries, on the other hand, as

Marie's husband, successfully

appears confused throughout

the evening and delivers well

with his kind and comforting

singing voice.

Especially interesting is the

musical's set resemblance to

Van Gogh's painting "The
Bedroom." with bright colors

behind the set are painted with

the short brush strokes- charac-

teristic of Van Gogh, and the

luminous greens, blues, yel-

lows and oranges of the set are

beautiful and hypnotizing.

Overall, the main ingredi-

ents of the musical are the shal-

low soul-searching of a coun-

try wife and the complicated

moods of two painters - one
marked by erratic genius and
the other by easy machismo.
Out of these elements comes a

musical that is not profoundly

touching, but still interesting

and fun to watch. The actors

have good chemistry all

around and the musical as a

whole lacks the pretentious-

ness that plagues many histori-

cally-based works. "Poet's

Garden " may not set the world

on fire, but it makes for a fine

night of theater-going.

THEATRE: "Poet's Garden" is

now showing at the Matrix

Theatre, 7657 Melrose Ave., Los

Angeles, through June 3.

Performances are Thursday,

Friday and Saturday at 8 p.m.

and Sunday at 3 p.m. Tickets are

$25 and can be purchased by

calling (3'i0) 289-2999. For

more information visit

ARTSBRIDGE
From page 17

science and English."

The students who participate in the program
often discover a new-found confidence, a renewed
interest in learning and an overall sense of empow-
erment.

"The children love it!" Wong said. "They love the

projects, and they write these heart-warming letters

to their scholars about how much they feel they've

learned."

Besides giving the art department a valuable

opportunity to become involved in community out-

reach, the ArtsBridge program also provides other

benefits to its .scholars. They are able to develop a

feeling of confidence in presenting their ideas to an
audience and to get instant feedback from them.

"Students say that being able to articulate what it

is that they've been thinking about and learning in

their specialty gives them this great sense of more
fully understanding their art and what it is they're

practicing," Wickman said.

Through interacting in a real classroom, scholars

are^lso given the opportunity to experiment with

the idea of a future in education. Perhaps most
importantly, scholars develop close personal rela-

tionships with their students and gel a rare chance
to see the children develop an increased apprecia-

tion for art.

kind, is a nice compliment to fioor of the stage and the wall
www pc e is g a rd e n t h e

musical.com.

PROGRAM: If students in the School of Arts and
Architecture are interested in becoming scholars,

they can contact the ArtsBridge office at (310) 794-

=4822. Appticatior>s ire accepted during fdll, wmte?
and spring quarters.

Washington D.C.

Internship
+

UCLA Credits

comin(

imi mm Disti
UCLA's Dining ond Entertoinment Magazine-

CAPPP Quarter In

Washington Program

The Berteley Hevietf Provides;

I

Open toALL majors

Info Meetings:
Every TUes and Wed in April

5:00pm - 4355D Pub Pol Bldg

Applications due May 11

review program
...continues to

set the standards
that others want

to follow!

W^S^Si

Sii»ii up by yoiii self hofore
April 27th .incl leceivcv

sFofftlie fillwse tuition.

Sij»ii up with ci f I ioiiil before

April 27th *intl receive:

Center for American Politics and Public Policy

www.cappp.ucla.edu

'mm
(Certain Restrictions Apply.)

ERKELEy

14 Weeks Of Review And Testing Of

Important MCAT Concepts^,/ ,/,/. .f.|,

100 Hours Of Sciieduled Lecture Topics

In The Ciassrooni,/.^^!.^
,|_f^^,^l

200 Hours Of Office Hours To Supplement

The Lecture Topics.jL,f^.^i^i^i^f,/ ,/ .^

20 Hours Of Supplemental MCAT-Style

Problem Solving Sessions.f^,/.,/.

10 Full-Length Mock MCAT Exams

During The Program ,,uf^m,f././-^L^

4 Scheduled Full-Length Mock MCAT

Exam Testing Dates^./.f

,

/..^UjU^l^u/-

2800 Pages Of Review Notes Covering

Important MCAT Concepts,/.^Uf^^f,

1400 MCAT-Style Passages With Clear

And Detailed Solutions./..f^^^^/^/.

Exceptional Instructors For Each Of

The Six Topic Areas Of The MCAT^,^4

Excellent Review Materials That You

Get To Keep And Take Home,/_j^uf4^

Application Assistance, Interview

Workshops, And Mock Interviews^uf,^^

R-E-V-I-E-W
Spuciali/ing in MCAT Preparation

-622-8827
www.berkeley-review.com
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1700
1800
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2000
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2100
2200
2300
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2500
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lEGZnS3ZZ23EC&
Campus Happenings
Campus Organizations
Campus Recruitment
Campus Services
Birthdays
Legal notices
Lost & Found
Miscellaneous
Personal Messages
Personals
Pregnancy
Recreational Activities

Research Subjects
Sperm / Egg Donors
Tickets Offered
Tickets Mtanted
Wanted

2700
2800
2<)00

3000
31..0

3200
3300
3A00
3500
3000
3700
3800
3900
A000
A 100
A200

^fiOO

AdOO
A700
4800
A'JOO

5000
5100
5200
5300
5400
5500

5600
5620
5640
5660
5680
5700
5720

Appliances
Art / Paintings
Bicycles / Skiates
Books
Catting Cants-
Cameras / Camcorders
Collectibles

Computers / Software
Fumiture
Garage / Yard Sales
Health Products
Miscellaneous
Musical Instruments
Office Equipment
Pets
Rentals
Sports Equipment
Stereos / TVs / Radios
Table Sports

tMSnnL
Auto Accessories
Auto Insurance
Auto Repair
Autos for Sale
Boats for Sale
Motorcycles for Sale
Parking
Scooter / Cycle Repair
Scooters for Sale
Vehicles for Rent

Resorts / Hotels
Rides Offered
Rides Wanted
Taxi / Shuttle Service
Travel Destinations
Travel rickets
Vacation Packages

Bh '/IfiHii

5800
5900
6000
6100
6150
6200
6300
6400
6500
6600
6700
6800
6900
7000
7100
7200

1-900 numbers
Financial Aid
insurance
Computer / Internet
Foreign Languages
Health / Beauty Services
Legal Advice / Attorneys
Movers / Storage
Music Lessons
Personal Services
Professional Services
Resumes
Telecommunications
Tutoring Offered
Tutoring Wanted
Typing

Writing Help

^Ji'll^lfi

7400
7500
71,00

7700
7800
7!M)()

HOIK)
MIDI)

H2(l(l

h;<oo

Business Opportunities
Career Opportunities
Child Care Offered
Child Care Wanted
Help Mfonted
Housesitting
Internship
Personal Assistance
lismporary Employment
Volunteer

iliJif^-

8400
nsoo
8(.0{1

8700
HIIOO
8900
9000
9100
9200
9;J00
9400
9500
9(>ll(l

9700
9800

Apartments for Rent
Apartments Furnished
Condo / Townhouse for Rent
Condo / Townhouse for Sale
Guesthouse for Rent
House for Rent
House for sale
Houseboats for Rent / Sale
Housing Needed
Room for Help
Room for Rent
Roommates - Prhnrte Room
Roommates - Shared Room
Sublets
Vacation Reirtals

1 1 8 Ketckhoff Hall
308 Westwood Plaza
Los Angeles. CA 90024

E-Mail
: classifiedsCc^media.ucla.edu

Web: hup://www.dailybruin. ucla.edu

phone
Classified Line: (31 03 825-2221

Fax: (310) 206-0528
Classified Display: (3103 206-3060

Fax: (310) ^06-0528

office hours
Mon-Thu: 9:00am-3:00pm
Fn: 9am-2:30pm

One issue, up to 20 words $8.50
..each additional word 65
Weekly, up to 20 words 29 00
each additional word 2.15

Monthly, up to 20 words 96 00
each additional word 5 75

1 2 pt headline $1.60
1 6 pt headline $2 25

^.Border $5.00

Classified Line Ads:
1 working day before printing,

at 12 noon
Classified Display Ads:
2 working days before printing.

at 12 noon.

There are no cancellations after

noon of the day before phnting

For Classified Display ads.

please see our rate card

for variable rate information.

MasterCaid VISA

payment
Please make checks payable to

"The UCLA Daily Brum" We
accept Visa. MasterCard, and
Discover credit cards. Allow 5
working days for mail payments.

hoMfloiMrile
anefledhiead

• Start your ad with the
merchandise you are selling

This makes it easier for readers to

quickly scan the ads and locate
your Items
• Always include the price of your
Item Many classified readers
simply do not respond to ads
without pnces
• Avoid abbreviations-make your
ad easy for readers to understand
• Place yourself in the readers
position, ask what you would like

to know about the merchandise.
and include that in the ad Include
such information as brand names,
colors and other specific

descriptions

The ASUCLA Communicalions board lully supports the UmvefSity o( CaWomias pdtcy on nondiscnmination No medium shall accept advertisements which presenl persons ol any ongin race sex or sexual onentation In adwneaning way or imply that they are limited to positions. capatMltles, rotes, or status in society Neither the Daily Brum nof the ASUCLA Communications Board has investigated any of the services advertised or the
advertisements represwted in this issue Any person t>ehevir>g that an advwtisement in this issue violated the Boards policy on nondiscrimination stated herein should communicate complaints in wnting to the Business Manager

?«^Jt",'";~ ?!^^ .

*• ^^ ^'*"!!?<*^.^';>°* *!S?^' ^* *"^* ^'^ »s««ance with housing dtscnnnnatwn problems, call the UCLA Housing Oflice at (310) 825-4?71 or call the Weslside Fair Housing Office at (310)475^71 C'assified a^aUoappe» on-Kne at httpy/www.da«ybruin ucia.edu. Placement on-line is oNerad as a compKmentary service (or customers and is not guaranteed The Daily Brum is responsible for the first mcorr
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2300
Sperm/Egg Donors

EGG DONOR
Late 40's, married women looking for Jewish
coed interested in helping to create a child.

$2500+ negotiable Please call June 310-
376-7000.

II you are male, in college or have a college

degree, you can earn up to $600/rTto. call for

details on our anonymous sperm donor pro-

gram. Receive free comprehensive health

screening & help Infertile couples. So if

you're looking for a great job and a little extra

cash, call us first. 310-824-9941.

1100
Campus Happenings

fff^

Alcoholics Anonymous
Mon. Discussion, Fri. Slep Study, 351 7 Ackermon

TWs. Book Study, 3517 Ackennon

M/T/W Rm. Dental A3H)29

Wed. Rm. Dental A3- 029
DisoMsion, All times 12:10- 1KX)pm

for akohoUct ot indlvktualt who h»v a drinking ptobhm.

Egg Donors Needed
Healthy females ages 19-28

wishing to help infertile couple.

$5,000

^

Call Mirna (818) 832-1494 M

3^00
Computers/Software

Autos for Sale
1991 HONDA CIVIC DX. 150Kymiles. looks
and runs good. New clutch, brakes and bat-

tery Must sell. $2500/obo 323-653-5720.

1991 SATURN SC-2 2 door whiteAan. all

power, air. am/fm cassette, excellent A1 con-
dition Maintenance records. Good gas.
$4,300. Teresa: 310-204-5140.

1995 MITSUBISHI
3000GT

Fully loaded automatic, dark green w/tan
leather interior, sunroof, new transmission,

new sporl tires. $14.500obo. Anita:310-206-

6704

2000
Personals

A GREAT GUY!
Harxlsome, Successful real estate tycoon

seeks t>eautiful, smart, classy, sexy woman
18-25 for romance and a wonderful life to-

gether 310-203-7883

2050
Pregnancy

HOMICIDAL ABORTION. Known in medical

diction as concepticide, fiomicidal abortion is

the most prevalent form of homicide. Juridic

Embassy. ambOjuridic.org

index

2200
Research Subjects

CHRONIC BAD BREATH. Earn $50 and
leam to control bad breath. Clink:al study in

Culver City 310-815-1829, 310-210-7805.

EARN $$$
For giving your opinion on market research-

products. TV, etc. Ages 5-54. No accents
please. 818-609-1850.

PLAY GAMES AND EARN MONEY. TOO!
Social psychok>gical expenment. 1 hour
Average $10. Undergraduate only Call 310-

825-3017, sign up 2524 Hershey. or email

pt>onacichOyafKX}.com, leaving your name,
phone, and available times.

SEXUAL ASSAULT
SURVIVORS

Wanted for research study. Get $15 gift cer-

tificate to Amazon.com for completing 10-

minute, web-t>ased survey. Anonymous and
confidential Women, 18-35 years old, who
fiave t}een raped or sexually assaulted in tlie

p>ast 5 years, please call or e-mail lin-

das© rand.org. 310-393-0411x6152 for

password, www.rand.org/crim/saws RAND
is a non-profit research organization in Santa

Monica.

AOVERTISE

JEWISH EGG DONORS
NEEDED

$10,000 (plus all expenses) We have many
infertile families in need of the help of com-
passionate omen in order to realize their

dream of having a child. We are seeking

women who are attractive, intelligent, bet-

ween the ages of 18-30. physically fit and
maintaining a healthy lifestyle. If you fiave a
desire to help a family arxJ would like more
information please contact us. 1-800-264-

8828 or 1-619-234-6649. Email: dar-

lene©aperfectmatch com www.aperfect-

match.com

SPECIAL EGG DONOR
NEEDED

Loving black couple is fK>ping to firKJ an intel-

ligent and compassionate woman of African

descent. College education. Age 18-28,

Compensation up to $5,000 00. The many
eggs your body disposes of each month can
help an infertile woman to have a baby.

Please call Tina at 626-583-8404. Email:

Tina-BOwortdnet.att.net

SPECIAL EGG DONOR NEEDED Seeking
healthy and intelligent woman. 21-29 years,

blonde hair, blue or green eyes. 5'-5'10" tall

with high SAT or ACT scores Blood type A.

B. or AB. Compensation $6000 Please call

OPTIONS 800-886-9373 ext 741

NEW COMPAQ PRO workstation, 800 Mhz,
128 ram. 17" monitor, with office and web
software. $1,400. 213-739-9071. )nor-

dahlOhotmail.com

3500
Furniture

MATTRESS SPECIALS
NEW INNERSPRING twin sets $99 95, Fulls

$129.95. Queens $169.95 and Kings
$199.95. Also, Sealy, Stearns and Foster at

lowest prices. 310-477-1466.

MOVING OUT SALE!
Washer/Dryer 2 bedroom sets, bookcases,
TV console, single bed, 2 desks and 2 sofas

Call ASAP! Moving Saturday. 310-473-5769

1996 SATURN SL2
4door, automatic, manual, door lock+wind-
ows, 10 disc cd changer. 79800miles $8000
(according to kbb) Sam 310-824-3451.

POLICE IMPOUNDS Hondas as low as
$500 for listings 1-800-319-3323 ext A214

•87 TOYOTA COROLLA 82k onginal miles,

new brakes and A/C. great car. excellent
condition' $2000obo. 310-621-6070 Prince

o o o o o o

3800
Miscellaneous

ITS T-SHIRT WEATHER
T-shirls from $5. lowest prices on the Inter-

net Discount event merchandise, left-over

from recent events, www.alleventstore.com

m^m^mmm

^gg Donor^
Needed '

Make a mIraculcHis

difference In the life of

a loving couple by
tuminji their dream of

building a family into a

reality. If you are an
educated female

between the ages of

2 1 -:iO, non-smoker with

excellent health, call

The Rej?istry Ovum
Donor Service

1 0\ 599-00 1 8 .

$5,500 flat fee -/?

L (31

travel
5600-5720

S720
Vacation Packaoes

Bali:16-Day Tour $2199
Peru: 21 -Day Tours $2599 Nepal: 17-Day
Tours $2599. Student Discounts Available.
www.eastrips.com

transportation
4600-5500

A900 m^^^services
AU.OS (or sale I 5800-7300

1982 MERCEDES 300D turbo delsel 25
mpg. Good running condition. $2900 Grey.

280K mHes. 310-995-0823

1990 ACURA LEGEND
Five-speed, red w/leather interior 130.000
miles. Excellent mechanical condition

$5,000 Ask for Lisa or Terry: 626-398-9429

1990 HONDA CIVIC Hatchback, red w/Wack
interior. 4spd, excellent corxlitlon. Cassan-
dra 310-445-5319.

1991 FORD TEMPO White, 4 door, au
tomatic. Very good condition. Power steer-

ing/windows. MC. Pioneer CD-player
$3000. Call 909-595-0601 Ask for Jerome

5900
Financial Aid

LOANS AVAILABLE
No application fee. High approval. Low
Interest rate Bankruptcys welcome. Toll

Free 1-877^94-4843.

K£CyCL£
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2300
Sperm / Egg Donors

2300
Sperm / Egg Donors

2300
Sperm / Egg Donors

Special Egg Donor Needed
Preferred Donor will meet the following criteria!

•Height Approx. 5'9" or Taller •S.A.T. Score around 1300
or High A.C.T. •Caucasian •College Student or

Graduate Student Under 30 •No Genetic Medical Issues

Compensatioii

Paid to you and/or the charity of your choice.
All related expenses will be paid in addition to

your compensation.

(Extra compensation available for someone who might be especially
gifted in athletics, science/mathematics or music.)

For more information or to obtain an application please
contact Michelle at the law Office of Greg L. Eriksen

(800) 808-5838
or email EggDonorlnfo@aol.com.

*This ad is being placed for a particular client and is not soliciting eggs for a donor bank.

6000
insurance

/lIlstBte.
Vbu're in good hands.

Mike Azer Insurance Agency, Inc.

(310) 312-0202
1281 Westw/ood Blvd.
C2 talks So of Wllshire)

24 Hours o Poy Service

61OO
Computer/Internet

6200
Health Services

PROFESSIONAL
NATURAL

PEELING FACIALS
SCAR REMOVAL Natural enzyme treat-

ments for acne pigmentation and aging skin.

Clinically Proven! Call 1-800-788-8929.

SCULPT YOUR BODY. Pilates Group Class-
es Starling Now. Amazing results! Student
rates! Call Haley 310-266-2922.

6300
Legal Advice/Attorneys

CONSUMER PROTECTION. Lemon law.
automobile dealer fraud, repossessions,
abusive debt collection UCLA law graduate.
Contingent fees/costs available. Alec Tme-
blood: 310-443-4139.

6300
Legal Advice/Atlorneys

A GREAT DEAL!
I XLt Imagine -^W

owerPC 7100-8100 $199-$299 in- I
^^ ^<RMac PowerPC 7100-8100 $199-$299 in

dudes monitor. Pentium 1 complete system
includes monitor $249 310-476-5076.

NO RECOVERY NO FEE
NO COST. Sexual harrassment, Discrimina-
tion, Auto-accidents. Slips/falls. MYER LAW
FIRM. Westside, Scott D Myer(UCLAW86).
www.bestlawyercom 310-277-3000.

6200
Health Services

Franklin^Price
ATTORNEYS AT lAW

CHIMINAI OlffNSI BY FOHMfK PROSICUIOH
Landiord/Tenant • Personal Injury

Entermnment

6777 HolV«ood loulivard • Suii< 508
Hoiiywood, (oHornio t0078

373.4*4i700 nkt

6200
Health Services

idEa247.COM
INTERNET RESOURCES Web design, de-
velopment, tutorials, hosting affiliates, do-
main names/dreamweaver, global news.
Java script. CGI Cold Fusion

http;//www.idea247.com

f \^P

uQVGniSGin classified display
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Classifieds

825-2221

COMPLIMENTARY CONSULTATION C^IIS^
ORTHODONTIST -^_ M J W^ •

K DeliverBiilUantResuL

SINCE 1980 OTm NdaCl* D^VAflflUCLA FACULTY MEMBER •^••» A^«»«#*^m. mW^J^mmm,
Member American Association of Orthodonti.sfrs

Specializing in braces for adults & children
l>I.^C<>l .\l |M

• Cosmetic Porcelain
• Surgical OrftxxJontlcs

• RemovatJte
• TroditkxKil

•Invisible

• Eurooean

(310) 826 - 7494
1 1645 Wilthirr Blvd. MKU

.
IxM AniKkv CA 9002S

(949) 552 - 5890
18124 Culver Dr,#A
Irvinf, CA 927i5

..M^.Wh l\U I.TV

Teeth Whitening $fti^oo
upper or lower '-' *y (J %J

Kw «*atmart «) t* oa foloM llOOOOOpiuiliaoOOIoi
»oa\ rT.or>ih of ii«a»i»< iwrommq to ma*« t»ao*i

WOOOOptjttiODOOiofocftmcninoOtjiiiiwtwndwa
to iwnovotx* bocM and 1 1 TOO 00 plui 1 1» 00p« morth
to (MfOMc CxocM tXOOOtodovioMciluaymxMcnd

ifW 00 to tomd conuttAon

6300
Legal Advice/Attorneys

PERSONAL INJURY/
D.U.L DEFENSE

Auto Accidents

Motorcycle Accidents

Slip & Fall • Pedestrian

No Recovery • No Fee

(310) 552-0007
Free Consultation

Law Offices of Donald R Hartunian

J

G^OO
Movers/Storage

BEST MOVERS. Licensed, insured. Lowest
rates. Fast, courleous+careful. Many stud-
ents moved for $98. Uc.-T-163844. NO JOB
TOO SMALL! 1-800-2-GO-BEST. Voice-
mail/pager: 323-263-2378.

HONEST MAN w/14ft tmck and dollies,

small jobs, short notice ok SF. LV, SO.
Student discount. Go Boiinsl lOyrs. 310-
285-8688

JERRYS MOVING&DELIVERY The careful
movers Experienced, reliable, same-day de-
livery. Packing, boxes available. Also, pick-

up donations for American Cancer Society.
Jerry@310-391-5657.

SUMMER STORAGE Free prck up avail-

able, reasonable rates. Westside Self-Stor-

age. 310-826 5955. ^Z=::^=ZZIZ^==.

6SOO
Music Lessons

DRUM LESSONS
ALL LEVELS/STYLES with dedicated pro-
fessional. At your home or WLA studio. 1st-

lesson free. No drum set necessary
Neil:323-654-8226

GUITAR LESSONS
by professional near UCLA. All levels, guitars

available. Leam to play effortlessly!

wwwJWGScom Call Jean at 310-476-
4154.

PIANO LESSONS
For adult beginners. Leam the fundamentals
at your home in 6 lessons Beethoven lin-

eage. Barry Neikrug:310-849-2816.

6600
Personal Services

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING

Comprehensive Disserlatton Assistance
Theses. Papers, and Personal Slalemenis

Proposals and Books
International Students Welcome Since 1985

Sharon B«ar, Ph.D. (310) 470-6662
www Bear-Write com

6700
Professional Sen/ices

10 WEEK INTENSIVE
E.S.P. COURSE

Explore your natural psychic abilities.

Leam to relieve stress & take your Life to

a new level. Taught by JacOuaeline, Pro-
fessional Psychic & trainer- 20 yrs experi-
ence. Come to free previews May 2.16
(West LA). May 3 (Pasadena). Classes
Stan May & October. Call Triune Light
Center 1-888-827-1186

ATTENTION MBA. LAW. MEDICAL
SCHOOL APPLICANTS! Fmstrated devel-
oping your cojcial personal statements? Get
professional help from well-known au-
thor/consultant.31 0-826-4445. www.winnlng-
personstatement.com.

CREATIVE EXPERTISE
MBA & OTHER
PERSONAL

STATEMENTS,
RESUMES

Personalized, professional assitance. Writ-
ing, editing, dissertation formatting, tran-
scriblng. Ace Words.Etc. 310-820-8830.

DIGITAL VIDEOGRAPHER w/Canon XL1.
$200/day Also digital editing, graphic design
available. Located in Westwood. 310-478-
6484

FIND ROOMS &
ROOMMATES ONLINE

The Napster for roommates. Free to view
and place ads. Immediate Online Results.

www.Msyfoonvnate.com

Oispla*
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i 5600
.esorts / Hotels

5600
Resorts / Hotels

Amsterdam Barcelona

• Berlin Brussels

• Dublin London Moscow
Paris Rome

PACKAGES INCLUDE:

• Roundtrip airfare • 2 nights

accommodation • Airport transfers • Travel Card

• Camera, document organizer, discounts, guidebooks,

maps and more.

STARTING AT

Ljondon Paris Madrid

$644 $634 $783
Council Travel

Counciltravel.coTn

310-209-UCLA
Fares per person based on double occupancy and on departure from LAX and

mintmum 2 night stay. Taxes and fees not included. Departures from other major
cities are available. Prices are subject to change and based on availability. GST

#10080800-50. Restrictions apply Please depart by June 14, 2001

.

5680
Travel Destinations

5680
Travel Destinations

6700
Professional Services

FORMER ENGLISH TEACHER w/ Masters
from U-Chicago, edits/word processes dis-

sertations, proposals, screenplays, personal
statements, resumes. International students
weteome. Winslow's 310-829-6171.

6700
Professional Services

NOTARY PUBLIC Bilingual services avail-

able. Spanish and English. Commission
i^^inz^l Commission expires Sept. 17
2004.310-820-7113.

HEAD SHOTS $99
SITTING PLUS digital file for unlimited
prints!! Westwood location. Call Jennif-
er:310-575-6638

MECHANIC TO YOUR DOOR I will repair

your car at your place. Call 310-824-0286,
310-993-1397 cell.

MEDICAL SCHOOL APPLICATION COUN-
SELING. Counseling by recently graduated
M.D. Specializing in applicatk>n essays/inter-

view-skills. Fee negotiable/money-back
guarantee Greg Freedman, M D 310-960-

3300/pager

NEED IT TYPED?
Don't have time or inclination? Profession-

al/degreed word processors specializing in

legal/psychological transcription and lengthy
academic papers, (legible drafts please)

$3/pg. student rate. $50/minimum, $i2/ptek-

up/delivery. Resumes/$40. 323-288-6805
any time.

Classifieds

825-2221

7000
Tutoring Offered

AAA TUTOR'S CLUB
A HOME TUTORING sendee for all subjects,

grades K-12. Lowest prices guaranteed! For
more information call 310-444-0449

AMERICAN HUSBAND (currently college in-

stnjctor. MBA Wharton. UPenn) and Korean
wife (UCLA Grad, middle school teacher) will

patiently tutor English speaking and writing.

310-559-0123.

ARABIC LESSONS: Call Mohammed. 310-
640-8577

CHEMISTRY ORGANIC CHEMISTRY
PHYSICS. BIOLOGY PHYSIOLOGY
STATS. By doctoral student, w/tots of teach-

ing experience Fee negotiable/money-t)ack

guarantee. Call Greg. 310-397-0547.

^mm

Daily Bruin Classified

7000
Tutoring Offered

MATH AND PHYSICS
TUTORING

OFFERED for all grade levels and most col-

lege level courses Group rates available.

Call:310-413-7620.

MATH TUTOR
For regular weekly appointments, all levels

$30Whour, Trig/Pre-Calculus, Calculus, Al-

gebra, Geometry UCLA Math BS. Graduated
honors. Jonathan:31 0-850-8849 323-734-

8321.

MY-TUTOR COM Math/Physics/Stalis-

tics/English/Hebrew, chemistry/biology
Law/Business Law, computer programming.
Computerized statistical analysis available.

Tutoring sen/ice. Call anytime. 800-90-TU-
TOR

PHYSICS AND MATH
Math/Physics major/student offers tutoring in

physics and math at all levels. Contact Sina:

(310)989-1491 or sina4© ucla.edu

RESEARCH PAPER TUTOR 4.0 grad and
published wnter offers pnvate tutoring sen/ic-

es. 213-390-3331.

WRITING TUTOR
Kind and patient Stanford graduate. Help
with the English language—for students of

all ages/levels. 310-440-3118

7100
Tutoring Wanted

TUTORS WANTED
AFTER-SCHOOL FOR grades K-12, in BH,
WLA, SM areas. Education majors and/or
graduate-level (in any field) a plus. $11.25-

15/hour. Call The Tutor's Club: 310-444-
0449

EXPERIENCED TUTOR WANTED, Must be
graduate student or TA For high school
student taking second year Spanish and
math 310-476-0766.

MATH AND ENGLISH COMP tutor needed
for 7lh grader Female English mapr pre-

ferred Beverty Hills area 310-271-9151,
310-342-3207.

MATH AND/OR SCIENCE GRAD STUDENT
wanted as tutor for 2nd-grade math. Prefer
male $40/hr, once a week Calabassas.
Kaylie 818-222-4942

SPANISH & ENGLISH TUTORMust have
own car, must relate well to students Santa

Monica, Los Angeles 310-679-2133.

WANTED: Chem tutor for high school junior

2days/wk, ihr/day. Please call 310-859-4544
daytime, 818-990-5694 evening, ask for Jen-
ny.

7200
Typing

WORD PROCESSING specializing in thes-

es, dissertations, transcription, legal, psych,
resumes, fliers, brochures, mailing lists, re-

ports. 310-828-6939

7AOO
Business Opportunities

$500-1 000/MONTH PfT
Seeking motivated students for marketing in-

ternet, cellular and long distance accounts.
Senous inquiries only. Call for rec. info:888-

432-4890.

ONLINE MARKETING
Leam the truth about online marketing!

http://hop.clk:kt)ank.net/hop.cgi?mvp777/

bigdogs

7500
Career Opportunities

ACCOUNTING DEPT
ASSISTANT

P/T entry level positton. M-F 2-6pm W/ some
flexibility. Basic computer knowledge, car
with insurance, good oral and written com-
munteation skills required. Good learning
opportunity $10/hr-»mileage 310-276-9166.

RN OR DENTAL STUDENT for MD office

near Beverty Hills on Saturday AM's or P/T.

Top salary. Call 323-939-2111
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Nutrition Classes
For more information about the

many free nutrition classes offered

this Spring turn to the ad on page 18

Visit the Ashe web site for nnore information, request

an appointment or ask a health related question-

www, studenthealth.ucla.edu

or call 825-4073

ucia Ashe Center

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

1 Expire, like a
subscription

6 Riviera resort

10 Labyrinth
14 Crosswise, at

sea
15 To be, to Henri
16 Widests
1

7

Tropical fruit

18 Wiener schnitzel

base
19 Corn discards
20 Use physical

force

22 "Rashomon"
director

Kurosawa
23 Incursion

24 Whenever
26 Salt LaKe City

player

29 Cable car
31 "— Town"
32 Dirty Harry, eg
33 Poet St. Vincent

Millay

34 Ready-built
38 San — Obispo
40 Canonized Mile.

42 Laze (around)
43 Video-game

center
46 Small amounts
49 Ajar, poetically

50 Act like a beau
51 Viking name
52 Soft

53 Draws off

57 — avis

59 Colorful

expression
60 Ballgame fare

65 Equipment
66 Satellite

67 Work with clay
68 Staffs

69 Designer
Cassini

70 Excellent.

In slang

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

M o P E S

1

L O G E
S

1
X E N A

A R R A Y Y V E A T O M
S
T

E
O

U L R A N T N U D E
OHv O 1 L E L A D E N

I^F R A N C^R 1 D E S

1S P R 1 N T |H A 1 K uk^
O^ L E O T A 8 T E l E A
W E A TH E R T H E, S T O R M
S A D A L 1 C E R A G E
Ibg R A P HHP HO T O 8
c H U R N Wmj R U T HMi

B o T Y T R Y O NHS O L
L o o T

1

M O O R

1

G R o P E
NE L K E A R L O R O M A

[ujsjsjR J E L L Y 1 E L D

4-24-01 '& 2001. Umied Feature Syndicate

71 Lotion

ingredient

72 Totals .

73 Feel

1

2
3
4
5
6
7

DOWN
Dawdles
Neighbor upon
Orchard tree

Enjoy
Stream forth

Reno residents
Centurksn's

road

8 Stuffs full

9 Electric —
10 Fish with a

silvery belly

1

1

Keep away from
12 Striped animal
13 Composition
21 Encircle

22 Chinese border
river

25 Alley - of the
comics

26 West Coast sch
27 Excursion

28 Film

spectacular
30 Dull finish

35 Hoodwink
36 Dog-food brand
37 Spouted, as a

whale
39 Carpenter's

device
41 Pieces of

jewelry
44 Tragic fate

45 Years on end
47 Radio part

48 Economizes
severely

53 Greek letter

54 Perfect

55 Chopin's
instrument

56 Rake over the
coals

58 Really go for

61 Did weeding
62 Valkyries' lord

63 Emeralds, eg.
64 Gin flavoring

1 2 3 4 b jHu 7 3 i |B°
lG ^0
H° B^

JHB^^ ^V''
^Hby ^v^
^V'!

^v'*^

Displa,

206-3060
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7500
Career Opportunities

• Earn $100-$200 a day
• 2 week training A Job

Ptacemeni iiKlixted

• It's not a tob -it's a PARTVIII

National Bartenders School

1 (800) 646 - MIXX (6499)
www. rmtionalt>.irtcn<Jcrs. colli

7700
Child Care Wanted

$12/H0UR
W0f3K»^ HOME PARENT needs assistant.

Now-June 15 MTW, need person 2/3 days,

3-6PM. Sate car. run errands, pick up two

ids Summer much more hours available.

310-399-3518

BABYSIT AT THE
BEACH

Caregivers needed to supervise infants and
toddlers. Fri 10am- 12pm for a Mommy and
me meditation class. Must be mature, re-

sponsible and love children. 310-581-9307.

BABYSITTER NEEDED lor 5 and 7 year-

olds. Weekend evening. Non smoking, gen-

tle, active, loves kids dogs and cats. Refer-

ences. $9/hour. Call Lisa 310-476-0242.

BABYSITTER NEEDED. Weekday even-

ngs Pick up 8-year-old from school in San-

ta Monica at 5:30 until 9 or 10. Possible live-

in, part trade. 820-0224. Ask for Victoria.

BABYSITTER/NANNY REQUIRED for coo-

lest 2-year-old ever seen Flexible hours,

^^af\ tune, Santa Mom;« Af»d Fdx tesuflw

and references to 310-394-9447. or email at

wiznick®aol com

EXCEPTIONAL P/T BABYSITTER WANT-
ED: For 2 exceptional young children. We
are seeking a highly reliable person who is

loving and has a sincere interest in child de-

velopment. Experience w/kids 4 own car a

must. 1-2 evenings/week plus 1-2 weekend
days. $12/hr Fax resume & references to

310-454-3994.

FUN, ENERGETIC, FEMALE BABYSITTER
needed Tues/Thurs.. flexible hrs 3 kids. Ex-

perience/References required. More hrs.

available In summer. Pacific Palisades 310-

454-1150.

MARY POPPINS TYPE
Weekend nanny/housekeeper needed + 3

weeknights. Arhve 7am Sat, leave 9pm Sun.

Bel-air. Experience/references required. Call

310-889-1840

SATURDAY NIGHT SITTER Female. Near
Beverly Glenn/Mulholland. $10/hour. Must
dnve. 310-550-7028

STEADY BABYSITTER NEEDED for 2-year-

old in Beverly Glenn Area. Call Jennifer at

818-905-0371

7800
Help Wanted

$$Get Paid For Your
Opinions!$$

Earn $15-$125 and more per survey!

www.money4opinlons.com

$10S20/HR Artist seeks totally clean-sha-

ven male, bi or gay preferred, under 21 for

figure modeling, etc. Inexperienced ok. Dan-
ny 818-980-1666

$15-$23/HR BRIGHT ENTHUSIASTIC peo-
ple to teach SAT prep and ALL Academic
Subjects. Transportation required. We will

tram Flexible hours Servj or fax cover let-

ter/resume, including test scores (SAT. GRE.
etc ) to ACE Educational Services, Attn Bar-

ry, 9911 W Pico Blvd. Ste PH-K, LA, CA
90035: Fax:310-282-6424 Positions avail-

able throughout LA and the Valley

$1 500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL Mailing our cir-

culars No expenence required. Free infor-

mation packet Call 202-466-1639.

^ENERGETIC PEOPLE
NEEDED!!!*

Busy Valley. Hollywood, or Santa Monica
office needs energetic people Bonuses!
310-395-7368

•MOVIE EXTRA WORK* Beats all jobs Start

immediately Great pay Fun/Easy No crazy

fees Program for free medical Call-24/hrs

323-850-4417

A PERFECT STUDENT
JOB!!!

AFTERNOONS DURING SCHOOL Fulltime

during Quarter Breaks and Summer Vaca-

tions! Work at the most famous tennis shop
in LA. Work experience not necessary. Mini-

mum pay $7 50/hr "String for the

pros'"Westwood Sporting Goods 1065 Gay-
ley Ave 310-208-6215

ACCESS TO A COMPUTER? PUT IT TO
WORK! Up to $25-75/hr PT/FT
www.EamE2bucks.coni. 888-715-4646

Classifieds

825-2221
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ACCOUNTING. A/R, collections. Close to

campus. Flexible hours 310-828-9900.

ADIMIN ASSISTANT front office, evenings

4pm-9pm M-Th. Also, assistant needed
days/afternoons to work w/director of opera-

tions $8/hr Contact Daniel Salazar dmgas-
socinc@earthlink.net, or fax resume 310-

479-7771.

Admin Assistant for

prominent Westside

art gallery
Train now-F/T by August. Must be fluent in

Spanish, detail-oriented. $10-12/hr+commis-
sion Fax resume:310-586-1712.

ADMIN ASSISTANT F/T position in Beverly

Hills. Microsoft Office a must. Email resume
employment@saybrex.com or fax 310-278-

0038. More info 310-278-2750.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT Will train. In

medical office 30-40hr, M-F 9:30-6:30pm.

Computer knowledge required. Salary and
benefits. 15-min to UCLA. 310-476-4205.

ASSISTANT NEEDED Windows proficient.

Car/insurance necessary. Accounting skiljg

preferred. Flexible hours. Notlress code.

$9/hour. Fax resume: 310-479-2402.

ASSISTANT Pn
For chairman of national company. Excellent

opportunity. Flexible P/T hours. Please call

Mona Andrews. 310-288-2513

ASSISTANT TO BUSY REALTOR in West-

wood Flexible hours. Need bright, computer
savvy, organized, articulate person w/front

office appearance. Win train. Fax resumes:
310-268-0665.

ATTENTION STUDENTS
AND FACULTY

Need Help. Seeking information regarding

apartments at 527 Midvale. It you are aware
of any complaints made to Midvale II Apart-

ments management regarding sliding glass

doors or balcony heights, landlord tenant dis-

putes, or tenant complaints at Midvale II

Apartments, please contact: 1-800-935-4844

AWESOME EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNI-
TY!! Part-time customer service position.

Flexible hours and excellent pay at $11/hr.

Call Rachel today at 310-479-3355.

BA/Masters level. Psychology major for job

as Psychometrist in NIH AIDS study. Must be
fluently bilingual (English, Spanish) and have
own car/license. Will train. For more info call

Allison/Dr. Singer 310-473-5500

BEACH CAMP SUMMER JOBS! Coun-
selors, Lifeguards, Craft Director; work
w/toddler-teens at Private Beach Club in SM
Call Andrea:310-395-3254,

TBC210@aol.com

BEHAVIOR SPEC/AIDE. 10-30 hours per

week, school and home,. background with

children important, Knowledge of autism

helpful, email landron@ucla,edu

BEVERLY HILLS AUTO DETAIL shop needs
hard-working, fast-paced, agressive people

to haridle top-notch cars. No expenence re-

quired. Flexible hours Ozzie:310-859-2870

tAMP COUNSELOR, 8/19-25, On-campus
residential film camp for bright engaging 10-

18 year-olds who happen to have high-lun-

tioning autism, email landron@ucla.edu.

CAMP COUNSELORS' needed lor local

summer day camp Beach/aquatic expen-

ence in swimming, surting. sailing, or jet ski-

ing a plus. Competitive salanes. 818-996-

4780

CAMP TAKAJO for Boys., Naples. Maine,
TRIPP LAKE CAMP for Girls, Poland, Maine.
Picturesque lakefront locations, exceptional
facilities. Mid-June thru- mid-August. Over
too counselor positions in tennis, swimming,
land sports, water sports, tnpping. outdoor
skills, theatre arts, fine arts, music, nature
study, secretarial.- Call Takajo at 800-250-
8252 or Tripp Lake at 800-997-4347 Submit
application on-line at ww)(K.taka|o.com or trip-

plakecamp com

CLERICAL/CUSTOMER SERVICE MF.
304-hrs/wk. Good phone and English skills,

detail-oriented, reliable WLA, $9.50-$10/hr

310-826-3759ext229

COMEDIC WRITER
Looking tor comedic writer needed for a fe-

male comedian Should have stand-up
comedic material. Female preferred. P/T.

$10/hr. 310-236-1184 leave message. .

COMPANION
For developmentally disabled 16-year-old

girl, hours flexible. $12/hour. Need own
transportation Fluent in English. 310-839-
3732

COMPANION FOR
ELDERLY LADY

Mon-Fri. Late afternoons to early evening,
some weekends Must have car Bel Air. 310-
889-9765.

COMPANION For retired 92-yo female phar-

macist. 3 hours. 2 times a week. Need car.

310-277-7818.

7800
Help Wanted

7800
Help Wanted

7800
Help Wanted

We have spring & summer positions available.

~\

LOOKING FOR FLEXIBLE HOURS?

$8.34

/HR.
PLUS
BONUS

'^Convenient

Scheduling

(Mon.-FrL

evenings &
Sat.,Sun.)

^Build Your

Resume

"Speak Directly

to Alumni
^** We are an

equal opportunity

employer

Call Sandin for Appointment

3 1 0-794-0277
1083 Gayley Ave. 4th

ennail callcenter® support.ucla.eclu

.VV( KxjH'nitin' .Xetessun
M«n. WiiMicfi diildnti all i>^ m«s

race. lA tllim (>»inntetnids .Magazines

/iir/ufsinuil tiiWnicu call iion

310.659.7000

DAY CAMP
Summer. Swimming, beaches, horses &
more, www.daycampjobs com.

Canyon Creek SporU Carrp

Rttidanlial Sumnwr Camp CounMlor/SpaciaiitI
We are looWng tor •nttmsasiic. reiponnM. wan lounded

stafi nMmbflrs tor ourio-nmk OtMfM mortt Md camp
program. OMn mdude taacting and partttipalMg m vartoua

sports, aril and crafts and drama activtties Mud ba ai laaat

iSyearsoWpratoraMy wittii or 2 years of camp axpenance

6/19 • 8/25/01 $1,800 and up (213) 749-0468

DAY CAMP-SUMMER
Seek staff w/summer home in or near the

San Fernando or Conejo Valleys, Oxnard.
Simi, Malibu. misc. Instructors & General
couns. $2750-3500+ for summer. 888-

784-CAMP www workatcamp com

COUNSELORS AND
INSTRUCTORS

In an, swimming, nature, video and ropes

needed by Tumbleweed Day Camp. Must be
responsible, energetic and enjoy working

witti children 310-472-7474

COUNSELORS/FUTURE TEACHERS
needed for summer program at Crossroads
School in Santa Monica. Perfect lor elemen-
tary education majors Email resume to

gcuddy@xrds.org. EOE

CSO OFFICE
ASSISTANT

Office assistant needed to work Tuesday &
Thursday 10-4pm at our Westwood Police

Station. Starting rate $8.47/hr Must be a

UCLA student w/at least one yr remaining.

Training provided lor clerical and public rela-

tions duties For details call 310-206-5473

CSOs NOW HIRING
Do Good and get paid Pay $8 47 to

$10.65/hr Must be a UCLA student w/U
academic years remaining with valid driver's

license Web: www.ucfxl. ucla.edu/ucpd/cso

Email: csoOucpd.ucla.edu. Phone: 310-

825-2148

DAY CAMP - SUMMER
Seek staff w/summer home in or near the

San Fernando or Cone)o Valleys, Oxnard,
Simi, Malibu. misc Instructors & General
couns. $2750-3500+ for summer. 888-

784-CAMP www.worKalcamp.com

DAY CAMP
COUNSELORS

Pali Camp now hihng enthusiastic coun-

setors! Summer fun includes jet skiing,

amusement parks, beach days, paintball and
morel 19 and up. Call Jacque: 310-477-

2700x14.

DENTAL ASSISTANTS. Pari Time. Nice
Offices. Brentwood and Westwood 310-824-

2225

DO CATS MAKE YOU
WHEEZE?

If you are allergic to cats, you may qualify to

participate in research study of an investiga-

tional medication If you qualify, you will re-

ceive study related medication and up to

$250.00 compensation for your time. If inter-

ested, please call Jonathan Corren, M.D. at

310-477-1734 ext.242

DRIVER NEEDED
FEMALE DRIVER NEEDED: Pick-up stud-
ent from school in Santa Monica® 3pm.
Drive to after-school activities Valid drivers

license/insurance. 310-454-7296

DRIVER WANTED: 2-3 weekday afternoons
for senior. $lO/hr Must have own car, valid

CDL. proof of insurance, good driving record
310-474-0336

DRIVER/HELPER
Female UCLA student needed tor kids after-

school programs everyday between 3-7pm.
Hours are flexible, $10-12/hr. 310-888-0021,

close to UCLA.

EARN $20/HOUR + receive 50% off Own
Nextel cellular phone! 10 people needed
ASAP Call today. Contact Emeka at 310-

628-8113.
*

EARN $200 A DAY!
No experience necessary

TV commercials

Music videos

310-358-5147

EARN$$$ from home! 25 P/T psychic taro

card readers needed now for extremely busy
line. Up to $l2/hr. No lee. Choose your own
hours 818-882-9465.

EL€MENTARY SCHOOL ON CAMPUS
needs Extended Day TA's for summer pro-

gram July2-July27, 12-3:45pm/daily. Job
resumes in September for tall,

mparksOucla.edu/310-206-5194.

ENTREPRENEURS
WANTED

Marketing group seeks motivated enttKisias-

tlc individuals. Work 4 hours/week and make
$5000/month Ideal for students 310-281-

1138.

EVENT STAFF/
SECURITY

For sports, corKerts, TV shows, conven-
tions. 18+ with clean background Great job

for students You pick your assignments.
213-748-7223.

F/T EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT for CEO of In-

temational Group in MDR. Dynamic, top

computer.writing,organizational skills and
references Fax resume&salary require-

ments 310-823-6143

FEMALE MODELS
NEEDED

Immediate work for 18 yrs+, all races, all

ages, adult internet, video modeling.
$100/hour. Get your own website. 818-694-
2687. janieroOatt net

FUN SUMMER
Swimming, horses, beaches and more.

wwwdaycampjobs.com.

GENERAL OFFICE/filing/answer telephone.
Close to campus, flex hours. 310-828-9900.

GIRLS wanted at exclusive social club in

WLA. Conversation and dancing. 18+ years
old. Flexible hours. Earn top $$$. 310-313-
2989.

LIBRARY JOBS. Shelving and other stacks
duties, 12-19 hrs/wk $6.83/hr to start.

STUDENTS ONLY apply at Young Research
Library Rm 11617 or call Antigone Kutay
310-825-6982.

MAKE MONEY BY SMOKING Attractive f-

smokers for special video project. Good pay
Call toll-free at:888-280-6886.

MALE MODELS
Have a great face or body? GET REC-
OGNIZED in Playgirl-style publications. Must
be 18-24. Beginners welcome. Highest im-

mediate pay w/headshots Paid screen test.

Jeff0213-748-4555ext. '11, jwhiteOou-
nique.com

MEDICAL RECEPTIONIST For busy BH
demiatology office. 30+hrs. References re-

quired. Call Diane 310-273-<;)467

P/T DAY CARE ASSISTANT needed for Fri-

days 8-5 30pm Some ECE or CD units pre-
ferred and experience working w/pre-kinder-
garten chikJren. 310-459-0920

Dispia*

206

7800
Help Wanted

P/T employment available to UCLA students

in 24-hour on-campus hotel. $7.83/hr. Apply

at 310-825-2923 or http://www.ho-

tels.ucla.edu

P/T EVENT SECRETARY (mental health cli-

nic), ASAP, to November. 15hrs/week. Mon-
Fri, 9-5(flexible) $lO/hour. Good on phiones,

well-organized, general office, computer
skills, fax resume to WILA 310-277-8903.

- - -

P/T OK.
F/T PREFERRED

Property Management Company needs help

with secretarial/leasing. Must have car. Fax
resume: 310-470-6755. Call: 310-470-1112.

P/T-F/T Medical Receptionists. Must have
excellent phone voice and medical office ex-

perience Call Mandy 310-274-8353

PART TIME RECEPTIONIST WANTED
Westwood driving school. Call for infonna-

tion. 310-824-4444.

PART-TIME ADMIN. ASSISTANT. Duties in-

clude answering phones, light typing, organ-

ization, office errands, light filing. & collating

documents. Must be bright, enthusiastic, de-

tail-oriented, & able to perform a variety of

tasks simultaneously. Send cover letter and
resume to ACE Educational Services.

AttnBrian, 9911 W. Pico Blvd., Suite PH-K,
LA CA 90035. or fax to 310-282-6424

PASADENA AREA SUMMER DAY CAMP
now hiring energetic and responsible people

for counselor positions. Looking tor group

counsek)r, lifeguards and wranglers. Spend
your summer outside making new friends.

Call TOM SAWYER CAMP 626-794-1156 or

www.tomsawyBrcamps.com _

c?

PAY IS $11/HR
WANTED FOR SHERMAN OAKS (25 min-

utes from UCLA campus) pension actuarial

offk:e tor 20+hours per week+tull-time sum-
mer: two (2) high achiever students in Ac-

counting, Math, Econ, Business for Pension

& Acturial Admin: one (1) teariess student

with good marketing skills for telephone+ in-

person marketing pensk^n services to ac-

countants...pay is $l1/hr for each job. Fax
resume & DPR to 818-769-4694 Call 818-

769-4600 any Q's.

PERSONAL ASST.
FOR BUSY UCLA PROFESSOR. Seeking

UCLA student to do shopping, errarxJs. filing,

telephones, and very light housekeeping

Must have car, flexible schedule. $12/hr, 15-

20 hrs/wk. 310-206-9082.

PROGRAMMERS
To help buikj online entertainment networt<.

HTML, graphics, database, flash anima-

tion/game design skills. www.p-d-

n.com/jobs. info0p-d-n.com, 310-989-3114.

RESPITE COMPANION
$10-$12/hr DOE-PT/Flexible hours. Provide

respite for families with children with devel-

opmental disabilities. Paid training provided.

Toll free into:877-924-2220 E-mall:rokel-

lyOiaba.com. Fax:310-649-3109 Visit us at

www.iat>a.com

RESTAURANT IN MIRACLE MILE area cel-

ebrating decade in business. Looking for

waitress/waiter. P/Tor FAT. Call 323-852-

1915 Asklor Nir.

REWARDING/FUN
Summer Swimming, beaches, horses &
more, www.daycampjobs.com.

SALES POSITION available for Internet e-

commerce company. Salary+commission.
Call 310-234-0784. Fax: 310-234-0786.
Email: JobsOelectrobuy.com

SUMMER AT THE
BEACH AND MTNS

• FUN WORK WITH CHILDREN IN THE OUT-
.'" DOORS. 7-week day program, 2-weeks
» Sierra Sleepaway. June 25-August 24 Ex-

I
perience with children and water activities.

*, $330+bonus/week. Call 310-826-7000 or

I
www.SierraAdventureCamps.com

SUMMER CAMP
DIRECTOR

Private Beach Club seeking experierKed

Head Coach to supervise social and recrea-

tional activiites for children ages 3-14 years

Salary commensurate with experierKe. Con-
tact Dale:310-454-1391 or Fax resume:310-

454-2266.

SUMMER CAMP
COUNSELORS

Decathlon Sports Club Located in Palo Alto.

6/25-8/17, $78-$92/day,9am-4pm camp-
jobOyahoo.com

SUMMER DAY CAMPS
San Fernar>do or Conejo Valleys. Oxnard.
Simi, Malibu. Misc. Instructors & General
couns. $2750-3500+ for summer 888-784-

CAMP www workatcamp com

SUMMER DAY CAMPS
San Fernando or Conejo Valleys, Oxnard,
Simi, Malibu. Misc. Instructors & General
couns. $2750-3500+tor summer 888-784-
CAMP, www workatcamp com.

Classifieds

825-2221

7800
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SUMMER JOB
GRAD/UNDERGRAD Psychology.education

or speech to be a camp aide tor a special

needs child. 6/25-8/25. Valerie:8l8-907-

0367.

SUMMER JOBS!
The Marcia Israel Day Camp is rww hiring

Senior and Junior Counselors and an Art

Teacher for Summer 2001 Spirited, energe-
tic, patient, experienced candidates who love

workir)g with young cNWren should call 310-

445-1280 6x1.150.

SUMMER JOBS! WEST Los Angeles day-

camp hiring energetic counselors, lifeguards,

and specialists. Call Tiffany at 310-399-

2267

SUMMER SPORTS
CAMP COUNSELORS

Prime Time Sports Camp is now hiring for

summer 2001. Sports background and ex-

perience working with children required.

9:30AM-3:30PM. M-F. 6/25/01-8/31/01. WLA
and Palisades. Peter:310-288-4132

SWIMMING INSTRUCTORS at client

homes $20-$24/hr. Strong lesson-teaching

experience with small children. Summer em-
ployment. Call John 818-781-7676 ext. 1.

UCLA RECREATION
SUMMER CAMP JOBS

GREAT MONEYI GREAT TIME! We need
energetic people to be summer camp coun-
selors. Pay is $7.38-$11.00/hr. Morning, af-

ternoon, all-day shifts available. Call 310-
206-1787. Applications available at John
Wooden Center.

8400
Apartments for Rent

VET TECHS
Needed for busy a animal hospital in Culver
City. Call Oscar at:310-559-3770 or fax your
resume at:310-659-9447

WANTED: People who want to lost weight.
310-884-8746. 24 hour message.

WEB DESIGNER
NEEDED!

Prr on campus. $l2/hr History-Geogra-

phy project. Contact April Yi: 310-206-

9796, yiOgseis.ucla.edu.

WLA FINANCE CO. Recently named 43-rd

fastest growing co. in America by Inc maga-
zine, seeks motivated individuals to assist

account executive w/lead generation via

telephone for our lease/loan products to

businesses. Fun environment. Salary $10-

$12/hr+bonuses. Fax resume 310-737-1974
or email steves@alliancecap.com.

WORK from home in the US or in an interna-

tional business. 24 hour message 310-884-
8748.

8000
Internships

FREE ARTS FOR ABUSED CHILDREN IS

SEEKING UNPAID INTERNS. PLEASE
CONTACT JANNA AT 310-313-4ART.

URBAN VISION ENTERTAINMENT TEMP
p/t. Movie marketing paid/class credit possi-

t)le. Working with publications, radio, etc.

Exp preferred. 323-292-0147.

8200
Temporary Employment

HEAD FRESHMAN BOYS BASKETBALL
COACH: Experience playing and coaching
needed. $2800-3200 tor the season 5 days
a week from 2:30 to 5:00, with a few Satur-
day games. The season t^egins in November
and runs through February Please fax

resumes only!! Fax to 310-288-3286

8300
Volunteer

HOTLINE VOLUNTEERS NEEDED by the
Suicide Prevention Center. Excellent volun-
teer opportunity. Next training starts May 5.

Please call 310-751-5330 (Culver City).

fjSCA^t

WESTWOOD CLOSE
. TO EVERYTHING
2 BEDROOM. 1.5 Bath Bright, spacious,

newly remodeled, pnme location, close to

UCLA, transportation Pool, garage, pa-

tio, quiet No pets $1395 310-475-2594.

310-207-7209.

housing
8400-9800

•WESTWOOD VILLAGE, MIDVALE N OF
LEVERING. LARGE 2-BDRM APT GAR-
DEN VIEW, DINING ROOM, UNIQUE,
CHARM. FRONT AND REAR ENTRANCE
310-839-6294.*

1-MINUTE TO UCLA
1 bdrm w/deck, furnished, bright, clean, se-

curity entrance, large closets, pool, lyr

lease. $1300/mo. 310-824-1830

BEL AIR guest house, pet okay, beautiful

view ot city, gated. $750. 310-395-RENT
wwwwestsiderentals.com

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. 1&2BEDR00M
$895&UP. LARGE. UNUSUAL CHARM.
SOME SPANISH STYLE W/HARDWOOD
FLOORS. ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS
310-839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS guest house. Great neigh-

borhood, refrigerator, stove, cable ready,

parking included. $975. 310-395-RENT
www.allofLA.com

BRENTWOOD apartment. Great area
Hardwood floors, pool, parking $700. 310-

395-RENT. www.westsiderentals.com

BRENTWOOD beautiful, bachelor, walk-in

otosets, tuHbath, refrigeratof. $635. 310-396-

RENT. www.westsiderentals.com

BRENTWOOD, $1650. 2bd/2bth, front,up-

per. balcony, refrigerator/stove, car-

pet/drapes, parking, laurxlry, no pets, near

UCLA, by appt, 11728 Maytield #6. 310-271-

6811.

MALIBU pet okay, private toom. refrigerator,

stove, patio, quiet neigtiborhood, yard, 30
second walk to beach, utilities included.

$650. 310-395-RENT www.westsideren-
tals.com

MAR VISTA spacious, (upper), unfurnished,

1 bedroom, refrigerator, stove, balcony, laun-

dry, parking included. $750. 310-395-RENT.
www.westsiderentals.com

* PALMS *
4BD, 3BA + LOFT TOWNHOME, FP,

CENTRAL AIR/HEAT, GATED
GARAGE. SEC ALARM, CAT OK

3670 MIDVALE AVE.

$2395/MO

2BD. 2BA TOWNHOME, FP,

CENTRAL AIR/HEAT GATED
GARAGE, SEC. ALARM. CAT OK

3614 FARIS DR.

$1395/MO

* MAR VISTA *
1 191 3 AVON WAY. $1 295/MO.

11748 COURTLEiGH OR. $1 295/MO.

(310)391-1076
Open House 7 Days a Week 10 - 4 PM !

MIRACLE MILE
Large single $875. Wood floors, walk-in clos-

et, refngerator, stove, cabinets, front door
and back door, laundry room Small pets ok,

street parking. 310-870-1757.

N. WESTWOOD VILLAGE. Large, charming
1BD on Kelton $1400 Agent:31 0-268-2800.

PACIFIC PALISADES guesthouse, 1 bed-
room, pnvate, quiet, mountain view, ocean
view, near ocean, parking included. $1125.

310-395-RENT. www.westsiderentals.com

PACIFIC PALISADES guesthouse. 1 bdrm, 1

bath, PCH/Sunset, refrigerator, stove, pri-

vate, quiet, gated tiouse, mountain view, and
partial ocean view, parking included. $1,125.

310-395-RENT
www.westsiderentals.com

PALMS 2 bedrooms, 1 5 bath, cat okay, bal-

cony, walk-in closets, laundry, quiet neigh-

borhood, bright, parking ir>cluded $875. 310-
395-7368 www westsiderentals com

PALMS craftman house. 1 bedroom, 1 bath,

hardwood floors, yard, large rooms, parking
included $950 310-395-RENT www.west-
siderentals.com

PALMS traditional 2 bedrooms, 1 5 bath, cat
okay, twlcony, walk-in closets, laundry, quiet

neighborhood, bright, parking included
$875 310-395-RENT www westsideren-
tals.com

PALMS triplex, unfurnished, 1 bedroom,
hardwood floors, W/D hookups, bright, car-

port parking. $695 310-395-RENT
www.westsiderentals.com

PALMS Single apt from $575, Ibdmn $695,
$600d6posit 1-year lease only Stove, re-

trig.carpets, vert blinds. 310-837-1502
leave message 8am-5pm only.

8400
Apartments for Rent

SANTA MONICA 1)2BEDROOM/1 5.Bath

Townhouse, Washer/Dryer. Dishwasher.

Fridge, Microwave, Garage, $2500. 2)1 -bed-

room. 500sq/ft, Stove, Fridge, Washer/Dryer,

Utilities included, garage, $1100 310-450-

0828

SANTA MONICA 2 bedrooms, refrigerator,

stove, balcony, walk-in closets, garage
$1,375. 310-395-RENT www.westsideren-

tals.com

SANTA MONICA apartment in a 5 unit build-

ing. Pet okay, unfumished, 2 bedrooms,
parking included, close to SMC $950. 310-

395-RENT. www.westsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA apartment Great loc&tion,

bachelor, refrigerator, month-to-month. $625
310-395-RENT www.westsiderentals com

SANTA MONICA beautiful apartment Upper,

unfurnished, studio, 1 bath North of

Wilshire, best part of Santa Monica, refnger-

ator, bright, full bath and shower. $650. 310-

395-RENT www westsiderentals com

SANTA MONICA completely furnished. 1

bedroom, refrigerator, stove, bright, newly

renovated, gated community, gated parking,

utilities paid. Contact Penny: 310-828-9389

$950. 310-395-RENT. www.westsideren-
tals.com

SANTA MONICA completely furnished. 1

bedroom, pool, laundry, quiet neighborhood,

bright, gated parking, utilities paid. $950.

310-395-RENT. www.westsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA craftsman guest house.
Utilities included, refrigerator, stove, high
ceilings. $1,050. 310-395-RENT wwwwest-
siderentals.com

SANTA MONICA HOUSE 2 bedrooms, patio,

hardwood floors, pantry, carport parting,

bright $1,425. 310-395-RENT www.west-
siderentals.com

SANTA MONICA house. 2 bedrooms, hard-
wood floors, W/D hookups, tile kitchen, park-
ing included, yard. $1500 310-395-RENT
www.westsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA spacious triplex (upper),

unfurnished, 1 t>edroom, cat okay, refrigera-

tor, stove, hardwood floors, large closets.

$1,050 310-395-RENT www west-
siderentals com

SANTA MONICA—furnished, private room,
refrigerator, stove, patio, commuter apt utili-

ties included $325. 310-395-RENT
wwwwestsiderentals.com

VENICE guesthouse, walk to beach, pet
okay, unfurnished, 1 bedroom, 1 bath, patio,

hardwood floors, large closets, W/D
hookups, bright. $900 310-395-RENT
wwwwestsiderentals.com

WEST LOS ANGELES duplex 1 bedroom,
refrigerator, stove, garage. $800 310-395-

RENT. www.westsiderentals com

WEST LOS ANGELES guest house Pet

okay, refrigerator, stove, W/D hookups, pari<-

ing. $800. 310-395-RENT www.westsider-

entals.com

WEST LOS ANGELES pet okay, 2 bed-

rooms, big bright and airy rooms. Large
kitchen. Parking included. $895. 310-395-

7368. www.westsiderentals.com

WEST LOS ANGELES private room, UCLA
student prefened, parting included. $550.

310-395-RENT. www.westsiderentals com

WESTCHESTER 2 bedroom, laundry,

garage, month-to-month. $750. 310-395-

RENT wwwwestsiderentals.com

WESTWOOD
ACROSS FROM UCLA

Spacious, bnght Ibdrm and pnvate patio,

avail mid-May. Hardwood floors, full kitchen,

large closets, laundry, 2-car parking, $1400
No pets. Also, ItxJrm upper avail Sept 1,

$1400. 310-234-8278.

WESTWOOD
RESIDENTIAL AREA

Ibdrm/lbth apartment downstairs in beauti-

ful Westwood home w/privale entrance. Ap-
prox.. 600 sq.ft. Pool privileges negotiable

$950/mth including all utilities Available

4/15. Call 310-446-1353

WESTWOOD
Spacious studio near campus $975. Gated
part<ing, pool School&city busses, 1- blocks

10969 Wellworth, 111 310-445-3355

~ WESTWOOD
WALK TO UCLA

Spacious, bnght 2 and 3bdrm apartments
Quiet building, hardwood floors, large clos-

ets, laundry, parting. Available one year
lease in August No pets. 2bdrm $1850.
3bdrm $2600. 310-234-8278.

WESTWOOD 1 bedroom, 1 bath, walking
distance to UCLA, cat okay refrigerator,

stove, very nice & clean, quiet building.

$915. 310-395-RENT www weslsideren-
tals.com

WESTWOOD bachelor, refrigerator, laundry,

walk to campus, utilities included $625. 310-
395-RENT. wwwwestsiderentals.com

8^00
Apartments for Rent

WESTWOOD contemporary guest house
Patio, quiet neighborhood, bright, yard

$550 310-395-RENT www westsideren-
tals com

WESTWOOD fully furnished luxury condo to

share, private bedroom, dishwasher, bal

cony, W/D, Jacuzzi, sauna, heated pool, ten-

nis, direct TV, parking included, month-to-
month. $500 310-395-RENT www westsid-

erentals.com

WESTWOOD private room, refrigerator,

stove, laundry, parking included, month-to-
month, utilities included Contact: Leave a
message 310-446-6207 $585 www westsid-

erentals.com. 310-395-RENT
*. .11— .-I I ,. — ,, |^

WESTWOOD townhouse, 2 bedroom, 1.5

bath, cat okay, refrigerator, stove, hardwood
floors, pool, partying included $1,295 310-

395-RENT www westsiderentals com

WESTWOOD townhouse, pel okay. 1 bed-
room, 1 bath, w/c pet, refrigerator, stove, bal-

cony, gated part<ing. $895 310-395-RENT
wwwwestsiderentals.com

WESTWOOD townhouse 2 bedrooms, 15
bath, cat okay, refrigerator, stove, harwood
floors, pool, pari<ing included. $1,295. 310-

395-RENT www.westsiderentals com

WESTWOOD townhouse 2 bedrooms, 15
baths, cat okay, refrigerator, stove, hard-

wood floors, pool, parking included. $1,295.
310-395-7368 wwwwestsiderentals.com

WESTWOOD townhouse Pet okay, unfur-

nished, 1 bedroom, refrigerator, stove, bal-

cony, laundry, gated parking. $895. 310-395-

RENT. www westsiderentals com

WESTWOOD VILLAGE l-BEDROOfw^
$1400, 2-BEDROOM, 2-Bathroom $2000; 3-

Bedroom, 2 Bathroom $2900; Parking, 1-

year lease, no pets, 10943 Roebling. Avail-

able 7/7/01. 310-471-7073.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE: Large 1 -Bedroom,

$1500. Hardwood floors, fireplace, parking,

1-year lease, no pets, available 6/19/01. 925
Gayley Ave. 310-471-7073.

WESTWOOD 2BDRM/2BATH $1450 AND
UP TILE KITCHEN, STEPDOWN LIVING
ROOM, HIGH CEILING. CHARM. 1 MILE
SOUTH OF WILSHIRE. SOME W/BAL-
CONY310-839-6294

WESTWOOD. Across UCLA, upscale, one
and two bedrooms, full-kitchen, air condi-

tioned, parking, one year lease, 445 Land-

fair Taking reservations 310-824-1969

WESTWOOD. Walk to UCLA 2bdrm/2bth,

gated part<ing, rooftop spa, quiet building,

accepting reservations lor Summer and Fall

$1895-$2275 512 Veteran 310-208-2655

WESTWOOD/century city ad) unfurnished,

studio, full bath, (spacious unit), controlled

access, large closets, cathedral ceiling, pull-

man kitchen, carport parking $700 310-

395-RENT www.westsiderentals com

WLA AMAZING DEAL 1629 Brockton. Sin-

gle $650. Full kitchen, refrigerator, cable-

ready, vertical blinds, gated, quiet area.

310-479-8876

WLA $945 HxJrm, patio, new carpet, no
pets 11980 Nebraska #8 Open. 310-459-

4088.

8600
Condo/Townhouse for Rent

VENICE 2 bedrooms. 2 baths, dishwasher,
microwave, A/C, large closets, parking in-

cluded. $1225. 310-395-RENT www.west-
siderentals.com

8700
Condo/Townhouse for Sale

NEAR NATIONAL AND SEPULVEDA: Beau-
tiful 2bdrm/2bth co-op apartment w/separafe
dining room. On quiet, landscaped grounds
Asking $199,000. 818-986-6870

8800
Guesthouse for Rent

BEL AIR GUEST
HOUSE

Cozy and quiet room w/bathroom+balcony
Share laundry, $750/month lyr lease Fur-

nished/unfurnished No pets. Rati:21 3-840-

2676, 310-471-7577.

SANTA MONICA pet okay, private room,
refrigerator, stove, dishwasher, balcony, uiet

neighborhood- $600 310-395-RENT
www westsiderentals com

8900
House for Rent

SANTA MONICA. Lady to Share with lady,

now beautiful large house. Air Conditioning,

pnvate Cable Television, $790 including utili-

ties 310-275-8887.

VENICE 2bedrooms, 2 baths, refngerator,

stove, dishwasher, balcony. NC. walk-in
closets, quiet neighborhood, parking
$1,250 310-395-RENT www westsideren-
tals.com
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9000
House for Sule

PERU 2BED/2BATH. 984 square ft House
in beach town 30 minutes south from Lima.

$16,000 213-625-0525.

9200
Housing Needed

HOUSING NEEDED
Trying to rent your space in the West-

wood area or nearby? Have a great deal?

Easily solve your rental problem with one
simple call. Avoid the hassle of renting. 3

UCLA students are seeking an apart-

ment, house, guesthouse or condo to

share (2+2 or 2+1.5) to move in late

June/early July lyr lease ok. Must in-

clude 2 parking spaces and be reason-

ably priced. Please call Stephanie:3l0-

702-6455 (Leave message).

TWO UCLA GRAD STUDENTS seeking

West Los Angeles summer sublet.'One Bed-

room. 5-6 month range.

Email: eceleboglu@yahoo.com.

9300
Room for Help

ROOM/BOARD IN EXCHANGE for P/T

home care for young professional disabled

Early AM/late PM, 5 days/wk. Experience

Preferred WLA 310-312-0815.

9AOO
Room for Rent

BRENTWOOD F/NS/NP Females only Bed,

bath&tull access to large, beautiful home.

Share w/(amily, $750 310-395-0623

"BRENTWOOD: Attractive, quiet home. Fur-

nished, huge private bath. Wood floors Ca-
ble, fridge/microwave. 1.5miles UCLA Near
bus Available 6/1. 310-472-4419

CULVER CITY: Ibdrm/pnvate bath. Fur-

nished, phone line, security parking. Student

preferred. Non-smoker. Secuhty deposit

$250. $600/mth 310-397-8684 ask for Carol

PRIVATE GUESTROOM WEST-
WOODA/VALK UCLA- beautiful house w/pri-

vale enlrance/bath/backyard. Laundry/Kitch-

en privileges. N/S female tenant $785+utili-

ties 310-446-9556

PRIVATE ROOM W/BATHROOM: lOmin.

from campus. Utility included Parking avail-

able. Furnished or unfurnished. $500/mth.

310-836-4850

ROOM FOR RENT in Westwood adjacent

house. Own bathroom. Preferred females

Must be quiet, neat, clean, non-smoker
$475/mo+utilities. 310-470-7032.

ROOM W/ Private bath, Beverly Hills, on

busline For 1or2. $650 for 1, $800 lor 2.

310-275-9403.

WEST LA/PALMS Female Roommate need-

ed in 2bdrm/2.5bth condo. Gated, under-

ground parking, washer/dryer in unit, partial-

ly-furnished. $850/month+utilities. 310-386-

8824.

9500
Roommates-Private Room

1 Ml SOUTH UCLA 2bed/1bath to share own
room Female, non-smoking, parking wash-

er/dryer,. $675/month. +750 security. Avail-

able 5/1. 310-770-1062.

SEEKING SINGLE to share beautiful

2bdrm/2bath apt. Own room/bath. Cov-

ered/gated parking, washer/dryer inside apt.

mostly furnished, cable. Close to UCLA.
Must be clean, no pe\s, non-smoking. Avail

May 1. $890/month. Call Fahti 310-260-

1165, 310-429-4142 evenings.

SEPULVEDAA/ENICE, 2+1 Own bed, share

l^ath. students preferred, no pets. Avail now,

10-min to UCLA, $475. Frank

flanOucla.edu, day:310-966-5320. even-

ings 310-202-1196.

9500
Roommates-Private Room

WEST LOS ANGELES, share beautiful

house. Large bedroom, laundry facilities, of-

fice space, dining room, kitchen, etc. close to

UCLA and blue bus. $700/month. 310-479-

2285.

WESTWOOD: Beautiful room and private

bath in 6-unit condo buikJing. Close to cam-
pus. $600/mth. 310-473-8538.

WESTWOOD: Private rm+bth in 2bdrm/2bth.

Pool, Jacuzzi, parking. A/C. Seeking clean,

responsible, non-smoker; female preferred,

9 month min. commitment. $775/mth+utili-

ties 310-613-3935

WLA-FEMALE ONLY furnished room,

2bdrm/apt. $350+1/2utilities. 10-min to

UCLA. Near Bus line, market, shopping No
smoking/pets. Prefer UCLA student/faculty.

310-478-7472.

9600
Roommates-Shared Room

GAYLEY NEXT TO UCLA large room to

share in 2t)drm/2bth. private condo. Fully-

fumished. balcony, garage, non-smoking fe-

male only $500/month. 310-208-7748.

WESTWOOD- share w/1 girt in 2bed/bath.

ASAP! Great location and parking.

$575/month. 310-722-7086.

WESTWOOD-Gorgeous Wilshire Apartment.

Need roommate to share huge bedroom, in

2bdrm apartment with two students. Avail-

able now! 5 min from UCLA. Students Pre-

ffered. $525/mo. Call 310-927-3293

9700
Sublets

403 LANDFAfR: Acfose sifeel from campus
Master bedroomAjath. underground parking.

Will sublet to one/two people. 6/18-9/13.

$975/mth. 310-824-3537

437 GAYLEY Pink Palace. Beautiful

2bdrm/2bth. w/2balconies. trench doors,

spacious. 3 underground parking spots, par-

tially furnished. Late June-8/31. $2150/mo.
Please call Julie or Silvia at 310-824-5542

631 KELTON 750+sq.ft.! 1bd/1.5bath, Gor-

geous Furniture! June 15-August 5, gated

parking space, batoony, pool, laundry Only

$937/month. ginak@ucla.edu. Call 310-991-

4462.

BEAUTIFUL 2-BEDROOM APARTMENT
Hardwood floors, newly furnished, parking,

full kitchen. Absolutely gorgeous. Must be
seen!!! $1900/mo. Call Marjorie 310-208-

2120

KELTON AND LEVERING. Cute cozy apt.

Share w/great roommates! Private room and
parking spot Available June 1st. $550. 310-

208-6839.

SPACIOUS, SUMMER APARTMENT:
3bdrm/l .5bth. Pool, fun balcony, 4-5 sublet-

.ers, preferably female, males okay.

$430/mth-dependent. 424 Landfair Ave
Apt.1. 310-824-2942

STRATHMORE, BALCONY OVERLOOKS
pool/spa. Fully Furnished, 2BD/2BA. Huge!
1130 sqft. DSL. Mini-Bar. $470/month. Best

Damn Place in Westwood, Bar-none. 310-

824-2009.

9700
Sublets

SUMMER SUBLET. Large 1 -bedroom
apartement for 2-3 people ll85/mo. Park-

ing. Laundry. Balcony Strathmore/Levering.

310-208-6875.

SUMMER SUBLETS
NEEDED

Law firm seeks furnished westside. South

Bay Pasadena sublet. Only from May-Aug.

No share situations please. Include cross-

street. Leave detailed message at 213-680-

8589

VETERAN/SANTA MONICA. Room in a
2bdrm+l.5bth furnished apt. Middle May-
Aug (neg). $600/month. Female preferred.

Call Flavia at 310-473-8439.

WESTWOOD- Spacious ibdrm/lbth w/bal-

cony. gated parking, security, recreational

facilities. Available mid-June to mid-Sept.

Call 310-208-1685.

WESTWOOD-Kelton Ave. Looking for fe-

male to share room during July/August.

Great Apartment. $520/month. Call Sophie:

310-824-4679.

WESTWOOD: One bedroom, one bath. Fur-

nished, comer of Landfair+Strathmore. Avail-

able July-August. $1l50/mth. Call 310-824-

5924

WESTWOOD: Room for rent in 3000 sqft

luxury townhouse. TV. VCR. stereo, cable.

Maid service included. Walk to UCLA. Avail-

able May-August 1. $950/mth 310-441-1666

WLA Private bedroom, 4bdrm. house.
Mayl5-Junel5, option to take over house.

Driveway Near UCLA. bus. $555. 310-231-

7515.

0' Melveny 8 Myers LLP

Law Firm

Needs summer sublets.

If you are interested in

subletting your finished apt
please email:

dates available,

address,

rent, and amenities to

sharper@omm.com
or call (213)430-6539

SUBLETS WANTED
Downtown law firm seeks fully furnished sublets for visiting law-

students from May through September. Students stay in Los Angeles

from 6 to 11 weeks. Please send information regarding your sublet

to Maria at niicheliiil@iiito.coin. Remember to include the

following information: Rent, Location/City, Dates Available,

House/Apt/Room, # of bedrooms^athrooms, Amenities

(Furnished/Unfurnished, Air, Pool, Parking, Convenient to Bus, etc.)

uv mn
TYLER DILLON

WHAT'S IT LIKE

TO LIVE LIKE A

HOllYWOOD

STAR?
GOTO:

ifiww.soiigiassltutcoin.iiii;coois

AND FIND OUT!

ySunylassHiit

~:Watch Station

JOHN PAUL antf MCHAEL .^ ^^
REISER DOUGLAS 1^JF

USABl^ & the Daily Bruin

Invite you to on advance screening of:

Pick up your complimentary pass for two at:

Shakey's Pizza

1114 Goyley Ave,

Westwood Village

(310)824-4111

Open's nationwide on Friday,

April 27th.

Tickets are first-come, first serve. No purchase necessary. One
ticket per person. While supplies lost. Employees of USA

Films, Daily Bruin, and their agencies ore not eligible.

Stop by Madison's ( 1 037 Broxton Avenue, LA, CA
90024) on Wednesday, April 25, starting at 10pm for

your chance to win shirts, boxers, whips, and more at

ONE NIGHT AT MCCOOLs BARELY BINGO NIGHT

UCLA's Dining and Entertainment Magazine

coming to newsstands this May...

To Advertise: Phone: (310) 825-2161 • Fax: (310) 206-0528 • Emoll: restguide@media.ucla.edu
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M.GOLF
From page 30

golf team was fuming.

"We wanted to show these peo-
ple that we weren't chumps."
McLachlin said.

"We thought that everybody at

Stanford was just showing us no
respect, so we went out and tried

to gain our respect back," he con-
tinued.

And the Bruins did that, com-
ing up with their best performance
of the year, a third-place finish out

of 18 teams with a score of 858.

Only No. 9 Arizona (837) and
No. '6 Arizona State (852) beat

UCLA (ranked 4Ist in the

Golfweek poll). The Bruins,

meanwhile, beat No. 14 USC by
just one stroke.

"I'm just glad we beat 'SC.

They've been beating us every sin-

gle tournament this year,"

McLachlin said.

It was the team's breakout per-

formance. All year they've been

dissatisfied with mediocre finish-

es. This time, things were differ-

ent.

"We hadn't gotten off to a good
start the whole year." sophomore
J.T Kohut said. "We dig ourselves

in a hole and we have to dig our-

selves out of it. (At this tourna-

ment) we played the last two
rounds to our potential."

Another difference was that the

Bruins got a lot of strength from
the bottom half of their lineup.

Kohut. usually the team's No. 5

player, was the team's second fin-

isher, tying at llth place with a

score of 213.

"It's really encouraging to see

the bottom of our lineup being

just as strong as the top of our
lineup." McLachlin said.

McLachlin led the Bruins with

an eighth-place finish (212

strokes). Sophomore Travis

Johnson (26th, 217) and freshmen

Steve Conway (33rd. 218) and
John Merrick (38th. 219) rounded
out the team.

The finish guarantees the men a

place in the NCAA West
Regionals. Only the top 12 teams
in District 8*make the cut. and for

weeks the Bruins had been hang-

ing around 10th place.

After this finish, their ranking

should be high enough that even a

poor performance at this week-
end's Pac-IO Championships
won't matter. UCLA has a spot at

Regionals.

"It's just a load off of our
minds." McLachlin said.

Now that it's the end of the sea-

son the Bruins are finally playing

to the best of their ability

"All of us are starting to come
together as a team." Merrick said.

"We know that we're good." he
said. "We're finally starting to

show it."

And it helps when they want to

prove they're not chumps.

M.TENNIS
From page 30

Kintz beat him 6-3. 6-3.

Erfan Djahangiri clinched the

match for UCLA, beating Robert
Kowalczyk 7-6. 7-5.

The lop of the lineup struggled all

weekend for the Bruins, as Rojer and
Grinda both lost for the second
straight day at Cal.

Rojer lost to sophomore John
Paul Fruttero. 6-3. 2-6. 7-6(1).

Grinda lost to Balazs Veress, 7-6, 7-5.

Matkowski didn't play on Sunday
because he left for Poland to play

doubles in the Davis Cup for his

home country.

"We had to be doubly ready for

the match against (Cal) because we
were without Matkowski. and the

team came through." Coach Martin
said.

Next up for the Bruins is the Pac-

IO Individual Championships, start-

ing Thursday in Ojai, Calif

POPESCU
Frotn page 32

from number two to five in the lineup

depending on the state of her shoulder

injury at th« lime, compiled a 21-12

overall record and was named the ITF
West Region Rookie of the Year and
West Region Player to Watch.

She continued to dominate on the

tennis court the first part of her sopho-
more season, playing as high as num-
ber one for UCLA. But then in March
1999 in a match against USC. Popescu
had to default due to a shoulder injury.

This started the chain of events that

would redefine her life.

In her drive to better herself while

taking time off from tennis due to her

shoulder injury. Popescu continued to

train on her own, doing stairs and

sprints. It was then that she injured her

knee.

"One day I was in the kitchen mak-
ing some food," Popescu recalled. 'I

put weight on my right knee and it just

gave out. I fell on the floor crying."

After an MR! revealed a partial

tear in a tendon around her knee.

Popescu was forced to have recon-

structive knee surgery The doctors

proclaimed the surgery a success, say-

ing that in one year she would be 100

percent.

No one suspected that her tennis

career would be over.

"We all expected her to come
back," Sampras said. "Her knee was
just not healing."

"As soon as she got hurt she was so

depressed," said Margaret Arnold,

her roommate at the time.

Popescu continued her rehabilita-

tion with hopes of one day returning

to tennis.

"She was just such a great competi-

tor and she just wanted to go out there

to play," Sampras said. 'But if she

could not compete between 85 lo 100

percent it was too frustrating for her
'

Popescu's knee continued to hurt

in the 1999-2000 season. She compet-

ed in only four doubles matches, going

1-3. But all did not go according to

plan.

After the attempt to return to the

court this season was unsuccessful, the

Bruin coaching staffgave Popescu the

winter quarter off to think about
whether she wanted to return to the

court for her final quarter at UCLA.
In a match against New Mexico in

March. Popescu decided to give tennis

another chance.

"After three months I missed play-

ing," she said. "So two weeks ago I

decided to run the campus loop, and
see if my knee felt OK. I decided to

give it a try"

It would be the last time she took

the court as a Bruin.

Entering the lineup at No. 5 singles.

Popescu jumped out to a 4-1 lead

before suffering fatigue. She eventual-

ly dropped the match 7-6. 64.

"My arm got tired and I was out of
breath." Popescu said. After just two
days of practice with the team and one
match, her body could not handle the

stress. With one knee already injured,

her other knee became injured trying

to overcompensate.

Popescu realized her tennis career

was over The coaching staff saw her

frustration and gave her a medical

retirement.

"She wasn't happy out there, and it

BASEBALL
From page 30

said senior pitcher Paul Diaz, who
started on Saturday "You can't take

it easy but there's not as much pres-

sure. Maybe there was a bit of a let-

up-
It's quite possible that the

downslide will continue with con-

tests at No. 27 Long Beach State and
No. 6 USC coming up.

The Bruins face Long Beach State

today at 7 p.m. UCLA beat the 49ers

last Tuesday at Jackie Robinson
Stadium.

Following the bout with the 49ers.

the Bruins will go to USC to clash

-with the Trojans in a three-game con-

ference series.

Diaz, however, sees the strong

opposition as a plus.

"We need to let people know
we're still alive," he said. "What bet-

ter way to do that than to play Long
Beach State and USC."

wasn't a good situation on both ends,"

Sampras said. "She was frustrated at

practice and her frustration brought

the team down."

Since her retirement Popescu has

rlfied to concentrate on school and wilt

graduate this summer with a degree in

international economics. She is enter-

taining job offers in finance back
home in Montreal.

But for Popescu, tennis was the

sport that defined her life, and she can
never forget it. She still struggles to

put tennis behind her

When asked what aspects of tennis

she missed, Popescu replied, "The
competition, the team bonding, the

excitement ... everything."

"She definitely went through some-
thing very difllcult," Sampras said.

"Tennis was her life, and to have that

taken away changes her identity"

I

Don't aet stuck in a lease

mis summer
Sublet your ^aitment!

Advertise in the Summer Sublet Guide.

SUBLET:

n. pro|)erty, especially lui apartment, rented by a tenant to another party

/'. to rent your apartment out to .someone else during a period of time

"V

tflLndMilise^

Contoct:

Doily Bruin Classified Line

IISKerckhoffHall

310.825.2221

Fax:

310.206.0528

E-moU:

classifieds@media.ucla.edu

important dotes

PubKcotion Dotes:

Disploy ads: 4/25, 5/2, 5/9^5/16,

5/23, 5/30, 6A 6/11

Line ads: Any 4 days adjacent to the

display 00 dote.

DeodRnes:

Mondays at 12:00 Noon

T'he Daily Bruin Summer Sublet

Guide is a special feature designed to

help customers advertise that their

apartment is available for subletting. It

can also be used to find apartments. A

rather extensive and useful tool for ten-

ants, tlie Sublet Guide appears in the

UCLA Daily Bmin during the Spring

Quarter; mid-April through the end of

Spring Quarter 2001. A Sublet Guide ad

runs in the Daily Bruin for 4 days as a

regular line ad and 1 day as a display

ad. Tlie display ad appears on

Wednesday, while the line ad appears on

any 4 days adjacent to the di,splay ad

date. The price to run a Sublet Guide ad

is $40.00 per week. However, we also

offer a special of $75 for two weeks

which comes with a guarantee... if you

don't sublet your apartment after the

initial two weeks, call us and we'll con-

tinue running it until it rents or Spring

Quarter ends.

Contact the Daily Bruin today to

listyour apartment in the Summer
Sublet Guide!
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Bruin to qualify since Shelia Burrell in 1995.

The throwers also made their marks this week-

end.

According to throwing coach Art Venegas.

senior Christina Tolson had an incredible perfor-

mance in the hammer throw, dominating the

competition with her first-place throw and new
Pac-IO record of 214 feet, 6 inches. Sophomore
Cari Soong, who is redshirting the outdoor sea-

son, also fared well in the event, throwing 210-9 to

finish second.

On Sunday, in the Invitational section of the

shot put, Tolson and junior Chaniqua Ross fin-

ished fourth and fifth in the shot put. respectively.

Tolson's toss of 57-2 and Ross' hurl of 54-3 3/4

were both season bests.

Ross also competed at the Antelope Valley

Throwers meet, where her 171-9 throw won her

the collegiate competition. Freshman Lara Saye
finished fifth with 150-9.

Junior Tracy O'Hara finished the Invitational

pole vaulting competition with a fourth place fin-

ish, clearing the bar at 1 3-1 3/4. In the

University/Open division, senior Erika Hoernig
took first place at 13-1 3/4, while sophomore
Karen Bewley reached a career best of 12-6.

results at the Mt. SAC meet which was held

Friday through Sunday. Some performances

were breakthroughs but otherwise, the marks
were slightly off target.

Distance events took place Friday night in

somewhat adverse conditions. Athletes had
to cope with cold, wind and rain during the

competition, which may have slowed down
the team, but men's distance coach Eric

Peterson played down that angle.

The rain would come and go," he said.

"But the temperature was a bit <in the cool

side. Yet if you look at the results there were

a lot of good marks. 1 am reluctant to enter-

tain the idea that that had much of a negative

impact on the way things went."

Seniors Paul Muite and Mason Moore
were well off their be.sts. Muite ran a tenth

place 3:57.31 in the 1500-meter race, eight

seconds off his season best, while Moore's
fourth-place time of 9:16.10 was 10 seconds

from his season best.

In the invitational lO.OOOm. junior Bryan

Green came in 18th in a strong field with a

time of 29:32.28, seven seconds off his sea-

son and personal best.

"I was too focused on my own splits and
time," said Green. "I did not pay attention to

-the dynamics of the race in front of me. I

became separated from the group that I

should have been running with and didn't

catch up."

Green said that the one good sign about

his race was that he ran close to his personal

best and it felt like a poor race. He feels he

should be able to make big improvements in

the coming weeks.

UCLA's team won the

4x800m relay for the first

time since 1972.

On a more positive note, freshmen
jumpers Juaune Armon and Oliver Jackson
placed first and second in their flight of the

long jump at 23-11 and 23-10 respectively, a

personal best for Jackson.

Other freshmen excelled as well. In the

400m race. Denye Versher and Rodney
Diggs both put up strong times in extremely

cold conditions. Versher ran a personal best

for the second week in a row (47.29) placing

first in his heat. Diggs' 47.91 placed third in

the same heat.
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The 4x400m relay team of Versher. junior

Michael Lipscomb, sophomore Kyle

Erickson and Diggs won the event with a sea-

son best time of 3:09.62, their first time

under 3:10.

For Peterson, the highlight of the weekend
was the 4x800m relay. The team of freshmen

Nick Thornton, Jon Rankin, junior Martin

Brix and sophomore Phil Young won the

event with a 7:30.1 1. the first time UCLA has

won that event at Mt. SAC since 1972.

Peterson was especially impressed with

Rankin's, who usually runs 1500m or more,

split time of 1:50.9.

"That's significant." he said. "Jon's life-

time best in the 800m coming into the season

was 1:57."

"As Jon prepares for the 1500m at the Cal-

Nevada meet, USC and the Pac-10 champi-
onships, this is an important indicator of the

next level of improvement that he could expe-

rience," he continued.

The results for the weekend overall were

strong but not as strong as they could have

been. The coaches feel that the team is on
track to start peaking at USC and carry that

momentum into the Pac-lOs.

AGASE
From page 32

approached what I thought niiglit be

the Will Call booth. I instead ended

up at a booth for purchasing tickets. I

overheard the Xtreme fan in front of

me ask the ticket seller whether or not

his $20 seats were in a section with a

secunty guard. Apparently seats with

security were at a premium. It felt like

the Raiders had never left.

Undaunted, we continued on and
finally found our tickets at the fourth

Will Call booth. As we passed by a

guy with a sandwich board that read

"Jesus saves from hell," I overheard

someone say, "I hope he's an L.A.

fan." I think he was referring to Jesus.

I expected to see an apathetic and

unenergetic fan base in attendance for

what may prove to be one of only a

few XFL Championship games. What
I was instead surrounded by were

throngs of Xtreme jerseys and even

some families with children who prob-

ably don't remember what it was like

to watch live professional football in

_Los Angeles.

And here wa.<; this league, this C6\-

lection of has-beens, this experiment

that it has become so hip to bash, on

life support before my very eyes.

I heard a guy behind me tell his

girlfriend, "This is the equivalent of

the Super Bowl." Uh. not quite.

Not that McMahon ever wanted to

mimic the NFL.
He said that the initials "XFL" did-

n't stand for anything in particular.

Neither did his league initially, and its

rough transition from identity crisis to

genuine focus on the football (despite

the circus-like sideshows, they were

playing football all along) turned

Saturday night viewers (and potential

fans) off early.

Granted, the XFL did begin with

an unexpected level of fan support

and television ratings. Even the

Hindenburg had a successful takeoff.

Innovations like a scramble for the

football to open the game, earning the

point after touchdown by running in

plays from two yards away, and nict
names on the back ofjerseys were^iT^

ferent, if not anything else. And that's

what McMahon and his cronies

thought football fans wanted: some-

thing different than the mundane and

traditional "No Fun League."

Unfortunately, the XFL suffered

from simply trying too hard. If the

NFL was the cute, innocent girl at the

school dance, the XFL was the scanti-

ly clad hussy with a half-pound of

makeup caked on.

But if it weren't for this scandalous

rebel of a football league, we wouldn't

have been exposed to the excitement

(and occasional ridiculousness) of

things like onside punts, no-fair catch-

es, and of course, the governor of a

large state providing analysis of every-

thing from 3-4 defenses to the 34D
bra sizes of the cheerleaders.

If it weren't for the XFL. former

UCLA quarterback Tommy Maddox
wouldn't have been XFL Player of

the Year and might not have resusci-

tated his NFL career.

And if it weren't for what soon

may be known as the "Ex-FL." a guy

nicknamed "He Hate Me ' wouldn't

have warmed the hearts of millions.

OK. two out of three isn't bad.

Oh. by the way. the final stats read

Xtreme 38. Demons 6, number of

playings of "Pour Some Sugar On
Me" 0.

And as I leafed through my compli-

mentary program, several of which

the guy sitting next to me had torn up
as confetti and thrown in elation, and
gazed at the sparse crowd of 24,153,

1

couldn't help but think about how
much this column would read more
like a eulogy.

Although McMahon has already

committed himself (and his seemingly

bottomless bank account) to another

season, NBC reportedly has not.

Interest in the upstart league has

already waned to a low point in

prime-time television history and the

future only looks bleaker without

jnajor network support*

So here lies the XFL, a league still

breathing but for all intents and pur-

poses dead. It brought Los Angeles a

professional football championship. It

brought fans closer to the action with

in-game interviews and player micro-

phones. It brought beer back to a

prominent fraction of the nation's

gross domestic product. And it

brought players with stories and nick-

names like Baby Boy, Big Daddy,

ChronicY2K I, E-Rupl, and, perhaps

prophetically. Death Blow, into the

living rooms of football fans across

the country, if only for a couple of

weeks.

Rest in peace, XFL.

Agase is already waxing nostalgic

about a league that hasn't even folded.

E-nrYail him at agase@ucla.edu and tell

him to live In the now.
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Ifs the advertisers way of saying

that they care.

ORTHODONTIST
SINCE 1980

UCLA FACULTY MEMBER Dr. Nader Dayani
Member American Association of Orthodontists

Specializing in braces for adults & children

• Invisible

• European

scnINT

• Removable
• Traditional

• Cosmetic Porcelain
• Surgical Orttiodontics

:\Ts \\i> |-\(i I ni

(310) 826 - 7494

11645 Wilshire Blvd. #802

Los Angeles, CA 90025

(949) 552 - 5890

18124 Culver Dr., #A

Irvine, CA 92715

Teeth Whitening
upper or lower

$85o«
MCh

(R«g. $200.00)

The treotnnent wW be as folowt: SlOOOOOptu^
$ IOO.X (or aoch monm ol treotmanl tmndm^d
fo» metal broces. S900.00 plus $ 100 00 for each
month of treatment rendered for removable

braces and SI 70000 plus $12500 per month for

ceramic braces. S200 00 for dtagnostlc study
model arxl S 1 75 00 for forrrKil corwjttoHon

exptrotton dote 5-15-01

Camby family survives hostage crisis Rahman shocks world

by knocking out Lewis
POLICE: Standoff ends

after eight hours; man
surrenders peacefully

By Ron Zapata
The Associated Press

SOUTH WINDSOR, Conn. -
A knife-wielding man took Marcus
Camby's mother and two sisters

hostage Monday before surrender-

ing peacefully.

Troy Crooms was charged with
burglary, first-degree sexual
assault, kidnapping, assault, unlaw-
ful restraint and possession of a

weapon following the nearly eight-

hour standoff. Bail was set at

$500,000 and he was scheduled for

arraignment Tuesday.

Police said the 28-year-old

Hartford man was known to the

New York Knicks star's family.

The mother had called police earli-

er this month about a dispute at the

home, and police questioned
Crooms and one ofCamby's sisters

at the time but did not file any
charges. South Windsor police

spokesman Sgt Matthew Reed
said.

Camby's 2 1 -year-old sister had a

knife held lo her throat during the

standoff. She was taken to

Hartford Hospital and was treated

MARINOVA
From page 32

"The coach kept yelling at me to

hit cross court and I kept hitting

down the line because I couldn't do
it," Marinova said. "He thought I

was ignoring him on purpose."

She wailed until after the match to

tell her furious coach that she was in

loo much pain to follow his direc-

tions. He understood but asked why
she did not just tell him that in the

first place.

Frequent injuries were her main
problem, first with a rotator cuff,

then with tendinitis in her wrist.

Marinova hated playing injured

because she could not play her best,

and Marinova is the kind ofstubborn

player who does not want to play less

for injuries to her arm. hand and
head. Reed said.

Crooms is listed on the slate's

database of sex offenders because

of a 1993 conviction for third-

degree sexual assault. He also has

been convicted of forgery, posses-

sion of narcotics, creating a public

disturbance and failing to appear

in court, according to police.

Police arrived at the home
around 3:30 a.m. Monday after a

report of domestic violence.

Officers found a man holding a

knife to the throat of one of

Camby's sisters, according to

Reed. Police then opted to with-

draw because Crooms demanded
it. Camby's mother left with police.

It was not clear how long he had
been in the house before police

were called.

A 22-year-old sister of the NBA
player escaped through a second-

Hoor window at the back of the

house around 8 a.m. after police

put up a ladder. Reed said.

The captor's only demand was
to speak with Marcus Camby.
Reed said. The 6-foot-ll center

arrived about 8 a.m., but did not

speak to him. instead. Camby
stood out in the driveway, where he

was visible to the people inside.

A negotiator was allowed to

enter the home around 9 a.m. The
negotiator later left the home but

remained in touch by phone. Sgt.

Reed said.

Crooms surrendered peacefully

just after II a.m. without speaking

to Camby, Reed said.

"Apparently he felt satisfied

with Marcus showing up and
appearing in the driveway." Reed
said.

Rick Kaplan, Camby's business

manager, described him as "dis-

traught" Monday night.

"It's just mind-boggling,"

Kaplan said. "Marcus has a father-

ly approach to his sisters, because
there is no other father figure. Just

looking at him, you can just see his

personal anguish,"

Camby plans to meet with the

media about the incident when he
rejoins the Knicks on Tuesday or

Wednesday, Kaplan said.

Camby bought the home for his

mother in 1996 for $462,000. The
neighborhood features upscale
homes on large lots.

The Knicks are in the midst of a

first-round playoff series with the

Toronto Raptors, who drafted

Camby in 1996. New York won the

opener Sunday, with Game 2 of the

besi-ol-rive series on Thursday
night.

Knicks general manager Scott

Layden went to South Windsor
while the team was at its practice

facility in Purchase. N.Y.

BOXING: High altitude in

South Africa, ex-champ's

condition figured in upset

By Robert Miltward
The Associated Press

BRAKPAN, South Africa ^ Hasim
Rahman flattened champion Lennox
Lewis with a stunning right hand near the

end of the fifth round to capture the

WBC and IBF heavyweight titles early

Sunday in one of the biggest upsets in

boxing history.

The 28-year-old fighter from
Baltimore chased the champion across

the ring and. with Lewis smiling at him,

unleashed a right cross that caught Lewis
flush on the jaw and sent him sprawling

to the canvas.

Rahman was dancing around the ring

before Belgian referee Daniel van der
Wiele went halfway through the count.

Lewis was unable to get up and, at

2^2 into the fifth round, the world of _

ng had a new, totally unexpected,"

heavyweight champion.

The signs that an upset was in the

cards came early, when Rahman (35-2)

clipped Lewis on the chin in the second
round.

Lewis seemed intent on ignoring his

left jab, and instead concentrated on
throwing big right hands.

In the third round, Lewis landed a left

followed by a left-right combination, but

Rahman responded with a big right hand
of his own.

Lewis (38-2-1 ) had Rahman in trouble

early in the fourth but was rocked by a

left hook and hundreds among the 5,500
in the crowd at Carnival City Casino
began chanting "Hasim! Hasim!"

Lewis' stamina was questioned

because he arrived in Johannesburg only

two weeks before the fight, with little

time to get used to the 5,200-foot altitude.

That showed in the fifth round as he
clearly began breathing heavily and the

end came quickly.

Rahman, throwing punches on the

run. had Lewis backpedalling and.

although the champion grinned defiant-

ly, the challenger ended the fight with a

spectacular knockout punch.

"He got through with a great right

hand. 1 went down," Lewis said. "I didn't

beat the count. He won the fight.

than perfect. Her sophomore year
she posted a 5-15 singles and 18-10

doubles record and was afraid of los-

ing her scholarship because she was-
n't playing at the level she expected.

Something had to change.

Part of that change has come from
the fact that Marinova has stayed

injury-free all season. But her atti-

tude changed as well.

"She has matured a lot," Sampras
said. "This fall was the turning point.

I think the biggest things are that she

realized she has to take responsibility

for her game and stop worrying
about the outside.

"She used to worry about what the

coaches and the team thought, but
she feels comfortable with herself

this year."

Marinova has worked hard all

along, but now with her growing con-

fidence in her game, that work is pay-

ing off on the court. She has been
playing No. 2 and No. 3 in singles

and winning most of her matches.

"We had really good players last

year and I felt like I had to play like

them, but that wasn't my style."

Marinova said. "It took me a while

to realize not everyone plays the

same, but now I know what my game
is."

Although she is not a hard hitter,

Marinova returns every ball and
waits for her opportunity, a quality

which drives her opponents crazy.

Despite her changing outlook,

Marinova has not lost her fiery per-

sonality on the court. She can still be
seen cursing, hitting the fence with

her racket, and hollering when things

are not going right or even some-
times when they are.

Marinova's emotional style of
play pairs well with her doubles part-

ner, freshman Lauren F-isher. They
had immediate chemistry and their

combined talents have made them
the No. 19 doubles team in the coun-
try.

"I'm very emotional on the court,

so it is good to have someone to talk

to. She knows how 1 feel." Marinova
said of Fisher.

"But it is weird for me this year
because 1 lead the doubles team and
I've never been the leader."

Being a leader is a change for a

player who just last year felt isolated

from her team, but it is a role at

which Marinova succeeds for just

that reason.

"She helps the underclassmen
because she knows what it's like,"

Sampras said. "I've been so

for advertising

information,

please

call 825-2161

every 5**"&
10*^week

Medical School

Admissions

Consulting

Judy Colwell
M.A., Couriseling Psychology

Former Asst. Dir. of

Admissions

Stanford U. Medical

School

The 35-year-old champion was taking

part in his 15th world title fight and had
been unbeaten for more than 6 I /2 years

since being knocked out in two rounds by
Oliver McCall in London on Sept. 24
1994.

impressed with the way she has
stepped up. She gets it from her work
ethic."

Marinova reaped the rewards of
that labor as she played as high as

No. 2 singles, winning matches she
did not think she could win and beat-

ing many of the people she lost to last

year. But the highlight of the season
so far is making the top 100 players.

Like Coach Sampras, freshman
Mariko Fritz-Krockow remembers
congratulating Petya on her ranking.

"When I saw her at practice, she
told me, 'I never thought I would get

it in singles. When I saw it in the

Daily Bruin this morning I just start-

ed crying,'" she said.

After an emotional first two sea-

sons, Marinova can save her tears

for the next time she accomplishes
what she never thought possible.

LUNCH SPECIAL
$4.99

• RICE • SALAD • SOUP
• CHICKEN TERIYAKI or

•HREBEEF
• VEGETABLE TEMPURA

• 2 PCS. CALIFORNIA ROLLS

J L

DINNER SPECIAL
$5.99

• RICE • SALAD • SOUP
• CHICKEN TERIYAKI or

• FIRE BEEF
• VEGETABLE TEMPURA

• 3 PCS. CALIFORNIA ROLLS
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JAPANESE FOOD
KOREAN FOOD
SAKE BOMBS

www.judycolwell.com

Compliments of
Full House
Buy one,

get one FREE
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LUNCH • DINNER • DINE-IN • DELIVERY • PARTY
^

FREE
SODA
with order
over $10

Weekend Special
$19.95 for 2 People

AppcUwri: klK>ai>:<.-Mk.T<iii)

Womon Soup or Chicken Salad

Entrwt: u-kam: iwi)

Siechuan Siylc Bean Curd

Roast [)uck

Sweet & Sour Pish Pillei '

Sauleed Three Ingrvdieni
crkklM. Bu.( * VhrMpi

String Bean Wuh XO Sauce
House Special Chow Mein
Spicy Salted Pwk Chop
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iJCLA STUDENTS

10% OFF
With any purchase

over $10

Free Parking

available

Only $2.99

I

(During Grand Opening Period)

t
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Wonton Noodles Soup
Beef Stew Noodles Soup
Roast Duck Noolcs Soup

Fish Porridge

I.Q. & deSi^OD RESTAURANT
Ph. (3t0) 575-3668 Fx. (310) 575-8847 « 11110 W. Olympic Blvd., LA, Ca, 90064
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UCLAi defensive drought^ Squad splits matches In Bay Area
harms overall performance
BASEBALL Poor pitching,

hitting hurt team's record,

new challenges anticipated

By Dylan Hernandez
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

p.m., Saturday's game was pushed
back to 4 p.m. to accommodate the

Kansas Stale football team's spring

practice. Since Frank Myers Field was
still under construction and had no
lights, the game had to be suspended in

the top of the ninth inning when dark-

ness set in. At the time. UCLA was
leading 12-9.

Baron and right fielder Ben
Francisco each had four hits on the

day Wade Clark, who relieved Diaz on

M.TENNIS: Bruins defeat

Bears, but fail to avenge

earlier loss to Cardinal

By Greg Sdiain

Daily Bruin Contributor

The UCLA baseball team, already

doubled over by the fusillade of body
blows it received in conference play, _.„ ^,^^^.»^y...
was dealt a devastating uppcrcut over the mound in the fourth inning, had a
the weekend by Kansas Slate. decent outing, allowing one run in

The Bruins (25-16) were dropped in three innings of work,
every contest of their three-game set The game resumed on Sunday pre-
ugainst the

Wildcats (20-21).

losing 8-5, 13-12

and 11-7.

'We had no
pitching and no
hitting." senior

designated hitter

Brian Baron said.

"You can have all

the offense in the

world but if you
don't have pitch-

ing and defense.

BARON WATCH
Tracking UCLA

designated hitter

Brian Baron's run

at batting .500.

At-Bats

13Last Weekend

Season Totals 171 83 .485

CONNIE WU/Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Kansas State d. UCLA
8-5,13-12,11-7

you don't win."

UCLA Hew to

Kansas well

aware thai it

could use a sweep.

With their confer-

ence record at 6-6.

the Bruins have to

rely heavily on
their computer
ranking to get into

the NCAA
Tournament and
a few wins against

Kansas State

would have

improved their Ratings Percentage down their number of errors to two in
'"^^'*- the last game, but it didn't matter.

In Friday's season opener, UCLA With the exception of freshman Mike
sent junior ace Josh Karp to the Davern, who made a 3 I/3-inning
mound. Karp threw well, striking out appearance and gave up only one run,
six in 6 1/3 innings while holding the UCLA's pitchers were largely ineffec-

BASEBALL / ^ -

® / Today" :

vs. K 7pm,:

.^ks^mt^
.long Beach

Long Beach State ^ty.
MICKEY HUYNH

ceding the series

finale and the soft

Bruin gloves once

again turned into

steel. A pair of

UCLA errors in

the infield helped

load the bases for

Kansas State

shortstop Omar
Castillo, who
drove home all

three runners

with a double to^

give his team a 13-

12 victory.

"I wish we
could've finished

that game (on

Saturday),"
UCLA Head
Coach Gary
Adams said. "We
had momentum
but we lost it. But

even then I liked

our chances.

Shoot, we had a

three-run lead."

The Bruins cut

The top-ranked UCLA men's
tennis team managed a disappoint-

ing split this weekend on its road
trip to the Bay area.

The Bruins lost an extremely

tight match to No. 5 Stanford on
Saturday, 4-3, but managed to

bounce back on Sunday to edge
No.21Cal,4-3.

Stanford d. UCLA
4-3

UCLAd.Cal
4-3

The Bruins (20-2) had been look-

ing forward to the rematch with

Stanford for two weeks, ever since

the Cardinal (21-1 ) beat UCLA in a

-close 4-3 match at the Los Angeles

Tennis Center on April 6. UCLA
was not at full strength for that

match, as key players were side-

lined due to injury.

On Saturday, UCLA had all of
its players healthy But it didn't mat-

ter. The Bruins lost, and in the most
disappointing fashion possible.

Despite losing the doubles point,

Stanford took four of the six singles

matches to claim the upset victory.

Senior Jean-Noel Grinda and
sophomore Jean-Julien Rojer won

at No. I doubles for the Bruins, and
freshman Marcin Matkowski and
sophomore Travis Rettenmaier fol-

lowed that up with a victory at No.
2.

"Grinda and Rojer played very

well." UCLA Head Coach Billy

Martin said. "And it was encourag-

ing to see Marcin and Travis

avenge their loss from the Indoor

(Championships) earlier this year."

At No. I singles. UCLA's Rojer

lost 6-2, 6-2 to the top-ranked sin-

gles player in the nation. Alex Kim.
UCLA also dropped No. 2,

when Grinda lost to junior K.J.

Hippensteel 6-3,7-5.

But UCLA countered at No. 5

and No. 6. Sophomore Lassi

Ketola beat senior Scotty Scott 7-5.

6-2, and Rettenmaier. who has been
on a roll since spring break, beat

senior Ali Ansari 6-1, 6-2.

Stanford won at No. 4 singles to

even the match at 3-3, when sopho-

more Ryan Haviland trounced
sophomore Erfiin Djahangiri 6-1, 6-

0.

So the match was decided at No.
3 singles, which paired the Bruins'

Marcin Matkowski against the

Cardinal's David Martin.

Matkowski won the first set, 6-3.

Martin bounced back to take the

second set by the same score.

In the deciding set, with a full

crowd packed into Taube Family
Tennis Stadium, Martin and
Matkowski played a doozy of a

third set. At 5-4. Matkowski had
match point, but missed an easy

overhead and the match was
extended. Eventually, Martin and
Matkowski went to a tiebreaker.

With the crowd in a frenzy, Martin
came through for his team, win-

ning it 7-4.

"It was discouraging be one
point from winning it," Coach Billy

Martin said. "You don't get too

many chances like that."

The match was the Stanford's

69th straight home victory, and
should vault the Cardinal to a No. I

ranking when the polls arc released

on Wednesday. That would
dethrone UCLA, which has held

the top spot for nine straight weeks.

UCLA will most likely drop to

No. 2 or No. 3. which will be its

final ranking going into the NCAA
Championships next month.

That disappoints Rettenmaier.

"We want to be number one," he

said before playing Stanford. "That
has been our goal all year."

The Bruins would most likely

have dropped further if they played

a little worse against Cal in their

match on Sunday Originally, the

match was scheduled for Friday,

but was rained out.

UCLA came out strong against

the Golden Bears, sweeping all

three matches to claim the doubles

point.

The Bruins' momentum contin-

ued, as they won three of the Hrsl

four singles matches, which was
enough to win the match.

The strong bottom of the lineup

came through against Cal, as it had
against Stanford. Ketola beat

sophomore Ben Miles 6-3, 6-0 at

No. 5 singles. No. 6 anchor Travis

Rettenmaier beat senior Erik

Dmytruk 6-4, 6-4.

Tobias Clemens, who had a

tough weekend, was the first person

to lose for UCLA. Senior Scott

SeeM.nNNIS,page27

Duffers show they're not chumps

Wildcats to five hits and three earned
runs. The Bruins' porous defense,
however, allowed five unearned runs
to score, aiding Kansas State in hand-
ing Karp (4-1) his first loss of the sea-

son. '

" '• "

UCLA out-hit its opposition 12 to 6,

but committed four errors and strand-

ed eight runners on base.

The Bruins were slightly more care-

ful with the ball and were able to retal-

iate the following day. Or so it seemed.
Originally scheduled to start at 2

live.

Kansas State's starter. Brock Smith,
didn't look like a future Cy Young
Award-winner either, but his seven-

inning, seven-runs-allowed perfor-

mance was more than enough, as the

Wildcats scored 1 1 runs on 13 hits.

Home runs by Christian Lewis, and
Josh Arhart went to waste in the

Bruins' 1 1-7 loss.

"This wasn't a Pac-IO weekend,"

M.GOLF: Best showing

of season comes after

mishaps off the course

SeetASEBAU«page27

By Pauline Vu
Dally Bruin Senior Staff

Last Friday started out badly for

the UCLA men's golf team.

First, when the team showed up
at Stanford Golf Course for their

practice time, they learned the U.S.

Intcrcollegiates tournament gave
them a 1:40 p.m. start time, the

very latest start time in the tourna-

U.S. Intercollegiates

I.Arizona 837
2. Arizona State 852

3. UCLA 858

ment.

Then the Bruins found out they

would be paired with Washington
State (the Pac-IO's last-place team),

Santa Clara (one of the lowest-

ranked teams in the district) and
golfers competing as individuals.

"They were basically the three

worst (groups oO people that we
could be paired with," junior
Parker McLachlin said.

The final straw was the direc-

tions. UCLA Coach Brad Sherfy

asked the Stanford coach for direc-

tions back to the hotel, and
through some misunderstanding,

the team ended up turning left on
El Camino Real when they

should've turned right. A 20-

minute trip took an hour and a

half.

By the time they got to Stanford

Golf Course for real competition

SeeM.COIf,page27

WANTED: TUTORS!!!
t^?!!^.

%
For Vietnamese y^fp^.
Language and /ml^^
Culture (VNLC) |5ftR

Tutorials "^52-*"^

what: Teach Vietnamese to elementary kids
and/or help high school students with
homework and SAT preperation.

Where: San Fernando Valley (SF) or
South Bay (SB). Transportation is

provided.

When: Saturdays 1 lam-2pm (SF) or 9:30am-
1pm (SB)

For info and transportation contact:
Khanh nopikoguclo.edu jSF)

Lisa Inquyen2@ucki.edu (SB)

Visit us gf http://www,vnlc,net
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Bruins meet with uneven performances
M.TRACK: Armon, Jackson place

first, second in long jump; relay

team ranks highly with Rankin

Three athletes qualify

for nationals at Mt. SAC

Sophomore Kyle Erickson, seen here In an earlier meet
this season, was on the winning 4x400-meter relay team.

By Glen Wortliington
Daily Bruin Contributor

The No. 18 UCLA men's track and field

team worked hard to place highly in competi-

tive fields which included both collegiate and
professional athletes, though for the most part

came up short of previous marks this season.

Three Bruin throwers competed in the dis-

cus at the Antelope Valley Throwers Meet
Thursday. The field was less competitive than

expected, due in part to the threat of
inclement weather, men's Head Coach Art
Venegas said.

Though wind conditions were not favor-

able, junior Scott Moser still managed to keep
up his consistently strong showings with a 201-

foot, 6-inch toss. Moser won the collegiate

division and placed second overall behind
Nike's Jason Tunks (212-1). Tunks, of
Canada, placed sixth in the 2000 Olympics.

Redshirt freshman Dan Ames placed sec-

ond in the collegiate, third in the invitational,

with a 192-5 throw. Also competing for UCLA
was sophomore Scott Wicgand. who threw a

personal best 172-9, placing third in the colle-

giate. Moser and Ames' distances were each
more than four feet off from their nationally

ranked marks. Even these marks, however,
are up with the best in the nation.

Discus results at the Mt. SAC relays were
not as good, but Ames had an outdoor lifetime

best in the shot put at 60-10.

The rest of the Bruin squad had similar

See M.TIIAac page 28

W.TRACK: Performances

among season's best for

several Bruins at event

By Christina Teller and Will Whitehorn
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

WALNUT Calif. The marks ju.st

keep on coming for the UCLA
women's track and field team, with

three more athletes now sitting on the

qualifying list for nationals.

It was the 800-meter runners who lit

up the track at Mt. SAC on both

Saturday and Sunday.

Sophomores Tiffany Burgess and
Jessica Marr and senior Bridie Hatch
notched the top three collegiate marks
in the University/Open competition

on Saturday.

Burgess won her heat with a provi-

sionally qualifying time of 2 minutes.

7.46 seconds, while Hatch and Marr
placed first and second in their heat

with times of 2:07.54 and ::(>« 50,

respectively.

"I've never been that proud of a

group of kids," said distance coach
Eric Peterson after the race. "They're

capable of being the top kids in

America, and to get there, from here

on out I'm going to have to be criti-

cal."

Junior Ysanne Williams competed
in the Invitational division of the 800m
on Sunday, and ran a fifth-place time

of 2:05:51 to automatically qualify for

the national meet.

"I'm just now learning to run the

800m properly. It's all about posi-

tion," Williams said. "I just have to

work hard and not second-guess my
decisions in the race."

Assistant distance coach Helen
Rehman-Wintcrs was pleased with

Williams' mark.

"At this time of the year you have to

be able to experience running at that

pace for that long, and know what it

feels like before you can move to that

next level," she said.

Senior Michelle Perry is ready for

that next level as well. She only recent-

ly undertook the challenge of the hep-

tathlon, but Perry automatically quali-

fied Friday for the national meet with

her performances at the Mt SAC
Heptathlon competition held at A/usa
Pacific University.

Perry surpassed the prerequisite

5,500-point mark with a score of

5,657, netting a third-place finish a fter

relinquishing her .sccond-placc st.iricT"

ing in Thursday's events, including a

second-best mark for the day of 13.72

seconds in the 200m hurdles.

Perry finished Friday's events with

marks of 6.14m in the long jump, a

throw of 36.49m in the javelin and a

time of 2:37.84 in the 800m to become
the first collegiate competitor in the

event to qualify. Perry is the first

See W.TRACK, page 28

SOFTBALL BRIEF

No Freed?

No problem
Freshman Keira Goerl (18-1)

pitched two of the Bruins' three

games last weekend, winning one.

Senior Courtney Dale (5-0) won
Saturday's game, getting a start in

place of junior Amanda Freed, who
was kept out with an elbow injury.

However, fine pitching perfor-

mances were overshadowed by defen-

sive errors, as the losing team in all

three games this weekend died by the

miscue.

Both Oregon games began with

No. 1 UCLA (444, 74 PaolO) piling

on the runs early, and the Ducks (25-

29, I -10) making a late, albeit unsuc-

cessful rally.

UCLA's largest margin of victory

was Sunday, when it defeated the

Oregon Ducks 6-3.

Freshman Stephanie Ramos sin-

gled in the top of the second, scoring

senior Crissy Buck and sophomore
Natasha Watley. Sophomore Tairia

Mims then hit a two-run home run to

give UCLA a 40 lead.

A fiv©4iit inning brought Oregon
within one. Sophomores Lynsey Haij

and Alyssa Laux, and junior Missy
Coe each picked up an RBI.

The Bruins extended their lead

with a run each in the fourth and fifth

innings. In the cirde, Goerl allowed a

total of eight hits to Oregon sopho-

more pitcher Andrea Vidlund's (9-7)

nine, but Oregon's four errors eased

the Bruins' victory. UCLA only com-
mitted one error.

Saturday, UCLA held on for a 4-3

victory. The Bruins scored first, when
Watley doubled and scored on an

error. Later in the inning, junior

Stacey Nuveman hit a two-run home
run. UCLA added another run in the

fifth, which would prove to be the

game winner.

Oregon attempted to come back in

the last of the seventh. Vidlund hit a

solo home run, and freshman Kate

Peterson hit a two-run homer to close

the gap to three, but that's all the

Ducks would get.

Oregon's defensive mistakes did

them in, as the Ducks had three errors

on six hits. The Bruins had just one
error on nine hits. Lisa Wangler (5-8)

took the loss for UO.
Friday, it was the Bruins who were

felled by fielding gaffes, as they lost to

No. 16 Oregon State (35-16-1, 4-5) 2-1.

In the last half of the fifth inning,

Beaver sophomore Clare Burnum
had a two-RBI single, scoring senior

Brooke Rutschman and junior

Michelle Chariton. Those two
unearned runs would prove to be all

the Beavers needed.

• In UCLA's half of the sixth,

Watley singled and stole second, scor-

ing when sophomore Mims singled

and tried to go for two.

The defensive miscues overshad-

owed a fine, pitching performance by
Goerl, who took her first loss of the

year, striking out seven, giving up five

hits and walking none, falling victim

to the Bruins' two errors.

OSU junior Crystal Draper's (20-

8) performance stifled the Bruin

offense, which has been up and down

since the Pac-10 season began.

Draper struck out six, gave up six hits

and walked none.

As though the Bruins needed
another bit of bad news, the possibili-

ty arose Sunday that UCLA may not

be No. I in Wednesday's
NFCA/USA Today poll, as No. 2

Arizona swept this weekend.

The Wildcats garnered six of 27

first-place votes last week but could

capitalize on OSU's upset of UCLA
Arizona beat No. 3 Stanford 7-0 and
No. 4 Cal 2-1 and 2-1.

The Wildcats also leapfrogged

Stanford for the Pac-10 lead, keeping

UCLA I 1/2 games back of Arizona

and one back of the Cardinal.

Brief compiled by Andrew Borders,

Daily Bruin Reporter
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UCLA's men and women

continued their build-ups

toward the USC and Pac-lO

meets. See page 31.

By Hannah Gordon
Daily Bruin Contributor

—Head Coach Stella Sampras will never for-

get the day junior Petya Marinova found out

she made national rankings.

"She had tears in her eyes," Sampras said.

"As a coach that is something you cherish, to

see a player so happy that she achieved some-
thing she never thought possible."

A national ranking of No. 85 does seem
unbelievable for a player who once feared

she would lose her scholarship for not play-

ing well enough.

While coming to UCLA was a big adjust-

ment for Marinova, it was not her first.

When she was 13, Marinova's family immi-

grated from Bulgaria to Canada, where she

started school only two days later.

"I didn't speak any English except 'hi'

and 'bye,' so the other kids made fun of me,"

Marinova said.

She shrugged off the mean kids and
focused on tennis. She came to dominate the

Canadian scene where she was National

Llnder-18 Champion in singles and doubles

in 1997.

Despite her talents, Marinova's freshman
year got off to a rocky start.

"She was a top player in Canada and
never really had to struggle. Suddenly she got

here and there were other players as good or

better," Sampras said.

Like her transition from Bulgaria to

Canada, Marinova's move to UCLA was
abrupt and challenging. She did not know

NICOLE MILLER/Datly Bfutn

Junior Pctya Marinova has overcome many obstacles in her three seasons at UCLA.

she was accepted to UCLA until December
and had to arrange to graduate from high

school a semester early and then arrive at

UCLA in January. Everything happened so

quickly that she was not even registered for

classes when she arrived and ended up with

whatever was left open.

"I didn't know if I would pass my classes,"

Marinova said. "I would stay up all night

studying and then come to practice tired. I

felt rushed because when I came the season

started right away."

Although she had a solid 17-12 overall

record, Marinova felt overwhelmed her first

year. While the balance between school and
tennis improved in her sophomore year, she

still had problems on the court.

"Last year I was just like, 'Omigod, anoth-

er day of practice.' I didn't know how I was
going to last two more years," she said.

Part of the problem was that Marinova
did not communicate with her coaches.

At one tournament, for example, her wrist

was hurting and she could not hit cross court.

See MARINOVA, page 29

lf>juries push promising Popescu

off the court ond into the stonds

Tennis star

this season

By Jason Ebin

Daily Bruin Contributor

Since reading an article about

UCLA as a lO-ycar old in her home-
town of Budapest, Romania, tennis

prodigy Christina Popescu dreamt that

one day she would escape the oppres-

sive communist state of her youth and
join the UCLA community.

Today Popescu is far removed from

her childhood home after her family

(led to Canada in 1989; and she could

not be any closer to the UCLA commu-
nity.

In fact, the North Campus Food
Court has never had a more successful

athlete working behind its counters.

"I need the money and I need to

work on campus because of my visa,"

Popescu said.

But if not for an unfortunate chain of

events in March 1999, serving food

might seem as ludicrous to her as never

competitively playing tennis again.

At 17, Pop)cscu came to her dream
fHRISBACKIf y.li.idvHn,

Christina Popescu's career came to an abrupt end ^^ ,'^T"" "^^T^VT
. . . . r _,

.

, .
school after bemg probably the bestwhen knee injunes forced her to stop playing.
j^nnis player in Canada." according to

UCLA Head Coach Stella Sampras.

Popescu claimed seven junior

Canadian championships and three

world junior championships. She also

reached the quarterfinals of the junior

French Open in 1996 and the semi-

finals of the junior Australian Open in

1997.

In 1996, Popescu played in the

Canadian Open, which was held in her

home province of Quebec. Popescu,

who was 16 at the time and living in

Montreal, was the first player from the

province to compete in the tournament.

Ten thousand people saw her live and
more than 500,000 others watched her

on television. Although she lost in the

first round, Popescu considers playing

in the Canadian Open to be the high-

light of her tennis career.

"It was so amazing to have all these

people supporting me and cheering me
on," she said. "It was unbelievable. I

don't think anything will ever beat it."

So during her freshman season,

when Popescu continued to tear down
her opponents on the tennis court, her

success came as no surprise to the

UCLA coaching staff. After just one

season Popescu, playing anywhere

S«c MffSCU, page 27

XFL probably

seemed like

a good idea

at the time
COLUMN: Uniqueness of

new football league can't

make up for shoddy play

I
did something really stupid last

weekend.

I went to an XFL game.

Now before you stop reading this

column on account of the insanity,

bufToonery or downright idiocy of

the columnist, let me tell you that I aT
least got the tickets for free.

Maybe I shouldn't use the word
"free." Anyone
taking Econ I

could tell me
that by going to

the game (which

was, to my
defense, the

championship,

or so-called

"Million Dollar

Game") for six

hours, I lost my
best alternative

foregone. I

would counter

by saying that I most likely would

have ended up watching the game, or

at least reruns of "ALF," on televi-

sion anyway Not too much foregone

there.

And after returning from the

decrepit Los Angeles Memorial

Coliseum, a fitting venue for a league

already past its prime in its first year,

1 must make an admission about Ihe^
XFL: I was intrigued.

Shame on me.

Maybe it was my insatiable thirst

for football of any talent level. I am,
after all, a Detroit Lion fan.

Maybe it was the undeniable

attraction of an all-California

matchup between the Los Angeles

Xtreme (don't worry, the first "E"
isn't supposed to be there) and San .

Francisco Demons.

Or maybe I. like a volunteer on the

1984 "Walter Mondale for

President" campaign, was desperate-

ly latching on to something destined

to fail.

Whatever it was. it most certainly
-^

wasn't like anything I had ever seen;

Owner Vince McMahon, in

launching the first major domestic

outdoor football league since the ill-

fated USFL, promised things like

"smashmouth football" and "unlimit-

ed access."

What the wrestling maverick did-

n't promise, and what I, even in

preparing for the worst, failed to fully

fathom, was the uniqueness of the

XFL experience.

As I walked with my friends in

search of the Will Call booth, we
noticed a diverse array of mullets:

some long, some short, one braided.

At this point I knew we'd be in store

for a generous helping of butt rock

during the game from bands like Van
Halen and Def Leppard. I thought,

"OK, no big deal, this is a little differ-

ent, but as long as I hear 'Pour Some
Sugar on Me' I'll survive."

Continuing our search, I

S«eACmp^9e28
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Serviti^ the UCI^A community simo 191<)

Destroying our own
Destructive behavior hurts

how minorities are depicted.
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USAC CANDIDATES 2001 -2002
The tentative list of candidates nin ning for positions on USAC will become official after the

Office of the Dean of Students verifies their eligibility by this afternoon.

posrriON

IntwiMi H\k» Pretidtnt

Exttmai Vke IVetidtrit

GtMralitepreicntalive

Academk Affairs CoininifckMMr

Cam|MH Events CommisuorMf

ComnMinity l«rvic« Commissiontr

Ctrftural Affairs Comini«tkin<r

Fadliti«s CommissioiMr

Hnandai Supports CommissiQraNr

Student Welfare Commissiorwr

Wimx USAC ElKtm load

NAME
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lilwiMMwah
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JENNIFER YUEN/0«ily Bruin Senior Stiff

Campaigning process

finalized for elections
USAC: E-board to post list

of official candidates, sets

limit on election spending

By Robert Salonga and Linh Tat

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Candidates for the 2001-02

Undergraduate Students Association

Council met in Royce Hall Monday to

finalize the campaigning process for

the upcoming elections.

As of Tuesday, the list of 24 candi-

dates was only preliminary. The
Elections Board will post the list of ofll-

cial candidates after the Dean of

Students' Office verifies candidate eli-

gibility this afternoon.

. Endorsement hearings for candi-

dates will run April 30 through May 2.

Next Monday's hearing will be held in

bickson Art Center 2160, and the

other two in Moore Hall 100.

Campaigning begins May 3.

Primary elections will take place May 9

and 10, from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., and

runoff elections will be scheduled if

necessary. Voting will take place at 1

1

locations throughout campus.

This year, four candidates are run-

ning unopposed for their positions,

which include the office of the external

vice president, campus events, commu-
nity service and student welfare com-

missions.

At Tuesday's meeting, the E-Board

outlined candidate spending limits.

Presidential candidates may spend no

more than $500 on the primary elec-

tion, and $300 in the event of a runoff.

All other candidates have up to a $600

limit, of which only $400 can toward

campaigning for the primaries. All can-

didates also have an additional $ 1 50 for

signboards.

After one student did not show up

for Tuesday's mandatory meeting, E-

Board Advisor Mike Cohn said the

decision on how to handle candidates

who did not appear rests with the

board.

Candidates who wish to withdraw

from the race must submit their inten-

tions in writing by May 1, Cohn said.

WEDNE^^^-rffAPRIL 25, 200
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Film inspiration

"Crouching Ti^rr. Hidden Draj^on" fans

can now viow the films that iniluonced it

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT, PAGE 18

Kapono to return

.Jason Kapono announced 'Piicsday

Oiat he will return to UCI.A next

season. SPORTS, PAGE 36

UCLA may lower GE requirements
UNITS: Committee worlds

to agree upon changes in

types, number of classes

By Noah Grand
Daily Bruin Reporter

The General Education

Governance Committee is dis-

eu.Miwg M -mttjof overhaul ol Gt
foundations and requirements,

especially in the sciences.

A work group of science faculty

has been formed to discuss the sci-

ence changes and make recommen-
dations after a large part of the sci-

ence faculty was not pleased with

the original proposal.

"You have to start with what vou

want non-science students to know
about science," said David Rodcs.

Director of the General Education

Governance Committee.

Science faculty members were
displeased with the original propos-

al because it would cut the required

number of science cour.scs from six

to three, keeping the quantitative

reasoning requirement.

While Rodes said he hopes there

will be a faculty vote at the end ofc

the year, Karen Howe, chair of the

faculty executive committee, said

committee regulations could slow

the voting process.

Regardless of whether a vote is

taken this quarter or in the fall, the

changes would not go into effect

until 2002, and they would only

affect incoming freshmen.

The humanities and social sci-

ence requirements would be cut

from four to three classes each.

"1 just feel thai we should encour-

age humanities students to have

more exposure to science and
math." said Kuo-Nan Liou, chair of

the Atmospheric Sciences depart-

ment. "You need to know some-

thing about science to gel your

degree."

dEhis proposal was CTmagrcnt:

Arms wide open

DAVt HII l/Daily Brum Senior Sta'f

Allen Chow, a university consultant, jogs and stretches

down Janss steps during Tuesday's warm evening.

Regents-designate hold forum in residence hall
HEDRICK: Issues include

SP-1, 2, SAT, improving

faculty-student relations

By Lisa Klasscn

Daily Bruin Reporter

In a move to bring students closer

to their representatives, UC
Regents-designate Jeff Seymour and

Tracy Davis held a forum with mem-
bers of the Hedrick Hall student gov-

ernment Monday night.

During the meeting, Davis and

Seymour addressed issues ranging

from affirmative action to housing to

the organization and role of the UC
Board of Regents.

"We are here to educate the stu-

dents as to who we are and what we
do," said Seymour, who will take

office in the upcoming academic

year. "We want people to know that

we're accessible, and we want to con-

tinue this dialogue with students."

Much of the discussion focused

on diversity, especially in light of

recent student protests against SP-1

and 2, the regents' 1995 policies that

ended the consideration of race and

gender in UC admissions and hiring.

"Diversity should be more than

just numbers." said Armando Del

Portillo, a third-year microbiology

student. "My last name makes me a

Latino, but I'm really not representa-

tive of that group. We really need to

have more different people here and

require students to take diversity

clas,ses."

Acco/ding to Seymour, there is lit-

tle the university can do to change

statewide affirmative action policies.

Proposition 209, ;he California ini-

tiative that banned affirmative action

in the state in 1996, would remain

law regardless of the regents'

actions.

But repealing SP-I and SP-2 may
encourage more minority students to

attend the UC system, Seymour said.

"Repealing those laws sends a

message to the people of California

that we are interested in diversity,"

he said. "We have a responsibility to

ensure that, when you come to a UC
campus, you have the ability to learn

from other backgrounds ... and we
feel that the best way to experience

this is through diversity."

SecRKENTS^pagei

upon, largely because the science

faculty would not approve of it,

according lo Rodes. The science

work group is deliberating ways to

cut fewer science GEs.

"A (new) recommendation that

seems to be gaining some favor

See CHANCES, page 6

Financial cost

of graduation

invokes anger

over principle

COMMENCEMENT: UCLA
department fights attack

over monetary donations

By Scott B.Wong
Daily Bruin Staff

The UCLA Department of

Economics has come under criticism

from students recently for having

requested a donation from graduating

.seniors who wish their families and

friends to attend their departmental

commencement in June.

In the short history of pre-com-

mencement celebrations and recep-

tions, this year may have marked the

first time a department .solicited dona-

tions from graduating seniors.

"We've already paid enough here,"

said An Nguyen, a fourth-year eco-

nomics student who will graduate this

spring. "Now we have to pay for grad-

uation."

But Todd August, manager of the

Department of Economics, .said the

department is requesting a strictly vol-

untary donation.

The economics department, he

said, won't profit at all from the cere-

mony. »

•We will pay $6,000 to $7.{KX) out of

our own department for this event." he

said.

Because expense for the celebration

comes completely out of his depart-

ment's budget, August said it needed

some way to recoup costs

"UCLA charges us for the venue,

chairs, microphones and music."

August said. "If we don't take in some

money toward this, we cannot afford

to do this again."

The department modeled the dona-

tion system after UC Berkeley's eco-

See ECONOMICS, page 8
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Bank of America

robbed at gunpoint
The Bank of America al 930 Westwood

Blvd. was robbed Tuesday evening.

Three men, who may have been wearing

masks, entered the bank at about 5:30 p.m.

armed with hand guns, said LAPD Officer

Jason Lee.

After receiving an unknown amount of cash,

the suspects lied in a tan Honda with paper

plates, Lee said. No shots were fired and no
injuries reported.

Commission offers free

Tay-Sachs testing

The Student Welfare Commission is offering

free Tay-Sachs testing to the UCLA community

today and Thursday

Tay-Sachs is a genetic disease found most

often in those of eastern European Jewish

descent, but others may inherit it as well.

Carriers of the gene which causes

Tay-Sachs may be healthy, but if ihey

have children with another cari^ct.

their kids have a 25 percent chance of inher-

iting the disease.

A test to see if someone is a carrier of the

gene involves drawing blood samples and ana-

lyzing the DNA or measuring the level of Hex-

A in a person's blood. Carriers have less Hex-A

than non-carriers.

Emergency lights to

use NASA technology
MON ROVI A. Calif. Officials will demon-

strate on Wednesday a system that relies on

NASA technology to help police officers and

firefighters zip safely through intersections

while responding to emergency calls.

The system uses advanced technology

designed by Agoura Hills-based E-ViEWS
Safety Systems Inc. in collaboration with

NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory.

In 1997, more than 15.000 accidents involv-

ing emergency vehicles respond-

ing to calls occurred in the United

States, according to the National

Highway Traffic Safety Administration.

The demonstration project involves 30

Monrovia fire and police vehicles, each

equipped with a transponder thai allows ihem

to trip signals in advance, giving them a green

light while stopping cross traffic.

The system also includes display signs at

intersections that begin warning motorists and

pedestrians of the approaching vehicles while

they are still 3.500 feet away. Monrovia police

Capt. Terry Dochnahl said the city will begin

testing the system in late May once it has 20

intersections equipped with the technology.

Americans still don't

know much science

Americans aren't getting any smarter when it

comes to science, according to a new national

survey.

More than half the adults surveyed didn't

know that the Earth revolves around the sun.

and 42 percent said they thought early humans

lived side by side with dinosaurs.

At the same time. 88 percent of 1,01 1 respon-

dents to the California Academy of Sciences

survey said they feel a connection to the natural

world.

What respondents may not be attuned to are

the basic scientific issues of the 21st century

such as bioengineering, climate change and

energy shortages.

"We are confronted with critical decisions

on how to balance the needs of the environment

with the need for continuing economic growth

and prosperity," said Patrick Kocioick, execu-

tive director of the California Academy of

Sciences. "Individuals need a basic grounding

in science to be able to take part in the discus-

sion."

If nothing else, the curiosity is there - more

than 90 percent of respondents said they were at

least moderately interested in the environment,

energy issues and new scientific discoveries.

Compiled from Daily Bruin Staff and wire reports.

Sunny Sunny Partly Cloudy

high: 86 low: 63 high: 78 low: 61 high: 72 low: 56

Outlook:
Hope you enjoyed the heat on Tuesday cause

it'll be just as hot today. And if anyone from

Facilities Management is reading this, please

come fix our air conditioning. Ifs way too hot

118 Kettkhoff. Ifs affecting our productivity.

Sunrise
6:11a.m.

^ Sunset
7:33 p.m.

ACADEMIC
ANNOUNCEMENTS

Week 4
Reminder:

Friday, April 27 is the last day

to DROP non-impacted classes

through URSA with $3 fee

For real-time weather, visit www dailybruin ucia edu

WHArS BREWIN'

Today 10 a.m.
Student Welfare Commission

TaySach's Testing

Ackerman2414

11a.m.
Engineering & Science Career

Services

Look at the Compensation Package

Workshop

850() Boeltcr Hall (penthouse)

12 p.m.
UCLA Center for Women & Men
Assertiveness Training

Room 2, Dodd Hall

310-825-3945

Student Accounting Society

BDO Seidman: Advantage ofa

MidtierFirm

Ackcrman 2408

208-2503

Campus Events Commission

Creeper Lagoon Concert

Westwood Plaza

www.campusevents.ucla.edu

12 p.m.
The Center for the Study of Religion

Lecture by Dr. Kasia Szpakowska,

UCLANELC
10383 Bunche Hall

rcligion@humnet.ucla.edu

4 p.m.
UCLA College Library

Free Concert - Music of the

Philippines

Powell Library Rotunda

20M219

4:15 p.m.
Letter & Science Counseling

Workshop: Medical School for

Non-Science Majors

203 Covel Commons
X62792

6 p.m.
Student Welfare Commission

Children's Walk for Life Volunteer

Orientation

Franz 1260

6:30 p.m.

UCLA Pre-Optometry Society

General Meeting

Boeltcr 5252

7 p.m.

Bible Studies in Old and New
Testament

What the Bible says about singles

and relationships, "The Committed

Life" _
AU 2408

CAPSA (Concerned Asian Pacific

Islander Students for Action)

Break Out

KerckhofTGrand Salon

310-737-5994

7:30 p.m.

Campus Events Commission

Pearl Jam Concert DVD Screening

Ackcrman Grand Ballroom

www.campusevents.ucla.edu

CELLULAR Accessories

ruin
Viewpoint 14
Arts & Entertainment JQ

Bruin Movie Guide 2

1

ance
Classifieds

Crossword Puzzle

24

28
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Fashionable fundraiser

fosters cancer research

GRANT: Proceeds will go

toward scholarships for

undergrad, grad interns

By Marjorie Hernandez
Daily Bruin Reporter

According to the National Center

for Health Statistics, cancer death

rates for Asian Americans and

Pacific Islanders have increased

more than 200 percent between 1980

and 1993.

Yet, AA PI subgroups historically

have received the least attention,

study and treat-

ment from the

U.S. govern- """""^""
ment.

"A lot of peo-

ple have the mis-

conception that

Asians aren't at

risk of develop-

ing cancer, but

"Increasing and

targeting awareness of

cancer in the college

population is also very

in actuality

that's false,"

said UCLA
Asian American

Network for _____^^^.^^
Cancer
Awareness,
Research and Training project direc-

tor Koy Parada. "It's the leading

cause for Asian American females

and the second cause of death for

males."

important.

Koy Parada

AANCART project director

But a group of UCLA community
members hoped to change that on

Sunday.

More than 300 alumni, communi-

ty leaders and members of the Asian

Greek Counsel came together at the

Omni Hotel in Los Angeles to cele-

brate Chi Alpha Delta sorority's first

annual "Timeless Fashion Show" to

raise awareness of the growing dan-

gers of cancer among the Asian

American/Pacific Islander popula-

tion.

Funded by the National Cancer

Institute Special Populations'

Network, the AANCART grant is

the first national effort to develop

programs and

clinical studies^^"""^^^
targeting specif-

ic sites in New
York, Seattle,

San Francisco

and Los

Angeles.

The five-year

grant awarded
'.ST'

mark more than

$7 million

among the con-

sortiums, and

will provide

more than $1

million for UCLA research and com-

munity outreach.

Funds raised by UCLA's Chi

Alpha Delta fashion show will go to

scholarships for undergraduate and

Couftpsy <M .h

Chi Alpha Delta merr^bers (from left) Audrey Chon, Kimey Ung, Nikki Kodama and Annie Chang
pose with MC Sam Louie at ^he first annual fashion show to raise money for cancer awareness.

graduate students interested in

internships with AANCART.
"We were looking for something

that can incorporate students, com-

munity leaders and our alumni and

we felt that a fashion show was just a

really great way to do that," said

fourth-year mechanical engineering

student and Chi Alpha Delta presi-

lent Nikki Kodama.
While lung, colorectal, breast and

prostate cancers rate as top cancer

killers of the general American pop-

ulation, liver and stomach cancers

remain the third and fourth highest

causes of death among the AAPI
community respectively, according

to the AANCART Web site.

Southeast Asians also have an 18

percent higher rate of lung cancer

6ccurrence than whites, according to

AANCART
Variances such as this in cancer

types only warrant more research

specific to Asian Americans.

>•

Gaps in research

Researchers historically lump var-

ious AAPI groups into one category,

thus overlooking ihc disparity that

cer rates are about 25 percent lower

in Asian and Pacific Islander coun-

tries, studies have shown that cancer

rates in Asian American and Pacific

Islander women come close to the

ratesofwhite women within 10 years

of living in the U.S.

According to a study conducted

bv UCLA School of Public Health's

"exfsts among (he ethnic subgroups,

said Roshan Bastani, associate pro-

fessor at the UCLA School of Public

Health and associate director of the

division of cancer prevention and

control.

For example, the highest rates of

liver cancer has been found in

Vietnamese men, while Japanese

men have a very high risk in develop-

ing prostate cancer, Bastani said.

Although breast and cervical can-

Deparlmcnl of Community HcaUTT

Sciences assistant professor

Marjorie Kagawa-Singcr, cancer

rates among Japanese Americans

are three times higher than the rate

for the newer Korean American

immigrant group. Established gener-

ations of AAPI subgroups like

Japanese Americans have cancer

rates close to the general population.

See CANCER, page 6

Saragoza steps down, UQ
vice chancellor takes over
RESIGN: Administration to

make educational outreach

initiatives more congruent

By Hemesh Patel

Daily Bmin Senior Staff

Alex Saragoza resigned Tuesday after

10 months of serving as vice president for

educational outreach for the University of

California.

Although the reason why Saragoza

stepped down from his position is unclear,

UC officials suspect that his decision was

the result of an investigation accusing him

of academic fraud.

In his letter of resignation to Richard

Atkinson, Saragoza said he was concerned

. that his efforts "to advance the university's

'educational outreach initiatives have been

compromised by recent outside events."

i
According to UC officials, those

['events" most likely point to reports that

Saragoza was involved in giving course

credit to two UC Berkeley athletes who
did not attend class.

Saragoza was not taking calls from the

media Tuesday, according to a UC
spokesman.

"Dr. Saragoza has made many impor-

tant contributions to the university's out-

reach efforts and, while I believe his deci-

sion was a necessary one, I accept his res-

ignation with great personal regret,"

Atkinson said in a statement.

Atkinson named UC Irvine's vice char)-

cellor for student affairs, Manuel Gomez,
as interim vice president until he finds a

permanent replacement.

"I'm honored that president Atkinson

has asked me to serve in his administra-

tion," Gomez said. "I believe he has navi-

gated the university very courageously and

effectively"

While the decision will lead to changes

at the ofTicc of the president, outreach

efforts at individual campuses will not be

as affected.

"Each program at each campus is dif-

ferent," said Jack Sutton, executive officer

for UCLA outreach. "Although we meet

and work together, it will not impact indi-

vidual campuses."

The duties of the vice president for edu-

cational outreach include overall coordi-

nation of outreach at the UC as well as

working with funding and the legislature.

Sutton said Saragoza differed from his

predecessor, Karl Tister, in his more per-

sonal approach when handling outreach

affairs.

"Tister was previously chancellor of

UC Santa Cruz and had an administrative

point of view," Sutton said.

"But Saragoza had been a professor in

Chicano Studies at Berkeley and grew up

in a migrant farm worker family," he con-

tinued.

University officials reacted positively to

Atkinson's choice of naming Gomez as

Saragoza's temporary replacement.

Manny Gomez has shown years of ded-

ication at UCI and I'm looking forward to

working with him, said student regent des-

ignate Tracy Davis.

Officials consider UCl's outreach pro-

gram as one of the most innovative and

successful in the UC system.

Gomez said his approach will be more

of a strategic one; he plans to work closely

with the California legislature and the UC
regents.

He sees the current state of the outreach

programs as "somewhat diffuse."

"I believe in a strong collaborative

approach," Gomez said. "These complex

sets of(outreach) initiatives need to be pre-

sented in a more coherent manner."

Gomez will take over the position for

six months but said he does not seek the

role of permanently filling Saragoza's

shoes.

"I believe in educational opportunity,"

Gomez said. "It's among the most impor-

tant responsibilities of a university to sus-

tain affordability. accessibility and

improvements in academic achievement

in all students in California."

UCLA labor fights for more rights

COMMUNrrV: Workers,

students say security in

jobs often compromised

By Marcelle Richards

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Students and laborers filtered

into Kerckhoff Hall lounge

Monday to discuss how to improve

labor conditions on UCLA's cam-

pus - conditions some of the speak-

ers compared to sweatshop labor.

UCLA Students Against

Sweatshops, the Environmental

Coalition, and members of the

American Federation of State,

County and Municipal Employees

union were among those who par-

ticipated in the discussion.

AFSCME represents roughly

17,000 UC employees, who will

undergo a contract renewals on

April 30 and June 30.

Issues of privatization and cor-

poratization arose as significant

problems which endanger job secu-

rity and the quality of workplace

environments, despite union con-

tracts.

On a smaller scale, favoritism,

unstable hours and repeated job

termination are plights which often

go overlooked by the UCLA com-

munity at large, said Gregory

Hom, a third-year environmental

studies student.

"They keep this campus beauti-

ful and that should be recognized.

The chancellor doesn't do that," he

said. "We pay money to go to this

school, we should demand our

money not go to exploiting workers

on catnpus."

Senior food service employee

Lorena Arrieta was still in her

catering uniform when she spoke

to the crowd during her break.

Though she's been a dining ser-

vices employee for 10 years, she

said her hourly wage has increased

only $2 since she started.

"When I go home, my head, my

legs hurt," she said as she wrung

her hands. "It's because of the pres-

sure. Every time I show up to work

I know I have to work the job of

two people. We go through this

daily struggle."

Arrieta was put on the "career

path," a status which elevates

employees as more than casual

workers. But she said many of her

colleagues spent 10 years or more

being hired, fired and re-hired

repeatedly so managers can retain

them as casual workers with no

benefits and lower wages.

"(The university)

becomes a stressful

workplace that

effects the quality of

service."

J.R.Hernandez

AFSCME lead organizer

Last November and December,

union members successfully cam-

paigned to eliminate the hire-fire

cycle, she said. Nonetheless, many
still see the need for further

improvements.

"We have a terrible relationship

with our managers," Arrieta said.

"Once you become active in a

union we get retaliated. They do

1,000 violations to the contract we
have."

Favoritism, she said; was the

most common form of discrimina-

tion among workers.

Catering assistant manager

Monika Phielke said she did not

feel these problems were an issue in

the workplace.

"It's always been the case that

promotions are given on openings,

experience and seniority," she said.

"We have a lot of career employees

that have been hired fresh from the

start."

AFSCME lead organizer JR.

Hernandez said these problems are

present across all spectrums of

labor, though they arc overlooked

by employers who tend to be anti-

unions.

"The university is running like a

corporation with many times disre-

gard to worker conditions." he

said. "It becomes a stressful work-

place that effects the quality of ser-

vice."

UCLA medical center workers

are only one of the many groups

who are experiencing this problem,

he said.

"What UCLA is doing is sub-

contracting out to private compa-

nies," said Daisy Chow, a third-

year physical science student.

"(The workers) don't feel pride for

their work and they often aren't

well enough trained to keep the

med center sanitary."

This allows the university to hire

workers on a temporary basis,

without having to offer benefits,

she said.

With more than 500 leaders and

union membership - which has

tripled since 1999 - Hernandez

said he sees 2001 as an opportunity

to capitalize on the strength in

numbers to make the contract

more conducive to establishing

worker-friendly conditions.

But many doubt the unions will

be able to shoulder this burden

alone.

The alliance of students, faculty

and union members at the event is

the beginning of a start for

Chicano/a studies professor and

AFSCME 1108 president

Fernando Gapasin.

"None of the unions have the

same standing as tenure-track fac-

ulty or administration," he said.

"Until the unions are able to sit as

equals in that circle, it's going to be

a difficult time in leveraging

improvement in employee rela-

tions."
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Policy amended for Number ofwomen farmers on the rise

narcotics possession
LAW: Drug conviction

would not be subject

to Three Strikes rule

The Associated Press

SACRAMENTO - Individuals

caught with drugs should not spend

decades in prison under the state's

Three Strikes law, an Assembly
committee decided Tuesday.

Citing the voters' wishes in

approving Proposition 36 last fall,

the Public Safety Committee voted

4-2 for a bill that would exempt
felony drug possession convictions

from the popular Three Strikes law.

The bill attempts to reconcile

crime-related voter sentiment as

expressed in two very different

-landmark initiatives approved over

the past seven years.

In 1994, voters passed the Three

Strikes law. It requires a person

with a previous conviction for a

serious or violent felony to get a

doubled sentence for a second con-

viction or second "strike." A person

with two previous serious or violent

convictions found guilty of any
felony is sent to prison for 25 years

to life.

Last November, voters

approved Proposition 36.

Beginning July I, it requires people

convicted of drug possession to be

sent to treatment instead of prison.

People with.prior felony convic-

tions will be- eligible for treatment

under Proposition 36 if they have

remained out of prison for five

years and free of non-drug felony

and violent misdemeanor convic-

tions.

The bill would also cover people

convicted of simple drug posses-

sion who don't fit into those

Proposition 36 limits.

Backers said voters only want

violent criminals sent to prison for

long terms and want drug users

treated instead.

"We believe that this particularly

bill will change dramatically the

lives of some folks who basically

commit crimes in order to support

drug habits," said the author.

Assemblywoman Jackie Goldberg.

D-Los Angeles.
"~

The 34-year-old son of Vivian

Moen of Fountain Valley has been

in prison for six years, sentenced to

25 years to life for possession of
"$10 worth ofcocaine," she said.

He had previously spent a total

of 2 I /2 years in prison for two bur-

glary convictions - one for taking

his stepmother's keyboard and one
for going to a friend's ex-girlfriend's

house to get CDs, she said.

"This is not justice," Moen said.

"He was never oflcred any rehabili-

tation or any drug treatment ofany

kind."

FARMING: Statistics show

females own 5 percent of

U.S. farmland, increasing

By Kiiey Russell

The Associated Press

LEMOORE, Calif. In the heart

of the nation's most productive dairy

region, Leslie Dunn is awake and
tending to her 600 cows by 3:30 in the

morning.

The self-described "third genera-

tion dairyman," who owns and oper-

ates her own dairy in the central San
Joaquin Valley, is back in the house by

7 a.m. to fix breakfast for her two
young sons and hustle them off to

school.

After trips to the grocery store and
gym, she's back at the dairy by noon,

where she oversees a crew of young
men, mostly from Mexico, until it's

_time to pick up her boys, ages 6 and 8,

~at3p;m.

The rest of the day may include her

twice-weekly volunteer job at the

school, shuttling the children to their

various sporting events, meetings of

her 4-H Club chapter, duties as a mem-
ber of California Women for

Agriculture, or her own softball

games.

"If I had II more hours in the day, I

tell people I 'd get enough sleep and my
house would be clean all the time," the

32-year-old Dunn laughed.

While the pace of daily life on
Dunn's farm may seem impossible to

maintain, U.S. Department of

The Associated Creji

Leslie Dunn looks over her herd Tuesday, at her dairy farm. The
number of women running U.S. and California farms have Increased.

Agriculture statistics show that more
women are giving it a go. The number
ofwomen running U.S. and California

farms increased about 2.5 percent dur-

ing a lO-year period ending in 1997,

while the overall number of farms
declined about 5 percent, from a little

more than 2 million to 1.9 million.

Women own about 13.5 percent, or

10,064, of the farms in California.

They own 165,102 farms nationally,

about 9 percent. Still, only about 5 per-

cent of U.S. farmland is owned by

women.

Generally, women work smaller

farms on less expensive, marginal soil

and are more likely to produce organ-

ic crops or sell directly to the public at

farmers markets, said Janet Mumson,
professor of community and regional

development at the University of

California, Davis.

"That's an international pattern. I

do think there's a real change, with

women moving from the role of farm

wives to women working as indepc _
dent farmers, and where they do that iT

particularly in (alternative farming

operations) rather than high commer-
cial production," Mumson said.

While many women inherit farms

from husbands or fathers, Dunn
bought into the dairy business with her

former husband.

"We divorced two years ago, and I

got the cows and the kids," Dunn said.

The USDA statistics don't account
for the number of farms that are joint-

ly owned by women, and don't quanti-

fy the contributions to the agricultural

economy made by either men or

women who don't own farms.
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Dow Jones Industrials
down: 77.89

close: 10,454.34

Nasdaq Index

down; 42.71

dose: 2,016.61

Dollar

Yen: 1*2.25-*:

Euro: 1.1186

Bush decides to sell destroyers, submarines to Taiwan
DEFENSE: President has bipartisan

support; China warns weaponry

deal will have grave implications

By Robert Burns
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - President Bush's deci-

sion to sell destroyers and submarines to

Taiwan will mean a leap ahead for the island's

defenses, reflecting the administration's con-

cern that China is extending the reach and

sophistication of air and naval forces that

dwarfTaiwan's.

China, which considers Taiwan a breakaway

province that must be returned, responded to

the American arms deal Tuesday with a formal

protest to the State Department.

Taiwan did not get everything it asked.

Defense Department officials met with the

Taiwanese to inform them that Bush had put

off their request for destroyers equipped with

the advanced Aegis radar and battle manage-

;nt system. China had cautioned Washington

that such a deal would have grave implications.

Instead the United States offered four older

Kidd-class destroyers with less capable radars.

Bush said he did not expect the arms deal to

cause further damage to US-China relations,

which already were strained.

"The Chinese must understand that we've

got common interests; but there's going to be

some areas where we disagree and, evidently,

one area where we disagree is whether or not

the United States ought to provide defensive

arms for Taiwan," Bush said in a Washington

Post interview Tuesday.

"The package we sent is the right package

for the moment," Bush added.

Reaction on Capitol Hill was mixed.

The Democratic leader in the House, Rep.

Dick Gephardt of Missouri, said Bush should

have made the Aegis system available without

delay in response to China's "military buildup

and other provocative acts." He cited the

example of China's detention of a U.S. Navy
surveillance plane and its crew.

Gephardt also called on the administration

to resume surveillance flights off China's coast.

They were suspended after the April collision

near Hainan island of a Navy EP-3E plane and

a Chinese fighter jet.

The approved arms package includes eight

diesel-powered submarines, which were among
Taiwan's highest defense priorities. China

views this as a serious threat to its security.

Taiwan has been requesting submarines since

1982 but had been turned down as recently as a

year ago.

Rear Adm. Craig Quigley, a Pentagon

spokesman, said that although Bush has autho-

rized the military to offer the weapons, any

actual sales depend on a formal request by

Taiwan. He said that in past years the

Taiwanese have chosen not to buy some items

the U.S. government approved for sale.

I til' A-,'. )i ijT.fl t'tow

Taiwan's Ministry of Defense spokesman Huang Suey-sheng calls for questions durtng-

a weekly news conference Tuesday in Taipei.

Once Taiwan submits a request, the

Pentagon is required to notify Congress, start-

ing a 30-day period in which Congress can

reject the sale. There is strong bipartisan con-

gressional support for arming Taiwan.

Among the weapons on Taiwan's shopping

list that Bush rejected, in addition to the Aegis

radar system, are satellite-guided bombs called

Joint Direct Attack Munitions, or JDAM, and

High-speed Anti-Radiation Missiles, or

HARMs, which are launched from aircraft lo

attack air defense radars.

American millionaire will orbit Earth Higher stakes paid for

minor traffic offenses
SPACE: Dennis Tito will

pay Russia $20 million

to stay aboard laboratory

By Paul Recer

The Associated Press

WASHINGTON Managers of ,

the International Space Station

agreed on Tuesday to allow an

American millionaire to visit the orbit-

ing laboratory as a tourist despite con-

cerns about the safety of having a less-

er-trained nonprofessional on board.

Dennis Tito, an aerospace engi-

ncer-turned-financier who paid the

Russians $20 million to fly into space,

will be launched April 28 to the space

station aboard a Russian craft and

then spend six days aboard the orbit-

ing laboratory, officials said.

NASA strenuously objected to the

Rus.sians independently selling a

space station trip to Tito, but, in the

end, agreed to allow the voyage as an

The Associated Ptess

California millionaire (left) Dennis Tito and Russian cosmonauts
TalgatMusabayevand Yuri Baturin receive flowers.

exception to regulations still being for- Canada, Russia and the European

mulated. Space Agency, agreed to the Tito visit

The international partners in the in an agreement signed Tuesday, offi-

space station, the U.S., Japan, cialssaid.

COURT: Officials question

Fourth Amendment, mling

favors warrantless arrests

By Anne Gearan
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON A divided

Supreme Court ruled Tuesday that

police can arrest and handcuff peo-

ple for minor traffic offenses, saying

the authority flows naturally from

the right to pull someone over

The court ruled 5-4 in the case of

a Texas woman handcuffed in front

of her small children and briefly

jailed for failing to wear a seat bell.

Gail Atwatcr said the belts were

unfastened only to help the family

peer out for a distraught 4-year-old's

lost toy. A police officer saw her as

endangering her children and

ordered her to jail.

"The question is whether the

Fourth Amendment forbids a war-

rantless arrest for a minor criminal

offense, such as a misdemeanor seal

bell violation punishable only by a

fine. Wc hold that it does not,"

Justice David H. Souter wrote for

the court majority.

Unpersuaded, Justice Sandra

Day O'Connor wrote for the minor-

ity that the ruling "cloaks the point-

less indignity that Gail Atwatcr suf-

fered with the mantle of reasonable-

ness
"

The decision could affect any of

the nation's 185 million licensed dri-

vers.

Texas is one of several states with

laws specifically allowing this kind

of arrest, and the Supreme Court

ruling means that other states could

pass similar laws without fear of

constitutional problems.

WORLD & NATION BRIEFS

Bush draws criticism on
nominating process
WASHINGTON Senate Republicans

are being accused by Democrats of trying to

make it easier for President Bush to fill the

federal bench with conservatives by doing

away with a practice that allows a single

home-state senator to easily defeat any nom-
ination.

"That would look very partisan to have

one rule for the Democrats and one for the

Republicans," said Sen. Patrick Leahy of

Vermont, the senior Democrat on the Senate

Judiciary Committee.

At issue is the so-called "blue slip" tradi-

tion, referring to the blue-colored approval

papers that senators are asked to submit on
nominees for filling vacant federal judge-

ships in their state.

When Democrats controlled the Senate,

they allowed judicial nominees from

Republican Presidents Reagan and George

H.W. Bush to move forward ifjust

one senator from a state submitted

a blue slip.

After Republicans took control of

the Senate in 1994, new Judiciary

Committee Chairman Orrin Hatch, R-Utah,

refused to move a nomination from
Democrat Clinton forward unless he had

blue slip approvals from both senators.

Republican Sen. Jesse Helms of North
Carolina used the tactic to block all of

Clinton's court nominees from his state.

Hawaii school teachers

end three-week strike

HONOLULU - A 19-day strike by

Hawaii's public teachers ended early

Tuesday, only hours before a federal judge

could have intervened and appointed a

receiver to take over the school system.

A union spokeswoman, Danielle Lum,
said the Hawaii State Teachers Association's

50-member board approved a deal

with the state at around midnight

Monday and planned to formally

present it lo 13,000 teachers

statewide for ratification later Tuesday.

Teachers were expected lo return lo

schools across the islands on Wednesday
with classes reopening Thursday.

"We're very pleased with the selllemcnl.

Our board overwhelmingly ratified it," said

Joan Husted, union executive secretary. She

refused to give details of the deal, but said

they should please teachers.

"I think the teachers feel the strike accom-

plished their goals. If they had to do it again,

they would," Husted said early Tuesday.

By the time the state's 180,000 public

school students return on Thursday, the

strike will have kept elementary, middle and
high school classes shuttered for 14 school

days over three weeks.

Education officials said they are consider-

ing ways to make up for lost class time,

including canceling year-end field trips.

Nature, not man, may
have protected ozone
GENEVA - The protective ozone layer over

the North Pole appears to have stabilized after

years of thinning, but the gain may be tempo-

rary, U.N. weather experts said Tuesday

Scientists from the United Nations' World

Meteorological Organization said the recovery

may be attributed to a warmer than usual winter

and the current peak in the 1 1-year cycle of the

sun, and not to global cuts in the use of harmful

chemicals.

"At the peak of the solar cycle there's an

intensity of radiation that produces more
ozone," said Michael ProfTitt, a senior scientific

officer at the organization. "Therefore you're

going to find less sign of ozone depletion."

The sun is now moving back into an 1 1-year

period of declining radiation, meaning the pro-

duction ofozone will be low, Proffitt said.

Compiled from Daily Bruin wire reports.
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would be having two life sciences,

two physical sciences and quantita-

tive reasoning," said Judith Smith,

vice-provost of undergraduate edu-

cation.

Some science faculty, including

Liou, said they felt the GE
Governance Committee was unfair

because it did not fully represent the

science faculty.

Rodes said the committee was
specifically chosen to be a fair repre-

sentation of the faculty at large by

choosing faculty members from
both north and south campus.

"We understand that this was a

working proposal and that we would
have to get down in the trenches and
work with faculty," Rodes-said.

The proposed changes in science

general education arc only part of a

more massive overhaul in GE
requirements and policies, which
have been fairly constant since 1983,

according to Rodes.

The changes in general education

arc intended to streamline require-

ments by reducing the number of

classes and units of GE a student

takes, simplifying what is needed,

according to Rodes.

"I would definitely change gener-

al education." said Russel Schuh.

linguistics vice chair of undergradu-

ate affairs. "If I were an undcrgradu-

ate student. I wouldn't know what to

take."

Cutting GE courses is another

goal, because UCLA has the most
general education requirements of

any UC school.

"I believe that we can improve the

quality of a student's overall general

education experience if we could

have a modest reduction in the num-
ber of courses required," Smith said.

Reducing the number of required

GE courses would allow student to

take more elective classes, or have

m©re classes available to lake a

minor or second major.

"When universities were formed,

there was supposed to be a student's

major, GE and electives. Now there

are some students in some majors

who, just by putting together their

major and GE will have very little

room for choice of electives," said

Brian Copenhaver, provost of the

College of Letters and Science.

Copenhaver said there have been

large-scale structural changes in gen-

eral education under way since 1994,

with the major changes in that time

being the addition of writing II

courses and GE clusters, which are

both five-unit courses. The GE pro-

posal revolves around all GE classes

being five-unit classes.

"Each GE course offered has d

greater depth of study because they

are five units instead of four," Smith

said.

In addition to discussing the

quantity of science GE courses and
the number of units those classes

should be, the science work group is

discussing what should be taught to

non-science students in science GE
courses.

"A given course could provide

foundation knowledge in science but

could have the broader goal of

understanding how science is done,"

said Robin Garrell, a chemistry pro-

fessor on the science work group.

"The course could also show why
judgments in science are different

than ethical decisions or personal

value decisions."

These conceptual changes refiect

a shift away from teaching specific

content in GE classes. Instead, con-

cepts like the methods and founda-

tions of scientific inquiry would be

emphasized, according to Rowe.
The proposed changes would

need to go through the science work
group, the GE Governance
Committee and the Faculty

Executive Committee before the fac-

ulty would vote on the proposal.

Even ifapproved by faculty vote, the

proposal must still be approved by

the Undergraduate Council and the

Legislative Assembly, according to

Smith

REGENTS
From page 1

According to some, minority stu-

dents may choose not to attend a UC
school because they do not feel wel-

come. In order to reverse this trend,

Davis and Seymour said the UC
plans to expand outreach programs.

In addition to the issue of affirma-

tive action, students at the meeting

brought up UC President Richard

Atkinson's proposal to get rid of the

SAT i as a university admissions

requirement.

"We need to deal with what the

SAT says about students and what it

means," Davis said. "It may predict

your freshman GPA, but it really has

no effect on your sophomore, junior

and senior GPAs."
The Academic Senate needs to re-

evaluate the SAT requirement to see

if it really meets the goals of the uni-

versity, she said.

Seymour said he expects a final

decision regarding the SAT I to be

reached in the next six months.

One of the reasons policy change

may be slowed is the largenumbers of

vacancies found in the governments

of many state institutions of higher

education, Davis said.

"There are three vacancies in the

UC Regent system right now," she

said "There's many more in the Cai
State and community college levels
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thiit haven't been filled in over six

months. They're important positions

and they've just been left empty."

Davis cites the recent power crisis

as a main cause of these vacancies.

With state officials busy negotiating

with power companies, little time has

been dedicated to finding replace-

ments, she said.

According to Seymour, the power
crisis is also one of the reasons that

the cost of on-campus housing is

increasing. Campuses with co-gener-

ational facilities, like UCLA, have

been particularly hit hard as they rely

upon natural gas as an energy supply,

Davis said.

In addition to recruiting students,

the regents also want to foster better

relations between faculty and current

students.

Some, like Lisa Tang, a third-year

English student and the president of

Hedrick Hall, feel that the university

should do more to encourage student

and professor interaction.

"In my experiences here, my pro-

fessors have shown no interest in me,

and likewise, I've had no interest in

them," Tang said. "My best teacher

was a TA in my English composition

class because I got the chance to

interact with him."

According to English professor

Frederick Burwick, recent studies

like the Boyer Report show that uni-

versity faculty often neglect undefz=

graduate students.

"Better funding would definitely

lead to more lower division mentor-

ing," Burwick said. "But I believe

that UCLA is trying to bring the fac-

ulty and students together with pro-

grams like the Honors Collegium and
the General Education Clusters."

According to Seymour, the

process of finding a mentor may be

unnecessarily difficult. Creating a

UC-wide mentoring program, would
require large amounts of time and
money, Seymour said.

"In this area, you are required to

do self-motivating work," he said.

"They are on the university campus,
but you just have to find them."

CANCER
From page 3

Environment and diet changes
maybe the cause of these rates,

Kagawa-Singer said.

"The more Westernized the diet

becomes, the more Westernized the

patterns of cancer," she said.

Model minority misconcep-
tions

TTie image of Asian Americans as

the model minority often sweeps the

rising problem of cancer under the

rug.

"AAPIs are not seen as needy
communities compared to the

Hispanic or African American com-
munities," Bastani said. "Popular
media doesn't pick up on that."

"You don't see that in the movies,

you don't see it in the magazines,"
she continued. "And I think that

builds the perception that every-

thing is OK."
But some subgroups of AAPI,

especially new immigrants, often

struggle with language barriers and
lack of information concerning the

importance of routine screening and
don't seek help.

According to Kagawa-Singcr's
study, AAPI women have the lowest

screening and early detection rates

for cervical and breast cancer com-
pared to all ethnic groups. The study
also showed that 21 percent ofAAPI
women have never had a Pap test

compared to 5 percent of white
women.

"Screening in Asian countries is

not as prevalent," Kagawa-Singer
said. "When women come here, they
aren't as familiar with the availabili-

ty and the need to be more vigilant
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From page 6

with cancer here in the U.S."

Many AAPI women, including

recent immigrants, have never had

Pap smears in their native countries

due to lack of advocation and stan-

dard care, according to Parada.

But the dangers of avoiding

screening become clear, as cervical

cancer continues to be the leading

cause of death in Vietnamese

women.

"Il's a very intimate situation

that a woman would share with her

spouse and not a doctor." said

Parada. "Coming here in the US
and undergoing such an invasive

personal procedure is such a huge

barrier."

Another problem stems from the

lack of awareness of the variety of

—i _

AAPI subgroups found throughout

the nation. ../ ,

"W you look at the cast coast,

which is where

most of the fund- ^^-—

—

ing comes from,

most of the differ-

ences there are

black and white,

rather than in Los

Angeles County
where it's more
diverse," Parada
said. "I don't

think funders on
the cast coast real-

ize how diverse of

a population the

Asian ethnic

groups are."

interns are sent to community sites

in order to assess and investigate

the participation barriers commu-
nity mem-

—^—^-^-^^— bers might

face.

M o n e >'

raised by

Chi Alpha

Delta's
fashion
show will go

to fund

scholarships

for such

future
interns.

"I think

it's wonder-

ful that Chi

"AAPIs are not seen as

needy communities.

That builds the

perception that

everything is OK."

Roshan Bastani

Associate professor

Low Asian American participa- Alpha Delta chose AANCART as

tion rates in clinical studies also their philanthropy for this particu-

attribute to the lack of comprehen- lar year because it does affect all

sivc cancer studies. AANCART different Asian ethnic subgroups."

Parada said. "Increasing and tar-

geting awareness of ciinc^r iix^ the

college population is also very

important."

AANCART affiliates hope to

continue collecting pilot data that

will launch further grant research

into the elTects. causes and control

of cancer among AAPIs.
Investigators, interns and commu-
nity leaders will also target health

care providers with the importance

of advocating screening.

AANCART participants hope

these partnerships will highlight the

growing problem of AAPIs and

cancer throughout the country.

"It is high time that all communi-
ties that make up LA. participate

in research and benefit from it, and

we feel good that the research is

extending to the Asian and Pacific

Islander populations." Bastani

said.

ECONOMICS
From page 1

nomics department, which asks for S4 per

commencement ticket as well.

John Sandbrook. assistant provost of

the College of Letters and Science, said his

office has asked the economics depart-

ment not to solicit donations from gradu-

ating seniors.

"We don't always like to duplicate

what's done at Berkeley.' he said.

Students who have already made dona-

lions have not had their checks processed,

Sandbrook said.

"We have asked the economics depart-

ment to tell the 20 students who havemade
contributions that their checks have not

been deposited," he said. "Divisional cere^

monies have been very important, but

departmental ceremonies have evolved

SeeK0NOMICS,page10
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Unlimited weekends. Unlimited nights. At no additional charge.

—If this offer doesn't=
sound good to you,

maybe college wasn't

such a good idea.

Unlimited Nights, Unlimited Weekends.
Talk for hours without burning minutes. All you have

to do is activate a Home^ plan of $29.99 or higher.

Plus, Nationwide Long Distance.

At no extra cost, 24/7when you activate a Home'*'

plan of $39.99 or higher.

Service offer dvai/ab/e to new and existing customers.

Nokia 5190

FREE
Nokia 3390

or $69
with activation with activation

pacificQbell
WlreloM

is now a part of Cingular Wirdess.

1-866-CINGULAR
www.c/nputor.com

Xcinqular SM
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You are cordially invited to attend the los Angeles Times Book Prices 2000 owords ceremony

ond buffet reception. This premiere event hMiors excellence in writing for worb published in the

post yeor ond feofures some of todoy's ^nest authors.

SATURDAX APRIL 28, 2001

ROyCt HALL AT UCU
Awards Cerenony

IwHet ReceptiM

7:30 to 9:00 pjn.

9:00 to 11 :00 p.m.

mm Of CERfMQNIB: Soidra Tsiiig Uli

XlSr.^^?a^K"ar»r°ed-^l'-:^^^^^
; for details. © 2001 Cingular Wireless LLC.

TiCKflS NOW

ON SALE

To purchase tickets, rontoct;

UCLA's Central Ticket OHice

af (310) 825-2101

or www.tickels udcedu

or any Tickelmosler outlet,

Tukefmosler Chorge-by-Phoiie

(213)365-3500

Of v/ww.ticke1moster.CMn

BOOK PRIZES PRE5ENIERS:

A. Sc^tt Berg - Biography

khu S. Conol - (meitt Interest

^! JMtt Fitch -/jdiiNi

CristfaM Gordo • Art Seideiibaum AmrdforfmlBcfim

Joyce Appleby - History

Chmki (hmitfXk - Mystery/lhriSer

MUn^hetry

Dovid Boltimorf kience ond Jedmohgy

NUcfcoel Cort Young AdiA Fiction

Robert Scfceor - fiohert Kirsch Award

Awards Ceremony $10

Awords Ceremony and Rec^tion > $50

Parking at IKIA is $6

Qo6 An^elee 8Kme0

r/zes

Honoring outstonding literary achievement

latimes.com/bookprizes
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UCLA Hillel Presents

Pizza & Pluralism
An open discussion of the weekly Torah portion

A unique opportunity to learn with a variety of outstanding Rabbis

Wednesday, April 25

12-1 pm, Ackerman 3508
rj

JOIN US FOR FREE PIZZA
Questions? Contact Roseanne@uclahillel.org

Sponsored by the Shelley & Bruce Whizin Family Foundation

UCLA Perfowing M?r5 Student CowirtEE Presents

WITH NOE GONZALEZ AND I^IKE (?ICCA

5rH, 2001
sooprA
FREUD

PUAXHOUSE

J>5 FOR UCLA
STUDENTS

1 FOR NON-UCL/*

5TUDENT5

ucL^B^y

ECONOMICS
From page 8

and arc here to slay."

Nguyen.,who was leaving the ca>

nomics college counselor's olTice. said

Ihc counselor told her whal il would

cosl lo bring 20 of her family members

lo the ceremony.

'ITie counselor said. 'There's a S4

charge for every ticket."" Nguyen

said."

But August said no tickets will be

issued for the event, which will be held

at Wilson Pla/a, an outdoor venue

"There's no way lo govern who

comes in and out of the area," August

said. "There's no way to regulate who's

donated."

One line of the Commencement

2001 reservation form .states, "Number

of people/tickets: @ S4.()0 (dona-

tion*) each = S ."

Nguyen said the line on the form is

misleading

"I was thinking the donation was

something extra on top of the four dol-

lars." Nguyen said. "It makes il seem

that you have to pay the four dollars."

The explainer states that all pro-

ceeds from donations are used to pay

for the departmental ceremony.

:^^ur dollars is not a big

deal. It's the fact that

you have to pay for your

own commencement."

An Nguyen
Economics student

Nguyen said it's not the cost of tick-

ets bul the principle of paying for grad-

uation that mailers.

"hour dollars is not a big deal."

Nguyen said. "But it's the lacl that you

have lo pay for your own commence-

ment - it's the concept."

Last year, the UCLA Events Ofl'ice

billed the department $6.(KX) for the

two-hour event. But the olTice did not

anticipate the 4.(KX) graduates, family

and friends in attendance that day.

August said.

This year, the olTice will bill the

department almost $13,000 - more

than double last year's costs - for the

pre-commencemenl event, which will

take place the morning before the

Social Science graduation in Pauley

Pavilion.

Departmental celebrations serve as

more personal ceremonies, where

graduates arc able to walk across the

stage as their names arc read before

family and friends.

August said he received numerous

complamls from the year before that

the social sciences ceremony did not

feel like a graduation.

"I am reasonably certain no one's

names have been called olTat the (divi-

sional) commencement, " he said.

Until the mid-l9S0s, there was a sin-

gle commencement for the entire cam-

pus, Sandbrook said. After that, the

university broke up commencement

exercise into four separate divisions,

including the College of Letters and

Science, he said.

In the last three to five years, univer-

sity departments within the college

have held their own celebrations or

receptions, which have evolved into

formal ceremonies.

The psychology departmental cere-

mony had 6,500 people in attendance

last year, while the economics depart-

ment had 4,000 attendees.

According to August, the econom-

ics department is trying to accommo-

date those who may have a first-time

graduate in their family.

"Students can bring as many people

as they want" August said. "We have

reservations from families bringing 20

to 30 people."

"We wanted something that looked

and felt like a graduation even though it

wasn't technically a graduation," he

added.
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CAPPP Quarter in Washington Program

The ONLY Fall 2001 program offering you
BOTH a Washington, D.C. internship &

UCLA academic credits

InfoMeetings:EveryTUesand Wedin April
5:00pm 4355DPublicPolicyBldg

Open to ALL mayors

Applications dueMay11

You Bet?

AdvERTiSE.

Its a sure rinlNq.

DAILY BRUIN
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SUPPLY SERGEANT
-^ Carhortta *'%1!!f-irrrmi'

JUNGLE BOOTS

maorm ^^19^ N0wni.95
COVERALLS
REISSUE

Recent placemenu have included: Frowvi ;^afi
ABC News

Africa Policy Infomutioo Center
American Bar Association
Anuiesty intematiooal

Aria Padflc FoUcy Oenter
"~"~ Brookiiics Instiliitlun

Center for Media and PnfaUcAf&irs _
Center for Strategic A International Studies Natioiul Wooien's BiuiiMts Council

House and Senate Offket
Human RidttWitcli

Institute for Wunetfs PoUcy Research
The Kennedy Center Ua Performing AitL

Mexican Cttkunihuthute —

-

Kational Education Association

SL.EEPING BAGARMY REISSUE

$4095

Army Navy \£#
Store ^

REISSUE FOIXHNGSHOVEL
WITHPICK& A

LEATHER COVER '

$25 value .. .^

NATO STEEL
FUEL CAN

/ Nk*. ••«•«}. ^Ita tn «M
•t«waai < e«M amrwtmwu

$19.95 value

NOW ^14.95

CNN
Cliildren's Defense Rind

Consumer Prefect onlfecluiolofy
Democratic National Committee

Department of lostlce

Department of State

Embassy of ftance
The Heritafe Foundation

The Nature Conservancy
NBC

The SmithsonUn Institution

ioTheatre
United Nations l)evelopmcnt Prosram

TheT^"^^
TheHMd Bank

and over 200 addidboal positUlities...

KHAKI SHORTS

S^i^
NOW

RE<

Sizes
Iavaic»«c« so sots

CAL. O EA

>$7st

Stoolc of ^9
S«ccarity el«*i

isiUlni

Center forAmerican Politics and Public Policy
1 www.cappp.ucla.edu
> 42S0Public Policy Bklg .

HOLLYWOOD • 6664 Hollywood Blvd. • (323) 463-4730

SANTA MONICA • 1431 Lincoln Blvd. • (310) 458-4166

BURBANK • 503 North Victory Blvd. • (818) 845-9433

There's only one way to go. Up.

As you begin your ascent to the top, remember, it's

what you learn along the way that assures your suc-

cess. At Ernst & Young, we give our recruits total

access to the tools they need to gain knowledge

and learn more about the marketplace. And

because leadership skills are so important,

we give them the opportunity to chal-

lenge themselves by working with

y

Proviclinfl Nr^tp/EmpowerHifl Recovery

/ County of Riverside

DEPARTMENT OF MENTAL HEALTH
409$ COUNTY CIRCLE DRIVE RIVERSIDE, CA

SATURDAY APRIL 28, 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.

tries. The result? An atmosphere

that's stimulating, innovative

and creative. Talk about a place

where you can really take off.

FORTUNE*
100 BEST^
COMPANIESi
TO WORK FORS

/

For further mformation contact: Paulo Gardner or Nisho Limbrick (909) 358-4606
DISCOVER MANY NEW JOB OPPORTUNmESI

,

We ore focused on finding individuals for the following positions-
Clmicai Therapist I (^^W/MF^^^^ Clinical Therapist II (Ucensed) Senior Clinical Psychologist (Licnesed), Clinical

Psychologist (PhD/PsyD Pre-licensed Psychiatrist II (Board EligiUe), Psychiatrist III (Board certified)
Registered Nurse P^r Diem, Menol Health Nurse,

mental Health Services Supervisor A and B. Many more positions are availaUel

Qualified candidates may be interviewed on-site. Please bring a copy ofyour license, registration, degree, resume or CV.

f^o"" position descriptions and requirements visit our website of:

www,co.riverside.ca.us

!f interested but unable to attend our Career Fair, please e-mail your resume to: jobmatch@co. riverside.coms
. _^_ „ or send resume to: ^'

Riverside County Human Resources

4080 Lemon St., 1 st Floor, P.O. Box 1 569
Riverside, CA 92502-1569
EEO/ADA Compliant

Proud sponsor of

the U.S. Ski Team.

^ErnstI^oung
From thought to finish:**
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1KHH i he l^iliiii with L(>\r

The DaiTy Brulh editorial board

sends a welcome message to

next year's incoming class. See

Viewpoint Thursday.

viewpoint^media.uda.edu

Destructive actions reflective of larger problem

Adrian

Haymond

RIOTS: Acts of disobedience

show why we need judicial

reconstruction, equal access

Observing the riots in Cincinnati,

my mind drifted back uncom-

fortably to a similar episode

almost nine years ago. Burning cars and

looted stores brought back memories

that were all too real. Whether the con-

flagration was

called a "riot,"

"rebellion" or

"uprising," it was,

in any case, very

unsettling to see

businesses I saw

my entire life go up

^^ smoke.

Individuals you

would normally see

sitting quietly on a

bus stop or talking

to friends about the

next party or

church service were walking into stores

to take groceries, televisions, cameras

'"and other items with impunity. I also

remembered asking, while driving past

'luge torches formerly known as mar-

kets and repair shops, "Why are we
destroying our own?"

Others have asked the same question.

Depending on the questioner, the rea-

sons vary. Many feel a sense of superior-

ity that "those people" can't do anything

else but burn their own businesses.

Riots only serve to prove that minorities

are irresponsible and inherently violent,

always asking lor handouts but unable

to take care of their own.

Others, usually middle- to upper-class

minority business and political leaders,

feel that the rioters' seemingly self-

destructive behavior takes away from all

the good that others in their ethnic

group have done to present a picture of

progress. Not only does the destruction

set back economic progress, it also

betrays the efforts of others who wish to

see minorities depicted as well adjusted

If you'd like to discuss or just express your

disgust, feel free to contact Haymond at

ahaymond@ucla.edu.

to mainstream life in America.

Still others, namely those at "ground

zero," decry the lack of law and order

and wonder if they will ever feel safe

again With their supermarkets ravaged

and their thrift stores burned, they real-

ize that community revitalization will be

slow to come, if it ever comes at all, and

they resent the rioters for destroying

their world.

Much time has passed since the Los

Angeles riots of 1992 and the civil

unrest in Cincinnati. When driving

through my old neighborhood, I still see

scars from the days and nights of burn-

ing and destruction. Improvement

comes at a snail's pace - even today,

there are entire lots abandoned and

razed, seemingly doomed to remain

undeveloped and unable to serve a com-

munity that needs the economic stimula-

tion.

I shake my head because it's frustrat-

ing to thmk that many had to move
away from the blight to witness any

improvement in their quality of life
-

and that many more are continually sub-

jected to the same factors that led to the

riots, with no apparent relief in sight.

But I do not ask the question any more.

I've finally realized that those who
burned and pillaged did not burn "their

own." True, the businesses were in their

neighborhood, but they did not own
them. They spent their dollars, their

food stamps, their credits in these

stores, but they also knew that much of

what these stores offered could not be

obtained in normal circumstances.

In many cases, the owners were of a

different culture who did not under-

stand the populace and as a result

engendered resentment, even hatred by

their actions. Even for those whose eth-

nicity matched that of the community,

their attitude (in many cases) depicted

them as "above" the scum of the inner

city. Some truly forgot what it was to

struggle and treated their constituents

as little more than opportunity dollars,

sinking virtually nothing back into the

community.

Of course, there were those rioters

who used the unrest simply as an excuse

to rob others with a lessened fear of

reprisal.

As important as economic stagna-

tion, political disenfran-

chisement also adds to the

feeling of hopelessness that

must occur before a riot can

take place.

In 1992, it was the acquittal

of police officers accused of

beating Rodney King, in

Cincinnati, it was the shooting of

an unarmed man. In both cases,

people felt that they had no stake in

this country's judicial system and tend-

ed to view law enforcement as little

more tharKan occupation army.

In this area, the news abounds with

instances of shootings that seem to indi-

cate a lack of respect for the lives of

minorities. The killing of a young

woman in Riverside, the Latasha

Marlins murder, the Eula Love shooting

and the Ron Settles death in Signal Hill

only feed the flames of discontent and

distrust. "

In addition, many African Americans
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PROGRESS: Fee increase

prevented by Copeland's

lease, other helpful steps

ByLanoeMcnthe

Copeland's Sports opening in

Ackerman Union next month

("Copeland's set to move into

Ackerman Union," Daily Bruin,

News, April 17) will mark the comple-

tion of the last major step in the ambi-

tious turnaround plan hammered out

by the Associated Students of

Menthe is a graduate student in the

departnf>ent of physics and astronomy

and was chair of the ASUCLA board of

directors for 1999-2000.

UCLA's board ofdirectors and man-

agement team last year in response to

the association's critical financial

shortfalls.

As Chair of the board ofdirectors

last year, I experienced firsthand some
of the pain of this process. But

Executive Director Pat Eastman was

at ground zero, having had to imple-

ment the plan to eliminate 44 career

stafT positions personally, reorganize

Kerckhoff Hall and Ackerman Union,

conduct difficult negotiations to bring

new businesses to campus, and accept

invasive oversight from the adminis-

tration's specially created Joint

Operations Committee.

I was the lone dissenter against the

final plan adopted by the board,

believing that it was too ri.sky. Be that

as it may, the results are now unequiv-

ocal. The association has truly turned

around.

In less than a year, ASUCLA has

gone from posting million-dollar losses

to $2 million profits, meeting the

exceptionally high targets set forth in

last year's annual budget. The reorga-

nization ofAckerman and KerckhofT

allowed ASUCLA to bring in fresh

new tenants from within and outside

the university.

Most important of all, the morale

of the association has dramatically

improved. The air of gloom and uncer-

tainty has been replaced by optimism

and confidence in ASUCLA's leader-

ship.

And ASUCLA accomplished all of

this without raising any student fees, a
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Art, tragedy linked through intensity of life

Ariana

Brookes

BRIUJANCE: Connection

between torment, success

not just cause and effect

Joni Mitchell sings, "Blue songs

are like tattoos," and was right

on target when she made the

comparison. A tattoo is a permanent,

visual symbol of a memory. In turn,

songs, or art work in general, act as

silent reminders

of incidents

from the artists'

pasts.

Throughout

history, brilliant

art is linked with

personal

tragedy. A sur-

vey of the last

century in art

would clearly

reveal a strong

pattern support-

ing this trend.

But what is not so clear is the answer

to the common chicken-or-egg phe-

nomenon. Does personal tragedy

lead to great art, or docs great art

lead to personal tragedy?

Kurt Cobain's suicide appeared

to be related to what he saw as his

failure in his personal life and his

career. He saw himself as a sell-out.

He felt the burden of being the

media-proclaimed leader of a genera-

tion. The fact that he had achieved

widespread success due to the bril-

liance of his art caused him to ques-

tion the authenticity of his work.

This, in turn, led him to grave

depression, which caused him to kill

himself. I guess.

If only it were that simple. There

is an other side to this story that is

equally believable. Cobain was

depressed from childhood. He had a

strained relationship with his par-

ents. He was a loner as a child, and

antisocial and unpopular as a teenag-

er, never quite fitting in. He, um,

lived under a bridge.

The combination of natural talent,

Brookes is a third-year English student

who knows that Diet Coke is the drink

of champions. E-mail her at

abrookes@uda.edu.

ambition and life experiences led to

the groundbreaking music of

Nirvana. He wrote songs based on

trials in his personal life, that others

felt they could relate to. And so, it

would seem here that personal

tragedy in fact led to great art. But

who's to say? Perhaps Courtney

knows, but I doubt it.

"Pollock," which took home the

Oscar for best supporting actress this

year, deals with the life of the

acclaimed artist Jackson Pollock.

During the '40s and '50s, Pollock's

painting led a

revolution in contemporary art. His

work was brilliant, and while the

movie definitely acknowledges this, it

is really more about Pollock's life

than his art.

What the film highlights is the con-

nection between his art and his life,

and Pollock's life was no picnic. He
suffered from mental illness and

severe alcoholism. It is clear while

watching the film that the difficulties

he suffered gave rise to the intensity

in his art. Thus, his personal tragedy

inspired the art, and not vice versa.

To accept this, however, you

would have to discount the second

half of the movie. Once Pollock

becomes famous, his personal life

clearly takes a nosedive. He too, it

seems, could not take the pressure of

the celebrity status that his art afford-

ed. His alcoholism goes into high

speed, and he ends up killing himself,

in a fatal, alcohol-induced car acci-

dent. It is difficult to distinguish

between the cause and the effect, as

the line becomes increasingly blurry

To further explore this question, 1

turn to the great icon of 20th century

female sexuality, Marilyn Monroe.

Since she is one of the most mysteri-

ous of recent legends, people have

been trying to understand Monroe's

motives for suicide since the time of

her death. We know that she was

troubled. We know that she used her

ability and personality to become a

permanent figure in American histo-

ry. What only she knows, however, is

how the two connect.

Monroe is known for her leg-

endary roles in several lasting films

such as "Some Like it Hot." She is

also famous for her difficult life, and

her struggle to achieve fame. Wc also

know of the personal abuse that

ensued once she had achieved such

status, and the drug addiction that

eventually led to her untimely death.

So which came first? Did her

tragedy give her the depth she need-

ed to secure her role in film history,

or did the pressure of that success

push her over the edge? It's a toss-up.

Not all cases lead to such ambigu-

ous answers. Often, good art is based

on personal tragedies, which the

artist uses as inspiration. The pieces,

which result are often ones to which

others relate.

1 cite Tori Amos, a singer famous

for turning past evils into infiuential

work. Many of her songs speak of

her rape, a great tragedy which

unfortunately afflicts many others.

Amos capitalized on a bad experi-

ence to let others know they are not

alone in their suffering. She drew

from her passion, and created work

which cemented her as a top artist.

Cleariy, in this case, personal tragedy

led to the creation of the art, and not

the other way around.

I could go on forever endorsing

my love of pop culture, but I think

I've made my point. There is definite-

ly a connection between personal

tragedy and enduring art. There is

definitely a question overwhich is the

cause, and which is the effect. The

real question is whether or not there

is a clear-cut answer to this dilemma.

See BROOKES, page 17
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Practice-Oriented Legal Studies
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HAYMOND
From page 14

and Latinos have experienced racial

profiling, exposing them to humilia-

tion and degradation as police offi-

cers treat them as hardened crimi-

nals although no wrongdoing has

been done.

Although I do not feel that all

police are corrupt and racist, I can

sympathize with those who do, pri-

marily because law enforcement offi-

cials have stopped me several times

while driving through predominately

white areas. Once, I was even threat-

ened with arrest and my passengers

were treated to a degrading search

without as much as an apology -

because someone who drove a simi-

lar car was supposedly involved in a

robbery.

Although it was clear that my pas-

sengers and I had just come from a

church service (tie, suit, nice dresses,

etc.), the explanation i heard (as I

overheard one officer threaten to

"take me down and book me") was

that I must have picked them up as

prostitutes.

As five or six police officers point-

ed their guns at my car, I was left to

wonder what I did to deserve the

treatment 1 received. Such actions

rlffll the disenfranchtscd. who become
angrier with each poorly explained

incident, that they will continue to

be the dregs of society, better off

dead than as a constant reminder of

what is bad about our country.

When the UCLA Bruins won the

NCAA basketball championship in

1995, people celebrated, crowded

the streets, looted the stores and

destroyed cars and vans. Most peo-

ple have not categorized this as a

"riot," but a "party" that police offi-

cers "crashed."

Somehow, it seems that if partici-

pants of destruction are partiers,

then it cannot be a riot, but if some-

one gets frustrated over life-and-

death issues and starts to destroy

property, it must be a riot that

should be stopped immediately with

whatever resources are at hand.

While I do not condone violence

and certainly not riots, I see more

justification for civil unrest in

Cincinnati, Los Angeles and Miami

(the Overton riots) than for people

trashing property (win or lose) over

a game.

Perhaps instead of asking why
minorities destroy their own, we
should overhaul our justice system

so that shootings are investigated

thoroughly and fairly, and poor

African Americans, Latinos and

Asians are not given lengthy sen-

tences for crimes that others are

merely "spanked" for.

Perhaps we should ask why
minorities get far fewer housing

loans than others, why minorities are

harassed and why inner-city schools

generally get the worst personnel

and equipment. Perhaps if we
answered these questions, we would-

n't have to ask about "destroying our

own."

MENTHE
From page 14

possibility the board was seriously

considering before the financial crisis

became apparent to us.

The credit for this remarkable

achievement goes to Executive

Director Pat Eastman, with best sup-

porting nominations to Finance

Director Rich Delia and Busiriess

Director Terence Hsiao. Frankly, we
on the board raked Eastman and the

rest of her management team over hot

coals last year for the evident failure

of the association's five^ear plan. It

was not a pretty sight.

Together we charted a new, aggres-

sive turnaround plan with rather less

confidence than we would have liked.
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BROOKES
From page 15

1 mean, sure, you could say that

the connection between the two is

that all of these artists were nutso,

end of story. And trust me, I'm

tempted to accept that, as it would

give me a definitive conclusion to

this column. But it's just not that

simple.

1 can understand why personal

tragedy could inspire great art. After

all, personal suffering tends to inten-

sify a person's emotions. Once you

know yourself, you are better able to

project an extension of yourself

through your art. In turn, when a

person overcomes a trial, they often

feel the desire to help others who are

going through similar issues. This

integrity definitely makes for more

captivating work.

it is impossible, however, to deny

the truth in the opposite equation.

Great art, if it is recognized, leads to

fame. Fame leads to stress, pressure

and responsibility. While some can

handle it, it seems that in more cases

than not, the artist cracks under the

pressure. If the artist allows the pres-

sure to consume them, then, eh, we

could be looking at tomorrow's

headlines.

=^ And so, in truth, I am somewhat

indecisive. 1 have spent a lot of time

thinking about this, and 1 have

reached this conclusion. Art is inten-

sity. Intensity surrounds art, much
like an Oreo cookie surrounds its

cream filling.

Tragedy incites passion, and pas-

sion is at the heart of all good art.

With artistic success and the celebri-

ty that accompanies it, there also

comes the intensity of a new person-

al identity for the artist.

Unfortunately, some artists can-

not reconcile their former identity

with the new one that has been

forced upon them. And thus, the

obvious result is personal tragedy,

once again. This is the unfortunate

destiny for many great artists. They

have the pleasure of knowing that

they inspire countless others with

their work - however, it hasn't come
without cost.

MENTHE
From page 16

and representatives from every con-

stituency on the board - including

alumni, the administration and stu-

dents - said clearly that even meeting

70 percent of the budgetary goals

would be a tremendous achievement

for our overburdened management

team, deserving "huge" rewards.

Now it is time to make good on

these promises. It is time to give credit

where credit is due and take manage-

ment out from under the microscope

so they can do their jobs. The ASU-

CLA board of directors must stream-

linp its evaluation and contract renew-

al processes to make them fairer,

mote consistent year-to-year than it

has been with the ever-changing mem-
bership of the board, and parallel in

practice to similar personnel review

processes around the university.

The Joint Operations Committee

must lower its profile - if not disband

entirely - returning to the student-

directed association the full indepen-

dence it has enjoyed for more than 30

years "and leaving the creditor-debtor

relationship between the university

and ASUCLA regarding the

Ackerman renovation loans in the

capable hands of JOC's chair. Vice

Chancellor Steve Olson.

Finally, the campus community

should recognize the hard and largely

unthanked work undertaken by

ASUCLA 's leadership who, by sup-

porting innovative programs such as

Fair Trade Coffee and the Gradbar,

help make ASUCLA the most

responsive to the needs of students

and faculty of any organization on

campus.
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Surprise endings reveal

society's short memory
FILM: Ordinary movies

use extraordinary finales

to dupe average viewers

This article has a surprise end-

ing. While this may be the

first article you have read

with a surprise ending, you've prob-

ably seen a film with a delightful

twist conveniently placed at the end.

in fact,

movies with

secret endings

like "The Si.xth

Sense" and,

^lore recemly^

David

Holmberg

,
"Memento,"

are becoming

more common
as our atten-

tion .spans

shrink to

accommodate

a world com-

posed of sound

bites and snippets and other terms

that mean nothing other than "really

small
"

The surprise ending has come to

represent our current society and its

lack of any long term memory.
For example, imagine your lunch

today is a nice, microwave-oven

heated cheeseburger from the local

McDonald's. Now picture it sitting

in the garbage can right outside, half

eaten and soggy from spilled Coke.
Now eat this burger. Yum. For

dessert, however, you take a trip to

the nearest Godiva and buy a box of

delicious imported truffles. When
asked the next day. "How was your
lunch .'" you'll probably only have a

memory of those mouth-watering

chocolates, melting away to please

those starved taste buds, and
answer, "Oh. it was wonderful."

But there was that rotting cheese-

burger, too. Obviously it cannot be
ignored, but on the scale of tasti-

ness, the scrumptiousness of the

truffles well outweighs the rancid

burger.

People have extremely short

memories, and typically choose to

mask unpleasant experiences with

whatever is the best event that fol-

lows.

So what does this have to do with

surprise endings? Essentially the

same process is occurring in those

films that choose to capitalize on the

failings of human memory.
There have always been films that

are notorious for their surprise end-
ings. There is the now mundane but

once stunning Sharon Stone bisexu-

al surprise at the conclusion of
"Basic instinct." And, believe it or

not. there was a time before the sec-

ond installment in the "Star Wars"
series, "The Empire Strikes Back,"

was released when the world did not

know that Darth Vader is Luke
Skywalker's father.

Recently, however, films have
come to rely solely on their endings

to give them meaning. An excellent

example is "The Usual Suspects."

While walking pa§t this film in the

movie store, most people agree that

"Yeah, the movie rocked. I loved

the ending."

Yes, the ending was surprising

and unexpected. But does anyone
remember the rest of the film? It

was adequate at best, and certainly

not worth the praise it has received.

But no one remembers the movie,

just that final twist that gave rele-

vance to two hours of otherwise

wasted time

Then there is "The Sixth Sense."

Again, it is hard to argue that the

ending was not a terrific turn that

gave new meaning to the entire film.

The rest of the film, though, is just

another "Exorcist" knockoff, with

spooky acting and a few special

effects to pull it through its numer-
ous lulls. Yet again, a poor to fair

film is turned into a hit because

audiences only remember ihcirjasl^

impression."

However, not all films with sur-

prise endings are as worthless as

Bruce Willis' acting. Films do get

made that contain ending twists that

add further weight without serving

purely as gimmicks.

In "Thelma and Louise," the final

car ride into oblivion is infamous,

while it is still supported by an all-

around quality movie. Another is

"Fight Club," which ends with a

brutal knockout punch in the final

round of an arduous battle.

The newest film released to be

ranked in this "well-used and clever

ending" category is Christopher

Nolan's "Memento." Part of the

success of the film arises from its

chronologically-reversed structure,

which ultimately means it has a sur-

prise beginning that is interesting in

itself. But it does not matter where
the surprise is placed because the

film does not rely solely on its sur-

prise factor.

The film also toys with the con-

cept of the loss of short-term memo-
ry. The lead character, played effec-

tively by Guy Pearce. suffers from a

condition in which he cannot form
new memories. The last impression

he has is of the incident that left him
with a deficient memory.

Surprise endings are evil in their

manipulation of the limited capacity

of human brain retention, but those

films that have a solid narrative and
interesting story for support are

only improved by the ending.

For your own determination of

whether a film has duped or pleased

you, think about the rest of the film.

Do you remember how Han Solo

got frozen in carbonite? Can you
recall Brad Pitt's role in "Thelma
and Louise"?

if your answer is "yes," then the

films have left you with more than a

temporary feeling.

Hopefully, you still remember
that this article is supposed to have a

surprise ending.

The surprise ending is that there

is no surprise. Disappointed?

Hopefully not, because you have

learned the danger inherent in these

plot twists. And perhaps you will be
left with more than you started with,

and not just a final feeling of bitter-

ness that the surprise ending is

nonexistent.

Ultimately it doesn't matter,

because either way, in a couple of
minutes you will have forgotten

about it all anyway.

Sadly, Holmberg does not renwmber
writing this article. If you want to

remind him, e-mail

dholmbrg@ucla.edu.

Festival offers films

THAT INSPIRED AnG Lee's

^Crouching Tiger^

UCLA film and Television Afchive

"A Touch of Zen" is one of the films that inspired Ang Lee and his film "Crouching
Tiger, Hidden Dragon."

By Ryan Joe

Daily Bruin Contributor

Whirling fighters weave
through bamboo groves and black

inns. Cold metal clashes as a fatal

sliver of sword slices through the

ether. A blood-streaked warrior

falters and falls as the swift assas-

sin sheaths her silver blade.

These images of adventure fed

director Ang Lee throughout his

childhood; it was a diet of wu xia

movies, or swordplay films, that

ultimately inspired him to serve

up his own cinematic feast in

"Crouching Tiger, Hidden
Dragon," the top-grossing for-

eign-language film in the United

States.

And now, thanks to the com-
bined efforts of the UCLA Film
and Television Archive and the

Los Angeles Film Festival, those

starving for more of what
"Crouching Tiger" had to offer

will find their famine sated in the

featured series "Ang Lee's

Chinese Sword and Sorcery: The
Films that Inspired Crouching •

Tiger, Hidden Dragon," Friday

and Saturday at the Director's

Guild of America. The four films

being screened were personally

selected by Lee and his long-time

collaborator James Schamus.

The films epitomize the essence

of the wu xia genre by capturing

mysticism, beauty, spirituality and
excitement. The world of the wu
xia film is not necessarily filled

with kung fu boxers, but is instead

comprised of swordsmen and
swordswomen - heroes and vil-

lains who wield mystic weapons
and who dance deadly, sword-
swinging ballets through the land-

scapes of mythical China.

"There are two main strains of

the martial arts," said Cheng-Sim
Lim, series programmer at the

UCLA Film and Television

Archive. "You have the sword-

fighting subgenre and later on you
have the kung fu subgenre."

Lim said that it was during the

late '60s and early '70s that the wu
xia films fell out of popularity in

favor of the newer, more visceral,

more masculine kung fu films in

which bare-chested men careened,

their muscles unabashedly flexed,

onto the Chinese screen.

Masculinity was brought to the

foreground, and the central

attraction of the films became that

of men beating each other up in a

stylized fashion.

More precisely, "Crouching
Tiger" stems from wu xia novels -

Chinese pulp fiction.

"The turn of the century was
the time when martial arts pulp lit-

erature was very popular among
the masses," Lim said.

in times of political turmoil and

Western aggression, Lim
explained that the wu xia novels

endowed Chinese warriors with

the superhuman abilities and spir-

ituality to successfully combat the

Western militaries. The literature

was wish fulfillment for the mass-

es, and the religiosity and super-

natural elements of the novels

found their way into cinematic

counterparts.

These literature-rooted ele-

ments of the wu xia were ready to

be spread across the celluloid. But

story is one thing.

Cinematography, choreography
and direction are something else.

How does one visually convey a

sense of time, atmosphere, tempo
and action?

For the earlier generations of
wu )cia filmmakers, Lim said the

answer was along the lines of,

poirtt the camera, shoot the cam-
era, and let the action speak for

itself.

But cinema is a dynamic medi-

um and the static camera couldn't

contain the potential energy of the
wu xia genre forever.

Perhaps one of the most pro-

found influences on "Crouching
Tiger" in particular, and the wu
xia genre in general, was King Hu,
who directed two of the four films

in the series, the epic "A Touch of

Zen" and the short "Anger."

Hu, educated in Chinese classi-

cism, amalgamated his cinema
with Chinese opera; there is

emphasis on the theatrical over
the realistic as music combines
with action, characters are intro-

duced with a flourish, and actors

leap out of the narrative into a

third-person point of view.

"He set the tone both for the

genre and the culture," Lcc said in

an interview with Lim.

Hu's films are superheroic in

scope as he paints large, valiant

characters over a scenic canvas of

detailed, Ming-era China, spliced

with exhilarating action

sequences. "A Touch of Zen" has

characters partaking in aerial

combat throughout a vast bam-
boo forest as the daughter of a dis-

graced nobleman and her ally

fight for their lives against the ene-

mies who killed her father.

Here, Hu blends his camera
with the action. As characters

dive-bomb out of the tips of trees,

the camera shoots swiftly and cuts

back and forth. As a result, the

action is elevated and brought to a

level of operatic grandiosity.

The elements and mechanics of

the mise-en-scene are not the only

influences from which Lee gleans.

Characters in "Crouching Tiger"

suffer about their futures and
past. Those who are heroic are

haunted by feelings of self-doubt.

Others struggle against the seem-

ing immobility in life's hierarchy.

As in the featured film "The
Sword," the Characters iq

"Crouching Tiger" are not always

as sure-footed socially as they are

physically. The idea of heroism

deconstructs itself as the noble

swordfighters plague themselves

with self-doubt, while empathetic

villains walk the razors edge,

angered over some past injustice.

Elements of social stratifica-

tion, gender barriers, and
vengeance pervade "Crouching
Tiger."

By virtue of the film's nature,

its diverse cast and influences,

"Crouching Tiger" doesn't

embody the cinema of a single

region or place in China.

"It's an idea like America is

more ofan idea than land - an ide-

alistic idea," Lee said. "(Being)

Chinese to me is a historical ideal,

like a dream."

FILM: "Ang Lee's Chinese Sword
and Sorcery: The Films that

Inspired Crouching Tiger, Hidden
Dragon" screens Friday and
Saturday at the Director's Guild of

America. For more information, or

to purchase tickets, visit

www.lafilmfest.com,
*

-—*-

Santa Monica FVstival

Find out al)out the UCLA
alumni participating in thi.s

weol<ond's festival in Santa

Monica, tomorrow in A&F!.
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Bruin Choice Awards
One vote can make a difference. Forget about the 2000 Presidential Elections;

your vote can still make a difference in the future of America.

Was this the year of the "Crouching Tiger?" Did Lil' Bow Wow oust Lil' Debbie?

Did this year witness Julia Stiles's last dance and the demise of pop bands?

You dedde. Now is your chance to vote in the annual Bruin Choice Awards. All entries

should be tumed in to the labeled box in the Daily Bruin office at 118 Kerckhoff Hall by

12 p.m. Monday, April 30. You can also vote online at www.dailybruin.ucla.edu.

Coolest MaleQ^
O Rudy from "Survivor"

O Sponge Bob Square Pants

O Johnn/KnoxvMe

O He^ ledger

O Biilliot

OO

Coolest Female
O Zhang Ziyi .

O Renee Zellweger

O Julia Stiles

O Sarah Jessica Parker

O Kate Hudson ^ts^^^s

O Other ..--R

9

Too Cool for /^
Orange County \^

O Bjofk's Swan Oulfiti.„

Best Porn TitleXXX
O "Requiem ForI Dream'

O "Jackass" "

O Shaggy -It Wasn't Me*

O Nelly -"CouBlty Grammar*

O Other

Most Overrated

-O "Freddy Got Fingered"—

O "Monkey Bone"

O "Blow*

O "Snatch*

0"Josie and the Pussycats"

O Other

O Disney's Californw Adventure

O Traffic' /

O Dave Mattes Band

O 2000 elections

O 'Crouching tiger, HMd«ii Dragon

O Other ________^

Most
Overplayed Song

O Crazy Town -*Butterfly"

O Nelly Furtado - I'm trtcp a gird"

O Destm/s CWW - "fridependent Woman*

O Nine D|^ - 'AlsokitelylStOfyofaGlrir

O Sting -'*Desertlios€"

O Other

Coolest Music Artist

O Jill Scott

O Radiohead

O Dave Matthews Band

O Nelly

ODido

O Other

Worst

Rwlity Show
O "Boot Camp"

O "The Mole'

O "Survivor r
©"Making the Band"

O 'Temptation Island"

O Other ___^^„

a

Worst NaTop Band} f'yO O-Town

O Dream

O The Meaty Cheesy«<)y5

OBBMak

O AretherelTlf|oorf|)op bands

O Other

-©
Worst Recycled

Movie Idea <=<>

O "Charlie's Angds"

O'Josie and the Pussycats'

O "Shar

CRodtyandBullwinkle"

O "Oh, Brother Where Art Thou?

O Other __>

Best Alternative

to Napster

XX
Best Lil'

O Buying a CD

O Imesh >.

O Gnutella (not the chocolate spread)

O Stealir

O Freen^^ ^
O OtherS Xr

O
O
o
o
o
o

Lil' Bow Wow

Lil' Kim

Lil' Debbie's Snacks

Lil' Blacky

Lil'Zane

Other

« «f^-

Worst Breakup
O Tom and Wcole

O Rage Against the Machinp

O Smashing Pumpkins

O Ben Folds Five

O Russell and Meg

O Other

Best Hair Change
O Faith Hill

O Jennifer Aniston

O David Spade

O Carnie Wlkon

O Samuel L. Jackson

O Other

^^

Most Likelv to Relapse(^^
O Robert Downey, Jt .

^*«-*^

O Daryl Strawberry

O Bill Clinton

O Matthew Pef|y

O Steven Soderbf|gh

O Other



-
,;

'•': f r^K^'^ffr'^'^J^^^ : ? • ,;f*''"'*^^!!35fTli^T'"?«?r''
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BIG DUMB FACE

"Duke Lion Fights the Terror!!"

Big dumb Face

"Duke Lion Fights the Terror!!"

Flip/Geffen Records

There are many promising possi-

bilities open to Big dumb Kace, a side

project of Limp Bizkit guitarist Wes

Borland.

Perhaps Borland, who wrote, per-

formed and produced this album

almost entirely by himself, could

explore an edgy subgenre of rock

music and take advantage of the

lower-stakes aspect of a side project,

to be adventurous and risk-taking.

Alternatively, Big dumb Face

could parody modern rock, including

bands like Limp Bizkit, in an ironic

"day job."

Falling short of any such potential,

however, "Duke Lion Fights the

Terror!!" isn't smart enough to be a

parody or sophisticated enough to be

anything else.

Instead, wallowing in self-indul-

gence and suffering from a lack of

any musical quality, Borland's pro-

ject begs the question, 'What the hell

is this, anyway?'

'Dungeons and Dragons on acid'

is a possible answer. Most of the

songs describe bizarre characters,

like the album's namesake, Duke

Ljon, who uses his fiery sword to bat-

tle other oddities like Blood Red

Head on Fire and Organ Splitter.

The songs named after the last two

characters are almost, but not quite,

parodies of death metal. Goofy lyrics

like "It will suddenly fly at you and

hit you in your head or chest, and

your body will disintegrate because

the Blood Red Head's the best,"

establish that Borland is only kid-

ding, but the songs aren't well crafted

"aiKTenierlaining twist on BortandV or satirical enough to land them in

the category of "parody." Instead,

they fall in somewhere around

"intentionally bad."

Other tracks, like "Kali is the

Sweethog" and "Space Adventure"

have a childlike feel, as if their syn-

thesizer sounds were borrowed from

bad Saturday morning cartoons.

What effect Borland was attempting

to accomplish is unknown, but his

unnaturally high voice and the over-

all squeakiness of the tracks are

annoying.

None of these failings and misfires

is quite as bad though, as the fact that

these songs were obviously created

by someone who knows nothing

about writing, constructing or pro-

ducing a good song. Smoother pro-

gressions and a great deal more con-

trol are needed.

It's obvious that Borland isn't tak-

ing himself very seriously here. On
one hand, that makes his self-indul-

gence a little more acceptable, and

on the other, it feels like a waste of

his, and the listeners' time.

Mary Williams^==^ Rating: 2

Run DMC
"Crown Royal"

Arista

Run DMC's latest, "Crown

Royal," is trying to reclaim the

group's golden title after almost a

decade hiatus. Unfortunately, no one

told the old school trendsetters that

they forgot to finish their album.

On "Crown Royal's" mere 12

tracks, listeners will hear a lot of

Reverand Run and a plethora of col-

laborations from Jermaine Dupri,

Nas, Prodigy, Fred Durst, Kid Rock,

Everlast, Method Man and more.

If this sounds good to fans, then

by all means, this is the album to pur-

chase. But in just under 45 minutes,

the "Kings of Rock" give their long

awaited LP an unfinished aura.

Not much can be debated about

the quality of the music. Run DMC
not only takes its hip hop style to the

next level, but also its unique fusion

of rap and rock.

Five of 12 tracks are designed to

remind fans ofwho4cdthewa

today's Kornsand Limp Bizkits.

That's precisely why the likes of Fred

Durst and Kid Rock hopped on the

project to pay their respects.

Too often though. Run DMC's
songs sound as if they themselves

were the guests appearing on the

album. Old School hip hop fans

might be a little disappointed by the

idea of the group's collaborations

with Sugar Ray and Stephen Jenkins

from Third Eye Blind, as opposed to

Dr. Dre or Wyclef Jean.

Honestly though, even these unex-

pected collabs are top notch and pro-

gressive, encompassing more then

just the hip-hop genre. This album is

an easy buy because after all, it is

Run DMC.
A major problem on "Crown

See SOUNDBITES, page 23

WYCE CHON/D*ly Bfuin

Whatever your

congregation

or spiritual group,

whether

you are...

Mormon
Lutheran

/-^n.-
it\or\0^

Jewish

Christian

Methodist

^hatever
• • •

You can reach more

people by

advertising in the

Daily Bruin
Religious

Directory,

running every Friday

in the Daily .Bruin.

to place an ad, call

825-2221

TEST YOUR KNOWLEP(^E OF THE

ARANSRAEU CONFLICT

IJ) Jews and Arabs have an ancient history

of conflict.

2) Most Israehs and Palestinians want
peace.

D The Arab-Israeh conflict is

irreconcilable.

4) Arabs and Jews have nothing in common

5) UCLA Students have a place to express
their opinions on the conflict on
campus.

True

n

D
D

D

n

False

D

D

D

D

D

Come share your views on the crisis in the Middle East

JoiHthe

Coalition for Coexistence in the Middle East

on l^ruin Walk
between 1 VM -IM Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday

Answers: FTFFT

Woilnc'sdjy, April25. 2(K)I 21

Royce to host tribute for avant-garde artist

MUSIC: Beck, Costello, others

celebrate inspirational works

of experimental filmmaker

By Kelsey McConnell
Daily Bruin Contributor

His hair looked as if it was attempting to

flee his head and his clothes would never
know an iron, but the mind under the wild

appearance of the late Harry Smith was
responsible for inspiring a generation of
writers, artists and musicians.

UCLA Performing Afts will present
**Hal Winner's Harry Smith Project"

tonight and tomorrow night at 8 p.m. in

Royce Hall. The show will feature such

artists as Beck and Elvis Costello as they

celebrate the work of Harry Smith.

Show organizers promise this event will

be nothing less than transcendent.

"The London and New York shows
were already two fairly legendary events

and I basically wanted to create another,"

said UCLA Performing Arts Director

David Sefton. "I want it to be one of those

things people lie about having been at. I

want six or seven thousand people to claim

to have been at Royce Hall over those two
nights."

Smith was at the center of the American
avant-garde movement during the mid-

twenlieth century. He was driven to look

for connections between various, some-
times seemingly incongruous, mediums.

For example, he collected Ukrainian
Easter eggs and spoons shaped like ducks.

He donated the largest paper airplane col-

lection in the world to the Smithsonian

Institution's National Air Space Museum.
He wanted others to realize that the fibers

of American art and culture wove the far-

flung arms of society into some sort of uni-

fied pattern.

Smith's expertise expanded far beyond
paper airplanes, however. He cultivated

the reputation as one of the leading

See SMITH, page 22

U(JAPp;(o(ming A'li

The Harry Smith Project will include an all-star lineup

of musicians including Elvis Costello at Royce Hall.

Medeskl Martin and Wood's sound fusion leads to rocking good time
MUSIC: Trio's beats

lack lyrics, rules but

Still speaks to crowd

By David Holmberg
Daily Bruin Contrtbtttop-

JANA SUMMERS

Karl Denson of Tiny Universe, plays the flute during

their set at the House of Blues Monday night.

Medeski Martin and Wood
do not play jazz rock funk

fusion - they embody it.

On Monday night at the

House of Blues on Sunset Strip

the trio led a collective tran-

scendental trip into realms of

music that words could not

even begin to explain.

The surest way to tell if a

band is rocking the house is if

the house is literally shaking;

at the House of Blues, the

vibrations were felt from the

fioor boards to the inner soul

_as Medeski Martin and Wood
"pushed the limitations of
music, and jazz in particular,

to a new plane of existence.

If appearance meant every-

thing in the music industry,

these three ordinary looking

guys would be typing away at

some computer tucked away in

a dismal office building.

Thankfully, talent makes up
for any lack of guitar smashing
or clothes tearing, and if noth-

ing else, these guys definitely

have the gift of genius.

This is not, though, (he easy

to grasp genius of the Beatles

or ^IM.—lurtuoso Eric
ClaptorT

MMW's genius is one that

balances on that fine line

between music and meaning-

less noise, and while there are

surely advocates for both sides

of the issue, it was clear which
way the audience was leaning.

The downright devotion of

those listening to the radically

expcrimcnlal music was
notable in and of itself because

the group's sound is such a

hard break from mainstream
music. The fact thai the

packed house understood the

_sound originatjr>g from MMW^
was an impressive testament to

the band's ability.

Perhaps, though, the point

of the group's music is not to

be understood. Jazz is an
inherently difficult musical

style to grasp, primarily

SeeCONCEln;page22

Westwood Santa IVIonica
SomtOMLIkiYM (PG-13) CRITERION 3

VILUGE
961 Broxton THX - Dolby Digital
208-5576 Mon-Thu(12 00 2 30 5 00) 7 30 10 00

Somtom Like Ym (PG-13)
THX SDDS Digital

Mon-Thu (11 45 2 10 <:50) 7 20 9 45

LAEMMLE
vtsit our website Mrww.lMmmle.com

West Hollywood
,
. lanalBShwn illuM Dniim

I Sunut (at Cmctnl Heights) Free Pirking
(323) 848-3500

Westwood

MUW FrMMi6«iniiMntf(R)
948 Broxton Thx - Dolby Digital

239-MANN Mon-Thu (12:15 2:45 5:15) 7.45 10 15

AVCO CINEMA
10840 Wilshiie Blvd

1 BIk E ol Westwood
(310) 777-FILM #330

CRrrERI0N4 IN TaHw of Panama (R)

THX - Dolby Digital

Mon-Thu (1 150 2:30 5:00) 7 30 10 00

SUNSET 1 Tin Ctnfer of the Worid (NR)
Mon-Thu (12 00) 2 15 4 30 7:00 9 30 AVCO CINEMA

NATKNIAL
10925 Lindbrook
208-4366

Along Came a Spider (R) CRITERION 5
THX Dolby DigiUi

Mon-Thu (1:45 4:30) 7:15 10:15
THX

Sn KMt (PC)
- DNDlby Digital

SUNSCTZ

Mon-Thu (12 00 2 15 4 45) 7 10 9 30

FESTIVAL Sfy Kidi (PG)
10887 Lindbrook THX - Dolby Digital
208-4575 Mon-Thu (12 15 2 30 4 45) 7 00 9 45

SUNSCT3

CRITERION S EMffl* at Mm Gatot (R)
THX - Dolby Digital

Mon-Thu (1 00 4 00) 7:15 10 10 SUNSET 4

RECENT
1045 Broxton

206 3259

Mammle (R)
Mon-Thu (130) 4 15 7 15 9:55

Tin Dteb (PG-13)
Mon-Thu (12 00) 2 30 5:00 7 30 10 00

Tka TaMw t» PaMma (R)
Mon-Thu (1:40) 4 20 7 00 9 40

Jotit and Nw Potaycals (PG-13)
Presented in THX SRD Digital Sound

12 00 2:30 5:00 7.40 10:20

Campus Events

ACKERMAN BALLROOM Week 4 Thu 4/?6 A FrI 4/27
Tickets $2 00 Save the Last Oance

7 00 pm & 9 30 pm
Tickets lor Sneak Preview ot A Knight's Tale on Thu 5/3

will be available Thu 4/26 at 319 Kerckhoff

AVCO CINEMA Blow (R)
Presented in SDDS Dolby Sound

12:45 4:15 7 3010:30

l(R)
Dolby SR

Mon-Thu (12:00 3:30) 7:00 10:20
SUNSET 5

Mon-Thu (100) 3 15 5 30
Panic (R)

7 45 10:0(3

PLAZA Crocodile Dandoa In Los Angalas (PG)
1067Glendon Dolby Digital
208-3097 Mon-Thu (12 00 2 30 5 00)7:301000

WESTWOOD 1 Th«Body(P6-13)
1050 Gaytey . Dolby Digital
208-7664 Mon-Thu (12 15 2:45 5:10) 7 45 10 15

WESTWOOO t Cbocolal (P6-13)
1W0 Gayley Dolby Digital
208-7664 Mon-Thu (130 4:10) 7 10 10 00

PACIFIC

WCtTWOOO 3 CroMMng Tlftf.

1050Gayley Hidden Oraaon (PG-13)
208-7664 7o "Dolby Digital

Mon-Thu (1:15 4 06) 7 00 9 45

«nriN)004 EMMTatMi«8a«n(R)
1«0 Gayley OoHrf DioiUI
208-7664 Mon-Thu (1.00 4:00) 7:15 10:15

Santa Monica
CWTEWWII MdfXJMM^ Diary (Rt
1313 3rt St THX Stereo Dolby Digital
Promenade Mon-Thu (12:00 2:20 4 40) 7:00 9 20
39S-15W

CMTEMONt Jm DM (P8-1SI
THX > Ooiby Oioilai

Mon-Thu (12:20 2:45 5:10) 7:45 1015

Westwood
WEST jnt Visiting (R)
1262 Westwood Blvd THX - Digital

(S (X wnstiirt) Mon-Thu (200 4:15) 7:00 9:20
474-7866 Of

777-FILM (#025)

UNITED ARTISTS

Westwood

WLA/Beverly Hills
The LuiHin Defence (PG-13)

Mon-T:

2 55 5 20 ;

ROYAL
11523:

(310) 477-5581

ee (PG-13)
11523 Santa Monica Blvd Mon-Thu (12 30

7 451016

MUSIC HALL 1

9036 Wilshire

274-6869

MimCHALK
9036 Wilshire

274-6669

TN Widow ol SalM-Pltrra (R)
Mon-Thu (5 05) 7 30 9 55

AVCO CINEMA Heartbraakars (PG-13)
Presented in THX DTS Digital Sound

MonWed12 30 3 45 7 10 10 00
Thu 12.30 3.45

AVCO CINEMA Traffic (R)
Presented in SDDS Digital Sound

Mon 12 15 3 30
Tue-Thu12 15 3 30 7 00 10 10

Beverly Hills
BEVERLY CONNECTION
La Cienega at Beverly Blvd

(310)659-5911
4 hours validated parking $1 at Box Office

Crouching Tiger,

n Dragon (PG-13)

Mon-Thu (5 30) 81$
Hidden Dragon (F

BEVERLY CONNECTION Freddy Got Fingered (R)
Presented in THX SRD Digital Sound

1:00 315 5 30 8 0010:15

Enjoy the
Movies!!!

BEVERLY CONNECTION

MUSIC HAU S
9036 WiLshire

274-6869

Hemlock (NR)
Mon-Thu (5 30) 7 45 lOCO

Crocodile Dundee in

Los Angeles (PG)
Presented in THX DTS Digital Sound

12:00 2:15 4 40 7.00 9:20

Bridge t Jena's Diary (RUA WESTWOOO
10889 Wedworth
475-«441 THX

Mon-nM 12:15 2:40iM 7:45 10 20

'^

UA WESTWOOO
lOBWWillwofth NaVlft>iMI4/2{
475-9441 THX

Mon-Thu 12:30 2:30 4:40 7.00 9:45

Joo DM (P6-1S)

ti

IMWEITWOOO MMMHtofll)
10689 WeNworth Mon Thu 115 4 15 7 30 lOM
475-9441

Santa Monica
•»•••" 1 nM0ialilP6-13)
1322 2nd St Mon-Thu (100)3 20 5 40 8:00 10 20
(310) 394-9741

M0MCA2 CrwuMaa H|Of. Hi<d— Onmn (P8-U)
Mon-Thu (1:15) 4:10 7(»1O00

MOMCAS Niitc(RJ

.
Mon-Thu (1:15) 3:25 5:35 7:50 lO.M

Mawmla (R)
Mon-Thu (145) 4 30 7 151001)

BEVERLY CONNECTION Bridget Jones Oiaiv (PG 13)

On 2 screens
Presented in THX DTS Digital Sound

11451230210250430520
7:10 7 45 9:30 10 20

BEVERLY CONNECTION

To
in the

Josie and Itia

PMaycais (PC-13)
Presented in DTS Digital Sound

Mon. Wad-Thu 12 05 2 30 4 55 7 20 9 45
Tue 12 05 2 30

KVERIY CONNECTION Jo* Dirt (PeU)
Presented in DTS Oigital Sound

Mon Tue 12 40 2 55 510 7 35 9 50
Wed-Thu12 40 2 55

\

Movie
Guide,

ccin

310.825.2161
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fiF>RIMG SAVINGS - 5m & lOlhweekT
Do you want to become

a leader on campus?

Check out the

BRUIN LEADERS PROJECT
A seminar based leadership project sponsored by the Center for
Student Programming. Ail students are invited to participate in

developing leadership skills. Upon completion participants

receive a certificate.

Bruin Leaders Project

Spring Quarter Seminars

Wednesday, April 25 4-6 p.m. Ackerman 2408
•From invisibility to inclusion: there really are gay, lesbian, and

transgender people in your organization"

1*^&

We hope to see you!

For more information on the Bruin Leaders

Project, please contact us at either

(310) 206-5071 or blp@ucla.edu or stop by
our office at 105 KerckhofF Hall.

MCAT

3 out of 4 med school
students who
commercial MCAT prep
course took Kaplan.

Shouldn't you?

MCAT classes start Tuesday, May 8.

Call 1-800-KAP-TEST or visit

kaptest.com to enroll today!

KAPLAN

Test prep, admissions and guidance. For life.

SMITH
From page 21

American experimental filmmakers.

His films ranged from stpp-motion

collages to pieces in which Smith
painted directly on the film.

The music world best remembers
Smith for his "Anthology of

American Folk Music" issued by
Folkways in 1952. Comprised of 84
recordings made between 1927 and
1932, the anthology chronicles the

American tradition of folk music. It

has been touted as the seminal inspi-

ration for the folk music revival of

the 1950s and '60s and credited with

instincts tell me it's something the

UCLA community wants in there,"

he said.

The UCLA show is just one part

of the current Harry Smith Tribute

extravaganza. The Getty Research

Institute held a two day'symposium
entitled "Harry Smith: The Avant-

Garde in the American
Vernacular."

"I'd had in mind to do something

with Harry Smith." said Thomas
Crow, director of the Getty
Research Institute, in a phone inter-

view from New Orleans.

"He was eccentric in a strictly

descriptive sense," Crow continued.

"He just didn't do what anyone else

shaping such musical legends as did. He presented knowledge in a
Bob Dylan and Jerry Garcia.

"He was a real visionary," Sefton

said. "It wasn't fashionable to be

focusing on the historical stuff in

that way. He was decades ahead of

his time."

How did Harry Smith go from
obscure left-field thinker to the sub-

ject of a two
night musical

spree?
————

—

Sefton
explained that

the concept was

born while he

was working

with musician

Nick Cave on

the Meltdown
Festival in

London in
—^——^—

1999.

"It was on Nick Cave's wish list

to talk to Hal Willner," Sefton said.

"Winner's just one of those people

whose always done really interesting

stuff."

When Sefton met with eclectic

music producer Willner, Willner

brought up the Harry Smith angle.

"Hal was a big fan of the antholo-

gy," Sefton said. "He wanted to do
something with contemporary
artists drawing in all the things that

Smith did."

"Through knowing Harry I got to

see all these things," Willner said in

a phone interview from New York.

"The things he collected and how

"I want it to be one of

those things people lie

about having been at."

David Sefton

UCLA Performing Arts Director

way that didn't conform to any
other scholarly method and this

symposium has been an astonishing

thing to be able to do."

The April 20 and 21 symposium
featured speakers from the Harry
Smith Archives and universities

from around the nation, Smith's

films "and sam-

pics of the

anthology.

Royce Hall

a u d i e n c e s

should expect

something a lit-

tle less struc-

tured

"Sometimes
the musicians

_^____^ are introduced,

sometimes not,"

Willner said.

Regardless of structure, the cor»-

tent of the two nights has promise.

"Of all the events - New York
and London - this is the best list of
performers," Sefton said. "There's

actually one or two names we can't

announce."

The list of performers not only

includes Beck and Costello, but also

Marianne Faithfull, Van Dyke
Parks and the men once known as

Spinal Tap.

"It's a completely different set of

characters from Spinal Tap, it's

their folk band," Sefton said.

The London show impressed
audiences for five hours and Sefton

they are interpreted under the theo- is sure this kind of energy will drive
ry that there was a connection
between these things. I thought, I'd

like to have a go at this in a mon-
tage-y way."

The first Smith tribute show
Willner did in London was a hit.

"The London show was epic -

mad, insane," Sefton said. "It was
completely around the twist."

the performance at Royce Hall as

well.

"People should be warned, this is

not a show you'll be going out to

dinner after - breakfast possibly,"

Sefton said.

With the contagious zeal of show
organizers as motivation and the

work and memory of Smith as a
The concert was reprised four guide, "Hal Willner's Harry Smith

months later in a show in New York Project" should be as musically
City. Sefton took the success of that exciting as it is being billed.

show as a sign that it was something
LA. needed. MUSIC: The Harry Smith Project

"Part of my reason for picking shows at Royce Hall Wednesday, April

this event was because it's not gen- 25 and Thursday, April 26 at 8 p.m. For

erally the kind of thing Royce Hall ticketing information call the Central

would have been known for, but my TicketOfficeat (310) 825-2101.

CONCERT
From page 2 1 .„ _ „_

because the rules being followed are

not readily apparent to the audi-

ence, or they simply do not exist.

MMW makes the problem infinitely

more complicated because it does
not simply play jazz; it infuses jazz

with rock, rhythm and a ton of funk.

With so many styles being thrown
into the pot, it seems easy to lose

sight of the overall sound. But, due
to strong individual performances
by each of the trio and a collective

cohesiveness, the band kept a solid

and profound feel running through-

out its entire set.

The bassist, Chris Wood, oscillat-

ed between electric and full upright,

all the while vibrating the clothes on
the audience's back. His heavy
strum was the focal point from
which the funk came grooving forth,

giving an astute counterpoint to the

jazz minded group.

Picking up the percussion end

was Billy Martin, who gave the toe

tapping beat needed for a solid foot-

ing in the group's musical trek.

During lengthy solos he demonstrat-
ed the power of beat, which tore

relentlessly through the crowd. As
an added bonus, he even busted out

the seldom played duck calls, with

wild results.

But the focal point, the rug that

tied the room together, was John
Medeski on keyboard and various

FX contraptions. His jazz-focused

keyboard ripped through riff after

rilT. each one enticing the audience
to ask for more.

The trio dove head first into the

music, and with an energy that could
make even the state of California

jealous, became an uncontrollable

source of power.

Medeski's hands were blurred

because of their speed, Wood was
breaking bass strings with his inten-

sity, and Martin's frantic drum
sticks beat the music into the crowd.

Daily Bruin Arts & Entertainment

SOUNDBITES
From page 20

Royal" though, is Rcvcrand Run's

excessive bragging and the virtual

absence of his co-stars. DMC and
Jam Master Jay. Both however, are

much acknowledged.

In reality though, this album

wouldn't receive a low rating if it had
more hip hop joints or less collabora-

tion. The problem is that the

group's presence on its own album is

too limited for fans that have been

waiting eight long years for some-

thing new.

Run DMC should get an "I" for

incomplete, and consider itself on

academic probation. Next time, the

"Kings of Rock" should cut at least

18 tracks (not including skits), with

collaborations featuring Robert

Plant, KRS-ONE and the King of

Pop himself, Michael Jackson, at

least. Oh, and this time, let's hope

the group doesn't wait another

decade to grace its fans.

Ruvin Spivak
Rating: 7

CONCERT
From page 22

Even the instruments themselves

were confused, as it is likely none
had experienced this sort of playing

before.

While not surprising for a jazz-

esque group, the lack of any singing

might have been initially difficult to

accept for those with pop oriented

minds. But after half an hour or so.

the music itself was speaking, telling

individual tales to anyone who
cared to listen.

Throughout its entire set the

group ceased playing music only

three times.

The music was part of

them, but it was also an

entity in its own right

and one which could

not be contained.

$««CDNCBn;pa9c23

The jams were long and expan-

sive and MMW rightly gave each

session room to do whatever it need-

ed to do. The music was part of

them, but it was also an entity in its

own right and one which could not

be contained.

The final encore left the three

men playing entirely acoustically,

with no amplification, at the front of

the stage. Although two of the

instruments were unidentifiable

because of their uniqueness - the

best descriptions would be an "air-

hose keyboard" and a "wikky-wikky

drum" - the crowd slipped into an

awed reverence for the accomplish-

ments of Medeski Martin and
Wood.

Unfortunately, the following act

was not as praiseworthy. Karl

Denson's Tiny Universe, while cer-

tainly an accomplished jazz fusion

band in its own right, was colorless

in comparison to the ultimate com-

plication of MMW. Technically the

band was tight, with a well-meaning

saxophone and trumpet at its core,

but the group lacked the inspira-

tional flair that had preceded it.

Admittedly, MMW would be a

tough act for anyone to follow.

With Medeski Martin and Wood
lies the future of jazz and the direc-

tion of experimental music. Perhaps

in 30 years they will be understood

as completely as the Beatles or the

Rolling Stones, but for now it is

enough to relish in their total unpre-

dictability and phenomenal musi-

cianship.
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iWilPilil!'

x>o you ftku?! It h«rcj| to express \^o\ax o^iv\xov\js. 0(v^ wishes to others?

Wflktt to le«riA. how to assert Y^o\A.YS.t\.-{ {xv\d stcite i^^owr Ideas, with oo\^fidie\Ax^t?

Jolvi us fliA^ Le«riA, how to c<eveLop ijour assertive fott\^tlal through «

dtscussloiA, f«clLLt«ted by lXs« FrfliA^leel, Ph.'D., M.F.C.C.

W
Too^^-:

Choose one of these dates:

April 25th or May 9th

12:00-1:30 p.m.

Room 2. Dodd HaU

\im\

For m.ore LiA^fon^fltloiA, please call the ce\/^ter for womeiA, § Mei^

at {310) 2:^5-3^^5 or drci}> by R^om. 2, X^odd HflLL.

S,-^0\/\^S>DYtd by tV\t [A.CLA Ct\^ttr for Wov\A.ti^ § Mgi^. vA'Av.thecer.t£> .I'xia.tdiA..

You arc called to stand as a soldier of liuht, defending the faith, teaching the truth and living a life that honors
Cod. Talbot School of Theology is a training ground that equips you to emulate Christ in mind and character.

Talbot School of Theology is one of the six schools of Biola University offering 145 academic programs through
the School of Arts and Sciences, School of Business. School of Intercultural Studies, School of Professional
Studies, and Rosemead School of Psychology.

If you are interested in Talbot School of Theology, or desire to take a class to enhance your biblical knowledge
at Biola University, we want to meet youl

Here are three opportunities to meet Talbot professors and to learn about Talboti

May 3, 2001. 7:00 pm
Dr. J. P. Morcland

Author of Jnui Under fire. Dots God Exist

Location: Calvary Chapel. Santa Ana. CA

MAY 6, 2001, 10:00 AM
Dr. Don Sunukjian

Location: Calvary EV Frtt Church, La0una Beach. CA

MAY 3, 2001 , 6:30 - 8:30 AM - National Day of Prayer Breakfast (Free)

Dr. Philip johnton

Location: Biola University. La Mirada, CA

An admissions representative will be available to meet with you at these events. And, if you bring a completed
application with you, your application fee ($55) is waived) Bring a friend and receive FREE BOOKS tool

7b RSVPfor an event ahove. please call.

(800) 652-4652

TALBOT
cHOOk or THKOUOaV

WWW.TALBOT.EDU

E-mail admissions@biola.edu

01tit
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Daily Bruin

issified

1100
1200
1300
UOO
1500
1600
1700
1800
1900
2000
2050
2100
2200
2300
2400
2500
2600

2700
2800
2900
3000
3100
3200
3300
3400
3500
3600
3700
3800
3900
4000
4100
4200
4300
4400
4500

4600
4700
4800
4900
5000
5100
5200
5300
5400
5500

Campus Happenings
Campus Organizations
Campus Recruitment
Campus Services
Birthdays
Legal notices
Lost & Found
Miscellaneous
Personal Messages
Personals
Pregnancy
Recreational Activities

Research Subjects
Sperm / Egg Donors
Tickets Offered
Tickets Wanted
Wanted

»es^
Appliances
Art / Paintings
Bicycles / Skiates

Books
Calling Cards
Caineffls / Caiiicordc
Collectibles

Computers / Software
Furniture

Garage / Yard Sales
Health Products
Miscellaneous
Musical instruments
Ofrice Equipment
Pets
Rentals
Sports Equipment
Stereos / TVs / Radios
Table Sports

2XHSn?
Auto Accessories
Auto Insurance
Auto Repair
Autos for Sale
Boats for Sale
Motorcycles for Sale
Parking
Scooter / Cycle Repair
Scooters for Sale;
Vehicles for Rent

5600
5620
5640
5660
5680
5700
5720

5800
5900
6000
6100
6150
6200
6300
6400
6500
6600
6700
6800
6900
7000
7100
7200

Resorts / Hotels
Rides Offered
Rides Wanted
Taxi / Shuttle Service
Travel Destinations
Travel Tickets
Vacation Packages

:fe39
1-900 numbers
Financial Aid
insurance
Computer / Internet
Foreign Languages
Health / Beauty Services
Legal Advice / Attorneys
Movers / Storage
Music Lessons
Personal Services
Professional Services
Resumes
Telecommunications
Tutoring Offered
Tutoring Wanted
Typing

Writing Help

7W1
7400
7500
7600
7700
7800
7900
8000
8100
8200
8300

8400
8500
8600
8700
8800
8900
9000
9100
9200
9300
<»4n()

9500
9600
9700.
9800

Business Opportunities
Career Opportunities
Child Care Offered
Child Care Wanted
Help Wanted
Housesitting
Internship
Personal Assistance
Temporary Employment
Volunteer

$850
065

29 00
2.15

96.00

5.75

$1.60

$2.25

$5.00

Classified Line Ads:
1 working day before printing,

at 12 noon
Classified Display Ads:
2 working days before printing,

at 12 noon.
There are no cancellations after

noon of the day before printing.

hoMTtOMiffiie
an effBdiiie ad

• Start your ad with the

merchandise you are selling

This makes it easier for readers to

quickly scan the ads and locate

your Items
• Always include the price of your
Item Many classified readers
simply do not respond to ads
without pnces
• Avoid abbreviations—make your
ad easy for readers to understand
• Place yourself in the reader s

pKJSition, ask what you would like

to know about the merchandise,
and include that in the ad Include
such information as brand names,
colors and other specific

descnptions

TTie ASUCLA Communications board fully supports Ihe University ol Calilornia's policy on nondiscnminalion No medium shall accept advertisements which present persons ol any ongin. race. sex. or sexual orientation in a
demeaning way or imply that they are limited to positions. capat>lilies. roles, or status in society Neither the Datly Brum nor the ASUCLA Communications Board has investigated any ol the services advertised or the
advertisements represented in this issue Any person believing that an advertisement in this issue violated the Boards policy on nondiscrimination slated herein should communicate con^plamts in writing to the Business Manager
Daily Bruin. 118 KerckhoH Hall. 308 Westwood Plaza. Los Angeles. CA 90024. For assistance with housing discrimination problems, call the UCLA Housing Office at (310) 825-4271 or call the Westside Fair Housing Office at (310)
475-9671 Classified ads also appear on-lme at hrtp.//www oailybiuin ucia edu. Placement on-line is offered as a complimentary service for custorrters and is not guaranteed The Daily Bruin is responslt}te for the first incorr
insertion only Minor typographical errors are not eligible (or relunds For any refund, the Daily Brum Classified Department must tie notified of an error on the first day of publication by noon

1 1 8 Kerckhoff Hall
308 Westwood Plaza
Los Angeles. CA 90024

iiiteinet
E-Mail classifiedsccOmedia. ucla.edu
Web: http://wwwdailybruin.ucla.edu

phone
Classified Line: (31 03 825-2221

Fax: C310) 206-0528
Classified Display: (310) 206-3060

Fax: (310) 206-0528

office hows
Mon-Thu: 9:00am-3:00pm
Fri 9am-2:30pnn

One issue, up to 20 words
.each additional word

Weekly, up to 20 words
each additional word

Monthly, up to 20 words
each additional word

12 pt headline

16 pt headline

^Border

For Classified Display ads.

please see our rate card

for variable rate information.

MasferCard ViSA

payment
Please make checks payable to

The UCLA Daily Brum We
accept Visa, MasterCard, and
Discover credit cards. Allow 5
working days for mail payments.

1100
Campus Happenings

Alcoholics Anonymous
Mon. DJKUiiion, Fri. Step Slody, 351 7 Ackerman

Thurs. Book Sludy, 3517 Atlcermon

M/T/W Rm. Dmtai A3-029

Wed. Rm. Dental A3- 029
Discussion, Ail hmei 12:10- 1:00 pm

for »lcoholKt or ndivittutit ttrho havm a drtnktng problam

1300
Campus Recruitfnent

BREAK INTO ACTING
Prepare for a Career as

a Professional Actor by

Studying From Industry

Insiders

•ProfessioiMl Career Cowmting

•Qasses in Theatre. TV 8 Ring

* • Practical Traininq

I
tvi actors Studio

LisAagaiis'NcwM

Apartments for Rent
Apartments Furnished
Condo / Townhouse for Rent
Condo / Townhouse for Sale
Guesthouse for Rent
House for Rent
House for sale
Houseboats for Rent / Sale
Housing Needed
Room for Help
Room for Rent
Roomrr.ate8 - Private Room
Roommates - Shdred Room
Sublets
Vacation Rentals

index

! nation's Inest resource for acton

www.tvlstudios.com

2000
Personals

LOVE? European writer/linguist, cosmopoli-
tan, accomplished, good-looking, mature,
healthy lifestyle, loves literature/travel-

ing/outdoors, seeks attractive/smart/affec-

lionate young female, any race/origin, for

friendship, possibly romance/mamage. 310-

573-4020/mani Omunich.com

2050
Pregnancy

HOMICIDAL ABORTION. Known in medical
diction as concepticide, homicidal abortion is

the most prevalent form of homicide. Juridic

Embassy ambOjuridic.org

2200
Researcri Subjects

CHRONIC BAD BREATH. Earn $50 and
learn to control bad breath. Clinical study in

Culver Citv. 310-815-1829. 310-210-7805.

2200
Research Subjects

EARN $$$
For giving your opinion on market research-

products. TV, etc. Ages 5-54 No accents
please. 818-609-1850.

PLAY GAINES AND EARN IVIONEY. TOO!
Social psychological experiment. 1 hour
Average $10. Undergraduate only. Call 310-

825-3017, sign up 2524 Hershey or email

pbonacich0yahoo.com. leaving your name,
phone, and available times.

SEXUAL ASSAULT
SURVIVORS

Wanted for research study Get $15 gift cer-

tificate to Amazon com for completing 10-

minute, web-based survey Anonymous and
confidential. Women, 18-35 years old. who
hiave been raped or sexually assaulted in the

past 5 years, please call or e-mail lin-

dasOrand.org. 310-393-0411x6152 for

password, www.rand.org/crim/saws. RAND
is a non-profit research organization in Santj^

Monica.

2300
Sperm/Egg Donors

Pay your tuition

with eggs.

If you're a woman between 18

and 35. you can earn money easi-

ly, anonymously. Donate your

eggs to an infertile couple.

$3,500 and up, depending on

you education and other qualifi-

cation.";. Call Today.

The CEisfTER for Egg Options

310/546-6786

WTt»« Center for tgg Optloni, '.LC

^ ^— 3»

Egg Donors Needed
Healthy females ages 19-28

wishing to help infertile coupler.

$5,000

^ Call Mirna (818) 832-1494
Ji

EGG DONOR
Late 40's, married women looking tor Jewish
coed interested in helping to create a child.

$2500+ negotiable Please call June 310-
376-7000.

If you are male, in college or fiave a college
degree, you can eam up to $600/mo, call for

details on our anonynnous sperm dorror pro-

gram. Receive free comprehensive health
screening & help infertile couples. So if

you're looking for a great job and a little extra

cash, call us first. 310-824-9941.

SPECIAL EGG DONOR NEEDED Seeking
heaifhy and intelligent woman, 21-29 years,
blonde hair, blue or green eyes. 5'-5'10" tall

with high SAT or ACT scores Blood type A,
B. or AB. Compensatkxi $6000. Please call

OPTIONS 800-886-9373 ext. 741.

2300
Sperm / Egg Donors

SPECIAL EGG DONOR
NEEDED

Loving black couple is hoping to find an intel-

ligent and compassionate woman of African
descent. College education, Age 18-28,
Compensation up to $5,000.00. The many
eggs your body disposes of each month can
help an infertile woman to have a baby
Please call Tina at 626-583-8404. Email
Tina-B©worldnet. att.net

S^OO
Coniputers/Software

NEW COMPAQ PRO workstation. 800 Mhz.
128 ram. 17" monitor, with office and web
software. $1,400. 213-739-9071. jnor-

dahlOhotmail.com

3500
Furniture

MATTRESS SPECIALS
NEW INNERSPRING twin sets $99.95. Fulls

$129.95. Queens $16995 and Kings

$199 95 Also, Sealy Stearns and Foster at

lowest prices. 310-477-1466.

MOVING OUT SALE!
Washer/Dryer 2 bedroom sets, bookcases,
TV console, single bed. 2 desks and 2 sofas

Call ASAP! Moving Saturday 310-473-5769.

3800
Miscellaneous

IT'S T-SHIRT WEATHER
T-shirts from $5. lowest prices on the Inter-

net Discount event merchandise, left-over

from recent events, wwwalleventstore.com

WW^ 4i^ 4SjwE!

transportation
4600-5500

4900
Autos for S.ile

1990 GEO METRO. White, 2-door. manual
trans., 90,000miles. New brakes, A/C. Runs
great! $1,800-obo. Call Amanda 310-820-
3579.

Autos for Sale

1982 MERCEDES 300D turtx) deisel. 25
mpg. Good running condition $2900. Grey,

280K miles. 310-995-0823.

1990 HONDA CIVIC. Hatchback, red w/black

interior. 4spd. excellent condition. 104K/mi.

$4000. Cassandra 310-445-5319.

1991 FORD TEMPO White, 4-door, au-
tomatic. Very good condition. Power steer-

ing/windows. A/C. Pioneer CD-player.
$3000. Call 909-595-0601 Ask for Jerome.

1991 HONDA CIVIC DX, 150K/miles, looks

and runs good. New clutch, brakes and bat-

tery. Must sell. $2500/obo. 323-653-5720.

1991 LEXUS LS 400. Blue/gray original

owner, xcint cond. looks new, leather, moon-
root, loaded, new A/C. 102K/miles. $12,500.
310-391-1106

1995 MITSUBISHI
3000GT

Fully loaded automatic, dark green wAan
leather interior, sunroof, new transmission,

new sport tires. $l4.500obo. Anita:3 10-206-

6704.

1996 SATURN SL2
4door, automatic, manual, door lock+wind-

ows, 10 disc cd changer, 79800miles $6500.
(below blue book). Sam: 3 10-824-3451.

1998 NISSAN ALTIMA GSE. Clean, au-

tomatic, 4-door, CD. 49K miles. xcInt cond.

$14,000/obo. Call 310-915-2055.

POLICE IMPOUNDS. Hondas as low as
$500 for listings 1-800-319-3323 ext.A214

87 TOYOTA COROLLA. 82k onginal miles,

new brakes and A/C. great car, excellent

condition! $2000obo. 310-621-6070 Prince.

o o o o o o^

travel
5600-5720

S700
Travel Tickets

FLY 4STANDBY FLY 4 CHEAP!
Hawaii $139 o/w. Europe $249 o/w (+tax).

4starKJbycom or 800-397-1098.

5720
Vacation Packages

Bali:16-Day Tour $2199
Peru: 21-Day Tours $2599 Nepal: 17-Day
Tours $2599. Student Discounts Available

www.easlrips.com

w W]
\nec^|c/e
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5680
Travel Destinations

5680
Travel Destinations

5680
Travel Destinations

5680
Travel Destinations

5680
Travel Destinations

Amsterdam Barcelona

• Berlin Brussels

• Dublin London Moscow
Paris Rome

PACKAGES INCLUDE:

• Roundtrip airfare • 2 nights

accommodation • Airport transfers • Travel Card
• Camera, document organizer, discounts, guidebooks,

maps and more.

London
STARTING AT

Paris AAadrid

$644 $634 $783
Council \Travel

Counciltravel.com

310-209-UCU
Fares per person basetj on double occupancy and on departure from LAX amt=mtntmum 2 night stay. Taxes and fees not included. Departures from other maior

^
'^^^'mflninn ^cA'®' ^'^ ^"^^^^^ ^° ^'^^"Qe and basBd on availability. GST

gl 0080800-50. Restrictions apply Please depart by June 14. 2001

61OO
Computer / Internet

TrVV^ \\^vy^^l\^\\v^^cm^l^trT^^5^^77

services
5800-7300

Unhappy? Tired? Drained?
Maybe it's because universities like

UCLA have the soul of Dracula.

http://lJniversitysecrets.com

5900
Financial Aid

LOANS AVAILABLE
No application lee. High approval. Low
Interest rate Bankruptcys welcome. Toll

Free 1-877-494-4843.

61OO
Computer/Internet

A GREAT DEAL!
Mac PowerPC 7100-8100 $199 $299 in-

cludes monitor. Pentium 1 complete system,
includes nwnilor $249. 310-476-5076.

idEa247.COM
INTERNET RESOURCES. Web design de-
velopment, tutorials, hosting affiliates, do-
main names/dreamweaver, global news
Java script, CGI Cold Fusion.

http://www.idaa247.com

6200
Health Services

CHIROPRACTIC CARE,
MASSAGE & ENERGY

HEALING
By a lincensed doctor of cWropractlc/holistic
medicine with healing hands for relieving
your pain, stress, relaxing your body/mind at
comlon of your HOME Dr. Behrooz
Shokrani. Tel:31 0-864-7400.

WSSk

in ciassified
825-Z

/^W^

feffenjflTftrg

•*,^'';^i'::^

'»!

Experience 8 countries in 14 days! Take a gondola ride
through Venice canals, climb to the top of the Eiffel Tower,
experience a typical Bavarian beer hall, and more'

$1015

BEACHE&SMDREEFS
Discover Australia! Spend 14 days in the Land Down Under.
Cross the Tropic of Capricorn, visit Cape Byron, stay at
Surfers Paradise and enjoy Australia's national parks and
natural attractions. $905

RAINBOW[M!!0!]®Ga
Join this "easy going adventure" through South Africa and __-.
Swaziland. View the big five African game from open-topped
vehicles, plunge into the warni waters of the Indian Ocean and
go wine tasting north of the Cape! ^|^go
Mrftr* Mri tmd Mswuaca aat iadUti. ^u i^.'/ '

J ^^^ wortdwKl* vacMiont
for 18lo 3Syevot(te

920 Westwood Blvd.
310.824.1574 or 310.0CUI-FLV or froin campus X6079S

www.statravel.com

S700
Travel Tickets

TRAVEL

S700
Travel Tickets

FLY SUPER
(323) 277.4595
LATIN AMCVICA SI>SCULISTS

I Mexico City

iGuodolaiora

I
Nicaragua

|
C—f Wcj

110 lima/P«ru

)>9 liMliaLAlns

189 Bogola/ColomtMa
329 Quito/Gtwyoquil
219 Gwotwnofa

2M
219
2QS

169

2t9
214
220

I

259
195

AQUA TRAWL INC

Rio/Brazil
^259

New York I LONDON S370.
S259 I PARIS S439

I Boston

PModalphia

I Chicago

|HoiMton

DoNoi

Washington
St. lowis

I San FronciKO

149

185

135

129

115

135

105

149

yacations
SMI CMOtMNUm
•321 MUIUM

•819 CMKM
3 NIGMTS, MOTEL « AIR

WQIMV\ffilOWESIAIRFARES
MAKE VOJR (>A/N AIR G^ HOTEL

RESERVATION AT
http/Zwww prismaweb com/aauotravel

24HOURSADAY
Lowest Domesfic and
International Airfares

Tour Packages
' Eurailpass

Hotel Accommodations
Car Rentals

*AsJa*Afrlca*Australio*Europe*Soutti

America*lndia*Conada*Mexico'Hawaii*

Special domestic & International Airfares Available
Pfices ace sot3)«ci fo chonge wftrvsuf notice

Avc»k3b«iv may t>e Imrted and jome rejtfction* may
oppty Ptu»Ta»ei

PHONE (310) 33&«}25
984 J Airporl Bl. Suite 506, Los Angeles CA 90045

PERSONAL INJURY/
D.U.I. DEFENSE

Auto Accidents

Motorcycle Accidents

Slip & Fall • Pedestrian

No Recovery • No Fee

(310) 552-0007
Free Consultation

Law Offices of Donald R Hartunian

6600
Personal Sen/ices

* Great Summer

Discounts Now!
6000

Insurance

VICT0RYTRAVEL.COM
••m»Us irtctoiY trm¥mm0mrtUMt.nmt

laraowt —V OmM on KT puriHWM

6200
Hoaltlj Services

PROFESSIONAL
NATURAL

PEELING FACIALS
SCAR REMOVAL. Natural enzyme treat-

ments lor acne pigmentation and agir>g skin

Clinically Proven! Call 1-800-788-8929.

/Illstate.
Vbu're in oood harxta.

fVlike Azer Insurance Agency Inc
(310)312-0202

12ei Wostv^^ood Blvd.
C2 t>lks So of Wllsr-itre)

24 Hours o Doy Service

BEARS RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING

Compretiensive Disserlalion Assistance
Theses, Papers, and Personal Slatemenis

Proposals and BooKs
lnternatK>nal Students Welcome Since 1985

Sharon BMr. Ph.D. (310) 470-6662
»vww BearWrite com

SCULPT YOUR BODY Pilates Group Class-
es starting Now. Amazing results! Student
rates! Call Haley 310-266-2922.

6300
Legal Advice/Attorneys

CONSUMER PROTECTION. Lemon law.
automobile dealer fraud, repossessions!
abusive debt collection. UCLA law graduate.
Contingent fees/costs available Alec True-
blood: 310-443-4139

6AOO
Movers/Storage

BEST MOVERS Licensed, insured Lowest
rates. Fast, courteous+careful Many stud-
ents moved for $98 Lie -T-163844 NO JOB
TOO SMALL! 1-800-2-GO-BEST Voice-
mail/pager: 323-263-2378.

HONEST MAN w/l4ft truck and dollies,

small jobs, sfiori notice ok. SF. LV. SD.
Student discount. Go Bruins! lOyrs. 310-
285-8688

6500
Music Lessons

DRUM LESSONS
ALL LEVELS/STYLES with dedicated pro-
fessional. At your home or WLA studio. 1st-
lesson free No drum set necessary
Neil:323-654-8226.

GUITAR LESSONS
by professional near UCLA. All levels, guitars
available Learn to play effortlessly'

wwwJWGS.com. Call Jean at 310-476-
4154.

NO RECOVERY NO FEE
NO COST Sexual harrassment. Discrimina-
tion, Auto-accidents, Slips/falls MYER LAW
FIRM. Westside, Scott D Myer(UCLAW86)
wwwbestlawyer.com 310-277-3000.

JERRYS MOVINGADELIVERY The careful
movers. Experienced, reliable, same-day de-
livery. Packing, boxes available. Also, pick-
up donations for American Cancer Society
Jerry©310-391-5657.

SUMMER STORAGE Free pick up avail-
able. reasonable rates. Westside Self-Stor-
age. 310-826-5955.

PIANO LESSONS
For adult beginners. Leam the fundamentals
at your home in 6 lessons Beethoven lin-

eage Barry Neikrug:310-849-2816

6700
Professional Services

ATTENTION MBA. LAW. MEDICAL
SCHOOL APPLICANTS' Frustrated devel
oping your crucial personal statements? Get
professional help from well-known au-
lhor/consultant.31 0-826-4445. www winning-
personstatement com.

Classifieds

825-2221

ATTN ART STUDENTS
Custom logo needed for music management
company Contact JD 310-271-7240

Display

206-3060

V
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2300
Sperm / Etjn Donors

2300
Sperm / Enn Donors

2300
Sperm / Enn Donors

2300
Sperm / Enn Donors

Special Egg Donor Meeded

Preferred Donor wiU meet the foMowing criteria: I

•Height Approx. 5'9" or Taller •S.A.T. Score around 1300
or High A.C.T. •Caucasian •College Student or

Graduate Student Under 30 •No Genetic Medical Issues

Compensation

Paid to you and/or the charity of your choice.

All related expenses will be paid in addition to

your compensation.

(Extra compensation available for someone who might be especially

gifted in athletics, science/mathematics or music.)

For more information or to obtain an application please

contact Michelle at the Law Office of Greg L. Eriksen

(800) 808-5838
or email E^DonorInfo@aol.com.

*This ad is being placed for a particular client and is not soliciting eggs for a donor bank.

6200
Health Services

6200
Health Sen/Ices

6200
Health Services

6700
Professional Services

COMPLIMENTARY CONSULTATION C^I%>)
\Deliver Brilliant Results/

ORTHODONTIST %-, ^T#«^a«« 1^#««w>^««2
.,.,.§i^.9.^i2§2a.o D^* Nader Dayani
UCIJV FACULTY MEMBER t^

Member American Association of Orthodontists

Specializing in braces for adults & children

• Cosmetic Pcxcelain
• Surgical Orthodontics

• Removable
• Traditional
• Invisible

• Euoi
!(t „ DISCOINT IBIBHRBIBBnVBIBIiaBII

(310) 826-7494
nf>4!>Wilshir«Blvd fHOa
\x>% Angelej. CA 90025

(949) 552 - 5890
18124 Culver I)r,»A
Irvine, CA 42715 n Teeth Whitening $ftS^^

upper or lower "^ 'ryj %j

,IIH»liJ-r» <

•or ramovon* toocM ana $ I raooo (Hut Sm 00 paf monm
kx cartxnc tVdCM iJOOOOtoi dognoMc mjdif motMoxi

S 1 7i 00 to) kinnot corwMoKon
••ptoKon data '3001

6700
Professional Services

CREATIVE EXPERTISE
MBA & OTHER
PERSONAL

STATEMENTS,
RESUMES

Personalized, professional assitance. Writ-

ing, editing, dissertation formatting, tran-

scribing. Ace Words. Etc. 310-820-8830.

Classifieds

825-2221

6700
Professional Services

DIGITAL VIDEOGRAPHER w/Canon XL1

$200/day Also digital editing, graphic design

available. Located in Westwood 310-478-

6484

FIND ROOMS &
ROOMMATES ONLINE

The Napster for roommates. Free to view

and place ads. Immediate Online Results.

www.easyroommate.com

6700
Professional Services

FORMER ENGLISH TEACHER w/ listers
from U-Chicago, edits/word processes dis-

sertations, proposals, screenplays, personal
statements, resumes International students
welcome. Winslow's 310-82&-6171.

HEAD SHOTS $99
SITTING PLUS digital file for unlimited

prints!! Westwood location. Call Jennif-

er:310-575-«638

MECHANIC TO YOUR CXX)R I will repair

your car at your place Call 310-824-0286,

310-993-1397 cell

Brentwood Dermatology

MEDiaL Group

Jock H. Silven, MD
Diploniaif ti tlx- Animc4n Itoanl i>l Iienn4hil<i|^

• Uposoctlon • Botox • Collagen

• Fat infections to siKnificantly

redvce facial lines

• Laser renMval of brown spots,

tMoo's and veins

• Mole removal with great

aesthetic outcome
• A GENERAL DERMATOLOCY

c 10% w/ mMtion off Ad

Preccptorship avalbnte tar

medical and RA. stadcnts.

Office located on

Son VkMte la lrMtwo«4

310-e26-2051«

MIfDICAL SCHOOL APPLICATION COUN-
SELING Counselir>g by recently graduated

M.O. Specializing in application essays/inter-

view-skills. Fee r>egotiable/money-bacK

guarantee. Greg Freedman, M.O. 310-960-

3300/{pager.

6700
Professional Services

NEED IT TYPED?
Don't have time or inclination? Profession-

al/degreed word processors specializing in

legal/psycttological transcription and lengthy

academic papers, (legible drafts please).

$3/pg. student rate, $50/minimum, $i2ypick-

up/delivery. Resumes/$40. 323-288-6805

any time.

NOTARY PUBLIC Bilingual services avail-

able. S(}anish and English. Commission
#1277297 Commission expires Sept. 17.

2004.310-820-7113.

7000
Tutoring Offered

AAA TUTOR'S CLUB
A HOME TUTORING service for all subjects,

grades K-12. Lowest prices guaranteed! For

more information call 310-444-0449.

AMERICAN HUSBAND (currently college in-

structor, MBA Wharton. UPenn) and Korean

wife (UCLA Grad. middle school teacher) will

patiently tutor English speaking arxj writing.

310-559-0123.

ARABIC LESSONS: Call Mohammed. 310-

640-8577

CHEMISTRY. ORGANIC CHEMISTRY,
PHYSICS. BIOLOGY, PHYSIOLOGY
STATS. By doctoral student, w/tots ol teach-

ing experience. Fee negotiable/money-back

guarantee. Call Greg, 310-397-0547.

MATH TUTOR
For regular weekly appointments, all levels

$304^A>our, Tilg^re Catculus. Calcutus. Al-

gebra. Geometry UCLA Math BS. Graduated

honors. Jonathan:31 0-850-8849. 323-734-

8321

MY-TUTOR.COM Math/Physics/Statis-

tics/English/Hebrew, chemistry/biology

Law/Business Law, computer programming.

Computerized statistical analysis available.

Tutoring servtoe. Call anytime. 800-90-TU-

TOR.

PHYSICS AND MATH
Math/Physics major/student offers tutonng in

phystcs and math at all levels. Contact Sina:

(310)989-1491 orsina40ucla.edu

RESEARCH PAPER TUTOR. 4.0 grad and

published writer offers private tutoring servic-

es. 213-390-3331

WRITING TUTOR
Kind and patient Stanford graduate. Help

with the Ertglish language—for students of

all ages/levels 310-440-3118.

7100
Tutoring Wanted

TUTORS WANTED
AFTER SCHOOL FOR grades K-12. in BH.

WLA, SM areas. Education majors and/or

graduate-level (in any field) a plus. $11.25-

15/hour. Call The Tutors Club: 310-444-

0449

EXPERIENCED TUTOR WANTED Must be
graduate student or TA. For high school

student taking second year Spanish arxJ

math. 310-476-0766.

HOME-SCHOOLING FAMILY In North Holly-

wood. needs 3-4 creative, energetic p>eople

to do scierx:e, biology, engineering, and

math projects w/lhree children ages 6-9.

Completely unique and interesting situation.

Call Patty or Norma 818-761-0029. 818-416-

9930, or 818-216-0407.

MATH AND ENGLISH COMP tutor needed
for 7th grader. Female English nr^jor pre-

fen'ed Beverly Hills area. 310-271-9151,

310-342-3207.
I...

I
III I s^ I I

MATH AND/OR SCIENCE GRAD STUDENT
wanted as tutor (or 2nd-grade math Prefer

male. $40/hr, once a weei(. Calabassas.

Kayfie 818-222-4942

SPANISH & ENGLISH TUTORMust have

own car, must relate well to students. Santa

Monica, Los Angeles. 310-679-2133.
1

WANTED: Chem tutor for high school junior.

2days/virt<, Ihr/day. Please call 310-859-4544
daytime, 818-990-5694 evening, ask for Jen
ny.

WORD PROCESSING specializing in thes-
es, dissertattons, transcrlplion, legal, psych
resumes, fliers, brochures, mailing lists re-
ports. 310-828-6939

recycle.

Displa*

206
->'

7700
Child Care Wanted
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7800
Help Wanted

EXCEPTIONAL P/T BABYSITTER WANT-
ED: For 2 exceptional young children We
are seeking a highly reliable person who is

loving and has a sincere interest in child de-

vekjpment. Expenence w/kids & own car a
must. 1-2 evenings/week plus 1-2 weekend
days. $12/hr. Fax resume & references to

310-454-3994.

7U00
Business Opportunities

$500-1 OOO/MONTH P/T
Seeking motivated students for marketing in-

ternet, cellular and long distance accounts.
Serious inquiries only Call for rec inlo:888-

432-4890.

ONLINE MARKETING
Learn the truth about online marketing!

http.//hop.cltekbank.net/t>op.cgi?mvp777/

btgdogs

7500
Career Opportunities

FUN. ENERGETIC, FEMALE BABYSITTER
needed Tues/Thurs.. flexible hrs 3 kids. Ex-

perierKe/References required. More hrs.

available in summer Pacific Palisades 310-

454-1150.

MARY POPPINS TYPE
Weekend nanny/tiousekeeper needed + 3
weeknights. Arrive 7am Sal. leave 9pm Sun.
Bel-air. Experience/references required. Call

310-889-1840.

NANNY P/T. M-F 3:00pm-8:00pm Experi-

ence/references required. Need fun. friendly,

reliable, and responsible person. Nice family

15-min from UCLA. 323-965-8867.

-

\(> K\jH.-niiiLc \i\i-sstuy
.\l«i. Women diildtvii .«ll Xfjus si/rs

ruxs T\ lilrib (jiiiiniCTCi:dN Maj-Miu-N
foi /Kisuutil lutcnici) uill null

310.659.7000

7800
Help Wanted

Canyon Creek Sports Carrp
Residential Sumn>er Camp G>unMlor/Sp«ciolist
we are kutung kN entlUislMtlc. itmoniM. wtU nMndM
tMt nwmiMre to( our 10-wMk dtMTM (pods and camp

program OutKt inctude leaching and participaling m vanous

sports, arts and crafli and drama adnities Must be at least

1 B years old preteraMy with 1 or 2 years ol camp experience

6/19 8/2V01 $1,800 and up (213) 74S-046S

SATURDAY NIGHT SITTER. Female. Near
Beverly Glenn/Mulholland. $l0/hour Must
drive. 310-550-7028.

STEADY BABYSITTER NEEDED for 2-yoar-

old in Beverly Glenn Area. Call Jennifer at

818-905-0371.

Admin Assistant for

prominent Westside
art gallery

Train now-FH" by August. Must be fluent in

Spanish, detail-oriented. $10-l2/hr+commis-
sion Fax resume:310-586-1712.

ADMIN ASSISTANT F/T position in Beverly
Hills Microsoft Office a must. Email resume
employment ©saybrex.com or fax 310-278-
0038 More info 310-278-2750

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT Will train. In

medical office 30-40hr, M-F 9:30-6:30pm
Computer knowledge required. Salary and
benefits. 15-min to UCLA. 310-476-4205

ASSISTANT NEEDED. Windows proficient

Car/insurance necessary. Accounting skills

preferred. Flexible hours. No dress code.
$9/hour. Fax resume: 310-479-2402

COUNSELORS/FUTURE TEACHERS
needed for summer program at Crossroads
School in Santa Monica. Pertecl for elemen-
tary education majors. Email resume lo

gcuddydxrds.org EOE.

CSOs NOW HIRING
Do Good and gel paid. Pay $8.47 to

$10.65/hr Must be a UCLA student w/U
academic years remaining with valid driver's

license. Web: www.ucpd ucla.edu/ucpd/cso
Email: cso@ucpd.ucla.edu Phone: 310-
825-2148

7800
Help Wanted

EVENT STAFF/
SECURITY

For sports, concerts. TV shows, conven-
tions. 18+ with clean background. Great job
for students. You pick your assignments.
213-748-7223.

F/T EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT for CEO of In-

ternational Group in MDR Dynamic, top

computer.wnting.organizational skills and
references. Fax resume&salary require-

ments 310-823-6143

FEMALE MODELS
NEEDED

Immediate work for 18 yrs+. all races, all

ages, adult internet, video modeling.
$100/hour Get your own website 818-694-
2687 janiero©att net

Immediate Openings
$9 to $15/Hour

general office clerlis lo executive secretaries

temporary & full time positions

Medical Transcription_

-MCCSSctietfutlng SysienrrrpfO!

—

Fax resume to (310) 278-4269
For an immediate appointment

call (310) 278-0511

S«ardhin(
Connie t i ]

Performing. WMw. st:arBta£fingeervices . com

ASSISTANT PR
For chairman ol national company. Excellent

opportunity. Flexible P/T hours. Please call

Mona Andrews, 310-288-2513.

ASSISTANT TO BUSY REALTOR in West-
wood. Flexible hours. Need bright, computer
ft»wy, organized, articoiet© person w/tront

DAY CAMP - SUMMER
Seek staff w/summer home in or near the
San Fernando or Conejo Valleys, Oxnard.
Simi, Malibu. misc. Instructors & General
couns. $2750-3500+ for summer 888-
784-CAMP www.workatcamp.com

FUN SUMMER
Swimming, horses, beaches and more,
www dayeampjobs .com

.

Olftee appearance Will train Fax resume
310-268-0665

7500
Career Opportunities

. Earn $10O-$2<m a day ;
^

• 2 weak training & Job
"^ -^

-^
Plaoameni liKluded f

. it'snotajoO-iriaPARryill
I

National Bartenders School ^
1 (80G) 646 • MIXX (64y9)www M.itiOM.illi. iit<-iirl«-r r. coiti

ACCOUNTING DEPT
ASSISTANT

P/T entry level position, M-F 2-6pm w/ some
flexibility. Basic computer knowledge, car

with insurance, good oral and written com-
munication skills required. Good teaming

opportunity. $10/hr+mileage. 310-276-9166.

RN OR DENTAL STUDENT for MD office

near Beveriy Hills on Saturday AM's or P/T.

Top salary. Call 323-939-2111

7800
Child Care Offered

$$$ LOW PRICES $$$
WONDER YEARS PRESCHOOL run by
UCLA grads. Ages2.5/6years. Two large

play-yards. Open 7:30-5:30 Close to UCLA.
310-473-0772.

7800
Help Wanted

$$Get Paid For Your
Opinions!$$

Earn $15$125 and more per survey!

www.money4opinions.com

$lO-$20/HR. Artist seeks totally clean-sha-

ven male, bi or gay preferred, under 21 for

figure modeling, etc. Inexperierx:ed ok. Dan-
ny:8 18-980- 1666.

$15 AN HOUR TO PLAY
TENNIS!!

ALUMNI Looking for toumament or open lev-

el tennis player for rallying. Hours flexible

Call 310-476-9059

$15-$23/HR BRIGHT ENTHUSIASTIC peo-
ple to teach SAT prep and ALL Academic
Subjects. Trans(3ortation required We will

train. Flexible hours Send or fax cover let-

ter/resume, including test scores (SAT, GRE.
etc.) to ACE Educational Services. Attn:Bar-

ry. 9911 W. Pico Blvd. Ste.PH-K, LA, CA
90035; Fax:310-282-6424 Positions avail-

able throughout LA and the Valley

$1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL Mailing our cir-

culars No experience required Free infor-

mation packet. Call 202-466-1639.

ATTENTION STUDENTS
AND FACULTY

Need Help Seeking information regarding
apartments at 527 Midvale. If you are aware
of any complaints made to Midvale II Apart-
ments management regarding sliding glass
doors or balcony heights, landlord tenant dis-

putes, or tenant complaints at Midvale II

Apartments, please contact: 1-800-935-4844

AWESOME EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNI
TY!! Part-time customer service position

Flexible hours and excellent pay at $11/hr
Call Rachel today at 310-479-3355

BA/Masters level. Psychology major for job
as Psychometrist in NIH AIDS study Must be
fluently bilingual (English. Spanish) and have
own car/license. Will train. For more info call

Allison/Dr Singer 310-473-5500

BEHAVIOR SPEC/AIDE. 10-30 hours per
week, school and home, background with
children important. Knowledge of autism
helpful, email landron@ucla.edu

BEVERLY HILLS AUTO DETAIL shop needs
hard-wort(ing, fast-paced, agressive people
to handle top-notch cars. No experience re-

quired. Flexible hours. Ozzie:3 10-859-2870.

BILLING/DATA ENTRY/MGMT TRAINEE.
F/T+O/T error-free, detailed data entry
w/ability to meet deadlines 60-+wpm Career
opportunity w/industry leader Fax resume
310-268-0701 or email TDIQTDICO.COM

CAMP COUNSELOR. 8/19-25. On-campus
residential film camp for bright engaging 10-

18 year-olds who happen to have high-fun-
tioning autism, email landron© ucla.edu.

CAMP COUNSELORS needed for local

summer day camp. Beach/aquatic experi-
ence in swimming, surfing, sailing, or jet ski-

ing a plus. Competitive salaries. 818-996-
4780.

DAY CAMP
COUNSELORS

Pali Camp now hiring enthusiastic coun-
selofs' Sommef fun mcft/dcs: jet sKnng.
amusement parks, beach days, paintball and
more! 19 and up. Call Jacque: 310-477-

2700x14

DAY CAMP
Summer Swimming, beaches, horses &
more wwwdaycamp)obs.com.

DAY CAMP-SUMMER
Seek staff w/summer home in or near the

San Fernando or Conejo Valleys. Oxnard.
Simi. Malibu. misc. Instmctors & General
couns. $2750-3500+ for summer 888-

784-CAMP www.workatcamp.com

GENERAL OFFICE/liling/answer telephone
Close to campus, flex hours. 310-828-9900.

GIRLS wanted at exclusive social club in

WLA Conversation and dancing. 18+ years
old Flexible hours. Earn top $$$. 310-313-
2989

LIBRARY JOBS. Shelving and other stacks
duties, 12-19 hrs/wk. $6.83/hr to start

STUDENTS ONLY apply at Young Research
Library Rm. 11617 or call Antigone Kutay
310-825-6982.

UFEGUARDS AND SWIM INSTRUCTORS_
Several local locations P/T- F/T, $lO-i2/hr
Will train 818-222-7946x11. Greg or Emilie

MAKE MONEY BY SMOKING. Attractive f-

smokers lor special video project Good pay
Call toll-free at:888-280-6886,

MALE MODELS
Have a great face or body? GET REC
OGNIZED in Playgirl-style publications Must
be 18-24 Beginners welcome Highest im
mediate pay w/headshots. Paid screen test

Jeff@213-748-4555ext '11, jwhite@ou-
nique.com

DO CATS MAKE YOU
WHEEZE?

If you are allergic to cats, you may qualify to

participate in research study of an investiga-

tional medication If you qualify, you will re-

ceive study related medication and up to

$250 00 compensation for your time. If inter-

ested, please call Jonathan Corren, M D at

310-477-1734 ext.242

MEDICAL RECEPTIONIST For busy BH
dermatology office. 30+hrs. References re-

quired Call Diane 310-273-0467

P/T employment available to UCLA students
in 24-hour on-campus hotel $7.83/hr Apply
at 310-825-2923 or http://www.ho-
tels.ucla edu

P/T EVENT SECRETARY (mental health cli-

nic). ASAP, to November IShrs/week. Mon-
Fri, 9-5(flexlble), $l0/hour Good on phones,
well-organized, general office, computer
skills, fax resume to WILA 310-277-8903.

DRIVER NEEDED
FEMALE DRIVER NEEDED: Pick-up stud-
ent from school in Santa Monica ©3pm
Drive to after-school activities. Valid drivers

license/insurance, 310-454-7296

7700
Child Care Wanted

$12/H0UR
* WORK AT HOME PARENT needs assistant

i Now-June 15 MTW, need person 2/3 days.

3-6PM Safe car, run errands, pick up two
kids. Summer much more hours available

310-399-3518.

BABYSIT AT THE
BEACH

• Caregivers needed to supervise infants and
toddlers. Fri 10am- 12pm for a Mommy and
me medltatkxi dass. Must be mature, re-

sportsiMe and tove chlWren. 310-581-9307

BABYSITTER NEEDED for b and 7 year-
oWs. Weekend evening. Non smoking, gen-
tle, active, toves kkte dogs and cats. Refer-
ences. $9/hour Call Lisa 310-476-0242.

BABYSfTTER NEEDED Weekday even-
ings. Pick up 8-year-oM from school in San-

ta Monk:a at 5:30 until 9 or 10. Possible live-

in, part trade. 820-0224. Ask for Victoria

BABYSITTER/NANNY REQUIRED for coo
lest 2-year-old ever seen. Flexible hours.

Part time, Santa Monk:a Area. Fax resume
and references to 310-394-9447. or email at

wiznk:kOaolcom

^ENERGETIC PEOPLE
NEEDED!!!*

Busy Valley, Hollywood, or Santa Monica
office needs energetic peoplo. Bonuses!
310-395-7368 .

CLERICAL/CUSTOMER SERVICE. M-F,
304-hrs/wk. Good phone and English skills,

detail-oriented, reliable WLA, $9.50-$10/hr
310-826-3759ext229

DRIVER WANTED 2-3 weekday afternoons
for senior $10/hr. Must have own car, valid

CDL, proof of insurance, good driving record
310-474-0336

DRIVER/HELPER
Female UCLA student needed for kids after-

school programs everyday between 3-7pm.
Hours are 'lexible. $10-12/hr 310-888-0021
close to UCLA

EARN $20/HOUR + receive 50% off. Own
Nextel cellular phone! 10 people needed
ASAP Call today Contact Emeka at 310-
628-8113.

pn"OK.
F/T PREFERRED

Property Management Company needs help

with secretarial/leasing Must have car Fax
resume: 310-470-6755 Call: 310-470-1112

P/T-F/T Medical Receptionists. Must have
excellent phone voice and medical office ex-

perience Call Mandy 310-274-8353

PART TIME RECEPTIONIST WANTED
Westwood driving school Call for informa-
tion 310-824-4444.

•MOVIE EXTRA WORK* Beats all jobs Start

immediately. Great pay Fun/Easy No crazy

fees. Program for free medcal Call-24/hrs

323-850-4417.

A PERFECT STUDENT
JOB!!!

AFTERNOONS DURING SCHOOL Fulltime

during Quarter Breaks and Summer Vaca-

tkHwl Work at the most famous tennis shop
in LA. Woric experience not necessary. Mini-

mum pay $7 50/hr "Siring for the

proslV/estwood Sporting Goods. 1065 Gay-
ley Ave. 310-206-6215.

ACCESS TO A COMPUTER? PUT IT TO
WORK! Up to $25-75/hr. PT/FT.
www.EamEZbucks.com. 888-715-4646.

ACCOUNTING A/R. collectons Close to

campus. Flexible fx)urs, 310-828-9900,

ADIMIN ASSISTANT front offk:e, evenings
4pm-9pm M-Th. Also, assistant needed
days/afterrxKjns to work w/dlrector of opera-
tions $8/hr Contact Daniel Salazar dmgas-
socincOeartNink.net. or fax resume 310-
479-7771.

COMEDIC WRITER
Looking for comedic writer needed for a fe-

male comedian. Should have stand-up
comedic material. Female preferred P/T
$10/hr 310-236-1184 leave message.

COMPANION FOR
ELDERLY LADY

Mon-Fri. Late afterrxwns to earty evening,
some weekends. Must have car. Bel Air 310-
889-9765.

COMPUTER STUDENT NEEDED for help in

learning IBM and Macintosh programs. Ebay
experience helpful $10/hour. hours flexible

Call 310-476-9059.

COUNSELORS AND
INSTRUCTORS

In art, swimmir>g, nature, video and ropes
needed by TumWeweed Day Camp Must be
responsible, energetk; and enjoy worthing

withchiWren 310-472-7474

EARN $200 A DAY!
No expenence necessary

TV commercials

Music videos ,

'

310-358-5147

EARN$$$ from home! 25 P/T psychic taro

card readers needed now for extremely busy
line. Up to $12/hr. No fee. Choose your own
hours. 818-882-9465.

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL ON CAMPUS
needs Extended Day TA's for summer pro-

gram. July2-July27, 12-3:45pm/daily. Job
resumes in September for fall

mparks©ucla.edu/310-206-5194.

ENTREPRENEURS
WANTED

Marketing group seeks nwflvated enthusias-
tic indivkjuals. Wort< 4 hours/week and make
$5000/month Ideal for students 310-281-
1138.

Classifieds

825-2221

CSO OFFICE
ASSISTANT

Office assistant needed lo wort< Tuesday &
Thursday 10>4fxn at our Westwood Police
Statkxi Starting rate $8.47/hr Must be a
UCLA student w/at least one yr remaining.
Training provkJed for clerical and public rela-

tions duties. For details call 310-206-5473

ESL TEACHERS IN

KOREA
Sincere, enthusiastk: people with bachelors
degrees to teach English or intermediate
academk: subjects at private English center
in Seoul. $13-15/hr, 30 hrs/week, housing
assistance. Email resume to

lovehoyah©yahoo.com, or fax 011-82-
234523279.

PART-TIME ADMIN ASSISTANT Duties in-

clude answering phones, light typing, organ-
ization, office errands, light (iling, & collating

documents Must be bright, enthusiastic, de-
tail-onented. & able to perform a variety of

tasks simultaneously Send cover letter and
resume to ACE Educational Services,
Aftn:Bnan, 9911 W Pico Blvd.. Suite PHK.
LA CA 90035. or fax to 310-282-6424.

PASADENA AREA SUMMER DAY CAMP
now hiring energetic and responsible people
lor counselor positions Looking for group
counselor, lifeguards and wranglers. Spend
your summer outside making new friends
Call TOM SAWYER CAMP 626-794-1156 or

www.tomsawyercamps com

PAY IS $11/HR
WANTED FOR SHERMAN OAKS (25 min
ules from UCLA campus) pension actuaria
office for 20+hours per week+full-time sum
mer: two (2) high achiever students in Ac
counting. Math, Econ, Business for Pensk)r
A Acturial Admin; one (1) feartess studen
with good marketing skills for felephone+ in

person mart<etlng pension sen/ices to ac
countants.pay is $l1/hr for each job. Fa>
resume & DPR to 818-769-4694. Call 818
769-4600 any Qs

PROGRAMMERS
To help buikJ online entertainment network
HTML, graphics, database, flash anima-
tion/game design skills. www.p-d-
n.com/jobs. info©p-d-n com. 310-989-3114.

RESPITE COMPANION
$10-$12/hr DOE-PT/Flexible hours Provide
respite for families with children with devel-

opmental disabilities. Paid training provkled.
Toll free info:877-924-2220 E-mailrokel-
ly©iaba.com. Fax:310-649-3109 Visit us at

www.iabacom

Display
206-3060
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7800
Help Wanted

RESTAURANT IN MIRACLE MILE area cel-

ebrating decade in business Looking for

waitress/waiter. P/Tor F/T. Call 323-852-
1915. AskforNir

REWARDING/FUN
Summer Swimming, beaches, horses &
more, www.daycampjobs.com.

SALES POSITION available for internet e-
commerce company. Salary+commission
Call 310-234-0784. Fax: 310-234-0786.
Email: Jobs@electrobuy.com

7800
Help Wiuiled

WLA FINANCE CO. Recently named 43-rd
fastest growing co. in America by Inc. maga-
zine, seeks motivated individuals to assist
account executive w/lead generation via
telephone for our lease/loan products to
businesses. Fun environment. Salary $10-
$12/hr+bonuses. Fax resume 310-737-1974
or email steves@ alliancecap.com.

WORK from home in the US or in an interna-
tional business. 24 hour message 310-884-
8748.

S400
Apartments for Rent

SUMMER AT THE
BEACH AND MTNS

FUN WORK WITH CHILDREN IN THE OUT-
DOORS. 7-week day program, 2-weeks
Sierra Sleepaway June 25-August 24. Ex-
perience with children and water activities.

$330+bonus/week. Call 310-826-7000 or

wwwSierraAdventureCamps.com

SUMMER CAMP
DIRECTOR

Private Beach Club seeking expenenced
Head Coach to supervise social and recrea-
tional activiites for children ages 3-14 years.
Salary commensurate with expenence Con-
tact Dale:310-454-1391 or Fax resume:310-
454-2266

SUMMER CAMP
COUNSELORS

Decathlon Sports Club Located in Palo Alto
6/25-8/17, $78-$92/day. 9am-4pm. camp-
Job ©yahoo com

8000
Internships

FREE ARTS FOR ABUSED CHILDREN IS
SEEKING UNPAID INTERNS. PLEASE
CONTACT JANNA AT 310-313-4ART

URBAN VISION ENTERTAINMENT TEMP
p/t Movie marketing paid/class credit possi-
ble Working with publications, radio, etc.

Exp preferred. 323-292-0147

8200
Temporary Employment

HEAD FRESHMAN BOYS BASKETBALL
COACH: Experience playing and coaching
needed $2800-3200 for the season. 5 days
a week from 2:30 to 5:00, with a few Satur-
day games. The season begins in November
and runs throi#^ February. Please fax
resumes only!! Fax to 310-288-3286

* PALMS *
4BD. 3BA + LOFT TOWNHOME. FP

CENTRAL AIR/HEAT GATED
GARAGE. SEC ALARM. CAT OK

3670 MIDVALE AVE.
$2395/MO

2BD. 2BA TOWNHOME. FR
CENTRAL AIR/HEAT GATED

GARAGE. SEC. ALARM. CAT OK
3614 PARIS OR.

$1395/MO

* MAR VISTA *
11913 AVON WAY. $1295/MO.

1 1 748 COURTLEIGH DR. $1 295/MO.

(310)391-1076
Open House 7 Days a Week 10 -4 PM.!

MALIBU pet okay, private room, lefngeraiot,
stove, patio, quiet neighborhood, yard, 30
second walk to beach, utilities included
$650. 310-395-RENT www westsideren-
tals.com

SUMMER DAY CAMPS
San Fernando or Conejo Valleys, Oxnard,
Simi, Malibu. Misc. Instructors & General
couns. $2750-3500+for summer 888-784-
CAMP, www workatcamp com

SUMMER DAY CAMPS
San Fernando or Conejo Valleys, Oxnard,
Simi. Malibu. Misc. Instructors & General
couns. $2750-3500-t^ for summer. 888-784-
CAMP wwwworkatcamp.com

SUMMER JOB
GRADAJNDERGRAD Psychology.education
or speech to be a camp aide for a special
needs child. 6/25-8/25. Valehe:8l8-907-
0367.

SUMMER JOBS!
The Marcia Israel Day Camp is now hiring
Senior and Junior Counselors and an Art
Teacher for Summer 2001 . Spirited, energe-
tic, patient, experienced candidates who love
working with young children should call 310-
445-1280 ext 150.

8300
Volunteer

HOTLINE VOLUNTEERS NEEDED by the
_Suicide Prevention Center. Excellent volun-
^er opportunity Next training starts May 5
Please call 310-751-5330 (Culver City)

MAR VISTA spacious, (upper), unfurnished.
1 bedroom, refrigerator, stove, balcony, laun-
dry, parking included. $750. 310-395-RENT
wwwwestsiderentals.com

housing
8400-9800

Apartnieiits for Rent

SUMMER JOBS! WEST Los Angeles day-
camp hinng energetic counselors, lifeguards,

and specialists. Call Tiffany at 310-399-
2267

SUMMER SPORTS
CAMP COUNSELORS

Prime Time Sports Camp is now hiring for
- summer 2001 Sports background and ex-
perience working with children required.

9:30AM-3:30PM. M-F. 6/25/01-8/31/01 WLA
and Palisades Peter:3l0-288-4l32

SWIMMING INSTRUCTORS at client
homes $20-$24/hr. Strong lesson-teaching
experience with small children. Summer em-
ployment. Call John 818-781-7676 ext. 1.

TWO POSITIONS Available in WLA office

Basic computer/office duties. PT/FT, min
four hours a day. Call Jerry 310-473-1333.

UCLA RECREATION
SUMMER CAMP JOBS

GREAT MONEY! GREAT TIME! We need
energetic people to be summer camp coun-
selors Pay is $7 38-$11.00/hr Morning, af-
ternoon, all-day shifts available Call 310-
206-1787 Applications available at John
Wooden Center.

MIRACLE MILE
Large single $875 Wood ftoors, walk-in clos-
et, refrigerator, stove, cabinets, front door
and back door, laundry room. Small pe)& ok,
street parking. 310-870-1757:

'"

N WESTWOOD VILLAGE Large, charming
IBDon Kelton $ 1400. Agent:31 0-268-2800.

PACIFIC PALISADES guesthouse, 1 bed-
room, private, quiet, mountain view, ocean
view, near ocean, parking included $1125.
310-395-RENT wwwwestsiderentals.com

PACIFIC PALISADES guesthouse. 1 bdrm. 1

bath, PCH/Sunset, refrigerator, stove, pri-

vate, quiet, gated house, mountain view, and
partial ocean view, parking included $1 125
310-395-RENT
www.westsiderentals.com

PALMS 2 bedrooms, 1.5 bath, cat okay, bal-
cony, walk-in ctosets. laundry, quiet neigh-
bortiood, bright, parking included. $875 310-
395-7368. www.westsiderentals.com

PALMS craftman house. 1 bedroom, l bath,
hardwood floors, yard, large rooms, parking
included $950. 310-395-RENT www.west-
siderentals.com

WESTWOOD CLOSE
TO EVERYTHING

2 BEDROOM, 1.5 Bath. Bright, spacious,
newly remodeled, prime location, close to
UCLA, transportation. Pool, garage, pa-
tio, quiet. No pets. $1395 310-475-2594
310-207-7209.

PALMS traditional. 2 bedrooms, 1.5 bath, cat
okay, bateony, walk-in closets, laundry, quiet
neighborhood, bright, parking included
$875. 310-395-RENT www.westsideren-
tals.com

•WESTWOOD VILLAGE. MIDVALE N OF
LEVERING. LARGE 2-BDRM APT GAR-
DEN VIEW. DINING ROOM. UNIQUE
CHARM. FRONT AND REAR ENTRANCE*
310-839-6294.*

1 BLOCK TO CAMPUS
Large studio, all utilites paid, $750 Walk to
campus and village. Call 310-208-4253 or
310-824-2595.

PALMS triplex, unfurnished, 1 bedroom,
hardwood fkjors. W/D hookups, bright, car-
port parking $695. 310-395-RENT
www.westsiderentals.com

PALMS. Single apt from $575. 1-bdnm $695.
$600deposit 1-year lease only Stove, re-
frig.carpets, vert, blinds. 310-837-1502
leave message. 8am-5pm only.

SANTA MONICA 1)2BEDROOM/1.5Bath
Townhouse, Washer/Dryer. Dishwasher.
Fridge, Microwave, Garage. $2500. 2)1 bed-
room, 500sq/tt. Stove, Fridge. Washer/Dryer,
Utilities included, garage. $1100. 310-450-
0828.

1-MINUTETOUCLA
1 bdrm w/deck. furnished, bright, clean, se-
curity entrance, large closets, pool, lyr
lease. $1300/mo. 310-824-1830

1917 SPANISH MISSION BUILDING. Sin-
gle, WLA, Separate kitchen, high ceilings,
wood floors, one year lease. $750/mo 310-
479-8646.

SANTA MONICA 2 bedrooms, refrigerator,
stove, balcony, walk-in closets, garage
$1,375. 310-395-RENT www.westsideren-
tals.com

VET TECHS
Needed for busy a animal hospital in Culver
City. Call Oscar at:310-559-3770 or fax your
resume af:3 10-559-9447.

BEL AIR guest house, pet okay, beautiful
view of city, gated $750. 310-395-RENT
www westsiderentals com

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. 1&2BEDR00M
$895&UP LARGE. UNUSUAL CHARM
SOME SPANISH STYLE W/HARDWOOD
FLOORS. ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS
310-839-6294

WANTED: 18-23/yo bassist/lead guitarist for
senous pop/rock band Must have equip

,

good voice, stage presence. Infl Foos, Vert!
Horizon, Live, MB20. 310-209-4991.

WANTED: People who want to lost weight
310-884-8746 24 hour message.

BEVERLY HILLS guest house. Great neigh-
borhood, refrigerator, stove, cable ready
partting included. $975. 310-395-RENT.
www.allofLA com

WEB DESIGNER
NEEDED!

P/T on campus, $l2/hr. History-Geogra-
phy project. Contact April Yi: 310-206-
9796. yiOgseis.ucla.edu.

BRENTWOOD apartment. Great area
Hardwood floors, pool, parking. $700. 310-
395-RENT www.westsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA apartment in a 5 unit build-
ing. Pet okay, unfurnished. 2 bedrooms,
parting included, close to SMC. $950. 310-
395-RENT www.westsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA apartment. Great location,
bachelor, refrigerator, month-to-month. $625!
310-395-RENT. www westskjerenta ls.com

SANTA MONICA beautiful apartment. Upper,
unfurnished, studio, 1 bath North of
Wilshire, best part of Santa Monica, refriger-

ator, bright, full bath and shower. $650. 310-
395-RENT www.westsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA completely furnished. 1

bedroom, refrigerator, stove, bnght, newly
renovated, gated community, gated pari<ing.
utilities paid. Contact Penny: 310-828-9389
$950. 310-395-RENT www.westsideren-
tals.com

WORK BY THE BEACH
OFFICE CLERK NEEDED. Tha Lobster
Restaurant in Santa Monica. PH", flexible
competitive pay, great location Laurel 310-
458-9294 or fax:310-458-9654

Classifieds

825-2221

BRENTWOOD beautiful, bachelor, walk-in
closets, full bath, refrigerator $635. 310-395-
RENT www wpslsiderentals.com

BRENTWOOD, $1650, 2bd/2bth, front.up-
per, balcony, refrigerator/slove. car-
pet/drapes, parking, laundry, no pets, near
UCLA, by appt, 11728 Mayfield #6, 310-271-
6811.

SANTA MONICA completely furnished. 1

bedroom, pool, laundry, quiet neighbortHXxJ.
p,right. gated parking, utilities paid. $95o!
310-395-RENT www.westsklerentals com

SANTA MONICA craftsman guest housfe.
Utilities included, refrigerator, stove, high
ceitings. $1,050. 310-395-RENT www.west-
siderentals.com

HUGE SINGLE AND ONE BEDROOM
$900/mo'. and up. One block from campus
644 and 650 Landfair 310-824-0319

SANTA I^NICA HOUSE 2 bedrooms, patio,
hardwood floors, pantry, carport parking
bright $1,425 310-395-RENT www west-
siderentals.com

SANTA MONICA house, 2 bedrooms, hard-
wood ftoors. W/D hookups, tile kitchen, park-
ing included, yard $1500. 310-395-RENT
www westsiderentate.cofn

i7i/i

Nutrition Class / Uoo Dop in

^Aeai Planning Sfudcnt survival hps for ,-iat,ng ^

5 00 pm, Wooden Conlor 2nd PI, Cctif Rm.

MindBody Workshop / Free Drop In

Guided imagorv relaxation and meditation

2:00 pm, Avho C-nfor, 4rh Fi Conf. Rm, #4 14

Check ouf tho Asho Confer wobsifo for mofo informa-
tion, ask a fioolth related question, even request an
appointment www.studentheolth.ucla.edu

ucia Ashe Center

TODAY'S
CROSSWORDPyZZLE
ACROSS

1 Trout habitat

5 Grape plants
10 Dilute
14 "A" - apple
15 Shore
16 Dancer — -Ellen
17 Thaw
18 Out of practice

. 19 Plunge
20 Hackneyed
22 Rowdy kid

24^harged atoms
27 Tumbledown

building

28 Scoundrels
32 Tijuana mister
35 Actor Wallach
36 Greenhouse

trays

38 Credit's opposite
40 PenPoints
42 Construct
44 Splitsville

45 Has the nerve
47 Having hearing

organs
49 Past
50 Morning paper
52 Race
54 Some votes
56 Distance

measure
57 Loose garments
60 Trimmed
64 Increase
65 Drenches
68 Othello's false

friend

69 Gk)baJ: abbr.
70 Parchment scroll

71 StumWe -;
discover

72 Necklace
unit

73 Backbone
74 Oater

backdrop

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
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4-25-01 <£) 2001. Uritad FMturs Syndlcal*

DOWN
1 Mary's charge
2 f^otmport
3 Brtokmaker's
oven

4 Involve

5 TV accessory
6 Promise to pay
7 Poet Ogden -
8 "Poly" finish

9 Phonograph
needle

10 Quick meal
1

1

Long sandwich
12 Curling —
13 Snooze
21 Bakery buy
23 ToM a whopper
25 Long river

26 Trap
28 Have for sale
29 Homeric wortc

30 Virgo's

neighbor
31 Type of bath

33 West Indies
religion

34 A Beatle
37 "Beat it!"

39 Roger Rabbit,
e.g.

41 Jerry's comedy
series

43Gan^of"Tootsie"
46 Jukebox part
48 Cowgirt tvans
51 Brewers' needs
53 Monotony
55 Pry
57 Movie theater
58 Nick Charles'

terrier

59 Cak:utta attire

61 Look stunned
62 They often

clash

63 Spanish title

64 Corduroy ridge
66 Com Belt st.

67 That giri

Displa"
206-3060
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8400
Apartments for Rent

SANTA MONICA spacious triplex (upper),
unfurnished. 1 bedroom, cal okay, relngera-
tor, stove, hardwood floors, large closets
$1,050. 310-395-RENT www.west-
siderentals.com

SANTA MONICA—furnished, private room,
refrigerator, stove, patio, commuter apt. utili-

ties included $325. 310-395-RENT
wvw.westsiderentals.com

9700
Sublets

)

B700
Sublets

VENICE guesthouse, walk to beach, pet
okay, unfumished. 1 bedroom, l bath, patio,
hardwood floors, large closets, W/[)
hookups, bright. $900. 310-395-RENT
www.westsiderentals.com

WEST LOS ANGELES duplex. 1 bedroom,
refrigerator, stove, garage. $800 310-395-

RENT. www.westsklerentals.com

WEST LOS ANGELES guest house. Pet
okay, refrigerator, stove. W/D hookups, park-

ir)g. $800. 310-395-RENT. www.westsider-
entals.com

WEST LOS ANGELES pet okay, 2 bed-
rooms, big bright and airy rooms Large
kitchen Parking included. $895. 310-395-

7368. www.westsiderentals.com

WEST LOS ANGELES private room. UCLA
student preferred, parking included. $550.
310-395-RENT. www.westsiderentals.com

WESTCHESTER 2 bedroom, laundry,

garage, month-to-month. $750. 310-395-
RENT. www.westsiderentals.com

WESTWOOD
ACROSS FROM UCLA

_ Spacious, bright Ibdrm and private patio.
~~

avail mid-May Hardwood floors, full kitchen,

large closets, laundry. 2-car part<ing. $1450.

No pets. Also. Ibdrm upfser avail Sept. 1,

$1450. 310-234-lb278.

WESTWOOD
RESIDENTIAL AREA

Itxjrm/lbth apartment downstairs in beauti-

ful Westwood home w/private entrance. Ap-
prox.. 600 sq.ft. Pool privileges negotiable.

$950/mth including all utilities. Available

4/15 Call 310-446-1353

WESTWOOD 1 bedroom, l bath, walking

distance to UCLA, cat okay, refrigerator,

stove, very nice & clean, quiel building

$915. 310-395-RENT wwwwestsideren-
tals.com

WESTWOOD bachelor, refrigerator, laundry,

walk to campus, utilities included. $625. 310-

395-RENT www westsiderentals com

WESTWOOD contemporary guest house.
Patio, quiet neighborhood, bright, yard.

$550. 310-395-RENT www.westsideren-
tals.com

WESTWOOD fully furnished luxury condo to

share, private bedroom, dishwasher, bal-

cony. W/D, Jacuzzi, sauna, heated pool, ten-

nis, direct TV. parking included, month-to-

month. $500. 310-395-RENT www westsid-

erentals.com

WESTWOOD private room, refrigerator,

stove, laundry, parking IrKluded. month-to-

month, utilities included Contact: Leave a

message 310-446-6207 $585. www.westsid-
erentals.com. 310-395-RENT

WESTWOOD townhouse, 2 bedroom. 1.5

bath, cat okay, refrigerator, stove, hardwood
floors, pool, parking included $1,295. 310-

395-RENT. www.westsiderentals.com

WESTWOOD townhouse, pet okay 1 bed-

room, 1 bath, w/cpet. refngerator, stove, bal-

cony, gated part<ing. $895. 310-395-RENT.
www westsiderentals com

WESTWOOD townhouse 2 bedrooms, 1.5

bath, cat okay, refngerator. stove, harwood
floors, pool, parting included. $1,295. 310-

395-RENT. www.westsiderentals.com

WESTWOOD townhouse 2 bedrooms, 1.5

bftths, cat okay, refrigerator, stove, hard-

wood floors, pool, parking included. $1,295.

310-395-7368. www.westsiderentals.com

\«}eSTWOOD townhouse. Pet okay, unfur-

nished, 1 bedroom, refngerator, stove, bal-

cony, laundry, gated parking. $695. 310-395-

RENT. www.westsiderentals.com

SUBLETS WANTED
Downtown law firm seeks fully furnished sublets for visiting law

students from May through September. Students stay in Los Angeles

from 6 to 1 1 weeks. Please send information regarding your sublet

to Maria at inichelinl@iiito.coni. Remember to include the

following information: Rent, Location/City, Dates Available,

House/Apt/Room, # of bedrooms/bathrooms, Amenities

(Furnished/Unfurnished, Air, Pool, Parking, Convenient to Bus, etc.)

WESTWOOD VILLAGE: 1 -BEDROOM
$1400; 2-BEDROOM, 2-Bathroom $2000; 3-

Bedroom, 2-Bathroom $2900; Parking, 1-

year lease, no pets, 10943 Roebling. Avail-

able 7/7/01. 310-471-7073.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE: Large 1 -Bedroom,

$1500. Hardwood fkx)rs. fireplace, parking,

1-year lease, no pets, available 6/19/01. 925
GayleyAve 310-471-7073.

WESTWOOD 2BDRM/2BATH. $1450 AND
UP TILE KITCHEN, STEPDOWN LIVING
ROOM. HIGH CEILING CHARM. 1 MILE
SOUTH OF WILSHIRE SOME W/BAL-
C0NY.310-839-6294

WESTWOOD. Across UCLA, upscale, one
and two bedrooms, full-kitclien. air condi-

ttor>ed. paridng. one year lease. 445 Land-
fair. Taking reservations. 310-824-1969.

8AOO
Apartments for Rent

WESTWOOD/century city adj. unfurnished,

studio, full bath, (spacious unit), controlled

access, large closets, cathedral ceiling, pull-

man kitchen, carport parking. $700. 310-

395-RENT www.westsiderentals.com

WLA AMAZING DEAL. 1629 Brockton Sin-

gle $650. Full kitchen, refrigerator, cable-

ready, vertical blinds, gated, quiet area.

310-479-8876

WLA. $945. Ibdrm, patio, new carpet, no
pets. 11980 Nebraska «8. Open. 310-459-

4088.

8600
Condo/Townhouse (or Rent

VENICE 2 bedroon^s, 2 baths, dishwasher,

microwave, A/C. large closets, parking in-

cluded. $1225. 310-395-RENT www.west-
siderentals.com

WESTWOOD. Wilshire Hi-Rise Luxunous
Condo. l.2,&3bed. $2400$4200/month.
24hr. valet, doorman, front desk, and securi-

ty service. All amenities, great views. 310-

470-9947.

8700
Condo/Townhouse for Sale

NEAR NATIONAL AND SEPULVEDA: Beau-
tiful 2bdrm/2bth co-op apartment w/separate
dining room. On quiet, landscaped grournls

Asking $199,000. 818-986-6870

0' Melveny 8 Myers LLP

Law Firm

Needs sumnier sublefs.

If you are interested in

subletting your finished apt
please email:

dates available,

address,
rent, and amenities to

sharper@omm.com
or call (21 3)430-6539

9AOO
Room for Rent

BRENTWOOD F/NS/NP Females only. Bed,
bath&full access to large, beautiful home.
Share w/family, $750. 310-395-0623.

BRENTWOOD: Attractive, quiet home. Fur-
nished, huge private bath. Wood floors. Ca-
ble, fridge/microwave. 1.Smiles UCLA. Near
bus. Available 6/1 310-472-4419

PRIVATE ROOM W/BATHROOM: lOmin
from campus. Utility included Parking avail-
able. Furnished or unfurnished $500/mth
310-836-4850

ROOM FOR RENT in Westwood adjacent
house. Own bathroom. Preferred females
Must be quiet, neat, clean, non-smoker
$475/mo-^utilities. 310-470-7032.

8800
Guesthoiise for Rent

BEL AIR GUEST
HOUSE

Co^y and quiet room w/bathroom+balcony
Share laundry, $750/month. lyr lease. Fur-

nished/unfurnished. No pets. Rafi:21 3-840-

2676. 310-471-7577.

SANTA MONICA pet okay, pnvate room,
refrigerator, stove, dishwasher, balcony, uiel

neighborhood. $600. 310-395-RENT
www.vvestsklerentals.com

ROOM W/ Private bath. Beverly Hills, on
busline. For 1or2. $650 for 1, $800 for 2
310-275-9403.

8900
House for Rent

SANTA MONICA. Lady to Share with lady,

new beautiful large house. Air Conditioning,

pnvate Cable Television, $790 including utili-

ties. 310-275-8887.

WEST LA/PALMS Female Roommate need-
ed in 2bdrnV2.5bth condo. Gated, under-
ground parking, washer/dryer in unit, partial-
ly-furnished. $850/month-t-ulililies 310-386-
8824.

9700
Sublets

424 KELTON: MOST REQUESTED WEST-
WOOD BUILDING! Share IbdmVlbth, kitch-

en/livingroom, walk-in closet, balcony
w/CLEAN/NON-SMOKING FEMALE $515
Yr. contract, June 25th-August2002, Araceli
310-208-9947.

.

VENICE 2bedrooms, 2 baths, refrigerator,

stove, dishwasher, balcony. A/C, walk-in
closets, quiet neighborhood, parking.

$1,250. 310-395-RENT www.westsideren-
tals.com

9000
House for Sale

PERU 2BED/2BATH. 984 square ft. House
in beach town 30 minutes south from Lima.

$16,000 213-625-0525.

437 GAYLEY. Pink Palace Beautiful
2bdrm/2bth, w/2balconies, trench doors,
spacious, 3 underground parking spots, par-
tially furnished. Late June-8/31. $2l50/mo.
Please call Julie or Silvia at 310-824-5542.

631 KELTON 750+sq.ft.! 1bd/1.5bath, Gor-
geous Furniture! June 15-August 5, gated
parking space, balcony, pool, laundry. Only
$937/month. ginak@ucla.edu. Call 310-991-
4462.

9200
Housing Needed

BEVERLY HILLS/SM/WLAWeHo-young
professional seeks housing close to BH of-
fice Guesthouse/apt. open to house-
rx)ld/gardening to defer rent. Call Elizabeth
818-920-4146.

SUMMER SUBLETS
NEEDED

Law firm seeks furnished westside, South
Bay. Pasadena sublet Only from May-Aug.
No share situations please. Include cross-
street. Leave detailed message at 213-680-
8589.

HOUSING NEEDED
Trying to rent your space in the West-

wood area or nearby? Have a great deal?

Easily solve your rental problem with one
simple call. Avoid the hasste of renting. 3

UCLA students are seekirnj an aparl-

mor\{, house, guesthouse or condo to

share (2+2 or 2+15) to move in late

June/early July, lyr lease ok. Must in-

clude 2 parking spaces and be reason-

ably priced. Please call Stephanie:310-

702-6455 (Leave message).

VETERAN/SANTA MONICA. Room in a
2bdrm+1.5bth furnished apt. Middle May-
Aug (neg). $600/month. Female preferred
Call Flavia at 310-473-8439.

WESTWOOD. 3bed/2bath, dining room,
large living room, PARKING. Walking dis-
tance to UCLA (2-blocks) Hardwood floors
and newly painted walls. Well kept and
clean. If interested contact Matt 310-871-
7635.

WESTWOOD Walk to UCLA. 2bdmi/2bth,

gated par1<ing, rooftop spa, quiet buikling,

accepting reservations for Summer and Fall

$1895-$2275 512 Veteran 310-208-2655.

Classifieds

825-2221

TWO UCLA GRAD STUDENTS seeking
West Los Angeles summer sublet. One Bed-
room. 5-6 month range.

Email: ecelet>oglu Oyahoo.com.

WLA Private bedroom, 4bdrm house
Mayl5-Junel5. option to take over house
Driveway. Near UCLA. bus. $555. 310-231-
7515.

9800
Vacation Rentals

BEAUTIFUL. SPACIOUS YOSEMITE
HOME surrounded by tall pines Close to

everything. Fully Equipped. 5000' elevation

sundeck, reasonable rates. 818-785-1028.
www.yosemrte . Islovely.com
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1^03 LAAJDFAIR:
Across street from campus

Master hedroom/bath,

underground parking. Wilt

sublet to oneltWo people,

6/18-9/13. $975/mth.

310 82l^'3537\

631 KELTON
750-i-sq.ft.!

Ibd/l .5bath, Gorgeous
Furniture! June 15-Augusf5,|

gated parking space,

balcony, pool, laundry

Only $937/month
ginak@ucla.edu, Call

310-991-4462

WESTWOOD-
Kelton Ave. Looking for

female to share room
during July/August.

Great Apartment.

$520/month.

Call Sophie:

310-824-4679

437 GAYLEY-
I'iiik I'aiuii-. I{«iiiiliriil

2lMlriii/2ltlli. w72l»iil)M(nit s.

frriirli «looi-s, s|i<irioiis. 3

iiii«irr<;roiiii«| |iai-kiii<! s|>otK,

|>iii-lially fiiriiishril. I^alt-

.liiiif «/:n. »2ir>()/inn. I'lras.-

tall Jiijii- or Silvia at

310-824-^5542

BEAUTIFUL 2-BEDROOM

APARTMENT
Hardwood floors, newly

furnished, parkins, full

kitchen. Absolutely

Sorseous. Must be seen!!!

$1900/mo. CallAAarjorie

310-208-2120

SPACIOUS, SUMMER
APARTMENT:

3bdrm/t.5bth. Pool, fun balcony,

4-$ tablettars, preferibly

femile, malei okiy.

$430/mth-dependent.

424 Lindfiir Ave. Apf.t.

aiO-824-2942

KELTON AND
LEVERING

Cute cozy apt. Share
w/great roommates!
Private room and
parking spot.

Available June 1st.

$5SO.

STRATHMORE
BALCOIVY OVERLOOKS

|KX)l/spa. Fully i'liriiislicd.

2B1)/2BA Hii^c' 1130 sqtt DSL

Mini-Bar $47()/m()iitli. Ik-st

Damn i'lacc in Wcstuood,

Bar-none

310-824-2009

I.IU

SUMMER SUBLET
Large 1-bedroom
apartment for 2-3

people. 1185/mo.

Parking. Laundry.

Balcony.

Strathmore/Leverin^

310-208-6875

WESTWOOD
S|)A(iui s I DcIkm/ I hill

w/bAlfO\v. c,AIlcl |)Al<kiNr,,

SK [ M\\, K|( Kl AHONaI

lAdliiifs AvajIaIjIi mkI'Iiim

U) mkI-Si|)i C aII

710 208 1689

WESTWOOD:
ONE BEDROOM. ONi
BATH. FURNISHED.

CORNER OF
LANDFAIR STRATHMO
RE. AVAILABLE JULY-
AUGUST. $1150/MTH.

CALL

310-824-5924

» i

;

wesxwc:>OD:
I

Kt'otn foi- I't-nl in ScHH'

Si).|1 luxury K>v\'nluMiSi-.

TV VCK sf.M-.-o, r.,1.1.-.

/M.tiil St'ivii-»' in4-liul«'il.

W.xlU fo UCLA.

SUMMER

:lllis

Taai

Display
206-3060

^

t
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KMIOTEK
From page 36

-r ife in the Fast Lane
"

On .1 similar note. Drew Bennett,

my inaugural guest on "Straight L'p

Now Tell Me. " wa> signed as a tree

agent hy the Tennessee Titans.

• • •

TTie Lakers will be looking to go
up 2-0 in their playofT scries with

the Blazers tomorrow at Staples

Center. In the first game, the Lakers

dominated the fourth quarter for

the win. Portland did its share of

crying afterward, as Scottie Pippen
told reporters: "If they're going to

let (Shaq) lead with his elbows,

throw guys out of the way, then

were going to have to change the

way we play." Coach Mike
Dunlcavy added that 'he's putting

350 pounds of torque on you, and

then as soon as you try to hold your-

self, it's a foul on you. or else you're

Hopping."

The Blazers went on to C4.miplaiB

that Kobe was making many of his

shots and Rick Fox was trying to

steal the ball from them. Isnt com-
plaining about Shaq's size like whin-

ing about how hard Randy Johnson
throws a baseball or how high

Randy Moss jumps* Shaq is big

Gel over it; there's nothing unfair

about It. Portland, you are the

weakest link. So long.

• • •

That show is contagious. My pen
died the other day and I yelled at it,

"You are the weakest ink. Later." I

got a Long Island Iced Tea, but it

was lacking tequila. "You are the

weakest drink. Adios." So I went to

see a psychiatrist, but he didn't

help. He was the weakest, oh, screw

it. I'm an idiot.

Baron Davis is sick. Siiiiiick

• • •— Today's guest^n "Straight Up
Now Tell Me" is UCLA rugby

senior wing Andy Haleen. Haleen.

who has more muscles than a

seafood buffet, finds it fun to run

around and get hit in the head
IV/iy the hell do you play ru^hv?

Rugby is the single greatest club

sport they have at UCLA. It com-
bines all these weekend-warrior

high school athletes who want to

party and drink and still be competi-

tive. You don't have to be an excep-

tional athlete. You just have to work
hard and try not to gel hit.

What are some ofyour norsl

injuries?

In my first game, I got a swollen

jaw, so I couldn't bile down for a

week. In the same game, I split

open my eye. I've split open my lip

and have a permanent scar. I've

.seen some really nasty things But

its a great sport.

When you tell girls you play

rugby, how cUk's it work for you?

, They usually .say "ouch" and
want to sec me play. It's fun; girls

love it.

/ lion 't think you 're so lough,

buddy What 's the last outvie you
cried at?

Um. The Lion King.

Have you seen "My Girl?"

No.

Tlwt was sad. Thomas J. did not

deserve to gu, andpoor Vada.

I did see "My Giant." That was
kinda sad.

Do you want to fight or what?

Yeah. Let's go.

Ow. Ow. Please let go.

Enter the "E-Mail Jeff Sweepstakes" at

Ji2zeff@aol.com. You can't lose!

SOFTBALL
From page 31

As for the Bruins, junior Stacey

Nuveman ended Sua's brief reign atop

the UCLA hitting charts, as Nuveman is

now at .427 and Sua at .419. UCLA's two
likely starting pilchers are Goerl and
senior Courtney Dale. Goerl suflcrcd her

first loss of the .season to Oregon Slate

last Friday, but still posts a strong record

at 1 7-1 with a I.LI ERA. Dale is 5-0 with a

1.14 ERA.
In addition, the Bruins find out today

if they are still the No. I team in the

nation going into the weekend. Arizona

climbed to the top ofthe Pao 10 standings

with a sweep last weekend and could

knock the Bruins out of the top spot. Also
notable is tonight's game between
Arizona and Arizona State in Tempe. If

the Wildcats lose, Stanford heads into the

weekend matchup against UCLA as the

leader of the conference.

Roon,„,ates-Private Room | Ropmn..-,tes - Privatffo^m I Roo„„.u-„es - PrivaSm l_Roon„nates-Share?fo?m | Roo,„„,„,e, . share^^mm
1 Ml SOUTH UCLA 2be(l/1bath to share own
room Female, non-smoking, parking wash-
er/dryer,. $675/month. +750 security. Avail-

able 5/1. 310-770-1062.

BRENTWOOD/WEST LA $700/mth. Private

bathroom/wlk-in closet/lull kitchen/parVing

Female preferred. I'm rarely home. Call Erich

310-914-5213

SEEKING SINGLE to share beautiful
2bdrm/2bath apt. Own room/bath. Cov-
ered/gated parking, washer/dryer inside apt,
mostly furnished, cable. Close to UCLA.
IVIust be clean, no pets, non-smoking. Avail
May 1. $890/month. Call Fahti 310-260-
1165. 310-429-4142 evenings.

WESTWOOD: Beautiful room and privatf

tath in 6-unit condo buikjing. Close to cam
pus $600/mth. 310-473-8538.

WEST LOS ANGELES, share beautifu
house Large bedroom, laundry facilities, of
fice space, dining room, kitchen, etc. close tc

UCLA and blue bus. $700/rTX)nth. 310-479
2285.

WESTWOOD: Private rm-^bth in 2bdrm/2bth
Pool, Jacuzzi, parking. A/C. Seeking clean
responsible, non-smoker; female preferred
9 month min. commitment. $775/mth+utili
ties 310-613-3935

WESTWOOD- share w/1 girl in 2bed/bath.
ASAP! Great location and parking
$575/month. 310-722-7086.

WESTWOOD-Gorgeous Wilshire Apartment
Need roommate to sfiare huge bedroom, in

2t)drm apartment with two students. Avail-

able nowl 5 min from UCLA. Students Pre-
ffered. $525/mo. Call 310-927-3293

WESTWOOD. Roommate wanted to share

2bd/2bath/l kitchen apt, w/3 roommates.
Midvale-walking distance to campus.
$437.50/month. 310-209-0475, kazushi-

geOOl ©hotmail.com.

The lights are on,

but nobody's

JJ^ Imagine^

— A home!
arketplace of student-to-student deals

mns
Item Description Price Plione

1 FELIK WONG
1 SIN MONITOR

300 pound whoper fob

19" TELEVISION
2001. PEACHTREE.

new, still in box
color tv

$29
$100

^•

Advertise in the Summer Sublet Guide.

Tl
he Daily Bruin Summer Sublet

Guide is a special feature designed to

help customers advertise that their

apartment is available for subletting. It

can also be used to find apartments. A

rather extensive and useful tool for ten-

ants, the Sublet Guide appears in the

UCLA Daily Bruin during the Spring

Quarter; mid-April through the end of

Spring Quarter 2001. A Sublet Guide ad

runs in the Daily Bruin for 4 days as a

regular line ad and 1 day as a display ad.

The display ad appears on Wednesday,

while the line ad appears on any 4 days

adjacent to the display ad dale. The

price to mn a Sublet Guide ad is $40.00

per week. However, we also offer a spe-

cial of $75 for two weeks which comes

with a guarantee... if you don't sublet

your apartment after the initial two

weeks, call us and we'll continue run-

ning it until it rents or Spring Quarter

ends.

Contact the Daily Bruin today to

list your apartment in the Summer
Sublet Guide!

32jyi^B_PCl00 MEM
69" SURFBOARD
98 PEG X-MAS CD

accounting software

sdram 168 pin

J40„
$30

310-677-7838
310-474-0189

ADULT DVDS

jy/travel cover
new, wrapped

$15

_323:876:6496
310-927-3499
310-208-3899

ANTIQU_E CABiNJEI
ATARI LYNX SYS

vivid video dvds 4hrs.

BOOK CASES (TWO)
BOOKCASE
BOOKCASE
BOOKCASE

EuH diLdesk 2 6t__

3 games/like new
n/a

A140 31 0-991 -7047

_15 323-906-1686

310-823-7996$25
$50
$30

_31 0-474-2405

3 level brown wood
must sell!

$75
310-927-3499

M0_

CHAIR W/ OTTOMAN _
CHAUCER COMPLETE
COFFEE TABLE
COFFEE TABLE
COFFEE TABLE

oak, large. 6'x5'x4'

$15

310-473-5769

310-474-0189

ohyefjjiicond
$80

textbk reg price $80
aikia wood 6x1 5

$75

310-559-3599

310-210-7336

$50

. ikea cherry^
_$50.

_310-47_4-2405

310-202-9277

COLOR PRINTER
light wood finish

J4(2_

310-470-2852

COMPUTER CART
COUCH

canon, like new w/crtg
$25

310-474-2405

J4Q_
310-208-3899

COUCH

hytch-fsliding^ keyboard $50
wh iounoer 6x3ft $75

DESK
DESK ^ CHAIR

whit lux 6x2 5 ft

desk with hutch
$100

310-824-0873
_31 0-208-3899
310-470-2852

DESK LAMP
DINING TABLE
DOUBLE BED

black and white

white excellent cond
Jlgssjop. 6 chairs

$40

J2a.
_$m.

310-470-2852

310-474:0189
310-208-3899

DRAFTING TABLE
DRESSER

w/box&frame
3x5' oak adjustable

$50
$100

DRESSER
FURNITURE SALE

mod oriental 5x1 5
n/a

$99
$100

310-202-9277

310-471-7074
310-473-5769

310-824-7702

FUTON BLACK
many items

$100
310-470-2852

FUTON SOFA/BED
FUTON-BLACK

complete 1733 purdue
black fDetallk: framg

N/A
310-473-5769

_$51
310-470-2852

Jfifi.

310-575-1035

f
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SOFTBALL
From pa^e 35

"When we scheduled them, they would
not play just a single doubleheader," said

UCLA Head Coach Sue Enquisl. "If you
look at the PaolO teams, everybody does it

(play ^on-conference games at midsea-

son), but it's unusual for us."

In fact, almost every Pac-IO team
schedules non-conference games in the

thick of the conference race, all against

West Coast teams from smaller schools

Only Arizona State does not have a non-
conference game during the conference

season.

UCLA could set a record

for non-conference

wins at 39-0 with

a sweep today.

Enquist added that Riverside's avail-

ability forced her to schedule them for

today, two days before a huge weekend

against No. 3 Stanford and No. 4 Cal.

In that first meeting against Riverside,

the Bruins defeated the Highlanders 100
and 4-0 at Easton Stadium, which included

a perfect game by freshman pitcher Keira

Goerl.

Riverside's strength lies more in patch-

ing than hitting. Freshman Jenell Jackson

(5-10) leads the team in ERA at 3.69. while

junior Monique Baeza (4-17) is close

behind at 3.78. At the plate, no Highlander

is above .261. the average held by sopho-

more Lauren Sigler.

"The midweek games are really good
for us because they give us something to

practice on," said freshman Claire Sua.

To Riverside, that must sound like

something a boxing champion says about

his competitor before a tune-up fight.

See SOniALL* page 30

W.TENNIS
From page 3S

lot and we are so close," Fisher

said.

With the season almost over,

the match is important for

NCAA secdings, which will be

announced in the next few
weeks. "It's a match we need to

win" because of the seedings,

Sampras said.

Rankings determine where
the Bruins will be placed in

regionals and which of the top

64 teams will be grouped

together when they are divided

into 16 regions. The winner of

each regional progresses to the

Sweet Sixteen.

Until then, the Bruins will

compete in Pac-IO

Championships this weekend,
where sophomore Sara Walker
hopes to defend her Pac-IO sin-

gles title. In addition to Walker,

junior Catherine Hawley,
Marinova, and possibly Fisher

will compete in the 32-draw sin-

gles tournament. Marinova and
Walker, as well as Fisher and
Frilz-Krockow, will also com-
pete in doubles.

FREE NOKIA CELL PHONE
MONTHLY
RATE

$49.99

$29.99

PLAN
MINUTES

400

120

FREE ADDITIONAL
NIGHT AND
WEEKEND
MINUTES

LOOO

LOGO

TOTAf>
MONTHLY
MINUTES

L400

1.120

LONG DISTANCE
INCLUDED IN

PLAN TO 50
STATES

FREE

FREE
RECEIVE FREE ADDITIONAL 1 ,000 MINUTES FOR NIGHT AND
WEEKEND MINUTES EVERY MONTH FROM AT&T WIRELESS!

Pl^N INCLUDES YOUR DOMK.STIC I ()N(. niSTANCK CAII.S TO Al I '^

mHJNYOllRHOMr^''

\\\- |i|.
PREFERRED PAGERS
(800)784-6183

Condom Study
Loving couples wanted to home test

an aKemative condom material

Earn $140 for participating

Couples must be:

Age 18-45 In a stable relationship with one partner
V willing to report on 8 condom uses
V Current user of Birth Control Pills. lUD, Norplant Depo, or

Sterilization

For more Information, please call 800-521-521

1

or visit our website at w%vw.testcondoms.org

food for thought

HMB BY EAS
IKEA COMP D^pK
INK CARTRIIX3E

. .^. 310-722-0497
1733 Purdue »101 good f77 310-575-1035
ytill yealy^ $90 new {gQ 310-337-9528
light oood cond jgg 310-2029277

INK JET PRINTER
IRON AND BOARD
IRON QUEEN BED

hp color t)rand new
t)ic-4400 (like new)

J14.

K2 ROLLERBLADES
LARGE TBLE W/4CH

black & decker iron

antique ofeetVfree box

.15Q_

310-613-1669

Jl^

mens 10 S/lk new
N/A

LOVE SEATS
loe wood w/4chqirff

-ffiJL

310-620-3580
310-396-5905
310-477-9909

LRG CANE CHAIR
MATTRESSmOX

pair, whrty
N/A

310-927-3499

blue washable pad
-!§&_

310-824-4667

MOTOROLA PAGER
NEUROSCIENCE TEXT
OAKLEY SUNGLASS
OTTOMAN

deluxe, queen, sealv
J3QL

310-471-7074

18750 -flex' Wke n«w
PUfves.2ndy<

S250
310-477-9909

_i2Q_

To advertise call 310.825.2221

PACKARD BELL Pg
PHOSPHAGEN
RAILPASS

oakleVs with cyy^
must seJI!

RECLINER

1997. qmat cond
by eas seales S35 new
15 <^Y fIgxipaM

310-210-7336
323-876-6496

310-824-2272
S25ea 310-623-7996

-i2§ 310-559-3599

_|4g.

Mh.
-i2fi.

REFRIGERATOR
$OFA
SOFA W/SLPCQVR

confoftable. peach
JMJL

310-443-8650
310-337-9528

frigidaire. white

n/<^

_t3&.

tlQO

olive fair cond
JZ6.

310-267-8398
310-471-7074
310-471-7074

^ St Jude Children's
Research Hospital
AL8AC • Panny Thomat, Founder

Regional Representative
ALSAC/St. Jude Children's Research Hospital, located in
Memphis, TN, has an opening in our Orange, CA office for a
bilingual (English/Spanish) Regional Representative to
coordinate special events and media relations in CA, AZ, and
NV. Bachelor's degree and strong organizational and
communication skills required. Travel overnight and some
weekends required. Please send resume to:

ALSAC/St. Jude, Attn: Director, 500 South Main St.,

Suite 1110, Orange, CA 92868,
fax 714-547-0441, e-mail caroline.phares@stjude.org.

Equal Opportunity Employer

1

organic coffees & teas

breakfast lunch & dinner
conversation and contemplation

corner of bundy & wilshire

12081 wilshire blvd.

brentwood

310/231-7484

$2 .00

ucla student discount
Get $2.00 off any purchase of $6.00 or more with this ad. Offer good through May 1 5, 2001

SONY MP PLAY^^ new mz-37»o
STEAM CLEANER must setil

J1QQ_
I1W

IABL£
TABLE

5 foot foklinq
J4&.

310-473-5769
310-474-2405
310-927-3499

lABLE.

Classifieds

825-2221

TABLE W/4 CHAIRS
TWIN BED

«Ol»d 1733 pyn^t^ fv
Quare. or^n. new

J22.
J21

310-559-3599

310-209-1468
310-575-1035

TWIN COMFORTERS
WICKER DESK

dinino tably t>i^ck

nice wood w/drawers
pastel A vall^w pylnr

-ilJi 310^79^4452
-188 310-478-0433

JK5 310-801^197

WINDOW FAN
must s^lll

tiO?»

large white exp^l
J3&
J2Q.

310-396-5905
310-559-3599
310-202-9277

•Ad must be sujHnitted m person or by mail No phone orden ailo««i Deadline Is 2 vMork days prior to issue at 12pm All Brum Bargains appear ewrv Wednesday
andFnday Limit of 4 free ads per customer per vwek We resetv; the right to revise or reiect any admtJMment not meeting the standai* of the Daily Bruin

Display

206-3060

V

WANTED: TUTORS!!!
For Vietnamese

Language and
Culture (VNLC)

Tiilorials

what TeacH, ViefHamese to elMienfary kids
andM help high school students wHti

g homework and SAT praperation.

Where: San Fernando Volley (SF| or
. South Bay (SB). Transportation is

^smfNxyvKied

.

When; Saturdays 1 lam-2pm (SF) or 9:30am-
1pm (SB)

For info and transportation contact:

Khanh nopikagucki.edu (SF)

Lisa lnouyen2@ ucki.edu (SB)

Visit us at http://www.vnlc.net

Funded by the Community Activities Committee of the

Program Activities Board

FIHAL poRjueiECl

INTERNSHIP IN WASHINGTON. V.C

OPEN TO ALL MAJORS!!

FALL QUARTER 2001
Learn more about internships at the

Superior Court,

Dept. Of Education,

Dept. Of Justice,

Woodrow Wiison Center

and others...LAST INFO SESSION:

APRIL 25, WEDNESDAY 3-4 pm

COME TO:

EXPO Internship & Study Abroad
CAREER CENTER, Strathmore Bldg.

RM 200 www.career.ucla.ediL/expo/

EXPO internships &
Study Abroad Services

UCLA Career Center

Strathmore Building

2nd Floor

(310)825-0831
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KAPONO
From page 34 ^

Gadzuric, junior forward Matt Barnes

and junior guard Billy Knight.

"I'm really excited about (Kapono)
coming back." Knight said. "We've
been working out together as a team for

a while during the spring. He's our top

scorer and that would be a lot to lose."

LICLA will have only one entry in

this year's amateur draft - graduating

senior Earl Watson, who will take his

credentials and iron will to the NBA.
With a glaring vacancy at point guard,

nationally acclaimed recruit Cedric
Bo/eman of Mater Dei High School in

Santa Ana is likely to assume Watson's

spot and continue running the 1-4

offense.

"One of the reasons 1 wanted to

come back was to step in and be a

leader now that Earl is gone." Kapono
said. "We're going to miss him. and
he'll be lough to replace."

Kapono averaged 17.2 points and
5.7 rebounds per contest en route to

All-Pac-IO First Team and honorable

mention AP All-American accolades

last season. In 2000. Kapono shared

the Pac-10 Conference Freshman of the

Year award with Stanford guard Casey
Jacobsen and earned sole possession of

CBS Sp' (isline's National Freshman
of the icar award.

Daily Bruin Sports

"I've always believed that Jason was
going to stay in school and return for

his junior season." said UCLA Head
Coach Steve Lavin in a statement. "By
choosing to stay in school, clearly Jason

and Dan have made their UCLA acad-

emic and athletic experience a priority

in their lives."

With Kapono staying put, UCLA
features a deep and experienced squad
for next year's team, which will attempt

to add to UCLA's NCAA-record 1

1

national championship banners in

Pauley Pavilion.

"We should have a strong team next

season," Kapono said. "There's no rea-

son why we should not be ranked in the

lop five all year."

W.LACROSSE
From page 33 ^

to improve over the next few sea-

sons. Only two starters are gradu-

ating, and Williams will most likely

be back to coach.

This Saturday, UCLA will get

one last crack at the Loyola
Marymount Lions, who have beat-

en them twice this season. If the

Bruins win, they will go on to the

Final Four championships.

"We're a really good team,"

said junior Sharon Covin. "We
should be able to take them."

The Bruins losl in overtime in

their first two games against the

Lions by scores of 9-8 and 6-5.

"Everyone's really excited to

pla^ LMU," Pardee said. "We
know we can beat them. We want

revenge really bad."

Both players and coach agree

that they need to focus on the

basics. "We're not using any new
tricks." Williams said. "We're con-

centrating on making our old stuff

work."

"We have all of our skills, and
everyone knows our plays."

Pardee added. "We need to get

fired up - this could be it."

The game starts at II a.m. at

Loyola Marymount.

TAY-SACHS TESTING
WHAT IS TAY-SACHS DISEASE?

Tav-Sachs disease is an inherited genetic disorder of infancy. Tfie affected baby
develops normally until about six months old. Then destruction of the nervous system

begins, and death follows by the age of four of five.

WHAT ARE THE CHANCES OF BEING A CARRIER OF THE TAY-SACHS GENE?
The carrier rate is 1 in 200 in the general population, and 1 in 27 in the

Jewish population. Carriers are normal and healthy, and most have no history

of Toy- Sachs disease in their families.

YOU CAN BE TESTED FOR FREE AT
UCLA ON THE FOLLOWING DAYS:

** TUES. APRIL 24TH 10AM-2PM
VIEWPOINT CONFERENCE ROOM

** TUES. APLIL24TH 5PM-7PM
KERCKHOFF STATE RMS. 1 31 , 1 33 & 1 35
WED. APRIL 25TH 10AM-2PM

ACKERMAN2414
** THURS. APRIL 26TH 10AM-1 :30PM

VIEWPOINT CONFERENCE ROOM

**

FOR MORE INFORMATION:
KERCKOFF413
(310)825-7586

USASWC@ASUCLA.UCLA.EDU
HnP://STUDENTSASUClA.UCLA.EDU/SWC/ STUOCNTB

COUNCIL

.J tPmiMmmmmmmmimm

Funding -^i.^
Available for ^^'^g^

2001 UCLA ^^
Graduation Celebrations

A limited amount of funding is available for student initiated and managed
graduation celebrations, sponsored by Officially Recognized registered

campus organizations. This funding is not intended to cover all the expenses

associated with these programs. The support is intended to supplement

organizational resources, external donations, department subsidies, etc.,and

to serve as an expression of the institution's recognition of the achievement

of degree recipients.

Applications for funding, as well as details

regarding the allocation process, criteria and pri-

orities, are available in the Center for Student

Programming, located at 105 Kerckhoff Hall, the

Student and Campus Life Division Office
, located

at 1 104 Murphy Hall, and on-hne at

httpyAvww.stu(ientgroups.ucla.edii/graiiiuitioii

APPUATION DEADLINE
FRIDAY, MAY 25, 2001

GET AHEAD OF
THE REST!

Advertise in the Doily Bruin's

Summer Sublet Guide NOW!
Running every

Wednesday this Spring

(310)825-2221

vi*MKi«SfS**'»>«.'»

/i

j^BHngOhis ;6ctrand Receh/e 20^
I^Ra^Mlai^ Priced Mercher

'*

jr^Excfcldes Cafe &.Ne\^.
OffeS^eiM Thru 5.31 .01

SPECIAL ^

GUESTS

THURSDAY
APRIL 2B
SiOOPM

HUSTLQ^I

B920 Sunset Blvd.
West Hollywood

K.\RL Str.\uss Brkwfhy Rksiadrant

UNIVERSAL CITYWALKAT

«:. '^\

KARL STRAU

umm
Wednesday nights

10:00 P.ML to L-OO JLm,

«2 PINTS!
Special Appetizer Menu!

KARL STRAUSS IREWERY RESTAURANT, UNIVERSAL OTYWAIK

lOOOUiiMndCMiMDfM U«NMnoi(i(y,CoilofM

(81I)7S3«KW

Hm* (d tn iNdtan •M ««v.kartelraaM.«

UCLA UNIVHSAL OTYWAi

W. LACROSSE
From page 35

"They never gave up." Coach
Johanna Williams said. "TTiey
continued to play hard through-
out the whole game."
"We played tough." junior

Victoria Bohannan agreed. "Wc
just couldn't break (Cal Poly's)

zone."

Two of the game's star players

were UCLA freshman goalie

Alana Kadden
on defense, .

and junior

Alison Lee

playing
defense and
midfield.

"She really

pushed
through the

whole game."

Williams said

of Lee.

Sunday the team defeated

UCSB, playing well offensively

but less than satisfactory on
defense.

"We played really well, but we
let our guard down," Bohannan
said.

One of the struggles the Bruins

-have had to overcome this year is

their youth. While the other top

teams in the league have experi-

enced players, the Bruins graduat-

ed eight players last spring, leav-

ing them with a young squad.

"It's a completely different

team," senior Katie Pardee said.

"But it's amazing, we're doing

really well for a rebuilding year."

Five of the current starters are

rookies; four of them had never

picked up a lacrosse stick before

October.

"What they've done this year is

amazing." Williams said. "The
(few) older players have com-

p I e t e I y""""""" stepped up."

Not only is

the team

young, but

Coach
Williams, who
graduated
from UCLA
last year, is

also in her first—^————^
as a coach.

Although
there were doubts about having a

young, former teammate as

coach, according to the players,

Williams' previous experience

with the team has only helped.

"In my four years of playing, I

think she's the best coach we've

ever had." Pardee said.

The tram wHI have more time~~

"We know we can

beat (LMU).We want
revenge really bad."

Katie Pardee

Senior

Se«W.UU10SSE,page32

COMPLIMENTARY
CONSULTATION

sVBraces

Deliver Brilliant Results

ORTHODONTIST
SINCE 1980

UCLA FACULTY MEMBER Dr. Nader Dayani
Member American Association of Orthodontists

Specializing in braces for adults & children

• Invisible

• European
• Removable
• Traditional

• CostTietic Porcelain
• Surgical Orthodontics

•OIAT'I :NTS.\.\i)F\cl

(310) 826- 7494

1 1645 Wilshire Blvd. #802

Los Angeles, CA 90025

(949) 552 - 5890
18124 Culver Dr., #A
Irvine, CA 92715

Teeth Whitening
upper or lower

$85"*' each

(ReC S200.00)

The treotmeot wiN be as foOows: $1000.00 plus

$100 00 for each month of treatment rendered
for metal braces. $900.00 plus $ 100.00 for eoch
month of treatment rendered for removat)le

braces and $ 1 700.00 plus S 1 26 00 per nrKxifh for

ceramic braces, $200 00 for diagnostic study
model and $ 1 75 00 for fomnal consultation

expiration dote 5-15-01

HAIRCUTTING WESTWOOD
;' •.>'..-,

r^

«^,'>

'/ ,';.'

Tues-Sat 9-7
• Free Consultation • Perms/Bodywaves

• Colorist on staff

1st time clients 15% off student rate

824-2711 •1001 Gayley
(NEXT TO COFFEE BEAN)
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W.WATERPOLO
From page 36

"She lold me to just let it go," Munro
. recalled. "She said, it's just a game and
sometimes the ball just doesn't skip

your way.'"

Krikorian appreciates Beauregard's

attention to her teammates* needs.

"She would be a great coach." he

said. "Every coach wants to have the

ability to read the players and the team
as well as she does. I rely on her a lot."

It will be a while before Beauregard

considers a transition to a deckside role

in the water polo world. Despite loom-

ing elbow surgery in the next few

months, she plans to play on the nation-

al team in Japan after leading the Bruins

in their pursuit of the NCAA title in the

coming month.

"If I'm still enjoying myself, I plan to

play as long as my body will let me," she

said.

Thai's good news for the Bruins.

Beauregard took on a double major in

psychobiology and physiological sci-

ence so that she could continue her col-

legiate career. She still has two years of

NCAA eligibility ahead of her.

The question of Beauregard's body
cooperating with her is a serious one.

She has already gone through knee

surgery, in addition to sustaining her

"Chronic elbow injury.

"In games I don't feel pain," she said.

"As long as it's fun I'll keep playing."

Simmons views the injury-laden

Beauregard as an inspiration.

"Looking at her gives me strength to

play through," Simmons said. "It's easy

to suck it up when I think about how
much harder it could be with injuries

like hers. She's so tough."

With or without injuries, Simmons
has plenty of toughness of her own. She
is notorious for a stoic work ethic that

keeps her teammates motivated.

Her teammates insist that watching

"When it's crunch time ...

we look to each other."

Robin Beauregard
Sophomore water polo player

Simmons practice is enough to con-

vince anyone why she is one of the best

players in the world. According to

them, she gives 110 percent in every

workout.

Munro tries to mirror her own play

after Simmons' example.

"She is the most intense player I have
ever played with. She demands a lot

from herself and her teammates,"

Munro said.

Krikorian appreciates the standard

to which Simmons holds her team-

mates.

"If you're not working hard enough.

she's been known to give people a haF4

time in practice," he said. "With her

work ethic and knowledge of what it

takes to be the best, she's got every right

to do it."

Simmons is aware of what it will take

for UCLA to take home the NCAA
title,

"The teams we're competing against

have great leaders of their own. I try to

take it to that level in practice. Wc have

what it takes to win the championship
and we just can't let down," she said.

Simmons' intensity for the sport

won't fade anytime soon. She plans to

return to the national team after gradu-

ating in June and continue her water

polo career in Japan.

But right now international

prospects are taking a back seat to her

desire to bring home the first-ever

NCAA title for women's water polo.

Beauregard says she will look to her

USA and Bruin teammate Simmons to

helpher lead the team.

"You really expect more from your-

self because there's someone out there

keeping you accountable. When it's

crunch time in big games we look to

each other," Beauregard said.

Simmons and Beauregard will con-

tinue to look to each other in the years

to come, whether their colors are blue

and gold or red, white and blue. Both
plan to pursue Olymptc goW in Athens -
in 2004.

But in the meantime, they will con-

tinue to maintain the Bruin balance.

I

Ite Berteley Review Ffovides!

review program
...continues to

set the standards
that others want

to follow!

ly

Sij»ii lip by yourself bofore

April 271 h immX receive:

S50'"'offtliefiillwse tuition,

Si}»ii lip witb ci f rienil before

April 27th .iiiil receive.

lllliQiinHn^ Runilil^
(Certain Restrictions Apply.)

14 Weeks Of Review And Testing Of

Important MCAT Concepts^. ./,/,<,/ ,*,

100 Hours Of Scheduled Lecture Topics

In The Classroom,/.^^.^.^^
,f ,f,f

^i,^^^

200 Hours Of Office Hours To Supplement

The Lecture Topics, ^l,/.^^l^^i^/_,,l,^/^

20 Hours Of Supplemental MCAT-Style

Problem Solving Sessions,,L,f.f^/^u,^,/.

10 Full-Length Mock MCAT Exams

During The Program ^L^^m_/_,f^._^(,/

4 Scheduled Full-Length Mock MCAT

Exam Testing Dates,/^/,f,f,^^/_^^^u

2800 Pages Of Review Notes Covering

Important MCAT Concepts./^f^^>-,f,

1400 MCAT-Style Passages With Clear

And Detailed Solutions./.,f^^^i^_/_/.

Exceptional Instructors For Each Of

The Six Topic Areas Of The MCAT^ui,/,

Excellent Review Materials That You

Get To Keep And Take Home,/.,^u/.,^L^^

Application Assistance, Interview

Workshops, And Mock Interviews,^uf,^L^

ERKELEY
R-E-V-I-E'W

Specializing in l*ICAT Preparation

m-mi
www.berkeley-review.com
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W.TRACK

FREE ADVANCE SCREENING

From page 36

UNIVERSITY OF
CALIFORNIA, LOS ANGELES
@ AVCO General Cinema -
10840 Wilshlre Blvd.

in Westwood

6 PM Thursday

May 3

FREE ADMISSION
^ile passes last*

IMFO?: call 310-825-1958

httpy/www.campusevents.ucla.edu/cec

* Passes available at the Campus
Events Office. 319 Kerckhoff Hall.

Passes required. Seating is limited and not
guaranteed. Please arrive early.

s^JSS^ffi^

ID required No one under the age of 13 wilt be admitted
without parent or legal guardian

Presented in association with Campus Events.

freshtnan Lena Nilsson. sophotnorcs
Tiffatiy Burgess atid Jessica Marr and
senior Bridie Hatch, are travelling to
Philadelphia as the first group of ath-
letes that Peterson has taken to the
meet.

"I've never gone before because
I've never felt like I had a group of
athletes that could win," Peterson
said. "Going back to run for second
or third isn't worth it. We're going
back to win -period."

Nilsson, Marr, Burgess and junior
Ysanne Williams won in Texas with a
UCLA record time of 8 minutes,
33.21 seconds and look to
Georgetown as their biggest competi-
tion. Hatch will run since Williams is

competing in the 400m hurdles this
weekend.

Burgess, Marr and Hatch all

recorded personal bests at Mt. SAC
last weekend and are on their way to
continuing their success.

A handful of hurdlers and' sprint-
ers will travel to Penn as well to gar-
ner more experience and improve
their marks.

Senior Michelle Perry will com-
pete in the 40()m hurdles along with
Williams and freshman Sheena
Johnson Perry recently qualified for
iho national meet in the heptathlon
and leads the nation in that event.

Williams, who pr wisionally qualified
in the hurdles at the home meet on-
March .^1. will be competing in the
event for only the third time in her
career.

"I know I can do the hurdles,"
Williams said. "It's just a matter of
getting confident with the pattern.
You have to be aggressive in the race,
and I know I "II be aggressive."

Senior Shakedia Jones will com-
pete in the 1 00m, and Perry, Johnson
and freshman Sam Roseby will run
the lOOm hurdles Perry, Jones,
Roseby and Johnson will run in both
the 4 X 400m and 4 x 100m relays.

While the track athletes are in

Pennsylvania, the field competitors
will be at the Cal/Nevada
Championships at UC Irvine on
Friday and Saturday

Senior thrower Christina Tolson
will compete over the weekend, com-
ing off an impressive performance at
Mt. SAC that earned her Pac-IO Field
Athlete of the Week honors for the
second time this outdoor season.
Tolson currently holds the Pac-IO and
UCLA record in the hammer throw
at 214 feet. 6 inches and sits atop the
national qualifying list in the shot nut
at 56-6 1/4.

The meets this weekend are the last
lor the Bruins before they face the
Trojans on May 5. UCLA is current-

'y ranked No. 2 on Trackwirc.com'*
weekly poll, just behind use, which
holds the No. I spot.

KAPONO
From page 36

for another season, spurning an
opportunity to play next year in the
NBA.

"It was just that feeling after the
Sweet Sixteen, knowing that for two
years we've reached the Sweet Sixteen
but we haven't gotten past that point."
Kapono said. "That just makes me

want to come back and prove some-
thing."

Kapono added that being a four-
year player at UCLA is a good possi-
bility, but he will re-evaluate his draft
status at the end of the 2001-02 season.

The Lakewood, Calif, native's
announcement allows the Bruins to
boast a possible four returning starters
to next year's lineup, including

1
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Just a block away from UCLA
a STYLE

The University Cooperative Housing Association
(TheCo-Op)

I
500 Landfair Avenue, Los Angeles, CA 90024 ^

^ Phone:(310)208-8242 >—"

;
Fax: (310)824-0112 http://www.uchaonline.com

http://home.earthlink.net/'^uchaweb

Free tours given. Call for tour times.

• Live In a self-run cooperative.

• One member-one vote.

• The UCHA i8 student-run. Rents are
kept low by students contributing 4 hours
per weel< In such areas as the cafeteria,

office, maintenance, social events, etc.

• Rooms furnished.

• Computer, Piano & TV room.

Photography lab.

• A great place to meet students from
the U.S. and countries around the world.

^^^^^^
Working together to keep our home a fun and better place to live in

\r

_. .- ^^Kxw^, ^lauc lu live in.
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Bruins look to tune up
on Highlanders today
SOFTBALL: UCLA swept IJCR at previous meetings this

season; team set on perfecting its non-conrerenee record

By Andrew Borders
Daily Bruin Reporter

The No. I UCLA Bruins (444) reached
the halfway point of the conference season
last weekend, and are marking the occa-
sion with an attempt to perfect their non-
conference record with two wins over UC
Riverside ( 11-34!) today UCLA has had
perfect non-conference records only twice,

in 1992 and 1999. but could set a record for

non-conference wins at 39-0 with a sweep
today.

Coincidentally, the Bruins won the
national title in both those years.

Why Riverside? And why in the middle
of the conference season?

Most major schools play smaller, local

SOFTBALL

Today

1 p.m. (doubleheader)

Riverside, CA

UC Riverside \>:.

Young team ends season UCLA, Oregon come

ADAM BROWN/Daily Brum

programs for midweek games, but the fel-

low UC asked that two doublehcaders be
played, not just one. The first of them took
place March 6.

See SOFTBALL, page 31

well, heads into playoffs
W. LACROSSE: UCLA will

face LMU, look to avenge

earlier losses versus Lions

Cal Poly 13, UCLA 5

UCLA 9, UCSB 8

W.TENNIS: Bruins await ^^ we did against Cal and Stanford

Mr* A A „ J- i«r II
even though it is the end of the sea-NCAA SeedmgS; Walker son and the players are tired. ' she

defending singles title
^^'^

By Hannah Gordon
Daily Bruin Contributor

By Calley Prezzano
Daily Bruin Contributor

Although this is a rebuilding year,

the UCLA women's club lacrosse
team has exceeded its own expecta-
tions. The team closed the regular sea-

son with two great games this past

weekend, and will compete in the

playoffs against rival Loyola
Marymount on Saturday

This weekend, the team lost to Cal
Poly San Louis Obispo, 13-5. but

defeated Santa Barbara on Sunday 9-

8. leaving the Bruins with a 6-4

record.

The game against undefeated SLO
got off to a rough start. One of the
players was hit in the head with a stick

and suffered a concussion, but the ref-

eree did not make a call. Although
they were shaken up and ultimately
lost the game, as a team the Bruins
never slopped trying.

See W. LACROSSE, page 33

The Ducks are back, and this time
they hope to actually play some ten-

nis.

UCLA hosts Oregon today at

1 :30 at the LATC to make up for a

Feb. 24 match that was cancelled due
to rain.

The No. 32 Bruins are favored to

win the match against the unranked
Ducks. However, Head Coach Stella

Sampras is still taking the match very
seriously.

"We need to have the same focus

WOMEN'S TENNIS

^A Today

(^^ 1:30 p.m.

v$. lATC

i^
Ongan

ADAM BROWN/Daily Brum

While the Ducks do not boast of
any big names, they are known to be
grinders who make few mistakes.

However, they also make tew big
shots. Their style of play should be an

interesting match, as No. 3 junior
Petya Marinova is also known for

returning every ball and waiting for

her opponents to make a mistake.

rhe Bruins enter the match with
conlldcnce after upsetting No. 9 Cal
over the weekend. Freshmen Lauren
Fisher and Mariko Fritz-Krockow
are feeling especially prepared after

also winning their singles matches
against No. I Stanford on Saturday

"With that win over Keiko I am
confident." Fritz-Krockow said of
her defeat of Stanford's Keiko
Tokuda. ranked No. 41 nationally

That excitement is tempered by a
bit of sentimentality over the end of
the regular season, however.

"I'm .sad that it is the last match
because our team has been through a

SeeW.nNNIS,page31

It's easy to make a child smile.
A few words of encouragement,

maybe a special reward for a special

performance. Parents do it all

the time, and so do teachers.

Good teachers are the difference

between a child who succeeds and one
who stumbles. They are the ones who
make math fun and science seem like

an adventure into another world.

Teaching is the profession that allows

you to see the most gratifying,

immediate and instantaneous reward
of a job well done - a child's smile.

Make a child smile. ; ,

'

Take the next step - teach!

Make the difference
of a lifetime.

Call t-888-calteach
or visit www.calteach.com

Cal, y
C Teach

CalTeach, adminislereit by the CSU Cluncellors OKice
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Lookin;^ for pcrrcction

The Softball team looks to

maintain their perfect non-

conference record against

UC Riverside. See page 35.

Wednesday. April 25, 2001

Keeping^

balance
Robin Beauregard and Coralie

Simmons complement each ottier in

the pool for UCLA and the US.

By Emily Whichard
Daily Bruin Contributor

They are the ying and the

yang of the women's water polo

team. They balance the U.S.

National lean) nicinhcrship

with Brum pride, Olympic
achievements with NCAA
championship desire, and the

drive to be their best with com-
passion for their team members.

Sophomore Robin
Beauregard and senior Coralie

Simmons returned to UCLA
after two years of representing

the United States. They bring

with them a world of experience

and two shiny Olympic silver

medals.

In addition to their long list of

accolades, both women have

provided invaluable leadership

to the Bruin squad. The same
water polo experiences may
have molded Beauregard and
Simmons as players, but they

lake on very different roles as

leaders for UCLA's team.

Head Coach Adam
Krikorian views their roles as

the perfect balance.

"Their main connection is

their value as a pair," he said.

"Robin is a quiet leader with a

unique way of reading her team-

mate's needs. Coralie's intensity

for the sport translates into a

consistent work ethic day in and

day out. 1 tell the W.\\^^ lo learn

from her approach lo practice."

Beauregard takes her respon-

sibility for the team's emotional

state seriously.

"Other girls will inevitably be

looking to you based on experi-

ence," she said. "I try to gel

them all lo relax a little in the

high-stress big games. If it's not

fun, then why are we playing?"

Freshman teammate Thalia

Munro looks to Beauregard for

support and leadership.

"She's so respected on the

team for the quiet way she paves

the way for you to follow her,"

Munro said. "She can say three

words and change your whole

outlook."

Munro recalled a moment
after a discouraging loss to No. I

Stanford when Beauregard's

voice of reason helped her cope

with the disappointment,

SeeW.WATERPOLO,page33

Gymnasts lauded, week's

weakest links discovered

Jeff and thel

int

COLUMN: Bush blunders

basketball; Shaq hacked in

attack; Haleen talks back

President George W. Bush wel-

comed the national champion
Duke Blue Devils basketball

team to the White House on Monday
for a title tribute. Bush referred to

Coach Mike Krzyzewski as "Coach
K," claiming

"The reason I

call him

'Coach K' is

because some-

times I have

trouble pro-

nouncing long

words."

Later, "just

to prove to the

press" that he

could. Bush cor-

rectly pro-

nounced the

wacky last

name.

Bush report-

ediy told his

friends that he '

was not fazed by all the "consequents

and lack of bowels." Too bad Bush
mispronounced the coach's first

name, calling him Meekay
The referees from the champi-

onship game versus Arizona were

also on hand for their contribution to

the Duke win. Bush, mesmerized by

Duke's "big and cuddly" mascot, did

not seem to notice.
' •'• •

Jeff

Kmiotek

The UCLA gymnastics Dream
Team won another NCAA champi-

onship last weekend after some
clutch performances in Georgia. As
good as UCLA basketball and foot-

ball players are, it's amazing what

these gymnasts can do with them-

selves The last time I did a hand-

stand, the camera was upside down,
and the ceiling was low. I can hardly

flip a pancake. I did score a 10 once,

but I don't think it was very good for

my SAT II writing portion. So gym-
nasts, I salute you.

• • •

Receiver Freddie Mitchell was

picked in the first round of the NFL
draft and is now a Philadelphia Ego,

err. Eagle. But really, Freddie is a

class act, and there is nothing wrong
with being cocky if you can back it

up and be a team player. Freddie fits

right into the Eagles, who have,

recorded such songs as "Already

Gone," "Take it to the Limit" and

Sc« KMMTEK, page 30

Kapono to

continue as

Bruin in '02

FORWARD: Scoring leader

looks ahead to program's

future, sees more banners

By AJ Cadman
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Having already taken a short dip in

the NBA draft pool last year, sopho-

more Jason Kapono decided the

waters of professional basketball are

not the nght temperature yet

MARY CirCEKA)aily Bfuin Seniof Sidff

Sophomore Robin Beauregard (top) and senior Coralie Simmons
complement each other with their intensity and quiet leadership.

:-ort^ infofmaflon

Jason Kapono

Kapono, UCLA's leading scorer

for the past two

seasons,
announced at a

press confer-

ence Tuesday

outside the

Morgan Center

that he will

return to

Westwood for

his junior cam-

paign, answer-

ing the last

Bruin question

mark for next year.

"I always had a feeling that I was

going to come back," Kapono said. "I

want to go out winning a Pac-IO

championship and get to the Final

Four." • ^^
Citing the urge to guide the Bruins

deeper into the postseason, Kapono
follows junior center Dan Gadzuric

in remaining with the blue and gold

See KAPONO, page 34

Squad hopes to conquer weekend relays
W.TRACK: Bniins looking to

duplicate eariier successes

before facing off against 'SC

By Christina Teller

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

One of the first things Distance Coach
Eric Peterson said after the 4 x 800-meter

relay team won the Texas Relays was
that they were going to try to take the

prize at the Penn Relays as well.

WOMEN'S TRACK
7^.

Penn Rel^

'

Friday- Satu^y

All Day W \

Philfietphia,PA

Cal/Nevada

Championships

Friday- Saturday

All Day

Irvine, CA

ADAM BHOWN/D»lly Bruin

The annual Penn Relays is one of the

most prestigious track and field meets in

the nation and attracts people from all

over the world.

The rising 800m runners, who include

See W.HACK, page 34

ECMMAO LIN/DaMy Btuto

Sophomore Jessica Marr leads in the 800m with senior Bridie

Hatch jn second at Mt. SAC on April 21.

UCLA

Serving the UCLA immunity since 1919

American paranoia
Campus activists blindly

blame the U.S. for injustice.

VIEWPOINT, PAGE 17

fHURSDAY, April 26, 2001 www.dailybnun.iHia.edu

Festivities all around
The Santa Monica Festival this Saturday
celebrates culture and community.

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT, PAGE 20

Prop. 21 scrutinized

state Supreme Court aj^rees to

r(»view controversial youth

crime measure. NEWS, PAGE 4

Deadline approaches for USAC
BYLAWS: Other schools

don't see need to revise

regulations for funding

urgency of its

deadline; the

By Robert Salonga
Daily Bruin Reporter

Feeling the

approaching

Undergraduate Students Association

Council met Tuesday in a final push
toward making its bylaws compliant

with University of California guide-

lines.

The council has until Friday to

revise its bylaws regarding student

group sponsorship and mandatory
student fee allocation, which is a task

members have been working on since

summer. Already this year.

Chancellor Albert Carnesale has

granted USAC two extensions, the

first on Feb. 27 and then again on
April 13.

But it seems UCLA could be alone

among UCs in its efforts to achieve

compliance. The student govern-

ments at UC Berkeley, Irvine and San
Diego are not taking any steps similar

to the ones at UCLA.
Lance MacLean, associate execu-

tive student director at UCI, said he

does not see a need for extensive

action toward funding revisions.

"When we fund a group, the deci-

sion is not based on content, but on
the program," MacLean said.

USAC bylaws are under revision

for compliance with UC guidelines,

which dictate that a student govern-

ment must distribute student fees to

groups without regard to viewpoint.

A similar situation occurred at the

University of Wisconsin, when in

1996 students questioned the legality

of compulsory student fees used to

fund groups with whom they did not

agree.

Led by Scott Southworth, a group
of Wisconsin students sued the uni-

versity, and the case eventually went
to the U.S. Supreme Court. In March
2000, the Court ruled 9-0 that manda-
tory student fees were legal as long as

they are distributed with viewpoint

neutrality.

SeeDIADUNE,page6

Swelter shelter

Hector Estrada installs tents for this weekend's Los Angeles Times Festival of Books.

JANA SUMMERS

Nuclear may hold answer to energy crisis

POWER: Environmental,

legal obstacles stand in

way of plant production

By Karen Albredit

Daily Bruin Reporter

The future of the United States

energy industry may see an increas-

ing dependence on nuclear power.

No new nuclear plants have been

requested since 1979 but growing
energy demalid, exacerbated by the

California energy crisis, may end the

dry spell, said Melanie White, a

spokeswoman for the Nuclear

Energy Institute. The NEI provides

policy direction for the nuclear

energy industry.

"We believe there will be new
nuclear power plants within the next

five years," said Mitch Singer, NEI
spokesman.

In California, energy demands are

increasing by 4 to 6 percent annually,

a rate twice the nationwide increase.

But there has been no new plant

construction in the state in the past

IS years. Singer said.

Issues including the disposal of

spent fuel, safety risks associated

with reactor operation and develop-

ment of national policies to curb

energy overuse and unnecessary eco-

nomic growth should be addressed

before nuclear power plants are

licensed and constructed, according

to a statement by the Sierra Club.

"Despite what virulent environ-

mentalists say, nuclear is one of, if

not the most, environmentally

friendly forms of power," Singer

said.

Nuclear power currently provides

20 percent of the nation's energy, at

rates slightly lower nationally than

either coal or natural gas. White said.

Fn California the rate discrepancy

is more substantial.

Since May 2000, electricity has

been selling at the rate of 20 to 30
cents per kilowatt hour.

In comparison, the current rate

for nuclear-generated energy is 4.2

cents per kilowatt hour at the San
Onofre plant in San Clemente, said

seeiijiaaitpa^

High court takes bite

out of Civil Rights Act
DECISION: Opinion may
insulate UC from action

based on discrimination

By Marcelle Richards and
Kiyoshi Tomono
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

The Supreme Court dealt a blow
to the Civil Rights Act of 1964

Tuesday in a 5^ ruling that may
protect the University of California

from indirect discrimination law-

suits based on race, color or nation-

al origin.

The court's decision stemmed
from a class-action lawsuit in

Alabama that involved the state's

administration of drivers license

tests exclusively in English. The rul-

ing held that private parties mav sue

due to direct di.scnmination basetT

on race, color or national origin, but

conditions which may put minori-

ties indirectly at a disadvantage

would not be considered discrimina-

tion.

Those familiar with the ruling,

however, said the case could have

more widespread effects.

SeelNJUNG,page6

Tay-Sachs testing offered

free of charge on campus
DISEASE: Illness victims

may have developmental,

vision problems, seizures

By Linh Tat

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Today is the last day members of

the UCLA community can take

advantage of the annual free Tay-

Sachs disease testing offered on cam-
pus.

The testing, which will take place

in Ackerman Union's Viewpoint
Conference Room between 10 a.m.

and 1 :30 p.m., normally costs $75 at

the UCLA Medical Center but is

being offered free of charge through
the Student Welfare Commission.

Since Tuesday, 102 people have
been tested, said Barbara Luftman,

coordinator of the California Tay-

Sachs Disease Prevention Program.

Last year, the program saw about

130 students at UCLA, she said.

Named for doctors Warren Tay
and Bernard Sachs, the disease

occurs when an enzyme called hex-

osaminidase A, or Hex-A, is absent

in the body. Without the enzyme, the

fatty substance known as ganglioside

cannot be broken down in nerve
cells of the brain, thus forcing a

build-up of fat that affects the neu-

rosystem.

Tay-Sachs patients suffer from
symptoms such as regressed devel-

opment, loss of vision, .seizures,

inability to swallow or brealhmg dif-

ficulties. Symptoms usually don't

appear in a baby until about six

months old. Most children affected

by the disease die by age five.

Such was the case for Alex, the

son of Pamela Munro, a linguistics

professor who's been teaching at

See TAY-SACHS, page 10

TAY-SACHS TESTING PROCEDURE
Those who got tested for Tay-Sachs this week had to fill out a questionnaire and have their

blood drawn. Results won't be available for another two to four weeks.

IPPjjjm

> >
Patients fill out a

questrannaire.

A licensed practitioner

draws one vial

(approximately one

teaspoon) ofMood

from the patient.

>

UCSD

Bk>od samples will be

tr»isportcdtoalabat

theUnivenityof

California, San Diego on

Friday.

>
VialofbkHNlspinsina

centrifuge to separate the

serum from Mood celb.The

serum goes through a tube into

a machine that measure) the

level of Hex-A in the patient.

MAY

Patients wll receive

their test results in two

tofourweeb.

ADAM BROWN/0«lly Bruin
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Suit challenges housing

policy for gay students
Bl{RKELEY. In a case that could influence

campus policies across the nation, including the

L'nivcrsity of California at Berkeley, a New York

state court heard a lawsuit Tuesday alleging dis-

crimination against samc-scx couples seeking

graduate student housing at a private university,

the Daily Californian reported.

Yeshiva University, a New York City college

with about b.tMH) students, requires that couples

be married in order to qualify for university-subsi-"

di/ed graduate student housing, therefore exclud-

ing gay couples who cannot legally marry.

A similar policy exists at VC Berkeley, which

requires couples without children to be married in

order to qualify for graduate student housing.

Unmarried couples with children, however, can

apply. VC Berkeley also rejects domestic partner-

ship registration as qualifiaition for graduate stu-

dent housing.

UConn students call for

cuts in paper's funding
STORRS, Conn. A group of approximately

60 students met Monday night to decide on a

course of action against The Daily Campus for

printing an advertisement against reparations for

slavery, the Daily Campus reported.

The Horowitz ad ran on Thursday, April 19

and has sparked debate ever since. The students

who met at the African American Cultural

Center wanted to figure out what they want to do

next.

"The administration's first step is changing the

curriculum and our next step is getting The Daily

Campus' money away from them," said Aprel

Dozier. a sociology student.

Dozicr asked the students to support putting

together a referendum that would allow students

to decide whether they wanted their student fees

to go to The Daily Campus. The referendum

would be presented to the board of trustees.

Admission rates drop

across Ivy League
PHILADELPHIA Students around the

world with aspirations of scaling the Ivy wall

may have to strive a little harder as admission

rates hit record lows this year. Daily

Pennsylvanian reported.

Harvard University made the most strin-

gent selections this year, admitting only 10.7

percent of their applicants to next year's cla.ss.

Class of 2005 hopefuls also faced tougher odds

at University of Pennsylvania, Yak, Cornell,

Princeton. Columbia and Brown universities,

which all offered acceptances at lower rates

than last year.

Dartmouth College, which had seen fewer

applicants over the past few years, admitted at

a greater rate this year.

"In the past few years we've been getting a

little more selective every year." Pcnn Dean of

Admissions Lee Stetson said.

Students face tear gas,

police in Quebec events
NEW YORK Police in riot gear bombarded

a group of about 45 New York University stu-

dents and thou.sands of other activists with clouds

of tear gas and high-pressure water hoses at

protests against the Summit of the Americas in

Quebec last weekend, the Washington Square

News reported.

The students, many of whom are part of the

NYU Coalition to Stop the Eree Trade Area of

the Americas, drove 12 hours to Quebec in a rent-

ed bus through Thursday night into Eriday morn-

ing to participate in the protests. Each student

paid $45 to pay for the bus ride, and .stayed in the

gymnasium of a community center in Quebec.

Lizzie Hubbard, a sophomore in CAS, was hit in

the hip with a tear gas canister while in the red

zone on the bridge during Saturday's protests.

Compiled from University Wire reports.

Partly Cloudy Partly Cloudy Partly Cloudy

high: 71 low: 54 high: 68 low: 54 high: 67 low: 54

Outlook:

Temperatures will cool down quite a

bit today, ending the brief heat wave

that we experienced earlier this week,

and remain mild this weekend.

Sunrise
6:10 a.m.

Sunset
7:33 p.m. j

Week 4
Reminder:

Friday, April 27 is the last day

to DROP non-impacted classes

through URSA with $3 fee

without a transcript notation.

Fof real lime weather, visit www dailyhruinudaedu

WHArS BREWIN'

Today 4:15 p.m.

Letters & Science Counseling

.Academic Workshops

• Opportunities in Education

• Readmg Speed and

Comprehension

• Succeeding at Writing

• All workshops held in

Covel Commons. Room 203

To sign up. call 20(v66S5

6 p.m.

Music Club

Meeting

Ackerman 2408

music^ftucla edu

Neuroscience Undergraduate

Society general meeting

MS39I5D

6:30 p.m.

Student for Christ

Campus meetmg

Kinsey 365

X244645

7 p.m.

Art History Undergraduate Student

Association ^
Career Night

UCLA Hammer Museum

Graduate Christian Fellowship

Worship, prayer and discussion

Rolfe3IIK

X53477

Campus Events Commission

Film: "Save the Last Dance"

Ackerman Grand Ballroom

www.campuscvents.ucla.edu

$2 at the door

L&S Counseling

Academic Workshops .
•

• Memorization Techniques

• Writing Personal Statements

• All workshops held in

Covel Commons. Room 203

To sign up, call 206-6685

Neuroscience Undergraduate

Society general meeting

MS39I5D

7 p.m.

Campus Events

Film: "Save the Last Dance"

Ackerman Grand Ballroom - $2

UCLA Hammer Museum
Career Night

Join a panel of professionals from

the art world

Ernst Lubit.sch Film Series

"The Merry Widow"

James Bridges Theater, Melnitz Hall

Film & Television Archive

310-206-8013

8 p.m.

The Harry Smith Project

American folk music

Roycc Hall Auditorium

310-825-2101

9:30 p.m.

Campus Events

Film: "Save the Last Dance"

Ackerman Grand Ballroom - $2

see page 26 for details^^m - sec ij<nje cu lot ueiaii;
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Real Bruins
Every other Thursday, the Daily Bruin takes a look at members of

the UCLA community. In this continuing series, we highlight the

many different activities Bruins are involved in.
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A group workers face

the daunting daily tasic of Iceeping the

vast UCLA campus free of trash

By Matt Gouiding
Daily Bruin Reporter

Maybe you've never noticed, but deep with-

in the heart of UCLA's campus, past the Bible-

thumping devotees of Bruin Walk, beyond the

sun-bathing beauties at Meyerhoff Park, there

are people who are happy picking up trash.

As the lunch break dwindles on the shady

benches in front of Schoenberg Hall, the 15

developmentally disabled individuals working

for UCLA's Facilities Management team rise

without a complaint, ready to bear the brutal

heal of spring in Los Angeles.

"I enjoy this job," said Chrystie Fellows, a

West Los Angeles resident who has been work-

ing with the program for the past five years.

"It's a big campus with lots of trash, but I like

the exercise, so it doesn't bother me."

E.J. Kirby, facilities manager and the man
responsible for bringing these workers to

UCLA, looks satisfied.

"They really take this job seriously," Kirby

said. "It's an opportunity for them to become
contributing citizens, and it really helps in

their personal growth."

Confronted with the combination of

increased waste and a limited budget nearly a

decade ago, Kirby looked for alternative ways
of handling the 54 tons of waste produced on
the UCLA campus daily.

"With my past experience in the Special

Olympics, I was aware of the developmentally

disabled and what they could contribute to this

campus," Kirby said. "It helped me realize

that this was a feasible option."

The option became reality when UCLA set

up a contract with the city's Social Vocational

Services nine years ago to provide workers for

Kirby's team.

As Kirby reflects on his vision, the eager

group, armed with giant black trash bags and
two-pronged sticks for easy pick-up, begins its

descent down to Bruin Walk

The mixture of the lunchtime crowd and the

intensity of the high-noon rays will make their

task difficult this Tuesday afternoon.

Crowds of Taco Bell aficionados and other

campus people practically swallow the group

as the familiar blue and gold uniforms

announce their arrival on the busiest part of

their route

"We got them shirts and hats so that they

would be recognized, and so that people would
know that they are part of our campus family,"

Kirby said.
.

The descent continues but the family

dynamic dissipates as the members quickly

scatter in hopes of filling their bags on their

own. It is clear that these workers need no
instructions; they have the routine down.

"It provides an opportunity for them to

become responsible, self-sufficient, indepen-

dent individuals," Kirby said. "For that rea-

son, I was excited about it because I knew what
the end goal could be."

Fellows, surveying the steps in front of

Kerckhoff Hall for trash while distancing her-

self from her co-workers, pauses to catch her

breath and wipe her brow. She recognizes her
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David Sanett, one of a team of 1 5 people who help keep the campus clean during

the day, picks up trash along Bruin Walk.

solidarity, and her words echo Kirby's senti-

ments.

"I like to clean up by myself," she said,

"That way, I'm more independent and I can

one day get a job on the outside."

The experience the job provides for the par-

ticipants has served as a springboard for many
past participants. Some have gone on to work
in retail, food services, and one even works as

a security guard, Kirby said.

After navigating through the throngs of pre-

occupied students in the center of campus, the

heat proves overwhelming, and the group
relaxes in the covered confines of Ackerman
turnaround.

Their day, beginning at 9 a.m. and ending at

4 p.m., will be a long one.

Kirby, in the meantime, scans the surround-

ing area and turns back to his workers,

impressed with the aesthetics of campus.

"What we have here is a small city," he said.

"419 acres, 54,000 people a day. Look at it
-

it's the middle of the day, and look how clean it

is."

Fellows and company aren't quite so

impressed with their progress. The remaining

hours of work loom ahead. Their route, includ-

ing Bruin Plaza, Bruin Walk, Dickson Plaza

and most of North Campus, beckons.

Despite the heat. Fellows said summer is

their favorite time to work, as the smaller cam-
pus population allows for a more relaxed pace

of cleanup.

Their work doesn't go without compcnsa-

See WORKERS, page 12
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Protesters take over buildings at Harvard, Penn State
STUDENTS: Lockouts still

going on at both colleges

as demands not yet met

By Justin Pope
The Associated Press

CAMBRIDGE, Mass. - With

chanting on campus and unshaven stu-

dents leaning out the windows of an

occupied building. Harvard
University has the feeling of the 1960s

this week.

More than three dozen students

have occupied the office of University

President Neil Rudenstine since April

18. They are demanding a living wage
for Harvard's custodians, cooks and

other blue-collar workers.

"With a $ 19 billion endowment and

a governing board of multimillion-

aires. Harvard has no excuse for per-

petuating poverty conditions," Aaron

Bartley, a 25-year-old law student, said

from an open window of the adminis-

tration building during a rally

Tuesday.

Harvard wasn't the only campus
with student demonstrations this

week. At Penn State University, more

than 100 students spent the night at a

student union building protesting

reported death threats against the

Black Caucus president.

The Harvard students say they

won't leave until the university com-
mits to improving workers' wages.

The university says it believes in fair

wages but won't break collective bar-

gaining agreements or negotiate as

long as Massachusetts Hall remains

occupied.

The occupation has kept

Rudenstine and other top officials

from their offices. The school is allow-

ing in food, but university police are

permitting only housemasters and fac-

ulty to enter the building.

The protests have brought a tent

city to Harvard Yard and a string of

celebrity visitors.

Sen. Edward M. Kennedy, D-

Mass., and former Secretary of Labor

Robert Reich stopped by last week to

show support for the students.

Kennedy spoke with Rudenstine in

Washington on Tuesday and reiterat-

ed his support for a living wage, a

Kennedy spokesman said.

Students want Harvard's laborers

to make $10.25 an hour, the same min-

imum wage the city of Cambridge

pays its employees. Some subcontract-

ed workers at the university make as

little as $6.50 an hour.

Harvard says only about 400 of its

13,000 employees make less than $10

an hour. Last spring, a university com-

mittee recommended Harvard focus

on improvingicareer opportunities for

its lower-paid workers, through job-

skills training, rather than set a mini-

mum wage.

"In the long run, we think that's a

better solution," university spokesman

Joe Wrinn said Tuesday. "The stu-

dents simply disagree. We're certainly

willing to explain our views and keep

talking about it, but certainly not while

our building is being occupied."

Lenvial Cole, a custodian working

on campus Tuesday, said he appreciat-

ed the students' efTorts and wants a

higher wage but worried that their

protest could be misguided.

"There are contractors out there

that are asking for less, and that might

persuade (Harvard) to get us out of

here," Cole said.

At Penn State, protesters spent the

night at the Hetzel Union Building and

met Wednesday with university

administrators over recent racial

death threats to Black Caucus presi-

dent LaKeisha Wolf
Black Caucus members say the uni-

versity's failure to embrace diversity

has created a climate where people feel

safe expressing racist thoughts.

Administrators said they would
improve minority scholarships and
provide space for the African and
African American studies depart-

ment, but said demands for more
tenured African American faculty

would be harder to meet.

"There are some suggestions that

were really good and some that we've

already begun to implement," said uni-

versity spokesman Steve MacCarthy.

Last week, an anonymous letter

sent to a reporter at the campus news-

paper. The Daily Collegian, included a

death threat against Wolf and a threat

to bomb a ceremony honoring African

American graduates. Federal, state

and local law enforcement agencies

are investigating.

"I'm going to stay as long as I have

to," student Karissa Burns said at the

building Wednesday morning. "If my
life is in danger, then this is what I'm

going to do. It's that important to me."
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Proposition 2 1 under

j

Foreign ant impervious to most pesticides

constitutional scrutiny
COURT: Initiative fails to

comply with separation

of powers, critics assert

By David Kravets

The Associated Press

SAN FRANCISCO The
Calirornia Supreme Court agreed

Wednesday to review the constitu-

tionality of Proposition 21, the voter

initiative approved last year allow-

ing prosecutors to charge juveniles

as adults without a judges consent.

The decision came two months
after a San Diego appeals court said

the law violated the U.S.

Constitution's separation of powers

doctrine by taking power from the

Judicial branch of government and

.sentences and may be incarcerated

in an adult prison for life, but can-

not be executed.

In March 2000, voters over-

whelmingly approved the measure,

which was sponsored by prosecu-

tors who said Ihc measure would

reduce court costs and alleviate

fears that judges were not allowing

as many adult prosecutions of juve-

niles as prosecutors wanted.

"Part of the problem is the fact

that many of the judges in juvenile

court come from a social-welfare

background. Their main interest is

the protection of the minor," said

Los Angeles County prosecutor

Matthew Monforton. "Our con-

cern is the protection of society."

Defense attorneys sec things dif-

ferently.

"The minor wants a person who
p\Tng it to county prosecutors^=—ts a neutral deciding what is inTRe"
members of the executive branch.

Six of the seven justices voted in

private to review the decision, in

which the appeals panel found that

"the fundamental nature" of any

decision to charge a juvenile as an

adult amounts to a sentencing deci-

sion that can't be turned over to

prosecutors.

Minors are those under 18 and, if

convicted as a juvenile, can be incar-

cerated in a juvenile facility not later

than their 25th birthday, even if they

were convicted of heinous crimes.

Minors convicted as adults get adult

best interest of the minor and pub-

lic, rather than a partisan who is a

prosecutor subject to greater public

pressure and greater political con-

siderations than judges," said

Timothy A. Chandler, San Diego

County's alternate public defender,

who urged the court to uphold the

appellate panel's decision.

Before Proposition 21, there was
a "fitness" hearing to determine

whether a judge should allow a

minor who committed an adult

See PROPOSITION, page 14

RESEARCH: Survey finds

weather most powerful

factor in deterring pests

By Ron Harris

The Associated Press

SAN FRANCISCO Keeping
ants out of the home has more to do
with the weather than with stocking

up on pesticides, a new study by
Stanford researchers reveals.

A survey of 69 Northern

California households from January

1998 to July 1999 found that

Argentine ants, a tenacious non-

native breed, are routinely invading

households, driving out native ant

species and all but ignoring top-selling

pesticides.

The weather is the real key to when
the ants will come in your home, and
when they'll decide to leave, Deborah

-Gordon, lead author ofthe study, said

"Wednesday.

"Putting out pesticides won't make
any difference," Gordon said. "The
most reliable cause of a decline in

infestation may be a change in the

weather. They come in because of the

weather, and they go out because of

the weather."

The pesticides kill ants, Gordon
said, but do not drive them from
homes. Common off-the-shelf pesti-

cide sprays such as Raid, Hot Shot

and Black Flag were not effective in

driving the ants out of the homes stud-

ied. Neither were bait traps such as

Combat, Grant's and Ortho Ant Kill.

The Associated Press

This is an undated handout photo of an Argentine ant, a tena-

cious non-native breed that routinely invades households.

Messages seeking comment from

The Scotts Company, which makes
Ortho Ant Kill, were not immediately

-feturned.

Participants in the study tried

almost everything to get rid of the

ants, even wiping counters with

bleach, ammonia, soap, hot pepper
and chili oil. The only impact noted

was a slight reduction in the ant popu-

lations following rainstorms and dur-

ing summer drought periods.

Gordon's study revealed the

Argentine ants likely invade kitchens

and dining rooms to escape extreme

heat or excessive dampness. She sug-

gested wiping ant trails with glass

cleaners such as Windex and plugging

holes in walls.

The Argentine ants' unusual biolo-

gy makes them difllcult to control

using traditional methods, Gordon
noted. The ants have several queens

and most pesticides arc designed to~

eradicate single-quccn species.

"Unlike other species, Argentine

ants have many queens, and the work-

ers can go back to any nest, so it's

impossible to kill off a colony by
killing off one queen," Gordon said.

The Argentine ant, Iridomyrmex

humilis, lacks natural enemies and
has taken over large areas throughout

the state. The insects have begun to

flourish in other mild winter locations

around the world, including Hawaii,

South Africa, Australia and the

French Riviera.

The ants are native to Argentina

and Brazil.
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WORLD <& NATION
Bush looks for tax cut compromise
PROPOSAL President asks

Democrats for support on

slightly more modest plan

By Alan Fram
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON For the first time,

President Bush indicated a willingness

Wednesday to roughly split the differ-

ence on tax cuts and asked moderate

Democratic senators to help boost the

size of the tax reduction Republicans

want to push through Congress.

Bush lobbied five Senate Democrats
in the Oval Office Wednesday and, in an

interview with The Associated Press,

conceded that Congress would not

approve the full $1.6 trillion. lO-ycar tax

cut he has promoted for months as the

best way to add spark to the economy
While the House has approved a 2002

zirndgel th«( included Bush's full tax plan,

the Senate version limited the tax reduc-

tion to $1.2 trillion.

"1 want to get it done," Bush said,

adding, "It's going to be less than 1.6 (tril-

lion dollars) and greater than 1.2, and

we've got lo figure out how to make it

work."

The president said his priority was for

the tax package to include his plan to

reduce income-tax rates.

According to one Republican knowl-

edgeable about Bush's meetings with

Democrats, the White House was seek-

ing support for a $ 1.34 trillion tax cut for

2002 through 201 1, a bit less than the mid-

See BUSH, page 14

The Associated Press

President Bush and first lady Laura Bush walk from the Oval

Office to the South Lawn of the White House last Friday.

Explosion strains Israeli-Palestinian conflict

VIOLENCE: Descriptions

of what happened differ;

Sharon, Arafat talk peace

ByMarfcUvie
The Associated Press

JERUSALEM - An explosion

near the Gaza Strip's southern border

with Egypt killed four Palestinian

police on Wednesday, said Palestinian

sources, who gave conflicting

accounts of how the blast occurred.

Gaza police commander Ghazi
Jibali said three bombs were planted

near a school in Rafah. He said police

defused two but the third exploded.

"Jibali blamed the attack on

Palestinians working for the Israelis.

However, a spokesman for the

Popular Resistance group gave a dif-

ferent version. He said three of its

members, who are also Palestinian

police, were on their way to plant a

bomb when Israeli forces ambushed
them.

Four police officers were killed,

and six other Palestinians were

wounded, hospital olTicials said.

The Popular Resistance group is

associated with Palestinian leader

Yasser Arafat's Fatah movement and

has taken responsibility for mortar

attacks and bombings against Jewish

settlements and soldiers in the past.

The Israeli military said it knew
nothing about the explosion.

Fearing Palestinian attacks, Israeli

police reinforced by soldiers patrolled

in large numbers in Jerusalem and

vacation spots as Israel's

Independence day celebrations began

Wednesday.

In a holiday interview. Prime

Minister Ariel Sharon said his forces

operate inside Palestinian-controlled

territory, known as Area A, almost

daily. "There is no defense for terror-

ists because of the fact that they are in

Area A," he told army radio.

Israeli officials spoke of easing

restrictions on the Palestinians ifseven

months of violence wanes.

One proposal being considered is

to use the desert oasis town of Jericho

as a model, removing travel restric-

See ISRAEL, page 15
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Supreme Court debates

limits on cigarette ads
TOBACCO: Free-speech

issue evokes question

from Justice Thomas

By Anne Gearan
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON In lively

arguments, the Supreme Court con-

sidered Wednesday whether state

curbs on cigarette ads arc unconsti-

tutional or regulatory overkill.

Ma.ssachusetts' proposed ad bans

near schools and playgrounds could

give the conservative-led court cause

to reconsider whether government

limits on commercial speech violate

the First Amendment.
The court generally has held that

imcrciai-Bpflach, 6ucn ag advariiA

acting solicitor general.

Underwood was making the

point that the rules are different for

tobacco because of the danger it

poses, especially to children.

Assume, Thomas said, that it has

been proved that children suffer

long-term health dangers from eat-

ing a lot of fast food. Would the gov-

ernment step in there, as well?

"What's your rationale for regu-

lating ads by McDonald's''" he

asked.

A flustered Underwood did not

answer the question directly.

Courtroom regulars recall

Thomas speaking only one other

time during oral arguments this

court term. Wednesday was the last

day of arguments, although the

court remains in session through

June.

ing, may be regulated but not

banned. Tobacco companies and
other business interests would like to

see advertising accorded free-speech

protections more like political and

artistic expression.

That was part of the argument

that tobacco company lawyer

Jeffrey Sutton made Wednesday,
and the portion of the case that occa-

sioned a rare from-thc-bcnch query

from Justice Clarence Thomas.

Usually silent and often leaning

far back in his chair during oral

arguments, Thomas leaned forward

to address the federal government's

lawyer, Barbara Underwood, the

Justice Ruth Bader Ginshurg

challenged Sutton to explain why
slates should not try additional ways

to keep an addictive product - she

called it a drug - away from chil-

dren.

"We're dealing with a commodity
like no other. This is highly addictive

and especially dangerous to chil-

dren, who can get hooked at age 1.^

and not get off it for the rest of their

lives," Ginshurg said.

The justices spent most of the

hourlong argument session focused

on a narrow legal question rather

than the broader constitutional

issue.

'hp Assoddtfd Crt'ss

Sofia Levin, left, mother of Israeli soWier Moses Gordon, and her sis-

ter Rachel Gartzikovitch, sit near Moses' grave in Kyryat Shaul.

WORLD & NATION BRIEFS

U.S. officials comment
on cJetails of crash
WASHINGTON An American mission-

ary plane shot down over Peru did not appear

to be on a drug trafficking mission because it

flew deep into that country's airspace instead

of sticking close to the border area and took no
other actions normally a.ssociated with drug

nights, U.S. officials said Wednesday.

The CIA-sponsored plane that monitored

the missionary aircraft decided to notify the

Peruvian Air Force about the single-engine

Cessna despite the crew's belief that it proba-

bly was unrelated to drug smuggling.

Within minutes, a Peruvian fighter plane

opened fire on the Cessna, killing Veronica

"Roni" Bowers, an American missionary, and
her 7-month-cld daughter.

The crew aboard the surveillance plane was
surprised when the Peruvian fighter attacked

the suspect plane without a thorough check to

identify it, officials said. Only about four min-

utes elapsed between the time of

notification and the attack on the

plane, the officials said.

The officials, asking not to be iden

lified, said there were a number of rea-

sons for believing that the flight was not on a

drug mission. The plane was fiying straight

instead of taking evasive maneuvers and was

not Hying low to the ground, as drug courier

pilots often do, the officials said.

Despite the exculpatory information, the

surveillance crew decided to alert the Peruvian

Air Force about the presence of the suspect

plane because it lacked proof as to its true

identity, the officials said.

Florida to switch to

electronic voting ^
TALLAHASSEE. Fla. - The Florida

House voted overwhelmingly Wednesday to

do away with the state's punchcard voting sys-

tem and its notorious chads, which held the

nation hostage during the election.

The measure to move to an elec-

tronic ballot system passed the

House 114-3. The Senate is consider-

ing a similar bill.

The punchcards were at the center of the

disputed presidential election last year, and

getting rid of them was part of an overall elec-

tion reform package.

The House bill would provide low-interest

loans to the counties to make the changes. It

would make electronic systems such as optical

scanners and touch-screen voting the only

ones certified by the state. The Senate plan

would give the counties a total of $20 million

outright to make changes.

The three "no" votes were all from

Democrats, who complained that the stale was

requiring counties to upgrade voting systems

without giving them the money to do it.

"They will either have to rai.se their taxes to

pay for voting machines or ... sacrifice other

needs," said Minority Leader Rep. Lois

Frankel, a Democrat from West Palm Beach.

Regulators struggle to

solve power woes
WASHINGTON A federal energy agency

struggled Wednesday to decide what action the

government might take in response to the

Western power crisis.

The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
was to have voted early Wednesday on a stafl"

proposal that would impose limited price caps

on wholesale electricity sales in California dur-

ing the most severe power shortages this sum-

mer Tlie hearing, however, was delayed three

times without explanation, and none of the three

commissioners was available for comment after

the last postponement. A commission spokes-

woman. Barbara Connors, said she could not

provide any information about what was caus-

ing the delay Under agency rules, the three com-
mi.ssioners. including their Republican chair-

man, are prohibited from meeting privately.

Compiled from Daily Bruin wire reports.
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DEADUNE
From page 1

action, but we do comply with the

Soutliworth decision." said Kevin

Sabet. former senator of the

Associated Students of UC
Berkeley.

Maclean added that achieving

true viewpoint neutrality is not

only extremely dilllcult. but arbi-

trary as well.

The only true way to do it is to

take program requirements, dump
ihem in a hat. and come upvvith a

formula saying we'll give funding

to the groups we pick out." he said.

"Otherwise you're taking content

into consideration.

Al Tuesday's I 'SAC meeting,

attorney David Maggiofe-Anel
lokl the council that the

Sv>uth\sorth case is not legally

appiic.ible to UCLA's situation.

\laggiore-Anel was retained by the

t ni\ersity o\' California Students

Association, uhich lobbies for

issues such as student fees.

"Under the law. nothing would
need to be changed il" we're just

looking at South worth." said

Maggioie-Anet. who was hired last

week by USAC for advisory pur-

poses.

Mauaiorc.An>

prompted the establishment of a

mechanism that aHows students to

apply for a refund if they object to

groups that receive a portion of

their mandatory fees.

Because of this mechanism, fees

assessed from students in the UC
system are not by definition

mandatory, and therefore the view-

point neutrality clause in the

Southworth case does not apply.

Administrative Representative

l.yle Timmerman s.iid this has been

the case all along.

"I've been trying to make it clear

that nothing the university is saying

is directly involved in the

Southworth matter." Timmerman
said at the meeting.

But because of VC guidelines.

USAC must still make its funding

bylaws viewpoint neutral.

The guidelines were revised by

the L'C Ofl'ice of the President m
October 19^9 to comply with deci-

sions of the Smith case and the

1995 U'.S. Supreme Court ruling o\'

Kosenberger v. Rector and Visitors

of the University of Virginia. These

cases ensured fee allocation on a

content-neutral basis as well as the

refund mechanism.

"The question becomes whether

(council's) bylaws come in compli-

ance with university guidelines."

l.igg iore .Ane t alludcU to the Mit pgiofcAneHH itr

1993 California Supreme Court
case Smith v. UC Regents, which

He said the UC situation difl'ers

from the one in Wisconsin because

at the time of the Southworth deci-

sion, UW did not have a refund

mechanism in place.

Doc Khaleghi, president of the

Associated Students of UCSD,
said he believes the refund mecha-

nism is sufficient for compliance,

and that bylaw amendment is not

needed.

"We didn't find it necessary," he

said. "We have made attempts to

abide by that rule

Khaicghi added that UCSD
passed a resolution supporting the

Southworth decision.

'"There arc two reasons to take

steps: to make a statement, and to

make sure we're in compliance." he

said.

"We did the former with the res-

olution, and we do the latter since

we know it's a VC policy." he con-

tinued.

USAC has proposed several

revisions, but council has not fully

agreed that they comply with UC
guidelines

Timmerman said council's

attempts at revision so far have not

been elTcctivc in terms of reaching

compliance.

"With all due respect to the rec-

ommendations made, they are not

one iota different from what I saw

in August 2000." he said.

Tlir coancit is currcntlv m ihci=

RULING
From page 1

"It will make it more difficult for stu-

dents to advocate for change when
faced with policies that have unjustified

discrimination." said Richard Cohen,

attorney for Southern Poverty Law
Center. "The universities will know the

students may not be able to sue them,

and instead the students will be con-

fined to filing complaints with agen-

cies
"

Conservative attorneys involved m
the case believe the ruling is a much-
needed deterrent to university lawsuits.

"The fact that 75 percent of the bas-

ketball team is African American,

someone could say it's discrimination.

"

.said Joseph Schmit/. the attorney for

Washington Legal Foundation, et al.

"You could come up with these argu-

ments and lawsuits that are totally frivo-

lous."

Students were formerly protected

under Title VI. the part of the Civil

Rights Act which guards against dis-

crimination based on race, color or

national origin. Under the ruling, agen-

cies like the UC system can still be sued

if they intentionally discriminate based

on race, sex or color.

But lawsuits claiming that agencies

create programs that discriminate

drafting process and will vote on
revisions Friday.

agalnei pan icuiar mmtiiy groups wi i j
:

no longer be valid.

"This decision could potentially cre-

ate a situation where discrimination

extsls and there will be ho recourseT"

said Debbie Davis, chair of the UC
Student Association. "What's the likeli-

hood that the government will become
aware of a particular case of discrimina-

tion?"

Despite the potential for the ruling to

have sweeping implications. University

Counsel Christopher Patti said the

effects will probably be more localized

within the UC system.

"(The ruling) will rearrange litiga-

tion, but we don't think it will affect pol-

icy itself." Patti .said. "There is not a lot

out there in terms of disparate impact

lawsuits in admissions, but there arc

some in other areas."

Specifically. Patti said the decision

will impact cases that deal with gender-

biased insurance issues and with issues

of student athletes and protection under

Title IX

Title IX. a sister statute to Title VI

ihaPRTohibits gender-based discrimina-

tion, nyy be subject to examination

underljie same arguments that were

used in this case. Cohen .said.

Patti said that specific lawsuits and
UC admissions pc^licv could be affect-

ed

The SAT I has been an element of

university admissions that has been crit-

icized for being racially and socio-cco-

nomically biased.

"The re i s a Ud ii i i that tlific is a law-

SeeRUUNG,page8
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FREE NOKIA CELL PHONE
MONTHLY
RATE

$49.99

$29.99

PLAN
MINUTES

•100

120

FREE ADDITIONAL
NIGHT AND
WEEKEND
MINUTES
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1.000

TOTAL
MONTHLY
MINUTES

1.400

1.120

LONG DISTANCE
INCLUDED IN

PLAN TO 50

STATES

FREE

IKEK
RECEIVE FREE ADDITIONAL 1 ,000 MINUTES FOR NIGHT AND
WEEKEND MINUTES EVERY MONTH FROM AT&T WIRELESS!
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Come join a 2000 year old conversation.

A FESTIVALOF JEWISH LEARNING

unday May 6, 200
Bunche Hall

9:30 am - 4:30 pm

The Stud,

Admission is FREE + you get a free book!

..and Get Enliphtened.
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For more info, call/contact roseanne@uclahillel.org, 310/208-3081 x223
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Summer Session at Santa Monica has never looked better

Whether your pursuits are professional

OR academic... A 2-YEAR OR 4-YEAR

DEGREE... YOU CAN MAKE THIS THE KIND OF

SUMMER VACATION THAT MORE THAN PAYS FOR

ITSELF... AND LASTS A LIFETIME.

SMC OFFERS HUNDREDS OF DAY AND

EVENING COURSES, MORE SECTIONS THAN

EVER... TO FIT EVEN THE BUSIEST SCHEDULE,

Receive a quality education for only

$1 i -per-unit for california residents!

Our AVERAGE COURSE COST IS $65, COM-

PARED TO UCLA AT $620 AND use

AT $2580.

Spend the first summer of the rest of your

LIFE AT Santa Monica College. It's the

SMART CHOICE.

We^rethe Number One Transfer College in California

SUMMER SESSION BEGINS JUNE 18

Visit us on the web at www.smc.edu

momca
1 9 D D Pico Boulevard. Santa Monica C A 9 D 4 D 5 3 I

D
- 4 3 4 - 4 D D D
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RULING
From page 6

suit pending regarding the Cal Berkeley admissions

process post-209 and its disparate impacts in Title IV
- that claim is no longer viable," Patti said. "But I

think there is a lot of discussion going on about the

SATs and the admissions process that's going to be

driven more by policy concerns than litigation."

Many students feel the seemingly distant scenario

m Alabama has perpetuated the anti-affirmative

action trend.

SP-I and SP-2 are 1995 regents' policies that elimi-

nated the use of race and gender in UC admissions

and hiring.

Proposition 209 terminated affirmative action at

the statewide level.

"It's a really bad time to be a minority in the states

right now," said Nisha Vyas, a first-year law student.

"It's horrible - it's a really unfortunate ruling."

First-year law student Michelle Carey said racism

in everyday life, as evidenced by low minority enroll-

ment at the law school, will only escalate with the

court's ruling.

"It seems like now, more than ever, it's time for the

regents to step up and rescind SP-I and SP-2," she

said.

NUCLEAR

With reports from Shauna Mecartea, Daily Bruin

Contributor

From page 1

Ray Golden, spokesman for

Southern California Edison.

"In California there have been

a lot of unnecessary road blocks

in building new plants due to both

legal issues and environmental-

ists," Singer said.

^ Four units were initially pro-

posed for each of California's

two nuclear power plants at San
Onofre and Diablo Canyon, but

only two reactors were installed

at Diablo Canyon and three at

San Onofre, Singer said.

Because of additional legal

and environmental opposition,

costs for new plants in California

have been higher than in other

areas of the nation. Singer said

Proponents of nuclear energy,

including the Bush administra-

tion, tout the environmental

advantages of reactors in com-
parison with other major power

producing mechanisms.

Recently, Vice President Dick

Cheney publicly addressed the

future of nuclear power and
praised the safety record of the

nuclear power industry.

"I would like to see (the per-

centage of electricity from
nuclear power) go up because I

But other obstacles stand in

the way ef increased nuclear

energy reliance.

"One issue that could poten-

tially stall development of nuclear

power plants in the future is our
think it's one way to deal with the ability to permanently dispose of
whole question of global warm- used fuel," Golden said.

ing, of greenhouse emissions," Highly radioactive waste is

said Vice

President
Dick Cheney

on NBC
News' "Meet
the Press."

In 1999,

California's

nuclear

"Despite what virulent

environmentalists say,

nuclear is one of ...the

most environmentally

power plants trienclly tormS Of pOWer. years Yucca

currently
stored on

nuclear
plant sites in

wet and dry

storage con-

tainers.

For more
than 20

avoided emit-

ting 181,000

tons of sulfur

dioxide and

7.7 million

Mitch Singer

Nuclear Energy Institute

Mountain in

Nevada has

been pro-

posed as a

nuclear
metric tons of carbon, according waste dump site. The area served
totheNEI. as ground zero for nuclear

Additionally, water discharged weapons testing during World
from plants contains no contami- War 1 1

.

nants, and nuclear plants require Because the area has not yet

less land than alternate sources been approved for nuclear waste
of energy disposal, some facilities, includ-

ing the San Onofre nuclear plant,

have applied to the Nuclear

Regulatory Commission for new,

costly storage facilities. Golden
said.

The fission reaction used by

nuclear power plants produces

heat, which in turn generates

steam that turns turbines like any

other plant.

Fission produces a different

uranium isotope and plutonium,

which is discarded as radioactive

waste.

Only one percent of the urani-

um core is used. With recycling

and isolation of the plutonium

produced, almost 100 percent of

the core could be used.

But reprocessing of nuclear

waste was indefinitely banned in

1977, due to the high cost of the

procedure and the potential for

unauthorized personnel to divert

the purified plutonium for

weapons production, according

to Spurgeon Keeny, president

and executive director of the

Arms Control Association in

Washington, DC, in an inter-

view with "Frontline."

FREE SAFETY INSPECTION
NOTICE ^

Check up includes / battery & charging system / belts & hoses
,JL^ / brakes & tires / cooling system

_^_ _ ^ Free Pick Up And Delivery

BEL-AIR SHELL
Auto Care

Service Center

Hours of Operation:
8:00 AM - 5:00 PM
Monday - Saturday

800 North Sepulveda Blvd.

At Mornga
Los A\ngeles. California 90049

Bel Air Shell
Tim Hansen

10) 4761979 Fax:(3lO) 476 7644

Borders moment no. 142

Take a walk and meet the HOrrEST authors
at the L.A. Times Festival of Books.

Saturday, April 28 Sunday, April 29

10am
Cherie Bennett and Jeff Gottesfeld

Anne Frank and Me

11am
Alan Rucker - The Sopranos

Noon
Steve Delsohn

True Blue: The Dramatic History

of the Los Angeles Dodgers

1pm
Janet Fitch - White Oleander

2pm
Catherine Ryan Hyde - Electric God

- , • ' 3pm
T. Jefferson Parker

Silent Joe
AND Michael Connelly

A Darkness More Than Night
«

—
; I .

•

'••; —-mr^- ^P*"
Lisa Whelchel

Creative Correction

AND Catherine Mulholland
William Mulholland and the Rise of Los Angeles

TRUE
BLUE

10am
Jonny Bowden

HJonny Bowden's SA?a/ie-l/p

11am
Robert Crais

Demolition Angel
rnscv (««TiMK«r

^^^ Noon
Nancy Cartwright

My Life As a Ten-Year-Old Boy

. -.- . vVll.1 lAK-
mulhdlLAnd

1pm
Susan Vreeland

^v K G/r/ in Hyacinth Blue

r • M 1 HI 4£pm

^ Tracy Hogg
< __ Secrets of the Baby Whisperer

3pm
Robin Maxwell

Virgin

Booth no.142 at Janss Steps

BORDERS
IBOOKS
MUSIC
MOVIES
CAFE
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VISIT THESE GREAT WEBSITES
Dept. of Architecture & Urban Design
www.aud.uda.edu • 825.6335

Depft of Design

www.design.ucla.adu • 825.9007

Dept. of Etf>nomusicology

www.ethnomusic.ucla.edu • 206.3033

Fowler Museum
www.fmch.ucla.edu • 825.4361

Film & Teievision Archive

www.cinema.ucla.edu • 206.film

Hammer Museum
www.tuMnnoer.ucla.edu • 443.7000

UCLA Performing Arts

www.perf0rmin9arts.ucla.edu • 825.2101

Dept. of Music
www.music.ucla.edu • 825.4761

Dept. of World Arts & Cultures

www.wac.ucia.edu • 825.3951

UCLA Central Ticket Office

www.cto.ucia.edu • 825.2101

UCLA Performing Arts Student Committee
www.sca.uda.edu • 825.3253 MMMim

your weekly guide to on-campus arts related events

;i}IURSDAY, APRIL 26

UCLA Perfonning Arts presents

Hal Winner's
Harry Smith Project
CenterStage . y^,^ . Roife 1200

with Anthony Seeger, faculty. UCLA
Dept. of Ethnomusicology
Perfonnance . e pm • Royce Hall

$70 general.

An all-star lineup reinterpret Smith's

"Anthology of Amencan Folk Music."

FRIDAY, APRIL 27
UCLA Pefforming Arts presents

Ira Glass
8pm • Royce Hall

$30. Qenemt: $9. Students (with tD)

Host and producer of public radio's

Peabody award-wtnning "This Amencan
Life"

Dept. of Design / Media Arts presents

Lecture Series: "Is the Vision of
20th-century Design Valis in the

21stCentur/?

John Maeda
6pm'

Free

1473 Oici^n Art Center (EDA)

UCLA Film & Television Archive

presents

So, This is Paradise:

The FUms ofErnst Lubitsch

One Hour With You
The Merry Widow
7.30pm. James Bridges Theater

S6. General: $4. Students (with ID)

UCLA School of Theater, Film & TV
presents

The Lady from Dubuque
8:00pm • Littie Theater. Macgowan Hail

$15. General: $7. Students (with ID)

UCLA Film & Television Archive

presents

Ang Lee's Otinese Sword& Sorcery:

The Films That Inspired Crouching
Tiger, Hidden Dragon

lA Touch of Zen^==

SATURDAY, APRIL 28
UCLA Film & Television Archive

presents

So, This is Paradise:

The FUms ofErnst Lubitsch

The Oyster Princess
The Marriage Circle

7:30pm. James Bridges Theater

$6, General. $4. Students (vvtlh ID)

•r*^^'^'^"*

7:00pm. @ Directors Guild of America
^.50 General

Tickets may be purchased in advance at

800.965.4827

The Sword
10:30pm. @ Directors Guild of America 2

$8.50 Gener^

Tickets may be purchased in advance at

800.965.4827

Chjny Brown

SUWPAY, APRIL 29
UCLA Film & Television Archive

presents

So, This is Paradise:

The FHms ofErnst Lubitsch

Cluny Brown
That Lady in Ermine
7:00pm. James Bridges Theater

$6. General: $4. Students (with ID)

MONDAY, APRIL 30
UCLA Dept. of Architecture & Urtian

Design presents

Lecture

Anthony Vidler
630pm • 1302 Perloff Hall (Decafe)

Free

An expert in the history of archrtecure

that extends deep into the present

TUESDAY, MAY 1

UCLA Film & Television Archive

presents

So, This is Paradise:

The FHms ofErnst Lubitsch

Design for Living

To Be or Not To Be
7:30pm. James Bridges Theater

$6, General: $4, Students (with ID)

Dept of Design/Media Arts presents

"Streaming CuHure" Lecture Series

Kit Galloway and Sherrie
Rabmowitz: "From
Metaphor to Metadata**
Amy Knoles: *'Low Tech
to High Tech"
6:00 pm • Dickson Art Center (EDA)
Free

DMion for LivinQ

SATURDAY, MAY 5
UCLA Performing Arts presents

Natalie MacMaster
CenterStage . 7pm . Royce 190
with Natalie MacMaster. Artist

Perfonnance . 8 00pm. Royce Hall

530, General: $9. Students (with ID)

Fiddler from Nova Scotia

UCLA Performing Arts Student Committee
presents

Pauly Shore's
Comedy Fiesta

with

Mike Rkxa & Noe Gotvtalez

8:00pm. Freud Flayhoiise

$10. (General. $5. Students (with ID)

UCLA Film & Television Archive

presents

Gmy Cooper Man of theW^
Morocco
Beau Geste
7:30pm. James Bridges Theater

$7. General: $5, Students (with ID) \

Natalie MacMaster

UCLA Department of Music presents

Faculty Recital

Juliana Gondek, piano
8pm • Schoenberg Hall

$10 General: $7 Students (with ID)

Premiering new worlis tiy Ricky Ian

Gordon, and t)y Vivaldi. Chopin, Pauline

Viardol-Garcia. Richard Strauss and

Granados.

SUNDAY, MAY 6
UCLA Film & Television Archive

presents

Kids'FScks

Mr. Hulot's Holiday
2:00pm, James Bridges Theater

$4, General

Gary Cooper: Man ofthe West

Wolf Song
The Virginian

7 30pm, James Bridges Theater

57, General. $5. Students (with ID)

TUESDAY, MAY 8

UCLA Hfm A Television Archh«
presents

Gary Cooper Utan ofthe West

Lilac Time
The General Died at Dawn
7:30pm. James Bridges Theater

57, General: $4. Students (with ID)

Ja*S

Ira Glass
April 27 • 8pm • Royce Hal|=^

$30. Cenenh $9. Students (with ID)

UCLA Performlns Arts Student Committee
presents

Pauly Shore's
Comedy Fiesta

with
Mike Ricca &
Noe Gonzalez

May 5 • 8:00pm
Freud Playhouse

$10, General/ $5, Students (with ID)

aJ

UCLA Performing Arts Student Committee
and UCLA Jazz Studies Program presents

N J ^ Tribute to
^^^ Miles Davis

Join us for an amazing line-up of jazz legends in

a concert benefitting the world-class drummer
*Billy Higgins

Royce Hall

Saturday, May 26, 2001 • 8pm
Tickets available at CTO and online at www.sca.ucla.edu

ih

UCLA Perfonning Arts
N

Student Tickets
www.sca.uc/a.edu

Your Bruin Card Is Your Ticket to Great Seats!

Student Tckeis are among some of the BEST seats jn the house to UCLA Rertoining

Arts Events and they are bemg heW exdusivety «of UCLA Students'

Students can purchase tickets ONLINE at www sea uda edu or IN PERSON at CTO.

Your Brijn Card w« t)e your ticket to the event On the day o< the evert you
•imply twripe your Bfuin Cant at the tpadficaRy niarfced entrance.

For addrtional information vtsit our website at www sea uda edu A UCLA C "^ll?"'*

Bfur Card is requred ai the time of purchase AND at the door of each

perbrmenoe Limit 2 tickets per Brun Card
'!:r^C(ly

DATE EVENT

V26 The Many Smith Project (R)

Apr. 27 ,, Ira Glass (R)

Mays Natalie MacMaster (R)

May5 Pauly Shore (F)

May 25 The Residents (R)

May 26 A Tnbule to Miles Davis (R)

(f)»f«ud

TIME ON-SALE STUDENT
DAn PRICE

8pm Sold Out $15

8pm Now $9

8pm Now $9

8pm Now $5

8pm Now $15

8pm Now $10

(R)l)orctlM
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TAY-SACHS
From page 1

UCLA for 25 years.

Alex was nine months old when he

was diagnosed with Tay-Sachs. He

never learned to walk or talk and

later lost the ability to swallow. In

1993, at the age of seven, Alex passed

away.

"It is just awful to have a child

with Tay-Sachs disease. Not only do

you have to watch your child die, but

it also makes it very hard for you to

care for this child," Munro said.

Tay-Sachs is an inherited disease

determined by a pair of genes on the

15th chromosome, which codes for

Hex-A. Those without Tay-Sachs

have two dominant, or active genes

that produce the enzyme. Carriers of

the disease display one dominant

and one recessive or inactive gene,

while those with the disease carry

two recessive genes.

Unless tested, a person may never

be aware they are carrying the reces-

sive gene.

"I didn't find out that I was a car-

rier until my doctor told me my child

wasn't going to live," Munro said.

"This was a horrible way to find out

that I was a carrier."

Unless tested, a person

may never be aware

they are carrying the

recessive gene.

Tay-Sachs carriers stand a 50 per-

cent chance of passing the recessive

gene on to their children. Those

whose parents are both carriers have

a 25 percent chance of inheriting the

disease.

While anyone can inherit Tay-

Sachs, the disease is most prominent

among descendants of Eastern

European Jews, French Canadians

and the Cajun community of

Louisiana. These groups stand a one

in 27 chance of inheriting the dis-

ease, as opposed to one in 250 for

other communities, according to the

National Tay-Sachs & Allied

Diseases Association.

Lee Lerner, a third-year electrical

engineering student whose mother is

a carrier of the disease, said it's

important for him to learn whether

he also carries the gene.

"I just want to get it done so I

know," Lerner said Wednesday after

having a blood sample drawn. **lt

does have some sort of effect on my
choice of a future wife."

There is no cure or treatment for

the disease, but researchers continue

to offer alternative solutions to beat-

ing it.

Dr. Jerry Hall, lab director of the

Institute for Reproductive Medicine

and Genetics in Westwood village,

offers a procedure that allows cou-

ples who are both Tay-Sachs carriers

to ensure their children do not inher-

it the disease. The procedure, devel-

oped in the United Kingdom, was

S««TAY-SAaiS,pag«12

coming to newsstands this May... ac= If TfRir ^
UCLA's Dining and Entertainment Magazine

BlTi^^NDHOLD
SM

presents

ii

TOUGI is yt

-S-^'

ra^

'i-r.-

sJ University oif

*

Southern California

Thank you for participating in

BUYandHOLD's
Investnnent Grudge Match.
You can still invest for your future

today by opening a BUYandHOLD
account with as little as $20.

www.buyandhold.com/grudgematch
to see The list ot official winners.

YOUR SMILE INCREASES

YOUR FACE VALUE

SPECIAL: $50
h "A Ex.imin.Uion. 6 X-Riiys & Teeth Clcnmiu)

H ill" Regular Price: $140- Exp 10/31 /01

COSMETIC and
GENERAL
DENTISTRY

•TOOTN BONDINO, BLCACNINO
•Nttraus OxM« ILauffMng Oas)
•Hyptiosis • Porc*l«ln Faoina* / ymn—n
•Opwi Late Hours, Fraa / ValMatad Parfcitifi

«Cltacks, Cradit Cards A Insuranca Forms Walcoma
•aa Vaars In Privata Praotloa in Wastwood

Dr. LARRY FRIEDMAN, D.D.S. (UCLA Qraduate)
1762 Westwood Blvd. «460 (between Wilshire & Santa Monica Bl.)

For ApjMrfntmfrt Call; (310) 474-3765
• • •

"What Every UCLA
Student and Faculty

Member Should Know to

Get the Lowest Prices on
Multi-Stop International

Airfares..."

Interested in spending your summer on a Multi-

Continent Internatioi^ trip? Would you like to

turn your international study/work experience

into a trip Around the World? Do you want to

visit more than two continents, but don't want
to spend a small fortune on airfare? If so, then

you simply must know about a new service for

UCLA students and faculty.

Visit Multiple Continents, Countries & Cities For
Little More than the Cost ofa Round-Trip

Ticket!

Call 1-800-399-5790 for a FREE 24-hour record-

ed messs^. Hear about the absolute fastest,

easiest way to plan and get the best price on
Multi-Stop International airfares. Amazing new
FREE system lets you create your own custom
Around-the-World, Circle-Pacific, and other

Multi-Stop International airfares in seconds—at

the best prices on the planet!

The Best Kept Secret in the Travel Industry

Travel agents use this amazing new method
instead of their own in-house computer reser-

vation systems to find the lowest fares—and
now you can too!

As seen in:

The Washington Post, ABCnewsxtmi, Consumer
Reports Travel Letter, Outside Magazine,

Arthur Frommer's, and Cond^ Nast Traveler.

Create the Trip-of-Your-Lifetime!

Extend or enhance the educational value of

your summer vacation by visiting dififerent

regions. Millions of routings are possible.

UCLA students and faculty can now access this

system. You are invited to get details by calling

1-800-399-5790 for a FREE 24-Hour recorded

messs^. Call now!

CST1005774-40
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One of the three cap brothers went to the Dodgers* clubhouse. One to an ntramural softbafler.

And the third, wefl, he went on to what most now refer to as Sorority Heaven.
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"An Introduction

to Legal Analysis

& Writing"

June 18-July 12. 2001

This dynamic four week
course is an introduction to

the law school experience.

Using law school based

assignments, students will

learn essential skills including

effective writing style, case

synthesis, outlining and

exam preparation.

Taught by

Dr. David Samuelson, Ph.D.

Professor of Law

$500 course fee

Call for an application

and information

(877) 858-4529

Registration deadline

June 10. 2001

"^^^s^^tr^"

The best first step
for piospccrivc

law students

University of Li Icriic

College of Lnv

=^320 East Street==

Ontario, CA 91764

www.ulv.edu/law

email: lawadmOulv.edu

-.<SS^Ii^lli^^w,»^:

:f- -i;

I

He Hefkeley fetiew Provides!

review program
...continues to

set the standards
that others want

to follow!

Si«n up by yoiii-self before
April 27th .iml receive:

S50'"'offtlieftillwse tuition.

Sij»n lip with .i f rliMnl hefoie

April 27tli tincl iciimvo:

mm
(Certain Restrictions Apply.)

ERKELEY

14 Weeks Of Review And Testing Of

Important MCAT Concepts^ 4,/,|^^,

100 Hours Of Schednled Lecture Topics

In Tiie Classroom,/.,/_,f444^^4^

200 Honrs Of Office Hours To Supplement

The Lecture Topics,yU/-.f-ff.f^-^^

20 Hours Of Supplemental MCAT-Style

Problem Solving Sessions,^^L,f_^i^.

10 Full-Length Mock MCAT Exams

During The Program./^Lf,/_f^_^^

4 Scheduled Full-Length Mock MCAT
Exam Testing Dates,/^f^i^^/.,juf^.

2800 Pages Of Review Notes Covering

Important MCAT Concepts,/_/_,f444,

1400 MCAT-Style Passages With Clear

And Detailed Solutions,j^L,f.,f,/^f

Exceptional Instructors For Each Of

The Six Topic Areas Of The MCAT^.,^

Excellent Review Materials That You

Get To Keep And Take Home^^^^^

Application Assistance, Interview

Workshops, And Mock Interviews^^^

R-CV-I-E-W
Specializing in MCAT Preparation

m-mi
www.berkeley-review.com

TAY-SACHS
From page 10

launched In January.

After first cultivating embryos
through in vitro fertilization, doctors

at the clinic hold the embryo under a

microscope, and with a small needle,

cut a hole to retrieve a cell for analy-

sis. Embryos determined to be free

of Tay-Sachs are replanted back into

the woman. TTie entire process takes

three days and costs about $7,000.

Potential side effects include dam-
ages to the embryo when the cell is

taken out or a misdiagnosis, Hall

said, adding that patients have expe-

rienced a 50 percent success rate

thus far.

"In reality, the side effects are

really not anything to be worried

about at this point," he said.

"It can allow (couples) to have

children that will be free of Tay-

Sachs, and that will be the end of it

forever," Hall said.

For more information or testing, con-
tact the California Tay-Sachs Disease

Prevention Program at (818) 881-

1061.

WORKERS
From page 3

tion. though. UCLA provides a

stipend to the city, and all partici-

pants in turn receive bi-monthly
checks.

While the amount helps pay the

bills, some, like Inglewood resident

Zeke Brown, are in the hunt for

other jobs.

"It's nice getting paid," Brown
said. "But eventually I want to work
somewhere that pays more."

Brown said his experience will

prove valuable in his attempt to find

another job. He is currently waiting

to hear back about a position at Toys
'R'Us

As the workers relish their last

few moments of down time, a few

students can't help but stare at the

large congregation.

Kirby recognizes the fact that

many people on campus wonder
about his workers.

"You have misconceptions, you
have stereotypes, you have a dearth

of information," he said. "We've
been accused of exploiting. We're
not treating them differently than

anybody else."

Returning to their labor-saving

devices and hefty sacks, the group's

enthusiasm supports Kirby's claims.

"This school is a lot better than

other f>lacc!i in West LA," Fellows -

said. "They're too trashy. UCLA is

clean because we do it."
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What if

True?
A Ttttimony writHn by
MicMk Kotroftici

Whan I was nirw my babysitter

molMted me. In my heart I befieved

that it was my fault and that I was a
horrible person. I hated myself because I

allowed it to happen to me.

t tried everything to drange and hide what I was. If anyone got close end
saw the real me, I thought they wouldn't want anything to do with me. I lt>ought
that the only woy to improve myself was to be a perfect ChrisHon. But nobody's
perfect and every time I mode o mistake I'd get so down on myself. I'd hate
myself even more tt>an before.

Then I met a man who thought I was an amazing and wonderful woman
of God. I believed him for a while. I was on a high, thinking it might be true. I

wanted it to be. But I was sHIl afraid that if he got ckMe to me he would see
how horrible I really was. The closer he got, the more afraid I became. With
fear, I kxatted at myself and saw only ugliness. I knew he saw it too. How could
I be 'Vimazing" when I wos so ugly insidef

The next week we broke up. Even then, he said that I was amazing. After
that, things just got worse. I tried to control everything, but Ihkigs still remabed
out of control. I resorted to controlling wt>at I ate. I test 1 5 pounds in 2 weeks,
thinking ttKit if I looked great, it wouldn't matter how ugly I was inside.

Only then did I realized that I needed to trust God and give him control.
It didn't happen overnight; it was matter of daily surrender. After I did this, I

felt free for the first time In my Hfe. I feh Rke I coukJ do anythkig. I wosn't afraid
anymore, because I knew God was in control. But again I slipped back into
trying to be perfect, thinking that if I coukl |ust be good enough, God would
teve me. Once again, I started seeing how horrible and ugly I was inside. I dkki'l
understand what I was doing wrong.

Then one night, I told a couple girls what I vwis struggling vrith and they
shared about their struggles. For the first Hme, I saw that I wasn't atene, that
everyone smiggles. We don't have to be perfect for God to teve us. Everyone's
ugly on the Inside because we all ski, but God teves us no matter what we look
Bke on the inside. Jesus deoth on the ctoss washes away all that ugDness, so itKit

all that is left is God's teve In our hearts. For the first tkne, I saw myself as beteg
beautiful on the inside and out, because kntead of seeing ugliness, I saw God's
love. I realized what I was doing wrong; I didn't love myself. When I chose to
accept ttKrt God loves me the way I am, I started to love myseK and discover
what an anrazing person God had mode me.

God doesn't make mistakes. He made us all perfect just

the way we are. I truly believe ihat all I need to be
beautiful and precious is God's teve. For the first tkne
I am teoking at the cup half full instead of half

empty. God has Messed me incredibly because
I was wining to accept Hh love ar>d give
Him control. I know that God coh do
anythmg becouse He took the men
ttKit my Rfe was and made
somethteg beautiful out of it.
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Mark your
calendar

APRIL 28 & 29

One
of the biggest book festivals in

the country is right here in LA. -

the Los Angeles Times Festival of

Books! This prestigious event is

one of the greatest in the U.S. and
is a spectacular two-day celebration for

book lovers Held on the UCLA campus,
this free Festival combines offerings from
the area's most popular booksellers with
stage readings, author appearances and
fun for whole family Some of the biggest

names in literature and poetry will be on
hand for workshops, readings, and book
signings. Look for more details on the

Festival in the Sunday. April 22 Special

Section.

Your favorite authors

Throughout the weekend more than 350
renowned authors will be on hand for

book signings, writing discussions, and
special readings. Authors scheduled to

appear at this year's Festival include;

Ray Bradbury, Mary Higgins Clark,

Michael Connelly, Jared Diamond,

£ L Doctorow, Dr Dean Edell.

bell hooks, Diane Johnson. Elmore

Leonard, Sandra Tsing Loh,

Sidney Sheldon and Jane Smiley.

A forest of books
From classics to comics, browse or buy
You're sure to find something you can't

resist. Over 250 independent booksellers

will fill rows of booths with a variety of

the latest and greatest books for sale.

Browse or buy - you're sure to find

something you can't resist.

Outdoor stages

Six outdoor stages will be located on the

Festival grounds, each featuring an array

of entertainment throughout the day A
few highlights include rcadmgs. cooking

demonstrations, guest lectures and live

preformances. Be sure to take a break

from book browsing and enjoy the

shows. "

"

For your little dinosaur

Our children's section of booksellers is

one of the largest you will find

anywhere In addition to all the

teiTific kid's books for sale, there

will be guest storytellers.

costumed characters roaming
the grounds, puppet shows
and other events sure to

entertain your kids.
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UCLA Campus / Admission is free to the pubHc. / Parking at UCI-A is $6.

\

Saturday, April 28, 2001 • 10a.ni~6p.m.

Sunday, April 29, 2001 • 10a.ni-5p.m.
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For more information, call 1-800-LA TIMES, ext. 7BOOK

latimes.com/festivalofboolts
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f UCLA's Dining Aid Entertainment Magazine
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coming to newsstands this May...
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CellularMl
Simple. Affordable. National

1700
Minutes for only

$ir>99 Per months
%M for let 3 months. $24.99
^0_.'^- thervatter •:

200.Anytime Minutes
'500 Night &:Weekend Minutes
Of Free iong.Oistance Minutes
1000 Mobile to Mobile Minutes
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1950

AUOQMQKiaS

Minutes for only
^

^Ji 99 Per month" .

^^ftA for Ist 3 months • $39.99^^ thareafler T
450 Anytime Minutes
500 Night & Weekend Minutes >

,,0f Free tong Distance Minutes
.10|PO Mobile to Mobile Minutes

Qualcomm 860

Cellular Mall

DIGITAL SAVING PLAN

270 MINUTES
Only '9**

Per Month

20 Anytime Minutes
250 Weeiiend Minutes

lavaHaktotori I culowwrt only WW pm m
m may apply Coma In «er i

Cellular Mall

Call 888.299.5006

11659 Santa Monica Blvd.

PARKING IN

REAR
Mon - Fri 10:00AM TO 7;00PM
Saturday 10:00AM TO 5:00PM

310-478-4444

Come in for more details

PROPOSITION
From page 4

crime lo be tried as an adult.

Proposition 21 eliminated that

process and sent juveniles to adult

court at a prosecutor's discretion.

Critics of the measure said incar-

cerating Juveniles with adults, and for

longer sentences, amounts to cruel

and unusual punishment, and noted

that youths sent to adult prisons gen-

erally get no chance at rehabilitation.

Youth advocates also said the mea-

sure was unnecessary, since youth

arrests have dropped 33 percent

since 1974.

"But these constitutional and
moral issues were not cited in the

legal challenges in many counties

statewide. Instead, the challenges

focused on technicalities the state

Supreme Court has used before to

nullify or uphold other voter initia-

tives, such as the separation of pow-

ers doctrine the appeals panel said

Proposition 21 violated.

In 1996, for example, the high

court gave judges back the power
they lost under the 1994 "three

strikes" law. The unanimous court

found that judges who consider a life

term too harsh can impose a lesser

::.tcnn than the standard 25 years to hfc::

for a three-time felon.

Defense attorneys invoked that

case as precedent in their Proposition

21 challenges.

The ruling the high court agreed

Wednesday to review came in an

appeal of a decision to charge eight

San Diego teens as adults for an

attack on five Mexican agricultural

workers last summer.

Proposition 21 overhauled the

state's juvenilejustice system to crack

down on young criminals. It had
strong backing from former Gov.
Pete Wilson as well as Gov. Gray
Davis.

It required pretrial detention for

people younger than 18 charged with

serious crimes and established a new
probation system for youths. The
appellate panel's ruling is now nulli-

fied because of the high court's deci-

sion to review it.

The appeals court's decision did

not tinker with the initiative's other

tough-on-crime provisions such as

demanding youths 14 and older be

tried as adults for murder and sexual

assaults.

BUSH
From page 5 .

way point between the House and
Senate. In addition, there would be $60
billion more in tax cuts in 2001 aimed
at quickly stimulating the economy.

Bush spent much of the morning,

along with Vice President Dick
Cheney and other White House offi-

cials, meeting individually with centrist

Democratic senators in hopes of win-

ning their support for a bigger tax

reduction than the Senate approved.

At least initially, moderate
Democrats seemed to be resisting

Bush's ofTer, indicating that complet-

ing a compromise budget could take

time.

One of them. Sen. Max Baucus, D-
Mont., said he urged Bush "to take a

long hard look" at the lesser amount
the Senate had approved.

"He wasn't too happy with that,"

Baucus said.

Democrats said they want more of

the tax cut distributed to lower-income

people than Bush has proposed, plus

more spending for agriculture, educa-

tion, prescription drug benefits and
other programs. Bush wants to let

spending for many programs grow by
4 percent next year, half the level the

Senate approved in its budget and well

below recent annual increases.

"I made it pretty dear I had to sec

more details of what they would sup-

port on the tax cut" and restoring

Sec BUSH, page 15

Daily Bruin News

BUSH
From page 14

spending cuts Bush proposed in his

budget, said Sen Blanche Lincoln, D-

Ark., who also met with the president.

With the Senate divided 50-50

between the two parties and two mod-
erate Republicans reluctant to support

a deeper tax reduction, many GOP
leaders and White House officials

believe they will need support from

some Democrats to increase the tax

cut's size.

Though Democratic leaders backed

a $750 billion tax cut, 15 Senate

Democrats voted to approve a GOP-
written budget eariier this month per-

mitting $1.2 trillion in tax reductions. It

is members of that group that the

White House is trying to persuade to

go even higher.

Other moderate Democratic sena-

tors who met Wednesday with Bush

included Robert Torricelli of New
Jersey, Ben Nelson of Nebraska and

Max Cleland of Georgia.

Sen. John Breaux, D-La., who has

emerged as the leader of the centrists,

had dinner with Bush at the White

House Tuesday evening.

Alter their visits with Bush, a half-

dozen Democratic senators met

lamong thcmscWcs. Torricdh said the

group agreed "to stay together" in the

effort to shape the budget.

House Speaker Dennis Hastert, R-

III., acknowledged the gaps over

spending and taxes between the two

chambers, saying, "Probably some-

where in between is where we're going

to come out."

House Minority Leader Dick

Gephardt, D-Mo.. predicted problems

for the GOP
"Every time they step it (the tax cut)

up a dollar, they've got to take a dollar

out of education or out of health care

or out of the environment," he told

reporters. "It's going to be a very

painful exercise on their side."

Meanwhile, House-Senate bargain-

ers held a public meeting to formally

begin their effort to reach a budget

compromise. The near $2 trillion fiscal

plan is for 2002, which begins Oct. I.

ISRAEL
From page 5

tions and encouraging business there

to return to normal, said an Israeli offi-

cial, requesting anonymity. But until

Friday morning, after the indepen-

dence day observance, crossing points

between Israel and the Palestinian ter-

ritories were to be closed tight to pre-

vent attacks, the military said.

The holiday, marking Israel's 53rd

anniversary, started with an abrupt

transition from the memorial day for

soldiers who died in Israel's wars.

Soldiers in formation at the Mt. Herzl

military cemetery passed symbolic

flags from one unit to another, and

somber music gave way to fireworks as

the festivities began.

Sharon confirmed that Arafat had

ordered a stop to the firing of mortars

at Jewish settlements in Gaza and

Israeli villages outside the territory.

Arafat called Sharon's son Omri to

tell him of the ban, but Omri Sharon

told him that several mortar shells had

just exploded. Sharon said Arafat

expressed disbelief, but agreed to a

joint investigation of the incident. "It

appears that sometimes Arafat does

not believe the information he gets

from his own side," Sharon said.

Up to now, Sharon has expressed

skepticism about Arafat's intention to

scale back Palestinian violence that

began Sept. 28, after Sharon visited a

disputed holy site in the Old City of

Jerusalem and said that Israel is the

sole sovereign there.

Sharon has said that there can be no

peace negotiations with the

Palestinians until all violence ends, but

has approved contacts aimed at stop-

ping the violence, which has left 416

dead on the Palestinian side and 70 on

the Israeli side.

3 Getty Multicultural Paid Summer
Positions available at the

UCLA FOWLER MUSEUM OF
CULTURAL HISTORY

Thursday, April 26. 2001 15

Education

Photography

Digital Imaging

Who is eligible? Currently enrolled undergraduates of

African American, Asian, Latino/Hispanic, Native

American & Pacific Islander descent.

How do I apply? Pick up an informational flyer in the

front lobby of the Fowler Museum for more details.

E-mail specific questions to : ldenk@am.uclaedu

DEADLINE FOR APPLICATIONS
^=,^ MAY 4, 2001 ^=,,^=

Or. PatricR Doyle, O.D.
EYES OF WESTWOOD

c> r I c>
EYE EXAMINATIONS-CONTACT LENSES HIGH-FASHION EYEWEAR

10930 WEYBURIN AVE
3 1 0-208-

1

384
TOE DHTEREINCE IS HIGH QUALHY SERVICE!

CONTACT LENS
PACKAGE*
Includes eye enani.

fitting. 2 month follow

up. and pair of Ocular
Science daily

wear lenses.

Eyes of
Westwood

can help you
see better, and

look better,

too.

EYEGLASS
PACKAGE

Includes exam,
and single vision

prescription lenses

5S~L
IE* I
frame
iion H

iJ
Laser Vision

Correction LASIK
Is it for you??

Be sure to ask Dr.

Doyle. He has had

U5/Kandis
extremely happy!

Fast
Free

Delivery

We accept UCLA's Vision Plan

Close to campus in Westwood Village

Across from Jeny's Famous Deli

?»£ ORieiHJU.
1 large sKce of Pizza. Salad Bar, with 1/2 order of

Mojo Potatos, and FREE ail you can drink Beverage

Bar only...$3.99

( With 2 slices of Pizza only $4.99 ).

Dtif-kn or cmny out onfy

STJunmeswdbnt
SPECIAL

Buy any large pizza at regular price & get the 2nd

pizza. FREE!
(Monday and Tuesday only, limit 3 orders).

Youf choice of Thin Crust. Hand Tossed Classic Crust. New York Style, or Deepdish Pan at rw extra charge

SUPER SPECIAL
1 medium one topping pizza Any large 3 topping pizza or any Specialty Pizza

$5.99
2 medium one topping pizzas,

only $11.96. ^ $9.98
5»I[ IgW i i ndiid. V.aMvian. Uidwy'i SpKxil. rum (Mum, MO

OiidMn, Spky kokon Soutoot, and frwh Gorthn «

(save over (5) ^
Fast Free Delivery

824-41 1

1

1114 Gayley Ave. Westwood Village
Sun-Thurs 'till 1:00 am

Fri-Sat till 2:00am

SHAKEY'S COMBINATION

^$14.49
Any nf>edium one topping pizza plus mojo
potatoes, FREE Salad! and your choice of:

• 4 pieces chicken or» 8 Buffalo wings or
• Pasta & Garlic Bread

BRUIN
^am

CARD

FREE DRINK W/ANY BUFFET PURCHASE W/ UCLA STUDENT ID

I
ill© Center forWomen fr' Men_

a trusted place to talk and ask questionslliHIJiillilim
IT'S NOTYOUR TAULT i

B\)% (apprcxj of sexual assaults are

rommittej ty someone tjie survivor Icro^s.

1+ is against tiie law,

It liefps to talf^ atout it.

No one should have to recover from a sexual assault alone.

Ifyou have been sexually assaulted
please contact these resources:

*UCLA Center for Women & Men 825-3945
(confidential, drop-in counseling)

Room 2, Dodd Hall, www.thecenter.ucla.edu
•Rape Treatment Center

Santa Monica-UCLA Medical Center 319-4000
*aJC Police Department 825-1491

mer^encydial *9ir

SEongoroJbxjjheUCLA^ente^^ ofGilifornia Police Department

riAe (enter
torwomenpen
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Americans' view of drug

use is not as negative as

it has been in the past.

See Viewpoint Friday.

viewpoint0media.ucla.edu

EDITORIAL

UCLA needs motivated, progressive students
FRESHMEN: Issues such

as diversity require open

minds for speedy action

r
I

\) potential UCLA students:

In deciding whether or not to

attend UCLA, there are several fac-

tors you must take into considera-

tion that may have not been commu-
nicated to you appropriately or in

detail by the university and student

outreach groups.

Most people would agree that

-^CLA TS one of the top public
^~^

research universities in the nation.

There's no question that students

who come to UCLA have the ability

to fine tune and develop their acade-

mic skills in a competitive environ-

ment. UCLA provides students with

the opportunity to excel.

But while the academic side of

education at UCLA may have a

prestigious reputation, the social cli-

mate is a different story - a story

that, for the sake of fairness to

incoming students, needs to be por-

trayed accurately.

For one thing, hate crimes at

UCLA have become more notice-

able in recent years. Incidents have

varied from crimes against women
and racial minorities to acts of hate

against members of the lesbian, gay,

bisexual and transgender communi-

ty

For example, last year on cam-

pus, an African American woman
was physically attacked while racial

slurs were shouted at her by a white

male. Also last year, the offices of

student advocacy groups belonging

to various undcrrcprcscnted minori-

ty and the Jewish, Muslim and

LGBT communities were vandal-

ized.

Though UCLA responded to the

problem by establishing a hate

crimes policy which imposes stifTer

punishments for hate-motivated

crime on campus, such incidents

continue. Recently, posters about

the inequality women face in the

entertainment industry were vandal-

ized with sexist messages.

Students who choose to come to

UCLA will also have the chance to

witness the gradual decrease of

diversity on our campus. The num-

ber of underrepresented minority

students at UCLA has fallen steeply

since the implementation of SP-I, the

1998 measure that eliminated the use

of race as a factor in admissions.

For example, African Americans

made up 5 percent of the entering

class in 1997, the last year afTirma-

tive action was used, but they consti-

tuted only 2.8 percent of this year's

admittees. Next year's entering class

will be the first to experience a cam-

pus where the freshmen, sopho-

mores, juniors and most seniors

were admitted without the benefit of

aftlrmative action.

Interacting with a diverse student

body is an integral part of a quality

education, but UCLA is definitely

not at the level it should be. Los

Angeles is one of the most diverse

cities in the nation, yet its own uni-

versity continues to be unrefiective

of the population.

But there's more.

If you come to UCLA, you'll

encounter a skyrocketing cost of

both living and parking on campus

and in the surrounding community.

Even academically, UCLA is con-

sidering such questionable measures

as reducing the number of units stu-

dents can take before graduating,

making it difficult for students to

diversify their curriculum and still

graduate on time.

You may ask yourself: With all

the problems UCLA is facing,

should I still attend? The answer is a

resounding "yes."

With all of UCLA's ills comes the

opportunity for students to make a

difference: UCLA needs your help.

Having members of underrepresent-

ed minority communities on campus
means that UCLA will have students

that care about these issues and are

willing to fight for changes.

Members of these underrepresented

communities will also help resolve

UCLA's embarrassing lack of diver-

sity and perhaps raise awareness of

issues facing these communities that

may work to curb hate crimes.

And if you're not an underrepre-

sented minority, the university needs

you, too. All of our opinions and

ideas are infiuenced by our individ-

ual experiences, and thus we each

have something unique to contribute

to the campus. We must use our

prior knowledge to engage, share

and learn from one another. Real

change requires the support of

everyone.

Having students who come into

UCLA focu.sed on improving the

overall quality of our university will

make our educational experience

richer We hope these students will

carry these critical problem-solving

attitudes with them and apply them
to our society in hopes of making it a

better place as well.

But in order for this to happen,

we need you here. Please come to

this great university, and take the

opportunity to leave it a better place

than you found it.

Sincerely,

Daily Bruin Editorial Board

Mandatory fees foster diverse marketplace of ideas
GROUPS: Court decision

says viewpoint neutrality

should govern allocation

By Debbie Davis and Kathleen Barr

The unanimous Supreme Court

decision in Board of Regents of the

University of Wisconsin .system v.

Southworth last March was a monu-
mental victory for student free speech

and student rights. The case

addres.scd the constitutionality of

mandatory student fees and the court

ruled in a resounding 9-0 judgment

that promoting the open marketplace

of ideas through mandatory student

fees at American universities is an

integral part of the college education-

al experience.

The court's decision makes two

key points First, the decision

upholds the role of mandatory stu-

dent fees as both appropriate and

constitutional to fund a broad range

of student activities that further the

university's educational mission.

Second, the Supreme Court stipu-

lated that the funds must be allocated

without regard to a particular organi-

zation's viewpoint - this has been

deemed "viewpoint neutrality."

The court's view that student activ-

ities have significant educational

value is not surprising. A fantastic

variety of cultural, political, religious

Davis is the chair of the University of

California Student Association and Barr

works with the Center for Campus Free

Speech (www.campusspeech.org).

and ethnic activity comes from the

campus community, including cultur-

al festivals, service events, musical

performances and political rallies.

Student organizations and their

activities provide a wide range of

experience and exposure to different

points of view. In academic circles,

this forum is called the "marketplace

of ideas." In Southworth, the court

not only upheld this "marketplace of

ideas," but also provided a simple

framework for fostering this market-

place.

Some confusion has resulted over

the court's use of the term "viewpoint

neutrality" One misinterpretation of

"viewpoint neutral allocation of

funds" is that every student organiza-

tion that asks for money must be

funded at the same level. This is not

the case - take an example.

No one would ever suggest that an

organization, let's say the Bring Back

Disco Club, that holds one meeting a

week to listen to and reminisce about

1970s disco music should be funded

at the same level as an organization

such as the Art and Culture Club that

each year holds several educational

or fund-raising events and puts on an

art festival for the whole campus
community.

Clearly, viewpoint neutrality sim-

ply means that an organization can-

not be denied or given funding based

solely on the viewpoint that they

express. Rather, funding should be

allocated on the basis of the pro-

grams and services provided to the

community
The spirit of the viewpoint neutral-

ity requirement is to ensure that activ-

ities and organizations are funded

consistently and fairiy This ensures,

for example, that the pro-choice

group on campus cannot be denied

funding simply because the university

or the student government are more

ZACH LOPEZ/Daily 8fuin

sympathetic to the pro-life viewpoint.

The same goes for a pro-life group at

a school with pro-choice leadership.

Others have suggested that a

group can only be funded if the

"opposing viewpoint" is also funded.

The idea that you can't fund one

point of view unless there is another

group to articulate the opposing view

is truly absurd. Imagine if a student

government felt compelled to set up
and fund a previously nonexistent

Whites Only Student Association

because they had decided to fund an

existing Multicultural Student

Association.

If both of these groups existed as

active student associations, then

funding allocations would be consid-

ered for both regardless of viewpoint.

However, to argue that one cannot

exist without the other would not be

"neutral."

The key point to remember is that

the term "viewpoint neutral" pertains

to the process by which funds are dis-

tributed, not the outcome. A view-

point neutral decision process will

yield differing levels of funding to dif-

ferent groups.

Aside from viewpoint neutrality,

one might wonder what is meant by

"activities that fulfill the educational

mission of the university" The ques-

tion of whether or not there is educa-

tional value in having a program of

student activities is rightly left to the

university administration in

Southworth. But once the university

has decided that a program of stu-

dent activities is beneficial, then the

court is quite clear that there can be
few, if any restrictions on the various

activities that are funded.

The system must be viewpoint neu-

tral. Just how broad the court's vision

of student fee-funded activities is

See MVB, page 18
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Activists pay too little attention to oppression abroad

David M.

Drucker

CAMPUS: U.S. criUcized,

but real blame lies with

dictatorial global leaders

The thing about political

activism on campus is that it's

just so darned predictable.

In terms of the United States of

America's interaction with other

national entities. Bruin politicos gen-

erally adhere to

the following

three positions:

Blame the

United States,

blame the

United States,

and blame the

United States.

On second

thought, that

claim is not

entirely accu-

rate.

Meyerhoff
Park melees

also tend to exclude any mention of

the world's real tyrants and the suf-

fering and oppression they inflict on
millions of their own people every

single day.

Your favorite rabble-rousers, from

the United Arab Society all the way
up the ladder to the "establishment"

Daily Bruin Editorial Board, continu-

ally waste too much focus on our

country's own perceived wrongdo-
ings.

Simultaneously, they excuse mur-
derous dictators, totalitarian regimes

and heinous acts galore, even if only

by default.

If one believes the Daily Bruin,

President George W Bush is planet

earth's most notorious dictator-in-

chief.

"(The president) decided last week
to disregard the health and lives of

thousands of women around the

world in order to advance his own
political agenda," ("Political agenda
will hurt women worldwide," Daily

Bruin, Viewpoint, Feb. I ) charged

Drucker is a history student in his final

quarter at UCLA. E-mail him at ddruck-

er@ucla.edu.

the Daily Bruin Editorial Board, in a

scathing rebuke of Bush's decision to

cut taxpayer aid to foreign family

planning clinics that perform abor-

tions.

In the editorial. The Bruin makes
an admirable call for concern regard-

ing the plight of women in other

countries, as well as for the victims of

the AIDS epidemic in Africa.

Unfortunately, by scapegoating

U.S. leadership as the ultimate guilty

party, the editorial board members
miss the mark.

While U.S. policy in this arena

should never be above scrutiny, nei-

ther should the actions - or inaction -

of the governments and powerbro-

kers under whom injustice occurs.

Just out of curiosity, if the Daily

Bruin is so concerned about the

rights of women in other countries,

why no outcry over the People's

Republic of China's population-con-

trol policy?

It's common knowledge that the

so-called "People's Republic," in an

attempt to stem the growth of their

burgeoning population, long ago put

JENNY YUftSHANSKY/Daily Bfuin

into place child-bearing limits on suspected of carrying 200 African

families. children on their way to being sold

In practical terms, that potity— into slavery.

resulted in a disproportionate num-
ber of female fetuses landing on the

floor of Chinese abortion clinics.

This is because males are the pre-

ferred heirs of choice in the country

that contains one sixth of the world's

population.

Where's the outrage?

I believe that The Bruin genuinely

cares about women. So in addition to

criticizing an elected U.S. official, if

they feel it's warranted, it would be

Maybe our campus daily does plan

to speak up, but hasn't yet figured out

how to pin this one on Washington.

And it's not just the Daily Bruin.

Is anyone on campus making hay

about this travesty? It could be that

the average UCLA activist can't

bring him or herself to attack the gov-

ernments of Africa for the chattel

slavery proliferating within their

midst.

To be fair, students spend a great

nice if they occasionally targeted, as deal of time studying and simply try-

the object of their disdain, those for- ing to figure out their own place in

eign powers that are more directly the world. Such a lifestyle is not
responsible for enforcing policies always conducive to zeroing in on
that are not just anti-women, but obscurely-reported stories, however
truly frightening as well. horrific they may be.

And instead of accusing a U.S. Too bad we can't apply that excuse

president of "sacrificing the lives of to excuse the apologists of Iraqi die-

people around the world who had no tator Saddam Hussein, whose sup-

say in electing him," try reading up
on current events from the African

continent.

As recently as last week, authori-

port in Westwood can only be attrib-

uted to some form of irrational exu-

berance.

Examine the United Arab
ties were on the lookout for a ship Society's continuous condemnation

of U.S. policy in the Persian Gulf,

and you'd never know this calculat-

ing mass-murder exists.

Reserving their criticism strictly

for the U.S.-lcd policies of economic
sanctions and military containment,

the UAS has apparently chosen to

ignore Hussein, the titular head of

state responsible for having these

actions taken against Iraq in mc first

place.

".. His tactic of imposing his

authority by terror has gone far

beyond the occasional arrest and exe-

cution of opponents," reported the

BBC on Jan. 4 of this year, in a his-

torical retrospective.

"In attempts to suppress the

Kurds ... he has systematically used

chemical weapons. And in putting

down a rebellion of the Shi'ia in the

south he has razed towns to the

ground and drained marshland," the

report continued.

I didn't see any pencils commemo-
rating the chemically-extinguished

Kurds during the latest protest the

UAS organized against the economic
sanctions.

"Just because someone doesn't

support sanctions doesn't mean that

_ they support Saddam Hussein," UAS_
"President Fadi Amer told The BruiiT"

on April 1 1 during the pencil protest.

That's nice to hear.

If that's the case - and there's no
reason to believe Amer's statement is

insincere - why didn't the UAS add a

big, fat eraser to their event to sym-

bolize an Iraqi problem that is at least

on par with that of the U.S.- enforced

sanctions?

Ironically, the UAS and their sym-

pathizers may have a legitimate

point. Maybe sanctions aren't achiev-

ing their intended goal. Even Vice

President Dick Cheney, who was
Secretary of Defense during the Gulf
War, has floated the idea of easing -

or at least rethinking - the sanctions.

After all, Hussein has been

described by a former Iraqi diplomat

as "a dictator who is ready to sacrifice

his country just so long as he can

remain on his throne in Baghdad."

His hold on Iraq may be so strong

that sanctions will never loosen his

See DRUCKER, page 18

Jews must stand together, work for peace
ZIONISM: All should be

able to freely celebrate

returning to Holy Land

By Justin Levi

This week, Jews around the world

will celebrate Yom Ha'atzmaut, the

J;
Israeli Day of Independence. In light

r of this highly controversial day, it is

I
vital to examine the importance of

• this watershed event in Jewish histo-

1 ry as not merely political.

In approximately the year 70 of

the Common Era, the Jews were dri-

ven out of their homeland of Judea

by Roman conquerors. Although

several famous (and other not so

well known) revolts ensued for the

next l(X) years, it ultimately became

clear that the Jews were in a

Diaspora (dispersion) that would

force them to seek permanent refuge

thousands of miles from the only

home they had ever known.

Levi Is a second-year student and
financial vice-president of the Jewish

Student Union.

To be fair, the Diaspora has not

been without its positive contribu-

tions to Jewish culture throughout

the world. Indeed, much of what

Judaism is today is a result of the

adaptive processes that the religion

was forced to undergo for nearly

2,000 years in exile.

But despite these impacts, the

Jews were nevertheless a persecuted

people for the whole of the

Diaspora, subjected to endless expul-

sions and massacres.

It is important to understand the

force that allowed the Jews to sur-

vive for so many years with relatively

little erosion of the fundamental

aspects of the religion, even in the

face of such persecution.

Every year, at the end of the

Passover Seder, the words, "Next

year in Jerusalem," are recited.

Although the Jews were expelled

from their homeland, the idea of a

return to the land of Zion, the Holy

Land, never left their hearts and

minds.

It was this firmly embedded prin-

ciple that spawned the Zionist move-

ment, beginning in the latter part of

the 19th century. Even non-religious

Jews who had been raised with

romantic notions of a return to

Jerusalem joined this movement :

with the hope of returning to the

land of Israel. They conceded that a

Jewish sovereign state anywhere else

in the world would not be accept-

able, given the lack of spiritual

attachment.

Of course, such a movement was

not powerful enough to succeed on
its own.

Tragically, what was ultimately

needed to convince the world of the

necessity for an independent Jewish

state was the massacre of six million

Jews, roughly 30 percent of world

Jewry, in just a six-year span at the

hands of the Nazis. What the

Holocaust proved was that the Jews,

despite an unprecedented mode of

survival practiced for nearly 2,0(X)

years, are, without a state of their

own, nothing short ofan endangered

species.

Given this, it is clear why Israeli

Independence Day carries so much
emotion with regard to Jews around

the world. But others don't quite see

it that way
As powerful a force as Zionism

was and still is today, the real grow-

ing movement is anti-Zionism. This

movement is especially growing

within the United Nations and in the

ultra leftist world of American acad-

emia. This idea represents nothing

less than pure anti-Semitism and

employs a variety of tactics, most

notably a propaganda campaign that

distorts the current situation in the

Middle East to the point that it does

not even remotely resemble the

truth.

To be fair, it must be noted that

the Israeli government, since its

inception in 1948, has been anything

but perfect. In an effort to control

rampant Arab antagonism from

within its borders as well as without,

it has very often employed overly

harsh tactics that deserve to be criti-

cized.

But true anti-Zionism, as Martin

Luther King Jr slated in his "Letter

to an Anti-Zionist Friend," is in fact

anti-Semitism, as it is manifested in a

day and age in which traditional anti-

Semitism is looked down upon in

many important areas of society

See LEVI, page 19
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Stress Reduction Workshop

Join us in a workshop brought to you by the UCLA Peer Helpline and learn how to stop
stress from controlling your life by learning some common sense solutions to identify
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grip on power (Saddam Hussein pro-

file, BBC, Jan. 4, 2001)

And the U.S. governmenl defi-

nitely bears some responsibility, as it

supported Hussein's regime during

the Iran-Iraq War.

But that's no excuse for the deaf-

ening silence we hear coming from

the anti-sanctions crowd concerning

the atrocities perpetrated by this

wanna-be human being, especially

when they spend so much valuable

airtime calling the United States the

sole bane of the Iraqi people's exis-

tence.

Although sanctions may indirectly

lead to the inhumane suffering of

innocent Iraqi civilians, Saddam
Hussein and his cohorts are the ones

directly responsible for the carnage.

Hussein and others like him
worldwide must be held accountable

for their actions.

When evil policies are ignored and
those who enforce them are let off

the hook - as they arc when activists

and commentators pursue a "blame-

America-first" policy - such thug-

gery is merely enabled, not to men-
tion encouraged.

This strategy should not be

replaced by one that holds the

United Stales and its actions abroad-

above reproach. Far from it.

Smacking your own, as they say. is a

virtue.

But when campus activists fer-

vently and repeatedly single out the

United States for blame in matters of

foreign policy, without spreading the

blame around to include those truly

and directly responsible, they exhibit

an extreme lack of perspective.

And they don't do their cause or

the people they're trying to help

much good, either.

DAVIS
From page 16

revealed in the majority opinion:

"The speech the University seeks

to encourage in the program before

us is distinguished not by its dis-

cernible limits but by its vast, unex-

plored bounds. ... We make no dis-

tinction between campus activities

and off-campus activities. ...

Universities possess significant inter-

ests in encouraging students to take

advantage of the social, civic, cultur-

al and religious opportunities avail-

able in the surrounding communities

and throughout the country.

"If the rule of viewpoint neutrality

is respected, our holding affords the

University latitude to adjust its

extracurricular student speech pro-

gram to accommodate these

advances and opportunities."

Long before the Southworth deci-

sion, the University of California sys-

tem recognized that a wide range of

student activities is central to the

UC's educational mission by estab-

lishing a funded student activities

program. This includes a broad array

of activities such as those that "pro-

vide opportunities for educational

benefits and personal and social

enrichment, or to stimulate on-cam-

pus discussion and debate on a vari-

ety of issues" (UC Office of the

President, Guidelines for Funding

Registered Campus Organizations).

You might look at this definition

and think that it's very broad - it is.

The definition is intentionally open,

thereby allowing the open market-

place of ideas to flourish and take

shape through the activities of stu-

dent groups on any particular cam-
pus.

This definition allows a wide range

of groups to be funded, whether that

be a campus comedy group, a

Muslim student association, a chess

club or a community service club.

This could also include groups like

the University of California Students

Association, the United States

DAVIS
From page 18

See MVIS, page 19

Students Association and the

Affirmative Action Coalition at

UCLA that provide a forum for stu-

dents to personally become involved

in student governance, debate civic

issues and represent student interest

on those issues before their elected

representatives in Sacramento and

Washington, DC.
The principles of Southworth

embrace the diversity of the student

body in every respect by promoting a

variety of student-directed activities

and expression.

Although UCLA is not required

to revise their fee system under the

Southworth decision, due to the fact

that the system in place is a refund-

able fee system and not a mandatory

one, students and administrators

should embrace the principles of the

Southworth case.

Students at UCLA, led by the

Undergraduate Students Association

Council, are taking the initiative to

revise their fee policy and bylaws this

quarter to do just that. The UCLA
student government should be con-

gratulated for their foresight to

ensure that they put in place an open,

simple and legal fee policy that will

^tfovide UCLA students w»th the ^-
most diverse college experience as

possible.

LEVI
From page 1
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During the next week, especially

on college campuses throughout the

nation, including our own, anti-

Zionist protesters will be out in force

spreading this propaganda. While

they have every right to express their

opinions in an open forum, this is

generally not the limit to their actions.

At UCLA last year, during "Anti-

Zionism Week," many young Jewish

students did not merely experience a

political viewpoint calling for the

destruction of the state of Israel.

Rather, they were subjected to dirty

looks, libelous statements written all

around campus and a campaign to

spread this anti-Semitic venom to

those who do not have the requisite

knowledge of the Middle East to chal-

lenge or question them.
—'^

The result of such actions is that

Jewish students, rather than feeling

the courage to stand up to such bla-

tant racism, are made to feel guilty,

intimidated and, quite frankly, scared.

Last year, after witnessing this

kind of activity, I ran for a position on

the Jewish Student Union board. I

did it so that this year Jews would not

be made to feel guilty but proud and

would understand that there is, in

fact, an organization on campus that

will defend their cherished views

about the state of 1 srael

.

This week, the Jewish Student

Union will send a message that it will-

be the goal of the Jewish community

to pursue a just, secure and lasting

peace between Israel and her Arab

neighbors, most notably the

Palestinians, and we will work with

the United Arab Society on campus

to achieve such a goal.

Nevertheless, the Jewish communi-

ty must stand united in the face of

extremism, anti-Semitism and the sab-

otage of a meaningful dialogue

between two communities that have

grown weary of the conflict in the

Middle East.

This Thursday, the Israeli

Independence Day rally on campus

will show that Jews will no longer be

complacent when dealing with such a

serious issue as anti-Zionism. I

encourage all Jewish students as well

as non-Jews who are concerned with

the current situation to join us on

Bruin Walk as well as in Westwood

Plaza at noon today so that they may

learn more about (he Middle East

and about the undying devotion that

Jews have toward the slate of Israel.
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WESTERN State
university
College of law
Practice-Oriented Legal Studies
1 1 1 1 N. State College Blvd., Fullerton, Orange County, CA

(714) 738-1000 x2600or (800) WSU-4-LAW

e-mail: adm (a)wsulaw.edu • fax: (714) 441-1748

Events lake place on the campus of Western State University and are

open to the public. Space is limited. Contact us to reserve your place.

Graduates may sit lor ttie bar exam in any state. Western Slate is provisionally

approved by the American Bar Association. 750 North Lake Shore Drive,

Chicago, 1160611(312)988-6738

Law School Information Program

Sat., ApHI 28 • 9:30 noon

Faculty, stall and current students provide inlormalion about WSU's

• Centers lor Criminal Law Practice and Entrepreneurial Law

• Academic Success & Enrichment Program

• Practice-Oriented Legal Studies curriculum

• Admission requirements and deadlines lor fall 2001 class

• Financial aid and scholarships

• Current job market for attorneys

• Full-lime and part-time law study

ISiVr Workshop

Sat., April 28 • 1:00 3:00pm

ABA-approved law schools require the Law School Admission Test for

admission Dr. Jerry Bobrow, author of Barron's How to Prepare for the LSAT,

9th edition and over 30 books on lest preparation, speaks on "The 5-slep

approach to success."
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indudes:

FREE t-shirt for every player!

Guaranteed minimum of 3 games!

FREE lunch and drinks!

Free Throw and Three-Point Contest!

Chance to win great prizes!

All teams will play in a round-robin style tournament.

The 8 teams with the highest averages at the end of the

day proceed to the playoffs! All games are HALF-COURT!

Prizes will be awarded to I'* and 2"^ places in each

division. Prizes will also be awarded for the Free Throw

and Three-Point Contests.

at PAULEY PAVILION
Saturday, May 5*^...Division 2

Sunday, May 6^ Divisions 1 & 3
9 a.m. check-in

Return Registration Form and checks made payable to the ""Bruin Belies Service Association'

to the JAMES WEST ALUMNI CErffER by 5 p.m. on WEDNESDAY, MAY 2"^, 2001.

REGISTRATION FORM
<*'

: Team Name \ Team Leader

: Phone Number

e-mail _

Paaer/Cell

'

i Division (please cirde): 1 2 3

: Player Names: 1.

2.__

,

' 3. _
4.__

«

-••^wi
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Festival of Books

The Festival of Books is

invading UCLA this weekend

Find out what's going on

tomorrow here in A&K.
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Ira Glass, host and producer of public radio's "This American Life"

will speak at Royce Hall on Friday.

Glass brings his talce on

'American Life' to Royce
HOST: Producer of radio

show, broadcast locally

on KCRW, speaks here

By MIdielle Baran

Daily Bruin Contributor

emphasize the extraordinary in the

ordinary has grown to reach an esti-

mated audience of over 500,000 peo-

ple who have access to one of the 300

public radio stations on which it is

aired.

"This American Life" is a medley of

monologues, documentaries and short

fiction strung together with clever

musical intervals. The result is a four-

act show depicting real-life stories

ranging from horse love affairs to child

There's something about the media

in the U.S., it seems, that just thrives on

repet<ition.

Whether it's political scandal or psychology The response varies, but

celebrity gossip, it's always the same the message is always the same,

thing. Ira Glass, host and producer of "He's figured out this formula to be

public radio's "Tliis American Life," able to address everybody," said

however, is on a

mission to do

.something that

people least

expect. Glass will

be speaking at

Royce Hall on

Friday about

"more better

radio" and the

qualities that set
—^———

—

his program

apart from journalism today.

"First of all, the stories in our show

have to be surprising," Glass said.

"The rarest thing when you watch tele-

vision or listen to the radio is for some-

thing to be surprising. Second, it has to

make some bigger point about some-

thing and a point we haven't heard

before. Third, we feel like the stories

are more powerfql if you can relate to

the people."

Although it may not be the typical

formula for headline news. Glass

hopes to use the success of his program

to inspire audiences to embark on their

own creative endeavors. What began

in Chicago in 1995 as an experiment to

"(Glass) has figured out

how to tell a story."

Jennifer Ferro

Asst. general manager, KCRW

Jennifer Ferro,

assistant general

manager of the

local public radio

station KCRW.
"It doesn't mat-

ter where you

live. It doesn't

really matter

what age you are.

He's Poured out

how to tell a

story and how to compel to stay on and

keep listening, because we're all ulti-

mately interested in the same thing,

which is a way that a story is being

told"

This patented storytelling provides

the framework from which Glass will

open up discussion in seven U.S. cities

during the course of seven days, April

22 to 28, about the potential in radio

programming. Touring across the

states, Glass envisions a particularly

productive discourse with the specta-

tors at UCLA.
"In L.A. I think there are more peo-

S«e6USS,pa9c25

Something oboutCnnfrj

onica
The city's annual festival

captures its diversityand culture

through art, foodandmore

Ptxxos courtesy ol Santa Monica Festival 2001

This year's theme for the Santa Monica Festival 2001 is "A Celebration of Our Community Roots."

By Darqf Lewis

Daily Bruin Contributor

A sense ofcommunity is sometimes lost in a city

the size of Los Angeles, but it can be found in

abundance at the Santa Monica Festival this

Saturday.

The Santa Monica Festival takes place at

Clover Park and is a colorful celebration of cul-

ture, the environment and the community. While

celebrating the city's various cultures, the festival

also seeks to celebrate the ethnic history of Santa

Monica.

"The reason the festival was originally done in

the format that it is in was to highlight the African

American and Latin American communities of

Santa Monica," said festival head and UCLA
alumna Maria Luisa de Herrera. "Of course,

everyone knew that Santa Monica at one point

was Mexican, but what most people did not realize

was that it also is the home to one of the oldest

African American communities in the Los

Angeles area."

With the festival's creation 10 years ago,

Herrera hoped to show that, contrary to popular

opinion, the community's diverse groups were

harmonious.

"1 wanted to celebrate the fact that they've lived

in harmony together for centuries and generations

and that they have a lot of intermingling as far as

customs and traditions and mutual respect (are

concerned)," Herrera said.

The festival has since grown to include an even

more diverse representation of Santa Monica.

This sort of diversity is expressed in both the

Global Cafe section, which showcases a collection

of ethnic food, and the Marketplace area. Herrera

said the marketplace is a collection ofvendors who

sell art products which relate to the festival's mul-

ticultural theme.

The Community Walk section of the festival, on

the other hand, will showcase local businesses and

non-profit organizations that also incorporate the

festival's goals, namely commitment to the envi-

ronment and to community. Herrera said this

year's booths have been sponsored by different

environmental organizations in Santa Monica, as

well as by the police and fire departments.

The Santa Monica Festival is not about reliving

archaic traditions, but about celebrating the way
culture is thriving today - especially in Los

Angeles, where there is not one dominant culture,

but rather a type of cultural fusion, Herrera said.

This year, an example of such cultural fusion

can be seen in an exhibition of traditional

Japanese Taiko drumming that will be performed

by an all Chicano group. Another group perform-

ing at the Festival that captures this same spirit is

Francis Awe and the Nigerian Talking Drum
pnsemble.

i Awe, a UCLA alumnus, said the group's over-

all performance is authentically African, but the

tribes included in the performance represent

Caucasian and Spanish traditions as well.

"It is the love of Africa that we carry through

our drumming, dancing and singing," Awe said.

"Our music, dance and song - they are medical

treatment; they heal."

The range of music the festival offers encom-
passes multiple cultures and generations. The
spectrum ranges from Matt Bob and the Santa

Monica Drifters, playing Western swing and cow-

boy music, to the sounds of the Zydeco Party

Band, playing Creole tunes.

Carolyn Campbell, special events coordinator

for the Festival, said that in addition to the musical

appeal for people of all ages, there are various

other aspects that make a trip to the Festival

worthwhile.

"There's storytelling for people of all ages, and

I don't know of anybody who doesn't enjoy having

.1 story told to them," Campbell said. "There are

also dance workshops, so, as long as you can get up

Francis Awe performs as part of the Nigerian

Talking Drum Ensemble.

and move, I think that speaks to everyone."

Though the festival represents Santa Monica's

culture and ideals, it also encourages people to

have a good time.

"It's a celebration," Campbell said. "It's cer-

tainly to bring the community together so they can

acknowledge the contributions that everyone has

made to make it a sustainable environment, a cul-

turally diverse and rich one."

"It's a party, it's fun. Let's not kid ourselves -

it's about having a good time," she added with a

laugh.

FESTIVAL The tenth annual Santa Monica Festival

will be held at Clover Park on Ocean Park Blvd. in

Santa Monica from 1 1 a.m. until 6 p.m. on Saturday,

April 28. All events are free, and parking is free as

well. For nrjore information call (310) 458-8350 or

visit the Web site wvvw.arts.santa-nr>onica.org.

Students from Edison Elementary who worked with artist Alvaro Asturias create artwork based on
the rainforest.

Bniin Choice Awards
One vote can make a difference. Forget about the 2000 Presidential Elections;

your vote can still make a difference in the future of America.

Was this the year of the "Crouching Tiger?" Did Lil' Bow Wow oust Lil' Debbie?

Did this year witness Julia Stiles's last dance and the demise of pop bands?

You dedde. Now is your chance to vote in the annual Bruin Choice Awards. All entries

should be turned in to the labeled box in the Daily Bruin office at 11 8 Kerckhoff Hall by

noon on Monday, April 30. You Gn also vote online at vwvw.dailybruin.ucla.edu.

o^Coolest Male

O Rudy from "Survivor"

O Sponge Bob Square Pants

O JohnnyKnowrte

OHeltfi ledger ^

O Bgfytlllot

O Other

Too CooMor
Orange County (5

Coolest Female

O Zhang Ziyi

O Renee Zellweger

O Julia Stiles

O Sarah Jessica Parker

O Kate Hudson

O Other

9

O Bjbrk's swan

O -RequI

O "Jadcass*

O Shaggy

-

O Nelly -"C

O Other

Most Overrated

O Disney's CaliformtfAtfventure

O "Traffic"

O Dave Manbfws Baod

O2000electins

O "Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon

O Other

Best Porn TitleXXX
O "Freddy Got Fingered.;;

D "Monkey Bone""

O "Blow^

O "Snatch"

O "Josie and the Pussycats"

O Other

Coolest Music Artist

O Jill Scott

O Radiohead

O Dave Matthews Band

O Nelly

O Dido

O Other ^___^

'i

Most
Overplay

O Crazy Town '•*Butterfly"

O Nelly Furtado

-

O Destiny's fMM
O Nine Days -

O Sting •!)«$€« flose'

O Other , _

fWoman"

trfaOrl)'

Worst

Realityaow
O "Boot Camp*

O The Mole"

0"Sun*torr

O'Mak^ the Band"

OTemptJllon Island"

O Other
'•

'

K
Worst Nt^^PopBatid^

O O-Town

O Dream

O The Meaty Cheesy

O B6 Mak

O Are there any good popbands?

O Other

Best Alternative

to Napster

O Buying a CD

Olmesh

O Gnuteil

O Stealii

OF
O Other

Worst Recycled

Movie Idea

0-Cha(lie'sAngeh"

O "Josie and the Pussycats"

o "Shaft"

O "Rocky and BullwinWe"

O"0 Brother, Where Art Thou?"

O Other

\/ /

Best Lir

our Bow Wow

OLil'Kim

our Debbie's Snacks

our Blacky

OUrZane

O Other .^_^___

i:

Worst Breakup

O Tom and

O Rage Agaih^ the Mac h

O Smashing Pumpkins

O Ben Folds Fivr

O Russell and Meg

O Other

t['\i'

mj

Best Hair Change
O Faith Hill

O Jennifer Anistw

O David Spade

O Camie Wlfsoft

O Samuel L. Jackson

O Other
^^^.

Most Likelv|o Relapse^^
• Robert Dov/n^S ^"^O Robert Downey^

O Darryl Straw^rry

O Bill Clinton

*

O Matthew Pe%

O Steven Sod

O Other

Ierbtt|h
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Matt Dillon and Liv Tyler star in Harald

Zwart's "One Night at McCool's."

"One Night at McCool's"

Starring Liv Tyler, Matt Dillon, John
Goodman, Paul Reiser and Michael
Douglas
Directed by Harald Zwart

Eve has once again wrongly icmpted man,

but this time she's five-foot-ten, blue-eyed,

pouty-lipped, and her brassiere is showing.

Among the recent portrayal of powerful

women in such movies as "Erin Brockovich"

and "Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon," "One
Night at McCool's" reveals a different kind of

strength women possess - their power to manip-

ulate men by using only their sexuality and beau-

ty

Liv Tyler ingeniously plays the role of Jewel,

a temptress who offers her body instead of an

innocent apple. She is perfectly sensuaF with her

seductive smile and flawless image, making her

^ knoekout

.

^^^^^

She is the secret weapon in this film, the first

to come from Academy Award-winning produc-

er and actor Michael Douglas and his new pro-

duction company. Kurther Films.

Along with co-producing, Douglas also plays

a small role as hit man Mr. Burmeister.

The film is about three unsuspecting men
who lust after a woman whose only desire is to

have a house of her own.

It all started one night at McCool's with the

bar's owner. Randy (Matt Dillon); Randy's

uncle Carl (Paul Reiser), who is also a lawyer;

and a detective, Dehling (John Goodman). They
get involved with each other after a crime is

committed at the bar and end up getting manip-

ulated by the same woman. Jewel.

She has the ability to take Randy's house

away from him, make Carl forget about his wife,

and Dehling forget about the memory of his

wife. She refuses to let anyone or anything come
in between her and her home-decorating dream,

especially not her conscience, since a few dead

bodies do come up.

Ahhough it is a typical story of men all fight-

ing for the same woman, an interesting twist

comes from the radically different perspectives

of Randy, Carl and Dehling, as each man cre-

ates his own version of the story according to

the way Jewel has manipulated him.

Along with the three different versions comes
three difterent images of Jewel, three different

personalities and even different styles of the

same dress, so that the real Jewel is never por-

trayed.

In his feature film directorial debut, Harald

Zwart has fun portraying Jewel in so many con-

trasting ways and uses the camera inventively in

order to create the desired images. Not only

does Zwart make Liv Tyler shine on screen, but

he also allows the other actors to be so convinc-

ing that the audience has no choice but to feel

outright pity for how they are so easily played.

The screenplay by Stan Seidcl is well-wriiien,

the plot is humorous and the characters are

amusingly very human. It is also a clever idea to

have a woman. Jewel, capable of more sex and

violence than all the men combined can handle.

The abundance of sex and violence, however,

is highly unnecessary, and the film would be all

the more charming ifsome of its current content

were removed, appealing to a larger audience.

The film will entertain and evoke laughter,

but more should be expected of a Michael

Douglas production. So disregard the big name
before going to see this one.

Sophia Whang
Rating: 7

"The Golden Bowl"
Starring Nick Nolte, Uma Thurman and
Jeremy Northam
Directed by James Ivory

Based on Henry James' novel, "The Golden

Bowl" tells the tale of the twisted love affair

between Prince Amerigo (Jeremy Northam)

and his poor American lover Charlotte Stant

(Uma Thurman).

Amerigo is a poor Italian aristocrat engaged

to Maggie Verver (Kate Beckinsale), the daugh-

ter of American billionaire and art collector

Adam Verver (Nick Nolle). Amerigo ultimately

severs his love affair with Charlotte.

Charlotte, the daring and relentless protago-

nist and old school friend to Maggie, joins the

two in London shortly before the wedding. She

manages to win the exclusive company of

Amerigo in her search for a wedding present,

when they discover what appears to be a flaw-

less golden bowl. However, she does not pur-

chase it.

Thereafter, the plot thickens as Charlotte

marries Adam Verver, and the peaceful mar-

riages of the couples become only a mirage bely-

ing the surreptitious and betraying love affair

between Amerigo and Charlotte,

All the while, Charlotte sinks more and more
into a frenzy for fear of exposure and chokes in

despair as Amerigo professes and declares his

love for Maggie. Bound by her marriage to

Adam, Charlotte loses the independence she

once represented with her bold, passionate adul-

terous advances and leaves for America with her

husband.

The cluttered and symbolic mise-en-scene and

the choppy jumps from scene to scene work well

together to allude to a sort of thrilling and chaot-

ic plot. However, despite the performances

given by the actors, especially Thurman as the

frantic Maggie, the plot itself is not very intrigu-

ing. What seemed to be a rather good build-up

of a complex plot stagnates at the point of the

golden bowl's rediscovery.

The highly unlikely connection made through

the golden bowl that ultimately leads to the dis-

covery of Stant and Amerigo's love affair is a

weak culmination, rendering the turning point

of the film disappointing.

Jinjue Pak
Rating: 6

"Freddy Got Fingered"

Starring Tom Green and Rip Torn
Directed by Tom Green

The quiet reunion of the two is in part due to

the exclusive father-daughter relationship

between Adam and Charlotte. The audience

watches a lonely Amerigo give in to the passions

infiamed by Charlotte while seeing little of the

naive and innocent Maggie, who devotes much
of her time and care to her father.

Maggie is but a shadow until the golden bowl

provides an avenue of truth to her. She then

becomes a dynamic character whose once pale

and fair complexion finally becomes animated

and flushed with powerful emotions.

Immediately, the audience falls in love with the

strong and forgiving heroine, as does Prince

Amerigo.

Tom Green is weird.

Viewers who watch his cra/y shenanigans on
"The Tom Green Show" and his brief appear-

ances in various movies will agree.

His latest film, "Freddy Got Fingered," is so

incredibly strange that it seems as if this

See SCREEN, pa9« 25
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JOKE CHON/Oally Bruin

BURGER SPECIALS

1 Cheese Burger Combo $ 4.25

2 Turkey Burger $ 5.00

3 Teriyaki Burger $ 5.25

4 BBQ Bacon Burger $ 5.75

All items include tax.

SANDWICH SPECIALS

1 Steak Sandwich Combo $ 6.50

2 Pastrami Sandwich $ 6.50

3 Teriyaki Chicken Sandwich $ 6.50

4 Hot Dogger Special $ 3.50

r^^^
BREAKFAST SPECIALS

2 eggs any style, bacon,

hash browns and toast

$ 3.25
including

tax

All of our Burger and Sandwich Specials come with
All You can Drink and Fries or Fresh Fruit

Don't miss out on our lunch specials!

208-2424
10922 Kinross Ave., Westwood Village

cADLlNE
DINER & PRESS CLUB

NA/ESTWOOD
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Costa's latest offers musical autobiography
ALBUM: CD captures aspiring

singer-songwriter's trials of

life; sound mixes funk, soul

By Kebey McConnell

Daily Bmin Contributor

Little Orphan Annie is all grown up.

Nikka Costa, daughter of producer Don
Costa, once was a little red-head singing as if

she was on Star Search. Now, roughly 20

years later, Costa has a new sound and a new
album.

"Everybody Got Their Something," which

is slotted to be released later this year, got a

head start when the track "Like a Feather"

was featured in a Tommy Hilfiger commer-
cial. The commercial went into heavy rotation

on MTV and VH-I, and Costa later appeared

on the season finale of "The Chris Rock
Show." That was her first performance in

over three years.

According to Costa, singing creates an

experience that feels like she is leaving the

planet and is totally free.

Costa's recent success hasn't come without

significant effort and time spent in the music

business. Don Costa was an arranger, pro-

ducer and composer for the likes of Tony
Bennett, Sarah Vaughan and Barbra

Streisand. A young Nikka hung out with stars

such as Quincy Jones, Sammy Davis Jr., Sly

Stone and her own godfather, Frank Sinatra.

it was with the imprint of these jazz heavies

that she embarked on her musical career.

At age seven, she joined her father's

orchestra, singing the song "On My Own" in

Milano. A year later, she was opening for The

Police in Chile in front of 300,000 people.

Her early records reached platinum status

in Europe, Israel and South and Central

America.

After taking a four-year hiatus following

the death of her father, Costa made a record

for a small German recording label. Of this

record, Costa said she wasn't very proud of

her work and released the album strictly out

of contractual obligation.

Flash forward to early 1997 when Costa

released something she was proud of -

"Butterfiy Rocket" - which earned her a Best

New Artist nomination at the Australian

Recording Industry Awards. And now, after

hooking up with album producers Justin

Stanley and New York DJ Mark Ronson,

"Everybody Got Their Something" is ready

to be introduced into the music world.

During a phone interview from New York,

Costa said European audiences knew her

because of the records she made there.

"You work really hard and you never real-

ly know," Costa said. "You're making a

record, kind of in this tunnel, and then you

just put it out there. So far I've been pleased.

People have been really positive."

Positive is certainly one word to describe

her success. Costa made BET's "10 Acts to

Watch in 2001 " and a song off her new album

is featured on the "Blow" soundtrack, along-

side such epic artists as Bob Dylan and
Lynyrd Skynyrd. In fact, potential Costa fans

can listen to her contribution to the sound-

track on the official "Blow" Web site.

But what does she sound like?

"It's a bit more on the funk and soul side,"

she said. "I really like funk and I really like

rock, so I wanted to make a record that was

multi-dimensional. I don't think artists have

to be one thing."

The album is a product of Dominique
Trenier's label Cheeba Sound, musical home
of D'Angelo. It is riddled with neo-funk bass

beats and quirky vocal elTccts. The songs, all

written or co-written by Costa, arc sometimes

an autobiographical transcription of her

musical journey On the track 'Tug of War"
she sings, "There are times in our lives/when

our hearts fear our minds/we can't afford to

ignore/what are hearts are beating for."

The tone of the album oscillates between

the toe-tapping power of tracks such as "Like

a Feather" and the sweet, funk ballad "Push

and Pull." The 25-second track "Nikka
What?" is a quick bite of groovy scratching.

1970s soulstcr Jimmy Preston can be heard

on the clarinet on the track "Just Because
"

All in all, the record is a unique mix that

alludes categorization into a single genre.

In addition to releasing her album, Costa

has been performing in Los Angeles at such

venues as The Roxy and The Viper Room.
"

I really like the intimacy of a really packed

room, where it is really sweaty and you can

connect with everyone," Costa said.

Los Angeles audiences can see her at the

Coachella Valley Music and Art Festival in

Indio this Saturday. Though it is not the

sweaty room Costa loves, she is excited for

this show too. , z=.
"It's so fun playing outdoors," she said.

Whether it is live or off her new album,

American music fans are sure to be hearing

from Nikka Costa in the near future.

MUSIC: Nikka Costa's album 'Everybody Got
Their Sonriething'will be in stores May 22. Costa

is performing live at the Coachella Festival this

Saturday, April 28.

Group defines its

international sound

with improvisation

and mathematics

MUSIC: Instruments from various

cultures combine to create songs

based on traditional Persian styles

By Chris Young
Daily Bruin Staff

Music and mathematics have been linked togeth-

er before, usually in right-brain-left-brain pop cul-

ture. But world music group Axiom of Choice

demonstrates an innovative synthesis of a mathe-

matical idea with collective group improvisation.

"In mathematics, the Axiom of Choice allows

the mathematician to choose his elements without

having to justify those elements," said Axion of

Choice musical director Loga Ramin Torkian in an

interview at vocalist Mamak Khadem's house.

Sitting near an eclectic array of percussion

instruments, Torkian, who graduated from UCLA
with a mathematics degree, talked about the

group*s name.

"It's an appropriate name; we choose a lot of tra-

ditional Persian elements and since we juxtapose

them with Western elements, we want to make sure

that people know we're doing this consciously."

Axiom ofChoice, which performs at the Skirball

Cultural Center Thursday at 8 p.m., brings together

Persian, Armenian, Western European and other

See AXIOM, page 24

Bruin Special
LARGE (16") PIZZA 3 regular toppings

$9.95 - (Mhwy Only; $16.75 value; llmil 1 par order
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Giant Slice + Salad + Drink = $3.99 (Largest Slice in Westwood) • Complete Dinners $4.99 • Free Delivery

20% OFFwm Bruin Card ^^
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208-7664 ' Mon-Thu (1:00 4 00) 7 15 10 15

Santa Monica

TlwTaHerelPMiMnlR)
THX - Dolby Digital

Mon-Thu (11:50 2:30 S.OO) 7:30 10:00

CRITERION S Sn Rids (P6)
THX - Dolby Digital

Thu (1200 2:15 4:45) 7:10 9:30

CRITERION e Enaim H Mw Satot (R)

im - Dolby DigiUl

Mon-Thu (1:00 4 00) 7 15 10 10

PACIFIC

Westwood
CREST JutI Vttlling (R)
1262 Westwood Blvd. THX - Ditftal

(S 01 WKthif.) Mon-Thu (2 00 4:15) 7:00 9 20
474-7866 or

777-FILM (#025)

UNITED ARTISTS

Westwood

SUNSET 1 TlMCanlan>llliaWodd(NR)
Mon-Thu (12 00) 2 15 4 30 7 00 9 30

GENERAL CINEMA

Westwood
AVCO CINEMA
10S40 Wihtwe Blvd

1 Bik E o1 Westwood
(310) 777-FILM #330

SUNSn2
Mon-Thu (1 30)4:15 7:15 9 55

AVCO CINEMA Josia and Ilia Pnuycatt (PG-13)
Presented in THX SRD Digital Sound

12 00 2:30 5 00 7 40 10 20

UCLA

Campus Events

ACKERMAN BALLROOM Weak 4 Thu 4/26 A Fri 4/27
Tickals $2.00 Sava tha Last Dance

7 00 pm & 9 30 pm
Tickets lor Sneak Preview ol A Knl|hl't Tala on Thu 5/3

will be available Thv 4/28 at 319 KarckhoN

SUNSn3
Mon-Thu (12:00) 2:30 5:00

Tke OWi (P6-13)

7:30 10:06

SUNSET 4 Tha Tailor of Panama (R)

Mon-Thu (1:40) 4:20 7:00 9 40

SUNSET 5 Panic (R)

Mon-Thu (1:00) 3:15 5 30 7 45 lOOO

WLA/Beverly Hills
tea (PG-13)
Thu (12 30)
I 7 4S 1010

ROYAL Tha Lazhln Dalanca (PG-13)
11 523 Santa Monica Blvd Mon Thu

i

(310)477-5581 2:55 5 20 i

MUSIC HALL 1

9036 Wilshira

274-6869

MUSIC HAU

I

9036 Wilshire

274-6869

TN Widow ol Salnl-Plam (R)

Mon-Thu (5:05) 7 30 9 5$

AVCO CINEMA llo«(R)
Presented in SDDS Dolby Sound

12.45 4:15 7:3010:30

AVCO CINEMA Haarlbreaken (PG-13)
Presented in THX DTS Digital Sound

Mon Wed 12 303457101000
. Thu 12 30 3:45

AVCO CINEMA Traffic (R)
Presented in SDDS Digital Sound

Mon 12 15 3 30
Tue-Thu1215 3:30 7 00 10 10

Beverly Hills
BEVERLY CONNECTION
La Cienega at Beverly Blvd

(310) 659-591

1

4 hours validated parking $1 at Box Office

Crouchina Tigar,
" n (PG-13)

Mon-Thu (5.30) 8:15

BEVERLY CONNECTION Froddy Got Fingarad (R)
Presented In THX SRD Digital Sound

100 3 15 5 30 8:00 1015

Enjoy the
Movies!!!

HIddan Dragon
|

BEVERLY CONNECTION

MUSIC HALL 3
9036 Wilshire

274-6869
Mon-Thu (5 30)

Hamlocfc (NR)
""

7 4S 100(5

Crocodile Dundee In

Lot Angalet (PG)
Presented in THX DTS Digital Sound

12 00215440700920

CRITERION 1

1 3 1 3 3rd St THX -'Stareo Dolby Digit

Promenade Mon-Thu (1200 2:20 4:40) 7:00 20
395 1599

BrMgal Jwwl Diary (R)
" " y Digital

UA WESTWOOD
10889 WaHworth
475-9441 THX

Mon-Thu 12:15 2:40 5:00 7:45 10 20

Bridgal Jona't Diary (R)

No VIPi antil wi

CRITERION 2 Jm0M(PS-13)
THX ' Dolby Dnltti

Mon-Thu (12:20 2:45 5 10) 7 45 1015

UA!
10889Wallwo(th
475-9441 THX

Mon-Thu 12:30 2 30 4 40 7:00 9,45

.0M(PQ-1SI
NaVIPaMHI

Santa Monica
MONKA 1 Tha DIth (PG-13)
1322 2nd St Mon-Thu (1:00) 3 20 5:40 8:00 10 20
(310) 394-9741

MONICA 2 CrwKhino TIgar. HiddM Dragon (P6-13)
Mon-Thu (1 15) 4:11) 7.% 10 (»

MONKA 3

M9n-T)iu(1:15)3 25 5:35

Panic (R)

7:50 10:06

UA WESTWDOO Itoflmria (R)
10689 WeHwonh Mon-Thu 1:15 4:15 7:30 10 30
475-9441

MONICA 4

BEVERLY CONNECTION Bridgal Jooal Dian (PG-13)

On 2 scraant
Presented in THX DTS Digital Sound

1145 12302102504 30520
7:10 7:45 9 30 10.20

BEVERLY CONNECTION Jotle and tha

Passycatt (PG 13)
Presented in DTS Digital Sound

Mon. Wed Thu 12 05 2 30 4 55 7 20 9 45
Tue 12 05 2 30

BEVERLY CONNECTION Joa Din(Pe-13)
Presented in DTS Digital Sound

Mon-Tue 12 40 2 55 5 10 7 35 9 50
Wed-Thu12 40 2 55

Mamanio (R)

Mon-Thu (1:45) 4 30 7 IS 10 OO

To advertise
in the

Bruin
Movie

Guide,

call

310.825.2161
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Say goodbye toWSflRl

uallon Gift

Daily Bruin Arts & Entertainment
Daily Bruin Arts & Entertainment

i:i^

bign

s rJKtJtl!

f • ' <!—,;,.,...,. i A Student loan "gift registry

"

Let the people who care about you lighten the load.

Postal Regkiry
The Westwood Business Center

We Have:

• Secure Mail Boxes For

Business and Personal

Use - Available 24 hours

£4)aily Postal Pi€k4Jp&

Delivery

• Fax Services

• Notary Public Available

• Packaging Supplies

• Stamps & Envelopes

1015 Gayley Avenue"~^
(310) 208-4488

Fax: (310) 208-4329
* student Discount Available *

Westwood's Secret Mailing Placefor the Past 18years

Free

yourself.

I ^ I

posTALSEPMCB. Eiitroiice In Rear
North Of Breodstiks Market

Open 6 Days A Week

it«-ii>iUfcnlclMk
rgmns

Free Advertisingfor

Items under $200.

118 Kerckhoff.

<«

PACKT LIKE SARDINES IN
A CRUSHD. TIN BOX..."

I I

.1

RADIOHEAD
AMNESIAC

THE NEW ALBUM

^__JJL_STORES 6-5-01

Produced by Ntge) Godrlch tnd R«dlohe«d

www.radlohead.com hoi 1ywoodandv1ne.com

AXIOM
From page 23

world music. It layers intricate

Persian rhythms with vocals and
instruments that may not be familiar

to Western listeners, such as the

duduk, djembe and Torkian's custom-

built quarter-tone guitar. The group

also occasionally incorporates Persian

poetry into the music. But it is not

playing traditional Persian music.

"Traditional Persian compositions

are like spirals." Torkian said. "You
come back to the beginning but not

exactly, a little further away every

time. It feels very 'open' to a Western

audience."

The group emphasized that its

music is open to listeners of any back-

ground, especially those interested in

world music.

"It's very melodic, very rhythmic.

Those basic elements anyone can

relate to. Our music is heavily impro-

visational also. It's diflerent than pop
music, which has a particular destina-

tion, a dance groove or a certain for-

mat which we don't necessarily fol-

low," Torkian said.

Axiom of Choice, which formed in

1992. is a group of emigres to the U.S.

Three of the members - vocalist

Mamak Khadem, duduk player

"Ruben Maratoonian and percussion-""

ist Ando Harutyunyan - are from

Armenia. Cellist Martin Tillman is

Swiss and Torkian is Iranian.

The ensemble composes songs uti-

lizing each of the players' sounds. It

might begin with a rhythmic pattern

and find a Persian melody that fits on
top of that structure. Then every

member adds their own material, find-

ing their own sounds to put into the

context. The result is no longer

Persian, but Axiom's personal sound.

"Even though there's individual

freedom, there's a style and sound

involved that's unique to Axiom of

Choice. People can take a selection

and identify it as our group," said

Khadem. who has played with

Torkian for a decade.

"It's very accessible to younger
generations of listeners, including

first-generation Iranians. They can't

listen to the classical stuff from Iran;

it's too depressing, too involved,"

Torkian laughed. "But they listen to

this music and it has those elements in

it, somehow they relate to it. It draws

them."

Torkian said that Axiom of

Choice's live performances better

represent the group's craft than its

two albums.

The group has a standard reper-

toire of about 12 songs, each one aver-

aging 10 minutes. Much of its music is

improvisational - one player will

spontaneously solo while the others

support in the background. Onstage,

the musicians maintain musical cohe-

siveness and tie their songs together

with key signatures, predetermined

melodies or riffs and other subtle,

nonverbal communication.

"The energy that is created

between the five of us, it's so strong

and positive that the audience gets it

immediately," Khadem said. "When
each person plays a solo, it's so beauti-

ful every time I hear it."

Often people have questions about

some of the instruments Axiom of

Choice uses, such as the duduk or the

quarter-tone guitar.

The duduk is a double-reed instru-

ment. Its body is made out of apricot

wood and comes in different sizes to

get different pitches.

"The duduk most closely resembles

the human voice, of any instrument,"

Harutyunyan said. "It has a sound

that is so haunting. Lots of people are

interested when they hear it. I've

never met anyone who had negative

feelings about iL"

The quarter-tone guitar combines

Western guitar constructions with

sound qualities of a Persian lute. A
Persian lute has six strings tuned as

three sets of pairs and a limited

playable speed and tonal range.

Torkian's guitar allows for a sharper

and more percussive attack and
greater range than the lute. Torkian

said there was a Romanian microione

school that used the quarter-tone gui-

tar in the 1800s, but today his instru-

ment is rare.

Torkian said that through the

group's complex intertwining of

rhythm, melody and energy. Axiom of

Choice hopes to leave a body of litera-

ture that other musicians can tap into

and show that a world music group

can succeed.

"There's lots of bands out there

that are popular, but musicians don't

care about those bands,"

Harutyunyan said. "It's hard to get

acceptance from your peers. Once
you've become a musicians' musician,

that's when you're really established."

MUSIC: For tickets or information on
Axiom of Choice call (323) 655-8587.

BO'Lease
Your'Worries This Summer!

Don't let an empty apartmen empty your pockets!

Re-Lease yourself from paying rent

while you are away this summer.

Advertise in:

The Daily Bruin's
Summer Sublet Guide!

Place your ad and catch everyone's attention

as they all rush to pay your rent. Don't pay

for your apartment while you're gone!

The Summer Sublet Guide Runs

Every Wednesday
Spring Quarter

Call (310) 825-2221
submit your info, then

sit back, and relax.

SCREEN
From page 22

Canadian hooligan will not stop until

audiences have no doubt that he is a

crazy, crazy man.
Directed and co-written by

Green, "Freddy Got Fingered"
tells a story about Gord (Green), a

28-year-old man who lives with his

parents and dreams of one day cre-

ating a television show from his

wild cartoon drawings.

Gord's father (Rip Torn) cannot
handle seeing his slacker son still

living at home and insists that he
find himself a real job and move
out.

Gord will not budge. A wild fam-
ily dispute erupts that results in

many wild antics committed by
both father and son.

Each of these absurd antics, how-
ever, is so random that the movie
seems like a gruesome group of

haphazardly-placed sketches

thrown together without any real

kind of relation to each other - a

format similar to that of "The Tom
Green Show."

One disturbing scene consists of
Gord licking the exposed bone of
his injured friend. A few scenes

later. Gord aids a pregnant woman
in giving birth and then bites off the
baby's umbilical cord as blood
sprays everywhere. He then pro-

claims loudly to have saved the day
as he is escorted out of the hospital.

Nonetheless, this is what viewers
have come to expect from Green.
Wild on-screen antics that are both
insane and unusual are the founda-
tion of his career.

His craziness was central to his

television show's success. Viewers
were captivated by this young man
who paraded around on streets

wreaking havoc with megaphones,
microphones, fecal matter or any
combination of the three.

What made the show so intrigu-

ing was the fact that it was real.

Viewers watched real people's reac-

tions to this crazed lunatic and his

nutty shenanigans. Everything

seemed spontaneous and fun.

On the big screen, though, these

antics just aren't the same. When
Gord licks his friend's wound, view-

ers know the hideous gash is just

fancy makeup work. When Gord
makes a mess of the cheese factory,

viewers know the cheese factory is a

mere movie set and those reacting

to this havoc are just acting.

Unscripted, random and real-life

weirdness can be funny, but script-

ed weirdness is just plain weird.

"Freddy Got Fingered," howev-
er, is beyond weird. Though occa-

sionally funny, it ii disgusting, stu-

pid, demented and painful to watch.

Suneal Kolluri

Rating: 3

GLASS
From page 20

pie who are in the business of making
stories, and I think it's possible to talk

in a more aggressive way about making
stories," Glass said.

With prospects of a younger audi-

ence at Royce Hall, Glass sees his

appearance as an opportunity for stu-

dents to learn about entering radio.

Although most audience members will

probably already be familiar with "This

American Life," those who aren't will

be introduced to an entirely different

type ofradio show, one which may con-

vince them that radio isn't all that bad
"If they can learn at 20 the trick of

telling a story, whereas it takes most
people until they're 50, it's to our bene-

fit that they're going to tunc into 'This

American Life' on KCRW, but to their

own benefit they can jump-start their

screenwriting career," Ferro said.

"They can be better novelists, fast. You
know, I wish when I was a student

when Ira Glass was around."

Ferro, who co-produced Ira Glass'

L.A.-based airing of "This American
Life," said that the experience of seeing

Glass live encourages more people to

do radio, which is precisely what Glass

hopes to achieve.

"Most of us, when we're in school,

we don't think, *0h, maybe I'll do
radio.' Who ever heard of such a
thing?" Glass said. "If most people,

especially most people in college,

understood what a crazy, great deal we
have, they would want to do it. Nobody
is above us. we choose ourselves any-

thing we want to put on the air, and
then it's on the air and a million people
are listening."

RADIO: Ira Glass speaks about "This

American Life" Friday, April 27 at 8 p.m.at

Royce Hall. For information call the
Central Ticket Office at (310) 825-2101.

Whiter Teeth in 1 Hour

In Just One Office Treatment at

Whiter & BrightenM
Teeth Whitening Dental Centers

General & Cosmetic Dentistry
Beautiful, new offices • Stereo headphones for music or TV

• Dental insurance welcome

Brian Reich, DDS, Elliot Schlang, DDS and Associates

310-451-2728
Callforyour complimentary consultation !

www.WhiterandBrighter.com

W^'̂ srix/AL oi I i:r

In-Onici' liTth Whitinhij:

$150 (or new patii'Mls

iriMMinuf

(^500 \;iliii I • I \pins 4/.MI/(»|

BRENTWOOD WESTWOOD VILLAGE
225 26th St. • Country Mart 95 1 Westwood Blvd

San Vicente at 26(h St Comer Westwood BI and Weybum Av.
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It's the advertisers way of

saying that they care.

5th & 10th weeks T'
Bruin Pridtf!

I®U^CLK JEANS rmthc gtiU f^r^ad.

^<o\^^
J^

UCLA
II 4 V v.

Email us: lyki@pdc.net

Customer Service: 323.846.7290

We are pleased to introduce
UCLA JEANS. Show your
Bruin spirit!

DESCRIPTION

SIZE UCLA JEANS
MEN WOMEN [a] MED. BLUE

© DARK BLUE
29

to to

42 13 El TINT BLUE
€VENN,*«, ooo,««„ [d] BLACK

Price: $ 39.99
Add tax plus shipping and handling

Produced by
Lyki Apparel

under license

fromUCl-A»

UCLA JEANS 10% DISCOUNT C
For»tuden(Uxlyon»y

. . , t

Wear it proud.
For more information, piease cail 323.846.7;

VaM unlit S/1 2/01

]B»- -J
Mail your Oder to: P.O. box I89I8 Loi Anieiei, ca 90018
PurehMar Infonnadon:

Name

:

Day Phone

:

Charge to: QviSA QMC
Acct.#: ^^_^___
Signature

Size Color Quantity

.Exp. Date:

Shipping InfLNiiiaiion:

Name: Day Phone:

Address:^

Prlc«

Tax

MH
TOTAL:

City, state, zip: CtMCka shouM b* mad* payabta to: LYKI APPAREL, INC.

FREAK DADDY

liol apple pie
EVERY THURSDAY NIGHT

CLUB BLUE
HOLLYWOOD ^
1642 LAS PALMAS

SUPERSTAR DJ COOLWHIP: HIP HOP
DJ LEWIS ALBURN & KREMBO: TRANCE

2 ROOMS OF MUSIC / 2 FULL BARS
OUTDOOR PATIO / LOUNGE

ADMIT ONE FREE
BEFORE 10:30 WITH AD / 16 & OVER

*

PARTY& QUESTusr INFO: 310/226/8421,
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To Advertise Call: 3 1 0.825.222

1

Summef Qmps

Cooi'4inator- rm<'
Specialist/lnstmctoi-

Counselof

Coordinator - Water

Activities*

Counselor - Water

Activities*

Teen Ofitcjoor Adv::ntures

Catalina Coordinator*

lUeUlSISuS

Rowing

Windsurfing

W^nt to

Fun in the

Sun^
UCLA Recreation Youth Programs is hiring

energetic people to work with children as

summer camp counselors.

• Employment dates June 25-August 31

• Pay Rate: $7.38-1 2.00/hour

•0^ Morning, afternoon and all day shifts availabe

•> Applications available at the John Wooden Center

•* For more information on UCLA Recreation

___ Summer Youth Programs visit our web qitP

www. recreation .uda .edu

Baskin(^Robbins
Ice Cream & Yogurt
208-8048

10916 Kinross Ave • Westwood Village

10% Off w/ UCLA ID (in store only)

WE DELIVER! _SS noon-IOpm H| liiMH

$3.00 OFF $1.99/$2.99
Cappuccino Blast

or Smoothie

ANY CAKE
llSMINmUM

•X|k 4/30/01

Baskin^^Robbins
let Crtmm 6 Yogurt

208-8048 • Wettwood ViHago

10916 KinrouAvt

•xp. 4/30/01

Basliin(^ Bobbins
IceCrtmm & Yogmrt

208-8048 • Wtttwood Village

10910 KInroM Ave

.Z^-

(510) 825-5701

ODJA
• ./j

-£^"^' **^»^'

JUssoeiatea Students uCLMi
Boaret of Directors

On the Agenda

Executive Director's Report

Committee Reports

Management Reports

Approval of Amendment to

Services Committee Policy

».1Wn»«>«v.:^-w. .

Mprit
Board Meeting

EVERY
FRIDAY & SATURDAY

FEATURING SPECIAL GUEST DJS EVERY WEEK
RESIDENT DJS

Joriatfianlfiomas

[h^atlian Camp6eIT
OCiiier

L

4. J

Prior Board Meeting

At the March 16, 2001. Regular

Meeting, the Associated Students

UCLA Board of Directors took

action on the following matters:

• Approval of Amendment to

the Policy on Defense and

Indemnification

• Approval of Final FY 01/02

Budget Assumptions

Friday, April 27

12 noon
Kerckhoff Hall Staterooms

131-133

P^F^

10P.M.-7A.

flSSOCIRIEOSTUOEHIS ^
MEi

SA' Free w/ School I.D.

INFO: WWW.ZODIAC-CLUB.COM OR (310) 556-7774
2020 AVENUE OF THE STARS, CENTURY CITY CA
ABC ENTERTAINMENT CENTER. NEXT TO SHUBERT THEATRE

Daily Bruin
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lAOO
ir>()()

H)()()

1700
IHOO

2(1110

20r.O

2100
2200
2300
2^00
2r>0((

2fi00

2700
2800
2000
3000
3100
3200
3300
3^00
3500
3600
3700
3800
3900
4000
AlOO
4200
4300
4400
4500

Campus Happenings
Campus Organizations
Campus Recruitment
Campus Services
Birtlidays

Legal notices
Lost & Found
Miscellaneous
Personal Messages
Personals
Pregnancy
Recreational Activities

Research Subjects
Sperm / Egg Donors
Tickets Offered
Tickets Wanted
Wanted

^ffrfl9
I

Appliances
Art / Paintings
Bicycles / Skates
Books
Calling Cards
Cameras / Camcorders
Collectibles
Computers / Software
Furniture

Garage / Yard Sales
Health Products
Miscellaneous
Musical Instruments
Office Equipment
Pets
Rentals
Sports Equipment
Stereos / TVs / Radios
Table Sports

fTTTi '//.

KlOUia Auto Accessories
QQuI Auto Insurance
Q|l|Q Auto Repair

^^^9 Autos for Sale

^^3 Boats for Sale
Q^M Motorcycles for Sale
|2iSIi| Parking

^^9 Scooter / Cycle Repair

^^^9 Scooters for Sale
^Suil Vehicles for Rem

^OiiiM Resorts / Hotels

^^^1 Rkles Offered

WEEm Rides Warned
^ajl liaxi / Shuttle Service
Qsj^l Travel Destinations
^Hffll Travel Tickets
IStPTim Vacation Packages

serytces
5H00
51)00

GOOO
moo
r.i5o

()200

(5300
6400
6500
6600
6700
6H()()

nnoo
7000
7100
7200

1-900 numbers
Financial Aid
Insurance
Computer / Internet
Foreign Languages
Health / Beauty Services
Legal Advice / Attorneys
Movers / Storage
Musk Lessons
Personal Services
Professional Services
Resumes
Telecommunications
Tutoring Offered
Tutoring Wanted
Typing

Writing Help

TammQ
7400
7500
7600
7700
7800
7«)00

8000
8100
8200
8300

Business Opportunities
Career Opportunities
Child Care Offered
Child Care Warned
Help Warned
Housesltting
Internship
Personal Assistance
Temporary Employment
Vohjnteer

hk^ilij

8400
8500
8600
8700
8800
HI)00
•)000

•noo
f»200
«)300

9400
•)500

fn;oo
!»700

•iHor)

Classified Line Ads:
1 working day before printing,

at 12 noon
Classified Display Ads:
2 working days before printing,

at 12 noon.
There are no cancellations after

noon of the day before printing.

hoMrtoiMiile
an eflecliiie ad

• Start your ad with the
merchandise you are selling

This makes it easier for readers to

quickly scan the ads and locate
your Items
• Always include the pnce of your
Item f^any classified readers
simply do not respond to ads
without pnces
• Avoid abbreviations- -make your
ad easy for readers to understand
• Place yourself in the readers
position, ask what you would like

to know about the merchandise,
and include that m the ad Include
such information as brand names,
colors and othei specific

descriptions

The ASUCLA Communications board fally supports the University o( Calrtormas policy on nondiscnmination No medium shall accept advertisements which present persons of any origin race sex or sexual onentation in ademeaning way oc imply that they are l.mrted to positions, capat^lities, roles, or status in society Neither the Daily Bruin nor the ASUCL> Communications Board has invest^afed any oM^ s^v^es Iv™^, The
Business Manager.
ngOfliceat(310)
lirst incorr

1 18 Kerckhoff Hall
308 Westwood Plaza
Los Angeles. CA 90024

E-Mail; classifieds@media ucla.edu
Web http://wwwdailybruin.ucla.edu

phone
Classified Line: (310) 825-2221

Fax; C310) 206-0528
Classified Display: (310) 206-3060

Fax: (310) 206-0528

offnoe hours
Mon-Thu; 9:00am-3:00pm
Fri: 9am-2:30pm

One issue, up to 20 words $1

each additional word (

Weekly, up to 20 words 25

.each additional word i

Monthly, up to 20 words 9(

each additional word i

1 2 pt headline $'

16 pt headline $:

.Border $j

For Classified Display ads.

please see our rate card

for variable rate information

VISA

payment
Please make checks payable to
"The UCLA Daily Brum." We
accept Visa. MasterCard, and
Discover credit cards Allow 5
working days for mail payments.

jnsenion only Minor typographical efrofS are not eligtote tor relunds. For any relund. \Xm Daily Brum Oamlmd D<»>artn>an» mmj to> mMmd (A an mtoi <x) ihf iwst day o» pwWirafton by nowi

PtSt^t^t'tFFI

announcements
1100-2600

1100
Campus Happenings

Alcoholics Anonymous
Moo. DbcusMon, Fri. Stop Study, 351 7 Adcannan

iWi. Boolt Study, 3517 AdMnnon
M/T/W Rm. Dmlol A3-029 ,

W«d. Rm. Dwttai A3 039
Discuuion, Al limM 12:10- tKX)pm

for aleohoaet or IndMdmIt who hmn a ^InUnfpntlmH.

1300
Campus Recruitment

Good Mqney
Interesting Work
Telephone researches urgently

needed for brand new IT marketing
company in LAX area

$12 per hour
NO REQIDENTIAL CALLING

Q
Contact Chris on (310) 414-2656 or emaH
r«cniitusa@advanc«d-alchMny.co(n

1800
Miscellaneous

,%*»««**<

Apartments for Rent
Apartments Furnished
Condo / Townhouse for Rent
Condo / Townhouse for Sale
Guesthouse for Rant
House for Rent
House for sale
Houseboats for Rent / Sale
Housing Needed
Room for Help
Room for Rent
Roommates - Private Room
Roommates - Shared Room
Sublets
Vacation Rentals

2200
Research Subjects

CHRONIC BAD BREATH Eam $50 and
leam to control bad breath Clinical study in

Culver City 310-815-1829. 310-210-7805.

EARN $$$
For giving your opinion on market research-

products, TV, etc Ages 5-54. No accents
please. 818-609-1850.

PLAY GAMES AND EARN MONEY. TOO'
Social psychological experiment 1 hour
Average $10. Undergraduate only. Call 310-

825-3017, sign up 2524 Hershey. or email

pbonacichdyahoo.com, leaving your name,
phone, and available times.

SEVERE
PRE-MENSTRUAL
SYMPTOMS STUDY

UCLA is conducting a study using an investi-

gational medication for women with

SEVERE Pre-menstruai symptoms. You may
qualify for this study if you experience some
of the following symptoms during the week
before your menstrual cycle: 'depressed

mood, 'tension, 'irritability, 'feeling suddenly
sad or tearful, 'increased sensitivity to rejec-

tion. Qualifying participants must: 'have reg-

ular monthly menstrual cycles, 'be between
the ages of 18 arxJ 45, 'not be using medica-
tions for the treatment of PMS (including an-

tidepressants. hert>al treatments or birth con-
trol pills). All study related evaluations anci

medication will be provided at no cost to you.

You will be paid $175 if you complete the 7-

8 month study. Some women will receive

only inactive drug (placebo).

INTERESTED? CALL
LINDA GOLDMAN, RNP.

UCLADEPTOF
OB/GYN 310-825-2452

SEXUAL ASSAULT
SURVIVORS

Wanted for research study. Get $15 gift cer-

tificate to Amazon.com for completing 10-

mlnute. web-based survey. ArK>nyn>ous and
confidential. Women. 18-35 years old, who
have been raped or sexually assaulted in the

past 5 years, please call or e-mail lin-

das©rand.org, 310-393-0411x6152 for

password, www.rand.org/crinv/saws. RAND
is a non-profit research organization in Santa

Monica.

WOMEN AGES 18-40 WITH and WITHOUT
PREMENSTRUAL SYNDROME wanted for

a 4-nfK)nth study of horrrwne in response to

progesterone or prozac cfvallenge. The study

entails mood diaries, blood test and 2 spinal

taps, and taking progesterone or prozac.

May be pakl up lo $200-400 for your time

Contact Linda GoWman. RNP UCLA OB-
GYN 310-825-2452.

2300
Sperm/Egg Donors

2300
Sperm/Egg Donors

Calling all angels...

• • §«5
Compensation

THE EGG
DONOR

PROGRAM
Help a couple achieve their dream and
you'll receive the highest compensation
and most personalized attention from the
oldest donor program in LA.

we saeen recipient parents, too

Shelley Smith MA. M.F.C.C

323-933-0414
The Egg Donor Program/The Surrogacy Program
e-mail SSmKhMFCCeaol.com-Establlshed In 1990

index

2000
Personnis

LOVE? European writer/linguist, cosmopoli-

tan, accomplished, good-k)oking, mature,

healthy lifestyle, loves literature/travel-

ing/outdoors, seeks attractlve/smart/affec-

tionate young female, any race/origin, for

frierxlstiip. possibly romance/maniage. 310-

573-4020/manlOmunteh.com

2300
Sperni/Efjcj Donors

EGG DONOR
Late 40's, married women looking for Jewish
coed interested in helping to create a child.

$2500-*^ negotiable Please call June 310-

376-7000.

If you are male, in college or have a college

degree, you can eam up to $600/mo. call lor

details on our anonynx>us sperm donor pro-

gram. Receivs free comprehensive health

screening & help infertile couples. So if

you're kx^king for a great job and a little extra

cash, call us first. 310-824-9941.

SPECIAL EGG DONOR NEEDED Seeking
healthy and intelligent worrian, 21-29 years,
btonde hair, blue or green eyes, 5-5' 10' tall

with high SAT or ACT scores Blood type A,

B. or AB. Compensation $6000. Please call

OPTIONS 800-886-9373 ext. 741.

Egg Donors Needed
Healthy females ages 19-28

wishing to help infertile cuuplai.

$5,000

tat* Call MiRNA (818) 832-1494
jj

Pay your tuition

with eggs.

If you're a woman between 18

and 35, you can eam money easi-

ly, anonymously. Donate your
'

eggs to an infertile couple.

$3,500 and up. depending on

you education and other qualifl-

cations. Call Today.

The Ceintter for Egg Options

310/546-6786

•nw C«n«tf for Egg Optiom. LLC

3400
Computers/Software

NEW COMPAQ PRO worttstation. 800 Mhz,
128 ram, 17* monitor, with offtee and web
software $1,400. 213-739-9071 jnor-

dahlO hotmail .com

3500
Fiirniture

MATTRESS SPECIALS
NEW INNERSPRING twin sets $99 95, Fulls

$12995. Queens $16995 and Kings

$199 95 Also. Sealy, Steams and Foster at

lowest prices. 310-477-1466

MOVING OUT SALE!
Washer/Dryer 2 bedroom sets, tx>okcases.

TV console. sir>gle be6. 2 desks and 2 sofas.

Call ASAP! Moving Saturday 310-473-5769.
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2300
Sperm / Egg Donors

2300
Sperm / Egg Donors

2300
Sperm / Egg Donors

2300
Sperm / Egg Donors

Special Egg Donor deeded
Preferred Donor will meet the following criteria: I

•Height Approx. 5'9" or Taller 'SAT. Score around 1300
or High A.C.T. •Caucasian •College Student or

Graduate Student Under 30 •No Genetic Medical Issues

Compensation

Paid to you and/or the charity of your choice.
All related expenses will be paid in addition to

your compensation.

(Extra compensation available for someone who might be especially
gifted in athletics, science/mathematics or music.)

For more information or to obtain an application please
contact Michelle at the Law Office of Greg I. Eriksen

(800) 808-5838
or email EggDonorInfo@aol.com.

.4*4

This ad is being placed for a particular client and is not soliciting eggs for a donor bank.

3800
Miscellaneous

^900
Autos for Sale

IT'S T-SHIRT WEATHER 1 990 ACURA LEGEND
T-shiris from $5, lowest pnces on the Inter

net Discount event merchandise, left-ovei

from recent events, www.alleventstore.com

4400
Stereos/TVs/Radios

BIG SCREEN 45" color TV $575 obo. Color
TV 2T near new $175 Color TV 35" near
new $395. 310-313-6449.

Five-speed, red w/leather inferior 130,000
miles Excellent mechanical condition.

$4,500. Ask for Lisa or Terry: 626-398-9429

1990 GEO (WIETRO. White, 2-door, manual
trans

, 90,000miles New brakes, A/C, Runs
great' $l,800-obo Call Amanda 310-820-

3579.

1990 HONDA CIVIC. Hatchback, red w/black

interior, 4spd, excellent condition, 104K/mi.

$4000. Cassandra 310-445-5319.

1990 VW FOX, Looks OK, Runs Great!!

Brand New Clutch, tires, alternator. Selling

because I bought new Car. $l300/obo.
Randy:310-207-7609.

1991 FORD TEI^PO. White. 4-door. au-
tomatic. Very good condition. Power steer-

ing/windows A/C. Pioneer CD-player.
$3000 Call 909-595-0601

. Ask lor Jerome.

1991 HONDA CIVIC DX, 150K/miles, looks

and runs good New clutch, brakes and bat-

tery. Must sell $2500/obo. 323-653-5720.

1991 LEXUS LS 400 Blue/gray, original

owner, xcint cond, looks new. leather, moon-
roof, loaded, new A/C 102K/miles. $12,500
310-391-1106

1996 SATURN SL2
4door, automatic, manual, door lock+wind-

ows. 10 disc cd changer. 79800miles. $6500.
(below blue book) Sam 310-824-3451.

4000
Autos for Sale

1998 NISSAN ALTIMA GSE Clean, au-
tomatic, 4-door, CD, 49K miles. xcInt cond,
$14,000/obo. Call 310-915-2055.

5700
Travel Tickets

POLICE IMPOUNDS. Hondas as low as
$500 for listings 1-800-319-3323 ext.A214

•87 TOYOTA COROLLA. 82k original miles,
new brakes and A/C. great car. excellent
condition! $2000obo. 310-621-6070 Prince.

FLY SUPER
(323) 277-4595

AMsi^iCA SI>SCIALISTS

o o o o o o
S.d»Cliito

New York
S259

Ri9/Brazil

259
LONDON S205
PARIS 8235

Bu»ln«— 4 L»i«ur» -fravl

travel
5600-5720

Z Vacations\
$321 CMOtMUKM
•aai AZOUM
SMS rmMiuan
»4— umm
I3NK3HTS.H07B.A AW

5700
Travel Tickets

FLY 4STANDBY. FLY 4 CHEAP!
Hawaii $139 o/w Europe $249 o/w (+tax).

4standbycom or 800-397-1098.

. idsr*i;

VICT0RYTRAVEL.COM
•tnmUt vietory tnnfim»mrthUnk.nmt

'•>•• an tm (ima on IVT pwohm

Classifieds

825-2221

5700
Travel Tickets

GET THE HELL OUT OF
HERE!

Mexico, the Caribbean or Jamaica
$250/round tnp Hawaii $119/one way. Other
woridwide destinations cheap. Book tickets

online, www.ainech.com or toll free 877-air-

tech.

services
5800-7300

S900
Fiiianclnl Aid

LOANS AVAILABLE
No application fee. High approval Low
Interest rate. Bankruptcys welcome. Toll

Free 1-877-494-4843.

6000
Insurance

/lllstate.
Vbu're in good handa

Mike Azer Insurance Agency Inc

(310) 312-0202
1281 We>st\A/ood Blvd.
C2 talks So of Wllsf->lr©)

24 Hours o Day Service

6100
Computer/Internet

A GREAT DEAL!
f^ac PowerPC 7100-8100 $199-$299 in-

cludes monitor. Pentium 1 complete system,
includes monitor $249. 310-476-5076.

idEa247.COM
INTERNET RESOURCES Web design, de-
velopment, tutorials, hosting affiliates, do-
main names/dreamweaver, global news.
Java scnpt, CGI Cold Fusion.

http://www. idea247 .com

6200
Health Sen/ices

PROFESSIONAL
NATURAL ^

PEELING FACIALS
SCAR REI^OVAL. Natural enzyme treat-

ments for acne pigmentation and aging skin.

Clinically Proven! Call 1-800-788-8929

SCULPT YOUR BODY Pilates Group Class-
es Starting Now Amazing results! Student
rates! Call Haley 310-266-2922.

6300
Legal Advice/Attorneys

CONSUf^ER PROTECTION. Lemon law.

automobile dealer fraud, repossessions,
abusive debt collection. UCLA law graduate.
Contingent fees/costs available. Alec True-
blood: 310-443-4139

NO RECOVERY NO FEE
NO COST. Sexual harrassment, Discrimina-

tion. Auto-accidents. Slips/falls MYER LAW
FIRI\^. Westside, Scott D. Myer(UCLAW86).
www.bestlawyer.com 310-277-3000

PERSONAL INJURY/
D.U.I. DEFENSE

Auto Accidents

Motorcycle Accidents

Slip & Fall • Pedestrian

No Recovery • No Fee

(310) 552-0007
Free Consultation

Law Offices of Donald R. Haitunian

0400
Movers/Storage

BEST MOVERS Licensed, insured. Lowest
rates. Fast, courteous+careful. Many stud-
ents moved for $98 Lie -T- 163844 NO JOB
TOO SMALL! 1-800-2-GO-BEST Voice-
mail/Jwger. 323-263-2378.

Display

206-3060

\
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5680
Travel Destinalions

5680
Travel Deslinations

6700
Professional Services

ATTENTION MBA. LAW. MEDICAL
SCHOOL APPLICANTS! Frustrated devel-

oping yoor crucial personal statements? Get
professional help from well-known au-

thor/consultant.310-826-4445. wwwwinning-
personstatement .com

ATTN ART STUDENTS
Custom logo needed for music management
company. Contact JD 310-271-7240

CREATIVE EXPERTISE
MBA & OTHER
PERSONAL

STATEMENTS,
RESUMES

Personalized, professional assitance. Writ-

ir>g. editing, dissertation formatting, tran-

scribing Ace Words. Etc. 310-820-8830.

DIGITAL VIDEOGRAPHER w/Canon XL1.
$200/day. Also digital editing, graphic design
available. Located in Westwood. 310-478-

6484

FIND ROOMS &
ROOMMATES ONLINE

The Napster for roommates. Free to view
and place ads. Immediate Online Results,

www.easyroommate com

FORMER ENGLISH TEACHER w/ Masters
from U-Chicago, edits/word processes dis-

sertations, proposals, screenplays, personal
statements, resumes. International students
welcome. WtnstoWs 310-829-(rt7T.

6200
Health Services

COMPLIMENTARY CONSULTATION
Dr. Nader Dayani

Member American Association of Orthodonti.sf.s

Specializing in braces for adults & children

ORTHODONTIST
SINCE 1980

UCL\ FACULTY MEMBER

Braces ^^
DelUvr Brilliant Resultssuitsy

(310) 826 - 7494
1 1645 Wilshire Blvd. #802
Lo$ Angelfs. CA 90025

(949) 552 - 5890
18124 Culver Dr., #A
Irviw, CA 92715

• sTi i)i:\Ts.\Nhi'.\Li i.n

Cosmetic Porcelain

Surgical Orttiodontics
• Removable
• Traditional
• Invisible

European

Teeth Whitening $ftc;oo
upper or lower '-f 'vkj %J

thH haoirrwni «Ma ba oi loknn SI 00000 (Hut SI00 00 toe
•och monnt or iraolmanl tmvMimS la maiol tvoom

SWO DO piui S 100 00 tof •acn mootn o< naotmam landwad
Iw '«imo«»» tJioCM and $ 1 700 00 c** $ 1 25 00p« month
io< cwonvc txocmt %70a 00 la dognoitic (tudy modal ara

SITSonitx lotma coniullalion

aiptanan outa ' 30OI

6400
Movers/Storage

HONEST MAN w/14ff truck and dollies,

small jobs, short notice ok. SF. LV. SD.
Student discount Go Bruins! lOyrs 310-
285-8688.

6700
Professional Services

6700
Professional Services

JERRY'S MOVING&DELIVERY. The careful
movers. Experienced, reliable, same-day de-
livery Packing, boxes available Also, pick-
up donations tor Amencan Cancer Society
Jerry ©310-391 -5657

SUMMER STORAGE Free pick up avail-
able, reasonable rates. Westside Self-Stor-
age 310-826-5955

6500
Music Lessons

DRUM LESSONS
ALL LEVELS/STYLES with dedicated pro-
fessional. At your home or WLA studio. 1st-

lesson free. No drum set necessary.
Neil:323-654-8226

t^-

CotSQS^MOtt^^

GUITAR LESSONS
by professional near UCLA. All levels, guitars

available. Learn to play effortlessly!

www.JWGS.com. Call Jean at 310-476-

4154.

Supersonic
RESUME.Cani

www.SuperSonicResume.com

E-mail your resume and cover

letter directly to over

80,000 hiring managers.

Only 10 cents for
each e-mail.

PIANO LESSONS
For adult beginners. Learn the fundamentals
at your home in 6 lessons Beethoven lin-

eage. Barry Neikrug:310-849-2816.

VOICE. PIANO LESSONS by professional
singer/pianist, Juilliard School, MM. All levels
weteome. 310-544-1240.

6600
Personal Services

www.MailYourResume.com

Search for companies and print

their addresses for a personal

resume mailing on your PC.

Only 10 cents for
each address.

mi

mmmGiEDiTiHG
Personal Statements, Papers, Theses,
Dissertations, Books, & Proposals

Comprehensive help by PhD from UC
International Students Welcome

665-8145(323)

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING

Cocnprehensive Dissertation Assistance

Thes«s, Papers, and Personal Statements

Proposals and Books
International Students Welcome Smce 1985

Sharon Bmt, Ph.D. (310) 4704M2
www Bear -Write com

Mailings of 2^00 to 4,000 resumes and e-mailings of 8,000 to

15,000 resumes achieve more and better Job offers than

most ttiought possible, in one-tenth the time.

Wej Quamnjtm ffm MUUingMi^ueacgl

HEAD SHOTS $99
SITTING PLUS digital tile for unlimited

prints!! Westwood location. Call Jennif-

er:310-575-6638

K£CyCL£

Classifieds

825-2221
WfW

Nutrition Class / Free, Drop In

Meal Planning: Student survival tips for eating well

1;00 pm, Wooden Center, 2nd Fl. Conf. Rm.

Meditation Worlcshop / Free, Drop In

2:00 pm. Ashe Center, 4th Fl. Conf, Rm. #414

Check out the Ashe Center website for more informa-

tion, ask a health related question, even request an

appointment >vww.studenthealth .ucla.edu

ucia Ashe Center

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

1 Boxer's moves
5 Pay attention

10 Sexy
14 Director Kazan
15 Puccini's forte

16 Ms Sedgwick
17 Autumn
18 Seat material
19 Chow —
20 Light-bulb part

22 Foundation
23 Chime
24 — Mountains of

Russia and Asia
26 Houdim's art

29 Hobbyists
33 Think alike

34 Space station's

course
35 Python
36 Louis and Torre
37 Of the past
38 Prizefight

39 Mineral
40 Mood
41 Rib
42 Heating device
44 Gave a "G" to

45 Tousle
46 Bellow
48 Skyrockets
51 Desert, at sea
55 Neutral color

56 Sporty car
58 "Citizen —

"

59 Saxophonist
Getz

60 Frequently
61 Annoys
62 Decorated

tinware
63 Caravan stops
64 Robin's home

DOWN
1 Mutt's crony
2 Jai -

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

L A K E

1

V 1 N E S

1
T H 1 N

A S 1 N C o A S T V E R A
M E L T R u S T Y D R O P
B A N A L^ H E L L 1 O N^B 1 O N S R U 1 N IPI^I
V 1 L L A 1 N S I S E N O R
E L 1 I ^ L A T S I a E B 1 T
N 1 B S E R E C T R E N O
D A R E s| E A R E D I A G O
D A 1 L Y m A R A T H O N^ N O E M 1 L E V^BI

1 C A F T A N S |He D G E D
R 1 S E

1
8 O A K 8

1

1 A G O
1 N T L T O R A H U P O N
B E A D S P 1 N E M E 8 A

426-01 '&> 2001 . Unted Feature Syrxlicate

3 Chelsea's dad
4 Earnings
5 Made on a
loom

6 Imitating

7 Camper's need
8 Shout
9 Linden or

Holbrook
10 Lady
11 Pindar's works
12 Baker's dozen,

to Livy

13 Itches

21 Long-tailed

animals
22 Piece of

insulation

24 Brown pigment
25 Drizzle

26 Collegian's

main study
27 Greek market
28 Piggishness
29 Warmth

30 "Lusitania"

sinker

31 Wake up
32 Overled
34 "Stand and

Deliver" star

37 Ins and —
38 Rustic rug
40 Herr's dwelling
41 Snare
43 Not susceptible

to disease
46 Coin of India

47 Portents
48 Gusto
49 Numerical

prefix

50 Spoken
51 Protrudes
52 Tortoise rival

53 Writing fluids

54 Nuisance
56 Pigeon's sound
57 Ghost —

chance
ft} 6 7 3 J H^" ^^ ''^ ^^

^Bb ^V^

39" ^m^ Wm^

48 *g )0 ^^^^^^F' ^^ ^^ ^^

i
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6700
Professional Sen/ices

Brentwood Dermatology

Medical Group

Jack H. Silvers, MD
lli|iliiin;(le ijf the Anienc;ui Ifnanl nf i)ernul(ilo)(\

• Liposuction • Botox • Collagen

• Fal injections to significantly

reduce lacial lines

• Laser removal of brown spots,

tattoo's and veins

• Mole removal with great

aesthetic outcome
• a GENERAL DERMATOLOGY

10% w/ mention of Ad

Prcceptorship availavle for
medical and RA. students.

Officf located on

Son Vkeate in Breatwooii

310-826-2051'

w¥fw,Drsi¥en,tom

MECHANIC TO YOUR DOOR I will repair
your car at your place. Call 310-824-0286
310-993-1397 0811.

MEDICAL SCHOOL APPLICATION COUN-
SELING. Counselirig by recently graduated
MD. Specializing in application essays/inter-
view-skills. Fee negotiable/money-back
guarantee. Greg Freedman. MD. 310-960-
3300/pager

NEED IT TYPED?
Don't have time or inclination? Profession-

rairaagraed word pfocessors speaaftztng In

legal/psychological transcription and lengthy
academic papers, (legible drafts please).
$3/pg student rate, $50/minimum, $12/pick-
up/delivery Resumes/$40. 323-288-6805
any time.

NOTARY PUBLIC Bilingual services avail-
able. Spanish and English. Commission
#1277297 Commission expires Sept 17
2004. 310-820-7113.

7000
Tutoring Offered

AAA TUTOR'S CLUB
A HOME TUTORING service for all subjects,

grades K-12. Lowest pnces guaranteed! For

more information call 310-444-0449.

ARABIC LESSONS: Call Mohammed. 310-

640-8577

CHEMISTRY. ORGANIC CHEMISTRY,
PHYSICS, BIOLOGY, PHYSIOLOGY,
STATS By doctoral student, w/lots of teach-

ing experience. Fee negotiable/money-back

guarantee Call Greg. 310-397-0547.

MATH TUTOR
For regular weekly appointments, all levels.

$30-»-/tK)ur. Tng/Pre-Calculus. Calculus, Al-

gebra. Geometry UCLA Math BS. Graduated

honors. Jonathan:31 0-850-8849. 323-734-

8321.

MYTUTORCOM Math/Physics/Statis-

tics/English/Hebrew. chemistry/biology

Law/Business Law, computer programming

Computenzed statistical analysis available.

Tutoring service. Call anytime. 800-90-TU-

TOR

PHYSICS AND MATH
Matfi/Physics major/student offers tutoring in

physics and math at all levels. Contact Sina:

(310)989-1491 or sina4©ucla edu

RESEARCH PAPER TUTOR 4.0 grad and

published writer offers private tutoring servic-

es 213-390-3331.

WRITING TUTOR
Kind and patient Stanford graduate. Help

with the English language—for students of

all ages/levels. 310-440-3118.

7500
Career Opportunities

7100
Tutoring Wanted

TUTORS WANTED
AFTER-SCHOOL FOR grades K-12, in BH.
WLA. SM areas. Education majors and/or

graduate-level (in any field) a plus. $11.25-

15/hour. Call The Tutor's Club: 310-444-

0449.

EXPERIENCED TUTOR WANTED. Must be

graduate student or TA. For high school

student taking second year Spanish and

math 310-476-4205

HOME-SCHOOLING FAMILY In North Holly-

wood, needs 3-4 creative, energetic people

to do science, biology, engineering, and

math projects w/three children ages 6-9.

Completely unique and interesting situatton.

Call Patty or Norma 818-761-0029, 818-416-

9930, or 818-216-0407.

MAN IN WOODLAND HILLS, recently

bought property in France, looking lor

French tutor. Meet once a week-locatwn can

be determined however preference towards

the SF Valley $20/hour. Please call:8l 8-999-

0872

ENGLISH MAJOR TO TUTOR 14y/o sports

nut. $20/hr. S.M. Sundays preferred. 310-

453-4345

MATH AND ENGLISH COMP tutor needed
for 7th grader. Female English major pre-

ferred. Beverty Hills area. 310-271-9151,

310-342-3207.

MATH AND/OR SCIENCE GRAD STUDENT
wanted as tutor for 2nd-grade math. Prefer

male. $40/hr, once a week. Calabassas.
Kaylie 818-222-4942

WANTED: Chem ttrtor tor high sctioot iuntor.

2days/wk, ihr/day Please call 310-859-4544

daytime. 818-990-5694 evening, ask for Jen-

ny

7200
Typing

THE TYPING GUYS: Get your papers done.

Fast and cheap. Pick-up and delivery avail-

able. $12/hr. Call 310-827-2777. Hello

Media.

WORD PROCESSING specializing in thes-

es, dissertations, transcnplion, legal, psych,

resumes, fliers, brochures, mailing lists, re-

ports. 310-828-6939.

7400
Business Opportunities

$500-1000/MONTH PAT
Seeking motivated students for marketing in-

ternet, cellular and long distance accounts.

Serious inquiries only. Call for rec. info:888-

432-4890.

ONLINE MARKETING
Learn the truth about online marVeting!

http://hop.clickbank.net/fx)p.cgi?mvp777/

bigdogs

7500
Career Opportunities

RN OR DENTAL STUDENT for MD office

near Beverty Hills on Saturday AM's or P/T.

Top salary. Call 323-939-2111

Immediate Openings
$9 to $15/Hour

general office clerks to executive secretaries

temporary & full time positions

Medical Transcription

MCCS Scheduling System a plus

Fax resumo to (310) 278-4269
For an immvdiata appointment

call (310) 278-OB11

SearchiiK
Connect

i

Performing WMW. atarataffixigaarvlcaa . coa

^ • I

Classifieds

825-2221

7500
Career Opportunities

ACCOUNTING DEPT
ASSISTANT

p/T entry level position. M-F 2-6pm w/ some

flexibility. Basic computer knowledge, car

with insurance, good oral and written com-

munication skills required. Good learning

opportunity. $10/hr-fmileage. 310-276-9166

JOB ABROAD Need native English speak-

ing teachers in Taiwan. Teach children,

bachelors degree. 1 year contract.

$2000/monlh. Excellent benefits. Fax 310-

478-0416.

ABC BARTENOINC SCHOOLS

'•"LAuDferALS AFi: mi*'.v

TOLL rRCE 1 888 202 S82a
www.abcbartending.CDm

7600
Ctiild Care Offered

$$$ LOW PRICES $$$
WONDER YEARS PRESCHOOL run by

UCLA grads. Ages2.5/6years. Two large

play-yards. Open 7:30-5:30.Ck)se to UCLA.
310-473-0772.

7700
Child Care Wanted

BABYSITTER NEEDED for 5 and 7 year-

olds. Weekend evening. Non smoking, gen-

tle, active, loves kids dogs and cats. Refer-

ences. $9/hour. Call Lisa 310-476-0242.

BABYSITTER NEEDED. Weekday even-

ings. Pk:k up 8-year-old from school in San-

ta Monk:a at 5:30 until 9 or 10. Possible live-

in. part trade. 820-0224. Ask for Victoria.

BABYSITTER/NANNY REQUIRED for coo-

lest 2-year-old ever seen. Flexible hours.

Part time, Santa Monica Area. Fax resume

and references to 310-394-9447. or email at

wiznick@aol.com

ENERGETIC
FUN-LOVING
PERSON

NEEDED to care for 2 giris (2 1/2, 9 mos) on

Saturdays for 6-10hrs. Ideal if available peri-

odk^lly Sundays or evenings. Pacific Pal-

isades area. Kim 310-459-3766.

EXCEPTIONAL P/T BABYSITTER WANT-
ED: For 2 exceptior^l young children. We
are seeking a highly reliable person who is

loving and has a sincere interest in chikj de-

vekjpment. Experience w/kids & own car a

must. 1-2 evenings/week plus 1-2 weekend

days. $12/hr Fax resume & refererwes to

310-454-3994.

FEMALE AFTER-SCHOOL CHILD
CARE/DRIVER for 2 kids (10&13). M-F, 3-

7pm. Bel Air Must fiave car/refererices. Eliz-

abeth: 310-472-9920 evenings/tax 310-472-

9178. ASAP!

FUN. ENERGETIC, FEMALE BABYSITTER
needed Tues/Thurs.. flexible hrs 3 kids. Ex-

perience/References required More hrs.

available in summer. Pacific Palisades 310-

454-1150.

MARY POPPINS TYPE
Weekend nanny/housekeeper needed * 3

weeknights. Arrive 7am Sat, leave 9pm Sun.

Bel-air. Experience/refererx:es required. Call

310-889-1840.

NANNY P/T, M-F 3:00pm-8:00pm. Experi-

ence/references required. Need fun, friendly,

reliable, and responsible person. Nice family.

15-min from UCLA. 323-965-8867.

SATURDAY NIGHT SITTER Female. Near

Beverty Glenn/Mulfiolland. $10/hour. Must

drive 310-550-7028.

STEADY BABYSITTER NEEDED for 2-year-

okj in Beverty Glenn Area. Call Jennifer at

818-905-0371.

7800
Help Wanted

$15 AN HOUR TO PLAY
TENNIS!!

ALUMNI Looking for tournament or open lev-

el tennis player for rallying. Hours flexible

Call 310-476-9059^ ^
$15 $23A^R BRIGHT ENTHUSIASTIC peo-

ple to teach SAT prep and ALL Academic

Subjects. Transportation required. We will

train. RexiWe hours. Send or fax cover let-

ter/resume, including test scores (SAT, ORE,

etc.) to ACE Educatk)nal Services. AttnBar-

ry. 9911 W Pico Blvd. Ste.PH-K. LA, CA
90035; Fax:310-282-6424. Posittons avail-

able throughout LA and the Valley.

$1 500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL Mailing our cir-

culars. No experience required. Free infor-

mation packet. Call 202-466-1639.

7800
Help Wanted

$$Get Paid For Your

Oplnions!$$
Earn $15-$lz5 and more per survey!

www.inorMy4opinion8.com

Are you a model.

Looking for all types

male/female models/actors

•Plus size •Children

For pnni & nonunion commcrcialt

No cxpcncncc a'quircO No feci.

illfiL

$9/H0UR PLUS BONUS Advertising con-

sulting firm seeking person(s) to set appoint-

ments, by phone, for our consultants Mini-

mum 2 years college. Telephone or outside

sales a plus. Immediate openings. PT/FT in

our Westside office. Norman Becker, Ad Max
Consulting Group 310-441-7676.

ENERGETIC PEOPLE
NEEDED!!!*

Busy Valley, Hollywood, or Santa Monica

offk:e needs energetk: people. Bonuses!

310-395-7368

•MOVIE EXTRA WORK' Beats all jobs. Start

immediately. Great pay Fun/Easy No crazy

fees. Program for free medical Call-24/hrs

323-850-4417.

A PERFECT STUDENT
JOB!!!

AFTERNOONS DURING SCHOOL. Fulltime

during Quarter Breaks and Summer Vaca-

ttons! Wort* at the most famous tennis shop

in LA. Wortt experience not necessary. Mini-

mum pay $7.50/hr. "String for the

pros!"Westwood Sporting Goods. 1065 Gay-

ley Ave. 310-208-6215.

ACCESS TO A COMPUTER? PUT IT TO
WORK! Up to $25-75/hr. PT/FT

www.EamEZbucks com. 888-715-4646.

ACCOUNTING. A/R, collections. Close to

campus. Flexible hours 310-828-9900.

ACTOR'S PERSONAL
ASSISTANT

Phone calls, errands, bookkeeping, knowl-

edge of Quk;ken 2001 a plus. Must have ba-

sic computer skills and own transportation

Hours flexible. $lO/hour 10-20 hours/week.

310-717-3193.

ADIMIN ASSISTANT, front offrce, evenings

4pm-9pm M-Th. Also, assistant needed

days/afternoons to wort< w/director of opera-

tior«. $8/hr Contact Daniel Salazar dmgas-

socincOearthlink net, or fax resume 310-

479-7771.

Admin Assistant for

prominent Westside

art gallery """"^

Train now-F/T by August. Must be fluent in

Spanish, detail-oriented. $10-12/hr-K:ommis-

sion. Fax resume:310-586-1712.

So KxjH.'rieiice \txessary
Men. Vomm chilJrm all a^ev ««.

racn T\ - Films - (bnininaah Madiiyines

fnr/vnniiul ititeniet( call iimi

310.659.7000

LABORATORY TECHNICIAN. Lteensed w/

sonf>e Bacteriology exp. FT/PT. Telephone

310-208-0099. Fax 310-208-0963

LIBRARY JOBS. Shelving and other stacks

duties. 12-19 hrs/wk. $6.83/hr to start.

STUDENTS ONLY app»y at Young Research

Library Rm. 11617 or call Antigone Kutay

310-825-6982

7800
Help Wanted

LIFEGUARDS
Certified LG's. Start afternoons 5/7 Also

Summer positions. Get paid to get (re)certi-

fied. Mature 18-t- and good swimmer Beauti-

ful canyon setting. Tim 310-472-7474. Fax

resume 310-476-7788.

LIFEGUARDS AND SWIM INSTRUCTORS
Several kx:al tocations. P/T-F/T. $10-12/hr.

Will train. 818-22^-7946x11, Greg or Emilie.

MAKE MONEY BY SMOKING. Attractive f-

smokers for special video project. Good pay.

Call toll-free at:e88-280-6886.

MALE MODELS
Have a great face or body? GET REC-
OGNIZED in Playgirt-style publiMtions. Must

be 18-24. Beginners welcome. Highest im-

mediate pay w/headshots. Paid screen test.

Jeff©213-748-4555exl. '11, jwhite©ou-

nique.com

MEDICAL RECEPTIONIST For busy BH
dermatology office. 30+hrs. References re-

quired Call Diane 310-273-0467.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT Will train. In

medical office 30-40hr, M-F 9:30-6:30pm.

Computer knowledge required. Salary and
benefits. 15-min to UCLA. 310-476-4205.

ASSISTANT NEEDED Windows profk:ient.

Car/insurarKe necessary. Accounting skills

preferred. Flexible hours. No dress code.

$9/fx)ur Fax resume: 310-479-2402.

ASSISTANT P/T
For chairman of natk>nal company. Excellent

oppxsrtunity. Flexible P/T hours. Please call

Mona Andrews, 310-288-2513.

ASSISTANT TO BUSY REALTOR in West-
wood. Flexible hours. Need bright, computer
savvy, organized, articulate person w/front

offk:e a|3pearance. Will train. Fax resume:

310-268-0665.

ATTENTION STUDENTS
AND FACULTY

Need Help. Seeking infomnatksn regarding

apartments at 527 Mklvale. If you are aware
of any complaints made to Midvale II /Vpart-

ments management regarding sliding glass

doors or t)ak:ony heights, landlord tenant dis-

putes, or tenant complaints at Midvale 11

Apartments, please contact: 1-800-935-4844

BA/Masters level. Psychotogy major tor job

as Psychometrist in NIH AIDS study. Must be
fluently bilingual (English, Spanish) and have
own car/license. Will train. For nx>re info call

Allison/Dr Singer 310-473-5500.

BEHAVIOR SPEC/AIDE. 10-30 hours per
week, school and home, background with

chikjren important. Knowledge of autism
helpful, email landronOucla.edu.

BEVERLY HILLS AUTO DETAIL shop needs
hard-wort(ing, fast-paced, agressive people
to hiandle top-notch cars. No experierKe re-

quired. Flexible hours. Ozzle:310-859-2870.

BILLING/DATA ENTRY/MGMT TRAINEE
F/T+O/T error-free, detailed data entry

w/at>ility to meet deadlines. 60-fwpm. Career
opportunity wAirxJustry leader Fax resume
310-268-0701 or email TDIOTDICO.COM

CAMP COUNSELOR, 8/19-25, On-campus
residential film camp for bright engaging 10-

18 year-olds who hap)pen to have high-fun-

tionlng autism, email landronOucla.edu.

CAMP COUNSELORS needed for local

summer day camp. Beach/aquatk: experi-

ence in swimming, surting, sailirig, or jet ski-

ing a plus. Competitive salaries. 818-996-

4780.

COMEDIC WRITER
Looking for comedk: writer needed for a fe-

male comedian. Should have stand-up
comedk: material. Female preferred. P/T.

$10/hr 310-236-1184 leave message.

COMPANION FOR
ELDERLY LADY

Mon-Fri. Late afternoons to oarty evening,

some weekends. Must have car Bel Air 310-

888-9765.

(310) 472-7474 Located 10

Looking for fun, energetic students who
children and would like a job outdoors as a
general counsetor. We also need specialists to
teach horseback riding, video making, swimming,
rock Climbing, nature studies, or arts & crafts.

www.tumbleweeci4ever.com
Call for a great summer!

Display
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We have spring & summer positions available.

LOOKING FOR FLEXIBLE HOURS?

$8.34

/HR.
PLUS
BONUS

'^Convenient

Scheduling

(Mon.-Fri.

evenings &
Sof.,Sun.)

^Build Your

Resume

'*'Speak Directly

to Alumni

DAY CAMP - SUMMER
Seek staff w/summer home in or near the
San Fernando or Conejo Valleys, Oxnard,
Simi, Malibu. misc. Instructors & General
couns. $2750-3500+ for summer 888-
784-CAMP www.workatca.Tip com

DAY CAMP
COUNSELORS

Pali Camp now hiring enthusiastic coun-

selors! Summer fun includes: jet skiing,

amusement parks, beach days, paintball and
morel 19 and up. Call Jacque: 310-477-

2700x14.

7800
Help Wanted

EARN $200 A DAY!
No experience necessary

TV commercials

Music videos

310-358-5147

EARN$$$ from home! 25 PH" psychic taro

card readers needed now for extremely busy
line. Up to $l2/hr No fee. Choose your own
hours. 818-882-9465

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL ON CAMPUS
needs Extended Day TA's for summer pro-

gram. July2-July27, 12-3:45pm/daily. Job
resumes in September for fall

~inpari<s©ucla edu/310-206-5194.

** We are on

equol opportunity

employer

Call Sandin for Appointment

3 1 0-794-0277
1083GayleyAve.4th

email callcenter@support.ucla.edu

DAY CAMP
Summer Swimming, beaches, fxjrses &
nnore wwwdaycampjobs.com.

DAY CAMP-SUMMER
Seek staff w/summer home in or near the

San Fernando or Conejo Valleys. Oxnard,

Simi. Malibu misc. Instructors & General

couns. $2750-3500-^ for summer 888-

784-CAMP www worttatcamp.com

ADMIN ASSISTANT F/T positk>n in Beverty
Hills Mk;rosoft Office a must. Email resume
emptoyment Osaybrex.com or fax 310-278-

0038 More info 310-278-2750.

COMPUTER STUDENT NEEDED for help in

learning IBM arxl Macintosh programs Ebay
experiefKe helpful. $10/hour. hours flexible.

Call 310-476-9059.

COUNSELORS AND
INSTRUCTORS

In art, swimming, nature, vkieo arx) ropes

needed by Tumt)ieweed Day Camp. Must be
responsible, energetic and enjoy wori<ing

with children. 310-472-7474

COUNSELORS/FUTURE TEACHERS
needed for summer program at Crossroads
Schiool in Santa Monica. Perfect for elemen-
lary education majors. Email resume to

gcuddyOxrds.org. EOE.

CSO OFFICE
ASSISTANT

Office assistant needed to work Tuesday &
Thursday l0-4pm at our Westwood Polkie

Station. Startirvg rate $8.47/hr Must be a
UCLA student w/at least one yr remaining

Training provided for clencal and public rela-

tk)ns duties. For details call 310-206-5473.

CSOs NOW HIRING
Do Good and get paid. Pay $8.47 to

$10.65/hr Must be a UCLA student w/U
academic years remainirig with valid driver's

license. Web: www.ucpd.ucla.edu/ucpd/cso.

Email: csoOucpd.ucla.edu. Phone: 310-

825-2148.

30VG riJSG in classified display

206.3060

-DO CATS MAKE YOU—
WHEEZE?

If you are allergic to cats, you may qualify to

participate in research study of an investiga-

tksnal medication. If you qualify, you will re-

ceive study related medication arxj up to

$250.00 compensation for your time. If inter-

ested, please call Jonathan Corren. MD. at

310-477-1734 ext 242

DRIVER/HELPER
Female UCLA student needed for kkls after-

school programs everyday between 3-7pm
Hours are flexible. $10-12/hr 310-888-0021.

close to UCLA.

Dutch Research
Assistants Needed

Seeking Dutch research assistants to code
8th grade science lesson videos. F/T-P/T

positions available. English ar>d Dutch fluen-

cy required. $32,000+per year for F/T+ ben-

efits; $15.79 for P/T. Fax cover letter and
resume to David Rasmussen 310-820-6619

or maW to 12436 Santa Monica Blvd, LA, CA
90025. For more info, email davidrO lesson

-

lab.com

EARN $20/HOUR - receive 50% off Own
Nextel cellular phone! 10 people needed
ASAP Call today. Contact Emeka at 310-

628-8113.

ENTREPRENEURS
WANTED

Mart<eting group seeks motivated enthusias-
tic indivkluals. Worii 4 hours/week and make
$5000/month. Ideal for students 310-281-
1138.

ESL TEACHERS IN

KOREA
Sincere, enthusiastic people with bachelors

degrees to teach English or intermediate

academic subjects at private English center

in Seoul. $l3-15/hr, 30 hrs/week, housing

assistance Email resume to

lovehoyah© yahoo com. or tax 011-82-

234523279

EVENT STAFF/
SECURPTY

For sports, conceris, TV shows, conven-

tions. 18+ with clean background Great job

for students. You pick your assignments
213-748-7223.

F/T EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT for CEO of In-

ternational Group in MDR. Dynamic, top

computer.wnting.organizational skills and
references. Fax resume&salary require-

ments 310-823-6143

FEMALE MODELS
NEEDED

Immediate work for 18 yrs+, all races, all

ages, adult internet, video modeling.

$100/hour Get your own website 818-694-

2687 janieroOatI net

FUN SUMMER
Swimming, tiorses, beaches and more
www daycampjobs com

GENERAL OFFICE/filing/answer telephone.

Close to campus, flex hours. 310-828-9900.

GIRLS wanted at exclusive social club in

WLA. Conversation and dancing 18+ years
old. Flexible hours. Earn top $$$. 310-313-

2989.

HELP NEEDED with entering client's file

data, pari time, small Westwood Office.

$6.25/hour flexible hours, fax resume:310-
441-0801

Reason #3 to use bruinwalk.conn to check your UCLA e-mail

«... ._...-,

Iwo words: Address books
bruinwaic.eom supports your existing Bruin Online email account, only better.

bruinwalc.com email features an address book, spell check, supports

attachments, and lets you send and receive emails in HTML
bruinwaic.com— the best way to check your UCLA email.

bruinwalk.com
WXk e-mai with address books, spel chedi, attachments, and html

Classifieds

825-2221
Displa*
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Canyon Creek Sports Carrp
Reiidential Sumnm Comp Couniclor/Spacialisl
We are boking tof tnUMnastic, responsrtile. wati lounded
staff memben tof our 1 0-nveek diverse aports and camp

program Duties Include leaching and partjcipatmg m vanous
sports, arts and crafts and drama activities Must be al least

' 8 years oW preferably wtfh i or 2 years ot camp experience
6/19 8/2S/0I $1,800 and up (213) 749-0466

OFFICE MANAGER to very busy psycholo-
gist. 30 hours/week. Perfect job lor graduate
student with days tree. Starts summer or
sooner. Fax resume. 310-472-1399.

Pn EVENT SECRETARY (mental health cli-

nic). ASAP, to November 15hrs/week Mon-
Fri, 9-5(llexible). $10/hour. Good on phones,
well-organized, general office, computer
skills, (ax resume to WILA 310-277-8903.

P/T-F/T Medical Receptionists. Must have
excellent phone voice and medical office ex-
perience. Call Mandy 310-274-8353.

PART TIME RECEPTIONIST WANTED
Westwood driving school. Call (or intorma-
tion 310-824-4444.

7800
Help Wanted

SUMMER DAY CAMPS
San Femando or Conejo Valleys, Oxnard,
Simi. Malibu. Misc. Instructors & General
couns. $2750-35O0+(or summer. 888-784-
CAMP. wwwworkatcamp.com.

SUMMER JOB
GRADAJNDERGRAD Psychology.education
or speech to be a camp aide (or a special
needs child. 6/25-8/25. Valerie.8 18-907-
0367

8300
Volunteer

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED: At St. Liz Hospice
we will tram you, please call Eli at 310-824-
9798.

8400
Apartments for Rent

PALMS traditional. 2 bedrooms. 1.5 bath, cat
okay, balcony, walk-in closets, laundry, quiet
neighborhood, bright, parking included.
$875. 310-395-RENT. www.westsideren-
tals.com

8^00
Apartments for Rent

SUMMER JOBS!
The Marcia Israel Day Camp is now hiring
Senior and Junior Counselors and an Art
Teacher for Summer 2001. Spirited, energe-
tic, patient, experienced candidates who love
working with young children should call 310-
445-1280 ext 150.

SUMMER JOBS! WEST Los Angeles day-
camp hiring energetic counselors. IKeguards,
and specialists. Call Titfany at 310-399-
2267.

PALMS triplex, unfurnished, 1 bedroom
hardwood floors, W/D hookups, bright, car-
port parking. $695. 310-395-RENT
wwrw.westsiderentals.com

PALMS. Single apt from $575. 1-bdrm $695,
$600deposit 1-year lease only Stove, re-
(rig,carpets, vert, blinds. 310-837-1502
leave message. 8am-5pm only.

SANTA MONICA 1)2BEDROOM/1.5Balh
Townhouse. Washer/Dryer. Dishwasher.
Fndge, Microwave, Garage. $2500. 2)1 -bed-
room. 500sq/(t, Stove. Fridge, Washer/Dryer,
Utilities included, garage, $1100 310-450-
0828.

PART-TIME ADMIN ASSISTANT Duties in-

clude answenng phones, light typing, organ-
ization, otfice errands, light (iling, & collating
documents. Must be bright, enthusiastic, de-
tail-oriented, & able to perform a variety o(
tasks simultaneously Send cover letter and
resume to ACE Educational Services
Attn Brian. 9911 W. Pico Blvd.. Suite PH-K.
LA CA 90035. or (ax to 310-282-6424.

PASADENA AREA SUMMER DAY CAMP
now hiring energetic and responsible people
(or counselor positions Looking for group
cou nselor, lileguards and wranglers. Spend
)/^^' soiwner outside maktng new frtends
Call TOM SAWYER CAMP 626-794-1156 or
www tomsawyercamps com

PAYIS$11/HR
WANTED FOR SHERMAN OAKS (25 min-
utes (rom UCLA campus) pension actuarial
o((ice for 20-fhours per week-^full-time sum-
mer two (2) high achiever students in Ac-
counting, Math. Econ. Business (or Pension
& Acturial Admin; one (1) (earless student
with good marketing skills for telephone-i- in-

person marketing pension services to ac-
countants, pay is $11/hr for each job. Fax
resume & DPR to 818-769-4694. Call 818-
769-4600 any Q's.

PERSONAL ASSISTANT to run errands and
make phone calls (or busy psychologist.
Flexible hours (8/week) Fax resume3l0-
472-1399.

SUMMER SPORTS
CAMP COUNSELORS

Pnme Time Sports Camp is now hiring (or

summer 2001. Sports background and ex-
perience working with children required.
9:30AM-3:30PM. M-F 6/25/01-8/31/01. WLA
and Palisades. Peter:31 0-288-4 132.

8AOO
Apartments for Rent

SANTA MONICA 2 bedrooms, retrigerator
stove, balcony, walk-in closets, garage
$1,375. 310-395-RENT www.westsideren-
tals.com

SWIM INSTRUCTORS. LIFEGUARDS. Pre-
school teachers, and camp counselors (or
the summer. Mon-Fri, 8-3:30. Salary de-
pending on experience. Woodland Hills Pri-

vate School. Contact Bobbie Primack 818-
348-6563

WESTWOOD CLOSE
TO EVERYTHING

2 BEDROOM, 1.5 Bath. Bright, spacious,
newly remodeled, prime location, close to

UCLA, transportation. Pool, garage, pa-
tio, quiet. No pets. $1395 310-475-2594
310-207-7209.

SWIMMING INSTRUCTORS af client
homes. $20-$24/hr Strong lesson-teaching
experience with small children. Summer em-
ployment. Call John 818-781-7676 ext. 1.

TWO POSITIONS Available in WLA office.

Basic computer/otfice duties. PT/FT. min
(our hours a day Call Jerry 310-473-1333.

UCLA RECREATION
SUMMER CAMP JOBS

GREAT MONEY! GREAT TIME! We need
energetic people to be summer camp coun-
selors. Pay is $7.38-$11 00/hr. Morning. a(-

ternoon, all-day shifts available. Call 310-
206-1787. Applications available at John
Wooden Center.

•WESTWOOD VILLAGE. MIDVALE N OF
LEVERINQ. LARGE 2 BORM APT, GAR-
DEN VIEW. DINING ROOM, UNIQUE
CHARM. FRONT AND REAR ENTRANCE
310-839-6294.*

1 BLOCK TO CAMPUS
Large studio, all utilites paid, $750. Walk to
campus and village Call 310-208-4253 or
310-824-2595.

SANTA MONICA apartment in a 5 unit build-
ing Pet okay, unfumished. 2 bedrooms,
parking included, close to SMC. $950. 310-
395-RENT www.westsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA apartment. Great location,
bachelor, relrigerator. month-to-month. $625.
310-395-RENT www.westsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA beauti(ul apartment. Upper
un(urnished, studio. 1 bath. North o(
Wilshire, best part o( Santa Monica. re(riger-
ator. bright, (ull bath and shower. $650. 310-
395-RENT. wvyw westsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA completely fufrwhod, i

bedroom, relrigerator, stove, bright, newly
renovated, gated community, gated partting.
utilities paid. Contact Penny: 310-828-9389
$950. 310-395-RENT www.weslsideren-
tals.com

* PALIVIS •
4BD, 3BA + LOFT TOWNHOME. FP

CENTRAL AIRA<EAT. GATED
GARAGE. SEC ALARM. CAT OK
3670 MIDVALE AVE.

$2395/MO
2BD, 2BA TOWNHOME. FR
CENTRAL AIRA^EAT. GATED

GARAGE. SEC. ALARM. CAT OK
3614 PARIS DR.

$1395/MO

* MAR VISTA *
11913 AVON WAY. $1295/MO.

1 1 748 COURREIGH DR. $1 295/MO.

(310)391-1076
OpenHouse7Day5aW(Bek 10 - 4 PM .S

WESTWOOD contemporary guest house.
Patio, quiet neighborhood, bright yard
$550. 310-395-RENT www.westsideren-
tals.com

WESTWOOD (ully (umished luxury condo to
share, private bedroom, dishwasher, bal-
cony. W/D. Jacuzzi, sauna, heated pool, ten-
nis, direct TV, pari<ing included, month-to-
month. $500. 310-395-RENT. www.westsid-
erentals.com

VET TECHS

1-MINUTE TO UCLA
1 bdrm w/deck. fumished. bright, clean, se-
curity entrance, large closets, pool, lyr
lease. $1300/mo. 310-824-1830. \

1917 SPANISH MISSION BUILDING. Sin-
gle. WLA. Separate kitchen, high ceilings,

wood floors, one year lease. $750/mo. 310-
479-8646

SANTA MONICA completely (umished. 1

bedroom, pool, laundry, quiet neighborhood,
bright, gated parking, utilities paid. $950
31 0-395-RENT www. westsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA craftsman guest house.
Utilities included, refrigerator, stove high
ceilings. $1,050. 310-395-RENT www.west-
siderentals.com

RESPITE COMPANION
$10-$12/hr DOE-PT/Flexible hours. Provide
respite (or (amilies with children with devel-
opmental disabilities Paid training provided.
Toll (ree in(o:877-924-2220 E-mail:rokel-
ly@iaba com. Fax:310-649-3109 Visit us at
www. laba com

RESPONSIBLE, MOTIVATED SWIMMING
Instructors needed (or Spring-Summer.
$20/hr Westside. Flexible schedule. Contact
Alexandra 310-478-5070

RESTAURANT IN MIRACLE MILE area cel-

ebrating decade in business Looking for

waitress/waiter P/Tor F/T Call 323-852-
1915. Ask(orNir.

Needed for busy a animal hospital in Culver
City Call Oscar at:310-559-3770 or (ax your
resume at:310-559-9447.

WANTED: 18-23/yo bassisl/Iead guitarist (or

serious pop/rock band. Must have equip
,

good voice, stage presence Ind Foos, Vert.

Horizon, Live, MB20. 310-209-4991.

WANTED: People who want to lost weight
310-884-8746. 24 hour message

BEL AIR guest house, pet okay, beautitui
view o( city gated $750 310-395-RENT
www.westsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA HOUSE 2 bedrooms, patio,
hardwood floors, pantry, carport parking
bright. $1,425. 310-396-RENT www.west-
siderentals.com

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ 1&2BEDR00M
$895&UP LARGE UNUSUAL CHARM
SOME SPANISH STYLE W/HARDWOOD
FLOORS. ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS
310-839-6294.

RETAIL SALES
PT/FT. Sepulveda Blvd. Designer wed-
ding/evening gowns Experience pre(erred,
motivated and (nendly Great opportunity.

Salary/commissions/bonuses Excellent $$
310-474-7808 Pauline

WEB DESIGNER
NEEDED!

P/T on campus. $l2/hr History-Geogra-
phy project. Contact April Yi: 310-206-
9796. yi©gseis.ucla.edu.

BEVERLY HILLS guest house. Great neigh-
borhood, relrigerator, stove, cable ready,
parking included. $975. 310-395-RENT.
www.allotLA.com

SANTA MONICA house. 2 bedrooms, hard-
wood doors, W/D hookups, tile kitchen, park-
ing included, yard $1500. 310-395-RENT
www.westsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA spacious triplex (upper),
unfurnished. 1 bedroom, cat okay, retrigera-
tor. stove, hardwood doors, large closets
$1,050 310-395-RENT. www.west-
siderentals.com

REWARDING/FUN
Summer Swimming, beaches, horses &
more wwwdaycampjobs.com

SALES POSITION available (or internet e-
commorce company Salary+commission
Call 310-234-0784. Fax: 310-234-0786.
Email: Jobs ©electrobuycom

SUMMER AT THE
BEACH AND MTNS

FUN WORK WITH CHILDREN IN THE OUT-
DOORS 7-week day program, 2weeks
Sierra Sleepaway. June 25-August 24. Ex-
perience with children and water activities.

$330+bonus/week. Call 310-826-7000 or
www SierraAdventureCamps com

SUMMER CAMP
DIRECTOR

Private Beach Club seeking experienced
Head Coach to supervise social and recrea-
tional actlviites (or children ages 3-14 years.
Salary commensurate with expenence Con-
tact Dale:310-454-1391 or Fax resume 310-
454-2266.

WLA FINANCE CO. Recently named 43-rd
(astest growing co. in America by Inc maga-
zine, seeks motivated individuals to assist
account executive w/lead generation via
telephone (or our lease/loan products to
businesses. Fun environment. Salary $10-
$12/hr+bonuses Fax resume 310-737-1974
or email steves©alllancecap.com.

WORK BY THE BEACH
OFFICE CLERK NEEDED. The Lobster
Restaurant in Santa Monica. P/T. flexible,

competitive pay. great location. Laurel:310-
458-9294 or (ax:31 0-458-9654.

BRENTWOOD apartment Great area.
Hardwood doors, pool, parking $700. 310-
395-RENT www.westsiderentals.com

BRENTWOOD beautiful, bachelor, walk-in
closets, (ull bath, re(rigerator $635. 310-395-
RENT. www. westside rentals com

BRENTWOOD, $1650. 2bd/2bth. (ront.up-
per, balcony. re(rigerator/stove. car-
pet/drapes, parking, laundry, no pets, near
UCLA, by appt. 11728 MayfiekJ #6. 310-271-
6811.

HUGE SINGLE AND ONE BEDROOM
$900/mo.4 up. One bdrm (or $1250&up. One
block from campus. 644 and 650 Landfair
310-824-0319.

SANTA MONICA—(umished. private room,
refrigerator, stove, patio, commuter apt. utili-

ties included $325 310-395-RENT
www.westsiderentals.com

VENICE guesthouse, walk to beach, pet
okay, untumished. 1 bedroom, l bath, patio,
hardwood floors, large closets. W/D
hookups, bright. $900. 310-395-RENT
www.westsiderentals.com

WEST LOS ANGELES duplex. 1 bedroom,
retrigerator. stove, garage $800. 310-395-
RENT. www.west5iderentals.com

WEST LOS ANGELES guest house Pet
okay re(rigerator, stove, W/D hookups part<-
ing. $800. 310-395-RENT. www.westsider-
entals.com

WESTWOOD private room, retrigeratOL.
stove, laufxiiy. patkmg mcfuded. rTronth-to--
month, utilities included. Contact: Leave a
message 310-446-6207 $585 www.weslsid-
erentals.com. 310-395-RENT

WESTWOOD townhouse, 2 bedroom, 15
bath, cat okay, retrigerator, stove, hardwood
doors, pool, parking included. $1,295. 310-
395-RENT www.westsiderentals.com

WESTWOOD townhouse. pet okay 1 bed-
room. 1 bath, w/c pet. retrigerator. stove,
balcony, gated parking, $895. 310-395-
RENT. www.westsiderenta Is .com

WESTWOOD townhouse. 2 bedrooms, 1.5
baths, cat okay. re(rigerator. stove, hard-
wood doors, pool, parking included $1,295.
310-395-7368. wwwwestsiderentals.com

WESTWOOD townhouse. 2 bedrooms. 1.5
bath, cat okay, refrigerator, stove, harwood
floors, pool, parking included. $1,295. 310-
395-RENT www. westsiderentals.com

WESTWOOD townhouse. Pet okay, unfur-
nished. 1 bedroom, refrigerator, stove, bal-
cony, laundry, gated parking $895. 310-395-
RENT. www.westsiderentals.com

WESTWOOD VILLAGE: 1 -BEDROOM
$1400; 2-BEDROOM, 2-Bathroom $2000; 3-
Bedroom. 2-Bathroom $2900; Parking. 1-

year lease, no pets. 10943 Roebling. Avail-
able 7/7/01. 310-47 1 -7073.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE: Large 1 -Bedroom.
$1500. Hardwood doors, fireplace, parking.
1-year lease, no pets, available 6/19/01. 925
GayleyAve. 31 0-471-7073.

WESTWOOD. 2BDRM/2BATH $1450 AND
UP TILE KITCHEN. STEPDOWN LIVING
ROOM. HIGH CEILING. CHARM. 1 MILE
SOUTH OF WILSHIRE. SOME W/BAL-
CONY.3 10-839-6294.

SUMMER CAMP
COUNSELORS

Decathlon Sports Club Located in Palo Alto
6/25-8/17, $78-$92/day, 9am-4pm camp-
jobdyahoocom

SUMMER DAY CAMPS
San Fernando or Conejo Valleys, Oxnard,
Simi. Malibu. Misc. Instructors & General
couns $2750-3500-f for summer 888-784-
CAMP www workatcamp com

Classifieds

825-2221

WORK (rom home in the US or in an interna-
tional business. 24 hour message 310-884-
8748.

8000
Internships

FREE ARTS FOR ABUSED CHILDREN IS
SEEKING UNPAID INTERNS PLEASE
CONTACT JANNA AT 31 0-31 3-4ART
URBAN VISION ENTERTAINMENT TEMP
p/t. Movie marketing paid/class credit possi-
ble. Working with publications, radio, etc.
Exp prelerred. 323-292-0147.

8200
Temporary Employment

HEAD FRESHMAN BOYS BASKETBALL
COACH Experience playing and coaching
needed $2800-3200 (or the season 5 days
a week (rom 2:30 to 500. with a lew Satur-
day games. The season begins in November
and runs through February Please (ax
resumes only!! Fax to 310-288-3286

8300
Volunteer

HOTLINE VOLUNTEERS NEEDED by the
Suicide Prevention Center Excellent volun-
teer opportunity Next training starts May 5
Please call 310-751-5330 (Culver City)

MALIBU pet okay, private room, relrigerator.
stove, patio, quiet neighborhood, yard. 30
second walk to beach, utilities included
$650. 310-395-RENT www.westsideren-
tals.com

MAR VISTA spackjus, (upper), unfumished.
1 bedroom, refrigerator, stove, balcony laun-
dry, parking included. $750. 310-395-RENT.
wwwwestsiderentals.com

MIRACLE MILE
Large single $875. Wood (toors, walk-In clos-
et, refrigerator, stove, cabinets, (ront door
and back door, laundry room. Small pets ok,
street parking. 310-870-1757.

N. WESTWOOD VILLAGE. Large, charming
1BD on Kelton $1400 Agent: 310-268-2800

PACIFIC PALISADES guesthouse, 1 bed-
room, private, quiet, mountain view, ocean
view, near ocean, parking included. $1125.
310-395-RENT www westsiderentals.com

PACIFIC PALISADES guesthouse 1 bdrm. 1

bath, PCH/Sunset. retrigerator, stove, pri-

vate, quiet, gated house, mountain view, and
partial ocean view, parking included $1 125
310-395-RENT
wwwwestsiderentals.com

PALMS 2 bedrooms, 15 bath, cat okay, bal-
cony, walk-in closets, laundry, quiet neigh-
borhood, bright, parking included $875. 310-
395-7368 www westsiderenta Is .com

PALMS crattman house. 1 bedroom, 1 bath,
hardwood doors, yard, large rooms, parking
Included $950 310-395-RENT wwwwest-
siderentals.com

WEST LOS ANGELES pet okay. 2 bed-
rooms, Wg bright and airy rooms. Large
kitchen. Parking included. $895. 310-395-
7368. www.westsiderentals.com

WEST LOS ANGELES private room, UCLA
student preferred, parking included. $550.
310-395-RENT www.westsiderentals.com

WESTCHESTER 2 bedroom, laundry,
garage, month-to-month. $750. 310-395-
RENT. www.westsiderentals.com

WESTWOOD
ACROSS FROM UCLA

Spacious, bright Ibdrm and private patio,
avail mW-May Hardwood lk)ors, full kitchen,
large closets, laundry, 2-car parking. $1450
No pets. Also. Ibdrm upper avail Sept 1

$1450. 310-234-8278.

WESTWOOD
RESIDENTIAL AREA

IbdrnVlbth apartment downstairs in beauti-
tui Westwood home w/private entrance. Ap-
prox 600 sq.ft. Pool privileges negotiable
$950/mth including all utilities. Available
4/15. Call 310-446-1353

WESTWOOD. Across UCLA, upscale, one
and two bedrooms, lull-kitchen, air condi-
tioned, parking, one year lease. 445 Land-
(air. Taking resen/ations. 310-824-1969.

WESTWOOD. Walk to UCLA. 2bdrm/2bth.
gated partting, rooftop spa, quiet building,
accepting reservations (or Fall $1895-
$2275. 512 Veteran. 310-208-2655.

WESTWOOD/century city adj. unfurnished,
studk). full bath, (spacious unit), controlled
access, large ctosets, cathedral ceiling, pull-
man kitchen, carport partdng. $700. 310-
395-RENT www.westsiderentals.com

WLA AMAZING DEAL. 1629 Brockton Sin-
gle $650. Full kitchen, refrigerator, cable-

-

ready, vertical blinds, gated, quiet area
310-479-8876

WLA $945. Ibdrm. patio, new carpet no
pets. 11980 Nebraska #8. Open 310-459-
40e"

8600
Condo/Townfiouse for Rent

VENICE 2 bedrooms. 2 baths, dishwasher
microwave. A/C, large ctosets, parting in-
cluded $1225. 310-395-RENT wwwwest-
siderentals com

WESTWOOD 1 bedroom. 1 bath, walking
distance to UCLA, cat okay, relrigerator,
stove, very nice & clean, quiet building
$915. 310-395-RENT wwwwestsideren-
tals.com

WESTWOOD bachetor, retngerator, laundry,
walk to campus, utilities included $625. 310-
395-RENT www westsiderentals com

WESTWOOD Wilshire Hi-Rise Luxurious
Condo l.2.&3bed. $2400-$4200/monlh.
24hr. valet, doorman, front desk, and securi-
ty service All amenities, great views 310-
470-9947

8700
Condo/Townhoijse for Snie

IMAGINE OWNING/LEASING WILSHIRE
Corridor/HiRise single. 1or2bdrm $90K-
$200K. Walk to-UCLAA/illage. 24hr/security
Spectacular views, pool. Jacuzzi, sauna
valet service. Agent-Bob 310-478-
1835ext.109.
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BARON
From page 37

packing," Baron said. "The next

thing you know we're on the bus to

Kansas State and they just talked

about the 'Baron Watch' and 1 was
like, what the hell is the 'Baron
Watch'? Then I saw the paper."

But the high jinks are reserved for

lime off the field. On the diamond
Baron is all business. His pregame
ritual speaks volumes about the lack

of influence ofexternal stimuli.

"I usually sit on the edge of the

bench, and I'll sit there and put my

hat over my head," he said. "I'll do
some visual breathing and say, 'Hey,

you're still human.' It would be a

great honor if I did (hit .500), but I

wouldn't be as happy if I won this

thing and we didn't make playolTs."

Baron's concern for team first

and individual accolades second
shone through after a game against

Washington. After noticing that

freshman Preston GrifTin was strug-

gling with his hitting, he stuck

around for an extra hour to toss

Griffin baseballs and offer some
pointers on his swing.

On the horizon for Baron is the

Major League Baseball Draft in

June, but he has some records to

chase and some baseball games to

win before worrying about the big

leagues. Not that the whole batting

average thing is getting to him.

Awai:e that Roger Maris' hair

come out in chunks from nervous-

ness during his bid to break Babe
Ruth's home run record in 1961,

Baron ran his hand through his own
black hair.

"There's a lot to fall out, but it'll

be intact whether or not this hap-

pens," he said. "What really matters

is if we win. I might pull my hair out
ifwe don't win. Never mind the .500

batting average."

BASEBALL
From page 37

runners stranded by the Beach.

"It was probably our worst game of
the year," senior centerficlder Matt Pearl

said. "Nothing went right."

While the Bruin hitting was silent, the

49cr bats were making noise. Sophomore
Mike Kunes (3-1 ) got the start but didn't

last two full innings after surrendering

seven runs (four ofthem earned) on eight

hits.

The beacon in the darkness was fresh-

man Mike Castillo, who stepped in for

Brandon Averill in the fifth and went two

innings without allowing a run. the only
Bruin pitcher to do so.

"Mike threw strikes and threw well,"

UCLA Pitching Coach Gary Adcock
said. "But on the same token, these

games are easier to pitch in."

The loss extends the Bruin losing

streak, with the possibility of the wound
opening wider this weekend in a three-

game conference series at No. 6 USC.
Adams hopes a loss of this magnitude

can light a fire under his team for what
may prove to be a season-defining scries.

"We weren't ready to play." Adams
said. "I'm glad we're playing USC. (A
good performance) is a quick way to get

better."

VILLflOE DIStI
May

BAY DENTAL
MeirAgaki, D.D.S.

UCLA Graduate

• General Dentistry

• Oral Surgery

• Cosmetic Dentistry

Exam & Cleaning

With ad only. Reg. $95

FREE BLEACHING KIT
@ completion of treatment

11607 Washington Blvd.

310-398-7166
Just off the 405, west of Sepulveda. 10 min. from UCLA campus.

8700
Condo/Townhouse for Sale

EYE CARE FOR UCLA
Exam & Contacts
B&LDaJlyorExt.Wr.or

2 Iwxes of disposables

Add $99 for toric (for astigmatisin) or

Gas Perm

or Exam & Glasses
from our Special Selection,

Single Vision, CR 39

OVER 5,000

FRAMES
& CONTACTS IN

STOCK

Bijan Cohenmehr, OD
311 6 Wilshire Blvd, Santa Monica

(5 blocks west of Bundy, across from Big 5)

NEAR NATIONAL AND SEPULVEDA: Beau-
tiful 2bdrm/2bth co-op apartment w/separate
dining room On quiet, landscaped grounds.
Asking $199,000. 818-986-6870

8800
Guesthouse for Rent

MAR VISTA GUEST HOUSE. 4-miles to

school Kitchen, bathroom, high-ceiling with

sky-light, nice residential neighborhood. Fe-
male/non-smoker preferred. $700/month,
utilities-included 310-915-0629.

SANTA MONICA pet okay, private room,
refrigerator, stove, dishwasher, balcony, uiet

neighborhood. $600. 310-395-RENT
www.westsiderentals.com

Room for Rent

HANCOCK PARK
Spacious Spanish style duplex Looking for

male/female grad student $850. Call
Mayora/Chris:310-441-1859.

HUGE TWO-STORY
HOUSE

with rooms to rent! Share goumiet kitchen.
Great location. Mar Vista. Ocean view. Starl-
ing from $650 room/month. 310-678-2753
310-398-7937 Pat.

• /5 Years Expenence.
• Latest Teclinology.

• Award Winning Designer Collection.

• insurance welcome.

(310) 828-2010 »
Ejipires S/30/D1. May not Iw combined

wttti ottier discounts or plans.

9SOO
Roommates-Private Room

SEEKING SINGLE to share beautiful
2bdrm/2bath apt. Own room/bath. Cov-
ered/gated parking, washer/dryer inside apt
mostly furnished, cable. Close to UCLa'
Must be clean, no pets, non-smoking. Avail
May 1. $890/month. Call Fahti 310-260-
1165, 310-429-4142 evenings.

WEST LOS ANGELES, share beautiful
house. Large bedroom, laundry facilities of-
fice space, dining room, kitchen, etc. close to
UCLA and blue bus. $700/month. 310-479-
2285.

9700
Sublets

9700
Sublets

WANTED

PRIVATE GUESTROOM WEST-
WOODAVALK UCLA- beautiful house w/pri-
vate entTar>ce/bath/backyard. Laundry/Kitch-
en privileges N/S female tenant. $785+utili-
ties 310-446-9556.

8900
House for Rent

VENICE 2bedrooms, 2 baths, refngerator.

stove, dishwasher, balcony, A/C, walk-in
closets, quiet neighborhood, parking
$1,250. 310-395-RENT www. westsideren-
tals.com

PRIVATE ROOM FOR RENT Westwood.
7mins to campus. Available May 8. ParV-
ing/laundry/dishwasher. Huge living/dining
area, spacious balcony $680/rTK). Mimi
310-234-2880.

9000
House for Sale

PERU 2BED/28ATH. 984 square ft House
in beach town. 30 minutes south from Lima
$12,000. 213-625-0525

PRIVATE ROOM W/BATHROOM: lOmin.
from campus. Utility included. Parking avail-
able. Fumished or unfumished. $500/mth
310-836-4850

9200
Housing Needed

BEVERLY HILLS/SM/WLAWeHo—young
professional seeks housing close to BH of-

fice. Guesthouse/apt. open to house-
hold/gardening to defer rent. Call Elizabeth
818-920-4146

ROOM FOR RENT in Westwood adjacent
house. Own bathroom. Preferred females.
Must be quiet, neat, clean, non-smoker.
$475/nx)-t-utilities. 310-470-7032.

ROOM W/ Private bath. Beveriy Hills, on
busline. For 1or2. $650 for 1. $800 for 2
310-275-9403.

HOUSING NEEDED
Trying to rent your space in the West-
wood area or nearby? Have a great deal?
Easily solve your rental problem with one
simple call. Avoid the hassle of renting. 3
UCLA students are seeking an apart-

ment, house, guesthouse or condo to
share (2+2 or 2+1.5) to move in late

Juna/earty July, lyr lease ok. Must in-

clude 2 parking spaces and be reason-
ably priced Please call Stephanie:310-
702-6455 (Leave message).

WEST LA/PALMS Female Roommate need-
ed in 2bdrm/2.5bth condo. Gated, under-
ground parking, washer/dryer in unit, partial-

ly-furnished. $850/month+utilities. 310-386-
8824.

9500
Roommates-Private Room

$490 PER MONTH South Mar Vista near
Centinela and Culver Blvd. Female, no
smoke, no drugs, house. 310-391-1563

BRENTWOOD/WEST LA: $700/mth Private
bathroonfVwlk-ln closet/full kitchen/pa rtcing.

Female preferred I'm rarely home. Call Erich
310-914-5213.

WESTWOOD: Private rm+bth in 2bdrm/2bth
Pool, jacuzzi, partying, A/C. Seeking clean
responsible, non-smoker; female preferred'
9 month min. commitment. $775/mth+utili-
ties. 310-613-3935

9600
Roommates-Shared Room

GAYLEY NEXT TO UCLA large room to
share in 2bdrm/2bth. private condo. Fully-
furnished, balcony, garage, non-smoking fe-
male only $500/month. 310-208-7748

WESTWOOD-Gorgeous Wilshire Apartment.
Need roommate to share huge bedroom, in

2bdrm apartment with two students. Avail-
able now! 5 min from UCLA. Students Pro-
ffered. $525/mo. Call 310-927-3293

WESTWOOD. Roommate wanted to share
2bd/2bath/1 kitchen apt, w/3 roommates.
Midvale-walking distance to campus,
$437.50/month. 310-209-0475, kazushi-
ge00lOhotmail.com.

9700
Sublets

10919 STRATHMORE APT#4. Looking for 2
or 3 roommates to share w/one other in

2bdrm/1 .5bth. $450/month. Parking, balco-
ny 310-208-7959

Downtown law firm seeks fiilly fumished sublets for visiting law
students from May through September. Students stay in Los Angeles
from 6 to 1

1 weeks. Please send information regarding your sublet

to Maria at iiiicheIml@into.com. Remember to include the

following information: Rent, Location/City, Dates Available,

House/Apt/Room, # of bedrooms/bathrooms, Amenities

(FurnishedAJnfurnished, Air, Pool, Parking, Convenient to Bus, etc.)

0' Melveny 8 Myers LLP

Law Firm

Needs summer sublets.

If you are interested in

sublefting your finished opt.

please email:

dates available,

address,
rent, and amenities fo

sharper@omm.com
or call (213)430-6539

SUMMER SUBLET Live w/two roommates
and dog in house Own room/bath Parking.
Close to UCLA 11967 Mayfield Ave
$900/month Chnsta.310-481-7813

SUMMER SUBLETS
NEEDED

Law firm seeks furnished westside, South
Bay Pasadena sublet Only from May-Aug,
No share situations please. Include cross-
street. Leave detailed message at 213-680-
8589.

631 KELTON 750+sq ft.! 1bd/1.5bath. Gor-
geous Furniture! June 15-August 5, gated
parking space, balcony pool, laundry Only
$937/month ginak©ucla.edu. Call 310-991-
4462.

403 LANDFAIR: Across street from campus
Master bedroom/bath, underground parking.
Will sublet to one/two people. 6/18-9/13
$975/mth. 310-824-3537

424 KELTON: MOST REQUESTED WEST-
WOOD BUILDING! Share Ibdrm/lbth. kitch-

en/livingroom, walk-in closet, balcony
w/CLEAN/NON-SMOKING FEMALE $515
Yr contract. June 25th-August2002 Araceli
310-208-9947

BEAUTIFUL 2-BEDROOM APARTMENT
Hardwood floors, newly fumished, parking,
full kitchen. Absolutely gorgeous. Must be
seen!!! $1900/mo. Call Marjorie 310-208-
2120

GREAT DEAL! Share a room for $350 or
own room for $700 on Veteran, Available
June/July/August. Ask for Anne. 310-208-
9513

KELTON AND LEVERING Cute cozy apt
Share w/great roommates! Pnvate room and
parking spot. Available June 1st. $550 310-
208-6839

SUMMER SUBLETS NEEDED Law firm
seeks furnished Westside, Westwood, Brent-
wood. West Los Angeles. Pasadena sublets
from May-August Please leave detailed
message:2 13-488-7475.

WESTWOOD- Spacious Ibdrm/lbth w/bal-
cony gated parking, security, recreational
facilities. Available mid-June to mid-Sept
Call 310-208-1685

WESTWOOD-Kelton Ave Looking lor fe-

male/male to share room during July/August.
Great Apartment, parking spot included.
$520/month Cal l Sophie 310-824-4679

WESTWOOD. 3bed/2bath, dining room,
large living room, PARKING Walking dis-
tance to UCLA (2-blocks) Hardwood floors
and newly painted walls. Well kept and
clean. If interested contact Matt 310-871-
7635.

TWO UCLA GRAD STUDENTS seeking
West Los Angeles summer sublet One Bed-
room. 5-6 month range.

Email: 0cel6bogluOyahoo.com

9AOO
Room (or Rent

BRENTWOOD F/NS/NP Females only Bed,
bath&lull access to large, beautiful home.
Share w/family. $750 310-395-0623

FEMALE ROOMATE WANTED to share 1

bedroom apartment. WLA. $330/mo plus half
utilities. $350 security. Quiet mature student
only 310-820-2663.

PALMS- Female wanted. Private t>drm/bth
Rent $662.50/deposit negotiable. Prefer stay
through academic year. Call Jessica 310-
559-7707 or 310-880-5109

PICO AND ROBERTSON: 2bdrm/2bth
Large, balcony, private bath, spacious clos-
ets, street parking, high-ceilings Available
May 1. 1/2 utilities. $750/mth. Sarah 310-
275-8255

Classifieds

825-2221

437 GAYLEY Pink Palace Beautiful
2bdrm/2bth. w/2balconies. trench doors,
spacious. 3 underground parking spots, par-
tially fumished Late June-8/3l $2l50/mo
Please call Julie or Silvia at 310-824-5542.

SUBLET & ROOMMATE
SERVICE

FIND or LIST A SUBLFTM
www.thesublet.com

Subtets in rtl cittos!! (201 -8»4-1189)

SPACIOUS. SUMMER APARTMENT
3bdrm/1,5bth Pool, fun balcony 4-5 sublet-
ters, preferably female, males okay
$430/mth-dependent. 424 Landfair Ave
Aptl. 310-824-2942

STRATHMORE, BALCONY OVERLOOKS
pool/spa Fully Furnished. 2BD/2BA Huge!
1130 sqft DSL Mini-Bar $470/month Best
Damn Place in Westwood. Bar-none 310-
824-2009

WESTWOOD: One bedroom, one bath Fur-
nished, comer of Landfair+Strafhmore Avail-
able July-August. $1150/mth. Call 310-824-
5924

SUMMER SUBLET Large 1 -bedroom apart-
ment for 2-3 people 1185/mo Parting
Laundry Balcony Strathmore/Levering 310-
208-6875

WESTWOOD: Room for rent in 3000 sqft
luxury townhouse. TV. VCR. stereo, cable
Maid service included Walk to UCLA. Avail-
able May-August 1 $950/mth 310-441-1666

9800
Vacation Rentals

BEAUTIFUL, SPACIOUS YOSEMITE
HOME surrounded by tall pines Close to
everything Fully Equipped, 5000' elevation
sundeck, reasonable rates. 818-785-1028
www.yosemite

.islovelycom

Displa*
206*
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Do you want to become
a leader on campus?

Check out the

BRUIN LEADERS PROJECT
A seminar based leadership project sponsored by the Center for
Student Programming. AU smdents are invited to participate hi
develophig leadership skills. Upon completion participants

receive a certificate.

r
Bruin Leaders Project

Spring Quarter Seminars

lliursday, AprU 26 1-3 p.m. Ackerman 2408
"Disability Issues and Leadership"

"N

We hope to see you!
For more information on the Bruin Leaders

Project, please contact us at either

(310) 206-5071 or blp@ucla.edu or stop by
our office at 105 Kerckhoff Hall.

® Image Paging a Cellular (g)
OI€SitTAL. PHONE

FOUR FREE Phones,ONE Rate Plan
Family Talk Share Plan
0«t Up To Four PftKB PhonM
per family or business!

Now up to toof people can share minutes off of one lale plan
wfien you sign up tor Paafic Bell pure Digital PCS* service
Simply stop into any of our stores listed below, sign up for

service on a Personal Chotce rate plan and add up to three
people for an additional $14 99 per person per month- and
we'll give you up to FOOR FREE PCS Pfwnes Plus if you act
now. well include UNLIMITED Mobile to MotMie Minutes and
FREE Long Distance orl 000 FREE Weekend Minutes

FREE DIQITAI- PHONE
Cott

S29 9§

S3999

S49 99

S7999

S99 99

S14999

SI 99 99

150

300

500

750

1200

1900

3000

y^niMlftilii

FREE Long

Distance and

UnluTMted

Motjile to-

MotMle minutes

arid weekend

minutes

ERICSSON ^
IMOKIA
Tmxt tnmmmmgmml

(g) M<yr€>R€>LA

mi ..«. ,«.

r=FIEE!

<<V«il H^On. («

rIHI?*"*^ '^S^ Alpha-numeric Pagers
RMdtwMnsagt

IH ^ H AllTOUCH

•Uoktrote Pigtr
•Actnilion

•« moMItt tn* ««Kt naa
"••* 1 vl MtecnptiM.

IVrl> iwi

PSUS Di|?iUl PCS
Cm iMni

Image Paging & Cellular

(310)657.BEEP
2 3 3 7

1006 Broxton Ave. Westwood. CA 90024
fax:310-824-9944

We will match or beat any price!

Open 7 Days • Free Parking • Westwood Viiage

New Broxton Parking Structure

CELLULAR Accessories

MAZEIKA
From page 38

Yankees. Imagine how the New York
media must have crucified him.

Once I found out where Leary was
coming from, I could understand
why he chose not to cooperate with

my feature. I never complained about
the way Leary treated me and in fact

respected his stance.

I shouldn't have been allowed to

escape the whole Lavin column fias-

co without some lesson, and Leary
provided me with one: athletes,

coaches, owners, GMs, etc., have
every right to criticize you.

Whether you're a fan, an upstand-
ing member of the press (not sure

how many of those still exist) or a stu-

dent writing for a college paper,

you're not immune to criticism.

Fans have always felt that spend-
ing $50 plus on a ticket gives them
the right to do more than cheer or
boo. After all, they think, what right

does the athlete have to respond?
Ignoramus stupiditis is rampant in

sports today. Criticism of sports fig-

ures is the norm. But at least athletes

are fighting back and. for the most
part, coming out as heroes.

Three recent examples include a
fan jumping into the penally box in

an N H L game to attack Tie Domi, a
fan making racist remarks at Allen

Iverson throughout an entire NBA
game, and an intoxicated Cubs fan

reaching over into the bullpen to lake

Chad Kreuter'shat.

Thankfully in the Domi incident,

the fan got hurt. In the Iverson inci-

dent, the harassment became public

knowledge and Iverson was vilified

for the anti-homosexual remarks he
made in retaliation. And in the

Kreuter incident, a barrage of
Dodger players jumped into the

stands and didn't let the Cubs fan go
unscathed.

Shame what happened to Malone,
though. The man deserved better

after standing up to an ignorant

Padres fan.

And for those of you who still feel

sports figures must take your crap
and turn the other cheek instead of
defending themselves, get a life.

Oh yeah. And you can bite me.

E-mail Mazeika at vytas@ucla.edu.

Facial Plastic &
Laser Surgery

FREE Ca^NSUtTATTON

Cowpiiter fmagitig Araitobfe, Most Ituuranfe Accepted

• Nose-cosmetic and breatliiiig problems!
*Insurance may apply

• Acne Scars-problem cases welcome!
• Natural Lip Enhancement
• Face Lift/Eyelid Surgery
• Hair Flap/Scalp Reduction
• Chin & Cheek Implants
• Liposuction

• Ear Reshaping-often no incision!
• Snoring
• Tonsils

• Laser Resurfacing

Free Mierodermabrasion
(«»n«' area only)

Steven Burres, M.D.
FMCS. AAFPS. MOHNS, LACMA, CMA

AltmCANACADEMYOPFACIAL PLASTICANDRECONSTRUajVESUKCmY
Dodble Board Certified ^^^^- ^

15 years experience

(310)385-0590

^65 North Roxbury Dr., Beverly Hills

1 145 Artesia Blvd., Manhattan Beach

Affordable prices.

Financing Available
f^e$uU$mayvary.Riski,Mkmtk^ei,ttndCmpkatUmIHsc^

• CAR CHARGER ^
•LEATHER CASE ^*
* HANDS FREE "EAR BUD"

-OAfVE WITH BOTH HAMDS-

Each
f

mamm PAcmEs
BUY ANY BUYANY
TWO THREE

m JME mmHTi

l*OM MOST MOCmui

IMOKIA ERICSSON $ @
9-| 0-<

OR WS/r us AT vuw5^^^e/epA,n,,.w/re/ess.oo,^

Now Enrolling!!^

I Westwood Summer i
ff School Camp |

I
Making Great Kids Greater! ^

T Improve Grades, t
iViotlvation, & Confidence 1

Traditional camp activities,
'"

horseback riding, nature & hilcing,

sports & games, Aquarium of ttie

Pacific, San Oiego Zoo, Disneyland,
Universal Studios, skating
and much, much more!

}446'524i

PRIOR
From page 40

thanks" and went to college.

"I didn't feel ready. I was only 17 at

the time. I needed to go to college to

grow as a pitcher and as a person,"

Prior said. "I didn't want to be forced

into something I wasn't ready to do
just because of the money."

Di.scussing the possibility of being a

millionaire at age 20 got a big laugh out

of the laid-back Prior.

"I would be doing the exact same
things I'm doing now. only with a big-

ger bank, account," he said. "I don't

think my life would change any
"

The decision to stay in school

turned out to be a wise one for Prior,

who now has an 1 1-1 record with a 1.20

ERA for use this season.

Though things are going well now.

not every decision has worked out to

the Prior standard of perfection.

Coming out of high school. Prior

enrolled al his father's alma mater,

Vandcrbill. He had a rough first sca.son

in college, going 4-8 with a 4.59 ERA,
the worst of his career

After the season. Prior talked to

Trojan Head Coach Mike Gillespie

about a transfer to USC, where he was
heavily recruited out of high school.

"I left Vandcrbill because for the

first time I wasn i hapi)v wiih h^sohall,

and I wasn't happy with losing

(Vanderbilt was 25-26. 5-24 in confer-

ence). I didn't feel that I was growing

as a pitcher," Prior said.

His confidence grew under
Gillespie's tutelage, and in 2000 he

went a respectable 10-7 while dropping

his ERA to 3.56.

The following summer. Prior hit the

road. He traveled with Team USA and
found a close friend in his roommate,

UCLA ace Josh Karp. During his trav-

els Prior learned a lot about his game.

He started the title game of the

Haarlem Tournament in the

Netherlands, getting the win for Team
USA in an 8-5 win over Cuba.

Something must have clicked dur-

ing thai win as Prior has been un-hit-

table since returning to the U.S.

"He has developed a strong, hard 1

1

o'clock to 7 o'clock curveball this year

to accent a fastball that reaches the

mid-90s on the gun." USC Pitching

Coach Dave Lawn said.

The newfound competitive fire in

his belly and in his arm has not only

produced un-hittable stufT, but also a

heightened level of media coverage.

The baseball media has brought its

magnifying glass to Dedeaux Field on

Friday nights, adding pressure that

rivals the myriad radar guns that show
up behind home plate whenever he

takes the mound.

Some Major League scouts have

even gone so far to say that Prior is

ready to be a three, four or five starter

in the big leagues right now.

"Mark doesn't think about that

stuff. He stays focused on the task at

hand," Gillespie said. "He learned that

it is the next out, the next batter, the

next pitch that's most important."

As a by-product of all the media

attention, Mark knows what it's like to

be a man with a target on his back that

everyone wants to knock off. Prior has

defeated all dominant Pac-IO pitchers

this season, with the exception of one.

That one is his friend and confidant,

Karp. The Bruins won the first meet-

ing this year with the second coming
Friday night at USC in a crucial

matchup of crosstown rivals.

"I know Josh has Major League

stuff, bul I will approach the game like

any other, anticipating that it's going to

be a dogfight," he said.

Though he'd never admit it, Prior is

becoming a professional trapped in the

body ofa college kid. When asked who
his baseball idol is, he said without hes-

itation, "Roger Clemens."

And come this June, a Major

League team will be touting Prior as

the next Roger Gemens. offering mil-

lions for his services, with Regis

nowhere in sight. That team, no matter

which it is, will have to have a very,

very high draft pick.
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Aeolian Ballet Theatre/LA
presents

Friday, April 27th at 8 P.M. and
Saturday. April 28th at 8 P.M.

UCLA Freud Playhouse (MacGowan Hall)
Tickets: $16 (ttud/sen), $20 (fac/staft/adv). $24 gen
Call ttie UCLA Central Ticket Office: 310-825-2101
WWW.aeollQntXJllet.Ofg photo by GoII Howlanc)

SOmnWESTARUNES
V S^ \l 1(1)1 Ol IKI I |ll>\l

H ikw MMilliwcsi com EVENTS. \^?^ GOT
For more Info: (31 6). 825-1958 Kerckhoff 319 vwww.campujievenfs.ucla.edu

IM Open Table Ksmssion...

"Issues with
Adult lUiteraey
Come and share your thoughts on the scope and
effects of adult illiteracy in the LA area and
across the country. Also hear what an expert in
the field has to say on the matter. Then find out
just what you can do to help. All members of
the UCLA Community are welcome!

Todciy, Thursday April 26
Ackerman Union Room 2408 —
5:00PM fuX... . .^ ^ ^I his seminar is brought to you by

FrojMt Utcraey UCLA

This Ad is paid for by the USA Programming Fund. Sponsored by USAC

Sound interesting? Here are some upcoiming
Literacy Based Discussions that Ph)JtttUlen9iey
has in store for this quarter:

Other Careers in Education

(besides teaching!)

Thur. May3@Kerkhoff417
6:00 PM

Issues with Literacy in Prison

Wed. Mayl6@Kerkhoff417
6:00 PM

Literacy Issues in LA Communities
Thur. May 31 @ Kerkhoff 41

7

6:00 PM

s^ttt

CUP AND SAVE

^

$2.00 off

TUESDAYS

Excludes Sicitlians

.^^'
^^^^^^o-^..^^^

ho^ v^t^^^ V^ >v-"\>'

_-|tot«lidon_S,cteon»,th_anj,otoolfer_M^^^

^
^r.^ ,niy^L.yjucLU ^^,^:,m^j^^,.^^^^

?--

Exp. 5/3/01

9.75
LARGE
PIZZA w/

Free Liter

TWO TOPPINGS

TAX INCLUDED

Exp. 5/3/01

9i»^ LARGE

.75 ,^'^^^r/Free Liter

TWO TOPPINGS

TAX INCLUDED
* ^?<fc> CUP AND SAVE

WMtwood 20o~o67i
Brmtwoodo20~O63O
Offer good only with this

coupon, one coupon per pizza,
*

NO 1/2 & 1/2's

Limit 3 pizzas per address.

Open until 1 a.m.

Coupons must be given to driver

Coupon voW ol Weshrood ond Bieniwood locolKins only

^3P<t. CUP AND SAVE - — -

Westwood 208-8671
Brentwood820-0030
Offer good only with this

coupon, one coupon per pizza.
*

NO 1/2 & 1/2's

Limit 3 pizzas per address.

Open until 1 a.m.

Coupons must be given to driver.

(oupon volid ot Westwood ond Brentwood kxotions only

Exp. 5/3/01

9^. LARGE

75 p'"^r/Free Liter

TWO TOPPINGS

TAX INCLUDED

Westwood 208-8671
Brentwood820-6636
Offer good only with this

coupon, one coupon per pizza.
*

NO 1/2 & 1/2's

Limit 3 pizzas per address.

Open until 1 a.m.

Coupons must be given to driver.

(oupon »oW ol Weitwood ond Brentwood lo(otions only
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WWW.SMI4U.COM

• Your friendly Realtor tailored to your needs

• Professional service you can count on

• Honest and trustworthy

• Effective communicator and efficient

• Houses and townhouses/condos for rent/sale

Senrnfinmiter VTest LosAnuria mduJnig WtatiiootJ.

BnnitHxxxi. Saiitu Mouiai. BeivHy Hills. CeiUiirf Cil\; Bel

Air Cbeiioi Hills WLA & PaltSiuJes

SMI Realty can 310-3125455
***Call Now for UCLA Community Discount***

5ck3 Dpvprli^ Hills Acne SLin Core Clinir
1/ \» irs ( I rx|«Tit'nf<<

o>c,S. P,L,is.„ II I. H ( jic) )s).m,)
nll( ://u wv\. II ni'sl in.< ( m

Many suffer with

unhealthy looking

faces for many
months, many years,

due to the lack of the
knowledge on what
to do.

'Actual Patient Testimonial'
I m n.m 2^ vrar. old and „.m s.anmR to en,oy «alk.nK around mih Rood. ht-J.hv skin Ik-fore Ive had acneand ...hrr skin adnu-no all mx l,fo s.nce .h.. age of 1 1 I v,. ,n«i e^e^ over .he- cuntt-r acne nu-d.ca.lld

ok iMra lanu . drank >ptr,al ,u.a-s and elc e.c No.h.nR worked I spen. u^rs frustrated and self-

Tlita.

„,
,

,

^ ' ' ' "'" '*"
' "" *d i" '« » Jihu.,1 »ri..MU|.ri 'nyaiJin

|{ my BfrWIv H.lis Skin < ;iinic Is a last ris^n Iud. an appomtment and wen, .n for a consultation .Man recoRni.ed „u skin condition riRh, aJ ^ ll
P on sed n.e that I would a^e dear skin m a matter of .eeks After onK a few sessions, mv skin sho'ddranuiic nnprowmen.s and I «xs Re.tmR compliments from mam pe<,ple Now In, neanng the end of nnr.a,n.en, and nu skin is almost llawlc-ss I rrallv wish I knew ahout this dime sooner Thanks .h.clmic
l.vl Nea confident and I love mv face Thank vou .

-Julie Chao. I CL\ (sociolog}

)

Dramatic Results in 1 Month - Guaranteed*

WHEN THE MOMENT
STRIKES

/'

.

WWW.RTKL.COM

OFFICIAL NOTICE
TO: CAMPUS COMMUNITY
FROM: DEAN OF STUDENTS
RE: INTERIM REVISIONS TO THE

UCLA STUDENT CONDUCT CODF

The following interim revisions to the UCLA
Student Conduct Code were approved by
Chancellor Albert Carnasale on April 11, 2001,
and are effective immediately:

Section II.B. 102.06: Unauthorized Conduct
(paragraph 31: Selling Commencement tickets.

Section m.A.l.: Referral of Cases [paragraph 2]:
No student may graduate until any pending
disciplinary matter is fully resolved. The Dean of
Students' may place a hold on that student's
University records to prevent him or her from
doing so.

Condom Study
Loving couples wanted to home test
an aKemative condom material

Earn $140 for participating

Couples must te:

y Age 1 8-45 In a stable relationship with one partner
Willing to report on 8 condom uses

V Current user of Birth Control Pills, lUD, Norplant. Depo or
Sterilization

*^

For more information, please call 800-521-521

1

or visit our webstte at www.testcorKloms.org

GET
AHEAD
OF

THE REST

Advertise in the
Daily Bruin's

Summer Subiet
Guide now!

. Europe's Best Travel Nelwopk

. Exclusively Fop Independenl Traveleps

. 14 CounlPies 6 70 Cities. Towns 6 Villages

rOflflP to OOBP Hestel BesKins sod DriMi Otl Service

Flexible TPivei Piss
Sale, Comtortable, Air Conditioned 8 Smoke Free Coaches

Foe, Inlormatlve On Baard Reps

Fop 8 FREE hPochuPB .,

and booking infopmation

visit your local Student Travel aill

wwwJQsalM.ceni
Take control of your own adventure

tutorial solutions
your homework
problems

now

COMPLIMENTARY
CONSULTATION

Braces^^
Deliver Brilliant Results,

ORTHODONTrST
SINCE 1980

UCLA FACULTY MEMBER

f^(f

Dr. Nader Dayani
Member American As.sori;^tion of OrfhnHr.r.f.ctc

Specializing in braces for adults 8c children
• Invisible

• Removable • Cosmetic Porcelain
• European • Traditional . Surgical Orthodontics

20% DISCOl'NT TO STIDKNTS AM) FAcri.TV

(310) 826- 7494
11645 Wilshire Blvd. #802
Los Angeles, CA 90025

(949) 552 - 5890
18124 Culver Dr., #A
Irvine, CA 92715

Teeth Whitening
upper or lower

$85"o
facti

(Re« $200 00)

The frecrtmenf will be as folkjws: S 1000 00 plus
S 100 00 for each montti of freofment rendefed
(Of mefot braces S900 00 plus S 100 00 for eoch
month of treatment rendered for removat)(e

braces and S 1 700 GO plus S 1 25 00 per month for
ceramic braces. S200 00 for dicKyx5Sttc study
model and S 1 75 00 for formal consultotion

expiration date 5-15-01

(310)825-2221

Just had sex?

Worried about

pregnancy?

It's not too late.

http://planB.

healthcentral.com/

ThreeSteps.html

^-^WEST end!
lull Harf' Ikin ciiifi

I 30 I 5th Street,
SvtntH Monic t

STN a, AltllONA IN t«NI« MONICA

24 HR INFO LINE (310) 313-3293

THU
BANDMAIMIA 200I
40 b^ndi 10 wcclii elihc bcti b<nd<

from I.A A OC.
Thlt wc«k...

Louden Swain
Tfiomas Conner Band

ir_Victimyie • Bill Reveles

PHlOa*/ NICHT Ffl/ff?

FRI LIVE DISCO MUSIC
'•J HACK AT THE WERT END

AHFBJ IT AU HKiAN
•OOCII ON DOWN to SHAKI VOU* GROOVI tNANG

NO covin KCrORt » IO»m tlwm DRINKt IIFORI IO»m

SAT ^<^tM/u^i£?^^y^

NOtOVH (MORI » loPM Uwm DRINKi (f rORI IOPm

MON S.I.N./v/?^!!!
4 nighl acdicaled to .ill you hard worliing iervice
Induilry people Pmof of emphymcnl gets munet MBMBenSHIP/m lor S3 00 l$S tviff. no proof;

$3.00 cocklaiii t hvo enicrla.nmonl
THIS WeeK. nuBADUB

coM£ err soMf with th£ rcst of The
siNens"

juE Pseutfopod

^^^ REGGAE *
WED •»''" lA's Holleil

li¥e reggtt tind

MONGOOSE
Guin^^o°s°s

Hothn> ,3,0, 8,9 534J all mgliti

Itllir UVstCHil Id
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Prove you're smart even before
you get your degree.

MARY CIECEK/Daily Biuin Senior Staff

Junior catcher Josh Arhart slides Into third base against Pepperdine

Losing streak persists

as squad falls to 49ers

Smart enough lo c hoose a school where you can

complete your BS on your schedule. A school that

offers MBAs and distance doctoral programs. A
school driven hy technology A school that can

help you get where you want to go. Consider

University of Sarasota. There really is no alternative.

MA and MBA programs
DBA, Ed.D, and Ed.S. programs

Complete your BS
For more information,

call 1-800-577-0617

BASEBALL Season-high

seven errors allow Beach

to go on rally, rout UCLA

By JeffAgase and Dylan Hernandez
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

The fielding troubles that hindered

the UCLA baseball team last weekend
when they were swept by Kansas Stale

have continued to cripple the squad.

The Bruins (25-17) committed a

season-high seven errors and dropped
their fifth consecutive game, losing 10-

2 at Long Beach State (27-13) Tuesday
night. '

"It was pretty brutal," senior sec-

ond baseman Josh Canales said. "It

was ugly."

So brutal and so ugly that UCLA
Head Coach Gary Adams made the

team run for 45 minutes after the

game.

"We deserved it," Canales said.

Adams, who didn't wish to elabo-

rate on the matter, said, "We call it a

little conditioning."

The Bruins started the game lack-

adaisically, allowing four runs in the

first inning. In the second, they gave

up three more, all unearned.

Long Beach's Bruin-aided rally

went on in the fourth as two more 49er

runs scored as a result of UCLA
errors.

Over the course of the rest of the

game, the 49ers scored only once more
- another unearned run in the seventh
- but UCLA's offense could never

make up the difference.

The Bruins mustered only five hits

throughout the contest but still man-
aged to leave nine runners on base, as

compared to 13 base knocks and eight

University
of Sarasota
Campus Locations
Tampa, FL • Clearwater. FL

Sarasota, FL • Orange. CA

ix-c4tur, t,A .MH>3>4(>97. (404) 67iM5<>l to awanl hachclof s, maMcr .s, spccialusi and dcKK.rol dcgtrcs ©Argosy EdiKaiion Croup. Inc 2(MU

Se«BASCBALtpage33

BARON
From page 40

Adams said. "If he made an out the

time before, we're expecting a hit the

next time."

With so many eyes fixed on him -

and number .500 - Baron sometimes

wonders who he is getting hits for.

"I think it is more important to

some other people than to me," he said.

"As far as hitting .500. that's really

high. For every two at-bats, I have to

get at least one hit. Any other sport,

you're out of there. If you're a doctor

AOAM BROWNA>ally Bruin

and seven of your 10 patients die,

you're not that good."

Bbt in a sport where players who
succeed on four of ten tries become
immortal. Baron's accomplishments

simply cannot go unnoticed, especially

by certain UCLA periodicals.

A week ago the Daily Bruin began
printing the "Baron Watch," a game-
by-game tracking of his batting aver-

age. Baron first got word of it last week-
end on the bus to Kansas State.

"I didn't really see the paper that

day because I was running around

SeeMltON,pa9e33
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z9:^ takestwo, ends up No. 2 I Bmln talent drafted to

Eagles, Titans, Cowboys
SOFTBALL; Arizona now
in polls' top spot; Bruins'

defense much improved

By Andrew Borders
Daily Bruin Contributor

The UCLA Softball team won two
out of three contests Wednesday,
mcludiiig the two that were plaved on
the Held.

Hie one they didn't win was in the

polls, or the 27 first place votes in the

NK^A/USAToday poll. Arizona
notched 21 to UCXA's six, knocking
the Hruins from the top spot.

UCLA d. UC Riverside

12-0

UCLA d. UC Riverside

8-0

FOOTBALL: Mitchell, Bell,

Bennett sign professional

contracts with NFL clubs

So for this week. UCLA softball

fans will have to gel used to saying
"No. 2 UCLA Bruins" instead of the

more familiar "No. 1."

As for the games on the field, the
VC Riverside Highlanders (11-36-1)

jMuvcdno iiuilcli, v\i(h (he Rruiii.s (46-

4) taking the doubleheader 12-0 and S-

The wins gave the Bruins a perfect

nonconferencc record for this .sea.son.

Ireshman Keira Goerl of neighbor-
ing Moreno Valley teamed with senior
Courtney Dale to throw a no-hitter in

game one. Dale kept it from being a
perfect game by issuing a walk to fresh-

man Karii Burneleit.

The Bruin defense, maligned in

recent weeks, kept the no-hitter going,

committing no errors while only four
VCR batters were retired at the plate

Lnquist lauded her team's elTorl.

Chrissy Buck throws to Claire Sua in a game earlier this season The
Bruins shut out the UC Riverside Highlanders twice on Wednesday.

"For the most part, we played good three, surrendering only one hit and
defense, she said. "A midweek game one walk for her sixth win of the year
IS always dilTerent in terms ofhow your It was sophomore Natasha Watley's
learn is gome to porJorm Knowine i t -htm to be the hot h infll' In game two
ua^

,. noncontcrencc game. I was going 3-for-3 with three RBIs, includ-
pleased that they came out and got it ing a triple

done and put up the numbers." The three hits for Riverside were
hreshman Claire Sua, sophomore split among three players, as UCLA's

By Joshua Mason
Daily Bruin Reporter

Less than a week after being draft-

ed, Freddie Mitchell's situation in

Philadelphia keeps getting belter.

And two other Bruins, Drew
Bennett and Jason Bell, also signed
their first professional contracts.

On Tuesday the Eagles made a bold
move by releasing Charles Johnson.
the No. I target of quarterback
Donovan McNabb last sea.son.

Johnson, 29, started all 16 games
last year and was the club's leading
wide receiver, with 56 receptions for

642 yards and seven touchdowns.
Earlier in the year the team released
No. 2 receiver Torrance Small. "This
was a very tough decision to make,"
Head Coach Andy Reid stated.

"However, we feel that we need to get

ig uidc rcciivi'is fii> opf>oritr^
nity to step up and play

'

Mitchell, drafted Saturday by
Philadelphia with the 25lh overall pick.

was the only receiver chosen by the

Eagles and will join Dameane
Douglas, Todd Pinkston. Gary Scott

and Na Brown as the nucleus of next
year's young receiving corps.

While Mitchell was the only UCLA
player .selected in the draft, Bennett
and Bell quietly agreed to terms with
the Tennessee Titans and the Dallas

Cowboys on Tuesday
Bennett was signed by Tennessee,

along with five other undrafted
receivers, in an attempt to fill one of the
Titans' biggest offensive holes. They
needed to build depth after waiving 14

players since March 14, mosdy due to

salary cap concerns. "It's a plus in

recruiting and bringing in the young,
healthy cheap talent that you need to

stay cap-friendly in the environment
we're in now," Tennessee General
Manager Hoyd Ree.se said.

Bell joined a Dallas team desperate
for depth in the secondary after losing

cornerback Ryan McNeil to free

agency (San Diego) and with the
potential retirement of cornerback
Phillippi Sparks

^her Brums hoping (o be draTIiEa"

are linebacker Tony White, tight end
Gabe Crecion and guards Brian Polak
and Oscar Cabrera.

Monique Mejia and Dale all had three

RBIs, but Sua provided the fireworks
with a two-run home run in what was a
five-run inning for the Bruins. Goerl
got the win. her 18th, in the fivc-inning

mercy rule-shortened affair.

In game two. Dale and fellow .senior

Stephanie Swenson split the pitching

duo of senior pitchers kept the
Highlanders' bats cold.

Even tliough the Bruins gave their

fellow UC opponents quite a pound-
ing. Sua says that the effects will help
them this weekend against No. 3

Stanford and No. 4 Cal.

"It gives us momentum for this

MAZEIKA
From page 40

dutits. Dale threw two innings, allow- weekend, because we're in a placemg Riverside two hits and two walks, right now where we need that kind of
while Swenson closed out the final momentum," she said

Tim Leary; the Bruins' pitching

coach until this sea.son, didn't partic-

ularly like my column. So a couple of
days later when I called him for .some
quotes for a feature on a player, he
bluntly told me in a couple of sen-

tences how he didn't appreciate what
I did to Lavin, told me he wouldn't

^
give me any quotes and hung up

"before I could respond.

I was caught completely olT guard.
Later, while trying to make sense

of what happened, a friend told me
Leary lost 19 games in 1990 with the

Strawberries

SeeMAZEIKA«page34

Sparkletts'
• CRYSTAL FBESH DRINKING WATER

• MOUNTAIN SPRING WATER
• WSTIUED WATER (97C)

87
^ 1 Gallon

Dreyer's Ice Cream
All

Half

Gallons

Umit 3 Save $2.70 j

(JlJIlN'NESS

coke Diet Coke & Sprite arChWay Cookies

8 pk» 14.9 oz. cans Limit 3 Save $5.00

99
01 • Dutch Cocoa

I

• Frosty Lemon
' • Fmit & Honey Bar

•Oatmeal
• Oatmeal Raisin

2 liter Limit 4 Save 40J * OW Fas^lon Windmill

^ U -cr Lim mifiir^

10 oz.

JENO
Save 80C

Pizza
3 Varieties

Donald Duck l
Smithfleld Premium Bacon

Orange Juice
| f-^HHl (40% Lower Fat)

a^Lr — Limit 6O Pw • 12 oz. bottles Save $3.00

Dona/cf
DurJc

6.8- 7.4 oz. Save 400

VISA I Open 'til

mike's

Save
$1.00 1 6pk»12oz. bottles Save $1A

Midnight at 1057 Gayley Ave. 209-1111 MasterCard!
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(Left) 2000 Olympian and Bruin team member Jamie
Dantzscher performs her final floor routine of the
year in the NCAA individual competition on Saturday.
(Above) Assistant Coach Randy Lane spots
Dantzscher on the uneven bars at the NCAA
individual con^petit ron .

'

Will
G

PhoUxs by

(X)U11TNEY

UCLA wins another

championship after

a season so good, it

wasn't even funny

(Above) In the team lock-

er room, the UCLA
women's gymnastics team
does the eight-clap after

hearing that they are

once again national

champions.

(Left) Senior Mohini
Bhardwaj speaks to

reporters after the team
win in the NCAAs about
the championship and
her plans after UCLA.

(Right) Yvonne Tousek, a Canadian Olympian as well as
a UCLA team member, competes on floor during the
team competition at the NCAA Championships.

(Above) Assistant Coach Steve Gerlach goes over
Kristin Parker's last vault in the individual competition.

X
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Check out the Daily Bruin's

behind-the-scenes look at

the gymnastics team's

NCAA title win on page 39.

The
reluctant

hitman
As Brian Baron flirts with

batting .500, he tries to

keep the focus on his team

MLB-bound USC

Hurler Prior could

give Bruins a run

for their money
OPPONENT: TVojan star could

have gone pro before college,

now uses skill against UCLA

By Scott Bair

Daily Bruin Contributor

ir Regis Philbin shouted the question

"Wlio wants to be a millionaire?" into a

rowd^f people everyone present and in

their right mind would raise their hand and
beg for a chance at fame and fortune.

NICOLE MILLER/ Daily Brum

Senior Brian Baron says his main goal is to help his team win.

ByJeffAgase

Ddily Bruin Reporter

Brian Baron knows this is a spe-

cial season.

The UCLA designated hitter

knows he is flirting with history. He
knows his gaudy .480 batting aver-

age leads the nation and puts him
in position to reach that vaunted

number: .500. And he knows that

his team, his coaches and his fami-

ly expect him, more than any other

UCLA player, to produce with

every at-bat.

But judging from his relaxed

and humble demeanor, you'd

never know it.

"That was pretty unexpected."

the redshirt senior said of a feature

USA Today wrote about him. "I

had certain goals I .set for myself

but I never imagined hitting close

to .500. I've always been a high-

average hitter, but I didn't know it

would be like this. I'm still a little

shocked myself."

Not that Baron should be. He
batted over .350 his first two years

at Northwestern and this past year

he drastically augmented his train-

ing regimen, bulking up to nearly

200 pounds.

And then there's his work ethic.

It's almost inhuman. Baron rou-

tinely hangs around well after the

crowd has left and relentlessly

refines his already lethal swing.

"I don't care if I went Q-for-4 or

4-for-4, I'm still at the batting cage

working on my .swing," he said.

UCLA Coach Gary Adams
considers Baron a coach's dream.

"I'm elated for him because

everybody's seeing a guy where

hard work, sheer hard work, has

paid off," Adams said.

His 84 hits lead the team by 27,

he has enjoyed a hitting streak of 2

1

games, and he's still 16 points

ahead of the all-time single season

Pac-IO batting record of .464 set by

Don Lovell in 1985.

Like any athlete having a year

that may rewrite the record books.

Baron is attracting attention. The
LA. Times, LA. Daily News,
Orange County Register, and USA
Today have all have published fea-

tures on the once unknown Bruin.

"I really didn't know I was hit-

ting that high and then next thing

you know, (UCLA baseball sports

information director) Carolyn

French says, 'USA Today and the

Times and Baseball America want

you,'" Baron said.

"I really don't like to do that too

much," he said of talking about

himself to the press. "They say,

'You're hitting really well' and I go,

'Yeah, that's the rumor'"

Senior second baseman Josh

Canales, Baron's best friend on the

team, has seen opposing pitchers

adjust to Baron's torrid baiting run

this season. "Teams are starting to

pitch around him," Canales said.

"They're throwing him junk balls

and pitches six to eight inches off

the plate."

But perhaps the most common
consequence of such a personal

renaissance is the pressure to keep

the magical season going. Adams
has seen Baron maintain focus to

manage the new burden.

"He's a unique character in the

fact that he believes and has so

much confidence in his swing,"

TbeOtfier Side
1

%
1 Baseball

use Spocu Infu

Mark Prior

But somewhere in that sea of raised

hands, there is a man shaking his head and
walking away. That person is USC's Mark
Prior, whose powerful right arm so

impressed the New York Yankees that they

used the 43rd overall pick in the 1998 draft to

gain the rights to the young phenom.
The Yankees wanted to secure Prior's

unlimited potential so much that they

offered him more than a million dollars to

forgo higher education and turn pro.

Prior told the Yankees - the most storied

franchise in baseball - "thanks, but no

See BARON, page 37 See PRIOR, page 35

UCLA's seniors step up in tourney
M.V0LLEYBALL: Desire to

prolong last season gives

them extra energy, focus

By Diamond Leung
Daily Bruin Contributor

It's playoff time. If you win, you

advance. If you lose, your season is

done. But for the seniors on the

UCLA men's volleyball team, a play-

off loss ends their UCLA career.

Seniors Mark Williams and Adam
Naeve hope to avoid that fate as they

lead the No. 3 seeded Bruins (21-7)

into the semifinals of the MPSF
Tournament to take on No. 2 Long
Beach State (18-6) tonight at Smith

Fieldhou.se in Provo, Utah

"I'm looking at the playoffs differ-

ently than last year," Williams said.

"Now, when I play, I want to win the

last game to go out well."

It was the senior leadership that

willed UCLA to an emotional five-

game victory over Stanford in the first

round to advance the Bruins into the

semifinals.

"Before Stanford, Adam and I

looked at each other and said, 'We
don't want to lose our last-ever match

at Pauley.'" Williams said.

"We weren't going to lose - plain

and simple," Naeve said.

Apparently not, because the two

were absolutely unstoppable.

Williams slammed 26 kills (.511) while

Naeve had 19 (.607), both season

highs. When the Bruins had their

backs against the wall, Williams came
up with two clutch kills in the deciding

fifth game, each saving match point.

Naeve was also not about to end his

career with a home loss.

MEN S VOLLEYBALLX—

—
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Today
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Provo, Utah
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"He started hammering serves in

practice from Tuesday, Wednesday,

Thursday, Friday, and I knew he was

going to be good," UCLA Head
Coach Al Scates said.

Naeve served five aces against

Stanford, leaving him only one ace

away from tying the all-time record.

He will get the chance to break that

record against Long Beach, but it will

have to be done in treacherous serving

conditions in Provo. The notoriously

high altitude causes balls to travel far-

ther than normal.

"I don't know if it's a problem or if

we make it a problem," Williams said.

"Playing Long Beach it shouldn't

matter anyway because we're in the

same boat."

But Long Beach is the only team to

win in Provo this year against BYU.
Led by senior opposite David
McKienzie, the 49ers have the sec-

ond-ranked offense in the nation.

"We have to stop McKienzie."
Williams said. "That's the key to beat-

ing them as a team. If you can stop

him by playing good defense or block-

ing, you can win the match."

When Long Beach defeated

UCLA in five games March 17,

Williams was out with an injury and

McKienzie was on fire, pounding 40
kills, the most in a match this season.

The Bruins came back with

Williams to beat the 49ers on the road

in four games Jan. 26.

A win against Long Beach will send

the Bruins to the MPSF finals, and
probably secure them a spot in the

NCAA Tournament. The seniors

know this; they don't want their

careers to end so soon.

"The game means a lot to us,"

Naeve said.

That's why they're turning it up a

notch for the playoff drive.

figures should get

opportunity to fight bade
COLUMN: Right to insult

taken too far; reciprocal

criticism ought to be OR

B
itc me. Yeah, you, reading this

column. You can bite me.

I feel like using some expletives,

but my editors disagree. So I'll com-
ply and keep it at "Bite me."

And I have

every right to

say so, although

not yet. I should

wait for the hate

mail before

being rude.

Insults aside,

I would like to

point out the

following: fans

and media

today feel they

can get away

with anything -

a syndrome I call ignoramus stupidi-

tis.

The latest victim of this syndrome
is recently-fired Dodgers general

manager Kevin Malone. Now, please

Vytas

Mazeika

don't send me that righteous e-mail

about how he officially quit and I'm

wrong. We all know that the resigna-

tion was a public relations move and
the incompetent Dodger brass

forced Malone out.

The calls for Malone's head

peaked after his verbal altercation

with a Padres fan (wow, who
would've guessed those still existed).

The L.A. Times was relentless with its

biased criticism and baseball fans all

around the nation were appalled.

Malone, though, had every right to

yell back at the Padres fan. After all,

the fan was wrong. Sheffield doesn't

suck, he's only no good.

Fans and media today feel they

have a right to berate athletes without

fear of repercussion. Ifa guy like

Malone dares to talk back, he'll either

be suspended, publicly flogged or

forced to resign.

Once again, don't send me another

righteous e-mail, this time telling me
how I should practice what I preach.

Three years ago, while covering

the baseball team, I wrote a column
saying Rick Majerus should replace

Steve Lavin as our basketball coach.

Sc««IAZEIKA,pa9e38

www.dailybruin.ucla.edu
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Be sure to see the sights at UCLA...

I

Ackerman Union houses a variety of student services including

restaurants, an arcade and the UCLA Store which sells UCLA

apparel, books, food, computers and textbooks.

I

The Bruin Bear was a gift from the UCLA Alumni Association in

1984. It is six feet high, 10 feet long and weighs two tons.

)
Pauley Pavilion, home of the NCAA champion UCLA basketball,

volleyball and gymnastics teams, seats 1 2,500 and was first

used in 1966. It also served as the site of the gymnastics

competition during the 1980 summer Olympic games.

I Kerckhoff Hall was completed in 1931. It houses student

government offices, student media and a coffeehouse, among
other things.

Royce Hall was constructed in 1929 and is one of the four

original buildings on campus. It is modeled after a basilica in

Milan, Italy and has an auditorium that seats 1,833.

O

O

SOURCES: L.A. Times, UCLA Campus Tours

The College Library (aka Powell Library), also opened in 1929, Is

one of 13 libraries on campus. The tower resembles the Church

of St. Sepolcro in Bologna, Italy and houses speakers that are

conneaed to carillion chimes that ring each hour.

Janss Steps are composed of 87 stairs which formed the

original entrance to the university. John F. Kennedy and
Martin Luther King Jr. have held rallies at the base of the steps.

The steps also appeared in the movie The Nutty Professor."

The Franklin D. Murphy Sculpture Garden is the largest outdoor

sculpture garden on the West Coast. It contains more than 70
works by 20th century artists.

Completed in 1968, the Inverted Fountain has a recirculating

water flow of 10,000 gallons per minute. Its design was
inspired by bubbling mud pots and natural hot springs in

Yellowstone National Park.

The Mildred E. Mathias Botanical Garden maintains one of

America's largest collections of tropical and sub-tropical plants.

The gardens include more than 4,000 species of plants from

regions throughout the world.

JOAN ONGi/Daily Bruin Senior Staff
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Daily Bruin

News on the Web

They may be able to crush

the grass, but the L.A.

fimes can't keep down

Daily Bruin online:

www.daiiybruin.ucla.edu

NEWS
House outlaws harming fetuses

The House voted Thursday to make it a fed-

eral crime to hurt a fetus during an assault

on its mother. Unlike Clinton, who vowed to

veto it, Bush supports the measure.

See page 5
Friday, April 27, 2001

GSA exceeds threshold thanks to online vote
ELECTION: Referenda can

take effect as turnout hits

12-year high at 15 percent

ByUnhTat
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Newly electeci candidates for the

2001-02 Graduate Students

Association celebrated their wins

Thursday, but the real victory for

GSA is that it finally exceeded the 10

percent threshold needed for a passed

referendum to go into effect - a feat

that has not occurred for more than a

decade.

Charles Harless, Dorothy Kim and

Alain Dang are the new president,

vice prcsiticnt, internal and vice presi-

dent, external, respectively.

Referenda to increase the GSA mem-
bership fee and to allow the American

Indian Graduate Student Association

to have voting rights in the GSA

Forum passed by 67 and 71 percent,

respectively.

"Finally these referenda that have

been on the ballot for years can be put

in the constitution," said Emily Jarvis.

director of elections for GSA. "We're

happy partly because the referenda

passed, but also because people are

more aware of GSA's presence on
campus."

This year, voter turnout reached

14.87 percent, up from 7.7 percent the

previous year.

Jarvis and others attributed the

higher voter turnout to casting ballots

online - the first for GSA elections -

increased effort to publicize the event,

extending the voting period to a week,

and holding elections earlier. In the

past, elections were scheduled vyhen

law school students had their exams,

which kept many from going to the

polling stations.

The referenda passed by GSA vot-

ers will go into effect for the first time

in 12 years. According to the associa-

tion's constitution, passed referenda

are not recognized unless voter

turnout reaches a minimum 10 per-

cent - which has not occurred since

1989.

Voters passed a referendum that

permits GSA to increase its quarterly

membership fee to $7. The associ;ition

has not been able to raise its fee of

$5.50 since the mid-1980s.

Kim, who is also the current vice

president, internal, said she is happy
with the fee increase, since GSA has

had to operate on a small budget for

years.

"The office has felt the lack of

money, especially when people have

asked us in the past for more money,"

she said, adding that GSA will deter-

mine next year's budget in the summer
when its fiscal year ends.

In last year's elections, the AIGSA
sought approval to send a voting dele-

gate to the GSA Forum, the associa-

See RESULTS, page 10

GSA ELECTION RESULTS*

GSA Cabinet

President

jChariesHariess 94.57%

Write-in votes 5.42%

Vice president internal

Dorothy Kim 72.14%

Emily Kwong 26.39%

Write-in votes 1.47%

Vice president, external

Alain Dang 53.78%

Thomas Johnson 44.33%

Write-in votes 1.87%

Ballot referenda

Bo inaease in GSA membership fee
Y« 'passed with 66.97 percent

Each member of the GSA shall be assessed a

quarterly membersNp fee of $7 ofwtikh a

minimum of $3 will go toward that men^>er'$

coundi.The tunent membership fee of $5.50

per quarter has not been increased since the

mid-1980s.

ifl AIGSA requests voting membership
^« in forum

• passed wMi 71 .16 percent

This referendum would allow the American

Indian Graduate Student Association

representation and one voting delegate to the

Graduate Students Association Fonjm.

Voter turnout 14.87% Total number of eligible voters 9,837

•'::;Zr;^rr.:C::" Total number of ballots cast 1,463

SOURCE GSA DwtdwotElKtiom

MAGGIE woo/Daily Brum

Student groups celebrate, protest state
ISRAEL MSA displays

signs as JSU, BruinPAC

celebrate independence

By Mkhade Tumage
Daily Bruin Contributor

As students adorned in blue and

white flags celebrated Israeli

Independence Day in Westwood
Plaza Thursday, at least 50 members
of the Muslim Student Association

and others cascaded down Bruin

Walk, holding posters in silent protest.

The Jewish Student Union and
BruinPAC, a pro-Israeli group, co-

hosted the celebrations in honor ofthe

53rd anniversary of Israel's indepen-

dence.

As a lone police officer looked on.

some people held posters in mourning

while others, enjoying free bagels and

cake, listened to Israeli music and

speeches by students and rabbis.

"This is the best day of my entire

experience at UCLA," said Jennifer

Dekel, a second-year communications

studies student wearing a blue and

white sticker. "We've never had such a

strong show of people, both Jews and

non-Jews, celebrating together for one

JANA SUMMERS

Business economics student Joshua Atlas hoWs a flag to celebrate Israeli Independence Day
Thursday, while members of the Muslim Student Association stand in silent protest.

common cause - the state of Israel."

Meanwhile, students who stood

with posters reading "Stop human
rights violations" didn't feel the occa-

sion called for celebration.

"To celebrate the independence of

a country that's oppressed and brutal-

ized so many people is like an act of

oppression itself," said MSA
President Ghaith Mahmood.

According to political science

Professor Steven Speigel, the Jews

Petitions for privacy act underway
DATA: Proposal would

end racial classification

except in special cases

By Shauna Mccartea
Daily Bruin Contributor

The UC regent who spearheaded

the end of affirmative action plans

to achieve a "color-blind" society by

halting the use of racial classifica-

tion statewide.

Ward Conncrly, UC regent and
chair of the American Civil Rights

Coalition, began collecting signa-

tures for the Racial Privacy

Initiative earlier this month.

The RPl would prohibit the

state's use of race, ethnicity, color or

national origin in the operation of

public employment, education or

contracting.

For example, a box to check for

the applicant's ethnicity could not

be included in the UC application if

RPI is enacted.

Connerly, who could not be

reached for comment, has said that

"check-boxing" racial information

on official documents is not neces-

sary in an increasingly multiracial

society.

"The goal of the initiative is to

acknowledge the increasing irrele-

vance of race classifications,"

Connerly said in a statement. "The
government should respect our pri-

vacy and not collect such personal

information"

But opponents say eliminating

racial classification will only conceal

racial discrimination, not end it.

"You do not achieve a color-blind

society by hiding the problem or by

not addressing it," said Paule

Takash, a visiting Chicana/o studies

professor and board member of the

William C. Velasquez Institute.

But according to Kevin Nguyen,

executive director of the ACRC, the

old racial classification system is

archaic and simply does not work in

such a diverse society.

"There has been more improper

and malevolent use of racial data

and racial tracking in history." said

Sec INITIATIVE, page 6

first asked to split the area with the

Palestinians who resided there at the

end of the 19th century. Earlier in his-

tory, the Romans had chased the Jews

out of Palestine, and in the middle of

See INDEPENDENa, page 6

Activists protest

for animal rights

A group of 30 protesters gath-

ered in front of the Brain

Research Institute Thursday
evening to protest the research by

two UCLA scientists.

Activists plan to have a larger

protest this morning as part of

World Week for Animals in

Laboratories.

Protesters said the two
researchers, John Schlag and
Madeleine Schlag-Rey, conduct

tests on monkeys using elec-

trodes.

Although the protest was

peaceful, it did have its share of

heated moments.

As fourth-year physiological

See PROTEST, page 6

UCLA hosts

sixth-annual

event with

L.A. Times
FESTIVAL: Authors, fans

will populate campus for

all-weekend celebration

ByMarcelleRkhards
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

**

UCLA's campus will transform

into the setting for the sixth annual Los

Angeles Times Festival of Books this

weekend, where retailers and book
browsers alike will capitalize on the

prospect of a good book hunt.

"In this age of the Internet, it's nec-

essary to see some works that are not

online," said Kristina Cutura, a third-

year psychology student. "It gives you

more of a sense of being human."

More than 250 exhibitors and

100,000 participants are expected at

the two-day event, and approximately

150 students will be volunteering with

tasks such as children's face-painting.

The L.A. Times is working in con-

junction with UCLA to host the event.

While the Times determines the con-

tent of the festival - including which

authors are invited to speak - the uni-

versity plays more of a coordinating

role, according to David Lowenstein,

director of the Central Ticket Office.

The UCLA Events Office will oversee

the setup, operations and cleanup of

the festival.

In addition to the authors, publish-

ers and other vendors brought in by the

L.A. Times, UCLA will also occupy

several booths at the festival.

This year, the university hopes to

reach out to the community by provid-

ing resources for K-12 teachers and

parents, according to Assistant

Chancellor Antoinette Mongelli. It's

the first time in the festival's history

that UCLA has added a specific theme

to it - something organizers said they

SecauUVUS,pagc6
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COMMUNITY BRIEFS

LA. secession may
cost taxpayers more
A study shows a breakaway city in the har-

bor area would generate $35.4 million less in

revenue than is needed to pay for existing

city services.

The findings in the preliminary study were

a blow to harbor secessionists, but leaders

opposed to a breakup of Los Angeles said the

study proves independence for the

Wilmington and San Pedro districts would

cost residents dearly.

The harbor area is one of three areas

which secessionists are trying to carve out as

new cities: The San Fernando Valley and
Hollywood also have breakaway movements.

Secessionists said they were confident

they could eliminate the deficit in the pro-

jected $159 million budget through savings

from contracting for police, fire and other

services.

"We are going to put together an efficient

form of government," said Andrew

Mardesich, executive director of

the Harbor Study Foundation,

which is pushing for a November
2002 vote on cityhood.

Mardesich said preliminary talks with the

Los Angeles County Sheriffs Department
about policing the harbor area have con-

vinced him that just that portion of the bud-

get can be cut by up to $ 1 5 million while pro-

viding better services.

Children in foster care

are at risk for violence
At least 40 percent of children in foster care

continue to be exposed to violence, even after

entering out-of-home placement, reported a

study in the May issue of the Journal of the

American Academy of Child and Adolescent

Psychiatry.

The study, led by UCLA child and adoles-

cent psychiatrist Dr. Bonnie Zima and
authored by Dr. Brad Stein of Santa Monica-

based RAN D, also links violence exposure to

high levels of distress among
foster care children.

The researchers assessed life-

time and recent violence exposure in

300 Los Angeles County children, ages 6 to

12, living in foster care. During their lifetime,

85 percent reported witnessing violence,

including weapon-related violence, and 51

percent were victims of violence.

In addition, 54 percent of the children had

witnessed violence and 41 percent had been a

victim of violence during the past six months.

Such exposure, however, does not necessarily

imply that violence occurred in foster homes
or as a result of continuing contact with the

biological family. Violence exposure after

placement also may have occurred at school

or in other community settings.

Activists heighten

anti-sonar campaign
The Navy's new low-frequency sonar creates

an "acoustic traffic jam" that threatens the way

whales and dolphins communicate, environ-

mentalists claimed Thursday in a stepped-up

campaign against the system.

"If deployed, all species and marine animals

could be affected," said Natural Resources

Defense Council attorney Joel Reynolds.

Reynolds wasjoined by actor Pierce Brosnan

and other opponents of the sonar system in a

press conference before the first of three public

hearings scheduled by the National Marine

Fisheries Service on the issue. The fisheries ser-

vice will decide if the Navy should be exempt

from environmental protection laws, which

would give the military clearance to deploy the

sonar system. The Navy has said its sonar,

designed to detect quiet submarines by emitting

sound waves at 180 decibels, does not pose a sig-

nificant threat to marine life.

But environmentalists are trying to convince

the fisheries service otherwise. They say the

sonar system harms whales and other sea crea-

tures, and they want more research before the

Navy should be allowed to move forward.

Compiled from Daily Bruin wire reports.

Weather

Today Saturday

Partly Cloudy Partly Cloudy

Sunday

Partly Cloudy

high: 67 low: 54 high: 67 low: 54 high: 68 low: 53

Outlook:
We'll see a substantial cool-down today

and temperatures will remain cool

throughout the weekend. It'll be perfect

weather for book-browsing; enjoy it.

Sunrise
6:08 a.m.

Sunset
7:34 p.m.

Week 4
Reminder:

TODAY is the last day to

DROP non-impacted classes

through URSA with $3 fee and

without a transcript notation

For real-time weather, visit www.ddilybruin.ucld.edu

WHArS BREWIN'

Today 1 p.m.
ISA

Lunch break

Ackerman24IO

The Marschak Colloquium

Marschak Colloquium

Anderson C-30

1

6 p.m.
Slavic department

Polish table

Lu Valle Commons(outside)

(310)825-2135

7 p.m.
Campus Events Commission

"Save the Last Dance"

Ackerman Grand Ballroom

www.campusevents.ucla.edu

$2 at the door

7:30 p.m.
Melnitz Movies

"Life Planners"

James Bridges Theatre, Melnitz Hall

(310)206-8170

8 p.m.

Ira Glass, radio host

Storytelling

Royce Hall auditorium

(310)825-2101

Aeolian Ballet

Freud Playhouse. MacGowan Hall

"New Creations"

www.aeolianballet.com

(310)825-2101

9:30 p.m.

Campus Events Commission

"Save the Last Dance"

Ackerman Grand Ballroom

www.campusevents.ucla.edu

$2 at the door

7:30 p.m.

Ernst Lubitsch Film Series

"The Marriage Circle"

James Bridges Theatre, Melnitz Hall

Film & Television Archive

(310)20WJ0I3

8 p.m.

Aeolian Ballet

Freud Playhouse, MacGowan Hall

"New Creations"

www.aeolianballet.com

(310)825-2101

Sunday 10 a.m. -5 p.m.

L.A. Times Festival of Books

Authors, b(X)ks, entertainment

Dickson Plaza and Royce Quad

(213)237-BOOK

Saturday 10 a.m. -6 p.m.
LA. Times Festival of Books

Authors, books, entertainment

Dickson Plaza and Royce Quad

(213)237-BOOK

7 p.m.
Ernst Lubitsch Film Series

"Cluny Brown"

James Bridges Theatre, Melnitz Hall

Film & Television Archive

(310)206^013
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Dinosaurs from another age,

independent bookstores must

shrug off chains to stay alive

By Sharon Kim
Dally Bruin Contributor

— Westwood Village ma> be

known to some as a trendy spot

with a number of good restau-

rants and specialty shops, but

one type of store - the indepen-

dent bookstore - is becoming an

endangered species.

Except for Mystery
Bookstore on Broxton Avenue
and the Christian Science

Reading Room on Glendon
Avenue, such stores in the

Village have been a rarity since

the early 1930s.

In March, an all-French

bookstore called La Cite -

which first opened in 1948 just

south of the village - was forced

to pack up and close shop for

good.

"I think the main problem
independent bookstores have to

face is chains like Borders and
Barnes & Noble," said Iris

Smaus, the librarian at the

Christian Science Reading
Room.

"These chain stores are great,

but they draw people away from
the small bookstores," she said.

In 1999, a bookstore called

Sisterhood went out of

business after 28 years of

operation at the same
Westwood location.

"It was originally

a gathering place with various

literature on the women's move-
ment going on during that peri-

od," said Simone Wallace, who,

along with her partner Adele,

founded Sisterhood. "But pretty

soon the collection and demand
grew so much that we decided to

make a business out of

Sisterhood."

Adele Wallace said that for

many of its early years, the store

served as a unique center for the

women's movement. Prominent

figures involved with the

women's movement, such as

Gloria Steinem and Alice

Walker, visited the store.

"We offered books by and
about women," she said, but

added that the books were for

men as well as women.
In 1996. Borders Bookstore

opened near Sisterhood, and the

store began experiencing a grad-

ual decline that led to its closing

in 1999.

According to the former own-

ers of Sisterhood, the physical

presence of Borders so near the

store and general changes in

consumer trends contributed to

the decline in business

Guy Adams, manager of

UCLA BookZone, said the situ-

ation of independent bookstores

is a trend felt all over the coun-

try.

"Chains have been getting

discounts behind closed doors

that others were not getting,"

said Adams. "And when small

stores have to make decisions

everyday as to how to spend

their capital, even a small per-

centage point here and there has

an enormous impact."

Last week, the American
Booksellers Association and 26

independent bookstores settled

a lawsuit filed against Borders

Group Inc. and Barnes & Noble

Inc. for allegedly receiving ille-

gal discounts and deals from
publishers that placed indepen-

dent bookstores at a competitive

disadvantage.

Despite the suit being settled

without any ruling regarding the

illegal discounts, the ABA feels

—.^ the suit's

original
goals have

been
a c c o m -

plished."We
wanted to

make people

aware that

there was in

fact unequal

treatment
toward
chains com-
pared to inde-

pendent
bookstores,"

said Scott

McKinstry.
ABA commu-
nications man-

ager.

Although
the trial itself

did not result

AMCIE LtVINf

Sheldon McArthur owns Mystery Bookstore in Westwood. He
noted that independent bookstores are rare in the village.

in formal action to prevent

unfair discounts to large chains,

changes were being made when
the lawsuit was taken to trial,

according to McKinstry.

Sheldon McArthur - who,
after 12 years of operation in

West Hollywood, moved his

Mystery Bookstore to his home-
town of Westwood last October
- does not think large chain

bookstores are a threat to his

specialized store.

"Actually, a lot of the cus-

tomers get referred to my store

when they don't find what they

want (at Borders)," said

McArthur.

"Borders does not even

understand the genre of mystery

books," he added, saying that

Borders shelves their mystery

books in the fiction section.

"They carry less than 1 percent

of the mystery titles that we
carry."

McArthur attributed the

decline of independent book-

stores in Westwood to

negative public percep-

tion about the village.

"People think

Westwood is difficult to

get to with no parking

and no

business," he said.

McArthur said that past vio-

lent incidents in Westwood.
specifically a shooting that lefi

one woman dead in the early

'90s, also changed people's per-

ception of the area.

"The shooting incident was
very heavily publicized,"

McArthur said. "There was a

sad decline period following it in

the '90s because of wrong public

perspective." . • ^

According to the official

Westwood Village Web site, the

original village, constructed in

1929, was a "haven," with

attractive shops, restaurants,

and even an outdoor skating

rink.

Westwood's first retail busi-

ness was Campbell's Book
Store, which opened in 1929 on
Le Conte Avenue. The book-

store's appeal to the student

population at UCLA set the

precedence for future

Westwood businesses.

The store, however, was sold

to a chain in the early 1970s.

For Adele Wallace, the lack

of independent bookstores is

just one of the 'things she

laments about a changing

Westwood.

"There were so many cute lit-

tle restaurants and independent-

ly owned shops that had things

that you couldn't get somewhere
else," she said. "These days

Westwood has gotten mam-
moth, full of chain stores."

JASON CHEN/Daily B»utn SeoKX Staff
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STATE <& LOCAL
Lawmakers lash out at power • •Jiers

GOUGING: Democrats lead

charge to make it a felony

to overcharj^e for electricity

By Don Thompson
The Associated Press

SACRAMENTO Fruslralcd by
SDaring energy prices and lightening

supplies, lawmakers lashed out at

power generators Thursday, and
implied some should go to jail.

Lt. Cjov. Cruz Bustamanle joined

Assembly Democrats in their attempt

to make ovcrchargmg for electricity a

felony punishable by prison for corpo-
rate officers and forfeiture of 10 percent

of a company's assets.

Meanwhile, analysts from the

Independent System Operator, which
runs the state's power grid, told a

Senate investigating committee that

generators owe California more than $6
billion in refunds for artificially driving

up prwe? . lo unpioctHlcfXed levdt
Market manipulation affected 98

percent of the hourly bidding on elec-

tricity between May and November, tes-

tified Anjali Sheffrin, director of the

ISO's department of market analysis.

Prices averaged 30 percent higher

than they should have since May ISO
Market Monitoring Manager Eric

Hildebrandt told the Senate Select

Committee to Investigate Price

Manipulation in the Wholesale Energy
Market.

But ISO's studies were not designed

to identify individual generators who
overcharged, Hildebrandt said, and he
did not suggest generators acted illegal-

ly

As part of its investigation, the com-
mittee subpoenaed confidential ISO
power-bidding records.

Investigators won't find anything,

said Jan Smutny-Jones, executive direc-

tor of the Independent Energy
Producers Association. 'The genera-

tors that are being investigated did not

create this market."

"If what they're doing isn't illegal, it

ought to be. "' Bustamante said as he
proposed making price gouging a

Hahn receives ad space,

spending limits collapse

RACE: Some caps are « campaign event.

..,, ^. . At his own campaign event
Still active; aggressive Hahn criticized Villaraigosa

fund raising expected I^'''

^ different campaign
-^

c;. I- fiaance,4ssy£. A controversial

new stale law has allowed the

state Democratic Party to send

mailers in support of

Villaraigosa to registered

Democrats without reporting

how much is being spent until

after the election.

"I didn't ask for any inde-

pendent expenditure being

spent on my behalf or on his

behalf," Hahn said.

"All I've asked Mr.
Villaraigosa to do is to ask for

disclosure of who those con-

tributors are who are funding

his campaign."

Hahn and Villaraigosa are

hoth Pcmocrais huu

The Associated Press

California Lt. Gov. Cruz Bustamante, right, listens as Assemblyman
Dennis Cardoza, D-Atwater, left, outlines his proposed legislation.

felony "If they think they're going to

get away with this, they're wrong."

Assemblyman Dennis Cardoza, D-
Atwater, compared the energy crisis to

the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor
and his bill to a crackdown on wartime
profiteering.

Those who "rob millions of

Californians of billions of dollars"

should face the same prison time as if

they had burglarized a house, Cardoza
said.

Investigators haven't found any
wrongdoing, Cardoza and Bustamante

See POWER, page 8

By Andrea Cavanaugh
The Associated Press

The Los Angeles mayoral

race is turning into a money
contest with the early collapse

of spending limits following a

donation of $250,000 in adver-

tising space for one of the two
candidates in the June runoff.

City Attorney James Hahn
and former Assembly Speaker
Antonio Villaraigosa had
agreed to limit spending to

$1.76 million each in exchange
for matching public funds.

That cap collapsed this week
when the president of Regency
Outdoor Advertising dedicat-

ed space on about 25 bill-

boards to advertisements sup-

porting Hahn.

City law dictates that spend-

ing caps be lifted when an out-

side group spends more; than

$200,000 to support or oppose
a candidate in the runoff. A
city restriction that caps at

$1,000 individual donations to

the candidates remains in

place, and they will still be able

to qualify for up to $800,000
each in matching funds.

The situation sets the stage

for aggressive fund-raising and
high spending in the final

weeks before the June 5 elec-

tion.

Villaraigosa criticized Hahn
on Thursday for benefitting

from a billboard company
executive.

"I think it's clear that this

interest must see some benefit

to supporting Jim Hahn or

they wouldn't be spending
$250,000," Villaraigosa said at

Villaraigosa Has tHe state

party's endorsement.

Villaraigosa's campaign con-

sultant, Parke Skelton, has said

the parly's spending is its own
affair and it's up to the party

whether to disclose contribu-

tor information sooner than
state law requires.

Villaraigosa, 48. who spent

six years in the Assembly,
would be the city's first

Hispanic mayor since 1872.

Hahn, 50, has been city

attorney since 1985.

The April 10 primary elec-

tion, in which Hahn and
Villaraigosa were the top fin-

ishers, saw the six major candi-

dates raise more than $17 mil-

lion. That easily surpassed the

record of nearly $13 million set

in 1993, when Mayor Richard
Riordan spent millions of his

own money to win the race.

Spending caps also were lift-

ed in the primary because one
of the candidates, wealthy busi-

nessman Steve Soboroff,

exceeded spending limits.

Shakey's Delivers Baskin(^Robbin$ Ice Cream

Fast Free
Delivery

STAKVINe SnOEHT
SPECIAL

Buy any large pizza at regular price & get the 2n(j

pizza FREE!
(Monday and Tuesday only, limit 3 orders).

Your choice of Thtn Crust. Hand Tossed Classic Crust. New York Style, or IDeepdish Pan at no extra charge

Call fo reserve

9hakey's private

party room upstairs

for your meetings,

fund raisers, etc...

It's FREE

DOUBLESPECIAL
Two large one topping pizzas for

4.93
Limit 2 orders

(save over $10)

SUPER SPECIAL
1 medium one topping pizza Any large 3 topping pizza or any Specialty Pizza

$5.99 ""$9.98
2 nriedium one topping pizzas, ^^^ spKioiNM indMi* v«0atarian. ittdkmy* simcm. %n^ oatun*. mo ^n

, Q„|y $1 1 98 '^^P^B'
Chkfcw, Sptey Mton Sowtog*. and Frnh Gontm nuo (^^M

Fast Free Delivery

824-41 1

1

1114 Gayiey Ave. Westwood Village

Sun-Thurs 'till 1:00 am
Fri-Sat *till 2:00am

SHAKEY'S COMBINATION

^ $14.43
Any medium one topping pizza plus mojo
potatoes, FREE Saiadl and your choice of:

9@»
• 4 pieces chicken or • 8 Buffalo wings or

• Pasta & Garlic Bread

BRUIN CARD
< ^ J

FREE DRINK W/ANY BUFFET PURCHASE W/ UCLA STUDENT ID Rmmerve Shmkmy'm prIvatB pmrty room upmtmirm
for your momtlngm, fund rmlmmrm, otc... It'm FREE

WORLD & NATION Dow Jones Industrials
up:67.15

close: 10,692.35

Nasdaq Index

down: 24.92

close: 2,034.8«

Dollar

Yen: 123.14

Euro: 1.1079

House votes: harm a fetus, face a felony
PROPOSAL: Backers say

bill is anti-crime; others

say it attacks Roe v. Wade

By Janelle Carter

The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - The House
voted Thursday to make it a federal

crime to harm a fetus during an

assault on its mother, urging action

on behalf of "unborn victims."

Abortion rights advocates decried

the bill as a foot in the door toward

legal recognition of fetuses as peo-

ple.

After a lengthy and sometimes
testy debate that included pictures

of a woman holding a stillborn baby
who died after she was assaulted,

the House passed the bill 252-172.

almost identical to the 254-172 mar- "This legislation affirms our
gin by which it was passed a year commitment to a culture of life,

ago. which welcomes and protects chil-

Unlike last year, this bill has the dren," President Bush said in a pre-

support of the

White House
and its new occu-

pant. Former
President
Clinton had

promised to veto

it if it ever

reached him. It

didn't, largely

because there

was little sup-

port for it in the

Senate. The
Senate Judiciary

"Life and death should

not be subsunned

beneath a semantic

fog."

Tom DeLay

House majority whip

pared statement

as he traveled to

Houston on

Thursday.

House sup-

porters called

the bill an anti-

crime measure,

not an abortion

issue.

"The law

must not look

upon a violent

criminal's
unborn victims

Committee, now evenly split with an indifferent eye," said House
between Democrats and Majority Whip Tom DeLay. R-
Republicans, has yet to set a hear- Texas,

ing on the issue this year. "Every young life must be

acknowledged. And every young
life must be protected from preda-

tory criminals.

'

DeLay assailed a Democratic
amendment that would have stiff-

ened penalties for harming a preg-

nant woman but not made harming
a fetus a separate crime. "Life and
death should not be subsumed
beneath a semantic fog," he said.

But opponents called the mea-

sure a veiled attempt by conserva-

tives to chip away at abortion rights

guaranteed in the Supreme Court's

1973 Roe v. Wade decision.

"This would be the first time in

the federal legal system that we
would begin to recognize a fertil-

ized egg, a zygote, an embryo or a

fetus," said Rep. John Conyers, D-
Mich. "That's what the bill is trying

See ABORTION, page 8

U.N. calls for more spending to contain AIDf
BOOST: $7 billion needed

annually to keep disease

from spreading in world

By Glenn MdCenzie
The Associated Press

ABUJA, Nigeria - U.N.
Secretary-General Kofi Annan
called Thursday for a huge boost in

global spending to halt the AIDS
pandemic and prevent the disease

from striking the rest of the world as

hard as it has hit sub-Saharan Africa.

Annan said a "war chest" of $7

billion to $10 billion annually would
be needed to combat the disease and
prevent a catastrophic spread

through major developing nations

like India, China and Russia.

Current spending on AIDS in devel-

oping countries totals around $1 bil-

lion annually.

"It sounds a lot. and it is a lot."

Annan said during opening remarks

at a two-day African AIDS summit
in Abuja, Nigeria's capital. "But it is

not at all impossible, given the

amount of wealth in the world. In

fact, it is little more than I percent of

the world's annual military spend-

ing."

He proposed the creation of a

global fund to fight the spread of

AIDS and other infectious diseases,

improve health care systems and
provide research, education, testing.

Th€ Associated Pfess

Former President Bill Clinton, right, watches a traditional African dance performance on his way
to attend a conference on AIDS in Nigeria Thursday.

drug treatments and condoms, as Several major donors, who
well as care for orphans. The money Annan declined to identify, have
would come from governments, promised to contribute to the fund,

foundations, academics and the pri- he told journalists,

vatc sector, U.N. officials said in U.N. Development Program
New York. spokesman Djibril Diallo called

Annan's estimate of the amount
needed conservative.

"The secretary-general is a very

cautious man. These figures have

See SUMMIT, page 10
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World remembers
Chernobyl disaster

KIEV, Ukraine - With prayers and dicker-

ing candles, people across the former Soviet

Union honored those killed and sickened 15

years ago by the world's worst nuclear disaster at

Ukraine's Chernobyl power plant.

In Moscow, hundreds of people mourned
firefighters who died after the radioactive explo-

sion and were buried in radiation-proof cofllns.

In Kiev, hundreds more people attended an

overnight memorial service at a chapel built to

commemorate the disaster.

The scene was repeated in the Belarusian cap-

ital and in Slavutych, a town ofChernobyl work-

ers near the plant. In Rome, Pope John Paul II

prayed for the victims. The pope is scheduled to

visit Ukraine in June.

The April 26, 1986, explosion and fire sent a

radioactive cloud over much of Europe and con-

taminated large areas in then-Soviet Ukraine,

Russia and Belarus.

The Ukrainian government says

more than 4,000 people involved in

the hastily and poorly organized

Soviet cleanup effort have died, and

that more than 70,000 Ukrainians were dis

abled by the disaster.

In all, 7 million people in Belarus, Russia and

Ukraine are estimated to suffer physical or psy-

chological effects of radiation related to the

Chernobyl catastrophe.

At Moscow's Mitino cemetery, hundreds of

relatives and friends paid tribute to dead fire-

fighters.

"We have come here for 15 years and I will

come with my husband as long as we have our

health," said Valentyna Lopatiuk, whose son

was a Chernobyl firefighter.

New prime minister

installs cabinet
TOKYO - After being elected prime minis-

,

ter. Junichiro Koizumi wasted no time Thursday

Bush ranks

favorably in

polls for first

1 00 days
APPROVAL: Environment

issues go under public's

radar; others elicit praise

By Will Lester

The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - Americans
believe President Bush is honest, like

him personally and reacted favor-

ably to White House efforts on the

China standoff, education and tax

cuts, according to polls taken as he

wraps up his first 100 days in office.

Less popular decisions Hke those

on the environment had a muted
effect on his overall job approval

because people are not very aware of

those decisions, says a poll released

Thursday by the Pew Research

Center for the People & the Press.

Bush's job approval

was in the high 50s to

low 60s ...typical for a

president at this stage

of his term.

Polls released this week by Pew,

CNN-USA Today-Gallup, ABC
News-Washington Post and NBC
News-Wall Street Journal all showed
that Bush's job approval was in the

high 50s to low 60s, relatively typical

for a president at this stage of his

term.

"The elements of his success say

good things about him personally,"

said Andrew Kohut, director of the

Pew Research Center. "They liked

his handling of China and have

heard more about the popular things

he's doing such as education and
taxes."

Kohut said the number of people

who "knew about the unpopular
environmental decisions" is low -

from a fifth who knew about the ini-

tial decision not to enforce tougher

See POLLS, page 8

surpassing expectations of change,

installing a Cabinet that includes a

record five women - all in key posts -

and filling his roster with committed

reformers.

Makiko Tanaka led the list of women on
Koizumi's team, given the crucial portfolio of

foreign minister at a time of bumpy ties with the

United States and Japan's Asian neighbors.

Koizumi, who was elected prime minister by

parliament after winning a ruling party mandate
for change, also put women at the helm of the

ministries of justice, transport, health and edu-

cation.

China arrests Internet

dissident

BEIJING - Authorities have detained two

men for posting articles on the Internet promot-

ing political reform in China, a Hong Kong-
based human rights group said Thursday.

Lu Xinhua of central Wuhan city was arrest-

ed March 1 1 and charged April 20 with "incite-

ment to subvert state sovereignty," according to

the Information Center for Human Rights and
Democracy. Lu posted articles on the Internet

promoting democracy in China and document-

ing alleged human rights abuses by the Chinese

government, the information center said.

In a separate case, authorities secretly tried

an economist April 3 in the city ofCangzhou for

posting articles and writing editorials for foreign

news Web sites, the information center said.

Guo Qinghai posted Internet writings with titles

such as "First democratize your own thinking."

His family was not informed of the trial nor the

verdict, the information center said.

While eager to seize the economic potential

of the World Wide Web, China's communist
government also sees it as a threat. Government
experts monitor the Internet and block sites

deemed subversive. The government has leveled

subversion charges against Chinese citizens sim-

ply for downloading such material.

Compiled from Daily Bruin wire reports.
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MIDDLE EAST AREAS
The West Bank and the Gaza Strip have been

under Israeli military occupation since 1967.

The Palestinian Authority retains civil

autonomy in some parts of the territory.

INDEPENDENCE
From page 1

other nationalist movements, the Jews
wanted a nation of their own.

Alter the HolcKaust sparked an influx of

Jewish immigrants to the area, tensions

erupted between the new Jewish residents

and local Arabs. On May 14. 1948. after

unsuccessful attempts to divide the lands

between Arabs and Jews. Jewish Agency
President David Ben-Gurion declared

Israel's independence. Shortly thereafter,

more than half a million Palestinians left

the country. The Palestine Liberation

Organization, which formed in 1964,

promised to overlhrovyJiie.italC- of Israel

and reclaim possession of the country. The
people of Palestine and Israel have been in

contlict since.

The almost century-old conflict between

Israelis and Palestinians has left a legacy of

confrontations at UCLA. For years,

groups on campus have bumped heads

about the issue.

But earlier this week, students from
both sides began talking al a white "peace

tenl" on Bruin Walk, hosted by the new
UCLA Coalition for Coexistence in the

Middle East, which is comprised of JSU.
the United Arab Society and UCLA Hillel.

"All year we have had a fruitful dialogue

with the United Arab Society" said JSU
Vice President Justin Levi, who along with

others celebrating Israel's indepcndei

said all he wanted was peace. "We feel that

these protests are very marginal."

According to Mahmood. MSA was not

invited to participate in the dialogue.

"Peace will not be served without jus-

tice," said Mohammad Mertaban. a sec-

ond-year psychobiology student who wore
a black shirt that said "anti-hate, anti-

racism, anti-oppression." Demonstrators

said the problem will not be solved until

perpetrators ofhuman rights violations are

brought to justice. Only then can there be

peace, they said.

"We're lucky we're in America where

celebrants and demonstrators can stand

side by side," said Rabbi Chaim Seidler-

Feller. director of Hillel.

Students from both sides praised the

atmosphere of open-mindedness at

UCLA, saying this was an important

opportunity lo educate people about what
is happening.

Bui passers-by looked on in awe of what

seemed to be a tense standoff between
those bearing blue and white flags and
demonstrators wearing black shirts.

"Before f came to school here, there

was a lot of talk about how this is a really

diverse school," said Pablo Fuenles, a

third-year political science student. "But

there is little interaction between students

of diflerent backgrounds or beliefs."

At UC Berkeley Wednesday, 32 stu-

dents were arrested for taking over a build-

ing in a protest against the UC regents'

?nt in Israel

INITIATIVE
From page 1

CAMPUS
From page 1

hope to continue. A K-12 outreach booth

will be in Royce Quad with representatives

from several on-campus groups, including

the Fowler Museum. Gluck Music
Outreach program and sports camps.

The festival serves as a part of the

"UCLA in L.A. Initiative." which works to

build UCLA's community involvement.

The event will be free to the public. Some
events, however, require attendees to pro-

cure tickets. Exhibitor fees and sponsorship

make the event financially feasible, said

LA. Times media liaison David Garcia.

"All of our events are self-supporting."

he said.

Associated Students ofUCLA merchan-

dise will be displayed at no cost at designat-

ed booths in return for the use of UCLA
facilities. ASUCLA's BookZone will also

have a booth to showcase an abbreviated

selection of books and faculty authors.

"It tends to be a very successful week for

everyone." said BookZone Manager Guy
Adams. "This year, as we have done in the

past, all the books we feature are going lo be

20 percent olT."

Despite additional exposure to the gen-

eral public. BookZone's profits will not

compare to fall sales, said Patricia Eastman.

ASUCLA executive director of services

and enterprises.

Part of ASUCLA's contributions are

manifested in "a huge food concession

operation," according to Eastman.

After expenses and commission to

UCLA are taken out of the equation, she

estimates the concessions will produce
$15,000-520,000 in profits.

"We don't do it as a big opportunity for

income." she said. "We do it to represent

UCLA and ASUCLA to the public.

"

With reports from Barbara Ortutay, Daily

Bruin Senior Staff.

PROTEST
From page 1

sciences student Patrick Dyre was walk-

ing back from his genetics midterm, he

said was confronted by an activist.

"These people are idiots, they have no
idea of the implications of the research

that goes on here." he said.

"They told me to go home and read

Malcolm X."

Some protesters said the opposition

may have stemmed from the dark clothes

they wore.

"Maybe if we all wear pink or some-
thing, they will be more conscious of

what we are saying," said activist Sandra
Julien.

The LAPD was on hand, and made no
arrests.

With reports from Hemesh Patel, Daily

Bruin Senior Staff.

Nguyen.

The Holocaust. South

African apartheid and
India's caste system illustrate

the detrimental effects of

racial classification, accord-

ing to the ACRC.
But other opponents of the

RPI said eliminating racial

classification on documents
will not end racial discrimina-

tion.

"(The RPI) will make us

color- blind; color-blind to

discrimination and the

racism that is out there

because we are no longer able

to track it," said student

Regent Justin Fong.

Fong said the UC Board
of Regents, a legislative body
that has jurisdiction over

educational policies within

the UC system, should shift

away from political issues

and focus on its main issue ^

education.

Connerly's past political

actions, which involved the

end of affirmative action in

California with 1996s
PropQ8i t ioB-J09 , «»f>4 in the_

UC system with SP-I and SP-

2 in 1995, brought consider-

able heat to the board.

"I would hope this is not

going to repeat what hap-

pened with SP-I and
Proposition 209," Fong said.

"I would be really upset if

this draws the board into

another political matter."

Because prior political

participation was so contro-

versial, some officials want
the board's political ties cut.

Fong said Connerly
should either resign as a

regent or wait until his term

has expired before becoming
politically active to avoid this

sort of situation.

Even though the language

of the RPI states that

California will not classify

any individual by race, some
exceptions are permitted, but

with the strict stipulations.

To be excluded from the

measure, the legislature must

specifically identify that the

said classification fulfills a "a

compelling state interest." is

approved by a two-thirds

majority in both houses, and
by the governor as well.

Law enforcement officers

could still use racial classifi-

cation for describing particu-

lar persons for law enforce-

ment duties, according to the

RPI

Also, the Department of

Fair Employment and
Housing and medical

research would be exempt
from the RPI conditions.

Fong said he is worried the

rhetoric of the initiative will

confuse voters, like

Proposition 209 did in 1996.

He hopes voters will be prop-

erly educated on the RPI
measure before a decision is

made.

Opponents say if the RPI
makes the ballot and is

passed by voters, it will not

present solutions to racism.

"It will hamper any future

efforts to determine to what

extent racial discrimination

might be practiced," said

Tttkaah. who is atsn Ji sup-

porter of the UCLA
Affirmative Action

Coalition.

But ACRC affiliates

believe that the RPI is the

answer to the increasing

diversity in California.

"What we're doing is pro-

active, it's anticipating social

needs of the state," said

Nguyen.

Tony Tolbert, assistant

director of outreach at the

UCLA School of Law, said

eliminating racial data would
not allow outreach stafT to

serve all sectors of the com-
munity.

"It would make our work
more difficult from our

standpoint," Tolbert said,

referring to outreach pro-

grams like Law Fellows Early

Academic Outreach

SeelNmATIVI,page8

WORRIED?
NERVOUS?
TENSE?

• Do you worfy a lot?

• Difficulty concentrating?

• Do you often feel keyed up?

• Problems with sleep?

• Muscle tension, headaches,

stomach problems ets.?

If you experience some of these symptoms, you may have a treatable condition called

General Anxiety Discorder. Anxiety can affect your work performance, social life, and
overall enjoyment in life. You are not alone. You may be one of millions of Americans

suffering from stress.

Call toll-free today to see if you qualify for an important
research medication program. Qualifed participants may be

.11 compensated up to $275.00.

Southwestern Research, Inc.— 888-444-1104
yinAnn/,435.com

Phytia may ht our
j

miision, but buffalo
\

may be our mam
\

attraction at this
\

"Lab on tht frairit". \

Our bison herd
\

emboJtti FermiUb's

strong connection to our

frairit htritage.

A U.S. Department

of Energy laboratory.

Fermilab u an equal

opportunity employer.

M/F/D/V

As we explore the nature of matter, so do
we heed how much nature nuners. We
embrace the vast scheme of our universe,

from the tiniest paru of nature — the

worlds inside the atom— to worlds light

years away. The ongoing quest to

comprehend the fundamental nature and

origin of matter and energy — to

understand our place in the universe —
makes Fermilab a vital, dynamic place.

Quality it the nature of life u Fermilab.

Our competitive salaries and family-

friendly benefits include medical/dentaJ,

on-iiie day care, tuition teimbunemeni,

and casual dress. Botavia is located 40

miles west of downtown Chicago.

Forward your resume/salary history:

Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory;

P.O. Box 500. Batavia, IL 60510-0300;

Attn: Employment/JT/0 10006

e-mail: jcthomas9fnal.gov;

fax; 630-840-2306.

www-lss.fnal.gov/employ

Winner of2000 Society ofWomen

Engineers Golden Family AumrJ

Accelerator
Operators

As an Accelerator Operator

at Fermilab, you'll learn

how to operate our
accelerators (including our

mile-long Tcvatron pwtide
accelerator, the largest of
its kind in the world),

external beamlines and
cryosenic systems.
Qualifications include a

Bachelor's or Master's

degree in Physics,
Engineering, Computer
ScieiKc or Electronics. The
ability to Uft 50 pounds is

also required.

Fermilab
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POWER
From page 4

award and whistleblower pro-

tection to anyone who pro-

vides proof that generators

illegally drove up energy

prices.

Prices would drop, they

said, if the bill passes and gen-

erators who don't overcharge

have nothing to fear.

Smutny-Jones joined

Republicans who said the bill

would discourage generators

from selling energy to

California when the state

needs power to stave olT sum-

mer blackouts.

Lawmakers acted a day

after the Federal Energy

Regulatory Commission, in a

late-night order, limited ener-

gy prices during the state's

power emergencies.

FERC has ordered genera-

tors to justify $124 million in

possible overcharges for three

months this year, an amount

state officials call too small.

Meanwhile. lawmakers

split along partisan lines on

two energy bills, derailing a

Senate bill designed to speed

up approval of new power

plants. Republicans balked at

an amendment that would let

workers collect unemploy-

ment insurance if blackouts

force them to leave work with-

out pay.

Assembly Democrats used

their majority to send the

Senate a bill creating a new
power authority that could

issue up to $5 billion in rev-

enue bonds to build or oper-

ate power plants.

Both parties supported an

Assembly bill that would

make gasoline refmeries

among the last to be subject to

rolling blackouts. The petrole-

um industry argued an outage

could shut down a refinery for

days and result in shortages of

gasoline, diesel and jet fuel.

That bill now goes to the

Senate.

POLLS
From page 5

standards for arsenic in water to slightly

more than that who knew about the deci-

sion to reverse course on limiting carbon

dioxide emissions.

The polls taken in mid-April inter-

viewed just over 1.000 people apiece and
had error margins of plus or minus 3 per-

centage points.

Democrats acknowledge that people

tend to like Bush even if they do not

agree with his policies, and he got recog-

nition for his handling of the China
standoff. And they intend to make cer-

tain people know about his policy posi-

tions.

"A lot of it is because of the China sit-

uation," said the chairman of the

Democratic National Committee, Terry

McAuliffe. "That's what happens after

an international incident."

Republicans say the public appreci-

ates Bush both personally and for his

style of leadership.

"The president's successes in biparti-

sanship have driven those poll numbers
and driven the American people into his

corner," said Trent Duffy, a spokesman
for the Republican National Committee,

who noted Bush attempts to seek a com-
promise on the tax cut. "He's doing what

he said he would do."

"He's doing what he said

he would do."

Trent Duffy

Republican national committee

At least six in 10 in several polls

approved of Bush's handling of foreign

policy, and China in particular. Just over

half approve of his handling of the econ-

omy. They were about evenly split on his

handling of the environment and more
thought he wanted to shrink government

than provide needed services.

About half of the public supports his

proposed tax cut, while about a third

oppose it, polls still suggest. But when
people are given the choice of tax cuts or

spending for popular programs - more
lean toward spending for programs.

A CBS News poll suggested that a

majority does not believe it is possible

for Bush to have his lax cut, preserve

programs like Social Security and
Medicare and spend more for education

at th^ same time.

"The tax cut has support, but when
you ask people if they want to trade off

for spending, they say spend," Kohut
said. "Wc should keep an eye on whether

the public becomes disaflected over his

tax package because they want more gov-

ernment spending on Medicare, educa-

tion and a whole range of things."

ABORTION
From page 5

to do. No sneaking around
today, fellas."

Rep. Nancy Johnson, a

moderate Republican from

Connecticut, wxirncd her col-

leagues that the consequences

of passing the bill would be

extraordinary.

"What happens if a woman
has a miscarriage because she

worked too hard or she didn't

take care of herself? That may
not be in this bill but, let me tell

you, it's the next one down the

road," she said.

The bill would apply only to

crimes in federal jurisdiction,

but about half the states have

similar laws. The Supreme
Court in 1989 upheld

Missouri's version, one of the

broadest, which describes an
"unborn child" at any stage of

prenatal development as a per-

son.

"Today is about bringing the

country together to put people

in jail who deserve to go," said

Rep. Lindsey Graham, R-S.C,
the bill's author.

INITIATIVE
From page 6

Program.

Although no race-based

criteria is required for

admissions into the pro-

grams, statistical ractai

data helps to ensure that

the entire community is

being served, Tolbert said.

A total of 670,816 signa-

tures are needed by August

31 for it to reach the March
2002 ballot. A high thresh-

old of signatures are need-

ed because a constitutional

amendment would be

made if the measure

passed.

According to Nguyen,
the quest for signatures to

bring the measure to the

March 2002 ballot is aided

by many volunteers, but

Fong said the ACRC will

hire professional people to

find signatures to acquire

the amount necessary.

"It's a money game. If

you have enough money,

you can buy enough signa-

tures," Fong said.

Don*t let your empty
apartment drain the
money from your

pockets!

Your Worries This Suninu'r'

Re-Lease yourself

from paying rent

while you are

away this summer.

Advertise in:

The Dally

Bruin's

Summer Sublet
Quide!

Call (310) 825-2221,

submit your info.,

sit back, and relax.

Put that money
back into your

pockets!
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JOIN U$ FORm 6th annual ftSTIVAL Of BOOKS

Mark your
calendar

APRIL 28 & 29

One
of the biggest book festivals in

the country is right here in L.A. -

the Los Angeles Times Festival of

Books! This prestigious event is

one of the greatest in the U.S. and
is a spectacular two-day celebration for

book lovers Held on the UCLA campus,

this free Festival combines offerings from

the area's most popular booksellers with

stage readings, author appearances and
fun for whole family Some of the biggest

names in literature and poetry will be on

hand for workshops, readings, and book

signings. Look for more details on the

Festival in the Sunday, April 22 Special

Section.

Your favorite authors

Throughout the weekend more than 350

renowned authors will be on hand for

book signings, writing discussions, and '

special readings. Authors scheduled to

appear at this year's Festival include:

Ray Bradbury, Mary Higgiiis Clark,

Michael Connelly, Jared Diamond,

E. L. Doctorow, Dr Dean Edell,

hell hooks, Diane Johmon, Elmore \

Leonard, Sandra Tsing Loh,

Sidney Sheldon and Jane Smiley

I
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A forest of books
From classics to comics, browse or buy.

You're sure to find something you can't

resist. Over 250 independent booksellers

will fill rows of booths with a variety of

the latest and greatest books for sale.

Browse or buy - you're sure to find

something you can't resist.

Outdoor stages

Six outdoor stages will be located on the

Festival grounds, each featuring an array

of entertainment throughout the day A
few highlights include readings, cooking

demonstrations, guest lectures and live

preformances. Be sure to take a break

from book browsing and enjoy the

shows.

For your little dinosaur

^
Our children's section of booksellers is

one of the largest you will find

anywhere. In addition to all the

terrific kids books for sale, there

will be guest storytellers,

costumed characters roaming

the grounds, puppet shows

and other events sure to

entertain your kids.
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SUMMIT
From page 5

come after extensive consultation," with the

international community, governments, non-

government organizations and private enter-

prise, Diallo said.

More than a dozen African leaders are

attending the summit, organized by the

Organization of African Unity and the

Nigerian government,

lormcr President ___^_^^^__
Clinton also addressed

the gathering. Nancy

Powell, acting secretary

of state for African

affairs, led the official

U.S. delegation.

Of 36 million people

infected with HIV around

the world, 26 million live

in Africa. Globally, the

virus has killed 23 million people, mcluding 17

million in sub-Saharan Africa.

Annan said a window of global interest in

fighting the spread ofAIDS marks "a moment

of hope" for Africa.

"In the last year or so the world has begun

to realize that HIV/AIDS is indeed a world-

"HIV/AIDS is indeed a

world-scale pandemic"

Kofi Annan
U.N. secretary-general

America could help in the fight.

"I am convinced that with the secretary-

general's leadership, we can gel the American

people to do their part," Clinton said. "We

have the money all right. The question is, do

we have the will?"

Annan outlined five goals: preventing fur-

ther spread of the epidemic, reducing the

transmission of HIV from mother to child,

ensuring that care and treatment is within

reach of all stricken, delivering scientific

breakthroughs and pro-

____________^ tecting those most vul-

nerable, especially

orphans.

He called on Africa's

leaders to take the lead

"in breaking the wall of

silence and embarrass-

ment" that surrounds the

disease. While stressing

that prevention is key,

Annan also called for

measures to improve access to expensive

treatments in Africa.

Clinton - who described AIDS as "an

enemy that crosses borders, kills stealthily"
-

agreed.

Six sub-Saharan nations have signed deals

with leading pharmaceutical companies that

scale pandemic, which has spread fastest and offer low-cost HIV drugs for Africa. But even

farthest in Africa," he said. "So this is a at cut rates, the drugs remain far beyond the

moment of hope, and potentially a turning monthly minimum wage in much of the

point. Africa is no longer being left to face this region,

disaster alone
"

African leaders attending the meeting wert.

Clinton noted that the U.S. government expected to sign an agreement today to"

doubled spending on AIDS programs in increase their own AIDS spending dramati-

Africa during his administration and said cally. .
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RESULTS
From page 1

tion's executive council cur-

rently comprised of 1 1 depart-

mental programs and schools.

That referendum passed by 97

percent, but it could not go into

eflect because GSA failed to

clinch the 10 percent voter

turnout mark.

The same referendum

passed this year by 71 percent.

"The American Indian pop-

ulation in L.A. is the highest in

the country. Unfortunately,

our group is often marginal-

ized and we feel we'd have

valuable input in the items of

discussion," said Jennifer

Bazilius, a graduate student in

the American Indians studies

program, at the GSA Forum

meeting earlier this month.

Eric Splaver. director of col-

lege information services, said

voting online appealed to

many.

"The results are more a

reflection of the convenience

of voting (online) than a sud-

den change in interest in stu-

dent government on the part of

_lhe graduate students and the

""professionals." he said.

Additionally, casting ballots

online allows the E-Board to

get the results faster, said

Splaver. who helped found

My.UCLA, the Web site where

students went to cast their

votes. The elections ended

midnight on Wednesday, and

results were in by 12:38 a.m.

The decision whether to hold

future elections online will be

up to next year's E-Board.

Online elections allowed

one-third of the voters to cast

their ballots over the weekend.

Jarvis said.

"The fact that there was

such a high turnout will

encourage people to think of

this as an option. " Jarvis said,

adding that she received much
positive feedback from stu-

dents.

But Jarvis said she woQid

recommend having one polling

station on campus where stu-

dents can cast votes in person,

in conjunction with the online

format.

Concerns over Internet

security breeches and other

technical difficulties surfaced

when members of the under-

graduate and graduate student

government first considered

this process. GSA decided to

use this method, but the

Undergraduate Students

Association Council opted oth-

erwise.

According to Splaver. the

elections ran without major

obstacles. The only problems

students encountered included

not knowing where to click to

cast their votes or those who

did not realize they could not

vote during early morning

hours when the server cannot

be accessed.

Candidates will be officially

recognized as next year's cabi-

net members at the Forum
meeting sixth week, and they

will be inducted into office

May 30.

Dang said the first thing

he'd like to do as vice president

external-elect is to meet with

the new cabinet members.

"I want to set priorities for

the year to see what issues we

can feasibly work on and

achieve some progress." Dang

said.

Harless. the president-elect,

could not be reached for com-

ment.

All those who voted online

became eligible to win gift cer-

tificates for the UCLA
Bookstore, and the council

with the highest voter turnout^

also won money. Winners will

be notified shortly. Jarvis said.
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Yburmom is goinn to hate our low lares

Travel Tuesday, Wednesday, or Saturday

Each way with 7- day advance roundtrip purchase.

You can now Hy home anytime you want, even if its just to do laundry Be sure to purchase your ticket

at least seven days in advance, within one day of making reservations, and by May 24. 2001. Seats

are limited and wont be available on some flights that operate during very busy travel times and

holiday periods like Memorial Day. July Fourth, and Labor Day For reservations, call your travel

agent or Southwest Airlines or log on for low fares- at southwest.com. And don t forget to warn Mom.

Fly Four. Get One Free,

Right now you can receive double credit as a Rapid Rewards Member when you purchase Ticketless

Travel on our web site. After just four roundtrips. you'll have a free ticket. To become a Member, sign

up on southwest.com after purchasing. .a._____.,.—^

En EspaAol

l-SOO-VAMONOS'
(l-'800-826-6667)

l-'SOO-l-FLY-'SWA*

(1-800-435-9792)

southvvest.com

SOUTHWESrANLINES
A SYMBOL OF FREEDOM

FROM BURBANK,
LOS ANGELES (LAX), OR

ONTARIO TO:
(Each way with roundtrip purchase)

Fares may be higher Sunday, Monday,

Thursday, and Friday.

Albany $'^'^

Albuquerque >>^
(lust an hour away from Santa Fel

Amarillo $^^

Austin $^^

BaltimoreAVashington (BWI) $W
(29 miles to downtown Washington, D C )

Birmingham ^''^

Boise $^
Boston (See Providence)

Buffalo. NY $99
(2S miles to Niagara Falls)

Chicago (Midway) $99

Cleveland $99

Columbus $99

Detroit $99

El Paso $99

Ft. Lauderdale $99
(22 miles to downtown Miami)

Hartford/Springfield $99

Houston (Hobby) $99

Indianapolis . . . . . ; . . ;. . * $99

lackson $99

lacksonville $99

Kansas City $99

Las Vegas $^9

Little Rock $99

Long Island/lslip $99

Louisville $99

Lubbock $99

Miami (See Ft i-auderdale)

Midland/Odessa $99

Nashville $99

New Orleans $99

Oakland $^7

Oklahoma City $99

Omaha $99

Orlando $99

Phoenix $^9

Providence $99
(A better way to Boston)

Raleigh-Durham $99

Reno/Tahoe $70

Sacramento 77777777777 $^7

St. Louis $99

Salt Lake City $76

San Antonio $99

San lose $^7

Seattle/Tacoma $99

Spokane $99

Tampa Bay r . > .•. $99

Tulsa... ^.. $99

Washington, DC (See BaltimoreAVashingtor))

West Palm Beach ;........ $99

Service and fares from Orange County

may differ.

Fares do not include federal excise tax of

$2.75 tfiat will be imposed on each flight

segment of your itinerary A flight segment

is defined as a takeoff and a landing.

Otter applies to put*shed, scheduled

service and includes nonstop, direct (sanie plane),

and connecting sen/ice.

Fares do not include airport taxes of up to $18

roundtrip.Your plans nrxist include a stayover of at

least one night. Tickets are nonrefundat3le txtt (except

for tickets purchased through our Group Tickets

Program) may be applied toward future travel on

Southwest Airlines. Travel throuc^ Septemljer 10, 2001

Fares are subject to change until ticketed. Any

change in itinerary nrwy result in an increase in faro.

FREE TICKET OFFER: Doutile credit offer

requires purchase and travel by December 31, 2001.

Changes to your itinerary may eliminate the doutde

credit offer. After enrolling online, your plastic

memtjership card will be nr«iled within 14-21 days

and you must present it at the gale upon

check-in each tinr>e you fly to receive credit toward

a free ticket. All Rapid Rewards rules apply.
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All That .la//

Pop music is on the decline

because it lacks the

influence of the Blues.

See Viewpoint Monday.

viewpointi^media.ucld.edu

Proposition 36 offers easy out for offenders
DRUGS: California leads nation

in measures that point toward

legalization of illegal substances

Looks like "lax" in Los Angeles is not just

the abbreviation for the much trafficked

airport; lax also seems to describe how
drug offenders will be punished under the pas-

sage of last November's Proposition 36. the

California initiative that

will place drug otfenders

into rehabilitation pro-

grams rather than in jails.

Within the next month,

the Los Angeles County

Board of Supervisors will

be preparing a detailed

-eutJtf^e for <l^ itrfy4

Peijean

Tsai

implementation of the

passed proposition,

putting into effect what

will be a new law that

promises to turn around

the world of drug crimi-

nals by curbing their addiction problems

instead^f brutally taking away their freedom.
- According to the terms of the proposition,

drug offenders would undergo drug education

courses, detoxification and other treatments

for at least three months. After completion of

these programs, the charges against the offend-

Tsai is looking for the whipped cream to sweeten
her piece of the pie. Send her remarks and Reddi-

Whip to peijean@ucla.edu.

er would be dropped.

While such a program may help offenders

step out of drug-centered lifestyles, the leniency

behind the implementation of Proposition 36

overlooks the fact that doing, possessing or

selling drugs is still a huge crime. Drugs are no
longer horrible enemies that are leading to the

degradation of society; rather, drugs have

become a non-threatening and normal part of

life.

In past decades, drugs have often been asso-

ciated only with distinct populations. With
each decade, drug culture has predominately

been limited to teens and young adults who
embraced illegal substances as a form of rebel-

lion or escape.

In the 1960s, we had herb-smoking, peace-

BINGYI K JONG.'DuiI» UiuiU^

The way of the drugs seems to have permeated
class and culture lines, leading to a homoge-
neous, laid-back drug culture where just about

anyone can be a participant.

Recently, the film "Trafllc" exposed the

ubiquitous usage of drugs in upper class, white

suburban populations instead of perpetuating

the stereotype that only inner-city minority

groups and the "bad" eggs at American
Generic High School use drugs. Unlikely

abusers include a white, high school honor stu-

dent and her friends who free-base cocaine and
smoke pot, and an affluent La Jolla family man
who secretly runs a drug cartel. This diffusion

of drug usage from stereotypical groups to the

"unlikely" crowd embodies the idea that soci-

ety has developed a relaxed altitude about

drugs.

With this shift in who is doing drugs i

seeking hippies jaded by the Vietnam War. In

the 1970s, drug use shifted to recreation, to

disco clubbers who experimented with cocaine

and intravenous drugs. Punk-rocker youths

defying such icons as Reagan became the key

drug abusers in the 1980s, and the 1990s boast-

ed grunge rockers and reggae-listening Marley
revivalists as the labeled drug population.

While it would be presumptuous to say that

in the past drugs were only limited to certain

social and socioeconomic groups, former
labels of stereotypical user crowds contrast

with what the media and film present today.

The population of drug users no longer seem to

make general distinctions among users since

users are of all genders, ages and social clans.

days, the idea that "everyone is doing it" seems
to have become the consensus of society, and
this in turn has led to a more casual attitude

about drugs as it has become just as common
as drinking a glass of wine.

Drugs have also crossed the borders of
where they are normally used. No longer limit

ed to parties, drugs are now part of those

leisurely activities like resting after a long day.

In last years flick "The Cell," Jennifer Lopez
relaxes with a joint after work as if she were
having milk and cookies after a day at school.

Real life has also taken part in this guilty

enterprise of perpetuating the casual attitude

toward drug use. The recent arrest of Aaron

See TSAI, page IS

uce imagination to your sex life
MANUALS: Books can aid

couples erase boredom

in their bedroom routine

The first productive tool we
learned as children was proba-

bly the ability to read. I mu.st

admit that was an amazing time.

After all, a lot of a child's imagina-

tion can come from a good story.

Remember "Where the Wild Things

Are?" Now that

was an imagina-

tion booster.

Yes, it was defi-

nitely books

that allowed us

to go out on to

the playground

and reenact our

favorite fan-

tasies. We must

have lived such

fulfilling lives

back then.

Of course,

with everything we have seen and

experienced in our lives thus far,

maybe children's books can't do for

us now what they did then. Does that

mean we stop with the fantasies? Are
we destined to live |?oring lives just

because Dr. Seuss doesn't get us as

Shadman is a third-year international

development studies student who
enjoys the sound of a cat's purr She can

be reached at c$hadman@ucla.edu.

Chez -
Shadman

excited today? Are we really going to

let our imagination sit there idle, col-

lecting various forms of fungu.s? I say

certainly not!

There are thousands upon thou-

sands of books out there that are just

waiting to take us on a

trek through adventure.

Naturally, I don't have to

tell you about mystery,

sci-fi or horror - you

already know of these

types. While books such

as these can take your

mind on such fantastic

mental trips, you can't

really go on to the black-

top and relive the experi-

ence physically. Don't

fret though. There still is

a playground on which we as adults

can play: the sexual playground. For

most people, this would be the infa-

mous bedroom, while for others,

maybe an actual playground (after

hours, I would hope).

Now as kids, we were always look-

ing for new adventures. We constant-

ly wanted to please our imaginations

so as not to get bored. So we read

books and expanded our minds. I ask

myself why that is not the case today

on our new playground.

Most people, when first becoming
intimate with another, start off "hot

and heavy." But that heat usually

cools down and eventually the two
are trapped in the act of monotonous
sex. You know, it becomes this rou-

tine that you almost feel obligated to

do. Sure, it's still fun and you get

some pleasure out of it, but you're

throwing away all the potential plea-

sure that is lurking in the depths of

your imagination. Have you seriously

forgotten how to bring

your imagination out?

Well my dear, books are

the key.

Our whole lives we
have been reading books

that excite and stimulate

our minds. Whether it

was "Good Night

Moon," "Romeo and

Juliet" or even

"Principles of

Economics," books have

changed our outlooks on
life and the way we think. We are still

lacking, however, in our outlook on
sexuality. With so many books about

sex on the market, it is a wonder why
so many people are still partaking in

boring sex.

Too many people complain about

their sexual experiences, saying that

they aren't fun. Have you ever

stopped to wonder why that is? The
reason could be your partner, but

odds are you aren't putting enough
of an effort into it yoursdf.

What happened to foreplay, toys

and costumes? What happened to

experimentation? I'll tell you what

happened: we let go of our imagina-

tions. We rely too much on our part-

ners' ability and not enough on what

we can do ourselves to spice things

up.

A big portion of the solution is in

our hands. We need to think of sex as

the reenactment of our fantasies.

Without an imagination, those fan-

tasies are non-existent. How many
times did you play make-believe as a

kid without your inexhaustible imagi-

nation? Not very often. I would

assume, and if you did. it probably

wasn't that fun.

The same reasoning applies in the

area of sex. You absolutely need a

good imagination. A good way to get

it back is to read a book pertaining to

sex. Now this can include anything

from an educational book to a

"romance" novel or even to a porn

magazine. If you want to be that

same child you were over a decade

ago - playing, laughing and living life

- you need to rediscover that prolific

imagination you once knew so well.

The playground may have changed,

but the driving force has not.

Some of you may be reading this

and thinking. "I already do the cos-

tumes, foreplay and even masturba-

tion." Good for you. but it doesn't

have to stop there. Sexual intimacy

between two people can always be

heightened through the use of new
methods such as tantric sex or even

new sexual positions that may
increase stimulation for you or your
partner. There is a plethora of books

SeeSNMMMN^pageU

Now's your

chance to ask the

chancellor

a question!

Chancellor Albert

Camesale

will respond to

selected questions

in

the Daily Bruin

next month.

Send questions to

viewpoint®media.ucla,

edu . Please

include your

name, year,

nmjor and '

student

ID number.

How TO SUBMIT

TO VIEWPOINT

• Write a three- to four- page, opinion style

submission about a current event on campus
or in the world at large, or write a response to

something that you have already read in The
Bruin.

• E-mail submissions to

viewpoint#media.ucla.edu. Renwmber to

copy and paste your submission into the l>ody

of the e-mail, or drop off a hard copy of your

submission at the Daily Bruin office (118

Kefckhoff Hall), care of Jonah Lalas.

• Apply to be a Viewpoint columnist dur-

ing Weeks 7 ar>d 8 of each quarter.

• Apply to be a cartoonist or artist. Send an

e-mail expressing your interest to the

Viewpoint address.

A few things to remember:
• All submissions must include your nanoe,

phone number and affiliation with UCLA. If

you are a student th^ nrtust also include your
student ID number, year and major.

• Your facts will be checked; make sure

they are accurate.

• Viewpoint is not »n adverti$ir>g space for

any group or organization; be sure to have
dearly articulated opinions.

• We reserve the right to edit submissions

for clarity, gramntar and length.
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Book-buying conveniences homogenize U.S. culture

BOOKSTORES: Dwindling

independents 'handsell'

what may be best sellers

By Kerry Slattery

This is an exciting - and particular-

ly challenging - time to be an inde-

pendent bookseller. 1 don't know any
owner or manager of an independent

(read non-corporate, locally-owned

storefront location) store who hasn't

become highly politicized in recent

years. Wc believe that what we do
matters to our community, and we
take this challenge seriously.

Today's reader has many choices

for new books such as online order-

ing, "big box" chain stores, book

clubs, discount warehouses, as well as

that old - and fast-disappearing -

standby: the general and specialty

independent bookstore.

According to Simone Wallace, co-

founder and coowner (with Adele

Wallace) of the late Sisterhood Books
on Westwood Boulevard, "When we
opened Sisterhood in the early '70s,

dVcstwood was the hub of culttirc in

the city. Over the next 20 years, from

UCLA to Pico, it was filled with great

independent bookstores, at least 20

including Westwood Books, A
Change of Hobbit, Sisterhood, La
Cite French Bookstore, several great,

unusual little art bookstores and a

number of others.

"We even had an association of

Westwood bookstores which met reg-

ularly to share information, solve

problems and deal with community
issues. It was a very exciting and intel-

lectually vital time, and customers

Slattery is the general manager of

Skylight Books in Los Feliz and former

board member of the Southern

California Booksellers Association.

could 'poke around' in one bookstore

after another. We provided course

books for many UCLA classes,

whose professors, especially in the

English department, actively encour-

aged their students to come there.

"But in the early '90s, the world

just changed so drastically and peo-

ple's buying habits Changed dramati-

cally. One by one, the independent

stores closed."

Sisterhood reluctantly closed in

1999 after 27 years, ahd La Cite final-

ly closed just last month.

The American Booksellers

Association, which represents inde-

pendent booksellers around the coun-

try, reports that its membership plum-

meted from 5,000 bookstores 10

years ago to about 3,000 today, with

more independent stores closing all

the time and more of the "market

share" being taken over by large cor-

porations (either "bricks and mortar"

stores or online).

Wallace notes that it's a time of

great contradictions, because there

seems to be a flowering of great liter-

ature right now. People are interest-

ed in reading as much as ever

before, joining book dubs and
attending literary "events" (like the

L.A. Times Festival of Books).

And there seems to be a hunger by

readers to find out about not just the

"mainstream" best-sellers, but also

the new and diverse literary voices

representing different cultures, styles

and points of view. And we're right in

the midst of it.

Incredibly, Southern California is

the largest book market in the coun-

try. But it's crucial for consumers, as

never before, to "politicize" them-

selves about the choices they have -

and to recognize how endangered

some of these choices are - if they

want to retain these options in the

future.

Why does all of this matter? What

one reads is very personal and helps

form ouf view ofthe world. The
future of our culture depends on

exposing the reader to a wide variety

of voices.

In a recent article. Bill Petrocelli of

Book Passage in Corte Madera,

Calif., notes that it is the sheer diver-

sity of independent stores that gives

worthy authors a chance to be heard

and a chance to develop a following.

No two independent stores look

alike, and the inventory that they

carry is likely to refiect the values and

interests of both the owners and the

people who shop there.

Stores with different specialties

help create a demand for different

kinds of books and encourage

authors and publishers to publish

books that meet the needs and inter-

ests of their customers, adding tex-

ture to the world.

He cites the fact the chains fre-

quently pass over important books,

only to buy them later after the books

have built a word-of-mouth following

in the independent stores. Many
authors know that without this word-

of-mouth phenomenon in indepen-

dent stores, their careers would never

have gotten started. Authors who
have publicly acknowledged this

include Barbara Kingsolver, Amy
Tan, Anne Lamott^aye Kellerman
and Frank McCourr

Without passionate "handselling"

by those independent booksellers,

many of these books would not have

stayed around long enough to

KasimoIlfTTr/nailKBfuin

become best-sellers.

Choice in what we read is one of

the freedoms we must fiercely guard.

A "homogenization" of culture is not

healthy for anyone, but major pub-

lishers (many of which are themselves

merging into larger and larger corpo-

rate entities) will limit what they pub-

lish when they need to gear their lists

to the tastes of a few corporate buyers

who make the decisions for their

stores around the country. It's already

begun to happen.

With the loss of more independent

booksellers, books that are either con-

troversial, or not obviously commer-
cial, may not get published at all, or

get lost.

But the remaining independent

bookstores are taking this challenge

head-on, in the face of the sophisticat-

ed marketing machines of corporate

competitors. We're determined to

stay in the running, and we need your

assistance.

We are focusing on being even bet-

ter at what we uniquely do, including

contributing and listening to our indi-

vidual communities and neighbor-

hoods, to which we are passionately

loyal and greatly indebted. We are

also fighting for fairness in the play-

ing field, bringing to light special

- "deals" not available to alt book-

sellers.

And, most importantly, many of us

(over 1 100 bookstores around the

country) are joining resources with

our fellow independent booksellers in

a positive way with an innovative pro-

gram called BookSense, which helps

us retain our own quirky individuality

and commitment to our communities,

while providing consumer services

and marketing clout that individually

we could not afford.

BookSense has several important

components such as a National Gift

Certificate program that allows you

to buy a gift certificate at, say,

Duttons Brentwood, and redeem it at

S«eSUTTERY,page14

Speaks Out
This weekend, the Los Angeles Times Festival of Books will take place at UCLA. What is your favorite book of all time anci why?

Julie Garchow

First-year -

Biology

"My favorite book is "Exodus"

by Leon Uris because it's a great

book about the confiict with

Palestine and Israel. It's changed
my view about what's going on in

that region. It has also changed

my long-term goals in terms of

working in the emergency medi-

cine field and travelling around
the world. The book is about

European Jews going into Israel and Palestine after

World War II and what life was like for them."

Arash Kohanteb

Second-year

Undeclared

"My favorite book is "Crime
and Punishment" by Fyodor

Dostoyevsky. 1 like reading about

the character's struggle and how
he overcame it. The book puts

you into something that's not an

everyday situation and helps you

understand how people deal with

personal strife. It teaches us that

if you commit a crime, you'll

have to do time, whether it's mentally or physically."

Seena Samini

Second-year

Political science

"My favorite book is called

"Only a Story." It's about the reli-

gious persecution of the Bahais in

Iran and the conflict they had to

go through. They were put in jail

and tortured for their religious

beliefs, similar to what has hap-

pened to people from other

faiths. The book changed me a

lot. It made me realize that peo-

ple are willing to give up their life and everything they

have for something they strongly believe in."

Elizabeth Shehata

Fourth-year

Neurosclence

recommended it to has loved it."

""The Alchemist" by Paulo

Coelho is my favorite book. It's a

fable about following your dreams.

It reminds us that we have to be

true to them and never let go. It's

about a young boy named Santiago

and his quest to find the person he

is inside. It teaches us to follow

everything our heart desires. It's a

really good book; everyone I've

SosiaBert

Fourth-year

CommunicatMns studies

"My favorite books are "Tales

of the City" by Armistead Maupin
and "Light in August" by William

Faulkner. I like Faulkner's book

because it's intense, deep and beau-

tiful. "Tales of a City" relates to my
personal life because the book is

about San Francisco and that's

where I'm from. The book man-
ages to capture a lot of details and

quirks about the city that I can relate to."

Deny« Vershcr

First-year

Phy$lok)gical science

""Treasure Island" by Robert

Louis Stevenson is my favorite

book. I like science fiction-type

reading because it stretches the

imagination. It's not ordinary or

something you can do in the real

world. It allows you to think more
creatively and expand your mind.

Science fiction is a good way to

get away from things and sit bacjc

and relax."
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SHADMAN
From page 12

on these topics and so much more if

you just choose to open your mind
and delve back into the childhood

you once knew so well.

After all, these books are put on
the market by people who truly have

an enormous love for the topics

relating to sex. The least we could do
is to humor them by purchasing one
and reading it. Who knows, you
might really end up learning some-

thing new. What a thought! Every

sexual topic imaginable is just a

bookstore away.

Have you always wanted to learn

more about masturbation? Read a

book about it. Are you interested in

trying different sexual positions?

Read a book about it. Are you trying

to figure out how to be more inti-

mate with your partner? Read a

book about it.

I recommend "The Art of Sexual

Ecstasy," by Margo Anand. In her

book, she shows the reader how two

people can connect intimately on a

higher level through tantric sex and
various other positions that stimulate

a person spiritually. The point is.

there are such wonderful opportuni-

ties out there in the world of books.

We just need to seek them out.

Sex has come a long way over the

decades and I do believe we are liv-

ing in a very exciting time of experi-

mentation. The topic of sex is at the

forefront of our culture, yet so many
people still approach it with such a

timid attitude. This has to change.

The more open we are with our sexu-

ality, the less repressed we will feel

sexually.

The wonderful aspect of our child-

hood was the fact that we were never

repressed mentally or physically. We
never put limits on our imagination

and as a result we lived carefree

lives. Granted, we are now adults

with responsibilities, but that doesn't

mean that we need to be so serious in

every aspect of our lives.

Sex doesn't have to be another

"responsibility." With the use of

books, we can make sex less of a

chore and more of an adventure.

Our sexual playground does exist.

We just need to make more of an
effort to visit it on a regular basis.

SLAHERY
From page 13

our store, or Midnight Special or
Cultura Latina or Book'Em
Mysteries or at hundreds of other
unique bookstores all around the

country.

It also includes a BookSense Best

Seller list and a number of stores

have recently added the sophisticated

online ordering component called

"booksense.com."

So what can you do? Help ensure
the diversity of the marketplace. Be
aware of all your choices, because the

buyer has great power and whatever
you do has consequences. If you
choose to order online, be aware that

there are many online options - a
number of independents now have
excellent Web sites with online order-
ing and fully searchable databases of
all books in print. (Ifyou don't know
where to start, check out

bookscnse.com and it will take you
right to the site of your nearest book-
sense.com store).

Know that you have the power to

determine what is sold, and therefore

what is published and promoted.
Your vote counts here. If you support
this diversity only when you need
that unusual or offbeat or specialty

book, the choice may not be there at

all when you want it later.

It's one thing to look at your
favorite bookstores in a sentimental

or nostalgic way, it's another to sup-

port them in an active way that helps

them itay alive and thrive.
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Sorkin, creator of television's criti-

cally praised "The West Wing," for

possession of hallucinogenic mush-

rooms spells out the idea that drugs

are hardly limited to clueless teens

or adults who do "bad things."

Sorkin's saga shows that even

Emmy-award winning writers with

families can be regular abusers.

Legal measures of the past several

years have fostered this lax attitude

toward drugs. California led the

marijuana legalization race in 1996

when Proposition 215 passed, allow-

ing the drug to be prescribed to treat

terminal illnesses like cancer, AIDS
and glaucoma. Since then, nine

other states have legalized marijuana

for medicinal uses.

While federal law still dictates

that possessing, growing or selling

marijuana is criminal, such acts at

the state level have worn down the

strictness of this rule by allowing

exceptions. Though states like

Maryland and Arkansas have voted

against initiatives to legalize mari-

juana, the frequency of the proposal

on ballots since 1996 is remarkable,

revealing that America is leaning

toward a wider acceptance of mari-

juana usage. Just two weeks ago

North Carolina introduced a medici-

nal marijuana bill in its General

Assembly.

Drugs are no longer seen as terri-

bly lethal, as city councils in

California now recognize the investi-

gation of medical marijuana usage

as a "low priority." Terminally ill

patients of the Cannabis Buyers

Gub in Bay Area cities need only

flash their membership card to law

enforcement to smoke pot in public,

as they are protected under

California legislation as long as they

have a doctor's approval.

The Los Angeles Cannabis

Resource Cooperative in nearby

West Los Angeles legally operates to

provide medicinal marijuana.

Though limitations prohibit recre-

ational use of marijuana, the fact

that it can be smoked at all in public

follows the idea that drugs are no

longer entirely dangerous or prohib-

ited, and so gradually they have

become more mainstream.

Even our own President Bush has

evaded the question of whether he

has ever used cocaine, implying that

he may be guilty of doing so. In

August 1999, he avoided the ques-

tion during an interview for ABC's

Nightline and was the only presiden-

tial candidate interviewed by the

New York Times to completely

ignore the question of his possible

prior drug use.

Despite these acts of avoidance

and denial of a seriously dangerous

drug like cocaine, the American

public still elected Bush to be presi-

dent, revealing that the public does

not seem to regard drugs as an

important issue when picking the

leader of the country.

Attitudes may be changing for the

worse, but there is still hope for soci-

ety's conscience. The implementa-

tion of Proposition 36 will not begin

until July, and, in the meantime,

hopefully the county Board of

Supervisors will draw a plan to carry

out the new law with harsh punitive

measures and not overlook the fact

that drugs are grossly dangerous and

illegal.

The tagline of "Traffic," featured

pn its movie poster, declares "No
one gets away clean." This is cxac.tly

what the board should have in mind

over the next few weeks.

Drugs harm just about anyone

directly or indirectly connected with

them, and America should be care-

ful about letting its attitudes get too

casual about drugs because of this

harm. Those who are convicted of

drug related crimes should also not

"get away clean" and putting them

into rehabilitation programs without

hard punishment might do just that.
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Vblunteers keep festival running smootHy

Professors share academic expertise on literature
EVENT: Book panels allow

audience to network with

authors, UCLA scholars

By Giris Young
Daily Bruin Staff

Authors come from all over over the

country to attend the Los Angeles

Times Festival of Books, but some
never even have to leave home. Some
ofUCLA's own faculty will participate

in the Festival, bringing their academic

specialties and unique perspective to

bear on the event.

"The festival is about enchantment

of the written and spoken word," said

Carolyn,See, an adjunct professor in

the English department and a

California novelist.

"It's a huge forum for serious liter-

ary writers," she continued. "If you're

a reader, you can see people who
you've read all your life but never had a

chance to meet and get a sense for how

they create, and it's just marvelous."

The brainchild of the Los Angeles

Times, the Festival started in 1996 as a

potential flop but instantly turned into

a cultural beacon and rallying point for

book lovers.

"Before the first Festival, all the

planners were nervous whether it was

going to work out," said See. "Some of

my students worked as publicists at

Random House and they were hired

for that weekend to sit in classrooms

and attend the panels - nobody was

sure that anybody would show up. But

it turned out to be a marvelous mad-

house, so they didn't need to pay any-

one to sit in the audience because it was

just packed and a tremendous suc-

cess."

For See, the festival was successful

in part because of the series of panels

offered throughout the day. Each panel

discusses a topic with the audience

using the expertise of a board of

authors. Many UCLA professors

serve as cither panelists or moderators.

Sec will moderate the panel "L.A.

Stories: Life and Death in the City of

Angels," at 1 p.m. Saturday at

Schoenberg Hall.

Joan Waugh, an associate professor

in the history department, will be a

moderator for the panel "The Price of

Union: Revisiting the Civil War," at

1:30 p.m. Saturday at Korn
Convocation Hall.

"The panelists are superb scholars

of the Civil War and their books are

excellent," Waugh said.

The tie between professors and their

books is very strong. For professors in

the humanities, writing books is very

important.

"The centerpiece ofour career is the

book," Waugh said.

Waugh explained that writing a

book on history is different from writ-

ing fiction, requiring many years of

research and an involved writing

process. Historians are promoted and

rewarded for producing quality books.

Authors submit their manuscripts to

academic presses, a group of peers,

who write criticisms and evaluations.

and a book will often go through many
revisions before it can be published.

At UCLA, Waugh teaches "Civil

War and Reconstruction" and "The

Gilded Age: 1855-1900." She has also

written a biography, "Unsentimental

Reformer: The Life ofJosephine Shaw
Lowell," about a woman whose family

was involved in the Civil War.

"The person in charge of this part of

the festival knew I was the professor of

Civil War history at UCLA and that

I'd be the perfect person for it," Waugh
said.

Waugh's first book took three years

to produce. With the research done on

her next book, about Ulysses S. Grant,

she said that next year she has a

National Endowment for the

Humanities grant to write it.

For Rachelle Zukerman, university

research has direct implications for

applying solutions to issues.

"Much of what we do in the univer-

sity is discover new knowledge,"

Zukerman said. "I'm excited about my
book because it's an application of my

research in aging, mental healtjh, and

human behavior. It's taking the ; ivory

tower of academia and applying it to

real-life, everyday human problems."

Zukerman is a professor in social

welfare with a specialty in aging. She

will be a panelist on "In the Prime:

Mid-Life Woman," at noon Saturday

in CS 24, discussing issues that interest

mid-life women.

Zukerman has written four college

textbooks about counseling and psy-

chotherapy and also teaches a year-

long course sequence for graduate stu-

dents on becoming counselors and
clinical social workers.

"Writing a book is, I think for most

authors, agonizing," Zukerman said.

"And after it's done, some of us feel

sort of a letdown, like post-partum

blues. But when it's published, it's like

giving birth to something. It's a source

of pride and anticipation. When you

have a child, you want that child to con-

tribute to the worid. I'm hoping that

SeeFR0F,pag«21

READING: Bibliophiles

come together to offer

help at this year's event

By Emi Kojima

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Troops of book lovers arc arming

themselves with information to help

guests at this year's Los Angeles

Times Festival of Books who may
find themselves as lost as freshman

on their first day of class.

This year, 1,080 volunteers will

roam the campus at the Festival of

Books. Easily identifiable in green

shirts, they are eager to answer ques-

tions and help out, said Larry Deckel,

the event's volunteer coordinator.

"The reason we're there is to be

hosts," he said. "We need to provide

hospitality to make the festival as

enjoyable as possible."

Deckel said most volunteers

are people who come on

their own initiative - hus-

bands and wives, small groups

of friends, people who read about

the event. But what they all have in

Common is a love oflhe written word.

"This event attracts mostly people

who love books," he said. "On the

(volunteer) application form there's a

special talents section and a number

ofpeople write 'I love books and want

to be a part ofthe event.'"

One of these volunteers is Barbara

Constine, who graduated from

UCLA about 30 years ago but makes

a point to return and help at the

Festival of Books because, as she said,

"It's a pleasure."

Though Constine volunteers at her

local library, she always looks for-

ward to the festival, which she calls

one of her most rewarding volunteer

experiences. She plans on working

both days.

Many volunteers work multiple

shifts and full days and 18 are work-

ing the whole event. Many volunteers

return every year.

"The event keeps growing and the

number of volunteers we need also

keeps growing," Deckel said.

Though volunteers certainly help

cut costs. Deckel emphasized that

they do not replace hired workers but

are part of the event.

All volunteers receive a free T-shirt

and lunch. Many also escort authors

and get to listen to the speaker panels

they help coordinate, forgoing long

lines for tickets.

"They have a good time," Deckel

said. "They volunteer because they

respect the event. They set the tone.

They're doing something with their

lime and making L.A. a better place."

The festival is extremely well orga-

nized, allowing coordinators to take

advantage of so much manpower.

Most volunteers, who must be 18 or

over, pre-rcgislcr for the event and

attend a training session. Volunteer

captains, or "bookworms." work an

entire day and supervise other volun-

teers.

Ray Hom, an obstetrician and clin-

ical instructor at UCLA, is a captain.

He has volunteered at the Festival in

each ofits six years.

"Most people don't know I'm a

physician when I'm helping out." he

said. "It surprises people when they

ask what I do; they assume physicians

don't have free time. I enjoy doing

something I'm not expected to do."

Last year, Hom escorted Helen

Zia, author of "Asian American

Dreams," around campus. When she

got lost, he helped her find her way to

the book signing area.

"You get to meet authors." he said.

"You learn why authors write the

books and it makes the experience of

jeading much more interesting."

UCLA students and alumni make
up only 12 percent of all prc-regis-

tered volunteers.

Maria Kivel, 70, is one of them.

Kivel is a 1952 alumna who said she

feels like she's made a difference vol-

unteering by "being friendly and

making (guests) feel welcome."

Sometimes, she said, she'll even rec-

ommend a speaker or two whom she

liked at prior festivals.

Robert Sterner, a second-year

English graduate student, is volun-

teering this year for the first time.

"(It's) a great opportunity to make
the thing we do on an everyday basis

- reading books - into an important

public venture," he saiil.

"Because society has become so

Internet-centric or TV-centric, we
need to remember the tactile plea-

sures oi' books and how we connect

with a community of readers," he

continued.

While Deckel coordinates volun-

teers for the Los Angeles Times, oth-

ers volunteer through student groups

and promote events on campus.

About 20 students from the

English department's Marathon

Reading will pass out livers, raffle

gotxls and run a booth to spread the

word about their annual fundraiser

for the English department, said

Linda Greenberg. the programs co^

See VOLUNTEERS, page 21

Mural event brings readers, artists together
FESTIVAL Cartoonist's

passion for improving

literacy reflected in work

By Mary Williams

Daily Bmin Staff

Attendees of the Los

Angeles Times Festival of

Books on Saturday and

Sunday will have the chance

to pick up a paintbrush, and

possibly help change the

world.

Cartoonists Across America

and the World will be bringing

their popular mural painting

event to the festival, which

strives to promote reading as well

as the arts. The mural will span

eight by 25 feet, and special guests,

as well as the public, will be invited to

participate in its decoration.

"We encourage anyone to come
by and paint with us this

weekend. It's a lot of fun,"

said Phil Yeh, the founder of

Cartoonists Across

America. "I'm kind of like Tom
Sawyer; my job is to trick everyone

into doing this mural."

Yeh travels around the worid

working on murals, like the one for

the Festival of Books. He has done

murals in 49 states and 12 countries,

and his celebrity guests at the mural

events have included former first

lady Barbara Bush and actor Alan

Alda.

"I think the important thing is just

getting people to be more expressive,

and that's kind of what the murals

are about, so we invite everyone to

come," Yeh said.

This year's guests will include

Krystal, the 19-year-old singer who is

opening for the Backstreet Boys on

their Black and Blue tour, and Kevin

Eastman, co-creator of the "Teenage

Mutant Ninja Turtles."

The variety of people who work

on the murals is one draw for special

guest PJ Grimes, whose company
PivotPointe assists creative artists

with their personal and business

problems.

"When I got to participate in one

of the mural events I got to see first-

hand how fun it is," Grimes said.

"The neat thing about it is that it's

a real multicultural experience.

There's all kinds of people of all

shapes, sizes and backgrounds, so it's

great," she continued. "The common
thread is that paintbrush and a desire

to let people know how much the arts

and reading are important."

Yeh's son Jesse, who works as

Vice President of Cartoonists Across

America, enjoys working with the

children who come to paint.

"I find it rewarding to see the kids

at the events. They have a lot of fun

painting with us and getting the

books. It really makes them happy.

And just knowing that I'm doing

something that is hopefully going to

make a change is rewarding," said

Jesse Yeh, who will be accompanying

his father to the Festival of Books

event this weekend.

Cartoonists Across America and

the Worid was established in 1985

after Yeh met Wally "Famous"
Amos, who, aside from creating

Famous Amos cookies, worked as

the national spokesperson for

Literacy Volunteers of America.

Amos recommended that Yeh.

already a cartoonist, combine his

artistic talent with his passion for

improving literacy across America

and the worid.

Yeh believes that there is a con-

nection between reading and the arts,

and that through promoting both he

can raise awareness about the prob-

lem of illiteracy, in addition to

encouraging people of all ages to be

creative.

"If people are interested, or a stu-

dent is interested in the arts, there's a

really good chance that that person is

probably going to get into books

some way or another," Yeh said. "If

you want to be a painter, for instance,

you might read a book about Picasso.

If you want to be a songwriter, you

might check out a book on a musi-

cian."

Yeh finds that too few people are

finding an interest in either the arts or

reading. When he started his organi-

zation in 1985. 27 million Americans

could not read. Yeh added that a

recent report published in USA

See MURAL, page 21
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As the 6th annual

Los Angeles Times 2
Festival of Books arrives

at UCLA, the campus

prepares for books,

books and more books
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Store will remain in, out of the zone
SALES: Aller nearly a year

of planning, text supplier

will run hootii once again

By Michael Rosen-Moiina
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Wiih so many visiting booksellers

swarming over the campus, it might be
tempting for UCLA's resident book-
slore to take the weekend o(T.

Cbntrary to expectations, UCLA's
BookZone will not only keep its doors
open, but will also participate in this

weekend's Los Angeles limes Festival

of Books, operating both the

Ackerman store and a large booth in

the Royce Quad.

"The preparation starts right after

the end of the last year's Festival of
Books," said BookZone Manager Guy
Adams. "The BookZone staff meets
and discusses how the event went and
what changes we should make for the

next year. The real serious preparation,

however, started about a month and a

half ago" Although BookZone will

operate a booth in addition to its nor-

mal store, it does not hire any addition-

al help for the event.

"ThcL.A.TImc.v put together a li.st

back in autumn," said Jacques

Freydont. director of academic sup-

port. "Certain book stores arc designat-

ed to bring the books associated with

certain panel discussions. In the past it

was done by lottery, but this year

they're trying to gel a better match
between authors and stores."

BookZone is the official bookseller

for several authors, including former
Bruin basketball coach John Wooden,
Professor Jared Diamond and comedi-
an Sandra Tsing Loh.

Wooden and Diamond are obvious

BookZone candidates because of their

UCLA ties, but it is not immediately

apparent why BookZone was chosen to

carry Tsing Lbh's book."She's an LA.
comedian," Freydont said. "She's very

popular and very funny; I think that

I've even heard other comedians start-

ing to imitate her diction. We had read-

ings with her in BookZone before she

became popular. We talked to her pub-
lisher and let them know that we'd love

to have her back, so that might be why
they chose us."

On Sunday Wooden will appear at

BookZone to sign copies of his new
book "Be Quick.' Don't Hurry"
Wooden co-wrote the book with former
UCLA men's basketball player, turned

television producer. Andrew Hill, who
u ill also he on hand foi lxx>k signings.

"An enormous amount ofwork goes

into the Festival of Books," said

Adams. "Everything from ordering
books to planning the staff to setting up
thaTcvcnt has to be taken care of We're
fortunate that we're the only exhibitor

to have a full store right here on cam-
pus, so we can be a little more inventive

with what we display The planning

started in March, and, now that the

ordered books have arrived, it is pri-

marily a matter of logistics, organizing

inventory and filling the booth.

"We all do about 14 straight days of
work for that work week," said

Freydont. "It's a lot of work setting up
and tearing down, but it's lots of fun. It

gives us a chance to meet a different

customer base."

The BookZone store in Ackerman
will make its regular stock available to

customers during the Festival, but only

certain titles will be specially showcased
in the Royce Quad booth. Adams said

that the booth selection is intended to

be a representative sample of the mer-
chandise available in the store.

Local interest books, including hik-

ing and dining guides and books writ-

ten by Los Angeles authors, will be sold

in the booth as well as best-sellers and
children's books. In celebration of
National Poetry Month, the booth will

also fraturc various poetry books.
During the Festival, all booth merchan-

JANA SUMMERS

UCLA's BookZone in Ackerman Union will stay open during the L.A.
Times Festival of Books. It will also stock a booth in Royce Quad.

dise will be discounted by 20 percent, a

special deal for the huge crowds the

Festival attracts.

"We typically see about 100,000
people come for the Festival," said

Richard MacBriar, BookZone's main
buyer "This is the event of the year for

us and we put out a lot of effort to make
the store and the school look great.

You'd think that everyone would
already be familiar with the campus,
but we also get a lot of first timers."

Although BookZone underestimat-

ed the amount of books it needed to

sate the crowds' appetite for literary

fare at the first Festival six years ago,

the store has experienced few problems
since then. "It's always gone really

smoothly," Adams said.

"The only real problem has been
that people sometimes keep hanging
around after things are supposed to

start winding down. But I'll take that

problem any day"

BOOK: BookZone will operate both its

Ackerman Student Union store and its

booth In Royce Quad for the FestivaL
Cat! BookZone for more information at'

(310)206-4041.

Margaret Oio shares stories of her life in Tm the One That I Want'
BOOK: Comedian will

be on-hand at festival for

signing, panel discussion

By Terry Tang
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Anyone who has seen Margaret
Cho perform stand-up knows that she

doesn't have much to hide.

Her candid and humorous way of
talking about everything from her

oppressive stint on network television

to her risky fall into drugs and alcohol

has both horrified and amused audi-

ences.

Still, the cherubic comedian sur-

prises people. Off stage, Cho's loud,

in-your-face nature is usually replaced

by a soft-spoken voice.

"They expect a very sarcastic, real-

ly bitchy, kind of aggressive person,

but I'm actually pretty quiet, pretty

shy," said Cho in a telephone inter-

view from her home in Los Angeles.

"I don't assert myself the same way

that 1 do in performance. It's my job.

It's what I do but I'm certainly not like

that in life."

With a cult-like following on the

stand-up circuit and her comedy con-
cert film, "I'm the One That 1 Want,"
still screening, Cho, 32, has built a suc-

cessful career out of storytelling. Now,
the quick-witted queen of comedy will

add published author to her resume.

Her autobiography, which bears
the same title as her film, hits book-
stores this month. But before embark-
ing on a nationwide promotional tour,

Cho will discuss and sign her book this

Sunday at the Los Angeles Times
Festival of Books here on campus.
The book covers many of Cho's

experiences growing up in San
Francisco's Sunset District as well as

her battle to lose weight for her
defunct 1994 ABC sitcom, "All-

American Girl."

But even for fans who have heard
the comedian's tongue-lashings on
screen or on the stage, Cho promises
the book will show a lot more details

and a voice different from her on-

stage persona.

"When 1 perform, it's almost as if I

tell stories in a kind of shorthand,"

Cho said. "(The book) is quite a vast

kind of cross-section of my life, like

everything that's happened so far"

Cho's long-simmering desire to pen
her own story should not be too much
of a surprise. In Korea, her father was
a print journalist and an author of
joke books such as "lOOI Jokes for

Public Speakers." Upon her parents'

emigration to San Francisco, they

opened a bookstore called Paperback
Traffic.

"I grew up in a bookstore and was
always around books my entire life,"

Cho said. "To me, the joy of writing

and reading and all that goes with it is

one of the reasons I get up in the

morning."

Besides providing an entertaining

reason to curl up on a couch, Cho's
book will also serve as an educational

tool. Jeffrey Decker, professor and
academic administrator of a year-long

GE cluster course titled Interracial

Dynamics, has put "I'm the One That

I Want" on the syllabus for his own
seminar this quarter.

The seminar focuses on TV sitcoms
and American literature in relation-

ship to ethnic identity. Aside from
reading about Cho's experiences at

ABC, the class will also watch the pilot

episode of "All-American Girl."

"During one week, we're going to

look at women as leads in ethnic sit-

coms ... the way in which ethnic
stereotypes are reproduced in mass
cultural forms," said Decker

Decker already knows what insight

Cho can give to a classroom. Last
quarter, she visited the entire

Interracial Dynamics class, including

Decker's seminar students, to speak
about her experiences. Decker could
tell Cho was caught off guard by the

idea of her book and life contributing

to an academic setting because of her

record as a high-school dropout. But
the professor believes the comedian is

educated in her own right.

"She certainly is smart and intellec-

tual," said Decker of her visit. "She's
so well-read, well-spoken. When she

got up there to speak, she could've
been any professor."

Unlike her lime on "All-American
Girl," Cho was able to have almost
complete autonomy over her book.
Vet the comedian, who makes a guest

appearance on an upcoming episode
of HBO's "Sex and the City," would
never rule out a return to television.

For now, Cho is simply basking in the

glory of calling her own shots.

"I didn't really have to collaborate

there with anybody except, you know,
minor things here and there. The book
is really exactly the way I want it to

be," Cho said.

"I'm just really focused on my own
projects right now."

When she isn't jetting off to a stand-

up or speaking engagement, Cho usu-

ally relaxes around her Hollywood
Hills home with her German shep-

herd, Ralph (pronounced "Rafe," as

in actor Ralph Fiennes). Aside from
no longer worrying about her body
image, Cho also maintains a strong

See OM, page 19
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Mullholland aims to set record straight on granddad
FESTIVAL Author will participate

in panel discussion, book signing

By Barbara McGuire
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Most people don't know what it feels like to

drive down the 405 freeway and see their last name
listed as an off-ramp. But for Catherine
Mullholland, granddaughter of the famous engi-

neer William Mullholland, this roadside tribute

doesn't represent even a portion of the vivid mem-
ories she possesses of her grandfather

In fact, these memories are so important to

Mullholland, a UC Berkeley alumna who studied
English, that she recently preserved them in her
book, "William Mullholland and the Rise of Los
Angeles." At the Los Angeles Times Festival of
Books. Mullholland, 78, will participate in a panel
discussion titled "Creating California," in addition
to signing her books.

"Having left Southern California for so many
years, and seeing that it was totally transformed
from the Southern California of my youth, I decid-

ed I wanted to write something about it to preserve
a little ofmy memory of the area, especially around
the area of my grandfather, William Mullholland,
and the whole water story, which seemed to me was
getting increasingly distorted and misrepresent-
ed," Mullholland said in a phone interview from
_her home in Los Angeles.

Author Catherine Mullholland

will be signing her book *^iltiam

MulihoMand and the Rise of

Los Angeles** Saturday from 3-4 pjmu

at the Skylight Boolcs Booth. No. 320.

She will also participate In the

panel "Creating California,**

Saturday at 1 p.m. In Oodd 1 47.

Mullholland said that her grandfather's career
basically ended in tragedy when the Saint Francis
dam, which he built in 1928, failed, killing over 400
people, making it the greatest man-made disaster

in the history of California.

Catherine said it was after this unfortunate inci-

dent that her grandfather's memory began to be
misrepresented.

"That happened toward the end of his life, after

a life of hard work and triumph, and that tainted

his story," she said. "At the time he was felt to be,

by many people, a real villain. He'll always be a

controversial figure because I think men who alter

landscapes and change the course of events in his-

tory always are controversial."

Though Mullholland has personal ties to the
story, she depended on extensive research rather

than her own memories for hey non-fiction work,
spending over five years gathering material from
several archives across the state, including
UCLA's special collections. Knowing what a con-
troversial individual her grandfather has been,
Mullholland said it was important for her to do a

lot of deep digging, because otherwise, nobody
would believe her.

--^ Though she encountered various hardships dur-
ing the course of writing the novel, Mullholland
said that one of the biggest roadblocks was balanc-
ing her personal ties to the story with being an
objective author.

"I think the most difficult part as a writer was to

find the proper voice for telling the story because I

didn't want it to be me telling a story about grand-
pa - I didn't want that intimate story," she said.

"On the other hand, I didn't want to deuch myself

because I couldn't pretend that I was not his grand-
daughter.

"So, to find the appropriate, dignified voice to

tell the story took a lot of soul searching and a lot

of head scratching," she continued.

Mullholland eventually found the voice of a fair-

ly formal, objective historian, creating a story that

reads like a biography of William Mullholland's
life. Catherine said that the book is a joy focanyone
to read. William was more than just an engmecr; he
was someone who led an interesting life.

She believes that in addition to this more per-

sonal side of William Mullholland the Irish immi-
grant and sailor, readers will also develop a belter

understanding of how Los Angeles evolved.

"I think especially a student could get a sense of
what the politics of the city were at that time; I

learned a lot in writing it," she said. "I think it

could be instructive to someone who wanted to gel

a good understanding of city building."

For her next project. Catherine hopes to expand
on the story of the Mullhollands, bringing to light

the women in the family. Due to the space restric-

tions of her latest novel, she said she was forced to

omit many details about her grandfather's domes-
tic life.

As a result, many people question her about the

women of the family. She hopes to answer these

questions with another book dedicated to these key
players.

After her appearance at the Festival of Books,
however, Mullholland hopes to take a break before
moving on to her next project. For now she is look-
ing forward to the weekend.

"I love the idea of the book fair because it's a lit-

tle bit like a county fair, but instead of animals and
rides for children and farm products, you have
intellectual products and city products," she said.

"It brings writers and authors together in much the
spirit that you would have at a county fair and I

think that's a lovely idea for a big city."

CHO
From page 18

relationship with her parents.

Though they were initially

against her career choice, they

now delight in being material for

her act.

"They've been really happy
with my career and what I've

done with it over the last several

years," Cho said. "They really

learned to be supportive when
they saw how happy it made me
and how successful I was."

Chances are success will keep
coming. After she finishes pro-

moting the book, the comedian
will return to stand-up with an all

new national stand-up tour.

"Notorious C.H.O.," in refer-

ence to rap artist Lil' Kim's
"Notorious" album, will have
material with a more feminist

charge.

Unlike TV and film, stand-up

is something that Cho knows she

can always do. Aside from not

having to rely on ratings, stand-

up provides Cho with creative

energy and control. Despite their

laid-back demeanor on stage,

most comedians take the art of

making people laugh very scri.

ously. One thing Cho wants peo-

ple to know is that stand-up is not

just about telling jokes in front of
an open mic.

"People trust you and you
have to be really responsible with

that trust," Cho said. "For me,
it's a very political thing because
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Diversity and Communication
Berky Nelson

Monday - April 30th - Ackerman 3517, 1-3 p.m.

Working with Conflict

Pam Cysner
Tuseday - May Tst - Ackerman 2408. i-A^jn.

Perspectives on Leadership - Assessing Your Style

Joan Brown
Wednesday - May 9th - Ackenman 3517, 2-4 p.m.

; .

'

'

'

Fundraising and Sponsorship -r——

—

Kenn Heller
Thursday - May 17th - Ackerman 3517, 1-3 p.m

All members of student groups are welcome and encouraged to attend

For further information:
Center for Student Programming

Terry Saunders 825-7045
tsaunder@saonet.ucla.edu

Want TO FINISH THE YEAR INA POSITIVEWAY?ll
"Are YOU MAKING PUNS FOR NEICTYBIR?
Spring Workshops for Student Organizations

CHO
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talk about my life."

I'm a woman of color and I talk a lot

about different issues like race and
about gay issues of inclusion and
acceptance.

"I don't really tell jokes anyway,"
Cho continued. "I only tell stories and

BOOK: Margaret Cho will discuss her

book Tm the One That I Want" in a

panel at Schoenberg Hall at 10 a.m.

Sunday.Tickets are free and may still be
available at an on-site location until 30
minutes prior. Cho will sign books at 1

1

a.m. in the North Signing Area. For

information visit www.latimes.com.

Bruin Choice Awards
One vote can make a difference. Forget about the 2000 Presidential Elections;

your vote can still make a difference in the future of America.

Was this the year of the "Crouching Tiger?" Did Lil' Bow Wow oust Lil' Debbie?

Did this year witness Julia Stiles's last dance and the demise of pop t ands?

You dedde. Now is your diance to vote in the annual Bruin Choice Awards. All entries

should be turned in to the labeled box in the Daily Bruin office at 1 18 Kerckhoff Hall by

noon on Monday, April 30. You can also vote online at www.dailybruin.ucla.edu.

Coolest Male
O Rudy from "Survivor"

O Sponge Bob

OJohni

O HwTedger

O
O

Orange Coun

OBjork'sswan

O 'Requiem F

O 'Jackass'

O Shaggy

-

O Nelly -'C

O Other

Most Overrated

O Disney's Califorj

O -Traffic"

ODaveMattI

O 2000 el

O 'Croudiing

O Other

.

Most
Overpla

y

O Crazy Toj^^l^tterfly"

O Nelly F^

O Destinj

O Nine oil ^'Absolute

O Sting- "D««rtRmt

O Other

Coolest

O Zhang Ziyi

OReneeZ

O Julia StII

O Sarah Jess

O Kate Hudson

O Other

Best Pom TitleXXX
O 'Freddy Got Ftngerei

O O-Town

O Dream

O The Meaty Cheesy Boy^

OBBMak

O Are there any good pop bands?

O Other

Best Alternative

to Napster

©Buying a CD

Olmesh

OGnut

O Stealli

O Freeni

O Other

O Other

{ { . fi

Worsheiyy^a \>^

O 'Charlie'sJSpr
O "Jove and thcftmywt

O -Shaft*

O'RodcyaRdBuUwtnWe

O "0 Brother, Wher* Af^ tkou ?

O Other _

Best Lil'

O Lil' Bow Wow
I

O Lil' Kim \ I

O Lil' Debbie's Snacks

O Lil' Blacky

OUI'Zane

O Other

Worst Breaku

OTomand||B|^^

ORageAgalHHIch
O Smashing I'i^^i

O Ben Folds Fm
O Russell and Meg

O Other

km";

Most Ukely

O Robert Do

ODarrylStra

O Bill Clinton

O Matthew Pi

O Steven Sod

O Other _

Best Hair Change
O Faith Hill

O Jennifer Anistq

O David

:

O Camie

'

O Samuel L. Jac

O Other

MURAL
From page 1

7

Today and Time magazine staled that

9() million Americans today are illiter-

ate.

Furthermore, according to Yeh, the

United Nations and U.S. News and
World Report ranked the United
States as 70th in literacy in the world in

200(). This is not a problem of literacy

alone, however, as Yeh sees a connec-

tion between functional illiteracy and
other social problems.

"It's connected to the issue of
school violence," he said. "I have con-

tended from day one that ifwe encour-

age more of the arts, we are actually

giving students a chance to express

emotions or problems in another way,

other than taking a gun to school or

threatening to blow someone up."

To encourage interest in both read-

ing and the arts, Yeh produces

"Winged Tiger Comics and Stories," a

comic book series that encourages chil-

dren to be creative. Complimentary
copies ofthe comics will be handed out

at the Festival of Books.

For those who are worried that they

cannot paint or draw well, Yeh offers a

consolation.

"I see part of our mission is just

reminding all Americans, and all peo-

ple, that everyone can be an artist," he

said. "The worse your art looks, the

higher chance ofa New York gallery or

museum buying it for billions of dol-

lars."

FESTIVAL The mural will be located

between the John Wooden Center and
Glorya Kaufman Hall. For more informa-

tion about Cartoonists Across America,

go to vvww.ideaship.com or e-mail Phil

Yeh at philyeh@ideaship.com.

VOLUNTEERS
From page 17

chair and a first-year English graduate

student.

"It's about promoting awareness of

the Marathon Reading," she said.

The Marathon Reading is an event

where celebrity guests, professors and

students continuously read famous
books in one setting. This year, they'll

read "Jane Eyre" and "Wide Sargasso

Sea" May 17 and 18 from noon to

noon.

"We want to let people know about

the reading," Sterner said, speaking on
behalf of the English Graduate Union,

of which he is vice president. "But -

and I think this underlies everything

we do - we want to celebrate books!"

PROF
From page 16

my book will make a practical contri-

IJMtion."

! Other panels will focus on more lit-

cirary topics. See's panel will discuss

Sputhem California as a place to set

setious fiction.

See said that for many years,

American literature was based on the

northeast and was part of the elite, edu-

cated, mostly white Protestant upper-

middle class. But in the last several

decades, things have changed dramati-

cally and American literature now
involves the entire country.

See teaches the class "Literature of

California and the West," in addition to

small seminars in memoirs, creative

writing and Australian literature. She

has also participated in every Festival

of Books since its inception.

"The Festival combines two of the

greatest cultural institutions in Los

Angeles - the LA. Times and UCLA,"
See said. "I think it's a very felicitous

marriage. It's wonderful to see the cul-

ture of a huge city kick in."

BOOK: For more information about
panel discussions, visit the Los Angeles

Times Web site at

httpy/wwwJatimes.com/events/fob/.
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DINNER SPECIAL

$5.99

• RICE • SALAD • SOUP
• CHICKEN TERIYAKI or

• FIRE BEEF
• VEGETABLE TEMPURA

• 3 PCS. CALIFORNIA ROLLS

JAPANESE rOOD
KOREAN fOOD
SAikt BOMBS

ODJA
EVERY

FRIDAY & SATURDAY
FEATURING SPECIAL GUEST DJ'S EVERY WEEK

RESIDENT DJ'S
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FRENCH GRAD STUDENT
CONFERENCE

"Spectrality and Haunting"

CovEL Commons at Sunset Village

Friday, April 27th
5:00pm
Peggy Kamuf,

Jacques Derrida,

Samuel Weber

Saturday. April 28th
8:30am-3:30PM

Panels,

discussion

AND food!

L.^

^^^^

10P.M.-7A.

Free w/ School I.D.

INFO: WttTV.Z0DIAC.CLUB.COM OR (310) 556-7774
2020 AVENUE OF THE STARS, CENTURY CITY CA
ABC ENTEKTAJMENT CENTER. NEXT TO SHUBERT THEATRE
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UCLA advances to

MPSF tourney final
M.VOLLEYBALL: Squad

gains victory over 49ers

in five-game semifinals

By Pauline Vu
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

PROVO, UTAH Junior outside

hitter Matt Komcr doesn't say much,
but when he wants to make a state-

ment, you definitely hear it.

Thursday night, you heard it in the

loud smacks of his kills. You even

heard it when, frustrated at the

Bruins' .^-0 deficit in g.imc four, he

punched the baH no hard it ticw mto
the stands.

In No. 3 seed UCLA's Mountain
Pacific Sports Federation semifinal

match against No. 2 seed Long
Beach State, Komer had a team-high

22 kills at a .514 hitting percentage.

Komer entered the match midway
through the first game to push the

Brums (22-7) to a 27-30. 30-25, 30-24,

23-30, 15-7 victory. The team
advances to Saturday's MPSF finals

against Hawai'i.

"Matt Komer ignited us," UCLA
Head Coach Al Scales said.

And Komer didn't even start the

match. Scates put junior Ian

Burnham in because, he .said, the last

time the Bruins played the Beach,

Burnham had a .300 hitting percent-

age while Komer hit .000.

That wasn't the case tonight.

From the minute he walked on the

court Komer was unstoppable. He
put away all 10 of his first sets with no
errors for a perfect 1.000 clip.

"I came out swinging," Komer
said. "I just came out on fire, tried

and hit as hard as 1 could."

The Bruins narrowly dropped the

frrst game befoir taking the next two
by more comfortable margins. But in

game four the 49ers turned the tide,

pulling up more blocks and hilling

through more of the Bruins'.

The Beach had the momentum
going into the fifth, but they didn't

keep it. A 49er kill gone long gave
UCLA the 4-3 lead, which the Bruins

built upon until they had the game at

15-7 and the match at 3-2.

Se« M.VOIlEYBALt page 25

EDWARD IIN/Daily B»uin

UCLA sophomore outside hitter Cameron Mount spikes the ball

against a Long Beach player at the MPSF semifinals in Provo, Utah.

Bruins head to Hawaii

for IVIPSF tournament

NICOLE Mil LEfi/Daily&uin

Natalie Golda passes the ball over the head of an opponent In a game earlier

this year.

W.WATERPOLO: One
loss may put squad

out of NCAA berths

By Emily Whidiard
Dally Bruin Contributor

They are the second-

ranked team in the nation.

They've only lost to one team

all season. Their average

margin of victory is nine

points. They are the defend-

ing national champions.

Even with such stellar sta-

tistics, the No. 2 UCLA (14-

3,9-1 MPSF) women's water

polo team could still get shut

out of the NCAA tourna-

ment.

The Bruins traveled to

Honolulu, Hawaii on
Thursday for the Mountain
Pacific Sports Federation

Tournament. In the women's
water polo inaugural season

SeeW.WATEIIPOlO,pa9e25

A ploasaiit ending

The UCLA women's tennis

team defeated Oregon in

their final match of Pac-10

play. See page 23 for more.

Sports life

about more

than mere

competition
COLUMN: Decision to make
a career out of journalism

influenced by great writers

Sometimes 1 wonder why I have

decided to pursue a career in sports

writing. It's hard to see how am 1

making^ difference in the world bjt.

Christina

reporting the accomplishments of athleti-

cally gifted people.

1 started writing

for the sports sec-

tion in part to fill

the void that college

left in my athletic

life, but it's a whole

different ballgame

when we're talking

about a career.

This is a question

that I have toyed

with for over a year

now, and as I began feller
to read more sport- ——^-—_—

.

themed books, I

started to find bits of the answer I've

been looking for.

I started with John Wooden 's

"Wooden. A Lifetime of Observations

on and off the Court" and followed it up
with "The Last of the Best," the collec-

tion of Jim Murray's columns.

What drew me to Wooden 's book was
the fact that it was more about life than

basketball, because sports really is an
arena of human nature rather than just a

game.

Wooden wasn't just a basketball coach
- he was a teacher. And that is exactly

what he told me last year in an interview,

that he was a teacher first and a coach

second.

Throughout his book, Wooden, who

SeeTEUIll,pa9e26

Pac-1 Standings pending as team battles USC
BASEBALL: Bruins hope to

break out of losing streak

but without Rarp, Brandt

By Adam Karon
Daily Bruin Staff

Dedeaux Field is not the best place to

break a losing streak. The No. 6 USC
baseball team is 14-5 on their home turf,

and starting today, will face an unranked
and banged up UCLA squad in a three-

game conference series that will surely

shake up the Pac-10 standings.

UCLA (25-17, 6-6 Pac-lO) was swept
last week by Kansas Stale, a sub-500 team,

and dropped a midweek game to Long
Beach State that featured seven Bruin

errors. The Bruins are currently on a five-

game losing streak.

To put it lightly, UCLA is not playing

the same style of baseball that contributed

to an eight-game winning streak earlier

this year.

"I'm hoping (playing 'SC) can be a

good thing," said senior centerfielder

Matt Pearl. "The rivalry will make the

adrenaline flow, and we play better when
we play belter teams."

Before their recent slump, the Bruins

were surprising a lot of teams with their

scrappy play and will to win. A
respectable record of 25-12 after a confer-

ence series against Washington 12 days

ago led many to believe that this year's

team would do fine without the big bats

lost in last years' draft.

Unfortunately, things have been slip-

pery for the Bruins of late, especially in

the field. Ten errors in three games against

Kansas State and the seven against Long
Beach are examples of the Bruin slide,

something the team hopes to rectify

against the Trojans (29-16, 10-5 Pac-10).

"Beating USC is a quick way to get bet-

ter," Head Coach Gary Adams said. "I'm
glad we're playing them."

Adams may be glad, but the Bruin hit-

ters might have different ideas.

The Trojans feature one of the most
dynamic pitching staffs in college base-

ball.

Today's starter, Mark Prior, has an 1
1-

I record with a 1.20 ERA and is the early

favorite to win national player of the year

honors. Rik Currier, the 2000 Pac-10

Pitcher of the Year, will throw in game
two. Sunday's starter, sophomore
Anthony Reyes, is a lop pitching prospect

for the 2002 draft.

Bruin pitchers, on the contrary, have
had problems of late.

"We haven't been throwing strikes,"

Pitching Coach Gary Adcock said. "And
when we do throw strikes we are not
throwing them in the right spots."

The news gets worse for Bruin fans.

Preseason Ail-American Josh Karp, the

team's regular Friday starter, pulled his

groin last weekend at Kansas State while

stretching the day after his start and will

not throw today. Replacing him in the

Friday slot will be senior Paul Diaz.

"We've been getting calls from scouts

all day," Adams said. "They think we're
up to some kind of trick, and that we don't

want Karp throwing against Prior."

Senior Jon Brandt is still out with a bad
back, and the team is unsure of who they

will throw on Saturday and Sunday.

Adams said Karp was scheduled for a
bullpen session on Thursday in hopes to

get him ready for Susday.

Without Karp, the Bruins could be in

for a long weekend.

MARY ClECf K/Daily Bfuin >o*or Staff

Senior Paul Diaz pitches during a game against Pepperdine
earlier this month.
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Bruins bum Ducks in matches
W.TENNIS: With this win,

UCLA looks to compete

in the NCAA Regionals

By Hannah Gordon
Daily Bruin Contributor

The Ducks should have stayed in

their natural, wet climate. Sunny
California proved too much for

them as the Bruins burned them 6-1

Wednesday.

The women's tennis team won the

doubles point, then went on to take

five of six singles matches.

"It was nice to end the last dual

match on a positive note," said

sophomore Sara Walker.

The No. I team of freshman
Lauren Fisher and junior Petya

Marinova humiliated their oppo-
nents 8-0. At No. 2, Walker and
freshman Mariko Fritz Krockow
won 8-2. The Bruins lost 8-5, howev-
er, at No. 3 with senior Jennifer

Donahue and freshman Chelsea
Godbey.

"Doubles got off to a great start.

They set a good tone for the rest of

the match," said junior Catherine

Hawley.

"Oregon was not as feisty as I

thought they would be," Hawley
said, "We shut them out so they

couldn't work up that energy."

With NCAA seedings on their

mind, the Bruins felt the pressure

and responded with the energy
Oregon seemed to lack.

UCLA 6,

Oregon 1

"I think everyone realized this

was an important match." said

sophomore Michelle Stiefel.

In singles, No. 1 Sara Walker
took her match 6-1. 6-1. Hawley won
6-1. 6-4 at No. 2. Marinova and
Fisher switched positions because
Marinova has an injury in her hip

flexor.

"Today I felt good but I've been
tight from playing too much. I can't

really move," said Marinova.

At No. 4 Marinova sailed through
her first set, 6-1. However, she

became emotional on the court as_

she fought for the second set. 7-5.

Although Fisher took her match
6-1, 6-4 at No. 3, she had trouble with

her opponent's shaky, uneven style

of play.

"She played differently than the

other players I've played recently,"

said Fisher. "Every player has a dif-

ferent style. Some are complemen-
tary to yours, some are not. Hers
was definitely not."

Oregon earned its only point at

the No. 6 position where Donahue
was defeated 7-5, 6-1.

With the win, UCLA ends the sea-

son 7-17 overall. 3-5 Pac-10. Thanks
to this match and Friday's upset of
Cal. UCLA will almost certainly

make the NCAA Championship
Regionals.

This weekend the team is compet-
ing individually in the Pac-10

Tournament in Ojai, California.

Walker won the tournament last

year but is not worried about
defending her title.

"If I win. that's great. If not.

whatever," she said.

Marinova will compete in doubles

but not singles due to her hip flexor

injury —

BRUIN UPDATE
Friday

Softball vs. California

Easton Stadium 2 p.m

Baseball at USC
Los Angeles, Calif. 6 p.

M. Golf at Pac-10

Championships, Stanford,

Calif, through Sunday All Day

Track and Field at

Cal-Nevada Championships

Irvine, Calif, through

Saturday All Day

Pehn RiipPhnadefphfa, Pa.

through Saturc

>F Championships

Honolulu, Hawaii Friday

through Sunday All Day

Women's and Men's Tennis at

. Pac-10 Individual

-Championships, Ojai, Calif,

through Sunday All Day

Saturday
Baseball at use

Los Angeles, Calif. 1 p.m.

SoftDairvsv^tanford

Easton Stadium 2 p.m.

M. Volleyball at

MPSF Championship Final

Provo, Utah 6 p.m.

Sunday
Baseball at USC

Los Angeles, Calif. 1 p.m.

Softball v5,5tanford

Easton Sti^iynv) p.m.

UCLA hosts Bay area

schools this weeJcend
SOFTBALL: Bruins hope

to avenge Stanford loss

from earlier this season

By Vytas Mazeika
Daily Bruin Reporter

The UCLA softball team could

do no wrong before the Pac-10 sea-

son began. Prior to a trip to the Bay
Area, the Bruins had a perfect 35-0

record and the top ranking in the

nation.

Then on March 30, Stanford
handed UCLA its first loss of the

.season.

Currently ranked second in the

nation, UCLA (46-4 overall, 7-4 in

the Pac-10) will play host to No. 4

California (47-8, 4-7) today at 2

p.m. and then have their rematch

versus No. 3 Stanford (44-6-1, 9-3)

on Saturday at 2 p.m. The Bruins

and Cardinal will also play on
Sunday at I p.m. All of the games
will be played at Easton Stadium.

In the I -0 loss at Stanford, Freed
allowed only two hits. But a key
error by Bruin left fielder Erin

Rahn allowed Cardinal outfielder

Jessica Mendoza to score the lone

run.

"If you look at all of your losses,

there's probably about one or two
big errors in a game where you give

the opposing team an extra out in

an inning," Stanford Head Coach
John Rittman said. "There's a lot of
failure in softball and if you let it

become a distraction, it can defi-

nitely hurt you."

When a team faces top-notch

competition, chances are an error is

going to come back to haunt you.

Squad off to Cal-Nevada Championships
M.TRACK: Team looking

ahead to meets against

'SC, Pac-10 competition

S«e SOFTBALL, page 26

By Glen WorthJngton
Daily Bruin Contributor

May 5 is the big one. Two of the

nation's top track programs, in

UCLA and USC. will square off in

Los Angeles. In the meantime, how-
ever, the Bruins still have work to do.

The No. 21 Bruins will compete
Saturday through Sunday in Irvine at

the Cal-Nevada Championships while

the No. 16 Trojans are taking the

week off to prepare for UCLA.
The Bruins are taking the Cal-

Nevada meet seriously. However,
they are not going all out to win the

team title. Field events and some of

the distance runners will compete
hard, but other distance runners will

be running off-events.

Sprinters, for the most part, will be
backing off altogether. Freshman
Chuckle Ryan in the high hurdles is

the only sprinter competing in an
open event. The rest will be running in

relays but not the 4 x 100 meter race,

which has been scratched.

Why are the coaches resting the

team and not going all out to win the

Cal-Nevada Championship?
"'SC, it's called 'SC," said men's

Head Coach Art Venegas. "The
alums expect us to have the best possi-

ble team that day. How foolish would
we feel if half our stars went out with

hamstring pulls at Cal-Nevada when
there's the 'SC meet next week' So
we're being very patient"

"We're training through these two
weeks and then we're going to start

tapering down for the Pac-lOs," he

continued "The Pac-IOs and NCAAs
have been the goal from the begin-

ning."

Still, Venegas is expecting a strong

showing from the Bruin squad, espe-

cially in the throws. Behind the

strength of junior Scott Moser and
redshirt freshman Dan Ames in the

shot put and the discus and sopho-

more Nate Marum in the javelin, the

Bruins should be the dominant throw-

ing team at the meet.

The distance team is also expecting

top results. Primarily, though, this

meet is one of the last chances the

team will have to hone their competi-

tion skills before the final meets of the

season.

"We're trying to continue to pre-

pare for the dual meet against USC,"
said Distance Coach Eric Peterson.

"The competition the week following

(at USC^i^thc beginning of the post-

season in a way."

"What I'm going to ask my kids to

do this weekend." he continued, "is to

concentrate on running their own
individual races better, working on
the tactical things that they need to

improve and working on correcting

pacing mistakes."

Senior Will Bcrnaldo is ranked sec-

ond of the competitors in the 50()()m

based on entry times. According to

Peterson, if Bcrnaldo runs the race he

is capable of, he has a real chance to

win the title.

Senior Mason Moore, junior

See M.TRACK, page 25
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OTBALL NOTEBOOK
Changing of the

;
guards

j
A primary goal for the UCLA

coaching staff this spring was to

address the offensive guard posi-

tions vacated by seniors Brian Polak

and Oscar Cabrera.

While senior center Troy Danoff
and junior tackles Bryce Bohlander

and Mike Saffer will be returning to

the unit, depth is an obvious con-

cern for UCLA, having suffered

problems with injury on the line in

the past.

Sophomore Shane Lehmann and
junior Blake Worley were the

returning favorites to fill the two
vacancies at guard, but in recent

practices redshirt freshmen
Eyoseph Efseaff and Paul Mociler

have played well enough to gel con-

sideration from the coaches.

"All of the guys have had their

moments in the past few weeks, so I

think (Saturday's) scrimmage will

determine vyho will start next sea-

son, " Offensive Coordinator Kelly

Skipper said.

The Bruins will conclude their

spring practices this Saturday in a

scrimmage open to the public from
1-3 p.m. al Drake Stadium.

Youngsters

making marks
An upside to missing DeShaun

Foster for spring practice because

of the recent surgery he had on the

little finger of his left hand is that

future Bruin backs Akil Harris and
Manuel White are receiving

increased reps at practice and have
had a chance to improve their game.

Both running backs will be
imposing backups to Foster next

season.

Harris, a sophomore, played

behind Foster and Jermaine Lewis

last season and is expected to be the

primary backup at running back
next year.

White redshirted last season, and

his work in spring

drills this year has impressed coach-

es. An All American in high school.

White has the ability to pound the

ball through defenders with his big

frame (6-foot-3, 240 pounds).

"While hasn't made very many
mistakes this spring, and we've been
very pleased with his performance,"

said Skipper, who coached the run-

ning backs last season. "For a big

guy, he's definitely proved that he
has some mobility, and we're trying

to find a place for him in the fall."

Team takes seventh place

at Rac-1 Championships
W.GOLF: Three members
earn honorable mention

with individual scores

By Midielle Coppolella
Daily Bruin Contributor

Sidelined
Marques Anderson became one

of the first UCLA casualties of the

spring football season, spraining his

ankle after 295-pound defensive

tackle Rodney Leslie stepped on his

foot. Anderson will miss the remain-

der of spring practices, including

Saturday's scrimmage.

Notes compiled by Joshua Mason,
Daily Bruin Reporter*

Despite being equipped with
lethal individual skill and an
unbreakable team spirit, the UCLA
won.en's golf team was unable to

capitalize in the Pac-10

Championship in Tempe, Ariz, earli-

er this week. The Bruins finished in

seventh place with a 54-hole total of

905.

"We just didn't play well and we
haven't been playing well," Head
Coach Carrie Leary said. "We were
hoping, wanting to put it together,

but we didn't and that's the bottom
line."

Although UCLA's performance
wasn't up to par, underclassmen
Melissa Martin, Sakf Uechi and
Gina Umeck each provided stellar

individual scores that merited each
of them with Honorable Mention on
the All-Conference Team. Uechi fin-

ished eighth with a three-round total

of 219, while Umeck, playing as an
individual, tied for 18th place at 224.

Senior Laura Moffat, who posted a

final round, two-under par 70, tied

for 22nd place. Rounding out the

Bruins was senior Leilani Bagby,
who tied for 37lh place at 231, fresh-

man Melissa Martin at 39th with 232
and junior Alicia Um, who tied for

51st with 239.

The tournament was swept away
by Arizona's fiawless performance
as it captured both the team and
individual title. A total team score of
873, nine over par, proved to be too

much for second-place Stanford,
who finished with 876.

Six-time defending Pac-10 cham-
pion Arizona State finished third at

883. Arizona's No. I Lorena Ochoa
and No. 4 Natalie Gulbis tied for

first at 213, but Ochoa won in a play-

See W.GOIF, page 26
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Henderson breaks Babe Rutlfs record
MLB: Player makes baseball

history by walking to first

base for 2,063 time at age 42

By Jim Litke

The Associated Press

Age has a way of making sensible people

of us all.

Maybe even Rickey Henderson.

One of the brashest men to set foot on a

diamond is now 42 and working for his

II th team. And Ibp^nce in his life,

Henderson sounds grateful just to have the

opportunity Grateful for Rickey, anyway
"I never felt like I wouldn't get a call."

Henderson said the other day from his new-

old home in San Diego, "but I was trying to

understand why I wasn't playing.

"I wanted to know the reason, It wasn't

that I couldn't play or that I was injured.

Nobody could give me an answer, and to

this day I still don't know," he said.

In the bottom of the ninth inning against

the Phillies on Wednesday night, at the start

of his 23rd season, Henderson literally

walked into the record books one more
time. He watched a 3-1 pitch from
Philadelphia closer Jose Mesa slide wide

outside, rose from his batting crouch :ind

tancdon down to first base :for the 2,t)(>.Ud

lime in his career.

He shook hands with coach Alan
Trammel, blew kisses to what little was left

of a sparse crowd and got thrown out a few

moments later trying to steal second in a •

strikeout-double play He may be the great-

est base thief of all time, but all he did this

night was contribute to a Padres' loss in a

season already overflowing with them.

Afterward, Henderson was subdued, a

mood he said was brought on by that los-

ing. He paid tribute to the guy he pa.sscd as

"Mr. Baseball." though more than a few

people probably were surprised to find out

he even knew who Babe Ruth was. Because

there was a time in Henderson's career

when the only baseball player he could

name was Rickey.

"To tell you the truth, people say I'm

playing just to break all these records, but 1

don't pay attention to the records,"

Henderson said. "1 really didn't know
about them. When I first came to San
Diego, somebody had to come and tell me
about them."

The first time most people came across

that quote, they probably assumed it was
someone impersonating Rickey But no.

This is the same man who never, ever

underestimated his worth and never hesi-

tated to ask and then answer the question

of who holds just about every important

record a leadolTman can hold.

"Home runs? Stolen bases? Runs
scored?" Henderson would ask, then smile.

"Rickey does."

Now the greatest leadofT hitter that ever

Jjvcd will add walks to that list. But what's

changed is the way he recites it, less like a

braggart than a man painfully aware how
much closer he is to the end of his career

than the beginning.

"The records aren't what 1 play for.

We're talking about records, but I'd rather

go out and win a ballgame," Henderson
said. "Records don't mean anything. I'll

play this game when the records are over. 1

play because I love playing."

If he'd spoken those same words a

decade ago, nobody would have believed

him. In his salad days a decade or so ago,

Henderson was always the last guy to show
for training camp and the first to shoot olT

his mouth. He didn't care how many gener-

al managers he went through or how many
clubhouses he disrupted.

Life was one continuing renegotiation.

And he seemed to do it not out of a sense of

injustice or insecurity, but by instinct, the

way bears hibernate or birds migrate or

tired old ballplayers go to Japan some-
thing else Rickey was always threatening to

do.

Yet this spring, his telephone didn't ring,

and when it finally did, Henderson had to

start out in the minors to get back onto the

Padres big-league roster. Now, he is playing

for the major league minimum and lucky to

be in the starting lineup most days. He is

struggling mightily to catch up to high fast-

balls, and learning how many more trips

around the basepaths he can coax out of

those old legs. Another thing has changed:

He is savoring each and every one.

A few more milestones stretch out

before him - Henderson needs 67 runs to

break Ty Cobb's career record and 83 hits

to join the 3,000 club. Bad as the Padres

are, one season might not be enough to get

him there. But try to find somebody to bet

against his reaching them some time.

The Associated Press

San Diego Padres' Rickey Henderson waves to the crowd
after walking in the sixth inning, tying Babe Ruth's career.

CLUB SPORTS BRIEF

Men's rugby
The UCLA men's rugby team finished its season

Saturday with an 18-14 win over University of San Diego.
The win was the culmination of a solid season for the

young Bruin squad.

Plagued by injuries, the team traveled to San Diego
with only two reserves for its 15-player starting lineup.

UCLA scored early when freshman Zach Hoover scored
his first try of the season.

All hearts stopped when lock David Halasic took a

punishing blow to the head in an effort to stop USD from
punching in a try early in the second half. The Bruins were
unsettled when Halasic could not continue, but they ral-

lied around senior Omar Pinto and came baoKwith a fury
With an excellent kicking game and solid efforts at scrum-
time, the Bruins finally capitalized when prop Josh
Veltman scored and put the Bruins up for good.

The team thanks Coach Baskett and all departing
seniors for a great season of Bruin rugby For any ques-

tions about Bruin rugby, e-mailjbveltman@hotmail.com.

Bill proposed to ban wagering on college sports
GAMBLING: Senators reopen

legislation work on betting;

casino industry feels targeted

Club information can be sent to sports@media.ucla.edu.

By Laurence Arnold

The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - Senators reopened
work Thursday on a bill to ban betting on
college sports, a proposal vigorously

opposed by the casino industry as misguided

and unfairly targeted at Nevada, the only

state ffiat allows such wagering.

Committees in both houses of Congress
approved the legislation last year, but
Republican leaders never posted the legisla-

tion for a fioor vote in either chamber.

Some supporters of the bill said they

believe it was buried by casino industry cam-
paign contributions, a contention repeated

Thursday by Rep. Lindsey Graham, one of

the witnesses before the Senate Commerce
Committee.

"I amjust about ashamed ofCongress on
this issue," said Graham, R-S.C.

Though the legislation now begins from
scratch in the 107th Congress, the battle

lines remain largely unchanged.

The leading advocates are Republican
Sens. John McCain, chairman of the com-
merce committee, and Sam Brownback, R-

Kan., along with Graham and Rep. Tim
Roemer, D-lnd. They are backed by the

NCAA and numerous big-name college

sports coaches.

Rep. Tom Osborne. R-Neb., who
coached Nebraska's football team before

joining Congress, testified that gambling
changes the emphasis of sports from "excel-

lence and skill to point spreads and mone-
tary gain."

The chief opponents are Nevada law-

makers who .say the real problem is illegal

gambling that occurs in all 50 states. They

support competing legislation that would
create a task force to study illegal gambling
on amateur sports, increase penalties for ille-

gal gambling and require universities to

implement anti-gambling programs.

Sen. John Ensign, R-Nev., warned that a

successful court challenge to the proposed
legislation could also topple a 1992 law that,

for practical purposes, banned sports gam-
bling in the other 49 states.

The result, Ensign said, would be more
legal gambling rather than less.

"I bet you (the ban) would withstand

scrutiny," replied Graham.
"I'd make you a bet on that," countered

Ensign.

The casino industry and its boosters insist

that legal wagering in Nevada accounts for

less than 2 percent of all betting on college

sports. They say Nevada's strictly regulated

casinos help law enforcement detect suspi-
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Braces^
Deliver Brilliant iesults

ORTHODONTIST
SINCE 1980

UCLA FACULTY MEMBER Dr. Nader Dayani
Member American Association of Orthodontists
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(to obtain a registration form)
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Bruins, Warriors to compete for

position

PREVIEW: Cougars'

loss puts Hawai'i in

finals versus UCLA

By Pauline Vu
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

PROVO, Utah - One
down, one more to go before

the Bruins can take their

show to The Pyramid and
NCAA championship in

Long Beach.

Only, as tough as the last

one was. this one might be

tougher.

Thursday night the fourth-

seeded Hawai'i Warriors
staged a huge four-game
upset against top-seed BYU
- in the Cougars' own Smith
Fieldhouse, no less - to earn

the right to play UCLA in

the MPSF finals Saturday

Now it's crunch time for

both teams.

;^Had BYU won. UCIJL-
most likely would have
received the at-large bid to

the NCAA tournament,
whether or not the Bruins

won the MPSF.
Now that the Cougars are

out of the MPSF picture,

BYU will probably receive

the NCAA bid. Thus,

Hawai'i or UCLA can only

make it to next week's

NCAA Tournament if they

win the MPSF outright, tak-

ing the conference's auto-

matic berth.

Talk about pressure.

"The game has more
meaning because Hawai'i
won," Bruin senior outside

hitter Mark Williams said.

"It means more. It's a big

game for them too."

Both coaches know what
they have to do.

"I think that the sure thing

is to do the job on Saturday

night. I'm not entertaining

any ideas of a committee
doing us a favor," Hawai'i

Head Coach Mike Wilton
said.

UCLA Head Coach Al
Scates said almost the exact

same thing.

"The only sure way to do
it is to win the next three and
then you're the national

champions. That's what I

told the team," he said.

On Thursday night the

Hawai'i hitters were hot.

Sophomore outside hitter

Costas Theocharidis led his

team with 18 kills, while Eyal

Zimet, also a sophomore out-

side hitter, added 15 of his

own.

"I have very few com-
plaints about my team right

now," Wilton said. "They
showed composure. We're
an emotional team, and there

were a couple times when it

got down to the boiling

point, but we simmered
down."

Scates knows how to beat

the Warriors though.

"(Hawai'i) probably has

the best hitter in the country

in Costas." Scates said. "He
has a variety of shots. If you
can stop him, you'll beat

them."

Although Scates said the

Warriors' win didn't shock

him, some Bruins were taken

aback.

"Yeah, I'm a little sur-

prised," Williams said. "I

thought BYU would beat

them here, in front of their

fans."

If BYU had won, the final

game might not have mat-
tered. But now it's Hawai'i

and UCLA facing off in the

MPSF finals, and both of

them need a win to move on.

There's more than a con-

ference championship riding

on this one.

M.VOLLEYBALL
From page 22

In the postgame press conference, a reporter asked
Scates, who has won an NCAA-record 18 national cham-
pionships, if the playofTgames ever get old to him.

"Are you kidding?" Scates said. "My blood pressure's

about 180 over 90. This isn't old, this is stimulating."

The Bruins beat two things: the high altitude of BYU's
Smith Fieldhouse and Long Bcach-gunncr Dave
McKienzie.

UCLA managed six aces against only 15 errors. That's
not bad considering the last time the Bruins played at BYU.
where the altitude causes the ball to tly farther than it would
on sea level, they had one ace and 1 9 errors - the worst serv-

ing percentage in UCLA men's volleyball history

UCLA also managed to contain Long Beach's biggest
scoring threat, senior opposite hitter Dave McKienzie.

McKienzie. who leads the nation this season averaging
40 kills a match, led Thursday's match with 26 kills, but at

only a.2 1 7 clip.

"We knew we had to stop McKienzie." Williams
said."We had to slow him down or our chances ofwinning
were slim."

The Beach played well Thursday night, but playofTs

rarely provide second chances, and the 49ers arc out.

But the Bruins don't mind a bit. Senior outside hitter

Mark Williams said that a huge motivation for UCLA
coming into the match was knowing they'd could be the
ones to end the careers of the 49er seniors.

"We don't like them. They'rejust arrogant, the way they
play It helped knowing we could end their careers without
any rings," he said. "I can't say how strongly we felt about
that."

The 49crs took tittle solace in the fact they made it to^Sir
MF*SF semifinals.

When asked if he thought it had been a successful year.

McKienzie replied with a tight, disgusted look on his face.

"Yeah, it's a successful year, but we didn't get the goal
we were hoping for." He shrugged. "It's all right."

Long Beach flies bacif to Southern California today,
three games short ofending the season the way they'd like.

UCLA, meanwhile, looks to Saturday's game as anoth-
er step toward ending the season the way they expect.

M.TRACK
From page 23

Andrew Wulf and sophomore Justin

Patananan will compete in the 3(K)0m

steeplechase. Senior Paul Muite,
junior Bryan Green and freshman
Jon Rankin will run the 1500m, and
freshman Nick Thornton, junior

Martin Brix and sophomore Phil

Young will compete in the 800m.
In the 1500m. Green is running an

olT-event to recover from his 1 0.000m
race at Mt. SAC, but Peterson hopes
that the other two Bruins take it up a

notch.

"We're looking for big. big break-

throughs in the 1500m from both
Muite and Rankin." he said. "They
put a good early season time out there

at 3:49 and both of them have kind of

stalled out a bit. I'm real encouraged
by what Rankin got done at Mt. SAC
because he's given us a lot of reason

to look at the next few meets opti-

mistically"

The Cal-Nevada Championships
are then, in essence, what Peterson

calls a dress-rehearsal for the Pac-IOs

at a lower level of competition. The
Bruins have their eyes on USC. but

their feet will be on Irvine's track this

weekend.

W.WATERPOLO
From page 22

as an NCAA sport, the MPSF
Tournament will be a battleground

for national tournament bids.

Tlie winner of the tournament
will automatically receive a place in

the NCAA Tournament, to be held

at Stanford May 12-13. The second
MPSF bid will go to the team with

the next best record.

No. 1 Stanford enters the tourna-

ment undefeated for the season.

Therefore, win or lose, they will be
defending their home turf in two

weeks.

Stanford's shoo-in leaves the

other three top teams in the nation,

each boasting an Olympian-studded
line-up, to vie for the remaining
spot.

"We want to put all the number
games aside and worry about play-

ing good water polo this weekend."
Head Coach Adam Krikorian said.

"If we play the way we are capable
of. the bid will follow."

UCLA is slated to play the winner
of the No. 6 UC Santa Barbara ver-

sus unranked UC Irvine match-up
on Friday. Barring any major
upsets, the game will be followed by

a semifinal battle against No. 3 USC
on Saturday.

"All of our focus in the last few
weeks has been geared towards
use's style of play," Krikorian said.

Krikorian and the team are keen-
ly aware that a loss to USC will shut

them out of the NCAA tournament.
After such a stellar season, the

Bruins are not ready to drop it all in

one game.

"This is an intense time in the sea-

son." said junior Eleanor Murphy
"We're trying not to think about the

NCAA bids. We're going in to win
the tournament."

The other semifinal match-up will

send No. 4 California up against

Stanford. These two games are
where the real battles of the season
will be fought.

"The conference championship's
importance really gets overlooked,"

Krikorian said. "With such intense

competition, it's something to really

get excited about."

With excitement running high
and a NCAA championship on the

line, the Bruins are looking to return

with an MPSF title on Sunday
"The girls are ready to .show off

their hard work," Krikorian said.

"They've been waiting for this all

year."

GAMBLING
From page 24

cious betting patterns caused by point-

shaving scams.

Danny Sheridan, a sports analyst

and oddsmaker for USA Today, told

the committee that removing Nevada
casinos from sports betting would be
like taking the Securities and Exchange
Commission away from Wall Street.

'"If this bill passes, you will make
fixing college football and baseball

games very easy," he said. '"There will

be no fear of being caught."

Howard J. Shaffer, director of the

Harvard Medical School's Division on
Addictions, said a ban on amateur
sports betting could "stimulate an
underground market for sports-related

gambling."

But supporters of the ban said warn-
ings about college sports wagering will

continue to sound hollow until the

practice is illegal in all 50 states. "It has

to start somewhere." said Maryland
basketball coach Gary Williams.
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SOFTBALL
From page 23

Since Ihe Pac-10 currently has the top

four teams in the nation (Arizona,

UCLA, Stanford, Cal), it's important to

not only be effective on the field, but also

to perform at the plate.

"What will be critically important is

our team's ability to stay within the

strike zone offensively," Bruin Head
Coach Sue Enquist said. "We need to be

clutch at the plate."

Offense, though, has not been too big

of a problem for the three schools play-

ing at Easton Stadium this weekend.

The Bruins will rely on infieldcrs

StaCey Nuveman. Tairia Mims and
Claire Sua to produce offensively. The
three have combined for 34 out of the

team's 48 home runs and more than half

of the RBIs this season.

The Cardinal have a dynamic duo in

Mendoza and first baseman Sarah

Beeson. Mendoza leads Stanford with a

.441 batting average and 13 home runs,

while Beeson is the Cardinal top run pro-

ducer with 56 RBIs - 21 more than the

next player on the squad.

And last but not least is California.

After the loss to Stanford, UCLA
rebounded with a pair of close wins at

Cal. The sweep of the Bears shouldn't

leave the Bruins overconfident, as any
team that brings with them a hitter like

Ast baseman Veronica Nelson (.385, 18

TELLER
From page 22

may be the most successful unoffi-

cial sport psychologist, offers such

insights as "Details Create

Success," "Failure is Not Fatal, But

Failure to Change Might Be," and

"Slow and Steady Gets You
Ready"

I followed Wooden's wisdom up

with Murray's "The Last of the

Best." With eight years of Murray's

columns between the covers, I read

about a variety of sports and events.

But what stands out in my mind is

not the athletic accomplishments

but the people that Murray wrote

about. He told the stories of the per-

son, not the athlete - he made them

human.

After this, I felt like I was starting

to get somewhere, that covering

sports is more than just the contest,

it's about the people involved.

I started to read Steve Rushin's

"Road Swing" over Christmas

break and really got what I was

looking for.

Rushin, a senior writer for Sports

Illustrated, gives an account of a

crosscountry trip during which he

visited all of the great American

sports shrines and echoes the senti-

ment that sports highlight the nature

of our culture.

"I have no doubt," Rushin

writes, "that one can, through the

keyhole of sports, see into an entire

culture, even one as far-Hung and

diverse as American culture."

Near the beginning of the book,

Rushin visits the cornfield in

Dyersville, Iowa where most of the

film "Field of Dreams" was shot.

Now let's remember that this loca-

tion was used as a movie set and

isn't really a field of dreams, but it

still attracts more than 500 visitors

daily during the summer.

Rushin tells of a conversation he

had with Don Lansing, the man
whose cornfield the baseball field

was etched into, during which he

inquired as to why so many people

come.

"I think," Lansing said, "it has to

do with fathers and sons."

It was when I read this that it

really started to make sense.

Now obviously it has more to do
with than just fathers and sons. It

has to do with relating to one anoth-

er as people.

It seems that sports is one of the

few ways that people can be reached

these days. Often people are more
up to date on how their favorite

team is doing than the international

crisis that recently erupted.

People not only find an escape in

following sports, but they find a

sense of camaraderie.

And if you've been an athlete

yourself, it means even more. Sure,

my level of athletic experience

peaked in high school, but some of

the most poigna.U moments of my
young life took place in relation to

one athletic pursuit or another.

Growing up, my parents encour-

aged me to give everything a try if I

was interested. I don't know if they

realized that I would really take

them up on that offer as I tried

everything from gymnastics to rid-

ing horses to even a season of Little

League baseball, as one of two girls

on my team.

And in covering sports, I feel like

I have tapped into an avenue that

makes a difference in people's lives.

It's more than scrutinizing the

spending habits of multimillionaires

and exploiting the controversial situ-

ations too many of them find them-

selves in.

It's about life.

Teller realizes that this column can be
seen as idealistic and you can share

whatever else you think about it with

her at cteller@media.ucla.edu.

W.GOLF
From page 23

of

HRs, 46 RBI) is a force to be reckoned

with.

"(Cal) has been on the unfortunate

side of a couple of close games that

could Have gone either way," Rittman

said. "They're as tough as anybody in

the country."

— Injury note: A decision on the avail-

ability of UCLA junior ace Amanda
Freed won't be made until Friday She

has missed the last five games with an

injury to her right arm.

off. Kelli Kamimura
Washington finished third.

The first round was full of sur-

prises ds Cal led the tournament at

even par with a score of 288 to top

then second-place Arizona's score

of 294. A three-way tie for third

place ensued between Arizona

State, Stanford and USC as they all

finished with a score of 295.

UCLA finished the round in sixth

place with a score of 301, 13 over

par.

Individually, Cal's Sarah Huarte

fired a three-under par score of 69

and led over Ochoa, who captured

second place with a score of 70.

Gulbis closely followed at 71.

Bagby was tied for 12th and led

UCLA with a first round score of

74. Uechi wasn't far behind as she

tied for 19th at 75. Umeck led the

individual
competition as

she tied with

Bagby at 74.

Vaulting
into a tie for

fifth place at

145, Uechi

fired a two-

under par 70

in the second round of the tourna-

ment, reviving UCLA individual

aspirations as it finished the round
in seventh place. She trailed tour-

nament leader Gulbis by only three

shots and Umeck kept UCLA in

the tournament as she tied for 1 1 th

at 147

In team competition, Arizona

State and Arizona tied for first at

586 and were followed by Stanford

at 589.

Although the

Bruins shot

their lowest

round of the

tournament
with a score of

300, the third

round provid-

ed little excite-

ment as they hoped to hang onto

their seventh place finish.

Even though the Pac-10 is

undoubtedly the toughest confer-

ence in women's collegiate golf

today, holding three of the top five

The Bruins refuse to

make excuses for their

performance.

teams in the nation, the Bruins

refuse to make excuses for their

unexpected and disappointing per-

formance.

"I think that our team is as tal-

ented and experienced as any of

those teams," Martin said. "I just

think that we need to play better

collectively."

The Bruins have a little more
than a week to prepare for what the

season ultimately comes down to -

the NCAA West Regionals.

Despite its poor performance in

the Pac-10, Leary is optimistic for

the team.

"We can and should qualify, but

we're going to have to step up our
level of play if we want to do so,"

she said. "Mediocrity just doesn't

cut it."

Don't get stuck in a lease this summet

Advertise in the Sublet Guide!
Call: 310.825.2221

Chrisliaa

Westside Oikos Community
Church
1343 Ocean Park Blvd.

Santa Monica. CA 90405
310-441-2125

www westsideoikos org

Sunday worship at 1:30pm,

Wednesday UCLA Oikos Campus
Ministry (OCM) meetings at

6:30pm in CS Young 50.

Come and share the joy!

Encounter God's presence through

powerful worship, inspiring mes-
sages, and genuine community.
Rides for Sunday worship provided
at Sproul turnaround at 1pm.

University Lutheran Chapel
10915 Strathmore Dr
Los Angeles. CA 90024 • «

.

310-208-4571

www.ulclaca us

10:30am. tradition 7pm, contempo-
rary.

Join us in experiencing Christ in

the context of word and sacra-

ment in small groups throughout

the week.

Westwood Hills Christian

Church
10808 Le Conte Ave
Los Angeles. CA 90024

310-208-8576

www WHCCOmetcbccom
Bible Study 9:00am. Worship
10:00am. Tuesday Evening Bible

Study 7:00pm.

We are located across from UCLA
Medical Center at Le Conte and
Hilgard. Students are welcome.
Join us for lunch 1st Sunday each
month after worship.

Seventh-day
Adventist

Santa Monica Seventh-Day

Adventist Church
1254 19th St.

Santa Monica. CA 90404
310-829-1945

www. santamonicasda.homepage,com
Saturday 9:30, Worship 11am.
Small groups throughout the

week. Collegiate group Thurs. at

UCLA. We invite you to join us to

worship and grow, and experi-

ence God's love in a SG and
Sabbath morning worship.

Roman Catholic

University Catholic Center
633GayleyAve ^
Los Angeles, CA 90024
310-208-5015

wwwucdaorg

Sunday Masses at 10:30am,
7pm. and 9pm.
Our Catholic community wel-

comes all. With over 70 years of

sen/ice to UCLA and the

University Religious Conference,

we offer worship, retreats, sacra-

mental preparation, education, and
just plain fun!

Christian Science

Tenth Church of Christ,

Scientist
1133 S. BundyDr.
Los Angeles. CA 90049

310-826-2229

Sunday 10am Church Service and
Sunday School (up to 20 years),

Wednesdstys 7:30pm Testimonial

Meeting. Reading Room 310-820-
2014.

Please join us for a Bible talk on
Deuteronomy: Moses' Farewell

Address, by Madelon Miles on
Sunday, February 11th from 1-3

pm. For information please call

310-820-2014.

TWenty-eighth Church of

Christ, Scientist
1018 Hilgard Ave.

Los Angeles. CA 90024
310-208-8189

Reading Room:
1125 Glendon Ave.

310-208-3814

Sunday Church Sen/ices 10am
and 5pm, Sunday School (up to

age 20) 10am, Wednesday
Testimony Meetings 8pm.
Come Wednesdays at 8pm to

hear of lives healed and renewed
through topical readings from the

Bible and testimonies from the

congregation. Stay after and
meet our church family.

•rtie ReliglouB Servico«
Directory is print«d
every Friday. Call

Stephanie Abruzzo at
310-825-2221 for wore

infottwition.
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Birthdays
Legal notices
Lost & Found
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Pregnancy
Recreational Activities
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Business Opportunities
Career Opportunities
Child Care Offered
Child Care Wanted
Help Wanted
Housesitting
internship
Personal Assistance
Temporary Employment
Volunteer

Apartments for Rent
Apartments Furnished
Condo / Townhouse for Rent
Condo / Townhouse for Sale
Guesthouse for Rent
House for Rent
House for sale
Houseboats for Rent / Sale
Housing Needed
Room for Help
Room for Rent
Roommates - Private Room
Roommates - Shared Room
Sublets
Vacation Rentals
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1 1 8 Kerckhoff Hall
308 Westwood Plaza
Los Angeles. CA 90024

E-Mail: classifieds(d)media ucia edu
Web http/Zwww.dailybruin ucIa edu

phone
Classified Line (310) 825 2221

Fax C310] 206 0528
Classified Display (3103 206-3060

Fax (310) 206 0528

oflioehours
Mon-Thu 9 00am-3;00pm
Fn: 9am-2:30pm

One issue, up to 20 words $8 50
each additional word 65

Weekly, up to 20 words 29.00
...each additional word 2 1

5

Monthly, up to 20 words 96 00
each additional word 5 75

1 2 pt headline $160
1 6 pt headline $2.25

VBurder $5 Opy

I :--^ •

Classified Line Ads:
1 working day before printing,

at 12 noon
Classified Display Ads:
2 working days before pnnting.
at 12 noon

There are no cancellations after

noon of the day before printing

For Classified Display ads.

please see our rate card

for variable rate information.

MasterCard

payment
Please make ciiecks payable to
"The UCLA Daily Brum " We
accept Visa, MasterCard, and
Discover credit cards Allow 5
working days for mail payments

hoMfiowirile
an efledhie ad

• Start yoDi ad with the

merchandise you are selling

This makes it easier for readers to

quickly scan the ads and locate
your Items
• Always include the pnce of your
Item Many classified readers
simply do not respond to ads
witfiout f:)nces

• Avoid abbreviations- -make your
ad easy for readers to understand
• Place yourself in the reader's
position, ask what you would like

to know about the i7ierchar^dise.

and include that in the ad Include
such information as brand names,
colors and other specific

I descnptions

f^^>T^^T^Tl
. .•.::i/!^-^<<>y,<-:\-.

announcements
1100-2600

1100
C.impus Happenings

Alcoholics Anonymous
Mon. Dbcustion, Fri. S»tp Study, 3517 Adcwmon

Thun. Book Slu<ly, 3517 Ackwrnon

M/T/W Rfi). [>MtKii A3-029

Wod. Rm. Drntd A3 029
Obcussion, Al limM 12:10- IKWpm

PoitlooltollmoilndMauttw^totmvmaahnUngpnbUm.

GRAND OPENING

j<tAliA^ express

$8.**° /m^/h. logo fee's
...it's savvy to save!

1457 4'" St Santa Monica
telephone 310J93.0840

between Fred Scgal/Macy's

1900
Personal Messages

2200
Research Subjects

CHRONIC BAD BREATH. Eam $50 and
learn to control bad breath Clinical study in

Culver City 310-815-1829, 310-210-7805

EARN $$$
For giving your opinion on market research-

products, TV, etc. Ages 5-54. No accents
please 818-609-1850.

PLAY GAMES AND EARN MONEY, TOO!
Social psychological expenment. 1 hour
Average $10. Undergraduate only. Call 310-

825-3017, sign up 2524 Hershey or email

pbonacichOyahoo.com, leaving your name,
phone, and available times.

SEXUAL ASSAULT
SURVIVORS

Wanted for research study. Get $15 gift cer-

tificate to Amazon.com for completing 10-

minute, web-based survey Anonymous and
confidential Women, 18-35 years old, who
have been raped or sexually assaulted in the

past 5 years, please call or e-mail lin-

dasOrand.org, 310-393-0411x6152 for

password. www.rarKJ.org/crim/saws. RAND
is a non-profit research organization in Santa
Monica.

3400
Computers/Software

NEW COMPAQ PRO workstation, 800 Mhz,
128 ram, 17" monitor, with office and web
software. $1,000. 213-739-9071 jnor-

dahlOhotmail.com

^5*^5* 3SOO
Furniture

MATTRESS SPECIALS
NEW INNERSPRING twin sets $99.95. Fulls

$129.95. Queens $169.95 and Kings

$199.95. Also. Sealy Steams and Foster at

lowest prices. 310-477-1466.

MOVING OUT SALE!
Washer/Dryer 2 bedroom sets, tx)okcases,

TV console, single bed, 2 desks and 2 solas

Call ASAP! Moving Saturday 310-473-5769

4900
Autos for Sale

1998 NISSAN ALTIMA GSE. Clean, au-

tomatic, 4-door, CD, 49K miles, xclnl cond,

$14,000/obo Call 310-915-2055

POLICE IMPOUNDS Hondas as low as
$500 for listings 1-800-319-3323 ext.A214

L

To My Cheetahs,
I hope you enjoyed your pledge year

as much as I enjoyed experiencing it

with you All 20 of you have come so

far and grown so much since the

beginning of the year I feel so

blessed that all of you let me be a part

of your lives. I am truly proud to say

you are my cheetahs You are now a

part of the special sisterliood of Chis

Welcome to the active class!

1

cuve Class! f

2000
P(;rsonals

2300
Sperm/Egg Donors

EGG DONOR
lJite'40's, married women looking for Jewish
coed interested in helping to create a child.

$2500+ negotiable. Please call June 310-
376-7000.

EGG DONOR NEEDED. Asian Please call

310-397-0490.

If you are male, in college or fiave a college

degree, you can earn up to $600/mo, call for

details on our anonymous sperm donor pro-

gram. Receive free comprehensive health

screening & help infertile couples. So if

you're kx>king for a great job and a little extra

cash, call us first. 310-824-9941

SPECIAL EGG DONOR NEEDED Seeking
healthy and intelligent woman. 21-29 years,

t)lor>de hair, tAue or green eyes, 5'-5'iO" tall

with high SAT or ACT scores. Btood type A.

B, or AB Compensation $6000. Please call

OPTIONS 800-886-9373 ext. 741.

Egg Donors Needed
Healthy females ages 19-28

wishing to help infertile couplas.

$5,000

{^ CALL MIRNA (818) 832-1494 ^

AA 4A 4i^ 4^ ^i^^

6000
Insurance

transportation
4600-5500

/instate.
Vbu're in good handa

fvlike Azer Insurance Agency. Inc

(310) 312-0202
128 1 W/ostxA/ood Blv/d.
C2 t>lks So of \A/llsf-ilr«)

24 Hours Q Doy ;>f>fv)ce

^900
Autos for Sale

1984 BUICK RIVIERA SPORTS Coupe
58K, Silver, Split Bench, 6 Pass, no Air.

$2000 firm 310-312-0912

1986 HONDA ACCORD 2DR Hatchback.
116.000 orig mi New bakes and tires $2000
OBO 818-742-2262

1987 TOYOTA CELLICA GT Very good
price, very good condition. Coupe, black'

Must go now! 310-649-4759. 310-446-1046.

osmanyetkin@hotmail.com. $1799 (negoti-

able)

61OO
Computer/Internet

A GREAT DEAL!
Mac PowerPC 7100-8100 $199-$299 in

dudes monitor Pentium 1 complete system,
includes monitor $249 310-476-5076.

Tsaaaai

1 990 ACURA LEGEND |,

IjOVE? European wnter/lir)guist. cosmopoli-

tan, accomplished, good-kx>king. mature,

healthy lifestyle, loves literature/lravel-

ing/ouldoors. seeks attractive/smart/affec-

tionate young female, any race/origin, tor

friendship, possibly romarx:e/marriage. 310-

573-4020/nnaniOmunk;h.com

i#^ Imagine -^

Five-speed, red w/leattier interior 130.000
miles Excellent mechanical condition.

$4,500 Ask for Lisa or Terry: 626-398-9429

1990 GEO METRO WNte. 2-door. rrianual

trans., 90,000miles New brakes, A/C, Runs
great! $1,800-obo Call Amanda 310-820-

3579

1990 HONDA CIVIC Hatchback, red w/black

interior. 4spd. excellent condition. 104K/mi.

$4000. Cassandra 310-445-5319

1990 VW FOX. Looks OK. Runs Great!!

Brand New Clutch, tires, alternator. Selling

because I twught new Car. $l300/obo
Randy:31 0-207-7609

1991 FORD TEMPO White. 4-door. au-

tomatic Very good condition Power steer-

ing/windows. A/C. Pioneer CD-player.

$3000. Call 909-595-0601
. Ask for Jerome

1991 LEXUS LS 400. Blue/gray original

owner, xcint cond, kxjks v»n, leather, rrwon-

roo(. loaded, new A/C 102K/miles $12,500
310-391-1106

1996 SATURN SL2
4door. automatic, manual, door k>ck'fwind-

ows. 10 disc cd ctianger, 79800miles $6500.

(bek}w blue book) Sam:310-824-3451.

-^rr^ss-ssxsss^ss:sss:sss2̂ s\.:>::>sjcr

Unhappy? Tired? Drained?

Maybe it's because universities like

UCLA Itave tiie soul of Drarula.

http:/A Jniversitysecrets.com

777z^^^z?:zzrz2:^3cz2:zz^z2^^:2zz:

idEa247.COM
INTERNET RESOURCES. Web design, de-
velopment, tutorials, hosting affiliates, do-
main names/dreamweaver. global news,
Java script. CGI Cold Fusk>n.

http://www.idea247 com

6200
Health Services

CHIROPRACTIC CARE,
MASSAGE & ENERGY

HEALING
By a lincensed doctor of chiropracfic/holistic

medicine with healing hands for relieving

your pain, stress, relaxing your body/mind at

comfort of your bQME Dr Behrooz
Shokrani Tel:3 10-864-7400.
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6200
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6600
Personal Services

COMPLIMENTARY CONSULTATION ^^
ORTHODONTIST

SINCE 1980
UCIJ\ FACULTY MEMBER

Dr. Nader Dayani
Member American Association of Orthodontists

Specializing in braces for adults & children
20' IJISCOINT ANDrACn.TV

(310) 826- 7494
1 1645 Wilshire Blvd «802
l,o.s An(?»'les. CA 9()02S

(949) 552 - 5890
18124 Culver I)r,#A
Irvine. CA 927ls

Teeth Whitening $ftc;oo
upptr or lower *-^ "f \J v/

Deliver Brilliant Results/

• Cosmetic Porcelain
• Surgical Orthodontics

• Removable
• Traditional
• Invisible

• European

".. i,...iit,„,,i w>llr») iiiiiJiriwi 5lilXJil(ir)(u,sionc»)rij.

fo> cafonc Diacat tXJO 00 ra diaonoftic Xudy modal and
9 1 7S 00 lu lama cootuRdion

Ofdiion ooi* 4 KOI

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING

Coinprehensive Oissertatton Assistance

Theses, Papers, arwj Personal Statements

Proposals and Books
International Students Welcome. Smce 1985

Sharon Bear. Ph.D. (310) 470-6662
www Bear-Write com

PROFESSIONAL
NATURAL

PEELING FACIALS
SCAR REMOVAL Natural enzyme treat-

ments lor acne pigmentation and aging skin.

Clinically Proven! Call 1-800-788-8929.

SCULPT YOUR BODY Pilates Group Class-
es Starling Now Amazing results! Student
rates! Call Haley 310-266-2922.

6300
Legal Advice/Attorneys

PERSONAL INJURY/
.U.I. DEFENSE

6300
Legal Advice/Attorneys

CONSUMER PROTECTION Lemon law,

automobile dealer fraud, repossessions,
abusive debt collection. UCLA law graduate.
Contingent fees/costs available. Alec True-
blood: 310-443-4139

NO RECOVERY NO FEE
NO COST Sexual harrassment, Discnmina-
tion, Auto-accidents, Slips/falls MYER LAW
FIRM, Westside, Scott D. Myer(UCLAW86).
www bestlawyercom 310-277-3000.

6^00
Movers/Storage

SUMMER STORAGE Free pick up avail-

able, reasonable rates Westside Self-Stor-

age. 310-826-5955

Movers/Storage

Auto Accidents

Motorcycle Accidents

Slip & Fall • Pedestrian

UCLA Alumni
No Recovery • No Fee

; (310) 552-0007
Free Consultation

Law Offices of Donald R Hartunian

1900
Personal Messages

BEST MOVERS. Licensed, insured Lowest
rates Fast, courteous+careful. Many stud-

ents moved for $98. Lic.T-163844 NO JOB
TOO SMALL! 1-800-2-GO-BEST Voice-
mail/pager: 323-263-2378.

HONEST MAN w/14ft truck and dollies,

small jobs, stion notice ok. SF LV. SD.
Student discount. Go Bruins! 10yrs. 310-
285-8688.

JERRY'S M0VING4DELIVERY. The careful

movers Expenenced. reliable, samerday de-
livery Packing, boxes available. Also, pick-

up donations for American Cancer Society.

Jerry©310-391-5657

1900
Personal Messages

6500
Music Lessons

DRUM LESSONS
ALL LEVELS/STYLES with dedicated pro-
fessional At your home or WLA studio. 1st-

lesson free. No drum set necessary
Neil:323-654-8226.

GUITAR LESSONS
by professional near UCLA. All levels, guitars

available Learn to play effortlessly!

www.JWGS.com- CaU Jean at 310-476-
4154.

PIANO LESSONS
For adult beginners. Learn the fundamentals
at your home in 6 lessons. Beethoven lin-

eage Barry Neikrug:31 0-849-2816.

6700
Professional Services

ATTENTION MBA. LAW. MEDICAL
SCHOOL APPLICANTS! Frustrated devel-

oping your crucial personal statements? Get
professional help from well-known au-
thor/consultant 310-826-4445 www.winning-
personstatement com

ATTN ART STUDENTS
Custom logo heeded for music management
company. Contact JD 310-271-7240.

CREATIVE EXPERTISE
MBA & OTHER
PERSONAL

STATEMENTS,
RESUMES

Personalized, professional assitance. Writ-

ing, editing, dissertation formatting, tran-

scribing. Ace Words. Etc 310-820-8830.

DJGJTAL VJDEOGRAPHtR w/Cefwn XLt
$200/day Also digital editing, graphic design
available. Located in Westwood. 310-478-
6484

6700
Professional Services

HEAD SHOTS $99
SITTING PLUS digital file for unlimited

prints!! Westwood location. Call Jennif-

er:31 0-575-6638.

MECHANIC TO YOUR DOOR I will repair

your car at your place Call 310-824-0286.
310-993-1397 cell.

MEDICAL SCHOOL APPLICATION COUN-
SELING. Counseling by recently graduated
M.D Specializing in application essays/inter-

view-skills. Fee negotiable/money-back
guarantee Greg Freedman. M D. 310-960-

3300/pager.

NEED IT TYPED?
Don't have time or inclination? Profession-

al/decreed word processors specializing in

legal/psychological transcription and lengthy

academic papers, (legible drafts please).

$3/pg. student rate. $50/minimum. $12/plck-

up/delivery. Resumes/$40. 323-288-6805
any time.

NOTARY PUBLIC Bilingual services avail-

able. Spanish and English. Commission
#1277297 Commission expires Sept. 17.

2004. 310-820-7113.

7000
Tutoring Offered

ARABIC LESSONS: Call Mohammed. 310-
640-8577

w
\^

1900
Personal Messages

FIND ROOMS &
ROOMMATES ONLINE

The Napster for roommates Free to view
and place ads. Immediale Online Results.

www.easyroommate.com

FORMER ENGLISH TEACHER w/ Masters
from U-Chicago, edits/word processes dis-

sertations, proposals, screenplays, personal
statements, resumes. International students
weteome. Winslow's 310-829-6171.

1900
Personal Messages

CHEMISTRY, ORGANIC CHEMISTRY^
PHYStCS. BtOLOGY, PHYSIOLOGYT
STATS. By doctoral student, w/lots of teach-
ing expenence. Fee negotiable/money-back
guarantee Call Greg. 310-397-0547.

• EXPERIENCED TUTOR Math and Chemis-
try. $9/hour. 323-668-0405 and 323-663-
0814.

MATH TUTOR
For regular weekly appointments, all levels.

$30-t-/hour. Trig/Pre-Calculus, Calculus, Al-

gebra, Geometry UCLA Math BS Graduated
honors Jonathan:31 0-850-8849. 323-734-
8321

1900
Persotial Messages

Dearest Jennie Wong,

Congratulations lil sis! I hope
that pledging this year was

everything you thought it would
be and more! You've made our

family so proud this year. I am so

happy to have you as my lil sis!

Have fun tomorrow night.

I V you!

Vybs

To mis Eileen,
Congratulations!' I am so tfiankful to have

you M my III sis' I've watched you grow

throughout this year and I am so proud of

you now to he a part of the active class

We ve created not only a Big/Lil sis

relationship but developed a fnendship that

will never be broken Have fun at formals

because this is the night you have been

waitmg for all this year

WBS,
Linda

Marisa-
I hove seen you grow so much oj o
pledge »ht» yeor You hove fulfilled so

mony of my dreams an6 goals I hod for

a lil sis and I juti woryt to say

congrotulotions on ifiis wftoie year You
moke me proud to be o Chi ond I'm

hof>py (hot you will be corrying on ifie

long-standing trodihons of our family I

welcome you into tfw sorority onA tonight

is your hme to shine )'

from my lujort * yb$,

^ Cnristinci ^

MImi,

Hev there U ia> Congrotulcitions on making it

to fOIJMALSIM I know that you hove wated o
kxig lirT>e for tho moment to come, jo lust

rememt>ei that it Is YOUR night to SH(IM£ and to
have funi I coni wort to see you cTo-chol Vou

riove made me so proud and honored to
txjve vou OS a M M this year and the memortes

triat we ve shored wW r>ever be reploced
Grtetto gwi' i con t watt to see the newest
addition to our family next year. MGl^'

RemomOer n atways Xm riere tor you 24/71

llov* youMmH

Love,

YBS Brenda

••••••••••• [f
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx^

Dear Tran,
You have come so far this

year and I am so proud of
all you've achieved. I know
you will be a great active
and an even better big sis.

Happy Fornuilsl

^ YBS Annie

D«or«tf T«r«so,
I Connor even begin to express

whor Q wonderful lil sis you ore

ond hove come so for this yeor
ond never ceose ro moke me

proixJ you hove such o genuine
heofT. I Krow you will be o greof

chi congrotulotions deor, enjoy
forrrK3ls-lr Is your nighr to shine!

ChristiM

•; Dear Jennex,

V5

cxx>cocoooccoooo

Congrotulotions! I utont i/ou

to f<nouj houu extremelt^ proud

I om of t^ou ond houi much
this t^eor has mcont to mc!

formols is i^our nite ond
i^u've corned it. so hove fun!

I'm olujot^s here for i^oul

Congrafulaflons

Jenny,
Fomials ere jusf around (he

coit>er ar>d your pledge year is

cofning (o an er>d. I'm so proud

of \|ou for everything that you've

done this year and I know you'H

be great Chi next yearl Happy
Formak Lil OisI I love youll

VYBO.
Kristin

DeiMfe^ Pelicia,

D\ * l>.'i'n i\ t.irii^K y.-»>r, I'lif l\,-iv yoii

HIV ""iijkt ot ttu' ••««!
«»f

it. Tlxi-initjU oil

»lw pntn onH loiijjhlt'i-, D lvi(>«- »l\ot

yi'iif f^a-itv)<' y.'oi" \vi\* oil ihol yi»ii

lu'('t'<l it ti» {v. \\>i, Kovf moj.- m,- so
pi-i>ii>( ti^iii yj-or. TI>onl< yon (or

inoUin^ my •Xf->«-i-iaMv-t« os o Imij «is

i>n(i>i-i),'lol>|,>. V*"' "'•' "^y anci»-\ on.1

D li»v.- you. t-lov.' fun ot |ortnol«l

'le rtc^ lil six

You \\JPK made me so proud to be your

blasts, for not only ak you my lil sis,

but you've become one of my deirest

fnends Tomorrow is your special ni({ht.

for it represents everything yguve
learned this year ConKratuIalions on

becoming a Chi may your friendships,

love & memories continue to

grow thank you for all you've given to

me live it up and party babyi

Jenn,
You have made me so pntud this ^
year! I hope you have gotten all H
you wanted out of Chis and will M
continue to yive back in the years M

to ct)ine. Have a great time at U
formats.. .you deserve it! M

Gmgratulatitms and i can't wait ^
M to see you and jay wei chacha! M

Sxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx5" ^
To MLS Alice,

It so hard to believe your

pledgcship is already over. To see

how much you have grown and
taken from Chis is the best gift ever.

You have a heart of gold and I am
truly honored to be your big sis.

'^Congratulations!

VYBS,
Kristen

!^ Ever Dearest ' ^

1^ Christine.

! ^ Fonmit tn fInaNy iMrel I tmnt to M

i*

^, you know Ititl you'w mad* nw m
mT protid this year. I hoft ywi hm fim

2 tomornnr nlgiit becauM H^ your

• wt "'^ ^ *"*"*-
'
"** **"* to M you

; *? know mat I will always bo hm lor

yeti ami I knro yoti.

V always.

YBS Cathy

Dear Karen,

Who knew that you'd be the

perfect lil sis? I'm so proud
of you! Formals is your night

to shine. I'll always be here

for you You're the best ill

sis in the wtK>ie wodd!

Love YBS,

Cindy

To my dearest til sis

RITCHELLE,
Cor>9ratulations!! I'm so gtad you've

made it ttwough every step of

pledgiiHi. Thanlt you for fulfHIing my
year wttti so many memories! I'm

loolting forward to presenttng you
tomorrow night as a new active, as

weU as watching you grow
ttwoughoul your years to come as

Chi! I love you lil sisll!

Pamela! =)

^ ^ To my dearest

C

c

c

lii'sisTrang,

Your year as a pledge is finally

over, but your years as a Chi have

just begun I cannot begin to tell

you how proud you have made me
this year I couldn't have asked for

a better hi' sts Happy Formals, this

is your night to shine!

I love you alwaysMI

rYBS -.

Johanna a
i»¥¥¥¥¥V¥¥¥¥¥V¥VV¥»

To my lil sis Theresa,
I ani .so pr<Hi(l ot all tlut you

liavf aii(«ii|»kslH'tl thi.s yiar' I m
jjlad to HI- that Cht.s ha.s Ixvoim-

a .spttial part ol your life ami I

firl honoroil to have shari-cl it

with y(Ki I look lorwarcl to

.s|X'n«linn iIh- years t<» conu- with

you ami wish y<Hi the Ivst at

lormals IVH'

xoxo YBS,
Audrey

To my dearest

Stephanie:
t cannot btgin to txplalit lio« gratolul I im
to roM lot til tk« tnttt you yst In nis at

bl| til see Irimd. Yss im«lr« m* Is ke a

MHIsn, fseerset per**". INt* yts art

Csagratiilattaea an an antatssdlng »)««|t

yssri I aai to praed at year psriavarsiica

Nvssik sN »t Irtsli. ts flasNr. temsrrsw
Is ysw al|M IsMm al Imwli. sad is las,

yss'll N »» trIiMiil Har sot Mwral Ivui

Yu///

LuvYBS.

/UsmK.

Always,

Annie

»
Dearest Rosemary-

CongratulationsI All that
hard work throughout the

year paid offT I'm to proud of
you aitd all that you have
accomplished thia year. I

couldn't have asked for a
better ni sisl Tomorrow night
will be a night to ramember.
Ef^oy formals to the fuHeatl

vYBS-Kanako

2300
Sperm / Egg Donors
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2300
Sperm / Egg Donors

2300
Sperm / Egg Donors

Special Egg Donor ]\eeded

Preferred Donor will meet the following criteria: I

ight Approx. 5'9
" or Taller -SAT. Score around 1300

or High A.C.T. •Caucasian •College Student or
Graduate Student Under 30 -No Genetic Medical Issues

Paid to you and/or the charity of your choice.
All related expenses will be paid in addition to

your compensation.

(Extra compensation available for someone who might be especially
gifted in athletics, science/mathematics or music.

)

For more information or to obtain an application please
contact Michelle at the Law Office of Greg L. Eriksen

(800)808-5838
or email EggDonorInfo@aol.com.

This ad is being placed for a particular client and is not soliciting eggs for a donor bank.

7000
Tutoring Offered

MY-TUTORCOM Math/Physics/Statis-

tics/English/Heb re w. chemistry/biology
Law/Business Law, computer programming
Computenzed statistical analysis available.

Tutoring service. Call anytime. 800-90-TU-

TOR.

PHYSICS AND MATH
Math/Physics major/student offers tutoring in

physics and math at all levels. Contact Sina

(310)989-1491 orsina4euclaedu

RESEARCH PAPER TUTOR 4.0 grad and
published wnter offers private tutoring servic-

es. 213-390-3331.

WRITING TUTOR
Kind and patient Stanford graduate Help

with the English language—for students of

all ages/levels. 310-440-3118.

7100
Tutoring Wanted

TUTORS WANTED
AFTER-SCHOOL FOR grades K 12. in BH.
WLA, SM areas. Education majors and/or

graduate-level (in any field) a plus. $11 25-

15/hour Call The Tutors Club: 310-444-

0449.

Classifieds

825-2221

7100
Tutoring Wanted

EARN $120/WK CASH FOR 10 HRS Study
while you keep a 13 y/o company after-

school. Driving and math tutoring Call Sue
310-680-4593.

ENGLISH MAJOR TO TUTOR 14y/o sports

nuL $20/hr. S M. Sundays preferred. 310-
453-4345

7100
Tutoring Wanted

WANTED: Chem tutor for high school junior

2days/wk, Ihr/day. Please call 310-859-4544

daytime. 818-990-5694 evening, ask for Jen-

ny

EXPERIENCED TUTOR WANTED Must be
graduate student or TA For high school
student taking second year Spanish and
math. 310-476-4205.

HOME-SCHOOLING FAMILY In North Holly-

wood, needs 3-4 creative, energetic people
to do science, biology, engineering, and
math projects w/three children ages 6-9.

Conrtpletely unique and interestir>g situation.

Call Patty or Norma 818-761-0029, 818-416-

9930. or 8 18-21 6-0407

MAN IN WOODLAND HILLS, recently

bought property in France, looking for

Frerich tutor. Meet once a week-location can
be determined however preference towards
the SF Valley $20/hour Please call:8l8-999-

0872.

MATH AND ENGLISH COMP tutor needed
for 7th grader. Female English major pre-

ferred. Beverly Hills area 310-271-9151.
310-342-3207.

TUTOR NEEDED
For 7lh grader Daily, 2:30-6:30. Female pre-

ferred. Must own car Near UCLA. 310-266-

7412. 310-994 0880

7200
Typing

THE TYPING GUYS: Get your papers done
Fast arxl cheap. Pick-up and delivery avail-

able. $12/hr. Call 310-827-2777 Hello

Media.

WORD PROCESSING specializing in thes-

es, dissertations, transcription, legal, psych,

resumes, fliers, brochures, mailing lists, re-

ports. 310-828-6939.

7400
Business Opportunities

$500-1000/MONTH P/T
Seeking motivated students lor marketing in

ternet, cellular and long distance accounts.
Serious inquiries only Call for rec. info:888-

432-4890

ONLINE MARKETING
Learn the truth about online marketing'
http://hopclickbank net/hop cgi?mvp777/
bigdogs

7500
Career Opportunities

3 WEEKS VACATION,
OH YEAH!!

Assis» exec, w/intemet projects; liase w/poli-

ticians; coordinate marketing efforts; major
diversity/growth here!' Absolute style and
windows skills are a MUST!! Incredible ben-

efits ar)d tx>rHJS$$$. Immediate interviews!

"The Placement Company" Fax 310-889-

7101 deidredale®earthllnk net

ACCOUNTING DEPT
ASSISTANT

P/T entry level position. M-F 2-6pm w/ some
flexibility. Basic computer knowledge, car

with insurance, good oral and wntten com-
munication skills required Good learning

opportunity $lO/hr+mileage. 310-276-9166

Fiiduy. April 27.2001 29

7SOO
Career Opportunities

ADVERTISEMENT SALES DEALERS for

quality Music Catalogue Contact us for de-

tails and planning wwwmusemanage-
ment com

JOB ABROAD Need native English speak-
ing teachers in Taiwan Teach children,

bachelors degree. 1 year contract,

$2000/month Excellent benefits Fax 310
478-0416.

JUST SECRETARIAL?
NOT!

HANDLE BUSINESS/Personal affairs; plan

events, surf the net. polish Power Point pro-

jects; track legislation; create a spread sheet

or two. get your education paid lor sounds
great, huh'' Sweet opportunity for talented

college grad "The Placement Company"
deidredale@earthlink net Fax 310-889 7101

PSYCHOLOGY ADMINISTRATIVE ASST
Oversee administrative tasks for clinical trial

ol children psychosocial treatment

Computer skills, interpersonal skills F/T.

$10/hr+ 310-825-6255

RN OR DENTAL STUDENT (or MD office

near Beverly Hills on Saturday AMs or P/T
Top salary. Call 323-939-2111

7700
Child Care Wanted

BABYSITTER/NANNY REQUIRED (or coo-
lest 2-year-old ever seen Flexible hours,

Pan time. Santa Monica Area. Fax resume
.and reterences-io 3to 394-9447 or email al

wiznick@aol com

CHILDCARE/DRIVER PT/FT M-F/Flexible
hours for girls 7 and 10 Mar Vista Play,

dnve to activities, car provided 310-481-
2181 or lrobinson@piratenet com.

ENERGETIC
FUN-LOVING PERSON

NEEDED to care (or 2 girls (2 1/2, 9 mos) on
Saturdays for 6-l0hrs Ideal i( available pen-
odically Sundays or evenings Pacific Pal-

isades area Kim 310-459-3766

EXCEPTIONAL P/T BABYSITTER WANT-
ED: For 2 exceptional young children We
are seeking a highly reliable person wfio is

loving and has a sincere interest in child de-
velopment. Experience w/kids & own car a
must 1-2 evenings/week plus 1-2 weekend
days. $12/hr Fax resume & references to

310-454-3994

FUN, ENERGETIC. FEMALE BABYSITTER
needed Tues/Thurs.. flexible hrs 3 kids Ex-
perience/References required More hrs.

available in summer. Pacific Palisades 310-
454-1150

MOTHERS HELPER NEEDED Baby-
sit/pick-up from school a great 4/yo Flexible,

part-time hours Possible live-in, part trade

Own car a must Fun, loving, reliable person
w/experience in child development Have
references. Ask for Kellie 310-828-4141

NANNY P/T, M-F 3:00pm-8:00pm Experi-

ence/references required Need fun, fnendly.

reliable, and responsible person. Nice family.

15-min from UCLA. 323-965-8867

SATURDAY NIGHT SITTER Female Near
Beveriy Glenn/Mulholland. $10/hour. Must
drive. 310-550-7028.

7800
Help Wanted

A P/T position,

F/T PREFERRED
Property Management needs help witli sec-
retarial/leasing Must have car Fax resume.
310-470-6755 Call 310-470 1112

$$Get Paid For Your
Opinions!$$

Earn $15-$125 and more per survey!

www.money4opinions.com

$15 AN HOUR TO PLAY
TENNIS!!

ALUMNI Looking for tournament or open lev-

el tennis player for rallying. Hours flexible.

Call 310-476-9059

$15-$23/HR BRIGHT ENTHUSIASTIC peo-
ple to teach SAT prep and ALL Academic
Subjects Transportation required We will

train. Flexible hours Send or fax cover let-

ter/resume, including test scores (SAT, GRE,
etc ) to ACE Educational Services, AttnBar-

ry, 9911 W Pico Blvd, Ste PH-K. LA. CA
90035, Fax:310-282-6424 Positions avail-

able throughout LA and the Valley

Sn lApcnt'ilci' .\(i f.vsy/n

Men, IWiinen diildrm all ajjes sl/^^

r:«(» T\ I'llnn (inmmcaialv- NUna/incN

/nr/KTxiiml tuli'n-H'u mil iinti

310.659.7000
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Most routine services ore free.

It's absolutely confidential.

It's not just for illness - whether

you're ready for intimacy (or

not), or just need to know

you're ok, the Women's Clinic

has something for you.

Whatever is on your mind

about the miracle of being

female . . . feel free to call

us, moke an appointment,

talk it over.

For information or on appoinf-

mont coll 310 825-4073, or vist

tho Ash* wob sit* to roquost an
oppojntmont or ask a hoohh
ralatod quostion •

www.itud*nth«alth.u<lo.com

4IIifi^tlirfffiffiy»

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PI J77IF

ACROSS
1 That girl

4 Not flexible

9 Hardwood~ 12 Traditional

knowledge
13 Culinary

by-product
14 Tennis great

Lendl
1

6

Nest matenal
17 Appropriate
18 "Doctor Zhivago"

woman
19 Inhabitant

21 Conference
23 Actress Streep
25 Attractive

26 U-Haul renters
29 Hoard
31 Type of acid
32 Gas or coaJ
33 Archer William -
37 Insect resin

38 Bush or Cheney
41 By means of

42 Bark source • •

44 Actress Cheryl
45 Model's need --^

47 Half-man,
half-goat

49 Charlotte or
Emily

50 Eaves hanger
53 Stories

55 Household
appliances

57 Forster's *A —
to India'

61 Fit

62 Mere specks
64 OPEC member
65 Did in the

dragon
66 Olfactory

stimuli

67 Office items
68 Mountain curve
69 Tattered
70 Lose tension

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
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1
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1
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R 1 N Gu R A L
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A
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M
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E
S
C
T
R
A
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1
K A N E

m
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4-27-01 (£' 2001. Untied Faature Syndicate

DOWN
1 Hockey's
Gordie

2 Gray or Moran
3 Diet

- 4 Unserand
Andretti

5 O Henry's forte

6 Icky stuff

7 Scamps
6 Oasis sight

9 Slickest

10 Before, to

"monsieur'
11 Jeweler's

concem
12 Inc

, in Eng.
15 — a soul

20 Goose eggs
22 Fem title

24 Utility room
26 Fountain

order
27 Actor Sharif
28 "Miami —

"

30 Anthropologist
Margaret

32 Unravel
34 Neck-and-neck
35 Dryer-trap stuff

36 Not on time
39 Like some

motives -
40 Merits

43 Boycotts
46 Spreads

rumors
48 Pub brew
49 Like blondes

with bad
dye jobs

50 "— only
kidding r

51 Satellite-dish

altennalive

52 Dots on a
map

54 Separate
56 Coke or Pepsi
58 Type of code
59 Rowdy

bunch
60 USNA grad
63 Toddler

Classifieds

825-2221

7800
Help Wanted

$9/HOUR PLUS BONUS Advertising con-
sulting firm seeking person(s) to set appoint-
ments, by phone, lor our consultants Mini-
mum 2 years college. Telephone or outside
sales a plus. Immediate openings PT/FT in

our Weslside office. Norman Becker. Ad Max
Consulting Group:310-44 1-7676.

7800
Help Wnnted

COMEDIC WRITER
Looking for comedic writer needed for a fe-

male comedian. Should have stand-up
comedic material. Female preferred. P/T.

$10/hf. 310-236-1184 leave message.

*ENERGETIC PEOPLE
NEEDED!!!*

Busy Valley, Hollywood, or Santa Monica
office needs energetic people. Bonuses'
310-395-7368

COMPANION FOR
ELDERLY LADY

Mon-Fri. Late afternoons to early evenir>g.
some weekends. Must have car Bel Air 310-
889-9765

•MOVIE EXTRA WORK* Beats all jobs Start

immediately Great pay Fun/Easy No crazy
fees. Program lor free medical Call-24/hrs
323-850-4417.

COMPUTER STUDENT NEEDED for help in

learning IBM and Macintosh programs. Ebay
experience helpful. $lO/hour, hours flexible

Call 310-476-9059.

7800
Help Wiintod

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL ON CAMPUS
needs Extended Day TA's for summer pro-

gram. July2-July27. 12-3:45pm/daily Job
resumes In September for fall.

mparks©ucla.edu/310-206-5l94.

ENTREPRENEURS
WANTED

Marketing group seeks motivated enthusias-
tic individuals Work 4 hours/week and make
$5000/month. Ideal for students 310-281-
1138.

ACCESS TO A COMPUTER? PUT IT TO
WORK! Up to $25-75/hr. PT/FT
www.EamEZbucks.com. 888-715-4646.

ACTOR'S PERSONAL
ASSISTANT

Phone calls, errands, bookkeeping, knowl-
edge of Quicken 2001 a plus. Must have ba-
sic computer skills and own transportation
Hours flexible. $10/hour 10-20 hours/week
310-717-3193.

COUNSELORS AND
INSTRUCTORS

In art. swimming, nature, video and ropes
needed by Tumbleweed Day Camp. Must be
responsible, energetic and enjoy working
with children. 310-472-7474

ESL TEACHERS IN

KOREA
Sincere, enthusiastic people with bachelors
degrees to teach English or intermediate
academic subjects at private English center
in Seoul. $13-15/hr. 30 hrs/week. housing
assistance. Email resume to

lovehoyahOyahoo.com. or fax 011-82-
234523279.

AD SALES PERSON
NEEDED IMMEDIATELY
Work for Beverly Hills weekly newspaper No
«xp«f»ence necessary Finxtfefe hours. Call
Sarah ASAP 310-688-6761

ADIMIN ASSISTANT bilingual English/Span-
ish, front office, evenings 4pm-9pm M-Th.
Also, assistant needed days/afternoons to
work w/director of operations. $8/hr Contact
Daniel Salazar dmgassocinc®earthlink.net.
or fax resume 310-479-7771.

Admin Assistant for

prominent Westside
art gallery

Train now-F/T by August Must be fluent in

Spanish, detaii-onented. $lO-12/hr+commis-
sion Fax resume 310-586-1712

ADMIN ASSISTANT FfJ position in Beverly
Hills. Microsoft Office a must Email resume
employment©saybrex.com or fax 310-278-
0038. More info 310-278-2750.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT Will tram In

medical office 30-40hr. M-F 9:30-6 30pm
Computer knowledge required. Salary and
benefits 15-min to UCLA. 310-476-4205.

ASSISTANT NEEDED. Windows proficient

Car/Insurance necessary. Accounting skills

preferred Flexible hours. No dress code.
$9/lK)ur Fax resume: 310-479-2402.

COUNSELORS/FUTURE TEACHERS
needed lor summer program at Crossroads
School in Santa Monica. Perfect for elemen-
tary education majors. Email resume to
gcuddy©xrds.org. EOE.

CSO OFFICE
ASSISTANT

Office assistant needed to work Tuesday &
Thursday 10-4pm at our Westwood Police
Station. Starting rate $8.47/hr Must be a
UCLA student w/at least one yr. remaining.
Tramtng provided tor cferlcat and public rela-

tions duties. For details call 310-206-5473.

CSOs NOW HIRING
Do Good and get paid. Pay $8.47 to
$10.65/hr Must be a UCLA student w/l +
academic years remaining with valid driver's

license. Web: www.ucpd.ucla.edu/ucpd/cso.
Email: cso©ucpd.ucla edu. Phone: 310-
825-2148

EVENT STAFF/
SECURITY

For sports, concerts. TV shows, conven-
tions. 18+ with clean background. Great job
for students. You pick your assignments.
213-748-7223.

F/T RECEPTIONIST lor busy WLA real es-
tate office. Outgoing, team player that's

friendly/Self-Motivated. Microsoft Office a
must Fax resume 310-475-5042

FEMALE MODELS -
NEEDED

Immediate work for 18 yrs+. all races, all

ages, adult internet, video modeling.
$100/hour Get your own website. 818-694-
2687. ianiero©att net

CUSTOMER
SERVICE/JOURNALIST
Small Internet Company desires articulate

person to work with existing clients. Email
reply. Customer service and Creative writing

PT/FT, $9/hr 310-859-1903

FUN SUMMER
Swimming, horses, beaches and more.
www.daycampjobs.com.

GIRLS wanted at exclusive social club in

WLA. Conversation and dancing. 18+ years
old. Flexible hours. Earn top $$$. 310-313-
2989

DAY CAMP - SUMMER
Seek staff w/summer home in or near the
San Fernando or Conejo Valleys. Oxnard.
Simi, Malibu misc Instructors & General
couns. $2750-3500+ for summer. 888-
784-CAMP www.workatcamp.com

HELP NEEDED with entering client's file

data, part time, small Westwood Office.

$6.25/hour flexible hours, fax resume:3lO-
441-0801

LABORATORY TECHNICIAN. Licensed w/
some Bacteriology exp FT/PT Telephone
310-208-0099. Fax 310-208-0963

ASSISTANT TO BUSY REALTOR in West-
wood. Flexible hours. Need bright, computer
savvy, organized, articulate person w/front
office appearance. Will train. Fax resume:
3 1 0-268-0665 or email to —
robdeilbachercom

ATTENTION STUDENTS
AND FACULTY

Need Help. Seeking inlormation regarding
apartments at 527 Mklvale. If you are aware
of any complaints made to Midvale II Apart-
ments management regarding sliding glass
doors or balcony heights, landlord tenant dis-
putes, or tenant complaints at Midvale II

Apartments, please contact: 1-800-935-4844

BA/Maslers level. Psychology major for job
as Psychometrist in NIH AIDS study Must be
fluently bilingual (English, Spanish) and have
own car/license Will train. For nxjre info call

Allison/Dr Singer 310-473-5500.

BEHAVIOR SPEC/AIDE, 10-30 hours per
week, school and home, background with
children important. Knowledge of autism
helpful, email landron© ucla.edu.

BEVERLY HILLS AUTO DETAIL shop needs
hard-wort(ing, fast-paced, agressive people
to handle lop-notch cars. No experience re-
quired. Flexible hours. Ozzie:310-859-2870

BILLING/DATA ENTRY/MGMT TRAINEE.
F/T+O/T error-free, detailed data entry
w/ability to meet deadlines 60+wpm. Career
opportunity w/industry leader Fax resume
310-268-0701 or email TDI ©TDIC0.COM

CAMP COUNSELOR. 8/19-25. On-campus
residential film camp for bright engaging 10-

18 year-olds who happen to have high-fun-
tioning autism, email landron©ucla.edu.

CAMP COUNSELORS needed for local
summer day camp. Beach/aquatk: experi-
ence in swimming, surting. sailing, or jet ski-

ing a plus. Competitive salaries. 818-996-
4780.

DAY CAMP
COUNSELORS

Pali Camp now hiring enthusiastic coun-
selors! Summer fun includes: jet skiing,

amusement parks, beach days, paintball and
more! 19 and up. Call Jacque: 310-477-
2700x14.

LAX LOCATION, LA FIRM, Clerical, PfT
9am- 1pm Parking $9/hr to start. Contact
Jennifer 310-337-3059

LIBRARY JOBS: Shelving and other stacks
duties. 12-19 hrs/wk. $6.83/hr to start
STUDENTS ONLY apply at Young Research
Library Rm. 11617 or call Antigone Kutay
310-825-6982.

DAY CAMP
Summer Swimming, beaches, horses &
more, www.daycampjobs.com

LIFEGUARDS AND SWIM INSTRUCTORS
Several k>cal locations. P/T-F/T, $10-12/hr
Will train. 818-222-7946x11 . Greg or Emilie.

MAKE MONEY BY SMOKING. Attractive f-

smokers for special vkjeo project. Good pay.
Call toll-free at:888-280-6886.

DAY-CAMP COUNSELOR- & ArtsACrafIS
specialists. Summer/PT $9 80/hr June-
August Sloner Park in WLA. 310-479-7200,
or fax resume 310-445-1764.

DO CATS MAKE YOU
WHEEZE?

If you are allergic to cats, you may qualify to
participate in research study of an investiga-
tional medication. If you qualify you will re-

ceive study related medication and up to

$250.00 compensation for your time. If inter-

ested, please call Jonathan Corren. M.D at
310-477-1734 ext.242

MALE MODELS
Have a great face or body? GET REC-
OGNIZED in Playgirt-style publications Must
be 18-24. Beginners wetaome. Highest im-
mediate pay w/headshots. Pakl screen test.

Jeff©213-748-4555ext Ml. jwhiteOou-
rwque.com

Dutch Research
Assistants Needed

Seeking Dutch research assistants to code
8th grade science lesson videos. F/T-P/T
positions available English and Dutch fluen-
cy required $32.000+per year for F/T+ ben-
efits; $15.79 for P/T Fax cover letter and
resume to David Rasmussen 310-820-6619
or mail to 12436 Santa Monica Blvd. LA. CA
90025. For more info, email davidr©lesson-
lab.com

EARN $20/HOUR + receive 50% off Own
Nextel cellular phone! 10 people needed
ASAP Call today Contact Emeka at 310-
628-8113

r^^rupnOrf'ok '^>f)r{^ r:.^^rrY.
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EARN $200 A DAY!
No experierxie necessary

TV commercials

Musk: videos

310-358-5147

EARN$$$ from home! 25 P/T psychic taro
card readers needed now lor extremely busy
line. Up to $l2/hr No fee. Choose your own
hours. 818-882-9465

OFFICE MANAGER to very busy psycholo-
gist. 30 hours/week. Perfect job for graduate
student with days free. Starts summer or
sooner. Fax resume:310-472-1399.

P/T EVENT SECRETARY (mental health cli-

nic), ASAP, to November 15hrs/week Mon-
Fri. 9-5(flexible). $lO/hour Good on phones,
well-organized, general office, computer
skills, fax resume to WILA 310-277-8903

P/T-F/t Medical Recepttonists. Must have
excellent phone voice and medical offk:e ex-
perience Call Mandy 310-274-8353.

PART-TIME ADMIN. ASSISTANT Duties in-

clude answering phones, light typing, organ-
ization, office errands, light filing. & collating

documents. Must be bright, enthusiastic, de-
tail-oriented. & able to perform a variety of
tasks simultaneously Send cover letter and
resume to ACE Educational Sen/ices
AttnBrian, 9911 W Pico Blvd . Suite PH-K.
LA CA 90035

. or fax to 310-282-6424

PAY IS $11/HR
WANTED FOR SHERMAN OAKS (25 min-
utes from UCLA campus) pension actuarial
office for 2a+hours per week+full-time sum-
mer two (2) high achiever students in Ac-
counting. Math. Econ. Business for Pension
& Acturial Admin; one (1) feariess student
with good mart<etlng skills lor telephone+ in-

person mart(eting pension servk:es to ac-
countants...pay is $11 /hr for each job. Fax
resume & DPR to 818-769-4694. Call 818-
769-4600 any Qs

Display
206-3060
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7800
Help W.-iiited

PERSONAL ASSISTANT to run errands and
make phone calls for busy psychotogist
Flexible hours (S/week). Fax resume:310-
472-1399.

7800
Help Wnntod

8^00
Apartments for Rent

PERSONAL ASST.
DETAIL-ORIENTED

person to manage orders for small upscale
retail shop. Make sure orders are correct
when placedifollow-up w/suppliers to insure
correction-time delivery Handle light in&out
shipments. F/T. including Saturdays. Must
have excellent knowledge of English. Call
Bill:31 0-278-5620.

Physical Therapy Aide
F/T. Culver City. Outpatient clinic Will ac-
comodate P/T before graduation Athletic.

eager to leam. Fax resume 310-837-9701.

RESPITE COMPANION
$10-$12/hr DOE-PT/Flexible hours. ProvkJe
respite for famUies with children with devel-
opmental disabilities. Paid training provided
Toll free info:877-924-2220 E-mail;rokel-

lyOiaba.com. Fax:310-649-3109 Visit us at

www.iaba.com

RESPONSIBLE. MOTIVATED SWIMMING
Instructors needed for Spring-Summer
$20/hr Westside Flexible schedule Contact
Alexandra 310-478-5070

RESTAURANT IN MIRACLE MILE area cel-

ebrating decade in business. Looking for

waitress/waiter P/Tor F/T. Call 323-852-
1915. AskforNir

rBETAIL SALES:
PT/FT. Sepulveda Blvd Designer wed-
ding/evening gowns. Experience preferred,

motivated and friendly Great opportunity.

Salary/commissions/bonuses. Excellent $$.
310-474-7808 Pauline.

REWARDING/FUN
Summer Swimming, beaches, horses &
more, www.daycampjobs com.

SALES POSITION available for internet e-

commerce company Salary+commission.
Call 310-234-0784 Fax: 310-234-0786
Email: JobsOelectrobuy.com

SUMMER AT THE
BEACH AND MTNS

FUN WORK WITH CHILDREN IN THE OUT-
DOORS. 7-week day program, 2-weeks
Sierra Sleepaway June 25-August 24 Ex-
perience with children and water activities.

$330+bonus/week Call 310-826-7000 or

www.SierraAdventureCamps.com

SUMMER CAMP
DIRECTOR

Private Beach Club seeking experienced
Head Coach to supervise social arKi recrea-

tk>nal activiites for children ages 3-14 years
Salary commensurate with experience. Con-
tact Dale:310-454-1391 or Fax resume:310-
454-2266.

SUMMER CAMP
COUNSELORS

Decathton Sports Club Located in Palo Alto.

6/25-8/17. $78-$92/day.9am-4pm. camp-
jobOyahoo.com

SUMMER JOB
GRAD/UNDERGRAD Psychology.education

or speech to be a camp aide for a special

needs child. 6/25-8/25. Valerie:818-907-

0367.

SUMMER JOBS!
". The Marcia Israel Day Camp is now hiring

: Senk>r and Junior Counselors and an Art

Teacher for Summer 2001 . Spirited, energe-
• tk:, patient, experienced candidates who love
• wort(ing with young chikJren should call 310-
'445-1280 ext 150.

SUMMER JOBSI WEST Los Angeles day-
camp hiring er)ergetk: counselors, lifeguards,

and specialists. Call Tiffany at 310-399-

2267

SUMMER SPORTS
CAMP COUNSELORS

Prime Time Sports Camp is rx)w hiring for

summer 2001. Sports background and ex-

perience working with children required

9:30AM-3:30PM. M-F 6/25/01-8/31/01. WLA
and Palisades Peter:310-288-4132.

SWIM INSTRUCTORS. LIFEGUARDS. Pre-
scftool teachers, and camp counsek)rs for

the summer Mon-Fri. 8-3:30. Salary de-
pending on experience Woodland Hills Pri-

vate School. Contact Bobbie Pnmack 818-
348-6563

SWIMMING INSTRUCTORS at client

homes $20-$24/hr Strong lesson-leaching
experience with small chikJren. Summer em-
ployment. Call John 818-781-7676 ext. 1.

TELEMARKETERS OPENERS Real Estate
deal Hourfy+bOTHJS. Westside offk:e 310-
395-3596.

Classifieds

825-2221

TWO POSITIONS Available in WLA offk:e

Basic computer/office duties. PT/FT, min
four hours a day. Call Jerry 310-473-1333.

TYPIST for creative writing classwort<. 5-10
pages/wk $2/page (1 1/2 spaced).
Westwood area. 310-470-0914.

UCLA RECREATION
SUMMER CAMP JOBS

GREAT MONEY! GREAT TIME! We need
energetic people to be summer camp coun-
setors. Pay Is $7.38-$11.00/hr Morning, af-

ternoon, all-day shifts available Call 310-

206-1787. Applk^ations available at John
Wooden Center

VET TECHS
Needed for busy a animal hospital in Culver
City. Call Oscar at:310-559-3770 or fax your
resume at:3 10-559-9447.

WANTED: 18-23/yo bassist/lead guitarist for

serious pop/rock t>and. Must fiave equip.,

good vok:e. stage presence. Infl. Foos. Vert.

Horizon. Live. MB20. 310-209-4991

WANTED: People who want to lost weight.

310-884-8746. 24 hour message.

WLA FINANCE CO. Recently named 43-rd

fastest growing co. in America by Irx;. maga-
zine, seeks rrK>livated individuals to assist

account executive w/lead generation via

telephone for our lease/toan products to

businesses. Fun environment. Salary $10-

$12/hr+t)onuses. Fax resume 310-737-1974
or email stevesOalliancecap.com.

-WORK BY THE BEACH
OFFICE CLERK NEEDED. The Lobster
Restaurant in Santa Monica. P/T. flexible,

competitive pay. great location. Laurel:3l0-

458-9294 or fax:310-458-9654

WORK from home in the US or in an interna-

tional business. 24 hour message 310-884-
8748.

WESTWOOD CLOSE
TO EVERYTHING

2 BEDROOM, 15 Bath. Bright, spacious,

newly remodeled, prime location, close to

UCLA, transportation. Pool, garage, pa-
tk). quiet. No pets. $1395 310-475-2594.
310-207-7209.

8^00
Apartments for Rent

SANTA MONICA 2 bedrooms, refrigerator,

stove, balcony walk-in closets, garage
$1,375. 310-395-RENT www.westsideren-
tals.com

SANTA MONICA apartment in a 5 unit build-
ing Pet okay unfurnished, 2 bedrooms,
pariting included, close to SMC. $950. 310-
395-RENT, www.westsiderenlals.com

SANTA MONICA apartment. Great location,

tjachelor. refrigerator, month-to-monih $625.
310-395-RENT. www.westsklerentals.com

•WESTWOOD VILLAGE. MIDVALE N OF
LEVERING. LARGE 2-BDRM APT GAR-
DEN VIEW, DINING ROOM. UNIQUE.
CHARM FRONT AND REAR ENTRANCE.
310-839-6294.*

SANTA MONICA beautiful apartment. Upper,
unlurnished. studio, 1 bath. North of

Wilshire. best part of Santa Monica, refriger-

ator, bright, full bath and shower- $650. 310-
395-RENT. www westsiderentals.com

1 BLOCK TO CAMPUS
Large studio, all utilities paid. $750. Avail-

able Immediately One Person Only Call

310-208-4253 or 310-824-2595.

1-MINUTE TO UCLA
1 bdrm w/deck, furnished, bright, clean, se-

curity entrance, large closets, pool lyr

lease. $1300/rT>o. 310-824-1830.

1917 SPANISH MISSION BUILDING. Sin-

gle. WLA. Separjite kitchen, high ceilings,

wood fkx)rs. one year lease. $750/mo. 310-
479-8646.

SANTA MONICA completely fumished. l

bedroom, refrigerator, stove, bright, newly
renovated, gated community, gated pari<ing,

utilities paid. Contact Penny: 310-828-9389.
$950. 310-395-RENT www westsideren-
tals.com

SANTA MONICA completely fumished. 1

bedroom, pool, laundry, quiet neighborhood,
bright, gated partting. utilities paid. $950.
310-395-RENT. www.westsklerentals.com

SANTA MONICA craftsman guest house.
Utilities included, refrigerator, stove, high
ceilings. $1,050. 310-395-RENT www.west-
siderentals.com

2&3BDRM LARGE, bright, view. Microwave,
oven, refrigerator, dishwasher, washer/dryer
in unit. 21 -ft. Jacuzzi on roof. Walking dis-

tance to UCLA. 310-475-0807.

SANTA MONICA HOUSE 2 bedrooms, patio,

hardwood floors, pantry, carport pari<ing,

bright. $1,425 310-395-RENT wwwwest-
sklerentals.com

BEL AIR guest house, pet okay beautiful

view of city, gated $750 3tO-396-flENT
www.westsiderentals.com

8000
Internships

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. 1&2BEDR00M
$895&UP. LARGE. UNUSUAL CHARM
SOME SPANISH STYLE W/HARDWOOD
FLOORS ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS
310-839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS guest house. Great neigh-
borhood, refrigerator, stove, cable ready,
partying included. $975. 310-395-RENT
www.allolLA.com

SANTA MONICA house, 2 bedrooms, hard-
wood «k>of3. W/0 hookups, tile kitchen, park-
ing included, yard. $1500. 310-395-RENT
www.westsiderentals.com

8^00
Apartments for Rent

WESTWOOD townhouse 2 bedrooms. 1.5

baths, cat okay relngeralor, stove, hard-
wood floors, pool, parking included $1,295.
310-395-7368 www.westsiderentals com

WESTWOOD townhouse 2 bedrooms, 1.5

bath, cat okay refrigerator, stove, hanwood
floors, pool, partting included $1,295. 310-
395-RENT. www.weslsiderentals.com

WESTWOOD townhouse. Pet okay unfur-

nished. 1 bedroom, refrigerator, stove, bal-

cony laundry, gated pariting. $895. 310-395-

RENT. www.westsiderentals.com

WESTWOOD VILLAGE 1 -BEDROOM
$1400; 2-BEDROOM. 2-Bathroom $2000^3^
Bedroom, 2-Bathroom $2900: Parttir'ig. 1-

year lease, no pets. 10943 Roebling Avail-

able 7/7/01. 310-471-7073

WESTWOOD VILLAGE: Large 1 -Bedroom.
$1500. Hardwood floors, fireplace, parking.

1-year lease, no pets, available 6/19/01. 925
GayleyAve 310-471-7073.

WESTWOOD. 2BDRM/2BATH. $1450 AND
UP TILE KITCHEN, STEPDOWN LIVING
ROOM, HIGH CEILING. CHARM. 1 MILE
SOUTH OF WILSHIRE. SOME W/BAL-
C0NY.3 10-839-6294.

WESTWOOD Across UCLA, upscale, one
and two bedrooms, full-kitchen, air condi-

tioned, parking, one year lease. 445 Land-
fair Taking reservations. 310-824-1969

WESTWOOD Walk to UCLA 2bdrm/2bth.
gated pariiing, rooftop spa, quiet building,

accepting resen/ations for Fall $1895-
$2275. 512 Veteran. 310-208-2655

SANTA MONICA OCEAN-VIEW One bed-
room unfurnished/furnished apt. $2000-
$2600. Luxury 2+1 bedroom, furnished
$4000. Walk to 3rd Street Promenade&Pier
310-399-3472.

FREE ARTS FOR ABUSED CHILDREN IS

SEEKING UNPAID INTERNS. PLEASE
CONTACT JANNA AT 310-313-4ART

BRENTWOOD apartment. Great area.
Hardwood floors, pool, partying. $700. 310-
395-RENT www.westsiderentals com

URBAN VISION ENTERTAINMENT TEMP
p/t Movie mart<eting paid/class credit possi-

ble. Wortcing with publications, radio, etc.

Exp preferred 323-292-0147.

8200
Temporary Employment

HEAD FRESHMAN BOYS BASKETBALL
COACH: Experience playing and coaching
needed. $2800-3200 for the season. 5 days
a week from 2:30 to 5:00, with a few Satur-

day games The season begins in November
and runs through February Please lax

resumes only!! Fax to 310-288-3286

BRENTWOOD beautiful, bachelor, walk-in
closets, full bath, refrigerator. $635 310-395-
RENT. www.westsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA spacious triplex (upper),

unfurnished, 1 bedroom, cat okay refngera-
tor, stove, hardwood floors, large ctosets.

$1,050. 310-395-RENT www.wesl-
siderentals.com

SANTA MONICA—fumished, private room,
refrigerator, stove, patio, commuter apt. utili-

ties included $325. 310-395-RENT
www.westsiderentals com

WESTWOOO/century city ad), unfurnishgar
studio, full bath, (spacious unit), controlled

access, large closets, cathedral ceiling, pull-

man kitchen, carport parking $700. 310-
395-RENT www.westsiderentals.com

WLA AMAZING DEAL 1629 Brockton Sin-

gle $650. Full kitchen, relrigerator, cable-

ready, vertical blinds, gated, quiet area
310-479-8876

BRENTWOOD. $1650, 2bd/2bth. front.up-

per, balcony, refngeralor/stove. car-

pet/drapes, pariting, laundry, no pels, near
UCLA, by appt, 11728 Mayfield #6. 310-271-
6811.

VENICE guesthouse, walk to beach, pet
okay, unfurnished, 1 bedroom, l bath, patio,

hardwood floors, large closets, W/D
hookups, bright. $900. 310-395-RENT
www.westsiderentals.com

HUGE SINGLE AND ONE BEDROOM
$900/mo.& up. One bdrm for $1250&up. One
block from campus. 644 and 650 Landfair
310-824-0319.

8300
Volunteer

HOTLINE VOLUNTEERS NEEDED by the

Suickle Prevention Center Excellent volun-
teer opportunity Next training starts May 5
Please call 310-751-5330 (Culver City).

MALIBU pet okay private room, refrigerator,

stove, palio, quiet neighborhood, yard, 30
second walk to beach, utilities included.

$650. 310-395-RENT www.westsideren-
talscom

MAR VISTA spacious, (upper), unfurnished,
1 bedroom, relngerator, stove, balcony laun-
dry, partting included. $750. 310-395-RENT
wwwwestsiderentals.com

housing
8400-9800

8^00
Apartments for Rent

N WESTWOOD VILLAGE Large, charming
1BD on Kelton $140 Agent:31 0-268-2800

PACIFIC PALISADES guesthouse. 1 bed-
room, private, quiet, mountain view, ocean
view, near ocean, partcing included. $1125.
310-395-RENT www.westsiderentals.com

PACIFIC PALISADES guesthouse. 1 bdrm. l

bath. PCH/Sunset, refrigerator, stove, pri-

vate, quiet, gated house, mountain view, and
partial ocean view, partdng included $1 125
310-395-RENT
www.westsiderentals.com

WEST LOS ANGELES duplex. 1 bedroom,
refrigerator, stove, garage $800 310-395-
RENT. www.westsiderentals.com

WEST LOS ANGELES guest house Pet
okay refrigerator, stove, W/D hookups, party-

ing. $800. 310-395-RENT www.westsider-
entals.com

WEST LOS ANGELES pet okay 2 bed-
rooms, big bright and airy rooms Large
kitchen. Parting included $895. 310-395-
7368, www.westsiderentals.com

WEST LOS ANGELES private room, UCLA
student prefened, paridng included. $550.
310-395-RENT. www.westsiderentals.com

WESTCHESTER 2 bedroom, laundry,
garage, month-to-month. $750. 310-395-
RENT. www.westsiderentals.com

WLA/PALMS
APARTMENT RENTALS
CALL 4 FREE LISTINGS

AND SPECIALS
Bachelors/Singles—some w/utilities paid,

pool, gated. $725 and up ibdrm $950 and
up, many w/fireplaces. luxury and more.
2bdrm $1395-$ 1550. many w/dishwashers,
balcony A/C and more. Call for free list-

ing:31 0-278-8999.

8600
Condo/Townhouse for Rent

VENICE 2 bedrooms, 2 baths, dishwasher,
microwave, A/C, large closets, partying in-

cluded. $1225. 310-395-RENT www.west-
siderentals com

WESTWOOD Wilshire HiRise Luxunous
Condo. 1,2,&3bed $2400-$4200/month.
24hr valet, doorman, front desk, and securi-

ty service. All amenities, great views. 310-
470-9947

8700
Condo/Townhouse for Sale

NEAR NATIONAL AND SEPULVEDA: Beau-
tiful 2bdrm/2bth co-op apartment w/separate
dining room On quiet, landscaped grounds.
Asking $199,000 818-986-6870

PALMS 2 bedrooms, 1 .5 bath, cat okay bal-
cony, walk-in closets, laundry, quiet neigh-
bortiood, bright, parking included. $875. 310-
395-7368. wvyw.westsiderentals com

PALMS craftman house, 1 bedroom. 1 bath,
hardwood floors, yard, large rooms, partcing
included. $950 310-395-RENT wwwwesf-
SHlerentals com

WESTWOOD
ACROSS FROM UCLA

Spacious, bright Ibdrm and private patio,

avail mid-May Hardwood floors, full kitchen,

large ctosets, laundry, 2-car parting, $1450.
No pots. Also, Ibdrm upper avail Sept 1

$1450. 310-234-8278.

WESTWOOD 1 bedroom, 1 bath, walking
distance to UCLA, cat okay relngeralor,

stove, very ntee & clean, quiet building.

$915. 310-395-RENT www.westsideren-
tals.com

8800
Guesthouse for Rent

MAR VISTA GUEST HOUSE. 4-miles to
school. Kitchen, bathroom, high-ceiling with
sky-light, nice residential neighborhood. Fe-
male/non-smoker preferred, $700/month,
utilities-included 3 1 0-9 1 5-0629

* PALMS *
4BD. 3BA LOFT TOWNHOME. FR

CEffTRAL AIRA1EAT. GATED
GARAGE, SEC ALARM. CAT OK

3670 MIDVALE AVE.

$2395/MO
2BD. 2BA TOWNHOME. FP,
CENTRAL AIRA4EAT. GATED

GARAGE. SEC. ALARM. GAT OK
3614 PARIS DR.

$1395/MO_

PALMS traditional 2 bedrooms, 1 ,5 bath, cat
okay bateony walk-in closets, laundry, quiet
neighborhood, bright, partting included
$875. 310-395-RENT www.westsideren-
tals.com

WESTWOOD bachelor, refrigerator, laundry,
walk to campus, utilities included $625. 310-
395-RENT www westsiderentals com

WESTWOOD contemporary guest house.
Patio, quiet neighborhood, bright, yard
$550. 310-395-RENT www.westsideren-
tals com

PALMS triplex, unfurnished. 1 bedroom,
hardwood floors, W/D hookups, bright, car-
port parking $695 310-395-RENT
www.westSMJerentals.com

* MAR VISTA *
11913 AVON WAY.

11748C0URTIQGH0R.

$1295/MO.

$1295/MO.

(310)391-1076
I«QjenHou9e7DaysaW9ek10-4PM,8

PALMS, 3719 Kelton Ave. 2bd/2bath, $1250
Controlled access bkJg. New carpel Upper
unit Linda: 310-463-3334 or 323-848-7260,
shown by appt.

PALMS Single apt from $575, 1-bdrm $695,
$600deposil 1-year lease only Stove, re-

frig.,carpets, vert, blinds 310-837-1502
leave message 8annf-5pm only

SANTA MONICA 1)2BEDROOM/1.5Bath
Townhouse, Washer/Dryer. Dishwasher.
Fndgo. Mk:rowave. Garage. $2500. 2)1 -bed-

room, 5008q/tt, Stove, Fridge, Washer/Dryer,

Utilities included, garage. $1100. 310-450-

0828

WESTWOOD fully fumished luxury condo to
share, pnvale bedroom, dishwasher, bal-
cony W/D, lacuzzi, sauna, heated pool, ten-
nis, direct TV, part<ing included, monthto-
month $500. 310-395-RENT www westsid-
erentals,com

SANTA MONICA pet okay private room,
refrigerator, stove, dishwasher, balcony uiet
neighborhood. $600. 310-395-RENT
www.westsiderentals com

8900
House for Rent

VENICE 2bedrooms, 2 baths, refrigerator,
stove, dishwasher, balcony A/C, walk-in
closets, quiet neighborhood, parking
$1,250 310-395RENT www.westsideren-
tals.com

WESTWOOD private room, refrigerator,

stove, laundry. part<ing included, month-to-
month, utilities included Contact: Leave a
message 310-446-6207 $585, www westsid-
erentalscom. 310-395-RENT

9000
House for Sale

PERU 2BED/2BATH 984 square ft. House
in beach town. 30 minutes south from Lima
$12,000. 213-625-0525.

WESTWOOD townhouse. 2 bedroom, 15
bath, cat okay relngerator. stove, hardwood
floors, pool, parting included $1,295. 310-
395-RENT www westsiderentals.com

WESTWOOD townhouse. pel okay 1 bed-
room. 1 bath, w/c pet. refrigerator, stove, twl-
cony gated partying $895 310-395-RENT
www westsiderentals com

9200
Housing Needed

BEVERLY HILLS/SM/WLAAVeHo—young
professk>nal seeks housir>g close to BH of-

fice. Guesthouse/apt, open to house-
hoW/gardening to defer rent. Call Elizabeth
818-920-4146

Display
206-3060
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9200
Housing Needed

HOUSING NEEDED
Trying to rent your space in the West-
wood area or nearty? Have a great deal?
Easily solve your rental problem with one
simple call. Avoid the hassle of renting 3
UCLA students are seeking an apart-

ment, house, guesthouse or condo to

share (2+2 or 2+1.5) to move in late

June/early July, lyr lease ok. Must in-

clude 2 parking spaces and be reason-

Lably
priced Please call Stephanie:310-

702-6455 (Leave message)

TWO UCLA GRAD STUDENTS seeking
West Los Angeles summer sublet. One Bed-
room 5-6 month range
Email: eceleboglu@yahoo.com.

9300
Room for Help

FREE PRIVATE ROOM w/beauti(ul view in

exchange for light housekeeping and baby-
sitting Encino. south of Sepulveda 818-789-
3338

9^00
Room for Rent

ROOM FOR RENT in Westwood adjacent
house. Own bathroom Preferred females
Must be quiet, neat, clean, non-smoker
$475/mo+utilities 310-470-7032

WEST LA/PALMS Female Roommate need-
ed in 2bdrm/2 5bth condo Gated, under-
ground parking, washer/dryer in unit, partial-

ly-furnished. $850/month+utiiities 310-386-
8824

9SOO
Roommates-Private Room

BRENTWOOD/WEST LA $700/mth. Private
bathroom/wlk-in closet/full kitchen/parking
Female preferred I'm rarely home. Call Ench
310-914-5213.

9700
Sublets

10919 STRATHMORE APT#4. Looking for 2
or 3 roommates to share w/one other in

2bdrm/1.5bth $450/month. Par1<ing balco-
ny. 310-208 7959

403 LANDFAIR; Across street from campus.
Master bedroom/bath, underground parkirig
Will sublet to one/two people. 6/18-9/13
$975/mth. 310-82'4-3537

9700
Sublets

STRATHMORE. BALCONY OVERLOOKS
pool/spa. Fully Furnished, 2BD/2BA Huge!
1130 sqft DSL Mini-Bar $470/month. Best
Damn Place in Westwood. Bar-none 310-
824-2009.

424 KELTON: MOST REQUESTED WEST-
WOOD BUILDING! Share Ibdrm/lbth, kilch-

en/livingroom, walk-in closet, balcony
w/CLEAN/NON-SMOKING FEMALE. $515
Yr. contract, June 25th-August2002. Araceli
310-208-9947.

STRATHMORE/LEVERING FURNISHED
bedroonVbath with parking. DSL. Stereo.
Cable. Available mid June to mid September
1-2 people OK. $900/mo Brandon 310-824-
7435.

9700
Sublets

WESTWOOD: Room for rent in 3000 sqft
luxury townhouse. TV, VCR. stereo, cable
Maid service included. Walk to UCLA. Avail-

able May-August 1. $800/mth 310-441-
1666

WW^:

FEMALE ROOMATE WANTED to share 1

bedroom apartment, WLA. $330/mo plus half

utilities. $350 secunty. Quiet mature student
only 310-820-2663.

PALMS- Female wanted Pnvale bdrm/bth.
Rent $662 50/deposit negotiable Prefer stay
through academic year Call Jessica 310-
559-7707 or 310-880-5109.

437 GAYLEY. Pink Palace Beautiful
2bdrm/2bth. w/2balconies, french doors,
spacious. 3 underground parking spots, par-
tially furnished. Late June-B/31 $2156/mo
Please call Julie or Silvia at 310-824-5542.

SUMMER SUBLET Large 1 -bedroom apart-
ment for 2-3 people 1185/mo Parking
Laundry Balcony Strathmore/Levennq 310-
208-6875.

WESTWOOD-Kelton Ave Looking for fe-

male/male to share room dunng July/August.
Great Apartment, parking spot included.
$520/monlh Call Sophie 310-824-4679.

WESTWOOD 3bed/2bath, dining room,
large living room, PARKING Walking dis-
tance to UCLA (2-blocks). Hardwood floors
and newly painted walls. Well kept and
clean If interested contact Matt 310-871-
7635.

9800
Vacation Rentals

BEAUTIFUL. SPACIOUS YOSEMITE
HOME surrounded by tall pines. Close to
everything. Fully Equipped. 5000" elevation
sundeck, reasonable rates 818-785-1028
www.yosemite.islovely com

9400
Room for Rent

BRENTWOOD F/NS/NP Females only. Bed,
bath&full access to large, beautiful home
Share w/family, $750 310-595-0623

BRENTWOOD Attractive, quiet home. Fur-
nished, huge private bath. Wood floors Ca-
ble, Iridge/microwave 1 Smiles UCLA. Near
bus Available 6/1. 310 .473 44 10

PICO AND ROBERTSON: 2bdrm/2bth
Large, balcony, private bath, spacious clos-
ets, street parking, high-ceilings Available
May 11/2 utilities $750/mth. Sarah 310-
275-8255

SEEKING SINGLE to share beautiful
2bdrm/2bath apt Own room/bath Cov-
ered/gated parking, washer/dryer inside apt,
mostly furnished, cable Close to UCLA.
Must be clean, no pets, non-smoking Avail
May 1 $890/month Call Fahti 310-260-
_n65, 310-429-4142 evenings

SUMMER SUBLETS
NEEDED

Law firm seeks furnished westside, South
Bay, Pasadena sublet. Only from May-Aug
No share situations please. Include cross-
street. Leave detailed message at 213-680-
8589.

WESTWOOD: From June 18-August 18.
Space lor 1 or 2 persons, $875/mth. Facili-
ties include a gym and pool. 527 Midvale
Ave., Westwood, CA 90024 For more infor-
mation call 310-209-0475 or email ka-
maru@ucla edu

WESTWOOD: One bedroom, one bath. Fur-
nished, corner of Landfair+Strathmore. Avail-
able July-August $1150/mth Call 310-824-
5924

HANCOCK PARK
Spacious Spanibti style duplex. Looking for

male/female grad student $850. Call

Mayora/Chris 3 1 0-44 1 - 1 859

HUGE TWO-STORY
HOUSE,

with rooms to rent! Share gourmet kitchen
Great location. Mar Vista Ocean view Start-

ing from $650 room/month 310-678-2753
310-398-7937 Pat

SEPULVEDAA/ENICE, 2+1 Own bed, share
bath, students preferred, no pets Avail now.
10-min to UCLA, $475 Frank
flan@ucla edu, day 310-966-5320, even-
ings:3 10-202- 11 96.

SUMMER SUBLETS NEEDED Law firm
seeks furnished Westside. Westwood. Brent-
wood. West Los Angeles, Pasadena sublets
from May-August. Please leave detailed
message:2 1 3-488-7475

WESTVraoO- Spacious Ibdrm/lbth w/baf
cony, gated partying, secunty. recreational
facilities. Available mid-June to mid-Sept
Call 310-208-1685

WESTWOOD-Fun outgoing female looking
lor

1 or 2 female roommates for own
bed/bath in 2bed/2bath apt Avail 9-1-01
Call 310-209-2665

631 KELTON 750+sq tt ! 1bd/1 5bath. Gor-
geous Fumiture! June 15-August 5. gated
parking space, balcony, pool, laundry Only
$937/month ginak@ucla edu Call 310-991-
4462.

PRIVATE GUESTROOM WEST-
WOOD/WALK UCLA- beautiful house w/pri-

vate entrance/bath/backyard. Laundry/Kitch-
en privileges N/S female tenant $785+utili-

ties 310-446-9556

PRIVATE ROOM FOR RENT Westwood.
7mins to campus. Available May 8. Park-

ing/laundry/dishwasher Huge living/dining

area, spacious balcony. $680/mo Mimi:

310-234-2880

PRIVATE ROOM W/BATHROOM lOmin
from campus. Utility included Parking avail-

able Fumished or unfurnished. $500/mth
310-836-4850

WESTWOOD: Private rm+bth in 2bdrm/2bth
Pool, jacuzzi, parking, A/C. Seeking clean,
responsible, non-smoker; female preferred
9 month mm commitment. $775/mth+utili-
ties 310-613-3935

9600
Roommates-Shared Room

GAYLEY NEXT TO UCLA large room to
share in 2bdrnV2bth pnvate condo Fully-
furnished, balcony, garage, non-smoking fe-
male only $500/month 310-208-7748.

WESTWOOD-Gorgeous Wilshire Apartment
Need roommate to share huge bedroom, in

2bdrm apartment with two students Avail-
able nowi 5 mm from UCLA Students Pro-
ffered. $525/mo. Call 310-927-3293

BEAUTIFUL 2-BEDROOM APARTMENT
Hardwood floors, newly fumished, parking,
full kitchen /Absolutely gorgeous Must be
seen!!! $l900/mo. Call Marione 310-208-
2120

0* Melveny 8 Myers LLP

Law Firm

Needs summer sublets.
Ir you are interested in

subletting your finished opt:

please email:

dates available,

address,
rent, and amenities to

sharper@omm.com
or coll (21 3)430-6539

p-. if','-*

9700
Sublets

GREAT DEAL! Share a room for $350 or
own room tor $700 on Veteran Available
June/July/August. Ask for Anne. 310-208-
9513

WANTED

KELTON AND LEVERING. Cute cozy apt.
Share w/great roommates! Pnvate room and
part<ing spot Available June 1st. $550 310-
208-6839

SPACIOUS. SUMMER APARTMENT
3bdrm/1 5bth. Pool, fun balcony. 4-5 sublet-
lers. preferably female, males okay
$430/mth-dependent. 424 Landfair Ave
Apt.1. 310-824-2942

^j^
Downtown law firm seeks fully fumished sublets for visiting law

students from May through September. Students stay in Los Angeles

from 6 to 1 1 weeks. Please send information regarding your sublet

to Maria at inichelinI@mto.coiii. Remember to include the

following information: Rent, Location/City, Dates Available,

House/Apt/Room, # of bedrooms/bathrooms, Amenities

(FurnishedAJnfumished, Air, Pool, Parking, Convenient to Bus, etc.)

I

I

Summer Session at Santa Monica has never looked better
Will R YOUR RIIKSUIIS ARC PKOKSSIONAL RfCI.IVt A OUALII r EDUCATION FOR ONLY

bqrmins
student deals %J

OK Ar AfJlMK A 2-YfAR OR 4-YPAR

r^f GKFf.... YOU CAN MAKf THIS THE KIND OF

student-to-
Every Wednesday and Friday, the Dally Bruin Classifieds provides Bruin Bargains, a place where students are able to advertise

:
absolutely FREE* some of the best deals in Westwood. Check weekly for updates so you don't miss out on great savings!

SI.Jf'IMFK VACATir;r.j

Tl f... AND LASTS A

MORE [T-IAN pays FOR

Tif-ir

Description

SMC COFFERS F^UNDREDS OF DAY AND

EVENING COURSES, MORE SECFIONS THAN

EVER... FO FIT EVEN THE BUSIEST SCHEDULE

$1 I -PER-UNIT FOR CALIFORNIA RESIDENTS!

Our average course cost is $65. com-

pared to UCLA AT $620 AND use
AT $2580.

Spend the first summer of the rest of your

LIFE AT Santa Monica College. It's the

SMART choice.

"ilA

F-l visa studGnts WElcnme'd
SUMMER SESSION BEGINS JUNE 18

Visit us on the web at www.smc.edu

i ^

i^^ r

Classifieds

825-2221
I9DD Pi CD Boulevard. Santa Monica CA 9D4D5 310-434-4000
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Bookstore
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\\\' is Los Angeles' premier

booK ore for new, rare, out-of-print, and

collectible books in tfie nnystery, thriller, and

crime fiction genres. is

the largest specialty mystery bookstore on the

West Coast.

Jii J i/i/. features more personal

author appearances and signings than any

other bookstore of its type in Los Angeles. Mary
Higgins Clark, Elmore Leonard, Robert B. Parker,

Robert Crais, Michael Connelly, Stuart Woods,

Anne Perry, P D. James, and Ruth Rendell are

among the many outstanding authors we've

featured.

Ill } ;V\/ M . / leads the field in

retailing new and developing mystery authors.

Our "Crime Collectors Club" features signed first

editions of ''breakout" books. Many authors,

including Michael Connelly, John Dunning,

Patricia Cornwell, Walter Mosley, and Janet

Evanovich, were featured in the "Crime

Collectors Club" before they were famous. Our

"Discovery Club" helps first authors from both

small and major publishing houses reach their

select audience.

rXOME VISIT OUR STORE
Present this coupon for 20% off

any paperback or new hardcover book
on April 28 or April 29, 2001

or
"" First-tinne customer, present this coupon on or after

April 30 for a - .

10% discount on any book in stock!

Theflv()YSTERY

Bookstore

OFFER GOOD ONLY AT 1 036-C BROXTON AVE

Visit Us at , Zone D, between

Royce Hall and the Powell Library

AUTHOR SIGNING SCHEDULE
for the

Los Angeles Times

6th Annual Festival of Books

10.00 a.m.

Dale furutani, KILL THE SHOGUN

Tod Goldberg, FAKE LIAR CHEAT

Lori Lawson, GREEN SLASH

S(on Phillips, THE ICE HARVEST

John Shannon, THE ORANGE CURTAIN

11:00 a.m.

T. Jefferson Porker, SILENT JOE

AlexAbelloJINALAaS

Gary Phillips, various titles

Borry Siegel, various titles

Jess Walter, OVER TUMBLED GRAVES

12:00 noon

Michael Connelly, A DARKNESS MORE

THAN NIGHT

Corson Hirschfeld, ALOHA, MR. LUCKY

ond OBJECTS OF MYTH AND MYSTERY

Charles Knief, various titles

Brad Meltzer, THE FIRST COUNSEL

Matt Witten, STRANGE BEDFELLOVl/S

Lisa See, THE INTERIOR

1:00 p.m

Thomas Perry, DEATH BENEFITS

Joanne Fluke, STRAWBERRY SHORTCAKE

MURDER

Robert S.Levlnson, THE JAMES DEAN

AFFAIR

George PPeleconos, RIGHT AS RAIN

Alan Watt, DIAMOND DOGS

Richard Seilowe, THE DEAL

2:00 p.m.

Stuart Woods, COLO PARADISE

Don Barton, HECKLER

Sean Doolittle, DIRT

Jerrilyn Former, DIM SUM DEAD

Eric Garcia, CASUAL REX

Bill Fitzhugh, CROSS DRESSING

2:30 p.m.

Donald Westlake, BAD NEWS

3:00 p.m.

Abigail Padgett, THE LAST BLUE PLATE

SPECIAL

Normon Bogner, TO DIE IN PROVENCE

Tom Fossbender & Jim Poscoe sign

various tilles

Mortho Lawrence, various lilies

Nathan Wolpow, various titles

4:00 p m.

John Biliheimer, various titles

Corson Hirschfeld, ALOHA, MR. LUCKY

Gregg Hurwitz, THE TOWER

Chris R. Jamison, THE CHESLER LEGAa

Rodney Johnson, THE SECRET OF DEAD

MAN'S MINE

Bill Moody, vorious titles

Corson Hirschfeld, ALOHA, MR. LUCKY

ond OBJEQS OF MYTH AND MYSTERY

5:00 p.m.

Kent Broilhwoile, THE WONDERLAND

MURDERS

Chris R. Jomison. THE CHESLER LEGAa

Tom Sovryer, various titles

10:00 a.m.

J.A. Jance, BIRDS OF PREY

Robert Crais, various titles

Rhys Bowen, EVAN CAN WAIT

Tod Goldberg, FAKE LIAR CHEAT

Jonnie Jacobs, WITNESS FOR THE

DEFENSE

Nothon Wolpow, various titles

ll:00o.m.

Dennis Lehone, MYSTIC RIVER

Vol McOermid, A PLACE Of EXECUTION

Jerrilyn Former, DIM SUM DEAD

Kris Neri, DEM BONES REVENGE

Tom Nolan, various titles

John Morgan Wilson, various tilles

12:00 noon

Dovid Benioff, THE 25TH HOUR

John Biliheimer, various titles

Jeff Gelb, Terrill Lonkford ond Dick

Lochte

sign FLESH AND BLOOD

Charles Knief, various titles

Scott Phillips, THE ICE HARVEST

Philip Reed, MARQUIS DE FRAUD

Matt Wiften, STRANGE BEDFELLOWS

1:00 p.m

Barron Birtcher, ROADHOUSE BLUES

Catherine Doin various titles

Richard Royner, CLOUD SKETCHES

John Shonnon, THE ORANGE CURTAIN

Alan Watt, DIAMOND DOGS

Matt Witten, STRANGE BEDFELLOWS

2:00 p.m.

Sara Poretsky, various titles

Jan Burke, FLIGHT

Dan Borton, HECKLER

Sean Dooiittle, DIRT

Carolina GorcioAguilero, HAVANA HEAT

Rochelle Krich, various titles

3:00 p.m.

Janet Evanovich, HOT SIX

Tool Fossbender & Jim Poscoe sign

various tilles

Barbara Seranella, UNFINISHED

BUSINESS

Joonne Fluke, STRAWBERRY SHORTCAKE

MURDER

4:00 p.m.

Mory Higgins Clark. ON THE STREET

WHERE YOU LIVE

Rhys Bowen, EVAN CAN WAIT

Gregg Hurwitz, THE TOWER

Jonnie Jacobs, WITNESS FOR THE

DEFENSE

Rodney Jolinson, THE SECRET OF DEAD

MAN'S MINE

Michael S.Patterson, THE FAMILY MAN

Thom Rocino, vorious tilles

5:00 p.m.

Lorie Ham, MURDER IN FOUR-PART

HARMONY

Tom Sawyer, various titles

ChorlesWest, SACRED DISC

UCLA

Serving* the VQlJs. community since 1919 JVloNDAY, April 30, 2001

She's so hot she's cool

Liv Tyler sizzles as three men's object of

desire in '*()ne Ni^ht at McCool's."

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT, PAGE 18

League champions
The volleyball t(»am is headed to

the NCAA Championship.
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USAC revisions still not offidal
BYLAWS: Council fails to

make quorum, will hold

final vote on Tuesday

By Robert Salonga
Daily Bruin Reporter

After spending nearly an entire

academic year revising its bylaws, the

Undergraduate Students Associalit)n

Council is seemingly one step away

from completing the process.

On Friday, the council ratified

changes to its bylaws regarding

USAC sponsorship of student groups

on campus. But lack of quorum pre-

vented the council from taking an

ofllcial vote on the revisions.

President Elizabeth Houston said

the council's failure to reach quorum
- which requires at least seven voting

council members to be present - has

hindered USAC's progress over the

course of the year.

"It goes deeper than just lack of

quorum. I think at times there Wxis.a

purposeful lack of attendance by cer-

tain council membe rs to resist

change," Houston said.

But General Representative Elisa

Sequeira said any lack of attendance

was justified and by no means inten-

tional.

"It has in some cases affected

council because th^^e weren't enough

people to dialogue on the issues, but it

hasn't been intentional." Sequeira

said.

"People have other commitments.

Taken in the grand scope of things. I

don't think it has affected proceed-

ings," she continued.

Houston sent the ratified changes

Friday to Chancellor Albert

Carnesale to satisfy his April 27 dead-

line. In a letter to the chancellor,

Hou ston staled that certain provr:_

sions were slill in question and will be"

discussed and voted on during

USAC's regular Tuesday meeting.

One example of a revised clause

that the council made addresses spon-

sorship. Before changes. Article

See REVISIONS, page 9

SketcNng beauty

CATHERINt .'UN

Third-year Italian exchange student Claudia Zannoni sketches while sitting on a sculpture in front

of Dickson Hall last week.

www.dailvhniin.ucla.rdu

Return from space

Space shuttle Kndeavoiir suceoeds

in connecting rol)()tie arm.

NEWS, PAGE 5

RAYlEENHSU

Chris Melgar protests for animal rights while Javier Burgos, former

president of The Nature of Wellness, speaks in Meyerhoff Park.

Protesters call for end

to UCLA experiments
ANIMALS: Researchers

say such work is needed

to understand diseases

By Hemesh Patei

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

When former veterinary student

Jerry Friedman witnessed rams

being raped for research purposes,

he decided to become an activist and

a law student.

"They used anal ejaculalors to

stimulate the animals to ejaculate,"

Kriedman said. "Researchers would

then collect sperm samples."

A group of 30 protesters from

various groups gathered at UCLA
Friday as part of World Laboratory

Animal Liberation Week,' an inter-

national week of protest against ani-

mal experimentation.

With chants such as, "UCLA,
how many animals did you kill

today?" activists marched from the

medical center to Meyerhoff Park.

Javier Burgos, founder of The
Nature of Wellness, an organization

against animal experimentation,

said the scientific community has

brainwashed the public for the last

100 years with the mantra, "Animal

experimentation saves human
lives."

"We need to destroy this argu-

ment, thiis myth," he said.

But researchers disagreed and

said animal research contributes to

See PROTEST, page 10

Center honors activist Beiafonte
AWARD: Recipient lectures on

human rights experience, role

in struggle to end U.S. racism

By Midtelle Kroes

Daily Bruin Contributor
'

. .- •

<

'

UCLA's Center for African American
Studies honored entertainer and activist Harry

Beiafonte at a fund-raising dinner last

Thursday.

"I have no tolerance for injustice,"

Beiafonte said. "I don't know how to accom-

modate it. And so, I have become part of the

force that inhibits its path."

As the recipient of UCLA's Thurgood
Marshall award, Beiafonte presented the 12th

annual Thurgood Marshall lecture, which cen-

tered on experience of human rights in the

world and Americas role therein.

"He is a voice for the African American

people," said Osayi Ehigiator, a first-year

American literature student. "Hearing him is

an opportunity for us to know the advances

we've made - it builds our self-respect and

relates to other students our heritage."

Beiafonte has directed his life toward the

pursuit for greater justice despite the setbacks

he has faced in the past.

In one account, Beiafonte spoke about the

disappointment in discovering that hts fight in

World War II for the U.S. and its democracy

only maintained his unequal stature. This,

however, did not defeat him, but rather pushed

him to forward his cause for justice.

"After the war we quickly learned what the

score was," Beiafonte said. "But it soon filled

us with militancy and spirit."

The struggle for freedom has taken

Beiafonte through war, segregation,

McCarthyism and many more challenges

against race.

SeeH0N0RE£,page8

Fire starts in pipe at

Levering apartment

COMPLEX: Plumbing repairs leave

smoldering piping; inside of wood

beam bums up; smoke fills carport

By Jennifer Yuen

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Firefighters contained a small fire in a Westwood

apartment complex Friday around 5:30 p.m.

Eight fire trucks lined the corner of Levering and

Midvale Avenues, responding to a small fire in a car-

port at an apartment complex on 650 Levering

Avenue.

According to Los Angeles Fire Department Capt.

Rick Gregory, the fire started inside a wood beam that

contains pipes over the carport.

See HRE, page 11
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Jorge Ostrovsky walks up Levering

Avenue Friday after examining a fire.
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I ii^ I'V' is Los Angeles' premier

bookstore for new, rare, out-of-print, and
collectible books in the mystery, thriller, and

crime fiction genres. is

the largest specialty mystery bookstore on the

West Coast.

llij//!/ / features more persona

author appearances and signings than any

other bookstore of its type in Los Angeles. Mary
Higgins Clark, Elmore Leonard, Robert B. Parker,

Robert Crais, Michael Connelly, Stuart Woods,

Anne Perry, P. D. James, and Ruth Rendell are

among the many outstanding authors we've

featured.

li); M/ .1 ,/ leads the field in

retailing new and developing mystery authors.

Our "Crime Collectors Club" features signed first

editions of "breakout" books. Many authors,

including Michael Connelly, John Dunning,

Patricia Cornwell, Walter Mosley, and Janet

Evanovich, were featured in the "Crime

Collectors Club" before they were famous. Our
"Discovery Club" helps first authors from both

small and major publishing houses reach their

select audience.

COME VISIT OUR STORE
Present this coupon for 20% off

any paperback or new hardcover book
on April 28 or April 29, 2001

or

First-time customer, present this coupon on or after

April 30 for a
10% discount on any book in stock!

The(^YSTERY
Bookstore

OFFER GOOD ONLY AT 1 036-C BROXTON AVE

Visit Us at i , Zone D, between

Royce Hall and the Powell Library

AUTHOR SIGNING SCHEDULE
for the

Los Angeles Times

6th Annual Festival of Books

10:00 a.m.

Dale Furutani, KILL THE SHOGUN

Tod Goldberg, FAKE LIAR CHEAT

Lori Lowson, GREEN SUSH

Scott Phillips, THE ICE HARVEST

John Shannon, THE ORANGE CURTAIN

11:00 a.m.

T.Jefferson Parker, SILENT JOE

Alex Abella, FINAL AGS

Gary Phillips, vorious titles

Borry Siegel, various titles

Jess Walter, OVER TUMBLED GRAVES

12:00 noon

Michael Connelly, A DARKNESS MORE

THAN NIGHT

Corson Hirschfeld, ALOHA, MR. LUCKY

and OBJECTS OF MYTH AND MYSTERY

Chorles Knief, various titles

Brod Meltzer, THE FIRST COUNSEL

Matt Witten, STRANGE BEDFELLOWS

Lisa See, THE INTERIOR

1:00 p.m

Thomas Perry, DEATH BENEFITS

Joanne Fluke, STRAWBERRY SHORTCAKE

MURDER

Robert S.Levinson, THE JAMES DEAN

AFFAIR

George PPelecanos, RIGHT AS RAIN

Alon Watt, DIAMOND DOGS

Richard Sellowe, THE DEAL

2:00 p.m.

Stuart Woods, COLD PARADISE

Don Barton, HECKLER

Sean Doolittie, DIRT

Jerrilyn Former, DIM SUM DEAD

Eric Garcia, CASUAL REX

Bill Fitzhugh, CROSS DRESSING

10:00 a.m*

J.A. Jonce, BIRDS OF PREY

Robert Crais, various titles

Rhys Bowen, EVAN CAN WAIT

Tod Goldberg, FAKE LIAR CHEAT

JonnieJocobs, WITNESS FOR THE

DEFENSE

Nathon Walpow, various titles

I1:00o.m.

Dennis Lehone, MYSTIC RIVER

Vol McDermid, A PUCE OF EXECUTION

Jerrilyn Farmer, DIM SUM DEAD

Kris Neri, DEM BONES REVENGE

Tom Nolan, various titles

John Morgan Wilson, various titles

12:00 noon

David Beniolf, THE 25TH HOUR

John Billheimer, various titles

Jeff Gelb, Terrill Lonkford and Dick

Lochte

sign FLESH AND BLOOD

Charles Knief, various titles

Scott Phillips, THE ICE HARVEST

Philip Reed, MARQUIS DE FRAUD

Matt Witten, STRANGE BEDFELLOWS

I GO p.m

Barron Birtcher,ROADHOUSE BLUES

Catherine Dain various titles

Richard Royner, CLOUD SKETCHES

John Shannon, THE ORANGE CURTAIN

Alan Watt, DIAMOND DOGS

Matt Witten, STRANGE BEDFELLOWS

2:00 p.m.

Sara Paretsky, various titles

Jan Burke, FLIGHT

Don Borton, HECKLER

Sean Doolittie, DIRT

Corohno Garcia-Aguilera, HAVANA HEAT

Donald Westlake, BAD NEWS

l\UVII<«IIC l\llkll, VUIIUWJ MIIC}

3:00 p.m.

3:00 p.m. Janet Evanovich, HOT SIX

Abigail Padgett, THE UST BLUE PUTE Tom Fossbender & Jim Pascoe sign

SPECIAL various titles

Norman Bogner, TO DIE IN PROVENCE Barbara Seranella, UNFINISHED

Tom Fossbender & Jim Pascoe sign BUSINESS

various titles Joanne Fluke, STRAWBERRY SHORTCAKE

Martha Lawrence, various titles MURDER

Nathan Walpow, various titles

4.00 pm.

4:00 pm. Mory Higgins Clork, ON THE STREET

John Billheimer, various titles WHERE YOU LIVE

Corson Hirschfeld, ALOHA, MR. LUCKY Rhys Bowen. EVAN CAN WAIT

Gregg Hurwitz, THE TOWER Gregg Hurwitz. THE TOWER

Chris R. Jamison. THE CHESLER LEGACY Jonnie Jacobs, WITNESS FOR THE .

Rodney Johnson, THE SECRET OF DEAP DEFENSE

MAN'S MINE Rodney Johnson, THE SECRET OF DEAD

Bill Moody, various titles MAN'S MINE

Corson Hirschfeld, ALOHA, MR. LUCKY Michael S.Patterson, THE FAMILY MAN

ond OBJEQS OF MYTH AND MYSTERY Thom Racino, vorious titles

5:00 p.m. 5.00 pm
Kent Braithwoite, THE WONDERLAND Lorie Horn, MURDER IN FOUR PART

MURDERS HARMONY

Chris R. Jamison, THE CHESLER LEGACY Tom Sawyer, various titles

Tom Sov^er, various titles Charles West, SACRED DISC

UCLA

Serving the: UCI^ rommiinity since lJ)lf) Monday, April 30, 2001

She's so hot she's cool

\a\ Tyler sizzles as three men's objeet of

desire in "One Night at McCoors."

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT, PAGE 18

League champions

The volleyball team is headed to

the NCAA Championship.
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USAC revisions still not offidal
BYLAWS: Council fails to

make quorum, will hold

final vote on Tuesday

By Robert Salonga
Daily Bruin Reporter

After spending nearly an entire

aciidcmicyear rcvmofi.iubyliiws. ihic

Undergraduate Students Association

Council is seemingly one step away

from completing the process.

On Friday, the council ratified

changes to its bylaws regarding

USAC sponsorship of student groups

on campus. But lack of quorum pre-

vented the council from taking an

official vole on the revisions.

President Elizabeth Houston said

the council's failure to reach quorum
- which requires at least seven voting

council members to be present - has

hindered USAC's progress over the

course of the year.

"It goes deeper than just lack of

quorum. I think at times there was a

purposeful lack of attendance by cer-

tam council members Jo^ resist

change," Houston said.

But General Representative Elisa

Sequeira said any lack of attendance

was justified and by no means inten-

tional.

"It has in some cases affected

council because there weren't enough

people to dialogue on the issues, but it

hasn't been intentional." Sequeira

said.

"People have other commitments.

Taken in the grand scope of things, I

don't think it has affected proceed-

ings," she continued.

Houston sent the ratified changes

Friday to Chancellor Albert

Carnesale to satisfy his April 27 dead-

line. In a letter to the chancellor,

Houston stated that certain provi-

"sions were still in question and will be

discussed and voted on during

USAC's regular Tuesday meeting.

One example of a revised clause

that the council made addresses spon-

sorship Before changes. Article

See REVISIONS, page 9

Sketching beauty

CATHERlNt 'UN

Third-year Italian exchange student Claudia Zannoni sketches while sitting on a sculpture In front

of Dickson Hall last week.
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Return from space*

Space shuttle Kndeavour succeeds

in connecting robotic arm.

NEWS, PAGE 5

Chris Melgar protests for animal rights while Javier Burgos, former

president ofThe Nature of Wellness, speaks in Meyerhoff Park.

Protesters call for end

to UCLA experiments
ANIMALS: Researchers

say such work is needed

to understand diseases

By Hemesh Patel

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

When former veterinary .student

Jerry Friedman witnessed rams

being raped for research purposes,

he decided to become an activist and

a law student.

"They used anal ejaculators to

stimulate the animals to ejaculate."

I'ricdman said. "Researchers would

then collect sperm samples."

A group of 30 protesters from

various groups gathered at UCLA
Friday as part of World Laboratory

Animal Liberation Week, an inter-

national week of protest against ani-

mal experimentation.

With chants such as, "UCLA,
how many animals did you kill

today?" activists marched from the

medical center to Meyerhoff Park

Javier Burgos, founder of The

Nature of Wellness, an organization

agamst animal experimentation,

said the scientific community has

brainwashed the public for the last

100 years with the mantra, "Animal

experimentation saves human
lives."

"We need to destroy this argu-

ment, this myth," he said.

But researchers disagreed and

said animal research contributes to

See PROTEST, page 10

Center honors activist Belafonte

AWARD: Recipient lectures on

human rights experience, role

in struggle to end U.S. racism

By Michelle Kroes

Daily Bruin Contributor
'

'

UCLA's Center for African American

Studies honored entertainer and activist Harry

Belafonte at a fund-raising dinner last

Thursday.

"1 have no tolerance for injustice,"

Belafonte said. "I don't know how to accom-

modate it. And so, I have become part of the

force that inhibits its path."

As the recipient of UCLA's Thurgood

Marshall award, Belafonte presented the 1 2th

annual Thurgood Marshall lecture, which cen-

tered on experience of human rights in the

world and America's role therein.

"He is a voice for the African American

people," said Osayi Ehiglator, a first-year

American literature student. "Hearing him is

an opportunity for us to know the advances

we've made - it builds our self-respect and

relates to other students our heritage."

Belafonte has directed his life toward the

pursuit for greater justice despite the setbacks

he has faced in the past.

In one account, Belafonte spoke about the

di.sappointment in discovering that his fight in

World War 1! for the U.S. and its democracy

only maintained his unequal stature. This,

however, did not defeat him, but rather pushed

him to forward his cause for justice.

"After the war we quickly learned what the

score was," Belafonte said. "But it soon filled

us with militancy and spirit."

The struggle for freedom has taken

Belafonte through war, segregation,

McCarlhyism and many more challenges

against race.

SeeHONOREE^pageS

Fire starts in pipe at

Levering apartment

COMPLEX: Plumbing repairs leave

smoldering piping; inside of wood

beam burns up; smoke fdls carport

By Jennifer Yuen

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Firefighters contained a small fire in a Westwood

apartment complex Kriday around 5:30 p.m

Eight fire trucks lined the corner of Levering and

Midvale Avenues, responding to a small fire in a car-

port at an apartment complex on 650 Levering

Avenue.

According to Los Angeles Fire Department Capt.

Rick Gregory, the fire started inside a wood beam that

contains pipes over the carport.

See FIRE, page 1
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Jorge Ostrovsky walks up Levering

Avenue Friday after examining a fire.
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Online "^^
Last week

When was the last time

you read a book for leisure

(non-school related)?

37 )% Last week

za'** Last summer

17 b% More than a

year ago

3 3** Never

12 9% What's a book?

Tolal number of voles 302

Who's the best player UCLA Baseball
Coach Gary Adams has ever coached?

I I
Jim Parque

I I
Troy Glaus

I I
Eric Karros

ToddZeile

Vote online at www-dailvbruin.ucia.edu

WHArS BREWING

Today 10 a.m.

Anderson School

Economic Empowerment Panel

Discussion w iih mayoral candidates

Freud Playhouse

1 p.m.
ASK peer counselor recruitment

meeting

240S Ackerman

12 p.m.
ESUC (Engineering Society of DC)
Engineers Week opening events

Court of Sciences

3:30 p.m.
UCEA Russian Club meeting

Kinsey I99D

6:15 p.m.

BlXr/l E'DC performing dana' group

Ackerman 2414

8 p.m.

Enigma, the UCLA ScienceViction

and Fantasy Club - Gadget Night

152 KerckholT Hall

9 p.m.

International Folk Dance Club

Learn line dances and salsa

Ackerman 2414 or KerckhofTGrand

Salon

284-3636

Weather

Today

Partly Cloudy

high: 75 low: 62

Tuesday
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Partly Cloudy

high: 75 low: 56

Wednesday

Partly Cloudy

high: 72 low: 53
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Coalition a step in nght

direction for Arabs, Jews

Michael

Weiner

COLUMN: Forum fosters

communication, attempt

al mutual understanding

When Jewish and Arab stu-

dent groups launched the

UCLA Coalition for

Coexistence in the Middle East with

a "peace tent" on Bruin Walk last

week, the most striking aspect of the

event was the visual.

The notion of Israeli and

Palestinian flags flying side by side

would be unthinkable almost any-

where in the world. This is especially

true of

American col-

lege campuses,

which sadly

have become

forums for

some of the

coarsest public

expressions of

Arab-Jewish

antipathy in

the United

Stales today.

But there they

were: symbols that have exacted such

passionate responses from two peo-

ples in bitter conflict, quietly dis-

played next to each other.

Organizers of the coalition -

which germinated during a sociology

course taught last quarter titled

"Voices of Peace: Perspectives on

Confrontation and Reconciliation in

the Arab-Israeli Conflict" - under-

stand that the conflict isn't going to

be solved at UCLA. But they hope

they can provide a forum for respect-

ful and serious dialogue between the

opposing sides.

If they succeed in sustaining the

coalition, whose main components

are the United Arab Society, Jewish

Student Union and Hillel Jewish

Students Center, it will be a first for

UCLA, and perhaps for any univer-

sity in the country. And it will pro-

vide a dignified contrast to the noise

pollution that passes for dialogue on

the issue on most college campuses.

Until recently, UCLA was no
exception.

It has become an annual tradition

for members of the Muslim Students

Association to parlay their legitimate

anger over Israel's continued oppres-

sion of Palestinians in the West Bank
and Gaza Strip into a counterpro-

ductive display of self-important rab-

ble-rousing that sometimes verges on

xenophobia and ethnocentrism.

The most salient example of such

took place at an MSA-sponsored

"anti-Zionism" program two years

ago when an invited speaker accused

Jews of harboring undue influence

on the NAACP during the 1960s, a

claim that hearkens to traditional

Jewish stereotypes and has little to

do with the Arab-Israeli conflict.

Similarly hateful rhetoric was used

during an anti-Israel protest at UC
Berkeley last week.

This year, MSA's silent protest at

Weiner is a fourth-year history and
political science student. His col-

umn analyzing issues of interest to

the UCLA community runs on
Mondays. E-mail mweiner@media.
ucla.edu.

Thursday's Israeli Independence

Day celebration remained dignified,

though the group has not joined the

coalition.

For many students, the conflict

has had a polarizing effect, such that

normally reasonable people retreat

to positions of conventional ethnic

solidarity whenever they are asked

about the i.ssue. The coalition seeks

to create a safe space in which indi-

viduals, including those with no pre-

existing bias, can discuss the complex

problems at hand and come to their

own conclusions, free of the defen-

siveness that is cultivated by extrem-

ism.

While previous events were clear-

ly on the minds of the coalition's

founders, they downplay the influ-

ence of campus politics in their deci"-

sion to start the group. In fact, they

were prompted most by the recent

devolution of the peace process,

which has resulted in some of the

orst \iotcncc in years.

The coalition wants to counteract

the idea that the conflict is primor-

dial, rooted so deeply in history that

both peoples are somehow destined

to fight with each other for eternity.

This is a widely held misconception,

pandered to quite effectively by cam-

pus groups that seek to promote

extremism and tunnel-vision rather

than dialogue and reconciliation.

To label the Arab-Israeli conflict

"complex" is to make a grand under-

statement I would not attempt to

put forward a coherent position on it

in this column. But I want to make
clear that the it isn't the result of

some divine ploy that dooms Jews

and Arabs to combat each other for-

ever.

This is a modem political conflict,

borne of extremely complicated

social, historical, cultural and reli-

gious factors. As we have seen with

tragic poignancy over the past seven

months, it will not be solved once

and for all by a "cold peace," but

with a historic reconciliation

between the two peoples. Clearly, we
are years away from such a turn of

events.

Nonetheless, there is no reason

for young Arab and Jewish

Americans to act out the conflict at

our universities. Better that we talk

about it, feel each other out and try

to see things from the perspective of

the other side. That is exactly what
the coalition aims for, and it deserves

to be supported by all students who
believe that true peace cannot be dic-

tated from the top down, but must

gain a foothold in the instruments of

civil society.

In the interest of full disclosure, I

want readers to know that I am not a

detached observer on this issue. I am
Jewish and I consider myself a

Zionist. I also believe that many of

the policies and actions of the Stale

of Israel over the last half century

have not been in line with the best

principles of Judaism or Zionism.

It took a long time for me to

admit that to myself It is my sincere

hope that the coalition will help other

students do away with their own
prejudices and understand the Arab-

Israeli conflict for what it is - a

tragedy that both peoples deserve to

be rid of.
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Art inmotlon
The UCLA Film and Television Archive houses some of the
greatest movie productions the world has to offer

By Carolina Reyes
Daily Bruin Contributor

For many filmmakers around

the world, the UCLA Film and
Television Archive is a gateway to

artistic freedom.

Sometimes controversial in

nature, often Hollywood classics,

films from around the globe have

made their way to the UCLA Film

and Television Archive, where
they are released to U.S. audi-

ences.

"We are an archive that pre-

serves American film and we
value American films," said

Andrea Alsberg, director of pro-

gramming at the archiyCj

Freedom of expression

Each year, the Archive's Public

Exhibition Program presents film

series that highlight a particular

filmmaker, film genre or works
from a particular country.

Works banned in other coun-

tries, often including political hot

topics and pornography, have

made their way to the archive and
have been included as part of the

exhibition series.

"In terms of film history, it's

worth looking at pornography, it's

worth looking at films that have

been banned in other countries

and censored throughout times,"

Alsberg said.

"New Chinese Cinema: Tales

of Urban Delight, Alienation and
the Margins," shown in

November 2000 featured films

that were banned in China
because of its subject matter.

These films are products of the

so-called "Sixth Generation"
directors, who often work outside

the government controlled studio

system on banned projects,

according to Alsberg.

The film series also include

works by filmmakers often over-

looked by U.S. audiences, but that

are well known in other countries.

"The archive screens not only

films from its own diverse collec-

tions," said Kelly GramI, public

affairs and marketing coordinator

of the archive. "But (it) searches

the globe to show the absolute best

of cinema, including many films

difficult to see elsewhere on the

big screens."

This year's film series featured

Indian director Ritwik Ghatak,

whose work was screened for the

first time in North America in

1985 at UCLA, according to the

April 2001 Archive calendar.

Despite his introduction to the

West more than a decade ago,

Ghatak still lacks the fame and

exposure he enjoys in India.

"We're not just programming

Jllms for various aspects of Los

"Angeles communities," Alsberg

said.

"But we hope that the commu-
nity will take advantage of the

screenings as well as initiate the

rest of Los Angeles into a particu-

lar country's culture."

Musicals from the Soviet Bloc

have also been featured in the past

by Archives as part of their

"Gotta Sing, Gotta Dance:

Musical From Around the

World," series.

UCLA's international musical

series gave audiences a rare taste

of musicals from former commu-
nist countries like East Germany
and Czechoslovakia, according to

the November 2000 Southern

California Live Telegram newspa-

per.

"I am of the belief that most

good films - whether they are

musicals or documentaries or

drama - say something about the

social and national ideology of

their world," Alsberg said.

Classic Hollywood collection

UCLA Film and Television

Archive is the world's largest uni-

versity-held collection of motion

pictures and broadcast program-

ming with more than 22,000 films

and television programs dating

back to the 1890s.

"We show classic Hollywood,

silent and international film by

either looking at a particular

director or by looking at a

roundup of what a country has to

offer," said Alsberg.

The UCLA Film and Television

Archives were initially founded to

fill the need for a film study and

preservation center on the West

Coast.

In 1971, Paramount Pictures

Corporation donated 800 35mm

DANIEL WONG

The James Bridges Theater hosts film screenings ranging from

international films to old Hollywood favorites.

studio prints of

features made
between 192 8-

1948. This was the

Archives' first significant

acquisition, according to a

UCLA Film and Television

manual.

Warner Brothers, the

Consolidated Film Industries and

The Harold Lloyd Memorial
Collection later made deposits to

the Archive.

This latter collection represents

a wide spectrum of American and

European film history, according

to the manual.

Preservation

In addition to exposing the

public to films from around the

world, the archive also is devoted

to preserving films.

Until 1950, film was made on

nitrate cellulose film, which

would easily deteriorate. Later,

film started being restored on
acetate, but this compound also

deteriorates.

Today, staff members at the

Archive repair and restore films

made after 1950, according to its

Web site.

The "Festival of Preservation."

put on by the Public Exhibition

Program, also aids this safe-keep-

ing effort.

This event highlights films

reserved at the archive and one of

the main reasons people attend

KRISTEN GIUETTE/Daily Biuin

the festival, according to

Alsberg, is to watch many old-time

favorites on newly restored film.

Public education

Adults are not the only ones

who benefit from the various film

events organized by the Public

Exhibition Program.

Once a month a "Kids' Flicks"

program is put together to expose

young people to sec films other

than those they normally sec al the

movie theater, Alsberg said.

Films shown in the past include

classics such as "The Wind in ihe

Willows" and "Charlotte's Web,"
as well as international films like

"Kirikou and the Sorceress," a

French film based on an African

folktale.

SeeFllJM,page11

Special reception celebrates Israeli independence day
PERSPECTIVE: Gathering predicted, "a light unto the nations'" others: the anniversary of Israel was

, . i^i- L* fi ^ > L Some 200 people attended an elab- celebrated, but the struggle of Israelis

nignilgniS mtUre S hopes, orate reception at the Beverly Hills in the Middle East was not forgotten.

oMy

harsh past, need for peace "°^*^'',*°
"'^•'^J^

^^* country's
'^ '^

year of mdependence. The even

By KeNy Raybum
Daily Bruin Reporter

Gov. Gray Davis was in town last

Thursday to wish the state of Israel a

happy birthday.

California's chief executive paid

tribute to the country which, Davis

spokesman Byron Tucker said, has

always had a close economic and cul-

tural connection to California.

"From the ashes of the Holocaust,

and the seeds of the Diaspora, Israel

has risen," Davis said, standing in

front of American, Israeli and
Califomian flags.

"Truly, Israel is a miracle of God.
It has become, as the prophet Isiah

53rd

year ot independence. The event was
hosted by the Consulate-General of

Israel in Los Angeles.

Davis went on to acknowledge the

work of Theodore .Herzl, an early

advocate for the creation of a Jewish

State, and President Harry Truman,
who was instrumental in the creation

of Israel after World War II. But he

saved most of his praise for the

nation's people, who he said have sur-

vived in a hostile region "by sheer

force of win."

Los Angeles mayoral candidates

Antonio Villaraigosa and James
Hahn, Consul General Yuval Rotem,

and Rabbi Daniel Bouskila also

spoke at the event.

The atmosphere was somber and
reflective at times, lively and jovial at

'Israel is going through a difficult

period," Bouskila said in a speech,

part of which was delivered in

Hebrew. "We are gathered here

tonight in joy and tragedy at the same
time - that seems to be our lot in his-

tory.

"This is a very serious time, but we
celebrate because we are stubborn

enough to continue on, in spite of the

threats to our people."

Musical acts performed between

speakers. A violin and piano duet per-

lence as the ohiy path to reconcilia-

tion.

"Last year at this time I expressed

a great deal of optimism for Israel's

future and the chances of peace in the

Middle East. And now, one year later

... how much has changed."

Rotem went on to say there is no
alternative to an eventual peace

between Jews and Arabs in the

Middle East. He added that it is

equally important for Jews, African

Americans, whites, Asian Americans

and Latinos to live in harmony in Los

Angeles.

Rotem also gave reasons to cele-

V4V*VfV4%VfV#V#%VrAV#V#' V/#VfVAVAV*V4'*^^^^^^^

formed "Greensleeves," as people lis- brate, saying that Israel's population
tened quietly. But when it came to has grown tenfold since the state's

brisker songs, attendees clapped and establishment, noting the "cultural

danced. and linguistic renaissance" that

Consul General Rotem gave the brought back Hebrew as many Jewish
night's longest* speech, contrasting people's first language, and observing
Israel's state one year ago with its cur- Israel's considerable technological

rent condition and urging non-vio- advancements.

"We deserve to be proud. We have

a right to be inspired," he said.

City Attorney Candidate Mike
Feuer, and actors Kirk Douglas and
Ben Stein were also in attendance.

But Feuer and Douglas - along with

about half of the rest of the crowd --

left before Davis showed up, and
Stein - clad in his usual suit, tic and
"Simple" sneakers - entered when the

governor was on his way out.

Davis acknowledged his own late-

ness, saying he was glad to catch the

tail end of the event. After saying a

brief hello, he switched gears, wishing

happy birthday to Israel and poking

fun at himself, saying, "Try as I

might, Israel remains younger than

me."

Davis, who at 58 is five years older

than Israel, noted that he became the

first sitting California governor to

visit the country when he did, with

Rotem, in October 1999.
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STATE <& LOCAL
End of writers' contract may affect fall TV
HOLLYWOOD: Union asks for

$99.7 million salary increase,

residual pay, may cause strike

By Anthony Breznican

The Associated Press

Here's a real cliffhanger for the end of

the TV season: Will any oP your favorite

comedies and dramas return in time for the

fall season?

With a contract deadline looming at mid-

night Tuesday for Hollywood writers, the

fate of scripted television shows and movies

hangs in the balance. Contract negotiations

continued Sunday.

If the writers walk out, the first victims

would be daily soap operas and late-night

variety shows, followed by sitcoms and

hour-long dramas if a strike drags on.

"It might be the winter season before the

public starts seeing a lot of new shows,"

said Doug Lieblein, a writer-producer on

ithc CBS comedy/i^Ya. Dear.

Wildlife organization

hopes to stop gray

wolf reclassification

PROTECTION: Previously endangered

animals may soon come to California

I he Associated Piess

Melody Barnett, owner of Palace Costume and Prop. Co., poses along hundreds

of different men's shirts which may go unused if Hollywood strikes go forward.

pile scripts.

Not on ly is Tuesday ihc last day of the

Studio officials and leaders of the

Writers Guild of America are engaged in

last-minute negotiations aimed at closing a

nearly $100 million gap in their demands.

Both sides have said they are willing to

compromise - but only a little.

"The notion, which has been offered by

some, that the gap between us can possibly

be bridged by simply meeting in the middle

is ill-informed and, unfortunately, a non-

startei for us." DreamWorks SKG studio

head Jeffrey Katzenberg said.

Walkout fears have strained Hollywood

for months, with studios preparing for a

dead zone in production by rushing film

shoots and trying, mostly in vain, to stock-

writers union s contract for its 1 1,000 mem-

bers, but agreements for the two perform-

ers' unions - the Screen Actors Guild and

the American Federation of Television and

Radio Artists - expire on June 30.

Back-to-back strikes could devastate the

entertainment industry by delaying the TV
season and new movie releases even more.

TV networks say they may rely on more

reality programming to make up for a lack

of scripted shows, but writers dismiss that

plan.

"Imagine if the networks' Monday line-

up was essentially 'Survivor,' 'Millionaire'

and 'Weakest Link,' and then on Tuesday,

'Survivor,' 'Millionaire' and 'Weakest

Link,'" Lieblein said. "The networks may

pretend thai won't kill them, but it will." _
Movie studios may turn to releasing"

more foreign films or independently made

pictures to compensate for the shortage of

Hollywood-produced fare.

Talks between the writers and the

Alliance of Motion Picture and Television

Producers began Jan. 22, but halted March

1 amid disagreements over how much resid-

ual pay studios owe writers when films or

TV shows are broadcast overseas or rerun

domestically. The writers also want more

money from videocassettes and DVDs.

Negotiations resumed April 17 and con-

tinued Sunday.

By Colleen Valles

The Associated Press

SAN FRANCISCO - A national wildlife organiza-

tion is trying to keep federal protections for gray wolves

pending their return to their historic habitat in Northern

California and Southwestern Oregon.

The group Defenders of Wildlife is hoping to get the

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service to keep the wolves, last

seen in California in 1924, on the endangered species list.

The service is considering reclassifying them, taking them

off the list and ending federal protections for the animals.

It's uncertain when wolves would

make their way into ... California.

See LABOR, page 8

The group was to file a petition Monday outlining rea-

sons for keeping the protections in place for any wolves

that may wander from Idaho into the Northern

California/Southwestern Oregon area, which could sup-

port up to 500 wolves. The group has done the same for

wolves that might arrive in the southern Rocky

Mountains, which could support up to 2,000.

Reintroduction of wolves would speed up the estab-

lishment of a population in California, rather than wait-

See WOLVES, page 12

A Tribute to

UCLA Performing Arts Student Comittee & UCLA Jazz Studies Program

presents

miles davis
Jol/i us for an amazing line-up of jazz legends in

a concert benefiting jazz great Billy Higglns.

UCLA's Royce Hall

May 26, 2001

Saturday

8 pm
Featuring:

Kenny Burreli

Bobby Rodriguez

Harold Land
Garnett Brown
Roy McCurdy
Bob Hurst

Flora Purim

Oscar Brashear
Bennie Maupin
Anthony Wilson

Sherman Ferguson
Isaac Smith

Billy Childs

Airto Moreira
Gerald Wilson

Llew Matthews
Roberto Miranda
UCLA Big Band

uclJB
To purchase tickets:

Central Ticket Office: (310)825-2101 or online: www.sca. ucla.edu
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WORLD <& NATION
Dow Jones Industrials

up: 117.70

dose: 10,810.05

Nasdaq Index

up: 40.80

close: 2,075.68

Dollar

Yen: 124.00

Euro: 1.1213

Congress tackles online taxation

The Asiociited Cieis

The space shuttle's robotic arm, center, holds the Rafaello module,

right, as it is removed from its berth on the space station Unity.

Shuttle crew pleased with

troubled mission's success.

INTERNET: Moratorium

on states' collections to

be extended rwe years

SPACE: Computers, new

robot arm, packing crate

all required large repairs

By Marda Dunn
The Associated Press

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla -
Space shuttle Endeavour and its

crew undocked from the interna-

tional space station on Sunday,

wrapping up a long, frazzling visit

that was wracked by computer trou-

ble but finally ended in success.

Left behind were the three space

station residents, who had just 14

hours to get ready for their next

guests: two Russian cosmonauts

and the first space tourist.

Mission Control relieved the

space station crew of almost all its

duties, including computer repairs

and robot-arm tests, to make time

for what one manager calls enter-

taining but what amounts to baby-

sitting the visiting California mil-

lionaire.

Dennis Tito, the first person to

buy his way into space and a passen-

ger on the Soyuz spacecraft bound

for space station Alpha, will be stay-

ing six days.

"Goodbye and we wish you a

happy landing," astronaut Susan

Helms called out from the station as

the shuttle backed away.

Endeavour's seven astronauts

departed content in knowing they

did .everything they could during

their eight days of joint flight:

installing a billion-dollar robot arm

and removing its packing crate,

attaching and unloading a cargo

carrier then stuffing it with trash

and removing it, replacing broken

slats on the station treadmill, and

overcoming computer problems

that crippled the station much of

last week.

All three command-and-control

computers aboard the orbiting labo-

ratory were working when

Endeavour pulled away Sunday,

although only one had a functioning

hard drive. The undocking occurred

240 miles above the South Pacific.

"it was a lot of work getting to

this point, and there's a whole lot of

really, really happy people down

here on the ground," lead shuttle

flight director Phil Engelauf told

Endeavour's astronauts. "We'll

have a couple ofcold ones when you

get back and swap stories."

Replied commander Kent

Rominger: "In a lot of ways, you

worked much harder than we did.

You're the ones who had to pull this

all together."

Rominger and his crew are due

back on Earth on Tuesday, 12 days

after blasting off on what is consid-

ered the most complicated space

robotics mission yet.

The shuttle is returning one of

the space station's failed command-

and-control computers; the unit was

By Curt Anderson

The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - Congress must

soon decide whether to keep the

Internet a largely tax-free shopping

zone or pave the way for states to col-

lect sales taxes on most online purchas-

es.

There is little doubt lawmakers will

extend a moratorium expiring this

October that bars taxes on Internet

access and prohibits taxes that single

out the Internet. The bigger question:

What to do about sales taxes? While

laws in 45 states say those taxes are

owed, they are rarely collected.

At stake are billions of dollars in

revenue for state and local govern-

ments as well as tax fairness between

traditional brick-and-mortar retailers

and their Internet and catalog com-

petitors.

Congress' General Accounting

Office has estimated that uncollected

sales taxes on Internet purchases could

cost the states $12.5 billion in 200.1.

Remote sellers, meanwhile, say com-

plying with thousands of different tax-

ing jurisdictions would create a costly

new burden - and could lead to impo-

sition of more taxes in the future.

"This is a complicated and contro-

versial issue," said Sen. Byron Dorgan,

D-N.D., sponsor of a bill providing a

way for states to eventually collect

Internet sales taxes. "It's a tax that is

already owed. The question is how you

work it out so the consumer can more

easily pay it."

"I think you can

do a lot of harm to

e-commerce by setting

up a nnaze of taxes."

Ron Wyden
Senator, D-Oregon

The taxes are not collected now

mainly because of the Supreme Court,

which has ruled that a business must

have a physical presence - such as a

warehouse, a retail store or an execu-

tive office - before a state can require

sales tax collections on out-of-state

purchases.

Few states have tried to force their

citizens to pay the tax from remote

sales on their own.

In the Senate, negotiators have ten-

tatively agreed on an extension of the

moratorium through 2006. The mea-

sure would also expand states' sales tax

collection authority, but only if at least

25 states simplify their own multiple

tax rates. Congress would still have to

give final approval to the new system.

"What we're working on is if a state

is allowed to do this, there would be

one rate," said Sen. Ron Wyden, D-

Ore., sponsor of one leading bill. "I

think you can do a lot of harm to e-

commerce by setting up a maze of

taxes."

The Senate Commerce Committee

is scheduled to consider Internet tax

legislation as early as Thursday. "I

think we're very close to agreement,"

said Sen. John McCain, R-Ariz., the

committee chairman.

Some 32 states are in formal discus-

sions at developmg a streamlined sales

tax collection system, according to the

National Conference of State

Legislatures.

In 25 states, legislation has been

introduced to simplify tax rates in

anticipation of congressional permis-

sion to collect the taxes.

China will allow U.S. inspection of aircraft

See SHVmi, page 6

PLANE: Agreement eases

tensions; hopes high for

quick return of properly

By Scott Lindlaw

The Associated Press

China will

to inspect an

that made an

TheAsxxlatedPiess

Vice President Dick Cheney talks on "Fox News Sunday" in Washington

about China's willingness to return the downed EP-3E spy plane.

WASHINGTON
allow U.S. personnel

American spy plane

emergency landing on Hainan Island

on April 1, officials in both nations

said Sunday. An American inspection

team in Okinawa, Japan, awaited

clearance to travel to China, hoping

to depart as early as Monday.

The development raised U.S.

hopes that the disabled aircraft will

soon return home, and it seemed to

signal an easing of U.S.-Chma ten-

sions.

"I see it as an encouraging sign that

they're willing to proceed," said Vice

President Dick Cheney. The plane

See INSPECTION, page 12
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1 00 days into job, Bush

touts performance
WASHINGTON - Top aides to President

.Bush marked his lOOth day in office Sunday by

declaring he'd brought new civility to policy

debates in Washington. Democrats dismissed

the claim and aired ads bitterly attacking Bush

as a captive of special interests.

"We don't talk, we don't negotiate, we don't

really collaborate and work together on these

policies," said House Minority Leader Dick

Gephardt, D-Mo. "It's really been more of the

same - mj^way or the highway, in the Congress

every day on every issue."

High-ranking administration olTicials took

to the airwaves bearing a different message:

that Bush had delivered on his promise to

improve the tone in the nation's capital.

"The president has changed the way

Washington talks about its job," said White

House Chief of Staff Andrew Card on ABC's

"This Week." "Civility is back in Washington,

and Democrats and Republicans can

have a disagreement without being

disagreeable, and that means that we

can get work done for the American

people."

As evidence. Bush political adviser Karl

Rove said the president had successfully pushed

for a major tax-cut package.

Several arrested in

anti-bombing protest

VIEQUES, Puerto Rico - Federal authori-

ties arrested eight protesters on Vieques island

Sunday, hours before the military was to resume

bombing exercises that had been paused for a

religious occasion.

The exercises are to resume Monday morn-

ing and are expected to last several more days,

Navy Lt. Jeff Gordon said. The Navy had

avoided exercises Sunday as the largely

Catholic U.S. territory observed the ceremony

putting Carlos Manuel Rodriguez on the path

to sainthood. ~^~
' '

^
Authorities arrested eight people

Sunday who allegedly cut through

some fencing around the Navy land to

enter the bombing range, Gordon said.

The Navy has used its Vieques range for six

decades and says it is vital for national defense.

It denies anti-Navy activists' claims that the

exercises cause healt^ problems.

Opposition to the exercises grew after an

April 1999 accident in which two off-target

bombs killed a Puerto Rican civilian guard on

the range.

Bloody Mary, UK pubs

may stay open after 1

1

LONDON - Britain's tradition-soaked pub

culture is set to see its biggest change in decades

- an easing of the nation's strict 1 1 p.m. last call

for alcohol, a government minister said Sunday.

The long-debated licensing change to allow

*
pubs, bars, restaurants and stores to sell alcohol

later - and perhaps around the clock - is slated

to be one of the first acts of Prime Minister

Tony Blair's government if it wins a second

term of office this summer, officials said. While

it may seem counterintuitive that keeping pubs

open longer will minimize problems with

drunkenness, the Home Office argues that the

current limit encourages binge drinking before

closing and causes chaotic crowds of revelers to

spill into the streets all at once, straining night-

time law enforcement.

"Our proposals will deal with the antiquated

and bureaucratic licensing system and modern-

ize it," Home Office Minister Mike O'Brien

said. "They will give business greater freedom,

protect local residents, help the police deal with

law and order and give the public more oppor-

tunities to socialize."

Blair's chief political rival, the Conservative

Party, decried the announcement as a cheap

attempt to grab votes ahead of the national elec-

tion, planned for early June.

Compiled from Daily Bruin wire reports.
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Senators don't want Pentagon investigation of Kerrey
TRAGEDY: Statement from

\eterans admit.s tliey shot

civilians in 1969 incident

By Brigitte Greenberg

[he Associated Press

WASHINCJTON Some of Bob
Kerrey's former Senate colleagues

who served in Vietnam said Sunday

they have httle desire for a Pentagon

mvesliualion into his recent admis-

Mon thai civilians were killed during

.1 mission for which he won the

Bron/e Star.

"\o now talk about an invesliga-

lion. it seems to me. is just the wrong
v\ay to go," Sen. John Kerry, D-

Mass.. (old ABC's "I his Week'" "If

the Pentagon asked me, I'd say no."

Kerrey, the former Nebraska gov-

ernor and senator, and five other for-

mer members of his Navy SEAL
le.im said in a written statement

released over the weekend that what

happened on the night of Feb. 25.

1969. at Thanh Phong "was a defin-

ing and tragic moment for each of

us."

Ibe AiiCKijlfil Press

Senators (left to right) Chuck Hagel, R-Neb., Max Cleland, D-Ga., and John Kerry, D-Mass., are interviewed

about allegations that former S^n. Bob Kerrey and his Navy SEAL team wantonly killed Vietnamese civilians.

Wtf . L ttim dm r« iiuU >i of ihl s Kf t n'
y and the five squad mem- destroyed. Kerrey said that ht tb id Washington Post. Kerry. C le lan?^

night. We might do things differently

if we could do it over. But wc cannot

be certain We were young men then

and did what we thought was right

and necessary. " they said in the state-

ment issued to The Washington Post.

Kerrey's admission came as

another former SFAL member,
Gerhard Klann. claimed in mter-

views that civilian women, children

and elderly were herded into a group

and killed on Kerrey's order. Two
Vietnamese women who said they

were witnesses gave a similar

account.

bcrs said they fired after being fired

upon.

The Pentagon last week lefi open
the possibility of investigating the

award of a Bronze Star to Kerrey.

Rear Adm. Craig Quigley said he did

not believe Defense Secretary

Donald H. Rumsfeld was reviewing

the matter, and the Pentagon

spokesman said he could not say

whether the Pentagon would loolc

into it.

The citation for the combat medal

says 21 Viet Cong were killed and

enemy weapons were captured or

his military superiors his Navy SEAL
squad killed civilians.

Asked whether it was possible that

the matter would be investigated,

Quigley replied. "Sure."

Sen. Max Cleland, D-Ga., a mem-
ber of the Armed Services

Committee, told ABC he does not

think an investigation is warranted,

as did Sen. Chuck Hagel, R-Neb
"There's no point in it, I don't

believe. ... Let it play out, but I don't

think we need an investigation here,"

Hagel said.

In an editorial in Sunday's

and Hagel said Kerrey's admission

"demonstrates the courage we ail

have known in him for years."

"Many people have been forced to

do things in war that they are deeply

ashamed of later. Yet for our country

to blame the warrior instead of the

war is among the worst, and, regret-

tably, most frequent mistakes we as a

country can make," they wrote.

Asked if Kerrey should give back

his medal. Sen. John McCain, R-

Ariz., who was a prisoner of war for

more than five years, said that would
be "a decision that Bob would make."

SHUniE
From page 5

replaced aboard the orbiting

complex with a payload comput-

er.

"This will be just one more
clue to help us solve this prob-

lem," said Robert Cabana, a

space station manager.

Right controllers will spend

the next week - and probably

longer - testing the space station

computers and working to bring

them up to 100 percent.

Even if all three command-
and-control computers fail again,

the space station could fiy the way
it did before the units arrived with

the Destiny laboratory in

February, .said Randy Stone,

director of mission operations. A
pair of computers on the U.S.

Unity module would suffice.

"We have a lot of options to

fault down through. Some of

them wouldn't be very pretty, but

all of them would be safe," Stone

said.

Cabana said the pace should

slow down considerably this week

for space station residents Jim

Voss, Helms and Yuri Usachev,

the commander.
"

I hey re going to have plenty

of rest over the next week or so ...

we're not going to be overloading

them at all," Cabana said.

"They'll just be entertaining the

visiting crew and living aboard

the space station."

NASA expects Voss and
Helms to have enough time to

practice using the newly installed

robot arm before space shuttle

Atlantis arrives in June.

The shuttle will deliver a pres-

sure chamber for spacewalking

astronauts that must be installed

by the new arm.

ucla summer sessions 2001

-^>'iS.'-.

Get connected
before you graduate.
Intern and Icam with an academic internship through UCLA. No matter

what your major is, the Center for Experiential Education and Service

Learning (CEESL) can help you find paid and unpaid summer intern-

ships. You also can get 2 to 8 units of credit for them through UCLA

Summer Sessions.

Take one of our scheduled internship courses below or design your own.

But don't wait - call or stop by our office today.
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Listening

Party

Tuesday, 5-1 @ 8pm in the Kerckhoff Grand Salon
JOIN us FOR A USTENINO PARTY TO RADIOHEAD'S CD FOLLOW
UR to THEIR ALBUM KiD A. TICKETS REQUIRED.

"s.'"?^".**^ '.'H'.iNMMlll'Nlf^i---
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WEDNESDAY, 5-2 @ 7:30 IN WESTWOOD
JTLSA MOVIE, IT'S ANU

^ DlAZ,L.INDA HUNT, J|

Mike Myers, you want to see it.

tickets available monday in 319 kerckhoff.

m:^^-

"-aJsSB

CONCERT

WEDNESDAY, 5-2 @ 12NOON IN WESTWOOD PLAZ . .

"WE'RE TREACHEROUS TRIO, WE'RE THE SERIOUS JOINT
A FROM SUN TO SUN AND FROM DAY TO DAY
I SIT DOWN AND WRITE A BRAND NEW RHYME
BECAUSE THEY SAY THAT MIRACLES NEVER CEASE"

f^

OFFERED IN SESSION A Beginning June 25.

Communication Studies 185:

Field Studies in Communication

English 100:

Introduction to New Media Literary Theory

English 199I:

Independent Study Internship

History 199I:

Independent Study Internship

Film and Television 192:

Film and Television Internship

Sociology 197A:

Field Studies in Health Care Inequalities

Sociology 197B:

Field Studies in Community Health

Sociology 197C:

Field Studies in Environmental Justice

Sociology 197D:

Field Studies in Minority Community

Sociology 197E:

Field Studies in Law and Criminal justice

Sociology 197F:

Field Studies in Mental Health

For more information contact:

The Center for Experiential Education

and Service Learning

160 Powell Library Building

Phone: (310) 825-7867

Fax: (310) 267-2482

Email: ceesla>oid.ucld.edu

Web: www.oid.ucla.edu/ceesl

For dates, times and other course information, visit

ufww.summer.uda.edu. Bnroll now through URSA

Online at wwwMrsaMcia.tdu. Campus parking and

on-campus housing are available.

Hfttil

FZI-M

Thursday, 5-3 @ 6 at the AVCO on Wilshire
Yet ANOTHER SNEAK. STARRING HEATH LEDGER, MARK ADDY

Sewell, Paul Bettany, Shannn Sosbamon, Alan
^TOPHER CAZENOVE, AND

fCKHOF^F.B AVAILABLE IN 3T^

S88K
v.: I 1 1WWW 'iiiHiiiliriMMH

' *s*»iiii .IJMKmiWWHWillilW

mam

Thursday, 5-3 @ 7 + 9:30pm in AGB
Friday, 5-4@ 7 + 9:30pm IN AGB ^^

Winner of the Sundance 2000 awards: Best Picture &
gj|£rj5PF|EENPLAY. Starring Laura Linney, Mark Ruffalo,
Honr CULKIN, Mathew BRODERicK, Jon Tenny, Kenneth
-Lonergan. Partof our Ackerman movie program
Purchase tickets attwe door.
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This Friday, May 4, 8 p.m., Los Angeles Tennis Center
Spring Sing, UCLA's oldest and greatest musical tradition, steps into

the spotlight this Friday! This Is your last opportunity to purchase
ticl(ets for what promises to be an amazing show. Tickets are on sale
now through the Central Ticket Office. Be sure to show your
BniinCard with the SAA imprint on it to receive your discount on
tickets. For infonnation on the show, call (310) UCLA-SAA.

Resume Writing
Wednesday, May 2, 7 - 8:30 p.m., James West Alumni Center
How many opportunities do you get to make a first Impression?
That's right: onel Why not make the most of it? Fmd out the do'i and
don'ts of resume writing from a UCLA career counselor at this worii-

shop. This is the perfect preparation for Interview with a Brain on
May 9. For information, call (310) 825-6423.

Interview with
a Bruin

Pre-Registration Required

Deadline: Friday, May 4
Wednesday, May 9, 6:30 - 9 p.m., James West Alumni Center
Whether you are tiying to land an internship or a full-time job, good
interviewing skills will gh^e you a competitive edge. Practice
interviewing with alumni from various career fields and companies;
you will be assigned to one of two 90-minute sessions. Register by
stopping at the James West Alumni Center and filling out a
registration fonn or by calling (310) 825-6423. Resume and
professional attire required.

Need a Job?
30-40 dynamic, self-motivated, outgoing individuals are needed for
tfie UCLA Alumni Association GradPak 2001 Campaign! Students
can eara $7.23 per hour plus BONUSES. Yiork In a fun, active and
flexible environment while obtaining promotion and sales experi-
ence! Visit http://Www.UCLAIumni.net/About/StudentEmploynient
to find out more about joining our mariteting team. But huny -
interviews are currently being conducted!

— Dates to

,

Remember
Spring Quarter Dates

( Apr, 30 "^ Spring Sing Tickets on sale

GliZzZZD Resume Writing woricshop

C May 4 ^ Spring Sing
~

( May 9 ^ Interview with a Bruin

C May 15 ) Career Options for History Majore

C May 16 ^ Altematiye Careers in Medicine

C May 22 ^ Senior Sendofff

mr

UCLA Student Alumni Association

James West Alumni Center

Los Angeles, CA 90095- 1397

For Membership Information:

(310)UCLAIumni

(800) UCLAlumn.

UCLAIumni

For E.ent & Volunteer

Information;

(3101 UCLA SAA
Fax. (310)825-8678

E-mail: saa .; UCLAlumni.net

www.UCLAIumni.net/saa

DANIt I WONG
UCLAThurgood Marshall Award honoree Harry Belafonte, right,

speaks with NFL hall-of-famer Jim Brown at Thursday's event.

HONOREE
From page 1

"My life has been part ofa remark-
able journey, part of the oppression

that endured and endures," he said.

He has seen this oppression

throughout the world m places as far

away as Africa and as close as this

campus. He told

his audience thai ._

when he was
asked by UCLA
to speak to facul-

ty and students

earlier that after-

noon, only 20

people showed
in an auditorium

that seated 200

to 300 people.

"I came with

expectations and

hope, but the

attendance was so lacking," he said.

Belafonte's participation in the

struggle for human rights is globally

respected. He has taken up many
global causes but was most involved

with the struggle for civil rights in the

United States, as well as Africa's var-

ious freedom movements.

In all his activities, Belafonte has

befriended many great leaders,

including the late Martin Luther
King Jr.

On one occasion, he remembers
King's words, which inspired him to

not only fight for equality but more
importantly, to alter the system alto-

gether.

The struggle for

freedom has taken

Belafonte through war,

segregation ...and

many more challenges

against race.

ing before his campaign in Memphis
mounted.

King, who was disturbed by his

own thought, asserted that this situa-

tion could be resolved if the fires were
extinguished.

"He was healed immediately by
saying that African Americans need-

ed to be firemen.*' Bdafonle said. ^^

Likewise, Belafonte not only has

wanted to lessen

..i.,._^_ the racial divide

but also to effec-

tively change a

system that

allows for such

disparities.

In the past,

Belafonte has

been honored

with the Martin

Luther King Jr.

Peace Prize and

was also the first

recipient for the

Nelson Mandela Courage Award.
The Thurgood Marshall lecture

series was established at UCLA in

1986 to celebrate the contributions of

Supreme Court Justice Thurgood
Marshall, who stands then and now
as a 20th century symbol, said

Claudia Mitchell-Kernan, dean of the
graduate division.

"He reminds us to use knowledge
to make a difTerence," she said.

All the proceeds from the fund-

raising dinner will go to student schol-

arships, faculty research and ongoing
activities for the center.

"The center is using the opportuni-

ty of this lecture to honor a distin-
"We have fought long and hard for guished activist in civil rights and to

integration. The mission is righteous raise support for our programs
"

and I believe it will survive. But a new said Richard Yarborough. director of
revelation has come upon me, we are the Center for African American
mtcgrating into an already burning Studies. "We want to make a stronger
house," Belafonte quoted King say- difference on and off campus."

UBOR
From page 4

John Wells, president of the west-

em unit of the writers' union and a

writer-producer of "ER" and "The
West Wing," has

said Hollywood

writers earned a
'^"^^"

total of about

$12 billion in

2000 and are

demanding a

$99.7 million

increase over

three years.

The produc-

ers' alliance,

however, has

said that raising

the minimum
pay would also

raise the scale

"We're all saving our

money to prepare

for the worst-case

scenario."

Doug Lieblein

Writer-producer

"Costs keep going up but the abil-

ity to achieve the kind of audience
levels necessary to cover those costs

seemingly is going down because of
all the competition," said Walt
Disney Co. president Robert Iger.

Even Lieblein said he doesn't

agree with all of

the union's

demands and,

with a wife and

infant son to

support, he isn't

willing to strike

at any cost.

"We're all

saving our

money to pre-

pare for the

worst-case sce-

nario," Lieblein

said. "We'd be

stupid not to.

for top writers. Behind-the-scenes workers also
amountmg to an actual increase of are planning for the possibility of a
$227.4 million over three years. strike.

Studios say they can't afford that Costume-maker John David
in today's burgeoning entertainment

^°^'^, S«tUMIC|»9«9
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LABOR
From page 8

Ridge, who did wardrobe on the film

"Charlie's Angels" and the upcom-
ing "Spider-Man," is looking for

business on Broadway.

"I'd have to lay off 18 to 25 really

good seamstresses and tailors" if

there were a strike, he said. "These

are people with no cushion, no resid-

uals, no royalties - nothing coming
in to help them through a strike."

A recent study commissioned by

Mayor Richard Riordan found that

prolonged strikes would cost the

area's economy as much as $6.9 bil-

lion and could result in the loss of

around 130,000 jobs, pushing the

city's unemployment rate from 4.8

percent to 6.9 percent.

Robert Dowling, editor-in-chief of

The Hollywood Reporter, believes

an agreement will be reached, proba-

bly over the next few days.

"The mood has really changed,"

he said. "I think they're saying let's

take this to the finish line."

Others say the union might extend

its contract until late June, when the

actors' contracts are set to expire,

which could give both writers and
actors more leverage in negotiations.

A lucrative agreement now for the

writers could inadvertently lead to a

performers' strike if the actors

decide to increase their demands
accordingly and producers balk.

In any case, few writers expect the

union to strike until the summer.

"There isn't much TV production

until then, so there would be no pres-

sure to end the strike," Lieblein said.

"Right now, we could strike for six

weeks and nothing would change."

REVISIONS
From page 1

lion. Revisions were partially

prompted by three court cases related

to the matter, but recently, USAC has

made it clear that its primary goal is

II.C.2 of the bylaws read, "As enti- to comply with guidelines set by the

ties, whose existence and operations University of California Office of the

are essential to the fulfillment of the President.

goals of USAC, Student Advocacy "We're in compliance with all the

Groups shall be considered a part of court cases. It's the UCOP guidelines

the governance of USA, and as such we're trying to comply with," Enci&o

shall be eligible for full access to said.

resources such as base budgets and UCOP guidelines dictate that a

office space." student government must distribute

It now reads, "Student Advocacy student fees to groups without regard

Groups shall be considered a part of to viewpoint,

the governance of USA, and, along "We have to make certain

with all officially

Monday, April 30, 2001

registered/rec-

ognized student

groups, shall be

eligible for full

access to

resources such

as base budgets

and ofTice

space."

Despite clari-

fications to the

bylaws, Houston

said one issue

still in question

has to do with whether to sponsor

only recognized student groups or all

registered student groups.

Student groups recognized by

"USAC should allow for

all registered student

groups ...to be eligible

for funding."

Elizabeth Houston
USAC President

that

we're inclusive

as possible, that

if a group shows

a valid concern

for an issue they

can prove is notbeing
addressed, we
have to fund it,"

said Berky

Nelson, director

of the Center for

Student
Programming.

Three court

cases - the 1993 California Supreme
Court case Smith v. UC Regents, the

1995 U.S. Supreme Court cases

Rosenberger v. Rector and Visitors

USAC are currently eligible for uni- of the University of Virginia and
versity resources, including funding.

There are also independent student

groups - mainly political or religious,

- which are registered with the uni-

versity but do not have access to its

resources because of their inherent

partiality, which puts them in confiict

with USAC bylaws.

"Under the law, I think USAC
should allow for all registered student

groups, including religious and politi-

cal groups, to be eligible for funding,"

Houston said.

"They are a

very big part of ^^———^^
this campus,"

she continued.

••It puts a new
Sght on discrimi-

nation: when are

you stepping on
religious free-

dom and when

The council has been

working since summer
to revise its bylaws.

Southworth v. University of

Wisconsin in 1996 - dealt with similar

issues that addressed how mandatory

student fees were allocated to student

groups on their respective campuses.

Most notable was the Southworth

case, when in March 2000, the

Supreme Court ruled unanimously

that mandatory student fees were

legal as long as they were distributed

on a viewpoint-neutral basis.

Technically, USAC is already com-

pliant with all three court cases

because the"^^^^ Smith case

prompted the

establishment of

a refund mecha-

nism where stu-

dents can apply

for a refund if

they don't agree

to certain

are you preventing discrimination?"

The other provision in question

that will be addressed at Tuesday's

meeting deals with whether the

bylaws should specifically detail its

sponsorship for "culturally" diverse

communities or just diverse commu-
nities.

Despite the issues at hand, council

members in general feel the revisions

will be officially approved Tuesday,

thereby completing its

effort.

"I don't think anyone has any
major problems with it. The process

was never as difficult as it was made
to seem," said Internal Vice President

Elias Enciso.

The council has been working

since summer to revise its bylaws

regarding student group sponsorship

groups their fees are funding.

"Because we have a refund mecha-

nism, none of the student fees are

mandatory because a student can

apply for a refund at any time,"

Enciso said.

Sequeira said the council's efforts

over the course of a year have been

considerable.

"In a year we've been able to

review our funding mechanisms,
yearlong make changes to sponsorship and

start a process in which allocations

are made," she said.

Houston recognized the achieve-

ment of completing the revision

process but stressed its lack of timeli-

ness.

"I think it will prove to finally be a

professional action by council in

doing what we should have done
and mandatory student fee alloca- months ago," she said.

PRINT MORE COLOR

SPEND LESS GREEN
Purchase any qualifying iMac computer and

receive a FREE Epson Stylus Color 580 printer

or $69 back on a qualifying EPSON printer*

1 Purchase one of these qualifying iMacs:

$1099
500MHz PowerPC G3
64MB SDRAM memory

20GB Ultra ATA drive

CD-RW Drive

10/ 100BASE-T Ethernet

56K internal modem

Indigo • flower Power

Blue Dalmatian

$799
400MHz PowerPC G3
64MB SDRAM memory

10GB Ultra ATA drive

24X CD-ROM

10/ 100BASE-T Ethernet ^—^--.
56K internal modem

Indigo

$1349
600MHz PowerPC G3
128MB SDRAM memory

40GB Ultra ATA drive

CD-RW Drive

10/ 100BASE-T Ethernet

56K internal modem
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Blue Dalmatian

JL% Receive a mail-in rebate on one

of these qualifying Epson printers:
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$30

$80

$80
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Computer Store
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Complimentary tickets available at BASKIN ROBBINS at 10916

Kinross Ave. Limit one pass per person while supplies lost.

Get the MBA that
keeps on giving!

Year 1 - $20,000*

Year 2- $40,000
Year 3 - $60,000

The Added Value of a UCR MBA

+$800,000
AGSM Advantages:
No work experience or business-related under-

graduate degree required
"•

,

Choose up to nine MBA electives

One-on-one assistance from our in-house Career

Management Center

• Receive a quality internship that provides "real

world" work experience

Enrollment available. Fall. Winter, and Spring

quarters

Got the Picture?
To receive an MBA catalog and application, please contact
Gary Kuzas at (909) 787-455

1

, check out our web site at
wvvwaqsm.ucr.edu. or e-mail your questions and requests to
qarv.ku7as^^j(;r,^i.j Application Deadline May 1 , 200 1

.

11835 Wilshire Blvd.

(310)477-7550
21 & Over with ID

Catch all NBA/UCL,
Games on Satellite

r 20 TVs

Sunday, 10am-6pm
$7.50 Import Pitchers

$5.50 Domestic Pitchers

>M
*The difference in starting

salary between a bachelors

and a UCR MBA Graduate
Based on 1 999 statistics

* 'Based on a 40 yr Worklife.

University of California, Riverside

Monday-Friday
$4.50 Lunch Special

1 1 :30-4pm
^hr FREE POOL

Monday
1/2 price Beer Pitchers

Tuesday
Starving Student Night

$3.00 Burger w/fries

$2.00 Beer Special

tairs Available for Private Parties
' '

rpree Pool with Lunch M-F, 1 1 :30-4:00prn)

PROTEST
From page 1

human welfare and does save human
lives.

There are countless examples of

Nobel prizes won in medicine over

the last 100 years that used animals,

said Matt, a fourth-year graduate stu-

dent in neuroscicnce.

Matt, who did not want to be fully

identified for fear of being targeted

by animal rights groups, works in a

laboratory that conducts experi-

ments on mice to study neural stem

cells.

In 1902, pigeons were used to

understand the malaria life cycle and

last year the Nobel Prize was given to

researchers who studied learning

and memory in mice, guinea pigs

and sea slugs.

While the majority of protesters

wore black clothing, some wore

handkerchiefs over their mouths for

fear of being identified and branded

as a terrorist by the police.

"We like to wear black to symbol-

ize our mourning for the animals,"

said a representative of the Animal

Liberation Front, who declined to be

named for fear of being labeled a ter-

rorist. "Nowadays police have digital

cameras, so if we are photographed,

wc would be placed into a national-

police computer."

Activists also

questioned whether

animal research has

any real benefits.

"The masks show solidarity with

the Animal Liberation Front, a

group that has never caused harm or

injury to any living being," she

added.

In April 1999, the ALF "liberat-

ed" 116 animals from the University

of Minnesota.

Matt called the ALF a violent

organization.

"The organization did $2 million

worth of damage," he said.

Activists argued that S22 million

is spent each year, and money could

be saved if experiments were not

duplicated.

"If you don't use enough animals,

you don't learn anything, and that's a

waste," Matt said.

While activists claim that UCLA
researchers often cause animals to be

sick as a result of their research, sci-

entists disagreed.

"Every precaution is taken to

reduce the pain and stress level of the

animals," Matt said. "It's better for

research to treat animals well."

He also said the number of ani-

mals used in the laboratory have

dropped in previous decades.

For example, between 1973 and

1998, the number of dogs used for

experimentation decreased by 61

percent.

Activists also questioned whether

animal research has any real benefits

to human health.

"All these new buildings are built

from the pain and suffering of ani-

mals," said Bill Dyer, a member of In

Defense of Animals. "Its not about

finding cure for cancer and AIDS -

it's all about money"
Researchers stated otherwise, say-

ing they are working toward a goal

that will potentially benefit human
health.

"We're not in this for financial

gain," Matt said. "This is not a big

money-making operation. We do this

to learn things and help people even-

tually"

He noted by the time he graduates

he will be making less than $30,000 a

year.

"No one is here for hurting ani-

mals needlessly; we do it out of neces-

sity," Matt said.

FIRE
From page 1

Resident Dave Denicke, '00 alum-

nus, made the 91 1 call after alarms in

the building awoke him from his nap.

"I don't know when I woke up, but

I heard the alarms and smelled smoke
in the building," he said.

Residents and neighbors gathered

outside and waited as the cause of the

fire was determined.

With no flames evident from the

exterior of the complex, bystanders

were confused about where the fire

was.

"We entered a smoke-

filled room, unsure of

the source of fire."

Rick Gregory
LAFD Captain

The alarms and fire trucks outside

startled third-year communications

student Rowena Ocampo, another

resident in the complex.

"It was a bit smoky, but I didn't

jsen«e any heat. (We) tried asking the

firefighters what was wrong, but they

didn't say anything," she said. "So we
weren't sure if everything was OK or

not."

There were no injuries or major

damage in the complex.

"Finding the fire was causing the

most damage." Gregory said. "We
entered a smoke-filled room, unsure of

the source of fire."

"We had to dig around for fire

using a thermal imaging (heat-seeking)

camera, tearing up flooring, plaster,

and piping," he continued.

Earlier in the day, plumbing work
had been done and the pipes were sol-

dered.

"Hot spots were still evident on the

pipes which, over time, started burn-

ing up inside the wood," Gregory said.

"Smoldering remained and became
fire."

The fire was localized in one area

and burned a hole from the carport up

into a closet in Denicke's apartment.

The owner of the complex could

not be reached for comment.

FILM
From page 3

"Films that are made in other

countries speak to kids in different

ways than Disney, and they have a

certain charm that we would almost

consider old-fashioned now,"

Alsberg said.

in the future, the Public

Exhibition Program hopes to orga-

nize and show a series of films that

have been controversial in their own
time.

p.W. Griffith's 1915 film "Birth

of a*^lation" spurred the idea for the

exhibition series. Formerly studied

by film researchers, it is no longer

critiqued because of its subject mat-

ter, according to Alsberg.

"Birth of a Nation," is a film

about the Ku Klux Klan that shows

Affican Americans in a demeaning
way and is racist, Alsberg said.

"Our feeling and why we never

shy away from films like this is

because films have to be studied and

contextualized," she said, "and we
learn from that experience."

Often, the archive will receive a

hold of films from another archive

around the world and hold a single

screening of the film, possibly the

only time it will ever be seen by the

public.

"If you stay home and watch the

news you don't necessarily get the

other person's point of view,"

Alsberg said. "We're allowing the

creative forces of the world to air

their views in our theater."
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Condom Study
Loving couples wanted to home test

an aKemathre condom material

Earn $140 for participating

Couples must be:

Age 1 8-45 In a stable relationship wtth one partner

Willing to report on 8 condom uses

V Current user of Birth Control Pills, lUD, Norplant. Depo, or

Stemtzatton

For niore information, please call 800-521-521

1

or visit our wetislte at www.testaMKkxns.org
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coming to newsstands this May...

BAY DENTAL
MeirAgaki, D.D.S.

UCLA Graduate

General Dentistry

Oral Surgery

Cosnnetic Dentistry

Exam & Cleaning

With ad only. Reg. $95

FREE BLEACHING KIT
@ completion of treatment

11607 Washington Blvd.

T-3 10-398-7166-^
Just off the 405, west of Sepulveda. 10 min. from UCLA campus.

2 for 1
on our 14 inch pizzas

every Monday and Tuesday!

The Best N.Y. Pizza in Town!

Pizza & Pasta 1 17.53 San Viccme Blvd., BrcnlwocKJ
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Riciiey lam Awaken A CapeHo

Alpha Phi & Jhefa Chi Test MiHan

B'Team Alpha Delia Pi

LASA Salsa Troupe

Jy/ia's Will Basslme

^ Stereotype John Torres

SPRING SING
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IHE AUDIENCE IS LISTENIN
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Laura Crogan, Anna Petrisko & Kevin Williannson

Alpha Epsilon Phi & Alpha Gamma Omega Risk Factor

Chris Cheng and Julie DeLiema Max the Cat Random Voices

TICKETS NOW ON SALE!

Get tickets at CTO (310) UCLA-SAA

For information on the show, call (310) UCLA-SAA
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RTKL Is a World Leader In Design. Across cultures
and continents, we are respected for the exceptional
Talent, Enthusiasm and Commitment of our people.

People like You: architects, engineers, designers, plan-
ners, thinkers and achievers. Expand your Knowledge
in a diverse atmosphere that encourages Exploration
and Collaboration.

The rewards are substantial: competitive salaries and
outstanding benefits in a challenging, multi-disciplinary
environment.

Discover Your Future
See what opportunities abound at

www.rtkl.com
RTKL is an Equal Opportunity Employer

RECEIVE FREE TUITTON, FKK<;,

AND MONTHLY STIPENDS FOR

BIOMEDICAL RF^FARrw

TRAINING!!?

MINORITY ACCESS TO RESEARCH
CAREERS PROGRAM

funded by the National Institutes of

General Medical Sciences

Program Description

The MARC Undergraduate Student Training for

Academic Research (U*STAR) Program

is designed for students who have a strong

academic background, would like to further

their education in graduate school, and plan to

pursue a biomedical research career Students

participating in this program will receive

stipends for research during the academic year

and summer. MARC U*STAR trainees also

receive awards to cover tuition and fees.

Eligibility Requirements

• Minimum GPA of 3.0

• Historically underrepresented minority*

• Minimum of 90 quarter units completed

(Junior standing)

• Commitment to pursue biomedical research

career

• Willingness to participate in all program

activities

• Research experience is recommended but

not essential

• Participate in Summer Research Projects

and other summer workshops/seminars

Applications and additional information is available at

http://www.CARE.ucla.edu/html/marc.htmI

Application Deadline is l^^y \ ^^ ^m}
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every Wednesday and friday

Molly Maloncs
575 S. Fairfax Ave. (i w. n. of 6th)

(323) 578-55»t

Sonny McCleon's

Irish Pub
www.mollymalones.com

'

LIVE MUSIC 7 NIGHTS
Irish Drink Specialties

Free Partying

No Cover UCLA ID Thrs- Sat.

Pub Grub

The Pitcher House
142 Pacific Coast Hwy.

Hermosa Beach
(310) 374-0626

www.pitcfierhouse.com
The Pitcher House Est. 1950

36 Beers. Wine. Cider

4 Pool Tables, Shuffle Board,

2 Foosball Tables, Ping Pong.

Wed - Karaoke
Thur - Cup of Swill & FREE PIZZA

Fri & Sat - Band Nights

Kitchen Open M-F 5-?

11835 Wilshire Blvd.

Brentwood
(310) 477-7550

21+w/ID
Sunday: 10am-6pm
$7.50 Import Pitchers

$5.50 Domestic Pitchers

Mondav-Friday: 1 1 :30am-4pm
>4.50 Lunch Specials

IhrFREE Pool

Monday: 1/2 prize pitchers

Tuesday: Stan/mg student Night
$3.00 Burger w/fnes
$2.00 Beer Special

Rustic's Surf Ranch
256 Santa Monica Pier

(310) 393-PIER
Full Bar, Full Service Kitchen. Patio

Seating, Pool Table, and Satellite TV.

Happy Hour Everyday 3 to close.

Karaoke Mon & Sun nights

Live Music & Dancing- Call for details.

The Shock
2518 Wilshire Blvd.

Santa Monica
(310)449-1171

Full Bar, Happy Hour 4-7 M-F. Full

Service Kitchen -^ Outdoor Patio. -We
show all games- 10 TVs • Karaoke

Tuesday 9:30pm to close.

Sepl's
10968 LeConte Ave.

Westwood
(310) 208-7171

www.westwoodonline.com
Full Service Kitchen. Beer & Wine
Only. Satellite TV • Join us for

live jazz every Friday night.

Happy Hour

2615 Wilshire Blvd.

Santa Monica
(310) 449-1812
25 Beers on Tap

Pool Tables. Air Hockey, Steel Tip

Darts. 9 TVs, MLB Package. Live

Entertainment on Saturdays,

Happy Hour M-F. $1 off beer

& wine. $3 off appetizers.

Tomodochi Sushi
10975 Weyburn Ave.

Westwood V
(310) 824-8805

Full Sushi Bar with Lunch & Dinner

Specials. Sake Bombers Welcome!
Also try Tomadachi Express, open

10:30pm to 2am. Thurs.-Sat.

after

Clubs

Freok Doddy's
€1 Dorado

Fridays @ Opium Den

1608 Cosmo St.

Hollywood
(S of Hollywood between Vine & Cahuenga)

(323) 860-6566
$2 Drinks before 11pm
Superstar DJ Coolwhip

Spinning: Hip-Hop • Funk • Rare

Grooves 21+ over.

Hot Rpple Pie
EveryThursday Night @ Blue

1642 LosPalmas
Hollywood

(310) 226-8421
Superstar DJ Coolwhip:

Hip-Hop. DJ Lewis Album
& Krembo: Trance

2 rooms of Music. 2 Full Bars

Outdoor Patio and Lounge

AAogic
Every Wednesday @ Blue

1642 Las Palmas
Hollywood

(323)281-0516
Progressive House/ Trance/ Hip-Hop
with DJs Thomas Michael, Paul-E,

Three-O. Coolwhip, FiveStar. 2 rooms
and outside smoking patio. 184- w/ID.

21+ Full Bar. Clip this for free

admission before 10:30pm

Look For^MBlBtf every

Monday &
fliunidciyl

To advertise call:

ffffWf^Spwr

^^Si^broughf to you bym 6525 Sunset Blvd.
(at the Hollywood Athlptic Club)

310.281.8845

WOLVES
From page 4

ing for them to meander from Idaho

through Oregon into California. But

the group is pushing for protections

for wolves that could wander into the

area rather than for reintroduction of

a set population in order to provide

lime to address concerns, said Bob
Ferris, vice president of species con-

servation for Defenders of Wildlife.

"We want to go about this sort of

thing in a very measured way," he

said. "This is serious business and it

has profound ramifications. We want

to look at it in a well-reasoned man-
ner and give people an opportunity to

have a say."

When lime is taken to get people

used to the idea of a new population

of wolves, the animals have a better

chance of survival, said Kim Delfmo
of Defenders of Wildlife.

^ The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

has not seen the petition yet and can-

not comment, said spokeswoman
Patricia Foulk.

Wolves have been reintroduced in

the Great Lakes area in Minnesota,

Wisconsin and Michigan; the

Northern Rockies of Yellowstone

National Park and Idaho; and the

Southwest in Arizona and New
Mexico. They now number almost

3,500 in those areas.

It's uncertain when wolves would
make their way into Northern
California, where their habitat was
mostly in the coastal mountain
ranges from south of San Luis

Obispo north into southwestern
Oregon.

INSPEQION
From page 5

cannot be flown now and may have
to be taken out on a barge, Cheney
said.

At the same time, Cheney and top

Bush administration officials rein-

forced President Bush's tough stand

that a military response from the

United States remains an option if

China attacks Taiwan.

"They're willing to have

U.S. personnel go ...and

assess what it's going

to take to get it back"

DickCheney
Vice president -

it has been nearly a month since a

U.S. Navy EP-3E surveillance plane
with a crew of 24 collided with a

Chinese fighter jet sent to intercept it

over the South China Sea, outside

China's 12-miIe territorial sea and
airspace.

The plane made an emergency
landing at a military airfield on the

island of Hainan, and the crew was
detained for II days. They were
released after Bush said he was "very

sorry" for the loss of the Chinese
pilot and for the U.S. plane's unau-
thorized entry into Chinese airspace
to make an emergency landing.

At April 18-19 talks in Beijing,

American negotiators presented a
written proposal for U.S. experts to

inspect the plane to determine
whether to repair and fly it out or
ship it out in pieces.

"Having completed its investiga-

tion and evidence collection involv-

ing the U.S. plane and in view of
international precedents in handling
such issues, the Chinese side has
decided to allow the U.S. side to

inspect its plane at the Lingshui
Airport," the official Xinhua News
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Agency said Sunday.

Cheney said he was hopeful that

China's decision would lay the

groundwork for the return of the

plane, which was loaded with sophis-

ticated eavesdropping equipment.

"As we've said all along, we do
want our aircraft back. And the fact

that they have now announced that

they're willing to have U.S. person-

nel go in and look at the aircraft and
assess what it's going to take to get it

back, I think is very positive," he

said on "Fox News Sunday."

The president's chief of staff,

Andrew Card, said Washington was
preparing to send a team to the

island.

Crewmen aboard the

U.S. plane ...tried to

disable intelligence

equipment but some
secrets still fell into

Chinese hands.

"We expect them to get there as

soon as their documentation is

ready," Card said on ABC's "This

Week."

White House spokesman Ken
Lisaius said an American team was
ready to travel from Kadena Air

Force Base in Okinawa, Japan, to

China.

Neither he nor a Pentagon

spokeswoman could immediately

say who was on the "technical assess-

ment team," which one official said

was poised to depart as early as

today. They were unsure how swiftly

the plane might be returned, or even

how it would come back.

Cheney said the aircraft was not

airworthy.

"The nose is gone from it, all of

the instruments don't work, two of

the engines are out," he said. "There

isn't any way you're going to fly that

aircraft out of there. Somebody's
going to have to go in and load it on

something and transport it out, prob-

ably a barge or something."

Xinhua also said the United States

has agreed to consider making a pay-

ment to China. Card and Cheney
said that would represent compensa-

tion for any Chinese assistance in

removing the plane. There will be no

additional compensation, they said.

The team will try to determine

what military and hardware secrets

the Chinese may have collected in

the month since the plane has been

on the ground. Crewmen aboard the

U.S. plane used hammers and other

measures to try to disable intelli-

gence equipment, but some secrets

still f^ll into Chinese hands, accord-

ing tof U.S. defense officials.

"I would assume they got some-

thing," said Cheney, a former

defense secretary. "Certainly, the

hardware's left, even though a lot cf

it was destroyed by the crew en

route. But the really sensitive stuff,

things like software and so forth, I

think were pretty well taken care of."

While there was progress on

returning the plane, U.S. officials

forcefully reiterated Bush's warning

last week that U.S. military force is

an option if China invades Taiwan.

Bush's statements marked an appar-

ent departure from the long-standing

American policy of "strategic ambi-

guity," and further inflamed U.S.-

China tensions.

"We're very serious about defend-

ing Taiwan," Cheney said on Fox.

Added Card: "It's important that

the United States live up to its oblig-

ations to help Taiwan defend itself

and that's what the president reiter-

ated."
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A Daily Bruin columnist

interviews David Horowitz

about his controversial ad.

See Tuesday's Viewpoint. "

viewpoint@media.ucla.edu

Quality of rockW roll heading down the drain
BLUES: Bands, singers of current

generation merely pseudo-posers

devoid of any semblance of talent

Who put the bomp in the bomp ba

bomp bomp bomp? Who put the ram
in the rama lama ding dong? In this

era when popular music has taken a fatal nose-

dive in quality, it's time the public finally learns

the answer to these questions.

It is a well-known fact

that our generation has

turned out some pretty

disappointing acts. My
parents get to talk about

The Who and Led

Zeppelin. I get to brag

_iit)out Blink-182 and fV

"Town. What is missing

from current rock 'n' roll

is the roll. By "roll" I

mean the blues. Right now
the only blues going on are LJef
the Kraft cheese and mac- ———^.^.—
aroni blues (made famous

by Etta James on her gold album "Songs About
Fattening Crap, Live at the Apollo").

This was made all too clear by the recent

death of a renowned rock legend, made all the

more tragic because he was fictional. I am talk-

ing about the great doo-wop pioneer and scat

lyricist. Clarence Stubbs. Throughout this col-

umn are excerpts from my interview with

Stubbs, taken from the final cut of Ken Burns'

"Jazz" because, as Burns put it, "17 hours is the

perfect length for a documentary, 18 would just

be dragging it out."

Lief is a third-year English student, and thus feels it

is his right to invent words like 'crimdiddly." Give

him a rama-lama-ding-dong at dlief@ucla.edu.

Stubbs entered the world on March 12, 1932,

in the midst of what rich people called "The
Great Depression," and what everyone else

called "Wednesday." Born in the log cabin he

helped his father to build, he first learned the

art of gibberish from his grandfather Eugene,

who was kicked in the head by a petting zoo
mule.

"Grandpa Eugene came up to me one day

singing *boo-diddy boo-diddy heidy-ho doo-

dah,'" he said. "Most folks ran when they saw
Grandpa, but I thought, this makes sense to

me." Soon after, Stubbs was featured in choirs

JENNY YURSHANSKY/Daily Bruin

as "the boy who sings in tongues." He was
about to bring his special brand of looby-dooby

hoo hah to Motown.

Thankfully, some of real rhythm and blues is

left in the genre that bears its initials, R&B, but

when the singer who seems to have the best

handle on it is a rat-faced 3-foot-tall waif named
Christina Aguilera, we're in trouble. After all,

Aretha Franklin is 10 times the singer Aguilera

is, literally. Rock 'n'roll should be reclaimed by
the black people who invented it, or at the very

least loaned to very talented British people.

The rest of rock 'n'roll, however, could use a

LETTERS

Court deals blow —
to civil rights

In "High court takes a bite out of Civil

Rights Act" (Daily Bruin, News, April 26), I

was quoted as saying, "It's a really bad time to

be a minority in the states right now. It's horri-

ble - it's a really unfortunate ruling."

This quote appears to be a combination of

statements made by another law student

(whose name was left out of the article), and
my own.

The statement appears easy to misinterpret

in the context it was presented I would like to

clarify what was actually said and what was
actually intended.

While I disagree with the recent Supreme
Court ruling, 1 would not dare to call it "horri-

ble" before having actually read the opinion of
the Court, so I disagree with the characteriza-

tion of my remarks. I do feel the ruling -

which states that no cause of action exists for

challenges to policies with a disparate impact

on racial groups - is unfortunate because insti-

tutional racism and sexism are not open and
obvious anymore. I doubt one could find a

recent, blatant example of a state passing a law

or a local ordinance specifically targeting

women or minorities. Laws and policies that

have a disparate impact on particular commu-
nities, however, are widespread.

As for the comment that it is a difficult time

to be a minority in the states, the intention was

not to

say that

the U.S.

Supreme

Court is part of a vast conspiracy to under-

mine the rights of minorities, but that, in addi-

tion to the rolling back of affirmative action,

the tacit approval of racial profiling in our

society and other such policies, it docs not

help. -^ -,

I have a lot of opportunities that, as a per-

son of color, would not have existed for me if

it were not for the Civil Rights movement. It is

not true, however, that the Civil Rights Act, in

part or as a whole, is now obsolete because

people of color have more opportunities than

in the past.

If one begins to think critically about race,

it is obvious that many individuals and groups
are shut out from the opportunities that many
of us who are here at this university enjoy. This

is directly a result of policies and laws that dis-

parately impact certain communities. That is

why I feel that the recent ruling is unfortunate,

and I worry about its consequences.

NishaVyas

Fim-ycar

UCULaw

'Nonscience' students

need to have science
I am wondering whether 1 was the only

reader who found it ironic that, after reading

the front-page story regarding the debate over

how many science GE courses should be

required of UCLA students ("UCLA may
lower GE requirement. Daily Bruin, News,
April 25), the next page displayed an article

with the headline "Americans still don't know
much about science."

The problem set forth in this second article

- which reports that many Americans still

haven't realized that the earth revolves around
the sun - can be blamed in part by the com-
mon attitude of David Rodes, the Director of
the General Education Governance
Committee: "nonscience" students should only

be expected to handle a certain small degree of
science.

While it's quite obvious that some people

are much more inclined to understand and
enjoy 19th-century British literature than other

people who may embrace differential calculus,

I feel that this dichotomy between the soK:allcd

"nonscience" and "science" people of this

world has gone a bit far. It is this dichotomy
that has led to the current sad state of affairs,

in which many Americans believe that

dinosaurs and humans coexisted -just like on
"The Flintslones."

If people have a mental block, believing

that they are incapable of understanding and
remembering anything to do with science,

then of course the subject is going to be diffi-
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How TO SUBMIT

TO VIEWPOINT

• Writ* a thr««- to four- fM9«, op4r>k>rt-5tyie

submissk>n about a currer>t event on campus
or In the world at large, or write a response to

something that you have already read in The
Bruin.

• E-mail submissions to

vlewpoint#media.ucla.edu. Remember to

copy and paste your submission into the body
of the e-nuil,m drop off a hard copy of your

submission at the Dally Bruin office (118

Kerckhoff Hall), care of Jonah Lalas

• Apply Xobti Viewpoint columnist dur-

ing Weeks 7 and 8 of each quarter.

• Apply to be a cartoonist or artist. Send an

lesson from guys like Clarence Stubbs. What
we're left with now is a bunch of bands who are

kind of sort of pseudo-posers for punk bands,

minus the anger and social relevance. Take that

away and all you're left with is a privileged sub-

urbanite who only knows three chords. I miss

blues lyrics. We need stufflike, "My ice-skatin'

lady she done up and left me, she said I ruined

her triple-lutz. Ooooh my lady she done up and
skedaddled, 'cause I done fouled up her triple-

lutz. Now I'm sittin' in a fetal position, drinkin'

cheap gin and cigarette butts."

As Stubbs once said, "Back in the day it did-

n't matter if you only knew three chords,

because back then rock 'n' roll wasn't just

about music, it was about the institution of

cool." He was fairly nonchalant about his rock

revolution.

"Me, Otis Redding and Phil Spector were in

Z3. restaurantjammjn* one day, and we were try-

ing to come up with some scat lyrics," he remi-

nisced. "Otis' best effort was 'squippity menkin
debbie' and there was no way that was gonna
fly. Then, I put my elbow in the ranch dressing

and said 'dip dip dip dip dip dip.'" It was as

though Stubbs had touched the face ofGod,
held His tongue in his hands and unfurled it

into a cloak of unbridled genius.

After that, Motown couldn't get enough of

that gibberish sound. Stubbs sang back-up bass

scat with several bands including The
Perfections, The Reasonables, The
Acceptables, The Average Brothers and finally

The Flunktones. Unfortunately, some truck dri-

ver beat them up with his gyrating hips back-

stage at the Ed Sullivan Show and took their

place, forever denying them rock superstar-

dom.

This tradition of standing on someone else's

shoulders to get ahead continues into music
even today. Puff Daddy, or as he is now known.
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No^^your chance to

ask the chancellor

a question!

Chancellor Albert

Camesale

will respond to

selected questions in

the Daily Bruin

next month.

Send questions to

viewtXHnti^media.ucla,edu .

Please include your

name, year, major

and student

ID number.

I

e-mail expressing your Interest to the

Viewpoint address

A few things to remember.
• All submissions must Include your name,

phone number and affiliation with UCLA. If

you are a student, they must also Include your
student 10 number, year and major.

• Your facts will be checked; make sure

they are accurate.

• Viewpoint Is not an advertising space for

any group or organization; be sure to have
clearly articulated opinions.

• We reserve the right to edit submissions

for clarity, grammar ar>d length.

Youth need community si • lit rt in education efforts
UVriNAS: Study suggests

gender roles, economic

status as limiting factors

By Gndy Mosqueda
*

Last quarter I picked up a copy of

the Daily Bruin and perused the

front-page news. I was surprised to

find a headline reading "Research

finds challenges for many Latina stu-

dents" (News, Feb. 5). As I read the

article I learned that the American

Association of University Women
Educational Foundation had con-

ducted a study on the educational

attainment of Latinas in the United

States.

The study concluded that Latinas,

the fastest growing ethnic minority

among American women, are faced

with deficiencies in financial, social

and cultural resources, which affect

their educational attainment.

I was surprised to find such an

article on the news page, because for

my peers and myself, the obstacles

blocking the road to higher education

for Latinas have existed for many
^ears. My irntial response was a sim-

ple "duh!" But the report reinforced

the need for older Latinas and

Latinos to go back and serve the

youth in their communities and for

students at the university to learn

about issues that affect all people of

Mosqueda is a third-year sociology and
Chicana/o studies student She is the

MEChA Chicana/o Studies Coordinator.

color, including Latinas.

Despite my initial cynical

response, I must admit that the

study's findings are a cause for great

concern. As students, we cannot

ignore the facts, and hopefully we
will all be motivated to take action.

The Census Bureau found that 30

percent of Latinas ages 16 to 24 drop

out of school and only 5 percent,

ages 25 or older, had earned a college

degree. When I look at these statis-

tics I wonder what factors contribute

to the high "push out" rates of

Latinas in high school and college.

The AAUW report named social

and economic factors as two primary

reasons for Latinas' low educational

achievement. Some of the social chal-

lenges mentioned include being sub-

jected to stereotyping by classmates

and differential treatment from their

teachers compared to other ethnic

groups.

1 would also include the lack of a

strong support network in secondary

education. Unfortunately, many high

school counselors question our abili-

ty to succeed academically. There

were times when my counselor would

discourage me from taking an

advanced placement class despite my

-

strong academic record. From my
own experience, I can say that all of

these factors played a role in my edu-

cation.

Culture also plays a role in

Latinas' education, but it should not

be the point of focus. It is easy to

blame a patriarchal Latino culture

for Latinas' low educational attain-

ment, but then one would ignore var-

ious other important factors.

Undoubtedly, there are cases in

which Latinas^ decisions to go on to

post-secondary education are nega-

economic factors. Latino parents rec-

ognize the value of education for all

of their children, but sometimes the

family has to prioritize providing the

family with basic necessities

In my own experience, my parents

told me that they did not think I was

ready to go away to college. They

"^

tively affected by the expected gen-

der roles of her family. Some families

do require their daughters to stay

home, take care of their siblings and

do chores around the house. For

most others, this is a necessity due to

RACHEL REILICH/Mlly Brutn

said this not because they did not

value education for myself, but

because the local community college

and living at home was much more
affordable than UCLA or a private

university.

On the surface, this looks like my
parents did not want me to leave

home bccau.se of the strict gender

roles for young Mexican women. But

if you look closer you will see that

economic factors were the main rea-

son my parents felt 1 .should not

enroll at a four-year school immedi-

ately after high school.

Many undocumented Latinas arc

faCed with an additional barrier

because of their immigrant status.

This factor was barely touched upon

in the report. As of now, undocu-

mented Latinas must pay out of state

fees at public universities in

California even if they have lived in

the state almost all their lives or

immigrated at a very young age.

Undocumented students are also

ineligible to receive federal or state

financial aid, so paying non-resident

fees becomes nearly impossible.

Some cannot receive private .scholar-

ships because they do not meet the

criteria of being a permanent resi-

dent or a U.S. citizen. There are even

some bright students who simply

give up in response to so many barri-

ers.

Los Angeles Assemblyman Marco
iibitonio Fircbaugh's pending bitt.

Assembly Bill 540, would grant some

undocumented high school gradu-

ates residence status for tuition pur-

poses at state schools. This is neces-

sary to ensure that place |af birth does

not deter anyone from pursuing a

higher education.

The AAUW's report emphasized

See MOSQUEDA, page 17

Carberry's criticisms of UCLA team prove to be unfounded
BASKETBAUj Columnist's

arguments contradictory;

squad shows skill, loyalty

By Nidi Ifurung

Maegan Carberry's absurd col-

umn about the UCLA men's basket-

ball program ("Bruin Bloopers,"

Daily Bruin, Viewpoint, April 24)

demonstrates a classic example of

what happens when someone who
claims to be a fan of Bruin basketball

decides to cheaply criticize the team:

Ifurung is a third-year political science

student

they end up looking like a complete

fool. Using shallow and petty argu-

ments, the only thing Carberry man-

ages to prove is how little she knows
about our basketball team.

Carberry loses credibility from the

start by expressing her satisfaction

for the team from two years ago

when the team supposedly had "piz-

zazz and crowd-pleasing appeal."

While that may be true, this is the

same team who was eliminated in the

first round of the tournament by

Detroit Mercy. She further contra-

dicts herself by criticizing players

who leave UCLA to enter the NBA
draft. Too bad her beloved Baron

Davis and JaRon Rush did exactly

that.

As for this year's tournament,

Carberry oddly seems to deny herself

the pleasure of witnessing such a suc-

cessful tournament run. In the first

round, the Bruins soundly beat one of

the hottest teams in the nation, snap-

ping Hofstra's 16-game winning

streak. Contrary to Carberry's col-

umn, Jason Kapono and Matt Barnes

were then suspended from starting

the second-round game against Ohio

State, not the Sweet Sixteen game
against Duke. While I am speaking of

Duke, there is absolutely no shame in

being eliminated by the best team in

the nation, who went on to win the

national title.

I will be the first to admit (OK,
maybe I haven't been the first) that

losses to teams like Northridge

expose the flaws and inconsistencies

of the team. Selfish shot taking, lazy

transitions, terrible free throw shoot-

ing, dumb fouls and turnovers are

problems that coaches deal with at all

levels of the game.

It hurts me to say it, but the Bruins

have been guilty of all these mistakes.

The importance lies in learning from

those mistakes and then pulling off

victories against Arizona and

Stanford, while sweeping USC. I'll

take a few dumb fouls any day if it

means I get to rush the court after

beating the Wildcats or laugh in the

face of some hostile Trojans after

humiliating them at their house. Did

Carberry even attend either of those

games? I really can't tell.

Carberry's failure to see the obvi-

ous improvements of the Bruins

proves she has an inability to under-

stand basketball. Since she loved the

'98-'99 team so much, maybe she

remembers a young recruit from

Sacramento named Barnes. As a

freshman, this kid averaged 3.9

points from the field and 2.9

rebounds. In 2001, Barnes scored a

career-high 32 points against

Stanford.

Now entering his senior year, he's

averaging over 30 minutes, grabbing

on average at least seven boards and

averaging 1 1.2 points. Want even

See IFURUNG, page 16

PRESS POUND
By Scott Comulada

Sure, that sounds like a great idea

for a date. Let me get changed and
I will pick you up.
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So where do you want to go clubbing?
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Bruin Editorial Board All other
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represent the opiniom of their

authors.

AH submitted material must
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The Bruin complies with
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policy prohibiting the publi-

cation of articles that perpetu-

ate derogatory cultural or eth-

nic stereotypes.

When multiple authors
submit material, some names
may be kept on file rather than

published with the material.

The Bruin reserves the right to

edit submitted material and to

determine Its placement in the

paper. Ail submission* become

the property of The Bruin. The
Communications Board has a

media grievance procedure
for resolving complaints

against any of Its publications.

For a copy of the complete
procedure, contact the
Publications office at 118
Kerckhoff Hall.
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LIEF
From page 14

"P. Diddy" or Sean "You're Not

Kooling Anybody" Combs, has made
it his milieu lo rob al gunpoint, or as

he would say, "sample," the works of

people who actually know how to

write music well.

Where is the dippity dipping hoo

dah in today's music? It seems the

rollickingjoy of real rock 'n' roll has

been lost. Currently we're in the

midst of what has been dubbed "The

Latin Explosion." The explosion con-

sists of one-hit-wonders Ricky

Martin and Marc Anthony,

singer/actress/posterior J-Lo, and

Carlos Santana, a virtual unknown
who just recently burst onto the pop

music scene over 30 years ago. Four

people do not an explosion make
This would be like calling the

emergence of Eminem and Kid Rock

an "Annoying Explosion." I think the

addition of a Latin sound to the

music scene is great, but let's get

back to basics. At this point I'll take a

hair band over what we've got now.

We can just take existing pieces of

Quiet Riot, Iron Maiden, and Guns
'N' Roses and fuse Ihem into Quiet

Maiden of Roses. Pierced through

the cockles of mine heart, and thou

art to blame, thou dost givest unto

love a disgraceful nomenclature!

There is no comparison between

today's sludge and real rock 'n' roll,

and nowhere was this more apparent

than the 2001 induction ceremony

into the Rock 'N' Roll Hall of Fame.

Michael Jackson and Steely Dan
aside, two acts got up and brought

the house down. Aerosmilh almost

had a perfect performance of "Sweet

Emotion" except somebody invited

Kid Rock along to embarrass our

generation yet again. Joe Perry

wailed out an unbelievable and rock-

'n'-roll-hall-of-fame-sk ill-level guitar

solo, while Kid Rock moved a vinyl

record back and forth a few times. It

was like a duet between Yo Yo Ma on

cello and Ralph Wiggum with a flute

up his nose.

Rock 'n' roll may be dying a slow

death, but Clarence Stubbs went

peacefully. He is survived by his three

children, Weeeeooooo, Bumba, and

Speedoo. At the funeral, comedian

Adam Sandler took the stage for an

unusually poignant moment. He said,

"Clarence's life and music has

touched us all. After all, without

words like 'flibbity Hoo' I wouldn't

have a career."

I don't mean to say that there

Compliments of
Full House

I,

get one F/^EE i

I

I

LUNCH • DINNER • DINE-IN • DELIVERY • PARTY
Buy one,

Tapioca
Iced Tea

Compliments of
Full House

FREE
SODA

^vith order
over $10

Weekend Special

$19.95 for 2 People
Appeti/rrs. (iik>><t'i'Hiiiri<k.i

WDtiton Sdiip iir Chicken Sulud

Knlr««s iihi>>si iHKi

S/cchii;in Style Bean Curd

Koiisi Duck

.Sweel Si. ,Soui lish t-illel

.S;mieed Three Inpredieni
ICIiKiiM Hivl A Shrinipl

Sinng Bean Wiih XO Sauce

House Special Chow Mem
Spicy Salted Pork Chop

iSiTMil Wiih Rki ;inil I tti- l.ipiin-.i liv Tiji

UCLA STUDENTS

10% OFF
With any purchase

over $10

Free Parking

available

Only $2.99
(During Grand Opening Pcriixl)

Wonton Noodles Soup

Beef Stew Noixiles Soup

Roast Duck Nooles Soup

Fish Porridge

FULL HOUSE B.B.Q. & SEAFOOD RESTAURANT
Ph. (310) 575-3668 Fx. (310) 575-8847 • 11110 W. Olympic Blvd., LA., Ca, 90064

Career N€tu/®rk
Presents

Wednesday, May 2 "

James West Alumni Center

7 - 8:30 p.m.

How many opportunities do you get to make a first

impression? That's rigiit: One! Why not make the

most of it? Find out the do's and don'ts of resume

writing from a UCLA career counselor at this

wofflcshop. For information, call (310) 825-6423.

No pre-registration required.

KAPLAN mtUCLAIumni
Association www.UCLAIumni.net

aren't some talented and innovative

people out there (Lauryn Hill, Elliot

Smith, Bernie "Polkamon
Master"Grabowski). Every genera-

tion has complained that the newer

generation's music is incomprehensi-

bly awful. This time around they may
actually be right. There can be only

one B.B. King, and we don't need to

find others.

What we need is a reinvigoration

of rock 'n' roll from the ground up,

not a reinvention. Let us not allow

our most cherished American art

form to die. We need another Johnny

B. Goode more than another Justin

Timberlake.

LEHERS
From page 14

cult for them. And the fact that the

question has arisen regarding how
much "nonscience" students should

be forced lo study in science GE
courses demonstrates that UCLA is

not necessarily working to fix this

problem.

I am a science student, but this

does not excuse me from non-

science" activities.

I know who Shakespeare is (and

have actually read some of his

works). I do try to keep my checks

book balanced. And I have enjoyed

studying art ranging from impres-

sionism to modernism.

My point here is not to start

another war between north campus
and south campus. I just want to

emphasize that if UCLA does decide

to lower GE requirements, it should

be with the intention of helping

stressed students get out of college in

less than six years. It should not stem

from the false belief that north cam-
pus students cannot understand sci-

ence and, therefore, should not be

encouraged to study it.

If science students are capable of

enjoying Mozart or Chaucer, non-

science majors can be expected to al

least have a vague appreciation for

the works of Newton and Galileo.

Jessica Langenhan

Fourth-year

Physiolo9ical sdence

IFURUNG
From page 1

5

more improvement? Dan Gadzuric

has evolved into a legitimate threat in

the paint, now averaging 8.6

rebounds per game, while Billy

Knight has proved himself to be a

legitimate three-point threat.

Carberry's statement that "they

aren't getting any better" is wrong.

The timing of Carberry's column
is unfortunate. She tries to argue that

our players are "superstars who have

no sense of loyalty," while on the

same day, press releases officially

announced that Kapono will return

to UCLA to settle some "unfinished

business."

I almost feel sorry for Carberry if

she really believes that "when Earl

Watson ships out this spring, we
won't have a single player left that we
can count on." Are you kidding me?
I personally will "count on" Kapono
to light up the scoreboard, Gadzuric

to grab rebounds, Barnes to post and
slash to the basket, and Knight to hit

the long jumpers when they count.

I'm positive this is news to

Carberry, but UCLA has attracted
"

one of the best recruiting classes in

the nation for the '01 -'02 season. For

example, Cedric Bozeman, a 6-foot-5

guard from Santa Ana is a

McDonald's All American and is

considered by some to be one of the

top two guards in the West. I certain-

ly could go on and on listing qualifi-

cations, but I'll leave it to the new
guys to prove themselves next sea-

son.

ScclRliUII«,pa^
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MOSQUEDA
From page 1

5

the need for reform in our educa-

tional system, which is not geared

towards accommodating one of the

largest populations in the schools.

Changes will surely take a long time,

but in the meantime wc can do a few

different things to work towards a

solution to the problems challenging

Latinas and other disadvantaged

youth.

Students at UCLA should take

the opportunity to learn about issues

affecting Chicanos/Latinos through-

out the United States by taking

Chicana/o studies classes or courses

in other departments that address

these topics.

Another opportunity for students

to get involved in the lives of young

Latinas is to volunteer as a tutor or

mentor for one of the many outreach

projects at the Community
Programs Office or the Student

Initiated Outreach Center. By partic-

ipating in these projects students will

learn from the youth they work with

and positively impact their lives.

I do not believe that there are any

quick solutions for ensuring that

more Latinas graduate high school,

zjo on to college and earn a degree

Reform must be achieved through a

combination of the work of family,

teachers, counselors, community

activists, legislators and college stu-

dents who continue to advocate on

behalf of young Latinas.

Although I can relate most to the

experience of Latinas, I also realize

that many of the issues we face are

similar to those of other disadvan-

taged youth. While addressing the

problems young Latinas face, we can

also work towards solutions for their

peers of different ethnicities. By

doing this we will ensure that institu-

tions of higher education will refiect

the diversity of the slate and nation

more accurately.

I look forward with hope lo the

day when the headlines in the papers

proclaim that the obstacles older

generations of Latinas faced have

been eradicated by the tireless work

of those who care so much to make

positive change.

We have an obligation lo service,

as it is one of the missions of UCLA
along with education and research.

We will go on to graduate and be the

leaders of the Los Angeles communi-

ty and beyond. But we must not wait

until we cam a degree to begin work-

ing for our youth. Hopefully, we will

all take advantage of the many excel-

lent opportunities to get involved in

the lives of our youth and the people

in our communities.

IFURUNG
Frofnpagel6

Qnce Carberry starts to hear

naines like Bozeman, Michael Fey,

Dij<>n Thompson and Andre

Patterson, she will realize that the

loss of Watson is not the end of the

world but the beginning of legendary

UCLA careers.

I don't buy Carberry's claim that

she withheld criticism because she

thought saying something in the mid-

dle of the year was "tacky."

Carberry's attempt to bash the bas-

ketball team so late in the year offi-

cially makes her the last person to try

to jump on the "the UCLA program

is an embarrassment" bandwagon.

And now, exactly like those people

before her who were calling for

Lavin's head, she has been proven

wrong. This team is not an embar-

rassment and they are destined to

succeed.

I do realize Carberry is a

Viewpoint columnist and not a

sports writer. Even though she has

her facts backward, she at least has

the desire lo sec the Bruins win.

Here's to a 12lh banner in Pauley

Pavilion.

COMPLIMENTARY
CONSULTATION

Deliver Brilliant Results

ORTHODONTIST
SINCE 1980

UCLA FACULTY MKMBKR Dr. Nader Dayani
Member American Association of Orthodontists

Specializing in braces for adults & children

• Invisible • Removable • Cosmetic Porcelain

• European • Traditional Surgical Orttiodontics

"n DISCOl'NT K.vrs.\.\i)i".\crLTV ,\LII)I.I)

(310) 826 - 7494

11645 Wilshire Blvd. #802

Los Angeles, CA 90025

(949) 552 - 5890

18124 Culver Dr., #A

Irvine, CA 92715

Teeth Whitening
upper or lower

$85^° each

iKeit. S200.00)

The treatment will be os follows S 1000 00 plus

S 100 00 for each month ot treatment rendered

for metal bcoces. S900 00 plus S 100 00 for each
month ot treatment rendered for removable

bfaces and S 1 700 00 plus S 1 25 00 per month for

cefomtc braces. S200 GO (or diagnostic study

model arxJ S 1 75 00 (or (ormal consultation

expiration date 5-15-01

Dr. PatricR Doyle. O.D.
EYES OF WESTWOOD

O M
EV£ EXAMlf^ATlONS-LONTACT LENSES HIGH FASHION EYEWEAR

10930 WEYBUKN AVE
3 1 0-208- 1384

TOE DIITEREINCE IS HIGH QLALrTY SERVICE!

CONTACT LENS
PACKAGE^
Includes eye exam,

fitting, 2 montti lollow-

up. and pair o( Ocular

Science daily

wear lenses.

EYEGLASS
PACKAGE''

Includes exam, (tanie

arxl single vision

prescription lenses.

Eyes of

Westwood
can help you

see better, and
look better,

too.

Laser Vision

Correction • U^SiK

Is It for you??

Be sure to ask Dr.

Doyle. He has had

lASIK and is

extremely happy!

We accept UCLA's Visibn Plan

Close to campus in Weslwood Village

Across (rom Jeiiy's Famous Deli

Do you want to become
a leader on campus?

Check out the

BRUIN LEADERS PROJECT
A seminar based leadership project sponsored by the Center for

Student Programming. All students are invited to participate in

developing leadership skills. Upon completion participants

receive a certificater"

Bruin Leaders Project Spring
Quarter Seminar

Wednesday, May 2 2 - 4pm 2408 Ackerman Union
"Social Change Model of Leadership"

(This seminar required for a Bruin Leaders Project certificate)

1.

We hope to seeyou!
4

For more information on the Bruin Leaders

Project, please contact us at either

(310) 206-5071 or blp@ucla.edu or stop by

our office at 105 Kerckhoff Hall

C www,bruinleaders.ucia.edu jmmmmmm
_^^g2jragjm»g^^^^je
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Arts&Entertainment Coai'lu'llii music fVstival

If you couldn't make it to

Coachella this past weekend,

at least you can still read

about it tomorrow in A&K.

Monday, April 30. 2001

Mad
Blue Man tiroup

(left to right) Matt Goldman, Phil Stanton and Chris Wink make up
the Blue Man Group, which recently released a DVD of its music.

Blue Man Group's music

can stand up on its own
PERFORMANCE: Grammy
nomination, DVD release

among recent successes

By Antero Garda
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

When Matt Goldman, Phil

Stanton and Chris Wink first created

the Blue Man Group, they knew the

characters weren't just any ordinary,

strange-colored, bald-headed men; in

fact they're quite picky when it comes
to their music.

"Since we started the show back in

1991, we've wanted to do more music
— and record the music in the show, but

we felt there was more in us and that

the music could stand on its own."
Stanton said in an interview from the

Blue Man offices in New York. "We
really were very happy when we were

nominated for a Grammy because we
were recognized as music that could

stand on its own."

The group's album "Audio" was
indeed nominated for a Grammy for

"Best Pop Instrumental Album."
Recently, the group re-released the

album in a stunning DVD 5.1 sur-

round sound mix.

The DVD mix is intended to be
played in a five-speaker home theater

setting and. according to the group,

sounds much more vibrant than a typ-

ical CD that is recorded for two
speakers. While listeners may be sur-

prised to hear the improvement in the

sound clarity, the trio claims that it is

actually the form that "Audio" was
intended to be heard through.

"It's so many instruments and
tracks," Goldman said. "Every song
has just about 48 different tracks. In

stereo, you just cram these 48 tracks

into two speakers."

"We don't necessarily believe that

your five speakers should sound
wimpy, so in the mix we gave equal

weight to all five channels." he contin-

ued. "It was a really great sound, but

it made it so that I couldn't listen to

my stereo for about six months. After

all that time of 5.1 stereo, it was just

depressing."

In addition to being nominated for

a Grammy, Blue Man Group has also

had the opportunity to perform at the

prestigious awards ceremony along-

side Moby and Jill Scott.

"It was awesome," Stanton said.

"It was the first time for us to work
with a vocalist so it was just a great

experience."

"Moby wasn't as big as he appears

on TV," Goldman added. "I don't

want to say he's a shrimp, be he's def-

initely not as big as he seems on
stage."

Before being noticed as a talented

musical group, Blue Man Group was
known for its unique theatrical show.

With a funky mix of humor, music
and audience participation, the show
is currently being showcased in four

cities - New York, Chicago, Boston

and, most recently. Las Vegas.

While the the group initially want-

ed to open a show in Los Angeles, it

was looking for a city with a large the-

ater district and ended up finding it in

Las Vegas, Goldman said.

With so many performances run-

ning simultaneously, the Blue Man
Group has expanded from three Blue

Men and three musicians to a 350-

person company. Despite the large

size, however, Stanton, Goldman and
Wink still do much of the performing,

including the Grammy performance,

the Blue Man commercials for Intel

and the album recordings.

When the Blue Man Group settled

in its new home town of Las Vegas,

the trio performed there as well, tak-

ing advantage of a larger theater to

create more elaborate stunts.

"We did the first two or three

months in Vegas," Goldman said.

"Right now we spend a lot of time in

the recording studio and doing other

projects, but performing is still near

and dear to us."

Despite all of the fancy stage tech-

nology and the massive amounts of

Cap'n Crunch that the group uses on
stage, at the center of each of the

shows, as well as on "Audio," lies the

innate musical ability that each Blue

Man possesses.

"There was something kind of
ancient and primal about the charac-

ter," Stanton said. "When we brought

the character to the stage years ago,

he seemed like he would drum, so we
looked for material that would be
ancient and primal and modem at the

same lime."

See nUL page 22

LivTyi«;as Jewel, flirts with Detective Dehling (John Goodman) In Harald Zwart's comedy movie
"One Night at McCool's."The film offers three men's different perspectives on one woman

USA Films

Matt Dillon and Liv Tyler share an intimate moment in the
recently released comedy "One Night at McCool's."

Vne Night at McCoors'

explores violence,

desire and thejewel

that everyone wants

.

«' V

By Sophia Whang
Daily Bruin Contributor

The black comedy "One Night at

McCool's" reaffirms the darker side of
human nature with a diverse cast includ-

ing Liv Tyler, Matt Dillon, Paul Reiser,

John Goodman and Michael Douglas.

"This is a comedy that I think people
are liking because it is really human in a

lot of ways," said Liv Tyler at a Los
Angeles press junket.

Tyler plays Jewel, a temptress who
uses her body and beauty to manipulate

the men who suddenly enter her life after

one night at McCool's.

"Though you see Jewel as being this

goddess all the time, she is also a human
and she's making horrible mistakes all

the time and doing ridiculous things.

Everybody can relate to that," Tyler said.

There seems to be no end to Jewel's

ridiculous behavior, but nothing will stop
her from getting what she wants - the

perfect house. McCool's bar owner
Randy (Matt Dillon) lets Jewel move in

with him, while Randy's uncle, Carl,

(Paul Reiser) lets Jewel Hirt with him in

front of his wife. At the same time,

Detective Dehling (John Goodman) lets

Jewel replace the memory of his angelic

wife.

Everybody wants Jewel, but each man
wants her for a different reason and sees

her fulfilling a specific need.

"It's about how she affects the guys
and how they want her to be something,

depending on what's missing in their

lives," Tyler said.

So each need is shown through a dif-

ferent perspective of Jewel, as the same
scenes are often played over again, let-

ting Jewel shine in a different light,

depending on who's telling the story

The original script at one point had the

real Jewel at the beginning and at the

end, but Tyler said that was one of the .

first things to be edited out.

"The movie is more about perception

than anything else," said director Harald
Zwart. "It's not how we see the person,

but how the guys see her. It's about how
people remember and how sometimes
people just don't remember."

Because Jewel's character represents

the ideal woman to so many men in the

movie, the perfect actor had to be cho-

sen.

"We always knew that Liv was the one
to get first, and once she was on board,

we wanted to build the movie around her

and try to find three guys that were dif-

SeeMCaXMS,pa9c22
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Bruin Choice Awards
One vote can make a difference. Forget about the 2000 Presidential Elertions;

your vote can still make a difference in the future of America.

Was this the year of the "Crouching Tiger?" Did Lil' Bow Wow oust Lil' Debbie?

Did this year witness Julia Stiles' last dance and the demise of pop bands?

You dedde. Now is your chance to vote in the annual Bruin Choice Awards. All entries

should be turned in to the labeled box in the Daily Bruin office at 118 Kerckhoff Hall by

noon on Monday, April 30. You can also vote online at www.dailybruin.uda.edu.

Coolest MaleQ^
O Rudy from "Survivor"

O Sponge Bob Square Pants

O Johnpjf

O Heatii ledger

O BiK|r£lliot

O Other

Coolest Female
O Zhang Ziyi

O Renee ZeHw*ger

O Julia Stiles

O Sarah Jessfo Parker

O Kate Hudson

O Other ^____

9

TooCoolfc
Orange Countyyj

O Bjbrk's swan outfit.M,, "•„.-

O "Requiem ForaOre«n*

O "Jackass

"

O Shaggy -Ity/asn't Me"

O Nelly -"CouaUy Grammar*

O Other ^^^^

Most Overrated
O Disney's Califoi|

O "Traffic"

OOaveMatth

O2000elect||ns
p,,,

O "Crouchingl|ger, Hid^iilSragon'

O Other

Most
Overplayed Sono

O Crazy Town ~*Butterfly"

O Nelly Furtado - Tm tike a Bird"

O Destiny's CNW- "dependent Woman*

O Nine Days - 'Absolute^ (Story ofa (Hd)"

O Sting "Desert Rose'

O Other _SZIZ___

Worst Ney Pop Band}^

O O-Town ^* V^*"*^
O Dream V^^/
O The Meaty Cheesy Boy^

^^""^

OBBMak

O Are there ^ny||ood pop bands

^

O Other % #

Best Alternative

to Napster

Best Porn TitleXXX
_P "Freddy Got ftngered^

O "Monkey

O "Blow* f

O "Snat<r

0"Josle and the Pussycats"

O Other

Coolest MusicArtist

O Jill Scon

O Radiohead

O Dave Matthews Band

O Nelly

ODido

O Other

i

Worst

Reality Stow
O "Boot Camp*;

O'TheM0(«"
'

O "Survivor 2*

0"MakfiR9th«Ban

O "Tempta^ Island"

O Other

'

Worst Recydid
Movie Idea

O "Charlie's Angeb"

O"josieandth€his5ywis

o-shaff

0"Rodk)raridBuHwinkle

O"0 Brother, Where Aft Thou'"

O Other

Best Lil'

O Buying a CD

O Imesh
^^

O Gnutellf^ the chocolate spread)

O Stealii^

O Freenet

O Other

O
O
o
o
o
o

Lil' Bow Wow

Lil' Kim

Lil' Debbie's Snadcs

Lil'Bladcy

Lil'Zane

Other

Worst Breakup
O Tom and l^e
O Rage Against the Machine

O Smashing Pqmpkins

O Ben Folds Five

O Russell and Meg ^^
O Other % /

Best Hair Change
O Faith Hill

O Jennifer Aniston

O David Spade

O Carnie Wilson

O Samuel L. Jackson

O Other

MostUkely
O Robert Down

OOarrylStr

O Bill Clinton

O Matthew P

O Steven Sodi

OOther.
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SINOMATIC

"Sinomatic"

SInomatIc

"Sinomatic"

Atlantic

Pouting faces, glaring in Ihcir best

rock-star, bad-boy manner from the

cover of Sinomatic's self-tilled major-

label debut, give hope that inside

there will be a true rock album, with-

out any of the syrupy pop influences

that have infiltrated the genre.

Unfortunately, "Sinomatic" is torn

between two worlds - Third Eye

Blind sound-alikes and the wailing

electric guitars and attitude-filled

vocals of a bygone era.

In the first category, songs like

•Girlfriend." "Leave Me Tomorrow"

and "7 Days." complete with string

orchestrations, are too pop-influ-

enced for a band that tries to bring a

harder edge back into mainstream

rock. "What Love Is" is similarly a

slower-paced song, but it lacks a

string section and is better for it.

"Feel Alive," "My Time" and

"One Life," on the other hand, have

a distinctly '80s rock quality com-

plete with unnecessary echo on the

vocals and hard-driving electric gui-

tars.

The first two tracks, "Bloom" and

"You're Mine," are the most individ-

ual songs on the album. Here the

band's multiple influences are pre-

sent but unobtrusive, which bodes

well for its future work.

Not surprisingly this album was

produced by Eric Valentine, who also

co-produced Third Eye Blind's self-

titled album.

This was no benefit, as many of

the problems on the album, such as

the string orchestrations and engi-

neering of the singer's voice, are a

jmatter of overproduction A simpler

"sound would have been more filling

for many of the tracks.

Sinomatic doesn't fall victim to the

usual faults of new bands. Its songs

are well constructed, the instruments

are integrated nicely and the 1

1

tracks don't feel like reconstructions

of the same song. It does, however,

lack an overall distinctiveness.

"Girlfriend" and "One Life" are

good songs, despite their overproduc-

tion and eerily familiar sound, and

"What Love Is" and "You're Mine"

arc both well written and well execut-

ed.

The album is infused with a feeling

of great potential, and it can only be

hoped that the band finds its voice, as

it does with "Bloom" and "You're

Mine," and produces a second album

that delivers what this one promises.

Mary Williams

Rating: 6

Jeff Beck
"Wired"

Epic

It's a little unsettling when some of

the best releases in the current music

mdustry arc reissued albums.

Jeff Beck's "Wired" is a brilliant

paradigm of the level of quality that

should be expected in today's releas-

es. The only thing is that the album

was originally released in 1976.

Beck, considered by many to be

one of the greatest guitarists of all

time, displays not only flash but also

the moderation that is not often seen

in guitarists' "solo" albums.

All too frequently these types of

solo albums are dedicated to one

giant guitar-soloing wankfest.

However, Beck leaves ample time

for the rest of his band to step into

the spotlight.

Bass player Wilbur Bascomb takes

the opportunity to lay down a phatty,

thick layer of funk, while Max
Middleton and Jan Hammer spew

out gritty runs on the clavinet and

synthesizer respectively.

Along with these adept musicians,

some of the best instrumentation on

the album is by Narada Michael

Walden, who shows his prowess on

both piano and drums. In addition to

playing on the album, Walden wrote

four of its eight tracks

.

^^

The album sounds unusually

bright and the notes are pristine in

their clarity Many albums in the late

'60s and throughout the '70s suffered

from having some of the sound quali-

ty lost in their final mixdown.

"Wired" is one of the few albums

that deviate from this path of musical

loss.

Produced by George Martin,

"Wired" is a testament to both

Beck's musial genius and Martin's

veteran experience as a producer.

With Beck hitting the front shelves

of record stores once again, maybe

the rest of the music world will take a

hint from this inspirational album

and produce something of the same

high quality.

Antero Garcia

Rating: 8
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•DAILYBRUIN
Invites you and a guest to see

THE

muMmy
RE TURNS

At the Avco Theater, Westwood Village

: this

Wednesday, May 2 at 7:30

To find out where to pick up your FftEE pass,

log on to:

www.bruinwalk.com

No pur<hoim n^cmsary Only on» prize pau par penon on limited k> supply on hana

THE MUMMY RETURNS opens nationwide Friday, May 4th
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A laE Calendar
April 30-May 13

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday

30

oT

1 w
• Sigur Ros perfornis at ttte John

Anson Ford Amphitheatre. For tickets

go to www.ticketmaster.coni

• Juliana Gondek sings at Schoenberg

Hall at 8 p.m. For info call (3 10) 825-

2101
• Radiohead Listening Party at

Kerckhoff Grand Sj^)^{>egins at 8

p.m. For info call (•pr825 1958

The Sugarhil(;^g plays at

Westwood Plaza at noon. For info call

(310)825-1958
• Sound Arena presents Crankshaft,

Celebrity Trash, The Actual and Flaver-

Box Hard Rock Cafe Hollywood. For

info call (818) 622 7625

• Semisonic plays at

Westwood Plaza at 10 a.m. For

info Gil (310) 825-1958 ry
• Campus Events showsJ
"Shrek" in Westwood atrjO

p.m. For info ull (3 10) 825-

' Campus Events presents a

sneak preview ofA Knight's Tale'

at 6 p.m. at the AVCO Theater. For

info call (310) 825-1958
* Campus Events showsTou Can

Count on Me' in i|4^an Grand

Ballroom at 7 p.tjLand 9;30p.m.

For mfocalKUl^ 825-1958
• Midtown performs at the

Troubadour. For tickets go to

www.ticketmaster.com

• Spnng Sing begins at 8 p m at the

Los Angeles Tennis Center For info call

(310)825-2722
• The Department of World Arts and

Cultures presents 'The Last Big Event"

at Kaufman Hail Theater 200 at 8 p m.

For info call (310) 825-2101

• Campus Events shows 'You Can

Count on Me' in Ackerman ^'f>i^~\
Ballroom at 7 p m.and 9:30mi3wL|
info call (310)825-1958 ^"/r^
• Movies opening:'Eureka,"Thf »

Mummy Returns," "Pavilion of

Wooten,' 'Tinte and Tide'

• The 7th Annual Venice Garden

Tour takes place from 10 a.m. to

5 p.m. For info call (310) 390-

6641 or visit

www.venicegardentour.org

May 1 5 Owwdlan OeW (jutlefrei heavies atThe Brea Improv. For info dll (714) 529-7878
• •

May 1 1'flMdMAteBBa^ttost of thjOjitiBftCJ^^ perfbnmklittlaM^Hise in<elefoiation ofCinco de Maya forinfo call (626) 577-1894

•The World Jazz Ensemble

plays at Schoenberg Hall at

7:30 p.m. For info call (310)

206-3033

• Goldfrapp performs at th«^

El Rey Theatre. For tickets go

to www.ticketo^ter.com

• Watsonville/Patio and

Louden Swnmat perform at

Hard Rock Cafe Hollywood.

For info call (818) 622-7625

CJ

10

May 8-12* StfiveMcdr^ and Jeff Garcia perform atThe feel

* Fan Nation will take place at

the Verizon Wireless

Amphitheatre. For tickets go

to www.ticketmaster.com

Of

11
^'

•The Early Music Ensemble

plays at Powell Library

Rotunda at 7:30 p.m. For info

call (310) 825-5756

• Movies opening:"A Knight's

Tale/'"Calle54''

12

577-1894 Of%jt www.icehou5eonnne.aMn

13

JOAN ONG/Ddily Btuin Sentor Start

Brum Special
LARGE (16") PIZZA 3 regular toppings

$9.95 - Oelhrery Only; $16.75 value; limit 1 per order

Student Special

m 20% OFF with Bruin Card
Delivery & Pick-up Only

r'« Vf-TBF?«5-:~'i» :<fi*'tif?*'^ v.;-^^JWKS^ti-sv^ vi*3a*«»!*-
Giant Slice + Salad + Drmic = $3.99 (largest Slice in Westwood) • Complete Dinners $4.99 • Free Delivery

MANN

Westwood
VILLAGE Orivtn (PG-13)
961 Broxlon THX Dolby Oigilal

208-5576 Mon-Thu(11 00 145 4:30) 7 30 1030

MUIN Frtddy Go( Flngtrtd (R)
948 Broxlon THX Dolby Digital

239-MANN Mon-Thu (12 30 3 00 5 15) 7:45 10:00

MANN

Santa Monica
CRITERION 3

CRITERION 4

•tMmI JMt't Diary (P6-13)
THX Sleteo Dolby Digital

Mon-Thu (12.00 2 20 4 40) 7 00 9.40

Jm Olrl (PG-13)
THX - Dolby Digital

Mon-Ttiu(1(X))7 00

LAEMMLE
visit our website www.lMtnmIe com

West Hollywood
_ BmiliiJlKBnllFMAIITiiMttM

8000 SuHMl (It Crstceni Haighli) Free Pirlilna

(323) 848-3500

NATIONAL Town and Country (R)
10925 Lindbrooli THX - Dolby DigiUI
208-4366 Mon-Thu (12 00 2:30 5 00) 7 45 10 30

FESTIVAL
10887 Lindbrook
208-4575

Alofif Cam* • Saidtr (R)
THX - Dolby DIgiUI

Mon-Thu (1:45 4 30) 7 00 9 30

CRITERION S

CIIITERI0N6

The Tailor ol Panama (R)

THX - Doiby Digital

Mon-Thu (12:10 2:40 5 15) 7 5o 10 20

THX
8wlOd«(R)
Dolby Digital

9;

SUNSET 1 The Canter ol the World (NR)
Mon-Thu (12 00) 2 15 4:30 7:00 9.30

SUNSET 2 ManMnto(R)
Mon-Thu (130) 4 15 7 15 9 55

SUNSET 3 Son to Man (NR)
Mon-Thu (12:00) 2 00 4 00 6 00 8 00 lOOO

GENERAL CINEMA

Westwood
AVCO CINEMA
IO840 Wilsh(re Btvd

1 BIk E of Westwood
(310) 777-FILM #330

UCLA

Campus Events

AVCO CINEMA Croaehing TIgtr.

Hidden Oregon (PG-13)
Presented in THX SRO Digiial Sound

12:30 3 45 7 10 10 00

Mon-Thu (12:20 2:45 5:00) 7 10 9 20 SUNSET 4

REGENT Amom Ptrrot (R)
1045 Broxlon Dolby Digital

208-3259 Mon-Thu (12:00 3.30) 7:(» 10.20

PLAZA Crocodile Dundee in Lot Angeles (PG)
1067 Glendon Dolby Digital

208 3097 Mon-Thu (12 00 2 30 5:00) 7:30 10 00

TIM Taller e( Pnwma (R)
Mon-Thu (1 40) 4 20 7:00 9 40

AVCO CINEMA Hearttreakers (PG-13)
Presented in THX DTS Digital Sound

12 00 5 00 10 20
Sop. Adm. Josle and the Pussycats (PG-13)

2 40 7 41)

ACKERMAN BALLROOM
TickeU FREE from
319 Korckhon (Tue)

AVCO Theatre

Tickets FREE from
310 Kerckhon

ACKERMAN BALLROOM
Tickols $2.00

Witk 5 Wd i/2
Sneak Preview

Shrek
7 30 pm

Week 5 Thy 5/3

Sneak Preview

A Knight's Tale

6 00 pm

You Can Count on Me
7:00 pm & 9 30 pm

AVCO CINEMA

SUNSET S Panic (Rl
Moo-Tlw (1:00) 3:15 5:30 7:45 10:00

I (P6-13)
Presented in SODS Digital Sound

12 45 4 15 7 30 10 30

PACIFIC

WESTWOOD 1 Somaooo Lika Too (PG-13)
1050 Gayiey Ootby OigiUI

208 7664 Mon-Thu (12 00 2:40 5 05) 7 30 10 00

WCSTWOOOt
1050 Gayiey

206-7664

EMwy it flw fillet (R)

D'" "

Mon-Tlui (1:00 4:00)

Dolby Digital

7 15 10.15

WESTWOOD S Tho Body (PG-13|
1050 Gayiey Dolby Digital

208-7664 Mon-Thu (1215 2 45 5 10) 7 45 10 15

WESTWOOD 4 SnKld8(PG)
1060 Gayiey Dolby Digital

208-7664 Mon-Thu (12 10 2 30 4 45) 7 00 9 45

Santa Monica
CRITERION 1 Tnm aad Comiry
1 3 1 3 3rd St THX - Stereo Dolby Digital

Promenade Moo-Thu (11 45 2 30 5 10) 7 45 10 15
395-1590

CRITERION 2 Driven (PG 13)

On 2 Scroons
THX - Stereo SODS Otgital

Mon-Thu (1 1 50 2:15 4:15 4 50) 7 30 9 30 10:00

Westwood
CREST The Foraakon (R)
1262 Westwood Blvd THX - Dmital
(S ot WiKhirti Mon-Thu (2:45) 510 7 30 9 40
474-7866 or

777-FILM (#025)

UNITED ARTISTS

Westwood

WLA/Beverly Hills
Delence (PG-13)
Mon-Thu (12 30
1 5:20 7 45 ^0^6

ROYAL The LuzhIn Delence (PG-13)
11 523 Santa Monica Bhrd Mon-"
(310) 477-5581 2:55

1

MUSIC HAU1
9036WllsMre
274-6860

TiM Widow ol Sainl-Plorre (R)
Mon-Thu (5 05) 7 30 9 55

MUSIC HALL t
9036 Wilshire

274-6869

WHIi a Friand Lika Hany (R)

Mon Thu (5 30)815

AVCO CINEMA Traffic (R)
Presented in SODS Digital Sound

Mon-Tue 12 15 7 00
Wed-Thu 12:15

Sop. Adm Joe Dirt (PG-13)
MonTue3 30 10 l6

Wed 3 30
'

. TholOlO

Beverly Hills
BEVERLY CONNECTION
La Cienega at Beverly Blvd

(310)659-5911
4 hours validated parking $1 at Box Office

Enjoy the
Movies!!!

MUSIC HALL 3

9036 Wilshire

274-6869

Hemlock (NR)
Mon-Thu (5 30) 7 45 lOOO

BEVERLY CONNECTION

UA WESTWOOD
10889 WeUworth
47S-9441 THX

Mon-Thu 12:00 215 4:45 7 30 10 20

Ono Night at McCool (PG-13)
No VIPi uolii S/7

Santa Monica
MOWCA

1

Panic (PG-13)
1322 2nd St IMon Thu (1 15) 3:25 5:35 7.50 lOOS
(310) 394-9741

Drtven (PG-13)
On 2 Screens

Presented in THX SRD Digital Sound
11502305107501035

Presented in THX DTS Digital Sound
1:00400700945

BEVERLY CONNECTION Freddy Got Flnoerad (R)
Presented in DTS Digital Sound

Mon-Wed 12 50310530800 1015
Thu 12 50 3 10

UA WESTWOOD
10889 Wellworlh THX
475-9441 Mon-Thu 1215 2:30 5 00 7 50 10 30

MONICA 2

iridftt Jono't Diary (R)

THX

Tke Golden Bo«l (R)
Mon-Thu (100) 4 00 7 00 9:5$

BEVERLY CONNECTION

UA WESTWOOD
10889 WeUworth
475-9441

Mon-Thu 12 30 4 30 7:10 10
'"Im.

MONICAS Witt a Friend Lika Harry (R)
Mon-Thu (130) 4 20 7 10 10 0(5

Crocodile Dundee in

Los Angeles (PG)

OnZScrwns
Presented m DTS Digital Sound

Mon 12 20 9 50
Tue Thu 12 20 2 40 5 00 7 30 9 50

M0IIICA4 Monwnto (R)

Mon-Tfiu (1 45) 4 30 7 15 1O00

BEVERLY CONNECTION Brltfiat J«w^ Oiary (PO-IS)
OnfScrtona

Presented in THX DTS Digital Sound
11451230210250430520

7.10 7 45 9 30 10 10

i

To advertise
in the

Bruin
Movie

Guide,

call

310.825.2161
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SMMF
RF-LiASI YOUR WORRIES

Ruiming every Wednes

Advertise in the
Daily Bruin's
Summer Sublet
Guide now!

(310)825-2221

IS^ruin Pridcl
,®UCLA JEANS make g^u f>ri^ud.

We are pleased to introduce
UCLA JEANS. Show your
Bruin spirit!

DESCRIPTION

SIZE UCLA JEANS
MEN WOMEN [a] MED. BLUE

^ HI DARK BLUE

El TINT BLUE

28

to

42

to

13
EVENNUMMM 00O.MMM [d] BLACK

Srice: $ 39.9gb

Email us: lyki@pdc.nct

Customer Service: 323.846.7290

AM tax plus ahippina and hanOing

PixKluced by
Lyki Apparel

under license

from UCLA*

UCLA JEANS 10% DISCOUNT C
For student body only

, . . i

Wear it proud.
Formore information, please call 323.846.7:

Valid unlU 5/12/01

Mail your Oder to: P.O. box 189I8 Lot Angdet, CA 90018

Purchaser Information:

Name; Day Phone:

Charge to: DVISA DMC
AccL#: _..
Signature

Size Color Quantity

.Exp. Date:

Shipping Information:

Name: Day Phone:

Address:

Price

Tax

S&H

TOTAL:

City, state, zip: CtMCks slwuM tw mKto payabto to: LYKI APPAREL, INC.

Learn about opportunities for your career!!

pjlfl Entrepreneur Association

C«J Conference

•**f!!!Pf

.

Biotechnology
Wireless

Communications

Four Tratki

Venture
Capital

Social

Entrepreneurship

Keynote Address by Jeff Henley,
CFO of Oracle

Friday May 4th 8am -4pm
- The Anderson School at UCLA -~

Register at:
http://www.uclamba.com/

SOUND BITES
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Zebrahead
"Playmate of the Year"

Sony Music

Adorning Zebrahead's album
"Playmate of the Year," are images

of Playboy playmates Kessisa Fare,

Elan Carter and Jennifer Rovero,

decked out in tasseled leather bikinis.

And then there's the picture of the

band ogling an issue of Playboy mag-
azine, drool practically dripping

down their chins.

Appropriately titled, the album
includes tracks such as "Livin'

Libido Loco." "Wasted" and "I'm

Money."

With a poppy, punk sound remi-

niscent of Blink 182 and Bloodhound
Gang, Zebrahead creates a fun, party

atmosphere with its catchy beats and
contagious lyrics.

The first track, "I am," uses its

instrumentation to create a punk and
electronic feel at the same time,

allowing for a wider audience.

"I am" keeps up a fast-paced

tempo from beginning to end, as do
most of the album's other songs.

The song successfully grabs the lis-

tener's attention with profane lyrics.

although some may find these verses

offensive.

"Playmate of the Year," the title

track, further adds to the album's

upbeat mood by adding sounds of

"whoo" and "yeah" into its chorus.

With lyrics that are easy to relate

to such as "Gotta gel up/Golla open
my eyes/I'm swimming through this

haze/That's been around me for

days," listeners can, at times, connect

with the band.

At other points in the album, how-
ever, Zebrahead makes it clear that it

just wants to have fun and it doesn't

care what anyone else thinks.

This attitude can be clearly felt in

the song "In My Room," during

which the band sings, "I can do it all

in my room/I can be a rock star with

a bad attitude/I am the king in my
room."

While the album has a fun, enjoy-

able quality, many of the songs sound
the same and are hard to distinguish

from other bands' music.

Stick to tracks "Playmate of the

Year," "Now or Never," "Wasted"
and "I'm Money" in order to hear

Zebrahead at its best.

In the end, although the CD can

gel a little repetitive, it's a good
album to mix into the party lineup.

Rebecca Cohen
Rating: 6

BLUE
From page 18

The group found that the material

that best fits this description is PVC
plumbing pipes, cut at different

angles in order to create different

pitches.

While the effect is a thrilling, res-

onating sound, gelling each note's

pitch right has been a trying task, and
tuning the pipes is difllcult, Goldman
said.

"There are so many weird proper-

ties to (the pipes). When the glue dries

il makes the note a little Hat. We've
developed some good systems

though. We have a screw at the end so

that we can tune them more easily,"

Goldman said.

Jennifer Judkins, UCLA's assis-

tant director of bands and a lecturer

on music performance, commented
on the group's one-of-a-kind instru-

ment.

"It's an interesting crossover

because the pipe provides the res-

onating body and you're striking on it

like a drum," she said. "Since they are

tuning the pipes, it adds a melodic

quality to them. You can tell from the

commercials alone that they are all

musicians and know what they are

doing."

With the three Blue Man origina-

tors currently in the studio working

on a sophomore album, the group
does seem to know what it's doing.

Ultimately, what separates the

Blue Men from the boys, or at least

from the non-blue theater world, is its

authenticity.

"Performance art in the '80s was
so unemotional and when you go to

'Phantom' or 'Les Miz,' it's all emo-
tion and spectacle," Goldman said.

"What if we made something gen-

uine? What if the Blue Man's reaction

was a real reaction? That's what sepa-

rates us from other shows out there

and also what makes our show so

enjoyable to perform night after

night."

MUSIC The Blue Man Group's album
"Audio" is available both in CD and DVD
fornrwt from Virgin Records. For more
information on the Blue Man Group go
to wvvw.blueman.com.

Sponsored By^ Slljcon \/Slky Bank

MCCOOLS
From page 19

ferent from her," Zwart said.

"She was also the obvious one
because I really wanted someone
that was as appealing to women as

she was to men,' he continued. "I

knew that Liv had that quality and
could pull it off. She has to be able to

kill somebody and make people still

like her."

Released by Michael Douglas's

production company, Further

Films, the film lends itself to quite a

bit of violence as a black comedy
that emphasizes both outrageous
and serious elements. Tyler, howev-
er, may even be able to make the vio-

lence appeal to women.
"She can appeal to women if the

violence is the portrayal of the

power of women," said Neil

Malamuth, UCLA professor of psy-

chology and communications,
whose research interests include

mass media and aggression.

"Violence for the gaining of
resources will be perceived different-

ly by women than the violence in a

solely sexual context."

Although the movie glorifies vio-

lence, Tyler said that her character is

not meant to be in bad taste.

"I'm not a big fan of violence and
of guns, but it's a part of life," Tyler

said. "I've seen more violence in

reality everyday than I do in movies.

We're surrounded by it, so we
shouldn't shelter it away and act like

it doesn't exist
"

For Zwart, the repercussions of

violence should not be taken lightly.

He even decided to kill a certain

character off because of his despica-

ble behavior.

"For me, violence has a serious

consequence, and the guys are doing
it to themselves," Zwart said.

On a brighter note, despite vio-

lence, deception and tons of beguil-

ing, the film shows humans aspiring

to reach dreams.

"Everybody has a dream - some-
thing about yourself that you're not

happy with that you want to change,

something material or physical you
want," Tyler said. "That's just what
Jewel's doing .,. in a psychotic,

warped way She's trying to get to

that dream."

So if the violence and the desire to

attain a dream is not appealing to

audiences, the explicit car wash
scene, which still makes Tyler blush,

may just press the right button.

"Sometimes it would be really

shocking to watch the playback and
see something that I did," Tyler said.

"I never knew I had that in me."

FILM: "One Night at McCool'$"l$ now
playing in theaters nationwide.
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1100
1200
1300
lAOO
1.500

Hi00
1700
1800
1900
2000
2050
2100
2200
2300
2A00
2^)00

2G00

271)0

2H()0
2!)()0
'» f\ f-»rt

3101)

3200
3300
3^00
3500
3600
3700
3H()()

3JH)0

AOOO
4100
4200
4300
4400
4500

4(i()0

4700
4800
4U00
5000
5100
r>200

5300
5400
5500

Campus Happenings
Campus Organizations
Campus Recruitment
Campus Services
Birtlidays

Legal notices
Lost & Found
Miscellaneous
Personal Messages
Personals
Pregnancy
Recreational Activities

Research Subjects
Spemi / Egg Donora
Tickets Offered
Tickets Wanted
Minted

I

Appliances
I

Art / Paintings
Bicycles / Skates
Books

I

Calling Cards
Cameras / Camcorders
Collectibles

Computers / Software
Fumiture
Garabe / Yard Sales
Health Products
Miscellaneous
Musical Instruments
Office Equipment
Pets
Rentals
Sports Equipment
Stereos / TVs / Radios
liEible Sports

jzxSSn?
Auto Accessories
Auto insurance
Auto Repair
Autos for Sale
Boats for Sale
Motorcycles for Sale
Parking
Scooter / Cycle Repair
Scooters for Sale
Vehicles for Rent

5(i00
5(i20

5(>40

5000
5080
5700
5720

Resorts / Hotels
Rides Offered
Rides Wanted
laxi / Shuttle Service
Travel Destinations
Travel Tickets
Vacation Packages

.f^j

5800
5000
(iOOO
0100
0150
Ii2()0

0300
fi400

(i500

0000
0700
1)800

0000
7000
7100
;2()o

1-900 numbers
Financial Aid
Insurance
Computer / Internet
Foreign Languages
Health / Beauty Services
Legal Advice / Attorneys
Movers / Storage
Music Lessons
Personal Servtees
Professional Services
Resumes
Telecommunications
Tutoring Offered
Tutoring Wanted
Typing

Writing Help

/ / 11mm
WEBBM Business Opportunities

^^^9 Career Opportunities
Q^n Child Care Offered

wBSM Child Care Wanted
B|i|dI Help Wanted
E8i|dI Housesitting
ijfflufl Internship
||l|un Personal Assistance
^raul Temporary Employment
HHiiw Volunteer

EQnn Apartments for Rent
Qflfll Apartments Furnished
bQwH Condo / Ibwnhouse for Rent
llmDl Condo / Townhouse for Sale
Ijl^l Guesthouse for Rent
QSQ House for Rent
Bmun House for sale
ElBul Houseboats for Rent / Sale
EQmH Housing Needed
^^^9 Room for Help
BQQ9 Room for Rent
BSBBI Roommates - Private Room
BQQH Roommates - Shared Room
BEuQI Sublets
BBfllll Vacation Rentals

tndex

1 1 8 Kerckhoff Hall
308 Westwood Plaza
Los Angeles. CA 90024

E-Mail: classifieds@media.ucla edu
Web: http://wvvw.dailybruin.ucla.edu

Classified Line: C310] 825-2221
Fax: C310) 206-0528

Classified Display (310D 206-3060
Fax (3103 506-0528

ollioeliourB
Mon-Thu 9:00am-3:00pm
Ri: 9am-2:30pm

One issue, up to 20 words $8 50
each additional word 65

Weekly, up to 20 words 29 00
each additional word 2 15

Monthly, up to 20 words 96 00
each additional word 5 75

1 2 pt headline $160
16 pt headline $2 25
^Border $5

For Classified Display ads.

please see our rate card

for x'ariable rate information.

Classified Line Ads:
1 working day before printing,

at 12 noon
Classified Display Ads:
2 working days before printing.

at 12 noon
There are no cancellations after

noon of the day before printing

^ VISA

payment
Please make checks payable to

"The UCLA Daily Brum" We
accept Visa. MasterCard, and
Discover credit caids. Allow 5
working days (or mail payments

hoMf to wnile
an eflediiie ad

• Stan youi ad with the

merchandise you are selling

This makes it easier for readers to

quickly scan the ads and locate

your Items
• Always include the pnce of your
Item Many classified readers
simply do not respond to ads
without pnces
• Avoid abbreviations--make your
ad easy for readers to understand
• Place yourself in the readers
position, ask what you would like

to know about the mercfiandise.
and include that in the ad Include
such information as brand names,
colors and other specific

descriptions

TheASUCLA Comnjunteations board tutly supports the UmvefSity of Calrtomia's policy on nond.scnmmalion No medium shall accept advertisements which present persons ol any onqm race sex or sexual onenlation in a

'SaSHrTSL^^^^a^, 1 *.!. *^ "^ r"*^ '° P°*'"°"S capabilities, roles, or status in society Neither the Daily Bruin nor the ASUCLft Communications Board has investigated any of the services advertised or the

0)

jnsertion only Minor typographical effors are rx« efagOile lor refunds. For any ralutid. ttia Daily Brum ClaMi«i«d DapartnwnHwuM b>wo<i«t<»do< aogwcf oc»Ww> first <tey <>» pobticatton by noon
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announcements
1100-2600

11oo
Cnmptis Happenings

Alcoholics Anonymous
Mon. Oocuuion, Fri. Stap Stu^, 3517 Adcarmon

Thure. Boole Stwdy, 3517 Adwrnon
MA/W Rm. D«Nitai A3-029

Wad. Rm. Dwiid A3- 029
Discussion, All limai 12:10- IKWpm

ForakaholktoilndMAmltwhohmimadrlnUntpnbhm.

2200
Research Subjects

CHRONIC BAD BREATH Eam $50 and
learn to control bad breath. Clinical study in

Culver City 310-815-1829, 310-210-7805.

EARN $$$
For giving your opinion on market research-

products, TV, etc. Ages 5-54. No accents
please. 818-609-1850

SEXUAL ASSAULT
SURVIVORS

Wanted for research study. Get $15 gift cer-

tificate to Amazon.com for completing 10-

minute. web-based survey. Anonymous and
confidential Women, 18-35 years old. who
have been raped or sexually assaulted In the

past 5 years, please call or e-mail lin-

das©randorg, 310-393-0411x6152 (or

password www.rand.org/cnm/saws. RAND
is a non-profit research organization in Santa

Monica.

2300
Sperm / Egg Donors

2300
Sperm / Egg Donors

For A Limited Time

1300
Campus Recruitment

Good Money
Interesting Work
Telephone researches urgently

needed for brand new IT marketing

company in LAX area

$12 per hour

NO RESIDENTIAL CALLING

Contact Chris on (310) 414-2656 or email

rtcnjitusa@advanc*d-alclM(ny.com

FREE

DIABETES SCREENING
Genetic study of Diabetes recruits

healthy volunteers (1 8-40 years old) for

free diabetes screening with standard

oral glucose tolerance test (2.5 hours).

Qualified subjects (wf)o p>ass the oral

glucose tolerance test and have rKKmal

blood pressure) will be invited to

participate in a genetic study of

diabetes. Subjects will be paid $1 50
for participation.

Details, call Dr.Chiu (310)-206-9664.

1800
Miscellaneous

2000
Personals

LOVE? European writer/linguisi, cosmopoli-

tan, accomplished, good-looking, mature,

healthy lifestyle, loves literature/travel-

ing/outdoors, seeks attractive/smart/affec-

tionate young female, any race/origin, (or

fhendship, possibly nxnance/marrlage. 310-

573-4020/maniO munich.com

2300
Sperm/Egg Donors

EGG DONOR
Late 40's, married women looking for Jewish
coed interested in helpir>g to create a child.

$2500+ negotiable. Please call June 310-

376-7000.

EGG DONOR NEEDED Asian Please call

310-397-0490

If you are male, in college or ftave a college

degree, you can eam up to $600/mo, call (or

details on our anonymous sperm donor pro-

gram. Receive (ree comprehensive health

screening & help inlertile couples. So i(

you're kx)king (or a great job and a little extra

cash, call us first. 310-824-9941.

SPECIAL EGG DONOR NEEDED Seeking
healthy and intelligent woman, 21-29 years,

blonde hair, blue or green eyes. 5'-5'10" tall

with high SAT or ACT scores Btood type A,

B, or AB. Compensation $6000 Please call

OPTIONS 800-886-9373 ext. 741

GET $1,500.00 BONUS
IN ADDITION TO A

$3,500.00 DONOR FEE

When you are chosen by
a couple within the first

month of being
accepted by our

program

THE EGG
DONOR

PROGRAM
Help a couple achieve their dream and
you'll receive the highest compensation
and most personalized attention from the
oldest donor program In LA.

We saeen recipient parents, too

Shelley Smith ma.. m.f.c.c

323-933-0414
The Egg Donor Program/The Surrogacy Program
e-mail ssmlthMFCceaoi.com-Establlshed In 1990

Pay your tuition

with eggs.

If you're a woman between 1

8

and 35, you can eam money easi-

ly, anonymously. Donate your
"

eggs to an infertile couple.

$3.5(X) and up. depending on

you education and other qualifi-

cations. Call Today.

The Ceistfer for Egg Options

310/546-6786

•Th* CcnWf tor tgg Optfont. U.C
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Egg Donors Needed
Healthy females ages 19-28

wishing to help infertile couples.

$5,000

^ Call MIRNA (818) 832-1494 4

Needto move some goods^
^HBuyond sell ihem at ^ ^^^

-every wednevJoy & fridoy
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1300
Campus Recruitment

1300
Campus Recruitment

1300
Campus RecriiitincMit

5680
Tmvel D(>stinatiuns

5680
Travel Destinations

V ^
STUDENT TRAVEL

/̂
J'fo^

\>
V

Congratulations UCLA:I

Call us!
Space is

selling out!
There are 47 alumni currently serving as Peace Corps Volunteers in Africa,
Latin America, Eastern Europe, Asia, the Caribbean, and the Pacific Islands.

Join your schools proud Peace Corps tradition. If you apply by
June 1st, you could be abroad by September.

Attend a General Inform^^rion M^^t^^ng—

fi_ir*^LiiL>

:r^l

TRAVEL

Tuesday, May 1st, 7:00PM to 9:00PM
Borders Bookstore, 1360 Westwood Blvd.

(cross street Rochester, Los Angeles)

For more information:

1-800-424-8580, option 1

www.peacecorps.gov

920 Westwood Blud. (next to Burger King)

310.UCLA.FLY or n6079S from campus

www.statravel.com

Autos for Sale

1987 TOYOTA CELLICA GT Very good
price, very good condition Coupe, black'
Must go now! 310-649-4759, 310-446-1046,
osmanyetkin© hotmail.com. $1799 (neooti-
able)

3500
Furniture

MATTRESS SPECIALS
NEW INNERSPRING twin sets $99.95, Fulls

$12995, Queens $16995 and Kings
$199 95 Also, Sealy, Stearns and Foster .at

lowest prices 310-477-1466

1990 ACURA LEGEND
Five-speed, red w/leather interior. 130,000
miles Excellent mechanical condition
$4,500 Ask for Lisa or Terry: 626-398-9429

1990 GEO METRO White, 2-door, manual
trans

, 90,000miles New brakes, A/C. Runs
great! $1,800-obo Call Amanda 310-820-
3579

6000
Insurance

)>lllstate.
MmVb in good handa

Mike A/er Insurance Agency. Inc
(310)312-0202

1281 W»stvN/oocl Blvd.
C2 t>lks. So of \A/llsrilre>

24 Hours o Doy Servica

1990 HONDA CIVIC. Hatchback, red w/black
interior, 4spd, excellent condition, l04K/mi
$4000. Cassandra 310-445-5319

S700
Travel Tickets

FLY 4STANDBY FLY 4 CHEAP!
Hawaii $139 o/w. Europe $249 o/w (+tax).

4standbycom or 800-397-1098.

MOVING OUT SALE!
Washer/Dryer. 2 bedroom sets, bookcases,
TV console, single bed, 2 desks and 2 solas
Call ASAPi Moving Saturday 310-473-5769

4400
Stereos/TVs/Radios

BIG SCREEN 45" color TV $575 obo Color
TV 27" near new $175 Color TV 35" near
new $395 310-313-6449.

AAAAAw^

1990 VW FOX. 4 door, 91000 miles, manual
transmission, cosmetically only ok but runs
great! Brand new altemator, clutch, tires
Randy: 310-2077609. $1200 obo

1991 FORD TEMPO. White, 4-door. au-
tomatic. Very good condition. Power steer-
ing/windows. A/C Pioneer CD-player
$3000 Call 909-595-0601. Ask for Jerome.

1991 LEXUS LS 400. Blue/gray, original
owner, xcint cond. looks new. leather, rnoon-
roof. loaded, new A/C 102K/miles $12 500
310-391-1106.

:*s«s*'
y.<-yy'^^Ja2j'^Jt-j

1996 SATURN SL2
4door, automatic, manual, door lock+wind
ows, 10 disc cd changer. 79800miles. $6500
(below blue book) Sam 310-824-3451.

1998 NISSAN ALTIMA GSE. Clean, au-
tomatic, 4-door, CD, 49K miles, xdnt con6.
$14,000/obo Call 310-915-2055.

2000 VW PASSAT GLS. Automatic, 7.5 mi
5CD changer, anthracite blue, power wind
ows/locks. $19850obo. 818-481-8181

transportation
4600-5500

GRAY 1992 CHEVY CAVALIER, excellent

mechanical conditk)n Manual. Air Condition-
ing, 118K miles. $2000 323-471-9586

POLICE IMPOUNDS Hondas as low as
$500 tor listings 1-800-319-3323 ext.A214

M^ 900
Autos for Sale

1986 HONDA ACCORD 2DR Hatchback,

116.000 ong mi New bakes and tires. $2000
OBO. 818-742-2262

you cansoil
your old slufr

"^mm
Classifieds

825-2221

61OO
Computer/Internet

A GREAT DEAL!
Mac PowerPC 7100-8100 $199-$299 in-

cludes monitor. Pentium 1 complete system,
includes monitor $249. 310-476-5076

6200
Health Services

SCULPT YOUR BODY Pilates Group Class-
es Starling Now Amazing results! Student
rates! Call Haley 310-266-2922.

6300
Legal Advice/Attorneys

NO RECOVERY NO FEE
NO COST Sexual harrassment, Discrimina-

tion, Auto-accidents, Slips/falls. MYER LAW
FIRM, Westside, Scott D. Myer(UCLAW86).
www.bestlawyer.com 310-277-3000.

PERSONAL INJURY/
D.U.I. DEFENSE

Auto Accidents

Motorcycle Accidents
Slip & Fall • Pedestrian

UCLA Alumni
No Recovery • No Fee

(310) 552-0007
Free Consultation

Law Offices of Donald R Hartunjan

idEa247.COM
INTERNET RESOURCES. Web design, de-
velopment, tutorials, hosting affiliates, do-
main names/dreamweaver. global news.
Java script, CGI Cold Fusion,

http //www.idea247.com

6200
Health Sen/icus

CHIROPRACTIC CARE,
MASSAGE & ENERGY

HEALING
By a lincensed doctor of chiropractic/holistic

medicine with healing hands lor relieving
your pain, stress; relaxing your body/mind at
comfort of your tiQME Dr Behrooz
Shokrani Tel:31 0-864-7400

PROFESSIONAL
NATURAL

PEELING FACIALS
SCAR REMOVAL. Natural enzyme treat-
ments for acne pigmentation and aging skin.
Clink:ally Proven! Call 1-800-788-8929.

Franklin^Price
ATTOBNEYS AT LAW

CHIMINAI DtFfNSt BY FORMER PROSECUIOH
Landiok)AmANT • PasoNAi iNMrr

EWTtmXMtNT « CONTMg Dbwhs • DU/D«0G$

6777 HollywMMJ Boukvord • Suili 506
Mr»Dod, (oMornia 90028

323.4«4.i700 nkt
373 444.i7M fax

6400
Movers/Storage

BEST MOVERS. Licensed, insured. Lowest
rates Fast, courleous+careful Many stud-
ents moved for $98 Lie. -T- 163844. NO JOB
TOO SMALL! 1-800-2-GO-BEST Voice-
mail/pager: 323-263-2378.

HONEST MAN w/14ft truck and dollies,

small jobs, short notice ok. SF, LV. SD.
Student discount Go Bnjins! lOyrs. 310-
285-8688

BRUIN
BARGAINS

'ads for itoms over $200 are $2

JERRYS MOVING&DELIVERY The careful
movers Experienced, reliable, same-day de-
livery. Packing, boxes available Also, pick-
up donations for Amerk:an Cancer Society.
Jerry 0310-391 -5657.

SUMMER STORAGE. Free ptek up avail-

able. reasonable rates. Westside Self-Stor-

age. 310-826-5955.

6500
Music Lessons

DRUM LESSONS
ALL LEVELS/STYLES with dedicated pro-
fessional At your home or WLA studio 1st-

lesson free No drum set necessary
Neil;323-654-e226.

VOICE. PIANO LESSONS by professional
singer/pianist. Juilliard School MM All levels
welcome, 310-544-1240.

Display

206-30(

6500
Music Lessons

GUITAR LESSONS
by professional near UCLA. All levels, guitars

available. Learn to play effortlessly!

wwwJWGS.com. Call Jean at 310-476-

4154.

6600
Personal Services

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING

Compreh«nsive Dissertatoo Assistance
ThMM, Papers, and Personal Statemenis

Proposals and Books
Inlerrwlioriai Students Welcome Since 1985

Sharon BMr. Ph.D. (310) 470-«662
www Bear-Wnte com

4LL mmm « ed/t/ivg
Personal Statements, Papers, Theses,
Dissertations, Booics, & Proposals

Comprehensive help by PhD from DC
International Students Welcome

(323) 665-8145

ysssayissTT': v ^ \ \ \ \ T.r.xiLi.i.MJjaaaaz:

^
Unhappy? Tired? Drained?
Maybe it's because universities like

UCLA have the soul ofDracula.

http://lJniversitysecrets.com

rmirmnj j i , r-nri jam f roccCi.taii

6700
Professional Services

ATTENTION MBA. LAW. MEDICAL
SCHOOL APPLICANTS! Frustrated devel-

oping your crucial personal statements? Get
professional fielp from well-known au-

ttior/consultant.310-826-4445. www.winning-

personstatement.com.

ATTN ART STUDENTS
Custom logo needed for music management
company. Contact JD 310-271-7240

CREATIVE EXPERTISE
MBA & OTHER
PERSONAL

STATEMENTS,
RESUMES

Personalized, professional assitance. Writ-

ing, editing, dissertation formatting, tran-

scribing. Are Words.Etc. 310-820-8830.

DIGITAL VIDEOGRAPHER w/Canon XL1.
$200/day. Also digital editing, graphic design
available Located in Westwood. 310-478-
6484

FIND ROOMS & „
ROOMMATES ONLINE

The Napster for roommates. Free to view

and place ads. Imrrtediate Online Results

www.easyroommate.com

FORMER ENGLISH TEACHER w/ Masters
from U-Chicago, edits/word processes dis-

sertations, proposals, screenplays, personal
statements, resumes. International students
welcome. Winslow's 310-829-6171.

HEAD SHOTS $99
SITTING PLUS digital file for unlimited

prints!! Westwood location. Call Jennif-

er:31 0-575-6638.

MECHANIC TO YOUR DOOR. I will repair

your car at your place. Call 310-824-0286,

3JX)-993-1397cell

N4EDICAL SCHOOL APPLICATION COUN-
SELING. Counseling by recently graduated
M^.D. Specializing in application essays/inter-

viaiw-skills. Fee negotiable/money-back

guarantee. Greg Freedman, M.D. 310-960-

3300/pager.

NEED IT TYPED?
Don't have time or inclination? Profession-

al/degreed word processors specializir>g in

legal/psycfK)k>gical transcription ar>d lengthy

academic papers, (legible drafts please)

$3/pg. student rate, $50/minimum, $12/pick-

up/delivery. Resumes/$40. 323-288-6805
any time.

I)a\ id Brien ^ .Vssociates

ATTORNEYS
Personal Injury, DUI's,

Landlord/Tenant disputes,

Business & General Litigation

20% Oisceunff to all
UCLA Alumni/Students

(818) 888'8a03

Classifieds

825-2221
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2300
Sperm / Egg Donors

Speeial Egg Donor deeded
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will

Height Approx. 5'9" or Taller •SAX Score around 1300
or High A.C.T. •Caucasian •College Student or

Graduate Student Under 30 •No Genetic Medical Issues

Compensation

id to you and/or the charity of your choice.
All related expenses will be paid in addition to

your compensation.

(Extra compensation available for someone who might be especially
gifted in athletics, science/mathematics or music.)

For more information or to obtain an application please
contact Michelle at the law Oflfice of Greg I. Eriksen

(800) 808-5838
or email E^onorInfo@aol.com.

This ad is being placed for a particular client and is not soliciting eggs for a donor bank.

6700
Professional Services

PUBLISH YOUR WORK
FOR $1,295

Textbooks. fx)vels and more. Call FirstPub-

lish, Inc at 888-707-7634 or visit www.firstpu-

blish.com

6700
Professional Services

NOTARY PUBLIC Bilingual sen/ices avail-

able. Spanish and English. Commission
#1277297 Commission expires Sept. 17,

2004.310-820-7113.

7000
Tutoring Offered

PHYSICS AND MATH
Math/Physics major/student otters tutoring, in

physics and math at all levels. Contact Sina
(310)989-1491 or sina4© ucla.edu

7100
Tutoring Wanted

Brentwood Dermatology

Medkal Group

Jock H. Silvers, MD
Kiplimiale <i itw Ammcwi IVianI (if Dwjulfilotj

• UpOMKtkNi • Botox • Collagrn
• tm Ui|cctJoiM to significantly

rcdocc facial lines

• Laser ranoval of brown spots,

tattoo's and veins

• Mole removaJ with great

aeathcllc outcome
• A GENERAL DEJlMATOU)GY

7000
Tutoring Offered

AAA TUTORS CLUB
A HOME TUTORING sen/ice (or all subjects,

grades K-12. Lowest prices guaranteed! For
more information call 310-444-0449.

RESEARCH PAPER TUTOR 4 grad and
published writer offers private tutoring servic-

es. 213-390-3331.

I

ARABIC LESSONS: Call Mohammed 310-
640-8577

10% w/ mention of Ad

Preceptorship availavle (or
medical and PJL

Ofikt; located on

Son Vkeate h Irtitwood

310-826-2051-

^iirwir.(llrslir«rf.«Mi

CHEMISTRY. ORGANIC CHEMISTRY
PHYSICS, BIOLOGY. PHYSIOLOGY.
STATS By doctoral student, w/lots of teach-
ing experience Fee negotiabla/money-back
guarantee Call Greg, 310-397-0547

EXPERIENCED TUTOR Math and Chemis-
try. $9/hour. 323-668-0405 and 323-663-
0814

WRITING TUTOR
Kind and patient Stanford graduate Help
with the English language—for students of
all ages/levels 310-440-3118

7100
Tutoring Wanted

TUTORS WANTED
AFTER-SCHOOL FOR grades K-12, in BH,
WLA, SM areas. Education majors and/or
graduate-level (in any field) a plus. $11.25-
15/hour Call The Tutors Club: 310-444-
0449.

EXPERIENCED TUTOR WANTED Must be
graduate student or TA. For high schiool

student taking second year Spanish and
math. 310-476-4205

HOME-SCHOOLING FAMILY In North Holly-

wood. needs 3-4 creative, energetic people
to do science, biology, engineenng, and
math projects w/three children ages 6-9

Completely unique and interesting situation.

CallPattyorNorma818-761-0029, 818-416-

9930. or818-216-0407

MAN IN WOODLAND HILLS, recently

bought property in France, looking for

French tutor Meet once a week-location can
be determined however preference towards
the SF Valley. $20/hour Please call:8l8-999-

0872

TUTOR NEEDED
For 7th grader Daily, 2 30-6:30. Female pre-

ferred Must own car Near UCLA 310-266-

7412.310-994-0880.

WANTED: Chem tutor for high school junior

2days/wk, ihr/day Please call 310-859-4544

daytime, 818-990-5694 evening, ask for Jen-

ny

MY-TUTOR COM Math/Physics/Stalis-

tics/English/Hebrew.chemistry/biology
Law/Business Law, computer programming
Computerized statistical analysis available
Tutoring sen/ice. Call anytime 800-90-TU-
TOR

EARN $120/WK CASH FOR 10 HRS Study
wt.ile you keep a 13 y/o company after-

school Driving and math tutoring Call Sue
310-680-4593

ENGLISH MAJOR TO TUTOR 14y/o sports
nut. $20/hr SM Sundays preferred 310-
453-4345

7200
Typing

THE TYPING GUYS Get your papers done.
Fast and cheap. Pick-up and delivery avail
able $12/hr Call 310-827-2777. Helk
Media

206-3060
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6200
Health Services

ARY CONSULTATION (^

Dr. Nader Dayani
Member American Association of Orthodontists

Specializing in braces for adults & children

ORTHODONTIST
._ SINCE 1980
UCL\ FACULTY MEMBER

(310)826-7494
1 1645 Wilshire Blvd. #802
Los Angeles. CA 90025

(949) .S52 - 5890
I8I24 Culver tJr,#A
Irvine. CA 927l5

sTi i)i:.\T.s.\.\i)r

• Cosmetic Porcelain
• Surgical Orttiodontlcs

• Removable
• Traditlorxjl

• Invisible

• European

Teeth Whitening $ftqoo
upptr or lower «-' "k tj »J
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7100
Tutoring Wanted

WORD PROCESSING specializing in thes
es. dissertations, transcnption, legal, psych
resumes, fliers, brochures, mailing lists, re

ports. 310-828-6939.

7500,
Career Opportunities

7800
Help Wanted

Immediate Openings
$9 to $15/Hour

general office clerks to executive secretaries

temporary & full time positions

Medical Transcription

MCCS Scheduling System a plus

Fax resume to (310) 278-4269
For mn immediate appointment

call (310) 278-0511

WWW. stATStaffingsexvices . com

7400
Business Opportunities

ONLINE MARKETING
Learn the truth about online marketing!

hltp://hopclickbank. net/hop cgi?mvp777/
bigdogs

7500
Career Opportunities

3 WEEKS VACATION,
OH YEAH!!

Assist exec w/intemst projects, liase w/poli-
ticians, coordinate niark3tlng efforts; ma)or
diversity/growth here!! Absolute style and
windows skills are a MUSTi^ Incredible ben-
efits and bonus$$$ Immediate interviews!
"The Placement Company" Fax 310-889-
7101 deidredale@earthlink net

RN OR DENTAL STUDENT for MD office

near Beverly Hills on Saturday AM's or P/T.

Top salary. Call 323-939-2111

7600
Child Care Offered

$$$ LOW PRICES $$$
WONDER YEARS PRESCHOOL run by
UCLA grads. Ages2.5/6years. Two large

play-yards Open 7:30-530 Close to UCLA.
310-473-0772.

$15 AN HOUR TO PLAY
TENNIS!!

ALUMNI Looking lor tournament or open lev-

el tennis player for rallying Hours flexible

Call 310-476-9059.

ABC BARTENOINC SCHOOLS
^ Tnousancis trained ana oiaced

^^ " .' >• r ri ..,'•. -ir t'*' f". '1

.«»MfCN • vfCiS

TOLL FREE 1 888 202 S824
WMfw.abcbartendmg.com

ACCOUNTING DEPT
ASSISTANT

P/T entry level position. M F 2 6pm w/ some
flexibility Basic computer knowledge, car
with insurance, good oral and written com-
munication skills required Good learning

opportunity $ 1 0/hr-^mileage 310-276-9166.

ADVERTISEIVIENT SALES DEALERS for

quality Music Catalogue Contact us for de-
tails and planning wwwmusemanage-
ment com

7700
Child Care Wanted

BABYSITTER/NANNY REQUIRED for coo-
lest 2-year-old ever seen. Flexible hours.

Pail time, Santa Monica Area Fax resume
and references to 310-394-9447. or email at

wiznick©aol.com

CHILDCARE/DRIVER. PT/FT M-F/Flexible

hours for giris 7 and 10. Mar Vista. Play,

drive to activities, car provided. 310-481-

2181 orlrobinson@piratenet.com

ENERGETIC FUN-LOV-
ING PERSON

NEEDED to care for 2 girts (2 1/2, 9 mos) on
Saturdays for 6-l0hrs Ideal if available peri-

txJically Sundays or evenings Pacific Pal-

isades area Kim 310-459-3766.

FEMALE AFTER-SCHOOL CHILD
CARE/DRIVER for 2 kids (10&13). M-F, 3-

7pm. Bel Air. Musi have car/references. Eliz-

abeth: 310-472-9920 evenings/fax 310-472-
9178. ASAP!

FUN, ENERGETIC, FEMALE BABYSITTER
needed Tues/Thurs.. flexible hrs 3 kids. Ex-
pehence/References required. More hrs.

available in summer. Pacific Palisades 310-
454-1150.

JOB ABROAD Need native English speak-
ing teachers in Taiwan. Teach children,

bachelors degree, 1 year contract,
$2000/month Excellent benefits Fax 310-
478-0416

JUST SECRETARIAL?
NOT!

HANDLE BUSINESS/Personal affairs; plan
events; surt the net. polish Power Point pro-

lecls; track legislation; create a spread sheet
or two; get your educatbn paid for sounds
great, huh? Sweet opportunity for talented
college grad The Placement Company"
deidredale©earthlink net Fax 310-889-7101

MOTHERS HELPER NEEDED Baby-
sit/pick-up from school a great 4/yo. Flexible,

part-time hours Possible live-in, part trade.

Own car a must Fun, loving, reliable person
w/expenence in child development. Have
references. Ask for Kellie 310-828-4141.

NANNY. P/T. M-F 3:00pm-8:00pm. Experi-

ence/references required. Need fun, friendly,

reliable, and responsible person. Nice family

15-min from UCLA. 323-965-8867.

LIBRARY CLERK: $7-9 hour. FT/PT
Locate/photocopy journal articles/book
chapters Deliver to Westwood office Famil-
ianty with bibliographic citations required Li

brary experience. Detail-oriente, reliable

self-starter Flexible hours Days. Evening
and Weekends available. EmaWfax resume
hrdinfotrieve com. 310-234-9582 Please
rwte Ref# 3104-3 m the subject line.

PSYCHOLOGY ADMINISTRATIVE ASST
Oversee administrative tasks for clinical trial

of children psychosocial treatment.
Computer skills, interpersonal skills F/T
$10/hr+ 310-825-6255

Classifieds

825-2221

WEEKEND NANNY
Needed. 4 y/o and 1 y/o Santa Monica. Ne-
gotiable. 310-314-0579.

7800
Help Wanted

$15-$23/HR BRIGHT ENTHUSIASTIC peo-
ple to teach SAT prep and ALL Academic
Subjects. Transportation required. We will

train. Flexible hours. Send or fax cover let-

ter/resume, including test scores (SAT, GRE.
etc ) to ACE Educational Services, AttnBar-
ry, 9911 W. Pico Blvd. Ste.PH-K. LA, CA
90035; Fax:310-282-6424. Positions avail-

able throughout LA and the Valley.

$9/HOUR PLUS BONUS Advertising con-
sulting firm seeking person(s) to set appoint-

ments, by phone, for our consultants Mini-

mum 2 years college. Teleplx)ne or outside
sales a plus. Immediate openings. PT/FT in

our Westside office. Norman Becker. Ad Max
Consulting Group:310-44 1-7676

•MOVIE EXTRA WORK* Beats all jobs. Start

Immediately Great pay Fun/Easy. No crazy
fees. Program for free medical Call-24/hrs

323-850-4417.

ACCESS TO A COMPUTER? PUT IT TO
WORK! Up to $25-75/hr PT/FT
wwwEamEZbucks.com 888-715-4646.

ACTOR'S PERSONAL
ASSISTANT

Phone calls, errands, bookkeeping, knowl-

edge of Quicken 2001 a plus. Must have ba-
sic computer skills and own transportation.

Hours flexible. $10/hour. 10-20 hours/week.
310-717-3193.

AD SALES PERSON
NEEDED IMMEDIATELY
Work for Beverty Hills weekly newspaper. No
experience necessary. Flexible hours. Call

Sarah ASAP 310-688-6761.

ADIMIN ASSISTANT, bilingual English/Span-
ish, front office, evenings 4pm-9pm M-Th.
Also, assistant needed days/atterrxx)ns to

work w/director of operations. $8/hr. Contact
Daniel Salazar dmgassocinc9earthlink.net.
or fax resume 310-479-7771.

Canyon Creek Oporto Cj^x^
Ratidmiiai Swmmar Camp G>wntelor/Spaciafitl
Wim loowng tor inniiaiHlic. rHpOMMi. «Nl mMdMt
Mril RMmbm tor our lO-DMk (Hmtm iparti «d camp

pregnm Oi«n mouita incMng and pirtWpNMg to ««to«
iportt,am and cnNiand dnmi adMNn. Mwi bt al KMt
18 yaan aid pralaraMiniiWi 1 or 2 yaara o( camp exparttnct

6/19 - a/ZVm $1,800 and up (213) 749-04M

A P/T position,

F/T PREFERRED
Property Management needs help with sec-
retarial/leasing. Must have car Fax resume
310-470-6755. Call : 310-470-1112.

$$Get Paid For Your
Ppinions!$$

Earn $15-$125 and more per survey!
www.money4opinions.com

Admin Assistant for

prominent Westside
art gallery

Train now-F/T by August. Must be fluent in

Spanish, detail-oriented. $10-12/hr-»-commis-
sion. Fax resume:310-586-1712

ADMIN ASSISTANT F/T position in Beverty
Hills Microsoft Ofttee a must Email resume
employment8 saybrex com or fax 310-278-
0038 More info 310-278-2750.

7800
Help W.mttnl

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT Will train In

medical office 30-40hr, M-F 9:30-6:30pm
Computer knowledge required Salary and
benefits. 15-min to UCLA. 310-476-4205.

No ExperieiKe Neci-ssary

Men, Vomcn, childrm. all iq^ sixes,

races TV - Films - ('x)miniTcials Manazirvs

forpersonal lutenieir call tioii

310.659.7000

ADMINISTRATIVE ASST
Upscale west side private club seeks
FrrSiPfJ Admin Asst. 2 shifts available. Ideal

candidates woukj be detail-oriented, have
ability to multi-task, member sen/Ice focus,

excellent phone demeanor and posses ex-

ceptional interpersonal & organizational

skills. Fax resume w/cover and salary req to

310-575-9684. Attn: Christine.

7800
Help Wiiiited

BA/Masters level. Psychotogy major (or job

as Psychometrist in NIH AIDS study Must be
fluently bilingual (English, Spanish) and have
own car/license. Will train. For rrwre info call

Allison/Dr Singer 310-473-5500.

CAMP COUNSELORS needed for local

summer day camp. Beach/aquatic experi-

ence in swimming, surtlr^g, sailirtg, or jet ski-

ing a plus. Competitive salaries. 818-996-

4780.

COMEDIC WRITER
Looking for comedic writer needed for a fe-

male comedian. Should have stand-up

comedic material. Female preferred. P/T.

$10/hr 310-236-1184 leave message

awwnt mriwo e
—

• . . e

—

'

—
"^ 1 COMPUTER STUDENT NEEDED for help inANNOUNCING summer job in Spain Teach , ,„». ^ .. . l. .-L

Spanish to Amencan high school students!
'^^'"'"9 '^^ ^"*^ Macintosh programs. Ebay

$800 stipend+round-trip airtare+housing
Contact Scon. 310-428-3680.

experience helpful. $10/hour, hiours flexible.

Call 310-476-9059.

ART CARVED CLASS
RINGS SALES REP

Responsible, organized student needed to

sell class rings. 10-15hrs/wk-fgraduation
weekend Will train. Call 310-206-3858.

ASSISTANT NEEDED. Windows proficient.

Car/insurance necessary. Accounting skills

preferred. Flexible hours. No dress code.
$9/hour Fax resume: 310-479-2402.

ASSISTANT TO BUSY REALTOR in West-
wood. Flexible hours. Need bnght. computer
savvy, organized, articulate person w/front

office appearance. Will train. Fax resume:
310-268-0665 or email to

robd ailbactief com

Are you a model.

Looking for all types

male/female models/actors
•Plus size •Childrrn

For pnni &. iMw-union commercials

No cxpcncnce required No fees

(110>

ASSISTANT TO EDITOR
Resp>onsible-energetic, writing and computer
skills, knowledge of Page Maker helpful.

Fast-growing rrxjtion picture and television

directory. $7.50/hour Hours negotiable. Con-
tact Susan Moore at Canoco Publishing,

310-471-2287.

ATHLETICS
Part-time student employee to work the

copy/mail room and front reception desk.

Pay rate $6.83/hr 10-15 hours a week. Must
be friendly and hard wori<ing. Apply at J D
Morgan Facilities Office 310-206-6662.

ATTENTION STUDENTS
AND FACULTY

Need Help. Seeking information regarding

apartments at 527 Midvale. If you are aware
of any complaints made to Midvale II Apart-

ments management regarding sliding glass
doors or balcony heights, landlord tenant dis-

putes, or tenant complaints at Midvale II

Apartments, please contact: 1-800-935-4844

COUNSELORS AND
INSTRUCTORS

In art. swimming, nature, video and rof>es

needed by Tumbleweed Day Camp. Must be
responsible, energetic and enjoy working

with children. 310-472-7474

COUNSELORS/FUTURE TEACHERS
needed for summer program at Crossroads
School in Santa Monica. Perfect for elemen-
tary education majors. Email resume to

gcuddyOxrds.org. EOE

CSO OFFICE
ASSISTANT

Ottlce assistant needed to work flexIblS"

hours Tuesday & Thursday between 10-4pm
and some Saturdays at our Westwood Polk;e

Station. Starting rate $8.47/hr Must be a

UCLA student w/at least one yr remaining.

Training provided for clencal and public rela-

tions duties. For details call 310-206-5473.

CSOs NOW HIRING
Do Good and get paid. Pay $8.47 to

$10 65/hr Must be a UCLA student w/U
academic years remaining with valid driver's

license. Web: www.ucpd.ucla.edu/ucpd/cso.

Email: csoOucpd.ucla.edu. Phone: 310-
825-2148

CUSTOMER
SERVICE/JOURNALIST
Small Intemet Company desires articulate

person to wort< with existing clients Email
reply. Customer service and Creative writing.

PT/FT. $9/hr 310-859-1903.

DAY CAMP - SUMMER
Seek staff w/summer home in or near the

San Fernando or Conejo Valleys. Oxnard,
Simi, Malibu misc. Instructors & General
couns. $2750-3500+ lor summer 888-
784-CAMP www.workatcamp.com

IN ^nwHtWQQv

L

(310) 472-7474 Located 10

Looking for fun, energetic students who
children and would like a job outdoors as a
general counselor. We also need specialists to
teach horseback riding, video making, swimming,
rock Climbing, nature studies, or arts & crafts.

www.tumbleweed4ever.com
Call for a great summer!

BEHAVIOR SPEC/AIDE, 10-30 hours per
week, school and fxjme. background with
children important. Knowledge of autism
helpful, email landronOucla.edu.

BEVERLY HILLS AUTO DETAIL shop needs
hard worthing, fast-paced, agressive people
to handle top-notch cars. No experience re-
quired Flexible hours Ozzie 310-859-2870

BILLING/DATA ENTRY/MGMT TRAINEE.
F/T+O/T error-free, detailed data entry
w/ability to meet deadlines 60-»-wpm. Career
opportunity w/lnduslry leader Fax resume
310-268-0701 or email TDIOTDICO.COM

CAMP COUNSELOR, 8/19-25, On-campus
residential film camp for bright engagbig 10-

18 year-okJs who happen to have htgh-lun-

tioning autism, erriail landronOucla.edu

DAY CAMP
COUNSELORS

Pali Camp now hiring enthusiastic coun-
selors! Summer fun includes: jet skiing,
amusement partes, beach days, paintball and
morel 19 and up Call Jacque: 310-477-
2700x14.

DAY CAMP
Summer. Swimming, beaches, horses &
more, wwwdaycampjobs.com.

DAY-CAMP COUNSELOR & Arts4Crafts
specialists Summer/PT $9 80/hr June-
August. Stoner Partt in WLA. 310-479-7200.
or fax resunf)e 310-445-1764.

Display
206-3060
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7800
Help W.Mited

DO CATS MAKE YOU
WHEEZE?

If you are allergic to cats, you may qualify to

participate in research study of an investiga-

tional medication. If you qualify, you will re-

ceive study related medication and up to

$250.00 compensation for your time. If inter-

ested, please call Jonathan Corren, MD. at

310-477-1734 ext.242

Dutch Research
Assistants Needed

Seekirtg Dutch research assistants to code
8lh grade science lesson videos. F/T-P/T

positions available. English and Dutch fluen-

cy required. $32,000+per year for F/T+ ben-

efits; $15.79 lor P/T Fax cover letter and
resume to David Rasmussen 310-820-6619
or mail to 12436 Santa Monica Blvd, LA, CA
90025. For more info, email davidrO lesson-
lab,com

EARN $20/HOUR + receive 50% off. Own
Nextel cellular phone! 10 people needed
ASAP Call today. Contact Emeka at 310-

628-8113

EARN $200 A DAY!
No experience necessary

TV commercials

Music videos

310-358-5147

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL ON CAMPUS
needs Extended Day TA's for summer pro-

gram. July2-July27, 12-3:45pm/daily Job
resumes in September for tall.

mparksOuda.edu/310-206-5194.

7800
Help Wanted

ESL TEACHERS IN

KOREA
Sincere, enthusiastic people with bachelors

degrees to teach English or intermediate

academic subjects at private English center

in Seoul. $13-15/hr. 30 hrs/week, housing
assistance. Email resume to

lovehoyahOyahoo.com, or fax 011-82-

234523279.

EVENT STAFF/
SECURITY

For sports, concerts, TV shows, conven-
tions. 18+ with clean background. Great job

for students. You pick your assignments.
213-748-7223.

F/T RECEPTIONIST for busy WLA real es-
tate office Outgoing, team player that's

friendly/Self-Motivated, Microsoft Office a
must. Fax resume 310-475-5042.

FEMALE MODELS
NEEDED

Immediate wortt for 18 yrs+, all races, all

ages, adult internet, video modeling.
$100/tK)ur Get your own website. 818-694-
2687. janieroOatf net

7800
Help Wanted

FUN SUMMER
Swimming, horses, beaches and more.
www.daycampjobs.com.

GIRLS wanted at exclusive social club in

WLA. Conversation and darKing. 18+ years
old Flexible hours. Eam top $$^ rtif^-.-^i.-^.

2989

Please ^
(r^^ .^

EEcycle

HELP NEEDED with entering client's file

data, part time, small Westwood Office,

$6.25/hour flexible hours, fax resume;310-
441-0801.

JEWISH HEBREW
And Sunday Schools need teactiers Good
Jewish education and love of children de-
sired. Alice Fasman:323-761-8613.

LABORATORY TECHNICIAN. Licensed w/

some Bacteriology exp. FT/PT. Telephone

310-208-0099. Fax 310-208-0963

LAX LOCATION. LA FIRM, Clerical, P/T

9am- 1pm. Partying $9/hr to start. Contact

Jennifer 310-337-3059
\

LIBRARY JOBS. Shelving and other stacks

duties, 12-19 hrs/wk. $6.83/hr to start.

STUDENTS ONLY apply at Young Research

Library Rm. 11617 or call Antigone Kutay
310-825-6982.

LIFEGUARDS
Certified LG's. Start afternoons 5/7. Also
Summer positions. Get paid to get (re)certl-

fied. Mature 18+ ar>d good swimmer. Beauti-

ful canyon setting. Tim 310-472-7474. Fax
resume 310-476-7788.

LIFEGUARDS AND SWIM INSTRUCTORS
Several k>cat locations. P/T-F/T. $10-12/hr
Will train. 818-222-7946x11. Greg or Emilie.

MALE MODELS
Have a great face or body? GET REC-
OGNIZED in Playgirt-style publications. Must
be 18-24. Beginners welcome. Highest im-

mediate pay w/headshots. Paid screen test.

Jetf0213-748-4555ext. '11. jwhiteOou-
nique.com

OFFICE MANAGER to very busy psycholo-
gist. 30 hours/week. Pertect job lor graduate
student with days free. Starts summer or

sooner Fax resume:310-472-1399.
,

PART-TIME ADMIN. ASSISTANT Duties in-

clude answenng phones, light typirig, organ-
—tMtioo, office errands, figtit tittng, & collating

documents. Must be bright, enthusiastic, de-
tail-oriented, & able to perform a variety of

tasks simultaneously. Send cover letter and
resume to ACE Educational Services,
AttnBrian, 9911 W Pico Blvd.. Suite PH-K,
LA CA 90035, or fax to 310-282-6424.

PERSONAL ASSISTANT to run errands and
make phone calls for busy psychologist.
Flexible hours (8/week). Fax resume:310-
472-1399.

Classifieds

825-2221

7800
Help Wanted

PERSONAL ASST
DETAIL-ORIENTED

person to manage orders for small upscale

retail shop Make sure orders are correct

when placed&follow-up w/suppliers to insure

correction-time delivery. Handle light in&out

shipments. F/T. including Saturdays Must
have excellent knowledge of English. Call

Bill:310-278-5620.

PHOTOGRAPHER WANTED for a wedding
June 9th Photography student OK. Will pay
$100+1ilm and development. Valentina 310-

445-5602 or vpagliaiOucla.edu

Physical Therapy Aide
F/T. Culver City. Outpatient clinic. Will ac-

comodate P/T before graduation Athletic,

eager to learn. Fax resume 310-837-9701

PSYCHOLOGY ADMINISTRATIVE ASSIS-
TANT: Oversee administrative tasks lor clini-

cal trial of children's psychosocial treat-

ments. F/T. $10/hr+3 10-825-6255

RESPITE COMPANION
$10-$12/hr DOE-PT/Flexible hours. Provide

respite for families with children with devel-

opmental disabilities. Paid training provided.

Toll free info:877-924-2220 E-mailrokel-

lyOiaba.com. Fax:310-649-3109 Visit us at

www.iaba.com

RESPONSIBLE, MOTIVATED SWIMMING
Instructors needed for Spring-Summer.
$20/hr Westside. Flexible schedule. Contact
Alexandra 310-478-5070

7800
Help Wanted

RESTAURANT IN MIRACLE MILE area cel-

ebratir>g decade in business Looking for

waitress/waiter P/Tor F/T Call 323-852-

1915. AskforNir

RETAIL SALES
PT/FT. Sepulveda Blvd. Designer wed-
ding/evening gowns Experience preferred,

motivated and friendly Great opportunity

Salary/commissions/bonuses. Excellent $$.

310-474-7808 Pauline

REWARDING/FUN
Summer Swimming, beaches, horses &
more www.daycampjobs.com

SALES POSITION available for intemet e-

commerce company. Salary+commission
Call 310-234-0784. Fax: 310-234-0786.
Email: JobsOelectrobuy.com

SUMMER AT THE
BEACH AND MTNS

FUN WORK WITH CHILDREN IN THE OUT-
DOORS. 7-week day program, 2-weeks
Sierra Sleepaway June 25-August 24. Ex-

perience with children and water activities.

$330+bonus/week Call 310-826-7000 or

www.SierraAdventureCamps.com

SUMMER CAMP
COUNSELORS

Decathlon Sports Club Located in Palo Alto.

6/25-8/17, $78-$92/day,9am-4pm. camp-
;;jot>Oy»hoo com -

Europe beckcMis you!

Roit tiesyou down!

Tlie Summer Sublet Guide

will set you foe.

Advertise in the Summer Sublet Guide.

Tl
he Daily Bruin Summer Sublet

Guide is a special feature designed to

help customers advertise that their

aparUiient is available for subletting. It

can also be used to find apartments. A

rather extensive and useful tool for ten-

ants, the Sublet Guide appears in the

UCLA Daily Bruin during the Spring

Quarter; mid-April through the end of

Spring Quarter 2001. A Sublet Guide ad

runs in the Daily Bruin for 4 days a.s a

regular line ad and 1 day as a display ad.

The display ad appears on Wednesday,

while the line ad appears on any 4 days

adjacent to the display ad date. The

price to run a Sublet Guide ad is $40.00

per week. However, we also offer a spe-

cial of $7S for two weeks which comes

with a guarantee... if you dont sublet

your apartment after tlie initial two

weeks, call us and we'll continue run-

ning it until it rents or Spring Quarter

ends.

Contact the Daily Bruin today to

list your apartment in the Summer
Sublet Guide!

To advertise call 510.825.2221

Displa*

206
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7800
Help Wanted

SUMMER DAY CAMPS
San Fernando or Cone)o Valleys, Oxnard,
Simi, Mahbu Misc Instructors & Generai
couns $2750-3500+ for summer 888-784-
CAMP vvwwworkatcamp.com

SUMMER JOBS! WEST Los Angeles day-
camp hiring energetic counselors, lifeguards,
and specialists. Call Tiffany at 310-399-
2267

Daily Bruin Classified

7800
Help Wanted

VET TECHS
Needed for busy a animal hospital in Culver
City. Call Oscar at:310-559-3770 or fax your
resume at:310-559-9447.

SUMMERSPORTS
CAMP COUNSELORS

Prime Time Sports Camp is now hiring lor
summer 2001 Sports background and ex-
perience working with children required
9:30AM-3:30PM M-F 6/25/01-8/31/01 WLA
and Palisades Peter:310-288-4132

SWIM INSTRUCTORS, LIFEGUARDS, Pre-
school teachers, and camp counselors for
the summer Mon-Fri. 8-3:30 Salary de-
pending on experience Woodland Hills Pn-
vate School Contact Bobbie Primack 818-
348-6563

WANTED 18-23/yo bassist/lead guitarist for
serious pop/rock band Must have equip.,
good voice, stage presence. Infl. Foos, Vert.
Honzon, Live, MB20 310-209-4991.

WANTED. People who want to lost weight
310-884-8746 24 hour message

WORK BY THE BEACH
OFFICE CLERK NEEDED. The Lobster
Restaurant in Santa Monica. P/T, flexible,

competitive pay, great location. Laurel.310-
458-9294 or fax:310-458-9654

8200
Temporary Enipioynienl

HEAD FRESHMAN BOYS BASKETBALL
COACH: Experience playing and coaching
needed. $2800-3200 for the season 5 days
a week from 2:30 to 5:00, with a few Satur-
day games The season begins in November
and runs through February. Please fax
resumes only!! Fax to 310-288-3286

MOTHERS DAY CUSTOMER SERVfCE
help needed Located in Westwood 50 peo-
ple. Call Rhett ©310-209-6770.

8300
Volunteer

HOTLINE VOLUNTEERS NEEDED by the
Suicide Prevention Center Excellent volun-
teer opportunity Next training starts May 5
Please call 310-751-5330 (Culver City)

8400
Apartments for Rent

1 BLOCK TO CAMPUS
Large studio, all utilities paid, $750 Avail-
able Immediately One Person Only Call
310-208-4253 or 310-824 -2595

1917 SPANISH MISSION BUILDING. Sin-
gle. WLA, Separate kitchen, high ceilings,
wood floors, one year lease. $750/mo 310-
479-8646.

8400
Apartments for Rent

PACIFIC PALISADES guesthouse 1 bdrm. 1

bath. PCH/Sunsel. refrigerator, stove, pn-
vate. quiet, gated house, mountain view, and
partial ocean view, parking included $1 125
310-395-RENT
www westsiderentals.com

2&3BDRM LARGE, bright, view Microwave,
oven, refngerator. dishwasher, washer/dryer
in unit. 21 -ft. Jacuzzi on roof Walking dis-
tance to UCLA. 310-475-0807.

PALMS traditional. 2 bedrooms, 1.5 bath, cat
okay, balcony, walk-in closets, laundry, quiet
neighborhood, bright, parking included
$875. 310-395-RENT wwwwestsideren-
lals com

SWIMMING INSTRUCTORS at client
homes $20-$24/hr. Strong lesson-teaching
experience with small children Summer em-
ployment. Call John 818-781-7676 exi 1

TELEMARKETERS CLOSERS Real estate
deal Westwide location 310-395-3598

TELEMARKETERS OPENERS Real Estate
deal Houriy+bonus. Westside office 310-
395-3598

WORK from home in the US or in an interna-
tional business. 24 hour message 310-884-
8748.

WEB PROGRAMMER Public Relations firm
in South Bay needs Web master to start up
new Internet dept Can begin P/T. w/ F/T in
summers. Fax resume to Buddy 310-791-
2750

TWO POSITIONS Available in WLA office
Basic computer/office duties. PT/FT, mm
four hours a day Ca ll Jerry 310-473-1333

--lYPlSTtof cr©aUv« wfrtmg d8?5worK 5 10
pages/wk $2/page (l 1/2 spaced)
Westwood area 310-470-0914

UCLA RECREATION
SUMMER CAMP JOBS

GREAT MONEY! GREAT TIME! We need
energetic people to be summer camp coun-
selors Pay IS $7.38-$11 00/hr Morning, af-
ternoon, all-day shifts available. Call 310-
206-1787 Applications available at John
Wooden Center.

8400
Apartments for Rent

WLA FINANCE CO Recently named 43-rd
fastest growing co in Amenca by Inc maga-
zine, seeks motivated individuals to assist
account executive w/lead generation via
telephone for our lease/loan products to
businesses. Fun environment. Salary $10-
$12/hr-^bonuses. Fax resume 310-737-1974
or email Steves ©alliancecap com

8000
Internships

FREE ARTS FOR ABUSED CHILDREN IS
SEEKING UNPAID INTERNS PLEASE
CONTACT JANNA AT 310-31 3-4ART
URBAN VISION ENTERTAINMENT TEMP
p/t. Movie marketing paid/class credit possi-
ble Working with publications, radio, etc.

Exp preferred. 323-292-0147.

8400
Apartments for Rent

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ 1&2BEDR00M
$895&UP LARGE. UNUSUAL CHARM
SOME SPANISH STYLE W/HARDWOOD
FLOORS ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS
310-839-6294.

PALMS tnplex, unfurnished. 1 bedroom,
hardwood floors. W/D hookups, bright, car-
port parking. $695. 310-395-RENT
wwwwestsiderenlals.com

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ Japanese garden
ibdrm w/separate entrance. Ibth in house
Excellent lor student. $595. 2bed/2bath
$1895. Dr David 323-936-1449.

BRENTWOOD. $1650. 2bd/2bth. front.up-
per. balcony, refrigerator/stove, car-
pet/drapes, parking, laundry, no pets, near
UCLA, by appt. 11728 Mayfield #6 310-271-
6811.

PALMS. 3719 Kelton Ave. 2bd/2bath. $1250.
Controlled access bidg. New carpet. Upper
unit. Linda: 310-463-3334 or 323-848-7260.
shown by appt.

HUGE SINGLE AND ONE BEDROOM
$900/mo.& up. One bdrm for $1250&up. One
block from campus. 644 and 650 Landfair
310-824-0319.

8^00
Apartments for Rent

MALIBU pet okay, private room, refrigerator
stove, patio, quiet neighborhood, yard 30
second walk to beach, utilities included
5650 310-395-RENT vyyvW-WflStsideren-
laJscom

PALMS. Single apt from $575. 1-bdmi $695.
$600deposit 1-year lease only Stove, re-
frig, carpets, vert, blinds. 310-837-1502
leave message. 8am-5pm only

SANTA MONICA 1)2BEDROOM/1.5Bath
Townhouse, Washer/Dryer, Dishwasher,
Fridge, Microwave, Garage. $2500. 2)1 -bed-
room, 500sq/ft. Stove, Fridge, Washer/Dryer,
Utilities included, garage. $1100 310-450-
0828.

WESTWOOD CLOSE
TO EVERYTHING

2 BEDROOM, 1 5 Bath. Bright, spacious,
newly remodeled, prime location, close to

UCLA, transportation Pool, garage, pa-
tio, quiet. No pets. $1395 310-475-2594
310-207-7209.

•WESTWOOD VILLAGE. MIDVALE N OF
LEVERING LARGE 2BDRM APT GAR-
DEN VIEW, DINING ROOM, UNIQUE
CHARM FRONT AND REAR ENTRANCE
310-839-6294 •

MAR VISTA spacious, (upper), unfurnished
1 bedroom, refrigerator, stove, balcony laun-
dry, partting included. $750. 310-395-RENT
www.westsiderentals.com

N. WESTWOOD VILLAGE. Large, charming
1BD on Kelton $1400 Agent:31 0-268-2800,

PACIFIC PALISADES guesthouse, 1 bed-
room, pnvate. quiet, mountain view, ocean
view, near ocean, parking included. $1125
310-395-RENT wwwwestsiderentals.com

PALMS 2 bedrooms. 1.5 bath, cat okay, bal-
cony, walk-in closets, laundry, quiet neigh-
borhood, bright, parking included. $875. 310-
395-7368 www.westsiderentals com

SANTA MONICA apartment in a 5 unit build-
ing. Pet okay, unfurnished, 2 bedrooms
parking included, close to SMC $950 nin-
385-ReNT wwwweststderentats com

SANTA MONICA beautiful apartment. Upper,
unfurnished, studio, 1 bath North of
Wilshire, best part of Santa Monica, refriger-
ator, bnght, full bath and shower. $650. 310-
395-RENT wwwwestsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA completely furnished. 1

bedroom, refrigerator, stove, bright, newly
renovated, gated community gated parking,
utilities paid. Contact Penny: 310-828-9389
$950 310-395-RENT www.westsideren-
tals.com

SANTA MONICA house. 2 bedrooms, hard-
wood floors, W/D hookups, tile kitchen, park-
ing included, yard $1500. 310-395-RENT
www westsiderentals com

We Have
ortment Homes

Of Choice
In Bruin Country.

Properfies Professionally Managed By
R.W. Sclby & Conpany, Inc

'The Standard of Excellence

m

R.W. Selby & Company

offers the most modern

and convenient housing

near UCLA Campus and

the Westwood Village.

Make your housing

arrangements now!

Kelton Plaza

^ 430 Kelton Avenue

y- 1 &2 Bedrooms, Rooftop Spa
i^ i & Leisure Area

Call (310) 824-7409 _
^dyale Plaza :

—
;

527 & 540 Midvale Avenue
I

Singles, 1 &2 Bedrooms;

Rooftop Spa & Leisure Area,

Pool w/ Spa, Sauna, Study Lounge
w/ Big Screen TV, Fitness Center

Call (310) 208-0064
540 Midvale Avenue

Call (310) 208-4868
527 Midvale Avenue

Roommate Servicel

Fumished Apartments

El Greco
|« 1 030 Tiverton Avenue

I

Single Units Only, Rooftop Sun Deck
j & Leisure Area, Sauna, Outdoor Spa
& Barbecue, Fitness Room
Call (310) 824-0463

Ihe_Plaza
:© 1 0983 Wellwortfi Avenue
<i8 1&2 Bedrooms, Fitness Center,

\
rt Rooftop Spa & Leisure Area
Call (310) 479-6205
Ul $1725/montfi
2+2 $2295/montfi

Classifieds

825-2221

Ask^Abouj^uriLegsejpecigjs

Display

206-3060
'•^ ^~- "* •^ ~ fcifc m.m. * >*»••! I«

Daily Bruin Classified

8^00 8600
Apartments tor Rent H Condo/TowiUiouse for Rent 9AOO

Room for Rent
SANTA MONICA OCEAN-VIEW One bed-
room unfurnished/furnished apt $2000-
$2600 Luxury 2+1 bedroom, furnished
$4000 Walk to 3rd Street PromenadeAPier
310-399-3472

VENICE guesthouse, walk to beach, pet
okay, unfurnished, 1 bedroom. 1 bath, patio,
hardwood floors, large closets, W/D
hookups, bright $900 310-395-RENT
www.westsiderentals.com

WEST LOS ANGELES pet okay, 2 bed-
rooms. big bright and airy rooms Large
kitchen Parking included $895. 310-395-
7368. www.westsiderentals com

WESTWOOD
ACROSS FROM UCLA

Spacious, bright Ibdrm and pnvate patio,

avail mid-May Hardwood floors, full kitchen,
large closets, laundry. 2-car partying. $1450
No pets Also, Ibdrm upper avail Sept 1

$1450. 310-234-8278.

VENICE 2 bedrooms, 2 baths, dishwasher,
microwave. A/C, large closets, parking in-

cluded. $1225. 310-395-RENT www.west-
siderentals.com

WESTWOOD. Wilshire Hi-Rise Luxurious

Condo. 1,2,&3bed. $2400-$4200/month.
24hr. valet, doorman, front desk, and securi-

ty servk:e. All amenities, great views. 310-
470-9947.

8700
Condo/Townhouse for Sale

IMAGINE OWNING/LEASING WILSHIRE
Corridor/HiRise single, 1or2bdrm $90K-
$200K Walk to-UCLA/Village, 24hr/security

Spectacular views, pool, jacuzzi, sauna,
valet service. Agent-Bob 310-478-
1835ext.109.

PRIVATE ROOM W/BATHROOM: lOmin.
from campus Utility included. Parking avail-
able. Fumished or unfurnished $500/mth
310-836-4850

WEST LA/PALMS Female Roommate need-
ed in 2bdrm/2 5bth condo. Gated, under-
ground parking, washer/dryer in unit, partial-

ly-furnished $850/month+utilities 310-386-
8824.

WESTWOOD 1 bedroom. 1 bath, walking
distance to UCLA, cat okay, refrigerator,

stove, very nice & clean, quiet buikjing
$915. 310-395-RENT www.westsideren-
tals com

WESTWOOD fully fumished luxury condo to
share, private bedroom, dishwasher, bal-
cony, W/D, jacuzzh, sauna, heated pool, ten-
nis, direct TV, parking included, month-to-
month. $500. 310-395-RENT www westsid-
erentals com

NEAR NATIONAL AND SEPULVEDA Beau-
tiful 2txlnm/2bth co-op apartment w/separate
dining room On quiet, landscaped grounds.
Asking $199,000. 818-986-6870

8800
Guesthouse for Rent

MAR VISTA GUEST HOUSE. 4-miles to

school. Kitchen, bathroom, high-ceiling with

sky-light, nice residential neighborhood Fe-
male/non-smoker preferred $700/month,
utilities-included 310-915-0629

WLA ADJACENT
TO SANTA MONICA/BRENTWOOD Private
room and bathroom in luxunous condo. Se-
cuhty building. parking available.
$750/month + utilities. Available 5/1 . Call Lin-
da 310-442-5215.

9500
Roommates-Private Room

BRENTWOOD/WEST LA: $700/mth. Private
bathroom/wlk-in closet/full kitchen/part<ing.

Female preferred. I'm rarely home. Call Erich
310-914-5213.

WESTWOOD townhouse, 2 bedroom. 1.5
bath, cat okay, relngerator, stove, hardwood
floors, pool, part<ing included. $1,295. 310-
395-RENT. www westsiderentals com

WESTWOOD townhouse, unfurnished, 2
bedrooms. 1.5 bath, cat ok, refrigerator,

stove, hardwood floors, pool, laundry, party-

ing included $1295 310-395-RENT
www.westsiderentals.com

WESTWOOD townhouse Pet okay, unfur-

nished, 1 bedroom, refrigerator, stove, bal-

cony, laundry, gated parking $895 310-395-
RENT. www.westsklerentals com

9000
House for Sale

PERU 2BED/2BATH 984 square ft House
in beach town. 30 minutes south from Lima
$12,000,213-625-0525.

FEMALE ROOMMATE needed by June.
Beautiful spacious Brentwood apt, private
bed/bath/pa rising included. Approx 3 miles
from UCLA. $800/month. Call 310-206-3160.

PALMS- Female wanted Private bdrm/bth.
Rent $662.50/deposit negotiable Prefer slay
through academic year. Call Jessica 310-
559-7707 or 310-880-5109.

PICO AND ROBERTSON: 2bdrm/2t)th.
Large, balcony, private bath, spacious clos-
ets, street partting. high-ceilings. Available
May 1. 1/2 utilities. $750/mth. Sarah 310-
275-8255

9200
Housing Needed

BEVERLY HILLS/SM/WLAmeHo—young
professional seeks housing close to BH of-

fice Guesthouse/apt. open to house-
hold/gardening to defer rent. Call Elizabeth
818-920-4146.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE; 1 -BEDROOM
$1400; 2-BEDROOM. 2-Bathroom $2000; 3-

Bedroom. 2-Bathroom $2900; Partying. 1-

year lease, no pets. 10943 RoeWing. Avail-

able 7/7/01 310-471-7073.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE: Large 1 -Bedroom,
$1500. Hardwood floors, fireplace, part<ing,

1-year lease, no pets, available 6/19/01. 925
GayleyAve 310-471-7073

WESTWOOD. 2BDRM/2BATH $1450 AND
UP TILE KITCHEN. STEPDOWN LIVING
ROOM. HIGH CEILING CHARM 1 MILE
SOUTH OF WILSHIRE. SOME W/BAL-
C0NY.3 10-839-6294.

HOUSING NEEDED
Trying to rent your space in the West-
wood area or nearby? Have a great deal?
Easily solve your rental problem with one
simple call Avoid the hassle of renting. 3
UCLA students are seeking an apan-
ment. house, guesthouse or condo to

share (2-»^2 or 2+15) to move in late

June/earty July, lyr lease ok. Must in-

clude 2 part<ing spaces and be reason-
ably priced. Please call StephanieSlO-
702-6455 (Leave message).

SEEKING SINGLE to share beautiful
2bdrm/2balh apt. Own room/bath. Cov-
ered/gated partcing. washer/dryer inside apt,
mostly fumished. cable. Close to UCLA.
Must be clean, no pets, non-smoking Avail
May 1. $890/month. Call Fahti 310-260-
1165, 310-429-4142 evenings.

WESTWOOD-Fun outgoing female looking
for 1 or 2 female roommates for own
bed/bath in 2bed/2bath apt. Avail 9-1-01
Call 310-209-2665.

WESTWOOD Across UCLA, upscale, one
and two bedrooms, full-kitchen, air condi-
tioned, partting, one year lease. 445 Land-
fair Taking reservations. 310-824-1969.

TWO UCLA GRAD STUDENTS seeking
West Los Angeles summer sublet One Bed-
room 5-6 month range.

Email: eceleboglu ©yahoo.com.

* PALMS *
4BD. 3BA LOFTTOWNHOME. FP,

CENTRAL AIR/HEAT GATED
GARAGE, SEC ALARM, CAT OK

3670 MIDVALE AVE.

$2395/MO
2BD, 2BA TOWNHOME. FP,

CENTRAL AIR/HEAT GATED
GARAGE, SEC. ALARM, CAT OK

3614 FARIS DR.

$1395/MO

* IVIAR VISTA •
1 1913 AVON WAY. $1 295/MO.

1

1

748 COURTLEIGH DR. $1 295/MO.

'(310)391-1076
[SiiOpen House Mon-Sat 10 - 4 PM ai

9300
Room for Help

FREE PRIVATE ROOM w/beautiful view in

exchange for light housekeeping and baby-
sitting. Encino. south of Sepulveda. 818-789-
3338.

WESTWOOD: Private rm+bth in 2bdmV2bth
Pool, Jacuzzi, parking. A/C. Seeking clean,
responsible, non-smoker; female preferred.

9 month min. commitment. $775/mth+utili-
ties. 310-613-3935

9600
Roommales-Shared Room

GAYLEY NEXT TO UCLA large room to
share in 2bdrm/2bth private condo. Fully-

furnished, balcony, garage, non-smoking fe-

male only $500/month. 310-208-7748.

WESTWOOD-Gorgeous Wilshire Apartment.
Need roommate to share huge bedroom, In

2bdrm apartment with two students. Avail-

able now! 5 min from UCLA. Students Pro-
ffered. $525/mo. Call 310-927-3293

9400
Room for Rent

BRENTWOOD F/NS/NP Females only. Bed,
bath&lull access to large, beautiful home
Share w/family. $750. 310-395-0623

BRENTWOOD: Attractive, quiet home Fur-
nished, huge private bath Wood floors. Ca-
ble, fndge/microwave. 1. Smiles UCLA. Near
bus Available 6/1 310-472-4419

HANCOCK PARK
Spacious Spanish style duplex. Looking for

male/female grad student. $850. Call
Mayora/Chns:3 1 0-44 1 - 1 859.

9700
Sublets

10919 STRATHMORE APT#4 Looking for 2
or 3 roommates to share w/one other in

2bdrnV1.5bth. $450/month Partying, balco-
ny 310-208-7959.

403 LANDFAIR: Across street from campus.
Master bedroom/bath, underground parking.
Will sublet to one/two people. 6/18-9/13
$975/mth. 310-824-3537

424 KELTON: MOST REQUESTED WEST-
WOOD BUILDING! Share Ibdmn/lbth, kitch-

en/livingroom. walk-in closet, balcony
w/CLEAN/NON-SMOKING FEMALE $515
Yr contract. June 25th-August2002 Araceli:

310-208-9947.

WESTWOOD Walk to UCLA 2bdmV2bth,
gated parkir>g, rooftop spa. quiet building,

accepting reservations for Fall. $1895-
$2275 512 Veteran 310-208-2655

WESTWOOD/century city adj. unfurnished,

studio, full bath, (spacious unit), controlled

access, large ctosets, cathedral ceiling, pull-

man kitchen, carport parking $700. 310-
395-RENT www westsiderentals com

437 GAYLEY. Pink Palace Beautiful
2bdrm/2bth. w/2balconies, french doors,
spacious, 3 underground parking spots, par-
tially fumished Late June-8/31 $2150/mo.
Please call Julie or Silvia at 310-824 5542.

631 KELTON 750+sqft.! 1bd/1.5bath, Gor-
geous Furniture! June 15-August 5. gated
parking space, balcony, pool, laundry. Only
$937/month ginakducia edu. Call 310-991-
4462.

WLA AMAZING DEAL 1629 Brockton Sin-

gle $650 Full kitcfien, refrigerator, cable-

ready, vertical blinds, gated, quiet area
310-479-8876

WLA/PALMS
APARTMENT RENTALS
CALL 4 FREE LISTINGS

AND SPECIALS
Bachelors/Singles—some w/utilities paid,

pool, gated. $725 and up ibdrm $950 and
up, many w/fireplaces. luxury and more.
2bdrm $1395$ 1550, many w/dishwashers,

bateony, A/C and more Call for free list-

ing:3 10-278-8999.

Classifieds

825-2221

HUGE TWO-STORY
HOUSE

with rooms to rent! Share gounnet kitchen.
Great location. Mar Vista. Ocean view Start-
ing from $650 room/month. 310-678-2753
310-398-7937 Pat

ATRIUM COURT- STRATHMORE Close to
campus. 750sq ft. ibdrm/lbth. Spa/weight-
room. 1 parking space. $l350/mo. Available
July 5. 310-267-8205.

BEAUTIFUL 2-BEDROOM APARTMENT
Hardwood /loors. newly fumished, parking,
full kitchen. Absolutely gorgeous. Must be
seen!!! $l900/mo. Call Marjorie 310-208-
2120

PRIVATE GUESTROOM WEST-
WOOD/WALK UCLA- beautiful house w/pri-

vate entrance/bath/backyard. Laundry/Kitch-
en privileges N/S female tenant. $785+utili-
ties 310-446-9556.

PRIVATE ROOM FOR RENT Westwood.
7mins to campus. Availat)le May 8 Park-
ing/Iaundry/dishwasher Huge living/dining

area, spacious balcony $680/mo MImi
310-234-2880.

FEMALE ROOMATE WANTED to share 1

bedroom aparlment for summer, WLA
$330/mo plus half utilities.. $350 security
Quiet mature student only 310-820-2663

GREAT DEAL! Share a room for $350 or
own room for $700 on Veteran. Available
June/July/August. Ask for Anne 310 208-
9513

KELTON AND LEVERING Cute cozy apt
Share w/great roommates! Private room and
parking spot Available Juqe 1st $550 310-
208-6839
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Cut your study

time in half.

Try Qi Gong

and/or Meditation

aO^
t"^

For more details on the

MindBody Rx turn to

page 3

1

Visif the Ashe Center website for

more information, request an appoint-

ment or ask health related questions -

www.studenthealth.ucla.edu

or call 310 825-4073

ucal Ashe Center

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PtJ77l F

ACROSS
1 Popular drink
6 Camy's patter

1 1 Block up
14 Open, as a flower
15 Basil-flavored

sauce
16 Land mass for

Cousteau
1

7

Tummy exercise
18 Fixer-upper

project

19 Monsieur's wine
20 Relative of PDQ
22 Catches a fly

24 Superficial

28 Aerial

30 Make
effervescent

31 Pay homage
32 Burrows
33 "Just forget it!"

37 Mandela's org.
38 Furious

39 Luau adomment
40 Small whiriwind
43 Lad or lassie

45 Poe's night visitor

46 What two-year-
olds don't do?

47 Fever reducer
50 Begged
51 Cantaloupe
52 Huge containers
53 Soccer-player

Hamm
54 Fjord or bay
57 Bawls
62 Ms Landers
63 Din
64 "Ran" director

Kurosawa
65 Clear as profit

66 Soul food
67 Rare gas

DOWN
1 "Mystery!" channel
2 Yale player
3 Cooking vessel

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

h E R

1
R 1 G 1 D

1
O ATk

NLO R E A R M A 1 V A
TW 1 G C O P T L A R A
DE N 1 z E N Pl^ E M 1 N A R

M E R Y L| P R E T T Y
M o V E R S I A M A 8 8 BiHI
A M 1

li F U E L

i£
E L L

L A C s U R N A M V 1 A
T R E EJI L A D D I A G E N T

s A T Y R I R O N TEl
1 C 1 C L E lYjA R N 8 iVHiW A 8 H E R si P A 8 S A G E
A B L E

1

1 o T A 8

1

1 R A N
S L E W O DO R 8 P E N 8HE]sjs R A 11T Y 8 A Gil
4-30-01 ® 2001

,
Unitod Feature Syndicaie

4 Not worth a —
5 Affects

6 Fine mist

7 Chirp
8 Suffix meaning

"sort of"

9 DFWinfo
10 What bib-

wearers eat
11 Couch
12 Straighten
13 High-IQ group
21 "- Loves You"
23 Leadership

position

24 Dieter's lunch
25 Actor Reeves
26 Ambler and

Clapton
27 Gob
28 Middle-ear t>one

29 Requirement
31 Spaceyor

Costner
33 "Separate

Tables" Oscar-
winner

34 Trojan War
epic

35 Moxie
36 Had supper
38 Strauss of

jeans
41 Musical group
42 Fixing a sock
43 Candle

matenat
44 "So!"

46 Sandwich
order

47 Jordan's
capital

48 Left Bank river

49 Nursery buy
50 Cracker

spreads
52 Sleeveless

garment
55 Also not

56 52. to Livy

58 — out a living

59 One, in Munich
60 Old hand
61 - Jose, CA

' ? 3 4 5^ 7 3 3 To^WTl |i2 jlS

" H^^ Hi?
T7 Ht? Mr?

32 P^ PPP^C
37 F^ ^
n---L^PP--LX-PPBP

Displa'

206
'
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SORBALL
From page 34

pitcher Courtney Dale's two-run, bases

loaded single

The subsequent inning, Mims ended

the game with a 185-foot, bases-loaded

single odthe left field wall that triggered

the mercy rule.

On Sunday, the Bruins once against

jumped out to an early lead when junior

catcher Stacey Nuveman drove an out-

side pitch down the right field line to

score sophomore shortstop Natasha

Watley, who over the weekend extend-

ed her hitting streak to 32 games - a

Pac-IO record and fifth-best in NCAA
Division I history.

The only other run came on junior

second baseman Crissy Buck's first

home run of the season. Buck, who had

been pitched inside all weekend, was

looking for an inside pitch to drive, and

she got one.

"Crissy Buck is the gutty little Bruin

on this team," Enquist said. "She plays

the game so hard, and she plays with so

much vigor." -

Buck and the rest of the Bruins were

rock solid on defense all weekend,

including a key play on Sunday against

Stanford where Cardinal first baseman

Sarah Beeson was thrown out trying to

sneak into second base before the

umpire called a time-out.

"We were heads-up and we kind of

stomped out their fire," Buck said.

On Friday, UCLA completed the

season sweep of Cal with a 2-0 win. The

Bruins scored in the first inning when

freshman first baseman Claire Sua

reached on a fielder's choice, scoring

Watley. Nuveman added another run in

the sixth with a solo home run to right-

center field, her 14th of the year.

"It was nice to finally get a hold of

one. It's been a while," Nuveman said.

Considering she holds the UCLA
record for home runs in a season, the six

days since her last home run must have

felt much longer for her.

After a tenuous first inning in which

she gave up three walks, freshman

Goerl settled down and kept a no-hitter

going through 5 2/3 innings. Goerl

issued only those three walks along with

three hits, striking out five.

"She let them in the door a little bit

later in the game," UCLA Assistant

Coach Lisa Fernandez said. "But I have

tremendous confidence in Keira and I

know she has the ability to get herself

out of messes."

Cal senior pitcher Nicole DiSalvio

(17-4) threw a strong game, allowing

just five hits and two walks, but striking

out only one.

"I thought Nicole did a great job,"

Cal Head Coach Diane Ninemire said.

"We just couldn't get the key hit to

bring in the run."

M.GOLF
From page 31

you could say. They've been working

on it the whole year," he said, laugh-

ing.

"Hanging out with them I get to do

a bunch of stuff I know 1 never

would 've done," he added.

"Travis organized a sky-diving trip.

It was the greatest. Our whole team

bonded."

Steve Conway and John Merrick

have gone a long way from when they

first set foot in Westwood, going from

guys who didn't expect to play to

being among the leaders of the team.

But some things don't change.

The first time Merrick heard of

Conway was at a junior tournament

when they were both 12; Merrick,

playing in his first tournament, had a

round a 85. He looked at the score-

board and saw Conway's name, next

to the score 73.

"I remember thinking, 'Who is this

guy? This guy's really good,'"

Merrick recalled.

"I looked up to Steve a lot early on

in junior golf."

That's what he thought then. And
what he thinks now isn't too different.

"It's good to be on a team with a

guy who wants to get better, who real-

ly wants to help the team, and I know

Conway is like that. (He's) really got

his head straight," Merrick said.

That's typical Steve Conway.

Last week Merrick and Conway
were having their their pictures taken.

Conway lines up against the wall of

the Wooden Center and smiles.

"So," the photographer asks, "do

you have any special skills?"

"Yeah." Merrick calls out. "He's a

pom star."

And that's typical Johnny Merrick.

just happens to be the oldest in the countiy.

Chapman University's Physical Therapy program is the oldest accredited PT program

in the country and features small classes, excellent faculty, and graduates that are

prepared to assume leadership positions in the Physical Therapy field. In fact, last year

100% of Chapman Physical Therapy students passed

the state board exams on their first attempt.

The U.S. average is only 88%!

We've extended our application period until 6/29

for this fall's semester. Classes start 8/27. Ask about

our scholarship programs.

Call tcxJay to reserve your space at our upcoming

Open House on May 12.

1-888-CU-APPLY.
Find out more on our website: www chapman edu/dpt

Doctor of
Physical Therapy

Open House
Saturday, May 12

9:00 am to noon

Chapman University

Law School, Forum Haltt

Room 237

CHAPMANUNIVERS ITY
One University Drive, Orange • 888-CU-APPLY • 714-997-6711 • www.chapman.edu/dpt

Chapman University is accredited by and is a member of the Western Association of Schools arvl Colleges.

In Just One Office Treatment at

Whiter & BrighterTM

Teeth Whitening Dental Centers

General & Cosmetic Dentistry
Beautiful, new offices • Stereo headphones for music or TV

• Dental insurance welcome
, , ,

Brian Reich, DDS, Elliot Schlang, DDS and Associates

310-451-2728
Callfor your complimentary consultation!

www.WhiterandBrighter.com

SriXIALOl I ER
In-Of'fice Teeth Whiteninj*

$150 for new piitients

ultli (li'Mtai instiranci-

(S500 \;ilm) • l-Apiris 4/30/01

WESTWOOD VILLAGE
95 1 Wesiwood Blvd

Comer Westwood Bl. and Weybum Av.

BRENTWOOD
225 26th St. • Country Mart

San Vicente at 26th St.

9700
Sublets

- -f^^--i -^ ^...—.- - -
'V*'TB3>

.^^ *|

Cute, Spacious I
Summer Sublet. H
3 Big Bdmi, M or F, 3 Pkng Spots,

Midvale close to campus, great mgmt. :

call Janet 528.21 16 or Natalie8807836
..

'-ggiB

WESTWOOD 3bed/2bath, dining room,

large living room. PARKING. Walking dis

tance \o UCLA (2blocks) Hardwood lloors

and newly painted walls Well kept and

clean l( interested contact Matt 310-871-

7635

SUBLETS NEEDED
JETFCR, MANGELS, BUTIERA MARMARO UP

amURY CITY LAW FIRM

W« n«od KifniiKed aporttnenh fw our Sommei
AsMxiatm (rom Jun« - Augusl

PWota e mail >ubiehO|mbm com
with (ietoils and a contoct pl«on« number

9700
Sublets

SPACIOUS. SUMMER APARTMENT
3bdrm/1,5bth. Pool, fun balcony, 4-5 sublet-

ters. preferably female, males okay

$430/mth-dependent. 424 Landfair Ave
Apt 1. 310-824-2942

STRATHMORE, BALCONY OVERLOOKS
pool/spa Fully Furnished, 2BD/2BA Huge!

1130 sqft DSL Mini-Bar. $470/month. Best

Damn Place in Westwood, Bar-none. 310-

824-2P09.

STRATHMORE/LEVERING FURNISHED
bedroom/bath wUh parking DSL, Stereo,

Cable Available mid June to mid September.

1-2 people OK. $900/mo Brandon 310-824-

7435.

SUMMER SUBLET Large 1 -bedroom aparl-

ment (or 2-3 people 1185/mo Parking.

Laundry. Balcony Siratfimore/Levering 310-

208-6875.

SUMMER SUBLETS NEEDED Law firm

seeks furnished Westside. Westwood, Brent-

wood, West Los Angeles, Pasadena sublets

from May-August. Please leave detailed

message:21 3-488-7475.

9700
Sublets

WESTWOOD- Spacious IbdmVlbth w/bal-

cony, gated parking, security, recreational

facilities. Available mid-June to mid-Sept.

Call 310-208-1685.

WESTWOOD-KeMon Ave. Looking for fe-

male/male to share room during July/August

Great Apartment, parking spot included.

$520/month. Call Sophie 310-824-4679.

9700
Sublets

SUBLETS ROOMMATE
SERVICE

FIND or LIST A SUBLET!!

www.thesublet.com
Sublets in all cities!! (201-894-1189)

SUBLETS WANTED
Downtown law firm seeks fully furnished sublets for visiting law

students from May through September. Students stay in Los Angeles

from 6 to 11 weeks. Please send information regarding your sublet

to Maria at inicheliiil@into.com. Remember to include the

following information: Rent, Location/City, Dates Available,

Housc/Apl/Room, # of bedrooms^athrooms, Amenities

(FumishedAJnfumished, Air, Pool, Parking, Convenient to Bus, etc.)

9700
Sublets

WESTWOOD: From June 18-August 18

Space for 1 or 2 persons $875/mth. Facili-

ties include a gym and pool. 527 Midvale

Ave.. Westwood. CA 90024. For more infor-

mation call 310-209-0475 or email Ka-

maruOuclaedu

WESTWOOD: One bedroom, one bath Fur-

nisfied, comer of Larxlfair+Strathmore. Avail-

able July-August. $1150/mth Call 310-824-

5924

WESTWOOD: Room for rent in 3000 sq.f1

luxury townhouse. TV, VCR, stereo, cable.

Maid service included. Walk to UCLA. Avail-

able May-August 1 $800/mth 310-441-

1666

9800
V/acatlon Rentals

BEAUTIFUL. SPACIOUS YOSEMITE
HOME surrounded by tall piries. Close to

everytfiing Fully Equipped, 5000' elevation

sundeck, reasonable rates 818-785-1028.

www yosemite . islovely.com

Classifieds

825-2221

Display
206-3060
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Politically correct."

The consensus: "The only similarity

is they both have blond hair," Johnson

said.

Well, that's not entirely true.

Another thing Merrick and Conway
have in common are their golf games.

Both came to UCLA expecting to

have to battle for playing time, expect-

ing to have to wait out a few years until

they could prove what they were made
of; and instead, both found themselves

thrown into the mix at the team's first

tournament, the Northwest Classic.

llierc, incidentally, Conway led the

team with an lllh place finish while

Merrick came in third on the team,

33rd overall.

They managed this despite their ner-

vousness over their first competition

and despite the higher level of play.

Actually, Conway used the competi-

tion to push himself.

"The scores were definitely lower. I

came in the first round and someone

shot 63," he recalled.

"I was like, 'Whoa, that hasn't really

happened too much before,' and I used

that as motivation the next day.

Somehow I shot 64. It just seemed

more possible."

That 64 remains his lowest score in a

round.

They may be freshmen, but they've

been playing as well as the veterans.

Conway has led the team in three

tournaments now, including an individ-

ual fifth and second place finish, and

Merrick has led the team twice.

They have changed a lot this year.

Merrick says that under Head
Coach Brad Sherfy's tutelage, he has

learned to play a smarter and more

patient game.

"Coadi is big on saying you should

always take it each shot at a time,"

Merrick said.

"Never think of what has happened

in the past, what is gonna happen in the

future; you should just think of that

shot. Because that is your best chance

of playing your best golf.

"When we play 36 holes, ifyou have

a bad front nine or something, you

can't give up. You have 27 holes left."

At the beginning ofthe year Merrick

played at the Inverness Intercollegiate,

where he shot 74 in the first two rounds.

In the final round he had a few tough

holes and let-downs, managing a round

of80 (228 total).

"It wasn't giving up," he said of his

mental state. "It's making it so much

harder on yourself, thinking, 'I don't

think I can do this,' instead of staying

positive and knowing you can do it."

Last weekend at U.S.

Intercollegiates, Merrick was chal-

lenged in the same manner He shot a

74 and 72, in the first two rounds, and

then played a miserable first eight holes

in round three, going 5-over par.

"Right there I could've given up and"

shot 80," Merrick said. "This tourna-

ment I battled back."

He made three birdies in the rest of

the round, and ended it only 2-over par

for a round score of 73 (219 total).

Conway has been solid from the

start, from golf to his girlfriend.

"He has a steady girifriend, which is

gOQd," Merrick said. "She keeps him in

line."

His technique is equally dependable.

"A big thing with Steve - his swing

might not b)e as technically perfect as

other people's, but he hits the ball prob-

ably just as good as anylxxly in college.

"His timing's down real good. Every

shot might not go as far, but it goes

straight, every time."

Only once has he slipped.

"My worst golf moment was when I

didn't qualify for the Arizona tourna-

ment within the team," Conway said. "I

just wasn't playing (well), had no confi-

dence. Tm glad I overcame that and re-

solidified myself on the team."

So what happened?

"He went on a cruise!" Merrick

yelled.

Conway: "I'm not saying anything."

"He went on a cruise with his giri-

friend and didn't pick up a club for,

like, two weeks," Merrick said.

Conway, quickly: "It was one week."

He added a little ruefully, "I missed

one week of golf and it took me a little

while to get (my) confidence back."

That time period was the worst of

Conway's year.

"It was just hard knowing I wasn't

part of the team that week," he said.

But after missing two tournaments

he picked right up where he left off,

tying for second place overall at the

Cleveland Gassic.

The next closest Bruin, Merrick,

came in 35th.

Conway's game may have stayed the

same, but he has changed in one way.

"John is from the Long Beach crew

with Travis, and they've kinda brought

me away from the preppy style, I guess

See M.GOLF, page 30

Facial Plastic ^
Laser Surgery

FRE£ CONSULTATION

CoiqNiter liuiytitj Aroilable, M$$i Instutifice Accepted

• Nose-cosmetic and breathing problems!

Insurance may apply

• Acne Scars-problem cases welcome!

Natural Lip Enhancement

Face Lift/Eyehd Surgery

Hair Flap/Scalp Reduction

Chin & Cheek Implants

Liposuction

Ear Reshapingyoften no incision!

Snoring

Tonsils

Laser Resurfacing

Free Hficrodermabrasion
(one airji only)

Steven Burres, M.D.
FMCS, AAFPS, AAOHNS. lACMA. CMA.

AMEUCANACADEMYOF FACIAL PLASTICANDRECONSTKVCmEStmSAY

Double Board Certified
16 yearn experience

(310) 385-0590

465 North Roxbuiy Dr., Beverly Hills

1 145 Artesla Blvd., Manhattan Beach

Affordable prices

illbancing Available

GET AHEAD OF THE REST
Advertise in the Daily Bruin's

Summer Sublet Guide now!

:-'<;* :'.X',;v viiVj'-SKK;'
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Running every

Wednesday this Spring,

RT-LIA YOUR WORRIIS

WORRIED?
NERVOUS?
TENSE?

• Do you worry a lot?

• Difficulty concentrating?

»=Oo you often feel keyed up?-

• Problems with sleep?

• Muscle tension, headaches,

- stomach problems ets.?=

If you experience some of these symptoms, you may have a treatable condition called

General Anxiety Discorder. Anxiety can affect your work performance, social life, and

overall enjoyment in life. You are not alone. You may be one of millions of Americans

suffering from stress.

Call toll-free today to see if you qualify for an important

research medication program. Qualifed participants may be

compensated up to $275.00.

Southwestern Research, Inc.

888-444-1 104
iviviv.435.com

Write your own prescription for

success, health and well-being

Q1 Gong Movement Therapy (Free) Drop in.

Mon. from 4:00 to 4:45 in Ashe Conf. Rm, #414

TODAY April 30: May 7. 1 4, 2 1 ; June 4

Meditation Workshop (Free) Drop in.

Thurs.'Trom 4:45 to 5:30 pm in Ashe Conf. Rm, #414

May 1 0, 24; June 7

7:00 to 8:00 pm in Rieber Fireside Lounge

Thurs. May 1 7; Wed. May 2

MIndBody Clinic (Free) Drop in.

Guided imagery, relaxation and meditation

1st, 3rd, 5th Wed. 2:00 to 3:00, Ashe Conf. Rm. #414
'

2nd, 4th Wed. 4:00 to 5:00, Ashe Staff Rm, #416

Except Wed, 25 April, 2:00 to 3:00, Ashe Conf.Rm. #414

Acupuncture ($ l 8 per visit)

By appointment in the Ashe Center

We6. and Frid. 1 :00 to 5:00, Thurs. 8:00 to 1 2:00

Nutrition Classes (Free)

Wooden Center, Second Floor Conf. Rm.

Wed. from 5:00 to 6:00 - -
——

-

May 2, 9, 16,23,30

Ashe Center

Thurs. from 1:00 to 2:00 . ,
"

May 3, 10, 17,24,31

Visit the Ashe Center website for more information,

request on appoint ment or ask health related questions

www.studenthealth.ucla.edu or call 310 825-4073
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ONCE A YEAR SALE
-Health Sciences Location Onluh

7:45dm - 6pm • Monday - Friday

ALL titles from selected

major publishers

Week !• April 30 -May 4
' ^

• Springer-Uerlag |
• Blackiuell Science i

• Lippincott/Ulilliams Sdlilkins

•Thieme t

Week 2 May 7-11

• Academic Press J

•McGrauj-Hill Medical ^ ^
• Mosby/Saunders/Churchiinliingstone '^:'(

• John IDiley and Sons
'^'^

'

.::rr~^-

*Publishers' titles inside store and on luebsite also on sale Only books from featured

publishers on sale Special orders taken for selected publishers April 30-May 4 i May 7-11 only

TeKtbooksnot on sale.

www.healthsciencestore.ucla.edu

ucu store. Heatth Sciences

Cehter for HeaKfi Sciences

fatk) 13-126

ilO, 825, 7721
lisscorc«Mucia.uct«.Mu

UCLfh?pr
.HEALTH SCIENCES
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end of the year," Scales added. "We
just sneak up on people."

Throughout the season the Bruins

have gone from matches where they

knocked off top-ranked teams to

matches where they were swept clean.

But one thing is for sure: they know
how to win when it matters most.

"We always come around at the end

of the season," Naeve said. "We set a

goal at the beginning of the season to

win the championship and now it's

coming down to that time."

• • •

BYU was officially awarded the at-

large berth to the NCAA Final Four

on Sunday. The Cougars are the No. 2

seed. By right of being MPSF champi-

ons the Bruins are the No. I seed of the

tournament. Eastern conference

champion Penn State received the No.

3 seed and Midwest champion Ohio
State got the No. 4 seed.

NCAA play begins Thursday at The
Pyramid at Long Beach State. UCLA
will open the tournament playing Ohio
State in the afternoon, followed by the

BYU-Penn State game.

MPSF
From page 36

to 34), out-blocked (15 to seven), and
out-served (Hawai'i had three aces

and only 1 1 errors, while UCLA had
two aces to 20 errors).

In fact, the Warriors even out-

scored the Bruins, tallying a total of

107 points to UCLA's 105 (30-27, 30-

23,15-30,30-27).

Much of UCLA's statistical down-
fall was because of the match's third

game, which the Bruins lost 30-15. It

was their largest losing margin of the

year

"That was an embarrassmeni,"

UCLA Head Coach Al Scales said.

"It felt supernatural," sophomore
outside hitter Cameron Mount said of

game three. "There wasn't much we
could do about it."

Not much besides hope for it to

end.

"We knew it could only last so

long," Mount said.

After the Warriors dropped the

first two games there was a ten-minute

TV break. It's not known what
Hawai'i Coach Mike Wilton said to

his team, but Scates guessed, "They
did something in there at halftime.

They came out ready to play."

Whatever the case, the Hawai'i

players came out swinging and domi-

nated the game, hitting .304. UCLA,
plagued by the Warriors' blocking as

well as its own hitting errors, man-
aged a -.226 clip.

"The real Warrior team showed up
in games three and four," Wilton said.

"It's been a trademark of this team all

year long: no matter how dark and
gloomy it may look out on the courl,_
don't be thinking the match is over."

While his team struggled, Scates

alternated players, at one point

replacing nearly his whole starting

lineup.

Greg Coon came in for Scott

Morrow. Ian Burnham came in for

Komer. Jesse Debban came in for

Williams. Dan Conners came in for

Nelson.

The backup Bruins didn't seem to

help much. They couldn't stop the

kills the Warriors rained down on
them, or hit past their blocks.

At the press conference a reporter

asked what happened that game and
the Bruins were quick to respond.

Williams: "We got blocked."

Nelson: "About the first seven

blocks were theirs, I think."

Komer: "We hit some balls out."

Naeve: "We hit -.226."

Game three was a miserable one
for UCLA. Don't question that.

But in the end the game showed
what the Bruins were made of. The
way the players saw it, the game may
have been a lost cause, but there was
still a match to be won.

**That coutd've destroyed some
teams, losing like that," Scates said.

"You'd expect, taking a beating

like that, we'd be really down,"
Mount added.

Instead, Mount said, the players

were occasionally smiling at each

other, sometimes laughing, through-

out the game.

And the backups didn't fail in their

job either. They provided the rest the

starters needed and were the spark

heading into the fourth.

"Good job by Scates, he took us

out and got us rest," Williams said.

"He took away their momentum by

doing that."

For game four, all of the starters

were back in and ready to play. The
game was a back-and-forth struggle,

but the Bruins took it at 30-27, claim-

ing the conference championship and
NCAA automatic berth at the same
time.

A few seconds before the press

conference started. Nelson, still a lit-

tle surprised by the stats, repeated

Komer's question.

"How did we win?" he asked.

Williams, the team captain, looked

at him and asked simply, "What do
you mean, 'How'?"

Nelson shrugged, then answered

nonchalantly, "Well, besides pure
domination."

Nelson, of course, was joking. As
game three showed, UCLA was noth-

ing in the way of pure domination.

But then again, as the entire match
showed, the Bruins didn't need to be.

W.GOLF
From page 36

form, and that's what I admire most
about her."

Similarly, Martin can't say enough
about the teammate and friend to

whom she will often chant "birdie for

the bambini" on the course.

"1 respect her so much on and off

the course," Martin said. "I've learned

a lot from her and I know I have a lot

more to learn. I really look forward to

being with her and competing with her

in the next year."

But before these Bruins can think

about next year, the NCAA West
Rcgionals this Saturday is another

reminder that these girls are nowhere
near done - the season will ultimately

come down to this tournament.

"I'm absolutely confident that we
have the ability to do well," Martin
said. "But 1 think we each need to go
out there and play 6ur own game. We
all know how to do it, but it's a matter

of finding our own game as a team."
"1 think we need to just stop trying

to press things and let things unfold,"

Umeck added. "We just need to let the

natural sequence of events fiow in our

own games."

But not all things flow as naturally

as we would like, and Martin and
Umeck know this better than anyone.

Adjusting to being a student-athlete at

UCLA is about as easy as sinking a

hole-in-One, but they both took on the

challenge with eagerness and the

process was relatively painless.

"If you don't already know time

management, you definitely learn it,"

Umeck said. "But it really didn't take

me very long to adjust here because I

like being busy. I feel like I'm milking

each day for everything it's worth."

"The hardest thing is traveling

because I miss so much school, but the

athletic department gets .so much sup-

port," Martin added. "I came to

UCLA expecting a lot and everything

has surpassed my expectations. I'm

completely .satisfied with everything

that has happened."

Undoubtedly included in that was
the thrill of sitting on the Bruin Bear

for the first time. But if you ever see

these girls on the Bruin Bear again, feel

free to point a finger and laugh at them
- they won't mind. They'll still be on
top of the world.

M.VOLLEYBALL
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and a fan called out, "The Bruins are

out of steam!" before UCLA mounted
its charge.

But then you could tell, here more
than anywhere else in the match, how
much the Bruins wanted this one.

"We came out in the fourth game
with the mentality that we didn't want
to go to five games," sophomore Rich
Nelson said.

With Hawai'i up 15-13. a media
timeout was called. During that time

senior Adam Naeve, who normally

keeps his emotions intact during

matches, looked angrily at his team-

mates.

"This is bullshit!" he yelled. "We
could play better than this!"

Sophomore outside hitter Cameron
Mount said that the Bruins needed

Naeve to step up then.

"He usually is (laid back), but when-

ever we're down and need a kick in the

butt, Naeve gives it to us," he said.

"Sometimes it helps to have someone
yell at you to get you back in the game."

The Bruins caught up, matched the

Warriors point-for-point until the

teams were tied at 21, and then steadily

pulled away for the win.

There was one move in particular

that symbolized UCLA's determina-

tion and smart play that game. A
strong Warrior kill resulted in an awk-

ward dig by Scott Morrow that shot

behind him - into Mark Williams' face.

That ricocheted to the middle of the

court where Nelson quickly pushed it

over the net.

The Warriors, taken aback, couldn't

digit. UCLA went up 23-21.

Asked if that was the first time he

ever set a ball off his face, Williams

answered, smiling, "Yeah, it was. It

hurt, too."

Naeve led the team with 19 kills (at a

.517 hitting percentage), Williams fol-

lowed with 17 (.286) and Morrow
added 13(522).

The Warriors were quiet after the

match. Though his presence was
requested, Brenton Davis didn't show
up to the press conference. Costas

Thcocharidis spoke briefly about serv-

ing and other things as if they no longer

mattered. Dejan Milanovic held a stoic

look and didn't say a word. Kimo
Tuyay also didn't say a thing, though

his red-rimmed eyes spoke volumes.

Their coach was willing to speak,

though.

"There's no team that I'd rather be

associated with," Wilton said. "Maybe
our season's over, but I'm proud that I

can be a volleyball coach of these guys.

"I just wish for something that's

already gone by, I wish we could've got-

ten off to a smoother start."

The champion.ship win was in some
sense a measure of revenge at the

MPSF. which voted no Bruin to its first

team.

UCLA attributed this to its team
play.

"We don't have one or two guys

who showcase them.sclvcs every

night," junior Matt Komer said. "We
have a team."

"Everybody just ignores us till the

See M.VOLLEYBALL, page 32

Need_tQ move some goods^^^
Buy ond sell them ot

Bruin Bargins
every wednesdoy & kHof

C@ireer Netu/®rk
Presents

Msni
Wednesday, May 9
James West Alumni Center

6:30 - 9 p.m.

Pre-Registration Required.

Deadline to register is May 4.

Practive interviewing witli alumni from various

career fields and companies; you will be

assigned to one of two 90-minute sessions.

Register by stopping at the James West Alumni

Center and filling out a registration fonn or by

calling (310) 825-6423. Resume and
professional attire required.

/^^

Operating hours for some of the campus
Information and Parking Booths will be modified effective

Monday, April 30, 2001 . This decision was made after a

careful review of customer-related activities at all txwth

locations, as well as a complete review of campus events that

are served by these locations.

Changes in operating hours will be clearly posted at

Information & Parking Booths to assist our campus visitors.

Additionally, if an infomiation t)ooth is ctosed. signs will direct

customers to the closest open booth.

Informations
Parking Booths

New Hours of Operation
(effective April 30, 2001)

£}
KAPLAN JMPIK 101 1

www.UCLAIumni.net

MhieI
WITH

LS

IAS1"E

K-CHS*

K-7

MPW

MPG

MB

K-2

K-3

K-4

K-6

K-32*

LocMon

TlvwIoft-LtConiB

StXnPlaia

MsdPtazaWMiwood

Med Plaza Gaytey

100 Medical Buidfcw

Westbolme & Higard

Wyton&

Suns«t&

Westwood Plaza

Wes^fN)od Plaza

Kinross &

Gaytey

Monday-Friday

5:00 am- 10:00 pm

7:00affl-5KX)pm

5:30a(n-6ffl)pm

5:» am -6:00 pm

7:00 am -6:00 pm

6:30 am - 8:00 pm

6:30 am - 8 00 pm

7:00 am - 8:00 pm

5:X am - 9:00 pm

7 00 am -5:00 pm

Saturday

6:00am-ia00om

CLOSED

Sunday

6«)am-10«)pm

CLOSED

CLOSED

CLOSED

7:00 am -8:00 pm

7:00 am -4:00 pm

7:00 am - 8:00 pm

6:00 am -8:00 pm

*Self parking avalable via automated partying machine after hours

CLOSED

aOSED

CLOSED

CLOSED

CLOSED

10:00 am -8:00 pm

CLOSED

7:00 am - 8:00 pm

7:00 am -6:00 pm

CLOSED

The TestMasters LSAT Course includes:

• 80 hours of live. In-class instruction
• Instructors who have all scored In the 99^

percentile on the actual LSAT
• Student helpline open 25 hours each week
• Licensed use of all real LSAT questions
• Four full-length proctored diagnostic tests
• Competitive cost - $UL50

TestMasters
The finest and most comprehensive LSAT

preparation course in the country.

Berkeley
San Francisco
Palo Alto

San Jose

UCLA \ West L.A.

use \ Downtown L.A.

Davis

Sacramento

Beverly Hills

San Fernando Valley
Pasadena
Claremont

Irvine

Fullerton

Riverside
La Jolla

1-800-696-5728
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Goerl delivers as Bruins

shut out Bay Area teams
SOFTBALL: No. 2 UCLA
wins all three weekend

games vs. Pac-10 foes

By Andrew Borders and

Vytas Mazeika
Daily Bruin Reporters

The Bay Area softball teams

came, Ihcy saw, and they were con-

quered.

UCLA d.Cal 2-0

UCLA d. Stanford 8-0

UCLA d. Stanford 2-0

No. 3 Stanford and No. 4

California had every intention of

putting their mark on the Pac-10

with a strong weekend at Easton

Stadium, but No. 2 UCLA had

other ideas. The Bruins (49-4, 104
in the Pac-10) didn't allow a run all

-w«?ekend. relytng largdx
right arm of Keira Goerl.

The freshman hurler pitched 16

of the 19 innings this weekend,

allowing only four hits along the

way and earning all three victories

to improve her record to 21-1.

The Cardinal (44-9-1, 9-6) and

Bears (47-9. 4-8), on the other

hand, could not contain the Bruin

bats. UCLA hitters compiled 23

hits and nine walks en route to

Friday's 2-0 win vs. Cal, Saturday's

8-0 win vs. Stanford (a rare mercy-

rule game against a Pac-10 foe) and

Sunday's 2-0 finale vs. Stanford.

"When they can see they're dis-

ciplined (at the plate) and when
they can see they're confident (on

the field), they have so much fun,"

UCLA Head Coach Sue Enquist

said. "And when they start having

fun, they're really tough to beat."

On Saturday, the Bruinsjumped
out to an early 2-0 lead after sopho-

more third baseman Tairia Mims
smashed her 15th home run of the

season - a shot to straight-away

center field. Stanford held UCLA
scoreless the next couple of

innings, but a five-run fourth-

inning raiiy was capped by senior

Team swept by USC over weekend
Daily Bruin Sports Monday, April 30. 2001 35
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BASEBALL: TVojans' Prior

overpowers Bruins; UCLA
plays without top pitchers

By Scott Bair

Daily Bmin Contributor

Every scout on the West Coast had

Friday's baseball game between UCLA
and USC at Dedeaux Field circled on
their calendars. The game was to be the

second epic showdown between UCLA's
Josh Karp and USC's Mark Prior, two of

the nation's premier pitchers.

USC d. UCLA 2-0

USC d. UCLA 7-6

used. UCLA 7-1

At the last minute, Karp was scratched

from the lineup and replaced by unher-

alded fifth-year senior Paul Diaz.

The scouts chose not to show up for

Friday's game - the first of three in a con-

ference series - but the fans who did got

the pitching duel they wanted Diaz was

one of the few forces of resistance, as the

Bmins (25-20^ 6-9 PacrlQ) were swept by
theTrojans (32-16, 13-5).

Diaz matched Prior pitch for pitch.

allowing two runs over 7 2/3 innings of

work. The only downside to Diaz's day

was Prior's performance, who overpow-

ered UCLA hitters to the tune of 14

strikeouts over nine shutout innings.

"Prior was throwing 92 miles per hour

and Diaz was throwing 82 mph," USC
Pitching Coach Dave Lawn said. "This

game proved ifyou hit your spots you get

outs, no matter how hard you throw."

The UCLA hitters were getting

around on Prior's fastball, but key defen-

sive plays and strikeouts kept the Bruins

off the board.

In the sixth inning, Prior got a big gift

from his defense. With runners on first

and third and one out, rightfielder Ben

Francisco hit a rocket that was snagged

by third baseman Michael Moon to start

a morale-killing double play. Diaz's only

runs allowed came on a run that was

balked in, and USC shortstop Seth

Davidson's first home run of the season.

After Friday's loss, UCLA Head
Coach Gary Adams was told his team

wasn't sitting pretty in the Pac-IO race.

"We're not even sitting," Adams said.

"We're treading water."

Saturday's matchup between USC's
Rik Currier, 2000 conference pitcher of

the year, and UCLA's Doug Silva, a clos-

er thrust into the starting role because of

an injury to No. 2 starter Jon Brandt,

appeared to drown the Bruins for good.

The Bruins, as expected, fell behind

early and trailed 7-2 after five innings.

But they rallied back behind lead-olT

hitter Josh Canales, who went 4 for 5 and

pulled UCLA to within one at 7-6.

While the offense was clicking, the

depleted Bruin pitching staff was having

trouble keeping pitches in the strike zone

and USC off the scoreboard.

Silva and Bruin reliever Wade Clark

combined to give up four consecutive

twoout walks followed by a hit batsman,

giving USC a two-run gift in the third.

The seven runs notched by USC were

enough to edge the Bruins 7-6.

Speculation about a possible appear-

ance by Karp in Sunday's game to avoid

a sweep ended when freshman Casey

Janssen took the mound for the Bruins.

On the other side of the ball, USC
starter Anthony Reyes, against whom
opposing hitters put up a .307 batting

average, shut down the Bruins, holding

them to one run over eight innings.

Led by a Brian Barre home run, the

Trojans went on to score four runs in the

third and seven runs overall to beat the

Bruins 7-1.

"Let's face it," USC Head Coach
Mike Gillespie said. "We didn't catch

Brandt, we didn't catch Karp. That's

Christmas. Obviously, wc feci lucky. Wc—
had to take advantage of this whole situa-

tion, and we did."

UCLA
Engin
W

Henry Samueli
School of Engineering and Applied Science

All This Week!!!
What do Engineering Students do on Campus?

Come and have FUN with the Engineers!

Everyone from all majors A walks of life are welcome!

•vary wadnasday and
Mmf yao can aall
and hnw MI¥THIIII1

in Iha DailrBniln'a

rgatns

lB:00pn TO lOOpn RT COURT OF 5CIEI1CE

OFF/C/ffL OPFmO
join us R5 UE BEGin THE E-UEEK Et^EHT5l

/fSFffPPLffUSf/IFTE/?

HOU LOUD CRh you CLRPP

rmr/GLFFPffrsmryppojFcrs
'

SEE RHRZinO GIZnOS RhO GRDGET5I

Visit the Engineering Society's

Webpage for more details:

http://Muc.seas.ucla.edu/

E-Week Two Day Forcast :

Tuesday, May 1, 2001

1 1 :00pm to 2:00pm at Court of Sciences
ASCE Concrete Bowling
IEEE Applause Meter

AICHE Ice Cream Demonstration

LUG Hover Carnage

Triangle Fraternity Projects

Throughout the day across campus
PIE Merlynn's Challenge IV

Wednesday, May 2, 2001

1 1 :00am to 2:00pm at Court of Sciences

HKN Laser Optics and Holography
IEEE Micromouse

12:00pm to 1 :00pm at Westwood Plaza

Triangle Fraternity Project Janmiin*

4:00pm to 5:30pm at 8500 Boelter Penthouse

Biomedical Engineering Seminar,

"Possibilities of Robotics in Surgery"

Throughout the day across campus
PIE Mcrlynn's Challenge

Armchairs

Binoculars

Cameras

David

Bowie CD's

Elf

Figurines

Fax

Machines

Globes

Handcuffs

Indian

Architecture

Books

Jewelry

Kites

Lamps

Motorolas

Nifty T-shirts

OldOscqr

Menroraoilia

Pagers

Queen

Records

Rubber Balls

Sombreros

Tickets

^^ad8foHtefT»ove|^00a«$2

Photos and story by Mary Ciecek

On April 21 and 22, the UCLA water ski team hosted
its first ever water ski tournament at Norton Lakes near
Barstow, Calif.

There are over 20 members on the water ski team
now, but it was just four years ago that senior Matt Scott
went to his first meeting and was handed a binder full of
rules.

"It was only me and another guy at first, and it just

started getting boring after a while," Scott said.

Seeing the potential for a competitive squad, Scott
began to recruit more members by bringing boats on
campus and passing out flyers. Soon current president
Mike Bonino and former treasurer Becky Donnelly
joined Scott and the team grew into the competitive
squad that it is today.

UCLA competes in the western region of the
National Collegiate Water Ski Association against
schools from California, Washington, Oregon, Arizona
and Nevada.

The Bruins often find themselves skiing against
schools that can afford to give their teams significantly

more money than the $1,300 UCLA allots for the water
ski team each year. Dues and fund-raising make up the

majority of money the team needs to fund practices
and pay for the eight tournaments they compete in

each year.

But hosting a tournament has been the dream of
Scott since he became president of the team.

"That was the one thing he wanted to do before he
graduated," Bonino said. "He pulled it off this week-
end."

Ninety-nine skiiers from such schools as UC San
Diego, UC Santa Barbara. UC Davis. Cal State Chico
and Arizona State competed. UCLA placed fifth out
of the 12 schools that competed, their highest showing
in a tournament yet. They were led by second-year
medical student Mike Leonardi who placed third over-
all in the men's division.

"I think we did really well for hosting our first tour-
nament," Bonino said. "The most important thing is

that everyone had a good time."

UCLA relied on the help of volunteers to pull off the
tournament. All of the judges and drivers braved the
cold weather and were only paid in hot dogs and ham-
burgers from the concession stand. Scott's parents
were on hand in their motor home to help out and feed
the team as well.

"My parents were such a huge help." Scott said.

"They were up before anyone making coffee and get-
ting breakfast ready."

With Scott graduating in June, he knows the team is

in a much better position than it was four years ago
"There is such a good balance between skiing and

having fun," Scott said. "Everyone involved just wants
to have fun, ski and hang out at the lake."

(Clockwise from upper left)

Matt Scott pulls a fellow water ski team member
behind the boat during a practice run.

First-year student Eddie Grenier skis the slalom course
at Norton Lake ,. ,

. -^ .,

Former team president Scott and current president
Mike Bonino oversee UCLA's first ever water ski

tournament.

Linda Disney, left, Scott's mother, serves breakfast to
water ski team members Becky Donnelly and Chris
McKown.

The water ski team served 35 large pizzas out of the
back of Scott's truck Saturday night for the 99 skiers
and volunteers who participated in the tournament.
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UCLA

Bruins head for NOVA tournament
M.VOLLEYBALL: Squad defeats

Warriors in 4 games to secure

MPSF championship, top seed

By Pauline Vu
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

PROVO. I Hah They were playing a team
as determined as themselves, a team in the

same desperate situation - win. or go home
and wish vou had.

UCLA d. Hawaii
30-27,30-23,15-30,30-27

^uiurday nigm the ULLA men .s volleyba l l

team decided they weren't going to be left won-
dering. In front of 481 people at BYU's Smith

Ficldhousc, the third-seeded Bruins beat

fourth-seeded Hawai'i 30-27. 30-23. 15-30, 30-

27 for the Mountain Pacific Sports Federation

championship and an automatic berth into this

weeks NCAA Tournament.

Both teams had to win to get the automatic

-bid into the Final Four, becau.sc with Hawaii's

upset of BYU in the MPSF semifinals, every-

one knew BYU would get the at-large berth.

The game against Hawai'i was one of

UCLA's toughest of the year. The Warriors

out-played the Bruins in every major category:

hitting percentage, serving, digs and blocks.

Every major category, that is. except what

was on the scoreboard. i
,

" Ifyou look at the stats sheet you see that we
out-blocked them, we out-dug them, we out-hit

them, but they scored more points," Hawai'i

Coach Mike Wilton said. "Maybe not total for

the match, but they scored more points for the

games and they won."

The Bruins controlled the first two games,

and were especially powerful in the second,

where they hit .564 as a team.

But then came the lO-minute TV break,

common in matches against Hawai'i because

the Warriors televise most of their games.

"This lO-minute break is something we're

not used to," UCLA Coach Al Scates said.

That set up the Bruins' loss in game three,

possibly UCLA's ugliest a ll year Tliey were

bcliitid by 15 point.s.ThnMrtargest losing margin

this season.

The Bruins' problem that game wasn't so

much them playing flat as the Warriors coming
out hot. Hawai'i scored points in runs of three

to fi\c and its players put up powerful blocks

and capitalized on Bruin errors. UCLA could-

n't match Hawai'i's energy and was humiliated

with a 30-15 spanking.

Hawai'i carried that momentum over to the

next game, scoring the first point for the first

time all evening. The Warriors built a 4-2 lead

See M.VOLliYBAll. page 33

UCLA beaten in

every statistical

category, taices

victory anyway
SIDEBAR: Hawai'i manages

to win numbers game, but

Bruins get conference title

By Pauline Vu
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

PROVO, Utah Matt Komer. Adam
Naeve, Mark Williams and Rich Nelson

walked into the press conference room

Serving tlie UCIJ\ (community sine*' 1919 TiTKSDAY, May 1,2001

Going to the NCAAs
The water polo team won the

atrlar^e bid for the Final Four.

SPORTS, BACK PAGE

Camping out at Coachella

What is Coachella anyway? Read all

about the hot and heavy music festival.

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT, PAGE 16

,
www.dailvhruin.inla.cdti

Declining numbers
Underrepres(»nted minority student

groups respond to the end of

alTirmative action. NEWS, PAGE 3

EDWARD LIN/DailyBiuin

Senior quick hitter Adam Naeve stretches for a

snnash on Saturday at BYU's Smith Fieldhouse.

sy nigh! and round a !iials she6l

laid out for each of them on the table. As
they waited for the questions to begin,

they looked over the numbers.

Komer's first question said it all.

"How the hell did we win?"

He laughed a bit before adding, "They
beat us in every category."

Looking at the statistics, it was a sur-

prise UCLA won. As both coaches later

pointed out, the Bruins were out-hit (.270

hitting percentage to .253), out-dug (43

See MPSF, page 32

Teammates

Gina Umeck

and Melissa

Martin have

been making

the most of

By Michelle Coppolella

Daily Bmin Contributor

If you've ever sat atop the

Bruin Bear, you know that it's not

only challenging to climb the mas-

sive, 10-foot structure - it's scary.

Even more important, screwing

up could be the most embarrass-

ing moment of your life at

UCLA.
However, freshmen golfers

Melissa Martin and Gina Umeck
showed no hint of embarrass-

ment or fear; these things faded

definitely on top of the world - performance on the course tells

the world of golf and life at the story of their worthiness. Of

thmr firct \rf^^r
'"^o t»ie background as they each

iiic;ii iiiOL jcai boosted one another on top of the

.
Brum Bear and shared the satis-

aS Bruins faction of being on top of the

world. And these two Bruins are

UCLA.
. After UCLA placed seventh in

the Pac-IO Championship last

Wednesday, both Umeck and
Martin received an honorable

mention on the All-Conference

team along with sophomore
teammate Saki Uechi. With this

tremendous accomplishment, a

sense of satisfaction and pride

would have been a likely reaction

- but the award has only left the

girls salivating for more.

"I definitely think I have a lot

more to accomplish, but I think

it's such a great honor," said

Martin. "I was shocked when
they called me up. I think Gina
(Umeck) is outstanding and to be

the 10 tournaments UCLA has

played, Martin has been UCLA's
top golfer in two of them and
Umeck has led the Bruins in four

of them, with all of Umeck's
scores meriting a top-25 finish.

But these girls share a lot more
than the ability to lead the Bruins

in more than 50 percent of their

matches. Since the age of eight,

they've been playing golf togeth-

er, and each has watched the

other's game and life develop

over the years.

"I love Melissa," Umeck said.

"I think she's an awesome part of

this team. We definitely both have

a fire and a lot of internal drive

that cut through a lot of the anxi-

DANIEL WONG

Gina Umeck, left, and Melissa Martin have already

conquered the world of collegiate golf in one year.

El
FT^I '" ^^^ ^"^^ category as her and ety. She has a real desire to per-

I I l-% ^^^ other top golfers is an honor."

I _|_ Jj_C
'^sP'-'being surprised, Iheir — s„V,.mi.p>^i2

reshman
By Pauline Vu
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

expecting this - grabbed my shirt from

the back, pulled it over my head, and
started socking me," Johnson said.

According to their teammates, men's 'Meanwhile, BYU, this very conserv-
golf freshmen Steve Conway and Johnny ative team, were in their van right in front

Merrick are about as diflcrcnt as two of us, and they were laughing and freak-

guys can be.
' *

Merrick's the offbeat one; Conway's
the straight-laced one.

Sophomore golfer Travis Johnson
recalled an incident he thought described

Merrick to a tec.

Johnson and Merrick, both from
Long Beach, have known each other for

years and often scuffle

As they were leaving the Arizona State

golf course two weeks ago and heading

out into the parking lot, Johnson jabbed

Merrick in the shoulder with his forearm

"He got pissed ofi' and -
I wasn't

ing out."

Conway is the preppy one. All of the

golfers .say it.

"He's from the country club, where

you play whatever you want, kinda hit

balls, go have a nice lunch and stuff,"

Merrick says as Conway laughs.

"Travis and I. we'd have to do stulT

like go .steal balls and pick up baskets to

get balls."

According to Johnson, Conway "does-

n't know what it's like to sag your pants

and untuck your .shirt. He's very polite.

ore
Steve Conway

and Johnny

Merrick have

their differences,

but they're both

great golfers and

team leaders
Se«M.GOlF,pa9e31

NICCLEMILLER/DailyBiuin

Although freshmen Johnny Merrick and Steve Conway have
different styles, they are good friends and successful golfers.

Hospital to serve

fair trade coffee
EXPANSION: Caf6 Med

aims to raise awareness,

will absorb extra costs

shade-grown. Under the shade-

grown method, coffee is grown
beneath the ground, thereby pre-

venting deforestation while leaving

rainforests intact.

Hernandez said the hospital had-

By Radiel Makabi
Daily Bruin Contributor

On May 21, UCLA's Cafe Med
will become the first hospital in the

nation to serve fair trade coffee on

all coffees except specialty drinks.

The regular coffees under the fair

trade label will account for 90 per-

cent of the hospital's total coffee

sales, according to Hospitalities

Service Managers Rey Hernandez

and Guy Scimencs, who added that

the hospital will absorb all extra

costs.

"We plan on raising awareness

about our coffee to our customers

without raising our prices,"

Hernandez said.

According to Christine Riordan

of the Environmental Coalition, fair

trade coffee usually costs 5 cents

more than regular coffee because it

ensures that farmers get paid at least

$1.26 per pound of coffee. This

amount is substantially greater than

the 30 to 50 cents per pound farm-

ers usually make.

Furthermore, fair trade coffee is

80 to 85 percent organic and/or

no difllculty bringing in fair trade

coffee, and that it will probably off-

set the extra costs easily.

"The cost increases for the hospi-

tal are minimal, and I think that the

customers will come to the cafeteria

more often," Hernandez said. "In

the long run, the Medical Plaza is

winning."

But unlike the Medical Plaza,

Associated Students of UCLA cof-

fee shops - which include Northern

Lights and Kerckhoff Coffee House
- do not absorb extra costs, and stu-

dents must specifically a.sk for fair

trade coffee.

Currently, fair trade coffee is

offered for one out of the six brews

of coffee at campus coffee shops. In

an ongoing six-month trial, ASU-
CLA officials are comparing the

demand for fair trade and regular

coffee to determine whether fair

trade coffee will be sold permanent-

ly m campus coffee shops.

Since the debut of fair trade cof-

fee in the UCLA shops in February,

demand has increased slowly.

See COFFEE, page 4

IN-HOUSE CANDIDATES

Position:

Ryan Wilson

Campus Events

Commissioner

none

' Do a jau/reggae festival or a

rod( concert and involve campus

organizations

* Bring in high profile music acts

Sunny Sanchez

Position: Community Sen/ice

Commissioner

none

'I hope that next year we can do a

lot more projects with the

Community Programs Office and

get more students involved in

community service.'

Rahul Marwah

Position Cultural Affairs

Commissioner

none

'I have worked in the CAC office

for four years. I have my own

ideals and I work toward those

things."

Position

Peter Trinh

Student Welfare

Commissioner

none

•Organize an AIDS run/walk

around UCLA

• Work with the Elizabeth Glasier

Pediatric AIDS Foundation to

bring a dance-a-thon to campus

MAGGIt WOO/Odtly Rtum

Four candidates to run unopposed
ELECTION: Hopefuls for

commissions all in-house,

will be council members

By Robert Salonga
Daily Bruin Reporter

Four candidates in the upcoming

spring elections will run unopposed,

and all are evaluating their potential

involvement in the politics of student

government

Runners for the Campus Events,

Cultural Affairs, Community Service

and Student Welfare

Commissions arc all in-

house candidates, mean-

ing they currently work in

the commissions they

seek.

These candidates will

also be voting members
of the 2001-02

Undergraduate Students

Association Council,

helping to determine

campus policy in addition to the

duties of their respective commis-
sions.

CSC candidate Sunny Sanchez

said she will not necessari-

ly increase her level of

political activity as a mem-
ber of USAC.

"I think it's for the best

interest of my commission

to remain open on

whether or not to be polit-

ical," said Sanchez, a

fourth-year American lit-

erature and culture stu-

dent.

CSC coordinates student-orga-

nized and student-initiated activities

See IN-HOUSE, page 10

Local residents report

gunshots, firecraclcers

EORHU

Los Angeles mayoral candidates James Hahn (left) and Antonio Villaraigosa speak at the Inner-City Economics

Forum Monday, held at UCLA's Freud Playhouse.The panel also featured political, business and academic leaders.

Mayoral candidates featured on panel
ECONOMICS: Forum focuses on Inner- City Report, how
findings may affect future of Los Angeles communities

By Josh Wolf
Daily Bruin Contributor

\
Mayoral candidates addressed the

public Monday as part of a panel dis-

cussion on the future of the Los Angeles

economy.

The panel, sponsored in part by The
Anderson School at UCLA, consisted

of a collection of political, business and

academic leaders who joined to discuss

the Inner-City Economic Report,

which presents the fmdings of the

Inner-City Economic Summit from a

year ago.

Education was a recurring theme

coming from both the panel members
and the mayoral candidates.

Bruce Willison, dean of The
Anderson School, commented on the

connection between UCLA and the

LA. economy, exemplined by the loca-

tion of the discussion - Freud
Playhouse.

He said an important approach to

inner-city economics combines educa-

tion, workforce training, technology

and the bolstering of both community

safety and pride.

John Bryant, the founder and CEO
of Operation HOPE - a group that

describes itself as a public/private part-

See PANEL, page 6

WESTWOOD: Incidents

due to students' rowdy

behavior, some assert

By Dexter Gauntlett

Daily Bruin Contributor

Alleged gun.shots and fire-

crackers reported to university

police have some Westwood resi-

dents up in arms.

Though students say noise is

part of living in a college commu-
nity, some of their neighbors dis-

agree, saying the latest incidents

are just the most recent in escalat-

ing disruptive behavior on the

part of students

"This isn't the first time we've

heard gunshots It seems to me
that when there's any major party

or celebration that we do hear it.

"

said Westwood resident Greg
Taylor. "Within the last dozen

years I've heard a half dozen

shots. We hear firecrackers all the

time but these were definitely gun-

shots."

Nancy Grcenstein. director of

police community services, said

UCPD received calls for both

firecracker and gunshots near

Kelton and Ophir Avenues last

luesday She said she considers

the overall behavioral trend to be

directly related to the time of year.

"Kor us it's episodic. Spring

tends to be more noi.sy than win-

ter, and early fall there are a lot ol

parties," Grcenstein said.

"Student behavior is more depen-

dent on activities."

As for the residents' concerns,

fifth-year economics student and

three-year Landfair apartment

dweller Jose Torres said the noi.se

has actually decreased over the

last three years.

"To tell you the truth I think

the noise is going down if any-

thing. For me it hasn't gotten

worse, it's cither stayed the same
or gotten slightly better." Torres

said.

Shelley Taylor, managing

director of the North Village

Improvement Committee and a

Westwood resident since 1956.

said she feels there has been an

escalation in disruptive student

behavior.

"I've seen this neighborhood

go through a lot of changes, and

many of them aren't for the bet-

See WESTWOOD, page 6
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^Sdme Wat
Grand theft

On Sunday, a laptop was stolen from the

600 block of Hilgard Avenue.

The passenger side window of a vehicle

was smashed in Sunday. ACD player, radar

detector and speakers were stolen from Lot

1 1, amounting to a $780 loss.

Someone reported that a steamer

$19,000 was removed from the ent^MC of

Covel Commons last Saturday jftm'
Someone stole an audio-vi ijalcaft froiil

an unlocked classroom in R^-Sii^" Policy last

Wednesday, amounu'ng to^oss of$4,743.

Petty theft J
During this past weC thice cell frfuQiMS,

five wallets/bags, ar "Touj parkiflig jper-

mits/parking access il^ds wore ilo]c.r\,

amounting to a total IcBfSSSB.

Source: UnhretutyWkt Oept I09

ly, 50tn«onc punched the dri-

ver side kKkofl|.V^idt» rcl|oving a radio

facepla^^jC!P^^taUp a loss of $ 1 50.

On f-rid^^, >$om^|«tole fiM|books
worth J|Q froni M^Walk^fttween
AvKcnbanUwoiTandthcM
^ La»t Thursday, someone stole a cell

ph<H)9 ifxni «D ^FM card from an emer-

genc^lootj^ lo«w at the UCLA Santa

Motikjal|<^itia, totalling a $ 1 20 loss.

A $100 book was takeii irom the

Sdcnoeai buildlnj: last1\ie$day

Center on Sunday.

The LAPD broadcast a holdup at the

Armand Hammer Museum on Sunday.

Saturday night, 20 men armed with bats

fought on the 1000 block of Broxton

Avenue.

A 20-year-old male struck another male

in the face as event protection for a party.

Som
pools

Saturj^

Research

fumiiu

Also,

between

at the

> 1^

'OaSunt'.-!y,am£

attempu/g to break into

thiR SfflTblock of Levering Avenue.

fmeone was struck by a loose plank at

tfl^ilMstruction site of the Wooden

iw equipment into both

Recreation Center

the MacDonald Medical

otesters were throwing

rst floor last Friday.

>ving match was reported

lonsU^tor and an employee

(Goldschmied) Neurosciencc

Research Center.

Id man was reported asking

ide in front of the Emergency

fiday.

le became irate, refusing to pay

bus fare at the Hilgard bus turnaround

Thursday

Compiled from UCPD media reports

between April 24-30 by Jennifer ReJchert,

Daily Bruin Contributor.
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Weather

Today Tuesday Wednesday

Partly Cloudy Partly Cloudy Sunny

high: 67 low: 53 high: 66 low: 55 high: 71 low: 52

Outlook:
Temperatures will continue to cool today,

everywhere except in 118 Kerdchoft

where it still feels like stepping into a

steam bath on a hot summer's day.

For real-time weather, visit www.dailybruin ucia edu

Sunrise
6:04 a.m.

Sunset 4

7:37 p.m.

Week 5

Friday, May 1 1 th is the last

day to change grading basis

(pass/no pass) through URSA
for a $3 fee

e.
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E-Weck Day 2

Court of Sciences

ASCE Concrete Bowling

IEEE Applause Meter

Triangle Fraternity Projects

2 p.m.

Center for Student Programming

Spring workshop with Pam Cysner

•Members of student organizations

encouraged to attend

Ackerman 2408

825-7045

L&S Coun.seling

Academic Workshops

•DLAP(A-316 Murphy Hall)

• All workshops held in

Covel Commons, Room 203

To sign up, call 206-6685

3 p.m.
L&S Counseling

Academic Workshops
• Subject to Dismissal

* All workshops held in

Covel Commons, Room 203

To sign up, call 206-6685

4:15 p.m.

L&S Counseling

Academic Workshops

• Effective Note Taking

• Reading Speed and

Comprehension

• Careers in Public Policy

• All workshops held in

Covel Commons, Room 203

To sign up, call 206^685

6 p.m.

Chicanos/Lalinos for Community

Medicine

General Meeting

Hcrsheyl609

7 p.m.

L&S Counseling

Academic Workshops

• Preparing for Midterms and Finals

• All workshops held in

Covel Commons, Room 203

To sign up, call 206-6685

Bruin Democrats

General Meeting

Ackerman 2408

Meeting and 5th Council District

Candidate Jack Weiss

7:30 p.m.

Ernst Lubitsch Film Series

"Design for Living"

Melnitz/J. Bridges Theater

Film & Television Archive

310-206-8013

8 p.m.

Faculty Recital

Juliana Gondek, soprano

Schoenberg Hall

Music Department

Radiohead Listening Party

"AMNESIAC"
KerckhoffGrand Salon

^\
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Advance Screening
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STATE: Stanford, USC
better reflect California

demographics than UC

By Kdiy Raybum
Daily Bruin Reporter

census last month shows California has

become more ethnically heterogeneous

since 1990. Statistics from each univer-

sity's office of budget and planning

have fostered comparisons to deter-

mine how well the undergraduate por-

tion of the iJC and private California

universities reflect the state's ever-

changing demographics - the private

Two of California's most prestigious schools seem to be doing a better job of
rivate universities reflect the state's iceeping pace .

Daily Biuin file Phoio

Students attend the 2000 Freshman Convocation last fall. Since the end of affirmative action in

university admissions, the number of underrepresented minority students at UCLA has declined.

ethnic diversity better than do three of

its best public schools - even though

the two private schools draw more
heavily from outside the state.

In an era when affirmative action is

not permitted in University of

California admissions, Stanford and
USC have slightly higher percentages

of African Americans than UCLA,
UC Berkeley and UC Santa Barbara.

And while the UC schools have wit-

nessed declining Latino and African

American numbers in recent years, the

private schools have not.

The release of data from the 2000

Catherine Lhamon, a staff attorney

with the American Civil Liberties

Union, a longtime supporter of pro-

diversity measures, said the UC has a

moral obligation to ensure their

school's demographics closer reflect

the state's - but their hands are tied by

Proposition 209, the state initiative

that ended affirmative action in 1996.

She called the lack of effort to

ensure better diversity "an evil of the

loss of affirmative action."

Kevin Nguyen, the executive direc-

tor of the American Civil Rights

Institute - an organization dedicated to

monitoring implementation of

Proposition 209 - disagreed, saying

_race should not be a factor in admis-

Tions.

"The UC's job is not to engage in

racial balancing," he said. "Affirmative

action is not constitutional because it

inherently involves preferential treat-

ment.

"You cannot talk about eliminating

underrepresentation in a finite pie,

without, at the same time, talk about

suppressing overreprcsented groups."

Stanford and USC are each about 6

percent African American, while the

three UC schools arc all less 4.4 per-

cent African American.

Neither reach California's African

American population, which is 6.7 per-

cent, separate question regarding race - the

The three UC schools, each with census bureau does not consider
about 1 5 percent who identified them- Latino or Hispanic or Chicano to be a
selves as either Latino or Chicano, racial category. Many who identified

have about the same percentage of themselves as "of Hispanic origin,"

Latinos as the private schools. But checked "Other" on the race question.

Latino and Chicano percentages at

UCLA have fallen off a bit in the last

few years after a period of almost 20

years of steady increase.

use's Latino and Chicano popula-

tions, on the other hand, continue to

grow every year, according to Deborah
Kac, a demographer in USC's office of

budget and planning.

More than 30 percent of

Californians identified themselves as

"of Hispanic origin" on the census. But

those of Hispanic origin filled out a

RACE AND ETHNICITY IN THE STATE
California's racial breakdown' USC's ethnic enrollment UCLA's ethnic enrollment

African American (6.7%)

Asian (6.7%)

American Indian,

Alaska Native, Native

Hawaiian, or other

\ Padfic Islander (1.3%)

Persons reporting two Persons reporting

or more races (4.7%) some other race (16.8%)

• Note: The Census Bureau Govemment considers race and
Hispanic or Latino origin to be two separate and distinct

concepts. People chose from five racial categories or wrote in

an "other" race. A separate question asked if people were of

Hispanic origin - 32.4% of the state responded affirmatively.

Those identifying themselves as "of Hispanic origin" frequently

marked "other" for the race question.

SOWg tB(fmintwfiM.lft(wdUaA0<fcB(i<AcidBiHc>u(lgt<iiidHiwiin9

African American (4.4%)

African American (6%)

Asian

American (23.7%)

AmeriGn Indian (1.0%)

Hispanic (14.1%)

Non-resident/other (7.1%)

leriGn/ Pilipino

American

Indian (.5%)

Chicane/Latino

(14.4%)

Declined to state (5.6%)

Perhaps the most conspicuous dif-

ference between the private and public

schools is the high number of white and
relatively low number of Asian

American students attending the two

private universities.

Stanford and USC arc each about

48 percent while, and about 24 percent

Asian American.

At both UCLA and UC Berkeley,

Asian Americans outnumber whites.

UC-wide, whites make up 36.7 percent

of students and Asians 32.2 percent.

\JC Santa Barbara, which is 63 percent

white, is a notable exception.

Asians make up 10.9 percent of the

state. Whites account for 59.5 percent

of California's population.

Comparing UC's ethnic percent-

ages to California's suggests that

whites are underrepresented. along

with Latinos and African Americans.

Furthermore, comparing UCLA's
demographics to the state's shows that

whites arc actually slightly more under-

represented than are African

Americans at UCLA. The same is not

true UC-wide.

Nguyen was not surprised by the

fact that whites make up a smaller per-

centage of UC schools population than

of the state.

"Whites, for a long time, have been

underrepresented, but that does not

mean the UC is racist," he said.

American Indians make up I per-

MAGQE WOO/Ddily Bruin See DEMOGRAPHICS, page 4

More.than
numbers

CAMPUS: SP-1 aftereffects felt by

underrepresented student groups;

leaders struggle to fmd members

By Midiaele Tumage
Daily Bruin Reporter

Three years after SP-I, the UC policy that

ended affirmative action in admissions prac-

tices, took efTect, the worst fears of many are

being realized. As a large portion of the last

class admitted under affirmative action pre-

pares to graduate, organizations that serve

underrepresented students calculate how they

will react to losing up to half their constituency.

The organizations say they are already strug-

gling to maintain their presence on campus.
Due to a lack of manpower, students dedicat-

ed to these organizations are having to sacrifice

their academics, social lives and health to keep
the groups going. But despite such sacrifices,

some of the organizations have already gone
extinct.

"We're kind of like the last of our kind," sakl

Jose Rodriguez, president of the American
Indian Science and Engineering Society.

Today is the last day for admitted students to

send in their statement of intent to register at

UCLA.
Figures from the UCLA's Office of

Academic Planning and Budget reveal that the

American Indian population will lose approxi-

mately 37 percent of its members when students

who entered UCLA in 1997 graduate.

According to statistics on the past three

years* entering classes, incoming students will

only make up for 53 to 67 percent of that loss.

The statistics are similar for other underrepre-

sented student populations.

"I definitely see a problem next year," said

Robin Bueno, president of the American Indian

Student Association. "We're losing half our
membership - they're graduating."

Other organizations, like Pilipinos

Undergraduate Law Students Association.

African Women's Collective and Black

Business Society have stopped functioning due
to the lack of students available to run the orga-

nizations.

Despite the decline in potential members,
leaders of other groups say their membership
has stayed the same or grown since SP-I went

into effect.

"Our campaign to repeal SP-1 and 2 has

empowered our community to take up arms to

save itself, thus resulting in more participation,"

said fourth-year African American studies stu-

dent and African Student Union member
Robert Battles,

Though these organizations say they have
maintained the quality and quantity of pro-

grams each year, students arc working harder.

Students say they regularly dedicate 10 to 20
hours each week toward their organizations.

According to Celia Lacayo, president of the

Latin American Student Association, leaders of

underrepresented student organizations typical-

ly have a job, are full-time students, and have
other pursuits, such as research and coalition

building.

"It's taking a lot out of student of color lead-

ers," said Ray Ribaya, who served as Samahang
Pilipino president during the 1999-2000 school

year.

Leaders say it is difficult to run an organiza-

tion alone or with only one or two cabinet mem-

See MEMBERSNIP, page 4
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cent or less of each of the five

schools.

Bob Cox, a demographer with

UCLA's office of Academic
Planning and Budget, said conclu-

sions based on comparisons

between California's ethnic break-

down and UCLA's - while more

accurate than comparing UCLA to

the United States or Los Angeles

County - may not be as telling as

they appear to be at first glance.

"There arc so many variables, I

almost wouldn't even try (to make a

comparison)," he said.

For one, the census and the UC
collect data differently. UC data is

collected based simply on what a

student checked on its application.

Also, applicants have more ethnic

groups from which to choose than

do people filling out the census.

The census does not distinguish

between Pilipino and Asian

American.

Also, many students do not dis-

close their ethnic background. Last

year, nearly 6 percent of UCLA stu-

dents declined to state an ethnic

identification on their applications.

According to Cox, many of those

students are probably white.

If that is so, then whites might be

better represented than they appear

to be.

Cox did say some long-term

trends are evident.

In the last 20 years, white per-

centages have declined, Asian

American and Latino percentages

have increased, and African

American percentages have

remained about the same - though

those long-term trends have been

slightly interrupted by the short-

term effects of Proposition 209.

"It hasn't had as much as an

effect as we had feared,

lhough,"Cox said. "On the whole,

UCLA is tremendously diverse."

COFFEE
From page 1

According to Bob Williams,

director ofASUCLA food services,

as of last week fair trade colTee con-

stituted 10.8 percent of coffee sales

for the one brew in which it is

offered.

Riordan said she is optimistic

that demand will continue to grow.

"We have had a lot of positive

feedback from students, faculty and

administrators," said Riordan, a

third-year Spanish and internation-

al development studies student fee corporation in the United
"More people arc aware now." States."

After nearly 10 months of cam- According to Deborah Hirsh of

paigning for fair trade coffee by EC TransFair USA, the organization is

and other student organizations, currently negotiating terms of serv-

the Sarah Lee Corporation, which

services ASUCLA. certified 5 per-

cent of its gourmet line.

Last week. Sarah Lee also certi-

fied fair trade coffee in 350 differ-

ent Borders Cafes.

"It's so empowering to see what

students can do in working for

social impact," Riordan said.

"Here you have a group of students

ing fair trade coffee with Seattle's

Best, the company that supplies cof-

fee to UCLA residence halls.

TransFair USA is an organiza-

tion that monitors coffee roasters to

ensure they are following fair trade

guidelines.

But Connie Foster, director of

dining services, said she's not sure if

the recent changes will affect the

who influenced the third largest cofi coffee supply in the residence hall^^

MEMBERSHIP
From page 3

bers.

Students often end up serving multi-

ple leadership roles in underrepresent-

ed student organizations, forcing over-

worked leaders to choose between the

organizations they love and their acad-

emics, health and social lives, students

say.

"We get

burned out real
—^^——

^

fast," said Bueno

said, who was

president and

retention coordi-

nator of AISA as

well as co-direc-

tor of American

Indian
Recruitment last

year.

Since fewer ______^^__^^
students are avail-

able to run orga-

nizations, it's more difficult to find

time to cultivate leadership.

"People who are less prepared end
up having to step up," said Mia
Watson, a '99 alumna who is now
director of ASU's Academic Supports

Program.

When LASA's Cultural Awareness

Chair left to study abroad, first-year

undeclared student Alexis de la Rocha

"There's a lot more

pressure on students

of color to sustain

the efforts."

Karren Lane

ASU Chair

took her place. De la Rocha said lack

of diversity at UCLA compelled her

and others to keep these organizations

alive.

"There's a lot more pressure on stu-

dents of color to sustain the efforts,"

said ASU Chair Karren Lane, a fourth-

year sociology student. "If it weren't

for them, the organizations wouldn't

exist."

in addition, new prospective mem-
bers are often

upper-class and
^^"^""""^

less politically

active, students

said.

"They've inter-

nalized a lot of dis-

torted information

that comes from

the media." said

Lacayo. a fifth-

year political sci-

ence student.

_^______^__ LASA mem-
bers hope to dis-

credit media representations that false-

ly depict Latinos and other minorities

as lazy and at fault for their situation.

LASA has hosted events to inform

members about affirmative action and
public policy affecting Latinos.

Underrepresented student organiza-

tions host field trips to impoverished

areas of Los Angeles like East LA. and

Sec MEMBERSHIP page 7

Endorsement Hearings
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Location: Dickson 2i60E ^
Offices to be addressed: President, Internal Vice President, External Vice President

Session 1 : 5:30-7:45pm

Session 2: 8:1 5-1 0:30pm

Got Stu

"N

Tuesday, May 1st

i.ocation: Moore 100

Offices to be addressed: General Representative, Campus Events Commissioner, Facilities

Commissioner

Session 1: 5:30-7:45pm

Session 2: 8:15-10:30pm

f, May 2nd
Location: Moore 100

Offices to be addressed: Cultural Affairs Commissioner, Community Service

Commissioner, Financial Supports Commissioner, Academic Affairs Commissioner, and

Student Welfare Commissioner

Session 1 : 5:30-7:45pm

Session 2: 8:1 5-1 0:30pm
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UMMA Volunteer Project

United Arab Society

African Student Union

U\kke\ Student Union

Concienia Libre

Rotaract

Asian Pacific Coalition
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On-Campus Housing Council

Sangam

Muslim Student Association
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WORLD & NATION Dow Jones Industrials
down: 7S.08
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up: 40.56

close: 2, 116.24

Dollar

Yen: 123.60

Euro: 1.1272

Vice president warns

of national biacicouts
ENERGY: Cheney makes

plans around fossil fuels,

says conservation not key

By Sandra Sobieraj

The Associated Press

TORONTO Vice President Dick

Cheney warned Monday the whole

nation could face California-style

blackouts as he outlined a national

energy strategy relying heavily on oil,

natural gas and nuclear power devel-

opment - but not conservation.

"The aim here is efficiency, not aus-

terity," Cheney told editors and pub-

lishers at The Associated Press annual

meeting. The nation cannot "simply

conserve or ration our way out of the

situation we're in."

It was his first trip outside

Washington for official vice presiden-

tial business, made possible, he joked,

when President Bush invited the

Senate to lunch - "the best way to

ensure no tie votes while I was out of

town." Bush invited all members of

Congress to the White House to mark
the first 100 days of his administra-

tion.

Cheney addressed concerns about

his history of four heart attacks by jok-

ingly offering to do jumping jacks.

More seriously, he said, "If I ever get

to the point where my doctors believe

that it's not wise or prudent for me to

continue in this capacity, obviously I'd

step aside."

In his first extensive remarks about

the energy recommendations his

Cabinet-level task force will make to

Bush by the end of May, Cheney
blamed current shortages on short-

sighted decisions in the past. He said

that conservation, while perhaps "a

sign of personal virtue," does not

make for sound or comprehensive

policy.

Saving the specifics - and the price

tags - for his boss to review and then

announce, Cheney promised "a mix of

new legislation, some executive action

as well as private initiatives" to cope

with rising energy prices and growing

demand.

He said anew that the administra-

tion intends to push for drilling in the

Arctic National Wildlife Refuge

despite strong congressional opposi-

tion.

He definitively rejected turning to

price controls, tapping the Strategic

Petroleum Reserve or creating new

bureaucracies.

Over the next two decades, it will

take between 1,300 and 1,900 new
power plants - or one every week for

20 years - just to meet projected

increases in nationwide demand,

Cheney said.

Energy shortages in California

already have forced rolling blackouts.

And he said, "Without a clear, coher-

ent energy strategy for the nation, all

Americans could one day go through

what Californians are experiencing

now. or even worse."

The vice president, who made mil-

lions of dollars as an oil services com-

pany executive, made no bones about

placing oil. coal and other fossil fuels

at the center of his recommendations.

Alternative fuels are still "years

down the road." he said.

A woman gestures as she prays with 30,000 others in support of President Abdurrahman Wahid
in Jakarta, Indonesia on Sunday. Wahid has been censured for corruption and incompetence.

Wahid pressured to resign as leader
INDONESIA: Parliament

censures president due

to charges of corruption

By Geoff Spencer

The Associated Press

JAKARTA, Indonesia

Indonesia's first freely elected presi-

dent in nearly 40 years faced possi-

ble impeachment after parliament

overwhelmingly censured him

Monday for corruption and incom-

petence.

The rebuke - the second in three

months - put intense pressure on

President Abdurrahman Wahid to

quit and hand over leadership of the

world's fourth most populous

nation to his popular vice president.

Megawati Sukarnoputri.

Wahid, a respected, nearly blind

Islamic cleric, came to power 18

months ago with high hopes of deliv-

ering democratic and economic

reform after the rule of former dicta-

tor Suharto. But Wahid's support

soon faded amid erratic policies.

infighting and scandal.

Two censures were required

under constitulional rules before

lawmakers could pursue impeach-

ment.

Wahid now has a month to

respond to allegations ihat he was

involved in two graft scandals. If

parliament rejects his reply, it can

ask the People's Con.sullalive

Assembly. Indonesia's highest leg-

islative body, lo dismiss the presi-

dent.

See WAHID, page 6

Illegal immigrants wait in long lines for visas as deadline looms
INS: Process simplified for some

by LIFE Act, which allows aliens

to apply without first leaving U.S.

By Erka Wcmcr
The Associated Press

With a midnight deadline looming to apply

for a visa without leaving the country, thou-

sands of illegal immigrants spent Monday
standing in line at Immigration and
Naturalization Service offices throughout the

state.

In downtown Los Angeles, more than 2,000

applicants were lined up outside the Federal

Building when it opened at 6 a.m.. many having

camped out all night.

"It's huge. So big," said Sharon A. Gavin,

director of public affairs for the INS in Los

Angeles, as she surveyed the crowd.

The line diminished by midmorning as agents

weeded out people who just wanted to hand in

forms or who didn't need to be there first. But

the office would stay open until midnight.

In San Francisco, newspapers, empty soda

bottles and fast food bags were strewn around

the INS building as people holding blankets and

packets of documents stood in lines snaking

around a block.

For Yvette Garcia and her husband, Juan,

the wait began at 1 1 p.m. Sunday, but by noon
Monday, they were almost finished - Juan was

just waiting to receive his employment autho-

rization card.

"It was hard, but it was worth it." said Yvette

Garcia, who is jointly sponsoring Juan. "It was

an experience. I don't know how the homeless

do it."

The Legal Immigration and Family Equity

Act that took effect in December allows an esti-

mated 640,000 illegal immigrants to apply for

visas without first returning to their home coun-

tries and applying from there. That is significant

because most illegal immigrants are barred

from re-entering the United Slates once they

leave.

A visa allows an immigrant to stay in the

country and reserves a place for the immigrant

to later apply for a green card, which signifies

permanent legal residency.

To apply, an immigrant must be sponsored

and have a close relative who is a U.S. citizen or

permanent resident. Then the immigrant must

pay $225 in application and fingerprinting fees

and a $1,000 fine for entering the country ille-

gally

Applications must be postmarked or deliv-

ered to the INS by midnight Monday.

WORLD & NATION BRIEFS

Allegations of child

slavery persist in Benin
COTONOU, Benin ^ Children taken from

a suspected slave ship confirmed suspicions

the vessel was involved in child trafficking,

officials said Monday.

The government, UNICEF and an aid

group stopped short, however, of alleging in a

joint statement that any of the 43 children and

young adults aboard the Nigerian-registered

MV Etireno when it docked in Benin on April

17 were destined for slavery.

The children old enough to understand

what was happening to them said they were

headed to Gabon to work in commerce, agri-

culture or domestic service, said the Terre des

Hommes aid group, which is caring for 23 of

them.

Five children told authorities their parents

were paid around $14 before their departure,

said the group's representative in Benin,

Alfonso Gonzalez Jaggli. Eight said they were

traveling with a person they did not

know.

Flipper looks in the

mirror, sees himself
WASHINGTON ^ Bolllenose dolphins

can recognize themselves in a mirror, an

advanced intellectual ability observed previ-

ously only in humans and apes, a study finds.

Researchers at the New York Aquarium
installed mirrors so that they could be seen by

two bottlenose dolphins and then tested to see

if the animals were self-aware enough to look

at the reflected image of markings on their

bodies. Diana Reiss of Columbia University

and Lori Marino of Emory University report

on Tuesday in the Proceedings of the National

Academy of Sciences that both animals

responded by looking long and hard at tempo-

rary ink marks placed on their face and sides.

"These findings ... offer the first convincing

evidence that a non-primate species, the bot-

tlenose dolphin, is capable of MSR
(mirror self-recognition," the

researchers wrote.

Mirror self-recognition in chim-

panzees had been demonstrated in earlier

studies when it was shown that the animals

responded to body marks. Humans, of course,

learn to relate a mirrored image to themselves

at an early age.

The ability suggests a self-awareness that

some experts believe is reserved only for the

higher primates. Attempts to demonstrate this

ability have failed for other animals, including

monkeys, less apes and elephants, the

researchers report.

More girls in trouble,

ABA study shows
WASHINGTON Girls are being arrest-

ed and jailed in record numbers, according to

an American Bar Association study released

Monday that says the juvenile justice system

isn't equipped to handle the special needs of

troubled girls.

While juvenile crime has dropped overall

and the problems of young male offenders

tend to get more attention, girls under the age

of 18 have become the fastest growing seg-

ment of the juvenile justice population, said

the ABA report, which is an amalgamation of

many studies on girls and crime.

Arrest, detention and custody data show an

increase in both the number and percentage of

girls in the juvenile justice system - a trend

that runs counter to that of boys, the report

said.

Law enforcement agencies reported

670,800 arrests of girls under age 18 in 1999,

which accounted for 27 percent of the total

juvenile arrests made that year, the report said.

Delinquency cases involving girls jumped
83 percent between 1988 and 1997 -with cases

involving white girls rising 74 percent and

those involving blacks up 106 percent.

Compiled from Daily Bruin wire reports.
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PANEL
From page 1

nership for urban economic empower-

ment and hosted the discussion -

addressed the changing dcfmitions in

economics. He paraphrased Alan

Greenspan, chairman of the Federal

Reserve Board, in providing a new
definition of wealth: education, infor-

mation and access to these resources.

Bryant said no one vehicle can pro-

vide this for L.A., but the government,

the community and the private sector

will have to work together to achieve

economic goals.

This sentiment was mirrored by

Xavier Becerra, a member of the

United States House of

Representatives who previously repre-

sented Los Angeles in the California

legislature. "Here in Los Angeles, if

we're to succeed, we must do it as a

partnership," Becerra said.

After these statements set the stage,

James Hahn and Antonio
Villaraigosa, the two candidates in the

L.A. mayoral run-off, presented their

goals for the city's economy.

Misperceplions are the cause of the

lack of investment in the inner-city

according to Hahn, and overcoming

these stereotypes is the key to advanc-

ing the inner-city economy.

Hahn, the LA. city attorney, cited

^^ success with bringing new business-

es into a community by decreasing

gang activity. He said by decreasing

crime, his ofllcc was able to encourage

the infusion ofnew businesses that fur-

ther improved the area. As a result of

this process, Hahn said both the gov-

ernment and community members
must work to attract businesses.

"We both have a responsibility to

bring jobs to the community," Hahn
said.

In response to a question from the

panel, Hahn said he supported paying

city officials to participate in commu-
nity outreach programs in order to

uphold the city's responsibility to this

issue.

After-school programs that encour-

age children to explore their interests

in order to keep them off the streets

and help businesses feel comfortable

investing in the area are central to

Hahn's proposal, as is the need to pre-

pare children for jobs in the new econ-

omy.

Citing Stanford's contribution to

the Silicon Valley and a similar rela-

tionship between schools in Boston

and local industries, Hahn encouraged

the development of biomedical

research in collaboration with UCLA
and use.

Hahn emphasized the importance

of his proposals in conjunction with

the panel discussion. "This needs to be

more than an event-oriented process."

Villaraigosa spoke next and praised

the nature of the report

"It doesn't just identify problems, it

reflects a thoughtful process to identi-

fy assets," Villaraigosa said.

He said that this approach supports

his idea that "there are human assets

here. There's a whole community that

wants to be included."

Villaraigosa highlighted many areas

for improvement in this process.

He called for measures that would

encourage the development of local

industries instead of leaving compa-
nies to search for foreign markets. He
said Los Angeles is trailing the nation

by 20 percent in home ownership.

He blamed current officials for fail-

ing to pursue $200 million that he

made accessible for housing develop-

ment projects through his work at the

state level.

Championing new thinking for

schools, Villaraigosa suggested incor-

porating parent centers, constructing

parks and building 100 new schools

with modern architectural styles to

take advantage of the available

resources while decreasing class sizes.

"We should use the report as a blue-

print: a creative approach to inner-city

financing," Villaraigosa said.

And while not every problem is fac-

tored into this blueprint, Villaraigosa

still thinks the government can play a

role. "There's not a program for every

problem, but the government can pro-,

vide support.

WESTWOOD
From page 1

ter. There never used to be graffiti,

never furniture or litter in the street,

and never a Midnight Yell," Taylor

said. "I never used to hear heli-

copters or see spotlights. This has

only happened in the last 10 years

and is increasing in intensity and fre-

quency."

Third-year student and first time

apartment renter Zeina Hamzeh has

noticed the use of fireworks all year,

but considers the noise from
Midnight Yell and parties typical col-

legiate life.

"I think when they have the apart-

ment structure the way it is, where all

students are living there, this type of

behavior is normal," Hamzeh said.

The apartments on Glenrock and

Landfair Avenues are almost entire-

ly inhabited by UCLA students and

are common location for weekend
gatherings.

"I think it's not something

unavoidable. If I really want it to be

quiet, I would move somewhere not

close to UCLA," Hamzeh said.

Greenstein encouraged all North

Village residents to report incidents

immediately to the police for most

efficient response.

"Patrol is based on the activity in

the neighborhood, so the apartments

are always an active location for

patrol. It's really important that resi-

dents call at the time of the event,"

she said.

All firecrackers are illegal under

California stale law. The penalty for

unauthorized use of firearms in a

public place is six months in jail and a

$1,000 fine.

WAHID
From page 5

"President Wahid is now a lame

duck," said Andi Malarangeng, a

political analyst and former govern-

ment policy adviser. "He needs an

exit strategy. Resigning would be an

honorable thing to do."

Some Wahid aides admitted his

administration is in peril, but held

out hopes of that he might cling to

power.

"I don't know if he will survive or

not," said Defense Minister

Mohammad Mahfud.

There was no immediate
response from Wahid, who has

denied any wrongdoing and has

vowed to serve out his full term until

2004, saying moves to oust him are

illegal. The 61-year-old leader shut

himself in the state palace and lis-^

tened to music while parliament

met, his aides said.

^1^

Self-Defense Training for Women
Spring Quarter Dates:
AttendOne oi Tkese Saturdaijs.-

May 19

June 2, ^(in the residence halls)

Workskops are iaii^t Ly certified instructors Irom tke nationallij recognixed

Los Angeles Commission on Assaults Against Women (LACAAW). For more information about

advanced sell-delense training or classes for men, please call tke Center lorWomen Cr' Men at 310-825-3945

FREE to all UCLA students, staff and faculty!

!

To sign up, please come to Room 2, Dodd Hall
(Space is limited)

Sponsored by the UCLA Center for Women & Men and the UCLA Police Department.

www.thecenter.ucla.edu
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UOA
Faculty Recital

Juliana Gondek, soprano

Tuesday, May 1, 8:00pm
.

-

Schoenberg Hall

Soprano Juliana Gondek, accompanied byJon Robertson, piano, with guest artist Elisabeth LeGuin, cello,

will premiere new works by Ricky Ian Gordon, and perform music by Vivaldi, Chopin/Pauline Viardot-Garcia;

Richard Strauss; and Granados.

Admission; $ 10, $7 UCLA Wind Ensemble
Thomas Lee, conductor

Wednesday, May 23, 8:00pm

RoyceHaU

West coast premiere: American Interlude by faculty composer Ian Krouse.

Faculty Composers
^^'^''•^" ^ '«^^

Thursday, May 10, 8:00pm

Schoenberg Hall

Roger Bourland: Recent Dreams, for hom, violin, and piano

Paul Chihara: Piano Trio

Ian Krouse: Thamar y Amnon, for flute, viola and piano

David Lefkowitz: Quartet for flute, violin, cello and piano

Paul Reale: Palabras Serenas, for voice and piano

Admission: $7, $3

UCLA Central Ticket Office (310) 825 2101
UCL^ffi

-kH&nkni

Stuff like.

...lamps.

tvs.

...books.

...computers...

...every Wednesday.
...every Friday...

• but no dragons. .

.

MEMBERSHIP
From page 4

Watls to demonstrate social inequity.

"Everybody just wants to get good
grades now, it's not about experienc-

ing life," said Rodriguez, a fourth-

year civil engineering student.

"Before, (school) felt more like it was
a community. You felt like you
belonged there."

"Back in the day there

was a sense of

openness."

Ray Ribaya

Former Samahdng president

Others have seen the influx of

white and Asian students into organi-

zations founded to serve underrepre-

sented students, like the Society of

Latino Engineers and Scientists.

Organizations that serve under-

represented students also face a

changed campus political climate,

which they say isn't as open to learn-

ing about other cultures.— "i think that is a direct result oi

SP-I and 2 and the passage of

Proposition 209," Ribaya said.

"There is no more need to cele-

brate diversity or even challenge our-

selves to learn about it," he contin-

ued.

Proposition 209 is the ballot initia-

tive that voters passed in 1996 that

ended affirmative action statewide.

Many believe SP-I has trans-

formed the social aspect of student

life at UCLA. Traditions among
underrepresented communities like

"Black Wednesday" have all but dis-

appeared.

According to Battles, Black

Wednesday is a long-standing tradi-

tion in UCLA's African American
community where students gather on

Bruin Walk to bond and network

socially and academically.

"It's very shocking for freshman

and second years to see more than 20

black people on the Walk at a time,"

said Battles. "My freshman year, this

happened on a weekly basis."

Leaders of underrepresented stu-

dent organizations agreed the trans-

formation of the campus as a result

of SP-I is hurting the university as a

whole.

"Back in the day, there was a sense

of openness; now people are just try-

ing to get theirs," Ribaya said. "The
whole university experience is limit-

ed."

Watson noted that the university

benefits from lasting contributions of

underrepresented students, includ-

ing such cultural celebrations as Hip
Hop Xplosion, and the Jazz Reggae

Festival.

!**lt's important to take in different

perspectives," she said.

(According to a Daily Bruin article

dated Feb. 8, 1993, students, faculty

and legislators have been organizing

since the early 1980s to institute a

diversity requirement in the curricu-

lum. When the issue last surfaced in

1993, Academic Senate members
cited the S560,000 needed to create

the requirement as the reason it had-

n't been implemented. Instead, they

instituted a policy which encourages

multicultural content in all courses.

Underrepresented student organi-

zations fill the void that an absence of

a diversity requirement has left, stu-

dents said.

"People need to recognize that

student organizations are here not

only to provide support for its con-

stituency, but also to provide holistic

education to the campus," Lane said.

"These organizations bring vital

information to the campus that aug-

ment the mission of the university, so

their existence is crucial to the cam-

pus, especially in the wake of curricu-

lum that isn't diverse," she said.
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\JSAC Surplus Funds Available

Approximately $65,000 is available for Capital Items and

programs from the USAC Surplus/Contingency Fund.

All Officially Recognized UCLA student organizations

are eligible to apply

Request Forms can be picked up

in Room 300B Kerckhoff Hall

For information: usaficom@asucla.ucla.edu or x55017

Paid for by USAC

iK

Morning Panel 10:00-12:00
Afternoon Panel 3:00-5:00

The 36th Annual UCLA Department of Art History Graduate Student Symposium
Saturday 5 May 2001 10:00 - 5:00 Perloff Hall 1102

Mythologlfif^ nT Ihti Evtiryday
Keynote Speaker: Martha Rosier Artist. New York 1:00-3:00
For further information see www.mythologies-of~the-everyday.com

Event Is free and open to the public. Parking is available for $6 in Parking Structures 2 and 3.
Sponsored by The Department of Aft Hiskjry The Art History Gradjate Student AssM
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One of the three cap brothers went to the Angels'clubhouse. One to an intramural softballer.

And the third, weH, he went on to what most now refer to as Sorority Heaven.
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qV"^^ presents ^Cyfe*V> The Ninteenth Annual Q^
nI

The Ninteenth Annual

SpringAwards (Banquet
Wednesday, May 23, 2001 at 5:00 p.m.

Park Hyatt Hotel in Century City

Reception, Dinner, Awards and Entertainment

Firms in Attendance:

Andersen LLP
BDO Seidman

Ernst and Young LLP
Kellogg & Andelson

Deloitte & Touche LLP

^

KPMG LLP
McGladrey & Pullen

PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP
Windes &McClaughry
Grant Thornton LLP

R.SMP. by May 9th

$20 for members, $30 for non-members
Invitations and scholarships applications are available in AGSM D413.

For more information on the banquet, please contact James at johboy@ucla.edu.

C(§ireer Network
Presents

Wednesday, May 9
James West Alumni Center

6:30 - 9 p.m.

Pre-Registration Required.

Deadline to register is May 4.

Practive interviewing Mfitli alumni from various

career fields and companies; you will be

assigned to one of two 90-minute sessions.

Register by stopping at the James West Alumni

Center and filling out a registration form or by

calling (310) 825-6423. Resume and
professional attire required.

KAPLAN MtUClAlMmii
I M.iJi.m.i.i www.UCLAIimini.ii^
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From page 1

that are concerned with the social,

political, environmental and educa-

tional improvement of the communi-

ty

Rahul Marwah, current chief of

stair for the cultural affairs commis-

sion, sees value in being a member of

council. As opposed to the conven-

tionally politically-inclined positions

such as president and vice president,

Marwah said the other commission-

ers can provide impartiality.

"It's important to have those

offices and voting members to come
with an objective attitude," said

Marwah, a fourth-year economics

student. He is running unopposed

because James Ngo, the other CAC
candidate, failed to attend the

Elections Board's mandatory candi-

date meeting April 24.

CAC is in charge of planning cul-

tural performing arts functions and

stimulating student interest in cultur-

al activities. The commission also

includes the Cultural Affairs jazz,

poetry, concert and art series, as well

as the Jazz/Reggae Festival.

For these candidates, attending

council meetings often takes time

away from their obligations to their

commissions. Nevertheless, Ryan
Wilson, a second-year undeclared stu-

dent and candidate for campus events

commission, emphasized the impor-

tance of going to these meetings.

"Attendance at meetings is the

most important part of the job

because I'm the liaison between my
office and council," Wilson said.

"Otherwise the distance between my
ofTice and council grows."

CEC organizes many events on
campus, including the Ackerman
Grand Ballroom film series, concert

Scries, UCLA Mardi Gras and the

Associated Students Speakers

Program.

Fannie Huang, the current conv

munity service commissioner, reiter-

ated that while council meetif\gs take

time away from her duties, they are

necessary for the well-being of her

commission.

**It's a little frustrating when I com-

mit hours to these meetings, but it's

important because a lot of things that

go on in USAC affect my commis-

sion," Huang said.

One of the most important duties

given to members of council is the

power to vote on USAC policies and

measures.

"Having a vote is vital because it's

good to have political and non-politi-

cal counterparts to bring about new
views toward the same issue," said

Peter Trinh, a third-year business eco-

nomics and physiological science stu-

dent running for SWC.
The SWC is responsible for orga-

nizing and promoting activities which

promote the health and welfare of stu-

dents through awareness and educa-

tion.

Trinh said because the vote is so

important, his level of involvement is

going to be **tremendous."

But current Campus Events

Commissioner Jared Seltzer warned

that programming commissioners

should be wary of the levd they

involve themselves in council matters.

"Active involvement and participa-

tion are important, but I don't recom-

mend commissioners to ever priori-

tize politics over programming,**

Seltzer said.

All candidates had the option of

putting up signboards around cam-

pus advertising their campaigns. But

because these four candidates are

unopposed, Sanchez and Trinh opted

not to put any up while Marwah and
Wilson decided to do so.

"i want to have fun with it and use

it as an advertisement for the office

and my position," Wilson said.

Marwah initially chose to post a

signboard because his position was
still being contested at the time he had

to rwtify E-Board whether he wished

to have a sign.

FORTUNE'
100 BEST
COMPANIES i
TO WORK FOR^

FORTUNE
2000

FORTUNE

HcApanies
to work for

History has a way of repeating itself. Pretty cool, huh?

For three years In a row, we've been
named one of the 1 00 Best Companies

To Work For. With real opportunities for

leadership and advancement, perhaps

you'll want to join us as we go for four.

ev.com/us/careers MIErnst Young
From thought to finish:

C200I EiNST & YouMO ur
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UCLA's use of pesticides

may permit greenery, but

it's harmful to your health.

See Viewpoint Wednesday.

viewpoint^media.uda.edu
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Peaceful dialogue and education

coexist in campus coalition

Thumbs up to the students participating in the UCLA Coalition for

Coexistence last week, an event sponsored by the United Arab

Association, Jewish Student Union and Hillel Jewish Students

Center. The forum sought to provide a peace-oriented environment to dis-

cuss the conflict in the Middle East.

Groups on both sides of the issue have boldly taken the initiative not only

to educate the campus about the Middle Eastern conflict, but also to be

receptive to each other's perspective on the problem. This is particularly

important in dispelling myths and stereotypes associated with the Jewish,

Muslim and Arab communities.

In the past, tensions in the Middle East manifested themselves on the

UCLA campus, often resulting in counterproductive finger-pointing and

name-calling. This forum steered clear of these types of actions and instead

provided for meaningful dialogue among students.

Though we understand the conflict in the Middle East is far from solved,

we recognize and commend the students in the coalition who are making an

effort to coexist and understand each other in a peaceful manner in these

weeks preceding the anniversary of Israel's independence.

New federal aid guidelines shows

clear bias against low-income youth

^1 Thumbs down to President George W. Bush's administration for

^1 their continuing efforts to deny financial aid to students convicted of
"^^ drug related offenses. Currently, question 35 of the Free

Application for Federal Student Aid asks all applicants whether or not they

have a drug conviction; answering "yes" to this question jeopardizes a stu-

dent's chances of receiving federal financial aid.

Though these measures have been in place since the Clinton administra-

tion, the difTiculties in dealing with students who left the question blank led

to a lenient enforcement of this law - but President Bush says that this will

change and that the law will be more thoroughly enforced during his term.

This has many negative implications.

For one, the law blatantly promotes inequality. It discriminates against

students from low socioeconomic communities who depend on financial aid

to attend college - a stark contrast to those from aflluent backgrounds who
commit the same crimes but can still afTord to pay for college themselves.

It also punishes people in an unnecessarily harsh manner for "youthful

indiscretions." This problem is further exacerbated in California, where

Proposition 2 1 increased access to juveniles' crime records.

Along with these problems comes an increase in bureaucratic hassle

when dealing with law enforcement as well as with students who don't

answer the question.

While the Bush administration may consider it important to curb drug

use among youth, doing this by promoting gross inequality and keeping peo-

ple from receiving an education because of a minor mistake is completely

unacceptable. -

Graduate student elections turnout,

though higher, still too low
Thumbs up to the students voting in the Graduate Students

Association elections last week. This year's elections were the first

time in 12 years that students had over a 10 percent turnout, the

threshold needed for voter-approved referenda to take effect.

It's commendable that turnout for the GSA elections improved by 7.7

percent this year and that elections were scheduled difTerently to encourage

students from different professional schools to vote. Still, low voter turnout,

which has made it impossible for GSA to pass referenda over the last

decade, is still disappointingly low - as it is for all elections on campus.

Graduate students are a critical part ofour campus. Since undergraduate

students are only here for about four years, graduate students who stay

longer have an opportunity to make long-lasting changes on our campus. In

recent years, GSA has focused on problems that affect students' daily lives,

such as graduate student housing and transportation programs.

If graduates reach out to undergraduate groups helping carry out similar

goals and also working on larger issues such as affirmative action, they will

directly impact our campus on a grander scale and change it for the better.

Thumbs Up/Thumbs Down represents the majority opinion of the Daily

Bruin Editorial Board. Send feedback to viewpoint@nr>edia.ucla.edu.
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Capitalism taking over planet
GLOBAUZATION: Student

involvement needed to

fight loss of democracy

By Greg Horn

During the weekend of April 21,

political demonstrations were held in

Quebec, at the United States-

Mexican border and as far south as

Argentina in order to protest the

newest piece of free-trade legislation:

the Free Trade Area of the

Americas.

Though the FTAA is part of a

larger framework of government-

sponsored corporate action which

erodes the democratic freedoms we
claim to have in this country, we
need to understand the actions of

corporate-driven entities such as the

World Trade Organization.

At the same time, we also need to

understand the significance of stu-

dent involvement in the general fight

against corporate dominance in the

lives of the worid's people.

The WTO and our corporate gov-

ernment carry out very secret meet-

ings where agreements are made that

negatively affect millions of people

without the consent of those people.

Even when the site of the meeting

is known, as was the case when the

WTO met in Seattle and Prague and

at the International Monetary
Fund's meetings in Washington

D.C., discussions are carried out by

powerful people who have no sense

Horn is a third-year environmental

studies student.

of responsibility to the mass of peo-

ple they affect.

Corporations claim that they are

fostering progress this way in our

society. Amartya Sen, a recent Nobel

Peace Prize-winner in economics has

a different paradigm for progress

than the corporations that run our

media. He says that the development

of a country must be looked at in

terms of the freedoms it brings to its

people.

In the United States we are told

that we live in one of the most, if not

the most, developed nations in the

world, yet I am constantly presented

with the inability to make the follow-

ing choice: do I clothe myself and
support sweatshops, or do I walk

around naked?

Since I need to wear some form of

clothing, I am forced to contribute to

sweatshop labor: this provides me
with no choice at all (except perhaps

with respect to which country the

sweatshop comes from). This lack of

choice is pitting me against my
brothers and sisters around the

world who work in the most inhu-

mane conditions everyday.

This represents a conspiracy

against the humanity within us. I

refuse to believe that the monsters

the leaders of corporations have

become is naturally within me; I still

have that choice.

We need to realize that corpora-

tions and the global economy have

not always existed in the forms they

do now. Agreements like the North

American Free Trade Agreement

don't just happen; people who are

willing to exploit other people have

to make them happen. The WTO

decision that a corporation, which is

definitely not a person, can sue a

government if that government

impedes upon its "right" to make a

profit (even at the expense of democ-

ratically approved environmental

and labor standards) is not a natural

idea.

It is, once again, a creation made
by people willing to exploit other

people and the earth. The neoliberal,

laissez-faire approach to the econo-

my where governments have less

power than corporations is the end

result of ideas begun in the 1950s,

which were first really acted upon in

the early 1970s.

Political scientist Jeanne

K irkpatrick , one of Ronald

Reagan's most infiuential cabinet

members, attracted Reagan with a

paper that reignited cold-war

rhetoric and consequently cold-war

action, action which continues to this

day and allows for those of us who
criticize the corporate structure of

society to be dismissed as idealists

and nothing more.

The thesis of her paper was essen-

tially that in the face of rising actions

that "threatened American interests"

(specifically the revolutionary move-

ments that were occurring in Central

America at the time), the United

States government need not sit idly

by and accept the fiow toward com-
munism, which she criticized the

Carter administration of doing.

To put it simply, the paper meant

that if the United States/corporate

state needed to defend its interests, it

needed to do so at any cost. This
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How TO SUBMIT

TO VIEWPOINT

• Write a thre*- to four- page, op*nlor>-5ty<e

submission about a current event on campus
or In the world at large, or write a response to

sonr>ethir)g that you have already read in The
Bruin.

• E-mail submissions to

vitwpoint9mcdia.ucla«du. Remember to

copy and paste your subn^sslon into the txxly

of the e-mail, or drop off a hard copy of your

submission at the DaMy Bruin offke (118

Kerckhoff Hall), care of Jonah Lalas.

• Apply to be a Viewpoint columnist dur-

ing Weeks 7 and 8 of each quarter.

• Apply to be a cartoonist or artist. Send an

e-mail expressing your interest to tht

Viewpoint address.

A few thirtgs to remember:
• AM submissions must Include your name,

phone number and affiliation with UCLA, tf

you are a student, they must also include your

student K) number, year and ma^ot.

' Your facts will be checked; rrtake sure

they are accurate.

• VIewpoitM Is r>ot an advertising space for

any group or organization; be sure to have
clearly articulated opinions.

• We reserve tt>e right to edit sut>missions

for clarity, grammar and length.
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Burmese government strips citizens of their rights
FREEDOMS: Activities of

democracy prevented by

callous military regime

By Jaime Rapaport and Julia Zoiinsic

On Thursday, May 3, the world

will celebrate World Press Freedom
Day. Had it not been for my Mortar

Board calendar, this day would have

slipped by like any other one, as it

will for most people. In a country

where freedom of the press and
freedom of speech have been

guaranteed rights by the

Constitution, Americans

can ignore a day that com-

memorates something

other human beings can

only dream of
But World Press

Freedom Day does

not include the whole

world. Many govern-

ments, such as that of

Burma, restrict free-

dom of the press and

freedom of speech as a

political tool. The
-silence of their victifns

its denial of these rights as a means
of political oppression. Burmese citi-

zens, including children, are often

required to construct roads and train

tracks or work in factories with inhu-

mane conditions. The
regime also forces some
of its citizens to walk over

destruction of natural habitats.

Although opposition to the gov-

ernment is the most punishable

crime, many democratic activists

and leaders refuse to remain silent in

the face of such oppression.

In 1988, university stu-

dents Min Ko

allows the military

regime to torture, rape,

murder and enslave its

people with little opposi-

tion.

A world with such corruf)-

tion may seem foreign to us,

but for the past 40 years, Burma
has suffered an unbearable amount,

in 1962, after gaining independence

from Great Britain, Burma fell

under the rule of the brutal Ne Win
military regime. Using murder,

imprisonment and repression, the

regime secured their government

from the threat of democratic

activists and leaders. They continue

to use these tactics even today.

By continuing to violate the basic

human rights of 50 million Burmese
people, the government has succeed-

ed in preventing an effective threat

to its power. Its track record reveals

Rapaport is a second-year sociology and

design student and Zolinsk is a first-year

undeclared student

mine fields to

serve as land-mine detectors.

In addition to harsh labor, the

Burmese people are subject to

restrictions at home. Ownership of

an unauthorized fax machine results

in seven years of prison. Possession

of an unauthorized e-mail address is

15 years imprisonment. Publication

of antigovemmental work leads to

severe punishment. The military

regime has also taken its toll on the

environment. Exploitation of natural

gas and mineral resources results in

massive deforestation as well as the

Naing led a mass

uprising involving millions of

Burmese citizens. TTiis peaceful

protest resulted in the massacre of

Burmese students and civilians and
forced thousands of citizens to flee

to the border between Thailand and
Burma. Ko Naing is currently a

political prisoner, suffering torture

and solitary confinement for the past

1 3 years.

The most famous member of

Burma's democratic movement is

Aung San Suu Kyi, a Nobel Peace

Prize-winner who believes in nonvio-

lent resistance and organizing.

During the democratic elections of

1990, Suu Kyi's political party, the

National League for Democracy,

secured 82 percent of the seats in

Pariiament.

Despite the fact that the Burmese
people also elected Suu Kyi as their

new leader, she has not taken office.

The regime immediately placed her

under house arrest for five years.

Although she was technically

released in 1995, she remained

under strict surveillance and

was placed under house

arrest again in September

2000.

As with many military

regimes, Ne Win is

indirectly funded by

other countries,

mainly through

tourism and corpo-

rate business.

Many of the com-

panies that

Americans buy

products from -

such as Warner

Brothers, Tommy
Hilfiger. Suzuki,

r-fcrdachc, Marriott,

—

UNOCAL, Nautica,

Club Med, Adidas and

Nestle - help finance the

regime with their business.

These corporations are

attracted lo the cheap labor in

Burma, ignoring reports of

human rights abuses.

By strengthening the regime with

monetary support, large corpora-

tions also encourage the growth of

Burma's heroin industry, which

accounts for 60 percent of the heroin

that enters the United States. In

addition, the regime stands to pocket

virtually all of the money generated

from the business of these corpora-

tions.

Burmese citizens continually ask

that foreign companies withhold

business from Burma. Suu Kyi her-

self said, "Until we have a system

that guarantees rules of law and

basic democratic institutions, no

amount of aid or investment will

benefit our people."

Forty major companies have lis-

tened to Burma's pleas since 1988,

including Kenneth Cole, Reebok, J

Crew, Liz Claiborne and Lcvi-

Strauss & Co. Upon leaving Burma,

Levi-Strauss & Co. stated that "it is

not possible to do business in

(Burma) without directly supporting

the military government and its per-

vasive violations of human rights."

Several city councils throughout

America, including those of Los

Angeles, Portland, and San

Francisco, have divested from

Burma-related stock.

University and college groups

across America arc trying to per-

suade their schools to follow suit and

divest their slocks from companies

situated in Burma. Universities such

as American University and

Bucknell have already been success-

ful.

The UCLA Environmental

Coalition is currently working in

conjunction with other UC student

groups on a Free Burma campaign

to urge the UC Board of Regents to

divest from Halliburton Co. and

Procter & Gamble, two companies

that work with Burma. Nineteen

devoted members of the

-EnvirorHncnlal Coalition joined 94-

universitics in a 24-hour internation-

al fast to publicize the plight of the

Burmese people and show support

for Min Ko Naing.

A Norway-based international

student festival in Trondheim is cir-

culating a petition on the Web
demanding the unconditional release

of Ko Naing. Other organizations,

such as Rights & Democracy, have

been lobbying for support as well.

These organizations' support is

imperative to the permanent down-

fall of the Ne Win regime.

Suu Kyi once said. "Those fortu-

nate enough to live in societies

where they are entitled to full politi-

cal rights can reach out to help the

less fortunate in other parts of our

troubled planet."

This Thursday on World Press

Freedom Day, let us join in together

at Westwood Plaza at 1 1 :30 a.m. to

publicize Burma's plight. There is no

better day to remember our freedom

and the duty it gives us to fight for

the freedom of others.
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LETTERS

ASUCLA
devoted to

serving students
We, the Associated Students of

UCLA Board of Directors, are

writing in response to the column
"Privatization of ASUCLA not

guaranteed .solution" by Michael

Weiner (Daily Bruin, News, April

23). Weiner writes that ASUCLA
has been untrue to its student

focus by leasing space in

Ackerman Union to certain third

parties. He further claims that

privatization has become the cen-

terpiece of ASUCLA's financial

strategy.

We wish to point out that the

lease revenue from these arrange-

ments is far from the centerpiece

of our financial strategy. In fact,

the total revenue anticipated

from third-party leases accounts

for only seven percent of the

turnaround strategies, which we

put in place last

spring ($262,000 of

$3.7 million).

Further, each of the third-

party operators brings a service

or product to campus in which

they are recognized leaders. We
believe, and student survey data

supports, that these arc .services

and products that the campus
community needs and wants.

It is important for ASUCLA
to focus on its core competencies,

and we believe that these outside

experts add value and excellence

to the students' experience in our

facilities.

Lastly, each third-party opera-

tor must follow the Code of

Conduct and provide goods and

services in a matter that benefits

our constituencies.

It is also important to note that

the Joint Operations Committee
does not have decision-making

See LETTERS, page 15
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Unsigned editorials represent a

majority opinion of the Daily

Bruin Editorial Board All other

columns, letters and artwork

represent the opinions of their

authors.

All si)t>mitted material must

bear the author's name,

address, telephone number,

registration nunr>ber or affllia-

tion with UCLA. Names will not

be withheld except In extreme

cases.

The Bruin complies with

the Communication Board's

policy prohibiting the publi-

cation of articles that perpetu-

ate derogatory cultural or eth-

nic stereotypes.

When multiple authors
submit material, some names
may be kept on file rather than
published with the material.

The Bruin reserves the right to

edit submitted material and to

determine its placenr>ent In the

paper. All submissions become

the property of The Bruin. The
Communications Board has a

media grievance procedure
for resolving complaints

against any of its publications

For a copy of the complete
procedure, contact the

Publications office at 118
Kerckhoff Hall.
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FISHER GRADUATE SCHOOL
OF INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS

MONTEREY
INSTITUTE
OF INTERNATIONAL STUDIES

COMPLIMENTARY
CONSULTATION 00

MONTEREY

International MBA
TWo year and one year MBA programs

Learn diverse national business practices

Develop company-sponsored international
business plans

Enhance language and cross-cultural skills

Experience personalized education and
applied research in an international setting

Braces^^
Deliver Brilliant Results

ORTHODONTIST
SINCE 1980

UCij\ FACULTY MKMBER

^9"

Dr. Nader Dayani
Member American Assoriation of Orfhodontisfs

Specializing in braces for adults & children

• invisible • Removabie
• European • Traditional

Cosmetic Porcelain
Surgical Orthodontics

•20% DISCOUNT TO SirDKNTS AM) K.UTi;n M.ll) I.I)

SCHOLARSHIPS
STILL AVAILABLE

(310) 826 - 7494
11645 Wilshire Blvd. #802
Los Angeles, CA 90025

(949) 552 - 5890
18124 Culver Dr.. #A
Irvine, CA 92715

Tel: 831-647-6586 • Fax: 831-647-6506
www.miis.edu • fgsib_tm®miis.edu

Teeth Whitening
upper or lower

$85«o
each

(Reg. $200.00)

The treatment will be as follows: S 1000,00 plus
SI 00 00 for each montti of treatment rendered
for metal braces, S900 00 plus S 100 00 for each
month of treatment rendered for removable

braces and $ 1 700 00 plus S 1 25 00 per month for
ceramic braces, S200 00 for diagnostic study
model ond SI 75 00 for formal consuttotion

exptfotion date 5-16-01

UCLA
Eng
Henry Samueli
School of Engineering and Applied Science

All This Wceklll
What do Engineering Students do on Campus?

Come and have FUN with the Engineers!

Everyone from all majors A walks of life are welcome!
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E-Week Two Day Forcast :

Wednesday, May 2, 2001
1 1:00am to 2:00pm at Court of Sciences

HKN Laser Optics and Holography
IEEE Micromouse

12:00pm to 1:00pm at Westwood Plaza

Triangle Fraternity Project Jammin*
4:00pm to 5:30pm at 8500 Boelter Penthouse

Biomedical Engineering Seminar,

"Possibilities of Robotics in Surgery"
Throughout the day across campus

PIE Merlynn's Challenge .

Thursday, May 3, 2001
1 1 :00am to 2:00pm at Court of Sciences

SOLES Egg Drop
ASME RC Car Demolition Derby
SWE Cranium/Battle of the Sexes
AES Audio Speaker Demonstration

1 1:00am to 2:00pm at the Planetarium

Tau Beta Pi's Laserama
6:00pm at the Student Center (ESUC Lounge)

NSBE's Techbowl
Throughout the day across campus

PIE Merlynn's Challenge IV
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amounted to the aiding of Central

American governments, mostly

through CIA assistance, to repress

democratic movements in the stales

of Honduras, Guatemala and

Nicaragua.

Conversely, those of us who want

to see all human beings living decent

lives do not need to accept the pro-

gression toward a completely corpo-

rate-dominated world. If this means
that wc must "oppress" corporations

and light the conspiracy against our

humanity, then so be it.

rhe alternative that stands before

us is to take action against corpora-

tions and demand that they treat

their workers as human beings and
allow them to live lives as people,

not as producers and consumers
only.

Our education is

structured to make
us hate learning.

The work of the Korean
Immigrant Workers Advocates has

recently resulted in the payment of

back pay for immigrant workers in

Koreatown who were working in a

restaurant sweatshop. They were
also able to set provisions that will

make sure the workers are being

treated more fairly.

The Fair Trade Coffee campaign
on our campus has resulted in

Associated Students UCLA adopt-

ing a fair trade brew on our campus,
as well as the UCLA Medical Center

completely switching all of their cof-

fee to fair trade. The work of the

United Students Against

Sweatshops, in conjunction with

other progressively-minded media
and nongovernmental organiza-

tions, has recently helped workers in

the Kukdong factory in Mexico to

organize a union, which had been
severely repressed by the manage-
ment.

The feeling that wc as individuals

can do nothing toward a greater

good is a fundamentally flawed argu-

ment. We live in societies and our
actions are collective. If the collec-

tive action of us all is simply inaction

towards the oppression that exists,

then indeed, nothing will get done.

It's true that there are pressures

against us. Our "education" has been
structured to make us hate learning.

This must not stand. The next time it

seems like a "hassle" to learn about
the injustices of this world and what
can be done about them, think about
why you believe there is "no time" to

do so.

Think about why being a "produc-

tive member of society" does not

necessarily mean making it a more
beautiful place, but relies upon
exploiting human beings who have
dreams and children.

Tackling these questions allows

one to realize the lack of freedom
that exists in the contradiction of a
"capitalistic democracy." Begin the

process of freeing yourself individu-

ally through these criticisms, and
collectively we will be more ready to

make change as a society that is long

lasting.

The week of April 30-May 4 is

International Workers Week A
coalition of student groups has come
together to expose issues of labor

exploitation from as close as our
campus, to Mexico, to as far away as

India and connections that exist

between all three institutions.

Please join the rally for our cam-
pus workers today as they renegoti-

ate their contract, and fight for more
control over the jobs that control

their lives. Meet at the Bear at 3:15

p.m. and join the march to the

Medical Center.

r
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authority over ASUCLA matters.

It is a forum for discussion between
the board of directors and the

UCLA administration.

Finally, Weiner suggests that we
should embrace our past and that,

by being smaller and more humble,
we will better serve students. A
review of the past reveals that

ASUCLA was once a much larger

organization that included

Intercollegiate Athletics, parking,

travel service, a child care center,

dry cleaners and a host of other ser-

vices. We believe that our contribu-

tion to the campus should evolve,

just as the needs of the students on
campus have evolved.

We have taken extraordinary

measures to assure that the long

tradition of student ownership and
control of ASUCLA's enterprises

remains. The mostly student-run

board of directors has encouraged
our management team to embrace
our mission to maintain student

control through participatory deci-

sion-making, including the develop-

ment and implementation of a plan

that eliminated 44 career positions,

_without compromising the prod-

-itcts, services and facttities of the

association.

Further, we have taken these

measures to maintain this student-

governed orgariization's autonomy
at the same time that the temporary
student union fee will decrease

from the current $51 to $7.50 per

year. We are committed to the stu-

dent fee reduction that will occur in

the academic year 2002-2003.

The model of ASUCLA is that

the enterprises we operate generate

revenues to support the Student

Union instead of relying on a stu-

dent fee. We believe that this is an

example of our student focus and
commitment.

ASUCLA Board of Directors

Bruin ad

misleading
1 am writing because I was

appalled to see the ad in the Daily

Bruin titled, "Take Back the

Campus! Combat the Radical

Feminist Assault on Truth!" (April

18, page 35).

There is no clear indication as to

who submitted the ad and no infor-

mation about the "Independent
Women's Forum." Their ad twists

information and makes statements

filled with inaccuracies, distortions

and inflammatory comments under
the guise of "facts." It is designed

to ferment intolerant, anti-woman
as well as anti-feminist sentiment

and action on campus. It incites

hate.

This ad is a nasty attack on
women that would never be permit-

ted if taken out to attack African

American or Asian studies.

I am shocked that you accepted

this ad and allowed such hate-filled

propaganda to be printed on the

pages of the Daily Bruin. I hope
that you will take action to mitigate

the potentially dangerous impact of

such propaganda.

A feature story on the organized

anti-woman backlash in this coun-

try, and how it is being enacted on
college campuses, would educate

your readers about what this kind

of ad really represents. A review of

your policies regarding advertising

seems to be in order.

Taking action on this issue will

continue the high standards that the

UCLA community has come to

expect from the Daily Bruin.

Barrie Levy

Adjunct faculty member
Sodal welfare and Women's studies
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HThe LA Community Colleges

are providing TeleWeb classes

at Valley & Pierce Colleges.

Transferable community college classes on video
tape with Internet activities and optional weekend
seminars. Seminars are 3 hours, conducted on
Sundays at Valley & Pierce Colleges. All classes
earn 3 units of transferable college credit from
LA City College.

Semester begins June 3rd
Tuition is just $11 per unit.

For a free brorhiire Call: 800-917-9277
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You walk across campus everday..why not make your steps count?
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CHILDREN'S WALK FOR LIFE
SUNDAY, MAY 6, 2001
9:00AM BRUIN PLAZA

Ht

FREE FOOD, T-SHIRTS,
PRIZES, AND LIVE MUSIC

•

Registration Fee only $i8

(early bird by 5/01/01

after including day of

walk registration $20)

Phone: (310) 825-LIFE

Fax: (310)206-3755

e-mail: l<idswalka)ucla.edu

Stop by Kerckhoff /»i3

jgsfToNs Or go online for a registration form
http://www.studentgroups.ucla.edu/kidswalk/
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Name: _
Phone: _
Email: _
Address:

Interest:

[ IWalk

[ ] Volunteer

[ 1 Donate

Children^ walk for Life

308 Westwood Plaza,

Kerckhoff Hall 413

Los Angeles, CA

90024-1640
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Paid for

by U8AC
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Head all about the weird

things that happened behind

the scenes of the new

vampire Hick "The Forsaken."
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Shore returns to UCLA

for Cinco de Mayo act
EVENT: Three comedians

excited to perform before

receptive Bruin audience

By Mary Williams

Daily Bruin Stdff

After an absence of over a decade,

Pauly Shore is making his triumphanl

return to UCLA, and this lime he's

actually getting paid less than he did

for his first appearance.

"The first time I played UCLA ... I

played some frat house, and I did my
show on a picnic tabic and had a real-

ly bad mJcfoplnme,** said SIkm^ m-tt-

and find college audiences in general

to be responsive to their comedy.

"When I first started doing col-

leges, I was a little scared because I

thought they'd be all smart and stuff,

but they're all cool," said Gonzalez in

a phone interview from his Whitlier

home. "They go out there to have a

good time and laugh. That little bit of

comedy away from school, I think,

helps them relax, and they get more

into the comedy and having a good

time."

Ricca got his start playing at The

Comedy Store in Westwood, which

has since been replaced by Maloney's.

The Westwood location was used

as a (faming ground for ciMncJidit^

phone interview from his Hollywood

office. "It was one of my first gigs

ever,^ actually. I think I got paid like

S400."

Shore seemed reluctant about mov-

ing his act to Kreud Playhouse, where

he will be performing Saturday with

Mike Ricca and Noe Gonzalez, both

regulars at The Comedy Store, in a

Cinco de Mayo show.

"I don't know. I kind of liked the

picnic table, with the frat guys," he

said.

TTie show, called "Pauly Shore's

Comedy Fiesta," was planned as a

substitute for Shore appearing at

"Politically Incorrect" in March,

which he could not attend. As a result,

he will not be paid for his appearance

on Saturday, keeping ticket prices at a

low S5 for students and $10 for the

public.

Both Ricca and Gonzalez have also

played for UCLA crowds in the past

before they began playing The

Comedy Store in Hollywood.

"We'd practice on all the angry

drunk college students," said Ricca in

a phone interview from his home in

Sherman Oaks. "They were always

good for practice, because if you can

make them laugh, you can make any-

body laugh."

On Saturday, Shore hopes to enter-

tain both students and the public by

putting on an unpredictable show.

Even he is not sure what to expect

from the night.

"I don't know," he said. "I like to

be spontaneous. I like to do a lot of

interaction with the crowd."

As for the Cinco de Mayo theme, it

is. to say the least, a loose interpreta-

tion of the Mexican holiday.

In fact, the presence of Gonzalez

alone constitutes the fulfillment of the

See SHORE, page 20
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For $5, students can watch Pauly Shore, Mike Ricca and Noe Gonzalez

perform their "Comedy Fiesta" at Freud Playhouse on Saturday.

MUSIC
f

Using a cello

bow on his

guitar, J6nsi

Birgisson

introduced

America to

the haunting

and beautiful

=r melodies of

the Icelandic

band Sigur

Rbs.The

Coachella

Festival

attracted a

large crowd

that spent a

day being

entertained

by a wide

variety of

performers,

films and

artwork.
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Festival heats its fans up with a
GREAT variety OF ENTERTAINMENT
By Ruvin Spivak

Ddtly Btutf) ContftbutoF

On Saturday, the music was hotter than even the

weather as tens of thousands made the pilgrimage to

the Empire Polo Field in Indio, Calif., for the second

annual Coachella Valley Music and Arts Festival.

With 35,000 people in attendance, the only thing

worse then the scorching weather was making the

decision between which of the five stages of music to

choose from.

Headliners included The Roots, Jane's Addiction,

Paul Oakenfold, Weezer, Mos Def, Ozomatii,

Chemical Brothers and Fatboy Slim.

In addition to the headlining bands, early perform-

ers of the day ranged from Medusa and Souls of

Mischief to the Dandy Warhols, and Nikka Costa to

Planet of the Drums and Jason Blakemore.

One early act that got the crowd's respect was the

up-and-coming DJ Z-Trip, with his trans-genre mixes.

Spinning the Fugees, Nirvana and Beastie Boys in

the same set, Z-Trip drew many fans to the Sahara

Stage early in the day. What kept them though were

the DJ's unique musical overlays, lacing Dr. Dre with

Outkast, or Christina Aguilera with Led Zeppelin.

Late in the afternoon, other top acts look to their

respective stages in front of loyal fans. Among these

were Del Tha Funky Homosapien, Uberzone and old

school punk rocker Iggy Pop. L.A. favorites were

also representing as Aceyalone and Ozomatii dis-

played their unique local styles

One of the highlights of the festival was Philly's

own The Roots. The unique, organic hip-hop sound
left viewers entranced for about an hour with a non-

stop, no nonsense, musical performance, accompa-
nied by Dice Raw.

Known for its live shows. The Roots boasted its

rskilis on and off the microphone as Black Thouglit:

gave his sprained ankle a rest, giving the other mem-
bers a chance to move the crowd. Most notably, key-

boardist Kamal along with "vocal lurntablist"

Scratch impressed the pit with classic material like A
Tribe Called Quest's "World Tour."

Many also came to see the recently reunited Jane's

Addiction. Perry Farrell and the boys stole perhaps

the largest number of attendees for their set, running

through new and old material accompanied by an

incredible light show and interesting costumes.

Another big attraction was Weezer, who per-

formed for a raucous crowd. The band performed

several singles off of its first album as well as a couple

of new cuts from its album that is to be released May
15.

Music wasn't the only attraction at the festival

though. Aside from the obligatory food, water and
glow stick stands, the field was filled with art, movies

and even circus acts.

The Coachella film tent featured different docu-

mentaries on reggae, punk, heavy metal, hip hop and
the desert rave scene of Southern California.

Some of the films included "Rockers,"

"Freestyle" and "Meeting People is Easy," a docu-

mentary that followed Radiohead during the "OK
Computer" tour.

The venue was also filled with artwork to accom-

pany the noise. Sight and Sound Labs created a

model of the human genome DNA molecule out of

helium balloons. Artist Corndog set up an interac-

tive junk metal sculpture thai allowed visitors to beat

pots, pans, beams, rebar and other scraps to create

See COACHELLA, page 20

Weezer frontman Rivers Cuomo leads the band in a set of oia niis ana new tracks,

which kept the massive crowd moving in spite of the swelteringly hot weather.
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Dick Capri is one of the three original comedians who will be
performing in"Catskills on Broadway," which is opening tonight

and runs through May 1 3 at the Wilshire Theatre in Beverly Hills.

Comedians bring unique

skills beyond mountains

Pfiotot by RMll ARMf NIAN/Oaily Bfuin Senior Staff

Dressed In a white jumpsuit and a funky fedora, Jane's Addiction singer

Perry Farrell entices the crowd at the Coachella Valley Music and Arts Festival.

THEATRE: Laughs target

all ages in show that had

successful Broadway run

By Barbara McCuire
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Looking at a map, the Calskills

appear to be simply a mountain
range located in upstate New York.

Seen through the perspective of

Calskillian comedians, however,

these mountains bring back memo-
ries of a time when their type of com-
edy was the only entertainment to be

found in the hotels spanning the

range.

In an attempt to keep the comedy
of the Calskills alive, as well as pro-

vide an outlet for both comedians

and audience members to reminisce

about entertainment in the moun-
tains, Freddie Roman created

"Calskills on Broadway" in 1991.

Combined in one free-form show are

the acts of four different Calskillian

comedians. Opening at the Wilshire

Theatre tonight and showing
through May 13, the laugh-packed

performance is revisiting Los
Angeles for the first lime in nearly a

decade.

"My career started up in the

Catskill Mountains; I was there for

many years before I went to other

parts of the business like Las Vegas

and Atlantic City and I just loved the

history of the Cat.skills, the fact that

so many of America's greatest come-
dians started up there,' Roman said

in a phone interview from his home
in New Jersey.

Although some of the show's con-

tent has been changed over time,

"Catskills on Broadway" is basically

returning to the stage unaltered.

Three of the original comedians.

Roman, Dick Capri and Mai Z.

Lawrence, are returning to the show.

Even the newest addition, Scott

Record, is connected to the original

show.

"Freddie Roman ... has asked me

to be in every cast and I just haven't

been able to because when they first

came out with it on Broadway I had

just moved here to Los Angeles three

weeks before," Record said. "But,

now it's time."

Roman said that each of the four

comedians performing bring a differ-

ent, unmistakable flavor to the show,

raising the level of comedy, which

has actually prompted fans to write

the comedians letters telling them
that they left the theater in pain from

laughing so much. Roman credits

their amazing popularity, which kept

them on Broadway with sold-out

shows for 14 months, to the brand of

comedy Calskillian comedians deliv-

er.

"Today's comedy is a different

ball game because most of the

younger comedians come out of the

comedy clubs catering to a very

young audience, whereas our come-
dy, we deal with young, medium and

elder," he said. "We had to come up
with material that was universally

accepted by all age groups."

While Roman and Capri both said

that they look to their personal life,

as well as popular topics in the

media, for comedic inspiration.

Record actually performs a variety

of impressions ranging from singing

to voice-overs. Record said that none
of the comedians' content springs

from anger, a recent trend he has

seen in comedy clubs.

"Even just 20 years ago, the struc-

ture was post-vaudevillian,

Calskillian in the pre-hisloric times

of comedy, and there were actually

jokes. There was a set-up and it was
funny and willy and you'd laugh," he

said. "Whereas maybe today, it's a

little more like rage. People are on
rants and they're angry.

"Those are all the elements of

today's comedy and there's people

that do that that make me laugh, but

I really do like the Catskills way," he

continued.

Regardless of what format the

SeeaTSiaLlS,page20
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Radiohead Listening

Party
The Campus Events Commission will host a

Radiohead Listening Party in the KerckholT

Grand Salon, next to KerckhofT cofTeehouse.

on Tuesday, May I, at S p.m. Passes are

required.

The party will give fans an opportunity to

hear Radiohead's new album, "Amnesiac,"

before it hits stores on June 5.

Most of the album tracks were written and
recorded during the "Kid A" sessions.

There will be food, drinks and prizes.

For more information, contact Campus
Events at (."^10) X25-I958.

The Sugarhill Gang
plays Westwood

The Campus Events Commission will bring

The Sugarhill Gang to play at Westwood Plaza

at 12 p.m. on Wednesday, May 2. The concert is

free to the public. The Sugarhill Gang is known
for changing the face of hip-hop with its song

"Rappers Delight," the first rap song to reach

the top 40.

For more information, contact Campus
Events at (310) 825-1958.

"Parachute Kid"

"Parachute Kid" and life in poverty

For more information, contact Michelle Lee

at mishlee@ucla.edu.

"A Knight's Tale" at

Avco Theater
The Campus Events Commission will pre-

sent a sneak screening of "A Knight's Tale" at

the Avco Theater on Wilshirc Blvd at 6 p.m. on
Thursday, May 3.

Tickets are available at the Campus Events

OmceinKerckhoff3l9.

ITie movie tells the story of William, a young
squire who meets an unknown writer, Chaucer.

He convinces Chaucer to forge genealogy docu-

ments that establish William as a knight, allow-

ing him to enter the country's jousting competi-

tion. Romance and action abound.

The cast includes Heath Ledger, Mark Addy,

Paul Bettany, Laura Eraser and Rufus Sewell.

For more information, contact Campus
Events at (310) 825-1958.

Campus Events shows
Shrek"

' Columbia Pictures

Heath Ledger, playing a knight named William, charges the screen in "A Knight's

Tale," which plays Thursday at a sneak preview sponsored by Campus Events.

//

exhibition

The Campus Events Commission will pre-

sent a sneak screening of "Shrek" in Westwood
on Wednesday, May 2, at 7:30 p.m. Tickets for

the event are available at the Campus Events

Oflke in KerckhofT 319. ——-—=-——

house guests, Shrek makes a deal and sets out to

rescue the beautiful Princess Fiona to be
Farquaad's bride.

The cast includes Cameron Diaz, Eddie
Murphy, John Lithgow, Linda Hunt and Mike
Myers.

For more information, contact Campus
Events at(310) 825-1958.

There will be an exhibit on "Parachute Kid"
at the Covel Grand Horizon Ballroom on
Wednesday, May 2 from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. The
gallery will feature an exhibition of various para-

phernalia related to Weiko Lin's play

The story concerns a misanthropic ogre

named Shrek who only wants to be left alone,

but finds his life invaded by a host of irritating

fairy tale characters who have been expelled

from their kingdom by the mean, old Lord
Farquaad.

Determined to get rid of his unwelcome

Ackerman Movies
"You Can Count on Me" will show at

Ackerman Grand Ballroom on TTiursday, May
3 and Friday, May 4 at 7 p.m.and 9:30 p.m.

Tickets are $2 at the door.

In the film, an orphaned pair of siblings come
together in the house that their parents left for

them. Sammy is a perfectionist career woman
and a single mother, but her brother Terry is the

exact opposite. When they come together, they

learn how to get along so as to keep the family

together.

The cast includes Jon Tcnncy, Laura Linncy,

Mark RufTalo, Matthew Broderick and Rory
Culkin.

For more information, contact Campus
Events at (310) 825-1958.

Briefs compiled from wire reports by Michael

Rosen-Molina, Daily Bruin Senior Staff.
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Come edit the

2001-02

Daily Bruin.

Applications for

editing positions

in News,

Design/

Electronic

Media, Photo,

Arts&

Entertainment

and Sports are

now available at

The Bruin office.

Come to an open

house at The

Bruin office in

118 Kerckhoff

Hall on May 2 at

8 p.m. for more

information.
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. Europe's BB81 Travel NBlwoPli

. 14 Counlrles ft 70 Cities. Towni 6 mtm

. D8ir 10 080P Hostel BboWbi anil Drop 0!t Service

Fliilbli Ifivil Piss

Sale, Coalortitiie, Air CoRdlilonid S S«ka Fraa Caaches

Fii, liliPMtivi Oi Biari Rips

Fop a FREE hpochupe

and booking intopmallon -

visll your local Sludenl Travel ntlice

www.liQsatiQut.cQin
Takt control of your own adytnture

^

3 Getty Multicultural Paid Summer
Positions available at the

UCLA FOWLER MUSEUM OF
CULTURAL HISTORY

Education

Photography

Digital Imaging

Who is eligible? Currently enrolled undergraduates of

African American, Asian, l_atino/Hlspanlc, Native

American & Pacific Islander descent.

How do I apply? Picl< up an informational flyer in the

front lobby of the Fowler Museum for more details.

E-mail specific questions to : ldcnic@arts.ucia.edii

DEADLINE FOR APPLICATIONS:
MAY 4, 2001
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Encounter at LAX offers space-age ambience
RESTAURANT: Quality of cuisine,

science-fiction nostalgia make
experience worth hefty prices

By Emi Kojima
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

The restaurant's electric-colored martinis -

such as the "Electric Barbarella," a concoction

of Absolut, Triple Sec, Peach Schnapps and
Orange Juice, or "Austin's Apples," a basic

apple martini - run $8. They're on the sweet
side, relatively strong and very fruity

The Fried Calamari ($10) appetizer is a small

portion of squid cut into rectangles and fried in

a light, salty batter. A heavy tomato and horse-

radish dipping-sauce arrives on the side, evok-While the atmosphere and prices at the sci-
. , ^

ence fiction-lhcmed restaurant Encounter may ing an idea of what an intcrgalactic Happy Meal
be out of this world, the food is a little more might be.

down to earth. The New York Steak ($29) comes sliced and
Encounter is a sci-fi eatery serving California drowned in a thin four-peppercorn cream sauce

cuisine in a space-age structure resembling a fly- with a rich mushroom risotto side dish, nicely al

ing saucer with parabolic arches overhead at

the center of the Los Angeles International

Airport.

The elevator up to the

restaurant plays a theme
song that sounds like the

take-off music from
Disneyland's Space
Mountain, providing a

sonic glimpse of what's to

come. When the doors

open, diners enter a place

that looks like a cross

between the Jetsons' space

ship and Austin Powers'

shag pad. The restaurant

NT REVIEW

Overlooks the airport ter^

minal, and watching

planes take off never

dente.

The Carmelized Salmon ($25), a medium-
sized piece ofsalmon, arrives covered in a sweet

and syrupy sauce that does

not mask the flavor of the

salmon fillet, and is served

with fresh dill. The aspara-

gus on the side compli-

ments the sauce well, and
the sweet potato puree,

which arrives in the shape

of a decorative macaroon,

is creamy and sweet; the

combination of the sweet

sauce and puree, however,

is a bit overpowering,

If nothing else, order

The Encounter restaurant is located at the Los Angeles International Airport.

LllbA SPINK

X3AN ONG/tJ«lly Bruin 5«nlor Staff

dessert. The Mocha Java

cake ($8) arrives in an

artistic, geometrical towerseemed so fantastic.

Surrounded by walls covered in Swiss made of unusual cookies and yellow, transpar-
cheese-like moon craters, patrons walk on a ent candy sticks. A small slice of cake serves as
multicolored carpet to the metallic bar, com- the base, piled with two paper-thin, triangle
plete with a large lava lamp, while waiting for shaped cookies with holes in them. The candy
their tables. sticks poke through the cookies' holes and unite

in an upside-down "V" over the cake, like the

spidery arches of the building itself.

The cake is rich, moist and semi-sweet. A
sugary strawberry and vanilla dipping sauce,

presumably for the cookies, comes on the side,

along with two real strawberries cut into geo-

metrical pieces for presentation.

However, there are many reasons guests may
dislike Encounter. Parking at the airport is

always difTicult. and the food is a mix of old,

reliable staples topped with flavor-laden sauces
at high prices. At $19 to $30 for entrees, dinner
will lake a toll on a student's budget. Still, by

providing something familiar in a novel fash-

ion, the food manages to hit the pleasure cen-

ters of guests' palates.

Encounter takes d»r>ers hack to the IrmiittQit:

al science fiction Utopia, an ironically nostalgic

experience reminiscent of the time when sci-

ence had the potential to solve all problems.
Everything about the restaurant suggests that it

was envisioned as a throwback to the futuristic

lifestyle that children of the '60s imagined for

today's jet set crowd. Think about the average
$35 meal as an admission ticket to an entire sim-

ulated world overlooking LAX.
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Brum Special
URGE (16") PIZZA 3 regular toppings

$9.95 - Delivery Only; $16.75 value; limit 1 per order

Student Special

4
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Giant Slice -h Salad + Dnnk = $3,99 (Largest Slice in Westwood) • Complete Dinners $4.99 • Free Delivery

20% OFF with Bruin Card W^
Delivery & Pick-up Only f^^Sr

MANN

Westwood

MANN

Santa Monica
VH.U6C
961 Broxlon

2085576
THX - Dolby OtoiUI

Mon-Thu(11 00 1 45 4:30) 7 30 1030

Ortvan (fQ-IS) CRITEmONS

muiN FrtMy Sol FInnrN (R)
948 Broxton THX Dolby Digital

239 MANN Mon-Thu (12:30 3:00 5:15) 7:45 10 GO

CfllTEmON4

Briteil JoM't Diary (PG-13)
THX • Stereo Dolby Digital

Mon-Thu (12 00 2 20 4 40) 7 00 9 40

Joe DM (PG-13)
THX Dolby Digital

Mon-Thu (1(X)) 7 00

LAEMMLE
visit our website www.lMfflmle com

West Hollywood
. BotiIb Showi n For Ail ThMtrai
Sdinol (at Cretcanl Haights) Fraa Parking

(323) 848-351

SUNSn 1 Tko Conlar ol Ilia World (NR)
Mon-Thu (12 00) 2 15 4 30 7 00 9 30

NATIOIUL
10925 Lindbrook
208-4366

Town and Country (R) CRITERION S
THX Dolby Digital

Mon-Tho (12:00 2:30 5 00) 7 45 10 30

Tha Tailor ol Panama (R)

THX Dolby OigiUI
Mon-Thu (12:10 2 40 5:15) 7 a) 1020

suNsnz Mamante (R)

Mon-Thu (1 30)4 15 7 15 9 55

FESTIVAL
10887 Lindbrook
208-4575

Along Cama a Saltfar (R)
THX - Dolby Digital

Mon-Thu (1:45 4 30) 7 00 9 30

CRITERION 6 8P¥ Wda R)
THX - Dolby Digital

Mon-Thu (12 20 2 45 5 00) 7 10 9 20

SUNSETS

SUNSn4

MM 10 Mm (NR)
Mon-Thu (12 00) 2:00 4:00 6 00 8 00 10:00

Tko Tailor ol Panama (R)

Mon-Thu (1:40) 4:20 7 00 9 40

REBENT Amoral Parnw (R)
1045 Broxton Dolby Digital

208-3259 Mon-Thu (12 00 3 30) 7 00 10 20

PLAZA Crocodlla Oandaa In Los Angolas (PG)
1067Glendon Dolby Digital

208-3097 Mon-Thu (12 00 2:30 5:00) 7 30 10:00

SUNSET S

Mon-Thu (1:00) 3:15 5:30

Panic (R)

7:45 10 06

PACIFIC

WESTWOOD 1 Somaona Lika You (PG-13)
1050Gay1ey Dolby Digital

208-7664 Mon-Thu (12 00 2 40 505) 7 30 10:00

WESTWOOD 2 Enamy al tha Galas (R)
1050 Gayley Dolby Digital

208-7664 Mon-Thu (100 4:00) 7 15 10 15

WESTWOOD 3 Tha Body (PG-13)
1050Gayley Dolby Digital

208-7664 Mon-Thu (12:15 2:45 510) 7 45 10.15

WESTWOOD 4 Say KIdt (PC)
lOSOGayley Dolby Digital

208-7664 Mon-Thu (12 10 2:30 4:45) 7 00 9:45

Santa Monica
CRITERION 1 Town and Coanlry (R)
1 3 1 3 3rd St THX Stereo Dolby Digital

Promenade Mon-Thu (11 45 2 30 5 10) 7 45 1015
395-1599

CRITERION! Driven IPC 13)

On 2 Scraant
THX - Stereo SDDS Digital

Mon-Thu (11:50 2 15 4 15 4 50) 7 30 9 30 10 00

Westwood
CREST Tka Feisakan (R)
1 262 Westwood Blvd THX Digital

(S ol Wiithm) Mon-Thu (2:45) 5 10 7:30 9 40
474-7866 or

777-FILM (#025)

UNITED ARTISTS

Westwood
UA WESTWOOD One Night al McCool(PG 1 3)
10889 Wellwonti No VIPi until 5/7
475-9441 THX

Mon-Thu 12 00 2 15 4 45 7 30 10 20

WLA/Beverly Hills
ROYAL Tha Laihln Oafanca (PG 13)
1 1523 Santa Monica Blvd Mon Thu

i

'
'

(310) 477-5581 2:55 5:20 1

Ka (PG-13)
Thu (12 301

I7:4510:l6

MUSIC HALL 1

9036 Wilshirc

274-6869

Tka Widow of Salnt-Plarra (R)
Mon-Thu (5 05) 7 30 9:55

MUSIC HALL 2
9036 Wilshirc

274-6869

Wllk a Frtaed Llka Harry (R)
Mon-Thu (5:30) 8:1$

GENERAL CINEMA

Westwood
AVCO CINEMA
1 0640 WiUhire Blvd

1 BIk E ot WesNvood
(310) 777-FILM #330

AVCO CINEMA CroMhino Tl|ar.

Hiddofl Dragon (PG-13)
Presented in THX SRD Digital Sound

12:30 3 45 7:1010:00

AVCO CINEMA Haartkraakars (PG-13)
Presented in THX DTS Digital Sound

12:00 5 00 1020
Sap. Adm. Joila and Om Pnayctts (P6-13)

2 40 7:40

AVCO CINEMA llow(P6-13)
Presented In SDDS Digital Sound

12 45 4 15 7 30 10 30

AVCO CINEMA Traffic (R)
Presented in SDDS Digital Sound

Mon-Tue12 15 7 00
Wed-Thu 12 15

Sap. Aim. Joa Dirt (P6-13)
Mon-Tue 3:30 10 10

Wed 3 30
Thu 10:10

Beverly Hills
BEVERLY CONNECTION
La Cienega at Beverly Blvd

(310)659-5911
4 hours validated parking $1 at Box Office

UCLA

Campus Events

ACKERMAN BALLROOM
Tickets FREE from
319 Karckhoff (Tua)

AVCO Thaaira

Tickets FREE from
319 Karckkotf

ACKERMAN BALLROOM
Tickets $2.00

WmIi 5 Wtd 5/2
Sneak Preview

Shrak

7 30 pm

Weak 5 Thu sn
Sneak Preview

A KnIgbl'B Tale

600 pm

Weak 5 Thy 5/3 A Fri S/4

You Can Count on Ma
7:00 pm & 9:30 pm

Enjoy the
Movies!!!

MUSIC HALL 3
9036 Wilshire

274-6869

Hemlock (NR)
Mon-Thu (5 30) 7 45 10 0(3

BEVERLY CONNECTK)N

Santa Monica
MONICA 1 Panic (PG 13)
1322 2nd St Mon-Thu (115) 3:25 5 35 7 50 10 05
(310) 394 9741

Orhron (PG-13)
On 2 Scraans

Presented in THX SRO Digital Sound
11:50 2 30 5 10 7 50 10 35

Presented in THX DTS Digital Sound
1:00 4:00 7:00 9:45

BEVERLY CONNECTION Fraddy Got Flngarad (R)
Presented in DTS Digital Sound

Mon-Wed 12:50 310 5 30 8 00 1015
Thu 12 50 3:10

MONICA 2

UA WESTWOOD
10889 Wellworlh THX
475 9441 Mon-Thu 12 15 2 305007501030

Bridgat Joms Diary (R)

THX

Tha Golden Bowl (R)

Mon-Thu (1.00) 4 00 7 00 9 5$

BEVERLY CONNECTION

UA WESTWOOD Maraanio (R)
10889 Wellworlh Mon-Thu 12 30 4 30 7 10 10 10
4759441

MONICA 3 WIN) a Friend Like Harry (R)

Mon-Thu (130) 4.20 7.10 10.00

Crocodlla Duntfaa In

Los AMHlas (PG)
OatScratns

Presented In DTS Digital Sound
Mon 12 20 9 50

Tue-Thu 12 20 2 40 5 00 7 30 9 50

MONICA 4 Mamanta (R)

Mon-Thu (145) 4 30 7 15 10 0()

BEVERLY CONNECTION Bddfot Jom's ma7 (PO-19)
On i icreans

Presented in THX DTS Digital Sound
11451230210250430520

7 10 7 45 9 30 10:10

f

\

To advertise
in the

Bruin
Movie

Guide,

call

310.825.2161 I

f
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'

Career Netu/®pk
'Presents

James West Alumni Center

7 - 8:30 p.m.

^--*.

Jk>w many opportunities do you get to nuke
"a first impression? That's rigtit: One! Why not

make the most of it? Find out the do's and
don'ts of resume writing from a UCLA career

counselor at this workshop. For information,

call (310) 825-6423.

No pre-registration required.

SAA

KAPLAN ^K^UCUUumni
IXMJJHlf.lW www.UCLAIumni.net

UCLA Center for Student Programmin,
\

Spring Workshop with Pam Cysner

Tuesday May 1

2pm - 4pm
Ackemian 2408
All member$ of Student

Organizations are

encouraged to attend

For Further Info call

Center for Student Programming

Terry Saunders

825-7045 or e-mail

tsaunder@saonet.ucla.edu

SHORE
From page 16

Cinco de Mayo theme for Shore.

"There's one Spanish guy," he

said, describing the way in which the

show is a "fiesta."

Ricca. Shore's other choice for

opening comedian, is perhaps less

suitable for the Mexican celebration.

"I'm Italian, so I just know it's an

excuse to drink beer and margaritas."

Ricca said. "I don't know that much
about the history of it and the symbol-

ism.

"I'll wear a sombrero if I have to,"

he later added.

Gonzalez will be hosting the show,

and he promised to bring Latino-

related humor into the mix.
"

I 've done tons of Mexican rooms,

so I'll bring a little bit of that Latin

humor as well as the type of material

that's universal that everyone will

gel," he said.

Regardless of how true to the

theme the comedians slay throughout

the night, it will be an exposure to

stand-up comedy that many college

CATSKILLS
From page 1

7

-comedy comes in, Capri felt that

making people laugh is something
that will always be important.

"It's a great outfit, especially

today when there's the stock market
and all the turmoil with China," he

said. "There's so many bad things

going on around us, that we need
comedy to cheer us up a bit. Even
Presidents rely on comedy Look at

Reagan - comedy will bail you out."

Roman agreed with Capri, and
said that in general, no matter what
kind of bad mood people are in,

whether they are cranky or frustrat-

ed, they still love to laugh.

Describing comedy as the perfect

antidote to a grumpy attitude,

Roman said laughter just has a nat-

ural way of making people feel bet-

ter.

Despite the fact that "Catskills on

students don't often have.

"I think it'll be a nice surprise for

the students because they'll come
away seeing some comics they've

never heard, and they'll find some
new comedy," Ricca said. "It's like

when you hear a new band for the

first time - you get excited about it.

Hopefully the students will feel that

way about us if they see us perform."

As the three comedians return to

performing for a UCLA audience,

Ricca has one hope for the response

from the crowd.

"College kids like rock music -

they love live concerts - so hopefully

they'll respond to us like we're in a

rock concert kind of atmosphere." he

said. "Hopefully girls will be taking

off their tops and throwing them
onstage. Not likely, but it's good to

dream."

EVE^^: "Pauly Shore's Comedy Fiesta"

takes place Saturday at Freud

Playhouse. Tickets are $5 for UCLA stu-

dents and $10 for the public and are

available from the Central Ticket Office.

For more information call (310) 825-

2101 orgotowww.sca.ucla.edu.

Broadway" contains a brand of com-
edy that college students may not be

familiar with, by using laughter as

their language, these comedians
believe that they can make anyofRF

laugh, regardless of age.

"I know that college kids go to Hea
markets and they like to look for old

stuff, so coming to 'Catskills on
Broadway* is like going to a Hea mar-
ket for comedy You might find a

beautiful gem there, something that's

been overlooked," Record said.

COMEDY: "Catskills on Broadway"
opens tonight and shows through
May 1 3 at the Wilshire Theatre, 8440
Wilshire Blvd. in Beverly Hills.

Performances are Tuesday through
Saturday at 8 p.m., Saturday and
Sunday at 2 p.m. and Sunday at 7:30

p.m. Ticket prices range from $27 to

$52 and can be purchased at any
Ticketmaster outlet by calling (213)

365-3500, or on the Web at www.tick-

etmaster.com.

COACHELLA
From page 16

music of their own.

There was also comic and zine

artistry from papier-mache and live

graffiti from In Creative Unity Art.

One of the leading sponsors of the

festivities was the preeminent under-

ground music magazine "URB."
The magazine's tent in the middle

of the field gave fans the opportunity

to meet their favorite artists and grab
a copy of the publication's latest

issue.

Around 5 p.m. the weather cooled
and the stars of the event came out.

World-famous DJ Paul Oakenfold
graced Southern California with his

"perfecto" style, while other foreign

DJs, groups and bands presented
new and innovative styles to

American audiences. Despite being

known for his DJ-ing skills,

Oakenfold's set not only fell fiat, but

was also poorly mixed.

St. Germain performed a unique
blend of rhythms that could only be
classified as jazz-esque.

Kruder and Dorfmeister made a

rare SoCal appearance, and
Icelanderic band Sigur Ros played in

front of a Southern California crowd
for the first time.

Other electronica acts like Tricky,

The Orb, Christopher Lawrence and
Doc Martin graced stages on the

breezy desert evening as well.

Roni Size Reprazent drew large

crowds with his accomplished style

of MCing over drum 'n' bass.

Brooklyn native Mos Def came
out early in the evening with his new
rock group. Jack Johnson, playing

old and new hits. Mos gave fans a

taste of his next album with a new

joint called "Ghetto," in which hip

hop meets heavy metal, Black Star

style.

Ending the evening were three of

the most respected acts in the mod-
ern music world.

One such performer was Fatboy
Slim who brought the house down
with an hour-and-a-half set that got

the crowd moving to the funk soul

brother's grooves.

Electronic veterans Chemical
Brothers were back to promote their

latest album, but they played a vari-

ety of unique .songs including Black

Sabbath's "Iron Man." Most
notable was the way in which they

accelerated the crowd's energy
throughout the set with hard beats

and tripped-out sounds.

Finally, Guru and DJ Premier
came back as the group Gang Starr

after their last visit at the Smoke Out
Festival. Aside from playing its own
repertoire of hits, the group made
sure to leave the audience schooled

in new- and old-school hip-hop histo-

ry.

When all was said and done - after

gallons of water, oodles of sunblock
and tons of dry fast-food - the

Coachella Festival ended a success.

Visitors were able to see most of their

favorite acts because of excellent

scheduling and user-friendly pocket

maps.

On a whole, the 12-hour day was
exhausting but well worth the energy.

The vibe was friendly and the music
spoke for itself. It was a day to join a

variety of music lovers and celebrate

great music of all types. Aside from
the baking sun that left the crowd
with a collective migraine, the

Coachella Valley Music and Arts
Festival was a phenomenal day to

remember.
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1200
1300
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Hi00
1700
IHOO
VJOO
2000
2050
2100
2200
23 00
2^00
2500
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2700
2800
2900
3000
3100
J2UU
3300
3«00
3500
3 GOO
3700
3800
3900
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A 100
4200
A300
A A 00
4500

Appliances
An / Paintings
Bicycles / Skates
Books
Calling Cards _
Cameras / Camcorders
Collectibles

Computers / Software
Furniture
Garage / Yard Sales
HeaKn Products
Miscellaneous
Musical Instruments
Office Equipment
Pets
Rentals
Sports Equipment
Stereos / TVs / Radios
lable Sports

ffiTl {MSnn
4G00
4700
4800
4<J00

5000
5100
5200
5300
5400
5500

5600
5li20

5040
5660
5680
5700
5720

".fWi

Auto Accessories
Auto Insurance
Auto Repair
Autos for Sale
Boats for Sale
Motorcycles for Sale
Parking
Scooter / Cycle Repair
Scooters for Sale
Vehicles for Rent

Resorts / Hotels
Rides Offered
Rides Wanted
laxi / Shuttle Service
Travel Destinations
Travel Tickets
Vacation Packages

1-900 numbers
Financial Aid
Insurance
Computer / internet
Foreign Languages
Health / Beauty Services
Legal Advice / Attorneys
Movers / Storage
Music Lessons
Personal Services
Professional Services
Resumes
Telecommunications
Tutoring Offered
Tutoring Wanted
Typing

Writing Help

JJ.2221?
7400
7500
7600
7700
7H00
7!)00

8000
8100
8200
8300

Business Opportunities
Career Opportunities
Child Care Offered
Child Care Wanted
Help Wanted
Housesitting
Internship
Personal Assistance
Temporary Employment
Volunteer

'//Tj/i^igz
Apartments for Rent
Apartments Fumished
Condo / Townfiouse for Rent
Condo / Townhouse for Sale
Guesthouse for Rent
House for Rent
House for sale
Houseboats for Rent / Sale
Housing Needed
ftoom for Help
Room for Rent
Roommates - Private Room
Roommates - Shared Room
Sublets
Vacation Rentals

index

inmnsmnmi^
Campus Happenings
Campus Organizations
Campus Recruitment
Campus Services
Birthdays
Legal notices
Lost & Found
Miscellaneous
Personal Messages
Personals
Pregnancy
Recreational ActivHiet
Research Subjects
Sperm / Egg Donors
Tickets Offered
Tickets Wanted
Wanted

1 18 Kerckhoff Hall
308 Westwood Plaza
Los Angeles, CA 90024

E-Mail: classifieds(?^iedia ucla.edu
Web: http://wvvwdailybruin.ucla.edu

phone
Classified Ljne: (310) 825-2221

Fax: C310D 206-0528
Classified Display: (310) 206-3060

Fax: C310] 506-0528

office hours
Mon-Thu: 9:00am-3 00pm
Fri: 9am-2:30pm

One issue, up to 20 words $8 50
each additional word 65

Weekly, up to 20 words 29 00
.each additional word 2. 1

5

Monthly, up to 20 words 96 00
each additional word 5 75

12 pt headline $i 60
1 6 pt headline $2 25
(.Border $5 00

I .^--1

Classified Line Ads:
1 working day before printing,

at 12 noon
Classified Display Ads:
2 working days before printing,

at 1 2 noon
There are no cancellations after

noon of the day before printing

For Classified Display ads.

please see our rate card

for variable rate information

MasterCard ViSA

payment
Please make checks payable to
"The UCLA Daily Brum." We
accept Visa. MasterCard, and
Discover credit cards Allow 5
working days for mail payments

hoMTtoiMiile
an eflBclhfe ad

• Start youi ad with the
merchandise you are selliny

This makes it easier for readers to

quickly scan the ads and locate
your items
• Always include the pnce of your
Item Many classified readers
simply do not respond to ads
without pnces
• Avoid abbreviations-make youi
ad easy tor readers to understand
• Place yourself in the reader's
position, ask what you would like

to know about the merchandise,
and include that m the ad Include
such information as brand names,
colors and other specific

descnptions

adv«rtil«n««$ ™pr««ented in Ihis issue Any pe«ofnSievi,.gthilaria^eS ^'"^ ''^ mvesfgatod any ol the serv.ces advef1,M,d or the
Dwiy Bfuin. 118 Kwckhofi HaM. 308 Westwoij Plaza. Los Andeles CA 90024^i»sa^^^^ d^sc^mlt.^^ '^^ ^"'f^

communcale complaints ,n wnlmg to the Business Manager.
475-9671 Classrfied ads also appear on-Hn« at httpy/wwwdSvS^TctaiSu P^^ In*K^ « 1?^^^^.^*' /^^^ "°"^"^ ^'*^* *' <3'°' 825-4271 or call the Westside Fair Housing 0«ice at (310)

I^T^T^T^T^

Alcoholics Anonymous
Mon. [)tKutsion, Fri. Stap Study, 351 7 Adcamran

Thurs. Boole Sfcniy, 3517 Adtannan
M/T/W Rm. Dtntol A3-029
Wad. Rm. Dmtal A3- 029

Oisomion, Ail hnwt 12:10- IKWpm
For alcohotkt or tndMduaii i»>io h»v m drinking pnbinn

1800
Miscellaneous

ALL OF THE GOOD STUFF rK>ne of the

_! WIDERVIEW.COM shopping more fun

than it's supposed to be\

2000
Persoiinls

LOVE? European writer/linguist, cosmopoli-
tan, accomplished, good-looking, mature,
healthy lifestyle, loves literature/travel-

ing/outdoors, seeks altractlve/smart/affec-

tionate young female, any race/origin, for

friendship, possit)ly romance/maniage. 310-

573-402(Vmani©munich.com

2200
Research Subjects

ARE YOU SUFFERING
FROM ALLERGIES?

Allergy season can be miserable for many al-

lergy sufferers. However, new treatments are
being developed. You may quality to partici-

pate in a clinical research study of an inves-

tigational allergy medication. If you quality

you will receive: Free study medication, aller-

gy testing, and compensation up to $300.
For nx)re infomiatlon please call: Dr. Jo-
natfian Corren, Allergy Research Founda-
tion. 310-477-1734 ex1.240 or ext.247

CHRONIC BAD BREATH. Eam $50 and
leam to control bad breath. Clinical study in

Culver City 310-815-1829. 310-210-7805.

EARN $$$
For giving your opinion on market research-
products, TV, etc. Ages 5-54 No accents
please. 818-609-1850.

SEXUAL ASSAULT
SURVIVORS

Wanted for research study Get $15 gift cer-

tificate to Amazon com for completing 10-

minute, web-tjased survey Anonymous and
confidential Women, 18-35 years okJ, who
have been raped or sexually assaulted in the

past 5 years, please call or e-mail lin-

dasOrand.org, 310-393-0411x6152 for

password, www.rand.org/crim/saws. RAND
is a non-profit research organization in Santa
Monk:a.

2200
Research Subjects

SMOKERS EX-SMOKERS AND NON-
SMOKERS in good health, at least 18 years
of age. wanted for UCLA research study.

Subjects will be paid up to $120 lor 2 testing

days. Call Dr. Rich Olmstead at 310-268-

3631. leave message

announcements
1100-2600

1100
Campus Happenings

FREE

DIABETES SCREENING
Genetic study of Diabetes recruits

healthy volunteers (18-40 years old) for

free diat>etes screening with standard
oral glucose tolerance test (2.5 hours).

Qualified subjects (who pass the oral

glucose tolerance test and have nomial
blood pressure) will be invited to

participate in a genetic study of

diabetes. Subjects will be paid $1 50
for participation.

Details, call Or.Ctiiu (310)-206-9664.

^900
Autos for Sale

1991 LEXUS LS 400 Blue/gray original

owner, xcint cond, looks new. leather, moon-
roof, loaded, new A/C l02K/miles $12,500
310-391-1106.

foFsaie

2700-4500

3500
Furniture

MATTRESS SPECIALS
NEW INNERSPRING twin sets $99 95. Fulls

$129.95, Queens $16995 and Kings
$199 95 Also, Sealy, Stearns and Foster at

lowest prices 310-477-1466

1995 MITSUBISHI 3000GT dart< green w/tan
leather inferior, automatic, sunroof, 6-disc
CD. new transmission, new sport tires, pow-
er seats. $12,500obo. Anita:3l0-206-6704.

1996 SATURN SL2
4door, automatic, manual, door lock-fwind-

ows. 10 disc cd changer, 79800miles $6500.
(below blue book), Sam;3l0-824-345l

1998 NISSAN ALTIMA GSE Clean, au-
tomatic, 4-door, CD, 49K miles, xcInt cond
$14,000/obo. Call 310-915-2055.

2300
Sperm/Egg Donors

MATTRESSES, FUTONS, DESKS, Book-
shelves, Dinette Sets. T-Table, Lamps, Deliv-
ery, Open 7 days. Kings Furniture. 11961
Santa Monica Blvd. 310-575-4243.

2000 VW PASSAT GLS Automatic, 7.5 mi,
5CD changer, anthracite blue, power wind-
ows/locks. $19850obo 818-481-8181

GRAY 1992 CHEVY CAVALIER, excellent
mechanical condition Manual, Air Condition-
ing, 11 8K miles, $2000 323-471-9586

POLICE IMPOUNDS Hondas as low as
$500 for listings 1-800-319-3323 ext.A214.

If you'iie a woman between 18

and 35, you can eam money

easily, anonymously Donate

your eggs to an infeHile couple.

$3,500 and up, depending on

your education and oilier

qualifications. Call Today

THE CENTER FOR EGG OPTIONS
310/546-6786

^m^^^m^ foooooo^

*The CcfMcr for Iqq Optiont. LLC

transportation
4600-5500

travel
5600-5720

EGG DONOR
Late 40's, married women looking for Jewish
coed interested in helping to create a child

$2500+ negotiable. Please call June 310-
376-7000.

If you are male, in college or have a college
degree, you can eam up to $600/mo, call for

details on our anonymous sperm donor pro-
gram. Receive free comprehensive health
screening & help infertile couples So if

you're kx)king for a great job and a linie extra
cash, call us first. 310-824-9941.

^900
Autos for Sale

1985 VOLVO GL 4 door, excellent shape,
automatic, 97K, silver, AM/FM, leather, sun-
roof, AC, power steering/windows. $3500
Dr Dhir;310-450-4791

1986 HONDA ACCORD 2DR Hatchback,
116,000 orig mi. New bakes and tires. $2000
OBO 818-742-2262

1987 TOYOTA CELLICA GT Very good
price, very good condition. Coupe, black'

Must go now! 310-649-4759, 310-446-1046,
osmanyetkinOhotmail.com $1799 (negoti-

able)

5700
Travel Tickets

AQUA TRAVEL INC

SPECIAL EGG DONOR NEEDED. Seeking
healthy and intelligent woman, 21-29 years,
blonde hair, blue or green eyes, 5 -5' 10" tall

with high SAT or ACT scores. Btood type A,
B, or AB. Compensation $6000 Please call

OPTIONS 800-886-9373 ext 741

Egg Donors Needed
Healthy females ages 19-28

wishing to help infertile couples.
• $5,000

it Call MiRNA (818) 832-1494

1990 ACURA LEGEND
Five-speed, red w/leather interior 130,000
miles. Excellent mechanical condition
$4,500. Ask for Lisa or Terry: 626-398-9429

1990 GEO METRO White, 2-door, manual
trans., 90,000miles. New brakes, A/C, Runs
great! $1,800-obo Call Amanda 310-820-

3579.

1990 HONDA CIVIC. Hatchback, red w/black
interior, 4spd, excellent condition, 104K/mi.

$4000. Cassandra 310-445-5319.

1990 VW FOX 4 door, 91000 miles, manual
transmission, cosmetically only ok but runs
great! Brand new altemator, clutch, tires

Randy: 310-207-7609 $1200 obo

1991 FORD TEMPO White, 4-door, au
lomalic Very good condition Power steer-

ing/windows A/C Pioneer CD-player
$3000 Call 909-5950601 Ask for Jerome

WORLD WIDE I nWP.ST AIPPAPP9:

MAKE VDUROA/N AIR GAR HOTEL
RESER\/A710NAT

http/AAwwprismaweb com/aquatravel

24HOURSADAY
Lowest Domestic and
Inlemafioncl Airtcres

; Tour Packages

Eurallpass

Hotel Accommodafions
Car Rentals

*Asia*Africa*Australia*Europe*South

Amefica*lndia*Canada*Mexico*Hawaii*

Special domestic & International Airfares Available
Prices Ofe «jb)Ort lo chongo without rvotice

AvculobWiy mov De limited and lome rojlnctions may
oopty PimTaxM

PHONE (310) 33&^Q25
\984 1 Airpod Bl

. Suite 506, Los Af\geles CA 90045
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2300
Sperm/Egg Donors

2300
Sperm / Egg Donors

2300
Sperm/Egg Donors

2300
Sperm / Eg(} Donors

Special Egg Donor Weeded
Preferred Donor will meet the following criteria: I

•Height Approx. 5'9
" or Taller •S.A.T. Score around 1300

or High A.C.T. •Caucasian •College Student or
Graduate Student Under 30 •No Genetic Medical Issues

Compensation

_^ Paid to you and/or the charity of your choice.
All related expenses will be paid in addition to

your compensation.

(Extra compensation available for someone who might be especially
gifted in athletics, science/mathematics or music.)

For more information or to obtain an application please
contact Michelle at the Law Office of Greg L. Eriksen

_^ (800)808-5838
or email EggDonorInfo@aol.com.

*This ad is being placed for a particular client and is not soliciting eggs for a donor bank.

6300
Legal Advice/Attorneys

NO RECOVERY NO FEE
NO COST. Sexual harrassment, Discrimina-

tion. Auto-accidents, Slips/falls MYER LAW
FIRM, Westside. Scott D. Myer(UCLAW'86)
wwwbestlawyercom 310-277-3000

6^00
Movers/Storage

BEST MOVERS Licensed, insured Lowest
rates Fast, courteous+careful Many stud-
ents moved lor $98 Lie. -T- 163844 NO JOB
TOO SMALL! 1-800-2-GO-BEST Voice-
mail/pager: 323-263-2378.

.aaa\

ADVERTISIiNiO

HONEST MAN w/14lt truck and dollies,

small jobs, shorl notice ok. SF. LV, SO.
Student discount. Go Bruins! lOyrs. 310-
285-8688

6000
Insurance

6200
Health Services

6200
Health Services

6^00
Movers/Storage

JERRYS MOVING&DELIVERY The careful
movers. Expenenced. reliable, same-day de-
livery Packing, boxes available. Also, pick-

up donations for American Cancer Society
Jerry©310-391-5657.

SUMMER STORAGE. Free pck up avail-

able, reasonable rates Westside Self-Stor-

age 310-826-5955.

6200
Health Services

/lllstate.
Vbu'fe in good hancte.

Mike Azer Insurance Agency, Inc
(310)312-0202

1 28 1 West\A/ooci Blvd
C2 fcXks So of Wllshiire)

'J4 Houf^ o Doy Service

6100
Computer/Internet

idEa247.COM
INTERNET RESOURCES Web design, de-
velopment, tutorials, hosting laffiliates, do-
main names/dreamweaver, global news,
lava script, CGI Cold Fusion

http://wwwidea247.com

\m CONSULTATION
\Del

Dr. Nader Dayani
Member American Association of Orthodontists

Specializing in braces for adults & children

ORTHODONTIST
SINCE 1980

UCLA FACULTY MEMBER

' Results

• Cosmetk; PorcekJin

• Surgical Orthodonttes
• Pemovatjle
• Traditional

• Invisible

• Eufotjean

(310) 826- 7494
lIMSWilshirt-Blvd. #802
Ix)S Angfles. CA 9002S

(949) 552 - 5890
1 SUM Culver l)r »A
Imne. CA 927 1

5

Teeth Whitening $fic;
upper or lower '-^ H'\^ *J

•(>:nm,i*vm .If !T«otrn»oi randvfvo 'Of m«id biac«t
fXX) no piut S 100 00 Kx socn morvm o( Itaahnam lanOwwi
to rutnovabi* Uocm OK) S 1 700 00 ctui 1 1 2ft 00 (w menih
>» cdomc Cacat SXX) no la dnonotiK. MuOy nxxMi cnn

S I /5 00 foi fomw* contuH^nn
VKClfion dcM 4 30 01

Classifieds

825-2221

6500
Music Lessons

DRUM LESSONS
ALL LEVELS/STYLES with dedicated pro-
fessional At your home or WLA studio. 1st-

lesson free. No drum set necessary
Neil 323-654-8226

GUITAR LESSONS
by professional near UCLA. All levels, guitars

available. Learn to play effortlessly!

wwwJWGS.com. Call Jean at 310-476-
4154.

6600
Personal Services

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING

CofDprehensive Dissertation Assistance
Theses, Papers, and Personal Statements

Proposals and Books
International Students Welcome Since 1985

Sharon BMr, Ph.D. (310) 470-6662
www Bear-Write.com

6700
Professional Services

ATTENTION MBA. LAW. MEDICAL
SCHOOL APPLICANTS! Frustrated devel-
oping your crucial personal statements? Get
professional help from well-known au-
thor/consultanl.31 0-826-4445 www.winning-
personstatement.com.

ATTN ART STUDENTS
Custom logo needed for music management
company Corrtact JO 310-271-7240

CREATIVE EXPERTISE
MBA & OTHER
PERSONAL

STATEMENTS,
RESUMES

Personalized, professional assitance. Writ-

ing, editing, dissertation lormaMing. tran-

scribing. Ace Words, Etc. 310-820-8830.

DIGITAL VIDEOGRAPHER w/Canon XL1.
$200/day Also digital editing, graphic design
available Located in Westwood 310-478-
6484

FIND ROOMS &
ROOMMATES ONLINE

The Napster for roommates Free to view
and place ads. Immediate Online Results.

wwweasyroommate.com

FORMER ENGLISH TEACHER w/ Masters
from U-Chicago, edits/word processes dis-

sertations, proposals, screenplays, personal
statements, resumes International students
welcome Winslow's 310-829-6171

HEAD SHOTS $99
SITTING PLUS digital file for unlimited
prints!! Westwood location. Call Jennif-
er:31 0-575-6638

MEDICAL SCHOOL APPLICATION COUN-
SELING. Counseling by recently graduated
M.D Specializing in application essays/inter-

view-skills Fee negotiable/money-back
guarantee. Greg Freedman. M.D. 310-960-
3300/pager.

NEED IT TYPED?
Don't have time or inclination? Profession-
al/degreed word processors specializing in

legal/psychological transcription and lengthy
academic papers, (legible drafts please).

$3/pg. student rate. $50/minimum. $12/pick-
up/delivery Resumes/$40 323-288-6805
any time.

7000
Tutoring Offered

AAA TUTOR'S CLUB
A HOME TUTORING service for all subjects,
grades K-12. Lowest prices guaranteed! For
more information call 310-444-0449.

CHEMISTRY, ORGANIC CHEMISTRY
PHYSICS, BIOLOGY, PHYSIOLOGY.'
STATS. By doctoral student, w/lots of leach-
ing experience. Fee negotiable/money-back
guarantee Call G reg. 310-397-0547.

EXPERIENCED TUTOR Math and Chemis-
try. $9/hour. 323-668-0405 and 323-663-
0814.

MYTUTORCOM Malh/Physics/Statis-

tics/Enghsh/Hebrew.chemislry/biology
Law/Business Law. computer programming.
Computerized statistical analysis available.
Tutoring service. Call anytime. 800-90-TU-
TOR.

PHYSICS AND MATH
Math/Physics major/student offers tutoring in

physics and math at all levels Contact Sina-
(310)989-1491 orsina40uclaedu

RESEARCH PAPER TUTOR. 4.0 grad and
Dublished writer offers private lutonng servic-
3S. 213-390-3331.

DIspla'
206-30'

5680
Travel Destinations

5680
Travel Destinations

Trip-On:
Amsterdam Barcelona

• Berlin Brussels

• Dublin London Moscow
Paris Rome

PACKAGES INCLUDE:

• Roundtrip airfare • 2 nights

accommodation • Airport transfers • Travel Card

• Camera, document organizer, discounts, guidebooks,

maps and more.

STARTING AT

London Pans A/ladrid

$644 $634 $783
Council Travel

Counciltravel.com

310-209-UCU
Fares per person based on double occupancy and on departure from LAX and

mminuim 2 night stay Taxes and fees not Inckided. Departures from ottier major
cities are available. Prices are subject to change and based on availability. CST

#10080800-50. Restrictions apply. Please depart by June 14, 2001.

STUDENT TRAVEL

Call us!
Space is

selling out!
:iSSfA

TRAVEL

920 Westwood Blvd. (next to Burger King)

310.UCLA.FLY or x60795 from campus

www.statravel.com

7000
Tutoring Offered

WRITING TUTOR
Kind and patient Stanford graduate. iHelp

with the English language—for students of

. all ages/levels. 310-440-3118.

i

7100
Tutoring Wanted

TUTORS WANTED
AFTER-SCHOOL FOR grades K 12, in BH,
WLA. SM areas. Education majors and/or

graduate-level (in any field) a plus $11.25-

15/hour Call The Tutor's Club: 310-444-

0449.

EARN $12aWK CASH FOR 10 HRS. Study
while you keep a 13 y/o company after-

school. Driving and math tutoring. Call Sue
310-680-4593.

EXPERIENCED TUTOR WANTED Must be
graduate student or TA. For high school

student taking secorxl year Spanish and
math 310-476-4205

HOME-SCHOOLING FAMILY In North Holly-

wood. needs 3-4 creative, energetic people

to do science, biology, engineering, and
math projects w/three children ages 6-9

Completely unique arxl interesting situation.

Call Patty or Norma 818-761-0029, 818-416-

9930, or 818-216-0407.

7100
Tutoring Wanted

TUTOR NEEDED
For 7th grader. Daily. 2:30-6:30. Female pre-

ferred. Must own car. Near UCLA. 310-266-

7412. 310-994-0880.

TUTORING WANTED FOR 9th grader In-

home. Homework help Brentwood 310-
472-7342
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'JWPf 7200
Typing

THE TYPING GUYS: Get your papers done.
Fast and cheap. Pick-up and delivery avail-

able. $12/hr. Call 310-827-2777. Hello
Media.

WORD PROCESSING specializing in thes-

es, dissertations, transcription, legal, psych,

resumes, fliers, brochures, mailing lists, re-

ports 310-828-6939.

Classifieds

825-2221

Business Opportunities

ONLINE MARKETING
Learn the truth about online marketing!

http://fiop.clickbank.net/hop.cgi7mvp777/

bigdogs

7500
Career Opportunities

3 WEEKS VACATION,
OH YEAH!!

Assist exec w/intemet projects; liase w/poli-

ticians; coordinate marketing efforts; major

diversity/growth here!! Absolute style and
windows skills are a MUST!! Incredible ben-

efits and bonus$$$ Immediate, interviews!

'The Placement Company" Fax 310-889-

7101 deidredale©earthlink.net

ACCOUNTING DEPT
ASSISTANT

FfT entry levet position. M-F 2-6pm w/ some
flexibility Basic computer knowledge, car

with insurance, good oral and written com-
munication skills required. Good learning

opportunity $10/hr+mileage 310-276-9166.

ADVERTISEMENT SALES DEALERS lor

quality Music Catalogue Contact us (or de-

tails and planning www musemanage-
ment.com

INTERIOR DESIGN, pan time to start

Design student with knowledge CAD to work
with high-end supplier of stone sudaces in

WLA. Be paid to learn real world design, ma-
terials, inventory, sales Piazza Europe,
lnc:310-473-1886 or 310-261-1280.

JOB ABROAD Need native English speak-

ing teachers in Taiwan Teach children,

bachelors degree. 1 year contract,

$2000/month. Excellent benefits. Fax 310-

478-0416

JUST SECRETARIAL?
NOT!

HANDLE BUSINESS/Personal affairs; plan

events, surt the net; polish Power Point pro-

jects; track legislation; create a spread sheet

or two; get your education paid lor. sounds
great, huh? Sweet opportunity for talented

college grad. "The Placement Company"
deidredaleOearthlink.net Fax 310-889-7101

LIBRARY CLERK: $7-9 hour. FT/PT
Locate/photocopy journal articles/book

chapters. Deliver to Westwood office. Famil-

iarity with bibliographic citations required Li-

brary experience Delail-oriente. reliable

self-stader Flexible fiours. Days, Evening
and Weekends available. Email/Fax resume
hr©infotrieve.com. 310-234-9582. Please
note Ref# 3104-3 in the subject line.

MGR COUPLE 16 UNITS WEST LA: 1 dr 2
bdrms No experience, light duties. Gen-
eious reduction Pool, patio. Call 310-476-
6694 or fax 310-476-7043

PSYCHOLOGY ADMINISTRATIVE ASST
Oversee administrative tasks for clinical trial

of children psychosocial treatment.

Computer skills, interpersonal skills. F/T.

$10/hr+. 310-825-6255.

:f:^;i^b^i:ii)H;k
k

• Earn $100-$200 a day
.

• 2 week training & Job
Placement included

• It's not a job -It's a PARTY'!'

National Bartenders School
1 (800) 646 - MIXX (6499)

7
SUUAI

RN OR DENTAL STUDENT for MD office

near Beveriy Hills on Saturday AM's or P/T
Top salary. Call 323-939-2111

SCREENWRITER Film student interested in

developing treatments and scripts for youth
mart<et. Work with independent production
company in Westwood. Emphasis on PG
chiWren's action, adventure, fantasy 310-
261-1280 or 310-470-6222.

7700
Child Care Wniilod

CHILDCAREA)RIVER. PT/FT M-F/Flexible
hours for girls 7 and 10. Mar Vista Play
drive to activities, car provided 310-481-
2181 orlrobinson9piratenet.com

ENERGETIC
FUN-LOVING PERSON

NEEDED to care for 2 girls (2 1/2. 9 mos) on
Saturdays for 6-l0hrs. Ideal if available peri-

odically Sundays or evenings. Pacific Pal-

isades area Kim 310-459-3766

HIV Testing & Counseling

because the Ashe Center cares about you

Visit the Ashe website for more information, request

on appointment or ask a health related quesfion-

v\/v^w. studenthealth.ucla.edu

or coll 825-4073

ucia Ashe Center

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

1 Blue Grotto site

6 Tabby
9 Dry off

14 Vicinities

15 Dixie St

1

6

Playing marble
17 Auto

accessories
19 Summer TV fare

20 Long time
21 Sway
22 Takes care of

23 Ice pellets

25 Old hat

26 Birches

29 Go over quickly

31 Hunt for

32 Road's edge
36 Knife handle
37 Seed container
38 Disgusting

40 Bubblier

43 Microscopic
organism

45 Armenia's
neighbor .

46 Bonding
material

47 Ends
50 Crying shame
51 Hitch, as a horse
52 Is sorry about
54 Spider's snare
57 Muscat native

58 Efficient

61 Compel
62 Baseball's Mel
63 Tureen utensil

64 Indy 500 four-

time winner
65 Doll, for one
66 Work on dough

DOWN
1 Box
2 Rorence's river

3 Laborer

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
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1
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4 Unvamished
5 "Sociar end
6 Comic Burnett
7 He played
Obi-Wan

8 Chore
9 Clan ID'S

10 S-shaped
moldings

1

1

Puts on guard
12 Debussy piece

1

3

Telescope part

18 Type of coffee

23 Avis rival

24 Rainbow shape
25 Settle up
26 Volcanic dust
27 Explorer

Encson
28 Surrealist

painter

29 Like court

testimony
30 Lout
33 Off-white

34 Slim down
35 Isle near

Corsica
37 — coat -
39 Cup handle
41 Peppier
42 Apr 15 org
43 "Witness"

extras
44 Pierre's word
47 Playwright

Neil -
48 Rips
49 Weight unit

50 Trivial

51 Soy product
52 Cheer (for)

53 "Do - others"
54 Cross a creek
55 Raines of

"Impact"
56 Blackmailed

dry

59 Lodge member
60 Prohibit

Displa*
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7700
Child Care Wanted

FUN, ENERGETIC, FEMALE BABYSITTER
needed Tues/Thurs.. flexible hrs 3 kids. Ex-
perience/References required. More hrs

available in summer. Pacific Palisades 310-
454-1150.

MOTHERS HELPER NEEDED Baby-
sit/pick-up from school a great 4/yo. Flexible,

part-time hours. Possible live-in, part trade
Own car a must. Fun, loving, reliable person
w/expehence in child development. Have
references. Ask for Kellie 310-828-4141.

NANNY P/T, M-F 3:00pm-8:00pm Experi-

ence/references required. Need fun, friendly,

reliable, and responsible person. Nice family.

15-min from UCLA. 323-965-8867.

SEEKING MATURE, ENERGETIC, child-lov-
ing female for babysitting of 2 boys (3.5 and
1 yrold) for 2-3 afternoons. Please call 310-
276-0133

7800
Help Wanted

$15-$23/HR BRIGHT, ENTHUSIASTIC peo-
ple to teach SAT prep and ALL Academic
Subjects. Transportation required We will

train. Flexible hours Send or fax cover let-

ter/resume, including test scores (SAT GRE.
etc.) to ACE Educational Services, AttnBar-
ry, 9911 W. Pico Blvd, Ste.PH-K, LA. CA
90035; Fax:310-282-6424. Positions avail-

able throughout LA and the Valley.

$9/HOUR PLUS BONUS. Advertising con-
sulting firm seeking person(s) to set appoint-
ments, by phone, for our consultants. Mini-
mum 2 years college. Telephone or outside
sales a plus. Immediate openings. PT/FT in

our Westside office. Norman Becker, Ad Max
Consulting Group:310-441-7676.

•MOVIE EXTRA WORK* Beats all jobs. Start

immediately. Great pay. Fun/Easy. No crazy
fees. Program for free medical Call-24/hrs

323-850-4417.

7800
Help Wanted

ADMIN ASSISTANT F/T position in Beverty
Hills. Microsoft Office a must. Email resume
employment ©saybrex.com or fax 310-278-
0038. More info 310-278-2750.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT Will train. In
medical office 30-40hr, M-F 9:30-6:30pm.
Computer knowledge required. Salary and
benefits. 15-min to UCLA. 310-476-4205.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASST
-Upscale west side private club seeks
F/T&P/T Admin Asst. 2 shifts available. Ideal
candkJates would be detail-oriented, have
ability to multi-task, member sen/ice focus,
excellent phone demeanor and posses ex-
ceptional interpersonal & organizational
skills. Fax resume w/cover and salary req to

310-575-9684. Attn: Christine.

WEEKEND NANNY
Needed. 4 y/o and 1 y/o. Santa Monica. Ne-
gotiable. 310-314-0579.

7800
Help Wanted

A P/T position,

F/T PREFERRED
Property Management needs help with sec-
retarial/leasing Must have car. Fax resume
310-470-6755. Call: 310-470-1112.

$$Get Paid For Your
Opiniona!$$

ACCESS TO A COMPUTER? PUT IT TO
WORK! Up to $25-75/hr. PT/FT.
www EamEZbucks com 888-715-4646

ANNOUNCING summer job in Spain. Teach
Spanish to American high school students!

$800 stipend+round-trip airlare-t-housing.

Contact Scott. 310-428-3680.

ACTOR'S PERSONAL
ASSISTANT

Phone calls, errands, bookkeeping, knowl-
edge of Quicken 2001 a plus. Must have ba-
sic computer skills and own transportation

Hours flexible. $10/hour. 10-20 hours/week
310-717-3193.

ART CARVED CLASS
RINGS SALES REP

Responsible, organized student needed to

sell class rings. 10-15hrs/wk+graduation
weekend. Will train. Call 310-206-3858.

7800
Help Wanted

ATTENTION STUDENTS
AND FACULTY

Need Help. Seeking information regarding
apartments at 527 Midvale If you are aware
o( any complaints made to Midvale II Apart-
ments management regarding sliding glass
doors or bateony heights, landtord tenant dis-

putes, or tenant complaints at Midvale II

Apartments, please contact: 1-800-935-4844

BA/Masters level Psychology major for job
as Psychometnst in NIH AIDS study Must be
fluently bilingual (English. Spanish) and have
own car/license. Will train. For more info call

Allison/Dr. Singer 310-473-5500.

BEVERLY HILLS AUTO DETAIL shop needs
hard-working, fast-paced, agressive people
to handle top-notch cars No experience re-

quired. Flexible hours. Ozzie:3 10-859-2870.

BILLING/DATA ENTRY/MGMT TRAINEE
F/T+O/T error-free, detailed data entry
w/ability to meet deadlines 60+wpm. Career
opportunity w/industry leader. Fax resume
310-268-0701 or email TDI ©TDIC0.COM

7800
Help Wanted

ASSISTANT NEEDED. Windows profcient
Car/insurance necessary Accounting skills

preferred. Flexible hours No dress code
$9/hour. Fax resume: 310-479-2402.

CAMP COUNSELORS needed for local

summer day camp Beach/aquatic experi-

ence in swimming, surting, sailing, or )et ski-

ing a plus Competitive salaries. 818-996-
4780

COUNSELORS/FUTURE TEACHERS
needed for summer program at Crossroads
School in Santa Monica. Perfect for elemen-
tary education majors. Email resume to

gcuddyOxrds.org. EOE.

CSO OFFICE
ASSISTANT

Office assistant needed to wort< flexible

hours Tuesday & Thursday between l0-4pm
and some Saturdays at our Westwood Polrce
Station. Starting rate $8.47/hr. Must be a
UCLA student w/at least one yr. remaining.
Training provided for clencal and public rela-

tions duties. For details call 310-206-5473.

CSOs NOW HIRING
Do Good and get paid. Pay $8.47 to

$10.65/hr. Must be a UCLA student w/1-f

academk: years remaining with valid dnver's
license. Web: www.ucpd ucla.edu/ucpd/cso.
Email: csoOucpd.ucla.edu. Phone: 310-
825-2148

AD SALES PERSON
NEEDED IMMEDIATELY

Earn $15-$125 and more per survey!
www.money4opinions.com

$15 AN HOUR TO PLAY
TENNIS!!

ALUMNI Looking for tournament or open lev-

el tennis player for rallying. Hours flexible

Call 310-476-9059.

^IVofk for BevefJy Hi«8 weekly newspaper. No
expenence necessary Flexible hours. Call

Sarah ASAP 310-688-6761

ASSISTANT TO BUSY REALTOR in West-
wood. Flexible hours. Need bright, computer
savvy, organized, articulate person w/front

offtce appearance. Win train. Fax r«&ume
310-268-0665 or email to

robOeilbachercom

CLERICAL
CLERICAUCUSTOMER SERVICE M-F, 30
to 40-hrs/wk Good phone and English skills,

detail-oriented, reliable. WLA. $9.50-$l0/hr.

310-826-3759ext229.

CUSTOMER SER-
VICE/JOURNALIST

Small Internet Company desires artk:ulate

person to wort< witfi existing clients. Email
reply, Customer service and Creative writing

PT/FT, $9/hr 310-859-1903

ADIMIN ASSISTANT bilingual English/Span-
ish, front office, evenings 4pm-9pm M-Th.
Also, assistant needed days/afternoons to

work w/director of operations $8/hr Contact
Daniel Salazar dmgassocincOearthlink.net,
or fax resume 310-479-7771

dOVGrilSBin classified display

206.3060

Admin Assistant for

prominent Westside
art gallery

Train now-F/T by August. Must be fluent in

Spanish, detail-oriented. $10-12/hr+commis-
sk>n. Fax resume:310-586-1712.

ASSISTANT TO EDITOR
Responsible-energetk;. writing and computer
skills, knowledge of Page Maker helpful.

Fast-growing motion picture and television

directory. $7.50/hour Hours negotiable. Con-
tact Susan Moore at Canoco Publishing
310-471-2287.

ATHLETICS
Part-time student employee to work the
copy/mail room and front reception desk.
Pay rate $6 83/hr 10-15 hours a week. Must
be friendly and hard working. Apply at J.D.
Morgan Facilities Office 310-206-6662.

COMEDIC WRITER ~
Looking for comedic writer needed for a fe-

male comedian. Should have stand-up
comedic material. Female preferred. P/T.

$10/hr. 310-236-1184 leave message.

COMPUTER STUDENT NEEDED for help in

learning IBM and Macintosh programs. Ebay
experience helpful. $lO/hour. hours flexible.

Call 310-476-9059.

COUNSELORS AND
INSTRUCTORS

In art. swimming, nature, video and ropes
needed by Tumbleweed Day Camp. Must be
responsible, energetic and enjoy wortring

with children, 310-472-7474

DAY CAMP - SUMMER
Seek staff w/summer t\ome in or near the
San Fernando or Conejo Valleys, Oxnard,
Simi, Malibu misc. Instructors & General
couns $2750-3500+ for summer 888-
784-CAMP www.workatcamp.com

DAY CAMP
COUNSELORS

Pali Camp now hiring enthusiastic coun-
selors! Summer fun includes: jet skiing,

amusement parks, beach days, paintball and
more! 19 and up. Call Jacque: 310-477-
2700x14.
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7800
Help WcHUed

DAY CAMP
Summer Swimming, beaches, horses &
more, www.daycampiobs com.

DO CATS MAKE YOU
WHEEZE?

If you are allergic to cats, you may qualify to
participate m research study of an investiga-
tional medication. If you qualify, you will re-

ceive study related medication and up to

$250.00 compensation for your time If inter-

ested, please call Jonathan Corren. M D at

310-477-1734 ext.242

Dutch Research
Assistants Needed

Seeking Dutch research assistants to code
8th grade science lesson videos. F/T-P/T
positions available English and Dutch fluen-

cy required. $32,000+per year for F/T+ ben-
efits; $15.79 for P/T. Fax cover letter and
resume to David Rasmussen 310-820-6619
or nrwil to 12436 Santa Monica Blvd. LA, CA
90025. For more info, email davidr@lesson-
lab.com

EARN $200 A DAY!
No experience necessary

jy rnmrnorrir^ly

"^usic videos

310-358-5147

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL ON CAMPUS
needs Extended Day TA's tor summer pro-

gram. July2-July27, 12-3:45pm/daily. Job
resumes in September for fall

mparks© ucia . edu/3 1 0-206-5 1 94

.

ESL TEACHERS IN

KOREA
Sincere, enthusiastic people with bachelors
degrees to teach English or intermediate
academic subjects at private English center
in Seoul. $13-15/hr. 30 hrs/week, housing
assistance. Email resume to

lovehoyah© yahoo.com, or fax 011-82-
234523279

EVENT STAFF/
SECURITY

For sports, concerts, TV shows, conven-
tksns. 18-f witti dean background. Great job

for students. You pick your assignments
213-748-7223.

EXCELLENT PAY
Customer Service. $ll-17/hr PfrnFfT. Flexi-

ble tK>urs. Paid vacation and holidays. Imme-
diate openings in LA area Call N.E.S 1-888-

621-7194

F/T RECEPTIONIST for busy WLA real es-
tate offk:e. Outgoing, team player tfiat's

friendly/Self-Motivated, Microsoft Office a
must Fax resume 310-475-5042.

FEMALE MODELS
NEEDED

lmnr>ediate wo&. for 18 yrs-i-, all races, all

ages, adult internet, video modeling.
$100/hour Get your own website. 818-694-
2667. janieroOatt.net

FUN SUMMER
Swimming, horses, beaches and more.

www.daycampjobs.com.

GIRLS wanted at exclusive social dub in

.WLA. Conversatk}n arxJ dancing. 18-*- years
lOW. Flexible hours. Earn top $$$ 310-313-

;2989.

iHELP NEEDED with entering client's file

*data. part time, small Westwood Office,

$6.25/hour flexible hours, fax resume:3l0-
441-0801

HELP WANTED. P/T. Cashier/waitress

Some experlerKe preferred but rK>t r>eces-

sary. Looking for delivery person with

car/8Cooter Roni s Diner. Beverly HHIs. 310-

772-0044

JEWISH HEBREW
And Sunday Sdxx)ls need teachiers. Good
Jewish education arxl love of ditMren de-

sired Alice Fasman 323-761-8613

LABORATORY TECHNICIAN. Licensed w/

some Bactertotogy exp. FT/PT Telephone
310-208-0099 Fax 310-208-0963

LAX LOCATION. LA FIRM, Clerical. P/T
9am- 1pm. Parlting. $9/hr to start. Contact
Jennifer 310-337-3059

LIBRARY JOBS. Shelving and other stacks
duties, 12-19 hrs/wk $6 83/hr to start

STUDENTS ONLY appty at Young Research
Library Rm 11617 or call Antigone Kutay
310-825-6982.

LIFEGUARDS AND SWIM INSTRUCTORS
Several kx»l kxaittons P/T-f/T. $10-12/hr
Will train 818-222 7948x11. Greg or EmWe

Classifieds

825-2221

DAY-CAMP COUNSELOR & Arts&Crafts
specialists Summer/PT. $9.80/hr June-
August. Stoner Park in WLA. 310-479-7200.
or fax resume 310-445-1764.

/Vo Exftetieitci' Smssun
)Ka\. Women, children, xll t^js^ st/rs.

race T\ • Rln^ (itntmrnials Maj^Mnr.
/<tr/K'nittial intenwn <.iiU iidii

310.659.7000

7800
Help Wanted

C^riipn Crf^Pk ^ori^. C^^rrp

RMidwHial SwiMMr Camp Cowueior/SpMokst
We art lootdng tor •nmuiMlIc, rHponM*. wM loundw)
MM mtmbm tor our lO-wMk dtMTM iporti and cwtp

pragrant OMM MudB toKMng and pMdpMng ki various

*Pi>^ *> MdcnNi and drama adMlM. Musi to ai toast
1 8 yaan oM pratoiaMy «MM or 2 yasn of camp sxpsriencs

6/19 - a/2S/0l SI .800 and up (213) 74S-0468

7800
Help Wanted

WORK from home in the US or in an interrw-

tional business. 24 hour message 310-884-

8748.

Are you a model..
or vwnn* »o «|ft stnrterl?

Looking for all types
male/female models/actors

•Plus size •Children
For pnni & non-unitm commercials
No cxpcnciKc required No ices

«fOi gy»-g^ffff

REWARDING/FUN
Summer Swimming, beaches, horses &
more, www.daycampjobs.com.

8000
Internships

FREE ARTS FOR ABUSED CHILDREN IS

SEEKING UNPAID INTERNS. PLEASE
CONTACT JANNA AT 310-313-4ART

SALES POSITION available for internet e-

commerce company. Salary+commission.
Call 310-234-0784. Fax: 310-234-0786.
Email: JobsOelectrobuy.com

MALE MODELS
Have a great face or body? GET REC-
OGNIZED in Playgirl-style publications. Must
t>e 18-24. Beginners welcome. Highest im-

mediate pay w/headshots. Paid screen test.

Jeff0213-748-4555ext. Ml. jwhiteOou-
nk^ue.com

NEW REALITY TV SERIES! Now audition-

ing. Call 818-720-2208.

OFFICE MANAGER to very busy psycholo-
gist. 30 hours/week Perfect job for graduate
student with days free Starts summer or

sooner Fax resume:31 0-472-1 399

PART-TIME ADMIN. ASSISTANT Duties in-

clude answering pfx)nes, light typing, organ
tMtion, office errands, tight fiftng, & cottattng

documents Must be bright, enthusiastic, de-
tail-onented, & able to perform a vanety of

tasks simultaneously. Send cover letter and
resume to ACE Educational Sen/ices,
AttnBrian, 9911 W. Pico Blvd., Suite PH-K.
LA CA 90035, or fax to 310-282-6424.

STUDENT NEEDED TO Help w/writing a
business proposal. Prefer buisness majors
$15/hr Contact Julie at cell 818-517-6383 or

office:8 18-673- 11 31.

SUMMER AT THE
BEACH AND MTNS

FUN WORK WITH CHILDREN IN THE OUT-
DOORS. 7-week day program, 2-weeks
Sierra Sleepaway. June 25-August 24. Ex-
perience with children and water activities.

$330-»-bonus/week Call 310-826-7000 or

wwwSierraAdventureCamps.com

SUMMER CAMP
COUNSELORS

Decathlon Sports Club Located in Palo Alto

6/25-8/17, $78-$92/day, 9am-4pm camp-
job ©yahoo com

8300
Volunteer

HOTLINE VOLUNTEERS NEEDED by the
Suicide Prevention Center Excellent volun-
teer opportunity. Next tra»n<r>g starts May S^
Please call 310-751-5330 (Culver City)

PART-TIME CUSTOMER
SERVICE

REPRESENTATIVE
For an exclusive fast-paced Westwood dry
cleaner Outgoing, frierxJIy. Will train/sales

expenence a plus 15-25 hours, mornings or

afternoons, plus Sat. or Sun. $8-10/hour
Apply in person: 1600 Westwood Blvd. Or
Call: 310-474-8525.

SUMMER DAY CAMPS ^
San Ferruir>do or Conejo Valleys. Oxnard,
Simi, Malibu. Misc. Instructors & General
couns $2750-3500-1^ lor summer 888-784-
CAMP www.workatcamp com

SUMMER JOBS! WEST Los Angeles day-
camp hinng energetic counselors, lifeguards,

and specialists Call Tiffany at 310-399-
2267.

PAY IS $11/HR
WANTED FOR SHERMAN OAKS (25 min-

utes from UCLA campus) pension actuanal

office for 20+hours per week+full-time sum-
mer two (2) high achiever students in Ac-
counting. Math, Econ. Business for Pension
4 Acturial Admin; one (1) fearless student
with good marketing skills for telephone* in-

person marlceting pension sen/ices to ac-

countants...pay is $11/hr for each job. Fax
resume & DPR to 818-769-4694. Call 818-
769-4600 any Q's.

PERSONAL ASSISTANT to run errands and
make phor>e calls for tH)sy psychologist
Flexible hours (8/week). Fax resume:310-
472-1399.

SUMMER SPORTS
CAMP COUNSELORS

Prime Time Sports Camp is now hiring for

summer 2001. Sports background and ex-

perience wori<ing with children required
9:30AM-3:30PM. M-F. 6/25/01-8/31/01. WLA
and Palisades. Peter:310-288-4l32.

SWIM INSTRUCTORS, LIFEGUARDS, Pre-
school teachers, and camp counselors for

the summer Mon-Fri. 8-3:30. Salary de-
pending on experience Woodland Hills Pn-
vate School Contact Bobbie Primack 818-
348-6563

SWIMMING INSTRUCTORS at client

homes $20-$24/hr Strong lesson-teaching
experience with small children. Summer em-
ployment. Call John 818-781-7676 ext. 1.

TELEMARKETERS CLOSERS Real estate
deal. Westwide location 310-395-3598.

housing
8400-9800

8AOO
Apartments lor Rent

PERSONAL ASSISTANT EBay selling,

school apps., miscellaneous office tasks-fil-

ing, letters, computer, etc. $8-10/hr. hours
negotiable. Replies to val770Ojuno com

PERSONAL ASST
DETAIL-ORIENTED

person to mariage orders for small upscale
retail shop. Make sure orders are correct
when placed&roliow-up w/suppliers to insure

correct&on-time delivery. Handle light in&out
shipments. F/T, induding Saturdays. Must
have excellent knowledge of English. Call

Bill:31 0-278-5620

PHOTOGRAPHER WANTED for a wedding.
June 9th Photography student OK. Will pay
$100+film and development. Valentine 310-
445-5602 or vpagllaiOuda.edu

Physical Therapy Aide
F/T. Culver City. Outpatient clink:. Will ac-
comodate PfT before graduation. Athletic,

eager to learn. Fax resume 310-837-9701

PRESCHOOL LOOKING FOR qualified
teachers/teachers assistants for immediate
positions. Candidates should have experi-

ence in chikj care. Salary negotiable. F/T,

P/T available. Call Julie Patel 310-470-0992

PSYCHOLOGY ADMINISTRATIVE ASSIS-
TANT: Oversee administrative tasks for clini-

cal trial of children's psychosocial treat-

ments. F/T. $10/hr+310-825-6255

RESPONSIBLE, MOTIVATED SWIMMING
Instructors needed for Spring-Summer
$20/hr WestskJe. Flexible schedu«e. Contad
Alexandra 310-478-5070

TELEMARKETERS OPENERS Real Estate
deal Houriy-fbonus. Westside office. 310-
395-3598

TWO POSITIONS Available in WLA office.

Bask: computer/office duties. PT/FT. min
four hours a day Call Jerry 310-473-1333.

TYPIST for creative writing classwortc. 5-10
pages/wk. $2/page (1 1/2 spaced).
Westwood area. 310-470-0914.

UCLA RECREATION
SUMMER CAMP JOBS

GREAT MONEY! GREAT TIME! We need
energetic people to be summer camp coun-
setors. Pay is $7.38-$11.00/hr Morning, af-

tenx>on, all-day shifts available. Call 310-

206-1787. Applications available at John
Wooden Center.

Westwood Village
Very large appariments tor Septcmtvr

1 SI occupancy Dining r(K)m. buili in

kitchen Balconies/ Patios Pool.

elevator, conirolled-access t>uildmg.

subterranean parking

1 BR/ Ibath from (1.400
2 BR/ 2bafh from «2.I00

lor pre-applications call

Mon - In V AM - 4 PM
691 Levering Avenue

(310) 208-3647

WESTWOOD CLOSE
TO EVERYTHING

2 BEDROOM, 15 Bath. Bright, spacious,
newly remodeled, prime location, close to

UCLA, transportation. Pool, garage, pa-
tio, quiet. No pets. $1395 310-475-2594.
310-207-7209.

8^00
Apartments for Rent

BRENTWOOD. $1650, 2bd/2bth. tront.up-

per. balcony, refrigerator/stove, car-

pet/drapes, partying, laundry, no pets, near
UCLA, by appt, 11728 Mayfield #6, 310-271-
6811.

HUGE SINGLE AND ONE BEDROOM
$900/mo.& up. One bdrm for $1250&up. One
block from campus. 644 and 650 Landfair
310-824-0319.

URBAN VISION ENTERTAINMENT TEMP
p/t. Movie mart<eting paid/class credit possi-
ble. Wort(ing with publications, radio, etc.

Exp preferred. 323-292-0147.

8200
Teinponiry Eniployrneiit

HEAD FRESHMAN BOYS BASKETBALL
COACH: Experience playing and coaching
needed $2800-3200 for the season. 5 days
a week from 2:30 to 5:00. with a few Satur-

day games. The season tjegins in November
and runs through February Please fax

resumes only!! Fax to 310-288-3286

MOTHERS DAY CUSTOMER SERVICE
help needed. Located in Westwood. 50 peo-
ple. Call Rhett 0310-209-6770

VET TECHS
Needed for busy a animal hospital in Culver
City. Call Oscar at:310-559-3770 or fax your
resume at:310-559-9447.

WANTED: 18-23/yo bassist/lead guitarist for

serious pop/rock band Must have equip.,

good voice, stage presence Infl. Foos, Vert.

Horizon. Live, MB20. 310-209-4991.

WANTED: People wtw want to lost weight
310-884-8746. 24 hour message

WEB PROGRAMMER Publk: Relations firm

in South Bay needs Web master to start up
new Internet dept Can begin P/T, w/ F/T this

summer. Fax resume to Bu<Jdy 310-791-
2750.

•WESTWOOD VILLAGE, MIDVALE N OF
LEVERING LARGE 2-BDRM APT GAR-
DEN VIEW, DINING ROOM. UNIQUE.
CHARM. FRONT AND REAR ENTRANCE
310-839-6294*

1 BLOCK TO CAMPUS
Large studio, all utilities pakl, $750. Avail-

able Immediately One Person Only. Call
310-208-4253 or 310-824-2595

1-MINUTE TO UCLA
1 bdrm w/deck. furnished, bright, clean, se-
curity entrance, large closets, pool lyr

lease. $1300/nrK). 310-824-1830.

1917 SPANISH MISSION BUILDING. Sin-

gle, WLA. Separate kitchen, high ceilings,

wood floors, one year lease. $750/mo 310-
479-8646

RESTAURANT IN MIRACLE MILE area cel-

ebrating decade in business. Looking for

waitress/waiter. P/Tor F/T. Call 323-852-
1915. AskforNir

RETAIL SALES
PT/FT. Sepulveda Blvd. Designer wed-
din^/evenlng gowns. Experience prefened.
motivated and friendly. Great opportunity

Salary/comfTtl«aion«/bonot«8. Excellent $$
310-474-7808 Pauline.

WLA FINANCE CO. Recently named 43-rd
fastest growing co. In America by Inc. maga-
zine, seeks motivated individuals to assist

account executive w/lead generation via

telephone for our lease/loan produds to

businesses. Fun environment. Salary $10-

$12/hr-fbonuses Fax resume 310-737-1974
or email •tevesOalllancecap.com.

WORK BY THE BEACH
OFFICE CLERK NEEDED. The Lobster
Restaurant in Santa Monica. P/T, flexible,

competitive pay, great k>catk)n. Laurel:310-
456-9294 or fax:310-458-9654.

243BDRM LARGE, bright, view. Mterowave,
oven, refrigerator, dishwasher, washer/dryer
in unit. 21 -ft. Jacuzzi on roof. Walking dis-

tance to UCLA. 310-475-0807

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. 1&2BEDROOM
$895AUP LARGE. UNUSUAL CHARM
SOME SPANISH STYLE W/HARDWOOD
FLOORS ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS
310-839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ Japanese garden.
Ibdrm w/separate entrance. Ibtti In house.
Excellent for student. $595. 2bed/2bath.
$1895. Dr DavkJ 323-936-1449

N. WESTWOOD VILLAGE Large, charming
1BD on Kelton $1400. Agent:310-268-2800

PALMS, 3719 Kelton Ave. 2bd/2bath. $1250
Controlled access bidg. New carpet. Upper
unit. Linda: 310-463-3334 or 323-848-7260,
shown by appt

PALMS Single apt from $575, 1 -bdrm $695.
$600deposit 1-year lease only. Stove, re-

frig. .carpets, vert, blinds. 310-837-1502
leave message. 8am-5pm only

PRIME BRENTWOOD ONE BEDROOM de-
luxe upper, european kitchen, All apliances.
fireplace. Walk to stores and resturaunts
$l350/mo. No Pets. Lease 310-410-1575

SANTA MONICA 1)2BEDROOM/1.5Bath
Townhouse, Washer/Dryer. Dishwasher,
Fridge, Microwave, Garage. $2500 2)1 -bed-
room, 500sq/ft, Stove, Fridge, Washer/Dryer.
Utilities included, garage, $1100. 310-450-
0828

SANTA MONICA OCEAN-VIEW One bed-
room unfurnished/furnished apt $2000-
$2600. Luxury 2-1-1 bedroom, furnished
$4000. Walk to 3rd Street Promenade&Pier
310-399-3472.

WESTWOOD
ACROSS FROM UCLA

Spacious, bnght Ibdrm and pnvate palio.

avail mid-May Hardwood floors, full kitchen,

large closets, laundry, 2-car parking, $1450
No pets Also, Ibdrm upper avail Sept 1,

$1450.310-234-8278.

WESTWOOD LOFT FOR RENT lor summer
and fall Across the street from UCLA AJC.
full kitchen, parting $650/month 310-443-
8992

WESTWOOD townhouse, unfurnished, 2
bedrooms. 1.5 bath, cat ok. refrigerator,

stove, hardwood floors, pool, laundry, park-
ing included $1295. 310-395-RENT
wwwwestsiderentals.com

WESTWOOD VILLAGE: 1 -BEDROOM
$1400, 2-BEDROOM. 2-Bathroom $2000
Parking, 1-year lease, no pets, 10943 Roe-
bling Available 7/7/01, 310-471-7073

WESTWOOD VILLAGE: Large 1 -Bedroom,
$1500 Hardwood floors, fireplace, parking.

1-year lease, no pets, available 6/19/01. 925
GayleyAve. 310-471-7073.

WESTWOOD. 2BDRM/2BATH $1450 AND
UP TILE KITCHEN, STEPDOWN LIVING
ROOM, HIGH CEILING CHARM. 1 MILE
SOUTH OF WILSHIRE SOME W/BAL-
CONY.3 10-839-6294

WESTWOOD Across UCLA, upscale, one
and two bedrooms, full-kitchen, air condi-

tioned, pariting, one year lease. 445 Land-
fair Taking resen/ations. 310-824-1969

WESTWOOD. Walk to UCLA 2bdrm/2bth.
gated parting, rooftop spa, quiet building,

accepting reservations for Fall $1895-
$2275 512 Veteran. 310-208-2655

WLA AMAZING DEAL. 1629 Brockton Sin-

gle $650. Full kitchen, refrigerator, cable-

ready, vertical blinds, gated, quiet area
310-479-8876

WLA/PALMS
APARTMENT RENTALS
CALL 4 FREE LISTINGS

AND SPECIALS
Bachelors/Singles—some w/utilities paid,

pool, gated, $725 and up. ibdrm $950 and
up, many w/fireplaces, luxury and more.
2bdrm $1395-$1550, many w/dishwashers,
bateony, A/C and more. Call for free list-

ing:310-278-8999.

G
* PALMS *

4BD. 3BA LOFT TOWNHOME. FP
CENTRAL AIR/HEAT GATED

GARAGE. SEC ALARM. CAT OK

3670 MIDVALE AVE.

$2395/MO
2BD, 2BA TOWNHOME. FP.

CENTRAL AIR/HEAT GATED
GARAGE. SEC. ALARM. CAT OK

3614 PARIS OR.
$1395/MO

* MAR VISTA •
11913 AVON WAY. $1295/MO.

11748 COURTLBGH DR. $1295/MO.

(310)391-1076
Open House Mon-Sat 10 - 4 PM .g

Display
206-3060
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M.A. in Education with
Teaching Credential

(one year program or individual pace)

Educational Centers located in:

West Los Angeles

Orange County

San Fernando Valley

Ventura County

If you are planning to begin a

teaching career. Pepperdlne's

program, designed for new teachers,

will help you reach your goal.

Flexible class schedules allow you

to earn a Master of Arts in Education

and Teaching Credential with an

optional CIJ\D emphasis all in one

year. -^-';'
•
.'

' v .'-'-
'

•

'
•

Seasoned faculty provide the

real-world experience required and

the personal attention you deserve.

For more information

„_^ (800) 347-4849

.

PEPPERDINE UNIVERSITY
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION AND PSYCHOLOGY

8600
Condo/Townhouse for Rent

WESTWOOD Wilshire Hi-R,se Luxurious
Condo i,2,&3bed. $2400-$4200/month
24hr valet, doorman, front desk, and secun-
ty service All amenities, great views 310-
470-9947

9300
Room for Help

FREE PRIVATE ROOM w/beautiful view in
exchange for light housekeeping and baby-
sitting Encino. south of Sepulveda 818-789-
o33o.

8800
Guesthouse for Rent

AVAILABLE JUNE 1, Less than a mile to
campus. A/C, quiet, small dog okay, en-
closed yard. $750 Arthur, 476-8478

BEVERLY HILLS FURNISHED GUEST-
HOUSE: Living room, dining room area
kitchen, bedroom Utilities, lyr-lease
$1000/mth Available for only l person 310-
271-8811

®P

MAR VISTA GUEST HOUSE 4-miles to
school Kitchen, bathroom, high-ceiling with
skylight, nice residential neighborhood Fe-
male/non-smoker preferred. $700/month
utilities-included 310-915-0629

9000
House for Sale

PERU 2BED/2BATH 984 square ft. House
in beach town 30 minutes south from Lima
$12,000. 213-625-0525.

*eacii? ®
9400

Room for Rent

BRENTWOOD F/NS/NP Females only. Bed,
bath&full access to large, beautiful home.
Share w/family, $750 310-395-0623.

HANCOCK PARK
Spacious Spanish style duplex Looking for
male/female grad student. $850. Call
Mayora/Chris 310-441-1859

HUGE TWO-STORY
HOUSE

with rooms to rent! Share gourmet kitchen
Great location, f^ar Vista. Ocean view. Start-
ing from $650 room/month. 310-678-2753
310-398-7937 Pat

9SOO
Roommates-Private Room

SEEKING SINGLE to share beautiful
2bdrm/2bath apt Own room/bath Cov-
ered/gated parking, washer/dryer inside apt
mostly furnished, cable. Close to UCLA
Must be clean, no pets, non-smoking Avail
May 1. $890/month. Call Fahti 310-260-
1165, 310-429-4142 evenings.

WESTWOOD-Fun outgoing female looking
lor

1 or 2 female roommates for own
bed/bath m 2bed/2bath apt. Avail 9-i-oi
Call 310-209-2665

WLA-FEMALE ONLY furnished room
2bdrm/apt. $350+1/2utilities. 10-min to
UCLA Near Bus line, market, shopping No
smoking/pets Prefer UCLA student/faculty
310-478-7472

9600
Roommates-Shared Room

GAYLEY NEXT TO UCLA large room to
share in 2bdrm/2bth. private condo. Fully-
furnished, balcony, garage, non-smoking fe-

male only, $500/month. 310-208-7748

SEASON
From page 30

It's even worse for the NL champi-
on Mels, as well as Oakland and the
White Sox - the two teams with the
best records in the AL last season. All
three of those teams enter May in last

place.

"I know everything's going to

change." said Jose Valentin of the
White Sox. "I think we've got a belter

ing, it seems like we can't lose a game.
We've had some luck, but luck comes
from being good and we've been
good."

The Blue Jays haven't been to the

postseason since 1993 and traded 20-

game winner David Wells to the White
Sox for Mike Sirotka, who won't pitch
this year because of a shoulder injury.

The Red Sox. behind a patchwork
pitching staff, are thriving despite
missing Nomar Garciaparra.

ITie National League might be eventeam than last year. We've just got to stranger
putU together." ^he Cubs and Phillies were tied

m'wh f;T '"""
""''^ '^' "°^-^^ '''^'^^ *" baseball last

h.h H M uT "'"' ^""''' y^^^ "^^ Reds, who are leading thebehind M.nnesota before the Twms' wild card race, haven't gotten a Inglegame Monday
night against the

Yankees.
Oakland ended
the month 12

games behind the

surprising
Mariners.

No team since

Detroit in 1987

has finished

April more than

five games out of

"We just don't feel like

we're going to lose....

We've had some luck."

Mike Cameron
Seattle Mariners

hit from Griffey.

Then there's the

dysfunctional
Dodgers, who
endured Gary
Sheffield's
spring holdout

and general man-
ager Kevin

Malone's forced

resignation.

"It's only a

distraction when

leaLn'*''^
""""^ ''"'^^'* "'' '" ^^'* ^'^' ^°"''^ ""^ '^^ '^^''^'" closer'' Jeff Shaw

..A r .
said of Malone's resignation.

As far as we re concerned, we're The only things these 25 guys innot enjoytng ,t." sa.d A's manager Art this room and the coaching stTaeHowe. I know we have a long way to concerning ourselves w.th fs wC^
p.lfwcdon'UUriw.nning..teo«W do^en we lake Ihe field TWWbe even longer."

If the season ended today, the play-

offs would be filled with misfits.

The Twins had the worst record in

the AL last year and haven't finished
with a winning record since 1992. The
Mariners set an April record with 20
wins despite losing Alex Rodriguez.
Ken Griffey Jr. and Randy Johnson in

less than three years.

"We just don't feel like we're going
to lose," said Mike Cameron, who
replaced Griffey in center field before
last season. "The way we've been play-

ihat 'distraction
" stuffgoes out the win-

dow," he said.

Maybe all of these surprises are fit-

ting considering that it's the 10-year
anniversary of the worsl-to-firsl World
Series, when Minnesota beat Atlanta
in seven games.

Could there be another worsi-io-
first story for the Twins?

"Shhh. Don't even talk about that."

closer LaTroy Hawkins said.

"Cleveland gels hot. Chicago gets hot.
It's way loo early."

Or is it?

9700
Sublets

475 GAYLEY AVE. Avatlable mid-June to
mid-Sept. $450/month Close to campus
fnendly roommates & manager Looking for
female subletter 310-479-2235

631 KELTON 750-fsq.ft.! 1bd/1.5bath Gor-
geous Furniture! June 15-August 5. gated
parking space, balcony, pool, laundry. Only
$937/month. ginak@ucla.edu. Call 310-991-
4462.

9700
Sublets

Cute, Spacious ISummer Sublet.
3 Big B*m, M Of F, 3 Pkng Spots,

Midvale close to campus, gcBatrngmL ;

call Janet 528.211 6 or Natalie 880. 7R .?fi^

ATRIUM COURT- STRATHf^ORE. Close to
campus 750sq ft IbdrnVlbth. Spa/weight-
room 1 parking space. $1350/mo. Available
Julys. 310-267-8205.

BEAUTIFUL 2-BEDROOIW APARTI^ENT
Hardwood floors, newly furnished, parking
full kitchen. Absolutely gorgeous, fvlust be
seen!!! $l900/mo. Call l^arjorie 310-208-

BRIGHT SPACIOUS, BEAUTIFUL! 2bdnns
available June20-Aug31. ibdrm/pertect for
one-$600/mth 2ndbdrm huge w/private-en-
trance. bathroom, bar $l200/mth. 1 -parking-
space/room. Upstairs-apartment,' hardwood
balcony-445.5 Midvale. 310-208-0369/310-
2784

STRATHH^ORE, BALCONY OVERLOOKS
pool/spa. Fully Furnished, 2BD/2BA. Huge!
1130 sqft DSL. Mini-Bar $470/month. Best
Damn Place in Westwood, Bar-none 310-
824-2009

STRATHMORE/LEVERJNG FURNISHED
bedroom/bath with parking. DSL, Stereo,
Cable Available mid June to mid September
1-2 people OK $900/mo. Brandon 310-824-
7435.

SUMMER SUBLET Large 1 -bedroom apart-
ment for 2-3 people. 1185/mo. Parking.
Laundry. Bataony. Strathmore/Levenna 310-
208-6875.

9200
Housing Needed

BEVERLY HILLS/SM/WLAAA/eHo-young
professional seeks housing close to BH of-
fice Guesthouse/apt open to house-
hold/gardening to defer rent. Call Elizabeth
818-920-4146.

PRIVATE GUESTROOM WEST-
WOOD/WALK UCLA- beautiful house w/pri-
vate entrance/bath/backyard. Laundry/Kitch-
en pnvileges. N/S female tenant $785-^utili-
ties 310-446-9556.

HOUSING NEEDED
Trying to rent your space in the West-
wood area or nearby? Have a great deaP
Easily solve your rental problem with one
simple call Avoid the hassle of renting 3
UCLA students are seeking an apan-
menl, house, guesthouse or condo to |
share (2-^2 or 2+15) to move in late
June/early July, lyr lease ok Must m
elude 2 parking spaces and be reason-
ably priced Please call Stephanie:310-
702-6455 (Leave message).

PRIVATE ROOM FOR RENT Westwood.
7mins to campus Available May 8 Park-
ing/laundry/dishwasher Huge living/dining
area, spacious balcony. $680/mo. Mimi-
310-234-2880.

ROOM FOR RENT in Westwood adjacent
house Shared bathroom Preferred females
Must be quiet neat, clean, non-smoker
$465/mo-^utilities 310-470-7032

9500
Roommates-Private Room

BRENTWOOD/WEST LA: $700/mth Pnvate
bathroom/wlk-in closet/full kitchen/parking
Female preferred I'm rarely home Call Erich
310-914-5213.

9700
Sublets

10919 STRATHMORE APT#4. Looking for 2
or 3 roommates to share w/one other in
2bdrrTi/l 5bth $450/monlh. Parking, balco-
ny 310-208-7959

403 LANDFAIR: Across street from campus
Master bedroonVbath, underground parking
Will sublet to one/two people 6/18-9/13
$975/mth 310-824-3537

437 GAYLEY Pink Palace. Beautiful
2bdrm/2bth, w/2balconies, french doors,
spacious. 3 underground parking spots, par-
tially furnished Late June-8/31 $2150/mo
Please call Julie or Silvia at 310-824-5542

FEMALE ROOMATE WANTED to share 1

bedroom aparlment for summer WLA
$330/mo plus half utilities. $350 security
Quiet mature student only 310-820-2663.

GREAT DEAL! Share a room for $350 or
own room for $700 on Veteran Available
June/July/August. Ask for Anne. 310-208-
9513

KELTON AND LEVERING. Cute cozy apt.
Share w/great roommates! Private room and
parking spot. Available June 1st. $550 310-
208-6839

SPACIOUS, SUMMER APARTMENT
3bdrnV1.5bth. Pool, fun balcony. 4-5 sublet-
ters, preferably female, males okay
$430/mth-dependent. 424 Landfair Ave
Apt.l. 310-824-2942

SUMMER SUBLETS NEEDED. Law firm
seeks furnished Westside, Westwood, Brent-
wood, West Los Angeles. Pasadena sublets
from May-August. Please leave detailed
message 2 1 3-488-7475.

WESTWOOD- Spacious IbdrnVlbth w/bal-
cony, gated parking, security, recreational
facilities. Available mid-June to mid-Seot
Call 310-208-1685.

WESTWOOD-Kelton Ave. Looking for fe-
male/male to share room during July/August.
Great Apartment, parking spot included
$520/month. Call Sophie 310-824-4679.

WESTWOOD. 3bed/2bath. dining room
large living room. PARKING Walking dis-
tance to UCLA (2-blocks). Hardwood floors
and newly painted walls Well kept and
clean If interested contact Matt 310-871-
7635.

^W WANTED

PALMS- Female wanted Private bdrm/bth
Rent $662 50/deposit negotiable Prefer stay
through academic year Call Jessica 310-
559-7707 pr 3 10-680-5109

PICO AND ROBERTSON: 2bdrm/2bth.
Large, balcony, private bath, spacious clos-
ets, street parking, high-ceilings. Available
May 1.1/2 utilities. $750/mth. Sarah 310-
275-8255

Downtown law firm seeks liiily furnished sublets for visiting law
sliidents from May through September Students stay in Los Angeles
from 6 to 1

1
weeks. Please send information regarding vour sublet

to Maria at niichclmI@mto.com. Remember to include the
followi.ig information: Rent, Location/City, Dates Available,

House/Apt/Room, # of bedrooms^athrooms, AmeniUes

I

(FurnishedAJnfiirnished, Air, Pool, Parking, Convenient to Bus etc )

WESTWOOD: From June 18-August 18
Space for 1 or 2 persons. $875/mth Facili-
ties include a gym and pool. 527 Midvale
Ave., Westwood, CA 90024. For more infor-
mation call 310-209-0475 or email ka-
maruOucla.edu

WESTWOOD: One bedroom, one bath Fur-
nished, corner of Landfair+Strathmore Avail-
able July-August $1150/mth. Call 310-824-
5924

9800
Vacation Rentals

BEAUTIFUL, SPACIOUS YOSEMITE
HOME surrounded by tall pines Close to
everything Fully Equipped. 5000' elevation
sundeck. reasonable rates. 818-785-1028
www.yosemite islovelycorn,,^

BASEBALL
From page 31

The Aztecs are lead by outfielder
Andy Lilteral and second baseman
Carlo Cota, who are hitting .372 and
-364, respectively. Cota leads the
team in hits with 68, including a
team-high 12 doubles.

San Diego State is in a bit of a
slump after getting swept by BYU
last weekend. Prior to the sweep, the
Aztecs had reeled off four straight
wins. The Bruins are hoping to capi-
talize on SDSU's problems and kick
off an eight-game homestand with a
victory.

"We know we have a long homes-
tand ahead of us," Pearl said. "We
just need to finish strong."

Starters have yet to be named for
the game, but typical midweek pitch-
ers Paul Diaz and Casey Janssen
started the last two games of the
use series.

"I really like the fact we're going
to be at home for a while." Adams
said. "We've been on the road a long
time."

W.TRACK

According to Curran. motivation
for the meet shouldn't be a problem.

"(The teams) are real fired up for
'SC next week," he said. "Everyone is

continuing to perform better at this

time of the year, and they're waiting
for next week to perform well."

• • •

Over the weekend, Olympic
record holder and multi-gold medal
winner Michael Johnson also used
the Penn Relays as a stage to

announce his retirement. Johnson
was the anchor for the U.S. team's
4 X 400m relay win over Jamaica this

weekend, his final performance in the
U.S.

W. TENNIS
From page 29

relaxed and started to slip up and lose
consistency Both are emotional play-
ers, and Walker and Fritz-Krockow
capitalized on their frustration by
staying steady and waiting for their

opponent to make the errors, rather
than going for the big shots.

"It was the best I've seen Mariko
and Sara play together," said Head
Coach Stella Sampras. "Petya and
Lauren couldn't keep it up in the sec-

ond and third set. which was disap-
pointing because they are better than
that. They played an unbelievable
match in the semifinals."

The Bruins performed well in sin-

gles as well in order to win the Pac-IO
titfc. Walker, last year's Pac- 1 singles

champion, advanced to the semifi-

najs, where she lost 6-3. 3-6. 1-6 to

Arizona State's Adria Engel. the
eventual tournament champion.

"Adria is a great player." Sampras
said. "She got an opening in the sec-

ond set and started playing better
while Sara lost a little momentum."

Fisher gave a solid performance in

the first two rounds to make the quar-
terfinals where she was defeated by
USC's Maureen Diaz 6-4. 6-3.

"She is the type of player who stays
steady at the baseline and always gets
the ball back." Fisher said of her
opponent, to whom she lost previous-
ly this season.

Junior Catherine Hawley fell 6-2,

6-0 in the first round to California's

Christina Fusano.

In the invitational tournament,
Jennifer Donahue, Chelsea Godbey,
and Michelle Steifel all lost their first

round matches. Fritz-Krockow. how-
ever, won 7-6. 6-0 in her first round
match before falling 6-3. 6-1 in the
second round to Washington's Erin
Hoe.
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CKco ©r

Coming Saturday May 5
"Kick Ass" Margaritas, Outdoor

Taco BBQ, DJ, Beer Girls, Tequila and

much more. Fun starts q\

1 1:30 am and goes until. ..

^

' ^^tr

MIRIX
118 Entroda Drive

Santa Monica

Near Will Rogers Stole Beach

In Tbeatres This July
getttiisitiiiacle.ooin

IIMIMflllUlin

Wnnen,anilOirecieiJBY

JONFAVREAU

OmtrtiaAdrat iw^ kethas]Oi
CompUmentary tickets available at UCLA Daily Bruin

118 Kerckhoff HaU. Limit one pass per person while suppUes last.

HAIRCUTTING • WESTWOOD
'^: '>Cn

Operating liours for some of tlie campus
Information and Parldng Booths will be modified effective

Monday. April 30. 2001
. This decision was made after a

careful review of customer-related activities at all lx)oth

locations, as well as a complete review of campus events that

are served by these locations.

Changes in operating hours will be clearly posted at

Information & Parking Booths to assist our campus visitors.

Additionally, if an information booth is closed, signs will direct

customers to the closest open booth.

Informations
Parking Booths

New Hours of Operation
^, . _. (effective April 30. 2001)

K-CHS*

Location

k

K-7

MPW

MPG

Tiverton - Le Conle

Monday Friday

Stein Plaza

Med Plaza Westwood

MB

K-2

Tues-Sat 9-7
• Free Consultation • Perms/Bodywaves

• Colorlst on staff
1st time clients 15% off student rate

824-2711 •1001 Gayley^ (NEXT TO COFFEE BEAN)

K-3

Med Plaza Gavtey

5:00 am - 10 QQ pm

700 am -5:00 pm

Satuniay

6 00 am- 10:00 pm

Sunday

5:30 am -6 00 pm

100 Medical Buildin(}

Westholme & Hilgard

K-4

K-6

K32*

Wyton*

Hilgard

5 30 am -6 00 pm

7:00 am -6 00 pm

6:30 am - 8 00 pm

CLOSED

CLOSED

CLOSED

6:00 am -10:00 pm

CLOSED

CLOSED

CLOSED

Sunset &

Westwood Plaza

Westwpod Plaza

Kinross 4

Gaytey

6:30 am -8 00 pm

7:00 am -8:00 pm

5:30 am - 9 00 pm

7:00 am - 5:00 pm

7 00 am -8.00 pm

7:00 am -4:00 pm

CLOSED

CLOSED

10:00 am -8:00 pm

7:00 am - 8 00 pm

600 am -8:00 pm

•Self parlcing availabte via automated parlting machine after hours

CLOSED

CLOSED

7:00 am - 8:00 pm

7 00 am -8:00 pm

CLOSED
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Advertise in the
Daily Bruin's
Summer Sublet
Guide now!
(310)825-2221

Running every Wednesday this Spring.
HI

PICTURESLL
cmautmmmmmnm.m.iammmBm.

FREE ADVANCE SCREENING
UNIVERSITY OF
CALIFORNIA. LOS ANGELES
@ AVCO General Cinema -

10840 Witshire Blvd.

in Westwood

6 PM Thursday

May 3

FREE ADMISSION
while passes last*

INFO?: call 310-825-1958

httpy/www.campusevents.ucla.edu/cec

* Passes available at the Campus
Events Office, 319 Kerckhoff Hall.

Passes required Seating is limited and not
guaranteed. Please arrive early.

10 required. No one under the age ot 13 will be admitted
without parent or leoal guardian.

Presented in association witti Campus Events.

KARON
From page 32

ing contender. The Mailman is sure
to deliver, and is said to be deterred
by neither rain nor sleet nor snow.
How about heavy smog and traffic

on the 405? I'd like to sec Karl

Malone drive through that!

The Utah Jazz power forward
might have a tenuous relationship

with Angelenos, but he could defi-

nitely take that grizzled Padre fan

and his 6-year-old kid to the hole.

Besides, it's about time they brought
back facial hair in baseball, even if it

is in the form of a perpetual five-

o'clock shadow.

Moses Malone might want a shot
at the job and the opportunity to

lead the Dodgers to the Promised
Land. Besides, as the first man to

skip college to go to the NBA, he
probably has a similar educational

background as Kevin, who is

rumored to have gone to school in

Santa Barbara.

How about giving UCLA gym-
nast Kristen Maloney a shot? She's
proven she has poise after compet-
ing in the Olympics and helping the
Bruins win the national champi-
onship a week ago. She is soft spo-
ken and would never proclaim her-

self the "new sheriff in town' a<,

Daily Bruin Sports

LSAT Perfection
Robin Singh, the creator and author of the TestMa.sters LSAT Course hasachieved more perfect scores on the LSAT than anyone el.se in history.

'

Robin Singh's CompletP LSAT Smr^ R^r-r^rH

Date

December 2000

December 1999

June 1999

September 1998

February 1997

December 1996

October 1996

June 1996

December 1995

September 1995

June 1995

Score % Rank

180

180

179

180

180

180

179

174

180

180

173

99

99

99

99

99

99

99

99

99

99

99

Date

February 1995

October 1994

June 1994

February 1994

December 1993

December 1992

October 1992

June 1992

February 1992

December 1991

December 1988

ScQre % Rank
178

180

178

173

177

180

176

177

178

173

48

99

99

99

99

99

99

99

99

99

99

99

Kevin did. And, as one of the top
tumblers in the nation, she always
bounces back.

Perhaps the owner of Maloney 's

On Campus would make a good
GM. He always seems to pack the

place and never has to give out fuzzy
foam fingers to draw people to his

venue.

Maybe reserve guard Matt
Maloney of the Atlanta Hawks
would be a good pick. Never heard
of him? Good. Since when was a

general manager supposed to be
famous? Pan of Kevin's problem
was that he needed attention, and
even went so far as to give himself
the nickname Dodger Boy This sort

of thing could easily be avoided if

Matt would just give up the

$500,000 he makes a year keeping
Toni Kucoc's seat warm.

While we're on the topic of NBA
superstars, why not add Michael
Jordan to the mix, since everyone
else seems to be calling for his return
to professional sports. His Airness
might have flopped once on the

baseball field, but he sure has been
successful in the world of upper
management.

Speaking of success, why not have
Bob Barker, the greatest game-show
host of all time, come on down?
Malone decided to pay Dreifort SI I

million a year, despite the fact that

he has a lifetime losing record.

Barker would notice that the price is

not right, and everybody knows if

you bid too high, you lose. Just ask
Armando Del Portillo, the kid on

my floor freshman year who missed
a new Mustang by bidding $80 too
high.

Perhaps they could bring back
Tommy Lasorda. I really miss those

Slim Fast commercials, and Lasorda
didn't do too badly during his lime
as general manager in the early '90s.

Richard Simmons. He might be
annoying, but at least he isn't Kevin
Malone. Besides, who better to get

tho.se out-of-shape ballplayers into

jazzeriffic physical condition?

Jim Everett, because the greatest

quarterback of all time could

undoubtedly become the greatest

GM ever.

How about some Bruin appli-

cant.s'.> Chancellor Albert Carnesale
seems to be a pretty nice guy and he
definitely knows how to handle criti-

cism. Wc all know that Bruin boost-
ers are much tougher to deal with

than grizzled old Dodger fans, if

there are even any left from the

^lory days of Steve Garvey and Ron
Cey.

Most sports writers claim to be
able to make better front-office deci-

sions in almost every sport, so why
not give us a chance? So what if the

majority of those sitting behind the

keyboards that bring you sports

news never played an inning of high
school ball.

Spoft»wfHew clearly kiinii; —
EVERYTHING
UCLA gymnastics coach Valoric

Kondos Field deserves a shot. She
puts together a "dream team" nearly
every year, and she has yet to attack
one of the 6-year-old hecklers that

watch the gymnastics meets each
weekend.

One idea would be to place an ad
in the Daily Bruin Classified section

(you know, the tiny writing with the

weird boxes surrounding the cross-

word puzzle). I can see the advertise-

ment now: "Wanted: General man-
ager to make logical decisions and
restore past prestige to one of the

greatest baseball traditions. Must
have some prior baseball experience,

an interest in public relations and
never held a job in Canada." Wc
could make the position a summer
internship and anyone with a year of
college would be eligible.

Kevin Malone's college education
would not count,

v At this point the Dodgers are
open to suggestions. After a decade
of decline, the franchise needs to

turn things around and should be
willing to take anyone. Each of you
should seriously consider applying
for the job.

The work might be lough, but I'm
sure if you do a good job they'd

throw in a couple extra Dodger
Dogs and a souvenir beer cup.

Those who would like to apply for the
GM position or who just want to send
comments can e-mail Karon at

gianthater@yahoo.com.

• ( he i.iblc ;ih.>\c IS a complete record of Robins scores on ihp ^.m-i i « at .<

Since 1991 thousands of TestMa.sters students have increased their LSAT sc<by applying the powerful methods and techniques that Robin ha.s developed.

TestMasters
1-800-696-5728

scores

M.GOLF
From page 30

John Merrick. "It was contagious
that day, for some reason."

Merrick would know. He was in

fiflh place heading into the finals

rounds (shooting 68 and 69 in the
first two rounds), but shot 78 and 75
to slip to 34th place.

"I didn't really get any breaks in

the third round," he said. "None of
my putts were going in. I kinda lost

concentration."

On the third day Merrick was
paired with Ricky Barnes of
Arizona, who won the tournament
individually.

"It was a great experience to play
with an individual winner and see
what his game was like," Merrick
said.

The Bruins fell behind teams
they've rarely beaten all year, includ-
ing tournament winner USC (1400
score), Arizona State (1404) and

Arizona (1408).

"We didn't quite play to our abili-

ties," Kohut said.

One bright spot was junior Parker
McLachlin's second round. He shot
a 65, his lowest of the year.

Overall, sophomore Travis
Johnson came in 12th with a score of
283, followed by McLachlin (19th,

285), Kohut (31 St, 289), Merrick
(34th, 290), and freshmen Steve
Conway (37lh, 292) and Roy Moon
(49th, 296).

McLachlin and Johnson were
named Pac-10 Honorable Mentions.
UCLA's performance at the Pac-

10 Championships doesn't affect
their NCAA placement. The Bruins
have already clinched a spot in the
NCAA West Regionals in two
weeks, and not even a mediocre fin-

ish at Pac-lOs can take that away.
But could pride and confidence

have suffered a little?

"A little bit, yes," Merrick .said,

"but not if we play the way we did
the first couple days."

W.WATERPOLO
From page 32

ing game they'd ever been a part of,"
Krikorian said.

Freshman Thalia Munro recalled the criti-

cal moment when sophomore Robin
Beauregard scored in overtime on a pass
from senior Kristin Guerin. The goal took
the game into sudden death play, where the
Bruins triumphed with a final score of <)-8.

"Once Robin's unbelievable shot spiraled
in,

!
knew we were gonna win," Munro said.

Munro viewed the pressure-filled game as
a new kind of practice after a season of land-
slide victories.

Tuesday, May I. 2001 29.

"We needed a close game." Munro said.

"It's that kind of pressure that will prepare us
for Stanford at NCAAs."

Stanford overcame its own set of chal-
lenges to beat California 6-4 on Saturday.
After a day full of nerve-racking excitement
on both sides, the Cardinal and Bruins
entered their rehearsal for the NCAA
matchup in two weeks with a sigh of relief.

"Both teams realized that the game was
less important than it may be two weeks from
now," Krikorian said. "Neither of us played
up to par."

In the MPSF title game, their fourth game
against Stanford this season, the Bruins were
unable to break their losing habit. Stanford
handed UCLA its fourth defeat of the season

by a score of 8-5.

Krikorian cited stellar performance from
Stanford's goalie. Jackie Frank, and defi-

ciency on UCLA's six-on-five play as the
major problems.

"The pressure was less because wc kne\»fc

we'd qualified. We just didn't execute very
well." Guerin said.

The Bruins may have returned home with-
out the M PSF title, but they are not giving up
on the prospect of bringing home the inau-
gural NCAA trophy in two weeks. In their
fifth matchup against Stanford. UCLA will

look to break its losing streak.

"We're gonna put up a fight,'" Krikorian
said. "It's just one game, anything can hap-
pen."

W.TENNIS
From page 32 v":

Marinova said.

Fritz-Krockow agreed.

"The whole match must have looked oddly simple
because we anticipated them and they anticipated us."
she said.

To compensate, the players tried to mix up their
usual patterns.

"All of us were changing directions when we should-
n't have because we knew where the other person was
going and vice versa," Lisher .said.

Marinova and Lisher won the first set 6-3, but

•L'-^*-'«^'

WHY QA[>A^lE7
YoLi IVliii^lni Lose

See W.TENNIS, page 27

1061 GayleyAve.
Next to Breadstiks

No Appointment Necessary
208-6559 & 208-9681
8 am to Late Night

WeSTWOOD'S
Original Barbershop

Complete Services tor Men & Women
.70 yearsJnWestwood

[nail and

~

l| SHOE SHINE

i
SERVICE

{AVAILABLE-

Memories in your heart

...and a book on your shelf.

^U^

Wiiatlf
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A tttimony by Jwwwiw Wikon

Apply today to become a part of tlie Bruiniife Yearbook Staff.
1 ositions for layout, copy, sales and photo are available.

Call Bruiniife at 310.825.2640 for more information.

•^
I went to twelve differant •lamantary

schools. No, I wasn't a military brat. I was
constantly b«ing s«nt to liv* wltti various

r»latlv«s, not for my own faults, but for my
mother's addictkxts. Naturally, this created a

d««p instability and fear of change. At the age of nine
I was sent to yet another family. These people were different. They actually
seemed to care about each other. They didn't expect me to take care of myself.
They were different in another way. They were Christians. Oh, I knew all aboutGod and Jesus. They were in the Bible, you know, that book no one ever opened.
But this family used those dusty names daily.

During the year I spent with them, I learned how Jesus really loved me
and wonted to change my life; how, no matter what went wrong in my own lifeHe was there. Sure, I could see God in this family, but would He really be withme when I was alone? Could He possibly love me when no one else wanted
mef

After a year, I ended up with an ount. She was young and dicJn't know
what to do with a ten-year-old. We grew apart quidcly, until we couldn't stand
bewig m the same room. Never one to make friends, I felt very much aksne Atone point I remembered all I hod learned. What if it wos possibly true? Di'dGod love me now that I was alonef I hod seen how Christians lived, I certainly
didn t act like them. Did God still want mef Would Jesus really be my friend?
I sure needed one.

I reached the lowest point in my fife. I would cry myself to sleep each
night. I started to hate school, which I had always loved, due to other children.
I hoted coming home ot night even more. My aunt would lock herielf in her
room with her boyfriend. My school woHt was the highli^t of my doy (that
describes my situation well- imagkie if your chemistry homework was the best
part of your day). Being very independent, I had always vowed I would not
seek help unless I was seriously considering suicide. When the day came that
honestly ihous^t of killing myself, I got down on my knew and prayed instead.

I was only twelve years old when I accepted my Saviour.

^y We »w« never been the same. When my nfe te«ned woflWwi. I gave
it to God Amailngly, He accepted It. He hoi n»^ left me. When Hfe seems
tooWyfo bear, I have someone to shore It whh. And yes, it is true. God
loved worthleu, unwanted me enoufl^ to switence His own Son, Jetut. to the
death I deserve.

How do I know thottNswosnt merely the hopeful fohh of a hurting d^lW?
I have seen what God has done In my life skKe. While tHH in M^ school I

moved out on my own. There were nights spent on the street, but God was'ever
there. There were times when rent svas due the next day, and I didn't hove the
money. God always provided It. There were tknes when I feared for my life
but I stand here to tell of It. All worldly reason dictates Ihot I should
be a drug-oddicted. Illiterate mother of twa Actually, I should
be deed. Ana#>ernameleM teen midde. God choteo#»erwtse.
I did die that day, my worklly self died, so that Christ
might live \n me. >

bruiniife
> £ A R E. K

SiK\iN(, UC"LASiN( I 19l<).

Do you want to become
a leader on campus?

Check out the

BRUIN LEADERS PROJECT
A seminar based leadership project sponsored by the Center for
Student Programming. All students are Invited to participate In
developing leadership skills. Upon completion participants

receive a certificate.

^jti^jr-

Bruin Leaders Project

Spring Quarter Seminars

Wednesday, May 2 2-4 p.m. Ackerman 2408

"Social Change Model of Leadership*'

(This seminar required for a Bruin Leaders Project certificate)

May 7th b 7 PM
Ackerman Grand Balln

lA^r

vvvw fingerprint epiuqr com fingerprintJwrittme.com

We hope to see you!
For more information on. the Baiin Leaders

Project, please contact us at either

(310) 206-5071 or blp@ucla.edu or stop by
our office at 105 Kerckhoff Hall.

wvvw.bniiiikadcrN.Ui la.cdii
» I !• f.I ' i- i" ,.,
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Worst-to-first scenarios may
play out this season in MLB
BASEBALL: Twins, Cubs

among teams surprising

fans by winning games

ByJoshDubow
The Associated Press

It's early lo start planning for that

Cubs-Twins World Series, but some
of baseball's

surprising
starts this sea-

son might

mean some-

thing.

April suc-

cess has trans-

lated very well

to October

baseball recent-

ly Fifteen of

the past 18

teams that held

a share of first

place entering May went on to make we don't have any comViaints "said
the playoffs. Philadelphia's Bobby Abreu.' "We

That's good news for AL East co- just have lo keep pushing."
Jeaders Boston and Toronto, as wi^ll ^m„ l

"as the other division leadersT

"I think we've got a

better team than last

year. We've just got to

put it together."

Jose Valentin

Chicago White Sox

Minnesota. Seattle, Philadelphia,

Los Angeles and the Chicago Cubs.

But they aren't buying into the

history yel.

"A good start means nothing
without a good finish." said Corey
Koskic, one of the keys to the Twins'

surprising start.

it's been a wild opening month in

the majors. Three last-place teams
from 2000 - the Twins, Phillies and

Cubs - are in—-^—— first place,

while none of

last year's NL
division win-

ners - Atlanta,

St. Louis and
San Francisco
- are playing

above .500.

"We started

the season very

well and we're

in first place

right now, so

Rac-10 title slips through UCUte fingers
M.GOLF: Players start strong, but off

day leaves them with 5th-place fmish

See SEASON, page 26

By Pauline Vu
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

They encouraged each other throughout the tour-
nament by reminding themselves that they could
leave the men's golf Pac-IO Championships with fat

rings on their fingers.

But in the end, encouragement wasn't enough.
The Bruins put themselves in contention to take the
title in the first two rounds, but had an off day in the
last two rounds to take fifth place overall with a four-
round, lO-over-par score of 1430.

"(The finish was) not as I expected," sophomore
J.T. Kohut said. "After the tournament we played in

Stanford last week, we all knew that we could win it,

and we should've won it and we didn't."

Last week on the same course at US
Intercollegiates, the Bruins placed third out of 18

teams.

They opened the tournament strongly shooting
357 in the first round and an 8-under par 347 in the
second round.

"Going into the third and fourth round, we knew
we could win, the way we were playing," Kohut said.

But things went downhill from there. The Bruins
instead shot 362 and 364 in the final rounds to put
themselves out of title contention.

"We all seemed to have a letdown," said freshman COURTNEY STEWART

Sophomore Travis Johnson and a teammate were award-
See M.GOLF, page 28 ed honorable mention at the Pac- 1 Championships.
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Team looks homeward
to end streak of losses

Tuesday. May 1, 2001 31

BASEBALL: After string

of road defeats, Bruins

return, looking to win

MICKEY HUYNH

By Adam Karon
Daily Bruin Staff

Nothing is as reassuring as com-
ing home after weeks on the road.

The road-weary UCLA baseball
team returns to Jackie Robinson
Stadium tonight lo face San Diego
State after nine

straight games
in enemy terri-

tory. For the

Bruins. the

game marks a

chance to snap

a nine-game los-

ing streak and
increase their

RPI ranking.

The team is ——^i*——»—»^.._.^_
more con-

-cerned with ge l.

"We canoot feel sorry
ting a win,

regardless of

who it comes
against.

"I don't care

ifwe are playing

P o d u n k

University."
said Head
Coach Gary

'^~^"~~"~~^"^~'

Adams. "It'd be

nice to gel back on the winning
track."

The Bruins' current slide started

against Cal State Fullerlon two
weeks ago and includes a pair of

sweeps dealt by Kansas State and
use. During the skid UCLA has
given up nearly eight runs a game.

Injuries to starting pitchers Jon
Brandt and Josh Karp have con-
tributed to the losses, but each defeat

has truly been a team cITort. The
Bruins committed seven errors in a

game against Long Beach State and
struck out 34 times in three games
against USC.

"The guys can't give in to the loss-

es," Adams said. "We cannot feel

sorry for ourselves. We just have to

go out and

make things

happen."

Playing the

Aztecs at home
has the team
fired up to

break its streak.

The Bruins beat

SDSU earlier

this year 3-2 in

San Diego. In

that game, the

Bruins scored

three quick

runs and held

on to get the

win by strand-

ing two runners

in scoring posi-

tion in the

ninth.

"We beat

them last time,

so that's good
since we're in a losing streak," said

senior centerfielder Matt Pearl. "It's

just going to lake a few breaks."

for ourselves.We just

have to go out and
make tilings happen."

Gary Adams
UCLA head coach

Se«BASEBAU,page27
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Bruins prepare at renowned meet
W^TRACK: Relays allowed

for competition, scouting

of likely NCAA opponents

ByWmWhhehom
Daily Bruin Contributor

The No. I UCLA women's track

machine just keeps plugging along.

Looking to scout the competition
for the upcoming NCAA
Championships, the Bruins traveled

to Philadelphia tor the 107th annual
Penn Relays at the University of
Pennsylvania, one of track's oldest

and most prestigious tournaments.

"Being on the West Coast, we
don't get an opportunity to see some
of the teams that we're going to com-
pete against in the NCAAs," said

UCLA Head Coach Jeanette
Bolden at an April 23 press confer-

ence. "With us winning (indoor)

nationals, it's a good idea for me to

take my team to a track meet where
they can see a lot of competition."

The Relays allowed the rest of the
country to see what kind of competi-
tion UCLA would be as well. The
Bruins held their own in the City of
Brotherly Love, placing strong in

several individual and team events' in

a field of over 250 schools.

In the women's high jump cham-
pionship, junior Darnesha Griffith

tied for fourth with a leap of 1.73m.

Griffith was one of six contestants lo

achieve that mark, which fell shy of
Harvard's Dora Gyoffry. whose
jump of 1.91 m easily took first place.

Freshman Sheena Johnston nar-

rowly missed a first-place finish in

the 400-meter hurdles. Johnson's
respectable time of 56.23 was just a

fraction of a second slower than

Harvard's Brcnda Taylor, who
clocked in at 56.1 1.

"You have to let freshmen make
mistakes and grow at the same
lime," said Bolden of Johnson's per-

formance. "She did a fantastic job.

She should be ranked in the top
three in the country with that partic-

ular mark. (But) she still has room
to grow."

The Bruins' junior Ysannc
Williams finished fourth with a time
of 57.59 in the event, giving UCLA
two of the top five finishes in the

race.

"What we've been
working on in practice

has really shown
up in meets ."

Anthony Curran

Pole vault coach

senior sprinter Shakedia Jones
qualified for the lOOm champi-
onships in Friday's events by finish-

ing first in her heat with a time of
1 1.41, the second-fastest time of the

afternoon. Jones' ensuing mark of
1 1.45 in the championship was a tad

slower, however, and she was unable
to best Louisiana State's Muna Lee,
who edged Jones with a time of 1 1.24

to claim first place.

UCLA finished third in

Sati/rday's 4 x 800m relay, behind
runner-up Georgetown and first

place Florida. UCLA's Jessica Marr
tightened the event in the second leg

of the relay, distancing the Hoyas'

Tyrona Heath and the Gators'
Kristina Brallon with a time of

2:06.2. However. Florida's Nona
Allen's mark of 2:05.4 in the third

leg was two seconds faster then the

rest of the field, and ultimately

cleared the way for a narrow first-

place finish.

The remainder of the women's
squad competed in the Cal-Ncvada
Track &. Field Meet at UC Irvine-

over the weekend, where their tally

of 58.67 earned a fourth-place finish.

Senior thrower Christina Tolson,

whose performance at last week's
Ml. SAC Relays garnered Pac-IO
Player of the Week honors, was vic-

torious in the shot put and hammer
throw events.

Tolson 's throw of 56-feet. 7 1/4

inches in the shot put and 21 1-10 in

the hammer throw prompted her
selection as Cal/Nevada Field

Athlete of the Year.

Junior pole vaulter Tracy O'Hara
also found first place with a season-

best leap of 14-6. O'Hara 's feat was
tops in the nation this season and
earned her an automatic berth to the

NCAA championships ne,\t mnntfi

—

Junior Heather Sickler also came on
strong with a third-place finish,

clearing the bar at the 12-8 1/4 mark.
"(It was) a spectacular perfor-

mance by Tracy O'Hara." said pole

caulting coach Anthony Curran.
"Heather Sickler almost moved up
in the nationals, and came close to a

personal best. What we've been
working on in practice has really

shown up in the meets."

The Bruins will boast a complete
roster next week when they venture
across town for their annual meet
with USC. currently ranked No. 2.

See W. TRACK, page 27
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Middle of the Pa(

The men's golf team placed

fifth at last weekend's Pac-

10 Championships. For the

story, see page 30.

UCLA

MPSF title, focus on NCAAs I Position I •

W.WATERPOLO: Squad conquers

Gauchos, Trojans; fails to hand

defeat to Stanford in Honolulu

By Emily Whidiard
Daily Bruin Contributor

The No. 2 UCLA women's water polo team
got exactly what they came for at the MPSF
league championships in Honolulu this week-
end.

They may have lost the Mountain Pacific

Sports Federation title, but they won a chance to

compete for the ultimate trophy - the first

NCAA women's water polo championship.

UCLA (IM) held nothing back in its first

matchup against No. 7 UC Santa Barbara in the

quarterfinals on Friday. The Bruins came out fir-

ing, scoring four goals in the first quarter. They
anaintamcd the momentum throughout the

game, handing the Gauchos a 17-3 loss.

MPSF Championships
UCLA d. UCSB, 1 7-3

UCLA d. use, 9-8

Stanford d. UCLA, 8-5

en:

Dodgers GM;
anyone can

pply for ji • •

NICOLE MILLER/Daily Bfuin

Senior Coralie Simmons lunges for the ball in the Bruins' nnatch against UCSB earlier

this month. Simmons and the Bruins demolished UCSB this weekend, 1 7-3.

Their next match was not so easily conquered.

After a season filled with low-pressure games
where they averaged a nine-goal advantage, the

Bruins met a new level of play against No. 3

use on Saturday.

The semifinal was a ticket to much more than

the final game of the MPSF tournament. With
No. I Stanford's triumph over No. 4 California

in the other semifinal, the single at-large bid for

the NCAA tournament was on the line.

In their last match against USC on March 9,

the Bruins handed the Trojans a solid defeat with

a final score of 13-6. After a week of preparing

for use's style of play, UCLA's confidence was
riding high.

"We knew it was going to be a tough game,"
said Head Coach Adam Krikorian. "It's a whole
different story when everything is on the line like

that."

It certainly was a different story. The Trojans

refused a repeat of the eariier season matchup,
taking the game into sudden death overtime.

"Everyone there insisted it was the most excit-

COLUMN: Formerly prestigious

ballclub could be run better by

anybody besides Kevin Malone

Dodgers General Manager Kevin
Malone stepped down two weeks -

ago, sending the hopes of LA. fans

soaring into the night air like a Darren
Dreifort hanging curveball.

Malone's tenure as a Dodger was as.

See W.WATERPOLO, page 29

UCLA brings home Rac-1 championsNp
W.TENNIS: Team's top

pairs face each other

in final doubles game

By Hannah Gordon
Daily Bruin (Contributor

It is hard to know how your

opponent will play in a tourna-

ment. Unless, of course, you play

against your opponent every day in

practice.

In a surprising turn of events.

UCLA's No. 1

doubles team of

junior Petya

Marinova and

freshman
Lauren Fisher

'

faced UCLA's
No. 2 doubles

team of sopho-

more Sara

Walker and
~~

freshman
Mariko Frilz-Krock

finals of the Pac-IO

Championships.

Walker and

Fritz-Krockow

upset their

teammates 3-6,

6-3, 6-1 to take

the title.

After a disap-

pointing season

with a 3-5

__^ record in the

Pac-10, the

Bruins sur-

ow in the prised everyone by taking home
Conference not only the doubles title, but the

team title. The title is determined

"We anticipated

them and they

--anticipated us."

Mariko Fritz-Krockow

Freshman, doubles

by the number of individual match-

es won by each team at the tourna-

ment.

"We were so excited when we
both won our semifinals because it

meant we won the Pac-IO," Fisher

said.

At the same time, they realized

they would have to face each other

as opponents the next day.

"You don't want to play some-
one you train with every day,

because they know how you play,"

See W.TENNIS, page 29

rocky as a Coors Field backdrop, and tea-

lured more busted deals than an episode of
Cops: Life on the Street. He resigned after

getting into a confrontation with a Padres
fan who criticized Gary Sheffield, a player

Malone himself had
taken shots at in the

past.

The former Expos

general manager (that

should say enough) was

condemned for oppos-

ing Davey Johnson,

Sheffield, and any deal

that might make the

Dodgers a better team.

His departure could

be the best thing for the

Boys in Blue since Kirk

Gibson ran around the

bases doing that weird fist-pumping thing

on my roommate's birthday.

But I want to try to focus on the positive,

like the possibility of more Dodger wins,

since the GM has such a huge impact on the

team's performance during the regular sea-

son. So rather than dwell on Malone hiring

leadoff men past their prime and prone to

strike out (see Otis Nixon, Marquis
Grissom, Tom Goodwin and Devon White),

let's talk about the exciting possible replace-

ments for the position of Dodgers general

manager.

KaH Malone, who happens to be Kevin's

first cousin, once removed, has been >

rumored by various sources to be the lead-

Adam
Karon

See KARON, page 28

Squad finishes second at Cal-Nevada meet
M.TRACK: Bruins entered not

expecting victory, left content

with squad's showing overall

By Glen Worthington
Daily Bruin Contributor

The UCLA men's track and field team
placed .second at the Cal-Nevada
Championships in Irvine, narrowly edged out

127 to 125 1/3 by California in a field of 23
teams.

With much of the team resting, the Bruins

still had strong showings in all areas. UCLA
did not enter the weekend expecting to win.

"I am surprised we were that close," said

Head Coach Art Vcnegas. "We left a lot of ath-

letes at home. 90 points' worth.

"But I wouldn't risk injury throwing in one

extra athlete to wip the Cal-Nevada
Championships with 'SC next week "
One of the few Bruin sprinters competing,

freshman Chucky Ryan, won the llO-meter

hurdles with a season-best time of 14.08 sec-

onds.

The other sprinters combined to win the 4 x

400m relay, in the process setting a new season

best for the second week in a row. Freshman
Dcnye Versher, junior Michael Lipscomb,
sophomore Kyle Erickson and freshman
Rodney Diggs ran a 3-minute, 9.20-second

winning time.

The distance runners also made their pres-

ence felt. Men's distance coach Eric Peterson

was pleased by the consistent showings of
senior Will Bernaldo in the 5000m (14:38.56)

and senior Paul Muite, freshman Jon Rankin
and junior Bryan Green in the 1500m run

(3:49.38. 3:50.11. 3:50.16, respectively) - all of
whom placed in the top seven in their event.

Also, freshman Nick Thornton placed third

in the 800m at 1 :5I.46, a personal best.

"They - not the new kids, not Rankin and
Thornton, but nearly all the others - have a his-

tory of inconsistency related to performance,"

Peterson said. "What I am excited about is

that we've been able to string together two or

three weeks in a row of solid performances."

Junior Andrew Wulf broke his personal

record by 15 seconds while running a second-

place 9:03.72 in the 3000m steeplechase. Wulf
was in good position to win the championship
when he caught his toe on the final barrier and

stumbled slightly. Nevertheless, Peterson

called him the distance performer of the week-
end.

Peterson was, however, equally impressed

with sophomore Justin Patananan's seventh-

place finish in the event - at 9: 12.96, a person-

al best.

"The race was made by Patananan," he
said. "He assumed the lead, he pushed the

pace, he executed good technique, but unfor-

tunately broke down over the last 400 meters.

I am impressed with his ability to get out and
make a race go."

Off the track, UCLA also found success on
the field.

The Bruins truly dominated the discus with

junior Scott Moser, redshirt freshman Dan
Ames and sophomore Scott Wiegand placing
1-2-3 (l97-feet-5 inches, 183-7, 174-6)."

Ames and Wiegand competed in the shot

put as well. Wiegand placed second at 59-1 1,

giving him a new personal best in both events.

Ames finished fourth at 59-2.

Rounding out the field, freshman Yoo Kim
ned for second in the pole vault with a person- ^...^.^.,^..^,^^

InnH M" '7^7°Jf
.'^ate Marum was Sophomore Justin Patan«n.n competes In the

second mthejavelm at 210-11. ^^ ,_. ,. ....
steeplechase event in a meet earlier this season.
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Something in the air

students may be in danger when
UCLA uses pesticides on campus.

VIEWPOINT, PAGE 10
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Bruin Choice Awards
Find out what UCLA students voted this

year's best porn movie title.

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT, PAGE 14

Naeve in the middle

Volleyball player Adam Naeve will

lead the Bruins into the NCAA
Final Four. SPORTS, BACK PAGE

Professor files suit against UC, administrators
CASE: Violation of codes,

discrimination, slander

included in complaint list

By Scott B.Wong
Daily Bruin Staff

For one UCLA professor, the past

five years have been an endless nighl-

mare. Now, at age 76, Andras

Bodrogligeti said he only wants to

reclaim two things - his students and his

reputation.

Today, at a status conference over

his pending discrimination lawsuit in

Santa Monica Municipal Court,

Bodrogligeti hopes Superior Court

Judge Robert M. Letteau grants him a

court date and the opportunity to tell

his story to a jury.

Bodrogligeti, who has taught

Turkish studies at UCLA to more than

8,000 students for over three decades,

alleges that high-ranking university

administrators have tried to coerce him

into resignation in order to eliminate

the Turkish studies program and make

way for their own "political agenda."

"What they wanted to do was shut

down a program," said Attorney Diana

Corteau, who represents the professor.

"In order to do that, they had to dis-

crcdu the man who acatcd il." =

On Dec. 21, 1999, Bodrogligeti filed

a lawsuit against the Regents of the

University of California, claiming an

invasion of privacy and age/race dis-

crimination under Title IV of the Civil

Rights Act of 1964.

The regents maintain that

Bodrogligeti's allegations are untrue

and that the university feels confident in

its position to fight this suit.

"The bulk of the case has been dis-

missed - there's very little that

remains," said Jeff Blair, university

counsel for the UC Regents. "I don't

believe there's any evidence that the

university has done anything improp-

er."

Attorneys Alan Zuckerman and

Julie DeRose have been retained by the

UC Regents as well.

"The university denies all allega-

tions," Zuckerman .said.

Pauline Yu, dean of humanities.

SeeU(WSUrT,page4

UC Merced

UC Merced's construction will start next year on the Virginia Smith

Trust lands. The rest of the land entrusted will be a nature preserve.

UC Merced opens doors

to students next month
SUMMER: Newest campus starts session on June 25;

many classes will be taught via videoconferencing

By Shauna Mccartea
Daily Bruin Reporter

UC Merced, expected to be in full

operation in 2004, will offer San

Joaquin Valley students access to gen-

eral education courses this summer
'for UC credit at UC Merced Centers.

The newest UC campus will offer

courses via videoconferencing as well

as through other traditional medi-

ums.

Three centers are currently open in

Fresno. Merced and Bakersfield, and

Se« MERCED, page 6

New contract provokes protest
MEDICAL Workers, students desire

higher wages, better conditions for

patients; event remains organized

By Noah Grand
Daily Bruin Reporter

Workers from the medical center and across cam-

pus joined with students to protest for better terms in

their new contract after their old contract expired

Monday.

"We want to get together to let UC know that we

want a good contract this lime," said Lakesha

Harrison, who works at Santa Monica Hospital, a

part of the UCLA Medical Center.

Organizers estimated more than 400 people

protested in front of the Neuropsychiatric Institute

Tuesday.

Similar protests occurred at other UC campuses

as the American Federation of State, County and

Municipal Employees entered negotiations for a new

contract with UC.

AFSCME represents 17.000 hospital assistants

and technicians, and food service, dining, laundry

and maintenance workers throughout the UC sys-

tem.

Union negotiators are asking for higher wages, a

guaranteed pay increase every year, an end in sub-

contracting and getting part time wages and benefits

for near full time work, and increased health bene-

fits.

"The only thing we want is a fair contract," said

Bob Hardrick, a member of the AFSCME bargain-

ing group. -

See PROTEST, page 6

COURTNEY STEWART

Dolores Diaz holds Gladis Perez's hand while

advocating for workers' rights Tuesday afternoon. ;

GENERAL REPRESENATIVE CANDIDATES

Theo Apostal

Student

Empowerment!

• Create USAC

internships for students.

• Focus forums for

students to discuss

campus issues

Christoper Cheng

S.U.R.t

•Bar and grill in

Ackerman student Union

•Weekly e-mail from

USAC to all students

• Investigate sewage

problem in dorms

David Dahle

S.UJIE.

• Council meetings in the

donns

• No finak on weekends

for religious observances

•Longer Wooden Center

hours

Cindy Mosqueda

Student

Empowennenti

•Hold workshops for

self defense and

domestic vwlence

•Continue Days of

Diak>gueand

Democracy in Actnn

Breana Teubner

S.U.R.E.

* form Committee of

.Student group leaders

and senre as its fiason

to USAC

Candidates offer medley

of plans to student body

VICTOR CHIN/D»lly Bruin

USAC: Position's leeway

fosters diversity of ideas

for next year's programs

By Scott B.Wong
Daily Bruin Staff

Candidates vying for the three

available spots as general representa-

tive on the Undergraduate Students

AsscKiation Council have more free-

dom to choose which issues to focus

on than do those running for other

council seats, due in part to the loose-

ly-def i ncd
roles of the

ofTicc.

The five

candidates are

Theo Apostol.

Christopher

Cheng, David

Dahle, Cindy

Mosqueda
and Breana

Teubner.

USAC bylaws state that general

representatives are responsible for

SeeaNDiOATES,page8
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COMMUNITY BRIEFS

Goldberg elected to

national academy
UCLA planl biologist Robert 8. Goldberg

was elected to the National Academy of

Sciences "in recognition of his distinguished and

continuing achievements in original research,"

the academy announced Tuesday.

Membership in the National Academy of

Sciences, one of the highest honors that can be

accorded an American scientist or engineer, is

based on election by the academy's members.

Goldberg is among 72 new members elected to

the National Academy of Sciences.

"Robert Goldberg is an outstanding scientist,

and his election to the National Academy of

Sciences is richly deserved," said Chancellor

Albert Carnesale in a statement. "He is a highly

creative scientist whose work is at the intellectu-

al forefront of the field of plant genomics.

Professor Goldberg is also an exceptional

teacher. He loves teaching undergraduates and
is extraordinarily good at it. We are fortunate to

have him as a member of the UCLA faculty."

With Goldberg's selection, 33

UCLA faculty members now have

been elected to the National Academy
of Sciences.

Goldberg, a professor of cell, molecular and

developmental biology, and co-director of the

Seed Institute, has won many awards for his

research on gene expression during plant devel-

opment.

Ethiopian Jewish teens

perform on campus
While on tour in the United States. Shlomo

Gronich and the Sheba Choir, a group of 13

Ethiopian Jewish teens from Israel, performed a

short concert at Westwood Plaza Tuesday.

The choir, which has performed worldwide -

including two performances for former

President Bill Clinton - is comprised of 1 5 to 18-

year-old singers born in Ethiopia who each

moved to Israel during the 1980s to avoid perse-

cution, or possible death, by Christian mission-

aries.

"Everyone went through very

dilTerent circumstances," said 18-

year-old choir member Elana Besha

through a translator. "They lost family,

went through poverty. They walked 12 days

without food, without anything."

"For the Ethiopian Jews, it was a fulfillment

of a dream, because they carried on their com-

mitment to Judaism despite of the fact that they

are a small minority," said Rabbi Chaim Seidler-

Keller, director ofUCLA's Hillel Jewish Student

Center, which organized the event.

Judge tosses former

student's thesis suit

A judge dismissed a lawsuit by a former UC
Santa Barbara student who denounced mentors

in his master's thesis and then claimed his free

speech rights were violated when officials

refused to file it on the school library's shelves.

U.S. District Judge Ronald Lew tossed the

case out Monday, saying that Chris Brown had

no constitutional right to compel UCSB to

accept the thesis, complete with a section he

labeled "disacknowledgmcnts."

The ruling was a blow to efforts Brown has

undertaken for nearly two years to get his 1999

thesis placed on the library's shelves.

Administrators have refused because he

labeled a section "disacknowledgments" - in

place of "acknowledgments" students tradition-

ally offer their mentors - and lashed out at staff

with remarks that were initially obscene, but

were later toned down.

Brown sued last year, claiming that six uni-

versity ofilcials, including Chancellor Henry
Yang, Graduate Dean Charles Li and Library

Director Sarah Pritchard, infringed his constitu-

tional righl to free speech and academic free-

dom.

Brown's attorney, Paul Hofi'man, a former

legal director for the American Civil Liberties

Union of Southern California, argued in court

documents that his client would not have had a

problem if he had chosen to praise university

officials.

Compiled from Daily Bruin staff and wire reports.

Weather

Today Thursday Friday

Partly Cloudy

hi: 66 low: 55

Sunny

hi: 71 low: 52

Sunny

hi: 71 tow: 54

Outlook:
Today's weather brought to you by the

Daily Bruin: It's like the inside of a car

that's been sitting in the sun all day, but

thefv are no windows to roll down.

Sunrise
6:03 a.m.

Sunset
7:38 p.m.

Weeks
Friday, May I Ith is the last

day to change grading basis

(pass/no pass) through URSA
for a $3 fee.

For real-time weather, visit www.dailybruiniKla.edu

WHAT'S BREWIN'

Today 11a.m.
ESUC (Engineering Society of UC)
E-Week Day 3

South Campus
310-825-7597

12 p.m.
Campus Events Commission
Sugerhill Gang Concert

Westwood Plaza

www.campusevents.ucla.edu

Religious Studies

"Sects in the City: The Li Teaching

in 1930'sTianginandCangxian"

Bunche 6275

Bruin Belles Service Association

Last day to turn in Registration

forms for 3 on-3 Tourney

Pauley Pavilion

$30 per team of 3-4

Tai Chi Club

World Divine Light Org. offers

Spiritual Purification

Franklin Murphy Sculpture Garden
(818)996-3787

4:15 p.m.
L&S Counseling

Academic workshops
• Memorization Techniques
• Writing Personal Statements

• All workshops held in

Covel Commons, Room 203

To sign up, call 206-1493

Letters and Science Counseling

Workshop. Travel the world with

TESFL Minor

Covel Commons 203

X62792

5 p.m.

Iranian Cultural Association

General meeting

Kinsey 386

7 p.m.

Undergraduate Investment Society

(UIS)

General meeting

Doddl70

7 p.m.

Bible Studies in Old and New
Testament

What the Bible says about singles

and relationships: "The Committed

Life"

AU 2412

L&S Counseling

Academic Workshops

• Preparing for Medical School

• Internship and Career Preparation

• All workshops held in

Covel Commons, Room 203

To sign up, call 206^685

7:30 p.m.

Campus Events Commission

SHRECK
The Mann Westwood

www.campusevents.ucla.edu

Melnitz Movies

603 Holiday Lane

James Bridges Theatre, Melnitz Hall

(310)206-8170
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SCIENCE <& TECHNOLOGY

Bird'seyeview
Recent fossil evidence reveals the evolutionary links

between today's avians and yesterday's dinosaurs

The Associated Press

A 130 million-year-old Dromaeosaur covered with

downy fluff and primitive feathers was unveiled

April 25.

By Dharshani Dharmawardena and
Hemesh Patel

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

It's a bird, it's u plane - no, it's a feath-

ered dinosaur! Well, almost.

Kor the past 100 years, the theory that

birds evolved from dinosaurs has stirred

great debate.

Flaming the fire, farmers in China's

Liaoning Province found a fossilized

dinosaur last year covered in what
appeared to be feathers.

These farmers found the remains of

Dromaeosaur, a 130 million-year-old fossil

related to the ferocious Velociraptors fea-

tured in "Jurassic Park."

"The most exciting thing is that this is a

really beautiful and impressive find with

ak in appendages which may be fcathe

said Blaire Van Valkenburgh, professor in

the department of organismic biology, ecol-

ogy and evolution.

The recent find has convincing feather-

like features, leading some researchers to

call them birds.

But the technical term is non-bird

dinosaurs, backing up the notion that

dinosaurs evolved from birds.

Most paleontologists support the idea flying, some paleontologists theorize the

that birds developed their avian-like char-

acteristics, such as beaks and a lack of

teeth, in steps.

"The question is: did these features

evolve all at once or earlier on?" said Bruce

Runnegar, professor of paleontology.

"Feathers are one of the features that

occurred early on."

According to researchers, feather-clad

animals first made their debut during the

late Cretaceous period between 145 and 65

million years ago.

But this is not the first time scientists

unearthed the remains of this particular

creature in the area.

In the last decade, more than a 1,000

specimens were found, according to British

Broadcasting Corporation reports.

"China's a real hotbed for fossils right

now, mostly because it httsrt't really been

explored," said Peter Adam, a second-year

graduate student in the OBEE department,

who is conducting research in paleobiolo-

gy

Researchers have a variety of theories as

to why feathers evolved on reptiles, he

added.

Because many of the skeletons appear to

have supported larger animals incapable of

down may have functioned for other pur-

poses.

"The feathers could have been used for

warmth or insulation." Runnegar said.

"They may have kept (the animals) cool

and warm depending on its individual

requirements."

Me said another theory supports the idea

that the creatures may have used the feath-

ers for display.

Today, for example, the colorful array of

down on some birds serve to attract their

mates.

"Birds use feathers effectively to identify

between species and between males and

females," Runnegar said. "We have known
for more than a 100 years that the more
primitive birds had feathers."

But scientists are not certain what func-

tion the feathcr-likc structures served fot~

the specimens unearthed in China.

"There's strong evidence that these body
coverings were originally insulation for

warm-blooded dinosaurs and were only co-

opted for flight," said Mark Norell. chair-

man of the division of paleontology at the

American Museum of Natural History in

New York.

See DINOSAUR, page 8

Electric vehicles key to cleaner air
FUTURE: Environmentally

friendly cars could help

cut state smog, pollution

By Sharon Kim
Daily Bruin Contributor

California continues to have
some of the dirtiest air in the nation,

with 95 percent of the state having

air quality that failed to meet federal

or state health standards for air pol-

lutants in 1998, according to

CalPIRG.

"Air quality in California is going

down," said Mike Bogdanoff, elec-

tric and fuel cell vehicles project

officer in the South Coast Air

Quality Management District. "And

in the next few years, air quality will

start to get worse unless something
is done about it."

Even though cars generally have
low emission rates, the number of

vehicles in California and the num-
ber of miles that people drive are

both on the rise, he added.

The South Coast AQMD esti-

mates 1,600 people die prematurely

each year in the Los Angles County
due to smog-related maladies.

Thousands more suffer from long

term health effects like emphysema
and bronchitis.

In 1990, the California Air

Resources Board passed the Zero-

Emission Vehicle Mandate, which

required that two percent of the

vehicles sold in California had to be

zero-emission vehicles, or ZEV.

The program also stated that by

the year 2003, manufacturers would
be required to increase that number
to 10 percent.

Part of the 1990 ARB program
included categories of vehicles, such

as low-emission and ultra-low emis-

sion vehicles, which manufacturers

could produce in place of ZEVs.
"The combination of all this must

be 10 percent so that manufacturers

will only have to produce 4 percent

ofactual ZEV," he added.

Natural gas and hybrid electric

vehicles also reduce the number of

ZEVs manufacturers are required to

produce.

The ARB defines an electric vehi-

cle as "any vehicle that operates sole-

ly by use of a battery or battery

pack." Hybrid electric vehicles use

r'^xi^">^
5i
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tion of combustible

fuel as well as batteries.

Because of a state mandate
requiring that a certain percentage

of the vehicles purchased by the uni-

versity had to be of alternative fuel,

UCLA Fleet and Transit Services

acquired EVs and hybrid EVs in
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1999,

according to Jerry Washburn, the

Heet operations supervisor.

"The electric vehicles are very

See mttS, page 9

UN announces ozone gas levels are up
DEPLETION: Supposed

*near-normal levels'

result ofwarm weather

By Hemesh Patel

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

The United Nations

announced last week in Geneva,

Switzerland that levels of ozone
gas have increased over the

Northern Hemisphere.

The World Meteorological

Organization, a UN agency,

reported that the concentration

of ozone in the atmosphere is

five percent below normal.

"The ozone protects us from

ultraviolet radiation that gives

us sunburns and put us at risk

for skin cancer," said Roger
Wakimolo, professor of atmos-

pheric sciences.

The near-normal levels of

ozone can be attributed to

warmer than average tempera-

tures in the upper levels of the

atmosphere.

But this comes as no surprise

to UCLA scientists who say the

ozone layer is more likely to dis-

sipate during the colder winter

and spring seasons.

"The increase in stratospher-

ic ozone this year is probably

just a year-to-year variation and
not an indication that the ozone
layer is currently regenerating,"

said Jeffrey Lew, lecturer for the

Department of Atmospheric
Sciences.

Chloronuorocarbons, which

were manufactured in the '40s

and '50s, found their way into

aerosol sprays and refrigerators.

"We created something that

was a great refrigerant and it

won't go away," Wakimoto
said.

While the chemicals func-

tioned as propellant and as

refrigerant, they also con-

tributed to the hole in the ozone

layer.

The main problem with

CFCs, however, is that these

compounds remain in the

atmosphere for 100 years.

"The most severe depletion

occurs at higher latitudes due to

ice particles," said Richard

Turco, director of UCLA's
Institute of the Environment.

"When the stratosphere warms,

there are fewer ice crystals and

the ozone layer is more slowly

destroyed."

Turco said the naturally

occurring ice crystals that form

clouds in the stratosphere are

made of nitric acid and water.

The presence of these clouds

contribute to ozone depletion

because of a complex set of reac-

tions that can only take place on

these ice crystals.

Once the CFCs interact with

the ice crystals, they can release

Chlorine which reacts and final-

ly destroys ozone.

But to limit the use of CFCs,
scientists have developed alter-

natives to these compounds,

Hydrochlorofluorocarbons,
that have a shorter lifetime and

do not contain destructive chlo-

Sm OZONE, pa9e9

HOW CFCs DESTROY THE OZONE LAYER

Aerosols and refrigerants release chlorofluorocarbons into the upper layers of the atmosphere that

eventually eat away at the ozone layer. The ozone layer is found within the stratosphere and pitrtects the

Earth from harmful UV rays, which are potentially cancerous to humans.
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LAWSUIT
From page 1

Antonio Loprieno, chair of the Near

Eastern Language and Cultures

Program, and Cary Porter, associate

dean of students, among others, were

also named in the suit for their alleged

involvement.

On Monday, the suit was amended
to include a due process violation and
defamation allegedly committed by

Vice Chancellor of Academic
Personnel Norman Abrams for a letter

about the professor sent to California

Assemblyman George House.

Administrators are declining to talk

about the case, citing UC policy which

prohibits them from speaking about

pending lawsuits.

"It's practice and policy not to com-
ment on cases that are gofng to litiga-

tion," said Robert Naples, dean of stu-

dents.

The alleged cheating

Bodrogligcti is the same professor

who exposed the largest organized

cheating incident in recent UCLA hi.s-

tory Thirty students were caught cheat-

ing by two of Bodrogligeti's proctors in

an elementary Uzbek language course

during a tlnal exam in fall 1996.

According to Bodrogligcti, more
than I0() identical shrunk copies of the

professor's text were discnvt^rt^d imdcrr

Daily Bruin News
Daily Bruin News Wednesday. May 2. 2001

A TIMELINE OF CHEATING; FROM THE CLASSROOM TO THE COURTS

Prafossor

One professor alleges that UCLA administrators are the culprits In a string ofcheating mddents

1***^* BwlrogHgetl
Dec. 3, 1998 Dean of Students' office fwtlfies five

students to appear for disciplinary fiearings.

March 11, 1999 -Hearings btqin for students more

tlian two years after the cf»eatinq incident.Two

students are suspended.

J
i

Dec. 22, 1996 -Prof Andras Bodrogligeti catches 30

Korean students cheating on his Uzt)ek final exam; six

names are submitted to the dean of students'ofJice;

one was found to be false. A week later, Bodrogligeti

says he was physically assaulted by students.

Feb. 16, 1998 March-December 1998 -Four of the five

students whose names were submitted for

cheating graduate from UCLA.

March, 1998 -After 12 years, Bodrogligeti's Turkish

language summer program, run through the John

- ,. „ Soper Fund is canceled

.

Pauline Yu

Dean of Humanities

Bodrogligeti files charges with the university's

Academic Senate against Pauline Yu and Antonio

Loprieno, alleging he is being forced to resign. On

April 23, Yu files charges against Bodrogligeti with

the Senate.

SOU»(l Bodioqiiqf II v \K Rfqwiti. ;001

December 21, 1999 -Bodrogligeti files lawsuit

against the IK Regents and university.

ti'i

May 2, 2001 -Status conference held in

Santa Monica to set court date.

Nonnan Abrams
Vice chancellor

Abrams writes to California Assemblyman

George House, implicating professor in the

sale of exams.

t-

neath students' tests, indicating this was
"organized cheating."

Halil Kaya, one of the proctors and a

graduate student working with

Bodrogligeti, said after he became sus-

picious of students repeatedly using the

rest room during the exam, he checked

and found .students "talking and look-

ing at cheating sheets" in the bathroom.

Dean Porter informed Bodrogligeti

that he could only report students who
were caught cheating by two or more
witnesses.

After consulting with his assistants,

the professor submitted a list of six

names, which became five after it was
found one student had used a fictitious

name and .student ID number on his

test. According to Bodrogligeti, other

strange anomalies surrounding the inci-

dent led him to conclude the students

were part of a larger scheme.

The course, normally capped at 18,

suddenly boasted 59 students, he said.

While he may have had .several Korean
students in each of his previous classes,

he said. 50 of the 59 students enrolled

that quarter were of Korean descent.

His attorney, Corteau, believes

Bodrogligeti was set up. Students cheat-

ed, she said, to prove the professor

could not control his classroom and was
allowing rampant misconduct, as well

as cheating, to embarrass him.

Through discovery - the legal

process of obtaining information from
the opposing party prwr to trial - the

court ordered the university to turn

over 1.500 e-mails and letters relating to

Bodrogligeti's case dating back to 1994.

Many portions of pages were redacted,

or blacked out, according to Corteau

:Ihc_mm'CEsity produced a July 7r

1999 letter Abrams wrote to

Assemblyman House, alleging a long

history of cheating in Bodrogligeti's

classes.

"It should be noted that Professor

Bodrogligeti's allegations of cheating

by Korean students came after many
years of complaints about cheating in

his classes where he took no action and
came at a time when the University was
preparing to file charges against him,"

Abrams wrote.

Bodrogligeti reported the incident in

December 1996, but hearings for the

five students did not take place until

March 1999. But in his February 2001

plaintiffs deposition. Porter said this

was not a typical length of an investiga-

tion.

In a September 1998 letter. College

of Letters and Science Provost Brian

Copenhaver responded to students'

concerns over a Los Angeles Times arti-

cle that raised allegations the university

was retaliating against Bodrogligeti for

reporting the incident.

"Cheating is not acceptable at

UCLA, absolutely and unequivocally,"

he wrote. "This investigation has

indeed required more time than is typi-

cal, but the chronology has nothing to

do with the objectivity of the investiga-

tion and certainly implies no effort to

protect any group of students."

By March 1999, when a hearing was

finally conducted, those students

accused of cheating had already gradu-

ated. According to Porter's Academic
Senate hearing deposition in July 1999,

he stated that some of the cheaters

received no sanction though '\\ cou-

ple'admitted to cheating.

— Poner said ftg th^ugS^
were suspended around May 1999

which was after they graduated.

Like all UCLA professors,

Bodrogligeti has the discretion to view

his students' records. He said the five

students still have a deferred report,

which signifies a pending disciplinary

matter, listed on their records for his

Turkic course.

According to Anita Cotter, associate

registrar, students cannot obtain their

degree unless the DR is resolved or

eliminated. And it would have been a

"human mistake" if they were awarded
degrees with a DR.

Bodrogligeti's lawyers allege there

was no human error. According to the

registrar's office, four of the five stu-

dents caught cheating graduated

between June and December 1998. The
fifth in the cheating ring was last

enrolled at UCLA in the summer of

1998, but did not graduate.

In an e-mail dated March 12, 1999,

produced through discovery. Chair

Loprieno, the professor's immediate

supervisor, wrote to Dean Yu:

"To show evidence ofcheating is too

legalistically high to be of real value.

Needless to say, this is something that

should never be divulged to the media
or public, but it does show ... the fear of

legal consequences often makes UCLA
(or perhaps all Universities) reluctant to

behave courageously against moral

VICTOR CHEN/Daily Bruin

lapses by faculty or students alike."

A week after the cheating episode.

Bodrogligcti said he was confronted by

12 agitated students. When the profes-

sor refused to withdraw his report of

cheating, he said he was physically

as.saulted.

Bodrogligct i d id no t file a po iic
'C

"

report.

llie purchase

Just days before the imivcrsity was to

confer a master's degree upon him,

Kaya said he received notice from the

Dean of Students Office that he had
been discharged from the university for

selling tests to students for $200.

Kaya. who filed his own suit against

the UC Regents, said he is the victim of

an undercover university operation to

dispose ofhim because he witnessed the

cheating and the student-professor

altercation.

According to Kaya, three adminis-

trators approached him as he sold lec-

ture notes and past exams to students

the Sunday before Bodrogligeti's win-

ter 1997 Uzbek exam. Kaya said he

refused to sell them a set, knowing they

were not students. But when one
administrator offered Kaya $200 in

cash, he said he accepted the money.

Kaya admits to selling lecture notes

and past exams, but said he could find

no regulation concerning their sale in

the Student Code ofConduct.

Kaya said he was dismissed without

a hearing and his appeal was rejected by
the Dean of Students OfTice.

"The students didn't have their hear-

ing until two years later," Corteau said.

"(Kaya) was let go after approximately

five days."

In a May 1998 e-mail. Chair

Lx)prieno wrote to Trish Farrugia, Yu's

administrative assistant who no longer

works at UCLA.
"Little does (Bodrogligeti) know

that the purchasers were you, Mila

(August) and her husband! But I think

you will have to devise a reason why you

decided to buy the exam. It should be

easy to find one: evidence of previous

cheating, rumors among students, etc.

Well, all the best with our common
enterprise."

In a deposition from an Academic
Senate hearing submitted July 8, 1999,

Mila August, management services

officer of the Kinsey Administration

Group, stated the university reim-

bursed her $300 for purchasing lecture

notes and tests with her personal funds,

$100 of which was distributed to stu-

dents to make their own purchases of

notes. Furthermore, she admitted in the

Feb. 16 plaintiffs deposition that uni-

versity tape recorders were used to

record the sale.

"Well, you don't want to see cheat--

ing in any academic institution,"

August stated in the deposition.

But Corteau said the university

shouldn't be conducting covert activi-

ties.

In a July 1997 e-mail produced in dis-

covery, Loprieno again wrote to Yu
that Kaya denied selling any exam.

"(Kaya) and Bodro seem to believe

'Korran conspiracy,"' Lopncno ^

stated. "1 was able to "scare' him ... but

he did not 'involve' Bodrogligeti the

way we had secretly hoped for."

The system

In the suit, Bodrogligeti and his

lawyers accuse the Academic Senate

system of being flawed and corrupt.

On Feb. 16, 1998, Bodrogligeti filed

a grievance charge against Yu and
Loprieno with the Academic Senate,

alleging they had violated the profes-

sional rights of faculty and had partici-

pated in age discrimination in an
attempt to force him to resign.

According to Abrams, the faculty

member must file directly with the

Privilege & Tenure Committee, which
makes a preliminary investigation and
may lead to a full-blown hearing. Yu
was exempt from the charges, but prob-

able cause was found in Loprieno's case

for failing to take proper action when
notified Bodrogligeti, a member of his

department, had been physically

assaulted.

On April 23, 1998, Yu filed a charge

with the Academic Senate that

Bodrogligeti had failed to foster honest

academic conduct and ensure grades

reflected students' true merit.

In a complaint against faculty, the

Charges Committee serves as a grand

SeeUWSUIT,page6

I' USAC Surplus Funds Available

Approximately $65,000 is available for Capital Items and
programs from the USAC Surplus/Contingency Fund.

All Officially Recognized UCLA student organizations
are eligible to apply

Request Forms can be picked up
in Room 300B Kerckhoff Hall

For information: usaficoni@asucla.ucIa.edu or x55017

Paid for by USAC

WORLD <& NATION Dow Jones Industrials
up: 163.37

close: 10,898.34

Nasdaq Index

up: 52.00

dose: 2, 168.24

Dollar

Yen: 121.97

Euro: 1.1194

Bush commits to upgrading May Day marked by protests, parades

U.S. missile defense system
SHIELD: Many question cost,

effectiveness of president's

plan to ease nuclear threat

By Ron Fournier

The Associated Press

WASHINGTON President Bush
committed the United States

on Tuesday to building a shield against

ballistic missile attacks, warning that

hostile nations like Iraq have
replaced the Soviet Union as the

"most urgent threat" to America and its

allies.

Offering a "clear and clean break

from the past," Bush denounced a 29-

year-old arms control treaty with

Russia as a Cold War relic but softened

his remarks by pledging to reduce U.S.

nuclear arsenals. He said he would like

to meet soon with Russian President

Vladimir Putin to "look him in the eye"

and persuade him that a U.S. missile

defense system does not threaten

Moscow.

In his first major defense address,

the president offered a "new frame-

work" for U.S.-Russian relations that

could include sharing information,

warning Moscow of incoming attacks,

and even a joint defense with America's
former nemesis.

"Unlike the Cold War, today's most

urgent threat stems not from thousands

of ballistic missiles in the Soviet hands,

but from a small number of missiles in

the hands of these states - states for

whom terror and blackmail are a way of

life," Bush said, mentioning Iraq in his

next breath.

He spoke by telephone with Putin

before outlining his plans at the

National Defense University, and the

pair made plans to meet as early as next

month in Europe.

Opponents in Congress and abroad

questioned Bush's proposal to shield

the United States with a wide range of

unproven and costly systems designed

to disable incoming missiles.

"We fear the president may be buy-

ing a lemon here," said Senate Minority

Leader Tom Daschle, D-S.D. "There
has not been a shred of evidence that

this works. We've got to ask some very

tough questions."

Rep. Ike Skelton, D-Mo, said he
does not oppose the concept of missile

defense, but cautioned against under-

mining nuclear-reduction goals. "Every
missile not built is one we don't have to

defend against." he said.

United Nations Secretary-General

Kofi Annan said Bush's plans

"inevitably impact upon global security

and strategic stability." He welcomed
the readiness of the U.S. administration

to consult other members of the inter-

national community.

LABOR: Demonstrators

around the world fill

streets, battle police

By Stephen Graham
The Associated Press

BERLIN - Far-left demonstra-

tors battled police in the streets of

Berlin and Sydney on Tuesday,

while hundreds of thousands of

workers from Russia to Bangladesh

marched in traditional May Day
labor parades.

Proclaiming causes from anti-

globalization to prisoners' rights,

demonstrators marched, sang and

occasionally scuffled with police in

cities across Asia, Europe and
Latin America.

Riot police in Berlin turned

water cannons on hundreds of

young anti-capitalist activists who
pelted them with bottles and rockSj,

smashed cars and threw up flaming

street barricades.

Berlin authorities had banned

demonstrations this year in hopes

of breaking the cycle of violence

they say draws "riot tourists." But

leftist protesters ignored the ban.

"This is a revolutionary Labor

Day and I'm demonstrating against

the capitalist system," said Vincent

Gephard, 23.

Backed by armored cars, police

SeeMMiai,page7
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Cuban President Fidel Castro delivers his speech during
May Day celebrations in Havana on Tuesday.

Officials declare state of rebellion in Manila

POLmCS: Protesters

threaten to storm gates

of presidential palace

By Paul Alexander

The Associated Press

The Asvxiated Press

A supporter of fornfier President Joseph Estrada climbs the fence of Malacanang
Palace on Tuesday in Manila, where protests left four dead and 1 00 injured.

MANILA, Philippines -
President Gloria Macapagal
Arroyo declared a "state of rebel-

lion" Tuesday, assuming special

powers to quash any remnants of

deadly protests aimed at restoring

her jailed predecessor to power.

Arroyo's move followed an

attempt by thousands of support-

ers of jailed former President

Joseph Estrada to storm the gates

of the presidential palace before

dawn. Clashes between the

demonstrators and security

forces, which left four dead and
over 100 injured, persisted sporad-

ically until afternoon before police

dispersed the last pockets of most-

ly poor, young men armed with

rocks and clubs.

"This is not just a demonstra-

tion. This is a rebellion," govern-

ment spokesman Rigoberto

Tiglao said.

The order was restricted to

Manila and fell short of martial

law as Arroyo continued to walk

lightly in dealing with the protests.

After being swept to power in the

Philippines when mass protests

forced Estrada to leave the presi-

dential palace on Jan. 20, she has

told police to use "maximum
restraint" on peaceful rallies.

However, the order did give

police the power to make arrests

without warrants. Justice

Secretary Hernando Perez imme-
diately ordered 1 1 opposition

leaders arrested for allegedly incit-

ing and orchestrating what started

as a post-midnight march by

Estrada backers who had rallied

for the last six days, demanding
the former action film star be

freed from jail.

Estrada was arrested last week
on the charge of plunder for

allegedly pocketing millions of

dollars in bribes and kickbacks

during 31 months in office.

Most on the wanted list have

large followings in the Estrada

camp. At least three, including

Sen. Juan Ponce Enrile. were in

custody late Tuesday. But former

national police chief Panfilo

Lacson, a Senate candidate, said

he told his lawyers to question the

order.

WORLD & NATION BRIEFS

Ex-klansman guilty of

1963 church bbmbing
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. - A former Ku Klux

Klansman was convicted ofmurder Tuesday for

the 1963 church bombing that killed four

African American girls, the deadliest single

attack during the civil rights movement.
Thomas Blanton Jr., 62, was sentenced to life

in prison by the same jury that found him guilty

after 2 1/2 hours of deliberations. Before he was
led out of the courtroom in handcuffs, the judge

asked him if he had any comment.

"I guess the good Lord will settle it on judg-

ment day," Blanton said.

Blanton is the second former Klansman to be

convicted of planting the bomb that went off at

the Sixteenth Street Baptist Church on Sept. 15,

1963, a Sunday morning.

The bomb ripped through an exterior wall of

the brick church. The bodies of Denise McNair,
1 1, and Addic Mae Collins, Cynthia Wesley and
Carole Robertson, all 14, were found in the

downstairs lounge.

Denise's parents, Chris and
Maxine McNair, did not comment as

they left the courthouse. Chris McNair
was hugged by U.S. Attorney Doug Jones,

who fought back tears as he told reporters:

"We're happy for the families. We're happy for

the girls."

Israelis, Palestinians

mourn dead
RAMALLAH, West Bank - A Jewish set-

tler, like his father before him, was slain Tuesday
in an ambush on the same road, and Palestinians

suffered two more deaths even as they buried

five people, including a young brother and sister.

The violence came as Israeli Foreign Minister

Shimon Peres held talks in the United States

about an Arab plan to stop the fighting now in its

eighth month. The Egyptian-Jordanian propos-

al calls for a monthlong truce, to be followed by
a resumption of peace negotiations. However,

Israel wants a cease-fire to last two or

three months before restarting nego-

tiations.

Hours later, Palestinian officials said

Israeli troops moved into the Palestinian

Rafah refugee camp near the border with Egypt
early Wednesday and clashes left a teen-ager

dead and at least 1 5 Palestinians wounded.

University ofTexas

dorm fire kills student
AUSTIN, Texas - A fire broke out Tuesday

at a high-rise luxury apartment building for

University ofTexas students, killing one student

and critically injuring his roommate.

The fire was reported at 6:20 a.m. at the pri-

vate University Towers, which doesn't have
sprinklers. It was under control in a half-hour.

Anoor Hajee, an 18-year-old freshman, died

of smoke inhalation from the fire that began in

his room, according to fire officials and the med-
ical examiner's office.

His roommate, Zawardy Ab LatifT, a 21-year-

old sophomore petroleum engineering student,

was hospitalized in critical condition with burns

over 45 percent of his body. He was found in the

hall outside the room.

The cause of the blaze was under investiga-

tion. The fire was confined to a second-Hoor unit

ofthe two-tower complex, which houses 600 stu-

dents.

Fire Department spokesman Gary Wilks

would not speculate on whether sprinklers

would have prevented the death. He said the 10-

story building had passed inspection twice in the

past two months.

Inspectors had found minor infractions, but

"none of these items could have changed the out-

come of these events," said Kevin Baum, assis-

tant fire marshal.

The building was built before a 1981 ordi-

nance that required high ri.ses to have sprinklers.

The building had the required smoke detectors

in each room.

Compiled from Daily Bruin wire reports.
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jury to determine if a faculty member
has violated university policy, Abrams
said.

The Charges Committee found

probable cause to uphold the charges,

and recommended to the P & T
Committee June 2, 1998 that the pro-

fessor be "suspended without pay for a

term of no less than one academic

quarter."

in its report, the committee called

Bodrogligeli's Turkic 160 course "an

embarrassment to the university."

The committee also found
Bodrogligeti
facilitated Kaya's •^-^_^_i_
improper actions

and told students

to "make your

deals with Halil

Kaya."

Bodrogligeti

maintains he nei-

ther made that

remark, nor sold

a note or test in

his life.

Bodrogligeti alleges

that university

administrators have

tried to coerce him into

resignation.

The histor>'

In the spring of 1994. Yu, who
served as chair of the East Asian
Language and Culture Program at

Irvine, was hired as the UCLA Dean
of Humanities:

According to a Feb 9, 2001 plain-

tiffs deposition provided by Corteau,

Yu said the university formed a task

force in 1992 with the focus ofexpand-

ing humanities to include South and
Southeast Asian Languages and
Cultures.

Bodrogligeti's lawyers alleged that

in order to promote her program. Yu
needed full-time employee positions

or FTEs. tenured professorships.

But in the July 1998 interview with

the Bruin, Yu said there was absolute-

ly no truth to that allegation.

"
1 've never once discussed the issue

of retirement with ( Bodrogligeti)," she

said.

Bodrogligeti said he was targeted

because he was near retirement.

If he was to retire or be dismissed.

Bodrogligeti said the FTE would stay

in his department. But if a professor is

forced to resign, then the professor-

ship goes back to the Dean of

Humanities to redistribute, he said.

Still, e-mails between Yu and
Loprieno show that the professor was
the subject of their correspondence.

In a May 13, 1994 e-mail to Yu -

produced through discovery -

Loprieno called Bodrogligeti an "old-

fashioned European professor" and

his altitudes "rem-
^-^i^^—— nantsofthepast."

"If you give us

10 positions in the

next two/three

years, 1 promise

you that our cours-

es will become a

model of ideal

fusion of high stan-

dards on the one

hand and pedagog-

ical attention to the

students' needs on the other!"

Soon after this e-mail, Yu promot-

ed Antonio Loprieno to chair of the

Chairs of Humanities, head of about

20 department chairs. The lawsuit

. accuses Yu of favoritism.

Another e-mail dated Kcb. 13. 1996,

from Loprieno to Yu states: "My
impression is that, if cornered.

Bodrogligeti might either retire (in

which case we'll have a celebration

dinner...) or decide not to ofler these

classes anymore."

Today, Bodrogligeti is asking

Judge Letteau to set a court dale so

that after four years, the dispute may
finally be resolved.

—i-

PROTEST
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UC had no comment on the

protests, because negotiations were in

progress. Spokeswoman Abby
Lunardini said she is confident things

will be resolved through the negotia-

tion process.

The union opposes the UC's use of

subcontracting, where some jobs are

given to other workers on a non-union

contract.

"Subcontracting is happening in

custodial, linen and landscaping.

They are not doing the job that UC
workers are doing," Hardrick said.

"We have to redo some of the things

they do beci^use they do such a bad
job."

Pilar Burgess, who has worked at

the UCLA Medical Center for 14

years, said patients end up suffering

because of the poor conditions and
cost culling measures.

"I make beds in the hospital, and
the sheets are filthy," Burgess said.

"That's what you gel because they

contracted outside the union."

Burgess said the university no
longer uses the best cleaning chemi-

cals and this jeopardizes patient care.

"They say that the UCLA Medical

Center is number one but if you see

what I see, you would say we are num-
ber2 or number 40." Burgess said.

In addition to restoring patient

care, the workers seek a better guar-

anteed wage. Maxine Holloway, a

protest leader and a 1 2-year custodian

in the John Wooden Center, said she

wants workers to receive a guaranteed

raise once a year. Burgess said that

employers would not give pay raises

because employers thought employ-

ees were using too many sick days.

In addition to wanting a higher

wage. Burgess said health benefits

have declined in the 14 years she has

worked in the medical center as UC
tries to save money.

"When I started working here it

was free for me to go to Kaiser. Now
it costs $35 for emergency care,"

Burgess said to the protesters. "The
university keeps slashing my throat"

As union members protested for a

better contract, they were joined by
UCLA student groups, including

Conciencia Libre and the

Environmental Coalition, who tried

to gel students involved in the protest.

"These workers make a dilTerence

in our lives," said Greg Hom, a third-

year environmental studies student

and EC member. "As students who
contribute money to UC, its up to us

to help make a difference."

Student groups had posters up sup-

porting the protest on Bruin Walk
Tuesday These groups also let stu-

dents know about May Day In much
of Europe, as well as some other coun-

tries. May I is a workers' holiday

marked by protests for workers'
rights;:

We just want to get the message
out that people here are just not being

treated right," said Encarnacion

Gutierrez, a third-year civil engineer-

ing student and Conciencia Libre

member.

Hom said people simply knowing
about the workers* situation is not

enough, adding that students needed
to get involved and make a dilTerence.

Francisco Garcia, a fourth-year

Latin American studies student and a

member of Conciencia Libre, said

that he has been working with the

union since January 2000 to try and
mobilize students in support of the

workers.

"The number of people that are out

protesting today will help set the tone

for the rest of the week as negotiations

continue," Garcia said.

In a speech before the protesters,

Holloway said the union members in

attendance were critical when helping

the union in their negotiations.

"We have some very important

people here today. The people here

are you guys," Holloway said.

Holloway said it is very important

for the union members to see each

other and to see what the union is. She
said Tuesday's protest was the largest

protest she has seen in her 12 years at

UCLA.
This protest at UCLA was larger

than similar protests at UC Berkeley,

Davis and Irvine. The protest

remained peaceful throughout the

afternoon, although police were pre-

Scnt to dear traffic

For the more in-depth version of this

story, please see

vwvw.dailybruin.ucla.edu.
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an additional one is slated to open in

Modesto this year.

"These summer session courses

contribute to UC Merced's special

mission to serve the growing popula-

tion of the San Joaquin Valley." said

UC Merced assistant director of aca-

demic programs Claudia Martinez in

a statement.

The average rate of San Joaquin
Valley students attending UC cam-
puses is less than half the rate of other
areas in California, said Sheryl

Wyan, a UC Merced spokeswoman.

"I have seen a sleeping giant grow
into a big giant that can move,"
Holloway said.

"Our goal is to get San Joaquin

Valley students exposed to the UC
system," Wyan said.

The centers serve the educational

needs of the Valley residents while

UC Merced is preparing to open.

Graduating high school seniors

See MERCEO, page 7
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Free

Seminar
Wednesday, May 9, 7 PM

Westwood Kaplan Center, 1133 Westwood Bl, Ste 201

Featuring Ben Baron
former Assistant Director of Admissions,

Harvard Business School

Learn strategies to help you navigate the

business school admissions process from an expert.

Seating Is limited, call 1-800-KAP-TEST to register.

taMUUUmOUmim

FREE NOKIA CELL PHONE
MONTHLY
RATE

$49.99

$29.99

PLAN
MINUTES

400

120

FREE ADDITIONAL
NIGHT AND
WEEKEND
MINUTES

1,000

1,000

TOTAL
MONTHLY
MINUTES

L400

1.120

LONG DISTANCE
INCLUDED IN
PLAN TO 50
STATES

FREE

FREE

PREFERRED PAGERS
(800)784-6183

I'llONKdKhKH.s

KAPLAN

Attention NSCS members:

Community
Service Opporcuni«yf

dI^^DldNbJ=tiffFTO'&t''

raise money for a
non-profit pre-school

in Santa iMonica.

Saturday May 5. 2001

1:15 -4:15pm
UUhere: 4th Street @ Rshland. Santa Monica

Questions? email:

NSCS_UCLfl@hotmail.com

•GMMtoa UMWiMrti o< It* Gradum ManaaHMM AiknMworw CoiMM.
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and juniors are eligible for enroll-

menl with a transcript and recom-
mendation from their principal.

Other residents age 18 and over
are qualified to register for the sum-
mer classes.

Developmental psychology, gener-

al biology, principles ofeconomics, as

well as a sociology class titled "Race
Relations." taught by UCLA
Professor Jerome Rabow, are four of
the 10 courses available this summer.
UC Merced will utilize an array of

technologies to further the education-

al experience.

"We will leverage technology to

provide a unique way to deliver

coursework," said James Grant, UC
Merced director of communications.

While the majority of the classes

will be taught in the traditional lec-

ture style, biology, economics and
nutrition courses will be taught via

two-way live videoconferencing.

This means a professor can lecture

at UCLA while simultaneously

instructing students on other cam-
puses.

"An interactive learning experi-

ence will be accomplished at a dis-

tance," Grant said.

Students at both sites will be able

to hstcn and interact with the profet.

:

sor.

Grant said because UC Merced is

the first American research universi-

ty built in the 21st century, the cam-
pus can implement the technologies

of the age during its construction.

For example, heating and cooling

systems that save electricity and ener-

gy will be installed in campus facili-

ties.

Representatives at Merced High
School express excitement for the

upcoming university and say that

some high school students who quali-

fy plan to partake in the sessions

starting this summer.

The first UC Merced summer ses-

sion begins June 25 with a registra-

tion deadline ofJune 22. Summer ses-

sion two begins August 6 with a regis-

tration deadline of August 3.

For nwre information on admissions

and registration visit the campus Web
site at www.ucnr>erced.edu.

MARCH
From page 5

chased protesters through a square,

dragging dozens of demonstrators
away. About 150 people were arrested,

police said.

On the other side of Berlin, jack-

booted skinheads hoisted banners call-

ing for the expulsion of foreigners.

Police ringed far-right marchers to pro-

tect them from counter-demonstrators

blowing whistles and chanting "Nazis

out."

' Skinheads also rallied in several

(^hcr German cities, including

ftrankfurt, where they clashed with

leftists. Nearly 100 people were
detained or arrested, police said.

In London, demonstrators poured

onto the main shopping street

demanding that the government, as

one banner put it, "overthrow capital-

ism and replace it with something

nice."

Determined to avoid the destruc-

tion of last year's May Day march,

police - in riot gear and on horseback -

corralled about 3,000 protesters onto

Oxford Circus for about five hours.

Bottles, bricks and cans rained down
on police, who fought back with

batons.

Thirteen people were treated for

minor injuries, London Ambulance
Service said. One man with head

injuries was in stable condition and
sixty people were arrested, police said.

After dark, some protesters moved
up nearby Tottenham Court Road,

smashing the windows of two banks, a

furniture store and a supermarket.
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UCLA Hillel Presents

Pizza & Pluralism
An open discussion of the weekly Torah portion

A unique opportunity to learn with a variety of outstanding Rabbis

Wednesday, May 2

12-1 pm, Ackerman 3508
-r.-::> '^ '^

Rabbi Steven Berg

JOIN US FOR FREE PIZZA
Questions? Contact Roseanne@uclahilIel.org

Sponsored by the Shelley & Bruce Whizin Family Foundation

USAC Elections
Endorsement Hearings

Monday, April 30tt
Location: Dickson 2160E

Offices to be addressed: President, Internal Vice President, External Vice President

Session 1: 5:30-7:45pm

Session 2: 8:1 5-10:30pm

Location: Moore 100
Offices to be addressed: General Representative, Campus Events Commissioner, Facilities

Commissioner

Session 1: 5:30-7:45pm

Session 2: 8:1 5-10:30pm

f

Location: Moore 100
Offices to be addressed: Cultural Affairs Commissioner, Community Service

Commissioner, Financial Supports Commissioner, Academic Affairs Commissioner, and
Student Welfare Commissioner

Session 1: 5:30-7:45pm

Session 2: 8:1 5-10:30pm

Uwips in Sesskm^U
Mentors for Academic & Peer Support

Incarcerated Youth Tutorial Project

Al-Tallb Newsmagazine

Concerned CAPSA

UCLA Thai Smakom
Panhellenic Council

Vietnamese Reaching Out to Aid the Community

Mecha

Interfratemity Council

Muslim Union

Environmental Coalition

Vietnamese Student Union

Samahang Pilipino

Jazz Reggae

Jewish Student Union

Armenian Student Association

Groups In Session

UMMA Volunteer Project

United Arab Society

African Student Union

Nikkei Student Union

Concienia Libre

Rotaract

Asian Pacific Coalition

Black Pre-Law Society

On-Campus Housing Council

Sangam

Muslim Student Association

Latin American Student Association

Bruin Jarvis

Raza Youth Education Project

Raza Women
«

Taiwanese American Union

2:

ASSOCIATION

COUNCIL Paid forby USAC
For mofg Infbnnatioii contact E-Boanl (310)206-7796

STUDENTS

COUNCIL
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CANDIDATES
Prom page! ,

maintaining communication with stu-

dent groups, including the On-
C'ampus Housing Council, and for

representing the collective interests of
the student body.

Mosqueda. a third-year sociology

and Chicana/o studies student run-

nmg on the Student Empowerment!
slate (formerly known as Praxis), said

the vagueness of the bylaws' definition

of the position is one of its strengths.

"General reps have the unique
opportunity to work on issues impor-
tant to students that might not be
addressed by other council members.'
she said.

Because other USAC offices are so

specific. Apostol. a fourth-year psy-

chobiology student, said he would
open up the general representative

olllce to all issues of student-based

concerns.

"It would help me give back the

government to the students," said

Apostol, who is a Student
Empowerment! slate member.

But other candidates said the lack

of defined job duties hinders the
office.

'In the current system, it can't be
held accountable." said Dahle. a third-

year political science, women's studies

and sociology student. "The structure

of USAC is not amendable to good
novernmgni-

ment at UCLA.
"I feel that, with a population of

more than 30.000 students, a govern-
ment of 13 members is not accept-
able." she said.

Apostol. who is assistant director of
Samahang Pilipmo Education and
Retention and a resident computer
intern for housing, said he wants to

implement two things on campus:
accessibility and an alternative educa-
tion.

He wants to create a USAC intern-

ship, because he said a lot of students

don't see the relevance of student gov-

ernment.

"Through an internship, they will

learn about what each office does, " he
said.

Apostol said he would like to

improve accessibility by holding resi-

dence hall office hours and campus
office hours.

Other ideas include holding focus

forums for alternative education,

where students can discuss issues per-

taining to campus issues, possibly

those in Daily Bruin viewpoint arti-

cles.

"We're students here at UCLA, but

there's an education outside of the

classroom.
" he said. "When everyone

gets to e.xprcss their views - that's the

alternative education we can give one
another."

Cheng, a founding member of
Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity and
director of university relations for the

cs," he said. "Ackerman is a place you
buy books, food or go shopping.
There is no opportunity for interac-

tion."

He wants to work with the

Associated Students of UCLA to

build a bar and grill, with the potential

for serving alcohol.

"I want Ackerman to be a central

pub," he said. "The first thing to go
would be the arcade."

He also said he wants to investigate

what he calls the "Hedrick funk" - the

sewage problem at the dorms.

"The facilities commissioner has
said this is a problem that can't be
dealt with, and the administration

doesn't see it as problem," he said. 'I

sec it as (a) health hazard. It could
have serious health implications."

Dahle, who currently serves as

campus safety director for the Student
Welfare Commission and is chief

deputy stair for President Elizabeth

Houston, said he wants to bridge the

gap between USAC and the OCHC.
"Now the relationship with OCHC

is not a good relationship," Dahle
said. "It's very tenuous, and there has-

n't been any visible attempts to recon-

cile the dilTerences."

OCHC is the largest student group
in terms of membership and is an
untapped resource, said Dahle. As a

special events coordinator for

Hedrick Hall, and a residence assis-

tant next year, he said his experience
and involvement in on-campus hm,<,.

Cheng, a third-year communica-
tions and political science student run-
ning on the S.U.R.E. slate - which
stands for Students United for

Reform and Equality - said he will be
accountable to students by publicizing

the USAC Web site and keeping it up-

to-date with events and weekly e-mail

from the council to students.

Teubner, a third-year cultural

anthropology and American literature

and culture student, said students

should expect more from their govem-

«H«3f«teinHy Council. s;i,d he wants—

I

ng W ill giVc him opportunities for co-

change USAC's composition to a sen-

ate system.

"We're the only UC that doesn't

have a senate system.' he said. "It's a

political oligarchy."

Mosqueda said she wants to work
on two key issues: campus safety and
the implementation of a diversity

requirement.

"I plan to hold workshops with
other centers that offer similar ser-

vices to students on things such as self-

defense and domestic violence/part,

ner abuse," Mosqueda said.

She would like to continue the Days
of Dialogue and Democracy in Action
programs, which provide a space for

stucjenls to express their views on
issues important to them.

Mosqueda .said she will work with
student organizations, encourage stu-

dents to come to the general represen-

tative office and to communicate their

ideas, criticisms and suggestions.

Teubner, who said she believes can-

didates definitely need to enter the

race with a platform, would like to

form and head a committee of student
group leaders and serve as its liaison

to USAC
"There's not a lot of accountability

right now," she said. "The committee
is what I want to do - it's the kind of
leader I am."

Teubner. the third candidate run-
ning on the SURE, .slate, currently

serves on the speaker's staff of the

Campuii Events Commission She also

to sec projects on which all of counci
will collectively work.

"Right now, council has their own
personal agendas," he said.

"Everyone has their own projects that

they want to do; they don't get along

personally or professionally."

Cheng also said he wants to focus

on improving the social image of
Ackerman Student Union.

"I always envisioned Ackerman
Student Union as a hangout for stu-

dents who have a break between class-

programming.

"i guarantee I will hold council

meetings on the Hill and make USAC
more visible," Dahle said. "Right now
it's more transparent."

Additionally, Dahle wants to

enforce a no-finals-on-weckends poli-

cy to accommodate religious obser-

vances, increase value for meal
coupons, and increase Wooden
Center hours.

Along with other members of the

S.U.R.E. slate, Dahle said he plans to

serves as ;i student lepreseniativc on
the ASUCLA Communications
Board.

"It is a good opportunity to work
with the editors of ethnic publica-

tions," Teubner said. "I really enjoy
people doing that - educating people
through literature."

Because holding positions on
USAC and the Communications
Board would create a conflict of inter-

est, Teubner said she would resign

from her two-year board appointment
if elected general representative.

DINOSAUR
From page 3

As these creatures with feathers

began to proliferate in the late

Cretaceous period, their success

could have dealt a blow to domi-
nant Hying dinosaurs, like ptero-

dactyls.

"It's interesting - as birds

became more prominent, the
pterodactyls became extinct,"

Adam said. "As soon as .something

better came along, the pterodactyls

disappeared, so birds could have
knocked out dinosaurs."

He said, although scientists

argue whether or not pterodactyls

flew, these findings suggest that

birds adapted better to flying than
the reptiles and won out in the bat-

tle to secure food.

Some scientists oppose the theo-

ry that birds evolved from
dinosaurs altogether.

"The alternative theory is that

crocodiles gave rise to birds," Van
Valkenburgh said. "They date back
250 million years ago to the

Triassic period."

The findings in Liaoning
Province have triggered debate
between paleontologists, some of
whom argue modern day birds

originated from older dinosaurs.

In the past, scientists have dis-

covcrcit (.tc.ilmo in Germany 1€
million ye.ti.s older than the fossils

found in China.

The fossil, named
Archaeopteryx, clearly had feath-

ers, but unlike birds, had a bony
tail, van Valkenburgh said.

"Archaeopteryx, when it was
first discovered, was thought of as

a dinosaur, " Adam said. "This is

an example of an intermediate
form between dinosaurs and
birds."
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DINOSAUR
From page 8

Because of this previous find-

ing, some paleontologists refute

the possibility that the specimens
from China were ancestors to

modern birds.

Other scientists don't agree
that either type ofdinosaur direct-

ly evolved into modern-day birds.

"I am not convinced by either

side," Van Valkenburgh said.

"There is a clear relationship

between dinosaurs and birds - it's

unclear when the branching
occurred."

Reports of the findings were
published in last month's issue of
Nature.

With reports from Daily Bruin wire
services.

CARS
From page 3

good for going in areas with lots of
people where emissions from nor-

mal cars would cause breathing
problems," he said.

But there are drawbacks to these

alternative vehicles.

"The cars have a limited range of
60 to 80 miles per charge, so they're

primarily run on and around cam-
pus," Washburn said.

The 10-year-old ZEV mandate
changed in January, when the ARB
voted for modifications in the

requirements of the program,
according to Jennet Osborn,
spokesperson for ARB.

"The battery technology we
expected to see didn't come to

fruition in the time we expected,"
Osborn said."We felt there would be
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more gain using other vehicles that

have very low emission levels,"

Bogdanoff said the modifications
aim to make the laws less stringent

for carmakers.

"Car manufacturers, think the

program is unfair," Bogdanoff said.

It is difficult for manufacturers to

make profit off of EVs because in

order for people to want to buy these

cars, they must be sold at a price

close to the cost of production.

As a result, the ARB has tried to

lessen the requirement for EV pro-
duction to accommodate the manu-
facturers.

"There were cubbyholes in the

program so that manufacturer could
produce other types of vehicles to

offset the 10 percent requirement,

"

Bogdanoff said.

While the battle continues to set

stricter environmental standards for

gasoline-driven vehicles, propo-

nents of the electric car empha.<j(i/e

the potential benefits of the wide-
spread use of this altcrnalive auto-

mobiles.

David Kirsch, a visiting professor
of management at the Anderson
School at UCLA who wrote a book
on the history of electric cars, said

the public is wary of purchasing
electric vehicles because of their

inability to travel long distances

without being periodically

recharged.

"Apparently, people think they
will need cars that can on the spur of
the moment drive to Las Vegas,"
Kirsch said. 'How many people do
that in a year?"

Kirsch added that people have
misconceptions about electric vehi-

cles in general, that they are, for

example, slow or difficult to handle.

"Really, EVs are very fast and
anyone can drive them," he said.

OZONE
From page 3

rine. according to Turco.

These new alternatives to

CFCs can help in the recovery

of the ozone layer in the long

run.

Turco said, at this rate it will

take lens of decades for ihe

ozone layer to be restored lo

normal levels.

While levels of ozone deple-

tion over the Northern
Hemisphere seems to be
improving, the same can not be
said about the ozone hole atop
the Southern Hemisphere.

"The ozone hole is as deep as

it has ever been," Lew said. "It's

usually just over the Antarctic

but this last season, the hole

extended to Chile."
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Bruin columnist writes that

Bush's policies are not

sympathetic toward all U.S.

citizens. See Thursday.
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University should put health before aesthetics
PESTICIDES: Convenience of

chemicals to keep campus

green means no end to use

Ah,
the sweet smell of raw sewage

wafts through my windows on a

soft summer breeze. Our pipes

exploded, and now we have everything

that was in them sitting in our parking

lot. The paint peeling in my bathroom
contains lead that's

causing my brain

cells to deteriorate,

and the fumes from

the street arc mess-

mg up my lungs. I

love L.A! At least I

an escape to the

Phoebe

Chang

of UCLA, where

everything is clean

and nice. But even at

UCLA I am con-

fronted with hazards

bombarding my well-

being.

Miles Kilasaro, Grounds Supervisor

of Facilities Management says that poiso-

nous chemicals are sprayed several times

a week at UCLA. Most of us don't know
about it. While we're enjoying the day
lounging on the grass, toxic chemicals

may be seeping into our body and attack-

ing our health. Pesticides sprayed on our
campus to keep it pest- and weed-free

may have adverse effects on the health of
students, faculty and anyone repeatedly

exposed to them.

We may not have realized the risks,

but other places already have. The San
Francisco and Los Angeles Unified

School Districts understand the risk of

spraying pesticides and have eliminated

them from their schools.

According to Jerome Blondel of the

Environmental Protection Agency
Pesticide Office, "No pesticide is safe.

Chang is a third-year history student. Tell her

what you think and e-mail her at

feebs@ucla.edu.

They're all designed to kill living organ-

isms." Yet insecticides, herbicides and
fungicides are commonly used in the

United States because they are conve-

nient.

UCLA is a beautiful campus -
I rarely

sec weeds, and the only animals around
are our fearless squirrels. But UCLA
sprays pesticides three times a week and
uses a host of chemicals that may induce

symptoms such as sore throats and
fevers, or more serious symptoms such as

joint pains or loss of coordination.

Many people on this campus may
experience these symptoms but never

link them to pesticides. Just a few parts

per trillion of exposure may disrupt hor-

mones in the body The chemicals

sprayed remain in the soil, air, water or

structures for lengthy amounts,of time.

Herbicides take 900 days crhrsatnJswB^^
while insecticides take 50 years and stay

in the body indefinitely.

Pesticides are linked to childhood can-

cer, Non-Hodgkin's Lymphoma and
Parkinson's disease. They affect people

of all ages, but primarily children and the

elderly A recent study shows that herbi-

cides infiuencc women as estrogen does

since they may cause breakthrough bleed-

ing (irregular menstruation) lasting two
to three days in between menstrual

cycles.

A 1992 study showed that men repeat-

edly exposed to an herbicide had a two-

to eight-fold increase of Non-Hodgkin's
Lymphoma. The herbicide on which the

study is focused is sprayed here at

UCLA. An outside contractor sprays it

to kill clover and dandelions twice a year.

Facilities management is considerate

since they spray during the breaks, while

the students are gone, although the cam-
pus is far from empty They put up small

yellow signs that say "Poison" and take

them away after a few days. Students

come back from spring break and lay out

on the grass while being exposed to dan-

gerous substances.

Facilities management sprays three

days a week at different places on cam-

See CHANG, page 12
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USAC: System's construct

breeds favoritism; change

should resemble senate's

By David Dahk

Your student government is cheat-

ing you. The Undergraduate Student

Association Council is not a respon-

sive and representative government.

Furthermore, if you are not affiliated

with a student advocacy group, or do
not agree with what the council is

doing, you have almost no chance of

political representation.

It is disgraceful that a university,

Dahle is a third-year political science,

women's studies and sociology student.

He is a candidate for USAC general

representative on the Students United

for Reform and Equality slate.

which is nationally renown for its

achievements and academics, has a

student government that is so invisi-

ble and potentially corruptible. The
problem lies in how USAC is struc-

tured.

There are 13 elected positions, and
one appointed position that make vir-

tually all of the decisions concerning

undergraduate issues such as fund-

ing. What is worse is that the current

structure is analogous to a system

where the executive branch and the

legislative branch are combined. This

leaves no chance for anyone in oppo-
sition to slow down the process or

veto decisions.

Worse yet. the judicial board,

USAC's Supreme Court, which in

theory should be separated from

council, can be overturned by coun-

cil. Two of our founding fathers,

Alexander Hamilton and James

Madison, warned against this very

thing when they staled, "The accu-

mulation of all powers, legislative,

executive and judiciary, in the same
hands, whether of one, a few. or

many, and whether hereditary, self-'^

appointed, or elective, may justly be

pronounced the very definition of

tyranny"

We are the only University of

California campus that does not have

some form of a senate system, where

different groups, constituencies and
ideologies are guaranteed a voice.

What we currently have is a political

oligarchy with no accountability to

anyone, and therefore, no outlet for

representation for groups and indi-

viduals that are not sponsored or sup-

ported by USAC.
Even if you are a USAC spon-

sored group, unless you find a mem-
ber on council who is sympathetic to

your concerns, you still have no rep-

resentation. This type of political con-

figuration breeds favoritism and bias.

The structure of USAC must be

changed to a senate system. This will

separate the legislative branch from
the executive branch and ensure that

no one group or ideology will easily

be able to control all the decision

making and funding. Of course the

details of any system will have to

have input from all of the diverse

campus organizations and elected

officials.

But a just system would be com-
prised of representatives from the

various groups listed in the student

group directory, such as academic

departments, on-campus, off-cam-

pus, athletic, political, cultural, reli-

gious and ideological representatives.

The benefits of such a structure

are numerous. First, there will be

increased funding opportunities.

Currently only USAC sponsored

groups or USAC savvy groups know

how to obtain the funds which every

student provides when they pay their

student fees. In a representative sys-

tem, more groups will have the

opportunity to apply for these funds

and have a chance of receiving some
of their requests.

Secondly, a change in USAC struc-

ture will have more groups and peo-

ple involved and therefore more stu-

dents will know what USAC is doing.

Along with increased representation

will come an increase in participation

for all UCLA students.

Thirdly, there will be added

accountability Currently no mecha-
nisms exist to ensure that elected offi-

cials do anything they say they will

do. With separate branches, and
checks and balances, elected officials

will be beholden to their promises

and accountable to their electorate.

SeeDMILE^pagelJ
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Officials shouldn't blame students for unit change
REQUIREMENTS; Money is

issue; undergrads should

ask professors to vote no

By Ridiard D. Anderson Jr.

UCLA loses about $36 million

every year in missing state funds,

and guess who's at fault? If you're a

Letters & Science undergraduate,

it's you - at least in the opinion of
senior UCLA administrators and a

pair of unrepresentative faculty com-
mittees. They say you aren't taking

enough courses, work harder! You
lazybones are costing us money!

What's behind this? In March,
proposed regulations were approved
by two L&S faculty committees - the

Faculty Executive Committee and
the Undergraduate Council.

One proposed regulation will

require all undergraduates (starting

with freshmen in 2002) to enroll in at

least 13 units per quarter. The other

requires them to complete at least 42
units as freshmen, 44 units as sopho-

mores, 46 units as juniors and 48

units as seniors.

Administrators blame

students for failing to

take enough courses.

The administration and these two
faculty committees have approved
the proposed regulations mostly

because the money's missing. It's

missing because the state pays

UCLA per student, but by a "stu-

dent" the stale doesn't mean a per-

son (you know, two arms, two legs, a

smile, a mind - one of those). The
state means an abstract entity

enrolled in courses totaling 15 credit

units.

UCLA undergraduate humans
enroll in an average of 13.5 units per

quarter, which is to say by the state's

L&S to add about 1,900 of those

abstract entities. If students took

more courses, we wouldn't have to

take any additional human beings.

(You think it's crowded now!)

To retrieve the missing $36 mil-

lion and to avoid overcrowding, the

administrators and the faculty com-
mittees don't look at their own mis-

takes. Instead they blame students

for failing to take enough courses.

They blame something that 1 have lit-

erally heard them call "the UCLA
undergraduate culture." Blaming
students, they decide to correct the

RACHEL REIUCH/Daily Brum

Anderson is an associate professor of

political science.

definition, the average UCLA under-

graduate is only about 9/10 of a stu-

dent (now you know why your smile

has been missing). Consequently

UCLA only gets 90 percent of the

state money per student, and one top

administrator guesses (nobody
knows) that UCLA loses about $36
million a year.

Another reason for the proposed
changes is Tidal Wave II - the pre-

dicted increase of 60,0(X) students at

the University of California within

the next 10 years. This would require

students' cultural shortcomings with

a new bureaucratic rule.

Never mind that the rule is not

what it says it is. Most undergradu-

ate courses at UCLA remain four

units (all of them in my department,

for example). A senior who must
complete 48 units (proposed regula-

tion number two) must take 16 units

a quarter - four courses. In my
department this spring, there were
no - count 'em, zilch - empty seats

in any course.

So with two-thirds of our students

taking 12 units, my department

would have needed to add another

22 percent to the total course offer-

ings. Of course our students could

enroll in French, or something else

undersubscribcd (sincerely, a really

good idea, by the way), but then how
do they satisfy my department's

demanding major requirements?

For another thing, how does a stu-

dent take 13 units when it is only

possible to enroll in cither 12 or 16?

Now UCLA does have a few 5 unit

courses, and the departments are

supposed to engage in an exercise

called either "re-uniting" or

"re-unitting" depending on
your spelling preference.

But the Undergraduate

Council must approve each

department's re-unit(t)ing pro-

posal. So far we've approved a

total of two departments' pro-

posals: English and French.

English upgraded most of its

courses, but French decided

to keep most of its courses at

4 units. Nobody else has even

submitted a proposal.

So at the moment 13 units

means 16 units. Ifcourses are

ever upgraded to 5 units each,

the requirement for juniors to

take 46 units will mean two
quarters of three courses and
one of four - and for seniors

too.

Now the administrators at

fault for this .say the prob-

lem "s temporary. Soon
rcunit(t)ing will ensure that

UCLA offers courses with

every possible number of

units from one to six or even

eight. So you'll be able take,

say, one five, one four, two threes

and a one. Pick your courses not by

whether the content matters for your
education or the instructor is inter-

esting or effective - pick 'em by the

numbers. That makes sense, doesn't

it? Doesn't it?

Your teachers are not to blame for

this bureaucratic nightmare. While
the few professors on those two com-
mittees did roll over and play dead
when the administrators pushed this

nonsense, in your departments

there's opposition. Those of us who

teach .students know that three four-

unit courses are too undemanding
for some of our students (the ones

without a lot of outside responsibili-

ties), but that four four-unit courses

are too demanding for the vast

majority. Even three pose a strain on
a student who is also holding down a

job. an unpaid internship, taking

care of a kid or commuting from a

long distance.

What to do? There's something
the administration and the faculty

should do. and there's something stu-

dents can do too.

The administrators and the facul-

ty jointly decide how many credit

units students receive and therefore

how much money the state pays us.

They can stop foisting blame on stu-

dents and take responsibility for fix-

ing the problem.

The first thing to do is make all

courses five units. Then students

who must enroll in at least 12 units

under current rules will enroll in 15

units, and the state will pay us the

$36 million every year.

Some professors object that this

will cheapen a UCLA degree by
allowing students to graduate (at I8(H
units, a national rule) with 36 instead

of 45 courses. That would be true if a

course were a fixed amount of learn-

ing. It isn't. Professors can enrich

their courses.

Each student will complete 15

units per quarter, 45 units a year,

graduate in four years - and if the

student wants to take extra in the

summer, or stay a little longer, fine. 1

did when 1 was in college.

Here's what students can do:

These regulations arent final yet.

Your professors must vote on them
in May. (Only the ones with the title

"Assistant Professor." "Associate

Professor" or "Professor" get to

vote). Ask them to vote no. Tell them
the proposal is unfair to students

who work their way through college.

A lot of us did, and most of the ones
like me who didn't would like to be

fair anyway.

Explain to them that it is unfair,

not to mention offensive, to blame
students for a problem resulting

from wrong decisions by the admin-
istration and by faculty committees.

LIFE N' LECTURE
By Miles Kaplan and Terence Saalbach
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nwjoflty opinion of the Daily

Bruin Editorial Board. All other
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represent the opinions of their

authors.

AN subn>itted material must
bear the author's name,
address, telephone number.

registration nuntber or affilia-

tion with UCLA. Nanrtes will not
be withheld except in extrerrie

cases.

The Bruin complies with
the Communication Board's

policy prohibiting the publi-

cation of articles that perpetu-
ate derogatory cultural or eth-

nic stereotypes.

When multiple authors
submit nr>aterial, some names
may be Icept on file rather than
published with the material.

The Bruin reserves the right to

edit submitted material and to

determine Its placement in the

paper. All submissions become

the property of The Bruin. The
Communications Board has a

media grievance procedure
for resolving complaints
against any of Its publications.

For a copy of the complete
procedure, contact the
Publications office at 118
Kerckhoff Hall.
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Crown Eag Lunch Discussion for

De-Entry & Nontraditional Students

Bring your lunch and meet informally with other

returning students to share information on campus resources,

study tips, balancing school, work and more!

Held every firstWednesday of the Month
(when classes in session)

Please mark your calendar for:

May 2nd, June 6th

12 noon
2DoddHall

For more information please call (310) 825-3945 or drop by the Center in Room 2, Dodd Hall

JWUfflBT
I Sponsored by the UCLA Center for Women & Men P WOfHengpien www.thecenter.ucla.edu.
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UCLA
Engin

Henry Samueli
School of Engineering and Applied Science

All This Week!!!
What do Engineering Students do on Campus?

Come and have FUN with the Engineers!

Everyone from all majors A walks of life are welcome!

TODRy'5 EUEmS:
ll.OORn JO B:OOPn RJ COURT OF SCIEnCE

/Fff/f/CW/70l/Sf „ .._„^ : :.

R ROBOTIC nOUSEP
"*

' ^ '

IB.OOPnJOl.OOPnRJUESTUOOOPLRZR
mff/iGLFF/^ffrsmrypffojscrjffm/i'

PRRT)J TO THE nUSIC OF TRIRnGLEI

H:OOPn TO S:30Pn RT BSOO BOELTER PEI1TH0U5E
9/OnFD/CffL F/iG//1FFmO 5F/7//r/?J?

'POSSIBILITIES OF ROBOTICS 111 SURGERY

5:00Pn TO B:30Pn rt sboo hrth sciehce

FFWy/iH/fU
EE PROFESSORS RIISUER EE STUDEHTS' QUESTIOnS

THROUGHOUT THE OR^ RCR05S CRHPUS_ P/i/JF/^L^m'SCHffUF/iGF/l^

E-Week Two Day Forcast :

Thursday, May 3, 2001

1 liOOam to 2:00pm at Court of Sciences

SOLES Egg Drop

ASME RC Car Demolition Derby

SWE Cranium/Battle of the Sexes

AES Audio Speaker Demonstration

1 1 :00am to 2:00pm at the Planetariun^

Tau Beta Pi's Laserama

6:00pm at the Student Center (ESUC Lounge)

NSBE's Techbowl

Throughout the day across campus

PIE Merlynn's Challenge IV

Friday, May 4, 2001

1 1 :00am to 2:00pm at Court of Sciences

BBQ with Faculty and Students

(All you can eat!)

$3.00 non-ESUC members
$2.00 ESUC members

Triangle Fraternity Project Jammin'

12:00pm to 1 :00pm at Westwood Plaza

SAE Car Project

AES Surround Sound Demonstration

Throughout the day across campus
PIE Merlynn's Challenge IV

CHANG
From page 10

pus, using Roundup, the ingredients

of which arc toxic. UCLA also uses

nine other hazardous pesticides, all

of which contain irritants and some

of which have carcinogens. Though

UCLA "rarely" uses the pesticide, it

has sprayed Dursban, a controver-

sial neurotoxin.

But before we freak out and

blame all our problems on pesti-

cides, we have to realize that associ-

ation is not necessarily causation.

Because of the nature of the subject,

it is difficult to conduct controlled

studies and definitely relate pesti-

cides to these problems.

But many components of pesti-

cides are carcinogenic. The com-

bined effects of known carcinogens

such as tobacco, alcohol and UV
radiation make cancer the second

most common cause of death. Let's

just add pesticides to the list of car-

cinogens, which cause one out of

four people in the U.S. to die of can-

cer.

The question is then, if our health

is in danger, why don't we ever hear

about it? We are once again being

fooled by large corporate interests.

On average, about 40 percent of a --

chemical company's income are

derived from pesticides. Chemical

companies want to keep accusations

against their products as quiet as

possible. Money is the bottom line.

We need to do more

research, and until we
find out that pesticides

do not harnn people,

we should stop using

them.

Pesticides are easy, simple, cheap

and profitable, while health con-

cerns cause more inconvenience.

Then why doesn't UCLA do any-

thing about it? Using pesticides is

cheaper and more convenient than

other ways of pest and weed man-

agement. If it used hand tools to get

rid of weeds on campus, Kitasaro

said that Facilities Management
would have to work every month
while the same area could be cleared

of weeds for three to four months

with pesticides.

But should we make work as easy

and efficient as possible to ensure

the well-being of everyone on this

campus, including people who cur-

rently work with or around the pes-

ticides?

UCLA only uses EPA-approved

substances that are regulated by the

County Agricultural Committee.

But the EPA tests chemicals individ-

ually and neglects to check the

effects of simultaneous exposure to

multiple chemicals. Both Kitasaro

and Dr. Greenwood of

Environment, Health & Safety at

UCLA said that they don't believe •

that the amounts they spray are

harmful enough to change their

maintenance practices.

But for the 40,000 students who
are on this campus every day for

four years and the faculty and staff

who have been on this campus for

'

20 or 30 years, repeated daily expo-

sure to minimal amounts of chemi-

cals may result in future illness.

We need to do more research,

and until we find out that pesticides

do not harm people, we should stop

using them. There are alternative

methods for landscape mainte-

nance, such as machine weeding

and integrated pest management.

Next time you sit down on those

beautiful lawns, think about it. Is it

worth it for UCLA to keep the cam-

pus so beautiful at the expense of

our health?

DAHLE
From page 10

Finally, restructuring USAC will

lead to less patronage. As of now, it

only takes seven members of USAC
- a simple majority - to ratify over

80 appointed positions. With a sen-

ate ratifying new appointments,

there is less opportunity for potential

corruption, less political nepotism

and more merit based appointments.

So why doesn't USAC enact

change if it sounds so reasonable?

There is one problem - the council is

currently under capture and has been

ever since Praxis has been in power.

Praxis has resisted structural reforms

over and over again, because of their

monopoly on the power. We recently

have been reminded of this sad fact

again when Praxis members voted

down electronic voting, citing securi-

ty concerns.

Electronic voting has been shown

to increase the percentage of voters,

and is much more cost effective than

hiring outside vendors as poll work-

ers. They know that common sense

reforms might weaken their hold on

USAC.
Reforms that split tTie power will

hurt them and the groups that make

onp Praxis. Currently, the groups that

make up the Praxis entity, have got-

ten members of their organizations

elected to form a majority on coun-

cil. They make important decisions

for everyone on campus. This means

a small minority on this campus con-

trols the council and there is no

apparatus for dissenting voices.

What is sickening is that the cur-

rent power structure allows this sort

of impropriety to perpetuate year

after year. This is fundamentally

wrong and undemocratic.

In the past whenever structural

reforms were presented, the group in

power stated that changing the sys-

tem would lead to more bureaucracy

and that the current system is more

efficient. While it may be true that a

representative system is slower mov-

ing, it ensures that rash or unwise

decisions cannot be pushed through

and implemented over the objections

of the many.

Another argument that will, no

doubt, be brought up by the opposite

side is the potential decrease for

group funding. This is absolutely

false. Groups that have managed to

have programs that are beneficial

and have shown that they should

receive funding will always receive

an adequate amount. The only differ-

ence is that more groups will get the

chance to show that they are putting

on programs that merit funding too.

This system provides opportunity

and more equity.

In conclusion, any person who

cares about UCLA, any group who

wants to have representation and

anyone that believes in good govern-

ment should care about the organiza-

tional structure of USAC. Praxis

should also consider changing their

resistant stance on reforms because

if another group gains control.

Praxis might not have USAC repre-

sentation. That is why it is imperative

that we eliminate the chance for any

group to wield total control.

It is time to bring USAC into

alignment with all other UCs and

most universities in this nation.

Democratic principles must prevail

for our student government to be

incorruptible. I urge you to support

change through voicing your opin-

ion, writing articles to the Daily

Bruin and most of all, by voting for

candidates who have not resisted

change and will guarantee you that

they will implement a representative

system if they are elected.

If we continue with the current

system where the president can only

vote in case of a tie, seven people can

decide the fate of everything in

USAC. Nobody can ever be sure if

his or her concerns will be taken into

consideration. It is time to hold your

politicians accountable.
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LUNCH SPECIAL
$4.99

• RICE* SALAD •SOUP
• CHICKEN TERIYAKI or

• RRE BEEF

• VEGETABLE TEMPURA
• 2 PCS. CAUFORNIA ROLLS

DINNER SPECIAL
$5.99

• RICE • SALAD • SOUP
• CHICKEN TERIYAKI or

• FIRE BEEF
• VEGETABLE TEMPURA

• 3 PCS. CALIFORNIA ROLLS

W^ B
9\ 1 BROXTON AVE / tCCONTE
WESTWOOD VILl^iGE

310 208 7781

^ iAPAursc rooo
KOKtAN fOOD
SAiCfc BOMBS

The
Princeton
Review

^fi^

lAN YOUR SUMMER NOW!
Classes stait in June, July & August.

LSAT Start Dates & Lcications
for the October 6, 2001 LSAT

West Los Angeles June 16th

West Los Angeles July 14th

West Los Angeles August 4th

West Los Angeles August 11th

Westwood August 25th

Westwood September 4th

MCAT Start Dates & Lcx:ations

^^ for the August 18, 2001 MCAT

J/Jwest Los Angeles

West Los Angeles

Westwood
Westwood

June 3rd

June 17th

June 17th

June 18th

course sciieduies, or to reserve a seat in one ofour classfis,'please call:-m^t

600.Tn€^%fS^v%f ' wvirw.Princetpf-iRewew.oom
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Coolest Male
Rudy from "Survivor" 17%
Sponge Bob Square Pants 11%
Johnny Knoxville 21%
Chris Rock 26%
Billy Elliot 16%
Other 9%

Coolest Female

Renee Zellweger 16%
Julia Stiles 14%

Sarah Jessica Parker 7%
Kate Hudson 16%
Other 17%

Too Cool for
Orange County
IBjORK's Swan Outfit 34%
"Requiem For a Dream" 24%
"Jackass" 16%
Shaggy - "It wasn't me" 7%
Nelly - " Country Grammar" 10%
Other 9%

Best Porn Movie Title
"Freddy Got Fingered" 23%
"Monkey Bone" 7%
"Blow" 24%
Snatch" 28%

"JOSIE AND THE PUSSYCATS" 15%
Other 3% y

Most Overrated \^
DisneVs Cujfornlv Adveniure 20%
"Traffic" 7 %
Dave Matthews Band 32%
2000 ELECTIONS 22%
"Crouching Tiger, Hidden

Dragon" 11%
Other 8%

With .1 rccoiil veiling miiiihcr olvok^. iho 2001

Hiiiin Choice .\\\.ii\K pnncd ih.tt college >ludenl>

do cue iihou' >erioiiN i>Mies - W'ii.it in the bcs\ w.iy

lo pirale muimc* W'h.il pii>hev the liinits ol" Orange
County conseiA atisni'.' \Vh\ are there so m.in\ dirty

mo\ie titles'

Last \ ear's awards predicted liirlher cultural

decay and absurdii) would >ucceed it But this \ear.

the ecu.A coniniuiiit\ de!^ion>trated >ound judge-

ment in its choices, giving hope to mankind and
instilling fear in entert.unment bigwigs uhi^ bank
on the irrationalil) of leen> and twent\-s(ime-

Ihiiiiis.

RUINChoi
The results of this year's awards propose that indus-

try exec's might be better off producing quality mater-

ial for the levelheaded masses instead of more sense-

less rubbish. The polls revealed that law abiding citi-

zens believe buying a CO is the best alternative to the

recently ruined music pirating operation, Napster.

Relationship savvy students expressed their disap-

proval of cheating by voting "Temptation Island" the

worst new reality based TV show. Voters even con-

trived that Lil' Debbie and her assorted snack cakes

are better than any lil' rap star: and pop bands have

finally worn out their welcome. Dave Matthews Band,

despite its loyal foBowing, even prevailed as mcfc
overrated than the infamous 2000 elections.

Voters in the 2001 awards also showed that being

cool is more about star qualities than star status.

Revisiting the girl power creed, Zhang ZiYi's win for

coolest female affirmed that women can kick a little

butt and be sexy at the same time. And Chris Rock's

claim of the coolest male title proves that humor is still

the best way to the heart.

Snatchmg up the best pom title wasn't an easy task,

but one IRm managed to blow the others out of the

competition Battling Freddie's fingers, a monkey's

bone andthose skssy Pussycats, "Snatch" clawed its

way to X9|X prestige.

IMowt|tfitt Choice birfRH^n rtsl^or^nelhef yeai

.

knowing that UCLA is in good hands - with rational

Obinkers who take on the tough issues awl know a good
pornVh^n th<y sec one.

r# c^^^3.^^JJB0i
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Coolest Music Artist
Jill Scott 5%

Dave Matthews Band 8%
Nelly 10%
Dido 15%
Other 25%

Most Overplayed Song Worst Reality Show Worst New Pop Band

Blood suckers

Ho may not Ik* Biiffy, but the

boy's ^'ot an upptT hand in the

war a^ain.st vampires in "The

Forsaken." Tomorrow in A&K

Wednesday, May 2, 2001
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Best Alternative
TO Napster v

II Buying a CD 39%
IMESH 7%
Gnutella (not the chocolate

SPREAD ) 18%
Stealing 19%
Freenet 6%
Other 11%

Best Lil'

Lil' Bow Wow 13%
Lil' Kim 24%

IlLiL' Debbie's Snacks 46%
Lil' Blacky 0%
Lil' Zane 2%
Other 15%

Worst Breakup v ^

TOM AND Nicole 29% ^

Rage Against the Machine 16%
Smashing Pumpkins 41%
Ben Folds Five 7%
Russell and Meg 6%
Other 2%

Best Hair Change
Faith Hill 16%
Jennifer Aniston 26%
David Spade 13%
Carnie Wilson 6% <

Samuel L. Jackson 19%
Other 20%

Most Likely to
Relapse

m

Robert Downey, Jr. 66%
Daryl Strawberry 14%
Bill Clinton 14%
Matthew Perry 3%
Steven Soderbergh 1%
Other 2%

Crazy Town - "Butterfly" 29%
Nfily IiJKtvDO - "Fm uke a Bird" L3%
Destiny's Child - "Indepednent

Woman" 21%
Nine Days - "Absolutely

(Story of a Girl)" " 24%
Sting - "Desert Rose" 8%/
Other 5% '

"Boot Camp" 17%
"The Mole" 15%
"Survivor 2" 10"^

"Making the Band" 26%
"Temptation Island" 28%

0-TowN 20%
Dream 7% 1

The Meaty Cheesy Boys 6%
Are there any good pop

BANDS? 58%

^jr^

Other 4% BB Mak 5%
Other 9%

Worst Recycled sSs-

Movie Idea p
"Charlie's Angels" 18%
"josie and the pussycats" 28%
"Shaft" 14%

I "Rocky and Bullwinkle" 3l%|
"0 Brother, W here art Thou? 7%
Other 2%
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TRAIN

"Drops of Jupiter"

Train

"Drops of Jupiter"

Columbia

This is one of those albums that

will stay in listeners' car CD play-

ers.

Whether it's for melodies to sing

along to, or songs to listen to after a

long day, there is something on
"Drops of Jupiter" for everyone.

After emerging with its hit "Meet
Virginia," Train enjoyed overnight

success but then seemed to disap-

pear. Now "Drops of Jupiter" is

bringing the group back into the

spotlight, capturing the rock genre
with its infectious sing-along tunes.

For this album, the band brought
in a variety of instruments to give it

that one of a kind texture and soul-

fulness. These instruments range
from a mandolin to a harmonica to

a saxophone.

While "Drops of Jupiter" is the

band's current claim to fame, there

are other songs on the album that

deserve equal applause, such as the

catchy "She's on Fire" and "I Wish
You Would."

"It's About You" is another one
of these noteworthy songs, contain-

ing a sweet sounding chorus. It may
start off a little slow, but the song
then varies its tempo and sound.
Train also modifies its sound in

"Hopeless," by changing the tempo
and adding a complementary piano.

However, as the album continues
to run through its tracks, the songs
seem to slow down and aren't quite

as catchy as the first four.

Therefore, toward the end of the

album, listeners will probably start

skipping and skimming tracks.

While "Drops of Jupiter" doesn't

really break any new ground in the

rock genre, it is still satisfying and
appeals to a variety of audiences;

almost everyone will be able to find

something they like on the album.

Laura Morgan
Rating: 6

Arturo Sandoval
"For Love or Country"
Atlantic

Too often, movie soundtracks

put out a hodgepodge of artists or

uninspiring orchestrated music. The
"For Love or Country" soundtrack,

however, offers listeners something
more substantial.

The HBO film of the same name
is a biography of the master Cuban

trumpet player, Arturo Sandoval,
and Sandoval himself is featured on
all of the tracks.

From classics like the driving

"Manteca," to jazz staples like

"Take the 'A' Train," the sound-
track offers a decent sample of

Sandoval's playing chops and some
classic songs from Cuba and the

jazz world that listeners may not be
familiar of.

A versatile music^n, Sandoval
also plays the piano and sings on
this album, sometimes even accom-
panying himself on piano on an
overdubbed track. Some songs also

feature a full wind orchestra of

trumpets, trombones and saxo-

phones, piano, bass and drums, or

just Latin percussion.

"Blues for Diz" pays homage to

Sandoval's trumpet mentor Dizzy
Gillespie. Sandoval demonstrates
his singular ability to scat solo, a

form of vocal improvisation using

nonsense syllables. He adds to it a

Jewish harp, an instrument that fits

in the player's mouth and makes a

twanging sound.

"Guantanamera," a Cuban
national hit, gets little more than a

two-minute rendition on this album,
leaving listeners wondering why the

tune is so short. With a soloist like

Sandoval, so much more is possible

than the simple run-through the

band gives it.

'*A Night In Tunisia," one of
Gillespie's most well-known compo-
sitions, is also represented here,

with Sandoval's piercing trumpet
dancing over the choruses. He also

SeeS0UNDtlTES,page18
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'Macbeth' parody gives new spin to classic play
THEATER: New storyline

explores modern-day

relationships, issues

By Laura Morgan
Daily Bruin Contributor

For some people, having a

rich uncle means great presents

during the holidays and secure

busmess contacts.

Yet. for Freddie, a middle-
aged entrepreneur in the pro-

duction "Lady Macbeth Gets a

Divorce." showing at the

Beverly Hills Playhouse through
May 27. having a rich uncle

means watching this relative

spend money on the latest girl-

friend he picked up at

Frederick's of Hollywood. But,

things are about to change.

"Lady Macbeth Gets a

Divorce," written by John
Menkes, illustrates the ups and
(mostly) downs of a marital rela-

tionship that is falling apart due
to financial turmoil.

The play opens with Fiona,

Freddie's wife, reading books
on how to poison a person.

From the looks of it, viewers

might think Fiona is out to get

her husband. The audience
learns, however, that what she's

really disgruntled with is her
boring lifestyle. She wants to see

Uncle Duncan dead so she and
Freddie can get their inheri-

tance.

When Uncle Duncan visits

the couple with his latest

Hollywood Hing, Dilly, Fiona
takes it into her own hands to

conjure up a Shepherd's Pie

containing homegrown, poiso-

nous herbs, before Duncan has a

chance to marry Dilly and
change his will.

The play's storyline, which
resembles Shakespeare's

"Macbeth," contains great dia-

logue and a fine cast of charac-

ters, which alternates every
other performance.

Suzan Crowley portrays
Fiona effectively as a shrewd
character. The thought of spend-
ing her life in a pastoral New
England village, with a husband
whose failed business ventures

include both collapsible hangers
and biodegradable boxer shorts,

has Fiona on the verge of insani-

ty.

Crowley's interpretation of a

wife with a husband who has no
future, is done superbly. Fiona's

fierce nature makes it easy to see

that she is capable of getting her
way. Furthermore, her convinc-

ing hospitality toward Uncle
Duncan appears as if it could
cover up her guilt well, and pass
the blame onto her nervous,

sweaty-palmed husband.

Robert Sherer does a great

job playing Freddie, a man who
has absolutely no skills when it

comes to business, yet who does
not hesitate to take another col-

lateral on the house. Sherer's

character adds an element of
pathetic misfortune to produc-

See MACBETH, page 18

Court«y of fd Kitegei

Brendan Thomas Dillon and Jerri Manthey
star in "Lady Macbeth gets a Divorce."

Funding
Available for

2001 UCLA
Graduation Celebrations

A limited amount of funding is available for student initiated and managed
graduation celebrations, sponsored by Officially Recognized registered

campus organizations. This funding is not intended to cover all the expenses

associated with these programs. The support is intended to supplement

^ organizational resources, external donations, department subsidies, etc.,and
to serve as an expression of the institution's recognition of the achievement

of degree recipients.

Applications for funding, as well as details

regarding the allocation process, criteria and pri-

orities, are available in the Center for Student

Programming, located at 105 Kerckhoff Hall, the

Student and Campus Life Division Office , located

at 1 104 Murphy Hall, and on-line at

http:/Avww^tudentgroups.ucla.edii/graduation

APPLIATION DEADLINE
FRIDAY, MAY 25, 2001

SUPPLY SERGEANT (

,

Carharlta """'sfi^
JUNGLE BO<

^'--

•oora
-^19^ H0W*11.95

COVERALLS
REISSUE

From ©as
SLEEPING BAGARMY REISSUE

KHAK I SHORTS
fin^CSlt^ NOW

REISSUE FOLDING SHOVEL
WnrHPICK& "•

LEATHER COVER
i'

$25 value

NATO STEEL
FUEL CAN

• ••• • •»•«« tmsi«l4>.
• / V*rv l»«awy Muty (10
/ Mm. ••«H|. rH> im «Mt»w*«r< oan mmrrtmr*

$19.95 value

NOW M4.95

sins
Iavaicakc so $09S

CAL. Oea

Stoolc off fg9
»«curity B«ido«s

HOLLYWOOD • 6664 Hollywood Blvd. • (323) 463-4730

SANTA MONICA • 1431 Lincoln Blvd. • (310) 458-4166

BURBANK • 503 North Victory Blvd. • (818) 845-9433
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'Crocodile' lacks adequate plot
REVIEW: Sequel made up

of contrived situations,

pointless antics of hunter

By David Hofanberg

Daily Bruin Staff

Congratulations to "Crocodile

Dundee In Los Angeles," for finally

and undeniably proving that L.A. is a

completely uninteresting city and that

sequels are inevitably bad. Indeed,

everyone involved, from screenwriters

to actors, should be given a hearty pat

on the back for making it blatantly

clear how limited the imagination can

be when filming a sequel.

The film, directed by Simon
Wincer, begins in Walkabout Creek, a

nowhere town in the Australian

Outback, with Paul Hogan reprising

his role as Mick Dundee, crocodile

hunter. Together with his girlfriend

Sue Charlton, played by real life wife

Linda Kozlowski, they run a tourist

center.

Mick and Sue have also fostered a

mini-Croc hunter, Mikey (Serge

Xockbum). They teach him political

correctness and that killing animals is

wrong. But for reasons never given,

the couple is not technically married

yet (hint, hint).

It is time for Hogan to face the facts:

he is not a crocodile hunter. At 60

years old, he is now more believable

selling Subaru Outbacks on commer-
cials than he is wrestling crocodiles in

the jungle. Hogan seems to have com-
fortably settled into a career of parody-

ing himself, but this movie is a painful

attempt to revitalize a now stiff con-

cept.

Hogan even delivers a line early on
about how he does not kill crocodiles

anymore, because without them he

would have no job. How true. And
with Steve Irwin actually doing all of

those things Hogan just pretends to,

this reality is all too apparent.

Seeing as how Mick is still in the

rural Outback at the outset, there

must, of course, be some contrived

concept to get this fish out of water.

Just as in the last two films, wife Sue

comes to the rescue. What! Someone
in her father's L.A. based newspaper

has died suddenly? You mean she will

have to go to the United States to help

out for a while? If that wasn't an easy

enough way of getting the old gang

state side, and no one raises the slight-

est objection. So off they venture, with

fun sure to follow.

With an introduction to Los

Angeles that seems unsettlingly remi-

niscent of the opening credits of

"Miami Vice" (with no flamingos), the

group arrives in Beverly Hills, The trto

splits off into their respective tasks,

with Sue going to work at the paper,

Mikey going to school and old Mick
just hanging out.

Sue quickly learns that the man who
formerly held her job died while look-

ing into some suspicious work being

done by a local film studio. So Mick
soon sets to work with some undercov-

er detective investigation at the studio,

and boy dpes he have adventures.

At the studio, Mick runs into unin-

teresting stereotypical eastern euro-

pean villains. It is not even worth

describing their vapidity, although at

least they are not dramatically stupid.

Their plan is reasonable, if mundane,
but hardly provides a serious threat. In

previous movies, the entire city ofNew
York had been against Mick, then an

evil drug dealer, so these pathetic

wastes of time are useful only as a lim-

ited source of action.

The film barely moves, and instead

sort of ambles aimlessly from one

inane contrived situation to the next.

Mick and Mikey run into crazy antics

as they experience the wild and wacky
world of LA. culture. In a head-

scratching cameo by Mike Tyson, the

three have some entertainment with

their similar names, and then, well,

nothing happens, which is no real sur-

prise.

However, Hogan 's character does

not deserve all the blame for this irrele-

vant film. In the past films, the

Outback was a major setting, as was
New York. Australia at that time still

seemed foreign and mysterious, while

New York was a larger than life repre-

sentation of the American city Both of

these locations have a lot of personali-

ty, and are definitive depictions of

rural and urban life, yet they are at

opposite ends of the cultural spectrum.

Los Angeles, though, is not even on
the same chart. Things here do not

really make sense, by anyone's stan-

Patamounl Pictiiif,

Serge Cockburn (left) and Paul Hogan star as Mikey and Mick
Dundee, respectively, in "Crocodile Dundee in Los Angeles."

dards. It would have been just as mean-
ingless to set the film in Las Vegas,

where, while certainly defining

American culture, no one has a clue

what it all means.

Plus, as the film eflectively shows,

Angelenos care about nothing except

superficial qualities. However true it

may be that everyone in L.A. wants to

be rich and famous, that does not

make for an interesting setting. Even
personally knowing the city fails to pre-

vent utter boredom.

The Outback also seems affected by

modernity, as even the Aborigines

have cell phones. As comical as this

may be, it also inadvertently demon-
strates how unnecessary this sequel

was. There is no longer a cultural gap
for Mick to try and scramble across.

The world is melding into one big

homogenous blob, destroying every

culture in its path.

Ultimately, the film is not funny

because the strange things the people

of Los Angeles do arc not comical, but

pathetic. There seems to be no reason

to justify why this film was made, espe-

cially given that 13 years have elapsed

since "Crocodile Dundee: II."

The one answer it inarguaWy pr^
vides is that there is absolutely no rea-

son to ever force Hogan and gang to

dawn their tired characters again, for

this must be the last of a long dead

series.

FILM: "Crocodile Dundee in Los

Angeles" is now playing in theaters

nationwide.
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SOUNDBITES
From page 16

plays muted trumpcl-like Gillespie

did 40 years ago as his signature

piece. Gillespie's famous solo

break at the end is amazingly

played by Sandoval four times in

four separate octaves, the last one
so high it probably would blow out

the veins in a lesser trumpeter's

head.

Saxophonist Ed Calle balances

out Sandoval's solos with some
fluid solos throughout, virtuosic in

their own right but not entirely

inspiring.

Sometimes listener's may not be

able to help but think that Sandoval

is just showboating as he rapid-fires

blistering fast melodies and stratos-

pherically high notes on the trum-

pet. It's possible to get the same
musical idea across without over-

stuffing the music with notes, how-
ever masterful the line may be.

As a mix of Latin and jazz

music, "For Love or Country
"

stands very well as an album by
itself, notwithstanding the fact that

it is a soundtrack. For those famil-

iar with Sandoval's hard-hitting

style of playing, and to new listen-

ers as well, "For Love or Country"
isapretty^gootibeL

THiris Young
Rating: 7

MACBETH
From page 16

tion; which can only be found in a

man who has just learned of his

wife's evil desires and at the same
time still thinks kangaroo burgers

will be the next big thing.

Redmond Gleeson as Uncle
Duncan, portrays a "sugar daddy"
who goes through girlfriends a third

of his age bi-monthly, and feels the

need to run four to five miles a day.

His Rodeo Drive look and Scottish

accent intimidate people around
him and create the comedic sense of

a stingy Scot.

Finally there is Dilly, played by
Jerri Manthey ("Survivor: The
Australian Outback"). Manthey
plays a picture-perfect girl who
can't wait to get into the movies.

Everything from her style to the

way she pats the couch when she

wants someone to sit next to her,

lend to a humorous and stereotypi-

cal persona of what people on the

East Coast might imagine when
they think of someone from Los
Angeles.

The play contains both underly-

ing and blatant humor. For
instance, everyone knows Uncle
Duncan has come to visit, in part,

for Fiona's acclaimed cooking and
to make an announcement. Fiona
and Freddie think the announce-
ment is going to be a marriage pro-

posal. Dilly, however, thinks the

announcement is either going to be
about marriage or about her becom-
ing a movie star.

In the end, the announcement
does turn out to be about a movie,

but it's not the kind of movie Dilly 's

mother would want to see.

The ending also contains a few
plot twists. Unfortunately, however,
they are not completely unexpected.

Overall "Lady Macbeth Gets a

Divorce" is a well-written and well-

acted comedy about money, power
and ambition, but the conclusion

leaves a few unanswered questions

since the play seems to end in the

middle of the story, without any clo-

sure.

THEATER: 'Lady Macbeth Gets a

Divorce" plays at the Beverly Hills

Playhouse. 254 S. Robertson Blvd.,

through May 27. Performances are
Friday and Saturday at 8 p.m. and
Sunday at 3 p.m. and 7 p.m. All tickets

are $20 and are available by calling

(323) 655-TKTS.
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1 working day before printing,
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Classified Display Ads:
2 working days before printing,
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• Start youi ad with the

merchandise you are selling
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quickly scan the ads and locate

your Items
• Always include the pnce ol your

Item Many classified readers

simply do not respond to ads
without prices
• Avoid abbreviations- -make your

ad easy for readers to understand
• Place yourself in the readeis
position, ask what you would like

to know about the merchandise
and include that in the ad Include

such information as brand names
colors and other specific

descriptions
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Alcoholics Anonymous
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1300
Campus Recruitment

BREAK INTO ACTING
Prepare for a Career as

a Professional Actor by

Studying From Industry

Insiders

•PreitsMoal Csnr CranaiiNi

•QasntM Theatre. TV tRhi

•PracticaniBining

IM actors siudto

818.784.6500

! luHofl t Ivjtst nsoHct ior idofs

www.tvistudios.com

2000
Pursoiitils

LOVE? European wrtter/linguist, cosrrxjpoli-

tan. accomplished, gooo-looking, mature,

healthy lifestyle, loves literature/travel-

ing/outdoors, seeks attractive/smart/affec-

tionate young female, any race/origin, for

friendship, possibly romar>ce/marriage. 310-

573-402(VmaniO munich.com

2200
Research Siil)j(M:ts

ARE YOU SUFFERING
FROM ALLERGIES?

Allergy season can be miserable for many al-

lergy sufferers. However, new treatments are

t>eing developed You may qualify to partici-

pate in a clinical research study of an inves-

tigational allergy medication. If you quality

you will receive: Free study medication, aller-

gy testing, and condensation up to $300

For nx>re Infomiation please call: Dr Jo-

nattuin Corren. Allergy Research Fourxte-

tton. 310-477-1734 ext.240 or ext.247

2200
Researcli Subjects

CHRONIC BAD BREATH. Earn $50 and
learn to control bad breath. Clinical study in

Culver City 310-815-1829, 310-210-7805.

EARN $$$
For giving your opinion on market research-

products, TV, etc. Ages 5-54. No accents
please. 818-609-1850

SEXUAL ASSAULT
SURVIVORS

Wanted for research study Get $15 gift cer-

tificate to Amazon.com for completing 10-

minute, web-based survey. Arwnymous and
confidential Women, 18-35 years old, who
have been raped or sexually assaulted in the

past 5 years, please call or e-mail lin-

das©rand.org, 310-393-0411x6152 for

password, www.rand.org/crim/saws RAND
is a non-profit research organization in Santa

Monica.

SMOKERS EX-SMOKERS AND NON-
SMOKERS in good health, at least 18 years

of age, wanted for UCLA research study

Subjects' will be paid up to $120 for 2 testing

days. Call Dr Rich Olmstead at 310-268-

3631, leave message.

3500
Furniture

MATTRESS SPECIALS
NEW INNERSPRING twin sets $99 95, Fulls

$129.95. Queens $16995 and Kings

$199.95. Also, Sealy Stearns and Foster at

lowest prices. 310-477-1466.

MATTRESSES, FUTONS, DESKS, Bool<-

shelves, Dinette Sets, T-Table, Lamps, Deliv-

ery. Open 7 days. Kings Fumiture. 11961

Santa Monica Blvd 310-575-4243.

AAA 4^Am^
A'^Wjiifm:

o o o o o o

travel
5600-5720

S700
Travel Tickets

transportation
4600-5500

FLY SUPER
(323) 277-4595
LATIM AMCI^ICA SPECIALISTS

2300
Sperm/Egg Donors

Egg Donors Needed
Healthy females ages 19-28

wishing to help infertile couples.

$5,000

^ Call MiRNA (818) 832-1494 ^

EGG DONOR
Late 40"s, married women looking for Jewish
coed interested in helping to create a child.

$2500-*^ negotiable. Please call June 310-
376-7000.

If you are rruile, in college or have a college

degree, you can earn up to $600/mo, call for

details on our anonyrrtous spenn (jonor pro-

gram. Receive free comprehensive health

screening & help infertile couples. So if

you're looking for a great job and a little extra

cash, call us first. 310-824-9941.

SPECIAL EGG DONOR NEEDED Seeking

healthy and intelligent woman, 21-29 years,

blonde hair, blue or green eyes. 5'-5'10" tall

with high SAT or ACT scores. Blood type A,

B. or AB. Compensation $6000. Please call

OPTIONS 800-886-9373 ext. 741.

ecycle V -

.

A900
Autos for Sale

1985 VOLVO GL 4 door, excellent shape,
automatic. 97K, silver. AM/FM, leather, sun-

roof. AC, power steering/windows $3500
Dr Dhir310-450-4791

1986 HONDA ACCORD 2DR Hatchback,
116,000 ofig mi New bakes and tires. $2000
OBO. 818-742-2262

1987 TOYOTA CELLICA GT Very good
price, very good condition. Coupe, black!

Must go now! 310-649-4759, 310-446-1046.

osmanyetkin@hotmail.com $1799 (negoti-

able)

1990 ACURA LEGEND
Five-speed, red w/leather interior 130,000
miles Excellent mechanical condition

$4,500. Ask for Lisa or Terry: 626-398-9429

1990 GEO METRO. White, 2-door, manual
trans., 90,000miles. New brakes. A/C, Runs
great! $l.800-obo. Call Amanda 310-820-

3579.

1990 VW FOX. 4 door, 91000 miles, manual
transmission, cosmetically only ok but runs

great! Brand new alternator, clutch, tires.

Randy: 310-207-7609. $1200 obo

1991 FORD TEMPO. White. 4-door, au-

tomatic. Very good corxlition. Power steer-

ing/windows. A/C. Pioneer CD-player
$3000. Call 909-595-0601 . Ask for Jerome.

1993 ACURA INTEGRA LS. Excellent cond
,

2dr, 5spd, Lojack, AC. CC, pwr win/mnrt/mir-

rors. one owner. 86K mi. $6500/obo Call

818-786-7928
-*

I. »,

1995 MITSUBISHI 3000GT dark green w/tan

leather interior, automatic, sunroof, 6-disc

CD, new transmission, new sport tires, pow-
er seats. $12,500obo Anita 3 10-206-6704

1996 SATURN SL2
4door, automatic, manual, door lock+wind-

ows, 10 disc cd changer, 79800miles. $6500
(below blue book). Sam:310-824-3451.

2000 VW PASSAT GLS Automatic, 7 5 ml,

5CD changer, anthracite blue, power wirxl-

ows/locks $19850obo 818-481-8181.

GRAY 1992 CHEVY CAVALIER, excellent

mecfunical conditon Manual, Air Condition-

Ing. 118K miles. $2000. 323-471-9566 /
POLICE IMPOUNDS. Hondas as low as

$500 for listings 1-800-319-3323 ext.A214

lit
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FLY 4STANDBY. FLY 4 CHEAP!
Hawaii $139 o/w Europe $249 o/w (+tax).

4standbycom or 800-397-1098.

6000
Insurance

/lllstate.
VbuVs in good hands.

(V/1il<e Azer Insurance Agency. Inc.

(310) 312-0202
1281 Westw/oocJ BlvcJ
C2 talks So of Wllsl-iir«)

24 Hours g Doy Service

6200
Health Services

CHIROPRACTIC CARE,
MASSAGE & ENERGY

HEALING
By a lincensed doctor of chiropractic/fX)listic

medicine with healing har>ds for relieving

your pain, stress; relaxing your body/mind at

comfort of your blQM£ Dr Behrooz

Shokrani. Tel:31 0-864-7400.
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5680
Travel Destinations

5680
Travel Destinations

5680
Travel Destinations

5680
Travel Destinations

Amsterdam Barcelona

• Berlin Brussels

• Dublin London Moscow
Paris Rome

PACKAGES INCLUDE:

• Roundtrip airfare • 2 nights

accommodation • Airport transfers • Travel Card

• Camera, document organizer, discounts, guidebooks,

maps and more.

. STARTING AT

London Paris Madrid

$644 $634 $783

STUDENT TRAVEL

Council Travel

Counciltravel.com

310-209-UCLA
Fares per person based on double occupancy and on departure from LAX and

-twwmwiv 2 ntqht stay Taxes and fees fwt tncltided. Departures from other map-
cities are available. Prices are subject to change and based on availability. GST

#10080800-50. Restrictions apply. Please depart by June 14, 2001.

Call us!
Space is

selling out!
. '!^*^-'^««5hs«!

?;?»:<!»

^1
TRAVEL

920 Westwood Blvd. (next to Burger Kingl

310.UCLA.FLY or x60795 from campus

www.statravel.com

6200
Health Services

6200
Health Services

6200
Health Services

COMPLIMENTARY CONSULTATION C^r^^S^,
\Delii>er Rrilliant Results/

ORTHODONTIST
SINCE 1980

UCUV FACULTY MEMBER
Dr. Nader Dayani

Member American Association of Orthodontists

Specializing in braces for adults & chiildren

DISCOINT

• Cosmetic Porcelain
• Surgical Orttiodontics

• Removable
• Traditional

• Invisible

Jan

6300
Legal Advice/Attorneys

NO RECOVERY NO FEE
NO COST Sexual harrassment, Discrimina-

tion. Auto-accidenis, Slips/falls MYER LAW
FIRM. Westside, Scott D. Myer(UCLAW'86)
www bestlawyer com 310-277-3000.

(310) 826 - 7494
1 1645 Wilshire Blvd. «8<)2
Los Angeles, CA 90025

(949) 552 - 5890
18124 Culver Dr., #A
Irvine. CA 92715

•.\ci:i.TV

Teeth Whitening $ftc;oo
upper or lower '-' *r KJ^

if« ii«olm«ol w« n« ai tallo»« SlOOOOOptiaSIOOOOtoi
voch rnarwry ot tr«atm«nt tmnOmwo lot mvtoi tMocm%

%'Kts 00 dui S ICO 00 lof men monm of ti*atm«nl tmnattta
l<)i i«(»i.»at* uocm rjMi S 1 700 00 (Km 5 I2S 00 o* monm
»oi cwormc tx<K«« SJOOOO lo diogcxMiK: Muuv mocw arxj

$ I 'S 00 io< lonTKj con«ii<*ion

••twotion <Jol« 4 3001

6AOO
Movers/Storage

BEST MOVERS Licensed, insured. Lowest
rates Fast, courleous+careful Many stud-

ents moved tor $98 Lic.-T- 163844. NO JOB
TOO SMALL! 1-800-2-GO-BEST. Voice-

mail/pager: 323-263-2378.

HONEST MAN w/14ft truck and dollies,

small jobs, short notice ok. SF. LV, SD.
Student discount. Go Bruins! lOyrs. 310-

285-8688.

JERRYS MOVING&DELIVERY. The careful

movers. Experienced, reliable, same-day de-

livery Packing, boxes available Also, pick-

up donations for American Cancer Society.

Jerry ©310-391 -5657.

SUMMER STORAGE Free pick up avail-

able, reasonable rates. Westside Self-Stor-

age 310-826-5955

6700
Professional Services

CREATIVE EXPERTISE
MBA & OTHER
PERSONAL

STATEMENTS, -"^

RESUMES
Personalized, professional assitance. Writ-

ing, editing, dissertation formatting, tran-

scribing. Ace Words,Etc. 310-820-8830.

FIND ROOMS &
ROOMMATES ONLINE

The Napster for roommates. Free to view
and place ads. Immediate Online Results.

wwweasyroommate.com

FORMER ENGLISH TEACHER w/ Masters
from U-Chicago, edits/word processes dis-

sertations, proposals, screenplays, personal
statements, resumes. International students
weteome. Winslow's 310-829-6171.

6600
Personal Services

6600
Personal Services

6500
Music Lessons

DRUM LESSONS
ALL LEVELS/STYLES with dedicated pro-

fessional At your home or WLA studio 1st-

lesson free No drum set necessary
Neil 323-654-8226.

GUITAR LESSONS
by professional near UCLA. All levels, guitars

available. Learn to play effortlessly!

wwwJWGScom Call Jean at 310-476-

4154

6700
Professional Services

ATTENTION MBA, LAW. MEDICAL
SCHOOL APPLICANTS! Frustrated devel-

oping your crucial personal statenr^nts? Get
professional help from well-known au-

thor/consultant 310-826-4445. www.winning-

personstatement com

DIGITAL VIDEOGRAPHER w/Canon XL1
$200/day Also digital editing, graphic design
available. Located in Westwood. 310-478-
6484

Classifieds

825-2221

HEAD SHOTS $99
SITTING PLUS digital file for unlimited

prints!! Westwood location. Call Jennif-

er:310-575-6638.

MEDICAL SCHOOL APPLICATION COUN-
SELING. Counseling by recently graduated
M D Specializing in applicatkjn essays/inter-

view-skills Fee negotiable/money-back
guarantee Greg Freedman, M.D 310-960-

3300/pager

NEED IT TYPED?
Don't have time or inclination? Profession-

al/degreed word processors specializing in

legal/psychological transcription and lengthy

academic papers, (legible drafts please)

$3/pg. student rate, $50/minimum, $12/pick-

up/delivery. Resumes/$40 323-288-6805
any time.

7000
Tutoring Offered

AAA TUTOR'S CLUB
A HOME TUTORING service for all subjects,

grades K-12 Lowest pnces guaranteed! For
more information call 310-444-0449.

Be Prepared to Sin

This line actually appeared in

a printed document, BUT it

was actually supposed to say:

"Be prepared to sing."

Proofread4TJ
Be error free and concise!

• Papers/Reports

• Theses

• Scripts/Screenplays

• Resumes
• Legal/Medical Repoils
• Newsletters

• Brochures/Manuals
• Business Plans

1-888-346-0002

E-mail your documents to:

Edit@Proofread4U.com

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING

Comprehensive Dissertation Assistance
Theses. Papers, and Personal Statements

Proposals and Books
International Students Welcome Since 1985

Sharon Beer, Ph.D. (310) 470-6662
www Bear-Wrile C0O1

6700
Professional Services

EXPERIENCED TUTOR Math and Chemis-
try. $9/hour 323-668-0405 and 323-663-
0814.

7000
Tutoring Offered

CHEMISTRY, ORGANIC CHEMISTRY
PHYSICS. BIOLOGY. PHYSIOLOGY,
STATS By doctoral student, w/lots of teach-
ing experience Fee negotiable/money-back
guarantee. Call Greg, 310-397-0547.

MY-TUTOR.COM Math/Physics/Statis-

tics/English/Hebrew. chemistry/biology
Law/Business Law, computer programming.
Computerized statistical analysis available.

Tutoring service. Call anytime. 800-90-TU-
TOR

PHYSICS AND MATH
Math/Physk:s major/student offers tutoring in

physics and math at all levels Contact Sina
(310)989-1491 or sina4© ucla.edu

Brentwood Dermatology
^

MEDiai Group

Jod( H. silvers, MD
iMploniale <if llie Amencm IV)anl of |)emi«(»liiK\

• Liposuction • Botox • Collaf^en

• Fat iN|ections to significafitly

rcditce facial lines

• Laser remotaJ of brown spots,

tattoo's and veins

• Mok removal with great

aesthetic outcome
• a GENERAL DERMATOL06Y

10% w/ mention of Ad
Smixmmmlkt

Preceptorship availavie for
medical and RA. students.

Office Itxated on

Son Vkente \m IrMfwood

31 0-826-2051

w¥fw.Drst¥9nMm

7000
Tutoring Offered

RESEARCH PAPER TUTOR. 4.0 grad and
published writer offers private tutoring servic-
es. 213-390-3331.

WRITING TUTOR
Kind and patient Stanford graduate. Help
with the English language—for students of
all ages/levels. 310-440-3118

7100
Tutoring Wanted

TUTORS WANTED
AFTER-SCHOOL FOR grades K-12, in BH,
WLA, SM areas Education majors and/or
graduate-level (in any field) a plus. $11.25-
15/hour. Call The Tutor's Club: 310-444-
0449.

EARN $120/WK CASH FOR 10 HRS. Study
while you keep a 13 y/o company after-

school. Driving and math tutoring. Call Sue
310-680-4593.

EXPERIENCED TUTOR WANTED Must be
graduate student or TA. For high school
student taking second year Spanish and
math. 310-476-4205.

HOME-SCHOOLING FAMILY In North Holly-

wood, needs 3-4 creative, energetic people
to do scierKe, biology, engineering, and
math projects w/three children ages 6-9.

Completely unique and interestirig situatk)n.

Call Patty or Nonna 818-761-0029. 818-416-
9930. or 818-216-0407.

TUTOR NEEDED
For 7th grader Daily. 2:30-6:30. Fennale pre-

ferred. Must own car. Near UCLA. 310-266-

7412. 310-994-0880.

TUTORING FOR A YOUNGSTER, to play
with, French conversation Female per-
ferred. At least for two hours, $10/hr. 310-
276-5279, leave message.

7200
Typing

THE TYPING GUYS: Get your papers done.
Fast and cheap. Pick-up and delivery avail-

at>i«. $l2Jiw. CaU 3>0-»27-2777. fWte
Media.

WORD PROCESSING specializing in thes-
es, dissertations, transcription, legal, psych,
resumes, fliers, brochures, mailing lists, re-

po fts. 310-828-6939.

T7T1TT51

•«»

employment
7400-8300

7400
Business Opportunities

ONLINE MARKETING
Learn the truth about online marketing!

http://hop.clk:kbank.nel/hop.cgi?mvp777/

bigdogs

7500
Career Opportunities

• Earn $100-$200 a day
• 2 «w««k training & Job

Plaoament irKluded
• It's not a job -it's a PARTY! •!

National Bartenders School
1 (OOO) G4G - MIXX (64Q«))

3 WEEKS VACATION,
OH YEAH!!

Assist exec w/intemet projects; liase w/poli-

ticians; coordinate marketing efforts; major
diversily/growth here!! Absolute style and
windows skills are a MUST!! Incredible ben-
efits and bonus$$$. Immediate, interviews!

The Placement Company" Fax 310-889-
7101 deidredale@earlhlink net

ADVERTISEMENT SALES DEALERS for

quality Music Catalogue. Contact us for de-
tails and planning, www.musemanage-
ment.com

INTERIOR DESIGN, part time to start.

Design student with knowledge CAD to wor1<
with high-end supplier of stone surfaces in

WLA Be paid to team real wortd design, ma-
terials, inventory, sales Piazza Europa.
lnc:310-473-1886 or 310-261-1280.

JOB ABROAD Need native English speak-
ing teachers in Taiwan. Teach children,,

bachelors degree. 1 year contract,
$2000/month Excellent benefits. Fax 310-
478-0416

JUST SECRETARIAL?
NOT!

HANDLE BUSINESS/Personal affairs; plan
events; surf the net; polish Power Point pro-

jects; track legislatk)n; create a spread sheet
or two; get your education paid for sounds
great, huh? Sweet opportunity for talented

college grad. The Placement Company.'
deWredaleOeanhlink.net Fax 310-889-7101

RN OR DENTAL STUDENT for MD offtee

near Beverly Hills on Saturday AM's or P/T.

Top salary. Call 323-939-2111

Displa*

206
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2300
Sperm / Egg Donors

2300
Sperm / Egg Donors

2300
Sperm / Egg Donors

2300
Sperm / Egg Donors

Special Egg Donor Needed

Preferred Donor will meet the following criteria:
I

•Height Approx. 5'9" or Taller •S.A.T. Score around 1300

or High A.C.T. •Caucasian •College Student or

Graduate Student Under 30 •No Genetic Medical Issues

Compensation

Paid to you and/or the charity of your choice.

All related expenses will be paid in addition to

your compensation.

(Extra compensation available for someone who might be especially

gifted in athletics, science/mathematics or music.)

For more information or to obtain an application please

contact Michelle at the Law OfiQce of Greg L. Eriksen

(800) 808-5838
or email EggDonorInfo@aol.com.
.>...i ....n .,. l

*This ad is being placed for a particular client and is not soliciting eggs for a donor bank.

7500
Career Opportunities

LIBRARY CLERK: $7-9 hour. FT/PT.

Xocate/photocopy journal articles/book

•Chapters. Deliver to Westwood office. Famil-

jiahty with bibliographic citations required. Li-

;brary experience. Detail-oriente. reliable

^elf-starter. Flexible hours. Days. Evening

ind Weekends available Email/Fax resume

hr©infotrieve.com. 310-234-9582. Please

note Ref# 3104-3 in the subject line.

PSYCHOLOGY ADMINISTRATIVE ASST.

Oversee administrative tasks for clinical trial

of children psychosocial treatment.

Computer skills, interpersonal skills. F/T

$10/hr+. 310-825-6255.

SCREENWRITER. Film student interested in

developing treatments and scripts for youth

market Work with independent production

company in Westwood Emphasis on PG
chiWren's adkjn. adventure, fantasy 310-

261-1280 or 310-470-6222.

WANNA BE A
PRODUCER?

Learn how! Attend a special workshop with

indie Producer/Mgr. Gay Ribisi ("Some Girl"),

Producer/Director Dror Soref ("Basic" at

Phoenix Ptetures). and Writer/Producer Ste-

ven List (The Cleaner." "Bom To Shop").

Wednesday, May 9lh. 7:00pm Beverly Hills

Church of Scientology. 9885 Charleville

Blvd.. Beverly Hills. For Info, call 310-226-

2465

7600
Child Care Offered

$$$ LOW PRICES $$$
WONDER YEARS PRESCHOOL run by

UCLA grads Ages2.5/6years. Two large

play-yards. Open 7:30-5:30.Close to UCLA
310-473-0772.

7700
Child Care Wanted

AFTERSCHOOL CHILDCARE/DRIVER
needed for 10/yo. P/T, M-F 4-6:30pm. Must

fnave car. insurance, legal work papers. Help

sup)ervise homework, activities, light house-

keeping. Pico/Overtand area. Paid vacation

& holidays. 310-836-4328.

CHILDCARE/DRIVER. PT/FT M-F/Flexible

hours for girls 7 and 10 Mar Vista. Play,

drive to activities, car provided. 310-481-

2181 orlrobinsonOpiratenet.com.
II"

~

ENERGETIC
FUN-LOVING PERSON

NEEDED to care lor 2 girls (2 1/2, 9 mos) on

Saturdays for 6-10hrs. Ideal if available peri-

odically Sundays or evenings. Pacific Pal-

isades area. Kim 310-459-3766.

FUN. ENERGETIC. FEMALE BABYSITTER
needed Tuos/Thurs flexible hrs 3 kkJs Ex-

perience/References required More hrs.

available in summer. Pacific Palisades 310-

454-1150.

7800
Help Wanted

MOTHERS HELPER NEEDED. Baby-

sit/pick-up from school a great 4/yo Flexible,

part-time hours. Possible live-in. part trade.

Own car a must. Fun. loving, reliable person

w/exp>erience in child development Have

references. Ask for Kellie 310-828-4141.

NANNY P/T. M-F 3:00pm-8:00pm. Experi-

ence/references required Need fun. friendly,

reliable, and responsible person Nice family.

15-min from UCLA. 323-965-8867

SEEKING MATURE, ENERGETIC, child-lov-

ing female for babysitting of 2 txiys (3.5 and

1 yr.old) for 2-3 afternoons. Please call 310-

276-0133

WEEKEND NANNY
Needed. 4 y/o and 1 y/o. Santa Monica Ne-

gotiable. 310-314-0579.

7800
Help Wanted

A P/T position,

F/T PREFERRED
Property Management needs help with sec-

retarial/leasing. Must have car. Fax resume:

310-470-6755. Call: 310-470-1112.

$$Get Paid For Your

Opinlons!$$
Earn $15-$125 and more per survey!

www.monay4oplniona.com

7800
Help Wanted

$15-$23/HR BRIGHT. ENTHUSIASTIC peo

pie to teach SAT prep and ALL Academic

Subjects. Transportation required. We will

train. Flexible hours Send or fax cover let-

ter/resume, including test scores (SAT, GRE,

etc.) to ACE Educational Sen^ices. AttnBar-

ry, 9911 W. Pico Blvd. Ste.PH-K. LA, CA
90035; Fax:310-282-6424 Positions avail-

able throughout LA and the Valley

$9/HOUR PLUS BONUS Advertising con-

sulting firm seeking person(s) to set appoint-

ments, by phone, for our consultants Mini-

mum 2 years college. Telephone or outside

sales a plus. Immediate openings PT/FT in

our Westside office. Norman Becker, Ad Max
Consulting Group:310-441-7676.

•MOVIE EXTRA WORK* Beats all jobs. Start

immediately Great pay Fun/Easy No crazy

fees Program for free medical Call-24/hrs

323-850-4417.

ACCESS TO A COMPUTER? PUT IT TO
WORK! Up to $25-75/hr PT/FT
www.EamEZbucks.com 888-715-4646.

ACTOR'S PERSONAL
ASSISTANT

Pfione calls, errarxls. bookkeeping, knowl

edge of Quicken 2001 a plus Must have ba-

sic computer skills and own transportation

Hours flexible. $10/hour. 10-20 hours/week

310-717-3193.

Classifieds

825-2221

Wednesday. May 2. 2001 21

7800
Help Wanted

Ben & Jerry's Ice
Cream Parlor

seeks energetic,
friendly and

responsible shift

leaders and
manager for our
Century City

shop.

Call (31 0)546-1 71

7

]VIODEL
Mmi. Women, cliildrwi. all :t>;es. siws.

r:ic«> 1\ Hlms - (imimerci.'ds Ma);:i/inr>

for/K'nonal tutcrt'icii itill mm

310.659.7000 .

AD SALES PERSON
NEEDED IMMEDIATELY
Work for Beverly Hills weekly newspaper No
experience necessary Flexible hours. Call

Sarah ASAP 310-688-6761.

ADIMIN ASSISTANT bilingual English/Span-

ish, front office, evenings 4pm-9pm M-Th
Also, assistant needed days/afternoons to

work w/director of operations $8/hr Contact

Oafwei Salawr omgassoctncwearthhf^ twtT"

or lax resume 310-479-7771

.

Admin Assistant for

prominent Westside

art gallery
Train now-F/T by August. Must be fluent in

Spanish, detail-onented. $10-12/hr+commis-

8ion Fax resume:310-586-1712.

ADMIN ASSISTANT. F/T position in Beverly

Hills. Microsoft Office a must Email resume
employmentQsaybrex.com or fax 310-278-

0038. More info 310-278-2750

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT. Will train In

medical office 30-40hr. M-F 9:30-6 30pm.
Computer knowledge required. Salary and
benefits 15-min to UCLA 310-476-4205.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASST
Upscale west side private club seeks
F/T&P/T Admin Asst. 2 shifts available Ideal

candidates would be detail-oriented, have
ability to multi-task, member service focus,

excellent pfione demeanor and posses ex-

ceptional interpersonal & organizational

skills. Fax resume w/cover and salary req to

310-575-9684 Attn: Christine

ANNOUNCING summer job in Spain. Teach
Spanish to American high school students!

$800 stipend+round-tnp airfare+housing.

Contact Scott 310-428-3680

ART CARVED CLASS
RINGS SALES REP

Responsible, organized student needed to

sell class rings. l0-l5hrs/wk-)-graduation

weekend Will train Call 310-206-3858

ASSISTANT NEEDED Windows proficient

Car/insurance necessary Accounting skills

preferred. Flexible hours. No dress code.

$9/hour. Fax resume: 310-479-2402

ASSISTANT TO BUSY REALTOR in West-

wood. Flexible hours Need bright, computer

savvy, organized, articulate person w/front

office appearance. Will train Fax resume:

310-268-0665 or email to

rob@eilbacher.com

ASSISTANT TO EDITOR
Responsible-energetic, writing and computer

skills, knowledge of Page Maker helpful

Fast-growing motion picture and television

directory $7 50/hour Hours negotiable Con-

tact Susan Moore at Canoco Publishing.

310-471-2287

ATHLETICS
Part-time student employee to work the

copy/mail room and front reception desk

Pay rate $6.83/hr 10-15 hours a week. Must

be friendly and hard working. Apply at J.D.

Morgan Facilities Office 310-206-6662.

BA/Masters level. Psychology major for job

as Psychometrist in NIH AIDS study Must be
fluently bilingual (English, Spanish) and have
own car/license Will train For more info call

Allison/Dr Singer 310-473-5500.

BEVErIy hills auto detail shop needs
hard-working, fast-paced, agressive people

to handle top-notch cars No experience re-

quired Flexible hours Ozzie 310-859-2870.

CAMP COUNSELORS needed for local

summer day camp Beach/aquatic expen-

ence in swimming, surfing, sailing, or jot ski-

ing a plus. Competitive salaries. 818-996-

4780

CAREER INFO
UCLA INFO SESSION. Career/PT positions

currently available. Company executives will

be at UCLA May 7th Call 818-402-8594

Displa*
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MindBody Clinic Free, Drop In

Guided imagery, relaxation and meditation

2:00 pm, Ashe Center Conf. Rm, #4 1 4

Nutrition Class / Free, Drop In

Dietary Supplements: Help or Hype?

5:00 pm, Wooden Center, 2nd Fl. Conf Rm,

Meditation Workshop / Free Drop In

7:00 pm, Rieber Fireside Lounge

"Check out the Ashe Center website for more informa-

tion, ask a health related question, even request an

appointment - www.studenthealth.ucla.edu

or call 825-4073

ucia Ashe Center

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

1 "Ttie Stranger"
auttior

6 Nursery powder
10 Pillow cover
14 — acid

1

5

Octot3er stone
1

6

Forum wear
17 Lathiers

18 I492stiip
19 Keen
20 Ms. Bombeck
21 Sounds familiar

23 Of earttiquaKes

25 Lifting device
26 Kipling classic

27 Cactus' defense
29 "Saturday

Nigtit
-"

32 Scrawny
33 Came in first

36 Mimicked
37 Hurl

38 Jaipur princess
39 Uncle Sam's

share
40 Clock parts

41 Place for

yodelers ^-.
42 Surrounds
43 Comic Ctiarlotte

44 Relaxed, in the
army

47 Refused to

greet

51 Collector's

items, now
54 Ill-mannered
55 Cloudburst
56 Masterly
57 Twill fabric

58 Between
gigs

59 Miner's

quest
60 Kitchen tool

61 Tinted

62 Just in case
63 Love dearly

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

A P R 1

1
C A T

1

T O W E L

P E A
w"

S A L A A G A T E
Vj O T 1 R E 8 R E R U N
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1
8 C A N

8 E A R C H W A
D

Y 8 1 D E I
H 1 L T^H P o v 1 L E

1

F 1 Z Z 1 E R

1
A M o E B An 1 R A N M R T A R

8 T o PL^fp 1

S
T Y^HH

T 1 E u P

\

R U E w E B
M A N 1 O N T H B A L L

F O R C E T T

1
L A D L E

U N 8 E R T O Y K N E A D

5-2-01 'C' 2001, Unted Feature Syixlicate

DOWN
Tearooms
Dean Martin's

"That's -'

Orange Bowl
locale

Revealed
Titanic signal

Granny's
remedy
Could hear —
drop
Director Fritz

Holding tight

10 Dependable
11 Shack
12 Like gymnasts
13 In a crazy way
21 Wheel part

22 Mame or Em
24 Former space

lab

27 Goes yachting
28 Plays on words
29 Diet no-no

1

2

4
5
6

8
9

30 Ecol. police

31 In-itate

32 Quite pleased
33 Kids' card game
34 The Plastic — '

Band —
35 Zilch

37 Intense meteor
38 Reuben base
40 Type of jockey
41 Greek letter

42 Profited

43 Hosp. workers
44 Bitter,

45 Flatterer

46 Boxer Griffith

47 Type of

trapshooting
48 Beast of

burden
49 Yard tool

50 Plow maker
52 Wind

instrument
53 Auto pioneer
57 Health club

Ciassifiedsi
825-2221
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Daily Bmin Classified

academk: years remaining with valid drivers
license. Web: wwwucpd.ucla.edu/ucpd/cso.
Email, csoi9ucpd.ucla.edu. Phone: 310-
825-2148.

CUSTOMER
SERVICE/JOURNALIST
Small Internet Company desires articulate

person to work with existing clients. Email
reply, Customer sen^ice and Creative writing.

PT/FTr$9/hr. 310-859-1903.

DAY CAMP - SUMMER
Seek staff w/summer tiome in or near the
San Fernando or Conejo Valleys, Oxnard.
Simi, Malibu. misc. Instructors & General
couns. $2750-3500+ tor summer. 888-
784-CAMP wwwworkatcamp.com

DAY CAMP
COUNSELORS

Pali Camp now tiiring enthusiastic coun-
selors! Summer fun includes: jet skiing,

amusement parks, beach days, paintball and
more! 19 and up. Call Jacque: 310-477-
2700x14

DAY CAMP
Summer. Swimming, beaches, horses &
more, www.daycampjobs.com.

DAY-CAMP COUNSELOR & Ans&Crafts
specialists. Summer/PT $9.80/hr. June-
August. Stoner Park in WLA. 310-479-7200,
or fax resume 310-445-1764

DO CATS MAKE YOU
WHEEZE?

If you are allergk: to cats, you may qualify to

participate in research study of an investiga-

tional medication. If you qualify, you will re-

ceive study related medication and up to

$250 00 compensation for your time. If inter-

ested, please call Jonathan Corren. M.D. at
310-477-1734 ext.242

7800
Help Wanted

CLERICAL
CLERICAL/CUSTOMER SERVICE M-F, 30
to 40 hrs/wk. Good phone and English skills,

detail-onented. reliable. WLA. $9.50-$l0/hr
310-826-3759ext229

COMEDIC WRITER
Looking for comedic writer needed for a fe-

male comedian. Should have stand-up

comedic material. Female preferred. P/T.

$l0/hr 310-236-1184 leave message.

COUNSELORS AND
INSTRUCTORS

In art, swimming, nature, video and ropes

needed by Tumbleweed Day Camp. Must be
responsible, energetic and enjoy working

with children. 310-472-7474

COUNSELORS/FUTURE TEACHERS
needed for summer program at Crossroads
School in Santa Monica. Perfect for elemen-
tary education majors. Email resume to

gcuddy@xrds.org. EOE.

CSO OFFICE
ASSISTANT

Office assistant needed to work flexible

hours Tuesday & Thursday between 10-4pm
and some Saturdays at our Westwood Police

Station. Starting rate $8.47/hr Must be a

UCLA student w/at least one yr. remaining

Training provided lor clerical and public rela-

tions duties. For details call 310-206-5473.

CSOs NOW HIRING
Do Good and get paid. Pay $8 47 to

I ii o.c&mr. Must be a UCLA student w/l +

7800
Help Wnnted

Canyofn Creek Sports Carrp
RMKiMftd SufiMMr Camp CounMior/SpMiofiit
We art toolung hx enttiuMUtlc. raiponsiM ««ea munom
Stan fflvnbm tar ourlO-wMk dMTM spom and camp

prograin. Ouiwt ncltid* Mciwig and pwiKiMlmg m vanoui
s{iom.aflt and cratu and drama actMtMt MusttMjiiaaM

1
8 years oW prdwaUyiMW 1 Of 2 years ol cami) eiperwnce

6/19 8/2V01 SI 800 and up (313) 748-0468

EVENT STAFF/
SECURITY

For sports. corKerts. TV shows, conven-

tions. 18+ with clean background. Great job

for students You pick your assignments.

213-748-7223.

EXCELLENT PAY
Customer Sen/ice. $11-17/hr. P/T/F/T. Flexi-

ble hours. Paid vacation and holidays. Imme-
diate openings in L^area. Call N.E.S. 1-888-

621-7194

fry RECEPTIONIST for busy WLA real es-

tate office. Outgoing, team player that's

friendly/Self-Motivaled, Microsoft Office a

must. Fax resume 310-475-5042

FEMALE MODELS
NEEDED

Immediate work for 18 yrs-f, all races, all

ages, adult internet, video modeling.

$100/hour Get your own website. 818-694-

2687. janieroOatt.net

FLEX HOURS
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT P/T. flexible

tx)urs. $iO/hour Beverly Hills. Please email

resume to smkltdOhotmalt com or tax 310-

820-8305.

FUN SUMMER
Swimming, horses, beaches and more.

www.daycampjobs.com.

7800
Help Wanted

PART-TIME CUSTOMER
SERVICE

REPRESENTATIVE
For an exclusive fast-paced Westwood dry

cleaner Outgoing, friendly. Will train/sales

expenence a plus. 15-25 fiours, mornings or

afternoons, plus Sat. or Sun. $8-10/hour
Apply in person: 1600 Westwood Blvd. Or
Call: 310-474-8525.

PAY IS $11/HR
WANTED FOR SHERMAN OAKS (25 min-

utes from UCLA campus) pension actuanal

office for 20+hours per week+full-time sum-
mer two (2) high achiever students in Ac-

counting, Math, Econ, Business for Pension

& Acturial Admin; one (1) fearless student

with good marketing skills for telephones in-

person marketing pension services to ac-

countants...pay IS $l1/hr for each )ob. Fax
resume & DPR to 818-769-4694. Call 818-

769-4600 any Q's.

PERSONAL ASSISTANT to run errands and
make ptione calls for busy psychologist.

Flexible hours (8/week). Fax resume:310-
472-1399.

PERSONAL ASSISTANT EBay selling,

school apps., miscellaneous office tasks-fil-

ing, letters, computer, etc $8-10/hr. hours

negotiable. Replies to val770@juno.com

PERSONAL ASST
DETAIL-ORIENTED

person to manage orders for small upscale
retail stiop. Mak« su^a oidefs af% ooff«ct —
when placed4follow-up w/suppliers to insure

correct&on-time delivery. Handle light in&out
shipments. F/T. including Saturdays. Must
twve excellent knowledge of English. Call

Bill:3 10-278-5620.

GIRLS wanted at exclusive social club in

WLA. Conversation and darrcing. 18+ years
old Flexible hours. Earn top $$$. 310-313-

2989.

HELP NEEDED with entering client's file

data, part time, small Westwood Offk:e.

$6 25/hour flexible hours, fax resume:310-
441-0801.

HELP WANTED. P/T. Cashier/waitress.

Some experience preferred but not neces-
sary Looking for delivery person with

car/scooter Roni's Diner. Beverly Hills. 310-
772-0044

HOUSEKEEPER WANTED. One Day/Week
Three Bedroom Two Bath house in West-
wood. Some Child Care English Speaking
Reliable with references. 310-446-7019

JEWISH HEBREW
And Sunday Schools need teachers. Good
Jewish education and love of chiWren de-
sired. Alice Fasman:323-761-8613.

LABOFIATORY TECHNICIAN. Licensed w/
some Bacteriology exp. FT/PT Telephone
310-208-0099. Fax 310-208-0963

PHOTOGRAPHER WANTED for a wedding.
June 9th. Photography student OK Will pay
$100+(ilm and development Valentina 310-
445-5602 or vpagllaiducla.edu

Physical Therapy Aide
F/T. Culver City. Outpatient clinic. Will ac-
comodate P/T before graduation. Athletic,

eager to learn. Fax resume 310-837-9701.

POWER 106 is looking for sales-people. If

you are interested in starting a career in ra-

dk). and tiave prior sales experience, please
send your resume to 818-846-4106. Emmis
Communfcation is an equal opportunity em-
pk)yer.

PRESCHOOL LOOKING FOR qualified
teachers/teachers assistants for imnDediate
positions. CandkJales shoukJ have experi-
ence in child care. Salary negotiable. F/T.

P/T available. Call Julie Patel 310-470-0992.

PSYCHOLOGY ADMINISTRATIVE ASSIS-
TANT: Oversee administrative tasks for clini-

cal trial of chiWrens psychosocial treat-

ments. F/T. $10/hr+3 10-825-6255

LAX LOCATION, LA FIRM. Clerical. P/T
9am- 1pm. Parking. $9/hr to start. Contact
Jennifer 310-337-3059

RESPONSIBLE. MOTIVATED SWIMMING
Instructors needed for Spring-Summer.
$20/hr Westside Flexible schedule. Contact
Alexandra 310-478-5070

DRIVER WANTED. Must have clean DMV
Call Nationwkle Wholesale We are a ship-

per of fresh cut flowers. 310-230-0811.

Dutch Research ^

Assistants Needed
Seeking Dutch research assistants to code
8th grade science lesson videos. F/T-P/T
positk>ns avallabte. English and Dutch fluen-

cy required $32,000+per year for F/T+ ben-
efits; $15.79 for P/T. Fax cover letter and
resume to Davkl Rasmussen 310-620-6619
or mail to 12436 Santa Monka Blvd. LA, CA
90025. For more info, email davidr©lesson-
lab.com

EARN $200 A DAY!
No experience necessary

TV commercials

Music vkleos

310-358-5147

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL ON CAMPUS
needs Extended Day TA's for summer pro-

gram. July2-July27. 12-3:45pm/daily. Job
resumes in September for fall.

mparks©ucla.edu/31 0-206-5194.

LIBRARY JOBS. Shelving and other stacks
duties. 12-19 hrs/wk. $6.83/hr to start.

STUDENTS ONLY apply at Young Research
Library Rm. 11617 or call Antigone Kutay
310-825-6982.

LIFEGUARDS AND SWIM INSTRUCTORS.
Several tocal locations. P/T-F/T. $10-12/hr
Will train. 818-222-7946x11, Greg or Emilie

MALE MODELS
Have a great face or body? GET REC-
OGNIZED in Playgirt-styte publications. Must
t>e 18-24. Beginners weteome. Highest im-

mediate pay w/headshots. PakJ screen test

Jeff©213-748-4555ext. *11, jwhiteOou-
nique.com

MGR COUPLE 16 UNITS WEST LA: 1 or 2
bdrms. No experience, light duties. Gen-
erous reductton. Pool. patk). Call 310-476-
6694 or fax 310-476-7043

RESTAURANT IN MIRACLE MILE area cel-

ebrating decade in business. Looking for

waitress/waiter. P/Tor F/T. Call 323-852-
1915. AskforNir.

RETAIL SALES
PT/FT. Sepulveda Blvd. Designer wed-
ding/evening gowns. Experience preferred,

motivated and friendly. Great opportunity.

Salary/commisswns/bonuses. Excellent $$
310-474-7808 Pauline.

REWARDING/FUN
Summer Swimming, beaches, horses &
more, www.daycampjobs.com.

MODELS WANTED! FM Productions is cur-
rently hiring models for print an dvideo work.
Excellent pay-no experience necessary. 818-
785-6028.

NEW REALITY TV SERIES! Now audition-

ing. Call 818-720-2208.

OFFICE MANAGER to very busy psychoto-
gist. 30 hours/week. Perfect job for graduate
student with days free Starts summer or
sooner. Fax resume:3 10-4 72- 1399.

SALES POSITION available for internet e-
commerce company Salary+commission.
Call 310-234-0784 Fax: 310-234-0786.
Email: JobsOelectrobuy.com

STUDENT NEEDED TO Help w/writing a
business proposal. Prefer buisness majors.
$l5/hr. Contact Julie at cell:818-51 7-6383 or
offk:e:818-673-1l31.

P/T SALES SEEKING energetk:. self-moti-

vated sales people with a passton for helping
the environment Call 323-791-2173 and
leave message

PART-TIME ADMIN. ASSISTANT Duties in-

clude answering phones, light typing, organ-
izatkjn. office errands, light filing, & collating

documents. Must be bright, enthusiastic, de-
tail-oriented, & at>le to perform a vanety of

tasks simultaneously Send cover letter and
resume to ACE Educational Sen/Ices,
AttnBrian. 9911 W. Pico Blvd . Suite PH-K.
LA CA 90035. or fax to 310-282-6424.

SUMMER AT THE
BEACH AND MTNS

FUN WORK WITH CHILDREN IN THE OUT-
DOORS. 7-week day program. 2-weeks
Sierra Sleepaway June 25-August 24. Ex-
perience with chiklren and water activities.

$330+bonus/week. Call 310-826-7000 or
www.SierraAdventureCamps.com

SUMMER CAMP
COUNSELORS

Decathton Sports Club Located in Pak) Alto.

6/25-8/17. $78-$92/day.9am-4pm. camp-
jobOyatKX) com

SUMMER DAY CAMPS
San Fernando or Conejo Valleys. Oxnard.
Simi, Malibu. Misc. Instructors & General
couns. $2750-3500+ for summer. 888-784-
CAMP www.workatcamp.com

7800
Help Wanted

SUMMER JOB
GRAD/UNDERGRAD Psychology.education
or speech to be a camp aide for a special

needs child 6/25-8/25 Valerie:818-907-

0367.

SUMMER JOBS! WEST Los Angeles day-
camp hiring energetic counselors, lifeguards,

and specialists Call Tiffany at 310-399-
2267.

SWIM INSTRUCTORS, LIFEGUARDS, Pre-
school teachers, and camp counselors lor

the summer Mon-Fri, 8-3:30. Salary de-
pending on experience. Woodland Hills Pri-

vate School Contact Bobbie Pnmack 818-
348-6563

SWIMMING INSTRUCTORS at client

homes. $20-$24/hr Strong lesson-teaching
experience with small children. Summer em-
ployment. Call John 818-781-7676 ext. 1.

TELEMARKETERS CLOSERS. Real estate
deal. Westwkje location. 310-395-3598.

TELEMARKETERS OPENERS. Real Estate
deal. Hourty+bonus Westside office. 310-
395-3598.

TESTMASTERS is looking for intelligent

people to answer phones and provide infor-

mation about our LSAT courses. $13/hour,
minimum of 30 hours/week. Only those with

excellent phone skills should apply 323-655-

2699.

8AOO
Apiirtineiits for Rent

* PALMS *
4BD. 3BA + LOFT TOWNHOiy^E. FP,

CENTRAL AIR/HEAT GATED
GARAGE. SEC ALARM, CAT OK

3670 MIDVALE AVE.

$2395/MO

2BD, 2BA TOWNHOME, FR
CENTRAL AIR/HEAT GATED

GARAGE, SEC. ALARM, CAT OK

3614 FARIS DR.

$1395/MO

* MAR VISTA *
11913 AVON WAY. $1 295/MO.

1 1 748 COURTLEIGH DR. $1 295/MO.

(310)391-1076
Open House Mon-Sat 10 -4 PM .i

TYPIST for creative writing classwork. 5-10
pages/wk. $2/page (1 1/2 spaced)
Westwood area. 310-470-0914.

^ UCLA RECREATION
SUMMER CAMP JOBS

GREAT MONEY! GREAT TIME! We need
energetic people to be summer camp coun-
selors. Pay is $7.38-$ll.00/hr. Morning, af-

terTK>on. all-day shifts available. Call 310-
206-1787. Applications available at John
Wooden Center.

UCLA SENIOR seeking girlfriend for the
summer. Must be hot. Must be down. Seri-

ous inquiries only, please. 310-588-7734

VET TECHS
Needed for busy a animal hospital in Culver

City Call Oscar at:310-559-3770 or fax your
resume at:3 10-559-9447.

VOLUNTEER USHERS
NEEDED FOR GeHen Playhouse Hit "Look-

ing for Normal." extended to May 13. See it

free! 310-208-6500 ext 115.

WANTED: 18-23/yo bassist/lead guitarist for

serious pop/rock band. Must have equip.,

good voice, stage presence. Inff Foos. Vert.

Horizon, Live. MB20. 310-209-4991

WANTED: People wtx) want to lost weight

310-884-8746. 24 hour message

WEB PROGRAMMER. Public Relations firm

in South Bay needs Web master to start up
new Intemet dept. Can begin P/T. w/ F/T this

summer. Fax resume to Buddy 310-791-

2750

WLA FINANCE CO. Recently named 43-rd

fastest growing co. in America by Inc maga-
zine, seeks motivated individuals to assist

account executive w/lead generation via

telephone for our lease/loan products to

businesses. Fun environment. Salary $10-

$12/hr+bonuses. Fax resume 310-737-1974

or email stevesOalliancecap.com.

WORK BY THE BEACH
OFFICE CLERK NEEDED The Lobster
Restaurant in Santa Monica. P/T, flexible,

competitive pay. great location. Laurel:310-

458-9294 or fax:310-458-9654.

WORK from twme in the US or in an interna-

tional business. 24 tiour message 310-884-

8748.

Westwood Village
Very large appaninents for Septcmlvr

1 SI (Kcupancy Dining room, built in

kiictien Balconies/ Paiio.s P(h>I.

elevator, controlled-acccss building.

subterranean parking

1 BR/ Ibath from $1,400

2 BR/ 2bafh from $2,100

tor prc-applications call

Mun • Fri «<) AM - 4 PM
691 Levering Avenue

(310) 208-3647

WESTWOOD CLOSE
TO EVERYTHING

2 BEDROOM, 1.5 Bath. Bright, spacious,
newly remodeled, prime location, close to

UCl^, transportation. Pool, garage, pa-
tio, quiet. No pets. 1942 Pelham, by ap-
pointment only $1395 310-475-2594
310-207-7209.

•WESTWOOD VILLAGE. MIDVALE N. OF
LEVERING. LARGE 2-BDRM APT. GAR-
DEN VIEW. DINING ROOM. UNIQUE
CHARM FRONT AND REAR ENTRANCE
310-839-6294.*

1-MINUTETOUCLA
1 bdrm w/deck. furnished, bright, clean, se-
curity entrance, large closets, pool lyr
lease. $1300/mo 310-824-1830

1917 SPANISH MISSION BUILDING Sin-

gle. WLA. Separate kitchen, high ceilings,

wood floors, one year lease. $750/mo 310-
479-8646.

8000
Intornships

FR^ ARTS FOR ABUSED CHILDREN IS

SEEKING UNPAID INTERNS PLEASE
CONTACT JANNA AT 310 313-4ART

URBAN VISION ENTERTAINMENT TEMP
p/t. Movie marlteting pakl/dass credit possi-

t)le. Working with put}lk:ations. radio, etc.

Exp preferred. 323-292-0147

8200
Tenipor.'iry EtnploymLMit

HEAD FRESHMAN BOYS BASKETBALL
COACH: Experience playing and coaching

needed. $2800-3200 for the season. 5 days
a week from 2:30 to 5:00. with a few Satur-

day games. The season begins in November
and runs through February. Please fax

resumes only!! Fax to 310-288-3286

MOTHERS DAY CUSTOMER SERVICE
help needed. Located in Westwood. 50 peo-

ple Call Rhett 0310-209-6770.

8300
Voliintoer

HOTLINE VOLUNTEERS NEEDED by the

Suteide Prevention Center Excellent volun-

teer opportunity. Next training starts May 5

Please call 310-751-5330 (Cuiver City).

Classifieds

825-2221

2&3BDRM. LARGE, bright, view. Microwave,
oven, refrigerator, dishwasher, washer/dryer
in unit. 21 -ft, jacuzzi on roof Walking dis-

tance to UCLA. 310-475-0807.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. 142BEDROOM
$895&UP. LARGE. UNUSUAL CHARM
SOME SPANISH STYLE W/HARDWOOD
FLOORS. ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS
310-839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. Japanese garden,
ibdrm w/separate entrance. lbth in house
Excellent for student $595. 2bed/2bath
$1895. Dr David 323-936-1449.

CENTURY CITY exceptional single (upper),
high ceilings, large closets, full bath, light,

bright, carport parking. $785. 310-395-RENT
www.westsiderentals.com

HUGE SINGLE AND ONE BEDROOM
$900/mo & up. One bdrm for $12504up. One
block from campus. 644 and 650 Landfair
310-824-0319.

N. WESTWOOD VILLAGE. Large, charming
1BD on Kelton $1 400. Agent:3 10-268-2800.

PALMS apartment (upper), unfurnished. 1

bdrm. stove, hardwood fkwrs. W/D hookups,
bright, garage. $750. 310-395-RENT
www.westsiderentals.com

PALMS. 3719 Kelton Ave. 2bd/2bath. $1250.
Controlled access bWg. New carpet. Upper
unit Linda: 310-463-3334 or 323-848-7260.
shown by appt.

PALMS. Single apt from $575, 1-bdrm $695,
$600deposit 1-year lease only Stove, re-

frig,carpets, vert blinds. 310-837-1502
leave message. 8am-5pm only

PRIME BRENTWOOD ONE BEDROOM de-
luxe upper, european kitchen. All apliances,
fireptace. Walk to stores and resturaunts.

$1350/mo. No Pets . Lease 310-410-1575.

SANTA MONICA 1)2BEDROOM/1.5Bath
Townhouse, Washer/Dryer. Dishwasher,
Fridge. Microwave. Garage. $2500. 2)1 -bed-
room. 500sq/ft. Stove. Fridge. Washer/Dryer.
Utilities included, garage, $1100. 310-450-
0828.

SANTA MONICA OCEAN-VIEW. One bed-
room unfurnished/furnished apt. $2000-
$2600. Luxury 2+1 bedroom, furnished
$4000. Walk to 3rd Street PromenadeiPier
310-399-3472
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10919
STRATHMORE

A?T#4. Looking for 2 or 3

roommates to shore w/one

other in 2lxJrm/1.5bth.

$450/month. Parking,

balcony.

310-208-7959

424 KELTON:
MOST REQUESTED

WESTWOOD BUILDING!
Share Ibdrm/lbth.

kitchen/livingnxjm, walk-in

closet, balcony

w/CLEAN/NON-SMOKING
FEMALE. $515. Yr. contract,

June 25th-August2002 Araceli:

310-208-9947

WESTWOOD'
Spacious Ibdrm/lbth

w/bolcony, gated

parking, security,

recreational facilities.

Available mid-June to

mid-Sept.

Call 310-208-1685

llKAirriFIIL2-BKIIR0(}Ml

APARTMtW
Hardwood floors, newly

furnished, parking, full

kitchen. Absolutely

gorgeous. Must be seen!"

$1900/mo. CallMarjorie

310-208-2120

KELTOAJ AMD
LEVERING

Cute cozy apt. Share

w/great roommates!

Vivate room and parking

pot. Available June 1 st.

$550.

310^208 6839

STRATHMORE,
BALCONY OVERLCX>KS

pool/spa. Fully Furnished,

2BD/2BA. Huge! 1130
sqft. DSL. Mini-Bar.

$470/month.

Best Damn Place in

Westwood, Bar-none.

310-824-2009

WESTWOOD
3bed/2bath, dining room,

large living room,

PARKING. Walking distance!

to UCLA (2-blocks)

Hardwood floors and newly

painted walls. Well kept and]

clean. If interested contact

Matt 310-871-7635

403 LANDFAIR
Across street from
campus. Master
bedroom/batti,

underground parking.

Will sublet to one/two
people. 6/18-9/13.

$975/mtti.

310-824-3537

437 GAYLEY
Pink Palace. Beautiful

2bdrm/2btti. w/2balconies.

trench doors, spacious. 3
underground parking spots.

partially furnistied. Late

June-8/31.$2150/mo.

Please call Julie or Silvia at

310-824-5542

WESTWOOD:
One bedroom, one bath.

Furnished, corner of

Landfair-hStrathmore.

Available July-August.

$ll50/mth. Call

310-824-5924 i.

OJl KELTON
750^sq.ft.!

Ibd/I.Sbatli, Gorgeous

Fumiture'June 15-August 5,

gated parking space, balcony,

pool, laundry. Only

$9.^7/month.

gjnak@ucla.edu.

CM 510-991-4462

475 CAYLEY AVE
Available mid-June to

mid-Sept. $450/month
Close to campus, friendly

roommates & manager
Looking for female

subletter.

J10-479-2iJ5

WESTWOOD-
Kelton Ave. Looking for

female/male to sfiare

room during July/August

Great Apartment,

parking spot included.

$520/montfi. Call Sopfiie

310-824-4679

SPACIOUS. SUMMER
APARTMENT:

3bdrm/i.5bth. Pool,

fun balcony, 4-5

subletters, preferably

female, males okay.

$430/mth-dependent.
424 Landfair Ave. Apt. #1

310-824-2942

STRATHMORE/
LEVERING

Furnisfied bedroom/bath
witfi parking. DSL, Stereo,

Cable. Available mid June

to mid September 1-2

people OK. $900/mo.

Brandon 310-824 7435

QREAT DEAL!M WESTWOOD:
Sfiare a room for $350
or ov/n room for $700
on Veteran. Available

June/July/August.

Ask for Anne.

310-208-9513

From June 1 8-August 1

8

Space for 1 or 2 persons

875/mtfi. Facilities include c

gym and pool. 527 Midvole

Ave , Westwood, CA 90024
For more information call

310-209-0475 or email

kamaru@ucla.edu

•' -i
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Apartments for Rent

VENICE spacious (upper), 2 bdrms, l bath,

5 blocks to beach, in a foreplex, kitchen

,

w/dining area, gated parking. $1295. 310-

395RENT. www weslsiderentals com

WEST LOS ANGELES apartment, unfur-

nished. 1 bdrm, Westwood Blvd., stove, car-

pets, W/D hookups, garage $775 310-395-

RENT, www weslsiderentals com

WEST LOS ANGELES/PALMS APART-
MENT IN 7 UNIT BUILDING, pet okay, unfur-

nished, 2 txlrms. big bright and airy rooms,

large kitchen, parking included. $895. 310-

395-RENT. www.westsiderentals.com

WESTWOOD APARTMENT for Rent. Single,

lumished, 2-blocks to school, next to frater-

nities (no late night parties), no parking.

$800/month 310-824-4951.

WESTWOOD LOFT FOR RENT for summer
and fall Across the street from UCLA. A/C,

full kitchen, parking. $650/month 310-443-

8992

WESTWOOD townhouse, unfurnished, 2

bedrooms, 1.5 bath, cat ok. refrigerator,

stove, hardwood floors, pool, laundry, park-

ing included $1295. 310-395-RENT
www westsiderentals com

WESTWOOD VILLAGE: 1 -BEDROOM
$1400; 2-BEDROOM. 2-Bathroom $2000.

Parking, 1-year lease, no pets. 10943 Roe-
bling. Available 7^/01. 310-471-7073.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE: Large 1 -Bedroom,

$1500 Hardwood floors, fireplace, parking.

1-year lease, no pets, available 6/19/01 925
GayleyAve. 310-471-7073.

WESTWOOD 2BDRM/2BATH $1450 AND
UP TILE KITCHEN. STEPDOWN LIVING

rROOM. HIGH CEILirJG. CHARM. 1 MILE
SOUTH OF WILSHIRE. SOME W/BAL-
CONY 310-839-6294.

WESTWOOD. Across UCLA, upscale, one
and two bedrooms, full-kitchen, air condi-

tioned, parking, one year lease, 445 Land-

fair Taking reservations. 310-824-1969

WESTWOOD Walk to UCLA. 2bdrnV2bth,

gated parking, rooftop spa. quiet building,

accepting reservations for Fall. $1895-

$2275. 512 Veteran. 310-208-2655.

WLA AMAZING DEAL 1629 Brockton. Sin-

gle $650. Full kitchen, refrigerator, cable-

ready, vertical blinds, gated, quiet area

310-479-8876

WLA/PALMS
APARTMENT RENTALS
CALL 4 FREE LISTINGS

AND SPECIALS
Bachelors/Singles—some w/utilities paid,

pool, gated, $725 and up ibdrm $950 and
up, many w/lireplaces. luxury and more
2bdrm $1395-$ 1550, many w/dishwashers,

balcony, A/C and more Call for free list-

ing. 310-278-8999.

WW WALK TO UCLA
Spacious, bright Ibdrm and private patio,

avail mid-May Hardwood floors, full kitchen,

large closets, laundry, 2-car parking. $1450.

No pels. Also, Ibdrm upper avail Sept l.

$1450 310-234-8278.

8600
Condo/Townhouse for Rent

WESTWOOD. Wilshire Hi-Rise Luxurious

Condo 1.2.&3bed. $2400-$4200/month
24hr. valet, doorman, front desk, and securi-

ty service. All amenities, great views. 310-

470-9947.

8800
Guesthouse for Rent

AVAILABLE JUNE 1, Less than a mile to

campus. A/C. quiet, small dog okay, en-

closed yard. $750 Arthur, 476-8478.

BEVERLY HILLS FURNISHED GUEST-
HOUSE; Living room, dining room area,

kitchen, bedroom. Utilities, lyr.-lease.

$1000/mlh Available for only 1 person. 310-

271-8811

MAR VISTA GUEST HOUSE. 4-miles to

school. Kitchen, bathroom, high-ceiling with

sky-light, nice residential neighbortiood Fe-

male/non-smoker preferred. $700/month,
utilities-included 310-915-0629

9000
House for Sale

PERU 2BED/2BATH 984 square ft. House
in beach town. 30 minutes south from Lima.

$12,000,213-625-0525.

9200
Housing Needed

HOUSING NEEDED
Trying to rent your space in the West-
wood area or neart)y? Have a great deal?
Easily solve your rental problem with one
simple call Avoid the hassle of renting. 3
UCLA students are seeking an apart-

ment, house, guesthouse or condo to

share (2+2 or 2+1.5) to move in late

June/early July, lyr lease ok. Must in-

clude 2 parking spaces and be reason-
ably priced Please call StephanieSIO-
702-6455 (Leave message).

TWO UCLA GRAD STUDENTS seeking
West Los Angeles summer sublet. One Bed-
room. 5-6 month range.

Email: eceleboglu9yahoo.com

9300
Room for Help

FREE PRIVATE ROOM w/beautiful view in

exchange for light housekeeping and baby-
sitting. Encino, south of Sepulveda 818-789-
3338.

9400
Room for Rent

BRENTWOOD F/NS/NP Females only. Bed,
bath&full access to large oeautiful home.
Share w/family. $750 3^0-395-0623.

HANCOCK PARK
Spacious Spanish style duplex Looking for

male/female grad student. $850. Call

Mayora/Chris:310-441-1859.

HUGE TWO-STORY —
HOUSE

with rooms to rent! Share gourmet kitchen.

Great location. Mar Vista. Ocean view Start-

ing from $650 roonVmonth. 310-678-2753
310-398-7937 Pat.

PRIVATE GUESTROOM WEST-
WOOD/WALK UCLA- beautiful house w/pri-

vate entrance/bath/backyard. Laundry/Kitch-

en privileges. N/S female tenant $785+utili-

ties. 310-446-9556

PRIVATE ROOM FOR RENT Westwood,
7mins to campus. Available May 8 Park-

ing/laundry/dishwasher. Huge living/dining

area, spacious balcony $680/mo Mimi:

310-234-2880.

ROOM FOR RENT in Westwood adjacent
house Shared bathroom Preferred females
Must be quiet, neat, clean, non-smoker.
$465/mo+utilities 310-470-7032

WESTWOOD. 1 block south Wilshire Huge
master w/balcony in 2bdrm/2.5bth apt.

1377sqft. Sunny, quiet. Furnished.
Spa/pool, gated parking. $l450/month 310-
210-3893.

9500
Roommates-Private Room

BRENTWOOD/WEST LA: $700/mth. Pnvate
bathroom/wlk-in closet/full kitchen/parking.

Female preferred. I'm rarely home. Call Erich

310-914-5213

CULVER CITY $325/mo. Small, private

room, share bath. Prefer very docile, n/s.

gentleman Please call Jim 310-390-1450.

PALMS- Female wanted Private bdrm/bth
Rent $662 50/deposit negotiable Prefer stay
through academic year. Call Jessica 310-
559-7707 or 310-880-5109.

PICO AND ROBERTSON: 2bdrm/2bth.
Large, balcony, private bath, spacious clos-

ets, street parking, high-ceilings. Available

May 1. 1/2 utilities. $750/mth. Sarah 310-

275-8255

VENICE/SEPULVEDA. Own bedroom/share
bath, 2+1/apt. Bateony, 2-story, stove, fridge,

microwave. Female/Student preferred Avail

now, $475. flan©ucla.edu. work: 310-966-

5320, home: 310-202-1196.

WESTWOOD-Fun outgoing female looking

for 1 or 2 female roommates for own
bed/bath in 2bed/2bath apt. Avail 9-1-01.

Call 310-209-2665.

WLA-FEMALE ONLY furnished room,
2bdrnVapt. $350+1/2utiimes. 10-min to

UCLA. Near Bus line, market, shopping. No
smoking/pets. Prefer UCLA student/faculty.

310-478-7472.

9600
Roommates-Shared Room

GAYLEY NEXT TO UCLA large room to

share in 2bdrm/2bth. private condo. Fully-

furnished, bateony garage, non-smoking fe-

male only $500/nx)nth. 310-208-7748.

WESTWOOD: Spacious penthouse apart-
ment. 1 -2 roommates to share studio room.
5min from UCLA. Beginning August.
$350/mth. 310-824-6322

Classifieds

825-2221

Daily Bruin Sports

9700
Sublets

437 GAYLEY Pink Palace. Beautiful
2bdrm/2bth, w/2balconies, french doors,
spacious, 3 underground parking spots, par-
tially furnished. Late June-8/31. $2150/mo.
Please call Julie or Silvia at 310-824-5542.

9700
Sublets

9700
Sublets

631 KELTON 750+sq.ft ! 1bd/1.5bath, Gor-
geous Furniture! June 15-August 5. gated
parking space, balcony, pool, laundry. Only
$937/month. ginak@ucla.edu. Call 310-991-
4462

ATRIUM COURT- STRATHMORE Close to

campus. 750sq ft. ibdrm/lbth. Spa/weight-
room. 1 parking space. $l350/mo. Available
Julys 310-267-8205

BRIGHT. SPACIOUS. BEAUTIFUL! 2bdrms
available June20-Aug31 IbdrnVperlect (or

one-$600/mth 2ndbdrm huge w/pnvate-en-
trance, bathroom, bar. $1200/mth. 1 -parking-

space/room Upstairs-apartment, hardwood.
balcony-445 1/2 Midvale. 310-208-
0369/310-497-2784.

WANTED
Downtown law firm seeks fiijly furnished sublets for visiting law

students from May through September. Students stay in Los Angeles

from 6 to 1 1 weeks. Plexse send information regarding your sublet

to Maria at michelinl@mto.coiii. Remember to include the

following information: Rent, Location/City. Dates Available,

House/Apl/Room, # of hedrooms/baihrooms, Amenities

(Furnished/llnfiirnished, Air, Pool, Parking, Convenient to Bus, etc.)

Daily Bruin Sports

FEMALE ROOMATE WANTED to share 1

bedroom apartment for summer. WLA
$330/mo plus half utilities. $350 security
Quiet mature student only 310-820-2663.

SPACIOUS. FALL APARTMENT:
3bdrm/1.5bth. Pool, fun balcony 4-5 sublet-

ters, preferably female. $430/mth-depend-
ent. 424 Landfair Ave. Apt.1. 310-824-2942

SUMMER SUBLET. Large 1 -bedroom aparl-

ment for 2-3 people. 1185/mo. Parking.

Laundry. Balcony Strathmore/Levering. 310-
208-6875

SUMMER SUBLETS NEEDED. Law firm
seeks furnished Westside, Westwood, Brent-
wood, West Los Angeles. Pasadena sublets
from May-August. Please leave detailed
message:21 3-488-7475.

WESTWOOD. CA Summer and Fall sublet.
Looking for female roommate. Fireplace and
balcony 2 bdrms. 2 bath. 10 min. walk to
Ackerman. 10 to Westwood. Contact Alex.
Sophya, Mary 310-824-3391

WESTWOOD- Spacious Ibdrm/lbth w/bal-

cony gated parking, security, recreational

facilities. Available mid-June to mid-Sept
Call 310-208-1685.

BASEBALL
From page 28

from third in the fifth.

Just because Baron, the nation's lead-

ing hitter, didn't notch a hit doesn't mean
that he didn't hit the ball hard. He hit a

rocket into the right-center field gap and
was robbed ofan extra base hit by a diving

Sean Pierce. Pierce got a greatjump on the

ball and dove at full speed to make the

catch.

The lead could have extended by one if

it weren't for the arm of left fielder Ben
Leuthard, who threw out Malt Pearl at the

plate in the first inning. To get Pearl,
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Leuthard had to make a perfect throw, and
he hurled a strike right into the glove of

catcher Brian Manfred and right in front

of a sliding Pearl to prevent a Bruin run

and record the third out of the opening

frame.

San Diego State got its lone run off of

reliever Mike Davem in the top of the

sixth. Center fielder Rah-Miel Mitchell

started the /\ztec rally with a one-oukdou-

ble to the right-center field gap. Sliortstop

Taber Lee followed Mitchell's hit with a

base-knock of his own and put an end to

Davem 's night. After a one-batter appear-

ance by Chris Cordiero, Mike Kunes took

over on the mound. New left fielder Andy
Littcral made the most of his at bat, getting

a base hit to drive in Mitchell from second.

Kunes killed the Aztec rally with a huge
strike-out of clean-up hitter Jacob Minter

to secure the Bruin lead.

After the lone run, the Bruin pitching

stafT, backed by a solid defensive elTort

from a starting nine that did not give up an

error, bared down and played solid funda-

mental baseball to secure the 3-1 victory

"It's good to be home." Canales said.

"Now we have to win some ball games and
help ourselves out to make the postsea-

son."

• • •

Before the game the Bruins voted

senior shortstop Josh Canales and senior

starter Paul Diaz as captains of the team.

M.TENNIS
From page 28

the players because they arc

forced to play up to three

matches a day. both in singles

and doubles.

"These tournaments are

really hard on your body
because you play multiple

matches a day." said Grinda.

Rojer, however, saw the

multiple matches as a way to

better the team.

"It is good Ibr us, it gets us

in shape for the next couple of

weekends."

But the team had a positive

outlook about this past week-
end and looks forward to the

upcoming weeks.

"I am going to give the guys

a little break to relax and
catch up on their studies."

Martin said. "We are in good
shape physically There isn't

much we need to work on. just

fill in the little holes that we
have seen over the last few

weeks.

"We have been working
nine months for the NCAA
championship."

9800
Vacation Rentals

BEAUTIFUL. SPACIOUS YOSEMITE
HOME surrourxJed by tall pines. Close to

everything. Fully Equipped. 5000' elevation
sundeck. reasonable rates. 818-785-1028.
www.yosemite islovelycom

.:.*^-^.

ace of student-to-student devils

mns
13" TV color

2 BOOKSHELVES
28"X23" TV RACK

5 stielves/wood

$20 310-445-3355

ABS ROLLER PLUS
ALARM CLOCK

w/bkshlves and cd rack

$20ea 310-443-3692

andvwJeo-new

ALARM CLOCK
APPLE PRINTER
AQUARIUM

dJQrtal. srxx)ze. cmpct

$60 310-445-3355

$12 310-440-1088

travel size, aa batt

J4_ 310-841-6035

4100 serial cab)le

M.

Do you want to become
a leader on campus?

Check out the

BRUIN LEADERS PROJECT
A seminar based leadership project sponsored by the Center for
Student Programming. All students are invited to participate in
developing leadership skills. Upon completion participants

receive a certificate.

BED
60galton. w/everythinq

$10

310-841-6035

310^45-3355
N/A

BED FRAME
mattress & b)oxspring

310-770-7474

t^A
full size

323-654-0749

BLACK LIGHT
BOOKCASE

4 foot t)ase joduded
$10 310-44O-1088

BOOTS
wood, like new

$40 310-472-2045

BUD LIGHT NEON
black doc martins

$60

CALCULATOR
CALCULATOR

3 colors-nice 4 domfi

$60

310-208-9994

ti85

$100

310-559-9852

CALVIN KLEIN
ti-82w/mnual Ik new

$86

CANON PRINTER
black large shelves

JS_

CARDIO GLIDE
bjc4400 color Ik new

CD HOLDER
full up/lwr b odv work

$60

310-472-2045

310-559-9852

626-488-8582

310-4400027

CELLULAR
CHEM MODEL SET
COLOR TV

wire, black, holds 160
$30

sprint tchpt unused
M.
$45

310-820-3580

310-841-6035

310-443-3692

new

COMPUTER DESK
COUCH W/HIDEABED
DART BOARD

need to warmup. but ok
Jifi.

$25

626-488-8582

310-824-2272

310-837-7499

tan, good cond. u move
$75 310-841-6035

DART BOARD
like new corxJItion

DINING RM TABLE
DRESSER

like new conditton
wood tattle. 4 chairs

$40 310-824-5508

$30 310-841-6035

_$L 310-841-6035

EURAIL PASS
6 drawers, like new

$100

EXOTIC ANIMALS
EXOTIC ANIMALS

15 day first dass
jaQ_

310-837-7499
310-208-9994

N/A
4 exotic felix wong

310-267-8398

EXOTIC ANIMALS
4 exotic pigeons

310-267-7838

FAX MACHINE
4 exotic turkeys

310-267-7838

fax machine, like new
310-267-7838

HOME GYM-WEIDER kxHWix body wkt. new
KLH SPEAKERS 3 way w/1 2' 1 70 watts

$75 310-824-0474

N/A

LAKERS JACKET
LARGE MIRROR

starter jacket

$80

310-841-6035

310-824-9908

LAZY BOY CHAIR
LOVESEAT

21 'x47" w/wooden frame
_$4Q. 310-824-5508

rediner-blue
.£0.

MATRESS&BOX ti4ATR

MEN'S SHOES

wood frame-small
ML

310-445-3355

310-44<H)a27

twin, new

OTTOMAN
5good pairs, size 1

1

$36 310-440-1088

$70 310-770-7474

PAINT ROaER
must sell!

_$!&.

PIONEER SPEAKER
SEWING MACHINE

cordless, never used
JSQ.

310-557-1499

Bruin Leaders Project

Spring Quarter Seminars

Wednesday, May 2 2-^ p.m. Ackerman 2408

"Social Change Model of Leadership"

(This seminar required for a Bruin Leaders Project certificate)

I'M sauN&

5 PAIRS OF MY
POYFRIENP'S SHOES IN

THIS WEEK'S PRUIN

\ Par^ains Section OF

f^ THE PAILY PRUIN-.

mns
place free ads for items under $200

We hope to see you!

For more information on the Bruin Leaders

Prdject, please contact us at either

(310) 206-5071 or blp@ucla.edu or stop by
our office at 105 Kerckhoff Hall.

www.bniinleaders.ucla.edu

Student?
(not forever)

SOC.1TEXT

3wavw/15" 150 watts

antique, in table

_$£.

310-559-3599

JIQQ.

310-841-6035

SOFA
down to earth soc

yifty

310-824-9908

310^4(HX)27

SOFA & LOVESEAT
overstuffed bfpwn
matching , ikea

STEAM CLEAhWAC must setll

S30 310-824-2272

N/A 32^^64-0749
$75ea 310-824-O474

TABLE
TV/VCR 15"

ngw.orean
Ml
Ml

310-569-3699

new
TVA/CR TABLE

N/A
31(M7»4452

TWIN BED
new, bik $80

310-770-7474

VCR W/REMOTE
w/boxsorino&frame. new $60

310-770-7474

WICKER DESK
needs work

WINE RACK
must sell!

ML
310-206-9994

WOODEN CHEST
wood/metaMarqe

ja^
310^1-6035

ZIP DRIVE100MB
2 shelves/2 drawers

Ml
310-559-3699

exlusbnew!
Ml

31(M40-1088

-&Q-

310^400027
310-477-3699

To place a

ad ill the Bniiii

Bargains, fill out

infonnation on tlie

right and .submit to the

Daily Bruin Cias.sifieds.

•Item:

(15 characters maximum, including ^aces)

• Description: -
^ __ [

(20 characters maximum, including spaces)

•Price:

(example $25, |74ea, FREE. Please round to the nearest dollar—NO OBO)

•Phone: ( ) -

•Ad must be submilted in person or bv miiil No phone orders ;iIIowkI Dejidime is 2 work days prior to issue at 1 2pm All Baiin Bargains appear every Wednesday
and Fnday Limit of 4 free ads per customer per \wek We reserve the rij>ht to revise of reject any advertisement not meetinj; the standards of the Daily Bruin

r^ Display
206-3060

s u ^

Invites you to a special

Sneak Preview of

SMqcK

>iV^*

^

TODAY (May 2nd)

7:30 PM
\r\ Westwood

Tickets Required

Pick up a free pass at

319 Kerckhoff Hall

(if available).

Please arrive early.

Seating is not guaranteed.

For more info: (310) 825-1958, 319 Kerckhoff Hall, www.campusevents.ucla.edu
T'^"

(SiJ&i/ Total Rtness

Student Membership Discount.

The serner.ters almost over, but

don t wait to take advantage of

incredible savings on a ilaly

Total Rincss student rrximbcrGhip.

Join now and use any of cur over

385 locaiions for A months by
paying only $144. Plus, if you
v;ani to stay a member you have
the option to renew for ju&t $24

rr)or>th.

jr c ubs fiave everything you
need lu gel Ifie results you vvHnI,

including:

• Treadmills

• Cross trainers

• Elliptical trainers

• Staiionary bikos

• Resistance equiiwrient

• Group exercise classes

• Certified personal
trawvirs

• SPINNING'
• Kwando- by Gorilla

Sports^

• Free weights

• Hammer Strength*

Join today and with your student

membership, get use of any Ba! y
Total Fitness club nationwide, ai!

days and all hours You won t be
a student forever, so take advan-
tage of this special rtx.>?ribofship

discount now.

Don t wait. Call toddy!

For the dub nearest you, dial:

1-800-FITNESS
Mwsl be betAtftfti U>e tiges, u( 18-23 a'icJ

tmve a viilij tluOeril tD lu gjalfy 'ck s,iij-

iJ»filti«ui6e!iliiy R«(.«way dues. !>ub;efi

lu irn,?eiu.« Wf iteti nojte requifed lo

caiH-vl refie»«f«i! opUtK; Sooe i-;>lrtclKji:,

duply AckJiiKjUid ch<«*o«i (or «.«i* ^er *<:«»•)

Ai! Egjj) OpyofluKly Club. ^2^0^ Brfly
Tbial Ftjfwss Corporaiion
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NAEVE
From page 28

Colorado Springs for a spot on Ihc

Olympic team.

There, Nacve was one of six middle

blockers competing for three spots.

And it was then that he learned an

important lesson about how to get

ahead in volleyball.

"I didn't realize that for the guys
there, that's their job," said Naeve. "I

thought of volleyball as more of a

game. 1 was still a kid having fun. Now
I'm realizing it's a profession."

When the national team was
allowed a break over winter. Naeve
opted not to go back. He figured out

that if he didn't take his classes soon,

he'd have a huge load coming back to

school. Also, out of the si.x middles, he

was sixth on the depth chart.

So he came back to UCLA and
there something else changed: his atti-

tude about winning.

Naeve entered UCLA the same

year as setter Brandon Taliaferro and
the two began following the same path.

They started as true freshmen. They
earned similar All-American honors as

freshmen, sophomores and juniors.

They even challenged each other for

the career ace record. But their paths

diverged when Naeve went for that

shot at the Olympics while Taliaferro

took the Bruins to their ISth national

title last year.

Naeve recalled that when the two
were being interviewed as freshmen,

the last question of the interview was,

"Would the whole year be a disap-

pointment if you didn't win a champi-

onship?"

"We looked at each other and
smiled and said yes. And we both said,

at the time, that we wanted four rings."

Naeve said, shaking his head a bit at

their youth and expectations.

Taliaferro didn't get four rings. He
only won the championship his sopho-

more year, so last season as a senior he

felt the pressure of UCLA tradition

behind him.

"You need two rings to be semi-

respeclable," Taliaferro said before the

title game against Ohio State last year.

UCLA won that game, giving

Taliaferro his second ring.

It's not like that anymore for

Naeve.

"Maybe I'm the only UCLA volley-

ball player to think like this, but I just

don't see it as a waste of time anymore
if you don't win the national champi-

onship," he said. "That's not saying

that I don't want to win. I just don't

think that the whole year is a loss if we
don't win."

Coming down to these last games,

Nacve has decided that he will not sec-

ond-guess any decision he's made.

"Winning is one of the greatest feel-

ings ever, especially winning the

national championship. But all I can

do is go into the final matches and play

without any regrets." he said. "If I do
that, whatever happens will be the

right outcome."

Even if the outcome is a loss?

"Yeah. If I play with no regrets, I've

given my all. 'If the other team beats us,

they deserve it."

In these final games, Naeve's turn-

ing up the intensity Head Coach A!

Scates said that at Monday's practice

he had to let Naeve and Williams out at

5 p.m. while the rest of the team kept

playing until 5:30 p.m. because the

seniors were practicing too hard.

"They'd had enough," said Scates.

"I didn't want to use them up."

But if Naeve's getting more intense,

it's not because he's about to leave.

"I'm not .sentimental like that.

Yeah, I'll never be able to play volley-

ball here again but I just don't think of

things as coming to an end," he said. "I

don't see beginnings and endings, I

just see a continuous flow of things."

After all. no matter what happens at

the NCAA Tournament, things wont
end for Naeve after the season does.

When he heads back to Colorado
Springs, it'll be because volleyball

means far more to him than it once
did.

Lven if it doesn't quite define him.

SOFTBALL
From page 28

defense has made the difference,

for better or worse, in close games
for UCLA.

Goerl, however, noted that the

defense won't be a factor if she

can keep UW from putting the

ball in play.

"I have to make my pitches

work," she said.

Her pitches have often been
working lately, as Goerl went 16

innings over three games last

weekend, allowing four hits.

Against Washington, however,
Goerl threw 14 innings and sur-

rendered 1 1 hits.

But if Goerl can have the kind

of performance that she did last

weekend, the Bruins will be able

to concentrate on what awaits

them back home: Oregon, Oregon
State, and probably a few blue-

books.

WALKER
From page 27

1995 season. The Beavers had little soft-

ball tradition, and you'd think that being
in a conference where he might face his

—menlois several times a year would be a

deterrent. But Walker considered these

factors as positives.

"I knew that Oregon State was not a

great program, but I could definitely help

the program out," he said. "My relation-

ship with Sue will never be affected by the

score. That allows us to step on the field

against each other and compete all out.

"It's a great thing to be able to com-
pete against your best friend and love the

competition," he added.

Enquist saw Walker's intra-conference

move as a plus.

"I was thrilled because I knew there

was going to be another good coach in

our conference," she said.

Walker proved his mettle by turning

Oregon State's program around. In 1995,

his first year, OSU went 13-43. By 1999,

the Beavers were 47-25 and made it to the

wcws

"We knew he would do great things,"

said Enquist.

Adept Softball fans can't help but

notice the aspects of Oregon State's game
that Walker learned during his time in

Los Angeles.

"The one thing that I ice Kirk taking

from UCLA is that his playsf§ play wilh a

lot of class," said Enquist.

"He's done a great job of establishing

the mind-set that you're a professional

out there."

Walker says the things he learned at

UCLA are too numerous to name and
perhaps too subtle to articulate.

"I don't think I can honestly say where
my philosophy stops and Sharron and
Sue's philosophy started," said Walker.
"They gave me so much responsibility

and so much respect. I don't know why
they did, quite honestly, but it made us as

a program so strong."

It will be a tough task for the Beavers
to complete the three-game sweep of the

Bruins that started April 20 with an OSU
2-1 win in Corvallis. But if it happens, it

won't be a total loss for UCLA.
After all, it will be a Bruin winning the

game.

ENQUIST
From page 27

evident whenever an umpire
makes a questionable call.

Enquist is a true believer in play--

ing the game straight up, and see-

ing her kids day-in and day-out,

she knows that they're more tal-

ented than what the umpires give

them credit for.

So when the opposing team, or

as she calls them "shirts in the

other dugout," get a favorable

call, she's out there feverishly

arguing her case.

"If I believe Stacey Nuveman
has been screwed on a call, I'm

going to be the first one under the

umpire's nose," said Enquist. "I

admit that I'm very hard on my
team Monday through Friday,

but when it comes game day, I'm

its biggest fan."

Enquist is a simple person,

only in need of her family, softball

and surfing. She lives a half hour

from her mom and dad, 25 min-

utes from her sister and is a 40-

minute plane ride from her broth-

er - all important people who
help her remain balanced.

But her outlet is surfing. OUt in

the water, nobody talks about

wofk. Some players like second
baseman Monique Mejia will join

Enquist on the waves, but they

don't have the advantage that

their head coach boasts about.

EnquJst is a reality

check for the Bruins.

"When I was Monique's age

and I was surfing, I was going

nose-to-nose with these guys and
they would not let up," Enquist

explained. "It was hard to get

waves. But now, when you're out

there surfing, and they look at

me, and I'm old enough to be

their mother, they take care of

me, so I get all of the waves. So

I'm really enjoying this time of

my life because they wouldn't

dare take off on an old lady like

me out in the water."

Once she gets out of the water

and makes her way back to

UCLA, Enquist can rc-cnlcr the

"bubble" - another Sueism.

During the recruiting process,

Enquist points out to a player that

she is about to become surround-

ed by excellence. In no other

place in the world after her play-

ers leave will they experience

that, being around people in the

same place of life like you, striv-

ing for excellence like you, moti-

vated and driven like you.

"So I always tell my players

that when you get out of the bub-

ble, you're going to learn that 33-

percent rule, and you're going to

learn how special it was to be in

the bubble, because you're sur-

rounded by mediocrity outside

the bubble," said Enquist.

At least once they're outside

the bubble, they'll have those

Sueisms upon which to rely.

learn about opportunities for your <areer!!

PJLil Entrepreneur Association

C«J Conference

Biotechnology
Wireless

Communications

Four Trwks

Venture Social

Entrepreneurship

-

Keynote Address by Jeff Henley,
CFO of Oracle

' Friday May 4th 8am - 4pm
The Anderson School at UCLA

Register at:
http://www.uclamba.coin/

Sponsored Silicon vaiey Bank
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Coach inspires squad with 'Sueisms'
\

Bruin alumnus to confront

alma mater at OSU game
ENQUIST: Former player

provides intense focus,

wisdom through sayings

ByVytasMazeika
Daily Bruin Reporter

The bottom third of people can
suck the life out of you.

The middle third is ready to go with
whoever influences them. They're
ready to stay positive, but they're also

ready to get sucked into the negative.

The top

third are the

leaders and
see the posi-

tive in every

challenge and

experience.

That's Sue
Enquist 's "33-

percent rule" -

one of her CMCRESmany
Sueisms.

Enquist. in her 13th season as

UCLA Softball head coach, has a lot

of these Sueisms - little pieces of wi.s-

dom that trtsttH in her players some
fundamental things which not only
apply to Softball, but life in general.

Senior pitcher Courtney Dale and
junior catcher Stacey Nuveman arc

proof that the Sueisms work.

"I just know that being here five

years, she's taught me so much and
I've changed as a person." Dale said.

"And her lessons don't just apply on
the Softball field."

Then Nuveman interjected: "We
joke about it. If she knew how much
we sit around and talk about her, in

good and bad, she would laugh. I'll l>e

in a totally unrelated situation in my
life, and I 'II find myself saying some of

the things that she says in her speech-

es.

"Her Sueisms." Dale added.

"It's scary, her Sueisms and how
they're ingrained," continued

Nuveman.

Enquist likes to keep things simple,

focus on the task at hand. Another
Sueism goes like this: realize that there

are only two things you can control -

your effort and your attitude.

"It's kind of corny, and the kids

think it's funny, but if people can carry

out those two things, a positive atti-

tude and lOO^rcent efTort. their life

ends up being more enjoyable."

Enquist explained.

She has been part of the UCLA
family for quite a while - as a player

from 1975-1978 and a coach from
1980 to the present.

Enquist, who is the only player to

complete her career with a batting

average over .400 (.401), has been
part of four NCAA championships as

an assistant coach ('82, '84, '85. '88)

and four more as a head coach ('89,

'90, '92, '99).

This success would lead one to

believe that the UCLA program is all

about wins and losses, but Enquist

doesn't like to be evaluated on the last

hour and a half of a season.

"I don't want people looking at me
saying whether I'm a success or a fail-

ure based on the last seven innings of

SUEISMS
UCLA Head Coach Sue Enqulst's little pieces of wisdom relating to softball and life.

'Don't look leftmd don't look ri9ht, b«cjus«

in order to get to your 9041 as (ffidently as

possible, if you look left or look right you have

to slow down.'

1 don't oMdi to the

scoretward and they don't

piaytothesoReboard.'

"Realize that there are only two tMngs you

can control: your effort and your attitude.'

UUKf: VjflHMuukl

leap into the unknown. It's so eicMng.

So what If you fal, II pid you up. The

rest of the team wil pidt you up*

ADAM BROWN/D*J(y Brutn

UCLA Spoiti liiloiindtion

Sue Enquist has compiled four

national channpionships and a

record of 628-1 19-1 since 1989.

the season," said Enquist. "If you do
that, I wouldn't be able to stay on this

job or sustain the pressure of being

ranked so high for so many years."

The philosophy at UCLA involves

process-oriented thinking. Enquist,

_

described by everyone on the team as

an intense person, doesn't coach to

the scoreboard and her team doesn't

play to the scoreboard.

After every game, the team meets
in the clubhouse. Just because it wins

doesn't mean the team played up to its

expectations.

That's why, after a 5-0 win. Enquist

could give one of her most cutting and
intense meetings. Every season, every

game, every inning, every pitch, she's

pushing her team to reach its own
standard of success.

Enquist is a reality check for the

Bruins.

"Sue Enquist kind of shows you
everything that she is," said sixth-year

Assistant Coach Lisa Fernandez. "In

terms of the work ethic, and in terms
of the dedication and intensity that

she has toward her sport, what you see

is what you get."

The passion and intensity is most

See ENQUIST, page 26
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You walk across campus cvcrday..why not make your steps count?

CHILDREN'S WALK FOR LIFE
SUNDAY, MAY 6, 2001
9:00AM BRUIN PLAZA

FREE FOOD, T-SHIRTS,
PRIZES, AND LIVE MUSIC

Phone: (310) 825-UFE

Fax: (310) 206-3755

e-mail: kidswalka>ucla.edu

Stop by Kcrckhoff 413

Or go online for a registration form
http://www.studcntgroups.ucla.edu/kidswalk/

m

Registration Fee only $18

(early bird by 5/01/01

after including day of

walk registration $20)
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OPPONENT: Walker has

turned around Beaver

team during his tenure

By Andrew Borders
Daily Bruin Reporter

What's orange and black on the

outside, but blue and gold on the

inside?

Oregon Slate Head Coach Kirk
Walker.

Walker's
story is one

that every

UCLA stu-

dent hopes to

emulate. He
graduated
from UCLA
in 1988 with

a degree in

kinesiology

and is now
climbing the

fessional

ladder in the

same occupation he wanted when
he came to Westwood.

Most career-minded students
know that to fill your resume in the

field in which you want to work, an
internship or volunteer position is

the place lo start. Walker knew
that too, and he knew where lo go.

"I got started (with the softball

team) my freshman year, just help-

ing out managing, throwing bat-

ting practice," he said. "I knew
two of the players that were fresh-

men and one that was a senior

from summer ball, so they encour-
aged me to go help out."

But by the start of the 1984 sea-

son, Walker was doing more than
throwing BP. Rather, he was rear-

ranging his schedule in order to

travel with the team. In fact, in that

first season, he would travel with
them all the way to a national title,

their second of the NCAA variety.

"After my first year, they put me

on a full-ride scholarship as an
undergraduate assistant," he said.

"I was just a sophomore in college,

helping out with recruiting and
working with pitchers and hitters."

"He's extremely bright, and wc
noticed that right off the bat. so wc
just kept giving him more and
more responsibilities," said UCLA
Head Coach Sue Enquist.

Enquist, along with longtime
coach Sharron Backus, were
Walker's mentors while in

Westwood.

He was
hired full-

time after

he gradu-

ated, but

despite
making
t h e

Women's
College
World
Series in

10 of his_

11 years,—

winning
six titles and finishing .second three

times and third once, the time
came for Walker lo move on
An NCAA rule pul in place dur-

mg Walker's tenure allowed for a

team lo have a set number of assis-

tant coaches plus a "reslricled-

earnings" coach whose salary was
capped.

"I knew by the end ofmy second
year coaching that coaching
Division I ball was probably where
my professional career was going
to go," he said.

He said, though, that he might
not have left UCLA had it not
been for the restricted-earnings

position.

"It cut my salary by about
$5,000," he said. "It made it very

difficult lo live in L.A."

Oregon Slate came calling, and
Walker made the move for the

See WALKER, page 26
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Applications for editing

positions In News, Design,

Electronic Media, Photo,

Arts 8c Entertainment

and Sports are now
available at

The Bruin office.

Come to an open house

AT The Bruin office in

118 Kerckhoff Hall

tonight AT 8 P.M. FOR

MORE INFORMATION
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Naeve nears career's end with a

new attitude, regard for sport
about having to put away his very

first set in a game is gone.

"I used to be like, 'I have to

have a good start to have a good
game,' because if I got blocked or

hit the ball out my first couple

swings my confidence wouldn't

be very high," he said, "but that's

gone away."

ric^s louder on the court now.

By Pauline Vu
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Two years ago Adam Naeve

sat outside the Wooden Center

and said, "I like volleyball and all,

but it doesn't in any way define

who I am. It's just something I'm

good at."

Reminded of llii> on Mondayr
Naeve smiles, a bit abashed.

"Maybe I spoke too soon

before," he said.

Naeve (pronounced "Navy"),

a middle blocker on the UCLA
vojicyball team, is in his last year

with the school and program.

Named this week's national

Player of the Week, he happens to

be very good at his position.

"Naeve got robbed," senior

Mark Williams said of Naeve not

being named to the league's first-

icam. "There's not another (col-

lege) middle who can come close

to his caliber of play."

As he heads into this week-

end's NCAA Kinal Four, Naeve
ponders the changes that

occurred over the past five years.

Well, the superstition he had

and at one point in Saturday's

league championship game he let

his teammates know what he

thought of UCLA's play, give or

take an expletive or two.

"if we're not playing as well as

we should be, he makes sure that

everyone knows it." said

Assistant Coach Brian Rofer.

"He commands respect from the

other players when he tells them
we have to pick up our game."

He doesn't allow outside dis-

tractions to affect him. Whereas
his mind used to wander, at

Saturday's game Naeve wouldn't

let a fan's repeated call of Tom
Green!" - who he does bear a

resemblance to - gel to him.

"I'm only annoyed because I

don't think the guy's funny," said

MARY ClECEK/Ddily Btuin 'jenior SldK

Adam Naeve, middle blocker for the volleyball team, was
named national Player of the Week.

Naeve. "If I liked the guy it'd be

cool.

"People can say anything to

me; I don't hear it. If I miss a

serve, it's because I screwed up,

not because of the fans."

And, most important, Naevc's

altitude toward volleyball has

changed.

"After I put more thought into

it. it's been a pretty big part ofmy
life." he said.

Nothing made him realize this

more than when he took off

school last year to train in

See NAEVE, page 26

Bruins turn in mediocre play at invitational
M.TENNIS: SqiiacTTi'opes"^"

experience will pay ofTat

upcoming NCAA tourney

By Rekha Rao
Daily Bruin Contributor

The UCLA men's tennis team
came away from the Pac-IO

Individual Tournament this week-

end in Ojai with a positive outlook

for the Team Tournament ahead.

" Tn the championship singles,

senior Jean-Noel Grinda and sopho-

more Jean-Julian Rojer both fell in

the semifinals of the tournament.

Grinda lost 6-3, 6-2 to USC's
Ryan Moore on Saturday.

"Gelling to that point was impres-

sive. Rojer lost a cliffhanger and had

a match point serving in a tiebreak-

er, and he probably should have
won, but suffered some bad luck,"

said Head Coach Billy Martin.

Rojer's match was more exciting.

He played a long three-set match,

forcing iwo tiebreakers, but finally

fell to Stanford's K.J. Hippenstcel

6-7(5), 7-6(6). 6-4.

"We did pretty good, and came in

and did what we wanted to do. which
is compete well. (This tournament)

only helps because we have no more
dual matches to play until the

NCAA Team Tournament," said

Rojer.
' -^^'^''

In doubles action, Grinda and
Rojer fell to the Cardinal team of

Alex Kim and Hippenstcel, 8-5.

"Nobody had any bad perfor-

mances, but nobody played extreme-

ly well either." Grinda said.

In the invitational singles bracket,

both Travis Rettenmaier and
Derrick Nguyen fell in straight sets,

6-1, 6-2 and 6-2, 6-1, respectively.

"This tournament was the last

chance to up our game. If we lose, it

only hurts ourselves and really push-

es us to work on our own game," said

Grinda.

The tournament was a strain on

SeeM.nNNIS,page2S

Plain and sirnpic

Softball Coach Sue Enquist

teaches her athlete.s to be

better people, on and off the

field. See page 27

Pitchers

handily

give team

BASEBALL Bruins break

eight-game losing streak

thanks to strong defense

By Scott Bair

Daily Bruin Contributor

Traveling around the country is fun,

but sometimes you long for nothing"

more than home, sweet home.

A return to their home park. Jackie

Robinson Stadium, was jusl what the

UCLA Bruins needed lo cure their los-

ing ways. The Bruins (26-20) snapped

an eight-game losing slreak on
Tuesday night when they beat the

SDSU Aztecs (27-21).VI.

UCLA 3

San Diego State 1

The night displayed five Bruin

pitchers who. combined, only allowed

a solitary run. Bobby Roe started the

game with three scoreless innings lo set

the tone.

"They were standing way off of the

plate, so I started them with outside

fastballs that they couldn't reach," Roc
said. "Then I'd throw them junk late in

the count that they had no choice but

to swing at."

The Bruin ofTensc was again fueled

by sparkplug lead-olT man Josh

Canales, who went 2 for 4 with two

runs scored in the game. Canales, who
has been on a tear lately, has gone 8 for

16 over his last four games and has

been the catalyst for the Bruins' run-

manufacturing style of offense.

That style was evident in today's

game. Designated hitter Brian Baron

knocked in two runs without even get-

ting a hit, including a deep sacrifice fly

to score shortstop Preston Griffin

SecMSaAlI.pa9e25

Pumped by recent wins, squad looks to beat Huskies

•>• 1

"

lANASUMMfRS

Sophomore Monique Mejia launches from second base
as a pinch runner for pitcher Courtney Dale on Friday.

SOFTBALL Bruins hope to

continue hot hitting during

Seattle trip as midterms wait

By Andrew Borders

Daily Bruin Reporter

Most UCLA students wouldn't think

of jetting up lo Seattle during midterm
week as a quick trip. But that's where the

No. 2 UCLA Bruins (49-4. 10-4 Pac-IO)

will go to face the No. 13 Washington

Huskies (33-18, 7-7) today at 2 p m.

Enquist knows the sacrifice the stu-

dent-athletes will have to make.

"The biggesl strain is on the kids' acad-

emics," said UCLA Head Coach Sue
Enquist.

On the field, the Bruins are riding high

after last weekend's sweep. But they are

still 2 1/2 games out of first in the confer-

ence since Arizona has not lost since a 3-0

ADAM BROWN/Daily Bruin

defeat by UCLA on April 8.

Wednesday's likely matchup will

reunite UCLA's Keira Goerl (21-1. 0.98

ERA) and Tia Bollinger (29-4, 0.91) for

UW, the same two freshmen who dueled

for 14 innings on April 13.

Look for a continuation of the hot

Bruin hitting that swept this past weekend
and defeated Washington 5-4 and 4-0 last

month. Sophomore Natasha Watley has

climbed atop the hitting charts for the

Bruins at .432, with junior Stacey

Nuveman at .429 and freshman Marcel.

Torres al .408. Six more Bruins are over,

.300.

While their stats don't reach as high as

UCLA's, Washington can hold its own
offensively Three Huskies are over .300,

with senior Kelly Hauxhurst al .388,

sophomore Jaime Clark at .367 and
freshman Amanda Oleson at .327.

Enquist remains very confident in her

team's chances of winning.

"We've got a great focus right now and
a great intensity, and if we sustain that,

good things are going to happen," said

Enquist. "I Ihink the biggest thing for us

is to adjust to the weather and play solid

defense."

That same weather suspended
Sunday's Cal-UW game in Seattle, forc-

ing the Bears to slay an extra day in the

Pacific Northwest. And that same

UCLA

Serving the UCLA rommiinity since 1919

Racist reparations
David Horowitz provides

intellectual diversity to eollef<es.

VIEWPOINT. PAGE 18
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Defending their title

Men's volleyball heads to Long
Beach for the NCAA tourney.

SPORTS, PAGE 43

Bloody movie
Kerr Smith breaks away from "Dawson's
Creek" to take a stab at vampire movies.

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT. PAGE 22

home-win I
^dentists find due to malformation

|
Counci'l approves

STUDY! RpQPArr^h chrkA^rc F^—^M^i^^ES^iW " " — M I

revision of USACs

funding policies

STUDY: Research shows

over-expression of gene

causes sexual ambiguity

By Hemesh Patd
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

In a world where the gender line

between men and women is rigid,

society often overlooks the existence

of intersex individuals.

Resciirchers at UCLA have
recently found one of the causes lead-

ing to sexual ambiguity, a condition

where physicians are unable lo deter-

mine the gender of a newborn child.

"Genital malformations are an
unspoken yet frequent public health

problem." said principal investigator

of the study. Dr. Eric Vilain in a state-

ment. "Parents don't speak of it

because they fear others will consider

their children taboo or shameful."

Vilain, assistant professor of
human genetics, is currently in

London for a conference focusing on
sex determination.

The one-and-a-half year study

found that the over-expression, or

over-production of Wnt-4. the sex

gene on chromosome i that converts

BYLAWS: Houston writes

letter of dissent, argues

changes are incomplete

DAVt HILL/Daily Biuin Semoi Staff

Graduate student Saunders Ching works in the department of
human genetics, where a new discovery was made recently.

By Robert Salonga
Daily Bruin Reporter

an embryo from male to female, leads

to sexual ambiguity.

According to Saunders Ching, a

second-year graduate student in

human genetics, I percent of the pop-
ulation suflers from a sexual malfor-

mation.

These malformations range from

an enlarged clitoris and undescended
testes to sexual ambiguity which
affects one in 3,000 births.

"Sexual ambiguity describes when
a baby is born (and) one can't tell by
looking at its external genitalia

See GENE, page 8

Mission accomplished ... almost.

Members of the Undergraduate
Students Association Council
breathed a sigh of reliefTuesday when
they fmally approved revisions of
USAC bylaws regarding student

group sponsorship by a vote of 9-0.

The unanimous vote was a sign of
council unity, according to

Community Services Commissioner
Fannie Huang.

"We wanted to make sure every-

one's on the same page, because this is

going to affect so many groups on cam-

pus," Huang said. •

Since summer, the council has been
in the process of revising its bylaws to

comply with guidelines set by the

University of California Office of the

President. UCOP guidelines dictate

that a student government must dis-

tribute student fees to groups without

regard to viewpoint.

During Tuesday's meeting, council

members heavily debated whether
USAC should consider only officially

recognized student groups or all regis-

tered groups eligible for funding

derived from mandatory student fees.

President Elizabeth Houston criti-

cized the council's failure to make all

registered student groups eligible for

funding.

"
I feel the decision to ( fund only rec-

ognized groups) is inherently flawed in

See REVISIONS, page 6

Candidate talks policy

with Bruin Democrats

FACILITIES COMMISSIONER

FORUM: Weiss believes

village benefits without

nightclub atmosphere

By Dexter Gauntlett

Daily Bruin Contributor

Though support for fifth district

city council candidates Tom Hayden
arid Jack Weiss varies among leaders

oPsludent political groups, their cam-
pus interaction may prove that

UpLA will be a force in the June 5

ruriofT election.

Weiss asked the Bruin Democrats
if he could speak at their Tuesday
meeting to discuss issues relevant to

student life - such as police corrup-

tion, transportation and local enter-

tainment.

The relationship between UCLA
students and Weslwood residents

was among the issues students dis-

cussed at Tuesday's meeting with

Weiss.

An ongoing source of conflict in

Westwood is the difference in

lifestyles of the afTluent areas and
their interaction with students and
the working class, students said al the

meeting.

Students also expressed the need
for more local hangouts, specifically

a place to dance. But a Westwood
ordinance, spearheaded by local resi-

dents, dictates that there cannot be a

Jeremy McKenzie

S.U.R.E.

•Work with Capital

Programs to provide

constnjction updates

•Ensure goals of SPARC

referendum are realized

• Alter seating

arrangement in Pauley

Pavilion

soma (MWMn

FINANCIAL SUPPORTS COMMISSIONER

Narges Pisheh

none

IES9
•Decrease student parking

rates

• Install more security boxes

and have maps of security

boxes on campus

•Lobby against building a

parking k)t on the intramural

fieU

•Establish a Web site for

reporting hate crimes

• Create advisory committee

comprised of all organizations

Kim Co5$

Student

Empowemient!

•Expand book lending

program

•Reduce out-of-pocket

housing costs for students

on financial aki

• Co-program with

Campus Retention

Committee to emphasize

holistic educatran

Andrew LaFlamme

none

* Expand BniinGol bus

program

•Expand Scholarship

Resource Center to rest

ofcampus

•Inaease versatility of

summer financial aid

to other IKs

Suzanna Minasian

S.U.R.E.

SeeC0UNatpage9

See SOFTBAU, page 26

• Push for university-

subsidized off-campus

housing

•Inaease value of

meal coupons

•EBminate taxes on

textbooks

•Increase number of

parking permits

available to students

VKrrORCHEN/Daily Bruin

Student fees common theme in election
USAC: Candidates push

to lower price of parking,

make facilities accessible

EDRHtE
Fifth district city council candidate J«ck W*itt speaks at a Bruin
Democrats forum Tuesday. Runoffs will be held on June 5.

By My Yen La and Robert Salonga
Daily Bruin Reporters

Members of the Undergraduate
Students Association Council have
different agendas depending on the

office they're running for, but two of
these positions are considering the

same issue - lowering student fees.

Among other items on their plat-

forms, some candidates for facilities

and financial supports commissioner
are campaigning to lower parking
fees.

Jeremy McKenzie and Narges

Pisheh are contending the position of
facilities commissioner.

The facilities commissioner advo-
cates on behalf of students to the

administration in non-academic mat-
ters such as housing, facilities, park-

ing and safety. The commissioner
chairs the Office Space Allocation

Committee and represents USAC to

the On-C^ampus Housing Council.

McKenzie, a S.U.R.E. slate candi-

date and chief of staff under current

Facilities Commissioner Steve
Davey, says his number one priority

is to inform students about facilities

available to them. S.U.R.E. stands

for Students United for Reform and
Equality.

"The average Bruin doesn't know
or care about USAC," said

McKenzie, a third-year political sci-

ence student. "I want to educate and
publicize to the student.

"I'll be their champion to the

administration," he said.

Pisheh, an independent candidate,

said she can be more responsive to

student needs than the current com-
mission.

"I can take over the job and make
some positive changes," said Pisheh,

a third-year political science and psy-

chology student.

Both McKenzie and Pisheh plan

to expand the BruinGo! Program,
which offers UCLA students and fac-

ulty free fare on the Big Blue Bus
They also want to work with universi-

ty police and the Center for Women
and Men to promote safety aware-

S««aNOIMTES,pag«10
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College Briefs
Professor's nude photos

pulled from Web site

MISSOULA, Mont. - Nude photographs of

a University of Montana adjunct instructor were

pulled from a Web site linked to the UM server

after they were discovered last month, the

Montana Kaimin reported.

The nude photos were of Steven R. Holloway,

an adjunct for 1 1 years in the geography depart-

ment.

Holloway, 51, savvy in Web design, helped

develop the UM geography site and maintained

his own personal site linked to the site that

included art, poetry and naked photos of him-

self.

"As I understand it, it was a mistake," said

Paul Wilson, chair of the geography department.

Holloway refused to comment.

The links no longer appear on the UM geog-

raphy Web page, and the nude photos are no
longer on the Web site.

Board frustrated by SAT
studies settlement
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. Officials at the

College Board fear a rushed decision made with-

out adequate review could revolutionize the role

the SATs play in admissions, the Harvard
Crimson reported.

By next March, a panel selected by the

College Board and disability rights advocates

must recommend whether to remove the mark-
ers, called "flags," on score reports that notify

admissions officers of unusual testing condi-

tions.

Without the Hags, admissions olTicers will

have no way to determine the conditions under
which applicants took the exam.

But the process for choosing the panel that

will finally issue this recommendation has cut

into the time that could be spent researching and
evaluating the merits of flagging, according to

the College Board.

U.Wisconsin, Shabazz

close to settlement
MADISON, Wis. - State and University of

Wisconsin lawyers are continuing to have discus-

sions about the possibility of an out-of-court set-

tlement with lawyers representing a student

whose face was digitally inserted into the cover

photo of the 2001 -'02 Undergraduate Admissions

Application, the Daily Cardinal reported

Lawyers and negotiators representing

University of Wisconsin-Madison senior Diallo

Shabazz said they expect state and university

lawyers to respond to a list of speaking points

within the next week or two.

Shabazz's complaint derives from the personal

effects of, and the institutional structure that con-

tributed to, the decision by university administra-

tors to digitally insert Shabazz's face into the

crowd of cheering white students in an effort to

create an image of diversity Thc-university has

since apologized to Shabazz.

Professors awarded

$250,000 in lawsuit

CHICAGO Two instructors in Columbia

College's Math and Science department were

awarded a quarter of a million dollars last week

after settling a defamation lawsuit, in which two

other colleagues allegedly accused them of plagia-

rism. The Columbia Chronicle reported.

Pangratios Papacosta and Ann G. Hanson
filed a lawsuit against Zafra Lerman and Keith

Kostecka of the college's Institute of Science

Education and Science Communication, citing

that the two professors had accused Papacosta

and Hanson, as well as the Math and Science

department, of "blatant plagiarism." According

to the lawsuit, Papacosta and Hanson claimed

Lerman and Kostecka said they plagiarized infor-

mation in an article written by the former in the

Journal of College Science Teaching in 1998.

Compiled from University Wire reports.

Weather

Saturday

Sunny Sunny Sunny

high: 72 low: 56 high: 70 low: 54 high: 68 low: 54

CORRECTION

in Ihfl ani6Id "Pf'ofcasoF
files suit against UC,
administrators," (News,
May 2), Diana Courteau's

name was misspelled.

Outlook:
Temperatures should stabilize over the

next few days, providing us with sunny,

mild conditions. Take a stroll outside

and have a fun-filled Thursday.

Sunrise
6:02 a.m.

Sunset
7:39 p.m.

For real-time weathef, visit www.dailybruin.ucla edu

WHAT^S BREWING

Today 12 p.m.

Chancellor's Town Hall Meeting

StalT forum

Ackerman Grand Ballroom

(.110)206-3269
— "

Faculty Center -California Room
Political Science Department

(3I0)2()6-55«I

2:30 p.m.
Burkle Intl. Relations Ctr. Lecture

"What if Nuclear Weapons are Used

Again?"

Speaker: George Quester

Bunche 10383

310-825-0604

3 p.m.
L&S Counseling

Academic workshops

• Subject to dismissal

* All workshops held in

Covel Commons 203

To sign up, call 206^685

4 p.m.
Annual Bollens-Ries Lecture

Panel on Los Angeles

4:15 p.m.

L&S Counseling

Academic workshops

• Public speaking

• Preparing for graduation

• All workshops held in

Covel Commons 203

To sign up, call 206-6685

5 p.m.

UCLA Pre-Dental Society

Application workshop

CHS 23-105

6 p.m.

Free Sneak: "A Knight's Tale"

AVCOonWilshire

Pick up tickets at the Campus
Events ofTice, KerckhofT3l9

7 p.m.

l-ilm: "You Can Count on Me'

Campus Events

Ackerman Grand Ballroom

$2 admission

L&S Counseling

Academic workshops

• Time management
* All workshops held in

Covel Commons, Room 203

To sign up, call 206-6685

9:30 p.m.
Film: "You Can Count on Me"
Campus Events

Ackerman Grand Ballroom

$2 admission
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Former LAPD chief shares

experience with students
CLASS: Gates answers questions

about '92 riots, Rampart scandal

By Grace Kim
Daily Bruin Contributor

Former Los Angeles Police Department
Chief Daryl Gates shared more than four

decades of police experience with students

Tuesday.

"I may no longer be in the police depart-

ment, but I have opinions," Gates said.

A guest speaker at a class titled,

"Transforming the LAPD," Gates fielded ques-

tions on subjects ranging from the failure of his

department to react effectively to the 1992 Los
Angeles riots to the recent Rampart scandal.

After serving in the LAPD for 42 years.

Gates resigned in 1992 following the LA. riots.

While in ofTice, he faced public criticism for

findings of racism and sexism in the LAPD. He
bore the brunt of public outrage dfter the 1991

Rodney King beating and subsequent findings

of police brutality, which eventually led to his

resignation.

In response to a question regarding the lack

^^ public confidence in the LAPD, Gates
defended the prestige of the department.

"We were the finest in the world," Gates
said. "We had not had a major scandal in 50
years."

According to Gates, the department's repu-

tation was destroyed with the sole incident of

the Rodney King beating, where four white

LAPD officers were caught on videotape bat-

tering the African American driver as several

other officers looked on.

A year after the beating, the four officers

were acquitted. Following this verdict, the city

erupted in violence which led to the four-day

riot in South Central Los Angeles. In 1993, two
of the officers served 30 months in federal

prison for violating King's civil rights.

Even while speaking about the allegations of

police corruption. Gates remained faithful to

the LAPD.
"We have some great people working for the

police department. Sometimes they do make
mistakes, but overall these are people who are

dedicated to serving the people of Los
Angeles."

Gates said the government should stay out of
the Rampart scandal proceedings. "What we
need is for (the LAPD) to be left alone to figure

things out."

The government involvement that Gates
referred to is a consent decree which calls for

the appointment of a federal monitor to oversee
the implementation of reforms"^

Gates' visit to UCLA allowed students to

gain a first-hand account of the events following

the King beating, and he took the opportunity

to dispel what he called "myths" surrounding

CHRIS BACKIEY/ Daily Brum

Former police chief Daryl Gates discusses the LAPD in a class taught through the
Graduate School of Education and Information Studies and the School of Public Policy.

the LAPD
As the city wrestles with the Rampart scan-

dal, this class of 22 undergraduate and graduate

students explores the LAPD's difficult road to

change.

taught by Professor Wellford Wilms, who
conducted a six-year study on the LAPD, and
LAPD Deputy Chief and Chief of Suff David
Gascon, "Transforming the LAPD" is taught

through the Graduate School of Education and
School of Public Policy.

Students have the chance to interact with

guest speakers from the police department.

media, and city.

"I go after the myths about the department.
We actually open up the police department to

the students ... its unfiltered information,"

Chief Gascon said.

Past guest speakers have included Chief of
Police Bernard Parks, Police Commission
Inspector Jeffrey Eglash and fornter mayoraf-
candidate and State Controller Kathleen
Connell.

"We don't want students to think that Daryl

Gates is the only point of truth. We're trying to

show students all the aspects," Wilms said.

Adult content at issue for Yahoo!
ONLINE: Pornography

links cause company

continuing problems

By Brian Bergstein

The Associated Press

SAN JOSE - When Yahoo!

Inc. got rid of the adult videos and
DVDs on its shopping pages last

month, the popular Internet site

wasn't done wrestling with

pornography.

During the last few weeks,

Yahoo quietly has reconfigured its

adult-thcmcd online clubs, mes-

sage boards and chat rooms,

removing links to them and mak-
ing them harder to find, members
say. Many users believe the clubs

will fail to attract new members
and ultimately disappear altogeth-

er.

Looking at porn

and talking about it

is one of the Web's

most popular

activities.

Those members say they feel

betrayed, and have assembled

Internet petitions with thousands

of complaints. Some also say

Yahoo's action actually makes it

easier for children to see adult

content.

Yahoo spokesman Jackson

Holtz said the company has made
several changes as "part of the

evaluation of adult content across

the network." But he said no deci-

sions have been made on whether

the changes will be permanent.

"It's the Internet, so lots of things

are possible," he said.

The furor illustrates what has

long been clear: Looking at porn

and talking about it is one of the

Web's most popular activities.

Companies such as Yahoo, which

boasts that it is devoted to the

wishes of its 192 million registered

users, find that no matter how
they handle the issue, someone is

going to be upset.

"If they completely eliminate

adult material from the site,

they're going to lose a lot of menv
bers who are interested in that,"

said Ken Bradman, a 23-year-old

Web developer in Phoenix who
has organized a protest club on

the issue. "I can guarantee you it's

going to be a huge chunk of

Yahoo's user base."

SeeWMOOpageli

NASA expresses displeasure

with idea of space tourism

Vouchers removed from legislation
EDUCATION: President

optimistic that main

components will pass

-±- :

By David Espo
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON ~ The
House Education Committee
voted Wednesday to strip pri-

vate school vouchers from
President Bush's education leg-

islation, a setback for conserva-

tives that also appeared to boost

the bill's chances of gaining

bipartisan support.

The vole came as both houses

of Congress intensified work on
the bill atop Bush's agenda, a

measure designed to improve
student performance as mea-
sured through annual tests.

While Rep. John Boehner, R-

Ohio. gaveled the House com-
mittee into session, key lawmak-
ers in the Senate said they had
nailed down an agreement on
policy differences in a compan-
ion bill.

The two bills are similar at

their core. Each would require

that students be tested annually

on reading and math from the

third grade until the eighth.

School districts would be grant-

ed greater flexibility in their use

of federal funds, a provision

designed to give local officials

the ability to direct resources to

their greatest needs - higher

teacher salaries, for example, or

improved classroom technology.

The vote in committee to

remove the voucher provision

was 27-20, with five Republicans

siding with all the panel's

Democrats. It would have

allowed low-income students in

poorly performing schools to

use federal funds for private

school tuition. As it stands, low-

income students in failing

schools would still be allowed to

transfer to another public school

and use federal funds for tutor-

ing.

The administration reacted

mildly. "We will continue to

make the case for private school

choice in order to expand

options to the maximum
extent," said Lindsey Kozberg, a

spokeswoman at the Education

Department.

Conservatives registered

their displeasure to the vote.

"If this provision is eliminat-

ed, we have lost most of the pres-

ident's vision for education

reform because the only thing

this bill will do is empower the

bureaucrats in Washington,"

said Rep. Peter Hoekstra, R-

Mich.

Critics argued that vouchers

would drain needed resources

away from public schools.

Rep. Lynn Rivers, likened the

proposal for vouchers to the

medical practice of leeching in

earlier centuries, a process in

which patients rarely got better.

"Instead of bleeding the public

school system dry," she said.

Congress should invest in new
technology and other areas that

would help schools.

Bush conceded in advance
the voucher provision \vas
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TRAVEL Extra precautions

being taken to assure safety

of civilian visitor to station

By Paul Recer

The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - History's first paid

space tourist got his trip to orbit in the

'\vrong way" and his Russian hosts may end
up having to pay for it, the chief of NASA
said Wednesday.

NASA administrator Daniel Goldin told

a House subcommittee that Dennis Tito, a

California tycoon who ignored the objec-

tions ofNASA and paid Russia $20 million

to fly him to the space station, has caused

anxiety among space workers who oversee

the mission's safety.

"The current situation has put an incredi-

ble stress on the men and women of

NASA," Goldin told the committee. "Mr.
Tito does not realize the effort of thou.sands

of people. United States and Russia, who
are working to protect his safety and the

safety of everyone else."

Tito was launched over the weekend with

two Russian crewmates aboard a Soyuz
spacecraft and boarded the international

space station Monday for a six-day stay.

Russia had accepted $20 million to fly

Tito to the Mir space station, but switched

him to the international space station after

the Mir was junked and dumped into the

ocean.

NASA and other partners in the space

station objected to Tito's plans, claiming

that the Californian was not properly

trained and that the station was not ready

for amateur space trippers. NASA also

objected to Russia selling tourist trips with-

out the agreement of the other space station

partners. An agreement was finally reached,

but Goldin said Wednesday it may be costly

for the Russians.

"In our agreement that we worked out

with the Russians we will do an assessment

and ... get a reimbursement, I want to assure

you," said Goldin.

Considering lost research time, extra

safety measures and other expenses forced

on NASA, a congressman suggested the

cost could be more than the $20 million that

Tito paid. Goldin said he would "reserve

judgment" on the amount, but promised to

report it to the committee.

The National Aeronautics and Space
Administration chief praised another rich

Californian yearning to fly in space - Oscar-

winning movie director James Cameron -

for deciding to delay his trip until the space

station is ready for tourists.

Ihr As\(x lateil I'tesi

Cosmonaut Talgat Musabaav, top, and American space tourist Dennis Tito
wave as they board the Soyuz rocket for a journey in space April 28.
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Regulators may fund

CARE outreach effort

WORLD &( NATION Dow Jones Industrials
down; 21.66

close: 10,876.68

Nasdaq Index

up: 52.36

dose: 2,220.60

Dollar

Yen: 121.42

Euro: 1.1186

MTA hijacking leaves 1 dead, 6 injured

STATE: Utility customers

with low income eligible

for discounted electricity

By Karen Gaudette
The Associated Press

Utilities say it's up to the customers

to sign up for the program, and that

more are enrolling with all the talk of

rate hikes and increased eflbrts to can-

vass the stale.

Utilities do not automatically

receive income information and rely

on 1990 census data, the most recent

available, to determine how many cus-

tomers qualify Representatives work
with community groups in several lan-

SAN FRANCISCO Only about

half of the estimated 2 million low-

mcome California utility customers guages. attend community events and
eligible for discounted electricity sometimes slick CARE applications
enroll in such programs, and con- in monthly power bills,

sumer groups allribule that to a lack "We've been trying to step up our
of outreach on

the part of the

state's two

largest utilities.

With the

largest electric

rate hikes in

California his

"We've been trying... to

make sure that everyone

who needs help is
Vfliiiviiiia ma- ... . ^,

lory about to enrolling in the progi

and getting it."

outreach effort,

to make sure that

everybody who
needs help is

enrolling in the

program and get-

ling it." said Slaci

-Homrig.— a

BUS: Pursuit starts with

shooting, ends in crash;

police apprehend suspect

By Leon Drouin Keith

The Associated Press

A transit bus hijacked by a gun-

man crashed during a police chase

through downtown Wednesday One
person was killed and six were
injured.

A person who fled the bus was
rapidly taken into custody as he

attempted to get into a car.

The pursuit through more than a

dozen city blocks ended with the bus

broadsiding a minivan at an intersec-

tion and pushing it violently into a

parked United Parcel Service van as

the bus veered onto a sidewalk and

into more than a half-dozen cars in a

parking lot.

A woman in the minivan was
killed. Fire Department spokesman

Bob Collis said.

The injured included the bus dri-

ver, three women and a girl who were

passengers on the bus, and the UPS
driver.

The chase began after a police

detective saw a man shooting at

something or someone on Eighth

Street near Union Avenue at about

4:20 p.m., said Officer Jason Lee.

Detectives attempted to arrest the

man. but he got onto the

Metropolitan Transportation

Authority bus, apparently at a bus

stop, Lee said.

The driver, Emma Gutierrez, was
taken to a hospital with unspecified

injuries, said MTA spokesman Jose

Ubaldo.

She was forced to the floor by the

hijacker, and was not driving during

the chase, Ubaldo said.

Tlie bus passengers' injuries did

not appear serious, he said.

The bus was traveling castbound

on Olympic Boulevard from Century

City to downtown Los Angeles when
it was hijacked, said MTA spokesman
Gary Wosk.

After the crash, the gunman fled

around a corner and got into a parked

car, where he was pulled out and tack-

led by a half-dozen police officers.

Usage drops drastically for Napster

show up in bills,

state power reg-

ulators at their

meeting today

could allocate

millions of

unspent low-

income assistance program money
and other state funds to get as many
customers as possible signed up for

the program.

Staci Hornrig

PG&E spokeswoman

PG&E spokes-

woman. "But

there's also that

barrier to asking

for help, people

may not want to^———^— call attention to

themselves as

low income."

Suzanne Middelburg, manager of

customer affairs for SoCal Edison,

said there are 90 languages in Los

MUSIC: Swapping service

ilocks^songs in response

Loretta Lynch, president of the Angeles County alone, and that the
state Public Utilities Commission,
said Pacific Gas and Electric Co. and
Southern California Edison Co.
should be signing up every eligible cus-

tomer for the California Alternate

Rates for Energy program, or CARE.
"If they don't, we'll order them to,"

Lynch said.

utility sends out representatives who
speak multiple languages whenever
possible.

Some community institutions say

the numbers are low because utilities

aren't letting enough customers know

Se« POMfER, page 10

to suits, loses audience

By Ron Harris

The Associated Press

SAN FRANCISCO Napster is

by no means dead, but the latest

usage numbers show the revolution-

ary song-swapping service is a vast-

ly reduced version of its former bad-

boy self.

An analyst for Webnoize, a

research firm that has tracked

Napster usage, said Wednesday
that the average number of songs

offered for trading by each user has

dropped by more than 80 percent in

the last month.

Napster CEO Hank Barry says

the Webnoize numbers illustrate

users' loyalty despite its court-

ordered blocking of copyright

music, and don*l reflecl a dying

company.

"The most striking fact in the lat-

est Webnoize study is the high num-
ber of music consumers who
remain loyal to file sharing," Barry

said Wednesday "Close to 8 million

people are using Napster each day,

with an average of over I million

using the service at any given time."

A million users would be a suc-

cess for many Internet companies,
but it represents a sharp decline in

activity for Napster, which has hob-
bled itself in response to the music
industry's copyright suit.

Napster, a dorm room experi-

ment that revolutionized the music
business, is now struggling to retain

its vast user base as it employs
tough new screening technology to

inhibit the trading of copyright

songs.

Napster users downloadec
bilhoii songs in April, down sharply

from February's 2.8 billion, when
music fans downloaded with a

vengeance, anticipating that

Napster would be shut down by fed-

eral order.

In March, users shared 220 song
files on average. By April, they

shared 37 on average, a decline of
more than 80 percent, according to

Matt Bailey, an analyst for the

Internet research firm Webnoize.
And since last week, many more

songs have been blocked. Napster
now screens for a wide range of

variations in artist and song names
that had allowed copyright music to

reappear in its index.

"That, in turn, has unfortunately

caused substantial additional

SeeNAPSTElt|M9e12

It's easy to make a child smile.

A few words of encouragement,

maybe a special reward for a special

performance. Parents do it all

the time, and so do teachers.

Good teachers are the difference

between a child who succeeds and one

who stumbles. They are the ones who
make math fun and science seem like

an adventure into another world.

Teaching is the profession that allows

you to see the most gratifying,

immediate and instantaneous reward

of a job well done - a child's smile.

Make a child smile.

Take the next step - teach!

Make the difference

of a lifetime.

Call 1-888-catteach
or visit www.calteach.com

CalTeach. administered by the CSU Chancellor's Office

The Associated Press

This Is the shell of the burned station wagon of three murdered civil

rights workers Michael Schwerner, Andrew Goodman, and James Chaney.

rightsworkers' 1 965^

murder to be investigated
CRIME: Mississippi taking

second look at decades-old

cases that remain unsolved

ByEmayWagster
The Assodated Press

JACKSON, Miss. - With a former

Klansman now behind bars for a 1963

Alabama church bombing, the next

major piece of unfinished business from
the South's segregationist past may be

the murder of three civil rights workers

in Mississippi during the Freedom
Summer of 1964.

Mississippi Attorney General Mike
Moore and local prosecutors say they

have interviewed hundreds of people

and pored over more than 40,000 pages

of transcripts and other documents to

build the state's first murder case against

the killers of James Chaney, Andrew
Goodman and Michael Schwemer.

The slayings were the basis for the

1988 movie "Mississippi Burning" and
are easily Mississippi's most infamous

unresolved civil rights-era case.

Prosecutors have not decided when to

present their evidence to a grand jury,

Moore said Wednesday.

"We've had a couple of pretty signifi-

cant setbacks in the past month or two,"

he said. "A couple ofwitnesses died on us

an<^that'shurtus."

On Tuesday, a jury in Alabama con-

victed former Ku Klux Klansman
Thomas Blanton, Jr. in the 1963 bomb-
ing of Birmingham's Sixteenth Street

Baptist Church that killed four African

American girls. He was sentenced to life

in prison.

Moore said such courtroom successes

should encourage prosecutors to revisit

decades-old cases where justice has not

been done.
"

I know we are very serious about this

investigation," he said.

The three civil rights workers disap-

peared on June 21, 1964, from the red

clay hills of Mississippi's Neshoba
County They had just visited the site of a

firebombed church in the community of

Philadelphia when they were arrested for

speeding by members of the sherifTs

department. They were attacked after

leaving jail.

Their bodies were found 44 days later

in an earthen dam. They had been shot,

and Chaney, who was black, had also

been severely beaten.

No one has been tried in the killings in

state court. A sheriffs deputy and six

other Klansmen were convicted on fed-

eral charges of conspiring to violate the

men's civil rights.

Chaney's brother, Ben Chaney said

he believes prosecutors have no interv

tion of presenting the case to grand

See MGIfTS, page 8
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Military contacts under review
RELATIONS: Pentagon

withdraws suspension of

ties between U.S., China

By Robert Bums
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON The
Pentagon said Wednesday that

future contacts with the Chinese

military are under review, but it

withdrew a directive from Defen.se

Secretary Donald H. Rumsfeld to

suspend all contacts.

Rear Adm. Craig Quigley,

speaking for Rumsfeld, told

reporters that the Rumsfeld aide

who wrote the memo had "misin-

terpreted the secretary's inten-

tions" by declaring a suspension of

military-to-military relations.

"His actual intention is for all

elements of the military-to-military

program to be reviewed and
approved on a case by case basis by
the Department of Defense,"

Quigley said several hours after the

memo was leaked to reporters.

The (suspension)

order took effect

Monday,thedayit

was distributed

inside the Pentagon.

Quigley declined to say who
wrote the memo. He said Rumsfeld
had not seen it before it was sent to

the military service secretaries, the

office of the Joint Chiefs of Staff

and senior civilian oHiciiils in the

Pentagon.

The memo said Rumsfeld was
directing "the suspension of all

Department of Defense programs,

contacts and activities with the

People's Republic of China until

further notice." Several officials

told reporters that the order look

effect Monday, the day it was dis-

tributed inside the Pentagon.

Later, Quigley said that a correct-

ed version would be sent to make
clear that military-to-military ties

were not suspended.

Monday's memo was quite

detailed. It said Rumsfeld had
directed that defense attaches

abroad be permitted to attend

social functions, as part of their

usual activities, in which Chinese

officials may be present. But there

were to be no Pentagon contacts

with Chinese diplomatic represen-

Sec CHHU> page U-

North Korean leader agrees to hold talks

EUROPE: Subjects will

include tension, missile

program, food shortage

By John Leicester

The Associated Press

PYONGYANG, North Korea
- Kim Jong II, North Korea's

reclusive leader, agreed Wednesday
to hold talks with visiting European
officials about his mysterious mis-

sile program and tensions between

North and South Korea.

Kim said he would hold the talks

Thursday with the European Union
delegation, led by Prime Minister

Gocran Persson of Sweden, which

currently holds the rotating EU
presidency.

Persson, the first EU chief and

Western European leader to visit

North Korea, arrived at the secre-

tive, totalitarian state on
Wednesday to a warm welcome by

Kim's government.

It included a ceremony at

Pyongyang's airport, complete with

red carpet, loud-playing band,

goose-stepping soldiers and hun-

dreds of women and men waving

pink flowers.

"We have come here for frank

discussions on the challenges and
prospects for the Korean peninsu-

la," Persson said in a speech at a

rhe Associated Press

A North Korean military honor guard marches during a welcoming
ceremony for European Council President Goeran Persson.

formal government dinner. "We
would like to put forward ideas as

to how the EU could contribute to

reducing tension, possibly offering

advice and assistance."

Persson said the talks also would
cover the North's notorious human
rights record, its widespread food

shortages and its cautious interest

in economic reforms.

No breakthroughs were expect-

ed. But the talks come as the

North's ties with South Korea and
the United States seem to have
soured.

Last year, the leaders of the two

Koreas held their first-ever summit
in Pyongyang, leading to break-

throughs such as reunions by fami-

lies who have lived on opposite

sides of the world's most heavily

armed border since the 1950-53

Korean War.

But recently, the North abruptly

pulled out of three reunification ini-

tiatives with the South: a round of

Cabinet-level talks, the fielding of a

joint table tennis team for the world

championships in Japan, and a

round of Red Cross talks.

See EUROPE, page 6

tax cuts highlight

Bush's budget plan
WASHINGTON - President Bush and

,
Republican congressional leaders clinched a

budget deal Wednesday that embraces most
of the president's tax and spending goals while

underlining the ability of moderate lawmakers
to limit his agenda.

Congressional leaders planned to push a

budget for 2002 embodying the pact through

the House and Senate today Passage would
help GOP leaders toward their goal of ship-

ping Bush a major tax bill by Memorial Day
Wednesday's deal was brokered only after

Bush gave ground to a cadre of moderate sen-

ators - mostly Democrats - who demanded
shallower tax cuts and more spending than the

president preferred. The lawmakers' clout

derived from the precariously balanced
Senate, which is split evenly between the two
parties.

Bush portrayed the deal as an illustration of

his desire to end Washington's

political strife.

"It couldn't have been done with-

out the cooperation and work ofsome
of our Democrat friends ... who realized

that it was time to come together to put a good
budget together on behalf of the American
people," Bush said.

Under the agreement, taxes will be cut by
$1.35 trillion over the next 1 1 years - a reduc-

tion from the $1.6 trillion, 10-year tax cut that

has been Bush's trademark issue since he was
battling to win the GOP presidential nomina-
tion in 1999. Spending for many programs
would grow next year by 5 percent, exceeding

the 4 percent increase he had insisted was
enough.

Tap, bottled water

similar, study says
GENEVA - Despite perceptions that it's

healthier, there is little difference between bot-

tled water and tap water - apart from

cost - a conservation group said

today.

"Bottled water may be no safer, or

healthier, than tap water in many countries

while selling for up to 1,000 times the price," the

Worid Wildlife Fund said.

Bottled water is the fastest growing beverage

industry in the world, worth up to $22 billion a

year, according to the fund.

A study commissioned by the fund found the

"bottled water market is partly fueled by con-

cerns over the safety of municipal water and by
the marketing of many brands which portray

them as being healthier than tap water."

The fund also said bottled water sales were

rising because people were worried about pollu-

tion.

Predicted papal kiss

perturbs Greece

pilgrimage to Greece has faced outrage from
Greek Orthodox activists, a spat over music
and now controversy over whether the pon-
tiff will kiss Greek soil when he arrives

Friday.

The Vatican insists he will - but Roman
Catholic organizers in Greece said

Wednesday they've been told the pope will

not receive a bowl of soil to kiss, but only a

simple gift of olive branches and Howers.

The mixed signals over the papal kiss -

done since John Paul began his world travels

in 1979 - exposes the hypersensitivity sur-

rounding the 24-hour visit to retrace the

steps of the Apostle Paul.

Greek Orthodox protesters have
denounced allowing the pope on the "sacred

soil" of Greece. A papal kiss could rile the

demonstrators and perhaps widen the oppo-
sition beyond the religious fringe and ultra-

nationalist groups that have led a series of

anti-pope rallies.

ATHENS, Greece - Pope John Paul M's Compiled from Daily Bruin wire reports.
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REVISIONS
From page 1

that it is exclusive," she said.

Because of this disagree-

ment, Houston wrote a letter of

dissent to Chancellor Albert

Carnesale on Wednesday, argu-

ing the revisions were incom-

plete

"I feel that the process was
left incomplete and not in com-
pliance with UCOP funding

g:uidelincs," Houston said.

Student groups recognized

by USAC arc currently eligible

for university resources, includ-

ing funding. There are also

independent student groups -

mainly political or religious, -

registered with the university

but who do not have access to

its resources because of their

inherent partiality, which puts

them in conflict with current

USAC bylaws.

Facilities Commissioner
Sieve Davey said while revi-

sions were a step in the right

direction, further efforts are

necessary to ensure equal fund-

ing access for student groups.

"USAC should not close its

doors to any group for funding

and support." Davey said. "As
loftg as we do it on a neutral

Daily Bruin News

basis, then we should go ahead

and do the best we can to

include all groups."

Internal Vice President Elias

Enciso argued that the unrecog-

nized student groups do not ful-

fill the goals of both USAC and

the university.

"Even if we allowed these

registered groups access to

funding, they still wouldn't

meet the criteria of beirig uni-

versity-related," he said.

He added that the council's

efforts to revise its bylaws were

in the spirit of clarification

rather than substantial change.

"Even before we made the

amendments, we were very

much in compliance with the

court cases and UCOP guide-

lines," Enciso said.

Three court cases - the 1993

California Supreme Court case

Smith vs. UC Regents, 1995

U.S. Supreme Court cases

Rosenberger vs. Rector and
Visitors of the University of

Virginia, and Southworth vs.

University of Wisconsin in

1996 - dealt with similar issues

that addressed how mandatory
student fees were allocated to

student groups on their respec-

tive campuses.

Technically, USAC was
already compliant with all three

cases because the Smith case

prompted the establishment of

a refund mechanism by which

students can get their money
back if they don't agree to cer-

tain groups their fees are fund-

ing.

Despite the refund mecha-

nism, Houston said UCOP's
specific statement that the

council's use of mandatory stu-

dent fees makes it a political

entity. USAC must distribute

funding fairly.

Regardless of this conflict,

council members agreed

progress was made
"I'm relieved that we were

able to move forward on this

and get it done," Huang said.

Davey echoed these senti-

ments, but reiterated there is

more work to do.

"It's not an end; it's only a

first step," he said. "USAC is

still a closed organization. I

hope our successors will take

what we've done and build on

these accomplishments."
' Among the work left to be

done is ofTice space allocation

to student groups. Davey, who
chairs the Office Space
Allocation Council, said this

will be a daunting task.

"The changes in bylaws we
let slip for a year. It would be

shameful to let the office spa

guidelines slip that long.^'Hie"

said.
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From page 5

Cooperation on relinking a cross-border rail-

way also has stalled.

At the same time, new strains have devel-

oped between the North and the United
States, which helps defend the South with

37,000 American soldiers.

Since President Bush took office in

January, his administration has voiced skepti-

cism about the North and said Bush would
hold off talks pending a policy review.

Pyongyang responded by cranking up anti-

U.S. rhetoric and canceling a number of high-

profile contacts with Seoul.

The North has stepped up calls for the with-

drawal of U.S. troops stationed in South
Korea as well as criticism of Washington's
plans for a missile defense system.

Swedish diplomats in North Korea have
long represented U.S. interests in the absence
of official ties between Washington and
Pyongyang. But Persson stressed he was in the

North to represent the interests of the 15-

nation EU.

Persson told reporters .that people should-

n't read loo much into the fact that the Bush
administration is reviewing U.S. relations with

Pyongyang, which he called a natural proce-

dure.

"That doesn't mean that there will be a

reversal policy on the peninsula," he told

reporters. "We should not, I think, overesti-

ite or exaggerate thai policy revieuCl

Visits to Pyongyang by Western leaders are

extremely rare but not unprecedented - Fidel

Castro, president of communist Cuba, came
to North Korea in 1986.

However, it was doubtful the European
Union can fill the void in the absence of dia-

logue between Washington and Pyongyang.

The EU has only a minor role in a U.S.-led

consortium that is building two nuclear reac-

tors in North Korea as part of a 1994 deal to

end Pyongyang's suspected nuclear weapons
program.

Also, the Europeans were not part of earli-

er U.S. efforts to curb the North's develop-

ment and export of missile technology.

"We don't have any intention to interfere

with the discussions between the United Stales

and North Korea," Persson said.

The visit, covered by 75 foreign reporters,

has given the world its first close look at Kim
and the totalitarian North since former US
Secretary of Slate Madeleine Albright visited

in October.

This time Kim appeared just as bold, self-

confident and lighthearled as he did then.

He smiled when he met Persson in

Pyongyang, joking that he returned to the cap-

ital just in time to meet the Swede.
"1 just came in haste because I heard that

you wanted to meet me," he said with a laugh,

wearing his trademark gray tunic and trousers

with no lie.

"I hope you will return to your country with

a good understanding" of North Korea, Kim
said.

After the ceremony at the airport, where a

military band played Beethoven's "Ode to

Joy, " the EU anihem. ihe delegation was -

whisked to Pyongyang in a convoy of limou-
sines.

Visit the Engineering

Society's webpage
for more details:

http://esuc.ucla.edu/
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Throughout the day across campus

PIE Merlynn's Challenge IV

130 1 5th Street,
SnntH MonicH

STN & ARIZONA IN SANTA MONKA

24HRINF0UNE(310)313.3293

CSZa HArMOMANIA 2>001
_, »0 bindj 10 occtis etthr boi bandt

D.iC.lpo
Mivs Kiss & X Corners
mi-s • Stirling Orig

'"'"^"^ 310-981-6697

K^JEl LIVE DI8C0 MUSIC
"' Crooye leni^ht miih .

THE

FUNKY HIPPEEZ
NOCOVin PKORI '. IOCm 11 will MINKS fKori ICPm

SAT M-80'S
. i>J Sli%, S/fxy, ,

NOCOVIR KEFORE 9 30PM
$J WELL DRINKS BEFORE 10PM

NEIGHBORHOOD GRILL

MON Private
Party

BURST PRODUCTIONS
Jt\C PRESENTS

I^MIRSIUN
GROOVI lOUNDATION

?Ht BlISSINCS THIO RAV TAMARA

REGGAEWnSEM

WED ^ith lis Hottest
li ye r e qgje B .i n

d

II nr r e q gj e ,1 P

MONGOOSE G„„?„Ws
KJt'-'-fi iJiCl P:i9 56-J

South of the
Border Tacos
from 2-8 pm

(arrive eariy & avoid the long lines)

t

CORONA
From 2-8piin

MADISON
MARGARITAS
From 2-8pm
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GENE
From page 1

whether it's a male of female," said

Brian Jordan, lead author of the study.

"Mutations in any gene in the sexu-

al determination pathway can lead to

full sex reversal," Jordan added.

When physicians encounter a new-

born who has ambiguous genitalia,

they are faced with the difficult deci-

sion of assigning its gender.

"Its a rapid decision the physician

has to make," said Emmanuele Delot,

a post doctoral researcher in Vilain's

laboratory.

Delot said studies such as these will

help in the understanding of the biolo-

gy of sexual ambiguity.

"Ft opens up the way for therapeutic

tools in the future, where patients can

eventually get tested for this particular

gene," said Ching.

With knowledge of this gene, scien-

tists can, in the near future, fmd ways

of accurately assigning sex through

genetic tests.

"Traditionally in the past, everyone

was transformed by surgery into a

female," Ching said. "It's easier by

surgery to construct female genitalia."

Today, after a team of surgeons,

geneticists, pediatricians and parents

assign the sex of a newborn, it is surgi-

cally transformed into either a male or

female.

But some intersex individuals, those

who have both male and female geni-

talia when they are born, have

expressed that they would have pre-

ferred not to be surgically altered.

"According to Cheryl Chase, execu-

tive director of the Intersex Society of

North America, a lot of people express

a sense of mutilation," said Ronni

Sanlo. director of the Lesbian. Gay,

Bisexual and Transgender Campus
Resource Center.

Sanlo said falsely determining the

gender of intersex newborns will have

a significant psychological impact on

the child.

"They hope and pray by the time

the child reaches puberty that they

made the right guess," Sanlo said. "If

they made the wrong decision then the

person would be walking around in the

wrong body"

A 1966 case study involving two

twin boys opened up debate on ques-

tions asking if gender identity was

innate.

The case involve two twin boys, one

of which was castrated in a circumci-

sion accident. Dr. John Money ofJohn

Hopkins University decided to raise

the boy as a girl and give him female

hormor»es.

While Money claimed the boy easily

adapted to becoming a girl, a recent

study revealed that the individual, who
is now his thirties, never assumed a

female identity and wanted to continue

life as a male.

For some scientists, such as Jay

Wilson, a second-year graduate stu-

dent in human genetics, the study

opens up debate on the philosophical

aspects about why humans exist, call-

ing this sort of research, "a window to

our past."

"We're programmed to die because

after we reproduce, we are evolution-

ary unnecessary," Wilson said.

He said the entire human culture

defines gender and sexuality rigidly.

"If I were a parent of a child with

ambiguous genitalia, I would not allow

my child to be surgically assigned,"

Sanlo said. "I would allow the child to

become whoever he or she would be."

Researchers used mice in the study

and are currently working on develop-

ing a mouse that is sexually ambiguous

to further study the condition.

The results of the study are pub-

lished in this month's issue of the

American Journal of Human
Genetics.

RIGHTS
From page 5

jurors.

He said in earlier cases where civil

rights prosecutions had been success-

ful, prosecutors were pressured by

strong, middle-class African American

communities. He said that is not the

case in rural Neshoba County.

"It's sort of like there's a noose

hanging around the neck of

Mississippi with a big ball and chain,"

_S2tid Chancy, a paralegal who heads the

James Earl Chancy Foundation, a

New York civil rights group.

"Until this case is vigorously prose-

cuted, I think the ball and chain will

continue to pull the neck of the state

down, hold Mississippi back."

Schwemer's widow, Seattle lawyer

Rita Schwemer Bender, said the case

has dragged on so long the delay feels

like "geologic time."

"I think the fact that the state of

Mississippi has never acknowledged

its responsibility for the terrorism that

allowed these murders to happen and

the involvement of public officials in

the murders is abominable," Bender

said. "This is not a matter of reopening

Dick Molpus... called

the killings "a horrible,

unresolved chapter in

our state's history."

a case. There never was a case

brought."

Mississippi prosecutors have revisit-

ed other notorious cases from the civil

rights era with success.

In 1994, Byron de la Beckwith was

convicted in the 1963 assassination of

NAACP field secretary Medgar
Evers. Beckwith died in prison in

January at 80. Three years ago, former

Klan imperial wizard Sam Bowers was

convicted of the 1966 firebombing

murder of Hattiesburg NAACP presi-

dent Vernon Dahmer.

Last June, a federal grand jury

indicted Ernest Avants in the 1966

murder of Ben Chester White.

Authorities said White was killed in

what may have been a plot to draw the

Rev. Martin Luther King Jr. to

Mississippi so he could be assasstnatr

ed.

Former Mississippi Secretary of

State Dick Molpus grew up in

Neshoba County and was 14 when
Chaney, Goodman and Schwerncr

were slain. He called the killings "ii hor-

rible, unresolved chapter in our state's

history."

"One camp believes that the only

path to redemption is through the pros-

ecution," said Molpus, who counts

himself in that group. "I would be less

than honest if I didn't say there is a

group of people who wish this would

just go away They say it's putting

again a negative spotlight on Neshoba

County and on Mississippi generally."

'm fmi ENGINEERS
^m.

Join a teaiw^engineers who
have been where you are now.

Our highest level of success in hiring has come from students we have hired right out of
college. At Aii every team member counts and the best design wins! So don't get lost in

the bureaucracy of a large company. Come to Ail where you will be technically challenged
from the first day, and you will get to work on ail aspects of engineering to see a project
through from start to finish!

»%•

Benefits Include:

Full Medical for your entire family

Full Dental for your entire family

Short-Term Disability

Long-Term Disability

Life Insurance

Tuition Reimbursement

50% 401 K Matching

In-House Gym

Free

yourself.

Please mail your resume to: 741 Flynn Rd., Camarillo, CA 93012
Or fax your resume to: (805) 388-6065
Or email your resume to: hlring©adv-lmage.com

thefuture oftechnology today.

Advancedlmaginglnc.com
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Free Advertisingfor
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COUNCIL
From page 1

dance club in the village.

"If there's dancing in Westwood,

it's not going to be great," Weiss said,

adding that he prefers a more commu-
nity-centered feeling in Westwood.

"Los Angeles would be in trouble if

Westwood was the hippest place to

be," he said.

Hayden, whose 33.52 percent of the

primary vote lopped Weiss' by nearly

10 percentage points, spoke at a Bruin

Democrats meeting in March.

Though both candidates are

Democrats, third-year political science

student and Republican Leadership

Council member Jason De Son said he

is more interested in a candidate who
will truly listen to student concerns.

"Hayden comes off as just another

career politician," said De Son, a third-

year political science student. "Weiss

is more real and more open to moder-

ation and compromise."

Students said that with the addition

of upscale restaurants like Eurochow
and Napa Valley Grill, Westwood is

accommodating the growing upper

class, leading some to show concern

that their voices could be ignored.

Though fourth-year political sci-

ence student and Bruin Democrats

Officer Jama Adams viewed Weiss as

a more congenial person thaiF

Hayden, she said Hayden will do a bet-

ter Job at standing up against the

wealthy constituents in the surround-

ing area.

"I'm worried that Weiss won't pro-

tect student interest over Bel-Air resi-

dents. I think he's favored them in the

past. They have more political power,

students don't vote; they know that

and we know that," Adams said.

Adams said he views Hayden as a

liberal Democrat who has built a

career out of fighting for workers and
will be more likely to stand up against

the money interest of Westwood
Village.

"UCLA is an integral part of this

district and I think we should have a

say in what goes on," Adams said.

Weiss was born during the time

I960's activist Hayden was holding

massive protests and facing criminal

charges in front of a judge for his role

as part of the "Chicago Seven."

"Your choice is between a new gen-

eration that wants to do something

positive for the city and an older kind

of protest politics which really doesn't

make things happen," Weiss said.

Weiss acknowledged Hayden 's per-

suasive public speaking skills but con-

siders Hayden's methods outdated

and inefficient.

Many of their positions overlap as

both candidates call for the restructur-

ing of a dismal public transportation

system as well as the urgent need to

clean up police corruption.

"I saw how to do law enforcement

the right way when I was a DA. This is

something Los Angeles has failed at

for decades," Weiss said.

Weiss supports a civilian police

commission that serves as an oversee-

ing unit to the Los Angeles Police

Department. He also believes that a

sort of monetary award should be

given to those officers who are ^oing

theirjob well. - '

Weiss served as assistant U.S. attor-

ney, specializing in corruption, fraud,

civil rights and violent crimes cases as

a federal prosecutor. He obtained his

law degree from UCLA while serving

as editor-in-chief ofThe Daily Bruin.

Hayden recently moved into

Westwood, and subsequently within

the fifth district, while still maintaining

his Brentwood estate. Former candi-

date Joe Connolly has continued with

a lawsuit against Hayden for perjury

and residency fraud.

Other local issues the elected posi-

tion will have to face is traffic, over-

whelming billboard blight and rent

control.

Both candidates said they oppose

tearing up the UCLA intramural field

in order to build a parking structure, as

intended for next year.

Fast
Free

Delivery

WE ORKUIIUL
1 large slice of Pizza, Salad Bar, with 1/2 orcter of

Moio Potatos, and FREE aii you can drinl^ Beverage

Baroniy...$3.99

( With 2 slices of Pizza or>iy $4.99 ).

DUf-kt or carry out only

DOUBLESPECIAL
Two large one topping pizzas for

$14.99
Limit 2 orders

(save over $1 0)

Your ctwtce of Thin Crust. Hand Tossed Classic Crust. New York Style, or Deepdish Pan at no extra charge

SUPER SPECIAL
1 mediUin one topping pizza Any lorge 3 loppmg pizza or any Specialty Pizza

.99
2 medium one topping pizzas, ^^S^bm

only $11.98. ^ffr

$9.98
SpKtaMn indud* V.g.tarian. SiMlwy'i SpKid, Inwi OiluM, MO

Oitdwv S^ kotgn SoiMagi. ond Fmh GanlniKm
(save over S5) •e-

Fast Free Delivery

824-41 1

1

1114 Gayiey Ave. Westwood Village
Sun-Thurs 'till 1:00 am

Fri-Sat 'till 2:00am

SHAKEY'S COMBINATIOH

^$14.49
Any medium one topping pizza plus mojo
potatoes, FREE Salad! and your choice of:

• 5 pieces chicken bread strips or ^j^
• 4 pieces chicken or • 8 Buffalo wings or 'SB0B^

• Pasta & Garlic Bread ^^S^

BRUIN
^asa

CARD

FREE DRINK W/AMY BUFFET PURCHASE W/ UCLA STUDENT ID

')^S)m

«:0!io:i.v SOS XV Pints . X.. ' ..
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FOUR FREE Phones,
ONE Rate Plan
Family Talk Share Plan
Oct Up To Pour n«Ba l>hanos
por tomily or buslnoosi

Now up to tour people can stiare minutes oft o( one rate plan

when you sign up for Pacific Bell pure Digrfal PCS" service

Simply stop into any of our stores listed below, sign up for

service on a Personal Choice rate plan and add up to three

people for an additional $14 99 per person pet month", and

well give you up to FOUR FREE PCS Phones Plus, if you act

now. we'll include UNLIMITED Mobile to Mobile Minutes and

FREE Long Distance or 1000 FREE Weekend Minutes

ERICSSON ^Ti
IVorfcf #>ftor««l

FREE DIGITAI- RHONE
Co«t

S29 99

S39 99

150

300
FREE Long

Distance and

S4999 500 Unlimited

S79 99 750 Mobile-to-

S99 99

S14999

SI 99 99

1200

1900

3000

Mobile minutes

and weekend

minutes

Numeric Paoere Alpha-numaric Pagers
RM<f ItM Numb

'^9
IfrttfmlKMUl CowrsQc

Image Paging & Cellular

(310)657-BEEP
«^„ 2337
1006 Broxton Ave. Westwood, CA 90024

fax:310-824-9944

Yfe will match or beat any price!

Open 7 Days • Free Parking • Westwood Vilage

New Broxton Parking Structure

EYE CARE FOR UCLA
Exam & Contacts
Ul Dally or Ext. Wr. or

2 boxes of disposables

Add $99 for toric (for astijniatisffl) or

Gas Perm

or Exam & Glasses
from our Special Selection,

Single Vision, CR 39

OVER 5,000

FRAMES
& CONTACTS IN

STOCK

Bijan Cohenmehr, OD
31 16 Wilshire Bivd, Santa Monica

(5 blocks west of Bundy, across from Big 5)

• IS Years Experience.
• Latest Technology.
• Award Winning Designer Collection.

• Insurance welcome.

(310) 828-2010
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Session

A Smarter Way to Learn
-Select from over 350 courses open to all UC students
-Transfer credits easily

-Enjoy smaller and more relaxed classes
-Graduate early

-Save money

Only $76 per unit!

Choose between three sessions:
Session I: June 25 - August 1
Session II: August 6 - September 12
10 Week: June 25 - August 31

UCI Summer Session
For a FREE catalog call (949) 824-5493 OR

Check out our online catalog and easy enrollment at

www.summer.uci.edu

CANDIDATES
From page 1

ness.

In addition, both plan to make the

campus more well-lit.

McKenzie, who has worked for

But Minasian, a first-year political

science student, said offending stu-

dents should first alleviate their drug

problems before receiving aid.

"They should not be given finan-

cial aid until they meet, the require-

ments of being educated about drug

abuse," said Minasian, who is run-

USAC the past two years, hopes to ningon theS.U.R.E. slate,

start forums for students and work Coss, a third-year political science

with Capital Programs to provide and history student running on the

students with construction updates. Student Empowerment! slate.

He also plans to work with the stressed the importance of providing

Center for Student Programming to options for offenders,

ensure that the Student Programs, "I would let students know the

Activities and
Resource
Complex refer-

endum - passed

by students in

2000 to expand

the Men's Gym
and the John

Wooden Center

through
increased stu-

dent fees - is

realized. He
wants to main- ——————
tain facilities for

groups who currently have them and
ensure facilities are available for

other groups next year.

McKenzie also wants to continue

working on a proposal to alter seal-

ing arrangements in Pauley Pavilion.

"I want students to have the best

seats in the house," he said.

Some of Pisheh's plans include

decreasing student parking rates,

installing more security boxes, hav-

ing maps of security boxes around

"People who have had

troubles in their past

don't need another

roadblock in their way."

Andrew LaFlamme
Candidate

requirements (for

financial aid) and

let them make
their own
informed deci-

sions," said Coss,

who is the current

chief of staff for

the financial sup-

ports commis-

sion.

Responsibilities

of the financial————^—^
supports commis-

sion, as stated in

the USAC bylaws, include working

to solve and improve conditions in

the areas of employment, financial

aid, housing and parking.

Coss plans to work extensively

with the On-Campus Housing.
CounciT to improve the C Plan, a

payment option for students that

coordinates housing costs to be billed

when they receive their financial aid

payments.

"Students still have to pay $400
campus, and establishing a Web site out of pocket. Td like to work to

where people can report hate crimes, reduce this cost, because this money
People are scared to report hate could be used for things like books,"
"" "

"' '' she said.crimes, she said

Pisheh, who served as vice presi-

dent of the Santa Monica College

Associated Students, plans to lobby

to the administration to prevent the

building of a parking lot on the intra-

mural field, as it would increase noise

levels and create problems for resi-

dence halls, she said.

She would also like to co-program

with the Campus Retention

Committee - of which she will have a

seat if elected - to promote its mis-

sion statement of emphasizing a

holistic education for students.

Coss said she hopes to expand the

book-lending program established by
Pisheh also plans to create an advi- the current financial supports com-

sory committee composed of all stu-

dent organizations and to work close-

ly with the Associated Students of

UCLA to address concerns.

Students running for financial

supports commissioner will be

responsible for improving various

conditions on campus, including

financial aid.

Candidates Kim Coss, Andrew
LaRamme and Suzanna Minasian

addressed a recent decision by the

Bush administration to deny finan-

cial aid to students convicted of drug

possession.

A question on the Free

Application for Federal Student Aid

missioner, which lends textbooks to

students with financial difficulties.

Minasian, a public relations diplo-

mat for the USAC office of the presi-

dent, also addressed the book-lend-

ing program, saying she would like to

better advertise it.

In addition, she wants to eliminate

taxes on textbooks, push for universi-

ty-subsidized off-campus housing,

increase the value of meal coupons
and increase the number of parking

permits available to students through

a cooperative parking system.

"When one student leaves, anoth-

er can take his or her place. Not
every student comes to school every

asks applicants about their drug his- day," Minasian said

tory. Students often left the question

blank in the past, but they now have

two chances to answer it, or they will

be denied aid.

First-time drug offenders will be
denied aid for one year, second-time

offenders for two years and third-

time offenders will lose aid indefinite-

ly.

"People who have had troubles in

their past don't need another road-

block in their way," said LaFlamme,
a second-year biology student who is

running independently. "I don't sec

how it would help anyone trying to

better their situation."

LaFlamme said he is glad

BruinGo! - the free busing program
for UCLA students and faculty - will

continue next year, and hopes to

work toward its expansion.

He also advocated for the expan-

sion of the Scholarship Resource
Center, from the residence halls to

the rest of campus. Additionally, he

wants to ensure summer financial aid

can be applied to other UCs.
"Aid needs to be expanded to all

UCs. For instance, students who live

in Northern California don't have
many options to use their aid else-

where," he said.

POWER
From page 4

of their options.

"It's a very low number because

people don't know about these pro-

grams," said Rosario Anaya, with San
Francisco's Mission Language
Vocational School.

"The utilities should be doing a bet-

ter job," said Julia Macias, project

director at the Latino Issues Forum, a

public policy and advocacy group.

"It's their responsibility to get the

information out there."

The group conducted a survey of

50 Southeast Asian households in

Fresno earlier this year, asking if fam-

ilies knew there was a low-cost energy

program available to them.

"Two-thirds were unaware that

these programs existed," Macias said.

Only one-fifth of 50 Latino house-

holds in the Fresno area had heard of

CARE in another Forum survey.

Macias said that a PG&E representa-

tive attended a recent community talk

on energy in Merced, which she called

a step in the right direction.
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The American Indian Student Association presents:

A New Circle ofVoices
The 1 6th Annual

UCLA PowWow
UCLA Campus • North Athletic Field

\

\

\

a

Saturday^ ^ ^..^^j

May5thCx:6th,2001
Free Admission, $6 Parking at Lot 4

Retention ofAmerican Indians Now congratulates the American Indian

Student Association on their 16th Annual Pow Wow.

RAIN was created in 1990 by AISA as a peer counseling program that targets

American Indian students and promotes academic success for a

diverse student body. For more information visit us at

203 Men's Gym, email us at rleigh@ucla.edu,

or call us at (3 1 0). 206-8043
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Finding m ttciioncet

Icliool/ Fomily^ Career
Join us as Professor Luisa Iruela-Arispe shares her

joys and challenges in achieving her personal and professional goals.

Topics will include early career issues, discussions about starting a family,

dual-career relationships, juggling priorities and more!

Wedneiday, May 9, 2001

2 Dodd Hall

rllK Confer Sponsored by the UCLA Center for Women & Men and College of Letters and Science
lOf WOfHenj^men For more Information please call (310) 825-3945 or log on to www.thecenter.ucla.edu.
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PLEASE JOIN US FOR THE S40 SIGN & DRIVE DAYS

VOLVO MAKES YOUR l^ST PAYMENTI
$0DOWN!
$0 ACQUISITON FEE!

$0 SECURITY DEPOSIT!

LEASES FROM
$306 PER MONTH
+tax on 48 mo. closed end lease on
approved credit. 1 2,000 miles per year.

(705>OSO) Customer respi>nsible for DMV
& Doc Fees, $41 1.40 total due at lease

signing.Program ends June 30, 200 1

.

/W\ prices+tax, lie, doc, tire, & smog fees.

Subject to prior sale & credit approval.

INQUIRE ABOUT VOLVO'S
LLEGE GRADUATE PROGRAM

1 1647 VENTURA BLVD
818-766-3847

STUDIO CITY VOLVO

NAPSTER
From page 4

'overblocking,' the unintentional

removal of otherwise authorized

works, for which we apologize to

our users and artists," Napster told

its fans.

The major labels appreciate the

effort Napster has put into the latest

screening technology, but it simply

doesn't go far enough, said Matt

Oppenheim, the recording industry

trade group's senior vice president

for business and legal affairs.

"I don't view that as a significant

change. If those numbers are repre-

sentative of the amount of down-

loads, it says there is still a substan-

tial amount of piracy going on
Napster," said Oppenheim of the

drop to 1.59 billion songs down-

loaded in April.

There were indeed

fewer files being

traded in April, and

certainly fewer

people doing it.

"These numbers don't in and of

themselves represent any indication

that Napster's filtering is adequate,"

he added. "You could have a 50 per-

cent decline of files shared. If it's not

a 50 percent decline of the titles of

songs available it doesn't really mat-

ter."

There were indeed fewer files

being traded in April, and certainly

fewer people doing it.

In February, the zenith of

Napster use in the short life-span of

the company, there were 1.57 million

people logged on to Napster at any
given time. In April, there were just

over I million users logged on, and
they were trading a smaller selection

of music, Bailey said.

Napster is now a shell of its for-

mer self in terms of finding hit songs

easily.

Napster, with financial backing

from the music industry giant

Bcrtlesmann AG, has sought to shed

its renegade image and enter into

partnerships with other major music

companies, with limited success.

Now, Napster users often come
up empty when they search for even

slight variations in the names of

many well-known artists and songs

- a development that also blocks

legitimate music by lesser-known

artists with similar names and titles.

Matt Plotkin, a high school senior

in West Hills, Calif., says he has had
to work a lot harder to find songs

from his favorite artists such as rap

group Black Eyed Peas and electron-

ic music specialist DJ Tauscher.

Users can still find the music
they're looking for "as long as you
don't type in the band name,"
Plotkin said. "If you just type in the

song title you might get it. Or you
can leave out a word."

Putting Napster in the rearview

mirror is of paramount importance

to major record labels, which have

defended themselves against com-
plaints that they are stifling technol-

ogy and ignoring a great way to

reach new fans.

"Napster was exciting. But giving

away someone else's music without

their permission is yesterday's

news," Hilary Rosen, president of

the RIAA, told the U.S. Senate
Judiciary Committee last month.

"The story now is the music
industry's efforts to alert fans and
consumers to the huge amounts of

legitimately licensed music that is

currently available online."

But record labels are still just test-

ing the waters, putting only a smat-

tering of top-selling music online

until copyright protections can be

improved.
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One of the three cap brothers went to the Angels^clubhouse. One to an intramural softballer.

And the third, weH, he went on to what most now refer to as Sorority Heaven.
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001 GERSHWIN AWARD RECIPIENT
CLIVE DAVIS

In more than 30 years as the president of Columbia
Records arid tJie founder/president of Arista Records,

Clive Davis has started or furthered the careers of such

artists as Aerosmith, Neil Diamond, Whitney Houston,
Billy Joel, Janis Joplin, Sqrah McLochlan, Sontono and
Bruce Springsteen. He has received the National Academy
of Recordings Arts and Sciences lifetime achievement
award, and he is the only non-performer to have ever
been inducted into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame.
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THE AUDIENCE IS LISTENING

et tickets at CIO (310) UCLA- 101

oTlnformaHon on the show, call (310) UCLA-SAA

UCUUimini
Association

www.UCLAIumni.net

V

POWER
Frompaqp 10

When ihc IM (' Ihh.sicJ ckvtin.il\

r.ik's h> iiuMO 111. in 4(1 percent \o ciin-

lonicisol l*CJ«S;l .ind.So( al I ili>on m
l.ilc Vl.iich. 11 .iKo shicklcJ li>\\-

inClMIK" ClIsloMK'! > Ili'lM lIlOsC lIlCKMs-

c.s...

Hk" IM C allows ciiNlonicrs unh

iiKoinos up [o P.^ ptTccnt of the Icil-

ci.il po\crl> luK' to iiualils. up 2^ poi-

com lioni pasl rules

A cru'-iM luo-iosKJoiil lii>nK' is nou

oliuiblo uuli an income olSZI.ZV^ or

less, a ihree-peiMMi home. S25.(IS.>

( AKI is luiulecl In a 25-tent lo >()-

eeni suiehaii:e on ihe hills o\ other

eustiMiieis

I'aitieipanis in CARI.. ineluilinu

poor lamilies. liAeil-mei>mc seniors

.iiul e*>llei:e students, receive a 15 |"»ei-

eent liiscounl on electneits aiul aie

also nou exempt liom recent rate

inci eases

CHINA
From page 5

lalues 111 Washington, it saul

Ihe conlusion oum the I'utuie oi

I S-( hiiKse militaiA relalu>ns

became public on the Ja\ tli.it a team

llM S L UtH.MI lIlMfUM- I UTtlt.U UTt^i

.irii\eil in ("lima to .issess what

wouki be lequireil to leturn the Na\y

sur\eillance plane that made .in

emeri:eiic> l.indmy ,it a militar\ .iir-

tield on llaiii.iii isl.md on April I

.liter colhdiivj with .i Chinese lliihter

let

Ihe I ockheed M.irtin technici.ins

speiii .ibt'ul loui luniis aboaid the

N.i\> pi.me on \Vednesd<i> to begin

then .issessment I lie\ were to return

lo the pi.me lor .t Im.il d.i\ nTwork

ti>d.l\

The Pentagon said it

was going to reconsider

how to proceed with

contacts with China

beyond this month.

In a briel appe.ir.ince belore

reporrcfs earlier VVednesd.iy betore

the intern.il memo le.iked lo the news

iiiedi.i. Kunisteld made no mention

ol Ills intentuMis reu.irdmg military-

to-niiht.ir\ ctMil.icts with Cliin.i

He s.iid It wasn't clcir whether the

Nav\ spy plane would be llown o(\'

the island oi. alternatncly. be disas-

sembled .ind brought by ship or air

I here's ,in assessment team on

the ground .li the present time." he

said "'We've recened some reports

b.ick. but there's nothing conclusne

on tli.it point"

Ouigley s.iid tlicTO were no mili-

t.ir\:lo-niilit.ir\ cont.icts with Clim.i
' scheduled tor \la\. .iiid Ihe [*ent.igon

had s.iid previously it was going to

leconsulei h^w to proceeil with con-

t.icts beuMul this month.

I S -( liinese military rel.itions

h.i\e lr.i\eled a rocky ro.id. Ihe

PentagiMi bn^ke oil ties .liter the

("hinese military's deadly b)S^>

cr.ickdown on the pro-ilemocracy

movement m Ii.in.inmen Sipiare.

.ind contacts had juixl begiin to grow

.igain when they were halted in l^)%

.liter (Inn. I lobbi'd missiles tvuvartl

laiw.in

lieiimg broke otT milit.iry ties in

early UM>'^ .liter IS. pl.ines bombed
the Chinese h'mbassy tn Vugosl.i\ia

liuring NATO's campaign against

Slobodan Milosevic The Chinese

never accepted the I' S. e\pl.m.ilii>n

that It was .m .iccident. and didn't

lesume Jelenso relalioiLs lor .several

nuMiths.

.lust 1. 1st month, shortly .liter Ihe

collision near Hainan island, (.^uigley

delended the milit.iry-to-mihtary

program
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Summer Session at Santa Monica has never looked better

Whether your pursuits are professional

or academic... a 2-year or 4-year

degree... you can make this the kind of

summer vacation that more than pays for

ITSELF... AND LASTS A LIFETIME.

SMC OFFERS HUNDREDS OF DAY AND

EVENING COURSES, MORE SECTIONS THAN

EVER... TO FIT EVEN THE BUSIEST SCHEDULE.

Receive a quality education for only

$ I I -PER-UNIT FOR CALIFORNIA RESIDENTS!

Our average course cost is $65. com-

pared TO UCLA AT $620 AND use

AT $2580.

Spend the first summer of the rest of your

LIFE AT Santa Monica College. It's the

SMART CHOICE.

We're THE Number One Transfer College in California

F-l visa students WElcDmed
SUMMER SESSION BEGINS JUNE 18

Visit us on the web at www.smcedu

monica
I9DD Pico Boulevard. Santa Monica CA 9 405 310-434-4000
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www SMI4U.COM

• Vour friendly Realtor tailoreil to your net?(is

• Professional service you Gin count on

• Honest ;uid trustwortliy

• llffective coninuinicator and efficient

• Houses and towihouses/condos for rent/sale

V-n v/i; ^milt-r ITis/ ius Aiiitt-lif nidiiJiiii! "^^tf" oaf

Hnitlii ooj :>nulti Moinui Bfiirlv fiills. tt^ititn C'ltv M
Air. Oieiiol Hills \iU & PiitiMuk-s

SMI Realty can 310-312-5455
***Call Now for UCLA Community Discount***

FREE NOKIA CELL PHONE
MONTHLY
RATE

$49.99

$29.99

PLAN
MINUTES

400

120

FREE ADDITIONAL
NIGHT AND
WEEKEND
MINUTES

1,000

1,000

TOTAL
MONTHLY
MINUTES

L400

1.120

LONG DISTANCE
INCLUDED IN

PLAN TO 50
STATES

FREE

FREE
RECEIVE FREE AOOITIONAL 1 ,000 MINUTES FOR NIGHT AND
WEEKEND MINUTES EVERY MONTH FROM AT&T WIRELESS!

PLAN 1NCLU1JK.S YOUH DOMKSTIC l.ONC DISTANCK CAI.I-S TO Al.l. 50 STATRS
MtilN YOUR HOMK CALUNG ARKA THAT S rOBRFrr. ' '" "

'

^'^

PREFERRED PAGERS
(800)784-6183

• • •

Tired ofCovering your Teeth

with Liquid Paper to Make
Them Look White? _

LIQUIDi
PAPER

Examinntion, 6 X-Rays & Teeth Clenning
Regular Price: S140- Exp 10 /31 /01

COSMETIC and
GENERAL
DENTISTRY

•TOOTH BONDINQ, BLEACHING
• Nitrous Oxid* (Lauahin« Oas)
•Hypnosis • Porcolain Facings / Vanaors
•Opan Lata Hours, Fraa / Validatad Parking
*C>t*cks, Cradit Cards « Insuranca Forms Walcoma
•22 Yaars in Privata Practica in Wastwood
Dr. LARRY FRIEDMAN, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1762 Westwood Blvd. #460 (between Wilshire & Santa Monica Bl.)

For Appointment Call; (310) 474*3765

Condom Study
Loving couples wanted to home test
an altematlve condom material

Earn $140 for participating

Couples must be:

Age 1 8-45 V In a stable relationship with one partner
WlilIng to report on 8 condom uses

Cun-ent user of Birth Control Pills. lUD, Norplant Depo, or
Sterilization

For more Information, please call 800-521-521

1

or visit our website at wnivw.testcon<lofns.org

• • •

Soiplantation & SweetTb
Hie Sidad Biifet Restaurants TRAVEL nUng NEXTEL '"-lo^JlLl

You walk across campus cverday..why not make your steps count?

CHILDREN'S WALK FOR LIFE
SUNDAY, MAY 6, 2001
9:00AM BRUIN PLAZA

FREE FOOD, T-SHIRTS,
PRIZES, AND LIVE MUSIC

4^

Registration Fee only $i8

(early bird by 5/01/01

after including day of

walk registration $20)

Phone: (310) 825-LIFE

Fax: (310) 206-3755

e-mail: kidswalka)ucla.edu

stop by Kerckhoff 413

Or go online for a registration form
http://www.studentgroups.ucla.edu/kidswalk/ ^

Name: _
Phone: _
Email: _
Address:

Interest:

[ IWalk

[ ] Volunteer

[ 1 Donate

PUcHeMculto^:

Children^ walk for Life

308 Westwood Plaza,

Kerckhoff Hall 413

Los Angeles, CA

90024-1640

UCLAJumnJ
luiiuiut:

TsttPraa
Paid for

by USAC

YAHOO
From page 3

On the other hand, conservative

groups say Yahoo isn't doing nearly

enough to keep its sites clean, especial-

ly its GcoCitics pages, where users can

post pictures and other content.

Although Yahoo expressly forbids

nudity and pornography on

GeoCitics, the company doesn't take

down violators' sites unless someone

complains about them directly.

"They have some extremely hard-

core and very gross Web sites, includ-

ing those that pander themselves as

child sex and teen sex," said Jan

LaRue, senior director of legal studies

tor the Kamily Research Council in

Washington. "My larger concern is

what they're making available and

what they're profiting from and that

they're being totally honest with the

public."

The porn issue bubbled up three

weeks ago, when the Los Angeles

Times reported thai Yahoo had

increased the porn flicks on its shop-

ping pages, where the company gets a

cut of the sales.

It's unclear how many
people use the adult

clubs, because Yahoo

does not disclose

those numbers.

Yahoo had sold X-rated products

for two years and said the increase of

those items did not outpace the overall

growth of the shopping section. But

most major Internet companies have

kept a greater distance from porn

sales, and thousands of users swamped
Yahoo with angry e-mails. Yahoo
announced April 1 3 that it would cease

selling adult products.

The company also said it would

stop accepting banner ads, classifieds

and auction items with adult themes

and promised to more aggressively

police sex-related message boards and

clubs.

Yahoo users can set up online clubs

and post messages, pictures and

Internet links on just about any topic.

The subjects range from the general,

such as bluegrass music, to the very

specific - such as places in Delaware

where people can meet for sex on their

lunch breaks.

It's unclear how many people use

the adult clubs, because Yahoo does

not disclose those numbers. America

Online. Excite, Terra Lycos and

Microsoft's MSN also host clubs on

thousands ofsubjects, but some Yahoo
users say they can more easily find

people with similar interests on the

massive Yahoo site.

Users say that in the past few weeks,

Yahoo took out a direct link to adult-

themed clubs from its overall clubs

page. Users had to affirm they were 18

or older to use the link. The members
also say Yahoo disabled some search

functions that often were used to find

the groups. That means that to find a

club, users have to know its Internet

address and type that in directly.

Some members have resisted links

to their clubs in other parts of the site,

including in mainstream sections open

to people of all ages.

Yahoo certainly isn't alone in trying

to figure out what to do with adult con-

tent. Terra Lycos, for example, recent-

ly clarified its user agreement and is re-

evaluating its pom policies, said Jeff

Strawbridge, director of customer ser-

vice.

"I believe we are entering a very

volatile period for personal Web use,"

said Yahoo user Alan Schaubel, a 53-

year-old married artist in Kenosha,

Wis., who collects adult images as a

hobby. "The current Yahoo action rel-

ative to adult content is only the tip of

the cyberbcrg."

CONGRESS
From page 3

doomed to defeat. "There are people
that arc afraid of choice, " he told

regional reporters in an interview

published in the run-up to committee
debate on his plan, dubbed "Leave
No Child Behind," to provide more
Hexibility to schools and demand
better student performance.

Bush was also quoted as saying,

"And I'm a realist. I understand that.

It doesn't change my opinion, but

it's not going to change the votes,

either," the president added on the

subject of vouchers.

At the same time, he expressed

optimism that the main elements of
his approach would clear Congress.

Boehner and some Democrats on
his committee said much the same
thing.

"I think it keeps us on track

toward a bipartisan piece of legisla-

tion," said Boehner, who strongly

supported Bush on the issue. He
noted that in addition to dealing

Bush a defeat, the committee had
rebuffed Democratic attempts to

direct more money into school con-

struction and a plan to reduce class

sizes, provisions that run counter to

the drive for greater Hexibility in the

use of federal funds.

Rep. George Miller of Calilorma.^

the panel's senior Democrat and
leader of the effort to strip out the

voucher program, said. "We knew
that, clearly, vouchers were going to

be a poison pill to a bipartisan bill. ...

We've got a lot ofamendments to go.

but this was the big one."

Apart from the voucher issue.

Miller and Boehner. with the bless-

ing of the White House, have negoti-

ated an agreement on the broader
legislation on the subject at the core

of Bush's agenda

Similar discussions have been
under way on a companion bill in the

Senate, where Sen. Edward M
Kennedy, D-Mass., told reporters

that "the basic framework has been

concluded." Sen. Bill Frist, R-Tenn.,

a key Republican in the talks,

agreed, saying. "We're ready to pro-

ceed" to the Senate floor.

The White House has encouraged
bipartisan talks in both houses as a

way of advancing the issue.

Administration officials have partic-

ipated in the Senate talks, and the

White House dispatched a top presi-

dential aide, Margaret LaMontagne,
to a closed-door meeting with the

House GOP rank and file during the

day to show support for the bill

Boehner had drafted.

While the White House strategy

has been to work with Democrats on
the issue, some conservatives argue

there have been too many conces-

sions.

Rep. Bob SchafTer, R-Colo., said

if former President Clinton had pro-

posed legislation with testing,'

^eater federal funding and no pri-

vate school vouchers, conservatives

^ould have killed it. "Not only

wbuld we have killed it, but we
would have held a press conference

celebrating its defeat," he said.

The committee debate over

vouchers fell along predictable lines,

with Democrats and GOP moder-
ates opposed to the use of federal

funds for private school tuition, and
other Republicans in favor.

Schaffer ridiculed arguments
from Democrats that they feared

draining scarce resources away from
public schools, reading from a

memo he said New York Gov.
Martin Van Buren wrote to

President Andrew Jackson in the

1820s. In it, Van Buren complained
about the impact that railroads were
having on the barge industry that

moved commerce along the nation's

canals.

Democrats said the solution to

bad schools was more help from the

federal government, and noted that

voters had rejected private school

vouchers in several states.
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^llu^iiytmes
Irish Pub

A UCLA tradition since 1971

FREE COVER
THURS - SAT w/ UCLA ID

DRINK SPECIALS!
GREAT LIVE MUSIC!

PUB GRUB!

575 S. Fairfax Ave. at 6th

LA, CA 90036 (323)935-1577

www.mollymalones.com

L

Westwood Summer ^
School Camp If

f Now Ennlling!!%

I
^ Making Great Kids Greater! $
t Improve Grades, t
1 Motivation, & Confidence ^
j^ Tr;)riitinn9l ramn artiuifinc ^

iI

Traditional camp activities,

horseback riding, nature & hiking,

sports & games. Aquarium of the

Pacific, San Diego Zoo, Disneyland,

Universal Studios, skating

and much, much more!

1 Call (310) 446-5240 i

UCLA PEI?FC*raNG ART5 5TUDENT COmiTTEE P(?E5ENT5

UITH NOE GONZALEZ AND fAiKE (?ICCA

5rH, 2001
aoopn
FREUD

FUAXHOUSE

J.5 FOR UCLA
STUDENTS

1 FOR NON-UCLA
5rUDENT3
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Our parents' college

adventures were much

'cooler' than ours. See

Viewpoint Friday.

viewpoint@media.ucla.edu

EDITORIAL

De facto segregation approved by court of fools
RULINGS: Exclusion OR'd

at institutional level; kiss

your civil rights goodbye

According to the Constitution,

the U.S. Supreme Court is

the ultimate legal authority

when it comes to interpreting our

constitutional rights. Consequently,

people have traditionally turned to it

in hopes ofexpanding civil rights for

groups that face widespread discrimi-

nation.

But where should we turn when
the Supreme Court is the one carry-

ing out civil rights violations?
" Instead ofmoving this country

forward into the 21 st century, the

Supreme Court is pushing back

social conditions more than 40 years.

In decisions issued as recently as last

week, the Rehnquist Court has made
it more difficult for people to fight

against discrimination and unfair

treatment. Rights we have grown up
with and are accustomed to are now
vanishing from the law books.

Last Tuesday, the Supreme Court

ruled in Alexander v. Sandoval - a

case in which a woman argued that

Alabama's English-only driver's

exam was discriminatory - that indi-

viduals cannot sue agencies for indi-

rect discrimination. In other words,

unless the agency intentionally dis-

criminates against them, people can-

not gain compensation through legal

action.

This decision is narrow-minded at

best. Discrimination is by no means
limited to the purposeful racist, sex-

ist, heterosexist and classist treatment

ofone individual by another.

Discrimination is often institutional-

ized and indirect. In this decision, the

Supreme Court allows for de facto

discrimination - it acknowledges dis-

crimination exists, but adopts the atti-

tude th<U noihinii can he fk>ng ahntit

It.

Members of the UCLA communi-
ty who believe this slashing of civil

rights will not affect them are wrong.

The Sandoval decision may impact

students' ability to deal with inequali-

ty at the University of California.

Women - those on sports teams at

UCLA who don't receive as much
funding as men's sports teams and

those underrepresented professors

who earn less than their male coun-

terparts - have been disempowered.

The court doesn't believe the inequal-

ity they face is "intentional."

Cases alleging that the SAT I is

racially and socioeconomically

biased have also been debilitated by

the Sandoval decision. And as the

number of underrepresented minori-

ty students continues to drop at

UCLA, efforts to bring back affirma-

tive action are weakened by this case.

It doesn't matter that the UC is not

reflective of the public it serves,

because according to the court, it's

unintentional. This kind of reasoning

will pose a significant threat to affir-

mative action when the Court consid-

ers it next year.

The Sandoval decision will proba-

bly keep low-income and minority

communities from suing to prevent

the development of prisons, landfills

and other undesirable projects in

their neighborhoods - something

that more affluent neighborhoods

with more political clout can prevent.

The lesbian, gay, bisexual and

transgender community will also be

adversely affected by this decision.

Unfortunately, civil rights for the

LGBT community have been largely

overlooked, especially at the federal

level. In fact, there was no provision

in the Civil Rights Act of l%4 pro-

tecting individuals from discrimina-

tion based on sexual orientation.

With cutbacks in existing rights, it

seems the achievement of civil rights

in the LGBT community is growing

increasingly unrealistic.

l^st year, in Boy Scouts of

America v. Dale, the Supreme Court

ruled that as a private organization,

the Boy Scouts have the right to

exclude gays. And we think the

United States no longer practices seg-

regation?

Even though the federal govern-

ment may be lagging in terms of

LGBT rights, states such as

California and New Jersey have

statutes that protect against discrimi-

nation based on sexual orientation.

But even this can now be overlooked

by agencies, given that the Supreme
Court determines the "law of the

land."

It's emotionally draining for any-

one to consider the far-reaching

impact that the Court's decision will

have.

But it doesn't end here. The court

recently made abuse by the police

and discrimination against the dis-

abled a lot easier.

Last week, the court ruled in

Atwater v. City of Lago Vista that

police officers are allowed to search

and arrest motorists affer stopping

them for minor traffic offenses.

Though this decision was geared

toward helping curb crime, the real

truth is that many officers can get

away with conducting unnecessary

searches, arrests and racial profiling

- a direct attack on our Fourth

Amendment rights.

Disabled citizens arc now more
vulnerable to workplace discrimina-

tion than ever thanks to the court's

decision earlier this year in Alabama
V. Garrett. In this case, the Supreme
Court stated that the federal govern-

ment is not constitutionally entitled

to force states to comply with the

Americans With Disabilities Act of

1990.

It's appalling. The highest court in

the country is perpetuating inequality

instead of working to stop it.

But with a Congress and a presi-

dent just as conservative and regres-

sive, nothing stands in the way of the

Supreme Court's continuing attacks

on civil rights in this country - this is

truly frightening.

The rights we, as college students,

have taken for granted our entire

lives are now disappearing before our

eyes. And the progressive actions

we've been calling for are becoming
more and more distant.

Diversity of campus thought lost in name of liberalism
HOROWITZ: Left U-amples

conservative viewpoints,

ftiels victimology of blacks

Abilateral discussion of the

issues. Thai's all that David

Horowitz really wants. While

the liberals of this country proclaim

Horowitz a

racist and a self-

promotional

skunk, all he

wants to do is to

counter the

overwhelmingly

dominant ideol-

ogy on campus-

es -that of victi-

mology and pur-

poseful division

along racial

lines. And what

this country

needs is more people like Horowitz.

With the leftists' suppression of

conservative ideas on campuses every-

where, with the stigma attached to

being a "right-wing fanatic," it's no
wonder that the conservatives on this

and most other college campuses are

in hiding The violent, virulent and
venomous feelings of the vast majority

of UCLA students against President

Shapiro is a first-year philosophy stu-

dent bringing reason to the masses.

E-mail him at FrumFiddle@aol.com.

George W. Bush, Ward Connerly and

Horowitz is another example of the

dangers involved in stating, however

quietly, that you disagree with liberal

ideals.

So without people like Horowitz to

take the heat for their beliefs and

make an issue out of the ideological

subjugation of conservatives on canr>-

pus, we would be left without intellec-

tual diversity.

Forget racial diversity - what col-

leges lack is diversity of thought.

Horowitz's ad, titled "Ten Reasons
Why Slavery Reparations are a Bad
Idea - and Racist Too," ran in UC
Berkeley's Daily Califomian in

January Students at Berkeley reacted

violently, stealing and burning papers,

and invading the Califomian's offices.

The editor of the Daily Califomian,

Daniel Hernandez, ran an editorial

apologizing for the ad. Of the college

newspapers that have received the ad,

40 have rejected it and 28 have print-

ed it - 20 of those without incident.

The Daily Bruin was one of those that

rejected the ad.

Believe it or not, Horowitz's actual

intent for his ad was quite straightfor-

ward and reasonable. "I was respond-

ing to a bunch of conferences that

were organized for Black History

Month, and there was only one side

represented," said Horowitz in a

recent phone interview from his home
in Los Angeles "The ad is not about

David Horowitz, it's about ideas

about reparations. The publicity was

made by those students who stole

papers and those editors who apolo-

gized for printing it."

When asked if he had placed the ad

merely to cause a violent reaction

among liberals and African

Americans, Horowitz said, "It's

ridiculous. I forced them to be violent?

Come on." And, as he quite rightly

pointed out, "No one's been able to

show that any of the claim's in it are

actually false."

One of the main arguments con-

stantly made by black leaders like

Jesse Jackson, AI Sharpton and
Maxine Waters has been that slavery

spawned a legacy of racial subjugation

which exists even today. The problem
with this theory is that there are so

many black figures who are prosper-

ous. If racism plays such a large part

in everyday life, how could people

such as Colin Powell and Johnny

Cochran do so well? Why is it that

Oprah Winfrey could make it to the

top if the black community experi-

ences constant setbacks as a result of

slavery?

An oft-quoted line from Horowitz's

ad reads, "Trillions of dollars in trans-

fer payments have been made to

African Americans in the form of wel-

fare benefits and racial preferences."

When I a.sked him about this, he

responded that he recognized how this

could have been mispcrceived, but he

also stated that it was no excuse for
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Buslfs corporate agenda breaks backs of Americans
PRESIDENT: Public aids

war on working-classes,

rest of world with silence

Despite our current boom in

military spending, the U.S.

Pentagon will assure you that

the country is at peace. This could

not be further from the truth. On
Jan. 16.2001,

George W.

Bush was inau-

gurated as presi-

dent and war

was subsequent-

ly declared. This

battle is current-

ly being waged

both within and

without our bor-

ders against

women, work-

ers, the environ-

ment, victims of

AIDS, the elderly and perhaps most

importantly, our children. But this

war is not fueled by high lech arms or

aided by missile defense. It runs on
something much more cheap and

rrlentiful: our sticncc.

Many people jokingly question the

intelligence of our current CEO. I

mean president, laughing about

ridiculous quotes such as my person-

al favorite, "More and more of our

imports are coming from overseas."

While material for political comedi-

ans is at an all-time high, the reality

of the Bush agenda's rapid manifesta-

tion is far from humorous.

To understand just how seriously

frightening the direction we are head-

Vossoughi is a third-year history and
American literature and culture stu-

dent. Speak your mind and e-mail her

at shirinv@ucla.edu.

Shirin

Vossoughi

ing in is, just glance at the Bush team.

Andrew Card, the White House chief

of staff, was the main lobbyist for

General Motors. Condoleezza Rice

sat on the board of Chevron and even

has an oil tanker in her name.

Most recently. Bush nominated

John Negroponte, key player in the

CIA death squads of the contra wars

against Nicaragua, as U.S.

Ambassador to the United Nations.

Not to mention appointing Otto

Reich, who helped Reagan illegally

promote support of the contras to a

senior Latin American post. And the

list of big businessmen and CIA Cold

War vets with blood on their hands

goes on.

So what has this stellar crew come
up with so far? In the name of tax

cuts and defense, social programs

have been slashed across the board.

Bush plans to cut a plan for dislocat-

ed workers by $200 million, state jobs

for young people by $100 million and
a grant program aimed at helping

health care providers for the unin-

sured will be scrapped

for a meager allocation

to the states. The
administration did,

however, settle on a

smaller cut of S25 million lor youth

opportunity grants aimed at disad-

vantaged young people. Sure

is nice to see they care.

Workers take an even

bigger punch with the

overturning of labor-

management councils

set up in unionized

federal workplaces. As if

attacking unions is not enough.

Bush led the destruction of ergonom
ics rules aimed at preventing health

problems associated with repetitive

motion, contact stress and other job-

related conditions. The regulations

covered 102 million workers and

in January, four days before leaving

office, showing how high a priority

the workers of this country are to

politicians on both sides of the parti-

san circus.

While Bush stresses spending

increases in areas like defense, educa-

tion and medical research, the money
spent is simply filtered back into the

upper crust of the current system.

Take education: many charter

schools in Texas and other states are

run by for-profit companies. Bush

has offered to pay $3 billion to such

privatized schools. Coincidentally, it

is some of Bush's largest donors that

will benefit from handing education

over to the market. Backers of

Edison and Advantage schools, two

rival private managers of public edu-

cation, contributed heavily to the

Republicans' illegitimate triumph.

So, more money goes into private

education while child-care assistance

for lower-income families and pro-

grams designed to fight child abuse

are swept under the rOg.

Similarly, while an increase in

medical research seems wonderful,

we must question whom it will bene-

ZACH LOPtZ/Daily Brum

would have prevented an estimated

4.6 million musculoskeletal disor-

ders.

And don't go crying to Clinton.

The former president issued the rule

fit. The recent

attack of many
pharmaceutical

companies who
refuse to provide

cheap AIDS medication or

allow governments to patent anti-

viral drugs demonstrates the prece-

dence profit takes over human life.

Bush unveiled his stance when he

moved to gut out the office of AI DS
and race relations in the White

Problem is about • • • ession, not coexistence
JUSTICE: Other countries

need to recognize Israeli

human rights violations

By Ghaith Mahmood

In the West Bank of occupied

Palestine a young Palestinian boy
walks to school. He must first wade
through a .series of checkpoints.

Once he passes that, he must keep

his wits to avoid any Israeli settlers

on the rampage, and after that,

there is still the potential of coming
across Israeli sniper fire. Only after

he has navigated this daily obstacle

course can he finally enter his

school, a school that has second-

rate textbooks, second-rate facilities

afid where he will receive a second-

ra'le education in relation to his

Israeli neighbors.

When he goes home, he will find

his mother depressed as usual, cry-

ing for her two lost sons, killed by

Israeli fire. His father is sitting on
the couch watching the television.

Unable to go to work due to the 24-

hour curfew laid down by the Israeli

army as a security measure to quell

any uprisings.

I tell you this story about a young

Mahnf)ood is a third-year business eco-

nomics and international development

studies student He Is currently president

of the Muslim Students Association.

Palestinian boy as a backdrop for

our discussion. Too often, it is easy

to lose track of the actual people in

all the political web-spinning and

historical fact debates that can

occur when one discusses Zionism

or the nature of occupied Palestine.

In the past weeks, we have once

again been privilege to witness the

now annual tradition of celebra-

tions, demonstrations and healthy

dialogue sparked by the current sit-

uation in occupied Palestine. At
times, these have taken the form of

tense debates. Other times they

came in the form of a silent protest

or a table on Bruin Walk set up with

one goal in mind: to educate the

general public about the human
rights violations occurring in occu-

pied Palestine and in the land

known as Israel.

A new development, however, is

the advent of a "Coalition for Co-

existence in the Middle East."

Participants set up a tent under

which cake was shared, flowers

were passed and "peace" was a

word quick to jump off the tongues

of all. Also inside the tent, an Israeli

flag and a Palestinian flag hung side

by side.

To those who passed by, it may
have seemed like the situation was

finally solved once and for all. At

last, these two groups - the Arabs

and the Jews - would stop fighting

and start coexisting in peace.

While I applaud the efforts of all

organizers to create a forum for

increased dialogue and discussion, I

find the idea that the solution lies in

a tent in which two sides can co-

exist shortsighted.

Let's make one thing perfectly

clear. What is happening in occu-

pied Palestine is not simply a con-

fiict between two groups who can-

not get along. Referring to the prob-

lem as one of a mere inability of two
sides to co-exist trivializes the true

issues at hand.

Fact: Palestinian land is under

daily seizure and confiscation by

the Israeli regime. Fact: "Israeli

Arabs" (or Palestinians who had the

patience to wait in line for 20 hours

to gain citizenship in Israel) are

treated as second-class citizens in

basically an apartheid state.

Fact: 4.5 million Palestinians are

now refugees without a home as

Israel refuses them the right to

return to their land.

Fact: Since the "intifada" began,

numerous human rights organiza-

tions, including BiTselem, an Israeli

human rights organization, as well

as the United Nations have criti-

cized the Israeli government for the

use of excessive force, especially in

dealing with Palestinian children.

The problem at hand is not the

inability of the Arabs and the Jews

to live together peacefully The
problem is that the Israeli govern-

ment with its inherently racist

Zionist ideology has oppressed the

Palestinian people and has forced

them to live in an apartheid state as

second-class citizens.

This oppression is why
Palestinians are now taking to the

streets to rise up against the Israeli

regime, why the violence has been

widespread throughout occupied

Palestine, and why the demonstra-

tions spill over to places as far away
as our own campus.

It is not the inability of Muslims,

Christians and Jews to co-exist that

is the problem; the problem is that

from its very advent and to this day,

Israel has been built on oppression,

murder and apartheid.

It is important to recognize this

root problem, for now it becomes a

wider issue that all people can look

at and think about critically If it

was simply a plight between two

groups who cannot live together in

peace, then all that we could do is

watch idly and shake our heads.

But the root of the problem is

beyond this - the problem is univer-

sal. As a people who highly value

the ideals ofjustice and equality, all

of us have an obligation to speak up
against human rights violations,

stand up against the unjust treat-

ment of Palestinians, and call out

the Israeli government for its

oppressive measures.

The situation is not an internal

issue that only those parties directly
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House only three weeks after taking

the wheel, shutting down the .^5-

mcmber Presidential Advisory

Council on HIV/AIDS. Pair that

with legislation passed on the first

day of Bush's presidency to block aid

for any international organizations

that promotes or offers abortions,

and the future of women and chil-

dren in the underdeveloped world

takes a double hit.

Too bad we can't look to the First

Lady for help. Laura Bush, a virtual

resurrection of the quintessential '50s

housewife, is too busy picking out

wallpaper to concern herself with

such petty matters as international

women's health or child starvation.

While Bush uses such policies as

ammunition against those who have

no voice in the U.S. system, his

beefed up military makes this war all

the more real. In Puerto Rico last

week, citizens mobilized for massive

protests against the Navy's bombing
of the Vieques island range as mili-

tary exercise.

In countries like Columbia and

Peru, the CIA and the Drug
Enforcement Administration cur-

rently sponsor and implement war-

like conditions. As Edward N. "
""°

Luttwak, senior fellow at the Center

for Strategic and International

Studies states, "The funds of U.S.

taxpayers and efforts of U.S. policy

officials from the president down are

encouraging the militarization of life

in countries that have had more than

their share of military rule."

Finally, many argue that Bush's

strongest mark has been made in his

efforts to devastate the environment.

Turning his back on an international

effort to reduce carbon dioxide emis-

sion and giving businesses the green

light to pump out harmful gasses.

See VOSSOUGHI, page 21
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MAHMOOD
From page 19

Involved have the ability to find a

solution. For years, Palestinian

intellectuals as well as many other

concerned parties (including

myselO have been calling for a

global U.N. delegation to come
into the land and play a hand in

assessing any acts of oppression

that may exist.

Recognizing the fact that the

apartheid in South Africa only

ended once global pressure was

high enough, the hope is that simi-

lar worldwide pressure will stop the

human rights violations and exces-

sive force committed by the Israeli

regime. But, Israel has consistently

denied any global U.N. tribunal

intervention into their country,

claiming that the conflict is inter-

nal.

It is important to recognize in

looking at the "Coalition for Co-

Existence" that co-existence is not

the problem - Israeli oppression is.

No matter how much we say the

word peace and love, as long as the

Israeli government commits acts of

oppression that go unchecked by

the global community, and as long

as we do not take the time to edu-

cate ourselves as well as create

awareness for other people on the

true nature of the conflict, violence

and human rights violations will

continue to exist inside occupied

Palestine.

SHAPIRO
From page 18

calling him a racist.

"Whoever calls it racist is some-

body who is brainless and needs a

label to conceal the fact that they are

brainless. There has been a net trans-

fer of wealth toward blacks through

means such as welfare payments, over

40 years or so ... of $1.2 to $1.6 trillion

(a statistic he quoted from a study he

commissioned from The Heritage

Foundation). And now, 47 percent of

welfare recipients are black and only

13 percent of the taxpaying base for

welfare is black and therefore there is

a continuing net transfer"

If it is slavery that has kept the-

black community down, then a contin-

uing transfer of cash toward the black

community should be seen as repara-

tions. Racial preferences cannot be

seen as anything other than repara-

tions for slavery - they essentially state

that the black community has been

subjugated for so long that they need a

hand to get up.

Another controversial line from

Horowitz's ad states that blacks owe a

debt to America. In truth, this com-

ment should not be controversial in

the least! Every human being living

under the star-spangled banner owes a

debt to the founders of the country, if

only for their promulgation of the idea

of freedom. As Horowitz states, "It's

not like achieving a democrat7 's as

easy as falling ofTa log." The concepts

of equality, personal freedom and

opportunity for all were revolutionary

in their time, and still are today.

Horowitz also states that blacks

owe a debt to America in simple eco-

nomic terms, as "Uny black in America

is 20 to 50 times richer than any black

in Africa. That didn't happen by acci-

dent."

According to Horowitz, racial pro-

filing doesn't exist, because no study

which establishes it records the race of

the officer, and "until there's a study

that firjds that white cops slop more
blacks than Nack cops do, I think it's a

completely phony issue."

So, if the blame for societal inequal-

ity doesn't lie with slavery or racial

subjugation, where does it lie?

Horowitz says that the reasons for

inequality are threefold: the glut of
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SHAPHtO
From page 20

black families without fathers in the

home; the widespread idea that study-

ing hard isn't a part of black culture;

and the victimology being forced on

the black community by the left. The

liberals continuously tell the black

community that they are set upon, that

they experience racism every day, in

everything they do. How can they suc-

ceed if they feel the weight of the

world on their shoulders .'

Nothing that Horowitz says is

racist fiction without basis in fact. So

what is the lingering message from this

situation? The domineering and over-

bearing nature of the left.

The liberals on campus have

metaphorically beaten the conserva-

tives into submission, removing them

from the faculties and frightening oth-

ers into silence.

After my column on the March 14

rally, I received a letter from an

administrator at UCL.A praising the

article. I asked him if I could forward

it to my editor for publication, but he

said no. "I'm afraid I could not handle

the potential damage my express

thoughts would do to my career as an

administrator here. The Chancellor

reads The Bruin, The only way The
Bruin could print my little piece of

encouragement is to run it as by

"administrator - name withheld for

fear of professional retaliation by the

politically correct.' Sadly, for those of

us who earn our living here as staff, it's

professional suicide to engage in free

expression." Diversity of thought,

indeed.

Horowitz stands by his statement

ofcampus suppression of conserva-

tive thought. "This is what this is

about. I have exposed the campus

iotalitarians, both the tenured ones

and the wet-behind-the-ears student

ones."

Perhaps by exposing the domi-

nance of the left, discrimination based

on opinion can be mitigated. Only

when both sides are heard can UCLA
truly be a place of diversity.

VOSSOUGHI
From page 19

Bush promises to avoid any steps

that might hurt the U.S. economy.

Apparently he thinks we can just

breathe money once we run out of

clean air. Tl]|e Environmental

Protection Agency, (cut by $500 mil-

lion) also revoked new standards

that would have decreased the allow-

able arsenic in water by 80 percent.

Unsafe levels of arsenic cause blad-

der and other cancers and among the

developed world, levels of arsenic in

water are highest in the U.S.

But many followers of

-Washington's political spectacle may
!be up in arms over Bush for this pre-

jcise reason: it is our air and water

Jiat is currently at risk. It is workers,

atients and children within our bor-

ders that will suffer.

While this may be true, placing all

of the blame for our current state of

war on "President" Bush and weep-

ing nostalgically for the days of

Clinton denies the fact that many of

the world's inhabitants have been

suffering for years due to the govern-

ment of generally silent U.S. citizens.

So what if democrats and so-

called "liberals" alike begrudge and

moan about Bush for the next four to

eight years if the next neoliberal

Democrat soothes their souls with

policies that are a little less destruc-

tive?

While many media moguls run

around cursing themselves for ever

suggesting that there was no differ-

ence between Bush and Gore, they

fail to fundamentally question a sys-

tem that rolls out the red carpet for

business while throwing scraps at

those who break their backs to keep

the worid system running.
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Spring Sing

It's that time of the year, and

once again UCI.A's Spring

Sing is taking place. Find out

more tomorrow in A&K.

Thursday, May 3. 2001

WAC department to put

on artistic extravaganza
THEATER: 'The Last Big Event' celebrates innovative modes

of expression through unique mix of exhibits, performances

By Chris Young
Daily Bruin Staff

The entire World Arls and

Cultures building. Kaufman Hall, will

become a stage this weekend lor the

departments latest extravaganza.

''llie Last Big Event" will be per-

formed Friday and Saturday and fea-

tures 25 works - including modern
dance and movement performances,

line arts, portrait galleries and music
- by the department's students, facul-

ty and staff. The
e vent —uses

Kaufman Hall in

innovative ways

to celebrate the

theme of trans-

formation.

Audience
members will be

given a map of

the building and

a schedule of the

performances.
They will then be

able to decide

which performances they want to see

during the two hour event.

"It's almo.st like a board game in

that so many things are going on at

the same lime and that it is one huge
work; you won't be able to sec every-

thing." said Viva l.iles-Wilkin. a Hfth-

>ear WAC student and producer for

the event, while sitting m her depart-

mental office with the sound of dance

shoes on hardwood echoing through

the hallway. , ,
•

"You can see as much as you can

sec, knowing that somebody on the

"There's no part of the

building that won't be

affected by all these

performances."

DianFroot

Artistic director

other side of the building is having a

completely different experience than

you." she added.

Pjeces at the event range from
those that are a few minutes long and

repeat .several times during the night

to exhibits that run continuously.

Artistic Director Dan Froot said that

viewers can sit down and absorb* live

to eight works or see as many as 15 or

16 in the two-hour period.

Transformation and site specificity

are the main themes of the event. The

biggesj transfor-^ TS

Kaufman Hall

itself; it will be

gutted and

rebuilt starting

in December,

responding to

the WAC depart-

ment's needs for

bctteT perfor-

mance space and

facilities.

The idea of

site specificity in

the event means using a given space to

guide and shape a work. Artists look

at an object such as a theater, pool,

hallway or staircase and examine how
space is contained in that object's

architecture, using its spatial charac-

teristics to guide their creative output

Fach of the works featured explores

some facet of Kaufman Hall.

"It's a new way of thinking about

architecture, how it can function as a

metaphor, a repository of history, an

See EVENT, page 27

tJClA Scnooi of Arts and Afchitpcturp

UCLA's World Arts and Cultures department presents "The Last Big

Event," which will features a performance by Shel Wagner.

DRIVE

J.S. Cardone's 'The Forsaken' reuamps a legend

uiith fang-free fright and a young-blooded cast
Megan (Izabella MIko) becomes a human lure for the non-traditional vampires in "The Forsaken."

By Emilia Hwang
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

In the blistering Arizona desert, the

heat isn't the only force to be reckoned

with.

Filmed on location. "The Forsaken"

features a young group of bloodletting

creatures that prey on helpless victims in

the dead of the night.

"I just came across the script and I just

thought it was a really cool idea, a differ-

ent take on the vampire story," actor Kerr

Smith said at a Los Angeles press junket.

"(Writer-director J. S.) Cardone wanted to

make a different kind of vampire movie
and he wanted to make a movie that was
edgier and a step above the teen horror

genre."

In the lllm. Smith ("Dawson's Creek")

plays the young Sean, who is driving

cross-country to attend his sister's wed-

ding. His trip, however, takes a detour

when he picks up .some unusual hitchhik-

ers.

After traveling miles together, Sean
le«rns that his companions have been
infected by a deadly blood virus.

When Sean himself is infected, he

learns that the only cure is to kill the

leader of the vampire gang. Kit

(Johnathon Schaech).

."It's a little different twist on what a

vampire really is," Schaech said "It's

more like a disease that's going through

their veins. So it's more like trying to feed

an addiction, like a crack addict."

Because there are no capes or fangs m
this vampire movie, Schaech explained

that Cardone tried to have fun with the

genre and do some unconventional things

while filming.

"We slept during the day and worked at

night most of thetimc, so we sort of felt

like vampires," said Izabella Miko, whose
character, Megan, is almost killed by vam-

pires.

Since the film strays from tradition,

actor Phina Oruche knew that learning

vampire folklore wouldn't help her play

the fiendish bloodsucker Cym.
"I think the point that (Cardone) was

trying to make was ... it's not a good ver-

sus evil story in the quintessential sense,"

she said.

The villains in the film don't have

blood-stained fangs, so it can be difficult

to tell the good guys from the bad guys.

But though the killers may not leave teeth

marks on the necks of their victims, they

have plenty of other vampire quirks.

Schaech "s character bores easily and is

always trying new things to entertain him-

self. In one scene, he sticks the venom of a

rattlesnake into his veins.

"
I had to bring the rattlesnake up to my

face and look in its eyes," Schaech said. "I

was so scared. It was one solid mass of

muscle and you could just tell it wanted to

kill me. So I grabbed it really, really tight."

The snake was supposed to stick its

tongue out at the villain, but it didn't.

"Finally the wrangler came over to me
and said, 'Could you let go of him a little

bit? You're strangling him. He can't

breathe. That's why his tongue's not com-
ing out.'" Schaech said.

While Schaech went head to head with

a venomous rattler, Miko, a former

dancer, had the chance to tango with a live

tarantula.

"Those were real tears," Miko said. "I

was crying. I hated it."

The actors were also behind the wheel

in the chase scenes and Oruche recalls dri-

ving a wicked machine through the desert.

"The car was crazy." Oruche said. "The
car had a life of it's own. a mind of it's

own. You'd turn the ignition off and it

would still be driving."

In addition to the weird onscreen incar-

nations, there were plenty of strange

occurrences in the remote outskirts of

Yuma, Arizona.

Miko said that a lot of stuffjust "sort of

happened" on the set, such a.s an actual

car accident that was caught on film, and
a hou.se on the set that was blown right off

its foundation.

"The house blew up a little more than it

was supposed to," she said.

"It was total guerilla filmmaking,"

Oruche said.

FILM: "The Forsaken" is now playing in the-

aters nationwide.

Ptioios from Screen Gems
Sean (Kerr Smith) encounters one dark and mysterious delay after another during his cross-country road trip In J.S. Cardone's "The Forsaken.

=1
'Center' looks

at male-female

relationships in

computer age
FILM: Sparse |)lot tackles

lal)()o topic or sex, avoids

cliclied rain-tale eiidin^^

By David Holmberg
Daily Bruin Staff

If "Center of the World" demon-
strates anything, it is that there

should be more NC- 17 rated movies.

ni>t nks\ htf^t«U J>e nud ity uwd
sex add Hair to otherwise routine

films, but because these movies can

tackle far more intense and radical

subject matter.

Wayne Wang, who also directed

"The Joy Luck Club," centers his

newest film in the ever popular city

of Las Vegas. Although the film's

current action all takes place in Sin

City, black and white llashbacks

skip back in time to reveal how it all

got started. In a film such as this,

less is more, and the plot is about as

complicated as the clothing on a

stripper; that is. just enough to make
it interesting.

-^^ichard. played fiawlessly by

Peter Sarsgaard. is a computer geek

who. as a sign of the times, has

struck it rich and is worth millions of

dollars. Sitting in front of a comput-
er all day. however, certainix has its

drawbacks, most notably the lack of

any female companionship. So. run-

ning contrary to the Beatles song, he

sets out to buy himself some love.

But for reasons that only a sexual-

ly repressed computer nerd could

understand, he does not make the

logical choice of a prostitute.

Instead, he meets a stripper/drum-

mer at a coffee shop, and after see-

ing her perform an impressively

erotic dance, he offers to pay
S 10,000 for her to accompany him
to Vegas for a three-day "vacation."

The stripper, I lorence. is played by

the uncharacteristically beautiful

Molly Parker, who balances sexuali-

ty and commonness with precision.

There are rules, though, for their

liaison. rules established by

Florence There will be no kissing

on the lips, no feelings, all encoun-
ters will take place between 10 p.m.

and 2 a.m.. and no penetration It

would .seem that he isn't getting that

much for his S 10.000. but it shows
how desperate poor, repressed

Richard really is.

As the film progresses, each of

these rules is inevitably and unforfur

nately broken. Inevitable, beca^wrc^
IS clear from the outset that llfichard

cares for Florence, and unfortunate

because it is also obvious that this is

not "Pretty Woman." Richard is not

Richard Gere, and there will be no
sweeping off the feet this time. For a

while there seems to be the possibili-

ty of a Hollywood cliche taking over

the latter half of the film, but thank-

fully the cold slap of reality comes
smacking down, leaving no room
for wishful thinking.

The film, while resting on a dain-

tily scant plot, relies on the charac-

ters to complete the outfit.

Together, the pair create a painfully

accurate portrayal of the current

See CENTER, page 27
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Uoivotsal SlodlOS

Brendan Fraser reprises his starring role as

Rick O'Connell in "The Mummy Returns."

"The Mummy Returns"
Starring Brendan Fraser and Rachel
Weisz
Directed by Stephen Sommers

Extending the special effects, aclion,and
storylines of I999's "The Mummy." the

sequel "The Mummy Returns" offers even
more bang for the buck.

The movie (mds the hero and heroine of
the original. Rick O'Connell (Brendan
Fraser) and Evelyn (Rachel Weisz), married
with a son, Alex (Freddie Boath).

A 5,000-year flashback introduces the war-
rior Scorpion King (WWF wrestler The
Rock) and his army. Defeated, the king sells

his soul to the god Anubis in exchange for

invincibility in battle, and his soul ends up in

stasis until resurrected. Legend says that who-
ever raises the Scorpion King and kills him:

son, going on wild adventures through Egypt.
The viewer is treated to visually fantastic

scenery; endless sand dunes, immense ancient
cities, mountain passes and an evil enchanted
rainforest in the middle of the desert. The
landscapes, acting and plot of the movie give
it a definite fantasy or comic book feel.

Many of the computer-generated effects

are spectacular In one scene, a gigantic wall

of water comes seething through a canyon
where the heroes are journeying by dirigible,

and to heighten the effect, a menacing human
face materializes on the wall of water as it is

about to engulf them.

Viewers of the first "Mummy" movie will

see many improvements in the sequel due to

advancements in special effects technology.

The special effects of the partially resurrected
imhotep are fantastic, showing a grotesque
human form without all the flesh, internal

organs and muscles showing.

Equally impressive are the battles between
humans and the Scorpion King's animal
army. Industrial Light and Magic did a good
job making legions of warriors, pygmy mum-
mies, the wall of water and a slew of other
creations that give "The Mummy Returns" an
"A" for special effects.

will take command of his invincible army of
canine warriors and can conquer the world.

Evil fighter Lock-Nah (Adwale Akinnuoye-
Agbaje) summons ancient Egyptian warrior
Imhotep (the bad guy in the first "Mummy"),
the only man who can defeat the Scorpion
King, so that he and Imhotep can rule the
world. As in the first movie, Imhotep really

only wants to bring back Anck-Su-Namun
(Patricia Velasquez), his lover in ancient
Egypt, so that they can get a white house with
a picket fence, 2.4 children and a minivan.

Imhotep makes it personal with the

O'Connells by kidnapping Alex, so now Rick
and Evelyn have to save the world and their

Unfortunately, the movie sulTers from the
same faults of many Hollywood blockbusters.
Holes in the plot as big as London double- .

decker buses are abundant. Every character is

essentially one-dimensional - if a man is big,

looks mean and has a sword, he's a bad guy; if

a man is skinny, doesn't carry a sword but
looks surprised all the time, he's a cowardly
good guy used for comic relief.

"The Mummy Returns" uses the ancient
Egyptian idea of reincarnation with the inter-

esting but slightly ridiculous idea that Evelyn
O'Connell was Nefertiti in her past life, and
throughout the movie she has flashbacks of
herself fighting Anck-Su-Namun in the royal

court.

Regardless of the overall campy feeling of
the movie, fans who liked the first "Mummy"
can't really lose with this one. With all the

grandiose special effects, it would be a shame
to only view this on a 13-inch TV set.

Chris Young
Rating:?

"About Adam"
Starring Kate Hudson and Stuart
Townsend
Directed by Gerard Sembridge

Introducing someone new to the family is

easy in "About Adam."
Set in New Dublin, Ireland, "About

Adam" is the smart and sexy tale of Adam.
God's gift to all mankind, and his influence

upon the Owens family.

Adam (Stuart Townsend) is an irresistible

and handsome man, who lives to make other
people happy. Perfect in almost every way,
Adam is the son-in-law of every parent's

dreams and the friend and confidant that

everyone wants.

Adam becomes introduced to the Owens
family after meeting Lucy Owens (Kate
Hudson) at the restaurant where she works.
From the bookish Laura (Frances

O'Connor) to the sexy Alice (Charlotte

Bradley), the Owens clan is an eclectic family
who become smitten with the charming
Adam.

As Adam is introduced to Lucy's brother
and sisters, each of them becomes entranced
by his good looks and personality, and they
engage in a unique relationships with each
that will change their lives forever.

"About Adam" has a refreshing script that
is lighthearted and fun to watch unfold on the
screen. Telling the stories of each of the fami-
ly members' encounters with Adam, the

whole story of Adam is slowly pieced together
like a puzzle, finally becoming a complete pic-

ture.

Although the film ends a bit oddly, it is

very comical, bringing out all the eccentrici-

ties of the characters.

One of the few films set in New Dublin,
"About Adam" shows a bustling city, compa-
rable to Los Angeles and even San Francisco,
surrounded by beautiful rolling hills. The film

depicts a more modern Ireland that is a pleas-

ant departure from the dreary country seen in

many other films.

Townsend plays Adam wonderfully and
allows Adam's deceptive and benevolent
appeal to come alive. Hudson, fresh from her
Golden Globe nod for "Almost Famous,"
takes on a New Dublin accent for the role of
Lucy.

In a role that could have made her .seem a
little miscast, Hudson's conviction and hon-
esty compel the audience.

Funny, sweet and an all-around feel-good

movie, "About Adam" tries to give life not
only to the characters but to the audience as
well, and almost succeeds at doing so too. Set
in Ireland, some of the humor was likely lost

in the crossing of the Atlantic. Many refer-

ences to cultural icons will be unfamiliar to

U.S. audiences.

"About Adam" is a smart, funny and sexy
film that's delightfully entertaining. Although
no pearls of wisdom about integrating into a
new family are bestowed upon the audience,
the lighthearted way the film handles the sub-

(My Bruin reviews are rated on a xale of 1

See SCREEN, page 28
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Sander captures German social turmoil I Eclectic, enigmatic

' Betty Dylan just

wants to have fun

ART: Photography exhibit

is powerful commentary

on post-WWT devastation

By Anthony Quinonez
Daily Bruin Contributor

Photographer August Sander
helieved so highly in the power of pic-

tures that he sought to capture the

character of an entire nation through

his work.

Currently on display at the Getty,

"August Sander: German Portraits,

1918-1933" takes a look at the works
of the famous portraitist during the

Weimar Republic, a transitional time

in Germany.

Unable to enjoy their newfound
independence because of the eco-

nomic devastation that followed

World War I, politicians and artists

struggled to redefine German society

which hungered for change yet

longed for the past.

Sander's work is reflective of this

turmoil. Although he began his

career as a run-of-the-mill studio por-

traitist, his introduction to the

-Cologne Progressives, a group of

young leftist painters, influenced him
greatly. Debates and discussions with

the group encouraged many of the

ideas that would fuel his future

endeavors in Germany.

According to the exhibit, Sander

See SANDER, page 27

MUSIC: Band emphasizes expression

over success, will release album, book

It.eGetly

"August Sander: German Portraits, 1918-1933''takesa close look at the artist's

work during the post-WWI turmoil of the Weimar Republic in Germany.

By David Holmberg
Daily Bruin Staff

Betty Dylan is not a

woman. Betty Dylan is not

the daughter of Bob Dylan.

In fact. Betty Dylan is not

even a person.

Betty Dylan is a band,

but more than that, its

musicians are artists.

"We think that what
we're doing is legitimate,

and our goal isn't to go out

there and sell 10 million

records and be the new
Madonna," said lead male

singer and guitarist Dr.

Dan.

"I'd like to be

Madorwial " coufttered

Vickie Lynne, the band's

lead female singer, who
also plays guitar.

This is life for the two

fundamental components
of the enigma that is Betty

Dylan. In an interview at

their Westwood home, the

two talked about their past,

their music of the present,

and the future of their

band.

Dr. Dan. who is not a

doctor of anything in par-

ticular, talked about the

musical rigors of his past,

trying to make a living as a

struggling artist.

"I got desperate to try

and make money and 1

ended up in some odd jobs.

One of them was playing

Keith Richards in a Rolling

Stones cover band. Wc
played in the Deep South,

the gigs nobody wanted to

do. But we'd be playing,

and all of a sudden we'd

have a great moment on

irtage. and you'd look up^
and see this Mick Jaggcr

imitator prancing around
in this costume, and you'd

get kind of bummed. 1

picked up a few bad habits,

too. like 1 kick my kg occa-

sionally now."

SeeBHTXpage 29
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AVCO CINEMA Blow (PG-13)
Presented in SDDS Digital Sound

12:45 4:15 7:30 10:30

AVCOaNEMA Traffic (R|

Presented in SDDS Digital Sound
Thu 12 15

Sof . kkn. Joa Dirt (PG-13)
Thu 10:1(5

Beverly Hills
BEVERLY (»NNECTION
La Cienega at Beverly Blvd.

(310)659-5911
4 hours validated parldng $1 at Box OHice

UCLA

Campus Events
AVCO TiMaIra

Tickalt FREE Irom
319 Kortkkofl

Weeli 5 Tlia 5/3

Sneak Preview

A KnigM's Tale

6:00 pm

ACKERMAN BALLROOM Waofc 5 Tka 5/3 A Fri 5/4
Tlckota S2.00 YooCaaCoMtoiiMe

7:00 pm & 9:30 pm

Enjoy the
Movies!!!

MUSK HALL 2
9036 Wilshire

274-6869

With a Frtoad Litw Harry (R=rtoad Litw Harry (R)

Mon-Thu (5 30) 815 BEVERLY CONNECTION

MUSIC HALL S
9036 Wilshire

274-6869

HmrIsA fMl)
Mon-Thu (5:30) 7:45 10:0(5

Drtvoo (PG-13)
Oa 2 Mraaas

Presented in THX SRD Digital Sound
11:50 2 30 5 10 7 50 10 35

Presented in THX DTS Digital Sound
1:00 4:00 7 00 9 45

Santa Monica

BEVERLY CONNECTION FraMy Col Ra|orotf (R)
Presented in DTS Digital Sound

Thu 12 50 3 10

MNNNCA1 Paaic(P6-13l
1322 2nd St Mon-Thu (1:15) 3:25 5 35 7:50 10^
(310)394-9741

BEVBtLY CONNECTION

II0MCA2 Tko OoMoo Boirt (R)
Mon-Thu (1:00) 4:00 7tX} 955

CioeoMlo Doarioo la

Loo Aofotot (PQ)

Oo2Scraoos
Presented in DTS Digital Sound
Thu 12:20 2:40 5.00 7:30 950

UA WESTWOOD
10889 Wa«worth
47S-9441

Mon-Thu 12:304:30 7:10 10i:l6

wNR S rflMM UM Hlffy fn)
Mon-Thu (1 30) 4:20 7:10 fOOC

BEVERLY CONNECTION BrMfOtJoaolDlan (PG-13)
OaiScrooot

Presented in THX DTS Digital Sound
11:45 12302 10250430520

7:10 7:45 9:3010:10

MiwiaM (RJ
Mon-Thu (1:45) 4:30 7 15 lOW
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Results speak for Themselves!

Before

POSITIVE CHANGES HYPNOSIS

HELPS YOU:

Lose Weight

Stop Smoking

Improve Concentration

Accelerate Learning Skills

Overcome Test Phobia

Enhance Memory

Increase Sports Performance

Improve Relationships

Easily and Effortlessly!

Call for your FREE Hypnosis Screening

1-877-POSITIVE

291 S. La Cienega Blvd., Suite 103 Beverly Hills

www.positivechanges.com

Carol Hooper lost 851bs. without dieting!

Do you want to become
a leader on campus?

Check out the

BRUIN LEADERS PROJECT
A seminar based leadership project sponsored by the Center for
Student Programming. Ail students are invited to participate in
developing leadership skills. Upon completion participants

receive a certificate.

r MMfa mtmim^

Bruin Leaders Project

Spring Quarter Seminars

Wednesday, May 2 2-4 p.m. Ackerman 2408

"Social Change Model of Leadership"^

(This seminar required for a Bruin Leaders Project certificate)

We hopeto^
F0r pcyote i^onnatjoti'ot^l

, Project, please e^jati^v^
C310) 206-50^1 offirj

our office :i\ Tf/5 KeitkhojffHall

w

)^<, ty JT"

vvww.bruinleaders.ucla.edu

MICHAEUfNNINGS

A fan meditates at Campus Events' Radlohead listening party, waiting

to hear the band's new album "Amnesiac," that will be released June 5.

Band continues to reinvent

alternative sound in album
MUSIC: 'Amnesiac' offers

contrasts to spacey rock,

electronica of older work

By Antero Garda
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Radiohead continues to reign as

the alternative to "alternative"

music.

On Tuesday, the Campus Events

Commission hosted a special

Radiohead listening party in

KerckhofT Grand Salon. The event

offered die-hard fans and casual lis-

teners alike the opportunity to hear

the band's fifth album. "Amnesiac,"

a month before its official release

date of June 5.

The event had a strange

ambiance as a clear division could

be seen in the attendees. Half of the

people at the event were devoted

Radiohead fans who. adorned in

Radiohead merchandise, silently

and intently listened to the pre-

viewed tracks. The rest of the peo-

ple treated the event more as a com-
mon social gathering and chatted

away as some of the best in modern
music was lost

beneath their —^^^^^^^
conversa-
tions.

The forth-

coming
release is a

surprising
contrast to

"Kid A."

though the

two albums

were primari-

Much of"Amnesiac,"

plays like a response

to the apocalyptic

sounds of the

previous album.

ly recorded at the same time. Eager

fans shouldn't expect the traditional

"alternative" sound with which
Radiohead gained its initial popu-
larity.

Comprised of 11 tracks,

"Amnesiac" comes off as a clash

between the band's current elec-

tronica-esque sound and the spacey

rock of the "OK Computer" era.

The album bcgijjs with the techno again features York on piano as he
rhythm of "Packl'Like Sardines In a dismally sings, "Once again I'm in

In place of the eery smiling bear

logo of "Kid A" is what looks like a

crying hedgehog. Also, where the

previous album included lyrics and
blurbs about the melting of the

polar ice caps, the music video for

"Pyramid Song," shows a flooded

world. In one sense, "Amnesiac" is

the aftermath of "Kid A."

In addition to its stunning video,

"Pyramid Song," is also a magnifi-

cent song. Filled with vibrant and
languorous piano chords and
Yorke's eery wails, the song is

haunting and a headache for any
music scholar. The time signature of

"Pyramid Song" is unlike anything

else out there. Prom one listen, the

timing is impossible to figure out.

Another immediate gem off of

the album is the bluesy "You and
Whose Army?" The song begins

with the quiet ambiance of only

Yorke's crooning and bassist Colin

Greenwood. However, as the song

progresses, it reaches an intense

crescendo of drums and brash noise

that leaves Yorke fighting to be

heard above the wall of dissonance.

This same type of crescendo can

be heard in a later song on the

album, "Dollars and Cents." which

features tribal
^"""^ drumming

beats and a

long, drawn out

buildup of ten-

sion.

Another
song that has

dissonance in

its sound is

"Amnesiac/
'

,
Morning Bell."

A remake of

"Morning Bell" from "Kid A," the

song sounds completely new. Where
the original had a upbeat sound, the

"Amnesiac" version sounds very
dreary and stagnant.

Of all of the new songs previewed

on Tuesday, the one that is most
unique is the album's closer, "Life

in a Glass House." The song is

incredibly depressing in sound and

Crushd Tin Box." Aside from the

pounding beat that contrasts with

the "Kid A" opener. "Everything In

Its Right Place," the song is also a

surprise in that singer Thom
Yorke's vocals are coherent and not

distorted. When Yorke sings "After

years of waiting nothing came," the

trouble." The song is filled with

trumpet and trombone smears
which are very different from the

horn section that was featured in the

"Kid A" song "National Anthem."
Last October, "Kid A" went to

No. I on the charts with no singles,

music videos or mainstream mar-
words are a chilling re^ninder of the keting. With all of the current pro-
themes underlying "Kid A." motions for "Amnesiac," it will be

In fact much of "Amnesiac," interesting to see if Radiohead can
plays like a response to the apoca- maintain its position as the art-rock
lyptic sounds of the previous album, god of musical coolness.
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EVENT
From page 22

expressive tool, a play space," Froot
said. "There are lots of different ways
to approach existing architecture. Site

specific works help us think about
space differently. This building is our
subject."

The dance building has undergone
several changes during its 70-year his-

tory. Originally the women's gym, it

began housing the World Arts and
Cultures department in the 1970s.

"The building really comes alive;

there's no part of the building that

won't be affected by all these perfor-

mances," Froot said. "As you travel

through the building, you travel

between pieces, and that in-between

place is also an experience of its own
... a transformation from piece to

piece."

In one of the pieces, a student will

perform a dance outside of a window
on an office roof; the audience can
look through the window, onto the

roof, to see the performance. Froot
said that the student chose that site

because he feels he is often seen as an
outsider because of his style of dance.

"Having viewers look outdoors,
through a window at him, created that

frame for him," Froot said.

— Cassandra Sicglcr, a fourth-ycar

WAC student, will use a glass display

case in the lobby of Kaufman Hall for

her piece, but instead of putting a

work inside the case, she will put her-

self inside it; using it as a stage for a
Middle Eastern dance.

The piece, entitled "Exotic Acts,"
deals with stereotypes surrounding
Middle Eastern dance, and explores
the transformation of the dancing
body and audience interaction with

Siegler. Viewers will be able to com-
municate with her through gestures

and written notes.

"People think that Middle Eastern

dance is deeply connected to sexuali-

ty, and that's essentially what my per-

formance is about," Siegler said.

This weekend's event follows the

successes of "The Big Event" in 1997
and "The Return of the Big Event" in

1998, using the same format for pre-

sentations but with a new theme. The
event organizers expect it to be as big

as the first two.

"At the previous 'Big Events,' peo-

ple would be saying. 'Did you see

that?' 'Yeah, did you?' 'No, I saw
this.' There was a buzz in the audience
because they know stuff is going on
and they're trying to see it all," Liles-

Wilkin said.

Froot said the WAC department
can generate these events because it

focuses on anthropological and
ethnographic studies of performance,
discarding Western mind-sets in favor

of intercultural interpretations. It

seeks new ways to approach per-

former-audience connections and
defy audience members' expecta-
tions.

"People are used to dance events

being in a theater - they sit down,
watch for an hour, have an intermis-

sion, then an hour of the same
dancers; people know what to

expect," Liles-Wilkin said. "As chore-

ographers, we're not limited to a

black-box traditional theater. You can
move your art to public spaces, the

front steps of a building, put your
work out there wherever you'd like it

to be seen."

DANCE: The Last Big Event" premieres
at 8 p.m. Friday and Saturday in

Kaufman Hall. Tickets are $10 general,

$8 students, $6 WAC students, sold at

the door and at the Central Ticket

Office, (310) 825-2101. For more infor-

mation go to www.lastbigevent.com.

CENTER
From page 23

condition of male and female rela-

tionships in a technological world.

Richard has more interaction

with computers than humans, and it

is no question this has taken its toll.

While basically a nice and well-

meaning guy, video games and com-
puters have led him to lose the abili-

ty to cope in reality. In a larger

sense, the film attacks the state of
today's now-adult men who have
spent their young lives hacking and
computing. While they make a lot of
money, their basic primal human
needs have been ignored, and now it

may be too late.

^ On the opposite side is Florence,
who relies on the real-world interac-

tions between men and women to

exist. Strippers are nothing without
an audience, and computers are cre-

ating a never ending supply of lust-

dnv^ men. Sexuality is her trade,

but ^e also attempts to deny this,

even| to herself.

Nfakeup hides her from everyone,
herself included, and in this sense
she is more pathetic than Richard,
who at least acknowledges his state.

To be a sexual object is her job, and
not who she is, although she is effec-

tive at being Richard's object of
desire.

As far as NC-17 films go, "Center
of the World" has surprisingly little

nudity. Many of the problematic

issues arise from sexually laced dia-

logue, which is itself a contrast to a
society of showing, rather than
telling. The fact that it deals with the

socially taboo topic of sex earned it

an otherwise unwarranted rating. It

is very clear that this movie is in no
way pornographic, as it does not
even celebrate or glorify sex.

Quite the opposite occurs, as ti^e

mystery is slowly tossed aside an^
only the gritty reality of today's sex-

ually repressed society is left

exposed. Richard tries to be the man
he thinks Florence wants, but he can
never be him, presumably because
she does not even want that perfect

man. And as the rejection builds, so
does his anger and his dejection,

leading to an utteriy dismal and sick-

ening encounter in which he hurts

the woman he thought he loved.

In the end, the Beatles are proved
right. Loneliness returns to the

pathetic Richard, who is every
young male raised on computers
and pornography, and Florence
does not fare much better. Yet what
lingers is the sense that perhaps
someday sex will no longer be demo-
nized and pressed into the dark cor-

ners of the mind, only to be released

in anger, instead of love and passion,

as this film so masterfully demon-
strates.

FILM: "Center of the World' is now
playing at the Nuwilshire located at

1314 Wilshire Blvd. in Santa Monica.
For show times call (310)394-8099.

SANDER
From page 25

embarked on a grand project known
as "Citizens of the Twentieth
Century." This collection of 500 pho-
tographs was to serve as a '^collective

portrait" of Germany. Sander divid-

ed this collection into seven parts,

each part representing a facet of
German society.

One section of the exhibit, titled

"The First and the Last," gives view-

ers an introduction to Sander's
methodology. Contained in this sec-

tion are photographs of farmers and
village dwellers, whom Sander con-
sidered the first aspect of German
society. He felt they were not only

tied to the land, but also a representa-

tion of traditions that were being
destroyed by increasing urbaniza-

tion.

SecSANMt page 2t

UCLK JEANS make gcu \>rcad.

We are pleased to introduce
UCLA JEANS. Show your
Bruin spirit!

DESCRIPTION

SIZE UCLA JEANS
MEN WOMEN [a] MED. BLUE

DARK BLUE

EF TINTBLUE

BLACK

28 3

*•: - -to

42 13
EVENNUMiet OQONUMMH

Email us: lyki@pdc.nct

Customer Service: 323.846.7290

Price: $ 39.99
AM tax pktt ^tupping mtd htncUng.

Produced by
Lyki Apparel

under license

from UCLA*

JEANS 10% DISCOUNT C
'^'°"''

Wear it proud.
^'"Hp"^ Information, please call 323.846.7

VWid until S/12A1

"%-4

Mail your Oder to: f.o. box iMit L«t Aageiet, ca 9««I8

Name:

Charge to: QviSA QMC
Acct.#:

Signature

_i Day Ptwne:

Size Color Quantity

.Exp. Date:

ITIlhliihi Ininiiin Hmionfipaly NIKNUMHlOn.

Name:^ Day Phone:

Address :^

Price

Tax

S&H

TOTAL:

City, state, zip:. Ctwcka should b* mad* payabia to: LYKI APPAREL, INC.

PresentcS

Wednesday, May 9
James West Alumni Center

6:30 - 9 p.m.

Pre-Regfstration Required.

Deadline to register is May 4.

Practive interviewing with alumni from various

career fields and companies; you will be
assigned to one of two 90-minute sessions.

Register liy stopping at the James West Alumni

Center and filling out a registration fonn or by

calling (310) 825-6423. Resume and
professional attire required.

^/ * / X. \ si

E^f

(Sl%;
KAPLAN mrUCtAhwwi

LUCLAIuninl.net
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Call: 310.825.2221
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MMMBIPI

Ever fhoughf of joinina
a Jevfish Community?

HoiMf about starting one?

Try the Wesfwood Bayit-a Jewish

student cooperative on Landfair

Avenue in the heart of Westwood.

%«iocx ovv our iMiffo ofi DviMwi virCHK oVOf jfiNiy 0oiiAfeoii I f ono ^s

• 500 yards from campus

• Discounted rent

• A cooperative living environment

• Single and double rooms availale

• Outdoor pool

• Kosher Kitchen

• Regular Shabbat Dinners

For applications call Kendra Striegler

(310) 824-2752 kendras@ucla.edu

Website: www.bayitproject.org

or contact Anne Leshem (310) 824-3811 aleshem@ucla.edu

FREAK DADDY

apple pi%
EVERYTHURSDAY NIGHT

CLUB BLUE
HOLLYWOOD
1642 LAS PALMAS

SUPERSTAR DJ COOLWHIP: HIP HOP
DJ LEWIS ALBURN & KREMBO: TRANCE

2 ROOMS OF MUSIC / 2 FULL BARS
OUTDOOR PATIO / LOUNGE

ADMIT ONE FREE
BEFORE 10 : SO WITH AD / 1« & OVER

SANDER
From page 27

The black and white pholograph,

"Shepherd" is therefore a fitting way

to begin an exhibit on Sander. The

man in this portrait has seen many a

season in the sun, evidenced by his

dark skin color

and haggard „„__^_.
face. His plain

clothes and hat

invoke times

past and a world-

liness that is lost

in modern soci-

ety.

Sander
intended for his

seven divisions

of the German
people to be

cyclical. For this

reason in the

"First and the

Last" section, farmers and village

By not strictly

adhering to Sander's

seven divisions of

German citizens, the

subjects of his photos

actually become even

more human.

all walks of life, from the more tradi-

tional rdles of mothers, wives and

daughters; to working women, those

on the fringes of society, and the

women of the circus.

The photograph "Female

Bricklayers, Austria" shows two

women far from pastoral life.

Adorned with smocks and scarves, at

first glance they

^^^^^^^^^ look like they

could simply he

domestic work-

ers. A closer

look reveals

dried cement on

their legs and

carts nearby

filled with brick,

implying they

are actually

manual labor-

ers.

"Wife of the

Cologne Painter

Peter Abelen" is

likewise a deceiving photograph,

people are grouped with the unem- depicting an androgynous person in a

ployed, beggars and physically dis- dress shirt and tic, with baggy pants

abled - the outcasts of German soci-

ety at the time.

Intended to be an introduction to

his "Citizens of the Twentieth

Century" project. Sander published

the book "Anllilz der Zcit (Face of

_the Time);" the 1929 cover is featured

"In the exhibit Ihc book consists of a

collection of 60 portraits that attempt

to show Germany's development into

a modernized nation.

The last photograph of "Antlitz

der Zeit," on display in "The First

and the Last," titled "The Last Man,"

parallels the "Shepherd" portrait in a

few ways.

Both men are depicted as humble

individuals who had a little too much
exposure to the elements, yet what

Sander is really trying to express is

that they are both disenfranchised,

cast out by the evolving industrial

economy.

The Sander exhibit at the Getty

devotes a whole section to pho-

tographs of women, although these

pictures were not grouped separately

in Sander's original "Citizens of the

Twentieth Century" archive.

Nevertheless, Sander's moving pho-

tographs show German women from

and flat shoes, it is not until viewers

read the title that they can be sure of

the subject's gender.

Sander believed in the ideas of the

ancient pseudo-science of physiogno-

my, which states that a person's phys-

ical characteristics determine their_

.social standing, and he used thcsr"

ideas when grouping his pho-

tographs. However, by not strictly

adhering to Sander's seven divisions

of German citizens, the subjects of

his photos actually become even

more human - individuals rather

than examples of "types" of people,

as Sander intended.

"August Sander: German
Portraits 1918-1933" is an exhibit that

conveys the power of photography.

In addition to discovering the por-

traits of people during an interesting

time, viewers will be able to under-

stand photographers' influence on

their subjects and work.

ART: "August Sander: German
Portraits 1918-1933" is on display at

the Getty through June 24. Parking is

$5 and students do not need reserva-

tions. For further information call (310)

440-7300.

SCREEN
From page 24

ject is fun to laugh about and a

good way to take a break from the

realities of life.

Jacqueline Maar
Rating: 7

"Eureka"
Starring Koji Yakusho, Aoi

Miyazaki, Mawaru Miyazaki
and Yohichiroh Saitoh

Directed by Shinji Aoyama

Hollywood loves action-packed

thrillers in which high-speed chases

end with flying bullets and big

explosions.

Rarely does an audience see any

other perspective than the hero's.

What happens to other characters,

the innocent bystanders? Witnesses

to the bloodshed barely get a

moment on screen.

Director Shinji Aoyama, howev-

er, takes on the witnesses' perspec-

tive in "Eureka" when a crazed

man hijacks a bus in a small town in

Japan. The shocking event leaves

only three survivors: Sawai, the bus

driver, Kozue, a young schoolgirl,

and her brother Naoki.

Kozue (Aoi Miyazaki) and

Naoki (Mawaru Miyazaki) with-

draw into complete silence soon

after the hijacking. When another

tragic accident takes the life of their

father, and their mother leaves in

search of a new life, the children are

leA all alone.

Sawai (Koji Yakusho) finds his

way back to the town a couple years

after the incident and reunites with

the orphans who are barely manag-

ing to take care of themselves. In an

attempt to resolve their common
experience, the three, along with

the children's city slicker cousin,

Akihiko (Yohichiroh Saitoh), go on

a soul-searching journey, this time

on a different bus.

Yakusho, who has previously

acted in films such as "Shall We
Dance" and "The Eel," gives an

outstanding performance as the bus

driver turned adoptive parent and

is one of the few highlights of the

film.

Another exceptional aspect is

that the film is shot in sepia, giving

it an artistic, photographic element

that persists throughout its 217 min-

utes and can help the viewer endure

this lengthy film.

Each frame looks like a photo-

graph coming to life. But beyond

the cinematography, the plot crawls

along at a snail's pace and can leave

the average viewer dozing off, not

missing much at all. The story does,

however, have a few interesting

twists, such as when dead bodies

begin appearing during the journey.

Still, it would not have hurt to

shorten some of the film's longer

scenes.

Perhaps Hollywood filmmakers

know what they're doing when they

rarely take the angle of the dis-

tressed witness. "Eureka" certainly

doesn't fit into the summer block-

buster category but it does allow

viewers to see life from a different

angle.

Janet Nakano
Rating: 4
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BETTY
From page 25

Eventually, after playing in his

own band and living on floors in New
York City. Dr. Dan decided to leave

for sunnier weather and the shores of
the Pacific Ocean. In Los Angeles, he
had planned on continuing to play

music, but purely for fun.

This lasted until he met Lynnc.

"I had been in different iterations

of various bad bands for about five

years." Lynne
explained. "My «—^.^-^-.i..
band then,

Venus Con
Carne, did a few

things, but it did-

n't really go any-

where
"

Then fate

intervened to

bring the two

together.
Through a series

of random busi- "

ness interac-

tions. Dr. Dan and Vickie were intro-

duced to each other, and then it all

happened.

"There was chemistry on the

phone even when we first talked to

each other, and I was like, 'that guy's

rvoicc^.*" Vickie said as she trailed olT

"Our goal isn't to go out

there and sell 1 million

records and be the new
Madonna."

Dr. Dan
Lead male singer

"I'd like to be Madonna!"

Vickie Lynne -^

Lead female singer

nostalgically. "But we had no idea we
were both musicians!"

A musical relationship was
nowhere on their minds, though. In

fact, it was quite the opposite, and at

first they resisted playing together.

"We avoided that thought for a

long time," she

continued. "But ,_^^___^^__
he was putting

his band togeth-

er, and I could-

n't sit there and

not sing, so I got

up and said,

'I'm just going -
to sing a little

backup.' And pretty soon I wasn't

just singing bacJcup."

In many respects, this was the

birth of what would become Betty

Dylan.

Initially the band was called Dr.

Dan and the Prescriptions and, with

seven or eight members, was some-
what unfocused. Producer Marvin
Etzioni, who has been behind records

for artists including Counting Crows
and Toad the Wet Sprocket, suggest-

ed that the group concentrate on Dr.

Dan and Vickie as the core. So it did.

"That was part of her voice, too,"

Dr. Dan said. "She's a great singer,

and her voice really centered us. It

gave an answer to 'what is Betty creatively, nothing else matters
Dylan?'"

explain it, but there isn't one defini-

tive explanation."

"It's probably from my subcon-

scious, because I had an imaginary

friend named Betty, " Lynne said.

"And then 'Dylan' from Bob Dylan."

With name in place, the band
began a series of trips to New York,

and in the process inadvertently

recorded its first album, "American
Trash." There, it was joined by leg-

endary drummer Bernard Purdie,

who has played with numerous artists

including Steely Dan and Ray
Charles, as well

^————— as bass player

Jerry Jemmont,
who has been

heard with

greats such as

B.B. King and
King Curtis.

"In one day,

in five hours, we
got five songs,"

Vickie said.

"And that is

unbelievable."

Although its

music is in constant flux -even before

its second jazz-influenced album is

completed the band has begun work
on a third acoustic set - Betty Dylan's

core sound remains stable.

"I am very pop oriented and I

grew ttp Hstening to the Beatles and a

lot of Elton John," explained Lynne.

"But I don't really like country

music. I don't buy it. But I can't help

singing like a country singer. And
whatever we're doing now, if that's

country, then I'm doing it."

"For me, Dylan and the Rolling

Stones, all that

___^_^__ rootsy blues,"

Dr. Dan said.

"But although

you like certain

types of music,

you have to

accept who you

are. As an artist,

you are your lim-

itations, and your style comes out of

that. We do have a lot of country in

us, but music is played in the moment
and it all fluctuates."

Not only has Betty Dylan created a

unique musical style, it has also jour-

neyed forth into the artistic realm of

literature. Its first album is being

released with a coinciding book, writ-

ten by Dr. Dan. who has an master's

in fiction from Johns Hopkins
University.

As artists, the future of the two
appears sealed. Writing songs and
novels, playing music in bars and on
grass lawns, as long as Betty Dylan is

having fun and able to express itself

tion.

Which itself is an interesting ques- MUSIC: Betty Dylan will perform May 3

"The name came out of a sort of

free association in her head," contin-

ued Dr. Dan. "We've created a

bunch of different mythologies to

at The Joint, 8771 W. Pico Blvd in West
L.A at 1 1 p.m. with $5 cover, $4 with

student ID. Its book and album is cur-

rently available at its shows and on Its

Web site, vvww.BettyDylan.com.

8*fty Dy(»nBWiy uynn

Dr. Dan (left) and Vickie Lynnc of up and coming band Betty Dylan
will be perform May 3 at The Joint In West Los Angeles.
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SIDEWALKS OF NEW YORK
The new comedy from rhe director of "The Brothers McMullen

"
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COMING TO THEATRES THIS SUAAMER
You are invited to an Advance Screening of Sidewalks of New York

Sponsond by
1• Date: Wednesday, IMay 9, 2001

Time: 7:00 p.m.

Location: Aclcennan Grand Ballroom

^puii9vrwa ay

VISA m
Studmnta may pick up thmir paasaa at 319 Kerckhoff Hall

cvwywiMT* 1DU warn lO M. Seatino is available on a first-come, first-served basis with pass holders admitted first.

^^ cool This S«„,^^^^^

-PIERCE COLLEGE
:iA.

.

Where Education Keeps Up With Fast-Paced Summer Schedules

O FIRST CHANCE to apply for Rerce College is May 14

Advance ahead or catch up with the accelerated summer semester

Choose from 250 UCLA compatible classes

Dont forget to register May 14! Last summer classes filled up quickly

Spend 5 weeks in a summer session

Still have plenty of time for fun in the sun

Hit the beach

Go on vacation

Work some e)rtra hours

Summer Sessions

June 18 to July 21

July 23 to August 25
Enjoy one session or join two

Visit www.piERCECOLLEGE.com or stop by at the crossroads of

Winnetka and Victory today

I wmm^l^
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Birthdays
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Recreational Activities
Research Subjects
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Art / Paintings
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Books
Calling Cards
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7400 Business Opportunities
7500 Career Opportunities
7600 Child Care Offered
7700 Child Care Wanted
7800 Help Wanted
7900 Housesitting
8000 Internship
8100 Personal Assistance

'. 8200 Temporary Employment
8300 Volunteer

F/7#T5"vdrrn '
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8400 Apartments for Rent
8500 Apartments Furnished

t 8600 Condo / Townhouse for Rent
8700 Condo / Townhouse for Sale

:. .
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:_

.

8800 Guesthouse for Rent
8900 House for Rent

•" ,.-, 9000 House for sale
9100 Houseboats for Rent / Sale
9200 Housing Needed
9J on Room for Help
9^00 Room for Rent
9S00 Roommates - Private Room
9600 Roommates - Shared Aoom
9700 Sublets
9800 k/acation Rentals
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1 1 8 Kerckhoff Hall
308 Westwood Plaza
Los Angeles. CA 90024

E-Mail: classifiedsca>media ucia edu
Web: http://wwwdailybruin.ucla.edu

phone
Classified Line: (3103 825-2221

Fax: (310) 206-0528
Classified Display: (310) 206-3060

Fax: (310) 206-0528

office hours
Mon-Thu: 9:00am-3:00pm
Fn: 9am-2:30pm

One issue, up to 20 words $8.50
each additional word 0.65

Weekly, up to 20 words 29 00
each additional word 2.15

Monthly, up to 20 words 96 00
each additional word 5.75

12 pt headline $1.60
16 pt headline $2.25

VBorder $500

r.

Classified Line Ads:
1 working day before printing,

at 12 noon
Classified Display Ads:
2 working days before printing,

at 12 noon
There are no cancellations after

noon of the day before printing.

For Classified Display ads.

please see our rale card

for variable rate information.

VISA

payment
Please make checks payable to
"The UCLA Daily Bruin" We
accept Visa. MasterCard, and
Discover credit cards Allow 5
working days for mail payments.

hoMfioiMrile
an efledhie ad

• Stan your ad with the
merchandise you are selling

This makes it easier for readers to
quickly scan the ads and locate
your Items
• Always include the pnce of your
Item Many classified readers
simply do not respond to ads
without prices
• Avoid abbreviations-make your
ad easy for readers to understand
• Place yourself in the reader s
position, ask what you would like

to know about the merchandise,
and include that in the ad Include
such information as brand names,
colors and other specific
descriptions

^^a;^rr,VKTrcrorH:i.'^3'^ars,w^
475-9671 Classified ads also appear^n I^at h^p ;/^ da^^^um uc^^^^ P^c^Jn,^ Tl k n'i?:^'^""""'"'"?"

^'°^^^' "" "'^ ^^^ "°"^"9 0«.ce at (310) 825-4271 or call he WesS Fa° H^!us.nq oTce atmo.

f^^hr^^T^Ti 1300
Campus Recruitment

announcements
1100-2600
. ^

1100
Campus Happenings

Alcoholics Anonymous
Moo. Discuuion, Fri. S(tp Study, 35 1 7 Ackemon

TSofs. Book Sfcxly, 351 7 Ackermon
M/T/W Rm. Dwitol A3-029
W»d. Rm. Dtnlol A3 029

Dixuuion, Afl times 12:10- 1:00 pm
For ilcohoUcM or ntttvidusla who havt a drinking probhm

NOMISTS
TP"r| If you havo

significant work

orj-esearch experience ia Economics coupled

with an advanced def>ree ( Recent Ph D

preferred), the California Division of Labor

Statistics located in San Francisco is

looking to hire you as a Research program

Specialist (Economics) We pay at U-asi

S51,612/year with complete benefit package

Contact /agros Madjd Sadjadi.Ph D. at (415)-

70J-47KO lor additional details. Qualificfj^

appraisal interviews will be held in

2000
Personals

LOVE? European writer/linguist, cosmopoli-
tan, accomplished, good-looking, mature,
healthy lifestyle, loves literature/travel-

ing/outdoors, seeks attractive/smart/affec-

llonate young female, any race/origin, for

friendship, possibly romance/marnage. 310-
573-4020/mani@ munich com

1800
Miscellaneous

1300
Campus Recruitment

Economics Graduates
Or those In related

Fields

Come and put your skills to use

with the state of California's

Division of Labor Statistics and

Research located in San

Francisco. We are now hiring

for the position of Research

Analyst I (Economics). Starting

pay begins at $33.168/year with

a complete benefit package.

Contact Ester Agustin at (41.S)

703-4780 for additional details.

MAJOR ENTERTAINMENT EXEC, seeks
beautiful woman to date/attend significant in-

dustry party events SWM, 40. Very attrac-

tive/successful, seeks passionate, adven-
turous female. 310-777-0204

2200
Research Subjects

ARE YOU SUFFERING
FROM ALLERGIES?

Allergy season can be miserable for many al-

lergy sufferers. However, new treatments are
being developed You may qualify to partici-

pate in a clinical research study of an inves-

tigational allergy medication. If you quality

you will receive Free study medication, aller-

gy testing, and compensation up to $300.
For more information please call: Dr. Jo-
natfian Corren, Allergy Research Founda-
tion. 310-477-1734 ext.240 or ext 247

2200
Research Subjects

SEVERE
PRE-MENSTRUAL
SYMPTOMS STUDY

UCLA IS conducting a study using an investi-
gational medication (or women with
SEVERE Premenstrual symptoms. You may
qualify for this study if you experience some
of the following symptoms during the week
before your menstrual cycle: 'depressed
mood, 'tension, 'irntability, 'feeling suddenly
sad or tearful, 'increased sensitivity to rejec-
tion. Qualifying participants must: 'have reg-
ular monthly menstrual cycles, 'be between
the ages of 18 and 45, 'not be using medica-
tions for the treatment of PMS (including an-
tidepressants, herbal treatments or birth con-
trol pills). All study related evaluations and
medication will be provided at no cost to you.
You will be paid $175 if you complete the 7-

8 month s.tudy Some women will receive
only inactive drug (placebo)

INTERESTED? CALL
LINDA GOLDMAN, RNP.

UCLA DEPT OF
OB/GYN 310-825-2452

CHRONIC BAD BREATH Eam $50 and
team to control bad breath Clinical study in

Culver City 310-815- 1829, 310-210-7805.

EARN $$$
For giving your opinion on market research-
products. TV. etc. Ages 5-54 No accents
please. 818-609-1850.

WOMEN AGES 18-40 WITH and WITHOUT
PREMENSTRUAL SYNDROME wanted for
a 4-monfh study of hormone in response to
progesterone or prozac challenge. The study
entails mood diaries, blood test and 2 spinal
taps, and taking progesterone or prozac
May be paid up to $200-400 for your time
Contact Linda Goldman. RNP UCLA OB-
GYN 310-825-2452.

Calling all angels

Attention Graduating Seniors!
Special Note For Graduating Pre-Med Students:

If you are planning to defer medical school lor a year w two. why not )oin our staff

here on the UCLA campus and learn about state-of-the-art neurological research'

We haVe several unique full-lime* employment opportunities
available at the Institute lor Neurological Research at

KK) UCLA Medical Plaza

• Front Office (Heavy Phones)
• Patient Consultant
• Administrative Assistant

T. TOP Salary -^ Benefits
Come work in this excellent environment

with many other UCLA graduates!

Please cfl// (310) 824-6199 or

fax your resume to (310) 824-6196

Positions can start pan-time until graduation.

*5
Compensation

• • •

THE EGG
DONOR

PROGRAM
Help a couple achieve their dream and
you'll receive the highest compensation
and most personalized attention from the
oldest donor program In LA.

We saeen recipient parents, too

Shelley Smith ma.. mfcx
323-933-0414
The loo Donor Prooram/The Surrooacy Prooram
e-mali ssmtthMFCfaol.com-ntaMlthed in 1990
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2300
Sperm / Egg Donors

2300
Sperm / Egg Donors

2300
Sperm / Egg Donors

2300
Sperm / Egg Donors

M

Special Egg Donor l\eeded
':-J^'> •:<: \'^ " ri.';eiL''..\ >*,*-^.-*.-^j*-*s*.

Preferred Donor will meet the following criteria

:

•Height Approx. 5'9
' or Taller -SAT. Score around 1300

or High A.C.T. •Caucasian •College Student or
Graduate Student Under 30 -No Genetic Medical Issues

every Wednesday and
-^idafriday you can sell
and buy AMYTHHIG
in the Dally Druin's

Compensation

Cameras

Bowie CD's

n David

^-^s-^ F

H
liiiyll

Figurines

Fox

Machines

Globes

Handcuffs

Indian

Architecture

Doob

Paid to you and/or the charity of your choice.
All related expenses will be paid in addition to

your compensation.

(Extra compensation available for someone who might be especially
gifted in athletics, science/mathematics or music.)

I

For more information or to obtain an application please
contact Michelle at the Law Office of Greg L. Eriksen

(800) 808-5838
or email EggDonorInfo@aol.com.

*This ad is being placed for a particular client and is not soliciting eggs for a donor bank.

Jewelry

Kites

Lamps

Motorolas

Nifty T-shirts

Old Oscar

Memorabilia

Pagers

Queen

Records

2200
Research Subjects

SMOKERS EX-SMOKERS AND NON-
SMOKERS in good health, at least 18 years

of age. wanted (or UCLA research study.

Subjects will be paid up to $120 for 2 testing

days. Call Dr. Rich Olmstead at 310-268-

363t, leave message

'sexual assault
survivors

Wanted (or research study. Get $15 gift cer-
tificate to Amazon.com (or completing 10-

minute, web-based survey. Anonymous and
confidential Women, 18-35 years old, who
have been raped or sexually assaulted in the
past 5 years, please call or e-mail lln-

das©rand.org, 310-393-0411x6152 for

password, www.rand.org/crim/saws RAND
is a non-profit research organization in Santa
Monica.

Q
R Rubber Balls

S Sombreros

"^ T Tickets

U get the idea

*ads for items over $200 are $2

If you are male, in college or have a college
degree, you can eam up to $600/mo, call for
details on our anonymous sperm donor pro-
gram. Receive free comprehensive health
screening & help infertile couples. So if

you're lool<ing for a great job and a little extra
cash, call us first. 310-824-9941.

Id

^

2300
Sperm/Egg Donors

EGG DONOR
l-ate 40's, married women looking for Jewish
coed interested in helping to create a child

$2500+ negotiable Please call June 310-
376-7000.

Pay your tuition

with eggs.

If you're a woman between IS

and 3S, you can eam money

easily, anonymously Donate

your eggs to an infertile couple.

$3,500 and up, depending on

your education and other

qualifications. Call Today

The ceistter for egg options
310/546-6786

»Th*C»ot«f for Egg Optloni, LLC

Egg Donors Needed
Healthy females ages 19-28

wishing to help infertile couples

$5,000

^ Call MiRNA (818) 832-1494 ^

wanted I

3500
Furniture

MATTRESS SPECIALS
NEW INNERSPRING twin sets $99 95, Fulls

$129.95. Queens $169.95 and Kings
$199 95 Also, Sealy, Stearns and Foster at
lowest prices. 310-477-1466.

Applications for editing

positions now available at

The Bruin office in

118 Kerckhoff Hall.

Call 206-0904 or e-mail next

year's editor in chief at

tkudo(a)media. ucla.edu for more

information. _j

Classifieds

825-2221 Displa,

206-3060
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erp wanted

!

y
Applications for editing

positions now available at

The Bruin office in

118 Kerckhoff Hall.

Call 206-0904 or e-mail next

year's editor in chief at

tkudo@media.ucla.edu for

more information.

3500
Furniture

MATTRESSES, FUTONS. DESKS, Book-
shelves, Dinette Sets, T-Table, Lamps, Deliv-
ery, Open 7 days Kings Furniture. 11961
Santa Monica Blvd. 310-575-4243.

Stereos/TVs/Radios

BIG SCREEN 45" color TV $575 obo Color
TV 27" near new $175. Color TV 35" near
new $395. 310-313-6449.

AA ^i^iA 4>^A^

transportation

4600-5500

5680
Travel Destinations

5680
Travel Destinations

STUDENT TRAVEL

Call us!
Space is

selling out!

,ir-4":

TRAVEL

310.UCLA.FLY or n60795 from campus

www.statravel.com

6200
Health Services

6200
Health Services

A900
Autos for Sale

1985 VOLVO GL 4 door, excellent shape,

automatic, 97K, silver, AM/FM, leather, sun-

roof. AC. power steering/windows $3500.

Dr. Dhir:310-450-4791.

1986 HONDA ACCORD 2DR Hatchback.

116.000 orig mi. New bakes and tires. $2000

OBO. 818-742-2262

1987 TOYOTA CELLICA GT Very good

price, very good condition Coupe, black!

Must go now! 310-649-4759, 310-446-1046,

osmanyelkin©hotmailcom. $1799 (negoti-

able)

1991 FORD TEMPO White, 4-door, au-

tomatic Very good condition Power steer-

ing/windows Aye Pioneer CD-player

$3000 Call 909-595-0601 Ask (or Jerome

1993 ACURA INTEGRA LS Excellent cond
,

2dr, 5spd, Lo|ack, AC. CC, pwr win/mnrt/mir-

rors. one owner, 86K mi $6500/obo Call

818-786-7928.

1995 MITSUBISHI 3000GT dark green w/tan

leather interior, automatic, sunroof, 6-disc

CD, new transmission, new sport tires pow-

er seats. $12.500obo Anita 310-206-6704.

1996 SATURN SL2
4door automatic, manual, door lock+wi.nd-

ows. 10 disc cd changer, 79800miles. $6500.

(below blue book). Sam:310-824-3451.

2000 VW PASSAT GLS Automatic, 7.5 mi,

5CD changer, anthracite blue, power wind-

ows/locks. $19850obo. 818-481-8181.

GRAY 1992 CHEVY CAVALIER, excellent

mechanical condition. Manual, Air Condition-

ing, 118K miles, $2000 323-471-9586

POLICE IMPOUNDS Hondas as low as

$500 for listings 1-800-319-3323 ex1.A214.

O

m
travel

5600-5720

S700
Travel Tickets

EURAIL FLEXIPASS
FIRST CLASS 15 DAY Eurail Flexipass.

$725obo. Call Karon:310-592-2999.

FLY 4STANDBY. FLY 4 CHEAP!
Hawaii $139 o/w. Europe $249 o/w (+tax).

4standby.com or 800-397-1098.

FLY SUPER
(323) 277-4595
LATIN AMSPICA SPSOALISTS

iGHy U9 Uw/Nn 1M
lit mumnaa Alwrn 2ftt
229 ». it Chik 2fll
1M liiiHT <li a»
22* yiji/fim* 2S9

|lM_Pablo 2fi9

ICflilaJUca Ufi
118

Rio/Brazil

New York
S259.^

LONDON S205
PARIS S235

Bu8in«s» 4 Leisure Travel

StLoMh

Vacations
$321 CAMSMUWAS
$321 MAZnUM
$369 naVAUANTA
$4«9 CAKM

3 NIGHTS, HOTEL » AIR

VICT0RYTRAVEL.COM
e-mmlh victory trmwmomrVtllnk.not

tern* r«tnclK»mpply TuM no) mcKiOM r.*T•?0^M81 JO
ftr—m OW BaMd on R/T purcnaM

6200
Health Services

COMPLIMENTARY CONSULTATION r^IS^
ORTHODONTIST

SINCK 1980
UCIJV FACULTY MEMBER

Dr. Nader Dayani
Member American Association of Orthodontists

Specializing in braces for adults & children

Braces
Deliver Rrilliant ResultsultsJ

M i<»>Ti i)i;.\i>

• Cosmetic Porcelain
• Surgical Orttiodontics

• Removable
• Traditiorval

• Invisible

• Euroi

(310)826- 7494
1 1645 Wilshirt Blvd. #802
lx)5 Anjfl«. CA 90025

(949) 552 - .SH90
lfil24CulvcrOr, «A
Irvin*. CA 927i5

.\cn.i\

Tr*» ft« jtrr^nrt w«rie m 'nilovrt imnolTi r*n SinDID fn>

f ' <i»#i. Wrtt. t f

^yrii

»o« '«Kr<7vaMe bforet cfxJ * i /OO 00 p«u* $ I» 00 p«f fT>ortt>

»o» c*arT>*c bioc*i $30000 to* dHagnofhcHudymootf (7x1
C 1 75 OD loi tefmtf coniutcrfwn

•iptoMon dot* 4 3&0I

VILLflOf DISH

5700
Travel Tickets

GET THE HELL OUT OF
HERE!

Mexico, the Caribbean or Jamaica

$250/round trip Hawaii $119/one way. Other

worldwide destinations cheap Book tickets

online www.airtech.com or toll tree 877-air-

tech.

AQUA TRAVEL INC
WORLD WIDE LOWEST AIRFARES

MAKE YOUR 0\A/N AIR CAR, hOTEL
RESERVATION AT

htlpJ/www prismawet) com/aquatravel

24HOURSADAY
Lowest Domestic and

International Airtares

Tour Packages

Eurailpass

Hotel Accommodations

Car Rentals

*Asia*Africa*Australia*Europe*South

America*lndia*Canada*Mexico*Hawaii*

^ypvGfOf {JOffrSSftC or tfiV'frOffOffOi f

P(K:es oie subject to changt) without notice
Avoiioblrtiy may be imrtec) one) some restrictions rryay

opDiy PkiS Toxes

PHONE (310) 33&^G25
9841 Airport Bl, Suite 506, Los Angeles CA 90045

6000
Insurance

/lllstate.
Vbu're in good hand*.

Mike Azer Insurance Agency, Inc.

(310)312-0202
1281 WestvN/oocJ Blvd.
C2 t>lks. So. of wiisr-iire)

24 Hours o Day Service

6300
Legal Advice/Attorneys

NO RECOVERY NO FEE
NO COST. Sexual harrassment, Discrimina-

tion, Auto-accidents. Slips/falls. MYER LAW
FIRM. Westside, Scott D. Myer(UCLAW86).
www.bestlawyer.com 310-277-3000.

6400
Movers/Storage

BEST MOVERS. Licensed, insured Lowest
rates Fast, courteous+careful. Many stud-

ents moved for $98 Lie, -T- 163844. NO JOB
TOO SMALL! 1-800-2-GO-BEST Voice-

mail/pager: 323-263-2378.

HONEST MAN w/14(t truck and dollies,

small jobs, short notice ok. SF, LV. SD
Student discount Go Bruins! lOyrs 310-

285-8688

JERRYS MOVING&DELIVERY The careful

movers. Expenenced. reliable, same-day de-
livery. Packing, boxes available Also, pick-

up donations for American Cancer Society

Jerry@31 0-391 -5657.

SUMMER STORAGE Free pick up avail-

able, reasonable rates. Westside Self-Stor-

age. 310-826-5955.

Classifieds

825-2221

6500
Music Lessons

DRUM LESSONS
ALL LEVELS/STYLES with dedteated pro

fessional At your home or WLA studio. 1st

lesson free. No drum set necessary.
Neil:323-654-8226.

GUITAR LESSONS
by professional near UCLA. All levels, guitars

available. Learn to play effoniesslyl

www.JWGS.com. Call Jean at 310-476-

4154.

l4^^;'Sf;|..!i^i^|;;;^^;Hj^^

6600
Personal Sen/ices

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING

Comprehensive Dissertation Assistance

Theses. Papers, and Personal Staiemenis

Proposals and Books
International Students Welcome Since 1985

Sharon Bear. Ph.D. (310)470-«662
www Bear-Write com

Be Prepared to Sin

This line actually appeared in

a printed document, BUT it

was actually supposed to say:

"Be prepared to sing."

Proofread4U
Be error free and concise!

• Papers/Reports

• Theses

Scripts/Screenplays
—

• Resumes
• Legal/Medical Reports
• Newsletters

• Brochures/Manuals
• Business Plans

1-888-346-0002

E-mail your documents to:

Edit(a)Proofread4U.com

6700
Professional Services

ATTENTION MBA, LAW, MEDICAL
SCHOOL APPLICANTS! Frustrated devel-

oping your crucial personal statements? Get
professional help from well-known au-

thor/consultant 310-826-4445. www.winning-
personstatement.com.

DIGITAL VIDEOGRAPHER w/Canon XL1.
$200/day Also digital editing, graphic design
available. Located in Westwood. 310-478-

6484

FIND ROOMS &
ROOMMATES ONLINE

'

The Napster for roommates. Free to view
and place ads. Immediate Online Results.

www.easyroommate.com

FORMER ENGLISH TEACHER w/ Masters
from U-Chicago, edits/word processes dis-

sertations, proposals, screenplays, personal

statements, resumes. International students

welcome. Winslow's 310-829-6171.

HEAD SHOTS $99
SITTING PLUS digital file for unlimited

prints!! Westwood location. Call Jennif-

er;31 0-575-6638.

MEDICAL SCHOOL APPLICATION COUN-
SELING Counseling by recently graduated
M.D. Specializing in application essays/inter-

view-skills. Fee negotiable/money-back
guarantee Greg Freedman, M.D. 310-960-

3300/pager

NEED IT TYPED?
Don't have time or inclination'' Profession-

al/degreed word processors specializing in

legal/psychological transcnption and lengthy

academic papers, (legible drafts please).

$3/pg. student rate, $50/minimum, $l2/pick-

up/delivery. Resumes/$40. 323-288-6805
any time.

I>d\id Brien & Associates

ATTORNEYS
Personal ln(ury, DUI's,

Landlord/Tenant disputes,

Business & General Litigation

20% Discount to all
UCLA Alumni/Students

(818) 888'8a03

Display
206-3060
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6700
Professional Services

ALL mniNG i ED/rWG
Personal Statements, Papers, Theses,
Dissertations, Books, & Proposals

Comprehensive help by PhD from UC
International Students Welcome

66S-8145(323)

7100
Tulorlng Wanted

TUTOR NEEDED
For 7th grader. Daily, 2:30-6:30. Female pre-

ferred Must own car Near UCLA 310-266-

7412. 310-994-0880

TUTORING FOR A YOUNGSTER, to play
with, French conversation Female per-
ferred. At least for two hours, $10/hr. 310-
276-5279. leave message.

7500
Career Opportunities

ABC BARTENDING SCHOOLS
k^ Thousano? traiiiM ana piAceO

•' 20 .r„.

TOLL FREE 1 888 202 5824
www.abcbartending.com

Brentwood Dermatology

MEDiai Group

Jock H. Silvers, MD
iiiploniaie ,i ihc Ajnent.ui Itoani iii i»eniial(.l<in\

• Liposuction • Botox • Colla^n
• Fat iit|eciions to significantly

reduce facial lines

• Laser removal of brown spots,

tattoo's and veins

• Mole removal with great

aesthetic outcome
• i GENERAL DERMATOLOGY

10%^fv7iiientlonofAd~^

Preceptorship availavic for
medical and P.A. students.

Office located on

San Vicente in Brentwood

310-826-2051-

www.l>rsil¥9n,{om

7200
Typing

WORD PROCESSING specializing in thes-

es, dissertations, transcription, legal, psych,
resumes, fliers, brochures, mailing lists, re-

ports. 310-828-6939.

SCREENWRITER. Film student interested in

developing treatments and scripts lor youth
market. Work with independent production
company in Westwood. Emphasis on PG
children's action, adventure, fantasy. 310-
261-1280 or 310-470-6222.

* 4 4^T4S

J

7000
Tuturlng Offered

employment
7400-8300

7^00
Business Opportunities

WANNA BE A
PRODUCER?

Leam how! Attend a special workshop with

indie Producer/Mgr. Gay Ribisi ("Some Girl").

Producer/Director Dror Soref ("Basic" at

Phoenix Pictures), and Writer/Producer Ste-

ven List ("The Cleaner." "Born To Shop")
Wednesday. May 9th, 7:00pm. Beverly Hills

Church of Scientology. 9885 Charleville

Blvd., Beverly Hills. For info, call 310-226-
2465

7600
Child Care Offered

$$$ LOW PRICES $$$
WONDER YEARS PRESCHOOL run by
UCLA grads. Ages2.5/6years. Two large

play-yards Open 7:30-5:30.Close to UCLA
310-473-0772.

AAA TUTOR'S CLUB ONLINE MARKETING
A HOME TUTORING sen^ice for all subjects

grades K-12. Lowest prices guaranteed! For
more information call 310-444-0449.

CHEMISTRY, ORGANIC CHEMISTRY,
PHYSICS, BIOLOGY, PHYSIOLOGY
STATS. By doctoral student, w/lots of teach-
ing experience. Fee negotiable/money-back
guarantee. Call Greg, 310-397-0547.

EXPERIENCED TUTOR Math and Chemis-
try. $9/hour. 323-668-0405 and 323-663-
0814.

MY-TUTOR.COM Math/Physics/Statis-

tics/English/Hebrew, chemistry/biology
Law/Business Law, computer programming.
Computerized statistk:al analysis available.

Tutoring service. Call anytime. 800-90-TU-
TOR.

PHYSICS AND MATH
Math/Physics major/studenl offers tutoring in

physics and math at all levels. Contact Sina:

(310)989-1491 orsina4©ucla edu

RESEARCH PAPER TUTOR 4.0 grad and
published writer offers private tutoring servic-

es. 213-390-3331.

WRITING TUTOR
Kind and patient Stanford graduate. Help
with the English language—for students of

all ages/levels. 310-440-3118.

Learn the truth about online marketing!
http://hop.clickbank.net/hop.cgi7mvp777/

bigdogs

7500
Career Opportunities

3 WEEKS VACATION,
OH YEAH!!

Assist exec, w/intemet projects; liase w/poli-

ticians; coordinate marketing efforts; major
diversity/growth here!! Absolute style and
windows skills are a MUST!! Incredible ben-
efits and bonus$$$. Immediate, interviews!

The Placement Company" Fax 310-889-
7101 deidredale©eanhlink net

7700
Child Care Wanted

AFTERSCHOOL CHILDCARE/DRIVER
needed for 10/yo. P/T, M-F 4-6:30pm. Must
have car, insurance, legal work papers. Help
supervise homework, activities, light house-
keeping. Pico/Overland area. Paid vacation
& holidays. 310-836-4328.

CHILDCARE
20-25hrs/wk ©$12/hr. Car required. 13y/o
girl and 6y/o boy, mid-Wilshire. May 14-Sept
1. 323-571-0611 or tom®buzdesign.com

CHILDCARE/DRIVER. PT/FT M-F/Flexible
hours for giris 7 and 10. Mar Vista. Play,

drive to activities, car provided 310-481-
2181 or Irobinson ©piratenet.com.

ADVERTISEMENT SALES DEALERS for

quality Music Catalogue. Contact us for de-
tails and planning, www.musemanage-
ment.com

INTERIOR DESIGN, part time to start.

Design student with knowledge CAD to work
with hig!i end supplier of stone surfaces in

WLA. Be paid to leam real worid design, ma-
terials, inventory, sales. Piazza Europa,
lnc:310-473-1886 or 310-261-1280.

FUN COMPANION for teen girt w/wheel-
chair, live in/out Need car. 10-20hrs/wk.
evenings/weekend. Start June. 323-937-
0488.

FUN. ENERGETIC. FEMALE BABYSITTER
needed Tues/Thurs flexible hrs 3 kids Ex-
penence/References required. More hrs.

available in summer. Pacific Palisades 310-
454-1150.

7100
Tutoring Wanted

TUTORS WANTED
AFTER-SCHOOL FOR grades K-12. in BH.
WLA, SM areas. Education majors and/or
graduate-level (in any field) a plus $11.25-
15/hour. Call The Tutor's Club: 310-444-
0449.

EARN $120/WK CASH FOR 10 HRS. Study
while you keep a 13 y/o company after-

school Driving and math tutoring Call Sue
310-680-4593.

HOME-SCHOOLING FAMILY In North Holly-

wood,- needs 3-4 creative, energetic people
to do science, biology, engineering, and
math, projects w/three children ages 6-9.

Comjjletely unique and interesting situation.

Call PattyorNorma818-761-0029, 818-416-
9930,or818-216-0407.

7500
Career Opportunities

JUST SECRETARIAL?
NOT!

HANDLE BUSINESS/Personal affairs; plan
events; surl the net; polish Power Point pro-
jects; track legislation; create a spread sheet
or two; get your education paid for...sounds
great, huh? Sweet opportunity for talented
college grad. The Placement Company"
deidredale©earthlink.net Fax 310-889-7101

LIBRARY CLERK: $7-9 hour. FT/PT
Locate/photocopy journal articles/book
chapters. Deliver to Westwood office. Famil-
iarity with bibliographic citations required Li-

brary experience. Detail-oriente, reliable

seff-starter. Flexible hours. Days. Evening
and Weekends available. Email/Fax resume
hrOinfotrieve.com. 310-234-9582. Please
note Ref# 3104-3 in the subject line.

PSYCHOLOGY ADMINISTRATIVE ASST
Oversee administrative tasks for clinical trial

of children psychosocial treatment.

Computer skills, interpersonal skills. F/T.

$10/hr+. 310-825-6255.

MOTHERS HELPER NEEDED Baby-
sit/pick-up from school a great 4/yo Flexible,

part-time hours Possible live-in. part trade.

Own car a must. Fun. loving, reliable person
w/experience in child development Have
references. Ask for Kellie 310-828-4141.

NANNY P/T. M-F 3:00pm-8:00pm. Experi-
ence/references required. Need fun, friendly,

reliable, and responsible person Nice family
15-min from UCLA, 323-965-8867.

SEEKING ENERGETIC, patient babysitter
for 7-month-giri. Flexible. P/T hours. Child
development or infant caretaking experience
preferrable. Close to campus. 310-344-
6060

SEEKING MATURE, ENERGETIC, child-lov-

ing female for babysitting of 2 t)oys (3.5 and
1 yr.old) for 2-3 aftemoons Please call 310-
276-0133

WEEKEND NANNY
Needed. 4 y/o and 1 y/o Santa Monica. Ne-
gotiable. 310-314-0579

RN OR DENTAL STUDENT for MD office

near Beveriy Hills on Saturday AMs or P/T.

Top salary. Call 323-939-2111

Immediate Openings
$9 to $15/Hour

general office clerks to executive secretaries

temporary & full time positions

Medical Transcription

MCCS Scheduling System a plus

Fax resume to (310) 278-4269
For an immediate appointment

call (310) 278-0511

WEEKEND NANNY- Uve Out, Non-Smoker,
CDL. References Required. Saturday 8am-
11pm, Sunday 11am-8pm. WLA, Call 8-

11am ONLY 310-397-8114

7800
Help Wanted

A P/T position,

F/T PREFERRED
Property Management needs help with sec-
retarial/leasing. Must have car Fax resume:
310-470-6755 Call: 310-470-1112.
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825-2221

$$Get Paid For Your
Opinions!$$

Earn $15-$125 and more per surveyl

www.money4opiniont.com

$15-$23/HR BRIGHT, ENTHUSIASTIC peo
pie to teach SAT prep and ALL Academic
Subjects. Transportation required We will

tram Flexible hours. Send or fax cover let-

ter/resume, including test scores (SAT. ORE,
etc.) to ACE Educational Services, Attn:Bar-

ry. 9911 W Pk:o Blvd. Ste PH-K, LA. CA
90035; Fax:310-282-6424 Positions avail-

able throughout LA and the V&lley

Nutrition Class / Free, Drop In

Dietary Supplements: Help or Hype?

Vitamins ryiinerals. herbs, protein powders,

creatine, fat burners . . . do they work?

Are they safe?

1 :00 pm, Wooden Center, 2nd Fl Conf. Rm.

Check out the Asho Center website for more informa-

tion, ask a health related question, even request an
appointment www.studenthealth.ucla.edu

or call 825-4073

ucia Ashe Center

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

1 Concerto, e.g
5 Boot part

9 Shaggy hair

12 Luxurious
13 Start

15 Plow puller

16 "If all -fails. .

1 7 Metric quart
18 Cruising
19 Goes off the

track

21 Nuclear device
23 Coat rack
24 Mauna —
25 Walk down the

runway
28 Cocoon dweller
33 Adjusts the

piano
34 Arroyo
35 Loafer, e.g.

36 Computer
language

37 Loses a tan
38 Astonish
39 Jazz melody
41 Part of TAE
42 Cloth cap
44 Vegas game
46 Hinders
47 Birthday

number
48 Do clerical

work
49 Big-toe

problems
53 Lure
57 Yonder
58 Breakfast

bread
60 In the vicinity

61 Prunes
(branches)

62 — voce in a
whisper

63 A Guthrie
64 WNW opfxjsite
65 Crime foe Eliot

66 Storage place

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

c A M U S

1

T A L C

1
8 H A Ml

A M 1 N O P A L T O G A
h O A M s N 1 N A A V 1 D
E R M A Br 1 N G 8 A B E L L

8 E 1 8 M
1

1 c^H P U L L E YH^K MH S P 1 N E^^H
F E V ERB G A U N T W O N
A P E D F L 1 N G R A N 1

T A X D 1 A L S t Y R O IT

hpiG 1 R D sMR a ElH^ri
A T E A 8 E IHS N U B B E D
C M 1 C B O O K SH R U D E
R A 1 N

1

A B L E

1

8 E R G E
1 D L

E
E
D

L O D E P A R E R
Id| Y L E]S T A D O R E

5-3-01 '?' 2001. Umted Feature Syrxlicate

DOWN
1 Newspaper pg.
2 Propel a raft

3 Cold War inits

4 Retract, as
claws

5 Tennis return

6 Pastis flavoring

7 Rocky
Mountain hrs.

8 Look dosely
9 Ought
10 Butter sub.
1

1

Juicy fruit

14 Garden
structure

15 Parrots
20 Levin and

Gershwin
22 Fine, to a pilot

25 Football great
Bart —

26 Video
companion

27 Chaotic
situation

28 Ointment

29 Brainchild

30 Chicago s
airport

31 Skiff user
32 Athletic

competitions
34 Animator

Disney
37 Inventors'

rights

40 Knacks
42 Conveyor —
43 Unending
45 Vanity
46 Copies
48 Quits eating
49 Cotton unit

50 Alien

spacecraft
51 Scruff of the

neck
52 In a while
54 Rying prefix

55 Bossy's
baby

56 Jog
59 Had a snack

Display
206-3060
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7800
Help Wanted

•MOVIE EXTRA WORK* Beats all jobs Start

immediately. Great pay Fun/Easy No crazy
fees Program for tree medical Call-24/hrs

323-850-4417

ACCESS TO A COMPUTER? PUT IT TO
WORK! Up to $25-75/hr PT/FT
www EarnEZbucks com. 888-715-4646

AD SALES PERSON
NEEDED IMMEDIATELY
Work for Beverly Hills weekly newspaper. No
experience necessary. Flexible hours. Call

Sacah ASAP 310-688-6761

ADIMIN ASSISTANT bilingual English/Span-

ish, front office, evenings 4pm-9pm M-Th
Also, assistant needed days/afternoons to

work w/director of operations. $8/hr. Contact
Daniel Salazar dmgassocinc©earthlink.net.

or fax resume 310-479-7771

Admin Assistant for

prominent Westside
art gallery

Train now-F/T by August. Must be fluent in

Spanish, detail-onented. $l0-12/hr+commis-
sion. Fax resume:310-586-1712.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASST
Upscale west side private club seeks
F/T&P/T Admin Asst. 2 shifts available. Ideal

candidates would be detail-oriented, have
ability to multi-task, member service focus,

excellent phone demeanor and posses ex-
^ ceptional interpersonal & organizational

skills. Fax resume w/cover and salary req to

310-575-9684. Attn: Christine

ANNDUNCING &uaunoi fob in Spam laMb—

7800
Help Wanted

COUNSELORS AND
INSTRUCTORS

In art, swimming, nature, video and ropes
needed by Tumbleweed Day Camp. Must be
responsible, energetic and enjoy working
with children 310-472-7474

COUNSELORS/FUTURE TEACHERS
needed for summer program at Crossroads
School in Santa Monica. Pertecf for elemen-
tary education majors. Email resume to

gcuddy@xrds org. EOE

CSO OFFICE
ASSISTANT

Office assistant needed to work flexible

hours Tuesday & Thursday between l0-4pm
and some Saturdays at our Westwood Police
Station Starting rate $8.47/hr. Must be a
UCLA student w/at least one yr. rennaining.

Training provided lor clerical and public rela-

tions duties. For details call 310-206-5473.

CSOs NOW HIRING
Do Good and get paid. Pay $8.47 to

$10 65/hr. Must be a UCLA student w/U
academic years remaining with valid drivers

license. Web: www.ucpd.ucla.edu/ucpd/cso
Email: cso@ucpd.ucla.edu. Phone: 310-
825-2148.

CUSTOMER SER-
VICE/JOURNALIST

Small Internet Company desires articulate

person to work with existing clients. Email
reply. Customer service and Creative writing.

PT/FT, $9/hr. 310-859-1903.

7800
Help Wanted

Are you a model...
or iwant to qet started?

Looking for all types
male/female models/actors

We also have Plus size & Children div
Jor prim A. mm umon commcrcijJs
No cxponcncc lequircd No lees

iSlfil

FUN SUMMER
Swimming, horses, beaches and more,

www.daycampjobs com.

GIRLS wanted at exclusive social club in

WLA. Conversation and dancing. 18-f years
old. Flexible hours. Earn top $$$. 310-313-
2989.

HELP NEEDED CLEAN HOUSE. MARKET-
ING, some Driving etc. Own Car, Flexible

hours Part time. $10/hr. 310-391-2718.

HELP WANTED. P/T. Cashier/waitress.
Some experience preferred but no* neces-
sary Looking for delivery person with

car/scooter Roni's Diner, Beverty Hills. 310-

772-0044

HOUSEKEEPER WANTED. One Day/Week
Three Bedroom Two Bath house in West-
wood. Some Child Care. English Speaking.
Reliable with references. 310-446-7019.

Spanish to American high schuol students!

$800 stipend+round-trip airfare+housing.

Contact Scott 310-428-3680

ART CARVED CLASS
RINGS SALES REP

Responsible, organized student needed to

. sell class nngs. I0-l5hrs/wk+graduation
weekend. Will tram. Call 310-206-3858

ASSISTANT NEEDED Windows proficient

- Car/insurance necessary. Accounting skills

preferred Flexible hours. No dress code.

$9/hour Fax resume: 310-479-2402

ASSISTANT Office Manager/Secretary in

doctors office adj to UCLA Receptionist,

phones, typing, filing. Will tram Own car. 25-

30hrs/wk 310-209-2581.

ASSISTANT TO BUSY REALTOR in West-
wood Flexible hours Need bright, computer
savvy, organized, articulate person w/front

office appearance. Will train. Fax resume:
310-268-0665 or email to

rob ©eilbacher.com

ASSISTANT TO EDITOR
Responsible-energetic, writing and computer
skills, knowledge of Page Maker helpful.

Fast-growing motion picture and television

directory $7.50/hour. Hours negotiable Con-
tact Susan Moore at Canoco Publishing,

310-471-2287

ATHLETICS
Part-time student employee to work the

copy/mail room and front reception desk
Pay rate $6.83/hr 10-15 hours a week. Must
be Inendly and hard working Apply at J D
Morgan Facilities Office 310-206-6662.

BA/Masters level Psychology major for job

as Psychometnst in NIH AIDS study. Must be
fluently bilingual (English, Spanish) and have
own car/license. Will tram. For more info call

Allison/Dr. Singer 310-473-5500.

BEVERLY HILLS AUTO DETAIL shop needs
hard-working, fast-paced, agressive people
to handle top-notch cars. No expenence re-

quired Flexible hours. Ozzie:31 0-859-2870.

BILLING/DATA ENTRY/MGMT TRAINEE
F/T+O/T error-free, detailed data entry

w/ability to meet deadlines. 60+wpm. Career
opportunity w/industry leader Fax resume
310-268-0701 or email TDI ©TDIC0.COM

CAMP COUNSELORS needed for local

summer day camp. Beach/aquatic experi-

ence in swimming, surling, sailing, or jet ski-

ing a plus. Competitive salaries. 818-996-

4780

CAREER INFO
UCLA INFO SESSION Career/PT positions

currently available. Company executives will

be at UCLA May 7th. Call 818-402-8594

CLERICAL
CLERICAUCUSTOMER SERVICE M-F. 30
to 40-hrs/wk Good phone and English skills,

detail-oriented, reliable. WLA. $9.50-$10/hr.

310-826-3759ext229.

COMEDIC WRITER
Looking for comedic writer needed tor a fe-

male comedian. Should have stand-up
comedic material. Female preferred. P/T.

$10/hr 310-236-1184 leave message.

DAY CAMP - SUMMER
Seek staff w/summer home in or near the
San Fernando or Conejo Valleys, Oxnard,
Siftii, Malibu. misc. Instructors & General
couns. $2750-3500+ for summer 888-
784-CAMP www.workatcamp.com

JEWISH HEBREW
And Sunday Schools need teachers. Good
Jewish education and love of children de-

sired. Alice Fasman:323-761-8613.

LAX LOCATION, LA FIRM, Clerical, P/T
9am- 1pm. Parking $9/hr to start. Contact
Jennifer 310-337-3059

DAY CAMP
COUNSELORS

Pali Camp now hiring enthusiastic coun-
selors! Summer fun includes: jet skiing,

amusement parks, beach days, paintball and
more! 19 and up. Call Jacque: 310-477-
2700X14.

DAY CAMP
Summer Swimming, beaches, horses &
more, wwwdaycampjobs.com.

DAY-CAMP COUNSELOR & Arts&Crafts
specialists Summer/PT $9.80/hr. June-
August. Stoner Park in WLA. 310-479-7200,
or fax resume 310-445-1764.

DO CATS MAKE YOU
WHEEZE?

If you are allergic to cats, you may qualify to

participate m research study of an investiga-
tional medication If you qualify, you will re-

ceive study related medication and up to

$250 00 compensation for your time. If inter-

ested, please call Jonathan Corren, M.D at
310-477-1734 ext.242

LIBRARY JOBS. Shelving and other stacks
duties, 12-19 hrs/wk. $6.83/hr to start.

STUDENTS ONLY apply at Young Research
Library Rm. 11617 or call Antigone Kutay
310-825-6982.

LIFEGUARDS
Certified LG's. Start afternoons 5/7. Also
Summer positions. Get paid to get (re)certi-

fied. Mature 18-t- and good swimmer Beauti-
ful canyon setting Tim 310-472-7474 Fax
resume 310-476-7788.

LIFEGUARDS AND SWIM INSTRUCTORS
Several local locations. P/T-F/T, $10-12/hr.
Will train. 818-222-7946x11. Greg or Emilie

MALE MODELS
Have a great face or body? GET REC-
OGNIZED in Playgiri-style publications. Must
be 18-24. Beginners welcome Highest im-

mediate pay w/headshots. Paid screen test

Jeff©213-748-4555ext. Ml. jwhite©ou-
nique.com

MGR COUPLE 16 UNITS WEST LA: 1 or 2
bdrms. No experience, light duties. Gen-
erous reduction Pool, patio. Call 310-476-
6694 or fax 310-476-7043

DRIVER WANTED. Must have clean DMV
Call Nationwide Wholesale. We are a ship-
per of fresh cut flowers. 310-230-0811.

MODELS WANTED! FM Productions is cur-

rently hiring models for print an dvideo work.
Excellent pay-no experience necessary. 818-
785-6028.

FLEX HOURS
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT P/T, flexible

hours. $l0/hour. Beveriy Hills. Please email

resume to smkltd© hotmail.com or fax 310-

820-8305.

7800
Help Wanted

PHOTOGRAPHER WANTED tor a wedding
June 9th. Photography student OK. Will pay
$100+film and development. Valenlina 310-

445-5602 or vpagliai©ucla.edu

Physical Therapy Aide
F/T. Culver City. Outpatient clinic. Will ac-

comodate P/T before graduation. Athletic,

eager to learn. Fax resume 310-837-9701.

POWER 106 is lookir>g for sales-people. If

you are interested in starting a career in ra-

dio, and have prior sales experience, please
send your resume to 818-846-4106. Emmis
Communication is an equal opportunity em-
ptoyer.

PRESCHOOL LOOKING FOR qualified
teachers/teachers assistants for immediate
positions. Candidates should have experi-
ence in child care Salary negotiable. F/T.

P/T available. Call Julie Patel 310-470-0992.

NEW REALITY TV SERIES! Now audition-

ing. Call 818-720-2208.

EARN $200 A DAY!
No experience necessary

TV commercials

Music videos

310-358-5147

OFFICE MANAGER to very busy psycholo-
gist. 30 hours/week. Perfect job for graduate
student with days free. Starts summer or
sooner. Fax resume:310-472-1399.

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL ON CAMPUS
needs Extended Day TAs for summer pro-

gram. July2-July27. 12-3:45pm/daily. Job
resumes in September for fall,

mpa rks© ucia . edu/3 1 0-206-5 1 94

.

P/T SALES SEEKING energetic, self-moti-

vated sales people with a passion for helping
the environment. Call 323-791-2173 and
leave message.

EVENT STAFF/
SECURITY

For sports, concerts, TV shows, conven-
tions. 18-f with clean background. Great job
for students. You pick your assignments
213-748-7223.

EXCELLENT PAY
Customer Sen/lce. $11-l7/hr. P/T/F/T. Flexi-

bfe hours. Paid vacation and holidays. Imme-
diate openings in LA area. Call N.E.S. 1-888-

621-7194

F/T RECEPTIONIST for busy WLA real es-
tate office. Outgoing, team player that's

friendly/Self-Motivated, Microsoft Office a
must. Fax resume 310-475-5042

PAYIS$11/HR
WANTED FOR SHERMAN OAKS (25 min-
utes from UCLA campus) pension actuarial

offk:e for 20-^hours per week-»-full-time sum-
mer: two (2) high achiever students in Ac-
counting. Math. Econ, Business for Pension
& Acturial Admin; one (1) feariesS student
with good marketing skills for telephone+ in-

person marketing pension services to ac-

countants ..pay is $11/hr for each job. I^x
resume & DPR to 818-769-4694. Call 81ft-

769-4600 any Q's.

PERSONAL ASSISTANT to njn errands and
make phone calls for busy psychologist.
Flexible hours (8/week) Fax resume:310-
472-1399.

FEMALE DRIVER NEEDED: 3 days/wk for

4hrs/day 2540 Angelo Dr. West LA. In-

surance and own car. $9-10/hr. Call Gus
310-276-2355

FEMALE MODELS
NEEDED

Immediate work for 18 yrs+. all races, all

ages, adult internet, video modeling
$100/hour. Get your own website 818-694-
2687 janiero©att.net

PERSONAL ASSISTANT: EBay selling,

school apps., miscellaneous offk:e tasks-fil-

ing, letters, computer, etc. $8-10/hr. hours
negotiable Replies to val770©juno.com

PERSONAL ASST
DETAIL-ORIENTED

person to manage orders for small upscale
retail shop Make sure orders are correct

when placed&follow-up w/suppliers to insure

correct4on-time delivery. Handle light in&out
shipments. F/T, including Saturdays Must
have excellent knowledge of English. Call

6111:310-278-5620.

Classifieds

825-2221

PSYCHOLOGY ADMINISTRATIVE ASSIS-
TANT: Oversee administrative tasks for clini-

cal trial of children's psychosocial treat-

ments. F/T. $10/hr-t-3 10-825-6255

RESTAURANT IN MIRACLE MILE area cel-

ebrating decade in business. Looking for

waitress/waiter P/Tor F/T. Call 323-852-
1915. AskforNir

RESTURAUNT IN LOS ANGELES is seek-
ing energetic server for part time or full time
position. Will Train. Contact Linda: 310-380-
0938.(pgr)

RETAIL CLERK
Technical bookstore. BNi Publications. Inc..

a leader in technical publications for the con-
struction industry, has immediate part-time
positions available at its WLA location.
$7/houf starting Fiexibie hours, convenient

location near 405/10 fwys. Call Martin:714-
517-0970 or fax resume:71 4-535-8078.

7800
Help Wniited

SALES POSITION available for intemet e-

commerce company. Salary+commission.
Call 310-2340784. Fax: 310-234-0786.
Email: Jobs Oelectrobuy com

STUDENT NEEDED TO Help w/writing a
business proposal. Prefer buisness majors.
$15/hr Contact Julie at cell:8 18-5 17-6383 or
office:8ia-673-1131

SUMMER AT THE
BEACH AND MTNS

FUN WORK WITH CHILDREN IN THE OUT-
DOORS. 7-week day program. 2-weeks
Sierra Sleepaway. June 25-August 24. Ex-
penence with children and water activities.

$330+bonus/week. Call 310-826-7000 or

www.SierraAdventureCamps.com

SUMMER CAMP
COUNSELORS

Decathlon Sports Club Located in Palo Alto.

6/25-8/17, $78-$92/day,9am-4pm. camp-
job ©yahoo.com

SUMMER DAY CAMPS
San Fernando or Conejo Valleys. Oxnard,
Simi, Malibu. Misc. Instructors & General
couns. $2750-3500+ for summer 888-784-
CAMP www.workatcamp.com

SUMMER JOB
GRAD/UNDERGRAD Psychology,education
or speech to be a camp aide for a special

needs child. 6/25-8/25. Valene:818-907-
0367.

SUMMER JOBS! WEST Los Angeles day-
camp hiring energetic counselors, lifeguards,

and specialists Call Tiffany at 310 399-
2267

REWARDING/FUN
Summer Swimming, beaches, horses &
more, www.daycampjobs.com.

SWIM INSTRUCTORS. LIFEGUARDS, Pre-
school teachers, and camp counselors for

the summer Mon-Fri. 8-3:30 Salary de-
pending on experience. Woodland Hills Pri-

vate School. Contact Bobbie Primack 818-
348-6563

JS>P .*e'ac«'

SWIMMING INSTRUCTORS at client

homes. $20-$24/hr Strong lesson-teaching
experience with small children Summer em-
ployment. Call John 818-781-7676 ext. 1.

TANNING SALON
MAINTENANCE P/T, F/T. Apply at: 1156
26th St.. Santa Monica. 310-828-8028.

(310) 472-7474 Located 10

Looking for fun, energetic students who
children and would like a job outdoors as a
general counselor. We also need specialists to
teach horseback riding, video making, swimming,
rock climbing, nature studies, or arts & crafts.

www.tumbleweed4ever.com
Call for a great summer!

Don't call your parents
for extra cash.

Call us.
If you're male, in college or
have a college degree, and
would like a flexible job
where you can earn up to

$600 per month, call for

details on our anonymous
sperm donor program.
You'll receive free

comprehensive health

screening . Plus you can
help infertile couples
realize their dream of

becoming parents. So if

310-824-9941
or e-mail us at-' — — — JJ ^V«l Nrfl IIV*. \^\^ II V»I « I 1 lull U^ CIl

you're looking for a great
donors@cryobank.com

job and little extra cash,
call us first.

Display

206-3060

Daily Bruin Classified

7800
Help Wuntod

Ben & Jerry's Ice
Cream Parlor

seeks energetic,
friendly and

responsible shift

leaders and
manager for our

Century City

stiop.

Call (31 0) 546-1 71

7

AV> ExjK-netuc Xenssaiy
Men. Women, childmi, aJI ages, stws.

race. T\ Hlnis GminiMnals MaRaaiir.
forfK'Tstntal nitcnicii call tnui

310.659.7000

THEATER BOX OFFICE, Part-time, $8Aiour,

Pacific Resident Theater-Venice Jennifer

310-301-3971 ext. 4# or fax resume to 310-

301-3907

TYPIST lor creative writing classwork. 5-10

pages/wk. $2/page (1 1/2 spaced).
Westwood area. 310-470-0914

UCLA RECREATION
SUMMER CAMP JOBS

GREAT MONEY! GREAT TII^E! We need
energetic people to be summer camp coun-
selors. Pay is $7.38-$11.00/hr. f^^oming. af-

ternoon, all-day shifts available Call 310-

206-1787. Applications available at John
Wooden Center.

UCLA SENIOR seeking girlfnend lor the

summer. Must be hot. Must be down. Seri-

ous inquiries only, please. 310-588-7734

VOLLEYBALL COACH FOR High School
Girls. Experience necessary June 18-July

31. 3 days/wk. 2hrs/day Late afternoon. 6-8

hours/wk. Pay negotiable 323-461-3651.

mrodriguezOimmaculateheart.org

VOLUNTEER USHERS
NEEDED FOR Geffen Playhouse Hit "Look-

ing for Normal." extended to May 13. See it

free! 310-208-6500 ext 115

WANTED: 18-23/yo bassist/lead guitarist for

serious pop/rock band. Must have equip.,

good vok:e, stage presence. Infl Foos, Vert.

Horizon. Live. MB20. 310-209-4991.

WANTED; People who want to lost weight.

310-884-8746. 24 hour message.

WEB PROGRAMMER. Public Relations tim
in Soutti Bay needs Web master to start up
new Internet dept. Can begin P/T. w/ F/T this

summer. Fax resume to Buddy 310-791-

2750.

WLA FINANCE CO. Recently named 43-rd

fastest growing co. in America by Inc. maga-
zine, seeks motivated individuals to assist

account executive w/lead generation via

telephone for our lease/toan products to

busir>esses. Fun environment. Salary $10-

$12/hr+bonuses. Fax resume 310-737-1974

or emaS stevesOalliarx:ecap.com.

WORK BY THE BEACH
OFFICE CLERK NEEDED The Lobster

Restauriint in Santa Monica. P/T. flexible,

competitive pay. great locatton. Laurel.310-

458-9294 or fax:310-458-9654.

WORK from fx)me in the US or in an interna-

tional business. 24 fx>ur message 310-884-

8748.

8000
Intornships

FREE ARTS FOR ABUSED CHILDREN IS

SEEKING UNPAID INTERNS. PLEASE
CONTACT JANNA AT 310-313-4ART.

8200
T«Mn|)()r<'iry Employ iiumU

HEAD FRESHMAN BOYS BASKETBALL
COACH: Exper1er>ce playing and coaching

needed. $2800-3200 for the season. 5 days

a week from 2:30 to 500. with a few Satur-

day games. The season begins in November
and runs through February. Please fax

resumes onlyl! Fax to 310-288-3286

MOTHER'S DAY CUSTOMER SERVICE
help needed. Located in Westwood. 50 peo-

ple. Call Rhett 0310-209-6770.

8300
Volunteer

HOTLINE VOLUNTEERS NEEDED by the

Suicide Prevention Center. Excellent volun-

teer opportunity. Next training starts May 5.

Please call 310-751-5330 (Culver City).

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED: At St. Liz Hospice,

we will train you, p>lease call Eli at 310-624-

9798

TELEMARKETERS CLOSERS. Real estate
deal. Westwide location. 310-395-3598.

TELEMARKETERS OPENERS Real Estate
yJeal. Hourly+bonus Westside office. 310-
395-3598

TESTMASTERS is looking for intelligent

people to answer phones and provide infor-

mation about our LSAT courses $13/hour.

minimum of 30 hours/week. Only those with

excellent phone skills should apply 323-655-

2699 ^=:

Classifieds

825-2221

housing
8400-9800

8/kOO
Apartments for Rent

Casablanca West

Available
NOW

Bachelors $865

1 Bedrooms from $1195

Cabte rtidi Dool bundre. susdedL^^^^^^w • ^^^^BJS ^^^^^^1 ^P^W.^^W 9% ^WPi^^WW^^^

n|Nf doMts. Lov S6Qffity Dtpotit

530 Veteran
208-4394

WESTWOOD CLOSE
TO EVERYTHING

2 BEDROOM. 1 .5 Bath. Bright, spacious,

newly remodeled, prime location, close to

UCLA, transportation. Pool, garage, pa-

tio, quiet No pets. 1942 Pelham, by ap-

pointment only. $1395 310-475-2594.

310-207-7209.

•WESTWOOD VILLAGE. MIDVALE N OF
LEVERING. LARGE 2-BDRM APT GAR-
DEN VIEW, DINING ROOM. UNIQUE,
CHARM. FRONT AND REAR ENTRANCE.
310-839-6294.*

1917 SPANISH MISSION BUILDING. Sin-

gle. WLA, Separate kitchen, high ceilings,

wood floors, one year lease. $750/tTK). 310-

479-8646.

2&3BDRM. LARGE, bright, view. Mrcrowave.

oven, refrigerator, dishwasher, washer/dryer

in unit. 21 -ft. Jacuzzi on roof. Walking dis-

tance to UCLA. 310-475-0807.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. 1&2BEDROOM
$895&UP. LARGE. UNUSUAL CHARM.
SOME SPANISH STYLE W/HARDWOOD
FLOORS. ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS.
310-839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. Japanese garden,

Ibdrm w/separate entrance, Ibth in house.

Excellent for student. $595. 2bed/2bath.

$1895. Dr. Davkj 323-936-1449.

CENTURY CITY exceptkxial single (upper),

high ceilirigs, large closets, full bath, light,

bright, carport parking. $785. 310-395-RENT
www.westsiderentals.com

HUGE SINGLE AND ONE BEDROOM.
$900/mo.& up. One bdrm for $1 250&up. One
block from campus. 644 and 650 Landfair

310-824-0319.

N. WESTWOOD VILLAGE. Large, charming

1BD on Kelton $1400. Agent:31 0-268-2800.

PALMS apartment (upper), unfurnished, 1

bdrm, stove, hardwood (kx)rs, W/D hookups,
bright, garage. $750. 310-395-RENT.
www.westsiderentals.com

PALMS, 3719 Kelton Ave. 2bd/2balh. $1250.
Controlled access btdg. New carpet Upper
unit. Linda: 310-463-3334 or 323-648-7260,
shown by appl.

PALMS. Single apt from $575, 1-bdrm $695.
$600deposit 1-year lease only Stove, re-

frig. .carpets, vert, blinds. 310-837-1502
leave message. 8am-5pm only.

PRIME BRENTWOOD ONE BEDROOM de-

luxe upper, european kitchen. All apliances.

fireplace. Walk to stores and resturaunts

$1350/mo. No Pets. Lease 310-410-1575.

8/kOO
Apartnienls for Rent

Westwood Village
Very large appartments fur September

1 SI iKcupancy Dining room, buili in

kitchen Balconies/ Patios Pool.

elevator, controlled-access building.

subterranean parking

1 BR/ Ibath from (1.400

2 BR/ 2balh from $2,100

tor pre-applications call

Mon-fri9AM-4PM
691 Levering Avenue

(310) 208-3647
Jf

SANTA MONICA 1)2BEDROOM/1.5Bath
Townhouse. Washer/Dryer, Dishwasher.

Fridge. Microwave, Garage. $2500. 2)1 -bed-

room. 500sq/ft, Stove. Fridge. Washer/Dryer.

Utilities included, garage. $1100. 310-450-

0826.

SANTA MONICA OCEAN-VIEW. One bed-
room unfurnished/furnished apt. $2000-
$2600 Luxury 2+1 bedroom, furnished

$4000. Walk to 3rd Street Promenade&Pier.
310-399-3472.

VENICE spacious (upper), 2 bdrms. 1 bath,

5 blocks to beach, in a foreplex. kitchen

w/dining area, gated parking. $1295. 310-

395-RENT. wwwwestsiderentals.com

WEST LOS ANGELES apartment, unfur-

nished, 1 bdrm. Westwood Blvd.. stove, car-

pets, W/D hookups, garage. $775. 310-395-
RENT. wwwwestsiderentals.com

WEST LOS ANGELES/PALMS APART-
MENT IN 7 UNIT BUILDING, pet okay, unfur-

nished, 2 bdrms, big bnght and airy rooms,
large kitchen, partying included. $895. 310-

395-RENT www westsiderentals.com

WESTWOOD APARTMENT lor Rent. Single,

furnished, 2-blocks to school, next to frater-

nities (no late night parties), no parking.

$800/month 310-824-4951.

WESTWOOD LOFT FOR RENT for summer
and fall. Across the street from UCLA. A/C.
full kitchen, partying. $650/month. 310-443-
8992

WESTWOOD townhouse, unfurnished, 2

bedrooms, 1.5 bath, cat ok, refrigerator,

stove, hardwood floors, pool, laundry, part<-

ing included. $1295. 310-395-RENT
wwwwestsiderenlals.com

WESTWOOD VILLAGE: 1 -BEDROOM
$1400: 2-BEDROOM, 2-Balhroom $2000
Parking. 1-year lease, no pets, 10943 Roe-
bling Available 7/7/01. 310-471-7073.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE: Large 1 -Bedroom.
$1500. Hardwood floors, fireplace. part<ing.

1-year lease, no pets, available 6/19/01. 925
GayleyAve. 310-471-7073.

WESTWOOD. 2BDRM/2BATH $1450 AND
UP TILE KITCHEN, STEPDOWN LIVING
ROOM, HIGH CEILING. CHARM. 1 MILE
SOUTH OF WILSHIRE. SOME W/BAL-
C0NY310-839-6294

WESTWOOD. Across UCLA, upscale, one
and two bedrooms, full-kitcf>en. air condi-

tioned. pari(ing. one year lease, 445 Land-
fair. Taking reservations. 310-824-1969.

WESTWOOD. Walk to UCLA. 2bdmn/2bth,
gated pariting, rooftop spa. quiet building,

accepting reservations for Fall. $1895-
$2275. 512 Veteran. 310-208-2655.

WLA AMAZING DEAL. 1629 Brockton. Sin-

gle $650. Full kitchen, refrigerator, cable-

ready, vertteal blinds, gated, quiet area.

310-479-8876

WLA/PALMS
APARTMENT RENTALS
CALL 4 FREE LISTINGS

AND SPECIALS
Bachelors/Singles—some w/utilities paid,

pool, gated. $725 and up. ibdrm $950 and
up. many w/fireplaces, luxury and more.
2t}drm $1395-$15S0, many w/dishwashers.

bateony, A/C and rrwre. Call for free list-

ing:31 0-278-8999

8^kOO
Ap<irtments for Rent

WW WALK TO UCLA
Spacious, bright ibdrm and private patio,

avail mid-May. Hardwood floors, full kitchen,

large closets, laundry. 2-car paricing. $1450
No pets. Also. Ibdrm upper avail Sept. 1,

$1450. 310-234-8278.

8600
Condo/Towiihouse for Rent

CULVER CITY: 2brdm/2 5bth. Furnished,
spacious townhouse on quiet street. Front
unit w/rooftop sundeck and spa. $2000/mth
310-442-1395

* PALfVIS *
4BD. 3BA + LOFT TOWNHOIWE. FP.

CENTRAL AIR/HEAT. GATED
GARAGE, SEC ALARM, CAT OK

3670 MIDVALE AVE.

$2395/MO

280, 2BA TOWNHOME. FP,

CENTRAL AIRA1EAT, GATED
OARAGE. SEC. ALARM, GAT OK

3614 PARIS DR.

$1395/MO

* MAR VISTA *
11913 AVON WAY. $1295/MO.

11748 COURTlfiGH OR. $1295/MO.

(310)391-1076
! Open House Mon-Sot 10 -4 PM .!

WESTWOOD. Wilshire Hi-Rise Luxurious
Condo. l,2.43bed. $2400-$4200/month.
24hr. valet, doorman, front desk, and securi-

ty service. All amenities, great views 310-
470-9947.

8700
Condo/Townhouse for Sale

IMAGINE OWNING/LEASING WILSHIRE
Corridor/HiRise single. 1or2bdrm $90K-
$200K. Walk to-UCLA/Village, 24hr/security.

Spectacular views, pool, jacuzzi. sauna,
valet service. Agent-Bob 310-478-
1835ext.109.

8800
Guesthouse for Rent

2 BEDROOM GUESTHOUSE Kitchen, re-

modeled bathroom, with patio area. Great lo-

cation. Mar Vista area $1190 310-678-

2753. 310-490-7165 Pat. Must see!

AVAILABLE JUNE 1, Less than a mile to

campus. A/C. quiet, small dog okay, en-

closed yard, $750. Arthur. 476-8478

BEVERLY HILLS FURNISHED GUEST-
HOUSE: Living room, dining room area,
kitchen, bedroom Utilities lyr-lease
$1000/mth Available for only 1 person. 310-
271-8811

MAR VISTA GUEST HOUSE 4-miles to

school. Kitchen, bathroom, high-ceiling

w/sky-light, nice residential neighborhood
Female/non-smoker. No pets. $700/nx>nth,

utilities-included. 310-915-0629.

SUNNY PRIVATE STUDIO Guesthouse lor

rent. Utilities and Parking included. In

Beveriy Hills. $900. 310-274-5908.
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9/kOO
Room for Rent

ROOM FOR RENT in Westwood adjacent

house. Shared bathroom. Preferred females.

Must be quiet, neat, clean, non-smoker.
$465/mo+utilities. 310-470-7032

WESTWOOD. 1 block south Wilshire. Huge,
master w/balcony in 2bdrm/2.5bth apt.'

1377sqft. Sunny, quiet. Furnished.
Spa/pooi. gated partting. $1450/month. 310-

210-3893.

WLA ADJACENT
TO SANTA MONICA/BRENTWOOD Private

room and bathroom in luxurious condo. Se-

curity building, parking available.

$750/monlh + utilities. Available 5/30. Call

Linda 310-442-5215.

9500
Roommates-Private Room

$490 PER MONTH South Mar Vista near
Centinela and Culver Blvd. Female, no
smoke, no drugs, house. 310-391-1563

BRENTWOOD/WEST LA: $700/mth. Private

bathroom/wlk-in closet/full kitchen/pariting.

Female preferred. I'm rarely home Call Ench
310-914-5213.

CULVER CITY $325/mo. Small, pnvate
room, share bath. Prefer very docile, n/s.

gentleman. Please call Jim 310-390-1450.

FEMALE ROOMMATE needed by June.
Beautiful spacious Brentwood apt, private

t5ed/bath,'parking included Approx 3 miles

from UCLA. $800/month. Call 310-206-3160.

MANHATTAN BEACH: Roommate to share
fully lumtshed 2t5drm/1btti house w/grad
student. Walk to beach, w/d. partying.

$850+utils. 310-545-9443. Avail 5/19.

VENICE/SEPULVEDA. Own bedroom/share
bath. 2+1/apt Balcony. 2-slory, stove, fridge,

microwave Female/Student preferred. Avail

now, $475 flan@ucla.edu, work 310-966-

5320, home 310-202-1196.

WESTWOOD-Fun outgoing lemaie looking

lor 1 or 2 female roommates for own
t>ed/bath in 2bed/2bath apt Avail 9-1-01.

Call 310-209-2665.

WLA-FEMALE ONLY furnished room,
2bdrm/apt $350+l/2utilities 10-min to

UCLA. Near Bus line, market, shopping No
smoking/pets. Prefer UCLA student/faculty.

310-478-7472

9000 9600
House for Sale Roommates-Shared Room

PERU 2BED/2BATH 984 square ft House
in beach town. 30 minutes south from Lima
$12,000. 213-625-0525

9200
Housing Needed

WESTWOOD Spacious penthouse apart-

ment 1-2 roommates to share studio room.
5min from UCLA. Beginning August.
$350/mfh. 310-824-6322

HOUSING NEEDED
Trying to rent your space in the West-
wood area or nearby? Have a great deal?
Easily solve your rental problem with one
simple call. AvokJ the hassle of renting. 3
UCLA students are seeking an apart-

ment, tiouse, guesthouse or condo to

share (2-t^2 or 2+1.5) to move in late

June/earty July, lyr lease ok. Must in-

clude 2 parking spaces and be reason-
ably priced Please call Stephanie:3l0-
702-6455 (Leave message).

\\L ':''f^^^^
9700
Sublets

TWO UCLA GRAD STUDENTS seeking
West Los Angeles summer sublet. One Bed-
room. 5-6 month range.

Email: ecelebogluOyahoo.com.

9300
Room for Help

CARE FOR DISABLED PERSON. In ex-

change for room and board. Beverty Hills.

Responsible w/good references sought. 310-
860-9042 Gabriel.

FREE PRIVATE ROOM w/beautiful view in

exchange for light housekeeping and baby-
sitting. Endno, south of Sepulveda. 818-789-
3338.

9400
Room for Rent

BRENTWOOD F/NS/NP Females only. Bed.
bathifull access to large, beautiful home.
Share w/family, $750 310-395-0623.

HANCOCK PARK
Spacrous Spanish style duplex. Looking for

male/female grad student. $850, Call

Mayora/Chris:31 0-44 1 -1 859.

HUGE TWO-STORY
HOUSE

With rooms to rent! Share gounmet kitchen

Great location. Mar Vista Ocean view. Start-

ing from $650/monlh. 310-678-2753. 310-

490-7165 Pat.

PRIVATE GUESTROOM WEST-
WOOD/WALK UCLA- beautiful house w/pri-

vate entrance/t>ath/backyard. Laundry/Kitch-

en privileges N/S female tenant. $785+utili-

ties. 310-446-9556

10919 STRATHMORE APT»4 The Tret
House. 2bdrm/1.5bth. $1800/month. Part<

ing, balcony 310-208-7959.

1260 VETERAN AVE summer sublet
$800/month or $400 to share master bed
room. Full bath, gated parking. Lesley:310-
312-9956

403 LANDFAIR: Across street from campus
Master bedroom/bath, underground partdng
Will sublet to one/two people 6/18-9/13
$975/mth. 310-824-3537

437 GAYLEY Pink Palace. Beautifu
2bdrm/2bth, w/2balconies, french doors
spacious, 3 underground parking spots, par
tially furnished. Late June-8/31. $2150/mo
Please call Julie or Silvia at 310-824-5542.

475 GAYLEY AVE. Available mid -June Ic

mid-Sept. $450/month. Close to campus
friendly roommates 4 manager Looking for

female subletter. 310-479-2235.

631 KELTON 750+sq.ft.! 1bd/1.5bath, Gor
geous Furniture! June 15-August 5, gatec
parting space, t>alcony, pool, laundry Onl\

$937/month ginak@ucla.edu. Call 310-991

4462.

ATRIUM COURT- STRATHMORE. Close tc

campus. 750sq ft. Ibdrm/lbth Spa/weight
room. 1 parking space. $1350/mo. Available
July 5. 310-267-8205.

BEAUTIFUL 2-BEDROOM APARTMENT
Hardwood floors, newfy furnished, partcing,

full kitchen. Absolutely gorgeous. Must be
seen!!! $1900/mo. Call Marjorie 310-208
2120

SUBLETS NEEDED
JEFFBt, MANGELS, limfl I. MARMAtO Uf

aNTURY CnY LAW HRM
Wa noed (umitKad oporlnMnh for our Summer

AuocKilas from Jun« Auguti

P(«os* e-moil »ubl«hO|mbm com
wilh datoili ood a contact pkona numbw

SUBLET & ROOMMATE
SERVICE

FINDorLISTASUBLETl!
www.thesublet.com

Subtof in all cHi»>H (201«8»4-1188)

Display
206-3060
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EVERY
FRIDAY & SATURDAY

FEATURING SPECIAL GUEST DJ'S EVERY WEEK
RESIDENT DJ'S

JoriatfiafiTfiomas

!A^at/ian CampSelT
OCimer

p:i^

P^F^

10P.M.-7A.

Free w/ School I.D.

INFO: WWW.Z0DIAC-CLUB.COM OR (310) 556-7774
2020 AVENUE OF THE STARS. CENTURY CITY CA
ABC ENTERTAINMENT CENTER, NEXT TO SHUBERT THEATRE

9700
Sublets

BRIGHT. SPACIOUS. BEAUTIFUL! 2bdrms
available June20-Aug31. Ibdrm/perfect for

one-$600/mth. 2ndbdrm. huge w/pnvate-en-
trance. bathroom, bar $1200/mth. 1 -parking-

space/room Upstairs-apartment, hardwood.
balcony-445 1/2 Midvale. 310-208-
0369/310-497-2784.

9700
Sublets

SPACIOUS. FALL APARTMENT:
3bdrnV1.5blh. Pool, fun balcony, preferably
female. $430/mth-dependent. 424 Landfair
Ave. Apt. 1. 310-824-2942

GREAT DEAL! Share a room for $350 or
own room for $700 on Veteran. Available
June/July/August. Ask for Anne. 310-208-
9513

STRATHfVIORE, BALCONY OVERLOOKS
pool/spa Fully Furnished. 2BD/2BA. Huge'
1130 sqft. DSL. Mini-Bar $470/monlh Best
Damn Place in Westwood, Bar-none 310-
824-2009.

KELTON AND LEVERING. Cute cozy apt.

Share w/great roommates! Private room and
parking spot Available June 1st. $550. 310-
208-6839.

STRATHMORE/LEVERING FURNISHED
bedroom/balh with parking. DSL. Stereo.
Cable. Available mid June to mid September
1-2 people OK. $900/nx). Brandon 310-824-
7435.

RENT ME!
PERFECT SUMMER SUBLET!!!
2bdrnV2bth, Bright, 1200sq.ft.. bateony, fire-

place, gatedparking. pool/jacuzzi. walk-in

closets. Gas&water included! Mkj-June to

August. $1800/mth Call 310-824-0989,

SILVERLAKE BLVD/SUNSET/101 Spa'
cious, 2bdrm. furnished, hardwood floors

Ideal for Hollywood/Downtown internships

$700/mo-^deposit. Available 6/1-8/31. Only
responsible applicants. 323-663-8912.
jbrasasOhotmail.com

SUMMER SUBLET Large 1 -bedroom apart-
ment for 2-3 people. 1185/mo. Parking
Laundry. Balcony StrathmoreA.everina 310-
208-6875. . .

^

TWO SUBLETTERS TO SHARE ROOM in
apartment with two other males. Own Bath-
room. Furnished. $500/mo. at 747 Gavlev
310-824-2608.

WESTWOOD, CA. Summer and Fall sublet.
Looking for female roommate Fireplace and
bateony. 2 bdrms, 2 bath 10 mm walk to
Ackerman. 10 to Westwood Contact Alex
Sophya. Mary. 310-824-3391.

Daily Bruin Sports

SCORING
From page 43

ing game. I know from a coaching
standpoint it is."

It's because of rally scoring that

Scales has a few more gray hairs.

The Bruins suffered two stunning
upset losses to Stanford this year and
even dropped a game to Division II

UC San Diego.

In the MPSF Tournament,
UCLA had to escape with two five-

game wins in the playoffs just to get
to the Final Four. In fact, Stanford
had three match points to end
UCLA's season.

It all makes for more exciting vol-

leyball. With teams only averaging
between five and seven true points in

the fifth game, anything can happen.
"Rally scoring to 15 is a crap-

shoot," Assistant Coach John
Speraw said.

"I say you might as well flip a
coin." Scales added.

That comes out about right The
Bruins are 5-5 this year in matches
that have gone to five games. It's a
good thing for them that two of
those wins came when it counted in

the playoffs.

Think of it like cutting the fourth
quarter of a close basketball game in

half. Is the integrity of the sport
being compromised?

"The game is still the game. It's

clearly more exciting," Speraw said.

"As a purist, I think you'd want your
sport to grow. This is something that

helps the sport grow. The fans really

enjoy it."

After playing nearly a season of
volleyball with the new rules, the
Bruins now head into the NCAA
Tournament a little more wary of
their lower-ranked opponents. It's

anyone's game.

"There's more of a chance of a
Cinderella story," Speraw said. "If
you let your guard down, somebody
could sneak up and catch you."

Love or hate it, rally scoring is

here to slay The sideout will soon be
nothing more than a distant memo-
ry.

"I already forgot what it's like to

play with the old scoring," Williams
said.

What they won't forget is the
exciting unpredictability of rally

scoring matches.

PERRY
From page 39

and knows what she's capable of.

When asked how Perry compares
with the world-class athletes that he
has coached, his response was simple.

"She's right in line with them,"
Kcrsee said. "She's right in line for a
great career if she wants it."

Perry's opening score at the Mt.
SAC heptathlon competition over the
weekend of Apnt tV-2() was 5.657"

fourth on the UCLA all-time list.

"She's probably the only athlete in

the nation who could do that,"

Kersee continued. "She's the only
one in college that could do what she
just got through doing."

And looking back at where she
started, it's hard for Bolden to believe
how far Perry has come.
"No one would have thought that

four years ago," Bolden said of
Perry's current national rankings.

"Michelle -is a true cx^impic of some-
one who is patient and has worked

her way from the bottom up."

It's not just her coaches who can
see her ability.

As Perry enters the weight room,
junior teammate Bumni Ogunleye is

on her way out. Eager to give her
input on Michelle, Ogunleye offers
her thoughts.

"Michelle inspires me everyday,"
she said. "She's very strong-willed
and she's been through a lot."

It's just another day though, for

Perry, who is on track to become one=
of America's top hcptathletes.

Whiter Teeth in 1 Hour
'^^UttSSt^S'^.

In Just One Office Ireairnent at

Whiter & Brightei^M
Teeth Whitening Dental Centers

General & Cosmetic Dentistry
Beautiful, new offices • Stereo headphones for music or TV

• Dental insurance welcome

Brian Reich, DDS, Elliot Schlang, DDS and Associates

310-451-2728
Callfor your complimentary consultation!

www.WhiterandBrighter.com

srix/AL oi I i:r
In-Onice Teeth \Miileniiio

$150 lor ne\\ piitients
\>ltli (liiiial insurance

<S5(HI \alui') . lAMiiis 4/30/01

M!iiGplKr77^«iIKi|.|i>-fl»|fnirngt^^ns

BRENTWOOD
225 26th St. • Couniry Mart

San Vicente at 26th St.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE
951 WcsiwixxJ Blvd

Comer WcstwcxxJ 81. and Weybum Av

9700
Sublets

WESTWOOD- Spacious Ibdrm/lbth w/bal-
cony, gated parking, security, recreational
facilities. Available mid-June to mid-Sept.-— Call 310-208-1685.

9700
Sublets

WESTWOOD. 3bed/2bath. dining room,
large living room. PARKING. Walking dis-
tance to UCl^ (2-bk)ck8). Hardwood fkwrs
and newly painted walls Well kept and
clean. If interested contact Matt 310-871-
7635.

MMm»days and Mclays
Cheap Stuff. FraeAilt*.

'For Items under $200.

9700
Sublets

WESTWOOD: One bedroom, one bath. Fur-
nished, comer of t-andfair+Strathmore. Avail-
able July-August. $1150/mth. Call 310-824-
5924

WESTWOOD-Kelton Ave. Looking for fe-
male/male to share room during July/August.
Great Apartment, parking spot included.
$520/month. Call Sophie 310-824-4679.

WESTWOOD: From June 18-August 18
Space lor 1 or 2 persons. $875/mth. Facili-
ties indude a gym and pool. 527 MMvale
Ave., Westwood, CA 90024 For more infor-

mation call 310-209-0475 or email Ka-
maruOucla.edu

WILSHIRE 2-MILES FROM CAMPUS.
Beautiful 2-Bedroom Apartment Looking for
2-people to share Spactous Bedroom+EJath-
room. Available 6/20. $475/mo. per person
310-312-0157.

WANTED
Downtown law firm seeks hilly furnished sublets for visiting law

students from May through September. Students stay in Los Angeles
from 6 to 11 weeks. Please send information regarding your sublet

to Maria at michelnil@mto.com. Remember to include the

following informaUon: Rent, Location/City, Dates Available,

House/Apt/Room, # of bedrooms/bathrooms, Amenities

(FumishedAJnftimished, Air, Pool, Parking, Convenient to Bus, etc.)

CutOs Spacious
Summer Sublet.

La 3BigBdrTn,MorF.3PKngSpots,

I
Mwwale dose to campus, great mgmt

callJanet 528.2116 or Natalie 880.7836

9800
Viic.ition Reninls

BEAUTIFUL. SPACIOUS YOSEMITE
HOME surrounded by tall pines Ctose to
everything. Fulty Equipped. 5000' elevation
sundeck. rM«onable rates. 818-785-1028
www.yoeafnite.l8tovely.com
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M.VOLLEYBALL
From page 43

"We were probably everybody's last

pick." senior quick hitter Adam Naeve
said. "I don't know why, though. UCLA
has a tradition of winning the champi-
onship. I don't know why we're not the

favorite."

Going into the NCAAs, they still

may not be.

BYU, which finished atop the MPSF
Pacific Division, advanced to the semifi-

nals where they were defeated by
Hawai'i 3-1.

Despite falling just short of expecta-

tions, the Cougars earned the at-large

bid, making jlhem the second seed in the

four-team NCAA tournament.

Though the West Coast teams aren't

too worried about the Midwest seed,

Ohio State (21-6), or the East Coast

seed, Penn State (24-7), they still may

have to contend with each other come may not be too difficult.

finals time. "The MPSF playoffs feature the top

If BYU defeats Penn State Thursday teams in the country That tourney itself

evening and UCLA beats OSU, the is more like an NCAA final," sopho-
Cougars and Bruins will play each more quick hitter Scott Morrow said,

other. But, as the MPSF playoffs illus- Last year, the toughest matches
trated, nothing's a sure bet. UCLA played were in the MPSF con-
"BYU choked against Hawai'i so ferencc championships. Once they got

anything is possi-

ble," Nelson

said. "The one

reason I'd want

to play BYU is

because they're

the only team in

the conference

that we played

and haven't beat

yet, so to go in

there and beat them would lop the

whole year off."

But first each of the MPSF teams will

have to get past their midwestem and

But as the MPSF
playoffs illustrated,

nothing's a sure bet.

to Fort Wayne,
Ind., and the

NCAA tourna-

ment, they rolled

through the com-

petition, defeating

Penn Slate 3-0 in

the semifinals and

OSU 3-0 for the

title.

"I don't think

(East Coast and Midwest teams) com-
pare at all, really," Naeve said. "The bel-

ter teams are on the West Coast. Ohio
Slate and Penn State are good teams but

eastern opponents - something which the competition they have out there is

Ygatns

A Armchairs

%iy^ B Binoculars

David

Bowie CD's

Elf

Figurines

Fax

Machines

H Handcuffs

, r. i
Indian

J Jewelry

^ K Kites

Jf Mm Lamps

M^ N Motorolas

N Nifty T-shirts

I n OidOsccir

Jk
V Memorabilia

^P' wr Pagers

Q Queen

Records

R Rubber Balls

9 Sombreros

T Tickets

U Umbrellos

V Vehicle Parts

mwmr

The LA Community Colleges

are providing TeleWeb classes

at Valley & Pierce Colleges.

Transferable community college classes on video
tape with Internet activities and optional weekend
seminars. Seminars are 3 hours, conducted on
Sundays at Valley & Pierce Colleges. All classes
earn 3 units of transferable college credit from
LA City College.

Semester begins June 3rd

Tuition is just $11 per unit.

For a free brochure Call: 8{)()-91 7-9277

www.lacc.cc.ca.us

EXCELLENT! INTELLIGENT, COMPLEX
Very disturbing. iVIarvelously acted and written."

h,irry Knowles. AIN T-IT-COOL NEWS

The true story behind Psycho and
The Texas Chainsaw Massacre.

Steve Railsback Carrie Snodgress

ED GEIH
It really happened.

7MJ

WINNER
MN| \i

MK.h Iil\; Ijsi

^fM WWW.EDGEINTHEMOVIE.COM

EXCLUSIVE ENGAGEMENT

STARTS FRIDAy MAY 4

GENERAL CINEMA
HOLLYWOOD GALAXY
HOLLYWOOD • (323) 777-RLM #423

CALL THEATRE FOR SHOWTN^ES

nothing like we have here."

OSU, the MIVA champion, defeated

Loyola University, Chicago 3-1 to earn

the fourth seed and their 13th tourna-

ment appearance. Penn Stale, the top

team in the EIVA, swept Concordia 3^
for the third seed and their 16th appear-

ance.

Other than these basic stats though,

UCLA and BYU aren't familiar with

tonight's opponents.

"Probably the toughest part of the

game is that we don't know much about

them," Naeve said. "But I'm sure

(UCLA Head Coach Al Scales) will get

us as prepped as possible."

With the 18-lime NCAA champi-

onship coach on their side, the Bruins

are poised to go for number 19.

"Throughout my career here we've

always played the best volleyball at the

end of the season," Naeve said. "It's

been our'goaJ to win this thing so we're

all stepping it up."

GYMNASTICS
From page 40

Field said.

"They're the best collegiate

gymnastics team in the histo-

ry of NCAA," Kondos Field

concluded.

"Think about it: we have
an awesome sophomore class

who were freshman when
they put it all on the line last

year, and then you have four

Olympians," Bhardwaj said.

"Not all collegiate teams have

that. The combination is

huge."

And even though the com-
bination caused a few pot-

holes in the road to the Super

Six, the 2001 UCLA gymnas-
tics team arrived al their des-

tination in style.

IJMlLWNBinUMIETUinMKTIT 1M2I1IMHI1R. tHSIVNinUME

BROIN EYE GUY

CMLmanmiiYSKCiiu 1M-It11 Wt leCtPT Nl/I-S inSlM PIM

^cowboys
wiiatifirsTl'll6P

by Nova Star Pieman

^iif^ v3^-^ *V4^ ' -»*J^ Som* ttiingi can't b« fully appreciated
until you'v* •xperienc*d them firsthand.

When I t>ecame a fan of country music, for

example, my brother David teased me endlessly,

saying he hated country music. Then, three years
ago, I dragged him along to see Garth Brooks; now

he can't get enough ... and he's still going strong! In fact, he
recently showed me this expensive, new cowboy hat that he bought to wear to o Tim
McGraw concert. I nearly died laughingl I couldn't believe my brother owned a cowboy
hat. I rmrer thought I'd see ttte day.

David's experience with country musk Is like my experience with Christianity. I came
to UCLA b 1 998 with a vague desire to "grow spiritually," but I didn't expect or want
to become one of those Jesus-lovers. When someone asked about my religkMs offiliatten,
I loved to reply with my super-trendy line, I'm not reaHy into religion, just spirituality."

I tftought Jesus was a wise man and a good teacher, but I didn't believe he was the
"Son of God." Still, I considered myself Christian by default. I wasn't Jewish, Mormon,
or Mutlhn; I was nothing religious. Therefore, I was Christian.

So there I was, sporadically going to church, praying to God if I was In desperate
iteed, believing in reincamatton, wearing a cross necklace, reading horoscopes, and
very loosely linking myself to a catch-all brand of Christianity, even though I didn't

believe Jmwi was God. Sadly, I saw no discrepancies in this wimpy, watered-down
religion I hod made for myself.

When I came to UCLA, I was pretty ignorant when it came to Christianity but at the
tfcne I dWn't think so. I thought we lived in o "Christian" nation and I knew who Christions

were; I also knew tf>at I ntyr wanted to be one of them. Just open a history book or
walk past those angry nten with hateful signs on campus' You'll see that "Christians"
have killed, beaten, enslaved, and humiliated other humans, all "in the name of Christ."

Thankfully, Jesus doesn't let Christians get in the way of Christkinity.

Once I Investigated who Jesus really Is, I was Incredibly relieved and excited to discover
a God wfw is awesome and alive. As I continue to learn more about God's character
and the way He gave His own life for us, my heart overfk>ws with gratitude. I am in

awe of ttie fact that the Maker of the universe wants to serve us.

Nobody convinced me to believe, although not for a lock of tryingl But I know It's true
because God has proved it to me. As I began to trust Him, everylhbig began to fall

into place. As God opened my eyes, the truth became increasb>gly clear. Now I k>ok
at ttte world whh fresh eyes and I am beginning lo see how it all makes sense. But I

wouWn't have believed It until I saw it with my own eyes.

As God continued to prove Himself to me, I couUn't lielp but believe It's true. God's
alive and I know this because He moves in my life everyday. When I cry out to Hb»i, I

know He's there. When I'm lost or frustrated, I open the Bible and His words speak
to mm. tellkig me exactly whot I need to he^;.. The Bible isn't an oW, dusty
book; it's alive and relevant to my life!

I doubt anyone's convinced by on what I've written here. But

you know what? I don't wont anyone to just take my word
for It. Only an encounter with God Hknself can turn a «/'
heart around - I know, because He dkl it to mine.

May 7th 7 PM
Ackerman Grand Balln

F'inaBi MJM
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Coming Saturday May 5
"Kick Ass' Margaritas, Outdoor

Taco BBQ, DJ, Beer Girls, Tequila and

much more. Fun starts at

1 1:30 am and goes until. ..

tlX
118 Entrado Drive

Santa Monica

Near Wm Rogers Stole Beadi

Telephone

(310)459-8596

You will receive a FREE Gift with this coupon

Medical School

Admissions

Consultins

Judy Colwell
M.A., Conntelinj Ptfeholo^y

Former Asst. Dir. of

Admissions

Stanford U. Medical

School

wiirw«jMhfcelwcll*com

Dr. PatricR Doyle, O.D.

£\E EXAMINATIONS-CONTACT LENSES HIGH-FASHION EYEWEAR

10930 WEYBURN AVE
3 1 0-208- 1384

TOE DDTERENCE IS HIGH QUALHY SERVICEI

CONTACT LENS
PACKAGE*
Includes eye exam,

fitting. 2 month follow

up, and pair of Ocular
ScierKe daily

wear lenses.

Eyes of
Westwood

can help you
see better, and

look better,

too.

EYEGLASS
PACKAGE*

Includes enam, frame
and single vision

prescnption lenses.

Laser Vision

Correction - LASIK
Is it for you??

Be sure to ask Dr.

Doyle. He has had

LASIK ar\6\s

extremely happy!

accept

Close to campus in Westwood Village

Across ffom Jerry's Famous Dell

Just had sex?

Worried about

pregnancy?

It's not too late.

http://planB.

healthcentral.com/

ThreeSteps.html

THOMPSON
From page 44

and homosexuals two years ago was

downright offensive. The guy came
across as a complete racist, elitist and

homophobe.

But why does it have to become a

national crisis? The man is an idiot,

plain and simple. There are a lot of

ignorant bigots in this work). Do his

remarks need to be the main topic of

every talk show and the lead story in

every newspaper? He's just a baseball

player!

And then we have the other gentle-

man I alluded to earlier: Charlie

Ward.

The guy came
out and pretty —i_i.«..m
much blamed

Jews for the per-

secution of Jesus

as well as for the

persecution of

Christians in the

worid today

His comments

caused a big con-

troversy, particu-

larly in New
York, where

Ward plays.

But come on This guy isn't the

Pope! He's a backup point guard! If

he wants to promote his misguided

views, why are we giving him a forum
to do it?

Part of the problem is guys like me.

Yep, the media is to blame for a lot of

this. A long time ago, the focus in

sports was taken away from what hap-

pens on the field and placed in the

locker room or even in the players'

homes.

The focus in sports

was taken away from

what happens on the

field and placed in the

locker roonn or even in

the players' homes.

We've got our plethora of sports

networks like ESPN, ESPN2 and Fox

SportsMet. Then we've got our 24-

hour sports news channels like ESP-

NEWS and CNNSI. Then add that to

the regular network sports coverage,

dozens of sports magazines out there,

newspapers and the ever-growing

Internet sports Web pages. We are

inundated with sports. All of these

outlets are competing with one anoth-

er for your attention.

So when a mediocre athlete decides

to let his views on world hunger or

Arab-Israeli relations or Cambodian
politics be known, there are 10 micro-

phones in his or her face ready to blow

the story way out of proportion.

The media has always done a good

job of telling us——^^—"^ what is important

and how we
should think.

Because of this,

we don't care

only about how
many tackles a

linebacker has on

the football field

or how many
strokes under par

a golfer shoots,

but are also corv-

ditioned to care

about what the linebacker and golfer
—

think about society.

It is understandable. We live in a

voyeuristic society But the next time

an athlete runs his mouth, ask yourself

if it's really worth getting all worked
up about.

WhileThompson doesn't care what ath-

letes think, he does care about what
YOU think. He can be reached at •

bthompson@media.ucla.edu.

SOFTBALL
From page 44

they passed, though just barely,

defeating Washington 4-3.

But UCLA junior catcher Stacey

Nuveman said that, as long as the

game goes into the win column for

the Bruins, she'll take it.

"The Pac-IO is so stiff that a win is

a win and we're

going to take .

every bne we can

get," she said.

**Most impor-

tantly, we swept

Washington this

year, and that's

something we
haven't done in

a few years."

In fact, the

Bruins haven't

swept the

Huskies since

1994, when
Nuveman was still a high school

sophomore in thp San Gabriel Valley

The freshman dual between of
UCLA's Keira Goerl (22-1) and
Washington's Tia Bollinger (29-5),

went all seven innings Wednesday. As
on April 13 when they met for the

first time, the two just about matched
numbers. All seven runs in the game
were unearned, as each team made an
error in the other's crucial offensive

inning. Both pitchers gave up six hits,

but Goerl struck out eight and walked

one, compared to four strikeouts and
no walks for Bollinger.

No one from either team made it

past second base until the sixth

inning, when UCLA built a four-run

lead.

A couple of soAballs got a nice

view of picturesque Lake

Nuveman come through like she

did," UCLA Head Coach Sue
Enquist said. "Claire Sua hit the ball

really well today."

The four runs in the inning were

unearned because Husky senior Kim
DePaul made an error, allowing

Mims to reach base when she would
have been the third out of the inning.

Therefore, any runs after that didn't

count against Bollinger's ERA, as the

Huskies should

,^,,„^_^^_^_^ have been out of

the inning.

Washington's

comeback hap-

pened in the bot-

tom of the sev-

enth inning.

With two outs

and the bases

loaded, fresh-

man Courtney

Jeffries hit a—. base-clearing

double, making
the score 4-3.

The Bruins were able to end the

Washington threat when Goeri struck

out freshman and Norwalk native

Rita Roach for the final out.

Junior Crissy Buck errored in try-

ing to make UW freshman Amanda
Oleson the second out of the inning,

which would have made sophomore
Jaime Qark the third. Therefore all

three of the runs that scored after

Buck's error didn't count against

Goeri's ERA.
"Keira did a great job. We just

have to do a better job of really being

sharp in that seventh inning," Enquist

said.

However, Enquist said that Goeri
was not without blame.

"I told Keira 1 felt that she cracked

But UCLA junior catcher

Stacey Nuveman said

thataslongasthe

game goes into the win

column for the Bruins,

she'll take it.

that door for (Washington)," she

said. "1 know our defense broke
Washington, courtesy of left-field down, but she cracked that door for
blasts by Nuveman and freshman them."
Gaire Sua

Nuveman 's homer was her 15th of

the season, bringing in freshman
Stephanie Ramos and sophomore
Tairia Mims, with whom she now
shares the team lead in that category.

Sua's home run was a solo shot.

"It was great to see Stacey

The win brought the Bruins within

two games of conference-leading

Arizona, but UCLA fell farther

behind No. I in Wednesday's
NFCA/USA Today poll. The
Wildcats took five more first-place

votes from UCLA to amass 26 of the

27 ballots.

U
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CYCLING
From page 41

placed second overall. Rynn came in

sixth, and Pfister ended up eighth.

In the women's crit, Leah Hoyer
led for the bulk of the race, but was
cut off by a UC Davis rider and
crashed with three laps remaining.

"We knew our team was going to

be very good this year because we
had more women racers than last

year," Bruno said. "At the first race of

the season, Erika Schwartz destroyed

all her competition and won every

event, but the following week was hit

by a car and broke her neck. Luckily

she survived and is recovering."

He added that if not for her acci-

dent, there was a good chance the

women could have won the team

omnium.

This is the second year in a row the

Bruins have qualified for nationals.

For the men, Pfister, Smith, Schmidt

and Peter Brown arc going, and

Bruno is an alternate. For the

women, Hoyer and Mclanie Hamon
qualified.

The last time any Bruin won a

national championship was in 1995

when Lane Packwood won the men's

crit in Colorado.

PERRY
From page 44

er, who stressed her daughter's com-
petitive nature and love of winning,

Bolden offered Perry a partial schol-

arship. And even though there were

full scholarship offers from other

schools. Perry decided to become a

Bruin.

Having grown up watching such

track and field talents such as Gail

Devers, Jackie Joyner-Kersee and
Bob Kersee on TV, Perry knew from

:di young age that she wanted to be a

professional track-and-field athlete.

So when Bolden told Perry that

she would be coached by a man
named Bob Kersee, Perry's dream
began to come true.

But Perry entered the UCLA
track-and-field scene with raw talent

and didn't really absorb her coaches'

advice.

"At first she would listen but she

would kind of execute what she

thought was best in practice or a

meet," Bolden said. "Sometimes you

would tell her somethings to do and

she competes and docs something

totally different."

Since then. Perry's approach to

track and field has matured in con-

junction with her own growth

process.

Her goals. Perry explained

between reps, have expanded from

doing what she could for her team to

winning both conference and nation-

al championships.

It has everything to do with her

approach.

"She's a competitor and now she's

starting to become a technician," said

Kersee, who now volunteers coach-

ing the hurdles and the heptathlon.

"In the past she would just get out

there and compete and she didn't

know how she was doing it or why she

was doing it, she was just out there

doing it. In the last couple of years,

she's understanding how and now she

understands the why
"My belief is that those that know

why can always beat those that know
how," Kersee added.

Kersee is someone who knows
how. Having coached such athletes as

Gail Devers, Joyner-Kersee (his wife)

and Rorence Griffith Joyner, he has

the experience to know whether or

not an athlete is capable.

According to Kersee, a heptathlete

must have the "Four Ds." dedication;;!

desire, discipline and drive.

And Perry embodies these.

Unlike most other track-and-field

athletes, Perry must train for seven

different events. With previous expe-

rience as a hurdler, sprinter and

jumper, all she had to do was learn

how to throw.

But it turned out to be harder than

it looked.

"1 didn't realize how critical and

technical the throws were," Perry

said. "It's harder to be a thrower than

a sprinter because sprinting takes a

lot out of you cardiovasculariy but

throwing takes a lot out of you men-

tally"

It was frustrating for her at first,

and she questioned whether it was

really right for her, but she perse-

vered.

"It feels a lot tetter now. though,"

Perry said with a laugh. "I can actual-

ly get in the ring and compete. Before

I was just in there not really knowing

what was going on. I'm just happy

that (coach Kersee) was patient with

me."

For Kersee, it's not just about

patience. He has every day of Perry's

season mapped out on his computer
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LACROSSE
Frompage44

Kadden also had a good game.

"In a game that close it comes

down to saves," Coach Johanna

Williams said. "Alana made some

huge saves, which helped the team."

Despite the close victory, neither

the Bruins nor the Lions played to

their full potential.

"We were sloppy, our passing was

off and theirs was, too," Tjian said.

One thing that kept UCLA
together was teamwork. From the

beginning of warmup the Bruins

were united in a different way than

they had the previous two games.

While LMU's players were strag-

gling in, UCLA's came to the game
as a team, and the unity proved to

the Bruins' advantage.

"We had to overcome a lot of

pressure," Williams said. "(The

LMU) game determined whether or

not we continued our season. We did

what we had to do."

UCLA plays undefeated Stanford

on Saturday, and another game
Sunday.

"With LMU, we knew what to

expect. We would try to practice

beating their defense during train-

ing, but you can't (be completely

prepared) - even if you think you

know what they'll do," Tjian said.

"It'll be even harder (this weekend)
because we haven't even seen

Stanford play this year."

Last year Stanford defeated the

Bruins 12-9. The UCLA squad took

the loss in stride and is proud of get-

ting to play such a strong team again

this year.

"We're excited to go, have fun

and play the best we can," Tjian said.

UCLA's largest obstacle this

weekend is that is has to face varsity-

level teams. Squads like Stanford

have been around for more than 20

years. They recruit their players and
get money for the team.

"They are fast; their skills are in

tip-top condition," Tjian said,

"(Stanford) trains year round."

Regardless of the intimidation

factor. Coach Williams has confi-

dence that UCLA will do well this

weekend.

"We just want to play a great

game of lacrosse," she said. "We've
got a lot of athletic ability, and it can

take us a long way in a game."
Although the games will be tough,

the Bruins are ready to show the

NorCal teams what they can do.

"It's such an honor to go (to the

Final Four) as a club team," Tjian

said. "It's hard to compete with

these varsity teams, but out of club,

I'd say we're the best."
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GYMNASTICS
From page 42

Following the meet, Kondos Field

posted a statement on the team's

"I thanked the Stanford coach
profusely for that meet," Kondos
Field said. "That was the turning
point for us. That was the point
where we were going to work hard-
er, and get mentally tough. We look

Web page: "I believe that 'winning at destiny into our own hands
any cost' is tragic and destroys life

lessons. It was extremely rewarding
watching athletes who don't see a lot

of competition time compete as a
Bruin with the same pride, enthusi-

asm and fight as our athletes who
compete a lot."

In today's cutthroat world of col-

lege athletics, this attitude was
refreshing and would serve the
Bruins well later in the season.

After the

defeat, UCLA —_^_
reeled off of a

seven-meet win-

ning streak,

including a

.school and Pac-

10 record

1^)8.25 score

against Oregon
State. The team
beat eventual

"We took destiny into

our own hands."

Valerie Kondos Field

UCLA gymnastics coach

NCAA runner-up Georgia, disman-
tled NCAA third place Michigan,
and generally dominated each meet
until the Pac- 10 finals.

Each athlete on the team consid-

ers the Pac-IO championships and
the jo[lowing NCAA Regional

The Bruins went on to dominate
the competition in the Regional
Tournament, which took place here
in Westwood. UCLA scored a

197.775, with the next highest scorer,

Oregon State, putting up a distant

194.075.

"The day before regionals we had
a team meeting and we set some dif-

ferent goals we wanted to attain."

said Willis. "Regionals was a turning

point. We had
'"^~'~"^—~ team unity that

we hadn't had all

year."

This team
unity snuck onto

the team plane

and made the

trip to Athens,

Georgia for the

2001 national

championship.
considered UCLA the

Tournament to be the major turning
point this season. The Bruins trav-

eled to Washington expecting to take
their lOth Pac-10 championship, but
came home empty handed. The
Stanford Cardinal upset the defend-
ing champions 197.85-197.8.

Most teams would have been bit-

ter over the defeat and a few judging
discrepancies. Not the 2001 Bruins.

They took the loss as a wake-up call,

and went on to give one of the finest

championship performances in

recent memory.

Many
favorite, but winning its second con
secutive title was not an easy task.

The University of Georgia was
not ready to be embarrassed at home
and engaged UCLA in a dog fight

that lasted until the final competi-
tion. A fall on the beam would mean
that the next mistake would cost the
team the national championship.
With the pressure on, four straight

Bruins stuck their beam routines,

capped by Bhardwaj's 9.9 to hold on
to victory and steal the Gym Dog's
glory.

'f had coaches come up to me
that said they could not imagine
another team in the country that

could have pulled that off," Kondos

See(iYMNASTICS,pa9e37
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SOFTBALL NOTEBOOK

Goerl is pitcher of the week
Keira Gocrl was named pitcher of the week in the Pac-

IO for April 2.V29. She started off her week against UC
Riverside on Wednesday pitching three innings of no-hit

ball, taking credit for the Bruins' 12-0 win.

She came back strong again over the weekend and
pitched all seven innings in the win against Cal, this time

allowing only three hits.

Against Stanford on Saturday, Gocrl once again domi-
nated, giving up only one hit in the five-inning affair. On
Sunday Gocrl pitched four more no-hit innings before giv-

ing way to Courtney Dale, who closed out the game and
gave UCLA the 2-0 win. She pitched 19 of the possible 29
innings in the week, and 16 of the 19 this weekend, not

allowing a single run and giving up only four hits. She now
leads the Bruins with her 21 -I record and still has a micro-

scopic 0.98 ERA.
Goerl has gone the distance in 16 ofher 22 starts and has

recorded seven shutouts. Most importantly, witli Amanda
Freed resting her sore arm, the freshman has stepped up to

keep the Bruins on the winning track.

Watley sparks offense
Sophomore Natasha Watley has continued to tear up

the base-paths this year after having a sensational fresh-

man season in which she set the all-time UCLA career

steals record. She broke the previous career record of28 by
swiping .^2 in only her Tirsl sed^oth

The last home stand for

seniors

The seniors on the team are getting prepared to play

their last regular season games at Easlon Stadium this

weekend against Oregon and No. 14 Oregon Slate The
four seniors arc pitchers Courtney Dale and Stephanie

Swenson, catcher/first baseman Marin Noack and out-

fielder Lupe Brambila.

Dale has been an integral part of the team this year,

appearing in 17 games as a pitcher and posting an impres-

sive 5-0 record with a 1.00 ERA. She has also played in the

outfield and has a .307 average with seven doubles and 32

RBIs.

Swenson has pitched well in her limited action. She
owns a 6-0 record with a 1.35 ERA in her eight appear-

ances. In her five starts, she has three complete games,
including two shutouts.

Noack has only appeared in seven games with nine at

bats this year but she has provided leadership and experi-

ence on a team loaded with freshman and sophomores.

Lupe Brambila, a 1998 walk-on, has a .286 average and
has appeared in 50 games, starting in 46. She has four

home runs and five doubles including a game-winning
walk-olT homer in the bottom of the seventh inning at the

Hedrick*s Hallowell Chevrolet Classic on March 3.

Home run race

Bruins finish fourth of

24 in weekend omnium

Watley-has already stolen another 43 bases in only 47
'attempts, and in the process has also set the Pac-IO record

with her incredible 32-game hitting streak, the fifth-best in

NCAA Division I history.

She currently leads the team with a .432 average and has

scored 67 runs, 21 more than any other Bruin, and she con-

tinues to be the catalyst at the top of the order. Watley has
also shown some power with seven doubles, five triples and
two home runs. In addition to all that, she is fourth on the

Bruins leaderboard with 33 RBIs this year, quite an
achievement for a leadoff hitter. She has also been a solid

and capable shortstop as evidenced by her .950 fielding

percentage.

The home run lead for the Bruins this season has see-

sawed between Tairia Mims, who has 15, and Stacey

Nuveman, who has 14. Mims has benefited from pitchers

pitching around Nuveman (she already has 59 walks,

many of them intentional).

But Mims has already established herself as a power
threat to be reckoned with. She had nine home runs last

year as a freshman, while Nuveman's total of 51 (20 in

1997, 31 in 1999) in only two years has her currently fourth

on the NCAA career list. Ifshe continues her current pace,

she will end up on top of the list by the end of her career.

CYCLING: Good showing

earns team position in

coming championships

By Pauline Vu
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

The UCLA cycling team placed

fourth out of 24 teams in the team
omnium with a good showing at the

weekend's Western Cycling

Conference Collegiate

Championships, which earns them
a spot at the National

Championships in

three weeks. ——^—

^

The omnium is

a compilation of

points derived

from finishes

throughout the

season.

Only the top

four finishers in

the Western

Conference are

going

"We knew our team

was going to be

very good this

year.

-to-

David Bruno

Cyclist

Race took place on Saturday. The
TTT was held over a 12.5-milc

course with teams of four racing.

The UCLA Men's A team (Elijah

Pfister, Steve Hynn, Alex Smith.

Peter Brown) placed first, and the

Men's B team (Bruno, Pat Schmidt,

Nick McBridc, Daniel Rojas) was
second in its event.

In the Men's B RR (66 miles),

freshman Pat Schmidt placed third,

his best finish this season.

The Men's A Road Race (88

miles with 6,000 feet of climbing)

came down to UCLA senior Steve

Flynn and UCSD's Pete Knudsen.

with Knud.sen—^-^—— winning it by half

a wheel.

"Steve really

wanted to win,"

Bruno said. "This

was the third time

this season that a

race came down
to him and anoth-

er rider who beat

him out in the

,
//

Notes compiled by Michael Sneag, Daily Bruin Contributor.

Nationals, which
——^—^——

will be held in

Colorado Springs on May 19-21.

The Bruins finished behind UC
Davis, Cal and Cal Poly San Luis

Obispo.

The first three spots were locks,

but UCLA had to hold off UC San
Diego for the fourth spot.

"Even though (UCSD) won both

A events, our team was stronger

overall and gained an insurmount-

able lead after the road race," Bruin

team member David Bruno said.

The Team Time Trial and Road

sprint.

Flynn will miss

nationals, howev-

er, because he's headed to Europe
with the national team to race for

the next six weeks.

In that same race, graduate stu-

dent Alex Smith overcame a Hat tire

and crossed the line in fifth place a

few minutes after Flynn.

Smith also placed sixth in the

crit, while Pfister won the field

sprint for llth place.

In the individual omnium, Smith

SeeCYCUfMi,pa9e39
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Leaders take charge
The UCLA football team concluded lis spring

practices Saturday by showcasing the talent of its

returning players in a scrimmage held at Drake
Stadium.

Two of those who stood out - Cory Paus and
Brian Poli-Dixon - are players who are expected to

carry a large bulk of the offensive duties on their

shoulders next season.

Junior signal-caller Paus looked particularly

impressive in the drills, completing 10 of 18 passes

for 210 yards and one touchdown against the Bruin

first-team defense.

It was an important showing for Paus. as it was
the first spring in which he wasn't competing for a

starting position. Last season Paus beat out Ryan
McCann for the starting job, and the season before

that, he didn't win the starting job from Drew
Bennett until the third game of the season.

It looks more and more like senior Scott

McEwan will back up Paus next season, as he took

the majority of reps for the second and third team
downs. McEwan finished the day 7 of 14 for 88

yards, with one touchdown and two interceptions.

Last year's backup, junior Ryan McCann, is still

rehabilitating his throwing shoulder from recent

surgery.

Senior wideout Poli-Dixon also had a solid per-

formance, grabbing three receptions for a game-
±igh 74 yards. There will be a tot of pressure on Poli-

Dixon next season to fill the shoes of former team-

mate Freddie Mitchell. Mitchell, who was recently

drafted by the Eagles in the first round of the NFL
draft, was Paus' No. I option last season.

New talent makes
impression
The players who made the biggest statements on

Saturday were youngsters fighting for playing time

next season. ,

Redshirt freshman Manuel White had one of the

strongest showings. The running back rushed for a

game-high 59 yards on 1 1 carries, and caught an
additional three passes for 31 yards.

White's spring performance has so impressed

coaches that they're trying to find a place for the

240-pound bruiser in the Bruin playbook.

Though senior DeShaun Foster, who sat out

spring practices, will be next year's starter at run-

ning "back, expect to see a lot of White in backup
duties or possibly even at the fullback position.

Speedy redshirt freshman Craig Bragg looked

like the player coaches have been raving about all

spring, hauling in a 25-yard touchdown pass as well

as another pass for 29 yards.

Sophomore Tab Perry, who was limited by a

hamstring injury this spring, is still expected to start

opposite Poli-Dixon next season. Perry had three

receptions for 36 yards.

Others who impressed coaches were redshirt

freshman Eyoseph Efseaff, who officially won the

left guard position, and redshirt freshman Ben
Emanuel, who intercepted a defiected McEwan
pass. Emanuel is the leading candidate to win next

season's strong safety vacancy.

Donahue replaces Walsh
Former UCLA Head Coach Terry Donahue was

ofTicially promoted to general manager of the San
Francisco 49ers Wednesday.

Donahue served as the Niners' director of player

personnel for the last two seasons and was being

groomed as BiJI Walsh's successor.

He is expected to name Chicago Bears director of

scouting Bill Rees. a former recruiting coordinator

at UCLA, as his director of player personnel.

Donahue, who was replaced by current Head
Coach Bob Toledo at UCLA, is the winningest

coach in UCLA school history, compiling a 151-74-

8 mark in 20 seasons. He guided the Bruins' to the

Rose Bowl in 1994, a 21-16 loss to Wisconsin.

Olympians, strong base nab

title with humility, hard work

Notes compiled by Joshua Mason, Daily Bruin

Reporter.

GYMNASTICS: Squad lives up

to critical expectations, takes

experience away from losses

By Adam Karon
Daily Bruin Staff

Critics called them the greatest group
of college gymnasts ever assembled.

With senior leadership from Mohini
Bhardwaj. a group of sophomores that

helped win the national championship
last year, and a freshman class featuring

four Olympians, the 2001

UCLA gymnastics team had
opposing coaches cringing

with jealousy.

What coach wouldn't want

to have the sort of talent pos-

sessed by Bhardwaj. fresh-

man Olympian Jamie
Dantzscher and 2001 all-

around champion Onnie
Willis?

But despite such talented

drivers, the Bruins' road to

the national championship was anything

but smooth.

The team arrived in Westwood in

three stages. Most of the girls started

school as scheduled with the rest of the

student body. Freshmen Yvonne Tousek.

Kristen Maloney and Alyssa Beckerman
stepped off an airplane onto the UCLA
campus from Sydney, Australia, where
they were competing in the Olympic
games, while Dantzscher arrived a few

months later, and the four girls began
their transition.

"These were four athletes who had the

right to be burned out." Head Coach

SEASON
W/iRAP-UiE

Valorie Kondos Field said. "They only

had one day a year off during training.

Gymnastics held a negative connotation

to them. For the first few months the only

reason they were doing it was so they

could get their scholarship to UCLA."
But under the skillful hand of Kondos

Field, who was named National Coach
of the Year for the fourth time in six

years, the team slowly gelled into one of

the most dominating in the history of col-

lege gymnastics.

"We had such an amazing team with

all that talent, it was expected of us to

repeat," Bhardwaj said. "As a whole, the

team handled that pretty well.

It's a lot of pressure."

The original team goals

were to go undefeated for the

season, and repeat as national

champions. The first goal

lasted all of three weeks, as

the Bruins dropped a dual

meet to Arizona Slate 196.35-

196.

"You set goals and you
don't always reach them,"

said Willis, who also earned a

4.0 winter quarter while competing this

year. "It was good because it allowed us

to evaluate why it didn't happen."

What the scoreboard didn't show was
that the meet epitomized what the

Bruins' coaching staff stressed all season.

UCLA could have easily beaten ASU
with its best athletes, but its lineup

against the Sun Devils featured girls who
were not regular starters. Valuing com-
petition and experience over pure victo-

ry, the coaches sacrificed an undefeated

season to develop the team as a whole.

Se« GYMNASTICS, page 40
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AVCA FIRST-TEAIM ALL-AIVIERICA
OCLA will likely face BYU in this weekend's NCAA Tournament

Player Institution Pos Yr Ht Hometown

BliljirtoBarreto Lewis Opp Fr. 6-6 Campinas, Sao Pauto.Bruii

Scott Bunker BYU MB Sr. 6-5 Beaver, Utah

David McKienzie Long Beach St. Opp Sr. 6-4 Littleton, Colo.

Hector lebron BYU Set Sr. 6-2 San Juan, Puerto Rico

AdamNaeve UCLA MB Sr. 6-10 Westchester, Calif.

JoseQuinones Penn State Set Jr. 6-3 Bayamon, Puerto Rico

CostasTheocharidis Hawai'i OH So. 6-3 Orestiada, Greece

1 • Mike Wall BYU Opp Jr. 6-4 Santa Barbara, Calif.

ding Mark Williams UCLA OH Sr. 6-7 Los Angeles, Calif.

OURCfUClASportilnto |

^^

champions

prepare to

dominate

IVI.VOLLEYBALL: Grabbing

MPSF UUe helps to fulfill

Bruins' winiiing tradition

VICTOR CHEN/Ddtly Bruin

prised, bul none of our fans were,"

sophomore setter Rich Nelson said. "I

think most people figured that BYU
would just walk away with it but that

didn't happen."

The Bruins stepped it up when it '•<fc,^ ^O"^

By Amanda Fletcher

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Here we go again.

UCLA, the men's volleyball

national champions of 2000, are back

to defend their title ITiey take on the

Ohio Slate Buckeyes in the semifinals

of the NCAA tournament at the Long

midwestern—y^*^^ py^*'"'^ ^^^^ «t 4.

Once again, UCLA (23-7) came

vs.

NCAASemifioals

Today

4 p.m.

Long Beach Pyramid

Radjobroadcaist

wvv^jKlabniins.cD(n ir '

teams in

order to nab

19th title

out of nowhere to win the MPSF
championship and earn the lop seed

at the NCAA lournamenl for the sec-

ond year in a row. Considering BYU
(21-4) was ranked No. I for most of the

season, UCLA's performance may championship

have come as somewhat of a surprise.

ADAM BROWN/Daily Bruin

counted, defeating Stanford (3-2) in the

first round. Long Beach (.3-2) in the

semifinals and Hawai'i (3-1 ) to take the ~L.5
.4,..^..

"I'm sure some people were sur- See M.VOUEYBALL, page 37
Senior outsider hitter Mark Williams hits the ball over Hawai'i setter

Kimo Tuyay in the MPSF championship game.^^^^ Mmo luyay in me MK:)t- cnampionsnip game.

lore 1ime
CHANGE: Rally scoring

means shorter games as

well as larger challenges

By Diamond Leung
Daily Bruin Contributor

Somebody call the cops. The
UCLA men's volleyball team essen-

tially stole the MPSF Championship
last week. They had no business win-

ning the match.

Forget the fact that Hawai'i dom-
inated every statistical category of

the match. If it weren't for rally

point scoring, the newly implement-

ed scoring format in men's collegiate

volleyball, the Bruins might be sit-

ting at home right now singing the

blues. Instead, they're MPSF
Champions playing tonight for a

spot in the NCAA Championship

match.

"The stronger team does not win

as often as it used to in sideout scor-

ing," UCLA Head Coach Al Scales

said. "There's some element of luck

involved in rally scoring."

Lucky for the Bruins the Hawai'i

match didn't go on any longer. By

Ihe lime the Warriors put together

their game and started to come back,

it was too little, too late.

With every play resulting in a

point in rally scoring, a slow start

can spell disaster. For the first four

games, the first team to score 30

points wins the game. A fifth game,

if necessary, is only played to 15

points. Matches don't become four-

hour marathons anymore.

Case in point: down 29-27 in the

fourth game. Hawai'i served the

ball, UCLA's Rich Nelson set it, and

senior outside hitler Mark Williams

spiked it for a kill. Point, game and
match went to Ihe Bruins along with

the MPSF Championship and a trip

to the Final Four.

That's rally scoring for you. No
need for the sideout in this brand of

volleyball. It's short and sweet.

"I never thought about it like

that," Williams said. "I guess I'm

used to the new format now."

With shorter games, the come-
backs are harder to come by while

upsets occur regularly. Though rally

scoring helped the Bruins against

Hawai'i, you might think it's a

change that the I8-time national

champions would oppose.

Think again.

"I'm in favor of the new format

because I think the fans like it,"

Scales said. "I think it's -^ more excit-

See SCORINC, page 36

Thursday

May 3

through

Saturday

May 5

Long Beach,

POINT BREAKDOWN OF THE MPSF SEMIFINAL
UCLA vs. Long Beadi MPSF semifinal game April 26, 2001

Rally scoring:

Sideout scoring:

27-30

9-n

30-25

11-4

30-24

9-5

23-30

8-13

15-7

10-2
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The gymnastics team

ended its season as NCAA
champions. Check out all

their honors on page 42

The1 XllC •

learning
urve
Heptathlete Michelle Perry is

seven times the average athlete

EDWARD UN/ Daily Rruin

With high-school experience in the hurdles and long-jump,

Michelle Perry was a natural choice to be a heptathlete.

By Christina Teller

Ddily Bruin Senior Staff

The weight room is almost empty
as the clock creeps closer to 5 p.m.

After finishing another day of prac-

tice, Michelle Perry gets ready for her

weight-lifting session.

Perry used to lift with a group of

girls on the track team, but because of

her demanding schedule, she now usu-

ally lifts by herself.

One of the few athletes in the room,

Perry sets up her weights and situates

herself squarely behind the bar. Once
she's finished getting ready, she can

begin her interview.

"I'm listening," she says.

Not having loo much lime in her

ly, she'd rather do everything she

has to at once Ihan be on campus all

day.

Perry's ability to devote attention

to a variety of tasks is one of the rea-

sons why she's tied for first in the

country in the heptathlon.

The most rigorous and demanding
track-and-field event out there, the

heptathlon includes seven events. On
the first day, it is the 100-meter hur-

dles, the high jump, the shot put and
the 200m dash. The second day is

comprised of the long jump, javelin

throw and 800m competitions.

Because Perry competed in the

100m and 300m hurdles as well as the

long jump in high school, it was obvi-

ous lo holh Head Coach Jeanette

Boldcn and former Head Coach Bob
Kersee that Perry would excel as a

heptathlete.

But it hasn't been sheer talent that

got the senior to No. I in the hep-

tathlon as well as No. 10 in the 40()m

hurdles and No. II in the lOOm hur-

dles. She has dedicated herself to

working and improving her talent.

Perry, who has been running com-
petitively since the fourth grade, was-

n't recruited early on by UCLA
because she didn't have top times. But

after the persistence of Perry's moth-

See PEKRY, page 39

UCLA narrowly defeats Washington
SOFTBALL: Bruins sweep

Huskies, move within two

games of conference lead

By Andrew Borders

Dally Bruin Reporter

At Ihe halfway point of the quarter,

Wednesday's game against the No. 12

Washington Huskies (33-19, 7-8) was

UCLA 4

Washington 3

one the No. 2 UCLA Bruins (50-4, 1
1-

4 Pac-10) would've liked to take

pass/fail.

The good news for UCLA was that

AtHetes should be seen,

not heard outside arena

SeeSOFTBAU,page38

•' ' JANASUMMfRS

Claire Sua, shown at bat against Cal on April 27, hit what would be the

decisive home run in Wednesday's 4-3 win vs. Washington.

Bruins defeat LMU to face Stanford in FinalFour

LACROSSE: Team unity

gives UCLA advantage

as both perform sub-par

By Calley Prezzano
Daily Bruin Contributor

'

The UCLA women's club

lacrosse team (7-4) proved that the

third time is truly a charm after

defeating the Loyola Marymount
Lions Saturday in a victory that the

squad has been striving for all sea-

son. The team will move on to play

Stanford in the Final Four
Championships in Berkeley this

"It's such an honor to

go (to the Final Four)

as a club team."

Alexis Tjian

Senior co-c^ptain

weekend.

Saturday's game was the third

time the Bruins played the Lions.

Earlier in the season UCLA played

LMU and the game went into over-

time, where the Bruins were defeat-

ed 9-8. In the teams' second meeting,

UCLA lost again, 6-5. in double
overtime. This weekend, however,

the Bruins' game came together.

The leam was up in the beginning

when the Lions started to come back
- a familiar situation for UCLA.

"I was scared." senior co-captain

Alexis Tjian said. '
It was just like all

the other games."

But the Bruins held their ground,

and without going into overtime,

beat the Lions 5-4. Junior Alison Lee
made three shots, while Olivia

Patterson and Jen Evans each scored

one goal. Freshman goalie Alana

ScelACIIOSSE,pa9c39

COLUMN: Voyeuristic

society fosters forum for

what sports heroes thinii

We pay way too much atten-

tion to the rubbish that

comes out of the mouths
of athletes. When we turn on
SportsCenter or open up the news-

paper each

morning,

there seems

to be just as

much com-

mentary

about the lat-

est contro-

versy caused

by an ath-

lete's inflam-

matory

remarks as

there is

about last

night's games.

There are way too many exam-

ples that I could cite to prove this.

I think we all remember a certain

ignorant baseball pitcher who
mouthed off about his dislike for

basically every ethnic group under

the sun. That one made internation-

al headlines.

Most recently, we were treated to

a Bible-thumping backup point

guard blaming one religious group

for the persecution of his own. Of
course, his very important thoughts

received attention in the mainstream

press and religious leaders began

clamoring for an apology.

My question is this: why docs

anyone care what athletes think?

Brian

Thompson

These men and women aren't heads -

of stale or prominent community
leaders. They play games for a liv-

ing.

Now before I gel much further, I

will freely admit that, yes, a few

months ago I was the one who in

these very same pages wrote a col-

umn chastising guys who flaunt their

status in our society, ignore that they

are indeed role models, and take

such little enjoyment in making mil-

lions that they sometimes beat on
their wives, berate fans, and sexually

assault women.
Obviously, athletes are prominent

members of our society. We do care

about them. Especially here at the

college level, it's easy to develop a

following for our athletes because

we sit next to them in class or live

next door to them.

But at the same time, an athlete's

role in society, on a very basic level,

is to provide entcrlainmenl. True,

sports mean more to the basketball

player who spends four hours a day
on the court or the ice skater who
wakes up at 4 a.m. to refine a rou-

tine. But for commoners out there

like myself, I watch for the whole

"thrill of victory" and "agony of

defeat" factors.

Just like us, athletes are people

who have their own set of beliefs

about the world. But just because

they have the stage to .say it doesn't

mean that we want to hear it. And
when we do hear it, why do we get

all worked up and think that this per-

son's beliefs actually matter?

Yes, what John Rocker said in

reference to minorities, the poor,

See THOMPSON, iMge 38
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Generation gap
Think you're cool? Your parents

have already been then^ and done

that. VIEWPOINT PAGE 10

Singin' in the Spring

The tradition of Spring Sin|J| Hves on with

its performance tonight.

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT PAGE 14

UIN
www.dailybriiin.ucla.cdn

Looking to repeat

Men's volieybaU\s playin^^ for the

NCAA Championstiip in Long

Heach. SPORTS, BACK PAGE

Audit reveals sex disparities in UC hiring
WOMEN: New hires

of faculty are only

29 percent female

By BailMira Ortutay

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

The University of

California hires female faculty

:3t tower rates than the avail-

able labor pool, leading to a

gender disparity among pro-

fessors.

A state audit conducted

over a five-year period and

released Wednesday found

that while 46 percent of the

applicants available for hire

nationwide are women, only

29 percent are actually hired to

See AUDIT, page 6

GENDER DISPARITIES AMONG UC FACULTY

Proportion of newly hired professors

1,123

Assistant Associate

487 1,829

Full All

professors professors professors professors

1
men

Proportion of woi n hired

compared to female doctorate rccepients nationwide

29% 29%

32%
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36%

of
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26%

of

32%

of

360 26%

nf

356
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Chancellor holds staff town hall meeting

CATHFRINE lUN

Chancellor Albert Carnesale listens as Susan Sims, chair of

Academic Business Officers Group, speaks on Thursday.

ISSUES: Some dissatisfied,

wish ongoing bargaining

talks had been aTddressed

By Monique Simpson
Daily Bruin Reporter

Chancellor Albert Carnesale dis-

cussed .several issues at the staff town hall

meeting Thursday in Ackerman Grand
Ballroom, but some union members
wished he had discussed the ongoing con-

tract bargaining between UCLA
research and technical workers and the

UC Board of Regents in detail.

"It's taken so long for our contract to

get settled, but he didn't address it at all,"

said Rita Kern, a senior research assis-

tant in the Neuropsychiatric Institute and
the president of University Professional

and Technical Employees.

Kern said though the labor contact

between UC and the workers ended Oct.

1, a new contract has not been reached. It

may not be the chancellor's role to bar-

gain for staff, she said, but he should be

more involved in the process.

"I would have liked to hear him sup-

port staff and employees getting their

raises in a timely fashion," she said.

Sponsored by the Academic Business

Officers Group and Staff Assemble, this

was the chancellor's second town hall

meeting with staff members from all

areas of campus.

"I was excited the staff participated by

UCLA mourns

stg^ent killed

inaccident on

lnterstate-5

OBITUARY: First-year

Susan Velasco hoped lo

become teacher, dean

See MEETING, page 7

By Shauna Mecartea
Daily Bruin Reporter

To recognize the loss of former

student Susan Velasco, the univer-

sity flag is lowered half-mast

Friday in front of Pauley Pavilion.

Velasco, 19, was riding in the

passenger seat of a car on
Interstate-5

when she

unbuckled
her seat belt

to grab her

camera.
Right then

the car spun

out of con-

trol, flew off

an embank-

ment and flipped over.

She died of severe head injuries

at University Medical Center in

Fresno on April 13.

Velasco, a first-year Spanish

student, was the first to attend col-

lege in her family and planned lo

become a college-level Spanish

teacher and eventually a dean at a

university.

"Ever since kindergarten she

strove lo be the best and set an

example for others lo do so as

well," said Lupe Velasco, Susan

See STUDENT, page 6

Susan Velasco

Candidates for academic affairs

discuss enhancing years at UCU\
ELECTIONS: Both express

need to improve outreach

efforts, focus on diversity

By My YenU
Daily Bruin Contributor

Next year's academic affairs com-

missioner for the Undergraduate

Students Association Council will let

the Academic Senate know what they

think of adjusting course units and

implementing a diversity requirement

in the curriculum.

Candidates for the position are

Katheryn Klein, a member of the

S.U.R.E. slate, and Student

Empowerment! slate member Bryant

Tan.

S.U.R.E. stands for Students United

SccKAOiMICpageS

ACADEMIC AFFAIRS

Katheryn Klein

S.U.R.E.

•Work to Implement a

diversity program within

the general education

requirements

• Push for tax-free texttxwks

•Work with On-Campus

Housing Coundl to introduce

academic resources and

student groups to freshmen

and other interested students

soma

Bryant Tan

Student

Empowcnnent!

with Affirmative

Action Coalition to create

new criteria for

admissions reform

* Work on implementing

dh«f»ty requirement

•Hold more round table

discussions to raise

awareness among

sntdents

Okamura runs unopposed, looks

toward working with new council

Mmm vutH^yiy gcuU s«nio> Suif

CANDIDATES: EVP to

represent college at

state, national forum

By Marion Wise
Daily Bruin Contributor

Two quarters of lobbying for

better financial aid and the

repeal of policies banning affir-

mative action is not enough for

Evan Okamura - that's why he's

hoping to be external vice presi-

dent of the Undergraduate

Students Association Council

again.

Okamura, a third-year politi-

cal science student and current

EVP, is running unopposed for

the same office for next year.

"I think all the positions with-

in USAC work to better the

UCLA
student

body,
but I

think
what
makes
the EVP
role so

unique is

that it

says
'external,' but there's a direct

connection (to the university),"

Okamura said. "The issues seem

so external, but they're really

closely intertwined."

The EVP's responsibilities

include representing UCLA in

lobby, state and national inter-

ests, including the University of

California and the United States

See EXTEMMl, page 9

EXTERNAL VP

Evan Okamura

Student

Empowerment!

• Ensure access to education

for all students

•Represent the needs of

UCLA on statewide and

national levels

• Bring back Information to

UCLA from the University of

California Students

Association and the United

States Students Association

SOMCL E«M(kMMm

MAGGIE WO<VO««ty Bruin
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COMMUNITY BRIEFS

Study calls for easier

access to the pill

Simplifying women's access to hormonal
contraceptives such as the pill would improve

women's health, according to a UC San
Fransisco study that appeared in Wednesday's
issue of the Journal of the American Medical

Association.

Traditionally, women choosing to start use

of hormonal contraceptives have been
required to wait until after getting a clinical

breast and pelvic exam. Researchers at the

UCSF Center for Reproductive Health
Research and Policy and colleagues concluded

that, in most cases, wailing to schedule a pelvic

and breast exam may cause an unnecessary -

and potentially dangerous - delay.

"Exam requirements often cause delay for

women who need effective contraceptive pro-

tection, and in some cases constitute a serious

obstacle because of costs, scheduling difficul-

ties, or fear," said Felicia H . Stewart, M.D., co-

director of the UCSF Center for Reproductive

Health Research and Policy and
the lead author of the study.

More than 16 million U.S. women
use the birth control pill as their form of
contraception.

"The study's conclusions are especially

important for young women, who often wait

several months between initiating sexual activ-

ity and seeking health care to obtain contra-

ception," said Stewart, who is a UCSF adjunct

professor of obstetrics, gynecology and repro-

ductive sciences. Having to get a pelvic exam is

one of the reasons young women cite for their

delay in seeking care, she added.

A sexually active woman of reproductive

age has an annual risk of pregnancy of 85 to 90
percent without contraception.

Healthy brains win
College Bowl contest
The UCLA Department of Health Services

College Bowl Team beat Cal State Long Beach
on April 27, in a competition among health

administration and policy pro-

grams in Southern California.

The competition between health

administration and policy programs in

Southern California was held at the Cal State

Northridge.

The team is coached by Diana Hilberman,

an adjunct assistant professor in health ser-

vices and director of the master's program in

Health Policy & Management in the School of

Public Health.

Other programs that participated in the

competition included Cal State Northridge,

Cal State Long Beach, Loma Linda, Cal State

San Bernardino and Cal State Los Angeles.

Mayoral hopeful files

complaints
Antonio Villaraigosa's mayoral campaign

filed two complaints with the city Ethics

Commission alleging campaign finance viola-

tions by rival mayoral candidate James Hahn,
Villaraigosa officials said Thursday.

Viilaraigosa accused Hahn in the com-
plaints filed Wednesday of failing to properly

disclose almost $2.6 million in media expendi-

tures and of improperly coordinating with an

independent expenditure committee in viola-

tion of state and city law.

Hahn campaign consultant Kam Kuwata
dismissed the complaints as "a trumped-up
charge" designed to divert attention from a

city council vote scheduled for Friday on a sep-

arate campaign finance issue.

A proposed city ordinance set for action

Friday would require disclosure by political

parties, unions and other organizations that

spend more than $10,000 on mailers and com-
munications urging their members to support

or oppose a candidate in the upcoming may-
oral election. Voter-approved Proposition 34,

passed in November, allows groups to spend
unlimited sums on such communications with-

out immediately disclosure.

Villaraigosa, former state assembly speak-

er, and Hahn, longtime city attorney, are gear-

ing up for a runoff June 5.

Weather

Today Saturday Sunday

Sunny Sunny Sunny

high: 72 low: 55 high: 67 low: 54 high: 66 low: 54

ACADEMIC
ANNOUNCEMENTS

Weeks
Friday, May 11 this the last

day to change grading basis

(pass/no pass) through URSA
for a $3 fee.

Outlook:
This weather report is dedicated to tfw

temperature gods wtto woric In the bowek of

Ackerman Unwn. We lonow there^ an energy

crisis, but ASIKLA is back in the Wade Ydu on
afford to send a little more cod air our way.

Sunrise
6:01 a.m.

Sunset

For real-time weather, visit www dailybruin.ucla.edu

7:40 p.m. j

WHArS BREWIN'

Today 11a.m.
ESUC (Engineering Society of UC)
E- Week final day

South campus

(310)815-7597 —

—

1p.m.
ISA

Lunch Break

Ackernian24I0

2 p.m.
Burkle Center for International

Relations

Speaker: William Potter on
"Nuclear Proliferation Challenges in

the New Millenium"

Bunche Hall 10383

(310)825-0604

3 p.m.
Institute of the Environment

Chimpanzeez, Our Next of Kin:

Languages, ethics, conservation

Faculty Center

X53263

4 p.m.
UCLA College Library

Free Concert- Trailer Park, Anglo
American ensemble

Powell Library South Courtyard

2064219

7 p.m.
Campus Events Commission
"You Can Count on Me"
Ackerman Grand Ballroom

$2 at door

www.campusevents.ucla.edu

8 p.m.
Spring Sing 2001 : The Audience is

Listening

Los Angeles Tennis Center

Tickets available at Central Ticket

Office

(310)825-2722

World Arts & Cultures dance

concert

"The Big Event"

G.Kaufman Hall -Theater 200

(310)825-2101

9:30 p.m.
Campus Events Commission
"You Can Count on Me"
Ackerman Grand Ballroom

$2 at door

www.campusevents.ucla.edu

Saturday 8 a.m.
Cotsen Archaeology Symposium
On ancient Italy

Fowler Lenart Auditorium

(310)206-8934

10 a.m.
UCLA Pow Wow
Entertainment, food, crafts

North Athletic Field

American Indian Student Assn.

(310)825-7315

8 p.m.
Pauley Shore's Comedy Fiesta

Cinco de Mayo Comedy Fiesta

Freud Playhouse

UCLA Performing Arts

(310)825-2101

$2°°
ucla

student
discount
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Viewpoint 10

Arts & Entertainment J[A

Bruin Movie Guide J 7
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UCLA FIRSTS
Every other Friday, The Bruin will highlight social, political

and scientific advancements that originated at UCLA and

set standards for both the university and the nation.

California Hall, which serveci as the chemistry building at the old southern branch on
Vermont Avenue and Santa Monica Boulevard, burnt down mysteriously in 1 929.

Chodcal
The news of salvaged grade

records dampened students^ joy
over a burned-down building

By Stella Chu
Dally Bruin Contributor

According to the California Daily Bruin, stu-

dents rejoiced when California Hall, the chem-
istry building on the old Vermont Avenue cam-
pus near Santa Monica Boulevard, burned to the

ground one early morning in January 1929.

"It was an old building to begin with," said

Sherman Grancell, a 1930 political science alum-

nus. "It was weak-looking and it smelled."

Perhaps they celebrated because they thought

grade records had been destroyed along with the

fire.

Or perhaps it stemmed from knowing that

they could now move to the new chemistry

building on the Westwood campus ahead of
schedule.

But, as it turned out, the students only got one
of their wishes.

According to the chemistry department publi-

cation "History of the Chemistry Department,

University of California Los Angeles," two stu-

dents inadvertently saved the grade records

prior to the fire.

The two students reportedly sneaked into the

faculty office and copied the entire class grade

record for the semester, trying to figure out

whether or not they would pass their chemistry

course.

"(It) was revealed when two sheepish maid-

ens, enrolled in one course, after due private con-

ference decided to reveal the illicit trick they had
pulled just before the fire," stated the chemistry

department publication.

Despite this disappointment of having their

grades preserved, university officials allowed all

Two stucjents inadvertently

saved the grade records

chemistry students to take classes at the new
campus as registered students.

On March 18, 1929, Hosmer W. Stone admin-
istered the first class taught here at UCLA, a sec-

tion of Chemistry I A.

And officials at the then-infant university tried

to accommodate the great change and probable

commuter problems faced by students.

"A bus service was inaugurated to allow stu-

dents to study on Vermont Avenue in the morn-
ing, and on the western campus in the after-

noon," according to the chemistry department

Haines Hall became the new chemistry building, housing the
first classes ever at the Westwood campus.

publication.

Although the transition from the old campus
to the new appeared to have been smooth, some
bumps, especially concerning the causes of the

fiery accident, still irked inter-faculty members.
Scandals concerning the fire ran rampant dur-

ing that winter.

Suspicion especially shifted to Professor

William Morgan, then chairman of the chem- , .
\

istry department, because the timing of the fire

appeared to be so beneficial to the chemistry

department.
. _ _ L

Not only did the fire mean the replacement of

aging equipment, but it also meant that the con-

See CHEMISTRY, page 6

tiroup stages tlie-ln' to raise awareness of Burma

CATHtRINE JUN

Environmental Coalition nr)embers Kevin Rudiger and Christine Riordan

participate in a "die-in" in Westwocxi Plaza Thursday.

EVENT: Environmental

Coalition protests rape,

murder by government

By Scott B.Wong
Daily Bruin Staff

Five students from the

Environmental Coiilition staged a

"die-in" at noon Thursday, chalking

outlines of bodies in the center of

Westwood Plaza and laying them-

selves face-down on the hot pave-

ment in the name of Burma.

Since 1988, the Southeast Asian

country has been under military-

rule. •

Students said it's up to those who
have a voice to overthrow the struc-

"We need a lot of

student demand
focused on this Issue."

Christine Riordan

Third-year student

lure of the Burmese government.

"We need a lot of student

demand focused on this issue," said

Christine Riordan, a third-year

international development studies

and Spanish student.

For the past four months, EC
members have pressed the

University of California Board of

Regents to divest in corporations

located in Burma, like Proctor &
Gamble and Halliburton, which

manufactures hardware for oil and
gas pipelines.

"We need to cut their military off

economically," Riordan said.

The bodies and coffin, she said,

evoke an unpleasant image, depict-

ing the "murder, torture, rape, and
coerced labor" the Burmese gov-

ernment infiicts upon its people to

maintain rule.

Kevin Rudiger, a second-year

graduate student in urban planning,

said the black outfits worn by mem-
bers symbolized remembrance and
mourning.

"We're paying tribute to those

SeeME-IN,page9
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STATE <& LOCAL
FBI agents arrest 1

1

from smui
UKRAINIANS: Family's

dropped videotape led

to special investigation

By Linda Deutsch

The Associated Press

Los Angeles federal agents

broke up a ring that smuggled

hundreds of people from the

Ukraine into the United States

through Mexico, authorities said

Thursday. Some of the immigrants

were forced into prostitution.

Eleven Ukrainians were arrest-

ed and eight others are fugitives,

two in California and six in

Ukraine or elsewhere. Assistant

U.S. Attorney Dan Saunders said.

At least 200 people and as

_ many as 2,000 were smuggled by
the ring, he said.

"Some of the aliens were young
women who upon arrival were
sold into prostitution," he said.

"But there were also families, men
and children."

An affidavit named Serge

Mezheritsky, 35, and Tetyana

Komisaruk, 49, of Los Angeles as

the leaders of the smuggling ring.

They were among those under
arrest. Komisaruk's husband, two
daughters and a son-in-law were
charged as participants.

The ring was uncovered by
chance after a Ukrainian family

accidentally dropped a video cam-
era on a known trail used by smug-
glers to enter the United States

through Mexico. The videotape

showed the family, speaking in

Ukrainian, documenting their trip

for a family history.

"One of our uniformed agents

discovered the video camera lay-

ing on the ground," Fernando
Grijalva, supervising agent of the

Border Patrol in San Diego, said

at a press conference at the FBI's

• • gnng

Gnco de Mayo becomes business venture

Los Angeles headquarters.

Within a short time, Grijalva

said, a Mexican-American guide

was arrested smuggling five

Ukrainians across the border, and
a special investigation was
launched. The probe began in

1999 and involved a sting opera-

tion.

The 1 1 under arrest were
charged with conspiracy to smug-

gle, transport, and harbor illegal

immigrants. According to the law,

those arrested could receive sen-

tences of up to three years in

prison per smuggled immigrant,

Saunders said.

Patrick Patterson, the agent in

charge of the LA. FBI office, said

that at least 200 victims had been

taken into custody by the Border

Patrol and the Immigration and
Naturalization Service, Some wiH

be held as material witnesses, offi-

cials said. Others will face deporta-

tion hearings.

,

Although the Ukrainians knew
they were being smuggled into the

United States, they are considered

victims because they were misled

and forced into servitude,

Patterson said.

Patterson said the immigrants

typically were brought to Mexico,

then came across the border by

foot, car or boat.

The immigrants were typically

charged $7,000 for the smuggling

fee, travel documents to Mexico
and other expenses, Patterson

said. But once they arrived, they

were often told they would have to

pay thousands more.

Some were shipped to New
York, Cleveland or Detroit,

Saunders said.

"This investigation further

underscores the global nature of

crime today and the threats we
now realize from abroad," FBI
Assistant Director James
DeSarno said.

POPULATION: Companies

use holiday as chance to

tap into Hispanic market

By Justin Pritchard

The Associated Press

SAN FRANCISCO - Tracking

growth of the nation's Hispanic popu-
lation, the Cinco de Mayo holiday has

become a buN's^ye for businesses tar-

geting a largely untapped market.

Never mind that May 5 is little

hyped in Mexico, where re-enactments

of a fieeting victory over French forces

in 1862 are far more sober than the

beer-soaked bashes that erupt in U.S.

cities.

"It's a promotional opportunity for

corporations, because basically mar-

keters have invented Cinco de Mayo as

a holiday," said Carlos Santiago,

founder of a Newport Beach-based

multicultural consulting firm.

The Associated Press

Gerald J. Alcantar diversity development director for Fox, left, talks to

National Society of Hispanic MBAs chapter president Miguel J. Figueroa.

fanned out from major immigrant

ii^atatea such as California, Texas and

More people with more
money to spend - It

excites advertisers.

Once the domain of food and drink

suppliers, the holiday has become a

shortcut for companies that seek access

to America's 35 million Hispanics.

Credit card firms, retiree service

groups and even corporate recruiters

are joining the likes of Taco Bell and
Corona beer for a chance to pitch the

Hispanic market.

Though it commemorates Mexico's

most famous military triumph, Cinco
de Mayo has become both an expres-

sion of Mexican American pride and a

fiesta with crossover appeal to the

entire country. This Saturday, places as

far as Park City, Utah, and Rogers,

Ark., will throw their first Cinco de
Mayo festivals.

They're examples of how Hispanics
- led by Mexican Americans - have

New York. Recent census data reports

that, nationally, the Hispanic popula-

tion grew by 58 percent in the 1990s.

Their purchasing power appears to

be growing at least as fast.

The disposable income of

Hispanics jumped 118 percent during

the 1990s to $452 billion in 2001,

according to a study by the University

of Georgia's Selig Center for

Economic Growth. That increase

dwarfed the 68 percent rise in dispos-

able income among non Hispanics.

Nationally, the study pegged total dis-

posable income at just over $7 trillion.

More people with more money to

spend - it excites advertisers, who are

bounding toward a market that's not

yet overwhelmed by product jingles.

Santiago estimates Hispanics should

command about $16 billion of the esti-

mated $200 billion spent on advertising

each year. Instead, Santiago said, the

total is around $2 billion.

Groups such as the American
Association of Retired Persons are

looking to catch up. AARP spent about

$100,000 paying for a performance

stage and literature at Los Angeles'

Cinco de Mayo festival last Sunday.
"^1 thought it was awesome," satS^

Nancy Franklin, the group's director of

membership development. "A lot of

people are not aware of AARP in the

Hispanic community."

FedEx set up a booth at

the Cinco de Mayo
festival in Fort Worth,

Texas, and logged 300

job applications.

Western Union will co-sponsor New
York City's Cinco de Mayo event this

weekend. And Minnesota-based credit

card issuer Metris Cos. plans to spon-

sor Cinco de Mayo festivals, part of its

aggressive marketing to Hispanic cus-

tomers.

That's not to say that traditional sup-

porters of the holiday are beating a

retreat.
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Shakey's Delivers Baskint^Robbins Ice Cream

Fast Free
Delivery

STAmmi6snmENT
SPECUU.

Buy any large pizza at regular price & get the 2nd

pizza...FREE!
(Monday and Tuesday only, limit 3 orders).

Call fo reserve

9hakey's private

party room upstairs

for your meetings,

fund raisers, etc...

It's FREE

DOUBLESPECUU.
Two large one topping pizzas for

$14.93
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Your choice of Thin Crust. Hand Tossed Classic Crust, New York Style, or Oeepdish Pan at no extra charye

Limit 2 orders
(uvtov«r$10)

SUPER SPECIAL
1 medium one topping pizza Any large 3 topping pizza or any Specialty Pizza

$5.99 '^$9.98
2 medium one topping pizzas,

only $11.98.

Sp»clalH. i Induda V»9rtar1on, ihtttay't ipmtMI. trvin tMuxa, ttO
Oildian. Spky taUon Soutoa*, and frnh Cardan Ptizo

(save over $5)

— Fast Free Delivery

824-41 1

1

1114 Qayley Ave. Westwood Village

Sun-Thurs 'till 1:00 am
Fri-Sat 'till 2:00am

FREE DRINK W/ ANY BUFFET PURCHASE W/ UCLA STUDENT ID

SHAKEY'S COMBIHATIOM

^$14.43
Any m«diunn one topping pizza plus mojo
potatoes, FREE Salad! and your choice of:

• 4 pieces chicken or • 8 Buffalo wings or
• Pasta & Garlic Bread

MjitOIN
Reserve Shmkmy'm pHvmtm pmrty room upmtmirm
tor your mmmtlngm, fund rmlmmrm, efc... It'm FREE

WORLD <& NATION I ^
Energy program taken to next level
POWER: President's plan

directs federal buildings

to do part in conservation

By Sandra Sobieraj

The Associated Press

WASHINGTON Federal workers
in power-strapped California could be

taking the stairs and sweating out the

summer under an energy conservation

directive signed by President Bush
Thursday.

His order came after criticism of his

previous budget cuts in energy efficien-

cy programs.

"We'll work to help California in

any way we can. And the best way we
can is to be good citizens," Bush said

after a Cabinet Room meeting with his

top energy-policy advisers.

He ordered federal facilities in

California to cut power use "to the

Maximum extent consistent with the

effective discharge of public responsi-

bilities." For military facilities, which

use I percent of the state's energy load,

The AsMXiated Press

President Bush meets with advisers on energy in the Cabinet Room at the

White House Thursday. Bush ordered federal facilities to cut power use.

that means cutting peak-hour usage by Energy Secretary Spencer Abraham to

one-tenth, said Deputy Defense meet with California Gov. Gray Davis
Secretary Paul Wolfowitz. Thursday night in Sacramento and,

The president, who has been criti- today, to visit an energy-efficient fedcr-

cized as doing too little to address

California's energy crisis, dispatched
See ORDIIL oaae 7

Ethnic Albanian rebels under attack by army
MACEDONIA: Two soldiers

killed, 1 kidnapped; 2,000

hostages taken as shields

By Konstantin Testorides

The Associated Press

SKOPJE, Macedonia —
Macedonian forces backed by heli-

copter gunships launched a fresh offen-

sive Thursday against ethnic Albanian

rebels after two soldiers were killed and
at least one was kidnapped in an
ambush.

The rebels were holding as many as

2,000 villagers as "human shields"

against government troops and had
taken up positions in the upper floors of

houses, said army spokesman Blagoja

Markovski.

"These people are going to sacrifice

their children," President Boris

Trajkovski said in an interview with

CNN. "They don't care about killing

the innocent civilians."

The army and police had ordered res-

idents of II villages near the city of

Kumanovo to evacuate, the army said.

Ali Ahmeti, the political head of the

rebel National Liberation Army, told

Voice of America there was fierce fight-

ing in the villages around Kumanovo

A convoy of Macedonian police armored personnel carriers enter the

town of Kumanovo, Thursday. Violence has broken out in the country.

and villagers who had not left were tak- ment of shelling the villages of Slupcan
ing cover in underground shelters.

Rebel fighters "have taken all mea-

sures to protect the civilian population,"

he said. "All our forces are in their posi-

tions and are fighting in self-defense to

prevent the government forces from
penetrating their lines."

Macedonian television reported that

the army was using "all available

means" against the insurgents.

Rebel leaders accused the govern-

and Vaksince in northern Macedonia.

Macedonian helicopter gunships

fired at targets in the lush green hills and
in the center of Vaksince, where thick

smoke rose from among orange-tiled

rooftops. The fighting ended at night-

fall.

"They are shelling indiscriminately in

the villages and some houses are already

SeeVJOLfNcTpageT
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Technicians stymied in

spy plane investigation
WASHINGTON - U.S. technicians need

more time to wrap up their inspection of a

downed U.S. Navy reconnaissance plane, an
effort hampered by the Chinese military's

refusal to supply power for the work, a

Pentagon official said Thursday.

Pentagon spokesman. Rear Adm. Craig

Quigley, said U.S. government representatives

had thought such assistance was to have been

provided, and they hoped to "clearly explain

the technical support we need" before Friday.

At that time, the five-person team would be

able to put in at least one full day to study

whether the damaged aircraft could fly, he

said.

The damaged reconnaissance plane has

been on the tarmac of a military airfield on
Hainan island since April I. It made an emer-

gency landing after colliding with a Chinese

fighter jet over the South China Sea. Its

.American crew was held on Hainan

for 1 1 days before being released,

resulting in weeks of touchy relations

between Washington and Beijing.

{Hijacking and shooting

motivated by hate
A gunman on a hijacked bus that caused a

deadly crash in Los Angeles was fleeing

police after shooting a black man in an

apparent hate crime, police said Thursday
Carlos Garcia, who is Latino, allegedly

shot and critically wounded the man after

telling him "he did not like black men associ-

ating with Hispanic women," according to a

police statement.

Hatred and prejudice apparently sparked

the shooting, Detective Dennis English said

at a news conference. He declined to provide

other details.

Garcia, 33, was tackled by a half-dozen

officers after he jumped through the shat-

Dow Jones Industrials
down: 80.03

close: 10,7%.65

Nasdaq Index

down: 74.40

close: 2,146.20

Dollar

Yen: 121.41

Euro: 1.1232

U.S. no longer has seat on

Human Rights Commission

U.N.: Country finishes

fourth in balloting for

three available spaces

By Edith M. Lederer

The Associated Press

UNITED NATIONS The
United States lost its seat

Thursday on the top U.N.
human rights body for the first

time since the commission was
formed in 1947.

The 53-membcr U.N.
Human Rights Commission,
which usually meets in Geneva,

makes recommendations for

the protection and promotion

of human rights, either on its

own initiative or at the req uest

of the General Assembly or tTTe"

Security Council.

Regional groups at the

United Nations nominate can-

didates for the commission and
the United States came in last

among the four candidates

nominated for three seats in its

group, after France, Austria

and Sweden.

In the balloting, France got

52 votes, Austria 41 votes,

Sweden 32 votes and the

United States 29 votes.

"It was an election, under-

standably, where we're very dis-

appointed," acting U.S.

Ambassador James
Cunningham said after the

vote. "This won't at all, of

course, affect our commitment
to human rights issues in and
outside of the United Nations.

We'll continue to pursue

them."

U.N. Human Rights

Commissioner Mary Robinson

expressed hope the United

States "will return speedily as a

member of the commission,"

spokesman Jose Luis Diaz said

in a statement released in

Geneva.

"The United States of

America has made a historic

contribution to the

Commission on Human
Rights," the statement said,

noting that the first U.S. repre-

sentative on the body, Eleanor

Roosevelt, wife of President

Franklin D. Roosevelt, "helped

shape the commission and its

vision of an International Bill

of Human Rights."

Election to scats on U.N.
bodies usually involves intense

lobbying by diplomats.

The United States has been

at a diplomatic disadvantage

since January with the depar-

ture of Ambassador Richard

Holbrooke, an appointee of

former President Clinton.

President Bush nominated
veteran diplomat John
Ncgropontc as U.N. ambas-

sador in March, but his nomi-

nation has not yet been sent to

the Senate.

The United States has been

at the forefront of efforts to

condemn the human rights

records of China, Cuba and
other countries at the commi.s-

sion s Geneva meetmgs.

Cunningham refused to

speculate on whether the U.S.

ouster from the commission
was the result of growing anger

against the United States for

taking too many unilateral posi-

tions on i.ssues such as a nation-

al missile defense shield and
pulling out of the 1997 Kyoto
treaty to curb global warning.

"We had too many candi-

dates for loo few seats," he

said. "I don't want to speculate

on what might have been the

motives underlying the out-

come of the election."

France lost its seal in 1977

and Britain was voted off in

both 1977 and 1991.

Other countries elected to

the commission were Bahrain,

South Korea and Pakistan

from the Asia Group, and
Croatia and Armenia from the

Eastern Europe Group. The
Latin America Group selected

Chile and Mexico without a

vote, and the African Group
chose Sierra Leone, Sudan,

Togo and Uganda, also without

a vote.

Asked whether it was awk-

ward for the United Stales to

have lost when Sudan had been

chosen for a commission scat,

Cunningham refused to com-
ment.

"We're disappointed in the

outcome. We very much want-

ed to serve on the commission.

I'll leave it at that for the lime

being," he said.

tered windshield of the bus, ran

around a corner and tried to com-
mandeer a parked car, police said.

Officers shot at him as he fled the

bus, but missed. He was booked for

investigation of murder and treated for

minor injuries received in the crash.

Police submitted a case to prosecutors

seeking charges that include murder,

attempted murder, kidnapping, hostage-tak-

ing, assault with a deadly weapon and
attempted carjacking.

The shooting victim, 35-year-old Anthony
Lewis, remained hospitalized in critical con-

dition with wounds to his chest and
abdomen.

A bouquet of flowers and a candle formed
a makeshift shrine at a lamppost where
Guadalupe Arevalos, 34, died instantly when
the bus plowed into her minivan.

Both the car and the bus then plowed into

a UPS delivery van a half block away and
several cars in a restaurant parking lot.

Two-thirds of Icids

mismeasured by docs
PHILADELPHIA Pediatricians and

family doctors inaccurately measure chil-

dren's height most of the time, often because
the youngsters are wearing hats or shoes or

the equipment is faulty, researchers say.

Researchers said the mistakes could make
it harder to recognize serious growth disor-

ders or other health problems.

Measuring height during a doctor's visit is

"really the best, quick indication of the

health of children," said study co-author

Terri Lipman, a nurse practitioner in

endocrinology and diabetes at The
Children's Hospital of Philadelphia. "If you
say to a parent, 'Your child is growing nor-

mally,' they understand that and it doesn't

take a lot of medical knowledge to know
that's healthy"

Compiled from Daily Bruin wire reports.
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AUDIT
From page 1 .

be professors at the UC.

Part of the reason for this disparity lies

in the fact that departments tend to hire

more established, senior faculty rather

than assistant professors - and these tend

to be men. Also, opening up applications

to international candidates, as well as

focusing faculty searches on male-domi-

nated fields like engineering and physical

sciences, significantly reduce the number

of women in the applicant pool, accord-

ing to the study. Thus, the actual pool

from which the UC hires professors is

only 33 percent female.

"The audit showed no direct discrimi-

nation, but we should attempt to improve

as much as possible/' said Abby
Lunardini, spokeswoman for the UC
OITice of the President.

"The pool we hire from cuts out peo-

ple who get their Ph.D. from a lower-level

institution and have no outside research

experience," she said, adding that this is

something the UC definitely wants to

change.

Martha West, a law professor at UC
Davis, said the UC "plays a game of 'let's

steal your superstars'" instead of hiring

younger assistant professors.

Gender disparity is especially signifi-

cant in the physical sciences. In the engi-

neering school at UCLA, for example,

about 10 out of the 140 professors arc

women.

J. Woody Ju, chair of civil and envi-

ronmental engineering, said only one of

the 15 professors in his department is a

woman, despite continuous attempts to

attract female faculty.

"The relative pool of outstanding doc^

toral candidates are male. In my depart-

ment, there are roughly 60 Ph.D. students

and only three are female," he said. "But

the same is not true at the undergraduate

level, where in the civil engineering

almost half of the students are female."

Because of a recent Supreme Court

ruling that narrowed the applicability of

the 1964 Civil Rights Act, it will be more
difficult for women, or minorities, to sue

for discrimination - unless it was done

intentionally.

"Now. if 80 to 90 percent of our facul-

ty are white men, we can't use that to

prove discrimination exists." said Student

Regent Justin Fong, who added that he

sees definite discrimination in the faculty

hiring process

The audit, requested by state Sen.

Jackie Speier, DSan Mateo, also looked

at the starting salaries for female faculty,

and found that, on average, women
receive 90 to 92 percent of the pay male

professors receive when they are first

hired. Some of this disparity, however,

has more to do with women's concentra-

tion in lower-paying fields and does not

necessarily mean women are paid less for

doing the same job. Nevertheless, the

report recommends further monitoring

male-female salary ratios.

The audit also found that departmen-

tal search committees are overwhelming-

ly male - in fact, the search committees

for nearly two-thirds of the 242 newly

hired professors the audit tracked includ-

ed no women at all.

According to the Bureau of State

Audits, a decline in the proportion of

newly hired female faculty was the reason

behind the report - especially in light of

Tidal Wave II, which will not only

increase the number of students in the

UC by 60,000 over the next decade, but

also prompt the hiring ofabout 7,000 new
faculty. Currently, the UC employs about

8,000 professors.

"Is there a strategy to deal with the

increase in facufty?" asked Jim Turner,

assistant vice chancellor of graduate divi-

sion.

The UC has 60 days to respond to the

report's recommendations, which

irtclude avoiding alknale search commit-

tees and considering additional outreach

to identify wider applicant pools. But

because of Proposition 209, the 1996

slate initiative that banned the considera-

tion of gender and race in university hir-

ing and admissions, the UC cannot

actively recruit female faculty, or decide

who to hire based on the person's gender.

According to Fong, new criteria the

university has implemented to address

the drop in underrepresented minority,

admits - such as looking at geographic or

socioeconomic background - does not

address the gender disparity in faculty hir-

ing.

"A lot of attention has been paid to

admissions and minorities," Fong said.

"The issue of gender isn't something that

has been spoken of"

With reports from Noah Grand and
Hemesh Patel, Daily Bruin Senior Staff

and the Associated Press. To read

the report in its entirety, please see

www.bsa.ca.gov/bsa/summaries/
2000131s.html.

STUDENT
From page 1

Velasco's mother, through a

translator.

Known as an outgoing and
ambitious young woman, Velasco

touched many and accomplished

a lot in her life.

"She was a good daughter and

friendly toward all people," her

mother said. "She always sought

to be the most outstanding person

possible; she always wanted to be

ahead of her competition."

Velasco grew up in Los

Angeles with her mother and

extended family after Velasco's

father left them when she was a

child.

Her mother encouraged

Velasco and her younger brothers

to excel in school so that they

would have access to the opportu-

nities she never had.

"She set a good example for

her younger brothers and encour-

aged them to study and strive for

the best things in life," Lupe
Velasco said.

Some of Velasco's goals were

to emphasize the importance of

children's education and correct

inequity in the workplace by see-

ing that equal pay is given for

equal work.

She tutored elementary school

children through the Jump Start

program and was also involved in

the Program Leading to

Undergraduate Success, which is

part of the Academic
Advancement Program on cam-

pus.

Two hundred freshmen stu-

dents are selected to partake in

PLUS. To be eligible for the pro-

gram the student must be a first-

generation college student and
from a low-income family.

"She had a lot of energy - very

innovative and creative," said

Masai Minters, director of coun-

seling at AA P.

Velasco was known
as an outgoing and

ambitious young

woman.

Minters worked closely with

Velasco during the Freshman
Summer Program, which works

to house incoming freshmen in

the dorms for six weeks to famil-

iarize them with the university's

curriculum and counselors.

Minters said even though

Velasco was only a freshman with

two quarters under her belt, she

was well-known and liked in the

AAP office because of her charis-

ma.

"She was really feisty. She
always spoke her mind," said

Lauren Reneau, an undeclared

first-year student and one of the

three girls involved in the car acci-

dent.

Reneau was Velasco's room-
mate in Sproul Hall as well as her

Alpha Phi sorority sister.

Julia Heiser, a first-year stu-

dent, was the third passenger in

the car.

After the accident, all three

girls were transported to the hos-

pital. Heiser and Reneau suffered

moderate injuries.

The families of all the girls met

each other for the first time at the

site of the crash, as the sun was ris-

ing behind the smashed vehicle.

"It was really touching," said

Reneau's mother.

Reneau reminded herself and

others after this tragic accident

that nobody knows what could

happen next week, let alone

tomorrow.

Velasco's mother is thankful

for the support she has received

from family, friends and the uni-

versity.

The Velascos, a Catholic fami-

ly, said the rosary together for

nine consecutive days following

Velasco's funeral.

The ceremony helped to ease

the family's pain and allowed for

familial bonding, Reneau said.

"I admire the sympathy that

some students have demonstrated

towards her and our family," said

Velasco's mother. "I'm happy and
thankful that her fellow students

and professors have been on our

side; they make me feel like I'm

not alone in this."

Donations or help of any kind can

be sent to Lupe Velasco c/o Lauren

Reneau P. 0. Box 2127 Capistrano

Beach, CA. 92624. With reports

from Cuauhtemoc Ortega, Dally

Bruin Senior Staff.

CHEMISTRY
From page 3

struction of the new chemistry

building on today's Westwood
campus would speed up.

"The History of the Chemistry

Department" also noted that the

fire began just under Professor

Morgan's second-story office.

Nevertheless, Morgan escaped

any official blame, and some stu-

dents attending the university at

the time only heard of the profes-

sor's good name.

Scandals concerning

(the cause of) the fire

ran rampant

"I never heard of any rumors

like that surfacing," said Dr. Harry

Zide, who graduated in 1930 and
took chemistry classes at the old

campus. "As far as I know, he was
a very nice person, all my experi-

ences with him were good."

Confiicting testimony, however,

still remains. On the same morn-
ing, a night watchman found a the-

atrical stage curtain smoldering in

another building.

Because of the unlikeliness of

two fires starting on the same day

in two different buildings, the fire

chief assumed the one at the chem-

istry building was started by an

arsonist, according to the chem-

istry department publication.

But authorities could only con-

clude that the fire resulted from an

See CHEMISTRY, page 9
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MEETING
From page 1

submitting questions," said Susan Sims, chair

ofABOG.
The chancellor spent half the meeting

answering questions posted on the staff Web
site. The questions ranged from how one can

improve community spirit dmong staff to child

care, a concern of many staff members.

Topics discussed included Tidal Wave II,

which is expected to add approximately 60,000

students to the UC system by 2010.

According to Carnesale, UCLA and UC
Berkeley will each receive an additional 4,000

students - a 12 percent increase - because of

this influx.

"We can't absorb all the growth at UC
Merced," he said.

But the present faculty/student ratio will not

change. As the number of students increase, so

will the number of faculty and staff, the chan-

cellor said.

Another issue addressed was the California

energy crisis' impact on UCLA. Carnesale told

the audience the campus does not have to

worry about blackouts because there is enough

electricity to meet 85 percent of the peak

demand on campus due to the co^eneration

plant.

"Our problem is being able to pay for this,"

he said.

Carnesale added that the UC office is cur-

rently asking the governor for state funding to

help with the high cost o( natural gajr

Another topic discussed was the lack of

child care services for staff. One reason the

chancellor gave for there not being adequate

accommodations for all staff members was the

lack of money.

"Where would the funding come from? The
state has not given us funding for child care,"

said Carnesale.

The chancellor hopes to make an announce-

ment in the upcoming months about private

funding for diild care.

Many in attendance left the event pleased

with Camesale's comments on building more
underground parking, facilities, including labo-

ratories.

"It was the first time I heard the chancellor

speak, and I was very impressed, " said Belinda

Borden, a UCLA alumna and manager of

UCLA Travel Center and Bruin Walk Travel.

Randy McDaniel, manager of System of

Integration for Facilities, was also pleased with

Camesale's speech.

"I came to the meeting to see where he's tak-

ing us. We assume since he's driving, he knows
where we are going," said McDaniel, adding he

"likes the way (Carnesale) drives."

VIOLENCE
From page 5

on fire," a leader of the rebel

National Liberation Army who
goes by the name Commander
Hoxha told The Associated Press.

But military spokesman Gjorgji

Trendafilov said the army was "act-

ing only selectively" in an effort to

protect civilians and observers

from the Organization for Security

and Cooperation in Europe had

been allowed in to monitor the sit-

uation.

He said the offensive was

prompted by the ambush on gov-

ernment troops near the border

with Serbia and Kosovo.

"The Macedonian army started

action for the elimination of the

Albanian terrorists," Trendafilov

said.

The security forces were return-

ing from a border patrol when they

were fired

upon before ^^^^^^^^
dawn in

Va k s i n ce

,

about three

miles from the

border north

of Skopje.

Two soldiers

were killed,and
Trendafilov said a third soldier was

"kidnapped" during the attack

when he fell out of a vehicle.

The rebels later fired mortars at

government positions in the same

area. No one was injured.

A joint army and police com-

mand appealed to the rebels to lay

down their arms. Later Thursday,

a dusk-to-dawn curfew was

imposed in the Kumanovo region.

The rebels

^_^^^^_^_^^^_ issued a

statement
calling for a

cease-fire
and urging

Trajkovski to

start talks to

prevent the

bloodshed
and "maybe

civil war." The Macedonian gov-

ernment, however, refuses to nego-

tiate with the rebels.

The fresh violence came after

the slaying of eight government

commandos last week in another

ambush near Tetovo in northwest-

The rebels issued a

Statement calling

for a cease-fire

ern Macedonia. The deaths trig-

gered riots by rival Macedonian

Slavs in the town of Bilola and in a

Skopje suburb.

Macedonia's two main ruling

parties, representing its majority

Slav and minority ethnic Albanian

communities, appealed for calm.

The Macedonian parliament was

scheduled to convene a special ses-

sion Friday to discuss the violence.

Ethnic Albanians comprise at

least one-third of Macedonia's 2

million people. They say they are

treated as second-class citizens and

demand that the Macedonian con-

stitution be rewritten to upgrade

their minority position to equal

status with the majority Slavs. The
argues that would lead to a de facto

division of the former Yugoslav

republic.

ORDER
From page 5

al building in San Francisco.

Even before Abraham left

Washington, Davis, a Democrat,

sniffed at Bush's directive.

"Surely the federal government

can do more and match
California's 20 percent savings at

all state buildings," he said.

Raising thermostats to 78

degrees, closing "nonessential

space," turning off excess lighting

and switching off escalators dur-

ing so-called "stage 2 alerts" are

among the Energy Department's

recommended conservation mea-

sures. In California, a stage 2 alert

is called when electricity reserves

drop or are expected to drop
below 5 percent.

The White House, too, will do
its part. Bush said. "We're

focused right now on California

because that's a state that's going

to suffer blackouts. But we always

have to be mindful of being ener-

gy efficient. And since I've asked

other agencies to review their pol-

icy, I'm going to ask the White

House to do the same."

All federal offices have 30 days

to report to Abraham on their

conservation action plans.

Bush also made federally

owned backup and mobile genera- we also have to find new sources

tors available to help in emer- of energy."

gency shortages. One idea to have When Cheney and his energy

nuclear-powered submarines help task force report later this month,
support the state's electricity sup- "I suspect the people will find a

plies was among what one White balanced approach," Bush said.

House aide called "wacky propos- It was unclear whether

als" discarded when Vice Thursday's order could make a

President Dick Cheney's task

force got down to business in

February^

dent in energy consumption, as

Bush set no targets.

"We're not trying to pick a fig-

Thursday's announcement - ufe arbitrarily out of the sky," said

during a meeting with Cheney, Abraham, estimating that the fed-

Abraham,
Wblfowitz,

White
House Chief

of Staff

Andrew
Card,
Economic
Adviser
Larry

On Capitol Hill, Abraham
came under sharp criticism as he

testified before a House
Appropriations subcommittee,

explaining his department's bud-

get request for the coming year.

Rep. Norm Dicks. D-Wash.,

said Bush's plan to cut millions of

dollars from programs to develop

energy-efficient buildings, more
fuel-efficient automobil es, new

Democrats said Bush

had a good idea but it

didn't go far enough.

eral govern-

ment accounts

for 1.8 to 2 per-

cent of

California's

electricity con-

sumption.

Democrats
on Capitol

Hill said Bushr r

Lindsey and others - came four had a good idea but it didn't go far

days after Cheney suggested, to enough.

the environmentalists' consterna-

tion, that conservation would not

be a key part of the president's

long-term energy plan.

"I think conservation has got to

"We ought to be using federal

agencies that have the power now
to hold down on these outrageous

price increases that are going on

on the West Coast and might

be part of making sure we have spread throughout the whole
got a reasonable energy policy,

but what the vice president was

saying was we can't conserve our

way to energy independence,"

Bush said. "We have got to do

both. We've got to conserve, but shortages.

country," said House Democratic

leader Dick Gephardt.

White House Press Secretary

Ari Reischer ruled out price lim-

its, saying they would increase

appliance standards and^ore"
efficient lighting don't make
sense.

Rep. Jim Moran, D-Va., cited a

General Accounting Office study

that concluded $7 billion in ener-

gy efficient investments produced

S51 billion in energy savings.

Except for increases for a pro-

gram that helps low-income peo-

ple weatherize their homes, "the

department's conservation bud-

get frankly is a disaster," added

Maurice Hinchey, D-N.Y.

Abraham defended the cuts as

"very justified" and said that

many of them were in areas where

private companies "are in a posi-

tion to pick up a greater share of

energy research."

Later Thursday, Bush met with

Mexican President Vicente Fox

and, among other things, dis-

cussed how the United States,

Canada and Mexico could work
together to boost energy supplies.
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ACADEMIC
from page 1

want to help students become active-

ly engaged in their education"

Both Klein and Tan strongly stress

implementation of some type of

for Reform and Equality. diversity program. But while Tan

The academic affairs commission- wants to implement it as a require-

er represents the student body to ment, Klein hopes to create a diversi-

resentative at faculty and executive external director of the Asian Pacific

board meetings. Coalition.

Stressing the plethora of resources According to a stipulation in SP-I,

that many students, especially fresh- the UC may admit up to 75 percent

men and first-year transfer students, of its students based solely on acade-

leave untapped, Klein hopes to work mic criteria. The regents passed the

administrators and

faculty in academic

and educational mat-

ters, which include

general education

requirements. Duties

include sitting on the

Academic Senate

Executive Board

Committees and

"initialing programs

and activities intended to enhance

the educational environment at

UCLA," according to USAC
bylaws.

Klein hopes to show students

Tan wants to get

students more involved

in voicing opinions.

ty pro-

g r a m
option
within the

general
education

curricu-
lum.

"A large

part of

designing

a diversity requirement within the

general education program is so that

more people are aware and care,"

Klein said.

If elected, Tan plans to work with

resources that will help them acade- faculty in various departments to

mically. determine ways to implement a

"I want to enable people to take diversity requirement,

ownership of their academic experi- Both candidates also emphasized

ence," said Klein, a third-year politi- the need to repeal SP-1 - the 1995

cal science and history student. "A UC policy that ended affirmative

lot of people don't know the academ- action in admissions practices - and

ic resources are there." the need to improve student reten-

Tan, a third-year Asian American tion and outreach program.

with the On-Campus Housing

Council to acquaint them with stu-

dent groups and academic resources.

She also plans to push for a senate

system, with representation from

each student group.

Additionally, she hopes to accom-

plish the purpose of Student

Programming And Resource

Complex, which

will expand the "^^^^^"^
John Wooden
Center and the

Men's Gym to

give students and

various programs

more space.

Other plans

include pushing

for a dual admis-

sions program

and working with the financial ser-

vices commissioner to advocate tax-

free textbooks.

Like Klein, Tan sees the need to

policy in 1995, ending affirmative

action in university admissions.

Noting that there are more
aspects to an applicant then what

their report card shows. Tan plans to

work with the Affirmative Action

Coalition toward an admissions poli-

cy in which those qualities bear more

weight.

In addition
^^^^^^""^ to having a

diversity
requirement,

Tan wants

more food-

for-thought

discussions.

"I think

our university

curriculum is

limited," Tan
said. "I want to really get people to

dialogue about issues."

Tan plans to hold general body

meetings, have academic affairs

Klein hopes to work

with OCHC to acquaint

students with

academic resources.

studies student, wants to get students

more involved in voicing opinions on

decisions that affect them.—

^

'1 ihink a lot ot siudcnls let their

four years go by without really know-

ing what's going on," Tan said. "I

create a more heterogeneous envi- reports published and distributed

"What's our university and school

if we're not refiective of L.A. and

California?" Tan said.

Klein, the current presjdent of the

Political Science Student

Organization, has been a student rep-

ronment at UCLA.
Tan has worked with the current

academic affairs commissioner

regarding matters o( administrative

policy and outreach. He has also

been a residence assistant and the

widely, and to target different parts

of campus at different times.

"I need students to pass out peti-

tions, talk to faculty," Tan said

"There are ways to get people

empowered."
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HOLIDAY
From page 4

"It's really a cornerstone of our

annual marketing plan," said Don
Mann of San Antonio-based

Gambrinus Co., the largest U.S.

importer of Corona beers. "We're

promoting it to the general market.

Some of these other companies that

are new to it are focusing on the

Latino market."

Cinco de Mayo also has become

an occasion for companies to push

not just their products, but their work

environments as well. Federal

Express set up a booth at the Cinco de

Mayo festival in Fort Worth, Texas,

and logged 300 job applications.

And the schmoozing doesn't have

to take place at a street stall.

On Wednesday evening, the Fox

Entertainment Group sponsored an

event at the Museum of Latin

American Art in Long Beach. It

attracted dozens of Hispanic profes-

sionals, who heard pitches from Fox

as well as other companies such as

Wells Fargo and Deloitte & Touche.

"Right now there's a big demand
to recruit," said Miguel Figueroa,

president of the Los Angeles-area

chapter of the National Society of

Hispanic M BAs, which organized the

event. "The company gains exposure,

they also gain talent."
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EXTERNAL
From page 1

Student Associations. The EVP of

every UC campus automatically

sits on the UCSA Board of

Directors and is eligible to run for a

position on the Board of Directors

ofUSSA.

"We've really built a

strong foundation

for next year."

Evan Okamura
USAC external vice president

"I think the EVP position is

unique because you get the oppor-

tunity to branch out on a national

level," said USSA Community
Director Cristy Ringor.

Okamura, who is running on the

Student Empowerment! slate, is

looking forward to working as EVP
again next year, saying he has

gained useful experience the past

five months. He was elected EVP in

a special December election after

former EVP Portia Pedro became
ineligible to maintain her post.

"We've really built a strong foun-

dation for next year," Okamura
said. "(Working as EVP) has given

me so much satisfaction in terms of

working on issues that directly

affect students. It allows me to

work on a lot of different levels to

help students."

UCSA, which represents all UC
campuses, works with student rep-

resentatives to address issues rele-

vant to students. Delegates from

each university confer in July and

choose an action agenda for the

new school year, said UCSA Chair

Debbie Davis.

"We're the official student repre-

sentatives to the Board of Regents,

and we represent student interests

to the Office of the President and

legislature," Davis said.

This year, UCSA's agenda

included issues of financial aid for

undergraduate and graduate stu-

dents, the need to repeal SP-I and 2

- policies passed by the UC
Regents in 1995 that ended affirma-

tive action at the universities - and

improving the quality of student

services.

UCLA is also a part of USSA,
which acts as a voice in national

politics for college students.

"We come up with campaigns

students can run," Ringor said.

Okamura, who currently chairs

the National Asian Pacific

American Student Coalition, plans

to run for office on the USSA

Board of Directors.

Recently elected Graduate

Student Association EVP Alain

Dang, a first-year master's student

in urban planning, said the EVP
plays an important role on campus.

Okamura plans to

run for office on

the USSA Board

of Directors.

"I think it's very important,

because the EVP is kind of the pub-

lic face in representing students to

other UCs - statewide and to out-

side agents," Dang said. "I'm just

hoping there will be greater interac-

tion between USAC and GSA
because I think there would be a

greater voice."

Okamura is looking forward to

working on next year's council.

"On this year's council, a lot of

the decisions or problems had to do

with different perspectives or

styles. It was weird for me, coming

in halfway through the year," he

said.

"With the new council. It's

important that we understand we'd

better find a way to get along."

CHEMISTRY
From page 6

explosion involving a five-gallon can

nearly full of ether or acetone.

Nonetheless, some students who
took classes at the old chemistry build-

ing believe the fire could not have

started without some outside source.

"Unless there was a spark, I don't

think it would burn," Zide said.

"Something needed to be used to

ignite it."

As the fire scandal slowly died

down, the excitement over the new

campus increased as it nearcd com-

pletion.

Students who came in later that

year shared the same joy, despite hav-

ing to deal with the new campus's

rough edges.

"We were all so excited," said Ethel

Coplen, a 1932 alumna. "Sure you

had to walk knee deep in mud for a

while, but it was great to be there."

At that time, the campus was com-

posed of only four buildings - the

College Library, Royce Hall, the

Physics-Biology Building (now

Kinsey Hall), and the Chemistry

Building (now Haines Hall).

"It was great knowing the people

that now have buildings named after

them,"Coplen said. "We knew Mr.

Moore, even Mr. Haines."

Other students, however, still have

fond memories of the old campus.

Zide. who never attended the new
campus, spent his Chemistry I A class

in California Hall.

One day in class, his mistake of

mixing fuming nitric acid and sulfuric

acid caused a near disaster, according

to Zide.

"Even before the actual fire, I

almost burned the place down," he

said. "Not on purpose of course."

DIE-IN
From page 3

who have suffered so much more
than we can even begin to suffer," he

said.

Hundreds of people passed by the

wh ib it
- some oblivioufUy walking

right through it, others stopping to

look.

One onlooker said she was curi-

ous, but didn't know what was hap-

pening in Burma.

"But if they think that lying on the

fioor will perpetuate awareness, then

why not?" she said.

Third-year psychobiology student

Cindy Jimenez said there are many
i<koci(ies happening in the wor ld. -

"It's sad that this is just another

one."
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Talkin"bout m
Don't laugh at mom and dad; you only
wish you were as cool as they were

m^rt
Viewpoint will feature

statements from this year's

USAC candidates. See

Monday and Tuesday.

viewpoint@media.uda.edu

neration

The Who sang "I hope I die

before I get old" in.1965.

Considering that Pete

Townscnd, Roger Daltry and John

Entwistle are fast approaching their

years of senior discounts at the

movies, is the above statement hypo-

critical? Maybe.

Anyone who has attended the

recent, overblown and overpriced

rock-operas that are present-day

Who concerts is quite aware that yes,

they arc old.

and no, they did

not die (save for

Keith Moon,
but ae would
you if you

pounded a fifth

of Wild Turkey

every night and

sucked up

cocaine like il

was going out

of style).

Their pre-

sent-day geri-

Adam
Epstein

atric shenanigans notwithstanding,

the music and the lyrics ofThe Who
and other bands of that era hearken

back to a time when youth were

exploring new ways of living,

activism was at an all-time high, and
awe-inspiring, free-love philosophy

encouraged attractive coeds to sleep

with more people than a motivated,

promiscuous, porn star.

To put it plainly my friends, these

Epstein is a fan of all things dope, fresh,

fly and off the hook. Drop him a phat e-

mail at eppyad@hotmaii.com.

were wondrous times.

And lo and belnJld, do you know
who the spirited participants, the pas-

sionate protesters, the acid-droppers

and bong-rippers, the naked dancers

and sexually "permissive" individuals

were? Look no further than good old

mom and dad.

Yes, I know, it's sad to admit it.

When they were your age, your par-

ents were cooler than you arc now.

Now compose yourself and repress

the vomit building from images of

your parents actually having sex, and
even more shockingly, not necessari-

ly with each other. The cold, hard
j

truth IS that your parents' gcneratiOTT

was more open to experimentation,

social change and an overall "looser"

way of life.

You may look at your harmless

Daddy today and sec a mismatched

plaid shirt tucked into pants that arc

pulled up just a little too high, but

don't kid yourself. Your father used

to be cool as a cucumber, daddio, lis-

tening to music that's far superior to

the drivel you enjoy, wearing clothes

that are now considered "retro-chic"

and getting with girls who didn't

delve into such deep issues as, "Are

we seeing each other, or just dating

or, like, something else?"

"But," you may argue, "my music

is my music, a new expression of a

new generation giving deep insight

into modern teen-age angst and

poignant portrayals of how life is

hard for me and my homies on the

street. We're keepin' it real today"

Sure, but let's be honest about

this. Your parents' music is still pop-

ular today, is often embraced by

members of our generation, and

sounds just as original now as it did

the first day the vinyl was pressed.

Chances are, you can readily sing

along to most of your parents'

favorite music; this music has

become a part of our cultural con-

sciousness.

Conversely, there is absolutely no
way that the vast majority of today's

music will stand the test of time. Our
children will not look back to the

"good old days" of Brittany Spears

and Eminem and I can guarantee my
child will never ask mc, "Dad, do you

Temembcr buying your first 01' Dirty

Bastard album?" Today's offerings

are rarely "original" musical expres-

sions, and even groups that manage
to earn a sense of credibility come off

as little more than a retro remake,

however disguised in modern clothes

the act may be.

Hear Lenny Kravitz and you hear

every riff-based artist of the late '60s

and early '70s. Hear Fiona Apple

and you hear Joni Mitchell. Hear
Kid Rock, Limp Bizkil and Korn.

and you hear a big, smoldering, heap-

ing pile of loud, processed garbage.

Not only did our parents have the

advantage of a remarkably hip music

scene that we still try lo emulate

today, but the fashion and the style

that they casually embraced are now
considered to be the pinnacle of

designer trends. Now granted, I

don't believe that the Peace Corp
look is in or that tie-dye and sarongs

are going to be popping up all over

campus any time soon. Our desire to

imitate a cooler time is seen in less

extreme styles.

Take for example those jeans with

print patterns or fancy fabrics sewn
onto the bottom of the legs. Yeah
they're cute, yeah they're fun, but

don't think for a second that they're

new. I have a 30-year-old picture of

my mother wearing jeans almost

identical to these. She made them

EDWARD OYAMA/Daily B»uin

herself. Now Versace slaps a label on
a pair and they are suddenly the only

thing to be seen in, setting you back a

mere $700. 1 repeat: one pair of

jeans, $700. Inflation in 1930s

Germany was never this ridiculous.

Wc pay a high price to get a look our

parents just threw together.

Apart from the music, apart from

SeeffSTEIN^pagell

To swallow or not to swallow: the secrets beNnd oral sex
TECHNIQUE: Cleanliness

makes all the difference;

avoid STDs with condoms

Have you ever been suspicious

about the slurping going on
behind you in the movie the-

ater? Did you

ever swear you

saw a bobbing

head in the car

next to you?

Yup, you

guessed it! They
were all getting

a little down
time. In this

pursuit ofdown
time it is impor-

tant to know
what you're

doing.

We are joining two very unlikely

highly sensitive areas. One is a cavity

Striley is a third-year women's studies

student who likes to sleep on the right

side of the bed. E-mail comnr>ents, titil-

lating tips and delightful disparages to

withmoderation@yahoo.com. .

Darolyn

Striley

full of hard sharp objects used for,

among other things, chopping and
devouring food. This cavity, known as

the mouth, is also extremely sensitive

to taste. Tastes can easily change our

mood - and we surely don't want

mood changes. The other is extremely

sensitive to touch. So wc have two

things that can easily wreck havoc on

each other. Yet they're so damn good
together, almost like peanut butter

and jelly.

So how do you make them work
well enough so you don't end up in

the emergency room from an acci-

dental dental .slip or in the bathroom
vomiting from a repulsive taste or

smell? First and foremost is cleanli-

ness, for pete's sake people, be C-L-E-

A-N.

There's nothing worse than tasting

urine, sweat and other things we
secrete. I know it's hard to be com-
pletely clean, especially if you prac-

tice spontaneity (which I'm a biglan

oO, but if your gonna see your otf^er

half you know there's potential.

And there's no excuse if you're get-

ting ready to spend the night together

because you know anything might

happen. Plus, you want the experi-

ence to be a good one, so they can do

it over and over again.

You might also want to

learn what to do with the

penis or vagina when your

faced with them, no pun

intended. Of course,

everyone is different and

you're going to want to

customize your technique

to your partners' prefer-

ence. But here's a few tips

to gel you started.

With women it's all about the cli-

toris (ifyou don't know where this is

try a health book or a regular internet

search will produce a diagram), but

don't get so engulfed in it that you

forget the rest of the vagina, or for

that matter the woman. The clitoris

likes to be stimulated, but be careful

because it's super sensitive and you
can easily hurt it and turn the woman
off.

Because it's made of erectile tissue,

it sticlw'out of the clitorial hood, and

stimulation can occur by tongue (lick-

ing), fingers (rubbing) or lips (nib-

bling). Alternating from the clitoris to

the surrounding areas is also a good
idea. You can also insert your tongue

in and out of her vagina or hum while

your nibbling, some women find it

pleasurable while in oth-

ers it just tickles. Spend
the bulk ofyour time at

the clitoris, but do not for-

get the whole package.

Pay attention to her

breathing and how tense

her body becomes. Touch
her legs, stomach, breasts

and buttocks while,

before or after for extra

stimulation. Tongue
cramps are not fun, so foreplay

comes in very handy so she'll be hot

and heavy before you even start. Try
to tease too, during foreplay don't

touch her vagina, caress or kiss her

inner thigh, so when you do perform

oral sex, the anticipation alone might

give her an orgasm.

As for men, the head of the penis is

the most sensitive. Pretend your lick-

ing a lollipop or an ice cream cone:

use your mouth in the same fashion.

Then go down on the penis and sur-

round the shaft with your lips. Go up
and down, it's probably best to do
this a couple of times and then use

your hand, so as you put his penis in

and out of your mouth your also

stroking him with your hands.

There arc several ways you can use

your hands while your using your

mouth. Fingers and the palm of the

hand are placed at different places at

different times to give pleasure. Be
sure to be hydratcd so you have

enough saliva to make fellatio plea-

surable. Guys usually like it sloppy.

Occasionally look up at him to make
eye contact. You can also caress his

testicles whenever you have the extra

hand or place his testicles in your

mouth while stroking him. Some guys

like to have a bit of anal stimulation,

but do not do this unless you're sure

of his response.

Now, if his unit is too big and

you're determined to insert his entire

penis in your mouth, you will have

problems with the gag rcllex. You can

overcome this by purchasing creams

from your local sex shop; these

cremcs numb your gag reflex allow-

ing you to swallow anything you like.

The grand finale is your call, to swal-

low or not to swallow. Some guys also

like to cum on difTerenl parts of the

body, like the buttocks, the chest, the

stomach or the face. Letting someone
cum in your mouth can be dangerous

because it is very simple for sores in

SecSmifV^pagelJ
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Bush proves true to Ns promises
STEPS: No hidden agenda,

conservatism comprise

first 100 days as president

By Jason De Son

As the end of the first 100 days of

the Bush administration came to a

close last week, I was concluding my
reading of Marvin Olasky's

"Compassionate Conservatism." The
book details the manner in which the

new ideology has evolved in recent

years and explores its historical ori-

gins.

Compassionate -^iii^«i^_ii^_
conservatism may
be the small step

toward the pro-

gressive, pragmatic

path that was suc-

cessful for eight

years under the

Clinton adminis-

tration, but a giant

leap is required by

the current admin-

istration if Republicans are to return

to the right path.

In a recent edition ofThe
Economist, an article on President

Bush explores the lack of surprise in

the first 100 days of the Bush

Administration. Many Democrats

voice concerns about Bush being a

stooge of the right-wing faction that

has controlled the party since the

reelection of Clinton in 1996.

De Son is a third-year political science

and history student. He is also the presi-

dent of the Republican Leadership

Council.

Though there are causes for con-

cern with some of his policy deci-

sions, Bush has been doing every-

thing he said he was going to do in his

campaign. For this, credit must be

given to the president. Unfortunately,

no one was listening to his state-

ments; instead, they were too busy

waiting for him to mispronounce a

word.

As a moderate, I am concerned

that Bush bows too much to the right

wing, but I know to take everything

from Washington with a grain of salt.

Maybe Bush does not want to keep

the environment protected from big

business because

^.^^..i.^.^ that would cause

economic prob-

lems. With the

economy fluctuat-

ing, we cannot

afford to imple-

ment programs

that will bankrupt

companies and

send American

workers into

unemployment.

But I believe President Bush's

greatest success comes with the -

You never understand

someone until you

walk around in their

shoes. Put yourself in

the president's shoes.

recent China incident. We face two

possible futures in our relations with

China: a prosperous economic coex-

istence and the erosion of China's

communism, or a second Cold War
with the potential for a new arms

race.

There are members of Congress

who are more than willing to pursue

the second option and they sit on
both sides of the aisle. If those mem-
bers had their way, this minor inci-

dent with China would have drawn us

into that Cold War.

Thankfully, President Bush

made the right decision by offer-

ing defensive weapons to

Taiwan, instead of more danger-

ous weapons for offense. I believe

the president has shown that he is

no fool when it comes to foreign

policy, despite other people's pre-

conceptions.

The tax cut is a great tool the

Republican party has at its dis-

posal. Unfortunately, it is not

always used appropriately.

Some recent studies suggest

that the theory of trickle-down

economics might have worked

in the long run. The results were

delayed by the increase on military

spending by former President Ronald

Reagan. But with a surplus available

and the Cold War over, it seems

unlikely that a tax cut will hurt the

American people or the economy. In

fact, it may give the economy a fan-

tastic boost.

The right wing has ruled the party

with an iron fist and although

President Bush is not the leader who
will reform the party, he may be the

leader to set the stage for reform. His

compassionate conservatism is » :^^zz
small step in the right direction.

Concerning abortion, I believe

that women should have the freedom

to make the choice for them.selves,

but I will do everything in my power

to persuade them not to choose to

abort.

Although abortion was a large con-

cern in the election, 1 do not find any

particular threat to the legality of

abortion from President Bush.

Historically speaking, it is unlikely

that the Supreme Court - if the jus-

tices are appointed with the intent of

overturning Roe v.

Wade - will make
abortion illegal. In the several times

this has been attempted, the 1973

decision was upheld every time.

The loss of prestige would be too

great for the Court to consider over-

-turning Roe v. Wade and Bush knows
that a fight to end abortion would

mean the end of his political career.

With this in mind, 1 think abortion is

safe in an America under the present

administration. If I am wrong, the

president will not receive my vote in

2004.

The 2000 election was close.

Several studies show that George W.
Bush would have won the election

anyway, had all the recounts contin-

ued. There is little talk anymore of

abolishing the electoral college.

America has moved on.

ZACH LOPtZ/Daily Brum

In retrospect, America was clearly

divided and it remains divided seven

months later. This is shown as the

president's approval rating fluctuates

from 49 to 59 percent.

The first 100 days show that the

president is doing what he promised—
he was going to do. For this I am
pleased. There are no hidden agendas

this time. President Bush's diplomat-

ic skills have been put to the test and

he has passed that test with modest

success. Before we jump to conclu-

sions about the president, I think wc
need to give the man a chance

Changing a party for the better

while working with bitter opponents

is not going to be easy But a gover-

nor from a small state in the South

See DE SON, page 12

USACs decision ensures integrity
I Speaks Out

ELECTIONS: Security concerns,

preservation of sociopolitical

event prompt council's voting

By Elias Endso

As the Undergraduate Students

Association Council's internal vice president,

I am pleased to take this opportunity to pro-

vide perspective on USAC's decision to pre-

serve our traditional method of voting and to

clarify the misconstruction conveyed by the

USAC president.

To guarantee a fair election, in which all

campaigning regulations can be enforced by
the Elections Board, USAC felt compelled to

ensure that polling stations, with actual ballots

and poll workers not be replaced by an online

voting method replete with potential security

catastrophes.

Since December, members of USAC have

voiced the following concerns about the online

voting method: first, polling stations, which

become locations of an important social event

during election day, would be extinguished.

UCLA would lose the traditional sociopoliti-

cal event that brings voters out and brings

them together.

Secondly, since there would not be designat-

ed polling stations on campus, the E-Board
would be unable to regulate campaigning.

Every computer would become a polling sta-

tion with no poll workers and no one to

enforce campaigning regulations, which state,

"campaigning is not permitted within 75 feet,

measured in any direction, of any polling sta-

tion." This inability to enforce regulations

facilitates electioneering.

Any one of your roommates could pressure

Enciso is a fourth-year political science and
Chicana/o studies student. He is currently the

USAC internal vice president

you by looking over your shoulder and onto

your computer screen to make sure you vote

the way he or she wants you to. This happened
at a UC campus where the president of a fra-

ternity coerced all members living in that

house to vote before they were allowed to eat

dinner.

Finally, there is the threat of hackers tam-

pering with the online voting system. This too

was the case at a UC campus that used an

online voting method. This security issue is

one of the strongest reasons why the National

Science Foundation does not recommend on-

line voting.

Because the resigned E-Board chair did not

adequately address the concerns listed above

and because the current USAC president

remained stagnant and uncommitted in the

process of ensuring a fair election, I, as head of

the IVP office, engaged David Chaum in dis-

cussion with USAC about online voting meth-

ods. Chaum, who has a doctorate in computer
science, affirmed all of USAC's concerns and
strongly advised against the old on-line voting

method. As such, USAC demonstrated respon-

sibility and leadership by not rubber stamping

the flawed online voting proposal.

I am, however, embarrassed by the imma-
turity of this year's USAC President

Elizabeth Houston. She submitted a view-

point to the Daily Bruin in which she manip-
ulates and misconstrues the situation in order

to attack members of the USAC ("Praxis

interference behind E-Board chair's resigna-

tion," Viewpoint, April 19).

Clearly, her article is a cheap political trick

in light of the upcoming USAC elections. She
not only disrespected many student organiza-

tions by misnaming them as power-hungry

and manipulative, but she also ignored the

important role that student organizations

play in the success of this university.

USAC elections are going to be held next week. What kind of issues and concerns

would you like to see the candidates address?

Jon Perel

First-year

Undedared

SeeENaSO,pa9«13

"I think they should help

students by clarifying a lot

ofthings dealing with

financial aid and make it a

little more evident as to

what things fall within the

FAFSA. They should make
sure that it runs properly

for people with serious

exceptions and make it

more evident to students on their own.

Undergraduates are usually the beginning stu-

dents in college and they're not too sure on how
financial issues go."

Gayle Green

Second-year

Sociology and African American studies

"I was really big on the

repeal of SP-I and 2. I

think we should have

more mobilization of the

campus toward that issue

and more unification on
the campus. There is a lot

of division on campus so

there should be more
events and programs for

everybody."

Liz Blair

Fourth-year

Communication studies

"More parking is

needed. I live in an

apartment with four

people and four

cars and we only

have two spots and

if we ever want to

drive to campus, we
can't. A lot of peo-

ple in the dorms are

also stuck battling for parking on
Hilgard or in Westwood, which is a

nightmare."

Josh Orozco

Fourth-year

Philosophy

"I would want to

see where they are

putting our money
and to what pro-

grams. I'm not so

much concerned

about making sure

we fill spaces as far

as racial diversity,

but more on how
we're going to increase our acadcmia

and how we're going to do research."

Speaks Out compiled by Jonah Lalas, Daily Bruin Senior Staff. Photos by Michael Jennings, Daily Bruin
Contributor.
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EPSTEIN
From page 10

the look, there was the lifestyle. In

no way am 1 implying that all our

parents were promiscuous rogues,

who engaged in casual sex and a out-

landish drug habits with the reckless

abandon of a young Rick James on

tour. I am merely alluding to the

deep sense that parents are hiding

something from their children, the

feeling that they did some crazy

things that: (a) they wouldn't want

you to do, and (b) you probably

wouldn't do anyway. Every once in a

while though, they forget to keep the

mask of normality on, and some-

thing ends up slipping out.

"Yeah dad, I was at this crazy

party last night. Tons of girls, booze

everywhere, it was just insane.

"That's great Adam. Sort of

reminds me of the time when me and

those two blonde girls that I picked

up on the side of the freeway filled

up my bathtub with gin and took

turns... I mean. ..it's been great talk-

ing to you. Your mother is calling

me. Bye." Click.

I challenge all of you to question

your parents about their behavior at

your age. Ask them to name the cra-

ziest thing they did. If they actually

agree to answer, I guarantee it will

put whatever you have done to

shame.

Members of our generation must

realize and embrace the fact that no
matter how foreign it may seem to

us, our parents got "buck-wild-

freekay" at some point in their lives.

It is still possible to see them in

action nowadays, it just takes a little

extra effort on your part. Attend as

many wedding parties as possible.

Go to a few Jimmy BufTett concerts

and observe the thick, sweet smelling

cloud of smoke that floats daintily

above the bald heads. Watch as half-

centenarians dance wildly and sing

along to all the words as if they held

religious significance.

We are our parents' children in

the sense that we try to be them, or

at least what they were. Admitting

this is the first step to realizing that

the woman who made your lunch

and the man who drove you to

school were exciting, energetic peo-

ple long before you knew the mean-
ing of the word "keg."

Your parents know they were

cooler than you. They relish in this

knowledge. They use this wisdom as

a silent weapon, one that gives them
the upper hand in a situation without

even having to say a word. Next time

you call one of your parents a geek, a

square or a nerd, watch for the little

smile that follows. In that little smile

lies all the wonders of their youth,

every one of the all-nighters, the one-

nighters and the times that are now
nothing more than giddy hazy mem-
ories.

It is the smile that says with

reserved confidence, "If you only

knew, my child. If you only knew."

DESON
From page 1

1

proved himself to be more than capa-

ble. I did not support Clinton at first,

but I kept an open mind and now I

think of him as one of our best presi-

dents.

As Atticus Finch observes in "To
Kill A Mockingbird," you never

understand someone until you walk

around in their shoes. Put yourself in

the president's shoes. How would
you do things differently? Or would
you do them the same? The first 100

days may not be enough to judge

President Bush.

There is still so much to be done
and the true tests lie ahead, but I

think President Bush will do well. I

hope others will open themselves to

the possibility that things may just

work out in the U.S. under President

Bush.

r

i

ENCISO
From page 1
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Furthermore, I feel it is unneces-

sary to defend against the personal

attacks made by President Houston.
All I have to say is that the work that

came from the IVP office (such as

Freedom City, the USAC
Newsletter, the efforts to repeal SP-

1 and 2, the drafting of alternative

admissions policies and the upcom-
ing tenant's rights week) speaks for

itself. By that token, the lack of
work that has came from the presi-

dent's office also speaks for itself.

Beyond being disappointed with

her seeming lack of integrity, I was
appalled to discover Houston may
be guiding a slate titled S.U.R.E for

USAC elections. After all, her lack

of leadership experience proved
detrimental to the functions of the

current USAC. I do believe, howev-
er, she, from her own personal expe-

rience, can offer her candidates

many examples of mistakes not to

be repeated.

On that note, I implore all stu-

dents to please take a few minutes to

learn about all USAC candidates

and vote for the most experienced

candidates - candidates that have
been working and win continue to

work toward the empowerment of

all students.

STRILEY
From page 10

your mouth and cuts on your gums to

absorb infected sperm.

Try not to brush or floss right

before oral sex as you can cause small

cuts that you're not even aware of, if

you want minty fresh breath use a

mouthwash.

As always keep in mind sexually

transmitted diseases that can be con-

tracted through oral sex such as her-

pes, chlamydia, gonorrhea and
syphilis. The best way of prevention

is a condom when performing on a

male or a dental dam when perform-

ing on a female. Condoms with no
lubrication work the best, as they will

have no taste or smell.

By the way, everyone should also

learn how to put on a condom with

only their mouth; it's a neat trick that

will impress many a man. As for

females, ifyou don't happen to have

a dental dam you can easily make
one out of a condom.

You cut the tip of the condom off

and slice the condom up, so as to

have a small square sheet of latex.

You then spread it over the woman's
vagina to prevent exchange of bodily

fluids. Dental dams are not usually

lubricated, but you can add a water-

based lubricant to help it stay in place

and increase arousal.

What's also important in oral sex

is your level of eagerness. It might

not be your favorite activity but act-

ing like it is increases the pleasure.

After your partner has cummed,
don't run into the bathroom like you
just ingested poison. Linger. Come
up by licking, a one slow continuous

lick from the thigh, through the chest

towards the neck ending with a peck

(or a serious smooch depending on
the mood) on the cheek or mouth.

Be loving. Ask something like,

"Having fun?" and then go rinse

your mouth. No one wants to feel

repulsive or as if they forced some
sexual act on you. Cunnilingus and
fellatio are very private and intimate

performances. They also represent

power shifts and this is why some
people have a real problem perform-

ing oral sex.

But remember sex, any kind of

sex, is supposed to be fun and exhila-

rating like a warm and juicy roller

coaster. So if you know oral sex is

going to make your partner howl and
throw their arms up into the air then

take one for the team and dive in.

Who knows maybe they'll return the

favor and take you for a ride.
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Company hosts 52nd Spring Sing
THEATER: Squad introduces acts,

entertains audience with comedy

By Emily Pauker
Daily Bruin Contributor

Crowds may go to Spring Sing to see the musical

acts, but the between act fillers, courtesy of the

Spring Sing Company, attract just as much atten-

tion.

Hosting the 52nd annual Spring Sing tonight, the

"company, made up of 14 singers, actors and
dancers, is a group of students representing differ-

ent interests and experiences, with studies ranging
from theater and anthropology to English and mol-
ecular genetics.

"We don't just take people with theatrical expe-

rience," said fourth-year anthropology student and
company director, Kelly Casselman. "The compa-

ny has a certain craziness - they must have stage

presence, good comedic timing and a big personali-

ty."

The company's job is to entertain the audience

between acts with 30- to 90-second comedy sketch-

es and musical numbers, and to introduce the per-

formers. Most of the sketches parody life at UCLA
and popular culture.

Together with assistant company director

Marcello Robinson, Casselman arranges blocking,

helps with music, directs rehearsal and basically

attempts to keep all aspects of the company running

smoothly. For the past two years Casselman has

participated in Spring Sing as talent and has seen

first4iand what goes into Spring Sing from different

perspectives.

"Performing is so different than being behind the

scenes," Casselman said. "I love seeing the compa-

See COMPANY, page 19
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The annual shoiu showcases

the talent and hard work

of many UCLfl students

Group effort goes into

preparations for event

KtlTHENRIQUl /..-,.., i,u/inSpnior Staff

The 5th Avenue Group performs at Spring Sing last May. This year's show will be held tonight at 8 p.m. at the LATC.

Diverse acts to vie for title of Best Band
MUSIC: This year's show will

feature genres ranging from

hip hop to jazz, blues to folk

By Mary Williams
Dally Bruin Staff

STUDENTS: ParticipaUon in

show not restricted to vocals;

promoting is a requisite job

MIKfCHIfN

Members of the Spring Sing Company (I to r) Aaron Metchik. Matt Spooner, Kristen Isaacs,
Russell Ward and Alex Hoff rehearse for their performances between acts during Spring Sing.

By Suneal Kolluri

Daily Bruin Contributor

While most UCLA students are busy
going to class, propping for upcoming
midterms and writing papers, one group of
students is forgoing many of these standard
college activities to build stages, set up lights

and, above all, sing.

In preparation for this year's Spring Sing,

hundreds of students are taking on the

daunting task of promoting, organizing and
setting up the huge show, while at the same
time attempting to stay on top of their

schoolwork.

"Everyone's got midterms - that's usual-

ly people's biggest gripe," said the show's
technical director. Josh Silberman, a fourth-

year theater student. "I say that if you've got
to run out for a class, go for it, but if you can

skip it, skip it."

A UCLA musical tradition that dates

back to the '40s, Spring Sing consists of
numerous musical groups made, up of
UCLA students, competing agairist one
another in front of thousands of spectators.

Year after year, hundreds of UCLA stu-

dents put many hours into preparing for the

event.

"We have a couple hundred students

involved in the show," said executive pro-

ducer Albert Gonzalez, a fourth-year com-
munication studies student. "The whole
show is put on by students. It's a monster
show."

Preparation for Spring Sing began dur-
ing fall quarter with informational meetings

about the show and in February, the Sprmg
Sing Company held four nights of auditions

to select the acts.

"Around 75 different acts tried out for

the show and we could only choose 17,"

Gonzalez said. "It was a really hard process.

There were so many good acts that tried out.

SecPftEPAMTMN^pagelS

In five years, the entire music-listening

public will be struggling to get tickets to the

sold-out shows of Max the Cat, Risk Factor,

Stereotype and B-Team. Meanwhile, smug
UCLA alumni can once again establish their

coolness by saying, 'Oh, that band? I saw
them play at Spring Sing ages ago."

The four young bands will be playing to an
estimated crowd of 4,000 Spring Sing specta-

tors in the Los Angeles Tennis Center
tonight, each vying for the first place award
in the band category.

Max the Cat's four members will be play-

ing an original song called "When Jackie

Smiles."

"We make great music and we're fun to

watch on stage. We have smiling faces and all

of that, and I think we appeal to a wide audi-

ence," said Adam Wolfson, a fourth-year

political science student and the guitarist and
singer for the band.

The group decided to join Spring Sing
after seeing past shows.

"I saw the show my freshman and sopho-
more years, and I was in Spring Sing
Company last year. !t looked like fun, so we
figured playing in front of 4,000 people at

UCLA would be a fun thing," Wolfson said.

Risk Factor, the largest band in the show
with nine members, will be presenting a
blend of two original songs, complete with

choreographed dancers.

Risk Factor's sound incorporates blues

and R&B influences. Erin Rogers, a choreog-

rapher and dancer for the group, designed

the dance to reflect that style.

"It fits the music as best as I could do it.

It's a sensual jazz with some pop to it, with a

lot of attitude," said Rogers, a first-year the-

ater student.
'

Tlie dancers are being added for this show
only.

Since many of the members of the group
are theater students, they saw Spring Sing as

an opportunity to work together outside the

theater department.

"As cheesy as it sounds, it's a bonding
experience, and it's fun to show off. That's

what we're all doing," Rogers said.

Presenting this year's only hip-hop song,

Stereotype's seven members hope to bring a

new sound to the Spring Sing competition.

"We wanted to bring something fresh and
new to Spring Sing, because we've seen it in

the past and hip-hop music wasn't really get-

ting presented in the past as much as we felt it

could have," said Ray Lai, a third-year

English student and the group's bass player.

Stereotype draws its influences from both

modern and older musical genres.

"The song is instrumental hip hop with a

bit of R&B influence with a lot of throwbacks

to traditional R&B and soul singers from the

'60s and '70s, but also a new-school hip-hop

vibe to it," Lai said.

The group formed after Lai and several of

his friends decided to prepare a song for this

year's Spring Sing.

The group has exceeded expectations. Lai

said, and plans to continue writing songs

after tonight's performance.

"I think the experience of Spring Sing has

got us more focused upon staying together

KtlTHfNRIOtJF^/[)aily Brum Semoi Staff

Adam Levtne of Kara's Flowers captures the crowd's

attention during their set at Spring Sing last year.
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For 16 years Spring Sing was held at the Hollywood Bowl. Chorus groups competed in five categories.

Spring Sing sprung from Greek roots
HISTORICAL: Event began

as duel to see who could

best serenade sororities

By Mary Williams
Daily Bruin Staff

It was a kinder, gentler time, when
young bow-tie-wearing, shirt-tucking

fraternity men serenaded their

favorite sororities to win approval,

giving rise to one of the most hon-

ored traditions at UCLA; Spring
Sing.

In 1944, World War II was still

raging, the campus was still growing
and inter-fraternity competition was
finding an outlet in a debate over

whose harmonics were most pleas-

ing.

Over on fraternity row. a quartet

of singers from Phi Kappa Psi had
earned the reputation of "Champion
Sercnadcrs of Sorority Row." The
young men of Sigma Alpha Epsilon

begged lo differ, however, and a com-
petition was .set up in Royce Hall.

Rules were drawn by none other

than William C. Ackerman.
.ASDCLAs general manager and the

namesake of Ackerman Student
-Union, and the auditorium was
packed on the night of the face-off.

Phi Psi defeated its challengers

and retained its title as "Champion
Serenaders."

The next year, SAE, still unsatis-

fied, demanded a rematch. Again in

Royce Hall, this competition allowed

other groups to get in on the action.

Nine organizations competed, and
Phi Psi was again declared the victor.

By now it was clear that this pesky
question of which organization could

—boast the best singers was not going
to go away.

In 1947 the event outgrew Royce
Hail and was moved to the Open Air
Theater. When the theater was
demolished in 1949 to make way for

the Medical Center, Spring Sing

again had to find a new home.
The 1949 competition was held in

the Hollywood Bowl and it contin-

ued at that venue for the next 16

years.

The 1950s marked a new height

for Spring Sing, with then-actor

Ronald Reagan presiding over many
of the competitions, and celebrities

lending their services as judges.

The winners were recorded and
the records handed out with year-

books at the end of the year, as well

as sold in the student store.

The scope of these competitions is

evident by their programs. In I960

the program claimed that 2.000 stu-

dents, in 60 entries, competed in the

preliminaries, narrowed down to 26
llnalist entries. The judging commit-
tee, formed by Associated Men's
Students, had 50 members.

Entries in the five categories of
Women's, Men's, Novelty, Oddball
and Instrumental came mostly from
sororities and fraternities, but the

Hershey and Dykstra Hall dormito-
ries contributed a chorus, as did

Douglass Hall.

The prestigious list of judges in

I960 included Johnny Mercer and
Spike Jones, among other composers
and musical notables.

Pictures of the various groups
reveal a different Spring Sing than

the one we find today. The nearly all-

white women's and men's competi-

tors stood in their matching dresses

(below-the-knee skirts, of course) or

tucked in, collared shirts and pleated

pants. Those in the oddball and nov-

elty categories were likely to don
elaborate costumes.

An advertisement in the program,
next lo of one of these photographs,

offers a deal that is rarely seen in

today's market.

•*A 33 1/2 LP quality album in hi-fi

of the songs you hear tonight. Sold

exclusively through the ASUCLA
Student Store for S3.98," it reads.

Six years later, in 1966. Pauley
Pavilion opened and the Spring Sing

committee moved the event back
home with the theme "Back Where
the Action Is."

Spring Sing, while no longer in its

heyday, was still going strong. The
crowd for that years competition
filled the pavilion and judges includ-

ed Meredith Willson, who wrote
"The Music Man," and actor James
Garner.

By this time the entries represent-

ed more non-Greek organizations.

Hedrick, Rieber, Sproul, Dykstra
and Hershey Halls all competed in

the contest.

See mSTORY, page 18

Concert will allow fans to

get personal with bands
MUSIC: Uncle Rracker,

The Wallflowers, Eve 6

scheduled to perform

By Emilia Hwang
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Before DGC Records. "Mr.
Jones" and a great deal of airplay,

the Counting Crows performed at

small and intimate San Francisco

clubs. Ten years later, getting up
close and personal with the double

platinum band may be as easy as

purchasing a concert ticket.

Los Angeles radio station STAR
98.7 and ARTISTdirect.com are

presenting Fan Nation, an all-day

concert featuring bands like the

Counting Crows on Sunday at the

Verizon Wireless Amphitheater. In

addition to live performances, the

event will feature autograph sign-

ings and fan conferences. It also fea-

tures Billy Idol. The Wallfiowers,

Third Eye Blind, Eve 6, the Go-
Go's and Uncle K racket

—

"We saw this as the ultimate fan

experience," said Marc Geiger,

chief executive officer of

ARTISTdirect in a phone interview

from his Los Angeles office. "I'm
looking forward to seeing the audi-

ence because to me this is all about
how the fans react and get off to

this."

To Geiger, the Internet is the ulti-

mate consumer experience with

sites like ARTISTdirect.com con-

necting the artist and fan. Fan
Nation, he said, is the real life equiv-

alent.

"On the internet it's easier to

connect." he said. "But it's an on-

line/off-line world so we have to do
both."

Geiger, who co-founded
Lollapalooza with Don Muller in

1991, explained that there is an ele-

ment of "connectivity" missing

from today's concert.

"When you go to a concert, you
talk about it on the way home but it

doesn't sit with you," he said. "Get
a backstage pass and you talk about

it forever."

In fact. Fan Nation is being pro-

moted as "a concert where everyone

gets a backstage pass." In addition

to signing autographs, the artists

will participate in conferences

where the fans will get to ask the

questions.

Since this is Fan Nation's first

year, Geiger said that he does not

^now exactly how long concert-

goers will have to wait in line before

meeting the artists.

"This is our first experiment at a "^

concept we know is solid," he said.

The idea for Fan Nation came
from an annual event called

Nashville's Country Music Fan
Fare. Playing fairs and rodeos.

See FAN, page 18
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STAR 98.7 and ARTISTdirect.com present Fan Nation, an all-day
concert featuring bands such as The Wallflowers.
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Celtic fiddler to perform at Royce Hall
EVENT: Canadian native

tours U;S. in support of

her two recent albums

UCLA Pefforming Arts

Natalie MacMaster brings her irresistible Celtic fiddle music
performance to Royce Hall on Saturday at 8 p.m.

By Laura Morgan
Daily Bruin Contributor

Nalalie MacMaster isn't an ordi-

nary violin player. In fact, she does-

n't even consider herself a violinist;

she describes herself as a world-class

fiddler.

Performing at Royce Hall on
Saturday, MacMaster is known as

Nova Scotia's favorite Celtic fiddler,

MacMaster will mostly play songs
from her latest releases "In My
Hands" and "My Roots are

Showing."

Being a Canadian native, but play-

ing Celtic music, may seem an
unlikely combination for some, but

there is a strong history that link the

two together.

"Much of Nova Scotian music
contains a lot of very old traditional

Scottish music, from its Celtic set-

tlers from way back," MacMaster
said in a phone interview "It's very

Critic and some people have a ten-

dency to assume that the music I

play is Irish. We have a little bit of
Irish in our tradition, but mostly
Scottish."

Raised in a family where music
was no stranger, MacMaster chose
to become a musician at an early age.

"I was nine when I started,"

MacMaster said. "I received a fiddle

from a relative of mine and I wanted
to play that night. The fiddle was
three-quarter sized, so it fit perfect,

and I learned to play that night."

Not only did MacMaster love

playing, but it also came so easily to

her that she played a concert shortly

after she received the fiddle.

"I performed in a concert six

months after I began," MacMaster
said. "I always knew that I would
want to do this for the rest of my life

from the day I started. I didn't know
in what capacity I'd be doing it; I just

knew that I'd always play"

Since then, MacMaster has never
stopped playing, whether she is per-

forming for square dances in her
hometown of Cape Breton or repre-

senting Nova Scotia on the world's

stages. She has already released five

albums, three of which reached gold
status in Canada. In addition, she
has also received a total of six East
Coast Music Awards for her work
and a Grammy nomination for her
most recent recording, "My Roots
are Showing."

However, with her busy schedule,

the nominations and awards somc-_-
times come when she least expects

them.

"I think it's a complete honor to

be nominated," MacMaster said. "I

was very surprised, because the CD
that was nominated, even though it

was just released last year in the

States, was four years old in Canada.
I had kind of forgotten that it was eli-

gible, so it was a real surprise."

Although MacMaster admits that

her favorite music is Cape Breton
fiddle music, she decided to explore

other realms of the music world for

her 1999 recording. "In My Hands."
"Doing an album like this was

actually somethmg I had been think-

ing about for the last five years or

so," MacMaster said. "I kept putting

them off, because there wasn't an
album suitable to put them on. When
the selection became big enough. I

decided that now is the time, and I

put the CD together."

The album is colored with a touch

of Latin rhythms and street grooves,

also incorporating jazz and pop,
while collaborating with other musi-
cians, such as fiddler Mark
O'Connor and Canadian guitarist

Jesse Cook. In addition, MacMaster
went into a totally different realm by
performing vocally in "In My
Hands."

MacMaster had never sung in any
of her albums, but she was quick to

mention that she won't be repealing

the vocal performance in Saturday
night's concert.

£This wrts the first time andproiEiz
ably the last time thai I'll be singing

on an album, but things aren't neces-

sarily for sure," MacMaster said.

"But this singing I tried is mostly
talking in spoken word. So it's not
very challenging in the vocal respect.

However. I'm not a singer; I'd much

See MACMASTER, page 18
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ACKERMAN BALLROOM
Tlckats $2.00

Tha Cairtar of On World (NR)
!at (12:00) 2:15 4:30 7:00 9 30 11 30
SunThu (12:00) 2:15 4:30 7 00 9 30

CRrrERION 4

10925 Undbf00k THX Dolby oighaJ
208-4366 Fri-Son (12«)) 2:30 5:00 7:30 1000

Moo-Thu (12.00 2:30 5:00) 7:30 10:00

Joa Dill (P6-13)
THX - Dolby Oioital

Fri-Thu (11)0)9 40

SUNSET 2

FESnVM.
10887 Undbrook
208-4575

Maui Cama a SfMar (R)
THX - Dolby DMhil

Fri-Thu (1:45 4:30) 7:00 9 30

CRUERKMS TlMT8llaralP8Mma(R) SUNSCT3
THX - Dolby Diflrtal

Fri-Thu (12:10 2 40 5:15) 7:45 10:15

ila(R)
Fri-Sat (1:30) 4:15 7:15 9 55 12:15

Sun-Thu(130)4:15 7:15 9 55

--,- to M#n illni

Fri-Thu (12 00) 2:00 4:00 iOO 8 00 10 00

AVCO CINEMA SNEAK PREVIEW
KniaM* Tala (PG-13)

Presanted In SODS Digital Sound
Saturday 7 30 PM

AVCO CINEIM Mammy Ratarm (PG-13)
On 3 scraans

Prasanted in THX SRD Digital Sound
1100 1145 12:302 10250345

• 5 20 610 7:00 8 30 9 20 10 20
Fri/Sat Late Shows 11:30 12: 15

Wlrt8Frl5/4
Yoa Can Count on Ma

7 00 pm & 9 30 pm

?5J!!J!*iy'J?*^'^''°°*'.
Waak6Thu5/in

TIckals S2.00 Haalhan/ Haavaiiiv Craaiurai
7:00 pm & 9 30 pm

^ WHkBFrl5/11
Haavanly Craatarat/ Haatbars

7:00 pm A 9:30 pm

CRrrERION I

REGENT
1045 Broxton
208-3259

Amoras Parrot (Rl

Dolby Digital

Fri-Sun(12 15)3 3O7 00 1O:2O
Mon-Thu (12 15 3:30) 7 00 10:20

, _ THX Dolby DigiUI
Fri-Thu (12:20 2:45 5 00) 7:20 9:30

MNSn4 TliaTiH«rolP8MiM(R)
Fri-Thu (1:40) 4:20 7:00 9 40

suNsns
, . Panic (R)
Frt-Tu«(1:00)3:15 5 30 7 45 100()

Wad-Thu (12:00) 2:30 5:00 7:30 lo'oO

PUZA
1(»7 Glendon

20B-3097

CracaMla DMitfoa in Lot Anfalea (PG)
Dolby Digital

Fri-Sun (12 00) 2:30 5 00 7 30 10:00
Mon-Thu (12:00 2:30 5 00) 7:30 10:00

WESTW0001
lOSOGaylay
208-7664

(PG-IS) Dolby Digital

Fri (12:001 4Vs 10:00
Ummm LNa Yao (P6-13)

Fri 2 30 7 30
S8t-Sun(12 00) 2 40 5 05 7 30 10 00

Mon-Thu (12 00 2 40 5 05) 7 30 10 00

PACIFIC

Westwood

WLA/Beverly Hills
ROYAL
11523 Santa Monica BMt
(310) 477-5581

Tka LazMn Dafanca (PG-13

2:55 5

efanca (PG-13)
Fn-Thu (12:30)

>:20 7:4$ 10:1(i

AVCO CINEMA Blow (PG-13)
Presented in SDOS Digital Sound

Fri, Sun-Tue. Thu 12 45 4 15 7 30 10 30
Sat 12 45 4 15 10 30

Wed 12 45 4 15

Beverly Hills
BEVERLY CONNECTION
La Cienega at Beverly Blvd

(310)659 5911

4 hours validated pariung $1 at Box OMIca

CREST
1262 Wastwood Blvd

(S otWIKIMi)

474-7866 or

777-FILM («25)

Tka Fartakan (R)

ID Rtquind
THX Digital

Fri-Sun (3:00) 5 15 7:30 945
Mon-Thu (3:00 5:15) 7:30 9:45

MUSIC HAU1 Small alCam»lior.
9036 Witohira Fraraaca a( Jaamiea (NR)
274-6869 Fri. Mon-Thu (5:10) 7:30 9 50

Sat-Sun (12:30) 2:50 5:l6 7:30 9 50

BEVERLY CONNECTION Tha Mammy Ralumt (PC 13)
On 2 Servant

Presented in THX DTS Digital Sound
1100 12:15 2 00 3 40 4 55 7:00 8 00 1010

Fri-Sat Lata Show 11 10

Enjoy the
Movies!!!

WESIWOOOt
lOSOGayley
206-7664

FraMy Gat Ftofaratf (R)

Dolby Digital

Fri-Thu (4:30) 10 00
Traffic (R)

Odby Digital

Fri-Thu (1:15) 6:45

MUSIC HAU 2
9036 Wllthirt

274-6869

Wltti a Frien« LIU Harry (R)
Fri. Mon Thu (5 30) 8:15

Sat-Sun (12.00) 2.45 5:30 8:15

BEVERLY CONNECTION

1050 Gayiey "^jiby Digital
208-7664 Fri-Sun (12:10) 2 30 4 45 7 00 9 45

Moo-Thu (12:10 2:30 4:45) 7:00 9:45

^,J}!"^* EaamyallliaGalatlR)
1W0 Gaylay Dolby Digital
208-7664 Fri-Sun (100) 4 00 7 15 10 15

Mon-Thu (1:00 4:00) 7 15 10:15

Santa Monica
cmnRKMi
1313 3rtlSL

Promanada
395-1599

UNITED ARTISTS

Westwood

JJH!'^^'-' ^ Homloe»(NRJ
9036 Wilshtre Fri, M^n-Thu (5 30) 7 45 1000
274-6869 Sal-Sun (1:00) 3 l5 5 30 7:45 10 00

Ortvan (PG-13)
On 2 Scraant

Presented in THX SRD Digital Sound
11:45 2 10 4 30 7 10 9 30
Fri-Sat Late Show 11 40

Presented in THX DTS Digital Sound
12:30 2:50 5:20 7 45 10 20

r

UAwnrwooo
10889 Wellwonh
475-9441 7HX

Frt-Thu 12:00 215 4:45 7:30 10:20

Oaa Nifht at McCool (PG-13)
No VIPt antll Vt

MONICA 1

1322 2nd St
(310) 394-9741

Santa Monica
Pavilloa al Woman (R)

Fri-Thu (J 45) 4:30 7 20 10 OS

BEVERLY CONNECTION Brligat Jonat Olan (PG-13)
On 2 scroant

Presented in THX DTS Digital Sound
114512 30210 2 504 30 5 20

7 10 7 459301020
Fri-Sat Lata Show 11 40

MOMCAI

Tom aaO Caaainf (R)
THX - Starao Odby oUtal

Frt-Thu (11:45 2 30 5:10) 7:4) laiO

UA!
10689 Welhworth tHX
475-9441 Fri-Thu 12:15 2:30 5:00 7:50 10:30

IrMfal Jenat Oiaiy (R)

THX

Tlw GoMan Bowl (R)
Fri-Thu (100) 4 00 7 00 9 55

WlHi a FrtanO Ufea Harry (R)
Fri-Thu (130) 4 20 7 10 10 00

BEVERLY CONNECTION Fraddy Got FIngarad (R)
Presented in DTS Digital Sound

Thu 12:50 3:10

BEVERLY CONNECTION

UA WESTWOOD
10889Wallwonh
47S-0441

Fri-Thu 12:30 4 30 7:10 10:i:1(J

Fri-ThJ (1:45) 4:30 7 1510:00

Croco4lla Daatfaa In

Lea Aagalas (PG)
On2Scraans

Presented in DTS Digital Sound
Thu 12 20240500730950

i

To advertise
in the

Bruin
Movie

Guide,

call

310.825.2161

-t.'

<"
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YOU CAN COUNT ON ME
Winner of Sundance 2000 Awards:

Best Picture & Best Screenplay

WEEKS

Thursday May 3rd

&

Friday May 4th

coming NEXT
week:

Heathers

Heavenly
Creatures

FOR MORE INFO:
319 Itorcidiorf HaU

310-825-1958

vvww.campus«v»nts.ucla.«du

ODTA
EVERY

FRIDAY & SATURDAY
FEATURING SPECIAL GUEST DJ'S EVERY WEEK

RESIDENT DJ S

Jonalfianl^'fiomas

%^a tlian Cci nip6cII

, ^•^^^.i, :

* t

^ 1

\\v^

"^am}-^/.j\

(j'i^^-

p5^^

10P.M.-7A.

2

Free w/ School I.D.

INFO: WWW.Z0DIAC-CLUB.COM OR (310) 556-7774

2020 AVENUE OF THE STARS. CENTURY CITY CA
ABC EMLRTAIMENT CENTER. NEXT TO SHUBEKT THEATRE

HISTORY
From page 16

Although 1966 had a large crowd,

interest rapidly dwindled and Spring

Sing disappeared between 1969 to

1978.

In 1979 two students organized a

"Greek Sing." The event recalled the

roots of Spring Sing, a competition

exclusive to members of the Greek
system. It was a huge success.

The next year the event was again

expanded to a campus-wide ''All

University Sing," which also proved

successful.

In 1982 it was renamed Spring

Sing and the competition was rebuilt

from the remnants of its former

glory. The song list was comprised

entirely of Broadway hits and the

judges' panel once again included

famous names.

Spring Sing has been held annual-

ly from 1982 to today, and continues

to attract a large crowd.

Spectators are not, however, in

store for the reserved serenading of

the original, 1944 competition.

FAN
From page 16

country artists are more accustomed

to actively cultivating a fan base than

other musicians, Geiger explained.

"It sort of started with country, but

it can work with any genre of music,"

he said. "Because the artists want to

identify with the people, it's a natural

extension to get to know their fans."

The music powering this year's

Fan Nation is the modern adult con-

temporary sounds associated with

STAR 98.7, a station that plays music

from popular artists of the '90s and

today.

Matt Orcutt, a second-year theater

student, said he will not be attending

Fan Nation this weekend though he

likes the concept behind the event.

"That sounds like a pretty good
idea to get people in touch with the

artists that they listen to. People need

to get in touch with the people they

look up to," he said. "I think I might

know about it if there's a different

line-up and maybe I'd be more likely

to go."

Geiger said that the Fan Nation

bill is not directed toward college

audiences and is designed to appeal to

an older demographic.

"We were programming this for

STAR," he said. "If we were pro-

gramming this for college it would be

a totally different show.'^

A fan of Napster and Dave
Matthews Band, Laurie Gorman, a

first-year undeclared student, said

that though she can't make this year's

Fan Nation, she would like the oppor-

tunity to meet other artists, like

Lenny Kravitz.

"I would want to know what his

childhood was like because he's such

an interesting person," Gorman said.

For college students that are not

interested in the artists at Fan Nation,

going to the concert will be a waste of

time, Geiger said.

"I think if they want to experience

connectivity with musical artists in an

intimate setting they should go," he

said. "If they don't like the bands,

they should wait for the next Fan

Nation."

CONCERT: Fan Nation takes place on
Sunday at the Verizon Wireless

Amphitheater in Irvine. Doors open at

noon. For tickets go to

ticketmaster.com.

MACMASTER
From page 17

rather play the fiddle."

For the past two months, music

has been an ever-present part of her

life because of her international

lour. Now on its America leg, the

tour stops at a different concert

venue practically every night.

"In terms of a career, this is defi-

nitely what I want to be doing for the

rest of my life," MacMaster said.

"Touring does get tiring and it's not

a normal lifestyle by any means. I

love the studio, but if you're not on
the road for so long, it's really enjoy-

able."

When not in the studio, touring,

or playing in grand concert halls.

MacMaster loves to be at home and
play what she loves most. Cape
Breton fiddle music.

"I grew up with it and it's a part of

my family, my home and my commu-
nity," MacMaster said. "So it's very

much a part of me. I enjoy coming
home, and I play for square dances

and little concerts here and there,

and it's very much a community
thing and a family thing. There's a

lot of dancing and it's just really real

and good."

MUSIC: Natalie MacMaster will be
performing at Royce Hall on Saturday

at 8 p.m. Tickets are available for $30,

$25, $20 and $9 (UCLA students with

valid ID) at the Central Ticket Office.

For more information call (310) 825-

2101.

PREPARATION
From page 14

... We had a selection meeting that

went until three in the morning after

the last night of auditions."

After they determined which acts

would perform in the show, they sent

the selected acts out to Bruin Walk to

promote it.

"That's been one of my goals this

whole year; to make sure everyone

knows that everyone has to con-

tribute. Without everyone, it can't go
on," Gonzalez said.

Those performing in Spring Sing

are responsible for much of the pro-

motion of the show.

"We're having a lot of performers

table for us on Bruin Walk," Gonzalez

said. "For two weeks straight we've

had people on Bruin Walk passing out

flyers, and it's the talent that's doing

it."

Along with promoting the show,

the performers have been polishing

their acts over the past quarter in

preparation for the big night.

"Every Tuesday night of weeks one
through four in spring quarter we've

ran through the whole show up at

Bradley or at the Tennis Center. So
we've seen every act all quarter and
they've gotten a lot better," Gonzalez

said.

The committee also has to line up
celebrity judges to evaluate the musi-

cal performances. This year, they were

able to get singer/songwriter Weird Al

Yankovic, actor Alexis Thorpe from

"The Young and the Restless," and
many other celebrities to judge the

competition.

"We have three judges and awards

directors on the committee,"

Gonzalez said. "They've just been

going crazy talking to agents and pub-

licists for the last three months trying

to get names that would be cool for a

college-aged audience."

The comic relief provided by com-
pany members between acts has also

been continually refined over the past

months.

"We've just been working on the

timing of things and making sure that

the right words are emphasized so that

the audience doesn't have to think too

much, so it's nice, relaxing and funny

SccPlinyum0lt|»a9c19

PREPARATION
From page 18

for them," said company director

Kelly Casselman, a fourth-year

anthropology and French student.

The Wednesday before the event,

the students begin work on the techni-

cal aspects of the show. They begin to

set up the stage at 6 a.m. that same
day.

"Another thing that everyone has

to do is help build the stage on
Wednesday," Casselman said. "It

takes about four or five hours to build

the stage. It takes a lot of time and you
get a lot of S'plinters ... but we require

everyone involved with the show to at

least put in a couple hours."

Along with the stage, the lights and
video screen must also be set up. A
stage crew helps with the process.

Nonetheless, the company members
and crew are pressed for time during

the setup of the stage and lights.

Daily Bruin Arts & Entertainment

"We're not able to rent the Tennis

Center until Wednesday. The tennis

team needs it and UCLA owns it so

they try and give us as little time as

possible, which is understandable,"

Silberman said.

Once everything is set up, the per-

formers and the crews run through

various aspects of the show.

"There's a run-through for both

lights and sound," Silberman said.

"You've got to be ready for anything

to happen so we try to get as much
practice in as we possibly can."

Silberman understands, however,

that no matter how much they pre-

pare, there will always be surprises to

keep the crew and performers on their

toes.

"Last year we blew a transformer

(and) in year's past we've had judges

not show. There's always something

fun," Silberman said. "It keeps it

interesting until that moment when
you tear down the stage again on
Saturday morning."

COMPANY
From page 14

ny, crew and performers all come
together. Spring Sing showcases up
and coming stars, but al the same ttme

it showcases talented students who
probably wouldn't have a chance to

otherwise show that talent."

In February, potential company
members went through a two-day

audition process. In the audition they

had to prepare a monologue and song,

then learn a dance and play improvisa-

tion games. A panel of judges chose

the company based on the auditions.

Rehearsals for company members
began twice a week. However, for the

past several weeks they have been
meeting up to four times a week for

two- to five-hour sessions. This past

week rehearsals have been every day.

Four UCLA alumni and two stu-

dents make up the creative writing

team for the company. Among the

alumni are an independent film writer,

a parody musician who travels around
college campuses, an insider in the

computer industry and a Fox produc-

tion assistant. Company members
Daniel Rothblum and Anne Walls are

the student members of the team.

"I love being a writer because

you're just creating," said Walls, a

fourth-year English student. "The
company is so crazy that you can do
anything. It's cool to be able to write

for such a broad audience, from kids

to adults, who all share UCLA in com-
mon. On a basic level everyone in the

company is super funny. We knew we
could write the characters as zany as

we wanted for them."

Some of the sketches were written

before the show. However, during

rehearsals the company members ad-

libbed and changed the sketches to

make them funnier. In creating the

sketches, the creative writing team pre-

dicted the type of talent in company as

well as the audience size, expecting

around 4,000 attendees this year.

"The majority of the audience is

super far away from the stage," Walls

said. "Everything has to be super huge
because the audience can't sec your

facial expressions. We have to make
sure everything is extra big."

Second-year undeclared student

David Knebel has been a company
choreographer since last year. For

tonight's event, "Knebel choreo-

graphed three musical numbers.

"The company is so spontaneous,

happy and alive," Knebel said. "It

makes you want to do choreography

that shows that off."

The company hosted Spring Sing

from its inception in 1949 up until the

event's hiatus in 1969. Then, after an
absence of nine years, alumni and stu-

dents brought it back in 1978 with an

MC. In the early '90s, the MC was
replaced with the company again and,

except for two shows in 1995 and 1996,

it has produced the event since.

"Company is awesome," Knebel
said. "I think the friendships are

unmatched because we are all so tal-

ented and so appreciative of each
other's work that it is such a positive

experience for us."

PERFORMANCE: This year's company
also includes Stephanie Caswell, Jodie

Cohen, Alex Hoff, Kristen Isaacs, Aaron
Metchik, Matt Motal, Nasim Pedrad,

Matt Spooner, Leah Sprecher, Emily
Stapleton and Russell Ward.

BANDS
FrqmpagelS

i

«

an(i| playing and being a band
beyond this," Lai said. "And it's

been a really great experience

because it's forced us to learn new
things about each other and do
things that we probably wouldn't
hi^ve done otherwise, like write new
songs and continue working togeth-

er."

As the only group in the band cat-

egory to have performed at previous

Spring Sings, B-Team will be return-

ing this year with new members, but

the same folk rock sound.

Two years ago, singer John Torres

performed with Matt Chuard in the

Solo/Duet category under the name
B-Team, and last year Torres and
Budi Iskandar, again using that

name, won in that category.

This year the two are joined by
three other bandmates and are per-

forming a cover of "Let It Be Me" by
the Indigo Girls. It does not, howev-
er, think that its status as a Spring

Sing veteran will assist it this Vear.

"As far as the judges go they're

pretty raw every year. But as far as

fans and people who come out to see

us, it's nice to have the support. If

that's an advantage, I don't know,
but it's nice to have some people who
know your name," said Torres, a

fifth-year English student who will

again be a vocalist for B-Team.

Torres is returning to Spring Sing

this year because he enjoys perform-

ing in front of the large audience that

attends the event.

"It's very gratifying to play in

front of that many people and to be

appreciated," he said.

The four bands work in a wide
range of genres, and Caroline

Young, a talent director for the event

and a fourth-year American litera-

ture and Russian studies student,

promises an entertaining show.

"They're pretty diverse, and
they're fun to watch. All of them put

on a pretty good show," she said.

EVENT: Spring Sing will be held
tonight at 8 p.m. at the Los Angeles
Tennis Center. Tickets are available at

Central Ticket Office.
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Daily Bruin Classified Line

IISKerckhoffHall

310.825.2221

Fax:

310.206.0528

dossified$@media.uda.edu

Advertise in the Summer Sublet Guide.
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Indian

Architecture

Books

Elf

Rgurines

FFax
Machines

G Globes

H Handcuffs

^S^ I Jewelry

K Kites

jf MM Lamps

^^ M Motorolos

IJ N Nifty T-shirts

I n OldOscqr

^ V Memorabilia

^P' r Pagers

# Q &
^ R Rubber Balls

5 Sombreros

j T Tickets

^ U Umbrelb

(j^ V Vehicle Parts

W W Wired Toys

^^^ X Xylophones

0^ Y Yo-Yo's

f^ Z Zebra

Posters

^ AAolly N\o\oms
57b S. Fairfax Ave. (i bi n of eth)

(323) 578-5591
www.mollymalones.com

LIVE MUSIC 7 NIGHTS
Irish Drink Specialties

Free Parking

No Cover UCLA ID Thrs.- Sat

Pub Grub

The Pitcher House
142 Pacific Coast Hwy.

Hermosa Beach
(310) 374-0626

www.pltcherhouse.com
The Pitcher House Est. 1 950

36 Beers, Wine, Cider

4 Pool Tables, Shuffle Board,

2 Foosball Tables, Ping Pong,

Wed - Karaoke

Thur - Cup of Swill & FREE PIZZA
Fri & Sat - Band Nights

Kitchen Open M-F 5-?

11835 Wilshlre Blvd.

Brentwood
(310) 477-7550

21+w/ID
Sunday: 10am-6pm
$7.50 frnport Pitchers

$5.50 Domestic Pitchers

Monday-Friday: 11:30am-4pm
$4.50 Lunch Specials

Ihr FREE Pool

Monday: 1/2 prize pitchers

Tuesday: Starving Student Night
$3.00 Burger w/fries

$2.00 Beer Special

Sonny McCleon s
Irish Pub

2615 Wllshire Blvd.

Santa Monica
(310) 449-1812
25 Beers on Tap

Pool Tables, Air Hockey, Steel Tip

Darts. 9 TVs, f^LB Package, Live

Entertainment on Saturdays,

Happy Hour M-F. $1 off beer

& wine. $3 off appetizers.

Tomodochi Sushi
10975 Weyburn Ave.

Westwood
(310) 824-8805

Full Sushi Bar with Lunch & Dinner

Specials. Sake Bombers Welcome!
Also try Tomadachi Express, open

10:30pm to 2am, Thurs.-Sat.

Clubs

Freak Daddy's
€1 Dorado

Fridays @ Opium Den

1608 Cosmo St.

Rusty 's Surf Ranch
256 Santa Monica Pier

(310) 393-PIER
Full Bar. Full Service Kitchen. Patio

Seating. Pool Table, and Satellite TV.

Happy Hour Everyday 3 to close.

Karaoke Mon & Sun nights.

Live Music & Dancing- Call for details.

The Shock
2518 Wllshire Blvd.

Santa Monica
(310)449-1171

Full Bar. Happy Hour 4-7 M-F Full

Service Kitchen + Outdoor Patio. "We
show all games- 10 TVs • Karaoke

Tuesday 9:30pm to close.

Sepi's
10968 LeConte Ave.

Westwood
(310) 208-7171

www.westwoodonline.com
Full Service Kitchen. Beer & Wine
Only, Satellite TV • Join us for

Uv6 jazz every Friday night.

Happy Hour after 5pm.

Hollywood
(S of Hollywood between Vine & Cahuenga)

(323) 860-6566
$2 Drinks before 11pm
Superstar DJ Coolwhip

Spinning: Hip-Hop • Funk • Rare

Grooves. 21+ over

HotRpplePie
EveryThursday Night @ Blue

1642 Los Palmas
Hollywood

(310) 226-8421
Superstar DJ Coo*whip:

Hip-Hop. DJ Lewis Album
& Krembo: Trance

2 rooms of Music, 2 Full Bars

Outdoor Patio and Lounge

Moglc
Every Wednesday @ Blue

1642 Las Palmas
Hollywood

(323)281-0516
Progressive House/ Trance/ Hip-Hop
with DJs Thomas Michael, Paul-E,

Three-0. Coolwhip. FiveStar. 2 rooms
and outside smoking patio. 18-t- w/ID.

21+ Full Bar Clip this for free

admission before 10;30pm.

U>ok forftUg^ every

Moiidl«iy 9k
ThinrMlfiyl

To odvertise call:

"^w::^ll^*»'ought to you by
it*n,'^piJJt^

You getttie idea
*adB for itenrw over $200 are $2 1^ 6525 Sunset Blvd.

(at the Hollywood Athlelit Club)

310.281.8845
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1 1 00
1200
1300
lAOO
1500
1G00
1700
1800
innn
2000
2050
2100
2200
2300
2^00
2500
2H00

2700
2800
2900
3000
3100
3200
3300
3A00
3500
3600
3700
3800
3900
4000
4100
4200
4300
4400
4500

4600
4700
4800
4900
5000
5100
5200
5300
5400
5500

5600
5620
5640
5660
5680
5700
5720

Campus Happenings
Campus Organizations
Campus Recruitment
Campus Services
Birthdays
Legal notices *

I

Lost & Found
Miscellaneous
Personal Messages
Personals
Pregnancy
Recreational Activities

Research Subjects
Sperm / Egg Donors
Tickets Offered
Tickets Wanted
Wanted

Appliances

I

Art / Paintings
Bicycles / Skates
Books
Calling Cards --

Cameras / Camcorders
Collectibles

Computers / Software
Furniture
Garage / Yard Sales

[

Health Products
Miscellaneous
Musical Instruments
Office Equipment
Pets

I

Rentals
Sports Equipment
Stereos / TVs / Radios
Table Sports

1 1 8 Kerckhoff Hall
308 Westwood Plaza
Los Angeles, CA 90024

E-Mail
: classifieds@media ucia edu

Web: http//www,dailybruin. ucla.edu

phonB
Classified Line: (310) 825-2221

Fax (310) 206-0528
Classified Display: (310) 206-3060

Fax: (310) :^06-0528

offioehoure
Mon-Thu 9 00am-3:00pm
Ri: 9am-2:30pm

S850
065

29.00

2 15

9600
5 75

$1.60

$225
$5.00

Classified Line Ads:
1 working day before printing,

at 12 noon
Classified Display Ads:
2 working days before printing,

at 12 noon.
There are no cancellations after

noon of the day before printing.

howtoiMille
anefledhieail

• Start your ad with the

merchandise you are selling

This makes it easier for readers to

quickly scan the ads and locate

your Items
• Always include the pnce of your
Item Many classified readers
simply do not respond to ads
without pnces
• Avoid abbreviations—make your
ad easy for readers to understand
• Place yourself in the reader s

position, ask what you would like

to know about the merchandise,
and include that in ttie ad Include
such information as brand names,
colors and other specific

descriptions

ll!lJ^S^S°^"^'^T?!^^ !Iff?^' ^t Univefsity o« CaWomas pohcy on nondscrimination No medium shall accept advertsements wtMct. prM«>l parsons ol any oogio. race. sex. of sexual onentalion in ademeaning way or imply that they are hmrted to P«jt"ons, capabJMias. rotes, or status m sociMy. NeiOm the Da-y Bru.n no» the ASUCUV CommonKjatioos Board has lovestigatedany o( ttw serv^es «5vert««ror the
N? in Minting to ttw BtoirMSS Manager.
J WMskto Fair HouskMOfflca at (310)

insertion only Mtnot typographical errors are not eligit)le tor reftinds For any Ve«und, the Daily Bruin~classlfadb^"rti^t"7n[iM't^nii^^ " i^ponslbie lor the Urst mcorr

One issue, up to 20 words
each additional word

Weekly, up to 20 words
each additional word

Monthly, up to 20 words
each additional word

12 pt headline

16 pt headline

iBorder

For Classified Display ads.

please see our rate card

for variable rate information.

r.

MasterCard V7S>I

paymeni

V

Please make checks payable to

"The UCLA Daily Brum" We
accept Visa. MasterCard, and
Discover credit cards. Allow 5
working days for mail payments.

tMnnn
Auto Accessories
Auto Insurance
Auto Repair
Autos for Sale
Boats for Sale
Motorcycles for Sale
Parking
Scooter / Cycle Repair
Scooters for Sale
Vehicles for Rent

Resorts / Hotels
Rides Offered
Rides Wanted
Taxi / Shuttle Service
Travel Destinations
Travel Tickets
Vacation Packages_

1300
Campus Recruitnienl

?^OMISTS

announcements
nOO-2600

noo
Cninpiis Hnppenings

Alcoholics Anonymous
Mon. OiscwMion, Fri. Slip Study, 3517 Adcannon

ihurs. teoic Slud^, 3S17 Adwmon
M/T/W Rm. OOTiol A3-029

Wed. Rm. Dmtal A3- 029
Dhcussion, Al timet 12:10- 1:00pm

Fw alcchollc* or IndtvtAmI* »he hav m dhnUng ptoblmn.

5800
5900
6000
6100
6150
6200
bJOO
6^00
6500
6600
6700
6H00
6U00
7000
7100
7200

1-900 numbers
Financial Aid
Insurance
Computer / Internet
Foreign Languages
Health / Beauty Services
Legal Advice / Attorneys
Movers / Storage
Music Lessons
Personal Services
Professional Services
Resumes
Telecommunications
Tutoring Offered
Tutoring Wanted
Typing

Writing Help

TED if you have

significant work

or research experience in Economics coupled

with an advanced decree ( Recent Ph.D.

preferred), the California Division of Labor

Statistics located in San Francisco is

looking to hire you as a Research prof^m

Specialist (Economics) . We pay at least

SS1.612/year with complete benefit package.

Contact Zagros Madjd Sadjadi.Ph.D at (415)-

703 47RO for additional details Qualil

appraisal interviews will be held

SMOKERS EX-SMOKERS AND NON-
SMOKERS in good health, at least 18 years
of age, wanted for UCLA research study.

Subjects will be paid up to $120 lor 2 testing

days Call Dr Rich Olmstead at 310-268-

3631, leave message

2300
Sperm/Egg Donors

EGG DONOR
Late 40's. married women looking for Jewish
coed interested In helping to create a child.

$2500-1- negotiable Please call June 310-

376-7000

AA AA4ii|^

transportation
4600-5500

GRAND OPENING

J^vitui^ express

$8.°^ UU logo fee's
...it's savvy to save!

1457 4" St. Santa Monica

telephone 310J93.0840

between Fred Segal/Macy's

2000
Personals

LOVE? European writer/linguist, cosrrwpoli-

lan, accomplished, good-looking, mature,

healthy lifestyle, loves literature/travel-

ing/outdoors, seeks altraclive/smart/atfec-

tionate young female, any race/ongin, for

Ihendship, possibly romance/marriage. 310-

573-4020/maniO munich.com

EGG DONORS Needed
Healthy females ages 19-28

wishing to help infertile couples.

$5,000

af CALL MiRNA (818) 832-1494 ^

EGG DONOR NEEDED. Asian. Please call

310-397-0490.

ILLmm
7400
7500
7600
7700
7800
7900
8000
8100
8200
8300

8A00
8500
8600
8700
8800
8i)00

9000
9100
9200
9300
9400
9500
9(i00
9700
'JHOO

Business Opportunities
Career Opportunities
Child Care Offered
Child Care Mtonted
Help Wanted
Housesitting
Internship
Personal Assistance
Temporary Employment
Volunteer

1300
Campus Rocruitinent

Apartments for Rent
Apartments Furnished
Condo / Townhouse for Rent
Condo / Townhouse for Sale
Guesthouse for Rent
House for Rent
House for sale
Houseboats for Rent / Sale
Housing Needed
Room for Help
Room for Rent
Roommates^ Private Room
Roommates - Shared Room
Sublets
Vacation Rentals

Economics Graduates
Or those In related

Fields

Come and put your skills to use

with the state of California's

Division of Labor Statistics and

Research located in San

Francisco. We are now hiring

for the position of Research

Analyst I (Economics). Starting

pay begins at $33.168/year with

a complete benefit package.

Contact Ester Agustin at (415)

703-4780 for additional details.

recycle

index

MAJOR ENTERTAINMENT EXEC, seeks
beautiful woman to date/attend significant in-

dustry party events. SWM, 40, Very attrac-

tive/successful, seeks passionate, adven-
turous female. 310-777-0204.

2200
Research Subjects

ARE YOU SUFFERING
FROM ALLERGIES?

Allergy season can be miserable for many al-

lergy sufferers. However, new treatments are
t)eing developed. You may qualify to partici-

pate in a clinical research study of an inves-

tigational allergy medk:ation. If you quality

you will receive: Free study medication, aller-

gy testing, and compensation up to $300.
For fTX)re information please call; Dr Jo-

nathan Corren, Allergy Research Founda-
tion. 310-477-1734 ext.240 or ext.247

CHRONIC BAD BREATH Earn $50 and
learn to control bad breath. Clinical study in

Culver City 310-815-1829. 310-210-7805.

EARN $$$
For giving your opinion on market research-
products, TV, etc Ages 5-54. h4o accents
please 818-609-1850.

SEXUAL ASSAULT
SURVIVORS

Wanted for research study. Get $15 gift cer-

tificate to Amazon.com for completing 10-

mlnute, web-t)ased survey. ArxjnyrrKXJS and
confkJential Wonf>en, 18-35 years oW. who
have been raped or sexually assaulted m the

past 5 years, please call or e-mail lin-

dasOrandorg, 310-393-0411x6152 for

password, wwwrand.org/crim/saws RAND
IS a non-profit research organizatton in Santa
Monica.

If you are male, in college or have a college

degree, you can eam up to $600/mo. call for

details on our anonymous sperm donor pro-

gram. Receive free comprehensive health
screening & help infertile couples. So if

you're kwking for a great job and a little ex-

tra cash, call/email us first. 310-824-
9941/donors©cryobank.com.

,

Autos for Sale

1985 VOLVO GL 4 door, excellent shape,
automatic. 97K, silver, AM/FM, leather, sun-
roof, AC, power steenng/windows $3500.
Dr. Dhir310-450-4791.

1990 ACURA LEGEND
Five-speed, red w/leather interior. 130,000
miles. Excellent mechanical condition.

$4,250. Ask for Lisa or Terry: 626-398-9429

1991 FORD TEMPO White, 4-door, au-
tomatic Very good condition. Power steer-

ing/windows A/C. Pioneer CD-player.
$3000 Call 909-595-0601 Ask for Jerome.

1993 ACURA INTEGRA LS. Excellent cond..

2dr, 5spd. Lojack, AC. CC, pwr win/mnrt/mir-

rors, one owner, 86K mi. $6500/ot)0. Call

818-786-7928

^gg Donor^
Needed

Mukc ii iniriK iiloii.s

difference in the life of

<i loviii^j couple by
turning their dreuni of

buildlfi),* i) family into a

reality. If you are an
educated female

Ix^tween the a^e.s of

2\-:U). non-.smoker with

exci^llent healtli. call

TIk* Re>»istry Ovum
Donor Service

i I O) 599-(X) 1

8

r: rr
>,:5CX) flat fee

1995 MITSUBISHI 3000GT dari( green w/tan

leather interior, automatic, sunroof, 6-disc

CD, new transmission, new sport tires, pow-
er seals. $12,500obo. Anita:310-206-6704.

1996 SATURN SL2
4door, automatic, manual, door lock+wind-

ows, 10 disc cd changer, 79800miles. $6500.
(betow blue book). Sam:310-824-3451.

2000 VW PASSAT GLS Aulomatk:, 7.5 mi.

5CD changer, anthracite blue, power wirKl-

ows/k)cks. $19850obo 818-481-8181.

GRAY 1992 CHEVY CAVALIER, excellent

mechanical condition. Manual, Air Condition-

ing, 118K miles, $2000. 323-471-9586.

POLICE IMPOUNDS. Hondas as tow as
$500 for listings 1-800-319-3323 ext.A214.

3500
Furniture

MATTRESS SPECIALS
NEW INNERSPRING twin sets $99 95, Fulls

$129.95, Queens $169.95 and Kings
$199.95. Also, Sealy, Steams and Foster at

towest prices. 310-477-1466.

MATTRESSES. FUTONS. DESKS, Book-
shelves, Dinette Sets, T-Table. Lamps. DeNv-
ery. Open 7 days. Kings Furniture 11961
Santa Monk^a Btvd. 310-575-4243.

5700
Travel Tickets

EURAIL FLEXIPASS
FIRST CLASS 15 DAY EuraH Flexipass.

$725obo. Can Karon:31 0-592-2999
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6000
Insiirnnce

/lllstale.
VbuVe in good handa

fVlike Azer Insurance Agency, Inc.

(310)312-0202
1281 Wostvwood Blvd.
(2 talks. So of VA/Msniro)

24 Hours g Doy Service

6300
Lecjal Advice/Altofiieys

NO RECOVERY NO FEE
NO COST. Sexual harrassment. Discrimina-

tion, Auto-accKJents, Slips/falls. MYER UVW
FIRM, Westside, Scott D Myer(UCLAW86)
www.bestlawyer.com 310-277-3000

6400
Movers/Sloraye

BEST MOVERS. Licensed, insured. Lowe&t
rates Fast, courteous+carefui. Many stud-

ents moved for $98. Ijc-T- 163844. NO JOB
TOO SMALL! 1-800-2-GO-BEST Voice-
mail/pager: 323-263-2378

HONEST MAN w/14ft truck and dollies,

small jobs, short notice ok. SF, LV, SD.
Student discount. Go Bruins! lOyrs. 310-

285-8688

JERRY'S MOVING&DELIVERY. The careful

movers Experienced, reliable, same-day de-

livery. Packing, tx>xes available Also, pick-

up donations for American Cancer Society
Jerry©310-391-5657

SUMMER STORAGE Free pk:k up avail-

able, reasonable rates Westside Self-Stor-

age. 310-826-5955

6500
Musjc Lessons

DRUM LESSONS
ALL LEVELS/STYLES with dedtoated pro-

fessional. At your home or WLA studio. 1st-

lesson free. No drum set necessary.
Neil:323-654-8226

GUITAR LESSONS
by professkxtal near UCLTV. All levels, guitars

available. Learn to play effortlessly!

wwwJWGS.com. Call Jean at 310-476-

4154.

6600
PersonnI Services

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING

Comprahsnsiv* Oissanation AMtstanc*
ThMM, Papers, and Personal Statements

Proposals arul Books
Intematlorul Students Wek»me Since 1 905

Sharon Beer, Ph.D. (310) 470-««62
www.Bear-Write.com

6700
Professional Services

Be Prepared to Sin

This line actually appeared in

a printed document, BUT it

was actually supposed to say:

"Be prepared to sing.**

Proofread4U
Be error free and concise!

• Papers/Reports

• Theses
• Scripts/Screenplays

• Resumes
• Legal/Medical Reports

• Newsletters

• Brochures/Manuals
• Business Plans

1-888-346-0002

E-mail your documents to:

Edit@Proofread4U.coni

Classifieds

825-2221

6200
Health Services

6200
Henlth Services

6200
Health Services

COMPLIMENTARY CONSULTATION ^^race^
Dr. Nader DayaniORTHODONTIST

SINCE 1980
UCUV FACULTY MEMBER

\lk'litvr Hrilliant ResultsAts/

Member American Association of Orthodontists

Specializing in braces for adults & children

.\CIIJV

(310)826-7494
11645 WiUhirt Blvd. #802
Us Angeles. CA 90025

(949) 552 - 5890
18124 Culver Dr. ffA

Irvine, CA 927l5

Teeth Whitening $8^^^
upper or lower «-' h* V-^ »^

• Cosmetic Porcelain

• Surgical Orftiodontics

• Removable
• Traditional

• Invisible

• European

iiVI ' 1
i

I. ,, ' III I • ' M,„ ,'i,,.„ t [„. .. l„i„^]

foi cwarmc b«oc«#» 5/1 ' ' i 'j'nntH. *iv*lv frtocw cukj

biptotion dCKu 4 30.0)

6700
Professional Services

ATTENTION MBA, LAW, MEDICAL
SCHOOL APPLICANTS! Frustrated devel-

oping your crucial personal statements? Get
professional tielp from well-known au-

thor/consultant.310-826-4445. www.winning-

personstatement.com

DIGITAL VIDEOGRAPHER w/Canon XL1
$200/day Also digital editing, graphic design

available. Located in Westwood. 310-478-

6484

FIND ROOMS &
ROOMMATES ONLINE

Th« Napster for roommatos. Fre« to view

and place ads. Immediate Online Results.

www.easyroommate.com

FORMER ENGLISH TEACHER w/ Masters
from U-Ctiicago, edits/word processes dis-

sertations, proposals, screenplays, personal

statements, resumes. International students

welcome. Winslow's 310-829-6171

HEAD SHOTS $99
SITTING PLUS digital file for unlimited

prints!! Westwood location Call Jennil-

er:31 0-575-6638.

MEDICAL SCHOOL APPLICATION COUN-
SELING Counseling by recently graduated

M.D. Specializing in application essays/inter-

view-skills Fee negotiable/money-back

guarantee Greg Freedman, M.D. 310-960-

3300/pager

NEED IT TYPED?
Don't have time or inclination? Profession-

al/degreed word processors specializing in

legal/psychological transcription arnj lengthy

academic p>apers, (legible drafts please).

$3/pg. student rate, $50/minimum, $l2/pick-

up/delivery Resumes/$40. 323-288-6805

any time.

7000
Tutoring Offered

CHEMISTRY, ORGANIC CHEMISTRY,
PHYSICS. BIOLOGY, PHYSIOLOGY.
STATS. By doctoral student, w/lots of teach-

ing experience. Fee negotiable/money-t)ack

guarantee. Call Greg, 310-397-0547.

MATH AND SCIENCE TUTOR UCLA Engi-

neering graduate offering mattVscience tu-

toring for all ages/levels. Kind and Patient.

Flex hours/location. Contact Shahrad: 310-

772-5020.

MY-TUTOR COM Math/Physics/Statis-

tics/English/Hebrew, chemistry/biology

Law/Business Law, computer programming

Computerized statistical analysis available.

Tutoring service. Call anytime. 800-90-TU-

TOR

PHYSICS AND MATH
MatfVPhysics major/student offers tutoring in

physics and math at all levels. Contact Sina:

(310)989-1491 orsina40ucla.edu

RESEARCH PAPER TUTOR. 4.0 grad and

published writer offers private tutoring servic-

es. 213-390-3331.

WRITING TUTOR
Kind and patient Stanford graduate. Help

with the English language—for students of

all ages/levels. 310-440-3118.

7100
Tutoring Wanted

TUTORS WANTED
AFTER-SCHOOL FOR grades K-12. in BH,

WLA. SM areas Education majors and/or

graduate-level (in any field) a plus. $11 25-

15/hour Call The Tutor's Club. 310-444-

0449

HOME-SCHOOLING FAMILY In North Holly-

wood, needs 3-4 creative, energetic people

to do science, btotogy, engineering, and

math projects w/ltiree children ages 6-9

CoHDpletely unique and interesting situation

Call Patty or Norma 818-761-0029, 818-416-

9930, or 818-216-0407.

7200
Typing

WORD PROCESSING specializing in thes-

es, dissertations, transcription, legal, psych,

resumes, fliers, brochures, mailing lists, re-

ports. 310-828-6939.

(TTTTTTS
¥*>:<;

employment
7400-8300

u

7U00
Business Opportunities

ONLINE MARKETING
Learn ihe truth about online marketing!

http;//hop.clickbank.net/hop.cgi?mvp777/

bigdogs

7500
Career Opportunities

3 WEEKS VACATION,
OH YEAH!!

Assist exec, w/intemet projects: liase w/poli-

ticians; coordinate marketing efforts: major

diversity/growth here!! Absolute style and
windows skills are a MUST!! Incredible ben-

efits and bonus$$$ Immediate interviews!

The Placement Company" Fax 310-889-

7101 deidredalo@earthlink.net

INTERIOR DESIGN, part time to start

Design student with knowledge CAD to work
with high-end supplier of stone surfaces in

WLA. Be paid to learn real worid design, ma-
terials, inventory, sales Piazza Europa,
lnc;3 10-473- 1886 or 310-261-1280.

JUST SECRETARIAL?
NOT!

HANDLE BUSINESS/Personal affairs: plan

events: surf the net: polish Power Point pro-

jects: track legislation: create a spread sheet

or two: get your education paid for...sounds
great, huh? Sweet opportunity for talented

college grad. The Placement Company."
deidredaleOearthlink.net Fax 310-889-7101

LIBRARY CLERK: $7-9 hour FT/PT
Locate/photocopy journal articles/book

chapters. Deliver to Westwood office. Famil-

iarity with bibliographic citations required. Li-

brary experience. Detail-oriente, reliable

self-starter. Flexible hours. Days, Evening
and Weekends available. Email/Fax resume
hrOinfotrieve.com, 310-234-9582 Please

note Ref» 3104-3 in the subject line

RN OR DENTAL STUDENT for MD office

near Beveriy Hills on Saturday AM's or P/T

Top salary Call 323-939-2111

SCREENWRITER Film student interested in

devekjping treatments and scnpts for youth

market. Work with irxJependent production

company in Westwood Emphasis on PG
children's action, adventure, fantasy. 310
261-1280 or 310-470-6222

WANNA BE A
PRODUCER?

Learn how! Attend a special workshop with

indie Producer/Mgr. Gay Ribisi ("Some Girt"),

Producer/Director Dror Soref ("Basic" at

Phoenix Pictures), and Writer/Producer Ste-

ven List ("The Cleaner," "Born To Shop")

Wednesday, May 9th, 7:00pm. Beverly Hills

Church of Scientology 9885 Charleville

Blvd.. Beverly Hills For info, call 310-226-

2465

30VG ri I SG in classified display

206.3060

7700
Child Care Wanted

AFTERSCHOOL CHILDCARE/DRIVER
needed for 10/yo PT, M-F 4-6:30pm Must

have car, insurarKe, legal work papers Help

supervise homewor1(, activities, light house-

keeping. Pico/Overland area Paid vacation

& holidays 310-836-4328

CHILDCARE
20-25hrs/wk ©$12/hr Car required. 13y/o

girl and 6y/o boy, mid-Wilshire May 14-Sept

1. 323-571-0611 ortom@buzdesign.com

CHILDCARE/DRIVER PT/FT M-F/Flexible

hours for girts 7 and 10. Mar Vista. Play,

drive to activities, car provided 310-481-

2181 or lrobinson@piratenet com

FUN COMPANION tor teen girl w/wheel-

chair, live irVout. Need car. 10-20hrs/wk.

evenings/weekend. Start June. 323-937-

0488

FUN, ENERGETIC, FEMALE BABYSITTER
needed TuesThurs . flexible hrs 3 kids Ex-

perience/References required More hrs.

available in summer Pacific Palisades 310-

454-1150.

LOOKING FOR MALE STUDENT to help

w/7&4y/o tx)ys. Help 7y/o w/homewort<;out-

door activities. 3-15 hrs/wk, 3-7pm. flexible

Car helpful. $10/hr 310-552-2426.

NANNY PT, M-F 3:00pm-8:00pm. Experi-

ence/references required. Need fun, friendly,

reliable, and responsible person Nice family

15-min from UCLA 323-965-8867

SEEKING ENERGETIC, patient babysitter

for 7-month-girt. Flexible, PT hours Child

development or infant caretaking experience

preferrable. Close to campus. 310-344-

6060.

SEEKING MATURE, ENERGETIC, child-lov-

ing female lor babysitting of 2 boys (3.5 and
1 yr.old) for 2-3 afternoons. Please call 310-

276-0133

WEEKEND NANNY
Needed. 4 y/o and 1 y/o. Santa Monica. Ne-
gotiable. 310-314-0579.

WEEKEND NANNY- Live Out, Non-Smoker,
CDL, References Required. Saturday 8am-
11pm. Sunday 11am-8pm. WLA, Call 8-

11am ONLY 310-397-8114

7800
Help Wanted

$$Get Paid For Your
Oplnlons!$$

Earn $15-$125 and more per survey!

www.money4opinions.cofn

Ben & Jerry's Ice
Cream Parlor

seeks energetic,
friendly and

responsible shift

leaders and
manager for our

Century City

shop.

Call (31 0) 546-1 71

7

$15-$23A^R BRIGHT ENTHUSIASTIC peo-
ple to teach SAT prep and ALL Academic
Subjects Transportation required We will

train Flexible hours Send or lax cover let-

ter/resume, including test scores (SAT, GRE,
etc ) to ACE Educational Services, Attn:Bar-

ry, 9911 W Pico Blvd. Ste PH-K, LA, CA
90035, Fax:310-282-6424 Positions avail-

able throughout LA and the Valley.

7800
Help Wanted

ADIMIN ASSISTANT bilingual English/Span-

ish, front office, evenings 4pm-9pm M-Th
Also, assistant needed days/afternoons to

work w/director of operations $8/hr Contact

Daniel Salazar dmgassocinc@earthlink net,

or fax resume 310-479-7771

ADMIN ASSISTANT
General office duties, light typing, database

management, audit FT/PT, flexible hours

Contact Paul 310-820-6186

ADMINISTRATIVE ASST
Upscale west side private club seeks
FT&PT Admin Asst 2 shifts available Ideal

candidates would be detail-oriented, have
ability to multi-task, member service focus,

exceilent phone demeanor and posses ex-

ceptional interpersonal & organizational

skills Fax resume w/cover and salary req to

310-575-9684 Attn: Chnstine

ADMINISTRATIVE/ARCHITECTURAL AS
SISTANT PT individual for WLA architectur-

al firm. PC/MS savvy. Help w/general of-

fice/xerox/filing/phones and archiving $10-

$11/hr. Fax resume 310-286-2301/Nakaoka
Assoc

ANNOUNCING summer job in Spain Teach
Spanish to American high school students!

$800 stipend-fround-trip airfare-fhousing

Contact Scott 310-428-3680

ART CARVED CLASS
RINGS SALES REP

Responsible, organized student needed to

sell class rings. 10-15hrs/wk+graduation
weekend Will tram Call 310-206-3858

ASSISTANT NEEDED Windows proficient

Car/insurance necessary Accounting skills

preferred. Flexible hours No dress code.

$9/hour. Fax resume: 310-479-2402.

ASSISTANT TO EDITOR
Responsible-energetic, writing and computer
skills, knowledge ol Page Maker helpful

Fast-growing motion picture and television

directory $7.50/hour Hours negotiable Con-
tact Susan Moore at Canoco Publishing,

310-471-2287

ATHLETICS
Part-time student employee to work the

copy/mail room and front reception desk.

Pay rale $6 83/hr 10-15 hours a week Must

be fnendly and hard working Apply at J D.

Morgan Facilities Office 310-206-6662.

BA/Masters level. Psychology major lor job

as Psychometrist in NIH AIDS study Must be
fluently bilingual (English, Spanish) and have
own car/license. Will train. For rriore info call

Allison/Dr. Singer 310-473-5500.

BEVERLY HILLS AUTO DETAIL shop needs
hard-working, fast-paced, agressive people

to handle top-notch cars No expenence re-

quired. Flexible hours Ozzie:310-859-2870.

BILLING/DATA ENTRY/MGMT TRAINEE.
FT-fOT error-free, detailed data entry

w/ability to meet deadlines 60+wpm Career
opportunity w/industry leader Fax resume
310-268-0701 or email TDI@TDICO COM
CAMP COUNSELORS geeded for local

summer day camp Beach/aquatic expen-

ence in swimming, surting, sailing, or jet ski-

ing a plus. Competitive salaries 818-996-

4780.

CAREER INFO
UCLA INFO SESSION Career/PT positions

currently available. Company executives will

be at UCLA May 7th. Call 818 402-8594

~~^
CLERICAL

CLERICAL/CUSTOMER SERVICE M-F. 30
to 40-hrs/wk Good phone and English skills,

detail-oriented, reliable WLA, $9 50$10/hr
310-826-3759ext229

COMPUTER HELP NEEDED lor help get-

ting on internet and Mac Powerbook
$10/hour Westwood. 310-477-6977

COUNSELORS AND
INSTRUCTORS

In art, swimming, nature, video and ropes

needed by Tumbleweed Day Camp Must be
responsible, energetic and enjoy working

with chiWf'en 310-472-7474

COUNSELORS/FUTURE TEACHERS
needed for summer program at Crossroads
School in Santa Monica Perfect lor elemen-
tary education majors Email resume to

gcuddy@xrds org EOE

•MOVIE EXTRA WORK* Beats all |obs Start

immediately. Great pay Fun/Easy No crazy
fees Program for free medical Call-24/hrs

323-850-4417.

ACCESS TO A COMPUTER? PUT IT TO
WORK! Up to $25-75/hr PT/FT
wwwEamEZbucks.com 888-715-4646.

Xnec^^cfe
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7800
Help Wanted

CSO OFFICE
ASSISTANT

Office assistant needed to work flexible

hours Tuesday & Thursday between l0-4pm
and some Saturdays at our Westwood Police

Station. Starling rate $8 47/hr Must be a

UCLA student w/at least one yr remaining
Training provided for clerical and public rela-

tions duties For details call 310-206-5473.

CSOs NOW HIRING
Do Good and get paid Pay $8.47 to

$10.65/hr. Must be a UCLA student w/1 +

academic years remaining with valid driver's

license Web: www.ucpd ucla.edu/ucpd/cso

Email, cso9ucpd.ucla.edu. Phone: 310-

825-2148.

7800
Help Wjiiited

FUN SUMMER
Swimming, horses, beaches and more.

wwwdaycampjobs.com.

DAY CAMP - SUMMER
Seek staff w/summer home in or near the

San Fernando or Conejo Valleys, Oxnard,
Simi, Malibu. misc. Instructors & General
couns $2750-3500-^ for summer 888-

784-CAMP www.workatcamp.com

DAY CAMP
COUNSELORS

Pali Camp now hiring enthusiastic coun-
selors! Summer fun includes: jet skiing,

amusement parks, beach days, paintball and
more! 19 and up. Call Jacque: 310-477-

2700x14

^AY CAMP
Summer. Swimming, Ijeaches. horses &
more www daycampjobs com.

HOME CLEANERS
P/T-F/T, $lO/hr and up. To clean in Westside
areas. Must be dependable and have car
Call April 310-471-6212

HOUSEKEEPER WAITED. One Day/Week
Three Bedroom Two Bath house in West-
wood Some Child Care English Speaking
Reliable with references. 310-446-7019.

Dental Assistant/ <,>
Receptionist .a

Denial Assistant/Receplionat needed tor dental

orthodontic offk* in West LA witti excellent

comniunication skills Mon . Wed . Fn 9:00AM-
6:00PM Ejipeoenced preferred. $9 00 - $11.00

an hour Please call (310)826-7494
or fax resume to (310)826-9664

DO CATS MAKE YOU
WHEEZE?

If you are allergk: to cats, you may qualify to

panicipate in research study of an investiga-
tional medication If you qualify, you will re-

ceive study related medication arxl up to

$250.00 compensation for your time. If inter-

ested, please call Jonathan Corren, M.D at
310-477-1734 6x1.242

JEWISH HEBREW
And Sunday Schools need teachers. Good
Jewish education arxJ love of children de-
sired. Alice Fasman:323-761-8613.

LIBRARY JOBS. Shelving and other stacks
duties, 12-19 hrs/wk. $6.83/hr to start.

STUDENTS ONLY apply at Young Research
Library Rm. 11617 or call Antigone Kutay
310-825-6982.

LIFEGUARDS
Certified LG's. Start afterrxxjns 5/7. Also
Summer positions. Get paid to get (re)certi-

fied. Mature 18-f and good swimmer Beauti-
ful canyon setting Tim 310-472-7474. Fax
resume 310-476-7788

DRIVER WANTED
For errands on Westside. Variable hours dur-
ing the day. Must have car w/good driving

record, references required. 310-477-6977,
leave message

EARN $200 A DAY!
No experience necessary

'

TV commercials
.

Music videos

310-358-5147

LIFEGUARDS AND SWIM INSTRUCTORS.
Several kx:al locations P/T-F/T, $10-12/hr.
Will train. 818-222-7946x11. Greg or Emilie.

MALE MODELS
Have a great face or body? GET REC-
OGNIZED in Playgirf-style publications. Must
be 18-24. Beginners welcome Highest im-

mediate pay w/headshots. Paid screen test.

Jeff«213-748-4555ext. '11, jwhite©ou-
nique.com

MEDICAL RECEPTIONIST For busy BH
dermatology offk:e. 30+hrs. References re-

quired. Call Diane 310-273-0467.

MGR COUPLE 16 UNITS WEST LA: 1 or 2
bdrms. No experience, light duties. Gen-
erous reduction. Pool, patio. Call 310-476-
6694 or fax 310-476-7043

EDUCATIONAL AID to work with joyful 4-

year-old autistic boy 310-459-4373

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL ON CAMPUS
needs Extended Day TA's for summer pro-

gram. July2-July27, 12-3:45pm/daily. Job
resumes in September tor fall.

mparks@uclaedu/31 0-206-5194.

EVENT STAFF/
SECURITY

For sports, concerts, TV shows, conven-
tions 18+ with clean background. Great |ob
for students You pick your assignments
213-748-7223

MODELS WANTED! FM Productions is cur-
rently hiring models for print an dvideo work.
Excellent pay-no expenence necessary. 818-
785-6028.

EXCELLENT PAY
Customer Service $11-17/hr P/T/F/T. Flexi-

ble hours. Paid vacation and holidays. Imme-
diate openings in LA area Call N E S. 1-888-

621-7194

F/T RECEPTIONIST for busy WLA real es-
tate office. Outgoing, team player that's

friendly/Self-Motivated, Microsoft Office a
must Fax resume 310-475-5042

FEMALE DRIVER NEEDED: 3 days/wk for

4hrs/day 2540 Angelo Dr., West LA In-

surance and own car $9-10/hr. Call Gus
310-276-2355

FLEX HOURS
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT P/T. flexible

hours. SlO/hour Beverly Hills. Please email

resume to smkltddhotmail com or fax 310-

820-8305.

/V«> Exf>enettce Necessary
.Men, Women, childicn. all a^B, «i»s.

raoB TV FilnB Cjommefaik Htfuina
forpersirtuil tulervietv call tiotr

310.659.7000

NEW REALITY TV SERIES! Now audition-

ing. Call 818-720-2208.

OFFICE MANAGER to very busy psycholo-
gist. 30 hours/week. Perfect job for graduate
student with days free. Starts summer or

sooner. Fax resume:310-472-1399.

OPHTHALMIC
ASSISTANT POSITION

For graduate students. Doris Stein Eye Re-
search Center For more info contact Victor-

ia Goldenberg: goldenberg@ucla.jsei.edu.

310-206-7470

P/T SALES SEEKING energetic, self-moti-

vated sales people with a passion for helping

the environment Call 323-791-2173 and
leave message.

PART-TIME ADMIN. ASSISTANT Duties in-

clude answering phones, light typing, organ-
ization, office errands, light filing, & collating

documents. Must be bright, enthusiaslk:. de-
tail-oriented. & able to perform a variety of

tasks simultaneously. Send cover letter and
resume to ACE Educational Services,
AttnBrian. 9911 W. Pico Blvd

. Suite PH-K,
LA CA 90035, or fax to 310-282-6424.

PAY IS $11/HR
WANTED FOR SHERMAN OAKS (25 min-
utes from UCLA campus) pension actuarial

office for 20+ hours per week+ full-time sum-
mer: two (2) high achiever students in Ac-
counting, Math. Econ. Business for Pension
A Acturial Admin; one (1) feartess student
with good marketing skills for telephone+ in-

person nvirketing pension services to ac-
countants...pay IS $ii/hr for each job. Fax
resume A DPR to 818-769-4694. Call 818-
769-4600 any Q's

7800
Help Wanted

PERSONAL ASSISTANT to run errands and
make phone calls for busy psychologist.
Flexible hours (8/week). Fax resume:310-
472-1399

Gallery Assistant for

Prominent Westside

Gallery
Train now-F/T by August Requirement:

Spanish fluency, detail-oriented, art back-

ground. $10-12/hr+commission. Fax re-

sume:310-586-1712

GIRLS wanted at exclusive social club in

WLA. Conversation and dancing. 18+ years
old. Flexible hours. Earn top $$$. 310-313-

2989.

HELP NEEDED. CLEAN HOUSE, MARKET-
ING, some Driving etc. Own Car. Flexible

hours. Part lime. $10/hr. 310-391-2718.

HELP WANTED. P/T. Cashier/waitress.

Some experience preferred but not neces-
sary. Looking for delivery person with

car/scooter. Roni's Diner, Beverty Hills. 310-
772-0044

PERSONAL ASSISTANT: EBay selling,

school apps , miscellaneous office tasks-fil-

ing, letters, computer, etc. $8-10/hr, hours
negotiable. Replies to val770©juno.com

PHOTOGRAPHER WANTED for a wedding.
June 9th. Photography student OK. Will pay
$l00+(ilm and development. Valentina 310-
445-5602 or vpagliaiOucIa edu

Physical Therapy Aide
F/T. Culver City. Outpatient clinic. Will ac-

comodate P/T before graduation Athletic.

eager to learn. Fax resume 310-837-9701.

POWER 106 is looking for sales-people. If

you are interested in starting a career in ra-

dio, and have prk)r sales experience, please

send your resume to 818-846-4106. Emmis
Communication is an equal opportunity em-
ployer.

PRESCHOOL LOOKING FOR qualified

teachers/teachers assistants tor immediate
positions. Candidates should have experi-

ence in child care. Salary negotiable. F/T.

P/T available. Call Julie Patel 310-470-0992.

PSYCHOLOGY ADMINISTRATIVE ASSIS-
TANT: Oversee administrative tasks for clini-

cal trial of chikjren's psychosocial treat-

ments. F/T. $10/hr+310-825-6255

RESTAURANT IN LOS ANGELES is seeking
energetic server for part time or full time po-
sition. Will Train. Contact Linda: 310-380-

0938.(pgr)

RESTAURANT IN MIRACLE MILE area cel-

ebrating decade in business. Looking lor

waitress/waiter P/Tor F/T. Call 323-852-

1915. AskforNir.

RETAIL CLERK
Technical bookstore. BNi Publications. Inc.,

a leader in technical publicatk>ns for the con-
struction industry, has immediate part-time

positions available at its WLA location.

$7/hour starting. Flexible hours, convenient
location near 405/10 fwys. Call Martin:714-

517-0970 or fax resume:71 4-535-8078.

7800
Help WjiiUed

TELEMARKETERS CLOSERS. Real estate
deal Westwide location. 310-395-3598.

TESTMASTERS is looking lor intelligent

people to answer phones and provide infor-

mation about our LSAT courses. $13/hour,

minimum of 30 hours/week. Only those with

excellent phone skills should apply. 323-655-
2699.

THEATER BOX OFFICE, Part-time, $a/hour,

Pacific Resident Theater-Venice. Jennifer

310-301-3971 ext. 4# or fax resume to 310-
301-3907.

UCLA RECREATION
SUMMER CAMP JOBS

GREAT MONEY! GREAT TIME! We need
energetic people to be sunwner camp coun-
selors. Pay is $7 38-$11.00/hr. Morning, af-

ternoon, all-day shifts available. CaN 310-
206-1787: Applk:atk>ns available at John
Wooden Center.

REWARDING/FUN
Sumnr)er Swfnrwning, beacfies. horses &
more, wwwdaycampjobs.com.

SALES POSITION available for internet e-

commerce company. Salary+commission.
Call 310-234-0784. Fax: 310-234-0786.
Email: JobsOelectrobuy.com

STUDENT NEEDED TO Help w/writing a
business proposal. Prefer buisness nnajors.

$15/hr. Contact Julie at cell:818-51 7-6383 or

office:818-673-1131.

STUDENT TRANSLATOR WANTED: For
Portuguese to English and vice versa, writ-

ten and oral. $10-1 S/hr DOE. Contact Chris-

sy 310-553-3375. ext.507

SUMMER AT THE
BEACH AND MTNS

FUN WORK WITH CHILDREN IN THE OUT-
DOORS. 7-week day program. 2-weeks
Sierra Sleepaway. June 25-August 24. Ex-

perience with children and water activities.

$330+bonus/week. Call 310-826-7000 or

www.SierraAdventureCamps.com

SUMMER CAMP
COUNSELORS

Decathlon Sports Club Located in Palo Alto.

6/25-8/17. $78-$92/day. 9am-4pm. camp-
job ©yahoo,com

SUMMER DAY CAMPS
San Fernando or Conejo Valleys. Oxnard.
Simi. Malibu. Misc. Instructors & General
couns $2750-3500+ for summer. 888-784-
CAMP www.worttatcamp com

SUMMER JOB
GRAD/UNDERGRAD Psychology.education
or speech to be a camp akle for a special

needs child. 6/25-8/25. Valehe:818-907-
0367.

SUMMER JOBS! WEST Los Angeles day-
camp hiring energetic counsekjrs. lifeguards,

and specialists. Call Tiffany at 310-399-
2267.

SUMMER SPANISH for 8.5 year old girl. 4-5
hours/wk. in our Santa Monica home. Native
speaker only. Pay Negotiable. 310-459-
3253. *•

SWIM INSTRUCTORS. LIFEGUARDS, Pre-
school teachers, and camp counsetors for

the summer. Mon-Fn, 8-3:30 Salary de-
pending on experience. Woodland Hills Pri-

vate School Contact Botjbie Primack 818-
348-6563

SWIMMING INSTRUCTORS at client

homes $20-$24/hr Strong lesson-teaching
experience with small children Summer em-
ployment. Call John 818-781-7676 ext. 1.

TANNING SALON
MAINTENANCE P/T. F/T. Appty at; 1156
26th St., Santa Monica. 310-828-8028.

Classifieds

825-2221
wvffmm^m-

UCLA SENIOR seeking girilriend for the
summer. Must be hot Must be down. Seri-

ous inquiries only, please. 310-588-7734

VOLLEYBALL COACH FOR High School
Girts. Experience necessary. June 18-July
31. 3 days/wk. 2hrs/day Late afternoon, 6-8
hours/wk. Pay negotiable. 323-461-3651.
mrodriguez9 immacutateheart.org

VOLUNTEER USHERS
NEEDED FOR Geffen Playhouse Hit "Look-
ing for Normal," extended to May 13. See it

free! 310-208-6500 ext 115.

WANTED: 18-23/yo bassist/lead guitarist for

serious pop/rock band. Must have equip.,

good voKe, stage presence. Infl. Foos, Vert.

Horizon, Live. MB20. 310-209-4991

WANTED: People who want to lost weight.
310-884-8746. 24 hour message

WEB PROGRAMMER. Public Relations finn

in South Bay needs Web master to start up
new Internet dept. Can begin P/T. w/ F/T this

summer. Fax resume to Buddy 310-791-
2750.

WILLIAM EARNEST
BROWN

BEVERLY HILLS' FINEST Stattonary and in-

vitatkjn designer fias an opening for a per-

sonal assistant. Design talent helpful, good
English essential, detail-oriented F/T includ-

ing Saturday. Call Bill 310-278-5620.

WLA FINANCE CO. Recently named 43-rd
fastest growing co. in America by Inc. maga-
zine, seeks nwtivated individuals to assist

account executive w/lead generation via

telephone for our lease/loan products to

businesses. Fun environment. Salary $10-
$12/hr+bonuses. Fax resume 310-737-1974
or email stevesOaliiancecap.com.

WORK BY THE BEACH
OFFICE CLERK NEEDED The Lobster
Restaurant in Santa Monica P/T. flexible,

competitive pay. great location. Laurel:310-
458-9294 or fax:310-458-9654.

WORK from home in the US or in an interna-
tional business. 24 hour message 310-884-
8748

YMCA HIRING TRAINERS w/strong fitness

background (will train nghl person), and ex-
perienced group exercise instructors. Call

213-639-7522 to apply

8200
Temporary Employment

HEAD FRESHMAN BOYS BASKETBALL
COACH: Experience playing and coaching
needed. $2800-3200 for the season 5 days
a week from 2:30 to 5:00. with a few Satur-
day games. The season begins in November
and runs through February. Please fax
resumes only!! Fax to 310-288-3286

MOTHERS DAY CUSTOMER SERVICE
help needed. Located in Westwood 50 peo-
ple. Call Rhett 0310-209-6770.

8300
Volunteer

HOTLINE VOLUNTEERS NEEDED by the
Suk:ide Prevention Center Excellent volun-
teer opportunity Next training starts May 5
Please call 310-751-5330 (Culver City).

housing
8400-9800

- ^

8^00
Apartments for Rent

WESTWOOD CLOSE
TO EVERYTHING

2 BEDROOM. 1.5«ath. Bright, spacious,

newly remodeled, prime location, close to

UCLA, transportatkxi. Pool, garage, pa-

tk), quiet. No pets. 1942 Pelham, by ap-

pointment only $1395 310-475-2594.
310-207-7209.

•WESTWOOD VILLAGE, MIDVALE N. OF
LEVERING. LARGE 2-BDRM APT. GAR-
DEN VIEW. DINING ROOM. UNIQUE,
CHARM. FRONT AND REAR ENTRANCE.
310-839-6294.*

1917 SPANISH MISSION BUILDING Sin-

gle. WLA. Separate kitchen, high ceilirigs,

wood floors, one year lease. $750/mo. 310-

479-8646.

BEVERLY HILLS AOJ. 1&2BeOROOM-
$895&UP LARGE UNUSUAL CHARM.
SOME SPANISH STYLE W/HARDWOOD
FLOORS ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS.
310-839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. Japanese garden,
ibdrm w/separate entrance. Ibth in house.
Excellent for student. $595. 2bed/2bath,
$1895. Dr. David 323-936-1449.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT Pico/La Cie-

nega area. Upscale fourplex unit, completely
remodeled. separate dining room.
2bd/2bath. $1700. 310-721-3311.

BRENTWOOD, $1650, 2bd/2bth. front.up-

per, balcony, refrigerator/stove, car-

pet/drapes, parking, laundry, no pets, near
UCLA, by appt. 11728 Mayfield #6, 310-271-
6811.

CENTURY CITY exceptional single (upper),

high ceilings, large ctosets. full bath, light,

bright, carport partting $785. 310-395-RENT
www westsiderentals com

HUGE SINGLE AND ONE BEDROOM.
$900/nfK).4 up One bdrm for $1250&up. Or>e
bkx:k from campus. 644 and 650 Landfair.

310-824-0319.

PALMS apartment (upper), unfurnished. 1

bdrm. stove, hardwood fkxjrs. W/D hookups,
bright, garage $750. 310-395-RENT.
www.westsiderentals com

PALMS. 3719 Kelton Ave. 2bd/2bath. $1250.
Controlled access bidg. New carpet. Upper
unit. Linda: 310-463-3334 or 323-848-7260,
shown by appt.

Casablanca West

Available
NOW

Bachelors $865

1 Bedrooms from $1195

iSKuityfsupefclQiets.Lotl

530 Veteran
208-4394

PALMS. Single apt from $575. 1-bdrm $695,
$600deposit 1-year lease only Stove, re-

frig.carpets, vert, blinds. 310-837-1502
leave message. 8am-5pm only

PRIME BRENTWOOD ONE BEDROOM de-
luxe upper, european kitchen. All apliances.
fireplace. Walk to stores and resluraunts
$1350/mo No Pets. Lease 310-410-1575.

SANTA MONICA OCEAN-VIEW. One bed-
room unfurnished/furnished apt. $2000-
$2600. Luxury 2+1 bedroom, furnished
$4000 Walk to 3rd Street Promenade&Pier
310-399-3472.

SINGLE APARTMENTS, $900i/month. Up-
graded carpeltng, freshly painted, pool, laun-
dry, secured entry, very clean buiWing, 1 -yr

lease, no pets 310-208-2820.

Display
206-3060
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Apartments for Rent

VENICE spacious (upper). 2 bdrms. 1 bath.

5 blocks to beach, in a foreplex. kitchen
w/dining area, gated parting $1295. 310-

395-RENT. www.westsiderentals.com

WEST LOS ANGELES apartment, unfur-

nished. 1 bdrm. Westwood Blvd.. stove, car-

pets. W/D hookups, garage. $775. 310-395-
RENT. www.westsiderentals.com

WEST LOS ANGELES/PALMS APART-
MENT IN 7 UNIT BUILDING, pet okay unfur-

nished. 2 t)drms. big bright and airy rooms,
large kitchen, parting included. $895. 310-
395-RENT. www.westsiderentals.com

8ik00
Ap.trtnieuts for Rent

WESTWOOD. Walk to UCLA. 2bdmV2bth.
gated parking, rooftop spa. quiet building,

accepting reservations for Fail. $1895-
$2275 512 Veteran 310-208-2655.

WLA AMAZING DEAL. 1629 Brockton. Sin-

gle $650. Full kitchen, refrigerator, cable-

ready, vertical blinds, gated, quiet area.

310-479-8876

WW WALK TO UCLA
Spacious, bright Ibdrm and private patio,

avail mid-May Hardwood floors, full kitchen,

large closets, laundry, 2-car parking, $1450.

No pets. Also, Itxjrm upper avail Sept. 1,

$1450. 310-234-8278.

8800
Guesthouse for Rent

SUNNY, PRIVATE STUDIO Guesthouse for

rent. Utilities and Parking included In

Beverly Hills, $900. 310-274-5908

9000
House for S«ile

PERU 2BED/2BATH. 984 square ft House
in beach town. 30 minutes south from Lima.
.$12,000. 213-625-0525.

9200
Housing Needed

Westwood Village
Very large appanmenis for September

1st occupancy Dining room, built in

kitchen Balconies/ Patios PtwI.

elevator, controlled-access building.

subtCTTanean parking

1 BR/ Ibath from $1,400

2 BR/ 2bafh from <2,100

For pre-applications call

Mon - Fri 9 AM - 4 PM
691 Levering Avenue

(310) 208-3647

m
* PALfVIS *

Jf

WESTWOOD
RESIDENTIAL AREA

ItxkfWlbth apartment downstairs »n beauti-

ful Westwood home w/private entrance Ap-
prox.. 600 sq.ft. Pool privileges negotiable.

$925/mo including all utilities and premium
cable Available 4/15. Call 310-446-1353.

WESTWOOD APARTMENT for Rent. Single,

fumished. 2-blocks to school, next to frater-

nities (no late night parlies), no parking.

$800/month. 310-824-4951

WESTWOOD LOFT FOR RENT for summer
and fall. Across the street from UCLA. A/C.
full kitchen, parking. $650/month. 310-443-
8992.

WESTWOOD lownhouse. unfurnished. 2
bedrooms. 1.5 bath, cat ok. refrigerator,

stove, hardwood floors, pool, laundry, park-

ing included $1295. 310-395-RENT
www.westsiderentals.com

WESTWOOD VILLAGE: 1 -BEDROOM
$1400; 2-BEDROOM. 2-Bathroom $2000
Parking, 1-year lease, no pets, 10943 Roe-
bling. Available 7/7/01. 310-471-7073.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE Fumished bache-
lor. $725. no parking. Unfumished l-bdrm
$1400. garage. 1-yr lease, no pets. Avail

Sept. 10990 Strathmore. 310-471-7073.

WESTWOOD. 2BDRM/2BATH $1450 AND
UP TILE KITCHEN. STEPDOWN LIVING
ROOM. HIGH CEILING CHARM 1 MILE
SOUTH OF WILSHIRE. SOME W/BAL-
CONY.310-839-6294

WESTWOOD. Across UCLA, upscale, one
and two bedrooms, full-kitchen, air condi-

tioned, parking, one year lease, 445 Land-
fair. Taking reservations. 310-824-1969.

4BD, 3BA LOFT TOWNHOME, FP.

CENTRAL AIRA^EAT. GATED
GARAGE. SEC ALARM. CAT OK

3670 MIDVALE AVE.

$239S/MO

2BD, 2BA TOWNHOME. FP.

CENTRAL AIR/HEAT. GATED
GARAGE. SEC. ALARM, CAT OK

3614 PARIS DR.

$1395/MO

* MAR VISTA *
1191 3 AVON WAY. $1295/MO.
11748 COURTLHGH DR. $1295/MO.
12741 MfTCMELL AVE. $1345/MO.

(310)391-1076
Open House Mon-Sat 10 -4 PM (

HOUSING NEEDED
Trying to rent your space in the West-
wood area or nearby? Have a great deal?
Easily solve your rental problem with one
simple call. Avoid the hassle of renting. 3
UCLA students are seeking an apart-

ment, house, guesthouse or condo to

share (2+2 or 2+1.5) to move in late

June/early July, lyr lease ok Must in-

clude 2 parking spaces and be reason-
ably priced. Please call Stephanie:310-
702-6455 (Leave message).

TWO UCLA GRAD STUDENTS seeking
West Los Angeles summer sublet. One Bed-
room. 5-6 month range.

Email: ecelebogluQyahoo.com.

9400
Room for Reiil

8600
Condo/Towiihouse for Rent

CULVER CITY: 2brdm/2.5bth Fumished.
spacious townhiouse on quiet street. Front
unit w/rooftop sundeck and spa $2000/mth.
310-442-1395

WESTWOOD. Wilshire Hi-Rise Luxurious

Condo. 1.2.&3bed. $2400-$4200/month.
24hr. valet, doorman, front desk, and securi-

ty service. All amenities, great views. 310-

470-9947.

BRENTWOOD F/NS/NP Females only. Bed.
bath&full access to large, beautiful home.
Share w/family, $750. 310-395-0623.

HANCOCK PARK
Spacious Spanish style duplex. Looking for

male/female grad student. $850. Call

Mayora/Chris:310-441-1859.

HUGE TWO-STORY
HOUSE

With rooms to rent! Share goumiet kitchen.

Great location. Mar Vista Ocean view Starl-

ing from $650/month 310-678-2753. 310-
490-7165 Pat.

8800
Guestliouse for Rent

2 BEDROOM GUESTHOUSE Kitchen, re-

modeled t»athroom, with patio area. Great lo-

cation, Mar Vista area $1190 310-678-

2753, 310-490-7165 Pat. Must see!

AVAILABLE JUNE 1. Less than a mile to

campus. A/C, quiet, small dog okay, en-

closed yard. $750. Arthur. 476-8478.

BEVERLY HILLS FURNISHED GUEST-
HOUSE: Livirig room, dining room area,

kitchen, bedroom. Utilities lyr.-lease.

$1000/mth. Available for only 1 person. 310-
271-8811

MAR VISTA GUEST HOUSE. 4-miles to

school. Kitchen, bathroom, high-ceiling

w/sky-light, nice residential neighborhood
Female/non-smoker. No pets. $700/month,
utilities-included. 310-915-0629.

PRIVATE GUESTROOM WEST-
WOOD/WALK UCLA- beautiful house w/pri-

vate entrance/bath/backyard. Laundry/Kitch-
en privileges. N/S female tenant. $785+utili-

ties. 310-446-9556.

ROOM FOR RENT in Westwood adjacent
house. Shared bathroom Preferred females.
Must be quiet, neat, clean, non-smoker
$465/mo+utilifies. 310-470-7032.

WESTWOOD. 1 block south Wilshire Huge
master w/balcony in 2bdrm/2.5bfh apt
1377sqlt Sunny, quiet. Furnished.
Spa/pool, gated part<ing. $1450/monlh. 310-
210-3893.

9500
Roonimates-Private Room

BRENTWOOD/WEST LA: $700/mth Private
bathroom/v*rlk-in closet/full kitchen/pa rt<ing

Female preferred. I'm rarely home Call Erich
310-914-5213.

Advertise today! Deadline is noonday.
118 Kerddioff Hall, 308 Weslwood Plora • los Angeles, CA 90024-1641

Phone:(310)825-2161 • Fax: (310) 206-0528 • Email: restguide@m9dia.uda.e(lu
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Men's

Heallti

Clinic

Evaluation and treatment clfall issues

related to sexual and reproductive health

Check up for non-symptojjjatjc sexually

transmitted diseases (STDs)

Diagnosis and treatment of symptomatic

STDs .

Counseling to assist in mqintenance of

sexual health and to reduce risk of STDs

Counseling and support for concerns

relating to sexual function, performance

or orientation

Anonymous HIV testing*

For information or an appointment call

310 825-4073, or visit the Ashe web
site to request an appointment or ask a
health related question)

http://www.saonet.uclf|pedu/health.htm

*/D is checked to delerminB eligibility to use Ashe

AsheJCentet-

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZI

F

ACROSS
1 Do laundry
5 Enormous
10 Stiff , like tiair

14 Hawaiian port

1 5 Muslim offloals

16 Black-and-wtiite

snack
1 7 Colliery exit

18 IHe had a golden
touch

19 Peel
20 Kind of parlor

22 Lowest point on
earth

24 Coffee brewer
25 Org
26 Using language
30 Sucdnct
35 Gold, to Pedro
36 Lincoln

nickname
37 Cyberspace

posting

38 Crunchy snacks
41 Handing out
43 From Bali

44 Sturgeon eggs
45 — ctii ctiuan
46 Rents out money
47 With ctieese and

breadcrumbs
50 "Nope"
53 Apple

computer
54 Get ttie oven

going
58 Sajak and

Trebek
62 Tardy
63 Egypt's

neigtibor

66 Scream and
St)0Ut

67 Pod veggie
68 Pamptilet
69 Net surfer

70 Feat
71 Peru's

mountains
72 -Jane -"

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

O P U SHv A M pHHIm n P
POS HMO N 8 E TjM U L E
ELS EBl I T E rBa S E A
D E R A 1 L sUr E a C TORTR ElpifLOAliHM
SASH A VMS 1 L K WOR M
TUN E SpWA D 1 Us HOE
A D aIHp A L E sBHa WE
R

1 F FJIA L V AJBB E RET
HOU L E T T eMdE T ER S
PBHIA G EpHF 1 L fMIHI
B U N 1 ON SIIa T tract
A F A RMT O A S tMn EAR
LOP SMSO T T oHa R L O
fc s lH^Hn i-ssBloft

4
5

6
7

5-4-01 © 2001, Unted Feature Syndicate

DOWN 29 Scale meas
1 "—did you 31 Ostrict) cousin
say?" 32 Singer Bonnie

2 Verdi opera 33 Red Sea
3 Narrow peninsula

34 Hoops great
Baylor

39 Owned
40 Come next
41 Promise

to pay
42 Parts
44 Bleactier yell

48 Meadow
browser

49 Build, as
assets

51 -- luego!"

52 Traffic no-no
54 Tramp along
55 Garden tool

56 To be, in Paris
57 Be in charge
59 Like pie?
60 Always
61 Waterless
64 Pop
65 High card

opening
Spa feature

Consumer
Protection
rench friend

Dispose of

8 Degree holders
9 Snake shapes
10 Tidings
1

1

Eve part

12 Philosopher
Descartes

13 "Return of the
Jedi" guru

21 Man-mouse
connector

23 Starts a poker
pot

25 Senate vote
26 Outspoken
27 Clean the

diskette

28 Gymnast's aid

Display
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aromns
nt deals \Jnt-tostudent

Every Wednesday and Friday, the Daily Bruin Classifieds provides Bruin Bargains, a place where students are able to advertise

absolutely FREE* some of the best deals in Westwood. Check weekly for updates so you don't miss out on great savings!
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To place a

ad in the Bruin

Bargains, fill out

infomialion on the right

and submit to the Daily

• - Bruin Classifieds.

1
• Item:

I (15 characters maximum, including spares)

• • Description:

[ (20 characters maximum, including spaces)

I •Price:

1
(example $25, $74ea, FREE. Please round to the nearest dollar—NO OBO)

;
• Phone: ( ) -

•- - - -J

1

1

• Item: •

(15 characters maximum, including spaces) |

• Description: !

(20 characten maximum, including spares) •

• Price: :

(example $25, $74ea, FREE. Please round to the nearest dollar—NO OBO) !

•Phone: ( ) - j

•Ad must be submitted in person or by mail No phone ordeR allowed Deadline is 2 work days prior to issue at 1 2pm All Bruin Bargains appear every Wednesday and Friday Limit of 4 frte ads per customer per week We
reserve the right to revise or reject any advertisement not meeting the standards of the Daily Bruin

i
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Christian

Westside Oikos Community
Church
1343 Ocean Park Btvd

Santa Monica, CA 90405
310-441-2125 ..^ :-.-_..
www weslsideoikosorg

Sunday worship at 1:30pm.

Wednesday UCLA Oikos Campus
Ministry (OCM) meetings at

6:30pm in CS Young 50.

Come and share the joy!

Encounter God's presence through

powertui worship, inspiring mes-
sages, and genuine community.
Rides for Sunday worship provided

at Sproul turnaround at 1pm.

University Lutheran Chapel
10915 Strathmore Dr
Los Angeles. CA 90024
310-206-4571

www.uk:.laca.us

10:30am, tradition 7pm, contempo-
rary.

Classifieds

825-2221

Join us in experiencing Christ in

the context of word and sacra-

ment in small groups throughout

the week.

Westwood Hills Christian

Church
10808 Le Conte Ave

Los Angeles. CA 90024
310-208-8576

www.WHCCOmelcbc com

Bible Study 9:00am, Worship
10:00am. Tuesday Evening Bible

Study 7:00pm.

We are located across from UCLA
Medical Center at Le Conte and
Hilgard. Students are welcome.
Join us for lunch 1st Sunday each
month after worship.

Seventh-day
Adventist

Santa Monica Seventh-Day

Adventist Church
1254 19th St.

Santa Monica. CA 90404
310-829-1945

www.santamoNcasda.tnmepage.cow
Saturday 9:30. Worship 11am.

Small groups throughout the

week. Collegiate group Thurs. at

UCLA. We Invite you to join us to

worship and grow, and experi-

ence God's k)ve in a SG and
Sabbath morning worship.

Roman Catholic

University Catholic Center
633 Gayiey Ave

Los Angeles. CA 90024

310-208-5015

wwwucdaorg

Sunday Masses at 10:30am.
7pm. and 9pm.

Our CatholK community wel-

comes all. With over 70 years of

sen/ice to UCLA and the

University Religious Conference,

we offer worship, retreats, sacra-

mental preparation, education, and
just plain fun!

Christian Science

Tenth Church of Christ,

Scientist
1133 S. Bundy Dr
Los Angeles, CA 90049

310-826-2229

Sunday 10am Church Service and
Sunday School (up to 20 years),

Wednesdays 7:30pm Testimonial

Meeting. Reading Room 310-820-

2014.

Please join us for a Bible talk on
Deuteronomy: Moses' Farewell

Address, by Madelon Miles on
Sunday, February 11th from 1-3

pm. For informatk>n please call

310-820-2014.

TWenty-eighth Church of

Christ, Scientist
1016 Hilgard Ave.

Los Angeles, CA 90024
310-208-6169

Readktg Room:
1125 Gtendon Ave.

310-206-3614 "'
'

Sunday Church Sen/ices 10am
and 5pm. Sunday School (up to

age 20) 10am, Wednesday
Testimony Meetings 8pm.
Come Wednesdays at 8pm to

hear of lives healed and renewed
through topk^al readings from the

Bible and testimonies from the

congregation. Stay after and
meet our church family.

i

Thf MtpDus Services

rory is prityted Waiif
Frid9y. CaU

Steph&aU Ahrtitzo et

310-^25-2221 for more
ir^formBtiffti
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Daily Bruin Sports

SOFTBALL
From page 28

scries Friday at 2 p.m.

"Our attack will be different,"

UCLA Head Coach Sue Enquisl
said. "We did a poor job of maintain-
ing our defense. We opened the door
and Oregon State capitalized on it."

In fact, the Bruins were so both-
ered by the defeat that every player
wore someone else's uniform the
next day at Oregon. Freshman Claire
Sua says that the team was looking
for a better focus.

"We were playing with so much
pressure on us. We just went back to

having fun and doing things for each
other," she said. "We just threw all of
our uniforms into a pile and said,

'I'm going to play for this person and
we're going to play for each other.'"

But before they exact revenge on

Oregon State, the Bruins must com-
plete the season sweep of Oregon on
Saturday at 2 p.m. and Sunday at I

p.m. UCLA defeated the Ducks 4-3

and 6-3 last month in Eugene. In

each game, UCLA built a lead, only

to have Oregon make a late charge -

something that almost felled the

Bruins on Wednesday against

Washington.

"We have to stay strong in the cir-

cle. I think our pitchers have done a

good job of making the adjustments

that tliey need," Enquist said.

In those Oregon games, the

Bruins beat sophomores Lisa

Wangler (5-9, 3.71) and Andrea
Vidlund (9-8, 4.28) using senior

pitcher Courtney Dale (5-0, 1.00) on
Saturday and freshman Keira Goer!

(22-1, 0.93) on Sunday. Oregon's
option that the Bruins missed while

in Eugene is junior Connie
McMurren (8-15, 4.25)

Offense is more a strength for

Oregon than pitching, though only

sophomores Wangler (.373) and
Alyssa Laux (.361) are above .300.

The next closest Duck is junior Missy
Coeat.278.

The Bruins are pretty good with

the sticks as well. Three Bruins arc

over .400 and six more are over .300

with junior Stacey Nuveman again

atop the pack at .428.

Oregon Stale, however, has only

junior Michelle Chariton over .300

at .308. Eight more Beavers are over

.200. Unlike their in-state rivals,

Oregon State's strength is in its pitch-

ing. Junior Crystal Draper, who beat

the Bruins in that earlier meeting, is

25-9 with a 1.17 ERA. Freshman
Monica Hoffman is 1 1-10 with a 1.61

ERA.
"I'm very confident in Crystal and

Monica's ability, but I wouldn't say

that I'm confident in their ability to

shut down UCLA's offense," said

Oregon State Head Coach Kirk
Walker.

The Bruins have been relying on
Goerl lately because of the elbow
injury to junior Amanda Freed, who
will not pitch but may play center-

field this weekend.

"Keira's got great stamina. She
can throw two days in a row and pos-

sibly three if she has to." said

Enquist.

The loss at Oregon State was
Goerl's first and only loss of the year.

She said that gives her extra motiva-

tion for Friday's game.

"I want to beat them even more
now," she said.

The Bruins are ready for their

competition this weekend. While the

matchup next weekend at Arizona
may be in their minds, they still must
remember to watch out for the little

guys.

9500
Roominates-Prlvnte Rooni

CULVER CITY. $325/mo. Small, private

room, share bath. Prefer very docile, n/s.

gentleman. Please call Jim 310-390-1450.

9600
Roornniates-Shared Room

FEMALE ROOMMATE. Responsible. Fur-
nished Ibdrm. Glenrock-Walk to UCLA. No-
smoking. Security Price negotiable. Avail-
able June 20-Sept 25. 310-208-5738.

MANHATTAN BEACH: Roommate to share
fully furnished 2bdrm/lbth house w/grad
student. Walk to beach, w/d. parking.

$850+utils 310-545-9443. Avail 5/19.

WESTWOOD: Serious female student pre-
fen^ed. Ibdrm/lbth. $5l5/mth. Bnght, fire-

place, balcony 310-479-9143

VENICE/SEPULVEDA. Own bedroom/share
bath, 2+1 /apt. Balcony. 2-story, stove, fridge,

microwave Female/Student preferred Avail

now, $475. flan ©ucla.edu, work: 310-966-

5320, home: 310-202-1196.

WESTWOOD-Fun outgoing female looking

for 1 or 2 female roommates lor own
bed/bath in 2bed/2bath apt. Avail 9-1-01.

Call 310-209-2665.

WLA-FEMALE ONLY furnished room,
2bdrm/apt. $350-f1/2utilities. 10-min to

UCLA. Near Bus line, mart<et, shopping. No
smoking/pets Prefer UCLA student/faculty.

310-478-7472.

WESTWOOD: Spacious penthouse apart-
ment. 1-2 roommates to share studio room.
5min from UCLA. Beginning August
$350/mth. 310-824-6322

9700
Sublets

10919 STRATHMORE APT#4. The Tree
House. 2bdrm/1.5bth. $1800/nrK)nth. Party-

ing, balcony 310-208-7959.

403 L.ANDFAIR: Across street from campus.
Master bedroom/bath, underground partying

Will sublet to one/two people 6/18-9/13
$975/mth. 310-824-3537

9700
Sublets

437 QAYLEY, Pink Palace. Beautiful

2bdrm/2bth. w/2balconies, trench doors,

spacious, 3 underground parking spots, par-

tially furnished. Late June-8/31. $2150/mo.
Please call Julie or Silvia at 310-824-5542.

475 GAYLEY AVE Available mkl-June to
mid-Sept. $450/month. Close to campus,
friendly roommato* & nwnagef. Looking for
female subletter. 310-479-2235.

631 KELTON 750+sq.ft.l 1bd/1.5bath, Gor-
geous Fumiturel June 15-August 5, gated
parting space, bateony, pool, laundry Only
$937/month. ginak©ucla.edu. Call 310-991-
4462.

9700
Sublets

KELTON AND LEVERING Cute cozy apt
Share w/great roommates! Pnvate room and
parting spot. Available June 1st. $550 310-
208-6839.

RENT ME!
PERFECT SUMMER SUBLET!!!
2bdnTV2bfh Bright, 1200sq ft., bateony, fire-

place, gated-partdng, pool/iacu22i, waik-in

closets. Gas&water included! Mkj-June to

August. $1800/mth. Call 310-824-0989

WANTED
Downtown law firm seeks fiilly furnished sublets for visiting law

studenLs from May through September. StudenLs stay in Los Angeles

from 6 to 11 weeks. Please send information regarding your sublet

to Maria at niichelfnl@nito.coiii. Remember to include the

following information: Rent, Location/City, Dates Available,

House/Apt/Room, # of bedrooms/bathrooms, Amenities

(FurnishedAJnhimished, Air, Pool, Parking, Convenient to Bus, etc.)

ATRIUM COURT- STRATHMORE. Close to
campus. 750sq ft. Ibdrm/lbth. Spa/weight-
room. 1 partting space. $1350/mo. Available
July 5. 310-267-8205

BEAUTIFUL 2-BEDROOM APARTMENT
Hardwood floors, partdng. full kitchen Abso-
lutely gorgeous. Must be seen!!! $1900/mo.
Call Marjorie 310-208-2120

BRIGHT, SPACIOUS. BEAUTIFUL! 2bdrms
available June20-Aug3l. Ibdrm/perlect for

one-$600/mth. 2ndbdrm. huge w/privale-en-

trance. bathroom, bar. $1200/mth. 1 -parking-

space/room. Upstairs-apartment, hardwood,
balcony-445 1/2 Midvale. 310-208-
0369/310-497-2784

685 KELTON: Beautiful, spacious
2bdrm/2bth. Fun, social apartment complex
2 pari<ing spots included. $2050/mth. June-
Sept. 310-824-1819 or 310-824-0794

SPACIOUS, FALL APARTMENT:
3bdrnV1.5bth. Pool, fun balcony, preferably
female. $430/mth-dependenl. 424 Landfair
Ave. Apt.1. 310-824-2942

STRATHMORE. BALCONY OVERLOOKS
pooi/spa. Fully Furnished, 2BD/2BA. Huge!
1130 sqft. DSL. Mini-Bar. $470/month Best
Damn Place in Westwood, Bar-none. 310-
824-2009.

STRATHMORE/LEVERING FURNISHED
bedroom/bath with pari<ing. DSL, Stereo,
Cable Available mid June to mid September
1-2 people OK. $900/mo. Brandon 310-824-
7435.

SUMMER SUBLET Large 1 -bedroom apart-
ment lor 2-3 people. 1185/mo. Parking.
Laundry. Balcony Strathmore/Levering 310-
208-6875

TWO SUBLETTERS TO SHARE ROOM in

apartment with two other males. Own Bath-
room. Furnished, $500/mo at 747 Gaylev
310-824-2608

GREAT DEAL! Share a room for $350 or
own room for $700 on Veteran. Available
June/July/August. Ask for Anne. 310-208-
9513

WESTWOOD, CA. Summer and Fall sublet.
Looking for female roommate Fireplace and
balcony. 2 bdrms. 2 bath. 10 min. walk to

Ackerman, 10 to Westwood. Contact Alex,
Sophya. Mary: 310-824-3391.
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Saturday and Sunday, respectively.

Roe pitched a predetermined three

scoreless innings on Tuesday to pre-

pare him for weekend duly.

UCLA snapped an eight-game los-

ing streak Tuesday night against

SDSU and is looking to the seven

remaining games of their homestand
to string together some needed victo-

ries.

The Bruins control their own play-

off destiny. If they win two games in

the three remaining Pac-10 series,

they're in the playoffs.

"From now on, we have to

approach every game like it's the

biggest game of the year." Diaz said.

"That's how I'm going to approach my
start, because we know that we have to

win out to get into the playofTs."

9700
Sublets

WESTWOOD- Spacious Ibdrm/lbth w/bal-

cony. gated parking, security, recreational

facilities. Available mid-June to mid-Sept
Call 310-208-1685.

WESTWOOD-Kelton Ave Looking (or fe-

male/male to share room during July/August.

Great Apartment, parking spot included.

$520/month Call Sophie 310-824-4679 _
WESTWOOD 3bed/2bath, dining room,
large living room, PARKING. Walking dis-

tance to UCLA (2-blocks). Hardwood floors

and newly painted walls Well kept and
clean. If interested contact Matt 310-871-

7635

WESTWOOD: From June 18-August 18.

Space for 1 or 2 persons $875/mth Facili-

ties include a gym and pool 527 Midvale
Ave., Westwood, CA 90024. For more infor-

mation call 310-209-0475 or email ka-

maru@ucla.edu

WESTWOOD: One bedroom, one bath Fur-

nished, corner of Landlair+Strathmore Avail-

able July-August $1150/mth. Call 310-824-
5924

WESTWOOD: Room (or rent in 3000 sq ft

luxury townhouse. TV, VCR, stereo, cable.

Maid service included. Walk to UCLA Avail-

able May-August 1. $775/mth. 310-441-
1666

WILSHIRE 2-MILES FROM CAMPUS.
Beautiful 2-Bedroom Apartment. Looking lor

2-people to share Spacious Bedroom+Bath-
room. Available 6/20 $475/mo per person.
310-312-0157

9800
Vacation Rentals

BEAUTIFUL. SPACIOUS YOSEMITE
HOME surrounded by tali pines. Close to

everything. Fully Equipped, 5000' elevation

sundeck, reasonable rates 818-785-1028
www.yosemite .islovely.com

P Tbsubk or not tD sublet?

That is tfie question.

Advertise in the Summer Sublet Guide.
SUBLET

n. property, especially an apartment, rented by a tenant to another party

V. to rent your apartment out to someone else during a period of time

to advertise

Contoct:

Daily Bruin Classified Line

lISKerckhoffHall

310.825.2221

Fax:

310.206.0528

E-moik

clossifieds^nfiedia.ucla.edu

SUMMCR
importontjates

:^\^
rT-liaTtyour worriis

Publicotion Dofes:

Display ads: 5/9,5/16,5/23,5/30,

6/7,6/11

Line ads: Any 4 days adjacenl lo the

display ad date.

Deadlines:

Mondays at 1 2:00 Noon
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M.TRACK
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team will rise to meet it.

"in the true sense of competition, what

you're hoping for is that you'll show up to

the track and your opponent will bring his

best," he said. "I don't want Kevin Elliot to

run 1 :5I in the 800m and lose; I want Kevin

Elliot to run 1 :48 and lose."

Bruins sophomore Nick Thornton
(1:51.46) and senior Paul Muite (1:53.24)

will offer the greatest challenge to Elliot in

the 800m. Muite, freshman Jon Rankin

and junior Bryan Green will contend to

sweep the 1500m in what should be a close

race (3:49.22, 3:49.77, 3:50.16, respective^

ly)-

Besides Elliot, however, the Trojans

have little to offer in the distance depart-

ment. Sophomore Andrew Knutsen has

use's best times in the 3000m steeple-

chase and 5000m (9:27.20, 14:49.33). but

the Bruins should sweep both these events

as well.

Senior Will Bernaldo will lead the

5000m charge (14:23.53) since he is not

running any other events. Junior Andrew
Wulfand senior Mason Moore will duke it

out in the steeplechase (9:03.72, 9:05.40).

"What we're hoping for is with all the

energy, enthusiasm and rivalry that goes

on between UCLA and USC that it will

bring out the best in our athletes," Peterson

.«aid. "They'll be focused, pay attention

_jtnd ih^'H run very fast."

"There are 36 points available in the dis-

tances," he continued. "We expect to win

that battle."

Junior Scott Moser and redshirt fresh-

man Dan Ames should make short work of

the Trojans in the shot put and discus.

What remains to be seen is whether sopho-

more Scott Wiegand can complete the

sweep in those events. On paper it'll hap-

pen. Hopefully for the Bruins that will

come true on Saturday - they're going to

need every possible point.

USC has a defmite advantage in the

hammer throw, but UCLA should take the

javelin. Trojan senior Norberl Horvath is

third in the nation (228-feet-5 inches) at the

hammer throw while Bruin sophomore
Nate Marum is third in the Pac-IO in the

javelin (228-11).

USC should take the jumps. Freshman
Dawid Jaworski jumps 7-2 in the high

jump, more than three inches better than

UCLA's top mark. Senior Djeke Mambo
is third in the Pac-IO in long jump (24-10)

and first in triple jump (54-4). Senior pole

vaulter senior Dennis Kholev has cleared

18-0, another Pac-IO leading mark, while

the Bruins have yet to vault over 1 7-6.

Sprints will pose a difficult challenge for

UCLA in a very evenly matched field.

USC has a strong sprint duo with junior

Devon Ward in the 100m and 200m ( 10.26,

21.13) and senior Andre Ammons in the

200m and 400m (20.85, 45.97). However,

UCLA men's Sprint Coach John Smith

questions the validity of those times since

they have not been matched since March.

Bruin senior Bryan Harrison has the

team's best lOOm and 200m times (10.49,

20.88) and freshman Denye Versher has

the best 400m time (47.29). These will be

close races.

Both hurdle races should also be tight.

UCLA freshman Chucky Ryan (14.08)

will run against USC sophomore Ryan
Wilson in the 1 10m hurdles (13.69). Wilson

will later race sophomore Kyle Erickson in

the 400m hurdles, this time with the Bruin

holding the paper time advantage 50.54 to

50.99.

And the relays should be close. USC's 4

X lOOm team ran a season best 39.39 and
the 4 X 400 ran a 3:06 even. UCLA is just

behind with times of 39.96 and 3:09.20,

respectfully.

Looking at the meet as a whole, with

stats and rankings this close, the meet

could come down to the 4 x 400m relay, the—
last event of the day. One thing is for sure -

both teams will leave everything they have

on the track.

"We're going to gel together as one

unit," said Smith. "We do that every year

Every year on paper they can beat us and
every year they end up losing for the last 22

years."

"This is the meet where I have fun," he

continued. "This is the meet where I listen

to all the talk and the jargon about how
we're going to lose. I've been listening to

that since I've been here. The last 17 years,

going on 18, I've been hearing the same ol'

song and we've been playing the same ol'

song afterwards. It's called vic-to-ry."

In a meet this close. Smith may be a little

overconfident, but if past experience has

anything to say, the Bruins will rise to the

occasion.

Still, this one's going to be a nail biter

M.VOLLEYBALL
From page 28

They almost did.

Led by junior setter Jose

Quiflones, the Lions' quick

offense earned Penn 82 match

kills, 22 more than BYU. In game
one alone, Penn State Lions put

away 19 kills, many ofwhich went

uncontested by the confused

BYU blockers, behind a .783 hit-

ling percentage.

"They're a lot tougher than

our offense because there are so

many things going on," middle

blocker Mac Wilson said.

BYU, the MPSF leader in

blocking, proved themselves wor-

thy of that title.

While they posted a measly

three blocks in the first two

games, games three and four saw

the Cougars transform into a

human wall which stuffed Penn

15 times.

"As the match progressed we
were able to become a little more
accustomed to their offense,"

BYU Head Coach Carl

McGown said. "Eventually we
started blocking much better than

we had originally
"

Which is a good thing because

now. Scales will get his wish. On
Saturday, the UCLA Bruins will

get another shot at the BYU
Cougars, but this time, it's for the

whole enchilada.

When the two teams met in

Utah on Feb. 23, UCLA cited the

high altitude, which caused the

ball to travel further, as a factor

behind their loss.

Here at sea level, BYU will be

the team that has to make the

adjustments.

"It's tough, especially for the

passers," BYU hitter Joaquin

Acosta said. "The ball comes a lot

faster. We usually struggle the

first match with passing."

"The toughest thing about

UCLA is that they're UCLA,"
Wilson added. "They might not

do well at the start of the season,

but they're always there, always

together as a team."

For UCLA, OSU was only the

appetizer. The Bruins are hungry

for more and with BYU's win

over Penn State, a rematch with

the Cougars is what has UCLA
drooling.

"They're the only team that

has beat us that we've not had the

opportunity to beat," Scales said.

BRUIN UPDATE

Friday

Softball vs.

Easton Stadi/m, 2 p.m.

Baseb

J. Robinsojf Stad., 6 dm,

Sawda^'
Basell^sXai

J. RobinsQK^./l p.m.

Softball vs.WkK}n State

Easton Staa1H||^p.m.

Track at

Los Angeles, ^

M.VolleyballatNCAA

Championships

Long Beach, Calif, 4 p.m.

Sunday
Baseball vs. Cal

J. Robinson Stad., 1 p.m.

ion State

1, 1 p,m.

WJi^^^^^weglonaJs
TaII Day
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sophomore Jessica Marr and
junior Elaine Canchola and
Nilsson competing in that event,

they should put up a good fight

against Deren and junior Lucyna
Ligaj.

"Lena is an incredibly strong

1500m runner," Peterson said.

"They have (Ligaj) who ran 4:25,

and Jessica is also capable of run-

ning at that level."

The throws will be close as well.

UCLA senior Christina Tolson

and junior Chaniqua Ross are in

the top three of the country in the

shot put, and Tolson has the No. 2

spot in the hammer throw. The
Bruin duo will be challenged by

USC's junior Cynthia Ademiluyi

and freshman L'Orangeril

Crawford. Ademiluyi is lllh

nationally at 52-7 1/2 while

Crawford is 14th at 51-11 3/4.

"1 know that they would badly

like to have a great meet against

us," Throwing Coach Art Venegas

said. "That shot is going to be

crazy, that hammer is going to be

unbelievable, and that discus will

be very competitive."

With the exception of the triple

jump, in which USC junior

Tatyana Obukhova looks to have a

clear advantage with a personal

best of 43-02 1/4, the jumping
events will be close. In the long

jump, Perry sits at 20-01 3/4, while

Obukhova leads at 2003 3/4. The
high jump will be close with

UCLA junior Damesha Griffith

holding a season best of 5-10 while"

Trojan sophomore Spring Harris

is at 5-9.

But when these two teams com-
pete against each other, season-

best marks are not good indicators

of what will actually happen dur-

ing the meet.

For instance, at last year's

showdown, the 1500m was one of

the deciding factors in the Bruins'

win. Then senior Tina Bowen nar-

rowly missed beating the Trojans'

Anna Lopaciuch in the 3000m, but

when Lopaciuch competed in the

1500m, she was so spent from her

effort in her previous race that she

lost to four Bruins.

"As we learned last year any-

thing can happen," Peterson said,

"and there's a reason you don't

score the meet on paper."

NEW REAUTY IV SERIES
NOW AUDITIONING!

18-26 year old males
and females

Call 818-720-2208

Take 5 Productions

"^ Needto move some ^oods?J
'

Bruin Bargins
rxTywidneMkrytfridoy

COMPLIMENTARY
CONSULTATION

Braces^^
Deliver Brilliant Results

SUPPLY SERGEANT (f^f
m- Caihartta '""sffi^
JUNGLE

ORTHODONTIST
SINCE 1980

UCLA FACULTY MEMBER Dr. Nader Dayani
Member American As.sori;^tion of Orthodonfi>t<

Specializing in braces for adults & children

• Invisible • Removable • Cosmetic Porcelain
• European • Traditional • Surgical Orttiodontics

2(»"„ DISCorNTTOSTlDKNTS

$409519
COVERALLS
REISSUE

Sl_EEPl^aG BAGARKiY REISSUE

•16«> 111

(310) 826 - 7494
1 1645 Wilshire Blvd. #802
Los Angeles, CA 90025

(949) 552 - 5890
18124 Culver Dr., #A
Irvine, CA 92715

Teeth Whitening
upper or lower

$85«" MCh

(R(g. $200 00)

The freotmeot w« bo as fo»ows $ 1000 00 plus
$ 1 00 00 fof each month of treatment rendered
tof metal bfoces. S900 00 plus S )00 00 for eoch
nr>onth of treatment rendered for removoble

brocei and SI 700 00 plus S12500 per rnonth tor
ceramic broces, S200 00 for diagnostic study
model and S 1 75 00 for fomxH coosuttotlon

explfotton ckate 5-1501

KHAK I SHORTS
lWijBS> NOW

'Satan %u»% avaiUat*

REISSUE FOLDING SHOVEL
WITHPICX& ^

LEATHER COVER
$25 value

NOW 11.95
NATO STEEL
.^^^^FUEL. CAN

/ V«ry l««avv «u«y (10
/ Itos. •aoHI. rHs In •!•X,

$19.95 valu«

NOW ^4.95

OTHCH CAU"
sues
AVANJiacf so sots

CAL. Oea

Stock off ^a

HOLLYWOOD • 6664 Hollywood Blvd. • (323) 463-4730

SANTA MONICA • 1431 Lincoln Blvd. • (310) 458-4166

BURBANK • 503 North Victory Blvd. • (818) 845-9433
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In a meet this

dose, with this

much at stake,

every finish counts

UCLA-USC DUAL MEET

By Oiristina Teller

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

It's that lime again.

On the day before the annual show-
down, you can bet that it's on every-

one's minds.

"All of us are focused on that

meet," senior Michelle Perry said.

"Usually two weeks before the meet
it's 'SC, 'SC, 'SC."

"It's probably one of the most
hyped meets that you'll ever go to in

the U.S. There's fans galore and the

stands are filled," Perry continued.

It's one ofthe most important dates

on the Bruins' schedule and the

UCLA women's track and field team
has been preparing for this all season.

Not only are bragging rights on the

line, but performances during this

meet may foreshadow results at

nationals.

"To me, when we finally go up
against USC, it's the first indication

that we're approaching the post sea-

son," Distance Coach Eric Peterson

said. "We're trying to bring our team
together to prepare at the highest

level."

With the Bruins ranked No. 1 with

62 points in the national poll and the

Trojans right behind in No. 2 position

with 61, this may be one of the best

meets in the country.

In most meets, attention is paid to

the top two finishers in each event, but

at the UCLA-USC dual meet every

single finish will be watched.

"Once again on everyone's dope
sheet, it's going to be a close meet,"

Peterson said. "And every single point

is going to have significance."

As usual, the sprints will be the

highlights of the meet. The Bruins will

pit their standout seniors Shakedia

Jones and Perry along with the young
speed from freshmen Adia
McKinnon and Sheena Johnson,

against the quick legs ofjunior Angela
Williams, senior Candace Young and
junior Kinshasa Davis.

Joiics qualined Cor th«^ NCAA
Championships'over the weekend in

the 100-meter dash with a time of

1 1.41. She will face the duo of Young
and Williams in that race, who are

number two (1 1.22) and three (1 1.23)

in the nation respectively.

The Bruins should dominate in the

400-meler hurdles, though, with the

talent of Johnson, junior Ysanne
Williams and Perry. All three of them

are on the national list, with Johnson

holding the No. 2 time of 56.23.

Usually the fight in the distance

races is uneven. But not this year.

"It's important for them to get psy-

ched up, but you have to be careful not

to get distracted by everything going

on," Peterson said. "Because they're

distance races, we have to stay

focused on task at hand."

Though USC has senior Brigita

Langerholc, who placed fourth in the

800-meter at the 2000 Olympics, the

Bruins have a deep middle distance

squad to combat the Olympic-level tal-

ent.

With freshman Lena Nilsson and
junior Ysanne Williams leading the

squad, the Bruins will be able to con-

test Langerholc and juni

Aleksandra Deren, whose best is

2:06.17, for the third spot on the

national list in the 800m.

It's the 1500m that Peterson is

looking forward to the most. With

SeeW.TRAaCpage26

WOMEN'S TRACK EVENTS TO WATCH
The UCLA-USC track meet, to take place at USC's Loker Stadium, will have the field events today and the mnning events on Saturday.

Shot put, 12 p.m. Friday 100m, 1p.m. Saturday 800m, 1:15 p.m. Saturday 200m, 1:50 p.m. Saturday

Four athletes are on th^

natkmalfet from the two

sdN>ois.Chriuinarohon

(Nal}<ndQunk)uaRo»

{Mo.3)ofUCIAandCynthM

Ademiluyi (Na 10) and I

Or4n9erilCrawfod(Na13)

of USC.

TTtebattk win feature USCs

Candace \bung and Angela

Wllliaim,th«two-twn«

rmional cttampton who twis

the season-best time of

11.23, against UCU'sAJI-

American Shakedia Jones,

whoputi9atiffleofl1.4l

ia$t weekend.

USC hastwo of the top

three rutmeo in Hmi nation

in Aleacandra Deren and

Bri<^Langnhoicwho

leads the nation with her

tlmeof2.D3.2 and placed

fourth In the 2000

Olympla UCLA features

five strong funnere In

YsanneW««ams. Tiffany

Burgess, Lena NUsson,

iessiaMan;andBn<Se

Hatdi.

Three of the Pac-lO^

fastest sprinters are

featured in this race. USC's

Kinshasa Oavis reconled a

23J2 earlier this year,

foiknved by fellowTn^
Candace YioungUCU's

pbefMNn-freshman Aifla

McKinnon recorded a

23.72 at Penn last

weekend.

4x400mrel»[j2:25|uii.

As this meet viM most

likelycome down to thh

%i*e, the 4x400 may be

the deciding iador. Both

teams have provisioftafly

qualified for natkmais.

USC at 334.86 (No. 10)

andUCUat33SJ8(No.

14), but ifs anyone's race

inthismc«t.

JMWrt ChnttiMltOn

JENNirER YUEN/0«lly Bruin S*nk3r Staff

f'ATIL ARMf NIAN/Darly Bru.n Spnior Sta"

Gina Donnelly completes the water jump in the steeplechase in a

meet earlier this season.

UCLA aims to protect 22-year streak
M.TRACK: Stats, rankings

close between both teams;

last relay may decide meet

ByGlenWorthington
Dally Bruin Contributor

This is sports. When the Bruin

men's track and field team walks into

Loker Stadium on Saturday to com-
pete against the Trojans, spectators will

have the privilege of watching some of

America's best college athletes in a

high stakes, all out, fight-to-the-finish

meet.

The meet will be incredibly close.

The Bruins own a 22-ycar winning

streak in the matchup, but UCLA
recently dropped out of the national

rankings while USC remains at No. 21.

In dCial meet power rankings, however,

"Every year on paper

(USC) can beat us

and every year they

end up losing."

John Smith

UCLA sprint coach

the Bruins hold the edge, No. 3 to No.
4. Ifyou're a fan of close competition -

where a quarter of an inch or a hun-

dredth of a second makes the difler-

ence in losing an event and perhaps los-

ing the entire meet - then you want to

be there.

"They have a few more of the so-

called big meet points," said men's
Head Coach Art Venegas. "But we

have people that arc very talented and
are ready to step up. When I add it up,

it looks good for us and good for them;

they're good athletes and we're good
athletes. Let's get it on."

On paper, the Bruins should control

the distance and throw events while

USC has an advantage in the sprints

and jumps. But paper is only paper.

Especially in a meet of this caliber, it's

performance that counts. The question

is not about who has the fastest time or

longestjump, but about who is going to

step up to another level.

One of USC's biggest threats is

junior Kevin Elliot. Elliot is the Pac-IO

leader in the 800-meter (season best 1

minute, 48,71 seconds) and a danger-

ous 1500m runner (3:55.55). UCLA
men's Distance Coach Eric Peterson

recognizes Elliot's ability but hopes his

See M.TMCK, page 26

MEN'S TRACK EVENTS TO WATCH
The UCLA-USC track meet, to take place at USC's Loker Stadium, will have the field events today and the ninning events on Saturday.

MARVC1€CEK/D*(y Brutn Swwx Staff

Scott Mos«r competes In the hammer throw In a meet earlier this sea-

son.The junior may give the Bruins an edge over the No. 21 Trojans.

4xl00m relay, 12:15 p.m.

Sitiinlay

The best sprinters in

the?ac-lOa)«kJe$.USC

m^ have tile fastest

guys, but the Bniins

have better depth.Who

wilt get that baton

afowidft$tfr?The

better anchor teg will

• (leddeit.

SOUKt OvMlNTdR

1500m, 12:30 p.m.

Satuidiy

USC junior Kevin Qliot

is the best middle

distance runner 01) the

trid(.The800mi$his

for the taking, but he'll

have to fight off three

Bniinsifhewantsa

piece of dtelSOOm.

110m hurdles, 12:40 p.m.

Saturday

freshman Chucky

Ryanranapenonal

best 14.08 last week in

winning the Cal-

Nevada championship.

He'B need another top

performanoetMSweek

to prove he deserves

the title.

100m, 1 .05 p.m. Satunlay

Bryan Harrison b

UCLA^ team leader in

the sprims. Up against

two ofttie top sprinters

inthe(utk>n,the

question Is, will

Hanrison lead from the

from or the bade? Will

he motivate the ent&e

sprim group with an

upset win?

4x400m relay, 230 pjn.

Saturday

UCLA has set a new

season best eadj of the

past two weeks.TheyH

need to do it again if

they want to win the

relay. It's the last event

of the day -the meet

might come down to ^
Winner takes an.

TIMOTHY NGO/0»(ly Bruin
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3k:

Tina narrowly

edged out Colby

4-3 to become the

second-ever

Survivor Oh, and

don't forget to

visit us online at

www.dailybruin.iKia.edu

Daily Bruin

orts
Huniblc in So. Central

The men's and women's

track teams head to USC

this Saturday for a mega-

showdown. See page 27.
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Bruins triumph over Budceyes
M.VOLLEYBALL: Players to

focus on rematch against

BYU in the NCAA finals

By Amanda Fletdter

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

LONG BEACH - Only UCLA
men's volleyball Head Coach Al Scales

would have the gall to say who he want-

ed to play in the NCAA finals.

After the semifinal games at the

CSU Long Beach Pyramid Thursday

night, he'll get his wish.

NCAA Semifinal

30-21. 3Q-2Q. 22-30,30:24

swung back and UCLA was hit with an

eight-point loss.

Letting down in the third game isn't

something new to the Bruins; they did it

against Hawai'i in the MPSF finals.

This time, it was a combination of

OSU's tough serving and .577 clip,

their largest of the night, that changed

the momentum.
"They served a lot harder and they

managed to keep those hard serves in,"

Scates said. "They had a lot of success

and were really smoking."

But similar to the match that gave

them the conference title, UCLA did-

n't want a fifth game. Coming up with

the big block that waited all match to

show up, UCLA limited OSU to a .037

clip and sent the Buckeyes home.

But it wasn't just the blocking.

UCLA only finished with 6.5 to OSU's
9 .5. Junior opposite hitter

The first semifinal match consisted

of not-.so-close games as the UCLA
men's volleyball team defeated Ohio
Stale .^0-21, 30-20, 22-30. 30-24.

After two games ofdominating play

which saw the Bruins put up solid num-
bers in every category, the pendulum

Burnham was the firecracker that set

the Bruins up for their grand finale.

Coming off the bench for junior out-

side hitter Matt Komer in the waning

moments of game three, Burnham
exploded onto the court in game four

putting away 6 of 7 attempts for a team-

high .714 clip.

But the real man of the match was

senior middle blocker Adam Naeve. At

6-foot- 10, Naeve's height gave him a

hitting advantage that helped him put

away a team-high 15 kills with no

errors.

"We didn't have anybody who waj>

going to stop Adam Naeve," OSU
Coach Pete Hanson said. "Clearly he's

big and can hit over our guys.

"(Setter Rich) Nelson did a goodjob

of going to (the middle blockers), even

forcing it on a bad pass, because those

were the ones that got kills."

Naeve wasn't just the Bruins leading

hitter. With his two aces on the night,

he became the sole possessor of first

place in UCLA's career aces category

with 178. Going into the game, Naeve

shared the honor with former All-

American setter Brandon Taliaferro.

The second semifinal pitted

ICLA's nemesis BYU against Penn

State. The No. I team in the nation for

most of the season, BYU sneaked into

the NCAAs as the at-large bid.

"Never know how BYU is going to

play," Nelson said. "They played well

against us and sucked against Hawai'i.

I thought Penn would pull an upset."

SeeM.VOliEYtALtpage26
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Senior Adam Naeve spikes the ball in a victory over Ohio State in the

NCAA Tournament.The Bruins will advance to the finals.

UCLA meets Cal in three-game series

EDWAR[

Junior Amanda Freed pitches during a ganne against

Washington last month.

Squad has Beavers,

Ducks in crosshairs

BASEBALL Weekend game

outcomes will determine if

Bruins play in postseason

By Scott Bair

Daily Bruin Contributor

They have the same school colors.

They have the same animal for a mascot.

They even have the same fight song.

For all of their similarities, the three-

game conference series between the

Bruins (27-20. 6-9 Pac-10) and the

California Golden Bears (27-21, 11-10)

this weekend is sure to make a huge dif-

ference in determining which of these

teams makes it to the postseason.

Cal came out of a conference series

against archrival No.6 Stanford with two
key victories.

"They're a good ball club and they're

going to give us some competition, but

this is our home field and we're going to

be ready to play," said co-captain Josh

Canales.

California's starting trio of Trevor

Hutchinson, Jason Dennis, and David

Cash has kept the Bears close in every

series and are the main reason for Cal's

late season resurgence. Cash (8-3, 3.84

ERA) leads the team with 79 strikeouts in

75 innings.

BARON WATCH

Tracking UCLA
designated hitter

Prian Baron's run

atthe record

>ks.

At-Bats

14UstWeck

Season Totals 189 87

Avaraga

J14

.460

CONNIE WU/D«ily Bmtn Senior SUfl

"All three members of their starting

rotation have been pitching well, and I

expect nothing different this weekend,"

said UCLA Head Coach Gary Adams.
The beginning of the Bears turnaround

can be marked as the series against USC
where they lost two games by a total of

three runs.

The Bruins hope to start a winning run

of their own. At USC's Dedeaux Field

they nearly escaped with two wins, also

losing by a combined three-run margin in

the first two games.

The decimated Bruin starting rotation

has seen its top two starters, Josh Karp
and Jon Brandt, fall to injury. Brandt's

Saturday presence has been dearly

missed, as the Bruins have gone 2-8, 0-2

on Saturdays, since Brandt has been

absent from the rotation. Brandt threw a

light bullpen on Tuesday, but will not be

healthy enough to pitch over the week-

end.

Senior co-caplain Paul Diaz will again

get the nod on Friday night for the Bruins,

with question marks in the other two slots.

Though it has not been ofllcially

announced, it was reported that senior

Bobby Roe and Karp, who has been out

with a groin pull, will take the mound on

SeelASEBAU,|»9e25

Team looks to compensate for sub-par season

SOFTBALL: Oregon is

last stop before team

meets No. 1 Arizona

By Andrew Borders

Daily Bruin Reporter ' ;^ " "
"

:

WhileNo 2UCLA(504, 11-

4 Pac-10) runs full speed after

conference leader No. 1

Arizona, who will be the Bruins'

opponent one week from today,

UCLA must remember not to

trip on the little bumps in the

road.

Only in the Pac-10 would No.

14 Oregon State (39-19-1. 7-7)

and unranked Oregon (25-33, 1-

14) be considered little bumps in

the road.

In fact, the Bruins already

know what it's like to bite the

dust at the hands of the Beavers,

who bested them 2-1 on April 20

in Corvallis. The Beavers have

won seven of their last nine con-

ference games, enough for them

to climb out of the second-to-

lasl spot in the conference

standings they held when they

met UCLA last month. The two

teams complete the season

SecSORMuTpagciS

W.GOLF: Bruins to face top

teams in nation at NCAA
West Regionals in Oregon

By Michelle Coppoldla
Daily Bruin Contributor

A stellar fall season with first-place

finishes in the SDSU Fall Classic and
the Rainbow Wahine Fall Golf Classic

provided the UCLA women's golf team
with hope for a phenomenal spring sea-

son that could land the team a tofvthree

finish in the Pac-lOs for the second con-

secutive year.

But things don't always turn out as

planned, and instead the Bruins find

themselves at the end of a frustrating

spring season filled with the same abun-

dant potential it had in the fall.

The only thing is that the potential

remains untapped.

UCLA now hopes to utilize the raw
skill and talent that has failed to prevail

during the spring as they enter the

NCAA West Regionals this Sunday
through Tuesday in Corvallis, Ore.

"We build up to this event all year -

it's been our big goal," Head Coach
Carrie Leary said. "We're here and it's

like, 'Let's play already'. We've come to

the end of the road and the girls are

excited and ready."

Unfortunately, the end of the road is

the same road that is paved with three of

the best teams in the nation, namely No.
2 Arizona, No. 3 USC and No. 5

Stanford.

But those teams don't realize what

UCLA is armed with. The Bruins' line-

up will consist of All-Conference honor-

able mention recipients freshmen
Melissa Martin, Saki Uechi and Gina
Umeck, along with experienced seniors

Leilani Bagby and Laura MofTat.

Artillery like that promises to provide

outstanding competition on a weekend
that will be filled with intensity and emo-
tion as co-captains Bagby and Moffat

step onto a course in UCLA uniform for

the last time ever - unless the Bruins can

capitalize and advance to the NCAA
Finals.

Last year, the Bruins finished in 14th

place in the Regionals after a third place

finish in the Pac-IOs. Despite a poorer

seventh place finish in the Pac-IOs last

week, Leary is confident that her team
will perform at the high-intensity level

she knows it is capable of.

"We're going to get better results

because the team looks like it's playing

well now," Leary said. "We've had a

couple players who were struggling in

earlier in the spring, and they did well in

the Pac-IOs. I really think we're going to

put it all together as a team."

UCLA

Serving the UCLA rommiinity since 1919

The Horse's Mouth
USAC candidates want your vote.

Read what they have to say.

VIEWPOINT, PAGE 18

UCLA swept for title

The volleyl^aU team dropped the

NCAA Championship match to BYU
SPORTS, BACK PAGE
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He's back...

(Computer generated special elTects

bring "The Mummy Returns' to life.
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Repeal of SR-1, 2 on regents' May agenda
MEETING: Board considers

initiative after Vwe years

of activism by opponents

By Shauna Mecartea
Daily Bruin Reporter

Though it may not bring back affir-

malivc action, an ilein lo repeal SP-1

and 2 is slated on the agenda for the

upcoming UC Board of Regents

meeting

It's been five years since the

regents banned the consideration of

race, gender and ethnicity in UC

admissions - a move many consid-

ered an affront to underrepresented

minority students applying to the uni-

versity Since then, through protests

and otherwise, thousands of students

and community members have asked

the regents to repeal the policies.

"After five years it's finally hap-

pening," said Gabriel Perez, a fifth-

year political science and Chicana/o

studies student and member of the

UCLA branch of the Affirmative

Action Coalition.

SP-1 and 2 passed in 1995, ending

the use of affirmative action through-

out the Ur system. A year later, the

state voter in iative. Proposition 209,

"We encourage

people to think of

diversity as more than

just skin deep."

Kevin Nguyen
American Civil Rights Coalitlorf

The largest protest, comprised of

3,000 people, was held in Westwood
in 1995, immediately following the

enactment of the measures. In

March. 1,000 demonstrators marched
across campus and protested the

ongoing regents meeting.

After years of activism, propo-

nents are relieved to see the long-

awaited initiative on the May agenda-

ended affirmative action in

California.

Protesters have pressured the

regents lo repeal SP-1 and 2 for years.

as a culmination of their efforts.

But opponents of affirmative

action say race should neither harm
nor help individuals.

"We value diversity, but we
encourage people to think of diversity

as more than just skin deep," said

Kevin Nguyen, executive director of

the American Civil Rights Coalition

and spokesman for Conncrly. last

month.

Regent Ward Connerly. who spear-

headed the end of affirmative action

with SP-1 and 2 and Proposition 209,

could not be reached for comment.
Some regents sec adding the mca-

surgs to the agenda as a chance to-

clear the UC reputation of being an

unwelcoming institution to minori-

ties. The new resolution, which will be

addressed at the board meeting on
May 16 as RE-28 is supported by a

See REGENTS, page 8

Task force aims to add

South Asian program
EFFORTS: Many students

voice need with reasons

like overcrowded classes

ByMididlcKroes
Daily Bruin Contributor

Some students are unwilling to sit

idly as the demand for the establish-

ment of a South Asian studies pro-

gram grows at UCLA.
Members from various campus

groups organized into a task force this

winter with the aim of advancing eth-

nic studies to include some kind of a

South Asian program.

"A structured program in South

Asian studies is greatly needed at

UCLA," said Neetal Parekh. third-

year political science student and
member of the South Asian task

force. "It is limiting for students, fac-

.ulty and the school itself not to offer

lit."

n. The region known as South Asia is

[comprised of India, Pakistan, Nepal,

Bangladesh, Bhutan, Sri Lanka,

Afghanistan, Tibet and Maldives. It is

one of the few regions not included in

UCLA's ethnic studies.

Students have been trying to orga-

nize a South Asian studies program

since 1992 but lost momentum as

many of them graduated.

"There have been numerous efforts

at UCLA but they have all fizzled

out," said Shefali Khandhwala, third-

year physiological science student and

member of the task force. "I believe

that we have gotten a lot further and

hopefully it will be successful."

In addition to students, faculty

members are also concerned with the

creation of a South Asian studies pro-

gram.

"The need is so high that my lan-

guage classes are severely hampered

by the number ofstudents enrolled, by

insufficient budgeting, media materi-

als and computers," said Gyanham
Mahajan, professor of Hindi lan-

guage . "We need resources to accom-

modate these large number of stu-

dents"

Se«DOAIITMEin;pag«4

The color of history

MINDY ROSS/Daily Biuin Sefiiui Su't

At CInco de Mayo festivities, Israel colors in a nnural depicting events before, during and after the 1 862
Battle of Puebia, when the Mexican army defeated French troops - a key event in Mexico's fight for

independence. He was just one of the hundreds of children and their families who flocked to down-
town LA.'s Olvera Street Saturday where the sound of Latin rhythms and the smell of carne asada
tacos were pervasive.

INTERNAL VICE PRESIDENT

Ramzi Ajami

S.U.R.E.

Host bi^uartedy workshops

for student groups to learn

how to apply for funding

• HoM mixers for student

groups

• Maintain quartnly USAC

newsletter

• Establish a student senate

system

Kwa

Kennlsha Austin

Student

Empowerment!

Hold student organizatkM

rKouite fairs for student

group interaction

•Malce USAC more

jcnssititeimaJntrinUSAC

newsletter

• Increase the amount of

money on meal coupons

•Address housing and

parking issues; IncfMse

parking meter rate

IVP hopefuls differ in views on similar issues

XMNONG/CMIyBrutnSwilorJ

CANDIDATES: Both work

on added interaction of

USAC, Student groups

By Marion Wise

Daily Bruin Contributor

Ramzi Ajami and Kennisha

Austin, candidates for internal vice

president of the Undergraduate

Students Association Council, hope

to address similar issues, but their

plans for execution differ based on

their slates' goals.

Ajami and Austin, who both rec-

ognize the importance of previous

interactions with student groups

and USAC. square off for the IVP

position in the May 9-10

elections.

"It's important to see

the connection between

student organizations and

USAC. You have to be

involved in both," said

Austin, a third-year psy-

chology and African

American studies student

running under the

Student Empowerment!
slate.

As a former campus outreach

coordinator for 1999-2000 USAC
President Mike de La Rocha,

Austin serves as the current com-

munity empowerment coordinator

for the African Student Union.

Ajami, a third-year

psychology student

running under the

S.U.R.E. slate, which

stands for Students

United for Reform
and Equality, said his

experiences give him
the ability to under-

stand and work with

groups of different

political agendas.

"It's sort of like I ran the gamut
of political ideology, and I worked
with each group very well," Ajami

said. "I've had the perspective of

working with student groups and
with USAC, and on broader terms

with the Student Regent."

Ajami is current chief of staff for

USAC President Elizabeth

Houston, has worked with the On-
Campus Housing Council and was

an assistant to 1998-99 Student

Regent Max Espinoza. He ran for

IVP last year, but lost to current

IVP Elias Enciso.

According to USAC bylaws, the

IVP's roles include assisting the

president, representing student

organizations to USAC, working

with university police, and address-

ing student housing and parking

issues.

The IVP also sits on the

Constitutional Review Committee,

which reviews USAC documents,

ScclVP^pagcS
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Who's the best player

UCLA baseball coach

Gary Adams has ever

coached?

4 3% Jim Parque

liii;i .43.6% Troy Glaus

^ 44.7% Eric Karros

7.4% Todd Zeile

Total number ol voles 1 86

SP-1 and 2, the policies that ended affirmative
action in UC admissions and hiring, are on the UC
Board of Regents' agenda for repeal. Do you
support the policies' repeal?

I I

Yes, it would send a symbolic message to underrepresented
minority students and faculty

I I

No, Proposition 209 is still In effect so It wouldn't matter

I I

No, I don't believe in affirmative action

Only SP-1 and 2?

What does SP stand for?

Vote online at www.daiiybmin.ucla.

WHArS BREWIN'
Today noon

World Fesl

Grupo Folkloricodc UCLA
Krancisco Aguabella's AfroCuban

Band

Bruin Plaza

825-6564

6:15 p.m.

BDC/IFDC Performing Dance

Group

Weekly Rehearsal

KerckhofTGrand Salon

/ 7 p.m.

Ballroom Dance Club

Worldfest 2001 Celebration

Argentine Tango/Milongs Lessons

KerckhofTGrand Salon

284-3636

ballroom@ucla.edu

8:30 p.m.

International Folk Dance Club

World Fcst 2001 Continues with

Famous Armenian Dance Teacher

Tom Bozigian

KerckhoffGrand Salon

CORRECTION

The article "Group effort

goes into preparations for

event" (A&E, March 4) con-

tained an error. Josh Silberman

should have been identified as

the technical producer and a

fourth-year computer science

student.

Weather

Today

DAILY BRUIN

Partly Cloudy

high: 79 low: 63

Tuesday

Partly Cloudy

high: 82 low: 59

Wednesday

Partly Cloudy

high: 75 low: 59

^0( real time weather, vitit wwwdailybruin uciapdu
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Westwood can't continue

to ignore student needs

Michael

Weiner

COLUMN: Inexpensive

venues, services would

revitalize college town

Some Westwood residents are

mad as hell. They say students

are too loud. They claim that

firecrackers and gunshots have

become commonplace in the North

Village, where many students live.

They want their community to be

more like a quiet residential neigh-

borhood and less like a rambunc-

tious college town.

In recent weeks, many long-

standing Westwood dwellers have

spoken up - by way of police com-

plaints and letters to the editor -

about their per-

ception that stu-

dents arc getting

more and more

rowdy as time

goes on And
they don't liken

one bit.

In reality, the

recent com-

plaints are not

an anomaly.

They are com-

pletely consis-

tent with the grand narrative of

Westwood Village, where the clas-

sic struggle between homeowners

and students has been going on

ever since UCLA first hailed to the

hills of Westwood back in 1929.

More than anything else,

Westwood is a community defined

by two competing - and sometimes

contradictory - identities: a fun col-

lege town catering primarily to stu-

dents and an upscale Westside ham-
let where homeowners' associations

rule.

These two identities are largely

mediated by the local purveyors of

commerce, who are more than

happy to tap into both markets.

Their institutional arm, the

Westwood Village Business

Improvement District, should ideal-

ly seek to maintain a balance of

inexpensive, informal establish-

ments that appeal to UCLA stu-

dents as well as fancier fare with the

potential to lure in the Bel

Air/Brentwood bourgeoisie.

But in recent years, vhat balance

has shifted decisively toward the

upscale Westsidcrs, with the open-

ing of high-class, high-priced restau-

rants like Eurochow and Tanino

Risloranle, the eviction of the vil-

lage's lone dance club Duel and the

impending construction of an opu-

lent Ralph's Fresh hare on Lc

Contc Avenue rather than a more
reasonably priced standard-issue

supermarket.

Increasingly, Westwood is

becoming a place that shuns the

thousands of students who reside in

its environs. The noise complaints

are just the most recent case in

Weiner is a fourth-year history and

political science student. His col-

umn analyzing issues of interest to

the UCLA community runs on
Mondays. E-mail him at

mweiner@media.ucla.edu.

point. But the most illustrative

example is the long, sad story of

Duet Nightclub, which resided on

Westwood Boulevard until the sum-

mer of 1999.

Before being evicted. Duet

owner Chris Mallick had been

engaged in a drawn-out battle with

local homeowners' associations,

who regularly alerted police to

alleged fire safety and dancing vio-

lations at the club, technicalities

that go unnoticed at most compara-

ble establishments in Los Angeles.

But Westwood is different.

Homeowners have put a strangle-

hold on nightlife in the village, and

they use an arcane document

known as the "Westwood Village

Specific Plan" to prevent any activi-

ty that might violate their precious

zoning ordinances, one of which

bars businesses from allowing danc-

ing on their premises without spe-

cial permission from a zoning

admintsii dUn Duet dfd fKH have.

—

and was unable to attain, that per-

mission.

The bottom line is that Duet

attracted a young and dispropor-

tionately African American clien-

tele and Westwood homeowners

did not like it. The connection was

not lost on Mallick, who enlisted

the assistance of Rev. Jesse

Jackson's Rainbow/PUSH
Coalition before he was evicted.

Duet was the only dance club in

Westwood. Now there are none.

Students must venture to West

Hollywood or Santa Monica for

some Saturday night booty-shak-

ing.

Westwood's evolution away
from student-friendliness is not sur-

prising. Local homeowners are

wealthy and politically well-con-

nected, and City Councilman Mike

Feuer sometimes seems like little

more than a handservant to do

their bidding.

Meanwhile, UCLA's undergrad-

uate student government has large-

ly turned away from such issues in

recent years, preferring to concen-

trate on the crisis of student diversi-

ty that plagues this university. This

has left a vacuum of leadership for

those who are concerned with

Westwood's capacity to serve the

interests of UCLA students.

Furthermore, the "mailing" of

Ackerman Union over the last five

years - in which the students' asso-

ciation has brought services to cam-

pus that used to be the domain of

Westwood businesses - has suggest-

ed to some in the commercial com-

munity that UCLA students are no
longer very interested in spending

their money in the village.

1 don't think that's the case, and

I suspect that most students would

agree with me. If Westwood had

bars, clubs and live music venues, if

it had a real grocery store and more
inexpensive restaurants, students

would come.

Homeowners might not like it,

they might complain about rowdi-

ness, they might be mad as hell. But

they're not the only people who live

here. This is our community as

much as theirs and it's time for

them to recognize that.

Contact Information

Arts & Entertainment: 825-2538; News: 825-2795;

Sports: 825-9851; Viewpoint: 825-2216;

Classified Line: 825-2221; Classified Display: 206-3060;

Sales: 825-2161

The American Indian Student

Association celebrates their traditions

by holding Its 1 6th annual Row Wow

By Lisa Klassen

Daily Bruin Reporter

Forget the war cries and face paint, the horses and

tepees -the American Indian Student Association's 16th

Annual Pow Wow, "A New Circle of Voices," dispelled

these stereotypes in favor of a realistic presentation and cel-

ebration of Native American culture.

Throughout the weekend, the North Athletic Field

housed a multitude of dancers, vendors, musicians and
craftspeople representing approximately 50 to 60 different

Native American and Canadian tribes.

The event gave Native Americans a chance to gather,

celebrate their culture, and teach others about what it

means to be Native American, according to Crystal

Roberts, a fourth-year psychology and American Indian

studies student and director of the Pow Wow.
"We don't want the public thinking that Indians either

no longer exist or that they are alcoholics with casinos that

ride around on horseback with feathers on," she said.

"What we want to do is to show people what we were, as in

our traditional attire, dances, music, beat, soul and spirit;

and what we are now."

The festivities began after blessings from a native spiri-

tual leader and his two apprentices. The apprentices made
ritual offerings of tobacco and water while their master

cleansed the area with the smoke from a burning bundle of
white sage.

Visitors and participants alike stood in reverence as a

group of men began playing a large drum and melodically

chanting to honor deceased loved ones.

Soon, several male dancers carrying rattles joined them
in the Gourd Dance, a traditional dance from Oklahoma.

"Each dance and each costume tells a story," said Jimmy
Gardner, a participant in the Pow Wow, as he helped his

friend Jacob Spotted Red Tail prepare for a dance.

Spotted Red Tail shyly looked on as visitors admired his

Muscogee tribe member Heidi Starwaiker dances in a Pow Wovy/

event on Saturday.

large ftamer busile and ihe intricaie ftead-

work on his shirt, most of which was sewn

by hand.

"His is a Navajo design," Gardner said

of Spotted Red Tail's outfit. "There's a lot

of stuff represented on it - the mesas of the

native land, bald eagle feathers, and porcu-

pine hair."

According to many Native Americans,

costumes are used to express their unique

and often diverse backgrounds. While

some like Spotted Red Tail stick to tradi-

tional designs, others incorporate modern
elements into their regalia as a form of self-expression.

Following the popularity of Japanese animation, one
such boy wore a headdress adorned with a small Pokemon
character while others worked rhinestones and even CDs
into their costumes.

By late afternoon, Spotted Red Tail and others gathered

in the circular performance area and began to dance. There

was no choreography - each group performed their own
steps, yet they were united in the circle by a common her-

itage and a shared culture.

According to Roberts, this unity is important in preserv-

ing the Native American culture. The name of the festival,

"A New Circle of Voices," tries to emphasize unity and a

new generation of Native Americans, she said.

"This year we especially wanted to pay attention to the

youth," Roberts said. "They're the new circle of voices for

our people and not just at UCLA, but everywhere."

This circle of voices is what draws many, like Harrison

Notah, a member of the Navajo tribe, to the festival.

Although Notah enjoyed the celebration, he seemed criti-

cal of some exclusive aspects of this culture.

"I came to watch the dancers," Notah said. "I love the

young voices, too. But I wonder why there aren't more
women singing. This is the year 2001 - you'd think that they

would be encouraged to do it more than

they are now."

The celebration continued despite

the merciless sun, and by noon many
dancers were sweating under the weight

of their elaborate costumes. Wary emer-

gency medical technicians stood by, lest

the excitement and heat became too

intense.

According to Roberts and other

AISA members, the Pow Wow is only

one of many activities held by AISA to

promote awareness of the Native

American lifestyle.

Formed in 1969 by members of the

American Indian Movement, AISA is a

student run organization that focuses

on community issues such as tribal sov-

ereignty, repatriation of artifacts and

remains, and most recently, the right to

equal education.

The annual AISA pow wows began

shortly after the group's formation and

continue to be the largest student-run

event on campus, AISA volunteers said.

"I've known about AISA since I was

in high school," said Nora Pulscamp, a

Photos by COURTNEY STfWART

Johnny Win, a grass dancer from the Creek tribe, performs at the

1 6th Annual Pow Wow at UCLA, held Saturday and Sunday.

first-year psychobiology student and member of the

Navajo tribe. "Since I joined AISA. I 've learned a lot about

their other programs and how they help people."

These programs include American Indian Recruitment,

an outreach program that encourages Native Americans in

high schools to attend UCLA, Retention of American
Indians Now, a program dedicated to keeping Native

Americans enrolled, and a special retreat for AISA mem-
bers, she said.

Much has changed since A ISA's foundation in the '60s.

AISA, however, continues to fight for the rights of Native

American students.

The organization recently helped organize and also par-

ticipated in the March 14 rally advocating the repeal of SP-

I and SP-2, the 1995 policies that ended the consideration

of race and gender in UC admissions and hiring.

Although this is Pulscamp's first time volunteering for

AISA, it is not her first pow wow. For most of her life, she

See CELEBRATION, page 10

Vendors at the Pow Wow sold a variety of items,

including these dreamcatchers.
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Geaner plants

still pollute air,

work overtime

to avoid crisis

SUMMER; Clean-air effort

set back, 'peaker plants'

contribute to state's haze

By Leon Drouin Keith

The Associated Press

Power plants working overtime to

help the state avoid rolling blackouts

this summer will deliver a blow to

California's clean-air efforts.

The increased emissions are com-
ing despite last-minute projects at

several plants to install pollution-cut-

ting equipment.

The power crunch is sullying the

nation's worst air on several levels:

Big generators are exceeding their

limits; smaller "peaker plants" are

adding to the haze; and emergency
diesel generators are quickly rising in

number and in hours of operation.

Kilowatt per kilowatt, the dicsel gen-

erators are 200 times dirtier than the

cleanest natural gas plants.

After this summer, however, the

power crunch could result in cleaner

air. Overpolluting power companies
will have to compensate with

improved emission controls and pay
fees that will be used to cut pollutants

from other sources.

"There will be higher (pollution)

levels this summer, but they will be

lower for some lime to come," said

Michael Scheible, deputy executive
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Cosmic vacationer Dennis Tito returns home safely
| WORLD &( NATION I ^ Dow Jones Industrials

up: 154.59

dose: 10,951.24

SPACE: Civilian says his

trip was paradise, wants

others to take like voyage

By Jim Heintz

The Associated Press

STAR CITY. Russia - Dennis
Tito ended the world's first paid

space vacation Sunday with a fast

and fiery descent to Earth and an

ecstatic assessment of his multimil-

lion-dollar adventure.

The Russian capsule landed suc-

cessfully in Central Asia, delivering

the 60-year-old California tycoon

and his two Russian crewmates to

Earth after eight days in space and a

stint on the international space sta-

tion.

"It was perfect. It was paradise,"

Tito said, still strapped into his seat

after it was removed from the

Soyuz capsule, following touch-

down in the vast steppes of

Kazakstan. The air still reeked of

charred metal from the fierce fric-

tion the capsule endured on its

three-hour descent.

The capsule - with its crew safely

insulated inside - was briefiy

engulfed in flames before its para-

chute opened to slow its return to

Earth. It landed in a bleak plaiii in

northern Kazakstan and was
dragged for a few yards through the

dirt before coming to a rest.

Tito's elation continued even as a

plane carried him and cosmonauts
Yuri Baturin and Talgat Musabayev
back to Moscow. "One happy guy,

one happy man, very happy," was
how he described himself.

After landing at the Chkalovsky

military airport outside Moscow,
they were whisked aboard a bus and
taken to the facility where they

trained for the voyage in nearby

See TITO, page 12
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DEPARTMENT
From page 1

Another task force member,
Sameer Sampat, said there are also

greater reasons to make South

Asian studies part of UCLA's cur-

riculum.

"First of all, I find that many
South Asian students ignore their

culture. By making it a cohesive

study, students are given an oppor-

tunity to embrace their culture,"

•said Sampat, a second-year electri-

cal engineering student. "Secondly,

European studies is not the only

thing worthy to be studied. By hav-

ing a South Asian studies program,

UCLA is making a statement that it

is important."

According to the task force's

statement of purpose, UCLA's
interest as a large public research

institution should be to expand its

South Asia research, teaching facili-

ties and student resources.

India is a country of a billion peo-

ple, 5,000 years of history is the

SOUTH ASIAN STUDIES
These courses would be available to students with the implementation of a South Asian studies program at UCLA.

SdcctCbttne

South Asian Studies

History and Politics of Partition

Indian Cinema and Sodety

Islam and South Asia

Contemporary South Asian Fiction

Caste, Class, and Power: a Study of Social Movements In South Asia

The South Asian American Experience

See POWER, page 14
See DEPARTMENT, page 16

(view Course)

/

Course description: Why was the Indian subcontinent partitioned'

This course will analyze the events that led up to partition, key figures

who were crucial to the movement, and the resulting aftermath. The

course will also look at the experiences and meanings of partition for

different groups of people as well as the national histories of India,

Pakistan and Bangladesh.

Indian Cinema and Sodety

Course desaiption: Films and videos from various regions of South

Asia will be shown in their native languages (with subtitles)

including Bengali, Tamil, Hindi and Urdu, depicting issues of cultural,

social and political significance. Discussion will focus on the recurrent

themes in these films, how cinema in South Asia can be used for

social change.

SOURa UCUSoutti Asian iMtFoirr

Mwi and SouthAsia

Course desaiption: The study of the origin and expansion of Islam in South

Asia. Analysis of Islamic texts in relation to other religious woriu.

Development of Islamic geographical centers and analysis of Islam in modern-
day South Asia

Cofltt^poraiy Soutii Asian Fiction

Course description: The study of the origin and expansion of Islam in South

Asian authors post- 1950. Reading of novels by South Asian authors and
relation of plot and theme to contemporary political social issues such as the

Diaspora and gender issues

SodatM(»fiimB^i«{^lhAsia
—

Course description: An overview of the current social movements in South

Asia. Emphasis on movements regarding caste, social standing, labor issues,

and gender

The South Asian American Experience

Course desaiption: The focus of this course is on both the history of

migration out of South Asia with a concentration on the migration to North

AmeriG. An in-depth look into issues that affect South Asians in the Diaspora,

including gender issues, isolationism and nationalism. Discussion will be

based on short films, contemporary works by South Asian authors and various

community speakers.

VICTOR CHEN/Daily Bruin
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Census reveals shifts in urfc>an demograpNc dynamics
CrriES: Hispanic, Asian

groups soar in number;

whites continue exodus

By Ccnaro C. Armas
The Associated Press

As longtime residents of Gina
Ryan's middle-class neighborhood in

St. Louis moved out, new faces from
all over the globe - Mexico, the

Philippines, Vietnam - moved in to

claim their stake in the American
dream.

It is a reflection of the changing
face of America's cities, and the chal-

lenges municipal leaders face in

meeting the needs of their newest
residents.

The 2000 census showed Hispanic

and Asian populations were the

fastest growing groups in the coun-

try, while whites continued a years-

long trend of leaving cities. Many
urban centers also lost African

American population, though to a

lesser extent.

It is unclear exactly how many of

those city dwellers who left went to

the suburbs; migration data from the

2000 census is not expected until at

least this winter. But it is safe to

assume that is the route taken by
most of those who moved, said Alan
Berube, a senior research analyst at

the Brookings Institution.

Undoubtedly, many
families of various races

moved out of cities

after watching people

of other races move in.

In the nation's 10 most populous
cities, the percentage of people in the

2000 census who classified them-
selves as "non-Hispanic white," not

accounting for those who checked
off more than one race, was 35 per-

cent. It was down from 43 percent in

1990.

Take Ryan's neighborhood, for

example. Though recent studies

show St. Louis to have one of the

highest rates of black-white segrega-

tion in the nation, Ryan's neighbor-

hood has become one of the most
diverse in the city.

"It has become a lot more stable,

and a lot more integrated neighbor-

hood in the 20 years I've been here"

said Ryan, executive director of the

St. Louis Association of Community
Organizations. "The greatest influx

in the last couple years have been
people of all races."

While whites continued to leave

cities, the urban Hispanic population

soared, growing 36 percent in the top

10 cities. The non-Hispanic black

population increased slightly in the

same cities, by 2 percent.

More Asians are also moving into

cities, though direct comparison was
not immediately available because of

a change in the way the Asian catego-

ry was presented between 1990 and
2000.

Cities that took the biggest overall

population hits were in the older,

industrial Northeast and Midwest,
though most declines were not as

large as forecasted.

St. Louis' population decreased 12

percent, one of the steepest drops in

the country for a city with over

See CENSUS, page 13

likely chance U.S. aircraft to be flown out of China
PUVNE: Repairing damage

may be sufficient in getting

EP-3E off Chinese ground

By Brigitte Greenberg
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - Defense
Secretary Donald H. Rumsfeld said

Sunday it may be possible to fly a

damaged U.S. surveillance plane
from the Chinese military base
where it has remained since an April

I collision with a Chinese fighter.

"The preliminary view is that it

may be possible to repair it sufTi-

ciently to fly it out, but that's not
clear yet. We'll know later this

week," Rumsfeld told NBC's "Meet
the Press."

He added that President Bush
would make the final decision, "but
I think that certainly it would be log-

ical it would be flown out."

Before a team of technicians

began inspecting the $80 million

plane last week, it was unknown
whether the Navy aircraft had sus-

tained structural damage that would
make it unsafe to fly.

The collision damaged two of the

surveillance plane's engines and one
of its four propellers. It also caused
the plane's nose cone to break off,

and pieces of metal punctured parts

of the fuselage.

"It's an $80 million aircraft, and
it's ours. One would think you'd
want it back, and we do. And I

would suspect we'll get it back,"

Rumsfeld said on CBS' "Face the

_ , 'he Asscxiated Press

Defense Secretary Donald H. Rumsfeld talks to journalists outside NBC's studio in Washington on
Sunday. He hopes for the return of the damaged $80 million aircraft to U.S. soil after a month in China.

Nation."

The inspection team reported

Friday that it could be flown,

although U.S. defense officials said

it was too early to know how exten-

sive the repairs might be.

The EP-3E collided with the

Chinese jet as the U.S. plane was
conducting surveillance off China's

southern coast. China held the 24-

member U.S. crew for 1 1 days after

they made an emergency landing on
Hainan Province in southern China.

The plane was packed with sensi-

tive electronic eavesdropping equip-

ment used to collect intelligence on
China's military. U.S. officials have
said they believe the EP-3E crew
managed to destroy the most sensi-

See CHINA, page 12

Pope steps

into mosque,

crosses faith

boundaries
OUTREACH: John Paul

hopes to heal wounds
of Muslims, Christians

By Victor Simpson
The Associated Press

DAMASCUS. Syria John
Paul II became the first pope to

enter a mosque Sunday, calling for

brotherhood between Christians

and Muslims and stepping across

a sensitive line in his campaign for

better relations among different

faiths.

Vatican and Syrian flags deco-

rated the Omayyad Mosque in the

old walled city at the heart ofmod-
ern Damascus as the 80-year-old

pontiff slipped off his shoes as tra-

dition requires and entered the

mosque.

Leaning on a cane, he stumbled

slightly at the threshold and while

crossing the carpeted floor of the

vast, white-columned hall glitter-

ing with chandeliers. He walked
with Syria's top Muslim cleric.

Sheik Ahmad Kuftaro, who is in

his late 80s and also walked with a

cane.

The visit to the mosque had

See POPE, page 11
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Bush plan may fund

unpopular groups
WASHINGTON - Sending taxpayer dol-

lars to the neighborhood church or synagogue
sounds like a great idea to many Americans.
But what about government money for the

Nation of Islam, Scientologists, Hare
Krishnas or Wiccans?

The question is asked repeatedly in the

debate over President Bush's plan to open fed-

eral programs to religioys groups. Both sides

agree there can be only one answer: Yes, all

religions are eligible to apply for government
contracts because to bar certain faiths from
competing would amount to an unconstitu-

tional government establishment of religion.

"It's a settled issue of constitutional law,"

said John Dilulio, director of the White House
Office of Community and Faith-Based

Initiatives.

"The Constitution requires equal treat-

ment," said Rev. Barry Lynn of Americans

United for the Separation of
Church and State. "If you fund the

Methodists, then you've got to fund

the Muslims and the Mormons, too.'

Still, the issue will not go away, partly

because opponents like Lynn are doing what
they can to highlight the unpopular aspects of
Bush's plan and partly because supporters

sometimes obfuscate when asked about the

matter.

Testifying before Congress last month.
Dilulio was asked whether Wiccans, people
who practice witchcraft, could get money. He
responded that he could not understand why
anyone would focus on Wiccans. "It just baf-

fled me," he said.

Poll: Most Germans sick

of atoning for Nazism
BERLIN - Just as Germany seeks to steer

debate on Europe's future, a poll Sunday,
found many Germans sick of being confront-

ed with the Nazi past and a majority

yearning for "a little more national

pride."

The survey in Der Spiegel maga-
zine said 60 percent feel neither guilty nor

responsible for the Holocaust. But it also

found wide support for German compensa-
tion payments to Nazi-era slave laborers and
said 80 percent believe that only a small minor-
ity ofGermans are anti-Semitic.

For more than 50 years, German politicians

and media have held up the Nazis' crimes as an
inescapable point of reference for the nation,

most recently last week when Chancellor
Gerhard Schroeder inaugurated his massive
new ofTice building in Berlin.

Schroeder, who dislikes its grand propor-
tions himself, was intent on assuring the world
that the much-criticized chancellery commis-
sioned by his predecessor Helmut Kohl would
not be a center of German megalomania.
A poll published Sunday in the Welt am

Sonntag Newspaper said 61 percent of
Geriuans think the new chancellery is too big.

Real Worlder arrested

after bridge plunge
SAN FRANCISCO - A member of

MTV's "Real World" cast was arrested

Saturday for allegedly jumping 150 feet from
the underside of the Golden Gate Bridge.

The California Highway Patrol found
Jamie Murray, 23, dangling and tangled in his

bungee cords at about 7 a.m. high above an
outcrop of land under the north end of the

bridge.

Murray was suspended for about 15 min-
utes before rappclling into the arms of CHP
officer Thomas Plume, who arrested him for

trespassing, authorities said.

"He could have died," Plume said.

A spokeswoman for MTV did not return

calls seeking comment. Murray said he
attempted the stunt in an effort to "spread
love" to members of his generation.

Compiled from Daily Bruin wire reports.
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Screen Actors Guild soon I

Gifts may influence passing of legislation

to speak with producers
HOLLYWOOD: Money for

Internet distribution key

concern, strike not likely

By Lynn Elber and Gary Gentile

The Associated Press

For young actors in Los Angeles

such as 23-ycar-old Lisa Gerbcr,

being paid for work distributed on

the Internet is a key career concern -

and should be a key focus of Screen

Actors Guild contract talks.

"I think it's extraordinarily impor-

tant," she said Saturday. "It should

be as important as television or

radio. It's another medium."

The Internet is still a nascent and

as yet unproven way of distributing

films and television programs and

creating new shows—Yei Ihc tentative agreemeHl

reached Friday between Hollywood

writers and producers includes, for

the first time, provisions to pay writ-

ers for work distributed on the

Internet.

It is believed actors, whose con-

tract talks begin shortly, will also

seek to be paid for work that appears

on the Internet or on planned inter-

active services known as "video on

demand."

"It's pretty historic," said Rob
LaZebnick, a co-producer of the hit

Fox Television Network show "The

Simpsons" and a co-founder of the

Internet animation site Icebox. "It's

looking at the Internet and taking it

seriously as a content distributor."

Entertainment companies are

planning to offer hit movies and
library titles either to computer users

or over high-speed Internet lines to

television set-top boxes.

Sony Pictures is preparing to

See LABOR, page 10

SPORTS: Special interest

groups discover loophole

in building relationships

The Associated Press

SACRAMENTO - More than

half of the state's 120 legislators

accepted tickets to sporting events last

year from groups with interests before

the state, a newspaper reported

Sunday.

Despite reforms a decade ago

aimed at keeping gift-giving in check,

a Los Angeles Times review of public

records show that the practice is wide-

spread.

Although it is difTicult to ascertain

whether those gifts influenced deci-

sions, it is clear that entertaining law-

makers with coveted sports tickets,

travel and other gifts helps special

interests forge relationships with key

decision makers.
"

I t's ai^ opportunltv to lalk with

ment," said Ron Low, spokesman for

Pacific Gas & Electric, which enter-

tained Assemblyman Roderick

Wright and several staff members at

various sporting events last year.

Lobbyists are

barred from giving

lawmakers gifts more

than $10 a month. But

the interests they

work for are not.

lawmakers in a more relaxed environ-

Last year, records show, Wright

accepted tickets to NBA games from

a half-dozen companies including

Southern California Edison and

PG&E, the two big utilities whose

finanaal troubles helped trigger the

state energy crisis. At one NBA play-

ofT game between the Lakers and

Sacramento Kings, he received

$248.78 in free luxury box tickets,

food and drink from Arco.

Lobbyists are barred in California

from giving lawmakers gifts worth

more than $10 a month. But the inter-

ests they work for are not. Those busi-

nesses or groups can legally give gifts

of as much as $320, recently

increased from $300. And when
politicians get tickets to a sporting

event or rock concert from a corpora-

tion, company lobbyists often end up

sitting in the luxury box beside them.

Wright, also chairman of the

Assembly Utilities and Commerce
Committee, said he takes the tickets

for the same reason companies offer

them: to strengthen his ties with lob-

byists.

"The business we are in is about

relationships," Wright said. 'Many
people I do things with, I do it because

I want to get to know these people out-

side of a sterile committee room. ...

And yes. th;i( is .i iwo-waysirwi,"

SeeP0LfTKS,page17

To sublet or

not to Sublet?

That is the question.
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Monday
BRUIN PLAZA '

^. /
•=Grupo Folklorico de UCLA V /
{Troditioridl Mevicdn Ddncinq)

"Francisco Aguabella's

AfroCuban Band

Kerckhoff Grand Salon
-Ballroom 8< International Folk Dance Club

SUNSET VILLAGE DORMS
•Cultural Showcase and

Fashion Extravaganza '

Tuesday
BRUIN PLAZA

\

"Asian Pacific Coalition

(Cultural Food Fair,

Arts/Crafts,

Dance and Music)

HITCH SUITES/HEDRICK HALL
•The Dance Heard Round ^,

the World/Culture Fest
''^
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Funded by
USA Programming Fund 8. CPC

>all BRUIN PLAZA events begin promptly (?) noon
Paid for by USAC for more Info call (310)825-6564
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Athletics Store
andBoardshop

fltlhe

Ackerman Union
f
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CURRENT PRICES ON
ATHLETIC SHOES • ATHLETIC EQUIPMENT

SKATE SHOES • SKATE DAYPACKS
SKATEBOARDS • SKATE T'S & SWEATSHIRTS
Discounts at Copeland's Acicerman Union Atliletics Store & Boardshop only.

Brands from: NIKE. NEW BALANCE. ADIDAS. PUMA. AND 1.

SKECHERS. CONVERSE. REEBOK. ASICS. KSWISS. DC. ES. VANS.
EMERICA. ETNIES. BIRDHOUSE. SHORTY'S. CLIVE. DAKINE.

SPITFIRE. ELEMENT BLACK LABEL. GIRL and MORE!
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coming to newsstands this May...

VlllflOf DISfl
UCLA's Dining and Entertainment Magazine-

The UCLA
BruinCorps .''*<*''*

Children's Festival
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The Magic of the Mind
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UCLA BruinsCorps is getting
ready for the 4th Annual
Childrens Festival and we
want you to be a part of tthe
fun and excitement! Join
UCLA BruindCorps members
and over 2000 children,
family members and
teachers to celebrate
education in Los Angeles!
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Children's festival 200

1

VOLUNTEERS:
Contact the BruinCorps office at

(310) 794-5686

May, 1 2,2001

Time:
12:00 PM -4:00 PM

See yoM therel
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UCLA BruinsCorps • 105 Men's Gym • 405 Hilgard Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 90095 1 390

Phone: 310-794-5586 • Fox 310-794 5702 •

Visit our web site at:

www.saonet.ucla/SAO/bruincorps
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-PIERCE COLLEGE
'

Where Education Keeps Up With Fast-Paced Summer Schedules

RRST CHANCE to apply for Rerce College is May 14

Advance ahead or catch up with the accelerated summer semester

Choose from 250 UCLA compatible classes

Donl forget to register May 14! Last summer classes filled up quickly

Spend 5 weeks in a summer session

Still have plenty of time for fun in the sun

Hit the beach

Go on vacation

Work some extra hours

Summer Sessions

June 18 to July 21

July 23 to August 25

Enjoy one session or join two

Visit www.PIERCECOLLEG&com or stop by at the crossroads of

Winnetka and Victory today
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IVP
From page 1

and chairs the Appointmenls Review

Committee, which forwards to coun-

cil names of students to on-campus
appointed positions

Enciso. a fourth-year Chicana/o
studies and political science student,

agreed with Ajami and Austin that the

IVP needs to be knowledgeable about

both student groups and USAC.
"You need to have intricate knowl-

edge of the workings of the campus

action and advocacy.

Ajami's primary goals include

working with the appointed finance

commission chair to host bi-quarterly

workshops on how to apply for group

funding. He also wants to hold stu-

dent group mixers and maintain a

quarterly USAC newsletter.

"I think my goal as IVP is to make
sure students and student groups are

represented well and have a say,"

Ajami said.

If elected, Austin plans to maintain

positive relations between USAC and
student groups, including holding stu-

and that goes for administration and dent organization resource fairs. She
student rela-

tions," Enciso

said. "The role

of ihe IVP is to

serve as liaison

between student

organizations
and USAC. The

IVP should

already have a

repertoire with

student organi-

zations." —-——^^____
Along with

other members of the S.U.R.E. slate,

Ajami hopes to establish a more rep-

resentative form of government.

S.U.R.E.'s primary goal is to reform

student government through the

3:stabhshmcm ol .i siudcni scn«m.

"The role of the IVP

istoserveasliason

between student

organizations and USAC."

Elias Enciso

USAC internal vice president

also plans to

address housing

and parking

issues, such as

increasing the

parking meter

rate, which cur-

rently gives

seven-and-a-half

minutes for

every quarter.

"I would real-

.

ly be working to

ensure USAC is

addressing student needs," Austin

said.

She also wants the council to be

more accessible to students and plans

to maintain a USAC newsletter.

According to its Web site, slate

members want to create "a senate sys-

tem that protects the commissions'

funding while allowing guaranteed

representation to all, as well as a sepa-

ration in power between distinct exec-

utive and legislative branches."

Ajami wants to ensure student par-

ticipation in the possible change to a

senate government.

"It's not going to be done in a vac-

uum," he said.

Austin wishes to focus on several

issues from the Student

Empowerment! slate, such as increas-

ing the amount of money on meal

coupons. She also hopes to hold gen-

eral body USAC meetings.

Accordmg to Student

Empowerment! pamphlets, their pri-

mary goal is to "redefine education"

by engaging students in USAC deci-

sions. The themes for their slate are

alternative education, collective

^^ Ajami also said he is intcrcstcd-tir

hosting forums on controversial

issues alTecting students. Topics may
include diversity, afllrmative action

and racial representation on campus.

Austin plans to address on- and off-

campus housing issues. She is work-

ing with Enciso to plan a tenants'

rights forum for the eighth or ninth

week of the quarter.

Both Ajami and Austin said the

IVP must maintain good relation-

ships with the president and other

USAC members.

"The IVP should keep the presi-

dent updated on all student groups,"

Ajami said. "If council members have

problems with the president, I also

feel it's the IVP's job to mediate meet-

ings outside of USAC."
Austin also said the IVP and presi-

dent should work closely together.

"Both offices are very close to stu-

dent life and should be most accessi-

ble (to students)," she said.

REGENTS
From page 1

majority of the regents and will create

a welcoming atmosphere, said

Regent William Bagley.

"It will send the message that we
are no longer a cause of, or sponsors

of, a political movement," Bagley

said.

Because of Proposition 209, a

repeal of SP-I and 2 would be consid-

ered symbolic, though important
because minorities will feel welcome
to the UC system, proponents say.

"The climate has been real chilly

since 1995," said Regent Odessa
Johnson. "The climate will improve if

SP-I is repealed."

While Johnson and other regents

want the language of SP-I and 2 to be

"softened," some student groups
want SP-1 and 2 completely disman-

tled.

"Our ultimate goal is the full

repeal of SP-I and 2 and everything

contained in those policies," Perez

said.

Despite ongoing rallies by stu-

dents, regents say the measures will

be repealed only to be replaced by
another measure that upholds
Proposition 209. Because the lan-

guage of the new proposal has not yet

been disclosed, Johnson does not

know how how she will vole.

Without affirmative action, the

UC suffered a decline in the number
of underrepresented minorities -

Latinos, African Americans and
American Indians - admitted. This

was more pronounced at flagship

campuses such as UCLA and UC
Berkeley, where the percentage of

underrepresented minority admits

dropped from 22.97 percent in 1997

to 15,78 percent in 2000.

The first class to be admitted with-

out the consideration of race, gender
and ethnicity was the freshmen of the

fall 1 998 class.

Since then, numbers have slowly

increased as funding for outreach

programs has more than doubled at

over $300 million.

Despite the efforts to increase

minorities in the UC system without

affirmative action, some students feel

the regents are not focused on gain-

ing minorities access to the UC sys-

tem.

"We want to see a real commit-
ment to increasing diversity," Perez

said.

At the March 14 regents' meeting,

where thousands of protesters urged
to put SP-1 and 2 on the agenda for a

vote but were informed discussion

would be deferred.

When Cruz Bustamante, regent by
virtue of his office, addressed the pro-

testers at the last board meeting, he
said there were not enough regents

present who supported the repeal.

According to regental policies,

suddenly adding items is not legal.

But Bagley said that the constant

protesting caused many of the

regents to consider delaying the item

even further to not look pressured by
the demonstrators.

"Issues of this magnitude are con-

sidered very carefully before they
reach the agenda," said Trey Davis,

UCOP spokesman.

With reports from Timothy Kudo,
Marcelle Richards, Andy Shah and
Marion Wise, Daily Bruin Senior Staff.
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Don't forget Mother's Day May 13
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Super Mom Cinay Holmes
UCLA Trademarks & Licensing

\>vttn Brett & Ryan (twins) ana Robert

Embroidered Daisy tee $29
By USA Player Navy oi White

Embroidered Daisy crew sweatshirt $44
By USA Player A/ai/y^ -shown above)

UCLA Mom Mug $6.50
By Capri Glassware

UCLA Mom Cap $15
By California Headwear white on

\
p%k%tr*tx tfCtii^r**^

Embroidered UCLA Mom
crew sweatshirt $44
By USA Player Nayy or Cream

M«m~
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Bearwear "

510 206.0810
www.uclastore.com

S1v>ff yoo Kle«a. Sir\^ l^^l^.
UCLffer

COURTNEY STJWART

Mark Poter, of the Mohawk tribe, sings while beating a drum at the
American Indian Student Association's 16th annual Row Wow.

CELEBRATION
From page 3

has participated in many pow wows
as a way of preserving her culture

and getting involved in her commu-
nity.

Roberts shared simitar

cnces. Growing up on the Rosebud
Indian Reservation, the poorest and
arguably one of the most controver-

sial reservations in the nation, she

often took part in local pow wows as

a dancer.

These experiences, and the knowl-

edge she gained from her minor in

American Indian studies, helped her

to understand the true meaning and
significance of the pow wow, she

said.

According to Roberts, pow wow
was originally a word for healer in a

North Eastern Native American lan-

guage. When Europeans arrived,

they loo began calling their doctors

pow wows.

When some individuals, claiming

be doctors, began pedaling mttiF
cic medicines and using Native

American dancing to draw crowds,

the word was later applied to the

elaborate performances that accom-
panied the so-called doctors.

"Now, however, pow wows arc

large cultural gathcrmgs," Roberts

said. "It's also important to remem-
ber that each individual tribe has its

own dances and gatherings that can
be considered pow wows today."

LABOR
From page 6

launch its service. dubbed
"MovieFly," which would offer

movies over the Web. The Walt
Disney Co. has also said it will soon
offer movies on its Movies.com Web
site.

Other companies, such as

Blockbuster and Intertainer, are test-

ing systems that would make movies,

concerts and other programs avail-

able for viewing on television sets.

As part of Friday's tentative

agreement, Hollywood studios

Internet programs.

"SAG and AFTRA's contracts

cover the work of their members in

all moving pictures, no matter how
or where they are distributed," said

the document, posted on SAG's
Web site. "Both unions believe this

extends to product made for the

Internet. We want to make sure that

the producers do not dispute our
jurisdiction in this area."

Actors are represented by SAG
and the American Federation of

Television & Radio Artists, who are

negotiating a joint contract.

The overtime WGA talks, which
ran three days past the contract's

agreed to pay writers 1.2 percent of expiration, probably will push back
the payments
they receive to

show movies or

television shows

over the

Internet. The
payments apply

to all programs

created after

July I, 1971.

Studios have

also agreed to

make separate

payments to .

writers when a

program creat-

ed for the Internet later becomes the

basis of a motion picture or televi-

sion show.

The payments apply when shows
are offered on a one-time or limited

use basis. Both sides have agreed to

continue talking about payments to

be made when viewers are allowed to

download a show and watch it an
unlimited number of times.

"The residuals issue is tricky,"

said LaZebnick. "A lot of the shows
can potentially exist forever online.

You can click on them 100,000
times. I suppose it's comparable to

DVDs and videos."

Actors will soon deliver a stream-

lined set of bargaining proposals to

the studios. It is not known what the

proposals contain. But a broader
memo distributed to members of the

Screen Actors Guild earlier this year
includes a section on payments for

'The residuals issue is

tricky.Alotofthe

shows can potentially

exist forever online."

Rob LaZebnick

Producer

the start of

actors' guild

negotiations,
said SAG
spokesman
Greg Krizman.

May 10 had
been mentioned

as a tentative

start date. But

Nick Counter,

the producers'

chief negotiator,

,
had a right to

relax after con-

cluding the

WGA deal, Krizman said.

"Let him kick back and have a few
margaritas," Krizman said Friday

when the tentative agreement was
announced. "Let them have their

moment of glory."

SAG and the Alliance of Motion
Picture & Television Producers
could discuss a start date on
Monday.

"Then we'll ask, 'Are you ready to

exchange proposals?' Ours are
ready," Krizman said.

The SAG-AFTRA list is said to be
about half of the 50 to 60 demands
that have been presented in the past

totheAMPTP
The demands are expected to par-

allel those of the WGA, including

increased cable and foreign TV and
Internet residuals, and the writers'

SMlAWNLpageis
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POPE
From page 5

been controversial from the start. It

stands on land a church occupied 12

centuries ago. Some Syrians ques-

tioned if the pope was attempting to

claim the site back for Christianity,

evoking centuries-old conflict

between Muslims and Europeans.

Just outside the mosque com-

pound is the tomb of Salaheddin al-

Ayoubi, or Saladin, who led the

Muslim armies that wrested

Jerusalem from Christian Crusaders

in the 12th century.

The pope's main interest was in a

shrine inside the mosque where tradi-

tion holds that the head of John the

Baptist is believed to be buried.

Christian pilgrims in Damascus often

pay their respects

at the white mar- ^^^^^^^^^
ble shrine resem-

bling a large cof-

fin and surround-

ed by an iron

cage.

But the visit

was also a natur-

al step in John

Paul's longtime

campaign to heal

the wounds sepa-_

rating Christians, ____»___^_^
Muslims and

Jews. In 1986, he

became the first pope to visit a Jewish

synagogue.

After leaving the mosque, the pon-

tiff urged Muslims and Christians to

Some Syrians

questioned if the pope

was attempting to

claim the site back for

Christianity, evoking

centuries-old conflict.

In comments after the mosque
tour, the mufti accused Israel of

attacking Palestinians and destroying

their homes and urged the West and

the Vatican to take "a stand that is

more than just decisions, prayers and

wishes ... in order to stop this brutal

massacre against the children of

Christ and Muhammad."
Banners outside the mosque also

referred to the Arab-Israeli conflict:

"There will be no peace without a

peace based on justice."

Residents said they hoped for a

better atmosphere to come from the

pope's visit.

"I hope the pope's visit to the

mosque will reflect a true image of

Syria, which some accuse of being a

nation that sponsors terrorists," said

Maamoun Nahlawi, a 40-year-old

Muslim who runs a store that sells

religious items a

^___^^^^^_^_^^^_^^^
stone's throw

from the

mosque.

John Paul

has visited a

number of

countries with

Muslim majori-

ties, starting

with Morocco
in 1985. But he

-bad never

Monday. May 7, 2001 1
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before entered a

mosque, and no

pope before

him had.

"It is the first time ever in 2,000

years ofChristianity that a pope is vis-

iting a mosque," said John Paul's

"turn to one another with feelings of spokesman, Joaquin Navarro-Vails,

brotherhood and friendship, so that In 1986, John Paul made the first

the Almighty may bless us with the ever papal visit to a synagogue, going

peace which heaven alone can give." to Rome's monumental main syna-

A planned joint Muslim-Christian goguc along the Tiber River and
prayer at the mosque was canceled, alongside the former ghetto where

apparently because of fears of some of his predecessors had con-

wounding Muslim .sensitivities. But

Kuftaro welcomed the visit, telling

John Paul in private it was "a great

day for Muslims around the world,"

according to papal aides.

fined the city's Jews.

He has also worked for better rela-

tions among Christian denomina-

tions. Three days ago in Athens, he

issued a surprisingly sweeping apolo-

But Kuftaro also took up a theme gy for wrongs committed by Roman
that has become familiar since the Catholics against Orthodox
pope arrived Friday: Syrian calls for Christians.

Christians to line up with Muslims

against "Zionist Jews." See POFE, page 13

The A»«xiated P»«"ss

Pope John Paul II walks down the stairs of his vehicle as he arrives

at the Syrian Orthodox Patriarchate in Damascus' old city Sunday,

May 6. He is the first pope to enter a mosque.
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Interview with

a Bruin
Pre-RegfstratkNi Required

Deadline: Extended to Monday, IMay 7

Wednesday, May 9, 6:30 - 9 p.m., James West Alumni Center

Whether you are tiying to land an internship or a full-time job, good

interviewing slulls will give you a competitive edge. Practice

interviewing with alumni from various career fields and companies;

you will be assigned to one of two 90-minute sessions. Register by

stopping at the James West Alumni Center and filling out a

registration fonn or by calling (310) 825-6423. Resume and

professional attire required.:==zz==z=zz:=^=:=

History and your
Riture

Tuesday, May 15, 7 - 9 p.m., James West Alumni Center

Uncertain about what the future holds? Talk with alumni who majored

in histoiy and find out what your options are at the Career Options for

History Majors workshop. No pre-registration required. For

information, call (310) 825-6423.

2001 Outstanding Senior
Award Winners

The three recipients of the 2001 UCLA Alumni Association

Outstanding Senior Awards will be honored Saturday, May 19, in the

Covel Commons Grand Horizon Room. Award recipients recehfe a life

membership in the UCLA Alumni Association and the Chancellor's

Service award as well as an ArtCarved senior class ring. The winners

this year are Leif-Eric Easley '01, Queen Nsikan Udofia '01 and Frank

Wiley '01.

Read their bios at www.UCLAIumni.net/lnvolvement/Awards.

n Dates to ,Remember
Spring Quarter Dates

'MM.

^

'4

( May 4 ) Spring Sing

C May 9 ) intenriew with a Bruin

C May 15 ) Career Ofitions for History Majors

( May 16 ) AKematiye Careers in Medicine

( May 22 "^ Senior Sendofff

UCLA Student Alumni Association

James West Alumni Center

Los Angeles, Ca 90095- 1397

For Membership Ir^ormation;

l310)UCLAlumni

(800) UCLAIumni UCLAIumni

For Event & Volunteer

Information:

(310)UCU-SAA

Fax:(310)825-8678

E-mail: saa@UCLAlumni.net

wwv/.UCLAlumni.net/soa
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ONCE A YEAR SALE
Health Sciences Location Onlu!

7:45dm - Bpm • Monday - Friday

ALL titles from selected

major publishers

SlifSi^'.i.

LAST
ttjttKL

Week 2 • May 7-11

• Academic Press %%:.
• McGrauj-Hill Medical ^^^'^''"^

• Mosby/Saunders/Churchill Liuingstone

• John lUi ley and Sons

•Publishers' titles Inside store and on uiebsite also on sale Only books from featured

publishers on sale Special orders taken for selected publishers April 30 May 4 I May Ml only

Tentbooks not on sale

www.healthsciencestore.ucla.edu

UCLA Store. Heattti Sciences

Center for Health Sciences
Patio 13-126

5108?5 7721
nsstoreea;ttcfa.ucia.«du

UCLIfeir
HEALTH SCIENCES

Tht Associated Press

(left to right) American multimillionaire Dennis Tito with Russian

cosmonauts Talgat Musabayev and Yuri Baturin clasp hands.

TITO
From page 4

Star City. Greeted by a military

band and a throng of clamoring
reporters as they got ofT th<

Tito made no remarks and appeared
tired.

Tito and the cosmonauts blasted

off from Kazakstan onApril 28 and
spent two days in orbit before dock-

-ing wUh the space station, where
Tito's presence distressed NASA.

The U.S.

space agency ——————
complained that

the station was
no place for an

amateur, even

though Tito

underwent
extensive train-

ing as part of

the trip that

reportedly cost

him up to S20
million.

Even after

NASA dropped its objections,

agency head Daniel Goldin com-
plained, saying last week that Tito's

presence had put the space station

under substantial stressJ
Tito said the U.S. asTronauts went

out of their way to show him
around. But before the return to

Earth on Sunday, American astro-

naut Jim Voss gave Tito only a

reserved handshake in contrast to

the hug he gave Musabayev, a video

linkup with Russian mission control

showed.

Tito and the cosmonauts then

floated headfirst into the Soyuz
3ace capsule, their stockinged feet

disappearing from view before the

hatch was closed.

The capsule touched down near

Arkalyk, about 250 miles southwest
of the Kazak capita! Astana.

Officials, reporters and a few curi-

ous onlookers

crowded
around the trio.

The two cos-

m o n a u t s

walked to a

nearby medical

tent for a check-

up, but Tito had

trouble walking

so two men car-

ried him in his

chair. Someone
in the crowd
handed him an

apple, which he tossed into the air -

as if testing gravity after days of

weightlessness.

Only once he was on solid ground
did he admit to worries about the

trip.

"I was worried that I might not
feel good in space," Tito said. "I

'They might not know
it, but this is the best

thing that's happened
for NASA."

Dennis Tito

First space vacationer

See TITO, page 17

CHINA
From page 5

tive information and equipment
before they left, but that China
probably has gained some valuable

insights from examining the plane.

Also Sunday, Rumsfeld took the

blame for confusion last week from
a Pentagon memo that mistakenly
called for the suspension of all U.S.

military contacts with China.

"There's no question that I made
a mistake. A mistake was made,"
Rumsfeld said on CBS. "To the

extent there's any fault ... to be
assigned, it's certainly as much mine
as anyone else's and I'm in charge."

The memo from Rumsfeld's
office to senior military and civilian

officials in the Pentagon said the

secretary had directed "the suspen-
sion of all Department of Defense
programs, contacts and activities

with the People's Republic of China
until further notice."

Hours after the memo leaked and
reported worldwide by U.S. news
organizations, a spokesman for

Rumsfeld said the memo was a mis-

take and that an aide had gotten it

wrong.

Rumsfeld said Sunday that he
had been examining U.S.-Chinese

relationships almost from the

moment he look office but after the

plane collision, he immediately sus-

pended aircraft and ships from visit-

ing China and limited all social con-
tacts.

"We arc reviewing all of the

things that we are doing" on a case-

by-case basis, he said.

The president's national security

adviser, Condoleezza Rice, said

Bush believes a "productive and
fruitful relationship with China" is

still possible. -^

But, she said on "Fox News
Sunday," "Clearly, the way that the

Chinese handle the fact that we have
a plane on the ground will have an
effect on how we see US-China
relations."

For its part, China expressed dis-

pleasure last week with Bush's pro-

posal for a national missile defense

program, warning that Bush could
spark a new arms race.

The president said the United
States would work with its allies and
seek to protect them as well from
ballistic missile attacks from rogue
nations.

Leading Democrats such as

House Minority Leader Dick
Gephardt of Mo.. Sen. John Kerry
of Mass. and Senate Minority
Leader Tom Daschle of S.D.
warned Sunday that such a program
could be seen as a violation of the

1972 Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty.

"I think that's another major con-
cern, and then obviously losing our
relationship with our allies, and
fracturing the very fragile relation-

ship with China are also issues we've
got to be very concerned about,"
Daschle told ABC's "This Week."

Rice said on ABC that the treaty

"belongs to another era, when we
had an implacably hostile relation-

ship with the Soviet Union."

CENSUS
From page 5

100,000 people. Its non-Hispanic

while population fell by about 25

percent and its black population was
down roughly 6 percent. The
Hispanic population rose by 37 per-

cent.

The country's most populous

city. New York, grew by 9 percent,

to more than 8 million. Non-
Hispanic whites declined by about

II percent. non-Hispanic blacks

increased at least 6 percent, while

the Hispanic population gained 21

percent.

TTie implications are numerous:

Can cities keep up with the unique

needs of iheir newest residents? Can
the quality of schools be improved?

How will it change the dynamics in

local politics?

Undoubtedly, many families of

various races moved out of cities

after watching people of other races

move in. Recent studies have found

that segregation remains a serious

problem in America's metropolitan

areas, though levels decreased

slightly in most cities.

But not all big cities had an exo-

dus of white families.

Las Vegas, Austin. Texas, and
Charlotte, N.C., for example, all

posted gains in minority and white"

population.

All three have good economies

and have become more integrated

the past decade, typical of other

boom towns in the South and West,

said Jacob Vigdor, an assistant pro-

fessor of public policy studies at

Duke University.

Vigdor said it has a lot to do with

new neighborhoods and develop-

ments sprouting in these towns.

Most residents in these neighbor-

hoods are new to the area, so there is

more openness and less hesitation

among different groups.

Plus, in fast-growing places like

Las Vegas, "you have to put people

somewhere." he said.

David Wexler. a New York City

lawyer, agrees. But his priorities are

changing. He is getting married and
wants to have a family, so he is trad-

ing in his midtown apartment for a

home in Westchester County.

"Diversity is important, but it

isn't that big an issue for me,"

Wexler said. "I'm thinking in terms

of a nice area to raise a family, good
schools, and having a big backyard."

POPE
From page 11

The pope - who is retracing the

biblical travels of St. Paul the

Apostle on a six-day pilgrimage to

Greece, Syria and Malta - began the

day with an open-air Mass for some
,35,000 people in the Syrian capital's

Abbasid Stadium.

1

"It is the first time ever

in 2,000 years of

Christianity that a

pope is visiting a

mosque."

Joaquin Navarro-Valis

Spokesman for Pope John

Paul II

"In this holy land. Christians,

Muslims and Jews are called to work

together with confidence and bold-

ness and to work to bring about with-

out delay the day when the legal

rights of ail peoples are respected

and they can live in peace and mutu-

al understanding." the pope told the

stadium crowd, speaking in French.
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Fast
Free

Delivery

DOUBLE
SPECIAL

Two large one topping pizzas for

S14.SS
Limit 2 orders
(save over $10)

gi-jl,';^ I- .;

IVf OaUUHAL
1 large slice of Pizza. Saiad Bar, with 1/2 orcter of

Mojo Potatos, and FREE an you con druik Beverage

Baroniy...$3.99

( With 2 slices of Pizza or^ $4.99 ).

Din9'ln or cmny out only

STAmmiGSWDENT
SPECIAL

Buy any large pizza at regular price & get the 2nd

pizza..FREE!
(Monday and Tuesday only, limit 3 orders).

Your choice of Thin Crust. Hand Tossed Classic Crust. New York Style, or Deepdish Pan at no extra charge

SUPER SPECIAL
1 medium one topping pizza Any large ^topping pizza or any Specialty Pizza

$5.99
2 medium one topping pizzas,

only $11.98. ^ $9.98
SpKiaWn indud. V.g*Mnan. SWw/> SpKid, train Mum. MQ

Oiidun, ifky Mian SouMgt, and (mh GordMt Una

(save over $5) ^
Fast Free Delivery

824-41 1

1

1114 Gayley Ave. Westwood Village
Sun-Thurs 'till 1:00 am

Fri-Sat 'till 2:00am

SHAKEY'S COMBINATION

^$14.49
Any medium one topping pizza plus mojo
potatoes, FREE Salad! and your choice of:

• 5 pieces chicken breast strips or
• 4 pieces chicken or»8 Buffalo wings or

• Pasta & Garlic Bread

BRUIN
BIEB

CARD

FREE DRINK W/ANY BUFFET PURCHASE W/ UCLA STUDENT ID

'\-

tenembGr
M «»Vote!!!

USAC Elections are Coming
Voting to be held on Wednesday (5-9-01) and Thursday ( 5-10-01)

* Don't forget to bring your Bruin ID or else you can't vote!

Polls open 9am-5pm

1

)

Bruin Walk (Northwest Corner of Pauley Pavillion)

2) Between Kerckhoff and Moore Hall

3) Ackerman Turn - Around (Located near the bus stop)

4) Bruin Plaza (Bruin Walk, across from the Bear)

5) Royce Quad (between Powell Library and Royce Hall)

6) Quad (N.E. corner of Royce Hall, between Rolfe and Royce)

7) Bunche Hall (Southwest of Bunche Hall)

8) Inverted Fountain (by Franz and Knudsen Hall)

9) Court of Sciences (by Young, Math Sciences, and Franz Hall)

10) Men's Gym

1 1) Covel Commons (Southwest of Covel Commons)

200X
*->

For more info contact E-Board at

310-206-7796
Paid for by USAC

STUDENTS

COUNCIL

<^
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To sublet or not to Sublet?

That is the question.

To advertise call

(310) 825-2221

Bruin Pri<Jtf!
,®UCLA JEANS mdhc ii£>u v>r^a<i.
S

<i><

«>

UCLA
I I. A N S

We are pleased to introduce

UCLA JEANS. Show your

Bruin spirit!

DESCRIPTION

SIZE UCLA JEANS
MEN WOMEN [a] MEO. BLUE

[b] DARK BLUE28

to to

42 13 El TINT BLUE
EVENNUMSCM OOOHUMtn |(j I RIACK

Bniuil us: lyki@pdc.nct

Customer Service; 323.846.7290

Price: $ 39.99
AM tax plus shipping and handling

L UCLA JEANS 10% DISCOUNT COUPON i

Prodticed bv i^-—EflCJlUltoDlbocly only . , j ,^_

under license Foriliore information, please call 323.846.7290
from UCLA* \

vaWunni 5/12/01 J

Mail your Oder to: P.O. box I89I8 Loi Angeles, CA 90018

Purchnoor Infonnatlon:

Name: Day Phnr^p

Charge to: DVISA QMC
Acct.#:

Signature

Size Color Quantity

.Exp. Date:.

Shipping InfcxTnatlon:

Name; Day Phone:.

Address:

Price:

Tax:

8AH:

TOTAL:

City, state, zip;. ChMka should b« mad* payable to: LYKI APPAREL, INC.

y^Village
^xpressmart

Knudsen Milk

Half Gallon

10974 Le Conte Ave.

at Gayley

est!.^\
VtfJtJ'esVN"

$ 2.00 off

TUESDAYS
Excludes Sicillians

2 PIZZAS FOR TH
PRICE OF ONE

Westwood Brentwood

208-8671 820-6636

OFFER VALID

MONDAY
NIGHT ONLY.

(After 5:30 pm)
No mediums and offer excludes

Sicilians. No fialf & half orders.

Must mention ad.

Coupon must be given to driver.

Exp. 5/14/01

1 LARGE
PIZZA w/
Free Liter

TWO TOPPINGS
Westwood 208-8671

Brentwood 820-6686

TAX INCLUDED
Coupon vaM at Westwood and Brentwood locations

Offer good only with this

coupon, one coupon per pizza.*

Coupon must be given to driver.

Limit 3 pizzas per address.
No 1/2 and 1/2

Open until 1 am

Exp. 5/14/01

LARGE

TWO TOPPINGS
Free Liter

Westwood 208-8671

Brentwood 820-6636

TAX INCLUDED
Coupon vahd at Westwood ar>d Brentwood locations

Offer good only with this

coupon, one coupon per pizza.*

Coupon must tse given to driver.

Limit 3 pizzas per address.
No 1/2 and 1/2

Open until 1 am

POWER
From page 4

officer for the California Air

Resources Board.

The board expects the state's

major power plants to be about a

third cleaner this summer than they

were a year ago. But they'll pollute

more because they'll run more often

to compensate for the loss of electric-

ity that California normally would

have imported from out of state.

A drop in hydroelectric power

from the Pacific Northwest and the

faltering credit of investor-owned

utilities have been blamed for the

shortfall.

The increases might not add
noticeably to hazy sicylines because

power plants have been responsible

for only about 3 percent of the oxides

of nitrogen in the state's air. Vehicles

account for more than half.

But the emissions are a setback for

state and regional agencies that have

prided themselves on blazing a pollu-

tion-fighting trail for the nation.

Oxides of nitrogen are a key com-

ponent of smog, which causes and

aggravates breathing problems.

Diesel engines, a major producer

of that pollutant and toxic soot, are

increasingly being enlisted as slop-

gap power-providers amid forecasts

of A summer filled with temporary

outages.

The number of applications for

dicsel backup generators in the

South Coast Air Quality

Management District has roughly

doubled to about 250 so far this year,

district spokesman Sam Atwood
said.

But there likely are hundreds
more generators popping up.

Applications are required only when
a generator would be near a school or

power plant.

After this sunnnner,

however, the power

crunch could result in

cleaner air.

Bob Graydon, president and chief

executive officer of MQ Power, a

Carson manufacturer and distribu-

tor of diesel generators, said sales of

the company's larger units - 400 kilo-

watts or more - arc up 40 to 50 per-

cent so far this year.

The state also is pushing mid-size

"peaker plants" as a buffer against

blackouts by allowing them to be

approved on a fast-track schedule.

The plants will run during times of

peak energy use.

Those natural gas plants ultimate-

ly will have to use the least-polluting

technology but don't have to do so in

the short term.

"These things are horrible," said

Mike Thomas, a representative of

Communities for a Better

Environment who lives near San
Francisco's Portero power plant,

where three 52-megawatt peaker

plants are running at full capacity

because of the power crisis. "These

peakers, they burn like jet fuel."

Major power plants, meanwhile,

are lowering emissions by 90 percent

or more through a process called

selective catalytic reduction - in

which exhaust injected with ammo-
nia is routed through a catalytic con-

verter.

More than half of the 24,000

megawatts California generates

through large natural gas-fired plants

this summer will come from plants

equipped with catalytic reduction,

said Scheible, of the Air Resources

Board. That's more than double the

amount of lower-polluting power the

state had last year, he said.

The equipment has been available

S«« POWER, page 15
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POWER
From page 14

for years, but Southern California

power plant operators were able to

delay making the improvements

under a South Coast Air Quality

Management District program.

Called RECLAIM, the program
allows power plants and other pol-

luters to sell "credits" - emissions

capacity they don't use - to other

companies that need them.

When the program began in 1994,

credit allocations were set high

enough that power plant emissions

didn't begin to approach regulators'

steadily shrinking limits until the late

1990s. Power plant pollution levels

changed little from 1995 until the

1999-2000 fiscal year, when they

jumped 20 percent.

"There wasn't the financial driver

to install the controls," .said Ed
Blackford, site manager for a

Huntington Beach power plant

owned by AES.
He said the company planned

improvements for "a time that it

would become economically justi-

fied, but that period last year went by

in a heartbeat."

When the power supply grew

tighter last summer, power plant

-operators had lo use their most pol-

luting facilities more often, just as the

supply of pollution credits for power

plants started dipping below the lev-

els the facilities had been using.

That sent pollution credit prices

from less than $1 per pound to more
than $50. It also meant some power
providers have greatly exceeded their

emission limits.

In the first quarter of 2001, power

plants emitted more than twice as

much oxides of nitrogen as they did

for the same period in 2000.

Under emergency revisions that

could become permanent this

month, power plants could exceed

emission limits if they pay the district

$7.50 per pound of extra pollution

and agree to quickly install pollution

controls.

The district estimates that will

bring $50 million in fees - money
that will be used for other emission-

reduction efforts, including a pro-

gram to pay for school buses that run

on natural gas.

LABOR
From page 10

settlement is likely to provide a tem-

plate for a deal.

Lee Rose, a WGA member
whose credits include the TV movies

"The Truth About Jane" and "A

Girl Thing," said she was acutely

aware of the WGA deal's ripple

effect.

"Once we accept it, that's that.

Then the actors have to take the deal

as well," Rose said Saturday. She

planned to scrutinize the WGA-pro-
diLcers agreement before casting her

ratification vote June 4.

SAG officials have been

playing down the threat

ofa strike, calling it

unnecessary hysteria.

SAG officials, including

President William Daniels and
Chief Negotiator Brian Walton,

have been playing down the threat

of a strike, calling it unnecessary

hysteria.

But SAG and AFTRA did stage a

rancorous, six-month commercial

actors' strike last year. And a SAG
shake-up in 1999 that ousted

Richard Masur as president was

seen as evidence of a more militant

attitude among some members.

COMPLIMENTARY
CONSULTATION

Deliver Brilliant Results

ORTHODONTIST
SINCE 1980

UCLA FACULTY MEMBER Dr. Nader Dayani
Member American Association of Orthodontists

Specializing in braces for adults & children

• Irivisible

• European
• Removable
• Traditional

:'()'.'„ i)iscor.\TT(

(310) 826 - 7494

11645 Wilshire Blvd. #802

Los Angeles, CA 90025

• Cosmetic Porcelain

• Surgical Orthodontics

\(. I l.T^\

(949) 552 - 5890

18124 Culver Dr., #A

Irvine, CA 92715

Teeth Whitening
upper or lower

$85«° each

(Re|{. $200.00)

The treotment wiN be as to«ow$: S 1000 00 plus

$100.00 for ecx;h monfti of treatment rendered
tor metot txaces. S900 00 plus S 100 00 for each
month of treatment rendered for removat)le

txoces and S 1 700 00 plus $ 1 25 00 per month for

ceramic braces, $200.00 for diagnostic study
model and S 1 75 00 for formal consultation

expiration date 5-31-01

Summer-time for

Learning!!
Summer Classes Start

June 4 & July 9
Two, five-week sessions get you

through dass in 1/3 the normal time!!

RIO HONDO COLLECE

Register Now!
Call

(562) 908-3475

For A Free Schedule Call (562) 908-3445

RIO HONDO COLLEGE
3600 Workman Mill Road • Whittier, CA 90601-1699

%vww.rh.cc.ca.us

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE CLASS OF 2001

FROM
STUDIO CFFY VOLVO

PLEASE JOIN us FOR THE S40 SIGN & DRIVE DAYS

VOLVO MAKES YOUR 1ST PAYMENT!
$0 DOWN!
$0 ACQUISITON FEE!

$0 SECURITY DEPOSIT!

LEASES FROM
$306 PER MONTH
•t-tax on 48 mo. dosed end lease on
approved credit. 1 2,00() miles per year.

(70S0S0} C.ustomer rfsponsible for DMV
& Doc Fees, $41 1 .40 total due at le.ase

signing.Program ends June 30, 2001.

All prices+tax, lie, doc, tire, & smog fees.

Subject to prior sale & credit approval.

INQUIRE ABOUT VOLVO'S
COLLEGE GRADUATE PROGRAM

1 1647 VENTURA BLVD
818-766-3847

STUDIO CITYVOLVO
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You 're Invited,

Western State University
College of Law
Practice-Oriented Legal Studies

1 1 1 1 N. State College Blvd., Fullerton, Orange County, CA

(714) 738-1000 X2600 or (800) WSU-4-UW
e-mail: adm@wsulawedii • fax: (714) 441-1748

Events take place on ttie campus of Western State University

and are open to the public. Space is limited. Contact us to reserve

your place.

Graduates may sit lor the bar exam in any stale. Western State
is provisionally approved by the American Bar Association.

750 North Lake Shore Drive. Chicago. IL 60611 (312) 988-6738

Law School Information Program
Sat.,June 23 • 930-noon

Faculty, staff and current students provide information about WSU's
• Centers lor Criminal Law Practice and Entrepreneurial Law
• Academic Success & Enrichment Program

• Practice-Oriented Legal Studies curriculum

• Admission requirements and deadlines for fall 2001 class

• Financial aid and scholarships

• Current job market lor attorneys

• Full-time and part-lime law study

ISATmrksbop

Sai.June 23 • l:00-3:00pm

ABA-approved law schools require the Law School Admission Test

for admission. Dr Jerry Bobrow. author ol Barron's How to Prepare
tor the iSAT, 9th edition and over 30 books on test preparation,

speaks on "The 5-step approach to success."

Do you want to become
a leader on campus?

Check out the

BRUIN LEADERS PROJECT
A seminar based leadership project sponsored by the Center

for Student Programming. All students are invited to
participate in developing leadership skills. Upon completion

participants receive a certificate.

BRUIN TRADERS PROfFrT
SPRING QUARTER SFMTNAR^;

Wednesday, May 9 3-5pm Ackerman Union 2408
"Bruin Leaders and Diversity"

Thursday, May 10 6-8pm John Wooden Center
"Team Building" RSVP required

We hope to seeyou!
t For more information on the Bruin Leaders

Project, please contact us at either

(310) 206-5071 or blp@ucla.edu or stop by
our office at 105 Kerckhoff Hall.

DEPARTMENT
From page 4

largest democracy on Earth and also

one of many countries that hold

nuclear weapons, said emeritus

Professor Damodar SarDesai, cur-

rent chair oflndian History.

"We can't ignore a country of this

magnitude and tradition," he said. "It

is not India that is at a loss if we don't

leach it here but rather, this country

and this state."

"If there is enough interest

for the program it would be

a welcome addition."

Marc Meyerson
Assistant Dean of Social Sciences

Although UCLA does not offer a

cohesive program for the study of

South Asia it does provide more than

50 South Asia related courses to stu-

dents.

To Marc Mayerson, the assistant

dean of social sciences, these classes

are sufficient for those interested in

-South Ast;^.

"I wonder if there is a need for a

South Asian studies program at this

time," Mayerson said. "There are cer-

tainly many classes that address this

sub-continent and sub-field."

But Parekh finds that these courses

are only sporadically offered at

UCLA with only a few available each

quarter, despite high demand. The
classes available in a quarter such as

History of India, Hindi or South

Asian Dance tend to be overloaded

with students.

"In the last three years I have been

teaching pre-modern India and each

year the classes have been filled with

over 200 students," SarDesai said.

UCLA, unlike Other

notable universities,

does not possess a

South Asian studies

program.

The task force is working together

to gain enough evidence of students

and faculty who support this initia-

tive. They are voicing the issue around

campus and asking students to sign a

petition stating they would participate

in a South Asian studies programs if it

was offered.

The task force will present this

information along with a proposal of

how the program could be structured

to both the dean of social sciences and
the dean of humanities for considera-

tion this month.

"The creation ofa new studies rests

with a movement generated by facul-

ty," Mayerson said.

"If there is enough interest for the

program it would be a welcome addi-

tion," Mayerson said. "Yet it is pri-

marily the availability, willingness and
energy of the faculty to develop a cur-

riculum which leads to a degree."

But Dean of South East Asian

Languages, Professor Shoichi

Iwasaki, said this program's existence

was largely due to student enthusiasm

and involvement.

One of the leading arguments
posed by the task force is that UCLA,
unlike other notable universities, does

not possess a South Asian studies pro-

gram.

UC Berkeley, University of
Pennsylvania, University of Michigan

and the University of Chicago all pro-

vide a Center for South Asian studies.

"If there is a demand we should

provide it," SarDesai said. "It is long

overdue, let us not waste anymore
time."
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TITO
From page 12

turned out to feel the best I've felt in

my entire life while I was in space."

Still, he said, he did not want to

make the trip again.

"I want other people to make it

instead," Tito said.

The crew flew to the airport in

Astana for a welcome by Kazak
President Nursultan Nazarbayev.

who told Tito: "In the past, it was

only in science fiction novels that

you could read about ordinary peo-

ple being able to go to space. But

you laid the foundation for space

tourism."

It is unclear how quickly that

foundation may be built upon, given

NASA's objections and reserva-

tions expressed by some of the other

countries participating in the station

project.

Tito said the Americans should

wake up to the potential of space

vacations.

"They might not know it, but this

is the best thing that's happened for

NASA," he said.

Yuri Semyonov, the head of

RKK Energiya - the firm that built

the Russian modules used on the

international space station - hailed

the night Sunday as an important

precedent.

"We are satisfied with this flight

and we see the beginning of com-
mercial exploitation of the interna-

tional station," he said.

POUTIG
From page 6

In the first six months of 2000, Arco

gave 135 Kings tickets to legislators,

aides and other bureaucrats. It also

handed out tickets to an ice skating

event, a motocross race, a Tina Turner

concert, and a Crosby, Stills, Nash &
Young rock show, among other attrac-

tions.

Arco and BP Amoco, which took

over Arco in 2000, lobbied legislators

on numerous issues last year, which

included bills to rein in gasoline prices,

state air quality regulations, and next

year's phaseout ofthe gasoline additive

MTBE, which has been linked to can-

cer in laboratory animals.
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Unless lawmakers

refund gifts within 30

days, they are required

to disclose them.

Many legislators reimburse their

'benefactors for some or all of the costs.

i Unless lawmakers refund gifts within

I

30 days, they and the companies that

' gave the gifts are required to disclose

Ehem.

The Fair Political Practices

Commission, created to enforce cam-

paign finance and ethics laws, is sup-

posed to take action against those who
violate gif\ limits.

But the cash-strapped commission

does not review all disclosure reports.

It typically looks into potential viola-

tions only after someone, usually a

political opponent, registers a com-

plaint.

€ven with $320 gift limit, in prac-

tice, the amount is easily exceeded. For

example, two special interest groups

can split the costs ofentertaining a law-

maker.

Another loophole allowed state

Sen. Jack O'Connell, D-San Luis

Obispo, his wife and daughter, to

attend the first game of the Lakers' sec-

ond-round playoff scries last May,

courtesy of Pacific Bell.

The price of admission would have

exceeded the thcn-$300 limit - ifhe had

been the recipient of all three tickets.

Sailaws^j

Geta^

tojidvfirtise

Contact:

Doily Bruin (iossified Line

118 Kerckhoff Holi

310.825.2221

Fox:

310.206.0S28

E-maib

dassifieds^media.uclo.edu

MS^n/s t$i. i^i^s^n 'v^4Ji7iss. s^n/s $$$.
|

Big savings

10'^ week.
it makes living a little less expensive

,1

•I

EYE CARE FOR UCLA
Exam & Contacts
Ul Daily or Ext Wr, or

2 boxes of disposables

Add $99 for toric (for astigmatism) or

Gas Perm

or Exam & Glasses
from our Special Selection,

Single Vision, CR 39

OVER 5,000

FRAMES
& CONTACTS IN

STOCK

^^~^an Cobenmehr, OD
31 16 WllsMra Blvd. Santa Monica

(5 btocfcs «MSt of Bmdy, across from Big 5)

• 15 Kears Experience.

• Latest Technology.

• Award Winning Designer Collection.

• insurance welcome.

(310) 82II-2Q10 -
gjj-

Ei9k<M9/3Mt.lliyM«kt

The
Princeton
Review

^UKN YOUR SUMMER NOW!
Classes start in June, July & August.

LSAT Start Dates & Ux^ations
for th« OctolMr 6, 2001 LSAT

West Los Angeles June 16th

Wtet Los Angeles July 14th

West Los Angeles August 4th

West Los Angeles August 11th

Westwood August 25th

Westwood September 4th

-^E

MCAT Start Dates & Locations

^^ for the August 18, 2001 MCAT

<^7^est Los Angeles

W^st Los Angeles

Westwood
Westwood

June 3rd

June 17th

June 17th

June 18th

Tor course scliedules, or to reserve a seat in one ofour class0s, please call:
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Read about the candidates

for president, external VP
and general representative.

See Viewpoint Tuesday.

viewpoint@media.ucla.edu
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Candidate
Statements

TODAY:

Internal vice president and

commissioners — other

positions tomorrow
JASON CHEN/Ddily Brum Senior Staff

Internal Vice President

SfiDfAI

F\IPl)\V[R\|f\T'

With the aim of empowering students

and increasing student involve-

ment, I am running for the posi-

tion of your internal vice president on the

Student Empowerment! slate. The role of the

iVP is to serve as a liaison between the

Undergraduate Student Association Council
and the larger student population, as well as

student organizations.

It is my goal to empower students by
strengthening the relationship between
USAC and our broader campus community.
1 plan to accomplish this through three meth-
ods.

First, 1 intend to increase USAC's accessi-

bility to students by continuing the USAC
newsletter so that students are informed
about current council issues, the resources

available to them and the means of getting

involved in USAC.
Second, I plan to ensure that USAC is

building relationships with new student orga-
nizations and is improving the relationships

Academic Affairs Commissioner

S«c AUSTM, page 20

Too often students running for office

make promises that are never upheld.

Take a look at last year's candidates'

statements and you'll see how few were ful-

filled.

It's time for a change.

Having served as the president's chief of
staff this year, I engaged in a year-long effort

to involve smaller student groups in the

Undergraduate Student Association Council.

My public relations ofTicers attended student

group meetings, made class announcements
and updated students on USAC happenings. I

also mediated meetings between the president

and student group leaders who may or may
not have agreed with her, and hosted student

group mixers, where student groups shared
their visions with one another and discussed

opportunities for co-programming.
Having worked with a student regent, the

Student Retention Center, the On-Campus
Housing Council, the UCLA debate team and
the office of the president, I've run the gamut

S«cAMMI,pa9c20

I
am Katie Klein, and as academic affairs

commissioner I will be an advocate for

all current students who have worked
hard to be here, as well as potential students
who would like the opportunity to attend
UCLA. My primary concern is to keep stu-

dents informed of the academic resources
and issues that directly affect their daily

lives.

Currently, I am the president of the

Political Science Student Organization. For
the past three years, I have been the student

representative at faculty and executive board
meetings, where I consult with professors on
educational policy I have also acted as a stu-

dent senator to facilitate the emergence of
academic, ethnic and religious student

groups.

My extensive experience with working on
behalf of students to promote beneficial aca-

demic programs has shown me how essential

it is for students to have a voice and an advo-
cate to make sure their interests are served.

S«cKLBN,pa9c20

We are all here to get the most from
our education. Whether we're

studying engineering, art, history

or ethnic studies, we are here to learn - not
only from our classes, but from the people
and communities around us. Student
Empowerment! stands for the empowerment
of all students by engaging each other to take
active roles in our education.

My main goal as academic affairs commis-
sioner is to help facilitate our empowerment
as students. By helping to develop more com-
prehensive admissions criteria, continuing
the struggle for a relevant education and a
diversity requirement and enhancing our
learning beyond the classroom through
round-table discussions like "Food for

Thought," I plan to actively engage our cam-
pus into playing a bigger role in our educa-
tion.

Through my involvement with (he

Concerned Asian Pacific-Islander Students
for Action (CAPSA), my current position as

S«cmi,pag«20

1 1WW IW OUJDi^ii «'''^»*»o" 'bout a current •¥«« on campui
or in the world at large, or write a response to

sonwthlng that you have already read In The

TO VIEWPOINT •^-^™,^,^.,„
vlewpoint9media.ucla.edu. Remember to

copy and paste your iubmlssJon Into the lx)dy
o( the e-maH, or drop off a hard copy of your
submission at the OaMy Bruin office (118
KerckhofT Hall), care of Jonah Lalas

• Apply to be a Viewpoint columnist dur-
ing Weeks 7 and 8 of each quarter.

• Apply to be a cartoonist or artist Send an

e-n»il expressing your Interest to the
Viewpoint address.

A few things to ren>ember:

• AN submissions must include your name,
phone number and afRIUtion with UCLA. If

you «i* a student, they must also include your
student 10 number, year and ma)or.

• Your facts will be checked; make sure
they are accurate.

• Viewpoint Is not an advertising space for

any group or organization; be sure to have
clearly articulated opinions

• We reserve the right to edit submissions
for clarity, grammar and length

Campus Events Commissioner

Next year, while

council vigorously

debates matters

that arguably will impact

the well-being of .^5,000

students, I plan to harness

that energy via my inter-

galactic transmogrificator

into dreaming up great

new programs to amaze
and astound.

In my first year with the

campus events commission

as a member of the award-

winning concert staff, I've

worked closely with other staff members such as

DJ Hot Salad to put on slamming Bruin Plaza

acts like the Triple Threat DJ show, Richard

Cheese and Lounge Against the Machine, and
Barbra Streisand's Hip-Hop Extravaganza.

Next year, I hope to add more special events

like our Radiohead listening party and a festival-

type event akin to the successful JazzReggae

Festival. In addition to the music, our commis-
sion worked its fingers to the nubby-nub this

year to bring you exclusive sneaks of hot new
films, Chinese Acrobats, Dean Cain, the

Spencer Tracy Award featuring Jack Lemmon,
our annual Battle of the Bands and Shorttakes

competitions, and our "naked pictures of your

mom exhibition."

Without a doubt, our office transcends the

powers ofone person; in fact, our success

depends on the hard work and unflagging dedi-

cation of our 50-pcrson staff. Although this year

we're losing many key individuals to graduation,

I believe strongly in the potential ofour return-

ing staff to continue programming at the level

we have worked in the past. This said, in the

upcoming weeks, our scouts will be conducting

an extensive search for explosive new rookies

willing to carry on the big flaming torch in the

grand tradition of educational tomfoolery

In the words of Jesus, "together we can do a

good job at stuff ifwe work, like, together, and

stuff."

Community Service Commissioner

I've
been involved with

community service

from the moment 1

got to UCLA because I

firmly believe that knowl-

edge is meant to be

shared.

I began my volunteer-

ing experience by becom-

ing a member of

Chicanos/Latinos for

Community Medicine

(CCM) my freshman year.

Through CCM I was able

to participate in health

fairs and the Latino Student Health Project

trips to Tijuana to perform blood sugar and
blood pressure screenings for those who have

no access to health care.

My interests then widened to include partic-

ipation and interest with the community ser-

vice commission through Amigos de UCLA -

a project dedicated to tutoring and mentoring

elementary schools in Hollywood and
Koreatown.

By my second year, I was an Amigos dc

UCLA volunteer and an active member of the

commission. Later, because 1 developed a

great passion for community service and
because I wanted to help promote volunteer

efforts, 1 became a board member for CCM
and an Amigos de UCLA intern director.

I'm a fourth-year student now and currently

an Amigos de UCLA director, the community
service commission transportation director

and now a candidate for community service

commissioner.

My experience as a director and board
member qualify me as a CSC candidate

because I know exactly what it takes to run a

community service project. 1 am also well

aware of the challenges students without suffi-

cient resources face in their educational

endeavors.

See SANCHEZ, page 21

Faciuties Commissioner

As the in-house

candidate and
after serving the

Students for the hsl two

years as facilities com-
mission chief of staff, 1

have seen firsthand

many of the issues facing

students in the realm of

facilities.

First and foremost,

there is a need to edu-

"^cate the average UCLA
student regarding cam-
pus facilities. Today,

most students know little or nothing about
the state or future of campus facilities.

With new construction projects popping
up almost weekly, students have a right to

know what is being built on campus and how
long their daily lives will be inconvenienced.

One way of solving this knowledge gap is for

periodic construction updates to be issued by

the commission via the Daily Bruin, e-mail or

other means.

By forming a student outreach office with-

in the commission, 1 can help put decisiofP

making power back in the students' hands.

This office will serve as a forum for regular

UCLA students to vent, suggest and inquire

about the current state of our school's facili-

ties.

The office will seek to work with ASU-
CLA, Facilities Management, the On-
Campus Housing Council and the adminis-

tration in providing assistance and services

to students. Regular ads in The Bruin, post-

ings on campus and in the dorms, and overall

outreach and publicity will help to increase

public awareness of the office, thereby bring-

ing the office of facilities commissioner out

of the halls of Kerckhoff and into the hands

of students.

Another key aspect of my tenure will be to

SeeMCKENZItpa9e20
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I
have had a strong his-

tory of leadership

and bringing diverse

groups of people togeth-

er. Knowing four lan-

guages fluently (Spanish,

Persian, Arabic, and
English) and having the

experience of living in

many countries have

helped me accomplish

this history.

1 have been involved in

clubs and student govern-

ments since 1997. I was
elected vice president of the Santa Monica
College Associated Students, president of the

International Caucus of the California

Community Colleges, president of the

Middle-East International Club, parliamen-

tarian to Region 7 and commissioner to the

Student Trustee.

Some of the projects 1 worked on include

increasing parking lots and improving stu-

dent facilities. I also stand firmly for the

rights of woraen» and ai a women'.'* rjghi&-

Narges

Pisheh

activist, my goals in life arc to educate women
about their rights and help them take action.

Since coming to UCLA in 2000, 1 have

become involved in various clubs including

Alpha Gamma Epsilon, the Prc-Law Society

and the Political Science Society. In addition,

1 work as the public relations officer for the

USAC president. In early April, I was elected

to represent 30,000 students to lobby the slate

Legislature in Sacramento about issues that

affect students.

If elected facilities commissioner, I have

several goals. I plan to lobby administrators

to save the IM Field by finding, alternative

solutions to our parking problem. I will also

work to expand the BruinGo! program to

include the Culver City and MTA bus sys-

tems.

See PISHEH, page 20

Financial Supports Commissioner

As students, we
carry a heavy

load, from partic-

ipating in our education

and other commitments
to working toward

improving our communi-
ties. In addition to this,

we also have housing,

transportation and park-

ing issues, monthly utili-

ty expenses and educa-

tional fees. Many of us

have to balance our full-

time academic workloads

with part-time jobs to

support our education.

;'] believe, as students, our financial con-

cerns should not be a major factor in attain-

ing our education.

If elected, I will engage students in contin-

ued educational discussions specifically

addressing our financial concerns. This is a

continued effort of mine as the current chief

of staff of the financial supports commission.
This year, we maintained and expanded

the Students First! Booklending Program,
which lends free books to students for a quar-

ter. In addition, our office worked effectively

with ASUCLA to obtain a discount on stu-

dent books for the program. I plan on
extending this program next year to include a

book exchange where students can loan their

old books in a students-helping-students

effort.

I;

Andrew

LaFlamme

SeeC0SS,page21

n past years, the

Undergraduate

Student Association

Council financial sup-

ports commissioner has

not used his/her position

to properly address the

financial concerns of the

UCLA student commu-
nity.

I will better use the

assets of USAC and the

office of the financial

supports commissioner

to target the needs of the

UCLA student community. I will do this in

the following ways.

First, I will be a true representative of

UCLA students. The members of USAC are

elected to represent the UCLA undergradu-

ate student community and therefore should

be accessible to the students whom they rep-

resent. Beyond simply being accessible, I will

actively seek the input of the undergraduate

community.

Secondly, 1 will work to expand summer
financial aid and enable students to use

UCLA summer financial aid at any UC,
rather than the currently limited choices.

Thirdly, I will also continue the BruinGo!
program. Free public transportation is a

great asset for UCLA students, and I will

work to see that the program continues in

years to come.

In addition, I will work to increase aid

. . , S«eU(FUUMME,page21

H ousing. Parking.

Financial Aid.

Employment.

- Student Welfare—
Commissioner

IM)1
Most of these issues, if not

all. affect every student on
campus, yet they remain

unreformed. l,Suzanna

Minasian, am running for

the position of financial

supports commissioner

on the SURE, slate to

reverse this trend.

How? 1 will persistently

lobby for an increase in

university-subsidized off-

campus housing, an increase in parking per-

mits available for students, higher meal coupon
rates for students in the dorms and the passing

of the tax-free textbook bill in the California

State Assembly (AB 1246). 1 will also work to

expand the current book-lending program for

students with financial difficulties.

My current experience within the

Undergraduate Student Association Council is

one of public relations. This is due to my
strong belief in communication with, and inte-

gration of, the student body in decision-mak-

ing.

I am also a member of the Political Science

Students Organization, a volunteer tutor for

the Glendale Learning Project, an active mem-
ber of the Armenian Students Association, a

Bruin Democrat and an intern for

Congressman Brad Sherman (D-Sherman
Oaks).

See MINASIAN page 21

Hello everyone, my
name is Peter

Trinh and I am
running for the position

of student welfare com-
missioner. Being the in-

house candidate and hav-

ing experience in the com-
mission, I feel I am defi-

nitely qualified for the

position.

I have many things

planned for the commis-

sion next year. One of

them is turning the huge

student-run philanthropy that our commission
sponsors every year, the UCLA Children's

Walk for Life, into a run as well as a walk.

Another is bringing a dancc-a-thon to UCLX
that will benefit the Elizabeth Glaser Pediatr^^
AIDS Foundation.

1 believe the primary duty of the student wel-

fare commi.ssioner involves dealing with issues

pertaining to student health and safety. That is

why the commi.ssion this year has focu!;«»d on
programming events that have increased aware-

ness about issues pertaining to health and safe-

ty. I intend to keep this focus on student health

and safety if elected to this office.

I believe that USAC members have a

tremendous say on what goes on within our
campus and how our campus is run. If elected,

I will strive not only to make the student wel-

fare commission as strong and efficient as it can
be, but to help other commissions and olTices as

well.
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For a copy of the complete
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Kerckhoff Hall.
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Funding
Available for

2001 UCLA ^
Graduation Celebrations

vs

A limited amount of funding is available for student initiated and managed

graduation celebrations, sponsored by Officially Recognized registered

campus organizations. This funding is not intended to cover all the expenses

associated with these programs. The support is intended to supplement

organizational resources, external donations, department subsidies, etc.,and

to serve as an expression of the institution's recognition of the achievement

of degree recipients.

611 as details

regarding the allocation process, criteria and pri-

orities, are available in the Center for Student

Programming, located at 105 Kerckhoff Hall, the

Student and Campus Life Division Office , located

at 1104 Murphy Hall, and on-line at

http:/Avww^tudentgroups.ucla.cdii/gra4luation

APPLIATION DEADLINE

FRIDAY, MAY 25, 2001

GMAT

nree

Seminar
Wednesday, May 9, 7 PM

Westwood Kaplan Center. 1133 Westwood Bl, Ste 201

Featuring Ben Baron
former Assistant Director of Admissions.

Harvard Business School

Learn strategies to help you navigate the
business school admissions process from an expert.
SMting Is limited, call 1-800-KAP-TEST to reelster.

KAPLAN
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KLEIN
From page 18

As the student population grows.

I will actively lobby to ensure that

students are able to enroll in the

classes they need. The administra-

tion may raise the minimum course

load from 12 to 13 units per quarter

for students in the College of

Letters & Science. I will support a

fair and even re-uniting process

across all majors to protect students

from being academically disadvan-

taged.

In an effort to increase student

involvement, I will coordinate

forums for academic campus
resources and student organizations

to gather together and reach out to

incoming freshmen, first-year trans-

fers and all other students who wish

to get involved.

I plan to work closely with the

Student Retention Center and the

Academic Senate to promote out-

reach and provide equal access to

tutoring and counselors for every

student.

My service as academic affairs

commissioner will be guided by the

principles of reform, representation

and accountability to improve the

quality of academic programs for

all students.

AJAMI
From page 18

on political ideology, and can under-

stand the plurality of viewpoints on
this campus. Each of these views has

merit and deserves compromises for

the greater good.

Students should expect better

from their student government. We
should have greater representation,

officers who are sincerely willing to

work with others and safe, accessible

voting mechanisms.

I will promote these ideals and
continue promoting co-program-

ming between student groups. I will

also host bi-quarterly seminars on
how to establish independent and
officially recognized student groups

as well as funding workshops on how
groups can secure funds.

Furthermore, I recognize that

many students are not in student

groups. Regularly publicized office

hours on Bruin Walk, quarterly

newsletters and a voluntary mailing

of USAC updates will be available.

These are realistic goals that extend

from my past work.

Be sure you elect students who
will come through for you. Pletise let—

me serve as your internal vice presi-

dent.

Expect better - vote S.U.R.E.

AUSTIN
From page 18

it has already established with vari-

ous organizations. One way I plan

to do this is by holding an organiza-

tional resource fair that will allow

groups to learn more about each
other and then organize them into

smaller, theme-oriented fairs.

Third, I plan to address the direct

needs of students, such as housing

and parking, because these issues

shouldn't be barriers to our educa-

tion. Currently I am helping the

IVP to organize a Tenant Rights

Forum for later this quarter so stu-

dents can learn about their rights as

renters. Next year I plan to expand
this forum to include on-campus
housing concerns. I also plan to

increase the value of the dining hall

meal coupons.

I am the most qualified candidate

for this position due to my involve-

ment and experience on campus.
For the last three years I have

been directly involved in USAC as

an intern in the general representa-

tive's office, as the campus outreach

coordinator for the president's

office, and now working in the cur-

rent IVP's office. I have also

worked with the African Student

Union for the last three years as a

dedicated staff member.
Specifically, I helped coordinate the

African Women's Conference.

All of this experience has allowed

me to fully understand the role of

USAC, the importance of student

organizations and the relationship

between the two entities. As a result

of working in both USAC and
ASU, I am best equipped to serve

as your internal vice president and
continue the work of improving the~
quality of life for all students at

UCLA.

TAN
From page 18

external director of the Asian

Pacific Coalition (comprised of 19

Asian American and Pacific

Islander organizations), and as a

resident assistant in Sproul Hall, I

have been able to interact with and
to serve students from many differ-

ent backgrounds and perspectives.

My experience has allowed me to

understand that progress only hap-

pens through student voices in the

decision-making process.

Working with the current acade-

mic affairs commissioner through-

out the year has also enabled me to

understand the importance of stu-

dent- initiated outreach and reten-

tion. We need to provide greater

resources for these projects, so that

students can help future generations

have greater access to higher educa-

tion.

Each of us has the power to influ-

ence change in this university and in

the communities around us.

Collectively, we can be the change
we wish to see in the world. As acad-

emic affairs commissioner, I want to

help actualize that change and help

all of us determine the meaning and
purpose of our education through
Student Empowerment!

MCKENZIE
From page 19

advocate community safety rn cam-
pus facilities. This is an especially

poignant issue in light of the recent

sexual assaults in the Westwood
area.

I possess the necessary commu-
nication skills and understanding to

work with the UCPD and the

administration to address this issue

and take the necessary steps to

make the UCLA campus the safest

possible. Expect better - vote

McKenzie for facilities commis-
sioner.

PISHEH
From page 19

I will lobby for student rights

with the SPARC project, create an
advisory committee for facility

issues on campus made up of repre-

sentatives from all clubs, strengthen

campus security by networking with

UCPD and the Community Service

Officer program, and fight for a

reduction in student parking rates.

If you give me the opportunity to

serve, I will honor your trust and
work hard for you.

coss
From page 19

As a member of the Campus
Retention Committee, my goal is to

ensure that each student graduates

without being burdened by financial

difficulties. I plan on working with

the Campus Retention Committee
to provide "Financial Aid 101"

workshops to help alleviate finan-

cial burdens that students face by

keeping them better informed.

Given my previous experience as

chief of staff, I have the vision and
ability to continue and broaden cur-

rent programs and develop new
ideas to specifically deal with

addressing the financial needs of

students.

MINASIAN
From page 19

In addition to my seven years of

experience in student council, I also

have been involved in government at

the state level. I served as the politi-

cal chair of Assembly Speaker

Robert Hertzberg's advisory com-

mission doing bill review, constitucn-

~cy service and program implementai-

tion for California. With such a

background, I feel strongly prepared

to serve the UCLA community.

Along with my fellow S.U.R.E.

slate members, I will bring reform,

representation and accountability

back into student government,

because it is through these avenues

that we will meet student needs.

Expect better. Elect Suzanna

"Suzy" Minasian to address your

financial concerns - it's the S.U.R.E.

thing to do!

SANCHEZ
From page 19

My goals for the upcoming year

are to establish a stronger relation-

ship with other community service

organizations so that we can work

together to find ways to encourage

more UCLA students to get

involved and discuss matters that

pertain to the community within Los

Angeles.

There are many resources that are

available to us as community leaders

and it is important to share ideas in

order for our projects to function

efficiently. I also expect to keep the

more than 100 CSC project directors

and 250 volunteers well informed

about the issues that are presented at

the USAC council meetings.

I am excited about becoming the

community service commissioner

and I plan on maintaining the CSC's

deputation for being a model stu-

dent-run organization. But most

Jmportantly, I have the privilege of

Working with students who serve

with their hearts.

LAFLAMME
From page 19

and scholarship access. I want to

expand the Scholarship Research

Center beyond its location in the

dorms, making it accessible to all

students. I also want to expand the

SRC's material and content and

make it a better resource for every

student.

Lastly, I will address the rising

cost of living in Westwood.

Realistically, this is a goal that

requires a great deal of work in

areas outside of UCLA. Steps

toward addressing the problem

must begin somewhere.

This office provides students

with an excellent platform upon
which to initiate that change.
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^ Student Accounting
^Y-^ presents '

The Ninteenth Annual

SpringAwards (Bamjuet
Wednesday, May 23, 2001 at 5:00 p.m.

Park Hyatt Hotel in Century City

Reception, Dinner, Awards and Entertainment

Andersen LLP
BDO Seidman

Ernst and Young LLP
Kellogg & Andelson

Deloitte & louche LLP

Firms in Attendance:

KPMG LLP
McGladrey & Pullen

PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP
Windes &McClaughry
Grant Thornton LLP

R.S.V.P. by May 9th

^
$20 for members, $30 for non-members

Invitations and scholarships applications are available in AGSM D413.
For more information on the banquet, please contact James at johboy@ucla.edu.

AMERICA'S PREMIER

SPORTS CLUBS
" ^•l^

SPORTS OJJBS

^ «

Now Offering Memberships RL^

- Less Than— "^

AenoBfC

c^iat.<^

Per Week
vy/ith a one-time initiation fee of $189.

HURRY, LIMITED TIME OFFER

No Multi-Year Contracts Required.
Over 75 Locations Nationwide.

WESTWOOD
"""209-5002

10921 Wilshlre BM. (Westwood & Wilshire BM.)

WOMAN
»)l /-vi Itl <.l »Jl»

(310)207-2279
1 1650 Santa Monica Blvd. West L.A.

Call Now! 1-800 LA FITNESS

u
Other meml
expiKiVSUSI

1 - ( 8 ) 5 2 3 - 4 8 6 3
To be instantly connected to a location nearest you.

initwtion of $189 and $34 per month First and kst month's dues pins initiation kx required to pin C-all club for details

checking Visa, Mastercard, American Express, Discover, or .savings. Facilities may vary. Extra charge for some amenities, offer
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Play searches for perfect love
THEATER: Relationships

fail in "Anatol" owing to

unrealistic expectations

By Ruvin Spivak

Daily Bruin Contributor

With the current divorce rate

reaching a high of over 50 percent,

looking for true love presents itself

more as a demanding challenge than

a desirable search.

"Anatol," a theatrical production

running through May 27 at the

Powerhouse Theatre, deals with this

idea of finding a perfect match by

portraying one man's failed search

-fef-tt-fflettntngfut rclttlionship^idt-

search that is doomed due to his own
pride and over-idealized expecta-

tions. The play, set in Vienna, fol-

lows the main character, Anatol,

through a series of relationships that

get him extremely close to marriage

without ever consummating a suc-

cessful union.

The premise of the play is that

simple, idealized notions of the per-

fect relationship can never hold in

reality, especially when the keeper of

these notions doesn't even know
what he really wants.

The main character in "Anatol,"

played by Kevin Weisman, is a

wealthy bachelor plagued with self-

imposed hurdles that prevent him
from committing to a number of

women. Throughout the perfor-

mance. Anatol finds himself in prob-

lematic situations with different

types of partners, from coquettes to

married woman to devotees.

In two acts and seven scenes,

Anatol, accompanied with his friend

Max (Ron Garcia), argue over the

conventional ideas of relationships

and unions with the opposite sex.

While Anatol is a sensitive yet

egocentric figure who neurotically

Cfdig Schwartz Phologfjphy

Kevin Weisman stars as Anatol and Merrin Dungey as Else in the

play "Anatol."

sentimentalizes every one of his past

encounters with a female, his friend

Max is more of a charlatan. Max
thinks women are inferior and inti-

macy overrated. As a result of their

differing views, the two friends

debate philosophically over the

needs of both men and women, and
the importance of lasting unions.

The play has a Victorian feel to it,

augmented by the costumes and set

design which reflect an aristocratic

European society Yet, the direction

of the play is quite modern in its

implementation. Between each

scene the theater turns dark and con-

temporary confessions about rela-

tionships, which loosely parallel the

scene, can be heard from both men
and women.

An interesting visual contempo-
rary device of the set also seems to

parallel the acting on stage.

Throughout the performance a dark

window in the background of the set

sporadically lights up to reveal a

brief erotic performance between a

woman and man.

The script of "Anatol," by the late

Arthur Schnitzler, also gives the play

a modern feel. The script's manipu-
lation of time seems to span the peri-

od of a complete relationship, from
passionate infatuation to marriage,

yet instead of one woman, there are

seven.

Though "Anatol" predominantly

deals with heterosexual relation-

ships, there is an air of homosexuali-

ty from the character Max, who
seems to get in the way of many of

Anatol's relationships because of his

own attraction to his dear friend.

Living in his own idealistic world,

however, Anatol maintains igno-

rance to his friend's intentions, and
much like what happens in his rela-

tionships with women, Max's subtle

propositions remain unfulfilled.

The acting of the Buffalo Nights

Se«ANATOtpage27

'Catskills' leaves audiences laughing
THEATER: Performance

uses comedic sketches to

appeal to crowd's humor

By Laura Morgan
Daily Bruin Contributor

When the character Rip Van
Winkle, in Washington Irving's fanta-

sy tale of the same name, slept in the

Catskill Mountains for 20 years, he

probably slept like a baby
Chances are, however, that he

wouldn't have had one night's rest if

the Catskillian comedians Freddie

Roman. Mai. Z. Lawrence, Dick
Capri and Scott Record were there.

On the contrary, he would have

laughed for 20 years straight.

"Catskills on Broadway" a perfor-

mance featuring these four comedi-

ans, opened May I and runs through

May 13 at the Wilshire Theatre The
show, which brings a laugh-packed

salute to upstate New York, leaves the

audience in an uproar of laughter.

Of the four players, three of them
are original cast members, who display

talent in every aspect of their comedic

sketches, whether it be singing, acting,

criticizing or just telling a good joke.

The evening suitably begins with

"Comedy Tonight," a song from one

of Broadway's best musicals, "A
Funny Thing Happened On The Way
To The Forum." The overture is quite

fitting and foreshadows what is to

come in the rest of the two-hour per-

formance.

Opening the show and acting as

master of ceremonies is Roman, the

creator of "Catskills on Broadway"
Immediately Roman puts the audi-

ence into an easy giggle by starting in

on the role that Rorida played in the

2000 Presidential elections.

The show brings a

laugh-packed salute to

upstate New York.

Though Roman's humor is not the

type to keep the audience rolling on
the floor, everything he says rings true

and the audience cannot help but

agree with laughter. His real life-based

sketches and ironic humor include his

son, who graduated from the Wharton
School of Business with a 3.8 GPA but

got a job at the racetrack shoveling

horse manure because he didn't know
what he wanted to do.

Wrapping up his sketch, a new face

takes the spotlight from Roman, that

of Record. Record, whose comedic

performance revolves around vocal

impersonations, is remarkable. His tal-

ent proves to make one of the best acts

of the show, with precise imperson-

ations that include Neil Diamond,
Louis Armstrong, Michael Jackson

and Stevie Wonder, to name a few.

From time to time. Record gives

the musical sarcasm a rest and
attempts stand-up comedy, but he is

quick to realize that it's probably best

that he stick to the musical comedy
So, he sings a personalized version of

Ricky Martin's hit "Livin' La Vida

Loca," in the character of Martin, but

with words to suit his physical fea-

tures.

"TTie third comedy act comes from
the only non-Jewish member of the

cast, Capri, an Italian who ironically

does his piece mostly on the Jewish

faith and culture. When not giving the

audience his two cents worth of sexual

satire and the fact that it is just impos-

sible to find good Italian food, Capri

throws in a hilarious amount of matri-

monial mockery that seems to

describe everyone's marriage or par-

ents' marriage perfectly

Undoubtedly, the evening is not the

same without comedic genius

Lawrence, whose sketch ranges from

SccGITSiaUS,pa9e28
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UCLA gets some inspiration

as WorldFest continues and

the Festival of World Music

begins. Tomorrow in A&Fl
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•The Mumnriy Returns" finds (from left) John Hannah as Jonathan, Rachel Weisz as Evelyn, Brendan Fraser as Rick O'Connell
and Freddie Boath as Alex.

'The Mummy Returns' offers a fresh

story, stark setting and tantalizing

special effects to movie audiences £

The Rock continues his acting skills outside the ring in "The Mummy Returns."

By Chris Young
Daily Bruin Staff

Steven Sommers' "The Mummy
Returns" extends the elements of

his 1999 "The Mummy" by telling a

new story with more advanced spe-

cial effects.

"Many sequels make the mistake

ofchanging tone dramatically - like

suddenly the sequel is dark and

edgy," Sommers said at a Los

Angeles press junket. "I wanted to

make 'The Mummy Returns' less

broad, a little more scary."

Filmed mostly in England and

Morocco, the movie holds two

worlds in stark contrast: chilly

London and the scorching desert.

"When I was first thinking about

the sequel, I was thinking, *0K, it's

gonna be the mummy in London -

1

don't want to go back to the

desert,'" Sommers said.

"But then I thought, 'Why do

people like the first one?' Part of it is

because it's in the desert - it's desert

romance - so I gotta go back there,"

he continued. "I can only make
London seem romantic and adven-

turous for about 25 minutes. Then
it's just cold, wet and rainy"

The movie begins with the 5000-

year-old saga of the Scorpion King

(WWF wrestler The Rock), a fierce

warrior with a mighty army.

Cursed by the god Anubis and

doomed to the underworld, if he is

resurrected and killed again, the vic-

tor will take command of his

undead canine-bodied army and
become invincible.

The Scorpion King and almost

everything else in the movie is

enhanced by computer generated

effects by Industrial Light and
Magic.

ILM supervisor John Berton

explained that for something like

the resurrected Scorpion King, the

computer generated details were so

fine that they counted the number
of eyelashes on The Rock's face to

make him look real. He said that

details like that are perceptible, and
people can tell the difference.

ILM often didn't have the tech-

nology on hand for Sommers' spe-

cial effects; Berton said they ended

up developing the software just in

time to incorporate it in the movie.

To create the movie's numerous
fighting scenes between humans
and creatures from hell, ILM uses a

procedure called motion capture.

To start, the actors are filmed going

through the motions either alone or

with stuntmen in special suits who
do the creatures' moves.

The film is put into a computer.

They motion-capture the scene,

then "paint out" the stuntmen and
do the computer generated effects.

Berton said that putting together

computer generated effects is a

tedious process, with four months
of work at ILM resulting in about

45 seconds of screen time.

The actors had to adapt their

performances when filming the

scenes enhanced by ILM's special

effects.

"You have to be precise in your

reactions and emotions," said Oded
Fehr, who plays Ardeth Bay, one of

a group ofmen sworn to protect the

world from Imhotcp, the mummy
"You're fighting a nine-foot-tall

dog-like creature, but you're actual-

ly fighting a stuntman in a blue

tight-fitted suit. You really have to

bring intensity and emotion where

there is none."

For the scene in which evil forces

resurrect the mummy (Arnold

Vosloo), ILM created a fascinating

partially reconstructed human with

exposed bones, muscles and organs.

"The first time I saw the finished

movie, I was kind of overwhelmed

about the special effects, although

you are working with ILM," Vosloo

said. "They're the best at what they

do, but it's still amazing to see half

your face rotted away onscreen."

Although a great deal is made
over the special effects, Sommers

Se« MUMMY, pa9e28
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bund
garden

By Suneal Koiluri

Daily Bruin Contributor

Friday, around 6 p m,, students

began to line up along the hill by the

Los Angeles Tennis Center. Two hours

later, that hill came alive with the sound

of music.

That night, thousands ofUCLA stu-

dents, alumni and faculty came to the

LATC to watch Spring Sing. UCLA's
long standing musical tradition.

The categories in this year's perfor-

mances included A Cappella, Band.

E.xhibilion, Solo/Duet and Production.

Exhibitions opened and closed the

show. A group called Throb opened the

event with a fast-paced dance perfor-

mance while the LASA Salsa Troupe

closed out Spring Sing.

Kour bands performed at the event.

.&-Team. Risk Factor, Ma.x the Cat, and

Stereotype each entertained the crowd

with their diverse styles.

The Production category consisted

of fraternities and sororities putting on

mini-musicals about the greatness of

UCLA and the inferiority of rival

use.

A Cappella groups included last

year's and this year's winner. Awaken

A Cappella, performing "Under

Pressure." The other A Cappella acts

included Bassline, singing "Love Will

Keep Us Alive," and Random Voices,

performing "It's Raining Men."

The performers in the Solo/Duet

category, however, received the major-

ity oi^ the crowd's cheers and many of

the awards in the show.

A big-band style duet performance

by Chris Cheng and Julie DeLiema
won them the Grand Sweepstakes

Award and entertained the crowd with

"They Can't Take That Away From
Me," a song by George and Ira

Gershwin.

A performance by third-year Richey

Lam drew some of the loudest cheers

from the audience. He opened his act

claimmg that his song was the reason

all girls should want him and then went

on to sing the song he wrote called

"Love Me For Free."

Third-year Tesz Milan sang a song

she wrote called "Catch Me If You

Can" and won The Judge's Special

Award for honorable mention.

Other performers in the category

included John Torres and Juila's Will.

Between acts the Spring Sing

Company provided entertainment for

the crowd and kept them laughing with

skits, monologues and musical paro-

dies. They mocked everything from

chain e-mails to flyers on Bruin Walk

and performed a hugely successful par-

ody of the Red Hot Chili Pepper's

"Californication," called "My UCLA
Education."

The energetic, diverse acts ofSpring

Sing 2001 proved once again that

UCLA students can put on a .show like

no other

Chris Chen^ and Julie D«Li«ina receive their award from SAA
Executive Director Albert Gonzales.

MIKE CHIEN

MIKf rHIfN

Awaken A capella performers show their stuff in 'Under Pressure.*

Members from Alpha Phi and Theta Chi dress as USC students in

their production, titled "MI.3.*

Soloist T«$z Millan gives an exciting performance of her song
"Catch Me if You Can."

.

Spectators and perfornf>er$ meet on stage after the performance.
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Monday Tuesday

7 ^
• WorldFest events, including

Grupo Folklorico de UCLA,

Francisco Aguabeiia's Afro-

Cuban Band, Ballroom Dance

Club and International Folk

Dance Club lessons, and more,

take place on campus. For info

call (310) 825-6564 ry
• Old 97's performs att^
House of Blues. For tickets go

to www.ticketmaster.com

8
• WorldFest events, including Asian

Pacific Coalition's cultural food fair, The

Dance Heard Round the World, Culture

Fest, and more, take place on campus

For info call (310) 825-6564

•The Work! Jazz Ensemble plays at

Schoenberg Hall at Jan Popper Theater

7:30 p.m. For info call(310) 206-3033

• Goldfrapp performs at the El Rey

Theatre. For tickets go to

www.ticketmaster.com
• Watsonville Patio and Louden

Swainat perform at Hard Rock Cafe

Hollywood. For info call (818) 622-

7625

Key

•WorldFest events, including

Iranian Students Group's Persian

folk dancing, Xtended Family

Crew, Hellenic American Student

Organization's traditional Greek

folk dancing, Payam Larijani,

Seven Wonders of the WorkJ, and

nwre, take place on campus. For

info call (3 10) 825 6564

• Campus Events presents a

screening of"Sidewalks of New

York" at Ackerman Grand

Ballroom at 7 pm.For info call

(310)825-1958

14

May 14-15O
•Oash, BiadcCiw« and

Spacehogperfofmatthe

(Sreek Theatre For tickets go

Wwww.ticketmaster.com

•UCIA ART Project Festival

begins at Westwood ^azai|t

lOamFofinfocaHlW^

825-7041 Jt

May8-J _ _^..,

The BlcydetWerperfwns atle1Rp«"ftoom.For mfe.G»B (310) 358-1880

15
-r r**

•Tantric performs at the Roxy.

For tickets call (310) 278-

9457

16

O
•Music of India Ensemble plays

at Schoenberg Hall at 7:30 p.m.

For infacall (310) 206-3033

•The 21st annuarOle Las Artes"

banquet and awards ceremony

takes places, benefiting the

Bilingual Foundation of the Arts

and celebrating the Hispanic

heritage of the Los Angel

Community. For inf(VU

l|lay16-17ry
225-4044 A,

•G. Love & Special Sauce perform at the House of Bkies in Hollywood

f^

•WorldFest events, including Random

Voices. Samahang Filipino, What s On

Tap, As the World Turns .. A Cultural

Block Party, and nrwre, take place on

campus. For info call (310) 825-6564

•Run DMC performs at the HousmL
Blues For tKkets go to i
www.ticketmaster.com (^f
• Papa Roach, Alien Ant Farm and Fear

Factory perform at the Palladium. For

tickets go to www ticketmaster.com

• Campus Events shows "Heathers" at

Ackerman Grand Ballroom at 7 p.m.

Forinfocall (310) 825-1958

•Campus Events shows "Heavenly

Creatures" at Ackerman Graiti^\^^^
Ballroom at 9:30 p.m.For mf\(i\\

(310)825-1958

17
mi^'im

•W(xldF«t fv^nts, including Afncan Arts

Ensfmblf, Pikake Hoku's Ha Mat 0I«, Voices

of Bra/il, Eleanor lipat. Thf Struggle (or

Social Justice, and more, take place on

campus For info call (310) 825 6S64

•The Early Music Ensemble plays at Powell

Library Rotunda at 7J0 p.m For info call

(310)825 5756

<ainpus Events shows 'Heathers" at

Ackerman Grand Ballroom at 9:30 p.m For

infocall(310) 825 1958

• Campus Events shows 'Heavenly Creatures'

at Ackerman Grand Ballroom at 7 p m. For

infocall(310)8251958

• Movies opening:'A Knight's Iale.j"fM(l^

54,"Trumpet of the Swan' /i
^

•Poncho Sanche; performs a( the Coi>ga i

Room. For tickets or inio call (323) 9)6:1196

18

Perfc

^
•David Gray Performs at the

Universal Amphitheatre. For

tickets go to

www.ticketmaster.com

• Movies opening:"Mo

Rouge, ""Shreck"

1^19

• Young Musicians Foundation's debut

orchestra, which includes eight UCLA

students, performs its 46th annual final

debut concert at the Wilshire Ebell

Theatre at 8 p.m. For tickets or info call

(310)859-7668

•Hip Hop For Consciousness featuring

Mos Def, Jurassic 5 and Dilated ^eo^les

perform at The Cent in Watts Fijr info go

to www.imamjamil.com O
•The Indian Students Union pr^sen^n

evening of Indian music dn^jjfjilf^iff}

beginning at 6 p.m. For info tall at (Jib)

825-7041 VJL/
May 8-1

2

StevtMc&wv and JeffGarda perform at

The kx House, fix info call (626) S 77-1894

IK visit www.kehouseoniine.cofn

•The Museum of Neon Art

presents "God Bless

Americana," at 7:30 p.m. For

info or reservations call (213)

489-9918

19
,\^v-^'//i

•Raza Artistas del Pueblo

presents their art exhibit

beginning at 8 p.m. For info

call (310) 825- 5969

ftkhard JenI, winner of the American Comedy Award

for'Best Male Stand Up Omdc,*performs at the ice House. For

tickets or Info caH (626) 577-1894

I

• Comedian Mort Sahl

performs at the Ice House.

For info call (626) 577-1894
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Bruin Special
LARGE (16") PIZZA 3 regular toppings

$9,95 - Delivery Only; $16.75 value; limit 1 per order

Student Speciai

% 20% OFF witii Bruin Card
Delivery & Pick-up Only
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Giant Slice + Salad + Drink = $3.99 (Largest Slice in Westwood) • Complete Dinners $4.99 • Free Delivery

MANN

Westwood
VILUQE Drtvaa (PG-13)
961 Broxton THX - Doltw Dnttal

208-5576 Mon. WecJ-Thu (130 4 30) 7 30 10:15

IRMN CroacMai Tl«er. HMiee DrMoe (PG-13)
948 Broxton THX - ()olt)y Digftal

239-MANN lyion-Tliu (1:15 4:15) 7:15 10:00

NATIONAL Tom aiMl Comlry (R)

1 0925 LindtKook THX Dolby Digital

208-4366 Mon-Thu (12:00 2:30 5:00) 7:30 10.00

MANN

Santa Monica

LAEMMLE
visrt our welKile:

CRITERION 2 DrtvMi (PG-13)
THX - Stereo S0D§ Digital

Mon-Thu (11:50 2:15 4:15 4:50) 7 00 7:30 10 00

CRITERION 3 liMnt Joea^ Dtaiy (PG-13)
THX Stereo Dolby Digital

Mon-Ttiu (12:00 2:20 4 40) 7:10 9:50

CRITERION 4 Joe Dirt (PG-13)
THX - Dolby Digital

Mon-Thu (1^)9:40

West Hollywood
HfMli 5IMW n Far AlLfti^yM

8000 SMMlfai CiMMiil Het^l Fnw Pwtleg
(323) 848-35d0

SUNSET 1

SUNSCT2

TIM Coaler of nMWo(M(NR)
Mon-Thu (12:00) 215 4:30 7:00 9 30

Meaiealo(R)
Mon-Thu(1:30)4:15 7:15 9 5S

FESTIVAL
10887 LIndbrook

208-4575

Moot Came a SaMer (R)

THX - Dolby Digital

Mon-Thu (1:45 4:30) 7:00 9 30

REGENT
1045 Broxton

208-3259

i(R)

Dolby Digital

Mon-Thu (12:15 3:30) 7:00 10:20

CRrrERION 5

CRITERION e

Tke Tailor ol Paaama (R)

THX - Dolby Digital

Mon-Thu (12:10 2:40 5:15) 7:45 1015

SnKMt(R)
THX - Dolby Digital

Mon-Thu (12:20 2:45 5:00) 7:20 9:30

SUNSET 3 Bon to Mea (NR)
Mon-Thu (12:00) 2D0 4:00 6:00 8:00 10:00

SUNSET 4 TiM Tailor ol Paaama (R)

Mon-Thu (1:40) 4 20 7:00 9:40

PLAZA Cnicodile Dwi4ee la Los Aafoles (PG)

1067 Glendon Dolby Digital

208-3097 Mon-Thu (12:00 2:30 5:00) 7:30 10 00

WESTWOOD 1 SomMMM Like Yoa (PG-13|

1050 Gayley Doltw Digital

208-7664 Mon-Thu (12:00 2:40 5:05) 7:30 10:00

WESTWOOD I
1050 Gayley

208-7664

FroMy Go( Fiaaarad (R)

Dolby Digital

Mon-Thu (4 30) 10 00
Trallic(R)

Dolby Digital

Mon-Thu (1:15) 6:45

WESTWOOD 3 Say Kids (PG)

1050 Gaytey Dolby Digital

208-7664 Mon-Thu (12:10 2:30 4:45) 7«) 9:45

WESTWOOD 4 EaaaiyalNM Galea (R)

1050 Gayley Dolby Digital

208-7664 Mon-Thu(1:00 4:00) 7:15 10:15

Santa Monica
CRITERION 1 Tom m4 CewNry (R)

1 3 1 3 3rd St THX - Stereo Dol^ Digital

Promenade Mon-Thu (11:45 2:30 5:10) 7:40 10:10

395-1599

PACIFIC

Westwood
CREST Tke Fonakaa (R)

1 262 Westwood Blvd. ID Required

(S ol wnthirt; THX - DigiUI

474 7866 or Mon-Thu (3:00 5:15) 7:30 945
777FILM («25)

UNITED ARTISTS

Westwood
UA WESTWOOD Oae NifM al MtCoel (PG-13)

10889 Wettworth No VIPt aaW S4
475-9441 THX

Mon-Thu 12:00 2:15 4:45 7:30 10:20

UA WESTWOOD Bridtol Joao't Diary (R)

10689 WeUvnorth THX
475-9441 Mon-Thu 12:15 2:30 5:00 7:50 10:30

SUNSET S Paaic (R)

Mon-Tue (100) 3:15 5:30 7:45 10:00

Afeoal AAmi (l<)

Wed-Thu (12:00) 2:30 5:00 7:30 10 00

WLA/Beverly Hills
ROYAL The LazMa Deleace (PG-13)
11523 Santa Monica Blvd. Mon-"
(310)477-5581 2:55 5:1

GENERAL CINEMA

Westwood
AVCOaNEMA
10640 WihhirtBlvd

1 BIk. E ot Westwood
(310) 777-FILM #330

AVCO aNEMA Mammy Ralarm (PC 13)

Oa 3 Seraaas
Presented in THX SRD Digital Sound

11:00 11:45 12 30 2 10 2 50 3:45

5 20 6:10 7:00 8:30 9:2010:20

AVCO CINEMA Blow (PG-13)

Presented in SDDS Digital Sound
* *• MonTue. Thu 12 45 4 15 7 30 10:30

Wed 12:45 4:15

Beverly Hills
BEVERLY CONNECTION
La Cienega at Beverly Blvd

(310)659-5911
4 hours validated partcing $1 at Box Office

UCLA

Campus Events

ACKERMAN BALLROOM Weak B The S/10

TickaisSZ.OO Heatiiers/ Heavaaly Craalaret

7:00 pm & 9 30 pm

Weak BFfI 5/11

Heavaaly Craataias/ HaeiMn
7:00 pm 4 9 30 pm

rtaace (PG-13)
on-Thu(12 30l

i:20 7:45 10:lO

BEVERLY CONNECTION Tie Mawiwy Relana (PG-13)

OaZScraeat
Presented in THX DTS Digital Sound

1 1:00 12:15 2:00 3:40 4:55 7:00 8:00 1O10

NNJSIC HALL 1

9036 Wilshire

2746869

Small of Camphor.
Fraaraaca of Jasmiae (NR)
Mon-Thu (5:10) 7:30 9:50

MUSICHAU2
9036 Wilshire

274-6869

WNb a Frieai Like Harry (R)

Mon-Thu (5:30) 8:15

BEVERLY CONNECTION Dflvea (PG-13)
Oa 2 itraeai

Presented in THX SRD Digital Sound
1145 210 4:30 7:10 9 30

Presented in THX DTS Digital Sound
12:30 2:50 5:20 7:45 10:20

Enjoy the
Movies!!!

MUSICHAU3
9036 Wilshire

274-6869
Mon-Thu (5:30) 7:45 10:00

Santa Monica
MOWCA 1 PavlNea el Womea (R)

1322 2nd St Mon-Thu (1 45) 4 30 7 20 10 05

(310) 394-9741

BEVERLY CONNECTION BrMfat Joae't Diara (PG 13)

Oa 2 Screeaa
Presented in THX DTS Digital Sound

11:4512:30 2:10 2:504:30 5:20

7:10 7:45 9:3010:20

BEVERLY CONNECTION FraMy Gal RafOfe^ (R)

Presented in DTS Dignal Sound
Thu 12:50 3:10

BEVERLY CONNECTION

MONICA 2
Mon-Thu (1:00) 4:00 7D0 9.55

CiwoMeOi
Lee Aaaelea (PG)

Oa {Saraeaa
Presented in DTS Digital Sound
Thu 12:20 2:40 5X10 7:30 9:50

MONICA 3 WNh a Frtaa4 LIha Harry (R)

Mon-Thu (130) 4 20 7 10 10:0()

UA WESTWOOD
10889 Weltworth

475-9441
Mon-Thu 12:304:30 7:1010 Me«eale(RI

Mon-Thu (1:45) 4 30 7:15 10:00

\

To advertise
in the

Bruin
Movie

Guide,

call

310.825.2161
•'cr:
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WORRIED?
NERVOUS?
TENSE?

• Do you worry a lot?

• Difficulty concentrating?

• Do you often feel keyed up?

• Problems with sleep?

• Muscle tension, headaches,

stomach problems ets.?

If you experience some of these symptoms, you may have a treatable condition called

General Anxiety DIscorder. Anxiety can affect your work performance, social life, and

overall enjoyment in life. You are not alone. You may be one of millions of Americans

suffering from stress.

Call toll-free today to see if you qualify for an important

research medication program. Qualifed participants may be

compensated up to $275.00.

—

-^

Southwestern Research, Inc

888-444-1 104
In il 1V1V1V.435.com

Cellular Mall Offer good only at CELLtLAR MALL LAWOMAN
ACTIVATE A PHONE WITH US AND RECEIVE

A 2 WEEK FREE PASS FOR LA WOMAN. Come in for more details

CellularMairy PARKING IN

REAR
Call 888.299.5006 Mon - Frl 10:00AM to 7;OOPIVI

11659 Santa Monica Blvd. Saturday io:ooam to s:oopm

310-478-4444

Come in for more details

BARE JR.

'Brainwasher"

Bare Jr.

"Brainwasher"
Immortal Records

Most rock bands don't have a full-

time dulcimer player. Most rock

bands don't begin their albums with

an intentionally cheesy and overdone

"Overture" that lasts well over a

minute. Thus be forewarned: Bare

Jr is not the average rock band.

"Brainwasher," its second major

Tabel release, jokingly works its way

through the typically serious topics

of unemployment, cheating on a girl-

friend and feeling mistreated.

With its decidedly tongue-in<'heck

lyrics that have an irresistible, sing-

along quality. Bare Jr. has a little

Weezer in its music, which never

hurt any band.

Starting off with "Overture: Love

Theme from Brainwasher," the

group's message is clear: don't take

anything too seriously, because it

doesn't.

It quickly moves into the infec-

tious pop punk song "Brainwasher,"

which introduces the listener to the

entertaining, deceptively simple

lyrics. Goofy lines like, "My mind is

so dirty I got mud/Runnin' out of my
ears," the likes of which run through-

out the album, add to the fun.

The tempo slows down for the

next few songs, starting with "If You

Choose Me," about what the singer

will do if his potential girlfriend

chooses him over another man. The
best part is how tortured and panic-

stricken he sounds at the end of the

song, as he finally promises, "I'll quit

cussin' and lose 10 pounds/I'll swear

you're skinny when you get round."

"Why Do I Need a Job," which

follows, recognizes the band's blues

and country roots - it is. after all.

from Nashville - without succumb-

ing to them completely. Heavy-

sounding guitars still back the singer

in the chorus.

A few tracks later is the quiet and

sad "Miss You the Most," the only

serious song on the album. It's beau-

tiful and thoughtful - a real reversal

for this band.

Apparently realizing the risk of

taking itself too seriously, however,

Bare Jr. follows with "Kiss Me (Or I

Will Cry)," which picks up the

humorous lyrics and fast pace again.

The funniest song on the album is

"Dog," with its opening line. "I wish

I was your dog 'cause you treat him

better." It's tracks like these that

make "Brainwasher" great.

Unfortunately, the last two songs

are disappointing. Their lyrics still

exhibit the spunkiness of the rest of

the album, but the musical accompa-

niment isn't pleasing enough to

match.

Overall, however, the songs on

"Brainwasher" are some of the most

fun that can be found in music today.

Mary Williams

Rating: 8

Miles Davis

"Live At the Fillmore East -

March 7, 1970"

Columbia

Warning - this live concert fea-

tures electric instruments.

While this statement may not

seem odd now, it was pretty much
unheard of 30 years ago. When trum-

pet legend Miles Davis first present-

ed his group of musicians for the

"Bitches Brew" sessions, including

an electric bass and a synthesizer,

people in the jazz world were

shocked.

The live performances on the lat-

est Davis release highlight Davis and

his band at their peak, just weeks

before he dropped "Bitches Brew"

onto the unsuspecting jazz elitists.

Not only did Davis have the

audacity to blasphemize jazz music,

but the noise coming from the band

didn't even seem to sound like jazz.

In fact, what these two albums

encompass is part of the creation of

funk. Sadly, the crowd at the concert

does not realize the significance of

what Davis is presenting on stage,

and needless to say the audience's

response sounds less than enthusias-

tic.

Well, if the audience of the '70s

didn't appreciate the performance,

-the audience of today assuredly wiih

—

Listening to the album is like a

who's who of the contemporary jazz

world. Alongside Davis is sax player

Wayne Shorter, whose flurry of

notes seem to fit perfectly with the

experimental phase that Davis was

going through at the time. In addi-

tion, piano wiz Chick Corea, the

acclaimed pianist whose composi-

tions include the standard "Spain."

displays his kcyboarding skills.

While the songs are generally

improvisational in makeup, there are

also some gems on the album. What
were soon to be "Bitches Brew" clas-

sics appear in an even more raw

form than they do on the album.

These songs include "Directions."

"Spanish Key" and "Miles Runs The

Voodoo Down."

Twenty-one years before this con-

cert, Davis released "Birth of the

Cool." With this awe-striking con-

cert, Davis has fathered something

new- funk.

Antero Garcia

Rating: 8

Earth,Wind&Fire
"Spirit"

Columbia

So, Philip Bailey may have one of

the most high pitched voices in show

business, but the guy can't complain
- chicks dig it.

On "Imagination," the third track

of Earth, Wind & Fire's rerelease

"Spirit." Bailey serenades his gal by

singing, "It's not hard to

conceive/love ecstasy imagining you

with me."

Alright, so the lyrics may seem a

bit old and cliched. but then again

this album was made way back in the

day, in 1976.

The album opens with the smooth

sounds of "Getaway," a song about

people leaving their troubles behind

them. The song is also a primer for

things to come later on the album.

Included on "Getaway" are the

standard background vocals and

slick horn and rhythm arrangements

that have become a signature of the

EW&F sound.

While the album overall is solid, it

doesn't exactly have the EW&F" clas-

sics that soul fans have come to

adore. For this reason, the album is

one of the most underrated the

group has put out.

In addition to some incredibly
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'House' leaves reader in

wordy maze of darkness
BOOK: Danielewski uses

footnotes, appendices to

create eerie atmosphere

BOOK REVIEW

By Ryan Joe

Daily Bruin Contributor

The title house in Mark Z.

Danielewski 's "House of Leaves" is a

labyrinthine nightmare of caliginous

corridors that would leave H.P.

Lovecraft scratching his head in awe.

Appropriately, the book is just as

twisted and maze-like, sometimes for

better and sometimes for worse.

"House of Leaves" is an ambitious

novel that pre-

tends to be an

unofficial report

assembled by a

mysterious mannamed
Zampano and

completed,
posthumously,

-by Johnny-

Truant, a young
man who found

Zampano's
manuscript.

Danielewski

tells two differ-

ent stories here:

2^mpano's por-

tion, titled "The
N a v i d s o n

Record," tells of

photographer
Will Navidson

through its dark subject matter. This
is a good thing because when the

book isn't either dark or darkly funny,

it's deathly dull.

Zampano often drones away on
tangents filled to the brim with scien-

tific mumbo-jumbo in a vain attempt

to explain the spatial paradox of the

Navidson's house - this is cute and it

does show abnormality of the house.

But at the same time, it stops the flow

cold as Zampano tries to explain

something like architectural

acoustics.

Truant adds even more footnotes

to Zampano's collection of "data."

and many often cross the threshold

from formal editing into informal edi-

torializing and
reminiscing.

Truant's sto-

ryline attempts

to demonstrate

how easy it is to

get lost in the

maze of the

house, even vic-

tt r t o tt 8 I y

through a

report.

His arc cer-

tainly adds to
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Title: House of Leaves

Author: Mark Z. Danielewski

Publisher Pantheon Books

Price: $19.95 Pages: 700

the mystique of

the house, but

unfortunately,

not the horror.

Truant's
journalistic ten-

dencies, howev-

er, are enter-

taining enough;

and his family, who discover that their they are funny sometimes, they are

house is infinitely bigger inside than it disturbing sometimes and they are

is outside; Johnny Truant's footnotes always interesting, even if they seem

JOAN ONG/D*l(y Brutn Sentor Staff

and inserts serve as a diary that docu
ments his downfall as he becomes
increasingly enthralled with

Zampano's manuscript.

The book looks a lot like a report -

a poor man's X-File. Thankfully, it

usually reads more like a novel,

despite the inane amount of footnotes

and appendices which, incidentally,

comprise about half of the novel.

"The House of Leaves" has a dry

and morbid wit that resonates

to bear no relation whatsoever to

"The House of Leaves" as a whole.

"The House of Leaves" isn't scary

although it evokes curiosity and
intrigue. Danielewski's house is a jun-

gle of rooms, winding corridors and
staircases that seem to stretch to infin-

ity.

A sporadic growl penetrates the

darkness as Will Navidson and his

See LEAVES, page 29

ANATOL
From page 22

Theatre Company is accurate,

believable and passionate.

Weisman's portrayal of Anatol is

consistent as he embodies the rest-

less male with murky notions about
the nature of men and women.
;. Max is the perfect antithesis to the

nostalgic main character with his

npore relaxed acting style, which
rtitttches the character's relaxed atti-

tude toward monogamy and sexuali-

ty

The women of the play also fill

their roles well, with a particularly

outstanding performance by Kara
Zediker as the character Emilie, who
grovels at the feet of Anatol only to

be rejected.

Comic relief, aside from subtle

sexual innuendo, comes by way of
actor Evan Arnold who plays the

butt of most aristocratic plays, the

man servant. His sparse, yet potent

appearances in the play cool other-

wise frustrating moments in which
Anatol's expectations exceed reality.

In this play, viewers will not get a

positive image of men or women.
Anatol is often heartless. Max is

ruthless, and the women range from
promiscuous to pathetic. An impor-
Unt facet, however, is that all gen-

ders are criticized fairly and there

are no real protagonists.

Though most of the play's several

aphorisms are set from a man's

point of view, viewers should read

between the lines and understand
that anyone in the play who criticizes

another is actually criticizing him or

herself.

One such example is Anatol's

attempt to prove to Max that women
are senseless. He says. "Women are

a riddle to men, but what kind of rid-

dle would we be if they were sensible

enough to understand us." In this

case, what Anatol doesn't under-

stand is that he himself doesn't know
the answer to his own riddle.

Overall. "Anatol" lends useful

insight into the motives of men and
women, without passing moral judg-

ment. Judgment is reserved for the

viewer, and with a variety of charac-

ters, there is room to form a wide
range of opinions.

The only aspect of the perfor-

mance that seems out of place is a

cacophonic African drumbeat that

accompanies the division between
scenes. This, of course, is minor in

relation to the well-rounded perfor-

mance of the actors. "Anatol" has it

all - sex, love, deception and absur-

dity.

THEATER: "Anatol" plays through May
27 at the Powerhouse Theatre located

at 3116 Second St. Performances are

Friday, Saturday and Sunday evenings

at 8 p.m. Tickets are $15 with a stu-

dent discount of $ 1 0, and can be pur-

chased by calling (310) 289-2999 or

by visiting online at vt^ww.buf-

falonights.org.

€>YAMAHA

X=5ji iitj- •Financing Available
Parta * Accaaaorl*a

•Student Package
Available with

UCLA Student ID Card

^'YAMAHA

4082 Lincoln Blvd.

Marina Del Rey, CA 90292

310.306.7906
Hours: Tues-Sat 9am-6pm

just happens to be theoMest in the country.

Chapman University's Physical Therapy program is the oldest accredited PT program
in the country and features small classes, excellent faculty, and graduates that are

prepared to assume leadership positions in the Physical Therapy field. In fact, last year

100% of Chapman Physical Therapy students passed

the state board exams on their first attempt.

The U.S. average is only 88%!

We've extended our application period until 6/29

for this fall's semester. Classes start 8/27. Ask about

our scholarship programs.

Call today to reserve your space at our ujKoming
Open House on May 12.

1-888-CU-APPLY.
Find out more on our website: www.chapman.cdu/dpt

Doctor of
Physical Therapy

Open House
Saturday, May 12

9:00 am to noon

Chapman University

Low School, Forum Hall,

Room 23/

HHCHAPMAN—^^
BIH UNIVERS ITY

One University Drive, Orange • 888-CU-APPLY • 714-997-6711 • www.chapman.edu/dpt

Chapman UnivMsily is accredited by and is a member of the Western Association of Schools and Cdeges.
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Dr. PatricR Doyle, O.D.
EYES OF WESTWOOD

c:> M I

EYE EXAMINATIONS-CONTACT LENSES HIGH-FASHION EYEWEAR

10930 WEYBURN AVE
3 1 0-208- 1384

TOE DOTEREINCE IS HIGH QUALFTY SERVICE!

CONTACT LENS
PACKAGE*
Includes eye exam,

fitting, 2 month (ollow-

up. and paif o( Ocular
Science daily

wear lenses.

EYEGLASS
PACKAGE*

Inclufles exam, frame
and single vision

prescnption lenses.

LOSE WEIGHT NOW!
Ask Me How

• Natural, Herbal Based Program

• Doctor HecoiMinendecl

• #1 Health and Nutrition Company in the World

Call LOIH xun WesMdr c liukjHiulriil Dishilmloi

(MO) M(>-m)21

Eyes of
Westwood

can help you
see better, and

look better,

too.

Laser Vision

Correction • iASIK
Is it for you??

Be sure to ask Dr.

Doyle. He has had

L45/Kandis
extremely happy!

We accept UCLA's Vision Plan

Close to campus in Westwood Village

Across from Jeny's Famous Deli

t7 ^ti^ -^ m
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the HellenicAmerican
Students Organization

invites the UCIA campus community
to attend the annual

Hellenic

Culture Night

Xi

^ i^jmvcp Mjusic,

Awes<»i«ie Food
an*:|(l«i^iiii " ^

= then*.. ' Q) =

Join us Fri. at 7pm and Sat. at 1 1am for a
Special Kabballah 101 Shabbaton

in Honor of Rashbee, author of the Zohar!

Chabad House at UCLA - Ohel Menachen Mendel
741 Gayley Avenue

For more info (310) 208-5159 ext. 215
or email mendel@chabad.com

Tuesday, May 8,

2001
7 o'clock in the

Kerckhoff Grand

Learn about Greek culture through

dance, music, food and speakers

FUNDED BY CAMPUS PROGRAMS COMMOTEE OF THE
PROGRAMS AaiVITIES BOARD

11835 Wilshire Blvd.

(310)477-7550
21 & Over with ID

Catch all NBA/UCLi
Games on Satellite— 20 TVs

Sunday, 10am-6pm
$7.50 Import Pitchers

$5.50 Domestic Pitchers

Monday-Friday
$4.50 Lunch Special

1 1 :30-4pm
1 hr FREE POOL

Monday
1/2 price Beer Pitchers

Tuesday
Starving Student Night
$3.00 Burger w/fries

$2.00 Beer Special .

ipstairs Available for Private Parties

[Free Pool with Lunch M-F, 1 1 :30-4:00pm)

MUMMY
From page 23

said they are nol supposed to domi-
nate the moviegoer's attention.

"The reason this movie works is

that there's a good mix of special

effects and retention of some kind of
humanity," Vosloo said.

The hero of the first film. Rick

O'Connell (Brendan Fraser), is now
married to Evelyn (Rachel Weisz) and
has a son. Alex (Kreddie Boath).

When the Mummy kidnaps Alex,

Rick and Evelyn must rescue him and
stop Imhotep from ruling the world.

As shown in "The Mummy
Returns," special effects are growing

more advanced, and Sommers
acknowledged the possibility of using

computer-generated characters that

look like real actors.

"If you're a bad actor, you should

be very afraid you're not going to get

work anymore," Sommers said. "But
if you're a good actor or a great actor,

you've got nothing to worry about.

Three years from now, ILM will be
able to make someone who looks just

like Tom Cruise or Meryl Streep, but

will they be able to perform or have
the charm or the magic they have? Not
a chance," Sommers said.

FILM: The Mun^my Returns' Is now
playing in theaters nationwide.

CATSKILLS
From page 22

cultural observances to a vast amount
of impersonations and critiques of
senior citizens. By the time Lawrence
goes through five minutes of his rou-

tine, the audience is in an uproar of
laughter and applauding for more.
Lawrence has a tour de force in his

comedic act. which is one of a kind

and appropriately ends the night with

a bang.

Although most of the evening may
appeal to an older generation, the cast

members make great use of satire and
everyday humor. In doing so, people
of all ages can easily relate to what is

being said, and, although they may
not find everything as hilarious as

those sitting next to them, one thing is

for certain: "Catskills on Broadway"
is a one-of-a-kind hit that will please

people of all ages.

COMEDY: 'Catskills on Broadway"
shows through May 13 at the Wilshire

Theatre, 8440 Wilshire Blvd. in Beverly

Hills. Performances are Tuesdays
through Saturdays at 8 p.m., Saturdays
and Sundays at 2 p.m. and Sundays at

7:30 p.m. Ticket prices range from $27
to $52 and can be purchased at any
Ticketmaster outlet by calling (213)

365-3500, or on theWeb at www.ticket-
nruistercom.

SOUNDBITES
From page 26

sweet unknown songs, "Spirit" is

newly remastered and includes four

previously unreleased tracks.

The remix of "Imagination" is

stunning. Barely over a minute in

length, the remix shows the utter

beauty behind the vocals of the

band.

The final and most impressive of
the bonus tracks is a brief instrumen-
tal song titled "African Symphony."
While the song is very short, it is

intense and is not as upbeat and
cheerful as the rest of the album. The
song presents a more melancholic
side ofEW&F that is not normally
heard in the band's music.

Overall, the album is solid, but
never seems to reach the intensity of
the group's other releases, such as

"Gratitude" and "That's the Way of
the World."

Antero Garcia

Rating: 7

•WM
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LEAVES
From page 27

colleagues immerse themselves in the

sufTocating darkness to decipher the

nature of the house.

For some reason, this search into

the unknown is not as scary as it could

be. The twisted dimensions of the

house, which are infinitely more inter-

esting than the characters that inhabit

it, outdoes itself

The house is just too weird to be

placed into words; it must be felt and
experienced, which is impossible

since the house doesn't really exist. In

fact, not even Johnny Truant, who
embarks on a mission to find it, can

discover the house's whereabouts.

infected by some mysterious dis-

ease wrought either by the house and
its undeniable presence. Truant

records his downward mental and
physical spiral within the footnotes.

Or perhaps he was just irritated at

having to read Zampano's occasional

lapses into scientific who-knows-
what.

The problem with this arc is that

Zampano's notes on the house affect

Truant's mindset, which catalyzes his

slow decline. But because the reader

probably won't be afl'ected the same
way (if they are, psychiatric evalua-

tion may be in order) the question

arises: what the heck is Truant's prob-

lem? It is difficult to wholly

empathize with him.

"The House of Leaves" isn't a bad
book. Danielewski does manage to

convey eeriness with great success

and he doesn't always attempt to

explain incidents and phenomenon
that, by their nature, cannot be clari-

fied.

The novel, disguised as a report

complete with appendices and an

index (which are sometimes annoying

and sometimes interesting), is a liter-

ary version of "The Blair Witch
Project."

Danielewski obscures the line

between fact and fiction with moder-

ate success, to make the events seem
more threatening and more real.

"The House of Leaves" is not

nightmarishly horrific, however it

does create a good sense of cryptic

unease.
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food for thought

BAY DENTAL
Meir Agaki, D.D.S.

UCLA Graduate

• General Dentistry

• Oral Surgery

• Cosmetic Dentistry

Exam & Cleaning

Just

With ad only. Reg. $95

FREE BLEACHING KIT
@ completion of treatment.

11607 Washington Blvd.

310-398-7166
off the 405, west of Sepulveda. 10 min. from UCLA campus.

organic coffees & teas

breakfast lunch & dinner
conversation and contemplation

corner of bundy & wilshire

12081 wilshire blvd.

brentwood

310/231-7484

$2 .00

ucla student discount
Get $2.00 off any purchase of $6.00 or more with this ad. Offer good through May 1 5, 2001

ucla summer sessions 2001

Outspoken

Frank Chin
Is One CoQ4li«^$Qii to Ex|^re Asian American Studies this Summer.

Prank Chin i$ a writer of short fiction,

plays, and nonfiction.

Frank Chin on thtattr: **l will not work with

any thcattr, productr, wvitlr, dirtctor, or

^tor who plays and iiv«s the sttrtotyper

mNlimnon public school teaching:

-I have!lli|he Cantonese and Chhitse

before me, wherever Chinese literature

|nd language have been banned, taken

to storytelling and the comic book as a

tactic for making the real ftccmi^ In a

hostile literary ind learning atmosphere."

Frank Chin on Asian American Literature:

Find out what he has to say this summer.

fRANX CHIN'S
AltAK AMHUCAIf ifnOUTyiUE—'-*wp**> —— —

-

'mfimm^M,mmW »i>m <m < -|---r i. jn .r. -rinx ! n „.i

Asian American Studies ml
(Session A- June 3S to Augun j)

Frank Chin's Asiii) American Literature explores the

rich historical media, and literary influences and
dirtctiom in Asian Ameriean literature from the

unique "Chin" perspict{Ve. Lectures, films, guest

speakers, and mdifigs from the author's own works
supfllemetlttheCOUise. A rar? chance tQ||||ifVith
an American Mterary giant and the auti^^of classic

American plays and novels.

Also OfffnUED II8SI0M A Oim€:is-4tigust3)

History of Asians in America

Asian American Studies 99 ^i^,
^

An examination of the history of Asians and Pacific

Islanders In the U.S.

Contemporary Asian American Communities
Asian Afnerican Studies too

An Introduction to the study of Asian American
communities In the U.S. Topics include demographics
and sociaf. political, and economic issues.

Filipino American Expcrltnct

Asian American Studies 130A

A survey of the Immigration history, settlement

patterns, and experiences of Filipino Americans.

Instruction includes an examination of historical and
contemporary sociocultural. economic, and political

Issues as they affect fonmation and character of the

Filipino American community.

Chinese American Experience

Asian American studies 130E
..

A survey of immigration history, settlement patterns,

and experiences of Chinese American populations.

Instruction Includes an examination of historical and
contemporary sociocultural. economic, and political

issues as they affect formation and character of the

Chinese American community.

For dates, times and other information, visit

ufww.summwr.uda.9du. Enroll now through URSA
Online at wwwMrsa.ucia.94u. Campus parking and
on-campus housing are available.

'.r r •}:' rypt.JgJ
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1100
1200
1300
1400
1500
1600
1700
1800
1900
2ono
2050
2100
2200
2300
2um
2500
2600

2700
2800
2900
3000
a I uU
3200
3300
3A00
3500
3600
3700
3800
3900
AOOO
4100
4200
4300
4400
4500

4600
4700
4800
4900
5000
5100
5200
5300
5400
5500

fe[ZZZZS2ZZ]2Zl&
Campus Happenings
Campus Organizations
Campus Recruitment
Campus Services
Birthdays
Legal notices
Lost & Found
Miscellaneous
Personal Messages
Personals
Pregnancy
Recreational Activities

Research Subjects
Sperm / Egg Donors
Tickets Offered
Tickets Wanted
Wanted

y7f/^
Appliances
Art / Paintings
Bicycles / Skates
Books
Catling Cards
Cameras / Camcorders
Collectibles

Computers / Software
Furniture

Garage / Yard Sales
Health Products
Miscellaneous
Musical Instruments
Office Equipment
Pets
Rentals
Sports Equipment
Stereos / TVs / Radios

I

Table Sports

1 1 8 Kerckhoff Hall
308 Westwood Pla/a
Los Angeles. CA 90024

E-Mail classifieds(Wmedia ucla.edu
Web: httpV/wwwdailybruin ucla.edu

phone
Classified Line: C310] 825-2221

Fax: (310] 206-0528
Classified Display (310) 206 3060

Fax: (310) 206 0528

office hours
Mon Tfiu: 9:00am-3:00pm
Fri: 9am-2:30pm

One issue, up to 20 words $8.50
each additional word 65

Weekly, up to 20 words 29 00
each additional word 2 1 5

Monthly, up to 20 words 96 00
each additional word 5.75

1 2 pt headline $160
16 pt headline $2 25
border $5.0

For Classified Display ads.

please see our rate card

for variable rate information

MasterCard,

Classified Line Ads:
1 working day before printing,

at 12 noon
Classified Display Ads:
2 working days before pnnting.

at 12 noon
There are no cancellations after

noon of the day before printing.

^S

payment
Rease make checks payable to
• The UCLA Daily Brum." We
accept Visa. MasterCard, and
Discover credit cards Allow 5
working days for mail payments.

hoMftoiMfrile
an eflecfhie ad

• Start your ad with the
merchandise you are selling

This makes it easier for readers to

quickly scan the ads and locate
your Items
• Always include the pnce of your
Item Many classified readers
simply do not respond to ads
without pnces
• Avoid abbreviations- -make your
ad easy for readers to understand
• Place yourself in the reader's

position, ask what you would like

to know at)Out the merchandise,
and include that in the ad Include
such information as brand names,
colors and other specific

descriptions

Ttie ASUCLA Communications board fully supporls the University ol Calilornia s polK:y on nondiscnm.nalKxi No m«dium shall accep« acJvertisements which present persons of any origin race sex or sexual Ofientalion in aden.ean.ng way or imply thai they are limited to positions, capabilities, roles, or status in society Neither the Daily Bruin nor the ASUCLA Commi)nlcalK>ns Board has investigaled any olth« s«ifvices adv«rt«ed or the

0)

insertion only Minor typographical errofs are not eligible lor refunds For any refund, the Daily Bruin Classified Department must be notified of an error on the first day of publication by noon

(^ThFr^T^ra

xaszD
Auto Accessories
Auto Insurance
Auto Repair
Autos for Sale
Boats for Sale
Motorcycles for Sale
Parking
Scooter / Cycle Repair
Scooters for Sale
Vehicles for Rent

2000
Personals

VERY ATTRACTIVE, Successful, romantic,

swm. 35, (un-loving, Intelligent, caring, con-
siderate, understanding seeks very attractive

woman w/similar values, 18-36. Please send
photo/phone/note; 1015 Gayley Ave. #595
LA, CA 90024

1300
Campus Recruitnient

1300
Campus Recruitment

5600
5620
5640
5660
5680
5700
5720

.f ^7,

Resorts / Hotels
Rides Offered
Rides Wanted
Taxi / Shuttle Service
Travel Destinations
Travel Tickets
Vacation Packages

announcements
1100-2600

1100
Campus Happenings

TANGO LESSONS®?
ARMENIAN DANCE
LESSONS@8:30PM
WITH TOM BOZIGIAN
SALSA LESSONS@10

Monday May 7th ©UCLA Kerckhoff Grand
Salon ballroom©uclaedu 310-284-3636.

UniversityDanceClubs@USA.net

2200
Research Subjects

ARE YOU SUFFERING
FROM ALLERGIES?

Allergy season can be miserable for many al-

lergy sufferers However, new treatments are

being developed. You may qualify to partici-

pate in a clinical research study of an inves-

tigational allergy medication. If you quality

you will receive: Free study medication, aller-

gy testing, and compensation up to $300
For more information please call: Dr Jo-

nathan Corren, Allergy Research Founda-
tion. 310-477-1734 ext.240 or ext.247

CHRONIC BAD BREATH Eam $50 and
learn to control bad breath. Clinical study in

Culver City 310-815-1829, 310-210-7805

5800
5900
6000
6100
6150
6200
6300
6400
6500
6600
6700
6800
6900
7000
7100
7200

7300

1-900 numbers
Financial Aid
Insurance
Computer / Internet
Foreign Languages
Health / Beauty Services
Legal Advice / Attorneys
Movers / Storage
Music Lessons
Personal Services
Professional Services
Resumes
Telecommunications
Tutoring Offered
Tutoring Wanted
Typing

Writing Help

Alcoholics Anonymous
AAon. Dbcutsion, Fri. Slap Study, 3517 Ackarmon

Thun. Book Stixiy, 3517 Ackwmon
M/T/W Rm. Drntai A3-029

Wad. Rm. Dantol A3- 029
Dis niuion, Al Hmts 12:10- IKWpm

For alcohoUet or tndMdumIt mtto hmv a tklnUng probhm

EARN $$$
For giving your opinion on market research-

products. TV, etc. Ages 5-54. No accents
please. 818-609-1850.

SMOKERS EX-SMOKERS AND NON-
SMOKERS in good health, at least 18 years
of age, wanted for UCLA research study

Subjects will be paid up to $120 for 2 testing

days Call Dr Rich Olmstead at 310-268-

3631, leave message.

Attention Graduating Seniors!
Special Note For Graduating Pre-Med Students:

If you are planning to defer medical school for a year or two. why not join our staff

here on the UCLA campus and learn about state-of-the-art neurological research'

Wc have .several unique full-lime* employincni opportunities

available at the Institute for Neurological Research at

l(X) UCLA Medical Plaza

• Front Office (Heavy Phones)
• Patient Consultant

• Administrative Assistant

TOP Salary + Benefits
Come work in this excellent environment

with many other UCLA graduates!

—

.

Please cfl// (310) 824-6199 or —
fax your resume to (310) 824-6196

Positions can start part-time until graduation.

1800
Miscellaneous

2300
Sperm/Egg Donors

2300
Sperm/Egg Donors

/ / ±LVTTT1
7A00
7500
7600
7700
7800
7900
8000
8100
8200
8300

8400
8500
HtiOO
H7UU
8800
8900
9000
9100
9200
93 00
9400
9500
or.oo
9700
9800

Business Opportunities
Career Opportunities
Child Care Offered
Child Care Wanted
Help Wanted
Housesitting
Internship
Personal Assistance
Temporary Employment
Volunteer

Apartments for Rent
Apartments Furnished
Condo / Townhouse for Rent

I

Condo / Townhouse for Sale
Guesthouse for Rent
House for Rent
House for sale
Houseboats for Rent / Sale
Housing Needed
Room for Help
Room for Rent .

Roommates - Private Room
Roommates - Shared Room

I
Sublets
Vacation Rentals

index

FREE

DIABETES SCREENING
Genetic study of Diabetes recruits

healthy volunteers (18-40 years old) for

free diabetes screening with standard
oral glucose tolerance test (2.5 hours).

Qualified subjects (who pass the oral

glucose tolerance test and have normal
blood pressure) will be invited to

participate in a genetic study of

diabetes. Subjects will be paid $1 50
. for participation.

Details, call Ur.Chiu (3l0)-206-9664.

Calling all angels.

2000
Personals

LOVE? European writer/linguist, cosmopoli-

tan, accomplished, good-looking, mature,

healthy lifestyle, loves literature/travel-

ing/outdoors, seeks attractive/smart/aftec-

tionate young female, any race/origin, for

friendship, possibly romance/marriage. 310-

573-4020/mani©munich com

MAJOR ENTERTAINMENT EXEC seeks
beautiful woman to date/attend significant in-

fJuslry party events. SWM, 40, Very attrac-

tive/successful, seeks passionate, adven-
turous female 310-777-0204

2300
Sperm/Egg Donors

EGG DONOR
Late 40's, married women looking for Jewish
coed interested in helping to create a child.

$2500-^ negotiable. Please call June 310-

376-7000.

EGG DONOR NEEDED Asian Please call

310-397-0490

If you are male, in college or have a college

degree, you can eam up to $600/nx), call for

details on our anonymous sperm dorwr pro-

gram. Receive free comprehensive health

screening & help infertile couples. So If

you're looking for a great job and a little ex-

tra cash, call/email us first. 310-824-

994 1 /donors©cryobank.com

• f^5
compensation

VILLflOf DIStI
UCLA's Dining and Entertamnwn) Mogoziiw

May

THE EGG
If

PROGRAM
Help a couple achieve their dream and
you'll receive the highest compensation
and most personalized attention from the
oldest donor program In LA.

we saeen recipient parents, too

Shelley Smith im.a.. m.f.c.c

323-933-0414
The Egg Donor Prooram/The Surrogacy Program
e-mail SSmlthMFCCOaol.com-istabllshed In 19Q0
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1300
Campus Recruitment

WORK FOR KAPLAN!

Kaplan offers exciting opportunities in an
educational environment. Kaplan isn't atjout

classroom grades, we are about career growth.

We prepare our students for college and
graduate sctiool entrance exams, the college

and graduate school admissions process,

and professional licenses.

We also develop our staff through presentation

and management experience. Many of our

employees continue to work with us even after

they move to new areas and despite busy
primary jobs. Why? Because working for the

worlds leading provider of test preparation

services is truly tun and rewarding.

Join the original test prep team There is

a center located in Westwood at 1133
Westwood Boulevard, Suite 201 and

160 other locations throughout the US.

Customer Service and Teaching

positions available.

To teach call 800 KAP TEST ext. 3.

For other jobs call (310) 2090554. ext. 400.

KAPLAN

2300
Sperm/Egg Donors

Egg Donor^
Needed

Miikc a inii'iRuiou.s

diffcrcMKc in iIk* life ol

<» lovinji (oupic l)y

iurnin>« their dro.iin ol

building <i fnniiiy into <)

roiility. If you itrr itn

educated female
between tiie a>4e.s ol

2l-:i<). non-smoker with

excellent he<ilth. ctji

The F^e>*istry Ovum
Donor Service

(MO) .1<)<MK)I8
$.1,3(K) flat t{'(

fl^ 1«
Egg Donors Needed
Healthy females ages 19-28

wishing to help infertile couples

$5,000

^ Call MIRNA (818) 832-1494 ^

Pay your tuition

with eggs.

If you're a woman between 18

and 35, you can eam money

easily, anonymously Donate

your eggs to an infertile couple.

$3,500 and up, deixjnding on

your education and other

qualifications. Call Today

THE CENTER FOR EGG OPTIONS
310/546-6786

»The Center for Egg Opnont. LLC

iorsale

2700-4500

3500
Furniture

MATTRESS SPECIALS
NEW INNERSPRING twin sets $99.95, Fulls

$12995, Queens $169.95 and Kings
$199.95 Also. Sealy. Stearns and Foster at

lowest prices. 310-477-1466.

MATTRESSES, FUTONS. DESKS, Book-
shelves, Dinette Sets, T-Table. Lamps, Deliv-

ery. Open 7 days. Kings Furniture 11961
Santa Monica Blvd 310-575-4243

^900
Autos for Sale

1984 HONDA PRELUDE, silver, sun roof.

a/c, $750obo Runs great! MarJlu:323-934-
1776.

1985 VOLVO GL 4 door, excellent shape,
automatic. 97K, silver, AM/FM, leather, sun
roof, AC. power steering/windows. $3500.
Dr Dhir:310-450-4791.

5700
Travel Tickets

EURAIL FLEXIPASS
FIRST CLASS 15 DAY Eurail Flexipass.

$725obo Call Karon:31 0-592-2999

6000
Insurance

MOVING OUT SALE
Bedroom set- queen bed, frame, 2 desks, 1

big desk w/mirrors Dining set Call ASAP.
Ersen 310-479-0846.

3700
Health Products

NEW IONIC BREEZE
QUADRA

1990 ACURA LEGEND
Five-speed, red w/Ieather interior. 130,000
miles Excellent mechanical condition
$4,250. Ask for Lisa or Terry. 626-398-9429

1991 FORD TEMPO. White, 4-door. au-
tomatic Very good condition. Power steer-

ing/windows A/C Pioneer CD-player
$3000 Call 909-595-0601. Ask for Jerome

FLY 4STANDBY FLY 4 CHEAP!
Hawaii $139 o/w Europe $249 o/w (+tax).

4standby com or 800-397-1098.

/Illstate.
You're in good harnla

fVlike Azer Insurance Agency, Inc

(310) 312-0202
128 1 Wost\A/ooci Blvd.
C2 Ljiks So of \A/(lsh>tre)

24 Hours o Doy Sarvlce

6200
Health Services

1991 Hyundia Excel Coupe. Red, Clean,
Super fast. Great transportation car. Brand
new transmission with warranty. $1000obo.
Call Amber 310-704-8738.

AQUA TRAVEL INC

Seen on TV for $349.95 Only $299 95+tree
next day delivery! Call Frank 818-415-3250

Stereos/TVs/Radios

BIG SCREEN 45" color TV $575 obo. Color
TV 27" near new $175. Color TV 35" near
new $395. 310-313-6449.

T993 ACURA INTEGRA LS. ExcelTem cdnaT
2dr, 5spd, Lojack, AC, CC, pwr win/mnrl/mir-

rors, one owner, 86K mi $6500/obo Call

818-786-7928

1993 TOYOTA TERCEL 2dr coupe, 5spd,
cold A/C New fires, 150K miles Good con-
dition. 35mpg. $3000obo 323-972-3801.

WORLD WIDE LOWEST AIRFARFS
MAKE YOUR OWN AIR CAR HOTEL

RESERVATION AT
http//wwwprismowet).com/aquotravel

24HOURSADAY

1995 MITSUBISHI 3000GT dark green w/tan

leather interior, automatic, sunroof, 6-disc

CD, new transmission, new sport tires, pow-
er seats. $12,500obo. Anita:31 0-206-6704

BMW-325ES-1986, 2-Door Coupe. Fabulous
Car, Loaded Red Extenor, Black Leather In-

terior 157K miles Great Shape!! $2,500
310-452-3818

POLICE IMPOUNDS Hondas as low as
$500 for listings 1-800-319-3323 ext A214

'92 Suzuki Sidekick, convertible, hardtop,

4WD, 59 K m/s., exc. running condition, new
tires, garage-kept, 1 owner $3,900 obo.
310664-9896.

I'M SELLING

5 PAIRS OF MY
POYFRICNP'S SHOES IN

THIS WEEK'S Hm
^ Par^ains Section OF

f^ THE PAILY PRUIN...

mns
place free ads for items under $200

Lowest Dotneslic and
Inlernofional Airfares

Tour Packages

Eurailpass

Hotel Accommodations
Cor Rentals

*Asia*Africa*Australia'Europe*South

Amefica*lndia*Canada*(^exico*Hawaii*

^lal domestic * Inlernotionol Airfares Available
Pricej ore suOiecl to chonge without notice

Avculobliliv may be irnrted ond some testrictioos may
ODpiv Plus Toxes

PHONE (310) 33&a}25
\984 1 Airpoft Bl., Suite 506, Los Angeles CA 90045

FLY SUPER
(323) 277-4595
LATIN AMKPICA SPECIALISTS
wtMGHy 111 UwM/Fmi 1M

11> BittostjAint 2fi9
22* S^ds^liile 299

|Sal«a4ar 1H Mftti/MtmMa 221
22t IWti/fiiaya«i« 299

iCaracu 2M riiliiiMli 195
8M^«btO 2«9
CottoWca 199
inaUMM 199

CLASSIC HAIR AND SKIN STUDIO Full
sen/ice salon for men and women and 25%
discount for students Professional Hairstyl-

ists 310-474-3529

6300
Legal Advice/Attorneys

NO RECOVERY NO FEE
NO COST Sexual harrassment. Discrimina-
tion, Auto-accidents. Slips/falls MYER LAW
FIRM, Westside, Scoll D Myer(UCLAW'86).
www bQjflawyer com 310-277-3000

Frankun^Price
ATTORNEYS AT lAW

CKIMIVAI DIIINSI by (OKMIH I'MDSKIIOK
LANWOUD/TtNANT • PfRSONAl INJURY

ENTtRTAINMfNT • CONTRAG DISPUTES • Dw/DRUGS

67/7 Hollyt*Dod Boul«vaid • Suiie 508
Hoilywiod, (olilornio 90028

323 464 6/00 voKe

323 464 6768 lox

6^00
Movers/Storage

BEST MOVERS Licensed, insured Lowest
rales. Fast, courteous+careful. Many stud-
ents moved lor $98 Lie -T- 163844 NO JOB
TOO SMALL! 1-800-2-GO-BEST Voice-
mail/pager; 323-263-2378

HONEST MAN w/14li truck and dollies,

small )obs, shon notice ok SF LV, SD
Student discount. Go Bruins! lOyrs 310-
285-8688

Rio/Brazil

New York I LONDON S205
S259.^ I PARIS $235
Business & Leisure TVavcl

WMhinyton

StLnit
Lwtfn/SfO

Vacations\
$321 CAM SAN LUCAS

I

S321 MAZAItAN
$369 PiaVAUARTA
$499 CANCON

[3J>IIGHTSJH0TEL« AJr)

, i'isr

JERRYS MOVING&DELIVERY The careful
movers Experienced, reliable, same-day de-
livery Packing, boxes available Also, pick-
up donations for American Cancer Society
Jerry@310-391-5657

SUMMER STORAGE Free pick up avail-

able, reasonable rates Westside Sell-Stor-

age 310-826-5955

6500
Music Lessons

DRUM LESSONS
ALL LEVELS/STYLES with dedicated pro-
fessional At your home or WLA studio 1st-

lesson free No drum set necessary
Neil 323-654-8226

VICT0RYTRAVEL.COM
•-•»»•"•• victory trm¥«t^arthlink.n9t

Sam* raMnctnnf tpiikr Tum nol >yau<M<> CSTl20M«l-JD
f"•• •• OW bM«l on (VT purctWM

GUITAR LESSONS
by professional near UCLA. All levels, guitars

available Learn to play effortlessly!

wwwJWGS.com. Call Jean at 310-476-
4154.

1100
Campus Happenings

1100
Campus Happenings

1100
Campus HapptMiings

1100
Campus Happenings

1100
Campus Happenings

Fraternities • Sororities • Clubs • Student Groups
Earn $1,000-$2,000 this quarter with the easy Campusfundraiser.com three hour

fundraising event. No sales required. Fundraising dates are fiUing quickly, so call today!
Ask about our limited-time $150 scheduling bonus program that expires on Friday.

Contact Campusfundraiser.com at (888) 923-3238, or visit www.campusfundraiser.com

Classifieds

825-2221 DJspla*

\
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6200
Health Sen/ices

6200
Health Services

6200
Health Services

^Y CONSULTATION (^
Dr. Nader Dayani

Member American Association of Orthodontists

Specializing in braces for adults & children

ORTHODONTIST
SINCE 1980

UCLA FACULTY MEMBER

: Nesults

WDrACIl.TV
(310) 826- 7494
lir>45WilshirrBlvd «802
Lus Angeles. CA 9M025

(949) 552 - 5890
18134 Culver Dr., «A
Irvine. CA 927i5

Teeth Whitening $8c;ooB^^
upper or lower «-' v^j^ ^^fc»*<^^B

• Cosmetic Porcelain
• Surgical Orthodontics

• Removable
• Traditional

• invisible

• European

'!.» Ku iiniani wMDaoiioiowt iiaoooopluiSiaooorcx

S900 00 (An $ 100 00 la •cK.ri monin or ircolntcnl landmta
lo) lannovabNi txacai ana S I TOO 00 ptui J 136 00 pw montn
)oi cwomc txocM SJOOOOtofdogncMIKiludvmcxMcra

S I ?& 00 )oi lama conkMOnn
•«falion data ii\ 01

6000
Insurance

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING

Comprehensive Disserlation Assistance

Theses, Papers, and Personal Statements
Proposals and Books

International Students Welcome Since 1985
Sharon Bsar, Ph.D. (310) 470-6662

www Bear-Write com

6700
Professional Services

APPLYING TO
MEDICAL SCHOOL?

We specialize in t^elping pre-medical stud-

ents write their personal statement or sec-

ajndary Visit us n ^

medstudent-online.com

ATTENTION MBA, LAW, MEDICAL
SCHOOL APPLICANTS! Fnjstrated devel-

oping your crucial personal statements? Get
professional tielp from well-known au-

ttior/consultant.310-826-4445 www.winning-

personstatement com

DIGITAL VIDEOGRAPHER w/Canon XL1.

$200/day Also digital editing, graphic design

available. Located in Westwood 310-478-

6484

FIND ROOMS &
ROOMMATES ONLINE

The Napster for roommates. Free to view

and place ads Immediate Online Results,

www.easyroommate com

FORMER ENGLISH TEACHER w/ Masters
from U-Chicago, edits/word processes dis-

sertations, proposals, screenplays, personal

statements, resumes. International students

welcome Winslow's 310-829-6171

HEAD SHOTS $99
SITTING PLUS digital file (or unlimited

prints'! Westwood location Call Jennil-

er:310-575-6638

MEDICAL SCHOOL APPLICATION COUN-
SELING Counseling by recently graduated

M.D. Specializing in application essays/mter-

view-skills. Fee negotiable/money-back
guarantee. Greg Freedman. M.D. 310-960-

3300/pager.

NEED IT TYPED?
Don't have time or inclination? Profession-

al/degreed word processors specializing in

legal/psychological transcription and lengthy

academic papers, (legible drafts please).

$3/pg student rate, $50/minimum, $12/pick-

up/delivery Resumes/$40. 323-288-6805
any time.

PUBLISH YOUR WORK
FOR $1,295

Textbooks, novels and more. Call FirstPub-

lish, Inc at 888-707-7634 or visit www firstpu-

blish.com

Brentwood Dermatology

Medical Group

Jock H. Syverv MD
Dipluniale (if the hmmcm Hoard nf Dmiiatiiloxy

Professional Tattoo
Removal

small: $140
medium: $250
large: $750

$25 off w/ mention of Ad
Uilltmm m<mmU\>ihmmn

Prcccptowhip «ndhwflc Ux
mtAiaX and fJL ttodciil*.

Office located on

San VIcMte h Irwtwood

310426-205)
wwwJMhwnxtm

Classifieds

825-2221

6700
Professional Services

Da\id Brien & .\ssociates

ATTORNEYS
Personal Injury, DUI's,

Landlord/Tenant disputes,

Business & General Litigation

20% Discount to ail
UCLA Alumni/Students

(818) 888'8a03

7000
Tutoring Offered

AAA TUTOR'S CLUB
A HOME TUTORING service for all subjects,

grades K-12. Lowest prices guaranteed! For
more information call 310-444-0449.

CHEMISTRY, ORGANIC CHEMISTRY,
PHYSICS, BIOLOGY. PHYSIOLOGY,
STATS. By doctoral student, w/lots of teach-

ing expenence Fee negotiable/money-back
guarantee. Call Greg. 310-397-0547.

FRENCH, GERMAN. ESL. all levels offered

by very experienced, patient, fun PhD TA
,

Rates negotiable. Call Daniel 323-658-6094.

MATH AND SCIENCE TUTOR UCLA Engi-

neering graduate offering math/science tu-

toring for all ages/levels. Kind and Patient

Flex hours/location. Contact Shahrad: 310-

772-5020

MY-TUTOR.COM Math/Physics/Statis-

tics/English/Hebrew, chemistry/biology
Law/Business Law, computer programming.

Computenzed statistical analysis available

Tutoring service. Call anytime. 800-90-TU-
TOR

PHYSICS AND MATH
Math/Physics major/student offers tutoring in

physics and math at all levels Contact Sina:

(310)989-1491 orsina4©uclaedu

RESEARCH PAPER TUTOR. 4.0 grad and
published wnter offers private tutonng servic-

es. 213-390-3331.

WRITING TUTOR
Kind and patient Stanford graduate Help
with the English language—for students of

all ages/levels. 310-440-3118

7100
Tutoring Wanted

TUTORS WANTED
MATH MAJORS NEEDED TODAYAfter
school, grades K-12, in BH, WLA, SM areas
Educatk}n majors and/or graduate-level (in

any field) a plus. $ll.25-15/hour Call The
Tutors Club: 310-444-0449

HOME-SCHOOLING FAMILY In North Holly-

wood, needs 3-4 creative, energetic people
to do science, biology, engineering, and
math projects w/three children ages 6-9.

Completely unique and interesting situation.

Call Patty or Norma 8 18-76 1-0029. 8 18-4 16-

9930, or 8 18-2 16-0407

7200
Typing

WORD PROCESSING specializing in thes-

es, dissertations, transcription, legal, psych,

resumes, fliers, brochures, mailing lists, re-

ports. 310-828-6939.

employment
7400-8300

7400
Business Opportunities

ONLINE MARKETING
Learn the truth atx)ut online marketing!

http://hop.clickbank.net/fiop.cgi?mvp777/

bigdogs

7500
Career Opportunities

3 WEEKS VACATION,
OH YEAH!!

Assist exec, w/intemet projects: liase w/poli-

ticians: coordinate marketing efforts; major
diversity/growth here!! Absolute style and
windows skills are a MUST!! Incredible ben-
efits and bonus$$$. Immediate interviews!

The Placement Company" Fax 310-889-

7101 deidredaleOearthlink.net

INTERIOR DESIGN, part time to start.

Design student with knowledge CAD to work
with high-end supplier of stone surfaces in

WLA. Be paid to learn real wortd design, ma-
terials, inventory, sales. Piazza Europa.
lnc:310-473-1886 or 310-261-1280

JUST SECRETARIAL?
NOT!

HANDLE BUSINESS/Personal affairs; plan

events; surt the net; polish Power Point pro-

jects; track legislation; create a spread sheet

or two; get your education paid lor...sounds
great, huh? Sweet opportunity for talented

college grad. "The Placement Company'
deidredale©earthlink.net Fax 310-889-7101

LIBRARY CLERK: $7-9 hour. FT/PT
Locate/photocopy journal articles/book

chapters. Deliver to Westwood office Famil-

iarity with bibliographic citations required. Li-

brary expenence Detail-oriente, reliable

self-starter Flexible hours. Days, Evening
and Weekends available. Email/Fax resume
hr©infolrieve.com, 310-234-9582. Please
note Refo 3104-3 in the subject line

RN OR DENTAL STUDENT for MD office

near Beverly Hills on Saturday AMs or P/T
Top salary Call 323-939-2111

SCREENWRITER. Film student interested in

developing treatments and scnpts lor youth
market. Work with independent production
company in Westwood. Emphasis on PG
children's action, adventure, fantasy 310-
261-1280 or 310-470-6222

. WANNA BE A ~

PRODUCER?
Learn how! Attend a special workshop with

indie Producer/Mgr. Gay RibisI ("Some Girt'),

Producer/Director Dror Soref ('Basic" at

Pfioenix Pictures), and Writer/Producer Ste-

ven List ("The Cleaner." "Born To Shop").

Wednesday. May 9th, 7:00pm Beveriy Hills

Church of Scientology 9885 Charleville

Blvd , Beveriy Hills. For info, call 310-226-
2465

7500
Career Opportunities

7500
Career Opportunities

immediate Openings
$9 to $15/Hour

general office clerks lo executive secretaries

temporary & full time positions

Medical Transcription

MCCS Scheduling System a plus

Fax resume to (310) 278-4269
For an immodiat* appointment

call (310) 278-0511

Search.! ng,-'

Connect lag.
Performing

.

7600
Child Care Offered

$$$ LOW PRICES $$$
WONDER YEARS PRESCHOOL run by
UCLA grads. Ages2 5/6years Two large

play-yards Open 7 30-5:30.Close to UCLA
310-473-0772.

7700
Child Care Wanted

AFTERSCHOOL CHILDCARE/DRIVER
needed for lO/yo P/T, M-F 4-6:30pm. Must
have car, insurance, legal work papers. Help
supervise homewori^, activities, light house-
keeping Ptco/Overtand area Patd vacatron

& holidays 310-836-4328

BABYSITTING IN

PARADISE
Martha's Vineyard, Massachusetts Kids
6&8 6/29/01-7/20/01. 8hrs/day Room and
board-t-$100/wk. Fax resume 310-202-8048

CHILDCARE
20-25hrs/wk ©$12/hr. Car required, 13y/o
girt and 6y/o boy. mid-Wilshire. May 14-Sept
1. 323-571-0611 or tom©buzdesign.com

CHILDCARE/DRIVER PT/FT M-F/Flexible

hours for girts 7 and 10 Mar Vista. Play,

drive to activities, car provided. 310-481-

2181 or Irobinson ©piratenet.com.

FEMALE AFTER-SCHOOL/SUMMER
CAMP CHILD CARE/DRIVER (or 2 kids

(10413). 20-25hrs/week Bel Air. Must have
car/references. Elizabeth: 310-472-9920
evenings/fax 310-472-9178.

FUN COMPANION for teen girt w/wheel-
chair, live in/out Need car. 10-20hrs/wk.

evenings/weekend Start June 323-937-
0488

LOOKING (or bright, enthusiastk:, creative,

responsible caregiver for 5-year-old girt

Child development backgrour>d a+. $10/hr
(flexible DOE). 30hr min 310-850-7324.

LOOKING FOR MALE STUDENT to help
w/7&4y/o Ixiys Help 7y/o w/homewort</out-
door activities. 3-15 hrs/wk. 3-7pm. flexible.

Car helpful. $10/hr. 310-552-2426.

MOTHERS HELPER WANTED for eight

year old child. Drivers license/references

needed M, 2:30-6:00/Tues , Thurs 2:30 lo

9:00PM $10/hour/references. Judith 310-

441-1556.

NANNY. P/T. M-F 3:00pm-8:00pm. Experi-

ence/references required Need fun. friendly,

reliable, and responsible person. Nk;e family

15-min from UCLA 323-965-8867.

NEED A BABYSITTER with references and
experience Part-Time before June 19. Full

time from June 20-June30 Loretta 310-645-
4740

SEEKING ENERGETIC, patient babysitter

tor 7-month-girt Flexible. P/T hours. ChikJ

devetopment or infant caretaking experierKe
preferrable Close to campus 310-344-
6060.

SEEKING MATURE, ENERGETIC, child-tov-

ing female for babysitting of 2 boys (3.5 and
1 yrofd) for 2-3 atternoor\s Please call 310-
276-0133

WEEKEND NANNY- Live Out. Non-Smoker,
CDL. RefererKes Required Saturday 8am-
11pm. Sunday 11am-8pm. WLA, Call 8-

11am ONLY. 310-397-8114

WMw.ataretaffingservicea . con

7800
Help Wanted

ADIMIN ASSISTANT bilingual English/Span-
ish, front office, evenings 4pm 9pm M-Th.
Also, assistant needed days/afternoons to

wori< w/director of operations. $a/hr. Contact
Daniel Salazar dmgassocinc©earthlink.net,
or fax resume 310-479-7771.

ADMIN ASSISTANT
General office duties, light typing, database
management, audit FT/PT. flexible hours.

Contact Paul 310-820-6186

ADMINISTRATIVE ASST
Upscale west side private club seeks
FAT&P/r Admin Asst. 2 si\m& availabto Ideal

candidates would t)e detail-oriented, have
ability to multi-task, member service focus,

excellent phone demeanor and posses ex-
ceptional interpersonal & organizational
skills. Fax resume w/cover and salary req to
310-575-9684. Attn: Christine

ADMINISTRATIVE/ARCHITECTURAL AS-
SISTANT P/T individual for WLA architectur-

al firm. PC/MS savvy Help w/general of-

fice/xerox/filing/phones and archiving $10-
$11/hr. Fax resume 310-286-2301/Nakaoka
Assoc

ART GALLERY
ASSISTANT FOR
PROMINENT
WESTSIDE
GALLERY

Train now-F/T by August Requirements:
Spanish fluency, detail-oriented, art back-
ground. $10-12/hr+commission Fax re-

sume:310-586-1712

ASSISTANT NEEDED Windows profcient
Car/insurance necessary. Accounting skills

preferred. Flexible hours No dress code.
$9/fiour. Fax resume: 310-479-2402.

ASSISTANT Office Manager/Secretary in

doctors office ad) to UCLA Receptionist,
phones, typing, filing. Will train Own car 25-
30hrs/wk 310-209-2581.

BA/Masters level Psychology major for job
as Psychometrist in NIH AIDS study Must be
fluently bilingual (English, Spanish) and have
own car/license Will tram. For rriore info call

Allison/Dr. Singer 310-473-5500.

BEVERLY HILLS AUTO DETAIL shop needs
hard-*w)rt<ing, fast-paced, agressive people
to handle top-notch cars No experience re-

quired. Flexible hours. Ozzie:310-859-2870

BILLIN(3l/DATA ENTRY/MGMT TRAINEE.
F/T+O/T error-free, detailed data entry
w/ability to meet deadlines. 60+wpm. Career
opportunity w/industry leader Fax resume
310-268-0701 orenw il TDI©TDICO COM
CAMP COUNSELORS needed for local
summer day camp Beach/aquatic experi-
ence in swimming, surfing, sailing, or jet ski-

ing a plus. Competitive salaries 818-996-
4780

7800
Help Wanted

$$Get Paid For Your
Opinions!$$

15-$l55 and more perEarn $

www.money4opinion8.com
per survey!

•MOVIE EXTRA WORK* Beats all jobs Start

immediately Great pay Fun/Easy No crazy
fees Program for free medical Call-24/hrs

323-850-4417

ACCESS TO A COMPUTER? PUT IT TO
WORK! Up to $25-75/hr. PT/FT
www EamEZbucks com. 888-715-4646

CAREER INFO
UCLA INFO SESSION Career/PT positions
currently available. Company executives will

be at UCLA May 7th. Call 818-402-8594

CLERICAL
CLERICAUCUSTOMER SERVICE M-F. 30
to 40-hrs/wk Good phone and English skills,

detail-oriented, reliable. WLA. $9.50-$10/hr
310-826-3759ext229

COMPUTER HELP NEEDED for help get-
ting on internet and Mac Powertjook
$1Q/hour Westwood. 310-477-6977

COUNSELORS AND
INSTRUCTORS

In art, swimming, nature, video and ropes
needed by Tumbleweed Day Camp Must be
responsible, energetic and enjoy wortting
with chikJren 310-472-7474

COUNSELORS/FUTURE TEACHERS
needed for summer program at Crossroads
School in Santa Monica Pertect for elemen-
tary education majors Email resume to
gcuddy© xrds.org. EOE.

Display
206-3060
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7800
Help Wanltid

Are you a model...
or vnnnt to u«»t startvd^

Looking for all types

male/female models/actors
We also have Plus size & Children div

For pnni & min-uniiHi cummcrcidls

Noc»penctKcrc»iuired No fees

CSO OFFICE
ASSISTANT

Office assistant needed to wortc flexible

hours Tuesday & Thursday between 10-4pm
and some Saturdays at our Westwood Police

Station Starting rate $8 47/hr Must be a
UCLA student w/at least one yr remaining.

Training provided for clerical and public rela-

tions duties. For details call 310-206-5473

CSOs NOW HIRING
Do Good and get paid. Pay $8 47 to

$l0.65/hr Must be a UCLA student w/U
academic years remaining with valid driver's

license. Web: www.ucpd ucla.edu/ucpd/cso

Email: cso©ucpd.ucla edu Phone: 310-

825-2148.

DAY CAMP - SUMMER
Seek staff w/summer home in or near the

San Fernando or Conejo Valleys. Oxnard,
Simi, Malibu. misc. Instructors & General
couns $2750-3500+ for summer 888-

784-CAMP www.workatcamp.com

DAY CAMP
COUNSELORS

Pali Camp now hiring enthusiastic coun-
selors! Summer fun includes: jet skiing,

amusement parks, beach days, paintball and
more! 19 and up Call Jacque: 310-477-

2700x14.

DAY CAMP
Summer. Swimming, tieaches, horses &
more, www.daycampjobs com.

DAY-CAMP COUNSELOR & Arts&Crafts
specialists. Summer/PT $9 80/hr. June-
August Stoner Park in WLA 310-479-7200,
or lax resume 310-445-1764

DO CATS MAKE YOU
WHEEZE?

If you are allergic to cats, you may qualify to

participate in research study of an investiga-

tional medication. If you qualify, you will re-

ceive study related medication and up to

$250.00 compensation for your time If inter-

ested, please call Jonathan Corren, M.D. at

310-477-1734 ext 242

DRIVER WANTED
For errands on Westside. Variable r>ours dur-

ing the day Must have car w/good driving

record, refererx:es required. 310-477-6977,

leave message

EARN $200 A DAY!
No experience necessary

TV commercials

Music videos

310-358-5147

EDUCATIONAL AID to wortt with joyful 4-

year-old autistk: boy 310-459-4373.

EVENT STAFF/
SECURITY

For sports, concerts, TV shows, conven-

tkans. 18-t- with clean background Great job

for students. You pick your assignments.

.213-748-7223

[ EXCELLENT PAY
Customer Servk:e. $l1-17/hr. P/T/F/T Flexi-

"ble fK>urs. Paid vacation and holidays. Imme-
diate openings in 1^ area Call N E.S 1-888-

621-7194

F/T RECEPTIONIST for busy WLA real es-

tate offk:e. Outgoing, team player that's

friendly/Self-Motivated, Microsoft Office a

must. Fax resume 310-475-5042

FEMALE DRIVER NEEDED: 3 days/wk for

4hrs/day 2540 Angek) Dr. West LA In-

surance and own car. $9-10/hr. Call Gus
310-276-2355

FLEX HOURS
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT P/T. flexible

hours. $l0/hour. Beveriy Hills. Please email

resume to smkltd© hotmail.com or fax 310-

820-8305.

3UV6ruS6 : .1
'•

1 J'L-play

206.3060

7800
Help Wanted

7800
Help Wanted

(310) 472-7474 Located 10 rffin.

^

Looking for fun, energetic students who
children and would like a job outdoors as a
general counselor. We also need specialists to

teach horseback riding, video making, swimming,
rock climbing, nature studies, or arts & crafts.

www.tumbieweed4ever.com
Call for a great summer!

Classifieds

825-2221

FUN SUMMER
Swimming, horses, t>eaches and more.

wwwdaycampjobs.com.

Ben & Jerry's Ice
Cream Parlor

seeks energetic,
friendly and

responsible shift

leaders and
manager for our
Century City

shop.

Call (31 0)546-1 71

7

OPHTHALMIC '

ASSISTANT POSITION
For graduate students Doris Stein Eye Re-

search Center. For more info contact Vk:tor-

ia GokJenberg: goldenberdOucla.jsei.edu,

310-206-7470. '

/.

GIRLS wanted at exclusive social club in

WLA Conversation and dancing 18+ years
old. Flexible hours Earn top $$$ 310-313-

2989

HELP NEEDED CLEAN HOUSE. MARKET-
ING, some Driving etc Own Car. Flexible

hours Part time $10/hr 310-391-2718

HELP WANTED P/T. Cashier/waitress

Some experience preferred but not neces-

sary Looking for delivery person with

car/scooter Ronis Diner, Beveriy Hills. 310-

772-0044

HOUSEKEEPER WANTED One Day/Week
Three Bedroom Two Bath house in West-
wood Some Child Care English Speaking
Reliable with references 310-446-7019.

INSTRUCTOR NEEDED for Java. VB. SOL
Culver City/West l^ area Evenings and
weekends. 310-666-8443

LIBRARY JOBS Shelving and other stacks

duties. 12-19 hrs/wk $6 83/hr to start

STUDENTS ONLY apply at Young Research
Library Rm 11617 or call Antigone Kutay
310-825-6982.

LIFEGUARDS
Certified LG's. Start afternoons 5/7. Also
Summer positions Get paid to get (re)certi-

fied. Mature 18+ and good swimmer Beauti-

ful canyon setting Tim 310-472-7474. Fax
resume 310-476-7788

LIFEGUARDS AND SWIM INSTRUCTORS
Several kx:al locations P/T-F/T. $10-12/hr
Will train. 818-222-7946x11, Greg or Emilie

MALE MODELS
Have a great face or body? GET REC-
OGNIZED in Playgiri-style publications Must
be 18-24. Beginners wekx)me. Highest im-

mediate pay w/headsfiots. Paid screen test

Jeff©213-748-4555ext. "11, jwhiteOou-
nique.com

MEDICAL RECEPTIONIST For busy BH
dermatology office. 30+hrs. References re-

quired. Call Diane 310-273-0467

MGR COUPLE 16 UNITS WEST LA: 1 or 2
bdrms. No experience, light duties. Gen-
erous reduction Pool, patio. Call 310-476-
6694 or fax 310-476-7043

MODELS WANTED! FM Productions is cur-

rently hiring models for print an dvideo wori<

Excellent pay-rx) experience necessary. 818-
785-6028

NEW REALITY TV SERIES' Now audition-

ing. Call 818-720-2208.

OFFICE MANAGER to very busy psycholo-
gist 30 hours/week. Pertect job for graduate
student with days free. Starts summer or

sooner. Fax resume:31 0-472- 1399.

P/T SALES SEEKING energetic, self-moti-

vated sales people with a passion (or helping
the environment. Call 323-791-2173 and
leave message.

PART-TIME ADMIN ASSISTANT Duties in-

clude answering phones, light typing, organ-
ization, office errands, light filing, & collating

documents. Must be bright, enthusiastic, de-
tail-oriented, & able to perform a variety of

tasks simultaneously Send cover letter and
resume to ACE Educational Services,
Attn.Bnan. 9911 W. Pico Blvd., Suite PH-K,
LA CA 90035, or fax to 310-282-6424.

PART-TIME CUSTOMER
SERVICE

REPRESENTATIVE
For an exclusive fast-paced Westwood dry
cleaner Outgoing, friendly Will train/sales

experience a plus. 15-25 hours, momings or
afternoons, plus Sat. or Sun. $8-10/hour.
Apply in person: 1600 Westwood Blvd. Or
Call: 310-474-8525.

<>> Dental Assistant/ ^S
.di^ Receptionist .a

Dental Assistant/Receptionist needed for dental

ofttKxlontic office in West LA witti excellent

communication skills. Mon . Wed . Fn 9 00AM-
6 00PM Experienced preferred $9 00 S1 1 00

an hour Please call (31 0)«26-7494
or fax resume to (310){a6-9664

PAY IS $11/HR
WANTED FOR SHERMAN OAKS (25 min-

utes from UCLA campus) pension actuarial

office for 20+fK)urs per week+full-time sum-
mer: two (2) high achiever students in Ac-
counting. Math, Econ, Business for Pension
& Acturial Admin; one (1) feariess student

with good ma riveting skills for telephone+ in-

person marketing pension services to ac-

countants. pay is $11/hr for each job Fax
resume & DPR to 818-769-4694 Call 818-

769-4600 any Qs.

PERSONAL ASSISTANT to run errands and
make phone calls for busy psychologist.

Flexible hours (8/week). Fax resume:3l0-
472-1399.

PERSONAL ASSISTANT EBay selling,

school apps , miscellaneous office tasks-fil-

ing, letters, computer, etc. $8-10/hr. hours

negotiable. Replies to val770Ojuno.com

Physical Therapy Aide
F/T. Culver City Outpatient clinic. Will ac-

comodate P/T before graduation. Athletic,

eager to learn. Fax resume 310-837-9701.

PHYSICAL THERAPY
F/T AND P/T AIDE for private Bev Hills cli-

nic. Fax resume to 310-657-0816 or call 310-

659-3018

POWER 106 is looking for sales-people. If

you are interested in starting a career in ra-

dio, and have prior sales experience, please
send your resume to 818-846-4106. Emmis
Communk;ation is an equal opportunity em-
ployer.

PRESCHOOL LOOKING FOR qualified

teachers/teachers assistants for immediate
positions. Candidates should have experi-

ence in child care. Salary negotiable. F/T.

P/T available Call Julie Patel 310-470-0992.

RADIO AND TV ENTRY Level jobs. 818-
787-5597

RESTAURANT IN LOS ANGELES is seeking
energetic server for part time or full tinr>e po-
sition Will Train. Contact Linda: 310-380-
0938(pgr)

RESTAURANT IN MIRACLE MILE area cel-

ebrating decade in business Looking for

waitress/waiter. P/Tor F/T. Call 323-852-
1915. AskforNir.

"BOOTCAM?
Everything you need to know lo be a bartender in

a one-nighl course Easy, cheap and fun*

323-462-3379 ^
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Cut your study

time in half. ^^

Try Qi Gong^^^^

and/or Meditation

For more details on tlie

MindBody Rx turn to

page 37

Visit the Ashe Center website for

more information, request an appoint-

ment or ask health related questions -

vyvvw.studenfhealth.ucla.edu

or call 310 825-4073

ucia Ashe Center

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 Haaenda

material

6 Certain Asian
10 Collins or

Garland
1 4 Wonder — , of tfie

comics
15 Golden Rule word
16 Sailing

17 Legislate

18 f^embership fees
19 — Marsala
20 Developer's

workplace
22 - Haute. Ind.

23 Lampreys
24 Ms. Carter
26 Slept noisily

29 Yummy
33 Cushions
34 Jiggle

36 Foch of filmdom
37 Caviar
38 Ajar, poetically

39 Senied, as a bird

40 Manchurian river

42 Extols
44 Football's Rozelle
45 "Star Trek" event
47 Was in

charge of

49 Lumber
50 Marshal

Wyatt -
51 Job
54 Everlasting
58 Paint over
59 Memorization
61 Goddess of

fiunting

62 Give elf (tieat)

63 Baker's need
64 — out: making do
65 Dinner drink

66 Medieval
entertainer

67 Red-tag events

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

W A 8 H

1

L A R G E

1

W 1 R Y
H 1 L O E M 1 R 8 R E O
A D 1 T M 1 D A 8 R 1 N D
T A T T O O

V
D E A D 8 E A

^^1 U R N 8 8 NVBH
V E R B A L L Y

II
T E R 8 E

R O^a B E E M A 1 L
c A 8 H E W 8

R O
8
E
8 U 1 N G

A 8 1 A N

II
^H T A 1

L E N D S A U G R A T 1 N
U H U1 M A CHIH

P R E H E A T
U

E M C E E 8
L A T E

1

8 D A N

1

R A V E
O K R A T R A T U S E R
D E E D A N D E 8 E Y R E

5-7-01 ® 2001, Unted Feature Syrxlicate

DOWN
1 Thunderstruck
2 Spanish lady

3 Actor Sharif

4 Supporters
5 Meat loaf, eg
6 Praise
7 Word on a coin

8 Roadmap abbr
9 — Equis: beer
10 Spear
1

1

— -friendly

software
12 Treasured
1

3

Harvard rival

21 Automobile
pioneer

22 RN's forte

24 Zapped
25 Compass dir.

26 Herring

27 Singer Judd
28 Concert hall

29 Eageriy accept
30 Lubricated

31 Combine
32 Overfed
35 Stockpile
41 Did a second

draft

42 Mekong River
resident

43 Pretense
44 Goulash

seasoning
46 Heartache
48 Washes away
50 Correct
51 Work gang
52 "Sphere" start

53 Trior's dad
54 Centurion's

road
55 Follow dosely
56 Actress Archer
57 Fails to keep

up with

59 Actor Morrow
60 Brutus'

breakfast

Display
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7800
Help Wanted

RETAIL CLERK
Technical bookstore BNi Publications. Inc

,

a leader in tectinical publications (or the con-
struction industry, has immediate part-time

positions available at its WLA location

$7/hour starting Flexible hours, convenient
location near 405/10 fwys. Call Manin:714-
517-0970 or fax resume:7 14-535-8078

REWARDING/FUN
Summer Swimming, beaches, horses &
more, www.daycampjobs.com

SALES POSITION available for intemet e-

commerce company. Salary+commission.
Call 310-234-0784. Fax: 310-234-0786.
Email: Jobs@electrobuy.com

STUDENT TRANSLATOR WANTED: For
Portuguese to English and vice versa, writ-

ten and oral. $10-1 5/hr DOE. Contact Chris-

sy 310-553-3375. ext.507

SUMMER AT THE
BEACH AND MTNS

FUN WORK WITH CHILDREN IN THE OUT-
DOORS 7-week day program. 2-weeks
Sierra Sleepaway June 25-August 24. Ex-
perience with children and water activities

$330+bonus/week. Call 310-826-7000 oi

www.SierraAdventureCamps.com

SUMMER CAMP
COUNSELORS

Decathlon Sports Club Located in Palo Alto.

6/25-8/17, $78-$92/day, 9am-4pm. camp
_iob@yahooxom

/ICOLD CALL APPT. SEHERS
$10/HR * Commission

5-9pm Sunday - Thursday
Are you enthusiasiic and love

to talk on the phone.'

Call Marie Collins: 310.477.5566 xlOO

SUMMER DAY CAMPS
San Fernando or Conejo Valleys, Oxnard,
Simi, Malibu. Misc. Instructors & General
couns $2750-3500-i- for summer 888-784-
CAMP www workatcamp com

SUMMER JOB
GRAD/UNDERGRAD Psychology.education

or speech to be a camp aide for a special

needs child 6/25-8/25 Valerie:818-907-

0367.

SUIVIMER JOBS! WEST Los Angeles day-
camp hiring energetic counselors, lifeguards,

and specialists. Call Tiffany at 310-399-

2267

SUMMER SPANISH lor 8 5 year old girl 4-5
hours/wk in our Santa Monica home. Native
speaker only Pay Negotiable 310-459-
3253

SWIM INSTRUCTORS. LIFEGUARDS, Pre-
school teachers, and camp counselors lor

. the summer. Mon-Fri, 8-3:30. Salary de-
pending on expenence Woodland Hills Pn-
vate School Contact Bobbie Primack 818-
348-6563

SWIMMING INSTRUCTORS at client

homes. $20-$24/hr Strong lesson-teaching
experience with small children. Summer em-
ployment Call John 818-781-7676 ext 1

TANNING SALON
FACILITATORS P/T, F/T Apply at: 1156 26th
St.. Santa Monica. 310-828-8028.

TESTMASTERS is looking for intelligent

people to answer phones and provide infor-

mation about our LSAT courses $13/hour.
minimum of 30 hours/week. Only those with

excellent phone skills should apply. 323-655-
2699

THEATER BOX OFFICE. Part-time. $8/hour,

Pacific Resident Theater-Venic^ Jennifer
310-301-3971 ext 4(» or fax resume to 310-
301-3907

UCLA RECREATION
SUMMER CAMP JOBS

GREAT MONEY! GREAT TIME! We need
energetic people to be summer camp coun-
selors Pay is $7 38-$11 00/hr Moming. af-

ternoon, all-day shifts available Call 310-
206-1787 Applications available at John
Wooden Center

UCLA SENIOR seeking girlfriend lor the
summer Must be hot. Must be down Seri-

ous inquines only, please. 310-588-7734

VOLLEYBALL COACH FOR High School
Girls. Experience necessary. June 18-July
31. 3 days/wk. 2hrs/day Late afternoon, 6-8
hours/wk Pay negotiable. 323-461-3651
mrodhguez@ immaculatehearl org

VOLUNTEER USHERS
NEEDED FOR Geffen Playhouse Hit "Look-
ing for Normal " extended to May 13 See it

free* 310-208-6500 ext 115. ,

WANTED, SUMMER CAMP DIRECTOR
30+ hours/week $12 20/hour. For Palisades
Summer Camp Fax resume to Tom Hester
at 310-575-8014

Classifieds

825-2221
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WANTED: 18-23/yo bassist/lead guitarist for

serious pop/rock band Must have equip
,

good voice, stage presence. Infl Foos. Veri

Horizon. Live. MB20. 310-209-4991

WANTED: People who want to lost weight
310-884-8746. 24 fwur message.

WILLIAM EARNEST
BROWN

BEVERLY HILLS' FINEST Stationary and in-

vitation designer has an opening for a per-

sonal assistant. Design talent helpful, good
English essential, detail-onented. F/T includ-

ing Saturday. Call Bill 310-278-5620.

WLA FINANCE CO. Recently named 43-rd
fastest growing co in America by Inc. maga-
zine, seeks motivated individuals to assist

account executive w/lead generation via

telephone for our lease/loan products to

businesses. Fun environment. Salary $10-

$12/hr-^bonuses. Fax resume 310-737-1974
or email steves9ainancecap.com.

WORK BY THE BEACH
OFFICE CLERK NEEDED. The Lobster
Restaurant in Santa Monica P/T, flexible,

competitive pay, great location. Laurel:310-
458-9294 or fax:310-458-9654.

WORK from honrw in the US or in an interna-

tional business. 24 hour message 310-884-
8748

YMCA HIRING TRAINERS w/strong fitness

background (will tram right person), and ex-

perienced group exercise instructors. Call

213-639-7522 to apply.

8^00
Apartments for Rent

Ifwe
I Ver'

L

Westwood Village
Very large apparimenis for September
1st occupancy Dining riH)ni, built in

kitchen Balconies/ Pntios PikiI.

elevator, conirolled-acce.ss building.

subterranean parking

1 BR/ Ibafh from $1,400
2 BR/ 2bafh from $2,100

For pre-applicaiions call

Mon - Fri 9 AM - 4 PM
691 Levering Avenue

(310) 208-3647

BEVERLY HILLS guest house 1 bath, sunny
and quiet with pool, mini refrigerator, stove,
private, gated parking. $900. 310-395-
RENT. www.westsiderentals.com

8000
Internships

PAD: eal Estate Intern Needed

Flexible Hours. Computer

and Phone Skills Required. Must be

Organized. Salary Negotiable.

BRENTWOOD, $1650, 2bd/2bth. front.up-

per. balcony, refrigerator/stove, caf-

pet/drapes. parking, laundry, no pets, near
UCLA, by appt, 11728 Mayfield #6, 310-271-
6811.

CENTURY CITY exceptional single (upper),
high ceilings, large closets, full bath, light,

brighL carport parking. $785. 310-395-RENT
www.westsiderentals.com

CULVER CITY large furnished guest house
Refrigerator, hardwood floors, large closets,

uiet neighborhood, luxurious bathroom, col-

lege, very safe $800. 310-395-RENT
www.westsiderentals.com

HUGE SINGLE AND ONE BEDROOM
$900/mo.4 up On« bdrm lor $t250Aup. One
block Irom campus 644 and 650 Landfair.

310-824-0319.

LOS FELIZ, U1. W/C pet. d/w. balcony A/C.
laundry, parking. $800 323-634-RENT.
www westsiderentals com

Contact John t^ 310-273-0268

8200
Teniporary Employment

HEAD FRESHMAN BOYS BASKETBALL
COACH: Experience playing and coaching
needed $2800-3200 for the season 5 days
a week from 2:30 to 5:00. with a few Satur-
day games The season begins in November
and runs through February Please fax
resumes only!! Fax to 310-288-3286

8300
Volunteer

ROZE ROOM HOSPICE is looking for volun-
teers to spend time with terminally-ill

patients Training begins May 15th. Contact
Ami:323-938-1155.

MID WILSHIRE VICTORIAN R&S. laundry,

utilities paid $600. 323-634-RENT.
www westsiderentals com

PALMS apanment (upper), unfurnished, 1

bdrm. stove, hardwood floors. W/D hookups,
bright, garage $750. 310-395-RENT
www.westsiderentals.com

PALMS TRIPLEX unfurnished. 1 bdrm. 1

bath, hardwood floors. W/D hookups, bright,

newly remodeled triplex, carport parking.

$695. 310-395-RENT vtww.westsideren-
tals.com

PALMS. 3719 Kelton Ave. 2bd/2bath. $1250.
Controlled access bidg. New carpet Upper
unit Linda: 310-463-3334 or 323-848-7260.
shown by appt

PALMS Single apt from $575, 1-bdrm $695,
$600deposil 1-year lease only. Stove, re-

fng,carpets, veri. blinds. 310-837-1502
leave message 8am-5pm only.

PRIME BRENTWOOD ONE BEDROOM de-
luxe upper, european kitchen. All apliances.
fireplace. Walk to stores and resturaunts.

$1350/mo No Pets, Lease 310-410-1575.

SANTA MONICA (upper) unfurnished, 1

bdrm. cat okay, patio, hardwood doors,
garage $850. 310-395-RENT www.westsid-
erentals.com

SANTA MONICA 6 blocks to beach, (upper)
unfurnished. 1 bdrm. refrigerator, stove,
dishwasher, laundry $895. 310-395-RENT
www westsiderentals com

housing
8400-9800

8^00
Apartments (or Rent

SANTA MONICA apartment (lower), unfur-
nished. Bachelor. 1 bath, (full bath), cat okay,
yard. $399. 310-395-RENT wvirw westsider-
entals.com

SANTA MONICA great location 2 bdrms,
carpets, laundry, carport parking. $1200.
310-395-RENT. wwwwestsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA guest house, San Vicente,
refngerator, stove, laundry. $900. 310-395-
RENT. www. westsiderentals com

WESTWOOD CLOSE
TO EVERYTHING

2 BEDROOM. 1 5 Bath Bright, spacious,

newly remodeled, prime location, close to

UCLA, transportation. Pool, garage, pa-
tio, quiet. No pets. 1942 Pelham. by ap-

pointment only. $1395 310-475-2594.
310-207-7209.

SANTA MONICA OCEAN-VIEW. One bed-
room unfurnished/furnished apt. $2000-
$2600 Luxury 2+1 bedroom, furnished

$4000 Walk to 3rd Street Promenade* Pier

310-399-3472.

•WESTWOOD VILLAGE. MIDVALE N OF
LEVERING. LARGE 2-BDRM APT GAR-
DEN VIEW. DINING ROOM. UNIQUE,
CHARM FRONT AND REAR ENTRANCE
31 0-839-6294. •

1917 SPANISH MISSION BUILDING. Sin-

gle, WLA, Separate kitchen, high ceilings,

wood floors, one year lease $750/mo 310-

479-8646

BEL AIR guest house. Dog okay, carpets,

pool, gated large yard, ready to move in

$750. 310-395-RENT www westsideren-
tals.com

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ 1&2BEDROOM
$895&UP LARGE UNUSUAL CHARM
SOME SPANISH STYLE W/HARDWOOD
FLOORS ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS
310-839-6294

Casablanca West

Available
NOW

Bachelors $865

1 Bedrooms from $1195

Cable Feadjf, pool, taufldry. sjnded,

super dosets. Low Security Deposit

530 Veteran
208-4394

8^00
Apartments for Rent

SANTA MONICA PRIME
LOCATION N. OF

WILSHIRE
NEAR BEACH

$1295 1 bedroom. Hardwood lloors. Charm-
ing split level, dishwasher, refrigerator. 943
7th Street. Cats OK 818-980-5900

• PALMS *
4BD. 3BA LOFT TOWNHOME. FR

CENTRAL AIR/HEAT. GATED
GARAGE. SEC ALARM, CAT OK

3670 MIDVALE AVE.

$2395/MO

2BD. 2BA TOWNHOME. FP,

CENTRAL AIR/HEAT. GATED
GARAGE. SEC. ALARM, CAT OK

3614 PARIS OR.

$1395/MO

* MAR VISTA *
11913 AVON WAY. $1295/MO.
1 1 748 COURTLEIGH DR. $1 295/MO.
12741 MITCHELL AVE. $1345/MO.

(310)391-1076
la Open House r^xvSat 10 - 4 PM !

8^00
Apurtnients for Rent

WESTWOOD. Walk to UCLA 2bdrm/2bth.
gated parking, rooftop spa. quiet building,

accepting reservations for Fall $1895-
$2275. 512 Veteran. 310-208-2655.

WLA AMAZING DEAL. 1629 Brockton Sin-

gle $650 Full kitchen, refrigerator, cable-
ready, vertical blinds, gated, quiet area
310-479-8876

WEST LOS ANGELES/PALMS APART-
MENT IN 7 UNIT BUILDING, pet okay, unfur-

nished. 2 bdrms. big bright arxl airy rooms,
large kitchen, parking included. $895. 310-
395-RENT www.westskjerentals.com

WESTWOOD
RESIDENTIAL AREA

Ibdrm/lbth apartment downstairs in beauti-

ful Westwood hiome w/private entrance Ap-
prox . 600 sq.ft. Pool privileges negotiable

$925/mo including all utilities and premium
cable. Available 4/15 Call 310-446-1353.

WESTWOOD APARTMENT lor Rent. Single,

furnished. 2-blocks to school, next to frater-

nities (no late night parties), no parking.

$800/month. 310-824-4951

WESTWOOD LOFT FOR RENT for summer
and fall. Across the street from UCLA. A/C.
lull kitchen, parking. $650/month. 310-443-
8992

WESTWOOD TOWNHOUSE. Pet okay,
unfurnished. 1 bdrm. 1 bath, refrigerator,

stove, balcony, laundry, gated parking. $895
310-395-RENT. www westsiderentals com

WESTWOOD VILLAGE; Furnished bache-
lor. $725. no parting. Unfurnished 1-bdrm
$1400. garage. 1-yr lease, no pets Avail

Sept 10990 Strathmore. 310-471-7073.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE: Large/fumished. 3-

bedroonV2-bath, $3600 547 Landfair. Large
2-bedroom/1 5 Bath, $2300, townhouse.
fiardwood-floors. fireplace. 925 Gayley 1-

year lease. September. 310-471-7073

WESTWOOD 2BDRM/2BATH. $1450 AND
UP TILE KITCHEN. STEPDOWN LIVING
ROOM. HIGH CEILING CHARM 1 MILE
SOUTH OF WILSHIRE. SOME W/BAL
CONY310-839-6294.

WESTWOOD Across UCLA, upscale, one
and two bedrooms, full-kitchen, air condi-

tioned, parking, one year lease. 445 Land-
fair Taking reservations 310-824-1969

SANTA MONICA spacious tfip4ex

Unfurnished, 1 bdrm. 1 bath, cat okay, refng-

erator. stove, laundry $995. 310-395-RENT
www.wesfsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA unfurnished, private room,
hardwood Woots. W/D. 7 bkjcks from beach,
month-to-month. $500. 310-395-RENT
www.westsiderentals.com

SILVER LAKE HOUSE 2>1, w/c pet. yard,

rose gardens $1,000. 323-634-RENT
wwwwestsiderentals.com

SILVER LAKE two story, 2+15, w/c pet, ceil-

ing lans, parking. $850. 323-634-RENT.
wwwwestsiderentals.com

SINGLE APARTMENTS. $900/monfh Up-
graded carpeting, freshly painted, pool, laun-

dry, secured entry, \/er^ clean building, 1-yr

lease, no pets. 310-208-2820

VENICE cottage 3 blocks to beach pet okay,
unfurnished. Studio. 1 bath, pond, utilities

included. $525. 310-395-RENT www. west-
siderentals.com

VENICE spacious (upper), 2 bdrms. 1 bath.

5 blocks to beach, in a foreplex. kitcfien

w/dining area, gated parking. $1295. 310-
395-RENT wwwwestsiderentals.com

WEST LA: Pool, spa. gym, dishwasher,

stove, refrig. security, parking. Avail May
15th. $llOO/mth w/lease. Call Corina (Apt

532) 323-931-9583. email jennif-

er.kim2&unistudios.com.

WEST LOS ANGELES apartment, unfur-

nished. 1 bdrm. Westwood Blvd , stove, car-

pets. W/D hookups, garage $775. 310-395-
RENT. www westsiderentals com

WLA/PALMS
APARTMENT RENTALS
CALL 4 FREE LISTINGS

AND SPECIALS
Bachelors/Singles—some w/utilities paid,

pool, gated. $650-725. Ibdnm $950-995,
many w/fireplaces, luxury and more. 2bdrm
$1395-$1795, many w/dishwashers. bateo-
ny A/C and more. Call for free listing:310-

278-8999.

WW WALK TO UCLA
Spacious, bright ibdrm and private patio,

avail mid-May. Hardwood floors, full kitchen,

large closets, laundry. 2-car parking. $1450.
No pets. Also, Ibdrm upper avail Sept. 1.

$1450. 310-234-8278.

8600
Condo/Townhouse for Rent

CULVER CITY: 2brdm/2.5bth. Furnished,
spacious townhouse on quiet street. Great
location! Front unit w/rooftop sundeck and
spa $2000/mth 310-442-1395

SANTA MONICA lully furnished guest rooro^
Balcony, W/0, security, luxury complexT"
gated partting, utilities included. May 15th.

$550 310-395-RENT www.westsideren-
tals.com

WESTWOOD. Wilshire Hi-Rise Luxurious
Condo. l.2.&3bed. $2400-$4200/month.
24hr valet, doorman, front desk, and securi-

ty service. All amenities, great views. 310-
470-9947.

8700
Condo/Townhouse for Sale

IMAGINE OWNING/LEASING WILSHIRE
Corridor/HiRise single, 1or2bdrm $90K-
$200K. Walk to-UCLAA/illage, 24hr/security

Spectacular views, pool, Jacuzzi, sauna,
valet service. Agent-Bob 310-478-
1835ext.109.

8800
Guesthouse for Rent

2 BEDROOM GUESTHOUSE Kitchen, re-

modeled bathroom, with patio area. Great lo-

cation. Mar Vista area $1190. 310-678-
2753. 310-490-7165 Pat. Must seel

AVAILABLE JUNE 1. Less than a mile to

campus A/C. quiet, small dog okay, en-
closed yard. $750 Arthur, 476-8478

BEVERLY HILLS FURNISHED GUEST-
HOUSE: Living room, dining room area,
kitchen, bedroom Utilities, lyr-leaso.'
$1000/mth Available for only 1 person 310-
271-8811

MAR VISTA GUEST HOUSE. 4-miles to

school. Kitchen, bathroom, high-ceiling

w/sky-light. nice residential neighbortiood.

Female/non-smoker. No pets $700/month.
utilities-included. 310-915-0629

SUNNY. PRIVATE STUDIO Guesthouse for

rent. Utilities and Parking included. In
Beverty Hills, $900. 310-274-5908.

9000
House for Sale

PERU 2BED/2BATH. 984 square ft House
in beach town 30 minutes south from Lima
$12,000. 213-625-0525.

9200
Hoiislncj Needed

HOUSING NEEDED
Trying to rent your space in the West-
wood area or nearby? Have a great deal?
Easily solve your rental problem with one
simple call Avoid the hassle of renting. 3
UCLA students are seeking an apart-

ment, house, guesthouse or condo to

share (2-^2 or 2^1 5) to move in late

June/earty July, lyr lease ok Must in-

clude 2 partting spaces and be reason-
ably priced. Please call Stephanie:310-
702-6455 (Leave message).

TWO UCLA GRAD STUDENTS seeking
West Los Angeles summer sublet. One Bed-
room 5-6 month range
Email: eceleboglu Oyahoo.com.

9300
Room for H«ilp

CARE FOR DISABLED PERSON In ex
change for room and board, Beverty Hills

Responsible w/good references sought 310-
860-9042 Gabriel

Display

206-3060
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9300
Room for Help

NEAR UCLA
LIVE-IN WITH UCLA EMERITUS Family

near campus. Free Room and Board in ex-

change for help with home/family/etc. Need
CDL and car. Male preferred. Email resume
to michaelkathleenmOhotmail.com.

9^00
Room for Rent

BRENTWOOD F/NS/NP Females only. Bed.

bath&full access to large, beautiful home.
Share w/family. $750. 310-395-0623.

HANCOCK PARK
Spacious Spanish style duplex Looking for

male/female grad student. $850. Cali

Mayora/Chris:3 1 0-44 1 - 1 859

HUGE TWO-STORY
HOUSE

With rooms to rent! Share gourmet kitchen.

Great location. Mar Vista. Ocean view. Start-

ing from $650/month. 310-678-2753. 310-

490-7165 Pat.

LARGE ROOM in 3bdrm on Glenrock. Har-

dwood floors, clean. spack>us. $780 for the

room. $390ea for 2 people 310-209-0888

Dave.

^PRIVATE GUESTROOM WEST-

WOOD/WALK UCLA- beautiful house w/pri-

vate entrance/bath/backyard Laundry/Kitch-

en pnvileges N/S lerriale tonant- $7Q5-mtili-

-ttes 3t0-446-9556: — '—

ROOM FOR RENT in Westwood adjacent

house. Shared bathroom. Preferred females.

Must be quiet, neat, clean, non-smoker.

$465/nrK)+utilities. 310-470-7032

WESTWOOD 1 block south Wilshire Huge
master w/balcony in 2bdrm/2.5bth apt.

1377sqft. Sunny, quiet. Furnished

Spa/pool, gated parking $1450/month 310-

210-3893

9400
Room for Rout

WLA ADJACENT
TO SANTA MONICA/BRENTWOOD. Private

room and bathroom in luxurious condo. Se-

curity building. parking available.

$750/nK)nth + utilities. Available 5/30. Call

Unda 310-442-5215.

9500
Roommates-Private Room

BRENTWOOD/WEST LA: $700/mth Private

bathroom/wlk-in closet/full kitchen/parking.

Female preferred. I'm rarely home Call Erich

310-914-5213.

CULVER CITY. $325/mo. Small, private

room, share bath. Prefer very docile, n/s.

gentleman. Please call Jim 310-390-1450.

MANHATTAN BEACH; Roommate to share
fully furnished 2bdrm/1bth house w/grad

student Walk to beach, w/d. parting

$850+utils 310-545-9443. Avail 5/19.

VENICE/SEPULVEDA. Own bedroonVshare

bath. 2-fl/apt. Bateony, 2-story, stove, fridge,

microwave. Female/Student preferred Avail

now, $475. flanOucla.edu, work: 310-966-

5320, home: 310-202-1196.

WEST LOS ANGELES- share beautiful

house in quiet neighborhood Kitchen/laun-

dry/huge backyard. Near Pico/Westwood
bus, 3 miles to UCLA. $700/nK)nth. 310-479-

2285

WESTWOOD-Fun outgoing female looking

for 1 or 2 female roommates for own
bed/bath in 2bed/2bath apt. Avail 9-1-01.

Call 310-209-2665.

WLA-FEMALE ONLY furnished room.
2t>drm/apt. SSSO-t-l/TutilUies. 10-min to

UCLA. Near Bus line, market, shopping No
smoking/pets. Prefer UCLA student/faculty.

310-478-7472.

SUBLET & ROOMMATE
SERVICE

FIND or LIST A SUBLET!!

www.thesublet.com
Sublets in all cities!! (201-894-1189)

9600
Roommatcs-Sliarcd Room

FEMALE ROOMMATE. Responsible Fur-

nished Ibdrm Glenrock-Walk to UCLA No-

smoking. Security Price negotiable. Avail-

able June 20-Sepl 25. 310-208-5738

WESTWOOD: Serious lemale student pre-

ferred. Ibdrm/lbth. $5l5/mth. Bnght, fire-

place, balcony 310-479-9143

WESTWOOD: Spacious, penthouse apart-

ment. 1-2 roommates to share studio room.

5min from UCLA Beginning August.

$350/mth. 310-824-6322

9700
Sublets

10919 STRATHMORE APT#4. The Tree

House. 2bdrm/l.5bth. $l800/month. Party-

ing, balcony 310-208-7959.

1260 VETERAN AVE summer sublet.

$800/month or $400 to share master bed-

room. Full bath, gated parking. Lesley:310-

312-9956

403 LANDFAIR: Across street from campus
Master bedroom/bath, underground parking.

Will sublet to one/two people 6/18-9/13.

$975/mth. 310-824-3537

437 GAYLEY Pink Palace Beautiful

2bdrm/2bth. w/2balconies. french doors,

spacious. 3 underground parking spots, par-

tially furnished Late June-8/31. $2150/mo
Please call Julie or Silvia at 310-824-5542.

475 GAYLEY AVE. Available mid-June to

mid-Sept. $450/month. Close to campus,
friendly roommates & manager. Looking for

female subletter 310-479-2235

558 MIDVALE Spacious living area, hard

wood ttoors. shared parking. $448/monm for

shared room. No bedroom furniture. Tammy
310-208-8682

031 KELTON 750-t-sq.ft.! 1bd/1.5bath, Gor-

geous Fumiture! June 15-August 5, gated
part<ing space, balcony, pool, laundry. Only

$937/month. ginak@ucla.edu. Call 310-991-

4462.

685 KELTON: Beautiful, spacious
2bdrm/2bth. Fun. social apartment complex
2 parking spots included. $2050/mth. June-
Sept 310-824-1819 or 310-824-0794

9700
Sublets

BEAUTIFUL 2-BEDROOM APARTMENT
Hardwood floors, partying, lull kitchen Abso-
lutely gorgeous Must be seen!!! $l900/mo
Call Marjorie 310-208-2120

BRIGHT SPACIOUS, BEAUTIFUL! 2bdrms.
available June20-Aug31. ibdrm/periect for

one-$600/mth. 2ndbdrm. huge w/private-en-

trance. bathroom, bar $1200/mth. 1 -parking-

space/room Upstairs-apartment, hardwood,
balcony-445 1/2 Midvale 310-208-

0369/310-497-2784.

GREAT DEAL! Share a room for $350 or

own room for $700 on Veteran Available

June/July/Augusi Ask for Anne. 310-208
9513

JULY & AUG. On Veteran $700/month for 1

of 2 bedrooms, bunkbeds and dresser Big

living room, clean. 310-824-4242.

9700
Sublets

STRATHMORE/LEVERING FURNISHED
bedroonVbath with parking DSL, Stereo,

Cable Available mid June to mid September.
1-2 people OK $900/mo Brandon 310-824-

7435

SUMMER SUBLET Large 1 -bedroom apart-

ment for 2-3 people 1185/mo Parking.

Laundry. Balcony Strathmore/Levenng 310-

208-6875

TWO SUBLETTERS TO SHARE ROOM in

apartment with two other males. Own Bath-

room Furnished, $500/mo at 747 Gayley
310-824-2608.

WANT TO SUBLET FOR THE SUM-
MER? Reach thousands of potential

roommates tor free www.west-
siderenlals com 310-395-RENT

RENT ME!
PERFECT SUMMER SUBLET!!!
2bdrm/2bth. Bright. 1200sq.ft.. balcony, fire-

place, gated-parking. pool/jacuzzi. walk-in

closets. Gas&water included! Mkl-June to

August. $1800/mth. Call 310-824-0989

SILVERLAKE BLVD/SUNSET/101. Spa-
cious. 2bdrm. lumished. hardwood floors

Ideal for Hollywood/Downtown intemships.

$700/mo+deposit. Available 6/1-8/31. Only
responsible applicants. 323-663-8912.
jbrasas@hotmail com

SPACIOUS S. WILSHIRE APT- one bed-
room in a 2bd/2bath on Veteran, pool/jacuz-
i>. gated parking, female preferred, available
rmt-June to end of August. $750/monm
310-210-6487

SPACIOUS, FALL APARTMENT
3bdrm/1.5btM. Pool, fun balcony, preferably

female. $430/mth-dependent 424 Landfair
Ave. Apt.1. 310-824-2942

8^00
Apartments for Rent

8400
Apartments for Rent

8^00
Apartments for Rent

STRATHMORE, BALCONY OVERLOOKS
pool/spa. Fully Furnished, 2BD/2BA Huge"
1130 sqft DSL. Mini-Bar $470/month Best
Damn Place in Westwood, Bar-none 310-
824-2009

8^00
Apartments for Rent

WESTWOOD. CA. Summer arid Fall sublet

Looking for female roommate Fireplace and
balcony. 2 bdrms. 2 bath 10 min. walk to

Ackerman, 10 to Westwood Contact Alex.

Sophya. Mary: 310-824-3391.

WESTWOOD- Spacious Ibdrm/lbth w/bal-

cony, gated parking, security, recreational

facilities Available mid-June to mid-Sept

Call 310-208-1685

WESIWOOD-Kelton Ave. Looking for fe-

male/male to share room during July/August

Great Apartment, parking spot included

$520/month. Call Sophie 310-824-4679.

WESTWOOD. 3bed/2bath, dining room,

large living room, PARKING. Walking dis-

tance to UCLA (2-blocks) Hardwood lloors

and newty painted watts Wett Kept and-
clean. If interested contact Matt 310-871-

7635

SUBLETS NEEDED
iEFFER, MANGELS, BUUER & MARMARO LLP

CENTURY CnY LAW FIRM

We need furnished aporhnenh for oor Sommer
Assooatei from June - August

Please email subleh@|mbm com
wilfi details end a contact phone number

8400
Apartments for Rent

We Have
partment Homes

Of Choice
n Bruin Country.

Properties Professionally Managed By
~ \ Sdby & Company, Inc

'Th0 SUndard of Excelfonce

.W. Selby & Company

offers the most modern

and convenient housing

near UCLA Campus and

the Westwood Village.

M Make your fall housing

"Arrangements now!

m
i^ih

El Greco

|
Midvale Plczo I

^540 Midvale Avenue
'Singles, 1 &2 Bedrooms;
Rooftop Spa & Leisure Area

Call (310) 208-0064

jrl 030 Tiverton Avenue
Single Units Only, Rooftop Sun Deck
& Leisure Area, Sauna, Outdoor Spa
& Barbecue, Fitness Room

Call (310) 824-0463

ellworth I & II

1 0983 WelKvortfi Avenue
1 &2 Bedrooms, Pool,

I
fi^ Rooftop Spa & Leisure Area

Call (310) 479-6205

Midvale Plaza II

527 Midvale Avenue
Singles, 1 &2 Bedrooms, Pool,

Sauna, Spa, Study Lounge w/
Big Screen TV, Fitness Center

Call (310) 208-4868

Kelton Plaza
430 Kelton Avenue
1 &2 Bedrooms, Rooftop Spa
& Leisure Area

Call (310) 824-7409

Roommate Service\

Furnished Apaffments'

Ask About Our Legse Specials
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Classifieds

825-2221
Display
206-3060
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® Image Paging & Cellular (g)
IFnEE Dt€StTJXL f^HONE

FOUR FREE Phones,
ONE Rate Plan
Family Talk Share Plan
Q«t Up To Four PRBB Phonos
por family or business!

Now up to (ouf people can sJiate minutes off of one rate plan
when you sign up f« Pacific Bell pure Digital PCS" service

Simply stop into any of our stores listed below, sign up for

service on a Personal Owtce rate plan and add up to three

people lof an additional $14 99 per person per month-, and
we'll give yoo up to FOUR FREE PCS Phones Plus, it you act
now. we'll include UNLIMITED Mobile to Mobile Minutes and
FREE Long Distance or 1000 FREE Weekend Minutes

FREE OIGITAI- RHONE

ERICSSON $T«« ^

Co«t

S29 99

S39 99

S4999

S79 99

S99 99

SI 49.99

SI 99 99

150

300

500

750

1200

1900

3000

firiiMttlii lii

fill

FREE Long

Distance and

Unlimited

Mobile -to-

Mobile minutes

and weekend

minutes

IMOKIA
xt mm IV4

@) MOTOROLA V34
^mwm^ii ^^ A^ weightmmmll mm ^m 2.9 ounces

Ask about
Intornet Ace—

Numeric Pagers Alpha-numeric Pagers

FUE

Hi
mi
IHBU

AirTouch
mm IV .<> iwi

•IMorata Pager
•ActniMion

•< moNda leaf ira«t ii«a
«Mtt I vl- wbKivMeii.

IHUS I)i«iUil VCS

Image Paging & Cellular

(310) 657-B||P
1006 Broxton Ave. Westwood. CA 90024

fax: 310^24-9944
We will match or beat any price!

Open 7 Days • Free Parking • Westwood VHage
New Broxton Paifcing Structure

Results Speak for Themselves!

Before

POSITIVE CHANGES HYPNOSIS

HELPS YOU:

Lose Weight

Stop Smoking

Improve Concentration

Accelerate Learning Skills

Overcome Test Phobia

EnhanceMemory

Increase Sports Performance

Improve Relationships

Easily andEffortlessly!

Call for your FREE Hypnosis Screening

_____L_ 1-877-POSinVE

291 S. La Cienega Blvd., Suite 103 Beverly Hills

www.positivechanges.com

Carol Hooper lost 85Ibs. without dieting!

NEO Communication
Quality Service with a Smife

Xcingular SM

WIRELESS

r

9 - 300 ANY TIME

MINUTES or

Unlimited Mobile to Mobile

or
j
Unlimited Night and Weekend

Long Distance in All States

|]Roaming In 4 states (ca/nwwa/id)

Roadside 2 months free

idttde features: caller LD., call waiting, pager, voice

|l,conference calling, call fomarding ($0.10 per min)

150 Bonus Minutes

-We also change backlights!-

11301 Olympic BLVD, #126

West Los Angeles CA, 90064

Phone: 310-914-3299

REE Accessories (Car Chai^ger, Hands Free, Leather Case)

V^^^^"^ $^^»Acti\a6oiiFcePerlJnc. $150carlyTcnmraiion Fee Per Line Sales Tax
will be applied forRctail price forthc phone Offer ends 5/31/2001.

NICat MILLEfVDaily Bfuin

Freshman shortstop Preston Griffin tags for an out in a game earlier
this season. The Bruins lost to Cal In three big games this weekend.

BASEBALL
From page 43

Brandt came in for veteran Bobby
Roe, who was shellacked in the first

inning for four runs on six hits but

calmed down to pilch into the seventh

before abdicating to Brandt, a fellow

senior. Brandt inherited two runners,

who both scored, and he allowed
another run to relinquish the lead.

Karp (4-2) started Sunday's game
but lasted only five innings after sur-

rendering nine hits and six earned runs

He said he felt fine physically but ran
into a streaking ballclub.

"You have to give them credit,"

Karp said. "They swung the bat well.

It's frustrating, but they're a hot team
and they're getting good breaks right

now. I just had a rough outing. I think

I'm entitled to one of them once in a
while."

The Bruins could have used a
smoother outing from their undisputed

ace Karp, especially after leaving USC
last weekend with three losses and
knowing that the Cal series was
absolutely crucial for the Pao-10 peck-
ing order and playoff hunt.

"It was big for the fact that if it

comes down to it and we're tied with

Cal, we needed to have the two wins,"

Roc said after the Saturday loss.

"That's what we were worried about.

and today was a really big day."

Gutsy senior Paul Diaz (3-2) started

Friday's nighttime opener but was vic-

timized by some solid hitting and the

first of three controversial balk calls

against the Bruins on the weekend.
Diaz went only three innings, giving up
five runs, while Cal starter Kevin
Hutchinson (5-6) scattered 10 Bruin

hits over eight in the win.

OfTensive firepower that was far too

inconsistent to make a significant dif-

ference was provided by centerfielder

Matt Pearl, who hit two home runs,

and batting leader Brian Baron, who
went 7 for 16.

The Bruins were swept for a third

straight weekend and are 1-10 in their

last 1 1. Although they have RPI-boost-
ing wins against Pcpperdine, Tulane,

USC, Long Beach State and Stanford,

the NCAA Playoffs .selection commit-
tee does not look kindly on a sub-.500
conference record.

"I told the team you just have to

keep on believing, and you can't lose

your confidence," Adams said. "If we
take care of ourselves against Oregon
State, take care of ourselves against

Arizona State, then who knows. In

1993 we went to the playoffs even
though we were 11-13."

"Until we are mathematically out of
it, nobody is going to give up."

Unfortunately, the math will need to—
include some more wins.

9700
Sublets

9700
Sublets

SUBLETS WANTED
Downtown law firm seeks fiilly furnished sublets for visiting law

students from May through September. Students stay in Los Angeles

from 6 to 11 weeks. Please send information regarding your sublet

to Maria at inichelml@nito.com. Remember to include the

following information: Rent, Location/City, Dates Available,

House/AptO^oom, # of bedrooms/bathrooms, Amenities

(Fumished/Unhimished, Air, Pool, Parking, Convenient to Bus, etc.)

WESTWOOD: From June 18-August 18
Space lor 1 or 2 persons. $875/mth Facili-

ties include a gym and pod. 527 Midvale
Ave.. Westwood. CA 90024. For more infor-

mation call 310-209-0475 or email ka-
maruOucla.edu

C -* O *» ^1•^ % •< "^ V **

^
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WESTWOOD: One bedroom, one bath Fur-
nished, comer of Landfair+SlrathnK>re. Avail-

able July-August. $1150/mth. Call 310-824-
5924

WILSHIRE 2-MILES FROM CAMPUS.
Beautiful 2-Bedroom Aparlment. Looking for
2-people to share Spacious Bedroom+Balh-
room. Available 6/20. $475/mo per person
310-312-0157.

9800
Vacation Rentals

BEAUTIFUL. SPACIOUS YOSEMITE
HOME surrounded by tall pines. Ck>se to

everything. Fully Equipped, 5000' elevation

sundeck, reasoruible rates 818-785-1028
www.yosemite.islovely.com

1^
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M.TRACK
From page 38

third place point.

"That's what collegiate track and
field is all about," said distance coach
Eric Peterson. "It never feels good to

end up on the losing side, but losing

provides some wonderful coaching
moments. I think it's going to give
our team the opportunity to take a lit-

tle gut check, ask themselves some
important questions we need
answers to as a team, and hopefully
strengthen character so that we can
approach the Pac-IO championships
with a little stronger mind set than we
had today."

No criticism can fall on Rankin,
though. He proved himself early in

the day by winning the 1500m with a

personal record, 3:49.08, over USC
junior Kevin Elliot. Elliot won the

800m ( 1 :50.55) and placed second in

the 1500m (3:51.95). With 250 meters
to go in the race, he had a huge kick

to pass two Bruins while moving
from fourth to second, though he fell

short of Rankin. Elliot proved why
he is one of the best middle distance

runners in the Pac- 10.

Another defining moment for

USC happened in the 3000m steeple-

chase. Trojan sophomore Andrew
^nutsen was vying with UCLA's
Wulf for the lead on the second-to-

last lap when he fell over a barrier,

allowing Wulf to take a commanding
lead and for UCLA senior Mason
Moore to come from behind to take

second place.

Wulf won at 9:03.56 followed by
Moore at 9:11.99. Knutsen got up
and fought to finish the race for the

all-important third place (9:19.09).

As the final score proved, every point

counted.

Drama occurred on the field as

well. Bruin sophomore Nate Marum
came into the javelin third in the Pac-

IO. On paper, he should have had an
easy win. But on Saturday, paper
times and distances meant nothing.

In the final throws of the javelin,

USC senior William O'Grady threw

a 206-foot-6-inch toss. That was the

first time he ever threw more than

200 feet, a personal record by more
than 15 feet. UCLA needed Marum
to step up and prove he was the best

javelin thrower on the field, and he
did. Marum's final throw of 215-3

won the event, and Bruin fans sighed

in relief early in the day.

Despite the meet loss, UCLA had
other standout performances.
Sophomore Josh Levy tied for sec-

ond in the high jump at 6-8, just a

hair's breadth from clearing the next

height and taking second.

"We got in there and competed
real hard in the jumps." said men's
jump coach Monte Rucker. "We just

missed having some special things

happen. We just missed either by hav-

ing a little bit of a foul or just brush-

ing a bar down in the high jump or

just missing one point in technique."

Two others set new personal
records. Senior David Kurien earned
his third place in the triple jump with

a 49-3 leap, a three-inch best.

Freshman pole vaulter Yoo Kim
stole second place with a 17-0 vault,

nearly three inches over his best.

As expected, UCLA dominated
the throws, going 9-0 in both the shot

put and the discus. Redshirl frcsh-

man Daa Ames won Uig shot put
with a massive toss of 63-10, a per-

sonal best by almost three feet.

Junior Scott Moser took the discus at

198-3. but the real story was sopho-
more Scott Wiegand, who placed

third at 179-7 - almost seven feet bet-

ter than ever before.

This was a tough meet for UCLA.
The young Bruin team had to face a

loud Trojan crowd and a capable
Trojan squad. So much went right

and so little went wrong, but the

wrongs were just enough to lose the

meet.

This meet was an emotional high

in anticipation and an emotional low
in conclusion for UCLA, but the

Bruins have to put all that behind
them and move on. The Pac-IOs and
NCAAs are calling.

SOFTBALL
From page 43

the first inning allowed sophomore
Natasha Watley to tag up and score

the first run of the game.
But the Bruin defense cost fresh-

man Keira Goerl (24-1) the shutout

when it committed two errors in the

second inning. OSU sophomore
Shelly Prochaska reached first on a

fielding error by Mims, and later

scored on a throwing error by Watley.

.
Goerl scattered five hits over seven

innings and struck out four without a

walk in defeating the only team to

beat her this year. OSU junior Crystal

Draper (26-10) allowed eight hits and
struck out four with two walks.

f
"We weren't perfect - we broke

down a couple times defensively, but

we executed. Keira shut them down,
a^d we came in and scored runs,"

sdid UCLA Head Coach Sue
Enquist.

Saturday, the Bruins defeated

Oregon State 4-0. While the Bruins

were able to manufacture their runs

via six hits and four walks against

freshman Beaver pitcher Monica
Hoffman (11-12), senior Courtney
Dale (6^) limited OSU to five hits

over seven innings to keep OSU
scoreless. In fact, no Beaver got to

third base until the seventh inning.

"We weren't as crisp on defense as

we had been and Monica didn't throw
extremely well," OSU Head Coach
Kirk Walker said.

Friday, the Bruin defense almost

caused UCLA an embarrassing loss

to the last-place Oregon Ducks. The
fielding miscues were so glaring that

Enquist put all the infielders back on
the field after the game for more than

20 minutes of extra practice.

After the top half of the first

inning, in which Oregon sophomore

Andrea Vidlund hit a three-run

homer, Enquist furiously laced into

the team.

"It's a little unnerving for us

because we're making that same mis-

take over and over and over. We're
not getting it done," she said. "They
were playing embarrassing softball."

Junior Crissy Buck was singled out
for a lecture after the team huddle,

due to a play in which freshman
Claire Sua couldn't get the lead run-

ner out at second base because Buck
was away from the bag.

"She just told me to sharpen up on
defense," Buck said.

Oregon added another run in the

top of the fourth, making it 4-0, but
the Bruins took it from there. A hit

parade ensued in the bottom of the

fourth, tying the game. UCLA com-
pleted the scoring with two more runs
in the fifth to make it a 6-4 victory.

Goerl gave up six hits and struck out
nine in her complete-game win.

Enquist said that the Bruins need-

n't live by the home run ball, as they

sometimes tend to do.

"One person doesn't have to do it.

We're going to single them to death,"

she said.

Oregon junior, pitcher Connie
McMurren (8-16) took the loss and
remarked about UCLA's comeback
fourth stanza.

"They got a couple lucky hits to

start out the inning,"she said.

Lucky or not, the Bruins woke up
in that fourth inning and kept
momentum over the homestand to

climb three wins closer to their rubber
game with No. I Arizona next week-
end.

Even with a sweep next weekend.
UCLA will need at least one game of

help from No. 12 Washington,

Arizona's opponents in a double-

header next Saturday, in order to

claim the Pac-IO title
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Write your own prescription for

success, health and well-being

Qi Gong Movement Therapy (Free) Drop in

Men. from 4:00 to 4:45 in Ashe Conf. Rm, #414
TODAY May 7 14, 21; June 4

Meditation Workshop (Free) Drop in.

Thurs. from 4:45 to 5:30 pm in Ashe Conf. Rm, #414
May 1 0, 24; June 7

7:00 to 8:00 pm in Rieber Fireside Lounge

Thurs. May 1 7; Wed. May 2

MindBody Clinic (Free) Drop In.

Guided imagery, relaxation and meditation

1st, 3rd, 5th Wed. 2:00 to 3:00, Ashe Conf. Rm. #414
2nd, 4th Wed. 4:00 to 5:00, Ashe Staff Rm, #416

Acupuncture ($ l 8 per visit)

By appointment in the Ashe Center

Wed. and Frid. 1 :00 to 5:00, Thurs. 8:00 to 1 2:00

Nutrition Classes (Free)

Wooden Center, Second Floor Conf. Rm.

Wed. from 5;00 to 6;00

May 9, 16, 23,30

Thurs. from 1:00 to 2:00

May 10, 17, 24,31

Ashe Center

Visit the Ashe Center website for more information,
request on oppoint ment or ask health related questions
www.studenthealth.ucla.edu or call 310 825-4073

MCAT

of 4 med school
students v
commercial
course f

• I

Kaplan.

Shouldn't you?

MCAT classes start May 8 and 16.

Call 1-800-KAP-TEST or visit
kaptest.com to enroll today!

KAPLAN
Test prep, admissions and guidance. For life.
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M.TRACK
From page 44

After the meet, men's Head Coach
Art Venegas urged his team to put the

loss behind them. He also added a

challenge.

"Let's hurl them in the Pac-IOs,"

he said.

With 19 closely contested events, it

is impossible to point to any single

reason for UCLA's loss. However,
two images stand out as the big "what
ifs": junior Michael Lipscomb taking

off loo early in the 4 x 100-meter relay

and sophomore Kyle Erickson falling

over the tenth and final hurdle in the

400m hurdles.

The 4 X 1 00m relay was no definite

victory USC's winning time of 39.98

seconds was formidable But UCLA
was within striking distance before

the baton dropped. Freshman
Warren Rogers lunged forward, but
the baton and Lipscomb's hand did

not connect.

"I thought we could win that

relay." said men's sprint coach John
Smith. "And I think the meet would
have been turned around. But that's

how it goes. You plan for victory and
the other team makes sure you don't

get there."

Erickson was on his way to break-
ing his own conference-leading mark
in the 400m hurdles with a command-
ing lead over USC junior Ryan
Wilson. On the final hurdle of the

final straightaway, Erickson caught
his toe and landed sprawled on the

track. A fall like that physically hurts.

but the mental disappointment is

much worse. Instead of a b-^ UCLA
finish, USC took the points in the

event 5-4.

To their credit, both Lipscomb and
Erickson rebounded with excellent

results later in the day
In the 200m dash, Lipscomb came

but of nowhere to win the event over
three of the top sprinters in the Pac-

10. This was a huge shock for the

Trojans, who had earlier swept the

1 00m dash and hoped to at least fin-

ish 1-2 in the other sprint. Lipscomb
ran a huge 20.87, breaking his old

personal record by more than three-

tenths of a second - an eternity in a

race won by eight-hundredths.

Erickson ran a strong second leg

and Lipscomb a great anchor leg of
the Bruin 4 x 400m. which set a new

season best for the third week in a

row (rounding out the team were
freshmen Rodney Diggs md Denye
Vcrsher). UCLA's winning time of 3

minutes, 8.03 seconds stunned a

favored USC relay team.

The relay was the last event of the

day. and the Bruins' win pulled them
within one point, but it was too little,

too late.

The hero of the meet was USC
sophomore walk-on Justin Neems
who placed third - yes, third - in the

5000m. It wasn't one of the top name
sprinters or national-leader field

event athletes who won the meet; it

was a third-place walk-on.

The clinching point came in the

second-to-last event of the day
Going into the 5000m, the meet

score was 81-68. All USC needed was

one point - 82 is the magic track dual

meet number. Needing a sweep to

prevent that, UCLA senior Will

Bernaldo, juniors Bryan Green and
Andrew Wulf, and freshman Jon
Rankin took the track against the

Trojan squad.

Bernaldo was running fresh, and
he easily won the event at 14:57.91.

Green had set the pace in the 1500m
race earlier before dropping to

fourth, but he came back strong to

place second at 15:06.44. Rankin
challenged for the third spot with a
surge on the final lap, but he kicked
too late. Neems had firmly estab-

lished himself in third with a few laps

to go. The Trojans won when Neems
crossed the finish line and earned the

See M.TRACK, page 37

Condom Study
Loving couples wanted to home test
an alternative condom material

Earn $140 for participating

Couples must be:

y Age 1 8-45 V In a stable relationship with one partner
V Willing to report on 8 condom uses
V Current user of Birth Control Pills, lUD, Norplant Depo, or

Sterilization

Fnrmofe intorniatlon, please call 800-521-5214

—

or visit our website at www.testcondoms.org

2 for 1
on our 14 inch pizzas

every Monday and Tuesday!

Pizza & Pasta

The Best N.Y. Pizza in Town!

(31C)442 95CC

1175'^ San Vicente Blvd.. BrciilwcMxl

_Get the MBA that
keeps on giving!

Year I - $20,000*

Year 2 - $40,000 •

Year 3 - $60,000
The Added Value of a UCR MBA

+$800,000
AGSM Advantages:
• No work experience or business-related under-

graduate degree required

Choose up to nine MBA electives

• One-on-one assistance from our in-house Career

Management Center

Receive a quality internship that provides "reai

world" work experience

Enrollment available. Fall. Winter, and Spring

quarters

Got the Picture?
To receive an MBA catalog and application, please contact
Gary Kuzas at (909) 787-4551, check out our web site atwww agsm

.

ucredu. or e-mail your questions and requests to
qary.kvjz^s^UCr.gdi.j. Application Deadline May 1 , 200 1

.

>9A
*The difference in starting

salary tjetween a bachelors
and a UCR MBA Graduate
Based on 1999 statistics

* 'Based on a 40 yr Worklife

L

University of California, Riverside

T Perfection
Robin Singh, the creator and author of the TestMasters LSAT Course, has
achieved more perfect scores on the LSAT than anyone else in history.

Robin Singh^s Complete LSAT Score Record

Date= Score % RanK^

December 200()

December 1999

June 1999

September 1998

February 1997

December 1996

October 1996

June 1996

December 1995

September 1995

June 1995

180

180

179

180

180

180

179

174

180

180

173

99

99

99

99

99

99

99

99

99

99

99

Date

February 1995

OcU)ber 1994

June 1994

February 1994

December 1993

December 1992

October 1992

June 1992

February 1992

December 1991

December 1988

'Score % Rank

178 99

180 99

178 99

173 99

177 99

180 99

176 99

177 99

178 99

173 99

48 99
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''"'" "" "' '^•"'' ^''''^ ^dm.n.s,ra,.ons All o. .hese admm.sira.u.ns wer. scored en•he curren. LSAT scale of 1 20 ,o I KG. w.,h .he exception of ,he December 1 988 LSAT which was scored on .he old LSAT scale ol 10 .o 48

Since 1991 thousands of TestMasters students have increased their LSAT scores
by applying the powerful methods and techniques that Robin has developed.

TestMasters
1-800-696-5728
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Real Gold.,. Real Roses...

Really Special!
Give Mom something special this Mother's Day. For less

than the price ofa dozen roses, this genuine long-stemmed
America Red rose has been preserved and dipped in 24K
gold. It is a Mother 's Day gift she 'II cherish.

Each rose is unique, and like your lovefor her,

will lastforever.

Come in to Sarah Leonard Fine Jewelers
today. We have hundreds ofgift ideas that say,

"Thanks, Mom"
in a very special way.

^

fine jeweler s""

Where Quality and Ethics Come First ... Since 1 946

1 055 westwood blvd

westwcxxJ village

(310)208-3131

As always, we offer a discount to
UCLA Students, Faculty and Staff

Junior Tracy

O'Hara clears

the bar and

places first in

the pole vault

at the UCLA-

USC dual meet
Saturday, The

Bruins extend-

ed their win-

ning streak to

nine, edging

out the Trojans

85-78.
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"I had a heart attack." Tolson said. "It

was just too close. I'm not a runner, but I

was running back and forth across the track

to cheer the entire meet."

The meet was close throughout.

It started with Trojan junior Lucyna
Ligaj winning a tactical race in the open
3000m (10:03.28) and Bruin junior Elaine

Canchola immediately making up those

points by taking the 3000m steeplechase in

a contest marked by an accidental deed of

extreme cruelty

Because meet ofTicials lost track of the

number of laps, Canchola and the two other

runners in the field were forced to run an

extra 400 meters in mid-80's heat, providing

the sadists in the stands with a significant

amount of pleasure. By the end of the race,

the runners were drained.

Canchola finished well ahead ofher com-

petitors (13:08.99 for 3400m) and the mis-

cue would not have been so significant had
she not had plans of doubling back in the

1500m.

"That was inexcusable," distance coach
Eric Peterson said.

'This is the greatest

team we've ever had

and UCLA still beat us."

Ron Alike

USC head coach

Canchola, nonetheless, volunteered to

push the early pace in the 1500m, running

ofT Ligaj's legs and allowing Bruin Lena
Nilsson (4:25.95) to slip by for second.

UCLA scored some unexpected points

in the lOOm. when senior Shakedia Jones

upset junior Angela Williams, the event's

two-time defending NCAA champion,
I I.I 3 to I I.I 8. Jones also beat Williams in the

200m for second place.

Other Bruin winners included junior

Darnesha Grifllth in the high jump (5-10

1/2). junior Tracy O'Hara in the pole vault

(14-feet) and junior Chaniqua Ross in the

discus (183-9).

Following the meet. USC Head Coach
Ron Allice asserted that UCLA was the bet-

ter team.

"This was our chance." he said. "This is

the greatest team we've ever had. and
UCLA still beat us."

Boldcn, meanwhile, had already put the

drama behind her She spoke of the Pac-IO

Championships in two weeks and did not

look like someone who had been terrified

just minutes before.

"Kor me, after the mile relay it starts all

over again," Boldcn said. "Wc have to turn

around and get it out of our system,"

N Nifty T-shirts
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Memorabilia
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Records

R Rubber Balls
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T Tickets
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NEW REALITY TV SERIES
NOW AUDITIONING!

^
18-26 year old males

and females
Call 818-720-2208

Take 5 Productions

Whiter Teeth in 1 Hour

New College Graduates and Retirees
do you want to

^ tr.ufl the v\orld^
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In Just One Office Trealnicnl al

Whiter & BrighterTM
Teeth Whitening Dental Centers

INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS

who
succetsfully

complmt0 this

program amy
quMlifjffor

av9Habf

potHkms

abroad.

Teaching English as

a Foreign Language

August 3-31, 2001

January 4 - February 1, 2002
August 2 - 30, 2002

For more informatton:
International Education
Programs

Enroll in an intensive

certificate prof^ram.

TEFL

Phon. (1-909) 787-4346
Fax (1-909) 787-5796

'

E mail ucriep(!'"'ucx.ucr.edu
'.V. t. www.UCRExtension.not/iop

General & Cosmetic Dentistry
Beautiful, new offices • Stereo headphones lor music or TV

• Dental insurance welcome

Brian Reich, DDS, Elliot Schlang, DDS and Associates

310-451-2728
Callfor your complimentary consultation/

www.WhiterandBrighter.com

SPECIAL OFFER
In-Office Teeth Whitening
$150 for new patients

with dental insiirunce

($5(M>\aliie) • Kxpircs 4/30/01

- BRENTWOOD WESTWOOD VILLAGE
225 26th St. • Country Marl 951 Westwood Blvd

San Vicente at 26th St. Corner Westw(X)d Bl and Weybum Av.

SUPPLY SERGEANT(&
A-ji-^ntw Carhartt^
JUNGLE BOOTS

$4095
moors

COVERALLS
REISSUE

10 difftrmM ttyin acw 4 raiuM

Froe«

Store

REISSUE FOLDING SHOVEL
WITH PICK & '^

LEATHER COVER :

$25 value
j

- NOW 11.95
NATO STEEL.

FUEL CAN
S «al. am n*«w tnsi<**.
Vvry f»«awy duty (to
•km. ••cH|. rils in all
•tan<*artf can carriara

L"<S

SLEEPING BAGARMY REISSUE

:o»f lnr<iig»i

Mf IS

•16"

$19.95 value

NOW ^4.95

KHAKI SHORTS
10f NOW

orMcn CAL.
sizes

I AVAILABLE 50 S08S
CAL. OeA

95 m^&
S*«*<:t ft«i*« J«w*«UO««

Sect

Largest
Stocic of
rtftslems &
irity Dadcies

HOLLYWOOD • 6664 Hollywood Blvd. • (323) 463-4730

SANTA MONICA • 1431 Lincoln Blvd. • (310) 458-4166

BURBANK • 503 North Victory Blvd. • (818) 845-9433

Facial Plastic &
Laser Surgery

FREE CONSULTATION

Comfuier Imaging /Irotlable, Moir Imurame Accepted

• Nose-cosmetic and breathing problems!
*Insurance may apply

• Acne Scars-problem cases welcome!
• Natural Lip Enhancement
• Face Lift/Eyehd Surgery
• Hair Flap/Scalp Reduction :

• Chin & Cheek Implants
'

• Liposuction

• Ear Reshaping-often no incision!
• Snoring
• Tonsils

• Laser Resurfacing

Free Mierodermabrasion
(oni* ar*'a <mlv)

Steven Burres, M.D.
FAACS. AAFPS. AAOHNS, LACMA. CMA.

AMERICANACADEMYOFFACIAL PLASTICAND RECONSTRUCTIVE SVRGER Y
Double Board Certified

16 years experience

(310)385.0590

465 North Roxbury Dr., Beverly Hills

1 145 Artesia Blvd., Manhattan Beach

Affordable prices

Financing Available
Resuks may I'ary. Risks, Akmtites, and Complications Discussid at Omsuitation.
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VILLIiaE DIStI
UCLA's Dining and Entertoinment Mogazine-

POSTDOCTORAL FELLOWSHIPS IN SUBSTANCE ABUSE RESEARCH:

The Drug Abuse Research Center in the UCLA Integrated Substance Abuse Program
(http:www.uchusap.org/) invites apphcations for four Postdoctoral Fellowships in

substance abuse beginning summer, 2001. Fellowships will continue up to three

years depending on scientific productivity of the Fellow. The Integrated Substance

Abuse Program, within the UCLA Department of Psychiatry and Biobehavioral

sciences, involves a multi- and inter-disciplinary environment of more than 20
nationidly recognized investigators in all major areas of substance abuse research.

The tniining program offers a rich environment to pubhsh and secure independent
research funding in substance use-related topics. The candidate must have
completed all requirements for a M.D. or a Ph.D. in psychology, sociology, pubhc
health, criminology, social welfare, anthropology, or nursing. Funded by-the National

Institute on Drug Abuse, stipends range from $26,916 to $42,300 based on
(juiilifications. Health insurance and iiinding for travel and supphes are available.

Additionid funding to supplement the stipend may be available.

Send letter of interest, curriculum vltae, and three letters of reference to:

Robert Florentine, Ph.D., Director of Research Training, UCLA Drug Abuse Research
Center, 11075 Santa Monica Boulevard, Suite 200, Los Angeles, Ca 90025.

flore@ucla.edu

R-E.V.J.E-W
Specializing in MCAT Preparation

Ilie Kerteleykm Provides!

14 Weeks Of Review Aod Testing Of

Important MCAT Concepts^ ,f^i_^_,4^(

100 Hours Of Sciieduled Lecture Topics

In Tile Classroom^) ,/.f,f^(^_.,L^ ,,(^'^

200 Hours Of Office Hours To Supplement

Tile Lecture Topics,,L.f ,i_^_,/ ,,( ^.f,f,,l

20 Hours Of Supplemental MCAT-Styie

Problem Solving Sessions.,u,i.>,t_^^i^
,/ ^

10 Full-Lcngth Mock MCAT Exams

During The Program^ 4 .f^^i^^^u/.

4 Scheduled Full-Length Mock MCAT

Ewm Testing Dates,/_.i^.,,g.4,f4^14

2800 Pages Of Review Notes Covering

Important MCAT Concepts,,' ^,,( ^.4,/. ,,

1400 MCAT-Style Passages With Clear

And Detailed Solutions^f,,1^ ,^1 ,/
,/^i_,|^

EKceptional Instructors For Each Of

The Six Topic Areas Of The MCAT,/_/^ 14

Excellent Review Materials That You

Get To Keep And Take Home.f4^-,,ufnL

Application Assistance, Interview

Workshops, And Mock Interviews,./^,L,f^L

ummni
www.berkeley-review.com
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MARV CtFf tK/Dai!yBruin Senior Sljlf

Setter Rich Nelson pulls his shirt over his head after BYU blocked a

Bruin kill for match point. In the background the Cougars celebrate.

M.VOLLEYBALL
Prom page 44

side attack. Senior All-American Mark
Williams (.000), sophomore Cameron
Mount (-.375) and junior Ian Burnham
(.105) combined for more hilling errors

than kills. The untimely errors dug a

hole for the Bruins, and the Cougars

were more than happy to bury them in

it.

"We thought if we could maybe get

one game that we could slop their

momentum,"
Williams said.

No luck there,

it just wasn't

UCLA's night.

Match point

was almost fit-

ting. Sophomore

setter Rich

Nelson went for

a dump shot, but

all it did was

dump a final hit-

ling error onto a

pile of Bruin mis-

lakes. The shot ricocheted off two

Cougar blockers and fell softly to the

ground back on Ihe Bruins' side, selling

off a wild Cougar celebration.

"He basically threw it right at me,"

junior outside hitter Joaquin Acosla

said. "I wasn't really expecting him to

dump it."

It wasn't all bad for the Bruins.

Senior All-American Adam Naeve had

AAtl TOU

Jose Qutnoi

Adam Naeve (UCLA)

Scott Morrow (UCLA)

Hector Lebr*^

Joaquin Acosta (B

Mike Wall (BYU)
most outstanding pi

MUHtt NCAA

16 kills (.682) while .sophomore Scott

Morrow notched 14 kills (.706). The

two quick hitters earned spots on the

All-Tournament team.

"What we were trying to do more
than anything was shut down their mid-

dles," BYU Head Coach Carl

McGown said. "From that respect, we
failed badly."

But the Cougars pretty much
slopped everything else the Bruins did.

Every point for UCLA was a grind.

When the Bruins started to come alive,

they were answered by resounding

blocks.

Although
BYU came
down 5,000 feel

in altitude from

its perch in

Provo, Utah, to

play, they were

walking on air

after the win.

"It's wonder-

ful and special

to get to do it

against a team

that everybody

themselves against,"

JENNIFER YOF N/[>,.ily Brum Senior Stiff

measures

McGown said.

Kor UCLA, it's a hard lesson to

learn, but they'll learn it with their

heads held high.
,

"I can't be really too disappointed in

these guys because they work hard and

we got beaten by a better a team,"

Scates said "But this is the most diffi-

cult game of the year to lose."

SENIORS
From page 44

Williams, who played libero for the

Australian national team in the 2000
Olympics, also received first-team All-

American honors this season.

"It wasn't the type of leadership we
had last year because they're just not

that vocal," Scales said. "But these

guys got us to the finals and got us in

position to gel to the champion.ship."

Though the season didn't end the

way either of the seniors wanted it to,

they certainly have nothing to be

ashamed of. Both will leave wilh cham-
pion.ship rings, Naeve wilh one from

the 1998 season and Williams with

two, one from 1998 and one from

2000.

And even though their collegiate

careers are over, both are far from
retiring from volleyball altogether.

With his passing, hitting and serv-

ing abilities, Williams, who received

his AAA (a level of beach volleyball)

rating in 1996, will head to the beach

for what Scates believes is a promising

career. In 2004, he may even have a

repeat performance with the

Australian national team.

Naeve intends to go to Colorado to

train with the national team, this lime

with a better mindset and brighter

hopes of making the team.

"When he came back he was not the

same player," Scates said. "He just

didn't get much time wilh them on the

floor but he had to go back there and

try He'll have a good mindset going

back to the national team."

As Williams left the press confer-

ence, Scales pulled him aside and told

him he had had a great volleyball

career at UCLA and that he should

hold his head high.

Coming from a man with 39 years

of coaching experience, that seems to

be good advice - for both of them.

Ji ar*t
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Summer Session at Santa Monica has never looked better

Whether your pursuits are professional

or academic... a 2-year or 4-year

degree... you can make this the kind of

summer vacation that more than pays for

itself... and lasts a lifetime.

SMC OFFERS HUNDREDS OF DAY AND

EVENING COURSES, MORE SECTIONS THAN

EVER... TO FIT EVEN THE BUSIEST SCHEDULE.

Receive a quality education for only

$1 i -per-unit for california residents!

Our AVERAGE COURSE COST IS $65, COM-

PARED TO UCLA AT $620 AND use

AT $2580.

Spend the first summer of the rest of your

LIFE AT Santa Monica College. It's the

SMART choice.

We're THE Number One Transfer College in California

f I visa students we I corned

SUMMER SESSION BEGINS JUNE 18

Visit us on the web at www.smc.edu

monica
900 Pico Boulevard. Santa Monica CA 90405 310-434-4000
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Purchase any Mac and-for just $199

more-you'll get a special college bundle*

that Includes an extra 128MB of memory and

an Epson Color Stylus 777i printer.

Not to mention a

ftfttzm SCO mp3 piMZi^

*Ji)e qualifying computef and College Bound Bundle must be purchased at the same time, one College Bound Bundle per

qualifying computer putchase. 128 MB memory module not pr&instalkd. ftio 600 32mb model only. Ibis offer not valid

with any other Apple offer or promohon.

The NEW iBook
4.9 lbs

1.3" thick

-X.:.:.»
1 2.i.inch in XGA display

5-hour battery

Airport ready

$1249
500MHz PowerPC G3
256K on-chip L2 cache

64MB SDRAM memory

10GB Uhra ATA drive

CD-ROM cirive

$1>I49
500MHz PowerPC G3
256K on-chip L2 coche

128MB SDRAM memory

10GB Uhra ATA drive

DVD-ROM drive v^/DVD-Video

$ 1549
500MHz PowerPC G3
256K on-chip L2 cache

128MB SDRAM memory

10GB Ultra ATA drive

CD-RW drive

$1,749
500MHz PowerPC G3
256K on-chip L2 cache

128MB SDRAM memory

10GB Ultra ATA drive

DVD/CD-RW combo

All models obove inchidt

:

12.1-indi ITT XGA dtsploy • 8MB video memory • 10/IOOBASET Etheroot • 56X intemol modem

RGB video output • Two USB ports • FireWire port

ftestricHons and Payment Policies Apple Hardware is available only to UCLA students selected UCLA Extension students. UCLA (acuity, UCLA staff and' UCLA

departments Extension students sfiould inquire at tf)e Computer Store regarding eligibility UCLA Computer Store pnce requires payment by currency, casfuer's

check, or University Credit Union Withdrawal Check made payable to The UCLA Store VISA, MasterCard, American Express and Discover are also accepted.

Personal checks are accepted up to SI ,000 Money orders are not accepted Sales tax will be added to listed prices.

Computer Store

510.825.6952
www.uclastore.com

S-tuff you ^ee6. ^\t,ce. \%\
UCLflsIoflT
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BASKETBALL NOT

Ducks' coach

flies the coop
Oregon women's basketball

Head Coach Judy Runge, who led

the Ducks to eight straight NCAA
tournaments and a share of this

year's Pac-IO title, resigned on

April 30 in the midst of an investi-

gation by Oregon Athletic

Director Bill Moos.

Moos, acting on complaints by

several current players, hired a

private law firm to investigate

Runge's program. No smoking

gun was ever found, but with her

players complaining about her,

Runge didn't want to enter the

season with seemingly irreparable

risks with the squad and the ath-

letic department.

Runge, who has spent her

entire head coaching career in

Oregon, has a career winning per-

centage of .687. She put the Ducks

program on the map. She had a

home record of 87-19, making the

Pit one of the most difficult places

to win a road game.

Runge also had a strong record

when it came to academics. She

led all Pac-10 coaches with 33

Duck players receiving all-confer-

ence academic honors during her

eight years at Oregon's helm.

Players on the team had com-

plained to Moos about Runge's

coaching methods. However, no

actual complaints have been made
public.

Runge will be succeeded by her

former assistant Dan Muscatell.

More honors for

Michelle Greco
Junior point guard Michelle

Greco was invited to attend the

2001 USA Women's Basketball

National Team Trials, which will

be held May 18-21 at the US
Olympic Training Center in

Colorado Springs, Colo.

Greco led the Pac-IO in scoring

and free-throw percentage this

season and has all ready racked up

first-team AII-Pac-10 honors.

Greco was invited to the USA
team trials last summer, but she

was hindered by illness and didn't

make the final roster.

This year's final roster will be

announced during the August 6-

14 training camp, which will be

held at the Olympic Training

Ccn\cT.— —
The World University Games

will be held Aug. 22-Sept. 1 in

Beijing, China.

Notes compiled by Scott Schultz,

Daily Bruin Staff.

Lakers take first game
against Kings, 1 08-1 05
NBA: Shaq scores 44 with

21 rebounds; Sacramento

never led in fourth quarter

ByJohnNadei
The Associated Press

Shaquille O'Neal said a week's lay-

off was just fine with him. The big

man showed why Sunday.

O'Neal was at his dominating best

with 44 points, 21 rebounds and seven

blocked shots as the defending N BA
champion Los Angeles Lakers held

off the Sacramento Kings 108-105 to

begin their second-round playoff

series.

O'Neal had 13 points and nine

rebounds in the fourth quarter. He
finished with 1 1 offensive rebounds -

five in the final period.

Coming off a first-round sweep of

Portland, the Lakers extended their

season-high winning streak to 12

games - eight to finish the regular sea-

son, and four in the playoffs. They
haven't lost since April 1.

Game two in the best-of-seven

series is Tuesday night at Staples

Center before the series moves to

Sacramento for the third and fourth

games.

The Kings, who trailed the entire

fourth quarter, scored six straight

points capped by a jumper by Chris

Webber with 24.1 seconds left to cut

the Lakers' lead to 103-101.

Derek Fisher made one of two free

throws less than a second later, and

O'Neal blocked a driving jjayup by

Jason Williams some five seconds

after that.

Kobe Bryant, who scored 21 of his

29 points in the second half, made
four foul shots after that to clinch the

victory.

Webber led Sacramento with a

career playoff-high 34 points and

eight rebounds. Predrag Stojakovic

added 20 points including a iayup at

the final buzzer, and reserve center

Scot Pollard had 14 rebounds for

Sacramento.

Two baskets by O'Neal and anoth-

er by Robert Horry gave the Lakers a

90-80 lead - largest of the game for

either team - with 10:40 remaining.

But the Kings battled back, and

Webber's three-point play with 5:57 to

play made it 97-93.

O'Neal missed four free throws in

the next 1 1/2 minutes, but the Kings

couldn't capitalize, and Bryant fed

Horace Grant for an open baseline

jumper with 3:48 left. O'Neal's fol-

low-up dunk 40 seconds later made it

101-93.

Bryant scored 17 points in the third

period, including the last four, helping

the Lakers take an 84-78 lead into the

fourth quarter.

O'Neal added 12 points in the peri-

od, with a basket by Grant accounting

for the only other Los Angeles points.

If the Lakers were rusty due to a

week's layoff, it didn't show early on

as they made five of their first seven

shots before Bryant's air ball on a 3-

point attempt.

But the Kings hung tough by going

hard to the basket and drawing nine

first-quarter fouls, leading to 15 free

throws, nine of which they made in

taking a 30-28 lead.

Sacriimento didn't attempt a free

throw in the second period, but

Webber and Hidayet Turkoglu each

made four of five shots to help the

Kings take a 54-53 halftime lead.

The ganre was the opener of a post-

season doubleheader at Staples

Center; the Los Angeles Kings faced

the Colorado Avalanche at night in

the NHL playoffs.

Felix Potvin got his second shutout

in a row and Glen Murray scored 2:41

into the second overtime Sunday
night to give the L.A. Kings a 1-0 vic-

tory over the Colorado Avalanche

and force a seventh game.

The Kings can become the 17th

team to overcome a 3-1 series deficit

to win a series - including two come-

backs from 3-0 - with a win

Wednesday night in Denver.
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Bruins beat up on Ducks, Beavers
\

Cal crushes UCLASs playoff

hopes in weekend sweepSOFTBALL: Team erases

memory of earlier defeat

in spite of weak fielding

By Andrew Borders

Daily Bruin Reporter

• If the Bruins sweep their apart-

ments as often as ihey sweep their

competition, their kitchens must be

immaculate.

UCLA d. Oregon, 6-4

UCLA d.OSU, 4-0, 4-1

No. 2 UCLA (53-4, 14-4 Pac-10)

completed the season sweep of the

Oregon Ducks (25-36, 1-17) Friday

6-4, and twice avenged an earlier

loss to No. 14 Oregon State (40-22-

1, 7-10) by taking down the Beavers

Saturday 4-0 and Sunday 4-1.

JANA'jUMMERS

After beating Oregon Friday, freshman pitcher Keira Goerl

avenged her only loss of the year by defeating OSU 4-1 on Sunday.

UCLA has swept three of its last

four weekend series and has won 1

2

of its last 1 3 conference games.

On Sunday, junior catcher

Stacey Nuveman was the offensive

hero of the game, with a two-run

home run and an RBI double.

Sophomore Tairia Mims' llyout in

See SOFTBALL page 37

BASEBALL: Inconsistency

on offense, defense leads

to disappointing results

ByJeff Agase

Daily Bruin Reporter

After dropping the first two games of

a must-win series

this weekend at ^^—^-^—

—

Jackie Robinson

Stadium against

Califorjiia (30-22.

14-10 Pac-10) with

scores of 6-2 and 9-

8 (eleven innings),

the UCLA baseball

team had neared its boiling point.

By game three, the Bruins (26-23, 6-

12) were violently steaming. UCLA
Head Coach Gary Adams was ejected in

the ninth inning of a forgettable 8-6

Cal d. UCLA, 6-2

Cal d. UCLA, 9-8

Cal d. UCLA, 8-6

Sunday loss thai severely jeopardized

Bruin playoff hopes

All weekend the Bruins smashed line

drives. All weekend they went directly

into the gloves of California defenders.

All weekend the Bears hit chopping

balls into the shallow infield. All week-

end they reached base on the dribblers.

"I don't care what their record says,"

said Golden Bear Head Coach David

Esquer. "Thai's a

—1—^^-^—» good UCLA team.

They battled us as

lough as any other

team we've

played."

Tlie Bruins even

got a chance to

pitch their two

main aces, Jon Brandt and Josh Karp,

but they were largely ineffective in their

first returns to action since injury.

SeeBASEBAU,page36
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X- can^ t^ ffy^ things- n^^ -^Jvwn

>« ^^r^l ^/\^T^ I // "That's why all of my contact

HATE H DDEN COSTS! 4"::rr3J:-e7r
unexpected fees when you

—DR. ROSS J. SOMERS, OPTOMETRIST, (UCLA Alumni) allow us to CARE for you

every Wednesday and friday

CONTACT LENSES
(Includes)

• Complete eye exam • Care kit

Computerized contact lens fitting • 6 months follow-up care

n AT Tc/-tr • Service agreement {like insurance)

^^..^M^^ifP i-.nr® (310)319-9999 m
IllMPIUiYE I Alfr 1531 Wilshire Blvd. Sonto Monica ^
^^Jlf11 ^ L I t Vinllli (corner of 1 6th Street, across from Jaguar Showroom) ISiMB

Vision plans & IVIedi-cal welcome/Appointments made^4_hours_a_da)^

HEATHERS
thursday, may 10 @ 7pm
friday, may 11 @ 9:30pm

HEAVENLY CREATURES
thursday, may 10 @ 9:30pm
friday, may 11 @ 7pm

BOTH MOVIES SHOWN IN ACKERMAN GRAND
BALLROOM / TICKETS ARE $2 AT THE DOOR

OF NEW YORK
showing Wednesday, May 9

@ 7pm in Ackerman Grand
Ballroom / free tickets

available Monday

5«>sfJ^

TUOENf

COUNCIL

319 Kerckhoff 825-1958

cecinfo(gasucla.ucla.edu

www.campusevents.ucla.edu

CAMPUS EVENTS.

CAMPUS

EVENTS

I " r«i t iTtM*iJ rfcl !•W I iM*i*J

NISHAD; 1 don t appreciate these

advances. Phil.

PHIL: Whaf?'

NISHAD: Im not your man-whore. Phil

PHIL: (gives Nishad strange look, then

walks away]
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Sollhall lacccl Orcuons

UCLA Softball won its three

games against the Oregon

schools at Easton Stadium.

For the story, see page 43.

^

Top-ranked Bruins give up

title match to BYU Cougars
M.VOLLEYBALL: Team swept in

championships, dominated at

net; Naeve, Morrow honored

By Diamond Leung
Daily Bruin Contributor

LONG BEACH The plan was simple, real-

ly. The lop-ranked Bruins were going to win the

title, hold their index fingers up high, smile for the

cameras, and yuk it up in front of their fans.

And why not*^ Its happened 18 times before.

MARYCIECtK/Datly Btu(n Senior Staff

Junior outside hitter Matt Komer watches as he is blocked in Saturday's NCAA
Championship game. The Bruins were upset by BYU in three straight games.

BYU d. UCLA,
30-26, 30-26, 32-30

It's just too bad for UCLA that No. 2 BYU
had a plan of their own - a plan that worked to

perfection as the Cougars (23-4) swept the Bruins

(24-8) Saturday afternoon 30-26. 30-26, 32-30 at

the sold-out CSU Long Beach Pyramid to win

their second NCAA Championship.

When all was said and done, there was no

doubt who the better team was. The Cougars sim-

ply outplayed the Bruins, leaving UCLA Head
Coach Al Scatcs humbled.

"I used to have the opinion that if we didn't

win it, the season is a loss, but I've changed. I'm

not disappointed," he said. "BYU is the best

team in college volleyball."

The loss was no less shocking. Nine times out

of 10. UCLA has won these NCAA Tournament

matches. Never in their storied history had the

Bruins been swept in the tournament. Not that

the Cougars are big on history.

"I wonder how many times they've won a

national title by intimidation alone. ' said BYU
junior outside httter Mike Wall, the Towmtmcnt
MVP who led the Cougars with 16 kills on the

night. "We don't care what their record is. We
beat them this year, and we knew we could beat

them tonight." he added.

It was BYU's choking defense that won them

the championship. The Cougars completely

dominated the net. out-blocking the Bruins 14.5

to three.

The imposing block decimated the Bruin out-

See M.VOUEVBALt page 40

Seniors Williams, Naeve feel sting of defeat most acutely
NCAA: Captains look to

future after UCLA's first

loss in finals since 1994

By Amanda Fletcher .

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

LONG BEACH - After the

UCLA men's volleyball team lost in

the finals of the NCAA champi-

onship, senior Mark Williams was

the only Bruin player at the press con-

ference.

While Head Coach Al Scales field-

ed questions from the media, the

names of the BYU players echoed

over the loudspeaker as they were

called up to receive their champi-

onship watches.

Williams just sat there, a blank

look on his face, dutifully answering

what few questions were directed

toward him.

"It's difficult (for Mark), particu-

larly since it's his first time," Scates

said. "(Mark) hasn't had to do that

before."

And he's right in more than one

sense. With the tradition of excel-

lence at UCLA, the Brums haven't

lost an NCAA final since 1994. So on

one hand, Williams hasn't experi-

enced a loss of this magnitude in his

entire collegiate career.

On the other hand, this is also

Williams' first year in a leadership

position. As the team captain, he's

been a steady and reliable spokesper-

son, both on and off the court. This

marked the first time Williams has

had to represent the Bruins in such a

trying situation.

Along with fellow senior Adam
Naeve, Williams led the team all the

way to the NCAA finals. But on any

other team, these two wouldn't stand

out as leaders. After four years with

past captain Brandon Taliaferro, who
was known for his intensity on the

court, Naeve and Williams had big

shoes to fill.

As a group, the two seniors defi-

nitely weren't the most vocal on the

court. Instead their experience and
skills allowed them to lead by exam-

ple.

"(Mark) was a good captain,"

Scates said. "He had a good rapport

with officials and he was very posi-

tive."

"Adam kinda took the place of

Brandon in some aspects of giving

everybody a kick in the butt out

there," he continued.

Naeve, a four-lime All-American

selection who redshirled last season

to try out for the U.S. Olympic team,

became the UCLA career aces

leader, surpassing former leader

Brandon Taliaferro by two (178).

Naeve has received All-

Conference honors for four years

and was named the NCAA
Tournament's Most Outstanding

Player in 1998 when UCLA won the

national title.

In the final match versus BYU,
Naeve led the Bruins with 16 kills and

was named to the All-Tournament

team with fellow middle blocker

sophomore Scotl Morrow.

See SENIORS, page 40

Winning strealc against USC now nine
W.TRACK: Bruin relay

stars hold off Trojans

in final event of meet

By Dylan Hernandez
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

UCLA women's track Head
Coach Jeanette Boldcn didn't see

Bruin senior Michelle Perry cross the

finish line.

That's because Boldcn was hiding

in a tunnel.

UCLA 85

USC 78 1

As Perry held off Trojan Brigila

Langerholc in the final leg of the 4 x

400-meter relay to give No. I UCLA
an 85-78 victory over No. 2 USC on

Saturday. Bolden was standmg in the

Loker Stadium entrance.

Going into the match, Bolden

knew the meet would be close. But

when the concept of a close competi-

tion transformed into a real-life situa-

tion, Bolden panicked. With one

event remaining - the 4 x 400 relay -

UCLA led byjust two points and had

to take that last race to extend its

dual-meet winning streak against

USC to nine.

So Bolden, who later said

Saturday's meet was the best in

which she had ever participated,

went into the tunnel and refused to

watch.

"Everyone on my stalT wants it to

come down to the relay," Bolden

said. "Except me."

llirough the first two legs of the

relay, the race was even. Bolden, who
heard the crowd of 3,127 roaring,

knew the race was close.

But at the end of the third lap.

Bruin Ysanne Williams made a late

charge past Trojan Malika

Edmonson to give Perry a 10-meter

advantage with a quarter-mile left. A
botched USC handoff gave the

Bruins another five meters, and
Perry appeared to have won the race.

Bolden heard the crowd quiet and

was relieved.

The relief, however, was tempo-

rary. One hundred and fifty meters

into her leg, USC's Langerholc - a

fourth-place finisher in the 800m at

the 2000 Olympics and the winner of

that race Saturday - kicked her

tempo up a notch. She exploded

around the final bend and closed in

on the fading Perry.

Despite their efforts to maintain

perfect form down the home stretch,

the two runners' bodies locked up,

and the race became a contest of will.

Perry, ahead by five meters,

recalled the disappointment she fell

two years ago when she was passed in

the anchor leg of the 4 x 400m at the

1999 NCAA Championships, cost-

ing the Bruins the national title.

Wanting nothing more than to avoid
'

reliving that experience. Perry gritted

her leeth and protected the lead.

UCLA hit the line at 3 minutes, 32.76

seconds. USC was directly behind al

3:33.17

"That was payback." said Perry,

who also won both hurdling events.

For Bruin field events star

Christina Tolson. the conclusion of

the meet was just as agonizing.

Tolson, who won both the shot put

(58 feet, 2 1/2 inches) and the ham-
mer throw (207-3), was done with her

events with a couple'of hours to go in

the meet and had to endure the tor-

ture of seeing the Trojans refusing to

fold.

See W.TRAOt, page 39

Loss to Trojans ends team's

reign over crosstown rivals

M.TRACK: Bruins' errors

contribute to close loss;

squad looks to NCAAs

By Glen Worthington
Daily Bruin Contributor

A rivalry like this sets up break-

through performances and heart-

breaking errors. Some falter while

others steal a momentary spotlight.

Unfortunately for the UCLA men's

track team, 22 years of glory came to

an end on Saturday.

USC 82

UCLA 81

Nk V H ( Mtl 1 1 H/U«*y tirijin

Sophomore Jack ClanKMi heaves

the shot at USC Saturday.The Bruins

lost to the Trojans by one point

7

In a meet where every point

counted, where every step and every

inch mattered, the USC Trojans

defeated the UCLA Bruins 82-81 at

USC's Loker Stadium for the first

time in more than two decades.

Sec ILTMCKrlMge 38

UCLA

Serving the UCLA commtinity since 1919

USAC statements
Candidates for president, external

VP and general representative.

VIEWPOINT, PAGE 12
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World culture

The 1 1th annual WorldFest spotlights cul-

ture through music, dance and food.

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT, PAGE 16

Maybe you've seen her

Allison Arredondo has moved
from the court to the magazine

pages. SPORTS, BACK PAGE

Presidential hooefuls

try to reach students
CANDIDATES: Meyerhoff

debate covers diversity,

involving more students

By Robert Salonga
^{ly Brum Reporter

Presidential candidates squared

off in Meyerhoff Park Monday to

debate issues ranging from increasing

diversity to involvement in student

government.

David Ehrenbcrg, Karren Lane

and Dusan Miletich are vying for the

top scat on the Undergraduate

Students Association Council. While

they agreed on some points, they var-

ied on their approaches to addressing

campus issues.

During the debate, which was

moderated by Berky NeLson, director

of the Center for Student

Programming, candidates addressed

4he need for a diversity requirement

in undergraduate curriculum.

Ehrenbcrg, an independent candi-

date, cited his Jewish and Chilean her-

itage as reason for his concern over

student diversity.

"My own personal background is

diverse, and that's the kind of diversi-

ty I'd like to see spread to the whole

SeePRESlDEKT,page8

PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATES

David Ehrenberg

None

• Establish a press secretary in

the president's office to

keep media informed of

USAC activity

•HoM regular town hall

meetings to hear different

student group issues

• Conduct surveys and polls to

find out students' concerns

Kan^Latte

Student

Empowemtent!

• Implemeflt organizatkMi fairs

to make students aware of

campus resources

> Introduce faculty-student

'brown bags,' an informal

setting for students and faculty

to engage in academic

discussion

• Continue working on student-

initiated outreach programs to

increase the number of

minorities and women on

campus

* The fourth ondidate, John Haerptyan, did not appear at the presidential delate nor did he turn in a candidate

statement to the Dally Bruin. He could not l>e reached for comntent.

SOUKi CjnAMn

Dusan Miletich

S.U.R.E.

NICOLE MILlER/DjiiyRfuin

> Create a Student senate system

to ensure representatkm for al

constituents

' Push for university-subsidized

off-campus housing to provide

k)w-cost housing and alleviate

parking problem

' Lobby for tax-free textbook bill

in the state assembly (AB

1246)

USAC presidential candidate David Ehrenberg speaks to students in front of Kerckhoff Hall Monday
while two other candidates, Karren Lane (left) and Dusan Miletich, look on.

Candidates look to slates for support

MAGGIE woo/Daily Bruin

USAC: Coming together

helps students succeed

in campaigns for office

By Scott B. Wong
Daily Bmin Staff

Some slates maintain that power is

found in reaching specific constituen-

cies, but others say the independent

ticket may fare just as well.

This year, eight candidates are run-

ning on the S.U.R.E. slate, seven on

Student Empowerment! and eight as

independents.

Although the

Elections
Board has no

provision for

them in its code,

slates consist of

candidates run-

ning together

on the same

political plat-

form.

"The code has always focused on

individual candidacies rather than

group candidacies," said Mike Cohn,

administrative adviser to the E-Board.

Cohn said he wasn't sure why the

code contains no ment'on of slates but

speculated that recognizing slates

could create an unfair playing field,

hurting independents.

But the S.U.R.E. slate - which

stands for Students United for Reform

and Equality - has found a loophole in

the code and a way to make their can-

didates easily distinguishable on the

ballots.

The names of S.U.R.E. candidates

were each submitted on their applica-

tion for candidacy with a nickname in

SeeSUTES,page4

^mmer session enrollment surging
CLASSES: Fee decrease,

funds from state mean
more students, courses

ByUsaKlasMn
Daily Bruin Reporter

Enrollment in summer sessions has

already surpassed last years' figures

due to reduced fees from state subsi-

dies.

All UC campuses were able to

reduce summer session fees after the

state allocated $14 million to the UC
system, said UC Spokesman Brad

Hayward.

This year summer session classes

at UCLA will cost $75 per unit for

undergraduate students and $100 per

unit for graduate students, down from

a $300 registration fee plus $100-$ 1 60

per unit.

"This fee reduction is part ofa twcv

step process," Hayward said. "The

first part provides $14 million for all

campuses. The second part will

include Berkeley, Los Angeles, and

Santa Barbara."

These three schools will receive

additional funding because they are

most affected by space constraints,

Hayward said.

Reducing summer fees to a level

comparable with regular fees is also a

way to deal with the expected increase

in enrollment, said David Unruh, the

director of summer sessions at

UCLA..
"We're doing the summer pro-

grams in order to provide more class

work for current students and to pre-

pare for Tidal Wave II," Unruh said.

Tidal Wave II refers to the 60,000

additional students who will likely

enroll in the UC by 2010.

Enrollment for UCLA's summer

sessions began in January for current

UCLA students and opened up to

others in early March.

Enrollment ends on June 22 for the

first six-week session and on August 6

for the second six-week session.

"Right now we have a lot of full

classes - both lab and composition

stuff," Unruh said. "Last year there

were 7,000 UCLA students enrolled

in the program and 3,000 visiting stu-

dents."

According to Unruh, more than

10,000 students have already enrolled

in summer programs.

"We're working right now to open

new sections and to make what we
have larger," he said. "This year, we
had no idea ofwhat to expect."

Unruh said he hopes the fee reduc-

tions will encourage more students to

graduate earlier and free up space for

incoming students.

Reducing fees motivated many stu-

dents like Brad Wing, a fourth-year

Sec SUMMER, page 4

Gopeland's Sports celebrates

grand opening in Ackerman
BUSINESS: Merchandise

chosen to complement

store's current offerings

By Marion Wise
Daily Bruin Contributor

Skateboards, shoes, backpacks,

swimsuits and other athletic apparel

are now available at Ackerman Union

since Copeland's Sports opened May
I.

Copeland's celebrated its grand

opening May 7 and is promoting sales

by giving discounts on all store mer-

chandise through Thursday. The store

is located on the B-level of Ackerman,

adjacent to the market.

"Our goal would be to offer the stu-

dents a one-stop shop for their sport-

ing good needs," said Jason Cochran,

regional sales manager for the store.

Patricia Eastman, executive direc-

tor of the Associated Students of

UCLA, said she hopes the addition

will generate more sales in Ackerman.

For the past five years, the associa-

tion has been in the red, losing as

much as $3.27 million in the 1996-97

fiscal year. This led to its decision last

May to lease space to outside ven-

dors.

Earlier this year, ASUCLA signed

a six-year lease with Copeland's, with

the agreement that the company will

not compete with the BearWear
department.

Eastman said she is pleased with

the partnership with Copeland's.

"I'm happy with the selection of

merchandise," Eastman said. "They

worked very well to make sure the

SeeC^ELAND'S,page10
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Petty theft

Wallets, purses, cell phones, cash and

parking permits are among items reported

stolen in the last period, coming to a total

loss of $1,884. .

Police note eight incidents of cell phon^

theft. Each cell phone is valued at $1Q|^
$200. .^P^
Two suspects removed an ipK'eani

scoop from KerckhofrCofi<:d|jjpeai 905

p.m. Wednesday. Policc^psvcred the

scoop later that night fromwapartment on

the 400 block of GayleyjAv.-nne

Grand theft _
Desktop and laptt^p computers, coin-

eras, camcorders, a ciir stereo, compact

discs and unauthori/c- i withdrawals ^''^m

bank ^^S^^^^f^Ht^ grand thefts

reporld in |N?||*t p«r^^ total value

ofgrartdpbt$$2l»699|r
AlthoUp ttjere were |pvsigna||forccd

entry, >ora<3one tof^v %:djmpHhaptop

Hi iputer valued at $2,000 \ijphe 600

kofLandfait Avenue between April 23

and Friday.

Someone stolen camera and a can>-

corder valued togctlsc. at $3,650 from

white Toyota Camry p;u kcc! m level

Lot 4 between 6:40 p.m and

Saturday.

A video/U- * jnokctor viUucd at $5

turned uppissing frot
m

6 p.m u! J 6:45 p.m. WedneiJHST

On I riday, someone stole a 1998 white

Hos' la Civic from Lot 30 between 6:15

V and n.-OI a.m. Police logged reports of

eight stolen or lost vehicles in the last period.

Miscellaiieoas

There were 94 incidents of miscella-

neous crime in the last period, not includ-

ing 18 reports of alarms going off and 125

traffic stops.

Rape was reported by someone at

ospital, Monday at 7:48

red soap dispensers and

the walls of the men's

e Fowler Museum of

!ry and plugged up the toi-

:30 p.m. and 5 p.m.

csted someone for disabled

ise on Saturday on Young

y at 1 : 12 a.m., a man struck a

'estwood Brewing Company

the construction site at Lot 32.

Police took a woman into custody at

1 :26 p.m. Tuesday for assault with a dead-

ly weapon at the Ackcrman loading area.

n rii

Compiled by Michaele Turnage, Daily Bruin

Reporter.

Source; Uniwnity Police Dept. log"9 Qg

1^.-1^

Sunny Partly Cloudy Partly Cloudy

high: 76 low: 58 high: 73 low: 56 high: 71 low: 55

Outlook:
Temperatures today wifl be simHar to

Monday: warm and dear, but well see a

gradual coot-down as the week progresses.

Pi.: Thanb bringing cod air to the oWke.

Sunrise
5:58 a.m.

Sunset
7:43 p.m.

ACADEMIC
ANNOUNCEMENTS

Week 6

Friday, May 1 1, is the last day

to change grading basis

(pass/no pass) through URSA
for a $3 fee

For real time weather, visit www.dailybruin ucla.fdu

CORRECTION

The article "Seniors

Williams, Naeve feel sting

of defeat most acutely"

(Sports, May 7) contained

an error. The Bruins last lost

an NCAA final in 1997.

WHAT^S BREWING

Today 10 a.m.

Letters and Science Counseling

Preparation for Graduation -

A Workshop for Seniors ~

Murphy Hall A245

12 p.m.

Asian Pacific Coalition

"Retracing Our Footsteps"

• Lion Dance by AATP
• Thai Dance
• Indian Dance by ISU

• Traditional Dances by

Samahans

Wcstwood Plaza

1 p.m.

Asian Pacific Coalition

"Retracing Our Footsteps"

• Chinese Cultural Dance by CCD
• Learn a South Asian Dance by

Sangam

Westwood Plaza

4 p.m.

Regents Scholar Society

Business School Workshop

Career Center Conference Room A
(310)780-2503

4:15 p.m.
L«&S Counseling

Academic Workshops
• Dealing with Procrastination

• Preparing for Medical School

• Subject to Dismissal

• All workshops held in

Covel Commons 203

To sign up, call 206-6685

5:30 p.m.
Macromedia Flash Workshop -

Learn How!

Center for Digital Arts at Dickson

Dickson Hall

6 p.m.

Sociology Undergraduate

Association

Alumni Career Night

Hershey 1648

6 p.m.

Chicanos/Latinas for Community

Medicine

General meeting

Hershey 1609

American Indian Science and

Engineering Society

General membership meeting

Engineering I 3154

6:30 p.m.

Catholic Students Association

Guest lecture @ meeting -

Prof. Bartchy of History Dept.

633 Gayley

7:30 p.m.

UCLA Dept. of Ethnomusicology

World Jazz Ensemble Concert

Jan Popper Theater

(310)206-3033

Deald^Day

JBL

-Tk« VlllmaU Gift Storw"

Moiher'sDayRoses

$^9^^99 |>er do/cn

^B ^^ Anoited (Alon

See page .^0 for more informalion
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Despite hellish conditions.

Death Valley remains a

popular national park

#AY Trips
The Bmln picks four fun and affordable spots to visit in

Southern California.

m^

ByMattGoulding
Daily Bruin Reporter

Upon descent 282 feet below sea

level into the depths of Death Valley

National Park, visitors can't help but

peer out the window of their air-con-

ditioned cars, expecting to spot Dante

or the River Styx.

Maybe it's not hell, but damn, it's

hot. Try as you may, but there is no

escaping it.

Every thing is a reminder of

Mother Nature's awesome power:

the shirts that won't stop clinging to

your back, the signs that warn visitors

rof hcat-rdalcd deaths and the attrac-

tions that sound more like spots on

Lucifer's playground than points of

interest.

So why, then, does this place draw

more than a million visitors a year?

"It's a spectacular area with

tremendous vistas," said Tim Stone,

the park's management assistant.

"It's also a matter of American psy-

che. It's representative of the Old

West ideal."

Stone said the remoteness of

Death Valley has provided a haven

for many Southern Californian

inhabitants throughout the years.

Removed as it is. Death Valley's

three million acres of nationally pro-

tected land provide for a number of

accommodations for its visitors.

Backpackers have the freedom of

navigating through narrow canyons

and traversing up rugged, snow-

capped mountains. Campers have a

plethora of options for pitching their

tents, finding designated areas any-

where from the absurdly low eleva-

tions of Furnace Creek (-196 feet) to

the awe-inspiring peaks of Mahogany

Flat (8.200 feet).

levy of W<'s Iiuw dpi

The less adventurous types can

relax in the comfort of the Furnace

Creek Inn and Ranch, enjoying the

natural hot spring pools and a 36-hole

golf course.

While the Thanksgiving and

Christmas holidays remain popular

times to explore Death Valley, the

park receives the brunt of its visitors

during spring.

Stone said the combination of its

affordability and its variety ofoptions

The Death Valley National Park offers its visitors not only extreme heat but breathtaking sighu

on its three million acres of land, all at a price that fits most students' budgets.

Photo Cojflejy of Ryan Falvey

The dry, cracked ground of Death Valley Is the result of minimal

rainfall and hot, arid weather.

have made the valley a popular spot

for college students.

Second-year undeclared student

Scott Keyes said his first trip to Death

Valley this April breathed life into his

earlier perception of a barren, deso-

late desert.

"There are so many things that you

wouldn't expect to see there, or any-

where in California," he said. "The

salt flats, the different colored moun-

tains, the pupfish. Death Valley has

more diverse sights and history than

places like Joshua Tree. People

shouldn't be thrown off by their pre-

conceived notions of this place."

Upon arrival, signs showing the

way to Dante's Peak or Devil's Golf

Course may not help to contradict

notions of Death Valley's hellish re|>

utation.

"That tended to be how things

were named here," Stone said. "It's

almost a way to describe our curiosi-

ties. Yellowstone was called the place

where hell bubbled over. Death

Valley has the same sort of image."

Don't be intimidated by the names

or the reputation, though; this valley

will find a way to win you over.

Maybe it's the salt flats of the dry val-

ley floor, where the shores of Death

Valley Lake, nearly two million years

ago in the Pleistocene age, climbed

200 feet above sea level. Perhaps the

yellow, green and purple rock strata

seen at the Artist's Palette can capti-

vate you long enough to make you

forget about the inefTectivcncss of

suntan lotion.

Or maybe the stars, engaging in an

almost surreal nightly battle, will

allow you to forget that Los Angeles is

only a day's drive away.

According to Stone, Death

Valley's isolation has contributed to a

history of strange events within its

perimeters. Luke Skywalker's dusty

home on the planet Tatooine would

not have been the same without the

rolling sand dunes of Stovepipe

Wells. In 1969, Charles Manson and

family were apprehended in Barker

Range, located on the outskirts of the

park.

Other characteristics that may
seem strange to some, like an entire

year without rain or a ground temper-

ature of 200 degrees Fahrenheit, are

standard for Stone and other fre-

quenters of this Califomia inferno.

With only two inches of rainfall

each year and an average high tem-

perature of over 1 10 degrees

Fahrenheit in the summer months.

Death Valley has gained the reputa-

tion as the hottest place on earth. In

1974, there was a series of 1 34 consec-

utive days where the maximum tem-

perature eclipsed 1(X) F.

Earth, space and sciences profes-

sor Clarence Hall, who has taken his

natural history of California class to

Death Valley for ncariy 25 years, said

that the park's geologic formations

and, surprisingly, its vegetation, pro-

vide a great classroom for his stu-

dents.

"The careful observer will note an

abundance of wild flowers in March

and April," said Hall. "Some of the

flowers arc so small that they are

termed belly flowers, because that is

where one must be to see them."

The extraordinary desert vegeta-

tion, coupled with the obscure forma-

tions and the fluctuations in light, will

provide impressive photos for even

the amateur camera man.

"Yosemitc Valley is the

'Incomparable Valley.'" Hall said.

"Death Valley is the 'Eerie Valley.'

From sunrise to sunset it is a land of

changing colors and shadows."

For more information on Death Valley,

check out the National Park Services

Web site at wvw»/.nps.gov/deva or call

(760)786-2331.

Future of Ljos Angeles a challenge for education, employment
dTY: Speakers meet to

discuss problems, focus

cin building new schools

ByStcvcChristol

Daily Bruin Contributor

Guest speakers at the 1 7th Annual

Bollens-Ries Memorial Lecture on

Thursday predicted a difficult future

for Los Angeles as the city faces chal-

lenges ranging from education to

race relations.

The lecture, titled "The State of

Los Angeles: How Can Our City Be

Improved?" was held in the faculty

center at UCLA and included a panel

of two distinguished speakers known

for their expertise in the fields of civil

rights and education.

The speakers, Angela Oh and

Genethia Hayes, said LA. might

experience economic problems sooiv

er rather than later if precautions arc

not taken.

"There could be a crisis this sunv

mer with young people in particular if

people are not working," said Oh, a

member of the LA. Human
Relations Commission and other

civil rights organizations such as the

California Commission on Access to

Justice.

She predicted unemployment

would be up in LA. after this sum-

mer and that companies will be leav-

ing the region, in part because of the

energy crisis.

Hayes, president of the Los

Angeles Unified School District

i'

Board of Education, said education is

important not only for relaying to

children the knowledge needed to

survive in today's work environment,

but also that education must be used

to teach children how our govern-

ment works.

"We must have literate young peo-

ple," Hayes said. "They must be func-

tionally literate, but they must also

understand that democracy is partici-

patory.

"Freedom is a state hard to find in

a democratic and capitalistic soci-

ety," she said, because people look

for common ground and easily

become comfortable. "We stop learn-

ing when we get comfortable."

Hayes also addressed the impor-

tance of building new schools in L.A.,

saying that there will be a massive

shortage of space for students in high

schools here within five years.

"We must find 150 new schools in

L.A.," she said. "If there are not 50

new schools by 2006, there won't be

enough seats for ninth graders."

She also said the dropout rate

among high school students is going

down. Although this is good for

them, she said, it is adding to the

number of students in schools and

will decrease the number of available

seats in classrooms in the future.

Several educators at UCLA also

have addressed issues of insufficient

classroom space in high schools. One

of those - Dana Cuff- a professor of

architecture and urban planning,

emphasized the importance of con-

fronting the problem as soon as pos-

sible.

"The shortage of classrooms,

seats, and schools is one of the most

pressing problems facing Los

Angeles today," Cuff said. "To begin

to solve 'he problem is going to take

some creative thinking and a multi-

pronged approach, starting immedi-

ately."

She suggested that a new kind of

urban school site should be imple-

mented in LA. using smart architec-

tural and urban design strategies to

make them cost-efficient.

Cuff also said we should explore

more ways to use technology in edu-

cation.

"Information technology makes it

possible to teach and learn in non-

conventional settings," she said. "If

we can creatively capitalize on the

computer's capabilities, we could

turn many parts of the city into Virtu-

al' classrooms."

Another solution to the lack of

classroom space in Los Angeles

Hayes suggested at Thursday's lec-

ture has already been implemented in

Minnesota. In Minneapolis, several

high s'^iiools and one middle school

are built into the bottom floor of busi-

ness buildings.

In such an environment, accord-

ing to Hayes, students can take class-

es in the mornings and then practice

their skills firsthand in the businesses

upstairs in the afternoons.

Though these structures lacks cer-

tain facilities present in most high

schools - such as gyms and sports

fields - Hayes said since there is a

lack of land to build new schools in

Los Angeles, the Minneapolis model

might be a practical solution.

When asked how Los Angeles

compares to other cities in the U.S.,

Oh said that no other city compares.

"People look to LA. for race rela-

tions problems and ask us. 'what

should we do?'" she said, referring to

the city's history of racial tensions

and civic unrest, such as the riots in

1965 and 1992.

Of the 62 million immigrants that

come into the U.S. every year. Oh
said, 25 percent go to California,

most of whom go to cither the San

Francisco Bay Area or Los Angeles.

"L.A. County is the most diverse

county in 48 states," said Hayes.

"Other places are looking to us for

education problems too."

I
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SLATES
From page 1

quotation marks and will appear on the ballots

as such.

S.U.R.E.'s Web site reads: "Vote for the

'Quotes.'"

E-code states that candidates "must run

under their ofllcially registered name (that

which appears on university records) or a

derivative thereof."

E-Board Chair Nicole Lynch said she did

not interpret any violation of code.

"(The option) was available to all candi-

dates," she said. "The ballot was approved by

USAC."
The slate's presidential candidate. Dusan

"Sean" Milctich, said S.U.R.E just wanted a

way to show their "unity, strength and solidar-

ity"

"We just utilized the full advantage of what

the election code ofTercd," Milctich said.

Student Empowerment!, the other slate this

year, arose out of the Affirmative Action

Coalition, whose focus is to repeal SP-I and 2,

policies set by the UC Board of Regents in

1995 banning afllrmative action at the univer-

sity. The slate includes members from 1 1 stu-

dent groups, including the Asian Pacific

Coalition, the African Student Union,

MEChA. the Vietnamese Student Union and
the Muslim Student Association.

"Student Empowerment! is the evolution of

several years of student work on campus," said

Karrcn Lane, the slate's presidential candidate

and chair ofASU

.

——

—

The history of slates can be traced back to

the 19S0s, when the Third World Coalition

first began. Over the years. TWC metamor-

phosed into Student Power, Focus Coalition

and Students First!.

Students First! formed from members of

the African Student Union, Asian Pacific

Coalition. MEChA and Samahang Pilipino.

.
In 1998, MEChA left Students First! and

Pra.xis was founded. MEChA Chair Elizabeth

Scrna said the organization left the slate

because, at the time, MEChA members need-

ed to refocus and set their priorities.

"The capacity ofour organization was over-

stretched," said Serna, a third-year history and

Chicana/o studies student. "We wanted to

focus internally as well as develop external ties

with statewide and national MEChAs."
In 1999, APC also pulled out of Praxis and

formed the Mobilize 2000, or the M2K slate.

Last year's Praxis slate was composed of La
Familia, Samahang, ASU and Raza Women.
The Praxis slate and its predecessor,

Students First!, have held the majority of the

13 seats in the Undergraduate Students

Association Council since 1995. Last year.

Praxis captured eight seats, with the remaining

five going to independents.

This year, the determination of several stu-

dent groups to reinstate affirmative action in

the UC system has convinced the groups to

put aside their difTerences and form a united

front with Student Empowerment!.

"It's not that the nature of Student

Empowerment! is more inclusive (than

Praxis)," said USAC Internal Vice President

Elias Enciso. "It's that the coalition grew and

expanded. The ideology - the constant strug-

gle for liberation, awareness and improvement

for the community - is very much still our

goal."

According to Lane, the exclamation mark
in Student Empowerment! - which was also

the signature punctuation of the Students

First! slate - symbolizes an emphasis on the

word "empowerment" but also reflects the his-

tory of work that student organizations before

them have done.

"That's what we're doing - empowering
students and communities," Lane said "We

"retlect on the past to grow for the future."

But David Ehrenberg. an independent

presidential candidate, said the recent past

reveals a shift away from slates.

He pointed to USAC President Elizabeth

Houston, who ran independent of a slate and

narrowly upset Praxis candidate Katynja

McCory in a runoff election last spring. Prior

to this year. Students First! and Praxis candi-

dates have occupied the presidential seat since

1995.

"The best way to represent students and all

groups on campus is not to affiliate with a

slate, but rather be the voice of all students,"

said Ehrenberg, a third-year political science

student. "No more bickering, no more diver-

gence. The way to do it is to break down slate

lines."

Ehrenberg, the former external vice presi-

dent of the Interfraternity Council, attempted

to create a slate composed of students from

within and without the university's Greek sys-

tem, but that effort failed when he could not

gamer enough support from non-Greek can-

didates.

Praxis nearly swept the short-lived slate

Sanity '98 - composed of Bruin Libertarians

and Republicans - when it won all 10 seats for

which it ran candidates. Sanity '98 took home
only one general representative seat.

Four years ago, the university witnessed the

emergence of Liberty '97, Unity '97 and
Access Coalition - slates which disappeared

soon after the election. In 1996, there was the

Greek-endorsed slate United Students and

Bruin Vision, a slate with no known support

from organized student groups.

This year, S.U.R.E. looks to be a reincarna-

tion of Unity '97, whose candidates vowed to

create a student senate.

David Dahle, a third-year political science,

sociology and women's studies student run-

ning for general representative, said S.U.R.E.

members hope to get elected for the sole pur-

pose of creating a senate system.

"We want to get elected so we can limit our

power and give it back to students," he said.

Despite rumors, Dahle said S.U.R.E. is "in

no way associated with Viable Alternative."

In fall 1999, Viable Alternative, though not

affiliated with the Greek system, rose out

the ashes of the previous year's Nexus, whose"

platform was to "link" students to their gov-

ernment and serve as an alternative to Praxis.

Nexus members believed affirmative action

was not an issue student government should

focus on. Though Nexus was also endorsed by

the On-Campus Housing Council and the

Jewish Student Union, it was unofficially ear-

marked the "Greek" slate.

According to Ehrenberg, a large portion of

campus has a negative stereotype of the Greek
system.

"Until the Greek system can work with

other areas of campus, it's not viable to run a

Greek slate," he said.

SUMMER
From page 1

psychology student, to take summer classes.

"1 enrolled in summer classes because they were

cheaper," Wing said. "Another reason that I decided to

take summer sessions was so that 1 could graduate earli-

er. I just really think that the school should have done
this earlier."

According to UC officials, lowering fees for the sum-

mer program is intended to facilitate graduation and

provide students with more scheduling options.

"We are trying to offer more opportunities to stu-

dents," Hayward said. "With more classes available in

the summer, students will be able to go through faster or

have a different quarter ofT."

According to Unruh, UCLA will launch several pilot

programs designed to help students graduate faster and

to save money.

"In one of the pilot programs, we will offer $500 fee

waivers to incoming transfer students if they register in

summer classes before they officially begin classes in the

fall," Unruh said. "But the classes need to be specific

and need to go toward their major."

This year, these waivers will be available for students

in the English, history, political science, psychology and
sociology departments, he said. Unruh suggests that

interested students talk to their counselors to determine

if they qualify for this program.

Another pilot program gives a $500 fee waiver for

students slated to graduate in the fall who agree to finish

their course work during the summer, Unruh said.

The UC plans to keep the fee reduction in place for

next year. "The program will probably expand next

Kard said. "We're preparing for dramatic

enrollment increases and we believe that reducing fees

is an important incentive for students to take more
classes and for universities to offer more classes."

Although summer courses are designed mainly for

college students, advanced high school students are also

allowed to apply.

Unruh, however, said enrolling in summer sessions

will not give high school students special status if they

choose to apply to UC campuses the following year.

He also said lowering fees was not intended to recruit

new students from various high school and community
college campuses.

"Generating interest in the summer programs is our

main goal," Unruh said. "We want the summer pro-

grams to be a much more vital part of student culture."

UCLA Performing Arts Student Comittee & UCLA Jazz Studies Program
presents

miles davis
Join us for an amazing line-up of jazz legends in

a concert benefiting jazz great Billy Higgins.

UCLA's Royce Hall

May 26, 2001

Saturday

8 pm
Kenny Burrell

Bobby Rodriguez
Harold Land
Garnett Brown
Roy McCurdy
Bob Hurst

Flora Purim
Oscar Brashear
Bennie Maupin
Anthony Wilson
Sherman Ferguson
Isaac Smith

Billy Childs

Airto Moreira
Gerald Wilson
Llew Matthews
Roberto Miranda
UCLA Big Band

To purchase tickets: ^^^.
Central Ticket Office: (310)825-2101 or online: www.sca. ucla.edu

(clockwise from top left)

After the walk, Leana Santo Domingo, 1 0, and her sister, Louise
Santo Domingo, 4, look at their new toys donated by Mattel.

Banners are painted at Chi Omega to help advertise for the walk^

As part of the walk's advertising, Henry Lam, third-year sociology
student and the Student Welfare Commission's chief of staff,

hangs a banner on Hilgard Avenue.

Jennifer Shen.a second-year molecular cell and developmental
biology student, recruits walkers and volunteers on Bruin Walk.

Walkers gather in Westwood Plaza to do the eight-clap before the
5K walk begins.

Walkers approach the halfway point of the North Campus route
on Sunday.

For
^ children

Photos and story by Jennifer Yuen/Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Fifty dozen Krispy Kreme dough-

nuts, thousands of flyers and 29

banners later, this year's'

Children's Walk for Life held Sunday
morning proved a success.

Amid the free food, games, raffles

and bands performing, the on-campus
walk raised at least an estimated

$15,000, benefiting the Mattel's

Children's Hospital.

UCLA's Student Welfare

Commission organized the event with a

goal of $50,000. But the total amount
raised won't be known until a couple of

weeks from now.

Peter Trinh, a third-year physiologi-

cal science/business economics student

and program director for the Children's

Walk, said the walk brought a variety of

people together for a worthy cause.

"As with the first walk, we hope the

money raised will go towards the hospi-

tal's Child Life and Child Development

Program, which aims to enhance chil-

dren's experience in the hospital," he

added.

With a.total of almost 300 volunteers

dedicating their time before and during

the walk, fourth-year microbiology stu-

dent and SWC programming chair

Rowena Dejcsus feared tiic event

would end up with more volunteers

than walkers.

The 5K walk began in Westwood
Plaza and circled around north cam-

pus. The route was marked with

encouraging posters and cheering vol-

unteers reminding them to, as one
poster read, "do it for the kids."

As one of the largest philanthropic

events on campus, initial planning for

the walk began one year ago. Publicity

to recruit sponsors, walkers and volun-

teers was larger than for the previous

walk, held in 1999.

A wide range of outside businesses

and on-campus student groups spon-

sored the walk. Donations covered

printing costs for flyers and included

jerseys signed by Freddie Mitchell.

Companies and organizations also

gave grants to the SWC.
Dr. Edward McCabe, profcs.sor and

executive chair of the department of

pediatrics and physician-in-chicf of the

hospital, .said the walk showed the

responsiveness of UCLA to communi-
ty needs.

"It's terrific getting students

involved in the hospital and knowing
they (and the outside community) are

supportive of the work we do," he said
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STATE & LOCAL
Actor Robert Blake's wife feared for her life, lawyer says
MURDER: Husband not

a suspect; investigators

wanted autopsy sealed

By Paul Chavez

The Associated Press

Actor Robert Blake's wife of

seven months - shot to death in

her car over the weekend - was

obsessed with celebrities, had a

criminal record and signed a

prenuptial agreement promising

to slay out of trouble.

Bonny Lee Baklcy, 45, was shot

Friday while sitting outside a

restaurant in Studio City, where

she and Blake had eaten dinner.

Blake. 67, said she was shot when
he returned to the restaurant to

retrieve a handgun. Police said he

was not a suspect.

Blake was treated for high

blood pressure after the shooting

:and was released from a hospital

Sunday.

Results of an autopsy were

sealed at the request of homicide

detectives, coroner's spokesman

Scott Carrier said Monday.

Blake's lawyer, Harland Braun.

said the couple had signed a

prenuptial agreement stating that

Bakley couldn't engage in any

criminal activity.

"Apparently she's had some
criminal history," Braun said. "So

it could be any number of people

that had it in for her."

The couple married after DNA
tests confirmed that Bakley 's II-

month-old daughter. Rose Lenore

Sophia, was fathered by Blake.

The girl has been placed in the care

of Blake's relatives.

The baby was originally named
Christian Shannon Brando

because Bakley believed the father

was Christian Brando, son of actor

Marlon Brando. Christian Brando

pleaded guilty in 1990 to voluntary

manslaughter in the shooting

death of his sister's boyfriend.

Bakley also had a 7-year-old

daughter named Jeri Lee Lewis.

She said rock 'n' roll legend Jerry

Lee Lewis was the father.

Jerome Kearny, a defense attor-

ney in Little Rock, Ark., said he

represented Bakley after she was

arrested in 1996 for possession of

false identification and stolen

credit cards. The probation office

conducted an investigation and

confirmed Bakley and the rock 'n'

roll singer had a child .together,

Kearny said.

Bakley pleaded guilty in the

case to misuse of a Social Security

number, Kearny said.

Linda Gail Lewis, Jerry Lee

Lewis' sister, became friends with

Bakley and remembered her as

outgoing and friendly.

"We definitely know she liked

being around famous men," Linda

Gail Lewis said.

Although Bakley lived in a unit

behind Blake's home, the marriage

was improving. Braun said. Blake

was carrying a gun because )h&

wife feared for her life, he said.

"Murder is usually a highly

motivated thing but here we have a

woman we don't know a lot

about," Braun said. "Someone
took that opportunity to kill her

when Robert left the car. She was

very vulnerable."

Police recovered two 9-mm
handguns and seized phone
records and other paperwork

from Blake's house during a

Saturday search, Braun said.

Police have interviewed Blake

twice since the shooting, Braun

added.

Braun said his investigators

have started combing through doc-

uments in Bakley's unit and found

letters from a lonely hearts service

she was running.

Blake, whose given name is

Mickey Gubitosi, began his acting

career at age 5, appearing in

MGM's "Our Gang" series. He is

best known for his Emmy-winning
role as detective Tony Baretta in

th€ I970's tekviskm ser ies

"Baretta."

The Associated Piejj

This is an undated California DMV photozz
of the victim Bonny Lee Bakley.

The
Princeton
Review

LAN YOUR SUMMER NOW!
Classes start in June, July & August.
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LSAT Start Dates & Locations
for the October 6, 2001 LSAT

West Los Angeles
West Los Angeles
West Los Angeles
West Los Angeles
Westwood
Westwood

June 16th

July 14th

August 4th

August 11th

August 25th

September 4th
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MCAT Start Dates & Locations
t for the August 18, 2001 MCAT

'V'West Los Angeles June 3rd

West Los Angeles

Westwood
Westwood

June 17th

June 17th
June 18th
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Dow Jones Industrials
down: 16.07

dose: 10,935.17

Nasdaq Index

down: 17.%

close: 2,1 73.57

Dollar

Yen: 121.17

Euro: 1.1228

Bush won't act to ease gas prices

COSTS: Consuming less,

cutting tax not feasible

options, Fleischer says

By Ron Foumier
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - President

Bush has no "magic wand" to wave

away soaring gasoline prices, the

White House said Monday, ruling out

price controls and offering little hope

of a reduction in the federal gas tax.

Presidential spokesman Ari

Reischer also dismissed suggestions

that high energy costs should change

American lifestyles. "That's a big

no," he told reporters. "It should be

the goal of policy makers to protect

the American way of life."

The nation's average price of gas,

including all grades and taxes,

increased 8.58 cents to $1.76 over the

last two weeks - with the Midwest

-znd West experiencing the biggest

jumps at the pump, according to the

Lundbcrg Survey of 8,000 service sta-

tions. Fleischer, peppered with ques-

tions about the remote possibility of

$3-a-gallon gasoline this summer, said

there's not much a president can do.

"It's tantamount to a tax increase

on the American people," he said,

"land that's one reason why it's so

important for the nation to have an

energy policy that reflects the chal-

lenges the nation is facing."

But the White House energy poli-

cy, due to be released this month,

deals with long-term solutions to sup-

ply shortages and won't ease prob-

lems at the pump this summer.

Fleischer said Bush is opposed to

price controls and has not supported

calls to repeal or cut the 18.4-cents-a-

gallon federal gas tax.

"The president has not joined that

chorus before," Reischer said. "I do

not rule it out but ... that is not some-

thing the president is focused on." He
said reducing the tax would "create

havoc" on national road and bridge

programs that are funded by the tax.

Senior White House officials,

speaking on condition of anonymity,

said Bush expects pressure from

Congress to reduce the gas tax, per-

haps by rolling back the 4.3-cents-a-

gallon increase imposed in 1993.

Bush aides are telling lawmakers he

doesn't support the reduction,

though they are leaving some wiggle

room in case approval of the decrease

is critical to passage of his broader

energy plans, the officials said.

"If any politician has a magic

wand that they can wave over gas

prices to lower them, the president ...

would like to listen to them,"

Reischer said.

"He has never sought a quick fix

because quick fixes don't work,"

Fleischer said. "He will resist the

siren song of moving from one short-

term solution to another."

Administration officials say the

energy report will include incentives

for conservation and the use of alter-

native fuels, such as nuclear power,

but Fleischer said energy policy

should not disrupt the lives of

Americans.

"The American people's use of

energy is a reflection of the strength

ofour economy, of the way of life that

the American people have come to

enjoy," he said. "The American way
of life is a blessed one. and we have a

bounty of resources in this country.'^

The White House has taken a simi-

lar little-we-can-do posture as

California struggles with electricity

shortages. Bush has been criticized in

California for his position.

Happiness could lead to longer life

AGING: Negative states

have cumulative effect

on body, study suggests

By Steve Bailey

The Associated Press

LEXINGTON, Ky. - If you're

happy and you know it - you just

may live longer.

New research released Monday
stemming from a 15-year study of

aging and Alzheimer's disease in

nuns suggests a positive emotional

state at an early age may help ward

off disease and even prolong life.

"It's been known for years that

pathological expressions of emo-

tion like depression or hostility can

lead to illness," said David

Snowdon, University of Kentucky

professor of neurology and direc-

tor of the Nun Study for the

school's Sanders-Brown Center on

Aging.

"Our theory is that negative

emotional states such as anxiety,

hatred and anger can have a cumu-

The Atsoctated Pr«s

David Snowdon, University of Kentucky professor of neurology and

director of the Nun Study, stands among specimens he used.

lative effect on the body over time.

Over decades and decades, people

that turn these negative emotions

on and off several times daily are

hurting themselves and are more

likely to fall victim to heart disease

and stroke."

Snowdon's findings were pub-

lished Monday in The Journal of

Personality and Social Psychology.

"It's interesting research and it's

important research," said Dr.

Richard Suzman, an associate

director at the National Institute

See STUDY, page 10
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Officer indicted on
misdemeanor charges
CINCINNATI - Angering black leaders,

a grand jury returned two misdemeanor
charges Monday against a white police offi-

cer whose fatal shooting of an unarmed black

man touched off three nights of devastating

riots last month.

As night fell, there were scattered reports

of broken windows around downtown,
where many businesses had been boarded up

in case of new violence. About 150 people

marched peacefully at police headquarters

chanting "No justice, no peace" as officers

on horseback and in riot gear watched near-

by in a steady rain. The protest dispersed

after an hour.

Officer Stephen Roach was charged with

negligent homicide and obstruction of offi-

cial business exactly one month after 19-year-

old Timothy Thomas was shot as he fled

down an alley.

Roach, 27, has said he thought

Thomas was reaching for a gun

and his attorney said he planned to

enter innocent pleas. If convicted of

both charges. Roach would face no

more than nine months in jail and could

receive probation.

"I know that emotions are running high

over the tragic death of Timothy Thomas,
but the case against Officer Roach cannot be

decided based on emotion," prosecutor

Michael Allen said.

Thomas, being sought for 14 outstanding

warrants, was the fifth black man killed in

confrontations with Cincinnati police since

November.

Enron wins appeal to

buy subsidized power
SAN FRANCISCO - Enron Corp..

which was ordered last month to honor its

contracts to supply power to California's
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A Palestinian youth runs for cover as an Israeli tank moves in the

southern Gaza Strip Monday.

Palestinian baby now
among region's dead
KILLING: Israeli shelling

was response to attack

on Jewish settlements

By Ibrahim Barzak

The Associated Press

KHAN YUNIS REFUGEE
CAMP. Gaza Strip A 4-month-oid

Palestinian baby girl named Iman
died Monday when Israeli shcllfire

landed in the yard of her home, mak-

ing her the youngest person killed in

the current Middle East bloodletting.

The baby's 19-year-old mother, her

grandmother and three more children

belonging to the extended family were

all seriously injured by shrapnel when

a shell crashed in the small backyard

of the family's cinderblock house in

the Khan Yunis refugee camp in the

Gaza Strip, a relative said.

At the Nasser Hospital, where sur-

geons operated on several members
of the Hijo family, women relatives

dressed in black sat on the floor out-

side the operating theater, weeping,

wailing and cursing Israeli Prime

Minister Ariel Sharon.

Another member of the extended

family, 18-month-old Mahmoud Hijo,

was in intensive care with shrapnel

wounds, doctors said.

Overall, 24 Palestinians were hurt,

including 10 children, at the Gaza
camp, according to Palestinian doc-

tors. Also, a Palestinian policeman

was killed in a clash in the West Bank,

the Palestinians said.

Sharon said he was sorry, and that

Israeli troops did not intend to harm
children. "Children and babies

should not be involved in this terrible

war that we would like one day to fin-

ish." Sharon said.

But Sharon, opening the summer
session of parliament, stressed that

Israel would respond harshly to

Palestinian attacks.

"The fight against terror will be

uncompromising. ' said Sharon, who
won a landslide election victory in

February with a pledge lo slop the

violence. "The struggle will not be

short and it will not be easy. But we
are determined to win this struggle.

We are determined not to grant the

terrorists any achievements. There

will not be peace talks under fire."

Israel's shelling attack Monday
was precipitated by Palestinian mili-

tants who fired four mortars at two

Jewish settlements in Gaza, without

causing injuries, accordir)g to the

Israelis. Palestinian authorities main-

tained that no mortars were fired.

"It is a terribly tragic event," army
spokeswoman Capt. Sharon Feingold

saidof the death of Iman Hijo.

She said the houses in the area

were believed to be empty. "We
respond to Palestinian fire. The fire

was coming from that direction. We
are committed to protecting the lives

of our civilians."

Most of the shells targeted a mar-

ket area that was only a few yards

from the Hijo family home.

public universities, has won a key

appellate ruling that could cost tax-

payers millions.

A federal appeals panel said the

Houston-based energy wholesaler could

buy power for the universities from the

state's investor-owned utilities, rather than

buying it on wholesale markets.

That means the state government will have

to buy even more electricity, adding to its

already $6 billion tab that will eventually be

paid back by the customers of the state's

three largest investor-owned utilities and tax-

payers.

U.S. not among best

countries for mothers
WASHINGTON The United States is

missing from a top 10 index measuring the

status of mothers around the world, mainly

because of its failure to address the health

needs of the country's minorities and poor, a

report says.

The United States ranked Ilth out of 94

countries on the "Mothers' Index" found in a

report compiled by the Save the Children

foundation. The report was to be released

today, five days before Mother's Day.

The organization ranked countries on the

basis of a mother's access to health care, use

of contraception and family planning, litera-

cy rate and participation in government.

"Although maternal health care services in

the United States may be considered among
the best available in the world, the discrepan-

cy in access to these services between white

and minority women is a major cause of this

poor showing," the foundation said in a sum-

mary of its report.

The United States fared worse in the

report's "girls' investment index," primarily

because of its high teen pregnancy rate. The
nation came in 22nd out of 140 nations and
tied with Greece and Hungary.

Compiled from Daily Bruin wire reports.
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Real Gold,., Real Roses,.,

Really Speciahf

Give Mom something special this Mother's Day. For less

than the price of-a dozen roses, this genuine long-stemmed
America Red rose has been preserved and dipped in 24K
gold. It is a Mother's Day gift she 'II cherish.

Each rose is unique, and like your lovefor her,

will lastforever.

Come in to Sarah Leonard Fine Jewelers

today. We have hundreds ofgift ideas that say,

"Thanks, Mom"
in a very special way.

A rose thai lasts forever'

quantity limited

S^S
fine jeweler s""

Where Quality and Ethics Come First ... SirKe 1 946

1 055 westwcxxi blvd

westwood village

(310)208-3131

As always, we offer a discount to
UCLA Students, Faculty and Staff

Kaplan students
get into Law Sell

Case Closed.

• • I

9 out of 10 Kaplan LSAT students go
to one of their top 3 school choices.

1997 BrusklrvGoklring Research Study of students at the top 25 law schools.

LSAT classes start May 10.

Call 1-800-KAP-TEST or visit

kaptest.com to enroll today!

KAPLAN

Test prep, admissions and guidance. For life.
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PRESIDENT
From page 1

campus," Ehrcnberg said. "I think

that's a realistic vision."

Lane, who is running on the

Student Empowerment! slate, cited

the success of the Center for African

American Studies and said she would

promote similar efforts.

"I will actively work toward

expanding these programs," Lane
said.

Miletich stressed that such a

requirement would help promote off-

campus relations with the university.

"We get half of our education out-

side of the classroom," he said. "It's

extremely important to have this

requirement."

The fourth candidate, John

Haerptyan, did not appear at the

presidential debate nor did he turn in

a candidate statement to the Daily

Bruin. He could not be reached for

comment.

But the candidates' approaches to

campus issues varied, ranging from
reform to the introduction of an

entirely new branch of government.

The most revolutionary plan was
that of Miletich's, who is running on
the S.U.R.E. slate. The name stands

for Students United for Reform and
Equality.

- Miletich's campaign includes the

creation of a student senate system,

which is in place at schools such as

UC Berkeley, Stanford and the

University of Southern California.

"There's no room for political oli-

garchy," said Miletich, a fourth-year

English student. "There should be

some legislative system with represen-

tatives from all corners of the cam-
pus."

But Ehrenberg and Lane said a

senate system would be too costly and
time-consuming.

"A senate system is too complicat-

ed," Ehrenberg, a third-year political

science student, said Friday.

"It's not worth it to turn everything

upside down to ruin a system that

does work," he said. "What we have

set up right now with (student advo-

cacy groups) being an entity ofUSAC
is essentially a senate system in itself."

Lane said a senate system is not the

best way to address student involve-

ment in USAC.
"i don't think that the student sen-

ate system is a means of doing that. I

think it will have negative efTects,"

Lane, a fourth-year sociology student,

said Friday.

Lane's platform revolves around
improving the educational experience

of students.

"Real education occurs when stu-

dents are engaged in every part of the

educational experience," she said.

"Students should be empowered by

the education they receive here

because they have to go out and

impact the community."

In addition. Lane hopes to hold

USAC general body meetings.

"It will be an informal place where

students can come and hold council

members accountable as well as bring

about student issues that are impor-

tant to them," she said.

Lane plans to implement a student

task force to address issues brought

up at those meetings. She also plans to

implement faculty-student "brown
bags," to take the classroom into an

informal setting for students to

engage in academic discussion.

Lane wants to continue working

on student-initiated outreach pro-

grams to increase the number of

minorities and women on campus.

She also hopes to create a student ser-

vice fair to make students aware of

retention resources their registration

fees fund.

Ehrenberg's platform consists of

three basic themes: unity, progress

and accountability. He addressed the

need for coalitions within USAC and
said he understood the limitations of

his role as president.

"The president of this council

doesn't have a large functional capac-

ity." Ehrenberg said. "The president

is a mediator, an organizer and a facil-

itator."

According to USAC bylaws, the

president is responsible for carrying

out all orders, sanctions and resolu-

tions made by council. They must also

immediately notify ail council mem-
bers of any veto made by their office.

Ehrenberg said he will work exten-

sively to unite council and promote

their agendas.

"I'm willing to work with any

council member for the sake of cohe-

siveness, for the .sake of having a

coherent government. This is my
solemn pledge to the campus and to

the people on council," he said.

Ehrenberg plans to establish a

press secretary in the president's

office to update student media on the

council's activity He also wants to

establish regularly scheduled town
hall meetings, visiting different

groups on campus.

"You have to listen to what your

constituency is concerned with

because you can't represent students

unless you actually hear them," he

said.

Along with the proposed senate

system,the other two cornerstones of

Miletich's platform are reform and

See PtESIDENT, page 10

MONTEREY
INSTITUTE
OF INTERNATIONAL STUDIES

MA Programs
TRANSLATION & INTERPRETATION •*

»• CONFERENCE INTERPRETATION «•

- TRANSLATION «

CHINESE « ENGLISH - FRENCH « GERMAN
JAPANESE - KOREAN « RUSSIAN • SPANISH

SCHOLARSHIPS
STILL AVAILABLE

Monterey Institute of International Studie
425 Van Buren Street

Monterey, CA 93940 USA
TEL (831) 647-4123 • FAX (831) 647-6405

E-MAIL admit@miis.edu
www.tniis.edu
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Please help us challenge societal attitudes and values that contribute to chronic
dieting, preoccupation with exercise/food, eating disorders and size discrimination!

\ UCLA's First Annual InternationalNO Diet Daij

Tuesday,MAY 8tk

I pledge that on May 8th (INDD):
1) I will not diet.

2) I will not say to myself or others "I feel so fat!"

3) Instead of trying to change, my body to fit someone else's standards,

I will accept myselfjust as I am.

4) I will feed myself when I am hungry.

5) I will feel no shame or guilt about my size or about eating.

6) I will think about whether dieting has improved my health and well-being or not.

7) I will do at least one nice thing for my body (exercise, get a massage, etc.)

G)me toWestwood Plaza on TueKiUiij, Maij 8tL from 1L<X)-2<X) pjn. or stop by tke
Center forWomen&Men (2Dodd Hall) or tkeArtkurAake Student Healtk&Welln

Center to take tke pledgeand to^et a li^t klue rlkbon!

sNAir
INDD is brought to you by SNAC -Student Nutrition («fe body image) Action Committee.

SNAC is facilitated by Sheri Albert, MPH, RD (saIbert@saonet.ucIa.edu) and Karen Minero, Ph.D. (kminero@saonet.ucla.edu)
and sponsored by the Arthur Ashe Student Health and Wellness Center, the ORL Residential Health Education Committee.

=^ and the UCLA Center for Women ct Men. — —

, --<
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M^'^Vote!!!
USAC Elections are Coming

Voting to be held on Wednesday (5-9-01) and Thursday ( 5-10-01)

Don't forget to bring your Bruin ID or else you can't vote!

Polls open 9am-5pm

1) Bruin Walk (Northwest Corner of Pauley Pavillion)

2) Between Kerckhoff and Moore Hall

3) Ackerman Turn - Around (Located near the bus stop)

4) Bruin Plaza (Bruin Walk, across from the Bear)

5) Royce Quad (between Powell Library and Royce Hall)

6) Quad (N.E. corner of Royce Hall, between Rolfe and Royce)

7) Bunche Hall (Southwest of Bunche Hall)

8) Inverted Fountain (by Franz and Knudsen Hall)

9) Court of Sciences (by Young, Math Sciences, and Franz Hall)

10) Men's Gym

11) Covel Commons (Southwest of Covel Commons)

(^ <^
For more info contact E-Board at

310-206-7796
Paid for by USAC

STUDENTS
AS^cr ".'T',
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PRESIDENT
From page 8

accountability. He said he wants to

rebuild the council's credibility with

the administration first, then with the

community at large.

In conjunction with the S.U.R.E.

slate, Miletich hopes to push for uni-

versity-subsidized off-campus hous-

ing to provide affordable living

options for students, while decreas-

ing demand for on<ampus parking.

He is currently lobbying for a tax-

free textbook bill in the state assem-

bly. Also, he wants to push for higher

meal coupon rates and the elimina-

tion of final exams on weekends in

observance of religious services.

"If I want to go to church on

Sunday, and have a final, I should at

least be able to reschedule it," he said.

After the debate, all the candidates

had different offers for student vot-

ers.

Lane emphasized her experience

dealing with campus issues, citing her

position as current chair of the

African Student Union and a mem-
ber of the Student Fee Advisory

Committee.

"I have a better understanding of

what USAC is and how it should

function because ofmy experience on

campus," she said.—

Miletich said he, along with his

slate, is a better option for students.

"I'm open to all ideas. We need to

have a system where everybody's wel-

come," he said.

Ehrenberg said he thought he

came off as being the most fair and
equitable candidate.

"I tried to represent myself as a

real student and I'm not going to

make any false promises," he said.

"Anything I do promise I'll carry

out."

COPELAND'S
From page 1

merchandise complements what the

store offers."

In deciding which merchandise to

offer at the on-campus location,

Cochran said Copeland's spoke with

representatives from ASUCLA and
the UCLA Store.

"We took into account what we
felt we could offer the students -

selection and good service," Cochran
said. "We've made special arrange-

ments to make athletic equipment
available."

The store's opening has also result-

ed in more job opportunities for peo-

ple like Jessica Pounds, a second-year

economics student.

"I think it's just great to have this

convenience on campus," Pounds
said. "It's laid back; it's very flexible

hours."

Student athletes, including first-

year biology student and basketball

player Gennifer Arranaga, arc

pleased with the new addition.

"I like it. It has stuff I need."

Arranaga said.

STUDY
From page 7

on Aging. "I believe this most recent

finding that optimism can predict

and even aid longevity will lead to a

lot of further study in this area."

Since 1986, Snowdon has careful-

ly tracked participants in the study,

who all are members of the School

Sisters of Notre Dame. All 678
agreed to annual cognitive and
physical assessments, blood tests

and the donation of their brains to

the research tftam upon death.

The study has produced evidence

that stroke or head trauma can
increase a person's chances of suf-

fering from dementia or

Alzheimer's disease later in life.

There's only one way to go. Up.

As you begin your ascent to the top. remember, it's

what you learn along the way that assures your suc-

cess. At Ernst & Young, we give our recruits total

access to the tools they need to gain knowledge

and learn more about the marketplace. And

because leadership skills are so important,

we give them the opportunity to chal-

lenge themselves by working with

ieadtng compantcs in teadtng indus^

tries. The result? An atmosphere

that's stimulating, innovative

and creative. Talk about a place

where you can really take off.

I!
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See Wednesday's Viewpoint

to read which candidates

the editorial board

supports in the election.

viewpoJnt^edia.uda.edu
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Ehernal Vice President
SIIOIM
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Evan

Okamura

When I first arrived at UCLA, 1

was proud to be at such a

prestigious university. I soon
found my way to the External Vice

President's Office where I began work-

ing on issues that affect us as students.

The work we do in the office continues

to motivate and drive me.

I am running with Student

Empowerment! for the position of

external vice president. As the current

EVP, the office staff and I want to con-

tinue the work that we've begun. The
role of the EVP is to work on issues

that affect us as students on the local,

statewide and national levels. Such
issues include increased financial aid

and housing affordability.

Secondly, the EVP's job is to ensure

that the student voice is part of the

decision-making process.

This year we worked with the United

States Student Association and the

University of California Student

Association and met with our elected

officials. Through our collaborative

efforts, the maximum Pell Grant was
increased by $450, the largest increase

ever.

In addition, this year we have

worked with the cultural affaijls com-
mission to put on open mic programs

for alternative education and expres-

sion.

Since the EVP is connected to stu-

dents nationwide, wc have access to

information on issues that affect all of

us. Nearly all issues are student issues

because they affect access to education.

If re-elected, I.want to continue

bringing back information about cur-

rent issues and bills so that we can play

an effective role in the decision-making

process.

Finally as EVP, I want the office to

provide the avenues, resources and sup-

port necessary to empower us as stu-

dents to work for ourselves.

General Representative

lASON fHEN/Oaily Btuin SenKDi Suff

TODAY:

President, external vice president

and general representatives

Statements

Theo

Apostol/

Throughout my college

career, I have participated

in various programs giving

me the experience needed to

work effectively in the General

Representative OITice. I have

worked in the Office of

Residential Life and am currently

a resident computer intern. My
experience with the SPEAR pro-

ject in the Student Retention

Center involves addressmg stu-

dent concerns and issues on a

daily basis.

As your general represe.nta-

tive, I want to increase USAC's
accessibility to students so that all

student concerns can be heard.

Open avenues for student dia-

logue about issues pertaining to

their experience at UCLA will

increase their investment in

USAC and campus life.

One goal I have is to provide a

USAC internship to expand stu-

dents' understanding of USAC's
role and its relevance to the stu-

dent body. Moreover, I would

like to stress the importance of

education outside of the class-

room. By providing "Focus

Forums," round-table discussions

which engage students in discus-

sion of specific topics, we can

appreciate the diversity of view-

points on our campus.

From my experience oven!te~~

past four years, I realize that we,

the students, make the university.

With this understanding comes

responsibility. I feel students need

to take ownership of their educa-

tional experiences at UCLA.
UCLA is a microcosm of soci-

ety. If we, as students, do not

exercise our rights to be involved

in the decision-making process on

this campus, we keep ourselves

from affecting our communities

off-campus.

I
am a third-year student pur-

suing a double major in com-

munications and political sci-

ence and a minor in public policy.

I have been interested in student

government since my first year

when I almost won the general

representative position in 1999.

1

have been actively involved in the

Greek system since my freshman

year. I have also been involved in

the UCLA department of music

performing with the UCLA
Chorale and UCLA Orchestra. I

am a two-time performer in

Student Alumni Association's

Spring Sing talent show.

I am running on the S.U.R.E.

slate (Students United for

Reform and Equality) where I

hope to balance out council and

bring student government back

to the students. The UCLA cam-

pus has let the student govern-

ment function as a political

machine for too long. I wish to

return civility, accountability and

equality back to USAC as our

student government strives to

improve student life.

I have four main goals for the

general representative position.

First, I want to install a student

senate system where every stu-

dent group will have access to

USAC. Second, I plan to make
Ackerman Student Union a true"

student union. Working with

ASUCLA and the Graduate

Students Association, I hope to

open a restaurant bar and grill in

Ackerman to promote student

interaction and assist ASUCLA
out of debt.

Third, I plan to investigate the

embarrassing and persistent

sewage problem in the on-cam-

pus housing area. Finally, I plan

S«e CHENG, page IS

President

This past year USAC was plagued by a variety of prob-

lems including a lack of cohesion among council

members, an inability to complete intended goals, and
a general disjunction from the student body. My solutions to

these problems revolve around three themes, unity, progress

and accountability.

The first theme is unity. By reconciling differences and
disputes on council and maintaining strong relationships

S««EHRENBERG,page14

The vision of Student Empowerment! candidates is to

fully engage students in their educational experience

so that they are empowered with the knowledge of

themselves and the diverse world around them. As UCLA
students, we should become successful individuals who
contribute to the progress of the greater community Thus
the role of USAC should be to provide a supportive envi-

ronment for the educational pursuit of all UCLA students.

See UME, page 14

My
name is David Dahle

and I am running for

the office of USAC
general representative. I feel I

am qualified for this position

because of my involvement in

many spheres ofcampus life. I

am the campus safety director

for the Student Welfare

Commission, the special events

coordinator for Hedrick Hall, a

chief deputy for the Staff for the

USAC President and a member
of the Vietnamese Student

Union.

As a general representative, I

would foster greater lines of

communication with the On-
Campus Housing Council,

because many first and second

year students in the residence

halls have little direct knowl-

edge, involvement or contact

with USAC.
I, as well as the other mem-

bers of the S.U.R.E. slate

(Students United for Reform

and Equality) will also work on

issues that affect the daily lives

of all students and groups at

UCLA. 1 plan on restructuring

USAC into a senate system,

which would be inclusive of all

groups, ideologies, constituen-

cies and voices. This contrasts

with the current structure, which

allows for only minimal student

participation, corruption and lit-

tle accountability.

Along with structural

changes, the S.U.R.E. slate will

also tackle practical issues that

the current government has

failed to provide. We will lobby

for no finals on weekends (for

religious observance); student

seating back at Pauley Pavilion

during sporting events;

increased meal coupon value for

dorm residents; tax free text-

book bill in the State Assembly

(AB 1 246) and increased fund-

See MHLE, page 15

When I first came to

UCLA three years

ago, I was lost. But

as soon as I became involved, I

found my way by taking own-
ership of my education. I am
running on the Student

Empowerment! slate for gener-

al representative because we
should all feel empowered by

our education and student gov-

ernment.

For the past three years I

have been an active member of

MEChA, a Chicana/o student

group, and have worked with

their student initiated outreach

programs. This year, as the

Chicana/o Studies

Coordinator and Student

Departmental Senate
^'

Representative for the Cesar

Chavez Center, my role is to

ensure student representation.

The office of general repre-

sentative has the unique oppor-

tunity to work on specific

i.ssues affecting students. As a

general representative, I plan

to work on two key issues.

The first is campus safety

and awareness, as it is crucial

that we all feel safe on campus.

No student should feel afraid

to use campus facilities or

study late at night. Through
the office I will work with the

Center for Women and Men
and the LGBT Resource

Center to co-program and pro-

mote workshops on self-

defense, domestic violence,

etc.

Secondly, our education

should be relevant to our lives

and help us succeed in a multi-

cultural society. I plan to work
toward the implementation of

a diversity requirement within

our general education curricu-

lum. Unfortunately, UCLA is

the only UC without a diversity

SeeM0SQUE0A,page1S

The time has come for a change in USAC and for

your voices to be heard. We must unite together to

reform the Praxis-led oligarchy that has unabashed-
ly denied student access to both funding and representa-

tion, and ensure that a true democracy is installed at

UCLA. To achieve this goal we must first win a majority
of the council, and this is why we have formed the first

truly progressive slate this campus has seen in years.

SeeMILETKN^pagelS

How TO SUBMIT

TO VIEWPOINfT

• Write a three- to four- page, optr>ion-style

submission about a curreril event on campus
or in the world at large, or write a response to

something that you have already read In The
Bruin.

F.-mail submissions to

viewpoint9rT)edia ucla.edu. Ren>emt>er to

copy and paste your submission into the body
of tfie e-mail, or drop off a hard copy of your

submission at the Daily Bruin office (118

Kerckhoff Hail), care of Jortah Lalas.

• Apply to be a Viewpoint columnist dur-

ing Weeks 7 and 8 of each quarter

• Apply to be a cartoonist or artist Send an

e-mail expressing your interest to the
Viewpoint address

A few things to remember;
• All submissions must irKlude your name,

phone number and affiliation with UCLA. K
you are a student, they must also include your

student ID number, year and rruijor.

^Your facts will be checked; nrtake sure

they are accurate.

• Viewpoint Is not an advertising space for

any group or organization, be sure to have
clearly articulated opinions.

• We reserve the right to edit submissions
for clarity, grammar and length.

I
am a third-year cultural anthropology

and American literature and culture

student. I have leadership experience

on campus and have also been involved in

many of the activities and volunteer oppor-

tunities UCLA has to offer. Currently, 1

am on the Executive Committee for the

UCLA Communications Board. The
Communications Board is responsible for

regulating all UCLA student media publi-

cations such as UCLA Radio, the Daily

Bruin, Nommo and La Gcnte, to name a

few.

I am also a member of the Speakers

Staff for the Campus Events Commission.

Campus events is responsible for the

majority of concerts, films and speaker

engagements on campus. Additionally, I

was selected to participate in the presti-

gious Alumni Association Leadership

Training Program.

I have volunteered for the UCLA
Children's Walk for Life and Project

Share, where I tutored elementary stu-

dents after school. I also competed for the

UCLA snowboard team and performed

in the 2000 Spring Sing production.

If elected, my main goal as general rep-

resentative is to establish a new committee

comprised entirely of student group repre-

sentatives. The purpose of the committee

will be to provide more representation to

the student groups, foster dialogue

between campus leaders, and most impor-

tantly, make USAC more accessible to

student groups. Through this committee,

student groups will have more influence in

important issues such as funding and

diversity.

I am a proud member of the S.U.R.E.

slate (Students United for Reform and

Equality), which supports the implemen-

tation of a senate system. The slate stands

behind reform, representation and

accountability. Additionally, the slate sup-

ports realistic goals that directly help

UCLA students. These include: longer

Wooden Center hours, more student Hoor

seating in Pauley, increased funding for

the Student Retention Center.'tncreased

parking permits for students and a tax-

free textbook bill.

Overall, I feel that UCLA students

should expect better from their student

government and through my experience

and platform, I will be able to provide it.

DAILY BRUIN
11 8 Kerckhoff Hall

308 Westwood Plaza

Los Angeles, CA 90024
(310)825-9898

httpy/www.dailybruin.ucla.edu
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Unsigned editorials represent a

n^jorlty opinion of the Dally

Bruin Editorial Board. All other

columns, letters and artwork

represent the opinions of their

authors.

Xll submitted material must

bear the author's name,
address, telephone number.

registration number or affilia-

tion with UCLA. Names will not

be withheld except in extreme

cases.

The Bruin complies with

the Communication Board's

policy prohibiting the publi

cation of articles that perpetu-

ate derogatory cultural or eth-

nic stereotypes.

When multiple authors
submit material, some names
may be kept on file rather than

published with the material.

The Bruin reserves the right to

edit submitted material and to

determine its placement in the

paper. All submissions become

the property of The Bruin. The
Communications Board has a

media grievance procedure
for resolving complaints
against any of its publications.

For a copy of the complete
procedure, contact the

Publications office at 118

Kerckhoff Hall.
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irs not too late

to registerl

Three Summer Sessions:
I June 4-July 13

II June 25-August 3

III July 16-August 22

• Over 1,200 day and evening courses to choose from

• No formal admission to CSULB required

• Earn units toward your degree

Call: (800) 963 2250 ext. 60001
for your free catalog.

www.uces.csulb.edu/summer
email: suinmer@uces.csulb.edu

CaUfonik Slate IJnhri^, LongBcaA

Medical School

Admissions

ConsuHins

Judy Colwell
M.A., CounMlins Psyeholofy

Former Asst. Dir. of

Admissions

Stanford U. Medical

School
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IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE WORLD FESTIVAL,

THE ASIAN PACIFIC COALITION PROUDLY PRESENTS:

"Retracing Our Footsteps"
An Asian/Pdci&c Islander Celebration of Herilage Month
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EHRENBERG
From page 12

with all groups on campus, USAC will

come together to do what is best for

all students. One method ofaccom-

plishing this objective is through coali-

tions, so that each side of the political

spectrum on campus is recognized

and heard.

Furthermore, I will use a technique

known as dispute resolution manage-

ment to mediate old and new tensions

on council.

The second theme ofmy campaign

is progress. The president of USAC
does not have a large functional role

on council.

An effective president needs to pro-

vide facilitation, guidance and media-

tion to all council members. I will

ensure that members on council do

their job by serving in that capacity.

Furthermore, I will pay special atten-

tion to issues involving campus safety,

equitable budgetary allocation,

UCLA parking and transportation,

academic enrichment programming,

campus spirit, campus retention and

outreach and support to pre-college

and community college students in

surrounding areas.

My third theme involves account-

ability. Students are of^en misin-

formed or uninformed about the func-

tions of USAC. Informing students on""

a weekly basis of the current USAC
issues via the Daily Bruin is the best

way to keep all undergrads up to date.

Another way to keep students

involved in USAC is through bi-week-

ly town hall meetings. These events

provide students with a direct oppor-

tunity to communicate with their stu-

dent government. In addition to the

town hall meetings, surveys afford stu-

dents the chance to voice their con-

cerns. These methods are the best way
to hear all students and accommodate

their needs.

LANE
From page 12

As USAC president, I plan to use the

tools and skills I have gained to carry

out this goal.

My experience demonstrates my
commitment to enhancing educa-

tional opportunities on campus. —
Through my work with the

Community Programs OfTice and

the African Student Union, I have

been able to collaborate with a

diverse range of organizations and
develop working relationships with

administrators, faculty and elected

officials.

I have been successful in working

with various students to produce cul-

tural and educational programs such

as "Hip Hop X-plosion" and Pan

African Week. As a member of the

Student Fee Advisory Committee, I

have worked with undergraduates,

graduates and administrators to

advise the chancellor on student fees

and the funding of student services.

I will continue to work for stu-

dents by increasing opportunities for

students to get involved, providing

more direct services to ensure the

retention of all UCLA students, and
creating alternative means of educa-

tion. I plan to hold quarterly USAC
general body meetings and a USAC
student service resource fair.

lalso intend to extend academic

discussion beyond the classroom

through "Student and Faculty

Brown Bags," where students and
faculty can dialogue about important

issues. In addition, I will work with

USAC council members to continue

the book-lending program, increase

the meal coupon's value, and spon-

sor financial aid workshops.

The role of USAC president is to

ensure that all the responsibilities of

council arc met. With my experience

and commitment, I will work to

make USAC more effective and

accessible to students.
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MILETICH
From page 12

S.U.R.E. (Students United for

Reform and Equality).

Right about now your saying,

"Yeah right. I've heard this same

kind of rhetoric a million times

before. What makes you any differ-

ent from all the rest?"

To this I reply simply. I am the

only presidential candidate who
wants to win so he can limit his own
power. And not only do I want to

limit it, but I want to legislate the

USAC council out of legislation alto-

gether, by making the council a true

executive body and creating a stu-

dent senate to act as the legislative

branch. The senate would be com-

prised of representatives from all

aspects of campus life and would

ensure equal access to governance.

More importantly, this separation

of power would curb the corruption

and mismanagement that plagues

the current system.

In addition to the far-reaching

goal of the senate system, I believe

that I can utilize the experience I

have gained in working in the presi-

dent's office, and in managing my
own business, to provide realistic

solutions to problems the council has

neglected in the past years.
-—Important issues like student out- -

reach, affordable off-campus hous-

ing, parking, disallowing finals on

weekends in observance of religious

services and better community rela-

tions can all be tackled if approached

in a mature and professional

manner.

Expect better. Vote Dusan

Miletich for USAC President.

CHENG
From page 1

3

to ensure that our campus remains

diverse while selecting only the most

qualified students for admittance.

UCLA is one of the premier col-

leges in the nation, and we should be

setting the example of a functional stu-

dent government. With the election of

S.U.R.E. candidates, we will have

hardworking, knowledgeable, intelli-

gent and professional people manag-

ing student issues.

The UCLA student body should

expect better and elect Chris Cheng

for general representative.

MOSQUEDA
From page 1

3

requirement. If both elected, I plan

to work closely with Student

Empowerment! Academic Affairs

candidate, Bryant Tan, to push for

a relevant education.

Through the Days of Dialogue

and Democracy in Action pro-

grams, I plan to give students the

opportunity to dialogue and debate

about important issues.

As a general representative I will

use my experience to encourage all

students to feel invested in their

education and empowered to make

change.

DAHLE
From page 1

3

ing for the Student Retention Center.

Machine politics must not be

allowed in student government. It is

time that practical issues which affect

all students be discussed again in

USAC. Vote for candidates who will

guarantee to enact practical changes,

not ones that just espouse lofty

ideals.

Expect Better from USAC! Vote

David Nguyen Dahle and for all

S.U.R.E. candidates.

The Regents Scholar Society Presents

The Career and Graduate Workshop Series

Business
Mays, 2001: 4:00-6:00pm

Career Center, Conf. Room A (3/F)

Medicine
May 9, 2001: 4:00-6:00pm

Career Center, Conf. Room A (3/F)

Engineering
May 10, 2001: 4:00-6:00pm

Career Center, Conf. Room A (3/F)

Open to All!
Paid for by the Contingency Fund

fFTWUClA Career Cwiter

For more information, visit

www.studentgroups.ucla.edu/reqentscholar

ivilfldfDisi
UCLA's Dining and Entertainment Magazine
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^ to newsstands

soon...

Tired ofCovering your Teeth

with Liquid Paper to Make ^

Them Look White? ^^— A

LIQUID
PAPER

SPECIAL: $50-
Examinntion. 6 X-Rays & Teeth Cleaning

Regular Price: S140- Exp 10 /31 /01

COSMETIC and
GENERAL
DENTISTRY

•TOOTH BONDINQ, BLEACHINQ
•Nitrous Oxid* (Laughing Oa«)
•Hypnosis • Porcolain Facings / Vonaors
•Opon Lata Hours. Fraa / Validatad Parking
•Chocks, Crodit Cards ft insuranco Forms Wolcomo
•22 Yoars in Privata Practica in Wastwood

Dr. LARRY FRIEDMAN, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1762 Westwood Blvd. #460 (between Wilshire & Santa Monica Bl.)

For Appointmont Call: (310) 474-3765
• • •

Concerned Asian Pacific Islander Students for Action(CAPSA)
8c Office of Residential LifeCORL)

presents

An Asian paciiic AmGritan mi r» jrcu
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Short of cash?

The author of "The Broke

Diaries" laments alx)ut her

financial situation during her

college ybars. Tomorrow in A&E.

Tuesday, May 8, 2001

WoridFest unites various cultural performances into one week-long festival

MKMAIL llNNINC.b

Bobby Rodriguez, director of the Latin Jazz Ensemble at UCLA, leads

students during a rehearsal for the World Jazz Ensemble.

Festival of World Music

• •ens with jazz group
PERFORMANCE: Influences

include styles from Middle

East, Brazil, northern India

By Kate Bristow

Daily Bruin Contributor

Pulsing Brazilian rhythms, mystical

Eastern flutes and icy Caribbean steel

drums are only a few of the musical

phenomena that the ethnomusicology

department's World Jazz Ensemble

creates. Incorporating music from all

corners of the earth, the group earns its

worldly title by blending Brazilian,

North Indian and Middle Eastern

sounds with American jazz.

UCLA's World Jazz Ensemble takes

the stage today in Schoenberg Hall's

Jan Popper Theater at 7 p.m. It is the

first installment in the ethnomusicology

department's Spring 2001 Festival of

World Music. The concert features spe-

cial guest professor, director, percus-

sionist and celebrated Brazilian jazz

musician Airto Moreira.

"I joined the group this year because

it was the first year that Airto Moreira

was going to be involved." said ethno-

musicology graduate student and vocal-

ist Nakisha Nesmith. "I'm really inter-

ested in Brazilian music and when I

heard that he was the percussionist, 1

was like, *l have to be there.'"

Born to play the drums. Moreira was

banging on the Hoor and swaymg in

time to music before he could walk. His

professional career began in Brazil at

age 1.1 and during the years that he has

lived in the United States, Moreira has

played, recorded and toured with jazz

greats such as Miles Davis, Cannonball

Adderley, Paul Desmond and Joe

Zawinul.

'It's great working with him. Airto's

enthusiasm for the music invigorated

the ensemble." said baritone saxophon-

ist and ethnomusicoitigy graduate stu-

dent Charles Sharp. "He adds a real dif-

ferent elemeqt to it."

- The ensemble will be performing one

of Moreira's original compositions,

titled "Misturada." which means "mix-

ing" in Portuguese.

"It has a Brazilian kind of beat but is

FESTIVAL OF WORLD MUSIC
SCHEDULE OF EVENTS
UCLA Ethnomusicology Spring 2001 Festival

of World Music - all events are free and

open to the public, for information calf

(310) 206-3033 or visit ;

www.ethnomusic.uda.edu: ;

Mays ^

World Jazz Ensemble

7:30 p.m., Jan Popper Theater

May 17

Music of India and^usic of Java

7:30 p.m. Sdwenterg Hall

May 18

Anglo American Ens0nfiSfSR3ly|usic and

Dance of the Balkans

7:30 p.m.,Schoenbe(g Hall

May 19 * ^

Music of Near East

7:30 p.m.,Sd»«jberg Hall

May 20

Music of Mexico

2 p.m., Schoenberg Hall *r

May 31

Afro-Cuban Enseitible and Music of Brazil

7:30 p.m., Schoenberg Hall

Junel

Music of Korea and Music of Bali

7:30 p.m., Schoenberg Hall

June 2

Music of China and Music of ^pan

7:30 p.m., Schoenberg Hall

June 3
^

African American EnsemWeandlKrsicof

West Africa

7 p.m., Schoenberg Hall

MAGGIE woo/Daily Brum

unusual because it is in 7/4 time signa-

ture," Moreira said. "I call it

'Misturada' because when I first wrote

this song a long time ago in Brazil, the

musicians would always get mixed up.

But it gets easier as you go along."

Including "Misturada," half of the

ensemble's set is Brazilian jazz, high-

lighting Latin percussion and powerful

See JAZZ, page 20

Joe Addington plays

the drums during a per-

formance for WoridFest

in Westwood Plaza

^Monday at noon. This is

just one part of the festi-

val which was designed

to introduce students to

the traditions and cus-

toms of the diverse

groups on campus
through music, dance

and food. Performances

will be taking place at

various locations around

campus.

Photos by COURTNEY STEWART

WORLDFEST SCHEDULE OF EVENTS
For information call (310) 82S-6564:

Mays
•Filipinos for Community Health bone marrow drive 1 1 a.m. - 2 p.m., Bnifai Plasii

•Asian Pacific Coalition presents ^r of cultural food, arts, dance, musk 10 ajn. 4 2 p.m., Bnrin Plaza

•The Dance Heard Round the W^^j^Qdiftiii^ teaches dance from d'ifferent ciftures tyte Saba,

Hula, Belly, Greek 8- 10 p.m.iTl^ridHallftreskle Lounge
.^b-J

<ulture Fest teaches about diverse culturalxommunities in Los hng^jM/tSHLm., Hitch Suites

Sunded(
{ WJif^

May9 J
•Filipinos for Communis Mnfth batlMl^w drive 1 1 a.m. - 2 p.m.. Bruin Fiaza

•Iranian Students (jioup presents Pef$iafifoll( dance and instalments 12 - 12:15 p.m.. Bruin Ptaia

•Xtended Family Cifw, multi c ultural hip-hop group composed of alvmni and current students

performs 12:15 - 12:30 p.m.. Brum Plaza |

•Hellenic American Student Organization presents traditk>nal Greek |}lk dance 12:30 - 12:4S p.mv

Bmin Plaza t

•Payam Larijani presents culturally eclectic instrumentation 12:45 p.|9). - 1 p.m., Bmin Plaza

•Seven Wonders of the World presents intercultural entertainment from Africa, Southeast Asia, Near

East Asia, Europe, South Anfrica, Ndrth America, Australia7-9 pJi., Rieber Fireside Lounge

May 10

•Filipinos for Community H^lth bone marrow drive 11 a.m. - 2 p.m., Bmin Plazal

•Indian Student Union presets tradition Indian dance 12-12:15 p.m., Bmin PlaZB

•Random Voices, nMilfi^lltral, all-women a cappella singing group performs 12;15 - 12:30 p|
J

yand cultural dance 12:30 12:45 p.m., Bruin

Bruin Plaza

• Samahang Filipino group presents national anthaj

Plaza f
•Whats On Tap presents tap dancing originating frt>m North America 12:4$ - 1 p.m., Bmin Plaza

•As the Worid Turns ... A Cultural Block Party wit| performances from Afro Cuba, Salsa, Flamenco,

UCLA Taiko Dmmmers, Nikkei Hip-Hop 7-10 p.n^, Dykstra Hall Parking Lot

May 11
,

•African Arts Ensemble (Envision Votdls) provides art in the fonn of song, with styles ranging from

jazz and gospel to R&6 12 -12:15 p.m , Brum Plaza

•Pikake Hoku's Na Mae OkFotynesian dance 12:15 - 12:30 p.m.. Bruin Plaza

•Voices of Brazil duet siogntg and playing Brazilian songs 12:30 - 12:45 p.m., Bmip Plaza

•Eleanor lipat present Southern Philippine music 1 2:45 - 1 p.m., Bmin Plaza

•The Struggle for Social Justice symposium on recognition and reparations 9 a.m. 5 p.m., Covel

Commons |
|

<ulminatlng Concert 5:30 9:30 pin., Bmin Plaza featuring Francis Awe Bata enfembie, Capoeira

Brazilian martial arts, Mid(fle6Blem Ensemble music, Francisco Aguabella's Latin Jazz Ensemble.

Fantastic Four contemporary Indian dance, LASA Merengue troupe and LAOYalQlrls salsa group,

African ArtiEmemble modem dance, Anglo-American Music, Native Amerkan ntusic, John Oliva

Afro-Cuban dmmming, Black Eyed Peas

MAGC^IE WCX)/0*ily Brum

By Mary Williams

Daily Bruin Staff

When an on-campus concert is announced, a combina-

lion of Brazilian Mactial Arts, modern Indian dance and
Afro-Cuban drumming is rarely the sort of thing that

comes to mind.

WoridFest 2001, being held this week at various campus
locations, is changing that. Its long list of performances,

both traditional and contemporary, include multiple repre-

sentatives from every populated continent.

"We are spotlighting culture through those avenues of

music, dance and food, and we're doing it for the reason of

educating the student populace on the richness of someone
else's culture." said Ikemefunna Asimonye, WoridFest

coordinator and second-year communication studies and
ethnomusicology student.

This year's event constitutes the 1 1 th annual WoridFest.

The tradition began in the 1980s, when racial tensions on
campus lead the administration to hold the first of these

cultural-awareness weeks.

Since World Fcst's early years, the planning has slowly

been taken over by students, and in recent years, it has been

produced entirely by the Cultural AfTairs Commission.

"The last three WorldFests are all improvements over

the way that WoridFest used to be structured, in that there

were a lot of vendors and people who would come from

food companies on campus and there weren't as many stu-

dents involved with the event as there are now." said

Marselle Washington, the cultural afTairs commissioner for

USAC.
As it has been in the recent past, presentations by di/Ter-

ent cultural groiqjs will be mixed, rather than separated

into blocks representing each culture. "It really gives a

broad spectrum of different cultures all in one week, as

opposed to being disjointed, " Washington said.

WoridFest is designed to familiarize students with the

traditions and customs of the diverse groups found on cam-
pus. The purpose of the event is to help students achieve a

better understanding of a diverse array of backgrounds
through music, dance and food. -—- -

:
—

"There are all kinds of improvements that need to take

place here, everywhere and around the world, making peo-

ple more aware of those things will cause them to get

involved and try to help," said Janiene Luke, program
coordinator for Delta Terrace and a member of the com-
mittee that programmed the residence hall events for the

week.

The involvement ofOfTice of Residential Life stafTin the

planning of WoridFest marks a trend on the part of the

Cultural Affairs Commission to include other organiza-

tions' events into the WoridFest week.

Both the Office of Residential Life's world arts and cul-

ture appreciation program and the American Indian

Association's Pow Wow have been linked to this year's

WoridFest.

"We wanted to encourage people to go to Pow Wow,"
Asimonye said. "That is something that is highlighting cul-

ture, that is something that is going into the reason why a

certain culture has existed and their place in this American
culture; and how they can still claim their own Native

American self and identity within this whole American cul-

ture is something that is amazing to me."

The performance aspect of WoridFest will culminate in

a four-hour-long concert on Friday in Westwood Plaza.

The concert features a variety of dancing, singing and
instrumental acts and possibly a performance by the hip-

hop group Run DMC.
The group has agreed to appear, but Washington said

'

concerns have been raised by UCPD over the size of the

S«e«rOKLDFEST,pa9e19

UCLA world arts and culture graduate student Joanna Ursal dances with a fan in her WoridFest per-

formance Monday. The festivities will continue throughout the remainder of the week.

Town and Country' fails

to bring intended laughs
REVIEW: Weak film hurt

by boring plot, too much
emphasis on hormones

By David Holmberg
Daily Bruin Staff

If there was any belief that actors

age like fine wine. "Town &
Country" lays that myth to rest.

Perhaps box wine is a more appropri-

ate analogy, with it providing just

enough flavor to be worth the cost,

but leaving you sadly unsatisfied.

From the first scene, the film

exposes ail that is to come. A nakcct"

cellist, played with air-headed won
der by Nastassja Kinski, sits strum
ming her instrument while architect

Porter Stoddard (Warren Beatty)

watches from bed.

Porter, however, is married, and
his infidelity is made apparent.

He is happily married, too, or so it

seems. His wife Ellie, played by the

ever-blase Diane Keaton, is a nor-

mal, successful middle-aged woman
living in New York with her husband
of 25 years.

Their kids are the expected

byproducts of the rich and liberal-

minded, each with their own racially

represented significant other and
"save the world" views. They all live

in one happy family, maid included,

with no problems except maybe keep-

ing the hardwood Hoors pretty.

So why would Porter want to mess
up a perfect life? Unfortunately, this

is never explained, except by the rag-

ing uncontrollable male hormones
that drive all men to lust after every

living and moving object.

Yeah, right.

Nevertheless, this is what the audi-

ence is led to believe, with all the male
characters giving every passing

woman a long, lusting glance. It does
not help, either, that all women, other

than the leads, are 25 years old and
beautiful.

Women are not the only object of

fancy. Porter's best friend (Jriffin.

played unenthusiastically by Garry
Shandling. is also cheating on his

wife Mona (the pleasant but dull

Goldie Hawn) - but not with a

woman.

It does not lake long for Mona,
To g*3t in o^\ the fun t^fVxtya-ma^

"

ital adventures.

Eventually, everyone is in the sack,

on the fioor or in the snow, living the

words of Marvin Gaye's famous
anthem, "Let's Get It On." Andie
MacDowell shows up as a neurotic

architect lover, and Jenna Elfman
arrives to play a pure and simple

country girl. Affairs, attempted and
otherwise, rampage and no one is the

worse for it. Indeed, all appear to

enjoy themselves, except for that nag-

ging reminder of that spouse back
home.

Only one woman does not par-

take, and it is not surprisingly Ellie.

Work is her excitement, and deciding

which fabric to choose for her interi-

or decorating display is of more rele-

vance than the multiple affairs all

around her. But clearly, she is not

having much fun either.

The comedy's premise sounds well

and good, just like buying that $4.99

See TOWN, page 20

New Line Cinema

Garry Shandling (left) and Warren Beatty star in the disappointing
comedy "Town & Country."
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Campus Events

activities

Tickets arc now available in 319

KerckholT for the "Sidewalks of

New York" movie screening on

Wednesday at 7 p.m. in Ackerman
Cjrand Ballroom. The cast includes

Hdward Burns, Heather Graham,
Stanley Tucci, Rosario Dawson and

Brittany Murphy.

On Thursday Campus Events

starts its "Movies That Start With

H and Are About Really Mean
Girls" series with "Heathers." The
film will play at Ackerman Grand
Ballroom at 7 p.m. and admission is

$2 at the door.

The plot concerns the Heathers,

an elitist clique that rules

Westerburg High. When fellow stu-

dent Veronica gets fed up with their

attitude, she joins forces with a mys-

terious new student and they take

matters into their own hands to

bring down the Heathers. The cast

includes Winona Ryder, Christian

Slater, Shannen Doherty and
Lisanne Falk.

"Heavenly Creatures" will fol-

low on Thursday evening at 9:30

p.m. In the movie, two girls from

d i ffe reni soc ia l backgrounds

become best friends, inventing their

own fantasy universe and shutting

out the outside world. The cast

includes Melanie Lynskey and Kate

Winslet.

On Kriday "Heavenly
Creatures" will play again at 7 p.m.

with "Heathers" following at 9:30

p.m. lor more information contact

the Campus Events Commission at

(310)825-1958.

Powell rotunda

concerts
The early Musical Ensemble will

perform on Friday from 7:30 to

8:30 p.m. in the Powell Library

Rotunda.

The group will perform "Musica

Humana," which consists of music

and readings dealing with Jews in

the Italian Renaissance.

Focusing on both the accom-
plishments of Jewish composer
Salamone Rossi and his non-Jewish

contemporaries, the event explores

the interactions between Jewish and

Catholic cultures and composers in

Renaissance Italy. Some featured

pieces include voice and continuo

compositions by Rossi and Claudio

Monteverd i .

This concert is part of the annual

Powell Music Concert Series in the

rotunda, which showcases both fac-

ulty and student musicians. For

more information contact Powell

Library at (310) 825-5756.

'BodyTjak/The

Celebration'

The Ethnomusicology Archive

Video Hour will present video

excerpts of the "Body Tjak/The

Celebration" performance on
Wednesday at 5 p.m.

Balinese dancer and choreogra-

pher 1 Wayan Dibia and U.S. per-

cussionist and rhythm dancer Keith

Terry worked together to produce

tJiis performance piece. The perfor-

mance in the video of "Body
Tjak/The Celebration" was record-

ed from a 1999 showing of a 12-

member ensemble of musicians and
dancers that combined music,

kecak, saman, rhythm dance,

drums, flutes, gongs, rocks, bam-
boo and voice.

Terry is a faculty member in the

department of world arts and cul-

tures where he currently teaches

body music and intercultural com-
munication in the arts and is als

Pafdmount Classic <

The sneak preview of"Sidewalks of New York," screening Wednesday
in Ackerman Union, features Edward Bums and Heather Graham.

the director of the percussion

ensemble Crosspulse.

Coffee and a discussion will pre-

cede the video at 4:30 p.m.

•or more mformation contact

the UCLA Ethnomusicology
Archive at (310) 825-1695.

Briefs compiled by Michael Rosen-_

Molina, Dally Bruin Senior Staff.
"~

COMPLIMENTARY
CONSULTATION

sVBraces

Deliver Brilliant Results

ORTHODONTIST
SINCE 1980

VC\A KACULTV MEMBER Dr. Nader Dayani
Member American Association of Orthodontists

Specializing in braces for adults & children

• Invisible

• European
• Removable
• Traditional

• Cosmetic Porcelain
• Surgical Orthodontics

CAMPUS NEWS

20".. DISCOUNT TO STI'DI- NTS .\NI) KACI'LTV WITH \'.\I

(310) 826 - 7494

11645 Wilshire Blvd. #802

Los Angeles, CA 90025

(949) 552 - 5890

18124 Culver Dr., #A
Irvine, CA 92715

Teeth Whitening
upper or lower

$85«" each

(Reg. $200.00)

Ihe treatment will be as follows S 1000 00 plus

SI 00.00 for eocti mont^i of treatment rendered
for metal braces. S900 00 plus S 100 00 for each
monthi of treatment rerxlered for removabte

broces and S 1 700 00 ptus S 1 25 00 per montti for

ceramic braces. $200 00 for diagnostic study
model and $ 1 75 00 for formol consultation

expiration date 5-31-01

THURSDAY EVENINGS AT 6 P.M.

ON CHANNEL 29 IN THE DORMS

DAY ONE
May 14

10 a.m. -5 p.nn

Bruin Plozo
Visual Art

\1\Y TWO
May 15

3 - (3 p.tVl.

l<ci<kl)()IJ (inind Salon

PocMiy Readings

Free

yourself.

ms

Free Advertisingfor

Items under $200.

118 Kerckhoff.

"t-i
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Parody letters make amusing collection
REVIEW: Missives run

gamut from ludicrous

to completely insane

By Midiad Rosm-Molina
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

With millions of letters pour-

ing in from readers, it's a simple

fact that advice columnists like

"Dear Abby" and "Ann
Landers" could never get around
to answering every single one.

Considering some of the bizarre

problems that do make it to print,

the public can't help but wonder
what might have been in all those

rejected letters.

Author Steven Ryniak has put

together "Dear Alice," a collec-

tion of strange and unusual paro-

dy letters that would never have

seen the light of day.

"Dear Alice" is a mixed bag. It

consists entirely of phony letters

begging for advice on completely

ludicrous problems. A "reader"

from Raleigh, N.C., decides to

build his own tollbooth in the

street by his house. Another from
San Bernardino is upset to dis-

cover that his new home comes
complete with 45 acres of mari-

juana fields and that the local

police are becoming suspicious.

An irate Denver resident wants

advice on an argument with his

roommate whose spitting cobras.

poison arrow frogs, black widows son stop goofing off and graduate
and Australian death adders - already.

apparently part ofhis biology the- Unable to cope' with the con-
sis - have broken loose from the stant stream of Ewok obscenities

grocery bags they're kept in and - his son's only response - he nat-

swarmed all over the room. urally turns to fictional advice
In a nutshell, this isn't the typi- columnist "Alice" for help,

cal advice column fodder about This scenario would be
whether the

toilet paper

should face

toward or

away from the

wall.

A Denver
reader com-
plains that his

son has spent

the last eight

years in col-

lege, wastingover
$240,000 of

his father's

money to

study such

esoteric sub-

jects as

"Dramatic
Literature of

the Druid

BOOK REVIEW

'^'?!jr/^
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Title: Dear Alice...

Author Steven Ryniak

PuMishen Muse World Media

Prke: $8.95 Pages: 103

MICKEY HUYNH

screamingly
hilarious if it

were true.

Since it is

obviously fic-

tional though,

the humor
suffers some-

what. This

sort of book is

usually funny

because it

uses real

examples
from real life,

thus allowing

the reader to

mock the

writers' awe-

inspiring
authentic stu-

pidity. Just as

Renaissance," Jerry Springer loses a lot of its

"Applied Nebuchadnezzaroroic* irashy appeal once the audience
in Contemporary Babylonian starts to suspect that the incestu-

Domestic Policy" and "The ous vampire hicks are really just

Romantic Sonnets of Ziggy actors. "Ask Alice" isn't nearly as
Marley and the Melody Makers." funny as it would have been if the

In addition, he's also studying a

foreign language - Ewok - a tool

which he uses against his father

whenever he demands that his

letters were real.

The letters, liberally peppered
with obscenities, are obviously

fake. If the language wasn't

enough to convince you of this,

quite a few involve severe bodily

injuries that would have killed the

letters' authors before they would
ever have had a chance to write

away for advice on their wounds.

One unfortunate fellow was hit in

the groin, full force, with a twen-

ty-pound steel sledgehammer.

Despite the fact that the letters

are not real, most of them are

funny enough to keep a reader's

interest. Ryniak does have an
exquisite gift for phrasing and he

manages to capture a rare blend

of vacant stupidity and frighten-

ing insanity with his pen.-

Many of the letters are quite

amusing, especially one brief pas-

sage wherein a reader fears that

he got a chicken pregnant and
now wants to know if he has to

pay child support. He ends his let-

ter by nonchalantly stating that

the encounter also left him with a

case of herpes. The absurdity of

the idea makes it almost impossi-

ble not to laugh.

Another letter concerns claims

made by a certain pharmaceuti-

cal company. A skeptical reader

notes that the label on a bottle ofcz

pills promises that they will allow

you to run "70 miles per hour,

just like a damn cheetah."

Another drug promised that it

would enable its taker to breathe

underwater, also "just like a

SeeALJCE,page20

WORLDFEST
From page 16

expected crowd.

"The school's actions have been rcllcclivc

of their being largely against this perfor-

mance," Washington said. "They said ... it's

just that this group is too big. and wc need a

Special Events meeting and security for the

event because of this group. My problem with

that statement is that I've been putting on
events in Westwood Plaza for five years, and
never once have we had a Special Events meet-
ing for a Westwood Plaza concert, let alone

any security out there."

A meeting with UCPD and the event's

organizers has been scheduled for this after-

noon, after which a decision will be made
about whether Run DMC will be allowed to

perform.

Calls to the UCPD Special Events office

were not returned before press time.

Asimonye hopes the group will be allowed

to perform because he said it contributes to the

themes and message of WorldFcst.

"It definitely highlights a culture in itself,"

he said. "Hip-hop is a very big subculture in

the whole American culture. It's something
that transcends a lot of social, economic and
racial barriers, and it's something that brings a

lot ofpeople together, so by them participating

in a WorldFest, it not only pulls a lot of people,

but pulls people from different backgrounds."

Whether Run DMC performs on Friday,

-the event's organizers hope that students will

come and learn from the variety of perfor-

mances that will take place throughout the

week.

"It's a great chance to encourage others to

celebrate the diversity that we pride ourselves

on at UCLA, and it's also a great chance to

explore and learn and to gain new insights into

a lot of differeni people," Luke said.

/I
^^
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Bruin Special
LARGE (16") PIZZA 3 regular toppings

$9.96 ' IMivery Only; $16.75 value; limit 1 ptr order

Student Speciai

20% OFF with Bruin Card W^.
.g*»?^"^»%«. y <V. ^ >

Delivery ft Picfc-up Only
iviyIV.cfonahtdhfosTcbm

Giant Slice + Salad + Drink = $3.99 (Largest Slice in Westwood) • Complete Dinners $4.99 • Free Delivery

MANN

Westwood
IMvee (fO-IS)

961 Broxlon THX - Dolby Oioital

208-5576 Mon.WM-Thu(1:30 4;30)7 30 1015

MANN

Santa Monica

LAEMMLE
virt Mr websJM:

cniTEnoNt

MNMI
948 Broxton

239-MANN

TIfer. HMtoe OiefMi (PG-IS)
THX • Oofty Oioital

Mon-Thu (1:15 4:15) 7:15 100)

MnONAL ToMaeiCeeetovm)
10925 LifldlKOOk THX - Dolby Dnitil

20S-4366 Moft-Thu (12:00 2:30 5:00) 7:% 10:00

nEsnvM.
10887 Lindbrook

208-4575

iiS»M«r(R)
THX - Dolby DMkal

Mon-Thu(1:45 4:30)7:00 930

IM«M(P0-13)
THX - Slereo SOOS Owrtil

Mon-THu (1150 2:15 4:15 4:50) 7:00 7:30 10 00

CfUTBWMS liliHlJMW^D<an(P6-13|
IHX - Stereo Dony Digital

Mon-Thu (12:00 2:20 4:40) 7:10 9:50

CWTCWOm JeaDM(P0-13)
THX - Dolby Dnrtal

Mon-Thu (1:00) 9 40

CmTEMONS

West Hollywood

(323) 848-3500
HMmt

SUNICT1 nMCMrttrofllwWe(W(WI)
Mon-Thu (12 00) 2 15 4 30 700 930

GENERAL CINEMA

Westwood
AVCO CINEMA
10640 Wfthin BM)

1 BIk E ol Westwood
(310) 777-FILM #330

AVCO CINEMA

SUNSCTZ MlwiMo (WJ
Mon-Thu(1 30) 4:15 7:15 9:5$

IMwnlPC-13)
Oh 3 ScreMis

Presented m THX SRD Digital Sound
11:0011:4512 30 2:10 2:50 3:45

5:20 6:10 7:00 8:30 9 2010:20

UCLA

Campus Events

ACXEMNAN BALLROOM

FREE SNEAK o( SidewsNoTol NmvVwii
7 00 pm

Tickets are available at 319 Kercktiolf Hall

Waak 81^ S/10

Heatktrs/ Htavialy Crtatom
7 00 pm & 9 30 pm

SUNSETS

TlMTaHorolPaaaim(R)
THX - Dolby Dnital

Mon-Thu (12:10 2:40 5:15) 7:45 1015

Mon-Thu (12:00) 2:00 4:00X] 6:00 8M) 10.00

SUNSET 4 Tkt Taller olPa«aiM(R)
Mon-Thu (1 40) 4:20 7O0 9:40

REOCNT
1045 Broxton

208-3259

I R)
Dolby Digital

Mon Thu (12:15 3:30) 7<)0 10:20

PIAZA OeceMe Deatfee la Lee Aiiilai (fO)
1067 Glendon Dolby DigKal

2PB-3097 Mon-Thu (12:00 2:30 500) 7:30 10O0

iUlnVoe(PC-13)
Dolby Digital

Mon-Thu (12O0 2:40 505) 7:30 10O0

WESTWDOOt
lOSOGayley
208-7664

rfM^f 891 riMWM In)

Doby Digital

Mon-Thu (4:»l)) 10O0
Doby Digital

4i8)l0:C'

Dolby Oiokal

Mon-Thu (1:15) 6:45

WESTWOOD 3 Sfy KMs (PG)
1050 Gayley Dolby Digital

208-7664 Mon-Thu (12:10 2:30 4:45) 7O0 9:45

WCSTW0004
lOSOGaytey
208-7664

filHMOalei(R)
Ciolby DIgkal

Mon-Thu (100 400) 7:15 10.15

Santa Monica
CRITERNM1 1lMnairfCee**(R|
1313 3rd St THX - Stereo DoRiy Oiglial

Promenade Mon-Thu (1 1 45 2:30 5:10) 7:40 10:10
395-1599

CRnOHONt SwKMi(R)
THX OoNiy Digital

Mon-Thu (12:20 2:45 5:00) 7:20 9:30

PACIFIC

Westwood
CREST Tfea Itn^n (R)
1 262 Westwood Blvd ID Required
(S o(Wiii«iHti THX-OigiUI
474-7866 or Mon-Thu (3:00 5:15) 7:30 9:45
777-FILM (#025)

UNITED ARTISTS

Westwood
UA WESTWOOD Dee M|M M MtCeel (PO-IS)
10889 WeHworth NeMPtaMI^
475-9441 mx

Mon-Thu 12O0 2:15 4:45 7:30 10:20

SUNSn S Panic (R)
Mon-Tue (1:00) 3:15 5:30 7:45 10:00

AfeealAdMi(R)
Wed-Thu (12.00) 2:30 5:00 7:30 10O0

WLA/Beverly Hills
ROYAL TIM LnMa DelaaM (Pe-13)
1 1523 Santa Monk:a Blvd Mon-~
(310)477-5581 2:55 5:i

ilaaM (Pe-13)
on-Thu (12:30)

i:20 7:45 10:1(5

MUSIC HAU1
9036WHshire
274-6869

SiMli ol Camphor.
Fraeraeee ol JasNNee (NR)
Mon-Thu (5:10) 7:30 9:50

MUSIC NAU2
9036 Wilshire

274-6869

WNh a fUmt LNm Harrv (R)

Mon-Thu (5:30) 8 IS

MUSIC HALLS
9036 Witshire

274-6869

[(NR)
Mon-Thu (5:30) 7 45 lOOO

Santa Monica
M0WCA1 Pa«NleaalWaeMa(R)
1322 2nd St Mon-Thu (1:45)4 30 7 20 10 (»
(310)394-9741

UA WESTWOOD
10869 We«woflh mx
475-JM41 Mon-Thu 12:15 2:30 5:00 7:50 10:30

BrMfalJene'a DiaryJR)
THX

Tka SeWaa Bowl (R)

Mon-Thu (1.00)4:00 7:00 9:55

AVCO CINEMA Blew(P6-13)
Presented in SODS Digital Sound

Mon-Tue, Thu 12:45 4 15 730 10 30
Wed 12:45 4:15

Beverly Hills
BEVERLY CONNECnON
La Cienega at Beverly Blvd

(310)659-5911
4 hours validated paikmg |1 at Box Oflice

BEVERLY CONNECTION nwMMMiy NelH«(PG-13)
Ob 2 Mfaeet

Presented in THX DTS Digital Sound
11:0012:15 2 00 3 40 4 55 7:00 8001010

BEVERLY CONNECTION DfHea (PO-13)
Oe 2 Screeea

Presented in THX SRD Digital Sound
11:45 2 10 4 30 7 10 930

Presented in THX DTS Dnrtal Sound
12:30 2:50 5:207:45 10:20

BEVERLY CONNECnON Brl«fM Jaee-aDian(PG-13)
OeZSaeeas

Presented in THX DTS Digital Sound
11:45 12:30 2:10 2:50 4:30 5 20

7:10 7:45 9:3010:20

EVENLY CONNECTION FraMy Qel Hanietf (R)

Presented in DTS Digibl Sound
Thu 12:50 3:10

BEV0M.Y CONNECnON CraceMa Dieiat I*

Lea Aaealai (PC)

Oa 2 Screen
Presented in DTS Digital Sound
Thu 12:20 2:405.00 7:30 9:50

Heavaaly Crtaterat/ HeaNwrs
7 00 pm 4 9 30 pm

Enjoy the

Mo¥ies!n

To ad¥0rtis0

lathe

Bruin

MOMUS WMiaFflea«UtoHeny(R)
Mon-Thu (1:30) 4:20 7:10 tO.OO

UA WESTWOOD HMMale (R)
10889 WMwoith Mon-Thu 12^ 4:30 7:10 10:10
47S-9441

MiaiiMi(Rl
Mon-Thu (1:45) 4:30 7:15 10:00

l«*?it

coll

310.825.2161
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ASSESSING YOUR
LEADERSHIP STYLE

Center for Student Programming Workshop

WHERE: ACKERMAN UNION 3S17

WHEN: WEDNESDAY MAY 9 2-4 PM

JOAN BROWN, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR OF CSP WILL PRESENT A WORKSHOP TO HELP

ORGANIZATIONS MEMBERS REALIZE THEIR LEADERSHIP POTENTIAL

Center for Student Programming Workshop

For further infortnalion contact:

Terry Saunders

105 Kerckhoff Hall

Phone: 310-825-7045

Einail: tsaunder@saonet.ucla.edu

Iliis workshop is pan of an ongoing series

presented for nwrnbers of student groups csp

IVHAT WILL YOU
^or;^^

BE THINKING ABOUT

IN5 YEABS?
^M^^

California's

^MCAT
]y review program

...continues to set the standards that

others want to follow!

• i
ERKELGY
R-E-V-I-E'W"

Specializing in MCAT Preparation

He Berkeley\m Froifides;

14 Weeks Of Review And Testing Of

Important MCAT Concepts,f^^^../^i

100 Hours Of Scheduled Lecture Topics

In The Classroom^.^/^i^^.^/^*.^

200 Hours Of Office Hours To Supplement

The Lecture Topics^)_^_^^,/,v^< ,./ .|.f/

20 Hours Of Supplemental MCAT-Style

Problem Solving Sessions,^m_^^^L^^^

10 Full-Length Mock MCAT Exams

During The Program^^(
,f,f^L^^/^'

4 Scheduled Full-Length Mock MCAT

Exam Testing Dates../-^^m_.|^ ,/4^,4

2800 Pages Of Review Notes Covering

Important MCAT Concepts,/^
.f^-^/-^^

1400 MCAT-Style Passages With Clear

And Detailed Solutions^f
^^ ^ ^i^^^

Exceptional Instructors For Each Of

The Six Topic Areas Of The MCAT^_,^_^

Excellent Review Materials That You

Get To Keep And Take Home.^i^^L^*^

Application Assistance, Interview

Workshops, And Mock Interviews^^/^^.

\mm-wi
www.berkeley-review.com

JAZZ
From page 16

horn lines.

"Wc are trying to work with all dif-

ferent areas of the world." said cthno-

musicology professor and trumpet

player Steven Loza. "In the past we

have focused on Chinese. Korean and

Arabic music and this year we are

doing Brazilian songs because of

Airto."

Five years ago, Loza proposed the

idea for a World Jazz Ensemble to the

ethnomusicology department. Then

after spending time across the world

in Japan, he became even more excit-

ed about the idea of starting a world

music jazz band here at UCLA.
"I'm pretty sure that UCLA's

World Jazz Ensemble is one of the

first," Loza said. "I just thought that a

new world jazz studies program

would be a good idea and this would

be the place to do it - we have one of

the largest ethnomusicology pro-

grams."

Several years ago, the ethnomusi-

cology department hosted a Brazilian

jazz workshop facilitated by Moreira.

In fall 2000. Moreira began teaching

at UCLA and co-directing the World

Jazz Ensemble.

"I started only a year ago,"

Moreira said. "Even though I am one

of the directors, I get more involved

in (h« music aspects of it and play th<P

drums the whole time."

Moreira's statement runs true for

the whole ensemble. The rehearsals

resemble jam sessions and many peo-

ple make suggestions, take turns

cuing entrances and act as directors.

A number of the pieces performed by

the ensemble were either written,

arranged or transcribed by someone

involved in the class. Bassist and eth-

nomusicology graduate studeni

Roberto Moranda wrote a piece titled

"Creator's Musicians." Nesmith

wrote a reggae tune called "Freedom

Song," Loza composed a Brazilian

tune titled "LA. River," and co-dircc-

lor and Professor Ali Jihad Racy

transcribed "Shish Kabob," which

features him on a number of Middle

Eastern flutes.

"The Hutes are from Egypt," Jihad

Racy said. "One is called Nay and the

other is called Kawala. The Nay is a

classical Middle Eastern instrument

and is widely played. The Kawala has

a folkish sound and people love that

sound because of its sensuous and

mystical qualities. They have great

potential for jazz mainly because on

these flutes you can bend the tone and

play micro-tones."

With Egyptian flutes, trumpets,

South American drums, saxophones,

Caribbean steel drums, tubas and a

famous Brazilian percussionist, the

World Jazz Ensemble's sound is a

global one.

"Jazz is one of the most globalized

and free forms," Loza said. "It's

about experimentation. We take jazz

and make it global because it has such

a free philosophy."

MUSIC: UCLA's World Jazz Ensemble

performs today in the Jan Popper

Theater at 7 p.m. For more information

contact the ethnomusicology depart-

ment at (310) 206-3033.

TOWN
From page 17

box of wine instead of the $23.95 bot-

tle right beside it seems like a smart

idea. But all wines are not created

equal, and neither are comedies.

At primary fault is the film's utter-

ly contrived plot. Just because all of

the characters having affairs are past

their primes does not inherently

imply comedy Yes, men and women
in their 50s still have a sex drive. This

may be slightly amusing - especially

to those of us under 30 who would

rather not imagine our parents even

sleeping in the same bed - but it's not

enough to make the movie worth

watching.

The actors, while all decent and

well-respected in their profession,

are not suited for such dismal parts.

"Town & Country" is like watching a

Dom Perignon-drinking wine con-

noisseur have a Boone's wine cooler

poured down his throat; it is obvious-

ly not pleasant for anyone.

No one needs to see Beatty hang-

ing from a window sill trying to avoid

getting caught cheating on his wife,

nor do they need to watch him roll

around in the forest in a bear suit.

These are the antics Ben Stiller and

Tom Green thrive on, and are barely

funny when it is them.

Given the pretentiousness of the

film, it is still occasionally amusing.

While admittedly uneven, it has

moments of lightheartedness that are

funny despite the flaws. Charlton

Heston appears as MacDowell's

gun-toting, Hemingway-loving

father, and is comical simply because

he is Charlton Heston.

There is also no reason to care

about the outcome of any of the

characters' lives. They are all dispos-

able, so even the potentially disas-

trous situations are funny because

there is no need to worry.

The finale brings the entire ensem-

ble cast together for one big comedic

coincidence. To arrange for all 10 or

more characters to simultaneously

arrive at the same location is unques-

tionably forced, but a sporadic laugh

is inevitable due to the absurdity.

Plus, Heston appears again with his

gun.

The one pitfall the film does nim-

bly avoid is the '^Curse of the

Ensemble Cast." A film with this

many main players and big stars can

be unwieldy, but Peter Chelsom's

direction and Michael Laughlin and

Buck Henry's script fare remarkably

well.

The conclusion thankfully does

not tie everything up into a trite

Hallmark card banality, but there is

no reason even to care if these people

live or die when all is through.

This box-of-wine cheap film will

not induce vomiting, but that is not

much of a recommendation.

Lowbrow laughs and cheap alcohol

both have their pros, but when Italy's

finest turns out to be Safeway's

Select, there is no help in being a bit

disappointed.

FILM: "Town and Country" is now
playing in theaters nationwide.

ALICE
From page 19

damn cheetah." The idea that a

major firm would use the cheetah

analogy as a generic indicator of

effectiveness is funny enough. That

they would feel the need to under-

score it with an expletive is even fun-

nier. You don't just run like a chee-

tah; you run like a damn cheetah! It

must work.

It's hard to say why that's funny,

but it is. "Dear Alice" is chock-full

of such odd non sequiturs, and ulti-

mately, the large portions of the

book that just don't make any logi-

cal sense are the funniest. Ryniak

gleefully hashes out hilarious page-

long letters that defy explanation.

Readers will probably spend most of

the book in a confused haze, but

that's what makes "Dear Alice" so

worthwhile.

Because these arc all supposedly

rejected letters, no responses from

Alice are included. It would have

been interesting to read what Alice

might have told her readers, whether

she would take them seriously or

wonder at their idiocy.

After reading "Dear Alice," one

can't help but wonder what sort pf

column Alice writes that would

attract such a bizarre fan base.
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Web: htlp://www.dailybruin.ucla.edu

Classified Une; C310) 825-2221
Fax: C310) 206-0528

Classified Displav: C310) 206-3060
Fax: C310) 206-0528

Mon-Thu: 9:00am-3:00pm
Ri: 9am-2:30pm

One issue, up to 20 words $8 50

each additional word 65

Weekly, up to 20 words 29 00

each additional word 2 15

Monthly, up to 20 words 96 00

each additional word 5.75

1 2 pt headline $1.60

1 6 pt headline S2 25

^Border $5 00.

Classified Line Ads:
1 working day before pnnting,

at 12 noon
Classified Display Ads:
2 working days tjefore printing,

at 12 noon
There are no cancellations after

noon of the day before printing.

For Classified Display ads.

please see our rate card

for variable rate information.

Mastei Card V/SA

paymeni
Please mal<e checks payable to

"The UCLA Daily Brum." We
accept Visa, MasterCard, and
Discover credit cards Allow 5

working days for mail payments

hOMftl
an effective ad

• Start your ad with the

merchandise you are selling

Ttiis makes it easier for readers to

quickly scan the ads and locate

your Items
• Always include the pnce of your

Item Many classified readers

simply do not respond to ads

without pnces
• Avoid abbreviations-make your

ad easy for readers to understand
• Place yourself in the reader s

position, ask what you would like

to know about the merchandise,

and include that m the ad Include

such information as brand names,

colors and other specific

descriptions

r^T^T^^^^i

announcements
1100-2600

11oo
Cnnipus HnpptMiiiujs

Alcoholics Anonymous
Mon. Dbcuuion, Fri. Slip Study, 3517 Adunnan

mure. Booii SkMly, 3517 Adnrman

M/T/W Rm. OMitd A3-029

Wad. hti. OOTtol A3- 029

Disoiuion.AllifMS 12:10- 1KX>pm

2000
Personnls

LOVE? European writer/linguist, cosmopoli-

tan, accomplished, good-looking, mature,

healthy lifestyle, loves literature/travel-

ing/outdoors, seeks attractlve/smarl/affec-

tionate young female, any race/origin, for

friendship, possibly romance/marriage. 310-

573-402Q/maniO munich.com

MAJOR ENTERTAINMENT EXEC seeks

beautiful woman to date/attend significant in-

dustry party events. SWM, 40, Very attrac-

tive/successful, seeks passionate, adven-

turous female 310-777-0204.

VERY ATTRACTIVE, Successful, romantic,

swm, 35, fun-loving, Intelligent, caring, con-

siderate, understanding seeks very attractive

woman w/simllar values, 18-36. Please send

photo/phone/note: 1015 Gayley Ave. #595.

LA, CA 90024.

2200
Rosearch Siihjocts

EARN $$$
For giving your opinkxi on market research-

products, TV, etc. Ages 5-54. No accents

please. 818-609-1850.

SEXUAL ASSAULT
SURVIVORS

Wanted for research study. Get $15 gift cer-

tifteate to Amazon.com lor completing 10-

minute, web-based survey. Arwnyrrwus and

confidential. Women, 18-35 years old, who

have been raped or sexually assaulted in the

past 5 years, please call or e-mail lin-

dasOrand.org, 310-393-0411x6152 for

password, www.rand.org/crim/saws. RAND
is a non-profit research organization in Santa

Monica.

wmmm 2300
Spemi/Egc) Donors

EGG DONOR
Late 40's, married women looking for Jewish

coed interested in helping to create a child.

$2500^ negotiable Please call June 310-

376-7000

I

XT

2300
Sperm/Egg Donors

EGG DONORS Needed
Healthy fetnales ages 1 9-28

wishing to help infertile couples,

S5,000

CALL MIRNA (818) 832 1494 ^

If you are male, in college or have a college

degree, you can earn up to $600/rTX}, call for

details on our anonyrrwus sperm donor pro-

gram. Receive free comprehensive health

screenirtg & help infertile couples. So if

you're looking for a great job and a little ex-

tra cash, call/email us first. 310-824-

994 1 /donorsOcryoljank.com.

3500
Furniture

MATTRESS SPECIALS
NEW INNERSPRING twin sets $99.95. Fulls

$129.95. Queens $16995 and Kings

$199.95. Also, Sealy, Steams and Foster at

lowest prices. 310-477-1466.

MATTRESSES, FUTONS. DESKS, Book-

shelves, Dinette Sets, T-TaWe, Lamps, Deliv-

ery, Open 7 days. Kings Furniture. 11961

Santa Monka Blvd. 310-575-4243.

MOVING OUT SALE
Bedroom set- queen bed, frame, 2 desks, 1

big desk w/mirrors Dining set. Call ASAP.

Ersen 310-479-0846.

3700
Health Products

NEW IONIC BREEZE
QUADRA

Seen on TV for $349.95. Only $329.95+free

next day delivery! www.freefivedol-

lars.com/nrucbraeze.html

AAAA4^w^

transportation

4600-5500

^900
Aulos for Sale

6300
Legal Advice/Attorneys

1990 ACURA LEGEND NO RECOVERY NO FEE
Five-speed, red w/leather interior. 130,000

miles. Excellent mechanical condition

$4,250 Ask lor Lisa or Terry: 626-398-9429

1990 TOYOTA CELIC

A

Light blue, automatic, power windows, pow-

er locks, cruise, airt>ag, AC and AmFm. Ex-

cellent condition. $3500. 310-403-4323

1991 Hyundia Excel Coupe. Red. Clean,

Super fast. Great transportation car Brand

new transmission with warranty. $1000ot>o.

Call Amber 310-704-8738.

1993 ACURA INTEGRA LS. Excellent cond..

2dr. 5spd. Lojack. AC. CC. pwr win/mnrt/mir-

rors. one owner. 86K mi. $6500/obo. Call

818-786-7928.

1993 TOYOTA TERCEL 2dr coupe, 5spd,

cold fiJC New tires, 150K miles Good con-

dition, 35mpg, $3000obo. 323-972-3801.

1996 SATURN SL2
4door, automatic, manual, door lock+wind-

ows, 10 disc cd changer, 79800miles. $6500

(below blue book). Sam:3l0-824-3451.

BMW-325ES-1986, 2-Door Coupe Fabulous

Car. Loaded. Red Extenor, Black Leather In-

terior. 157K miles. Great Shape!! $2,500

310-452-3818.

POLICE IMPOUNDS Hondas as low as

$500 (or listings 1-800-319-3323 ext.A214

'92 Suzuki Sidekick, convertible, hardtop,

4WD, 59 K rrVs., exc. running condition, new
tires, garage-kept, 1 owner $3,900 ot>o.

310664-9896.

NO COST. Sexual harrassment. Discrimina-

tion, Auto-accidents, Slips/falls. MYER LAW
FIRM, Weslside, Scott D Myer(UCLAW'86)

www.bestlawyercom 310-277-3000

6^00
Movers/Storage

BEST MOVERS Licensed, insured Lowest

rates. Fast, courteous-^careful Many stud-

ents moved for $98. Lie. -T- 163844. NO JOB
TOO SMALL! 1-800-2-GO-BEST Voice-

mail/pager: 323-263-2378

HONEST MAN w/14ft truck and dollies,

small jobs, short notice ok. SF, LV, SD.

Student discount Go BnjinsI lOyrs. 310-

285-8688

JERRY'S MOVING&DELIVERY. The careful

movers. Experienced, reliable, same-day de-

livery. Packing, t)oxes available. Also, pick-

up donations for American Cancer Society.

Jerry©310-391-5657

SUMMER STORAGE Free pick up avail-

able. reasonable rates. Westside Self-Stor-

age. 310-826-5955

6500
Music Lessons

DRUM LESSONS
ALL LEVELS/STYLES with dedicated pro-

fessional. At your home or WLA studio. 1st-

lesson free. No drum set necessary.

Neil;323-654-8226.

GUITAR LESSONS
by professional near UCLA. All levels, guitars

available. Learn to play effortlessly!

www.JWGS.com. Call Jean at 310-476-

4154

6600
Personal Services

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING

Comprehensive Dissenation Assistance

Theses, Papers, and Personal Statements

Proposals and Books

Irtternational Students Welcome Smce 1985

Sharon BMr. Ph.D. (310) 470-6662

www Bear-Wrile com

5700
Travel Tickets

EURAIL FLEXIPASS
FIRST CLASS 15 DAY Eurail Flexipass.

$725obo. Call Karon:31 0-592-2999.

6000
Insurance

/lllstale.
VbuVB in good hand*.

Mike Azer Insurar-ice Agency. Inc.

(310) 312-0202
1281 WostvA/ood Blvd
<2 t>lks So of Vy/llsr>lr€»)

24 Hours o Doy Service

6200
Health Services

CLASSIC HAIR AND SKIN STUDIO. Full

service sakxi lor men and women and 25%
discount for students. Professional Hairstyl-

ists. 310-474-3529.

6700
Professional Services

APPLYING TO
MEDICAL SCHOOL?

We specialize in helping pre-medical stud-

ents write their personal statement or sec-

ondary. Visit us at

medstudent-online.com

ATTENTION MBA, LAW, MEDICAL
SCHOOL APPLICANTS! Frustrated devel-

oping your crucial personal statements? Get

professional help from well-known au-

thor/consultant.31 0-826-4445. www.winning-

personstatement .com.

DIGITAL VIDEOGRAPHER w/Canon XL1

$200/day. Also digital editing, graphic design

available. Located in Westwood 310-478-

6484

FIND ROOMS &
ROOMMATES ONLINE

The Napsler lor roommates Free to view

and place ads. Immediate Online Results.

www.easyroommate.com
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1100
Campus Happenings

1100
Campus Happenings

1100
Campus Happenings

1100
Campus Happenings

1100
Campus Happenings

Fraternities • Sororities • Clubs • Student Groups
Earn $l,000-$2,000 this quarter with the easy Campusfundraiser.com three hour

fundraising event. No sales required. Fundraising dates are filling quickly, so call today!
Ask about our limited-time $150 scheduling bonus program that expires on Friday.

Contact Campusfundraiser.com at (888) 923-3238, or visit www.campusfundraiser.com

5680
Travel Destinations

5680
Travel Destinations

6200
Health Services

6200
Health Services

6200
Health Services

America's Leader in Student Travel

BEAT THE SUMMER RUSH!
New York

Honolulu

London

Paris

Amsterdam

$231.00

$327.00

$431.00

$509.00

$598.00

ORTHODONTIST
SINCE 1980

UCLA FACULTY MEMBER

\RY CONSULTATION r^<I>>)
\Delii>er Brillnmt Results/

Dr. Nader Dayatii
Member American Association of Orthodontists

Specializing in braces for aduits & children

• Cosmetic Porcelain
• Surgical Orftiodontlcs

• Removable
• Traditional

• Invisible

• European

-^ares r/t. Tax not included. Restrictions apply. May
require student and/or teacher status. Call today!

GET $25.00 OFF
when you purchase your international airline ticket

with a railpass or tour at the same time!

Fares are ROUND TRIP and subject to change.
Taxes are extra and restrictions apply.

(310) 826- 7494
1 1645 Wilshire Bkd. #802
Us Angeles. CA 90025

(949) 552 - 5890
I8I24 Culver Dr., #A
lrvir>e. CA 9271

5
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'''eetL^^tening $35

Council Dmcl ^
931 Westwooid Blvij.

(one block off campus)

310-209-UCLA
counci LtraveL , com
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6700
Professional Services

FORMER ENGLISH TEACHER w/ Masters
from U-Chlcago, edits/word processes dis-

sertations, proposals, screenplays, personal
statements, resumes International students
welcome. Winslow's 310-829-6171.

HEAD SHOTS $99
SITTING PLUS digital file for unlimited

pnntsll Westwood location. Call Jennif-

er:31 0-575-6638.

MEDICAL SCHOOL APPLICATION COUN-
SELING. Counseling by recently graduated
M D. Specializing in application essays/inter-

view-skills. Fee negotiable/money-back
guarantee Greg Freedman, M D 310-960-

3300/pager.

NEED IT TYPED?
Don't have time or Inclination? Profession-

al/degreed word processors specializing in

legal/psyctiological transcription and lengthy

academic papers, (legible drafts please).

$3/pg. student rate. $50/minimum, $l2/pick-

up/delivery. Resumes/$40. 323-288-6805
any time.

7000
Tutoring Offered

PHYSICS AND MATH
Math/Physics major/student otters tutoring In

physics and math at all levels. Contact Sina:

(310)989-1491 or sina4© ucla.edu

RESEARCH PAPER TUTOR 4 grad and
published writer offers private tutoring servic-

es. 213-390-3331.

WRITING TUTOR
Kind and patient Stanford graduate. Help
with the English language—lor students of

all ages/levels. 310-440-3118.

7^00
Business Opportunities

ONLINE MARKETING
Learn the truth about online marketing!

http//tK)p.clickbank.net/hop.cgi?mvp777/

bigdogs

7500
Career Opportunities

,iijjjjj(222

7000
Tutoring Offered

AAA TUTOR'S CLUB
A HOME TUTORING service for all subjects,

grades K-12. Lowest prices guaranteed! For

more Infomnation call 310-444-0449.

CHEMISTRY, ORGANIC CHEMISTRY,
PHYSICS. BIOLOGY, PHYSIOLOGY.
STATS By doctoral student, w/lots of teach-

ing expenence. Fee negotiable/money-back
guarantee. Call Greg. 310-397-0547.

FRENCH. GERMAN, ESL, all levels offered

by very experienced, patient, fun Ph D T.A.,

Rates negotiable. Call Daniel 323-658-6094.

MATH AND SCIENCE TUTOR UCLA Engi-

neerir>g graduate offering mattVscierx:e tu-

tonng for all ages/levels. Kind and Patient.

Flex tK)urs/localion Contact Shahrad: 310-

772-5020

MY-TUTOR.COM Math/Physics/Statis-

tics/English/Hebrew, chemistry/biology
Law/Business Law. computer programming.

Computerized statistical analysis available

Tutoring service Call anytime. 800-90-TU-
TOR

7100
Tutoring Wanted

TUTORS WANTED
MATH MAJORS NEEDED TODAY.After

school, grades K-12. in BH. WLA, SM areas.

Education majors arid/or graduate-level (in

any field) a plus. $11.25-15/hour. Call The
Tutor's Club: 310-444-0449.

HOME-SCHOOLING FAMILY In North Holly-

wood, needs 3-4 creative, energetic people

to do science, biology, engineering, and
math projects w/lhree children ages 6-9.

Completely unique and interesting situation

Call Patty or Norma 818-761-0029, 818-416-

9930. or 818-216-0407.

TUTORING FOR A YOUNGSTER, to play

with, French conversation. Female per-

ferred. At least for two hours, SlO/hr. 310-

650-8389, leave message.

7200
Typing

WORD PROCESSII4Q spoclallzing in thes-

es, dissertations, transcription, legal, psych,
resumes, fliers, brochures, mailing lists, re-

ports. 310-828-6939.

3UVGmSB in classified display

206.3060

Classifieds

825-2221

• Earn $lOO-$200 a day
• 2 week training & Job

Placement included
• Its not • job -its a PARTY!!!

National Bartenders School
1 (OOO) 64G - MIXX (G4DO)
vvvvw ii.ilioii. ilt>.ii't<Micl'-i -^ <:(>ni

3 WEEKS VACATION,
OH YEAH!!

Assist exec, w/intemet projects: liase w/poli-

ticians: coordinate marketir>g efforts: major
diversity/growth here!! Absolute style and
windows skills are a MUST!! Incredible ben-
efits and bonus$$$. Immediate, interviews!

The Placement Company" Fax 310-889-

7101 deldredaleOearthlink.net

INTERIOR DESIGN, part time to start.

Design student with krK)wledge CAD to work
with high-end supplier of stone surfaces in

WLA. Be pakj to learn real world design, ma-
terials, inventory, sales. Piazza Europa,
lnc:310-473-1886 or 310-261-1280.

JUST SECRETARIAL?
NOT!

HANDLE BUSINESS/Personal affairs: plan

events: surf the net: polish Power Point pro-

jects: track legislation: create a spread st>eet

or two: get your educatton paid for. sourKJs

great, huh? Sweet opportunity for talented

college grad. The Placement Company'
deidredaleOearthlink.net Fax 310-889-7101

LIBRARY CLERK: $7-9 hour. FT/PT.

Locate/photocopy journal articles/book

chapters. Deliver to Westwood office. Famil-

iarity with bibliographk: citations required. Li-

brary experience. Detail-oriente, reliable

self-starter. Flexible fx>urs. Days, Evening
and Weekends available. Email/Fax resunr>e

hrOinfotrieve com. 310-234-9582. Please
note Ref# 3104-3 in the subject line.

RN OR DENTAL STUDENT for MD offtee

near Beverly Hills on Saturday AM's or P/T.

Top salary Call 323-939-2111

SCREENWRITER. Film student Interested In

developing treatments and scripts for youth
market. Work with independent production

company in Westwood. Emphasis on PG
chiklren's actton, adventure, fantasy. 310-

261-1280 or 310-470-6222.

7500
Caieei Opportunities

WANNA BE A
PRODUCER?

Leam how! Atterxj a special workshop with

indie Producer/Mgr. Gay RIbisi ("Some Girl").

Producer/Director Dror Soref ("Basic" at

Phoenix Pictures), ar>d Writer/Producer Ste-

ven List (The Cleaner," "Bom To Shop").

Wednesday, May 9th, 7:00pm. Beveriy Hills

Church of Scientology 9885 Charleville

Blvd., Beverly Hills. For info, call 310-226-

2465

7700
Child Care Wanted

ACTIVE, RESPONSIBLE CARETAK-
ER/MOTHER'S ASSISTANT Two great
chikjren prefer non-smoker, with car, good
swimmer Studio City June-August.
Tues&Thurs.. 818-769-0056.

AFTERSCHOOL
PICK-UP in SM & PRE-TEEN care needed
for 12/yo girl. M-Tu, atternate FrkJays, 3:30 to

7:00, some evenings. Must have car and
ability to supervise/help w/Homework. Brent-

wood Hills. 310-745-2999.

AFTERSCHOOL CHILDCARE/DRIVER
needed for 10/yo. P/T, M-F 4-6:30pm Must
tiave car, insurance, legal work papers. Help
supervise homework, activities, light house-
keeping. Pico/Overland area. Paid vacation

4 holidays. 310-836-4328.

BABYSITTER WANTED
FOR 2 kids, 447 Pick-up from school/camp,
taking to play dates, help w/homework, etc.

Experience necessary. RefererK;es required.

Approximate hours, 1-7 M-F. Begin 6/11.

Salary DOE. Pacific Palisades. 310-230-
7475.

7700
Child Care Wanted

MOTHERS HELPER WANTED for eight

year okj chikJ. Drivers Iteense/reterences

needed. M, 2:30-6:00^ues., Thurs. 2:30 to

9:00PM. $10/hour/references. Judith 310-

441-1556.

NANNY. P/T. M-F 3:00pm-8:00pm Experi-

ence/references required. Need fun. friendly,

reliable, and responsible person. Nk:e family.

15-min from UCLA. 323-965-8867.

NEED A BABYSITTER with references and
expenence. Part-Time before June 19, Full

time from June 20-June30. Loretta 310-645-

4740.

SEEKING ENERGETIC, patient babysitter

for 7-month-girl. Flexible, P/T hours. Child

development or infant caretaking experience
preferrable. Close to campus. 310-344-

6060.

UCLA AREA
PART-TIME
CHILD CARE

for 10-year-old female, lives in or out,

approx. 18hrs. weekly w/occasioruil sleep-

over required. Car, insurance, and good dri-

ving-record a must. Please call Chnsty: 310-

454-0711

WEEKEND NANNY- Live Out, Non-Smoker.
CDL. References Required. Saturday 8am-
11pm. Sunday I1am-8pm. WLA, Call 8-

11am ONLY. 310-397-8114

BABYSITTING IN

PARADISE
Martha's Vineyard. Massachusetts. Kids
648. 6/29/01-7/20/01. 8hrs/day. Room and
board-t^$100/wk. Fax resume 310-202-8048.

CHILDCARE
20-25hrs/wk 0$l2/hr. Car required. 13y/o
giri and 6y/o boy, mid-Wilshire May 14-Sept
1. 323-571-0611 ortomObuzdesjfln.com

CHILDCARE/DRIVER. PT/FT M-F/Flexible

hours for giris 7 and 10. Mar Vista. Play,

drive to activities, car provMed. 310-481-

2181 orlrobinsonOpiratenet.com.

FEMALE AFTER-SCHOOL/SUMMER
CAMP CHILD CARE/DRIVER for 2 kkJs

(10413) 20-25hrs/week Bel Air. Must have
car/references. Elizabeth: 310-472-9920
evenings/fax 310-472-9178.

FUN COMPANION for teen girl w/wheel-
ctialr, live in/out Need car. lO-20hrs/wk,

evenings/weekend Start June. 323-937-
0488.

LOOKING for bright, enthuslastk:, creative,

responsible caregiver for 5-year-old giri.

Child devetopment background a-f. $10^r
(flexible DOE). 30hr min. 310-850-7324.

LOOKING FOR MALE STUDENT to help

w/744y/o boys. Help 7y/o w/homework/out-
door activities 3-15 hrs/wk, 3-7pm, flexible

Car helpful. $10/hr. 310-552-2426.

7800
Help Wanted

$$Get Paid For Your
Opinion8!$$

Earn $15-$125 and more per surveyl

www.morMy4oplnlons.com

$15-$23/HR BRIGHT ENTHUSIASTIC peo-
ple to teach SAT prep and ALL Academic
Subjects. Transportation required. We will

train. Flexible hours. Send or lax cover let-

ter/resume, including test scores (SAT, GRE,
etc.) to ACE Educatk}nal ServKes, Attn:Bar-

ry, 9911 W. Pico Blvd. Ste PH-K. LA, CA
90035; Fax:310-282-6424. Positions avail-

able throughout LA and the Valley.

•MOVIE EXTRA WORK* Beats all jobs. Start

immediately. Great pay. Fun/Easy. No crazy
fees. Program for free medtaal Call-24/hrs

323-850-4417.

ACCESS TO A COMPUTER? PUT IT TO
WORK! Up to $25-75/hr. PT/FT.
www.EamEZbucks com 888-715-4646.

ADIMIN ASSISTANT bilingual English/Span-

ish, front offk:e, evenings 4pm-9pm M-Th.
Also, assistant needed days/afternoons to

'".

work w/director of operatksns. $8/hr. Contact t
Daniel Salazar dmgassocincOearthllnk.net,

or fax resume 310-479-7771

.

'

ADMIN ASSISTANT i

General offk:e duti«s, light typing, datattase i

management, audit. FT/PT, flexible hours. I

Contact Paul 310-820-6186. i

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANTWill train. In

medteal offk:e 3O-40hrs/M-F/9:0O-6:0Opm.

Computer knowledge mandatory. Great job

for Business/Pre-Med/PublK-Health majors.

15-min to UCLA. 310-476-4205.
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r
We have spring & summer positions available.

LOOKING FOR FLEXIBLE HOURS?

PLUS
BONUS

'"Convenient

Scheduling

(Mon.-Fri.

evenings &
Sat.,Sun.)

^Build Your

Resume

"'Speak Directly

to Alumni

** We are an

equal opportunity

employer

Call Sandin for Appointment

3 1 0-794-0277
1083 Gayley Ave. 4th

email callcenter® support.ucla.edu

ADMINISTRATIVE ASST
Upscale west side private club seeks
F/T4P/T Admin Asst. 2 shifts available. Ideal

candidates would be detail-oriented, have
ability to multi-task, member service (ocus,

excellent ptione demeanor and posses ex-

ceptional interpersonal 4 organizational

skills. Fax resume w/cover and salary req to

310-575-9684 Attn: Christine

ADMINISTRATIVE/ARCHITECTURAL AS-
SISTANT P/T individual lor WLA architectur-

al firm. PC/MS savvy Help w/general of-

fice/xerox/filing/phones and archiving. $10-

$1l/hr. Fax resume 310-286-2301/Nakaoka

Assoc.

ADMINISTRATOR/ADMINISTRATIVE AS-
SISTANT/DENTAL ASSISTANT needed for

dental orthodontic offce in West LA with ex-

cellent communk:atk)n skills. Mon, Wed, Fri

9am-6pm. Experience preferred $9-$11/hr.

Please call 310-826-7494 or fax resume to

310-826-9564.

ART GALLERY
ASSISTANT FOR
PROMINENT
WESTSIDE
GALLERY

Train now-F/T by August. Requirements:

Spanish fluency, detail-oriented, art back-

ground. $10-12/hr4commission. Fax re-

sume:?! 0-586-1 712.
'-

BA/Ma$ters level. Psyctiology major for job

as Psychometrist in NIH AIDS study Must be
fluentlyibillngual (English, Spanish) and have
own car^icense. Will train. For more info call

Allison/Clr. Singer 310-473-5500.

BEVERLY HILLS AUTO DETAIL shop needs
hard-working, fast-paced, agressive people
to handle top-notch cars. No experience re-

quired. Flexible hours. Ozzie:31 0-859-2870.

BIKINI BAY SANTA MONICA Place now hir

ing Assistant Manager F/T, P/T Sales
Associates. Good Pay Incentives. Call 310-

393-9935.

Ben & Jerry's Ice
Cream Parlor

" 800TCAMP
EverytNng you need to know to t)e a bartender in

a one-nighl course Easy, cheap and fun'

323-462-3379 ^

seeks energetic,
friendly and

responsible shift

leaders and
manager for our
Century City

shop.

Call (31 0)546-1 71 7

Classifieds

825-2221

BILLING/DATA ENTRY/MGMT TRAINEE
F/T+O/T error-free, detailed data entry

w/ability to meet deadlines. 60-fwpm. Career
opportunity w/industry leader Fax resume
310-268-0701 or email TDIOTDICO.COM

CAMP COUNSELORS needed for local

summer day camp. Beach/aquatic experi-

ence in swimming, surfing, sailing, or jet ski-

ing a plus. Competitive salaries. 818-996-

4780.

CAREER INFO
UCLA INFO SESSION Career/PT positions

currently available. Company executives will

be at UCLA May 7th. Call 818-402-8594.

COMPUTER HELP NEEDED for help get-

ting on internet and Mac Powerbook.
$10/hour Westwood. 310-477-6977.

COUNSELORS AND
INSTRUCTORS

In art, swimming, nature, vkleo arxl ropes

needed by Tumt>leweed Day Camp. Must be
responsible, energetic and enjoy working

with children. 310-472-7474

COUNSELORS/FUTURE TEACHERS
needed for summer program at Crossroads

School in Santa Monica. Perfect for elemen-
tary education majors. Email resume to

gcuddyOxrds.org. EOE.

CSO OFFICE
ASSISTANT

Office assistant needed to work flexible

hours Tuesday 4 Thursday t)etween 10-4pm
and some Saturdays at our Westwood Polk:e

Statk>n. Starting rate $8.47/hr Must be a

UCLA student w/at least one yr. remaining.

Training provided for clerical and public rela-

tk>ns duties. For details call 310-206-5473.

CSOs NOW HIRING
Do Good and get paid. Pay $8.47 to

$10.65/hr. Must be a UCLA student w/U
academic years remaining with valid driver's

Ircense. Web: www.ucpd.ucla.edu/ucpd/cso.
Email: csoOucpd.ucla.edu. Phone: 310-
825-2148

DAY CAMP - SUMMER
Seek staff w/summer hiome in or near the

San Fernando or Conejo Valleys, Oxnard,

Simi. MalitMj. misc. Instructors 4 General

couns. $2750-3500+ for summer. 888-

784-CAMP wwwworkatcamp.com

DAY CAMP
COUNSELORS

Pali Camp now hiring enthusiastic coun-
selors! Summer fun Includes: jet skiing,

amusement parks, beach days, paintball and
more! 19 and up. Call Jacque: 310-477-

2700x14

DAY CAMP
Summer Swimming, beaches, horses 4
more, www.daycampjobs.com

DAY-CAMP COUNSELOR 4 Arts4Crafts
specialists. Summer/PT $9.80/hr. June-
August Stoner Park in WLA. 310-479-7200,
or fax resume 310-445-1764.

DO CATS MAKE YOU
WHEEZE?

If you are allergic to cats, you may qualify to

participate in research study of an investiga-

ttonal medication. If you qualify, you will re-

ceive study related medication and up to

$250.00 compensation lor your time. If inter-

ested, please call Jonathan Corren. MD. at

310-477-1734 ext.242

DRIVER WANTED
For errands on Westskle. Variable hours dur-

ir>g the day. Must have car w/good driving

record, references required. 310-477-6977.

leave message.

EARN $200 A DAY!
No experience necessary

TV commercials

Music videos

310-358-5147

EDUCATIONAL AID to work with joyful 4-

year-old autistk: boy. 310-459-4373.

EVENT STAFF/
SECURITY

For sports, concerts, TV shows, conven-

tions. 18+ with clean tjackground. Great job

for students. You pick your assignments.

213-748-7223

EXCELLENT PAY
Customer Service. $11-l7/hr. P/T/F/T. Flexi-

t>le hours Pakl vacatton and tiolidays. Imme-
diate openings in LA area. Call NES. 1-688-

621-7194

Bottoms Up!

Typical sctne' NOTi Yeah, 'Cracker Boy"
might catch your eye. but consider this

Recent studies show MOST UCLA
students drink no more than 4 when they

paity So what' Students who drink 4 or

less have l>6tter love lives betier grades,

and don t end up with their tace in a toilet

WS
Cracker

Boy hao

one too .

many

Look

tarmliar'

Ever had

to visit

the

porcelain

throne''

Believe it

or not

'nost

UCLA

under

graOs

PON T

get

caught

with their .

'bonoms

up They

drink

'espon

siWy Ot

course

were

not going

to tell

you not

to dnnk

Would

you

listen to

JS

anyway'

The

bottom

line IS

lotsot

college

students

flnnk

Why
wouldnt

they'

Altpt ^11

oeople

have

been

partaking

olthe

sauce

ever

since

some

guy

stepped

on a

grape

Hell

even the

ancient

Egyptians

liked to

sit back

and poo

open a

COM one

Our

society

has

accepted

alcoho*

asoneo<

our many

"legal

drugs

Moms
dnnk

Oads

dnnk

Teachers

and

pnests

dnnk

Even

Irogs

dnnk I

Oont

"~ TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

1 'What a relief!"

5 Montezuma, e.g
10 Jazz melody
14 Impolite

15 Pageant-
winner's

ornament
16 "Tosca" highlight

17 "Potent" start

18 Reasoning
power

' 19 Neutral colors

20 Austere
22 Advisory group
24 Sass
25 Boor
26 Shopping —
29 School org

32 Drip-dry material

36 Tavern brews
37 Vitamin A source
39 Clean-air org.

40 Telecommuters'
needs

43 Had a snack
44 Veal piece
45 "I smell -r
46 Blue pottery of

Holland
48 Opp of bought
49 Shaggy
50 Mr Fleming
52 Guy
53 Songbird
57 More

substantial

61 Nautical

position

62 Serpent
64 — away: spend

lazily

65 Ry high

66 Melancholy
poem

67 Facial

feature

68 Baby bassets
69 Stately

70 Happy

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

A D O B E

1

K U R D

1
T

J U D Y
W M A N U N T A 8 E A
E N A C T D U E S V E A L
D A R K R OO M^M E R R E^^E e LSI N E L LBHi
S N O R e D L U S C 1 o U S
P A D Ss H A K E N 1 N A
R O E ^^H O P E |^|l L 1 T
A M U R L A U D SHP E T E
T 1 M E WA R ^1 H E A D E D
ji^^lw OO Dea R Pm
c H R EJIErMMO R T A L
R E D O

1

R O T E D 1 A N A
E M 1 T O V e N E K 1 N G
W 1 N eJ B A R D S A L E S

5-8-01 'Sj 2001 . United Feature Syndicate

DOWN 31 Carrying a
1 NFL players weapon
2 Camel feature 33 Sly looks

3 Poet St 34 Winfrey of talk

Vincent Millay shows
4 Creepiest 35 Bad-tempered
5 Reference book 37 Comp device
6 Utah's national 38 Make a choice

park
7 Price ticket

41 Of base eight

42 Ridiculing

8 Suspense 47 Threads
wnter Ambler 49 Meadow plaint

9 Chocolate bean 51 Not at any time
10 Give formal 52 Streep of films

sanction to 53 Stinging

11 Pahlavi's realm, insect

once 54 Felipe or

12 Splendid Moises
13 Lickety-split 55 Harvest crops
21 Type of tack 56 Provoke
23 Congo 57 Large: pref.

language
26 Dish of greens

58 Object of

worship
27 License — 59 Designer
28 Dnve off Schiaparelli

29 Treaties 60 Tall grass
30 nsh 63 Wooden pin

us' Just

ask the

tohsat

the ad

ag«rtciM

^itiau

liisianlV

bombard

us with

the

message

DRINK

lis Fun

Its Cool,

and Vpu II

Score

'

Ask

yourself

this

question

if It

wasnl

ok

to dnnk.

do you

think the

Oal^

Brum

would

.illow

.idverti

sing

from

major

beer

compan

les

and quick

delivery

liquor

stores'

The

common

nercep

tion

however

is that

college

students

•party

like rock

stars

The

FACT

IS that

only a

small

percen-

tage

ot today s

college

students

drmk

exces-

sively,

and

many

dont

dnnk at

all

Statistics

show

that

keeping

your

intake to

4 or less

will not

only

make you

less kkely

to toss

your

cookies,

but rt will

also help

you

maintain

vour GPA
near that

40

So have

fun

Party rt

you want

And

'emem

her

when

youve

done

4

(This pubhc service announcement and butt crack have been brought to you by Student Health Education
|
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done
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7800
Help Wanted

<,> Dental Assistant/ '^S
vJu Receptionist .u.

Dental Assistant/ReceptKxiisI needed fof dental

orthodontic office in West LA witfi excellent

communicatKXi skills Mon . Wed . Fn. 9 00AM-
6 00PM Expenenced preferred S9 00 $1 1 00

anlKxir Pteate call (310)826-7494

or fax resume to (310)826-9564

F/T RECEPTIONIST (or busy WLA real es-

tate office. Outgoing, team player that's

(nendly/Self-Motivated, Microsoft Office a
must Fax resume 310-475-5042.

FEIVIALE DRIVER NEEDED: 3 days/wk for

4firs/day. 2540 Angelo Dr, West LA. In-

surance and own car. $9-10/fir. Call Gus
310-276-2355

FILE CLERKS, P/T+F/T. DAYS, Evenings &
Saturdays for UCLA medical records dept.

310-825-5468

'. FLASH 5
Flash animators/programmers to help pro-

duce games/cartoons for new online enter-

tainment network. Publicize your new/exist-

ing work and share profits wwwp-d-
n com/info @p-d-n.com/31 0-989-31 14.

FLEX HOURS
ADIVIINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT P/T. flexible

hours. $10/hour Beverly Hills Please email

resume to smkltd@hotmail.com or fax 310-

820-8305.

FUN SUMMER
Swimming, horses, beaches and more.

wwwdaycampjobs.com.

GIRLS wanted at exclusive social club in

WLA. Conversation and dancing. 18-^ years
old. Flexible hours. Earn top $$$. 310-313-

2989

HANDS ON ELECTRONIC FABRICA-
TION/Computer Design engineers, P/T work
w/high-tech firms for prototype antenna.
Near campus NIDLLC©aol com 310-470-

3287

HELP NEEDED. CLEAN HOUSE. I\/1ARKET-

ING, some Dnving etc. Own Car, Flexible

hours Part time. $10/hr. 310-391-2718.

HOUSEKEEPER WANTED. One Day/Week
Three Bedroom Two Bath house in West-
wood. Some Child Care. English Speaking.
Reliable with references. 310-446-7019.

INSTRUCTOR NEEDED for Java, VB. SQL
Culver CityA/Vest LA area Evenings and
weekends. 310-666-8443

LIBRARY JOBS. Shelving and other stacks

duties. 12-19 hrs/wk $6.83/hr to start.

STUDENTS ONLY apply at Young Research
Library Rm 11617 or call Antigone Kutay
310^625-6982

LIFEGUARDS
Certified LG's Start afternoons 5/7. Also
Summer positions. Get paid to get (re)certi-

fied Mature 18+ and good swimmer. Beauti-

ful canyon setting. Tim 310-472-7474 Fax
resume 310-476-7788

LIFEGUARDS AND SWIM INSTRUCTORS.
Several local locations. P/T-F/T, $10-12/hr
Will tram 818-222-7946x11, Greg or Emilie.

LOUIGIS ITALIAN KITCHEN Sawtelle and
Santa Monica Blvd. All positions open. Start

ASAP Call 310-477-4500

MALE MODELS
Have a great face or body? GET REC-
OGNIZED in Playgirl-style publications Must
be 18-24 Beginners welcome. Highest im-

mediate pay w/headshots Paid screen test.

Jeff@2l3-748-4555ext. '11, jwhite@ou-
nique com

MEDICAL RECEPTIONIST For busy BH
dermatology office. 30-t-hrs. References re-

quired Call Diane 310-273-0467.

MGR COUPLE 16 UNITS WEST LA: 1 or 2
bdrms No experience, light duties Gen-
erous reduction Pool, patio. Call 310-476-
6694 or fax 310-476-7043

MODELS WANTED! FM Productions is cur-

rently hiring models for pnni an dvideo work.
Excellent pay-no experience necessary. 818-
785-6028

OFFICE MANAGER to very busy psycholo-
gist. 30 hours/week. Perfect job for graduate
student with days free. Starts summer or

sooner Fax resume:31 0-472- 1399.

OPHTHALMIC
ASSISTANT POSITION

For graduate students Dons Stein Eye Re-
search Center For more info contact Victor-

ia Goldenberg: goldenberg@ucla.jsei.edu,
310-206-7470.

,Vo Kx/Hnviicv Xnc'i.uin
M«l, Wcimfn. cflildrvfi ;ill aj^r. si/rs,

txK, T\ Fll^^ OmiiiMrcials Maf(a/inr>

fur fk'rsiniiil lulvn irii mil iinii

310.659.7000
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P/T SALES SEEKING energetic, self-moti-

vated sales people with a passion for helping

the environment Call 323-791-2173 and
leave message.

PART-TIME ADMIN ASSISTANT Duties in-

clude answenng phones, light typing, organ-
ization, office errands, light filing, & collating

documents. Must be bright, enthusiastic, de-

tail-oriented, & able to perform a variety of

tasks simultaneously. Send cover letter and
resume to ACE Educational Services.

Attn:Brian, 9911 W. Pico Blvd., Suite PH-K,
LA CA 90035, or fax to 310-282-6424

PART-TIME CUSTOMER
SERVICE

REPRESENTATIVE
For an exclusive fast-paced Westwood dry

cleaner. Outgoing, friendly. Will train/sales

experience a plus. 15-25 hours, momings or

afternoons, plus Sat. or Sun. $8-10/hour.

Apply in person: 1600 Westwood Blvd Or
Call: 310-474-8525.

PAY IS $11/HR
WANTED FOR SHERMAN OAKS (25 min-

utes from UCLA campus) pension actuarial

office for 20-fhours per week-t^full-time sum-
mer: two (2) high achiever students in Ac-

counting, Math. Econ. Business for Pension

& Aclurial Admin; one (1) feariess student

with good marketir>g skills for telephone* in-

person marfteting pension services to ac-

countants. ..pay is $11/hr for each job. Fax
resume & DPR to 818-769-4694 Call 818-

769-4600 any Q's.

PERSONAL ASSISTANT to run errands and
make phone caWs for busy psychologtst
Flexible hours (8/week) Fax resume:310-
472-1399.

PERSONAL ASSISTANT Small office.

Approx. 12noon-8pm PT M-F. Detail-orient-

ed, organized, computer, great conversation
and writing skills/experience. 310-477-2669.
Fax: 310-477-1359.

Physical Therapy Aide
F/r Culver City. Outpatient clinic. Will ac-

comodate P/T before graduation. Athletic,

eager to learn. Fax resume 310-837-9701.

PHYSICAL THERAPY
F/T AND P/T AIDE for pnvate Bev Hills cli-

nic. Fax resume to 310-657-0816 or call 310-

659-3018

POWER 106 is looking for sales-people. If

you are interested in starting a career in ra-

dio, and have prior sales experience, please

send your resume to 818-846-4106. Emmis
Communication is an equal opportunity em-
ployer.

PRESCHOOL LOOKING FOR qualified

teachers/teachers assistants for immediate
positions. Candidates should have experi-

ence in child care. Salary negotiable. F/T,

P/T available. Call Julie Patel 310-470-0992.

RADIO AND TV ENTRY Level jobs. 818-

787-5597.

RESTAURANT IN LOS ANGELES is seeking
energetic server for part time or full time po-
sition. Will Train. Contact Linda: 310-380-

0938.(pgr)

RETAIL CLERK
Technical bookstore. BNi Publications. Inc

,

a leader in technical publications for the con-
struction industry, has immediate part-time

positions available at its WLA location.

$7/hour starting. Flexible hours, convenient
location near 405/10 fw^s. Call Martin:714-

517-0970 or fax resume;7 14-535-8078.

COLD CALL APPT. SEHERS
$10/HR * Commission

5-9pm Sunday - Thursday
Are you eiilhusiaslic and love

to talk on the phone?

Call Marie Collins: 310.477.5566 xlOO

SUMMER DAY CAMPS
San Fernando or Conejo Valleys. Oxnard,
Simi. Malibu. Misc Instructors & General
couns. $2750-3500+ lor summer 888-784-
CAMP www.workatcamp.com

REWARDING/FUN
Summer Swimming, beaches, horses &
HDore. www.daycamppbs.com.

S.CALIFORNIA GENERAL CONTRACTOR
seeking architectural/engineering Graduate
Student to assist w/job-sight management
on new project-near LA Airport Compensa-
tion commensurate w/qualifications. Con-
tact/Resumes to Steve Nelson, 18 Technolo-

gy Drive, Irvine. CA 92618. 949-727-3552.

SALES POSITION available for internet e-

commerce company Salary+commission.
Call 310-234-0784. Fax: 310-234-0786.
Email: Jobs@electrobuy.com

STUDENT TRANSLATOR WANTED: For
Portuguese to English and vice versa, writ-

ten and oral. $10-15/hr DOE. Contact Chris-
sy 310-553-3375, ext.507

SUMMER AT THE
BEACH AND MTNS

FUN WORK WITH CHILDREN IN THE OUT-
DOORS. 7-week day program. 2-weeks
Sierra Sleepaway June 25August 24 Ex-
perience with chiWren and water activities.

$330+bonus/week. Call 310-826-7000 or

www.SierraAdventureCamps com

SUMMER CAMP
COUNSELORS

Oecafhton Sports Club Located in Palo Alto

6/25-8/17, $78-$92/day.9am-4pm. camp-
jobOyahoo.com

SUMMER JOB
GRAD/UNDERGRAD Psychology,education
or speech to be a camp aide for a special

needs child. 6/25-8/25. Valene:818-907-
0367.

SUMMER JOBS! WEST Los Angeles day-
camp hiring energetic counselors, lifeguards,

and specialists Call Tiffany at 310-399-
2267.

SUMMER SPANISH for 8.5 year old girl. 4-5

hours/wk. in our Santa Monica home. Native
speaker only. Pay Negotiable. 310-459-
3253.

SWIM INSTRUCTORS, LIFEGUARDS. Pre-

school teachers, and camp counseksrs for

the summer. Mon-Fri, 8-3:30 Salary de-
pending on experience. Woodland Hills Pri-

vate School Contact Bobbie Primack 818-
348-6563

SWIMMING INSTRUCTORS at client

homes. $20-$24/hr Strong lessorvteaching
experience with small children. Summer em-
ployment. Call John 818-781-7676 ext. 1.

TANNING SALON
FACILITATORS P/T, F/T. Apply at: 1156 26th
St.. Santa Monica. 310-828-8028.

TECHNICAL SUPPORT Answer customer
questions. Knowledge of NT. email, websites
helpful. Close to campus, flexible hours 310-
828-9900.

TESTMASTERS is looking for intelligent

people to answer phones and provide infor-

mation about our LSAT courses. $13/hour.

minimum of 30 hours/week. Only those with

excellent phone skills shoukj apply. 323-655-

2699.

THEATER BOX OFFICE. Part-time. $a/hour.

Pacific Resident Theater-Venice. Jennifer

310-301-3971 ext. 4# or fax resume to 310-

301-3907.

UCLA RECREATION
SUMMER CAMP JOBS

GREAT MONEY! GREAT TIME! We need
energetic people to be summer camp coun-
selors. Pay is $7.38-$ll.00/hr. Morning, af-

ternoon, all-day shifts available. Call 310-

206-1787. Applications available at John
Wooden Center.

UCLA SENIOR seeking girifriend for the
summer. Must be hot. Must be down. Seri-

ous inquiries only, please. 310-586-7734

VOLLEYBALL COACH FOR High School
Giris. Experience necessary June 18-July
31. 3 days/wk 2hrs/day Late afternoon. 6-8

hours/wk. Pay negotiable. 323-461-3651.
mrodriguez@immaculateheart.org

VOLUNTEER USHERS
NEEDED FOR Geflen Playhouse Hit "Look-
ing for Normal," extended to May 13 See it

free! 310-208-6500 ext 115.

WANTED. SUMMER CAMP DIRECTOR.
30+ hours/week. $l2.20/hour. For Palisades
Summer Camp. Fax resume to Toni Hester
at 310-575-8014.

WANTED: 18-23/yo bassist/lead guitarist for

senous pop/rock band. Must have equip.,

good voice, stage presence. Infl. Foos. Vert.

Horizon. Live, MB20 310-209-4991.

WANTED: People wfx) want to lost weight.

310-884-8746 24 hour message.

WILLIAM EARNEST
BROWN

BEVERLY HILLS' FINEST Stationary and in-

vitation designer has an opening for a per-

sonal assistant. Design talent helpful, good
English essential, detail-oriented. F/T includ-

ing Saturday. Call Bill 310-278-5620.

WLA FINANCE CO. Recently named 43-rd

fastest growing co. in America by Inc. maga-
zine, seeks motivated individuals to assist

account executive w/lead generation via

telephone for our lease/loan products to

businesses. Fun environment. Salary $10-
$12/hr+bonuses. Fax resume 310-737-1974
or email steves@alliancecap.com.

WORK BY THE BEACH
OFFICE CLERK NEEDED. The Lobster
Restaurant in Santa Monica. P/T, flexible,

competitive pay, great location. Laurel:310-
458-9294 or fax:310-458-9654

WORK from home in the US or in an interna-

tional business. 24 hour message 310-884-
8748.

7800
Help Wanted

WORK-OUT ENTHUSIAST needed for

Ihr/day. 5days/wk for work-out in my home
lOmin from UCLA. Weight training. Mom-
ings preferred. 310-476-4205

8000
internship

pad;leal Estate Intern Needed

Flexible Hours. Computer

and Phone Skills Required. Must be

Organized. Salary Negotiable.

Contact John "^

8400
Apartments for Rent

Casablanca West

Available
NOW

Bachelors $865

1 Bedrooms from $1195

8300
Volunteer

ROZE ROOM HOSPICE is looking for volun-

teers to spend time with terminally-ill

patients. Training begins May 1 5th. Contact
Ami:323-938-1155.

housing
8400-9800

saoo
Aiinnments (or Runt

WESTWOOD CLOSE
TO EVERYTHING

2 BEDROOM. 1.5 Bath Bright, spacious,

newly remodeled, prime location, close to

UCLA, transportation. Pool, garage, pa-

tio, quiet. No pets. 1942 Pelham. by ap-

pointment only. $1395 310-475-2594.
310-207-7209

•WESTWOOD VILLAGE. MIDVALE N. OF
LEVERING. LARGE 2-BDRM APT GAR-
DEN VIEW, DINING ROOM, UNIQUE,
CHARM FRONT AND REAR ENTRANCE.
310-839-6294.*

1 BLOCK TO CAMPUS
Large studio, all utilities paid, $750. Avail-

able Immediately. One Person Only. Call

310-208-4253 or 310-824-2595.

1-MINUTETOUCLA
1 bdrm w/deck. furnished, bright, clean, se-

curity entrance, large closets, pool, lyr

lease. $1300/nrx). 310-824-1830.

1917 SPANISH MISSION BUILDING Sin-

gle, WLA. Separate kitchen, high ceilings,

wood floors, one year lease. $750/mo. 310-
479-8646.

BEL AIR guest house. Dog okay, carpets,

pool, gated large yard, ready to move in.

$750. 310-395-RENT www westsideren-
tals.com

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ 142BEDROOM
$895&UP. LARGE. UNUSUAL CHARM
SOME SPANISH STYLE W/HARDWOOD
FLOORS. ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS.
310-839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS guest house. 1 bath, sunny
and quiet with pool, mini refrigerator, stove,

private, gated parking. $900 310-395-HENT
www.westsiderentals.com

BRENTWOOD. $1650, 2bd/2bth. front.up-

per. balcony, refrigerator/stove, car-

pet/drapes, parking, laundry, no pets, near
UCLA, by appt. 11728 Mayfield #6. 310-271-
6811.

CENTURY CITY exceptional single (upper),

high ceilings, large closets, full bath, light,

bright, carport parking $785. 310-395-RENT
www.westsiderentals.com

CULVER CITY large furnished guest house
Refrigerator, hardwood floors, large closets,

uiet neighbortKxxJ. Iuxurk)us bathroom, col-

lege, very safe. $800. 310-395-RENT
www.westsiderentals com

8200
Temporary Employment

HEAD FRESHMAN BOYS BASKETBALL
COACH:' Experience playing and coaching
needed. $2800-3200 for the season. 5 days
a week from 2:30 to 5:00. with a few Satur-

day games. The season begins in November
and runs through February. Please fax

resumes only!! Fax to 310-288-3286

Cable readu, pool, iModrv, sundeck,

Hpsr doKts. Low Sflcuftty Deposit

530 Veteran
208-4394

HUGE SINGLE AND ONE BEDROOM
$900/mo & up One bdrm for $12504up. One
block from campus 644 and 650 Landtair
310-824-0319.

LOS FELIZ. U1. W/C pet, d/w, balcony, A/C.
laundry, parking. $800. 323-634-RENT
www.weslsiderentals.com

MID WILSHIRE VICTORIAN. R&S. laundry,

utilities paid. $600. 323-634-RENT
www.westsiderentals.com

PALMS apartment (upper), unfurnished. 1

bdrm. stove, hardwood floors, W/D hookups,
bright, garage. $750. 310-395-RENT
www.westsiderentals.com

PALMS TRIPLEX unfurnished, 1 bdrm. 1

bath. hard«vood lioofs, W/D hookups, bright;^

newly remodeled triplex, carport parking.

$695. 310-395-RENT www.westsideren-
tals.com

PALMS. 3719 Kelton Ave. 2bd/2bath. $1250.
Controlled access bidg. New carpet. Upper
unit. Linda: 310-463-3334 or 323-848-7260.
shown by appt.

PALMS Single apt from $575, 1-bdrm $695.
$600deposit 1-year lease only. Stove, re-

frig .carpets, vert, blinds. 310-837-1502
leave message. 8am-5pm only.

PALMS: Ibdrm/lbth. $925/mth.
Stove/ref./AC, gated parking Intercom. Ja-

cuzzi, large closets 1/2 block to UCLA bus.
Kay: 310-842-9127

PRIME BRENTWOOD ONE BEDROOM de-
luxe upper, european kitchen, All apliances.
fireplace. Walk to stores and resturaunts.

$l350/mo No Pets, Lease 310-410-1575.

SANTA MONICA (upper) unfurnished. 1

bdrm. cat okay, patio, hardwood floors,

garage. $850 310-395-RENT www.westsid-
erentals.com

SANTA MONICA 6 blocks to beach, (upper)
unfurnished, 1 bdrm. refrigerator, stove,
dishwasher, laundry $895. 310-395-RENT.
www.westsiderentals com

SANTA MONICA apartment (tower), unfur-

nished, Bachelor. 1 bath, (full bath), cat okay,
yard $399. 310-395-RENT www.westsider-
entals com

SANTA MONICA great location. 2 bdrms.
carpets, laundry, carport parking. $1200.
310-395-RENT. www.westsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA guest house. San Vicente,

refrigerator, stove, laundry. $900 310-395-
RENT. www.westsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA OCEAN-VIEW One bed-
room unfurnished/furnished apt. $2000-
$2600 Luxury 2+1 bedroom, furnished
$4000. Walk to 3rd Street Promenade&Pier.
310-399-3472.

SANTA MONICA PRIME
LOCATION N. OF

WILSHIRE
NEAR BEACH

$1295 1 bedroom, Hardwood floors Charm-
ing split level, dishwasher, refrigerator. 943
7th Street. Cats OK 818-980-5900.

SANTA MONICA spacious triplex.

Unfurnished. 1 bdrm. 1 bath, cat okay, refrig-

erator, stove, laundry. $995. 310-395-RENT
www.westskjerentals.com

SANTA MONICA unfurnished, private room,
hardwood floors. W/D, 7 blocks from beach]
month-to-month. $500. 310-395-RENT.
www.westsiderentals.com

SILVER LAKE HOUSE 2+1, w/c pet. yard,
rose gardens $1,000. 323-634-RENT
www.westsWerentals.com

SILVER LAKE two story. 2+1.5. w/c pet, ceil-

ing fans, parking $850. 323-634 RENT.
www.westsiderentals.com

SINGLE APARTMENTS, $900/month. Up-
graded carpeting, freshly painted, pool, laun-

dry, secured entry, very clean building, 1-yr

lease, no pets. 310-208-2820.

VENICE cottage 3 btocks to beach pet okay,
unfurnished. Studio, 1 bath. pond, utilities

included $525 310-395-RENT wwwwest-
sklerentals.com

VENICE spacious (upper). 2 bdrms, 1 bath.

5 blocks to beach, in a foreplex. kitchen
w/dining area, gated parking. $1295. 310-
395-RENT. www.we8tsklerenlals.com

Display
206-3060
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8AOO
Apartments for Rent

Westwood Village

Very large appartments for

September 1 st occupancy.

Dining room, built in

kitchen. Balconies/ Patios.

Pool, elevator, controlled-

access building,

subterranean parking.

1 BR/ Ibafh from $1,400
2 BR/ 2ba*h from $2,100

For pre-appiications call

Mon - Fri 9 AM - 4 PM

691 Levering Avenue
(310)208-3647

WEST LA: Pool, spa. gym, dishwasher,

stove, refrig. security, parking. Avail May
15th. $1100/mth w/lease. Call Corina (Apt

532) 323-931-9583. email jennif-

er.kim20unistudios.com.

WEST LOS ANGELES apartment, unfur-

nished. 1 bdrm. Westwood Blvd., stove, car-

pets. W/D hookups, garage $775 310-395-

RENT. www.westsklerentals.com

WEST LOS ANGELES/PALMS APART-
MENT IN 7 UNIT BUILDING pet okay, unfur-

nished, 2 bdrms. big bright and airy rooms.
^4af9e 4<«te*»ef>, perking inekided. $096 310-

395-RENT www.westsiderentals.com

WESTWOOD
RESIDENTIAL AREA

ItKlrm/lbth apartment downstairs in t>eauti-

ful Westwood fx)me w/private entrance. Ap-

prox. 600 sq.ft. Pool privileges negotiable

$925/mo including all utilities and premium
cable. Available 4/15. Call 310-446-1353.

WESTWOOD APARTMENT for Rent Single,

furnished. 2-bkx;ks to school, next to frater-

nities (no late night parties), no parking

$800/month. 310-824-4951

WESTWOOD TOWNHOUSE. Pet okay,

unfurnished. 1 t)drm. 1 bath, refrigerator,

stove, balcony, laundry, gated parking. $895.
310-395-RENT www.westsiderentals com

WESTWOOD VILLAGE: Furnished bache-

lor, $725. no parking. Unfurnished 1-bdrm

$1400 garage. 1-yr lease, no pets. Avail

Sept. 10990 Strathmore. 310-471-7073.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE: Large/furnished, 3-

bedroom/2-bath, $3600 547 Landfair Large

2-bedroom/1.5 Bath, $2300, townhouse.
hardwood-floors, fireplace. 925 Gayley 1-

year lease. September. 310-471-7073.

WESTWOOD. 2BDRM/2BATH $1450 AND
UP TILE KITCHEN, STEPDOWN LIVING
ROOM. HIGH CEILING. CHARM 1 MILE
SOUTH OF WILSHIRE. SOME W/BAL-
CONY 310-839-6294.

WESTWOOD Across UCLA, upscale, one
and two bedrooms, full-kitchen, air condi-

tioned, parMng. one year lease. 445 Land-

fair. Taking reservations. 310-824-1969.

WESTWOOD. Walk to UCLA. 2bdrm/2bth.

gated par1(ir)g. rooftop spa, quiet building,

accepting reservations for Fall. $1895-
$2275. 512 Veteran. 310-208-2655.

WLA/PALMS
APARTMENT RENTALS
CALL 4 FREE LISTINGS

AND SPECIALS
Bachelors/Singles—some w/ulilities paid,

pool, gated. $650-725. Ibdrm $950-995,

many w/flreplaces. luxury and more. 2bdrm
$1395-$ 1795. many w/dishwashers, balco-

ny, A/C and more. Call for free lisling:310-

278-8999.

* PALMS *
4BD, 3BA + LOFT TOWNHOME. FP,

CENTRAL AIR/HEAT. GATED
GARAGE, SEC ALARM. CAT OK

3670 MIDVALE AVE.

$2395/M0

2BD. 2BA TOWNHOME. FP.

CENTRAL AIR/HEAT, GATED
GARAGE. SEC. ALARM, CAT OK

3614 FARIS DR.

$1395/MO

* MAR VISTA *
1191 3 AVON WAY.

11748 COURTIEIGH OR

12741 MITCHELL AVE.

$1 295/MO.
$1 295/MO.
$1 345/MO.

(310)391-1076
Open House Mon-Sat 10 - 4 PM .8

Classifieds

825-2221

8^00
Apartments for Rent

WW WALK TO UCLA
Spacious, bright ibdrm and pnvate patio,

avail mid-May. Hardwood floors, full kitchen,

large closets, laundry. 2-car parking. $1450.

No pels. Also, Ibdrm upper avail Sept. 1,

$1450. 310-234-8278.

8600
Conrio/Townhouse for Rent

CULVER CITY: 2brdm/2.5bth Furnished,
spacious townr>ouse on quiet street. Great
location! Front unit w/rooftop sundeck and
spa. $2000/mth. 310-442-1395

SANTA MONICA fully furnished guest room
Balcony, W/D, security, luxury complex,
gated parking, utilities included. May 15th.

$550. 310-395-RENT www westsideren-
tals.com

WESTWOOD. Wilshire Hi-Rise Luxurious

Condo. 1,2.&3bed. $2400-$4200/month
24hr. valet, doorman, front desk, and securi-

ty service. All amenities, great views. 310-

470-9947.

8800
Guesthouse for Rent

2 BEDROOM GUESTHOUSE. Kitchen, re-

HTKXleled bathroom, with patio area Great lo-

cation. Mar Vista area. $1190 310-678-

2753. 310-490-7165 Pat. Must see!

MAR VISTA GUEST HOUSE 4-miles to

school. Kitchen, bathroom, high-ceiling

w/sky-light, nk:e residential neighbortiood.

Female/non-smoker. No pets. $700/month,

utilities-included. 310-915-0629.

STUDIO NEAR UCLA. Private enterance.
Parking. Available June 1. Year Lease One
person, small dog OK. $750 irKluding utili-

ties. 310-476-8478

SUNNY. PRIVATE STUDIO Guesthouse lor

rent. Utilities and Parking included In

Beveriy Hills. $900. 310-274-5908.

WW WILL TRADE beautiful guesthouse 1

block from Westfxslme entrance for approx
17 hours/week wori< Mature female student,

nonsmoker Need help with dinner times

weekdays approx 5-8pm, 5 hours Sundays.
Summer flexible, cfuller9ucla.edu

9000
House for Sale

PERU 2BED/2BATH. 984 square ft House
in beach town 30 minutes south from Lima.

$12,000. 213-625-0525.

9200
Housing Needed

HOUSING NEEDED
Trying to rent your space in the West-
wood area or nearby? Have a great deal?

Easily solve your rental problem with one
simple call. Avoid the hassle of renting. 3
UCLA students are seeking an apart-

ment, house, guesthouse or condo to

share (2+2 or 2+1.5) to move in late

June/eariy July, lyr lease ok. Must in-

clude 2 parkir)g spaces arid be reason-

ably priced Please call Stephanie:310-

702-6455 (Leave message).

TWO UCLA GRAD STUDENTS seeking
West Los Angeles summer sublet. One Bed-
room. 5-6 month range.

Email: ecelebogluOyahoo.com

9300
Room for He^p

CARE FOR DISABLED PERSON. In ex-

change for room and board, Beveriy Hills.

Responsible w/good refererKes sought. 310-

860-9042 Gabriel.

NEAR UCLA
LIVE-IN WITH UCLA EMERITUS Family
near campus Free Room and Board in ex-

change for help with home/family/etc. Need
CDL and car. Male preferred. Email resume
to michaelkathleenm@hotmail.com.

9^00
Room for Rent

BRENTWOOD F/NS/NP. Females only. Bed.

bathAfull access to large, beautiful home.
Share w/family. $750. 310-395-0623.

HANCOCK PARK
Spacious Spanish style duplex. Looking for

male/female grad student. $850. Call

Mayora/Chris:31 0-44 1 - 1 859

HUGE TWO-STORY
HOUSE

With rooms to rent! Share gourmet kitchen.

Great location. Mar Vista Ocean view. Start-

ing from $650/month. 310-678-2753. 310-

490-7165 Pat.

LARGE ROOM in 3bdrm on Glenrock. Har-

dwood fkDors, clean, spacious $780 for the

room, $390ea for 2 people 310-209-0888

Dave.

9^00
Room for Rent

PRIVATE GUESTROOM WEST
WOODWALK UCLA- beautiful house w/pri-

vate entrance/bath/backyard Laundry/Kitch-

en pnvileges N/S female tenant $785+ulili-

ties. 310-446-9556.

WESTWOOD. 1 block south Wilshire. Huge
master w/balcony in 2bdrm/2.5bth apt
I377sqft. Sunny, quiet. Furnished
Spa/pool, gated partying. $1450/month. 310-
210-3893.

9SOO
Roommates-Private Room

BRENTWOOD/WEST LA: $700/mth. Private

bathroom/wlk-in closet/full kitchen/part<ing.

Female preferred. I'm rarely home Call Erich

310-914-5213.

CULVER CITY $325/mo Small, private

room, share bath Prefer very docile, n/s,

gentleman. Please call Jim 310-390-1450.

MANHATTAN BEACH: Roommate to share
fully furnished' 2bdrm/1bth house w/grad
student. Walk to beach, w/d, partying

$850+utils. 310-545-9443. Avail 5/19.

VENICeSEPULVEDA. Own bedroom/share
bath, 2+1 /apt. Balcony, 2-story, stove, fridge,

microwave. Female/Student preferred. Avail

now, $475. flan©ucla edu, work: 310-966-

5320, home: 310-202-1196.

WEST LOS ANGELES- share beautiful

house in quiet neighbortiood. Kitchen/Iaun-

dry/huge backyard. Near Pico/Westwood
bus. 3 miles to UCLA. $700/month 310-479-

2285.

WESTWOOD-Fun outgoing female looking

for 1 or 2 female roommates for own
bed/batti in 2bed/2bath apt. Avail 9-1-01

Call 310-209-2665.

9600
Roomni.'ites-Shjired Room

FEMALE ROOMMATE. Responsible. Fur-

nished Ibdrm. Glenrock-Walk to UCLA. No-
smoking. Security. Price negotiable. Avail-

able June 20-Sept 25 310-208-5738

WESTWOOD: 1-2 roommates needed for

large Ibdrm. apartment for next school year.

Balcony. Parking. Laundry. Strathmore/Lev-

ering. $400-600/mth. 310-208-6875

WESTWOOD: Serious feniale student pre-

ferred Ibdrm/lbth $515/mth. Bnght. fire-

place, balcony 310-479-9143

WESTWOOD: Spacious penthouse apart-

ment. 1-2 roommates to share studio room.
5min from UCLA. Beginning August
$350/mth. 310-824-6322

9700
Sublets

10919 STRATHMORE APT#4 The Tree
House. 2bdrnrv'1.5bth. $1800/nr>onth. Paric-

ing. balcony. 310-208-7959.

403 LANDFAIR: Across street from campus
Master bedroom/bath, underground parking.

Will sublet to one/two people. 6/18-9/13.

$975/mth. 310-824-3537

437 GAYLEY. Pink Palace. Beautiful

2bdnn/2bth. w/2balconies. french doors,

spacious. 3 underground parking spots, par-

tially furnished. Late June-8/31. $2l50/mo.
Please call Julie or Silvia at 310-824-5542.

558 MIDVALE. Spacious living area, hard-
wood floors, shared parking $448/month for

shared room. No bedroom furniture. Tammy
310-208-8682.

Tuesday. May 8, 2001 25

9700
Sublets

9700
Sublets

WANTED
Downtown law firm seeks fully furnished sublets for visiting law

students from May through September. Students stay in Los Angeles

from 6 to 1 1 weeks. Please send information regarding your sublet

to Maria at michelinl@mto.com. Remember to include the

following information: Rent, Location/City, Dates Available,

House/Apt/Room, # of bedrooms/bathrooms, Amenities

(Furnished/Unfurnished, Air, Pool, Parking, Convenient to Bus, etc.)

685 KELTON: Beautiful, spacious
2bdrnfV2bth. Fun, social apartment complex
2 parking spots included. $2050/mth June-
Sept. 310-824-1819 or 310-824-0794

* APARTMENT
AVAILABLE FOR FALL

QUARTER
and session C on Midvale. 2-bedrooms, 1-

bath. Fun Giris. Close ua Campus. 3 Parking

Spots, Call 310-824-9163.

BEAUTIFUL 2-BEDROOM APARTMENT
Hardwood floors, partying, full kitchen. Abso-
lutely gorgeous. Must be seen!!! $l900/mo.
Call Marjorie 310-208-2120

BRIGHT SPACIOUS. BEAUTIFUL! 2bdrms.
available June20-Aug31. 1 bdrnVperfect for

one-$600/mth. 2ndbdrm. huge w/pnvate-en-

trance, bathroom, baf. $t200/fnin l-pafk«ng-

space/room. Upstairs-apartment, hardwood,
balcony-445 1/2 Midvale. 310-208-

0369/310-497-2784.

CHEAP PALMS SUBLET Only $1150/mo.
Large 2-Bed/2Bath. Fumished, Available

June16-Sept16. 10-min. Drive to campus. 1-

minute to busline. Call 310-204-1532. sublet-

now0hotmail.com

FALL SUBLET 3bdrnV1.5bth. Pool, fun bal-

cony, preferably female. Spacious living

space. $430/mth-dependent. 424 Landfair

Ave. Apt 1.310-824-2942

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED for the
summer to share 2bdrm/2bth w/3 other non-
smoking females Close lo-campus, fully-fur-

nished, parking $450/mth. Sabrina 310-824-
3850

GREAT DEAL! Share a room for $350 or

own room for $700 on Veteran. Available

June/July/August. Ask for Anne 310-208-

9513

JULY & AUG On Veteran. $700/month for l

of 2 bedrooms, bunkbeds and dresser. Big
living room, clean. 310-824-4242.

KELTON AVE.: Looking for female sublet-

ter(s) for Ibdrm, in 2bdrm/2bth. Part-furn.

Available 6/23-mkl Sept. $925/mth.. $462 to

share Call 310-824-5377

MIDVALE I - Need roommate to share room
w/male in summer 2bdrm. DSL. pool, jacuz-
2i-etc. Fall lease also available 310-208-
0531

RENT ME!
PERFECT SUMMER SUBLET!!!
2bdrm/2bth. Bright, I200sq.ft.. balcony, fire-

place, gated-parVing, pool/jacuzzi, walk-in

closets. Gas&water included! Mid-June thru

August. $1800/mth. Call 310-824-0989

SILVERLAKE BLVD/SUNSET/101 Spa-
cious, 2t)drm, fumished, hardwood floors.

Ideal lor Hollywood/Downtown internships.

$700/mo+deposit. Available 6/1-8/31 Only
responsible applicants. 323-663-8912,
jbrasas@ hotmail.com

SPACIOUS S WILSHIRE APT- one bed-
room in a 2bd/2bath on Veteran. pooi/)acuz-

zi, gated parking, female preferred, available

mid-June to end of August. $750/month.
310-210-6487

STRATHMORE. BALCONY OVERLOOKS
pool/spa. Fully Furnished, 2BD/2BA Huge!
1130 sqfl DSL. Mini-Bar $470/month. Best
Damn Place in Westwood, Bar-none 310-
824-2009.

STRATHMORE/LEVERING FURNISHED
bedroom/bath with parking. DSL, Stereo,

Cable. Available mid June to mid September.
1-2 people OK $900/mo. Brandon 310-824-

7435.

TWO SUBLETTERS TO SHARE ROOM in

apartment with two other males. Own Bath-
room. Furnished, $500/mo at 747 Gayley.
310-824-2608.

WANT TO SUBLET FOR THE SUM-
MER? Reach thousands of potential

roommates for free wwwwest-
siderentals.com 310-395-RENT.

WESTWOOD, CA. Summer and Fall sublet

Looking for female roommate. Fireplace and
balcony. 2 bdrms, 2 bath 10 min walk to

Ackerman, 10 to Westwood. Contact Alex.

Sophya, Mary: 310-824-3391.

WESTWOOD- Spacious Ibdrm/lbth w/bal-

cony, gated parking, secunty. recreational

facilities. Available mid-June to mid-Sept
Call 310-208-1685.

WESTWOOD: From June 18-August 18.

Space for 1 or 2 persons. $875/mth Facili-

ties include a gym and poAl 527 Midvale
Ave.. Westwood, CA 90024 For more infor-

mation call 310-209-0475 or email ka-

manj@ucla edu

WILSHIRE 2-MILES FROM CAMPUS.
Beautiful 2-Bedroom Apartment. Looking for

2-people to share Spacious Bedroom+Bath-
room. Available 6/20 $475/mo per person.
310-312-0157.

9800
Vacation Rentals

BEAUTIFUL. SPACIOUS YOSEMITE
HOME surrounded by tall pines. Close to

everything. Fully Equipped, 5000' elevation
sundeck, reasonable rates. 818-785-1028.
www.yosemite.islovely.com

Week 6 on:¥l/\)

ib^ther Ranaom Events Episode

Foatxixin?

« A Gxcmlins Parody

.. Hanging out with Funaamentalists

„ Scenes from the ever-popular Saving Private Ryan

„ Calvin Klein's new fragrance Aadiction

„ Stop Leing productive and start watcHing

fSad O^Sfed ^ ®®^
Monday-Thursday

May 7-10

10 p-m. Ch.29 UCLAtv

Displa*
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REHENMAIER
From page 27

line up. Every other starting player is

a native of Europe.

In his first season, Rcttenmaier

was frustrated at the lack of

Americans on the team. After all, the

tennis team only gets 2 1/2 scholar-

ships, and Rcttenmaier wasn't receiv-

ing any of the money.

"When I first came here, I thought,

why are these foreigners coming in

here and taking my scholarships. I got

really pissed off at it," he said.

Rcttenmaier also got angry

because the Europeans were taking

his spot in the starting lineup. As a

freshman, he only played at doubles.

He had a successful year, partnered

mainly with fellow freshman Lassi

Ketola to compile an 18-8 record for

the year.

But he never got a chance to start

at singles. It was difficult for him to sit

on the sidelines, since just a year earli-

er he was one of the top 16-and-under

juniors in the world.

"Last year, I was pissed off the

whole time. It was really bothersome

for me," Rettenmaier said. "I just

hated it. I had always played both sin-

gles and doubles, no matter what
team I was on. It was really weird."

Martin agreed with Rettenmaier's

self-evaluation.

"Not starting in the singles line-up

last year really hurt him, because he is

as fierce a competitor as anyone on

our team," Martin said.

This year, things have turned

around for Rettenmaier. After work-

ing hard over the summer, he had a

superb fall season, going 11-4 at sin-

gles. The solid record earned him the

No. 6 singles spot on the team this

year and has gotten him much more

excited about the team and his own
individual game.

He has certainly proved he belongs

in the singles lineup. His record this

year is 14-1 in dual matches, and 27-7

overall, helping the team to a 20-2

overall record and the No. 2 seed in

the upcoming NCAA
Championships.

Rettenmaier has anchored the

back part of the UCLA singles lineup

to a point where his teammates can

count on him for a guaranteed victo-

ry-

"Our team knows that we can

count on Travis to win every time he

goes out onto the court," said

Rettenmaier's friend and confidant,

freshman Marcin Matkowski.

Having a guaranteed point is what

wins NCAA Championships, and the

Bruins hope that with Rettenmaier's

help they will be able to go all the way
this year.

GMAT

Free

Seminar
Wednesday, May 9, 7 PM

Westwood Kaplan Center, 1133 Westwood Bl. Ste 201

Featuring Ben Baron
former Assistant Director of Admissions,

Harvard Business School

Learn strategies to help you navigate the

business school admissions process from an expert.

Seating Is limited, call 1-800-KAP-TEST to register.

KAPLAN

M »miinria umUmnk d Urn Attmnwns Coma.

the HellenicAmerican
Students Organization

invites the UCLA campus community
to attend the annual

Hellenic

Culture Night

y, Mays,
2001

7 o'clock in the evening

Kerckhoff Grand Salon

I ^

Learn about Greek culture through

dance, music, food and speakers

FUNDED BY CAMPUS PROGRAMS COMMnTEE OF THE
PROGRAMS AaiVlTlES BOARD

iMF
YOUR WORRIES

.>*uJffluSB&lkk

Sail Away -

Fly Away

Get Away

5«!y?r>5f-a^^j35|p

Call 310.825.2221
Advertise in the Summer Sublet Guide

AGASE
From page 29

Bcrnsen. As if losing almost 100

games wasn't humiliating enough.
Sure enough, the Indians became
one of the dominant teams of the

mid-1990s, advancing to the World
Series in 1995.

And what about fans of the

Montreal Expos? Yes, both of them
The one year those secessionist

Quebecois got to see their team put

together the best record in baseball,

the 1994 season screeched to a halt

with a strike. Now Major League
Baseball's farm team has been split

up more times than 19th-century

Poland.

All of this begs a question: if

you're a fan watching your team at a

bar, is your glass of beer half-empty

or half-full? If your team is the San
Diego Chargers, your glass is quick-

ly all empty and then likely shattered

on the floor.

But you San Diegans are quick to

remind detractors that just six years

ago your Chargers were in the Super
Bowl. Never mind that Stan

Humphries was being peeled off of

the Joe Robbie Stadium turf with

thejawsof life.

For those of you who endured a

=t-t5 embarrassment this past year

and still pledge yourselves as die-

hard fans, I salute you.

You are the fans who understand

that sports, especially in this era of

free-wheeling and fast-dealing free

agency, is in constant flux. Teams go
from worst to first and back at an

unprecedented rate. Success and

failure are usually not permanent.

It may be hard to believe, but

there was a time not too long ago

when everyone's favorite redundant

band, Duran Duran, ruled the air-

waves, and UCLA basketball strug-

gled just to land a spot in the NCAA
Tournament. The 1980s were an

ugly time for Bruin hoops, and that

was when everyone stayed four

years. They missed out on the Big

Dance for three straight years from

1984 to 1986 and finished just a

game over .500 in the 1984-85 cam-

paign.

Were those some looosing teams?

Not quite, but in the eyes of a typical

Bruin fan who expects a new banner

in Pauley every season, things were

downright depressing.

They shouldn't be. Ten years after

their NIT championship felt like a

parting gift on "Press Your Luck,"

our beloved Bruins were hanging a

banner. Things had come full circle

in only a decade.

So keep watching your Chargers,

your Devil Rays, your Angels, and
your Bulls. I'll keep checking on my
Tigers, knowing what doesn't kill

them can only make them stronger.

It may be 100 years from now, but

some wisecracking sports columnist

in this very paper may be declaring

the apocalypse when the Cubs and

Tigers square off in the World —-—
Series.

I'll be pumping my fist in satisfied

delight, six feet under.

Twelve- 17 isn't that bad, right? Help

reassure Agase that winning isn't

everything by e-mailing him at

agase@ucla.edu.

REHENMAIER
From page 32

tial when he goes pro will be limitless.

But he is not quite ready to take on
the world just yet.

"He is a couple of years away,"

Sher said. "For now, he has the poten-

tial to dominate college tennis if he

decides to slay."

But can Rettenmaier hold off his

dream for a year or two more, or will

he go pro next year and not come
back to UCLA?

"I'm 99.99 percent coming back

this year," he said.

Coach Martin says it is most likely

that Rettenmaier will go pro after his

junior year.

"I think he'll come back one more
year," Martin said. "One year of solid

college tennis would do him good. If

we got a senior year out of him, then

great. But I can't tell you I'm even 50

percent sure we'll see him his senior

year."

But for now, that is the distant

future, and there are more troubling

worries for Rettenmaier and his

team. The NCAA Championships
start this weekend with Regionals,

when UCLA hosts Cal State-

Sacramento at the Los Angeles

Tennis Center at I p.m. on Saturday.

UCLA hopes to recapture the

NCAA title, which it hasn't won since

1984. And Rettenmaier hopes to

deliver for both his team and coach.

"We will be ready for the NCAA's,
guaranteed," Rettenmaier said.

"Coach Martin has been in a

drought, and we want to get him that

title"

Although many of his teammates
are rising stars, what separates

Rettenmaier from the others is that

he is the only American in the starting

Se« REIlENMAIElt, page 26
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fll^ I Big savings
, I^ 10* week.

ft makes living a Uttic less expensive •I

THE UCLA DEPARTMENT OF ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCES
AND DIVISION OF PHYSICAL SCIENCES

Invite you to attend the

Jacob A. Bjerknes Distinguished Lecture

The ImportanceiDf the TVopics
in Atmospheric Chemistry and
Effects of Human Activities"

to be given by

ProfesjMMT Paul Crutzen ' ii'M'ir

1 995 Nobel Laureate in Chemistry
Honorary Professor,

University of Mainz, Germany

Wednesday, May 9, 2001
4:00 p.m. Lecture

4000A Math Sciences

Tea to precede Lecture ^\. 3:30 p.m.

In 4000A Math Sciences Patio

Inquiries: 3 1 0-625 1217

F R \i\i

SIDEWALKS OF NEW YORK
The new comedy from the director of "The Brothers McMullen

(WMI«WfTaAS9CS««HTS«l»»flU0ROflO«G«G«mjCT^
EDWARO BURNS ROSMOOWSON

SBHSFWMICXnoaWHIMOMItnUtiarZBRfn/INYIIimSTM^ ,^UWU(»S8rmwAUM»€U 'JICATHERWETHOMAS ..MMOfflEBMDlD
.''-^FWNKPWB.ASC "-KUmrSOUHMdiwIICKyaK ••^IWeOTBBOGERMEWWO KIRNS V^> tOi«D BURNS bm

COMING TO THEATRES THIS SUMMER^'""

You are invited to an Advance Screening of Sidewalks of New York
Sponsond by

\9 Date: Wednesday, May 9, 2001

Time: 7:00 p.m.

Location: Ackerman Grand Ballroom : ;

^ponsona ey

VISA %
Wn EvrywhfMau ¥ltewtTo B«*

Stu<i»ntm may pick up ttfir psmmma st 319 Kmrckhoff Hmll

Admiaaion la fr»al Pimaam arriva aartyl
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HgMAY is National Photography Month

—

1

Buy one frame
get the second frame*

onB WBBk OHiyI
» ^ %

5 \'\",

fffi^iiki

' 7i

EQuai or lesser value. Sale enas 05/15/01. Limltea to Stock on hand.

Ouetniyht
Guarantee

One day service guaranteed

7 days a week*

Drop film off by 3pni - next day delivery by noon

TO!

Convenient
Drogi Off

ipen> M
6 locations on campus

Essentiols, B Level Ackermon; North Campus Shop;

Campus Photo Studio, A Level Ackermon; Hill Top Shop

Health Sciences Store; Lu Valle Commons

your
IMmwWnCn

Standard Processing*

With 2nd set of prints FREE everyday

Kodak Processing

Advontix, Slides, or Block & White available

%:M>

.•*^

,•«

nut ill)

*C-41 Processing

Essentials

510 206 0820
www.uclastore.com K<><>oc\o^e^ Stocie^is. UCLfhrir

MODEL
From page 32

remain cautious about altering the

muscle tone of her bociy.

Bookers strongly ciiscourage mod-
els from making any changes to their

physical appearances, and even the

smallest changes can alTect their mar-

ketability Arredondo even has to con-

cern herself with not becoming too tan

when she visits her family in sunny
California.

James Charles, who works in devel-

opment and scouting at Elite Models,

another top agency said that top-flight

athletes often have difficulty making
the transition to fashion modeling
because of their propensity for adding

muscle mass.

"Often because they work out so

much, they gel too muscular to fit into

clothes properly" Charles said. "For
example if they run too much, they can

build muscles that enlarge their hips

and buttocks, which makes them too

large for printwork."

Arredondo is pleased with her

steady career progression so far, but

she said sometimes the lapses between

assignments can be stressful.

The hard part is wondering where
the next job is coming from."

Arredondo receives inspiration by
following the career arc of her favorite

model. Cindy Crawford Both

We call them for advice or to gossip,

which is something the coaches did for

us," Arredondo said.

One difference between modeling

and basketball is the way the two mea-

sure height. Arredondo, who said she is

6-1, was listed as 6-2 in the basketball

media guides, but at the modeling
agency she is listed as 6-0.

UCLA Head Coach Kathy Olivier

recalled that in Arredondo's freshman

year she entered with another tall,

blonde freshman, Zrinka Kristich. The
two players added a lot of glamour to

the team.

'We had these two pretty blondes

taller than 6 feet. They got a lot ofatten-

tion and I think they enjoyed it,"

Olivier said.

She added that on the court

Arredondo played hard and physical,

yet off the floor she was a lady.

"She was very impressive olT the

floor. She's very bright," Olivier said.

"Some people find that cool, because

people ordinarily think of basketball as

a physical, grinding sport."

Olivier recalled a time a year after

Arredondo graduated when a player

brought a newspaper photo of her to

practice. They hung it in the locker

room for a couple weeks. Olivier said

that success stories like Arredondo's

remind the players of the numerous
careers available to them aside from

basketball.

Arredondo, who turned downacad.—
Arredondo and Crawford were vale- emic scholarships from several Ivy
dictorians of their high school class

Arredondo is most impressed with

Crawford's ability to use her modeling

career as a springboard to a career as a

multi-media star.

Arredondo. who graduated from
UCLA with a degree in communica-
tions studies, would like to someday
channel her experiences and energies

toward a career in television as a news
personality or as a correspondent for a

channel such as E!, where she can use

all her talents.

She said that the bookers, who deal

directly with the models, play roles sim-

ilar to those ofher old basketball coach-

es. She said these similarities made her

transition to modeling easier.

"Our bookers take care of us. We
can cry on their shoulders ifwe need to.

League schools to attend UCLA, said

that she is still satisfied with her school

choice and wouldn't change a thing.

"I'm so grateful that I was able to

use basketball to go to college at

UCLA. It taught me so much about
life," she said. "One of the benefits of

my UCLA degree is I know nobody
will ever be able to take advantage of

me."

Arredondo doesn't expect to be a

professional model her entire life, so

she is enjoying the ride while it lasts.

She has travelled the world, and she

loves living in Manhattan, the city that

never sleeps. She believes that any
UCLA student who has dreams of

modeling should pursue it.

"Ifyou have the look, the desire and
the energy to go for it, do it."

BAY DENTAL
Meir Agaki, D.D.S.

UCLA Graduate

General Dentistry

Oral Surgery

Cosmetic Dentistry

Exam & Cleaning

With ad only. Reg. $95

FREE BLEACHING KIT
@ completion of treatment.

11607 Washington Blvd.

310-398-7166
Just off fhe 405, west of Sepulveda. 10 min. from UCLA campus.

NO BACKPACK SHOULD BE WITHOUT THIS BOOK—
YOUR PASSPORT TO SMOOTH TRAVELING

THE WORST-CASE SCENARIO SURVIVAL HANDBOOK: TRAVEL
IS your protection against potential disasters

SWviviit H«K»l»«>ok

tRA\TL

TO.^S^iM^
cambA \j«>

MIO»*<^
HOT*-W««

• HOYI TO survive an airplane crash

• HOW TO cross a pirantia-infested river

• W»yr(? foil a scam artist

• /^Wr(; treat a severed limb

AND MAHY MORE...

From the authors of th« inlerrutional best-seller,

THE WORST-CASE SCENARIO SURVIVAL HANDBOOK

(^/>
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AGASE
From page 32

ground ball off the bat of Mookie
Wilson roll between Bill Buckner's
legs to dash their World Series

hopes.

And now look at these teams. The
Oilers ... well, the Oilers don't tech-

nically exist anymore, and the Red
Sox ... well, they still haven't won the

Fall Classic since they traded away
an overweight booze hound by the

name of Babe Ruth.

OK, bad examples. But at least

those teams suffered heartbreak in

the playoffs. Most perennial losers,

like the Tigers I lamented above,

appear in the playoffs as often as

Steve Lavin gets a cowlick.

Take the Chicago Cubs. A world

championship has eluded them since

1908 when they beat my sorry Tigers

in five games. Yet every game, every

season, the Chicago faithful pack

historic Wrigley Field, fully aware

that the sad streak may have no end

in sight.

They don't do it because they are

masochists. They do it because they

can imagine, maybe romantically,

maybe foolishly, how it will feel that

one season when their team wins it

all. The Cubs are off to a blazing

start, running out to a 19-1 1 record

and first place in the NL Central.

During the 1992 and 1993 sea-

sons, pitcher Anthony Young wrote
his own undesirable page in the the

record books when he lost 27

straight games for the New York

Mets, something Pedro Martinez

couldn't do if he tried.

But he kept pitching, and the fans

kept watching, trying to hold back

their snickering when he took the

mound. He kept good spirits about

his drought, even donating a piece of

memorabilia to a collector with the

note, "This is my game glove that

broke the record. I hope the luck

changes!" Now there's a guy who
proudly collects his $10 for placing

second in a beauty contest in

Monopoly.

Eventually, Anthony Young won.
Then, the fans cheered the loudest

they had all season for arguably the

biggest loser on the field. Those who
stuck it out with AY. felt a connec-

tion, a bond of failure, with him.

And finally breaking it felt fantastic.

ITie Tampa Bay Buccaneers did-

n't win a single NFL game for near-

ly two years and were shut out an
unbelievable 1 1 times en route to an
0-26 record. Apparently those

orange uniforms weren't as intimi-

dating as originally intended. But
now they've got a new stadium

equipped with a ridiculous pirate

ship, dapper new pewter (that's an
actual color?) uniforms, a loud-

mouth former Trojan wide receiver,

and suddenly they're contenders.

Back in 1989, when the Cleveland

Indians probably could have been

beaten by the UCLA IM softball C-
league champions, some visionary

decided to depict Chief Wahoo's
hapless tribe in a movie called

"Major League" with Corbin

See AGASE, page 27

WHY QAnAI^LE?

1061 Gayley Ave.
Next to Breadstiks

No Appointment Necessary
208-6559 & 208-9681
8 am to Late Night

YoLi IViitzlit I

Westwood's
Original Barbershop

Complete Services for Men & Women
.70 yearsJnWestwood

[nail and

>i SHOE SHINE
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STUDENT SPECIAL ^*^$t2j50

The TestMasters LSAT Course includes:

^ 4ji^' -"^ m

IT'S LAG B'0»te« t)

^
Live Mmsic,

Awesome Food
and Morel
then***

itructlon
Instructors who have all scored in the SS^
percentile on the actual LSAT

Student helpline open 25 hours each week
Licensed use of all real LSAT questions
Four full-length proctored diagnostic tests
Competitive cost - $±d.50

TestlVlasters
The finest and most comprehensive LSAT

preparation course in the country.

Join us Fri. at 7pm and Sat. at 1 1am for a
Special Kabballah 101 Shabbatorr

in Honor of Rashbee, author of the Zohar!

Chabad House at UCLA - Ohel Menachen Mendel
741 Gayley Avenue

Formore info (310) 208-5159 ext. 215
or email mendel@chabad.com

Berkeley
San Francisco
Palo Alto
San Jose

UCLA \ West L.A.

use \ Downtown L.A.

Davis
Sacramento

Beverly Hills

San Fernando Valley
Pasadena
Claremont

Irvine

Fullerton

Riverside
La Jolla

1-800-696-5728
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The UCLA
BruinCorps

Children's Festival

'^**;z***

The Magic of the Mind

V A.

^ )y

UCLA BruinCorps is getting
ready for the 4th Annual
Childrens Festival and we
want you to be a part of tthe
fun and excitement! Join
UCLA BruinCorps members
and over 2000 children,

family members and
teachers to celebrate
education in Los Angeles!

Children's festival 200 1

Date:
Saturday,

May 1 2, 2001

Time:
12:00 PM -4:00 PM

c^.-..V
ŷ

See you there!

VOLUNTEERS:
Contact the BruinCorps office at

(310)794-5686

1 05 Men's Gym
Visit our web site at:

www.soonet.ucla/SAO/bruincorps

This event is co-sponsored by fhe Campus Program Committee of the Program Activities Board

UCLA
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(VC o
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SAMPRAS
From page 31

she quit the WTA tour, where she had appeared in

Wimbledon and the U.S. Open, to take the job.

After three years as an assistant coach, she took
over the program.

Zaima's intuition was correct: Sampras makes
an excellent coach because she has been in the

same shoes as the young women she coaches.

"Stella has been in your exact situation so she ^.
understands your social or academic problems as lightly

well as tennis problems,"

what to do, we look at her for an answer and she
always knows," said junior Pclya Marinova.

Sampras once thought she would be an elemen-
tary school teacher. The qualities that would have
made Sampras a great teacher make her a great

coach.

"Her motivation style is diflerent: everything is

based on caring," said Assistant Coach Jon
Reeves. "She has a huge heart, she's not one to

raise a voice or be tough on kids in that sense."

Taking care of her players comes naturally to

Sampras, but that doesn't mean she takes the job

Daily Bruin Sports

"Mmmmmmmmmm

Jennifersaid senior

.'
.

Donahue.
'

< / "But that means you can't

,put anything by her. She
knows if you're tired at prac-

*
,

tice that you went out last

,
•

,
night," she added with a

. V laugh.

Sampras docs not like to

discipline her team, but she

expects it to be classy, hard-

working and committed. In

,
. return, her players have

nothing but the highest

regard for her. ——^_.i__
"You have to work hard,

but Stella makes tennis a lot of fun." said freshman
Mariko Fritz-Krockow.

She also has no problems with her players.

"You can trust her. tell her any problem, and
she will listen to whatever you have to say," Pritz-

Krockowsaid.

Sampra.s' players trust her on I he court as well.

"When we play doubles and we don't know

"You can trust her, tell

her any problem, and
she will listen to

whatever you have

to say.'
w

Mariko Fritz-Krockow

UCLA tennis player

"Sometimes I feel kind of

like their mom. I 'II get calls at

six or seven o'clock at night. I

like that responsibility," she

said.

The attention that

Sampras gives her players on
and off the court pays off.

Sampras took the Bruins to

three top- 10 finishes at the

NCAA Championships, and

these accomplishments were

recognized by her colleagues

when she was named ITA
West Region Coach of the

year in 2000. Tliis season has

been a challenging one, but
her positive energy helped the team win the Pac-IO
Tournament on April 29.

Nine years after approaching Sampras with the

opportunity to coach, the choice is still clear to

Zaima.

"I've seen her grow to be one of the best coach-
es in the country," he said "And f knew she
would."

Former Bruin called

to Oakland Athletics
Former UCLA outfielder Eric Byrnes

was called up to the Oakland Athletics' big

league club last Wednesday.

Byrnes hit .333 with 48 home runs and
203 runs batted in during his career at

UCLA, which spanned from 1995 to 1998.

In 1995, he was a first-team freshman
All-American and was named to the All-

Pac-IO squad. Byrnes was part of UCLA's
1997 College World Series qualifying
squad as well.

Oakland plans to use Byrnes as a desig-

nated hitter.

UCLA signs five

more recruits

After signing five players in the fall

early signing period, the Bruins added five

more recruits in the late signing period.

UCLA received letters of intent from
utility player Kevin Conlin (University

HS, Irvine), catcher Chris Denove
(Agoura Hills HS), pitcher David Johnson
(Mira Costa HS, Manhattan Beach), utili-

ty player Kyle Mowery (Capistrano HS,
Dana Point) and Kyle Wilson (Valencia
HS).

Jon Brandt health

update
Regular Saturday starting pitcher and

clutch performer Jon Brandt has been out
of commission with a nagging back injury

since the Washington series on April 15.

The Bruins have been 0-3 on Saturdays
since Brandt's back became an issue.

Brandt threw a light bullpen session

with the catcher less than the normal 60
feet away on May I. Bruin Head Coach
Gary Adams reported that Brandt's back
was at 98 percent going into the weekend

Brandt tested his back for the first time
Saturday in a relief role. He struggled to

regain former rhythm, allowing three
runs, two inherited and one of his own, to
score.

The senior hurler will give it another try

on Wednesday when he starts against Cal
State Fullerton.

Compiled by Scott Bair and
Hernandez, Daily Bruin Ser^ior Staff.
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Bruins close out season

with loss to Moorpark
FIELD HOCKEY: Fielding a ^^^ Hollywood defense for the first

, TT4-<¥ A p ^^^ minutes of the half, but were
snort team, UCLA fails to unable to capitalize with any clean

keep up with opposition '°^i\°" ^^Z*' ^ , „^ ^ *^^ But as the second half wore on.

'_ the Bruins wore down. Combining

superior fitness with quick and

accurate long passes. Hollywood

kept UCLA on the defensive for the

rest of the game.

"They were just quicker and

faster and their passing was just a lot

By Michael Sneag
Daily Bruin Contributor

The UCLA women's field hock-

ey team didn't have a happy expla-

nation for what happened in its 4-0

loss to the Hollywood Athletic Club sharper," said defender Taylor

on Saturday afternoon at Moorpark Matthews. "We don't practice too

College. much during the week. We just

The game ended the Bruins' sea- come out on a Saturday and try to

son and left the team feeling disap- have some fun and I guess today it

pointed in how it played its last showed."

game. They felt that things could The Bruins conceded three more

I xjrr: %J X/'^ T X ^ 1 ^

have been dif-

ferent on

Saturday.

"We played

well, but we
were missing ^____^_^____
some players.

Eventually that

::^ughl up to us and really hurt ttt»"

said Emily Kane, a freshman mid-

fielder.

The Bruins only played with eight

position players, as did their oppo-

nents, instead of the regular 10.

UCLA started out on the defen-

sive for most of the first half but the

defense, led by goalie Kate Hanson,

was able to withstand the pressure.

The Bruins surrendered one goal,

but were confident going into half-

time only down by a single goal.

At halftime, sophomore forward

Moorpark d. UCLA
4-0

goals in the last

few minutes,

mostly due to

sloppy defense

and a lack of

accurate pass-

ing. All three

goals came on

odd-man rushes that rcsuKcdrm:
point-blank shots on the helpless

Hanson.

Despite the disappointment in

the loss and the fact that this was the

last game of the spring schedule,

there wasn't a lack of enthusiasm

after the match. The team is still

young and inexperienced and can

only improve.

Lorang summed up the attitude

of the afternoon: "When we are at

full strength we can compete with

any team in this league. It was dis-

and team captain Melissa Lorang appointing that we were playing

gathered in the team assuring every- without some key players and with

one of their playing abilities and the only eight field players. We know we
need to continue doing so if they are better than this, especially those

UCLA alumna

Stella Sampras

knows what it^s

like to be a part

of the team
COURTNfY STLWAin

UCLA women's tennis Coach Stella Sampras hits balls to her

team during practice Monday.

were going to make a comeback.

The team must have listened to

the halftime speech because the

Bruins went on the offensive in the

second half. They held the ball in the

offensive zone and put pressure on

last few minutes.'

For more information on the

women's field hockey club team, con-

tact Melissa Lorang at

Melissal@ucla.edu.

By Hannah Gordon
Daily Bruin Contributor

The choice was simple.

When Women's Tennis Head Coach Bill Zaima
was looking for someone to groom as his successor in

1992, he had two people in mind. One was already his

assistant coach and had been

No. 9 in the world. The other,

Stella Sampras, was No. 250

in the world and just graduat-

ed college.

The choice was simply

Sampras.

Although she had just start-

ed her professional career

after graduating from UCLA
only a year before, Zaima
knew he wanted Sampras.

"I was thinking of her

when she was still a player. Stella was as good a cap-

tain and team leader as we've ever had in the pro-

gram," said Zaima, who was head coach tor 16158^
sons.

As a student, Sampras had the respect of all of her

teammates as well as that of the coaching staff.

Zaima felt it was time for someone to lead who had
come through the program and had the same college

experience as the team.

"Stella went through the program at its height, due
in large part to her efforts as a player," he added.

Sampras' years at UCLA were some of the best the

program has seen, as she helped lead the team to four-

straight NCAA top-three finishes. She was only the

second player in UCLA history to be a four-time

NCAA All American.

Over lunch, Zaima told Sampras that he was look-

ing for an assistant coach to groom to take over the

program.

"I had no idea I would become a coach," Sampras
said. "It is a huge honor to be coaching at UCLA."

Sampras was so excited about the opportunity that

See SAMPRAS, page 30

it's easy to make a child smile.

A few words of encouragement,

maybe a special reward for a special

performance. Parents do it all

the time, and so do teachers.

Good teachers are the difference

between a child who succeeds and one

who stumbles. They are the ones who
make math fun and science seem like

an adventure into another world.

Teaching is the profession that allows

you to see the most gratifying,

immediate and instantaneous reward

of a job well done - a child's smile.

Make a child smile. .....

Take the next step - teach!

Make the difference

of a lifetime.

Call 1-888-calteach
or visit www.calteach.com

C Teach

CalTeach, administered by the CSU ChaiKellor's Office
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Stella Sampras was chosen

as a player to become the

women's tennis head coach.

For story, see page 31.

Former athlete turns print model

UCLA

WHERE: Allison Arredondo

set many records, including

three-pointers for a freshman

By Scott Sdiultz

Daily Bruin Staff

If the top fa.shion modeling agencies in

the world united to form a basketball league,

former UCLA forward Allison Arredondo

would be their Larry Bird.

"I'd kick ass," Arredondo said, laughing.

"I've always wanted to come into the office

and find out we're having a team."

Before the 6-foot- 1 Arredondo. who
works as a model for the eminent Ford

Models in Manhattan, was posing for pho-

tographers in exotic locales around the

world, she was running lines and shooting

threes under the championship banners

ins ide Paulcj' Pavilion

.

Bruins from 1993-96. Primarily a perimeter

shooting role player, she still holds the

UCLA freshman record for three-point

field goal percentage when she shot .522 per-

cent. She also ranks fourth among all

UCLA players in career three-pointers

made and sixth in three-point field goal per-

centage.

Arredondo said

she took a few mod-

eling classes as a

teen in Orange

County, but she was

really inspired by

television specials

on the modeling

industry that aired

regularly on the E!

Network in the '90s

and MTV's House
of Style.

Arredondo said that throughout college

WHERE ARE

THEY NOW?

she always thought modeling would be a Tun
Arredondo played small forward for the job. but that it was more of a pipe dream

than a legitimate career choice.

After graduation she mailed her portfolio

to the renowned Ford Agency on a whim,

not expecting to hear from it for weeks, if

ever. Within days, Ford was urging her to fly

out to its Manhattan offices. After being

signed to the top agency, Arredondo moved
to New York City, figuring she'd give mod-
eling six months. More than two years have

passed since then, arid she's still there.

Arredondo specializes in print modeling,

which includes catalogue, newspaper and

magazine ads. She models lingerie and
active wear.

Manhattan is the main location for print

modeling, as compared to Los Angeles,

which specializes in commercials and film-

work. Since Arredondo works primarily in

print ads, she intends to slay in New York

City for the near future

A fitness junkie, Arredondo works out

several times a week, but said she ha.< to

S^-rvin^ the UCUK commiinitv since 1919 Wednesday, May 9, 2001 wvv\v.(lail\i)niin.ii(la.<*{lu

It's election time again
The Bruin issues its endorsements
lor this year's USAC elections.

VIEWPOINT, PAGE 14

Feds could seize property

Legislation may be introduced allowing'

private property seizure for power line

construction. NEWS, PAGE 5

Remembering a legend

UCLA professor and Jazz musician

Hilly Ili^^ins passed away Thursday.

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT, PAGE 18

1 9, including student regent, arrested for sit-in
MULDAVIN: Protesters ask

for tenure for professor,

list demands to Carnesale

By Usa Klassen

Daily Bruin Reporter

fBW< Mwi<tl> iwt

See MODEL, page 28

Allison Arredondo, now a Ford Agency model, was a

UCLA women's basketball team member from 1 993-96.

YownQ 14n
At 1 7, Travis

Rettenmaier is a

star player, and

an inspiration

- to tiis squad

Restless

ByGregSdiain
Daily Bruin Contributor

Travis Rettenmaier said him-

self that he shows signs of

immaturity. He gets sugar highs

everyday at 8 p.m. He loves

playing video games and hates

reading books. And he is very

emotional and hyper.

Why?
Not because he refuses to

grow up or because he has some
strange psychological disease.

Simply put, Rettenmaier is a

young for a college student.

As a 16-year-old,

Rettenmaier, a Southern

California native, came to

UCLA last year to play for the

men's tennis team. He worked
extremely hard the last three

months of high school so that he

could graduate early and come
to UCLA.
And a year and a half later as

a 17-year-old sophomore,

Rettenmaier is now a key mem-
ber of one of the best college

teams in the country.

Rettenmaier came to college

in the first place because he

wanted to build his maturity on
and off the court. The competi-

tion at the junior level was just

not challenging enough for him.

He has the same attitude now
as he did then about coming to

^7 DAVf HUL/Daily BJuin S«ni« Suff

Sophomore Travis Rettenmaier is a huge asset for UCLA's mens' tennis team, despite
only being 1 7 years old. His team and the coaching staff say they can count on his game.

college: he wants to get good
enough to be a pro, and he

wants to do it fast.

"I have no other ambitions

than to be a professional tennis

player at this point,"

Rettenmaier said. "I'm looking

to work as hard as 1 can, train as

hard as I can, and get as good as

I can as soon as I can."

So why not go pro now?
After all, many tennis players

skip college altogether to

become professionals in their

early teens.

But to Rettenmaier, the

choice was obvious.

"I am not mature enough
right now," he said, "and I know
that. I have a lot of work to do."

And Rettenmaier has some

first-rate mentors to let him
know when he is mature
enough to go pro. His mother,

Karen Dawson, who passed

away in the fall, played for

UCLA from 1971-1973 and
went on to have a successful

professional career.

Rettenmaier's father, Travis,

and his sister, Bettina, alSo play

tennis and have both captured

national championships in

USTA events.

Rettenmaier is working hard

to get his game to the level it

needs to be competitive on the

professional level. He worked
very hard over the summer, cur-

rently practices several times a

day, and maintains several per-

sonal coaches, both in the Los

Angeles area and in Northern

California.

He also uses UCLA
Assistant Coach Jason Sher to

help him with his fundamentals.

"Jason is one of my favorite

coaches I have ever had,"

Rettenmaier said. "Even if it is

at 5 a.m., he is always ready to

go (rally)."

Sher thinks highly of

Rettenmaier as well.

"He's got as much determi-

nation as anyone I've ever

worked with," Shcr said. "He is

really a unique player."

According to Sher,

Rettenmaier's serve-and-volley

game is excellent, and his poten-

See iEmNMAIEIt, page 27

True die-hard

fans cling to

inspired faith

in their teams
COLUMN: Loyal bond with

today's losers makes future

victory celebrations sweeter

It's
a brutally painful ritual. Nearly

every day, I double-click my Internet

browser and go to espn.com to check

on something that is so obviously

inevitable that I should know better. —
It goes a little something like this: I

wait for the page to load, still moronical-

ly clinging to a miniscule glimmer of

hope, and find the link for Major League
Baseball scores. As I

yet again make that

fateful double-click,

my confidence

begins to dip as I

prepare for the

worst.

And there it is:

Cleveland 1 1,

Detroit 3. The frig-

gin' Tigers have lost

again.

I know that

they're losers. They
haven't had a win-

ning record since the early days of the

Clinton administration, and dropped 109

games the year the swingin' Democrat
was rc-clcctcd.

It's called futility, and it's not very

fun.

But every day, I check. And I'm not

alone. For as long as victory has driven

fans of the New York Yankees and
Green Bay Packers to gleeful elation,

defeat has driven followers of the

Milwaukee Brewers and New Orleans

Saints to childish tears. But the fans, at

least those who are most loyal (or most
stupid, depending on which way you
look at it) keep coming back.

These are fans like those in Houston
who watched the Buffalo Bills rally from
32 points down to win an NFL wild card

game. Or the die-hard Boston Red Sox
fans who watched a harmless, trickling

Sf <li«l,p>g>29

Nineteen students, including

Smdeni Regent JUSlIrl Pong, were
arrested Tuesday after spending the

afternoon in front of the chancellors

office demanding tenure for geography

Professor Josh Muldavin.

"Tenure is based on three principles

- research, teaching and service," said

Patrick Bums, a graduate .student and

former leaching assi.stant for Muldavin.
"1 believe that Muldavin more than

fufills these requirements and that be

deserves tenure."

After spending seven hours sitting in

Murphy Hall, the students were taken

to a makeshift UCPD booking station

in the building. All of them were
released by 9: 15 p.m.

Many of the arrestees were first-time

offenders with a clean slate.

"1 think someone needs to express

their outrage," said Sophia Kozak, a

second-year sociology student who said

she had a flawless record. "1 was sitting

there thinking, 'God, I'm getting arrest-

ed.' but it's something I believe in."

After a noon protest, the students

filed into Murphy Hall and settled out-

side the chancellor's ofllce until UCPD
arrived on the scene. They demanded
an independent review of Muldavin's

work, as well as a redress of the the

tenure process.

They presented four demands to the

chancellor

Tenure for Muldavin.

• An independent external review.

• Increased student participation in

the tenure process,

• A commission to study the impact

of tenure on the quality of education.

Hours before the arrests, the tenure

process and the purpose of a research

university were topics ofan impromptu
discussion between students and

Chancellor Albert Carnesale, who
spent about half an hour in the hallway

talking to the protesters before making
his way to a student award ceremony

The chancellor expressed he would
not bow to political pressure when it

comes to tenure decisions, or comment
on personnel matters. He said the first

two demands were premature, since a

final decision to deny Muldavin tenure

has not been enacted.

"I know that if Professor Muldavin

wants to continue this process, it is in his

hands," Carnesale said.

_ . . I'ANIfl WONC.
5eth Cohen, a second-year undeclared student, is led to a makeshift booking station by UCPD offi-
cers in Murphy Hall. Student Regent Justin Fong was among 19 students arrested Tuesday night.

He added that a tenure decision

should not depend on a group of stu-

dents, including a student regent, sitting

in at the chancellor's office.

"Then everyone should get a second

shot, not just because a group of stu-

dents are up.set." he said.

Second-year urban planning gradu-

ate student Kevin Rudiger said student

movements were not incited for other

professors who were denied tenure

because Muldavin is "extraordinary"

"This is our simple and attainable

See SIT-IN, page 6

Hid-in dragon
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L&S asks departments

to evaluate dass units

PROPOSAL: UCLA hopes to

earn funds lost because of

few full-time equivalents

By Noah Grand
Daily Bruin Reporter

All departments in the College of
Letters and Science have been asked to

re-evaluate units for classes to comply

with regulations, speed up graduation
rates, and counter financial losses.

UCLA loses $17,665,782 in state

funding per year becau.se the state only

funds UCLA for full-time equivalents -

students taking at least 45 units per year
- according to Glyn Davies. assistant

vice chancellor of academic planning

and budget.

"Our students on average take \}.\

See UNrrS, page 8

Undergraduate elections

begin; will end Thursday
USAC: SAGs endorse slates,

candidates for spots; voting

will take place from 9 to 5

MIKE CHIEN

Bobby Chin (head) and Trung Iran dance during a

kickoff rally for Asian Pacific Islander heritage month.

By Robert Salonga

Dally Bruin Reporter

Elections for the 2001-02

Undergraduate Students Association

Council begin today, with two new slates

as well as seven independerV candidates.

Students may vote at any one of 1

1

polling stations on campus from 9 a.m. to

5 p.m. today and Thursday Unlike last

year's elections,

which saw two ref-

erenda, none will

be up for vole this

year.

According to

the Election Code,

all candidates

except those for

the ofilce of gener-

al representative

need more than

half the votes to be elected. Otherwise, a

runoff election of the two candidates

SttaMawm,paqe6

Trial date for

lawsuit won't

be set until
^

at least June
CASE: Delay in response

to new motions raised

by both parties involved

By Scott B. Wong
Daily Bruin Staff . _ ^

A UCLA professor's lawsuit against

the Regents of the University of

California won't be set for trial until

June at the earliest, as both parties

involved raised new motions at last

week's status conference.

Andras Bodrogligeti. 76, who filed

an amended suit against the regents on
April 30, has alleged that university

officials have conspired to force the 30-

year veteran Turkish studies professor

into resignation - a move which,

according to Bodrogligeti, would lead

to the demise of the Turkish studies

program.

In December 1999, Bodrogligeti

filed a suit against the regents, claiming

invasion of privacy and age/race dis-

crimination under Title VI of the Civil

Rights Act of 1964.

L-awyers for the regents maintain

the university has not done anything

improper, denying all allegations.

$ccUIWSUIT,page10
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Exit exam may be

unfair to disabled
California's Education Dcparlmcnl was

brought to court Tuesday over a high school

exit exatTi that is allegedly biased against stu-

dents with disabilities.

The controversy began with three dyslexic

students who felt additional time or other

accommodations should be made.

Dyslexia affects a person's ability to process

language, a major disadvantage in timed, stan-

dardized-tests.

Disability Rights Advocates represented

the students in what they hope will attain class

action status.

"The politicians have ... decided to use

California children as guinea pigs in an educa-

tional experiment that is designed to fail," said

Alison Aubry, a lawyer who represented the

organization that sued.

Any student who fails the exit exam, which

includes and English and math portion, will

fail high school.

The exam was developed and

tested for several months last year.

The exam will be implemented in

2004.

Education department spokesperson Doug
Stone was unaware of the suit and said the test

is still in its piloting stages.

Income gap narrows

between rich and poor
Though California has greater income dis-

parities in proportion to the nation, the

upturning economy has moved the poor fur-

ther up the economic ladder, according to data

from a 1999 Census Bureau report.

A new study by the Public Policy Institute

of California conducted a study based on the

bureau's figures that found incomes grew 18

percent at the bottom of the economic pool,

versus 1 1 percent for those at the top.

"While inequality has declined in

California, it remains higher than it was in pre-

vious decades, and it remains higher than in

other parts of the country," said

study co-author Mary Daly,

senior economist at the Federal

Reserve Bank of San Francisco.

The study targeted on households that earn

$25,000 and SSS.OOO - incomes which (lank

the state's average of $51,000 for a family of

four.

The slimming income gap is characteristic

of the economy's effects on low income

groups, who usually experience greater booms

in good times and greater damages during eco-

nomic downturns.

The volatility of California's economic pro-

file is due to the state's large immigrant popu-

lation. According to the Census Bureau, 40

percent of 33.9 million state residents live in a

family headed by an immigrant, most ofwhom
were employed in low-skill, low-pay jobs, the

study found.

"We can expect, if we do indeed have a

downturn, inequality will rise," said study co-

author deborah Reed, a research fellow at the

Public Policy Institute of California. "Hard

times are harder at the bottom."

Men plead innocent to

smuggling ivory

Two men pleaded innocent to smuggling

more than 250 pounds of ivory through Los

Angeles international Airport.

Ebrima Marigo, 36, a Liberian citizen, and

Bahoreh Kabba, 38, a Gambian, entered the

pleas Monday in a U.S. district court to

charges handed down last week by a federal

grand jury.

Investigators said the ivory smuggling oper-

ation was the largest ever discovered on the

West Coast. An estimated $375,000 worth of

ivory was seized. The defendants allegedly hid

the tusks in chairs and statues. Assistant U.S.

Attorney William Carter said.

The investigation began April 9 when cus-

toms officials working at the Lufthansa cargo

facility examined a shipment from Nigeria and

found elephant tusks hidden in several chairs.

Compiled from Daily Bruin wire reports.

Weather

Thursday

Partly Cloudy Partly Cloudy Partly Cloudy

high: 75 low: 56 high: 72 low: 55 high: 70 low: 55

Outlook:
Temperatures will continue to drop

slightly today, as a few more clouds

move into the area. By the end of the

week, temps will reach the low 70s.

Sunrise
5:57 a.m.

Sunset
7:43 p.m.

For real-time weather, visit www dailybruin.ucia.edu

ACADEMIC
ANNOUNCEMENTS

Week 6

Friday, May II, is the last day

to change grading basis

(pass/no pass) through URSA
for a $3 fee

WHArS BREWIN'
Today 10 a.m.

WorldKcst2001

Persian. Greek and Hip Hop music

Bruin Plaza Area

( 3 1 0) 825-6564
"

2 p.m.
L&S Counseling

Academic Workshpps

•DLAP
A3I6 Murphy Hall

To sign up, call 206^685

4:15 p.m.

L&S Counseling

Academic Workshops

J Preparing for midterms/finals

• Public speaking skills

* All workshops held in

203 Covel Commons
To sign up, call 206-6685

Letters& Science Counseling

Workshop: Graduate School in

Foreign Language

203 Covel Commons
206-2792

3 p.m.
Agricultural Bioterrorism Lecture

Speaker: Dr. Roger Breeze

Center Health Sciences 23-105

School of Public Health

(310)825-8193

4 p.m.
Regents Scholar Society

Medical School Workshop

Career Center Conference Room A
(310)780-2503

5 p.m.

Communication Studies Program

Application process workshop

169Kinsey

825-3303

6 p.m.
UCLA Department ofGermanic

Languages

German Film Night - "Wings of

Desire"

314 Royce Hall

6:30 p.m.

UCLA Pre-Optometry Society

Last meeting of the quarter

Boelter5252

7 p.m.
Socialist Action

Bring Back Affirmative Action

Royce 160

laasocaction@hotmail.com

Free Sneak Preview:

•'Sidewalks ofNew York"

Ackerman Grand Ballroom

7:30 p.m.
Melnitz Movies

Film: Manufacturing Consent:

Noam Chomsky and the Media"

James Bridges Theatre. Melnitz Hall

310-206-8170 .

"Fluid"

Bi discussion/social group

Kinsey 355

206-3628
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SCIENCE <& TECHNOLOGY
Male contraceptive research is ongoing

The Associdied Piejs

This is the world's first contraceptive patch, made by Ortho-
McNeil Pharmaceutical, Inc., a subsidiary of Johnson & Johnson.

choices for birth

b=control are yet to come

TESTS: UCLA physicians

are at work on hormonal

birth control plan for men

By Kiyoshi Tomono
Daily Bruin Contributor

Forgetting a condom may no
longer be an excuse for men if

researchers at Harbor-UCLA
Medical Center are successful.

As physicians in the center's

department of endocrinology,

metabolism, and nutrition. Dr.

Ronald Swerdlofl' and Dr. Christina

Wang have spent the past few years

developing a hormonal contracep-

tive for males. The contraceptive

would be a third alternative - other

as effective as the available oral birth

control pill for women in preventing

pregnancy." Swerdloff said. "In the

past, these studies have used

injectable testosterone as the form of

male contraception."

The fruit of the researchers' most

recent labor is a series of implanted

rods, modeled after a similar device

for women called Norplant.

Norplant is placed beneath the skin

of the upper arm and emits a contin-

uous stream of the female hormone
progestin.

Unlike earlier studies where
testosterone was injected into mus-

cles, Swerdloff and Wang recently

implanted the rods along with testos-

terone pellets to produce a sustained

source of female and male hor-

mones.

According to Wang, they are stillthan condoms and vasectomies - for

men who want to prevent impregnat- trying to clear up the right dosage
ing a woman. and type of hormones, so that the

Now, the physicians said, they are agents are administered anywhere
closer than ever to reaching that from six months to a year.

_g^al. "Recently, there have been studies
- 'Studies

OPTIONS: Ashe Center

currently offers barrier,

hormonal contraception

By Maqoric Hernandez
Daily Bruin Reporter

When fourth-year English student

Peggie Jimenez began her relation-

ship with her now long-time

boyfriend, she made a conscious deci-

sion to use birth control.

Like many young women, Jimenez
explored the different options avail-

able, but found her choices for contra-

ception limited.

"I'm never happy with contracep-

tion," Jimenez said. "I'd rather not

lake it, but it's what you have to do if

you don't want to have children. And
I definitely don't want to have chil-

dren right now."

According to the Planned

Parenthood Federation of America
Web site, 85 percent of women who
don't use contraceptives during vagi-

nal intercourse become pregnant each

year, with pregnancy rates highest

among women between 20-24 years of

age.

Birth control methods in United

States remained stagnant for the last

two decades, leaving many women
few options for preventing pregnancy.

Currently, hormonal, barrier and
surgical sterilization are the most
common contraceptive methods used

in the United States.

"I started working in family plan-

ning 20 years ago, and the options that

we have now basically are the

same that we had then," said

Ann Brooks, nurse manager
of women's health at the

Arthur Ashe Student

Health and Wellness

Center.

According to Brooks,

the lack of contraception

that prevents pregnancy

and protection from

STDs stems from the

lack of financial gain

for the medical indus-

try.

"The cynic in me
believes that every-

thing is driven by the

dollar," she said. "It

wasn't until people

became very con-

cerned about AIDS
that they started

demanding it."

But in the near

future, women may
soon have more birth

control options avail- .

able.

Hormonal methods
One hormonal method

available is oral contracep-

tives, typically known as

"the pill," which suppress

ovulation with the combined

hormones estrogen and prog-

estin. If used correctly (the

woman must take the pill every

day at the same time directed).

See CONnUCEFTIVE, page 10

have shown that the
hormonal male contraceptive can be

done at a number of research institu-

tions that have indicated that a com-

bination of testosterone, the male

hormone, and progestin ... are more
effective than testosterone alone in

suppressing sperm counts."

Swerdloff said.

The doctors said there are two
running explanations as to why the

combination is more elTective than

using testosterone alone.

First, Swerdloff said, the combi-

nation may be more effective in turn-

ing off the signal from the pituitary

gland that stimulates the testes to

produce sperm. Second, the female

hormone progestin may act directly

on the testes to decrease sperm
counts

The researchers plan on testing

out their theories on progestin in

June, when they will begin a new
study by recruiting 40 subjects to test

their hormone cocktail's effective-

ness.

If the mix is effective and they arc

able to secure a pharmaceutical com-
pany to fund a larger-scale study.

Swerdloff said it could take up to fuiC-

The and the

to seven years before a product actiT

ally hits shelves.

"In all of the studies we've done
and have been done by other inves-

tigators, all have shown that this

hormones approach is entirely

reversible," Wang said. "The
effectiveness also seems to be

clear, but we are fine-tuning

the agents for ... timing of

administration."

Doctors use a small surgi-

cal procedure to insert the

tubes under the skin of the

upper arm under local

anesthesia, Swerdloff

said. A less painful ver-

sion of the hormone
combination could

employ a hormone-

impregnated patch,

Wang said, which would

deliver the drugs through

the skin.

Even if approved as

safe and made into a prod-

uct, first-year computer sci-

ence engineering student

Manning Yuan said he'd be

reluctant to use the implants.

"It's just the fact that you

can't control it once it's in,"

Yuan said. "Surface contra-

ception (condoms) is just

more convenient."

Cecilia Mak, a fourth-year

communications studies stu-

dent, disagreed, saying that

contraception also involves

responsibility.

"I would use it (in a relation-

ship) because it's wrong that

women have to hold the weight

and burden of contraception,"

Mak said.
*

Pheromones may control human interactions

ATTRACTION: Theory yet

to be proven; studies are

leading but inconclusive

By Dharshani Dharmawardena
and Hemesh Patel

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

According to some scientists, the

often frustrating feelings we associ-

ate with sex, attraction and love may
have more than emotional begin-

nings: they could result from
pheromones.

Pheromones are chemicals emit-

ted from a certain species which
then affect the behavior of a differ-

ent animal of the same species.

Though people may be unable to

explain the reasons why they are

attracted to a specific person, that

doesn't mean that pheromones are

producing the emotional swings of

love.

"I think it's just a theory - but I

don't know of any experimental

data that proves it's true," said John
Colicelli, a professor in the bio-

chemistry department.

In animals, the vomeronasal
organ, which is a receptor organ in

the nose, transmits information

about pheromone concentration to

the brain, according to Benjamin

Redelings, a second-year graduate

student in biomathematics who has

done research on pheromones.

It often is the case that

pheromones help facilitate the mat-

ing process in animals.

"When female pigs smell a partic-

ular chemical in male pigs' breath,

they assume a semi-mating posi-

tion," Redelings said.

The VNO seems to play a vital

role in animal sexual behavior.

According to Redelings, previous

studies have shown that rats lacking

a VNO did not have sexual inter-

course with other rats.

But actions spurred by
pheromone secretion is not exclu-

sive to sexual behavior.

"For moths, pheromones are a

way for finding each other,"

Redelings said. "It's more of a loca-

tion mechanism in insects."

Professor Richard Zimmer of the

department of organismic biology.

HOW PHEROMONES WORK IN HUMANS

The electric signal can then

affea behavior.

HypothalanHis

When pheromones bind to the

receptors, an electric surge Is

initiated.

o ^
Pheromones bind to

nostril nerve dust^tfiat

connects to the hypothalamus.
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STATE <& LOCAL
Disability group targets exam fairness
SUPT: Needs of dyslexics

are overlooked; alternate

provisions being sought

Source: UCLA Alumni Association

DMV will stop pressing

plates if quota isn't met

By Kim Curtis

The Associated Press

SALES: State law allows

unpopular designs to be

replaced by newer ones

The Associated Press

.

The Department of Motor
Vehicles says it will stop making
cial UCLA llWnse plates if they
don't sell more of them

The plates promoting the univer-
sity come with the school's gold
Bruin logo

But only 2,767 have been
ordered. If the DMV doesn't get
orders for 4.733 more by Dec. 31

this year, the plate will be discontin-
ued.

By law. the DMV has to discon-
tinue any special license plate if

there are fewer than 7.500 on the
road during a one-year period.

Of the 10 specialized plates sold
by the DMV. the UCLA plates are
the least popular.

"I'm not happy about it." said
Keith Brant, executive director of
the UCLA Alumni Association. But
he said there would be no special
push to sell plates. "We are not
doing a major campaign."

Specialized plates, which cost
between $20 and $50. promote the
arts, firefighters, veterans and
Vosemite.

Profits from the sale of the spe-
cialized plates benefit the nonprofit
organizations that sponsor them. In

UCLA's case, the money goes for

scholarships.

spe- ry.

The plates have generated about
$50 million since the program start-

ed in 1970.

A state law that took effect this

year imposed the restrictions so the
least popular plates can be replaced
by more popular ones.

For Bruin fans, there is still time
to score a come-from-behind viclo-

Brant said the UCLA Alumni
Association will try to notify alumni
about the upcoming deadline. He
insists UCLA alumni arc not lacking
in school spirit, but instead blames
the lackluster orders on a design
that's "not terribly desirable."

"If you look at them at a distance,
you can't even see the design." said
Brant, who has one of the plates on
his car.

Brant said some alumni worry
that the specialized plates make
them targets of anti-UCLA vandal-
ism or taunts.

The process of creating special-

ized plates starts with the legislature,

which authorizes new plate designs
in response to requests from special
interest groups.

The legislature has authorized 54
plate designs over the years. Those
approved this year include special-

ized plates that promote the Girl
Scouts, breast cancer research and
the Rotary International
Foundation.

Until this year, the DMV
required only 5,000 orders for each
proposed plate before state officials

could order inmates at Folsom state

prison to begin production.

SAN FRANCISCO - A disabili-

ty rights group has sued California's

Education Department for failing to

accommodate children with disabili-

ties during the state's newly imple-
mented high school exit exam.

Disability Rights Advocates filed

the suit Tuesday in federal court in

Oakland on behalf of three dyslexic

teenagers. It seeks class action status

to represent all California public
school students similarly affected.

"Gov. (Gray) Davis and the
bureaucrats in Sacramento have
ignored the repeated requests by the
disability community ... and others
to wait and develop a fair test. The
politicians have instead decided to

use California children as guinea
pigs in an educational experiment
which is destined to fail," said Alison
Aubry, a lawyer for the Oakland-
based nonprofit organization that

sued.

Education Department
spokesman Doug Stone said

Tuesday he had not yet seen the suit

and could not comment on it specif-

ically.

However, he said the test is new
and a work group is now being
formed to develop guidelines for

school districts.

"We do believe that we are trying

to ensure that the locals understand
what is required under state law with
this exam and ensuring Ihat for spe-

cial ed kids ... appropriate accom-
modations are part of that," he said.

The High School Exit Exam,
which was created after lawmakers
decided in 1999 to require such an
exam, tests students' skills in English
and mathematics. The English por-
tion includes multiple choice and

essay questions and the math por-
tion covers arithmetic, statistics,

algebra and geometry.

The exam was developed and
field tested for several months last

year. Beginning in 2004, passing the
exam will be required for gradua-
tion.

"Regardless of how bright and
talented students are, how hard they
work or how high achieving they
may be, students who do not pass
the exam will not graduate from high
school, will not receive a regular
diploma and will be severely disad-

vantaged in applying for employ-
ment and for college admission,"
according to the suit.

Dyslexia is a learning disability

that impairs one's ability to process
language.

The suit asks the state to provide
an alternate exam, if necessary, for

disabled students or reasonable
accommodations such as extra time,

use of spell checkers, calculators or
tape recorders.

Senate to debate bonds for power purchases
LEGISLATURE: Assembly

passes measure, but falls

short of2/3 vote to shield

ByAlexaHaussler
The Associated Press

SACRAMENTO - Despite dodg-
ing Republican opposition to $13.4
billion in bonds for power buys.
Democratic lawmakers have opened
the potential for a referendum and
delays in repaying the state treasury.

The state Assembly approved the

bond measure Monday to send it to

the Senate, but not by the two-thirds

majority needed for the bill to take
effect immediately and to shield it

from a referendum.

The Senate is scheduled to debate
the bill today.

But now, at least one consumer
group is considering an attempt to

gather the more than 400,000 signa-

tures needed to put the measure to a

public vote.

"We see this as a black hole and we

are analyzing whether it makes sense
to permit the state to spend taxpayers'

money in this way, said Harvey
Rosenfield. head of the Foundation
for Taxpayer and Consumer Rights.

Meanwhile. State Treasurer Phil

Angelides said Tuesday that the
state's chances of securing a $4.1 bil-

lion interim loan to help pay for

power purchases have vanished.
Angelides said the loan from three
major banks was contingent on the

state's final authorizing of the bonds
by Tuesday.

"This week we will be reviewing
what, if any, steps can be taken to sta-

bilize the slate's fiscal condition in the
short-term," Angelides said in a writ-

ten statement.

Rosenfield and other consumer
groups, angered by the rate increases,

already have promised a revolt at the

polls in 2002 by putting an initiative

on the ballot that would roll back rate

hikes if successful. That initiative

would share the November ballot with
Davis, who will be up for re-election.

Now, however, Rosenfield said he
thinks a referendum, which would put

the bond issue itself on the ballot,

could be more effective.

Although costly and time-consum-
ing to get on the ballot, a referendum
would stop the legislation once the sig-

natures were turned into the state and
validated.

A referendum, unlike an initiative,

asks voters whether an existing law
should be kept on the books. The law
is then put on hold pending the out-
come of the election.

If opponents successfully gather
the signatures, the referendum could
be on the March or November ballot,

or the governor can ci<ll a special elec-

tion earlier.

Either way, the measure would not
go into efiect until long after ofiicials

say the state will run out of dollars to

pay for services.

But Joseph Fichera, Gov. Gray
Davis' financial adviser, said Davis is

confident the measure will go for-

ward.

"He thinks he's put forward some-
thing that's fair and reasonable and
doesn't create an outcry," Fichera
said.
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WORLD <& NATION
Legislation would OK

{

Blair sets date for election, voters yawn
land seizures for lines

PROPOSAL Concept of

^eminent domain' may
be usedjo ease crisis

By Scott Lindtow
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - President

Bush's energy task force plans to

propose legislation allowing the

seizure of private property to accel-

erate the construction of electrical

power lines, three administration

officials said Tuesday.

The recommendation is con-

tained in the final draft of a broad

energy blueprint to be unveiled by
President Bush next week, the offi-

cials said. The "eminent domain"
authority allows the government to

appropriale private property for

public use; the property owners are

usually compensated.

The Federal Energy Regulatory

Commission already has eminent
domain authority over the siting of

natural gas pipelines, but has no
such power

over long-dis-

tencc electric-

ity transmis-

sion lines. The
lack of

authority
often requires

electrical
companies to

get approval

from several

states and
local jurisdio

—^——^-^—
tions.

Federal authority to locate trans-

mission lines would quicken the

approval process, supporters of the

provision contend. The shortage of

Vice President Cheney
said ... the energy task

force ...will Include a

reconnnnendation on
eminent domain for

power lines.

government has on gas lines,

Cheney said. "That's never been

granted previously"

He did not say what the recom-

mendation would be.

But administration officials,

speaking on condition ofanonymity,

said the report would ask Energy

Secretary Spencer Abraham to

draw up legislation allowing utilities

to obtain right of ways for transmis-

sion lines, presumably via FERC.
The energy strategy report is

going to the printers in stages this

week. Officials said there was no talk

ofomitting the eminent domain pro-

vision, though they couldn't rule out

the possibility.

Utilities, not the government,

would own the property, one official

said.

Earlier this year, a draft of a_
Republican energy bill in the Senate

~

had included giving FERC eminent

domain authority on transmission

power lines. That provision later was
deleted when it was introduced by
Sen. Frank Murkowski, R-Alaska.

The electric utility industry for

some time has"""" been lobbying

for a federal

role in siting

electric power

lines, which

now must go

through a

maze of over-

lapping local

jurisdictions

and state agen-

cies for

approval.

"If FERC

BRrrAIN: Campaign

seeks to motivate

complacent public

By Laura King
The Associated Press

LONDON Prime
Minister Tony Blair on
Tuesday sounded the starting

gun on a four-week national

election campaign in which
his biggest challenge may not

be winning over supporters,

biit getting them to bother

casting a ballot.

Armed with a lopsided

lead in public opinion polls,

the 48-year-old prime minis-

ter set a June 7 date for gen-

eral elections, almost a year

before he and his Labor
Party would have been oblig-

ed to face the voters.

Bolstered by a healthy

economy. Labor is a com-
manding favorite over the

main opposition

Conservative Party, which
has shown no signs of recov-

ering support in four years.

Britain's ever-enterprising

bookmakers made Blair a

prohibitive 20-1 favorite, and
more conventional gauges of

his support - public opinion

polls - consistently point to

double-digit leads for the

prime minister.

All this should make any
politician happy - but that's

leaving out the boredom fac-

tor.

"There is a real danger
that Labor's overwhelming
lead in the polls and the melt-

down of the Conservative

Party is going to lead to the

triumph of apathy and
abstention," The Sunday
Times opined, describing the

mood of the electorate as "a

giant yawn."

Conservative leader

William Hague, already out

on the campaign trail as Blair

started the election count-

down clock ticking, took a

combative tone.

"When Tony Blair called

the election this afternoon,

he wasn't so much running
on his record as running
away from his record, not so

much asking for a second
term as asking for a second

chance," the 40-year-old

Hague told cheering support-

ers in Watford, outside

London.

Conservatives claim a sec-

ond term for Blair will bring

higher crime, higher taxes,

higher fuel price«.

The Associated Press

Britain's Conservative leader William Hague, right,

launches a Conservative general election campaign.

has the eminent siting authority,

that will help facilitate siting of
electric power transmission

lines," said Jim Owen, a
transmission lines has been cited by spokesman for the Edison

Fifteen-year study shows benefits of preschool
CHILDREN: Participation in

program seems to reduce

later crime, dropout rates

officials as one reason for bottle-

necks in the electric grids and a

shortage of power in areas of high

demand.

New lines also are expected to be
needed to connect new power plants

to the grid.

Vice President Dick Cheney said

on CNN Tuesday that the energy

task force he heads will include a rec-

ommendation on eminent domain
for power lines.

"The issue is whether or not we
should have the same authority on
electrical transmission lines" as the

Electric Institute, which repre-

sents investor-owned utilities

It especially would help in get-

ting interstate transmission rights

of way approved, he said.

"But it's still not a silver bullet

because ... it can still be a cumber-
some process," said Owen. Some
natural gas pipeline cases before

FERC have taken years to

resolve, he said.

Critics have questioned
whether Cheney's task force will

emphasize power production and
transmission over conservation.

By Undscy Tanner
The Associated Press

CHICAGO - A 15-year study of a

Head Start-style preschool program for

poor children bolsters the idea that early

childhood education reduces crime and
dropout rates later in life.

Children who participated in the

Chicago Child-Parent Center Program
for one or two years were less likely to

engage in crime as teens or drop out of
high school than children who attended

full-day kindergarten.

The federally funded program serves

public school children in Chicago's most
poverty-stricken neighborhoods for five

to six years, with children starting at age

3. The program tries to get parents

involved in their youngsters' education

and emphasizes literacy.

The study found that the preschool

years made the most difference in lower-

ing dropout and crime rates 15 years

later, said Arthur Reynolds, a professor

at the University ofWisconsin-Madison,

who led the research.

The study appears in today's Journal

of the American Medical Association.

The research, along with studies on
similar programs, shows that it is feasi-

ble to implement such programs on a

more widespread basis, said Reid Lyon,
chiefof child development and behavior

at the National Institute of Child Health

and Human Development, which
helped fund the study.

Lyon, an adviser to President Bush,

said the results will help the administra-

tion in its effort to develop an early child-

hood education initiative.

The researchers followed 989 chil-

dren who participated in the Chicago
program and 550 children who attended

full-day public kindergarten in Chicago.

The children were poor, mostly African

American and born in 1980.

Nearly half of the children who had
one or two years in the preschool pro-

gram completed high school, compared
to about 38 percent of the other group.

The rate of juvenile arrests was 33
percent lower among children who went
through the program, 17 percent versus

25 percent; and 41 percent lower for vio-

lent crimes - 9 percent versus 1 5 percent

for the comparison group.

Rates of children being held back or
needing special education were both sig-

nificantly lower in children who were in

the program. They were lowest in

youngsters who participated through
second or third grade.

In an accompanying editorial,

Edward Zigler and Sally Styfco of Yale

University's psychology department
noted that despite the positive findings,

children in the program still had relative-

ly high crime and dropout rates.

WORLD & NATION BRIEFS

f^CC mulls decreasing

consumers' phone bills

WASHINGTON ^ Telephone users could
see a drop in their monthly long-distance bills

under a proposal to stop phone companies
from passing on to customers more than the

government charges them to underwrite ser-

vices for the poor.

The Federal Communications Commission
began considering action Tuesday that would
limit how much telecommunications carriers

can recover from consumers - in the form of
line-item charges on their bills - for the subsidy
fund.

Right now, the commission requires

telecommunications carriers to contribute 6.9

percent of their interstate and international

revenues to a pot ofmoney used to keep phone
connections affordable in low-income and
high-cost areas. That fund also helps wire
schools and libraries to the Internet.

About $5 billion is collected for the subsi-

dies, and each quarter, the commis-
sion re-evaluates the amount it

charges the industry.

It's up to phone companies to

decide how and how much to recover

from their customers. Most carriers collect

from consumers by assessing them a percent-

age of their total long-distance charges. But
this percentage can be significantly higher
than what the government asks of the phone
companies, the FCC said in its proposal.

Ge^ologists detect

bulge under Oregon
PORTLAND, Ore. - A significant bulge in

the earth's crust has developed over the past

four years near volcanoes in central Oregon,
but it's not clear whether it could mean a vol-

canic eruption any time soon, geologists said

Tuesday.

The bulge - nine to 12 miles across and
about 4 inches high - was detected by satellite

radar, said Willie Scott, a USGS sci-

entist at the agency's volcano lab in

Vancouver, Wash.

"Because it's a volcanic area and
there's been a long history of volcanic

activity in that part of the Cascades, it's possi-

ble it might be magma, or molten rock, moving
deep underground," Scott said.

The bulge is located near the Three Sisters, a
trio of volcanoes at the center of the Cascade
Range in Oregon.

The last major eruption in the Pacific

Northwest occurred in May 1980, when
Mount St. Helens blasted off about 1,300 feet

of its top.

The uplift in Central Oregon is too broad
and low to be noticed from the ground.

The USGS scientists discovered the bulge
through use ofa relatively new technique called

satellite radar interferometry, which uses satel-

lite data to create images of the Earth's surface

Images taken at different times can be used
,to detect changes of even a few inches in the
elevation of the ground.

Ceremonies mark end
ofWorldWarll
MOSCOW - Russia's president laid a

wreath to honor the dead in a Kremlin cere-

mony and a military parade marched up
Paris' famed Champs-Elysees on Tuesday as
veterans across the continent marked the
56th anniversary of the end of World War II

in Europe.

Russian President Vladimir Putin kicked
off Russia's Victory Day celebrations with a
warning that fascism and ambitions for
world domination are still a threat to world
stability. The war, he said, showed the need
for "an effective system of collective securi-

ty."

Putin laid a wreath at the Tomb of the
Unknown Soldier outside the Kremlin Wall
and placed Howers at memorials honoring
cities that resisted the Nazis.

Compiled from Daily Bruin wire reports.
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plan," Rudigcrsaid.

Ilk* proposal to culture a commis-

sion was mcl by Carncsalc's request for

more information.

Allhout:li the discussion remained

courteous, students were not impressed

by the chancellor's comments.

"De facto, he's making a decision

not to support us by not making a deci-

sion." said Nick Occhipinti. a third-year

ethnic studies and international dcvcl-

opmenl studies student. "He's playing

deaf, blind and dumb. He's done that

for the whole three years - he's just a

puppet."

Some students said Muldavin's

emphasis on teaching is what caused

him to be denied tenure despite'having

extensive research experience as well.

Muldavin studies the transitional

economy of China and other Asian

countries like India.

"He maintains a minority position

on campus that is important in present-

ing a complete picture which many

departments don't rellect in their dis-

course." said fifth-year IDS student

Leda Nelson.

Hours clocked by and tension grew

a.s Pong dealt opponents a sugarless

assessment of the situation.

"Screw ihcprotxss.'lhciaidafter the.
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DAVt HILL/Daily Bcuin Senior Staff

Second-year student Sophia Kozak and Brian Williams look on as

Chancellor Albert Carnesale addresses students in front of his office.

chancellor addressed the crowd. "Are

you willing to accept anything less than

our demands being met?"

The students crouched along walls

and passed around a sheet of paper.

"Sign if you plan to get arrested,"

one student said to another as the list

made its way around the hall.

Names, e-mail addresses and phone

.jiumberiwcrc scrawled down the paj^c.

"I'd rather be arrested than stand

aside and watch a brilliant professor

leave," said Kirsten Isaacson, a fourth-

year geography student.

A nearby meeting adjourned and out

came platters of fruit and pastries. The

trays were met with the group's

applause. Meanwhile, a lone UCPD
officer yawned as he stood propped at

the opposite end of the corridor.

The sticker-clad protesters remained

calm and quiet, while reggae music

issued from their radio. They occasion-

ally sang songs to preen morale.

Fong said he thinks Muldavin would

be honored by the protest.

"I think that he'd be incredibly hum-

bled to know what we're doing," he said

of Muldavin. **He inspired people to act

on their beliefs and he'd be surprised to

know that students believe in him."

By the end of the night, nearly 10

hours after the rally's commencement,

the 19 students were booked and cited.

They emerged in two groups, and met

behind Murphy Hall. Some were teary-

eyed, others caroused in circles, arms

slung over slouched shoulders.

Soon after signs were rolled and a

few cigarettes were lit, Fong held an

informal forum under the amber glow

of street lights.

He stressed the importance of show-

ing up to court and making a copy ofthe

citation for court purposes. Students

said they will contact a lawyer's guild

over the next few days.

"The university has a choice as to

whether or not to press charges," Fong

said, encouraging students to have their

parents call the chancellor and student

media. "There's no need to go any fur-

ther if it doesn't have to. Ifwe can keep

the repercussions down to a minimum

that's great for everybody."

Manyprplesters weren't phased by
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the process.

"Any job that I'm going to apply for

is going to condone this action," said

Seth Cohen, a second-year IDS and

political science student.

Students discussed plans for a

hunger strike in the near future.

"Screw the process."

Justin Fong

UC student regent

While Thursday initially seemed an

opportune dale, students debated post-

poning the strike until Monday to

attract more followers and media atten-

tion, and to avoid fasting over the week-

end.

Ermails to members urged the use of

soundbites to "dumb it down for the

media." The same lactic won approval

for the group's next course of action.

"I can spin the media to get them

them to cover the hunger strike," said a

protester as he addressed the posl-arresl

cTowd. "A lot of it's just to get media

attention ... ifwe do it for one day -just

to define it as a hunger strike."

With reports from Barbara Ortutay and

Marcelle Richards, Daily Bruin Senior

Staff.
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rccciMng the most votes will be held

May l()and 17.

Student Empowerment! and

S.U.R E - which -Stands for Students

United for Reform and Equality - are

the slates with members contending for

nine of the l.'^ positions on USAC. Five

positions - campus events, community

service, cultural aflairs and student wel-

fare commissioners, as well as external

\ico president - feature in-housc candi-

dates running unopposed.

During the campaign process, stu-

dent groups who applied were allowed

to throw their official support behind

candidates.

Headed by presidential candidate

Karriin Lane, the Student

Empowerment! slate received the sup-

port of 20 of the 28 student groups giv-

ing endorsements. The S.U.R.E. slate,

led by presidential candidate Dusan

Miletich. received three full endorse-

ments, and the remaining five groups

CHRIS BACKLEY/D*ly Bfuin

Walter Newman, vice chair of the E-Board warns USAC candidates that

time is up to answer questions from student advocacy groups.

USAC Eleclions polling locations

Voting will be held Wednesday and Thursday from
9 a.m. to 5 p.m. at the following locations:

1. Bruin Walk, northwest corner of Pauley Pavilion

2. Between Kerckhoff and Moore Halls

3. Ackerman turnaround, near the bus stop

4. Westwood Plaza, across from the Bear

5. Royce Quad, between College Library and Royce Hall

6. Northwest corner of Royce Hall, between Rolfe and Royce

7. Bunche Hall, southwest of Bunche

8. Inverted Fountain by Franz and Knudsen Halls

9. Court of Sciences by Young, Math Sciences and Franz Halls

10. Men's Gym
1 1. Covel Commons, southwest of Covel Commons

Source; Elections Board

supported candidates without regard

to slate.

David Ehrenberg. one of two inde-

pendent candidates running for presi-

dent, was endorsed by the Panhellenic

Council, comprised of sororities.

"He knows the ins and outs of the

Greek system and he knows it belter

than any of the other candidates," said

PC President Sandi Meinsen.

"He knows the problems and solu-

tions that could happen in the Greek

system and that's what we need right

now," she added.

But Ehrenberg was not endorsed by

the Interfralemity Council, ofwhich he

was external vice president last year.

The IPC could nol be reached for com-

Se« ELECTIONS, page 8
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manufacturing
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Students, Staff, and Alumni
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our already low prices by mentioning this ad

Beautiful Collection of Gifts
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Endorsements

iDaNe,

PrMltfMit: KarrenLane

Intornal Vict Prtsldwrt: Ramzi "Ram" Ajami

Extarnal VIg« PrtsidMit: EvanOkamura

Gwiwal RaprMWitativt: David "Dave" Nguye'

Breana "Bree" Teubner. No Endorsement

Acadamic Affairs Cominltaionar: Kattieryn "Katie" Kletn

Campus Evants CommlssioiMr: Ryan Wilson

CommiNiity Sarvica Commissionar

Sonia lyiargarita Sanctiez

Cultural Affairs Conwnissioiiar Rahul Marwah

Facilities Commissionar Jeremy "Jer" McKenzie

Finandai Supports Commissionar No Endorsement

Studant Wolfara Cemmissionor Peter Trinh

lyliletich

Ramzi "Ram" Ajami

No Endorsement

David "Dave" Nguyen Datile,

ProsMont: Dusan "Sean"

Intamal Vico Prasidont:

Extomal VIco PrasMaot

Gonoral Raprasantativa:

Christopder "Chris" Cheng. Breana "Bree" TeulKwr

Academic Affairs Commissionar Katheryn "Katie

Campus Evonts CommissioMn No Endorsement

Community Sorvico Commissionar No Endorsement

Cultural Affairs Cofflfflisstooar. No Endorsement

'fiMHln Commissionar Jeremy "Jer" McKen^i

FtaanoM Supports Commlsslonor

Suzanna "Suzy" Minasian

Studant WaWara Commissionar No Endorsement

NMMMiM JliMMv AM IP4M» Ito

Cammtmlt]^ (VKMC)
ProsMant Karranljne

intornal Wgo Prasidont Kennisha Austin

Extamal Vico Prosidant EvanOiiamura

Qonaral Bapraaantatlya: Oatvid "Dave" Nguyen OaNe,

Cindy Mosqueda, Theo Apostoi

Campus Events Commlssionor No Endorsement

FadUtlos Commissionar No Endorsement

'SbMtavf Untai
Karran Lane

intamal Woo President; Kennisha Austin

Extomal Vice President EvanOluunura

Oeneral Hapmientatlve: David "Dave" Nguyen Dahie,

Cindy IMosqueda. Tbeo Apostol

Academic Affairs Commissioner Bryant Tan

Community Service Commissioner

Sonia Margarita Sanchez

Cultural Affairs Commissioner No Endorsement

Facilities Commissiener No Endorsement

Finandai Supports Commissioner Kim Coss

Student Welfam Commissioner No Endorsement

MtMmet
Preeldant No Endorsement

Intemal Wee Praaldent Ramzi "Ram" Ajami

Extamal Vice PreaMont No Endorsement

Klein

David Bvenberg

Internal Wee President Ramzi "Ram" Ajami

External Wee President: No Endorsement

itoademic Affairs Commissioner No Endorsement

Community Service Commissioner No Endorsement

Cultural Affairs Commissionar No Endorsement

Finandai Supports Commissioner No Endorsement

Student Welfare Commissioner Peter Trinh

jMtUmmmitMl Coaatkm
President KarrenLane

Intemal Wee President Kennisha Austin

External Wee President: EvanOitamura

General Representative: Cindy Mosqueda, Theo Apostol

Academic Affairs Commissioner Bryant Tan

Campus Events Commissioner No Endorsement

Community Service Commissioner

Sonia Margarita Sanchez

Cultural Affairs Commissioner Rahul Marwah

Facilities Commissioner Narges Pisheh

Finandai Supports Commissioner Kim Coss

Student Weifara Commissioner No Endorsement

President: KarrenLane

Intemal Wee President: Kennisha Austin

External Wee President EvanOiomura

General Representative: Cindy Mosqueda, Theo Apostol

itoademic Affairs Commissionar Bryant Tan

Campus Events Commissionar No Endorsement

Community Service Cemmissionor

Soma IMarganta Sanchez

Cultural Affairs Commissioner Rahul Marwah

Fadlltles Commissioner Narges Pisheh

Finandai Supports Commissioner Kim Coss

Student Weifara Commissioner No Endorsement

Kennisha Austin

Evan Okamura
Cindy Mosqueda, Theo Apostol,

President: Karren Lane

Internal Vice President: Kennisha Austin

External Wee President: Evan Okamura

Academic Affaire Commissioner Bryant Tan

Community Service Commissioner

Sonia Margarita Sanchez

Cultural Affaire Commissioner Rahul Marwah

Finandai Supports Commissioner Kim Coss

Karren Lane

Intemal Wee President Kennisha Austin

External Wee President Evan Okamura

Benaral Repreaontatlve: Cindy Moequeda, Theo Apostol

Academic Affaire Commissioner. Bryant-Tan

Campus Events Commissioner Ryan Wilson

CMWMralty Service Commissioner

Sonia Margarita Sanchez

CuHaral Affaire Commissioner Rahul Marwah

FaoMlies Commissioner Narges Pisheh

Ftaandsl Supports Commissioner Kim Coss

President KarrenLane

Intemal Wee President Kennisha Austin

Extomal Woe President Evan Okamura

General HepresentathM: Cindy Mosqueda, Theo Apostol

Academic Affaire Commissioner Bryant Tan

Campus Events Commissioner Ryan Wilson

Community Servloe Commissioner

Sonia Margarita Sanchez

Cultural Affaire Commissioner Rahul Marwah

FaoiiWes Commissioner Narges Pisheh

Financial Supports Commissioner Kim Coss

Mtbm FmMe CoaUttoa
President Karren Lane

Intemal Vice President

External Vice President

General Representative;

No Endorsement

Academic Affaire Commissioner: Bryant Tan

Campus Events Commissioner Ryan Wilson

Community Service Commissioner

Sonia Margarita Sanchez

Cultural Affaire Commissioner Rahul Marwah

Fadlltles Commissioner Narges Pisheh

Financial Supports Conwnlssloner Kim Coss

Student Weifara Commissioner Peter Trinh

MellMi (CMFSA)
President KarrenLane

Intemal Vice President

Extemal Wee President

General Representathre:

No Endorsement

Academic Affaire Commissioner Bryant Tan

Campus Events Commissioner Ryan Wilson

^^juj^ Margarita Sanfthai

Cultural Affaire Commissioner Rahul Marwah

FadNtles Commissioner Narges Pisheh

Financial Supports Commissioner Kim Coss

Student Welhim Commissioner Peter Trinh

Kennisha Austin

Evan Okamura

Ondy Mosqueda, Theo Apostol,

Ousan'Sean"

hrterMi Wee President

Extemal Wee President

General Representative:

President KarrenLane

Intemal Wee President Kennisha Austin

External Wee President: Evan Okamura

General Representative: Cindy Mosqueda. Theo Apostol

Academic Affaire Commissioner Bryant Tan

Campus Events Commissioner Ryan Wilson

Community Service Commissioner

Sonia Margarita Sanchez

Cultural Affaire Commissioner Rahul Marwah

Faculties Commissioner Narges Pisheh

Finandai Supports Commissioner Kim Coss

President KarrenLane

Internal Wee President: Kennisha Austin

Extemal Wee President Evan Okamura

General Representathre: Ondy Mosqueda, Theo Apostol

Academie Affaire Commissioner Bryant Tan

Campus Events Commissioner Ryan Wilson

Community Service Commissioner

Sonia Margarita Sanchez

Cultural Affaire Commissioner Rahul Marwah

Facilities Commissioner Narges Pisheh

Finandai Supports Commissioner Kim Coss

Student Wolfare Commissioner Peter Trinh

Miletich

Ramzi "Ram" Ajami

Evan Okamura

David "Dave" Nguyen Dahle,

Christopher "Chris" Cheng, Breana "Bree" TeulHier

Academie iUfaIra Commissioner Katheryn "Katie" Klein

Campus Events Commissionen RyanWiison

Community Service Conmnissioner Sonia Margarita Sanchez

Cultural Affaire Commissioner Rahul Marwah

Fadlltles Commissioner Jeremy "Jer" McKenzie

Financial Supports Commissioner Suzanna "Suzy" Minasian

Student Weifara Commissioner Peter Trinh

No Endorsement

Intemal Wee President Ramzi "Ram" Ajami

External Vice President Evan Okamura

General Hepresentatlve. David "Dave" Nguyen Mde,
Cttfistoplier "Chris" Cheng, Brean« "Bree" liBubner

Acadenilc Aileire Commissioner No Endorsennent

I Events Commissioner RyanWiison

' Service Commissioner

Sonia Margarita Sanchez

Cultairal Affaire Commissioner Rahul Marwah

FadUties Commissioner Jeremy "Jer" McKenzie

Finandai Supports Commissioner No Endorsement

Student Weltem Commissioner Peter Trinh

General llepraientatlve: Cindy Mosqueda, Theo Apostol

Academic Affaire Commissioner Bryant Tan

Campus Events Commissioner RyanWiison

Community Service Commissioner.

Sonia Margarita SarKhez

Cultural Affaire Commissioner Rahul Marwah

FaaMles Commissioner Narges Pisheh

Finandai Supports Commissioner Kim Coss

President KarrenLane

Intemal Woe Preeideut Kamisha Austin

Extomal Woe Praaldent Evan Okamura

OeneralBepresentatlve; Cindy Mosqueda, Theo Apostd

I Affaira Commissioner Bryant Tan

Events Commissioner RyanWiison

Community Service Commissioner

Sonia Margarita Sanchez

CuNumMMn Commissioner Rahul Marwah

Facilities Commissioner Narges Pisheh

Financial Supports Commissioner Kim Coss

President KarrenLane

Intemal Wee President Kennisha Austin

Extemal Wee President Evan Okamura

Academic Affaire Commissioner Bryant Tan

Community Service Commissioner Sonia Margarita Sanchez

Financial Supports Commissioner Kim Coss

Student Welfare Commissioner Peter Trinh

President: Karren Lane

Internal Wee President: Kennisha Austin

Extemal Wee President Evan Okamura

John Haerptyan

Internal Wee Praildet. Ranui "Ram" Ajami

Extemal Vice Praaldent Evan Okamura

Academic Allaira Commissiener Katheryn "Katie" Klein

CMMMMNy Seivloe Commissioner

Sonia Margarita Sanchez

CuNural Affaire Commissioner Rahul Marwah

Finandai Supports CommissioneR

Suzana "Suzy" Minasian

Student Weifara Commissioner Peter Trinh

KarrenLane

Intemal Wee President Kennisha Austin

Extemal Vice President Evan Okamura

General Weprasentatlve . Cindy Mosqueda, Theo Apostol

Academie Affaire Commissioner Bryant Tan

Campus Events Commissioner RyanWiison

Community Service Commissioner

Sonia Margarita Sanchez

Cultural Affaire Cemiiilnlener. Rahul Marwah

Fadllties Commissioner Narges Pisheh

Financial Supports Commissioner Kim Coss

President: KarrenLane

Intemal Woe President: Kennisha Austin

Extemal Wee President Evan Okamura

General Representathre: Cindy Mosqueda, Theo Apostol

Academie Affaira Commissioner Bryant Tan

Campus Events Commissioner: RyanWiison

Community Service Commissioner

Sonia Margarita Sanchez

CuNural Affaire Commissioner Rahul Marwah

FadHties Commissioner Narges Pisheh

Financial Supports Commissioner Kim Coss

Studant Weifara Commissioner Peter Trinht

President: KarrenLane

Intemal Wee President Kennisha Austin

Extemal Wee President Evan Okamura

General Representathre: Qndy Mosqueda, Theo Apostol

Academic Alfaks Commissioner Bryant Tan

Campus Events Commissioner RyanWiison

Community Service Commissioner Sonia Margarita

Sanchez

Guttural Affaire Commissioner Rahul Marwah

FadNtles Commissioner Narges Pisheh

Financial Supports Cemmissionor Kim Coss

General Representathre: Cindy Mosqueda, Theo Apostol

Academic Affaira Commissioner Bryant Tan

Campus Events Commissioner RyanWiison

Community Service Commissioner Sonia Margarita Sanchez

Cultural Affaire Commissioner Rahul Marwah

FadlHies Commissioner Narges Pisheh

Finandai Supports Commissioner Kim Coss

Student Weifara Commissioner Peter Trinh

HMxa^h^Ui UaaOloa Prai9Ct (BYEP)
President KarrenLane

Internal Woe President Kennisha Austin

Extemal Wee President Evan Okamura

General Representathre: Cindy Mosqueda, Theo Apostol

Academic Affaira Commissioner Bryant Tan

Campus Events Commissioner RyanWiison

Community Service Commissioner Sonia Margarita Sanchez

Cultural Affaire Commissioner Rahul Marwah

Fadllties Commissioner Narges Pisheh

Financial Supports Commissioner Kim Coss

President Dusan "Sean" Miletich

Intemal Vice President Ramzi "Ram" Ajami

Extemal Vice President No Endorsement

ements accepted only for groups having attended the Endorsement
Hearing addressing the respective USAC positions.

Don't Forget to Vote!

Vs.

*Bruin ID required to vote.

For more info contact E-Board at

31 0-206-7796
STUDENTS
ASSOCIATION

COUNCIL

Paid for by USAC >
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Among the groups supporting the

StuJenl Empowerment! slate is the

Muslim Students Association.

"We saw the same common inter-

ests and concerns of really empower-

ing the students to define their educa-

tion and taking it beyond the class-

room," said MSA President Ghaith

Mahmood.

During the campaign

process, student groups

who applied were

allowed to throw their

official support behind

candidates.

1 he Jewish Student Union support-

ed the S L'.R.E slate, stating the slate's

proposed senate system as the biggest !

reason for JSL' "s endorsement.

"The current system is outdated

and doesn't work."" said Justm Le\i,

nnancuii vice president of JSU. He
a!s(> cik\l (he si, tic's phitlorni lor park-

-tftg"ft?ft>ftH itm} urMversity-suhiidized

housmg as being important.

"Student Empowerment! is an

expansion of what already exists.

Student government is cleaHy not

doing what it's supposed to dq." Levi
i

said.

John Haerptyan, the other indepen- :

dent presidential candidate, was i

endorsed by the Armenian Students i

Association. I

While Haerptyan remains on the

ballot. Elections Board Chair Nicole

Lynch said he has made no contact
j

with the E-Board

Daily Bruin News
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units per quarter." Smith said. "That

means we get 92 cents on the dollar."

But others, such as political sci-

ence Professor Richard Anderson,

said this view puts too much blame

on the students for losing stale fund-

ing.

"The people who have power over

this is the administration and faculty.

Anderson said. "We are saying that

students need to change their behav-

iors."

All departments have had the

option to change the number of units

for at least 15 years when Vice

Provost of Undergraduate

Education Judith Smith proposed

increasing units in physiological sci-

ences. She was chair of that depart-

ment from 1 980 to 1986.

Smith said she thinks many classes

are undervalued, so the number of

units a student earns does not corre-

spond to the amount of time they

spend on the class.

"Most of our students arc taking

more than four years to complete

'(graduation) requirements," said

Executive Vice Chancellor Wyati

Hume. "This suggests that in some

cases we are asking students to do a

lot more than the nominal unit strue-

lojustify a change in units. request to look at courses for the

"it's the rare person that can appropriate unit attribution. It's

determine how much time they never been our goal to have all cours-

spend in a week on a course or any es go through the unit change."

other activity," he said. "No sensible Smith, along with Hume and

decisions are being made here." Letters and Science Provost Brian

Smith said the changes the

English department made prompted

other departments to consider doing

the same.

"The answer is they should do it,''

she said "Students are the ones who
really suffer if changes aren't made."

Classics Professor Bernard

Frischer questioned whether pro-

posed unit changes will benefit stu-

dents

"Student leaders and faculty will

certainly want to take a close look at

the re-unitting

proposal," ""—^^^^^~
Frischer said,

"to make sure it

isn't a mere

numbers game
designed to give

UCLA more

money for less

work, but gen-

uinely reflects

an improve-

ment in under-

graduate educa-

tion commen-
surate with the

prop o s c J

"Students and

undoubtedly state

legislators will want to

nnake sure UCLA's

education is not being

watered down in the

nanne of reform."

Bernard Frischer

Classics professor

Copenhaver, discussed the proposal

with departments as a part of

UCLA's growth plan.

Over the next 10 years, 60,000

additional students are expected to

enter UC campuses as a result of

Tidal Wave II UCLA needs to

accommodate 4.000 FTEs, accord-

ing to Smith.

She said a way to cope with Tidal

Wave II is to increase the average

number of units that students lake

from 13.1 units a quarter to 14.5

units. Such an
^^"^^"^^" increase will

add to the num-

ber of FTEs at

UCLA without

adding more
students to the

campus.

"We are

looking at

changing cer-

tain regulations

as part of a con-

certed effort to

enter our new

growth period

without bring-

wilh Tidal Wave II, but said the

changes are not the correct way to do

so.

"The thing to do is just make
every class worth \'\\e units. Tell pro-

fessors to make classes worth 15

hours of work," Anderson said.

Copenhaver said he advised

against making large-scale changes

and that changes should be made
only on a class by class basis.

The current process leaves it up to

departments to decide if, and how
many, changes should be made,

according to Karen Rowe, English

professor and faculty executive com-

mittee chair

After faculty members in a depart-

ment decide to undergo a unit

change, the proposal is sent to the

Faculty Executive Committee.

yftowe reviews the proposals and

iKen forwards her decision to the

undergraduate council of the

Academic Senate for a vole.

"There have been departments

that do not need to or do not desire

to change their units," she said.

Departments should look at mak-

ing changes holistically, Rowe said,

because similar classes would have

similar reasons for undergoing the

unit change.

OBEE. which has proposed to

increase the number of units for 1

1

classes, according to OBEE
"turcAvotrid suggest."

Academic Senate regulation 760

defines one unit to be equal to three

hours of coursework, inside and out-

side of class.

The recent wave of propo.sed

changes came after the English

department changed most of its

classes from four units to five units

last fall, citing heavy reading and

writing requirements and student

survey results as the reason for the

change.

Anderson said these surveys are

not accurate and should not be used

m crcusc TTT

units"

The French, physics and chem-

istry departments have already

changed the number of units that

some classes are worth. The depart-

ments of economics, organismic

biology, ecology & evolution and

East Asian languages are among the

departments submitting changes for

the fall.

"When we ask departments to

look at their curriculum, it is not a

mandate of four unit courses should

be five units," Rowe said. "It is a

1:;^::;^;;=^—tng m too many
students that we

can't educate," Smith said.

Currently, UCLA undergradu-

ates average four and a half years to

graduate. Smith said students taking

longer than four years to graduate

prevent more students from attend-

ing UCLA.
"For every senior who slays a fifth

year, there is a freshman who has

been denied access," Smith said.

Anderson agreed that students

taking more units and graduating in

four years is the best way to cope

vPtmittrAcadcmTc^t
The changes resulted because of the

amount of field and/or lab work

required.

An increase in unit value per class

decreases the number of classes a

student needs to graduate.

Some majors, such as biochem-

istry, would need to cut the number

of required classes if they decide to

re-unit, said chemistry Professor

Robin Garrell.

Frischer said reducing the num-

See UNITS, page 10

World Fest
Unity and Community

Cultural
Affairs
Commission O'RL

Wednesday
BRUIN PLAZA 5/C
Iranian Students Group

(Persian Folk Dance/instruments ^

Xtended Family Cre\^(Hip Hop^

Hellenic American Student

Organization (Greek Folk Dancing)

Payam Larijani (Eclectic Guitarists

REISER HALL yppi
Seven Wonder? of the World

Thursday
BRUIN PLAZA S/lO
Indian Student Union '

(Tr,jdit!ondl D3ncc)

Random Voice
(Mulliculturdl Women Singing Croup)

Samahang Filipino (Cultural D^nce)

Whats on Tap (Tap Dancing)

DYKSTRA HALL
As the World Turns...

A Cnliural Block Party 7(*'^^

%:Jt

Funded by
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,ii| BRU I N PL A7A events bf(jin promptly (a) noon

Paid for by USAC tor more info call (310)825-6564
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Candidate Expenditures

PresUetrit

KarrenLane: $165.58 $62.43

Dusan "Sean" Miietich: $78.69 $68.45

David Ehrenberg: $423.57 $143.27

John Haerptyan: Undisclosed Undisclosed

Ramzl"Ram'*Ajami: $78.69 $58.15

Kennisha Austin: $165.58 $62.43

External Vice PnsUent
EvanOkamura: $165.58 $62.43

6enerelR^resentaUm
Cindy Mosqueda: $165.58 $62.43

David "Dave" Nguyen Dahie: $78.69 $58.1

5

Christopher "Chris" Cheng: $78.69 $58.1

5

TheoApostoi: $165.58 $62.43

Breana "Bree" Teubner $78.69 $58.1

5

AcaitomicAtMrs
Commlsslotter

Bryant Tan: $165.58 $62.43

Katheryn "Katie" Kiein: $78.69 $58.15

Campus Events

Commissioner

Ryan Wilson: $0

Commmlfy Senrice

Comndssloner

Sonia^Margarita Sanchez: $0

CuUmalAffairs
Comnrissloner

Rahul [\/larwah: $174.81

FaMttes ComnUssloner
Jeremy "Jer" McKenzie: $78.69

Narges Pisheh: $26.87

Financial ^pports

Commissioner
Suzanne "Suzy" Minasian: $78.69

Andrew LaFiamme: $170.92

Kim Coss: $165.58

Student Welfare

Commissioner
Peter Trinh: $0

$0

$0

$0

$58.15

$104.88

$58.15

$84.73

$62.43

$0

Don't Forget to Vote!
Wednesday, IVIay 9th or

Thursday, IVIay 1 0th
^Bruin ID Required to vote.

r
For more info contact E-Bosird at

310-206-77d6
STUDENTS

COUNCIL
\

Paid forby USAC
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UNITS
From page 8

bcr of classes thai students need

to take could harm the quality of

education.

"Students and undoubtedly

state legislators will want to make
sure UCLA's education is not

being watered down in thc^namc

of reform," he said.

Leo Hanian, undergraduate

chair of the economics depart-

ment, said that the unit changes

were in response to university

proposals, to increase the mini-

mum degree progress require-

ment to 1 3 units per quarter.

"If going from 12 units to 13

units IS passed, having more five

unit classes will help students,"

Hanian .said. "Since classes 'are

four units, a student would need

four clifsses to be considered full

time and that is tough."

A separate Academic Senate

proposal would change the mini-

mum progress requirement from

12 to 13 units per quarter. That

proposal has been approved by

the faculty executive committee
and undergraduate council, and
will be voted on by the faculty in

the near luture.

With reports from Patil Armenian,
Daily Bruin Senior Staff.

Daily Bruin News

LAWSUIT
From page 1

At the May 2 status conference over

Bodrogligcti's pending lawsuit. Los Angeles

County Superior Court Judge Robert M.
Letteau did not set a trial date because addi-

tional motions from both parties were present-

ed. He instead set a second status conference

for June 4.

According to Attorney Alan Zuckerman,
who was retained by the regents, the court has

a number ofoptions regarding actions it wants

to lake during a status conference.

"The court decided it would hear the

motions and hold a (second) status conference

afthe same time." he said.

Although Bodrogligeti is bringing a motion

to amend his complaint, his lawyers fear the

regents will attempt to block that amendment.

"It appears to us that they are playing the

money game. They are counting on the fact

that professor Bodrogligeti doesn't have the

resources, emotionally or financially," said

Attorney Diana Courteau, who represents

Bodrogligeti
. "They want to prolong their case

because it's to their advantage."

The regents will motion to regulate the

deposition process.

"The purpose of our motion is to regulate

whether additional depositions can be taken

and for how long," Zuckerman said.

The regents will also motion to depose, or

put to question, the two plaintiffs,

Bodrogligeti and his former assistant, Halil

iCaya, who filed a separate suit against the

Wednesday, May 9, 2001 11

regents for being discharged by the university

without a fair hearing.

Bodrogligcti's lawyers have already

deposed a number of high-ranking UCLA
olTicials whose names appear in the lawsuit,

including Vice Chancellor of Academic
Personnel Norman Abrams, Dean of

Humanities Pauline Yu and Associate Dean
of Students Cary Porter. UCLA olTicials

could not comment on any aspect of the case,

citing a university policy prohibiting them
from speaking about pending lawsuits.

Antonio Loprieno, chair of the Near
Eastern languages and cultures department, is

also named in the suit, but has not been
deposed because he is on sabbatical in

Switzerland this academic year.

According to Zuckerman, the plaintiffs

depositions weren't concluded, but have been
held open, which means university witnesses

could be recalled for further questioning.

Bodrogligeti said a series of incidents since

1996 led to his suspicions of university mis-

conduct. In December 1996, Bodrogligeti and
his assistants caught 30 students cheating on
his elementary Uzbek language final exam.

More than 100 identical shrunk copies of the

textbook were found under students' tests.

Only two students received any sanction from
the dean's oftlce, which has said it will not

make discipline records public without the stu-

dents' consent.

Courteau said she believes administrators

conspired and plotted the incident to prove the

professor, who was near retirement, was
allowing rampant cheating in his classroom.

The Turkish American Alliance for

Fairness donated S2,500 to help pay for the

plaintiffs deposition.

CONTRACEPTIVE
From page 3

the pill is 99.9 percent effective

in preventing pregnancies,

according to Brooks.

The pill may offer additional

benefits such as regulating

periods and has also been

proven to decrease risk ofovar-

ian and endometrial cancers.

Ortho-Tricyclen, one of the

many different forms of the

pill, has also been approved by

the FDA as a form of acne

medicine, bumping the label

from the seventh to the No. 1

selling oral contraceptive.

Side effects, however,

include nausea, weight gain,

headache, irregular bleeding

and breast tenderness. Women
over the age of 35 who smoke
and have a medical history of

blood clots or breast or

endometrial cancer may be

advised not to use the pill.

Many women who find the

required daily dose of the pill

inconvenient may find month-

ly shots such as Lunelle or the

12 week injection Depo-
Provera more convenient

forms of birth control.

Lunelle, a monthly shot,

provides synthetic estrogen -

and progesterone into the arm,

buttocks or hip.

Regularly costing around

S25 to S30 a month, the

Lunelle shot is currently avail-

able to students at the Arthur

Ashe Center for $9 per month-

ly dose. Lunelle works similar-

ly to the pill by suppressing

ovulation.

But the shots also come with

different side effects as well as

benefits. About 50 percent of

women on DepoProvera stop

having their periods after a

year, and 80 percent stop

bleeding after two years,

according to Brooks.

The three month shot may
also have side effects with long

term use, possibly osteoporo-

sis, Brooks said.

Other birth control methods

available at the Ashe center

include the Emergency
Contraceptive Pill, formerly

known as the "Morning After

Pill."

The two doses of synthetic

hormones disrupts ovulation

or interferes with the attach-

ment of the fertilized egg on

the uterine lining. If taken with-

in 72 hours of unprotected sex,

the ECP lowers the risk of

pregnancy up to 89 percent.

According to Brooks, there

Seg COWTHAarnVt, page 12
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A Armchairs

Binoculars

Are you
about Medical School?

Practfoe IVIO/kT A Scores Baolc Session
Looking for a chance to learn more about the MCAT? Attend a FREE Test & Scores Back Session. First, you'll take a full-
length practice MCAT Then, youll return the following week, and get your score report. During this session, a veteran
Princeton Review instructor will provide a sampling of the technique-oriented approach that has earned The Princeton

Review the reputation as the leader in the test preparation field.

Free Practice MCAT & Scores Back Session

Location: Westwood - Hyperleamir>g Office- 10883 Kinross Ave.

Test Date: Saturday. May 1 2. 2001 Scores Back Date: Thursday. May 1 7. 2001

Time: 9:00am-4:00pm rime: 7:30pm-9:00Rm
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Ask about our Buddy Discount.

Open to the public! Please call for more information or to reserve a
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2001-2002 LSAC
PRIMARY ELECTION

May 9- 10. 2031

Please use back side for write-in candidate

tor whom you v^sh to vote.

Write in the full name and office.

Vote for ONLY one car^didate. except where noted.

RIGHT WIONC
Of C^ cxy ^

I

.

Bruin Walk (Northwest Corner of Pauley Pavilion)

2. Between Kerckhoffand Moore Hall

3. Ackerman Turn-Around (Located near the bus stop)

4. Bruin Plaza (Bruin walk, across from the Bear)

5. Royce Quad (between Powell Library and Royce Hall)

6. Quad (N.E. Corner of Royce Hall, between Rolfe and Royce)

7. Bunche Hall (Southwest of Bunche Hall)

8. Inverted Fountain (by Franz and Knudsen Hall)

9. Court ofSciences (by Young Math Sciences, and Franz Hall)

^0. Men's Gym
I I

.

Covel Commons (Southwest of Covel Commons)

PRESIDENT
::j Karrer Lane

=?=:• Dusan "Sear>" Mtteitctr
^' Davtd Ehrenberg
ci» John Haorptyan

INTERNAL VICE PRESIDENT
C-? Ramzi "Ram" A)ami
c:j Kennisha Austin

EXTERNAL VICE PRESIDENT
c? EvanOkamura

GENERAL REPRESENTATIVE
(Vo«» for up to 3 position*)

cri Cindy Mosqueda
::? David "Cave" Nguyen DaJnle
c:' Christopher "Chrs* C.leng
CD TheoApostol
'•'J Breana-B'ea-Teubner

ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COMMISSIONER
c:j Bryant Tan
cu Katheryn "Katie" Klein

CAMPUS EVENTS COMMISSIONER
:' Ryan Wilson

COMMUNITY SERVICE COMMISSIONER
CT Sonia Margarita Sanchez

CULTURAL AFFAIRS COMMISSIONER
cj Rahtl ManA/ah

FACILITIES COMMISSIONER
c.) Jeremy "Jer* McKenzie
c^ Narges Pisheh

RNANCIAL SUPPORTS COMMISSIONER
vi' Suzanna "SiJzy' Minasian
c:j Andrew LaFlamme
c:' KimCoss ~ : ~' -

STUDENT WELFARE COMMISSIONER
r-j Peter Trinh

Don't Forget to Vote!
Wednesday, May 9th or

Thursday, May 10th
*Bruin ID Required to vote.

For more iofo contact E-Board at

310-206-7796 STUDENTS

COUNCIL

Paid for by USAC J
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Finding a Bnioncet

Iclipoi, Family, Career
Join us as Professor Luisa Iruela-Arispe shares her

joys and challenges in achieving her personal and professional goals.
Topics will include early career issues, discussions about starting a family,

dual-career relationships, juggling priorities and more!

Wedneiday, May 9, 2001
4tOO''5t30 p«in*

2 Dodd Hall

Infefeife
Sponsored bv the UCLA Center for Women & Men and College of Letters and Science.

lOrWOmen^men For more mfonmation please call (310) 82S-3945 or log on to www.thecenter.ucla.edu.
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CONTRACEPTIVE
From page 10

is currently a movement in isolated

areas of California to make ECP
available either over the counter or by

consultation with a pharmacist. The
pills are currently available only in

clinics and by prescription in most
states.

"I don't think any other clinician in

women's health services have any
objection about giving the Emergency
Pill to someone for future use," she

said. "I would rather have somebody
have it at home if they think they

might have a need for it."

The costs of ECP at the Ashe
Center is $12.50 for students.

Match-sized rubber rods inserted

under the skin of the upper arm, the

progestin Norplan, is another method
that releases the contraceptive steroid

levonorgestrcl.

Emerging forms of birth control

includes the Ortho Evra, a seven-day

patch placed in the abdomen or but-

tocks that releases a steady dose of
estrogen and progesterone.

After the fourth patch of the week-
ly cycle, the woman will menstruate.

The patch is currently awaiting FDA
approval.

A new intrauterine device called

Mircna was also approved earlier this

year. The T-shaped plastic device
delivers a small amount of progestin

to the inner wall of the uterus. The
lUD creates a mild inflammation,
preventing the sperm from fertilizing

the egg or by blocking the egg from
implanting in the uterus.

Although about two million

women in Europe have been using

Mircna for the past 10 years, lUDs
are fairly uncommon among universi-

ty students, according to Brooks.

Barrier methods
Barrier methods include the male

condom, which prevents pregnancy
by blocking the passage of the sperm
to the vagina. Latex condoms are cur-
rently the most effective method for

reducing sexually transmitted dis-

eases and pregnancy.

Approved by the Food and Drug
Administration in 1993, the Reality

Female Condom is available without
prescription and intended for one
time use.

Shaped similarly to the male con-
dom, the closed end of the lubricated

polyurelhane sheath is inserted into

the vagina, while the open end partial-

ly covers the labia.

The diaphragm and cervical cap
are two other popular forms of female
barrier contraceptives. Vaginal sper-

micides that contain sperm-killing
chemicals are also available at the
Ashe Center.

Irreversible methods of contracep-
tion also include surgical sterilization,

which prevents the egg from traveling
to the uterus

The myriad birth control methods
available and those waiting to be
introduced to the general market give
women more choices and allows them
to have greater control.

"Once a girl enters puberty, her life

completely changes after that,"

Jimenez said. "It's a beast of a bur-
den, but at least now we have different

choices of contraceptives."

PHEROMONE
From page 3

ecology and evolution dispelled the
myth that pheromones are involved
only in sexual behavior and attrac-
tion.

He emphasized their importance
in carrying out ordinary, daily tasks
that preserve the survival of organ-
isms.

"To define it as an atlractant is

wrong - there are mating
pheromones, courtship pheromones
and alarm pheromones," he said.

Sec l»9«13

PHEROMONE
From page 12

"Pheromones are even involved

when gametes meet eggs."

For example, ants secrete chemi-
cals when they experience stress,

triggering a sort of alarm system
warning others of possible dangers,

Redelings said.

Until recently, scientists associat-

ed the phenomena of pheromone
secretion with insects, but the find-

ings with the rats and pigs support

the idea that the chemicals exist

within the mammal community.
Despite this evidence in animals,

however, researchers arc still debat-

ing whether the substances exist in

humans.

"I think they probably do exist,

but our conscious intellect has devel-

oped to such an extent that we can
override some signals," Colicelli

said. "They may have a minor sub-

conscious effect on our behavior."

The question whether
pheromones exist in humans is

debatable, considering human
experimentation is not so simple.

According to Colicelli, unlike in

rodents, it is hard to remain objec-

tive with human subjects and impos-

sible to control genetic background.

'TlgB, Bticc. mo(h>, - {heir behav-

ior is largely controlled by
pheromones. Humans obviously

don't behave in that way," Redelings

said. "I suspect pheromones do exist

I in humans, but it's too eariy to tell."

Colicelli said the strongest evi-

dence supporting human
pheromones stems from an experi-

ment done a few years ago where
researchers succeeding in synchro-

nizing the menstrual cycles of a

group of women.
Each woman smelted the sweat

taken from the underarms of one of

the subjects. Eventually, each of the

women began to menstruate follow-

ing the cycle of the chosen subject.

In addition, new research has also

revealed that men could guess the

relative fertility of women, such as

being able to tell how many days

have passed since their menstrua-

tion had begun.

"A recent paper in the proceed-

ings of the Royal Society in London
published a paper giving evidence

that pheromones exist in humans,"
Zimmer said. "Men can detect the

relative menstrual state of a woman,
the stage of menstruation a woman
is in."

According to Redelings. in

humans, a cluster of nerve cells near

the nostrils connect to a portion of

the brain called the hypothalamus.

Theoretically, pheromones then

trigger an electrical surge from this

cluster to the brain, transferring a

specific message.

Though scientists have not

proven the presence of pheromones
in hupians, some fragrance manu-
factuiers are taking full advantage

of thp myth that such chemicals'

hold possibilities for inciting roman-
tic relajtionships.

"Jovan is a company that makes
the perfume Musk2," Redelings

said. "It has a pig sex pheromone
and they claim it's used as an attrac-

tant."

But because the substance origi-

nates in pigs and is species-specific,

it would not work for humans, he

said.

"It's unfair to exploit a pro-

grammed or instinctual response by
a visual chemical - it's unethical,"

Zimmer said.

Whether these pheromones exist

in humans or not, scientists like

Zimmer emphasize the importance
of chemicals and other microscopic

compounds and organisms that

guide not only daily bodily mecha-
nisms, but inter-organism ic activity.

"Chemicals are used to communi-
cate between one organism and
another - we just don't see it," he

said. "It's an invisible world that

controls everything visible."
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COMPLIMENTARY
CONSULTATION

j^fBraces^l
Deliver Brilliant Results^

ORTHODONTIST
SINCE 1980

UCL\ FACULTY MEMBKR Dr. Nader Dayani
Member American Association of OrfhoHonfri^K

Specializing in braces for adults & children

• Invisible • Removable • Cosmetic Porcelain
• European • Traditional • Surgical Orthodontics

20"i. DISCOl^NT

(310)826- 7494
11645 Wilshire Blvd. #802

Los Angeles. CA 90025

(949) 552 - 5890
18124 Culver Dr., #A
Irvine, CA 92715

Teeth Whitening
upper or lower

$85«o
each

(Rfg. $200.00)

The treatment will be as follows S 1000 00 plus
S 100 00 for each month of treatment rendered
for metal braces, S900 00 plus S 100 GO for each
month of treatment rendered tor removable

braces and S 1 700 GO plus S 1 25 00 per month for
ceromic braces, S200 00 for diagnostic study
model and S 1 75 00 for formal consultation

expiration date 5-31-01

You 're Invited. .

.

Western State University
College of Law
Practice-Oriented Legal Studies

11 1 1 N. State Collegie Blvd., Fullerton. Orange County, CA

(714) 738-1000 x2600 or (800) WSU-4-LAW

e-mail: adni@wsulawpdn • fax: (714) 441-1748

Events lake place on the campus of Western State University

and are open to ttie public. Space is limited. Contact us to reserve

your place.

Graduates may sit (or the bar exam in any state. Western State

is provisionally approved by the American Bar Association

750 North Lake Shore Drive, Chicago. IL 60611 (312) 988-6738

Law School Information Program
Sat.,June 23 • 9:30'noon

Faculty, stalt and current students provide information about WSU's
• Centers for Criminal Law Practice and Entrepreneurial Law
• Academic Success & Enrichment Program
• Practice-Oriented Legal Studies curriculum
• Admission requirements and deadlines for fall 2001 class
• Financial aid and scholarships

• Current job market for attorneys

• Full-time and part-time law study

ISATWoHtsbop

Sat.,June 23 • 1:003:00pm

ABA-approved law schools require the Law School Admission Test lor

admission. Or Jerry Bobrow, author of Barron's How to Prepare for the

LSAT,9[h edition and over 30 books on test preparation, speaks on
"The 5-step approach to success."

CLA Hillel Presents

Pizza & Pluralism
An open discussion of the weekly Torah portion

A unique opportunity to learn with a variety of outstanding Rabbis

Wednesday, May 9
12-1 pm, Ackerman 3508

/
0^....^ Rabbi Jonathan Klein

Director of USC Hillel

JOIN us FOR FREE PIZzf*
Questions? Contact Roseanne@uclahilleI.org

Sponsored by the Shelley & Bruce Whizin Family Foundation
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LilH ral Meals'.'

Drucker argues that liberals

are way too one sided when

viewing political issues.

See Thursday. ^

viewpoint@medJa.ucla.edu

didate

orsements
Endorsements represent the majority opinion of the Daily Bruin Editorial Board

Systemic council changes

necessary but misguided
EPnORtAl: S.U.R.E. tails lo enlighten student body"

with specific intentions, senate structure adaptation

Recently, the Students United for Reform and Equality slate has

raised important questions regarding the structure of the

Undergraduate Student Association Council and proposed a dras-

tic change: the creation of a senate system.

Their proposal - largely fueled by the perception that USAC does not

adequately represent all students on campus - is vague, unrealistic and
unnecessary.

Of course, in theory, the 500 student groups should serve the role of a

senate by representing the various facets of campus
lo USAC. Unfortunately, in recent years, the small

number of Student Advocacy Groups have taken

the majority of the student government's resources.

So while change is needed, the fact that S.U.R.E.

has not made an effort to clearly inform the student

body about the specifics of their plan makes us

doubt their understanding of the logistics of imple-

menting a massive overhaul like this.

Some candidates defend the proposal's ambigui-

ty by saying they don't want to "alienate voters" by
revealing the details of their plan. It's as ridiculous

as a political party running with no platform and
expecting to get voted into office.

We question whether a senate system would really be efficient. Weekly
i,ssucs such as funding for student groups are already complicated but
could become impossible if required to go through a senate debate and
approval.

We wonder, how many people would actually serve on the senate?

S.U.R.E. is unsure about this. In interviews with the Daily Bruin Editorial

Board, different S.U.R.E. candidates suggested as few as 20 senators and
as many as 200. Voters should know if they're voting for a senate that is

supposed to be more representative of the campus yet only has seven more
members than the current council or if they're getting an unwieldy group
ofup to 200 senators.

The most immediate problem with this senate idea is that it could halt all

other council action - much like this year's USAC bylaw revision did. If

S.U.R.E. wins the majority on the council, they would likely ignore the day-

to-day council issues while tinkering with their senate idea. '

Students who believe a senate system is necessary don't need to get

elected to make a proposal. All they have to do is get a plan, start a peti-

tion, and send the signatures to USAC.
If they get broad student support, USAC will have to listen to the stu-

dents, or else they won't be doing their job. .

S.U.R.E. is right about one thing: there are problems with the council's

current structure.

Commissioners, for example, spend most of their time working with
their respective offices. In theory then, should they really be elected by the

entire student body? Also, because they're so involved with their own com-
mission, they're frequently complacent at the council table in approaching
the broader issues.

On the other hand, the general representatives are often complacent as

well, but for the opposite reason. There position is so broad and undefined
that they can be active in many aspects of council, or get away with doing
nothing. And it's true, three general representatives cannot possibly repre^

sent the thousands of undergraduate students.

But if slates like the old Praxis were more receptive lo the diverse needs
of this huge student body, we wouldn't be seeing campaigns to overhaul

USAC. .

The entrenched leaders of student government should take heed.

President

I I

David Ehrenberg

Independent

nr Karrenlane

Student Empowemient!

Dusan MiletJch

S.U.R.E.

The three serious presidential .

candidates run the gamut in

terms of politics and experi-

ence.

But African Student Union
President Karren Lane's credentials

blow her opponents out of the water,

me ofTers four years of experience

"

as a proven student organizer and
activist.

She was instrumental in organiz-

ing the massive March 14 protest to

repeal SP-I, the most dramatic

demonstration of student activism at

UCLA since 1998.

Her resume reveals her dedication

to working on behalf of all UCLA
students and fighting for potential

UCLA students. She serves as the

USAC appointed representative to

the Student Fee Advisory

Committee, which reviews budget

proposals, and sits on the Student

Initiated Outreach Committee, the

Campus Retention Committee and
the statewide Affirmative Action

Coalition. This year Lane also

worked with USAC on behalf of the

Student Advocacy Groups during

the bylaw revision process.

At the protest in March, Lane
stood up to the administration and
the regents, proving her leadership

and gumption - something painfully

lacking in this year's council.

No doubt, her hard work con-

tributed to getting SP-1 and 2 on the

agenda for the May UC Regents'

meeting. But Lane doesn't plan to

stop there. She will work with the

administration on admissions reform

to produce direct results at UCLA
while also leading USAC in the fight

against Proposition 209, the 1998

statewide ballot measure that banned
the use of affirmative action and ren-

S«e PRESIDENT, page 17

Due to the strength of both

candidates, the Daily Bruin

will not issue an endorse-

ment for internal vice president.

Candidates Kennisha Austin and
Ramzi Ajami both have the qualifi-

cations to carry out this job in an

effective manner.

Each candidate has experience in

the Undergraduate Student

Association Council. Austin, a can-

didate running with Student

Empowerment! has worked for

three years with the African Student

Union, the Housing Office and
served as campus outreach coordi-

nator for the IVP's office.

Ajami, running on the S.U.R.E.

slate, is current USAC President

Elizabeth Houston'schief of staff

and has experience working with an
array of student groups and the On-
Campus Housing Council. Ajami

Internal VP

I I
Ramzi Ajami

S.U.Ri.

[ I

Kennisha Austin

Student fmoowermpnti

J
also has a clear understanding of
the mistakes made by the president

in dealing with council and will

avoid this next year if he gets in

office.

Each said he recognizes the

importance of the IVP's role as liai-

son between USAC and the student

groups. The candidates also

stressed the need for all students to

feel that USAC is accessible to all

student groups and proposed fairs

and mixers to promote this.

In light of the tiresome bickering

Sec IVP, page 16

How TO SUBMIT

TO VIEWPOINT

External VP

t^ Evan Okamura

Stuttent&npowefmf^nt!

After taking office as an in-

house candidate mid-year,

Evan Okamura has contin-

ued advocating for students on
important state and national issues

as the external vice president.

He has a strong grasp on issues

such as Tidal Wave II, the dual

admissions proposal and the repeal

of SP-I and 2, and has worked
effectively with USAC to ensure

that students are not forgotten in

university discussions on these mat-

ters.

Okamura also knows that while

issues such as affirmative action are

important to advocate for, there are

other problems facing UCLA stu-

dents that need to be addressed

now.

Housing and financial aid are not
nearly adequate enough to serve the

needs of our community, and
Okamura has vowed to work on
these issues as his top priorities next

year.

The only problem we have with

Okamura is his complacency at the

council table

Though he believes the bylaw

changes made this year were done
in haste, at couiicil meetings

S«eEVP,|Ni9c17

Write » three- to four- p«ge, oplnk>n-$tyt^

sulxnission about a current ever)t on campus
or In the world at large, or write a response to

something that you have already read In The
Bruin.

• E-mail submlislont to

vi«wpolnt9media ucla«du Remember to

copy ar>d paste your submission into the body
of the e-mail, ot drop off a hard copy of your
submission at tt>e Dally Bruin office (118

Kerckhoff Hall), care of Jortah Lalas.

• Apply to be a Viewpoint columnist dur-

ing Weeks 7 and 8 of each quarter.

• Apply to be a cartoonist or artist Send an

e-mail cxprctting your interest to the

Viewpoint address.

A few thir>gs to remember:
• Ail submissions must IrKlude your name,

phone number and afFitiation with UCLA. If

you are a student, they must also Include your
student ID rHjnrtber, year and ntajor.

• Your facts »»IH b* checked; make sure

they are accurate.

• Viewpoint Is not an advertising space for

any group or organization, be sure to have
clearly articulated opinions.

• We r*Mrve the right to edh submissions
for clarity, gramntar and length.
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The General Representative

position is the most loosely

defined office in USAC. This

gives each of the candidates the

freedom to use the office to advo-

cate for the issues they feel concern

students the most. This year, Theo
Apostol. Cindy Mosqueda and
David Dahle are the best candi-

dates for this position.

Apostol, running with Student

Empowerment!, has experience

working in the Office of Residential

Life and as a counselor in the

Student Retention Center.

He waiUs to increase student

involvement in USAC and create

Focus Forums for students to dis-

cuss issues. Apostol supports a

diversity requirement and demon-
strates a readiness to address stu-

dent concerns. We are concerned,

however, about how he plans to

implement his ideas, especially with

limited experience in USAC. He
must be careful to avoid the com-
mon general representative trap of

settling into inaction.

Mosqueda, the second candidate

we endorse, is also running on the

General Representative

rif Theo Apostol

Student Empwwnwntf

I [

Christopher Cheng

S.U.R.E

Of David Dahle

sMe.

gl Cynthia Mosqueda

Studefit Empowerment'

p^ BreanaTeubner

S.U.R.E.

Student Empowerment! slate and

has more defined plans for the

office than Apostol. For example,

she wants to update the resource

Cultural Affairs

Commissioner

I I
Rahul Marwah

ladepeiK^nt

It's
been said that you give what

you get. This aphorism explains

our unwillingness to endorse

Rahul Marwah for cultural afTatrs"

—

commissioner.

Without a personal statement,

and few concrete goals for next

year, Marwah said he originally had

no desire to serve as cultural affairs

commissioner, deciding only to run

since no one else would.

The issue isn't about Marwah's
dedication to the CAC's office.

After all. he has served as the

CAC's chief of staff for the last two

guides on campus to include infor-

mation on hate crimes and plans to

hold queer sensitivity workshops.

See REPRESENTATIVES, page 16

years.

Rather, we take issue with

Marwah's apparent indifference

toward this year's election. Marwah""

is running unopposed, and he

knows it.

Certainly, he has a working

knowledge of the CAC office and its

functions. But at most, Marwah will

maintain the status quo, offering no
concrete plans for the future. We
urge him to establish goals for next

year's commission to take it above

SeeCULTURAl«page17

Neither of the two candidates

who showed up for an

endorsement demonstrated

the competence to run this commis-

sion successfully Suzanna Minasian,

the S.U.R.E. candidate, did not even

bother to speak to this year's finan-

cial supports commissioner about

the position, relying instead on sec-

ond-hand information from mem-
bers of her slate.

Because the current financial sup-

. ports commission - with a stipended

staff of 15 - hails the Students First!

booklending program as its greatest

accomplishment for the year, this

would not have been much help.

Nevermind that the program benefits

at most 50 - but more like 25 - stu-

dents per quarter.

Student Empowerment! candi-

date Kim Coss did not gain much
experience from her stint as this

year's chief of staff for the commis-

sion. If elected, she would probably

maintain the status quo - in other

words, doing little for the student

Financial Supports
Commissioner

i\e«>
>^

w

P] KimCbss

SttfdemEmpovwmentl

I I
Andrew LaRamme
hulependwit

I I

Suzanna Minasian

S-UAt

body at large.

Minasian, however, doesn't even

have this minimal experience, and

from her lack of interaction with

those outside of her slate, it seems

she will only add to the divisiveness

that plagued council this year.

Minasian cites seven years of

experience in student council as rea-

sons to elect her. But since she is a

first-year student, that's only high

school and middle school - not any-

thing like UCLA student govern-

ment. We saw this year, what could

happen if someone with no experi-

ence is elected to USAC. Thus, while

Minasian may have good intentions,

she should perhaps get some experi-

ence outside of Elizabeth Houston's

office.

As for her political stance, despite

being a member of the Bruin

Democrats, Minasian leans a bit

toward the conservative end. For

example, though her views on the

FAFSA question regarding past

drug convictions are wishy-washy,

SeenNANOAtpageU

f inhe Daily Bruin endorses

I
j
Jeremy McKenzie for

JL facilities commissioner.

H is two years as chief of staff in

the office have prepared him
for the job. Among Mckenzie's

plans is periodic construction

updates.

He said he will also hold

town hall meetings and office

hours. He would like to

improve lighting in dark areas

of campus and promote the

safety programs of the Center

for Women and Men.
He knows that parking and

housing give students

headaches, so he suggests, as

one means of alleviation,

expansion of the BruinGo! pro-

gram which provides free bus

service to students, but current-

ly only includes the Big Blue

Bus lines.

McKenzie represents the

S.U.R.E. slate, which hopes to

reform student government by
creating a senate system.

Though The Bruin does not

support S.U.R.E.'s ambiguous
senate proposal, McKenzie
offers concrete plans for the

commission and extensive expe-

rience.

Facilities
Commissioner

DAILY BRUIN
IISKerckhofrHall

308 Westwood Plaza

Los Angeles. CA 90024
(310)825-9898

httpy/www.dailybruin.ucla.edu
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The Daily Bruin endorses

Bryant Tan for academic

affairs commissioner.

Tan has experience working with

the Asian Pacific Coalition and the

Affirmative Action Coalition, and he

also has a concrete understanding of

the academic issues UCLA faces. He
gained understanding of the position

by shadowing the current academic

affairs commissioner at meetings.

Tan says he supports the dual

admissions plan - the proposal that

would guarantee UC admission to

the top 12.5 percent of students in

each high school as long as they com-
plete basic requirements at a commu-
nity college first. But. he added that

his support is contingent on the

plan's ability to increase the propor-

tion of undcrrepresented minority

students at UCLA, showing his com-

plex understanding of the proposal.

In contrast, S.U.R.E. candidate

Katheryn Klein is not well informed

about how the dual admissions plan

works. Though she boasts a record of

involvement in academic programs,

she does not have any previous

involvement with USAC, student

advocacy groups, or the academic

Academic Affairs

Commissioner

I I
Katheryn Klein

S.U.R.E.

^ Bryant Tan

Student Empowerment!

affairs commission.

Tan supports the addition of a

diversity requirement at UCLA that

would make an ethnic studies,

women's studies, LGBT .studies, reli-

gion or World Arts and Cultures

classes part of general education

requirements. On the other hand

See ACADEMIC, page 16

Experience isn't everything, but

it
'

s the ma in ffimg that Sunny

Sanchez, the in-house candi-

date for community service commis-

sioner, has going for her.

Sanchez has been involved with

the CSC office for three years and has

held leadership positions in both

Amigos de UCLA and

Chicanos/Latinos for Community
Medicine.

These experiences should help as

she takes on the daunting task of rep-

resenting 22 community service pro-

jects and 160 directors at USAC

See COMMUNITY, page 17

Community Service
Commissioner

s7Sunny Sanchez

Independent

S
ome people can move others to

tears with their speech; others

through writing. In the case of

Ryan Wilson, were crying, but not

for the right reasons.

While we had some questions for

Wilson, who is running unopposed,

he was unable to attend The Bruin's

endorsement hearings due to illness.

And though Wilson's absence is

excusable, we aren't able to make an

informed endorsement of him to

campus events commissioner.

Judging from his personal state-

ment, Wilson has experience in the

campus events office. Likewise, he

seems concerned with all entertain-

ment genres, be they film, music or

theater.

Still, Wilson glosses over the polit-

ical aspect of his position in his can-

didate statement. The campus events

commissioner has a vote in USAC,
and with it comes responsibility.

Given the degree of infighting on
this year's council, we hope that

Campus Events
Commissioner

[J Ryan Wilson

Independent

Wilson will bring stability and civili-

ty to the council. But we can only

guess.

Ultimately, the campus events

commissioner's role is to provide

quality entertainment programs for

the UCLA community. Still, we urge

Wilson to consider his political role

on council, especially since he will

probably be elected.

The Daily Bruin endorses

Peter Trinh for the position

of Student Welfare

Commissioner. Trinh is running

unopposed for the office and, as an

in-house candidate, has the experi-

ence necessary to run the commis-
sion.

Trinh has worked on various pro-

jects through the SWC and acted as

program director for this year's

UCLA Children's Walk for Life.

His main goals include turning

the Children's Walk into a run as

well as a walk, promoting self-can-

See WEIMRE, page 16

Student Welfare
Commissioner

UnsignMl tditorUls raprMcnt a

majority opinion of the Daily

Bruin Editorial Board All other

columns, letters and artwork

represent the opinions o( their

authors. »

All submitted nuterial must
bear the author's name,
address, telephone number,

re9istratlon nuntber or affilia-

tion with UCLA Names will not

l)e withheld except in extreme
cases.

The Bruin complies with

the Communication Board's

policy prohibiting the publi-

cation of articles that perpetu-

ate derogatory cultural or eth-

nic stereotypes.

When multiple authors
submit nuterlal, some names
may be kept on file rather than
published with the material.

The Bruin reserves the right to

edit submitted material ar>d to

determine its placement in the
paper. All submissions become

the property of The Bruin. The
Communications Board has a

media grievance procedure
for resolving complaints

against any of its publications.

For a copy of the complete
procedure, contact the

Publications office at 118
Kerckhoff Hall.
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Real Gold,,, Real Roses,,,

Really Special!
Give Mom something special this Mother's Day. For less

than the price ofa dozen roses, this genuine long-stemmed

America Red rose has been preserved and dipped in 24K
gold. It is a Mother's Day gift she 'II cherish.

Each rose is unique, and like your lovefor her,

will lastforever.

Come in to Sarah Leonard Fine Jewelers

today. We have hundreds ofgift ideas that say,

"Thanks, Mom"
in a very special way.

fine jewelers*
Where Quality and Ethics Come First ... Sirice 1946

;
1055 westwood blvd

~"
westwood vittoge

(310)208-3131

As always, we offer a discount to
UCLA Students, Faculty and Staff
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California's

MCAT
tiT review program

...continues to set the standards that

others want to follow!

i
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Speciali/ing in MCAT I'ri'pjMtion

Be Berkeley Reviey Prorides!

14 Weeks Of Review And Testing Of

Important MCAT Concepts^^^^-,/^^
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Problem Solring Sessions^^/,^^^^^

10 FuU-Length Mock MCAT Exams

During The Program^^.f^^f^^^^

4 Schedoled Full-length Mock MCAT

Exam Testing Dates^^-44,/4^444

2800 Pages Of Renew Notes CoTcring

Important MCAT Concepts^4,,(4^-^^

1400 MCAT-Styie Passages With Clear

And Detailed Solutioos,f4,f^4^-^

Exceptional Instructors For Each Of

The Six Topic Areas Of The MCAT,/.,f44

ExceOent Review Materials That You

Get To Keep And Take Bome^juf^/^^

Application Assistance, Interview

Worbhops, And Mock Interriews^f^f^
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ACADEMIC
From page 15

Klein says she supports only an

optional diversity program. Such a

plan gives lip service to diversity edu-

cation but accomplishes nothing
,

since these courses are already

optional.

Though both Klein and Tan

oppose the plan to increase units in

the College of Letters and Science,

only Tan presents clear and viable

ideas ofhow to oppose the unit

changes. For example, he plans to

have the council take the lead in

organizing student opposition to the

proposals and raise awareness

through publicity and discussion.

Tan also plans to play a proactive

role in student retention by working

with Vice Chancellor Winston Doby

to move the Student Retention

Center to better offices in Kerckhoff

Hall, instead of its current location in

the Men's Gym, and increase the

resources available to the offices.

Though Klein seems to have a

genuine interest in the academic

affairs commission, she lacks under-

standing of USAC. We encourage

her to put her enthusiasm to use by

getting involved with the office next

year and gaining deeper knowledge

of the issues.

The academic affairs commission-

er needs to have a clear understand-

ing of the array of issues facing

UCLA. In terms of experience,

knowledge, ideas and dedication,

Tan is the most qualified candidate.

REPRESENTATIVES
From page 15

We further support her goals to

increase campus safety and aware-

ness and to implement a diversity

requirement.

She has experience working in

leadership positions in organizations

like MEChA and the Cesar Chavez

Center. She does, however, lack

experience in USAC. She has not

worked in any of the offices and has

not regularly attend council meet-

ings to see the way they work. We
are hopeful that she will effectively

bring her ideas to the table and

implement progressive plans.

But both Apostle and Mosqueda

need to be aware of broader campus

issues, be outspoken members of

council, think for themselves and

not just tout the party line.

The third candidate we endorse

for this office is Dahle, a member of

the S.U.R.E slate. Dahle has experi-

ence working in USAC for both the

Office of the President and the

Student Welfare Commission.

Similar to the other candidates on

the S.U.R.E. slate, Dahle is running

to "abolish (his) own position," dis-

mantle the current structure of

USAC and implement a senate sys-

tem. With so many other crucial

issues affecting our campus and with

a S.U.R.E. majority unlikely,

Dahle's vision is simply not practi-

cal.

His other ideas, however, are

solid. He expressed a concern for

campus safety and the need for more

lighting in certain parts of campus

and Westwood, a position supported

by both facilities commission candi-

dates. He also has plans to establish

a better relationship with the On-

Campus Housing Council in hopes

of working with them to educate:

first- and second-year students at the

residence halls about USAC.
We did not interview S.U.R.E.

member Breana Teubner for an

endorsement. She currently serves

as a USAC^ppointed undergradu-

ate representative on the ASUCLA
Communications Board, which pub-

lishes the Daily Bruin. Due to this

conflict of interest, we felt it would

be inappropriate for us to evaluate

her.

The other S.U.R.E candidate, has

few realistic ideas. Chris Cheng said

he wants to provide all student

groups with representation, but

offered no specifics. His plan to

build a bar and grill in the Ackerman
Student Union would likely

encounter too many barriers to be

taken seriously.

More importantly, Cheng
expressed distaste toward - or mis-

understanding of - affirmative

action. The Editorial Board cannot

support a General Representative

candidate who doesn't support the

crucial issue of affirmative action.

WELFARE
From page 15

cer checks, starting a dance-a-thon

that would benefit pediatric AIDS
and working more closely with

Student Health Advocates in the

residence halls.

He also wants to expand a pro-

gram that provides scholarships for

Community Service Officers and

continue to organize events such as

the Campus Safety Fair which

inform students about health and

safety issues.

While he recognizes the impor-

tance of his vote on council, Trinh

plans to remain neutral on political

issues, focusing the majority of his

time and attention on the commis-

sion itself, an approach that we sup-

port. We do, however, hope he edu-

cates himself on the broader issues

USAC deals with and speaks up

more than most of the current com-

missioners

By instituting a few new pro-

grams and maintaining SWC ser-

vices like condom distribution,

blood drives, Tay-Sachs testing and

Roll-AIDS, Trinh should prove to

be a competent student welfare

commissioner.

IVP
From page 14

that characterized USAC this year,

both candidates have pledged to

prioritize the interest of studertts

over personal conflicts. Austin stat-

ed that important issues facing

USAC this year were not given due

attention because of the rabble

stirred by certain council members.

Ajami also attributed the stalling in

USAC to the minimal cooperation

between the current president and

IVP
Both Austin and Ajami are well

versed in issues currently affecting

the UCLA population. They each

tecognize - and plan to address -

the university's dire housing and

parking problem.

One of Ajami's goals is to estab-

lish a parking task force to address

parking shortage. But, his plan to

build existing parking structures

higher is unrealistic.

Austin, currently involved in

organizing a Tenant's Rights

Forum, plans to host more forums

next year including ones addressing

on-campus housing.

Deciding on which candidate to

vote for essentially comes down to

the type of leader you want. If

you're interested in a leader who
will bridge gaps within USAC and
with student groups, vote Ajami.

And if you're interested in a strong

leader to further Student

Empowerment! ideals, vote for

Austin. Either way, you'll be choos-

ing a qualified candidate.
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PRESIDENT
From page 14

ders the repeal of SP-I and 2 symbol-

ic.

But Lane seems less willing than

her opponents to reach out to groups
not already entrenched in USAC.
and that is her biggest weakness.

This year's Freedom Forum in the

days preceding the March protest

was exclusionary - certainly not a

good way to ingratiate herself or her

goal of repealing SP-I with the

majority of the student body.

But after witnessing the reac-

tionary election of current USAC
President Elizabeth Houston, Lane
and the rest of Student

Empowerment! seem to be gradually

opening their eyes to the rest of cam-
pus.

Lane plans to create a student

organization fair to help student

groups feel more included and repre-

sented in USAC. She also wants to

organize a student task force, inclu-

sive of all groups of students, that

brings its concerns to USAC to be

addressed.

But Lane's record of staunch sup-

port ofSAGs should not intimidate

the students who feel alienated by

USAC's politics. Her positive atti-

^^^^Ittde, dwrtsma, frequent references

to "positive dialogue" and proven
record of action show that she's

ready and willing to move Student

Empowerment! (a reincarnation of

Praxis) beyond the past.

Independent candidate David
Ehrenberg sells himself as a media-

tor, basically lacking any vision for

himself beyond that. His emphasis
on mediation is strangely appealing

after this year of unparalleled strife

and inefficiency at the council table.

Though a serious mediator was
desperately needed between current

F*resident Houston and Internal Vice

President Elias Enciso, few councils

in UCLA history could be as atypi-

cally divisive and ineffective as this

year's. We want more from our stu-

dent government than arguments
and more from our president than

mediation.

Lane offers the vision that

Ehrenberg lacks, as well as enough
mediation skill to work through typi-

cal council disagreements.

Ehrenberg also disappointed us

when he said he supported the dead-

lines set by the administration that

forced USAC to revise its bylaws.

President Houston also supported

these deadlines which splintered the

council and created a temporarily

administration-run student govern-

ment.

However, Ehrenberg's keen grasp

of most salient campus issues and his

fresh perspective as - he is quick to

point out - a Latino, Jew and former
Interfralernity Council member,
make him someone we would like to

sec involved with USAC.
If Lane is really willing to move

her slate forward, reach out to the

alienated segments of campus and
make a difference, she should offer

Ehrenberg a position in the office of
the president. And if Ehrenberg is

the mediator he claims to be. he'll

accept it, bridging the gaps that have

existed too long on this campus.

Relatively unknown Dusan
Miletich is the S.U.R.E. slate's presi-

dential candidate. Miletich's goal is

to revolutionize the structure of

USAC - which requires at least a
majority on the council to be

S.U.R.E. members, a virtual impossi-

bility.

Students who want more repre-

sentation in USAC cannot vote for a

president running a slate that pays

lip service to reform but offers no
actual plan. They aren't olTering a

specific plan for fear ofalienating

some students, but without a plan,

every student - except the elite few

in S.U.R.E. -is alienated.

Miletich. like most S.U.R.E. can-

didates, has minimal experience and
little understanding of the difficulties

in a massive overhaul of student gov-

ernment. The perennial politician.

Miletich ofTers a smile and a

promise. Though he insists it's not,

he admits much of what he says

sounds like rhetoric. Frankly, we
agree.

Therefore, the Daily Bruin

Editorial Board endorses Karren
Lane for USAC President. She has

the experience necessary for such an
important position and fights for the

causes we believe in. We encourage

her to focus on concrete campus
issues, such as implementing a diver-

sity requirement, so the effects are

felt directly by the student body
If elected, she needs to become a

leader for all students, move beyond
the regime-like slate system and
bridge the gap. Her ability to do so

will determine the success of the rest

of her goals.

COMMUNITY
From page 15

meetings. , •

Though Sanchez has clearly

demonstrated her commitment to

community service, her ideas for the

commission itself are less impressive.

She has few concrete goals and seems
.• to lack the vision necessary to conv
: pletethem.

• Sanchez wants to get more stu-

I

dents involved in her commission, but

'.her main suggestion for promoting

the CSC is to create more colorful

signboards.

Sanchez said she plans to network
with other community service groups
and will encourage directors to coop-

erate more, but didn't offer a method
for doing this.

The Daily Bruin reluctantly

endorses Sunny Sanchez for the posi-

tion of community service commis-

sioner because though we believe she

has the experience and the dedication

necessary to keep the commission

running, we are troubled by her lack

of clearly-defined goals. We hope that

she develops a real vision before tak-

ing office.

FINANCIAL
From page 1

5

what could be deciphered was that

she believes students "should not be

given financial aid until they meet the

requirements of being educated about

drug abuse."

Coss, at least, wants to give stu-

dents options and does not think

financial aid .should be withheld due
to drug offenses. And the third candi-

date, Andrew LaRamme, agrees. But

he skipped out on our endorsement

hearing altogether, so we cannot

make an endorsement one way or the

other.

There is a myriad of serious finan-

cial roadblocks student face daily and
candidates for this commission should

be better prepared to address them.

CULTURAL
From page 15

and beyond its current function.

Also, when asked about the politi-

cal side of his office, Marwah
acknowledged that it was important,

but added little else. With a vote on

council, it is imperative that Marwah
thinks about his political role on
council and how he can represent

undergraduates at UCLA.
But until Marwah considers these

questions, we cannot endorse him. Of
course, as Marwah knows himself, in

the end, he will lead the cultural

affairs commission, for weal or woe.

FACILITIES
From page 1

5

•We encourage him to

concentrate on his job

rather than overhauling

USAC while he is in office.

Narges Pisheh. an inde-

pendent candidate, does

not have the same experi-

ence working with USAC
as McKenzie. She would
like to focus on safety

issues and create a Web

site where students can
report hate crimes - a

naive idea. Despite her

good intentions, she does

not have a specific outline

to enact such plans.

Since Pisheh believes

she is able to cooperate

with everyone, we encour-

age her to get involved as a

staff member in one of

USAC's offices where she

can contribute to council

and be a voice of the stu-

dent body, but not with a

vote on council.

EVP
From page 14

Okamura seldom voiced his opposition to

other members or the administration. He
also did not adequately "bridge the gap"
between divisive council members, some-
thing he pledged to do earlier in the year

when ho ran for the EVP position.

When he lakes office next year he must
stand up for students on and off the tabic,

especially given that he will be the most
senior member of the council. Given a

chance next year, we believe he will.

Do you want to become
a leader on campus?

Check out the

BRUIN LEADERS PROJECT
A seminar based leadership project sponsored by the Center for
Student Programming. All students are invited to participate in
developing leadership skills. Upon completion parUcipants

receive a certificate.

Bruin Leaders Project

Spring Quarter Seminars

Wednesday, May 9 3-5 p.m. Ackerman 2408

"Bruin Leaders and Diversity''

We hope to see you!

For more information on the Binin Leaders

^it^ect. please contact us at either

(310) 206-5071 or blp@ucla.edu or stop by
our office at 105 Kerckhoff Hall

www.bruiiilcadi'rN.utla.cdu

^e a/i^
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SWC Spring Blood Drive
Mayl4, 15, 16, 17&18th 4 11am -4pm

Ackerman, Second Floor, Room 2414

For on appointment e-mail ~*r"«

gotbiood@ucla.edu •'»2ft.,

or coll 310-825-0888x2

^1^ UCI.A Blood a, Platelet Center
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RoflkfortrlpX
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Popularity doesn't always

reflect quality of artists

COLUMN: Good music is

that which breaks new

ground, inspires others

What's really happening?

What's going on here? We
must ask ourselves these

questions on a daily basis to remind

us that nothing really is as it seems;

and we must constantly question

reality if we want to get anywhere in

life.

Also, the

official word is

in: *NSYNC is

more popular

Cyrus

McNally

than U2 world-

widc. Creed is

still in the

Billboard Top

50, and there

was no brawl

between

Eminem and

Elton John at

the Grammy's.
But the good news is, I found my

medication bottle - it was in a jack-

el pocket - and now the voices are

gone, so I can write columns again.

I can't help but feel a bit lonely

though...

I've decided it's about time that a

clear-cut, definitive separation, was
made between the terms, "good
music" and "popular music." My
goal is to be as objective as possible

and increase your awareness of a

very real phenomena which has

underlying laws and results in the

production of calculabb(not just

arguably) "good" music.

Yes. I know, you're going to tell

' me Its all "subjective," that it's real-

ly just a matter of opinion and how
would I know cuz I'm not you and I

didn't ever live your life so I can't

sec where you're coming from or

what you're all about, even with a

radar machine or X-ray goggles!

All music is understandably pro-

duced out of some sort of inspira-

tion. If musicians weren't inspired,

they wouldn't make music. Where
does this inspiration come from?

Well, the obvious, analytically-

replete, response to this question

would be "things." These things, in

the past, have included daffodils,

croutons, brine shrimp, or a desire

to copulate with the opposite sex.

(Incidentally, a current theory in

behavioral psychology claims that -

even across cultures - all efforts

made in the name of art are ulti-

mately just novel attempts to

increase one's probability of gelling

some.) .

While the lyrical content of a

song might very well be influenced

by a particular object, event or feel-

ing, the musical content of a song is

usually based on one thing: other

music. Whether consciously or

unconsciously, musicians rely on
techniques established by other

musicians to help get them where
they want to go creatively.

An obvious example of this

might be a soupdtrack composer,

who, while composing for John

Carpenter's "Sea Abomination"

might use music techniques from

horror films - screeching violins,

droning bass lines, atonal barrages

of piano tinkling - and incorporate

Ihcm into their own soundtrack, in

hopes that people will associate

"Sea Abomination" \yilh other hor-

ror films.

This brings me to my next point.

Why doesn't the soundtrack artist

use different, non-conventional

ideas? Why doesn't he sample

"Over the Rainbow" when James

Woods is stuffing dynamite into the

sea monster's mouth while thrash-

ing around in the Arctic? Well, the

more familiar somebody is with

something, the more likely they are

going to enjoy it - and this is

because they are more likely to be

comfortable with it.

Most of the time, people like feel-

ing comfortable, so il m;rkcs se nse

that since people associate screech-

ing violins and atonal piano riffs

with horror movies; they might

expect John Carpenter to hire a

competent enough composer to ful-

fill their expectations - but also to

do so in a tasteful manner.

This same paired attachment of

emotion to sound, exists in popular

music as well. So, if musicians make
music out of elements familiar to a

broad population of people, they

are more likely to sell their CDs
than those who make music com-

prised entirely of Hungarian fight

song elements

The aforementioned category of

music (music that sells well) is what

I am going to define as "popular"

music. It's popular for a reason: it

makes a whole bunch of people feci

good, or at least comfortable to the

point where they would go out and
plunk down anywhere from $12 to

$18 to have it in CD form.

However, "popular" music is not

always the same thing as "good"
music. What constitutes "good"

music you might ask... Well, instead

of being like most rock critics, I'm

not going to just tell you what it is

or isn't, but suggest that "good"
music is that which intluences the

creation of more music. I say this

with confidence because, going

back to my previous explanation,

music needs a source of inspiration

and without inspiration there would

be no creation of new music!

As you probably already know, a

lot of bands aren't infiuenced by

"popular" music at all. Many alter-

native artists, from David Bowie to

R.E.M. to The Cure to Sonic

Youth, all claim this mysterious

band named The Velvet

Underground as one of their prime

infiuences. But who the heck is The
Velvet Underground?

VU was a band that never sold

many records, but somehow
inspired several popular musicians

through its originality. Although its

songs never really appealed to a

mass audience, a band down the

line like R.E.M. managed to incor-

porate some of VU'« components
into its own stylistic juggernaut,

which has itself influenced many
other bands. Thus, components of

an unfamiliar sound can be success-

fully incorporated into a familiar

one to help propel its success.

While there is no denying that

R.E.M. and *NSYNC are both pop-

ular groups, there is still a very

clear-cut difference in their poten-

tial to influence other popular

bands. Have you ever heard of a

SeeMCNAUY,pa9«22

Master musician

Billy Higgins is

remembered for

his inspirational

smile, infectious

energy, and a

love of music

V

By Chris Young
Daily Bruin Staff

The jazz and UCLA communities suf-

fered a great loss Thursday with the passing

of legendary musician and teacher, Billy

Higgins.

One of the most prolific and recorded

jazz drummers in history, and a member of

UCLA's ethnomusicology department fac-

ulty, Higgins reportedly died of pneumonia
while awsflting a liver transplant. He was
64.

To his students, fellow musicians and
audiences, Higgins was a master musician

whose style of teaching and performing

could be epitomized with one gesture: his

smile.

Fellow dr-ummer and faculty member,
Sherman Ferguson, said that Higgins' smile

infused his music with an energy that infect-

ed everyone around him.

"We're really going to miss his smile,"

said bassist and ethnomusicology depart-

ment faculty member Roberto Miranda.

andblues

Daily Bruin File Photo

Billy Higgins performs a Jazz number at a concert In Royce Hall last year. He diecl Thursday at the age of 64. Higgins was a renowned

jazz drummer and a member of UCLA's ethnomusicology department where he taught a small performance class.

""His smile reflected hisjoy of playing music

--every time Billy sat at the drums he wa.s so

' happy to play."

Fourth-year ethnomusicology student

Roxanne Tuton said that Higgins was a

great drummer because of his inspirational

energy.

"It made every musician around him feel

secure, because they knew somebody
behind them was smiling and supporting

them," said Tuton.

According to his students, Higgins was a

special teacher with a pervasive love of

music.

"Even today, taking things I remember

from his lessons from a year ago ... I dis-

cover something new about what he

taught," said Tuton.

When teaching, Higgins' tone was

understated but contained deep insight.

"He was a jazz master whose style of

teaching was so friendly and relaxed and

profound that if you weren't paying atten-

tion, (his teachings) may go right past you

and you would never know that he had just

Jaid a pearl of wisdom on you," said

Wiranda, a friend of Higgins for almost 30

years.

* Higgins taught a small performance

diass at UCLA and gave private lessons to

drumming students in the ethnomusicology

department's jazz studies program.

Although the performance class was pri-

marily for drummers, other instrumental-

ists came to watch Higgins teach. Tuton

said that 20 or more people would often sit

in a class intended to fit half that many.

In private lessons, Higgins went beyond

rudimentary subjects.

"He never went heavy into technique,"

Tuton said. "It was more about making

music. He said you can make music on any-

thing. He'd take a pair of drumsticks and

make music on the tabletop, or sit down
with just one drum, do everything in the

world on it, and make music out of that one

drum."

According to his students, Higgins

believed that playing the drums was more

than just supporting a beat.

"Billy said not to be a drummer when

you play with other people," said fourth-

year ethnomusicology student Marko
Glogolja. "You want to be the kind of per-

son that makes other guys want to play - a

-driving force."

Tuton said that UCLA was fortunate to

have artists like Higgins on the faculty.

"In talking to guys I really respect in the

LA. scene, they drop their jaws when they-

hear I'm taking lessons from Billy Higgins,

because they would do anything to learn

from him - it's a blessing to be at UCLA,"
Tuton said.

In his Leimert Park community, Higgins

set up the World Stage performance space

for musicians, poets and art lovers. The

venue provides artists and audiences with

live music, as well as the opportunity to

teach and learn jazz.

Miranda said that although Higgins

intended the World Stage to help the black

community in particular, it is still very uni-

See NKKINS, page 23

A whole iu*\\ world

Broadway .star Lea Salonga

can n()w be seen on the tube

in "As the World Turns" See

Thursday's A&K section.
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Angela Nissel is the author of "The Broke Diaries."

College graduate breaks

even with comical diary

BOOK: Nissel's accounts

lend to appreciation for

life after years of poverty

By Andrea Dingman
Daily Bruin Contributor

•

Being broke pays

Angela Nissel might not ,be

putting her medical anthropology

degree from the University of

Pennsylvania to much use. but she's

already made quite a name for her-

self as the author of "The Broke

Diaries: The Completely True and

Hilarious Misadventures of a Good
Girl Gone Broke," just released

from Villard Books.

Nissel began writing "The Broke

Diaries" when, upon returning home
from an internship with Dateline

NBC in New York City, she was

greeted with an eviction notice on

the door of her Philadelphia apart-

ment.

"I was so broke," Nissel said in a

phone interview while on her book

tour in Atlanta. "I had used all of my
little bit of savings at the internship

to survive."

Despondent, Nissel had to find a

way to relieve the pressure.

"I was just so broke down, I was

like, let me start writing," Nissel said.

Nissel decided to begin chroni-

cling her daily misadventures and

posting them on the Internet. The
original "Broke Diaries" can still be

viewed online at www.thcbrokedi-

aries.com.

"At first I was just writing it for

myself, just a sane way to keep per-

spective on things and make myself

laugh," Nissel said.

The entries covered such unpre-

dictable events as a fight over a place

in a Wal-Mart checkout line, being

given a free food stamp, swinging

free meals, and getting free text-

books. The entries quickly gained

Nissel a loyal following.

"Once people started reacting to

it. I started writing for other people,"

she said with a laugh. "I didn't lake

as much care lo make sure every-

thing was spelled right as it was in the;

book, because I was like. 'Man. you

guys arc gelling this for free!'"

Two years after Nissel began writ-

ing the diary, she received an unex-

pected message from Villard Books,

which wanted to publish her jour-

nals.

While the overall tone of "The

Broke Diaries" is unabashedly

comedic. Nissel's motivation is not

simply to entertain.

"I want people to take the time

and say. look, even if you are broke

and come from a poor family, at least

you arc in college and that's so much
more than a lot of people get the

chance to do," Nissel said.

"But also. I really tried lo call

attention to. without minimizing the

laughter, how a lot of college stu-

dents take their position for grant-

ed," Nissel, continued. "There are

students who are really struggling

and can't afford textbooks, and peo-

ple trip oul over things like. 'We
should have more choices in the cafe-

teria!' It's like, come on. lei's gel our

priorities together here."

Nissel's next adventure begins this

week as she moves to the West Coast

to begin a screenplay of "The Broke

Diaries."

Far from being beyond her broke

mentality. Nissel said she is happy

just enjoying the perks of her new-

found fame.

"Hopefully we'll gel a movie or

TV thing going but for now. I'm

enjoying this free meal stuff!" Nissel

said. "I'm in a hotel room right now.

and I'm like attacking the minibar. I

can't believe it, they didn't ask me
for another credit card. I have Kil-

Kats all over the place; I would never

'^" ™ III II I ^f . I .
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BEN HARPER AND THE INNOCENT

CRIMINALS

"Live From Mars"

Ben Harper and the Innocent

Criminals

"Live From Mars"
Virgin

Never has a concert been this

cheap, enduring or universally per-

formed. Ben Harper and the

Innocent Criminals' latest album,

"Live From Mars" is the ticket to see

Harper and his perfectly matched

band perform anytime and anywhere

for less than the price of a full tank of

gas.

Just as it can be played in any set-

ting, it was also recorded in a multi-

tude of venues. This is an interesting

break from traditional live albums

that, for the most part, are record-

ings from a single concert. What it

provides, however, is an amazingly

comprehensive musical sample of a

rapidly rising star's work.

The title, "Live From Mars," is an

accurate description of the music it

contains. Coming from nowhere and

everywhere, the music is transcen-

dental in scope and talent.

The two-disc set is all inclusive

and contains most of the best works

from all of Harper's albums. Some of

the better renditions include

favorites "Burn One Down," high-

lighting David Leach's precise per-

cussion work, and "Steal My
Kisses," which features the awe-

inspiring human beat box creations

of Nick Rich and Rahzel.

But, regardless of the talent of the

Innocent Criminals, the band is

Harper. His voice defines the group,

giving it direction and purpose. In

particular, his solos ring out with

such power it's a wonder he is not

preaching at a mass. But perhaps he

is preaching, as evidenced by his last

solo "I'll Rise," which features an

inspirational call to the oppressed.

Pleasantly, not one of the songs is

a perfect re-creation of its studio

recording, but instead each has a

new sound that is more honest than

the original.

No matter how brilliant these

new recordings are, Harper's covers

of classic songs are what give the

album it's worth. New versions of

Led Zeppelin's "Whole Lotta Love"

and the Verve's "The Drugs Don't

Work" are both spectacular, but the

propellant behind this rocket trip is

hiscover of "Sexual Healing."

Among Harper fans, the song is a

perennial concert landmark, and to

have it finally released is a treat.

By the time the double album

ends, it is sad to see Harper and

friends depart from the listener's

private living-room concert. FeiiV

not; there is always the repeat but-

ton to keep the experience alive for-

ever.

David Holmberg
Rating: 9

Matthew Hart

"Comet"
Dig It Productions

Bluegrass is a genre that has

regained popularity in recent

months, mostly due to the platinum-

selling "O Brother Where Art

Thou?" soundtrack, which brought

the Depression-era musical style

back into the spotlight. The back-to-

basics sounds of acoustic inslru-

See$0UNMITES,pagc21
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Shakespeare play continues to charm
THEATER: Actors Co-Op
updales romantic comedy

for modern day audiences

By Kristen Lara

Daily Bruin Contributor

Long before the likes of "Notting

Hill" and "Pretty Woman," William

Shakespeare engaged his audiences

with a multi-faceted romantic come-

dy that continues to charm audi-

ences today.

Performed at the Crossley

Theatre through June 3 by the

award-winning Actors Co-Op,

Shakespeare's "As You Like It"

commences in the tyrannical Duke
Frederick's court.

Oliver (Ken Merckx), the eldest

son of Sir Rowland De Boys, is jeal-

ous and resentful of his younger

brother, Orlando. When Orlando

(Robert Standley) agrees to pit his

strength against Duke Frederick's

fiercest wrestler, Oliver believes he

w ill finu t iy be rid of h»s younger

of Arden. accompanied by Celia and

»ho court jcsjer, Touchstone .

brother.

After a tense match, however,

Orlando surprises the spectators by

coming away the victor, while unex-

pectedly capturing the heart of

Rosalind. To escape his brother's

wrath, however, Orlando is forced to

leave her and flee to the forest of

Arden.

The saga continues as Rosalind

reveals her romantic feelings for

Orlando to Duke Frederick's daugh-

ter, her beloved cousin Celia. The

two share an intimate sister-like rela-

tionship, with Celia assuming the

roles of confidante and advisor to

Rosalind.

Unfortunately, Duke Frederick

violently begrudges Rosalind the

respect and sympathies of the people

and in doing so banishes her from

his court. In an unexpected move,

Rosalind assumes the identity of a

man, changes her name to

Ganymede, and departs to the forest

Within the confines of the forest,

Orlando then meets the exiled Duke

Senior. Overcome with his passion

for Rosalind, he passes his time writ-

ing her poems and posting them on

trees.

When he next encounters

Rosalind, she is disguised as

Ganymede, who promises to cure

him of his infatuation and to teach

him how to develop his feelings into

a love that transcends the first flame

of passion.

In the end the couples in "As You

Like It" - Celia and Oliver, Rosalind

and Orlando - find themselves

drawn together beneath Arden's

canopy.
'

Much of the pldy's hilarity comes

from the characters' various entan-

glements in the ' forest. Nan
McNamara's character, Rosalind,

gains strength as the play progress-

es. Her performance culminates in

the pivotal scene where, as

Mindai

Robert Standley, left, and Jeff Charlton star in the Actors Co-op

presentation of Shakespeare's "As You Like It."

Ganymede, she promises to bring

about the best resolutions to several

lovelorn youths - among them, her

own love, Orlando. McNamara
shines as the play's heroine and

infuses the role with emotion and

sincerity.

The play also includes strong per-

formances by Standley who portrays

Orlando with sensitivity and all the

desperate passion of a love-struck

swain. In addition, Marianne

Savell's animated performance of

the piquant Celia, as well as Tim
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Grupo Folklorico de UCLA
35 Anos de Tradicion

Come celebrate our BS*** year on the UCLA campus with

a night of lively music and dance from Mexico!

SUPPLY SERGEANT

Sunday, May 20*** 2001 at 5pm
Royce Hall, UCLA

Free tickets available May 7*" at the CTO
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'Producers' runs away

with Tony Award nods
THEATER: After mix up,

musicars hold on most

nominations is official

ByMUdiadKudiwara
The Associated Press

"The Producers," Broadway's

biggest hit in years, received a

record-break-

ing 15 nomi- ^«^^...„«_
nations
Monday,
including a

nod for best

musical, as the

2001 Tony
nominations

honoring the

best of the

Broadway sea-

son were

announced.

Its two stars, Nathan Lane and

Matthew Broderick, were nominat-

ed as were three of its performers in

the fcalured-actor category: Roger

Bart, Gary Beach and Brad Oscar.

The musical, based on the classic

1968 Mel Brooks film comedy, also

received nods for book, score,

direction-musical, feature-actress

musical, choreography, sets, cos-

tumes, lighting and orchestrations.

Brooks himself received three nom-

There was some
confusion involving

the previous record

holder for most Tony

nominations.

inations - for book, score and for

being a producer of "The

Producers."

There was some confusion

involving the previous record hold-

er for most Tony nominations. For

30 years, it was thought that

"Company," the Stephen

Sondheim-George Furth musical,

also had received 1 5 nominations.

"'Company,' in fact, had 14

nominations,"

said Keith
^"''"""^~^"~

Sherman, a

spokesman for

the Tonys. "In

all the record

books, Hal

Prince was list-

ed twice, for

best produc-

tion and best

producer. In— fact,
'Company*

only won for best production. We
went back to the actually ballot

from the '70s and noticed the

truth."

Yet, according to Mary Bryantr

a spokesman for Prince, "Hal

remembers being nominated three

times, but he really doesn't talk

Tonys." Prince was nominated for

a Tony for "Company" as best
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SOUNDBITES
From page 20

ments and multi-layer harmonies

have once again caught the attention

of the American public.

Matthew Hart, a singer-songwriter

when not working as a resident at the

UCLA Medical Center, draws from

the bluegrass and folk genres on his

album "Comet." However, they are

overly complicated at times with too

many pop-country influences.

Songs like "Learning to Breathe"

and "Waterloo" come close to hitting

the mark but are performed with too

many instruments which obscure an

otherwise nice melody.

The appeal of the bluegrass and

folk genres their simplicity.

The tendency to complicate what

should be basic backup instruments

seems to come from modern country

music. Many of it's stars, such as

Garth Brooks, often succumb to

musical excesses.

One song afflicted by this style,

"The Gap is Wide," starts off well,

and for the first minute is backed

only by acoustic guitars. All too

soon, however, obtrusive viola and

percussion counterparts pop up,

making it feel like just another coun-

try song.

The viola, in fact, is one instru-

ment that should be ccmptctciy abol-

ished from the album. It isn't needed

and its sound overpowers the other

instruments.

Percussion elements are also

overused. In "Night Shift" the drums
keep a slow but loud beat, which is

both unnecessary and aiinoying. As

evidenced by early bluegrass and folk

genres, a song's rhythm can be kept

by the tune itself, sometimes with the

help of rhythm guitar, without an

intrusive drummer.

Hart's voice and melodies are

often strong enough to make the

addition of too many other musical

elements excessive. He would be bet-

ter olTin the future sticking with his

well-executed harmonies and a few

necessary instruments. It has proven

to be a well-received method in the

past and still holds popularity to this

day.

Mary Williams

Rating: 4

The Doobie Brothers

'Sibling Rivalry"

Pyramid Records

It is always a pleasure to sit back

and enjoy a good doobie, especially

if it is in the form of a new album

from that legendary rock 'n' roll

band, the Doobie Brothers.

For a band that can easily be con-

sidered a signature of 1970s classic

rock, its newest album, "Sibling

Rivalry," is still able to transcend

time, making a relevant statement in

the middle of today's pop explosion.

Although the band has seen its

share of member changes, originals

Tom Johnston and Pat Simmons still

root the group's dcfmitivc style;

Instead of trying to conform to the

pop audiences of today, the Doobie

Brothers retain the tight classic har-

monizing and keenly placed violin

accompaniments that made them
famous.

The better songs on the album

focus on the band's original sound,

which hearkens back to the days of

old. While there are no undeniably

pervasive hits like "China Grove" or

"Takin' it to the Streets," several

tracks make a considerable impact.

Hearing "Leave My Heartache

Behind" is like a refreshing time

warp to an era when music was still

reinventing itself. Indeed, most of

the songs written by Simmons and

Johnston, including "45th Floor"

and "Jericho," dish up exactly what

is expected of the Doobie Brothers.

The album does suffer, however,

during some of the slower ballads. In

particular, "Ordinary Man," with

lines such as "Will you be with me as

I make my journey/Through the

labyrinth of time," is forced and

uncomfortably heavy in the rhythm

department. The time traveling also

get a little bumpy with "Angels of

Madness," which lacks the energy

and personality with which the rest

of the songs overflow.

The Doobie Brothers are ultimate-

ly strongest in the rocking numbers

that incorporate vocals, lyrics and

guitar work into an ebbing piece of

late 1960s and 1970s classic-country

rock. It is a time tested and remark-

able sound that can be heard from

no other band, validating it today as

well.

Although the journey back in time

=With the Doobie Brothers' latest =:=:

album is not altogether a success,

there are enough positive attributes

that make it worth the ride. So kick

back, grab a Doobie, and enjoy the

trip.

David Holmberg
Rating: 7
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LIKE
From page 20

Woodward's characterization of the

jester Touchstone, turther con-

tribute to the humor.

"As You Like It," directed by Joel

Swetow, represents the final play in

the Actors Co-Op season in which

they examine the theme of redemp-

tion. Through the performance, the

audience can see how love can pre-

vail in a world marked by treachery

and suspicion.

The cast charms the audience

with the energy and enthusiasm of

its hearty performance.

Shakespeare's play delights as it is

revived on the modern stage.

THEATER: "As You Like It" plays at the

Crossley Theatre, 1760 North Gower
Street in Hollywood through June 3.

Performances are Thursday through

Saturday at 8 p.m., with a special stu-

dent matinee on May 17. For ticket

pricing and information call

(323) 462-8460 or go to

www.ActorsCo-op.org.

eat this much if I were at home, but

it's free!"

Nissel. however, will never forget

the lessons she learned as a broke

college student who had to sweet-talk

her way out of an electricity bill and
paying the entire 35 cents for a pack-

et of Ramen.

The lessons she learned while

enduring such embarrassing

moments still help her in her newly

un-broke life.

"I've taken from being broke in

Villard Books

college, an understanding of what's

important because now I'm out in

L.A., in Hollywood, and I'm dealing

with a lot of people who are still so

sad even though they have all of the

things that I thought would make me
happy when I was in college," Nissel

said. "You don't even want to be

around them!"

Nissel's experiences living on
Ramen and avoiding bill collectors

have taught her not to take life for

granted and that material posses-

sions do not equal happiness.

"The things that really matter are

just the little things like friends and
laughter," Nissel said.

MCNALLY
From page 18

band that claims *NSYNC as one
of its primary influences? Would
you ever want to? Do you think that

even if such a band did exist it

would want this knowledge public?

Probably not!

If a musician tries to claim popu-
lar, yet otherwise widely "un-influ-

ential," musicians as inspiration, I

claim that they are no longer a

musician, but a salesman. They are

taking the psychology behind what
is known to work, and putting it to

use for their own profit. Not that

there is a law against this. In fact,

many musicians make a comfort-

able living out of exploiting the

demands of mass-mentality, but I

hope that such musicians don't

expect to go down in the books as

"groand-breaking," or even

"good."

Most of the time when the sales

pitch is too obvious and bland, the

public comes to this realization and
doesn't buy in. However, some-
times I cannot help but feel that

these "artists" are ultimately ripping

off humanity by claiming their

goods to be works of "art," and the

haplessly less-informed, in this situ-

ation as much as in any other, tend

to be the victims of a slick market-

ing scheme. -^

For those of you who made it t|iis

far, I congratulate you and hope
you feel yop have a bit more insight

into the music market and the dif-

ferences between the terms "popu-
lar" and "good" music.

Or at least what I say they arc.

I also hope that some big-wig

record label marketing executives

or their cronies are reading this as

well, and to them I say, well, we're

not as dumb as you think.

Cyrus is a fourth-year neuroscience
student who currently believes in

nothing, Lebowski. But he isn't going
to cut off your Johnson. So e-mail him
at nougat9ucla.edu.

\

HIGGINS
From page 18

versal in its artistic mentality.

"That square block in Leimert
Park is the center of the musical

renaissance in the LA. community as

far as I'm concerned," Miranda said.

"Billy was one of the driving forces

behind that renaissance."

Higgins held drum workshops for

children and adults at the World
Stage. Tuton said that Higgins taught

all the neighborhood children and his

workshops were filled with kids play-

ing drums.

Ferguson said that Higgins want-

ed jazz to be accessible to everybody
and he developed the World Stage for

that reason. Musicians who work
there, Ferguson said, aren't there for

the money.

"Billy didn't want to make jazz an
elitist music," Ferguson said. "For
example, to see classical music or the

opera, you need some dead presi-

dents in your pocket, and some jazz

clubs are like that too. But not the

World Stage."

Ferguson, who will take over

Higgins' position in the ethnomusi-

cology department, said he hopes to

teach the same ideas that Higgins did.

"I learned from Billy to love the

rinstrumcnt, to ptay it with finesse,**

Ferguson said. "You don't beat the

drum, you caress it. Show the drums
respect, play Ihem with respect and
don't overpower them. You draw the

music out of the drums."

TONY
From page 21

director of a musical.

Competition for "The Producers"

for this year's top musical award
includes "The Full Monty," an

American version of the popular

English film comedy; "A Class Act," a

celebration of the life of songwriter Ed
Kleban, and' "Jane Eyre," a retelling

of the Charlotte Bronte novel.

Nominated for best play were
"Proof," the 2001 Pulitzer Prize win-

ner by David Auburn; "The Invention

of Love," Tom Stoppard's drama
about English poet A.E. Housman;
"King Hedley II," the latest install-

ment from August Wilson on the 20th-

century black experience in America
and; "The Tale of the Allergist's

Wife," Charles Busch's comedy about

an anxiety-riddled Manhattan
matron.

Nominated for best actor in a play

were Brian Stokes Mitchell, the vol-

canic title character in "King Hedley
11"; Richard Easton, who plays the

older Housman in "The Invention of

Love"; Gary Sinise, "One Rew Over
the Cuckoo's Nest," and the two stars

of the Irish comedy, "Stones in His

Pockets," Scan Campion and Conleth

Hill.

Actress nods went to Mary-Louise

Parker, the tormented daughter in

"Proof; Linda Uvin, "The Tale of

the Allergist's Wife"; Leslie Uggams,
"King Hedley 11"; Jean Smart, who
played a tempestuous star in the

revival of "The Man Who Came to

Dinner"; and Juliette Binoche for

"Betrayal."

Besides Lane and Broderick, best-

actor musical nominations went to

Kevin Chamberlin, "Seussical"; Tom
Hewitt, "The Rocky Horror Show,"

and Patrick Wilson of "The Full

Monty."

The actress-musical nods: Blylhe

Danner, "Follies"; "Christine

Ebersole, "42nd Street"; Randy
Graflf, "A Qass Act"; Faith Prince,

"Bells Are Ringing," and Maria
Schaffel, "Jane Eyre."

The names and number of cate-

gories have varied over the years.

Authors and producers originally

shared the Tony Award for best musi-

cal. Since 1971, best musical has gone

only to the producer, while authors

have been eligible for best score and
best book of a musical.
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•Chocks, Crodit Cards A Insuranco Forms Wolcomo
•22 Yoars in Privato Praotioo in Wostwood

Dr. LARRY FRIEDMAN, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1762 W«stwood Blvd. «460 (between WHshtre & Santa Monica Bt.)

For Appolntiwnt Call; (310) 474-3765
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Visual Art
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(3 1 0) 825-0200
artsrus@ucla.edu

http://www.studentgroups.ucla.du/artsrus

Funded by the campus pfX)gram committee of the program activities board
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EVERY
FRIDAY & SATURDAY

FEATURING SPECIAL GUEST DJ'S EVERY WEEK
RESIDENT DJ'S

Jo tia tfian Tfiomas
^h'htfian Campbell

OCivier
^k'^

.^^.r*'

ps^^ s;^
'

•^''?"^•

10P.M.-7A.

Free w/ School I.D.

INFO: WWW.Z0DIAC-CLUB.COM OR (310) 556-7774
2020 AVENUE OF THE STARS, CENTURY CITY CA
ABC ENTERTAINMENT CENTER, NEXT TO SHUBERT THEATRE

^omen Faculty in the
Sciences

Discussi
ion

Join several female faculty from various UCLA Science departments discuss
what it is like to go to graduate school, to pursue an academic career

in the sciences and much more!

Tuesday, May 1 5th
4:00-5:30 p.m.

2320 Life Sciences Bidg.
For more information please call (310) 825-3945 or drop by

the Center for Women & Men in Room 2, Dodd Hall

torwomen^n^f^jored by the College ofLetters and Science and the UCLA Centerfor Women & Men
"

E^^X@iS)X@l§>X<5E>Xr" " " "
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1 18 Kerckhoff Hall
308 Westwood Plaza
Los Angeles, CA 90024

E-Mail classifiedsfi^media.ucla edu
Web: http://www dailybruin ucia edu

phone
Classified Line [3 10) 825-2221

Fax; C310) 206-0528
Classified Display: f310) 206-3060

Fax (310) 206-0528

office hours
Mon-Thu 9 OOam-3 00pm
Fri 9am- 2 30pm

^
One issue, up to 20 words $8 50
...each additional word o 65
Weekly, up to 20 words 29 00
each additional word 2. 1 5

Monthly, up to 20 words 96.00
each additional word 5 75

I
12 pt headline $i 60

I 16 pt headline $2 25
yBorder 5500

"^

Classified Line Ads:
1 working day before pnnting.
at 12 noon

Classified Display Ads:
2 working days before pnnting.
at 1 2 noon

There are no cancellations after

noon of the day before pnnting

For Classified Display ads,

please see our rate card
for vanable rate information.

MasterCard

_^

payment
~^

Please make checks payable to
"The UCLA Oaily Bruin." We
accept Visa, MasterCard, and
Discover credit cards. Allow 5
working days for mail payments.

hoMftowfrile
an efledhie ad

• Stan your ad with the
merchandise you are selling

This makes it easier for readers to
quickly scan the ads and locate
your Items
• Always include the price of your
Item Many classified readers
simply do not respond to ads
without pnces
• Avoid abbreviations--make your
ad easy for readers to understand
• Place yourself m the reader s
position, ask what you would like

to know about the merchandise,
and include that m the ad Include
such information as brand names,
colors and other specific

descriptions

475-967, C,a«.f^ ads also^POe^-^s^^^^'^^A^^^ ^'" '" '3'°) »"•''"' o, JL^'v^s^slX IlL'u'"^ oTk:,^. (To,

pT^T^T^ri^

announcements
1100-2600

1100
Campus Happenings

Alcoholics Anonymous
Moo. Dbcumkw, Fri. Stap Study, 3517 Atk«nnon

Hiun. Boole SHwiy, 351 7 Ackcrmon
M/T/W Rm. Dwrtol A3-029
Wad. Rm. DMid A3- 029

DiKuuion, Ail timM 12:10- IKWpm
fOf alcoholKt or mdhrtdumf who haym » drnUng probhm

1300
Campus Recruitment

2000
Personals

VERY ATTRACTIVE, Successful, romantic,
swm, 35. (un-ioving, intelligent, caring, con-
siderate, understanding seeks very attractive
woman w/similar values, 18-36. Please send
photo/phone/note: 1015 Gayley Ave *»595
LA, CA 90024.

2200
Research Subjects

RESEARCH STUDY
Research Institute needs healthy

men, ages 21-45, for a 5 week study
of alcohol and an investigational drug.

Must be avalible for three

training/baseline visits (3-4 hours

each) and four weekly treatment/test

days (7-K hours each). Testing

includes computerized tasks of

reaction time and driving skills.

Earn $800 for stixly

Call Susan to see If you qualify

310/390-8483 M-F 9am-5pm

2300
Sperm / Egg Donors

If you're a woman between IK

and 35, you can earn money easi-

ly, anonymously. Donate your

eggs to an infertile couple.

$5,000 and up. depending on

you education and other qualifi-

cations. Call Today.

The Center for Egg Optigns

310/546-6786

•Th« Conttr for E99 Optiom, UC

4200
Rentals

STUDIO CITY. $413: gated parking, a/c,
your own bedroom, phone line. Female grad
student preferred 20 mm to UCLA.

«»«»A«»A4»^

transportation
4600-5500

ARE YOU SUFFERING
FROM ALLERGIES?

Allergy season can be miserable for many al-

1

'®'^9y sufferers However, new treatments are

3rB for a Career as I

^^'^ developed, you may qualify to partici-

pate in a clinical research study of an inves-
tigational allergy medication. If you quality
you will receive: Free study medication, aller-

gy testing, and compensation up to $300.
For more information please call: Dr. Jo-
nathan Corren. Allergy Research Founda-
tion 310-477-1734 ext.240 or ext 247

BREAK INTO ACTING

Professional Actor by

Studying From Industry

insiders

•Pn)lcsMMlCare»Co«ittriing

'Qasses in Theatre, TV S Rbn

•PractjolTiainng

iMactorsi

'818.784.6500

JMiioii'ilirysliBOictfcriflDn

Egg Donors Needed
Healthy females ages 19-28

wishing to help infertile couples.

$5,000

yf Call MiRNA (818) 832-1494 ^

EARN $$$
For giving your opinion on market research-
products, TV, etc. Ages 5-54 No accents
please 818-609-1850

www.tvistudios.com

1800
Miscellaneous

ATT: PRE-MEDS AND MEDICAL STUD-
ENTS: Author working on book about AM-
CAS essays, needs your help If you wrote
an especially effective application essay
please send it to Stephanie Jones, c/o Mus-
tang Publishing, PO Box 770426. Memphis,
TN 3BT77a aret sbjones.3020Ohome.com

2000
Personals

LOVE? European wnter/linguist. cosmopoli-
tan, accomplished. good-k)oking, mature,
healthy lifestyle, loves literature/travel-

ing/outdoors, seeks attractive/smarvaffec-

tionate young female, any race/ongm. lor

friendship, possibfy romance/marriage 310-
573-4020/maniOmunich com

MAJOR ENTERTAINMENT EXEC seeks
beautiful woman to d He/attend signmcant in-

dustry party events SWM. 40. Very attrac-
tfve/succeMful. seeks passionate, adven-
turous female. 310-777-0204.

SEXUAL ASSAULT
SURVIVORS

Wanted for research study Get $15 gift cer-
tificate to Amazon.com for compteting 10-
minute, web-based survey Anonymous and
confidential. Women, 18-35 years old. who
have been raped or sexually assaulted in the
past 5 years, please call or e-mail lin-

dasCrand.org, 310-393-0411x6152 for
password. www.rand.org/crim/sav«, RAND
is a non-profit research organization In Santa
Monca.

2300
Sperm/ Efjfj Donors

EGG DONOR
Late 40s, married women k)oking for Jewish
coed interested in helping to create a child
$2500-^ negotiable. Please call June 310-
376-7000.

^900
Autos for Sale

1989 VOLVO 240DL. 4dr. automatic, bur-
gundy exi. 11 OK. New brakes, aftermarket
stereo, power locks/windows, AC. $1500o-
bo. 310-475-0799.

1990 ACURA LEGEND
Five-speed, red w/leather interior. 130,000
miles. Excellent mechanical condition,
$4,250. Ask for Lisa or Terry: 626-398-9429

1990 GEO METRO. White, 2-door, manual
trans., 90,000miles. New brakes, A/C, Runs
great! $l,600-obo. Call Amanda 310-820-
3579.

1990 TOYOTA CELICA
Light blue, automatic, power windows, pow-

._er tocks, cruise, airtag, AC and AmFm. Ex-
"cellent condition. $3500. 310-403-4323

1991 Hyundia Excel Coupe. Red, Clean.
Super fast. Great transportation car Brand
new transmission with warranty. $1000otx).
Call Amber 310-704-8738.

1992 SUZUKI SWIFT, 52,00a/miles. Manual
trans. Very good condition. Must sell by May
25. $2000. 310-390-0940 or be-
reauOchem ucla.edu.

3500
Furniture

MATTRESS SPECIALS
NEW INNERSPRING twin sets $99 95, Fulls

$129 95, Queens $169 95 and Kings
$199 95 Also, Sealy. Stearns and Foster at
lowest prices 310-477-1466.

MATTRESSES. FUTONS. DESKS. Book-
shelves. Dinette Sets, T-Table, Lamps, Deliv-
ery. Open 7 days Kings Furniture 11961
Santa Monica Blvd. 310-575-4243.

if you are male, in college or have a college
degree, you can earn up to $600/nx). call for
details on our anonymous sperm donor pro-
gram. Receive free comprehensive health
screening & help infertile couples. So if

you're looking for a great job and a little ex-
tra cash, call/email us first. 310-824-
994 1/donora ftcryobank.com.

~W
recycle.

MOVING OUT SALE
Bedroom sot- queen bed. frame, 2 desks. 1

big desk w/mirrors Dining set. Call ASAP
Ersen 310-479-0846

3700
Health Products

NEW IONIC BREEZE
QUADRA

Seen on TV for $349.95. Only $329 95+lree
next day deUveryf www freefivedol-

lars.conVtonk:bree2e.ritml

1993 TOYOTA TERCEL 2dr coupe. 5spd.
cokJ A/C. New tires. 150K miles Good con-
ditton. 35mpg, $3000obo. 323-972-3801.

1996 SATURN SL2
4door, automata, manual, door lock+wind-
ows, 10 disc cd changer, 79800miles $6500.
(below blue book). Sam:310-e24-345l

,

BMW-325ES-1986, 2-Door Coupe Fabutous
Car. Loaded. Red Exterior. Black Leather In-

terior. 157K miles. Great Shape!! $2 500
310-452-3818

1100
Campus Happenings

1100
Campus Happenings

11oo
Campus Happenings

llOO
Campus Happenings

llOO
Campus Happenings

Fraternities • Sororities • Clubs • Student Groups
Earn $l,000-$2,000 this quarter with the easy Campusfundraiser.com three hour

fundraising event. No sales required. Fundraising dates are filhng quickly, so call today!
Ask about our limited-time $150 scheduling bonus program that expires on Friday.

Contact Campusfundraiser.com at (888) 923-3238, or visit www.campusfundraiser.com

5700
Travel Tickets

FLY SUPER
(323) 277-4595
LATIN AMSVKTA SPSCiALiSTS

»CMy lie UM/rm 1|

lit uaiifiaAlret 201m «. d« Chlto 298
IN uHlTllllltll 2»

II

Rip/Brazil

259
2fi9

iCectaJUfia 1A8
141

Now York I LONDON S205
S259. I PARIS S235
BM>ln««« tk L»i»ure fyaval

Vacations
•381 CAMSMUKAS
•381 MAUILM
$3e» navAUAim
$4»a CMKM

3 NIGHTS. HOTEL « AIR

VICT0RYTRAVEL.COM
•IKil> TajManol
araOtWbMMctMMdon nTmiiiiw

.nmt
CSTI20S3M1 JO

AGRJA TRAVEL INC
WORLD WIDE LOWEST AIRFARFS

MAKE VOJROA^ AR GAR HOra
RESERVATION AT

http://www.prismaweb com/aquatravel

24H(XJRSADAY
Lowesf Domestic and
International Airfares

Tour Packages

Eurailposs
-^-'

Hotel Accommodations
Cor Rentals

*Asia*Africa*Aus1ralia*Europe*Soutti

America*lndia*Canoda*Mex»co*Hawoii*

Speaol domestic & Ir^emalkml Mares Available
Prtc«» aw lublwct to choooe wittiooi notice

AvoloblHy may be llml»«d and Kxne f«jtttc»ioni nx>y
opply Ptts^oxM

PHONE (310)33&«25
964 ] Airpod Bl, Suite 506, Los Angeles CA 90045

MAZDA MIATA. RED. 1995. $950a/ot)o. Mint
condition, 45K miles, no accidents, no
mechanical problems A really fun drive' 310-
823-5539.

EURAIL FLEXIPASS
FIRST CLASS 15 DAY Eurail Flexipass

$725obo. Call Karon;31 0-592-2999.

FLY 4STANDBY. FLY 4 CHEAP!
Hawaii $139 o/w. Europe $249 o/w (+tax),
48tandt)y.com or 800-397-1098.

MERCEDES BENZ 1981. 240 D. Red, looks
great, runs great, sun-root. Automatic
$1995-080. Call Dr. David 323-936-1449.

'

POLICE IMPOUNDS. Horxlas as low as
$500 for listings 1-800-319-3323 ext.A214.

•92 Suzuki Sidekk:k, convertWe, hardtop.
4WD, 2 door. 59 K miles Excellent running
condmon, new tires. garBge-kept, One own-
er. $3,900 obo. 310-664-9696.

Classifieds

825-2221

5680
Travel Destinations

5680
Travel Destinations

6600
Personal Services

America's Leader^ in Student Travel

BEAT THE SUMMER RUSH!
New York

Honolulu

London

Paris

Amsterdam

$231.00

$327.00

$431.00

$509.00

$598.0a

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING

Comprehensive Dissertation Assistance

Theses, Papers, and Personal Statements

Proposals and Books
international Students Welcome Since 1985

Sliaron B«ar. Pti.O. (310) 470-««62
www. Bear- Write com

6700
Professional Services

ICoimcill

Tares r/t. Tax not included. Restrictions apply. May
require student and/or teacher status. Call today!

GET $25.00 OFF
when you purchase your international airline ticket

with a railpass or tour at the same time!

Fares are ROUND TRIP and subject to change,
Taxes are extra and restrictions apply.

Timel ^
931 Westwood Blvd.
(one block off campus)

310-209-UCLA
counci Ltravel . com

Brentwood Derimatology

Medical Group

Jock H. Silvers, MD

Professional Tattoo
Removal

small: $140
medium: $250
large: $750

$25 off w/ mention of Ad

Preceptorshlp cvailcvie for
roedkal and RA. stMlcMs.

Office locaied 00

San Vknrtf in Breitwood

31(h826-2051
irwirillrslhrirMiM

y

7000
Tutoring Offered

AAA TUTOR'S CLUB
A HOME TUTORING service tor all subjects,

grades K-12 Lowest prices guaranteed! For
more intormation call 310-444-0449

CHEMISTRY. ORGANIC CHEMISTRY
PHYSICS. BIOLOGY, PHYSIOLOGY,
STATS By doctoral student, w/lots of leach-

ing experience Fee negotiable/money back
guarantee. Call Greg, 310-397-0547.

MATH AND SCIENCE TUTOR UCLA Engi

neeririg graduate otfenng mattVscience tu-

toring (or all ages/levels. Kind and Patient

Flex hours/location. Contact Shatirad: 310
772-5020.

_MY-TUTOR.COM Matti/Physlcs/Statis _
tics/English/Hebrew, chemistry/bioiogy""
Law/Business Law, computer programming.

Computerized statistical analysis available

Tutoring service. Call anytime 800-90-TU-
TOR

PHYSICS AND MATH
MathyPhysics major/studeni oHers tutoring in

physics and math at all levels. Contact Sina:

(310)989-1491 orsina4@ucla.edu

FRENCH, GERMAN, ESL, all levels offered

by very expenenced. patient, fun Ph.D T.A
,

Rates negotiable. Call Daniel 323-658-6094.

RESEARCH PAPER TUTOR 4 grad and
published wnter offers private tutoring servic-
es. 213-390-3331

6000
Insurance

6200
Health Services

FORMER ENGLISH TEACHER w/ Masters
from U-Chicago, edits/word processes dis-
sertations, proposals, screenplays, personal
statements, resumes. International students
welcome. Winslow's 310-829-6171

6200
Health Services

WRITING TUTOR
Kind and patient Stanford graduate Help
with the English language—for students of
all ages/levels. 310-440-3118.

6200
Health Services

/lllslate.
MmVb in good harxte.

Mike Azer Insurance Agency. Inc

(310)312-0202
1 28 1 WestvN/ood Blvd
C2 tjiks So. of Wllsrilr©)

24 Hours o Day Service

6200
Health Services

CLASSIC HAIR AND SKIN STUDIO Full

service salon (or men and women and 25%
discount for students. Professional Hairstyl-

ists. 310-474-3529.

6300
Legal Atlvlce/Altorneys

COMPLIMENTARY CONSULTATION^^IS^
ORTHODONTIST

SINCE 1980
UCLA FACULTY MEMBER

Dr. Nader Dayani
Member American Association of Orthodontists

Specializing in braces for adults & children

1 Braces - ,

\Deliivr Brilliant Results J
• Cosmetic Porcelain
• Surgicol Orttiodontics

• Removable
• Traditiorxjl

• Invisible

• European
.Whl-.Uri.TV

(310) 826-7494
1 1645 Wilshire Blvd. #802
Los An(!f If si CA 90025

(949) 552 - 5890
18124 Culvtr Dr., I»A

Irvine. CA 927l5 El'''^^*'^-^-^"'"^ ^ss^^i^
T>lu >T»rnm»nl i»M CM OHOC^WI SlOOOOOptul S 10000 toi

«»ac^ montn of tf«atm«rtf (•nfiw»<J to( motof tyocmi
S900 00 (*j% S 1 00 O) fa •ocft monm u( tiaofmanl ifirvk>ra v
)oi lamovutM bfocM ana $ 1 700 00 pkjt $ 1 2^ 00 poi mnn'r
)0f cmamc txocct ilOO 00 toi olagnoitK: tfuOv nixw > r . >

S I ;s no fnH'X"!'J c ofivjK .Tlion

•i«3«ation ijof* ^ 31 01

6500
Music Lessons

NO RECOVERY NO FEE DRUM LESSONS
NO COST. Sexual harrassment, Discrimina-
tion. Auto-accidents. Slips/lalls. MYER LAW
FIRM. Westside. Scott D. Myer(UCLAW86)
www.bestlawyer.com 310-277-3000.

6^00
Movers/Storacje

BEST MOVERS Licensed, insured. Lowest
rates. Fast, courteous+careful. Many stud-
ents moved for $98. Lie. -T- 163844 NO JOB
TOO SMALL! 1 -800-2-GO-BEST. Voice-
mail/pager: 323-263-2378.

ALL LEVELS/STYLES wilfi dedicated pro-

fessional At your home or WLA studio. 1st-

lesson free. No drum set necessary.
Neil 323-654-8226.

HONfesT MAN w/14ft truck and dollies,

small jobs, short notice ok. SF. LV. SO
Student discount. Go Bruins! lOyrs 310-
285-8688

JERRYS MOVING&DELIVERY The careful

movers. Experienced, reliable, same-day de-
livery. Packing, boxes available Also, pick-

up donations lor American Cancer Society.

Jerry©31 0-391 -5657.

SUMMER STORAGE Free pick up avail-

able, reasonable rales Westside Self-Stor-

age 310-826-5955.

GUITAR LESSONS
by professional near UCLA. All levels, guitars

available. Learn to play effortlessly!

wwwJWGS.com. Call Jean at 310-476-
4154.

6700
Proff?ssional SerA/ices

APPLYING TO
MEDICAL SCHOOL?

We specialize in helping pre-medical stud-

ents write their personal statement or sec-

ondary. Visit us at:

medstudent-onllne.com

ATTENTION MBA. LAW, MEDICAL
SCHOOL APPLICANTS! Frustrated devel-

oping your cnjcial personal statements? Get
professional help from well-known au-
thor/consulta nt .3 1 0-826-4445 www winning -

personstatement.com

DIGITAL VIDEOGRAPHER w/Canon XL1.
$200/day Also digital editing, graphic design
available Located in Westwood. 310-478-
6484

6700
Professional Services

FIND ROOMS &
ROOMMATES ONLINE

The Napster for roomnnates. Free to view
and place ads. Immediate Online Results
www.easyroommate.com

HEAD SHOTS $99
SITTING PLUS digital file for unlimited

prints!! Westwood location. Call Jennif-

er.3 10-575-6638.

MEDICAL SCHOOL APPLICATION COUN-
SELING. Counseling by recently graduated

MD. Specializing in appllcatkjn essays/inter-

view-skills. Fee negotiable/money-back
guarantee. Greg Freedman, M D. 310-960-

3300/pager

NEED IT TYPED?
Don't have time or inclination? Profession-

al/degreed word processors specializing in

legal/psychological transcription and lengthy

academic papers, (legible drafts please)

$3/pg. student rate. $50/minimum, $12/pick-

up/delivery Resumes/$40 323-288-6805
any time.

7100
Tutoring Wanted

TUTORS WANTED
MATH MAJORS NEEDED TODAYAIfer
school, grades K-12, in BH, WLA, SM areas.

Education majors and/or graduate-level (in

any field) a plus $ll.25-15/hour Call The
Tutors Club: 310-444-0449.

OUTSTANDING SPANISH TUTOR needed
for high scfX)ol student in Beverly Glen area.

$25/hr. Call 818-501-8783.

TUTOR NEEDED for CBEST Prep in writing.

Experience w/slandardized tests necessary.
Call Helaina at 310-477-4019.

7200
Typing

WORD PROCESSING specializing in thes-
es, dissertations, transcnption, legal, psych,
resumes, fliers, brochures, mailing lists, re-

ports. 310-828-6939.

Q: what do you do after you read it?

A: you recycle it! Q
Display

206-3060
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employment
7400-8300

7^00
Business Opportunities

ONLINE MARKETING
Learn the truth about online marketing!

http://tiop.clickbank.net/hop.cgi7mvp777/

bigcksgs

7500
Career Opportunities

• Earn $100-$200 a day
• 2 week training & Job

Placement Included
• It's not a jot) -it's a PARTYI!!

National Bartenders School
1 (800) G46 - MIXX (G499)www n.itic>n.-ilt>.-irlooct<M-. loi»i

7700
Child Cnrc; Wnnled

CHILDCARE
20-25hr8/wk 0$l2/hr. Car required. 13y/o
girl and 6y/o boy, mid-Wilshire May 14-Sept
1. 323-571-0611 or tom@buzdesign.com

CHILDCARODRIVER. PT/FT M-F/Flexible

hours for giils 7 and 10. Mar Vista Play
drive to activities, car provided. 310-481-

.

2181 orlrobinson@piratenet.com.

FUN COMPANION for teen girl w/wheel-
chair. live in/out. Need car. l0-20hrs/wk,

evenings/weekend Stan June. 323-937-
0488.

7800
Help Wnnled

^~

^,S Dental Assistant / ?,5
^i.^ Receptionist ji^

Dental Assotant/Rectplkinist needed for dentai

omudontK offk:* m IMwt lA with excellent

communtcation skills. Mon , Wed . Fn 9 00AM-
6:00PM Experienced preferred S9 00 - $11 00

an hour PteaM call (310)826-74»4

or fax rMuma to (310>n6-9664

^

-^

^

7800
Help W;iiited

7800
Help Wiiiiled

COLD CALL APPT. SEHERS
$10/HR Commission

5-9pm Sunday - Thursday
Are you cnttiusiastic ajid love

10 talk on the phone?

Call Marie Collins: 310.477.5566 xlOO

3 WEEKS VACATION,
OH YEAH!!

A8si6i^x«& w/«Btofnet projeete: iteae wl'pof^

ticians; coordinate marketing efforts; major
diversity/growth here!! Absolute style and
windows skills are a MUST!! Incredible ben-
efits and bonus$$$. Immediate, interviews!

"The Placement Company" Fax 310-889-
7101 deidredale@earthlink net

INTERIOR DESIGN, part time to start.

Design student with knowledge CAD to work
with high-end supplier of stone surfaces in

WLA. Be paid to learn real world design, ma-
^ tenals, inventory, sales. Piaz2a Europa.

lnc:310-473-1886 or 310-261-1280.

JUST SECRETARIAL?
NOT!

HANDLE BUSINESS/Personal affairs; plan

events; surf the net; polish Power Point pro-

jects; track legislation; create a spread sheet
or two; get your education paid for. sounds
great, huh? Sweet opportunity for talented

college grad. The Placement Company"
deidredale@earthlink.net Fax 310-889-7101

LIBRARY CLERK: $7-9 hour FT/PT
Locate/photocopy journal articles/book

chapters. Deliver to Westwood office. Famil-

iarity with bibliographic citations required. Li-

brary experience. Detail-oriente. reliable

self-starter Flexible hours. Days, Evening
and Weekends available. Email/Fax resume
hr@infotrieve com, 310-234-9582. Please
note Ref# 3104-3 in the subject line.

RN OR DENTAL STUDENT tor MD office
' near Beverly Hills on Saturday AM's or PH.
Top salary. Call 323-939-2111

SCREENWRITER Film student interested in

developing treatments and scripts for youth
market. Work with independent production
company in Westwood. Emphasis on PG
chikjren's actk>n, adventure, fantasy 310-
261-1280 or 310-470-6222.

GREAT JOB
P/T HOUSEKEEPER/BABYSITTER for 10
y/0 girl. Approx 20hrs/wk Housecleaning,
grocery shopping. Must own car Pacific Pal-

isades. 323-584-9225. janOtoddrutkin.com

LOOKING tor bright, enthusiastic, creative,

responsible caregiver for 5-year-old girl.

Child development tiackground a+. $10/hr
(flexible DOE). 30hr mm. 310-850-7324.

LOOKING FOR MALE STUDENT to help
w/7A4y/o boys. Help 7y/o w/homework/out-
door activities. 3-15 hrs/wk. 3-7pm. flexible.

Car helpful. $10/hr. 310-552-2426.

MOTHERS HELPER WANTED for eight

year old child. Drivers license/references

needed. M. 2:30-6:00/Tues., Thurs. 2:30 to

9:00PM. $10/hour/references. Judith 310-
441-1556.

NEED A BABYSITTER with references and
experience. Part-Time before June 19, Full

time from June 20-June30. Loretta 310-645-

4740.

ONE 8-YEAR-OLD BOY Hours M-TH:3-
8PM, F:3-6. Need car. insurance and li-

cense. Please call for more informatlon:323-

341 -01 4S pager. ^

ADMINISTRATIVE/ARCHITECTURAL AS-
SISTANT. P/T individual for WLA architectur-

al firm. PC/MS savvy. Help w/general of-

tice/xerox/tiling/phones and archiving. $10-
$ll/hr Fax resume 31 0-286-2301/Nakaoka
Assoc.

ADMINISTRATOR/ADMINISTRATIVE AS-
SISTANT/DENTAL ASSISTANT needed for

dental orthodontic office in West LA with ex-
cellent communication skills. Mon, Wed, Fri

9am-6pm Experience prefen-ed. $9-$11/hr.
Please call 310-826-7494 or fax resume to
310-826-9564.

ART GALLERY ASSIS-
TANT FOR PROMINENT

WESTSIDE
GALLERY

Train now-F/T by August. Requirements:
Spanish fluency, detail-oriented, art back-
ground. $10-12/hr+commission. Fax re-

sume:310-586-1712.

OAY-CAMP COUNSELOR & ArtsACrafts
specialists. Summer/PT $9.80/hr June-
August. Stoner Park in WLA. 310-479-7200,
or fax resume 310-445-1764.

DO CATS MAKE YOU
WHEEZE?

If you are allergic to cats, you may qualify to
participate in research study of an investiga-
tional medication. If you qualify you will re-

ceive study related medication and up to

$250.00 compensation for your time. If inter-

ested, please call Jonathan Corren, MD at
310-477-1734 ext.242

- 8007CAMP
Everything you need to know to be a bartender in

a one-night course Easy, cheap and turn

323-462-3379 ^
MALE MODELS

Have a great face or body? GET REC-
OGNIZED in Playgiri-style publications. Must
be 18-24. Beginners welcome. Highest im-

mediate pay w/headshots. Paid screen test.

Jeff02l3-748-4555ext. '11, jwhtte@ou-
nique.com

SEEKING ENERGETIC, patient babysitter

for 7-month-gir1. Flexible. P/T hours. Child
development or infant caretaking expenence
preferrable Close to campus. 310-344-
6060.

SUMMER JOB. Student needed to babysit

spoiled, but not bratty girls, 7 & 9. Weekdays,
4:30-6:30. Pickup from camp. 6/25-8/3
$10/hr Hancock Park. 213-380-5083.

BA/Masters level. Psychology major for job
as Psychometrist in NIH AIDS study. Must be
fluently bilingual (English. Spanish) and have
own car/license. Will train. For more info call

Allison/Dr Singer 310-473-5500.

BEVERLY HILLS AUTO DETAIL shop needs
_hafd-worktng. fast-paced, agressiva peopto-
to handle top-notch cars. No experience re-

quired. Flexible hours. Ozzle:3 10-859-2870.

BIKINI BAY SANTA MONICA Place now hir-

ing Assistant Manager F/T, P/T Sales
Associates. Good Pay Incentives. Call 310-
393-9935.

DRIVER WANTED
For errands on Westside. Variable hours dur-
ing the day Must have car w/good driving

record, references required. 310-477-6977,
leave message.

EARN $200 A DAY!
No experience necessary

TV commercials

Music videos

310-358-5147

MEDICAL RECEPTIONIST For busy BH
dermatology office. 30-fhrs. References re-

quired. Call Diane 310-273-0467.

MGR COUPLE 16 UNITS WEST LA: 1 or 2
bdrms. No experience, light duties. Gen-
erous reduction. Pool, patio. Call 310-476-
6694 or fax 310-476-7043

MODELS WANTED! FM Productions is cur-
rently hiring models for print an dvkjeo work.
Excellent pay-no experience necessary. 818-
78.5-6028.

OFFICE MANAGER to very busy psycholo-
gist. 30 hours/week. Perfect job for graduate
student with days free. Starts summer or
sooner. Fax resume:3l0-472-1399.

EDUCATIONAL AID to wort< with joyful 4-

year-old autistic boy 310-459-4373.

EVENT STAFF/
SECURITY-^

For sports, concerts. TV shows, conven-
tions. 18+ with clean background. Great job
for students. You pick your assignments
213-748-7223.

OPHTHALMIC
ASSISTANT POSITION

For graduate students. Doris Stein Eye Re-
search Center For more info contact VictOf-

da Goidenberg: goWenberg^uda jsei edo"
310-206-7470.

P/T OR F/T Bookkeeping Position available
in upscale flower shop. Please Call Lisa 310-
278-1988. .

UCLA AREA PART-TIME
CHILD CARE

for 10-year-old female, lives in or out
approx. I8hrs. weekly w/occasional sleep
over required. Car. insurar>ce. and good dri

ving-record a must. Please call Christy: 310
454-0711

BILLING/DATA ENTRY/MGMT TRAINEE.
F/T+O/T error-free, detailed data entr^-

w/ability to meet deadlines. 60-t-wpm Careei
opportunity w/industry leader Fax resume
310-268-0701 or email TDI0TDIC0.COM

CAMP COUNSELORS needed for local

summer day camp. Beach/aquatic experi-
ence in swimming, surfing, sailing, or jet ski-

ing a plus. Competitive salanes. 818-996-
4780.

EXCELLENT PAY
Customer Sen/ice. $lM7/hr P/T/F/T. Flexi-

ble hours. Paid vacation and holidays. Imme-
diate openings in LA area. Call N.E.S. 1-888-
621-7194

7600
Child Care Offered

$$$ LOW PRICES $$$
WONDER YEARS PRESCHOOL run by
UCLA grads. Ages2.5/6years. Two large

play-yards. Open 7:30-5:30.Close to UCLA.
310-473-0772.

WEEKEND NANNY- Live Out. Non-Smoker
CDL. References Required. Saturday 8am-
11pm, Sunday 11am-8pm. WLA. Call 8-

11am ONLY 310-397-8114

7800
Help Warned

$$Get Paid For Your
Opinions!$$

Earn $15-$125 and^ more per survey!

www.mor>ey4opinions.com

$15-$23/HR BRIGHT ENTHUSIASTIC peo-
ple to teach SAT prep and ALL Academic
Subjects. Transportation required. We will

train. Flexible hours. Send or fax cover let-

ter/resume, including test scores (SAT. GRE,
etc.) to ACE Educational Senrices. Ann:Bar-
ry. 9911 W. Pico Blvd. Ste.PH-K, LA. CA
90035; Fax:310-282-6424. Positions avail-

able throughout LA and the Valley

•MOVIE EXTRA WORK* Beats all jobs. Start

immediately Great pay Fun/Easy. No crazy
fees. Program for free medical Call-24/hrs

323-850-4417

ACCESS TO A COMPUTER? PUT IT TO
WORK! Up to $25-75/hr. PT/FT.
www EarnEZbucks com 888-715-4646.

COMPUTER HELP NEEDED for help get-
ting on internet and Mac Powerbook.
$lO/hour Westwood. 310-477-6977

F/T RECEPTIONIST for busy WLA real es-
tate offtoe. Outgoing, team player that's
friendly/Setf-Motivated. Microsoft Office a
must. Fax resume 310-475-5042.

FEMALE DRIVER NEEDED: 3 days/wk for
4hrs/day 2540 Angelo Dr.. West LA. In-
surance and own car. $9-l0/hr Call Gus
310-276-2355

COUNSELORS AND
INSTRUCTORS

In art. swimming, nature, video and ropes
needed by Tumbleweed Day Camp. Must be
responsible, energetic and enjoy working
with children. 310-472-7474

FILE CLERKS, P/T+F/T. DAYS. Evenings &
Saturdays for UCLA medical records dept
310-825-5468.

FLASH 5

7700
Child Care Wanted

ACTIVE. RESPONSIBLE CARETAK-
ER/MOTHERS ASSISTANT Two great
chiWren prefer non-smoker, with car, good
swimmer. Studio City June-August.
TUesAThurs.. 818-769-0056.

ADIMIN ASSISTANT bilingual English/Span-
ish, front office, evenings 4pm-9pm M-Th.
Also, assistant needed days/aftemoons to

work w/director of operations, $a/hr. Contact
Daniel Salazar dmgassocincOearthlink.net.
or fax resume 310-479-7771

.

ADMIN ASSISTANT
General office duties, light typing, database
management, audit. FT/PT. flexible hours.
Contact Paul 310-820-6186.

COUNSELORS/FUTURE TEACHERS
needed for summer program at Crossroads
School in Santa Monica. Perfect for elemen-
tary education majors. Enuiil resume to
gcuddyOxrds.org. EOE.

CS/EE STUDENTS WANTED for venfication
of avKinics software. Must know C. $12-
15/hr. PT/during school. FT/summer. Email
resume to jobsOrjassoc.com.

CSO OFFICE
ASSISTANT

Office assistant needed to wort< flexible

hours Tuesday & Thursday between 10-4pm
and some Saturdays at our Westwood Polk:e
Station. Starting rate $8.47/hr. Must be a
UCLA student w/at least one yr remaining.
Training provided for clencal and public rela-

tions duties. For details call 310-206-5473.

CSOs NOW HIRING
Do Good and get paid. Pay $8.47 to

$10.65/hr Must be a UCLA student w/1 +
academic years remaining with valid dnver's
license. Web: www.ucpd.ucla.edu/ucpd/cso.
Email: csoOucpd.ucla.edu. Phone: 310-
825-2148.

Flash animators/programmers to help pro-
duce games/cartoons for new online enter-
tainment network. Publicize your new/exist-
ing work and share profits, www.p-d-
n.com/lnfoOp-d-n.cofn/310-989-3114.

FUN SUMMER
Swimming, horses, beaches and more.
www.daycampjobs.com.

GIRLS wanted at exclusive social club in

WLA. Conversation and dancing. 18+ years
old. Flexible hours. Earn top $$$. 310-313-
2989.

HANDS ON ELECTRONIC FABRICA-
TION/Computer Design engineers. P/T work
w/high-tech firms for prototype antenna
Near campus. NIDLLCOaolcom 310-470-
3287

PART-TIME ADMIN. ASSISTANT Duties in-

clude answering phones, light typing, organ-
ization, office errands, light filing, & collating

documents. Must be bright, enthusiastic, de-
taii-onented, & able to perf6nm a variety of
tasks simultaneously Send cover letter and
resume to ACE Educational Services
Ann:Brian, 9911 W. Pico Blvd., Suite PH-K,
LA CA 90035, or fax to 310-282-6424.

PART-TIME CUSTOMER
SERVICE

REPRESENTATIVE
For an exclusive fast-paced Westwood dry
cleaner. Outgoing, friendly Will train/sales
experience a plus. 15-25 hours, mornings or
afternoons, plus Sat. or Sun. $8-10/hour.
Apply in person: 1600 Westwood Blvd Or
CaB: 310-474-8525.

PAY IS $11/HR
WANTED FOR SHERMAN OAKS (25 min-
utes from UCLA campus) pension actuarial

office for 20+hours per week+full-time sum-
mer: two (2) high achiever students in Ac-
counting. Math. Econ, Business for Pension
4 Acturial Admin; one (1) feartess student
with good mar1<eting skills for telephone+ in-

person marketing pen8k)n sen/tces to ac-
countants...pay is $ll/hr for each job. Fax
resume & DPR to 818-769-4694. Call 818-
769-4600 any Q's.

PERSONAL ASSISTANT to run errands and
make phone calls for busy psychologist.
Flexible hours (8/vyeek). Fax resume:310-
472-1399.

HELP NEEDED CLEAN HOUSE. MARKET-
ING, some Driving etc. Own Car. Flexible
hours. Part time. $ia/hr. 310-391-2718.

PERSONAL ASSISTANT Small office.

Approx. 12noon-dpm PT M-F Detail-orient-

ed, organized, computer, great conversatK>n
and wnting skills/experience. 310-477-2669
Fax: 310-477-1359.

IF YOU LIKE WORKING W/CHILDREN. the
Culver Palms Family YMCA is hiring now for
Center Directors and Counselors. Apply at
450a Sepulveda Blvd.. Culver City Cindv
310-390-3604

AFTERSCHOOL
PICK-UP in SM & PRE-TEEN care needed
for 12/yo girt. M-Tu. alternate Fridays, 3:30 to

7:00, some evenings. Must have car and
ability to supen/lse/help w/Homewori<. Brent-
wood Hills. 310-745-2999.

BABYSITTER WANTED
FOR 2 kkJs. 447 Pk*-up from school/camp,
taking to play dates, help w/homewort<, etc.

Experience necessary References required.

Approximate hours, 1-7 M-F Begin 6/11.
Salary DOE. Pacific Palisades. 310-230-
7475.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT/BOOK-
KEEPER. Excellent computer and phone
skills required Flexible, part-time hours.
$10-1 3/hr Ask lor Esther btw. 1-5pm, We
are nattonal flower shippers. 310-230-
0811 or Fay resume: 310-230-4146.

DAY CAMP - SUMMER
Seek staff w/summer home in or near the
San Fenrwndo or Conejo Valleys. Oxnard.
Simi. Malibu mtec. Instmctors 4 General
couns. $2750-3500+ for summer 888-
784-CAMP www.wofkatcamp.com

INSTRUCTOR NEEDED for Java, VB. SQL
Culver City/West LA area. Evenings and
weekends 310-666-8443.

LEGAL ASSISTANT
Wanted for corporate/estate plan attorney
Starting part-time and becoming full-time in

August. Will train. Send resume to Kacy. 626
Wilshlre Blvd Suite 800, LA, CA 90017 or
fax:213-538-1368.

PERSONAL. PART-TIME ASSISTANT want-
ed by retired CPA, for financial records using
Quk:ken. One day/week, or half-days. Flexi-

ble hours $15 to $20/hour based on experi-
ence. Fax resume to 310-202-6184.

Physical Therapy Aide
F/T. Culver City Outpatient clink:. Will ac-
comodate P/T before graduation. Athletic.

eager to leam. Fax resume 310-837-9701.

PHYSICAL THERAPY
F/T AND P/T AIDE for private Bev Hills cli-

nic. Fax resume to 310-657-0816 or call 310-
659-3018

BABYSmiNG IN PARADISE
Martha's Vineyard. Massachusetts Kids
648. 6/29/D1 -7/20/01 8hrs/day Room and
board+$l00/wk Fax resume 310-202-8048

Classifieds

825-2221

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANTWill train. In

medical offtee 3O-40hrs/M-F/9:0O-6:00pm.
Computer knowledge mandatory Great job
for Business/Pre-Med/Publk:-Health majors
15-mintoUCLA . 310-476-4205.

ADMII^ISTRATIVE ASST
Upscale west side private club seeks
F/T4P/T Admtn Asst 2 shifts available. Ideal
candWates wouW be detail-oriented, have
ability to multi-task, member servtee focus,
excellent phone demeanor and posses ex-
ceptional interpersonal 4 organizational
skills. F4x resume w/cover and salary req to
310-575-9684. Attn: Christine.

DAY CAMP
COUNSELORS

Pall Camp now hiring enthusiastk: coun-
setors! Sumnier fun includes: jet skiing
amusement parks, beach days, painlball and
more! 19 and up Call Jacque: 310-477-
2700x14.

LIBRARY JOBS. Shelving and other stacks
duties. 12-19 hrs/wk. $6.83/hr to start
STUDENTS ONLY apply at Young Research
Ubrary Rm. 11617 or call Antigone Kulay
310-825-€9e2.

PRESCHOOL LOOKING FOR qualified
teachers/teachers assistants for immediate
positions CandkJates shoukl have experi-
ence in chikl care Salary negotiable. F/T.
P/T available. Call Julie Patel 310-470-0992.

RADIO AND TV ENTRY Level jobs
787-5597.

818-

LIFEGUARDS
Certified LG's. Start afternoons 5/7 Also
Summer posltk)ns. Get pakJ to get (re)certi-
fled Mature 18+ and good swimmer Beauti-
ful canyon setting. Tim 310-472-7474 Fax
resume 310-476-7788.

DAY CAMP
Summer Swimming, beacfies, horses 4
more, www.daycampjobs.com.

LIFEGUARDS AND SWIM INSTRUCTORS
Several kx»l kx^ttons. P/T-F/T. $lO-12/hr
Will train. 818-222-7946x11. Greg or Emilie.

LOUIQIS ITALIAN KITCHEN: Sawtelie and
Santa Monk:a Bh«J. All posltk>ns open. Start
ASAP. Call 310-477-4500

RESTAURANT IN LOS ANGELES is seeking
energetk: server for part time or full time po-
sition. WW Train Contact Linda: 310-380-
0936.(pgr)

RETAIL CLERK
Technical booicstore BNI Pubik:atkxw. Inc..

a leader in technical publk:atk5ns for ttie con-
struction industry, has immediate part-time
positions available at its WLA location
$7/hour starting. Flexible hours, convenient
location near 405/10 Iwys. Call Martln:714-
517-0070 or fax resunf»e:714-535-8078.

Display
206-3060

f

7800
Help Wauled

7800
Help Wanted

REWARDING/FUN
Summer Swimming, beaches, horses 4
more, www.daycampjobs.com.

S CALIFORNIA GENERAL CONTRACTOR
seeking architectural/engineering Graduate
Student to assist w/job-sight management
on new project-near LA Airport. Compensa-
tion commensurate w/qualilications. Con-
tact/Resumes to Steve Nelson, 18 Technolo-

gy Dnve. In/ine, CA 92618. 949-727-3552.

SALES POSITION available for internet e-
commerce company Salary+commission
Call 310-234-0784. Fax: 310-234-0786.
Email: JobsOelectrobuy.com

\\tt\. Women, diikjren. all nfrs. ^t/js,.

race T\ Filnt. ('.i)mnt«tnil\ .\laj;a/jiif>

/orfK'notial ititenieii call noir

310.659.7000

SALES POSITION
LOOKING FOR YOUNG AND ENERGETIC
SENIOR. Starting salary $25-30000 plus
commission. Excellent work environment.
Good communication skills essential. Min
GPA 3.0 and business orientation is a plus.

Please fax resume:562-630-8555.

SERVER/HOST(ess)
Needed for fast-paced Asian cafe in Century
City. Apply Yin Yang 10250 Santa Monica
Blvd. a/f 2pm 310-556-3333.

STUDENT TRANSLATOR WANTED: For
Portuguese to English and vice versa, wrilf%,

' ten and oral $l0-l5/hr DOE Contact Chns-
sy 310-553-3375. ext.507

SUMMER AT THE
BEACH AND MTNS

FUN WORK WITH CHILDREN IN THE OUT
DOORS 7-week day program, 2-weeks
Sierra Sleepaway June 25-August 24. Ex-
perience with children and water activities.

$330+bonus/week. Call 310-826-7000 or

www.SierraAdventureCamps.com

SUMMER CAMP
COUNSELORS

Decathlon Sports Club Located in Palo Alto
6/25-8/1 7. $78-$92/day 9am-4pm. camp-
jobOyahoo.com

SUMMER DAY CAMPS
San Fernando or Conejo Valleys, Oxnard.
Simi, MalitM. Misc. Instructors 4 General
couns. $2750-3500+ for summer 888-784-
CAMP www.wor1tatcamp.com

SUMMER JOB
GRAD/UNDERGRAD Psychology.education
or speech to t>e a camp aide for a special

needs child. 6/25-8/25. Valene:81 8-907-
0367.

UCLA RECREATION
SUMMER CAMP JOBS

GREAT MONEY! GREAT TIME! We need
energetic people to be summer camp coun-
selors. Pay is $7.38-$11.00/hr. Morning, af-

ternoon, all-day shifts available. Call 310-

206-1787. Applications available at John
Wooden Center.

WANTED, SUMMER CAMP DIRECTOR
30+ hours/week. $l2.20/hour For Palisades

Summer Camp. Fax resume to Toni Hester

at 310-575-8014.

WANTED; People who want to lost weight.

310-884-8746. 24 hour message.

WILLIAM EARNEST
BROWN

BEVERLY HILLS' FINEST Stationary and in-

vitation designer has an opening for a per-

sonal assistant Design talent helpful, good
English essential, detail -oriented. F/T includ-

ing Saturday Call Bill 310-278-5620.

WLA FINANCE CO. Recently named 43-rd

fastest growing co. in America by Inc. maga-
zine, seeks motivated individuals to assist

account executive w/lead generation via

leiepn^po for our leastt^an products to

businesses. Fun environment. Salary $10-

$l2/hr+tx)nuses. Fax resume 310-737-1974
or email stevesOalliancecap.com.

WORK from home in the US or in an interna-

tional business. 24 hour message 310-684-

8748.

WORK-OUT ENTHUSIAST needed for

Ihr/day 5days/wk lor wortt-out in my home
lOmIn from UCLA. Weight training Morn-
ings preferred. 310-476-4205

7800
Help Wanted

1-MINUTETOUCLA
1 bdnn w/<;|eck, fumished, bright, clean, se-

curity entrance, large closets, pool, lyr
lease. $1300/rTX). 310-824-1830.

1917 SPANISH MISSION BUILDING Sin-

gle, WLA. Separate kitchen, high ceilings.

wood floors, one year lease. $750/mo. 310-

479-8646.

BEL AIR guest house. Dog okay carpets,

pool, gated large yard, ready to move in.

$750. 310-395-RENT www.westsideren-
tals.com

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. 142BEDROOM
$8954UP. LARGE. UNUSUAL CHARM.
SOME SPANISH STYLE W/HARDWOOD
FLOORS ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS.
310-839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS guest house. 1 bath, sunny
and quiet with pool, mini refrigerator, stove,
private, gated pari<lng $900. 310-395-RENT
www.westsiderentals.com

BRENTWOOD ONE BEDROOM deluxe up-
per, european kitchen. .All apliances, fire-

place. Walk to stores and resturaunts.
$1350/mo. No Pets. Lease 310-410-1575.

BRENTWOOD, $1650, 2bd/2bth, tront.up-

per, balcony, refngerator/stove, car-

pet/drapes, parting, laundry, no pets, near

UCLA, by appt, 11728 Mayfield #6, 310-271-

6811.

COZY 2 BEDROOM, 1 bath. $1200. Brent-

wood Adj. Near Wilshire/freeway. Lease to

two. No pets. 1333 Barry Avenue. 310-826-

8461

CULVER CITY ta«^ lurrMshed guest house
Refrigerator, hardwood floors, large closets,

uiet neightx)rhood, luxurious t>athroom, col-

lege, very safe. $800. 310-395-RENT
wwwwestsiderentals.com

8000
Internship

PAD:

SUMMER JOBS! WEST Los Angeles day-
camb hiring energetic counselors, lifeguards,

and specialists. Call Tiffany at 310-399-
2267.

eal Estate Intern Needed
Flexible Hours. Computer

and Phone Skills Required. Must be

Organized. Salary Negotiable.

Ck)ntact John sTr* 310-273-0268

HUGE SINGLE AND ONE BEDROOM.
$900/mo.4 up. One bdrm for $12504up. One
block from campus. 644 and 650 Landfair.

310-824-0319.

LOS FELIZ, 1+1 . W/C pet, d/w, balcony A/C.

laundry, parking. $800. 323-634-RENT.
www.westsiderentals.com

MID WILSHIRE VICTORIAN. R4S. laundry,

utilities paid $600. 323-634-RENT
www.westskjerentals.com

PALMS TRIPLEX unfumished, 1 bdrm, 1

bath, hardwood floors, W/D hookups, bright,

newly remodeled triplex, carport parking.

$695. 310-395-RENT www.westsideren-
tals.com

PALMS, 3719 Kelton Ave. 2bd/2bath, $1250.
Controlled access bidg. New carpet. Upper
unit. Linda: 310-463-3334 or 323-848-7260.
shown by appt

SUMMER SPANISH for 8.5 year old girt. 4-5

hours/wk. in our Santa Monica home. Native
speaker only Pay Negotiable. 310-459-
3253.

SUMMER SPORTS
CAMP COUNSELORS

Prime Time Sports Camp is rx)w hiring tor

summer 2001. Sports background and ex-

.
perience working with children required.

9:30AM-3:30PM. M-F 6/25/01-8/31/01. WLA
and Palisades. Peter310-288-4132.

SWIM INSTRUCTORS. LIFEGUARDS, Pre-
school teachers, and camp counselors for

the summer Mon-Fri, 8-3:30. Salary de-
pending on experience. Woodland Hills Pri-

vate School. Contact Bobbie Primack 818-
348-6563

8200
Temporary Employment

HEAD FRESHMAN BOYS BASKETBALL
COACH: Experience playing and coaching
needed. $2800-3200 for the season 5 days
a week from 2:30 to 5:00. with a few Satur-
day games. The season begins in November
and mns through February. Please fax
resumes only!l Fax to 310-288-3286

PALMS. Single apt from $575, 1-bdrm $695,
$600deposit 1-year lease only Stove, re-

frig,carpets, ven. blinds. 310-837-1502
leave message. 8am-5pm only

PALMS: Ibdmi/lbth. $925/mth
Stove/ref./AC, gated parting Intercom, ja-

cuzzi, large closets 1/2 block to UCLA bus.
Kay: 310-842-9127

8300
Volunteer

ROZE ROOM HOSPICE is k)oking lor volun-
teers to spend time with terminally-ill

patients. Training begins May 15th. Contact
Ami:323-938-1155

SWIMMING INSTRUCTORS at client

homes. $20-$24/hr Strong lesson-teaching
experience with small chikJren. Summer em-
ployment. Call John 818-781-7676 ext. 1.

TANNING SALON
FACILITATORS PfT, FfT. Apply at: 1 1 56 26th
St.. Santa Monica. 310-828-8028.

T^HNICAL SUPPORT Answer customer
quajstions. Knowledge of NT, email, websites
helpful. Close to campus, flexible hours 310-
828-9900.

TESTMASTERS is looking lor intelligent

people to answer ptiones and provide infor-

mation about our LSAT courses. $13/hour,
minimum of 30 hours/week. Only those with

excellent phone skills should apply 323-655-
2699.

housing
8400-9800

84tOO
Apnrlmcnts (or Rent

SANTA MONICA (upper) unfumished, 1

bdrm. cat okay, patio, hardwood floors,

garage. $850. 310-395-RENT www.westsid-
erentals.com

SANTA MONICA 6 blocks to beach, (upper)
unfumished, 1 bdrm. refrigerator, stove,

dishwasher, laundry. $895. 310-395-RENT
www.westsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA apartment (lower), unfur-

nished, Bachelor, 1 bath, (full bath), cat okay
yard $399. 310-395-RENT www.westsider-
entals.com

SANTA MONICA great location. 2 bdrms.
carpets, laundry, carport parting. $1200.
310-395-RENT. www.westsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA guest house, San Vicente,
refngerator. stove, laundry. $900. 310-395-
RENT. www.westsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA OCEAN-VIEW One bed-
room unfurnished/furnished apt. $2000-
$2600. Luxury 2+1 bedroom, fumished
$4000 Walk to 3rd Street Promenade4Pier
310-399-3472.

THEATER BOX OFFICE. Part-time. $8/hour.

Pacific ReskJent Theater-Venice. Jennifer
310-301-3971 ext. 4# or tax resume to 310-
301-3907.

TUTORS AND
COMPUTER TRAINERS

WANTED
Unkjue. fun opportunity for energetic, enthu-
siastk: individuals. Training provided. E-mail
resumes to EricOcomputersmarls com

VOLLEYBAa COACH FOR High School
Girls. Experience necessary. June 18-July

31 3 days/wk. 2hr8/day Late afternoon. 6-8

houfs/wk. Pay negotiable. 323-461-3651
mrodriguezO immaculateheart.ofg

Classifieds

825-2221

WESTWOOD CLOSE
TO EVERYTHING

2 BEDROOM, 15 Bath. Bright, spactous,
newly remodeled, prime locatkKi. close to

UCLA, transportation. Pool, garage, pa-
tio, quiet. No pets. 1942 Pelham. by ap-
pointment only $1395 310-475-2594
310-207-7209.

•WESTWOOD VILLAGE. MIDVALE N. OF
LEVERING. LARGE 2-BDRM APT, GAR-
DEN VIEW, DINING ROOM. UNIQUE,
CHARM FRONT AND REAR ENTRANCE.
310-839-6294.*

1 BLOCK TO CAMPUS
Large studio. aH utilities paki. $750. Avail-

able Immediately One Person Only. Call

310-206-4253 or 310-824-2595.

SANTA MONICA PRIME
LOCATION N. OF WILSHIRE

NEAR BEACH
$1295 1 bedroom. Hardwood fkxjrs. Charm-
ing split level, dishwasher, refrigerator 943
7th Street. Cats OK 818 980-5900

SANTA MONICA spacious triplex

Unfurnished. 1 bdrm, 1 bath, cat okay refrig-

erator, stove, laundry. $995. 310-395-RENT
www.westsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA unfumished. private room,
hardwood floors. W/D. 7 bk)cks from beach,
month-to-month. $500. 310-395-RENT.
www.westsiderentals.com

SILVER LAKE HOUSE 2+1. w/c pet. yard,

rose gardens $1,000. 323-634-RENT
www.westsklerentals.com

SILVER LAKE two story. 2+1.5. w/c pet. ceil-

ing fans, parking $850. 323-634-RENT
wwwwestsiderentals.com
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TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

1 "Which person?"
4 Tibetan monk
8 Capture
12 Appearance
13 Hurler Hershiser
14 Like an acrobat
16 Work for a

newspaper
1

7

Father, in Arabic
18 Ultralight wood
19 Inc.. in Toronto
20 Winter trails user
22 Exporter
24 Fix

25 Hockeys Bobby
26 Old a salon job

26 House addition

31 Bhght flower
34 Rsn-eating bird

35 Admirer
36 "The Morning

Watch" author
37 Computer bug
38 Coffee holders
39 Floor covenngs
40 f^ideast VIP
41 Black-ink item
42 Way of Lao-tzu
43 God of war
44 Sault — Marie
45 Sharp flavor

47 More
temperamental

51 "-for the Soul"
55 Mouths, in

zoology
56 Jewel from the

sea
57 Business- letter

abbr.

58 Gulp
59 Bandleader

Shaw
60 — the line:

obeyed
61 Tempo
62 Sunset colors

63 Night hunters
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64 Anecdote
collection

DOWN
1 Distance across
2 Alpine heroine
3 Hamilton's

prov
4 Mechanic's offer

5 Bower
6 Cat's utterance
7 Grad
8 Like file folders

9 "Never Say
Never —

"

10 Noisy plovers
11 If not

12 Gibson and
Brooks

15 Com serving

20 Nimble
21 Portents
23 Does modeling
26 Singer Day
27 "— place or

mine?"

29 Narrow path
30 Craving
31 Hairdo feature

32 Water, to Juan
33 Act like an

agent
34 Green fruit

35 Transported
kids

37 Brink

41 At the peak of

43 Some joints

44 Noises
46 Bitter

47 Lodging place
48 Des Moines

resident
49 Author Jong
50 Fad
51 Ernst & Young

staffer

52 Gentleman
from Hamburg

53 Eur alliance

54 Load cargo
58 Health dub

take the

plunge
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8400
ApartriHinls for RtMil

SINGLE APARTMENTS, $900/month Up-
graded carpeting, freshly painted, pool, laun-
dry, secured entry, very clean building, l -yr
lease, no pets. 310-208-2820.

VENICE cottage 3 blocks to beach, pet okay,

unfurnished. Studio. 1 bath, pond, utilities

included. $525. 310-395-RENT www.west-
siderentalscorp

WALKING DISTANCE FROM UCLA Large
single. Stove, refrigerator, balcony. Avail.

June 15th. $1110. 310-208-0209

WEST HOLLYWOOD $750. Large Studio
Full Kitchen, Bath. Huge walk-in closet. Utili-

ties paid. Near All. Available NOW. Call Ke-
vin: 310-273-1079. *.

WEST LA: Pool. spa. gym. dishwasher,

stove, refrig, security, parking. Avail May
15th. $1l00/mth w/lease. Call Conna (Apt

532) 323-931-9583. email Jennif-

er kim20unistudios.com.

WEST LOS ANGELES apartment, unfur-

nished, 1 bdrm, Westwood Blvd., stove, car-

pets. W/D hookups, garage. $775. 310-395-

RENT. www.westsiderenlals.com

WESTWOOD
3 ttedroom. huge living room, washer/dryer

inside unit. Security doors, large master bed-

room. Month-to-month/Avail. May 15th

Beautiful view. 310-998-1501.

WESTWOOD
RESIDENTIAL AREA

Ibdrm/lbth apartment downstairs in beauti-

.ful Westwood home w/private entrance. Ap-

prox.. 600 sq.ft. Pool privileges negotiable.

$925/mo including all utilities and premium
cable Available 4/15. Call 310-446-1353.

8400
Apartments for Rent

Casablanca West

Available
NOW

Bachelors $865

1 Bedrooms from $1195

laietf^irKin!
CiMlfiak fioot tttisdnL ittMiedL^f^W^f •^^•fl fiPW^ •^^W^IJ ^H^wwV^I^

SMpir douU. Low SMilty Oapoijt

530 Veteran
208-4394

8400
ApjirtnuMils for Rent

8400
Apartments for Rent

* PALfVIS *
4BD. 3BA LOFT TOWNHOME. FP.

CENTRAL AIR/H€AT. GATED
GARAGE, SEC ALARM, CAT OK

3670 MIDVALE AVE.

$2395/MO
2BD. 2BA TOWNHOME. FP,

CENTRAL AIR/HEAT GATED
GARAGE. SEC. ALARM. CAT OK

3614 PARIS OR.

$1395/MO

* MAR VISTA *
11913 AVON WAY. $1 295/MO.
11748 COURREIGH DR. $1 295/MO.
12741 MUCHai AVE. $1345/MO.

(310)391-1076
Open House Mon-Sat 10 - 4 PM .!

Westwood Village

Very large appartments for

September 1 st occupancy.

Dining room, built in

kitchen. Balconies/ Patios.

Pool, elevator, controlled-

access building,

subterranean parking.

I BR/ Ibafh from $1,400
2 BR/ 2ba*h from $2,100

For pre-applications call

Mon - Fri 9 AM - 4 PM
691 Levering Avenue

(310)208-3647

rV

WESTWOOD townhouse, unfurnished, 2

bdrms. 1.5 bath, cat ok, refrigerator, stove,

hardwood floors, pool, parkirtg included

$1295. 310-395-RENT. www.westsideren-

tals.com

WESTWOOD
WALK TO UCLA

Spacious, bright 3bdrm apartment Quiet

building, hardwood floors, large closets.

' laundry, parking Available early July. No
pets. $2600. 310-234-8278.

WESTWOOD TOWNHOUSE. Pet okay
unfurnished, 1 bdrm. 1 bath, refrigerator,
stove, balcony, laundry, gated parking $895.
310-395-RENT www.westsiderentals.com

WESTWOOD VILLAGE: Furnished bache-
lor, $725, no parking. Unfurnished 1-bdrm
$1400 garage. 1-yr lease, no pets. Avail

Sept. 10990 Stralhmore. 310^71-7073.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE: Large/furnished, 3-

bedroom/2-bath, $3600 547 Landfair. Large
2-bedroomyi.5 Bath, $2300, townhouse.
htardwood-floors, fireplace. 925 Gayley 1-

year lease. September. 310-471-7073.

WESTWOOD. 2BDRM/2BATH. $1450 AND
UP TILE KITCHEN, STEPDOWN LIVING
ROOM, HIGH CEILING. CHARI^. 1 f^dlLE

SOUTH OF WILSHIRE. SOME W/BAL-
CONV.310-839-6294 —

8400
Apnrlint:nts for Rent

WLA/PALMS
APARTMENT RENTALS
CALL 4 FREE LISTINGS

AND SPECIALS
Bachelors/Singles—some w/utilities paid,

pool, gated, $650-725. ibdmi $950-995.

many w/fireplaces. luxury and rrtore. 2bdrm
$1395-$1795. many w/dishwashers, balco-

ny. A/C and more. Call for free listing:310-

278-8999.

8600
Coiulo/Townhouso for R(Mit

CULVER CITY: 2brdm/2.5bth Furnished,

spacious townfwuse on quiet street. Great

locationi Front unit w/rooftop sundeck and
spa. $2000/mth. 310-442-1395

SANTA MONICA fully furnished guest room.

Bateony, W/D. security, luxury complex,
gated parking, utilities irKluded. May 15th.

$550 310-395-RENT www.westsideren-
tals.com

k@w
Another Random Events Episode

WESTWOOD Across UCLA, upscale, one
and two bedrooms, full-kitchen, air condi-

tioned, parking, one year lease, 445 Land-
fair. Taking reservations. 310-824-1969.

WESTWOOD, Walk to UCLA. 2bdrm/2blh,
gated parking, rooftop spa. quiet building,

accepting reservations for Fall. $1895-
$2275. 512 Veteran. 310-208-2655.

WW WALK TO UCLA
Spacious, bright Itxlrm and private patio,

avail mkJ-May. Hardwood floors, full kitchen,

large closets, laundry. 2-car parking, $1500.
No pets. 310-234-8278.

Featurinf

A Gremlins Paxoiy .

«^ Hanging out with Puniamentalists

^ Scenes fiom the evex-popular Saving Private Ryan

^ Calvin Klein's new fragrance Addiction

Stop being productive and start watching

Monaay-Thuisaay May 7-10 10 fM. Ch.Z9 UCLAtV
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To place a

ad in the Bruin

Bargains, fill out

information on the right

and submit to the Daily

Bruin Cla^ssifieds.

•Item:

(15 charactm maximum, including spaces)

• Description: >

(20 characters maximum, including spaces)

•Price:

(example $25, $74ea, FREE. Please round to the nearest dollar—NO OBO)
•Phone: ( ^) -

•AdmuslbesubmlOedlnpeBonorbymall No phone oidm allowed Deadline is 2 work days prior lo issue al

'gg"*^* right to revise or reject any adveitisemeni

•Item:

(15 characters maximum, including spaces)

•Description:

(20 characters maximum, Including spaces)

•Price:

(example $25, $74ea, FREE. Please round to the nearest dollar—NO OBO)
•Phone: ( )

-

:pm Ail Bruin BarKalns appear every Wednesday and Friday Limit of 4 free ads per customer per week Wfe

not meeting the standards of the Daily Bmin

Classifieds
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20H-3060
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8600m 9500
Condo / Townhouse for RentI Roominatos-Privatu Room
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WESTWOOD Wilshire Hi-Rise Luxunous
Condo l.2.A3bed. $2400-$4200/month.
24hr. valet, doorman, front desk, and securi-

ty service. All amenities, great views. 310-
470-9947.

8800
Giiesthouso for Root

2 BEDROOM GUESTHOUSE. Kitchen, re-

modeled bathroom. Ideal lor roommates-
$595/person Great location. Mar-Vista area.
$1190/mth. 310-678-2753, 310-490-7165
Pat. Must see!

MAR VISTA GUEST HOUSE. 4-miles to

school. Kitchen, bathroom, high-ceiling

w/sky-light. nice residential neighborhood.
Female/non-smoker. No pets $700/month,
utilities-included. 310-915-0629.

STUDIO NEAR UCLA. Private enterance,
Parking. Available June 1. Year Lease. One
person, small dog OK. $750 including utili-

ties. 310-476-8478

SUNNY, PRIVATE STUDIO Guesthouse for

rent. Utilities and Parking included. In

Beverly Hills. $900. 310-274-5908.

9200
Housing Needed

HOUSING NEEDED
Trying to rent your space in the West-
wood area or nearby? Have a great deal?

Easily solve your rental problem with one
simple call Avoid the hassle of renting. 3
UCLA students are seeking an apart-

ment, house, guesthouse or condo to

share (2+2 or 2+1.5) to move in late

Jut>e/early Jviy lyr (ease ok Must in-

clude 2 parking spaces and be reason-

ably priced. Please call Stephanie:3l0-

702-6455 (Leave message)

9300
Room for Help

CARE FOR DISABLED PERSON. In ex-

change for room and board. Beverly Hills.

Resporuible w/good references sought. 310-

860-9042 Gabriel.

MALE SPORTS ENTHUSIAST. Free rent in

exchange tor help w/homework&fun w/12-
year old. Santa Monica. Car necessary, ref-

erences. Evenings. Student. 310-998-8367.

NEAR UCLA
LIVE-IN WITH UCLA EMERITUS Family

near campus. Free Room and Board in ex-

change for help with home/family/etc. Need
CDL and car Male preferred Email resume
to michaelkathleenmdhotmail.com

9400
Room for Rent

BRENTWOOD F/NS/NP Females only. Bed,

bath&full access to large, beautiful home.
Share w/family, $750. 310-395-0623

HANCOCK PARK
Spacious Spanish style duplex Looking for

male/female grad student. $850. Call

Mayora/Chns:310-441-1859.

HUGE TWO-STORY
HOUSE

With rooms to rent! Share gounnet kitchen.

Great location. Mar Vista. Ocean view Start-

ing from $590/month. 310-490-7165, 310-

678-2753 Pat. Must see!

LARGE ROOM in 3bdmi on Glenrock. Har-

dwood floors, clean, spacious $780 for the

room. $390ea for 2 people. 310-209-0888
Dave

mhpRIVATE GUESTROOM WEST-

WOOp/WALK UCLA- beautiful house w/pri-

vate -intrance/bath/backyard. Laundry/Kitch-

en privileges. N/S female tenant. $785+utili-

ties.ai 0-446-9556.

^

ot StuFF?

Wednesdays and Fridays

WXMtlS
Coir t> K>fcM»>f lia f *<w*<MMi

MANHATTAN BEACH: Roommate to share

fully furnished 2bdrm/1bth house w/grad
Student. Walk to beach, w/d, parking.

$850+utils. 310-545-9443. Avail S/19.

WEST LOS ANGELES- share beautiful

house in quiet neightwrtiood. Kitchen/Iaun-

dry/huge backyard. Near PicoA/Vestwood

bus. 3 miles to UCLA. $700/month. 310-479-

2285.

WESTWOOD-Fun outgoing female looking

for 1 or 2 female roommates for own
bed/bath in 2bed/2balh apt. Avail 9-1-01.

Call 310-209-2665.

9600
Roommiites-Shcired Room

FEMALE ROOMMATE. Responsible. Fur-

nished 1bdrm. Glenrock-Walk to UCLA. No-
smoking. Security. Price negotiable. Avail-

able June 20-Sept 25. 310-208-5738.

GAYLEY NEXT TO UCLA large room to

share in 2lxJrm/2bth private condo. Fully-

fumished. bakx)ny, garage, rwn-snrwking fe-

male only. $500/month, 310-208-7748.

WESTWOOD: 1-2 roommates needed for

large Ibdrm. apartment for next school year.

Balcony. Parking. Laundry. Strathmore/Lev-

ering $400-600/mth. 310-208-6875

WESTWOOD: Serious lemale student pre-

ferred. Ibdrm/lbth. $5l5/mth Bright, fire-

place, balcony. 310-479-9143

ll^gpsf^*
9700
Sublets

403 LANDFAIH Across street from campus
Mast«r b«ckoom/beth, uoctergfound parkmg.
Will sublet to one/two people. 6/18-9/13.

$975/mth. 310-824-3537

437 GAYLEY. Pink Palace. Beautiful

2bdrm/2bth. w/2balconies. french doors,
spacious, 3 underground parkirig spots, par-

tially furnished Late June-8/31. $2150/mo.
Please call Julie or Silvia at 310-824-5542.

475 GAYLEY AVE Available mid-June to

mid-Sept. $450/month. Close to campus,
friendly roommates & manager. Looking for

female subletter. 310-479-2235.

631 KELTON 750+sq.lt.!- 1bd/1.5bath. Gor-
geous Furniture! June 15-August 5. gated
parking space, balcony, pool, laundry. Only
$937/month ginakPucla.edu. Call 310-991-
4462.

APARTMENT AVAILABLE
FOR FALL QUARTER

and session C on Midvale. 2-bedrooms. 1-

bath. Fun Girts Close to Campus. 3 Part<ing

Spots. Call 310-824-5963

BEAUTIFUL 2-BEDROOM APARTMENT,
Hardwood floors, parking, full kitchen. Abso-
lutely gorgeous. Must be seen!!! $1900/mo.
Call Marjone 310-208-2120

FALL SUBLET: 3bdmV1.5bth. Pool, fun bal-

cony, preferably lemale. Spacious living

space. $430/mth-dependent. 424 Landfair

Ave. Apt.1, 310-824-2942

JULY & AUG. On Veteran. $700/month for 1

of 2 bedrooms, bunkbeds and dresser Big
living room, clean. 310-824-4242

RENT ME!
PERFECT SUMMER SUBLET!!!
2bdrm/2bth Bright, 1200sq.ft.. balcony, fire-

place, gated-parking, pool/jacuzzi, walk-in

closets. Gas&water included! Mid-June thru

August, $1800'mth Call 310-824-0989

SPACIOUS S WILSHIRE APT- one bed-
room in a 2bd/2bath on Veteran, poot/jacuz-
2i. gated parking, female prefen^ed. available
mid-June to end of August. $750/month
310-210-6487

WANT TO SUBLET FOR THE SUM-
MER? Reach thousands of potential

roommates for free www.west-
siderentals.com 310-395-RENT,

WESTWOOD APT
Available for summer. 2 huge bedrooms/2
full bathrooms Pool/Jacuzzi. Pool
table/laundry room Call Rebecca-310-267-
7322

WESTWOOD. 3bed/2bath, dining room,
large living room, PARKING Walking dis-

tance to UCLA (2-blocks) Hardwood ftoors
and newly painted walls. Well kept and
clean. If interested contact Matt 310-871-
7635

9800
Vaciition Rentals

BEAUTIFUL. SPACIOUS YOSEMITE
HOME surrounded by tall pines Close to

•verythirig. Fully Equipped. 5000' elevation

sundeck. reasonable rates 818-785-1028.
www yosemite islovely com

Classifieds

825-2221

437 GAYLEY.

Pink Palace.
B«autiful 2tKlmi/2bth,

w/2balconies. french doors,
spadous, 3 undarground
parlUng spots, partially

fumtstiad. Ute Jun«-8/31.

$2150/mo. Plaasa call

Julie or Silvia at

310-824-5542

47S GAVLCV AVC.
Avolloblt mld-JuAt le

«i4-Stpl. $4S0/fflOflth.

Clost to ccMBpus, fritfldly

roomiRotcs & monogtr.

leofciftg for ftmole

svbktltr

SI 0-479-2835.

558 MIDVALE.
Spacious living area,

hardwood floors,

shared parking.

$448/nnonth for shared

room. No bedroom
furniture. Tammy

310-208-8682.

685 KELTON:
Beautiful, spacious

2bdnn/2bth. Fun, social

apartment complex. 2 parking

spots included. $2050/mth.

June-Sept.

310-824-1819 or

310-824-0794

APARTMENT
AVAILABLE FORI

FALL QUARTER
and session C on Midvale.

2-bedrooms, 1-bath. Fun

Girls. Close to Campus. 3

Parking Spots.

Call 310-824-5963.1

CHEAP PALMS
SUBLET.

Only $ I 150/mo. Large 2-

Bcd/2Bath. Furnished. Available]

||unel6-Scptl6. iO-mln. Drive K

campus. I -minute to busline.

|Cal! 310-204-1532
sublctnow@holmall.com

Er

B FEMALE GREAT

1

ROOMMATE ^
WANTED ^H

lor the summer to share ^^H
2bdrm/2bth w/5 other non- ^^H

DEAL!
Share a room for
$350 or own room

FOR $700 ON
^1 smoking females. Close to- ^^^| Veteran, availableH campus, tully-iurnished, ^^| June/July/August.H parking. $460/mth. ^^| ASK FOR Anne.

H Sabrina 310-824-3850 ^| 3 1 0-208-95 1 3

lULY&AUC. ON
VETERAN.

$700/MONTH FOR 1

OF 2 BEDROOMS,
BUNKBEDS AND

DRESSER. BIO LIVING
ROOM, CLEAN.

310-824-4242.

KELTOMVK.:

I

Looking for female subletter(s|

for iWrm. in 2bdrm/2btfi.

|Part-furn. Available 6/23-mic

Sept. $925/mth., $462 to

share.

fali:{IO-821-5377

SILVERLAKE

BLVD/SUNSET/101.
^pieiMi, 2b^rm, fumiikt^, \viiMi

ftttri. \iu\ f«r HdlfWtti'DtnUwii

iataraililft. $700/i««-f4ap*iit.

Aniiibl* U\l/i\. Oaly riiptntiblt

ffpliemti.

^23-663-8912,
jkriiitOliitmtlI.etm

IMIDVALE I -I

Need roommate to

share room w/male in

summer. 2bdrm, DSL,
pool, jacuzzi-etc. Fall

lease also available.

310-208-0531

STRATHMORE,
BALCONY

OVERLOOKS
pool/spa. Fully Furnished.

2BD/2BA. Huge! 1130 sqft. DSL
Mini-Bar. $470/month. Best

Damn Place in Westwood, Bar-

none.

310-824-2009.

2bdrm/2bth. Bright. 1200sq.ft.,

balcony, fireplace, gated-

parking. pool/jacuzzi, walk-in

closets. Gas&water included!

Mid-June thru August.

$1800/mth.

Call 310-824-0989

•^^mf^
STRATHMORE/
LEVERING

Furnisfied bedroom/bath
with parking. DSL, Stereo,

Cable. Available mid June

to mid September 1 -2

people OK. $900/mo.

Brandon 310-824-7435

IWO
SUBLETTERSTO
SHARE ROOM
in apaiimcnt with two

olhiT males. Own
Bathroom. Furnished,

»500/mo. at 747 Gayley.

310-824-2608.

WESTWOOD.
3bed/2bath, dining room,

large living rm)m, PARKING.
Walking distance to UCLA (2-

blocks). Hardwcxxi floors and
newly painted walls. Well

kept and clean. If intere.sted

contact

Matt 310-871-7635.

WESTWOOD:
From June 18-August 18.

Space for 1 or 2 persons

875/mth. Facilities include c

gym and pool 527 Midvale

Ave,, Westwood, CA 90024
For more information call

310-209-0475 or email

kamaru@ucla.edu

m^

RT-1iaTE YOUR WORRIES

I'oiidysiiii.so ill til!} MM Ouldo oil

ILSHIKL 2-MILES
FROM CAMPUS, b
Beautiful 2-Bedroom

lApartment. Looking for 2-

I

people to share Spacious
Bedroom + Bathroom.

\vailable 6/20. $475/mo.
per person.

310-312-0157. '

Display
206-3060
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HIPP
From page 36

oddity of goalies, Hipp's injuries are

far from common. She has chronic

shoulder problems stemming from
loose rotator cuffs in not one. but

both arms. After four years of pain in

high school, she went through double

shoulder surgery the summer before

her first year at UCLA.
Hipp sat out the preseason to

recover from surgery and entered the

water in January, one month before

thcstart of the season.

"I hadn't blocked a ball in so long.

I was really intimidated," Hipp said.

"I didn't feel like I had put in the work
to lake on the starting role."

Any deficit in training was more
than accounted for in the months that

followed. Hipp's teammates' and

coaches cite her intense work ethic as

the key to her assuming the starting

role so successfully.

"Every player has the desire to play

well," Head Coach Adam Krikorian

said. "But there is a difference

between athletes expressing desire

and taking a proactive role. Jaime will

do anything to get better."

In an attempt to successfully

assume the role of starting goalie

while balancing the confusions of

freshman year and the pain of injury,

Hipp once again found herself in a

class all her own.

Krikorian recognizes the unique

set of pressures a goalie faces.

"When you're the last line of

defense, taking shots off your face,

your head ... it's a rough job." he said.

"Compound that with injuries and the

pressure to prove yourself as a fresh-

man and it's intense."

After a rough first few games,

Hipp's intensity in practice day in and
day out began to pay off. She finished

out her first season helping the team
clinch the collegiate national title

while earning third-team All-

American honors for herself.

Hipp has come into her own in her

second season starting for UCLA.
True to her trend of anomalies, the

standard she holds herself to is above
and beyond the call of duty.

"Whenever we're watching game
tapes, she'll always ask to see a repeat

of shots," Murphy said. "She has such

a tremendous drive for self-improve-

ment."

As a goalie, competition tends to

come from within. Up against a blur

of offensive players in the water,

goalies lack a clear opponent on
which to focus their aggression. Hipp
chooses to focus that displaced

Daily Bruin Sports Wednesday, May 9. 2001 31

aggression on her own performance.

"The great thing about her is that

she'll never be satisfied with the way
she plays," Krikorian said.

feven when balls go past her

because of a defensive error from the

field, Hipp refuses to place blame on
anyone but herself.

"I want to block the shots I'm not

supposed to block. It doesn't matter if

defense let it slide," Hipp said "I try

not to rely on that excuse."

Holding herself to such remarkable

standards has led to an exceptional

season for Hipp. In last weekend's

sudden-death overtime against USC,
Hipp notched a career-best perfor-

mance. Her blocks led UCLA to a bid

for the first NCAA tournament to be
held at Stanford this weekend.

After two more games of making
the effort to block every shot that

might rob UCLA of the champi-

onship, Hipp faces yet another obsta-

cle.

Her shoulders are ready for round
two of surgery Just a week after her

season draws to a close, Hipp will go
under the knife for intensive opera-

lions to prolong her career.

Once again, the procedure will not

cure her permanently. However, it

will buy Hipp some time and hopeful-

ly ease the pain she faces every day at

workouts.

"I want to at least have the oppor-

tunity to play beyond college," Hipp
said. "But if my body stops me, so be

it. .It's more important that one of

these days I have the ability to throw

my kids in the air."

Hipp wants to be able to finish her

collegiate career with the unprece-

dented success with which she began.

If her past is any indication of her

future, she will not fail.

M.VOLLEYBALL
From page 35

Bruins back on track. In the USC North
Gym, the Trojans were leading 29-24 in

the second game. That's when the Bruins

defied the laws of rally scoring and came
back, winning 33-31.

"We just came back and crushed 'SC,"

sophomore setter Rich Nelson said. "We
demoralized them."

-- Everything seemcdhun?
Bruins, but two nights later Stanford

came into Pauley Pavilion and shocked

the Bruins in a five-game thriller.

A month later, the Bruins went to

Maples Pavilion for some payback, but

Stanford had different ideas, demolishing

the Bruins in a three-game sweep. The
team that would ultimately get to the

NCAA Finals looking dead in the water.

And after the match, the Bruins knew
who they wanted to play in the playoffs.

"We want to play Stanford," Scates

said. "That was our choice - the team's,

the staffs, and my personal choice. We

have not yet played our best game against

them."

The Bruins got their wish, nabbing the

third seed in the MPSF Tournament to

set up a third showdown with Stanford.

This time, it was UCLA that pulled out

the five-game thriller.

The veteran-laden

iougars swept the

final rounds. After escaping with another

five-game win over Long Beach State, the

Bruins defeated Hawai'i in four to win

the MPSF Championship and capture

the automatic berth into the NCAA
Tournament at Long Beach.

UCLA cruised past Ohio Slate in the

semifinals and were chomping at the bit

for BYU, a team that earned an al-large

berth to get in the tournament.

Well, the Bruins got their wish, but also

^ot their heads handed to them. ThcveU

Bruinsout of the

Pyramid and back to

Los Angeles.

"We got beat twice and there was no
way in hell we were going to lose a third

time." Nelson said after the win. "We
knew we were playing them and we were
out for blood."

The Bruins carried their momentum
into Provo for the MPSF semifinal and

eran-Iaden Cougars swept the Bruins out

of the Pyramid and back to Los Angeles.

It was the last match for Naeve and
Williams, who will go down in UCLA his-

tory as Bruin greats.

Despite the loss, there is hope for the

future. A core group of sophomores in

Nelson. Mount and middle blocker Scott

Morrow will provide wins for years to

come. Lihero Adam Shrader earned All-

MPSF Second Team honors as a fresh-

man.

Yes, the Bruins will be back next year,

and once again they'll expect to be right

there at the end.

SOFTBALL
From page 32

teams like UCLA, Arizona.

Washington, and Stanford."

Though Oregon's rivals, the

Oregon State Beavers, have not

yet made the final eight, their

No. 14 ranking and the recent

turnaround of the program by
H«ad Coach Kirk Walkw sug-

gest that things may be looking

up in Corvallis. Like Gamez,
Walker says that competition

with the best is what draws
recruits to schools, even if

they're not favored to win the

conference.

"You want to compete
against the best and that's why
you want to be in the Pac-10. It's

preparation for postseason."

Walker said. "You could go to a

weaker conference and be a

conference champion and no
one's very impressed."

But some top softball players

want to go right into the pro-

grams with more of a history

than Oregon State, something

that hasn't helped the Beavers'

cause.

"We've probably gone head-

to-head with every Pac-10

school at some point within the

last three or four years (for) a

recruit. We've come out on top

with some and fallen short wittn

some others," he said.

UCLA or Arizona may win
the WCWS title this year,

adding to an already storied list

of accomplishments at either

school. But it was only in 1988

that the Wildcats made their

first WCWS appearance before

claiming a title three years later.

It could happen again. Just

last year, Oklahoma won its first

NCAA Softball title. It was a big

upset, too. The team on the

other end of that 3-1 final?

UCLA.

CAMPUS NEWS
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Seeking ~~" ~"

Black and White Roommates
to participate in a new documentary series

"FLIPPED"
•Can you simply not relate to your roommate of another race?

•Have racial and cultural differences between you and your
roommate ever caused an argument?

•Do you feel that your roommate just doesn't understand what it's

like to be your race?
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If you answered YES to any of these questions, we
would like to interview both you and your roommate.

Call Marvin or Antkony at (818) 325-8900 by May 14tii

to be considered for an appointment.
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BASEBALL
From page 36

"For the last two weeks, no one's
known who's going to start," Pearl

said. "We had a good rhythm before
that. It changed things a little mental-
ly.

"It's good to have Jon Brandt
back."

Aside from the injuries and shuf-

fled pitching rotation, the squad has
been plagued by

the inability to

piece together.,

consistent per-

formances by

both the starter

and bullpen in

the same game.

In last week-

end's sweep by

California, stal-

wart bullpen per-

formances were not enough to make
up for damage done early in the
games, but just the opposite has been
true for other series.

Offensively, UCLA connected
well on pitches all weekend and even
came up with some uncharacteristic

power. Pearl homered twice and Eric

Reece and Ben Francisco each added
a home run. but the frustration of a

team that has relied all season on
"small ball" to produce runs is hard to

hide during this crippling slump.

Team batting average-leader

senior Brian Baron went 7 for 16 over
the weekend, but his astronomically

high batting average nonetheless fell

from .460 to .459. Fellow senior Josh
Canales has hit safely in 16 consecu-
tive games, bolstering his average
more than 100 points since last year

to a hefty .361.

"We're play-

ing hard and
we'd had lots of

hits. We just

had

luck."

third

man
AOAM BROWN/D«lly Brutn

haven't

good

junior

base
Randall Shelley

said.

The Titan

game sets the table for a three-course

weekend against Oregon State, which
resides in the top half of the confer-

ence standings ahead of UCLA.
A win today may finally set the

Bruin gears back in motion and pro-

vide momentum to begin a drive back
to Pac-10 prominence.

^CHULH
From page 36

Confederate symbol, a symbol of
racial intolerance to many
Americans, on its state flag.

The symbol, also known as the

"Navy Jack," was ofTicially placed on
the state flag in 1956, and it is a major
source of contention with the

NAACP, among other groups.

And why shouldn't it cause out-

rage? The Navy Jack symbolizes,

among other things, slavery and a

treasonous militia responsible for the

bloodiest anti-government campaign
in American history.

Although the symbol has been
miniaturized, it is still there. If you
had a malignant tumor in your body
that threatened to metastasize, you
wouldn't miniaturize it, you would
have it completely eradicated.

Consider the racism that still lingers

in America as the cancer, and the

Navy Jack represents the tumor.

As a descendant of European
-: Jews, I would not tolerate Germany

creating a national flag with a swasti-

ka on it, not even a tiny one. African-

Americans should not be forced to

tolerate it on a state flag in their own
country?

. Why should UCLA basketball

lead the cause? Because someone has

to, and that someone has to possess

the charisma to create a bandwagon
effect. UCLA basketball has the mar-
quee value that would generate a

media buzz. If the Bruins backed out,

maybe other teams would join the

boycou. If it led to a significant sized

boycott the slate of Georgia would
have to listen.

Whj would Georgia have to lis-

ten? Because athletics is the monetary
lifeblood for Atlanta, and therefore

Georgia's economic backbone.

The Atlanta Sports Council, a sub-

sidiary of the Atlanta chamber of
Commerce, predicts that in the five

year period of 1999-2003, sports will

have generated an estimated $4.5 bil-

lion in economic impact for the city.

The Final Four alone is conservative-

ly estimated to have an impact of $50
million. Therefore, an cflfective boy-

cott threat by the elite NCAA pro-

grams will have power behind their

punch.

Personally, I think that the NCAA
should completely ban the state of

Georgia and all its institutions

(including their universities) from
any participation in any sanctioned

NCAA events.

If a coach or a player verbalized

the message behind the Hag as their

own beliefs in a television or maga-
zine interview, they would automati-

-«tUy be removed from4hetr progranr
Yet the NCAA rewards the state that

waves the flag of intolerance with a

financial cash cow.

Mississippi also has a Navy Jack

on its state flag.but I'm not concern-

ing myself with it since its teams are

traditionally losers, and it'll never

host an event as significant as the

Final Four. It is the proverbial tree

that falls in the forest.

Boycotting a sporting event to

make a civil statement regarding race

issues is not unprecedented. In 1957,

Mississippi Gov. J. P. Coleman
refused to allow the Ole Miss Rebels

to take the floor against lona because
the Gaels had a black player.

Gov. Gray Davis should make a

similar declaration banning

California-funded institutions from
playing schools from states that wave
hate symbols on their flag.

As far as the pro-Navy Jack argu-

ment goes, that it represents

Southern heritage, that is a crock.

The Navy Jack did not exist prior to

the Civil War, and it should have
ceased to exist after the

• Confederacy's surrender to the

United States of America in 1865.

The heritage of the Navy Jack is

the heritage of the Civil War and
everything it encompasses, including

slavery, Andersonville Prison, violent

treason and racial intolerance.

Even if the flag is not perceived by
all people as a symbol of hatred, it's

seen that way by a significant enough
portion of the American population

tojustify its removal.

I believe in the First Amendment,
but hateful symbols have no business

on state flags.

It's obvious by now that Georgia
will not remove the symbol voluntari-

ly, so it's up to the athletes who are

financing the state to force their hand
by grabbing their money pouch and
squeezing their coins until Georgia

submits.

Sure, it would be great for the

Bruins to bring home another cham-
pionship banner for the rafters at

Pauley, but some things are more
important than trophies.

To pass up the opportunity to win
a championship they've dreamed
about all their lives for a nobler cause
- such as social progress - takes enor-

mous grit and courage.

Imagine if the Bruins were to boy-
cott the tournament and actually cre-

ated change by eradicating the hate-

ful symbol forever. They would go
down in UCLA history as our great-

est champions ever.

We say Schultz is extraordinarily ideal-

istic and hopeful. If you want to join the

fight or pick a fight send comnwnts to

bigscott9uda.edu.
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AA6LNITZ MOVI6S
UCLA Student Chapters of

in association with

American Society for Information Science & Technology
American Library Association and

Activist Librarians and Educators and
The UCLA Information Studies Department

presents...
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Manufacturing Consent:
Noam Chomsky and the Media

Wednesday May 9 @ 7:30 pm
tamss Bridges Theater, Melnitz Hall

FREE! FREE!

Directed by Mark Achbar

Peter Wintonick

Free Refreshments!

Funny, provocative and surprisingly accessible, Manufacturing
Consent explores the political life and ideas of Noam Chomsky,
world-renowed linguist, intellectual and political activist. In a dynamic
collage of new and original footage, biography, archival gems,
imaginative graphics and outrageous illustrations, the film highlights
Chomsky's probing analysis of mass media. A mammoth, two-part
project. Manufacturing Consent is nonetheless light on its feet,

favoring a style that encourages viewers to question its own
workings, as Chomsky himself encourages his listeners to extricate
themselves from this "web of deceit" by undertaking a course of

"intellectual self-defense".
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^CTURING
CONSENT
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A UCLA GmMo%Mn
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fiOVIES
website and tonow subscTibr>g nlormatioo

http://www.melnitz.ucla.edu

The UCLAflK o.

Children's Festival

The Magic of the Mind
UCLA BruinCorps is getting
ready for the 4th Annual
Chlldrens Festival and we
want you to be a part of tthe
fun and excitement! Join
UCLA BruinCorps members
and over 2000 children,
family members and
teachers to celebrate
education in Los Angeles!
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CHILDREN'S FESTIVAL 200

1

VOLUNTEERS:
Contact the BruinCorps office at

(310) 794-5888

Date:
Saturday,

May 1 2, 2001

Time:
12:00 PM -4:00 PM

Seeyouniern^

",•»

© 1 05 Men's Gym
Visit our web site at:

wvs^.saonet.ucla/SAO/bruincorps

This event is co-sponsored by the Compus Progrom Committee of the Program Activities Board

UCLA

rru
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SOFTBALL
From page 36

,-^ I

Daily Bruin Sports

public university systems in the

.
world.

And Softball's recent history is a

bit kinder to Cal, as the Bears have
been to the last two WCWS and are
currently No. 5 in the nation.

But across the San Francisco Bay
there is an institution whose Softball

program went from being beaten by
a total of 70-0 in four games against
UCLA in 1993 to now being No. 3

m the nation.

"We're not going after the same
players," Ninemire said of Stanford.
"Their standards are probably the
hardest in the Pac-IO as far as get-

ting in. ! know players who have
1270s (on their SATs) who are get-

ting accepted into Princeton who
are 'not getting accepted into
Stanford."

There are plenty of UCLA stu-

dents who could say a thing or two
about trying to get into Stanford.
Though Cal is known as a fine acad-
emic institution, Ninemire acknowl-
edges that its starting nine need not
be Rhodes Scholars.

"(Cal's academic tutoring pro-
gram) has allowed us to bring in

players that probably normally
would not get accepted into

Berkeley if they weren't an athlete,"

Hihe said. " We're not going to jeopar-

dize our academic reputation just

for the betterment of athletics, but
we do make exceptions."

Meanwhile on The Farm.
Cardinal Head Coach John Rittman
said that Stanford's academic
requirements actually help him in

his recruiting process.

"We don't have a lot of

tradition right now."

John Rittman

Cardinal head coach

"It makes recruiting easier in the
sense that you eliminate about 75
percent of the kids playing out there

because about 25 percent have the

academics that you're looking for,"

he said.

One may think that athletes may
not have the time nor interest to do
well in class, but Rittman said that it

is possible to do both academics and
athletics.

"When you have that good ofaca-
demics, that means you're pretty

goal-oriented. You have the things

necessary to be successful and when
you're recruiting out of that pool of
talent, the success in the classroom-
carries over to the playing field." he

gErmAN fiLM nIGHt

WINGS OF
DESIRE

(IN GERMAN WITH ENGLISH SUBTITLES)

TODAY (May 9th) at 6:00 p.m.

in314RoyceHall

A hugely acclaimed and multi-award winning
movie including Best Director for Wenders at

Cannes 1987

FREE FOOD WILL BE SERVED!!!

SPONSORED BY THE GERMAN CLUB AT UGUV
AND THE DEPARTMENT OF GERMANIC
LANGUAGES FUNDED BY CAMPUS

PROGRAMS COMMITTEE OF THE PROGRAM
ACTIVITIES BOARD

said.

But Stanford has a lack-of-tradi-

tion problem that is more severe
than Cal. The Cardinal has never
been to the WCWS.

"It's a tough sell because we don't
have a lot of tradition right now but
we're building it." Rittman said.

"You're the pioneer of the program
instead of coming into a program
with lots of tradition."

The Oregon schools, who the

Bruins swept over the weekend, post

respectable results nationally but
have only crept into the final eight at

the WCWS once between them.
The Oregon Ducks were guided

to the WCWS in 1989 by current

Washington Head Coach Teresa
Wilson, but coach and team have
not taken the same path since. While
Wilson has led the Huskies to five

straight WCWS. Oregon hasn't

returned to the final eight.

While trying to change that histo-

ry for the better. Ducks Coach Rick
Gamez says that competition
against teams like UCLA and
Arizona, both on the field and for

recruits, helps his program.

"You have to go after those kids;

otherwise you'll never know if you
can get them or not," he said. "The
Pac-IO is the best conference in the

country I think that's a huge selling

point, being able to play against

HOCKEY
From page 33

drops. I don't think that the past
means anything."

So why the shot at Potvin?

"I'm a big historian," Hartley said.

"I love stats."

for each Game Seven loss over the last

three years but are hoping their for-

tune will change after being traded to

Los Angeles nearly three months ago.

"I'm in the same situation all those
guys in Colorado are," Deadmarsh
said. "I've struggled in Game Seven in

the past. You can't make too much of
what's gone on in the past. It's pretty

rrelevant. We'll give it our best effort
Smce watchmg his team fall behind and play like we have played the last

3-1 m the series. Los Angeles Coach two games."
Andy Murray has been master ofmind
games, predicting the Kings would
win the series if

they could win «._^.^_^
Game Five.

There was more
caution than

bravado as the

team headed east

after practice

Tuesday.

"If anything,

they're going to

feel like they're

due in Game
Seven." Kings

defenseman
Aaron Miller said. "It's our third
Game Seven in a row as far as we're
concerned. I expect they're going to

"We'll give it our best

effort and play like we
have played the last

two games."

Adam Deadmarsh
Los Angeles Kings forward

If the Kings conquer Colorado, it

could mean the end of Ray Bourque's

career. The 40-——— y e a r - o I d

defenseman is

playing his 22nd
season and has

not committed
to returning for

a 23rd even

though he has

this option

remaining on his

two-year con-

tract.

Avs captain

Joe Sakic,
defenseman Rob Blake and Roy also

will be free agents this summer.
"It's really nothing we have to

See SOFTBALL, page 30

have their best game of the series. Our worry about until the off-season
"

team IS going to be ready We didn't do Bourque said. "Until we get there
what we did m the last two games for there's really no questions lo be

-"^M^?°" . t- r
answered or solved. Wc all recognize

- Miller and kings forward Adam the situation and we ail want to move
Deadmarsh were with the Avalanche on and get the job done

"

FREE NOKIA CELL PHONE
MONTHLY
RATE

$49.99

$29.99

PLAN
MINUTES

400

120

FREE ADDITIONAL
NIGHT AND
WEEKEND
MINUTES

LOOO

jm.

TOTAL
MONTHLY
MINUTES

im.
L120

LONGDISTANCE
INCLUDED IN
PLAN TO 50
STATES

FREE

FREE

5S^fil£?£5JiR2?!2S^ 1'S^ '^•nutes for night andWEEKEND MINUTES EVERY MONTH FROM AT&T WIRELESS!'^
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Let this day shine like

the birth of a child....
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The LA Community Colleges

are providing TeleWeb classes

at Valley & Pierce Colleges.

Transferable community college classes on video
tape with Internet activities and optional weekend
seminars. Seminars are 3 hours, conducted on
Sundays at Valley & Pierce Colleges. All classes
earn 3 units of transferable college credit from
LA City College.

Semrstor begins Jum' .^rd

Tuition is just Sll por unit.
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Avalanche to face

Los Angeles Kings tonight

^w^ -- •

HOCKEY: Both teams look to

give Game Seven best effort,

not dwell on disappointment

By Aaron J. Lopez
The Associated Press

in our chances."

While Roy's play has been phenomenal
over the last five games, his Game Seven
record has fallen short of what you would
expect for one of the NHL's greatest goalies.

He is 0-3 in deciding games in the last three

seasons and 2-5 in his career.

Hoping to divert some of the attention

away from Roy and his team. Colorado

ocECClUOlraSS

DENVER - The question had hardly coach Bob Hartley went out of his way to
been uttered when Patrick Roy deflected it point out that Los Angeles goalie Felix
like so many flying

pucks over the last 16

seasons.

Yes, Roy and the

Colorado Avalanche
are aware of their

string of Game Seven

disappointments. No,
it will not weigh on
their minds in

Wednesday night's

deciding game against

the Los Angeles
"""^"""""^

Kings.

"You look at New Jersey, I'm sure they're

not happy to be in Game Seven with the

Maple Leafs, but they're there. We are
there," Roy said Tuesday "I just think it's

important for us to stay positive and believe

"When the puck drops,

I don't think that the

past means anything.''

Bob Hartley

Colorado Avalanche coach

Potvin has twice given

up five goals in Game
Seven losses.

Potvin, who is 3-2 in

Game Sevens, has shut

out the Avs for more
than eight periods, a

span of 164 minutes, 28

seconds.

"We know our histo-

ry, but we also know
Felix Potvin's history,"

Hartley said. "We know
this and I'm sure he

remembers also. It's all in the past and I think

it's worth what it's worth. People change and
you learn from experiences. When the puck

Ski and snowboard
team takes fifth overall

The UCLA ski and snowboard team had
a successful season competing in the
Southern California Collegiate Snowsport
Conference. Races were
held every two weeks at

Mammoth Mountain in

Mammoth Lake, Calif.

Competitions included

giant slalom, slalom and
boardercross, with each
race counting for individ-

ual as well as team points.

As a team, the Bruins fin-

ished fifth overall.

Women's skiing from
UCLA took top honors
with sophomore Laura Eng
and freshman Rachel
Witkowski dominating giant slalom.
Charlie Bultermore of the men's team also

put in a valiant elTort, finishing in the top 20
in the league. For men's snowboarding,
freshman Jason Siegel, senior snowboard-
ing captain Alif Noori, and senior vice pres-

ident Eric Elorriaga all finished in the top
20.

For the first time in three years, the
women snowboarders from UCLA held top
positions, such as senior Cynthia Tuomi.
junior president Kristin Cusic, and sopho-
more Danielle Taylor; all finished in the top

10 for both boardercross

and giant slalom.

Honorable mention for

skiercross went to Bridget

O'Brien from UCLA.
Next year's cabinet was

also elected. Nick
Merkushen was elected

vice president, Witkowski
and Mia Sosa-Vanegas are

the new ski and snowboard
captains, Elorriaga is the

new treasurer and Cusic is

staying on for another year
as president. Anyone inter-

ested in joining the team next year should
attend the informational meeting fall quar-
ter

Club presidents can send information to

sports@media.ucla.edu.

See HOCKEY, page 32

PRINTCRAFT

Free

yourself.

No Minimum

B/W Copies

Color Copies
with min.

BEST PRICES IN PRINTING
GUARANTEED.

9787 Wilshire Blvd., Beverly Hills-(Wilshire/Santa Monica)

310.888.0098
[Fr— Pick Up A Pallwrv With Mini

The UCLA Center for Jewish Studies
in conjunction with
UCLA HUlel and

UCLA Center for the Study of Religion
is proud to present:

"Holy Land,
Sacred Space;

Land for Peace in

the Jewish Legal
Tradition"

a public lecture by

Rabbi Chiam Seidler-Feller
UCLAHillel

Thursday, May 10 at 5pm,
Royce Hall, Room 314

The Regents Scholar Society Presents

The Career and Graduate Workshop Series

Business

ns

Free Advertisingfor
Items under $200,

118 Kerckhoff:

May 8, 2001: 4:00-6:00pm
Career Center, Conf. Room A (3/F)

Medicine
May 9, 2001: 4:00-6:00pm

Career Center, Conf. Room A (3/F)

Engineering
May 10, 2001: 4:00-6:00pm

Career Center, Conf. Room A (3/F)

Vegetarian & Health Food

GRAND OPENING!
I<)K<>

Open to Ail!
Paid for by the GDoling^ncy Fund

^TUUClACowrC«niir
.. /w more informafion, visit

www.shjdentaroups.uda.eclu/reqentscholar

Nature's Way
V Cafe y

10917 Lindbrook Dr.
Westwood Villaqe

310.824.0240
OPEIH

Mon-Thu 8am-8pm
Friday

Veggie Burgers
Stir-Frled Veggies

Air Fries

8am-5pm

Vegetarian Soups
Chinese Chicken Salad

Tofu Salad
Breakfast Tofu Wrap

I

I

Buy one Breakfast wrap
Ar Get one Free!
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Arizona is last

hurdle before

regionals
The No. 2 Bruins travel to the

desert to play No. I Arizona on
Saturday. They continue with a

doublehcader on Sunday against

No. II Arizona State. The
Wildcats (54-4, 16-2 Pac-IO) are
on a roll with a 16-game winning
streak and have a 44-game win-
ning streak at home dating back
to last season.

They are led by fheir trio of
starting pitchers Jennie Kinch
(23-0, 0.24 ERA), Jenny
Gladding(l2-2, 0.89 ERA), and
Becky Lemke( 16-2, 0.91 ERA).

Lauren Bauer's .447 average
sparks the offense, but Arizona
is balanced with eight players

with .300-plus averages. Power is

also not a concern, as six players

have double-digit home runs.

The Sun Devils (34-17, 9-9)

come to these games with a

three-game winning streak after

^ sweeping the Bay Area schools
last weekend, including a 4-3 win
in eight innings against
Stanford.

Erica Beach (16-8, 1.31 ERA)
and Kirsten Voak (14-7, 1.50

ERA) are the two pitching aces,

while the balanced offense has
seven players batting over .300.

The Bruins have a tough
weekend ahead, but after sweep-
ing the Oregon schools at home
the past weekend, they have
some momentum that should

carry them through the desert

heat.

Nuveman and
Mims lead team
The home run race among

Bruins this season has switched
back and forth between junior

catcher Stacey Nuveman and
sophomore third baseman Tairia

Mims.

Nuveman brought experience

from being part of the gold-

medal winning 2000 U.S.

Olympic team. She had a career

batting average of .451 coming
into the season and continued to

excel, leading the team in hitting

with a .444 average.

She also leads the team with

66 RBIs, 62 walks, and regained
the team lead with her 16th home
run on Sunday against Oregon
State for a career total of 66.

Mims continues to let

Nuveman lead, and has per-

formed splendidly in the shad-
ows. She is second on the team
with 15 home runs, 64 RBIs, 14

doubles, 48 runs, and is fourth

on the team with a .379 average.

She also played solid defense
with only four errors at the hot
corner.

Mims has also emerged as a

team leader after a solid fresh-

man year in which she had a .300

average and nine home runs
while starting all 59 games.

"Mmmmmmmmmmmmm
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OLLEYBALL NOTEBd
She's the one

Compiled by Michael Sneag, Daily

Bruin Contributor.

Junior outside hitter Kristee

Porter was selected as the

ASICS/Volleyball Magazine Player

of the Year. Senior middle blocker

Elisabeth Bachman was awarded
with honorable mention All-

American honors by the magazine.

Porter, who was also named to

the AVCA All-America first team,

seta Pac-IO and UCLA record with

741 kills in 2000.

One in nine
Senior middle blocker Elisabeth

Bachman is one of nine players

invited to train with the USA
Women's National Team in

Colorado Springs, Colorado.

"This is an essential step in the

national team pipeline," U.S.

National Head Coach Toshi
Yoshida said. "If these players con-

tinue to work hard they will have an
excellent chance to continue their

relationship with USA Volleyball

with the 2003 World University

_pames and the 2004 Olympics."

In her career as a Bruin,

Bachman was the first UCLA play-

er and fifth Pac-IO player in history

to record both 1,200 career kills and
600 career blocks.

Reaping the

rewards
Elisabeth Bachman received a

NCAA postgraduate scholarship.

The scholarship of $5,000 was

awarded to only 26 Division I ath-

letes.

To qualify for a postgraduate
scholarship a student-athlete must
maintain a GPA of 3.0 on a 4.0

scale and perform with distinction

on the varsity team in the sport in

which the student-athlete was nomi-
nated.

Moving on
Assistant Coach Burt Fuller has

accepted the head coaching job at

Utah State. Fuller, who worked
mostly with middle blockers, was an
assistant with the UCLA program
from 1994-2000.

Fuller's previous coaching expe-

rience includes time with the USA
Maccabiah Team, which he
coached to a gold medal in the

World Games in Israel in 1997, and
the Paul Mitchell women's team on
the Bud Light 4-player beach tour in

1994.

New Bruins
The recruiting cIhss for 2001

includes 6-foot- 1 middle blocker

Heather Cullen (Newport Harbor
HS), 6-3 middle blocker Brynn
Murphy (Francis Parker HS), 6-1

outside hitter Brittany Ringel
(Trinity Valley HS in Arlington.

Texas) and 5-5 outside hitter/defen-

sive specialist Chrissie Zartman
(Bishop Montgomery HS).

Until an ACL injury, Cullen was
regarded as one of the top
prospects in the U.S. going into the

summer. After she recovers from

surgery, Cullen will be ready to

compete for playing time as fresh-

man.

Murphy is a two-time All-CIF
player and Junior All-American.

Ringel is a Junior All-American
who has the potential to be an
impact recruit.

Zartman is one of the top young
•beach volleyball players in the

world and looks to replace the grad-
uating Michelle Quon in the Bruins'

back row. Zartman's mother,
Sharkie Boehnert, was a member of
Head Coach Andy Banachowski's
first national title squad in 1972.

Changing the

rules

The National Association for

Girls and Women in Sport , which is

responsible for making NCAA and
NAIA women's volleyball rules,

voted that the scoring format will be
changed to rally scoring.

Matches will be decided by the

best three-out-of-five rally scoring

fornwi, in which games an playcttz:

to 30 points in games one through
four and to 15 in the fifth. All games
will still be decided by a two-point

margin of victory.

Currently, matches are decided
by the traditional sideout scoring to

15 points with rally scoring in the

tie-breaking fifth game. Rally-scor-

ing was implemented by men's
teams in the 2001 season.

Notes compiled by Christina Teller,

Daily Bruin Senior Staff.

A collaborative project between La Famllla of UCLA and LUNA Women's Component of Bienestar
May 1

1 (women «^ film) «^ May 19 (conference) at UCLA.

Both events are free «^ transportation will be provided.

For info, contact Vero
at (323) 660-9680 ext. 28
maxx90028@yahoo.com

or Maria Ceballos
at xcure3x@aol.com

May n
7:30pm - 10:30pm

Women fi^ Film
featuring

Women image Makers
at UCLA Royce 190
7:30pm Reception

8:00pm Film «^ Panel
10:00pm Closing Reception

Mujer a Mujer conference
panel topics include safer
sex, community organizing,

gender, domestic violence,
photo testimonies, higher

, education and more...

May 19
9:30am - 10pm

Mujer a Mujer
Conference
at UCLA

9:30am Registration

10:30am Welcome
11:1 Sam First Workshop

1:00pm Lunch
2:15pm Second Workshop
4:00pm Third Workshop
S:00pm Caucus Mtg.

S:30pm Closing
6:00pm BBQ

Paid for by USA Programming fi. Associated Students Interaction Fund

Allies are invited. This program is for and by
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UCLA falls short of NO\A Championship
M.VOLLEYBALL: Despite

loss, Bruins end season

well, played to potential

By Diamond Leung
Daily Bruin Contributor

Bruins win national champi-
onships. They demand and expect it

from themselves. But the men's volley-

ball team fell just a little bit short this

season.

The Bruins would never admit it,

but they had a

very success-

ful season.

They beat

every teitm on

their schedule

this year

except one. In

the wake of

Saturday's
loss to BYU in

the NCAA
Finals, it may
not be what they want to hear, but it's

true.

"The boys did a great job this year. I

Hhink wc m.iximi/cvl out potential,"

UCLA Head Coach Al Scates said.

"This team came closer to maximizing

SEASON
MAP-UE

its potential than several teams I've

had that have won NCAA
Championships."

Losing five senior starters from the

season before, the Bruins had a lot of
questions going into the season
Combine that with the implementa-

tion of an unpredictable new rally-

scoring format, and UCLA's chances
were up in the air They were only

ranked fifth in the opening poll.

"Right now there are several teams
who are better than us. but I think I

know how to peak this team." Scates

said before the season started.

Losing senior All-Amcrican outside

hitter Mark Williams to an ankle
injury during warm-ups before the

Outrigger Tournament in January in

Hawaii didn't help either.

"Once he gets back, were going to

be stronger than ever before because it

has given us a chance to improve our
depth." Scates said at the time.

That prediction was right on target.

Junior opposite hitter Ian Bumham,
who had not seen playing time in three

years with the program, stepped in to

fill the void He became a part of a

three-man rotation with sophomore
Cameron Mount and junior Matt
Komcr that Scales relied on alt season

long.

In the home-opener against Long

Beach, Scates was going for his 1 000th

career victory, but the 49ers spoiled

the party, defeating the Bruins in five

games.

A week later against Pcpperdine.

four-time All-American middle block-

er Adam Naeve made sure that Scates

wouldn't have to wait any longer. The
senior, who had redshirted the sea.son

before to try out for the national team,

served up a school-record 10 aces as

well as Scates" 1 000th win on a silver

platter.

"If there was a zone, that's what I

was in," said Naeve after the game,
who eventually became UCLA's all-

time leader in aces.

The win began a six-match winning

streak that got the Bruins rolling. And
when Williams returned to the lineup,

UCLA,, looked unstoppable. They
steamrolled MPSF opponents USC,
Cal State Northridge, UC Santa

Barbara, and UC Irvine.

Then they faced BYU. In the mile-

high altitude of Provo, Utah, the

Bruins suffered a loss that they would
never avenge.

"BYU did everything better than

we did." Scates said after the four-

game loss

Leave il to archrival USC to get the

See M.V0LLEYBA11, page 30
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Mark Williams attempts to spike the ball during a game against
Hawai'i in the MPSF tournament.
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Former Bruin

sets U.S. record
Former UCLA men's track and

field standout Mebrahtom
Keflezighi ('98) has gone onto big-

ger and better things.

Judging from his past achieve-

ments, that's quite an accomplish-

ment.

Keflezighi was a four-time

NCAA 10.000-meter champion
and was a member of the 2000 U.S.

Olympic team.

Now he has another accolade to

add to his already prestigious list:

American record holder.

On May 4, Keflezighi finished

fourth in a field of 17 Olympic-cal-

iber athletes with a time of 27 min-
utes. 13.98 seconds.

The former record was held by
Mark Nenow who ran 27:20.56 in

1986 in Brussels.

A legacy
Jackie Joyner-Kersec was voted

"Top Woman Collegiate Athlete of
the Past 25 Years" on April 25 in

New York. Those who voted includ-

ed 976 NCAA member schools.

All former Honda Award recipi-

ents of the last 25 years were eligi-

ble for the honor. Each year, the

Honda-Broderick Cup is presented

to the Woman Collegiate Athlete of

the Year. Joyner-Kersee received

the Honda Award in 1984.

Joyner-Kersee is the UCLA
record holder in the heptathlon and
long jump and was also a four-year

starter for the UCLA women's bas-

ketball team. Joyner-Kersee went
on to win six Olympic medals.

Solid foundation
Senior Michelle Perry was

named the Pac-IO track athlete of

the week for the week of May 7-1 1.

Perry competed in five events in

the UCLA-USC dual meet on
Saturday, including running the

anchor on the Bruins' winning 4 x

400m relay in an NCAA automatic
qualifying and season-best time of
3:32.76.

Perry also won the 1 00m hurdles

(13.18) and the 400m hurdles with a

NCAA automatic qualifying time

of 56.23. Perry ran the third leg on
the Bruins' 4 x lOOm relay team that

placed second in an automatic
NCAA automatic time of 44.19.

and she finished fourth in the long

jump with a mark of 19-6 1/4 inch-

es.

A promising

future
High school senior Monique

Henderson. Track and Field News'

Athlete of the Year, has signed a

letter of intent with UCLA
Henderson, of Morse HS in San

Diego, placed first in the 400m race

with a time of 50.74, a national high

school and American Junior
record (under 19 years of age).

Henderson also competed in the

U.S. Olympic Trials in August and
placed eighth (51.79). earning her a

spot in the U.S. Olympic 4 x 400m
relay pool.

Henderson, who is only the sec-

ond non-senior since Marion Jones
to be named Gatorade National
HS Women's Track & Field

Athlete of the Year, was listed as

the No. 2 200m performer on the

women's prep chart and No. 8 in

the lOOm on last year's national

high school list.

Other incoming female Bruins
are All-American distance runner
Alejandra Barrientos from San
Lorenzo Valley in Felton, jumper

Candice Baucham and pole vaulter

Jamie Kolar from Long Beach Poly

HS, distance runner Lori Mann
from Santa Margarita High in

Coto De Caza and All-American
thrower Briona Reynolds from
Red River High in Grand Forks.

N D
On the men's side, the Bruins are

hoping to continue to build with the

next wave of recruits. Last year,

UCLA had the No.4 recruiting

class in the nation according to

Track and Field News.
Distance runner Daniel

Clements, sprinter Robert
Hambleton. hurdler Jonathan
Williams, high jumper Chadd
Smith and shot put thrower Jake
Knight will add depth and punch to

the Bruin squad.

Notes compiled by Christina Teller

and Glen Worthington, Daily Bruin
Senior Staff.
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and field alums Mebrahtom

Keflezighi and Jackie

Joyner-Kersee on page 35.
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Overcoming obstacles such as injuries and lacking a high

school team to play on makes Jaime Hipp a unique goalie

By Emily Whichard
Daily Bruin Contributor

Goalies arc a breed apart.

It lakes a unique person to

take on the solitary role and

bravo the onslaught of balls

hiirrcling inward your I'iyour laa\

injury, to assume a starling

role unprecedented for a

freshman. No one could char-

acterize her water polo career

as common.
Hipp.'s hometown of

hrcsno is not renowned for its

water polo programs. In fact.

COLiRINEVSIfWART

Sophomore Jaloie Hipp took the unorthodox path toward becoming UCLA's
starting goalie.

If rarity is the defining ele-

menl of a good goalie, then

sophomore Jaime Hipp cer-

tainly fits the bill. Nol only

does she possess the courage

it takes to serve as the

women's water polo team's

last line of defense, she does

so after conquering her own
rare set of obstacles.

Hipp has certainly paved

her own path. She came from

an unconventional water

polo background, laden with

as a high school freshman she

followed in the footsteps of

her iwo older brothers and

joined the boy's water polo

team. Her sophomore year

the girls got their own leam

and she began her career as a

dominating goalie.

Her teammate, current

UCLA junior Eleanor

Murphy, played for a rival

high school in Fresno.

"She was always the goalie

everyone talked about,"

Murphy said.

Hipp views her playing

time against her brothers and
other male players as invalu-

able experience.

"I think playing with guys

made me a lot belter It's so

much moro inton tw," H ipp
said. "It's fun when you gel lo

block a shot from a guy.

They're^Hways so shocked."

With her experience from

the boys' program, Hipp
walked onto the UCLA pool

deck to assume the role as

starting goalie, a feat unheard

of in most freshman careers.

She just happened to do so

with a sling on each arm.

True lo the characteristic

See HIPP, page 30
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Squad looks to set gears into motion again
BASEBALL: Rematch against

Titans may boost Bruins up

for Pac-lOs, NCAA playoffs

BARON WATCH

By Jeff Agase __^_-^-_—
Daily Bruin Reporter

The last lime they met, the UCLA and
Cal Stale Kullerton baseball teams played a

si.x-hour marathon.

After that 11-10, 14-

inning win by the

Titans on April 18 at

Fullerton's Goodwin
Field. Fullerlon sprint-

ed forward and UCLA
began lo run in place.

The Titans (38-11)

have won 10 straight

and 24 of their last 25

en route to a No. I

ranking in ihe latest

Collegiate Baseball

poll while the Bruins

(26-23) have dropped 10 of 11. They find

thcm.selves fighting for their playoff lives

today when they face the Titans at 6 p.m. at

Jackie Robinson Stadium.

Tracking UCLA
designated hitter

Brian Baron's run

at the record

books.

Weekend

Season Totals

At-Bats

16

205

"Thai first game against Fullerlon was
the mark of our recent downfall," UCLA
center fielder Matt Pearl said. "Everyone
wants to win this game."

A big nonconfcrence win against an

elite opponent like Fullerlon could provide

the impetus for a run at a .500 Pac-IO

record, which the Bruins can attain if they

sweep their two remaining conference

series against Oregon Slate and Arizona

Stale. But the Titans are determined lo

clinch one of the top

seeds in the NCAA
playoffs and bring to

the table a sparkling

3.17 team ERA and

paltry .237 oppo-

nent batting aver-

age.

The Bruins, who
have seen their

pitching staff deci-

mated by exhausting

midweek games and

injuries, will throw

senior Jon Brandt in

yet another critical contest in a tumultuous

UCLA season.

ADAM BROWN/D*lly Bruin Senior St*H

UCLA basketbaH

can seal legacy

by not playing

NCAA tourney _

NICOLE MIILER/Da.(y Bru.n

See BASEBALL, page 31

Paul Diaz pitches in a game against USC last month.
Today, Jon Brandt will start against the Titans.

Bruins, Wildcats contend for college world series
RECRUITING: Two teams

have tradition, strength,

but no history at WCWS

By Andrew Borders

Daily Bruin Reporter

" Tell the trophy engraver lo get lo

work. Make one nameplate that

says UCLA, one thai says Arizona.

It should save some time in

Oklahoma City in a couple weeks,

since one of those two teams is prob-

ably going to win the 2001 softball

Women's College World Series.

Powerhouses like UCLA and
Arizona have a wealth of tradition

to build on; and it's Ihal tradition

that's probably their best induce-

ment to get recruits to come there.

Bui what do you do if your school

has never won WCWS in ils history?

The Bruins got to see four Pac-10

schools in the past two weeks. Two
weekends ago, UCLA took all three

games from Cal and Stanford,

whose programs have risen to

national contention.

Last weekend, the Bruins swept

the Oregon schools: teams just try-

ing lo compete in the top softball

conference in the nation.

But the fact remains that none of

the foursome has won an NCAA
title in softball, and their programs'

mission is incomplete untihhey find

a way to capture one.

Start with the other UC school:

Cal. Coach Diane Ninemire's squad

consists of six Southern California

natives out of 15 players. Starting in

1986 the Bears have made it to the

WCWS five times, but have never

claimed a title.

"Cal is a great place that can

offer the best of both worlds,"

Ninemire said. "Academically, it's

the number one institution in the

world, and the program is coming
up and up and up each and every

game."

While Ninemire's colitention

about Cal's academic prowess rela-

tive to an entire world of universities

is up for debate, the UC system is

widely regarded as one of the best

See SOFTBALL, page 32

COLUMN: Final Four 2002

will be in Georgia; state has

Confederate symbol ( i flag

I(

looks like the 2001-02 season is

going to be special for the men's bas-

ketball leam. All their players who
are eligible lo return are returning. ^
Princeton transfer Spencer Gloger's

three-point shooting mastery will spread

the floor, and we
have one of the best

recruiting classes in

the country.

Meanwhile, all

our top Pac-10

rivals are being gut-

ted by their players

leaving early to

pursue their profes-

sional hoop

dreams. The Bruins

should be a presea-

son top five pick.

At worst, they'll

begin the season in the top 10.

Now in order to be remembered as

the ultimate champion leam in UCLA's
unmatched basketball legacy, there is

one final step necessary: BOYCOTT
THE NCAA TOURNAMENT.

You read that correctly. UCLA
should announce at the beginning of the

season that they will not participate in

the NCAA tournament because the

Final Four is going to be held in Atlanta,

Ga.

The problem with the event being

held in Georgia is that it has the

Scott

Schultz

SeeSCHULTZrpagcSI

UCLA

Serving the UCLA community since 1919

Frankenfoods
Is genetically modified food

good for Earth and humans?

VIEWPOINT, PAGE 19

Thursday, May 10, 2001 www.dailvhruin.iK'la.edu

Inadequate Improv

Improv troupes the Perks and Social

Extortion don't live up to expectations.

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT, PAGE 24

Water polo at NCAAs
Women defend their national

title this weekend in Palo Alto.

SPORTS, PAGE 47

Controversy expands over

proposal to replace SP-1,

2

ADMISSIONS: Some say motion

reaffirms anti-affirmative action

stance; others offer their support

By Shauna Mccartea and Barbara Ortutay

DdHy BrtHn Stnwf Staff —

-

The UC Board of Regents will vote next

Wednesday whether to replace their controver-

sial policies on afTirmative action with another

resolution.

RE-28, sponsored by Regent Judith

Hopkinson, afTirms Proposition 209 as law and

states that the "provisions for admission based

on academic achievement outlined in SP-1 shall

remain in effect" until changes are approved by

the regents upon recommendation from the

Academic Senate and the UC president.

The board approved SP-I and 2 in 1995, end-

ing the consideration of race, gender and eth-

nicity in university admissions and hiring. A
year later, voters ended affirmative action

statewide by approving Proposition 209.

"The resolution will replace, supersede and

thus eliminate SP-1 and 2," said Regent

William Bagley in a statement. "It is a logical

extension of our program to reach out to every-

one.

But Student Regent Justin Fong said the

new proposal simply reaffirms SP-1, and he will

propose a substitute motion that would in fact

get rid of SP-1 and 2 once and for all.

"RE-28 does not repeal or rescind SP-1. If

.^nything. it is a reafTirmation." he said, adding

That his proposal would affirm the UC's com-

mitment to diversity, outreach efforts, that the

UC will abide by state law, and that the board

rescind SP-1 and 2.

"The way RE-28 is written, it doesn't say it

will eliminate SP-1," Fong said, calling RE-28

an attempt at "smoke and mirrors" by regents.

He added that he would have a draft of his

proposal ready today.

Regent Ward Connerly, who spearheaded

the movement for SP-1 and 2 as well as the

statewide effort to pass Proposition 209, stated

his support of RE-28 Wednesday, as did Bagley,

a staunch supporter of affirmative action.

"It may come as a surprise to (Bagley) to

learn ... that I share his desire to remove the UC
from the debate about race-based affirmative

action," Connerly said in a statement. "The

virtue of RE-28 is that it is reasonable and fair

to all perspectives, consistent with the

JA^4A SUMMERS

Dianne Fields, a fourth-year sociology student, speaks during an Affirnnative Action

Coalition rally against SP-1 and SP-2 in Meyerhoff Park Wednesday.

Constitution of California, responsive to the

negative perceptions about the effects of SP-1,

and leaves for another day those issues that are

more appropriately matters to be addressed in

a different venue."

SP-1 states that 50 to 75 percent ofUC appli-

cants must be picked solely on academic

achievement - GPA and SAT scores.

RE-28 would expand SP-l's definition of

"academic achievement" to include "academic

SeeRESOlUnON,page8

Bill would provide funds

for off-campus housing

Students receive humanitarian award

LEGISLATION: Rising rent,

availability of apartments

spawn UCSA-backed idea

By Kdly Raybum
Daily Bruin Reporter

As Tidal Wave II lurks on the hori-

zon, lawmakers in Sacramento are

trying to help California's public uni-

versity students find affordable hous-

ii^g close to their campuses.
" Noting the "serious shortage of UCLA community housing ofTicc -

Assemblyman Fred Keeley, D-

Monterey, with the bill's construc-

tion.

"We did not write the bill, but we
were very involved in submitting

(affordable university housing) as an

issue," she said.

The bill would most affect schools

like UCLA and UC Berkeley, where

rent rates in neighborhoods near

schools are high and continue to rise.

An average one-bedroom apartment

in Westwood goes for between $1,300

and $1,400 a month, according to the

hbusing" and the

anticipated
inhux of 60,000

students to the

University of

California over

the next 10 years,

the University of

California
Students
Association has

endorsed
Assembly Bill

1611, which ~
would create the

Affordable Higher

"Because of Tidal

Wavell,thereisa

critical shortage and a

need for housing."

Scott Svonkin

Paul Koretz's chief of staff

and Berkeley

rates are even

higher. At

UCLA, rates

have increased in

each of the last

four years.

Currently, the

bill is being con-

sidered by the

Assembly
Committee on

Appropriations,

having been sent

there after going

CHANCELLOR: Honorees

commended for various

volunteer efforts, service

By Anand Shah
Dally Bruin Senior Staff

The three students honored with

the Charles E. Young Humanitarian

Awards Tuesday seemed to have the

same reaction: "Who, me?"
Emile Sharifi, Abigail Valencia,

and Sherry Yafai - all lauded by

Chancellor Albert Camesale for their

extensive community work - attested

that hundreds ofother people deserve

an equal amount of praise.

But the afternoon was a chance for

UCLA to shine a spotlight on the stu-

dents, whom Carnesale called the

"most outstanding examples of the

altruistic spirit that runs through cam-

pus."

"It's not really a matter of us hon-

oring them," Carnesale said. "They

honor UCLA."
The recipients either did medical

work or assisted homeless individu-

als.

Sharifi's brief acceptance speech

belied his long-standing commitment
to the University Muslim Medical

Association Free Clinic, where he led

a fundraising campaign to prevent

the clinic from being shut down. His

efforts garnered $300,000 for the clin-

ic.

Sharifi, who oversees the clinic's

volunteers, also recruited the largest

group of volunteers in the clinic's his-

tory.

"In all my years as a physician I

have not seen the same altruistic dis-

play of service my colleagues as I

have seen in Emile," said A.K. Jaffer,

a medical doctor and clinic sponsor,

in a statement.

Sharifi shied away from such

praise.

"I feel like I'm being given way too

much credit," said Sharifi, a fourlh-

year European studies student. "The

number of people (running the clinic)

is mind-boggling."

He said there's a fine line between

helping others and condescending to

See AWARDS, page 10

Gore to discuss plans for program

Education through the Committee on Housing

Housing Fund to help finance the and Community Development,

construction of housing on or near The bill would call for the

campuses of the UC, the California Affordable Higher Education Fund

State University system and the to give loans to nonprofit entities and

state's community colleges. to for-profit development groups -

"We hope and believe the bill will provided they make plans to eventu-

provide for more affordable housing ally hand oyer ownership to nonprof-

for college students," said UCSA it entities.

Chair Debbie Davis.

Davis said UCSA helped Sm Mil, page 6

COMMUNPTY: Curriculum

Still in development; will

be used at other colleges

By Karen Albredit

Daily Bruin Reporter

Visiting professor and former Vice

President Al Gore is planning to meet

with students this morning to discuss

ideas for a new family-centered com-

munity development program.

The student discussion session, to

be held in the Northwest Campus
Auditorium, is part of continuing

The As»oci*t«j wess efforts to fully develop a strong com-
Al Gore will i^isit campus today munity-building curriculum for the

to discuss new curriculum. UCLA School of Public Policy and

Social Research and other universi-

ties, said Bill Parent, assistant dean of

theSPPSR.
"Everything is in a very prelimi-

nary planning stage right now,"

Parent said.

About 150 students studying com-

munity development were pre-selecl-

ed by their professors for today's dis-

cussion, based on previous experi-

ence in community-focused educa-

tional activities.

Although the class was intended to

consist of mostly graduate students,

professors were encouraged to nomi-

nate qualified undergraduates as

well, according to Dr. Neal Halfon,

director of UCLA's Institute for

Sec GORE, page 14
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l^iuin alums shine

Read up on UClJA's track

and field alums Mebrahtom

Keflezighi and Jackie

Joyner-Kersee on page 35.

^"^"^^^ihime
Overcoming obstacles such as injuries and lacking a high

school team to play on makes Jaime Hipp a unique goalie

COURTNEr STEWART

Sophomore Jaime Hipp took the unorthodox path toward becoming UCLA's

starting goalie.

ByEmOyWhidiard
Daily Bruin Contributor

Goalies are a breed apart.

It takes a unique person to

take on the solitary role and

brave the onslaught of balls

barreling toward yotir face.

If rarity is the defining ele-

ment of a good goalie, then

sophomore Jaime Hipp cer-

tainly fits the bill. Not only

does she possess the courage

it takes to serve as the

women's water polo team's

last line of defense, she does

so after conquering her own
rare set of obstacles.

Hipp has certainly paved

her own path. She came from

an unconventional water

polo background, laden with

injury, to assume a starting

role unprecedented for a

freshman. No one could char-

acterize her water polo career

as common.
Hipp's hometown of

Fresno is not renowned for its

w<ita' pulo prugi Jim. hi fact

as a high school freshman she

followed in the footsteps of

her two older brothers and

joined the boy's water polo

team. Her sophomore year

the girls got their own team

and she began her career as a

dominating goalie.

Her teammate, current

UCLA junior Eleanor

Murphy, played for a rival

high school in Fresno.

"She was always the goalie

everyone talked about,"

Murphy said.

Hipp views her playing

time against her brothers and

other male players as invalu-

able experience.

"1 think playing with guys

made me a lot better. It's so

nmch more intense," Hipp
said. "It's fun when you gel to

block t shot from a guy.

Thcy'rAilways so shocked."

With her experience from

the boys' program. Hipp
walked onto the UCLA pool

deck to assume the role as

starting goalie, a feat unheard

of in most fre&hman careers.

She just happened to do so

with a sling on each arm.

True to the characteristic

Sec MPf, page 30

Squad looks to set gears into motion again

BARON WATCH

BASEBALL Rematch against

Titans may boost Bruins up

for Pac-lOs, NCAA playoffs

ByJeffAgasc
Daily Bruin Reporter

The last time they met, the UCLA and

Cal State Fullerton baseball teams played a

six-hour marathon.

After that 11-10, 14-

inning win by the

Titans on April 18 at

Fullerton's Goodwin
Field, Fullerton sprint-

ed forward and UCLA
began to run in place.

The Titans (38-11)

have won 10 straight

and 24 of their last 25

en route to a No. 1

ranking in the latest

Collegiate Baseball

poll while the Bruins

(26-23) have dropped 10 of 1 1. They find

themselves fighting for their playoff lives

today when they face the Titans at 6 p.m. at

Jackie Robinson Stadium.

Tracking IKLA
designated hitter

Brian Baron's run

atthc record

At-Bats

16WMkand

Season ToUis 20S

''That first game against Fullerton was

the mark of our recent downfall," UCLA
center fielder Matt Pearl said. "Everyone

wants to win this game."

A big nonconference win against an

elite opponent like Fullerton could provide

the impetus for a run at a .500 Pao-IO

record, which the Bruins can attain if they

sweep their two remaining conference

series against Oregon State and Arizona

State. But the Titans are determined to

clinch one of the top

seeds in the NCAA
playoffs and bring to

the table a sparkling

3.17 team ERA and

paltry .237 oppo-

nent batting aver-

age.

The Bruins, who
have seen their

pitching staff deci-

mated by exhausting

midweek games and

injuries, will throw

senior Jon Brandt in

yet another critical contest in a tumultuous

UCLA season.

SMMSIlMJUpagt31

92 AS%

M>AM aROW»MMIy Bruin Switw^ Staff

NICOLE MIUCR/CMy Srum

Paul Diaz pitches in a game against USC last month.

Today, Jon Brandt will start against the Titans.

Bruins, Wildcats contend for college world series

RECRUmNG: Two teams

have tradition, strength,

but no history at WCWS

By Andrew Bonlcra

Daily Bniin Reporter

Tdt the trophy engraver to get to

work. Make one nameplate that

says UCLA, one that says Arizona.

It should save some time in

Oklahoma City in a couple weeks,

since one of those two teams is prob-

ably going to win the 2001 softball

Women's College World Series.

Powerhouses like UCLA and

Arizona have a wealth of tradition

to build on; and it's that tradition

that's probably their best induce-

ment to get recruits to come there.

But what do you do ifyour school

has never won WCWS in its history?

^ The Bruins got to sec foor Pac-IO

schools in the past two weeks. Two
weekends ago, UCLA took all three

games from Cal and Stanford,

whose programs have risen to

national contention.

Last weekend, the Bruins swept

the Oregon schools: teams just try-

ing to compete in the top softball

conference in the nation.

But the fact remains that none of

the foursome has won an NCAA
title in Softball, and their programs'

mission is incomplete until they find

a way to capture one.

Surt with the other UC school^

Cal. Coach Diane Ninemire's squad

consists of six Southern California

natives out of 15 players. Starting in

1986 the Bears have made it to the

WCWS five times, but have never

claimed a title.

"Cal is a great place that can

offer the best of both worlds,"

Nincmire said. "Academically, it's

the number one institution in the

world, and the program is coming

up and up and up each and every

game."

While Ninemire's cotitention

about Cal's academic prowess rela-

tive to an entire world of universities

is up for debate, the UC system is

widely refvded as one of the best

S««SOrrBAU,page32

UCLA basketbaH

can seal legacy

by not playing

NCAA tourney

COLUMN: Final Four 2002

will be in Georgia; state has

CoDJederate symbol ( i flag

I(

looks like the 2001-02 season is

going to be special for the men's bat-

ketbali team. All their players who
are eligible to return are returning.

Princeton transfer Spencer Gloger's

three-point shooting mastery will spread

the floor, and we
have one of the best

recruiting classes in

the country.

Meanwhile, ail

our top Pac-IO

rivals are being gut-

ted by their players

leaving early to

pursue their profes-

sional hoop

dreams. The Bruins

should be a presea-

son top five pick

At worst, they'll

begin the season in the top 10.

Now in order to be remembered as

the ultimate champion team in UCLA's
unmatched basketball leg; i re is

one final step necessary: Bu i c UTT
THE NCAA TOURNAMENT

You read that correctly. UCLA
should announce at the beginning of the

season that they will not participate in

the NCAA tournament becau.se the

Final Four is going to he held in Atlanta,

Ga
The problem with the event being

held in Georgia is that it has tt^e

SeeSCNUin^pafeSI

Scott

SdiulU

UCLA

Serving the UCLAcommunity since 1919

Frankenfoods
Is geneticaily modified food

good for Earth and humans?
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Inadequate Improv

Improv troupes the Perks and Social

Extortion don't live up to expectations.

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT, PAGE 24
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Water polo at NCAAs
Women defend their national

title this weekend in Palo Alto.

SPORTS, PAGE 47

Controversy expands over

proposal to replace SP-1,

2

ADMISSIONS: Some say motion

reafiRrms anti-afiirmative action

stance; others offer their support

By Shauna Mccartca and Barbara Ortutay

Oatty Bnitn 5«?ntor Staff

The UC Board of Regents will vote next

Wednesday whether to replace their controver-

sial policies on affirmative action with another

resolution.

RE-28, sponsored by Regent Judith

Hopkinson, affirms Proposition 209 as law and

states that the '^provisions for admission based

on academic achievement outlined in SP-1 shall

remain in effect" until chanfeiare approved by

the regents upon recontmendation from the

extension ofour program to reach out to every-

one."

But Student Regent Justin Pong said the

new proposal simply reaffirms SP-1, and he will

propose a substitute motion that would in fact

get rid of SP-1 and 2 once and for all.

**RE-28 does not repeal or rescind SP-l. If

anything, it is a reafftnnation," he said, adding

that his proposal would affirm the UC's com-

mitment to diversity, outreach efforts, that the

UC will abide by state law, and that the board

rescind SP-1 and 2.

"The way RE-28 is written, it doesn't say it

will eliminate SP-1," Fong said, calling RE-28

an attempt at ''smoke and mirrors'* by regents.

He added that he would have a draft of his

proposal ready today.

Regent Ward Connerly, who spearheaded

the movement for SP-1 and 2 as well as the

statewide effort to pass Proposition 209, stated

JANA SUMMERS

Academic Senate and the UC president.

The board approved SP-1 and 2 in 1995, end- his support of RE-28 Wednesday, as did Bagley,

ing the consideration of race, gender and eth- a staunch supporter of affirmative action

Dianne Fields, a fourth-year sociology student, speaks during an Affirmative Action

Coalition rally against SP-1 and SP-2 In Meyerhoff Park Wednesday.

learn ... that I share his desire to remove the UC
from the debate about race-based affirmative

action," Connerly said in a statement. "The

virtue of RE-28 is that it is reasonable and fair

to all perspectives, consistent with the

nicity in university admissions arui hiring. A
year later, voters ended affirmative action

statewide by approving Proposition 209.

"The resolution will replace, supersede and

thus eliminate SP-1 and 2," sa^d Regent

William Bagley in a statement. "I^is a logical

Bill would provide funds

for off-campus housing

'It may come as a surprise to (Bagley) to Constitution of California, responsive to the

negative perceptions about the effects of SP-1,

and leaves for another day those issues that are

more appropriately matters to be addressed in

a different venue."

SP-1 sutes that 50 to 75 percent ofUC appli-

cants must be picked solely on academic

achievement - GPA and SAT scores.

RE-28 would expand SP-l's definition of

"academic achievement" to include "academic

See MBOUmON, page 8

LEGISLATION: Rising rent,

availability of apartments

spawn UCSA-backed idea

By Kaijf Raybum
Daily Bruin Reporter

Assemblyman Fred Kceley, D-

Monterey, with the bill's construc-

tion.

"We did not write the bill, but we
were very involved in submitting

(affordable university housing) as an

issue," she said.

The bill would most affect schools

like UCLA and UC Berkeley, where

rent rates in neighborhoods near

schools are high and continue to rise.

As Tidal Wave II lurks on the hori-

zon, lawmakers in Sacramento are

trying to help California's public uni- An average one-bedroom apartment

versity students find affordable hou»- in Westwood goes for between S 1,300

I close to their campuses. and S 1,400 a month, according to the

i Noting the "serious shortage of UCLA community housing office -

Housing" and the

act t i c i p a t e d
influx of 60,000

students to the

University of

California over

the next 10 years,

^the University of

California
Students
Association has

endorsed
Assembly Bill

161

U

which -
would create the

Affordable Higher

"Because ofTidal

Wave II, there is a

critical shortage and a

need for housing.*

Scott Svonkin

Paul Koretz's chief of staff

and Berkeley

rates are even

higher. At

UCLA, rates

have increased in

each of the last

four years.

Currently, the

bill is being con-

sidered by the

Assembly
Committee on

Appropriations,

having been sent

there aAer going

Students receive humanitarian award
OWICEIijOR* Honorees

commended for various

volunteer efforts, service

ByAnandShah
Daily Bruin SenkH Staff

The three students honored with

the Charles E. Young Humanitarian

Awards Tuesday seemed to have the

same reaction :

**Who, me?"

Emite Sharifi, Abigail Valencia,

and Sherry Yafai - all lauded by

Chancellor Albert Camesale for their

extensive community work - attested

that hundreds ofother people deserve

an equal amount of praise.

But the afternoon was a diance for

UCLA to shine a spotlight on the stu-

dents, whom Carnesale called the

"most outstanding examples of the

altruistic spirit that runs through cam-

pus."

"It's not really a matter of us hon-

oring them," Camesale said. "They

honor UCLA."
The recipients either did medical

work or assisted homeless individu-

als.

Sharifi 's brief acceptance speech

belied his long-standing commitment

to the University Muslim Medical

Association Free Qinic, where he led

a fundraising campaign to prevent

the clinic from being shut down. His

efforts garnered S300,000 for the clin-

ic.

Sharifi, who oversees the clinic's

vohmtecrs, also recruited the largest

group of volunteers in the clinic's his-

tory.

"In all my years as a physician I

have not seen the same altruistic dis-

play of service my colleagues as I

have seen in Emilc," said A.K. Jaffer,

a medical doctor and clinic sponsor,

in a statement.

Sharifi shied away from such

praise.

"I feel like I'm being given way too

much credit," said Sharifi, a fourth-

year European studies student. "The

number of people (running the clinic)

is mind-boggling."

He said there's a fine line between

helping others and condescending to

Sec AWUIOS, page 10

Gore to discuss plans for program

Education through the Committee on Housing

Housing Fund to help finance the and Community Development,

construction of^housing on or near TTie bill would call for the

campuses of the UC, the California Affordable Higher Education Fund

Slate University system and the to give loans to nonprofit entities and

state's community colleges. to for-profit development groups -

"We hope and believe the bill will provided they make plans to eventu-

provide for more affordable housing ally hand over ownership to nonprof-

for college students." said UCSA it entities.

Chair Debbie Davis. „i,

Davis said UCSA helped Se«Ml,|Mfa6

COMMUNmr: Curriculum

still in development; will

be used at other colleges

By Karen Albredit

Daily Bruin Reporter

Visiting professor and former Vice

President Al Gore is planning to meet

with students this morning to discuss

ideas for a new family-centered com-

munity development program.

The student discussion session, to

be held in the Northwest Campus
Auditorium, is part of continuing

T>wAHodMKiP««»s efforts fo fully develop a strong com-
Al Gore will*visit campus today munity-building curriculum for the

to discuss new curriculum. UCLA School of Public Policy and

Social Research and other universi-

ties, said Bill Parent, assistant dean of

the SPPSR.
"Everything is in a very prelimi-

nary planning stage right now,"

Parent said.

About 150 students studying com-

munity development were pre-select-

ed by their professors for today's dis-

cussion, based on previous experi-

ence in community-focused educa-

tional activities.

Although the class was intended to

consist of mostly graduate students,

professors were encouraged to nomi-

nate qualified undergraduates as

well, according to Dr. Neal Halfon,

director of UCLA's Institute for

SctilNK,P«9>14
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College Brm^
Harvard protesters

declare victory
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. - Students, faculty,

administrators and union leaders breathed a col-

lective sigh of relief Tuesday afternoon as the 23

Progressive Student Labor Movement members
exited Harvard University's Mass. Hall to

applause and red roses - ending a 2 1 -day long

occupation of the administrative building, the

Harvard Crimson reported.

A two-hour-long rally heralding the exit fea-

tured jubilant speeches from labor leaders and
local politicians and attracted hundreds of sup-

porters. The decision to leave the administrative

building came after a long night of deliberations,

following a marathon negotiation session held

Tuesday that included high-ranking AFLCIO
officials and top Harvard administrators.

The agreement reached Wednesday morning

will not immediately result in higher wages for

Harvard employees.

Reparations ad leads to

controversy at Stanford
STANFORD, Calif. - On the front page of its

April 1^ issue. The Stanford Review published a

headline that read "The Ad The Daily Didn't

Want You To Sec" introducing David Horowitz's

controversial advertisement: "Ten Reasons Why
Reparations for Slavery is a Bad Idea - and Racist

Too," the Stanford Daily reported.

But The Daily staffers say they were planning

on printing the advertisement. "We decided to

run Horowitz's advertisement as guest column,

alongside a response column from the Black

Student Union, in the Opinions section," said

Nadira Hira, editor in chiefofThe Daily.

The Review, Stanford's conservative publica-

tion, had not communicated with The Daily about

the advertisement. "We spoke with Horowitz's

office. Thus, we knew that it was public and accu-

rate information that The Daily had rejected the

ad," said Matt Barrett, editor ofThe Review.

Wave of protests hits

Boston-area colleges
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. - Amidst a wave of

protests that have hit several Boston area colleges,

administrators and students at Northeastern

University have readied an agreement over the

use of sweatshop labor in the production of

school-sanctioned merdiandise, The Tech report-

ed.

The surrender of university officials to the

demands of activists marks the first resolution of

the many mardies, sit-ins, and rallies that have

swept local institutions of higher learning.

Northeastern officials see another controversy

brewing over the future of the John D. O'Bryan
African-American Institute, which students have

occupied for the last 24 days to protest its possible

razing. Meanwhile, at Boston University, a group

of 300 students protested the high decibel levels

caused by the home match of the Boston
Breakers.

U. Michigan benefactor

indicted for price-fixing

ANN ARBOR. Mich. -A. Alfred Taubman, a

University of Michigan alumnus who contributed

$30 million to the College of Architecture and

Urban Planning in 1999, was indicted May 2 by a

federal grand jury in New York City, the

Michigan Daily reported.

Taubman, the former chairman of Sotheby's

auction house, is charged with conspiracy to fix

the commissions the auction house charges its cus-

tomers. He could face a sentence ofthree years in

prison and a fine of at least $350,000 if convicted.
"

I am surprised and deeply disappointed by the

charges made against me," Taubman said.

The University is standing behind Taubman.
University President Lee Bollinger said the archi-

tecture school will continue to carry Taubman's
name no matter the outcome of the trial.

Gxnpiled from University Wire reports.

Weather

Saturday

Sunny Sunny Sunny

high: 77 low: 57 high: 77 low: 57 high: 74 low: 56

ACADEMIC
ANNOUNCEMENTS

Weefc 6
Friday, May 1 1, is the last

day to change grading basis

(pass/no pass) through

URSA for a $3 fee

Outlook:
As you can se« above, today win be sunny

and warm - a good day forswimming in

the Sunset Rec pool, sitting out on the

grass; or perhafK tal(^ an afternoon nap.

L For ffal-timf weathff, visit www.dailyfaniin.ucia.gdu
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Today 10 a.m.
WorldFest200l

Native American, Filipino and Tap
dances

Bruin Plaza Area

(310)825-6564

2 p.m.
The Burkle Center for International

Relations

Speaker: Richard Garwin
Bunche6275

3 p.m.
L&S Counseling

Academic Workshops
• College honors orientation

• All workshops hdd in

Covel Commons, Room 203

To sign up, call 206^685

4 p.m.
Regents Sdiolar Society

Engineering School Workshop
Career Center Conference Room A
780-2503

4:15 p.m.
L&S Counseling

Academic Workshops
• Alternatives to Medical School
• Preparing forGMAT
• All workshops held in

Covel Commons, Room 203

To sign up, call 206-6685

5 p.m.
UCLA Chinese Cultural Dance
Club

Men's Qass
Bradley 218

5:30 p.m.
UCLA Pre-Dental Society

UCSF Dental School

CHS 13-105

L&S Counseling '^

Academic Workshops
* Political science major
• All workshops hdd in

Covd Commons, Room 203

To sign up, call 206-6685

630 p.m.

Healthcare Management Lecture

**Discase Management"

Anderson C-3 1

5

310-206-3435

7 p.m.
Grace on Campus

Bible Study& Fdlowship

Rolfe 1200

267-7791

7 p.m.

Campus Events

Movie: Heathers

Ackerman Grand Ballroom

Tickets- $2 at door

930 p.m.

Campus Events

Movie: Heavenly Creatures

Ackerman Grand Ballroom

Tickets- $2 at door

r
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Cher's

As an undergraduate assistant,

Michelle Yadegari feels her job

is important because it lowers

the student-teacher ratio

PtKXos by EOMARDUN/ CMy Bru*i

Undergraduate Assistant Michelle YSMkgari prepares ttie spectrophotometer

for use by the students In a Life Sciences 2 lab.

"REME'UnUINS
Every oth«r Thursday, the Daily Bruin talces a loolc at members of

the UCLA community. In this continuing series, we highlight the

many different acthfities Bruins are involved in.

If

ll

ByShMWiKIm
Daily Bruin Contributor

Graduate students aren't the only

ones who conduct a discussion or lab sec-

tions for a class.

This quarter, Michelle Yadegari, sec-

ond-year psychobiology and self-

described proosteopathic medicine stu-

dent, has been working as an undergrad-

uate assistant for a Life Science 2 diss.
**! like seeing the students' eyes light

up when I explain something to them,**

she said. Then I know I helped them

understand something."

Being a UA involves assisting the

Sreduate student Teaching Assistant

during labs and discussions by helping to

•el up nw«9f«iB. organize the dan and

often ^ivrnfi daaa presentations on that

day'itabguidrfhw.

*Whni yKm have 18 students in a lab,

'A"$ better to have more teacher-student

i:Ytsraction by having someone beside

thr; TA;* Yadegari said. "The smaller

insli acior-ctudent ratio helps the lab

runs smoothly.'*

Every day, Yadegari commutes the 20-

minute distance from her house to cam-

pus.
** Being Jewish, it's hard to find

Kosher food at school, so it's easier to

live at home," she said.

On Mondays, Yadegari *s day at

school starts at 10 a.m., when she has her

Life Science 4 class.

After attending her physics dass right

after her life science class, Yadegari goes

to a Ineeting where all the UAs for the

course work with the TAs to learn that

wedc's lab and procedures ahead oftime.

During this two-hour meeting, the

UAs go through the entire experiment to

understand them fully enough to answer

students' questions.

Teaching is the only way
you can really understand

something and not

just memorize it'

Michelle Ysdcgari

Undergraduate assistant

Aycha Erbilgin, a fellow UA and teo-

ond-year molecular, cell and devdop-

mental biology student, worked with

Yadegari during the meeting.

"My first impression of Michelle was

that she vna confident and had a strong

personality," Erbilgin said.
-

On Tuesday and Wednesday after-

Yad^gari (center)help$ second/ear MCD biology student Sung Kim and
second-year biochemistry student Jeanne Kim with their experiment.

noons, Yadegari attends the actual dis-

cussion section corKlucted by the TA, the

dass altemating between a discussion

and lab every other week.

Ann Lu, a second-year molecular biol-

ogy graduate student who Yadegari

works with, said Yadegari is a big help,

espedally in organizing the class.

"Michelle really seems to uixlerstand

the concept and significance of the labs,"

Lu said. "She often does presentations to

the dass about the experiment."

"She also handles a lot of random
stuff, like answering student's ques-

tions," Lu added.

During this week's lab, which indud-

ed an analysis of lactose and other chem-

icals involving the use of &coli bacteria,

Yad^ari answered individual questions

students had and helped them with the

use of various equipment.

Sung Kim, a second-year MCDB stu-

dent who asked Yadegari questions

about the procedures of the experiment,

said Yadegari helps him leam the lab

fully.

**Even when 1 don't read the lab

before I come to class, she helps me
understand what's going on," he said.

Yadegari said part of her interests in

the sciences can be attributed to her

Jewish upbringing.

"Everything connects from what you

learned in the Torah to everyday life,"

she said. "I like finding the same kind of

connection in the sciences."

She added that she finds it interesting

to observe the connections between what

she learned in one dass being used in

another.

Yadegari said her religion stresses the

idea that when you pick an occupation,

you should choose something to give

back to society.

Yad^ari explained that because of

Judaism, she realized there is a master

plan that she cannot control.

"Of course you have to put in the

effort to achieve, but you also realize that

a large part ofeverytfiing is controlled by

something else."

"I just thank God that all the things

I've prayed for have turned out to be all

right," she added, lind not in conflict

with my religion."

During Sabbath, Yadegari is remind-

ed again that she is not in complete con-

trol. On Saturdays, she does not work

Tanya Silva (left) watches as Yadegari

prepares the spectrophotometer.

and attends her synagogue and spends

time with her family.

"It's sometimes hard because I know
that other people are studying and work-

ing on Saturdays tcx)," Yadegari said.

She added, however, that because

Saturday is the one day in the week where

she can be with her family, observing

Sabbath is important to her
,

Yad^ari said although she has always

been interested in medidne, she wants to

explore other possibilities, and intends to

keep teaching as an option.

"Teaching is the only way you can real-

ly understand something and not just

memorize it," she said.

Although she enjoyed volunteering at

the emergency room at the UCLA hospi-

tal last quarter, Yadegari does not know
whether she enjoys everything about

medidne.

"I think I need more exposure," she

said.

Yadegari worked in a holistic office

for the past two years, doing accounting

and secretarial duties. Here, sedng the

emphasis on the body's natural healing

powers and the influence of the external

SttmOltpageH
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STATE & LOCAL
PUC plans massive tiered rate NIces

POWER: Biggest users of

electricity will pay more

than those utiUzing less

By Karen Gaudctte

The Associated Press

SAN FRANCISCO -Customers
of California's two largest utilities

who use the most electricity will pay

much more to run canneries, tumble

laundry or water crops under a tiered

rate plan implementing record hikes

approved in March.

The rate plan proposed

Wednesday by Loretta Lynch, presi-

dent of the state Public Utilities

Commission, suggests how the

record rate hikes should be allocated

among residential, industrial, com-

mercial and agricultural customers.

Residential customers of Pacific

Gas and Electric Co. and Southern

California Edison Co. who use the

most electricity will face average rate

hikes of 35-40 percent, said Paul

Clanon, director of the PUC's ener-

gy division. The increases do not

affect customers of San Diego Gas
and Electric Co.

Users of Los Angeles' municipal

Department ofWater and Power will

be unaffected by the changes.

And industrial users, such as fac-

tories and food processors, could

face hikes of 50 percent or more as

the state desperately tries to start

recouping the S5.2 billion it already

has paid to buy power for customers

of those fmancially ailing utilities.

But, under Lynch's plan, as many
as half of the 9 million customers of

PG&E and SoCal Edison would not

see their bills rise at all.

"I thought it should be spread so

each kind of customer dass shares

the burden, rather than by usage,

which weighs against large (commer-

cial, agricultural and industrial)

users," Lyndi said.

"The simple reality for at least 50

percent of residential consumers is

that their bills are going up," coun-

tered Mindy Spatt, spokeswoman for

The Utility Reform Network, after

the news conference.

Rate hikes will affect all

classes of customers,

from small families

to the huge facilities

powering the Internet.

Lynch also called for a study on

creating a real-time pricing pilot pro-

gram for large customers and federal

agencies. Proponents of real-time

pricing say that charging customers

the full price of electricity during

hours of high demand will prompt

them to shift their use to cheaper

times of the day.

"For those who want those kinds

of theories to be tested, why not let

them test them?" Lynch said.

Though it would be great. Lynch

said, if shifting demand brought

down record wholesale power prices,

**! don't think it's possible."

Spokesmen from both utilities

said they had yet to see the official

proposal and were not ready to com-

ment. Many groups involved in the

proceedings said the delay left less

time to meet today's deadline for

written remarks on the proposals.

An attorney with the California

Farm Bureau Federation said it's

unfair that residential customers are

shielded from rate increases for a

portion of their use, while farmers

would be charged more for every

kilowatt.

**I think it's clear people are gchig

to be impacted tremendously by
these rate increases,** said Ron
Liefoert. "Even ifyou only got 30 per-

cent, that's still on top of the one cent

(increase) that went into effect in

January."

Lynch's plan is the culmination of

weeks of discussion among cus-

tomers, state oTTicii^, consumer'
activists and the utilities about how
best to allocate the record rate hikes

approved in late March by the PUC.
Those rate hikes will affect all

classes of customers, from small fam-

ilies to the huge Silicon Valley facili-

ties powering the Internet, but not all

will face the same magnitude of rate

increases.

And, even within those classes,

customers will pay more depending

on when they use the electricity.

Those who use power during times of

- See VntJTY, pa9e 8

Popular 0.C beach may
be dosed this summer
POLLUTION: Huntington

could be contaminated,

county official predicts

The Associated Press

HUNTINGTON BEACH - A
public health officer may close a

stretch of Southern California's

famed "Surf City" beach this summer
because of pollution.

Orange
County Public ————

—

Health Officer

Mark Horton

said he's consid-

ering closing a

portion of

H untington
Beach because of

concerns that

"treated sewage

released four

miles offshore is

drifting back

toward the shore.

The announcement came as the

county Sanitation District unveiled a

S4.1 million study to determine

whether a similar incident caused

shoreline closures in the summer of

1999.

Horton said Tuesday he was con-

sidering making a "semi-permanent"

decision to dose the shore or possibly

post health warnings to alert swim-

mersat Huntington Beach.

*lt boils down to what

do we feel we need to do

to maximize protection

of public health.''

MarkHorton
aCPublic Health Officer

Another option would be to make
closure decisions based on water qual-

ity sampling results, he said.

"It boils down to what do we fed

we need to do to maximize protection

of public health," Horton said.

"We're considering the options."

He said a closure or posting would

affect only a fraction of the city's

shoreline. But in 1999, two months of

beach closures wreaked havoc on the

coastal economy. Huntington Beach's

8.5-mile shoreline attracts 10 million

visitors a year.
"""""""• "They need to

follow the law

and they need to

do their job,**

said city

spokesman Rich

Barnard. "I'm

surely not one to

tell them how to

do their job."

But "if they're

' going to take

those kinds of

drastic actions, they need to be based

on some data - either scientific data or

testing data ... not just to arbitrarily

make some decision that's not based"

on facts, he said.

Horton said he doesnU know when
the decision will be made, but that it

will happen before the summer beach

season.

Under state law, health officials

SeePOmmOttpayK
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closes millennial pilgrimages with Mass in Malta• •

TRAVELS: Pontiff retraces steps

of Apostle Paul; offers prayers

for peace eflbrts in Middle East

By Brian Murphy
The Associated Press

VALLETTA, Malta - Pope John Paul II

ended his journey through biblical lands

Wednesday, but his attention was drawn

back to the Middle East by unrelenting

bloodshed near places where he once prayed.

'*Once again, today, we hear sad news

from the Holy Land of terrible violence even

against innocent young people," the pope

told more than 200,000 people at an outdoor

Mass in the Mediterranean island nation of

Malta. ''We must intensify our prayers for

peace in the land of Jesus."

Two 14-year-oId Israeli boys were found

bludgeoned to death Wednesday in a cave

near a Jewish West Bank settlement. Israeli

Prime Minister Ariel Sharon called them vic-

tims of "Palestinian terror." Later, a 3-

mohdvold Palesttman girl »«<! Iier mother

were injured in the Gaza Strip by shrapnel

from Israeli tank shells.

The pope's appeal was a somber depar-

ture from a day set aside for celebrations: ele-

vating three Maltese religious figures to the

final step before possible sainthood and hon-

oring Malta's deep Christian roots thai

stretch back to the shipwreck of the Apostle

PauHnA.D. 60.

It also echoed the pope's pleas for peaci

in the Middle East since he began his biblical

pilgrimages last year to mark the millenni-

um.

"The future of peace in the world depends

on strengthening dialogue and understand

ing between cultures and religions," said a

written papal statement issued before the

pope departed for Rome to close a six-day

voyage to retrace the steps of Paul.

His flight arrived back in Rome on

Wednesday evening.

The trip - which also passed through

Greece and Syria - was the last of the pope's

biblical travels for the millennium. Last year,

he visited Egypt and the Holy Land.

"In the footsteps of St. Pauli I have come
back. to you," the pope said at the Mass in

The Asiocated Presj

Malta's President Gtiklo Dt Marco (right) wefcomes Pope John Paul II upon his arrival at

See POfI, page 8 the Gudja airport in Malta, Tuesday.The pope is in this tiny island nation for a two-day visit.

McVeigh not alone in halting appeals

Th« AsMciMcd Pr«s

Convicted Oklahoma City bomber Timothy McVoigh is

escorted by an unidentified U.S. Marshal to a hearing.

VOLUNTEERS: Remorse often a

reason inmates request quick

application of capital sentence

ByCaMnWoodwanl
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - Most people who take

another life strive mightily to preserve their

own. Not everyone. Like Timothy McVeigh,

dozens on death row decide not to stay the hand

of the executioner.

Clifford Boggess wanted to go on his 33rd

birthday.

"I like the idea of leaving this little world on

the day I came in," said Boggess, who killed two

men a month apart. "There's a nice symmetry

to that." Texas granted his wish on June II,

1998.

Motives vary among prisoners who drop

their appeals and submit to the death chamber

willingly, or at least without protest.

Some become repentant and say they don't

deserve to live. McVeigh, the unremorseful

Oklahoma City bomber who killed 168 people,

is rK>t among them.

A few Hke the control they feel in the timing

of their death. McVci^, who favors the poetic

line "I am the master of my fate" and may use it

among his last words, seems to fit this pattern.

Sec EXEOinON, page 14

Two Jewish teen-agers

found beaten to death
VIOLENCE: Sharon says

Arafat responsible; one

boy was from America

ByKarifiUub
The Associated Press

JERUSALEM - Two Jewish

teen-agers - one an immigrant

from Maryland - were beaten to

death with rocks in a West Bank

cave after skipping school to go

hiking. Israeli Prime Minister

Ariel Sharon said Wednesday he

held Yasser Arafat personally

responsible.

The boys' bodies were found

about dawn Wednesday in a cave

in the Judean Desert. The walls of

the cave were covered with blood,

reportedly smeared there by the

killers, who dipped their hands in

the teen-agers' blood.

Sharon blamed Arafat for the

killings, saying the Palestinian

leader was doing nothing to stop

attacks on Israelis and was not a

partner for peace.

Asked about the slayings.

Arafat responded by saying

Palestinian children have been vic-

timized by Israel. He cited the

example of a 3-month-old

Palestinian girl who was wounded
Wednesday, hit in the head with a

piece of shrapnel during an Israeli

shooting attack on a Gaza Strip

refugee camp.

In Washington^ State

Department spokesman Richard

Boucher called the killings ''horri-

ble, brutal," adding, "Our chief

concern at this point is to be in

touch with the families."

In Gaza, meanwhile, Israeli

troops staged four separate incur-

sions into Palestinian-controlled-

territory Wednesday and early

today.

Israeli tanks fired shells and
machine guns at the Rafah refugee

camp early today as bulldozers

tore down Palestinian homes, resi-

dents of the camp and Palestinian

security officials said. At least 12

people were hurt, they added:

The Israelis also made a foray

into the eastern edges ofGaza City

SceiSIAB,page10
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Soccer stampede kills

at least 1 00 in Ghana
ACCRA, Ghana — A stampede at a

packed soccer match between top Ghana
teams killed at least 100 people Wednesday
night, a top government official said. Panic

set in when police fired tear gas to subdue

unruly fans, witnesses said.

Hometown team Accra Hearts ofOak was

leading 2-1 against Asante Kotoko with five

minutes left when Asante supporters began

throwing bottles and chairs onto the field,

witnesses said.

Police responded by firing tear gas, creat-

ing panic in the stands as spectators rushed

to escape the gas, they said.

Ambulances raced through the streets of

this seaside capital more than an hour after

the stampede at Accra Stadium, the city's

main playing field. Radio stations were

broadcasting appeals for ail doctors to report

to work to help treat the injured.

"It is a great national tragedy,"

said Minister of Presidential

Affairs Jake Obetsebi-Amptey,

who visited the hospital. "Many peo-

ple have died and many more are

wounded and are bleeding."

This is the latest in a string of soccer disas-

ters and the fourth African soccer tragedy in

the past month. Forty-three people were

killed April 1 1 at a stadium in Johannesburg,

South Africa. Another stampede April 29

killed seven people in Lubumbashi, Congo.

•

Feds probe suspected

hate crime near Davis
Federal investigators have been called in to

investigate a suspected hate crime directed at a

Jewish organization near the UC Davis can>-

pus.

Someone ignited a Star of David flag hang-

ing under the eaves of the small, white-frame

Hiliel House between 5:30 a.m. and 6 a.m.

Wednesday, said UCPD Police Sgt.

Colleen Turay. The fire spread to

some shingles and a comer of the

home, causing minor damage, she

said.

An object also was thrown through a front

window, knocking over a Jewish sign, Turay

said.

"Apparently there was some indication this

might happen, or some type of incident might

happen," Turay said. Police were investigating

the nature of the threat, she said.

Davis' UCPD called in the Federal Bureau

of Investigation and Bureau of Alcohol,

Tobacco and Firearms because it appears to

be a hate crime, she said.

The Jewish Community Relations Council

of Uie Jewish Federation of the Sacramento

Region denounced what it called a "despicable

act of hatred." The group's chairman. Marc
Carrel, compared it to arsons at three

Sacramento-area synagogues three years ago;

two defendants are jailed awaiting trial on

charfes stemming from those arsons.

Hope for peace fades,

fighting continues
Macedonian troops pounded suspected eth-

nic Albanian rebel positions with artillery

Wednesday and besieged part ofthe border with

Kosovo amid fading hopes for a political settle-

ment.

The chances of forming a national unity gov-

ernment between parties representing the

majority Slavs and minority Albanians dimmed
when a key ethnic Albanian party demaruled the

offensive end before talks begin. The spokesman

for the largest Macedonian Slav party, the

VMRO, acknowledged that the coalition's for-

mation would have to be postponed at least until

next week. The militants pledged to fight on and

insisted that they must alk)wed a role in negotia-

tions to end the crisis. "The government has to

face reality," said a rebel leader. Commander
SokoU.'Ithastofaceus."

CompHed from Daily Bruin wire reports.
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Cell phone hearing just static
CONGRESS: Committee

members share stories,

but few statistics, in D.C.

By Jonathan D.Salaiit

The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - The cellular

phone: The newest terror on the

highways, or a minor distraction

that has saved lives?

It all depended on who was talk-

ing Wednesday at a congressional

hearing long on anecdotal evi-

dence and short on supporting sta-

tistics.

Lacking numbers, members ofa

House Transportation subcommit-

tee and witnesses traded tales of

drivers weaving from lane to lane

while reading a newspaper, or run-

ning stop signs while talking on the

phone.

The only certainty that came out

of the hearing was the reality that

Congress is neither ready nor
inclined to restrict drivers from
using cell phones or other electron-

ic devices.

**I'm not certain we can legislate

this behavior," laid Rep. Eddie
Bemice Johnson, D-Texas, even as

she told the story of a friend who
died in a car crash while talking on
a cell phone.

The wireless phone
Is the greatest safety

tool since ...911."

TomWhccler
Cellular industry lobbyist

Patricia Pena, her voice crack-

ing, told a hushed committee room
of the death of her 2-year-old

daughter, killed in an automobile

accident involving a driver who ran

a stop sign while talking on a cell

phone.

**We waited and we prayed.

Then the doctors walked in the

room," said Pena« unable to hold

back her tears.

"The industry will try to say

there are so many other distrac-

tions in vehicles," said Pena, a

Pennsylvania resident who found-

ed Advocates for Cell Phone
Safety after her daughter's death.

**Cellular telephone use is a more
complex and demanding task.

There are simply not comparable
distractions."

Last month, model Niki Taylor

was severely injured when a car she

was in crashed into a utility pole.

The driver said he looked down to

answer his cell phone before the

car ran ofT the road.

The National Highway Traffic

Safety Administration estimates

SccraONES^pageT?

Gore defends low profile

after election nightmare
FLORIDA: Florida reform

efforts lauded as former

V.R speaks at conference

Byl

The Assodated Press

ORLANDO, Fla. - In his first visit

to Rorida since he lost the state and the

presidency, Al Gore said Wednesday
that he has kept a low profile because

America needs time to recover from last

fall's election debacle.

**I decided to observe a period in

which I would not enter the public arena

to criticize what the new president was

doing," the former vice president said.

**! didn't think that would be appro-

priate after what we've been through,"

Gore told several thousand people at a

Travel Industry Association of America
conference. **Wc need a little time to get

our act together in the United States."

Gore refused to offer an assessment

of President Bush's first 100 days in

ofTice, choosing instead to drop a few

jokes. In one. he referred to a famous
moment from the Democratic National

Convention.
**! often get asked the question, is

there anything I woukl have done differ-

ently?" Gore said. "I say, 'Yeah there is.

If I had to do it over again, I would kiss

Tipper much longer.'"

He praised the election reform mea-
sure passed by Florida lawmakers last

week and signed in ceremonies

Wednesday by Gov. Jeb Bush, the presi-

dent's brother.

''Based on what I know about the

Florida election reform, they're doing a

goodjob." Gore said.

Outside, several people carried signs

and banners said they were disappoint-

ed Gore hasn't taken a more active role

on national issues since he lost to Bush.

BILL
irom page 1

The fund would provide loans for

up to 30 percent of costs to build a

new complex or convert an existing

building into a housing complex.

Attempting to end the era of

increasing rent rates, the fund would
be responsible for determining which

entities qualify for loans. Loans
would only be given provided the

vacancy rate remain under 5 percent

and the complex would be built with-

in a five-mile radius of the campus.
The affected university would main-

tain the right to buy the complex at

fair market price at any time.

Though much of the land within

UCLA's five-mile radius is already

"Ifcveloped, Brad Erickson, director

of Campus Service Enterprises, said

re-development projects are possible

and that a 5 percent or lower vacancy

rate is realistic for this area.

"I'm not really aware of much
vacant land here, but buildings can be

bought and re-developed, and turned

into housing complexes," he said.

Erickson noted the Hotel

Sepulveda project, where UCLA
bought land and turned olddt one-

and two-story buildings into newer
three-story buildings.

Davis, meanwhile, pointed out

that UCLA students could live in an

apartment complex that is within a

five-mile radius of California State

University, Northridge, even if it is

more than five miles away from
UCLA.

There is also a clause in the bill that

says if the chancellor or president ofa

university confirms there is little

space to develop within a five-mile

radius of the campus, loans can be

made to those who plan to develop

complexes near a mass transit desti-

nation that is within 30 minutes of the

campus.

"The language of the bill is very

flexible," Davis said.

The bill is designed to make the

loans forgivable ifprovisions are met.

The complex's management must
give students, faculty and campus
employees the first right of refusal.

Also, the complex's tenants need to

be 90 percent students or faculty, and
50 percent of its students must quali-

fy for need-based financial aid.

Scott Svonkin, chief of staff for

Assemblyman Paul Koretz, whose
district includes UCLA, said Koretz
will most likely support the bill.

"The assemblyman hasn't heard

the bill yet, but because ofTidal Wave
II, there is a critical shortage and a

need for housing," Svonkin said.

"The assemblyman does support the

need to provide more housing for

students."

Kecley's bill goes a long way to

provide students with much-needed
affordable housing, Svonkin added.

Svonkin was not sure if the bill

would gain bipartisan support, saying

Republicans generally oppose any-

thing involving bonds. Davis, on the

other hand, was confident the bill

would pass by a large majority

Neither Assemblyman Dennis
Mountjoy, R-Arcadia, the vice chair

of the Committee on Housing and
Community nor Assemblywoman
Patricia Bates, R-Laguna Niguel,

vice chair of the Committee on
Appropriations, were available to

comment on the bill.
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Kbl^apple^pie
EVERY THURSDAY NIGHT
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SUPERSTAR DJ COOLWHIP: HIP HOP
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PIERCE COLLEGE
'

Where Education Keeps Up With Faet-Paoed Summer Sctiedules

FIRST CHANCE to apply for Rerce College is May 1

4

Advance ahead or catch up with the accelerated summer semester

Q Choose from 250 UCLA compatible classes

Don't forget to register May 14! Last summer classes filled up quickly
y*

y^

B Spend 5 weeks in a summer sesskxi

Still have plenty of time for fun in the sun

Hit the beach

Go on vacation

Work some exti^ hours

Summer Sessions

June 18 to July 21

July 23 to August 25

Enjoy one session or join two

Visit .com or stop by at the crossroads of

Winnetka and Victory today

RESOLUTION
Ffompagel

and related educational criteria."

The question of how many stu-

dents should be admitted based on

their grades alone is referred to the

Academic Senate - but that decision

is contingent upon board approval.

Currently, the Senate is consider-

ing dropping the SAT I as an admis*

sions criterion to the UC.
The regents passed SP-I and 2 by

a 14-10 vote in 1995, over the objec-

tion of all nine UC chancellors, acad-

emic senates and faculty.

At UCLA on Wednesday,

Affirmative Action Coalition mem-
bers organized in Meyerhoff Park to

address the issue.

^'We are demanding a full repeal

of SP-1 and 2," said Karren Lane,

chair of the African Student Union.

"We recognize that it puts an

overemphasis on the SAT and GPA,
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which have been proven to be cultur-

ally biased." said Lane, who is also

running for president of the

Undergraduate Students

Association Council.

The prospect of a replacement

raised concerns that the language of

the new resolution will not be specif-

ic enough to rule out legislative loop-

holes.

"We're worried that it's just going

to be a political game," said Ghaith

Mahmood, a third-year business eco-

nomics student and president of the

Muslim Student Association.

Bagley, who has long campaigned

to overturn SP-I and 2, told the

Associated Press "we shouldn't have

led the cause" to end affirmative

action.

"We did, and now we are trying to

withdraw from the cause," he contin-

ued.

With reports from Daily Bruin wire

services.

POPE
From page 5

Malta that drew more than half the

country's population. A canopy

shielded John Paul from a bright sun,

which glinted off the island's yellow

limestone buildings.

—The 80-year-otd pontiff, who has

battled fatigue during the trip, also

offered a personal note to others

slowed by age and illness.

"I remember and fed very close to

the elderly," he said. "To the sick 1

say: Have hope and be strong."

After extremely sensitive contacts

with Greek Orthodox clerics and
Muslim leaders in Syria, the |x>pe

basked in pure adoration in Malta -

which he first visited II years ago.

Nearly 98 percent of the country's

392,000 people are baptized Roman
Catholics, and divorce and abortion

are illegal.

Identity with the faith runs deep in

Malta - back to Paul and the cen-

turies undfer the protection of the

Order of St. John, or the Knights of

Malta, which turned back a siege by

Muslim Ottoman forces in IS6S.

The pope added another milestone

with the beatification of a local priest,

the Rev. George Preca, and two 19th-

century Catholic figures, missionary

Nazju Falzon and cloistered

Benedictine nun Sister Maria

Adeodata Pisani. Beatification is the

last formal step before possible saint-

hood.

Preca, who died in 1962, founded

the Society of Christian Doctrine, a

religious society whose members -

both men and women - pledge them-

selves to celibacy, teaching and a rou-

tine of private prayer. The society

now has about 1,100 members.

The pope recalled Preca's writings

on Christian tolerance and drew

apparent connections with his ges-

tures of reconciliation to Muslims

and Eastern Orthodox churches dur-

ing the trip.

"Is not this message of mutual

respect and forgiveness especially

needed today in Malta and in the

worid?" asked John Paul.

The pontiff also noted the "ecu-

menical spirit of respect and dia-

logue" associated with Falzon, who
founded a Christian association that

attracted many British military mem-
bers in the former colony.

The pope used the cloistered life of

the Italian-born nun to urge "a

renewed appreciation of the deeper

theological reasons."

The pope has beatified 1,235 peo-

ple in his 23-year papacy and has ele-

vated 477 p<iopie to sainthood. This is

neariy equal to the totals from all pre-

vious p€^s during the past 400 years.

UTIUTY
From page 4

•

highest demand - generaNy during

daylight hours - will pay the most.

Lynch said her plan *Yecognizes

that energy is expensive at every hour

of every day by every customer," but

penalizes those who do not cut back

on energy use or try to shift to differ-

ent times of the day.

Under Lynch's proposal, agricul-

tural customers could face rate hikes

ranging from 23-30 percent, with

increases capped at 30 percent.

Industrial users face average increases

of 50 percent or more, and commer-
cial users average 34-45 percent hikes.

Her proposal. Lynch said, designs

rates to encourage conservation and
provides $5 billion over the next year

to help pay the state Department of
Water Resources for the billions it has

spent providing electricity for cus-

tomers ofPG&E and SoCal Edison.

Lynch left the door open for future

rate hikes, noting that the state pro-

vides its electridty-buying expenses to

the comniission only on a monthly
basis, while wholesale electricity

prices continue to soar.

Lynch's propositi, and a largely

similar proposal from PUC adminis-

trative law judge Christine Walwyn,

will be reviewed in public hearings

ttiroughout the state the rest of this

wpdc, though that leaves little time

between their input and the PUC
vote.

Parties to the distribution plan -

including large industrial power users,

consumer watchdog groups and the

California Energy Commission - will

have the chance to speak about the

two proposals Friday in San
Francisco.

The PUC then will meet Monday
to approve a rate design that will start

appearing on customers' bills as early

as June I. The PUC initially approved

the rate increases March 27, and
power used during the six-week inter-

im period will be subject to the new
rate design and charged to customers

over the next 1 2 months.

Since late March, the PUC has

reviewed dozens of proposals for how
it should allocate those record rate

hikes.

Lynch's system divides California

utility customers into five different

tiers based on how much electricity

they use. Under state law, customers

face no rate increase for electricity

they use that is up to 130 percent Of

their baseline amount.

Baseline is an average amount of

usage based on dimate, geography

and season. Utilities use this average,

set by the PUC. to fairly bill customers

so that customers are not penalized

for living in the desert rather than in

more temperate dimes.

Low-income customers within 175

percent of federal poverty levds also

are exempt from rate hikes

Hiose are the first two tiers. Eadi
of the three higher tiers for residential

customers are based on how much
power is used, with higher rates

charged as usage increases.

;
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2001-2002 USAC
PRIMARY ELECTION

May9-l0,2001

PiMS* as0 back SNte for write-in candidate

tor whom you wish to vote.

Write in the fuM name and office.

Vole for ONLY one candidate, except where noted.

l-^^1MMI3ELL}ii!L

nanm m m _ IVtONC
(Sf O CD ®

I . Bruin Walk (Northwest Comer of Pauley Pavilion)

2. Between KerckhoffandMoom Hall

3. Ackerman Tum-Amund {locate6 near the bus stop)

4. Bruin Plaza (Bruin walk, across from the Bear)

5. Royce Quad (between Powell Library and Royce Hall)

6. Quad (N.E. Comer of Royce Hall, between Rolfe and Royce)

7. Bunche Hall (Southwest of Bunche Hall)

8. Inverted Fountain (by Franz and Knudsen Hall)

9. Court ofSciences (by Yomg mm sciences, and Franz Hall)

10. Men's Gym
I I

.

Covel Commons (Southwest of Covel Commons)

oi

PRESIOEKT
z-j Karrer Lane
-O Ousan "Sean* Mttottctr
c* David Ehrenberg
LD John Haorptyan

NTEBNALVICE PRESIDEIfT
o Ramzi "Ram" Ajami
CJ Kennisha Austin

EXTERNAL VICE PRESIDENT
o Evan Ofcamura

GENERAL REPRESENTATIVE
(Vol* for up to 3 poomona)
o Cindy Mosquoda
c:} David Tavo' Nguyen Dahle
c? Christopher "Chris Cheng
CD TheoApostol
cj Breana'Bree'Teubner

ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COMMISSIONER
CD Bryant Tan
CD Katheryn -Katie' Klein

CAMPUS EVENTS COMMISSIONER
ID Ryan WHson

COMMUNmr SERVICE COMMISSIONER
CD Sonia Margarita Sanchez

''

CULTURAL AFFAIRS COMMISSIONER
CD Rahul Marwah

FACILrriES COMMISSK)NER
CD Jenamy 'Jer McKenzie
CD NargesPisheh

FINANCIAL SUPPORTS COMMISSK)NER
CD Suzanna "Suzy* Minasian
CD Andrew LaFlamma
CD KimCoss

STUDENTWELFARE COMMISSIONER
CD PBtarTrinh

Don't Forget to Vote!
Wednesday, May 9th or

Thursday, May 1 0th
*Bnjin ID Required to vote.

STUDENTS

COUNCIL

Paid for 6y USAC

H MJ^ III' "I _ ^1
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"An Introduction

to Legal Analysis

& Writing"

June 18 July 12. 2001

This dynamic four M^eek

course is an introduction to

the law school experience.

Using law school based

assignments, students will

learn essential skills including

effective writing style, case

synthesis, outlining and

exam preparation.

Taught t)y

Dr. David fiwyeltea, PIlD.

Professor of Law

$5(X) course fee

Call for an application

,
and information

(877) 858-4529

Registration deadline

June 10. 2001

The best first step
tor piospoot i\i'

law students

( ///Vr;s/7v d I J I inii

320 East D Street

Ontario. CA 91764

www.ulv.edu/law

email: lawadmOulv.edu

SWC Spring Blood Drive
Mayl4, 15. 16. 17&18th 4 llam-4pm

Ackerman. Second FkDor, Room 2414

For on appointment e-mol

gotbloocKducla.edu

or coH 310-825-0888x2

:5a?-

l
W« require picture 10 UCLA Blood & Ptatetet Center

B I

AWARDS
From page 1

them, but said the dinic succeeds in its

mission.

"We try to give ihcm service with

dignity," he said. "Some people say

of ourselves."

She recalls the first time she went to

the shelter - and how that experience

hooked her to the work.

She recalled working with a 75-year-

old woman named Fernanda, who

needed help creating a resume.

'*She reminded me ofmy grandma.

that they get t)etter service than they and I couldn't imagine her taking a

would at the county hospital." minimum-wage job," she said.

Still, as Camesale pointed out, it's Like Valencia, Yafai spent a good

difficult balancing community work chunk of her undergraduate career

with academics and a social life. working with homeless people. While

"It was really bad the first quarter, working with the West Hollywood

especially when MCATs came Food Coalition, she extended her

around," Sharifi said. "But once you

get a feel for thejob, it makes it easier."

Valencia, a fourth-year applied

math student,

knows the feel-

ing. For the past ^——^^—
four years, she

has spent her

Saturdays in var-

ious roles at the

Good Shepherd

Center, a home-

less shelter for

women and chil-

dren in down-

town Los
""""""""""^

Angeles.

"Thanks Mom and Dad for under-

standing that this is why I couldn't

come home on the weekends,"

Valencia said jokingly as she accepted

her award.

Valencia has also been a mentor for

Samahang Filipino and the Filipino

"(Volunteering)'s not ..

anything hard -just

some time."

Sherry Yafai

Award recipient

work by establishing a mobile clinic to

address the medical, dental and social

needs of the homeless population.

The treatment

process includes"^"^^~'^"
a social evalua-

tion, physical

examination and

a final diagnosis.

Students from

the medical

school, public

policy school and

undergraduate
schools are

"~~~~~'"^~"
involved in the

project.

"It's not anything special, anything

hard -just some time, some care," she

said of volunteering.

She said the dime's cHcnts are

pleased with the little things the volun-

teers do.

"One day, all I did was see a client.

Recruitment and Enrichment Froject and he needed his shoe repaired. I

and has coached athletes for the

Special Olympics.

But she said she gained the most ful-

fillment when she started teaching a

computer class at the Hawkes transi-

tional residence, housed in Good
Shepherd.

In fact, Valencia hel(>ed create the

lab, getting individuals to volunteer

fixed his shoe, cleaned his glasses, and

his smile was more than any thank

you," she said.

Students nominate themselves for

these awards. This year, between IS

and 20 students applied, said Jerry

Mann, ASUCLA student support ser-

vices and student union director.

He said a diverse group of people

their computer parts and expertise to judges the applications to distinguish

the center. the sincere volunteers from the

'The truth is, I don't consider what resume-builders.

I do to be volunteer work," she said. "I "If someone's trying to pull a snow

consider it visiting friends, and the job -ifthey're long on words and short

people who volunteer with me feel the on substance - w^'ll know that," he

same way.

She said she doesn't work with a

homogenous. easy-to-categorize

group ofwomen.

"People are always surprised when

1 describe the women - they are teach-

ers, college graduates, Ph.Ds," she

said. "They are people like our moth-

ers and sisters, people who remind us munity or national conflict

said.

The award was formerly called the

Chancellor's Humanitarian Award. It

recognizes service in any field, includ-

ing aid to the hun^, homeless or sick;

protection of thfe environment; work

for the elimination of cruelty orjustice;

and efforts for the resolution of cont-

ISRAEL
From page 5

with tanks and bulldozers that razed

farmland, Palestinian police said.

Tckoa grocery store to buy provi-

sions for their secret wilderness

hike.

Only one friend knew about their

plans. Their parents were not

alarmed when the boys did not

Soldiers wrapped the bloodied return in the afternoon, believing

bodies of Kobi Mandell and Yossi they had gone to an anti-government

Ishran in Urps and tied them to protest in Jerusalem, said Yossi's

stretchers to carry them from the mother, Rina, a nurse.

cave up the rocky slope of Wadi When the boys weren't home at

Hariton, a dry riverbed about a half midnight, the parents alerted securi-

mile from the boys' homes in the ty forces. Searchers found the bod-

Tekoa settlement.

Yossi was 14,

month shy of his

1 4th birthday,

his grandmother

Marilyn
Lederman said

in New York.

Israel's
Channel Two
TV said police

believed there

were at least

three assailants.

The killers

and Kobi was a

"Our chiefconcem at

this point is to be in

touch with the families."

Ridiard Bouch«r

State DefMrtment spokesman

ies at daybreak.

Eighteen Palestinians were arrest-

ed, including

mmmmmmmmmmmmmm^ SeVeral Shep-

herds. Israel's

Defense
Minister
Binyamin Ben-

Eliezer said the

killers would be

tracked down
one by one.

Police
spokesman Rafi

Yaffe said it

remained in the cave for a consider-

able time after the slayings, the

report said.

Ultra-Orthodox Jewish volun-

teers wearing white gloves searched

appeared the boys were killed in a

chance encounter. He said it was not

clear whether the killings were
linked to the theft of dozens of goats

from Tekoa in the night from
the cave for remains Wednesday, Tuesday to Wednesday.
scraped blood off a wall and over-

turned bloodstained rocks. Jewish

law says all remains must be collect-

ed for burial.

Kobi and Yossi left home
Tuesday morning, but instead of

going to school had stopped at the

Kobi's family immigrated to

Israel from Silver Spring; Md., in

1996 and settled in Tekoa two years

ago. About 40 of Tekoa's 250 fami-

lies are from the United States.

ScctnUB^pagTu
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Athletics Store
andBoordshop

at the

Ackerman Union
—^^-T'*****"

CURRENT PRICES ON
ATHLETIC SHOES • ATHLETIC EQUIPMENT

SKATE SHOES • SKATE DAYPACKS
SKATEBOARDS • SKATE T'S & SWEATSHIRTS
Discounts at Copeland's Ackerman Union Athletics Store & Boordshop only.

Brands from: NIKE. NEW BALANCE, ADIDAS. PUMA. AND 1.

SKECHERS. CONVERSE. REEBOK. ASICS. K-SWISS. DC. ES. VANS.

EMERICA. ETNIES. BIRDHOUSE. SHORTY'S. CLIVE. DAKINE.

SPITFIRE, ELEMENT BLACK LABEL. GIRL and MORE!
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[Lottery sign-ups for

& bUi
In Ackerman Union and Kerckhbff Hall for

Summer & fan
Quarter

CSP Registered

Student Croups

will take place during

Monttay, May Ml through
wettnesdltty, Mtty fs

Student Union info Window
A-Level. Ackerman union

"rr*f

Appointment dines posted Thursday, May 17

For Information: Meeting Room Reservations

310.206.0833

Student union Operations

510.206.0855
www.eventservices.ucla.edu

ISRAEL
From page 1

Kobi's father, Seth. a rabbi, once

headed the Jewish students' organi-

zation Hillel at the University of

Maryland. His mother. Shcrri, is a

freelance writer.

Recent photographs showed

Kobi wearing a light blue baseball

cap and flashing a shy smile. In

another snapshot passed around by

mourners Wednesday, Yossi, an

innocent-looking boy with wire-

rimmed glasses, posed next to a por-

trait painted for his Bar Mitzvah, the

Jewish rite of passage into adult-

hood.

Sharon said he was revolted by

the killing. ""It was a heinous deed in

which children were intentionally

attacked." he said

Asked whether Arafat was still a

potential negotiating partner, the

prime minister said that "^anyone

who causes the killing of Israeli citi-

zens cannot be a partner." If vio-

lence stopped, Israel would be ready

to resume peace talks, Sharon said.

Jewish settler leaders demanded

that Sharon declare Arafat an

enemy of Israel and work to bring

down the Palestinian Authority

In the Rafah camp, meanwhile, 3-

month-old Reema Ahmed was hit in

the back of the head by a small piece

of shrapnel, Ali Musa said.

The girPs mother, Aida, 25, said

she was at home with her daughter

when Israeli troops began firing at

the camp with machine guns mount-

ed on tanks.

"A bullet hit the door and then

other bullets entered the house." she

said.

The army said troops were

responding to an anti-tank grenade

Palestinians fired at an Israeli patrol

in the area. Palestinian witnesses

said troops also razed a Palestinian

police outpost in the camp.

GORE
From page 1

Children, Families, and

Communities, and professor of pcdi-

jUricsand public health.

To continue the planning process.

Gore is scheduled to meet with facul-

ty members in the afternoon. Similar

community-building courses taught

spring semester at other universities

will be evaluated for their strengths.

Broadcastmg lectures for distance

learning is also under consideration.

Parent said.

Gore, who still has an escort of

secret service agents, plans to lecture

in a class at UCLA next year and help

lead a number of community-build-

ing symposia. Parent said.

The new curriculum is scheduled

to be taught at several additional uni-

versities in the fall as well.

UCLA faculty and local communi-

ty leaders first met with Gore in

January to lay out a general outline

for the new course.

The multi-disciplinary curriculum

is intended to bridge the differences

between different sectors of the cam-

puf u> acfa^w a common communi-

ty-improving goal.

Similar themes have been at the

core of classes Gore has been piloting

at Middle Tennessee State University

and Fisk University in Tennessee

over the past few months.

Throughout the process, several

UCLA professors assisted him with

the new courses. Parent said.

Additionally, Gore completed a

lecture series last week on media cov-

erage of national affairs during the

information age at the Columbia
University Graduate School of

Journalism in New York. There, too,

UCLA faculty were involved in the

teaching process, according to a

Columbia University statement.

EXECUTION
From page 5

At least a few are suic*idal. They

want the state to do what they could

not bring themselves to do.

Most just want to get it over with.

"I am a rational man," Robert Lee

Massie wrote before helping

California executioners find a vein for

his lethal injection in March. "I do not

consider forgoing the raptures of

another decade behind bars to be an

irrational deci-

sion." Massie «,_«,.,_^__^
had killed again

aAer being

paroled for a

1965 murder.

McVeigh,
scheduled to die

next Wednesday,

appears to be in

the camp of

those who .see no

sense in postpon-

ing the

inevitable.

since the death penalty was reinstated.

On Tuesday night. Qay King Smith

became the latest volunteer to die.

Smith had considered appeals even

on his final day but only if the families

of his victims - his ex-girlfriend, her

cousin and three children at Pine

Bluff, Ark - told him it vwis OK. They

were silent.

Death-penalty opponents say con-

sensual executions give the authorities

an easy out, enaUing them to avoid

reviews of convictions and scnteiw:es

that shouki be conducted even if the

prisoner - who
may be mentally

disturbed or too

despondent to

care - does not

want them to be.

Some prison-

ers convey their

wish to die in the

starkest terms,

threatening to

____________ kill again if given

any chance.

"You better

vote for the death penalty because if

I guess his feeling is, he knows he's you don't, I'll get out and it may be one
going to die - it might as well be soon- of you next, or your family." Steven

"I guess his feeling

is, he knows he's

going to die."

WilUam McVeigli

Father ofTimothy McVeigh

cr than later," his father William said

after McVeigh dropped his appeals.

McVeigh could still change his mind.

Amnesty Internatioivil, which

opposes the death penafty, has chroni-

cled about 90 ^consensual executions"

among the roore than 700 conducted

in (he United States since a 1976

Supreme Court decision brought capi-

tal punishment back

,

Volunteers were first to be executed

in 1 1 of Uie 31 states that have put peo-

ple to death since 1976. starting with

Gary Gilmore in Utah. None of the

people executed since then in Idaho,

Ohio, Oregon and Pennsylvania had

exhausted their appeals, according to

Amnesty International.

McVeigh will be the first prisonei

executed by the federal government

Judy told an Indiana jury before his

1981 execution.

A sense ofalmost unspeakable guilt

apparently motivates the death wish of

some others.

In 1990, the Supreme Court

allowed the execution of Ronald Gene
Simmons in Arkansas to go forward

without a review of his conviction or

sentence. He*d killed 14 members of

his family and two others.

*'l only ask for what I deserve." he

said.

'To wake up knowing you killed

.someone every day,** Gerald Bivins

Mid before his execution Ihis year,

"there's nothing like that.*' Bivins had

killed a minister at a highway rest

See mafnON,Hge 1

7
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KarranLane

kllCflMl VIM PTMMIHII nMm "flWII HjKHn

ExlvMl ViM PrMUMb EvM OkMwra
Cwwy SapiwilillM Dwid "Dm*" Nguyen OMe.
DTMrat Brw iwoner, no cnaoiMnwni

Mm CwmmImImmr Kaiheryn "KaSt" Hrin

PfMMMl: OwidBiranbflrB

hMwMlVlMPrMMMM: f^mai''nm''HmA

No EiMtofiMMnl

No Endorsemsnt

' SwiM OMMNiniMMR No Endorsenwot

No ElWOIVMMIR

No Endoraoment

rTrinh

PMptao
KmrmiMM

KonrMhaAHrtn

EwiOkMnm
SHMnl RiMWMrtallVK CiiMtirMotau8da.nMoAootlol

Affairs

Soaia MaFfaftla Sanciwz

RalHiiMvwali

jwny JOT MCKonzw

No Endoraomant

• Potef Tnnh

MmMStudMti
OuwCSean'-MlleliCh

I Vic* Prasi«l*irt: Ramii'

I Vtce ProsMont No I

fiaaaral RaprMMUtivoc (Md "Oawa" Nguyan OMa,
Ctwialophef "Chris" Chen«. Broana "Bna" IMmar

t Affatr* CommissioiMr: Katheryn "Kada^ Main

I Ewts Commitsiowar Ito Endoraamant

ly Sarvic* ComnHtafaaar No EndOBaaBwnt

cwnrm inraw wnrnmsiwiiarT no Lnumjunmn ^^—

^

I ConmiitsioiMr Jeremy "Jer" McKanaa

I Supports CommtoalaMn

Suanna "Suzy" Mmasian

I Waltaro CanMiaalaMR No I

KarrenLana

KtnnMia AuiMi

ExianMM VIo* PrasMant: Evan Okamura

Qndy Moaquada. TIteo AposM
Bryant Tan

i EvwTts CommlaaiaMq lie Endoraament

Sarvice CeaMiriaaialNr

Senia Mariarita Sanchei

OMmtt Affairs Commlssieiwr fWwl Manaati

FasMMaa Commlssloaan Nargaa PWiaii

RMiiciai Supports CoMMiaataMr: Mm Coaa

Nol

Sonia Margarita

iWelfare

: BryaiMTan

No Endorsement

RitMilManMah

: KhnCois

No Endorsement

KarrenLane

Mamal Mo* frasiiaal: Kannislui/telin

EKiafMl Wca Pruldat Evan Okamura

i Affairs CaoMiaaiMMn Bryant Tan

ftafNUMarwal)

KimCoss

' tmJnC I

Praaiiaal: KarrenLane

hrtafMi Vlaa Pr**id**t: KsnnisliaAustoi

Cxtamal Vlea Pr*aidairt: Eva* Olianwa

Baairai flaprai—tathra; C^ndy Moaquada, Theo Aposlol,

No Endorsement

Aeaia«lB Affairs OamarisalMMn Bryant Tan

CanpM Evapts CaMMnissi0a*r: Ryan WMaon

i^Nii^MiHRy 9*rwio* i^piii^sissi*ii*r*

Sonia Margarita Sanchez

CpNarMiMfalriCp—Haiapar Rahul Marwah

acPHMa waMMaaMNr: wargei nsnen

Flaaiiciai Sapperia Coawniisiapan KimCkMs
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Video screening and discussion presented to you by SNAC
(Student Nutrition (& body image) Action Committee)

''Slim Hopes-
Advertising & the Obsession with Thinness''

Tuesday, May 1 5th

12:00-1:00 p.m.

Room 2, Dodd Hall

Join us for a video screening followed by a discussion of this award-winning video, by

Jean Kilboume, which offers an in-depth analysis ofhow female bodies are depicted in

advertising images and the impact of those images on women's health.

Students interested in joining SNAC are encouraged to come to this screening and discussion

facilitated by Sheri Albert, MPH, RD and Karen Minero, Ph.D.

snaC
For more information about this program or about SNAC please contact, Sheri Albert, MPH, RD

(salbert@saonetucla.edu) at 794-4180 or Karen Minero, Ph.D. (kminero@saonet.ucla.edu) at 825-3945.

Sponsored by the Arthur Ashe Student Health A Wellness Center, the UCLA Center fior Women A Men, and the ORL Rcsi-

lifj itiwl Heahh Edurw^ww QyMwite* nod llClJi Woooco 4 Cbnge.

YADEGARI
From page 3

environment, Yadcgari became

exposed to alternative forms of medi-

cine like acupuncture.

Yadegari said one of the reasons

she is interested in osteopathic medi-

cine, which involves using manipula-

tive techniques in conjunction with

conventional medical and therapeutic

procedures, is because it takes a better

approach than traditional medicine.

"Even when I don't

read the lab before I

come to class, she

helps me understand

what's going on."

Sung Kim

Second-year student

"instead of just telling a person.

Take two Tylenols and call me in the

morning,' osteopathic medicine takes

a more preventive approadi and tries

to find the root of the problem," she

g^^^j
r ...; r ... -.'.- —-;—

—

She also coedits Ha*am. the Jewish

newsmagazine on campus, which is

currently published online.

"Ha'am covers national and com-

munal issues that relate to Jews, most-

ly on campus," she said.

"This year, we hope to have it pub-

licized more to attract more readers,"

she added.

Yadegari, however, does not con-

sider herselfjournalistically inclined.

"Ijust felt like joining Ha'am

would be a good way to meet people,"

she said.

Whatever field Yadegari chooses,

she said she always wants to keep one

thing in mind.

- "In this worid, we're all teachers,

and we're all students." she said. "And

there is always something to learn."

POLLUTION
From page 4

must close beaches if they know

sewage is present. If bacteria levels

are high because of urtwn runoff,

signs are generally posted warning

swimmers about potential risks.

A stretch of more than

four miles of beach

was off-limits because

of contamination in

August 1999.

But if health officials only suspect

that sewage is present, they are given

discretion to decide how to respond.

In the summer of 1999, a mile of

shoreline was closed in Huntington

Beach in July after a water quality

sample recorded extremely high bac-

teria readings, which health officials

suspected were caused by raw human

sewage hitting the beach.

By late August, a stretch of more

than four miles of beach, including

the city's pier, was off-limits because

of the contamination. The source of

the pollution baffied officials who dug

up portions of the beach to examine

pipelines.

Last November a scientist at UC
Irvine proposed the theory that beach

contamination was caused by sewage

released offshore and br(5ught back

by a combination of tides and under-

water waves.

The sanitation district and others

will test the theory later this month

and throughout the summer.

PHONES
From pages

that a driver's inattention causes 20

to 30 percent of accidents. That

amounts to about 1.6 million of the

6.3 million crashes last year, or

around 4,300 accidents a day.

"Who among us hasn't been

behind a car that is weaving or

speeding up or slowing down for no

apparent reason, only to find that

the driver is more interested in read-

ing the paper than watching the

road," said Rep. Thoma» Petri, R-

Wis., chairman of the highways and

transit subcommittee, which held the

hearing.

"I'm not certain

we can legislate

this behavior."

Eddi« Bernice Johnson

Congresswoman, D-Texas

"My children have to be high on

that list in terms of distractions,"

said Rep. Sam Graves, R-Mo.,

father of three, aged 11, 8 and 4.

The cellular industry's top lobby-

ist, Tom Wheeler, offered some sto-

ries of his own: The family members

who helped catch a kidnapper

because they called the police on

their cell phone after spotting the

suspect's van on a highway; the 8-

year-old who used his uncle's cell

phone to call for help after a boating

accident; the medical technician who
received help over his cell phone

while treating a 10-year-old urtcon-

scious boy that was hit by a car.

"The wireless phone is the great-

est safety tool since the development

of 91 1," said Wheeler, president and

chief executive officer of the Cellular

Telecommunications and Internet

Association, the industry's trade

group.

Twenty-seven states are looking

to pass their own laws and three -

California. Florida and

Massachusetts - have minor restric-

tions on using cell phones in cars,

NHTSA said. In addition, about a

dozen municipalities have their own

cell phone laws. On Monday, the

Nassau County, N.Y., legislature

voted to ban motorists from using

hand-held cell phones while driving.

Rep. Rob Simmons, R-Conn.,

suggested the federal government

help look at ways to make electronic

equipment easier to use, the way

compact disc players are now part of

car radios. Built-in phones that can

automatically dial a phone number

when a driver asks could help reduce

any distractions, he said.

"We all have anecdotal ules,"

Sitomons said. "But we are people

w«o want to communicate. And we

^e the resources to make it safer."t
EXECUTION
From page 14

stop in 1991.

• For the most part, authorities are

obliging when prisoners want to move

the process.

But Thomas Grasso had to wait a

few more years to be executed for a

1990 murder of a neighbor, after offi-

cials in New York intervened in his

case.

In 1993, he was only houn from

execution in Oklahoma when New
York authorities won a court order

bringing him bade to serve a sentence

for a murder in their stale. He was not

pleated with this detour en route to the

death chamber.

"My whole day is totally ruined,"

Grasso said. "This is giving me a

major headache."

He was returned to Oklahoma and

put to death in I99S.
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In the United States,

'money talks/ but does it

offer good guidance? See

Viewpoint Friday.

viewpo(nt#m«dia.uda.edo

Liberals ignore costs of policies they advocate
PROFITS: Caf6 Med^s decision to

not raise prices is naive, would

defeat goal to raise awareness

Hello, kiddies. You thought you were

attending UCLA. Well, I've got news

for you...

Welcome to fantasy land.

Revered around the world for a top-notch

medical center and an athletic program that

earned more NCAA titles

than any other university

in the 20th century -

among other notable

achievements - Berkeley's

grown-up baby brother

also happens to be the

land of the freeof-charge.

_ Or so our well-inlen-

tioned but naive fellow

Bruin liberal activists

would have us believe.

Tune in to their political

and economic agendas,

and you'll be hard pressed

to find an honest cost-benefit analysis of the

solutions they propose as a cure for society's

presumed ills.

Liberal activists on campus - there aren't

any conservative groups here to criticize - still

cling to the diildish notion that it's possible to

"have it all."

That's not to say the experts headquartered

on Kerckhoff Hall's third floor are incorrect.

Who knows? Developing countries may be

the victim of corporate exploitation. The envi-

ronment may be facing irreversible damage
due to human carelessness.

Fair enough.

Reasonable people can stipulate to the fact

that the world has problems.

But what those on the left must do is cut the

Drucker is a history student in Ns firuil quarter at

UCLA. E-mail him at ddruckef#uda.eda

David M.

Drucker

Pollyanna attitude and admit that the policies

they advocate, just like policies advocated by

their compatriots on the right, come with a

price tag.

And it would be nice ifUCLA itself (paid to

educate, not insulate us) did not go around

playing fairy godmother.

According to the Daily Bruin ("Hospital to

CASCY OOW^/Daily Bruin

serve fair trade coffee," News. May 1 ), the

medical center's Cafe Med will convert 90 per-

cent of its coffee menu to fair-trade coffee

beginning May 21. What do the menu changes

of some obscure cafe have to do with anything?

Everything.

The hospital plans to absorb the increased

costs of the coffee they sell instead of passing it

along to their customers (i.e. you and me).

Excuse me, since when did Bruin Walk get

paved over with the yellow brick road?

In the real worid - and we're not talking the

movies - businesses can't afford to randomly

absorb an increase in the cost of a major good.

It doesn't take an Anderson School \Q to

understand the point.

Businesses use profits to pay their employ-

ees and ensure that they can survive the econo-

my's fickle behavior. Lower profits mean less

money to pay their employees and a reduced

chance of surviving a recession.

"We plan on raising awareriess about our

coffee to our customers without raising our

prices," Hospitalities Service Manager Rey
Hernandez told The Bruin.

Hey Rey, I'm with you, man.

But if you really want to '*raise awareness,**

how about passing the hat and raising prices.

Let yo»f cl»enlele know th»l Cafe Med sup-

ports cutting back on deforestation and paying

coffee growers $1.26 as opposed to 50 cents

per pound. Let them know that you believe the

aforementioned benefits outweigh the

increased costs that students and faculty wiH

now have to pay.

Otherwise, what kind of light are you shed-

ding on the issue?

The student body sure isn't going to learn

anything from this exercise. Quite the contrary,

your average Cafe Med customer will probably

figure that the coffee houses located on cam-

pus-proper are price gouging the populace and

exploiting helpless South American farmers

just to make a few extra pennies.

By the way, has anyone bothered to mention

the negative aspects of artificially inflating and
controlling coffee prices? The benefits may
prove worth the costs, but has anyone honestly

discussed the matter?

Here's some caffeine for thought: Let's say

some poor farm worier in Columbia decides

he'd like to improve his standard of living -*

and he figures he can do this by buying some

Sec pa9c20

Conservatives quick

to excuse war crimes
KERREY: Ri^t-wingers'

hypocrisy exposed as they

ignore Vietnam atrocities

By Robert Watson

It's the attack of the bleeding-

heart conservatives! For decades

now, right-wingers have been pound-

ing on liberals for suggesting that

people should try to understand

ghetto criminals. But put a uniform

on somebody, and these same zero-

toierators suddenly start muttering

that it would be "insensitive" even to

inquire whether (as several witnesses

attest) he and his guys pinned a num-
ber of little children and grandpar-

ents to the floor and cut their throats

with a knife, then lined up the

unarmed survivors and massacred

Watson Is a professor of Eriglish at

UCLA.

them so they wouldn't tell.

Hey, come on: it's not like he had

tea with Buddhists or sex with an

intern.

Oddly, the people quickest to

make excuses for the mass killing of

helpless innocents by Sen. Bob
Kerrey and his team of Navy SEALs
are the conservatives who relentless-

ly bash the left for **nioral rela-

tivism." It's a favorite device for dis-

guising anti-intellectualism as moral

intelligence: trap people into

acknowledging the possible compli-

catiom ofa situation, or into explor-

ing why bad things happened, and
then you can attack them for not

knowing that certain tinngs are

absohitdy right or wrong, always, no
matter what, period.

Now those hard-heads are sudden-

ly invoking context to tKOUtCliMi
which surely, in iaolotkm, are more
obviously and grievously '^wrong"

Sm IMfSOII, page 21

LETTER

USAC candidates

must stay true to

themselves
UCLA has had a ridi student

government history known
throughout the United States. In

fact, as a student leader at my
graduate school, George

Washington University, I have

seen my campus take on several of

the strongest USAC/GSA traits -

including referendum funds to

support student activities, direct

election of the executive branch

and the separation of the under-

graduate and graduate student

governments.

I hold UCLA as the model for

student governments, in a city like

Washington, D.C., that's not easy

USAC elections are always an

exciting time at UCLA. Passionate

student leaders work tirelessly to

see their candidates succeed.

Hirough innovative campaigns,

the students of UCLA choose

their leaders. Some win, some lose.

It was a major flashback for me
to read an article regarding politi-

cal slates at UCLA ("Candidates

look to slates for support," Daily

Bruin, News, May 8) As a former

USAC member (1993-94 Finance

Committee Chair; 1994-95

Financial Supports

Commissioner), I remember the

days of slates very well. I was the

presidential nominee for the lame-

ly-named "Bruin Action Team" in

1995.

In fact, I was the first fateful

losing USAC presidential candi-

date in 1995 that began the trend

of Students Fint! (and subsequent-

ly named) slate domination. My
opponent, former External Vice

President York Chang, kicked my
butt. At the time, it was considered

an upset since my slate had the

majority ofUSAC seats the previ-

ous year.

The banning of affirmative

action by the University of

California in 1995 mobilized the

opposition in ways we could have

never counteracted.

In retrospect, I see that the win-

ning slate put together stronger,

more passionate coalitions. USAC
was a iife-or-death vehicle to

express outrage at the repeal of

affirmative action. And in the

**real world," that's what is most

important. Fight for what you

believe in.

Candidates at UCLA should

always stay true to their morals,

priorities and ideals. Bold ideas

are what make a true leader, not

soA-footed steps toward consen-

sus.

I am extremely proud to be a

UCLA alumnus. It is my experi-

ence with USAC that makes me
love UCLA - win or lose. USAC
prepared me for the real world in

ways that I cannot fully express. 1

wish the best of luck to all the can-

didates.
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Mutant foods overrun world market, ecosystem

Mitra

Ebadolahi

GENETICS: Biotechnology

warrants better regulation,

clear labeling of products

Let's play a game. When I say a

word, you say the first thing

that comes to mind. Then

we'll repeat. Ready?

Summer? Vacation.

Beaches? Picnics.

Bananas? Antibiotics.

Wait a minute! Antibiotics don't

have anything

to do with

bananas!

Oh. don't

they?

At this very

moment, scien-

tists are work-

ing to create a

new "antibiotic

banana" that

may help

humans fight

infectious dis-

eases. If their

endeavors are successful, we may
soon be able to skip the doctor's

office and go straight to the grocery*

store to cure our ailments.

Sound too good to be true? Well,

maybe it is. How, for example, could

antibiotic banana plants impact

monkey, bird and insect species?

In just 10 years, biotechnology has

become one of the fastest growing

industries in the United States. With

endless possibilities for profit,

biotech firms are saambling to

pump billions of dollars into

research and development schemes,

touting the "gene revolution" as-the

solution to everything from environ-

mental degradation to global hunger.

Many genetically modified organ-

isms have already been developed,

including corn, cotton and soy plants

Ebadolahi is a third-year internation-

al development studies and history

student who believes that the forces

of good will kiss evil on the lips. She

encourages comments at mighty-

mousemitra#yahoo.com.

that produce their own pesticides.

According to researchers, these vari-

eties are more environmentally-

friendly and economically efficient,

requiring fewer chemical pesticides

and producing bigger, more **per-

fect" crops.

Unfortunately for the planet's

consumers, these corporations have

forgotten their own capitalist maxim:

"you don't get nothing for free." As
GMOs infiltrate our diets, specialists

warn that the new "Frankenfoods"

may permanently damage our health

and ecosystem, regardless of

biotech's claims to the contrary.

Ecologically, the possible impacts

of biotechnology have not been ade-

quately researched. One biotech

giant. Aqua Bounty Farms, has

developed a new salmon that

can mature four times faster

than normal fish.

Biologically, female fish

are attracted to larger

males, which are

assumed to be the

fittest and most

capable of

the species.

As geneticist William Muir notes,

"fish just 25 percent larger will get

400 percent more matings than a fish

of average size." ("Harvest of Fear"

www.pbs.org) Yet these "artificial"

salmon produce the lowest number

of offspring. The introduction of

Aqua Bounty salmon into the wild

could rapidly decrease or even wipe

out this endangered fish species.

GMOs can never be recalled once

they are released from corporate

labs, since they are living organisms

capable of reproduction. If we are

truly concerned about the possible

ecological implications of genetic

engineering, we must conduct seri-

ous research before these living tech-

nologies are incorporated into the

natural life cycle.

Consuming inadequately-

researched CM products may seri-

ously harm human health and expose

millions of people to unknown dan-

gers. Under present FDA policies,

CM products do not have to be

labeled and do not undergo the same

rigorous safety tests other foodstuffs

must pass before being released to

consumers. Consequently, if a gene

from a peanut is spliced into soy

beans, people with peanut allergies

may have severe reactions to unla-

beled CM soy. even though they

might consider soy safe.

Because American farmers mix

CM and non-GM crops during har-

vest and storage, it has become virtu-

ally impossible to separate

modified varieties from nat-

ural grains. Separate stor-

age facilities and accurate

food labeling systems

cost a pretty penny; as

a result, agribusiness

lobbyists have pres-

sured the U.S.

Food and Drug

Administration

to allow compa-

nies to continue

marketing

unlabeled GM
products. The

FDA recently

voted to

maintain

these inade-

quate policies, allowing

biotech corporations to continue to

exploit unsuspecting consumers.

To make matters worse, GMOs
permeate the typical American diet.

When was the last time you had a

Coke? Most sodas contain com
syrup, derived from GM com. Like

ketchup on your French fries? Heinz

and Del Monte use GM tomatoes in

their pastes. Had any Frosted Flakes

lately? Kellogg's thinks GM com
fiakes are grrrreat! Salad dressing?

Chocolate? The list ofGM foods,

produced by manufacturing giants

like Nabisco, Quaker. Hershey's and

Campbell's, goes on and on.

In other parts of the world,

GMOs have been restricted. In 1998,

massive protests led European

Union officials to place a moratori-

um on the commercial growing and

import ofGM crops. Recently, the

World Trade Organization and other

free trade avengers have pressured

the EU to rescind this ban, but man-

ufacturers are still required to clearly

mark all GM products with stan-

dardized labels. Throughout Europe,

high levels of consumer resistance

have led many corporations to aban-

don the use ofGMOs altogether.

Here in the United States, polls

indicate that 88 percent of con-

sumers support more pre-market

testing ofGMOs, and 85 percent

want GM foodstuffs to be clearly

labeled. So much for the democratic

process (www.greenpeace.org).

Finally, multiple arguments refute

the biotech industry's claims that

GMOs will solve global poverty or

hunger. Economically. GMOs can

force farmers to become dependent

on biotech corporations. Since GM
seeds are a business venture, they are

patented and sold for profit. Becaus<r

"self-fumigating" plants produce pes-

ticides indiscriminately, pest toxins

are emitted constantly throughout

the growing process, regardless of

actual pest levels. Ironically, flooding

fields with these insecticides can help

bugs develop resistance more rapidly

than normal evolution allows.

Resistance renders old pesticides

useless, forcing farmers to replant

fields with new GMOs producing

different pest repellents.

Farmers must then purchase new
seeds, and the entire cycle repeats.

Poor farmers in developing countries

have virtually no access to these tech-

nologies, and the "perfect" GM
crops they compete with drive their

own meager incomes down even fur-

ther.

Biotechnology is a multibillion
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Rap today focuses on 'Ming Ming/ not social reform
MUSIC* Current bip hop

neglects harsh realities,

emphasizes sex, money

—

I

ByTalwIttivi

Do you remember Public Enemy?
Whatyibout Rakim? Do you even

know who KRS-One is? Chances are,

if you were entering high school

about the same time I was leaving it

(around 1994), you've probably

heard their names but not their music
- or rather their message. Those were

the days before (what I've termed)

the "Doggy-Doggization" of rap and

hip-hop. And I mean that title in no

favorable terms.

You may ask, "But isn't hip hop

alive and well? Aren't there more rap

Rizvi graduated UCLA in 1 998 with a BA
in computer science and engineering.

artists bemg featured on the radio

and MTV than ever before?" This

may be true, but to view the plethora

of current popular rap "artists" (term

used very loosely) as a victory for hip

hop culture is to view the constantly

growing numbers ofTaco Bells and

McDonalds' as a burgeoning of

America's taste for fine dining estab-

lishments.

The groups I mentioned at the

beginning were among the pioneers

in rap; they helped lay the founda-

tions and set the tempo. From the

'80s and well into the eariy '90s some

of the most prominent members of

the rap community were talking

about real issues, waking peopks up,

promoting social consciousness.

They were pointing out the flaws in

the political, judicial and welfare sys-

tems and calling for change. They

wanted people to straighten them-

selves up and wanted the system to

be held accountable for its misdeeds.

For instance, the message Public

Enemy tried to get across was simply

shown in the names of tracks like

"Fight The Power," "91 1 (Is a Joke)"

and "Fear of a Black Planet.'*

The subject matter hit the social

problems plaguing the African

American community on target, like

"Air Hoodlum," which depicts the

life of a promising African American

basketball player. The lyrics talk

about how he was scouted by a col-

lege and used for his skills and given

no education in retum. Later he ends

up injuring himself and can't ball

anymore, which is all he knew how to

do. He then tries to get a job as an

assistant coach, but the college does-

n't need him. Desperate, he turns to

crime and is shot by the police while

attempting a stick-up, after which he

is forever remembered as "Air

Hoodlum"
How many promising young

African American athletes are scout-

ed in underfunded inner-city school

yards and simply used for their

crowd-pleasing skills and not valued

as intelligent people capable of

excelling in anything else?

And it wasn't just Public Enemy.

Rappers like KRS-One had tracks

like "Drug Dealer," which was an

appeal to drug dealers to change

their ways and use their skills to

uplift their neighborhoods. He also

made "Black Cop" which is about

African American policemen who
lose track of their identities and end

up terrorizing thdir own communi-

ties.

Rakim, amongst other hits, had

"Casualties of War" which is about a

marine sent to serve and die in

Desert Storm, but realizing the U.S.

govemment is the real oppressor,

turns his guns on Uncle Sam. And
these are just a few examples.

Have you heard the stuff on

Snoop Dogg's latest album? Let me

summarize and save you S 10 to $15:

"I'm ridin' in my '69 (enter

favorite low-rider car)/With two of

my (enter derogatory term for

women)/Smokin' my (enter favorite

illegal narcotic)/Sippin' my (enter

favorite hard liquor) /Gonna smoke

some poor (enter derogatory term

for African Americans)."

I'm not kidding you. Aside from

the different background beats, it's

all the same hypnotic trash. I chal-

lenge you to find anything different

in Puff Daddy's lyrics, or those of

anybody else who gets radio play.

So why is this the stuff that gives

rap its popular face today? What
happened? What went wrong? Well,

my theory is that the original stuff

was not as marketable. The message

of rap today, is drugs, sex, money -

what an easy-to-sell universal appeal!

Plus, lyrically reminding

Sec mZVI, page 22
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DRUCKER
From page IS

land and growing his own cofTee diat

he'll then sell on the world market.

If environmental lobbyists are

successful and eventually convince

Sara Lee Corporation (one of the

world's largest wholesale coffee buy-

ers) to purchase only "fair trade"

coffee, how's a new farmer suppose

to compete? It won't do him any
good to sell at lower prices, which is

the traditional way in for new busi-

nesses in a competitive market.

Nike didn't decide to

manufacture shoes half

a world away because

they like to travel.

Ultimately, this movement for

''fair trade" pick-me-up could

entrench the current landowners

and farmers, leaving the little guy
permanently out of the advancement
loop.

That goes double for factory

workers overseas.

For all ofmy comrades fighting

for a decent '^living wage" for for-

eign workers, here's a double shot of
reality; if you ever mcceed in forcing

large international companies to pay
laborers in developing nations a

wage on par with what we consider

acceptable in America, you might
actually cost them their jobs.

After all, Nike didn't decide to

manufacture shoes half a world and
three languages away because they

like to travel. They did it because

Jj)erf were millions of unskilled,

unemployed laborers in developing

nations living in huts with plush

hard-dirt floors whose only com-
modity was their willingness to work
for much less tlian anyone in this

country.

Eliminate that commodity, and
for the most part, manufacturers will

stay home. Incidentally, say goodbye
to the inexpensive, high quality

goods that make life so much easier

for poor and middle-class folks here

in the Sutes.

Admittedly, the issue is more
complex than that. Corporations are

not bastions of charitable concern
for their employees. And there's

nothing intrinsically wrong with

advocating improved working con-

ditions.

But it's time for labor activists to

stop arguing that corporations are

run by X-Files Smoking-Man-likc

committees who can do anything

they want, anytime they want.

Things cost money, and if businesses

don't make enough of it, they won't
be able to employ anybody - at any
wa(e.

If labor activists believe that the

benefits to society from hiking

salaries outweigh the risks ofjob
stagnation or loss, let them say so.

If you believe that society will

gain more from stricter working
condition standards than it will lose

in the inflation of prices that may
result, then please, have the gump-
tion to say so.

In typical Marxist hyperbole,

third-year environmental studies stu-

dent Greg Horn recently lamented
the fact that he's forced to make
choices. "Do I clothe myself and
support sweatshops," he asked, '•or

do I walk around naked?"

("Capitalism taking over planet,"

Daily Bruin, Viewpoint, May I).

Whether or not Horn's options

are that stark is debatable. But he
got one thing right: life involves

choices Some of them may be more
palatable than others, but they all

come with a cost.

It'd be nice if our friends on the

left admitted as much in their argu-

ments.

WATSON
From page 18

than most of the things the left has

tried to explain.

In fact, these conservatives have
suddenly transformed into their

arch-enemies in the culture wars: the

deconstructionist who argue that the

truth of an event is essentially sub-

jective and contextual and unknow-
able. The Wall Street Journal editori-

al page starts reading like a Yale

graduate seminar on Conrad's

"Heart of Darkness."

The best-case scenario which

Kerrey claims is plenty bad enough.

After the throat-cutting adventure,

they gunned down many other chil-

dren and their mothers and grand-

parents - and not a single plausible

Vietcong soldier. They then allowed

an utterly false and extremely self-

serving report of the event to gain

them medals and praise, and to

stand without contradiction for 32

years, until forced out by news cov-

erage.

That report, claiming they killed

21 enemy soldiers, is yet another of

the countless "body count" lies by
which our government sustained

support for their war (and called us

lying traitors ifwe challenged those

counts).

The fall-back position taken by

other admirable Vietnam war-hero

politicians such as Sens. McCain
and Kerrey is generous, to a fault.

Sure, it was a dark night and a terri-

fying situation many years ago, but

don't you think you could tell and
Tecall the difference between (on the

one hand) returning Are at a town
and finding the wrong dead, and (on

the other) slicing the throats of chil-

dren and grandparents, then gather-

ing the survivors in the center of

town and executing them (which is

what the position of the bodies indi-

cates)?

If you'd been in so many situa-

tions enough like the latter that it

didn't stand out clearly, that would
be damning enough in itself.

I've generally liked Kerrey, and 1

don't claim to be sure exactly what

happened that awful night in Tranh

Phong. It's certainly possible to

question the reliability of the accuser

among that SEAL team, Gerhard
Klann, even though he seems to

have a lot less reason to claim to be a

war criminal than his colleagues

would have to deny it.

It's possible to dismiss as partial

the confirmations of his story by
Vietnamese women, attributing

them to Vietcong affiliations and

residual bitterness against the sol-

diers who massacred their village,

even if it was (in some sense) by acci-

dent. There's still a shadow of a

doubt.

But the same conservatives who
ding to that shadow would have

blit^iely thrown away the key on any

ghqtto kid whom a notorious jail-

hoiiK "informant" claimed to have

seen! near a crack vial.

Instead, those conservatives now
roll out all the old liberal cliches, and
wrap them in the flag. Why com-

pound the tragedy by prosecuting a

guy who regrets his mistake? The
society he was attacking had done

many bad things to his people. It

was an awful situation, you don't

know what these guys might have

been through, it was a tough place

where you had to be ready to kill or

be killed, and you can't judge them

unless you were there. It's an army
thing - you wouldn't understand.

The sententious worship of the

U.S. military is clearly resurgent in

this country, despite a series of reck-

less blunders in which our hot shot

pilots and captains have killed inno-

cent skiers and fishermen and gone

free, burdened with nothing but self-

pity and nice pensions. In recent

wart, our soldiers have nK>stly been

killed by eadi otiier, resulting in a

Set WifSON, page 22
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hail of medals and parade streamers.

Prominent right wing commenta-
tors - including Richard Nixon's

copy-boy William Safire - now take

the position that it's wicked for intel-

lectuals to condemn US policy in

Vietnam, since it was mostly the

underprivileged who died for it. I

don't recall hearing a lot from them
on that topic 35 years ago; in fact, it

was largely Nixon's strategy for sti-

fling protest by recruiting a volun-

teer army that magnified the death-

rate among the poor.

Nor, in fact, if you study the tran-

scripts from the Johnson and Nixon
White House tapes, do you hear any-

thing about this "noble cause" that

Safire and his pals now claim was at

the heart of our Vietnam violence:

instead it's all about the political

damage to the president's own repu-

tation if he concedes a war (which

they knew they couldn't win any-

way) to the communists. They saved

the "noWe cause" talk for public

speeches to convince suckers to feed

themselves or their sons into the

meat-grinder.

That something so horrible as

Tranh Phong (and My Lai and Son
Thang and who knows how many
others) happened in service of such

a '^noble cause" is not, in this case,

an accident. The defense of these

men is in itself the nK)st convincing

condemnation of the war, in which

wc tried to impose a corrupt, unpop-
ular right-wing puppet government
on a poor and fiercely independent

people, in contradiction ofboth our
treaties and our democratic princi-

ples, driving them into the hands of
increasingly radicalized commu-
nists, who should be answerable for

the evils they have sanctioned, as we
should be for ours.

The Kerrey revelations confirmed

what many of us have been saying

for over 35 years - Vietnam was
even worse than most wars.

If (as Kerrey's defenders keep
saying) it was a situation where the

enemy and the population tended to

be indistinguishable, then wc sure

shoukln't have been there killing

them by the million (and lately the

right has been claiming we just

weren't brutal enough!).

The primary blame belongs with

our government for declaring ''free-

firc zones," encouraging the killing

of everyone in villages where the

population failed to support our
puppet dictators - allin the cause of
political freedom, of course.

But the conservatives for whom
the military can do no wrong have
yet one more reason to squint into

the mirror this week. They have nwt
the enemy, and it is themselves.

RIZVI
From page 19

oppressed people to be conscious of
what's happening to them and
become determined to make
changes, doesn't fit well in the corpo-

rate vision of America (including

people like music distributors and
alcohol companies, among others).

You fee, the earlier MCs of rap
took their lead from the civil rights

movement generation, not the

"bling-bling" generation They were
trying to use their skills and popular-

ity as a means to bring attention lo

the harsh realities of their communi-
ties and lives, and called for reform

from within the communities (while

abo giving a pretty good rhythm to

bounce lo). But that's changed.

Is that all? is there any hope?
Well, if you're suffering from

**Doggy-r)oggangrenc" and want a
cure, I suggest cutting off the limb. If

you're not ready for that (just gotta

have your Snoop, Puff Daddy, Too

See nVI, page 23
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Short, etc.) and want to try an antibi-

otic instead, don't worry there's still

a solution. There are still some rap-

pers and groups out there who are

truly '*kecpin' it real." These arc the

underground and they still propa-

gute lyrical mastery, like the original

masters - and consciousness to boot.

Groups like Jurassic 5, rappers

like Mos Def and others are trying to

keep the tradition alive, and trust

me, there aren't too many of them.

Of course, these aren't household

names, but that's because they refuse

to allow the message to be

"Doggized" just to hit the high

stakes. They're trying to live by what
they call others to.

So, you want a dose? Your chance

is coming this Saturday. Hip Hop for

Consciousness is a group that is

putting on a benefit concert for

Imam Jamil Al-Amin (formerly H.

Rap Brown) on May 12 at the Watts

Labor Community Action Center in

Los Angeles. Al-Amin, if you know
your history, is a pillar of the civil

rights movement, and the culture of

rap and hip hop are indebted to him
for his contributions to the struggle.

He currently awaits trial for all^ed-

"4j^lllooting an Atlanta police ofFtcer.

The line up will include Mos Def,

Jurassic 5, Dilated Peoples and
Cointelpro along with others. So do
yourself a favor and check it out to

get a fresh breath of consciousness in

your grooves and open up your

minds and your wallets for a good
cause. For more info check out

www.woridlincdcsign.com/jamilben-

cfit.html.

The truth has to be pursued and
earned; it rarely comes knocking on
your door. As Mos Def states in his

track "Fear Not of Man," "We arc

Hip-Hop/Me, you, everybody, we
are Hip-Hop/So Hip-Hop is goin'

where we goin'/So the next time you

ask yourself where Hip-Hop is

goin'/Ask yourself ..where am I

goinT*

EBADOLAHI
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dollar industry, and there is an

intense, competitive pressure among
corporations to maximize profits

and minimize costs. Consequently,

critical (but expensive) tests are

eliminated while new GMOs contin-

ue to be patented and sold to farm-

ers.

Ironically, the realities of biotech

cleariy show how expensive industri-

alized agriculture and the unequal

access to capital woridwide collabo-

rate to keep peasant farmers trapped

in cycles of poverty and dependency.

In order for worid hunger to truly be

eradicated, sustainable, local farm-

ing practices must be promoted and
hunian wealth must be more equi-

tably distributed.

T|e most basic assumption of

biot^h corporations like Monsanto
and AgrEvo are that humans can

and should freely manipulate living

organisms in order to produce new
products for human consumption.

According to this view, natural

resources exist solely for the benefit

of humankind, which grants people

free reign to exploit, plunder and
alter nature.

In a parallel universe, there are

many who believe that humans are

simply one part of an incredibly

complex and fragile ecosystem,

which, if damaged, is irreparable. If

GMOs are not carefully researched,

we might never know their possible

consequences until it is too late. In

order to safeguard our environment,

and develop feasible alternatives to

industrial agriculture's shortcom-

ings, we must exercise our consumer
power to hold biotech corporations

accountable. If complacency won't

kill us, Frankenfoods just might.
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Molly Molones
575 8. Fairfax Ave. (i w. n of eth)

(323) 578-5591
www.mollymaiones.com

LIVE MUSIC 7 NIGHTS
Irish Drink Specialties

Free Parking

- No Cover UCLAID Thra.- Sat.

Pub Grub

The Pitcher House
142 Pacific Coast Hwy.

Heimosa Beach
(310) 374-0626

www.pitcherhouse.com
The Pitcher House Est. 1950

ao uuuUi TTim, wioer.

4 Pool Tables. Shuffle Board.

2 Foo8t>all Tables, Ping Pong,

Wed • Karaoke

Thur - Cup of Swill & FREE PIZZA
Fri & Sat - Band Nights

Kitchen Open M-F 5?

11835 Wilshire Blvd.

Brentwood
(310)477-7550

21+w/ID
Sunday: 10am-6pm
$7.50 Import Pitchers

$5.50 Domestic Pitchers

Monday-Friday: 11:30am-4pm
>4.50 Lunch Specials

Ihr FREE Pool

Monday: 1/2 prize pitchers

Tuesday: standing student Night
$3.00 Burger w/Tries

$2.00 Beer Special

Rustv's Surf Ranch
256 Santa Monica Pier

(310) 393-PIER
Full Bar, Full Service Kitchen. Patio

Seating, Pool Table, and Satellite TV.

Happy Hour Everyday 3 to close.

Karaoke Mon & Sun nights.

Live Musk: & Dancing- Call for details.

The Shock
2518 Wilshire Blvd.

Santa Monica
(310)440-1171

Full Bar. Happy Hour 4-7 M-R Full

Servk» Kitchen •* Outdoor Patk>. 'We
show all games- 10 TVs • Karaoke

Tuesday 9:30pm to ck>se.

Sepl's
10968 LeConte Ave.

Westwood
(310) 208-7171

www.westwoodonline.com
Full Service Kitchen. Beer & Wir>e

Only. Satellite TV • stoln us for

live jazz every Friday night.

Happy Hour after 5pm.

Sonny McCleon's

Irish Pub
2615 Wilshire Blvd.

Santa Monica
(310) 448-1812
25 Beers on Tap

Pool Tables, Air Hockey, Steel Tip

Darts. 9 TVs, MLB Package, Uve
Entertainment on Saturdays.

Happy Hour M-F. $1 off beer

& wine. $3 off appetizers.

Tomodochj Sushi
10975 Weybum Ave.

Westwood
(310) 824-8805

Full Sushi Bar with Lunch & Dinner

Specials. Sake Bomt>ers Wekx)n>el

Also try Tomadachi Express, open
10:30pm to 2am, Thurs.-Sat.

Clubs

Freok Doddy's
€1 Dorodo

Fridays Q Opium Den

1608 CosmoSt. Jjollywood

(323)860-6566
$2 Drinks before 11pm
Superstar DJ Coolwhip

Spinning: Hip-Hop • Funk • Rare

Grooves. 21-fOver.

Hot fipple Pie
EveryThursday Night O Blue

1642 Los Palmas, Hollywood
(310) 226-8421

Superstar DJ Coolwhip:

Hip-Hop, DJ Lewis Album
& Krembo: Trance

2 rooms of Musk:, 2 Full Bars

Outdoor Patk) and Lounge

Mogic
Every Wednesday @ Blue

1642 Las Palmas. Hollywood
(323)281-0516

Progressive HouseT Trance/ Hip-Hop

with DJs Thomas Mrchael. Paul-E.

Three-O. Coolwhip, FiveStar. 2 rooms
and outskle snwking patio. 18-f w/ID.

21+ Full Bar. Clip this for free

admissk>n before 1 0:30pm.

Moonchild presents

Termlnol Zero
Every Thursday© Mix 10 - 2am

2810 Main St., Santa Monica
(310) 754-6002

www.71 Ocontent.com
House ar>d Trance

PG Assaf Eternal Landscape
Free Admission with Student ID

look for

^illiciliis

brought to you by

mm 6525 Sunset Blvd.
(at the Hollywood Athletii Club)

310.281.8845
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Arts&Entertainment Passam* lo India

The Indian Student Union's

upcoming performance at

Royce Hall features dance and

skits. More Friday in A&E.

Thursday, May 10. 2001
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Darqf Staniffbrth (left) and Paige Baxter of Social Extortion perform at the
Empty Stage Theatre in West Los Angeles.

Musnes bail on improv acts

at West LA/s Empty Stage
COMEDY: Many scenes fall flat

as one-dimensional characters

get stale during long sketches

.By Chris Young
Daily Bruin Staff

Improv comedy lives just a few minutes
away from Westwood, at the Empty Stage
Improv Theatre on Pico and Veteran,
where every Friday night comedy troupes

summon their muses.

The improv groups Social Extortion and
the Perks, however, had a bit of trouble call-

ing forth those muses last Friday. Viewers
were presented with Social Extortion's mel-
low and extended acts, which contrasted

with the fast-paced, borderline chaos of the

Perks.

Social Extortion's three-person group
creates its hour-long improv act by having
audience members submit cards before the

show, which ask for a description of a per-

sonal acquaintance. The actors announce
at the beginning of the act that they will

"improvise" their comedy and drama using

these cards, which may be exactly why
every scene isn't so funny

Each player picks a card out of a hat,

announces the character he or she will

assume, and does a monologue as an intro-

duction. Then they switch off pairs onstage
until the finale with all three players Each
duo improvises until the scene's natural end
and cue out by artistic director Stan Wells.

For Friday's performance David Koff
embodied the character of "Scott.'^a frat-

boy jock who lets friends take girls to his

roommate's bed. Darcy Staniforth was
"Rebecca," a 22-year-old blonde with a
penchant for bad poetry and a slow drawl.

Paige Baxter played "Julia Elizabeth,"

Rebecca's kid sister who aspires to be a 911

operator, practices CPR on her dolls and
fouls up Rebecca's plans.

Beyond the standard jock or frat-boy

stereotypes of partying and drinking, hav-

ing aspirations of being a lawyer and being

on the crew team, Koffs character was fair-

ly one-dimensional throughout the show. A
couple of his first scenes were good but the

skit sUrted to get stale by the middle.

Baxter's scenes with Koff never really

clicked and there were numerous pauses
where there should have been dialogue.

Staniforth 's improvisation proved to be the

sharpest and her character the most memo-
rable - a whiny, self-involved blonde with

the mind-numbing laugh of a siren. Her
body language effectively captured her
character, as she jumped and turned up her

heels or seduced Koffs character with

over-exaggerated coquettish moves.

The show lost momentum several times

during the night as it became more appar-

ent that the comedians were exhausting the

possibilities of their characters. The actors

should have taken out the jar and drawn dif-

ferent cards, starting a new play

There were, however, some good
moments when the actors shared a tele-

pathic-like empathy and cracked a good
joke. But other times the humor just sim-

mered on the back burner and the perfor-

mance dragged on.

Social Extortion's show was followed by
the Perks, giving the audience a taste of two
different styles of improv comedy.

The Perks' weekly show. "Green Eggs
and Kevin Bacon," includes regulars Kay
Christianson; • Michelle Durnell.

Christopher Hutson and Lincoln Myerson.
with a guest comedian in every show.

The Perks ask the audience at the begin-
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Winning internationalfame
on Broadway, Lea Salonga
now moves on to television

AiTf»W0fWTu»m

By Tarry Tang
Daily Bniin Senior Staff

Before landing her current soap gig, the clos-

est Lea Salonga probably ever got to TV soap
suds was watching Bubbles on "The PowerpufT
Girls." The actress/singer has never gotten

hooked on daytime dramas but professes to

make time for some loony toons.

"I'm a big cartoon freak and I usually have
my TV tuned into the Cartoon Network."
Salonga said in a telephone interview from New
York "

I guess now that I'm on the soap, I watch
our soap - when I remember to turn on my TV."

Since March, the Tony Award-winner has

traded in the stage for afternoon screen time on
theCBS sudser, "As the World Tums." Salonga,

30, best known for her heart-wrenching turn as

Kim in the original Broadway production of
"Miss Saigon" and as Disney's go-to-girl when
the singing voice for Mulan and Princess

Jasmine ("Aladdin") were needed, is currently

one of the few Asian actors on the soap canvas

with a contract role and a front-burner story-

line.

She first heard about the part of high-pow-

ered attorney Lien Hughes through her agent.

After meeting with executive producer Chris

Goutman and screen testing, Salonga was
offered the role. Lien, an Amerasian member of
one of the soap's core families, was first por-

trayed by Ming-Na - the actress behind
Mulan's speaking voice. Salonga had no idea

that her "Mulan" colleague originated the role

until her co-workers informed her of the char-

acter's history

Despite the coincidences between their

career choices, Salonga has only met the "ER"
regular once.

"We met at a press junket and that was it,"

Salonga said. "She knows that I'm doing this

and I think she's quite amused."

Both women are also among the handful of
Asian actors who have appeared on soap
operas since the genre's creation. With all the

buzz about the absence ofminorities - Asians in

particular - in prime time programming, day-

time serials seem even further behind. The

SeeSAiOIWCpay31

Powderfinger hopes success

at home will spread to US.
MUSIC Latest release fix)m

group less rock 'n' roll than

earlier Australian records

ByWhitaaySmiCh
Daily Bruin Contributor

Powderfinger has decided that the

U.S. market is its "kinda scene.'*

After releasing four albums in its

native Australia, Powderfinger, a

band that takes its name from the Neil

Diamond song, has broadened its

horizons through the American
release of "Odyssey Number Five."

Although Powderfinger remains
relatively unknown in America, it has

fiirted with the U.S. market befbre.

The band was first introduced to

America on the "Mission: Impossible
2" soundtrack with the song "My
Kind of Scene," which also appears
on "Odyssey Number Five."

Being featured on the soundtrack
exposed Powderfinger's music to

many new fans.

"We were pleased with the

impact," said lead vocalist Bernard
Fanning in a phone interview while

visiting Los Angeles. He reported an
increase in posts on Web site message
boards from interested listeners in

America after the release of the

"Mission. Impossible 2" soundtrack.

Powderfinger also gained exposure
when it toured the West Coast briefly

with Coldplay The bands met at Big
Day Out, a music festival down under,

and Coldplay invited Powderfinger to

open for its tour. The exposure paid

off, Fanning said, noticing a good
reception from returning fans at a Los
Angeles concert sponsored by KROQ
in late March.

Powderfinger formed in 1989 when
bassist John Collins, guitarist and
eariy vocalist Ian Huag and the origi-

nal drummer, Steven Bishop, were in

high school.

After meeting present lead singer

Fanning in a cooking class, Huag
relinquished vocal responsibility. Jon
Coghill eventually replaced Bishop on
drums, and, in 1992, the membership
was finalized with the addition of
Darren Middleton on guitar.

Powderfinger discovered Middleton
while he was playing atop a table in an
Australian biker bar with a band
called The Pirates.

Powderfinger's early releases

include a self-titled EP that attracted

the attention of Polydor Records. It

has since released four LPs, most
recently "Odyssey Number Five."

Fanning said the newest release is

more atmospheric and not as aggres-

sively rock 'n' roll as its past albums
"Parable for Wooden Ears," "Double
Allergic" and "Internationalist."

A style change was clearly not nec-

essary, however. Both "Double
Allergic" and "Internationalist" are

multiplatinum in Australia and the

band has won numerous awards based
on the merit of these early albums. It

was awarded Album of the Year, Best

Rock Album and Song of the Year at

the 1999 Australian Record Industry

Awards.

"Odyssey Number Five," which
was released down under in

September of last year, has attracted *

its share of attention as well. In addi-

tion to going five times platinum, the

contribution was named Best Album;
the first single, "My Happiness," was
named Best Single; and Powderfinger
was named Band of the Year by
Australian readers in Rolling Stone's

2000 Music Awards.

Despite the magnitude of its suc-

cess in Australia, few rock fans in the

U.S. are familiar with Powderfinger.

Four albums strong, the band is deter-

mined to prove to the world that it is

no fluke.

"I think that success in any music
market in the world has as much to do
with luck and good management as it

has to do with the songs themselves.

However, good songs will almost
always come through in the end,"
Middleton said.

Powderfinger believes it will con-

tinue to attract fans because it doesn't"*

capitalize on trends in pop culture

that are sure to die out. Rather, the

band aspires to make music that will

sound good for a long time.

"The music that we make is the

kind of music that we love to make," '

Middleton said. "We have, until this

point, chosen to work harder on the

subtleties in our songs, while sticking

with the more traditional style of writ-
inn "
mg.

The band hopes "Odyssey Number
Five" is the album that will show
Americans what they have been miss-

ing.

"We sat down and wrote an album

See POWDERFINGER, page 31

Laa Salonga, known as the singing voice of Disney's Mulan and Jasmine,
has also won an Tony Award for her turn as Kim in "Miss Saigon.

Pi,Cn 1

Lea Salonga (second from right) plays Lien Hughes, an Amerasian attorney, in the
'

soap opera "As The Worid Turns." She Is one of the few Asian actors In the genre.

A

The Australian rock group Powderfinger is making its way In America.
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www.behorrible.com

Be Horrible

www.behorrible.com

Solving arguments with tact and maturity is

great, but when you've been stabbed in the

back by an acquaintance, revenge is always

sweeter.

Facilitating this vengeance is www.behorri-

ble.com, a Web site that lets users get back at

their enemies by posting the most embarrass-

ing and shocking photographs of them on the

site. Adding to the humiliation of the photos is

a personal message that revenge seekers are

allowed to post along with the photograph.

The premise of www.behorribIe.com

sounds interesting and seems to promise end-

less amounts of fun through blackmail with

photographs. Users, however, quickly realize

that these photos are only funny or embarrass-

ing for the people who posted them and who
appear in them.

There are a few exceptions, such as a photo

featuring a woman sitting and unknowingly

flashing her underwear to the camera. The
woman in the picture, however, doesn't look

like a horrible person who deserves such treat-

ment.

Further, most of the photos on the site

don't look as if they were posted with

vengeance in mind, it appears more likely that

people just thought it would be cool to post

embarrassing pictures of their friends.

The site does have potential though. The
posting process is free and seems simple, and
if some more serious entries are posted,

www.behorrible.com just may work.

Barbara McGuire
Rating: 4

I Love Bacon
www.ilovebacon.com

Though vegetarians may not be pleased by
the pro-meat-eating Web site www.ilovcbacon.

com, their funny bone will undoubtedly be

tickled by it.

Containing an endless amount of humorous
drawings, photographs and jokes, the site pro-

vides Web users with enough laughter to burn

off the calories in 10 greasy cheeseburgers.

The site is easy to navigate. A listing of

some exceptionally funny pictures and jokes

can be found along the side of the page no
matter what section users are in. With daily

updates, www.ilovebacon.com places its

newest content directly on its home page,

making it more than easy for even the least

technologically advanced person to access the

laughter.

The site is well worth a visit as users will get

more than an average slice of comedy. The
site goes above and beyond the call of humor,

not just providing funny pictures and jokes.

but also supporting its own advice column as

well as a wide variety of amusing games.

One such game involves earning points by
performing various dares in the user's work
place. A range of embarrassing dares are pro-

vided, each with a different point range. They
include such acts as drinking directly from the

nozzle of the water cooler and sprinting

around the office screaming.

While some of the site's photos and politi-

cally incorrect jokes are only appropriate for

mature adults, www.ilovebacon.coiY) proves to

be the perfect rest stop for students who need

a break from studying.

Barbara McGuire
Rating: 9
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Explore fiasdnating 'Caves' from your living room
BOOK: Photos make good

companion to IMAX film,

more than academic text

By MidiacI Roscn-MoKna
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Caves fascinate many people, and,

with "Caves; Exploring Hidden
Realms," it's not too hard to see why.

The book brings the exotic world

of the spelunker right to readers' cof-

fee tables. It is intended as a compan-
ion to the IMAX film "Journey into

Amazing Caves," but it can easily be

enjoyed for its own merits.

A National Geographic book,

"Caves" is chock full of glossy, full-

color pictures, and it is this feature

more than the text that makes
"Caves" a worthwhile book.

The text is little more than a compi-

lation of various academic essays

relating to certain aspects of cave life.

The authors take different approach-

es to their subject matter; some speak

in loAy, academic tones, reveling in

the scientific jargon of cave study,

while others opt to relate personal

experiences involving cave investiga-

tion.

Louise D. Hose's chapter "Cave
of the Snotties" talks almost entirely

about acid-secreting, microbial

strands found in some caves - vis-

cous, slippery fluids that drip from

the ceiling; caver Jim Pisaowicz

appropriately gave them the revolting

name "snotties." Hose's article is ope

of the most interesting sections in the

book, especially after she reveals that

on one occasion she had to "wallow"

in snotties to get through a cave.

Other articles explore ice caves,

underwater caves and the well-known

and loved stalactite/stalagmite caves.

The chapter on cave divers cof>-

tains some of the most beautiful pic-

tures in the book, with scuba divers

paddling through blue-tinted caverns

BOOK REVIEW

Titie:a«fs

Author Miduei Ray TaykNT

Publisher National Geographic

Price: $35

Pages: 215

tOmi WmJif Bruin 5«Jor Stalf

and maneuvering through combs of

needle-like stalactites and stalagmites.

The most exciting pictures in the

book are of cave architecture, with

strange arches and tunnels so bizarre

that they hardly seem natural. Drip

formations, flowstones and the other

unique phenomena that have cap-

tured the imaginations of artists and
spelunkers alike are caught by the

camera lens and brought to life for

readers.

Every aspect of cave life gets equal

treatment in this book. Animal lovers

will be glad to see that cave animals -

including bats, bears and even sala-

manders - have sections devoted to

their habits and habitat

Gose-up photos of bat heads, with

faces squished like pugs and ears

sprouting marvelous lobes and
whorls, reveal the unusual character-

istics of these creatures

.

Hazel Barton writes about the

unique bacterial flora and fauna of

the cave, including magnified pho-

tographs of all the icky beasties that

live in cave puddle water.

When readers tire of the subter-

ranean dank, other equally spectacu-

lar photos showcase the world of the

cave entrance. One particularly note-

worthy shot finds members of the

IMAX crew constructing an elabo-

rate crane atop a sun-scorched, crag-

gy mountain in the Navajo Desert to

allow them to rappel down to a cave

entrance.

Some photos, while not necessarily

as grand as the cave pictures, are

equally charming and readers cannot

help but smile at the pictures of the

IMAX crew preparing for a dive into

unexplored realms.

The book concludes with a useful

index ofcave facts and figures, includ-

ing a list of the world's largest, longest

and deepest caverns. The book delves

into the history of cave exploration

somewhat, although much of its con-

tent dwells on modern spelunking

techniques.

Regardless of this oversight,

"Caves: Exploring Hidden Realms'*

should make a welcome addition to

any cave lover's collection.
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UCLA'dfavoriteJewelry iftore

Knownfor their Great Quality, Bedt Priced, Be^t Service, Bedt Selection

Custom

design and

manufacturing

on premises.

Students, Staff, and Alunnni

SAVE 25% OFF
our already low prices by mentioning this ad

Beautiful Collection of Gifts

platinum - 18k gold - 14k gold - silver

ww.shanesjewelry.com
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Movie brings veterans to Hollywood
FILM: Survivors consult

for big-budget film that

recreates *day of infamy'

By Anthony BmnkMi
The Associated Press

Ralph Lindenmeyer didn't want
to relive his memories of the attack

on Pearl Harbor. But a group of

Hollywood filmmakers changed the

war veteran's mind.

Lindenmeyer agreed to serve as a

top adviser on "Pearl Harbor" - the

$135 million blockbuster coming out

Memorial Day weekend - because

he thought it could teach a new gerv

eration about the "Day of Infamy,"

Dec. 7, mi.
**The schools don't really teach

about the battle. And the sprvivors'

motto is: 'Remember Pearl Harbor
and keep America alert,"* said the

80-year-old Lindenmeyer of San
Diego. "So I'm hoping this movie
will really rekindle the fire of that

morning."

His main critique of the script;
*^

few loo many four-letter words."

Lindenmeyer recruited scores of

other Pearl Harbor veterans to share

their stories with screenwriter

Randall Wallace and director

Michael Bay The filmmakers also

relied heavily on the Navy and
Defense Department, commission-

The Associated Press

Actors John Lcguizamo, Garry McDonald, Matthew Whittet Jim
Broadbent Nkolc Kidnum and Jacek Koman ofMoulin Rouge.'

Filmmakers, stars converge

on annual Cannes festival

MOVIES: Luhrmann's escapist 'Moulin Rouge' opens

event; DreamWorks' *Shrek' provides animated fare

^^•V ^^^^BBI^^^^^^ IP^R^V ^^r

The AisodMed Press

Peart Harbor survivor Ralph LIndanmeyar outside his honr>e in

San Diego, where he hangs the Anfierican flag every morning.

Lindenmeyer was involved in the new film "Pearl Harbor*

ByOarNiChonghaile
The Assodated Press

The linuMimMuxe extravaganza

that is the Cannes Film Festival will

feel the chill winds of reality this

year.

Death, war, disfigurement,

bereavement and infidelity are just

some of the themes being served at

this most glitzy of European film fes-

tivals, which opens Wednesday.

Even the Americans, back in

force with four films competing for

the top prize, are eschewing

Hollywood«tyle happy-enders.

Moviegoers with a penchant for

pure escapism, however, need not

despair: Australian Baz Luhrmann
will be putting on the ritz with his

song-and-dance ** Moulin Rouge.**

which opens the 12-day festival.

The film, which stars Nicole

Kidman and Ewan McGregor,
should set the tone nicely in this

party-mad town. Luhrmann, who

See CANNES, page 29
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• •Voyeur film strips

down to worst elements
MOVIE: Intellectual look at

psyche of stranded carries

allure of reality television

ByOvistyLmira
The Associated Press

Call it "Survivor in the Sand" - except if

the tribe were to speak, it wouldn't mean a

lot. There's nowhere

to go.
.

"The King is

Alive" focuses on 1

1

tourists who get

stranded in the

African desert when

their bus driver takes

them SCO miles in the

wrong direction.

There's nothing and

nobody around,

except the remnants

of an abandoned town and an old num,

who serves as the film's narrator.

A traveler who claims to have the most

-experience in the outdoors (Miles

Anderson) offers to walk to the nearest

town for hdp, about three or four days

This is much more real

than any reality show.

There are no contrived

reward challenges ...or

product placements.

away.

To kill time while he's gone, the very

British, literary Henry (David Bradley)

suggests the rest of them stage a produc-

tion of "King Lear," a surreal |wist on

Mickey Rooney and Judy Garland putting

on a show. He writes out scripts from mem-

ory and assigns the other travelers their

parts.

These characters have nothing in com-

mon and no acting experience. But the

people playing them—«———• - incfiiding Janet

McTeer, who was,

nominated for a best-

actress Oscar for

I999's "'Himble-

weeds," and David

Cakler - have talent

for days, as evi-

denced by how well

they act in acting

badly.

The play's not the

thing, thou^. ft doesn't matter what they

perform. Shakespeare merely is a distrac-

tion at first, then a crudbie.

The movie holds some of the same

Sec OM^ page 30

Drama brings labor • • to life

FILM: Fact and fiction

mix in heartwarming

look at janitors' fight

By David G«niiain

The Associated Press

British director Ken Loach's

latest, "Bread and Roses," takes

its title from the union slogan,

"We want bread, but roses too."

Food and flowers, sustenance

and ornamentation. It's a dichoto-

my that could apply to Loach's

films themselves, to the docudra-

ma style that mixes tough issues

wi^h fme storytelling. (His previ-

ous works include "Hidden

Agenda," which won the special

jury priie at the 1990 Cannes Film

Festival; "Riff-Raff;" "Raining

Stones," winner of the Cannes

special jury prize for 1993; and

"Land and Freedom.")

If you want social commentary

but absorbing entertainment, grit-

ty realism but fictionalized whim-

sy, something for the head but

something for the heart too,

*Bread and Roses'* delivers.

Loach's labor drama is drawn

from the Justice for Janitors

The AsK)ciai«d Pieu

plays the heartless boss Perez in the new release

from British director Ken Loach,"Bread arxi Roses."

movement, which began in Los journey of a spirited Mexican

Angeles in the 1980s when under- woman. Maya (Pilar Padilla),

paid office cleaners protested for from her dash across the border to

decent wages, security and health join her sister Rosa (Eipidia

benefits.

"Bread and Roses" traces the SeclllBIO,pa9e32

EYE CARE FOR UCLA
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Real Gold.., Real Roses...

Really Special!
Give Mom something special this Mother's Day. For less

than the price ofa dozen roses, this genuine long-stemmed

America Red rose has been preserved and dipped in 24K
gold. It is a Mother 's Day gift she 'U cherish.

Each rose is unique, and like your lovefor her,

will lastforever.

Come in to Sarah Leoruird Fine Jewelers

today. We have hundreds ofgift ideas that say,

"Thanks, Mom'*

in a very special way
A rote Hhof latu/bfwvtr'

quantity limited

fine jewelers*
Whera Quality and Ethics Gxne Firil ... Since 1946

1055 wwtwood blvd

westwood village

(310)208-3131

c
As always, ws offer a discount to
UCLA Students, Faculty and Staff:)

The UCLA Center for Jewish Studies

in conjunction with

UCLA HUlel and
UCLA Center for the Study of Religion

is proud to present:

"Holy Land,

Sacred Space:

Land for Peace in

the Jewish Legal

Tradition"

a public lecture by

Rabbi Chaim Seidler-FeUer
UCLAHillel

Thursday, May 10 at 5pm,
Royce Hall, Room 314

Now Enrolling!!^

Westwood Summer
School Camp

Making Great Kids Greater!

Improve Grades,

l\Aotivation, & Confidence

J

IhMlitional camp activities,

horsebacic riding, nature & hiidng,

sports & games. Aquarium of trie

Pacific, San Diego Zoo, Disneyland,

Universal Studios, sicating

and much, mudi morel

Cat (310) 44&S2U^

KATHRYNOGlf

David Kolf and DMxy Stanifforth perform improvisational comedy
in Social Extortion.

EXTORTION
From page 24

ning of their show to name two loca-

liofu whicn win serve its the scene tor

their performance.

Friday night they asked for two
places where people wouldn't hold a

high school reunion. The audience

cheerfully volunteered Fairbanks,

Alaska, and a prison cell.

The Perks then launched 45 min-

utes of short scenes linking

Fairbanks and the prison cell. This

idea came from their overall "tvk

degrees of separation" theme, which

says that any two people can be

linked by six acquaintances.

Each comedian took on multiple

characters who were supposedly

linked, although it wasn't apparent

how.

The Perks' show had two different

paces. In the first act. artistic director

Wells dictated when to change scenes

by varying the stage lights and music.

In the second act, the actors rang a

bell to end a montage and change the

actors onstage. The latter allowed for

more inspirational acting, but was

extremely discontinuous. The plot

took^ so many turns that it became

confusing and hard to follow.

Occasionally the scenes turned

into humorless, bland dialogue.

Jokes came and went and were

spaced apart by a lot of dead time.

Although there were a couple of orig-

inal gags, the momentum never really

picked up and the Perks' show
dragged on from sketch to sketch.

Judging from the performances of

Social Extortion and the Perks, the

muses must have had Friday night

off.

IMPROV: The Perks play every Friday

at 9 p.m. and Social Extortion plays

Friday May 1 1 and 18 at 10 p.m. Both

acts are at The Empty Stage Theatre,

2372 Veteran Ave. at Pico Blvd in West

LA. Tickets are $7. For more informa-

tion call (310) 470-3560.

CANNES
From page 27

brought "Strictly Ballroom" to

Cannes in 1992, recreates the heady

days of late 19th-century Paris at the

famed Montmartre cabaret.

"It was an incredible period ...

There were bistros everywhere, peo-

ple drank absinthe, they smoked
opium, they invented the French

cancan," Luhrmann told France's

Studio magazine. "Creativity and
permissiveness were everywhere."

The hijinks and high kicks

promised by Luhrmann are a uni-

verse away from the gut-wrenching

mucical that snapped up the Palme

D*Or last year, Lars Von Trier's

^Dancer in the Dark."

] And if Von Trier's world is more
your cup of tea, Cannes takes a long

look at pain and suffering.

Iranian director Mohsen
Makhmalbaf tackles a topical hor-

ror - the plight of women in

Afghanistan - in "Kandahar."

Bosnia's debut entry, "No Man's
Land" by first-time director Danis

Tanovic, is set in the Balkan country

during the 1992-1995 war

Sean Penn's "The Pledge" is a

bleak whodunit, snubbed by U.S.

audiences, although Jack

Nicholson's performance as a tor-

mented detective won critical raves.

U.S. Cannes veterans Joel and

Ethan Coen are back with a dark

tale of infidelity and murder - "The

Man Who Wasn't There."

David Lynch, another Cannes
winner, brings "Mulholland Drive."

a slice of the strange Lynch universe

centered on one of Los Angeles'

most renowned roads

If all this seems a little depressing,

festival-goers can seek light relief in

DreamWorks' "Shrek," the first ani-

mated film selected in competition

at Cannes since "The Nine Lives of

Fritz the Cat" in 1974.

Cartoons ain't what they used to

be, and "Shrek," directed by
Victoria Jenson and Andrew
Adamson, is being billed for its

unique take on traditional fairy tales

and for how real its characters look.

Those in need of a little glitter

therapy to offset the gloom can also

check out the talent on the famous

red stairs.

Expected are newly separated

Kidman, Melanie Griffith,

Catherine Deneuve, Benicio Del

Toro, Antonio Banderas, Penn,

Jennifer Jason Leigh and Ethan

Hawke.
And there's always people-watch-

ing along the frenetic Croisette, with

its strutting starlets and posing thes-

pians.

A strong contingent of Asian

directors will be making serious

designs on the top prizes after a

handful of awards last year. Japan's

Shohei Imamura, a double Palme

winner, and Shinji Aoyama, who
won acclaim but no awards last year,

both are returning

Norwegian actrcss-lurned-direc-

tor Liv Ullmann will head the jury

after Jodie Foster dropped out.

Other jurors are director Terry

Gilliam, French actress Charlotte

Gainsbourg and Taiwan's Edward
Yang, who won the best director

prize last year with "Yi Yi."

Away from the tussle for the top

prize, the Coppola family will be

making waves. Francis Ford

Coppola presents a longer version

o{ his 1979 Vietnam epic,

"Apocalypse Now," while son

Roman shows "C.Q.," starring

Elodie Bouchez and Jeremy Davies.
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We are pleased to introduce

UCLA JEANS. Show your
Bruin spirit!
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Produced by
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under license

from UCLA*
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You're About to Get Your Degree.

Right now the economy stinks. Not exactly red hot news. So you're probably willing to start at the

bottom. You'll have to, because every decentjob out there requires experience. The question is:

Just how entry-level will that first entry-leveljob be?

CTP CERTiFJEO SENIQirENGINEBi^MIMaHia
Intern in justEarn a Guaranteed $30,000 Per Year As A

5 months.

Work in a fietd that is fascinating, vMrtTcompensated, and in demand in^svefy

major city in the United States as well as internationally (like Paris, Berlin, Bejing...)

Enter a profession for which the projected demand is huge, not just this year, but for

years to come.

Be earning up to $100,000 Per Year In less time than it took you to finish

your general ed. requirements.

If you're accepted into the ICSE Program, you can expect all of the above and MORE.

By ttie end ofyour course of study you will have senkx level, hands-on IT skills and will have
achieved ttiese highly respected IT certifk:atk>ns:

CCNA CCDA CCNP CCDP CCIC Written LPI ICNB
CC8A CCSe CNX HPCC A-^ MCP

You doni have to be a computer sdenoe major to qualify. If you have a passion for technology and if you've

earned (or are about to earn) your bachelors degree, we want to tak to you. V\te are scheduling orientations

now for the July start Enrollment is extremely limited Calllmmediately T Baneni. Senior Technical Recruiter,

toll free at 1-866-22S-KrrP (4287), or e-mail tbarBrraQkrtp.com.

ICTP TECHNOLOGY TRAINING • IT CAREERS
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& Arnold Shapiro Productions

Seeking

Bhuik and Whtte Roommates
to participate in a new documentary series

"FLIPPED"
•Can you simply not relate to your roommate of anottier race?

•Have racial and cultural differences between you and your
roommate ever caused an argument?

'Do you feel that your roommate just doesn't understand nvtiat it's

like to be your race?

if you answered YES to any of these questions, we
would like to interview bolh you and your roommate.

Call
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HARBOR
From|>a9e27

ing airrields, ports and even an active

aircraft carrier during the produc-

tion.

"We were aslcing for unprecedent-

ed military cooperation," Bay said.

"We literally needed to malce war on
Pearl Harbor's Ford Island for six

weelcs with planes flying and hun-

dreds and hundreds of stunt men and
bombs going off. They basically gave

us full access ... and kept their base

going around us."

The Navy transferred the aircraft

carrier USS John C. Stennis from

San Diego to Pearl Harbor so the

movie premiere could be held on its

flight deck.

."Pearl Harbor" producer Jerry

Bruckheimer enjoyed similar cooper-

ation from the military on his 1986

jet-fighter saga, "Top Gun."
The Walt Disney Co. reimbursed

the military for any costs incurred in

the making of "Pearl Harbor," said

Cmdr. Bruce Cole, a liaison between

the filmmakers and the Pacific Rcet.

"Our participation in the movie
transcends what the Navy gets out of

it," Cole said. "We felt the country

would get something from it, and
that Americans could learn a little

about what liappened here 60 years

ago. ... It's a tribute to World War II

veterans."

Nearly 2,400 Americans died in

the attack, which plunged the United

States into World War II. Eighteen

U.S. warships and 188 planes were
destroyed.

The movie elaborately recreates

the attack by blending high-tech com-
puter animation with miniature mod-
els and sortie nearly full-sized replicas

of sections of the destroyed vessels.

One camera shot follows a bomb
dropped from a Japanese Zero plane

as it plunges from the sky down onto

the deck of the USS Arizona, which
suffered eight direct hits and eventu-

ally sunk.

Hundreds of men died on that

ship. Many remain entombed in the

vessel, which is still visible beneath

the shimmering blue waters of the

harbor.

To honor the dead, the filmmakers

held a wreath-laying ceremony at a

memorial over the wreckage. Stars

Ben Affleck, Cuba Gooding Jr. and
Kate Beckinsale joined Bay and

Bruckheimer .-.v-. alongside

Lindenmeyer. Hawaii Gov.

Benjamin E. Cayetano and Adm.
Thomas B. Fargo, commander in

chief of the Pacific Fleet.

"It was a very powerflil moment,"
Lindenmeyer said. "You look down,
and you can still see oil seeping out of

the ship."

Nearly everyone became emotion-

al when the ceremony ended with the

playing of "Taps."

"I knew their feelings then and
knew they would try to be true,"

Lindenmeyer said.

Another scene in the movie fea-

tures sailors clinging to the gun tur-

rets of the USS Oklahoma when it

capsizes, trapping hundreds of men
in the partially submerged hull.

James C. Bounds, 79, was a first

class seaman who remained trapped

below the third deck for nearly 36

hours.

"The water was waist-high, andwe
were banging with wrenches. But it

was cold and of course there was oil

all over us," he said.

Bounds said he avoided talking

about the experience for most of his

life. But Lindenmeyer, a fellow menv-

ber of the San Diego chapter of the

Pearl Harbor Survivors Association,

urged him to talk with the filmmak-

ers.

"I did," Bounds said. "But it

brought back a lot of stuff."

Not all Pearl Harbor survivors are

pleased about the movie.

Harry Ogg, 78, of the Corpus
Christi, Texas, chapter of the associa-

tion, was furious that the Worid War
ll-era USS Lexington was used to

portray the Agaki, a Japanese air-

craft carrier that helped launch the

attack.

**! just didn't think it was very

appropriate, for the sake ofmaking a

little money, that they flew a

Japanese f\si$ over that ship."

The Lexington, which has been a

floating museum since being decom-
missioned in 1991, was also used in

thie movie as the U.S. carrier Hornet,

which launched a retaliatory bomb-
ing ofTokyo in 1942.

Ogg has boycotted museum events

at the Lexington over the matter, but

even he isn't immune to the

Hollywood hype.

As the release date nears, he con-

ceded he may see the movie after all.

"Against my better judgment," he
added.

laNG
From page 28

addictive allure of TV programs like

"Survivor." It breaks people down to

their worst elements.

The characters are stripped of their

pretenaes and social conventions the

longer they're stranded and the more
hopdess their situation becomes.

But this is much more real than any
reality show. There are no contrived

reward challenges, no Internet chats

with loved ones back home or product

placements.

There's just the hour-by-hour tedi-

um of waiting, starving and hiding

from the scorching heat.

And it's all so much more tangible

and bleak because the movie is shot Hke
a documentary, on digital video that

was transferred to 35mm film. We spy

on these people as they say the most
horrible, brutally honest things to each

other: a wife telling her husband how
she really feels about him, a son dress-

ing down his father.

Pbwcrful performances pervade the

film, etpecially from McTeer as an
unhappy American wife and Romane
Bohringer as a supercilious

Frenchwoman Jennifer Jason Leigh is

also surprisingly good (and much bet-

ter than in the upcoming "The
Anniversary Party**) as a young
woman who agrees to a bizarre pact

with an older man
This is not happy, upbeat filmmak-

ing.

"The King is Alive^ is a bona fide

Dogme 9S film, meaning it adheres to a

SMllllC,|M9e)2

Condom Study
Loving couplcf wMitad to home left
an ailcniallvtt condom matcfflal

Earn $140 for participating

Couples must be:

Aie 18-45 In a stable relationship with one partner
V Wmmg to report on 8 condom uses

Current user of Birth Control PllK lUD, Norplant Depo or
Sterilization

^^'

For more Infomiatlon, please cafl 800-521-521

1

or visit our wtbsHe at www.teslcondOfns.org
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SALONGA
From page 25

Filipino entertainer is very much unset-

tled by the dearth of Asians playing

either ethnic or noivethnic characters.

'There are so many Asian adors
that would be perfect for parts on soap

operas and maybe there will be more
cast at some point," Salonga said. "It

can'tjust be with one token Asian char-

acter or one token Asian person. There

have to be more characters."

Still, Salonga has no idea whether

the ethnic drought stems from behind-

the^oenes control of casting directors

and producers or an underlying reti-

cence from aspiring actors toward the

soaps.

"I think an Asian actor will try for

anything that is submitted to their

agent. I certainly would," Salonga said.

"A soap is television, it is acting and it is

a great way to keep practicing and
improving at one's craft. So I don't

know if it's a casting director thing, if

it's a producer thing or a writing thing.

It could be a combination of a lot of

things."

Although Salonga has plenty of

experience performing in front of live

audiences - from Queen Elizabeth II to

the Ointons - performing in front of

three cameras on a closed set everyday

brou^ a whole new world of chal-

lenges.

Betides working 10- to 12-hour days

and memorizing 20 pages ofnew script

- sometimes as late as the day before

the episode tapes - she must prep her-

self into her character's immediate

state of mind.

"The challenge is being 'on* immedi-

ately, as in the minute you get on the

door, you're in work mode," Salonga

said. "Acting in theater, you can pretty

much prepare emotionally before the

show begins and then you're on a jour-

ney once you start. ... Everything hap-

pens chronologically and everything

happens in those two hours."

Before "As the Worid Turns" came
along, the past year had already been a

red-letter one for Salonga. Last May
the stage heroine returned to her

stomping grounds in Manila to per-

form the lead in the musical. They're
Playing Our Song," for an eight-week

run.

But six weeks in, her male cottar

had to leave. At first, Salonga worried

that his replacement would not be pre-

pared to meet the demands of the role

foquickly, but Michael Lee. a seasoned

Korean American actor, won Salonga

over onstage and off.

'*As we got into the rdiearsal and
tt»en into the first week of the run.

that's when we really used it to get the

rhythms right," Salongt aiid. "By our

lait show, we didn't want it to end and

a few days later, we decided to start a

relationship."

But, by December, Salonga was
back in the Big Apple - her adopted

home over the past 10 years - to reprise

Kim in "Miss Saigon." After more
than 4,000 performances, the show
that first catapulted Salonga to interna-

tional stardom was ending its 10-year

run on the Great White Way.

While revisiting the ill-fated love

story for four weeks until its Jan. 28

dosing, Salonga was able to play Kim
to Lee's Thuy. Having her boyfriend

there turned out to be helpful, especial-

ly when throngs ofdie4iard fans waited

outside by the stage door to get auto-

graphs.

Between taping at the soap's

Brooklyn studio and catching up on
her sleep, Salonga moves at the pace of

a New York minute. Yet, she still wants

to finish school. At 20. she ultimately

put aside her college pre-med studies in

Manila in order to star in "-Miss

. Saigon" in London's West End.

Although she was able to enroll in

Fordham University for a semester last

year and study philosophy and history,

Salonga must now wait until she has

the time to attend another semester.

"I am going at my own pace," she

said. "It was really mcc to delve mto
books and novels and read things that

were written in the context of what we
were studying in history."

From Kim to Eponine in **Les

Miserables." Salonga has made a

career out of portraying brave but vul-

neraUe heroines. There are, however,

still some musical roles that she wants

to tackle, such as the title character in

"Annie Get Your Gun" and Bdle in

"Beauty and the Beast."

Just as "Les Miz" fans embraced

her as Eponine, Salonga hopes to

encourage people to accept her, as well

as other Asian aaors, m all kinds of

roles.

"For me to be able to do something

that people would not normally envi-

sion me doing is stuff that attracts me,*^

Salonga said.

"Because it tells people, 'You know
what? She can do it. She can get away
with it and it's not so much that it's a

novelty of casting an Asian in a role

that would normally be reserved for

another ethnic group. She's got the tal-

ent for it, ^'s got the chops for it,

she's got the look for it, she diould do
it* And that's ultimately what it should

be about," she said.

TH£VISION: "As The World Turns' airs

weekdays at 1 fxin. on CBS

POWDERFINGER
From page 25

rather than puttmg together a collec-

tion of songs," Fanning said. "We
wanted the songs to fiow from one

t| the o^er seamlessly, so that fans

^\l be able to listen to it all the way
ttirough and not want to skip any

tiicks."

Success for Powderfinger in the

U.S., however, may be bittersweet

for fans at home in Australia.

"If it starts to really happen over

here, we can't tour as much in

Australia." Fanning said.

Kerry Thoonen. who maintains a

Powderfinger fan Web site, agrees

that it would be nice if Australian

fans could keep the Powderfetlas all

to themselves, but she's willing to

share in the band's interest.

"It would be great to see the guys

break over there, for they really

want to take their music overseas,"

Thoonen said. "It's great to see

them getting noticed over there."

Let this day shine like

the birth of a child...

1381 Westwood blvd. LA, 90027
Phone: (310) 477-1631

Thuraday. May 10, 2001 31

This coupon entitles tiie utsatm
to one FREE copy of

'^m

Check your newsstandsJune 4th.

Do you want to become
a leader on campus?

Check out the

UIN LEADERS PROJECT
A seminar based leadership pro|ect sponsored by the Center for
Student Programming. All students are invited to participate in
developing leadership skills. Upon completion participants^

__rccdhre a certificate.

Bruin Leaders Project

Soring Quarter Seminars

Thursday, May 10 6-8 pm John Wooden Center

Team Building" - Rock Wall ProgramRSVP

www.bniinleaclers.ucla.edu

Ever thought of jolnina
a Jewish CommunityT
How about starting one?

Try the Westwood Bayit-a Jewish

student cooperative on Landfair

Avenue in the heart of Westwood.

• 500 yards from campus
• Discounted rent

• A cooperative living environment

• Single and double rooms availale

• Outdoor pool

• Kosher Kitchen

• Regular Shabbat Dinners

For applications call Kendra Striegler

(310) 824-2752 kendras@ucla.edu

Website: www.bayitproject.org

or contact Anne Leshem (310) 824-381 1 aleshem@ucla.edu
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CONGRATULATIONS TO THE CLASS OF 2001
FROM

STUDIO CITY VOLVO
I...--

PLEASE JOIN US FOR THE 540 SIGN & DRIVE DAYS

VOLVO MAKES YOUR 1ST PAYMENT!
$0DOWN!
$0 ACQuisrroN feet
$0 SECURITY DEPOSIT!

LEASES FROM
$306 PER MONTH
ftax on 48 mo. dotied end lease on
approved credit. 1 2,000 miles per year.

(705050) Customer responsibl*? for DMV
& Doc Fees, $41 1 .40 total due at lease

signing.Program ends June 30, 2001.

All prices-i-tax, lie, doc, tire, & smog fiees.

Subject to prior sale & credit approval.

IE ABOUT VOLVO'S
GRADUATE PROGRAM

1 1647 VENTURA BLVD
818-766-3847

STUDIO CITYVOLVO

BREAD
From page 28

Carrilto) in Los Angeles, to her initial

joy at landing a cleaning job with

Rosa, to her gradual enlistment in a

union drive over the cleaners'

deplorable treatment.

They earn slave wages with no ben-

efits, work under threat of replace-

ment and must kowtow to a heartless

boss, Perez (George Lopez). Maya
must pay Perez a "commission," two

months* wages, before she's hired,

and she later learns ofa much greater

sacrifice Rosa made so Perez would

give Maya the job.

Adrien Brody co-stars as Sam, a

mischievous union organizer who
takes Abbie Hoffman-like glee at

yanking the establishment's chain.

Much like Ron Leibman's character

was mentor to Sally Field's in

^Norma Rae," Sam guides Maya to a

fighting realization of her rights as

she becomes a leader in efforts to

unionize her building's cleaners.

Padilla infuses her

character with a

iterce determinatioa

naMi

that makes her a

delight to watch.

The movie wryly captures the jux-

taposition of lawyers in S 1,000 suits

co-existing in office buildings with

cleaners making S5.75 an hour. One
evening, late-working suits sweep

into an elevator, oblivious to Maya
and a co-worker in their janitor uni-

forms, crouching to scrape gunk

from the door's crevices.

"You know my theory about uni-

forms? They make us look invisible,**

Maya's colleague says.

Padilla, making her film debut

after doing theater in Mexico, infuses

her character with a joyousiiess and

fierce determination that rnakes

Maya a delight to watch.

The performance, largely done in

English, is more remarkable consid-

ering Padilla didn't speak the lan-

guage when Loach cast her. She

spent two months learning English

before shooting began.

While "Bread and Roses" largely

belongs to Padilla, Carrillo is bril-

liant, particularly in an agonizing

monologue when Rosa reveals the

horrors she endured to send money
for Maya and her family back home.

Paul Lavcrly's screenplay ofTers a

nice blend of drama and humor. The
story eventually falls into an unfortu-

nate contrivance, however, when
Maya goes to unlawful extremes to

get cash for a needy co-worker.

The act sets up her ultimate fate,

but it's far out of character for Maya.

Surely, there was some action more in

keeping with her character that could

have served the same end.

Final word: Watch for quick

cameos by a few name actors when
union demonstrators crash a party at

a Hollywood law firm.

KING
From page 30

rigid set ofruks designed to strip away
the superficiality of modem filmmak-

ing: no fake lighting or sound, no man-

ufactured props or sets, all handheld

camera. And the director must not be

credited. (Credit Kristian Levring.)

The movie tells viewers it's part of

the Dogme 95 tradition, created by a

group of filmmakers including Lars

Von Trier in Copenhagen in 1995, by

throwing a very officiaMooking oertifn

calfon the screen beforeamgiefnme
of action has occurred.

Once '*The King is Alive^ begiM, it

is immedialeiy enthralling, and holdi

iMrtdiers in its grasp until the very end.
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Alcoholics Anonymous
Man. Dbcuuion, Fri. Slap Sludy, 3517 Adcarmon

1tMirs.ft<MiiS(urfy,3SI7Ad(annan ,

M/T/W Rm. Damd A3-029

Wad.Rm.t>anlalA3-029

Diicui«on,Al lima* 12:10- 1:00 pnn

Thomas Jefferson
School of Law
Legal Education for a Global Society

1800
Miscellaneous

ATT: PRE-MEOS AND MEDICAL STUD-
ENTS: Author working on txx)k about AM-
CAS WMiys, needs your help. If you wrote
an eapadally effective application essay.

pleaaa aand it to Stephanie Jonaa, do Mus-
tang PubHaNno. PO Box 770426. Memphis.
TN 38177 or email
sbKNies.3020Ohome.oom

1300
Campus Recruitfnent

2000
Personals

LOVE? European writer/linguist, cosrrKipoli-

tan. accomplished. good-k)oking, mature,

healthy lifestyle, loves literature/travel-

ing/outdoors. seeks attractive/smarl/affec-

tk>nate young female, any race/origin, for

fhendsttip. possitily romanc^marriage. 310-

573-4020/mani•mur)ich.com

VERY ATTRACTIVE, Successful, romantk:,

swm, 35, fun-loving, intelligent, caring, con-

siderate, understanding seeks very attractive

woman w/similar values, 18-36. Please send

photo/phone/note: 1015 Qayley Ave. #595.

LA, CA 90024.

1300
Campus Recrtiitment

The Employment Guid^

CAREER
FAIR
liM

Tuesday, May 22, 2001
10 am - 3 pm
Radisson Hotel

15^33 Venture Blvd , Shcrrricin 0.il<$

Thomas Jeiterson Schooi. of Law offers:

Three academic centers address the legal impact of

technological changes and giobalization

Distinguished and accessible faculty put students first

Individualized attention; average class size is 30 students

January and August entering classes, full-time and
part-time programs

Full and partial scholarships for entering students with

average LSATs of 150-*-

Lx>west tuition of private ABA-approved law schools in CA.
Step-by-step career counseling and guidance, job preparation

workshops, judicial internships and clinical education programs

Prestigious student placements, including summer associates

and post-graduate positions

Alumni include partners and associates in leading law firms,

numerous judges and a member of the US Congress

Ranked fifth in the nation for quality of on-campus life in the

Princeton Review's The Best Law Schools 2000

Named best Student Bar Association in the nation at the 1999

American Bar Association annual meeting

Located in scenic arnl economically thriving San Diego

«w« CarcerWeb rnm

,!;af;. i^:

2121 Saij Difc ;. Avr.. SnU Dir.oo. CA 921 10
(619) 297-9700 (800) 936-7529
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2000
Personals

YOUNG, 28, SWM
Handsome, affluent, busy executive liv-

ing in Beverly Hills seeks very attractive.

18-25, intetUgent lady tor sperxling good
time together, worldwide travel, and

more. Will be generous and supportive.

Leave message at 310-368-5484 or

email at nicetellowOureacfi.com

2200
Research Subjects

ARE YOU SUFFERING
FROM ALLERGIES?

Allergy season can t>e miserable for many al-

lergy sufferers. However, new treatments are

being developed. You may quality to partici-

pate in a clinical researcfi study of an inves-

tigational allergy medication. If you quality

you will receive: Free study medication, aller-

gy testing, and compensation up to $300.

For rTK>re information please call: Dr. Jo-

natfian Corren, Allergy Researcfi Founda-

tion. 310-477-1734 ext.240 or ext.247

CHRONIC BAD BREATH. Earn $50 and

leam to control bad breatfi. Clinical study in

Culver City 310-815-1829, 310-210-7805.

EARN $$$
For givir^g your opinion on market researcfv

products, TV, etc. Ages 5-54. No accents

please. 818-609-1850.

2200
Research Subjects

SEVERE
PRE-MENSTRUAL
SYMPTOMS STUDY

UCLA is conducting a study using an investi-

gational medication for women witfi

SEVERE Pre-menslmal symptoms. You nrwy

qualify for tf>is study if you experience some

of tfie foltowing symptoms during tf>e week

before your menstrual cycle: "depressed

rrwod. 'tension, *irritability, 'feeling suddenly

sad or tearful, 'increased sensitivity to rejec-

tion Qualifying partkiipants must: 'fiave reg-

ular montfily menstrual cycles, 'be t>etween

xt\e ages of 18 and 45, 'not be using medica-

tions for the treatment of PMS (including an-

tkjepressants, herbal treatments or birth con-

trol pills) All study related evaluations and

medk:ation will be provkJed at no cost to you.

You will be paM $175 If you complete the 7-

8 month study. Some women will receive

only inactive drug (placetx)).
'

INTERESTED? CALL
LINDA GOLDMAN, RNR

UCLA DEPT OF
OB/GYN 310-825-2452

RESEARCH STUDY
Research Institute needs healthy

men. ages 21 -45. for a 5 week study

of alcohol and an investigational drug.

Must t)e avalible for three

training/baseline visits (3-4 hours

each) and four weekly treatment/test

days (7+ hours each). Testing

includes computerized tasks of

reactkxi time and driving skills.

Earn $800 for study

CaXi Susan to see if you qualify.

310/390-8483 M-F 9am-5pm

2300
Spenn/Ec)g Donors

EGG DONOR
Late 40'&, married women tooMng for Jewish

coed interested in helping to create a chHd.

$2500^ negotiable. Please call June 310-

376-7000.

If you are male, In college or have a coNege

degree, you can earn up to $60C/mo, caH for

delaMs on our anonymous sperm donor pro-

gram. Receive free comprehensive f>eallh

screening & help infertile couples. So if

you're Kx>king for a great job and a little ex-

tra cash, call/email us first. 310-824-

994 1 /donors Ocryot>ank.com.

SEXUAL ASSAULT
SURVIVORS

Wanted for research study. Gel $15 gift cer-

tifk:ate to Ama20n.com for completing 10-

mirHite, web-t>ased survey. Anonymous and

confMential. Women, 18-35 years oW, wtx)

have been raped or sexually assaulted in the

past 5 years, please call or e-mail lin-

dasOrand.org, 310-393-0411x6152 for

password, www.rand.org/crim/saws. RAND
is a non-profit research organization in Santa

Moriica.

WOIWIEN AGES 18-40 WITH and WITHOUT
PREMENSTRUAL SYNDROME wanted for

a 4-month study of hormone in response to

progesterone or prozac cfwilerige The study

entails mood diaries, blood test and 2 spinal

taps, arxl taking progesterone or prozac.

May be paid up to $200-400 for your time.

Contact Unda GoWman, RNP UCLA OB-
GYN 310-825-2452.

If you're a woman between 1

8

and 35, you can earn money easi-

ly, anonymously. Donate your

eggs to an infertile couple.

$5,000 and up. depending on

you education and other qualifi-

cations. Call Today.

The Center for Egg Options

310/546-6786

•Th* C^tnm tof Em Options UC

2200
Research Subjects

Calling all angels...

t*5
Compensation

THE EGG
DONOR

PROGRAM
Help a couple achieve their dream and
you'll receive the highest compensation
and most personalized attention from the
oldest donor program in LA.

we screen recipient parents, too

Shelley Smith ma.. m.f.c.c

323-933-0414
The Igo Donor Program/TlM
e-mail ssiiilthMPC0Oaol.coin-i

Program
lni90O

Classifieds

825-2221
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2300
Sperin/E()(j Donors

Egg Donors Needed
Healthy females ages 19-28

wishing to help infertile couples.

$5,000

u. Call MIRNA (818) 832-1494 m

foFsale

2700-4500

3^00
Coniputers/Software

MACINTOSH l-Book(G3) 333MHZ.
160MB/3.6Gb. With Adobe: lUustrator 8.0.

After Effects 4.1/Ptx>loshop 5.5, Flash 4,

Director a/Microsoft Office. $700. Kv)toa\

323-660-3964.

3500
Furniliire

MATTRESS SPECIALS
NEW INNERSPRING twin sets $99.95. FuUs

$129.95, Queens $169.95 and Kings

$199.95. Also, Sealy, Steams arxl Foster at

lowest prices. 310-477-1466.

MATTRESSES. FUTONS, DESKS. Book-

shelves, Dinette Sets, T-Table, Lamps. Deliv-

ery, Open 7 days. Kir>gs Furniture. 11961

Santa Monka Blvd. 310-575-4243.

MOVING OUT SALE
Bedroom set- queen t>ed, franoe. 2 desks. 1

big desk w/wtmrs. Dining set. Call ASAP.
Ersen 310-479^)846.

3700
Health Products

NEW IONIC BREEZE
QUADRA

Seen on TV for $349.95. Only $329.95+free

r)ext day dellveryl www.freeflvedol-

lars.conVkxfk^breeze .html

Renlnls

STUDIO CITY. $413: gated parking, a/c.

your own bedroom, phone Ur>e. Female grad

student preferred. 20 min to UCLA.

Stereos/TVs/ R.idios

BIG SCREEN 45" cotor TV $575 obo. Cotor

TV 2T near new $175. Cotor .TV 35' near

new $395. 310-313-6449.

4^AAAAw^

transportation
4600-5500

/tOOO
Autos for Sah:

1960 VOLVO 240OL 4dr. automatk:, bur-

gundy ext. 11 OK. New t)fake8, aftermaiket

stereo, power k>cks/windows, AC. $1500o-

bo. 310-475-0799.

1990 ACURA LEGEND
Five-spaad. red w/laa»ar mtertor. 130.000

miles. Excellent machanical condition.

$4,250. Ask lor Lisa or Terry: 626-398-9429

1990 GEO METRO White. 2-door. manual

trans.. 90,000mlles. New brakes, A/C. Runs
graati $1.600-obc. Cau Amanda 310-620-

3S79.

1990 TOYOTA CELIC

A

Light blue, automatk:, power wir>dows. pow-

er tocfcs, cruiaa, aktag, AC arxJ AmFm. Ex-

catont condWon. $3500. 310-403-4323

1991 Hyundia Excel Coupe. Red. Clean.

Super fast. Great tranaportation car. Brand
new transmisston wHh warranty. $1d00obo.
Cal Amber 310-704-8738.

4900
Autos for Sale

1992 Suzuki SMeklck, convertible, hardtop.

4WD. 2 door. 59K mites. Excellent oinning

conditkx), new tires, garage-kept. One owrv

f. $3.900 obo. 310-664-9896.

1992 SUZUKI SWIFT. 52.000/mNes. Manual

trans. Very good corKNtion. Must sell t)y May
25. $2000. 310-390-0940 or be-

reauOchem.ucla.edu.

1993 TOYOTA TERCEL 2dr coupe. 5spd.

coM A/C. New tires. 150K miles. Good con-

dltton, 35mpg. $3000obO. 323-972-3801.

1996 SATURN SL2
4door, automatk:. manual, door tock-t-wind-

ows. 10 disc cd changer. 79800mile8. $6500.

(betow blue book). Sam:310-824-3451.

BMW-325ES-1986. 2-Door Coupe. Fabutous

Car, Loaded. Red Exterior, Black Leather In-

tertor 157K mHes. Great Shape!! $2,500

310-452-3818.

CAR FOR SALE. $3900. Ford Probe 1991.

Red w/grey interior. Sunroof. Sony CD. new
parts, great conditton. dean. Orily 75k miles.

310-440-1082.

MAZDA MIATA. RED, 1995. $9500/obo Mint

condition. 45K miles, no accklents, no
mechanical problems. A really tun drivel 310*

823-5639

MERCEDES BENZ 1961. 240 D, Red, kx>ks

great, runs great, sun-roof. Automatic,

$1995-060. CaH<Or. OavkJ 323-936-1449.

5700
Travel TicktMs

FLY SUPER
(323) 277-4595

AMBtiCA SPSOALISTS

Rip/Brazil

259
New York I LONDON S205
S259 I PARIS S235

B is

Vacations
aati timumiwu
aaai MzouM
$Ma rmiMLuyna

3 MGHTS. HOm. *

t^-^'^
VICT0RYTRAVEL.COM
-mtmUt irlcfonr trm¥9i9»mr1hUnk.nmi

McaoM trpt 1km* nM *kiIw>m c*t>johwi.jo

5700
Travel Tickets

FLY 4STANDBY..FLY 4 CHEAP!
HawaU $139 o/w. Europe $249 o/w (>tax).

4standby.com or 800-397-1098.

GET THE HELL OUT OF
HERE!

Mexk:o. the Caribbean or Jamaica

$250/round trip. HawaU $1l9/one way. Other

woridwMe destiruittons cheap. Book tk:kets

onNrw. www.ainech.com or ton free 877-alr-

tech.

6000
insurance

yillstatB.
MmjVb in good Iwnda

Mike Azof irtsuronce AQoncy. Inc.

(310)312-0202
1281 Wostvs/ooci Blvd.
C2 t>lk». So. of Wlls»-iir9>

24 Houf» o Doy Sfvlc«

6200
Health Services

CLA8SK; HAIR AND SKIN STUDIO. Full

servk:e saton for man and women and 25%
discount for students. Professtonal Hairstyl-

ists. 310-474-3529.

5680
Travel Destinations

5680
Travel Destinations

America's Leader in Student T travel

BEAT THE SUMMER RUSH!
New York

Honolulu

London

Paris

Amsterdam

$231.00

$327.00

$431.00

$509.00

$598.00

•Fares rfx. Tax not included. Restrictions apply. May
require student and/or teacher status. Call today!

GET $25.00 OFF
when you purchase your international airline ticket

with a railpass or tour at the same time!

Farts arc ROUND TRIP and subject to change.
Taxes are extra and restrictions apply.

ICouncill Tnivcl

931 Westwood Blvd

310-209-UCLA
till r- r] \J r^ { . C

Display
206-3060

6200
Health Services

6200
Health Si-iviccs
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6200
H«3;illli Si!ivi(;t!S

COMPLIMENTARY CONSULTATIONr^<IS>)
ORTHODONTIST -^, ««*•-.-.*«„«-.« ^^""'""'^-V

fias.?v'2iSB.H
>'• Nader DayaniUCL\ FACULTY MEMBER

Member American Association of Orthodontists

Specializing in braces for adults & children
nnsDnmBBmi

• Cosmetic Porcelain
• Surgical OfttxxJontlcs

• RenrK>vat3le

•Traditional

•InvWbie
•Et

:\Ts \\i)r\ri I TV
(310) 826 - 7494

La* Angrkv CA 900K
(949) 552 - 5890
18124 Culver Dr.,M
Irvine. CA 9271

5

'''eeth Widening $8500

6300
Lofjal AtJv/icu/Attorneys

NO RECOVERY NO FEE
NO COST. Sexual harrassment. Discrimina-

tion, Auto-aoddanta, SNpa^als. MYER law
FIRM. Waalaida. Soon 0. Myar(UCLAW'86).
wrwwiMatlawyer.oom 310-277-3000.

6AOO
Movers/Sioratje

BEST MOVERS. Licensed, insured. Lowest
rates. Fast, courtaouafcarslul. Many stud-

ents moved for $96. UC.-T-163844. NO JOB
TOO SMALLI 1-800-2-QO-BEST Voice-
mail/k>ager 323-263-2378.

HONEST MAN w«4tt trucK and dollies,

small jobs, sttort notice ok. SF, LV, SO
Student discount. Qo BruinsI lOyrs. 310-
285-8688.

JERRYS MOVING&DELIVERY The careful

movers. Experienced, reiiat)le, same-day de-
iivary. Packing, boxes avaHaUa. Also, ptok-

up donations for American Cancer Society.

JerTyO310-391-5657.

SUMMER STORAGE. Free pick up avaH-

abia. raaaonabia rates. WastskJe Self-Stor-

age. 310-«26-6055.

6500
Music Lessuns

DRUM LESSONS
ALL LEVELS/STYLES with dedk^tad pro-

faaak)nal. At your home of WLA studto. 1st-

laaaon free. No drum set necessary.
Nal:323-«54-8226.

GUITAR LESSONS
by profasskxial near UCLA. All levels, guitars

avallabia. Laam to play effoftlesslyl

wwwJWQS.oom. CaH Jean at 310-476-
4154.

6600
Personal Services

£d€ttA Sdf€ Sttttntmimmt^

AALAGLE 24 MCU28 O i 01 836-flASrY
6268

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING
Compfhfwlwt Dtwrfiof* MrtHenca

Thnaa. Papers, and Paisonel Statammis
PropoMi* wKl Books

kawnltoitsl Studsntt Wetcoms Sinos 1985
Mr. Phi). (S10) 47o-asa3

«vww.BMr-VMr1ls.com

6700
Professional Services

CONTACTS
rgo HIDDl N CHARCLS'

EXTENDED or DAiLy 2 pr $59 *39n

DISPOSABLES...^ MO/4 B«es>69

CHANGE BROWN EYES..........iXT TSPr
H«Mt. QnMn, Bkjs

CHANGE UGHT EYES B« M8rt
BkM. Qrsarv Aqua

BIFOCAL/MONOVISION addl 50

ASTIGMATISII EXT Wft
EYE EXAM $15

BB/ MllS.IMirtHnlML,t1
l3-5FmM

i»idii-ir5fi*5

nMH"sai2-4(im

nMl1-1pm.&lM1:30-1pm

\ Ml I C.irir Kit w/ l'iin:l»nr.f?

Classifieds

825-2221

6700
Professional Services

APPLYING TO
MEDICAL SCHOOL?

We specialize in helping pre-medKal stud-

anla wiHa tMir paraonal statement or sec-

ondary. VMt us at

medstudent-online.com

ATTENTION MBA, LAW, MEDICAL
SCHOOL APPLICANTSI Frustrated devel-

oping your cfudal persofMl statementa? Oat
profaaatonal -help from well-krK>wn au-

thor/OOnsultant.310-826-4445. vvww.winning-

persortstatement.com.

vfc^'TT'^lfcv OiWrtPw WfV*"wV TVFti Win vOCNTf^

swim lessons at your home. IndivMual or

group lessons at reasonable rates. Monk:a
310-452-3897.

DKafTAL VIDEOQRAPHER w/Canon XL1.
$200/day. Also d^jltal editing, graphk: design
available. Located in Westwood. 310-478-

6484

RND ROOMS &
ROOMMATES ONUNE

The Napster for roommates. Free to view

and place ads. Immediate OnUna Results.

www.ea8yroomfnate.com

FORMER ENGLISH TEACHER «^
from U-Chk»go. edits/word prooaaaaa dto-

aartaiona, propoaala. acraanpiaya, paraonal
alaiamanta, raaumaa. imamatkmal atudania
wakxvna. WinakMVs 310-82»^171.

HEAD SHOTS $99
SITTING PLUS digital file for unlimited

printsll Westwood k>cation. Call Jennif-

ers 10-575-6638.

MEDICAL SCHOOL APPUCATION COUN-
SEUNG. CoufwaNng by recently graduated
M.D. Specializing in appHcation eaaaya/lntar-

vlew-skilis. Fee negotiabla/monay-t)ack

guarantee. Greg Freedman, M.D. 310-060-

3300/j9ager.

Brditwood Dematoiogy
Meokal Group

J«k H. Sims, MD
nfikMMlr flf (he Americn iMri af Dtmaloiof;^

»cr Tattoo Removal
small: $140

medium: $250

large: $750

r$2S off w/ ntfltioii of Ad )

Fmcfitowhip awriiaifa for
awdkal and RA. stadcnts.

Office located on

S«i Vktite h BrMtwood

310^26-20S1
irwiriHdhr0rs.ca«

NEED IT TYPED?
Doni have time or inclinatk)n7 Profaaaton-

ai/degreed word pfocaaaora apadalzing In

i«gal/j[>aychok>gk3al tianacrlptton and lengthy

academk: papara. (lagMe drafts plaaaa).

$3/pg. student rate. $60/minimum. ^^'^^fk)k^

up/daHvary. Raaumes/$40. 323-288-6805
anyima.

7000
Tiiloriiuj Offered

FOREIGN ACCENT REDtJCTION. Commu-
nK^ate with daiity&accuricy. Eapadaty rec-

ommended kx foreign TA'sAgradualaa ar>-

tertng buainaaa worW. Taught by experl-

encad prolaaaori. 310-226-2996. www.accu-
ratsengMah.oom.

FRENCH. GERMAN. ESL. aN lavela offered

by very experlanoad. paHant. fun Ph.D. T.A.,

Rates nagotiafala. Cal Danlal 323-656-«)94.

MATH AND SQENCE TUTOR. UCLA Engi-

neering graduaia oWaitng matt^danca tu-

toring for al aga^avalB. Kind and Patiarit.

Flax hours/kx»tk)n. Contact Shahrad: 310-

772-5020

WW kMknanl «« tM a MkMM 1 100000 piLa « lOOXX) lor

iocn monih o( kwiMiani landwsa kirnww Dfocn
WOOO) ptjt 1 10000 tai aoiA monm a< tMOtiMni landaraa
te> lafnovaM* CracM an0 1 1 K)0 00 plui $ IX 00 (>•> nwnm
IM cmar*c tuoot MOOij) lot ttuffnutfk. HuOy tnoom ana

imoo to tomd coHKilcMin

7000
Tutoring Offered

AAA TUTOR'S CLUB
A HOME TUTORING sen/tee Kk all subjects,

grades K-12. Lowest prk»s guaranteedl For
more informatkH) can 310-444-0449.

CHEMISTRY. ORGANIC CHEMISTRY.
PHYSICS. BIOLOGY. PHYSIOLOGY.
STATS. By doctoral student, w/tots of teach-
ing experience. Fee negotiable/money-back

guarantee. Call Greg. 310-397-0547

Free

yourself.

aTTnf ns

Free Advertisingfor
Items under $200.

118 Kerckhoff.

Intor«st«d in Student Health?

Then take this little quiz.

^V/ia/ are you doing Moy 15 ot noon?

a. Eating FREE food in room 414 in the Ashe

Center (4th Floor)

b. Getting involved in compos health care

c. Working towards student empowerment

d. All of the above

Ifyour answer k %"you'll be at the Student Health

Advisory Committee (SHAC) recruitment meeting.

See you in Ashe, Room 414,

Arthur Ashe Student Health and Wellness (enter

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

1 Burlap material
5 Tranamlasion

Sirts
acksmltti'8

concern
14 Et -and

ottiers

15 FtxjttMll great
Marcus

16 Encourage
strongly

17 Mud
18 Staltone role

19 Steak order
20 "Pouchy" ones
22 Cautioned about
24 Low-lying douds
25 Like water —

duck's iMick

26 Sharp
29 Large knife

33 Fre^t train

34 Racetrack
36 Delivery truck

37 Ftirrow

3e'-«>dthe
Night Visitors'

39Capat)ie
40 Harem'chamt>er
41 Honor society

letter

42 Math pupil, at

ttmee
44Tal(ative

person
47 Fi»t
48 'The Clan of the

Cave Bear"
heroine

49 Crazy — loon
50 Sarawak's

island

53 Roor covering
58 Was sorry
59 Library no-no
61 Writer Gardner
62 Skin problem
63 Fkx>f parts

64 Indian royal

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

m H O

1
L A M A

1
O

T A K E
M 1 E N O R E L A G 1 L E
E D 1 T A 8 O U B A L 8 A
L T D I S N OlWiM B 1 L E R
8 H 1 P P E R! M E

D
N D[1IB O R R D Y E E L L

P A N 8 IP L O O N
1

B E A U
A G E E

1
V 1 R U 8 U R N 8

,R U GS EM 1 a A 8 8 E t
T A m^ R E s 1 8 T EM

T A N G M O O D
I

1 E R
C H 1 C K g N 8 O U P

1

,o R A
P E A R 1-

I

A T T N 8 W 1 G
A R T 1 E T O E D P A C E
R EJ d][s OW L^ A N A

5-10^1

65 Exptorer

Heyerdahl
66 Type of

trapstiooting

67 Hockey's Mlklta

DOWN
1 Metai fastener
2 Author WIesel
3 Factory
4 Wretched
5 Parking place
6 FUur
7 Kind of box
8 SokJier in gray
9 Winter storm
lOCtiaer
11 North AfrkMn

port

12 Giant in fairy

tales

13 Nourish
21 Small beds
23 Broncos' div.

25 MkJwest city

26 Primitive

Mwapon
27 Mecca native

O 2001. United Featura Syndfcala

28 Giant
30 Dodge
31 On cassette
32 Diary item

34 From alpha
to -

35 Winery
fixture

38 Some
gastropods

42 Litasa —

:

canine
43 Casino workers
45 Temper
46 "So long!"

47 Most prudent
50 Naughty kid

51 "That hurtsl"

52 Nevada city

53 Kind of

performarYce
54 Palm reader's

opening \words
55 Q.E.D part

56 Forearm
t>one

57 Chow —
60 Hard wood

12 3 4 > S ^ 9 ) Ht° '^ '^ '^

^Bl!> ^H^~

'

" ^^H*^ PIP

50 i^ s ^^V^ ** ^^ ^^ *^^

^Hu ^Hu
^M ^f

Display
206-3060

••«*
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7000
Tutoriiu] Oftort-'{l

MY-TUTOR.COM Math/Phy«tC8/Statis-

ttc«/English/Hebrew,chemlstry/biology

LaWBuslnMt Law. oomputar programming.

ConfMJlwlnd atatoticai analyaia avaitaJsto.

Tutoring sarvice. Call anytima. 800-90-TU-

TOR.

PHYSICS AND MATH
MattVPhyatot maior/steidant ofaia tutoring In

ptryaica and matti at aN lavata. Contact Sina:

(310)969-1491 or slna40ude.adu

RESEARCH PAPER TUTOR. 4.0 grad and

pubHahad Mftar offars private tutoring sen/lc-

as. 213-39(>-a3ai.

WRITING TUTOR
Kind and patfant Stanford graduate. Help

wtdt the EngHih language—tor atudents of

al ages/tovab. 3io-440-3ii8.

7100
Tiiloriiuj Wanted

TUTORS WANTED
MATH MAJORS NEEDED TOOAYAfter
achool. gractw K-12. m BH, WLA. SM areas.

Education nmfpn and^ graduate-levsl <in

any field) a plus. $l1.25-1SAiour. CaN The
Tutor's Club: 310-444-0449.

MATH, SAT. Experienced Qrad Student or

Santor praiarrad. Private WLA achooi. Fax
rvsunne to 3-KM73-4831 or caH 310-473-

6061.

OUTSTANDING SPANISH TUTOR needed
for fiigh school student in Beverly Qlen area

$2Mw. OdlW<Ol-e76e.

TUTOR NEEDED for CBEST Prap in writing.

Experience wMandardized tasla necessary.

Cal Heiama at 310-477-4019.

7200
Typing

WORD PROCESSING spedaNzIng in thes-

es, dissertatona. transcription, lagal. psych,
resumes. HaM; bfochursa, maMng lists, ra-

ports. 31(

TT

employment
7400-8300

7/tOO
Bijsinoss Opportiiiiilios

$500 WEB(LY WORKING FROM HOME.
Rush buslnaaa iiize self addisssad stanpad
envelope. M.VA PO. Boar 0923-DB. MaNbu.
CA 90264.

ONLINE MARKETING
Leam the Mith atxxjt onilna martcet^l
http7/hop.clcl(bank.net/hop.ogr?mvp777/

bigdogs

7500
Career Opportunities

3 WEEKS VACATION,
OH YEAH!!

Assist exec, wiimemet proiedi; laaa w^tMK-
Hdans; cooidbtate mailceting alorta; mi^or
dlversiiy/giawii harell Absdula style and
windows sMli are a MUSTIt IncrsdMe ben-
efits and bonus$$$ Immedlala. Interviews)

The Ptaoamani Company" Fax 310-889-
7101 daldiwMaOearthiink net

Daily Bruin Classified

7500
Career Op|)()rtiinilies

INTERIOR DESIGN, part time to start.

Design student wWh fcnoifnladga CAD to worfc

with high-end suppiar of stone surfaces in

WLA. Be paid to laam real world design, ma-
terials, inventory, sales Piazza Europe,

lnc:31(M73-188e or 310-261-1280.

JUST SECRETARIAL?
NOT!

HANDLE BUSINESS/Peraonal affairs: plan

events; surf Itie net; polish Power Point pro-

jects: track legislation; craato a spraad sheet

or two; get your education paid for...sounds

great huh? Sweet opportunNy for lalantod

oolaga grad. Ttw PlacemerV CompanyL*
I Fax 310-689-7101

LIBRARY CLERK:
Locata/photooopy

chaplais. Dalvar to

iarliy wHh MNtoyiaphlc

brary

self-starter.

and Weekertds

hrOinfotr1eve.com.

note Rett 3104-3 in

: $7-9 hour. FT/PT.

journal artldas/ltook

Waalwood oMoa. Famil-

ctaltons laquind. U-
Dalal-orfanla. raHable

hours. Daya. Evening

EmaWFax raauma
310-234-9582.

the subject Hne.

RN OR DENTAL STUDENT tor MD office

near Beverly HMs on Saturday AM's or PfT.

Top salary. CaH 323-939-2111

SCREENWRITER FMm aiudant li<aieaiBd"in

developing treatments and aodpls for youth
marlcet. Wortt with indepervjent production

company in Westwood Emphasis on PG
children's action, adventure, tanlaay. 310-

261-1280 or 310-470-6222.

7600
(Jiiilii Ciiii; 0[ft.-| t;ij

$$$ LOW PRICES $$$
WONDER YEARS PRESCHOOL run by
UCLA grads. Ages2.S/6yearB. TWo large

play-yards. Open 7:30-5;30.Close to UCLA.
31(M73-0772

7700
Child Cjif<: WiiiJled

ACTIVE. RESPONSIBLE CARETAK-
EJFt/MOTHERS ASSISTANT Twmo great
children prefer nor>-smol(er, with car. good
swimmer. Studio City. June-August.
TuesAThurs. 818-769-0056

AFTERSCHOOL
PICK-UP in SM & PRE-TEEN care noadsd
tor 1 2/yD gM. M-Tu. alternate Fridays, 3:30 to

7:00. some evenings. Must have car and
MMy to super>4aa^ha|p «M/Hofneworti. Bianl-

wood HMs. 310-745-2909.

BABYSITTER WANTED
FOR 2 Uds. 4A7 Pick-up from school/camp,

taking to play daiaa. help w^homework. etc.

Experience naraaaar| . References required.

Approximate hours. 1-7 M-F. Begin 6/11.

Salary DOE Padfk: Palieadaa. 310-230-
7475.

BABYSITTING IN

PARAPISE
Martha's Vineyard, Massachusetts Kkte
6*8. 6/29A)1-7/20«1. ShrsAlay. Room and
boafd»$iOQ^wk. Fax reeume 310-202-8048.

CHLDCARE/DRtVER. PT/FT M-F/Flexfole

hours for giris 7 and 1a Mar Vista. Play,

drive to activMaa, car ptovUed. 31(M8i-
2181 or lioMnaon^pinNanaLoom.

FEMALE AFTER-SCHOOL/SUMMER
CAMP CHILD CAREORIVER tor 2 fctos

(10A13). 20-25hrs/Week. Bel Air. Must have
car/references. Elzabalh: 310-472-9920

evenings/iax 310-472-9178.

' GREAT JOB
PfT HOUSEKEEPERmABYSITTER tor 10

yfo girt. Appfox 20hra/wk. Houeedeanlng.
grocery shopping Must own oar. Padfk: Pal-

isades. 323-584-9225, janOtoddrutMhoom

7500
Career Opportunities

7700
Child Ciire Wiinted

LOOKING tor bright, enthusiastic, creative,

raaponaiUe caregiver for 5 year-old giri

ChM davatopmant backgrourKi a*. llO^r
(flaidbia DOE). 30hr mto. 310-650-7324.

LOOKING FOR MALE STUDENT to ha^
w/7ft4y/o boys. Ha|p Tyfo w/homewort(/oul-

door activities. 3-15 hrs/wk. 3-7pm. flexfole.

Carhalpfui. $ia/hr. 310-552-2426.

MOTHER WHO LIVES 15 btocks from cam-
pus is tooktog for a helper wNh her 2smal
children. $8/hr, Flextole hours. 310-234
8230.

MOTHER'S HELPER WANTED for eight

year oU chM. Drivers Ucense/referenoaa

naadad. M. 2:3(K8.-0(yTuaa.. Thurs. 2:30 to

9K)0PM. IIQAwur/rslaranoaa. JudRh 310-

44MS56.

NEED A BABYSITTER with references and
aitpartance. Pa.t-Tlme before June 19, Fun
lima from June 20-June30. Loretta 310-645-

4740.

ONE 8-YEAR-OLD BOY Hours M-TH:3-
8PM. F:3-6 Need car, Ineurance and tl-

certte. Please call tor more lntonmatk>n:323-

341-0148 pager.

SUMMER JOB. Student needed to babysit

spoiled, but not bralty giris, 7 & 9. Weekdays,
4:30-6:30 Ptekup from camp 6/25 8/3

SlOmr. Hancock Parti. 213-380-5083.

UCLA AREA
PART-TIME
CHILD CARE

for 10-year-okJ female, lives in or out.

appfox I8hr8. weekly w/occastonal sleep

over requirsd. Car, tosuiance. and good dri-

ving-record a must. Please call Christy: 310-

454-0711

7800
H.l(> W.i.-»l.:(l

$$Get Paid For Your
Opinions!$$

$15-$125 and more ptEarn

wwwjnoney4oplnlone.com
per survey!

$15-$23/HR BRIGHT, ENTHliSIASTIC peo-
ple to teach SAT prep and ALL Academic
Subjects. Transportatton required. We wMI
train. Flexft)ie hours. Send or tax cover let-

ter/tesume, inckjdtog lest scores (SAT ORE,
etc.) to ACE Educatk>nal Services. AttnBar
ry, 9011 W. Pico Blvd. Ste PH-K. LA, CA
90035: Fax:310-282^424 Posittona avail-

abia throughout LA and the WHey

•MOVIE EXTRA WORK* Beats all jobs Start

iTTwnediately Great pay FurVEasy No oazy
fees. Program lor free medicaJ Cal-24Aws
323-850-4417.

ACCESS TO A COMPUTER? PUT \T TO
WORKI Up to $25-75Air. PT/FT.
www.EamEZbucks com. 888-715-4646.

AOIMtN ASSISTANT, bilingual EnglislVSpan-

ish. front oWtee. evenings 4pm-9pm M-Th.
Also, asiiatwit needed days/afterrx)ons to

work wAAaetor of opeialtons. $8/hr. Contact
DanM nataiar dmoasaodnc^earthNnknat
or fax raaume 310-479-7771

.

ADMIN ASSISTANT
Qanarai office duties, tight typing. datatMse
managamenL audit. FT/PT. flexible hours.

Contact Paul 310-820-6186.

ADMIN. ASSISTANT
Energeic, savvy, task-oriented admkilstra-

tlve aaalBlBni wanted Must know -Word'.

problam solving, w/good people skMs. $6^
KVhour. 3l"0-206-2474

immediate Openings
$9 to $19/Hour

9«n«ral office derfct ro •xacuTtve atrwari—
tamporary ft full iims position*

Morscsl Irtnscripiimi

MCCS Sch«diilm« Systam a plus

Fax rMume to (310) 278-426*
For mn Introoiaeto appointment

eall(aiO)27»-M11

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT/BOOK-
KEEPER Ejccelleni computer and phorie
SkMs required. Flexible, part-tlfne hours.

$10-13^. Ask lor Esther btw 1 5pm We
•n naltonal ftower shippers. 310-2.30-

0811 or Fax resume: 310-230-4146.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANTWHI train m
medical office 30-40hr8/M-F/9 00-6 oopm
OorifMar knowledge mandatory Grwat job
tor Buslnoss/Pre-Med^ubNc-HeeNh majors
15-mki to UCLA. 310-476-4205

ADMINISTRATIVE ASST
Upscale west side prtvate club seetts
F/T4P/T Admin Asst 2 shifts available Ideal

candWates would be detaH-orlenled, have
aM% to multi la8i<. memtwr service locos,

aaoalant phone derT>eanor arvl posses ex
cafNtonal interpersorwl A organiiattonal
SkMs. Fax resume w/cover arvl salary req to
310-575-9684 Attn; ChrtsHne.

yVr> ExfMrleticr Necessary
Mnv awiifii, rnfldm, si t^ipl, ^taw,

raca T\ ninr. CamntKuh. Mjifiaignn

fftrfHru'iial lulenien call tuMi-

310.659.7000

7800

DAY CAMP - SUMMER
Seek staff w/sumnoer home in or near Hm
San Fernando or Cortejo Valleys, Oxnard,
Simi, Maiibu misc Instnjctors A General
oouns $2750-3500+^ lor summer 888-
784-CAMP www.workatcamp.com

DAY CAMP
COUNSELORS

PaN Camp now Nring enthusiastic ooun-
setorsl Summer fun irKkJdes: jet skiing,

amusement parks, beach days, painlbali arxl

morel 19 and up. CaN Jaoque: 310-477-

2700x14.

DAY CAMP
Summer. Swimming, baartiia. horaas ft

rnore wwwdaycarvipMM-eofft.

DAY-CAMP COUNSELOR A ArUACrafts
specialists Summer/PT. S9.80/hr. June-
August Stonar Park to mj< 310^79-7200,
or fax resume 310-445-1764.

DO CATS MAKE YOU
WHEEZE?

If you are aHergto to cats, you may qualify to

parltoipate In research study of an tovaatiga-

itonal medtoalton. If you quaMy. you wM ra-

caive study ratatad madtoatton and up to

S260,00 oofflpanaatton tor your Ikna. N intar-

aaiad. plaaaa oaH Jonathan Conan, MD. at

310-4771734 asL242

ADMINISTRATIVE/ARCHITECTURAL AS
SISTANT P/T indMdual tor WLA architectur

al firm PC/MS savvy. Help >v/general of-

llca/xerox/nting/t)hones arxl archivlrig. $10-

$11/hr. Fax resume 310-286-2301/Nakaoka

Assoc.

ADMINISTRATOR/ADMINISTRATIVE AS-
SISTANT/DENTAL ASSISTANT needed tor

dental orthodontk: offk:e in West LA with ex-

cellent communk:atk)n skUs. IMon, Wed. FrI

9am-6pm. Experience preferred. $9-$1l/hr.

Please call 310-826-7494 or fax resume to

310-826-9564.

ART GALLERY
ASSISTANT FOR
PROMINENT
WESTSIDE
GALLERY

Train now-F/T t)y August Requirements

Spanish fhiency, detaH-orlented, art back
ground. $10-12/tV'«-commissk>n. Fax re-

sume:310-586-1712

BA/Masters level Psychology ma|or tor Job
as Psychometrist in NIHAIDS atudy. Must be
fkjently biitogual (English, Spanish) and have
own car/ltoense. WHI train. For rrtore info caN
Allison/Dr Singer 310-473-5500.

BEVERLY HILLS AUTO DETAIL shop needs
hard-working, fast-paced, agressive people
to handto top-notoh cars. No exparienoe re-

quired. Flexible hours. Ozzie:31 0-869-2870.

BIKINI BAY SANTA MONICA Place now hir-

tng Assistant Marwger ffJ. PfT Sales
AssocMnos. vKXKi r By fncontivos. Ufrit 37t^
393-9935.

CAMP COUNSELORS
Instructors, lifeguards for daycamp in

Agoura/Maltou. 818-706-7335.

CAMP COUNSELORS needed tor tocal

summer day camp. BeadVaquatk: experi-

ence m swirrimtog, surftog. sailing, or jet ski-

ing a pkis. Competitive salaries. 818-996-

4780.

COMPUTER HELP NEEDED for help get-

ting on internet and Mac Powerbook.
$10^hour. Westwood. 310-477-6977.

COUNSELORS AND
INSTRUCTORS

In art, swknmtog. nature, vMeo and ropes

needed by Tumbiawsed Day Camp. Must be
responstole. er>ergetk: and enjoy worktog

with cNWren. 310-472-7474

COUNSELORS/FUTURE TEACHERS
' needed for summer program at Crossroads
School tn Sfinta IMonk:a. Perfect for elemen-
tary educatton majors. Email resume to

gcuddyOxrds.org. EOE.

CS«E STUDENTS WANTED lor vertflcatton

of avtonk» software Must know C $12-

16A». PT/dunng school. FT/summer. Email
raaume to iobsOrtassoc.com

CSO OFFICE
ASSISTANT

Offk» assistant needad to work flexibte

hours Tuesday A Thursday between lO-4pm
and aome Saturdays al our Westwood PoHce
Statton. Starting rata $8.47/hr. Must be a
IX^LA student w/at least one yr. lamatoing.

Training provided for clerk^al and publk: reia-

ttons duties. For details caH 310-206-5473.

7800
) Wiiiitiid

DRIVER WANTED
For errands on Weetskle. Variable hours dur-

ing the day. Must have car w/good drMng
record, refererx^es iequ«red. 310-477-8877,

leave message.

Are you a model.
or t>v<i>i« to .Hi '.trirtfrl'

Looking for all types

maic/femate models/actors
We also have Plea tiae ft Oiiklrea div.

Ftw phm A MM-Mioa commeivtai*

Ho ctptncmx icqwiitd No feet.

EARN $200 A DAYI
No expadartoa nacaasairy

TV commercials

Mustovtoaoa
310-368-5147

EDUCATK:>NAL aid to work with joyful 4-

year-oM autlatk: boy. 310-459-4373.

ENGLISH TEACHER. Summer in Taiwan
Akfare. stipend, housing, Insurance benefits.

Oain experience, have fun. www.geoci-
tiaa.comAvortd|paS8port, worklpptChot-
maM.oom.

EVENT STAFF/
SECURITY

For sports, oorwerts, TV st>ows, conven-
tions. 18^ with dean backgrourxJ Great job
for students. You ptok your assignments.
213-748-7223.

EXCELLENT PAY
Customer Servtoe. $11-17/hr. P/T/F/T. Flexi-

t>ie hours. PakI vacatton and hoHdays. Imme
diate openings in LAaraa. Cal N.E.S 1 -888-

621-71»4

EXTRAORDINARY OPPORTUNlfy with to-

temattonal oor>sultlng group tor dynanuc,
highly organized todivkjual with outstanding
wrWng. communtoatton and computer skills

Must have raferancas. Fax raaume to:310-
823-6143.

F/T RECEPTK)NI8T tor buay WLA real es-
tate offtoa. Outgoing, toam player thafs
frtendly/SaV-Molfvatta Mtonoaoft Offtoe a
must. Fax raauma 31<M75-a04g.

FILE CLERKS. PrT^fff. DAYS. Evenings A
Saturdays tor UCLA medtoal records dept.

310-825-5466.

FLASH 5
Flash anknatora/jprogrammers to help pro-

duce gamea/cartoona tor new onMne enier-

tatoment natwoik. PubHdze your new/exist-
ing work and share profits, www.p-d-
n.com/lnfoOp-d-n.oorrV310-9e9-3114.

FUN SUMMER
Swimmtog. hoiaaa. baachaa and more,
www.daycamplobaxom.

GIRLS «i«nied at exctoshw social dub In

WLA. Conversatton and dancing 18^ years
oM Fiexibie hours. Earn top $%$. 310-313-

2969

HANDS ON ELECTRONIC FABRICA-
TION/Compuler Design engineers, P/T work
wAilgh-lech firms for prototype antenna.
Near campus NIDLLCOaoi.com 310^70-
3287

IF YOU LIKE WORKING W/CHILDREN, the
Culver PakTW FamHy YMCA is hiring now tor

Center Directors arvj Counsek>rs Apply at

4500 Sepulveda Blvd., Culver City. Cindy
310-390-3604

WORK FOR KAPLAN!

Kaplsn offSBfi exdtmt opportunities in an
educatlonsi environment Kaplan Isn't about

classroom grades, we are atKxA career growtti.

We prepare our studenu tor coNege and
graduate school entrance exams, ttw coHege
and gratfciste achooi adntisslons process,

and professlonsf Hcenses.

We also develop our staff through presentation

and management experience. Many of our

employees continue to worV with us even after

tl>ey move to new areas and despite busy
prtmaryjobs. Wiy? Because wortcmg tor tt>e

wodd's leading provider of test preperaiion

services is truly fun and rewarding.

Join the original test prep team. There is

8 center located m \MBStwood at 1133
Westwood Boutevsrd, SuMe 201 stm)

leo other locaUons throu^mx the US.

Cuatomar Sarvtoa and TaacHhqE

To teach caH 80O4W* TEST exi. 3.

fw other Jobs ceil (310) 20*0654. ext. 400

K..

J

Daily Bruin dasiified Thursday, May 1 0. 200 1 sf
^

7800
|) W.uiti;il

'^COLD CALL APPT. SETTERS^
$1Q/HR * Commiaalon

6-9pm Sunday - Thuraday
Are you enthusiastic and love

to talk on the phone?

^Cal Maria CoMna: 310.477.5086 xlOO

BAKTSmkn
BOOTCAMP

evmyMng you need (o know to tw a baderxler In

a one-nigh« course. Easy, cheap and luni

323-4S2-3379 ^
INSTRtXJTOR NEEDED lor Java, VB. SQL.
Culver City/West LA area. Evenings and
waakends 310-666-6443

LEGAL ASSISTANT
Wanted for corporate/estate plan attorney
Starting part-time and t)ecoming fuH-ttme in

August. WW train. Send resume to Kacy, 626
WllsWre Blvd Suite 800. LA. CA 90017 or

fax:2 13-536- 1368.

LIBRARY JOBS. Stwlvlng and otfier stadcs
duties, 12-19 l)ra^vl(. $6.83/hr to start.

STUDENTS ONLY apply at Young Research
Library Rm. 11617 or caH Antigone Kutay
310-625-6982.

7800
Help WiinliuJ

UFEGUARDS
Certified LQ's. Start afternoons 5/7. Also
SuTTMner positions. Get paid to get (re)certt

fled. Mature 18^ and good swimmer. Beauti
ful canyon aetting. Tim 31(M72>7474. Fax
resume 310-476-7788.

LIFEGUARDS AND SWI^t INSTRUCTORS
Several local locations. P/T-F/T. $io-i2/hr.

Will train B18-222-7»46x11, Greg or Emilie.

LOUIGi'S ITAUAN KITCHEN Sawlala Md
Santa Monica Blvd. AH positions open. Stan
ASAP. CaN 310-477-4500

MALE MODELS
Have a great face or txxJy? GET REC-
OGNIZED in Playgirt-style publications. Must
be 18-24. Beginners welcome Highest im-

medtate pay wi/tieadshots. Paid screen test

Jeff921 3-748-4555ext. *11, |wtiiteOou-

nique.com

MEDICAL RECEPTIONIST For busy BH
dermatology office. 3(>44irs Refererioaa ra-

quirad. Call Diane 310-273-0467.

MQR COUPLE 16 UNITS WEST LA: 1 or 2
txlims. No experlerv:e. light duties. Gen-
erous reduction. Pod. patio Call 310-476
6694 or fax 310-476-7043

MODELS WANTEDI FM Productions is cur-

rentty Nring nxxlels for print an dvtdeo wodc.

Excellent pay-no experience necessary. 818-

785-6028.

7800
Hrif) WiillttKl

OPHTHALMIC
ASSISTANT POSITION

For graduate students. Dorte Stein Eye Re-
search Center. For more info contact Victor-
ia Goldanberg: goldanbergOuda.iaeI.edu,
310-206-7470.

PfT OR F/T Boddcaaping PoaMon available
m upacale flowar shop. Plaaaa Cal Uaa 310-
278-1988.

PART TIME ADMIN. ASSISTANT. DuHaa In-
dude answering phones, light lypli^ oigaiv
ization. olRoa ammla. Ight Mng, & ooHating
documama. Must ba brtghl, anihualaa«c de-
taH-orientad, & able to perform a wartaly of
taaka aimultaneoualy. Send cover lettpr and
raauma to ACE Educational Senrlces
AtlnrBrian, 9911 W. Pico Blvd.. Suite PH-k'
LA CA 90035, or fax to 310-282-6424.

To sublet Of not to Sublet?

That is the question.

Running every
Wednesday tliis Spring.

To advertise call

(310) 825-2221

We have spring & summer positions available.

LOOKING FOR FLEXIBLE HOURS?

$8.34

/m.
PLUS
BONUS

ScheduUnf

(illoii.-Frl.

•venings &
Sof.,Sini.)

"^Build Yo«r

Resume

*Speak Direcfly

to Alumni
** We ore on

^mtBvk opportunity

•mployor

Cal Saiicin forAppointment

3 10-794-0277
1063 GayleyAve. 4th

etnai calOBnterOsuptX)ituda.eclu

\ ^ i

7800
Help Wmitrd

PART-TIME CUSTOMER
SERVICE

REPRESENTATIVE
For an axolualva (aaKMcad Waatwood diy
tdaanar. OuKpolno. friendly. WNI traln/aales

experience a pkia. 15-25 hour*, momlngB or
aftemoona, pkia Sat. or Sun. $8-lQ/hour.
Apply in paraon: 1600 Waatwood Blvd. Or
Cal: 310474-6528.

PAY IS $11A1R
WANTED FOR SHERMAN OAKS (25 nUn-
utaa from UCLA campus) pension actuarial

ofNoa for 20t-hours par waak-t-fuMkna sum-
mar two (2) higfi achiavar students in Ac-
ooundno. Math. Econ. Buainaaa for Pension
& Acturlal Admin; one (1) fearlass student
wim good maitollng sWis for telephones in-

person marfcaing panalon aan^ioes to ac-

oounlanla..4»y >a $ll/hr for each Job. Fax
raauma ft DPR to 818-7694694. Cal 818-
769-4600 any Q's.

PERSONAL. PART-TIME ASSISTANT want
ed by raUrad CPA, for financial records using

Quicken. One day/week, or half-days. Flexi-

t)le hours. $15 to $20/hour baaad on experi-

ence. Fax resume to 310-202-6184.

Physical Therapy Aide
F/T. Culver City. OutpaUant dink:. Wil ac-
comodate P/T batora graduatton. Athlatk:,

aagar to leam. Fax raauma 310^7-9701.

7800
H(.'lt) W.int.'d

RELAX & IMAGINE
ftoaaarch study eepedaly aaaMng those
«Mt pank: dtoofdar or pank: aiiMlaty attacks

Contact Chria MkolakJis, Ph.D, Candkfate
chrlsOfulaf.adu. 628-584-5536.

RETAIL CLERK
Tachnk^al txMkatore. BNi PubHCatk)ns. Inc..

a leader in tachnk:al put)ik:atk)ns for the con-
stnjctkxi industry, has Immedlala part-time

positk>ns avaHat)le at Its WLA location.

$7/hour starting. Flaxt>la hounL convenient
kx^atkMi near 405/10 fwys. Cal fyiartki;7i4-

517-0970 or fax reeume:714-535-60^.

REWARDING/FUlQ
Summer 8«vimmkig, t>eact)aa. horses &
mora. «vww.daycampiot>s.oom.

PHYSICAL THERAPY
F/T AND PTT AIDE for pffvate Bev. Hills di-

nk:. Fax resume to 310-657-0616 or caN 310-
659-3018

PRESCHOOL LOOiaNQ FOR qualiflad

taachars/taachaia assistarti for immedtata
poaKfons. CandHMaa ahouM have expert-

anoa In <Md care. Satary nagoUabie. F/T,

P/TavaiaWe. Cal JuHe Fatal 310470-0992.

RADIO AND TV ENTRY Level Jobs. 818^
787-5597.

REGISTERED NURSE
For F/T physk:ian. In txisy Beverly HM der-
matok)gy offtoe. Referenoaa requkad. Diane
310-273-0467.

S.CALIFORNIA GENERAL CONTRACTOR
seeklf>g architectural/engirMarfng Graduate
Student to asaiat «W)ot>-sigM management
on new pro|aoi-naar LA Airport Compensa-
tkxi commanatirate w/quaMlcaltons. Con-
tact/Resumaa to Steve Nelson. 18 Technoto-

gy Drive, Irvfna. CA 92618. 949-727-3552.

SALES POSITION available for kitemet e-

commerce company Salary-KX>mmissk>n.

Can 310-234-0784. Fax: 310-234-0786.
EmaH: Jobaealactrobuy.oom

SALES POSITION
LOOKING FOR YOUNG AND BUERGETIC
SENIOR. Startkig salary $2$-30000 plus

oommiaatoa Excellent work environment.

Good communk:atk>n skills aaaentiat. Min
GPA 3.0 an^buakwee orientafan is a pkjs.

Please fax raaume.562-630-6555.

SECRETARY for Westwood dootor'sofrtoe.

Fhone. typkig. filing, billing, and light book-
kaepkig. WM train 20-30hra^vk. Fiexibie.

310-209-2581/310-209-3381.

SERVER/HOSTfess) '
Needed for IM-pacad Asian can ki Centur^
City. Apply Yin Yang 10250 Santa Montoa
Blvd a/r 2pa\ 310-556-3333.

STUDENT TRANSLATOR WANTED: For
Portuguaaa to English and vtoa versa, writ-

ten and oral. $10-1 5/hr DOE. Contact Chris-

sy 310-553-3375. axL507

'W©"
M CAM|>

II)^2-^7474 Located 10

fj^orftin, energetic students who
iMnd woldd Hke a job outdoors as a

>r, We also need specialists to
teachti^ii|^-{kttls, video ms^dng, swimming,
rock cHrntrfngi nature studies, or wts & crafts^

ww«KlunAi<B^eed4ev»r.com
CaN for a ^eat summer!
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The Howard Hughes Medical InsUtute is seeking a

Purchasing Processor for our affiliated site at UCL/L

FriiKipal Respoiisibilitks:

• Responsible for reoeMog and
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• File ptvdine orders and packhf shps

• Ship Metns iMck to vendor

• FoUow up OR back orders

• Purchasing praUems resoludoa

enter data into electronic purchasing • May assist wiA taventory controJ

and spedal projects

Itecondle paddig4^ to Nems

received, pitxiire itgwHiiq. and

Preferred QualificallaM:

• Associates degree required

• Receiving experience required;

purchoivg expeiteacc pcderred

• Computer experience required

• Strong atienllon to detail and

excellent verbal oommunicstion skiBs

To Apply:

•neasamd cover leMer.

resume, names and

numiwi^ofihree

DeboraS MtKler

Manager of Administrative Services

Howard Hughes Medical Institute/UCLA

675 Charles E. \va% Drhc Soudi. S-748 MRl
BoR 951662

Los /U«eles,CA 90095-1662

email; mu^erd^hhmi.org

Application De^dlbae. Open Undl Filled EOE

Display

206-3060
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SUMMER AT THE
BEACH AND MTNS

FUN WORK WITH CHILDREN IN THE OUT-
DOORS 7-week day program, 2-weeks
Sierra SteefMnray. June 25-Augu8t 24. Ex-
perience wIVl chidren and water actMiies.

$33(Hboni«MMek. Call 310-826-7000 or

www.SterraAdveniureCamps.com

SUMMER CAMP
COUNSELORS

Decathlon Spoils Club Localed in Palo Alto.

6/2S-6/1 7, $78-$92/day. SarrMpm. canp-
JobOyahoo.com

SUMMER DAY CAMPS
San FemMto or Conoto >Mtoya. Ovnaid.
Simi, MaKu. Msc. Instructors & Qeneral
couns. $2750-35004^ for summer. 888-784-
CAMP wwwiworttatcamp.oom

SUMMER JOB
QRAO/UNDERGRAD Psyctwtogy.education

or speech to be a camp aide kx a spadai
needs cMW. fi/25-8/25. VBlarie:8 18-907-

0367.

SUMMER JOesi WEST Loe Angolas day'
camp hiring anargetic counsaiocs. Waguards.
and spedaMats. CaN Tiffany at 310-309-

2267

SUMMER SPANISH for 8.5 year old gM. 4-5

hours/wk. In our Santa Monica home. Native
speaker onlyL Pay Negotiable. 310-459-
3253.

SUMMER SPORTS
^CAMP COUNSELORS'^

Prime Time Sports Camp is now Wring tor

summer 2001. Sports background and ex-

perierice working with chiklren required

9:30AM-3:30PM. M-F. 6/25^)1-8/31/01. WLA
and PaNsadas. Pe(er310-288-4132.

SWIM INSTRUCTORS. LIFEGUARDS. Pre-
school tead)ers, arxl camp counsetors (or

the summer. Mon-Fri, 8-3:30. Salary de-
pending on experience. Woodtand His Pri-

vate School. Contact BobMa Primack 818-
348-6563

SWIMMING INSTRUCTORS at client

homes. $20-$24/hr Strong lesaorHaaching
experience wHh small chikJren. Summer em-
ptoyment. Call John 818-781-7676 ext 1.

TECHNICAL SUPPORT Answer cuatomer
questions. Knowledge of NT. emal. wabaltas
heipful. Ckiee to campus. flext>la hours 310-
828-9900.

TESTMASTERS is tooking tor intelUgent

people to answer phones and provkte infor-

matton about our LSAT courses. $l3/hour.

minimum of 30 houn/waak. Only those with

Bxcalant p»wna skla shouM apply. 323-655-

2699.

TUTORS AND
COMPUTER TRAINERS

WANTED
Unk)ue. fun opportunity for enargetk;. enthu-

siastic indivMuals. Training ptovUed. E-mail

resumes to ErkrOcomputersmarts.com

UCLA RECREATION
SUMMER CAMP JOBS

GREAT MONEY! GREAT TIMEI We need
energetic paopla to be summer camp coun
setors. Pay is |7.38-$11.00/hr. Morning, af-

terTx>on, aH-day shMs avaiabia. Cal 310-

206-1787 AppHcattons avaHabla at John
Wooden Center.

VOLLEYBALL COACH FOR High School
Giris. Expaiience necessary. June 18-July

31. 3 daya/ML 2hrs/day Late afternoon. 6-8

hours/wk. Pay negotiable 323-461-3651
mrodriguezOlnvnaculatehean org

WANTED. SUMMER CAMP DIRECTOR.
30* hours/week. $l2.20/hour. For Palsadas
Summer Camp. Fax resume to Ton! Hester
at 310-575-8014.

WANTED: People who want to tost weight,

310-884-8746. 24 hour message.

WILLIAM EARNEST
BROWN

BEVERt^Y HiaS' RNEST Stattonary and in-

vKatton designer has an opetHnQ for a per-

sonal assistant Design talent helpful, good
English essential, detail-oriented F/T irx:lud-

ing Saturday Call Bill 310-278-5620

WLA FINANCE CO Recently named 43-rd

fastest growirig co in America by Ipc. maga-
2lna, aaaks rr>otivated irKNvMuals to assist

account executive w/lead gerieration via

telephone for our leasa/kjan productt k>

businasaes. Fun envlronmanl. Salary $10-

$l2/hr4bonusaa. Fax resume 310-737-1974

oranal Mviaa#«HinoMipxom.

Daily Brum Classified

8000
Ifiternship

uReol Estate Intern Needed

Flexible Hours. Computer

and Phone Skills Required. Must be

Organized. Salary Negotiable

310-273-0268Contact John i^v

8200
Temporary Employmoiil

HEAD FRESHMAN BOYS BASKETBALL
COACH: Experiertce playing arid coaching
needed. $2800-3200 for the season. 5 days
a week from 2:30 to 5:00. with a few Satur
day gamaa. The season begins in November
arvl runs through February Please fax

raaumas only! I Fax to 310-288-3286

8300
\/c)liJiil«?er

ROZE ROOM HOSPICE is lool<ing for voiun
leers to spend lime with terminally ill

paHants. Training begins IMay 1 5th. Contact
Aml:»3-938-1155.

VO(.UNTEERS NEEDED: At 8t Uz Hoapicei
we «« ttain you, please cal El at 310-824-
9768.

WORK from home in the US or In an interna-

Honal buainaas. 24 hour maaeage 310-884-

8748

WORK-OUT ENTHUSIAST needed for

ItuMay, Sdays/wk for «M)d(-eut in my home
lOn*) from UCLA. WelgM training Mom
mgs prafarrad. 310-476-4206

housing
8400-9800

8^00
Apartmrjiits for Rent

•WESTWOOO VILLAGE. MIDVALE N. OF
LEVERING LARGE 2-BDRM APT. GAR-
DEN VIEW, DINING ROOM, UNK3UE.
CHARM. FRONT AND REAR ENTRAf^E
310-839^2»4.*

1 BLOCK TO CAMPUS
Large aludlo. al utNWes paid, $750. Avail

able Immaitalaly. One Parson Only. Call

310-208-4253 or 310-824-2595.

I-MINUTETOUCLA
1 bdrm w/dedt, furrtished. txIgN. clean, se-

curity entrance, large doaats. pool, lyr

laaae. $l300/mo. 310-624-1830.

1917 SPANISH MISSION BUILDING. Sin-

gle. WLA. Separata kitchen, high ceilings,

wood floors, one year laaae. $750/mo. 310-

47»«646.

BEL AIR guest house. Dog okay, carpets,

pool, gated large yard, ready to move in

$750. 310-305-RENT www.waataidmen-
tals.oom

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. U2BEDROOM
$895«UP LARGE. UNUSUAL CHARM
SOME SPANISH STYLE W/HARDWOOD
FLOORS. ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS
310-839^204.

BEVERLY HILLS guest house. 1 bath, sunny
and quiet with pool, mini refrigerator, stove,

private, gated partdng. $900. 310-395-REfrr
www.wastsidarantals.com

BRENTW^XX) ONE BEDROOft4 dekjxe up
per. garden sating, eurapean kitchen. All

aplancas. fireplace. WMk to stores and re-

'sturaunts. $i36Q^mo. No Pets. Lease 310-
410-1575

BRENTWOOD. $1650, 2bd/2bth. front.up-

per, balcony, refrigerator/stove, car-

peMJrapas. partting. laurtdry, no pets, near
UCLA, by appt. 11728 MayfleM #6. 310-271-

6811.

advertise

206.3060

WESTWOOD PLAZA

BACHELOR
AVAILABLE NOW

$825
Fumlshc«l - Utilities Included.

Sliort term available.

31 o^zm-raos
1

8^00
ApnrtmLMils for R(miI

COZY 2 BEDROOM. 1 bath $1200 Brenl

wood Adj. Near Wilstura/truewiiy Lease to

two Ho pets. 1333 Barry Avenue. 310-826
8461.

CULVER CITY large furnished guest houae^
Refrigerator, hardwood fkwrs, large okMats.

uiat neighbortwod, luxurkNis bathroom, col

lege, very safe. $800. 310-395-RENT
www.weat8Uarantais.com

HUGE SINGLE AND ONE BEDROOM.
$90(Vmo.& up. One bdrm tor $1250&up. One
block from campus. 644 and 650 LandlBlr.

310-824-0319.

LOS FELIZ, ui, W/C peL d/w, bakx>ny, A/C.

laundry, pariting. $800. 323-634-RENT
www.wast8kJerdntais.com

MID WILSHIRE VICTORIAN. RAS. laundry,

utilKiea paM. $600 323-634REI^
www.waat8Marantals.com

PALMS TRIPLEX unfumlshad. 1 bdmi. 1

bath, hardwood floors. W/D fKX>kups. brigN.

newly reriKxleled triplex, carport paridng

$695. 310-395 RENT www westskJeren
tals.com

PALMS, 3719 Keiton Ave 2bd/2bath. $1250
Cor«roNed access bkig. New carpel. Upper
unit Unda. 310-463-3334 or 323-848-7260.

shown by appt.

PALMS Single apt from $575, 1-bdnm $606,
$600deposit 1-year lease only. Stova. ra-

frig.carpets, vert bNnda. 310-837-1502
leave measage 8am-Spm only.

PALMS: Ibdrm/lbth. |925/mth.
Stove/ref7AC, gated partdng. Intercom, Ja-

cuzzi, large ctosets. 1/2 btock to UCLA bus.
Kay 310-842-9127

SANTA MONtCA (upper) uittumtstwt t
bdrm. cal okay patk>, hardwood floors,

garage. $850. 3lO-395REf4T www.weetsM-
erantais.com

SANTA MONICA 6 bk>ck8 to baac^ (upper)

ur^fumished, 1 bdrm, refrigerator, stove,

dishwasher, laundry. $895. 310-395-RENT
www.wwitiiiriafantais.com

SANTA MONICA apartment (lower), unfur-

nished. Bachek>r, 1 bath, (full bath), cat okay
yard. $399 310-395-RENT. www.westsWer-
emals.com

SANTA MONICA great locatton. 2 bdtms,
carpets, laundry, carport parking. $1200.
310-395-RENT www.westsUar8nlal8.com

SANTA MONICA guesthouse, San Vteente.

refrigerator, stove, laurtdry. $900. 310-395-

RENT. www.westsWerentals.com

SANTA MONKDA OCEAN-VIEW. One bed-

room unfumished/fumlahad apt. $2000-

$2600. Luxury 2^1 bedroom, furnished

$4000. Walk to 3rd Street PromenadeAPier
310-399-3472.

Casablanca West

Available
NOW

Bachelors $865

1 Bedrooms from $1195

530 Veteran
208-4394

SANTA MONICA PRIME
LOCATION N. OF

WILSHIRE
NEAR BEACH

$1295 1 bedroom. Hardwood ftoors. Charm-
ing spilt level, dishwasher, refrigerator. 943
7th Street Cats OK 818-980-5900.

SANTA MONICA spacUus triplex.

Unfurnished, 1 bdmi. 1 bath, cat okay, r^frig-

eralor. stove, laundry. $995 310-395-RENT
www westsiderentais com

SANTA MONICA unfurnished, private room,
hardwood ftoors, W/0. 7 bkjcks from beach,
month-to-month $500. 310-395-RENT
www.westsiderentais.com

SILVER LAKE HOUSE 2*1. w/c pet. yard,

rose gardens. $1,000. 323-634-RENT
www.wail8Uarenuil8.com

SILVER LAKE two story, 2^^1.5, w/c pet. ceil

Ing fans, perking $850. 323-634-RENT
www.westsUerenlals.com

SINGLE APARTMENTS. $g00/month Up-
gratfadcaipaong, freshly painted, pool, laun-

1^. .ocured entry, very clean buikJing. 1-yr

' no pets .310-208-2820.

84fOO

* PALMS •
4B0, 3BA LOFT TOWNHOME. FP,

CEf^RAL AIRA^EAT. GATED
GARAGE. SEC ALARM, CAT OK

3670 MIDVALE AVE.

$2395/MO

2BD. 2BA TOWNHOME. FP,

CENTRAL AIR/HEAT GATED
GARAGE. SEC. ALARM, CAT OK

3614 FARIS DR.

$1395/MO

• MAR VISTA *
11913AVONWAY. $129S/MO.
11748C0URTLEIGHDR. $1295/MO.
12741 MfTCHBl AVE. $1345/MO.

(310)391-1076
M Open House Mon-Sat 10 -4 PM aS

VENICE cottage 3 btocks to beach, pet okay,

unfurnished, Studto. 1 bath, pond, utilities

inckjded. $525. 310-395-RENT. www.west-
siderenlais.com

WALKING DISTANCE FROM UCLA Large
single Stove, refrigerator, bakxxiy. Avail.

June 15lh. $1110. 310-208-0209.

WEST HOLLYWOOD, $750 Large Studk)
Full Kitchen. Bath, Huge walk-In ctoset. Utili-

ties pato. Near All. Available NOW Call Ke-
vin: 310-273-1079.

WEST LA: Pool, spa. gym, dishwasher,

stove, refrlfl. security, partdng. Avalt luiay

15lh. $llOO/mth w/lease CaH Corina (Apt

532) 323-931-9583. entail jennif-

er.klm20uni8tudk>s com.

WESTWOOD
2BED/2BATH $1800 Luxury unit Refngera-
tor, mk:rowave, dishwastwr, central air con-

dlttoning, fireplace, intercom access. Gated
partdng. Jacuzzi, laundry. 310-256-0626

WESTWOOD
3 t)edroom, huge living room, washer/dryer
insWe unit Security 2 doors. Month-to-
month Avail. June 1st. $2900. Beautiful

view. 310-998-1501.

WESTWOOD
RESIDENTIAL AREA

Ibdrm/lbth apartment downstairs in beauti-

ful Westwood home w/private entrance Ap
prox 600 sq ft Pool privileges negotiable

$925/yTK> inctoding an utilities and premium
cable Available 4/15. CaN 310-446-1353.

WESTWOOD townhouaa, unfurnished. 2
bdrms, 1.5 bath, cat ok, refrigerator, stove,

hardwood ftoors, pool, paridng included

$1295. 310-395-RENT www.westsideren-
tals.com

WESTWOOD
WALK TO UCLA

Spactous, bright 3bdrm apartment. Quiet
buildir^, hardwood ftoors, large ctosets.
laundry, partdng. AvaHabie ear^ July. No
pets $2600. 310-234-8278.

WESTWOOD TOWNHOUSE. Pet okay.
onfumislied. 1 txlrm. l bath, refrigerator,

stova. t>akx>ny, laurxlry. gated paricing. $895.
310-395-RENT www. westsiderentais.com

WESTWOOD VILLAGE Furnished bache
lor. $725. no parking. Unfurnished 1-bdrm
$1400. garage. 1-yr lease, no pets. Avail

Sept 10990 Strathmore. 310-471-7073.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE: Large/furnished, 3-

bedroom/2-bath. $3600 547 Landfair. Large
2-bedroom/1 .5 Bath, $2300, townhouse.
herdwood-ttoors. fireplace, 925 G^yley 1

year lease, September. 310-471-7073

WESTWOOD 2BDRM/2BATH $1450 AND
UP TILE KITCHEN. STEPDOWN LIVING
ROOM. HIGH CEILING CHARM 1 MILE
SOUTH OF WILSHIRE SOME W/BAL
CONY 310-839-6294.

Westwood Village

Very large appartments for

September 1 st occupancy.

Dining room, built in

kitchen. Balconies/ Patio.s.

Pool, elevator, control led

-

access building,

subterranean parking.

1 BR/ Ibafh from $1,400
2 BR/ 2bafh from $2,100

For prc-applications call

Mon - Pri 9 AM - 4 PM
691 Levering Avenue

(310)208-3647

8^00
Is f«)i F<oi»t

m
AlKU

WESTWOOD Across UCLA, upscale, one
arKJ two bedrooms, fullkitchen, air corxli-

lioried, pariung, or>e year lease, 445 Larxl-

fair. Takir)g reservattons. 31 0-824-1%9

WESTWOOD Walk to UCLA. 2bdmV2bth,
gated pari(ir>g, rooftop spa, quiet buikltog,

accepting resenrattons tor Fall $1895-
$2275. 512 Veteran. 310-208-2655

WLA/PALMS
APARTMENT RENTALS
CALL 4 FREE LISTINGS

AND SPECIALS
Bachelors/Singles—some w/utilities pakl.

pool, gated, $650-725 Ibdrm $950-986,
many w/lireplaces, luxury and nnore. 2txlrm

$1395-$1795. many w/dishwashers, batoo-

ny A/C and more. CaH lor free llsting:310-

278-8999.

WW WALK TO UCLA
Spactous, brighi Ibdrm and prtvate patto,

avaH mM-May. Hardwood ftoore, fuH kitchen,

large ctosets, laundry, 2-car paridng, $1600.
No pets. 310-234-8278.

8600

CULVER CnrV: 2brdm/2.5bth. Furnished,

spactous townhouse on quiet street Great
tocattoni Front unit w/rooftop sundeck and
spa. $200a/tnth. 310-442-1395

SANTA MONICA fully fumlshad guest room.

Bakxmy. W/D. sacurity. luxuiy complex,
gated paridng. utiliMi indtiiSed, May 15th.

$550. 310-395-RENT. www.weslsideren-
tals.com

WESTWOOD. Wilshire Hi-Rise Luxurious

Condo. l.2.43bed, $2400-$4200/month.
24hr. valet, doorman, front desk, arto securi-

ty service All amenities, great views. 310-

470-9947

87OO
Coiiflo/ lo'^.dhjiist; lor Sale

IMAGINE OWNING/LEASING WILSHIRE
Corridor/HlRise single, 1or2bdrm $90K
$200K. Walk to-UCLA/N^Nage. 24hr/security

Spectacular views, pool. )acuz2i. sauna,

valet service. Agent-Bob 310-478-

1835ext.109.

8800
tor Heiit

1 5MILES FROM UCLA- Fully furnished

large Itxtrm apt. Pool tabie/wet bar/cable in

living room. Ideal tor grad student-faculty

$1050>utilities/mo 310-476-2088.

2 BEDROOM GUESTHOUSE Kitchen, re

nxxleled bathroom Ideal tor roomrr>ate8-

$595/person Great tocatton. Mar-Vista area.

$1190/mlh. 310-678-2753. 310-490-7166

Pat Must seel

STUDIO NEAR UCLA Private enterance.

Parking. Available June 1 Year Lease. One
person, small dog OK $750 including utili-

ties. 310-476-8478

9200
N«M?ck;d

HOUSING NEEDED
Trying to rent your space in tfie West-
wood area or nearby? Have a great deal?
Easily solve your rental problem with one
simple call Avoid the hassle ol renting. 3
UCl^ students are seekirx) an apart-

ment, house, guesthouse or cornto to

share (2+2 or 2+1.5) to move in late

June/eoriy July lyr lease ok Must lr>-

clude 2 parklr>g spaces and be reaaorv
ably priced Please call Stephanie:3l0-
702-6455 (Leave message).

9300
R(jotii for Help

CARE FOR DISABLED PERSON In ex
ciiange for room and board, Beveriy HiHs.

Responsible w/good references sought. 310-
860-9042 Gabriel

MALE SPORTS ENTHUSIAST Free rent In

exchange (or help w/homeworkAfun w/12-
year old. Santa Monica. Car necessary, ref-

erences. Evenings Student. 310-998-8367

NEAR UCLA
LIVE IN WITH UCLA EMERITUS Family
near campus Free Room and Board In ex-
change for help with tiome/lamiiy/etc Need
CDL ar>(1 car f^ale preferred Email resu
to michaelkaihleenmOhotmail com

9400
t-looin U)t R»mU

BRENTWOOD Pmon^P Females only Bed,
batfi&fuli access to large, beautiful home
Shara tMflamfly^ $7S0. 310-395^)623.
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FREED
Frompa9e4t

while pitching, or a combination of

those and other factors is unknown.
Freed acquired the injury her

freshman year at UCLA in 1999, the

summer before the World Games,
when she was on the Blue team dur-

ing the national team's Blue Gold
Tour.

During her time With Team USA
that summer. Freed never found out

what the injury really was. Then in

February, the stabbing pain returned.

About a month later, the pain lev-

eled offand she was able to compile a

17-3 record to go along with her 0.51

ERA in her 123 innings of work this

year, her junior campaign. But when
the pain became too mudi to bear,

she had to be shut down.

"It's probably the most frustrating

thing she's dealt with in her career,

because I know that for me it was,"

said senior pitcher Courtney Dale,

who in 2000 battled injury before

undergoing shoulder surgery last

June. "But you uke on a different

role as a player, and Amanda has

been resting and getting healthy, and
that's what is important."

Freed has been pitching since age

six or seven - pretty much as long as

she can remember. So the time off is

killing her inside.

She has tried to do anything to stay

busy, including shagging fly-balls in

the outfield even though she could

only throw the ball back with her left

hand. Freed even went as far as to try

pitching left-handed just so she could

be in the circle for a while.

"It became kind of a goal for me to

be able to throw strikes left-handed,"

Freed said. "It became fun after a

while, but it also became frustrating

because 1 didn't want to do that any-

more. I just wanted to throw nor-

mal."

Although not 100 percent yet, last

weekend Freed was able to extend

hendf to 70 percent and is on the

ro«d to recovery The team only has

three more weekends' worth of

games left, so although Freed wants

to push herself to get back in the cir-

cle, she also doesn't want to further

hurt herself.

Pitching-wise, Freed is currently

limited (o a spectator role on game
day. Her athleticism alone allowed

her to keep throwing through the

pain, but the torque she created with

her curvebali and riser put so much
stress on her forearm that right now
Freed is more ofa coach than a pitch-

er.

"Since Amanda is injured, she'll sit

there when she isn't playing and
watch me and I'll ask her, 'What am I

doing* or 'Why isn't this working?"'

freshman pitcher Keira Goerl said.

"And she'll totally help me."

Freed sometimes feels embar-
rassed to give Goerl advice, since

she's a teammate. She gives tips on
whether Goerl is releasing the ball too

early or whether her arm is straight.

Freed even sometimes finds herself

visualizing herselfas the pitcher while

Goerl is in the cirde.

The fact that Bruins are ranked

second in the nation with a 53-4

record has helped ease some of her

pain. Goerl has compiled a 24-1

record in 164 innings of work while

filling in for the injured Freed.

"It makes it a little easier to take

time off when we're getting it done,"

Freed said. "If we were struggling a

whole lot, then I'd kick myself in the

back. But we're doing really well."

UCLA's chances of a ninth

NCAA title should increase dramati-

cally, though, if Freed is able to come
back to the circle.

According to eighth-year Assistant

Coach Kelly Inouye-Perez, Freed has

tremendous endurance and is the

most talented pitcher on the staff in

terms of the weapons she brings -

including her five-pitch repertoire

that includes a riser, drop ball, curve-

ball, screwball and probably the best

change-up in college softball today

"I'm so thankful she's on our

team," Inouye-Perez said. "I know
our hitters can look juit as crazy

when facing Amanda. There's not

one hitter out there that is on her

change-up. It's just wicked. Some
people say it should be illegal

"

Every player on the softball team
has to play through injuries. They do
it for the love of the game, for the love

of their teammates and their sense of

responsibility to the team.

According to Freed, if someone is

playing hurt, and they're only capable

of playing at 75 percent, then youll

see the entire 75 percent on the field.

"I wish that somebody could put

on our uniform and go through what
we go through," Freed said. "It's so

physically and emotionally draining.

You have to be tough. It's not like any
other game; it's not even like base-

ball. And of course we're females,

and we're not going to charge the

mound when we get hit and we don't

go out to make people bleed, but the

girls on our team are so tough."

None tougher than Freed herself.

MAZEIKA
From page 48

each other, making the last five min-

utes the only truly relevant span in

an NBA game. ;._
If I did have Ifiirpmc onTroifi

the very beginning, it would be

more like background fodder, with

me downing several beers and only

catching the game from the comer
ofmy eye. Sort of like if I was inter-

viewing someone and instead of

paying complete attention, I

downed that last bit ofmy tall latte

while hardly listening.

Hockey is different because the

scoring is so scarce and the tension

lasts throughout the game. If you
tune in for the last five minutes of

an NHL game, you will certainly

feel the tension, but this feeling is

heightened if you've been following

the game from the very beginning,

paying attention to al! of the missed

opportunities. Each time a player

hits the crossbar, or a goalie makes

a kick save on a one-on-one break-

away, the tension builds and builds.

After a while, your mind is in

such a frenzied state that you feel

tired just watching a game.

I'm a San Jose Sharks fan, and
they've been eliminated already for

a couple of weeks. But I don't need

my favorite team in the playoffs to

appreciate higlniuality hockey.

The little nuances of the game are

gripping: a player sprawling his

body out on the ice to block an 80-

mile-pcr-hour shot; a goalie only

stopping a shot he never saw com-
ing because he positioned himself

perfectly; and a superstar like

Lemieux leUing a puck that went 30
feet in the air bounce before taking

a whack at it. being so sure of him-

self to wait that extra half-second

even with his team 90 seconds away
from elimination. ,

Without any doubt, give me
Pens-Sabres over Lakers-Kings any
time. Hopefully, though. 1 won't

have to choose between Pen-Sabres

and my beloved two^our block of

"Buffy the Vampire Slayer** and

"Dark Angel."

Of course, that's the very reason

VCRs were invented.

Mazetka is taking suggestions on how
to overthrow the newly appointed

2001-2002 sports editor, Scott Schuta.

E-mail him with ideas at

vytas@uda.edu.

W.WATERPOLO
From page 47

four of tfiose titles.

With a small talent pool from
which to recruit, and the ttdvantBtes

of strong academic and athletic pro-

grams on their side, the "big four"

boast talent-laden lineups that no
other school can compete with yet.

However, as Krikorian pointed

out, the increased availability of
scholarships due to Tide IX should

bolster the success of other programs
in the years to come.

"Eventually, the talent pool will

just be too large," Krikorian said.

"School domination will begin to dis-

perse."

Furthermore, the addition of

women's water polo to the 2000

Sydney Olympic games created a new
water polo fever. Many women repre-

senting the U.S. returned home,
OI)anpic silver medal in hand, to com-
pete for their college teams once
again.

in 2000 the sport finally reached

the 404eam requirement to acquire

official NCAA sport status.

On the heels of four national cham-
pionships in the past five years,

UCLA entered the inaugural season

with a title to defend.

Bringing with them Olympic and
national team members (including

the U.S.'s leading scorer in Sydney,

Coralie Simmons), the Bruins are

prepared to battle it out against

Stanford this weekend for the first

NCAA UUe.

It will be an exciting moment for

UCLA and for women's water polo.

9400
Room for Rent

HUGE TWO-STORY
HOUSE

With rooms to ranti Shara gounnat Miclian

Qraat location. Mar VMa. Ooaan vlaw. Start-

ing from $590/moniri. 310-490-7165. 310-

678-27S3 Pal. Muat aaal

LARQE ROOM in Sbdnn on Qianrook. Har-
dwood toots, daan. apadoua. $780 for ihe
room. $300aa for 2 people. 310-209-0688
Oave.

94OO
f<(-(.nt for Rent

WEST LA- teee-SOVnontt). Looking for 1 or 2
clean/outgoing apttnataa tor own bdmVbtfi m
2t>clnn/2t)lh apt. Available end-June. 310-

477-6435. jenahine^ucla.edu

WLA ADJACENT
TO SANTA MONICA/BRENTWOOO Prtvate

room and baVMOom In luxurkMis condo. Se-
curity buikUng, parting available

$760/month + uHMies. Available 5/30. CaH
Linda 310-442-5215.

PRIVATE GUESTROOM WEST-
\¥0O(VWALK UCLA- beautiful houae Wpri-
vata aniwiinrtiagi^il[|iU. iMuirap^KUh-
an j\&imQm Hm famaii lananL t785Hitiu
baa. 31(

9500
f'l iv.ilc Room

$490 PER MONTH Goulh Mar Vista near
Cantiriala and Culver Blvd Female, no
smoke, no dniga. house. 310-391-1563

SANTA MONICA. On boardwalk, ooaan
i0t¥i\ Seeking female to share 3bdrm house
wis others. $i000Anonth, uHNtles inckidad.
310-304-9809. after 6pm

WEST LOS ANQELES shara baatiMul
houae m quiet neighborhood. tOiottarMaun-
dfy/tMjge backyard Near Pico/Westwood
bua. 3 miles to UCLA. $70(Vmonth. 310-479-
2285.

WESTWOOO-Fun outgoing female looking
for 1 or 2 fenrule roommates for own
bedlMth \f\ 2t>ed/2bath apt. Avail 9-1-01

Cal 310-209-2665.

9700
Siihlots

1260 VETERAN AVE summer sublet

$600/month or $400 to share master bed
room. Full bath, gated parking. Le6iey:310-

312-9956.

403 LANDFAIR: Acroas atraat from campus.
Master t>edfXK>m/t>atti. undaigrour)d partdng.

Wilt sublet to oneAwo people. 6/18-9/13.

$975/mth. 310-624 3537

437 QAYLEY. Pink Palaca. Beautiful

2bdrnV2bth, w/2t>alconiea, frertch doora,

spackHJS. 3 urKlerground parking spots, par-

tially furnished Late June-8/31. $2160^00.
Please caN JuNe or Silvia at 310-824-5542.

475 QAYLEY AVE Available mkJ>June to

mkl-Sept. $450/nxinth Ck)ee to campus,
fnendly roommates & manager. Looking lor

female sublelter. 310-479-2235.

SUBLETS NEEDED
JEFFBt, MANOBS, MllUn a MAtlNAaO Uf

cBiUMrr air law fkm
>M% nmd fcimwtwd oporlwnte far otir Suwwr

AmoooIh fram Jun* - Awputl

HaoMA-moil vMUti^Ojnhm.com
wrfh Moiti and o contoct pKoiM numbar

9700
Sublets

BRENTWOOD, One-Bedroom/One-Bath In

Large-Bright-fumished 2Becl 2Bath Apart-
ment. Living-Room. Dirming-f^oom. Dlah-
waaher, Microwave. BakxKty. A/C. 2mia8
from UCLA&Beach. Near Transportatkx).

TV/VCR/DIOftafCMbia/Slafao/DSL. Parking.
King-Siza Bad. l800iAno. Junal -AuglO. 310-
479-1631.

9600
(J Roonii.ilcs SI I.

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED 403 Land
fair, 1 bk>ck from UCLA. Spackxjs living Fall

2001 school year Responstole. non-smok-
ing 310-267-9792.

FEMALE ROOMMATE. Responsible. Fur
nished ibdrm. Qtanrock-Waik to UCLA No-
smoking Sacuflly. Prtoa negotiable Avail

able June 20-Sapt 25. 310-206-5738.

QAYLEY NEXT TO UCLA large room to

share in 2bdrm/2blh. pitvate condo. Fully

lumistied. bakx>ny. garage, norvsmokkig le

male only. SSOQ^monlh. 310-206-7748.

WESTWOOO: 1-2 roommates needed for

large itMJrm. apartment for next adhoot year

Baksony. Parking. Laurxlry Stratfwnora/Lav-

arlng. $400-600/mth. 310-206-6675

WESTWOOO: Sertous fentale stiident pre

ferred. IbdmVlbth $515/mth Bright, fire-

place, batoony. 310-479-9143

666 MIDVALE Spaoious Mng aiaa. Iwd-
«(ood ftoors, shared parMng. t44a/nKM«h for

shared room No bedroom fumHuia. Ikmmy
310-208-8682.

631 KELTON 750*sq.ftl 1bd/1.8bM»t. GtoT
geous Fumiturel June 15-Auguat 5. galad
parking space. t>alcony. pool, laundry. Only
$937/monlh. ginakOucta.adu. CaN 310-001-

4462.

685 KELTON: Baautifui.

2bdmV2b»h Fun. social apartment complax.
2 parking spotii inckided. $20S(ymth. Juna-
SepL 310-824-1819 or 310-624-0794

APARTMENT
AVAILABLE FOR FALL

QUARTER
and saaaton C on Mktvaie 2-bedrooma. 1-

bath Fun Qirts. Ctoae to Campus. 3 f*artdng

Spots. CaN 310-824-5063

ATRIUM COURT PENTHOUSE 5mki walk
Need 2-3 people July-Sept, or Jan Spa-
cious 2bd/2blh 2balconies. patk-
ing/gym/spa. $625/mo. Male/Femala ok.

310-267-7714.

BEAUTIFUL 2 BEDROOM APARTMENT
Hardwood ftoors, parking, full kitchen Abao-
kjtely gorgeous. Must be seenltl $i900/mo.
Cal Martorfa 310-206-2120

Cf«AP PALMS SUBLET. Orty $1150rtno.
Larga 2-6ad/2Bath Fumlaftad. Avaiabia
Juna16-8apll6. lO-mln. Ddva to campua. 1-

mmuia to buatbia. Cal 310-204-1 S32. suMet-
nowOfx)tmaN.com

FALL SUBLET 3bdmV1.5Mh. Pool. funbaT
cony, prafaiabiy famala. SpaokMia Nving
space. $430/lmth-dapandent 424 Landfak
Ave. Aptl. 310-624-2042

FEMALE ROOMATE WANTED to sftare 1

bedroom apartment for aummar. WLA.
$33Q/mo pkis half utMlaa. $360 sacuilty.

Quiet mature atudant only. 3l0-82(>-2a63.
'

• '— -

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED for the
aunwnar to share 2bdrm/2blh wO other non-
smoking famalaa. Ctoae to-campua. fuly^ur-

mshad. parking. $4S0Anih. Sabdna 310-824
3860

JULY ft AUG. On VMaran. $700/»nonlh for 1

of 2 badrooma, bunttwds and draaaar. Big
Ivtog room, daan. 310-824-4242.

KELTON AVE.: Looking tor famala auWeT
lar(a) for ibdmrt. In 2bdmiV2blh. Part-fum
AwalaMa 6/2i^tM Sept $02S/ynth., (462 k:

shara. Cal 310-624-5377

MIOVALE I - Need roommate to shara room
w^mato In summar. 2bdrm. DSL. pod, )acuz-

if-ato. Fal laaae also avaHable. 310-206-

0531

RENT MEI
PERFECT SUMMER SUBLETIII
2t>0iinOm i. Bdght, 12008q.ft., batoony, Ura-

piaoa. gatod^rtdng, pod^acuzzi. walc-to

ctoaata. Oasftiwatef Indudadi Mid-June thru

Auguat. $160Q^tnth. Cal 310-824-0969

SILVERLAKE BLVD/SUNSET/101. Spa-
doua, 2t>drm, fumistied. haaSwood ftoors.

Meal for Hollywood/Downtown Intamaf^pt.

$700/mo4deposil Available 6/1-8/31. Only
responetole appNcants. 323-663-8912,
Jtxasas0hotmall.com

SPACKXIS S WILSHIRE APT- ona bad^
room in a 2txV2t>ath on Veteran, pool^aouz-
zi, gated parking, female preferred, awalable
mid June to end of August, $750^lmor#«.
310-210-6487

9700
Sublets

SUBLETS ROOMMATE
SERVICE

FIND or LIST A SUBLFHI
www.thesublet.com

Siiblta in aM cW—M (201-804-1189) L

STRATHMORE/LEVERINQ FURNISHED
bedroom^Mth wMh parktog. DSL, Stereo.

Cable. Available mto June to mM September.
1-2 paopla OK. fgocVmo. Brandon 310-824-
7436.

SUMMER SUBLET: loddng for famM to

share room wNh famala/Mudeni UCLA In 2
bd/2bth apanment. $475Ano, not

Nayla. 310-209-0663.

WANT TO SUBLET FOR THE SUM-
MER? Reach thouaands of potential

roommaiaa for free, www.west-
8kJarantalB.oom 310-305-RENT.

WESTWOOD APT.
AvalaUa for aummar. 2 huge badrooma/2
UM tMthrooms. Pool/Jacu2Zl. Pool
tabla/laundry room. Cal Rabaoca-310-267-
7322

WESTWOOD. 3bad/2bath, dining room,
large Iving room. PARKII^. Walking dto-

tanca to tXXA (2-bk)cks). Hardwood ftoors

and nawly pakHad wals. Wal kept and
daan. If Intoiaalad contact Matt 310-671-

7936,

WESTWOOO: From June 16-August 16.

8|pMa tor 1 or 2 paiaons. $87S/tmth. FacH-
llaa biduda a gym and pod. 527 Mklvala
Ava., WaaiwDod. CA 00024. For mora Mor-
matton caN 310-t00-0475 or email ka-
maruOuda.edu

WILSHIRE 2-MILES FROM CAMPUS.
BaauMul 2-Badroom Apartment. Looking for

2-paQpla to shara Spadoua Badroom+Bath-
room. Avaiabia 6/20. %475/tno. par parson.
310-312-0157.

9800
Viiciilion Rt.'itt.tls

BEAirriFUL. SPACIOUS YOSEMPTE
HOME surrounded by tal pinas Ctoae to
•varything Fuiy Equipped, 5000' aiavatton
aundeck. raaaonable rataa. 816-765-1028.
www.yoaerrWte istovaly.oom

Display
206-3060
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INTERNA n< JAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS Enroll in an intensive

certificate program.

Teaching English as

a Foreign LangMage

5lx3 Pcv€pI^ rlills Acn€ OKJn L/QP€ L/linic

17 Yran ol taf«r««nc«

930 S. PoUlion DU. #e (310) 389-1762

kHp/A >kin.c

Many suffer with

unhee^hy looking

faces for many
months, many years,

due to the lack of the

knowledge on what
to do.

*Actual Patient Testimonial*

From owr-the-counia' lo TV iofaauiacial skin products, I think I've tried them all. However, I

see BO ifnprovement for iny acne skin. Often people wodd like to give Oe some advice on bow m
"cure acae. " tor aamfk, I AoMat Ml dMoobie. deep fry food, wd ihoald «Hh mj bet
more o6ea. I did falov dboae ttogi b« dK icsaki were still the ane; ajr hoe sdl kfoke oat

icniUji I ieh so frustrated, feeling that I've lost control of everything. Then, I found out about

how 5 ft 2 Bcmif Hfli Acae Skta Oialc opidd iMlpM ckv aqr skin. I tiled Mary up and made

aqr first appojafeat. After «««nl ireaaaaatt, aqr dda imfrnti dnamticaUy. The acae was

feitfag less aad less. I am rcaUy happy about the results. If you have the same problem I had, I

highly recaaMwadAat you give it a try You will be tirtfrf with thffesuks.

Monica, age 27
IKlAstudmt

Dranuitic Rcsiiils in 1 Month diiiirantecd!

You know tbe old stereotype: Soine wonun are OfBptotely dbrnmrnid iritli wtnntog
the Honda Award tor ouieiaxiaing tubhknKaaimAI^ Alblftlai. Bi^
who can blamfl them? For twenlgr-fiiw ymum, 0)* Bonda Awards program hi« Mined
arepulliMOftforrioogniaingoolythebew^
inoludjboc pa«l rso^ateDta Uke liacl^
June U at tlie HACDA oonv«iitk3Qli» HaltUOnG
It\9 sure to be a meima^ble nigfat fbr iiij^cne who^f^ hondaawardaoom

m^m

HEUCHAN
From page 47

Faced with questions about her post-

coOegiate frians, she remains undecid-

ed.

True to her fun-loving personality,

Heuchan is not getting worked up

about the decision.

"I'm not sure what 111 do yet," she

said. ''But coming here was the best

decision I've ever made. It's been such

a wonderful and fun experience."

VKK
From page

to Chandler's contract, taking it

through 2004, while clearing S2.7 mil-

lion in cap room for this season.

General manager Harold

Richardson said the Falcons never

considered releasing Chandler.

Vick will count $2.5 million

against the Falcons' cap this season.

The team will probably have about

S400.000 left to spend after signing

their remaining rookies, Richardson

said.

The Falcons want to get Vick into

the lineup as soon as possible, but

they will have to temper their enthusi-

asm. Chandler, a two-time Pro

Bowicr, remains the No; r quarter'"

back for now.

'*Chris is a great quarterback,"

Reeves said. "If we give Chris the

support he needs, maybe he won't

have to listen to the fans yelling, "We
want Mike! We want Mike!"'

Chandler faced a similar predica-

ment with the Oilers, starting for two

years after the team - now known as

the Tennessee Titans - drafted Steve

McNair.

"Chris has got to have tough skin,

and he does because he's been

through this situation before,**

Reeves said. "I've got to have tough

skin, too."

Vick must learn Atlanta's offen-

sive system and get more adept at

reading pro defenses, which are

much more complicated than any-

thing he faced in two years at Virginia

Tech.

"If anyone thinks he's going to

come in here and every day will be

sunshine and roses, well, that's just

not life," Reeves said. "With the tal-

ent he has, I think he will come along

quicker than people think. But he's

got an awful lot to learn."

Vick still had the pen used to sign

the contract in the front pocket of his

jacket.

"That's a souvenir I'm going to

keep forever," he said, grinning.

The Falcons, who have a 9-23

record since an improbable run tothe

1999 Super Bowl, gave up three draft

picks and receiver-returner Tim
Dwight to get the 20-year-old Vick.

At a rookie mini-camp last week-

end, he ran the 40-yard dash in 4.36

seconds, the fastest time among the

19 draft picks and college free agents

at the mandatory camp. He later sat

out some drilte with an upset stom-

ach, which he attributed to overeat-

ing at lunch.

At 6-foot- 1, Vick is slightly shorter

than the optimum height pro scouts

look for in a quarterback. But his

quickness and agility made him one

of the best players in college football

the last two seasons.

As a redshirt freshman, Vick led

Division I-A in passing efficiency and
finished third in the Heisman Trophy

voting. In one of his best perfor-

mances, he passed for 225 yards and
ran for 97 more against Florida State

in the 2000 championship game,
which the Hokies lost 46-29.

As a sophomore, Vick was
plagued by a severely sprained right

ankle But he finished his career with

a solid performance in a 41-20 victory

over Clemson in the Gator Bowl.

"I want to do everything in my
power to be the best I can be," he

said. "When I do that, 111 be able to

take my game to another level."
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BASEBALL
From page 48

into the left center Add gap for a

bases-clearing double From there the

Bruins went right back to their small-

ball roots to bring Francisco home.
With the score at 9-1 after the fifth,

no members of the audience left their

seats, having witnessed the previous

Fullerton comeback that started with

die same score.

The Bruin faithful held its collective

breath when Fullerton brought the

score to 9-3, but the UCLA bullpen

regained its composure and quietly

put an end to the Titan threat.

The victory stands as the third time

the Bruins have beaten a No. I team

this season, and gives them momen-
tum as they make a final push to make
the playoffs.

"As long as the playoffs are within

our grasp, the team will fight to win

each of the final eight games and finish

strong," Hitting Coach Vince

Beringhde said.

LAKERS
From page 45

But last season, the Lakers didn't

have the poise and perspective of

champions — and O'Neal, while a

dominant force, was playing a step

below the transcendent game he's

shown in this postseason.

With 43 points and 20 rebounds

on Tuesday night after 44 points and

21 rebounds in Game I, O'Neal had

the first consecutive 40-20 games in

NBA playoff history. The Kings,

playing from behind for much of

both games, never got into the ofTen-

stve groove in which they're most

dangerous.

It's enough to make a team won-

der if its entire game plan is fiawed.

The Kings, who tried two complete-

ly different approaches in Los

Angeles and got depressingly similar

results, admit they're searching for

answers.

"A road victory in the playoffs is

probably one of the sweetest things

you can have as a basketball team,"

Lakers coach Phil Jackson said.

"When you have a team doubting

themselves - Sacramento is going to

have doubts — now is the time to do

it."

For all of their obvious defensive

improvements during their breakout

regular season, coach Rick Adelman

admits the Kings have been better as

individual defenders than as a team.

But only an entire team can slow

O'Neal, and Sacramento's double-

teams were too slow and confused to

do the job.

"He's got an answer for all the

things we've done so far," Adelman

said. "We don't need to go back to

the drawing board. We need to get

better execution of what we're

already trying to do, but he's still a

really difficult matchup for us."

The Kings' three best defenders -

I

Doug Christie, Bobby Jackson and

ViPeja Stojakovic — are too under-

jsized to be anything more than gnats

around O'Neal. Sacramento's start-

ing big men, Chris Webber and

Divac, are primarily finesse players

who like the perimeter, not the

trenches.

The Kings' fans will ring their

cowbells behind the Lakers' bench,

and. they'll likely cook up some

stunts similar to the Lakers uniform

burning held last season. But even

what's generally considered the

biggest home-court advantage in the

NBA might not be enough to shake

Shaq.

"I really haven't put together a

good, solid game at Arco," O'Neal

said Wednesday "I've just misted a

lot of shots at Sacramento. . . I

expect their defense to be a lot more

aggressive They're a very good

team at home. We just about have to

play a perfect game to beat them at

home."

H

^
The UCLA
BruinCorps

Children's Festival

""-^

THE Magic of the Mind
UCLA BruinCorpt la gvtting

ready f<)r tti« 4m Arvmal
ChikJrvn's-FMtlvel arxJ we
want you to t>e a part of tha
fun and axdtamantl Join

UCL> BruinCorps members
arKi over 2000 ohikjren,

famly members and
teachers to celebrate
education in Los Angeles!

rfr

CHILOREN** PEimVAL200

1

Dmft
Saturday,

May 12, 2001
'̂^\

Titnms

12:00 PM -4:00 PMVOLUNTEERS:
ContiK:t the BruinCorps ofUce at

® 105 Men's Gym
Visit our wwb sito at:

www.saonat.wda/SAO/kruincorps

This svant it co-tponiored by lh« Compus Program CommiltM 6t lh« Program Activiti«s Board
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HEATHERS

HEAVENLY CREATURES

ivir^i: OF n/t MHVi 5m
;i/0Brr/IK£S-5/25

A\TV

EVERY
FRIDAY & SATURDAY

FEATl'RING SPECIAL GlIEST D.J S EVERY WEEK
RESIDENT DJ S

/oiuilluni 'llioniLis

:\ull!iin ( iUJipbell.
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Summer-time for

Learning!!
Summer Classes Start

June 4 & July 9
Two, five-week sessions get you

through class in 1/3 the normal time!!

RIO HONDO COLLCCE

Register Now!
Call

(562) 908-3415

For A Free Schedule Call (562) 908-3445

RIO HONDO COLLECE
3600 Workman Mill Road • WhHtier, CA 90601*1699

www.rh.cc.ca.us *

^..%^
'W'%

-^

Pc«Sr3

10P.M.-7A.

^ SA' Free w/ Scdool I.D.

INFO: \raT\^ZODIAC-CLUB,COM OR 1310) 556-7774

2020 AVENUE OF THE STARS. CENTURY CITV CA
Atilr.:iiLKiA.:t':L:M lLM:.k. SLa; .U^Ht.!JLKl iriiAiKh

w
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4082 Lincoln Boulevard. Marina del Rey, California 90292
tel: 310 306 7906 fax: 306 6122 e-mail: officeCmdryamaha.com
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He BerkeleyIm Provides!

MWttkOfRenewAodTdiDgOf

Importaot MCAT Coicepts,f44444^

IMHoDrsOfSckedniedLettore Topics

IiTke Classroom,

2110 Bonn Of Oflice Hovs To Soppltneit

Tke Letturt Topics./4.f4,^ujujUHUf

2( Hours Of SippleoKDtalMCAT-StjIe

Prolilm SolTiij SessioBs,f4,f4^^

ItM-LtigtkModMCATEuu

Dwiij Tke Progrii.f44,f4,^i4^

4$cktdiledFgll-L(iStkMockMCAT

Em Testiig Dates.f44,f,juf44^

California's
* ^ 1.V* w
rJ review program

.continues to set the standards thai

others want to fol owl

2SMPa{($ Of KeTiew Notes Cortri^

Importait MCAT CoKepls^j^ujUf^^

14MMCAT-$tjltPissasesWitk Clear

Aid Detailed Sohtioiis^^^^^^^

Eiceptioul Instnictors For Eack Of

Tke Sli Topic Areas Of Tke MCAT^^f^./

Extelleit Renew Materials TkatYoi

Get To Keep Aid Take HoiM,/4,jUf44.

'lie

i
ERKELEY

- R-E-V-I-C'W
Specializing in MCAT Prepjrjtion

AppUcatioD Assistance, hteniew

Worksfcops, Aid Mock Interviews^^^

M-(i2W27
www.berkeley-review.com

US. Women's Open title

continues to elude Ljopez
GOLF: USGA won't grant

exemption for golfer who
missed berth by 4 strokes

ByJimLMw
The Associated Press

The young woman always smiled

on the golf course, the story goes,

because her father spent money the

family didn't have to pay for braces.

She went on to become the best

ambassador her game has known.
But 44-year-old Nancy Lopez was

crying Tuesday afternoon.

"It does hurt," Lopez said. "I real-

ly wanted to play well today. I'm dis-

appointed about not playing well as

much as anything.

exemptions the last two years.

But Cora Jane Blanchard, who
chaired the 14-member USGA com-
mittee that decides exemptions, said

her group concluded Lopez was no
longer a threat to win.

"If you give her an exemption,

you're taking away a spot from some-
one in the field who may qualify.

We're all just sick about it,"

Blanchard said, "We all want Nancy
Lopez in the field. But this time we
just didn't feel it was warranted."

Put that way, it sounds fair

enough.

Lopez hasn't been a full-time

LPGA competitor for years. But con-

sider:

• Former great Patty Berg, who
won the inaugural Women's Open in

1946, was granted exemptions three

straight years, from 1977-79.

JoAnne Carrier, a two-time Open
and five-time USGA

Lopez shot a 6-over-par 78 at The
Standard Club outside Atlanu. That
left her four strokes on the wrong side champion .. _

of the cut to qualify for the U.S. Women's Amateur champion, was
Women's Open, the one major tour- granted three straight, from 1995-97.
nament she has never won. • Mollis Slacey was grapted cxemp-

Lopez has become the greatest tions the same three years, even
golfer ofher era denied the validation though her two Open titles were near-
of a naliorvfti

championship
because some-

thing always

goes wrong. She
has won 48 tour-

naments in all,

and secured a

place in the Hall

of Fame. But she

is O-for-24 in the

Open.

In 1977, the

zipper on her

shorts broke an^
Lopez couldn't

concentrate for fear her underwear

Jy 20 years earlier.

What appar-

ently pushed all

three women
over the top was
their USGA
titles. Lopez won
two such

crowns, but both

were junior com-
petitions.

"She's not a

former champi-

on," Blanchard

said. "We love

her- and she defi-

nitely sells tickets. But you don't get
would show each time she bent over, an exemption on that. It's not a popu-
Four other times, she finished as run- larity contest.'

"We love her and she

definitely sells tickets.

But you don't get an

exemption on that"

Cora Jane Blanchard
USGA committee chair

ner-up. The last time, in 1997, she

became the only woman to post four

rounds in the 60s. but lost to Alison
Nicholas anyway.

Now Lopez won't even get the

chance.

Unlike most tournaments featur-

ing the best women golfers, the

United States Golf Association runs
the Open. Of the 1 50 golfers who v^l

The practice of special exemptions
dates back to 1966, when the USGA
granted one to an ailing Ben Hogan.
Jack Nicklaus received eight exemp-
tions in the last decade, long after his

competitive days. Arnold Palmer
received five. Last year, six men were
granted exemptions to the Open,
including Greg Norman, an
Australian who's never won a USGA

play Pine Needles at the end of the title and was injured much of the
month, 62 gain automatic entrance, year.

most for tournament wins in the past Lopez was cut at two. She was the
year, or due to their sunding on the inspiration that convinced both
LPGA money list. The other 88 con- women, and thousands of others, to
tenders have to play their way into the Uke up golf But between looking for
Open by qualifying from among a lost balls, teaching them the rules and
record 980 entrant.^ being the mother of three daughters.
The one notable exception this she had only so much concentration

y^r will be former Open champion to apply to her own game.
Liselotte Neumann, given a special

exemption, a privilege the USGA
extends to one or two women per
year. Spokesman Marty Parks said

the USGA generally considers a

Lopez argued that Hall of Famers
should be exempted into any tourna-
ment, including the Open.

"Their dedication to the tour and
what they've done for women's golf

golfer's contributions to the game should be enough. There's not that
and their competitive abilities, fac- many of us playing anymore. We
tors that earned Lopez special wouldn't take up many spots."

BASKETBALL
From page44

ond quarter, made just one of his

first eight shots in the third and fin-

ished 2l-of-39, including 3-of-5 from
3-point range.

He gave the Sixers breathing
room by hitting a short bank shot
then making two free throws for an
89-84 lead with 3:49 left as the sellout

crowd of 20,870 at the First Union
Center chanted "MVP, MVP"

The first quarter looked a lot like

the first three quarters ofGame I for

the 76ers - a 96-93 loss. Toronto
went on a 10^ run midway through
the first and led 31-21 after one.

Carter had 10 points in the first

quarter and the Sixers couldn't find

an answer until "The Answer" went

on a tear.

Iverson was 8-of-l I in the second
as he brought the Sixers back from a
14-point deficit. He scored 20 of
Philadelphia's 28 points in the quar-
ter, including 17 of the last 21.

After the Raptors took their

biggest lead, 35-21. on a 15-footcr by
Oakley that capped another 10-0

run, the Sixers scored 1 1 straight.

Iverson's high-scoring perfor-
mance places him in a three-way tie

for 1 0th place on the list of players

scoring the most points in a single

playoff game. Michael Jordan topi
that list, with 63 points in a 1986 dou-
ble-overtime game against the
Boston Celtics. Jordan also owns the

third spot at 56 (tied with Wilt
Chamberlin and Charles Barkley)
and sixth place, tied with Rick Barry
and himself.
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JOHNSON
From page 45

sion. but he believes he shares the

record he has been chasing for years.

"I think I do, so when someone says

I don't, well I did what they did in

nane," Johnson said on Wednesday
"I'm not losing sleep over it I know
what I did. I'm not making a big deal

out of it It's something I may never

come acroM again, and I'm very fortu-

nate that I was able to do it"

Manager Bob Brenly said the per-

formance speaks for itself, regardless

ofwhatEiiassays.

That's a decisaon left to people that

sit in Kttle rooms and talk about aster-

isks," Brenly said. "It's not going to

take away from Randy's performance,

whatever they choose to classify at as.

That was one ofthe best pitched games

in the history of baseball, so they can

classify it whatever they want. ...

Sometimes guys who sit around and

crunch numbers all the time have a

skewed view of reality."

The major league record for an

extnHnntng game is 21 strikeouts by

Tom Cheney, who went all 16 innings -

seven more than Johnson - for the

Washington Senators against

Baltimore on Sept. 12, 1962.

Johnson's 100 mph fastball is noth-

ing compared with the heat Elias is tak-

ing for this decision.

"A bunch of baseball geeks who
think they're smarter than everybody
else," was how one caller to a national

radio talk show described the record-

keepers.

Rob Dibble, ESPN commentator
and once one ofthe best relievers in the

game, bdieves the records should be
for nine innings, regardless ofhow long

the game goes.

"It's almost inhuman to accomplish

something like that and not get the

recognition you deserve," Dibble said

on ESPN Radio's "Dan Patrick Show."

SiwofT said the criticism is unfair.

Rules are rules. A game is a ganne. If a

pitcher throws a scoreless nine innings

but the game goes to the 10th and runs

are scored, it's not a shutout, he said.

On May 26, 1959, Harvey Haddix

threw 12 perfect innings for the

Pittsburgh Pirates. He gave up a hit in

the 13th, then lost the game.

It may have been the greatest game
pitched, the equivalent ofone and one-

third perfect games, but it wasn't per-

fect when it ended. There's no mention

of it in the perfect game list. Instead,

Haddix is in a different category in

Elias' book - most no-hit innings in an

extra-inning game.

All of this may make statistioU^

sense, but it fails the common sense

test especially in Johnson's case.

He accomplished precisely what
Clemens and Wood did. Like both, he

never walked a batter. His fastball was
overwhelming, and his slider was nasti-

er than his trademark scowl.

As a student of baseball history,

Johnson knows these records. Twice

before, he had struck out 19. When he

fanned No. 20 to end the top of the

ninth, he thrust up his glove in triumph

and shouted to the sky.

But this is baseball, where record

performances don't necessarily set

records.
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Vick signs hefty rookie contract
NFL No. 1 draft pick gets

$62 million, six-year deal

plus large signing bonus

By Paul Newberry
The Associated Press

FLOWERY BRANCH. Ga -
When the Atlanta Falcons traded for

Michael Vick, they made it clear that

his hefty contract demands would
not be a problem.

On Wednesday, just 2 1/2 weeks
after taking Vick with the No. I pick

in the NFL draft, the Falcons signed

him to the richest rookie contract in

league history.

Vick received a $62 million, six-

year deal that guarantees $15.3 mil-

lion through the first three years,

including a signing bonus of $3 mil-

lion.

"There's been a lot ofhard work,"

Vick said. "It all paid off in the end."

The negotiations with Vick were a

mere formality after the Falcons

worked out a trade with San Diego
for the No. I pick on the eve of the

draft.

Vick's agents had already dis-

cussed their terms with the

Chargers, who werenT willing to

Iverson, 76ers take Raptors

to school in win in Game 2

The Aswclaied Press

Atlanta Falcons pick Micluiel Vick speaks at a press conference
Wecinesciay after signing a $62 million, six-year deal with the team.

meet the price. The Falcons were.

"It's important for a young man
to have his contract out of the way so

he can focus on football," coach Dan
Reeves said. "We could have gotten

it done a lot quicker if not for the

paperwork."

Agents Andre Colona and Mike
Sullivan negotiated on behalf of
Vick, who fired his first agent after

deciding to leave Virginia Tech.

The most important number ir

the guaranteed number over three

years," Colona said. "We also want-

ed to make the deal cap-friendly for

the Falcons."

Chris Chandler, the starting quar-

terback since 1997, helped out by
agreeing to restructure his contract

to fit Vick's deal under the salary

cap.

The Falcons added another year

See VKK, page 40

BASKETBALL Star guard

turns in record-setting

performance in victory

The Associated Press

PHILADELPHIA - Allen

Iverson didn't need any help this

time.

Iverson scored 19 of his career

playoff-high 54 points in the fourth

quarter as the

Philadelphia
'

76crs evened
"-"———

their second-

round series at I-

I with a 97-92

victory over the

Toronto
Raptors on
Wednesday ——————
night.

Game 3 of the best-of-seven

Eastern Conference semifinals is

Friday night in Toronto.

Iverson, who had 36 points on 1
1-

of-34 shooting in the opener, scored

Iverson had 20 points

in the second quarter

and finished 2 1-of-39.

Vince Carter had 28 points and
Antonio Davis added 19 for the

Raptors.

With the Sixers leading 89-86,

Iverson hit a running jumper, got

fouled and completed the three-

point play, giving the Sixers a 92-86

lead with 1:16 left.

After Charles Oakley nailed a 3-

pointer, Iverson drilled an 18-footer

to make it 94-89. Following a miss by
the Raptors, Iverson got fouled,

cupped his ear, implored the crowd

to make more
- noise and

screamed
toward the sky.

He made both

free throws

before George
Lynch scored

- the Sixers' last

point on a free

throw.

Philadelphia made 25-of-26 free

throws - Lynch missed with 14 sec-

onds remaining.

Iverson had 20 points in the sec-

J9 of Philadelphia's final 20 points. <^ fflfffffTtftll ni«r 17
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Kings find no answers against Lalcers
|
Johnson strikes out 20

but won't share record
PLAYOFFS: O'Neal enters record

books with back-to-back 40-20

games; Sacramento down 2-0

By 6mq Bcadiain
The Associated Press

SACRAMENTO, Calif. - If the
Sacramento Kings can't interrupt one of the
most dominant stretches of Shaquille O'Neal's
career, the cowbell chorus at Arco Arena will

have a hollow ring.

Sacramento limped home to its loyal bell-

ringing fans Wednesday after losing the first

two games of its Western Conference semifinal

series against the Los Angeles Lakers. With
Game 3 set for Friday night, the Kings arc
hoping the familiar environs will lead to a fresh

start.

After all, that's the way things worked last

iCMon, when the eighth-seeded Kings dropped
two games in Los Angeles but won the next
two in Sacramento, forcing the Lakers to win
Game 5 back at SUples Center - one of just
two potential elimination games during their

title run.

"We all remember what it felt like to beat
them up here," Kings center Vlade Divac said.

"They were playing great last year when they

came here, and we got them twice. We can get
thp nnf>fTi^T»tnm Ka/^lf ut hnnuk "

SeeUMBB^pagMT

Wood due to extra innings

BASEBALL Big Unit won't teammates couldn't score more than a

. ^ . 1 ^^1 .., x^i run for him, and he left after nine
be m books with Clemens, innings in a i-i tie

The Elias Sports Bureau is the offi-

cial record-keeper of the game. It's an
organization with roots dating to 1917,

and its rules are unbending.

The strikeout records are in two cat-

egories: a nine-inning game and an

extra-inning game.

Elias president Seymour Siwoff is

sympathetic but

TheAssodaiadPteu

LA. Laker Kobe Bryant reacts in the final minute of the

Game 2 win over the Sacramento Kings on Tuesday.

ByBobBaum
The Assodated Press

PHOENIX - When it comes to

records, there is no room in baseball

for common
sense.

On Tuesday
———^—

—

night against

Cincinnati, in

one of baseball's

most magnificent

performances.
Randy Johnson

became the third

pitcher in major

league history to

strike out 20 in

nine innings.

n'm not losing

sleep over it. I

know what I did."

Randy Johnson
Dianr^ondbacks pitcher

says there have to

be categories.

"It's discour-

aging," Siwoff

said. "Nobody
said life is fair. He
didn't even get

the win. ... It's a

game. It's not an

exact science."

Johnson will

be in the record

book - for the
Roger Qemens did it twice, Kerry most strikeouts in an extra-inning

Wood once. National League game.
Yet Johnson won't share the record Johnson shrugged off Elias* dec»=

because the game didn't end until the

llth. To his misfortune, his Arizona See JOHNSON, page 43
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"mrnmmrnmmmmmm Bruins row toward Pac-i Os

for final race as dub team

Daily Bruin Sports

UCLA NOTEBOOK
Gymnastics
UCLA senior Mohini Bhardwaj won ihc Honda

Award for gymnastics, which honors the nation's
top female gymnast.

This past season, Bhardwaj led UCLA to its sec-

ond straight NCAA title. She set UCLA records for

most perfect 10s in a season (8), most career lOs (8),

and most lOs in a meet (3). She led the team with 23
individual victories and won the all-around titles at

the conference and regional meets. Bhardwaj was
the conference, regional and national gymnast of
the year.

"This is a fitting tribute to a pheriomenal colle-

giate career," UCLA Head Coach Valerie Kondos
Field said in a statement. "Mohini embodies all of
the qualities that exemplify a true student-athlete. It

has been a pleasure watching her grow over the
years and an honor to have her be a part ofour pro-
gram."

Now Bhardwaj is eligible for the Honda
Broderick Cup, which honors the year's top female
collegiate athlete.

Sophomore Onnie Willis was also nominated for

the award.

Baseball
Senior designated hitter Brian Baron was named

one of20 scmifinalists for the Dick Howser Trophy,
which is prc«ent€d by the National Collegiate
Baseball Writers Association to the top college play-

er.

Baron's current batting average is .458. At one
point in the season, he was hitting as high as .529. He
also had a 21 -game hitting streak.

Grinda, who made the first team last season, has
posted a 24-11 record playing primarily at No. 2.

Rojcr, who was the 2000 Pao-10 Freshman of the

Year, is UCLA's No. 1 player and has a 25-16
record. The duo is also 21-8 overall as UCLA's No.
I doubles team.

Women's tennis
UCLA women's tennis player Sara Walker was

voted first-team AII-Pac-10 by conference coaches
for the second year in a row.

The No. 1 UCLA player all season. Walker has a
21-10 singles record and teamed with freshman
Mariko Fritz-Krockow to win the Pac-10 doubles
championship in Ojai.

Walker was named first-team AII-Pac-10 in 2000
after winning the conference singles championship.
She was also the Pac-10 Freshman of the Year last

season.

Men's water polo
Men's water polo National Player of the Year

Sean Kern earned one of 26 NCAA postgraduate
scholarships awarded to Division I athletes.

To qualify for an NCAA postgraduate scholar-
ship, a student-athlete must have an overall GPA of
3.000 or its equivalent and must have) performed
with distinction on the varsity team inl Ihe sport in

which the student-athtete was nominate^^
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W.CREW: Championship at

stake in regatta; sport will

get sponsorship next year

WOMEN'S CREW

Men's tennis
Senior Jean-Nod Grinda and sophomore Jean-

Julien Rojer made the AII-Pac-10 teams. Grinda was
named to the second team while Rojer was named
to the first team. Pac-10 coaches voted for the play-

ers.

Kern led the Bruins to back-to4)ack NCAA titles

in 1999 and 2000 and is a two-time recipient of the
Peter J. Cutino Award, presented annually to the
water polo player of the year.

He was alio the MVP ofthe NCAA Tournament
in each of the last two years, the 2000 MounUin
Pacific Sports Federation Player of the Year and a
three-time first-team MPSF selection.

On the women's side, senior middle blocker
Elisabeth Bachm^n of the volleyball team also was
awarded a postgraduate scholarship.

By Scott Sdittlti

Daily Bruin Staff

Members of the UCLA crew team do
more before 9 a.m. than most people do
all day They're

eight women,
churning together

like the cylinders in

a V-8 engine.

**It's like a seven-

minute sprint. The
boat is 230 pounds
and you're rowing
for your life,"

senior Delia Lucas
said. "People will

pass out, cry and

Jmit^it the end of

On Sunday the

women's crew club

Jtcam won't be rao-

"ing in any ordinary

regatta. They'll be

competing in

the Pac-10

Championships for

the last time as a

club team Next sea-

son they will be the

newest officially

sanctioned NCAA sport at UCLA.
'We've generally done well (at the

The boat is 230 pounds
and you're rowing for

"^ur life. People will
^

pass out ...at the end."

D«lia Lucas

UCLA crew team

Cal, use and Washington are the

teams favored to win the regatu, which
will be held on Lake Natomas in

Sacramento. All three teams are official-

ly sponsored by their universities.

Sponsored teams can give out scholar-
ships and receive better equipment,
which gives them a competitive advan-
tage over club teams.

This year, the Bruins will be compet-
ing in both the lightweight eight and the
open-weight eight races.

Lightweight
eight teams consist

of eight rowers

who weigh less

than 130 pounds.

Each team cannot

have an average

weight above 115

pounds.
**! think our

lightweight eight

will do great,"

Shuttleworth.
"We've gotten bet-

ter equipment and
we've been train-

Jog really hard.'

Px-10 Championships

AOAiM BROWHA)aay Bruin

Notes compiled by Pauline Vu, Daily Bruin Senior Staff.

They are hoping

to finish in the

Grand Finals,

which mcludes the

top three finishers

in each heat.

_______________ However, they rec-

ognize that the

Pao-10 is going to
he a more difficult field than they have
competed against this year.

Pac-IOs)," Senior Team CapUin Nell On the morning before the Pac-IOs,
Shuttleworth said. **But it definitely the Bruins will compete in the Pacific
helps to be a sponsored team." Coast Visitor's Regatta, which will also

be held on Lake Natomas.
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WATERPOLO NCAA CHAMPIONSHIPS

Comings
1984

UC Davis wins first

collegiate national

title for women's

water polo

1994

Water polo

becomes an

official varsity

sport at UCU

1996

UCLA wins first

national title

May IMS, 2001

Palo Alto, CA

1998

Olympic committee

announces women's

water polo will be an

official Olympic sport

in Sydney

2000

Team USA takes home

silver medal in Sydney.

UCLA wins fourth

collegiate national title.

Women's water polo

earns official status as

NCAA sport

2001

First NCAA

Championships for

women's water polo to

be held at Stanford.

May 12-13

AOAMBMOWNAteayBrum

Growing numbers of
women's teams could
chang^e coUeg^e g;ame

ByEmiyWMdiard
Daily Bruin Contributor

It's rough, tough and at times,

downright dirty. Ripped clothing,

broken noses and dislocated shoul-

ders are common. It's not football.

It's women water polo.

Since the first woman hurled a
dripping yellow ball toward her net-

ted target in the early part of the last

century, women's water polo has
been notorious as a physically taxing

and often violent sport.

In fact, in 1926, women's water
polo was suspended for 35 years. It

was seen as too violent for women to

play.

In the past 50 years, progress
toward gender equality, the inception

of Title IX, and the fact that it's just

plain fun has led to a gradual expan-
sion of the sport.

At the collegiate level, most sports

rely heavily upon the strength of the

club and high school program infra-

^structures for their recruits. Until 10

years ago, young women interested in

water polo had to play alongside men.
But the growth of high school

teams and club programs for women
since the early 1990s has created an
increasingly competitive state of col-

legiate play.

UCLA Head Coach Adam
Krikorian hopes the trend will contin-

ue. •

"I think Title IX's eflfcct on the

growth of women's programs will

lead to some challenges to the four

powerhouses in the next few years,"

he said. "It's exciting to see the sport

growing."

The four powerhouses Krikorian
referred to arc USC, UCLA, Cal and
Stanford. The national title has gone
to one of these four schools for the

past five years. UCLA has claimed

S«.«r.ll«II«rOWM>39 Sophomore D«,on Mdntyr. prepares to throw the ball to a teammate in a match e^rU^Zl^^t^T

UCLA
W.WATERP01JO: Heuchan

passes over USC to find

balance of fun, winning

••*rp^"'^Trv
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K«lly Heuchan Is the lone overseas player on the water polo lejjii

ByEmlyWMdiarri
Daily Brum Contributor

Water polo is all fun and games for

Kelly Heuchan. Maybe someone
should have told USC's head coach
that when he was recruiting her.

The Australian native can boMt a
long list ofaccolades, including a world
championship for her home country,

but the trophies come second to her

desire to enjoy the sport

At the 1999 Worlds in Sicily,

Heudian was approached by Trojan

Coach Jovan Vivac as a prospect for

his team. He offered her an appealing

package, but it came with a price.

"He basically told me he would con-
trol my life, from what I ate to what I

did with my free time," Heuchan said.

"1 play water polo for fun.Of course I

want to win, but I don't want to play if

I can't enjoy it"

USC may have held no appeal for

Heuchan. but a college career in the

United States did. Her father contacted

UCLA Head Coach Adam Knkorian
and the rest is history.

Unlike teams like USC that boast an

internationally diverse lineup,

Heuchan is the tone overseas member
of the Brum squad.

She joined the team last January,

just in time for regular season play.

K nkorian was impressed with her easy

transition. True to her priorities, she

walked on deck ready to have some

fun.

"She was joking and dicking with

the team right away," he said. "I think

it's a tribute to her outgoing personali-

ty."

Her blonde hair and tan may be dis-

tinctly Califomian, but as soon as she

speaks, her Australian roots betray her.

Her accent is a constant source of
amusement for the team.

"The Australian factor is fun to kid

with her about," freshman Natalie

Golda said. "We're constantly scream-
ing for a translator for some of the

things she says."

Golda recalled a recent car ride

where Heuchan fell victim to American
influence, pronouncing "tomato" with-

out her native spin on the word.

"That is the last straw." Heuchan
said. "I can't start speaking like an
American!"

She may be holding true to her
Australian roots, but her water polo
loyalty is distinctly blue and gold. In the

past year, she has dominated as the

starting two-meter player for the

Bruins.

In the national championship game
last season, Heuchan went up against

her other college prospect, USC. She
scored two goals to help the Bruins win,

rubbing it in that she made the best

decision when she chose to balance
good times with good water poto.

Based on a year of stdlar perfor-

mance, the all-Australian girl earned
second-team All-America honors for

herself.

Her success can be attributed to a
playing style as unique as her accent
Her coaches and teammates marvel at

her creativity.

"She'll be underwater and the ball

will go in. She'll have three people on
her and the ball will go in," Golda said.

"She's so fun to watch, but she's so

humble about it."

Heuchan attributes her unique
moves to fortunate experiences with

coaches and her desire to make the

game fun.

"It's more exciting to be creative in

the water," she said. "It's a game I play

with myself."

Heuchan's ability to be creative in

the pool may stem from her long histo-

ry in the sport. Unlike the typical

American path of pursuing water polo
beginning in high school, she began
playing at a very young age.

"She has had the opportunity to

develop a keen awareness for the game
unparalleled by a lot ofAmerican play-

ers," Krikorian said.

Even with a host of qualities to set

her at odds with the rest of the team,
Heudian dtes the doseness between
her teammates as one of the best
aspects of her American experience.

Australia has a number of strong

club teams across the nation that the

United States cannot compete with.

However, collegiate water polo does
not exist there.

"It's so good to be a part of a team.
We're always doing so much together,"

Heuchan said. "The doseness to my
teammates is really important to me.
It's something I never could have got-

ten in Australia."

With cross-continental roots firmly

planted, Heuchan is heading into her

final season with the Bruins next year. "

$«eNEUaUN,f»ag«40
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The UCLA women head to

Palo Alto this weekend to

defend their national title.

See page 47 for stones.

The
Amanda Freed

is back on the

field after an

injury-induced

three-weeic

absence

ByVytasMazciki .
.

. >
./

Daily Bruin Reporter

It hurts to rip a band-aid off your arm. But that

is not nearly as bad as what Amanda Freed has

been going through lately.

About four weeks ago, an MRI revealed that

the muscles in her right forearm were literally

being ripped away from the bone. The sharp, stab-

bing pain became too unbearable and what had
originally been diagnosed as tendinitis in

February turned into something much more seri-

ous.

After pitching at home against Washington on
April 14, Freed was completely shut down.

"I've never taken this much time off before,"

Freed said. "It's hard. I'm looking for more things

to do. I obviously can't pitch and that's pretty

much been my life."

^^ Last weekend maffced her fetttm, m "Freed

started all three games at Easton Field against the

Oregon schools at center field. She now sports a

large piece of tape that grips her right forearm

tightly, relieving a lot of pressure from the muscle.

Before the three-week break, if Freed threw

overhand the wrong way or took an off-balance

swing at the plate, there would be a bit ofpaia But

the time off has helped her out.

Freed is not quite ready to reenter the pitching

circle yet. Her progress is being judged on a day-

by-day basis, and the fact that the doctors still

don't know what's causing the injury isn't helping

matters.

The injury has been likened to shin splints in

her forearm, but whether the cause is overuse, a

glitch in her mechanics where she hits her hip ANNAAVM

SetWmt pay 39

Injured ace Amanda Fre«d hopes to rejoin the pitching rotation

before the season ends. She has been playir>g center field recently.

Bruins score payback win over Titans
BASEBALL: Unlike teams'

last game, FuUerton can't

make miracle comeback

By Scott Bak
Daily Bniin Contributor

If one does not learn from experi-

ence, history is doomed to repeat itself.

With UCLA's 9-3 win over the No.
I CSU Fullerton Titans on
Wednesday night at Jackie Robinson

Stadium, it was obvious the Bruins had
been reading their history books.

UCLA 9

CSU Fullerton 3

Earlier this season the Bruins gave

up an eight-run lead to the Titans at

Fullerton and ended up losing the

game 11-10 in a six-hour, 14-inning

marathon.

After that matchup, UCLA lost 10

of its next 1 1 games while CSUF won
10 of 1 1 in its ascent to the No. 1 spot

in the Collegiate Baseball Magazine

poll.

UCLA's 9-3 victory was redemp-

tion for a team looking to make a run

of its own.

**I have ruj sympathy for those guys.

We snatched defeat from the jaws of

victory back at their place," UCLA
designated hitter Brian Baron said. "If

I never play baseball again, I'll always

remember this win. It's especially

sweet because they're the No. I team
in the nation."

Throughout UCLA's kmng streak.

NHL excitement beats

ring NBA every timelie

NKOLE MRXEK^Daity Brum

Shortstop Josh Canales gets a base hit in a game at the beginning
of the season.The Bruins beat CSU Fullerton 9-3 on Wednesday.

many pieces of the Bruin puzzle were

kept on the sidelines with nagging

injuries. Wednesday's game marked
the triumphant return of one of those

pieces.

Senior Jon Brandt returned, allow-

ing only one hit during four shutout

innings in his first game as a starter

since his back began giving him prob-

lems three weeks ago.

Brandt used a solid mix of pitches,

including his two-«eam-cut fastball,

slider and his patented curveball to

keep the Titan offense guessing.

'*Whcn you don't know what's

wrqng with your back and basehall is

you lifeblood, it's scary. It was great to

be able to get over tfiat myselfand start

contributing to the team," Brandt said.

Brandt set the tone and intensity for

the game through four innings, and the

Bruin bats responded in kind.

The Bruins had runners in scoring

position through the first five innings,

notching runs in all but one of them.

Fullerton reliever Wes Littleton's

side«rm throwing motion resulted in

three wild pitches that gave the Bruins

two free runs in the fourth.

The Bruin offense needed no assis-

tance in the fifth inning, providing

some firepower of its own. New left

fielder John Campeneila led off the

inning with a solo shot to left field.

After Campendla's home run, the next

three Bruins reached base, leaving

them juiced for right fielder Ben
Francisco. Francisco hit a line shot

COLUMN: Choice between

hockey and *Buffy* would

pose a lot more difficulty

On Tuesday night, 1 was
watching the Pittsburgh

Penguins extend their series

over the Buffalo Sabres to seven

games.

I had a

choice of

watching an

NHL game or

the Charlotte

Hornets ver-

sus the

Milwaukee

Bucks in the

craptastic

NBA playoffs.

My choice

was easy ~~~
because the

chase for Lord Stanley's Cup pro-

vides for the most entertaining

playoff games.

Mario Lcmieux tied the game
with 1:18 left in regulation after the

shot from Alexei Kovalev defiected

oft" Curtis Brown's skate and went
straight up in the air.

Rcplay.s showed that Lemieux

was the only player who knew
where Kovalcv's shot had gone,

and after letting the puck bounce,

he took a couple of stabs and
pushed the puck past Dominik

Hasek.

Then, 1 1 :29 into overtime.

Vytas

Mazeika

Robert Lang had a textbook

forecheck along the rear boards,

stole the puck and passed it to

Kovalev, who was about 10 feet to

the right of the net. Kovalev mas-

terfully one-timed a pass to Martin

Straka, who deflected the puck

upward to the left comer of the net

before Hasek could react.

Pens win 3-2.

I do admit that Pens-Sabres in

an overtime aftair is not a fair com-
parison to HometSrBucks. So let's

talk about the second NBA playoff

game of the night, the Los Angeles

Lakers versus the Sacramento
Kings.

This matchup had all the flash

and flare of a game worth watch-

ing Shaquille O'Neal had a

tremendous first game and the run-

and-gun style of the Kings should

have certainly guaranteed excite-

ment.

So did 1 watch the

Lakers/Kings? Nah.

"Buft"y the Vampire Slayer" and
"Dark Angel" were on at 8 p.m.

and 9 p.m., respectively Give me
Sarah Michelle Cellar and Jessica

Alba over Kobe Bryant and Chris

Webber any time.

Basketball is just no fun to

watch. If I do tune in, it's only for

the last five minutes. In a good
NBA game, the first 43 minutes

serve little purpose. Both teams wiH

exchange 40 field goats and find

themselves within four points of

SteaMZEIKArPa9«39
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Standards of beauty
Women must strive to define

their own identities.
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Defending champs
Women's water polo advances to

the first NCAA Final Four.
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India's unique culture

Take a journey into the culture of India

with the performance "Yatra."
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Student Empowerment! dominates election
USAC Rarren Lane wins

presidency as slate takes

every position it runs for

By Robert Sakmga
Daily Bnjin Reporter

In an overwhelming victory, the

Student Cmpowcrmenit »k(« won
every position - including the lop three

- for which it ran a candidate in the

2001-02 Undergraduate Students

Association Council.

Karren Lane won the presidency,

garnering 52.21 percent of the 4,631

votes cast.

"1 think everyone feels empowered
by the turnout. It's not about USAC or

the positions or the titles; it's abcait the

work," she said to the large crowd of

fellow slate members after results were

announced.

All seven members of the Student

Empowerment!
slate who ran

during the two-

any elections

won seats on the

council. The
SURE, slate

-

which stands

for Students

United for

Reform and

Equality - won two scats, and the

remaining two seats of council were

filled by independents.

Elections Board Advisor Mike
Cohn said the voter turnout of 4,846

was approximately 13 percent lower

than last year's total.

**Every year, the turnout reflects the

competitiveness of the race," Cohn
said.

This year, for the first time since

1998, there will be no runoff elections.

The presidency was hotly contested

by three candidates, who ran on very

distinct platforms. Independent candi-

date David Ehrenberg, who stressed

his goal to promote council unity,

offered his compliments to Lane and
her campaign Thursday night, and said

See KSUITS* page 9

2001 - 2002 ELECtlbi^ RESULTS ^
stoe ~"-~-i;^Ss. «(=:==

miA

David Ehfcnbera Independent 2036%
CAMPUS EVENTS COMMISSIOhWaO

Karren Lane Student Empowermt'nt! 52.21-0
Ryan Wilson Independent

John Hawptyan

Dusan Miletidi

Independent

S.U.R.E.

3.20%

24.23%
i^::MliURAL AFFAIRS COMMISSKM^Pl)

Rahul Marvvah

lAL VICE PRESII

Independent

Evan Okamura Student Empowerment! 100"
^iDMiilNrTY SERVICE COMMIS$(0N£R

Sonia Sanchez indt-pendent

INTERNAL VICE PRE

Ramzi Ajami

Kennisha Austin iinli m jini |i
i || ^J '

I

I'l'l S U.R.E.

S.U.R.L 43.72%
CPAaimES CQMMISSK)^0^" "'

'

.

-'
it 'fT-*

^

^IHe^s,REPRESE

Student Empowerment! 21. 72^

Narges Pisheh Independent

CflNANaAL SUPPORTS COMMISSIONER^

100%

100%

lOO^io

62.07%'

37.93%

Christopher Cheng S.U.R.E. 16.64%

|Davidt)ahlt, S U.Ri. 20.09';'b

Cynthia .Mosqueda Student Empowerment! 22.91%'

KimCoss

Andrew LaRamme

Suzanna Minasian

Student Empowerment! 50.81%

Independent 13.60%

S.U.R.E. 35i9%
Breana Teubner S.U.R.t

KEITH ENWOUEZ/Daity Brum SwKof Strff

Student Empowernnent! candidate Karren Lane celebrates her
victory as USAC President Thursday night.

I^cademk: affairs commissionfr

Katheryn Klein S.U.R.E.

18:63%

41.82%

'»•_ _ .
» 1 —-- ' " -I'M JiiJJU V

STUDENT WELFARE COMMISSIONER )

Peter Trinh Independent

Bryant Tan Student Empowerment! S8.18

•Voter turnotit: 4,846 students
20.4f

% Majority slate: Student Empowerment! (6 seats plus president)
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Graduate forum

makes plans for

budget, cabinet

tments• III
i^i

(JSA: Many positions in

association to get salaries

k $700$1000 per quarter

By Laura Rico

Dally Bruin Contributor

The Graduate Students

Association met Wednesday to dis-

cuss its recent election, budget for

the 2001 -02 academic year, the status

of Grad Bar and concerns over the

UCLAprofessors.com Web site.

The forum did not have 14 mem-
bers needed to make quorum, as

only 10 voting members were pre-

sent.

The forum spent most of meeting

discussing its budget for the next aca-

demic year, which is to include

salaries for 32 stipended positions.

Such positions include GSA cabinet

members and representatives on
boards like the student fee advisory

committee and the Associated

Students of UCLA Board of

S«e MEITNK, page 8

MAGGIE WOOAMty Brum

Former vice president

discusses course plans

CATHtRlNtJUN

Fulfilling his role as a UCLA visiting professor, Al Gor« met
with students and faculty Thursday to discuss his plans.

GORE: Students meet with

visiting professor to think

about ideas for curricurum

By Karen Albrcdit

Daily Bruin Reporter

On Thursday, Al Gore asked UCLA
students for advice.

The former vice president met with

graduate and undergraduate students to

discuss possible changes to a new family-

based community development course.

The two-hour session allowed for eval-

uation of community building classes

Gore piloted at two universities in

Tennessee earlier this spring.

But the course, which may eventually

be taught at UCLA, is still in the prelimi-

nary planning stages.

"We've been building this airplane as

we've been going down the runway,"

Gore said in reference to the course.

UCLA faculty members have been
actively involved throughout the initial

planning process, and have helped piece

SeeaitltiaiUNIi|>agc6

UCLA to host forum on racial reparations
SYMPOSIUM: Event marks university*s increasing

involvement in studying international wrongdoing

ByMaraieRidMrds
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

A reparations symposium at 0)vel

Commons this Friday and Saturday

marks the collaboration of faculty

efforts across the nation to increase

the UC's role in studying perceived

wrongdoings that have occurred at an

international level.

While the idea originated at

UCLA, the forunri is a testament to the

UC'f growing interest in reparations.

Speakers from Ivy League universi-

ties and various UCs will ignite discus-

sion on topics including the Armenian
Genocide, the Holocaust and the

exploitation of irxiigenous peoples

"It's not simply a black and white

conference, it's an international con-

ference," said political science

Assistant Professor Mark Sawyer,

who served on the planning commit-

tee. "It's very broad^iased."

The issue of reparations hit close to

home when an ad sent by David
Horowitz readied college newspapers

across the nation, denouncing the idea

ofreparations for African Americans.

The ad listed 10 reasons why repa-

rations arc "bad, and racist too."

The Daily Califomian printed the

ad - and an apology after student pro-

testers stormed its newsroom.

The list included the phrase "What
about the debts Blacks owe America?"

"No one's been able to show that

any of the claims are false," Horowitz
said in a previous Daily Bruin inter-

view with columnist Ben Shapiro.

While organizers of the event hope
to respond to Horowitz's contentions,

SccHmuUnONS^pageS
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GALA showcases 'Live

homosexual acts'

Members of the Multicultural Gay and
Lesbian Association held "Live Homosexual
Acts" at Mcycrhoff Park Thursday after-

noon, aimed to fight and breakdown stereo-

types about the LGBT community.
Its title drew a small crowd of curious

bystanders, but the program included no sex-

ual acts. Instead, members had lunch on the

lawn and participated in a water balloon

fight.

"A couple people asked me if wc were
going to be getting it on," said Maria
Guerrero, chair ofGALA.

Guerrero said her organization wanted to

raise awareness and show the community
"what queers are all about."

"We're students just like everyone else,"

Guerrero said. "Wc have water balloon
fights like everyone else."

GALA will be holding a number of events
this quarter, including "Disco Playground"

May 18 in Kerckhoff Grand
Salon, and "The Dating Game"
June 16 in Cooperage.

Four students protest

as part of assignment
To demonstrate against metered parking,

four students collected signatures Thursday, call-

ing for improvements to UCLA's parking sys-

tem.

The students, all ofwho are majoring in polit-

ical science, are part of a new organization

called Students Against Unfair Parking and
Enforcement Revenues.

The demonstrators came to the site at 7 a.m.

to place nine cars in nine parking spots.

"We got an overwhelming response right

away - at one point we had people line up to sign

the petition," said third-year student, Zeb
Wallace. "People are really angry"

According to the demonstrators, those who
voiced their concerns by signing the petition

were not only students but also teachers and

police ofTicers.

Students were upset because

quarters in campus meters are

worth eight minutes compared to

Westwood meters, which are worth 20 to 30

minutes.

"I think its really ridiculous," said second-

year political science student Dana Ozolos. "F

didn't have parking last year and I ended up get-

ting tickets costing me in the thousands."

The students formed SUPER eariier this

quarter and came up with the idea of voicing

their views on parking in their Political Science

I49class.

"We were sitting in class and I had this idea of

trying to fix the whole parking situation," said

third-year student Puraj Pun.

Visiting professor Ted Rueter teaches the

dass, whidj includes required reading such as

"Political Fundraising for Dummies" and
"Hardball" by Chris Matthews. The class also

requires students to choose their own cause to

work on throughout the quarter. The four stu-

dents collected 473 signatures on their petition

by the end of their demonstration.

Dining services to offer

online pizza service

UCLA Dining Services plans to ofler an

online daily pizza pick-up program on a trial

basis in the second half of the quarter.

Students will be able to order and pay for piz-

zas online and pick them up at Richer dining hall

with payment by credit card, BruinCard or

through 14- or 19-premicre meal card plans.

"It's still in the infancy stages. Our design

group is working on the Web site right now,"

said Charles Wilcots, assistant director of

Dining Services.

Every night from 8 p.m. until midnight,

Dining Services will offer 16 inch pizzas.

Students will be able to choose when they want
to pick up their pizzas, which will be r«idy at

early as 10-15 minutes after ordered. Wilcots

and Dining Services staff will evaluate the pro-

gram throughout the summer, and revise it as

necessary in preparation for next school year.

Compiled from Daily Bruin staff reports.

Weather

Today Saturday Sunday

Partly Ooudy Partly Cloudy Partly Cloudy

high: 70 low: 57 high: 68 low: 57 high: 69 low: 56

ACADEMIC
ANNOUNCEMENTS

Week 6

TODAY is the last

day to change grading basis

(pass/no pass) through

URSA for a $3 fee

Outlook:
ft^ been warm and $unnf al wKk and nowi

once again, it^ going to be cod and doudy

on the weekend,when we can finaflyei^
them What land of cnieliikkiittHt?

For feat-time w^athe^ wit www.dailyfaniin.ttch.edu

WHArS BREWIN^

Today 9 a.m.
Reparations symposium:

"The Struggle for Social Justice:

A Symposium on Recognition,

Reparations and Redress"

Covcl Grand Horizon Room
(310)206-1317

10 a.m.
WorldFest 2001

Description: African, Polynesian,

Brazilian music

(310)825-6564

Southeast Asian Studies

Conference

"Vietnam: Beyond the Frontiers"

Royce Hall 314

(310)206-9136

3 p.m.
Civil Engineers Job Fair

Career information

Ackerman 2nd Roor Lounge

Sponsor: American Society/ Civil

Engineers

(310) 825-5456

3 p.m.
Korean Studies Lecture

"Christianity and Stratification in

Korea"

Professor Byong-suh Kim
Royce Hall 243

Sponsor: Center for Korean
Studies

(310)825-3284

4:15 p.m.
ISA
Lunch Break

Ackerman 2410

5:30 p.m.
WorldFest 2001

RUN-DMC ( Free Concert)

Bruin Plaza (by the bear)

7 p.m.
Grace on Campus
Rolfe 1200

Movie: "Heavenly Creatures'

Ackerman Grand Ballroom

Tickets - $2

Starring Kate Winslet and
Melanie Lynskey.

www.campusevents.ucla.edu

7:30 p.m.
Film: "The Water Carrier"

James Bridges Theatre, Mclnitz

Hall

Cost: Free

Directed by Patricia Cardoso

http://melnitz.ucla.edu

Powell Rotunda Concerts

Early Music Ensemble

Powell Library Rotunda

(310)825-5756

9:30 p.m.
Movie: "Heathers"

Ackerman Grand Ballroom

Tickets - $2

www.campusevents.ucla.edu
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Archaeologists dedicate themseives
to unlocicing the mysteries of history

JAflREH QUONA)a(ly BfuIn

By Carolina R«ycs

Dally firuin ContrlbutOL

Recently, UCLA Professor Christopher

Donnan made one of the great findings of

the century, a feat that gariiered him a repu-

tation similar to Hollywood's rendition ofan

archeological idol.

**I ahvays used to say that archaeologists

were just like Indiana Jones, except they did-

n't have shoot-outs with Nazis," said Julia

Sanchez, associate director of the Cotsen
Institute of Archaeology at UCLA."But
Chris Donnan has had a couple of shoot-outs

with bandits in the field."

Donnan, a professor in the department of

anthropology, and his team began
unearthing Dos Cabezas, a Moche pyramid
in Peru in 1997.

Within each structure lay the bcxlies of

noblemen of northern Peru's Moche culture,

which flourished between 100 to 800 A.D..

wrapped in cloth and adorned with gold-

plated shields and dubs, according to the

February 2001 issue of USA Today.

"He always does the most exciting things.

He's the kind of person people picture when
they think of an archaeologist," Sanchez
said.

But the field of archaeology more often

includes sweat and hard work than discover-

ing sites worthy of glowing accolades.

Under the scorching sun and extreme

weather conditions, Sanchez and
researchers like her look to fit together the

puzzle pieces of the past.

For example, graduate students who work
with Willeke Wendrich, assistant professor

of Egyptian archaeology in the Near Eastern

languages and cultures department, have the

opportunity to travel to Berenike, a harbor

town along the shore of the Red Sea that

thrived during the Roman Empire.

Because of Berenike's remote location,

archaeologists have to import food and
water from afar and depend on equipment
that runs on solar power.

Despite living in the 21 si century, the

expedition teams face challenges compara-
ble to those tackled by original inhabitants,

according to the institute's Web site.

"Being an archaeologist is being dedicat-

ed; you really have to want this with every

fiber in your body," Wendrich said.

Researchers at the Cotsen Institute have

been central in uncovering and preserving

the world's heritage.

Originally surted in the 1970s as a volun-

teer group, the institute was formally estab-

lished in 1983 when the Fowler Museum was
completed.

The institute houses 15 laboratories with

people working everywhere from California

to China and South America, Sanchez said.

Donnan, who was director at the time,

proved to be instrumental in securing funds

to build the structure.

He worked with the archaeologists on
campus to create not only the museum
upstairs but to house the archaeology insti-

tute as well.

A core group of 30 people, made up ofthe

institute's volunteer group and a part of the

general public, has also contributed to the

institute's success.

"Some of them are here 20 to 30 hours a

week, even though they're volunteers,

they've been here so long, they'll help on the

field projects, laboratories and help train the

students," Sanchez said.

In addition to displaying the ancient

world's artifacts, these archaeologists also

practice the art of preservation.

According to Wendrich, the tourist indus-

try poses the biggest threat to this goal

Cottcn ArchMology Innttute

Quecha villagers stand proudly in their newly created library In Peru.

Tourism does a lot of damage to sites

because many people are not informed," she

said. "They don't know that ifyou walk on a

wall and the wall tumbles down then that's it,

the wall is gone."

Tracking down and recovering stolen arti-

facts has also created problems in the

archaeological society, according to

Sanchez.

Recently, she said, British Prime Minister

Tony Blair rejected demands by Greece for

the return of ancient sculptures removed
from the Parthenon two centuries ago.

In 1812, British aristocrat Lord Elgin took

the sculptures that decorated the Parthenon
and housed them in a British museum.

They have never been returned to Greece.

Stolen artifacts will often end up in the

antiquities market or for sale on the Internet.

"It happens that things end up in antiqui-

ties markets and some of those things have
been in circulation for a long time,"

Wendrich said.

But now and again things do turn out that

have been excavated recently and have been
stolen out of storage rooms of the antiquities

organization, she said.

During the 19th century, some archaeolo-

gists in Europe felt they could take better

care of artifacts than native people in the

immediate area, according to Wendrich.

But others opposed this view, and in

recent years, modern researchers have tried

to make amends for the past.

"Archaeologists today work in coopera-

tion with governments and are not allowed

to take artifacts out of the country unless

they have permission to take them,"

Wendrich said.

SecMCIUIOUMXpagee

Cultural shows unify campus community

JANASUMMTftS

Vani Sodhi rehearses her routine

Saturday for the ISU culture show.

PERFORMANCES: Filipino

event culminates year of

effort, struggles, practice

By Midiadc Tbmagt
Daily Bruin Reporter

Cultural shows at UCLA bind

many communities, as they reinforce

identity, educate students about cul-

ture, and enhance the university expe-

rience.

"When you participate, you learn

more first-hand," said Hoang Pham,
a fourth-year economics and biology

student who demonstrated martial

arts in Vietnamese Culture Night in

April. "You actually have to go out

and find the culture yourself"

Students describe the experience

ofbeing onstage as invaluable.

"To perform in front of 2,000 of

your closest friends is a rush," Pham
said. "You feel so proud of what you
are showing people."

The exhilarating sensation of step-

ping onto the stage for the first time

and facing a sea of faces in the audi-

ence leaves a lasting imprint on many
students.

"All of a sudden something just

hits you, like it meant a lot to you

before, but it means a lot more all of a

sudden." said Roy Cervantes, who
teaches the Ginuum Banog dance

with fourth-year English student Bret

Galeste for Samahang's May 19

Pilipino Culture Night.

For most culture shows, the final

performance is the culmination of a

year's worth of effort, struggle and

discovery. In the case of PCN, back-

ground technicians and organizers

begin working a year before the

event, and performers practice ei^t
months before the show.

Organizers draw from the greatei^'^

Los Angeles community to get the

materials needed for props and cos-

tumes, which students often times

sew or assemble themselves.

"It's really enriched my college

life," said Woojae Kim, a fourth-year

biochemistry student and member of

Hanoolim.

Hanoolim, formally known as

Korean Cultural Awareness Group,

hosted Korean Culture Night in

April. The show featured 70 partici-

ptnts and 12 acts, including the fan

dance, a Tae Kwon Do demonstra-

tion, skits, hip hop performances,

Poong-mul - a band of Korean instru-

ments - and guest speakers.

Cultural shows provide a sense of

pride and a way students can actively

take part in their own education, par-

ticipants said.

"Your education is great when you

learn how to think, but you also need

to learn how to incorporate your feel-

ings. Art really speaks of the emotion

and speaks of the feelings within peo-

ple," said Noni Limar, a second-year

theater student and co^rtistic direc-

tor of the African Arts Ensemble's

Spring Showcase.

The event, to be held June I, will

feature 50 performers and acts such

as West African dance, hip hop, the-

ater and Afro-Cuban dance.

Cultural shows also provide a

forum for political statements as well

as to deconstruct false perceptions.
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STATE <& LOCAL
Compensation given to Nazi victims
HOLXKAUST: Three Dutch

companies present money
to persecution survivors

By RobertJaMon
The Associated Press

Three Dutch insurance companies
gave $4.2 million on Thursday to help

impoverished Holocaust survivors in

California, as international efforts con-

tinued to obtain compensation for vic-

tims of Nazi persecution.

The money, presented in the form
of a giant dieck at a news conference,

will fund the new nonprofit California

Humanitarian Foundation for

Holocaust Survivors.

**>¥€ hope that this vnW unleash a lot

of the effort all over the world to

address these issues," Attorney

General Bill lodkyer said. "The delays

have been interminable, the obstacles

great."

• illGovernor seeks

for latest energy measure

Tbc AuocWed n«u
State Attorney General Bill Lodcytr, left, talks with Holocaust survivors

Frtd DiMiMnt rightMHw Zaks, second left, and Willbm Elp«rin.

Lockyer praised the Dutch insurers

as "the best corporate citizens."

They didn't have to be sued," he

said.

Lockyer urged other

insurance companies

to step forward and
resolve claims.

Several companies are fitting a

1999 state law forcing insurers to dis-

close policies they sold in Europe
before World War II so the state can
notify Holocaust victims or their heirs

that they may be eligible for payment.

Aegon USA Inc., Fortis Inc. and
ING America Insurance Holdings

Inc., agreed in 1999 to voluntarily pro-

vide the humanitarian funding.

However, it was never collected by for-

mer Insurance Commissioner Chuck
Quackenbush, who resigned under a

corruption doud.

The contribution doesn't carry any
legal obligations and would not protect

the companies from Holocaust-related

suits.

Insurance Commissioner Harry
Low said the money will provide

"Some measure ofjustice" to Nazi vic-

tims and their families.

An estimated 22,000 Holocaust vic-

tims live in California, and insurers

may owe as much as $ I billion to those

survivors or their heirs, said Jonah
Goldrich, Gov. Gray Davis' liaison for

Holocaust issues.

Lockyer urged other insurance

companies to step forward and resolve

daims "as a matter ofconsdence."

Low noted that many survivors are

elderly and "time is not on our side."

The humanitarian fund will be over-

seen by a 12-member board that

includes eight Holocaust survivors.

Cash grants will be distributed to an
estimated 1,000 survivors who are

believed to be in poverty. Nor>-Jev^sh

survivors would be eligible.

The grants of several thousand dol-

lars could be enou^ to help survivors

with rent or medical bills, such as buy-

ing hearing aids, said Leon Stabinsky,

a member of the fund's board.

It is a "wonderful gesture," said

Fred Diament, 77, of Studio City, who
lost his fattier, mother and three broth-

ers in the Holocaust and still bears a

concentration camp number tattooed

on his arm.

"There really are some survivors

that live miserably... AAer all the suf-

fering, in the last years of their lives

they should live in (a) garage? That's

unacceptable, intolerable," he said.

Eligibility details were still being

worked out but the fund hoped to

begin sending out checks by Labor
Day, said board member Arthur Stem,
another Holocaust survivor and chair-

man of the Jewish Federation of
Greater Los Angeles.

In the past five years, at least $9 bil-

lion has been pledged by more than a

dozen countries and various compa-
nies to benefit victims of Nazi persecu-

tion and thdr heirs. But little money
has been paid out.

A federal judge in New York on
Thursday removed a major obstade
holding up payouts from a $4.6 billion

fund for more than 1 million victims of
Nazi-era slave labor, but other hurdles

remain.

POWER: Stale narrowly

avoids more blackouts;

Davis calls for price caps

By Don Thomfison
The Associated Press

SACRAMENTO - Gov. Gray
Davis said Thursday he will travel

the state if necessary to defend his

dedsion to spend billions of state

dollars on electricity for two cash-

starved utilities.

The state spent nearly $2,000 a

megawatt hour Wednesday as state

grid operators narrowly avoided a

third consecutive day of blackouts,

Davis said, reiterating his call for

federal price caps.

The $1,900 is a record, or near-

niiccord, since the state purchatM
began in January, said Oscar
Hidalgo, a spokesman for the

power-buying Department ofWater
Resources. The $319,200 the

department paid Reliant Energy for

168 megawatt hours at that price

was enough to power 168,000

homes for an hour, Hidalgo said.

Reliant spokesmen did not
return telephone messages from the

Assodated Press Thursday
The governor's comments came

as he signed a law letting the state

borrow $13.4 billion to repay the

treasury for its power costs.

Davis couldn't guarantee the 15-

year bond will be enough to cover

the state's electricity purchases.

However, he said the $13.4 billion

price tag represents "the best think-

ing of our financial analysts," and
includes a reserve in case electricity

prices remain higher than expected.

He said he hopes the state can
stop buying power for Pacific Gas
and Electric, Southern California

Edison and San Diego Gas and
Electric by the end of next year

Davis accused Assembly

Republicans of putting their politi-

cal opposition above the state's wel-

fare by refusing to support the bond
bill. That means the bonds can't be

issued for three months, which
Davis said will drive up the interest

ratepayers will be charged for the

bond; complicate the state's budget;

and endanger worthwhile stale pro-

grams that will be delayed until the

bonds can replenish the state trea-

sury.

"This measure is a lifeboat that

allows us to stay afloat," Davis said.

"By refusing to vote for this mea-
sure. Republicans are playing with

fire," Davis said. "If I have to go
into every district occupied by a
member who voted against (the

bond issue) and make the case why
this is necessary, that is what I will

do."

AssembTy GOP Leader Thiw
Cox. R-Fair Oaks, called the bond
bill "a dangerous gamble for

California - a gamble Republicans

couldn't support without a clear

endgame."

"The governor obviously

believes that history will judge that

his was the right decision," Cox said

in a statement. "He had better be
right."

Assembly Speaker Robert
Hertzberg, D-Van Nuys, said he still

hopes to negotiate a bond compro-
mise with Republicans, but Cox said

Republicans' offers to negotiate

had been ignored.

Republicans had proposed that

$5 billion of the state's power pur-

chases be paid by taxpayers, lower-

ing the amount ofmoney that will be
billed to investor-owned utilities'

customers over the next 15 years.

Meanwhile Thursday, a federal

bankruptcyjudge considered order-

ing PG&E to make millions of dol-

lars in back payments to small

power plant owners that provide

nearly a third of California's elec^

tridty.
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The Associated Press

Senate Majority Leader Trent Lett R-Miss., and Sen. Kay Bailey

Hutchison, R-Texas, snnile on Capitol Hill Thursday.

Bush budget proposal

passes by small margin
SENATE: Congress votes

closely along party lines;

tax cuts featured in plan

By/UanFram
The Assodated Press

WASHINGTON - A fractured

Congrcs.s approved a final budget for

next year that promises deep tax cuts

and bridled spending, awarding a vic-

tory to President Bush though there

were signs the road to achieving those

goals may be bumpy.

With centrist Democrats providing

pivotal support, the evenly divided

Senate cleared the $ I.9S trillion budget

on Thursday by a near party-line 5S47
vole [defections by Republican Sens.

James JeCfords of Vermont and
Unooln CMee of Rhode Island were

outweighed by five Democrats who
backed the GOP-written plan.

"Now is not the time, with these cir-

cumstances, to figure out how we dis-

agree," said Sen. John Breaux, D-La.,

who supported the budget after lead-

ing a bloc of 14 moderate Democrats

whom the White House romanced
with only partial success. "Now iis the

time to figure out how we can reach an

agreement for the good of all the peo-

ple we represent."

"The president views this as a very

important day in his new presidency

and he is very pleased to thank the

Democrats that helped make this pos-

sible," White House spokesman Ari

Fleisdier said.

Underlining the partisan tensions

that the budget fight exacerbated.

Senate Majority Whip Don Nickles,

R-Okla., exprened unhappiness with

10 moderate Democrats who had sup-

ported an earlier version of the budget

but voted no on Thursday.

"It told me they don't want to par-

ticipate in writing the tax bill," he said.

Lawmakers who supported the budget

"have a greater likelihood of being

given some attention" as the Senate

WORLD & NATION BRIEFS

McVeigh lawyers

discuss stay possibility

DENVER - Just six days before Timothy
McVeigh's scheduled execution, the FBI
turned over thousands of documents from the

Oklahoma City bombing investigation to

McVeigh's defense team Thursday. An attor-

ney said the materials may prompt a request

for a stay.

"We're considering all our options,"

McVeigh lawyer Nathan Chambers said after

the documents, which the FBI said were mis-

takenly withheld, were delivered to his olTicc in

Denver.

Chambers said he had spoken to McVeigh
about the documents but declined to reveal

what he said "Mr. McVeigh is going to think

about it and decide how he wants to proceed,"

he said.

The disclosure was a jarring development,

coming as federal law enforcement officials

make final preparations for McVeigh's lethal

Gleevec wins govemment approval
FDA: New leukemia drug

hailed as future of cancer

treatment, gets quick OR

By Randolph LSdmid
The Assodated Press

WASHINGTON - A new drug

that helped more than 90 percent of

patients with a rare form of leukemia

won govemment approval in record

time Thursday and was hailed as "the

wave of the future" in fighting cancer.

"This new drug, we believe, is a

picture of the future of cancer treat-

ment," said Dr. Richard D. Klausner,

director of the National Cancer
Institute.

Food and Drug Administration

approval of Gleevec was announced

by Health and Human Services

Secretary Tommy G. Thompson at a

news conference, an unusual step for

a drug approval.

Gteevec, made by Novartis

Pharmaceuticals, is specifically tar-

geted at chronic myeloid leukemia, a

disease that claims about 2,300

American lives annually

Thompson said the drug is based

on the principle of molecular target-

ing, killing leukemia cells while leav-

ing normal white cells alone.

"We believe such targeting is the

wave of the future," he said.

Dawn Willis, scientific programs

director for the American Cancer
Society, also praised the approval.

"I can't think of another cancer

drug that has shown such spectacular

success in a group of people that had
failed all other treatment," she said.

She said the concept ofattacking can-

cer by designing a small molecule that

will specifically attack a target protein

should be usable in other forms of the

disease as well.

Gleevec itself is being tested

against about a dozen forms of the

disease and researchers are working

on other similar targeting drugs.

Dr. Daniel Vasella, president of

Novartis AG, the Swiss parent com-
pany, said he hopes to begin shipping

the drug by next Monday and to have

it in pharmacies within a week.

U.S. shares of Novartis were up
$3.09, or 8 percent, to $42.09 in after-

noon trading on the New York Stock

Exchange.

The one-pill-a-day regimen is

expected to cost between $2,000 and

$2,400 monthly, which company offi-

cials said is comparable to other cur-

rent cancer treatments.

But Vasella said the company is

setting up a program to make sure it is

available to uninsured, low-income

people. He said it would be priced at a

sliding scale for people with incomes

below $100,000 a year and would be

free for those under $40,000 income.

Gleevec works by blocking chemi-

cal signals sent by cancerous cells and

researchers hope it will also prove

useful in a form of stomach tumor
and perhaps other types of cancer as

well.

The results of clinical trials of the

drug, also known as STl-571 or ima*^

tinib mesylate, generated excitement

among cancer researchers.

Panic ensues at soccer game in Ghana
SPORTS: Stampede starts

when police fire tear gas

at fans; country mourns

ByNwariKpodo
The Associated Press

ACCRA, Ghana - Distraught rel-

atives searched hospitals for loved

ones Thursday after a stampede at a

packed soccer game between two of

Ghana's top teams killed at least 123

people - Africa's worst ever soccer

disaster and the fourth sports tragedy

on the continent in a month.

The stampede began when police

fired tear gas at fans who were tfirow-

ing bottles and chairs, creating a panic

as spectators rushed to escape the gas,

witnesses said On Thursday, the gov-

emment announced a three-day

mourning period.

Hometown team Accra Hearts of

Oak was leading 2-1 against Asante

Kotoko with five minutes left when
Asante supporters began hurling the

objects onto the field, witnesses said.

On Thursday, police sealed off

Accra Stadium, the city's main field,

where a few unclaimed cars stood in

the parking lot and the stairs leading

to the starxls were stained with blood.

Lt Col. Samuel Wuku, an official

The AsMxiated Press

Debris lies on a walkway of the Accra, Ghana, stadium Thursday,
after a deadly stampede on Wednesday night.

with a military task force that was
coordinating identification of the

dead, said 1 23 people died in the stam-

pede.

Most of the victims were crushed

to death, said Brig. Daniel Twum,
director ofmedical services at the mil-

itary hospital, which received most of

the dead and injured. The hospital

also took in 53 injured people, some
of whom lay on mattresses on the

floor of the overflowing wards.
**! was gasping for air. I even said

my last prayer," said Thomas
Akazara, who spent more than an

hour trapped under a pile of people

on a stacbum stairway.

He survived by putting his head
through the stair railings for air, but

said some of those on top of him suf-

focated to death.

Relatives at the hospital who failed

to find their missing, lined up in front

of the hospital morgue Thursday
morning, waiting to be allowed to

identify the dead.

injection at a federal prison facility

in Terre Haute, Ind., next

Wednesday.

Riordan touts record

in state of city speech
Los Angeles Mayor Richard Riordan, chal-

lenging the next mayor to match his successes,,

gave a fmal state of the city address Thursday
that celebrated the economic regeneration and
crime-rate reductions since he took oftlce eight

years ago

"When we began the last decade of the last

century, Los Angeles was no longer the city of

the angels," Riordan told a gathering at El

Portal Theater in North Hollywood.

"I stand here today, at the beginning of the

first decade of the new century, and I'm proud
to say that the angels have, indeed, come back
to our city," he said.

Riordan cited reductions in unemployment,
increases in personal income and lowefed

crime rates.

"My fellow Angelenos, together

we have lifted the cloud of fear that

once loomed so large over our city," he
said.

City Attorney Jim Hahn and Antonio
Villaraigosa, a former speaker of the state

Assembly, are in a June 5 runoff. The winner
will take office July I.

Riordan, elected twice, could not run again

because of term limits. He has not decided
whether to endorse one of the candidates.

Flying Dutchman sent

home after air rage
AMSTERDAM, Netheriands - A passen-

ger on board a KLM flight from Amsterdam
to Newark spat on a flight attendant, threat-

ened passengers with a cane and tried to open
the emergency exit while in flight, an official

said Thursday.

The 28-year-old Dutchman, whom KLM

spokesman Hugo Baas described as "clearly

unstable," ignored orders from flight crew to

turn off his mobile phone.

He ripped up his passport and said he
would hit passengers and flight attendants. He
then took a seat in business class, claiming he
suffered from claustrophobia.

"At 37,000 feet he decided it was time to go
and tried to open the emergency exit," Baas
said. Due to the cabin pressure, it was impossi-

ble to open the aircraft's emergency door.

Eventually, the man was handcuffed by the

captain and guarded by two passengers for the

rest of the flight. Baas .said.

Upon arrival in the United States, the man
was put on the next flight back to the

Netherlands under the supervision of two pri-

vate security guards.

He was arrested at Amsterdam's Schiphol

Airport and will face charges of attempting to

endanger the lives of passengers, the

spokesman said.

;
Compiled ftem DaSy Bruin wire reports.
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CULTURE
From page 3

The Indian Studenl Union is using

Saturday's culture night to advocate

for the creation of a South Asian

minor.

Students hope the establishment of

a minor will ensure Indian classes that

appear in UCLA's general catalog are

actually offered. They also hope the

minor would make it easier for stu-

dents to partake in academic curricu-

lum on their own heritage.

"We tied in the South Asian minor,

because if professors come and watch

the show and see how much of a pres-

ence the Indian community has at

UCLA they'll be able to support us,"

said ISU President Vimal Vadin.

ISU's culture night, titled "Yatra,"

or "Journey through' India" breaks

down Western perceptions of India by

representing an Eastern view of the

country through skits, dances and

speeches.

By celebrating culture, which is cen-

tral to many students' identity, culture

nights can bring together the UCLA
community. Organizers of culture

shows often reserve tickets for groups

from other campuses, and vice-versa.

"All the other clubs - Samahang
Filipino, Nikkei Student Union - they

come to watch our shows and we come
to watch all of their shows," Pham said.

"It ties together all of our communi-
ties."

Limar said events like Worldfest

bring together acts from independent

cultural performances.

"Everyone talks about diversity and
working together, and art is a great way
to do that. I was just thinking how you

don't often see an African and a Latino

and a Pilipino onstage together,"

Limar said.

Some students said that on a cam-

pus as ethnocentric as UCLA, where

people from different walks of life

don't often interact, culture nights pro-

vide an outlet for expression and a

space where people can learn about

others.

"It's the biggest voice of our com-

munity," said Vadin, a fourth-year eco-

nomics and history studenl. "These

culture nights allow other people to be

exposed. It allows people to feel what

you feel, to understand your struggle -

it's your voice."

Participants in culture shows said

the current UCLA curriculum does

not adequately address their heritage

and pointed to the absence of a diversi-

ty requirement.

"We get cheated every year because

we don't get a chance to learn about

our traditions." Vadin said.

Culture shows foster communities

that often become the foundation of

mobilization efforts by community
leaders.

Scheduled practices and other gath-

erings provide a valuable infrastruc-

ture that leaders use to disperse infor-

mation, cultivate leadership, and cre-

ate social bonds.

"For Samahang, this is the major

mobilization," Galeste said. "It gets

like 200 to 300 Pilipino students out

working together for the same produc-

tion. There's nothing that would mobi-

lize the community like PCN."
The gatherings facilitated by prepa-

rations for culture shows also help

JANASUMMeRS

Engineering student Giselle Aquino (right) and biology student
Dela Cuesta rehearse for the Pilipino Culture Night on May 19.

develop social and academic networks.

"Before I did PCN I would rarely

venture further than my immediate

surroundings, like my dorm room and

my friends," Galeste said. "Being in

PCN and getting to know everybody,

it's a different feeling going onto cam-

pus and knowing that you are going to

see a lot of people you know you've

worked with."

CURRICULUM
From page 1

together the new course at Fisk and
^ Middle Tennessee State Universities,

according to Neal Halfon, director

of UCLA's Institute for Children,

Families and Communities and pro-

fessor of pediatrics and public

health.

"Faculty, graduate students and
community partners have been
meeting and working and trying to

understand how UCLA can play a

bigger role in the community,"
Halfon said.

Eventually, planners intend to

develop a strong national curriculum

for universities to promote healthier

families and communities.

Gore's meeting with UCLA stu-

dents was the next step toward fur-

ther refining the curriculum, accord-

ing to Bill Parent assistant dean of

the School of Public Policy and
Social Research.

"This is your course," Gore said

at the beginning of the discussion. "It

was planned here and I hope you will

actively participate in shaping it."

At Fisk and Middle Tennessee

State Universities, the course con-

sistcd of 10 two-hour sessions, each

addressing broad issues from defin-

ing "community" to public safety

and youth development

Fall courses tentatively scheduled

at several universities are planned to

consist of 14 sessions, leaving some
room for expansion. Gore said.

But students and faculty provided

a list of almost 30 new suggestions

for curriculum and teaching method
changes. When the session was
drawn to a close due to time

restraints, students swarmed to the

front to voice additional ideas.

"I am really excited about this

new course, and that students have

input in the planning," said Genna
Jones, fourth-year political science

student.

Among recommended course

changes, cultural diversity was men-
tioned frequently.

Diversity issues should be incor-

porated into the course material,

both as a cross cutting theme and as

an individual class, according to

Rafael Travis, a graduate student in

public health.

Among them, immigration, inter-

racial marriages and the concept of a

"melting pot" society were taken

into consideration.

"We are vulnerable to seizing suc-

cess stories from one culture and

thinking we have solved the prob-

lem," Gore said.

Little emphasis was placed on
relationships and marriage in the ini-

tial class topic list, but some was sug-

gested that this issue be addressed.

Of particular concern were fathers

who permanently abandon their

families, leaving fatherless children

behind.

Addressing recent changes in age

distribution and the corresponding

major health problems was suggest-

ed as well.

Obesity is the number two cause

of depression in the nation, the con-

sequences of which should be

addressed because they are felt by

both family and community, accord^

ing to Antronette Yancey, Director

of Chronic Disease Prevention and
Health Promotion at the L.A.

County Department of Public

Health.

Many students recommended
that hands-on experience be an inte-

gral part of the community building

curriculum. Aaron Novack, a gradu-

ate student, suggested service learn-

ing in which students work in the

field and bring their experiences

back to the classroom for discussion.

Gore met with faculty in the after-

noon to continue the planning

process.

The idea of a new national univer-

sity curriculum geared toward family

centered community development
was bom at the 1999 Family Re-

Union Conference.

Family Re-Union, founded in

1992 by Gore and his wife. Tipper, is

designed to bring families and com-
munity leaders together to discuss

ways to strengthen family life. The
annual conference allows

researchers, experts and average citi-

zens to exchange ideas.

While sitting at dinner during the

conference. Gore, Halfon and others

discussed the possibility of incorpo-

rating family and community devel-

opment into academia.

"The university community has

done more than any other institution

to make this country what it is

today," Gore said.

Gore, who contacted Halfon at

the UCLA School of Social

Research and Public Policy in

January, said he wanted to start

teaching the course three weeks
later.

Because of the short notice, the

course taught in Tennessee required

planning along the way, and UCLA
faculty flew.out to help with the plan-

ning almost every week. Gore said.

ARCHAEOLOGY
From page 3

One archaeologist at the institute is

not only dedicated to finding ouT
about the past but has, along with his

team of graduate students, con-

tributed to the future of a group of

people.

Charles S. Stanish, associate profes-

sor of the anthropology department,

began a project in 1988 in the Lake
Titicaca, Peru. There, his team not

only excavated at Lake Titicaca but

also created a library for the Quecha
inhabitants in a nearby village.

At the Quechas' request, the group
gathered books on topics such as biol-

ogy, chemistry and Shakespeare in

Spanish to give their children access to

books outside of class.

"Their children are in class only

half the day and they can only use the

books in school," Stanish said.

"Although they also have a municipal

library, they can't take those books
out."

Archaeological work carried out by

the UCLA team has located ancient

agricultural fields and canals, exten-

sive cemetery areas, early temples,
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MEETING
From page 1

Directors.

Applications for the 26 positions

remaining to be filled are due May 18

at the GSA central office, and the

appointments board will conduct

interviews May 22-23.

"The board will try to make an

objective decision that will benefit

the association, and since there are so

many empty spaces and so little time,

we encourage everyone who is think-

ing of applying to apply," said GSA
President Martin Griffin.

Salaries, determined by the

appointments board, range from

$700 to $1,000 per quarter.

"Not all positions are on the same

level of difficulty, and it depends on

work completed and tasks accom-

plished," said Jerry Mann, student

support services and student union

director of ASUCLA.
As a result of a referendum passed

April 26 during GSA elections, the

association's mandatory member-
ship fee will increase from $5.50 to

$7 per quarter, creating a total rev-

enue of $209,118. Prior to the fee

increase, GSA's revenue from

mandatory fee's was $164,308.

Though referenda to increase the

fee has appeared on past ballots, this

is the first time it can take effect,

because GSA's constitution requires

a minimum 10 percent voter turnout

to recognize referenda approved by

voters. This spring's election marked

the first time in more than a decade

that the association met this require-

ment, with voter turnout hitting the

15 percent mark.

Forum members also discussed

the Graduate Interaction component

of GSA, which has been allocated

$3,000 folk the 2001-2002 academic

year. The committee plans and facili-

tates social events for graduate stu-

dents, such as the Grad Bar. Since

events can cost up to $1,300, the com-

mittee in charge is negotiating with

Assistant Vice Chancellor of Student

and Campus Life Robert Naples to

allocate more funds.

According to Griffin. Grad Bar is

a welcome addition for graduate and

professional students social interac-

tion on campus.

"We hope to operate in a flexible

environment next year, where we can

sell food and alcohol and work with

UCLA catering," he said.

Also during the meeting. Vice

President Internal Dorothy Kim
questioned the validity of the

UCLAprofessors com Web site.

"Students take this site seriously

as a legitimate form of evaluation,

but there is no way to verify if a stu-

dent who wrote a review ever really

took the class," Kim said.

But some forum members said the

site accurately reflects professors'

performan(X.

"I've read some of the reviews and

agree with the students' evaluations

of professors, but I think we can also

trust the judgment of students to

decide whether or not the evaluations

are legitimate," said Jonathan Katz,

a representative of the Math and

Physical Science council of GSA.
Griffin noted the disproportionate

number of foreign-born professors

with low ratings.

"The list of worst professors

seems to be filled with mostly non-

Anglo names," Griffin said. "UCLA
faculty members with accents that

are more Indian sub-continental than

Bakersfield are being designated as

inefTectual."

REPARATIONS
From page 1

the event will highlight the need for repara-

tions beyond slavery

Dialogue on the issue was encouraged

statewide when Gov. Gray Davis signed two

bills last September that may allow payment

of reparations lo slave descendants.

"I think it's becoming a topic on wider

interest nationally, on college campuses,

and to some extent, internationally," said

Claudia Mitchell-Kernan, speaker and vice

chancellor of graduate division. "There's

-more iiHefcslnow than \ saw m the '6O9."

Under the Slaveholder Insurance

Policies Bill, the state insurance commis-

sioner can denumd to see slave insurance

policies from insurers as a means to bring

past offenses to light.

Since the preCivil War era, slave ownCTS

were able to collect life insurance for their

slaves. Companies such as New York Life,

Baltimore Life Insurance Company and

Aetna were among those cited providing

such plans. Aetna, founded in 1853, said

archives on the extent of their participation

were incomplete.

"The company may have insured the

lives of slaves." read a public statement

released on March 10, 2000. "We believe

thatany policy dedsions madfe in the distant

past are today more than outweighed by our

record of diversity and support of fairness

and equality for all people"

Many believe these companies should

pay reparations to descendants of slaves,

though Aetna's apology stated no further

action needs to be taken.

The UC Slavery Colloquium Bill more

directly involves the university by giving UC
permission lo hold a (inference on the eco-

nomics of slavery. Increased research and

funding for research in the UC system will

be a side effect of the bill. Sawyer said.

"UC research centers are going to be a

part of that research," he said. "We wouid

certainly hope the university - since this is

such a wonderful international concern -

will take an ongoing interest in it."

ARCHAEOLOGY
From page 6

first settled villages and many
other archaeological features

in Peru, according to the

team's Web site.

To Stanish, archaeologists

search for sites that represent

the heritage ofa culture in the

same way a biologist would

go in and discover an endan-

gered animal species.

"The anthropological ideal

of trying t«^ wivdwrtand who
we are as biological and cul-

tural beings - that's what

archaeology does, that's what

we're good at," he said.

Although some may think

ancient civilizations have lit-

tle in common with modem-
societies. Wendrich said this

is not the case

"If you start studying

ancient societies, there's no

way you think that societies

are getting better all the time,

that we are living a better,

more luxurious or honest way
of life," she said. "We just see

khiki ancient soeieties were

very complete like ours."
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RESULTS
From page 1

that his involvement in USAC is far from over.

**! think Karren will do a good job," he said.

"She offered me a position on her staff and I

accepted. I am more than honored."

Student Empowerment! slate leader Lane
emphasized her experience with student gov-

ernment, having served as a member of the

Student Fee Advisory Committee as well as

chair of the African Student Union.

Dusan Miletich headed the SURE, slate

and ran on the most revolutionary platform,

proposing the establishment ofa student senate

system. He attributed low voter turnout as one

reason for his defeat

"I think the voter turnout was so low that it

worked against us,** he said. "*! thought that

after what happened in the federal elections,

people would con»e out and vote more."

He added that his slate will come back

stronger, and that he intends to be a campaign

manager next year.

Lane's first message to the crowd - mostly

consisting of slate supporters - was to take

Thursday night's momentum to the UC
Regents' meeting next week, where RE-28 is

on the agenda lo replace SP-1 and 2.

"We can't lose this energy," Lane said.

"(We) have to show what we want our universi-

ty to look like."

SP-1 and 2 were policies passed by the

regents in 1995 that banned affirmative action

in admiwiom and htrmg in theUCsystem RB-
28 is a proposal that would replace the policies.

but still recognize Proposition 209. the

California voter initiative that banned afTirma-

tive acti(Mi statewide.

Kennisha Austin ofStudent Empowerment!
was elected internal vice president with 56.28

percent of the vole, beating out S.U.R.E. can-

didate Ramzi Ajami. She said her existing rela-

tionship with Lane will be a positive asset for

next year's council.

"I think Karren's and my goals are very

much in line," Austin said. "We knew we'd

always keep students' interests first."

But current USAC President Elizabeth

Houston showed concern about the presence

of Student Empowerment! members in the top

two council positions.

"What worries me is that there arc two peo-

ple at the top from the same student group,"

Houston said.

Evan Okamura of the Student

Empowerment! slate ran unopposed for exter-

nal vice president and needed only one vote to

get elected. He served as EVP this year after

winning a special online election in December
lo replace Portia Pedro, who was declared inel-

igible for the position last fall.

"It'll be a positive atmosphere," Okamura
said, referring to the new council. "The thing

about this year's council that made it so unpro-

ductive was that it was very negative."

Student Empowerment! candidates Theo
Apostol, Cindy Mosqueda and S.U.R.E. menv
ber David Nguyen Dahle won the general rep-

resentative spots, collecting 21.72, 22.91 and
20.09 percent of the voles, respectively.

Asone ofonly two S.U.R.E. candidates who
won a seat on council, Dahle said he plans to

focus on issues he campaigned on specific to

his office, sudi as campus safety. He said he

docs not anticipate major obstacles in working

with council members who do not share his

views.

"Even though we might have ideological dif-

ferences, most of the elected officers are willing

to find a common ground and compromise."

Dahle said. "I don't think anyone's as con-

frontational as some of this year's council

members."

The academic affairs commission went to

Bryant Tan of the Student Empowerment!
slate, who garnered 58.18 percent of the voles

lo beat S.U.R.E. candidate Katheryn Klein.
**! feel very positive," Tan said. "We're

going to do a lot for students and we're excited

about next year."

Jeremy McKenzie, running on the S.U.R.E.

slate, will head the facilities commission after

defeating independent candidate Narges

Pisheh with an overwhelming 62.07 percent of

the vote. McKenzie said he thought the elec-

tion ran more smoothly than last year.

"This year was much more civil. Last year

there were many more attacks, both overtly

and covertly," he said.

For the position of financial supports conv
missioner, Kim Coss, a Student

Empowerment! candidate, beat out S.U.R.E.

member Suzanna Minasian and independent

Andrew LaFlamme by gaining 50.81 percent

of the votes. Coss said the results affirmed stu-

dents' confidence in Student Empowerment!

Wkh reports hom Anand Shah. Unh Tat Marion
Wise and Scott B.Wong, Daily Bruin Senior Staff.

BUDGET
From page 5

composes its lax bill in coming days, he said.

The budget would permit a lax cut of $ 1.35 trillion

over II years, $100 billion of which may come this

year and next in an attempt to boost the economy
Bush wanted a $1.6 trillion reduction over 10 years,

but was forced to settle for less by the Senate's nar-

row political balance.

"You didn't get everything you want, Mr.
President," said the Budget Committee chairman.

Sen. Pete Domenici, R-N.M. "You have made us

change direction. You have moved us in the direction

of giving back taxes to the American people, rather

than giving them the last cut of the deck."

Importantly for Bush and his GOP allies, budget

passage means the $1.35 trillion lax bill cannot be fil-

ibustered, a procedural delay that lake 60 votes to

hall. Republicans say they will pursue even deeper

tax cuts, but those won't have the budget's protec-

tion.

The budget would hold spending for most federal

programs - other than automatic benefit programs
like Social Security - to $661 billion next year, a 4

percent increase. That is what Bush had proposed.

But it is halfthe size of this year's grov^lh in spending,

and even some Republicans concede privately that it

is unrealistically low.

The measure calls for increases for education,

defense, biomedical research and other programs,

and leaves the door open for further military spend-

ing the Pentagon is expected to request soon. But

most moderates of both parties who opposed the

budget said it set too Kttle aside for schools, casting"

further doubt on efforts to restrain spending.
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Activism at UCl^ is not

organized to make strong

points " signs don't cut it.

See Viewpoint Monday.

viewpoint^media.uda.edu
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cultivation, women's fashion

magazines can be called the

Bible of female self-help seekers

everywhere. Well, almost. Not every-

thing in the magazine is there to keep

you at your best.

Without ads,

there are no

magazines.

Publishers capi-

talize ofTof

making you feel

inadequate with

-their gorgeous

Maegan

Girberry

models and then

provide you

with 20d-plus

pages of prod-

ucts that can

help you rise

above your own
ugliness to be a hip and attractive

woman of the world. The maga^ne
makes money, the products sell and

women everywhere look better.

Supposedly. But do they feel better?

There's something deeply contra-

dicting in reading a story about a

woman who has survived an eating

disorder and negative body image

only to flip the page and sec an ad for

jeans that an average person couldn't

fit half a leg into. It's not even the ads

alone projecting this image - the mag-

azine's own choice of a cover model

and a feature on fab abs for summer
work just as nicely at making you fed

like crawling back under the covers of

your bed.

This is sad because magazines have

Cart)erry is a third-year political sderKe

and English student You can enfnail her

at maeg$#ijda.edu.

so many good things to say. When
you're a teenager and you don't know
how to kiss a boy and are certainly

not about to ask mom or dad, a maga-

zine can help. When you are looking

for a cute haircut, or the latest trends

in fashion, there is no

better hour wasted

than one curled up

on the couch with a

good 'zine and some
snacks. It's just frus-

trating to have to

constantly remind

yourself that you can

fit into that awesome
outfit and look good
without having to flip

to page 71 and read the

seven-day meal plan that

kad& to thinner thighs.

Magazines would

benefit from a change

in focus. Some have

made steps in the

right direction by

including articles on
how to excel in the work-

place or, for the younger

readers, how to plan for

college. Features like this

are very helpful for

women because they are

substantive and encourag-

ing.

Perhaps seeing more
articles about work,

assertiveness, goal-

settmg and success

stories would help

women think about some-

thing other than the usual sex,

men, fashion and weight loss that

calls out to you from the dieck-out

lines at the grocery store. Mayt>e if

these were the headlines in super-

font, extn-bold type on the cover

they would seem like a priority.

As women get older, there are

more magazines of a positive nature

available to women such as Ladies

Home Journal, O, McCall's and

Good Housekeeping What I'm more

concerned with are the magazines

like Teen, YM, Seventeen and Teen

People that graduate frustrated

young girls into frustrated adult

women reading Mademoiselle,

Marie Claire, Vogue, Shape and

Cosmo. Those magazines hook

women in at a young age and

I work with high school-age girls

and they are constantly telling me
about how they have many friends

with eating disorders or who are on

diets. There are enough things to be

confused about in your teen years,

you don't need to go around worry-

ing about the size of your butt or a lit-

tle bit of stomach flab.

teach them how to

be in style at a time when image is so

important.

Amidst the folds of advertising,

dieae niagafines are shaping so much
ofhow many giris sec themselves fit-

bng in. Soree girls are able to ignore

the memgestflBt start insecurities,

but loo many are not.

EnCA PINTO/OUiy Brum

Many avenues are open for explo-

ration when redirecting the focus of

magazmes. Some have tried to do it

through sports. Conde-Naste has

published a female form of Sports

Illustrated where women athletes are

featured as strong role models. This is

a good start, even though it is limited

in a more athletically focused audi-

ence. Yet 1 still think that a magazine

with a broader readership is neces-

sary.

I think one of the best ways to go
about creating that is to involve more

girls in the process. Hiring them as

feature writers, using them as models

(for both cover and inside stories)

and listening to their ideas will result

in something constructive that is still

"Cool" enough for them to want to

read. You can still have all the

columns about boys, fashion and
even weight loss, but these issues

would just be presented differently.

And, instead of flipping the page

to find a contradictory image, you'd

see a girl who is on the staff of the

magazine, or maybe even someone

from yottf htgh school. It would be bjtrr

the girls, about them and for them.

This same media makeover also

applies to women's magazines.

Adults also need positive reinforce-

ment and deserve a shift in the focus

of their reading. The idea of using

real people as cover models is still

alive in the adult realm. You could

seek out women of different organiza-

tions and associations, putting

women from other countries, of dif-

ferent heritage and of different ages

throughout the magazine.

Women are so interesting, there is

no reason to limit who we learn about

to celebrities or women with sexually

appealing figures.

All of these features would be rein-

forced by advertisements. I know of

several companies who have stopped

using models in their publicity cam-

paigns. Wal-Mart catalogues only dis-

play photos ofcompany employees

or their relatives. Several fashion

designers are using their own people

to model clothes.

A new age of advertising is dawn-
ing because people are side of being

Seeaunnnv, page 13

Media's representation of gender issues misleading
MEN: Daily Bruin needs

to print unbiased material,

more male-related articles

ByMfcAnjihicd

In a recent editorial, the Daily Bruin

used an incident from last year of a

white man attacking a blade woman
and yelling racial slurs as an '^example''

of widespread acts of hate against

women on campus. ("UCLA needs

motivated, progressive students,"

Daily Bruin, Viewpoint, April 26).

I am an attorney for people with

mental disabilities and from what I

recall, the description of that incident

revealed a high likelihood that the man
was mentally ill. I do not appreciate

Ar>geiucd is a recent graduate of UCLA
School of Law and is the local chapter

president of the Natkxuil Coalition of

FreeMea

seeing the campus newspaper exploit

the mentally disabled just to display

their ootors of political correctness and

unfairly vilify men.

Knowing that a Daily Bruin editori-

al requires a majority approval from

the editorial board before printing, the

editorial helped verify my bdief that

political filtering is the cause (intended

or unintended) of the Daily Bruin's

unbalanced coverage ofgender issues

and lade of interest in double checking

what feminist groups have to say.

Take, for example, a recent News
artide that teenM to repeat without

qucetion the Iwniiiy ofa report by

the American Aalociation of

University Women that Latinas areat

a greater risk ofdropping out of high

sdKX)l than '^y other group."

(**Remrch finds challenge for many
latina students,** Daily Bruin, Newt,

Feb. 5).

When I read that, I decided to dou-

ble<heck it. After all, most data indh

cates that males are more iikdy than

females within their own race to

become homeless, to get hurl or killed

on the job, tobecome incarcerated, to

commit suooeasftil suidde (and proba-

bly even failed suiddes if it weren't

that men are less Iikdy to report them),

eto.

So I jumped onto the internet and

in no time discovered that the Digest

of Educational Statistics shows

Hispanic males drop out more than

Hispanic females

(http://nces.ed.gov/pubs2000/digest99

/d99tl09.html.).

I do not know whether the study

defined "Hi.spanic*' to cover a larger

or smaller category than " Latino" cov-

ered in theAAUW data But the alter-

ilative source still should be given.

Without it we are left feeling certain

that Latinas drop out ntore than

Latinos.

When i called the Daily Bruin

about this, they said that five staff

members reviewed the artide before it

printed and interpreted "any other

group" to mean '^ny other group of

women" because the artide was about

a study done by theAAUW on

women's ethnic groups and toward the

end compared Latinas to other

women.

If they say so. But the artide also

compares Latinas to "African

Americans" without mentioning sex. I

see no reason in the article to interpret

"any other group" to mean anything

besides "any other group."

If I wanted to say that Asian men
get brea.st cancer more than "any other

group of men," (hypothctically) but

instead I said Asian men get breast

cancer more than "any other group,"

my bet is the editors would spot it

instantly.

Indeed, not everybody interpreted

"every other group" the way the board

did. For example, in a recent

Viewpoint artide, Cindy Mosqueda's

comments on the same editorial refled

an a.v5umption that Latinas drop out

more than Latinos. She says, for exam-

ple, "It is easy to blame a patriarchal

Latino culture for Latinas' low educa-

tioruil attainment..." ("Youth need

community support in education

eflForts," Daily Bruin, Viewpoint, April

30).

Mosqueda did not attack

Latinas/os or express mean-«pirited

allegations about patriard)y But the

reason for my quoting her is that her

comments demonstrate the way a

rational reader (hcrselQ interprets '^ny

other group." Qeariy, her reading of

the artide led her to bdicve that

Latinas drop out more than Latinos,

and she went on to blame patriarchal

society for that.

How does it feel to be misled,

Mosqueda? Don't take it personally.

The media has covered gender issues

this way for decades Even the LA
Times reported this in a similar man-

ner. F^eminist groups get a free ride

while masculist (men's liberationist)

S««ANCEUICa,pa9e13
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To live, succeed carries

high price in our world
MONEY: Dollars become

universal language when

people talk of happiness

The best things in life may be

free. But, if you ask me, I

would much rather live in a

posh Bel Air mansion with a seven-

figure bank account than live off the

"fat of the land" with barely enough

moolah for a decent existence.

In a world

where people

want the best of

everything, 1

can easily

equate money
with comfort,

security and lux-

ury. Having the

buck stop in my
pocket means

getting whatev-

er I want, when

I want it, and
how 1 want it.

Many of you are probably shaking

your head as you read this while

wearing your fine terry cloth or silk

robe over breakfast, or while sitting

in your $1,000 tuition college lecture.

You cringe at the idea that the world

is superficial and that the buck is the

ticket to ride. Money is hardly just a

medium of exchange, but a necessary

asset for those who not only want to

live a decent lifestyle but also want to

have some social contfol.

If happiness means just living a

Please make checks payable to Peijean

Tsai and e-nnail her your thoughts at

pdjean#ucla.edu.

Peijean

Tsai

normal life, then breathing the fresh

air here in Los Angeles carries a

heavy price for existence. According

to the ACCRA Cost of Living Index,

Los Angeles is ranked at 147.7 with

the nation's average being 100, arKl

Yahoo! Real Estate states that the

average 2000 square-foot house soars

at $320,000. True, every shelter has

its price, but keeping up with the

mean cost of living in the City of

Angels has become a sight for sore

wallets.

Money also seems to be the key

element in educating the young ones,

where expensive private schools

shine as some of the best primary

and secondary educational institu-

tions. President George W. Bush let

America know that he prefewed

[larochial educations for the nation's

future when he announced his school

voucher program. While he was

stressing quality education, he failed

to recognize that the $4,000 vouchers

he was offering to families that

applied for a voucher could not pos-

sibly fund the $20,000 yearly average

tuition for such a school.

He also ignored the fact that the

program would strip funds from less

afRuent public schools. That's our

Bush! Too bad for those who cannot

afford this expensive breed of educa-

tion; a good education never came

cheap.

In the business world, money is

just as influential a force. If you do

not have a lot of money to back your

business, you will become victim to

those who do, namely the giant cor-

porate competitors who are ready to

take you down immediately.

Just last fall, Westwood Video, a

small store on Gayley Avenue, fell

victim to its neighborhood competi-

tors. Blockbuster Video and

Hollywood Video, after being in busi-

ness for 20 years. Money talks in the

business world, and so small busi-

nesses usually have too small a voice

to be heard.

Thou^ unique venues still scatter

Westwood, corporations dominate.

Coffee chains like The Coffee Bean

and Starbucks have monopolized the

Westwood coffee market, setting two

locations of each store all within a

half mile of each other so that you

will not be able to miss them on your

next stroll in UCLA's backyard

town.

Money definitely talks for corpo-

rations like Borders and Barnes and

Noble. These two businesses recently

settled a lawsuit brought on by the

American Booksellers Association,

who represented itself and 20 inde-

pendent booksellers. In the April

hearings, evidence was revealed that

the two book giants received special

discounts from publishers, incen-

tives, rebates, as well as preferential

billing deadlines over smaller venues.

Money played a big part in the

success of these larger venues, as well

a^ in the settlement of this dispute.

The corporate defendants paid $4.7

million dollars to the ABA, silencing

their cries forjustice and again using

the power of their pocketbooks to

take charge.

Big movie budgets also seem to

fuel the success of motion pictures.

The year 2000's top five grossing

box-office hits were The Grinch Who
Stole Christmas, Cast Away, Mission

Impossible 2, Gladiator and The

See TSAI, page 12

Myths belittle female population, problems relevant to culture

WOMEN: Domestic abuse

statistics are underrated;

gender gap remains high

By

My fellow UCLA students and

faculty, I am appalled by the adver-

tisement placed in the Daily Bruin on

April 18, sponsored by the

Independent Women's Forum. My
disgust is twofold: (

I ) that a distin-

guished paper can print a full page ad

with misguided information and that

attacks a majority of the campus pop-

ulation, aikl (2) that an organization

would want to put these "facts'* in an

i;; ad and send it to college campuses

SJ

across the nation.

It is amazing to me to hear the

i
Daily Bruin accepted this ad and

* money. Yet, when David Horowitz

wanted to place an ad attacking

African Americans, the Bruin

refused to place the ad or accept

money.

The IWF ad was hurtful to a huge

chunk of our student and faculty pop-

ulation. How docs the IWF's ad pass

and not the Horowitz ad on African

Americans? This advertisement looks

down upon a distinguished depart-

ment on campus, women's studies.

Also, it looks down on all fe^nale

Sherwy is a fourth-year political science

student.

professors, survivors of rape and

domestic violence and women in gen-

eral as having low intelligence and

being "scientifically illiterate." The ad

programs people into believing what

feminists believe. How did this ad

pass the criteria set by our student-

run newspaper?

Now more specifically to the ad

itself: the language of the ad belittles

women and problems in our society.

Despite the first supposed myth, rape

does happen quite often and is not

talked about. The ad is right; some

women continue to date their attack-

er. Why? There are many reasons but

the two most profound are low self-

esteem and not knowing the defini-

tion of rape. We are not taught

enough about the reality of rape in

schools; we think the only "real"

rapes happen at night, which is not

true.

Many women feel guilty after they

are raped by acquaintances and feel it

is their fault. The definition of rape is

hard to actually accept for most

women who get raped by someone

they know. To see this "myth" in real-

ity, the Clothesline Project, a student

organization, displays large numbers

of shirts that arc made bv survivors

every year.

Women do get paid lower than

males with the same position and

seniority, which disproves that the

second point is a myth The research

can speak for itself Ask people, male

and female, and compare the salaries;

read the Department of Labor

reports about the gender gap in the

workplace. Women are excluded

from the highest paying positions in

employment. While white males

make up a little over 33 percent of

the U.S. population, they make up

over 80 percent of all tenured profes-

sors, partners in major law firms.

Fortune 500 CEOs and the list goes

on. Thus, women are not given the

same employment opportunities as

men.

The third "myth" deals with

domestic violence statistics, claiming

that they are overrated. This is false.

Women who do go to emergency

rooms rarely report that it was due to

their partner hitting them. The rea-

sons for this are very complicated

and deal with the woman's fear of

further punishment from her partner

in addition to guilt.

Hence, the statistic that "30 per-

cent of emergency room visits by

women each year are the results of

injuries from domestic violence" is

underrated. Domestic violence is an

issue that should not be made into a

number game. Everyone should do

their part in breaking the silence of

these oppressive attitudes and not

attack each other on them,

Breast cancer is the most common
form of cancer for women in the

United Stales with more than

192.000 new cases projected this

year. Every woman is at risk; howev-

er, many breast cancer deaths can be

prevented. Yet, in myth 5, the IWF
felt that women do receive a large

anK>unt of money in the health care

area.

Still, the fact that so many women
are affected by this point to the fact

that more still needs to be done in

terms of research and finding cures.

Points 6,7 and 8 refer to myths

about girls in junior high school and

high school. All kids go through

bouts of despair and low self-esteem

due to harassment by peers. But, girls

during this age are most impression-

able in the sense that it lasts through-

out their entire lifetime.

The problem society faces is how
to stop the harassment and make sure

both boys and giris can communicate

with one another, leading to the

incredible ninth myth that "gender is

a social construction." The IWF
claims that due to biological differ-

ences men and women have different

career goals.

How is that? I concede that

women and men are bom with differ-

ent reproductive organs, but there is

no correlation to anatomy and a per-

son's career goals.

Society places people with certain

characters particular to certain sexes,

making gender a socially constructed

idea. It is very easy to make a claim

that upholds the status quo.

However, if the IWF actually

researched this topic fully, it would

find that past misconceptions of what

men and women are "biologically"

programmed to do has changed

greatly over the course of history.

This is largely due because we
become more educated as science

constantly evolves. Yet, the IWF
claims that "we should not expect or

demand parity in all fields."

And the final myth is that women's

studies focuses on "like-minded indi-

viduals." Women are actually vastly

diverse and therefore the women's

studies department should strive to

reflect this diversity. From my under-

standing, higher education is about

getting various sides of the issues and

not just about hearing from "like-

minded individuals."

Ifa professor doesn't touch upon

all sides of a debate, it is your duty to

challenge the institution and to edu-

cate yourself on it. That is why we

have 1 1 libraries.

Feminism has received a bad rap

lately. But contrary to popular belief,

feminists and feminist organizations

do not brainwash people into mem-
bership.

"A feminist, male or female, (yes

there are male feminists!) is simply

one who advocates for women the

same rights, economic and political,

that are granted to men" ( Feminists

For Life).

I believe what I do and what other

students, faculty and administration

do is not because we have been "pro-

grammed" into thinking of equality

Se«SNEN0Y,pa9e12
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SHENOY
From page 11

for women as the IWF claims.

Historically women have been

denied from many positions formally

and informally.

Why should that continue? Next

week, May 14-18 is dedicated to edu-

cating the community about these

issues of sexual violence, women's

leadership and unity as a human
race. Remember on Mother's Day to

think of the hardships your mom has

gone through. Think about the IWF
"myths" she has had to deal with and
how they may actually be realities.

TSAI
From page 11

Perfect Storm, all flicks with budgets

well over $100 million. Moviemakers

know that they must spend hoards of

money in order to make prorits.

Even looking at the all-time high-

est grossing movies, 20 out of the top

30 were films made in the 1990s

when the SI 00 million-and-over bud-

get for movies was bom (with I994's

True Lies). These recent big budget

films have toppled the box ofTice

records of 70 years ofnhn, making
you question the influence of a film's

budget in successful ticket sales.

This financial trend of course

bleeds into politics too. The figures

spent for the campaigns of the 2000
presidential election candidates are

almost sickening, showing that

money is directly linked with power
or the pursuit of it.

Al Gore spent over $120 million

for his campaign while his opponent

and victor. Bush used over $ 1 85 mil-

lion, spending more than any presi-

dential candidate in history. Without

the ability to raise all the big bucks

and thus build up their worth in dol-

lars, these presidential candidates

would fail miserably. Money for

campaigning has become an out of

control factor in elections, suggest-

ing that these excessive dollar sums
are just as important as the verbal

promises these running mates offer

to voters.

With that in mind. I would like to

turn your attention to the June 5th

mayoral elections. Over the next few

weeks, commercials will fall in

breaks of Buflfy the Vampire Slayer

episodes with commands to vote for

Hahn, Villaraigosa or Donald Duck
for mayor. Before you race off to

class in the morning, the phone will

ring, and a socalled "friend" of so-

and-so will kindly ask you for a

chunk of your time so that he can

convince you to vote for his wonder-
ful runoff candidate. And be sure to

puncture that chad hole completely!

Then there are all those lovely

signs and billboards-25 to be pre-

ci8e-t)f Mr. James Hahn's image so

that you can ponder what a good
mayoral candidate he is while you
are driving around Los Angeles. All

these campaign strategies cost

money, absurdly large amounts of

money, when you total them.

Recently, the company Regency
Outdoor Advertising donated

$250,000 in advertising space to

Hahn, current city attorney and
prospective mayor of Los Angeles,

leading to the elimination of spend-

ing limits for candidates running in

the June 5th election.

While the city still prohibit.s politn

cal contributions larger than $1000
to candidates, they can still

"fundraise" as much campaign
dough as possible, so long as each

donation by itself does not exceed

the limit. This political spending

spree again shows the power of th«

buck at a very influential medium
with which to achieve success and
happiness.

Ofcourse, ifyou disagree with me
on any of this, send some money my
way - cash preferred - and I just

mi^t reconsider.

m

CARBERRY
From page 10

told how to look and what to buy. We
are more complicated than that. If

we demand something different, we
just might get it.

What better place to start encour-

aging women to look and feel normal

than in magazines'' There is some-

thing so inherently female in prop-

ping yourself up in bed with a bowl of

popcorn, paintmg your toe nails red

and reading the latest issue of your

favorite magazine. How great would

it be if reading it wasn't always

underlined with the feeling that you

have to start running again tomor-

row? Tomorrow you'll do those sit-

ups on page 23.

But, you don't have to feel guilty.

You haven't done anything wrong.

The people who have are the ones

who won't stop bombarding us with

contradictory images and products in

hopes that we'll feel insecure. If we're

going to celebrate women we should

find some more representative mod-
els and loose the damagmg ads in

favor of a real magazine ... with real

women.

AN6ELUCCI
From page 10

groups get dismissed as "^ti-womcn"

or "anti-feminist."

I recently witnessed an extreme ver-

sion of this bias during a feminist

panel at the Los Angeles Times

Festival of Books. When a man polite-

ly challenged the facts of the panelists,

a femintst next to him called him "pig"

while both the panelists and the crowd

vertwUy bashed him.

I do not say all feminists are this

way. But I also do not see many femi-

nists speaking out against it.

The Daily Bruin thankfully does

not use this type of reactionary label-

ing to suppress the views of masculist

writers. But I must still be honest

about how I fed. People turn to the

media for balanced and unbiased cov-

erage, and the Daily Bruin has not

provided that when it comes to gender

issues.

In the News section of the Daily

Bruin I have seen numerous articles

on women's issues, but only two or

three on men's issues. Although those

two or three articles were a sign of

progress, they were nonetheless quite

dihited. One of them, for instance,

addressed men's health issues, but

never mentioned how federal funds

favor women's health research over

men's health research by about a five

to one ratio (and pretty much ahvays

have).

Moreover, I have not seen the

News section cover fabe accusations

of rape/harassment (which can be hate

crimes and are statistically more com-

mon than campus programs tell us),

forced draA registry, the lack of shel-

ters and outrcadt for battered men,

discrimination against men in court,

circumcision or the many other issues

that affect men and boys. One can

visit www.mensactivism.org for an

excellent source of daily news on

men's issues.

Until the Daily Brum becomes

more open to men's issues, including

the controversial ones, the campus will

remain deprived of meaningful and

balanced dialogue on gender. I do

believe this will change, gradually. It is

just a matter ofwhen. A men's rights

movement is brewing powerfully

beneath the scenes ad will eventually

pierce the media's "Lace Curtain" as

described in detail by bcsLselling

author Warren Farrell.

Meanwhile, ! urge students to dou-

ble cheek what they hear about gender

from both ftrrnnists and mascufists.

Only this way will we make progress

and reatiK what we overlooked

before. And. utfke iiM»ewho use

labeb 16whmI out ofa debtie, ahvays

admit when you're wrong. TlHrt is why
we have eraserson pencils.
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sVBraces

^Deliver Brilliant Results

ORTHODONTIST
SINCE 1980

UCLA FACULTY MEMBER Dr. Nader Dayani
Member American Association of Orthodontists

Specializing in braces for adults & children

Invisible

Europ)ean

• Removable
• Traditional

• Cosnnetic Porcelain
• Surgical (3rthodontics

(310) 826 - 7494

11645 Wilshire Blvd. #802

Los Angeles, CA 90025

(949) 552 - 5890

18124 Culver Dr., #A
Irvine. CA 92715

Teeth Whitening
upper or lower

$85""

1

i

uch

(Ret S200.00)

The treatment wM be at (oNows. S 1000 00 plus

S 100.00 for eocti mortlh of treatment rendered
tof (Trtetoi braces. S900.00 plus S 100.00 for each
month of treatment rendered for renxjvobte

broces and S 1 700.00 plus S 1 25 00 per rrvDrrfh for

ceramic biocei $200.00 for dtagnoctic study
mocM and $I7&00 for (orrnol conauttofion

•oxpircjtion ctate 5-^31-01

The LA Community Colleges

are providing TeleWeb classes

at Valley & Pierce Colleges.

Transferable community college classes on video
tape with Internet activities and optional weekend
seminars. Seminars are 3 hours, conducted on
Sundays at Valley & Pierce Colleges. All classes
earn 3 units of transferable college credit from
LA City College.

SrmesU'r bei^ins June 3rd
riiilion is just Si 1 per unit.

I oi ii lift' l)i<n hmc C.ill: S()().91 7-9277

www.lacc.cc.ca.us

You 're Invited. .

.

Westjern State University
College of law
Practice-Oriented Legal Studies

1 1 1 1 N Stale CoUege Blvd
.
Pijllenon, Orai^Gowtyi CA

(714) 738-1000 x2600 or (800) WSVA-IM
e-mail adni(P>w!>ul}iwcdi] • fax: (714) 441-1748

Events lake place on the campus of Western Slate University

and are open to the public. Space is limited. Contact us to reservt

your place.

Graduates may sit for the bat exam in any state. WnUm Stale

is provisionally approved by the American Bar Association.

750 North l^e Shore Drive. Chicago. IL 60611 (312) 986-6738

Lmw School lufarwmtUm Frogrmm
Sat.,Jmme 23 • 930-Moom

Faculty, staff and current students provide infomHtion atwut WSUls
• Centers for Criminal Law Practice and Entrepreneurial Law
• Academic Success & Enrichment Program

• Practice-Oriented Legal Studies curriculum

• Admission requirements and deadlines for fall 2001 class

• Financial aid and scholarships

• Current job market for attorneys

• Full-time and part-time law study

£s«ri

S0t.,Jmme 23 • l.ifO-3Mlpm

ABA-approved law schools require the Law School Admission Test for

admission. Dr. Jerry Bobrow. author of Barronls How to Prepare for the

LSAl 9th edition and over 30 books on test preparation, speaks on
'The 5-step approach to success.'

HuinjMTK UtEacMiir hHnyfiiins.CM

'qfiOSEN^wtni CUVE OWEN n^ BMW » NORTH AMERICA

MAssiMMwnv; ANONYMOUS IMEKT A^
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Moiu' is a ( ra/\ Irlla

Find out about this up-and-

coming college musician and

his latest ER "Guilty," Monday

in your A&E section!
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Sylvester Stallone and Burt Reynolds star in Franchise Pictures' high-tech drama, 'Driven.'

^Driven' doesn't crash, but

it's stuck in cruise control
REVIEW: Racing plot predictable,

cliche-ridden, despite big effects

By David Holmberg
Daily Bruin Staff

If "Driven" were a car, it would be losing the

race. While not completely out of the running, the

best this uncommitted film could hope to place is a

distant second. And given its competition, that is

not saying much.

The film begins as all movies of this genre must:

with cars racing and fans adoring. The ubiquitous

rookie driver is immediately introduced as Jimmy
Blye, who is played with genuine naivete by Kip
Pardue. The just-as-necessary "bad guy" driver

arrives with no less speed, with Til Schweiger fill-

ing the role of Beau Brandenburg. The pleasant

Estella Warren plays his girlfriend, Sophia
Simone.

The next cliche is the classic "talented rookie

who only needs guidance to succeed," which
leaves the question ofwho will teach this flounder-

ing student.

The owner of BIye's car, Carl Henry, played by
the surprisingly imposing Burt Reynolds, believes

only a veteran, someone who knows the game, can

tame him and make him a winner.

Time for Sylvester Stallone to step up. In his

best performance in years, Stallone takes the role

of seasoned race car driver Joe Tanto, and docs so

with serious determination. Stallone is an actor

who has tremendous honesty and strength of char-

acter, and is terrific if given the right role.

Despite his sometimes questionable choice of

films, he generally latches on to characters that

have a troubled past, giving them some purpose.

"Driven's" Tanto is no exception, and Stallone

fills him with the worn and weary disposition of

one who has been to the top and then landed right

back where he started.

In a departure from many other car films,

"Driven" attempts to capture more of the driver's

perspective in the heat of the battle. Computer
graphics have the ability to do this like never

before, but the results are inconsistent. The fre-

quent car crashes are spectacular, and in them-
selves worth seeing, but it is hard to believe most
of the drivers could walk away from the wrecks.

More often than not. the unrealistic computer-

generated effects give the impression of a big

video game unfolding on the screen.

Besides a distinct separation from reality, the

video game nature of "Driven" also causes the

film to merely hydroplane over its already thin

plot, instead of trying to get inside the drivers.

Although frequent close-ups of the drivers' eyes

try to burrow inside their persona, it is more frus-

trating then insightful because it breaks the action

and removes the audience temporarily from the

race.

Moderately successful are the attempts to show
the overwhelming fame and unwanted publicity

that inevitably arrives with BIye's wins. Conflict

continually arises between Blye and his manager-

brother Demiiie Blye (Robert Sean Leonard).

Today's worid of sports is clearly one where the

import of advertising beats talent, and winning

becomes everything because the media makes it

that way.

The fawning crowds also give a touch of real-

ism, although it would seem only overweight men
and knockout blondes in tight shirts frequent

these racing events.

Like a car lacking fuel, the film appears to coast

from start to finish, revving its engine only once in

a spectacular albeit unnecessary race through

downtown Chicago. There are never any chances

taken, which results in an ultimately lackluster

film. A relationship between Blye and his foe's

girlfriend, Sophia, almost happens, but when it is

avoided all is forgiven.

Tanto has feelings for the reporter (Stacey

Edwards), who is doing a story on racing, but

apparently there is no problem with the conflict of
interests so they continue with their would-be

taboo relationship.

What the film really needs is some integrity; it

needs Robert Duvall. "Days of Thunder,"
arguably the best, if not only, actual Hollywood
racing film, has Duvall's valuable presence, as

does the recently overdriven "Gone in Sixty

Seconds."

While themselves not perfect, both films have

the Duvall factor to propel them to the line.

What Tony Scott's "Days ofThunder" also has

is actual racing excitement. There are not any
computer generated additions to this 1990 Tom
Cruise classic, and the adrenaline feels real. Plus, a

tense love story, which "Driven" sorely lacks,

between Cruise and now ex-wife Nicole Kidman,
gives relevance to the off-thcstrack story.

In the case of last year's "Gone in Sixty

Seconds," Duvall is about all the film has on its

side, that and hot cars and equally fiery women,
most notably Angelina Jolie. While it fails to live

up to its potential, the film is focused on a single

goal, something of which those behind "Driven"

needed to take note.

Although a veteran himself, action director

Renny Hariin ("Clifflianger" and "The Long Kiss

Goodnight'*) seems content to just let the film

drive itself. Stallone wrote the script, which,

although it has moments of sincerity, lacks the

passion and truth of his best work, "Rocky"
Another underdog film, it was a more brutally

realistic view of trying, and failing, to win against

all odds But instead of a title, he learns something

more valuable about himself in the process

"Driven" may not crash and bum, but at such

low speeds it is impossible to do much damage.

Despite its serious flaws, it is sadly still one of the

better racing movies to date The only future this

tiresome genre can have is an upstart rookie com-
ing from no where to take the lead, but perhaps

even this time-tested cliche cannot rescue the lag-

ging competition from the video store wasteland.

FBM"Driven' is no%v playir>g in theaters nationwide.

ulturol
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ISU's presentation of Yotro' reveals the

richness and diversity of Indian culture
ANGJELEVINE

Members of the Indian Student Union rehearse for their culture show/Yatra: A Journey Through India," showing at
Royce Hall on Saturday. Dances range from contemporary hip hop (top) to traditional Indian dance (below left).

By Michael Rosen-Molina
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

UCLA students don't have to visit India to

learn about its culture - they can just drop by
Royce Hall.

The Indian Student Union will present its

culture show "Yatra," the Hindi word for

journey, tomorrow evening at Royce.
The show consists of about 15 different acts

tied together through a play about a young
college graduate who travels to India to learn

about his roots. His adventures are used as a

springboard to launch the dance and musical

numbers in the show.

As the graduate travels through India he
encounters the diverse people and cultures of

the country's different regions.

"At first, he doesn't like it at all," said Asim
Mandhai, a fifth-year political science student

and ISU vice president. "He originally wants
to travel through Europe, but his mother buys

him a ticket to India and insists that he go. He
travels from Bengal to Delhi and discovers all

of India's unique culture along the way"
Among the dances featured in the show will

be the Maralhi dance from coastal India, a

dance frequently performed by fisherwomen
to relieve stress. Other dances include the

Rajasthani dance from Rajastan and the

Bhangar dance from Punjab.

"The Bhangar will be performed by
UCLA's Bhangar Team," said Raj Kannani, a

second-year chemical engineering student and
ISU cultural chair. "Their stunts and energy

will really just blow everyone away."

The Raas folk dance from Gujrat will also

be performed. Raas dancers work with large

sticks in the traditional dance.

"The Raas is a very old folk dance, going

back to the time of Krishna," said fourth-year

economics student Puja Patiri. "Krishna used

to dance the Raas in alt the old Indian mythol-

ogy"

The musical pieces will make use of tradi-

tional Indian instruments such as the sitar, the

veena, the violin, the flute and the tabia - a

drum played with the hands.

Between dances, members of the Indian

Student Union will appear on stage to read

quotes from famous Indian freedom fighters,

including Mahatma Gandhi and Jawaharlal

Nehru.

Kannani said that after each dance a spot-

light will appear on one corner of the stage

and a speaker will emerge to deliver the quote.

The Indian Student Union began preparing

for "Yatra" during fall quarter. This is the first

year that the annual event will be held in

Royce Hall.

"A lot of talent went into making this

show," Patiri said. "We want people to see

that there's an interest in this culture and an
interest in sustaining it."

One of the show's goals is to draw attention

to India's diverse culture, aiding ISU's canv
paign to establish a stronger South Asia cur-

riculum at UCLA.
"We're trying to get some work done on

getting a South Asian minor started,"

Mandhai said. "We want to get professors to

come and get interested. There are a lot of
classes listed in the catalog about South Asia
but they are never offered. We think that if

they could be used as credits toward a minor,

professors would be more likely to want to

teach them."

Currently, about 35 South Asian studies

classes appear in the UCLA course catalog.
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Modernism exhibition showcases 20th century artwork
SHOW! RpTinAvnf»H rlicnlav vears The show is r<»nou/n^H «« r»n^ of nrnAiifH:-'tt^.-«<iX,* r,„^;*^^---tu.^ ,-;.n^, -n.:- i._ i a i^.j -I^^^' ^mil^ i . . . ... ^ ..SHOW: Renowned display

features many distinctive

pieces from last 100 years

ByAmyShcn
Daily Bruin Contributor

In a modern world of mass produc-

tion and homogenization, relics of an
artistic past are rare.

The L.A. Modernism Show, which
takes place Saturday and Sunday at the

Santa Monica Civic Auditorium, fea-

tures rare art and design in pieces and
collections that represent the major
artistic movements of the last 100

years. The show is renowned as one of

the most distinctive displays of 20th

century art in LA. and the country

Top galleries and dealers travel

from around the worid to exhibit and
sell their rare and unique collections to

the public. Furniture, jewelry, cloth-

ing, decorative and fine arts will be fea-

tured from various styles and periods

of the 20th century - including Art

Deep, Cubism and Art Nouveau
"TTic dealers put so much effort into

their exhibits," said Wlodek
Malowanczyk. owner of the Collage

20th Century Classics gallery, which
will be at the show, in a phone inter-

view from Dallas, Texas.

"It's very hard to find the right

products " t^rright furniture" H^e right

piece of gla^s," he said. "You t^y to

bring the beat of what your gallery re^
resents »vl)ile expressing your own per-

sonal interests

Malowanczyk said that the show,

with its rare collections, never fails to

draw a large celebrity clientele from
the entertainment industry in Los
Angele.s. including stars like Brad Pitt.

Steve Martin, Dennis Hopper and
Matt Grocning Also in attendance

will be some of the countries' most dis-

tinguished art collectors. Kor ihese

individuals, dealers save their most
rare, unique and high caliber pieces

that represent the personal style of

their galleries.

This year marks LA. Modernism^'
14th anniversary and the show promis-

es to live up to the high standards set in

previous years.

Malowanczyk 's gallery has been a

part of the LA. Modernism Show
since the show's inception.

Malowanczyk said this year his gallery

will feature an array of hard-to-finci

furniture and decorative arts, such as

cubist storage units and industrial

lamps from the 1920s, as well as a rare

coffee table from the '40s

Highlighting the exhibit is designs

by Charles and Ray F-ames, including

Ihc unique and sought-after Eames
Storage Unit 400 thai was withdrawn

from prniiiu-iion in the mid-1950s.

When I travel over half of the

country to come to the show, I try to

bring very collectible pieces,"

Malowanczyk said. "1 save pieces

specifically for the LA. Modernism
show."

The OtTthe Wall Gallery, located on
Melrose Avenue, will also exhibit some
hard to find treasures, such as 50 rare

mechanical styled artworks produced
by Arch E and Hazel Baranger. The
works were originally displayed in jew-

elry store windows between 1930 and
1959, featuring whimsical scenes from
Disney productions such as "Alice and
Wonderland" and "Snow White " The

S«c MODERNISM, pa9« 17
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Pictured is an industrial copper and white painted metal pendant
lamp by Paul Hennlngsen for Louis Poulsen (1926).
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Heath Lcdfcr stars as would-be knight

William Thatcher In 'A Knight's Tale."

"A Knight's Tale"

Starring Heath Ledger, Rufus Sewell

and Shanynn Sossamon
Directed by Brian Helgeland

William Thatcher wants to be a medieval

tournament champion. Australian heartthrob

Heath Ledger plays the youthful dreamer and

delivers a rousing speech while hastily over-

looking the obvious. "You can't even joust,**

his comrades remind him.

Well, he can't act either, but that hasn't

stopped Ledger ("The PatrioC " 10 Things I

Hate About You ") from pursuing his rcaHifc

profession.

Unlike hi« off-screen alter ego, however,

Thatcher must master his craft before winning

the support of the jousting junkies and the

Jieart of the ravishing Jocelyn (Sossamon).
— In 14th century Europe, Thatcher's dream

of winning a jousting tournament is as unlike-

ly as his hopes of hooking up with the noble

Jocelyn.

A wide-eyed underdog from humble begin-

nings, Thatcher thinks he can change his des-

tiny. He pretends to be a knight and success-

fully competes in numerous tournaments

under the guise of Sir Ulrich von Lichtenstein.

Medieval social hierarchy acts as a conve-

nient obstMie to evoke compassion for

William's cause.The device is exploited

throughout the film to evoke sympathy for

William, because Ledger's performance isn't

going to do it on its own.

The use of classic rock throughout the

movie puts an edgy spin on theTairy tale

premise, but ultimately compromises the tone

of the film. In the opening scene, fans at a

jousting tournament eat turkey legs and do

the wave to Queen's "We Will Rock You."

The farcical tone of the film comes through

loud and clear - the film is obviously not a

serious period piece.

The transitions from medieval melodies to

rock music are abrupt, making scenes awk-

ward and absurd. For instance, when

Thatcher and Jocelyn are immersed in a dain-

ty medieval dance the music suddenly turns

from a serenely elegant opus to a modern hip-

hop ruckus.

As a last ditch effort to elevate the movie's

climate, the film makes a clumsy allusion to a

great literary figure. Thatcher meets an unem-

ployed writer by the name of Geoff Chaucer

(Paul Betuny).

Not only is Chaucer too witty for his own
good, he has a serious gambling problem and

dreams of gaining revenge by fiction. He is

also the only character that flaunts his pres-

ence with an inventive freshness that lacks

from the film as a whole.

Though many of the tournament scenes are

propelled by a momentum that captures the

rabble-rousing excitement of the period, weak

performances and a crippled storyline blunt

the film's attempts at sincerity.

Even with the help of War's "Lowrider,**

"A Knight's Tale" is clearly a film without a

cause.

Emilia Hwang
Rating: 4

-Pavilion of Women*
Universal Focus
Starring Luo Yan and Willem Dafoe
Directed by Yim Ho

For a weahhy and powerful Chinese

woman in 1938, buying a concubine for your

msDana to escape sexual aUTTe^i seems ixKi

smart move in return for a semblance of inde-

pendence.

But nothing ever works out as planned.

This is the premise of "Pavilion of

Women," a powerfully emotional and

provocative film about pre-World War II

China. Its impact, however, derives from pre-

dictable, cliched tear-jerking tactics that often

come across as more canned than genuine

Based on a novel by Nobel Prize winner

Pearl S. Buck, this movie presents an old

Hollywood, classic love story, in line with

"Doctor Zhivago" and "Gone with the

Wind." It's an international production, with

most of the film shot in China. The movie is

the English-language debut for Luo Yan, who

also produced the film and co-wrote the

screenplay.

Yan plays the impeccable Madame Wu,

who announces she will arrange a concubine

for her husband on her 40th birthday, scandal-

izing her guests by breaking with tradition.

"He deserves someone younger," she

explains.

Young peasant girl Chiuming (Yi Ding),

however, fails to satisfy Mr. Wu, who instead

frequents the local brothel, a surreal place

called the "Fiowcr Boat** that seems a bower

of bliss.

Wu's son, Fengmo (John Cho), objects to

the marriage from its onset. But soon his sym-

pathy for Chiuming turns into affection, and

their affair further challenges his family's tra-

ditional values.

This is more than a messy love triangle.

And Chiuming isn't the only stranger to enter

the Wu family's life Madame Wu hires an

American missionary doctor (Willem Dafoe)

to tutor her son, and they fall in love.

The movie tells the story of a family

attempting to uphold old values and its facade

while its members no longer can adhere to its

feudal rules. The family and the town they live

irTslowt^nodcrnizc^n^ccomes aware of

international politics, culminating with the

invasion of Japanese soldiers.

With so much of the film filled with symbol-

ic significance indicated by mood music, dra-

matic scenes sometimes become trite.

Looking through .Andre's telescope for the

first time, Madame Wu looks at the moon and

sees beyond her world. The subtext is that

each member of the family similarly realizes

that there is more of a world out there, not

accounted for by family rules.

Still, does the audience want to^atch a

movie that employs such obvious visual

metaphors and heavy symbolic moments,

such as Madame Wu naming an orphan

"Love"?

Visually beautiful with its lavish, colorful

displays of Wu wealth and scenes from

China's countryside, images bring the film to

life like a cinematic picture book. But the

ambitious scope of a film fraught with dramat-

ic irony - with the appearance of electricity

and the Communist Chinese Army, simply to

name a few - is too wide, and the film tries to

do too much.

Characters are tied intimately to their

actions and scenery, turning them more into

s(er«otyp«6 than believable, three-dimcn&ional

people who really lived. Take Andre, for

instance, who runs an orphanage, complete

with scantily clad children who are just props

and symbols of this character's altruism.

Sure, it's touching and heart warming to

see him risk his life by running into a burning

Sc«saEBI,pa9el7
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building and saving a child, but

you get the sense that you've

seen this scene before and that it

was better the first time, despite

this film's intensity.

Emi Kojima
Rating: 5

Time and Tide"
Starring Nicholas Tse and
WuBai
Directed by Tsui Hark

Hong Kong filmmaker Tsui

Hark seems to have an impecca-

ble ability to reinvent himself.

Though he is known for action

and martial arts films such as ''A

Chinese Ghost Story" and
"Once Upon a Time in China,"

he has also shown his capability

to do drama and comedy, such

as in "The Lovers" and "The
Chinese Feast."

Hark does it again with his

latest directorial work, "Time
and Tide," ("Seunlau ngaklau")

which he also co-wrote. This

time Hark blends his action and
drama styles to create a serious

work that is also fun to watch.

The plot of the fihn is convocr:

luted, following Tyler (Chinese

pop star Nicholas Tse), who is

simultaneously trying to finan-

cially support his unborn child,

pay back a loan shark by joining

his bodyguard team and to flee

to a South American paradise.

These plans, often contradicting

each other, cause Tyler to evalu-

ate his life.

The style of the film is fast

and furious. Hark uses his signa-

ture quick cuts to present stimu-

lating images at such a fast pace

that it often causes confusion.

But rather than coming off as

amateurish, it comes off as

genius. Instead of merely asking

for the audience's suspension of

disbelief, Hark literally forces it

on you with ease.

Hark, who was educated in

Texas, pays homage to many
American films, essentially

Hong Kong-izing them. For
example. Jack (Wu Bai, another

pop star) jumps off a building

holding a firehose as Bruce

Willis does in "Die Hard." The
only difference is that Jack flies

off to a nearby freeway over-

pass, pushing the limits of

action.

Hark also makes use of cono-

puter effects, which are rare in

Hong Kong films due to financ-

ing. In a nod to "Fight Club,"

Hark has an apartment blow up
due to a loose gas fuse.

The quick zooms prevalent in

commercials and "The Matrix"

are also used.

Hark struggles with a desire

:^=tD create a drama along with an

action film. The switch between
the two styles sometimes clashes,

causing confusion for viewers.

The first half is more dramat-

ic than the second, which is

devoted to action. Although this

transition isn't completely seam-

less. Hark makes the case that

the action is derived from the

drama. Like John Woo's films,

the mindless action has meaning
only because of the drama that

proceeds it.

The film begins as a medita-

tion on life and creation, mirror-

ing the two pregnant women
(Candy Lo and Cathy Chui) who
deliver during the course of the

film.

Later the film shifts gears and
becomes a crime film that more
closely resembles a Quentin

Tarantino film than a film about

impending fatherhood.

As action begins to eclipse the

drama. Hark begins to come
alive with the vibrant action for

which he is known. Tyler chases

down an assassin, sliding on
floors and down escalators with

the fluidity of Jackie Chan with-

out the feeling of premeditation.

The camera pans make the

urban landscape of apartment

complexes and skyscrapers seem
panoramic rather than claustro-

phobic, adding depth to the

space of the action.

Hark is often credited with

creating the Hong Kong New
Wave, which has since faded

away. But elements of it appear
again in "Time and Tide."

Hark is obviously stiH inter-

ested in exploring the mores and
ethics of an increasingly urban,

capitalistic environment. But

make no mistake, this film is also

an action flick aiming to please,

and it does so splendidly.

Howard Ho
Rating: 8

MODERNISM
From page IS

"Snow White" piece will be on hand at

the show, featuring the seven dwarfs as

mechanical men making diamond rings.

"This is the first time that such a large

collection of these has ever been shown
to the public, let alone shown for sale,"

said Dennis Clark, coowner of Off the

Wall Gallery.

"The theme is the machine^ge indus-

try meets American advertising," Clark

said. "They're all beautifully machined
with incredible working mechanisms. ...

They're really quite magnetizing.

Everyone that comes to see them is total-

ly drawn into them - they really bring a

smile to everyone's face."

Besides the rarities found in exhibits

hosted by Collage 20th Century Classics

and Off the Wall Gallery, about 60 other

American galleries will be displaying

their goods and exhibits by international

galleries from Argentina, Canada,
England, France and Italy will be pre-

sent as well.

The L.A. Modernism Show promises

to provide collectors, celebrities,

browsers and art buffs alike with some-
thing to suit their tastes.

"Whether you buy something or you
don't, you're really going to get a visual

treat seeing things that you've only pre-

viously seen in books - it truly is the best

ofthe best," Clark said.

SHOW: The LA Modernism Show will be
held at the Santa Monica Civic

Auditorium, 1855 Main St. in Santa Monica
on Saturday, May 1 2 from 1 a.m. to 7 p.m.

and Sunday, May 1 3 from 1 1 a.m. to 5 p.m.

For information call (310) 455-2886.

INDIAN
From page 15

but usually only one or two are offered

every quarter.

Mandhai said that this year's presen-

tation will differ from previous years in

its focus on diversity " Yatra" is designed

to emphasize that India is more than a

awyewomogenom ntaM« aira ts sctttally

composed of many unique cultural

groups, all of which contribute to the

diversity and vitality of the Indian

nation.

"Last year, the show gave a very
monolithic view of Indian culture."

Mandhai said. "This year we want to

show that India is a country with many
diverse peoples."

Just as the different regions within

India contribute to the country as a

whole, India has much to give to the

world. Kannani said that "Yatra" seeks

to dispel the stereotypes of India that

people often form through a limited

Western perspective.

"The theme of the night is that to real-

ly see the beauty of India, you have to

look at it in a new way," Kannani said.

*^c want people to see what India has t^
offer the worid. You can't look at India

with a Western mind-set; you have to

look deeper to really sec the true spirit of

India."

EVENT: "Yatra" takes place In Royce Hall

tomorrow at 6 p.m. For ticketing informa-

tion call the Central Ticket Office at (310)
825-2101.
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1200
l.'iOO

uoo
IhOO
inoo
1700
IHOO
1!iO()

2000
2050
2100
2200
2300
2A00
2500
2G00

2700
2H00
2i)00

3000
3100

3300
3400
3500
3noo
3700
3800
3900
AOOO
4100
A200
4300
4400
4500

EZZZZZ233ZZBE©
Campus Happenings
Campus Organizations
Campus Recniftment
Campus Services
Birthdays
Legal notices

I

Lost A i^ound
'

Miscellaneous
Personal Messages
Personals
Pregnancy
Recreational Activities
Research Subjects
Sperm / Egg Donors
Tickets Offered
Ticltets Wanted
Wanted

I

Appliances
Art / Paintings
Bicycles / Skates
Books
Calling Cards
Cameras / Camcorden
Collectibles
Computers / Software
Furniture

j

Garage / Ybrd Sales I

Health Products
Miscellaneous
Musical Instruments
Office Equipmem
Pets
RemaIs

Sports Equipmem
Stereos / TVs / Radtos
"foble Sports

4600
4700
4800
4900
5000
5100
5200
5300
5400
5500

Auto Accessories
Auto insurance
Auto Repair
Autos for Sale
Boats for Sale
Motorcycles for SaJe
Parking
Scooter / Cycle Repair
Scooters for Sale
Vehicles for RetM

5(.()()

5r)20

5(i40

5fJG0

5680
5700
5720

Resorts / Hotels
RkJes Offered
Rides Wanted
Taxi / Shuttle Servk:e
Travel Destlnattons
Travel Tickets
Vacation fhickages

ifes
5800
5900
6000
6100
6150
6200
6300
6400
6500
6600
6700
6800
6900
7000
7100
7200

1-900 numbers
Financial Aid
Insurance
Computer / Imemet
Foreign Languages
Health / Beauty Services
Legal Advk:e / Anomeys
Movers / Storage
Music Lessons
Personal Servtees
Professional Services
Resumes
Telecommunicattons
Tutoring Offered
Tutoring Wanted
Typing

Writing Help *-

Business Opportunities
Career Opportunities

,

Child Care Offered

I

Child Care Warned
Help Warned
Housesitting
Internship
f*ersonal Assistance
Temporary Employmem
Volunteer

Apartments for Rent
Apartmems Furnished
Condo / Townhouse for Rent

1

I

Condo / Townhouse for Sale
Guesthouse for Rem
House for Rent
House for sale
Houseboats for Rent / Sale
Housing Needed
Room for Help
Room for Rent
Roommates - Private Room
Roommates - Shared Room
Sublets
Vacation Rentals

1 1 8 Kerci<hoff Hall
308 VAfestwood Plaza
Los Angeles. CA 90024

E-Mail: classifieds@meclia.ucia.e(ju
Web; nttp://www.dailybruin.ucla.edu

pIlOIMI
Classified Line; (310) 825-2221

Fax: (3103 206-0528
Classified Display; (310) 206-3060

Fax: (3103 206-0528

officehom
Mon-Thu; 9;00am-3;00pm
Fri; 9am-2 :30pm

One Issue, up to 20 words $8.50
...each additional word 0.65
V^ekiy. up to 20 words 29.00
...each additional word 2.15
Monthly, up to 20 words 96.00
...each additional word 5.75
12 pt headline $1.60
1 6 pt headline $2.25
.Border $5.00^

Classified Une Ads:
1 working day before printing,

at 1 2 noon.
Classiffiad Display Ads:
2 working days before printing,

at 1 2 noon.
There are no cancellations after
noon of the day before printing.

For Classified Display ads,

please see our rate card
for variable rate information.

Master Card

payment
Please make checks payable to
"The UCLA Daily Brum." We
accept Visa, MasterCard, and
Discover credit cards. Allow 5
working days for mail payments.

hOMf to wmite
an eMecdiie ad

• Start your ad with the
mercharxlise you are selling
This maizes it easier for readers to
quickly scan the ads and locate
your Items.

• Always indude the pnce of your
item Many dassified readers
simply do not respond to ads
without pnces
• Avoid abtxeviations—make your
ad easy for readers to understand
• Place yourself in the reader's
position, ask what you would like

to know about the merchandise,
and indude that in the ad Indude
such information as brand names,
colors and other speafic
descriptions

irtta«n««ln«htoto«M.*toW«Jth.Bo«d!^n2i^,22Li^^ «w ««vtM6 adMrtlMd or tlw

(h>7hh>r>^ 1300
Campus Recruitment

1300
Campus Recruitment

2300
Sperm/Egg Donors

announcements
1100-2600

1100
Campus Happenings

The Employment Cuid^

CAREER
FAIR

Alcoholics Anonymous
Moiu OJKUMion. Frt Slip SluJy, 3317 Adwmon

Tlwn. !«* Smdy. 3517 Adwman
MA/Wkii.0«talA3<»9
W«d.bii.DanldA3-029

OiKUMwn,AllimM 12:10- 100 pm
f*r1ool»o»cmarihdMdutl,mholmma*Mdngpnbhm

Egg Donors Needed
Healthy females ages 19-28

wishing to help infertile couples.

$5,000

hf Call MiRNA (818) 832-1494 ^

2600
WanlL'tJ

UCLA LAW SCHOOL GRADUATES who
failed the bar exam. For a small legal pfotoct
310-797-0985.

GRAND OPENING

J^t/dt/i, express

$8.~ i^i^ logo fee'8
...it's savvy to save!

1457 4* St Santa Monica
telephone 310J93.0840

between Fred Segal/Macy's

Tuesday, May 22, 2001
10 am - 3 pm
Radisson Hotel

15433 Vcnturci Blvd
, Shcrmcin Oaks

www CareerWeb.c

1800
MiscellaiH.'oiJs

ATT: PRE-MEDS AND MEDICAL STUD-
ENTS: Author working on book about AM-
CAS essays, needs your help If you wrote
an especially effective application essay,
please send it to Stephanie Jones, c/o Mus-
tang Publishing, PO Box 770426, Memphis
TN 38177 or email
sb)ones.3020Ohome.com

2000
Personals

2000
Personals

LOVE? European writer/linguist, cosmopoli-
tan, accomplished, good-kx)king, mature,
healthy lifestyle, loves literatureAraveJ-

ing/outdoors, seeks atlractive/smart/affec-

tionate young female, any race/origin, for

friendship, possibly romance/marriage 310-
573-402a/maniOmunich,com

VERY ATTRACTIVE, Successful, romantic,
swm, 35, fun-kjving, intelligent, caring, con-
siderate, understanding seeks very attractive
woman w/similar values, 18-36 Please send
phofo/phone/note: 1015 Gayley Ave #595
LA, CA 90024.

YOUNG, 28, SWM
HandsoTTM, affluent, busy executive liv-

ing In B«verty HiJIs seeks very attractive,

18-25. inteiligent lady for spending good
time together, worWwide travel, and

more. Will be generous and supportive.
Leave message at 310-388-5484 or
email at nteefelowOureach.com

index
dUVcrilSGindassitied display

206.3060

2200
Research Subjects

ARE YOU SUFFERING
FROM ALLERGIES?

Allergy season can be miserable for many al-

lergy sufferers. However, new treatments are
being devetoped. Yoo may qualify to partici-
pate in a cllnteal research study of an inves-
tigational allergy medtealion If you quality
you will receive: Free study medication, aller-

gy testing, and compensatk>n up to $300
For more information please call: Dr Jo-
nathan Coaen, Allergy Research Founda-
tton. 310-477-1734 ext.240 or ext.247

CHRONIC BAD BREATH. Earn $50 and
team to control bad breath. Clinical study in

Culver City 310-815-1829. 310-210-7805

2200
Research Subjects

EARN $$$
For giving your opinion on market research-
pwxJucts, TV, etc. Ages 5-54. No accents
plaasa. 818-609-1850 .

SEXUAL ASSAULT
SURVIVORS

Wanted for rasMuch study Get $15 gift cer-
tificate to Amazon.com tor completing io-
n»inute. web-tMsad survey Anonymous and
confidential. Women, 18-35 years oW. who
have baan raped or awwaiy assaulted In the
past 5 yaars, please caH or e-mail lin

das«rand.org. 310-393-0411x6152 for
password wwwrand.org/crim/saws RAND
is a non-profit research organlzafk>n in Santa
Monica.

3AOO
Coinpiiters/Soflware

COMPUTER
TROUBLESHOOTERS

WANTED
Earn good rrwney fixing sin^ problems
and doing computer training. Call for more
info: 310-545-8508.

MACINTOSH l-Book(G3)
160MB/3.6Gb. With Adobe:
After Effects 4.l/Phot08hop
Director S/Mterosoft Offtee
323-660-3964.

333MHZ.
IHustrator 8.0,

5.5. Flash 4.

$700. Anibal

2300
Sperm/Egg Donors

3?c?39^r9S,
"'""'" "^^^"^'««*'-''

If you are male, in college or have a college
degree, you can earn up to $eO0fmo. caff tor
details on our anonymous sperm donor pro-
grarrt Receive free comprehensive health
screening & help infenile cooples So if

you're tooking tor a great job and a little ex-
tra cash, call/email us first 310-824
994 1 /donors Ocryobank com

3500
Ftiniitiirr)

MATTRESS SPECIALS
NEW INNERSPRING twin sets $99.95 Fulls
$129.95. Queens $169.95 and Kings
$199.95. Also, Sealy, Slaams and Foster at
lowest pdcee. 310-477-1466.

MATTRESSES, FUTONS. DESKS Book-
shelves. Dinette Sets, T-Table, Lamps Deliv-
ery, Open 7 days Kings Furniture. 11961
Santa Monk;a Blvd. 310-575-4243.

MOVING OUT SALE
~

Bedroom set- queen bed, frame, 2 desks. 1

big desk w/mirrors. Dining sat CaH ASAP
Ersen 310-479-0846

3700
Health Products

NEW IONIC BREEZE
QUADRA

Seen on TV tor $349 95. Only $329.95*free
next day deliveryl www.freefivedol-
lars com/ionlcbreeze html

4200
RLMUals

STUDKD Cnv. $413: gated paiWng. a/c.

your own badroom. phone Una. Female grad

studani prafanad. 20 mki lo UCLA.

A A#^4i|A)A^

transportation
4600-5500

4900
Aiilus for Sale

1989 VOLVO 2400L 4dr, automatk:, bur-

gundy exL 11 OK. Naw brakas. aftarmarket

aiarao, power kx:fcs/wtndows. AC. $lS00o-
bo. 310-475^790.

1990 GEO METRO. WNte, 2-door, manual
trans., 90,000mjlaa. New brakes, A/C. Runs
graati $l,600-obo. CaH Amanda 310-820-

3579.

1991 Hyundia Exoal Coupe. Red. Clean.

Super fast. Qraat tianspoftatton car. Brand
new trarwnisakMi wNh warranty. $iOOOobo
Xal Aonbar 310-704-^738.

1992 SuzuM SkMdck, conv«rttt)le, hardtop.

4WD. 2 door, 59K mNas. Excalent njnning

condltkxi, new tiras, gaiaga-fcapt. One own-
er. $3,900 obo. 310 884 9896.

1992 SUZUKI SWIFT. 52,00(ymlas. Manual
trana. Very good condttton. Must sell by May
25. $2000. 310-390-0940 or be-

reauOchem.uci9.edu.

1993 TOYOTA TERCEL 2dr ooupe, 5spd.

ooU A/C. New Ures. 150K mlas. Good con
dWon, 35mpg. $3000obo. 323-972-3801.

1996 SATURN SL2
4door, automaic. manual, door k)ck-f^wind

owe, 10 disc od changer. 79e00mllaa. $6500
(below blue book). Sam:3 10-824-3451.

BMW-325ES-1986. 2-Door Coupe. Fabutous

Car. Loaded. Rad Exlartor, Black Laatfwr In-

laftor. 157K mlaa. Qraat ShapaH $2,500
310-452-3818.

CAR FOR SALE. $3900. Ford Prabe 1991.

Red w^gray Martor. Sunroof. Sony CO. new
pant, great oondWon, dean. Only 75k milaa.

31 0-440- 1082.

MAZDA MIATA. RED, 1906. $8SOQ^obo. Mnl
oonditmn, 45K mHaa. no accMants. no
machank:al proMama. A laaly lUn drtval 310-

823-5539.

MERCEDES BENZ 1961 240 0. Red, looks

great, runs great, sun-roof. Automatk:.

$1995-060. Cal Dr. DavM 323-936-1449.

POLICE IMPOUNDS Hondas as tow as
$500 for Hadngs 1-600-319-3323 8XLA214.

5400
Scootf.Ts for Sale

HONDA ELPTE SCOOTER for sale. $900o-
bo. 310-208-3438

6000
Insurance

/lllstate.
MbuVeingood

Mke Azer Inaurance Aoer>cy.
(310)312-0202

1 281 NA^stv^ood EUvd
C2 t3N<«. 80. of NVnal-tirw)

24 Hour* o Ooy Sfvlce

Inc.

6200
H(;altli Servict;s

CLASSrc HAIR AND SKIN STUOK). Full

aarvloa salon for man and woman aiKf 25%
dtooouni for aludania. PiulaaakJinl llakiiyi

310-474-3529.

IN 30 DAYS
Bum lal, incraaaa malabotam, Incraaaa en-

ergy, control appaMa. 310-274-9459

www.r>abdBta.eom.

Classifieds

825-2221

6200
Health Services

TEETH WHITENING
BRENTWOOD COSMETIC DENTAL Office

oflarn naar taath wNianing aystam. AHoid-
able for avaryona. $85 for upper or lower.

310-207-5008.

6300
Legal Advice/Attorneys

NO RECOVERY NO FEE
NO COST. Sexual harrassment, Olscrlmina-

tton, Auto-aockJenis. Slips/rails. MYER LAW
FIRM, Waslilda, Scott 0. Myer(UCLAW86)
www.ba8tlawyar.oom 310-277-3000.

6400
Movers/Storage

BEST MOVERS. Licensed, insured. Lowest
rates. Fast, couitaous^caraful. Many stud-

ents moved for $98. Lk:.-T-163844. NO JOB
TOO SMALL! 1 -800-2-GO-BEST. Volce-

mal^Mgar 323-263-2378.

HONEST MAN w/14ft tmck and doKies.

small jobs, short nottoe ok. SF, LV, SO.
Student discount. Go Bruins! lOyrs. 310-

285-8688.

JERRTS MOVING&DEUVeRY. The careful

movers. Experienced, raiabla. sama-day de-
livery. Packing, boxes avaMabla. Also, ptok-

up donattons for Amerk^n Carx^r Society.

Jerry0310-391 -5657

SUMMER STORAGE. Free ptok up avall-

abie. reasonable rates WestsMe Self-Stor-

age. 310-826-5955.

6500
Music Lessons

DRUM LESSONS
ALL LEVELS/STYLES with dedicated pro-

faaakxial. At your home or WLA studto. 1st-

lasaon free. No drum set necessary.
Na«:323-654-«226.

GUITAR LESSONS
by piofesstonal near UCLA. All levels, guitars

available. Learn to play effortlesslyl

www.JWGS.com. Call Jean at 310-476-

4154.

6600
Personal Services

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING

Compr«h«n«iv« OlSMfUUon AaaMsnoc
thesM, PapwB, and Panonal Stttamenu

PrapoMli and Book*
miwrwttonai ShxtorM WMoome. 8k«o* 1966

Sharon Baar. PM>. (310) 47a-SSat
<www.B«ar-Wiila.oo(n

6700
Professional Services

APPLYING TO
MEDICAL SCHOOL?

We spadaMza In hal|plng pn»-medk»l stud-

ants wrtia ttMlr paraonal sMamant or sec-
ondary. VWt us at

med8tudent-online.com

ATTENTION MBA. LAW. MEDICAL
SCHOOL APPLICANTS! Fmstrated devel-

oping your cnidal paiaonal atalaments? Get
profesak}nal halp from araN-known au-

thof/conauKant.310-826-4445. www.winning
personsMamanLcom.

CERTIFIED SWIM INSTRUCTOR wM teach
swim lessons at your home. IndlvMual or
group lasaona at rsaaonabia rataa. Monk»
310-452-3897.

OIGrrXL VIOEOGRAPHER w/Canon XL1.
$20Q/day Alaodlgttal adWno. gn«)hk: dasl^i
avallabla. Locatad In Waatwood. 310-478-
6484

RND ROOMS &
ROOMMATES ONLINE

The Napater for roommates. Free to view

and plaoa ads. Immadiate Online Results.

www.aaayroommate.oom

FORMER ENGUSH TEACHER W Masters
from U-Chkago, adKs^vonj prooaaaaa dla-

sertatk)na, propoaala, aoaanplays. personal
statemania, laaumaa. Inlamational students
wekxNna. Wlnsfcyw's 310<829-6171.

HEAD SHOTS $99
SITTING PLUS digttat ma for unlimited

prints!! Weshwood locatk>n. Call Jennlf-

er.3 10-575-6638.

MB)ICAL SCHOOL APPLICATION COUN-
SEUNQ. CounaaMng by racantly graduatad
M.D. Specializing In appHcalkxi aaaaya/intar-

vtaw-akMs. Faa nagoliabla/monay-back
guaramaa. Qiag Fraedman. M.D. 310-960-

3300i^paoer

6200
Health Ser^/ices

6200
Health Services

6200
Health Services

COMPLIMENTARY CONSULTATION {^^
Dr. Nader DayaniORTHODONTIST

SINCE 1980
UCLA PACIJLTY MEMBER

Braces^^
Deliver Brilliant Resultsults/

Member American Association of Orthodontists

Specializing In braces for adults & children
|i|s(.'Ml \| Tm sT N \\i' \ \i\ \ T^•

(310) 826 - 7494
1 1645 Wilshirt Blvd. «802
Lot AnaclM. CA 9002Sr

(949) 552 - 5890
18124 Cuhwr Dr., M
Irviof.CA 927l5

Teeth Whitening %RK(>o
upper or lower «-» h'^j^

• Cosmetic Porcekjin
• Surgteal Orthodonttes

• RemovatDle
• TradltkxKii

• Invisible

* European

Rwlnaknw««iab*aitalowt liaoOOOpMtlOOXnroi
^•ocMnonm a< kwMnanl randMM lof maM bfooai
MDiB (ikjt I lOOOO to> aodi moral of taoknart latxlMM
•n lanMwM* bracat tnd 1 1 njOO)DM 1 1 ]fi 00pw momti
kM oararMc tiiac*i tXOOD to dtagnuak: ihjdv mocM aid

I ire 00 IDf tomd oorwildlan

••Ml«l

6700
Professional Services

NEED IT TYPED?
Ooni have time or IncNnatkxi? Profaaaton-

al/degreed word procasaora apadaUzIng In

legal/psychok)gk»l tranacriplkKi and lengthy

academk: papers, (legible drafts please).

$3/pg. student rate. $50/minimum. $12ypk:k-

up/delivery. Resumes/$40. 323-288-6805
anytime.

7000
Tutoring Offered

CHEMISTRY, ORGANIC CHEMISTRY.
PHYSICS. BIOLOGY. PHYSIOLOGY.
STATS. By doctoral student, <M/k>U ol taaoh-

ing experience. Fee negotiable/money-t>ack

guarantee. CaU Greg. 310-397-0547.

FOREIGN ACCENT REDUCTION. Commu-
nk»te with dartty&accuracy. Especially rec-

ommerxJed tor foreign T.A's&graduates en-

tering businaaa worM. Taught by axperl-

enoad profaaaors. 310-226-2996. www.accu-
rataanglish.oom.

FRENCH. GERMAN, ESL. all levels offerad

by vary axpartancad. patient, fun Ph.D. TA.,

Can Daniel 323-658-6094.

MATH SCIENCE TUTOR
UCLA Engineering graduate offering

math/scier)ce tutoring for all ages/levels.

Kind and Patient. Flex hours/kxatkxi. Corv
tact Shahrad: 310-772-5020.

MY-TUTOR.COM Math/Phystes/Statls-

tlcs/English/Hebrew.chemistry/biology
Law/Buslnaaa Law. oomputar programming.
Computerized atalMcal analyais available.

Tutoring servk:e. Call anytkne. 800-90-TU-
TOR.

PHYSICS AND MATH
Math/Phystes major/student oUaia tutoring in

physks and math at all levela. Contact SIna:

(310)969-1491 orskw4eucla.edu

RESEARCH PAPER TUTOR. 4.0 grad and
pubiahad writer offers private tutoring servte-

es. 310-293-0664.

WRITING TUTOR
Kind and patient Stanford graduate. Help
with the English language—for students of

al agaa^avala. 310-440-31 18.

7100
Tutoriiui Wanted

TUTORS WANTED
MATH MAJORS NEEDED TOOAY.After
school, grades K-12. ki BH, WLA. SM araaa.

E<*icatk)n maiors and/or graduate-ieval (ki

any fiekl) a pkis. $l1.25-l5/hour CaH The
Tutor's CkJb: 310-444-0440.

MATH. SAT. Experierx»d Grad student or

Senkjr preferred. Private WLA school. Fax
resume to 310-473-4831 or cal 310-473-
6061.

OUTSTANDING SPANISH TUTOR needed
for high school student in Beverly Glen area.

$25/hr CaH 816-501-8783.

TUTOR NEEDED lor CBEST Prep m writing!

Experience w/standardized tests necessary.

Cal Halama at 310-477-4019.

7200
Typing

WORD PROCESSING spedaHzkig in thes-
es, dissartattons. transcriptton, lagal. paych.
raaumaa. flars. brochuraa. maMng lata, re-
poris. 310-628-6939.

74OO
Business Opportunities

$500 WEEKLY WORKING FROM HOME.
Rush buak^aaa aiza self addraasad stamped
envetope M.V.A. PO. Box 6923-DB. MaHbu,
CA 90264.

FREEDOM
WORK FOR YOURSELF TWa aummar Get
paU deny and buMd raaMual inooma wortdng
with a 29-yaar-oW NYSE Corrpany 888-
574-9330

7400
Business Opportunities

ONUNE MARKETING
Leam the truth about online mariietingi

http7/hop.clk:kbank.net/hop.cgl7mvp777/

bigdogs

7500
Career Opportunities

3 WEEKS VACATION,
OH YEAH!!

Assist exec, w/lntemet projects; liase w/poll-

tldans: oootdlnaie mailcating afiorts; maK>r
diversity/growth herelf At)solute style and
windows skills are a MUSTll Incredible ben-
efits and bonus$$$ Immediate, interviewsl

The Ptacenrtent Company* Fax 310-889-
7101 deklradaleOearthlink.net

INTERIOR DESIGN, part time to start.

Design student with knowledge CAD to work
with high-end supplier of stone surfaces in

Wt-A. Be pakl to leam real worid design. m&-
terials. inventory, sales. Piazza Europe.
lnc:310-473-1886 or 310-261-1280.

7500
Car(;er Onportunities

SCREENWRITER Rim student Interested in

devetoping treatments and scripts (or youth
martcat. Work with independent productkxi
company in Westwood. Emphasis on PG
chNdren's actk>n. adventure, fantasy 310-
261-1280 or 310-470-6222.

7700
Child Care Wanted

2 MONTH OLD GIRL
Looking for sweet babysitter. Wed. 2-8,

ThuiB.. 12-8 in PacMk: Pakaades 6taftir>g

ASAP Please call:310-230-€061.

ACTIVE. RESPONSIBLE CARETAK-
ER/MOTHER'S ASSISTANT Two great
chikfren prefer non-smoker, with car. good
swimmer Studio City. June-August.
TuesAThurs.. 818-769-0056.

AFTERSCHOOL
PK^K-UP In SM & PRE-TEEN care needed
for 12/yo giri. M-Tu, altemale Fridays. 3:30 to

7:00. some evenir>gs. Must have car and
ability to supenrise/help w/Homework. Brent-

wood Hills. 310-745-2999.

JUST SECRETARIAL? BABYSITTER WANTED
NOT!

HANDLE BUSINESS/Personal affairs; plan

events; surf the net: polish Power Point pro-

jects; track legislatkm; create a spread st>eet

or two; get your educatkKi pakl for ..sounds

great, huh? Sweet opportunity for talented

ooNaga grad. The Ptacemanl Company*
deMredaleOearthNnknat Fax 310-889-7101

LIBRARY CLERK: $7-9 hour FT/PT.

Locate/photocopy journal arttoles/book

chapters. DeNvar to Westwood offtoe. Famil-

iarity with btt>ltogrBphk: dtattons required. U-
brary experience. Detali-oriente. reliable

self-starter. FlaxK)le hours. Days, Evening
and Weekends available. EmalVFax resume
hrOkifotrieve.com, 310-234-9582. Please
note Ref« 3104-3 In the subject Ikie.

RN OR DENTAL STUDENT lor MD offtee

near Beveriy HiNs on Saturday AM's or P/T.

Top salary. Caa 323-939-2111

FOR 2 kkjs, 447 Ptek-up from school/camp,
taking to play dates, help w/homewori(, etc.

Experience necessary. References required.

Approxknate hours. 1-7 M-F Begin 6/11.

Salary DOE. Pacifk: Palisades. 310-230-
7475.

BABYSITTING IN

PARADISE
Martha's Vineyard. Massachusetts. Kids
6&8. 6/29A)1 -7/20/01. 8hrs/day Room and
board+$100/wk. Fax resume 310-202-8048.

GREAT JOB
PIT HOUSEKEEPER/BABYSITTER for 10
y/o giri. Approx 20hr8/wk. Housedeaning.
grocery shopping. Must own car. Padfte Pal-

isades. 323-584-9225, janOtoddnjtkin.com

LOOKING tor bright, enthusiastte. creative,

responsible caregiver for 5-year-okj giri.

CNM devetopment background a^^. $1(Vhr
(flexible DOE). 30hr rritn. 310-850-7324.

To sublet or not to Sublet?

That is the question.

Running every
Wednesday tills Spring.

To advertise call

(310) 825-2221

Display
206-3060

OHM
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7500
Career Opporlunilies

MOTHER WHO LIVES 1.5 blocks Irom cam-
pus is looking tor a helper with her 2smaU
chiMren. $8/hr, Flexible hours. 310-234-

8230.

MOTHERS HELPER WA^f^ED for eight

year oM chiW. Drivers lk:er»e/refererx:es

needed. M. 230-6 OOTTues.. Thurs. 2:30 to

9:00PM. $ia/hour/re(ererK:es. Judith 310-

441-1556.

NEED A BABYSITTER with references and
experierKe. Part-Tirrte before June 19, Full

lime from June 20-June30. Loretta 310-645-

4740.

ONE 8-YEAR-OLD BOY Hours M-TH:3-
8PM, F:3-6. Need car, insurance and li-

cense. Please cal for rrwre ir)forTnatk>n:323-

341-0148 pager.

READING. WRITING, and Running w/6
1/2yo boy. Afternoons, approx 6pm-6pm,
some weekerxlB. Bel Air. $l2/hr. Prefer male.

310-472-8611.

UCLA AREA
PART-TIME
CHILD CARE

for lO-year-oW female, lives in or out,

approx. 18hrs. weekly w/occask>nal steep-

over required. Car, insurance, and good dri-

ving-record a must Please call Chilsty: 310-

454-0711

7800
Help W.inled

$$Get Paid For Your
Opinions!$$

$15-$125 arKJ more p<Earn

www.money4opinions.cofn
per survey!

•MOVIE EXTRA WORK* Beats all jobs. Start

immediately. Great pay. FurVEasy. No cra/y

fees. Program for free medk^al CaN-24/hrs

323-850-4417.

ACCESS TO A COMPUTER? PUT fT TO
WORK! Up to $25-75/hr. PT/FT.

www.EamEZbuck8.com. 888-715-4646.

ADIMIN ASSISTANT, bNingual EngHsh^pan-
ish, front office, evenings 4pm-9pm M-Th.

Also, assistant needed days/aftemoons to

work w/diredor o( operatk)rw. $8A)r. Contact

Danie: Salazar dmgassodncOearthiink.net,

or fax resume 310-479-7771.

ADMIN. ASSISTANT
Energetic, savvy, task-oriented administrB-

tive assistant wanted. Must know 'Word',

problem solving, w/good people skills. $8-

10/hour. 310-206-2474.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT/BOOK-
KEEPER. ExceflenI computer and phone
skills required. Flexible, part-time hours.

$10-l3/hr. Ask for Esther biw. 1-5pm. We
are natk)nai ftowmr shippers. 310-230-

0811 or Fax resume: 310-230-4146.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTAI4TWiH train In

medk»l offtee 30-40hrs/M-F/9;00-6:OOpm.

Computer krx>wtedge marxJatory. Great job

for Business/Pre-Med^PubNc-Health majors

15-min to UCLA 310-476^205.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASST
Upscale west side private club seeks
F/T&P/T Admin Asst. 2 shifts available. Meal
candklates wouW be detait-ortanled. have
ability to multt-task. member service focus,

excellent phone demeanor and posses ex-

ceptional interpersonal & organizational

skills Fax resume w/oover and salary req to

310-575-9684. Attn: Christine.

ADMINISTRATOR/ADMINISTRATIVE AS-
SISTAhrr/DEmAL assistant needed for

dental orthodonik: oWce in West LA with ex-

cellent communk:atkX) skils. Mon. Wed. Fri

9erT>-6pm. Experience prelened. $9-$ii/hr.

Please caH 310-826-7494 or fax resume k>

310-826-9564.

ART GALLERY
ASSISTANT FOR
PROMINENT
WESTSIDE
GALLERY

Train now-F/T by August. RequiremerHs:

Spsnish fluency, delal-oftenled. art back-
ground. $10-12/Tw>commissk>n. Fax re-

sums:310-586-1712.

BA/IMastefS lavsi. Psychokjgy major for job

as PsyohomaMMin NIH AIDS study Must be
aueniy DMnguat (English. Spanish) and have
own cmfkmm. VMI traki For mora info caH
AMson/Dr. Sblfar 310-473-5500

7800
Help Wniited

UKhmwR
zS'* BOOTCAMP

C««ryMn9 yoH MSd to know to tM a bartondar i>r

M«i|M couTM Easy, chiap and kjnl

323-4S2-3379 ^

No Erperience N«cm$ary
Urn, Women, duldicn. ill ago, sixty

a. TV - FUoft ComoKfaais - Mtpana
forperstmtU iiitervietv call now

310.659.7000

CS/EE STUDENTS WANTED for verifteatton

of avkxMcs software. Must kr)ow C. $12-

15/fw. PT/during school. FT/summer. Email

resume \o jobeOrjassoc.oom.

CSO OFHCE
ASSISTANT

OfHoe assistant needed to work flexible

hours Tuesday & Thursday between 10-4pm
arxJ some Saturdays at our Westwood PoNce
Statkxi. Starting rate $8.47/hr. Must be a
UCLA student w/at least one yr. remaining.

Tramir^ provkled for clerical and pubHc rela-

ttons duties. For details call 310-206-5473.

DAY CAMP - SUMMER
Seek staff v«/8ummer home In or near the

San Ferrwndo or Cortejo VaNeys, Oxnard.
Simi. Malibu. misc. Irtstructors & General
couns. $2750-3500+ for summer. 888-

7B4-CAMP www.workatcamp.com

Daily Bruin Classified

DAY CAMP
COUNSELORS

Pali Camp now hiring enttmsiaslk: coun-
setorsl Summer fun indudea: Jet skiing,

amusemem parte, bead) days, palnibal and
moial 19 and upL Cal Jacque: 310-477-

2700x14.

DAY CAMP
Summer Swimming, beaches, horses &
more wwwdaycampjob8.com.

DAY-CAMP COUNSELOR & ArtsiC rafts

apadaSM. Summer/PT $9.80/hr June-
August. Sloner Park in WLA. 310-479-7200,
or fax rssume 310-445-1764.

DO CATS MAKE YOU
WHEEZE?

N you are alergk; to cats, you may quaiNy to

fMutolpala m rMaaich siudy of an lnvaatl||a>

tonal madtoaSoa IT you quaiSy, you w« ra-

cetva study rslatad medtoalton and up to

$250.00 compenaalon tor your bme. If Inter-

ested, piaaaa cal Jonathan Conan. M.D. at
310-477-1734 CKLa42

EARN $200 A DAYI
No aijpartence necessary

TVoommerdals
Music vMeoe
310-38S-6147

ENQUSH TEACHER, Summer in Taiwan.
Aiftare, sfpend, hoiirtng.mamanoe beneSta.

Gain aapailafwa. have fun. www.geoot-
ties.oofi0i«oftdpasaport. worMpptOhoi-
maflLOom.

7800
Help Wanted

BE PART OF THE
SOLUTION!

Offk:e Assistant: Looking for a job w/meaning
in a prufessk>nal offk» environment? Call the

Rape Treatment Center in Santa Monk:a.

Data entry, packaging & shipping matailals

for natk)nai campaigns. erran(te. helping

w/celebrlty event. Offk» experience stronly

preferred, f^eed car w/lnsurance. P/T 12-

20hrB/wk. Must be available to work though
Oct 2001.Raxt)ia weekday hours Competi-
tfva saiay-nniaaga for errands. CaH 310-319-

4503.

BEVERLY HILLS AUTO DETAIL shop needs
hard-woiMng, tastiMced. agressive people
to handto top-nolch cars. No experience re-

quired. Flextt)ie hours. Oz2ie:31 0-859-2870.

BIKINI BAY SANTA MONICA Place now Nr-

ir>g Assistant Manager F/T. P/T Sales

Associates. Good Pay Incentives. CaH 310-

393-9935.

CAMP COUNSELORS
Instructors, lifeguards for daycamp in

Agoura/Mallbu. 818-706-7335.

CAMP COUNSELORS needed tor local

summer day camp. Beact^aquatk; experi-

ertce in swirnming, surfing. saHng, or jet ski-

ing a plus. Compadtive salartes. 818-996-

4780.

COUNSELORS AND
INSTRUCTORS

In art, swimmir)g, nature, vtoeo and ropes

needed by Tumblawaad Day Camp. Must be
—responsibte, anipgHt; and anjoy working

with chJWren. 310-472-7474

COUNSELORS/FUTURE TEACHERS
r)eeded for summer program at Croaaroads
School in Santa Monk». Perfect for elemer>-

tary educatton majors. Email resume to

gcuddyOxrds.org. EOE.

Cicibsifieds

825-2221

EVENT STAFF/
SECURITY

For sports, conceits, TV shows, converv

ttons. 18> with dean background. Great job

for students. You pk:k your assigrvnents.

213-748-7223.

EXCELLENT PAY
Customer Servtoe. $11-17/hr, P/T/F/T Flexi-

bly hours. PakJ vacatton and holidays. Imme-
dials openings in LA area. Cal N.E.S. 1 -888-

621-7194

EXTRAORDINARY OPPORTUNITY with in-

terrtatk>r>al consulting group tor dynamk:.

highly organized individual with outstanding

wrttng, oommuntoatkxi arxj oomputar skMa.

Must have references. Fax resume to:310-

823-6143.

F/T RECEPTIONIST for busy WLA reaf es-

tate offk:e. Outgoing, team player thafs
filendly/Self-Motivated, Mterosofi Offtoe a
must Faj( resume 310-475-5042.

RLE CLERKS. P/T^/T. DAYS, Eveningsli

Saturdays for UCLA medk:al records depL
310825-5468.

i'LASHS
Flash animators/programmers to help pro-

duce games/cartoons for new online enler-

tainmanl network. Publiaze your newi^exist-

ing work and share profits, www.p-d-
n.com/infoOp-d-n com/310-989-31 14.

FUN SUMMER
Swimming, horses, beaches and more.

www.daycampjobs.com.

GIRLS wanted at exclusive social dub in

WLA. Conversatton and dancing 18-f years
oM. Flexibia hours. Earn top $$$. 310-313-

2989.

HANDS ON ELECTRONIC FABRICA-
TION/Computer Design engineers, P/T work
w/high-tech firms for prototype antenna.

r4ear campus. f>MOLLC Oaol.com 310-470-

3287

IF YOU UKE WORKING W/CHILDREN, the

Cufver Pakns Family YI^A is Nring now for

Cantor Directors arid Counaelocs. Apply at

4500 Sepulveda Blvd.. Culvar City. Cindy
310-300-3004

INSTRUCTOR NEEDED tor Java, VB, SQL.
Culver City/West LA area. Evenings and
weekends. 310-666-8443.

LEGAL ASSISTANT
Wanted tor oorporste/astate plan attorney.

Storting part-time and becoming fu»-lkne in

August WIN trato. Send resume to Kacy, 626
Wilshirs Blvd Sulto 800, LA, CA 90017 or

fax:213-538-1368.

LIBRARY JOBS Shetving and other stacte
duties, 12-19 hrs/wk. $6.83/hr to start.

STUDENTS ONLY apply at Young Reeeaioh
Library Rm. 11617 or cal Antigone Kutay
310-825-6982.

"' UFEGUARDS
CedMad LG's. Start afternoons S/7. Also
Sunwnar poailtona. Get pato to gat (ra)oarti-

ftod. Matwa 1S4- and good awkhmer. Baautl-
fui canyon sating. Tim 310-472-7474. Fax
resume 310-476-7788.

UFEGUARDS AND SWIM INSTRUCTORS
Several kx:al tocaltona. P/T-f/T. |10-12/hr.

Wl tram. 818-222-7946x11, Greg or Ernie.

LOUKii'S ITALIAN KITCHEN: Sawtola and
SaniB Monk:a Blvd. All postttona open. Start

ASAP Call 310-477-4500

MALE MODELS
Have a great face or body? OCT REC
OQNIZEO In Ptaygirt-styto puMcMtons. Must
be 18-24 Beginners watooma. HIghaat Im-

medtata pay wifhaadshota. Paid acwen taai

Jerf0213-748-466Saxl. *11, )wNt««Ou-
nkyje.com

MODELS WANTEOI FM Producttons Is cur-

rently hiring models tor piini an dvWeo work
EMcaNent pay-no experience nacaaaary. 818-

7800
H(!lp Wanted

PART-TIME CUSTOMER
SERVICE

REPRESENTATIVE
For an exclusive fast paced Westwood dry

deaner Outgoing. frierxJIy. WiH trainfiMries

experiertoe a plus. 15-25 hours, mornings or

aflerrtoons, plus Sat. or Sun. $8-1QiAtour.

Apply to person: 1600 Westwood Blvd. Or
Cal: 310-474-8525.

PAY IS $11/HR
WAITED FOR SHERMAN OAKS (25 min-

utes from UCLA campus) periston actuartai

office for 20^hours par waek-fful-time sum-
mer: two (2) high achiever studento to Ac-

counting, Math, Econ, Businees for Penston

& Acturial Admirt; one (1) faarteas student

with good martcattog sMHs tor tatophone* In-

person marketing penston servtoes to ac-

countants...pay is $11/hr for each job. Fax
rssume & DPR to 818-769-4694. Cal 818-

769-4600 any Q's.

PERSONAL, PART-TIME ASSISTANT want-

ed by retired CPA. for flnarx^lal records using

Quk:ken. One day/week, or half-days. Flexi-

ble hours. $15 to $20/hour based on e)q>eri-

ence. Fax resume to 310-202-6184.

PHYSICAL THERAPY
F/T AND P/T AIDE for private Bev. Hills di-

nto. Fax rssume to 310-657-0816 or can 310-

659-3018

PRESCHOOL LOOKING FOR qualified

teachers/toachers assistants for immediate
posittons. CandkJates shouM have experi-

enee m ehifd care. Salary negotiat)te F/t.

P/T availabto. CaH Julto Patel 310-470-0992

RADIO AND TV ENTRY Level jobs. 818-

787-5697.

REGISTERED NURSE
For F/T phystolan. to busy Beveity Mto der-

malotogy offlce. Referencec requirsd. Diane
310-273-0467.

RELAX & IMAGINE
Research study espedaHy seeking those
with panto disorder or panto anxiety i

Contact Chris Nikotakls. Ph.D.

chrisafuNer.edu. 626-584-5535.

REPS WANTED Workfs greateet summer
work. Set your own hours. P/T or F/T. Give
away free wobaltas . Start today. www.Set-
Upa.com

RETAIL CLERK
Technical booivtora. BNI Pubiicaikxn. Inc

.

a leader to technical pul)Ucations for the con-

stnx:tton Industry, has immediate pert-time

posittona avaiiaMe at ita WLA tocatton.

$7/hour atafttog. Flaxtt>te hours, oonvenieni
toca^on near 405/10 fwys. Cal Martto:714-

517-0970 or tax resume:7l4-535^78.

REWARDING/FUN
Summer Swimmino, baaohas. horaas a
mors. «vw«.daycamp|ot)S.com.

PART-TIME ADMIN. ASSISTANT DuttoS In-

dude anawering phones, light typing, orgwh
izMton. oMoe errands, light Hiing. & collaltog

documents, lytost be bright, enthusiaslk:. de
^tjHiimmA, k able to perform a variety of

IMIO StmuKsneously. Send cover letter and
raauma to ACE Educattonal Servtoes,
AttorMan, 901 1 W Pteo Blvd.. Suite PH-K,
LA CA 90036, or fax to 310-282-6424

MLD CALL APPT. SETTERS^
$1Q/HR > Commiaaion

5-fpm Strnday - Thuraday
Are you enthunastK and love

to talk on the ptione**

Cai Marto CoMna: 310.477^686 xlOO

S.CALIFORNIA GENERAL CONTRACTOR
seeking architecturai/engineertng Qiaduate
Student to aasist «i^)ot>-«ight managimant
on new pralact-near LA Airport Compansa-
tton commensurate w/quatUftoattons. Con-
tact/Raaumas to Steve Nelson, 18 Technoto-

gy Drive. Irvine, CA 92618. 949-727-3862.

SALES POSITION svaNabta for iniamat e-

commerce company. 8atary4O0mmiastow.
Can 310-234-0784 Fax: 310-234-0786.
EmaH: JobeOelectrobuy.com

SALES POSITION
LOOKING FOR YOUNG AND ENERGETIC
SENIOR. Starting salary $25-30000 plus

commisston. Exoalsnt wodt er>vironment

Good communtoatton sUHa asser^al. Min
QPA 3.0 and buslnass ortentalton Is a ptos

Please fax resun>e:562-630-8666.

SERVER/H0ST(e88)
,
Needed for last-paoad Asian cafe m Century

City. Apply Yto Yang 10250 Santa Monica
Blvd. a/» 2pm 310-566-3333 .

SUMMER AT THE
BEACH AND MTNS

FUN WORK WITH CHILDREN IN THE OUT
DOORS. 7-week day program, 2-weeks
Siena Sleepeway. June 25-August 24 Ex
perience with chMdren and water activities

$33044>onus/week Call 310-826-7000 or

www.8terraAdver>tureCamps.com

SUMMER CAMP
COUNSELORS

Decathton Sports Club Located in Pato Alto

6/25-8/17. $78-$92/day, 9am-4pm canp-
)obOyahoo.com

SUMMER DAY CAMPS
San Fernando or Conejo VhReys, Oxnaid,
Simt. Malibu Misc Instructors A General
couns $2750 35004 tor summer. 888-784-
CAMP www.workatcamp.oom

7800
Help Wanted

SUMMER JOB
GRADAJNDERQRAD Psychotogy.educalton

or speech to be a camp akle tor a apaotal

needs chlto. 6/25-8/25. Valerie:81 8-907-

0367.

SUMMER JOBSI WEST Los Angaiea^ays
camp Nrirtg energetto counsekxa, Weguards,
and specialists. CaN Tiffany at 310-399-

2267.

SUMMER SPORTS
CAMP COUNSELORS

Prtroe Time Sports Cemp is now hiring for

summer 2001 Sporto background and ex-

perience working with chikJren required.

9:30AM-3:30PM M-F 6/25/01-8/31 A)1. WLA
and Palisades Peter:310-288-4132.

SWIM INSTRUCTORS, LIFEGUARDS, Pi»-

school teachers, arxt camp counsetors for

the summer. Mon-Fri, 8-3:30. Satary de-

pending on experience. Woodtand Hito Pri-

vata School. Contact Bobbto Primack 818-

34»6S63

SWIMMING INSTRUCTORS at client

homea. $20-$24/hr. Strong leeson-teechtog

experience with smal chMdren. Summer em-
ptoyment. Call John 818-781-7676 ext. 1.

TECHNICAL SUPPORT. Answer customer
questions. Knowledge of NT. emaN. websites
he^plbl. Close to campus, flaxtoto houts 310-

828-9000.

TESTMASTERS is tooking for intelligent

people to amwwr phones arxj provtoe tofor-

matton about our LSAT courses. $l3iAtoui,

minimum of 30 hours/week. Or^ tfwse with

excellent phone skWs shoukJ apply. 323-655-

2699.
----- -

TUTORS AND
COMPUTER TRAINERS

WANTED
UrHque. fun opporiunity for energetto. entlHJ-

ataatc todMduais. Tratolng'provtoed. E-mail

laaumas to ErtoOcomputersmarts.com

TWO POSITIONS Available in WLA offtee.

Basto computer/office duties PT/FT. mto
four hours a day Call Jerry 310-473-1333.

UCLA RECREATION
SUMMER CAMP JOBS

GREAT MONEY! GREAT TIME! We need
energetto people to be summer camp coun-
setors. Pay is $7.38-$ll.00/hr Morning, af-

tomoon, all-day shifts avaUabto. CaN 310-

206-1787. Appltoattons availabto at John
Wooden Center.

VOLLEYBALL COACH FOR High School
Qirts. ExperierKe necessary. June 18-July

31. 3 days/wk 2hrs/day Late afternoon. 6-8

hours/wk Pay negotiable. 323-461-3651.
mr0dngue2Oimmaculalehearl.org

WANTED, SUMMER CAMP DIRECTOR.
304- hours/week. $i2.20/hour. For Palsadas
Summer Camp. Fax resume to Ton! lieatar

at 310-575-8014.

WANTED: Peopto who want to tost weight.

310-884-8746. 24 hour I

WORK from home to the US or to an intema-
ttonal buainaas. 24 hour measage 310-884-

8748.

WORK-OUT ENTHUSIAST needed for

Ihr/day. 5daysAwfc tor work-out in my home
lOmto from UCLA. Weight training. Morn-
ings piaferrsd. 310-476-4205

YMCA HIRING TRAINERS w/8trong

bac^Biound (will train right person), and ex-

peHertced group exercise Instnjclors. Cal
213-639-7522 to apply

8000
imiMiiship

llReal Estate Intern Needed

Flexible Hours. Computer

and Phone Skills Required Must be

Organized. Salary Negotiable.

310-273-0268Contact John@

8200
iloyiiinnl

HEAD FRESHMAN BOYS BASKETBALL
COACH: Experience playing and coaching

needed. $2800-3200 tor the season 5 days
a week from 2:30 to 5:00, with a few Satur-

day games. Tha season begins In Noverr^ber

and nma thRNigh February. Please lax

lesumaa onlyff Fax to 310-288-3266

8300
V-.dijiitctjt

nOZE ROOM HOSPICE is tooking tor volun
teers lo sptnt time with terminally- ill

TnMhH begins May I5th Contact

n -tw ,•

Daily Bniin CUssified

8400
Apiirtmtiiits for Refit

•WESTWOOD VILLAGE, MIDVALE N. OF
LEVERING. LARGE 2-BORM APT GAR-
DEN VIEW. DINING ROOM, UNIQUE,
CHARM FRONT AND REAR ENTfUNCE
310-839-6294.-

^400
AnartnHMits for Rrjiit

WESTWOOD PLAZA

BACHELOR
AVAILABLE NOW

$825
KtitHifliKiudett.

1 BLOCK TO CAMPUS
Large studto, all utilities paid. $750 Avail-

able Immedtotely. One Person Only. Call

310-208-4253 or 310-824-2595.

1-MINUTE TO UCLA
1 bdrm w/deck. furnished, bright, ctean. se-

curity entrance, large closets, pool, lyr

lease. $1300/nrK>. 310-824-1830.

1917 SPANISH MISSION BUILDING. Sin-

gto, WLA. Separata kitohan, high ceilings,

wood floors, one year lease. $75Q/mo. 310-

479-6646.

2&3BDRM. LARGE, bright, view. Microwave,

oven, refrigerator, dishwasher, washer/dryer

to unK. 81 fi. Jacuzzi on root. yMfldng dts-

tance to UCLA. 310-475-0807.

L

Westwood Village

Very large appartments for

September 1 st occupancy.

Dining room, built in

kitchen. Balconies/ Patios.

Pool, elevator, controlled-

access building,.

subterranean parking.

1 BR/ Ibafh from $1,400

2 BR/ 2bafh from #2.100

For prc-applications call

Mon - Fri 9 AM - 4 PM
691 Leveling Avenue

(310)208-3647

SANTA MONICA apartment (lower), unfur-
nished. Bachelor. 1 bath. (fuH bath), cat otcay.

yard. $399. 310-395-RENT. www.westsider-
entais.com

SANTA MONICA great tocatton. 2 bdmis,
carpets, laundry, carport paitdng. $1200.
310-395-RENT wwwwestaidefBntals.com

SANTA MONICA guest house, San Vicente,
refrigeralor. stove, laundry. $900. 310-395-
RENT. www.westsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA OCEAN-VIEW. One bed-
room unfurnished/furnished apt. $2000-
$2600 Luxury 2+1 bedroom, furnished

$4000. Walk to 3rd Street Promenade&Pier
310-399-3472.

BEL AIR guest house. Dog ol(ay. carpets,

pod, gated large yard, ready to move to.

$750. 310-395-RENT www westsldeian-
tals.com

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. 1&2BEDROOM
$895&UP LARGE. UNUSUAL CHARM
SOME SPANISH STYLE W/HARDWOOO
FLOORS. ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS.
310-839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJACENT Pico/U Cte-

nega area Upscale fourplex unit, completely

remodeled, separate dining room,
2bd/2bafh $1700 310-721-3311.

BEVERLY HILLS guest house 1 bath, sunny
and quiet with pool, mini refrigerator, stove,

private, gated parting $900. 310-395-RENT.
wwwweslsidorentals.com

BRENTWOOD ONE BEDROOM deluxe I4>-

per, garden setting, european kitchen, AM
apiiances, fireplace. Walk to stores and re-

sturaunts. $i35a'mo No Pets, Lease 310-
410-1575.

BRENTWOOD, $1625 2bd/2bth. towerTF
patios, refrigerator/stove, caipet/drapes.

partdng. laundry, no pets, near UCLA, by
appt, 11728 MayfieW #2, 310-271-6811.

COZY 2 BEDROOM. 1 bath $1200. Brent- SANTA MONICA spacious triplex,

wood Adj. Near Wilshire/freeway Leese to Unfurnished. 1 bdrm. 1 bath, cat okay, refrig-

two. I*> pats. 1333 Barry Avenue 310-826- e«*>r, stove, laundry $995 310-395-RENT
6461. www.weetsiderentals.com

CULVER Cmr torge furnished guest house.
ReMgarator, hardwood floors, iarge doaets,
ulet neighborhood, iuxurioua battwoom. col-

toQt. vary saia. $600. 310-385-RENT
www.westsiderentals.com

HUGE SINGLE AND ONE BEDROOM.
|90Q/mo.& up. One bdrm for $l250&up. One
btock from campus. 644 and 650 Landtair.

310-824-0319.

LOS FELIZ. U1 . W/C pet. d^». bakxjny. A/C.
laundry, partying. $800. 323-634-RENT
www.westaiderantals.oom

MID WILSHIRE VICTORIAN. R4S. laundry.

utIUlles paid. $600. 323-634-RENT
•.com

SANTA MONICA PRIME
LOCATION N. OF

WILSHIRE
NEAR BEACH

$1295 1 bedroom, Hardwood lkx>rs. Charm-
ing split levei, dishwasher, refrigerator. 943
7th Street. Cats OK 818-960-5900.

SANTA MONCA unfurnished, private room,
hardwood ftoors. W/D. 7 bloCkt from beach,
month-to-monih. $500. 310-395-RENT

i.com

SILVER LAKE HOUSE 2+1. w/c peL yard,
rose gardens. $1,000 323-634-RENT
www.westsiderentals.com

I

t

PALMS
2BEO/2BATH. Available 7/1 $1495/monlh. 2
paiWng spaces. 310-559-9852.

PALMS TRIPLEX unfurnished. 1 bdmi. 1

I
tMth, hardwood ftoors, W/D hookups, bright,

remodeled triplex, carport parking

310-395-RENT. www westsideren-

mi.iijm

PALMS. 3719 Kelton Ave 2bd/2bath, $1250
Controlled access btog. New carpel. Upper
unit Linda: 323-848-7260 or Henry 310-428-

1305, sho%vn by appt.

PALMS Stogte apt from $575, 1-bdmi $695.
$600deposlt 1-year toaae oniy. Stove, re-

frig carpets, vert. Minds. 310-837-1502
leave message SamhSpm only.

PALMS: ibdfWIMh. $02S/mth.
Stove/ref7AC, gated paMnq. Maroom, Jt-

cu>2i, large doeeta. 1/2 Mooit f» UCLA bue.

Kay: 310^42-9127 .

SANTA IMONICA (upper) imlwmished. 1

bdrm, cat oltay, fMla, Nwdweod floors,

garage. |B60. 3lO-39t4)iNT. www.imiiiJ-
erenlais.oom

SILVER LAKE two story, 2>1 .5. w/c pet. ceil-

'"* ^'.-.^y^ *®^ 323-634-RENT
www.west8iderentals.com

SINGLE APARTMENTS, $900/month. Up-
graded carpeting, freshly painted, pool, laun-
dry, secured entry, very dean buMIng, i-yr

lease, no pets. 310-206-2820.

VENICE cottage 3 btocks to beach, pet oicay,

unfurnished. Studiu, 1 bath, pond. uliMias
included $525. 310-395-REf4T. www.wesl-
siderentals.com

WALKING DISTANCE FROM UCLA Large
singto. Stove, refrigeralor. bakx)ny. Avail.

June 15th $1110. 310-208-0209.

WEST HOLLYWOOD $750 Urge Studto
Ful Kitchen. Bath. Huge walk -in ctoset Utili

ties pato. Near All Available NOW Call Ks-
vto: 310-273-1079

WEST LA: Pod. spa. gym. dishwasher,

ttom, r^ifrto, security, paridng. Avail May
IflMK. tUWirth aileese. CaN Corina (Apt

532) an-M1-9583, email jennif

er.i«Ti2#unlsiu(ltoa.com.

8AOO
Apartnieitts for Rent

WESTWOOD
3 bedroom, huge living room, washer/dryer
instoe vnit. Security 2 doors. Month-to-
month Avail June 1st. $2900. Beautiful

view 310-998-1501.

WESTWOOD
RESIDENTIAL AREA

Ibdrm/lbth apartment downstairs in beauti-

ful Westwood ftome w/prtvale entrance. Ap-
prox.. 600 8q.(L Pool privileges negotiable.

$875/nto indiiding aH utilities and premium
cabto. WW oonstoer summer lease. Available

now. Call 310-446-1353.

WESTWOOD townhouse. unfurnished. 2
bdrms, 1.5 bath, cat ok. refrigerator, stove,

hardwood ftoors. pool, paricing Included.

$1295. 310-395-RENT www.westsideren-
tals.com

WESTWOOD
WALK TO UCLA

Spactous, bright 3t>dmn apartment. Quiet
building, hardwood floors, large closets,
laundry, pariung. Available eariy July. No
pets. $2600. 310-234-8278.
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WESTWOOD TOWNHOUSE. Pet okay,
unfurnished. 1 bdrm, 1 bath, refrigerator,

stove, balcony, laundry, gated partdng. $895.
310-395-RENT www.weststoerentals.com

WESTWOOD VILLAGE
TOP LOCATION

1-hdmi, juntor. $l200/month. AH utilities and
one parking included. Days 310-475-7533.
AUAAliMkA 1tt\ II*** ^^^ A

WESTWOOD VILLAGE: Furnished bache-
tor, $725, no partdng. Unfurnished 1-bdrm
31400. garage, 1-yr lease, no pets Avail

Sept. 10990 Straithmore. 310-471-7073.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE: Large^miahad, 3-

bedroom/2-bath, $3600 547 Landfair. Large
2-bedroom/1 .5 Bath. $2300, townhouse,
hardwood-ftoors, fireplace, 925 Gayley 1-

year lease. September. 310-471-7073.

WESTWOOD. Bachetor. $795, utilities paM,
no partdng. 1 -bedroom. $1400, 3-car paric-

ing, 10943 Roebling. 1 -year lease, no pets,

available July. 310-471-7073.

Casablanca West

Available
NOW

Bachelors $865

1 Bedrooms from S1195

n
208-4394
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TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZI

F

* PALMS *
4BD, 3BA LOFT TOWNHOIME, FP.

CENTRAL AIR/HEAT, GATED
GARAGE, SEC ALARM. CAT OK

3670 MIDVALE AVE.
$2395/MO

2B0. 2BA TOWNHOME. PP,

CENTRAL AIRA4EAT. GATED
OARAGE, SEC. ALARM, CAT OK

3614 FARIS DR.

$1395/MO

* MAR VISTA *
1191 3 AVON VWAY. $1 295/MO.
11748 COURTLEIGH OR. $1 295/MO.
12741 MITCHELL AVL $1346/MO.

(310)391-1076
OpenHouseMorvSatlO 4 PM
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ACROSS
1 Barnone
4 Coiriofflre

9 Foots SOTO
14 - Pauk)
15 Writer Binchy
16 Carolors' tunes
l7Ukebaw:tigoorB
19 Strong t)raoze

20 Territories

21 Made fodder
23 Play area
24 Georgia city

27 Canned meat
30 Actress Young
32 -Yor
33 Add to the

schedule
37 Prickle

39 Consecrates
40 Bedding plant

42 Fruit pit

43 Seaoows
44 Jaunty hat

45 Arithmetic vvord

48 Fendng weapon
50 Ancient Britons

51 Nothing, to

Pedro
55 More loyal

57 Violinist's aid
58 Behind
60 Fussy one
64 Quinneea end

Waugh
65 Porfod
66 Setr-lnrMoe

67 Plantairnily

68 DovMn and out
69 Nutritious t)ean

DOWN
1 Prospector's

test

2 Actress Dem
3 Solitary type
4 Ostrich cousins
5 Damage
6 Actor Kingsley

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
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7 Holiday

precooer
8 Qlowina
9 Capporthe

comics
10 Apple middles
11 Stereo gear
12 Folklore t)oing

13 Fast plane
18 Honid
22 AaidvarK's bit

24 Helena's st

25 Painting and
sculpture

26 Corp. VIP
28 Condor's nest
29 Foatfierad

talkers

30 Like notebook
paper

31 Ofl from flower
petals

33 Squander
34 Pub sign
35 Train acoom-

modatk>ns

36 Reunkm
attendees

38 Small dwelling
40 Over
41 OutfiekJer

Slaughter
43 Wire gauge
46 -cube
47 Cockroaches

arxl such
49 Construct
51 Neither^

partrwr

52 Voteano's
output

53 San —
54 Vex
56 Bear

constellatk>n

57 Trust
58 Ooh and —
59 'Mice' waitress
61 Pootte

tribute

62 Casual shirt

63 Owned
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Apartments for Rent

WESTWOOO. 2eOf)M/2BATH. $1450 AND
UP. TILE KrrCHEN. STEPDOWN LIVING
ROOM. HIGH CEILING CHARM 1 MILE
SOUTH OF WILSHIRE SOME W/BAL-
CONY310-83fr«2»4.

WESTWOOO. Acfoss UCLA, upscale. on«
and two badrooms, fuH-Mlchen. air cond^
lioned, parking, orie yaar lease, 445 Land-

. fair. Taking reaervMonn. 310^24-1960.

WESTWOOO. WMk to UCLA. 2bdniW2Mh.
gated parking, rooftop spa, quiet buNdbig.

•oeepting reservatk>ns for Fall. $1895-
$2^5. 512 Vateian. 310-206-2655.

WLA/PALMS
APARTMENT RENTALS
CALL 4 FREE LISTINGS

AND SPECIALS
Bachelori/Slnqlea some w/utillties pakl,

pool, gated. $660-725. tbdrm $950-996.

many wlireplMae, kocury and more. 2bdrm
$i3e5-$i796. many wimstTwahera. btfoo-

ny, hJC and mona. CaM for free lialing:3lO-

278-8099.

) WW WALK TO UCLA
' SpackNis. brtgN Itxlrm and private patto.

\ mkHl4ay. Hardwood fkXNS. luN kitchen,

bseia. laundry. 2-car paildng. $1500.

No pelB. 310-234-8278.

8600
Condo/Towtihoiise for R»'iU

CULVER CrrV: 2brdm/2.55th. Furnished,

spacious hjwnhouae on quiet street. Greet

^ipa. $200(Vlmth 310-442-1395

SANTA MONICA fuly fumiahed guest roonT
BakXKiy, W/D, security, kixury complex,
gated parking. uUWiee inckxJed. May 15th.

$550. 310-395-RENT www.westskJeren-
tals.oom

WESTWOOO. Wlshire Hi-Rise Luxurk>u8

Condo. 1.2,&3t>ed. $2400-$4200/month.
24hr. vaiat, dooiman, front desk, artd securi-

ty aervk:e. AN ainanWaa. great views. 310-

470-9947.

8800
Giiosthoijso for Rout

1 5MILES FROM UCLA- FuMy furnished

large itxJrm apt Pool labte^vet bar/cable in

Nvirtg room. kJeai tor grad student-faculty

$10SO»utilMaa/>fW0 310-476-2088.

2 BEDROOM GUESTHOUSE Kitchen, re-

modeled baOiroom. Meal for roommataa-
$595/person QrSet focatfon. Mar-Vista area.

$1190/mth. 310-678-2753. 310-490-7165
Pat Must seel

STUDIO NEAR UCLA Private eMerance.
Parkkig. AvaNabie June 1 Year Laaae. One
person. smaN dog OK $750 inchxing ulM-
ties. 310476-8478

9200
Housituj Needod

HOUSING NEEDED
Trying to rani your space in the Waet-
wood area or naailiy? Have a great dear?
Easily solve your ranM prablam «vNh one
simple cai. AvoM the hassle of renting. 3
UCLA sludsnts are aaekkig an apart-

ment, houaa, guasfwusa or condo to

share (2-t-2 or 2-^1.5) to move in leto

June/earty July, lyr lease ok. Must kv
ckJde 2 parking spaces and be raaaon-
ably prfoed PMaaa cal Staphania:310-
702-8455 (Leave massage).

9300
Room for Holp

CARE FOR DISABLED PERSON. In ex-
Change for room and board. Bevedy HMs.
ResponsMe w^good references sought. 310-
860-9042 Qabdal.

MALE SPOflTB BtlTHUSIAST. hiee rent ki

exchange lor iMl|» w/home«wxk&fun wi/12-

oM. Sifti Mtxifoa. Car neceaaaiy. ref-

Evenings. Student. 310-00e«)67

NEAR UCLA
UVE-IN WITH UCLA EMERmJS Family
near campua. Free Room and Board in ex-

change tor help wMh homaffamly/eic. Need
COL and car. Mate piefened. EmaN raaume
to mk:haatafilaenme hotmaN.com.

9400
Room for Hcwl

BRENTWOOD F/NS/NP Females only Bed.
InlhftfuN aooeas to large, beautifiii home
ShWatsMMnly. $750 310 395 0623

Classifieds

825-2221

9400
Room for Rent

HUGE TWO-STORY
HOUSE

With rooms to rentl Share goumwt kitchen.

Qraat tocaiton. Mar Vlala. Ocean view. Stan
ing from $6e(Mnonlh. 31O490-7165, 310-

678-2753 Pat Must aael

LARGE ROOM in Sbdmi on Glanrock Har-

dvvood Itoofs. dean, apactoua. $780 lor the

room, $390ea tor 2 people. 310-209-0888
Dave.

PRIVATE GUESTROOM WEST-
WOOD/WALK UCLA- beautiful house ¥i/pH-

vate entranoailMlhAMckyard. Laundry/Kitch-

en prfvNegea. WS female tenant $785^utUi-

ties. 310 446 OSSe.

ROOM FOR RENT to private house. Share
kMchan. ahaw UNhrodm. klaal tor student
UtIMea piM. $50Wroo. Blue-bus to can^Nia.
310-828-6796.

WANTED: Quiet male graduate student.

Lovely furnished bedroom wAnforowave and
frkJge, A/C, near bus. Lease, quiet, referenc-

es. $500/mo-utillties Included. 310-312-
0669

WEST LA: $668 SOrtnonth. LooWng for 1 or 2
clean/outgoing aptrr^tes for own bdrm/bth In

2lxlrrTV2bth apt Avaiiat>ie erxl-June. 310-
477-6435, jenshine Oucla.edu

WEST LA: f^ewiy remodeled large roomA
t>athroom. Use of kitctien. private entrarK;e.

Ferrtaie rK>n-smoker. AvaHabie now. Fur-

nished or unfurnished. 310-558-1773

9500
Rooniin;Ucs-Pfiv;il(.' Room

WEST LOS ANGELES- share beautiful
house in quiet r>eighbortK)od Kitchen/laun-
dry/huge backyard. Near Pico/Westwood
bus, 3 miles to UCLA. $70(Vmonth 310-479-
2285

9600
Roomm;jtcs-Shiir(;fl Room

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED 403 LarxJ-

fair, 1 bkjck from UCLA. Spacious living. Fail

2001 school year Responsit>le, norvsmok-
Ing. 310-267-9792.

GAYLEY NEXT TO UCLA large room to

stiare in 2bdmrV2blh. private condo Fully-

furnished, balcony, garage, non-smoking fe-

male only. $500/monlh. 310-208-7748.

WESTWOOO: 1-2 roommates needed for

large Ibdrm. apartment for next school year.

Bakx>ny Parking Laundry. Strathmore/Lev-
ering $400-600/mth 310-208-6875

9700
Suhli.'ls

403 LANDFAJR: Across street from campus
Master bedroom/l)ath. urxJerground parking.
WMI sublet to one/two people 6/18-9/13.

$975/hith. 310-824-3537

437 GAYLEY. Pink Palace Beautiful

2lxlnn/2l>th. w/2t)aicorMee, frerK:h doors,

apadous. 3 underground parkir^g spots, par-

IMy furnished. Late June-a/3l. $2l50/mo.
Please caNJuNe or Silvia at 310-824-5542.

»

475 GAYLEY AVE. AvaiUble mto-June to

mki-Sept. $450^imonth Ctoee to campus,
friendly roommates & manager. Looking for

femeto suMetler. 310-47fr-2236.

558 MIDVALE. Spadoua Iving area, fiaid^

wood Itoocs. shared parMhg. $448/month for

shared room. No bedfoom furniture. Tammy
310-206^1682.

831 KELTON 750*8q.ft.f 1bd/1.5balh, Gor-
geous Fumiturel June 15-AuBuat 5. gated
parWng apace, balcony, pool, laundry. Only
$937Anrnnth. glnak«ucla.edu. Call 310-991-
4462.

APARTMENT
AVAILABLE FOR FALL

QUARTER
and sesaton C on Mklvaie 2-bedrooms. 1-

balfj. Fun Girls Ctose to Carres. 3 Parking
Spots. Cat 310-824-5963.

ATRIUM COURT PEf^THOUSE 5mln walk
Need 2-3 people July-Sept, or Jan Spa-
dous 2bd/2bth 2balconie8, park-
toig/gym/spa. $625/itk>. Mala/Female ok.
310-267-7714.

BEAUTIFUL 2-BEDROOM APARTMENT.
Hardwood lloors, parking, full kitchen At)SO-
lufeiy gorgeous Must be seent!! $1900/mo
CaH Marjorie 310-208-2120

BRENTWOOD. One-Bedroom/One Bath In

Large-Bright furnished 2Bed 2Bath Apart-
ment > Living-Room. Dinn»r>g-Room Distv
washer, Mk:rowave. Bateony, A/C 2mile8
from UCLAABeach Near Transportatton.

TV/VCR/Diglfal-Cable/Stereo/DSL Parking.
King-Size Bed $90(VrTX) Junel -AuglO 310-
479-1631

9400
Room for Rent

CHEAP PALMS SUBLET Only $tl50/fT>o.

Large 2-Bed/2Bath. Fumished. Available

Junel 6-Sept 16. lO-rrun. Drive to campus. 1-

minute to busline. Cal 310-204 1532. sublet-

rK>wO hotmail.oom

FALL SUBLET: 3bdTm/l.5bth. Pod. fun bal-

cony, preferably lemate. Spacious living

apace. $430/mth-dependent. 424 Landfair

Ave. Apll. 310-824-2942

FEMALE ROOMATE WANTED to share 1

bedroom apartment for summer, WLA.
$33Q/lmo plus half utilities. $350 security.

Quiet mature student only. 310-820-2663.

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED for Iho

summer to share 2bdnm/2bth w/3 other non-
smokkig females. Ctose to-campus, fuUy-tur-

niahed, parking. $450/mth. Sabrina 310-824-
3850

JULY 8 AUG. On Veteran. $700/month for 1

of 2 bedrooms, bunktieds and dresser Big

living room, clean 310-824-4242

KELTON AVE.: Looking tor female sublei-

terts) tor Ibdrm. in 2bdrm/2bth. Parl-fum.

Available 6/23-mW Sept $925/mth
, $462 to

share. Call 310-824-5377

MIDVALE I • Need roommate to share room
w/male In summer 2txJrm. DSL. pool, jacuz-

zi-etc Fall lease also available. 310-208-
0631

9700
Siil)li;ts

RENT ME!
PERFECT SUMMER SUBLETIH
2bdrnV2bth Bright. 1200sq.ft.. bakx)ny, fire-

place, gated-parking. pooi/jacuzzi, walk-in

ctosets Gas&water Includedl MM-June thru

August $1800/mth. Call 310-824-0989

SILVERLAKE BLVD/SUNSET/101. Spa-
ck)us, 2txlrm, fumished, hardwood ftoors.

toeal for HoUywooC^Downlown internships.

$700/moKtoposit Available 6/1-8/31. Only
responsible applicants. 323-663-8912,
jtxasasQ hotmail.com

SPACKXJS S. WILSHIRE APT- one bed-
room to a 2txl/2t)ath on Veteran, pod^cuz-
zl. gated parking, female preferred, avatable
mkJ-June to end of August. $760fmotm.
310-210-6487

SUMMER SUBLET: tooking tor female to
share room with female/student UCLA in 2
bd/2bth apartment. $475/mo, not utWttoa.

Nayla 310-209-0863.

SUMMER SUBLETTERS WANTED at 515
Kelton tor spadous 2bed/2bath. Bak»ny.
pool, free DSL, gas. H20. parking. $2130.
($533/person). Eamon:310-208-1164.

WANT TO SUBLET FOR THE SUM-
MER? Reach thousands of potential

roommates for free. www.west-
sWerentals com 310-395-RENT.

WESTWOOO APT.
Available tor sumrrier 2 huge bedroo<T>s/2
full bathrooms. Pool/Jacuzzi. Pool
table/laundry room. Call Rebecca-310-267-
7322

WESTWOOO 3bed/2bath. dimng room,
large living room, PARKING. Walking dto-

tance to UCLA (2-btocks). Hardwood ftoors

and newly painted walls Wen kept and
dean if interested contact Matt 310-871-
7635.

WILSHIRE 2-MILES FROM CAMPUS.
BeauMul 2-Bedroom Apartment. Looking tor

2-people to share Spactous BedroonvfBath-
room. Available 6/20. $475/mo. per person.
310-312-0157.

WLA. Luxurious apt. Large master bedroom
w/walk-in ctoset Fumished. Fireplace, bal-

cony, Jacuzzi, parking. Secure entrance.
Near bus. IMd>June-beg/Sept $850/mo. k«-
apartOhotmaH.com.

nsoo

BEAUTIFUL, SPACIOUS Y08EMITE
HOME surrounded by taS pinaa. Ctoae to
everythlngL Fu«y Equ^iped. 9000' alevaion
sundach. itiaonabia nrtee. 818-786-1088.
www.yoaawm.lalovaly.oom

^.jJL^
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Molly Molones
575 S. Fairmx Ave. (i m. n. of 6ih)

(3231678-6601
www.monymalones.com

LIVE MUSIC 7 NIGHTS
Irish Drink Spedailies

Free Parldng

No Cover UCLA ID Ttws - Sat.

PubQrub

The Pitcher House
142 Pacific Coast Hwy.

Hemiosa Beach
(31<9 374-0826

www.pltcherhouse.com
The Pltch«r HOtJM Est. 1950

36 Beers. Wine, Cider

4 Pool Tabtoe. Shuffle Board.

2 Foosbafl Tablee, Ping Pong.

Wed-K«raoi(e
Thur - Cup of Swill A FREE PIZZA

Fri & Sat • Band Nights

Kitchen Ope»U4-f 5>?

Q's
11835 Witehire Blvd.

Brentwood
(310) 477-7660

21-1- w/ID
Sunday: 10am-6pm
$750 (mport Pflchers

$5.50 Domeetic Pitchers

Monday-Friday: 11:30am-4pm
S4.50 Luneh Spedais

Ihr FREE Pool

Monday: 1/2 prize pitchers

Tuesctay: Slarvino Student Night
$3l00 BufderwiMes
$2.00- -

Rusty s Surf fkmch
256 Santa Montee Pier

(3101 309-Piefl
Full Bar. Ful Servioa Klk:hen. Patio

Seating, PoMTiM. artd Saleilte TV.

Happy Hour Everyday 3 to dose.

Karaoke Mon & Sun nights.

Uve Music & Oandng- Caii for details.

The Shock
2518 WHshire Blvd.

Santa Monica
(3101 440-1171

Full Bar. Happy Hour 4-7 M-F Full

Service Kitchen Outdoor Patio. •We
show ail games* 10 TVs • Karaoite

Tuesday 9:30pm to doee.

Sepi's
10968 LeConte Ave.

Westwood
(310) 208-7171

www.westwoodonNne.com
FuH Service KittThen, Beer A Wine

Oniy. Satellite TV • Join us for

live iazz every Friday night

Happy Hour after Spm.

Tomockichi Sushi
10975 WeytHjm Ave.

Westwood
(310)824-8806

Full Sushi Bar with Lunch & Dinner

Specials. Sake Bonters Weicomel
Also try Tomadachi Express, open

10:30pm to 2am, Thur8.-Sat.

Clubs

Freok Docklv s
6 DorQck>

Frklays O Opkim Den

1606 Cosnrx) St.. Hollywood
(S of HoRywood tMlWMn Vine & Cahuenga)

(3231860-6666
$2 Drinks before 11pm
Superstar DJ Codwhip

Spinning: Hip-Hop • Funk • Rare

Grooves. 21-fOver.

Hot Apple Pie
EveryThursday Night O Bkje

1642 Los Palmas, Hollywood
(310)226-8421

Sufieretar DJ CooMiip:

Hip-Hop, DJ Lewis Album
& Krembo: Trance

2 rooms of Musk:. 2 FuN Bars

Outdoor Pafio and Lounge

Moglc
Every Wednesday d Blue

1642 Las Palmas. Hollywood
(323)281-0616

Progressive House/ Trance/ Hip-Hop
with OJs Thomas IMchael, Paui-E,

TTwee-O. Coolwhip, FiveStar. 2 rooms
and outskle smoMng palto. I&f w/ID.

2U Ful Bar. aipMsfc>rfree
admissfcm before 10:30pm.

MooncMktpraaents

Terminol Zero
Every Thursday^ Mbc 10 - 2am

2810 Main St.. Santa Monica
(310)764-8002

www.71Ocoment.com
Houaa and Tianoe

PQ Aaeof Eternal Landscape
Free Admiaskin wNh Student ID

Christian

Westside Oikos Community
Church
1343 Ocean Park Blvd.

Santa Monica. CA 90405
310-441-2126

www. westsideoikos. org

Sunday worship at 1:30pm,

Wednesday UCLA Oikos Campus
Ministry ((DCM) meetings at

6:30pm in CS Young 50.

Come and share the joy!

Encounter God's presence through

(X)werful worship, inspiring mes-
sages, and genuine community.

Rides for Sunday worship provided
at Sprout turnaround at 1pm.

University Lutheran Chapel
10915 Strathmore Dr
Los Angehs. CA 90024
310-206-4571

wwwuk.la.ca.us

10:30am, tradition 7pm, contempo-
rary.

Join us in experiencing Christ in

the context of word and sacra-

ment in small groups throughout

the week.

Westwood Hills Christian

Church
lOeoe Le Confe Ave

Los Angah8,CA 90024

310-206-3576

www WHCC9m9tcbc.com

Bible Study 9:00am, Worship

10:00am. Tuesday Evening Bible

Study 7:00pm.

We are located across from UCLA
Medical Center at Le Conte and
Hilgard. Students are welcome.
Join us for kmch lat Sunday each
month after worship.

Seventh-day

Adventist

Santa Monica Seventh-Day

Adventist Church
1254 19th St

Santa Moruca, CA 90404
310-829-1945

www.santamonKasda. tnymepage.com
Saturday 9:30, Worship 11am.
Small groups throughout the

week. Collegiate group Thurs. at

UCLA. We invite you to join us to

worship and grow, and experi-

ence God's love in a SG and
Sabbath morning worship.

•

Roman Catholic

University Catholic Center

Lot Ang9l9a.CA 90024

310-208-5015

www.uoaa.org

Sunday Masses at 10:30am.

7pm. and 9pm.

Our Catholic community wel-

comes all. With over 70 years of

servrce to UCLA and the

University Religious Conference,

j

we offer worship, retreats, sacra-

• mental preparation, education, and
just plain fun!

Christian Science

Tenth Church of Christ,

Scientist
1133 S Bundy Dr.

Lot Angths. CA 90049

310-826-2229

Sunday 10am Church Service and
Sunday School (up to 20 years),

Wednesdays 7:30pm Testimonial

Meeting. Reading Room 310-820-
2074,-7-:

Please join us for a Bible talk on
Deuteronomy: Moses' Farewell

Address, by Madelon Miles on
Sunday. February 11th fnsm 1-3

pm. For information please call

310-820-2014.

TWenty-eighth Church of

Christ, Scientist
1018 Hilgard Ave
Los Angeles. CA 90024
310-208-8189

Reading Room:
1125 Qlendon Ave.

310-208-3814

Sunday Church Services 10am
and Spm, Sunday School (up to

age 20) 10am. Wednesday
Testimony Meetings 8pm.
Come Wednesdays at 8pm to

hear of lives healed and renewed
through topical readings from the

Bible and testimonies from Xhe

congregation. Stay after and
meet our church family;

^^li«*• Religious Servicer

j

J^irectmyis printed eve/
Frmmy.Omtl

Stephwle Abntzzo at

310-426-2227 for more^
Information,

ar<mtns
nt deals %Jnt-tostudent deals

Every Wednesday and Friday, die Daily Bruin Classifieds provides Bruin Bargains, a place where students are able to advertise

absolutely FREE* some of the best deals in Westwood. Check weekly for updates so you don't miss out on great savings!
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W.TENNIS
From page 28

season. UCLA lost to Fresno 5-2 on
Feb. 23. However, the Bruins were play-
ing without Coach Sampras and No. 1

player, sophomore Sara Walker, ranked
No. 18 nationally.

"I know they're thinking. Ve did it

once, we can do it again,"' freshman
Manko Fritz-Krockow said of Fresno.
But the Bruins are thinking revenge and
the players are confident after winning
the Pac-IO Tournament last weekend.
The victory proved that their 7-17

record for the season does not reflect
how they are playing now.
"We are a much better team than

when we lost to Fresno." junior
Catherme Hawley said. "We weren't
experienced: we had two freshman and
two people who didn't play in the lineup
last year. Now we've had a lot of match
experience."

The team made some changes in the
lineup to prepare for regionals.
Freshman Lauren Fisher and junior
Petya Marinova, whose shoulder is both-
ering her, have swapped spots with

Fisher now playing No. 3 and Marinova
playing No. 4.

"It's a compliment. In the middle of
the season I felt like I was struggling but
1 pulled it together and it's nice that they
saw that." Fisher said.

The other lineup change is in doubles
where Hawley will play at No. 3 with
senior Jennifer Donahue instead of
freshman Chelsea Godbcy The two feel
comfortable together and played well in
a recent scrimmage against USC.
UCLA and Stanford are the only two

teams to be among the top 64 teams in
the NCAA Championships every year
since the women's championships began
in 1982. Additionally, with the exception
of the 1999 season, UCLA has also
made the 16-team Finals every year.
While the team takes pride in that histo^
ry. they are also pressured by it.

"There is a legacy," Sampras said.
"UCLA should get to Georgia. But
we're taking it one match at a time."

The players are less focused on histo-
ry as the more recent past.

"I'm looking at regionals as a way of
salvaging the whole season." Donahue
said. "There's not a doubt in my mind it

can be done."

A Bruin's Life

Q: what cfq you do after^you read it?

A: you reiycTe ft! ®

Daily Bruin Sports

W.WATERPOLO
From page 28

four quarters of great play if we
want to see a different outcome."

Before the Bruins can focus on
Stanford, they will have to contend
with Loyola Marymount (22-«) in

the semifinals on Saturday at 5 p.m.
Loyola experienced the

strongest year in its program's his-

tory to win the Western Women's
Water Polo Association champi-
onship in order to claim an NCAA
bid.

"There's a strong argument that
LMU is the No. 5 team in the coun-
try behind the powerhouses USC,
UCLA, Cal and Stanford that are
head and shoulders above the rest

right now," Krikorian said.

While Krikorian is not overly
concerned about Saturday's
matchup, he conceded that LMU's
solid starting lineup would give the
Bruins a tough game.

Barring an unexpected upset,
the Bruins will advance to the finals

at 7 p.m. on Sunday where they will

face the winner of Saturday's other

semifinal -match between No. I

Stanford and Brown (21-9).

Tlie blue and gold will most like-

ly be facing a Cardinal opposition.
With the cards stacked against

them and the hometown crowd
bleeding maroon, the Bruins will

have to pull out all the stops to
claim the first NCAA title for
women's water polo.

"We always perform
well as a team when
it's do-or-die time."

Kristin Guerin
Water polo player

Last year at the collegiate nation-
als, UCLA defeated USC by a
score of IM to take home their
fourth championship trophy in five

years.

This year, the pressure is on and
the stakes are high but the Bruins
are not ready to roll over and give

the title away.

"We always perform well as a
team when it's do-or-die time,"
senior Kristin Guerin said. "When
we've really needed to win, we've
consistently come out with the
win."

Krikorian points to consistency
as the key to a different outcome in

game number five against
Stanford.

"We've never pulled out a full 28
minutes of great play against
them," he said. "We absolutely
have to ifwe want to win."

Part of a strong and full four
quarters will include greater atten-
tion to an effective power-play
Krikorian cited UCLA's six-on-five

play as a point ofweakness inprbr
match-ups.

All signs may be pointing at
Stanford, but in some ways, the
matchup works to the Bruins'
advantage.

"More than anything, our team
just needs to go out and play our
best," freshman Thalia Munro said.

"Based on the records, we have
everything to gain and nothing to
lose."
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W.TRACK
From page 27

fare wed. Sickler and Hocring each cleared the
bar at the 1W 1/2 mark for the Bruins, who
look four of the five places in the event.

Sophomore Karen Bewley finished fourth.

Some of the throwers and jumpers will stay

in town this weekend for the Occidental
Invitational Track Meet at Occidental College.
The remainder of the squad will rest after two
straight weeks of intense competition at USC
and the Penn Relays.

Senior Michelle Perry, the nation's No. 1

heptathlete, will not compete at the Pac-IO
Multi-Events competition this weekend at

Berkeley.

"She doesn't really have anything to
prove," Bolden said of Perry, who also
anchored UCLA's meet-dinching 4 x 400m
rday team. "She needs to rest up from last

weekend, and then get ready for (the Pao-IO

Friday, May 11. 2001 25

Championships)."

Perry's overall performance at USC won
her the Pao-10 Athlete of the Week award.

Perry follows teammate Sheena Johnson, who
took home the award last week. UCLA has

snared the prize four times in the last five

weeks (thrower Christina Tolson has also been
honored), making the award an almost weekly

ritual for the Bruins.

"1 think it's a well-deserved honor," Bolden
said. "Without a doubt, she worked about as

hard as anybody could work. She did a fantas-

ticjob this weekend."

The Bruins will use their time offto evaluate

the competition and the team, and select the

athletes that will venture to the Bay Area next

weekend.

"We're just kind of in a decision-making

mode for the top 24 people that we're going to

take to Pao-IOs," Bolden said.

At their torrid pace, selecting the best of the

best might be the most challenging obstacle

UCLA win have to face.

M.TENNIS
From page 28

SOFTBALL
From page 28

"Arizona is supposed to be the meanest of
the all the crowds that we'll see," Goerl said.

"But when I'm throwing, I'm not paying
attention to anyone else. I get to be in my
zone."

Saturday's doubleheader against the
ninth-ranked Sun Devils will mark the end of
the regular season for the Bruins. UCLA wtU
find out on Sunday their status in the NCAA

Regionals.

Arizona State will bring a pair of multi-

tasking players in juniors Erica Beach and
Kirslen Voak. Beach leads the team with a

16-8 record and 1.3 1 ERA in the circle, and at

the plate, she's hitting at a .314 dip with a
team-leading seven home runs. She is also

second on the team with 32 RBls.

Voak loads the Sun Devils with 144 strike-

outs in 121 1/3 innings of work. She has a 14-

7 record and 1.50 ERA. As a hitter, Voak is

right at the Mtndoza Line (.200) and has
chipped in with two home runs and 13 RBls.

in mind.

"We'll be very competitive, and we are
always looking for an upset," Cal State-

Sacramento Head Coach Chris Evers said

"Hopefully UCLA comes out a little flat."

But Cal State Sacramento's hopes are dim, to

say the least. The Bruins have never lost a
Regional tournament, dating all the way back
to 1950. And they definitely don't plan on start-

ing now.

"We have more than a strong enough team to

make it through to Georgia," UCLA Assistant

Head Coach Jason Sher said. "We'll be ready to

win."

UCLA Head Coach Billy Martin shares
Sher's sentiments.

"If we are ready to play, and play good ten-

nis, and compete hard, we'll be in good shape."
he said.

The tennis squad has been pumped up and
ready to go for over a week, practicing hard and
yearning to get underway.

"We will drop bombs on them," sophomore
Jean-Julien Rojer said during a practice last

week.

But has UCLA peaked too soon? Will the

excitement die down by the time they Uke the
court Saturday afternoon?

"No, we are toully peaking at the right

time," senior Jean-Noel Grinda said.

"Everyone is playing their best right now, and
everyone looks really sharp." '

Grinda's comments express the optimism of

DANIEL \VONG

Sophomore Jean-Julian RoJ«r returns the
bail In a match against ASU last month.

the whole team. For the first time since the
beginning of the season, every player is healthy
and playing in top form.

In fact, the team is so confident they will win
Regionals that they have already booked travel

reservations to go to Georgia next weekend.
Is that a little too cocky and premature?
"No, because you can't buy tickets the day

before, nobody docs that," Sher said.
"Otherwise you'll be paying a lot of money"
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BASEBALL
From page 27

first in double plays and lead the league

in runners caught stealing.

On the mound, OSU is led by Thad
Johnson and Scott Nicholson, each of

whom as turned in more than 100

innings pitched in 2001.

The name of the game for UCLA is

momentum, and they will turn to

senior Bobby Roc on Friday to get

them started. Junior Josh Karp will

pitch Saturday, and Brandt will dose it

out on Sunday.

Last year, the Bruins swept the

Beavers convincingly in Corvallis.

They'll need another sweep if they

want to continue playing come June.

"We know that every game counts

now," outfielder Ben Francisco said.

"We need to win out to get into the

playoffs."

With both Brandt and Karp coming
off injuries, UCLA should be firing on

all cylinders. The third victory this sea-

son over a No. 1 team provides

momentum, something coaches and

players know is invaluable when the

playoffs role around.

"We're going to make a run at it,

there's no doubt about it," Brandt said

of the last few weeks of the season.

"We need to take three from OSU this

weekend, and hopefully we can do
that."

Invitational lets Bruins polish game prior to Pac-1 Os
M.TRACK: Churchill tries

to set long jump record;

UCLA to refine strategies

By den Wocthingtoii

Daily Bnjjn Contributor

Following a disappointing loss to

use last week, the UCLA men's track

and field team hopes to redeem itself

by winning the fWlO title next week.

But in the meantime, a handful of

Bruin athletes will see action at either

the Occidental or Modesto
Invitational on Saturday.

The distance runners and throwers

will compete at Occidental against top-

level invitational competition. Some
will be trying to make a statement that

they belong at Pao-IOs, while others

who are assured of their spot in the

conference championships will have

their last chance for technique refine-

ments.

"What I'm trying to do is finalize

some decisions I have to make for the

Pac-IO championships," said men's

Distance Coach Eric Peterson. "As of

this moment, 1 don't have anyone who
is a sure bet to go. I'm really trying to

determine which kids are in the best

position to not only go and have good Scott Wiegand and Jack Qamon will

races but also contribute to the team

score.

"Saturday night's races will give

some clarity," Peterson added.

For the distance team, a lot needs to

compete in the shot put. Wiegand will

throw the discus too.

UCLA's nationally-ranked throw-

ing tandem ofjunior Scott Moser and

redshirt freshman Dan Ames will com-
be proved. While the Bruins' most cor»- pete in the hammer throw only The
sistent distance performers, senior two are the favorites in the Pac-lO in

Will Bemaldo and junior Bryan both the shot put and the discus but

Green, are resting, the rest ofthe squad slightly off the lead in the hammer
will try to prove

they deserve a

shot at Pac-IO

glory.

Freshmen
Nick Thornton

and Jon Rankin,

junior Martin

Brix, and senior

Paul Muite will

compete in the

800 meters, an
————

—

off event for

Rankin and Muite, who are usually

1500m runners.

In the 3000m steeplechase, all three

Bruins who competed in the USC
meet will return in that event. Junior

Andrew Wulf, sophomore Justin

Patananan and senior Mason Moore
will battle it out with nothing to lose

and everything to prove.

*l don't have anyone

who is a sure bet to go

(toPac-IOs)/

Eric Peterson

Men's distance coach

Maybe something

will dick this

weekend as they

work on their

hammer tech-

nique that will

propel them into

position to take

that event at the

Pao-IOs as well.

Other field
~~~~"~~~~~"

event athletes will

be at Modesto.

Sophomore Jason Churchill hopes

to set a new personal record in the long

jump; he will most likely compete in

the triple jump later in the day

althou^ his main focus is setting a life^

time best in the longjump. This may be

his last chance this season.

The pole vaulters hope to excel

against tough competition. According
Also at OccidenUl, sophomores to Pole Vault Coach Anthony Curran,

Modesto is a pole vault meoca for late

season meets because of its conducive

winds and perennially good weather.

Senior Steve Michels is looking for big

marks. He is just now getting back to

form from an early-season injury. This

is his last year so count on him to try to

do something big.

Freshman Yoo Kim is coming off

his first 17-foot vault at the USC meet.

He wants to prove it wasn't a fluke and

place himself in a position to compete

for points in the Pao-10 meet. He ranks

seventh in the Pao-10 after Saturday's

performance.

"This weekend I am hoping to get

good rhythm in the hammer and good

confidence for our distance runners"

said men's Head Coach Art Venegas.

"Some ofour kids that probably aren't

going to the Pao-IOs are going to get a

couple more chances to get a good
time and maybe position themselves

for a Pao-10 spot"

The rest of the team will spend this

weekend focusing on the next The
Bruins need to pull out all the stops if

they hope to win the Pao-10. It seems

unlikely, but it is a definite possibility if

the right guys put up the right numbers

at the right time. After aU, the entire

season has been geared for that

moment
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Friday

Team needs momentum to ride into playoffs
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Los Angeles,
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Baseba .Qr«gdn^
Los Angc

Softball!

Tempe,i

Men's Tennis vs.

NCAA Regional I

Women's Tennis vs. Georgia Tech at

NCAA Reglonals Fresno, Calif.,

3 pjn.

Women's Water polo vs. LMU at

NCAA Champlonshipsy

Stinfbrdtqillf»TBA

Atenlj anclj^fn^ Track at

Stanford IryyiiyiStarifbnal Califi,

BASEBALL Home series

win crucial to squad for

chance at postseason

By AdMn Karon
Daily Bruin Staff

No one needs to tell the Bruins

how important this weekend's

home series at Jackie Robinson

Stadium against Oregon State really

is.

The team already knows its play-

ofT chances are slim after dropping

II of its last 13

games. But the ———

—

Bruins are

clearly not

ready to give in,

as demonstrat-

ed by
Wednesday's 9-

3 throttling of

No. 1 Fullerton.

"We know
that we have to

"We're going to make
a run at it."

Jon Brandt

Starting pitcher

Brandt will have to play a large

role if the team is going to make it to

the postseason. His start

Wednesday showed that he was
over his back injury, and will get the

start Sunday afternoon against the

Beavers.

Brandt and the rest of the pitch-

ing staff will have to contend with a
potent Beaver offense featuring

third baseman Brian Barden, who
recently lied a school record for hits

in a season with 75. Barden leads the

team in batting average (.371) and
has a team-high 53 RBI.

As a team, the Beavers are first in

the Pac-IO in""'—"" home runs (5 1 ),

second in bat-

ting average

(.322) and third

in runs scored

(371).

"We know
that OSU can

really swing the

bat." UCLA
Hitting Coach

win out basically in order to have a Vince Beringhele said. "We know
shot at the playoffs," Wednesday's that it's a tall task, but we're going to

starting pitcher Jon Brandt said, come ready to play.

This ( Fullerton) game shows that if Defensively, the Beavers tied for

we play well, play our game, we can

compete with anybody." See MSOALt page 26

EDWARD LIN/Dally Bfurn

Senior Paul Diaz pitches during a game earlier this season. The
Bruins will face Oregon State on Saturday.

Part of squad will compete in weekend invitationals
W.TRACK: Rest of Bruins

to use time off to ready

themselves for Pac-lOs

ByWMWWtchoni
Daily Bruin Contributor

The significance of last weekend's

UCLA women's trade victory over

No. 2 USC was not lost on UCLA
Throwing Coach Art Venegas. The
turning point in the meet didn't

escape him either.

"The difference between the

men's meet and the women's meet
was Shakedia Jones winning her hun-

dred (lOOmeter dash) over the best in meet, this year in Berkeley In the
the country, Angela Williams," he meantime, UCLA's pole vaultcn will

said of Jones'

upset victory over

use's near-

Olympic qualifi-

er. "That was a

major electric

shock for the

team; that was

awesome."

No. I ranked

UCLA will

attempt to chan-

nel that electricity

into a Pac-IO

The Bruins will use

make an addi-

tional trip to the

60th annual

Modesto Relays

, ,
this weekend,

their time off to select wwie a group of

the athletes that will ^r^^^H
the Occidental

Invitational.

"Modesto's
really a great

place to jump
and keep honing

venture to the Bay

Area next weekencJ.

championship next week when the your skills," said UCLA women's
conference convenes for its annual Head Coach Jeannette Bolden. "It's

a great place to compete and to con-

tinue to improve upon the things that

you've already done."

The Bruin spotlight this weekend
will be on junior vaulter Tracy
O'Hara, who cot^tributed to the

Bruins' ninth^trai^t win over USC
with a victory in the pole vault.

O'Hara's leap of 14 feet won the

event and set a meet record, and fol-

lowed her impressivejump of 14^ at

the previous Cal/Nevada Track &
Field Meet at UC Irvine.

UCLA will also need repeat per-

formances this weekend from
Heather Sickler and Erica Hoering to

See W.TRACK, page 25
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The baseball team must win

alt its games from here on

out for a hope at playoffs.

See page 27 for story.

Team has yet to face

toughest opponent

Fiiv. \ji i Mil i r rvt'diiy BruiO

Junior Kelly H«uch«n protects the ball during a game earlier this year, The team heads to the NCAA
championship In Stanford this weekend.

W.WATERP0L0: Bruins to

fight formidable Loyola,

en route to defend title

By Emily Whidiard
Daily Bniin Contributor

The No. 2 UCLA women's water

polo team may be heading into the

NCAA championships as the defend-

ing national champions, but they still

have to face the facts.

And they aren't pretty.

The facts are that their likely oppo-

nent in the fmals. No. 1 Stanford 0^7-

0), is undefeated and has trounced

UCLA four times this season.

Stanford will also be vying for the

NCAA title on the home turf of its

brandfiew facility in front of 3,000

predominantly Cardinal fans.

Finally, the Cardinal boast a consis-

tent and strong lineup filled with

national team members and arguably

the best goalie in the nation.

The facts are in Stanford's favor.

Stanford has proven it is the best

Loyob MarymoiMt

Sunday

330 p.m. Third place game

5 p.m. Giampionship game

Palo Alto, vn

Radio broadcast - uclabruins.com

iwAGcnTwfxvnllirStriin

team in the country, and it's up to the

Bruins (164) to prove the Cardinal

wrong.

"Obviously our play against them
earlier in the season wasn't enough,"

Head Coach Adam Krikorian said.

"We're going to have to show a full

Sec WMKTBKnUi, page 24

No. 2 Bruins to face off against Arizona teams
SOFTBALL Squad sees close of

its Pac-10 season; NCAA status

determined at end of weekend

ByVytasMazcHui
Daily Bruin Reporter

Multitasking is not a term usually associat-

ed to Softball, but as the Pao-10 season comes
to an end this weekend in Arizona for the No.
2 Bruins, multitasking will be prominent.

UCLA (53-4, 14-4 Pac-lO) has a couple of

players capable of producing at the plate and
in the pitcher's circle, although junior ace

Amanda Freed is currently limited to center

field until an injury to her right forearm prop-

erly heals. Senior Courtney Dale is 6-0 with a

0.89 ERA this season, but she's also contribut-

ing with a .297 average, two home runs and 18

RBls as a designated player and part-time right

fielder.

Needless to say, being a pitcher has affected

Dale's approach at the plate.

"I like to pick up a spin," Dale said. "I want
to be able to be patient enough to pick up the

spin on the ball. But of course, (as a pitcher)

you're probably thinking a little more than

everybody else. It'sjustahabit.**

Saturday's doubleheader will

mark the end of the regular

season for the Bruins.

In today's game against top-ranked Arizona

(51-4, 13-2) at Hillenbrand Stadium, junior

Wildcat Jenny Finch will bring her perfect 23-

record and 0.24 ERA in the circle, plus her

.323 average, 11 home runs and 48 RBIs.

Freshman Wildcat Jenny Gladding could also

be called to contribute with either her pitching

or hitting, as she's 12-2 with a 0.89 in the circle

and sports a .354 average with nine home runs

and 15 RBIs.

Dale probably won't be needed to pitch

until Saturday's doubleheader at Arizona State

(34-17, 9-9). UCLA freshman hurler Keira

Goerl, who only pitches and has compiled a
24-1 record with a 0.98 ERA, will be the one
counted on to face that raucous Wildcat

crowd.

During Goerl's recruiting trip to Arizona,

people pointed out to her where some fans

hung out to watch the games - on top of the

frat houses. But Goeri is not concerned with

the atmosphere. In fact, she's relishing a

chance to pitch in front of a crowd of more
than 3,000.

SctSOniMl^pagelS
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Amanda Freed pitches during a softball

game earlier this season.

Upcoming games pertinent for future
W.TENNIS: Squad still

draws second seed, to

play Georgia Tech first

By Hannah 6«ndMi
Daily Bruin Contributor

Do or die.

That is how Head Coach Stella

Sampras looks at this weekend's

NCAA Regionals. If the Bruins

beat Georgia Tech and then

Fresno State they will advance to

the 16Heam NCAA
Championship Finals in Atlanta

next weekend. If not, the season is

over.

"This is why we play," Sampras
said of the NCAA
Championships. "This is the excit-

ing part, what it's all about. You
gotta love it."

The No. 30 Bruins will first

face No. 46 Georgia Tech

Saturday while No. 12 Fresno

plays unranked Cal State

Northridgc. The winners of each

match will play one another

Sunday for a spot in the finals

next weekend. After a disappoint-

ing 7-17 overall record, the BruinJ

were pleased with their draw as a

second seed in the region.

UCLA has not played Georgia

Tech this season, but they consult-

ed other coaches to fmd out more
about their opponents.

"Georgia Tech may not have a

lot of talent, but they're fighters

and they're coached well,"

Sampras said.

But Georgia Tech's spark may
not be enough for a UCLA team

that has both talent and determi-

nation. •

UCLA and Fresno State, who
are favored to make the fmal,

have matched up once before this

Sec W.TmMI» page 24

UCLA to be host of NCAA
toumament tNs weekend

MOHAMMAD AUIM

Catherine Hawley concentrates on the

ball during a game earlier this season.

M.TENNIS: No. 3 Bruins

confident they will end

Regionals with triumph

By Srtg Sdiain

Daily Bruin Contributor

Every dual match the UCLA
men's tennis team has played this

season was just a prelude to this

weekend.

The No. 3 Bruins' impressive

20-2 record has earned them the

right to host an NCAA Regional

Tournament, one of 16 going on
around the country. No. 74 Cal

State Sacramento (20-2), No. 30

South Carolina (12-12), and No.

35 University of South Florida

(16-7) will visit the Los Angeles

Tennis Center to plav in the tour-

nament.

UCLA will face Cal State

Sacramento, the Big Sky
Conference champion, at I p.m.

on Saturday in what is essentially

the first round of the NCAA
tournament. But before the

Bruins play, South Carolina plays

South Florida at 10 a.m. on
Saturday, and the two winners

face off on Sunday at noon in the

Regional fmal

The winner of Regionals earns

a bid to go to Athens, Georgia,

next weekend to play out the rest

of the NCAA tournament, begm-
ning with the Round of 16 on
May 19

The Bruins are heavily favored

to win Regionals, but Cal State

Sacramento has hopes of an upset

S«eM.TENNK,pa9«2S
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Fork out or forget?'

Today's forum examines both

sides of the racereparations

debate. VIEWPOINT PAGE 17

UIN
)NI)AY,May14,2001 www.dailybiaiin.ucla.edu

hey finally beat them!f

After four unsuccessful tries, water

polo beats Stanford for the NCAA
title. SPORTS BACK PAGE

The festivities of art

The Festival of Art, featuring student

art, will span today and Tuesday.

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT PAGE 20

Event debates racial reparation demands
SYMPOSIUM: Issue is in

spotlight after Horowitz

ad in college newspapers

By Otna Elbayoumy

Daiy Bruin Contributor

UCLA's ethnic studies centers col-

laborated to host a conference Friday

and Saturday to dehate the im» -cf

racial reparations.

The symposium, hosted by the

African American. American Indian.

Chicana/o and Asian American
Studies Centers, looked to stress repa-

ration demands on the national as well

Lack of space

keeps theater

students from

performing

POUGT: Departmental

resources unable to meet

non-curricular demands

ByMidieHcKraM
Daily Bruin Contributor

Tensions in the theater depart-

ment mount as student requests for

non-curricular productions are

being denied due to limited depart-

mental resources.

Students may no longer perform
or produce independent theater as a

result of the growing demand for

departmental space and faculty

availability.

"With existing classes and class-

related productions, and the re-

tptroduction of an undergraduate
irogram for directing, the spaces

^^ailable to students are very limit-

said William Ward, theater

bpartment chair.

as the international level.

The event is one of the first spon-

sored endeavors to address repara-

tions under the UC Slavery

Colloquium Bill, which was signed by
Gov, Gray Davis in Sept. 2000.

The bill promotes research and
publicity on reparations by University

ofCalifornia campuses.

Audience members flocked from
all comers of the country to hear paik.

etists address topics such as the

Armenian Genocide, the Holocaust,

mistreatment of Filipino migrant

workers, and the plight of

Palestinians and Native Americans.

"The stories are very different but

the common denominator is the uphill

Within the struggle

for reparations, there

was debate as to

what reparations

should entail.

struggle for justice," said Elazar

Barkan of the critical studies depart-

ment at Claremont Graduate
University and author of"The Guih of

Nations."

The struggle for recognition and

restitution was a unifying theme for

the panels - all were seeking resolu-

tions to the historical and the current

oppression they face.

The "ethnic cleansing" of 1 million

Armenians by the Turkish govern-

ment, the genocide of 6 million Jews,

gypsies and others by the Nazi govern-

ment of Germany, the forced occupa-

tion of the indigenous peoples of

Hawaii and Palestine by the U.S. and
Israeli governments, and the deaths of
more than half a million Iraqis as a

result of U.S. sanctions were among
the atrocities panelists discussed.

"There are a whole lot of iiisues of

SeellEPMUITIONS,pa9e9

Workshops examine college life
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CONFERENCE Events

aid high schoolers who
desire higher education

By Michaele Tumage
Daily Bmin Reporter

Over the past two weekends,

1,900 mostly Chicano, Latino and
African American students and
parents participated in 48 work-

shops at UCLA, that tackled issues

such as choosing between the mili-

tary and college, African

American identity, Chicano identi-

ty, and how they can achieve a

higher education.

Participants from places.as far

as Banning and Fresno joined Los
Angeles-area participants from
places such as Watts, Westwood
and Boyle Heights at two confer-

ences intended to empower high

school students and their commu-
nity.

About 800 students and their

families attended the African

Student Union's fourth annual
high school conference titled

"Knowledge is G.A.M.E."
(Gaining Awareness, Motivation

and Education) on May 6.

On Saturday, 1.100 others partic-

ipated in MEChA's eighth annual

JANA SUMMtHS

Morningside High School sophomores Timothy May III (left)

and Daraell Dabcnport Jr. speak during college fair Saturday.

Raza Youth Conference, titled means "To learn to fight; to fight to
"Luchar Para Aprender; Aprender learn."

Para Lucha." In English, the title

SeeV0VTN,page12

Deadline for

appointments

extended by

three weel(s
POSITIONS: Student seats

allow for input on boards

which carry out decisions

By Robert Salonga
Daily Bruin Reporter

Students can apply for appointed

positions within the undergraduate

and graduate student governments -

an issue that has been overlooked in

recent years - by 5 p.m. Tuesday.

Seats on the 25 committees -

including the Associated Students of

UCLA Board of Directors, Student

Fee Advisory Committee and ASU-
CLA Communications Board - pro-

vide opportunities for students to

have their voices heard by important

decision-making bodies on campus,
according to. Pat McLaren, division

manager of ASUCLA Student
Support Services.

"Every student I've talked with

who has been on a committee feels

that it is important for them to be
there to carry student perspective

and to make sure it is heard," she

said.

For instance, the Campus
Programs and the Community
Activities Committees, which meets
in the summer, have significant

responsibilities in determining fund-

ing for campus organizations.

Kei Nagao, a member of the

ASUCLA Board of Directors, said

the appointed positions provide a

chance for students to broaden their

campus pers|>ective.

"It is important to advocate and
to be knowledgeable of student

issues so that students have a better

understanding of the larger cam-
pus," said Nagao, a fifth-year politi-

cal science and Asian American
studies student.

The BOD is unique because it is a

student-majority board with six out

. SeetfrUGmONS^pageU

Rick Tuttle speaks at Bruin Democrats' fund-raiser

MONAAdMAOAlAVI

Los Angeles City Controller Rick Tuttia speaks
at the Bruin Democrats' fund-raiser Thursday.

PARTY: Alumni, members talk

of group's future; money will

go to information distribution

By K«vin Lee

Daily Bruin Contributor

Los Angeles City Controller Rick Tuttle

stressed the importance of gomg back to the

grassroots" of winning support for the

Democratic Party, as he spoke during a Bruin

Democrats fund-raiser Thursday.

"UCLA is the best large public university

in a major city," Tuttle said at the event held in

the Kerckhoff Grand Salon "That makes a

Democratic influence on campus all the more
important for LA." /

For the second consecutive year, the

Alumni and Friends Reception brought
together current group members and UCLA
graduates to listen to Bruin alumni discuss the

future of the Bruin Democrats. The event also

honored Tuttle, the recipient of the

Contributions to UCLA Award.
In discussing the future of the Democratic

Party, State Controller Kathleen Connell and
UC Regent Designate Jeffrey Seymour
described possible challenges for the party in

the state, especially with the energy crisis

breathing down the neck of the Democratic
legislature in California.

"Sometimes the state of the party is like

something out of a Casablanca movie script -

we simply forget about the past," Seymour
said. "It is so important to go back to the roots

of gaining Democratic support if we are to do
well in the future."

Speakers at the fund-raiser touched upon
the political state of affairs on the internation-

al scene as well.

Diane Watson, former U.S. Ambassador
to Micronesia and current candidate for the

32nd Congressional district for the U.S.

House of Representatives, lamented the

United States' loss of its seat in the Human
Rights Commission.

"The United States is partially at fault for

this, since our country has been inattentive at

See RMINIAISEIt |»a9e 10
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SP-1 and 2, the policies that ended
affirmative action in UC admissions
and hiring, are on the UC Board of

Regents' agenda for repeal

Do you support the policies' repeal?

43 8% Yes. « <«ouid Mnd a »ym-
bokcmawaga lo undamp-
raMfHad minoniy Muttom*
ndtecuKy

i *% No. PimiuKM i 200 MM (1

•flad to I «MMi(*i1 malar

4} 7% No. I doni bakava m alfir-

malive action

; 1.2% (My SP-1 (houU ba ropaalad

1',^ 3 9% What doas SP stand lor?

Toulnumber o» votas 484

Do you think students should have a greater
say in granting tenure, the process by
which professors are permanently hired?

I I
Yes, students should have more input

n No, the tenure process is satisfactory

LH I don't know enough about the issue

I I
I don't care

Vote online at wwwd^iivfaruin-ii#.i.> o3;^^

A CLOSER l,OOK

Daily Bruin News

Elections Board correct to

not recognize USAC slates
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Today 10 a.m. -5 p.m.
Art Project

Festival of Art

Bruin Plaza

(310)825^200

3:15 p.m.
UCLA Russian Qub
Meeting

Kinsey 199D

(310)559-3599

11 a.m. -4 p.m.
Student Welfare Commission

Blood drive

Ackerman24l4

6:15 p.m.
BDC/IFDC Performing Dance
Group

Weekly rehearsal

Ackerman 2414

7 p.m.
Ballroom Dance Club

Latin Culture Night VI

Salsa/Merengue performance/lessons

Ackerman 2nd Roor Lounge

8:30 p.m.

International Folk Dance Club

Greek Culture Night VI - Learn fun

Greek folk dances

Ackerman 2414

CORRECTIONS

±1 the artidc "Cultural showg"
unify campus community" (News,
May 1 1) Vimal Bhanvadia's name
was misspelled.

In the article "Cultural Journey"

(Arts & Entertainment, May 1 1)

Raj Kanani and Puja Pathuri's

names were misspelled. Bhangra
and Gujarat were also misspelled.
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COLUMN: Broad appeal

lacking among coalitions

student majority left out

The existence of political slates

in student government should

be readily apparent to any
member of the UCLA community
who braved the gauntlet of candi-

dates and fliers that staged its annu-

al campus takeover during last

week's Undergraduate Students

Association Council elections.

As usual, those seeking office

asserted not only their individual

goals and

qualifications,

but also their

association

with other

candidates of

a similar

stripe. Clad in

-blue or red T-

Michael

Weiner

shirts as the

case may be,

campus politi-

cos most often

approached

voters with the

admonition, "Vote S.U.R.E." or

"Vote Student Empowerment!"
Less common was the simpler -

albeit more selfish - request to

"Vote for me."

Everyone on campus knows
about the existence of slates - every-

one, that is, other than the group of
people that seemingly should. Tlie

USAC Elections Board, the student

government committee that admin-
isters the annual contest, does not

recognize slates. It never has, and it

has shown no indication in recent

years that it ever will. And as we
have seen with particular salicncy in

this year's election, unless someone
is an in-house commission candi-

date, it is very difficult to win with-

out the support of a slate.

Various campus activists and edi-

torial boards of this newspaper have
called periodically for the E-Board
to take its collective head out of the

s4nd and officially recognize the

existence of slates. That way, they

claim, slates could be regulated and
prevented from skirting around pro-

visions of the election code, particu-

larly those which govern campaign
expenditures.

In a way, the S.U.R.E. slate

attempted to force the E-Board's

hand by using quoted middle names
to distinguish its candidates on the

ballot. But with only two of its can-

didates elected, that clever little

strategy isn't likely to spur a

reassessment of the election code.

In any case, I want to argue

against ErBoard recognition of
slates. These loose political associa-

tions play a destructive role in stu-

dent government by enshrining nar-

row interest group jockeying in the

political culture of this university

Weiner is a fourth-year history and
political science student His column
analyzing issues of interest to the

UCLA community runs on Mondays.
E-mail mweiner^^media.uda.eda

and they serve to prevent more
widespread participation in campus
politics.

The first mistake anyone can

make in evaluating the slate system

is to compare slates to political par-

ties. They are not the same.

National political parties, while

certainly representing a series of

interests, have their own indepen-

dent bases of support. The
Democratic Party may advocate for

unions, environmentalists, teachers

and trial lawyers, but it is not depen-
dent on those groups for its entire

membership.

In contrast, a slate is almost

entirely rooted in the groups that

formed it. In the case ofStudent

Empowerment!, and its predeces-

sors Students First! and Praxis,

those groups are minority student

advocacy groups such as the

African Student Union and Asian

Pacific Coalition. In the case of the

S.U.R.E. slate, those groups arc

Greek system and members of the

ChvCampus Housing Council.

Neither slate, nor any other

incarnation we have seen in recent

years (e.g.. Viable Alternative,

Nexus, Sanity '98), is anything more
than a conglomeration of the

groups that came together to run

candidates for ofllce. Thus, slates

bear a much stronger resemblance

to loose coalitions than to indepen-

dently powerful political parties.

Herein lies the problem. Because
slates lack an independent base of
support, because they are not self-

supporting organizations that can
bejoined, and eventually led, by any
student who agrees with their ideo-

logical positions, slates can only

wholly represent the interest groups
whose leaders almost invariably

become the slates' standard^)carers.

At UCLA, and indeed at many
comparable universities across the

country, those interest groups can
be roughly divided into two camps:
minority advocacy groups and the

Greek system. These are the only

segments of the campus with consis-

tent and independent bases of sup-
port. And these are two groups of
people whose ideologies and inter-

ests are considered to be diametri-

cally opposed to one another,

whether or not they actually are.

Clearly, this system leaves out a
lot of students, perhaps the majori-

ty. And lacking a slate with which to

identify, many of those students feel

disconnected from the government
that is supposed to represent them
and that they support with their

mandatory fees. This is not to say
that some of these students do not
align themselves with one or anoth-
er slate, occasionally even becoming
slate^ponsored candidates.

But in general, the slate system is

antiKlemocratic. Non-Greek and
non-SAG students cannot possibly

acquire the same political voice as
their 'Elated" counterparts. This is

one reason why the vast majority of
undergraduates - 80 percent

according to this year's turnout

numbers - choose not to participate

at all. Slates are not good for

democracy and the E-Board is right

to withhold its official sanction.

Confocf Informafion

Arts & Entertainment: 825 2538; News: 825 2795:

Sports: 825 9851; Viewpoint: 825 2216;
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Sales; 825-2161
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ELECTIONS: E-Board results

prompt reactions, emotions

from candidates, supporters

By Scott B.Wong
Daily Bruin Staff

The colored T-shirt wan came to an end
Thursday night as reds, blues and yellows
converged on the steps outside Kerckhoff
Hall to learn who would lead the next
Undergraduate Students Association
Council,

Before election results came iBb S
Empowerment! supporters

their candidates in partyni

on makeshift pereimion
empty Arrowh^ water J

while others stompedM
their hands.

And though (heir

ntzed, the pidte^;

ing from studod

KerckhoffHail
ail those present;

^Every year ,

regardless ofwhil
is a victory/*

said, addressing the

ly 100 Student Emp<
aadinbluejjs|5(^yj^i

Union modem dEttioe

last hip-hop numi
Kerckhoff steps

announcement
One studept

dancers w<afi

primary color.

But dand^^z
President Evan
midway throuj^

and exposed fiery ri
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STATE & LOCAL
Qossover voters necessary to East LA.
ASSEMBLY: Hispanic,

Asian candidates work

to break cultural lines

By Michelle DeArmond
The Associated Press

Chinese herbalists hawk exotic

roots along the main drags in the

San Gabriel Valley. Aromatic taco

stands and Spanish-language street

signs dot the nearby thoroughfares

in East Los Angeles.

Together these distinctly differ-

ent cultures co-exist in a legislative

district that many say represents

the future of California and, even-

tually, the country. Whiles and
blacks arc part of the minority in

this district, while the booming
Asian and Hispanic populations

are struggling side by side to get a

poljtjcttl leg up.

That contest will be played out

Tuesday when voters cast ballots in

a special election to fill the vacant

49th Assembly District, where
Hispanics have repeatedly fended

off challenges from Asians for the

office over the past decade. An
Asian-American woman is vying

with two Hispanic men in an elec-

tion that many say could provide

lessons in coalition building for

other diverse areas.

"The practical politics ofany dis-

trict are increasingly that there

needs to be really good crossover

candidates who can address the

multiracial complexion of the vot-

ing base," said Stewart Kwoh, exec-

utive director of the Asian-Pacific

American Legal Center of

Southern California.

"I think the good thing that I've

seen is all the candidates are trying

to reach out to different racial and
ethnic groups."

While most expect the vote to

break down generally along ethnic

lines, it's clear that whoever wins

will have to get some crossover

votes. Although 45 percent of the

district is Hispanic, the bloc will be

split between two Hispanic candi-

dates, and many Hispanics have

endorsed the Asian American can-

didate, who likely has the greatest

name recognition.

The district includes unincorpo-

rated East Los Angeles, which with

rfl 96.8 percent Hispanic population

has the greatest concentration of

Hispanics in any community of

100,000 or more nationwide. The
district also includes Alhambra.
Monterey Park, Rosemead, San
Gabriel and unincorporated South
San Gabriel.

Twenty-two percent of the dis-

trict is Asian American, giving it

the hi^est percentage of registered

Asian voters of any Assembly dis-

trict in the state, but still significant-

ly fewer than Hispanics.

It's the candidates' ability to

appeal to those remaining voters,

most of them white, that many
think will be key to the winner's suc-

cess.

"I think there's going to be an

Asian voting bloc, and I think

there's going to be a Latino voting

bloc. There always has been. People

don't want to talk about it," said

Robert Miranda, one of the two

Hispanic candidates and a school

board member in Alhambra.

"There's the Anglo vote out

there, and there's also the

Republican vote," he said. "The
question is where are they going to

go-
No Republicans are running for

what is considered a safe

Democratic seat, but unless the top

Democratic vote-getter gets more
than 50 percent in the open prima-

ry, he or she will have to face

Libertarian Kim Goldsworthy in a

July tOnmoff;r=: ; srr
The two front-runners,

Monterey Park City

Councilwoman Judy Chu and
Alhambra Mayor Dan Arguello,

trumpet similar campaign themes,

advocating gun control, better edu-

cation and a tough-on-power-

providers approach.

Miranda, who describes himself

as a "Democrat for conservatives,"

believes in a more pautious

approach to lawmaking and thinks

See MO, page 14

Instincts of Web surfers to be

Studied by Pdio Alto scientists

DESIGN: Project will see '"^ ^^^ information becomes more
intuitive.

how foraging patterns -Wc discovered people don't like to

impact use of Net pages rf^;^::"^[]:^r
"' *"*""*

Usability is more important than

ever, as both Internet usage and the

number of sites soar. Many people

have always found it easier for some
reason to buy groceries, books and dog
food at actual stores.

To find out why, computer scientists

and psychologists are working togeth-

er on the project, where such technolo-

gies as the com-

By Matthew Fonlahl

The Assodated Press

PALO ALTO - How do people

find what they're looking for on the

World Wide Web? Most simply follow

the call of the wild.

The same theories that describe how
animals behave

while sniffing for

prey also can pre-

dict how people

ferret out infor-

mation in thejun-

gle ofcyberspace,

researchers say.

-- Foraging theo-

ries, developed

by ecologists, are

now being

applied to

Internet usage ip

an attempt to ——-.—___-.
understand how
Web sites can be made more intuitive

and less like a maze.

Ultimately, researchers hope to

develop a program that automatically

determines a site's usability, said Ed
Chi, a computer scientist at Xerox's

Palo Alto Research Center.

The key, he said, is understanding

Web surfers' basic instincts, so search-

"We discovered people

don't like to think.

They'd rather have the

_-_ thinking done for .

them."

Ed Chi

Computer scientist

puter mouse,

laser printers and

Ethernet net-

working first saw

light.

At the very

least, the team is

providing a set-

en tific founda-

tion for Web
design, said

Jakob Nielsen, a

Web usability

—__....,... consultant.

"There is an

appalling lack ofgood research in Web
us^ility and fundamental thinking in

the field," he said. "Most academics

think that the Web is beneath them,

that it's too good and it's too practi-

cal."

One of the biggest problems is that
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Abolitionists decry oversights by FBI

The AssocMted l^ss

Attorney General John Ashcroft announces Friday that he has
decided to delay the execution of Timothy McVeigh by 30 days.

RALLY: Activists say flaws

in high-profile case shows

problems of death penalty

ByRcKW.Huppk*
The Associated Press

TERRE HAUTE. Ind - Because of

the crime he committed, Timothy
McVeigh has been a difficult figure for

death penalty opponents to rally

around.

But the revelation of an FBI over-

sight in his trial has transformed

McVeigh's case into what abolitionists

call a perfect example of America's

flawed death penalty system.

"If with the scrutiny they had in this

case, they can have a bungle, then

what's happening in the cases that

nobody's watching?" said Abe
Bonowitz, director of the national

group Citizens United for Alternatives

to the Death Penalty.

"That's something that everybody

should be worried about," he added.

Bonowitz and other activists gath-

ered Sunday in Terre Haute for anti-

death penalty activities originally sched-

uled to precede McVeigh's execution,

which was delayed from Wednesday to

June 1 1.

About 50 people filled folding metal

chairs at a Unitarian church to hear a

morning sermon about abolishing the

death penalty, then about 30 others took

to the Vigo County Courthouse to

protest executions.

Their numbers were far fewer than

the crowds of demonstrators that had

been expected to descend on this far

western Indiana city for what would
have been the first federal execution

since 1963. Still, abolitionists believe the

delay will help them get their message

across and keep the issue in the public's

mind for at least another month.

"Suddenly we are hearing about the

system itself, and how it works or does-

n't work," said Suzanne Carter, head of

the Terre Haute Abolition Network. "I

want people to really think about it, to

start saying, 'Why do we do this?' and

'Is it any good?'"

Until now, most of the public's focus

was on McVeigh and the crime he com-

SeeMCVEKItpagelO

First Utah polyga^^^^
in decades goes to court
TRIAL: Man has 5 wives, 29

children; some fear families

wiU go into hiding as result

By Haimah Wolfson
The Associated Press

SALT LAKE CITY - A man who
lives with his five wives and 29 children in

the remote Utah desert goes on trial

today in the state's first polygamy prose-

cution in decades.

Tom Green, who says his lifestyle is a

God-given choice,

faces charges of —»—Miai.i—
bigamy and criminal

nonsupport. He
could get 25 years in

prison if convicted

on all counts.

He believes the

government has sin-

gled him out

because he's so out-
——————

spoken.

"You stick your head out of the hole,

the government will shoot it off," said

Green, 52. **The state's driving this thing

back underground where they want it to

stay."

But Green has been anything but

underground. He has appeared on sever-

al television shows, including "Dateline

NBC" and 'The Jerry Springer Show,"

and has also held news conferences

despite a judge's warning not to do so.

Green's prosecution

could force

polygamists into

hiding even further.

Juab County Prosecutor David
Leavitt said he never would have known
about Green if he hadn't appeared on
television.

But Green, who insists he should be

allowed to practice polygamy under the

protection of religious freedom, said he

shouldn't be required to keep quiet.

"That's been the unwritten rule for 50

years in Utah," he said. "You'll pretend

you don't exist and we'll pretend you

don't exist."

Green also may be subject to a sepa-

rate trial on child rape charges from his

relationship with one of his wives when
she was 13, but no

—'^——— trial date has been

set.

Only a handful of

Utah polygamists

have ever been

charged with

bigamy, and prose-

cutors believe the

last trial was in the

1950s. The outcome
of the trial will be

watched with mterest by an estimated

30,000 polygamists living in the West.

Critics of the practice say that the soci-

eties in which polygamists live foster

child abuse, incest and, because few prac-

titioners can afford to support their enor-

mous families, welfare fraud.

"It is a longjourney that we have been

on to get the attention of the state to get

See raiTGAMY, pafe 10
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Th« AsiocMt«d Press

Italy's center-right candidate for Premier Silvio Berlusconi greets his supporters in Naples,
Italy on May 2. In background, flags of Berlusconi's "Forza Italia" political party are seen.

Former premier of Italy plans comeback
TURNOUT: Berlusconi favorite in election, despite

current premier's success in managing economy

By Frances O'Emirio

The Associated Press

ROME — Conservative media

baron Silvio Berlusconi made his

bid Sunday for a comeback as pre-

mier of Italy, weighed down by

questions over his vast fortune and hope from a heavy early turnout.

his right-wing allies.

Despite the incumbent center-

left's success in managing the

economy, polls showed Berlusconi

with a lead heading into the ballot-

ing. But his rival, former Rome
Mayor Francesco Rutelli, took

"We think this is a good sign,"

Rutelli told a crowd of reporters

as he left his polling place in sub-

urban Rome after waiting for

more than an hour to vote.

Turnout is traditionally well

over 80 percent in Italy, but early

voting was brisk even by Italian

standards. The Interior Ministry

said neariy a fifth of Italy's 49.5

Sec ITALY, page 11

WORLD & NATION BRIEFS

Task force seeks input

from interest groups
WASHINGTON - The White House team

developing a national energy plan has met with

more than 130 interest groups, from environ-

mentalists and unions often at odds with

Republicans to major Bush supporters given

private sessions with Vice President Dick

Cheney.

, The vice president. Cabinet secretaries and
others on a special task force have solicited

ideas behind closed doors, hoping the privacy

woidd encourage a free exchange of ideas.

The White House has declined to provide

names of participants - even to Congress.

But interviews with participants detail a

massive outreach where diverse interests have

met with Task Force Executive Director

Andrew Lundquist. Cheney's time has been

donors.

"The way the task force is set up, ^^^^^H^^ ten statement,

they don't have the staff or time to ^^^^^^B^ Baum is part of a team represent-
have a huge host of companies come ^^^j^^r jng about 400 relatives of the victims

through the door. They have told us to In all. 99 of the 113 people killed in the
work through our associations to the extent we July crash were German tourists

reserved for meetings with more select partici- families said Sunday

can," said Don Duncan, vice president of gov-

ernment relations for Phillips Petroleum Co.

Participants said the meetings, typically 20

minutes to 45 minutes, included about a dozen
to 100 interest group members and a few task

force members and staff.

Settlement reached in

Concorde crash case
BERLIN Relatives of 75 German pas-

sengers who died in htst year's crash of a super-

sonic Concorde jet outside Paris have accept-

ed a hefty compensation offer, a lawyer for the

lawyer Gerhart Baum said in a writ- sion Christmas specials, died Saturday after a

lengthy illness.

Como died in his sleep at his home of natural

causes, said Officer Phil Hardin of the Jupiter

Inlet Colony Police Department. Some sources

listed Como's age as 88; others said he was 87.

"We spent two beautiful hours (Friday) with

dad. me and my grandson. HoWen," Como's
been involved in negotiations. Investigators daughter, Terry Thibadeau, told The Palm
believe a Continental jet may have been the Beach Post. "We shared ice cream. Itwasawon-
source of a metal strip on the runway that dcrful moment for us."

could have contributed to the accident. The charming Italian American whose name
All involved have agreed to stay silent on became synonymous with mellow performed

the total sum. But Baum said that "in terms of through seven decades, starting in the 1930s. His

It was unclear whether the settlement

included Continental Airlines, which had also

the level, (the settlement) is oriented toward

U.S. ideas of compensation."

pants such as power wholesaler Enron Corp.
and the Edison Electric Institute, both GOP

idol, the late singer Bing Crosby, once called

Como "the man who invented casual."

Como left hisjob as a Pennsylvania steel town
barber to sing with big bands in the 1930s, and
his songs were a mainstay of radio and jukebox-
es in the late 1940s. He helped pioneer variety

shows in the 1950s and performed on television

JUPITER INLET COLONY. Ra. - Perry specials over the last four decades.

Singer Perry Como dies

at age 88

"The settlement has been approved both by Conru), the crooning baritone barber famous for __«
Air France and the relatives in recent days," his relaxed vocals, cardigan sweaters and televi- Compiled from t)aify Bruin wire reports.

T
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Moderate Basque nationalists taJce votes

ELECTION: Voters want

peace, not violence in

quest for independence

By Ciaran Giles

The Associated Press

BILBAO, Spain - Moderate
Basque nationalists won key elec-

tions Sunday in this picturesque

region wracked by separatist vio-

lence, indicating voters want to

move toward independence from

Spain but not by violent means.

The Basque Nationalist Party

and its coalition partner- Eusko
Alkartasuna - which both favor

peaceful moves toward indepen-

dence in this northeastern Spanish

region - fell short of a majority in

the regional parliament. However,

with more votes than any other

bloc, they won the right to try to

form a government.

With 99.7 percent of votes

counted, the coalition had won 33

seats, up from 27 in the outgoing

75-seat legislature, the Basque
Electoral Commission said.

Euskal Herritarrok, considered

the political wing of the armed sep-

aratist group ETA, saw its support

drop sharply, from 13 seats to

seven.

The Popular Party of Prime
Minister Jose Maria Aznar, vehe-

mently opposed to Basque inde-

pendence, won 19 seats and the

Socialist Party, also against seces-

sion, took 13, the commission said.

This gives the.parties a combined
two-seat increase over the 30 scats

they held previously.

Turnout was a record 78 per-

cent.

Anaheim officials say blackouts

possible - even for Disneyland

CRISIS: Contract means

that if power alert is made,

resort must cut use back

The Associated Press

ANAHEIM - Although Disney has

been downplaying the possibility that

its theme parks will be hit by rolling

blackouts, Anaheim utility officials

aren't so optimistic.

"We are mandated to participate in

rolling blackouts,"* said Melanie
Nieman, a spokes-

The Asiofiatwj Press

Popular Party canciidate for Basque president Jaime Mayor
Ore/a talks with the press after casting his ballot Sundd^==

Pre-election polls had suggested

that for the first time in two
decades, parties opposed to inde-

pendence could win control of the

government in the semiau-

tonomous Basque region. But

intensive campaigning by anti-

independence parties appeared
not to have done the trick.

The Popular Party's main candi-

date, Jaime Mayor Oreja, said he

was disappointed in his group's

performance, but he welcomed the

decline of the ETA-linked Euskal

Hcrritarrok party.

"We would have liked to pro-

vide a government for the Basque
country, but at least our alternative

served to halve the vote of those

who kill and murder," he said at a

news conference in Bilbao.

Thirty-eight scats are needed to

control the 75-seat Parliament, so

the nationalists will need support

from another party, either the

Socialists or Euskal Herritarrok.

woman for

Anaheim Public

Utilities.

Officials from

Disney and

Orange County's

S6.5 billion

tourism industry

have promoted the

idea that because

Anaheim Public

Utilities buys its own power, they are back power during a serious power
ks& likely to experience the bkickouts wumint. ::=

Disney and Anaheim
utility officials wouldn't

say how much power
the resort uses.

lem," he said.

However, in the event that Edison

has a shortage, the Anaheim utility

must trim its power usage by 3 percent

of whatever Edison cuts - a require-

ment of a 1998 contract between
Anaheim and the California

Independent System Operator, whicJh

is responsible for 85 percent of the

state's electric grid system.

Whenever there is a power alert that

occurs just before a blackout, Anaheim
asks all of its users to trim electricity by
at least 10 percent. And the Disneyland

Resort - which includes two theme
parks covering

i,__i._i._i_ about 140 acres,

three hotels, the

Downtown
Disney retail and

entertainment
center, and
administrative
buildings - is one
of the first to get a

call from

Anaheim to cut

anticipated by Southern California

Edison. But because of a contract,

Anaheim Public Utilities and its cus-

tomers will suffer power problems
right along with beleaguered Edison

Disney and Anaheim utility ofTicials

wouldn't say how much power the

resort uses. But based on a report of
power usage in the trade publication

MegaWatt Daily, Disneyland and its

As recently as Feb. 7. Disney estimated 14 million visitors last year

See BASQUE, page 8

Chairman Michael Eisner told CNBC
News that Disney executives did not

expect blackouts to hit the 430-acre

Disneyland Resort. "Should Anaheim
get caught up in a California grid prob-

lem, of course, we have all the genera-

tors and all that, which would be neces-

sary for safety. But we are pretty much
protected, we think, against this prob-

used an estimated 1 1 percent of
Anaheim's daily load, likely making it

the biggest power user in the city.

Disney spokeswoman Chela
Castano-Lenahan said they have
always been aware of the potential

power crisis.

"If there is a blackout, we are pre-

pared to handle it," she said.
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Cannes Festival

turning into a

family affair for

MOVIES: Re-release of

'Apocalypse Now' comes

alongside son's film *C0'

By David Germain
The Associated Press

CANNES, France - The Cannes
Film Festival is a family homecom-
ing for Francis Ford Coppola and

"Apocalypse Now." his sardonic war

epic that was rescued from potential

oblivion at the festival 22 years ago.

A new version, "Apocalypse Now
Redux," had its world premiere at

the festival Friday, with 53 minutes

of previously unseen footage includ-

ing new scenes and characters.

Along with the return of

"Apocalypse Now," which won the

Palme d'Or at Cannes in 1979, this

year's festival features "CQ," the

uirecttng debut of Coppola's son,

Roman. Set in 1969, "CQ" tells the

story of an idealistic American film-

malcer in Paris who's thrust into the

director's chair on a B-grade sci-fi

movie.

Also in the family entourage at

Cannes is Coppola's daughter,

Sofia, whose directing debut, "The

Virgin Suicides," was released last

year.

Filmmalcing has always been a

family affair for Coppola. Sofia and

Roman appeared as children in their

father's 1970s "Godfather" movies,

and Sofia co-starred as Al Pacino's

daughter in "The Godfather, Part

111." Roman also appears as a boy

reading a poem in a French planta-

tion scene that accounts for nearly

half of the restored material in

"Apocalypse Now Redux."

"That's sort of a fun little bonus

for my trip to Cannes," Roman
Coppola said. "It's .sort of like look-

ing at a home movie, seeing yourself

as a kid."

Returning to Cannes with a fresh

take on "Apocalypse Now" is espe-

cially sweet for Francis Ford

Coppola considering ti>e strain the

production had put on his family

before it played the festival in 1979.

Coppola himself financed

"Apocalypse Now," whose budget

doubled to $32 million because of

misfortunes and delays

About a month into the shoot, he

decided he had miscast Harvey

Keitel as Capt. Willard, who is dis%

patched upriver during the Vietnam

War to ^iil a renegade colonel

played by Marlon Brando. Martin

Sheen, who replaced Keitel, had a

heart attack that forced Coppola to

, shoot around his character while the

I
actor recuperated.

A monstrous typhoon also struck

during shooting in the Philippines,

shutting production down for

weeks.

The delays left Coppola mort-

gaged to the hilt to cover the added

costs, and he faced the prospect of

losing the family's home on a wine

estate.

The film received so much bad

press that Coppola decided to bring

a. version, billed as a "work in

progress," to Cannes hoping to stem

the negative publicity. The film went

on to box-office and critical success.

"'Apocalypse' was sort of saved in

a way by Cannes," Coppola said.

"So yes, there is a warmth about

coming back to Cannes, that was so

receptive before."

Coppola was unconcerned about

how the longer version would be

received. "I'm more anxious that

people enjoy Roman's movte, to be

honest," he said.
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NoMoreMCATS!
Alternative Careers in Medicine

Wednesday, May 16
James West Alumni Center

7-9 p.m.

Are you considering a Job in the medical field,

but dread the thought of medical school?

Check out the Alternative Careers in

Medicine workshop to find out what optkms

are available to you. For informatkNi, call

(310) 825-6423.

No pre-registration required.
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SAA PRESIDENT

History and your
Future

Tuesday, May 15, 7 - 9 p.m., James West Alumni Center
Unceftain about what the future holds? Talk with alumni who
nuuored in history and find out what your options are at the
Career Options for History Minors worltshop. No pr«-registra-

tion required. For inionnation, call (310) 825-6423.

=Mo^More MCATSf
Wednesday, May 16, 7 - 9 p.m., James West Alumni Center
Are you considering a Job in the medical field, but dread the
thought of medical school? Fear no more! Check out the
Altemathfe Careers in Medicine wor1(shop to find out what
options are available to you. No pre-registratkMi required.

For information, call (310) 825-6423.

Senior Sendoff
Tuesday, May 22, 5:30 - 9:30 p.m., James West Alumni Center
Celebrate before you graduate! Join feltow senH>rs for an
evening of food, drinks, fun, games and celebration compli-
ments of your Alumni Associatkm. Bring your BruinCard and
proof of age. There will be ghfeaways for SAA and Alumni
Association members and you will also have the opportunity
to become an Alumni Association member at this event or by
Wslting www.UCLAIumni.net/Classof2001/Social/SAA. The
event is free, so be sure to stop by! But remember this event
is for Seniors Only. For information, call (310) UCLA-SAA.

-Srf
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Los Angeles, CA 90095 1397
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President of Ghana warns

against soccer tragedies
MEMORIAL Kufor asks for ^' »"«1 s'a««<l ^io'en^ protests.

. ,
"It's important that we don't

restraint by masses while reject a vital institution of state Sim-

police role is investigated p'^ *'^'^^"'' '* Y' ^"'^f
°"

f "".T***'''^ '='01 occasions. Instead we should try

and transform and reinvigorate the

police to meet our needs," Kufuor
said.

Kufuor also appealed to angered

citizens not to politicize the tragedy.

"Some of the anger has found

expression in violent incidents lead-

ing to the spread of fear and insecu-

By Amba Dadson
The Associated Press

ACCRA, Ghana - At a mass
memorial service for 126 people

killed in Africa's worst soccer stanv

pede, Ghana's President John
Kufuor said Sunday that the country rity. Let me appeal to all of you to

must "never again allow such a dis- exercise maximum restraint,"

aster to happen." Kufuor said.

Thousands of people, including Although riot police and several

senior government officials, dipio- dozen soldiers were deployed at the

mats, religious leaders and families memorial service, the seaside capital

of the deceased, turned out at a was quiet. Nima, the low-income
courtyard at State House. As chUrch neighborhood where Friday's vio-

choirs sang hymns, hundreds of peo- lence took place, was also calm,

pie in the traditional mourning col- Sunday marked the end of three

orsof red and black sobbed quietly. days of national mourning. Rags
This is a time for the healing have flown at half-staff throughout

process to begin

We owe it to the

memory of

those departed,"

Kufuor said

after laying a

wreath. "We
must resolve

never again to

allow such a dis>

aster to hap-

pen."

E k u a

Agyewaa, a trad-

er who lost her

uncle, cried soft

Sunday marked the

endofthreedaysof

national mourning.

Flags have flown at

half-staff throughout

the country

the country.

Minister for

Parliamentary

Affairs and
Government
Business John
M e n s a h

announced the

government
had officially

launched a trust

fund for

bereaved fami-

lies and called

on those who
could to con-

ly and said simply, "I'm devastated, tribute to it.

I'm devastated." Kufuor has promised to give each
Visible just across the road was of the victims' families $360 to help

the Accra Sports Stadium, where the

tragedy unfolded Wednesday at the

end of a match between two of this

West African nation's most popular

teams.

with funeral expenses. He
announced that the government had
donated $300 million worth of drugs

toward medical care for the injured.

The government ajid the police

The stampede began after police have set up separate investigations

lobbed tear gas at unruly fans who
had been throwing bottles and
chairs onto the field. The gas sent

panicked spectators running for the

main gates - only to find the gates

locked. Most of the victims were suf-

to investigate the cause of the disas-

ter The government's commission
is expected to release its findings in a

month.

The stampede was the fourth soc-

cer disaster in Africa in as many
focated or trampled in the ensuing weeks. On April 1 1. 43 people were
crush

The accident has drawn sharp

criticism of police, who are blamed
for sparking the stampede. On
Friday, after a state funeral for 30
Muslim victims, hundreds of youths

killed at a stadium in Johannesburg,

South Africa.

Another stampede in

Lubumbashi, Congo, on April 29
left eight dead, and fighting at a

match in Ivory Coast on May 6
attacked a police station in the capi- killed one person and injured 39

BASQUE
Frotn page 6

The Basque NationalistParty drew
scathing criticism from Madrid for

allying itself with the ETA-linked

party in the last legislature. But

Euskal Herritarrok spokesman
Amaldo Otegi appealed to the mod-
erates Sunday night to seek a similar

arrangement this time as well.

"We call on the Basque Nationalist

Party and Eusko Alkartasuna to

make the most of these gains and join

with Euskal Herritarrok to form a

majority in parliament and make a

clear push for sovereignty," Otegi

told reporters.

Otegi blamed his party's poor
showing on what he called a Spanish

government "campaign of fear" that

he said aimed to convince voters the

nation would break up entirely if the

Basque region gained independence
Topping the electoral campaign

was the issue of how to handle ETA.
which has killed more than 800 peo-

ple since 1968 Also up for debate was
whether the wealthy region on the

Atlantic coast should separate itself

further from the central government
in Madrid, 250 miles to the south.

The elections proceeded peaceful-

ly despite a bitter election campaign
marred by the shooting of a Spanish
ruling party senator and a car bomb-
ing in downtown Madrid.

By mid-afternoon only minor inci-

dents had been reported: Pro-inde-

pendence activists jostled the center-

right Popular Party candidate for

Basque regional president, Jaime
Mayor Oreja; his party colleagues

suffered a similar fate in Bilbao.

However, the 1.8 million voters

largely cast ballots without problems.

"Around here things are absolute!

tranquil," said Maitc Bilbao, 31. fro

Gatika, a farmmg village in the ve
dant rolling hills outside Bilbao

"People shouldn't be shot just f

having different ideas
"

The election for the regional par

liament was seen as one of the mo
important since the tiny, thre

province region achieved partial

autonomy in 1979 following the end
of Spain's dictatorship.

Mayor Orejji's center-right

SeetASQUE^pageU

p"^-

REPARATIONS
Frompagel

people who were either dis

or enslaved, or put in concentration

and internment camps," said Naseer

Aniri, a panelist and professor of polit-

ical science at the University of

Maawchusetts.

"Now, their descendants are com-

ing out to ask for redress, restitution

and oon^)entation to ri^t the wrongs

'

he continued.

The issue of reparations has been

ongoing among many minority

groups, but has recently made national

headlines due to a controversial ad sent

by David Horowitz to college newspa-

pers, denouncing reparations for

African Americans.

Horowitz is a conservative colum-

nist who opposes the idea of repara-

tions for African Americans. He says

the public encourages victimization

throu^ reparations, which will hinder

progress.

One of his

ideas, namely ^^^^^^^^^
that *Yeparations

——————
to African

Americans have

already been

paid" - not only

for African

Ameri£aDS. but

for other minori-

ty groups in and

outoftheU.S.as

well - was

addressed by the

panel.

Within the

struggle for repa-

rations, there was debate as to what

reparations should entail, whether it be

monetary compensation, acknowl-

edgement ofwrongdoings, or both.

"There is no doubt that we have suf-

fered and no doubt that reparations are

due." said Ridiard Hovannisian, an

Other issues pertinent to California

included the rebanoe poor communi-
ties have on unreKable public trans-

portation.

One audience member, a New York

native, stepped up to the microphone

and said he came to Los Angeles with

intentions of taking the bus to "twe the

different kinds of people."

He said he soon noticed many of the

passengers were from low socioeco-

nomic communities - and were often

left behind when buses failed to arrive.

As he left one bus to catch another,

minutes, then hours docked by. Tlie

bus never came.

"I'm still waiting for that bus," he

said.

Speaker Robert Bullard, sociology

professor of Clark Atlanta University,

said these problems are inherent

nationwide. Many oppressed peoples

remain oppressed because of a lack of

information, he continued.

"The reason we have an environ-

mental justice movement is because the

national mainstream has failed us,"

Bullard said. "It's

^___^__^^^__ not just an L.A.

problem."

Nearby in

Arizona, mothers

are delivering

stillborn or devel^

o p men t a 1 1 y

_ felt the address of - «»pa«^ed infams

, , , ,
Their water

reparations should be

With the diversity of

social ills spanning such

a broad spectrum, some

based on each group's

duration of suffering.

Armenian studies professor. "It's not

so much the money, but the acknowl- may be paid.

e(^ment of the Armenian genocide."

The Turkish government still denies

that an organized massacre ever took

place.

Proponents ofmonetary compensa-

tion by the U.S. government to African

Americans, for instar>ce, feel other-

wise.

Aruri said some seek monetary

compensation because the U.S. gov-

ernment allowed for the collection of

life insurance by slave owners for their

slaves during the PreCivil War period.

A second bill signed by Davis allows

California's insurance commissioner

to requestslave insurance poliaes from

insurers in the state to rectify past prob-

lems.

source has been

contaminated by

uranium mining,

a fatal affliction

the government
"~~~~~~~"~~~~"

is solving with

lOU's. said

Jenny Joe, a panelist from the depart-

ment of family and community medi-

cine at the University of Arizona.

The problem is that community
members lack the resources to seek

help, she said. With the promotion of

research and public awareness, she

said the reparations for such problems

With the diversity of social ills span-

ning such a broad spectrum, some
audience members felt the address of

reparations should be based on each

group's duration of suffering.

In response to these concerns, the

panel reinforced that the event was

geared toward promoting reparations

and cautioned against the creation of

"hierarchies of suffering."

This initiated a reminder by

Hovannisian that'Victimization of all

people is reprehensible."

"We should be united and not sepa-

rated," he said.

With reports from Marcelle Richards,

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

INTERNET
From page 4

rs are often left clueless as where to

^to) next, like tourists who are stuck in a

foreign country without knowing the

"R) fd i better sense of how people

use die Web, the scientists asked

roMarch subjects to perform simple

tMks. They v^ere closely watched, told

to talk about what they were doing and

coHMCted to a device that tracked

thetr eye movements.

In one chore, the subjects were told

to find and buy a poster for the movie

"Antz." Researchers then studied each

link nd file as the users clicked from

search engines to more specific sites

By analyzing users' actions, the

links and other data, the scientists

determined the strength of the infor-

mation "scent."

"You can think ofinformation scent

as basically the idea of leaving bread

crumbs all over the place in the infor-

mation environment," Chi said.

In the real world, strong scents lead

animals to food It's an important part

of foraging theory, said Peter Pirotii, a

cognitive psychologist

"You're always judging the cues in

your environment with respect to your

experience, saying what information is

relevant to what," he said. "You're

continuously making those judg-

ments."

Researchers say the most usable

sites provide useful clues to where a

link will take a user. Amazon.oom's
site, for example, generates sugges-

tions based on a user's purchases and

previous searches.

The experiments provide insight

into other reasons Web surfers might

abandon one site in favor of others. An
overabundance of links and confu.sing

presentations are common problems.

They decide to quit not because the

information isn't there, but because the

amount of cognition it would take is so

high," Chi said

Besides better understanding why
some sites are easy and others just

plain confusing, the team hopes to fin-

ish a program that can figure out how
usable a Web site is.

"Our idea is to take as many people

out of the usiMNty loop as much as

possible," Chi said.

Nielsen doubts such a program will

ever be as effective as watching a real

people didc their way through Web
sites - at least until artificial intelli-

gence is available.
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Write your own prescription for

success, health and well-being

Qi Gong Movement Therapy (Free) Drop in.

Men. from 4:00 to 4:45 in Ashe Conf. Rm, #414
TODAY May 14 21: June 4

Meditation Workshop (Free) Drop in.

Thors. from 4:45 to 5:30 pm in Ashe Conf. Rm, #414
May 24; June 7

7:00 to 8:00 pm in Rieber Fireside Lounge

Thurs. May 1 7; Wed. May 2

MindBody Clinic (Free) Drop in.

Gu/dec/ imagmy, relaxation and meditation

1st, 3rd, 5th Wad. 2:00 to 3lOO, Ashe Conf. Rm. #414
2nd, 4th Wed. 4:00 to 5:00, Ashe Staff Rm, #416

Acupuncture ($ 1 8 per visit)

By appointment in the Ashe Center

Wed. and Frid. 1 .00 to 5:00, Thurs. 8:00 to 1 2:00

Nutrition Classes (Free)

Wooden Center, Second Floor Conf. Rm.

Wed. from 5:00 to 6:00

AAay 16, 23, 30 ,, ,

Thurs. from 1:00 to 2:00

Mayl7, 24, 31

Visit the Ashe Center welMite for more information,

request an appointment or osk health related questions

www.studenthealth.ucla,oAi or call 310 •25-4073
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STARTS TODAY!

All package prices reflect a 10% discount off

individually priced items.

Personaliii

DiplomaImes
For all your graduation needs,

shop on-line, or order at

Graduation Etc on A-levet

Ackemian Union.

Visit Graduation Etc and join the

UCLA Alumni Assodation TDDAYImUCLAIumni
Assoc' stion

Graduation Etc.

Ackerman union, ALevet
phone 510.825 2587
fax 510 825 2794
0radetcOasucia.ucla.edu

FUNDRAISER
From page 1

meetings and too arrogant at han-

dling our own human rights issues."

Watson said.

Watson also added that building a

missile defense system around the

country will not help our relationship

with other countries.

The U.S. still owes $1 billion to the

United Nations. Earlier this month,

the U.S. House of Representatives

repealed a plan by the Clinton

Administration to pay off $900 mil-

lion of the debt.

In discussing fmances within the

U.S., Watson said..there is a flaw in

giving taxpayers a $1.3 trillion tax cut

when not enough money has been

spent on education, including the UC
system.

All of the speakers praised Tuttle.

After spending 1 6 years as city con-

troller, Tuttle will step down as he

reaches his term limit. Tuttle has

always maintained ties with UCLA

after receiving his miuter's and di -

toral degrees from the school.

He served as associate dean of stu-

dents for UCLA and has also

received numerous awards for civil

rights work from the NAACP and the

Anti-Defamation League.

As city controller, Tuttle has been
recognized for his efforts to bar Los
Angeles from trading with countries

that have human rights violations.

The Bruin Democrats receive no
funding from the university since it is

a political organization, according to

Melanie Ho, president of the group.

Bruin Democrats will use the

money raised from the fund-raiser to

finance information distribution such

as passing out fliers and paying for

speakers. The money may aljo be
used to help send members to the

annual California State Democrat
Conventions.

This year, the Bruin Young
Democrats won the award for

College Club of the Year at the

California State Democratic
Convention.

POLYGAMY
From page 5

"They've probably had a stomach
full of negative press and have set out

to say something positive," said Dave
Zolman. a former state lawmaker who

them to recognize some of the abuses lost his seal m part because of his sup-
that go on in these groups," said port for polygamists' rights. "They
Rowenna Erickson, a former plural have allowed themselves to be painted
wife who now works with Tapestry into the comer with their silence and
Against Polygamy, an advocacy their secrecy And I told them, how do
group for those who leave polygamy you ever expect to get your civil rights

Polygamy arrived in Utah in the

1840s, when members ofThe Church
of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints

settled in the stale. Mormon leaders

believed the practice was required by

God because

some Old

Testament ——————
prophets took

multiple wives.

But outside

the church, the

practice was con-

demned. In 1854

the Republican

Party termed

polygamy a

"relic of bar- —
barism," and in

1862 Congress outlawed plural mar-

riage.

The U.S. Supreme Court in 1879

upheld the anti-polygamy law. And
with federal pressure mounting, the

church in 1890 disavowed polygamy

But the long-secretive

polygamous societies

have endured, and

members have begun

to speak up.

if you behave that way?'

Erickson acknowledged that

Green's prosecution could force

polygamists into hiding even further.

"Tliere's always that possibility

because they like

^^^^^„^^____ ^o play the mar-
""'"""""'"""'"'

tyr role," she

said. "I just think

they're going to

keep it more
quiet because

that's part of

polygamy and

that's part of

their addiction

and their abus-

es."

But Mary
Batchelor, who co-authored a book,

"Voices in Harmony," in an attempt

to draw more positive attention to

polygamy, said driving the practice

further underground could keep

- -_ . polygamists from seeking hospital
Six years later, as a condition of treatment or sending their children to

statehood, the practice was prohibited sch6ol.

in the Utah Constitution.

But the long-secretive polygamous
societies have endured, and members
have begun to speak up. Most notably

100 polygamists from various groups
attended hearings at the state

"We felt that there has been a

degree of acceptance in the last 50
years, where our people ... have
become more open and more willing

to interact in society," she said.

"They're not in hiding and I really fed
Legislature in February and persuad- that a return to the way it used to be is

ed lawmakers to soften the penalty for really harmful to polygamous families
arranging polygamous marriages. and particularly children."

MCVEIGH
From page 5

mitted, killing 168 people in the 1995

bombing of the Alfred P. Murrah
Federal Building in Oklahoma City
The heinous nature of his crime made
it hard even for some who oppose the

death penalty to protest McVeigh's
scheduled execution by lethal injeo^

tion.

"I'm sitting on the fence," said

Martha Cornelius, who attended
Sunday morning's Unitarian service.

"I'm not in favor of abolishing the

death penalty until there's a law that

would guarantee life imprisonment
without parole

"

But she also took the abolitionist

sermon of Bill Breeden to heart. And
that's where Breeden and others

believe the delay gives them a stronger

chance to wm people over.

"It's a victory for us." Breeden said

of the delay "Obviously we were plan-

ning for a big day Abolitionists were

going to be coming out in droves. But
we'd much rather not have an execu-

tion."

Also helping the anti-death penalty

movement is the timing of McVeigh's
rescheduled execution, eight days
before federal death row inmate Juan
Garza is scheduled to die in the same
facility.

Garza, who is Hispanic, is one of 17

minorities out oi 20 federal death row
inmates, and represents abolitionists'

concerns that the death penalty is used
more freely against non-whites.

Abolitionists believe tnat having

two federal executions little more than
a week apart, after not having any in

nearly 40 years, is bound to lead the

public to rethink the system and how it

is handled.

George White, who was cleared ofa
murder conviction in Alabama when
missing evidence was discovered
seven years after his arrest, was with

the Terre Haute protesters Sunday,
putting himself up as living proof that

no system is perfect.

_ ^

THEATCR
From page 1

This change has been met with

opposition by students who feel non-

curricular productions are a neces-

sary component of their education.

"The audience is theater students,

the cast is theater students, the

department is where we spend most
of our time because the major is so

impact^," said JefTrey Olin. a third-

year theater student. "We can only

by the university and tax payers to

provide them."

Faculty, as well as students, are

affected by the limitations of depart-

mental space.

"There arc a number oT faculty

who want to collaborate more witJi

students on a curricular mode." said

Theater Professor Patricia Harter.

"But faculty have to hold back from

projects they want to do because of

the lack of space."

Not only is the department
unable to provide students with

really do these productions if they space for non-curricular produc-
are in spaces

provided by the

department."

Current the-

ater policy

allows students

to put on non-

curricular pro-

ductions in

department
facilities, grant-

ed that space is

available. .

But prioritiz-

ing the use of space for department Robert Israel,

activities is a necessary evil that fac- already spread thin and it is difficult

ulty must reckon with. • to have them available for these

"There is a space crunch this things."

spring quarter," said Ward. "We are In addition, Harter said that as

not against non-curricular produc- the curriculum sUnds, it is difficult

tions bcre^ it's just that there is no fw faculty to oversee norvcurricular

space in the department to handle productions,

it."

"Before, it was difficult

to get spaces ... but

now it is impossible."

Helen Harlan

Third-year theater student

tions, there is

also a lack of

faculty members
who can super-

vise them.

"The problem

is insurance and

the responsibili-

ty of faculty to

oversee individ-

ual produc-

tions," said

Theater
Professor

"The faculty is

Monday, May 14, 2001 11

Students who expected to pro-

duce plays this quarter had to halt

their plans.

"I was told a flat out 'No' to my
requests," said Helen Harlan, a

third-year theater student. "Before,

it was difficult to get spaces and fac-

ulty support for a production but

now it is impossible. It is all very dis-

couraging."

The recent denial of student

demands foreshadows a change to

be enacted next fall that will rule out

all non-curricular productions.

Ward said he is sympathetic to

In an average day, Harter said she

is on campus from 9 a.m. until II

p.m. teaching classes or participat-

ing in rehearsals.

"With this kind of schedule, it is

difficult to come in and supervise

non-curricular productions which

can begin as early as 3 in the morn-
ing because it is the only time space

is available," she said.

In an effort to address these

issues. Ward said there has been a

faculty meeting and talk about a

project that would create more
spaces for the theater department.

He also added that space is No. 1

students frustrated by this situation on Dean Robert Rosen's agenda.
but unless there is more space, there

can be no immediate solution.

"We are not trying to discourage

students from doing their own work
but the priority is the curriculum,"

he said. "And we won't cut classes

for more spaces, we are mandated

"Students are interested in

putting on plays that are non-curric-

ular so the theater department
should not be restricting space for

it«" Olin said.

"It ruins our morale and stifles

our creativity."

ITALY
From page 5

million voters had gone to the polls

by noon.

The new government will be

Italy's 59th since Worid War II, a

tribute to a complex electoral system

that gives tiny parties the leverage to

shatter governing coalitions.

Repeated attempts to change the sys-

tem have failed.

;. Berlusconi was premier for seven

ihonths in 1994, but his government
(II when a key ally dropped out of

be coalition. He has tried ever since

t4 regain power.

Analysts said it appeared millions

of Italians would make up their

minds at the last minute, and Rutelli

targeted these undecided voters.

Voter Federica Mollela was still

^wavering as she stood in line at a

polling place in central Rome. But

she was looking favorably on the

city's personable ex-mayor.

"Rutelli is better looking," she

mused. "And Berlusconi is too rich,

always thinking of himself I think I'll

vote for Rutelli
"

The specter of a big undecided

swing to Rutelli had Beriusconi sup-

porter Luca di Santo worried as he

waited to cast his ballot.

"There are too many people who
arc undecided who I think will vote

for Rutelli," he said.

The center-left goes into the elec-

tion with some solid economic

accomplishments, among them guid-

ing Italy into the charter club of the

common European currency, the

euro. But it was handicapped by

internal bickering that helped make
Rutelli, 46. the underdog in the race.

The campaign was a bitter one

dominated by personalities rather

than issues. Berlusconi belittled

Rutelli throughout the campaign and

refused to debate him.

Sunday's election represents

Berlusconi's second try at a come-

back. His 1996 bid ended in failure

and brought the center-left to power

for the first time.

Beriusconi 's campaign began on a

high note, with a fat lead in the polls.

But Rutelli, a steady, sober cam-

paigner, appears to have closed in on
his rival in the final weeks.

Both at home and abroad,

Berlusconi, 64. has been dogged by

questions about conflicts of interest.

He presides over a financial empire

worth more than $12 billion and has

not offered to divest himself of any

assets if elected.

Questions also persist about his

choice of right-wing allies - the once-

fascist National Alliance and the

often xenophobic Northern League.

Berlusconi's forces in Sicily also

allied themselves with the Tricolor

Rame, an openly neo-fascist party.

Beriusconi 's economic policy has

also come under close scrutiny, espe-

cially in European capitals.

Both he and Rutelli promised to

reduce taxes, but Berlusconi has

promised deeper cuts coupled with

pension increases. Rutelli says this

could jeopardize Italy's participation

in the euro.
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History and your futUTC
Career Options for History Majors

Tuesday, May 15
James West Alumni Center

7-9 p.m.

UncMiain about what tiM future holds? lalfc

with alumni wtH» mafored in Mstory and find

out what your options are at the Career

Ofrtions for Mstoiy Maiors wofhshop. For

infbmaation, caH (310) 82S-6423.

No preHneglstnrtion required.
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commercial MCAT prep
rse took Kaplan.

Shouldn't you?

MCAT classes start Wednesday, May 16.

Call 1-800-KAP-TEST or visit

loptest.com to enroll today!

KAPLAN

Test prep, admissions and guidance. For life.

I

I
I
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Spetinl
mh any JANSPORT punhcc

add :,po(iQll'r designed \ia^/}^H^PORJ

tshuf{orS5 00(SU00:alu(:j

CERTIFICATE

WITH AHY mULAH PltlC[ FUiCHASl OF JANSPORT MERCHANDISE

(BACmCKS, Uhirt, iWEATS), KCEm A $5.00 CEKTIFICAn TO BE BEDEEMED

AT BLOCKBUSTEB i SELEG BETAIL STOBESfOH VIDEO RENTAL

ACKEIMAN UNION 0>^Y

BearWear
310.206 0810
www.uciastore.com UCLfr-

YOUTH
From page 1

'*We understand that education is

the key to social justice and social

change," said Erilca Ramirez, a

third-year American literature and
culture and Chicana/o studies stu-

dent who co-chaired the Raza Youth

Conference with Fabian Renteria. a

second-year Chicana/o studies and
history student.

Both MEChA and ASU brought

in admissions counselors and other

experts to talk about college prepara-

tory courses required to apply to the

University of California. They also

discussed scholarships and fmancial

aid opportunities, how to transfer

from a community college, and com-
ing to college through the military.

"More students are going to come
to college because of conferences

like this that educate them about col-

lege," said Timothy May III, a

sophomore at Momingside High
School in Inglewood.

"It's raising us as a community,

despite what obstacles try to block

you," said Gabrielk Chess, a junior

at Washington High School who par-

ticipated in a debate on reparations

at ASU 's conference.

"Education is the key

to social justice and

social change."

Erika Ramirez

Third-year student

ASU's conference offered such

workshops as "AIDS in the Black

and Latino community."

Workshop presenter Karen
Milian, co-director of the Black

Latino AIDS project, brought in

Hydeia Broadbent, a 16-year-old

nationally-known speaker, to talk to

students about her experience living

with AIDS.
"I think that hit home for a lot of

the students," said Milian, a third-

year biology student. "I think I saw a

couple of students crying."

Students watched an overhead
presentation about sexually trans-

mitted diseases and received infor-

mation before discussing AIDS with

Broadbent.

At the Raza Youth Conference,

speaker Elias Enciso, who is the

internal vice president of the

Undergraduate Students

Association Council, held a work-
shop titled "Queer Azttan: The
Denied Community." It attracted so

many students that some opted to sit

on the floor or stand so they could

participate.

Sixteen-year-old Fiori Berhane
asked, "This country prides itself on
the notion ofequality and yet there is

nothing being done to ensure civil

rights for gay people If this country

is supposedly founded on the belief

that all men are created equal, then

what is the situation with legislation

right now?"

Open dialogue such as the ques-

tion above is important and should

happen more often, Berhane said,

adding it is hard to discuss such
issues in many homes.

"It made me think of the fact that

a lot of the lime people arc judged
unfairly because of beliefs and where
they came from. It really made me
sad to think of the way people are

being treated," said Berhane, a

sophomore at the California

Academy of Math and Sciences in

Carson.

Parents who attended the confer-

ences said they appreciated the

opportunity for their children to

become acquainted with the univer-

sity experience.

"I brought (my daughter) to get

S«cT0VrNl|M9c13

YOUTH
From page 12

exposure to what the campus looks

like - what the expectations are and
the different students." said Stephan

Harris, 47.

While at ASU's conference, his

daughter Stephanie analyzed nega-

tive media depictions in a workshop
called "The Black Entertainment

Crisis," and said she valued the expo-

sure to college.

"My dad came here for school,"

said Stephanie, a sophomore at

Diamond Bar High School. "I just

came to get familiarized with the

school because 1 want to come here."

Stephen, an '89 alumnus of The
Anderson Business School at

UCLA, said he's unhappy with

Proposition 209, the statewide ballot

initiative passed in 1996 that ended

affirmative action.

"I was a bit upset with

Proposition 209. It was another

form of discrimination. I'm trying to

teach Stephanie that it's another

challenge that she has to get over in

life and she's going to get there,"

Harris said.

Other parents shared experiences

of hardships in getting their children

an education at Conferencia de

Padres, a separate conference held

tn Spanish ^xctusiv^^y for p%»mi»»
the Raza Youth Conference.

"The group sessions helped me
talk with other parents and find out

ways to help my youngest daughter

get to college,^' Amalia Castaneda, a

mother originally from Sonora,

Mexico, said in Spanish.

. Mario Alamillo, who, like

Ctftaneda, has five daughters who
are or will be college graduates,

agreed.

"All of my efforts are in my
daughters," said Alamillo, who is

originally from Durango, Mexico, in

Spanish. "My responsibility is to

make sure that my daughters are bet-

ter off than I was, and that is why I

attended the conference."

Participants and organizers said

seeing so many people gathered to

team about college was a positive

event that needs to happen more.

"It breaks down stereotypes,"

said Kenny McCullum, a senior at

Hollywood High School.

"It shows that all black people

aren't crackheads, selling weed on

the comer. It shows that they are

working hard for what they want,

going to school, getting educated-

and planning for the future."

BASQUE
From page 8

Popular Party, in a partnership with

its Socialist foes, had hoped to gain

an overall majority and end 21 years

of dominance by the Basque

f^iationalist Party in the regional gov-

Itrnment, which wants Madrid to

i|llow a referendum on selfnletermi-

Vion.
> Both parties have been frequently

taifeted by ETA gunmen, and hun-

dreds of party members and relatives

employ bodyguards and vary their

daily routines to avoid being easy tar-

gets. ETA is accused of killing 14

Popular Party members since 1995,

as welt as several Socialist party rep-

resentatives.

ETA, the Basque acronym for

Basque Homeland and Freedom,

was founded in 1959 during Spanish

dictator Francisco Franco's cam-

paign of repression against regional

nationalism. It took up arms in 1968

Most Basque nationalists abhor

ETA's actions but want negotiations

and a referendum to decide the

future of the region. Basques have

their own parliament, police force

and health system, but the federal

government in Madrid controls the

security forces, foreign policy, border

croitings and air and sea ports
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LOSE WEIGHT NOW!
Ask Me How

• Natural, Herbal Based Program

• Doctor Recoinmended
• #1 Healtli and Nutrition Company in the World

( .til I \\« slsidr ll< il).(liU lii(l( |)« ii(l( it( l)i>li ihiiloi-

BAY DENTAL
Meir Agaki, D.D.S.

UCLA Graduate

• General Dentistry Exam & Cleaning

• Oral Surgery ^^BWli^^H
• Cosmetic Dentistry

With ad of)!y. Reg $95

FREE BLEACHING KIT
@ completion of treatment.

11607 Washington Blvd.

310-398-7166
Just off the 405, west of Sepulveda. 10 min. from UCLA campus.

Dr. PatricR Doyle, O.D.
EYES OF W^ESTWOOD

c ) i » I c ^ M i: I K >

EYE EXAMINATIONS-CONTACT LENSES HIGH-FASHION EYEWEAR

10930 WEYBURN AVE
5 10-208- 1584

THE DDTGREINCE IS fllQH QUAlinr SERVICEI

CONTACT LENS
PACKAGE*
Includes eye sxam.

fining. 2 month foitow-

up. and paif of Ocular
Sclanca daily

Eyes of

Westwood
can help you

see better, and
look better,

too.

EYEGLASS
PACKAGE*

Includes axam. frame
arwl single vision

prescnption lenses.

Laser Vision

Correction LASIK
Is it for you??

Be sure to ask Dr.

Doyle. He has had

LAS/Kandis
extremely happy!

We accept UCLA's Vision Plan

Close to campus In Wesfwood Village

Across from Jeny's Famous Deli

If

*
UCLA Clothesline Pfoied:

Presents

clothesline Pro[ect DispUy
Perloffanci Schoenbuig Qa^cjs, May 15th, 16tb, & 17th, 8:50am - 4:00pm,

The Clotbesline PiD|ect Pfspl^y isa colot^-cocjed tjispUy df^-sbii-ts made
by 5urvlvaf5 ofsexuaL fn^^fsri^ Survivors of violence ajre

cncpamgi54 tP 4«5»tpaifeiy»S*kihc sileoce suttoundio^ sexual

violence 3n4 cornnrKrmoratetbdr sufvivoi-ship.

The Women's Oi^atorical Contest
Northwest Canipus Au4rtoHum, May 15th, 630pm,

The Women's Oratorical Congest Is 4esfgne4 io showcase women an4
men speaking on gen4eMssues. A tradition ofwomen who speak and
are heaM must be establfsbe4 io promote awareness ofwomen's Issues.

This occasion will be celebrated with entertainment an art exhibit, and
distinguished |udges.

T^keB^ck the Night
We5twoo4 Plaza. May 17th, 6:OOpm,

< pon^mcinity to come
towfety oxi our

IJ*VfV0fS.

S|on»orc4bytlKUCl>kClotlu:JiocPi-o|cct.tbcOftceafR<:i«<kriti»l Ufc.llK S*ftey»ndScaii%Comrnlttcc»o4tbc LGBTRcKXjrtxOrrrtet-
P^J ft* byf he Cvnfui ProqrMrn Commitcc o^tk Progwt)» Activity Botr4. UCPD, the ACP Cr*ol,
On CvTjfwi Houiing Coancil, »n4 the LAA P»-og«irT>fT>in9 an4A»odatcd Stu4cnt» I otcfiction Fun4

irxiwflhjupport from the Center ofWomen 4i>4 Men

For more infprmatbn please contact us at ucbcpg>ucb.cdu
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Summer-time for

Learning!!
Summer Classes Start

June 4 & July 9
Two, five-week sessions get you

through class in 1/3 the normal time!!

RIO HONDO COLLECE

Register Now!
Call

(562) 908-3415

For A Free Schedule Call (562) 908-3445

RIO HONDO COLLEGE
3600 Workman Mill Road • Whittier, CA 90601-1699

www.rh.cc.ca.us

Condom Study
Loving couplet iMHitcd to borne test
an aMemative condom matorial

Earn $140 for participating

Couples must be:

Age 1 8-45 In a stable relationship with one partner
Wtiltng to report on 8 oondom uses

V Current user of Btfth ComroJ PMIs, HJD, Norplant Depo. or
StertUzatlon

For mofe Infonnatlon, please call 800-521-521

1

or vlstt our wEbstte at tnmjKs»ooaaoa&.»g

Your Bridge
Towards A
Natural
Healing
Career...

SouHiern Caiiforniq University of

Health Sciences (SCU) is your bridge

to a rKJtural healir>g career. A
career that offers security, success

and the satisfaction of having a

positive impact on the quolity of

human life.

Southern Califomia University
of Health Sciences

SCU

Ju

RACE
From page4

there are adequate gun laws on the

books.

Joe Cerrell, a longtime political

consultant in the Los Angeles area,

said that while Miranda is not as well

known as Arguello, his very presence

on the ballot may undercut

Arguello's ability to get Hispanic

voles. Chu, he predicted, will get

most Asian-American votes and like-

ly much of the white vote.

"This all comes down to GOTV -

get out the vote," he said. "Who's got

the troops to do it."

"It's significant in that all

of these groups that have
endorsed me looked at

issues beyond ethnicity."

Judy Chu
Candidate

Leiand T. Saito, who wrote the

1998 book, "Race and Politics: Asian

Americans, Latinos and Whites in a

Los Angeles Suburb," has studied

bow the huge inAux ofAMans »mo Iht*

sprawling San Gabriel Valley cast of

Los Angeles has dramatically

changed the area over the past 30

years.

"I think for some voters there is

still the perception that somebody of

their ethnic or racial group knows
their issues best," he said, noting that

some voters want to elect someone of

their own racial group to rectify prob-

lems of underreprcsentation in

Sacramento.

Chu, who proudly touts her

Hispanic endorsements, predicted

the election will be a "history-mak-

ing" one. ran for the seat in 1998 and
lost to Gloria Romero, who recently

was elected to the state Senate to

replace Hilda Solis, who got elected

to Congress.

"I think that it's significant in that

all of these groups that have etulorsed

me, I think have looked basically at

issues beyond ethnicity. They've

looked at how qualified a person is,"

she said. "It's a tremendously diverse

district, and I think there's some pos-

itive things that could be learned

from it."

Arguello's campaign consultant

said that while people often vote

along racial and ethnic lines, too

much "in terms of leadership" is

made of a candidate's race or ethnici-

ty

"The real challenge is after the per-

son gets elected, who's really going to

represent everybody," Leo Briones

said.

J

LxwAiigelo College (i^Chiroptactic

Colky of Acupuncture & Oriental Medicine

• The leoder in scientificolly^sed ond

evidence^wsed approoch to portent core.

• The only univefsity of its kind occredited

by the Western Assodotion of Sdiook ond

Colleges (WASC).

leoder in sports medicine programs with

emphasis in sports injuries, nutrition, radiology,

pediatrics and pain management

Stotwrf-lheijrt oudio/visual and computer-assisted

resources.

Call us today at

1.877.434.7757 St^Sr
562.902.3309 ^o^^c^iiio""

'Isit our website Wniiniir.MullS.Mlu

APPLICATIONS
From page 1

of 10 votes belonging to student

members - three to undergraduates

and three to graduate students

Steve Davey, USAC facilities

commissioner and a member of the

Campus Facilities Coordinating
Committee, said the council has had
a hard time Tilling positions on the

advisory committees in which stu-

dent members do not have a direct

vote but still provide valuable input.

**A lot of positions arc mainly
advisory roles but still give students

a chance to take a part in campus,"
said Davey, a third-year political sci-

ence student

The CFCC, chaired by Assistant

Vice Chancellor of Student and
Campus Life Robert Naples, con
sists of representatives from all

parts of campus who set guidelines

and provide student recreation and
programming space.

See APfUOmONS, page 1

S

APPLICATIONS
From page 14

All nominees for appointments
are usually selected by the incoming
USAC president, in this case presi-

dent-elect Karren Lane. Exceptions

are those who apply to the Book
Lending Committee, which falls

under the financial supports com-
mission, and the Academic Senate,

which are appointed by the academ-
ic affairs commissioner.

They are then presented to the

Appointments Review Committee -

headed by the internal vice presi-

dent - who determines nominees'

eligibility.

While the ARC makes recom-
mendations to USAC. the final deci-

sion lies with a council vote.

In the past, students had one
week to submit their applications,

but this year, the time frame for

applying mcreased to raise aware-

ness of the applications and posi-

tions available.

"Within the last four months, we
have been working with the (USAC)
president and internal vice president

to talk about ways of improving the

outreach process," McLaren said.

The decision was made to begin

the application and advertising

process eaiiicr. providing a three-

week window to apply. It was origi-

nally slated for four weeks, but post-

ponement of USAC elections

delayed the process.

Applications and the full list of USAC
appointed positions are available at

the president's office in Kerckhoff

317 and the Center for Student
Programming in Kerckhoff 105.

Students can also apply online at

http://students.asucla.ucta.edu/App

ointmentsApp.html

NIGHT
From page 3

ed the Student Empowerment! excla-

mation mark.

Despite cries for diversity and
inclusiveness from both sides

throughout the week, the two slates

stood clearly segregated - reds on
one side, blues on the other, and yel-

low somewhere in between.

Upon anticipation of the election

results announcement. Student

Empowerment! supporters huddled

together on the Kerckhoff steps in a

unified pack.

Meanwhile. S.U.R.E. and inde-

pendent supporters formed a crowd,

not nearly as large, on the outskirts of

the Student Empowerment! group on
the knoll of Meyerhoff Park.

S.U.R.E. members attempted to

rally behind their presidential candi-

date, Dusan Miletich, chanting "Du-
san, Du-san, Du-san," but were
drowned-out by the vocal strength of

Student Empowerment! supporters

j

who shouted in call-and-response

' fashion. "Yo. pass the love! Pass it to

me! - Student Empowerment is com-
munity!" and "We're fired up! We
can't take it no more!"

The shouting match was ultimately

silenced by the honking horn of the

bringers of news - the Elections

Board. The crew rode out in grand
style in their own version of horse and
chariot, an orange flatbed electric

cart from which stood a victory flag,

lettered with the word "E-Board," for

having conquered the menial task of

counting nearly 5.000 ballots.

As E-Board Chair Nicole Lynch
took center stage and announced the

new successors to USAC. the Student

Empowerment! mob transformed

itself into a mosh pit. with people

screaming, jumping and bumping
each other.

As S.U.R.E. candidates and sup-

porters trickled home, the energy of

Student Empowerment! would con-

tinue late into the night
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THE JACOB BIALE
/Wemorial Lecture
in conjunction \A/ith
UCLA Hillel cordially

invites you to attend.

Prof. David Biale
Thursday. May 17, ^:00-6:30pm
af fhe Faculty Cenfer -
Do\A/nafair& Lounge

Asi'i^ulture cinci Jevrish Culture
in Intc^rvirar Poland"

Emmanuel Ringelb»lum Professor of Jewish History, UC Davis

Owrshom Scholem: KaUokMUciH aund Count*r-History,
~~ Power aundt Povyerl»asnes« In Jewisli History,

Eros mn<i th^ >tovy; Frpm BtlaHcal Isrwl to Corifmporary Amerioa— ,/••
Please RSVP..Call (310)208-3081 ext. 225 or email at hillel^Ducla.edu

The Dean of Students' Office, in sponsorship with the Women's Studies Department,

Office of Residential Life, and the Women's Resource Center,

proudly present:

^r^r^^

The Women 4 Change 2001 Student Leadership Award
40M1

Please join us at a reception recognizing the following

outstanding UCLA student leaders.

Vice Provost Judith Smith will be the keynote speaker.

Monday May 14, 122 PM

in the Charles £ Young Grand Salon in Kerckhoff Hall

)ennifer Ackerman

Regulus Allen

lessica Alvarado

Laura Anderle

Clarissa Avendano

Catherine Avendano

Kissi Bamfo

Mary Bresticker

MedellK.Bri8Ss

DebbieCamphouse

Rebecca Casillas

EderlenCasilias

Michelle Cerecerez

Angela Chan

Seon Mi Choi

YvonneChu

Amanda Collins

Tracy Davis

Rebecca Der

Hassan Dornayi

Gideon Estes

Lisa Estrada

Derek Evenson

Kristin Fauth

Anna Ferrini

Alicia Fields

Gloria Fong

Lil Furumoto

Rachel Garner

Dianna Gonzalez

Elizabeth Guillory

RoseAnne Gutierrez

Sayeh Hamzehzadeh

Lidia Hernandez

Eleni Hioureas

Adrienne R. Isaac

Jennifer Ito

Morgan )oeck

)essica Jung

Reza Kermani

Grace Kim

ludith Komuves

Farinaz Koushanfar

Arta Lafhiji

Alice Lam

Karren Lane

Kathleen Lee

Garrett Lim

Bryce Longton

Bethany Lum

Hector Marquez

Caryn McCurchin

Kristen ). McKinney

Esther Melamed

Maricruz Melendrez

Rosary Moreno

Benny Ng

France Nguyen

Anh Nguyen

Jamie Nicholes

loy Padilla

Daniela F^rdo

f\ija Pathuri

Rachelle Pensanti

Samson Phan

Tammie Philips

MarcPilotin

NargesPisheh

Amy Portello

Mandana Rastcgar

Erin Rattazzi

Kristina Rettig

Martha A. Rivas

Tracy Royce

Wendy Ruggeri

Natasha Saelua

Brand! Sankey

Rachel Schwarzlose

Christie Scott

Chai Shenoy

lx>relei L Simpson

)amila Smalls

)ennitte Stevens

Erica Sutherland

Ncmika Trotter

Queen Udofia

luliaVcrkholantsev

Juliet Wright

Sherry Yafai

Erica Yamamura

Steven 2^pata

Lisa Zhao

S V .:a- .".-ATiiJu-; ,
.— -
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IjIh lids ^^oiK' mad
Ben Shapiro writes about

the liberal factors that tell

us we are at UCLA
See Tuesday.

viewpoint@media.ucla.edu

Campus protests do little more than make lots of noise
ACTIVISM: Holding signs,

chanting isn't active way
to work for peace, change

On April 25th Jewish andArab
.students together set up a

table on Bruin Walk to pro-

mote peace in the Middle East. The
following day, Arab students carried

signs protesting Israeli atrocities into

the middle of a celebration of Israeli

independence. This begs the ques-

tion, "So, how's that *peacc' thing

coming along?"

An alert

reader sent me
an e-mail accus-

ing me of not

having an "unbi-

-ascd opinion,"

so before we
proceed any fur-

ther i should

mention that I

do in fact have

an opinion on
this subject, and
therefore have a

bias. I am Jewish, and therefore feci

compelled to root for the home team,
but the larger issue is that most cam-
pus protests are utterly puerile and
embarrassing exercises in futility.

If these protests tell me one thing,

it's that obviously Chancellor

Lief Is a third-year English student who
says fiir isn't murder, but pearls are oys-

ter burglary. Sling sonne mud at

dlief@uda.edu.

Camesale is not doing enough to

resolve the Israeli/Palestinian con-

flict. When was the last time he sent

an emissary to the Knesset, or invited

Sharon and Arafat to a symposium in

the Bomb Shelter? Why else would
the Arab students choose UCLA as

the appropriate site for their protest

if this wasn't the case?

I understand Arab students have a

legitimate grievance against the

Israelis, and I'm not going to defend
everything the Israelis have done
(especially after what they've done
this month). Most of the attitudes

held by UCLA students about the

conflict fall into the "feasy for you to

say" category. The truth is the con-

flict isn't nearly as bad as it appears

on CNN, much to the dismay of the

people who make news graphics like

"Israel/Palestine Smackdown 2001,

The Deathmatch in the Dunes".

Most people experience Judaism
through the eyes of Woody Allen, and
assume we arc shy, furry creatures

who go around saying funny words
like '*ferschnikkit," and generally

keep out of the way.

This may be true of American
Jewry, but Israelis are a whole other

strain. Let's not forget that Yitzhak

Rabin was not assassinated by an
Arab, but by a fellow Israeli who felt

Rabin wasn't hard-core enough.

These are the kinds of Jews who went
undercover into Argentina to hunt

down former Nazis and garrote them
with piano wire. Throw theaepcople

into a country that's 195 degrees at

night and surrounded by enemies and
you see how popular padflsm can be.

On the other side, there's the fool-

hardy Palestinian rock-throwing

endeavor. What do the Palestinians

expect the Israelis to do, catch the

i»^i W.I ^CILICfVUQVJr oTum

rocks? Let me explain

something tathe people

who protest this sort of

thing: ifyou start throwing

rocks at a guy with an uzi,

politics aside, and he turns

around and shoots you,

you forfeit the right to call

"unfair surprise." The
pecking order goes paper,

scissors, rock, automatic

flrearm.

It's just common sense.

This situation is contin-

ually exacerbated when
the Palestinians decide to

throw rocks and blow things up just

before an Israeli election. This

prompts the Israelis to vote for an

even more hard-line crank than the

previous one; a guy who is even less

likely to go for that crazy "peace"

idea.

To me, the whole thing looks pret-

ty immature. 1 say, ifboth sides are

going to act like children, we can pre-

vent a lot of violence by agreeing to

scalCKlown the conflict to just a prank
war. At night, Israeli conimandos will

sneak in and TP the Gaza Strip Then
the next day, the Palestinians run up
to an Israeli bus and plant a stink

bomb.

The issues of the conflict are para-

mount to the people living in the

region, but are completely irrelevant

to a bunch of privileged Southern

California college kids. Thankfully,

the visible tension between Muslim
and Jcuish groups was fairty Mttklu«)d

this year in comparison with previous

years, but still, what is the point?

I'm willing to venture a guess that

what the Muslim Students

Association is trying to do is raise

awareness, but seeing that they're

talking about an international crisis

which has been going on since 1948,

I'd say that awareness is pretty high

already. Instead, we are left with the

by-product of unnecessarily creating

tension between fellow Bruins where
none previously existed.

The idea that holding up a sign

qualifies as political activism offends

me. If holding up a sign is political

activism, then 1 can tape a flyer to

every telephone pole in L.A. and call

it the Million Man March. The

Sec UEF, page 18

Speaks Out
ENiam GheytancM

Graduate student

Sodok)gy

redraft)

"There is no doubt about the fact that

there are injustices today, and if repara-

tions are the good legal way to address

such issues then it should definitely be

pursued. It happens all over the world.

South Africa is in the process of provid-

ing reparations too, and so wherever
injustice happehs in the world, legal

ways should be approached. That is the

only way to get over the part."

MftulJambusaria

Second-year

Aerospace engineering

"I think it is a mistake. I don't think

you can go back and pay people for

what went wrong in the past. It just

shouldn't happen again; then, for every-

thing that has gone wrong in history,

people will demand that they have cor-

rections for that. I don't think repara-

tions are due."

MoniaHtt

First-year

Undedared

"I think I oan relate to this issue

because my grandparents were in the

Holocaust and so my grandmother did a
lot of slave work. Now the government
is trying to repay them and I think it is a
good idea. So I think African

Americans should have the same rights

and get repaid by the government."

ItikaOMwine

Fourth-year

Political science

"Because you can't deny that race

still matters in America, it's very impor-
tant that you explore these issues. If

minorities weren't disempowercd in this

country, then you can say that we may
not need reparations because minorities

are in a position of empowerment. But
since they are disempowercd because of
historical facts like Jim Crow laws and
racial violence, it's important that you

deal with the cause of these situations, which is slavery."

MfchaH Psratoft

Second -year

international economlo

"All this stuff about reparations just

draws more attention to the past.

Slavery happened in the past and it

should be put in the past More acts like

this are just causing more bitterness

towards the government, African

Americans and Caucasians. It should
be dropped and everyone should be
equal now."

Mikal Rogers

Massage therapist/yoga teacher

Campus visitor

"Well I think that people are too

stuck in the past I think that it doesn't

serve them to stay on the issue of past
injustices. It's time to just deal with

humanity and get over things. There arc

people who arc still battling issues from
50 to a 100 years ago. I thmk that if they

just gave up being stuck on a past injus-

tice, they could work from the present

moment to make today a better place."

Speaks Out compiled by Jonah Lalas. Dally Bruin Senkx Staff. Photos by Julia Park.
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TODAY'S TOPIC: UCLA recently held a symposium on the idea of providing reparations

and redress to racial minorities for past injustices. Viewpoint examines this issue.

New attitude is necessaiy, etNcal

step toward social accountability

REDRESS: Past damages to group

in language, image, labor needs

to be acknowledged, corrected

By Guillermo E. Hemindez

The words "recognition," "reparations" and
"redress" bring to fore the issue of the rightful

restitution for past damages. The issue is

whether damage inflicted in the past to a

group is transferred to their descendants and.

therefore, must be corrected. This position is

relatively new.

In the past, sfmlTar ofTenses deserved seri-

ous discussion only as historical debates of
losers and winners Genocide, discrimination,

racism, gender inequity and ethnic profiling

were, at best, lamented, denounced or

attacked but not considered problems that

require retroactive compensation.

We are facing, therefore, a novel issue that

carries significant implications to our concep-

tions of history and the moral, ethical and
legal responsibilities of authorities and govern-

ments.

People of Mexican descent and other

Latinos in this country illustrate how a popula-

tion and their descendants may carry in their

daily lives the negative practices of yesterday.

Three aspects - language, image and labor -

suffice to illustrate how a group's social, cul-

tural and economic existence is molded by
past detrimental practices.

Rrst, there is the issue of language. In

September of 1919 the South campus of the

University of California - UCLA - opened its

doors. The offerings in the Spanish depart-

ment were limited, with only a few courses

available from a few professors. A significant

departmental requirement stipulated that stu-

dents must "pronounce correctly" and that

"Castilian pronunciation is the standard

norm."

In retrospect it is clear that such a state-

ment represented a code with clear linguistic

implications for Spanish native speakers

whose proficiency would not conform to the

European variety of the language It would be
tantamount to specifying to students in a uni-

versity in Kansas or Texas.that British pronun-
ciation would be the standard norm.

It is unlikely that many Spanish-speaking

students registered at UCLA during these

early years. But more serious was the effect on
second-language speakers, trained and gradu-

from the department, who acquired atti-

1 toward language that would linger for

ides to come.

One can only wonder how many teachers

^d professors of Spanish subjected their

native-speaking students to humiliation for

using the language they had learned at home.
Furthermore, other professionals - lawyers,

doctors, governmental officials and so forth -

would adopt negative attitudes toward the

Mexican standard norm of Spanish spoken in

California. Today we know that such views arc

linguistically and pcdagogically untenable, yet

they continue to influence many individuals

who consider themselves educated.

Should the cost of this linguistic loss and
damage to the Chicano and Latino communi-
ty be recognized, redressed and repaired?

The second aspect of past ii^justices con-

cerns image. During the late '20s and early

•30s of the 20th century, the Hollywood indus-

try produced a number of films with stereotyp-

ical representations of Mexicans. TTicsc por-

trayals reached such derogatory standards,

moving Mexican authorities to place holds on
many films too offensive to show in Mexico.

Mexican-Americans in this country, howev-
er, had no such recourse. The three basic

stereotypical roles were those of the blood-

thirsty bandit, the hot-blooded Latina and the

submissive fool. These constructions were not

gratuitous.

The portTJiyal of the Mexican population m ^

terms of moral evil or ridicule had the funda-~^

mental purpose of affirming the role of the

conqueror and scorning its previous historical

opponent. Such representations continue

today and influence even well-intentioned out-

siders, as poet Jose Montoya ironically

describes those who profit from the poverty of
Chicanos:

"Do-gooders who understand

Us - or rather an image of

Us - decomposed and rearranged

Between eyepiece and lens."

Should the cost of this damaging represen-

tation of the Chicano and Latino community
be recognized, redressed and repaired?

The third aspect of past detrimental prac-

tices that must be addressed concerns labor.

There are significant economic consequences
to these public perceptions oftThicanos and
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Reparation Strategy isn't likely

to make Nstoric wrongs right

INEQUAUTY: Theoretical actions

won't help create true equality;

only single race, issue addressed

By Randal BustaniMite

There is no doubt in my mind that people

today are adversely afTected by slavery in this

country; however, reparations in and of itself

are not an appropriate answer to the problems
that have resulted from the practice.

From a theoretical standpoint, the focus of
slavtry reparattons is too narrowand b
for it to be a justifiable

action taken by any gov-

ernment that is supposed

to equitably represent its

people. By isolating slav-

ery as an issue to be

addressed, you leave out

several other groups who
have suffered from simi-

lar historical develop-

ments.

For example, should

we give some sort of repa- —————
rations to Chinese citi-

zens who are linked to ancestors that died

working under severe repressive conditions on
the railroads? We should, but we can't.

Ideally, we could address everyone who suf-

fers from and is affected by past oppressions,

but there are several problems that would arise

ifwe attempted to.

For starters, it would be physically impossi-

ble (due to the lack of resources and informa-

tion) to carry this out unless you drew a line

that excluded certain groups. In addition,

there is no real way to remunerate people for

their past; it raises the question of how to

determine what has been lost, and how one
can make up for that (if at all). These are ques-

tions that are impossible when you frame them
in a practical setting.

How do you tell Native Americans that you
re going to make up for kitting their ancestors-

There are certain

things you cannot put

a value on, and certain

things you cannot give

back.

Bustamante is a fifth-year Er>glish and internation-

al developnf>ent studies student

Herr^indez Is a an associate professor of Spanish
at UCLA.

and taking their land?

There are certain things

you cannot put a value on,

and certain things you
cannot give back.

Remuneration is not the

strategy we should be

seeking ifwe are truly

seeking justice.

But in terms of the

main issue at hand, I

don't believe making
~~~"~~~~~"~~"

reparations for slavery is

the best strategy. The
effects of slavery arc intertwined with several

other factors that shape the world and society

we live in today. Instead of reparations, we
should be working towards greater equality

inside (and outside) of the government's
sphere.

I hope that anyone reading this article isn't

shocked to hear from some moderate lefty

that slavery reparations aren't the best idea.

I'm not against it necessarily; I just don't think

it's the best way to go about solving the prob-

lems of today What I do think is necessary is

working toward true equality in our present

society.

When I say "true equality," this enUils a

system that is conscious of the disparities

(many of which exist as a result of ill practices

such as slavery) within communities and
works to eliminate them.

We should be working toward the creation

of public institutions that are equivalent to

each other. Ideally, there would exist govern-
ment institutions that ensure equal distribu-

tion of resources and opportunities.

For example, a high school in Compton
(assuming it had the same student population)

would not be receiving any less funding than
one in Irvine. Both learning institutions

should be equally capable of hiring good
teachers and purchasing new books, regard-

less of what the parents of the students make.
This is only a step, however. In addition to

equal funding, a government should be expect-

ed to recognize the differences that exist and
provide additional support in order to balance
the scales.

To illustrate the same example, I would go
so far as removing half of the already existing

computers in the Irvine school and donating

them to Compton. And yes, it would entail

those in Irvine losing some of their advantage,

but I believe it's a way to level the playing

field.

This way, we can address everyone who is

l>eing left behind, without excluding his or her
race, gender, ethnicity, etc.

Focusing exclusively on race is not the
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Montgomery bus boycott was

activism. Writing to a congressman is

activism. Volunteering at a lobbyist's

office is activism. Carrying a sign

with some tired slogan like "Stop the

Violence" is about as inactive as you

can get. Why not dumb it down all

the way and say "Bad things are

bad!'"^

Holding a sign and chanting, espe-

cially on this campus, is simply a

pathetic need to cling to the '60s we
missed out on. Shallowly imitating

the protests people staged for causes

like civil rights and the Vietnam War
cheapens everything they fought for.

Case in point, the latest protests

over animal testing. I found the pro-

testers who showed up dressed as

ninjas to be particularly amusing.

Apparently they will not rest until

UCLA not only ceases the testing,

but until they have all the drag-

onballs.

Is animal testing really the best

cause we could be putting our eflbrts

into as a generation? Let's face it,

they have to test medicine on some-

thing. What's it going to be, a mouse
or grandma? Besides, the protests are

always biased toward cute animals.

Nobody's Hghting agSMMt the geno-

cide that happens every time a petri

dish Tilled with millions of blechto-

coccus is flushed. Where's "Save the

Cockroaches"?

No matter how many magic mark-

ers are run dry, Mumia isn't going to

be free based on the wishes of unin-

volved students who haven't yet

passed the bar exam, let alone taken

the LSAT. If I were Mumia I would-

n't let UCLA student protesters han-

dle my appeal any sooner than I

would let them peiform an angio-

plasty.

In a democracy such as ours your

voice does count for something, but

not nearly as much as your vote and
your dollar. To a faceless govern-

ment, your bucks and your ballot are

your identity, and thus those are the

means by whidi any protest is going

to be validated. Volume is nothing;

impact everything.

What hurts our protests more
than anything else is a credibility

problem. For the most part, we've

never had it so good. We don't

appear to be in a position that

requires adamant opposition.

As Martin Luther King Jr. said,

"The ultimate measure of a man is

not where he stands in moments of

comfort and convenience, but where

he stands at times of challenge and
controversy" Thankfully this is not a

time of challenge and controversy.

Therefore, I say now is not the time

to take a measure of ourselves.

Whether it is the Middle East,

Mumia, or animal testing, chanting is

not working toward a better tomor-

row. It is only complaining about an

unsatisfactory today Let's not copy
the foolishness of the Israelis and
Palestinians to make a statement.

There are wars and causes to fight

for the world over, but the UCLA
campus is not the battleground.

Daily Bniin Viewpoint
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answer, but using it as a basis for this

argument can only ignite more
resentment from the ultra-conserva-

tives (who may or may not be

racists) if not presented properly It

is not about black, white, yellow, or

brown supremacy-it's about mutual
respect and equality It is about cre-

ating a fair and just environment
where everyone has access to the

same opportunities, regardless of

their birth or background.

And for those radicals out there

who think the scale should be tipped

in the complete opposite direction so

f
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Latinos. Perhaps a most damaging

result has been the barriers posed to

education.

In the last 30 years, most

advances made in the education of

Chicanos and Latinos have come
from the community as spirited stu-

dents, teachers and their allies have

battled the opposition of intransi-

gent academics and administrators.

In spite of Chicano contributions

during wars and in the building of

the economic infrastructure of

California, their presence is practi-

cally non-existent in key positions

within the public and the private sec-

tors.

For too long a defacto segrega-

tion has relegated Chicanos and

Latinos to rural areas or to urban

barrios without appropriate atten-

tion. The "Plan of Delano," a docu-

ment created by the farm workers

movement headed by Cesar Chavez,

declares (point 4.):

"We have suffered unnumbered
ills and crimes in the name of the

Law of the Land. Our men, women,
and children have suffered not only

the basic brutality of stoop labor,

and the most obvious injustices of

the system; they have also suffered

the desperation of knowing that the

system caters to the greed of callous

men and not to our needs.

.

"They have imposed hunger on

us. and now we hunger for justice.

We draw our strength from the very

despair in which we have been

forced to live."

Should the cost of this damaging

economic injustice to the Chicano

and Latino community be recog-

nized, redressed and repaired?

The debate in this r^ard has been

distracted by questions of the legiti-

macy of beneficiaries, the deserving

amounts and the soundness of per-

forming such corrective historical

measures. More important, howev-

er, is to consider the significance of

holding states and social groups, and

their leaders, responsible for the con-

sequences of their actions.

This new perspective proposed in

the formula recognition, redress,

and reparation puts forward the

notion that whenever a group's

social identity, standing and future

prospects are compromised by the

past actions of others, there must be

an appropriate change in attitudes

and actions to address such costs.

That is, rather than lamenting the

status quo as an inherently irre-

versible condition, we must all

address social justice in the realm of

the possible.

It is a view that posits us at a new
era when humanity may aspire to

live in a world where the principle of

social accountability replaces the

facile acceptance of inequity.

Accepting this historical responsibili-

ty is a necessary moral and ethical

first step.

Only then will we be prepared to

bring the legal, business and social

implementation of this new humar>-

ism.
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minorities have an advantage, I say

"bad idea."

You do not eliminate oppression

by switching roles. Instead, you look

at the problem and try to come up
with a solution that is fair, and not

necessarily opposite.

I want to take this opportunity to

quote one ofmy good friends. He
says, **We should be more proactive

ana not iibujvib, ano weanouNi seex

to learn from it when something bad

happens."

And so I argue that tnttead of

making reparatiom for slavery, lets

make preparations for the poverty

and inequality of today .
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ROWING
Art Festival g^ves

students a way to

express themselves

on campus

Photos by ALICE LAM

James Duong, a third-year biochemistry student paints part of a promotional
banner for The Art Project. Students from all majors are welcome to participate.

First-year student Joanne Situ helps paint a banner for The Art Project's

upcoming festival.Thls is the second year the festival has been held.

By Midiad Rosm-MoImm
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Giving students the opportunity

to showcase their talents, the

UCLA Art Project hosts its Festival

Of Art on campus today and
Tuesday.

The festival, which takes place on
Bruin Walk and in Kerckhoff
Grand Salon, features a variety of

art forms.

Three tents displaying student

art, including paintings, pho-

tographs, sculptures and other visu-

al pieces, will be set up on Bruin

Walk today from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

and UCLA students Annie Fink

and Rene Frescas will perform

experimental music at noon.

"This is a good opportunity for

people who have art to display to be

proud of their work," said second-

year English student Kathy
Kennedy. "You don't need to be an

amazing artist or an art major to

participate. If you can't draw, you
can still submit ' photographs.

There's something for everyone."

The Art Project encouraged staff

and facuky to submit their work
also, but the best response came
from students. Since anyone on
campus can enter the Festival of

Art, contributions came from stu-

dents in a variety of disciplines.
**Wosrof the contributors are not

art majors," sai'd fourth-year

English and international econom-
ics student Jennifer Wang. "We
wanted to involve people who nor-

mally wouldn't have any place to

show theif work, people who might

not be studying art but still have

something artistic to contribute.**

The UCLA Art Project orga-

nized the Festival of Art in conjunc-

tion with Westwind, the undergrad-

uate humanities journal. The
Undergraduate English Association

is also involved in the venture.

Wang said that the Undergraduate
English Association was interested

in the project since it was already

involved in producing an artistic, lit-

erary publication.

"They publish a creative writing

jounial vM\ a more New Yorker

slant," Wang said.

The second day of the festival will

move indoors to the Kerckhoff
Grand Salon. Tuesday will feature

written works rather than visual

arts, with short Fiction and poetry

readings by students from 3-6 p.m.

and, at 4:30 p.m., there will be a

reception for all Festival of Art par-

ticipants.

The UCLA Art Project is now in

its second year. The group spon-

sored a similar event last year,

called the Day of Art.

"A lot of students were disap-

pointed that there wasn't anyplace

on campus where we could really

show off our work," Wang said.

"We decided to do something about
it. Last year, we rented out

Ackerman Grand Ballroom, Bruin

Plaza and the Viewpoint Lounge.
Everything happened at the same
time, films, art, poetry."

This year the Art Project decided

to take a different approach to cele-

brating art on campus by holding

part of the event outdoors instead

of entirely inside like last year's Day

of Art.

"We wanted everyone to partici-

pate," Wang said. "Art sometimes
scares people, because they think

that it has to be profound. By hav-

ing it out in the open we want to say

that, no, it's not, all this celebration

is for you."

Although the visual arts will be

displayed outside, the poetry por-

tion of the event will remain
indoors.

"We're having the poetry inside

because it was too intimate to just

blare out to the world," Wang said.

"We preferred a more intimate,

indoor setting for that part of the

event."

The Festival of Art also differs

from the Day of Art in its emphasis
on the visual arts. Last year's event

included student films, but the

UCLA Art Project limited the

Festival of Art to art forms that

seem to receive short shrift on cam-
pus.

'Last year we also included film.

See AIT, page 26
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Concert delivers wide variety of faculty aeation's
MUSIC: Professors illustrate

creativity, shed stuffiness of

academy with compositions

By Heward H»
Daily Bruin Contributor

Painter Ben Shahn once wrote that

university teachers make poor artists

because the rigid academy devours any
creativity they might have.

Perhaps Shahn didn't know about

UCLA's Music Department, which
puts on a performance of facult^' conv
positions at Schoenberg Hall Thursday.

The concert proved that university

professors can, in fact, still be good
artists, even if their academic back-

grounds pop up every now and then.

The evening began with "Five

Miniatures," a piano piece by Music

Professor Roger Bouriand. Written just

last year, the piece evoked wide

Coplandesque spaces with its use of

fifths and lush diatonic, sometimes
jazzy, harmony. Bouriand came up with

the piece not out of academic idealism,

but from a commission to write a birth-

day gift for Estelle Schlueter, a 90-year-

old pianist who had her left pinky shot

off at gunpoint.

The piece deals with the logistical

problems of how to make nine fingers

sound like 10. Pianist Hojun Lee. with

all 10 fingers, performed it with emo-
tional precision.

The second item, although titled

"Two Miniatures." bore no resem-

blance to the previous piece except that

it was performed solo, this time with

violinist Mark Kaplan at the helm.

Composer David Lefkowitz was per-

haps the most academic player at the

concert. His "Miniature" series came

out of a desire to explore solo instru-

mental possibilities, akin to a scientist

dissei:tinganatom.

The miniatures performed were
taken from a larger work with eight vio-

lin miniatures. Each miniature focuses

on a harmonic interval. For example,

"Miniature VIII" focused on the inter-

val of a "second," or the sound pro-

duced from the first two notes of the

famous "Chopsticks."

Lefkowitz took that interval and
organically created an entire piece oui

of it, just as a Bach fugue organically

develops from the opening subject.

The solo violin harmonized with

itself, further emphasizing the point of

creating a world out of nothing. Seldom
docs one see a concert violinist perform
without accompaniment, but Kaplan
pulled it off nicely, holding the audience
with an austere intensity mirrored in

the mechanical nature of the work

"Quartet," another piece by
Lefkowitz. was played next. A standard

string quartet, Lefkowitz opted for a

simple combination of flute, cello, vio-

lin and piano. Once again, Leflcowitz

bore his academic bones by contrasting

chromatic melodies, similar to a

Schoenberg 12 tone row, and a penta-

tonic melody, like that found in Asian

music.

Though the experimental scientist

didn't exactly create alchemy, he at

least came out with something interest-

ing. The second movement in particular

had a type of surface brilliance hinting

at the style of composer Toru
Takemitsu.

The best example of this occurred

when pianist Walter Ponce stood up to

play the piano's strings like a harp,

evoking mysticism and mystery The
final movement recalled the first and
ended triumphantly

Perhaps the least academic work of

the concert was the next piece,

Bourland's "Preludes." Like his minia-

tures, "Preludes" remain diatonic. In

fact, they have a childislr character,

which seems fitting linctf Bouriand
wrote them as a college undh-graduate.

The concluding "Fair" was especially

busy and joyful, as rijifiid^ repeated

notes evoked the din of a cn»wd.

Chihara's "Haiku fbr IVo Rates"
came next. While Lefkowitz merely
hinted at Takemitsuf ChfShara fully

shows the influence of Takemitsu and
Japanese music in gendr»l.

The first movement, "Hkiku," imi-

tated the airy hollow so«nd ind disjunct

melodies of Japanese flutes. Chihara,

who actually worked with Takemitsu,

successfully brings a modern sublimity

to ancient Japanese traditions.

lernBEr\m^n

Music Professor

Mark Kaplan

performs 'Two

Miniatures' in

the UCLA Music

Department's

faculty perfor-

mance
Thursday. The

event featured

pieces com-

posed by UCLA
faculty mem-
bers.

Movie ads unfairly use

war to arouse passions

David

Holmberg

DAVID LED€«/WAN

COLUMN: Tearl Harbor'

promos distort historical

event, demonizes Japan

Chopsticks poised and sushi

ready to enter my expectant

belly, I watched a bus roll by

the window. Not an uncommon sight

in Los Angeles, despite public trans-

portation's unreliability. It was not

the Metro,

though, that

caught my
attention.

— The moving

advertisemeni

attached so bla-

tantly to the side

of the bus dis-

played a horde

of planes over a

hapless woman
out doing her

Sunday laundry.

No big deal,

except those planes are Japanese and
that woman is American, and people

are about to die in the screen version

of a real historical event. Worst of all,

the scenario is merely for public spec-

tacle in this summer's sure fire block-

buster, "Pearl Harbor."

This is not an issue of the accept-

ability of using historical events as

the basis of major Hollywood films.

Steven Spielberg has repeatedly

proven that history is a fascinating

backdrop to tell dramatic stories.

Just like the upcoming "Pearl

Harbor," two of his recent films,

"Schindler's List" and "Saving

Private Ryan," both used Worid War
II as their setting. But make no mis-

take, there are major di (Terences

between these films and "Peari

Harbor."

In the case of "Schindler's List"

(I993)j the central cast is primarily

German. The conflict exists between
the Nazi's and the German Oskar
Schindler, who tries to save Jewish

prisoners in the death camps.

Schindler is a little known histori-

cal figure who attempted to fight the

injustices of Hitler and company. It

was a story seldom told, but one of

great importance and relevance in

our ever changing past.

For that reason, it was a story that

needed telling, at the very least to

remind us all of the horrors of

mankind.

With "Saving Private Ryan,"
World War II is but a convenient

backdrop for a powerful human
drama. The object of this 1998 film is

not necessarily to kill all German
Nazi's, but to rescue a fellow

American soldier, at all costs. The
conflict exists within each character,

particularly Tom Hanks' Captain

Miller, who struggles more with the

emotional impact of his own feelings

than the threat of German attacks.

"PeaH Harbor," however, is a dif-

ferent case altogether. The story is

rooted in a well known historical

tragedy, that is recreated for the plea-

sure of thrill-seeking audiences. The
point here is not to inform or edu-

cate, but instead to provide another

spectacle for summer audiences.

Although "Pearl Harbor" will not

be released nationwide until

Memorial Day, the proof of its

biased slant lies in its advertising

campaign. Scenes from the film can

t)e seen on almost any street in the

Los Angeles area, whether it be on a

10 story-high billboard, 3 foot bus

stop poster, or 3 x 5 postcard.

One scene, as I mentioned earlier,

shows a woman out doing her laun-

dry, with planes looming above. We
are supposed to hate the Japanese

who are about to ruin this poor inno-

cent woman's life.

Another more disturbing poster

has a young boy pausing from his

baseball game to watch bombers
soaring overhead. Baseball is one
aspect of the romantic ideal of

American life. By threatening it, the

ads stir feelings in even the most
unpatrtottc individual.

Some of these pictures attempt to

recreate actual ads by the U.S. gov-

ernment. They show stars Ben
Affleck and Cuba Gooding Jr. in

World War II style uniforms, as if to

encourage citizens everywhere to

"Join the Fight!"

Well, news flash: Worid War II

ended over a half a century ago. And
these advertisements are doing exact-

ly what "Schindler's List" and
"Saving Private Ryan" did not - they

vilify old enemies. Regardless of how
the film may show Japanese involve-

ment or motivations, the posters

cleariy arouse passionate emotions

toward those who would dare bomb
United States citizens.

Most misleading about these ads

is their juxtaposition of American
civilians with Japanese bombers.

History books tell us that Japan

attacked the U.S. Pacific Reet at

Pearl Harbor, and the surrounding

airfields as well. While the film most
likely is accurate on this account, the

posters show a more dramatic and —
unrealistic image.

Japan did not attack United States

civilians, although the advertise-

ments keenly combines the two to

evoke an emotional response.

There is no disputing the truth of
the incident - Japan did attack the

United States. Although there are

theories regarding the U.S. govern-

ment's knowledge of the attack, it

remains a terrible day in our history

that resulted in the loss or injury of

approximately 3,000 naval and mili-

tary personnel.

But, unlike the Jewish prisoners

.
who were tortured and executed in

Nazi camps, the United States was
avenged. August 1945 saw nuclear

bombs dropped.on the Japanese

cities of Hiroshima and Nagasaki,

killing as many as 1 30,000 Japanese

people.

Where are the posters showing

Japanese civilians with radiation

bums, or the cancer-ridden sur-

vivors? For every poster portraying

an evil Japanese bomber supposedly

attacking civilians, there should be

50 more displaying a real Japanese

civilian who died at Americas hands.

It is unnecessary to revive the

Japanese as villains, especially when
it is purely for the purpose of creat-

ing a summer blockbuster. Summer
special effect rides are the time for

alien invasions and mummies, not

history. Besides, how much integrity

can the director^roducer team of
Michael Bay and Jerry Bruckheimer
- who brought us such gems as

"Armageddon" and "The Rock" -

truly have?

Should they be trusted to bring a

potentially racially loaded film to the

SeeH0IMKR6,pa9e25
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VARIOUS ARTISTS

"Moulin Rouge: Music from Baz

Luhrmann's Film"

Various Artists

"Moulin Rouge: Music from
Baz Luhrmann's Film"

Interscope Records

When trying to blend two dis-

tinctly difTerent genres, caution

must be taken to avoid getting fin-

gers caught in that whirring musical

blender.

Otherwise, an album like the

"Moulin Rouge: Music from Baz
Luhrmann's Film" may result;

pleasing no one and dissatisfying all.

Lovers of musicals may find it too

pop oriented, while those with a

taste for mainstream music will

probably discover it is uncomfort-

ably lyric heavy.

Posters for Baz Luhrmann's new
musical starring Nicole Kidman and
Ewan McGregor are seen all over

campus, but it is doubtful that the

soundtrack will be all over the air-

waves. Part of the problem is that

the music relies significantly on the

film, meaning that without watching

the movie a listener feels as if some-

thing is noticeably missing.

With lyrics such as "Moulin

Rouge is going on" in Valeria's tune

"Rhythm ofthe Night," any con-

nection with the music is immediate-

ly jarred by the reminder that this is

a musical, meaning the songs are

integral to the plot and not just a

supporting feature.

The best thing going for the

soundtrack is its varied talents.

David Bowie, Bono, Fatboy Slim,

Christina Aguilera and Beck are

among the more notable artists with

new music made especially for the

movie.

While most of the songs are ade-

quate dance material (which is the

point of Club Moulin Rouge,

right?), only Beck's "Diamond
Dogs" has the energy to break free

from the otherwise dependent

tracks. Written by Bowie, it is song

that needs no interpretation to be

felt and yet still gives a clearly dis-

tinct picture of what "Moulin
Rouge" is all about.

Many of the songs are sung by
stars Kidman and McGregor. They
do remarkably well, especially on
"Elephant Love Medley," which

incorporates numerous classic love

songs, such as the Beatles' "All You
Need is Love" and U2's "In the

Name of Love" into a single ode to

passion. Both have excellent voices,

but are too steeped in classic musi-

cal tradition to be interesting.

Kidman's "Sparkling Diamonds" is

fun but vapid, as is McGregor's ren-

dition of Elton John's "Your Song."

While painfully uneven, the musi-

cal styles of each artist still some-

how mesh to lend a singularly dis-

tinct feel to the soundtrack. Perhaps

the music supports the film in a

rewarding fashion, but if it cannot

stand alone, it has ultimately failed

to become a unique piece unto itself.

David Holmberg
Rating: 6

Tim Easton
"The Truth About Us"
New West Records

With simplicity in mind, Tim
Easton created his second solo

album, "The Truth About Us."

Infectious, sweet melodies and
strumming guitars fill the album
with charm that keeps tans listening.

Perhaps it's the cover ofthe

album that draws some - it's not

every day that an album cover

depicts a guy sitting on one side of

an old couch, dressed in shabby

clothing, staring at something he's

possibly pointing at.

However, the initial draw ofthe

album is not its staying force.

Playing the first track, "Haifa
Day," the listener is easily hooked.

The song is amazing with its inter-

esting drum beat and a semi-tradi-

tional pedal steel solo, along with a

lovely repeating six note piano riff

If this catchy melody doesn't get

the listener, Easton's voice will, as it

resembles Bob Dylan's.

However, Easton also explores a

sort of bluesy, backroad Mississippi

sound with his third track

"Downtown Lights." To spice

things up, he adds an acoustic slide

guitar and harmonica.

The song is one ofthe tracks on
the album that shows Easton's cre-

ativity in pursuing other realms of

music.

Even though Easton's voice

sounds a lot like Bob Dylan's, it is

also similar to music comrades such

as Elvis Costello and Duncan Sheik.

In "I Would Have Married You"
Easton showcases his soft, but some-

times rusty voice, to tell a simple

story about a girl h« onc« knew.

Skipping a few slow songs, the lis-

tener arrives at the funky "Soup
Can Telephone Game
Conversation," with a melody that

can be compared to some of Shcryl

Crow's early works.

The final track on the album,

"Don't Walk Alone," has an intro-

duction that reminds listeners ofthe

type of music heard in a church

down South. By ending the album
with this song, Easton still keeps

simplicity in mind, but this song

along with a few others are less than

appealing.

Instead of providing a continuous

music experience, Easton's CD is

patchy, forcing listeners to skip

around and only listen to a few of

his more infectious songs.

Laura Morgan
Rating: 6

David Gray
"Lost Songs 'SS-'SS"

RCA Records

Potential one-hit wonder David

Gray proves that he is exactly the

opposite with his newest album,

"Lost Songs." The acoustic record-

ings of his previously unreleased

songs written between 1995 and
1998 are a testament to a musician

who is well on his way to moving

ifom underground hero lo wdc-
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* Latin & Greek Culture Night

tal(esplaceat7p.m.and

Greek Culture Night takes

place at 8:30 p.m. in

Ackerman Union 2414. For

info contaa

balln)om#ucta.edu

* Doves perform at the Palace.

For tickets go to f^
www.ticketmaster.com oi

• (KIA ART Project Festival begins

Jt Westwood PUza at 10 a.m. For

info caH (310) 825-7041

*kMewiMpla)fsatWKt¥vood

Plaza at noon. For info call

(310)825-1958

•Parachute Kid the Musical

premieres at Royce Hall at 1 pjn.

For infoal (310) 825-2101

'Oasis. Black Crowes and

5pacehog perform at the Greek

Theatre, For tickers go to f^
www.ticketmaster com Qf

•'Empire Records" shows at

Ackerman Grand Ballroom at

7 p.m. For info call

(310)825-1958

•"High Fidelity" shows at

Ackerman Grand Ballroom at

7 p.m. For info call (310) 825-

1958

• Music of Imfia^ttemble plays at

Schoenbeig Hal at 7:30 pjn. For

info caH (310) 206-3033

•The 21st annual "Ole Las Artes"

banquet and awanbcenwyiy

takes pb(»^bene#rtBiM|5M|p

Bilingual FoundatMlSwSJT
and ceMxating the H^pSiic

liefitageofthe Los Angeles

Cowwunity. For info calf

(323)225-4044

Battle of the Bands and DJs

takes place at Ackerman Grand

Balioom at 7 p.m. For info call

(310)825-1958
• Disco PlaygnMHx) performs at

Kerckhoff Grand 5afon at 9 p.m.

For info contact Qala#uda.edu
• David Gray performs at thecy
Universal Amphitheatre. FflrT"^

ticketsgoto ^
www.tkketmaster.com

•Movies opening. "Moulj

Rouge,"Shiek'

Raw Artistas del Pueblo presents their

art exhibit beqinniftg at 8 p.m. For info

can (310) 825- 5969

•The Funkyard Musk Festival, feamrmg
Stevf Kimock Band, Robert Walters 20lh

Congrtss, Soulivf and morp, takes piacf

at the Green on the Hill. For tkkets 90 to

www.jambasetickets.com r-w
Raining Jane performs at the iRm, For

ticketsgoto Ql
www.thefntnthollywood.(om

Anti-flag performs at the Roxy For

tickets 90 to wwv».ticfcftmaster.com

Couch perfomis at the Troubadour. For

ticfcetscal (310) 247-48%

_.__.,_-, ;n««ffh«>A

• Comedian Mort S^l performs at

the Ice House. For info call

(626)577-1894
• The Alex Theatre celebrates its 75th

anniversary with a tribute to 5leve

Allen at 7 p.m. with appearances

From Rodney OangerheM, 5kl Caesar

and Norm Crosby. For tickets call

(800) 233-3123, for info call

(818)243-7700
• Mark Knopfler performs at the

Greek Theatre. For tickets go to f^
www.ticketmaster.com q(
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THX Dolby Digital

Mon-Thu (1 1 50^2:00 4: 10) 700

THX-OaftvOMttI

UAWRTWOOO
lOM
475-9441

Mon-That2:304:30 7:t0ia
•11
110

The OoMan 6aa4 (R)

Mon-Tha (1:00) 4:00 7O0 tJH

WNk a Fflaai Ltta Harry (R)

MDO-Tha (1:30) 4JO 7 10 10:00

Mon-Tha (1:45) 4:30 7:151
coll

310.825.2161
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Indie artist gives suits the finger with
MUSIC Monc escapes mainstream industry gJMBWMBi— f

with record label, songs for Internet trade

unique release

By Chris Moriatcs
Daily Bruin Contributor

is coming.A revolution

Monc can feel it.

The UK-born indie artistis

more than ready for some-
thing to come along and turn

the current corporate-run

music industry on its head.

Not only does he expect it to

happen, but he is also doing
his part to start it.

With his second five-track

EP/CD-ROM. "Guilty,"

released on his own label.

Conglomerated Industries,

Monc once again steps off the

beaten-path of the mainstream
music industry. The EP
includes a video ofa day in the

life of a "lo-ThCuddly alien" as

well as MP3 files of all five

songs, which are ready and
encouraged to be freely trad-

ed. Take that Sony and
Metallica!

'Made with no corporate

interference,** the green ecoiW

omy-style cardboard album

trade

cover clearly boasts in white

writing. In true guerrilla fash-

ion, Monc fights to carve his

own unique path in the music
world.

"The whole structure is so

corporate and weighed
down," Monc said as he sat on
a bench at the Sunset

Recreational Pool on a cloudy

spring day. "So we decided to

use the Web primarily to get

the music out independently."

The 28-year-old artist, who
now resides in Hollywood,
raised enough money to put

out two albums, start his own
label and develop a creative

Website (www.monc.net).

The Web site is as interest-

ing as Monc himself, including

a strange interactive trip to

"Planet Monc," where a visi-

tor can explore the virtual

musical world and even try

their hand at mixing their

own Monc song.

Trying to put a label on

SMllOIIC|Mgc26

Monc dons a butb-headed costume In a scene from the video of 'A Life in the Day of an Allen/The^viSeoTs'weir
as five audio tracks, is available on Monc's latest CD, 'Guilty.'

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE CLASS
FROM

STUDIO CITY VOLVO

PLEASE JOIN US FOR THE S40 SIGN & DRIVE DAYS

VOLVO MAKES YOUR 1ST PAYMENTI
$0DOWN!
$0 ACQUISITON FEE!
$0 SECURITY DEPOSIT!

LEASES FROM
$306 PER MONTH
+tBX on 48 mo. dosed end lease on
appTY)ved credit. 12,000 miles per year.

(705050) Customer responsible for DMV
& Doc Fees, $41 1 .40 total Jue at lease

signlng.Program ends June 30, 2001

.

All prices-t-tax, lie, doc, tire, & smog fees.

Subject to prior sale & credit approval.

INQUIRE ABOUT VOLVO'S
ALLEGE GRADUATE PROGRAM

BRUIN DISCOUNTS

1 1647 VENTURA BLVD
818-766-3847

STUDIO CITYVOLVO

Nokia 3390

Ragulsr Prio* 189.99

Bruin Price: FREE!

Nokia 8290 Nokia 8890
ncgutoly $99.00 Ragulaily $449.00
Baiin Prto« $4900 Bnin Prioa $295.00

Econowireiess
306 S. San Gabriel Blvd. Unit D
San Gabriel. CA 91776

(626) 286-8158

(626) 512-9848

SOUNDBITES
From page 22

spread phenomenon.
Although many may only know

Gray by the hit radio song,

"Babylon" from his 1999 album
"White Ladder," it is time to get

properly acquainted and "Lost

Songs" is the perfect introduction.

While his new album is a depar-

ture from his prior mesh of old

school folk and new wave elec-

tronica, his focus on the former is

a logical one, for that's where his

true strength lies.

While the "singer-songwriter"

fad may return to the mainstream
after a long hiatus, no one else

embodies the tradition as well as

Gray.

It is impossible not to think of

quintessential loner Bob Dylan
while listening to Gray's simple,

understanding lyrics and light gui-

tar. With the support of his two-

member band, Clune on drums
and bass, and Tim Bradshaw play-

ing piano and bass, an unaffected

musical style emerges with move-
ment and originality.

The album's mood is mellow,

and every song flows into the next

with tranquility. If any flaw is to

be had wtth "Lost Sengs." it stents

from a lack of individual distinc-
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tion of songs. At the same time,

this trait makes it more like a bub-

bling mountain river; rolling and
ebbing without pause, but never-

theless wonderful in its own
accord.

As with predecessor Dylan,

what makes Gray so forceful is his

lyrics. Right from the first line of

the first track. "Flame Turns .

Blue," he delves into simple uni-

versal experiences with "I went

looking for someone I left

behind/Yeah but no-one just a

stranger did I find." Losing love is

a recurrent theme of "Lost

Songs," and one that fits well with

his melancholy sound. The senti-

ment weaves throughout the

music, ertding with the final song,

"Falling Down the Mountain,"

and "You left me cold/To meet

your ghost/All over town."

Listening to Gray's new album,

it is easy to understand why major

musicians, such as Dave
Matthews and Radiohead, cite

him as one of their personal

favorites.

His new album is a reminder of

the simplicity and pervasiveness

that makes music a corkscrew into

the soul, releasing that which lies

beneath for all the world to see

and experience.

Osviu HolinDcrQ
Rating: 8

FACULTY
From page 20

Ending the night was Paul Reale's

"Palabas Serenas." In "Palabas," a

cycle of five songs written less than a

year ago, Reale seemed to be striv-

ing for an operatic grandeur that

was lacking in the other pieces of the

night.

The songs are based on five

poems by the Chilean poet Gabriela

Mistral. Rather than engaging in an

obvious intellectual experiment,

Reale attempts to express the text

with a dramatic and personal sound.

Mezzo-soprano Alma Mora
embodied Mistral's image of a

woman, strong and maternal. The
music acts not through melodic

themes but through contours that

follow the emotions of the words.

Instead of repeating key motifs, it

changes to suit the feelings

expressed in the words. Textures,

such as piano pointillism, give the

songs a recitative quality, allowing

the natural poetry of Mistral's

words to permeate. \

"I think the text should say every-

thing that the piece is about," Reale

said in an interview in his office.

"My song cycle occupies a kind of

nether region between song and
opera, because there's an internal

drama, an emotional pendulum. It

has a lot do with some very personal

concerns that women have."

Strangely, Reale does engage in

an academic dialectic, though his

work far from resembles a laborato-

ry creation. His beef is much more
human in scope.

"The great challenge was to write

a cycle about women and prove the

Susan.^McClarys of the world
wrong," said Reale, referring to

McClary, a UCLA music history

professor.

According to Reale, McClary and
her supporters believe that different

social groups will only write music

relevant to that group.

"My feeling is that music oper-

ates at a level of abstraction," Reale

said.

"You can write anything you
want. There's no limitation on our

imagination."

Perhaps the greatest thrill of

attending a faculty composers' con-

cert is seeing and applauding the

composers themselves, who anxious-

ly sit in the audience as they watch
their creations grow in the hands of

musicians playing for a small, but

devout public (mostly their stu-

dents).

The music's creative impact lies

in its immediacy. Even if the faculty

has lost its creativity, which it hasn't,

it is here and now, just like going to

see UCLA's football team play, win

or lose.

The real impairment to creativity

would be to cancel wonderful con-

certs like this one.

HOLMBERG
From page 21

screen? Time will tell, but at least

Spielberg had proven himself before

he tried to tackle a controversial

Perhaps the film will be a fair and
just, telling ofboth sides of that infa-

mous day. Regardless of the story the

movie tells, let it be remembered that

the film is not stock footage of the

actual event, and, however accurate

it may be, it is still fictional. A thin

line is being walked, and for every-

one's sake, let us hope special effects

and a sappy love story do not spark

old hatred and fears.

As for me, I will still be in a

Japanese sushi restaurant, wonder-

ing when history will stop being glori-

fied by the winners, or if Bay and
Bruckheimer will decide to make the

follow-up film, "Hiroshima."

Holmberg probably doesn't like you
etthei; and if you dont warvt him to

harass you, then don't e-mail him at

dholmbrg^uda.edu.

Medical School

Admissions

ConsuHins

Judy Colwell
M.A., CoMfittlin) Ptyekolofy

Former Asst. Dir. of

Admissions

Stanford U. Modieai

School

www4udircolw<ll.coai

Remember That Special Moment...

i

^Village
^xpressmart

Knudsen Milk

Half Gallon

10974 Le Conte Ave.

at Qayley

Graduation Special

Only Through
WWW.SHOPTOSHiBA.C

Or Call

(888) 241-5864

Share That Special Moment
Mention Code: PA51

To Receive A Free

Rechargeable Battery Pack

With Your Purchase OfA

Toshiba PDR-M60

Digital Still Camera

A Value of$31.00

PROMOTION BNDSjUlYyi, 2001

WWW.SH0PT0SHIBA.COM
(888) 241-5864

PDR.M61

$399

nm
Amatd

CJNun
Award

fWA
^;7,:;

PC WORLD

J
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It's Easy To Get Into Debt I

Let Us Help You Get Out Of Debt, NOW!
• Lower Interest Rates

• Consolidate Credit Card Bills and Student Loans into flat
Low Monthly Payment

• Improve Your Credit Rating

• Get Out Of Debt Much Fkster

Stop Harassing Phone Calls From Bill Collectors

financial Freedom Is Only A Phone Call Away

1-800-452-3022
".

.

students often don't realize how difficult their life can become after they've graduated
if they have mined their credit during their college years by taking on too much credit card
debt. If you have a bad credit report, you might not be able to rent an apartment, buy a
car, or even land the job you want. The Debt Relief Clearinghouse Is a ^eat organization
which can help you get out of debt now"

Jordan Goodman

Debt Relief
clearinghouse

^iMrt HaMK-r Ixycn.

www.debtrellefonline.com

commglo

newsstands soon...

$2.00 Off

TUESDAYS

Excludes Sicillians

FOR TH
PRICE OF ONE

Westwood Brentwood

208-8671 820-6636

OFFER VAUD

MONDAY
NIGHT ONLY.
(Atter 5:30 pm)

No mediumc and oilarwdudM
Sicilians. No htif & htf ordars.

Muit mantion ad.

Coupon murt ba glwin to drjv«r.

TWO TOPPINGS
Westwood 208-8671
Brentwood 820-6636

Exp. 5/21 /01

I LARGE
PIZZA w/
Free Liter

Off«r good onJy with this
coupon, orw coupon par pizza.*
Ckxjpon mu«t be (|iv«n to driver.
Umit 3 ptzzaa per addrvM.

^^o 1/2 and 1/2TAX INCLUDED
Coupon »«ifc(«<WMnwd«»dBr.ntwoodtecaUon« OpOn UDtJI 1 31X1

TWO TOPPINGS
Westwood 208-8671
Brentwood 820-6636

TAX INCLUDED
Coupon MMd « ^MHAMOod and BranKMWd hxanorw

Exp. 5/21 /01

I LARGE
I
PIZZA w/
Free Liter

Offer 0ood only w«h this
coupon, one coupon per pizza.*
Coupon muet toe given to driver.

Limit 3 pizzas per addreaa.
No 1/2 and 1/2

Open until 1 am

MONC
From page 24

Monc's style of music is like trying to

use a fake ID to get into the 21-and-

over bars where he regularly per-

forms: it can be done, but you sure

don't want to be caught attempting to

doit.

"The English trip-hop style has a
big influence on me," Monc said.

"And then there's a lot of '60s sort of
guitar bands that I like. I sort of put it

together."

He claims that his inspirations are

anything "that's got soul." When
pinned down to name a few of his

musical heroes, he unloads a laundry
list ranging from Radiohead and Bob
Marley to John Coltrane.

Originally composing all the songs

completely by himself and hiring stu-

dio musicians to record, Monc has
now assembled a full band comprised
ofAmerican musicians. He will, how-
ever, continue to arrange all the

instruments and maintain creative

control over his music.

Armed with a mini-tape recorder
in one hand and the steering wheel in

the other, Monc can be seen stuck in

LA. traffic, working on a new album.
"When I'm driving, I hardly listen

to music because I am always writing

it," Monc said, citing the trip to the—
Sunset pool as no exception. "A little

tape recorder is the best way to get

down ideas, especially for drum 'n'

bass type of stuff."

Currently, he is planning a double-
album to be released. Monc also has
plans to tour college campuses
throughout the U.S., where his music
has become popular on college radio.

Some 200 college radio stations have
added Monc's first EP, "Virtual
Reality Spacesuit," to their program-
ming, and the record is receiving

between 600 and 700 spins per week.
He will continue to fight the battle to

do things his way and not give in to

industry control.

Monc's previously unreleased
track "Stone" has been included on
the "Memento" soundtrack. The
album will be released on May 22 and
also features tunes by Bjdrk,

Radiohead, Moby and David Bowie.
"The key thing is to try and keep it

as indie as possible without selling-

out," Monc said. "I'm trying to feed

it into the machinery without losing

the autonomy."

MUSIC: Catch Monc live at the Temple
Bar on June 6 and June 20. The Temple
Bar is located at 1026 Wilshire Blvd. Call

the Ticket Hotline for Information at

(323)938-1696.

ART
From page 20

but this year we decided not to,"

Wang said. "There are already a lot

of opportunities for filmmakers to
show their work - Short Takes is

coming up, for example. But it

seems that there aren't many places
to show off paintings and other visu-

al arts."

The second day of the Festival of
Art will include interactive activi-

ties, and the public is invited to par-

ticipate.

There will be finger painting
between 3-6 p.m. and all visitors are
encouraged to give free expression
to their creative impulses. This will

be followed by an open microphone
night, so that people who get
inspired can recite their own poetry
and spoken word pieces.

"Artists can use this opportunity
to get in contact with other artists,"

Kennedy said. "Wed like to ask
everyone to stop by. Look at the art

openly and, if you like something,
just say so."

AUT: The Fe$th/al of Art wIM be on
Bruin Walk today from 10 a.m. to 5
p.m. Tuesday, It will be held In the
Kerckhoff Grand Salon from 3-6 p.m.
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Appliances
An / Paintings
Bicycles / Skates

[
Books ~'~;~

Calling Cards
Cameras / Camcorders
Collectibles

Computers / Softvifara
Furniture
Garaoe / Vhrd SirfM
Health Products
Miscellaneous
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Office Equipment
Pets
Rentals
Sports Equipment
Stereos / TVs / Radk>s
liBble Sports
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4800
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5200
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5400
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Auto Accessories
Auto Insurance
Auto Repair
Autos for Sale
Boats for Sale
Motorcycles for Sale
Parking
Scooter / Cycle Repal
Scooters for Sale
Vehicles for Rent
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5020
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Resorts / Hotels
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Travel Tickets
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Financial Aid
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Computer / Internet
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Resumes
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Business OppoitunMos
Career Opportunities
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Child Care Wlsnted
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House for sale

I
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I
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1 1 8 Kerckhoff Hall
308 Westwood Plaza
Los Angeles. CA 90024
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phone
Classified Line: (310) 825-2221

Fax: (3101 206-0528
Classified Display: (3103 206-3060

Fax: (3103 506-0528

Mon-Thu: 0:00am-3:00pm
Fri: 9am-2:30pm

One issue, up to 20 words $8.50
each additional word 65

Weekly, up to 20 words 29 00
. each additional word 2.15
Monthly, up to 20 words 96 00
..each additional word 5.75
12 pt headline $1.60
1 6 pt headline $2.25

VBorder $5.00^

Classified Une Ads:
1 working day before printing,

at 12 noon
Classified Display Ads:
2 working days before printing,

at 12 noon.
There are no cancellations after
noon of the day t>efore printing

For Classified Display ads.

please see our rate card
for variable rate information.

r ^ ^
M(.j' 'Mr Card

pflymenl
Please make checks payable to
"The UCl^ Daily Brum." VJe
accept Visa. MasterCard, and
Discover credit cards. Allow 5
working days for mail payments.
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an efledhie ad

• Start your ad with the
merchandise you are selling
This makes it easier for readers to
quickly scan the ads and locate
your items
• Always include the pnce of your
Item Many classified readers
simply do not respond to ads
without pnces
• Avoid at>breviations--make your
ad easy for readers to understand
• Place yourself in the reader's
position, ask wfiat you would like

to know about the merchandise,
and include that in the ad Include
such infomiation as brand names,
colors and other sF>ecific

, descriptions
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Personals

2300
Sperm / Egg Donors

2300
Sperni / Egy Donors

announcements
1 lOO-zhOO

YOUNG, 28, SWM
Handsome, affluent, txisy executive liv-

ing in Beverly HiHs seeks very attractive.

18-25, intelligent lady for spending good
time together, worldwide trsvei. and

more. Will be ger>erous and supportive.

Leave message at 310-388-5484 or
email at nicefslowOureach.com

Calling all angels...

1100
Ciimpiis H.ipptMiinys

Alcoholics Anonymous
Mm. Omohhor, Fri Slap Study, 3517 AdwMn

TKm. loak Study, 3517 Adwimn
M/T/W Rm. OantalkUm
Wad.Rm.D«<lalA3-<m

AltiniM 12:10 1:00 pm

1800
Miseelliineons

ATT: PREMEOS AND MEDICAL STUD-
ENTS: Author working on book about AM-
CAS essays, needs your help. If you wrote
an espedsNy effective appNcation essay,
please send it to Stephanie Jones, c/o Mus-
tang PU)lishing. PO Box 770426. Memphis.
TN 38177 or email
sb|ones.3020Ohome.com

2200
Researcli Subjects

ARE YOU SUFFERING
FROM ALLERGIES?

Allergy season can be miserable for many al-

•ecgy sullsrsre. However, new treatments are
being devetoped. You may qualify to partici-

pale in a dinical research study of an inves-
Wgalional allergy medk»tkxi. It you quality
you will receive: Free study medication, aller-

gy testing, and oompensalk>n up to $300
For more infomwlkin ptsase caM: Dr Jo-
nathan Corren. Allergy Reseeich Founda-
tion. 310^77-1734 ext.240 or ext.247

§00*5
Compensation

CHRONIC BAD BREATH Earn $50 and
leam to control bad breath. Clinical study in

Culver a>y. 310-815-1829. 310-210-7806.

PLAY GAMES AND EARN MONEY, TOO!
Social psychotogical experiment 1 hour
Average $10. Undetgraduate only. Call 310-
825-3017. sign up 2524 Hershey. or email
pbonacichOyahoo.com, leaving your name
phone, and avaHsbte times.

THE EGG
DONOR

PROGRAM
Help a couple achieve their dream and
you'll receive the highest compensation
and most personalized attention from the
oldest donor program In LA.

We screen recipient parents, too

Shelley SmKh m.a.. m.f.c.c

323-933-0414
The log Donor Prooram/TfM Surrogacy Program
•-mall ssmltiiMRx»aol.com-ittM>litiM«l In iggo

f't-rsoiiiils

LOVE? European vtffHor/lingutet, cosmopoli
tan, accomplished, good looking, mature,
healthy lifestyle, loves llteralure/travol-

ing/outdoors. seeks attractive/smart/alfec-

tkjnate young female, any race/ortgin, Ibr

friendship, possibly romance/marriage 310-
573-402a/maniOmunk:b com

VERY ATTRACTIVE. Successful, romanlte,
swm, 35. fun-kjving, intelligeot. cahng. con-
siderate, understanding seeks very attractive

woman w/slmilar values, 18 36 Please send
photo/phone/nole: 1015 Gayley Ave #595
LA, CA 00024

FREE

DIABETES SCREENING
Qsnstfc study of Diabetes reoruNs

heMy volunlsers (18-40 yews old) for
free dhbsAss scrsenlng wrih standvd
oral gkicose tolsranoe test (2.5 hours).
OuaiMed sublects (wtw pws the oral

gihicose toterance test snd heve normal
blood praesura) wfl be invtisd to
P«1toip«le in a genetic study of

for partloipMlon.

OttMK Oil mews (W<HMMtM>

SEXUAL ASSAULT
SURVIVORS

Wanted for research study. Get $15 gMl cer-
tificate to Amazon com for con^ileting 10-
minute. web-based sunrey Anonymous snd
confideruial Women. 18-35 years old. who
have been raped or lexuaty asMwHed In the
past 5 years, pleaas am or e-msl In-
dasOrandorg. 310-393-0411x6152 tor
password, www rand oig/crim/saws. RAND
is a non-profit research oiganlalion in Santa
Monica

2300
Spcrm/Efjt) Donors

EGG DONOR NEEDED Asian Plea.se , ^li

310-397 04'K)

Pay your tuition

with eggs.

If you're a woman between 1

8

and 35, you can earn money easi-

ly, anonymously. Donate your

eggs to an infertile couple.

$5.(XX) and up, depending on

you education and other qualifi-

cations. Call Today.

The Cemtek fou Egg Ofnof^
310/546-6786

EGG Donors Needed
Healthy females ages 1 9-28

wishing to help infertile couples.

$5,000

^ CAU.MIRNA (818) 832-1494

It you are male, in college or have a college
degree, you can eam up to $600/mo, call for

details on our anonymous sperm donor pro-
gram. Receive free comprehensive health
screening & help infertile couples So If

you're k)oking for a great job and a little ex-
tra cash, call/email us first 310-824-

9941/donorsOcryobank.com.

•nwCamw tar Cg0 Wt

2600
W.'inttMi

UCLA LAW SCHOOL GRADUATES who
failed the bar exam. For a small legal protect
310-797-0985.

To sublet or not to Sublet?

That is the question.

Runnlne •v«iiy
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ioFsale

2700-4500

3^00
Computers/Software

COMPUTER
TROUBLESHOOTERS

WANTED
Earn good money fixing simple problems

and doing computer training. Call for more
info: 310 545-8508

MACINTOSH I Bool<(G3). 333MHZ,
160MB/3.6Gb. With Adobe: Illustrator 8.0.

After Effects 4.1/Pfx)toshop 5.5. Flasfi 4.

Director 8/Microsoft Office. $700. Anibal

323-660-3964

3S00
Furniture

MATTRESS SPECIALS
NEW INNERSPRING twin sets $99.95. Fulls

$129.95. Queens $169.95 and Kings

$199.95. Also, Sealy. Stearns and Foster at

km^sX ptiStH. 310-477-1466.

MATTRESSES. FUTONS. DESKS. Book-

shelves, Dinette Sets. T-Table. Lamps. Deliv-

ery. Open 7 days. Kings Furniture. 11961

Santa Monica Blvd. 310-575-4243

4200
Rentals

STUDKD CITY. $413: gated peildng. a/c.

your own bedroom. plx)ne line. Female grad

student preferred 20 min to (JCLA.

Ik^OO
Stereos/TVs/Radios

BIG SCREEN 45" cotor TV $575 obo Cotor

TV 2T near new $175. Color TV 35" near

new $395. 310-313-6449.

AAA 4p^AA^

transportation
4600-5500

A900
Autos for Sale

1983 MUSTANG CONVERTIBLE. Many new
parts Regular gas. Low mites. One owner.

Classic shape. Very dependable Moving to

Seattle Sacrifice $2400 213-240-1926.

1990 GEO METRO White, 2-door. manual

trarts.. 90.000mftes. New bfafces, A/C, Runs

great! $l,600-obo. CaU Amanda 310-620-

3579.

1992 SUZUKI SWIFT. 52,000/mlte8 Manual

trans. Very good condition. Must seN by May
25. $2000. 310-390-0940 or be-

reauOchem.uda.edu.

1994 FORD MUSTANG GT CONVERTIBLE.
Btacfc wAilack leather interior/top. 10<lisc

CD, sport tires, original owr^er, 69KAnile8.

$12750. 310-440-2178.

1996 SATURN SL2
4door, automatic, manual, door lock-fwind-

ows. 10 disc cd changer. 79e00miie8 $6500

(below blue book) Sam: 3 10-824-3451

CAR FOR SALE $3900 Ford Probe 1991.

Red w^rey interior Sunroof, Sony CD, new
parts, great conditkxi. cinmn. Only 75k rnias.

310-440-1062.

MAZDA MIATA. RED. 1995. teSOQtabO. Mint

conditton, 45K miles, no accMenu, no

mechanical problems. A rsaiy fun drivel j3lO-

8235539

MERCEDES BENZ 1961 240 D. Red. kx>k8

great, runs gr**t> sun-roof. Automatic.

$199&<3eO. Gal Dr. Oavtd 323-936-1449.

POLICE IMPOUNDS. Hondas as k>w as

$500 lor Mings 1-800-319-3323 extA2 14

SitOO
Sr;o()t»'rs for Sale

HONDA ELITE SCOOTER for sale $900o-

bo. 310-208-3436

Classifieds

825-2221

o o o o o o

5700
Travel Tickets

FLY 4STAfJbBY ..FLY 4 CHEAP!
Hawaii $139 o/w. Europe $249 o/w (>tax)

4standby.com or 800-397-1096

FLY SUPER
(323) 277-4595
LATIN JktdmKKA SI>CCIALISTS

iCMy IIS HiffiiWi 1SI

IIS WmauiMaM 21t
n» aa4«Clilla 2Bi
Its BaflM^CilMMa tU

\

229

Rio /Brazil

259
Now York I

LONDON S20s
S259 I PARIS S235
BM«ln»»» 4 L»i««r» •^¥•1

VacatlonM

$3aa pmwuM

3 MOHTS. HOTEL t

Last

VICT0RYTRAVEL.COM
LcarnossMi^io

services
3-7300

6000
lns(ir;tnn<*

/lllstBte.
VouVe in good hands.

Mike AzBT Insurance Agency. Inc.

(310)312-0202
1281 Wwstwooci BtN/cl.
(2 t>iks. So. of \A/ii9r-.tr«)

24 Houfs o DoY service

6200
HtMJth Suivices

' IN 30 DAYS
Bum fat. Increase metatx>li8m. irKrease en-

ergy, control appetite. 310-274-9459

www.n8bdata.com.

TEETH WHITENING
BRENTWOOD COSMETIC DENTAL Office

offers n«w tssV) wtvtening system Afford-

able for everyone. $85 for upper or lower.

310-207-5006

6300
Lecjal Advict'/Attof iu;ys

NO RECOVERY NO FEE
NO COST. Sexual harrassment. Discrinuna-

tion. Auto-aocidents. Sitps/laiis MYER LAW
FIRIM, WsstsMe. Scott D Myer(UCLAW'86)

www.bestlawyer com 310-277-3000. *•

6^00
Mov»Ms/St(»riK|(?

BEST MOVERS Licensed, insured Lowest

rales. Fast, courteous^^areful Many stud

ents movsd for $96 UcT 163844 NO JOB
TOO SMALL! 1-800-2 GO-BEST Voice-

mail/pager: 323-263-2378.

HONEST MAN w/14n truck and doWes.

sm«tot», shod notice OK. Sf: LV, SO
Student discount Go Brukwl lOyrs 310-

285-8688

"'^'""mt^

5680
Tr:jVL'l Dustiniiliuns

5680
I t.itt I IJt.slm.itmns

STUDENT TRAVEL
»*''a?^.^

Europgjin
i

m- m
London $429
Parii $518
Madrid $640
Ronio...!

Brniioli

$828
.$475

Anitordani....$598

San Joto, C.R. ..$488
I roumMrip.

Tai not I ; #101796040

920 Vfestwooi Blvd.

310.0CUlFiy sr k60795 from campus

www.statravel roiri

6^^00
Movers / Storncje

JERRYS MOVING4DELIVERY The careful

movers. Expenerwed, reiiat>le, same-day de-

livery Paci(ing, t>oxes availat)le Also, pict(-

up donatKMis for American Cancer Society

JerryO310-391-5657

SUMMER STORAGE Free picic up avail-

able, reasonable rates. Westside Setf-Stor-

age. 310-826-5955.

5. ••

I M ^AVEt

6600

V MM 4fWHliM« Ita•• /r^mfM / IMMl /aak OMan
MrtM /Mm*n« 1) /MMMW / 1 Z. 3 CM ShOM /

» %m*mmftutmm tmmm

/U^LABUE 24 MOUPS 13 1a Sae-MASTY
1a*ii9mUmm 6268m » i» J

6500
Uh,.v I

DRUM LESSONS
ALL LEVELS/STYLES with dedicated pro-

tesstonal. At your IxMne or WLA studio. 1st-

lesson free. No drum set necessary

Neii:323-854-8226.

GUITAR LESSONS
by proi'i-'-sional near UCl^. All levels, guitars

available. Learn to play effonlessly!

wwwJWGScom. CaH Jean at 310-476-

4154

6600
Person. «l Services

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING

Compf«h<n<tv Oil—

r

fSon i

TbMw, Papart, and Paraonal Ols>»menU
PrapoMk and Bocks

imamational Siudanu Weicom* Sinoa 1986

ttwron B«M. Ptt.D (310) 4704SS2
www B«ar-yWrita.oom

COLD CAU APPT. SEHERS
$10/HR -f Conrwnission

5-9pm Sunday - Thursday

Are you enthusiastic and lovr

fo talk on the phone?

CaR MaHs CoHnK 310.477.5066 xlOO

Franklin&Price
ATTOINEYS AT lAW

Criminai DtrENSi by Fo*mer PiKMfcuioa

bMHORD/ntMNt • tasoNMi feoarr

Enibhmnmvii • CoNRAa Dopum • Dw/Dmjgs

4777

iM^viaa, UMnnfHnB
]n.4Mi700 ititt

3I14Hi7M/bi

6700
>>'. (^' I (Mi's

ATTENTION MBA, LAW. MEDICAL
SCHOOL APPLICANTS! Frustrated devel

oping your crucial personal statements? Get

professional help from well-known au-

thor/consultant 310-826-4445 www wirwitng-

personstatement.com.

CERTIFIED S\NM INSTRtJCTOR wilf teach
swim lessons at your home. Ir>dividual or

group lessons at reasonat><e rates. Monica
310-452-3897

DIGITAL VIDEOGRAPHER w/Canon XL1.
S200/day Also digital editing, graphic design
available Located tn Westwood. 310-478-
6484

FIND ROOMS &
ROOMMATES ONLINE

TTie Napster lor roommates Free to view

and placs ads Immediate Online ResuNs.

www.sasyroommale.com

FORMER ENGLISH TEACHER w/ Masters
from U-Chicago, edits/word processes dis-

sertations, proposals, screenplays, personal
statements, resumes International students
welcome Winslow's 310-829^171

MEDICAL SCHOOL APPLICATION COUN
SELING Counseling by recently graduated

M D. Specializing in application essaya/inter-

view-skills. Fee riegotiable/money-back

guarantee. Greg Frsedman, M D 310-960-

3300/pager.

NEED IT TYPED?
Don't have time Of inclination? Profession-

al/dsgreed word processors specializing in

legai/psychoiogical tninscrtplion snd lengthy

academk: papers, (legible drafts please)

S3/{pg. student rate, $SG/minimum. $12/|picfc-

up/delivery. Resumss/$40. 323-288-6805
anytime.

6200
M t . 1 1 1 ! 1 S ( I V 1 1

(
' s

a2no

6700
Piofi.'ssiiiiiitl Services

Brentwood Dermatology

Medical Group

Jock H. Silvers, MD
INplaaiaK uf liie Amertcan Iktanl ul Uenmloio((^

Laser Ilattoo Removal
small: $140

medium: $250

large: $750

c$25 off w/ nMntion of Ad
")

....
I l^lfc|„,H^ ^ . -

HEAD SHOTS $99
SITTING PLUS digital lile for unlimited

prints'! Westwood location. Call Jennif-

er;31 0-575-6638.

PUBLISH YOUR WORK
FOR $1,295

Textb<K)ks, novels arxl more Call FtrstPub

lish, Inc at 888-707-7634 or visit www firstpu-

t)lish.com

7000
Tnioriiii) Oftf.'red

AAA TUTOR'S CLUB
A HOME TUTORING sen/Ice for all sub|ects.

grades K-12. Lowest prices guaranteed! For

more information call 310-444-0449.

CHEMISTRY, ORGANIC CHEMISTRY.
PHYSICS, BIOLOGY, PHYSIOLOGY,
STATS By doctoral student, w/lots of teach-

ing experlerice Fee negotiable/^noney-back

guarantee Call Greg, 310-397-0647

FOREIGN ACCENT REDUCTION Commu-
nicale with clarity&accuracy. Especially rec

ommended for foreign T.A's&graduates en-

tering business world Taught by experi-

erKed professors 310-226-2996. www.accu-

rateenglish.com.

MATH SCIENCE TUTOR
UCLA Engineenng graduate otfenng

math/science tutonr>g for all ages/levels.

Kind and Patient. Flex hours/location. Con-

tact Shahrad: 310-772-5020

MY-TUTOR COM Malh/Physics/StatiS-

tics/English/Hebrew, chemistry/biology

Law/Business Law, computer programmirig.

Computertxad stsMslical analysis available

TulDrtng sarvica. CaH anytime 800-90-TU-

TOR

PHYSICS AND MATH
MatfVPhysics mapr/student offers tutoring in

physics ar>d math at all levels. Contact Sina:

(310)960-1491 or sina40uda,edu

RESEARCH PAPER TUTOR 4 grad and

pulMshad wnter offers private tutoring sarvic-

sa. 310-293-0684.

WRITING TUTOR
Kind and patient Stanford graduate. Help
with the Er>glish language—lor students of

all ages/levels. 310-440-3116

7JOO
i.lt.i'llK) W.ttlltiCl

TUTORS WANTED
MATH MAJORS NEEDED TODAYAfter
school, grades K-12. in BH, WLA. SM areas.

Education fna|ofs arxl/br graduate-levei (In

any field) a plus 111 25-1 5/hour. CaH The
Tutor's CkJb: 310-444-0449

MATH, SAT Experienced Grad student or

Senior preferred. Private WLA school. Fax
resume to 310-473-4831 or call 310-473-

6081.

fi200

COMPLIMENTARY CONSULTATION
"°™"' " Dr. Nader Dajrani

Braces
MiPtr IfrOlimtt Rtsults

ORTHODONTIST

UCLA nlaJlTrMMBER

Member American Association of Orthodontists

Specializing In txaces for adults & chlldfen

• Coamattc Porcelain

• Surgical Orthodontics
• Danx>vabie
•TrocMonai
• tnvWbla

(9491552
Teeth W^ijtening $3500 •andt(Mo<D««a«)»(Bp« n<cir«i

tlMOOIBil

'i^'--^—
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7100
Tiiloriny W;mtecl

CXJTSTANDING SPANISH TUTOR n.

lor high school student in Beveriy QIan arec
$25/hr CaH 818-501-8783.

TUTOR NEEDED lor CBEST Prep In writtno-

Expertanca ^standardized tests necessary
Cal Helaina at 310-477-4019

7200
Typing

WORD PROCESSING specializing in thes-

•s, dtosaitBtlons, tianscnption, legal, psych,
rasumes, fllais, brochures, mailing lists, re-

ports 310-828-6939

employment
/4G

7^00
Business I )\,

$000 WEEKLY WORKING FROM HOME
Rush business-size self addressed stamped

anvftopa. M.V.A. PO. Box 6923-DB, Malltxi

cypwB*.

FREEDOM
WORK FOR YOURSELF Tlte summar. Oat

paMdWIy and build residual inooma wortdng

wNh a 29-yaar-old NYSE Company 888-

574-9330.

7AOO
Biisinoss Opportunities

ONLINE MARKETING
ut online marketlr^gl

. - - t/hop.cgi?mvp777/

7500
Career Opportunities

JUST SECRETARIAL?
NOT!

HANDLE BUSINESS/Personal affairs; plan

•vents; su/f the nat; polish Power Point pro-

jects; track lagisMlon; crsata a spread sheet

or two; gat your aducatlon paid tor.sourxte

great, huh? Sweet opportunity for talented

ooNsge grad. The Placement Company'
daldnMfaleOearthiink.net Fax 310-889-7101

RN OR DENTAL STUDEf^ lor MD office

near Beverly Hills on Saturday AM's or P/T.

Top salary. Call 323-939-2111

SCREENWRITER. Film student interested in

developing treatments and scripis for youth
market WorV with indapandant production

company in Westwood. Emphasis on PG
children's action, adventure, lantasy. 310-

26 1 - 1 280 or 31 0-470-6222.

INTERIOR DESIGN, pari time to start.

Design student with Icnowledge CAD to work
with high-end supplier of stone SUffacas In

WLA Be paid to learn real world design, ma-
terials, inventory, sales. Piazza Europe.

lnc:310-473-1886 or 310-261-1280.

7600

$$$ LOW PRICES $$$
WONDER YEARS PRESCHOOL run by
UCLA grads. Ages2.&/6years. Two large

play-yards. Open 7:30-5:30.Close to UCLA.
310-473-0772.

7700
Child Cure Wanted

2 MONTH OLD GIRL
Looking for #weet babysitter. Wed. 2-8,

Thurs.. 12-8 in Pacifk: PaNasdas. Starting

ASAP Please call:31 0-230-8061.

INVESTMENT OPP
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT. Excellent

career opportunity for new graduate to laam

tha InvasUnant industry. Datail-oriented. or-

ganized taam player naadad w^good PC
sklHs Will train. Fax resume 310-789-0000.

ACTIVE, RESPONSIBLE CARETAK-
ER/MOTHERS ASSISTANT. Two great
chiMren prefer non-smoker, with car. good
swimmar. Sludto City. June-August.
TuesAThurs.. 818-769-0066.

AFTERSCHOOL
PICK-UP in SM A PRE-TEEN care needed
for 12/yo gid. M-Tu, altemate Frklays. 3:30 to

7:00, some evenings. Must have car and
ability to supervisa/haip w/Homewodt. Brent-

wood Hills. 310-745-2999.

BABYSITTER WANTED
FOR 2 kkls. 4A7 Pk:k-up from school/camp,

taking to play dates, help w^tomewodt, etc.

Expectance neceeaary. Ralerences required.

Approximate hours, 1-7 M-F. Begin 6/11.

Salary DOE. Pacifk: Palisades. 310-230-

7475.

BABYSITTING In paradise. Martha's Vlne-

yant Massachusetts. Kids 6&8. 6/29/01-

frSOfOi
. ohrs/dey. Room/airfarB and

board+$100/wk. Fax resume 310-202-8048.

FEMALE AFTER-SCHOOLVSUMMER
CAMP CHILD CARE/DRIVER for 2 kWs
(10&13). 20-25hrs^veek. Bel Air. Must have
car/references. Elizabeth: 310-472-9920
evenings/lax 310-472-9178.

7700
Child Caiu WiiMltMl

GENTLE, CARING, healthy babysitter need-

ed to help w/23-month-oU. Non-smoker.
Engllsh-speeking. Expertence and referenc-

es re()uked. Hours vary. 310-446-4413.

GREAT JOB
Pn HOUSEKEEPER/BABYSITTER for 10

y/o girl. Approx 20hrs/wk. Housecleaning.

grocery shopping. Must own car Pacifk: Pal-

isades. 323-584-9225. )anOtoddrutkin.com

MOTHER WHO LIVES 1 5 bk)cks from cam-
pus is k>oking for a helper with her 2smail

chlklren. $8/hr, Flexit)le hours. 310-234-

8230

ONE 8-YEAR-OLD BOY. Hours M-TH:3-
8PM. F:3-6. Need car, insurance and li-

cense. Please can for nrwre informatk)n:323-

341-0148 pager

READING. WRITING, and Running w/6

1/2yo boy Afternoons, approx 6pm-8pm.
some weekends. Bel Air $12/hr. Prefer male.

310-472-8611.

SUMMER JOB. Student needed to babysit

spoiled, but not bratty girts. 7 & 9. Weekdays.
4:30-6:30. Ptekup Irom camp. 6/25-6/3.

$10/hr. Hancock Park. 213-380-5083.

UCLA AREA
PART-TIME
CHILD CARE

for 10-year-okl female, lives in or out.

approx. 18hrs. weekly w/occask>nal sleep-

over requkad. Car, Insurance, and good dri-

ving-record a must Please call Christy: 310-
464-0711

7800
H(;lp W;iiittMl

ADMIN. ASSISTANT
lnvestmr>t Corp. r>eeds help with secre-

tariat/leasing. F/T, P/T, flexible, hours.

VSry ctose to UCLA Must have car. Fax

resume: 310-470-6755. Call: 310-470-

1112.

Earn

$$Get Paid For Your
OpJnion8!$$

$15-$125 and more per s

money4oplnions.com
per survey!

sAfthNotn
-Z2^ BOOTCAMP

Eyrything you need to know to tw a iMrtsndar in

a orw-ntght coutm. Easy, chMip arMl fun!

323-462-3379 ^
CUSTOMER SERVICE-
WORK W/GREAT

PEOPLE
@HOLLYWOOD BOWL

Bilingual: English/Korean. P/T opportunity
perfect for customer Info agents. Heavy
phone skills required. Min order taking. Com-
puter skills helpful. FAX resume. 323-850-
2017 or mail to Informatton Center PO Box
1286, LA, CA 90028-9947.

DAY CAMP - SUMMER
Seek staff w/summer home in or near the

San Fernando or Cor>ejo Valleys. Oxnard.
Simi. Malibu. misc. Instructors & General
couns. $2750-3500+ for sumn)er.

784-CAMP www.wod(atcamp.com

Don't get stuck in a lease this summer
Sublet your apartment!

I

Advertise in the Summer Sublet Guide.

toadvertise

CoatQCt:

Daily Bruin Classified Line

IIBKerckhoffHoll

311825.2221

Fox:

310.206.0528

E-Mdfc

ckissifieds^niedio ucia.edu

^.

RI-LIAS^YaUR WORRIIS

important dnte^

PiUkofioi Dotts:

Display ods: 5/16,5/23, 5/30,

6/7 6/11

Line ads: Any 4 days odjacent to the

display od date.

Mondoysot 12:00 Noon

dMi
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Interested in Student Health?

Then take this little quiz.

Vlwt ore you doing tomorrow of noon?

a. Eating FREE food in room 414 in the Ashe

Center (4th Floor)

b. Getting involved in campus health care

c. Working tov/ards student empowerment

d. All of the above

Ifyour answer k %you1lbe at the Student Hedth

Advkory Committee (5HAC) recruitment meeting.

See you in Ashe, Room 414.

Arthur Ashe Student Health and Wellness Center

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 Clamorous

criticism

5 '— and Order'
8 Meilowed
12 ArctuMotogical find

14 Metric unit

15 Kind of ct)eese
16 Movie with a

posse
1

7

Witt) in react)

18 Silo's companion
19 Ate humble pie
21 Picturesque
23 Type of chart

24 Sorority letter

25 'Gidget' actress
26 Crowded arourxt
30 Tan
32 Dairy-case txjys

33 Get a stalled car
moving

37 Karras or TrebeK
38 Foundation
39 Great Salt Lake

site

40 Protective

measure
42 Feel passion for

43 Competed in a
rodeo

44 Settle

t>eforeharxl

45 Calif hours
48 Wagner's *-

Rheingold"
49 Cushion
50 Pat)lo's friends

52 Cushy job
57 Forbid
58 River-mouth

deposit
60 — around:

snooped
61 Rtzgerald of jazz
62 Goddess of

discord
63 Escalator feature
64 Snow toy
65 GrarxJ Coulee, eg
66 Catch a glimpse of

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

A L L

1
E M B E R

1
A C Hnw\

S A O M A E V E N O E L S
S U N B U R N E D D R A F T
A R E A S^H A

N
Y, E D1

Yj A R Dm A CO I P A M
L O R E T T^ H E Y

W O R K 1 N T O jjjM T H O R N
A N O 1 N T 8 P E T U N 1 A
S T O N E jjH M A N A T E E S
T A M iDi 1 V 1 S O R^HHi
E P E li C

E
E L T S N a: ^Hh T R U Rl^H R O s 1 N

A F T E R

1

M O T H E R H E N
A L E C S 1 D E A L

1
E G O

El91s] T^A N E E D Y S O Y

5-14^1 C 2001 , untad FMttura 8yndk:«l«

DOWN
1 Pond denizen
2 Sitcom

jucer

3 Low female
voice

4 Ukraine's

capital

5 Rbbed
6 Ga. neight)or

7 Puts on a
pedestal

8 Singer Lane
9 Organ
10 Like a Stephen

King novel
11 Kind of cap
13 — suzette
14 Patella site

20 Chef's cover'
22 Gear teeth
24 Send money
26 Extinct birds

27 Earthen pot
28 Complaint
29 Square-jawed

canine

30 Transported
kids

31 Mu$k»l piece
33 Pauley and

GoodaU
34 Upatove
35 Unique, to Uvy
36 •- Drive by

Night-

38 Took a detour
41 Commotion
42Rery
44 Tin - ANey
45 Does road work
46 Aroma
47 Championship
49Chenry

51 Urge
52 Like models
53 Apple

throwaway
54 Exploits

55 HaJvest
56 Bandleader

Duchin
59Keogh

aitemative

r
i 10 >F"

IB

IF"

CUibbiliedb

825-2221

7800
Help WiinttJd

DAY CAMP
COUNSELORS

Pali Camp now hiring enthusiastic coun-
setorst Summer (un includes jet skiing,

amusement parks, beach days, paintball arxl

rTK>rel 19 and up. CaN Jacque: 310-477-

2700x14.

DAY CAMP
Summer. Swimming, tteaches. horses &
nxjre. www.daycampjot>s.com.

'> Dental Assistant/ <,^
Receptionist

communlcrtiuw Mh. Man.. MM., Fri. 9DQMI-
CiMPM. Experttnoad prttonwi. $9.00 «1 1 00

I

MlMMr. PlnMeal<310|a»-74M
ormnwunptflUlMBN

7800
Holp Warned

LIBRARY JOBS. Shetving and other stacks
duties. 12-19 hrs/wk, $6.83/hr to start
STUDENTS ONLY apply at Young ReseMch
Library Rm. 11617 or call Antigone Kutay
310-825-6982.

LIFEGUARDS
Certified LG's Start ahemoona SH. Also
Summer positkx^s. Get paid to get (re)ceiti-

fied. Mature 18> and good swimmer. Beauti-
ful canyon setting. Tkn 310-472-7474 Fax
resunr»e 310-476-7788

UFEGUARDS AND SWIM INSTRUCTORS.
Several kx»l kxations. P/T-F/T. $lO-l2/hr
Will train. 818 222-7946x11 or 310-276-7946
Greg or Emilie.

LOUIGI'S ITALIAN KITCHEN: SawteNe and
Santa Monica Blvd. AH poaitiona open Stan
ASAP. Can 31(M77-4500

7800
Help Wanted

PERSONAL ASSISTANT Smalf otfice.

AppiDX. 12noon-8pm PT M-F Detail-orient-

ed, organized, computer, great conversation
and wilting skills/experience. 310-477-2669
Fax; 310-477-1359

PERSONAL. PART-TIME ASSISTANT want-
ed by retired CPA, lor firwrKial records using
Ouk:ken. One day/week, or hall-days. Flexi-

ble hours. $15 to $20/hour based on experi-

ence. Fax resume to 310-202-6184.

DO CATS MAKE YOU
WHEEZE?

H you isra alleigk: to cats, you may quaMy to
participate in resMich study of an invest^
tkxMl madicalion. If you qualfy. you ««« re-

ceive study rslalad madlcaiion and up to

$250.00 compensation for your time. If inter-

ested, piaase caM Jonathan Corren. M.D. at
310-477-1734 ext.242

EARN $200 A DAY!
-

No experience necessaiy

MALE MODELS
Have a gieat face or body? QET REC
OGNiZED in PlaygM-slyta puMcalions. Must
be 18-24. Begmnars welcome. HIghesi Im-
medtote pay w/haadshots. PaW scrsan tsat.

Jaff*213-748-4555e)tt. '11. jwWteOou-
nlquecom

PRESCHOOL LOOKING FOR qualified

teachers/teachers assistants lor immadtata
positions. Candidates shouU have experi-

ence in cNW care. Salary negotiable F/T.

P/T availabla. CaM JuMe Patel 310-470-0992.

PROGRAMMER
MS ACCESS PROGRAMMER Needed.
Convert Memaker databases Send qualiA-

cations tanovelingredientsOyahoo.com

RECEPTIONIST
Needed for private health ckjb. Penmanant
hours available. Piaasa mak kit AMson:3l0-
659-5002.

Are you a modlel.

Looking for all types
maie/fcmale modeis/acton

We also have Plus size A Childrea div.

For pniM A aon-union conunerculc
No experience mjuired No fees

REGISTERED NURSE
For F/T physician In busy Beverly HiRs dar-
malok)gy offk;e References required. Diane
310-273-0467.

^^^y oonwnercieli
Musk: vWaos
310-358-5147

ENGINEERING: Circuit design; Program-
mers. C, C++. Immediate Openings at ESI.
Email resume: asiacO earthiink.net.

ENGLISH TEACHER. Summer in Taiwan.
Airfare, stipend, housing, irwurance benefits.
Gain experience, have fun. www.geoci-
ties.com/wor1dpassport. wortdpptOhot-
mail.com.

MODELS WANTED! FM Producttons is cur-
rently hiring models for print an dvMeo work.
Excellent pay-no expener>ce necessary. 818-
785-6028.

RELAX & IMAGINE
Research study especiaify seeking tncmi
with panic-disorder/panic-anxiety attacks.
though not required Contact Chris Nkolai-
dis, Ph.D. Candklate chrisOfuller.edu. 626-
584-5535.

REPS WANTED. WorWs greatest summer
work. Set your own hours. P/T or F/T. Give
away free websites. Start today. vvww.Set-
Upa.com

NEED TO MAKE SOME PT $$$? Will train

and sponsor assistant broker PM work.
Guarantee+ttonus. BH olftee. CaH Neil 800-
450-7586.

EXCELLENT PAY
Customer Service. $1l-17/hr. P/T/F/T. Flexi-

ble hours. PakJ vacalton and hoiktays. Imme-
diate openings in LA area. Cal NES. 1-888-
621-7194

EXTRAORDINARY OPPORTUNITY with in-

ternational consultir>g group for dynamic,
highly organized individual with outstanding
writing, communication and computer skills.

Must have referertces. Fax resume to:310-
823-6143.

F/T RECEPTIONIST lor busy WLA real es-
tate offtee. Outgoing, team player that's

friendly/Self-Motlvated. Mterosoft Offtee a
must Fax resume 310-475-5042.

FILE CLERKS. P/T+F/T DAYS, EvaNngs ft

Saturdays for UCLA medk^al records dspt.

310-825-5468.

NONPROFIT
MEDIA ARCHIVES

Seeks student for tiantlation. cataloging vM-
eo. Arabic language laqulrad. Tenpoiary
Itwough summer, flours llext)la. 30-40 hours
summer. Fax resume, cover letter to
Anna:3 10-474-8773.

P/T DRIVER NEEDED
For 14-year-oW. Beginning June 11th. Hours
negotiable Mon-Thurs. 310-477-2620.

Pn OFFICE HELP
Growing nutritkm company. Strong corr^uter
skiUs and great attitude. Resume to novelin-

gradlantsOyahoo.com

P/T OR F/T Bookkeeping Positton available
in upscale fk>wer shop. Please CaH Lisa 310-
278-1988.

RESEARCH
ASSISTANTS

FRIENDLY AND DYNAMIC COMPANY
seeks P/T Researchers. Flaxibie days and
hours Located near UCLA $8/hr Benefits
available for 30+hours/wk Call 310-996-
6701 ext. 333.

RETAIL CLERK
Technteal bookstore BNi Putjiteatkxis. Inc..

a leader in technical publicattorw for the con-
struction industry, has immediate pert-time
positions available at its WLA location,
$7/hour starting. Flexible hours, convenient
kxatton near 40V10 fwys Call Martin:714-
517-0970 or fax resume:714-535-8078.

REWARDING/FUN
Summer Swimming, beeches, horses &
more, www.d8ycampiobs.com.

FLASH 5
Flash animators/programmers to help pro-
duce games/cartoorw for new online enter-
tainment network Put)licize your new/exist-
ing work and share profits, www.p-d-
n.com/infoOp-d-n.com/310-9e9-31l4.

FUN SUMMER
Swimming, horses, beaches and more
www.daycampjob8.com.

PART-TIME ADMIN. ASSISTANT Duties in-

clude answering phones. Mghl typing, organ-
izalkwi. office errands, light filing. & coNating
docwnents. Must be bright, enthusiastic, de-
tail-oflented, & able to perform a variety of
tasks simultaneously. Serid cover letter and
resume to ACE Educational Services,
Attn.Brian. 9911 W Pteo Blvd., Suite PH-K.
LA CA 90035, or fax to 310-282-6424.

PART-TIME CUSTOMER
SERVICE

REPRESENTATIVE
For an exckjsive lasl-paoed Waetwood dry
cleaner Outgoing, friendly. WW train/sales

experience a pkjs. 15-25 hours, mornings or
afternoons, plus Sat. or Sun. $8-10i/tK)ur.

Apply in person: 1600 Westwood Blvd. Or
Cal: 310-474-8525

GIRLS wanted at exclusive social dub in

WLA Conversatton and dancing. 18+ years
oM. Flexibie hours. Earn top $t|. 310-313-

2989.

HANDS ON ELECTRONS FABRICA-
TION/Computer Design engineers, P/T wort<
w/high-tech fimis for prototype antenna
Near campus. NIDLLCOaol.com 310-470-
3287

PART-TIME DELIVERY DRIVERS Wanted
for Chinese Restaurant. Earn $12-$15/Hour.
Cal Kevin at 310-266-1183.

HOME CLEANERS
P/T-F/T, $l0/hr and up. To dean m WestsMe
areas. Must be dependable and have car
Cal Apm 310-471-6212 .

IF YOU LIKE WORKING W/CHILDREN, the
Culver Palms Family YMCA is hiring now for
Center OlrsckMa and Counsetors. Apply at
4500 Saputveda Blvd.. Culver City. Cindy
310-390-3804

PAY IS $11/HR
WANTED FOR SHERMAN OAKS (25 min
utes from UCLA campus) peneton actuarial

offtee tor 20+houn5 per week+fuli-time sum-
mer: two (2) high achiever students m Ac-
counting. Math. Econ. Buainass for Panston
ft Acturiai Admin: one (1) faadass student
with good marketing sMIs tor tslaphonef in-

person madcating panakm sen^leas to ac-
countants ..pay is $ll/hr lor each job. Fax
resume ft DPR to 818-780-4604. CaM 818-
710-4000 any Q's.

S.CALIFORNIA GENERAL CONTRACTOR
seeking architectural/engineering Graduate
Student to assist wi^ob-sighi managamant
on new protect-near LA Airport. Compensa-
tkx) comnr>ensurate w/quaHTicatnns. Con-
tact/Resumes to Steve l>4ei8on. 18 Technoto-

gy Drive. In/ine. CA 92618 . 949-727-3552.

SALES POSITION available for internet e-
commerce company. Salary^<x>mrnisston.
Call 310-234-0784. Fax: 310-234-0786.
Email: JobsOelectrobuy.com

SALES POSITION
LOOKING FOR YOUNG AND ENERGETIC
SENIOR. Starting salary $25-30000 pius
commisston. Excellent wortc environment.
Good oommunicatton sMNs essential Min
GPA 3.0 and business odantatton is a ptos.

Plaaae fax rsaume:562-630-8555.

SECRETARY for Westwood doctor's offtea.

Phone, typing, filing, bWing. and Ughl book-
keeping. Will train. 20-30hr8/wk. Flextole.

310-209-2581/310-209-3381

SERVER/H0ST(e88)
Needed for fast-paced Asian cafe in Century
City. Apply Yin Yang 10250 Santa Monkx
Bivd. a/I 2pm 310-556-3333.

SUMMER AT THE
BEACH AND MTNS

FUN WORK WITH CHILDREN IN TWE OUT-
DOORS. 7-week day program, 2-weeks
Siena SIsapaway. June 25-Au9uet 24. Ex-
paitanoa wNh chiUran and water activitiaa.

$33044x>nus/waek. CaH 310-826-7000 or
www.SlerraAdventorsCafnps.com

INTERN-QC
Major heft>aM)utrttk)n. Supply company lias

opanings tor an inteynehip in quality. novaMn-
grsdlanliiOyBhoo.com

LEGAL ASSISTANT
^f^tf^^A tor ooiponia^siats plan attorney
Stsmng pait-ima and becoming fuitlme m
August, ^^train. Sand resume to Kacy. 626
Wlshire Blvd SuNe 800. LA. CA 90017 or
lax:2 13-538- 1368

konwrnftm kaiaBa

tti Bcvcrlvj HiTU
is seeking an Adminisrative Assistant tojoin our team!

_ in sAnenvironment that hdpt lu<k achieve aca

(Ionic «Bcat, you will MMcr phones ml direct inouir

i«, ecmktt cafttt md BrooiMinK. vhcdiiir/cimfirm

MnUf Modcn/MOdent calendar and main
tab) dstlf student tdwiuies Requires previous admimsra
thfc mtsarft experienoe, praAdoKV In .MS Office and

arong conununicsiiant, oiyrtiiaional and inipqiersonal

ddlb inlertst inieachins a plus

Disf)lay

7800
H»;l|j WaiitticJ

SUMMER CAMP
COUNSELORS

DecaWon Sports Club Located in Pato Alto.

6/25-8/17. $78-$92/day. 9am-4pm. can^-
iobOyahoo.com

SUMMER DAY CAMPS
9$n Fernando or Conejo Valleys. Oxnard,
ttmi, MaNbu. Misc. instructors & General
oouns. $2750-3500+ for summer 888-784-
CAMP www.workatcamp.com

SUMMER JOB
QRAO/UNOERQRAO Psychotogy.educatton
or speech to be a camp akie for a special

needs child. 6/25-8/25. Valerie:8 18-907-

0367.

SUMMER JOBS! WEST Los Angetos day-
camp hiring energetk: counsetors, lifeguards,

and specialists. CaH Tiffany at 310-399-

2267.

7800
Hulp Wanted

SUMMER SPORTS
CAMP COUNSELORS

Prime Tin>e Sports Camp is now hiring tor

summer 2001 . Sports background and ex-

perience woddng with children required.

9:30AM-3:30PM. M-F. 6/25/01-8/31/01. WLA
and PaHsadas. Petor.310-288-4 132.

SWIM INSTRUCTORS, LIFEGUARDS. Pre-
school laacbars, and camp counsetors tor

the summer. Mon-Fri. 8-3:30. Salaiy de-
pandtog on axpartance. Woodtond Hits Pri-

vate School. Contact Bobbie Primack 818-
348-6663

SWIMMING INSTRUCTORS at client

homes. $20-$24/hr. Strong lasson-taaching

expedence wtlh small chiklran. Summer em-
ptoyment.CaM John 818-781-7676 ext 1.

7800
Help Wanted

SWIMSUIT MODEL
NATIONALLY- KNOWN PHOTOGRAPHER
seeks redhead. Candy O. Vftigas took tor

lest shoot, wm make 16x20 pilnt poster 310-
466-9093

f^_&'pmmtc*Nmmuuy

forptnomUtnttrvltwcmlinow

310.659.7000

w^
cle^

8^00
A|i.irlmoiils (or Rent

8^00
for Rtjnt

TECHNICAL SUPPORT Answer customer

quasttons. Knowledge of NT, email. websMas
helplul. Ctoce to campus, flaxlbto hours 310-

828-9900.

TE8TMASTERS is tooking tor totaMgant

peopto to answer phones and provtoe Infor-

mation atXMJt our LSAT courses. $13i/hour,

minimum of 30 hours/week. Only those with

excellent phone skHls shouto apply. 323-655-

2699.

TUTORS AND
COMPUTER TRAINERS

WANTED
Unique, fun opportunity for energatk:, enthu-

si.istic indivkiuais. Training piovkled. E-mail

'" umes to EilcOcomputersmans.oom

TWO POSITIONS Available in WLA offtee.

Basic oomputenfofflce duties. PT/FT, mm
four hours a day. Call Jerry 310-473-1333.

UCLA RECREATION
SUMMER CAMP JOBS

GREAT MONEYI GREAT TIMEI We need
anergette peopto to t)e summer camp coun-
setoia. Pay is $7.38-$11.00/hr Morning, af-

ternoon, all-day shifts avaHabto. Cal 310-
206-1787. Appiteattons avalabto at John
Wooden Center

8^00
ADiirtments for Rent

7800
Help W.'inh?d

VOLLEYBALL COACH FOR High School
Girts. ExpeiierKw necessary. June 18-July
31. 3 daya/wk. 2hr8/day Late afternoon, 6-8
hours/wk. Pay negotiable. 323-461-3651.
mrodriguezOimmaculatehean.org

WAI^fTED: People who want to tost weight.
310-884-8746. 24 hour message.

WORK from home In the US or in an Intema-
ttonal business. 24 hour message 310-884-
8748.

WORK-OUT ENTHUSIAST needed for

Ihr/day, 5days/wk for work-out in my home
lOmin from UCLA. Weight training. Mom-
Ings prelenred. 310^76-4205

"BRITISH
ACCENTS"

Looking for people w/British accents to
record company telephone greetings. Will

pay $15-2a(t»r Contact Sheyenne at 310-
996-8818x221

8400
Apjirlmenls (or Rtnil

•WESTWOOD VILLAGE, MIDVALE N OF
LEVERING. LARGE 1 AND 2-BDRM APT,
GARDEN VIEW. DINING ROOM. UNIQUE.
CHARM. FRONT AND REAR ENTRANCE.
310-839-6294.'

1 BLOCK TO CAMPUS
Large studto. all utilities paki, $750. AvaH-
able Immediately. One Person Only. Call

310-208-4253 or 310-824-2595.

1-MINUTE TO UCLA
1 bdrm w/deck. furnished, bright, clean, se-
curity entrance, large ctosets. pool, lyr

$1300/mo. 310-824-1830.

1917 SPANISH MISSION BUILDING Sin-

gte, WLA, Separate kitchen, high ceilings,

wood floors, or>e year lease. $750/mo. 310-
479-8646.

8200
Temporary EmployiiKMit

HEAD FRESHMAN BOYS BASKETBALL
COACH: Experience playing and coaching
needed. $2800-3200 for the season. 5 days
a week from 2:30 to 5:00. wMh a few Satur-
day games. The season begins in November
and runs through Febmary Please fax
resumes oniyi! Fax to 310-288-3286

housing
8400-9800

8^00
Aiiiirtiiiunts for R(!iil

2&3BDRM. LARGE, bright, view. Mterowave.
oven, refrigerator, dishwasher, washer/dryer
in unit. 21 -ft. Jacuzzi on roof. Walking dis-

tance to UCLA. 310-476-0807

AVAILABLE FOR SEPT
LUXURKXJS STUDK). Fabutous bulkflng
Full kitchen, bath. Yard. Laundry, pool/jacuz-
zi. Parkk)g, gym, billiard. One-year lease
$975. 310-208-1880.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ 1&2BEDROOM
$895&UP LARGE. UNUSUAL CHARM.
SOME SPANISH STYLE W/HARDWOOD
FLOORS. ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PK)0 BUS.
310-839-6294.

BRENTWOOD ONE BEDROOM deluxe up-
per, garden setting, european kitchen^ AH
•pNanoas, fireptace. Walk to stores and re-

sturaunts. $135G^mo. No Pets, Lease 310-
410-1575.

BRENTWOeerfieJW, 2bd/2bth, tower, 2-

patios, refrigerator/stove, carpet/drapes,
parking, laundry, no pets, near UCLA, by
appt. 11728 MayfieW #2, 310-271-6811.

8^00
Apjirtments for Rent

We Have
partment Homes

Of Choice
In Bruin Country,

TSperties Professionally Managed By
R.W. Siiby & Company, Inc

'Th0 Standard of Exoelhncm.

LW. Selby & Company

offers rtie most modern

and convenient housing

lear UCLA Campus and

the Westwood Village.

Make your housing

ingements now!

KritorLfigza
430 Kelton Avenue
1 &2 Bedrooms, Roofrop Spa
& Leisure Area

Call (310) 824-7409

idvale Plaza
527 & 540 Midvale Avenue
Singles, 1 &2 Bedrooms;

Rooftop Spa & Leisure Area,

Pool w/ Spa, Sauna, Study Lounge

w/ Big Screen TV, Fitness Center

^ Call (310) 208-0064
"J!? 540 Midvole Avenue

Call (310) 208-4868
527 Midvale Avenue

Roommate Service

El Greco "^ ^

^
1 030 Tiverton Avenue
•Single Units Only, Rooftop Sun Deck

l& Leisure Area, Sauna, Outdoor Spa
& Barbecue, Fitness Room

Call (310) 824-0463

Piqza
1 0983 WelKvortfi Avenue
1 &2 Bedrooms, Fitness Center,

,
Rooftop Spa & Leisure Area

Call (310) 479-6205
1+1 $1725/monlt>
2+2 $2295/nK)nlh

Furnished Apo^ents
Ask About Our se Specials^

Clnssifif'ds

825-2221
Display
206-3060
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8^00
AfjiirtmLMUs for Riint

COZY 2 BEDROOM. 1 bath. $1200 Brenf
wood Adj. Near Wilshiralreeway. Lease to
two. No pets. 1333 Barry Avenue 310-826-
8461.

CULVER CITY spacious 1 bdnm, large clos-
ets, quiet rieighbortKxxJ. large yard, residen-
tial nelghbortwod $665. 310-395-RENT.
www.we8t8kjerentals.com

8400
AjJiHtineiits (or RjMif

WESTWOOO lownhoose. unfurnished. 2
txJrms. 1.5 t)ath. cat ok. refrigerator, stove,
hardwood floors, pool, parking included
$1295. 310-395-RENT. www.westsideren-
tals.com

WESTWOOD PLAZA

BACHELOR
AVAILABLE NOW

$825

WESTWOOD
WALK TO UCLA

Spacious, bright 3bdmi apartment. Quiet
building, hardwood floors, large ctosets.
laundry, parking. AvaUabie early July No
pets $2600 310-234-8278.

WESTWOOD 1 bedroom, cat okay, refriger-
ator, stove, laundry, walking distance to
UCLA. $915. 310-395-RENT www.westsid-
erentals.com

8400
Apartinenls for Rent

WW WALK TO UCLA
Spacious, bright Ibdmi and private patio.

•vaU mid-May. Hardwood ftoors. full kitchen,
large closets, laundry. 2-car parking. $1500.
No pets. 310-234-8278.

9400
Room (or Rent

HUGE TWO-STORY
HOUSE

With rooms to renti Share gourmet kitchen
Great tocaiton. Mar Vista. Ocean view. Starl-

ing from $590/month. 310-490-7165. 310-
678-2753 Pat Must seel

tnUfshed - UtlttUes Inctudi
Short term available.

3t 0-208-8505
4 I

WESTWOOD VILLAGE
TOP LOCATION

1-bdmf), juntor. $120C/month. All utilities and
one parking included. Days 310-475-7533.
evenings 310-659-4834.

WESTWOOD VILUGE: 2bdrm1/bth-
$2000. 10919 Strathmore. Furnished Ibdrm-
$1350- 547 LarxMair. 1 year lease. No pets
Available Sept. 310-471-7073

HUGE SINGLE AND ONE BEDROOM.
$900/mo.& up. One bdrm for $1250&up. One
block from campus. 644 and 650 Landfair
310-824-0319.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. Furnished bache-
tor. $725, no parking. Unfurnished 1-bdrm
$1400. garage, 1-yr lease, no pets. Avail
Sept. 10990 Strathnwre 310-471-7073.

* PALIVIS •
4BD. 3BA LOFT TOWNHOME, FR

CEffTRAL AIR/HEAT. GATED
OARAGE. SEC ALARM. CAT OK

3670 MIDVALE AVE.

$2395/MO
2BD. 2BA TOWNHOME, FR
CENTRAL AIRAfEAT, GATED

GARAGE, SEC. ALARM. CAT OK
3614 FARIS DR.

$1395/MO

* MAR VISTA *
11913 AVON WAY. $1295/MO.
11748 COURTLBGH DR. $1295/MO.
12741 MfTCHOl AVE $1345/MO.

(310)391-1076
|8« Open House Mon-Sat 10 -4 PM ,3

PRIVATE GUESTROOM WEST-
WOO(VWALK UCLA- baauttful house Wt)r1-
vata antranoa/balMMKfcyard. Laundry/KHch-
eo prMlegas. HIS fenaaie tenant. $785+utlll-
tles 310-448-9566.

MAR VISTA apartment. 3 bedrooms, 2
baths, laundry, t>ateony. parking included.
New Everything! $1,275 310-395-RENT
www.westsiderentals.com

PALMS, 3719 Kelton Ave 2bd/2bath, $1250.
_Oor<troWed access bidg. New carpet. Upper
unit. Linda; 323-848-7260 or Henry 310-428-
1305, sfiown by appt.

ROOM FOR RENT in private house. Share
kitchen, share bathroom. Ideal for student.
Utilities paid. $590/mo. Blue-bus to campus
310-828-6796.

WEST LA: $668.5<ymonlh. Looidrtg for 1 or 2
dean/outgoing aptmates for own bdrm/bth in

2bdrm^bth apt Available end-June. 310-
477-6435. Jertshine 9ucia.edu

WEST LA: Newty remodeled large room*
bathroom. Use of kitchen, private entrance.
Female non-smoker Available now. Fur-
nisfied or unfurnished. 310-558-1773

WLA ADJACENT
TO SANTA MONICA/BRENTWOOO. Private
room and bathroom in hjxurious condo. Se-
curity building. parking available.
$750/fTX)nth. utilities included. Available
5^. CaM Linda 310-442-5215.

9700
Sublets

CHEAP PALMS SUBLET Only $1l50Ano.
l^rge 2-Bad/2Bath. Fumisfted. Avaiiabia
Junel6-Sapti6. lO-mla Drive to campua. 1-

minute to buaiina. Cal 310-204-1532. sublet-
nowOhotmail.com

FALL SUBLET SbdrrrVI Sbth. Pool, fun bal-
cony. preferably female. Spacious living

apace. $430/mth-dependent. 424 Landlair
Ave. Apt.1. 310-824-2942

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED for the
summer to share 2bdmfV2bth w/3 other non-
amoking femalaa. Cloee to-campus. fuMy-fur-
nlahad. parking. $450/nr»th. Sabrlna 310-824-
3850

PALMS. Single apt from $575. 1-bdrm $695.
$600deposil 1-year lease only. Stove, re-

fng .carpets, verl. blinds. 310-837-1502
leave message 8am-5pm only.

PALMS: Ibdrm/lbth. $925/mth.
Stove/ref /AC, gated parking. Intercom, Ja-
cuzzi, large ctosets. 1/2 btock to UCLA bus
Kay: 310-842-9127

SANTA MONICA great location (tower),
unfurnished, 1 bdrm. 1 bath. 5 min to beach
Refrigerator, stove, bateony. $900. 310-395-
RENT. www.westsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA OCEAN-VIEW One bed-
room unfumished/furnished apt. $2000-
$2600 Luxury 2+1 bedroom, furnished
$4000. Walk to 3rd Street Promenade&Pler
310-399-3472.

Westwood Village
433 Kelton Ave.
(3iQ)2Q8-8Cg8~^

1 Bedroom from $1225
2 Bedroom from $1700

Extra large luxury units include:
• Fulfy equipped kitchen
• Central heating and air

• Extra closet space
• Wetbar in selected units
• Private balcony
• 2 Bdroms have 2 baths
• Intercom entry & gated parking

'with 1 year lease

Professionally minaoad by

Integrated Property Services, Inc.

SANTA MONICA PRIME
LOCATION N. OF

WILSHIRE
NEAR BEACH

$1295 1 bedroom. Hardwood ftoors. Charm-
ing split level, dishwasher refrigerator. 943
7th Street. Cats OK 818-980-5900.

SANTA MONICA private room, refrigerator,

stove, laundry, near Santa Monica College,
parking included, month-fo-month $500
310-395-RENT www.westskjerentals com

SANTA MONICA TRIPLEX refrigerator,

stove, walk-in closets, quiet neighbortxxxJ,
parking. $800. 310-395-RENT www westsid-
erentals.com

WESTWOOO. Bachelor, $795. utilities paid,
no parking. 1 -bedroom. $1400, 3-car park-
ing, 10943 Roebling. 1-year lease, no pets
available July. 310-471-7073.

WESTWOOO 2BDRM/2BATH. $1490 AND
UP TILE KITCHEN, STEPDOWN LIVING
ROOM, HIGH CEILING CHARM 1 MILE
SOUTH OF WILSHIRE SOME W/BAL-
CONY.310-839-6294.

8600
Coiido/Townhouse for Rent

BEL AIR guest house. Dog okay, beautiful
view, private, gated large yant-jioaL $750
310-395-RENT www.westsMaWfWLfiom

CULVER CITY: 2brdm/2.5Wh. Furnished,
spactous townhouse on quiet street. Great
tocattom Front unit w/rooflop sundeck and
spa. $2000/mth. 310442-1395

WESTWOOD. Wilshire Hl-Risa Luxurious
Condo. 1.2.»3b6d. $2400-$4200/month
24hr. valet, doomtan, front desk, and securi-
ty service. All anrwnities, great views 310-
470-9947.

8700
Coiido/Towiihouse for Sale

IMAGINE OWNING/LEASING WILSHIRE
Corridor/HIRise single, 1or2bdrm $90K-
$200K Walk to-UCLAAAillage. 24hr/security.

Spectacular views, pool, Jacuzzi, sauna,
valet servtoe. Agent-Bob 310-478-
I835ext.l09.

9500
Rooinmates-Prlvnte Room

WEST LOS ANGELES- share beautiful
houee in quiet netghbotliood. lOtcftan/laun-
dry/huge backyard. Near Pico/Westwood
bus, 3 miles to UCLA. $700/month. 310-479-
2285.

9600
Rooiiimates-Shared Room

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED. 403 Land-
lair. 1 btock from UCLA. Spacious Iving. Fall

2001 school year ResponaUa. non-smok-
ing. 310-267-9792

FEMALE SUBLET needed FaN Ouattar and
roommate needed for next year Cal 310-
267-9725 for Llll. ltanOucla.edu or
Oma/Alyssa 310-267-9609.

KELTON AVE.: Looking for female subiet-
ter(8) for ibdmi. in 2bdmV2bth. Part-fum
Available 6/23-mW Sept, $925Mith., $462 to
share. CaH 310-824-5377

SUBLET & ROOMMATE
SERVICE

FIND or LIST A SUBLET!!

www.thesLiblet.com
Subleta in all cities!! (201-894-1188)

MIDVALE I - Need roommate to share room
w/male in summer. 2t)drm, DSL. pod. iacuz-
zi-etc Fail lease also avallabte. 310-208-
0531

NOT HAUNTED!
LANOfAiR/STRATHiwORe.Po$ittves:2bedn
bath, living room, kitchen, downhill walk to
campus Negatives UphW walk lo campus,
negatives: Uphill walk from can^Mia. gtotal
warming. Mike: 3 10-208-3260.

PALMS 2 rooms for June arKl/or July. $500
own bath/t>alcony $450 share bath. Easy
parking. 6mi from campus Christlna:310-
415-9987

RENT ME!

GAYLEY NEXT TO UCLA large room to
share In 2bdrnV2bth. private condo. Fully-

fumished, bateony. garage, nonsmoking fe-
ffmle only. $500/month. 310-208-7748.

WESTWOOD: 1-2 roomnuites needed tor
large Ibdrm, apartment lor next school year.
Bateony Partying. Laundry. Strathmore/Lev-
ering. $400-600/mth. 310-208-6875

9700
Sublets

SINGLE APARTMENTS, $900/month. Up-
graded carpeting, freshly painted, pool, laun-
dry, secured entry, very clean buiWing. 1-yr
lease, no pets. 310-208-2820.

VENICE apartment. 5 btocks to beach 2
bdrms, refrigerator, stove, nxxith-to-month
$850 310-395-RENT www.westskleren-
tals.com

WESTWOOD Across UCLA, upscale, one
and two bedrooms, full-kitchen, air condi-
ttoned. parking, one year lease, 445 Land-
fair. Taking reservattons. 310-824-1969.

WESTWOOD. Walk to UCLA. 2bdrnV2bth.
gated parking, rooftop spa, quiet buitoing,
accepting reservations lor Fall. $1895-
$2275. 512 Veteran. 310-208-2655.

8800
Guesthouse for Rertt

1 5MILES FROM UCLA- FuMy furnished
large Ibdrm apt. Pool table/wet bar/cable in
living room Ideal for grad student-faculty.
$1050+utilities/mo 310-476-2088

2 BEDROOM GUESTHOUSE Kitchen, re-
modeled bathroom. Ideal lor roommates-
$595/person Great location, Mar-Vista area
$1190/mth. 310-678-2753. 310-490-7165
Pat. Must seel

1260 VETERAN AVE summer sublet.
$800/month or $400 to share master bed-
room Full bath, gated parking. Leslev-310-
312-9956.

PERFECT SUMMER SUBLETfll
2bdrrTV2bth. Bnght. 1200sq.ft , bateony, fire-

place, gated-partiing. pool/lacuzzi, walk-in
ckMets. Qas&water indudadl Mid-June thru
August. $ie00/mth Call 310-824-0089

SILVERLAKE BLVD/SUNSET/101. Spa-
ctous, 2bdrm, furnished, hardwood ftoors.

Ideal for Hollywood/Downlown internships.

$700/mo+deposlt. Available 6/1-8/31. Only
responsible applicants. 323-663-8912,
ibrasasOhotmail.com

STRATHMORE, BALCONY OVERLOOKS
pool/spa Fulfy Furnished, 2BD/2BA. Huge!
1130 sqft. DSL. Mini-Bar. $470/month. Best
Damn Place in Westwood, Bar-none. 310-
824-2009.

403 LANDFAIR: Across street from canfpus.
Master bedroom/bath, underground parking.
Will sublet to one/two people. 6/18-9/13
$975/mth. 310-824-3537

STRATHMORE/LEVERING FURNISHED
bedroorrVbath with partong. DSL, Stereo.
Cable. Available mkJ June to mW September.
1-2 people OK. $900/mo. Brandon 310-824-
7435.

WALKING DISTANCE FROM UCLA Large
single Stove, refrigerator, bateony. Avail

June 15th. $1110. 310-208-0209

WEST HOLLYWOOD $750 Large Studto
Full Kitcf>en, Bath, Huge walk-in ctoset Utili-

ties pakJ Near All Available NOW. CaN Ke-
vin: 310-273-1079.

WEST LOS ANGELES fumished bachetor,
laundry, kitchenette, utlNtiaa included. $425.
310-395-RENT www.weatsklerentals.com

WESTWOOD
2BED/2BATH. $1800 Luxury unit. Refrigera-
tor, mterowave. dtahwaaher. central air con-
dittoninff firoplaca. irNeicom access. Gated
parking. Jacuzzi, laundry. 310-256-0626.

WESTWOOD
3 bedroom, huge living room, washer/dryer
InskJe unit. Security 2 doors Month-to-
month. Avail June 1st. $2900. Beautiful
view. 310-996-1501.

Westwood Village

Very large appartments for

September 1 st occupancy.

Dining room, built in

kitchen. Balconies/ Patios.

Pool, elevator, controlled-

access building,

subterranean parking.

1 BR/ Ibafh irom $1,400
2 BR/ 2bafh irom $2,100

For prc-applications call

Mon - Fri 9 AM 4 PM
691 Levering Avenue

(310) 208-3647

STUDIO NEAR UCLA Private enterance
Pariong. Available June 1 Year Lease One
person, smaH dog OK. $750 includtna utili-
ties. 310-476-8478

9200
Housing Needed

437 GAYLEY. Pink Palace Beautiful
2bdrm/2bth, w/2balconie8, french doors,
spacious, 3 underground partting spots, par-
tially furrwshed. Late June-8/31. $2150/mo
Please call Julie or Silvia at 310-824-5542.

475 GAYLEY AVE Available mid-June to
mid-Sept, $450/month. CkJse to campus,
friendly roommates & manager. Looking for
female sut)letter 310-479-2235.

631 KELTON 750+sq.ft.l 1bd/1.5bath. Gor-
geous Fumlturel June 15-Augo8t 5, gated
partdng space, bateony, pool, laundry. Only
$937/month. ginakOucla.edu. Call 310-991-
4462.

SUMMER SUBLET: k)Oking for female to
share room with female/student UCLA in 2
bd/2bth apartment. $475/mo. not utilities.

Nayla. 310-209-0863.

SUMMER SUBLETTERS WANTED at 515
Kelton for spackjus 2bedr2t)ath Bateony.
pool, free DSL. gas. H20, periling $2130.
($533/person). Eamon;310-208-1164.

WANT TO SUBLET FOR THE SUM-
MER? Reach thousands of potential
roommates for free. www.west-
sNJerentals.com 310-395-RENT.

HOUSING NEEDED
Trying to rent your space In tt)e West-
wood area or naartjy? Have a great deal?
Easily solve your rental problem with one
simple cal. AvoU the haaala ol renting 3
UCLA students tm aaaWng an apart-
ment, house, guealhouaa or condo to
share (2+2 or 2+1.5) to nwve In late

Juna/aarly July, lyr lease ok. Must In-

clude 2 paiiung spaoaa and be reason-
ably prteed Plaaaa call Stephanie:3i0-
702-6455 (Leave maaaaga).

WESTWOOD
RESIDENTIAL AREA

Ibdmvibth apartment downstairs in beautl-
hil Waaiwood home w/tytvata entrance. Ap-
prox 600 sq.ft. Pool ptlvNagaa negotiable.
%aiitmo including an uHMaa and pramium
caWa. WIN consider summar lease AvallaMe
now. CaM 310-446-1353.

Classifieds

825-2221

WLA/PALMS
APARTMENT RENTALS
CALL 4 FREE LISTINGS

AND SPECIALS
Bachetora/Singlas—some w/utllities paM
pool, gated, $850-725 Ibdnn $905«up!
many w/Nreplaces, kixury and more. 2bdrrn
$13^^1795. many mHl^thmmm^. balco-
ny, A« and mora. CaN for Mm Ming;3l0-
278-8999.

Oin^GOING FEMALE JUNIOR needs pri-
vate room for 01/02 school yaar. ¥Mi pay
1650. Prefer female housemates. Email
wardOucla.adu

9300
Roofii for Help

MALE SPORTS ENTHUSIAST. Free rent In
exchange for help «K^homawork4lun w/12-
year old. Santa Monica. Car nacaaaary, ref-

erences. Evaninga. Student 310-998-8367

925 GAYLEY: Walk to campus. Westwood.
Ibdrm/lbth, parking, unfumished.hardwood
floors. Available 6/19- mid-Sept
$1S5a/month. In>ekte 310-267-7169.

APARTMENT
AVAILABLE FOR FALL

QUARTER
and session C on Midwala. 2-bedfooma. 1-

baih. Fun Girts Cloee to Campua. 3 Partdno
Spots. Ca« 310-824-5063

ATRIUM COURT PENTHOUSE. Smin wa«(
Need 2-3 people. July-Sapt. or Jan. Spa-
cious 2bd/2bth Zbateonies, park-
ing/gym/spa. $625/mo. Male/Female ok
310-267-7714.

WESTWOOD APT.
Available for sunrwner 2 huge bedrooms/2
full twthrooms Pool/Jacuzzi. Pool
table/laundry room. Call Rebecca-310-267-
7322

WESTWOOO TREEHOUSE, 10919 Strath-
more. Ctoeest apartment to campua. Great
bateony. Space for one or two people. Con-
tact Dan 310-824-7432.

WESTWOOD 3bed/2bath. dMng room,
large Hving room. PARKING. VMMdng dis-
tance to UCLA (2-blocks). Hardwood ftoors

and newly palMad wais. WaN kept and
clean. If lr«araatod contact Malt 310-871-
7835.

BRENTWOOD. One-BadroorWOne-Bath m
Larga-Brtghi-fumiatiad 2Bad-2Bath Apart-
ment LMno-Room, Wnrtng-Room. 0|ah-
washer, Mterowave. Bateony, A/C. 2mlies
Ijom UCLA&Ba«>h. N«ar TranapoitaHon.
TV/VCR/DigliaK:aMa/SlarwVD8L Parliing
King-size Bed. $900/mo. Junel-AuglO. 310-
479-1631.

WILSHIRE 2-MILES FROM CAMPUS
Beautlfui 2-Bedroom Apartment. Looking for
2-people to share Spadoua Badroom+Bath-
room Available 6/20. $47SMk> per person
310-312-0157.

9400
Room for Rent

BRENTWOOD F/NS/NP Femalee only Bed
bathAfi* access to large. baMJtNUl home.
Share «K/famiy. $750 310-395-0623.

SUBLETS NEEDED
IW, MANCflS, tUTlCT a MAWMAflO U^

CiNTURY OTY LAW HMM
» nMd kmiUMd qportwrwnti for omt Swmnwr

AtsocnlH Irani Jurt* - Awgutl

PU^M •-fiwil; iublt»»
|
mt>m com

>«netdMaiband o OMitoet piwn* nunib*.

WU. Luxurious apt Large master bedroom
Wwalk-in ctoeet Fumlahed. Firaplaca. bal-
cowy. lacuHl. pwMng. Secure entrance.
Near bus Mto-Juna-twg/Sapl. $850Mk) Ujx-

apartehotmall com

9800
Viic.Hion Rettlnis

BEAUTIFUL. SPACIOUS YOSEMITE
HOME surrounded t)y tall pines Ctoso to
evorything Fully Equtpped. 5000" elevaiton
stjrxleck. reasonable rates. 618-785-1028
www yosemite istovoly com

Dispiny
206-3060

W.TRACK
From page 34

place jump of 12-10, but fell short in

this year's bracket, which was drasti-

cally improved.

"Heather Sickler had the jump of

her life," Pole Vault Coach Anthony
Curran said. "She made it by plenty.

Erica had a great jump (as well).

Unfortunately, we just couldn't get

(first place)."

Freshman Gail Larsen fared well

in the event. Larsen's previous PR
leap of 12-5 was bested by a jump of

12-9. The overall performances by the

vaulters gave Curran optimism head-

ing into Pac-IOs.

"Overall we had some great jumps
today," Curran said. "I think we're

ready for the Pac-IOs. We're ready to

go."

M.TRACK
From page 38

('95) also competed at Occidental.

He easily won both his events with

strong marks of 216-1 in the discus

and 68-4 in the shot put.

More than any other Bruins on

. Saturday. UCLA's distance runners

"fought for Pac-IO spots. Men's
Distance Coach Eric Peterson isn't

sure yet how many spots he'll have

for distance runners. With only 24

athletes allowed per team, the coach-

es must get together and decide

where athletes are most needed. For

seven Bruin distance runners,

Saturday was the last opportunity to

say, "Pick me coach!"

"We had a lot of good perfor-

mances," Peterson said. "All the guys

were on the bubble for the Pac-IOs

going into the [neet, and almost

everyone strengthened their case."

Standouts included freshman Jon

Rankin, who won the open 800-

meter with a lifetime best time of I

minute, 51.87 seconds, and senior

Paul Muite who placed sixth in the

invitational 800m at 1:50.55, also a

lifetime best. For both athletes, nor-

mally 1 500m runners, this was an off

event.

The steeplechasers also had a

good showing, finishing 1-2-3 in the

invitational section. Senior Mason
Moore won the event with a season-

best time of 9:01.29. Moore's time

puts him in the top three of the Pac-

IO. Sophomore Justin Patananan

(9: 10.04) and junior Andrew Wulf

(9: 10.40) followed.

Peterson was pleased with the

strong performances. Still, nothing is

sure for the Pac-IOs.

Now decisions must be made. Not

everyone who deserves a spot can

have one. This weekend was the last

piece in the Pac-IO puzzle. All that

remains is to look at the picture and

see who is going.

-I'-i

From page 38

prompted the league to give away

about 30 percent of its ad inventory

to sponsors whose commercials

weren't reaching as many viewers as

they had been promised.

"The audience didn't like it in the

numbers we needed to go forward."

Ebersol said

The TV rating for the April 21

championship game - for the

record, the Los Angeles Xtreme
beat the San Francisco Demons 38-

6 - tied for 93rd place among
prime-time shows that week and was

lower than for anything else on

NBC, CBS, ABC or Fox

NBC already was distancing

itself from the disaster Thursday.

The headline ticker running

above the "Today" studio in mid-

(oWn Manhattan read, "World
Wrestling Federation folds the XFL
after only one season."
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it's the advertisers way of

showing that they care

16tk (f^eek
6^

HATE HIDDEN COSTS!" =H=r
r^,. ^^r.^ ^ unexpected fees when you

—DR. ROSS J. SOMERS, OPTOMETRIST, (UCLA Alumni) allow us to CARE for you

ONTACT LENSES
(includes)

Complete eye exam • Care kit

Computerized contact lens fitting • 6 months follow-up care

BAUSCH * Service agreement (like insurance)

. (310)319-9999 S
" * g^t \A/±.k:^ Ql t C i_ 11 : ol^BCOMPIKYHARE ^31 WtlsKire Blvd. Santa Monica^
(comer of 1 (A\ Street, ocross from Jaguar Showroom)

Vision plans&MedMcalwelco^^ made 24 tiours a day!

Do you want to become
a leader on campus?

«,- ,*i3Sfft«S

Check out the "^^
RUIN LEADERS PROJECT
A seminar based leadership project sponsored by the Center for
Student Programming. All students are invited to participate in
developing leadership skills. Upon completion participants

receive a certificate.

BRITTN T PAPERS PRO^^rT
SPRING QUARTER SEMINAR

Monday, May 14 12 - 2pm 2408 Ackerman Union
"Diversity and Leadership"

Tuesday, May 15 12 - 2pm 2408 Ackerman Union
"Capstone" - Last of required seminars for certificate

Thursday, May 17 12 - 2pm Courtyard at Kaufman Hall

"Motivation Through Team Building" - RSVP Required

">,

Smin Leaders

'tis at either

.edu or stop by

Hall;

w^vw:bruinleaders.ucla.edu ^
MHi
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GKADUATF STUDIES IN

PSYCHOLOGY
Pepperdine's MFT program
appealed to me because it is

sensitive to the needs of

working professionals yet

never sacrifices its quality,
^^

"The faculty is high caliber and provides instruction that

has theoretical as well as practical implications."

M.A. IN CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGY
Meets educational requirements for the MFT (Marriage

and Family Therapist) license

M.A. IN PSYCHOLOGY
To prepare for a human services position or doctoral program

Educational Centers located in:

West Los Angeles

Orange County
San Fernando Valley

PEPPERDINE UNIVERSITY
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION AND PSYCHOLOGY

WORRIED?

• Do you worry a lot?

• Difficulty concentrating?

• Do you often feel keyed up?

Problems wftti sleep?

Muscle tenskm, ti^adacties,

stomach proUeimlls.?

If you experience some of these symptoms, you may have a
General Anxiety Discorder. Anxiety can affect your wortc perforrwwcct

overall enjoyment In life. You are not alone. Ybu may be one of mrtlH^

^ suffering from stress.

Call toll-free today to see if you qualify for an important
research medication program. Quallfed participants may be

compensated up to $275.00.

Southwestern Research, Inc

888-444-1 104
www.435.com

JANA SUMMERS
Sophomore Natasha Watlcy, who leads the Bruins in steals this
season, takes off from second base in a game last month.

SOFTBALL
From page 40

ofTcnsive strategy.

Senior pitcher Courtney Dale
blanked the Sun Devils (34-20, 9-12)

in the first game. The lone run of the

game was scored in the fourth inning

when junior centerfielder Amanda
Freed reached on an error with the

bases loaded, scoring sophomore
Tairia Mims and giving UCLA the I-

victory.

The Bruins looked like they would
run away with the second game, espe-

cially when they had a 5-1 lead by the

fourth inning and a 6-2 advantage
heading into the bottom of the sev-

enth. But Goerl. after allowing a cou-
ple of singles and a wild pitch,

allowed a two-run double to Sun
Devil sophomore shortstop Kara
Burn. The four-run ASU rally con-

cluded when Goerl allowed the tying

run to cross home with her second
wild pitch of the inning.

But the Bruins rebounded, as the

leadoff runner got on base in the

eighth inning and was later driven in

with a sacrifice fly. Nuveman added
insurance with an RBI single. The
two-hour, 45-minute affair ended 8-6,

giving UCLA a little taste for postsea-
son excitement.

"It's kind of hke the variety that

we're going to get in the postseason,"

Nuveman said. "We're going to virin

some one-run ballgames and we're
going to win some nine-run ball-

games. It's just the nature of the
beast. It's always nice to win 6-0 and
just leave no doubt, but at the same
time there are going to be situations

where we're going to win on an
error."

The weekend didn't go as perfectly

for the Bruins as they may have
hoped, but overall, the team is upbeat
about their progress during the regu-
lar season and are ready to do some
damage in the upcoming NCAA
Regionals.

"We have momentum because we
executed and got it done, we have
confidence because (the players) exe-

cuted their strategy, but at the same
time we've been humbled by letting

ASU back in the ballgame," Enquist
said. "All of it is a good combination
of things to bring from the weekend
because you don't want to be over-
confident going into postseason. I'm
happy that we got to take a lot of
things from this weekend that we'll be
able to use this week."

W.TRACK
From page 39

ion."

Each athlete approached the race

differently, and Peterson has been
working with Burgess and Nilsson
especially. After the race on Saturday,
Peterson noted that they both were
embracing the changes they had been
working on: Burgess in letting the

race take its course and making deci-

sions based upon what is happening
in the race and Nilsson, whose PR in

the 800m is 2:03.9, to pace herselfand
not run out too fast.

"They took a step forward this

weekend," Peterson said.

Through this point in the season,
the Bruin 800m runners have been
the strongest in the races and have
learned to take the lead - another tac-

tic they've been working on.

"They knew that they were going
to have to create the intensity inside

themselves," Peterson continued.
"We've been working on going out
fast and then finding a position where
they're comfortable in lane One where
they sustain that pace and then kick

It's dramatic the elTect that it has on
their times."

Also competing at Occidental was
sophomore Ola Adenisi. who finished

second place finish in the lOOm dash,

clocking in a respectable 12.67 sec-

onds Adenisi also competed in the

200m, finishing eighth with a time of
26.10.

Freshman Lara Saye finished sec-

ond in the discus with a throw of 166-

fect-4 inches. Scilala Sua ('00) who
competed unattached, easily took the

event with a hurl of 203-2.

Junior Darnesha Griffith's leap of
5-9 3/4 in the highjump wielded a sec-

ond place finish as well, bested only
by Eunice Barbour of France (5-9 3/4
). Senior Heather Newlin and fresh-

man Julie Stevenson placed fifth and
sixth in the high jump.

At the Modesto Relays, the Bruin
vaulters had strong showings.

The group was composed of sever-

al Pac-10 title hopefuls but also drew
athletes from west coast schools such
as San Diego State, Fresno Sute and
Portland State. Competitors from
schools as far away as Colorado State

also attended.

Junior phenom Tracy O'Hara,
fresh off her victory at USC last week,
equaled her leap of 14 feet on
Saturday, notching a third-place fin-

ish in the event

Senior Erica Hoernig took seventh
place with ajump of 13-6, giving her a
seasonal PR. Junior Heather Sickler,

who forged a first-place tie in the
event at last year's Modesto Relays,

delivered an impressive leap of 13

feet. Sickler's leap was a two-inch
improvement over last year's TwiX-

$c«W.1IUa(,|M9«33
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BASEBALL
From page 36

home run and eventually scored the

winning run in the 1 Ith inning.

The Bruins were down to their last

out in the ninth, but Pearl saved the

day with a game-tying RBI single up
the middle scoring Canales, who
played a prominent role in both
comebacks.

"I seemed to be up there during the

pressure situations," Canales said.

"The only thing I could see was our
playoff hopes."

After drawing even in the ninth,

the Bruins once again found them-
selves behind, this time 6-4 in the

tenth.

Junior second baseman Randall

Shelley led off the inning with a home
run, and sophomore leftfielder

Christian Lewis followed with a dou-

ble to dead center field that nearly left

the yard. Lewis scored to tie the

game, salvaging the Bruins playoff

hopes.

"Every game is important." said

Lewis, who went 2 of 5 on the day.

"We're showing our true colors right

now. and we're getting the job done
"

Unfortunately UCLA was unable

to get the job done in Sunday's game.

The first inning set the tone as the

Beavers scored four runs on just two

hits off of senior starter Jon Brandt.

Errors, which plagued the Bruins

earlier this season cost the Bruins an

important victory. UCLA committed

six mistakes on the day. including two

crucial miscues in the ninth which

allowed the Beavers to score a pair of

insurance runs.

"1 hate it when we beat ourselves."

Head Coach Gary Adams said. "We
made mistakes on the mound, and we
made mistakes in the field."

The Bruins seemed destined for

another comeback as they loaded the

bases with one out in the ninth, but

Shelley struck out and sophomore
rightfielder Ben Francisco fiied to

center to end the threat.

OAVf HllL/Daily Bfum S*niOf S«*ff

Thalia Munro lunges toward Stanford's Brenda Villa in second
quarter play in Palo Alto Sunday.

W.WATERPOLO
From page 40

the stats and saw the main reason

they beat us was our six-on-five,"

Krikorian said. "We knew that

would be the key."

Knkorian's foresight was on tar-

get as the first five goals of the game
came off power plays. Stanford went

up IjP on a six-on-five goal in the first

^er. UCLA came back with two
\x play goals of its own from

)more Ashley Stachowsici and

Coralie Simmons to finish the

first quarter with a 2-1 lead over the

Cardinal.

Stanford scrambled to regain the

advantaged position it is accustomed
to, but was 0-2 on six-on-five plays

before finally scoring once in the sec-

ond quarter.

The Bruins, showing off their

newfound confidence in the power
play, scored again on a six-on-five

from sophomore Robin Beauregard.

UCLA went into halftime with a 3-2

advantage.

"We knew if we could get an

advantage early it would be some-

thing new that they hadn't experi-

enced all year." Krikorian said. "It

was definitely a new kind of pressure

they weren't accustomed to."

In the third period the Cardinal

found a more comfortable position

for themselves, tying the score three-

all with just over a minute remaining.

The Bruins notched another goal

with Kelly Heuchan's first goal of

the day with five seconds left in the

third. They entered the final quarter

with a 4-3 lead over the Cardinal.

The six-on-five streak temporarily

betrayed the Bruins in the fourth

when Stanford tied the game with a

score on a power play with 3:27

remaining.

But the Cardinal let down its

guard just one time too many when it

allowed a turnover with two minutes

left to play.

Accustomed to high-pressure

games the two Bruin Olympians,
Beauregard and Simmons, found
themselves all alone on a breakaway.

Beauregard passed the ball to her fel-

low Olympic silver medalist, leaving

Simmons all alone with the No. I

goalie in the nation, Jackie Frank.

With more fakes than anyone
could count and a quickly approach-

ing Cardinal defense, Simmons
showed that an Olympic silver medal
was not enough. She hit the back of

the net and threw her hands in the air

toward an ecstatic crowd of blue

wigged fans.

"I kind of surprised myself. Jackie

put up a good fight, but I had to

score," Simmons said^

A desperate Stanford team called

a timeout with 22 seconds remain-

ing, but the scoreboard did not

change again The Bruins clinched

the first NCAA title for women's
water polo. As Krikorian went tum-

bling into the pool, the sounds of

screaming Bruins overpowered the

funeral march being played by the

Stanford band.
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BASEBALL
From page 39

home for the Bruins' second run of the game. A
Canales RBI infield single tied it up, and Reece
finished the Beavers off in the tenth.

"We have to play every game like it's our last

because we have to win pretty much all of our
games." senior centerfielder Matt Pearl said.

Senior Bobby Roe started Friday's game and
pitched six and one third innings, giving up three
runs and five hits.

Pearl was a major contributor to Sunday's vic-

tory over the Beavers. He went 3 of 6 with a

SeeBASEBAU,page35

M.TENNIS
From page 37

other singles matches were ended
because UCLA had already

clinched the match.
"1 was happy with our play

today." UCLA Head Coach Billy

Martin said after the match. "1

knew we were a little eager to get

going, and I was hoping we would-
n't come out a little tight."

Tight is how the Bruins came
out on Sunday against South
Florida. They almost lost the dou-
bles point, as Rojer and Grinda

dropped their match 8-5. and
Matkowski and Retlenmaier were
losing 6-2 before rallying back to

win 8-6. Clemens and Ketola won
their match in an easy 8-3 win.

"We were a little tentative, and
a little nervous, and it certainly

showed." Martin said. "We were
lucky to pull out the doubles."

Singles was much more solid

for the Bruins, as Grinda.
Matkowski, and Djahangiri all

stepped up.

Grinda beat freshman Martin
Wetzel 6-4. 6-1 to claim his second
solid victory in as many days.

"I'm playing real solid right

Daily Bruin Sports

now." Grinda said. "I worked
hard during the past two weeks,
and now I am playing close to my
best tennis of the season."

Matkowski beat sophomore
Nadim Naser. 6-2, 6-4, and
Djahangiri beat sophomore Jorge
Escallon. 6-3, 6-1.

Clemens was on the verge of
winning when the match was ter-

minated, and Rettenmaier had
won his first set also.

For the second straight day,

Rojer dropped the first set before

stepping up his game. When asked
about his first set lapses, Rojer
wasn't concerned.

"I don't have a motivation

problem. I don't know what it is, I

just started out slow," he said.

"The important thing is that 1

hung in there and gave jny team a
chance to win."

The team is confident about its

chances to win the NCAA title this

year, a feat it hasn't accomplished
since 1984.

"This is the best team I've been
on since I've been here," said

Grinda, who has played at UCLA
since the 1997-98 season. "Our
team is so deep. Now we just have
to let it all out to reach our final

goal."

Huge Group Special Purchase

Running • Basketball

Cross Training •

99
A Pair

GET AHEAD OF
THE REST!

Advertise in the Daily Bruin's

Summer Sublet Guide NOW!
Running every

Wednesday this Spring

(310)825-2221

M.TENNIS
From page 40

ended.

In singles, Clemens used his consistent ground strokes

and strong serve to beat senior Chris Smith 6-2, 6-0. The
strong win shows that Clemens is fully recovered from a

foot injury that sidelined him for most of the year.

"1 put a lot of effort into getting back in shape (after

the injury)," he said. "The effort is paying off."

Grinda also had a big day, consistently attacking the

net en route to an easy 6-2, 6-3 victory over Jesus.

The other UCLA singles winner was Rettenmaier,
who trounced sophomore Nick Sheehan 6-2, 6-0. All

SeeM.TENNIS,p49e36

POPULARITY
From page 40

ies as maroon. Parents, former

teammates and alumni lead the

eight-clap over and over while

the Stanford fans tried to keep

up.

"Fans and family came out

before the band even did.

Before Stanford could open
their eyes we were cheering and
leading the way," senior

Coralie Simmons said. "It was
like we were at home."

The roaring crowd overpow-

ered the Softball championship, water polo is headed.
soccer
game and

track meet

that were

all taking

place with-

in a few

yards of

the facility.

The
enthusias-

tic support

for the

game is an -^—————^-^———

—

indicator

ofwhere the future of women's as well," UCLA

"Today's crowd is a

great indication of

where women's water

polo is going."

Adam Krikorlan

Head coach

"I think

today's
crowd is a

great indi-

cation of

where
women's
water polo

is going.

This was a

victory for

UCLA,
but for

women's
water polo

Head Coach
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Adam Krikorian said.

In the past few years, college

women's water polo has sky-

rocketed from a sport with only

20 varsity teams nationwide to

a competitive sport with more
than 70 teams competing for

the NCAA championship.

"Hopefully, exciting games
like this one will pave the way
for a strong base of girls com-
ing out of high school pro-

grams," Krikorian said. "1

think today proves that the

sport is gonna keep growing
and fast. It's a really exciting

time."
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XFL bows out after one season Performance at invitationals
FOOTBALL Projected

ratings fall short; NBC
sees venture as failed

By Howard Fendrich
The Associated Press

NEW YORK -He Hate
Me" - aka Rod Smart - was
right.

The XFL player who drew
attention simply by stitching

his nickname to his jersey did-

n't have TV viewers in mind
when he selected that sobri-

quet, but he might as well have.

The football league founded
by the World Wrestling

Federation and jointly owned
by NBC folded Thursday, less

than three weeks after its inau-

gural championship game
drew about 25 percent of the

television audience that the

highly hyped debut produced.

"The launch worked, the

people were there, and we did-

n't answer their expectations, I

guess," NBC Sports chairman
Dick Ebersol said.

The Idea was to ptrt the _

games on NBC on Saturday
nights, when few people watch
television generally, and use
WWF impresario Vince
McMahon's promotional skills

to draw young male viewers

that advertisers crave.

That plan worked. For
about a week in February.

The WWF's share of after-

tax losses will be about $35 mil-

lion. NBC's loss should be sim-

ilar.

"Despite where our heart

was, we just couldn't make it

work from a financial stand-

point," McMahon said. "We
tried to figure out every con-

ceivable way to make this

work."

Once it was clear NBC was-
n't going to keep airing a prod-

uct that in Week 7 set a record
for the lowest prime-time rat-

ing ever on one of the three

major networks, McMahon set

out to keep the eight-team

XFL on the air.

Bui a deal couldn't be
worked out with the league's

other broadcasters, UPN and
TNN.

"It was a risk we all thought

was a smart one in this wildly

escalating TV rights scene,"

Ebersol said, whose network
lost its NFL contract after the

1997 season.

The XFL had a shorter life

than another outdoor spring

football league - the USFL,
which started airing on ABC in

1983 and folded after three

seasons.

But the XFL couldn't seem
to decide whether it wanted to

be more about sport or specta-

cle
"1 never had faith in the

concept," said former CBS
Sports president Neal Pilson, a

consultant. "If they had
pitched it closer to football,

they would have lost the

wrestling audience. If they had
made a burlesque out of foot-

ball to conform to the expecta-

tions of the wrestling audience,

they probably would have lost

NBC, which as 1 understand it

wanted to play quality foot-

ball."

Investors seemed pleased by

the move, pushing shares of
the WWF up $1.30, or 10 per-

cent, to $14.45 in trading on
the New York Stock
Exchange.

Early games had lascivious

cheerleader shots, anti-NFL
bluster from WWF types,

sophomoric double entendres

and screaming announcers —
including Minnesota Gov.
Jesse Ventura, a former
wrestler - who sounded more
like shrills than analysts.

Ventura, asked for his reac-

tion, said: "I don't care. I

don't work for them any-

more."

The XFL even changed the

on-field rules to speed games
after a double-overtime con-

test in Week 2 delayed
"Saturday Night Live." Other
rules changes came as late as

the playoffs, and tinkering

with the production side never

ceased.

By the end, though, most of
the circus atmosphere was
gone.

Although the quality of the

football might have improved
during the season, it was
telling that the league's MVP,
former UCLA quarterback
Tommy Maddox, threw more
than twice as many intercep-

tions as touchdowns during a
brief NFL career.

At stadiums, the eight-team

league said it sold about 1 mil-

lion tickets. The championship
game drew a crowd of only

24,153 to the 90,000-seat Los
Angeles Coliseum.

Plummeting TV audiences

to help set roster for Rac-1 Os
M.TRACK: Bruin runners gain

1-2-3 finish in steeplechase;

vaulters stand out at Modesto

S«eXFUpa9e33

By Glen Worthington
Daily Bmin Contributor

The preliminary part of the men's track

and field season has come to a close. After
many meets, many personal records and
many triumphs, the real test begins this

Saturday at the Pac-IO championships.
While the majority of the team was rest-

ing, a small Bruin contingent competed at

the Modesto and Occidental Invitational

Saturday, the season's final "tune-up" meets.

For some athletes, this was their last com-
petition of the season. For others, this was a
stepping stone to bigger things. For a few,

Saturday's competition was a statement that

they want a spot on the 24-man UCLA squad
vying for the Pac-10 title at Berkeley next

weekend.

The pole vaulters competed at Modesto, a
meet known for excellent pole vaulting con-
ditions. And the Bruins took full advantage
of the good weather.

Freshman Yoo Kim cleared 17 feet for

only the second time ever in competition. His
vault of 17.325 feet won the open competi-
tion and puts him up with the best in the Pac-
IO. He set a new personal best for the second
week in a row, most likely securing a spot for

next weekend's competition in the process.

Other UCLA standouts were sophomore
Jared Drake and junior Joe Snce who tied

for fourth at 16-feet- 1/2, just off their person-
al bests.

The remainder of the active Bruins trav-

eled to Occidental.

Junior Scott Moser and redshirt freshman
Dan Ames worked on the hammer. They

NICOIE MH.LER/0«ily BfUHi

Senior Mason Moore, shown here at

use, won the 3,000 meter steeplechase

at Occidentalln 9K)1.29.

hope to go 1-2 in the discus and shot put at

the Pac- 10s. but compared to their nationally

ranked marks in those events, they struggled
in the hammer.

Struggling for Moser and Ames, however,
is a relative term. Moser placed second in the

invitational hammer with a 193-feet-5 inch
toss followed by Ames in fourth with 186-5.

Sophomore Scott Wicgand had some-
thing to prove in the shot put and discus

Saturday. He wants to make the throwing
tandem a triad. Wiegand placed second in

the invitational discus at 179-9, a personal
best by two inches, and fifth in the shot put at

57-5.

Former UCLA standout John Godina

S«cll.TUa(,pafe33

EVER THOUGHT OF
JOINING A JEWISH
COMMUNITV^
How about starting one?

Try the Westwood Bayit-a Jewish student
cooperative on Landfair Avenue in the heart of

Westwood.

CheckoutourtatikonBmmWalkeyeiydayt)et¥i^een11and2!

500 yards from campus
Discounted rent

A cooperative living environment

Single and double rooms availale

Outdoor pool

Kosher Kitchen

Regular Shabbat Dinners

For applications call Kendra Striegler

(31 0) 824-2752 kenclras@ucla.edu

Website: www.bayitproject.org
or contact Anne Leshem (310) 824-381 1 aleshem@ucla,edu
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Bruins come out strong at

regular season's last meets
W.TRACK: 800ni runners

steal show at Occidental;

Burgess has lifetime best

ByChristiiMTcllcr

and Will Whitehom
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Looking for one last gut-check
before next weekend's Pac-IO
Championships, the UCLA
women's track and field team sent a

handful of competitors to the

Occidental Invitational and
Modesto Relays this weekend.

At Occidental, the Briiin 800
meter corps stole the show.

Sophomore Tiffany Burgess

notched a lifetime best of 2 minutes,

6.13 seconds. Burgess was followed

by freshman Lena Nilsson's 2:06.47,

sophomore Jessica Marr's personal

record of 2:07.08 and senior Bridie

Hatch's 2:08.92. The Bruins are in

good position going into the confer-

ence championships.

"Tiff ran wire to wire and won the

race," Distance Coach Eric Peterson

said. "It's impressive when you run a

lifetime best and do it in that fash-

Sc«W.TMCIlpa9e34

NICOLE MIUER/Daily Brum
Senior Eric Reece waits for the throw to first base to tag out the Oregon State runner in Saturday's
11 -inning win.

UCLA takes 2 of 3 against Beavers

NICat Mil LER/Oa<<y Brum

Junior high jumper Darnesha Griffith stretches herself over the
bar In a nr>eet at USC.

BASEBALL Victories keep

Bruins' hopes alive for

chance at NCAA tourney

By Adam Karon
Daily Bruin Staff

Someone forgot to tell the Bruins

to quit. After a three week tailspin

left the UCLA baseball team's play-

offhopes in doubt, many believed the

Bruins should pack it up.

"They had every reason in the

world to count us out," senior short-

stop Josh Canales said. "As a team
we know what we're about and we
weren't about giving up."

UCLA 5, OSU 3

UCLA 7, OSU 6

OSU 11, UCLA 8

UCLA took this attitude into a

three game set against Oregon Stale,

winning the first two games in dra-

matic fashion before succumbing to

the Beavers on Sunday.

Friday's game came down to the

last at bat. Down 3-1 in the bottom of
the ninth, the Bruins scratched out a

pair of runs to tie the game and set

the stage for a dramatic finish. Senior

first baseman Eric Reece slammed a

two-run home run over the right-cen-

ter field wall to give the Bruins the

walk-off victory 5-3.

Reece also set the stage for

UCLA's ninth-inning comeback that

sent the game to extra innings. He led

off with a single and was later chased

S«eBASEBiUi«pa9e36
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Not a sutip, but (lo-^t

The Bruins won two out of

three games in a crucial

series against Oregon State.

For story, see page 39.

Bruins bring home
championship glory
W.WATERPOLO: Team hands

undefeated Stanford a loss

despite contrary predictions

But the sweet taste of victory

belonged to the Bruins.

UCLA took home the national

championship, bringing the school's

total to 86 with a 5-4 victory over
Stanford in the finals on Sunday.

"All year, no one gave us a shot at

the title, not the media, not the other

programs," UCLA Head Coach Adam
Krikorian said.

NCAA Championship
UCLA 5

Stanford 4

DAVE mil/ Oalty Bfuin Sentof Stiff

Winning goal-maker Coralie Simmons screams for joy after the Bruins defeated Stanford
Sunday 5-4 to claim the NCAA championship title.

By Emily Mfhidiard

Daily Bruin Contributor

PALO ALTO

-

The UCLA
women's water

polo team proved

that when it comes
to determining the

top team in the

nation, it's not ——^—

—

over until it's over.

With an undefeated season under
their belts, a home crowd behind them
and a brand new facility to show olT, Cardinal (27-1 ) throughout the seasorK
the Stanford Cardinal was ready to UCLA ( 19-4) was ready for a change,
take home the first NCAA trophy for "After every loss we went back to
women's water polo as icing on the _____._______..«.>,,.________^__
cake of a stellar season. SeeWMKtUnUK page 35

"We knew if we
improved on our

power play we had
a shot."

It was always

4he power j>U»y

that Krikorian

cited as the main
factor in the Bruins' four consecutive

losses - and only losses - to the

Increasing si • fit rt • Itif>sts team's morale, future
GROWTH: New Stanford

facilities didn't dampen
feel of 'home' for Bruins

By Emily Whichard
Daily Bruin Contributor

PALO ALTO - A booming

band, a brand-new packed stadium
that scats more than 3,000, a monu-
mental scoreboard and a raucous

crowd... it sounds more like a foot-

ball game than a women's water
polo championship.

But the surroundings only

proved that women's water polo

has finally come into its own as a

college varsity sport.

The first NCAA finals for

women's water polo on Sunday
paved the way for an exciting future

in the sport with a heavily contested

match and an impressive showing
from the spectators, all showcased
in a world-class facility.

The inaugural NCAA champi-
onship game gave Stanford a

chance to show off its unprecedent-

ed facility. Completed just a few
weeks ago, the multimillion-dollar

Avery Aquatic Center boasts three

pools, a state-of4he-art scoreboard,

a bowMike stadium and seating for

3,000.

The notoriously rowdy Stanford

band came out in full force for the

day's event. Qad in Dr. Scuss cos-

tumes, playing crazy toons and

sporting their very own dancing
tree, they set the tone for an excit-

ing afternoon.

It may have been home turf for

the Cardinal, but the Bruiru were
ready with their own cheering arse-

nal. The stands studded with as

many animated blue and gold bod-

Sm MPWiUdfY, page 37

UCLA sweeps ASU but Squad moves to next round in toumament

takes loss from Arizona
SOFTBALL* Bruins still to

host six-team regional

event starting Thursday

By Vytas Mazeika
Daily Bruin Reporter

The trial may be over, but the ver-

dict is far from in.

With a 4-0 loss to top-ranked

Arizona on Friday, followed by the

Bruins sweeping Saturday's double-

header at No. 9

Arizona State, ——^—i^—

.

the UCLA soa-

ball team com-
pleted its regular

season schedule.

But the regular

season was just

semantics for the

Arizona 4, UCLA
UCLA 1, ASU
UCLA 8, ASU 6

second-ranked Bruins, as they will

now prepare to host a six-team,

NCAA Regional affair set to begin on
Thursday at Easton Stadium

"Overall I think it was a good
weekend because we got spanked a

little bit on Friday night and then on
Saturday we took care of business,

and I think that's how it's going to be determined to regroup and redefine
in playoffs," UCLA junior catcher the importance of carrying out their

Staccy Nuveman said. "We have to

take confidence in that wc were able <^>€iMwa|
^ ^i^^^

to sweep Arizona State, and at this

point little victories are victories

nonetheless, and that's really what wc
needed."

The Bruins (55-5, 16-5 Pac-IO) held

a slim chance at capturing the Pac-IO

crown going into the weekend, but

were unable to topple the Wildcats

(57-4, 19-2) in front of a record crowd
of 3,004 at Hillenbrand Stadium.

According to UCLA Head Coach
Sue Enquist, the team played tenta-

tively and failed to execute its offen-

sive game plan. The Bruins threat-

ened multiple

times, including

a pair of rallies in

the fifth and sev-

enth inning, both

of which ended

with outs by

freshman out-

fielder Stephanie

Ramos.

UCLA freshman pitcher Keira

Gocrl (25-2), who eariier in the year

shut out Arizona, allowed three solo

home runs in the loss, including No.
18 and No. 19 by freshman first base-

man Leneah Manuma.
On Saturday, the Bruins came out

REGK)NALS: Bruins have

confidence in ability to

win championship title

By Greg Sdtain

Daily Bmin Contn1)utor

The UCLA men's tennis team
swept both of its matches this week-

end to win itsNCAA Regional brack-

et and earn a spot in the round of 16

in the NCAA Tourruunent.

NCAA Regionals

UCLA 4, Sac St.

UCLA 4, S. Florida

UCLA swept an outmatched
Sacramento State team 4-0 on
Saturday behind the strong play of

freshman Tobias Clemens, senior

JearvNoel Grinda and sophomore
Travis Rettcnmaier.

The Bruins won the doubles pomt,

winning at firat and second doubles

At No. I doubles, Grinda and sopho-

more Jean-Julien Rojer beat junior

Sherif Zaher and senior Joseph
Gilbert by pulling away at the end to

claim an 8-4 victory.

Freshman Marcin Matkowski and
sophomore Travis Rettermaicr came
back to win the second doubles point,

beating lentor Chris Smith andjunior

Senior Jean-Noel Grinda returris the ball during a match Saturday.
The Bruins will head to the NCAA Championships this weekend.

Fabio Jesus 8-5. the NCAA Toumament, once the
In the third doubles match. UCLA doubles point is clinched, any

sophomore Lassi Ketola and fresh- remaining matches are automatically
man Tobias Oemens were winning 7-

6 when the match was terminated. In S«c M.TEIINIS, pa^t 37
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Calling all regents
The Bruin Editorial Board says

SP-1 and 2 should be repealed, not

replaced. VIEWPOINT, PAGE 10

Heading down to Georgia

Women's tennis upset Fresno State

in Regionals to earn a spot in the

round of 16. SPORTS, BACK PAGE

Tuesday, May 15, 2001 www.daUybruin.ucla.edu

No mo' smokes
Medical marijuana users were

dealt a unanimous blow by the

Supreme Court. NEWS, PAGE 5

Fbng to propose alternative to RE-28
POLICY: Student regent's

motion will comply with

Prop. 209, repeal SP-1, 2

ByShMMMMccartM
Daily Bruin Reporter

Student Regent Justin Fong will

call for the full repeal of SP-I and 2 by
-proposing a sttbstkutemoikm for RE-
28, an item proposed by the Board of

Regents to resolve future admissions

policies.

'*irs clear to a lot of people that

RE-28 really falls short ofwhat people

expected," Fong said. "People have

not been calling for SP-1 to only be

replaced for six years."

Language in Fong's proposal,

which will be presented at the UC
Board of Regents meeting on
Wednesday, acknowledges the

diverse population of California and
affirms that the UC system is commit-
ted to diversity by repealing SP-1 and

2, which ended the use of race, reli-

gion, sex, color, ethnicity or national

origin in admissions or hiring.

The substitute motion complies

with Proposition 209, the state voter

initiative that ended affirmative

action, but will eliminate the current

admissions policy.

SP-1 states that 50-75 percent of

applicants will be accepted on acade-

mic achievement only. Repealing SP-

I will eliminate this dause and allow

admissions readers to examine a stu-

dent's entire application - not just

GPA and SAT scores for that group.

But RE-28 will not remove the cur-

rent admissions policy.

RE-28 states that,"The term acade-

mic achievement referenced in SP-1

shall include academic and related

educational criteria."

Other regents said Fong's proposal

is redundant because RE-28 already

supersedes SP-I and 2.

"Supersede is the same as rescind,"

said Regent William Bagley, who said

he is more concerned with having RE-
28 passed by the board by a signifr

cant majority than with revising its

specific language.

Regent Ward Conncrly, who spear-

headed the end of affirmative action

with SP-I and 2 and Proposition 209,

could not be reached for comment.
"I share Bagley 's desire to remove

the University of California from the

debate about race-based affirmative

action," Connerly said in a statement

released Friday. "The people of

California have resolved this issue

and the book must be closed on this

debate."

But some students said the regents

are not responding to their requests. ~
"The regents are trying to make it

seem that they arc taking action, when
really they are not," said Evan
Okamura, external vice president of
the Undergraduate Students

Association Council.

The third clause in RE-28 states,

ScePtOPOSAU^page?

Ceremony pays

student leaders

tribute for work

in community

AWARDS: Center hands

out honors for increasing

visibiKty, status ofwomeiF

Display gives abuse survivors outlet for pain
PROJEa: Clothesline exhibit aims

to deraystily sexual violence, help

its victims realize they aren't alone

ByMaffMiWlM
Daily Bruin Contributor

When Steven Zapata Jr. was about 5 years old, his

1 5-year-old cousin molested him, but he never talked

to his parents about his experiences.

"I didn't understand this was wrong," Zapata
said. "It happened for maybe a couple of months
until, I guess, he realized it was bad. But then he
reversed it so it was my fault."

Now a third-year history student, Zapata has yet

to talk with his parents about his heterosexual

cousin's sexual abuse. But his involvement with the

UCLA Clothesline Project has allowed him to begin

to come to terms with his experiences.

"Before I joined Gothesline, I never talked about
my past. I thought it was an issue that just affected

me," Zapata said.

"Now I can tell someone how I was molested as a
child and they learn that story," he continued. "By
educating others, we're trying to inform the next

generation."

Z^ta serves as publicity chair for the

Clotlfesline Project Display, a thrce<lay exhibition

of T-iiirts depicting sexual violence. Today through

Thursday, Schoenberg Quad will exhibit approxi-

mately 2,000 T-shirts decorated by survivors of gen-
der, domestic and hat&crime violence. The display

By Scott B.Wong
Daily Bnjin Staff

UCLA Women 4 Change present-

ed nearly 100 leadership awards in the

Charles E. Young Grand Salon on
Monday to students who have demon-
strated extraordinary service in

enhancing the visibility and status of

women.

The second annual ceremony,

sponsored by the Center for Women
and Men, Office of the Dean of

Students, Office of Residential Life,

UCLA Orientation and the Women's
Studies Department, provides non-

competitive awards to students who
have been nominated by various

offices, programs and centers on cam-
pus.

Kathleen McMahon, assistant dean

of students, said the award was

SeeAW/UIOS,pa9«8

Daily Bfuin file Photo

Maria Quintero looks at shirts hung during last year's Clothesline Project.

includes about 350 shirts made by UCLA students victims ofviolence while providing them a means for
in recent years

The UCLA Clothesline Project, a two-year-oW

student organization, is part of the national

Clothesline Project, which originated in

Massachusetts in 1990 to recognize survivors and

healing. The display itself has been on campus for

the past four years, with previous sponsorship by the

Center for Women and Men.

Scea0TNESUNE,pa9c6

Reminder
|

The deadkne to turn in applications for

Undergraduate Students Assodation Council

appointed positions is today at 5 pirn.

Completed applications are due at the

USAC President's office at

317Kerd(hoffHaH.

The deadline for Graduate Students

Association appointed positions

applications is this Friday at 5 p.m.

Completed applications may be turned in

to the GSA office at 316 Kerdihoff Hall or

e-mailed to 9sa@asucla.ucla.edu.

For applications, see

httpy/gsa.asuda.uda.edu/advocacy.htm

2001 -2002 BUDGET CUTS PARALLELDOWHWa INViSTMENTS

Energy, stock crises lead to cutbacks
DAVIS: Budget undergoes

revision in anticipation of

decline in state revenues

0.0%
95-96 96-97 97-98 98-99 9W)0 (XMtt 01-02

Fiscal year

*Vini ^ ,ir vV'

By MarccNe Richards
Dally Bruin Senior Staff

Due to falling stocks and the

ongoing energy crisis. Gov. Gray
Davis downsized his 2001-2002 bud-

get by $3.2 billion Monday.
The budget primarily slices away

from various prograjns and tax cuts.

General fund revenues for fiscal

year 2000-2001 exceeded predictions

by $ 1.1 billion. Revenues for the com-
ing year, however, are expected to

fall $5.3 billion short of estimates

made when the budget debuted in

January.

Tlie May revisions take place

every year and are a part of the bud-

getary process.

"A declining NASDAQ, more
than anything else, is responsible for

the drop in revenues this year,"

Davis said in a statement.

"We knew this day would come.
In fact, we planned for it." he contin-

ued.

The budget will include a $567,000
reduction in funds toward UC

research in health education.

Sandy Harrison, assistant director

of the California Department of
Finance, said the UC will not experi-

ence any immediate setbacks.

In addition, three-day holidays as

rewards for parents paying sales tax

is a proposal that has been ousted,

and reserves for transportation pro-

jects, city governments and beach
clean-ups have been minimized.

All non-public safety state entities

will be forced to cut 2.5 percent of

their budgets, though $5.5 million

will be allocated to power plant

SccMVIS^pagc/
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Petty theft

Six wallets, four cellular phones, two
backpacks, one purse containing a dia-

mond ring, one car ster^ and a parking

permit were stolen during this period

These thefts amounted to a total loss of
$2,082.

Someone stole hubcaps, value

$125, from a blue 1995 Honda
from the second level of

Thursday.

Grand theft

Someone stole a bi

from The Anderson
Friday.

Someone stole c
worth $17,260, fro

Center for Health

Sowce: UnhienityMet O^ilog

The suspects stole his wallet aiul iH,

contents, resulting in a combined loss of

$100.

Police arrested a man for possession

of marijuana in the Center for Health

Sciences early Friday afternoon.

Facilities Management employees
working in the College Library on
Thursdjy|gB||Kted hearing voices in the

tunnd^^^Hlhe building's ground-
level^^^^^Hi room.

Ai^^^^^Hs Injury Investigation

was ii^^^HKr a man fell backwards
out of^^^hair in Bunche Hall on
Wednesc

Policoflkre called to respond to a

ion in Murphy Hall on

sted 19 people after demon-
portedly spent seven hours

tiil| the denial of tenure by the UC
system to Josh Muldavin, a geography
professor.

Compiled from UCPD media reports
between May 8 and 14 by Robert Salonga,

Daily Bruin Reporter.

Weather

Today Wednesday Thursday

COimECTIONS

Partly Cloudy Partly Cloudy Mostly Sunny

high: 68 low: 55 high: 69 low: 55 high: 70 low: 56

Outlook:
Grab a sweatshirt because temperatures

will remain cool throughout the week,

with highs hoverirjg below the 70-

degree mark until at least nvd-week.

Fof real-time weathei; visit www.dailybruin.uda.edu

^WHliJse
S:52 a.m.

7:4»p.m. 1

The headline for the story

"Deadline for appointments extend-

ed by three weeks" (News, May 14)

- was incorrect. The deadline was not

extended and is still 5 p.m. today

Also, the story shoukl have stated

that the deadline for Graduate

Students Association applications

for appointed positions is Friday

In "Students receive humanitari-

an awards" (News, May 10), the

story should have said the School of

Public Health is involved with the

clinic where Sherry Yafai works.

In the Financial Supports

Commissioner eixlorsement

(Viewpoint, May 9), Susan

Minasian was inaccurately identi-

fied as a member of Bruin

Democrats.

In Speaks Out (Viewpoint, May
14), the wrong photo was printed

with Michael Paratore's quote.

WHAT'S BREWIN'

Today 8 a.m. -3 p.m.
Clothesline Project

Qothesline Project Display

Schoenberg and PerloffQuads
267-7673

10 a.m.
L&S Counseling

Academic Workshops
• College Honors Orientation

Workshop

A-31 i Murphy Hall

To sign up, call 206^685

10 a.m.- 10 p.m.
International Film Exhibition

Screenings, debates, testimonials

Various Campus Locations

267-1983

12 p.m.
SNAC
**SIim Hopes" - Film screening and
discussion: Advertising and the

Obsession with Fitness

Center for Women and Men
825-3945

12 p.m.
Free Concert

Come sec the band "Idlewild,"

genre-indie rock

Wcstwood Plaza

Campus Events Commission

Parenting Seminar

On child development

Murphy Hall Room 2121

Sponsor: Child Care Services

2 p.m.
L&S Counseling

Academic Workshops

•PLAP(A3I6 Murphy Hall)

A-31 1 Murphy Hall

To sign up. call 206^685

4 p.m.

"Women Faculty in the Sciences

Roundtable"

College of Letters and Science and

Center for Women and Men
2320 Life Sciences

825-3945

4:15 p.m.
L&S Counseling

Academic workshops

• Internships for Success

• Preparing for Graduation - a

Workshop for Seniors

• Public Speaking

• All workshops hcW in

Covd Commons, Room 203

To sign up, call 206-1493

630 p.m.
Golden Key International Honor
Society

General Meeting

Kinsey364

7 p.m.

L&S Counseling

Academic workshops

• How to Tackle Math / Science /

Engineering Courses

• Subject to Dismissal

• All workshops held in

Covd Commons, Room 203

To sign up, call206-I493
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tftwBEGINNING
Tim Wright survived serious brain injuries and worked his way back to academia

6ySc0CtSdMilts
Daily Bruin Staff

The diagnosis in March 1995

was grim: Tim Wright, a 37-ycar-

old former UCLA Fulbright

scholar, was still in a coma.

His doctors were amazed he

had survived this long.

Wright's mother, Helene, was
shocked when she saw her son

restrained in the hospital bed, bab-

bling incoherently.

"*My first words when I saw
him, were *Whal have they done to

u. my son?'" Mrs. Wright said.

"I could see the empathy in the

nurse's face as she tried to tell Tim
his mother and brother were
there."

Wright had a major skull frac-

ture, a large subdural hematoma,
artery leakage, fractured lumbar

vertebrae with hematoma and
three small bones in his right ear

broken and infected.

The doctors were amazed he

had survived as long as he had
after being left for dead on the

street in Santa Cruz, Bolivia, the

victim of a gay bashing assault in

which his head was repeatedly

rammed into the asphalt.

His current neurologist at

UCLA, Dr. George Sarka. said

that according to Wright's original

medical records, his brain injuries

were about as bad as they come.

"On a scale of one to 10, with 10

being the worst kind of injury. I

would put his injury at the high

eiuJ, a nine or 10, especially when
he was in Bolivia," Sarka said.

Wright eventually recovered,

but soon after coming out of his

coma, he realized he had another

problem, which for this life-long

intellectual was the most horrific

nightmare imaginable.

He had lost the ability to read.

"Sometimes i would just stare

at the mirror, and say 'this isn't

me,' and I would just cry."

Wright was suffering from the

post traumatic conditions known
as aphasia and dual attention

deficit syndrome. Aphasia is an
acquired disturbance of language

usually resulting from head trau-

ma. Patients with this form of

brain injury often cannot commu-
nicate, obey simple commands or

comprehend written or spoken
language.

Because Wright also had
DADS, it meant that he could only

focus on one thing at a time, as iif

in an intense trance. If he was star-

ing at a garden, all he could see

would be the green of a specific

leaf. The trauma also left him with-

out a short term memory.
Prior to his assault, Wright had

graduated magna cum laude from

UCLA with a degree in Latin

American Studies and later com-
pleted a masters program in public

health.

A veteran of the Peace Corps,

Wright was also previously a regis-

tered nurse.

From l993-'95, Wright had
been the regional gay men's out-

reach coordinator for HIV/AIDS
prevention with the Proyecto

Centra el Sida in Santa Cruz,

which is funded by the United

States Agency for International

Development. He began the pro-

gram as the first diagnosed cases

were coming out of neighboring

Brazil.

According to Wright, he was
creating a gay outreach center in a

conservative society where people

seemed to deny the very existence

of a homosexual population.

Despite his past academic
achievements, the injury had left

Wright unable to even read a chil-

dren's book.

Recovery from a head trauma

KEITH fNR10U£Z/D«lly Brutn Sentof Staff

Tim Wright has recovered fronn aphasia and brain damage to

go on to earn a master's and pursue a doctorate at UCLA.

of this nature can take anywhere

from months to years, Sarka said.

"The most important thing is

that the patients show progress

early. If several months pass with-

out progress, it's likely they won't

fully recover," he said.

Wright's mother, Helene, is a

retired special education learning

disability coordinator for elemen-

tary school children who had
worked with children who suf-

fered from aphasia.

"One of the differences

between children's aphasia and
adult aphasia is that Tim knew that

he used to be able to read and con-

verse, which is what made it so sad

at the time." Helene Wright said.

From her experience, Mrs.

Wright knew that her intellectual

son would never fully recover

from his injuries unless he could

learn to read again. She sought

assistance from a speech and lan-

guage therapist to guide her son

back to his old self.

They began with the letters of

the alphabet individually written

on flash cards. After gradual

increases over a four month peri-

od, he was able to read a five- or

six-sentence paragraph at the third

grade level.

"One of the important things I

learned from my years of teaching,

was the recognition that you can't

skip anything," Helene Wright
said about the rehabilitation

rogrcss. "When t put the alpha-

bet all out at one time for him to

learn, I could see that wouldn't

work, so I would put out four or

five letters at a time."

She also used photographs and
color codes placed on 3 x 5 note

cards to assist Wright with daily

chores that other people take for

granted, like getting dressed or

pouring a bowl of cereal.

His therapist fostered his recov-

ery with regular homework assign-

ments. Sometimes he could write a

sentence or two about what he

read, and he could score only

around 50 percent on multiple

choice questions.

Wright refused to take any neu-

rological exams that would put a

ceiling on how well he would be

expected to recover. He didn't

want to have a doctor tell him
what he could never be able to do
again. Wright was adamant in his

resolve to not settle for anything

less than a complete recovery.

"I got mostly negative com-
ments from the professionals, like

neurologists," Wright said.

"They'd say, 'You're going to have

to get used to your life being less

than it used to be.* Now why
would I want to accept a prognosis

Sec noovBnr, |M9c 6

Pistribution clubs hope to remain open despite ruling
Cannabis: impact of decision by

Supreme Court not yet fully clear

fir users of medical marijuana

»yMidM«cLod[c
Th« Associated Press

• OAKLAND Supporters of the Oakland
Cannabis Buyers' Cooperative say a Supreme
Court ruling against them was a blow, but not a

fatal one.

"This decision is not the end of the line by any

means," said Robert Raich, an attorney who
represents the club.

The Supreme Court ruled Monday that there

is no exception in federal law for people to use

marijuana to ease their pain from cancer, AIDS
or other illnesses

But Raich and other backers of the Oakland
club said medical necessity was just one of sev-

eral legal arguments they are ready to make in

favor of cannabis distribution clubs and they

hope to be able to go to the lower courts to con-

tend, among other things, that people have a

constitutional right to be free of pain.

"We fed we have many other defenses left,

"

said Jeff Jones, executive director of the club

Hie dub is forbidden from distributing pot but

has remained open to issue ID cards to verified

medical marijuana patients.

The Supreme Court wasn't ruling on
Proposition 215, the voter-approved law that

allows the possession and use of marijuana for

medical purposes on a doctor's recommenda-
tion.

Interpretations of what the ruling would
mean to medical marijuana users in California

varied.

"As far as I'm concerned, I'm doing business

on Monday the same way I did business on

Friday," said Mendocino County District

Attorney Norm Vroman. whose policy is not to

prosecute in cases where people have no more
than six mature plants and 2 pounds of dry mar-

ijuana. "If the feds want to prosecute these peo-

ple they can. In California, the law has not

changed one iota."

Attorney General Bill Lockyer issued a state-

ment saying the high court's opinion needed fur-

ther review.

But in Washington, Attorney General John
Ashcroft issued a statement calling the ruling a

"victory for enforcement of our nation's drug'

laws"

Tb» AssocUtcd ^ra
Attorney Robert Raich, left, representing the Oakland Cannabis Buyers' Cooperative,
speaks with the club's founder, Jeff Jones, during a news conference Monday.
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STATE <& LOCAL
OU considers new alcohol policy 1 3 tons of cocaine taken

CHANGE: Proposal aims

to enforce existing laws,

start treatment programs

ByChebeaJ.Carter

The Associated Press

LONG BEACH, Calif. -
California State University, the

nation's largest public university sys-

tem, is considering a sweeping alco-

hol policy for its 23 campuses fol-

lowing the drinking-related death of

a student.

The proposed policy, scheduled

to be presented today at CSU's gov-

erning board meeting, is believed to

be the first in the nation to set sys-

temwide policies - from controlling

alcohol advertising on campus to

enforcing existing drinking laws on

and off campus.

"It's a time when young students

-Ibr (he ftrst time in their lives feel

more freedom than they ever have.

They want to go off and experiment

with alcohol as if it were some col-

lege or university rite of passage,"

CSU Chancellor Charles B. Reed

said Monday. "We need to do every-

thing we can ... to promote healthy

choices for students and try to over-

come this culture" of college drink-

ing.

If approved, the policy would

require CSU campuses, which enroll

more than 350,000 students, to

begin enforcing the policy in the fall.

General recommendations

include campuses developing treat-

ment programs, regularly reviewing

state alcohol laws and notifying stu-

dents of changes, banning alcohol

advertising and products at campus

events, and offering awards and

incentives to student organizations

that raise funds from sources other

than alcohol companies.

The proposed policy also calls for

early intervention and treatment of

alcohol-related problems for stu-

dents.

"We have to look

at changing the

campus culture."

JohnD.Welty
President of CSU Fresno

It also would provide S1.1 million

in funding to help campuses imple-

ment the policy. Currently, there is

no systemwide funding for alcohol

education, prevention and enforce-

ment policies.

"Our approach is not to say we
are going to ban alcohol and believe

that will solve the problem. It

won't," said John D. Welty, presi-

dent of California State University,

Fresno, and chair of the alcohol poli-

cies committee. "We have to look at

changing the campus culture, devel-

oping a guide for each of our carii-

puses to follow."

To help implement the policies,

the proposal calls for the creation at

each campus of an alcohol advisory

council, which would include facul-

ty, staff, administrators, students

and members of the community,

including law enforcement.

"This problem is so big that every-

body has to help work on it. The law

says if you're not 21, you shouldn't

be able to buy alcoholic beverages.

We need to enforce that business

owners aren't selling to students

under 21," Reed said.

The chancellor called for a review

of the campuses alcohol policies

after Adrian Heideman died Oct. 7

when he tried to drink a bottle of

brandy during a Pi Kappa Phi frater-

nity party. The California State

University, Chico, freshman from

Palo Alto had a blood-alcohol con-

tent of .37 percent, more than four

times the legal limit at which a driver

is conskJered intoxicaled.

At CSU's San Diego campus, two

fraternity-related incidents last year

left two students hospitalized for

drinking too much.

The biggest obstacle. Reed said,

will be overcoming the pervasive cul-

ture of drinking.

"We start with their parents and

with them when they visit the cam-

pus the first time. You continuously

bombard them with it," he said.

Although students generally

agreed an alcohol policy was needed,

many believed it would do little to

end underage college drinking.

from Belize fishing boat
SEIZURE: Crew of vessel

could face life sentences

if convicted of smuggling

By Ben Fox

The Associated Press

SAN DlEGO - The discovery of 1

3

tons of cocaine on a Belize fishing boat

- the largest such seizure in U.S. mar-

itime history - has authorities on a

record-breaking track for the year, oITh

cials said Monday.

The Coast Guard, since Oct. I, has

seized 1 10,000 pounds of cocaine at

sea, 80 percent of it found in the east-

em Pacific. That rivals the 120,000

pounds found in all of fiscal 2000,

Coast Guard Vice Adm. Ray Riutta

said.

— "WtarcotrtnoktDljreak last year's

record if we continue at this pace," he

said.

In the latest find, authorities on May
3 discovered 1 3 tons of cocaine on a

Belize-flagged vessel about 1,500 miles

south of San Diego, the U.S.

Attorney's Office said.

The 152-foot ship caught the atten-

tion of a U.S. Navy ship on April 28

because it lacked operable fishing

equipment, had few fish, and was out-

side normal fishing grounds. Coast

Guard Capt. Bob Reininger said.

A crew from the Coast Guard cutter

Active was called in to search the ves-

sel. After searching it for five days, the

crew eventually found the drug load in

a secret compartment underneath the

fishing hold. The boat was towed

Sunday to San Diego.

The lO-man crew of the Svesda

Maru - eight Ukrainians and two

Russians - were arrested. They

appeared before a federal judge

Monday on smuggling charges but did

not enter pleas. They could face up to

life imprisonment if convicted.

Investigators believe the crew

intended to deliver the 26.397 pounds

of cocaine from Colombia to Central

America or Mexico, where it would be

smuggled by land into the United

States.

U.S. authorities believe the smug-

glers on the Svesda Maru must have

had permission from (he Arellano-

Felix drug trafficking organization,

based in Tijuana, to be transporting

cocaine so close to its territory, said

Errol Chavez, special agent in charge

of the Drug Enforcement

Administration's San Di^o office.

"This is some indication that there is

direct involvement or some kind of

association between Russian orga-

nized crime and members of the

AreHano-Fdix organization."

Cocaine seizures in the eastern

Pacific Ocean have become increasing-

ly common in recent years as smug-

glers seek to evade law enforcement in

the Caribbean by taking advantage of

the vastness of the Pacific.
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Saturday. May 12

REVLON 5K

Run/Walk - LA Coliseum

w«vw.revk>nrunwalk.com

Sunday. May 1

3

Mother's Day

Monday, May 1

4

* Student Leadership

Reco^ition Event

1 2 noon, Kerckhoff

Grand Sak^n

Keynote Speaker

Judith Smith. Vice Provost.

Undergraduate Educatk>n
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Tuesday. May 1

5

Showlr>^ of film

"Slim Hopes"

12 noon

2 Dodd Hall

The Center for

Women & Men

(sponsored by SNAC)

« Women Faculty in the

Sdances RoundtaUe

4:00-5:30 pm
2320 Life Sciences

« Women's Oratorical

Contest

7<X)-9:00pm

Northwest Auditorium

Ck)thesiine Project

Schoent>erg Quad

Wednesday, May 1

6

'How Breast Cancer

Affects Women's Body.

Mind and Soul' -

Lecture by Dr. Patricia

Ganz folk>wed by the film

"Peraonal Touch' by

Aminah Bakeer Abdul

Jabaar

12:00-1:30 pm
GSEIS Reading Room
3rd fkx>r. Moore Hail

Living the American Dream

7:00-9:00 pm
Northwest Auditorium

"Women's TaHc A Forum

fbrDWogue'

8.-00 pm
Hedrick Multkultural Rm

Clothesline Project

Schoenberg Quad

Thursday, May 1

7

Student Festival

11 :00 am- 1 :00 pm
Westwood Plaza

Pre-Take Back the Ni^ht

reception

Keynote speaker

Dr. Cheryl Anitt ('93)

5KX)-6KX)pm

James West Alumni Center

Take Back the Nl^t

march on campus

6:00 pm
Westwood Ptaza

« Clothesline Pro^
Schoenberg Quad

Friday, May 18

Saturday, May 19

Self-Defense Training Day

forwon>en

12:304:30 pm

Please call the Center for

Women and Men at

(310)82S-3945

or sign up at 2 Dodd Hall

Free for students, staff and

faculfy. For more

informatk>n, go to

www.thecenter.ucia.edM
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Supreme Court outlaws

medical marijuana usage
RULING: Three justices say

decision goes too far, could

interfere with state policies

The AsMxMed Press

Oaldand Cannabis Buyers' Cooperative founder Jeff Jones wailcs into the club on

Monday, the day the Supreme Court dealt medical marijuana users a major defeat.

By I

The Assodated Press

WASHINGTON - The Supreme Court

ruled 8-0 on Monday that there is no exception

in federal law for people to use marijuana to

ease their pain from cancer, AIDS or other ill-

nesses.

Patients could still use marijuana for med-

ical reasons in states that allow it, legal experts

said. But it would be more difficult to obtain the

drug because the Supreme Court said distribu-

tion violates federal law, they said.

Angel McQary, 35, ofOakland, said she will

not stop using the drug to help her cope with an

inoperable brain tumor and a seizure disorder.

"I am not going to let my children watch me
die. If that is wrong so be it," she told a news

conference.

Writing for the court, Justice Clarence

Thomas said a 1970 federal law "reflects a

determination that marijuana has no medical

benefits worthy of an exception." The only

exemption is for government-funded research

projects that involve some 200 people.

Thomas said the controlled substances

statute "includes no exception at all for any

medical use of marijuana" except for the

research, even though the law does so for other

drugs. The court was "unwilling to view this

omission as an accident," Thomas wrote.

Justice John Paul Stevens, though joining in

the overall ruling, said in a concurring opinion

with two colleagues that the decision went too

SceMAMJIMIUCpageS

Nichols' attorneys appeal

over withheld documents
COURT: Coconspirator

of McVeigh hopes FBI

disclosure helps case

By Anne ficaran

The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - The FBI's

failure to turn over thousands of

documents from the investigation

of Timothy McVeigh and the

Oklahoma City bombing should

persuade the Supreme Court to

reconsider the case of co-conspira-

tor Terry Nichols, Nichols'

lawyers argued in a new appeal.

Nichols was sentenced in 1997

to life in prison after he was found

guilty in a federal trial of involun-

tary manslaughter and conspiracy

for his role in the bombing of the

Alfred P. Murrah Federal Building

two years earlier.

He was acquitted on federal

charges of first- and second-degree

murder.

Nichols has pursued various

appeals since then, including one

the Supreme Court turned down
without comment in April.

But that was before last week's

revelation that the FBI held back

thousands of documents from

defense lawyers for Nichols and

McVeigh.

**The newly discovered fact that

the United States withheld conced-

edly discoverable FBI materials

casts Mr. Nichols' reqyest ... in a

much more favorable light," his

lawyers wrote in court papers filed

over the weekend and released

Monday.

The Justice Deprfrtment

revealed last week that more than

3,000 documents were not turned

over to lawyers for Nichols and the

bomber, McVeigh, convicted of

the bombing and murders of eight

federal law enforcement officers

among the attack's 168 victims.

Attorney General John Ashcroft

delayed McVeigh's scheduled exe-

cution as a result.

Defense lawyers Michael Tigar

and Susan Foreman did not imme-

diately respond to requests for

comment Monday.

There was no immediate word
from the court on whether the doc-

uments' appearance would affect

Nichols' case.

Some of the documents appar-

ently concern the FBI's search for

a possible "John Doe No. 2,"

another suspect in the bombing.

Kerrey revelation

RELATIONS: Strain from

delayed trade agreement

may hinder cooperation

ByTMTran
Th« Associated Press

HANOI, Vietnam - The news that

former Sen. Bob Kerrey led a raid

during the Vietnam War in which at

least 1 3 civilians were killed came at a

bad time for U.S.-Vietnamese rela-

tions.

In articles headlined "Massacre in

Thanh Phong - The Haunting of Bob
Kerrey" and "Massacre Survivors

Demand Action," Vietnam's state-

controlled media have had a field day

with Kerrey's acknowledgment, the

latest incident in recent months to

chip away at the carefully cultivated

detente between the two countries.

At the heart of the tension is a

delay in congressional ratification of

a key bilateral trade pact, analysts

said Monday. The longer the pact

takes to pass, the more likely

Vietnamese people will question "the

seriousness and willingness of the

United States to improve and develop

relations," said Pham Chi Lan, vice

president of the Vietnam Chamber of

Commerce and Industry.

The relationship has undergone

several turns for the worse since last

; • • to USrVietnam tension

The AsvxMted Preij

Vietnamese children play at the grave site of villagers who were

killed during a Navy SEAL raid 32 years ago in the Mekong Delta.

year, when the signing of the trade

pact and a visit by then-President

Qinton put reconciliation efforts at

an all-time high.

It had seemed the former enemies

were finally completing the process of

normalizing relations more than two

decades aAer the war's end.

But in recent months, the govern-

ment has bristled at criticism from

U.S.-based human rights groups and

a U.S. government religion panel

over Vietnam's handling of religious

dissidents and its crackdown on

protests by minority groups in the

Central Highlands.

"Vietnam-U.S. relations are at a

sensitive moment," noted the

People's Army (Quan Doi Nhan
Dan) newspaper last week. "Our gov-

ernment and people have been doing

their best to strengthen cooperation

and friendship with the U.S., but we
are determined to oppose any imposi-

tion of ideas and interference into our

internal affairs."

Sec VlfTNAM, page 7
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Bush looks to reduce

firearm violence
PHILADELPHIA - Promising to be a

"determined adversary" to gun violence.

President Bush announced plans Monday to

nfK)bilize federal and local prosecutors who will

focus exclusively on gun-related crimes.

The president unveiled his proposal at a

police promotion ceremony as part of National

Police Week. He said the violent crime rate in

the United States declined 20 percent between

1989 and 1999 but still remains too high; 12,658

people were murdered in the United States in

1999, two-thirds of them by firearms

"For every fatal shooting, there arc roughly

three nonfatal shootings. Folks, this is unaccept-

able in America," Bush said. "We're going to do

something about it."

With dozens of uniformed police officers

assembled behind him on a riser, Bush said he

will launch "Project Safe Neighborhoods," a

two-year, $550 million effort that involves hiring

113 new assistant U.S. attorneys and

600 state and local prosecutors to

work with police agencies and com-

munity groups on gun cases.

"It will send an unmistakable noessage:

Ifyou use a gun illegally, you will do hard time,"

Bush said. "Those who commit crimes with guns

will find a determined adversary in my adminis-

tration."

Berlusconi likely to win

Italian election

ROME Billionaire media baron Silvio

Berlusconi was poised Monday to come back as

Italian prime minister, using salesmanship

savvy, soccer team can-do pep talk and right-

wing partners to win parliamentary elections.

There was no estimate when vote counting

would be completed, but the numben were

dear enough for the incumbent center-left coali-

tion's candidate for prime minister, former

Rome Mayor Francesco Rutelli, to concede

defeat.

"A new era begins for all Italians,"

Berlusconi said, arriving at his estate

outside Milan. In a statement handed

out by his aides, Berlusconi added: "I am
convinced that you all feel the need for a gov-

ernment that governs and of a premier who
speaks less and works more and better."

On Monday, however, many Italians may
have felt the need only for sleep.

After the number of voting stations were

slashed by about a third to save money, hours-

long lines developed and tempers flared. Some
voters knocked over tables and tore up their bal-

lots. Others waited as long as seven hours after

the official closing time of 10 p.m. to vote,

returning home as the sun was about to rise.

During the campaign, Beriusconi, whose

business interests include the country's three

main private networks, went on his own chan-

nels as well as state TV to promise Italians he

would keep his part ofa campaign 'Icontract" to

create 1.5 million jobs, slash income taxes and

increase pension payntents.

X-ray observatory

probes black hole
WASHINGTON - DaU from the Chandra

X-ray Observatory suggests a galaxy 1 3 million

light years from Earth contains a supermassive

black hole emitting x-rays that vary in intensity

on a cycle of about 7 1/2 hours, researchers

report.

Researchers at Pennsylvania State

University announced Monday the X-ray

views captured by Chandra suggest that the

black hole discovered in Cincinus is about 50

times more massive than the sun.

A report on their research will be appearing

in the July edition of the Astronomical

Journal.

Cincinus is a galaxy that was undetected

until about 25 years ago because it was

obscured by dust in the Milky Way, the galaxy

of Eartii's solar system.

Compiled from Daily Bruin wire reports.
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From page 1

Ronnie Sanio, director of the

Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and
Transgender Campus Resource Center

currently serves as organizational advi-

sor for the project.

"It sort of demystifies and makes
public what sexual violence is. (Sexual

violence) is something that people on
campus experience." SanIo said. "(The

display) is not pleasant. It's very, very

uncomfortable. But it's supposed to

be."

Survivors and friends or family of

victims ofsexual or gender violence are

invited to decorate a shirt for the dis-

play. T-«hirts are usually decorated at

the project site, but the Center for

Women and Men and the LGBT
Center have T-shirts available for deco-

ration year-round, llie project has also

held several shirt-making sessions

throughout the year.

Third-year psychology student

Shiloh Krieger, internal chair of the

project, estimates that 1 00 additional T-

shirts will be decorated in the next three

days. Besides the shirts made by
UCLA students, the display will

include 1,300 shirts from the Los

Angeles County Clothesline Project

and another 3(X) from Santa Monica's

Sexual Assault Crisis Agency.

Each shirt's color represents a cer-

tain type of violence. Survivors of rape

decorate red, orange or pink shirts;

child abuse and incest survivors deco-

rate Mue or green shirts; and survivors

of sexual harassment decorate black

shirts. Friends and family of deceased

victims can decorate while shirts, and

survivors of multiple types of violence

decorate multhcolored T-shirts.

"From speaking to survivors, it's a

very therapeutic process. It gives sur-

vivors a chance to break their silence,"

Krieger said.

"Seeing their shirt then displayed

with other shirts CTeates this feeling of

camaraderie and a sense that they're

not alone. It's definitely a very positive

experience," she said.

According to second-year unde-

clared student Morgan Joeck. one of

three executive oochairs for the event,

T-«hirts representing rape and child

abuse or incest are the most common
shirts decorated on campus.

According to a 1997 study by the

Center Against Sexual Abuse, 38 per-

cent of girls are abused before they are

18 years old. Also, 12.5 percent ofboys

will be sexually abused by the time they

are 18, according to a 1992 study by the

U.S. Department of Justice.

"Overall, UCLA students seem to

be very supportive of stopping sexual

violence when they realize how perva-

sive it is on our campus. It's very mov-
ing," Krieger said.

At Schoenberg Quad, volunteers

from the project will aid survivors and
other interested students. All volun-

teers have completed Sexual Violence

Awareness Advocates counseling train-

ing.

"We've had a lot of (survivors) who
come through and read the shirts and
that was the catalyst for them, and they

immediately seek crisis counseling,"

Joeck said.

The UCLA Qothesline Project is

also hosting tonight's Women's
Oratorical Contest and Thursday's

"Take Back the Night" rally, which will

start at 7 p.m. on Westwood Plaza and
will feature speakers and a candlelight

vigil for violence survivors.

For nrwre information about the UCLA
Qothesline Project e-mail

uclacp@ucla.edu

RECOVERY
From page 3

like that? I was planning on return-

ing to UCLA and getting my second

masters and my Ph.D."

According to Wright, the progress

of his rehabilitation was arduous,

emotionally painful and physically

tiring. Although Wright realized that

he could not express his thoughts

coherently, he continued with the

intention of recovering fully.

_ At the advice of his therapist, he

started keeping a journal that he

wrote in every day, a practice he still

maintains. Wright credits this exer-

cise with expediting his recovery,

especially coping with short term
memory issues.

When Wright decided to return to

school to finish his graduate work,

he began by taking a class at

Saddleback Community College to

mentally prepare himself for acade-

mic life.

Battling fatigue by limiting him-

self to taking eight units a quarter,

Wright continued on to UCLA. In

1998, he graduated vrtth a masters

degree in Latin American Studies

with a 4.0 GPA.
Dr. Sarka is still amazed by the

near total recovery from his injury,

and claims he has never seen such a

complete recovery from such a trau-

matic head injury.

"Tim's recovery was very dramat-

ic. On neurological exams now, he

will show normal," he said. "Another

patient, without Tim's positive out-

look, would never have succeeded to

this extent."

Upon completing his first post-

trauma educational goal. Wright
chose to confront his fears and
returned to Bolivia to see his old

friends agam and find a sense of clo-

sure.

Despite having recovered from a

majority of his injuries, Wright still

suflfers from nightmares, wears a

hearing aid in his right ear, and is at

risk for seizures.

"My effects aren't noticeable to

most people, but they are to me,"
Wright said. "I have to be focused on
what I'm doing. I have to pay extra

attention. I can't do as much as I

used to."

Wright is currently preparing for

another visit to Bolivia this summer
before he returns to UCLA to com-

plete his doctorate in anthropology.

He will continue his studies of

Bolivia's gay population, with his

thesis focusing on gay men and their

relationships with their families.

Wright believes his parents were
invaluable to his recovery process.

"It was definitely helpful that my
parents both had backgrounds in

education, but it was so important

that they were loving and patient

with me," he said. "It must have

been a horrible time for them.

Without their support and patience,

I don*t know if I would have recov-

ered."
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FREE CONFERENCE
Social

presented by UCLA School ofPublic Policy and Social Research
And the Social Welfare Latino Caucus

Saturday May 19, 2001 • 9:00 AM to 4:00 PM
Keynote Speaker: Dr. Fernando Torres-Gil, UCLA

Associate Dean, Academic Affairs

Professor, Social Welfare and Policy Studies

Director. Center for Policy Research on Aging

WORKSHOP TOPICS AND SPEAKERS

Aging:

Or Fernando Torres-Gil. UCLA
At-Risk Latino Youth:

Dr Sally Alonso-Beli APU
Child Care:

Manuel Castellanos. Jr. LCSW
Community-Based Otganizatoins:

Dr Rosina Becerra. MSW
Gangs:

Paco Retana. h4SW
Health:

Dr David Hayes-Bautista. UCLA

Immigrmdoa:
Dr Vincent Ornealas. VSC

Kinship Care:

Aldo Marin. MSW
Lesbian/Gay/Bisexual/Transgendcr Issues:

La Familia. UCLA
EMasMUtaK

Dr Jaynie Spencer. UCLA
Mental Health'

Dr. Armando Morales. UCLA
School Social Work:
Gerardo Lavina. LCSW

\M WORKING RFCEFTION I.MMI DIAll IV lOI i()\VI.\(, I III (OMIRIACI
Continental breakfast will be provided

DIRECTIONS: Take 405 to Wiishire Blvd.-East exit. Left at Westwood Blvd.
Drive to the UCLA information kiosk and ask for parking in Lot #3 ($6). The
conference will be held in ttie Put>lic Policy Building, look for signs.

' For more information contact

sodalseniMSinlatinocommunity^yahoo.com or call the social welfare department at: 310-825-2892

Funded by the Campus Programs Committee of the Program Activities Board

PROPOSALS
From page 1

"since the adoption of SP-I, some students ... have

expressed pride in knowing that they were admitted

based on their own accomphshments."

"The clause is basically commending SP-I,"

Okamura said.

Some students and faculty said they found the lan-

guage offensive because it says students admitted

under affirmative action were not admitted based on
their accomplishments, Fong said.

But Bagley said the language was added to

appease other regents and ensure RE-28 will pass by

a significant majority.

While RE-28 slates that "the provisions for admis-

sion based on academic achievement outlined in SP-

I shall remain in effect" until the Academic Senate

provides admission policy suggestions and is

approved by the board, Fong's substitute motion

'Ycscinds Regents' Policy SP-I and RegenU' Policy

SP-2"

RE-28 also states that programs to ensure **the

retention of all students" will be available and that

new initiatives "to improve the transfer of academi-

cally prepared students" from community colleges to

the UC system will be undertaken.

Both affirm the commitment to expand outreach

programs and comply with Proposition 209. They
state that the Academic Senate will determine the

conditions for admission to the UC system, and that

the Academic Senate will report to the board in no

more than one year.

After the passage ofSP-I and 2 in 1995 - to the dis-

may of all nine UC chancellors and Academic
Senates - students, community members and faculty

protested to rescind the measures.

After six years of steady protesting, activists gath-

ered at the March regents' meeting at UCLA to

demand SP-I and 2 be added to die agenda But

according to the regents' policies, suddenly adding

items to the agenda is illegal.

Lt. Gov. Cruz Bustamante, regent by virtue of his

oftlce, said to the crowd that the measures would be

discussed in May, when the repeal of SP-1 and 2

would have enough votes to pass.

Since the California State Legislature passed

ACR-21, which calls for the regents to repeal SP-I

and 2, Fong said it is in the best interests of the

University of Califomia to rescind SP-I in compli-

ance with the state's wants.

Fong will offer the substitute motion at the meet-

ing in place of the standing proposal, RE-28.

From there the regents will vote to pass, fail or

table the motion.

If Fong's motion passes, RE-28 will likely be with-

drawn from consideration. If the motion fails or is

• tabled, then RE-28 is available to be amended or

voted upon, Fong said.

VIETNAM
From page 5

The Foreign Ministry has regulariy

issued statements demanding the U.S.

stop its "brazen interference into

internal affairs," referring, among
other things, to Washington's granti-

ng of asylum to 3S ethnic minority

Vietnamese who fled to Cambodia
and suggestions by the U.S.

Commission on hxtcrnational

Religious Freedom that approval of

the trade pact be linked to human
rights concerns.

The delay in ratifying the trade

pact - the final step in the normaliza-

tion of relations - has exacerbated the

problems.

Speedy approval had been expect-

ed in the U.S. Congress. But the Bush

administration has delayed submis-

sion of the pact and is considering

bundling it into an omnibus trade

package, which could take months or

even years tobe approved.

The backslide in relations worries

U.S. officials and the American busi-

ness community in Vietnam, which

has been waiting for years for the

green light on full-scale trade and

investment. Delays could also hurt

Vietnam's continuing reform process,

some say.

"There is the potential for progress

to be slowed. The delay could create

problems for our relationship, and for

Vietnam and the region," said

Thomas Siebert, chairman of the

American Chamber of Commerce in

HoChiMinhCity.

**Our point is that Vietnam has pro-

gressed," he said. "Our perspective is

that we want to reward that progress,

and we should recognize how far

Vietnam has come."

Others remain optimistic that bilat-

eral relations have not suffered lasting

harm.

"These issues are not big enough to

worsen relations. Politicians on both

sides have worked too hard to build

relations," said Nguyen Tran Bat,

general director of consulting firm

Investconsult.

DAVIS
From page 1

inspections.

While Davis said the energy

crisis was not the primary reason

for cutbacks, previous actions

show the governor foresaw the

turmoil created by the energy

shortages.

On Jan. 17, an emergency
proclamation was issued in

response to deal with the "finan-

cial insolvency" of investor

owned utilities and chronic black-

outs.

"Governor Davis has been

tight-lipped," said Don
Erlenkotter, professor of deci-

sions, operations, and technology

management. "It looks like things

are pretty fluid with the energy

crisis."

Legislation to transfer money
from the general fund to the

Department of Water Resources

was passed thereafter to purchase

energy.

The reimbursement of these

funds will take the form of rev-

enue bonds, which the state will

sell in August.

"We're pretty confident the

treasurer will sell those bonds,"

larrison said. The assumption

is, it's going to happen."

Video screening and discussion presented to you by SNAC
(Student Nutrition (& body image) Action Committee)

''Slim Hopes-
Advertising & the Obsession with Thinness"

Tuesday, May 1 5th

12:00-1:00 p.m.

Room 2, Dodd Hall

Join us for a video screening followed by a discussion of this award-winning video, by

Jean Kiiboume, which offers an in-depth analysis ofhow female bodies are depicted in

advertising images and the impact of those images on women's health.

Students interested in joining SNAC are encouraged to come to this screening and discussion

facilitated by Sheri Albert, MPH, RD and Karen Minero, Ph.D.

SNAlt
For more information about this program or about SNAC please contact, Sheri Albert, MPH, RD

(salbert@saonet.ucla.edu) at 794-4180 or Karen Minero, Ph.D. (kminero@saonetucla.edu) at 825-3945.

Sponsored by the Arthur Ashe Smdcnt Health & Wellness Center, the UCLA Center for Women & Men, the

ORL Residential Health Education Committee and UCLA Women 4 Change.

UCLA Clothesline Project
Presents

The Women's Oratorical Contest
Northwest Campus Auditorium, Tuesday, 6:30pm

The Women's Oratorical Contest is designed to showcase women and men speaking on gender issues.
A tradition of women who speak and are heard must be established to promote awareness of womens'
Issues. This occasion will be celebrated with entertainment, an art exhibit, and distinguished judges.

Clothesline Project Display
Perioff and Schoenberg Quads, Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday, 8:30am •4:00pm

The Clothesline Project Display is a color-coded display of T-shlrts made by survivors of sexual and
gender violence. Survivors of violence are encouraged to design a shirt to break the silence

surrounding sexual violence and to commemorate their survivorship.

Take Back the Night
Westwood Plaza, Thursday, 6:00pm

Take Back the Night Is an event that invites the community to come together In solidarity In an effort to

reclaim the right to safety on our campus. The evening consists of speakers, a candlelight vigil,

performances, a march, and a speak-out for survivors.

sponsored by the UCLA Ck>lhMlin0 Project. Ihk OfHce ol Residential Life, The Safety and Security Committee and the LGBT Reeource
Center. Paid for by the Campue Committee of the Programs Committee of the Programs Activity Board, U^PO, the ACT Grant, On Campus
Housing Council, support from the Center of Women and Men, and the USA Programming and AModated Students Interaction Fund.
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Do you want to become
a leader on campus?

Check out the

BRUIN LEADERS PROJECT
A seminar based leadership project sponsored by the Center for
Student Programming. All students are invited to participate in

developing leadership skills. Upon completion participants

receive a certificate.

Bruin Leaders Project

Spring Quarter Seminars

Tuesday, May 15 12 - 2pm Ackerman 2408

"Capstone" - Last of required seminars for Certificate

>,

We hope to see you!

For more information on the Bruin Leaders

Project, please contact us at either

(310) 206-5071 or blp@ucla.edu or stop by
our office at 105 Keixlchoff Hall.

www.hruinleadcrs.ucla.edu
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WHAT WILL Y€)U

BE THINKING AHOUT

T\5 YEARS?

California's

feMCAT
ct review program

...continues to set the standards that

others want to follow!

ERKELEY
R-E-V-I-E'W

Specializing in MCAT Preparation

Tlie BerMey\m Froifides;

14 Weeks Of RcTiev Aid Testing Of

Important MCAT Cootepts^^^,^.^

100 Hoors Of Sciiediiled Lecture Topics

Id The Classroom4^4^44^^^^
200 Hours Of Office Hoirs To Snpplement

The Lectore Topics^^^^.^^^.

20 Hours Of Supplemental MCAT-Style

Problem Solving Sessions^^^^^tf,,*

10 Fnll-Length Mock MCAT Eiams

During The Program^4444444^
4SchedDle(IFoll-LeogthMockMCAT

Exam Testing Dates^^^^/.^^^^^

2800 Pages Of Reviev Notes Covering

Important MCAT Concepts^4444,114

1400 MCAT-Style Passages With Clear

And Detailed Solntion$44444444

Eiceptional Instractors For Each Of

The Six Topic Areas Of The MCAT44.f4

Excellent Review Materials That Yoi

Get To Keep And Take Home4444^L4

Application Assistance, Interview

Workshops, And Mock Interviews,^44^L,

m-mm
www.berkelej^-review.com

AWARDS
From page 1

designed to celebrate the presence,

achievements and challenges of

UCLA women.

"You were all nominated by some-

one who believed in your leadership

and ability to effect positive change,"

Mcmahon said to the recipients.

Ninety-one students from various

university organizations, including the

Academic Advancement Program,

Chancellor's Office, UCLA Medical

School, Center for Student

Programming and the Center for

Women and Men, were nominated for

the award.

"This diversity shows we are devel-

oping leaders in all sectors,"

McMahon said.

Vice Provost for Undergraduate

Education Judy Smith spoke of the

importance of

increasing the ———^—i—

number of

women in faculty

positions.

"Women
serve as mentors

to other women
along the ranks,"

said Smith, who
noted that in all

it5 years, the uok.
versity has yet to

hire a female chancellor.

Smith said the ingredients of leader-

ship consisted of three things: passion,

persistence and independence.

"All of us have seen doors dose and
we choose to open them - that's lead-

ership," she said.

Queen Udofia, a third-year African

American studies, philosophy and
aerospace science student, was nomi-

nated for her work in various commu-
nity-based programs, including

Project MAC, for children who have

been sexually, physically or mentally

abused, and Project BRITE, which

stands for Bruin Reforming

Incarceration Through Education.

Udofia said she hopes she's helped

to belter the lives of the 15- to 17-year-

old youths she works with through

Project BRITE.

ing sentencing," Udofia said. "They

can think about positives and what

they want to do with their lives."

Collecting nearly every possible

university award this year, including

the Distinguished Bruin nominated by

the Alumni Association, the Senior of

the Year by Bruin Life, the

Outstanding Senior and the

Chancellor's Service Award, Udofia

discussed the qualities of a leader.

"As a leader, one should be able to

work in all circles," Udofia said. "It

transcends gender lines, racial lines

and color lines."

Fourth-year neuroscience student

Sherry Yafai was awarded for serving

as founder and president of the

Undergraduate Mobile Clinic Club^

which works to change the view of

women in the field of homeless health

care.

"It's important to recognize women
volunteering because it's a common

role for women"""""""
to help others,

but it hasn't

always been rec-

ognized," Yafai

said. "We're

starting to recog-

nize that (volun-

teering) is not

such an easy

thing to do."

-< Reel pie n ()>--•

also included

Tracy Davis, student regent-designate

for the University of California,

Karren Lane, president-elect of the

Undergraduate Students Association

Council and Roseanne Gutierrez,

USAC academic affairs commission-

er.

Six men were also honored for their

work in raising awareness and status

ofwomen issues.

According to Assistant Vice

Chancellor of Student Affairs

Administration Soncia Lilly, who pre-

sented the awards with McMahon, it's

important to recognize student leaders

in order to create and perpetuate a

"culture of giving."

"We are not here for UCLA to

honor you. We are here because you

honor UCLA," Lilly said, quoting

Chancellor Albert Carnesale in last

. "(Women) have seen

doors close and we
choose to open thenn."

Judy Smith

Vice provost

"It helps them while they are await- week's Humanitarian Awards speech.

MARUUANA
From page 5

far.

It should have left open the possibil-

ity that an individual could raise a med-

ical necessity defense, especially a

patient "for whom there is no alterna-

tive means of avoiding starvation or

extraordinary suffering," Stevens said.

He also said the ruling could lead to

fiiction between the federal goven>-

ment and states that have passed med-
ical marijuana laws.

Justice Stephen G. Breyer did not

participate because his brother, a fed-

eral district judge, presided over the

case.

The decision reversed a 9th U.S.

Circuit Court of Appeals ruling that

friedical necessity can be a legal defense

in marijuana cases.

The federal government triggered

the case in 1998, seeking an injunction

against the Oakland Cannabis Buyers'

Cooperative and five other marijuana

distributors.

Gerald Uelmen, a Santa Clara

.University law professor who repre-

sented the cooperative, uid, "The
effect only reaches manufacturers and
distributors. But it does put at risk

patients who grow their own because

that is manufacture under federal law."

In California, however, individuals

can legally grow marijuana for their

own medical use "That's the alterna-

tive source to the black market," said

Bill Zimmerman of Americans for

Medical Rights, a Santa Monica group

thJtt sponsored state initiatives to per-

mit medical marijuana use.

California Attorney General Bill

l^ockyer called it "unfortunate that the

court was unable to respect

California's historic role as a ... leader

in the effort to help sick and dying resi-

dents who have no hope for reliefother

than through medical marijuana." He
said the opinion would be reviewed for

its effect on California law.

Uelmen commented, "I cannot

imagine federal resources being

poured into going out and arresting the

sick people who are growing marijua-

na for medicinal use. I suspect federal

resources will be used to seek injunc-

tions to dose down major distribution

centers."

Voters in Arizona, Alaska,

Colorado. Maine, Nevada, Oregon
and Washington also have approved

ballot initiatives allowing the use of

medical marijuana. In Hawaii, the

Legislature passed a similar law and
the governor signed it last year.

"We just heard of the ruling and our

lawyers will have to review it and deter-

mine how that affects the Colorado

law," said Cittdy Parmenter, spokes-

woman for the Colorado Department
of Public Health and Environment.

While several clubs closed down,
the Oakland cooperative turned to reg-

istering potential nutrijuana recipients

while it awaited a final ruling.

Advocate^of medical marijuana say

the drug cm) ease side effects from

chemotherap)i save nauseated AIDS
patients from wasting away or even

allow multiple sderosis sufferers to rise

from a wheelchair and walk.

Thomas w^i joined by Chief Justice

William Rehnquist, Sandra bay
O'Connor, Antonin Scalia and
Anthony M. Kennedy. Stevens was
joined in his concurring opinion by
Justices David Souter and Ruth Bader
Ginsburg.

SMC

.;[LFIvi A OUAi.irr EDUCATION FOR OMLY

$1 i-pek-unit for california residents!

Our aV/erage course cost is $65, com-

^^ARED TO UCLA at $620 AND USC

AT $2580.

Spend tf^e first sur-^MER of tf)e rest of your

: ;ff at Santa Monica College. It's tf^e
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( ourt justice

The U.S. Supreme Court has

Umited discrimination suits,

but is this a fair practice?

See Viewpoint Wednesday.

viewpoint(<i>media.ucla.edu
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EDfTORIAL

Hey, regents: we said repeal, not replace SP-1,

2

CHANGE: Board's RE-28

a farcical response, slap

in UC community's face

They just don't get it.

At the last UC Board of

Regents meeting, more than

1,000 students protested for the

repeal of SP-I and 2 as a symbolic

reassurance that the University of

California - despite what its admis-

sions numbers at competitive cam-

puses might indicate ^ does not act

exclusively toward minorities.

The UC Regents adopted SP-1

and 2 in 1995 - ignoring opposition

from the chancellors and the acade-

mic senates at all nine UC campuses

at the time - ending the considera-

tion of race, gender and ethnicity in

both admissions and hiring.

But now, some regents have

responded to the much-justified

clamor against SP-1 and 2. Not by

proposing to repeal these measures

at their meeting at UC San

Francisco on Wednesday, but by

introducing RB-28, a measure that

simply reaffirms the status quo and

changes nothing.

Anyone with even a rudimentary

education can understand the value

of sending a message to the commu-
nity - even if it is symbolic.

Currently, the UC's most presti-

gious campuses - namely UC
Berkeley and UCLA - in no way
adequately reflect the makeup of

California's population. The UC is

meant to serve the public, but this

idea seems abstract today as the

institution becomes more elitist.

The only change RE-28, spon-

sored by Regent Judith Hopkinson,

would make is utterly insubstantial;

Under SP-1, 50 to 75 percent ofUC
admits are picked based on academ-

ic achievement alone, namely GPA
and SAT scores. Under RE-28, this

would be expanded to include "acad-

emic and related educational crite-

ria."

If it tounds vague that's because

it is - but even Regent William

Bagley, a supposed proponent of

repealing SP-1 and 2, supports the

misleading measure.

It boggles the mind to think that a

board responsible for managing a

university system containing some

of the most intelligent minds in the

nation lack the collective intelli-

gence themselves to realize the

importance of repealing SP-1 and 2,

not replacing it with the same mea-

sure under a different name.

A repeal of SP-I and 2 would

show that the regents do want to

send a message and do care about

representing the public that sup-

ports the university. But RE-28, a

replacement rather than a repeal, is

just a slap in the face of students

who have worked so hard to make
__

the university a welcoming place for

minoritiiss.

We hope the regents are not so

stupid as to think we don't realize

the negative implications that RE-28

will have. Or perhaps we actually

have the foresight some of the

regents lack.

RE-28 attempts to make affirma-

tive action a dead issue by perpetu-

ating the false impression that SP-I

and 2 are gone. But the spirit of SP-1

and 2 will remain intact, and so will

the exclusive image of this universi-

ty. RE-28 is a pathetic attempt to

"compromise" on the issue of affir-

mative action - not by listening to

students, faculty and staff- but by

covering it up with the same propos-

al in different language.

But there is no compromise to be

made with this issue nor is there

room for ambiguous proposals:

either you repeal SP-1 and 2 or you

do not.

RE-28 does not.

The regents have absolutely noth-

ing to lose in repealing SP-1 and 2.

Under Proposition 209. California

law forbids the use of affirmative

action: there's no reason why the

university should add insult to injury

by having its own policy against

aflTirmative action.

Rather than playing with seman-

tics, the regents need to repeal SP-I

and 2 and work within California

law to promote diversity on our

campuses. No education is complete

without exposure to the point of

view of people with different back-

grounds than our own.

We commend Student Regent

Justin Fong for his attempts to intro-

duce his own proposal that would

eliminate SP-I and 2. Regents

Bagley and Hopkinson were once

vocal about the need to repeal SP-I,

but their support of RE-28 reveals

their true nature. What we thought

was their understanding of diversity

and appreciation for symbolism is

really just hollow, empty rhetoric

and disregard for students.

If Hopkinson and Bagley fail to

understand the detrimental impact

that RE-28 will have on the UC.

Ward Connerly, the regent orij^mab .

ly behind SP-1 and 2. does not. And
he no doubt appreciates the favor

this measure does for his agenda.

Students should be up in arms at

this outrageous proposal. Once

again, they need to make the regents

aware that they will not stand for

their skirting around the issue. Redl

change needs to be implemented.

The regents have insulted the UC
and they need to hear about it.

Government uses execution

to rally si

POLITICS: Severity of

McVeigh's act doesn't

legitimize death row

By Amber Wobbckind

Who is Timothy McVeigh?

Most people would answer that

he is that sadistic, messed-up,

psychotic sociopath who took

the lives of 168 innocent work-

ers and children in Oklahoma
City. However, these people do

not generally know much about

McVeigh's history, how he

became the monster that the

news media paints him to be or

why the government is so anx-

ious to put him to death.

We need to understand that

McVeigh acted out with the vio-

lence he learned in the U.S.

Army against a government he

felt was acting unjustly. Though
I do not support McVeigh's

actions in any way, I do not

think he deserves to be put to

death, because he merely masks

the barbarism that is the institu-

tion of the death penalty.

McVeigh was not bom to kill;

WobbekirMJ is a second-year psy-

chobiokigy student and a member
of the CaiTipaign to End the Death

Penalty and ttte International

SodaKst Organizatioa

f litrt for penalty
when he was two, he did not

have a preference for AK-47s
over normal children's toys. As
a teen, he was not sitting around

making pipe bombs in his

garage or paying homage to

Satan in his basement.

McVeigh's view of the world

and of the role of government in

his life changed drastically while

serving in the Gulf War.

McVeigh had a gruesome job

manning the Bradley trucks that

drove over trenches of Iraqi sol-

diers and literally buried surren-

dering soldiers alive.

McVeigh was, at first,

oppbsed to the killing of Iraqi

soldiers. In an interview with

"60 Minutes" after his sentenc-

ing trial, he commented, "I

thought ... what right did I have

to come over to this person's

country and kill him? How did

he ever transgress against me?"

But he soon learned to be a

killer. In a letter to his mother

during the war, McVeigh wrote,

"After the first one, it got easi-

er." He would later describe the

deaths of 19 children in the

Oklahoma City bombing as 'Icol-

lateral damage," a term used by

the United States in Desert

Storm for civilian casualties. For

the killings of Iraqis, McVeigh

was commended: he came home
a decorated sojdier with hi^
aspirations ofjoining the Green

Berets.

McVeigh, however, did not

make the cut into the specialized

forces. He was disappointed and

simultaneously coming to grips

with his role in Desert Storm.

McVeigh became angry and dis-

illusioned.

Over the course of two years,

two events, to McVeigh, clearly

displayed the injustice commit-

ted by the U.S. government and

led him to take action. The first

event was the 1992 killing by a

federal agent of the wife and son

of Randy Weaver during a

standoff in Idaho. The federal

agent responsible for the deaths

was dismissed of manslaughter

charges by a judge and never

reprimanded. McVeigh saw the

ordeal as a gross injustice.

The second event that set him

off was the 1993 siege at Waco
which caused the death of 70

Branch Davidians. McVeigh

described his attitude to "60

Minutes" as "shaken, disillu-

sioned, angered that that could

happen in this country, where

our core beliefs are freedom and

liberty. And what did you do to

these people? You deprived

them of life, liberty and proper-

ty"

Thus, the angered McVeigh

acted out against the govern-
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How TO SUBMIT
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clearly articulated opinions

We reserve the right to edit submissions

for clarity, grammar af>d lef>gth.
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You know you're at UCLA when loony liberal ideas abound

Ben

Shapiro

BRUINS: Campus's leftover

radicals, self-contradicting

activists make life here fun

As i traversed campus last week,

pondering the deepest lessons of

life, some funny questions

popped into my head. What is it that

makes UCLA different from other

places? What is it that makes this institu-

tion ofhi^er learning so special?

And it came to

me that a good indi-

cation of the unique-

ness of this universi-

ty is the atmosphere

which pervades it. It

is the scent of mari-

juana floating

around near

Dickson Hall. It is

the unparalleled

quality of the arti-

cles in the Daily

Bruin which lo^jec-

tively" report the

news, yet strangely seem to have originat-

ed at the Democratic National

Committee headquarters.

The question was so intriguing thatJ .

sat down and compiled the following list

while on the bus from Ackerman Union
to Lot 32. Since the ride is about six hours

long, the list I wrote was rather long, so I

had to choose which items to keep and
which to toss. After several minutes of

pretty easy work, here it is in all its

majesty - "You Know You're at UCLA
When."

1. You know you're at UCLA when
you see an SUV drive by with three

bumper stickers: one advocating "Nader
2000," another demanding "Save L.A.'s

Air," and the third declaring "Down
With Capitalism!" The driver of the

brand-new SUV was a freshman girl

majoring in theater arts. She proudly

dons an "Environmental Coalition** stick-

er on her expensive, made-inChina Nike
nylon jacket.

2. You know you're at UCLA when
your geography professor pulls out his

guitar on the last day of class and plays a

song in tribute to Mick Jagger. The gener-

al message of the song is "rebel against

authority." All that is missing is some tie-

dyed shirts and a communal singing of

"Kumbaya," and ifanyone had asked.

both of these surely could have been

provided at a moment's notice. The
professor is about 40. did his grad

work in communist China, and has a

fanatical follower whose sole duty

consists of making announcements

and wearing CCCP shirts in honor

of the now-defunct Soviet Union.

3. You know you're at UCLA
when a poll ofyour political science

class reveals that out ofabout 400

students. 375 think that the 2000

presidential election was not con-

ducted properly The same 375 respond

that if the election had been conducted

the exact same way and Al Gore had
won, they would have thought it was fair.

4. You know you're at UCLA when
you see a "Tent of Peace" on Bruin Walk,

a meeting place for Palestinians and Jews

to talk about their feelings, just as

Palestinian suicide bombers blow them-

selves up in CTowded areas ofTel Aviv

and Palestinian mortars are being flred^ -

on elementary schools in Jewish settle-

ments. As the two sides sit there and
make nice under their tent. Arabs call for

Jihad, scream "Death to America,"

"Death to Israel," and "Let's teach them
how to kill Jews!" as they destroy effigies

of Israeli political figures. Yup. talking

.abouiifidings truly <

promotes tolerance.

A "die-in?" Send those

pictures to the Burmese

military! That'll stop 'em

from committing human
rights atrocities!

Shapiro is a first-year philosophy student

bringing reason to the nr^asses. E-mail him at

FrumRdcNe^aol.conv

5. You know you're at UCLA when
you see a front-page article in the Daily

Bruin lamenting the death ofa squirrel

from rat pellets placed in bushes on cam-
pus. This is obviously big news - it's not

as though you see roadkill on Le Conte
every day of the week. People seemed
pretty upset about Rocky's death. Those
same people don't seem upset about the

growing push for a worldwide ban on
DDT, a pesticide that prevents over 2.7

million cases of malaria per year, cheaply

and effectively But oh, that poor squirrel!

6. You know you're at UCLA when a

protest on March 14 pulls high school stu-

dents out of school to yell about their lack

of educational opportunity Then again,

LAUSD students do lack elementary

educational oppor-

tunity, mostly because

the liberal teachers'

~union rcfiises thcpossibitily

of an LAUSD breakup or

school vouchers.

7. You know you're at UCLA
when five members of the

Environmental Coalition stage a

"die-in" in the middle of Westwood
Plaza to protest rape and murder by
the Burmese government. They draw
chalk outlines of themselves, and then

just lie there. A "die^n?" Send those

pictures to the Burmese military!

That'll stop 'em from committing

human rights atrocities!

8. You know you're at UCLA when
every single protest, from SP-1 to

Tenure for Josh, involves carrying the

exact same coffin around. It's rather

obvious that the same people are

always protesting when they take the

same props every time! M^ybe they'll

bury the squirrel in it and then we'll

never have to see that thing again.

9. You know you're at UCLA
when a slide in your geography

class describing several political

philosophies reads: "Hard-liners

[conservatives]: What did pos-

terity ever do for me?" Seems
like an accurate description. I

know that whenever I have a
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Self-Defense Training for Women
Spring Quarter Dates:
AttendOne of Tkese Saturdaijs.

May 19

June 2 '(in the residence halls)

Workskopa are tau^t by certilied instructors irom tlie nationallij reco^ized
Lo« Angeles Gimmission on Assaults Against Women (LACAAW). For more information about

advanced seli-delense training or classes for men, please call tke Center lorWomen& Men at 310-825-3945

FREE to all UCLA students, staff and faculty!

!

To sign up, please come to Room 2, Dodd Hall
(Space is limited)

Sponsored by the UCLA Center for Women & Men and the UCLA Police Department.
vvww.thecenter.ucla.edu

You 're Invited. .

.

Western State university
College of law
Rractice-Oriented Legal Studies

1 1 11 N. State College Blvd., Fullerton, Onu^ County. CA
(714) 73»-1000 X2600 or (800) WSU-4-UW
e-mall. adm@wsu]awpdii • fax: (714) 44M748

Events take place on the campus of Westem State University

and are open to the public. Space is limited. Contact us to reserve

your place.

Graduates may sit for ttie bar exam in any state. Western State
is provisionally approved by the American Bar Association

750 Nortti Lake Shore Drive. Chicago. IL 60611 (312) 988-6738

iM» School Information Program
Sai.Jnme 23 • 9'30noon

Faculty, staff and current students provide information atwut WSU^
• Centers for Criminal Law Practice and Entrepreneurial Law

'

• Academic Success & Enrichment Program

• Practice-Oriented Legal Studies curriculum

• Admission requirenients and deadlines for fall 2001 class

• Financial aid and scholarships

• Current job market for attorneys

• Full-time and part-time law study

IMTI
Sai.Jmme 23 • 1HH>-3:0Opm

ABA-approved law schools require the Law School Admission Test

for admission. Dr. Jerry Bobrow, author of Barron's How to Prepan
for the LSAT, 9th edition and over 30 books on test preparation,

speaks on "The 5-step approach to success."

®©©Q(@©

I

I
g Wornen Faculty in the

Sciences
p0M>k Discussion

Join several female faculty from various UCLA Science
departments discuss what it is like to go to graduate school,
to pursue an academic career in the sciences and much more!

Tuesday, May 1 5th
4:00-5:30 p.m.

2320 Ufe Sciences BIdg.
For more information please call (310) 825-3945 or drop by

the Center for Women & Men in Room 2, Dodd Hall

jpo^g^JV the College ofLetters and Science and the UCLA Centerfor Women & Men,
StmSfi^
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WOBBEKIND
From page 10

mcnl in the way he was taught in

Desert Storm: he mass-murdered
innocent people.

In his defense at his sentencing

hearing, McVeigh quoted from
Justice Louis Brandeis in the 1928

Supreme Court wiretapping case

Olmstcad vs. the United Stales.

"Our government is the potent, the

omnipresent teacher. For good or

for ill. it teaches the whole people by
its example. If the government
becomes a lawbreaker, it breeds

contempt for law; it invites every

man to become a law unto himself;

it invites anarchy."

Bud Welch, whose
daughter was killed

in the blast, called

McVeigh's execution

a "staged political

event."

In his "60 Minuter inlerview,

when asked about violent acts

against the government, he said, "If

government is the teacher, violence

would be an acceptable option."

Now, six years after the blast, mil-

lions of Americans anxiously await

the execution of the beast who killed

168 people. Perhaps the most
important ones are those in

Oklahoma City, the family members
of those killed, and the 500 others

injured in the blast

Attorney General John Ashcroft

worked very hard to gel a closed-cir-

cuit television so that the victims

could watch the execution live and
"begin the healing process," but

those who want to watch are actual-

ly a very small minority getting the

majority of press attention.

In fact, of all the family members
sent letters asking if they would
want to view the execution, a large

majority didn't even respond Those
with the greatest interest in

McVeigh's killing are not the vic-

tims or families, but members of the

U.S. government, looking for public

support for the death penalty.

In an interview, Bud Welch,
whose daughter was killed in the

blast, called McVeigh's execution a
"staged political event." Our gov-

ernment wants the citizens to rally

in support of the death penalty

because it kills reprehensible people
like McVeigh. This single execution

has become a major justification for

the existence of the death penalty in

our society.

Few can find reason to disagree.

They say, "Oh, yes, the death penal-

ty is doing good things. We must
need it." The truth though, is that

McVeigh is nowhere near represen-

tative of the majority of people on
death row.

Most people on death row ended
up there for a reason: they didn't

have enough money to pay for their

lives. Minorities and poor people

disproportionately occupy death
row. They couldn't afford the top
lawyers like O.J. Simpson could and
got the shoddy, overworked and
underpaid court-appointed public

defenders.

As Welch puu it, "With the

exception of McVeigh and maybe
one or two others, wc only kill the

easy ones in this country. And by
easy ones, I nwan the poor ones."
Thus, support for the death penalty
also means support for unjust pun-
ishment of the poor and minorities

in this country. Timothy McVeigh is

most certainly death row's atypi9al

inmate.

McVeigh will be the first person

Sm Pif»13
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WOBBEKIND
From page 12

to undergo a federal execution since

1963. Most inmates on death row

are executed after an average of 1

1

years. McVeigh is being executed in

just over six years from the original

date of the crime. McVeigh did not

kill one or two people; he killed 168.

When it comes to the death penalty,

we need to realize that McVeigh is

far from the rule; he is the excep-

tion.

McVeigh was taught violence by

his own government in the Gulf

War. When he saw governmental

injustices, he felt it was his job to

act. Now, he must pay the ultimate

price. However, that price is not

being paid back to the families, or

even to society. That price is being

paid in the interest of a political

campaign to support a barbarian,

classist. racist institution known as

the death penalty.

McVeigh is being used as a poster

boy for a population he far from

represents; his death is being used as

justification for racism in our insti-

tutions and in our society. For these

reasons, we should all oppose

McVeigh's execution.

SHAPIRO
From page 1

1

decision to make, I ask myself that

exact question. Dump anthrax in the

L.A. reservoir? Sure, what did poster-

ity ever do for me?

10. You know you're at UCLA
when the campus police will stop you

for failing to stop completely at a stop

sign, yet they won't even show up to

disperse a crowd of 100 people sitting

around and smoking dope m public.

Even when there was a news story in

The Bruin notifying them in advance.

Even when the party was taking place

just off of Bruin Walk Perhaps the

police are more con.scrvative than

previously thought - it seems they

don't care about weed-smokers pol-

luting the air.

People filter into

UCLA ...to find the

largest assembly of

anti-capitalist, anti-

growth, anti-American

Students anywhere in

the United States.

1 1. You know you're at UCLA
§ when you see an article in the Daily

Bruin debating the proper methods of

performing oral sex, an article ofan

extremely graphic nature. This should

obviously be a highly public topic and

something which deserves space in a

legitimate publication. The first thing

everyone wants to read in the morn-

ing is some girl talking about how to

avoid tasting sweat or urine. Lovely

Romantic. And above all, dassy. Way
to go. Daily Bruin!

This is what makes UCLA so spe-

cial. All the people around the U.S.

filter into UCLA to partake in this

sumptuous spectacle. They drive

across the country to find the largest

assembly of anti-capitalist, anti-

growth, anti-American students any-

where in the United States. This is,

evidently, a terrific learning atmos-

phere. Thousands making the trek,

mile af\er mile after mile.

How do they know when they've

beconK true Bruins? When they final-

ly understand that UCLA does not

stand for University of California at

Los Angeles - it stands for

Uninformed Callow Liberals of

America.
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Vour WorriL'S This Suirfnof'
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Re-Lease yourself

from paying rent

while you are

away this summer.

Advertise in:

:.^

The Daily

Bruin's

Summer
Sublet Guide!

Runs every
Wednesday of

Spring
Quarter!

Tbe liniueRsfCy ReLfgfoas
Con^exiGnce at UCLA

Honors

Rafer Johnson
UCLA Alumnus, Olympian, Sportsman & Humanitarian

With Its

Adaiine C. Guenther Award
For faithful leadership in ths encouragement of co-operation, understanding and

tolerance among diverse peoples for the common good

Cynthia Swaeby
UCLA Student Faithful Volunteer & Humanitarian

With its

Elisabeth ''Libby" Stem Award
For the UCLA student who best exemplifies the Volunteer Spirit

John Wooden
UCLA Coach Emeritus, Humanitarian & Role Model

With its
~

Thomas Evans Award
For distinguished leadership at UCLA in support of programs that encourage

tolerance, understanding and co-operation among religions

The Univefftity Religious Conference at UCLA. 900 HHgard Avenue. Los Angeles. California 90024-3009
Telephone; (310) 208-5055, E-mail: religion<(Ocla.edu. Wet>slte: www studentgroups.uda edu/URCFriend

Executive Director: Tony Garcia

''Af%u^ U /JM^ ^t^tUAUf" — AdaHne Guenther. URC Executive Director. 1945-1960

Call

(310) 825-2221,

submit your

info.,

sit back, and

relax.

Put that

money back

intoyoOT
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Haven't seen one
of these in a while?

Standardized tests are predictable.

Understanding them Is what Kaplan Is all about.

Whether you re facing the LSAT, GMAT, QRE, MOAT,
DAT or TOEFL*, take Kaplan and get the score

you need to get Into the schools you want.

Classes start soon!

GMAT - May 20 and 30
GRE - May 30 and June 3

Call 1-800-KAP-TEST or visit

icaptest.com to enroll today!

KAPLAN
Test prep, admissions and guidance. For life.
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Arts&Entertainment
0,( 1^, I*,!;h k Crowes

If you missed the Oasis/Black

Crowes concert last night,

check out A&E tomorrow to

discover what went down.

ACM£ Comwiy Theater

"At The Theatre," a spoof on "thumbs-up" movie critics. Is featured

in "Crouching Tiger, Hidden Sunday Show," a sketch comedy show.

Sunday' offers up

healthy serving of sketch
COMEDY: Group parodies

popular culture, but not

always that humorously

ByAmyShen
Daily Bruin Contributor

Despite its title, the sketch cdmedy
act "Crouching Tiger, Hidden Sunday
Show" has absolutely nothing to hide.

Offering up a variety of short

comedic sketches that shed a wild and
humorous light on subjects ranging

from sex and illness to karaoke and
roller skating, the show uses a no-

holds-barred sense of humor that will

take audiences by surprise.

"Crouching Tiger, Hidden Sunday
Show," so named because of its open-

ing parody of the award-winning

movie "Crouching Tiger, Hidden
Dragon," is directed by M D. Sweeney
and performed by the Bravo
Company every Sunday through June

10 at ACM E Comedy Theatre.

The show is filled with many gut-

busting skits. In "Relationshape." for

example, a loud and eccentric drill

sergeant, played effectively by Liam
Sullivan in a warm-up suit and aviator

glasses, whips four dueless men into

perfect-boyfriend shape. The sergeant

ferociously instructs the men on how'
to answer man-killing questions like

"Does this dress make me look fat?"

and "Do you think she's prettier than

mc?" with woman-friendly answers.

When a pupil fails to answer his girl-

friend's question in time, Sullivan

screams, "He who hesitates, mastur-

bates!"

The comedy continues with the skit,

"Let's Swap," a parody of a radio

trade show in whidi listeners call in to

chat with the show's hosts, who are

actually Dan Fester and Sullivan

dressed up as two reserved old ladies.

The ladies repeatedly remind their

audience of their dislike of "risque lan-

guage," but clever plays on words
leave the ladies' otherwise-clean show
littered with dirty double meanings.

In **What Dreams May Come."
such tongue-in-cheek humor is also

evident, as the angel and devil of a 13-

ycarold's conscience wage war over

the content of his dreams

The devil, dressed in leather and-

playing a guitar, fills the boy's dreams
with teenage thoughts of sex, while the

anfel interrupts with scenes of grassy

hHls and singing birds. What ensues is

a hilarious battle between good and

evil with a teeiMgier's dreams hanging

in the balance.

Many other sketches in the show
are equally as funny and loaded v^th

sarcasm. A wide variety of themes can

be found in each skit and include paro-

dies of the novel "Waiting for Godot,"

as well as plots from Star Wars, Greek
mythology and the Elizabethan era.

At its best, the show's plots, themes

and characters smack ofthe ever-hilar-

ious sketch comedy show "Saturday

Night Live." "Crouching Tiger,

Hidden Sunday Show" y^ a nice

change of pace from the comedy often

found in TV shows and movies, due to

its live and up-close staging.

Of course, with the good comes the

bad. Of the show's 19 sketches, only

about halfof them will truly have audi-

ences rolling in the aisles. The other

half are either only funny enough to

elicit a warm chuckle, or flat-out drab

and not entertaining.

It seems that the sketches' funnier

moments center disproportionately

around in-your-face sexual humor.
Although effective at drawing big

laughs from the audience, constant

sexual innuendoes make the show
seem like little more than a string of

high school potty jokes.

For instance, the sketch "Music
Magic" revolves around a drunken

master ofceremonies at a karaoke bar,

gyrating and making lewd gestures

behind the couples singing on stage.

While most audiences will still find this

sort of humor amusing, the show's

inability to generate creative and truly

comical sketches without relying heav-

ily on bathroom humor is its major

downfall.

The no-frills production features

live music played by a keyboardist off

stage, simple props and set design and
clever, comical costumes, allowing

audiences to focus their attention on
the players' performance.

Impressively enough, the players write

and star in their own sketches.

Most of the players fit their roles

well, playing their characters with

humor and enthusiasm; however,

some characters are a bit overacted.

Look for the male players to dominate

the stage - in both acting ability and

presence. The female players most
often act roles that merely support, or

serve as background to the sketches'

male leads.

Despite some minor downfalls, the

show it a fun, entertaining change

from the typical weekend movie.

Thoae who enjoy the witty antics of

"Saturday Nigjrt Live " and brash, in-

your-faoe humor will definitely get a

Tuesday, May 15, 2001
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^"artist
[i)e Matisse exhibit at Hammer Museum emphasizes

the lithographs and black and white drawings of

Henri Matisse, rather than his more colorful works.

abstractions
The Hammer Museum hosts an exhibit of lesser-known works by Matisse

ByMaryWnilanM
Daily Bruin Staff

The name Henri Matisse often conjures images
of the vibrant colors used in the artist's paintings

and paper cutouts.

The common association between Matisse and
his brightly colored works makes entering "Henri
Matisse: Works on Paper from the Grunwald
Center Collection," at the UCLA Hammer
Museum, a little disconcerting In.stead of vivid

paintmgs and paper cutouts, viewers .see what is, at

first glance, a disappointing collection formed most-
ly of black and while lithographs, dry point draw-
ings and woodcuts.

Although the lithographs do provide insight mto
Matisse's lesser-known works, they do not represent

the legacy that he has left behind well

Most of the lithographs are studies of the female
form, in varying degrees of detail.

1
Works like "Nu Asiis. bus gauche sur la tetc

(Seated Nude, Left Arafi im Head)" show a more
basic representation ofa Woman, inexactly drawn,
the nude poses in front of i flMvered background.

Matisse's complex hadcg^unds are one of the

few traits shared with hisflwious works that arc

found in this collection. Attention to patterns, which
often outweighs the attention to people, is a charac-

teristic some of the lithographs share with many of
his paintings.

In this way, some works in the exhibit mirror his

style in other compositions, although there are other

drawings that seem as though they couid have easily

been created by someone else.

For example, nothing about "Odalisque au collier

(Odalisque with Necklace)" and "Odalisque au
magnolia (Odalisque wirh Magnolia)" resemble
more famous examples oi Matisse's work, other

than the signature.

As precise, fully-shaded. Hack and white draw-

ings of women lying in front of non-pattered back-
grounds, these lithographs are a far cry from what
viewers may expect of the artist.

Another oddity of this exhibit is its almost exclu-

sive concentration on one subject: female nudes, in

the larger scope of Matisse's work, he certainly did-

n't restrict himself to this topic, and to see these

drawings quickly becomes tedious.

As one of the few "typical" Matisse works in the

exhibit, the centerpiece, a cutout measuring nine by
II feet titled "Lc Gerbe (The SheaQ' is a rare

glimpse into the world of color and abstract form
thai IS usually associated with Matisse. It is a wel-

come relief, and makes viewers long for more works
like it.

While this particular cutout is not a famous one,

it IS the only one that can be seen from the entrance
to the room that contains the exhibit, which makes

SeeHUmSSI^pagcl?

Run-DMC show overpowers

audience with '80s Np hop
MUSIC: Electricity, sound

problems disrupt group*s

energetic performance

By Antero Garda
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Thanks goodness for all of that

security.

After a week of cultural perfor-

mances from around the globe,

WorldFest ended on Friday in grand

fashion with none other than the kings

.ofrock themselves - Run-DMC.
While the crowd was a bit larger

than usual for a Westwood Plaza con-

cert, this may have simply been due to

the fact that nearly a third of the peo-

ple in attendance were fitted in yellow

security jackets. However, the guards

seemed unnecessary since there were
no security problems at all during the

group's set.

Instead, all of the problems that

occurred were related to the power
and sound quality of the show. The
group's performance was postponed

by an excruciatingly long mic check

during which technicians attempted

to fix feedback. Technical aspects of

the show would still prove to be prob-

lematic through Run-DMC's set.

Finally, after seeming to accom-
plish nothing during the sound check.

Jam Master Jay, wearing his classic

brimmed hat, took his position behind

the "wheels of steel." Pumping up the

crowd with typical hip4iop call and
response phrases. Jay oftlcially kicked

off the show with his busy old school

scratches and shout-outs.

"Put *em up," Jay ordered, and the

crowed dutifully threw its hands in the

air.

Jay's opening segment was filled

with the usual aspects of live hip-hop

shows, such as the DJ asking the com-
mon B-boy trivia question. "What's

my name?"

Before the audience could reply.

Jay's turntables blared for him, "Jam
Master Jay."

With the crowd revved up. Jay was
ready to introduce DMC. But DMC
knew that, sporting his denim jacket,

wide-brimmed hat and oh-so-'80s

Adidas shoes, words were not even

necessary. The O.G. gave himself a

good 90 seconds of gloating in th^-

audience's applause and posing for

the many cameras that were flashing

from the crowd.

With two of Run-DMC's members
already onstage, the audience knew
that Reverend Run would soon make
his grand entrance. Disappointing no
one. Run swaggered onto the stage

casually.

Despite his cool appearance. Run
acted angry and energetic throughout

his performance. Immediately after

taking his microphone, he made the

first of what would be many demands
for the night.

Screaming into the microphone
with extreme anger. Run ordered,

"Turn the lights down. Throw a hand
in the goddamn air."

The crowd loved the rapper's atti-

tude and obeyed happily. After seeing

this first demand met. Run slowly and
methodically made his next demand.
This time, there was a bit less hostility

in his voice, but it still had an edge to

it.

"We gonna jump up and down like

Sc«C0NCQIT,page17

MARYHOISCHM

Run-DMC helped rap move Into the nr^alnstream in the early 1980s.
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A&E BRIEFS

International Film

Exhibition

The International Film Exhibition

started yesterday and will run until

Saturday Screenings will take place

at various locations around campus.

The Dashew International Center

works together with Melnitz Movies

to bring the First Annual

International Film Exhibition to

UCLA. This year's topic is

"capABLE REALity: Addressing

disABILITY in Film." The event

unites filmmakers, actors, artists,

activists and students for a week of

films, debates and testimonials.

Admission is free.

For more information contact the

Dashew International Center at (310)

267-1983.

Campus Events

Shows
Campus Events presents a week of

events, starting with a free concert by

hot new band Idlewild on Tuesday at

noon at Westwood Plaza. With such

diverse mfhienccs as Some Youth.

Black Flag, classic dischord punk.

The Stooges, REM and Nirvana, the

band is breaking onto the American

pop scene. Idlewild can be seen per-

forming on MTV2.
Airbus will also perform a free

noon concert at Westwood Plaza, on

Wednesday Having already made a

name for itself in its native England,

the rock band now brings its unique

sound to UCLA,
"Empire Records" will screen at

Ackerman Grand Ballroom on

Wednesday at 7 p.m. Admission is $2

at the door. The film examines one

crazy day at a busy record store, with

everything from the manager's

attempts to understand his staff to the

twisted love lives ofthe slacker clerks.

The cast includes Liv Tyler. Artthony

LaPaglia, Maxwell Caulfield, Dcbi

Mazar and Rory Cochrane.

"High Fidelity" will follow at 9:30

p.m. on Wednesday. In the film,

record store owner Rob embarks on

a mission to track down his top five

worst breakups to discover where

things went wrong between himself

and his current girlfriend, Laura. The

cast includes John Cusack, Iben

Hjejie, Jack Black, Lisa Bonet and

Tim Robbins.

The two films screen agaiiv-oA-

Thursday, with reversed showtimes.

The week culminates in the con-

cert extravaganza "Battle of the

Bands and DJs" on Friday The show

begins at 7 p.m. at Ackerman Grand

Ballroom. The event brings college

musical acts together to rock off.

Contestants include four rock, two

rap and four DJ entries. Sponsors

such as Sam Ash, KROQ, Campus
Circle and URB will provide prizes

and giveaways. The featured rock

bands are Relax to Paris. Calcutta,

Genohm and Winston Thought. The

featured rap acts are Universal Kingz

and Stereotype. The featured DJs are

DJ Obi, Edit. Xist and Stereotype

DJ.

For more infonnation on any of

these events contact the Campus
Events Commission at (310) 825-

2102.

Ethnomusicology

Concerts
The Music of India and Java

Ensemble will play at Schoenberg

Hall on Thursday at 7:30 p.m. and

the Anglo American Ensemble will

perform at Schoenberg Hall on

Fri^y at 7:30 p.m. Both concerts are

part of the Ethnomusicology

Idlewild will perfornn at Westwood Plaza on Tuesday at noon.

Department's Festival of Worid

Music.

The Music of India Ensemble will

perform North Indian classical and

semi-classical ragas and talas (rhyth-

mic patterns). The ensemble is made

up of students of Shujaat Husain

Khan on vocals and sitar and the stu-

dents of Abhiman Kaushal on tabia

drums. The group is directed by I

Nyoman Wentcn.

The Anglo American Ensemble,

directed by Amy Wooley, will play

American old time and Appalachian

string band music on fiddles, banjos,

guitars and washtub bass.

For more information on either

concert or the Festival of World

Music contact the Ethnomusicology

Department at (310) 206-303.

Briefs compiled from wire reports by

Mkhael Ro&en-Motina, D^ty Bfuin

Senior Staff.

PRINTCRAFT

No Minimum

B/W Copies

Color Copies
with min.

COMPLIMENTARY
CONSULTATION

( -i^Braces^t
\Delwer Brilliant Results

ORTHODONTIST
SINCE 1980

UCLA FACULTY MEMBER Dr. Nader Dayani
Member American Association of Orthodontists

Specializing in braces for adults & children

• Cosmetic Porcelain
• Surgical Orthodontics

• Invisible

• European
• Removable
• Traditional

BEST PRICES IN PRINTING
GUARANTEED.

9787 Wilshire Blvd., Beverly Hills-(Wilshire Santa Monica)

310.888.0098
FrM Pick P«llvffy With Mini

I

(310) 826 - 7494

11645 Wilshire Blvd. #802

Los Angeles, CA 90025

(949) 552 - 5890

18124 Culver Dr., #A

Irvine, CA 92715

Teeth Whitening
upper or lower

$85«° each

(Reg. $200.00)

The treatm«n« witw OS todcyw/s: S1000.00 plus

$100.00 for each month of treotmemf rendeiod
for metd tvocei $900X)0 plus Srao.OO for eoch
month of treatment rarxiered for rernovoble

broces arxl $1 700.00 plus $125.00 per month for

ceramic braces. $200.00 for dtagnoctlc stixty

rTK>del and $ 1 75 00 for formal consultatton.

expifotJoo dote 5-31-01

Tli« Center forWomen 6^ Men-

a tnuied place to talk and ask quections lllllllllll
IT'5 NOTYOUK FAULT i

60% [^Jfr^Kj of sexual assaults are

ccmintttej ty someone t^e survhrcr fcnoifS,

It rs against t^e law.

It ^elfs to talf: atout tt.

No one snould nave to recover from a sexual assault alone.

Ifyou have been sexually assaulted
please contact these resources:

•UCLA Center for Women & Men 825-3945

(confidentia], drop-in counseling)

Room 2, Dodd Hall, www.thecenter.ucla.edu

•Rape Treatment Center

Santa Monica-UCLA Medical Center 319-4000

•UC Police Department 825-1491

dial*9ir

$pon»or«clUtUUCIACOTUrfarWoin»n&'M>Baiiatli»UCLAPolte*D>p<tfh^
len^en

•vary wadn—day and
friday you can sail
and hoy MYTHIIIB
In tha Daily Bruins

\Gh^<i^iL\
wqrmtns |

m A Armchairs

•*" B Binoculars

m c Cameras

B D Dovkl

Bowie CD's

t E Elf

Figurines

^ F Fox

Machines

® G Globes

d&H Handcuffs

liiilkill S"*""!

^S^ 1 Jewelry

t K Kites

^ L Lamps

i M Motoroios

n N Nifty T-shirls

t 2±Lk.|

#p Pogers

^Q Queen

Records

• R Rubber Bolls

^ S Sombreros

V? T Mets

U.}8C the idea.

'ads for itams ov/eir $200 are $2

CONCERT
From page 15

we lost our goddamn minds. Got it?"

Run shouted.

After declaring this to the already

exhausted audience, Run-DMC
kicked out its firstjam of the night, the

daisic'-lt's Like That."

The performance was top notch

and filled with boisterous energy.

However, just as the song was reach-

ing its peak, the power went out. This

was not only disappointing but also

strange, considering that only a week
earlier, the same thing happened while

another classic hip-hop group, the

Sugarhill Gang, was performing.

The trio looked just as bewildered

as the audience and paced uncomfort-

ably back and fourth on the stage.

After five minutes of techies run-

ning frantically across the stage, the

power returned and the group
resumed its performance.

With the power on and the music

blaring, the group went through one

classic after another. One of its

strongest performances of the night

was of the hit song "Mary, Mary."

While Reverend Run and DMC
worked the crowd by marching back

and fourth and interacting with one

another. Jay had a different plan.

Oftin.'the DJ could be seen preaching

into his stationary microphone and

delivering the group's message from

his alter of unstopping turntables.

Toward the end of the group's set,

it seemed as if it was pressured to fin-

ish early. However, Run wasn't about

to leave his position on the stage.

"Yo, they said we gotta go, who
wants more music?" Run asked.

With that, the group launched into

an energetic rendition of "Walk This

Way."

Finally, after sapping the crowd of

any energy it may have had, Run
prompted DMC to take off his shirt.

With signatures from all three band

members, the two rappers carefully

selected a lucky audience member to

receive it.

The group's set was a sweet

reminder of what hip hop is supposed

to be about - phat beats, tight rhymes

and more energy than the Energizer

Bunny on a sugar high.
MARY HOLSCHER

Joseph Simmons of Run-DMC lays down a rhyme for the Westwood Plaza crowd on Friday evening.

MATISSE
Fnxnp^lS

its presence all the more notable and

appreciated.

Lying in two glass cases on either

side of the room are a few smaller

cutouts from the "Jazz" collection,

although "Icarus," the most famous

of that series, is absent.

**Le Cirque" and "Le Nageusse

dans I'aquarium (The Swimmer in

the Aquarium)," among the few

other "Jazz" samples, show what an

exhibit of "Wock& on Paper" should

have been: a collection dominated by

art in the paper cutout style that

Matisse made so famous.

The few examples of the cutouts

that are included do not satisfy a

viewer's longing, but are enough to

show what is missing from the exhib-

it. Namely, color and abstract forms.

Two other glass cases contain

pages from illustrated books that

Matisse published. "Rorilige des

Amours de Ronsard (Anthology of

L.ovesof ilonsard)" and "Pomms de

(Tharles d'Orleans" boasted Matisse

lithographs that were drawn espe-

cially for the publications. The draw-

ings resemble colorful doodles more
than pictures of any object in partic-

ular, but they compliment the books

ofpo^rywell.

The bottom line is that this collec-

tion, however closely it allows the

viewer to examine the artist's litho-

graphs, is too narrow in scope and
does not represent what the artist

proved h»m««lf capable ^ m hf$_

paintings and a wider selection of

paper cutouts.

ART: 'Henri Matisse: Works on Paper

from the GrunwaW Center Collection"

will be at the UCLA Hammer Museum
until July 29. Admission is free for UCLA
students and $4.50 for general admis-

sion. For nrwre information go to

wvvwJ>ammer.uda.edu.

CROUCHING
frompage14

kick out of "Crouching Tiger, Hidden

Sunday Show."

THEATER: "Crouching Tiger, Hidden

Sunday Show" shows every Sunday
through June 10 at 7:30 p.m. at ACME
Comedy Theatre, 1 35 N. La Brea Ave. in

Hollywood. Tickets are $12. For reserva-

tions call (323) 525-0202.
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Bruin Special
LARGE (16") PIZZA 3 regular toppings

$9.X - IMIvvy Only; $16.75 vahia; ImII 1 p««i

Student Special

20% OFF with Bruin Card
IMiMiy a Pick-up Only

Giant Slice + Salad + Drink = $3.99 (Largest Slice in Westwood) • Complete Dinners $4.99 • Free Delh/ery

MANN

Westwood

MANN

Santa Monica

LAEMMLE
vtui our websile

MllrwMM
206-5576

948Broxlofl

239-MANN

MnOML

THX - Dolby Oiwtal

Thud 30 4:30) 7:30 10:15

TIfn. HMMm Oofn (K-13)
THX • Ooiby Oiottl

Mon Wed Thu (1 15 4:15) 7:15 lO.flO

CmTBWMl

CfHTERIONS

THX
C«M*y<R)

Mon-Tlw(11:«2:30 5:10)7:40 10:10 (323)646-

M«M(ra-13)
Slerao- THX

West Hollywood

GENERAL CINEMA

Westwood
AVCOCMaiA

I BkEof Westwood
(310) 777-FILM #330

IM«M(ra-13)
X-SOOSOni

Mon-Thu (11:50 2:15 4:50) 7 30 lOflO

iiial

SUNtiTI Tin CmNw ellw WMM (NR)
MOA-TlHi (12.D0) 2:15 4:30 7110 9:30 AVCOCNOM

iMrtCMMNnrlR)
THX- Dotty Oigitjl

Mon. WM-Th«i (12:00 2:J0 5:00)

7:30 10:00

Tm (12:00 2 30 5:00)

CRnrEI«0N4 ilillUlMntlHiyW
Slerw • THX - Oofty OnKal

Mon-THu (12:00 2:204:40) 7:10 950

SUMKT2

SUNSCT3

FftnWL
10667 LMbrook

laSMwl
THX Dolby Dmi

Moo-Thu(1 45 4 30)7 00 9 30
Jnrtjl

)9

• TIM Tallw tt namt (R)
THX Dotty DiMUl

Moo-Tho (12:102:40 5:15) 7:45 1015

MOA-TIM (1.-30)4:15 7:15 9^5

Mm»i aat Rmm (R)

Mon-Thu (140) 4:20 7:00 9 40

SUNKri MMlMa«(RJ
Mon-Tku (12iX)) 2:305:00 7:30 10

IMITEmONt

KStm AuMmNnwiR)
1045 Broxton Dotty Dkwil

1

1045 Broxton Dotty Di

208-3259 Mon. WW-Thu (12:15 3:30) 7«)1
Toe

THX- Dolby Digtal
Mofl-Thu (12:20 2:45 5:00) 7 20 9J0

tUNKTI SmMUvmINRI
Moo-TIiu(1:45)4:30 7t5 9 55

I) 7«) 10:20

(12:15 3:30)

fiUA
1067 Glendon
206-3007

Dott» Digital

Mon-Wed (1:00 4KX» 7:()0 10.00

PACIFIC

Westwood

WLA/Beverly Hills
ROYAL TIM LaiMa OettM* {KM)
11523 Santa Monica Blvd Mon-Thu (t? 30)

(310) 477-5581 2 55 5:20 7.45 10 t()

1H(P0-13)

Presented in THX 0T8 Olglttl Sound
Mon-Thu 2 10 5 20 8:30 9.20 10:20

Presented in SDDS Ooiltl Sound
Mon-Thu 12 30 3 45 7«) 10 20

AVCOCMBM RalfinMtffe-IS)
Ot t MfMM

PriSiMid in SODS DuKal Sound
Mon Thu 30 4 45 8O0

Presented in THX SRD Dig4al Sound
Mofl-TIM 12:454:00 7:15 10:30

Beverly Hills
BCVERIY CONNCCTHM
La Cienega at Beverfy Blvd

(310)659-5911
4 hours validated paffcing $1 at Box Oftlce

UCLA

Campus Events

ACKBHMM 6ALLR00M Mh^TT^S/lfi
TidMts 62.66 Einylie RMwSnUfb nHily

7i)0 pm ft 9:30 pm

inpB nnMht/ cMBiffV rmi
7D0pm6 9:30 pm

WESTWOOD 1 The Wl
lOSOGaytey Dotty DliHtal

206-7G64 Mmi-Tliu (12«) 2:30 SflO) 7 30 lOTo

I0906aylty
206-7664

lUlMVbtCPG-IS)
Dotty Digital

Mon-THu (12:15 2405.«))
IMRtfRl

CfKST
1262 Westwood BM.
IS. or wvttiHt)

474 7866 or

777-flLM (#025)

UtampM •( IN SwM (6)
THX Digital

Mon-TlHi (2XU 3:45 5:40)

7:30 »:»

DottvDIpilal

Mon-Thu 7 15 1070

WESTWOOtS
1050 Giy%
206-7864

1050Gay«iy
206-7664

CmKMKFO)
Dolby OigM

Mon Thu (12:00 200 400 6.O0)

~IMMM(P6-I3i
•Tlw 6O0 ]0 4()

M lA. (PG)
" Dlg«al

UNITED ARTISTS

Westwood

MUSK HALM
9036 Wilshire

274-6869

MUSICHAU2
9036 Wilsltire

274-6869

IdCsMlMr,
FnpMM IfJMmIm (NR)
Mbn-tiw (5:10) 7J0Vm

SEVERIY CONNECTION

Mon-Thu (5.05)

CaNe84|6l
7 35 lOOO

l(ai6feniTMrP«-13)
Oa 2 3tfmi

Presented in DTS Digital Sound
11 15 2 155 15 830

Pmsentad m THX DigiUI Sound
12:304:00 7:30 10 35

8EVERLY COMECTNM

mWC HALLS
9036Wllshire

S74-66e9

wNb 9 rrtens iMB$ NMi^fRf
Mon-Thu (5 30) 815

(PO-13)

Presented in THX DTS Otailal Sound
11 00 liO 4:50 8 00

Presented in THX SRO OtgKal Sound
l?:15 3:40 70010:10

OoNwl
Mon-TUu (t2:30 2;45

E«Miy M Mm Gain (R)

Dotty Digital

Mon-TItu 7 30 10 30

IMMIIIWOW OwMflila(MeCo«l(PSHI
10866 HMKvorth THX
475-9441 Mon-Thu 12O0 2:15 4:45 7:30 10:20

Santa Monica
SEVBUY CONNECTION Miw IM-13)

Preseniad n THX SDOS OWW Sound
11:40y.20 10-25

^joythe
MaviesU!

To adv0rtl$0

iath0

UA WESTWOOD
10669 WMwofth THX
475-9441 Mon-Thu 12:15 2:30500 7:50 10:30

IMlltJMM'iOiwvm)

Santa Monica
CRITBUONI
1313 3rd St

ThMM«l •> NM tmtm (0)
THX Dotty Digital

Mon-Thu (11 SO 200 4 10) 700
Owcalal (PC IS)

THX Dolby OigjW
Mon-TWMi

UAWESTWOOO
1061

475-9441

llWIiill (R)

Mon-Thu 12 30 4 30 7 101016

MONICA 1

1322 2nd St.

(310)394-9741

6itatfM6RnM(R)
Mon-Thu (1:45) 4:30 7:15 9:55

MONKA? TIM Will iul(R)
Mon-Thu (1:00) 4:00 7.00 955

M0MCA3 WNb a Mm6 Uka Ham <R)

Mon-Thu (1:30) 4:20 7101001)

EVM.V CONNECTION 6iMHlJMMliianr(R)
Presented in OtS Digital Sotnw

11452 10 4M 7.10 9:30

II0MCA4 MMMNt(RI
Mon-riM (1:45) 4:30 7 151000
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310.825.2161
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Classified

1700
\H(){)

I'JDO

2000
20f>0

2100
2200
2300
2A0()

2500
2li00

2700
2800
2U00
3000
3100
3200
SliiiO

3A00
3500
3f;()0

3700
3800
3900
4000
A 100
4200
A300
4400
4500

3ZIZZZEEEHZI&
Campus Happenings
Campus Organizations
Campus Recruitment
Campus Services
Birthdays
Legal notices

I

Lost & Found
Miscellaneous
Personal Messages
Personals
Pregnancy
Recreational Activities
Research Subjects
Sperm / Egg Donors
Tickets Offered
Tickets Wanted
Wanted

I

Appliances
Art / Paintings
Bicycles / Skates
Books

I

Calling Cards
Cameras / Camcorders
Cottecttbles
Computers / Software
Furniture

Garage / Vbrd Sales
Health Products
Miscellaneous
Musical Instruments
Office Equipment
Pets
Rentals
Sports Equipment
Stereos / TVs / Radios
Tiable Sports

(TTi

4600
4700
4800
4900
5000
5100
5200
5300
5400
5500

5600
5620
5640
5660
5680
5700
5720

{MSsW
Auto Accessories
Auto Insurance
Auto Repair
Autos for Sale
Boats for Sale
Motorcycles for Sale
Parking
Scooter / Cycle Repair
Scooters for Sale
Vehicles for Rent

Resorts / Hotels
Rides Offered
Rides Wanted
laxi / Shuttle Service
Travel Destinations
Travel Tickets
Vacation Packages

^THi

5800
5900
6000
6100
6150
6200
6300
6400
6500
6600
6700
6800
6U00
7000
7100
7200

1-900 numbers
Financial Aid
Insurance
Computer / Internet
Foreign Languages
Health / Beauty Services
Legal Advice / Attorneys
Movers / Storage
Music Lessons
Personal Services
Professional Services
Resumes
Telecommunications
Tutoring Offered
Tutoring Wanted
Typing

Writing Help

^77777777

7400
7500
7600
7700
7800
7900
8000
8100
8200
8300

Business Opportunities
Career Opportunities
Child Care Offered
Child Care Wanted
Help Wanted
Housesitting
Internship
Personal Assistance
lemporaiy Employment
Volunteer

IF:

840(1

8500
8600
8700
8H00
8900
9000
9100
9200
9300
9400
9500
9600
9700
9H()(J

Apartments for Rent
Apartments Furnished
Condo / Townhouse for Rent
Condo / Ibuvnhouse for Sale
Guesthouse for Rent
House for Rent
House for sale
Houseboats for Rent / Sale
Housing Needed

I

Room for Help
Room for Rent
Roommates - Prhnrte Room
Roommates - Shared Room

I

Sublets
Vacation Rentals

index

1 1 8 Kerckhoff Hall
308 Westwood Raze
Los Angeles. CA 90024

E-Mail: classifieds@media ucia edu
Web: http://wwwdailybruin ucla.edu

phone
Classified Line: (310] 825-2221

Fax: (3103 206-0528
Classified Display: (310) 206-3060

Fax: (310) 206-0528

oflfcehoura
Mon-Thu: 9:00am-3:00pm
Fri: 9am-2 :30pm

One issue, up to 20 words $8.50
each additional word 0.65

Weekly, up to 20 words 29.00
each additional word 2.1

5

Monthly, up to 20 words 96.00
each additional word 5.75

1 2 pt headline $i .60
1 6 pt headline $2.25
^Border $5.00

CCassiried Une Ads:
1 working day before printing,

at 12 noon
Classined Display Ads:
2 working days before printing,

at 12 noon.
There are no cancellations after
noon of the day before printing.

For Oaasified Display ads.

please aee our rate card
for variable rate information.

r ^ ^
Master Card Vli

payment
Please make checks payable to
"The UCLA Daily Brum." Wte
accept Visa. MasterCard, and
Discover credit cards. Allow 5
working days for mail payments.

hoMT to iMite
an eflBGfliie ad

• Start your ad with the
merchandise you are selling

This makes it easier for readers to
quickly scan the ads and locate
your items.

• Always include the pnce of your
Item Many classified readers
simply do not respond to ads
without pMioes
• Avoid at>breviationS"make your
ad easy for readers to understand
• Place yourself in the reader's
position, ask what you would like

to know atx>ut the merchar>dise.
and include that in the ad Include
such information as brand names,
colors and other specific

, descnptions

innn^H^

announcements
1100-2600

1100
Campus Happeniiir|s

Alcoholics Anonymous
Mon. DbtuMion, Fri. St«p Sivdy, 3517 AdwniHi.

1W». loJ[ SUMly, 3517 Adwrmon
M/T/Wkii.D«talA>029
W«l.ftii.0MtaiA3-(»9

Diicuuion.AlliRin 12:10- I.OOpm

1800
Miscellaneous

ATT: PRE-MEDS AND MEDICAL STUD-
ENTS: Author working on tx)ok about AM-
CAS essays, needs your help. If you wrote
an especially effective applicafion essay,
please send it to Stephanie Jones, c/o Mus-
tang Publishing. PO Box 770426. Memphis
TN 38177 or email
sbjofies 3020ehome.com

2000
Personals

LOVE? European writer/linguist, cosrrwpoli-
tan. accomplished, good-looking, mature,
healthy lifestyle, loves literalure/travel-

ing/outdoors. seeks aftractive/smart/affec-

lionate young female, any race/ongin, for

tnenaship. possit>ly romance/marriage. 310-
573-4020/maniCmunch.com

VERY ATTRACTIVE, Successful, romantic,
swm. 35. fun-toving. intelligent, caring, con-
siderate, urvjerstandir^ seeks very attractive
woman w/similar vakjes, 18-36. Please send
photo/phone/note: 1015 Gayley Ave #595
LA. CA 90024

YOUNG, 28, SWM
Handsome, affluent, busy executive liv-

ing in Beverty Hills seeks very attractive.

18-25, inialNgenl lady for spending good
time together, worklwkJe travel, and

more. WHI be generous and supportive.

Leave message at 310-388-5484 or
email at nk:efe<k)wO ureach.com

2200
Research Subjects

ARE YOU SUFFERING
FROM ALLERGIES?

Allergy season can be miserabie tor many ai

lergy sufferers. However, new treatments are
being tJevetoped. You nrwy qualify to partk:i-

pato in a clinical research study of an inves-
ttgMioofll altorgy medicatk>n. If you quality
you will receive: Free study medwatk)n. aller-

gy testing, and compensation up to $300.
For more infofmation plsass caN: Or Jo-
nathan Corren, ANergy Research Founda-
tion. 310-477-1734 e« 240 Of ext 247

2200
Research Subjects

CHRONIC BAD BREATH. Earn up to $120
and team to control bad breath. Clinical stu-

dies in Culver City. 310-645-8576.

PLAY GAMES AND EARN MONEY. TOO!
Social psychotogical experiment. 1 hour
Average $10. Undergraduate only. Call 310-
825-3017, sign up 2524 Hershey or email
pbonacichdyahoo.com, leaving your name,
phone, arxl available times.

SEXUAL ASSAULT
SURVIVORS

Wanted lor research study. Get $15 gift cer-
tificate to Amazon com lor completing 10-

minute, web-based survey Anonymous and
confklential. Women, 18-35 years old. who
have been raped or sexually assaulted in the
past 5 years, please call or e-mail lin-

das© rand.org. 310-393-0411x6152 for

password, www.rand.org/crim/saws. RAND
is a non-profit research organization in Santa
MofNca.

2300
Sperm/Egg Donors

If you are male, in coNege or have a college
degree, you can earn up to $600/mo. call for

details on our anonymous sperm donor pro-
gram Receive free comprehensive health
screening & help infertile couples. So if

youre looking for a great job and a little ex-
Ira cash, call/email us first 310-824-
994 1 /donors« cryobank.com.

4^200
Rentals

STUDIO CITY. $413: gated parking, a/c,

your own bedroom, phone line. Female grad
student preferred. 20 min to UCLA.

2300
Sperm/Egg Donors

Pay your tuition

with eggs.

If you're a woman between 1

8

and 35, you can earn money easi-

ly, anonymously. Donate your

eggs to an infertile couple.

$5,000 and up, depending on

you education and other qualifi-

cations. Call Today.

The Center for Egg Otion$
310/546-6786

•W» Canter tor Eflf OfMant. UX

Egg Donors Needed
Healthy females ages 1 9-28

wishing to help infertile couples.

$5,000

t Call Mirna (818) 832-1494 m

2600
Wanted

PERSONAL TRAINER: To train at home
1/2 mile from campus- 2 or 3 days/wk early
morning. Please fax resume or name and tel-
ephone number to set up interview Fax
310-476-7976

M^uWum^

transportation
4600-5500

UCLA LAW SCHOOL GRADUATES who
failed the bar exam. For a small legal project
310-797-0965.

4900
Autos for Snie

1983 MUSTANG CONVERTIBLE Many new
parts. Regular gas Low miles One owner
Classic shape Vtry dependable Moving to
Seattle Sacrifice $2400. 213-240-1926

1990 GEO METRO. White. 2-door. manual
trans

. 90.000miles. New brakes. A/C. Runs
great! $1.600-obo. Call Amanda 310-820-
3579.

1991 FORD TEMPO QL, red. 4.door. au-
tomatic, new transmission, A/C VERY
GOOD CONDITION. $2600. must seN. Call
310-441-1473.

W:Egg Donor^Needed
Make a miraculous

difference in the life of
a lovinj^ couple by

turning their dream of
txiildin^ a family Into a
reality. If you are an
educated female

between the; aj^cs of
2 1 -M}, norvsmoker with
exccltent health, call

The Registry Ovum
Donor S<^rvk c

3400
Computers/Software

COMPUTER
TROUBLESHOOTERS

WANTED
Earn good money fixing simple problems
and doing computer training. Call for more
info: 310-545-6508.

1991 NISSAN SENTRA SER 2000 CC. 5-
speed. radio, new disk bnkn. shocks, bat-'
lery. tires. Excellent condWon. $2,900. Rog-
er 310-206-2837(0). 310-275-3 1 07(E).

1992 SUZUKI SWIFT 52.000/mile8. Manual
trans. Very good condition Must sell by May
25. $2000. 310-390-0940 or be-
reauOchem.ucia.edu.

1993 FORD EXPLORER XLT 36.000mllM,
Gray/Gray Leather, brush and grill gua«»s!
side-steps, log lights, new tires. $9,800 call

310-339-3738

1994 FORD MUSTANG GT CONVERTIBLE.
Black w/Wack leather interior/lop. 10-disc
CD. sport tires, original owner. 69K/miles
$12750. 310-440-2178.

ecycle^

MACINTOSH l-Book(Q3). 333MHZ
i60MB^.6Qb. WHh Adobe: Illustrator 8.0.'

After Effects 4 1/Photoshop 5.5. Flash 4
Director S/Microsoft Offtee $700. Anibai
323-660-3864.

3SOO
Furniture

MATTRESS SPECIALS
NEW INNERSPRING twin sets $99.95, Fulls

$12995. Queens $169.95 and Kings
$199.95. Also. Saaly. SlaMns and Foster at
lowesi prices. 310-477-1466

MATTRESSES, FUTONS, DESKS. Book-
shelves. Dinette Sets. T-Table. Lamps. Deliv-
ery. Open 7 days Kings Furniture 11961
Santa Monica Blvd. 310-575-4243

MOVING OUT SALE
it and Dining set. CaH ASAP All

must go Mors 05/ia«>l. Efsen 310-479-
0646.

1996 SATURN SL2
4door. automatic, manual, door kxjk+wind-
ows. 10 disc cd changer. 79e00miles. $6500.
(brtow bhie book). Sam:310-824-3451

.

CAR FOR SALE. $3900. Ford Probe 1991
Red w/giey interior. Sunroof. Sony CD. twm
parts, great condHton. dean. Only 75k miiea
310-440-1082.

MAZDA MIATA. RED, 1995 $9500/obo Mint
condition. 45K mHes. no acckJents. no
mechanical probtams. A really fun drive! 310-
823-5539,

MERCEDES BENZ 1981 240 D, Red, looks
great, runs great, sunroof. Automatic
$1995-060 Call Dr. Davki 323-936-1449.

POLICE IMPOUNDS HondM as tow as
$500 for listings 1-800-319-3323 ext.A214.

5400
Snooters for Sale

HONDA ELfTE SCOOTER for sale. $800o-
bo 310-206-3436 ^^
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5680
Travel Destinations

5680
Travel Destinations

6200
Health Services

6200
Health Seivices

6200
Health Services

STUDENT TRAVEL

Call us
•ace

lelling out!

>.
HR|travfi

920 Westuvood Blud. (next to Burger King)

310.UCLA.FLY or x50795 from campus
www.statravel.com

A m e rM c d • s L e .^ d e T I- d ve I

BEAT THE SUMMER RUSH!
New York

Honolulu

London

Paris

Amsterdam

$231.00

$327.00

$431.00

$509.00

$598.00

•Fares r/t. Tax not included. Restrictions apply May
require student and/or teacher status. Call today!

GET $25.00 OFF
when you purchase your international airiine ticket

with a railpass or lour at the same lime!

Far., sre ROUND TRIP and subject to changsT^ss srs extra snd restrictions spply.

^IfAWmivinrl

931 Westwood Bivo

310-209-UCLA
c () Li n c 1 I t r- el V e i . c r

5700
Travel Tickets

ApUA TRAVEL INC
WORLD WIDE LOWEST AIRFARES

IIMKE YOUR OMIN Al^ CMl NOTE
] RESB^AHONAT

httfi://www.phsmaweb. com/aquatravel

24HaURSADAY
Lowest Domestic and
intemational Airfares

Tour Packages
Euraii|»ass

Hotel Acconimodations

Car Rentals

•Asia*Afcica'Aiislrala*Eifope*Soui»

Afnerica*lndta*Canada*Mexico*Ha«iir

Spnfdomesiicilnlmwliaal%Wm liiMly
^Prtcj* «• •utJi.ct to ctwng. v^thout none*
*««*«*V nwy b» Imasd ond «om« ••ihfclto™ mov

PHONE (3iq)33M025
9841 Mpoft a. Suite 506. Los kigeksa 90045

S720
Vacation Packages

TRAVEL ABROAD Now inferviewing lor

•9« 19-24 Experience clubs of IbiraAhe
"running of the Buls-(Panpiona. Spain)
Plus ssvsral other oountriM. Jnduding Am-
SlSftfMn. M. 310-683-0445

services
5800-7300

6000
Insurance

COMPLIMENTARY CONSULTATION
ORTHODONTIST

SINCE 1980
UCU FACULTY MEMBER Dr. Nader Dayani

Member American Asson^tJon of Orthodont
i^^t:^

Specializing in braces for adults & children

Braces^'^
Deliver Brilliant Resultsults/

(310) 826 - 7494
I164SWilshireBlvd. fSO?
LMAngeiet.CA 90025

(949) 552 - 5890
18)24 Culver Dr., iA
Irvint. CA 927l5

1^' <•! NTTcsTI hl.XTS \\h W i I, IV \

TeethW^iitening $35

• Cosnnette Porcelain
• Surglcai OrthcxJontlcs

• Removable
• Traditional
• Invisible

European

».). t .ir.l". .,t|.„. ;!,.,„,, l,«.l„„M ' .„.,.,,,,,

•or c»an.c b.ac«iljno 00 (Of dOonortic rtu(Mno<J« <«i
S 1 7ft 00 to) tormd conajrctnn

•*)ta«ondal«6Ji«i

6300
Legal Advice/Attorneys

NO RECOVERY NO FEE
NO COST Sexual harrassment, Discrimina-
tion. Auto-accidents, Slips/falls MYER LAW
FIRM, Westskfe. Scott D Myer(UCLAW86)
www.bestlawyer.com 310-277-3000.

6700
Professional Services

MEDICAL SCHOOL APPLICATION COUN-
SELING. Counseling by recently graduated
M.D. Specializing in application essays/inter-
view-skills. Fee negotiable/money-back
guarantee Greg Freedman. M.D 310-960-
3300/pager.

7100
Tutoring Wanted

6AOO
Movers/Storage

BEST MOVERS. Lk^ensed. insured Lowest
rates Fast, courteous+careful Many stud-
ents moved lor $98 Lie. -T- 163844 NO JOB
TOO SMALL! 1 -800-2-GO-BEST Volce-
mail/pager 323-263-2378.

HONEST MAN w/l4ft truck and dollies.
sma« jobs, shoit notice oh. SF. LV, SO.
Student discount. Go Bruins! lOyrs 310-
285-8688.

JERRYS MOVING&DELIVERY. The careful
movers. Experienced, reliable, same-day de-
livery. Packing, boxes available Also, pick-
up donations lor American Cancer Society
Jerry 0310-391 -5657

SUMMER STORAGE. Free pick up avail-
able. reasonable rates. Westside Self-Stor-
age. 310-826-5955.

6500
Music Lessons

DRUM LESSONS
ALL LEVELS/STYLES with dedicated pro-
fessional. At your home or WLA studto. 1st-
lesson free. No drum set necessary
Neil:323-654-8226.

NEED IT TYPED?
Don't have time or inclination? Profession-
al/degreed word processors specializing in

legal/psychologk^al transcriptwn and lengthy
academic papers, (legible drafts please).
$3/pg. student rate. $50/minimum, $l2/pick-
up/delivery. Resumes/$40. 323-288-6805
any time

7000
Tutoring Offered

AAA TUTOR'S CLUB
A HOME TUTORING sendee for all subjects,
grades K-12 Lowest prices guaranteed! For
more information call 310-444-0449.

TEACH THE SATs

Need energetic people with

High SAT scores to prep

students 1-on-l or in classes.

All regions. $15-$25/hr. Flex

hours. Car needed. Call Tom
310 448 1744

www.tutoijobs.coni

GUITAR LESSONS
by professional near UCLA All levels, guitars
available Learn to play effortlessly!

www.JWGS.com. Call Jean at 310-476-
4154.

6600
Personal Services

CHEMISTRY, ORGANIC CHEMISTRY
PHYSICS, BIOLOGY. PHYSIOLOGy!
STATS By doctoral student, w/lots of teach-
ing experience. Fee negotiable/money-back
guarantee. Call Greg , 310-397-0547.

FOREIGN ACCENT REDUCTION. Commu-
nicate with clarity&accuracY. Especially rec-
ommended for foreign TA's&graduates en-
tering business worid Taught by experi-
enced professors 310-226-2996. www accu-
rateenglish.com.

MATH SCIENCE TUTOR
UCLA Engineering graduate offering
math/science tutoring for all ages/levels.
Kind and Patient. Flex hours/location Con-
tact Shahrad : 310-772-5020.

MY-TUTORCOM Math/Physics/Statis-

tics/English/Hebrew.chemistry/biology
Law/Business Law. computer programming
Computerized statistk:al analysis available
Tutoring service. Call anytime. 800-90-TU-
TOR

7200
Typing

WORD PROCESSING specializing in thes-
es, dissertatwns. transcription, legal, psych
resumes, fliers, brochures, mailing lists re-
ports. 310-828-6939

TT^XTi

employment
7400-8300

7/kOO
Business Opportunities

COLD CALL APPT. SEHERS
$10/HR -f Commission

5-9pm Sunday - Thursday
Are you enthusiastic and love

to talk on the phone?

CaH Maria CoWns: 310.477.5666 xlOO

PHYSICS AND MATH
Math/Physfcs major/student offers tutoring in

physics and math at all levels. Contact Sina
(310)989-1491 orsina40 ucla.edu

RESEARCH PAPER TUTOR. 4.0 grad and
published writer offers private tutoring servic-
es 310-293-0884.

$500 WEEKLY WORKING FROM HOME.
Rush business-size self addressed stamped
envelope. M.V.A. P.O. Box 6923-DB, Malibu
CA 90264.

/

Sdett'4^ Sd^ S^fifm/Mmettt
na « r«MMiMM masm / n«iMln / ModMi / EaolcOMian

OMciIMn / Omoot IV Otati / SncM E«wk /

V SinlRgM at SoMftM* CMmh
»Ww»Titin» Alien

GUMWNTHDI

^*4MJVa£ 24 MOUCfi 13
1 Of 836-I^JAgTY

i*i»ntUgaEiil0oeUem 6266

FREEDOM
WORK FOR YOURSELF This summer. Get
pakl daily and buikj reskjual income working
with a 29 year-old NYSE Company 888-
574-9330.

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING
Oom^ntm\tlM% OUtertsttan AwltCrw

The»«. Papws, and Psraonal Statamwtta
Proposals and Books

lni»fnatlonal Students W«lcoma. Sir>c« 1966
Sharon Bmt. Ph.D. (310) 470-SSS2

www. B«ar-Write com

/lllstale.
MmVs in good hands.

Mttc© Azvr lr»surance AQency, Inc

(310)312-0202
1281 WostvN/ood aivd
C2 t>lka. So of Wital-Hr*)

24 Hours o Doy Sfvtc*

6700
Professional Services

ATTENTION MBA. LAW. MEDICAL
SCHOOL APPLICANTS! Frustrated devel-
oplng your cojclal personal statements? Get
professional help from well-known au-
thor/consultant.310-826-4445. www.wlnning-
personstatement.com.

WRITING TUTOR
Kind and patient Stanford graduate. Help
with the English language—for students of
all ages/levels. 310-440-3118.

7100
Tutoring Wanted

TUTORS WANTED
MATH MAJORS NEEDED TODAYAfter
school, grades K-12. in BH. WLA, SM areas
Education majors and/or graduate-level (in

any field) a plus. $11.25-15/hour Call The
Tutor's Club: 310-444-0449.

MATH, SAT. Experienced Grad student or
Senior prefened Private WLA school. Fax
resume to 310-473-4831 or call 310-473-
6081.

OUTSTANDING SPANISH TUTOR needed
for high school student in Beverty Glen area
$25/hr Call 818-501-8783

CERTIFIED SWIM INSTRUCTOR wW teach
sw*rn lasaons at your home. Individual or
group lessons at reasonable rates Monica
310-452-3897.

6200
HLralth Setvices

TEETH WHITENING
BRENTWOOD COSMETIC DENTAL OfBca
offers new teeth whitening system Afford-
able for everyone $85 for upper or lower
310-207-5008

t f r T W-^'^ 9- • m-m^9^'^

Classifieds

825-2221

FIND ROOMS &
ROOMMATES ONLINE

The Napster for roommatas Free to view
and placa ads. tmmadlate Online Results
www.aasyroonwnate.com

FORMER ENGLISH TEACHER >hI Masters
from U-Chicago, edits^vord procassas dis
»«2Jon|». proposals, scraanpteys, personal
statements, resumes Intsmational students
welcome Winslow's 3l0-§29-6171. /'

PROGRAMMING SOL. DATABASE CON-
NECTIVITY tutor and cgi. peri scripts. Che-
vlot Hills. 310-927-7289 or 310-639-5457

SAT TUTORS NEEDED
SCOREI Prep needs tutors w/high SAT
sores for SAT ft academic subject tutoring
Reliable transport required. Positions avall-
Wa In SFV, South Bay, and Agoura areas
$16/hr^^)onus. FI6x schedules Call 310-
446-2161 to apply

TUTOR NEEDED for CBEST Prep in writing
Expartence w/standardized tests necessary
Cal Halaina at 310-477-4019.

ONLINE MARKETING
Learn the truth about online martteting!

htlp://hop.clickbank.net/hop.fcgi?mvp777/

bigdogs

7500
Career Opportunities

INVESTMENT OPP
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT Excellent
career opportunity for new graduate to learn
the investment Industry. Detail-onented, or-
ganized team player needed w/good PC
skills. Will train. Fax resume 310-789-0000.

JUST SECRETARIAL?
NOT!

HANDLE BUSINESS/Personal affairs; plan
events; surt the net; polish Power Point pro-
jects; track legislation; create a spread sheet
or two. get your educatK>n paid for. ..sounds
great, huh? Sweet opportunity for talented
college grad. The Placement Company"
deklredalaOaartNlnk.net Fax 310-889-7101

BARTENDERS
• larn $10O-$200 a day
•ZwMklraMnaajob

naoamant Indudad
• rs rtot a Jot) -Ifs a PARTYIm

NtMonrt Bartendtfi Sctiool

1 (JlOO) Ci IB - Ml XX (C,.»«><1)www ll.ltlOll.lIt).!! t< IKlll., (,,,,,

7700
Child Care Wanted

2 MONTH OLD GIRL
Looking for sweet babysitter Wed. 2-8,
Thurs.. 12-8 in Pacifk: Palisades. Starting
ASAP Plaasa call:310 230-6061.

Display
206-3060

«x
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lnt»r«st»d in Student HaaMi?
Tli«n fak« this littl« quiz.

Wlicit ore you doing TODAY ot noon?

a. Eating FREE food in room 414 in the Ashe

Center (4th Floor)

b. Getting invoK^ed in campus health care

c. Working towards student empowerment
d. All of the above

Ifym answera 'd'you'Hbe at the Student HeaMi

Advhory Committee (SHAC) reavitment meeting.

See you in Ashe, Room 414.

Arthur Ashe Student Health and Wellness Center

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PI 1771

F

ACROSS
1 Fattier, to tot

5 Berseric

9 Tusk material
14 Desert prince
15 Tearoom
16 Craze
1 7 At ttie very —

minute
18 Mine output
19 Ctiut>by

20 Front tooth

22 Pats on tt>e back
24 New growtti

26 Alphabet letters

27 Frightened
30 Carolina cape
35 Factory
36 Henri's dad
37 ContWent
38 Squabble
39 Sharpest tasting
42 Currently
43 Popular cookie
45 "Puppy Love"

singer
46 On the - free
48 Garden flowers
50 Like some teeth
51 Blasting material
52 Not a soul
64 'Quemtea"

> painter

Sdi^ot familiar

62 >^cca cousin
63 Finished
65 Cah^Kxtia's

tocaUb
66 His nikw is

Mudd \
67 SuggestN^
68 Troublec \
69 Romantk: dale
70 — out: makes

do
71 *Qoodt>ye \

Columbus' \
author

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
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DOWN
1 CoM-cuts seller

2 To-
unanimously

3 Type of jockey
4 Skilled VMXker
5 Hamtony
6 A Polynesian
7 Two - kind
8 Seaweed
9 Disck>se

(a secret)
10 Hand luggage
11 Burden
12 The -otthe

Ancient KAvinar
13 Puppy noiaee
21 HisMs
23 GMVM a 'Q- to
25 Crisp pkikle
27 Kitchen wear
28 Goddess of

flowers

29 Chillier

^ Zone

32 Incur, as debts
33 Stood up
34 Used thread
36 Word games
40 Kilns for drying

hops
41 Be gracious
44 fy^usk^l

intervals

47 Type of

oocKwrt
49 Pay-telephone

word
50 Rabbits
53 Weight unit

54 Hair feature
SSLabaasistant.

ofnim
56 Shrewd
57 Mean person
SO European

city

60 Droop
61 PoetOgden
64 Acom bearer

Daily Bruin Classified
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7700
Ctiild Care Wanletl

BABYSHTTER WANTED
For tyr oW cWW. Flexlt)te hows. $6/hr. Ex-
periences and references necessary. CaN
Youiee Kirt) ©310-413-3544

BABYSITTER WANTED
FOR 2 kids, 4&7 Pick-up from school/camp,
taking to play dates, help w/homework. etc!

Experience necessary. References required.

Approxiniate hours, 1-7 M-F Begin 6/11

Salary DOE. Pacifk: Palisades. 310-230-
7475.

BABYSITTING in paradise Martha's Vine-
yard, Massachusetts Kids 6&8 6/29/01
7/20/01. 8hrs/day. Room/airfare and
t)oard^$lOO/wk. Fax resunie 310-202-8048

FEMALE AFTER-SCHOOL/SUMMER
CAMP CHILD CARE/DRIVER for 2 kids

(10413). 20-25hfs^wek. Bel Air Must rtave

car/references Elizat>eth. 310-472-9920
evenings/fax 310-472-9178.

GENTLE. CARING, healthy t)abysltter need-

r

ed to help w/23-month-oW. Non-smoher/
English-speaWno- Experience and referenc-
es required. Hours vary. 310-446-4413

GREAT JOB
P/T HOUSEKEEPER/BABYSITTER for 10
y/o girl. Approx 20hr8/wk. Housedeaning.
grocery shopping. Must own car Pacitic Pal
isades 323-584-9225. janO toddrutkin com

LOOKING for bright, enthusiastk:. creative,
responsible caregiver for 5-year-old girl.

Child development background a+. $10^r
(flexible DOE). 30hr min. 310-850-7324.

MOTHER WHO LfVCS 1.5 tJlocks from caro-
pus Is kicking for a helper ¥»ith her 2small
chiWren. $8/hr. Flexible hours 310-234-
8230.

7800
Hl'I() Witnted

WORK FOR KAPLAN!

K«plaf» offers oxcRtng opportuniUes in an
eAieattonal envkonment Kaplan isn't about

I

clawfoom grades, we are about career growtn,
W» prepare our students Ibf college and

graduate sctiool entrance exams, the coNeae
and graduate school admlsstons process.

and pro«etstonat Icenses.

We also develop our staff through presentation
and manatemant experience. Many of our

employees continue to work with us even altar
they move to new areas and despite buey

primary jobs. Why? Because working fbr the
wortd's leading provhtor of test prtiMratkxi

•ervlces is truly fun and rewarding.

Join the original tast prap team. There is

a center hxatad to Weatwood at 1133
Westwood Boulevard. Suits 201 and

160 other tocattons throughout the US.

Customer Service and Teaching
poeMont avaHaMe.

To teech call 8004<AP^TEST exL 3.

For other jobs caU (310) 20W)554. ext. 400.

7800
Help WiiiitofJ

.. " 800TCAMP
Ev9fyttmg yo« need to knatt (o t>e « bmttmtm m

• one-night cour»e Easy, cheap end tun!

323-462-3379 ^
COUNSELORS/FUTURE TEACHERS
needed for summer program al Crossroads
School in Santa Monica. Perfect for elemen-
tary education rt^ajore. Email resume to
gcuddyOxrds.org. EOE.

CS/EE STUDENTS WANTED for verifteatwn
01 avionics software. Must know C. $12-
15/hr PT/durlng school. FT/summer EmaM
resume to jobaOilaaaoc.oom.

KAPLAN

MFRDAY CAMP - SUMMER
Seek staff w/summer home in or near the
San Fernando or Conajo VMays. Oxnard.
Simi. Maiibu misc. Instmctors A General
couns $2750-3500+ for summer 888-
784-CAMP www.workatcamp.com

ONE 8-YEAR-OLD BOY Hours M-TH:3-
8PM. F.3-6. Need car, insurance and li-

cense. Please caM (or more informatk)n:323-
341-0148 pager.

READING. WRITING, and Running w/6
l/2yo boy. Afternoons, approx 6pm-epm.
some weekends. Bel Air $l2/hr Prefer male
310-472-8611.

ADMINISTRATOR/ADMINISTRATIVE AS-
SISTANT/DENTAL ASSISTANT needed for
danlal orthodonHc oWice m West LA wtth ex
C«1len( communjcation skills Mon. Wed. Fn
9anr»-6pm. EjqMrience prefenred $9 $li/hr
Pleaae caH 310-826-7494 or fax resume to
310-826-9564

DAY CAMP
COUNSELORS

Pall Camp now hiring enthusiastic ooun-
sek>rsl Summer fun includes jet skiing,
amusement parks, beach days, paintball and
more! 19 and up Call Jacgue: 310-477-
2700x14

SUMMER JOB. Student needed to babysit
spoiled, but not bratty girls, 7 & 9 Weekdays.
4:30-6:30 Pickup from camp. 6/25-8/3!
$1(Vhr. Hancock Park. 213-380-5083.

UCLA AREA
PART-TIME
CHILD CARE

for 10-year-old female, lives in or out,
approx I8hrs weekly w/occastonal sleep-
over required. Car. insurance, and good dri-

ving-record a must Please call Christy: 310-
454-0711

7800
Mcip Waiited

ART GALLERY
ASSISTANT FOR
PROMINENT
WESTSIDE
GALLERY

Train now-F/T by August. Requirements;
Spanish fluency, detail -oriented, an back-
grouTKl. $l0-l2/hr+commission. Fax re-
8ume:310-586-1712.

DAY CAMP
Summer Swimming, beaches, horses &
more www daycampjobs com

M) K-fiericncv yec essary
Mat Womro, dttUrvn. ail ajjei. si«s.

raos. TV Hint, ('.iMiiinerajJi MaKznna
forlHfisinuil nitenit'K call noit

310,659.7000

ASSISTANT NEEDED Windows prolicJeni

Car/irtaurance necessary. Accounting skills

pretorrad. Flaxibia hours No dress code
$0/hour Fax raaume: 310-479-2402.

ADMIN. ASSISTANT
Investmnt Corp needs help with secre
tartal/leasmg. F/T. P/T. flexible hours.
Very doae to UCLA. Must have car. Fax
resume; 310470-6755. CaM: 310-470-
1112

$$Get Paid For Your
Opinions!$$

Earn $15$ 125 and more per survey!
wwnwjnoney4oplnions.com

$15-$23/HR BRIGHT ENTHUSIASTIC peo-
ple to teach SAT prep and AU Academic
SiAifacts. Transportatkjn required We wM
train. Flexible hours. Send or fax cover let-

ter/resume, including test scores (SAT QRE.
etc.) to ACE Educatwnal Senses, Attn:Bar-
ry. 9911 W Pk» Bh«J, Ste.PH-K. LA. CA
90035; Fax:310-282-6424. Poailions avail-
able throughout LA and the Valay.

•MOVIE EXTRA WORK* Beats all jobs. Start
immediately Great pay FurVEasy No crazy
fees Program lor free medical Call-24/hrs
323-850^1417

ATTN: SHOPPERS
Like to shop and get paid doing it?

$ia^-fmileege. P/T. 5-20hr8/wk. must have
transportation, proof of insurance, and pass
dnig-tast. EOE call 626-€2i-5l29

BA/Masters level Psychology major for job
as Psychometrist in NIH AIDS study. Must be
fluently bilingual (English. Spanish) and have
own car/Hcense. WW train For more into cat:

Alhson/Df. Singer 310-473-5500.

BE PART OF THE
SOLUTION!

Offtee Assistant Lookmg lor a job w/nf>eaning
in a protaaaional ofHca anvlronmant? Can «he
Rape Traatmant Center In Santa Monica.
Data entry, padcaging & shipping mate.iais
for national campaigns, errands, helping
w^oalebrity evsni. omce expedence strongly
preferred. Need car w/lnsurance. P/T 12-

20tirs/wk. Must be svaMaNe to work though
Oct 200i.Fiexl)l8 wwahday hours. Con^H-
th^ salay^miiaags tor enands. Can 310-31 9-

4503.

DO CATS MAKE YOU
WHEEZE?

If you are atiergk: to cats, you may qualify to
parttoipate in research study of an investiga-
tional medicatkjn. If you qualify, you mM re-
ceive study related medkatton and up to
25000 compensaHon for your time. If inter-
ested, plaase call Jonathan Corren M D at
310-477-1734 ext.242

•
• «

EARN $200 A DAY!
No experience necessary

TV commercials

Music videos

310-358-5147

EARN AS MUCH AS
$50/HR

EXCELLENT ENTREPRENEURIAL P/T
Sales Opportunity: Make your own hours. No
aaparlance necessary. To receive mora infor-
mation call 818^7-7270

ENGINEERING: Circuit design; Program-
'ners. C, C-m^. ImmedhMe Openings at ESI.
Email resume: esiecOearthHnltnet.

ENGLISH TEACHER. Summer m Taiwan
Airfare, stipend, housing, insurance benefits.
Gain experience, have fun. ww«.gaoci-
ties.comAivoddpassport. woddpptOhot
mail com

ACCESS TO A COMPUTER? PUT IT TO
WORK! Up to $25-75/hr PT/FT
www EamEZbucks com. 888-715-4646

ADIMIN ASSISTANT bilingual English/Span-
ish, front offtee. evenings 4pm-9pm M-Th
Also, assistant needed daylAitlamoona to
vMk M^dkactor of apeiallans. ta/hr. Contact
Daniel Salazar dmgassodncOearthilnk.net,
or fax resume 310-479-7771.

ADMIN. ASSISTANT
Eneigedc. savvy. tasK-ortanied administre-
bva asstsiant teanlad. Must imow -Wofd*,
problem solving, w/good people skNIs $8-
10/hour 310-206-2474

BEVERLY HILLS AUTO DETAIL shop needs
hard-working, fast-paced, agraasive people
to handte top-notch cam. No expedance re-

qulrad. Flaidbie hours. Ozzie:3iO-«B-2870
BUSY PROFESSIONAL is seeWng an assis-
lanl to njn errands and administer househoW
duties (organize bils. meet repair people,
etc.). House is tocated off Larchmont Village
in Hancock Park. Need S-iOhrs/wk (on occa-
sion up to filtaen). FteMlble hours (perfect for

a studsnt or pan time worker) arMj con^Mli-
tive pay. Mmsi have a car Ptaase indude
name, contact Intormatton and any otfter rel-

evara Information (experience etc.) to ckra-
meiOl Omediaorw.net

EXTRAORDINARY OPPORTUNITY with in-

temattonal consulting group tor dynamte
Nghly organized inOMdM w«h ouiMandhg
writing, communlcaHon and computar aidlls.

Must have references. Fax reeunrte toSlO-
823-6143

Frr RECEPTIONIST for busy )NIA real es-
tate offtee. Outgoing, team player that's
frtandhnrSalf-Motivated. Mterosoft Offica a
must. Fax resume 310-475-5042.

FLASH 5

CAMP COUNSELORS
Instructors, lifeguards for daycamp in

^QOwa/MaUHJ. 816-706.7335.

CAMP C(XJNSELORS needed lor local
summer day camp Beach/aquatiq experi-
ence in swimming, surfing, sailing, or jet ski
Ing a plus Competitive salaries 818-996
4780.

Flash animators/programmers to help pro-
duce gameaAwtoons for new online enter-
tainmem network Publicize your new/exist-
.'ng work and share profits, www.p-d-
n.com/lnfoOp-d-n.com/3lO-9e9-31l4.

FULL-TIME, woukf constoer just for Sum-
mer, Century City Employment Law Firm
seeking Administrative Assistant/Reoepthxi-
Ist Heavy Phone iwork and Light typing. Fax
resume to 310-201 9698

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT/BOOK
KEEPER Excellent computer and phone
skins required FlexIMe. part-time hours
$lO-13Air Ask for Esther Mw. 1-5pm. We
Of nattonal ftower shippers. 310-230-
0811 or Fax f9tum9: 310-230-4146.

COOL LADY needs someone vWcar to do oc-
casstonsi errands. 310-979-8701

FUN SUMMER
Swimming, horses, beaches and more
www daycampicbs com

COUNSELORS AND
INSTRUCTORS

In art. swimnHng. nature, video and ropes
needed by Tumbleweed Day Camp Must be
meponsible. energetic and enjoy wortcino
with cNldren 310-472-7474

GIRLS wanted at exclusive sociaJ club In
WLA Coovorsalk>n and dancing 18* years
oW. Flexible hours Earn top $$$. 310-313-
2909.

HOME CLEANERS
P/T-F/T, SlO'hf and up. To dean in Westside
areas Mucf be dependable and have car
Cal April 310-471-6212.

I
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We have spring & summer positions available.

The

LOOKING FOR FLEXIBLE HOURS?

$8.34

/HR.
PLUS
BONUS

^Convenient

Scheduling

(Mon.-Fri.

evenings &
Sot.,Sun.)

^Build Your

Resume

'*'Speok Directly

to Alunini..l_

** We are on

equol opportunity

employer

Call Sandin for Appointment

3 1 0-794-0277
1083 Gayley Ave. 4th

email callcenter@support.ucla.edu

kimmHtii AsMM

\y\ Bcvcrttf Hills
is seeking an Adminisrative Assistant topin our team!

Working in a fun emironmeni that he(ps iddi ad)ie\« aca*
demic suaxs, you *ill ans\ncr phones and Ami Inqulr-

i». coroptete center word procesing. schedule/confiim

confcitnces. produce monthlK' student cdend^r and main-
lain daih student schedules Require piwlous adminisra-

tive assistant eiipencnce profideno in MS Office and
arongcammunicaiions, or^tanizational and intetpersonal

skills Interest in leaching a plus

k-w»!\. >-ii'i K. .\ -w
Fax > K> .s-4 I o:hS

PART-TIME CUSTOMER
SERVICE

REPRESENTATIVE
For an exclusive last-paced Westwood dry
cleaner Outgoing, friendly. Will train/sales

experience a plus. 15-25 hours, nnomings or
afternoons, pikis Sat. or Sun $8-1(yhour.
Apply in person: 1600 Westwood Blvd Or
CaM: 310-474-8525.

PART TIME DELIVERY DRIVERS Wanted
for Ctiinese Restaurant Earn $12-$15/Hour
Can Kevin at 310-266-1183.

IF YOU LIKE WORKING W/CHILDREN. the
Culver Palnw Family YMCA is tWrtng now lor

C«nier Directors and Counselors. Apply al

4S00 Sapulvada Blvd.. Culver City. Cindy
310-380^604

INTERN-QC
Major hert)al/nutrifion. Supply company has
openings for an internship in quality novelin-

gr9dlaiNsOyahoo.com

JEWISH HEBREW
And Sunday Schools need iMchers. Good
JmM) education and love of chfldren de-
sired. AUce Fasman:323-761-8613.

MODELS WANTED
Amateur female modeling. Get your start in

nxxlellng. build portfolio, gain valuatile expe-
nenoe. Call Elizabetfi 310-318-7031 or l-

877-479-4367. infoQ southbaygirls com

MODELS WANTEDI FM Productions is cur-
rently hiring models for print an dvideo work.
Excellent pay-no experience necessary. 818-
785-6028

PERSONAL. PART-TIME ASSISTANT want
ed by retired CPA, for financial rvoonte using
Quiclcen One day/week, or half-days. Rexi-
ble hours. $15 to $20/hour based on expen-
ertce. Fax resunrw to 310-202-6184.

PHOTO LAB: FULL OR
PART-TIME

in Westwood Good appearence required
Apply at: 10844 West Olympic Blvd. Los
Angeles. Comer of Westwood and Ofympic
310-470-3567

NEED TO MAKE SOME PT $$$? WM train

and sponsor assistant broker PM wortt
Guarantee^bonus BH otTice CaN Neil 800
450-7585

} LEGAL ASSISTANT
II Wanted for corporate/estate plan attorney

;j

Starting part time and becoming full-time in

il
August. Will train. Send rasume to Kacy. 626

I Wllshire Blvd Suite 800, LA. CA 90017 or
I iax:21 3-538- 1368.

UBRARY JOBS. Shelving and other stacks
cKities. 12-19 hra^vk. $6.83/hr to stan
STUDENTS ONLY apply at Young Research
Ubrary Rm 11617 or caN Antigone Kutav
310-825-6982.

NONPRORT
MEDIA ARCHIVES

Seeks student for translation. catak)ging vW-
eo. Arabic language required. Temporary
through summer. Hours flexible, 30-40 hours
summer Fax resume, cover letter to
Anr>e:3 10-474-8773.

LIFEGUARDS
Certified LQ's Stan afternoons 5/7. Also
Summer positkxis. Get pakJ to gat (ra)oaf1i-
fied Mature IS* and good swimmer. Baaull-
ful canyon setting. Tim 310-472-7474 Fax
tpaumt 310-476-7788.

P/T DRIVER NEEDED
For 14-year-oW. Beginning June 11th. Hours
negotiable Mon-Thurs. 310-477-2620.

P/T OFFICE HELP
Growing nutrition company. Strong compuiar
ttm and great attNuda. Raaume tonovain-
gradtonia«yahoo.oom

P/T OR F/T Bookkeeping Posltk)n available
in upecale fk>wer shop. Plaasa CaN Lisa 310-
278-1968

PRESCHOOL LOOKING FOR qualified
teachersAeachers assistants for Immediate
positions. CandkJates should have experi-
ence in ctilM care. Salary negotiable. F/T.
P/T available. CaH Julie Patel 310-470-0992'

PROGRAMMER
MS ACCESS PROGRAMMER Needed
Convert filemaker datat)ases. Send qualifi-

catk>ns tonovelingredientsOyahoo.com

RECEPTIONIST
Needed for private health club Permanent
hours available Please ask for Allison:3i0-
659-5002

REGISTERED NURSE
For F/T physk:ian. In busy Beverly Hills der
matotogy offtee RefererKes required. Diane
310-273-0467.

LIFEGUARDS AND SWIM INSTRUCTORS
Savaial kx»i kx^atkjns P/T-F/T. $10-12/hr
WMWrtn. 818 222 7946x11 or 310-275-7946
Greg or Emiiie

MALE MODELS
Have a great lace or body? GET REC
OGNIZED in Ptayqiri-styie p<»bi»c«tions Must
be 18-24 Beginners welcome Highest im
ntediate pay w/headshots Paid screen test

Jeff©213-748-45550x1 -11, jwhite©ou
niqua.oom

Classifierls

825-2221

PART-TIME ADMIN ASSISTANT Dutlas In-

dude answering phones, light typing, organ-
ization, office errands, light filing. A coNaMng
documents Must be bright, enlhusiastte, de-
taU-oriented. & able to perform a variety of
taaks simultaneously Ser>d cover lattar arKi
resume to ACE Educational Services,
Attn Brian, 9911 W Pk» Blvd

, Suite PH-K.
LA CA 90035. or fax to 310-282-6424

RELAX & IMAGINE
Raaearch study eapadaRy aaaMng thoaa
wNh panlc-dlsortlaf^nlc-anKlaty attacks,
though not required Contact Chris NMcolai-

dls. PhD Candklate christtfultor.adu. 626-
584-5535.

Ttiesday, May 1 5, 200 1 21

7800
Help Waiiitul

"A

RETAIL CLERK
Technical bookstore BNI Publications. Inc

.

a leader in technical publicatkjns lor the con-
structkxi Industry, has immediate part-time
positions available at its WLA location.
$7/hour starting. Flexible hours, convenient
k)cation near 405/10 Iwys. Call Martin? 14-

517-0970 or fax resume:714-535-8078.

7800
Help Wiiiiltul

UCLA RECREATION
SUMMER CAMP JOBS

GREAT MONEY! GREAT TIME! We need
energetic people to be summer camp coun-
setors Pay is $7 38 $ll.0O/hr. Morning, af-
ternoon, all-day shifts available. Call 310-
206-1787. Applications available al John
Wooden Center

REWARDING/FUN
Summer Swimming, beaches, horses &
more, www.daycampjoljs.com.

VOLLEYBALL COACH FOR High School
Girls. Experience necessary. June 18-July
31. 3 days/wk 2hrs/day Late afternoon 6-8
hours/wk Pay negotiable 323-461-3651.
mrodrigue2e1mmaculatehean.org

WANTED: People who want to kjst weight
310-884-8746 24 hour message.

WORK from home in the US or in an interna-
tional business. 24 hour message 310-884-
8748

«
BRITISH

SALES POSITION available for internet e-
commerce company Salary+<x)mmission
Call 310-234-0784 Fax: 310-234-0786.
EmaM: Jobs Oelectrobuycom

SALES POSITION
LOOKIf^ FOR YOUNG AND ENERGETIC
SENIOR. Starting salary $25-30000 plus
commission. Excellent wortc environment
Good communication skiHs essential. Min
GPA 3.0 and business orientation is a plus
Please fax resume:562-630-a555.

kf9

SERVER/HOSTfess)
eded for last-paced Asian cafe in CentNeeded lor last-paced Asian cafe in Century

City Apply Yin Yang 10250 Santa Monica
Blvd. a/f 2pm 310-556-3333

SUMMER AT THE
BEACH AND MTNS

FUN WORK WITH CHILDREN IN THE OUT-
DOORS. 7-week day program. 2-weeks
Sierra Sleepaway June 25-August 24 Ex-
perience with chiWren and water activities

$330+bonus/week Call 310-826-7000 or
www.SierraAdventureCamps.com

SUMMER CAMP
COUNSELORS

Decathkxi Sports Club Located in Pato Alto
6/25-8/17, $78-$92/day 9am-4pm. camp-
jobOyahoo.com

ACCENTS
Looking for people w/British accents to
record company telephone greetings Will
pay $15-20/hr Contact Sheyenne at 310-
998-8818x221

8000
Internships

MERILL LYNCH INTERNSHIP Flexible
hours. All majors, must be articulate, diligent,
and willing to learn Experience in finance a
plus. College credit available.
Responsibilities include assisting with re-
search, analysis, client development and
presentatkxis. Fax resume 310-791-8801 or
email nikesh kadakiaOml.com For more
info call 310-791-8832

TIRED OF BORING SUMMER WORK?
Chance for travel, experience for resume,
and approximately $7Q00. Call 310-234-
2603. Ask for Kyah

8200
Tefnporary EtnployfiiLiil

HEAD FRESHMAN BOYS BASKETBALL
COACH: Experience playing and coaching
needed. $2800 3200 lor the season 5 days
a week from 2:30 to 5:00. with a lew Satur-
day games The season begins in l^vember
and oins through Febmary. Please fax
resumes onlyl! Fax to 310-288-3286

SUMMER DAY CAMPS
San Fernando or Conejo Valleys, Oxnard,
Simi, Maiibu. Misc Instnxnors & Gerterai
couns. $2750-3500+ for summer 888-784-
CAMP www.workatcamp.com

SUMMER JOB
GRADAJNDERGRAD Psychotogy.education
or speech to be a camp akJe for a special
needs chiW. 6/25-8/25. Valerie:8 18-907-
0367.

SUMMER JOBS! WEST Los Angeles day-
camp Nnng energette counsetors, lifeguards,
and specialists. Call Tiffany at 310-399-
2267.

SUMMER SPORTS
CAMP COUNSELORS

Prime Time Sports Camp is now hiring for

summer 2001. Sports background and ex-
perience wortdng with children required
9:30AM-3:30PM. M-F 6/25^)1-8/31/01 WLA
and Palisades. Peter3l&-288-4i32.

SWIM INSTRUCTORS. LIFEGUARDS. Pre-
school teachers, and camp counsetors for
the summer MorvFri, 8-3:30. Salary de-
pending on experience Woodland Hills Pri-

vate School Contact Bobbie Primack 818
348-6563

housing
8400-9800

8^00
Ap.nrtiiicnts lor Rent

•WESTWOOD VILLAGE. MIDVALE N OF
LEVERING LARGE 1 AND 2-BDRM APT
GARDEN VIEW. DINING ROOM. UNIQUE
CHARM. FRONT AND REAR ENTRANCE
310-839-6294.*

SWIMMING INSTRUCTORS at client
homes. $20-$24/hr Strong lesson-teaching
experience with small children. Summer em-
ptoyment. Call John 8 18-781-7676 ext. 1.

SWIMSUIT MODEL
NATIONALLY KNOWN PHOTOGRAPHER
•aaka radhaad. Candy O. Vargas took for

test shoot. Wm make 16x20 print poster 310-
466-9993.

1-MINUTETOUCLA
1 bdrm w/deck, fumished, bright, clean, se-
curity entrance, large closets, pool, lyr
lease. $1300/mo. 310-824-1830

1917 SPANISH MISSION BUILDING. Sin-
gle. WLA. Separate kitchen, high ceilings,

wood floors, one year lease. $750/mo 310-
479-8646.

TECHNICAL SUPPORT Answer customer
questions. Knowledga of NT enwil. websites
hatpful. Ckwe to campus, flexible hours 310-
828-9900.

Please recycle

REPS WANTED Worid^s graatast summer
wort< Set your own hours. P/T or F/T. Give
away free websites. Start today. www.Set-
Upa.com

RESEARCH
ASSISTANTS

FRIENDLY AND DYNAMIC COMPANY
seeks P/T Researchers. Flexibia days and
hours. Located near UCLA. $8mr Benaflts
available for 30-f^hours/wk Call 310-996-
6701 eW 333 •

TESTMASTERS is tooking for intelligent

people to answer phones and provide infor-

matkm about our LSAT ooursas $l3iT>our,
minimum of X hours/week Only those with
excellent phone skills shouki apply. 323-655
2699.

2&3BDRM. LARGE, bright, view. Mtorowave,
oven, refrigerator, dishwasher, washer/dryer
in unit. 21 -ft. Jacuzzi on roof. Walking dis-
tance to UCLA . 310-475-0607.

AVAILABLE FOR SEPT
LUXURIOUS STUDIO Fabutous building
FuM kitctien. bath. Yard. Laundry, pool/jacuz-
zi. Paricing. gym. billiard One-year lease
$975. 310-206-1880.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. 1&2BEDROOM
$8954UP. LARGE. UNUSUAL CHARM
SOME SPANISH STYLE W/HARDWOOD
FLOORS ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PKJO BUS
310-839-6294

TUTORS AND
COMPUTER TRAINERS

WANTED
Unkjue. fun opportunity for energatk:. enthu
aiasilc mdlvkJuals Training prevkiad. E-mail
raaumaa to EricOcomputacsmarts.com

TWO POSITIONS AvaNaWa in WLA office

Baste computer/offtoe duties. PT/FT. min
four hours a day CaH Jerry 310-473-1333

BRENTWOOD. $1625. 2bd«bth. tower. 2-

patios, refrigerator/stove, carpet/drapes,
parting, laundry, no pets, near UCLA, by
appt, 11728 Mayfield #2, 310-271-6811.

COZY 2 BEDROOM. 1 bath $1200 Brent-
wood Ad| Near Wilshire/lreeway Lease to
two. Ho pets. 1333 Bany Avenue. 310-826-
8461

CULVER CITY spactous 1 bdnn. large ctos-
ets. quiet neighborhood, large yanJ. reskten-
tlal neighborhood. $665. 310-395-RENT
www.westskjerentals.com

Displa,

206-301
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^. %.Westwood Viliage
433 Kelton Ave
(3 1 0) 208^8685

1 Bedroom from $1225
2 Bedroom from $1700

Extra large luxury units include

• Fully equipped kitchen

• Central heating and air

• Extra closet space

• Wetlar in selected units

• Private balcony

• 2 Bdroms have 2 t)aths

• Intercom entry & gated parking

'wittllyMTlMM

Proltssioinfly mawgHf by

Integrated Propmy Services, Incf

* PALMS *
4BD. 3BA LOFT TOWNHOME. FP,

CENTRAL AIR/HEAT GATED
OARAGE, SEC ALARM, CAT OK

3670 MIDVALE AVE.

$2395/MO

2BD, 2eA TOWNHOME, FP,

CENTRAL AIR/HEAT GATED
GARAGE. SEC. ALARM, CAT OK

3614 PARIS DR.

$1395/MO

* MAR VISTA •
11913 AVON WAY. $1295/MO.
11748 COURTLHGH OR. $1295/MO.
12741 MfTCHEli AVt $1345/MO.

(310)391-1076
! Open House Mon-SatIO- 4 PM «j

8600
Condo/Townhouso for Rent

bl L AIR guest house Dog okay. beauttluJ
view, private, gated large yard, pool $750
310-395RENT www.wwt8idefentate.com

CULVER Crrvi 2bfdm/2 5bth Fumlstied
spackjus townhouse on quiet street Great
locationi Front unit w/roottop sundeck and
spa. $2000/mth. 310h442-139S

WESTWOOD. Wilshire Hi-Rise Luxurwu*
Condo. 1.2,&3bed. $2400-$4200/montt)
24hr valet, doorman, front desk, and securi-
ty sannce. All amenitiea, great views. 310-
470-9947

9600
Roonimatcs Shi«rt!(l Room

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED 403 Land
fair, 1 block (rem UCLA Spacious living Fall

2001 scfKX)! year. Responsible. non-snDok
ing. 310-267-9792

8800
Guoslhoiist; (or R»Mit

1 SMILES FROM UCLA Fully furnished
large tbdrm apt. Pool tabfeAvet bar/cabfe in
living room Ideal for grad student-faculty.

$1050+utilities/mo 310-476-2088.

1903 GREENFIELD AVE- WESTWOOD
Guesthouse. $650/nr)o Female only Soraya
310-477-5395.

GAYLEY NEXT TO UCLA large room to
share in 2bdrnV2blh. private condo Fully
furrWahad. bakx>ny, garage, non-smoking le-

nf»alo only. $500/month. 310-208-7748.

9700
Sublots

402 LANDFAIR SUMMER SUBLET Spa-
cious 2bdrrn/2bth on Landfair and Gayley. 2
parking spaces/laundry facilities. 6/15-9/1.

$2100/mo Renting singJe/doutde rooms
310-267-7780.

9700
Sublets

SILVERLAKE BLVD/SUNSET/101 Spa-
cious, 2t>drm. furnished, haitKvood floors.
kJeal for Hollywood/Downtown Inlemahips.
$700/mo+deposit. Availably 6/1-8/31. Only
responsible applicants 323-663-8912,
Jbfasas© hotmail

.com

STRATHMORE. BALCONY OVERLOOKS
pool/spa Fully Furnished, 2BD/2BA. Huge!
1130 sqft DSL Mini-Bar $470/month. Best
Damn Place in Westwood, Bar-none. 310-
824-2009.

STRATHMORE/LEVERING FURNISHED
bedroom/bath with parking DSL. Stereo.
Cable Available mid June to mkJ September
1-2 people OK $900/mo Brandon 310-824-
7435.

HUGE APARTMENT
Sepulveda/Verece. Bakx)ny. walk-in ctoset.
pool, jacuzii. sauna. Gym. Tennis Courts.
Gated 2-car parldng. $87S/rTto. Available
June 4. 310-636-9141.

HUGE SINGLE AND ONE BEDROOM.
$900/mo.ai up. One bdrm for $i250Aup. One
block from campus. 644 and 650 Landfair
310-824-0319.

MAR VISTA apartment. 3 bedrooms. 2
baths, laundry. bakx>ny, parking inckided.
New Everything! $1,275. 310-396-RENT
ŵww.weetoidefentals.com

WESTWOOD
2BED/2BATH. $1800 Luxury unit. Refrigora-
tor, nrMcrowave. dishwasher, central air con-
ditioning, fireplace, intercom access. Gated
parking. Jacuzzi, laundry. 310-256-0626.

WESTWOOD
3 bedroom, huge living room, washer/dryer
inskJe unit. Security 2 doors. Month-lo-
month. Avail. June 1st. $2900. Beautiful
view. 310-986-1501.

2 BEDROOM GUESTHOUSE Kitchen, re-
nK»doled bathroom. kJaal tor reommates-
$59S/jpefson Great kx»tk)n, Mar-Vista ar«a
$119<ymth. 310-678-2753. 310-490-7165
Pat. Must sea!

9200
HousMUi Net-'tlt-'d

NEED TWO ROOMMATES in 3 bdrm apart-
ment by June $500/room. 2 parking spaces
Call: 562-773-3863

PALMS. 3719 Kelton Ave. 2bd/2bath. $1250
Controlled access bWg. New cafpet. Upper
unit. Linda. 323-848-7260 or Henry 310-428-
1305. sfxjwn by appt.

PALMS Single apt from $575, 1-bdim $695,
$600deposit 1-year lease only. Stove, re^
fng .carpets, vert, blinds. 310-837-1502
leave message. 8am-5pm only

PALMS: Ibdrm/lbth. $925/mth
Stove/ref /AC, gated parking. Intercom. Ja-
cuzzi, large ctosets. 1/2 bk)ck to UCLA txjs
Kay: 310-842-9127

SANTA MONICA great locatk>n (k>wer).
unfurnished, 1 bdrm, 1 bath 5 min. to beach.
Relngerator. stove, bateony $900. 310-395-
RENT www westsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA OCEAN-VIEW One bed-
room unfurnished/furnished apt $2000-
$2600 Luxury 2+1 bedroom, furnished
$4000 Walk to 3rd Street Prort^madeAPier
310-399-3472

-^= WESTWOOD
RESIDENTIAL AREA

1t)drm/1bth apartment downstairs in beauti-
ful Westiwood home w/private entrance. Ap-
prox.. 600 sq.ft. Pool privileges negotiable
$875/nx> inckxiing all utilities and premium
cable WIN consider summer lease. Available
now Call 310-446-1353.

WESTWOOD townhouse, unfurnished, 2
txJrms, 1.5 t)ath, cat ok. refrigerator, stove,
hardwood ftoors. pool, parking included
$1295 310-395-RENT www weslsideren-
tals.com

HOUSING NEEDED
Trying to rent your space in the West-
wood area or neartjy? Have a great deal?
Easily solve your rental prol>lem with one
simple can. AvokJ the hassle of renting 3
UCLA students are seeking an apart-
ment, house, guesthouse or condo to
share (2+2 or 2+1.5) to nx)ve in late

Juno/earty July, lyr lease ok. Must In-

clude 2 pariting spaces and be reaeon-
atjiy priced. Please call Stephanle:3l0-
702-6455 (Leave message)

WESTWOOD
WALK TO UCLA

Spack>us. bright 3bdrm apartment Quiet
tHiilding, hardwood floors, large ctosets,
laundry. parWng. Available early July. No
pets $2600. 310-234-8278.

WESTWOOD 1 bedroom, cat okay, refriger-

ator, stove, laundry, walking distance to

UCLA. $915. 310-395-RENT wwwweslsid
erentals.com

OUTGOING FEMALE JUNIOR needs pri-

vate room lor 01/02 school year Will pay
$650. Prefer female housenwtes. Email
wardOuda.edu

9300
Room for Help

MALE SPORTS ENTHUSIAST Free rent in

excfiange tor help w/homewort<&lun w/12-
yaar oW Santa Montoa. Car necessary, ref-

ererx:es. Evenings Student. 310-998-8367

437 GAYLEY Pink Palace. Beautiful
2bdrm/2bth, w/2balconies, trench doors,
spactous. 3 urnJerground parking spots, par-
tially furnished Late June-8/31 $2150/mo
Please call Julie or Silvia at 310-824-5542

475 GAYLEY Ibdrm/lprivate-blh in

2txJrm/2bth apartment. Available immediate-
ly to mkJ-September Need 1-2 female-sub-
letters. Underground paridng-spot, extremely
ctose to-campus $833/mth 310 208-4379

547 LANDFAIR AVENUE ©Strathmore.
BESt locationi Summer, Furnished
3bdrm/2bth. gigantte bedrooms and living

area. Easily fits 8-10 people! 8 partying

spaces available 310-208-5655

925 GAYLEY: Walk to campus. Westwood
Ibdrm/lbth, parking, unfurnished,hardvwxxl
floors. Available 6/19- mkJ-Sepi
$1550/month ImekJa 310-267-7169.

ACROSS THE STREET FROM CAMPUS!
Large 2txlmrVl 5bth. furnished, pool. bak»-
ny. DSL. gated parting. mkJ-June thru mto-
Sept. $1825/mth 310-729-5556

APARTMENT
AVAILABLE FOR FALL

QUARTER
and sasston C on Mklvale. 2-bodrooms 1-
bath. Fun Girts. Ctose to Campus. 3 Paricina
Spots, CaH 310-824-5963

SUMMER SUBLET 424-LANDFAIR.
Apl.#16 $365/month, beginning June-17th.
Light airy room, share w/one male-room-
mate Own bathroom, Cable-TV. Computer
w/DSL, short walk (o campus Mike or Mitch:
310-443-9926

SUMMER SUBLET Studio Apartment.
Walk-in ctoset. 1 or 2 people B«kX)ny.
Partying including Cool neighbors. ClOM to
campus 310-824 1333

SUMMER SUBLET: tooking for female to
share room with female/student UCLA in 2
bd/2bth apartment $475/nfK). not utilities.

Nayla 310-2090863.

SUMMER SUBLETTERS WANTED at 515
Kelton for spactous 2bed/2bath. Balcony,
pool, free DSL. gas. H20, pari(ing $2130.
($533/person) Eamon:310-208-1164.

WANT TO SUBLET FOR THE SUM-
MfcH? Reach thousands of potential
roommates for free. www.west-
skJerentals.com 310-395-RENT

WESTWOOD APT.
Available for summer 2 huge bedrooma/2
lull bathrooms. Pool/Jacuzzi. Pool
table/laundry room. Call Rebecca-3 10-267-
7322

ATRIUM COURT PENTHOUSE 5min vMSlk.

Need 2-3 people. July-Sept, or Jan. Spa-
cious 2bd/2bth 2batoonies, partt-

ing/gym/spa. $625/mo. Male/Female ok
310-267-7714.

WESTWOOD BOARDING HOUSE; Rooms
$250/mth T1 Internet, premium cable, free
kJcal phone, weekly maid, shared kitchen,
on-site laundry, pool table, basketball court!
piano. Manager on-site 310-209-8149

WESTWOOD TREEHOUSE, 10919 Strath-
more Closest apartment to campus Great
bafcony Space for one or two people Con-
tact Dan 310-824-7432

SANTA MONICA PRIME
LOCATION N. OF

WILSHIRE
NEAR BEACH

$1295 1 bedroom. Hardwood ftoors Charm-
ir>g split level, dishwasher, refrigerator. 943
7th Street. Cats OK 818-960-5900.

SANTA MONICA private room, refrigerator,

stove, laundry, near Santa Montoa College,
pariting included, month-lo-nrwnth. $50o'
310-395-RENT. www.westskJerentals.com

WESTWOOD PLAZA

BACHELOR
AVAILABLE NOW

$825
itetied ~ utilities inciuded.
Short term available.

31 0-208-8505

WESTWOOD VILLAGE
TOP LOCATION

1-bdmi. Juntor. $1200/month. AN utilities and
one parking included. Days 310-475-7533,
evanings 310-659-4834.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE: 2bdrm1/bth-
IJOOO 10919 Strathmore. Furnished Ibdrm-
$1350- 547 Landfair. 1 year lease. No pets
Available Sept 310-471-7073.

9400
Room for Rent

BRENTWOOD F/NS/NP Ferriales only Bed,
bathAfuH access to large, beautiful home.
Share w/family. $750. 310-395-0623.

HUGE TWO-STORY
HOUSE

With rooms to rent! Shar6 gounnet kitchen.

Great tocation. Mar Vista. Ocean view Start-

ing from teOOfmorfh. 310-490-7165, 310-
678-2753 Pat. Must seat

BRENTWOOD. One-BedroonVOne-Bath in

Large-Bright-fumished 2Bed-2Bath Apart-
ment Living-Room. Dinnlng-Room. Dish-
washer. Mtorowave. Batoony, A/C 2miles
from UCLAABeach. Near Transportatton
TV/VCRA3igltal-Cable/SterBo/DSL. Pariting
King-SizeBed.$900/mo June 1 -Audio 310-
479-1631.

WESTWOOD 3bed/2bath, dining room,
large living room, PARKING Walking dls-
tance to UCLA (2-btocks). Hardwood ftoofs
and newly painted walls. Well kept and
cl»an. It interested contact Matt 310-671-
7636

CHEAP PALMS SUBLET Only $1150/mo
Large 2-Bed/2Bath. Furnished. AvaUable
June16-Sep(16. 10-min. Drive to campus 1-

mimMtotMlina. Call 310-204-1532 sublet
mwOholmaN.com

WESTWOOD. 6/1 7-7/31/01 (negotlaWa).
FuHy Furnished. Have own room In a quiet
apartment complex Parking, pool. A/C.
Quiet, responsible female preferred
CaB:310-208-8868

OANISH-AMERk:an family of three seeks
summer sublet for weeks 26 thm 30. Please
contact Karen at kaarenmacleanOhot-
maH.com

WESTWOOD VILLAGE: Furnished bache-
tor. $725. no partting. Unfurnished 1-bdmi
$1400. garage. 1-yr lease, no pets. Avail

Sept. 10990 Strathmore. 310-471-7073.

WESTWOOD. Bachetor. $795, utilities pakl.
no partcing. 1-badroom. $1<K)0, 3-car park-
ing, 10943 RoebNng. 1-year lease, no pets,

available July. 310-471-7073.

PRIVATE GUESTROOM WEST-
WOOrVWALK UO-A- bMutlful house w/pri

vate emrance/tMlh/backyard. Laundry/Kitch-
sn privileges. WS female tenant. $785+utill-

ties. 310-446-9556.

SANTA MONICA TRIPLEX refrigerator,
stove. wai(-ln ctosets. quiet neighbortMod.
paiMng. $800. 310-395-RENT www.westsU-

oom

SINGLE APARTMENTS. $900/month Up-
graded caipating. freshly painted, pool, laun-
dry, secured entry, very dean buikJing, 1-yr

lease, no pets 310-206-2820.

VENICE apartment 5 btocks to beach. 2
bdrms, refrigerator, stove, month to-month
$850 310-395-RENT www westsideren-
tais.oom

WALKING DISTANCE FROM UCLA. Large
single. Stove, relrigerator. t)alcony. Avail.

June 15lh. $1110. 310-208-0200.

WEST HOaYWOOD. $750. Large Studto.
Fun Kitchen, Balh, Huge wali^ doeet. Uliii-

ties pakJ. Near AN. AvalUbla MOW. Cal Ke-
vin: 310-273-1079

WEST LOS ANGELES furnished bachetor
laundry, kitchenette. uMWes included. $425.
310-305-RENT

WESTWOOD 2BDRM/2BATH $1450 AND
UP TILE KITCHEN. STEPDOWN LIVING
ROOM. HIGH CEILING. CHARM 1 MILE
SOUTH OF WILSHIRE. SOME W/BAL
CONY.3 10-839-6294.

WESTWOOD. Across UCLA, upscale, one
and two bedrooms, full-kitchen, air oondi-
tioned. partdng. one year lease. 445 Land-
fair. Taking raarvllons. 310^824 - 1 969.

WESTWOOD. Viafk to UCLA. 2t)drTneblh.
gated pariting. rooftop spa. quiet bulking,
accepting reaetvations for F«iL $1895-
$2275 512 Vslefrv 310-208-2656.

WLA/PALMS
APARTMENT RENTALS
CALL 4 FREE LISTINGS

AND SPECIALS
Bachetors/Singles—some w/utiHties paid,
pod. gated. $650-725. Ibdnn $995«iup,
many w/fkaplacM, luxury and more. 2bdrm
$1395-$179S, many mMttmnl mtK batoo-
ny. A/C and more. Call for free tMng-aiO-
278-6090.

WW WALK TO UCLA
Spactous, brigN ibdrm and private patto,

aval mid-May. HMdnvood Itoors. (ul MiGtwn.
T»»tFS doaets. laundry. 2-car partdng, $1S00
No pels. 310-234-8278.

RANCHO PARK 10-Minules to UCLA. $375-
$700. Utilities included. Private entrance. No
smoking/drinking, drugs. Male preferred.
Honest peopte. Free Partting 310-838-6547.

ROOM FOR RENT in private house Share
kitchen, share bathroom. kJeal for student.
Uimu pakJ. $590/mo. Btoe-bus to campus
310-828-6796

FEMALE ROOMATE WANTED to share 1

bedroom apartment for summer, WUV
$330^rK> plus half uWitiss. $350 security
Quiet mature student only. 310-820-2663.

FEMALE SUBLET needed Fall Quarter and
roommate needed tor next year Call 310-
267-9725 for Lili. Itan^uda.edu or
I3ina/Alyssa 310-267-9600.

HOT GUYS NEEDED
Looking for guys to share an apartment ¥*ith

iNs surivner. Must be hot Must be down.
CaN tor interview: 310-592-0462

WESTWOOD: Share or own room- Kel-
ton/Strathmore with part<ing, pod, tMricony
For more info, call Valene 310-824-3610

WILSHIRE 2-MILES FROM CAMPUS.
Beautiful 2-Bedroom Apartment Looking tor

2 people to share Spacious Bedroom+Bath-
room Available 6/20. $475/mo per person
310-312-0157.

WL> Luxurious apt Large master bedroom
w/walk-in ctoset Furnished FIrsplaco, tMl-
cony, lacuzzi, parking. Secure entrance.
Near bus Mid-June-beg/Sept. $850/mo. Hix-

apartOtK>tmail.com.

9800
Variilion Rentals

WANTED: Quiet n>ale graduate student,
lovely furnished bedroom w/mtorowave arto

fridpe. A/C, near bos. Lease, quiet, referenc-
es $500/mo-utilities induded. 310-312-
0660.-

KELTON AVE.: Looking for female sudet-
ter(s) tor ibdrm. in 2txlnm/2bth. Part-fum.
Avalabie 6/23-mid Sept. $025/mth.. $462 to
share. CaN 310-824-5377

BEAUTIFUL. SPACIOUS YOSEMITE
HOME surrounded by tall pines Ctose to
everything. Fully Equipped, 5000' devation
sundeck, reasonable rates. 618-785-1028.
www.yosemrte .iskwelycom

WEST LA; $668.50/monlh. Looking tor 1 or 2
daan/outgdrHj aplmatas tor own bdrm/bth m
2bdrm^2bth apt AmaMitili end-June. 310-
477-6435. jenshineOuda.edu

9500
Roommatns-Privatt! Room

WEST LOS ANGELES share beautiful
house in quiet neightiorhood Kitchen/laun-
dry/huge backyard Near PicoWestwood
IHJS. 3 miles to UCLA. $70(ymonth 310-479-
2285

MIDVALE I - Need roommate to share room
Wmde in summar. 2bdrm. DSL. pod. jacuz-
zi-sto. Fal leaae alao available. 310-206-
0631

NOT HAUNTED!
LANDFAIR/STRATHMOREPo8itives:2bed/1
bath. Nvlng room, kitcTien, downhill walk to

campus. Negatives Uphril walk to campus
negativw: Uphill walk from campus, gtobai
warming. Mlke:310-208-3260.

PALMS 2 rooms for June and/or July $500
own bath/tiakxjny $450 share bath Easy
paridng. 6mi from campus Chrisftna:3lO-
415-9987

WESTWOOD Fun, outgoing female tooking
for 1-2 female roommates to share'
2bdmV2bth apt! AvalWjia 8/01 or WQ\ Call
310-200-2665!

WESTWOOD: Private roonVbath in
2bdrnV2bth apt Quiet, dean buiWtog, sub-
terranean part<lng. pod. facuzzi. A/C. Pralar
C««r», quiet non-emoker No pets
$800/mo+utilitiea. AvaUable 9/1/01 Brett
310-613-3935.

POOL PARTY! 691 Levering and Strath-
nx)re. Spactous. furnished, ibdrm/lbth Un-
derground parking. DSL, available June Isl-

mkJ Sept $130G/mth 310 824 4644

RENT ME!
PERFECT SUMMER SUBLET!!"
2bdrnV2bth Bnghl, 1200sq It., batoony, fire-

place, galed-part(lng. poofc^uzzi, walk m
ctosets GasAwater included) Mid-June thm
August $1800/mth Call 310-824-0989

W.GOLF
From page 28

the outstanding play for the Bruins.

UCLA last qualified for the

national championships in 1997 and
finished fifth under the guidance of

Coach Jackie Tobian-Steinmann.
who retired in 1999.

Now with fresh hope for a fairy-

tale ending to an uncharacteristically

rough season, Leary's hopes for her

team rest not specifically on captur-

ing the championshif^in Orlando,

Ra.. but on a much more simple,

realistic goal.

"The only thing I'm hoping we do
is that we play with the same kind of

intensity that we played with at

Regionals," Leary said. "If we just

maintain our focus, concentrate on

each shot and play intelligent golf, I

think the results are going to take

care of themselves. The chips will fall

where they do."

REGIONALS
From page 27

some of these teams and the mystery

factor has been eliminated," she said

"We know what weaknesses we had
on those days, we know what pitches

tbcir pitchers throw."

Six other Pac-IO teams made the

fidd. Even though four Pac-IO teams

are in the top eight of the latest

NFCA/USA Today poll, only three

are hosting. Arizona will host the No.

1 regional, with the Bruins having the

No. 2 regional and the Stanford

Cardinal topping the list in the No. 6

regional. The Arizona State Sun
Devils will be the second seed in the

No 3 regional at Louisiana Slate,

whrtc we Oregon State Beavers will

have the third seed in the No. 4 region-

al at Alabama.

Last year's champions, the

Oklahoma Sooners, will be hosting

the Washington Huskies as the second

seed In the No. 5 bracket, and Cal will

travel to Florida Sute to be the sec-

ond seed in the No. 8 bracket.

**Onc thing that I've stopped doing

is trying to predict or figure out or jus-

tify (what the committee does),"

Enquist said. "I think the one thing

that the committee has tried to do is

provide parity within the regions."

The only group without a Pac^lO

team is the No. 7 regional group,

which will be headed by Notre Dame
but will be played at Iowa. It is gradu-

ation weekend in South Bend, so the

university opted not to host.

"Any team would be lying if they

said they don't mind traveling,"

Nuveman said. "It's not a bad thing,

but obviously when you can get your

own regional and hopefully win it,

then you have that comfort zone when
you're playing and trying to advance

to the College World Series."

Up to 12 games will be played at

Easton Stadium between Phursday

and Sunday. There will be four games
Thursday, with the quadruple-header

starting at 9 a.m. CSUN will meet

SDSU in that game, with Fresno State

and Wisconsin starting at 1 1 :30 a.m.

Ilie Bruins take the field at 2 p.m.

against the Big South Conference

champion Coastal Carolina, followed

by the first game of the consolation

bracket at 4:30 p.m., with the

UCLA/Coastal Carolina loser meet-

ing the Fresno State/Wisconsin loser.

The bracket is double elimination,

and the winner can wrap up a trip to

Oklahoma City with four straight vic-

tories. The winners of the eight

regionals will meet in the Women's
College World Series May 24-28.

Whichever team comes out of

UCLA's bracket will be the No. 2

seed in the WCWS.
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;<{ c sDont set stuck in a 1

summer
Subletyour apailment!

Advertise in the Summer Sublet Guide.

SUBLET:

n. property, especially an apartment, rented by a tenant to another party

V. to rent your apartment out to someone else during a period of time

T'he Daily Bruin Summer Sublet

Guide is a special feature designed to

help customers advertise that their

apartment is available for subletting. It

can also be used to find apartments A

rather extensive and useful tool for ten-

ants, the Sublet Guide appears in the

UCLA Daily Bruin during the Spring

Quarter; mid-April through the end of

Spring Quarter 2001. A Sublet Guide ad

runs in die Daily Bruin for 4 days as a

regular line ad and 1 day as a display

ad. Hie display ad appears on

Wednesday, while the line ad appears on

any 4 days adjacent to the display ad

date. The price to run a Sublet Guide ad

is $40.00 per week. However, vwe also

offer a special of $75 for two weeks

which comes with a guarantee... if you

don't sublet your apartment after the

initial two weeks, call us and we'll con-

tinue running it until it rents or Spring

Quarter ends.

Contact the Daily Bruin today to

listyour apartment in the Summer
Sublet Guide!

/
/
V
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KARON
From page 25

figured the further away from us she

could sit, the longer she could drive.

This created a win/lose situation: she

got to spend more time with her kids,

but had to drive to Fresno and other

armpit cities that have nothing better

to do than host soccer tournaments.

Sometimes moms get too attached

to sports. Unless you have a severe

case of selective memoritis, you can

recollect your mother berating an offi-

cial or screaming at the other team.

Third-year Samuel Slomowitz remem-

bers. His mom was once ejected from

a Little League game for contesting a

call, ydling at the opposing team, and

accusing the a coadi ofbeing a ''Pat

Riley wannabe" for having slicked-

back hair. In her defense, the coach

had won two straight championships

in the '80s and was considering a move
to Miami.

Or what about Jon Shcr's mom,
who hails from South Africa and is the

most polite, sofl-spoken woman you

will ever meet? She turned into a caged

animal at courtside. screaming for her

team and urging the refs to retract

their heads from a certain bodily ori-

fice. In fact, when Sher was 1 1 his

mother was asked to leave the gymna-

sium after becoming abusive toward

the officials. It seems she was upset

about a change in the rules alk)wing

for zone defense that would limit her

son's scoring abilities and perhaps

force him to accept less money in a

future contract. Or did I confuse him

with Allen Iverson?

Second-year Ben Ow had a very dif-

ferent experience. Despite having a

calm demeanor, his dad used to do a

Jekyll-Hyde when attending his son's

games, and it took his mother's calm-

ing infiuence to keep him in check.

She was so devoted that she showed

up to his soccer games wearing two

pairs of gloves, dar-warmcrs and Ugg
boots, but she never complained.

Second-year Becca Melville's mom
was a "typical" swim mom. She

arrived at the pool around 6:30 a.m.

for a 9 a.m. meet, draped with four

stopwatches, liming anything from the

lOO^neter freestyle to how long it look

her son to finish a doublc4>urger.

Melville usually won that race, but

that's only because burgers are getting

smaller and smaller these days.

Second-year John Kim's mom was
similariy involved, though she had

more ofan impact on his golf tourna-

ments. "She used to talk trash to the

other golfers," Kim said. "She'd

always get into their head, telling them

they couldn't have played very long

with such an ugly swing." So much for

etiquette. Somewhere. Tiger Woods is

insanely jealous.

Whether your mom yelled, talked

trash, or gave emotional support after

a hard loss, it's a good bet that many
of her contributions were overlooked.

Ifyou forgot to thank her on Sunday,

give her a call. Just make sure to wait

until the NBA playoffs are over.

Chances are she's turned into a fan

since you left home.

If you want Karon's mom's autograph,

contact gianthater#yahoo.com.

LSAT Perfection
Robin Singh, the creator and author of the TestMasters LSAT Course, has

achieved more perfect scores on the LSAT than anyone else in history.

Robin Singh's Complete LSAT Score Record

Dil£

December 2000 180

December 1992 180

June 1999 179

September 1998 180

February 1997 180

December 1996 180

October 1996 179

June 1996 174

December 1995 180

September 1995 180

June 1995 173

99

SS

178

180
99

99

99

99

99

99

99

99

99

Dak
February 1995

.October 1994__
June 1994 178

February 1994 173

December 1993 177

December 1992 180

October 1992 176

June 1992 177

February 1992 178

December 1991 173

December 1988 48

99

-»

•The table above is a complele record of Robin s scores on the actual LSAT adniinistraiions. All of these adtninisiralions were
the cuirent L^AT scale of 1 20 to 1 80. with the exception of the December 1 988 LSAT which was scored on the old LSAT scale of

99

99

99

99

99

99

99

99

99

scored on

10 to 48.

Since 1991 thousands of TestMasters students have increased their LSAT scores

by applying the powerful methods and techniques that Robin has developed.

TestMasters
1-800-696-5728
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Developmental
Disabilities

Immersion
Program DevelopinenyR^

Applications are still being accepted for the
2001-2002 Developmental Disabilities Immersion Program (DDIP)

DDIP is a full-time, two-quarter program (winter & spring) designed to provide
students a unique opportunity to learn about mental retardation and other
developmental disabilities. The program blends theory and practice In a
collaborative learning environment where students take courses, perform research,
and do field work.

DDIP offers:

• Experiential education including fieldwork, research and coursework to

further supplement the distinctive learning experience

• Small classes with direct professor-student interaction

• Invaluable experience in preparation for future careers and graduate and
professional schools (Including law and medical school)

To learn more about the program, please attend one of the following information
meetings: Thursday, May 17 at 10am and 5pm, Powell 270 (Media Lab)

DEADLINE FOR APPLICATIONS HAS BEEN
EXTENDED TO MAY 22 by 5pm

(Applications can be obtained at www.oid.ucla.edu/ceesl/students/immerstimel.htm )

STUDENTS FROM ALL MAJORS ARE WELCOME TO APPLY!!!
For more infomiatlon, visit www mrrc.npj ucla.edu/ddip or contact Jaclyn Sagun,
DDIP Coordinator, at the Center for Experimental Education and Service Learning

• 160 Powell Ubrary BIdg. • (310) 825-7867 • ddip0ucla.edu

DOOC

WHY QAhA^LE?
r»••>.

1061 GayleyAve.
Next to Breadstiks

No Appoir>trT>ent Necessary
208-6559 A 208-9681
8 am to Late Night

YoLi rv4i<zhl I

Westwood's
Original Barbershop
".omplete Services for h4en & Women
jQ years in Westwood

^NAILand

SHOE SHINE

SERVICE

AVAILABLE

STUDENT SPECIAL ;Ur- $12.00

AINDBCNDINC SHORT fILMSI

WACKY ANIMATIONS!

AKfS
shov^cQsing

Southern California's mosf talented
filmnftakers and animators

fRIDAX 7pm MAY 25fh

ACKERMAN GRAND BALLROOM
fRK ADMISSION

brought fo you by:
UCIA CAMPUS {VENIS

319 Kerclilioff Holl

(310)825-1958

www.conipuKvcnh.uclo.edu |
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KARON
From page 28

ing bone<hilling soccer games in

Northern California fog, and even
arrive hours early lo swim meets to

make sure the chlorine levels are up to

maternal satisfaction.

The sports world is full of overbear-

ing fathers who drive their kids crazy.

But don't underestimate moms; they

can also be fanatical. Some turn into

raging lunatics when they lake to the

bleachers to watch their pride and joy

compete for a plastic trophy or an alu-

minum medal with a cheap red ribbon.

"There's something about sports

that makes moms go crazy," said third-

year student and high school football

player James Wildman.

Second-year Steve Hauss agrees.

Hauss' mom was so opposed to him

joining the wrestling team in high

school that she boycotted his entire

first year of competition. When his

dad finally convinced her to watch her

son grapple, all hell broke loose.

"I was wrestling this guy and all of a

sudden 1 hear, 'Rip his arm olT

Stephen!'" Hauss remembers. "She

was screaming at me to kill my oppo-

nent and perform various torturous

practices upon his extremities before

BAY DENTAL
Meir Agaki, D.D.S.

UCLA Graduate

General Dentistry Exam & Cleaning

Oral Surgery

Cosmetic Dentistry
^^i|»^^l
With ad only. Reg. $95

FREE BLEACHING KIT
@ completion of treatment.

11607 Washington Blvd.

310-398-7166310-398-7166
Just off the 405, w^est of Sepulveda. 10 min. from UCLA campus.

Compton's children

deserve a Beverly

Hills education.

I h< ' 1 1 ^ II

You can be part of an effort to do
something about this.

For Moro Information

W. II. -

'/C(/d)

I

fUc colleife chchiU

tii^m^MiWwwwmHi* • AS

'1

ifflfwm

The LA Community Colleges

are providing TeleWeb classes

at Valley & Pierce Colleges.

Transferable community college classes on video
tape with Internet activities and optional weekend
seminars. Seminars are 3 hours, conducted on
Sundays at Valley & Pierce Colleges. All classes

earn 3 units of transferable college credit from
LA City College.

Semester bef^ins June 3rd

Tuition is Just $11 per unit.

I or u free brochmv Call: 8{)()-91 7-9277

www.lacc.cc.ca.us

devouring his internal organs."

Evidently, Steve's mom mistook the

wrestling match for a medieval ritual

torture ceremony.

Hauss' mom went on to attend

every match the rest of his career and
became so involved that she traveled

with the team to road matches, learn-

ing enough about wrestling to coach

many of the kids. To this day she wears

his letterman jacket adorned with safe-

ty pins for each time Hauss put his

opponent on his back.

There is something special about

watching your mother succumb to a

hidden love for sports.

My mom was near tears the day I

had to quit basketball due to injuries,

and believe me, it wasn't because she

was losing the next Kobe Bryant. She
attended every high school game, even

after my brother and I stopped play-

ing, and is a fixture to this day in the

bleachers at Santa Cruz High home
AND away games.

She loves basketball so much that

she is now coaching a 1 2-year-old girls

team. It's true that the four-foot

Cheryl Millers are more concerned

with clean uniforms than the rotation

of their shots, but coaching a team still

takes some knowledge. My mom had
no basketball experience prior to

watching her two sons compete, and

everything she knows she learned '

from seeing too many floor burns and
not enough three-pointers.

How many of you had a mother
who drove a Suburban full of kids lo

soccer games every weekend? The
dirt, grime and sweat left behind must
have driven those poor women crazy,

but they rarely complained. Some of
these moms deserve medals of honor,

or at least "frequent carpooler miles"

for their road efforts.

My mom bought a van when the

post-game body odor of maturing

males became too strong to stand. She

See KARON, page 24

^y D̂EPARTMENT OF STATE
INTERNSHIPS

SPRING 2002 SUMMER 2002 FALL 2002
DEADLINE: JULY 1, 2001 NOV. 1, 2001 MARCH 1 , 2002

The Department of State offers Internships In Washington P.C. and at the
United States Mission to the United Nations in New York City throughout-.
the year. Internships are also available in American Embassies and
Consulates overseas.

ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS:
Be a continuing college junior, senior, or graduate student
Be a U.S. Citizen.

Be in good academic standing.

INFORMATION MEETINGS!
May 15 Tuesday 5-6pm
May 16 Wednesday 12- 1pm
May 22 Tuesday 5-6pm
May 23 Wednesday 12- 1pm

All meetings are held at EXPO,
Room 200 Strathmore Building
in front of lot 8.

Applications and information aliout Department of State Internships
will be available at the meetin{(s.

http://career.ucla.edu/expo

' EXPO internships &
^tudy Abroad Services

UCLA Career Center

Strathnrore Building

2nd Floor

(310)825-0831

W^JW^' wm^m.

Career Network
Presents

NoMoreMCATS!
Alternative Careers in Medicine

Wednesday, May 16
James West Alumni Center

7-9 p.m.

Are you considering a job in the medical field,

but dread the thought of medical school?

Check out the AKemative Careers in

Medicine worltshop to find out what options

are available to you. For infonnation, call

(310) 825-6423.

No pre-registration required.

L^J

_ ta!^25 \JS_
'^ '^^^:^

KAPLAN mrUCUUumni
www,UCLAIumni.net
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Men's vauiters

soar
The Bruin pole vauiters had

what was quite possibly the great-

est team pole vault performance

in UCLA history Saturday at the

Modesto Invitational

"It was probably the most

inspirational event I've been to in

my coaching history for men's

pole vault," said Men's Pole Vault

Coach Anthony Curran.

Four Bruins cleared 17 feet,

each with a lifetime best vault, on

the way to winning four out of the

top five spots in the open compe-

tition.

Freshman Yoo Kim won the

event with a four-inch personal

best of l7-fcct-4 inches. Junior

Tyrone Hazen, sophomore Jared

Drake and junior Joe Snee all

vaulted 17 feet They finished

third through fifth, respectively,

based on the number of attempts.

Drake and Snee each added a

couple inches to their previous

personal bests, but Hazen
destroyed his previous mark of

16-1, vaulting almost a full foot

better.

"We had four UCLA Bruins,

all youngsters, over 17 feet at this

meet," said Curran. "I don't think

that's ever been done in Bruin his-

tory. For sure we've never had

four 17-footers on one team, and

this year we have five."

Senior Steve Michels rounds

out the 17-footers with the team's

season leading mark of 17-5, set

during the indoor season.

Although he is back competing, a

mid-season injury has prevented

Michels from reaching that mark
again.

"It was pretty spectacular,"

Curran said.

Brief compiled by Glen

Worthington, Daily Bruin

Contributor.

MILLER
From page 28

intimidated by the tough Cardinal

fans Out of hundreds of people in

the stands, he was one of the only

UCLA supporters. But he wasn't

intimidated by the fact that he was a

lone Bruin in a sea of Cardinal.

"He was screaming like crazy up

at Stanford," Martin said. "He didn't

care that he was outnumbered."

Stanford Head Coach Dick Gould
understands the value of a guy like

Miller to a tennis team.

"He is a great guy," he said. "The

kmd of guy you definitely wish was

on your side."

To counter Miller's constant

cheers, some of the Stanford players

have tried to get back at Miller by

nicknaming him "The Waterboy

"

The name has caught on around col-

lege tennis. Miller hates it. but does-

n't let it affect his team spirit during a

match.

"I am not too thrilled about that

nickname," Miller said. "But I don't

let it bother me. I can intimidate

(Stanford) players way more than

they can intimidate me."

Despite Miller's success in getting

inside opponents' heads, UCLA has

never won a national championship

during his reign as manager. The
upcoming NCAA Tournament is his

last shot to get that elusive ring,

because the end of the tournament

will mark the end of Miller's UCLA

tennis career.

So what will it feel like if this is

finally UCLA's year to win a champi-

omhip? rzr:rrrrr—.r
"It will be a culmination of four

great years," Miller said. "And I

would love to be there to see the

expressions on Billy's, and (senior)

Jean-Noel's (Grinda) and Chris'

faces if they win, because they have

worked so hard over the past four

seasons."

Although a national champi-

onship would be nice, the past four

years for Miller have been about

more than just tennis. He has devel-

oped special relationships that will

last a lifetime.

No bond is more special to Miller

than the one he has with Coach
Martin.

Miller says that he is indebted to

Martin for all that he has done for

him, including fighting for scholar-

ship money and helping him choose

career paths.

"Billy has helped me out so much,

and he is such a great guy, that any-

thing he would ask me to do I would

probably do for him," Miller said. "It

is like having an uncle here in LA. I

can go to him for advice or anything

I need, because he is a confidante."

Miller's dream is to be a versatile

sports broadcaster, like Al Michaels

He should do a good job at it,

because he has a passion for sports,

especially tennis.

He shows it every time the Bruins

steps onto the court.

W.TENNIS
From page 28

Courtney Jantz 8-6. Meanwhile, at

No. I, freshman Lauren Fisher and

junior Petya Marinova, ranked No.

18 nationally, upset No. 6-ranked

Simone Jardim and Kim
Niggemeyer 8-6 to win the doubles

point for UCLA.
"That was the best we've all

played at once," Marinova said of

doubles. "We dealt well with a mean
crowd because we knew we
deserved to win."

In singles, UCLA registered two

quick wins at No. 4, where
Marinova won 6-3, 7-5, and at No. 5.

where F"ritz-Krockow won her

match 6-4, 6-2.

UCLA dropped two matches at

the .same time when senior Jennifer

Donahue lost at No. 6, 6-2, 6^, and
Catherine Hawley was defeated at

No 2, 6-1, 7-5. bringing the overall

match to 3-2.

When freshman Lauren Fisher

lost her match at No 3, 4-6, 6-3, 6-2.

the match was tied 3-3. The Bruins

lined up on the court to watch No. I

Walker finish the deciding match.

Walker, ranked No. 18 nationally.

dropped the first set in a tie-breaker

7-6 (6) but won the second set 6-1.

Her opponent, Kim Niggemeyer,

ranked No. 23, was fading.

"The crowd couldn't get Kim
going," said UCLA Head Coach
Stella Sampras.

"There were 300 people in the

stands against Sara and six of us for

her, but we made a lot of noise,"

Fritz-Krockow added.

Despite the crowd noise from
both sides. Walker was focused.

"I didn't let her game change my
game," Walker said.

Instead, she took advantage of

her opponent's apparent exhaustion

by running her even more.

As a result. Walker dominated iii

the final set 6-0, winning her match

and UCLA's overall match.

Donahue had said before the

weekend that she saw the Regionals

as an opportunity to salvage the

entire season.

Now that the team is headed to

Georgia for NCAA
Championships, she feels they

accomplished that goal.

"We did something no one else

thought we could do," Donahue
said "Now we're going to prove

some more people wrong."

4 14 11 I
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No. 2 Bruins earn home field I

Team cannot overlook tough UGB
advantage for NG\A playoffs
SOFTBALL Squad will match up

against SDSU, CSU Northridge,

Fresno State, among other teams

By Andrew Borders
Daily Bruin Contributor

The field of 48 for the 2001 NCAA Softball

Championship was
announced Sunday, and
the No. 2 UCLA Bruins

will host one of the eight

groups of six teams, with

the Lady Chanticleers of

Coastal Carolina having

the brave task of being

UCLA's first opponent.

"It's always nice to

play at home, to sort of

have your own routine be

the same," said UCLA
junior catcher Stacey

Nuveman. "The sur-

roundings, your fans are

there, your family, being close to home, the

weather - all those intangibles arc in our favor,"

UCLA -H«ttd Coach Sue Enquist abo appre-

ciates the advantages of hosting a regional.

"We're just excited that we're hosting,

because in the past, we've had to travel. We get

to be in our hometown and have our fans and
family all be here to see us perform." she said.

Coastal Carolina, located in Conway, S.C, is

the sixth-seeded team in UCLA's group. The
Bruins have faced three of the other four teams

in their grouping already this season. The
Fresno State Bulldogs come to LA. with the sec-

ond seed in the region, the Cal State Northridge

Matadors take the third

seed, and the Wisconsin

Badgers have the fifth

seed. The only strangers

to UCLA are the San
Diego State Aztecs, who
have the fourth seed.

Enquist said that the

NCAA selection commit-

tee likes to keep teams in

nearby regionals to cut

down on travel. These
teams are many of the

same ones that UCLA
plays in non-conference

and midweek games
because they are convenient to visit.

"We appreciate the fact that we've played

SeeRtGI0NAi5,pa9e23
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BASEBALL Chance

Still there for Bruins

to make it to playofiFs

By Adam Karon
Daily Bruin Staff

With playoff hopes dim-

ming, the UCLA baseball

team travels up the coast to

take on the UCSB Gauchos.

Despite winning three of

their last four games, the

Bruins (29-24) need some
serious help if they want to

make the postseason.

"I think if they are going

to take four teams from the

Pac-IO, they have to take

UCLA," said Bruin Head
Coach Gary Adams. "Still,

we have to get a win on
Tuesday."

Beating the No. 15

Gauchos will be no easy task.

UCSB (37-13) is currently

one game behind No. 2 Cal

State Fullerton in the Big

West standings, having taken

two of three from the Titans

last weekend. The Gauchos
have one more conference

scries to play before earning a

spot in postseason play.

The Bruins won the last

time the two teams played,

edging out the Gauchos 6-5 in

a 14-inning marathon. Junior

James Garcia got the start for

UCSB, allowing just one run

on three hits in six innings.

Brandon Averill started

for the Bruins, but was long

gone by the time Matt Pearl

singled home Josh Arhart in

the bottom of the 14th.

MtCKEYHUYNH

The two teams have come
a long way since then. UCLA
fell into a slump, losing 1 1 of

12 games at one point. The
Gauchos have gone the other

direction, streaking to 1

1

wins in !3 games. They are

poised to capture the Big

West title if they can sweep

Cal Poly next weekend and

get help from Long Beach
State in the 49ers' series

against Fullerton.

"They are a good team,"

UCLA junior pitcher Kevin

Jerkens said. "They are not

going to be easy to beat."

A win would help the

Bruins' playoff hopes, but it is

not nearly as important as the

upcoming weekend series

against Arizona State. UCLA
will have to refrain from
looking past the Gauchos, as

many teams have done this

year.

UCSB is led by third base-

man Dave Molider, who
went 0-6 the last time the

Gauchos played the Bruins.

Left fielder Jed Stringham

homered in the February

game, and center fielder

Jared Shumaker had three

hits and a stolen base.

It is impossible for UCLA
to finish above .500 in the

Pac-10, but a win on Tuesday

would improve the team's

overall record and possibly_

contribute to a postseason""

berth.

Better Scores.

Better Schools.

The Top 3 Reasons to take

our GMAT or GRE Course,

Small Classes
Our revolutionary GlassSize-8 courses arefar
and away the most personal, focused, and effec-

tive test preparation youllfind anywhere.

Expert Instructors

Only the best instructors teach our courses.

Not only do they have impressive scores, but

they have also passed our rigorous hiring and
training process.

Satisfaction Guaranteed
Ifyou complete the course, take the test and are

not satisfied with your score, we'll work with
youfor up to one year at no fee.

Courses are starting soon!

800.2Review . www.PrincetonReview.com
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The Softball team will host

NCAA Regionals at Easton

Stadium as the No. 1 seed.

For story, see page 27.

Bruins win Regionals, head

for championship matches
W.TENNIS: Walker in fine form

after first set, leads team on to

upset victory over Fresno State

By Hannah Gordon
Daily Bruin Contributor

Three hundred people clapped every time

they missed a shot.

Frat boys jeered, "She can't handle the

heat!"

But they could not stop No. 30 Bruins

from upsetting No. 12 Fresno Stale 4-3 on
the Bulldogs' home court in NCAA Regional

finals Sunday With the victory, the women's
tennis team earned a spot in the 16-teaaL.

NCAA Championships, which starts

Thursday in Georgia.

During doubles, freshman Marilco Fritz-

Krockow and sophomore Sara Walker asked

for a trash can to be moved away from their

bench because of the smell. They were told

that the stench was actually coming from a

sewer line, but a fraternity in the stands,

which had already picked up on the comment
started heckling them.

"Frat guys started shouting that we stunk,

and making other nasty comments," Fritz-

Krockow said. ''But it was great motivation

for me. I got so mad I had to win."

Fritz-Krockow and Walker quieted the

hecklers by defeating LiesI Fichtbauer and

.Sec WaTBHHSji pa^e 26
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Junior Petya Marinova hits a forehand in

d nf>»tch earlier this season.
^^^

UCLA bounces back, makes NCAA Finals
W.GOLF: Women make

strong comeback after

distressing season start

ByMididlcCoppolclla
Daily Bruin Contributor

The spring season of the No. 22

UCLA women's golf team can be

equated to many classes here at

UCLA: if you bomb the first

midterm but do well on the next,

acing the final is within your
reach.

Similarly, despite a disappoint-

ing seventh-place finish in the Pac-

10 Championships at the end of

April, the Bruins finished fourth

at the NCAA West Regionals last

Saturday in Corvallis, Ore., pro-

pelling them into the NCAA
Finals on May 23-26 for the first

time since 1997.

"We had a really good team fin-

ish and a better team chemistry

than any other team out there,"

said senior co-captain Laura

Moffat. "We were all really sup-

portive of each other, and I think

that was a deciding factor in our

success."

The Bruins, with a 54-hole total

of 903, finished fourth behind No.

1 Arizona, No. 4 Stanford and
No. 20 Michigan St. and four

places above No. 3 USC.
"We had to contain our motiva-

tion and desire with playing and

stay focused on one shot at a

time," said Head Coach Carrie

Leary. "We weren't really worried

about the results, but instead we
focused on every shot."

Senior captains Leilani Bagby

and MofTat completely dominat-

ed play for the Bruins, making
their four-year-Jong hope of wear-

ing the UCLA uniform to the

NCAA Finals a reality.

"I wanted to make it really

badly because it was my last

chance," MofTat said. "I was real-

ly confident before 1 came into the

tournament and 1 just wanted to

do really well for myself and the

team."

And she did exactly that.

Moffat tied for sixth with a score

of 219, three over par and her best

finish at the NCAA Regionals in

her four years here at UCLA. Her

second round score of 68 led the

Bruins to finish in fifth place with

a score of 297.

Then it was Bagby's turn to

step in and ensure an NCAA
Finals spot for the Bruins. Her
final-round score of 71, one under

par, launched her into Nth place

and UCLA into the NCAA finals.

"Everyone was really confident

in each others' and their own abil-

ity," Bagby said "When we went

on the course, we were all business

and we played really strategic

golf-

Freshman Gina Umeck tied for

29th at 230, Melissa Martin tied

for 37th at 232 and Saki Uechi

tied for 59th at 238 to round out

SccW.C0U,fM9c23

Thank mommy
for her positive

impact on your

athletics career
COLUMN: Sports may often be

male-dominated, but mothers

are quick to support their kids

I
hope you thanked your mom on Sunday.

Not for changing your diapers, baking

chocolate chip cookies or teaching you how
to dress (I'm still working on that one). No, I

hope you thanked your

mom for having a signifi-

- cant impact on-youf child-

hood athletic experiences

Even if your mother

didn't know much about

sports, she probably had

some influence on your

career. Maybe she was the

one who brought oranges

to every soccer game.

Perhaps she even

screamed for a double

dribble when your team

had the ball, causing so
——————

much embarrassment that

you learned to block out the crowd.

Some mothers never catch the sports bug.

Freshman Rob Krauss' mom is one example.

Her lone connection to sports is that her

favorite basketball player is Anfemce
Hardaway, but only because she thinks he was
"cute " in the movie "Blue Chips."

Other mothers are not so far removed from

the male<lominated arena of athletics. Moms
have been known to stand through boring .sum-

mer baseball games in intense heat, cuddle dur-

SeeKAItON^pagnS

YttketyZach
Men's tennis manager

Zach Miller knows how
to pump the team up

By Gre9 Sdiain "

Daily Bruin Contributor

When the UCLA men's tennis

team travels to Georgia this week-

end to play in the NCAA
Championships, the team trainers

will be bringing plenty of cough
drops.

But probably none of the players

will need them.

The only one who takes the cough
drops regularly is Zach Miller, the

team manager who is culmiruiting a

four-year run as the loudest pres-

ence in college tennis.

During every match for the last

four seasons. Miller has sat in the

stands, screaming incessantly to try

to pump up the team.

"He is always yelling," said

senior Chris Sands, a co-captain of

this year's team. "His eyes are

bloodshot by the end of every

match, and he's got a pounding
headache."

The bloodshot eyes and -the

headaches are just byproducts of the

intense team spirit that Miller shows
during every match. They are also

evidence of Miller's love for tennis.

Growing up. Miller, a Tuscon,

Ariz, native, was a very talented

player. Hit high school record

earned him a dhance to play at many
Division I schools.

But he wasn't interested in going

to a Division I school with a lesser-

known tennis program. He wanted

to come to UCLA and get a chance

to be involved in one of the most
prestigious programs in the nation.

Most of all, he wanted to win a

championship.

Originally, Miller tried to make
the team as a walk-on, but he wasn't

quite good enough.

"Then this managingjob present-

ed itself to me," Miller said. "I

thought it would be a great way to

help out the team and win a national

championship."

Miller has certainly done all he

can to help the team in its quest for a

championship. He serves as a third

assistant coach, feeding balls to

team members during practice if

needed, making sure they have

drinks, and doing just about every

other task to make it easier for play-

ers to concentrate on tennis.

But Miller's real value, and what

separates him from other managers,

is the support he shows the players

on and off the court.

"He knows tennis enough where

he can sense who is in trouble and
focus his cheers on that player," said

UCLA Head Coach Billy Martin.

"There is a friendship between Zach
and every one ofour guys, where he

can call them a funny nickname or

something and it really helps spark

their game."

Miller's magic ability to help pick

up UCLA's players puts a fear in

opponents in a way few other exter-

nal factors can.

"When we go to play any away
match, and they see our team com-
ing, Zach puts just as much fear in

them as the rest of the team," said

UCLA Assistant Head Coach
Jason Sher "I know it's strange, but

he is so loud that our team rallies

around him."

When the team went to Stanford

eariier this year. Miller was not

Sc«MIUEllpa9«26
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Men's tennis team manager Zach Mili«r Is the team's most
vocal and spirited supporter.
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Bear trap
Pop quiz: Who's Peter Dalis?

Give up? Find out:
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Music makers
Oasis and the Black Crowes made some
noise on Monday.

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT, PAGE 14

Montezuma's revenge

SDSU makes a decision to depict its

mascot in a more accurate fashion.

NEWS, PAGE 4

UC UPTE agree on contract
NEGOTATIONS: Tentative

settlement includes wage

increases for researchers

By Scott B.Wong
Daily Bruin Staff

After more than 10 months of

negotiations, the University of

dCahfomia reached a tentative agree-

ment Tuesday with the University

Professional and Technical

Employees union that includes

across-the-board wage increases for

rtfcarch professionals.

The UC is expected to approve

the tentative contract by next week.

But a separate contract for uni-

versity technical employees, which

UPTE also represents, is still in the

bargaining process.

Rita Kern, president of UCLA
UPTE and a staff research associate

at the Neuropsychiatric Institute,

called the agreement a **very good
contract."

"For most employees, it will be

the best raises they've had in 10

years or better," she said.

The two-year contract, a first

according to Kern, will allow UPTE
members to focus on other pressing

issues.

"We will not have to go to the bar-

gaining table until next summer for

October 2002," Kern said.

UC Office of the President

spokesman Brad Hayward said the

UC is pleased to have reached this

agreement with the union.

"This is an important group of

employees," Hayward said. "We're

glad that both sides have come to an

agreement for these employees."

According to Kern, the UC cur-

rently employs approximately 3,800

research professionals between nine

4JC campuses and five medical ceii^

icrs - 30 percent of which are UPTE
members.

Part of UPTE's recruitment strat-

egy, Kern said, is to provide union

members more detailed information
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Poring over work

State budget cuts

to affect university

Second-year civil engineering student Alex Ellas pours the elenr>ent

In the Engineering Building Tuesday afternoon.

DAVC HllLA)Mtv BrulD Senior Staff

galium in the Fusion Tech Lab

f

REVISION: $100.6 million

allocation will offset high

cost of natural gas usage

By Kiran Albredit

Daily Bruin Reporter

The University of California did

not escape the state's $3.2 billion bud-

get downsizing Monday.

The governor's May revision cut

SI 6.7 million from the UC budget aug-

mentation proposed for 2001-2002.

"The overall picture for UC is

mixed," said Brad Hayward. UC
Office of the President spokesman.

According to Hayward, while

$100.6 million was granted in the revi-

sion to offset costly natural gas prices,

the annual core budget increase was
reduced to two percent from the stan-

dard four percent. In addition, fund-

ing for several research initiatives was
eliminated.

Core budget increases are neces-

sary each year to cover inflation and
raises in staff salaries, but cuts in that

area totaled $89.8 million

"We certainly appreciate the state's

fiscal problem and hope it recovers

soon, but the core budget reductions

are disappointing," he said.

Hayward said the UC is pleased

with the $100.6 million now allocated

to offset skyrocketing natural gas

costs.

UCLA alone exceeded its utilities

budget by more than $10 million dur-

ing the first halfof this fiscal year, said

Steven Olsen, vice chancellor of bud-

get and finance.

According to Hayward, the state

funding is expected to fully cover nat-

ural gas rate increases.

"Some of the money may also be

identified for energy independence

projects, including several we have

proposed for this campus," said Dave
Johnson, director of energy services

for facilities management.

UCLA submitted requests for up
to $14 million in funds for several

energy conservation projects on cam-
pus.

A new cold water thermal storage

facility and cooling tower upgrades in

the co-generation plant are already

under way. Three other projects are

planned pending approval of state

funding, Johnson said.

Sec KVISION, iMge 6

Officials explore options Associate professor James Trent dies

for more campus housing

CAPAOTY: Enrollment

increase creates need for

additional living space

By Marion WIm
Daily Brain Contributor

In an attempt to meet the demands
of Tidal Wave II - the influx of 60.000

students to the UC by 2010 - UCLA
Housing and Hospitality Services is

planning to build additional orvcam-

pus housing.

According to Director of UCLA
Housing and Hospitality Services

Michael Foraker, UCLA believes the

campus needs 1,500 to 2,000 additional

bed spaces, including space for transfer

students, to accommodate increasing

student enrollment levels.

"From an institutional perspective,

we very much need to have additional

housing by fall 2005-'06." Foraker said.

"We've initiated a preliminary campus
process to find if it's possible to add

bed spaces."

Foraker has met with Sam
Morabito, associate vice chancellor of

Business and Finance, and representa-

tives from the Office of Residential

Life and Capital Programs the past sev-

eral months.

"I'd say that where wc arc is mlcrnal

discussions and looking at sites that

S«« CONSraUCnON, page B

OBfTUARY: Recipient of

teaching award founded

education minor program

ByMarccicRkhafftfi
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

James Trent spent the last hours

of his life working with a student. He
died of a heart attack Friday morn-
ing at age 67.

Trent was to be honored as one of

five recipients of the 2001 UCLA
Distinguished Teaching Award on
May 19.

Instead, mourners gathered to

honor the education professor at his

burial. yesterday at San Fernando

Cemetery.
»

Doctoral student and former

teaching assistant Michael Smith

called it the biggest funeral he had

ever seen, citing faces of all colors

and ages.

"There were tons of people, very

diverse," he said. "1 think it really

speaks for the type of person he

WIS."

Trent spent more than three

decades in the department of educa-

tion at UCLA, during which he

established a loyal following of

admiring students and colleagues.

"He always made time for stu-

dents, faculty, for anybody - he
always made time to help people,"

said Suellen Coleman, education stu-

dent affairs officer.

The education minor that Trent

founded and directed is what many
see as his most lasting influence on
the university.

**!! really stands out for those get-

ting Ph.Ds, ' Smith said. "Graduate

students are encouraged to do
research but in a lot ofcases we don't

focus on the actual people and that's

what he was really dedicated to -

that impressed us."

Though Trent only held office

hours once a week, his time

remained in high demand, said

administrative assistant Eileen

Kavanagh, who recalls the mixbag
gathering of people lined against the

walls every week.

The two hours of "visitation"

were always used in full, Kavanagh
said.

"Office hours were for under-

graduates, graduates, alumni, any-

one who wanted to talk to him," she

said.

Though Trent was technically

"Dr. Trent," he refused to abide by

Sc«TIBIT,pa9t6
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Disabilities program
accepting applications

The Developmental Disabilities Immersion
Program is accepting applications for the

2001-2002 school year. The program is a two-

quarter commitment that provides students

with an opportunity to learn about mental

retardation and other developmental disabili-

ties.

The program combines classroom learning

with fieldwork and practical experience.

Students from all majors are encouraged to

apply

The application deadline is May 22. For

more information, e-mail ddip@ucla.edu.

Performer guilds

begin contract talks
The two Hollywood performer guilds

began negotiations Tuesday for a new con-

tract aimed at improving pay for middle-

mcome actors.

Negotiators for the guilds down-
played the likelihood of a strike but

conceded it's possible if there's no deal by
the June 30 contract deadline.

The Screen Actors Guild and the American
Federation of Television and Radio Artists

began the afternoon bargaining session at the

Encino, Calif.-based headquarters of the

Alliance of Motion Picture and Television

Producers.

Leaders of the guilds said their priority will

be improving conditions for character actors

and supporting players who earn less than

$70,000 annually rather than multimillion dol-

lar stars.

"This is really a blue-collar union, and stars

now won't always be stars tomorrow," said

SAG negotiator Brian Walton. "These actors

need to know they will be able to pay their

rent, ihcir mortgage and buy their kids school

clothes."

Of the nearly 135,000 total performers rep-

resented by the two guilds, only about 2 per-

cent earn more than $100,000 a year.

About 75,000 actors earn

between $30,000 and $70,000 a

year, and nearly half of the guilds'

members are unemployed.

The guilds have not detailed specific new
contract proposals, but officials indicated they

want an increase in residual payments for

shows rebroadcastcd on cable and in foreign

markets. The guilds also want higher initial

pay for screen work and assurances that stu-

dios will limit the number of productions

filmed outside Southern California.

Southern California

Gas plans expansion
Southern California Gas Co., the nation's

largest gas utility, announced plans Tuesday
for a $40 million expansion to keep pace with

the state's growing demand for electricity

and ease the strains on its transmission sys-

tem.

Analysts say California's electricity crisis

is threatening to exhaust the state's supplies

of natural gas, which fuels most electric gen-

erating plants. A drought in the Pacific

Northwest has cut hydroelectric power sup-

plies, putting pressure on natural gas-fired

plants to make up the shortfall.

Southern California Gas, a unit of San
Diego-based Sempra Energy, will add capac-

ity for enough gas to power three 500-

megawatt power plants that could provide

enough electricity for 1.5 million homes. The
expansion, combined with $15 million in

improvements to the transmission system

announced in March, will boost SoCal Gas'

capacity by 1 1 percent.

Both projects are expected to be complet-

ed by the end of the year.

Two-thirds of SoCal Gas' natural gas is

sold to power plants and industrial users and
demand from power plants has pushed the

utilization of the company's transmission

system to 95 percent, up from historic levels

of about 75 percent.

Compiled from Daily Bruin StafF and wire

reports.

Weather

Today Thursday Friday

ACADEMK
ANNOUNCEMENTS

Reminder:
The deadline to drop a

non-impacted class with a

green Late Drop petition,

transcript notation and $13 fee

is June 8.

Partly Cloudy Partly Goudy Mostly Sunny

high: 68 low: 58 high: 67 low: 58 high: 67 low: 57

Outlook:
Don't want to walk outside in the

morning to see wtut the weather's

like? Go to www.daHytKuin.uda.edu

for an up-to-the-minute forecast.

^T^ Si

e
a.m.

Sunset
7:

For real-timt »»athw, wsit wwwjUt^bim.uci»je<Su

J

WHArS BREWING

Today 8 a.m.
Gothesline Project display

Perloffand Schoenberg Quads

(310)267-7673

10 a.m. -10 p.m.
International Rim Exhibition

Screenings, debates, testimonials

Various campus locations

(310)267-1983

12pjn.
Women 4 Change ,

Speaker: Dr. Patricia Ganz: "How
Breast Cancer Affects a Woman's
Body, Mind, and Soul**

Moore Hall, 3rd-floor Reading

Room

StaffAssembly Pand

"Advancement Through Education:

Earning a Degree at UCLA"
Doddl6l

(310)825-3407

1p.m.
LAS Counseling

Academic workshops

•DLAP
Murphy Hall A3 16

To sign up. call (310) 206^85

3 p.m.
LAS Counseling

Academic workshops
• Subject to Dismissal (STD)
• All workshops hekJ in

Covd Commons, Room 203

To sign up, call (310) 206^685

4:15 p.m.
LAS Counseling

Academic workshops
• Dealing with Procrastination

• Preparing for Law School
• All workshops held in

Covd Commons, Room 203

To sign up, call (3 10) 206^685

5pjn.
Medieval/Renaissance Lecture

Speaker: Rona GofTen

Faculty Cfr. Sierra Room

(310)825^55

6 p.m.
Careers in Graphic Design

Workshop

Led by John Soltis, creative director

for B.D. FoxA Friends Inc.

UCLA Career Center

501 Westwood Plaza, 2nd Roor

7 p.m.
Student Alumni Association

"Alternative Careers in Medicine

Woricshop"

James West Alumni Center

LAS Courtsding

Academic Workshops
• Internships and Career

Preparation

• Preparing for Medical School
• All workshops held in

Covd Commons, Room 203

To sign up. can (310) 206^85

Campus Events Movies

"High Fidelity," "Empire Records"

Ackerman Grand Ballroom

Tickets- $2 at door

(310)825-1958

DealiDiay
Empire Records
Nigh Fidelity

For 92 m tiM Jlcli«mMNi Q.B.

See page 25 for more information
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ByNtoCtGMiMhg
Dally Bruin Reporter

9:30 p.m., Thursday, May 10
A smoky haze intermingles curi-

ously with remnants of the night's

dinner anci empty Old English bot-

tles as second-year aerospace engi-

neering student Pablo Kohan and
his friends prepare for the evening

in front of them.

"A pre-tame is an essential part

of the party formula," said Kohan.
"Sometimes it's the best part of the

night"

While the element of spontaneity

hangs in the air like the stale ciga-

rette vapors, it is apparent that a

near-sacred ritual has begun.

This is Thursday night in

Westwood, when a weeks worth of

relative ciormancy gives way to vital-

ity for some people, chaos for oth-

ers.

"You gotta live the day, you gotta

live the night," Kohan said. 'That's

our motto here."

Kohan 's patented recipe for a

tasty pre-game: one group of close

friends, two or threeCDs of hip-hop

music, and a generous supply of

alcohol (preferably "40s" of malt

liquor).

Combine all ingredients on large

couches or balconies and garnish

with a Garcia V^ double-leafed

blunt.

Meanwhile, around the comer at

a Gaylcy Avenue apartment, fourth-

year mechanical engineering stu-

dent Zack Krevor begins to get

antsy. His week of long and arduous

work at an end, Krevor has been

looking forward to tonight since his

eariy week adventures on South
Campus.

"Usually, you get a feeling early

in the day," Krevor said. "Your
work's done, you want to have fun,

so you call up people and make sure

they're feeling it too."

There is no doubt that Krevor's

crew is feeling it tonight.

Unlike Kohan and associates

who characterize themselves as

apartmenti>arty enthusiasts,

Krevor and his group of older

friends plan to head into town
tonight to put their fingers on the

thumping pulse of Wcstwood's bar

Krevor's restlessness

stems from the omnipresent

threat of a livwn manager -

especially one who lives right

below him.

"We have house rules," said

Carol Fcna, Krevor's apartment

manager. "If they arc not

obeyed, then we intervene. It is

for the students as much as for the

a<Iults of this area."

,
Krevor tries to gather support

from the troops, but the shot glasses,

video games and the suriy chatter

prove too strong of an opponent.

Krevor knows he must be patient.

11:30 p.in, Thursday

scene is all too familiar.

As a resident in the legendary 424
Landfair Complex, considered by
many the epicenter of the Village's

apartment party life, Geddes is con-
The air gets thicker by the minute stantly exposed to the nameless

as eager students pour into the

already-overflowing apartment on
Landfair Avenue. Some confuse the

domicile for a can of sardines and
turn around dejected.

Kohan and his buddies, however,

faces.

"At first, we weren't sure if we
could handle living here," She said.

"It has a party reputation you have

to uphold."

Geddes said the circular layout of
have made their way to the balcony the complex, coupled with the fact

and he has assumed the coveted role that there is no landlord living in the
of "keg master." area, creates a good party environ-
"Whcn you get to an apartment ment.

party, its important to establish a Little does she know, when she
home base with the group you came wakes up tomorrow, her pool will be
with," Kohan said, with the perpetu- infested with a keg, a brick, and a
ally flowing tap practically begging motorcycle,

for a break. Across town at Maloney's on
It is rare, he said, to go to a party Campus, a popular bar and restau-

where you actually know the host, rant on Gayley and Weyburn
The large group of friends from the Avenue, Krevor spots some friends
pre^me adds an element of com-
fort to the entrance into unfamiliar

territory.

According to Kohan, a good
ratio ofwomen within the herd adds

to the possibility of apartment party

acceptance. Too many males may
throw off the carefully anticipated

and saddles up next to them.

Libations flow freely as greetings

are exchanged and thirsts are

quenched.

"1 always see people 1 haven't

seen in a while when 1 come to

bars," said Krevor.

While the bars provides a seven-

PWYA SHAHMM>j«y Bruin

UCLA extension student Sid Jun (left) enjoys a drink with his

brother Sanghoon at Westwood's popular Madison's Bar and Grill.

balance of guys and girls, causing day party atmosphere, Krevor said
for a lcss-thaiHX)rdiai welcome. that the $50-$60 he drops in an

For third-year English and evening is a big disadvantage of
Spanish student Emma Geddes, this coming into the Village.

JASON CHENA>aily Bfutn Seniof Staff

After scoping a number of IDs at

the dooT, Alex Quizno, a bouncer at

Maloney's, takes time to reflect on
the three bars that constitute the

Westwood scene.

"It's pretty simple," he said.

"Madison's usually has the younger
crowd. Maloney's and Westwocxi

Brew Co. are usually the mellow

spots."

That's not to say there isn't a

problem with over-consumption at

these places.

"People get kicked out every

night for being too drunk," Quizno
said.

After 24 years on the force, Sgt.

James Vandenberg of the UCPD,
has a lot of experience with this type

of behavior.

"Historically, there has been a

problem with student drinking," he
said. "We get a lot of calls about
drunken, disorderly behavior. We
also see a lot of students with fake

ID'S."

1:45 a.m., Friday, May 11

After spending the last two hours

hopping between Maloney's, Brew
Co., and finally catching last call at

Madison's. Krevor has made his

way to RolHnn Sandwich, where
those left standing try to hold down

SeeMIITY,pa9e6

StudenMnitiated outreach aims to inaease minority presence
PROJECTS: Employees at

Berkeley centers threaten

to discourage enrollment

ByMidiacleTumafa
Daily Bruin Reporter

When the first class admitted with-

out affirmative action in 1998 saw a

dramatic decline in the number of

underreprescnted students admitted,

angered students channeled their

energy into creating student-run out-

reach centers.

Today, students manage six such

outreach programs, operating with a

budget ofmore than $ 1 79.0(X) and 1 50

volunteers and paid staff They serve

about 5(X) Los Angeles students

"Underreprescnted students devel-

oped outreach programs to holistical-

ly empower students to go on to high-

er education." said Li'i Furumoto.
director of Xinachtli. MEChA's out-

reach project.

In 1998, the African Student Union
submitted a proposal for its outreach

program. Students Heightening

Academic Performance through

Education, or SHAPE, to the

University of California Office of the

President.

After seeing the proposal, UCOP
awarded each UC campus $10,000 to

launch student-initiated outreach pro-

jects. UCLA matched the money, so a
total $20,(XX) was available for pro-

jects.

In May 1999, students passed the

Community and Retention

Empowerment Referendum, which

allocates $5 out of each student's reg-

istration fees to campus retention, stu-

dent initiated outreach and communi-
ty service projects. The university

agreed to match these funds as well.

Money provided by CARE
enabled the Student Initiated

Outreach Committee to fund addi-

tional outreach projects, making it

possible for projects like the

American Indian Recruitment to

begin paying students who served as

tutors and peer advisers.

Student-initiated outreach pro-

grams at UCLA and Berkeley recent-

ly became the subject of a review after

Berkeley outreach employees
declared they would discourage

prospective students from enrolling at

the university. But employees at

UCLA's programs said the review is

not warranted.

The university's programs, which
restrict services to students with a

minimum 3.0 grade point average and
who. by their freshman year of high

school, are enrolled in three college

preparatory courses, focus on prepar-

ing students academically.

Meanwhile, student-initiated pro-

grams serve all students and use the

holistic empowerment mcxlel of edu-

cation This mcxlel advocates that edu-

cation should consider a student's

entire lif( situation, including cultural

history, personal life and political

awareness.

Jack Sutton, executive officer for

UCLA outreach, said legislators and
educators created university outreach

with the explicit goal of increasing

diversity on campuses by increasing

the number of applicants who are

competitively eligible. Thus, the focus

is not on students who have no chance
of UC eligibility, he said.

"We target a particular group of

students because that's what the

money was allocated for," Sutton
said.

But employees of student-initiated

programs disagreed with this practice.

"University-run outreach is just

perpetuating students not being able

to come in because of the restrictions

they impose on the applicants to be in

the outreach programs," said Patty

Salcedo. a third-year sociology and
Chicana/o studies student who has

worked with Xinachtli for three years.

Student-initiated outreach pro-

grams educate people via peer advis-

ing, tutoring, field trips and work-
shops for students and parents.

Workshop topics include admissions

requirements, financial aid, cultural

history, study habits, identity and
affirmative action.

"We use the holistic empowerment
model in order for them to think criti-

cally about their situation in life as

opposed to having tutors and coun-
selors spoonfeeding them how to get

the answer," said Jerry Gonzales,

director of Samahang Filipino

Advancing Community
Empowerment.

Participants in student-initiated

projects say they appreciate this

approach. s

"It enables me to open my mind a
little bit more," said Nallely

Gutierrez, a senior at Santa Monica
High School who will be a first-gener-

ation college student. "
It helps me a

lot within my academic work."

Sutton said university and student-

initiated programs are not in competi-

tion, but each exercise different

approaches which all serve to help stu-
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San Diego State decides to modify mascot
COLLEGE: Alterations to

depiction ofMontezuma

will be complete by 2003

By Bemie Wilson

The Associated Press

SAN DIEGO - "Monty
Montezuma." San Diego State's red-

faced, spear-throwing- mascot, got

the heave-ho Tuesday by the universi-

ty president, who wants a more digni-

fied portrayal of the Aztec leader.

The most significant change

announced by President Stephen

Weber is eliminating Montezuma as

a cheerleading mascot and using him

as a historically accurate "ambas-

sador."

So, gone are the days of Monty
wearing a loincloth and headdress,

emerging from a shroud of smoke,

dancing around and flinging a flam-

Jng spear into the turf moments
before kickoff of football games at

Qualcomm Stadium.

And the school plans to gradually

phase out the logo of a red-faced,

glaring Indian that adorns sta-

tionery, literature, uniforms and die

basketball court at Cox Arena. The
changes are expected to be complet-

ed by fall 2003.

"If we are to employ the symbols

of another.culture. and portray a par-

ticular historical figure within that

culture, we have an obligation to do
so in an accurate and respectful

way." Weber said at a news confer-

ence.

Monty's performance at football

games, for instance, doesn't quite

meet that standard, Weber said.

"The Aztecs considered fire

sacred. In a broad sense, I think what

well-intended people inadvertently

did was drift a little bit north toward

Hollywood. And I think we're going

to drift back down to Mesoamerica,

where we belong."

The name "Monty" also will dis-

appear in official references and
campus business establishments

using the name will be renamed,

Weber said. The only exception will

be an alumni association award
named The Monty.

American Indian and

Latino students long

have complained the

Aztec identity Is racist

and disrespectful.

Weber said the school plans to

have the new Montezuma at sporting

events, but it's yet to be determined

what he'll do and look like. Experts

on Aztec culture will have a say in the

process, Weber said.

"Remember, this is a person who
was the head of slate, the head of the

religion and the head of the military.

If you're going to take on that por-

trayal, you have to do it with behav-

iors that are appropriate to a person

of that stature," Weber said.

Montezuma also will have broad-

er responsibilities for educating the

public on Aztec culture, Weber said.

Times have changed since Monty
made his debut in 1941 when, during

a homecoming game, he emerged
from a teepee and chased young
coeds.

The representation evolved over

the years. In 1983. he sat atop a pyra-

mid among his attendants on the

sidelines at football games. The next

season, he returned to his role of fir-

ing up the players and fans.

American Indian and Latino stu-

dents long have complained the

Aztec identity is racist and disre-

spectful.

In September, the Associated

Students Council called on Weber to

retire the Montezuma mascot. It

later organized a student referendum

in which 86 percent of voters opted

to keep the current logos and Monty
depictions.

Recendy, a panel of 20 students,

faculty, alumni and community
members, recommended the school

keep its Aztec identity but do away
with inaccurate depictions of the

16th-century ruler.

Weber's announcement Tuesday

failed to please Ron Gochez, a leader

of the Chicano student group
MEChA, because Montezuma still

will be used to represent the universi-

ty-

"We're not going to stand for it,"

he said. "We were calling for the

abolishment of any human figure."

Drivers fight fuel prices

through alternate rides

RIDERSHIP: Subway, bus

use climbs; new budget

increases MTA spending

The Associated Press

The rising cost of gas appears to

be prompting many Southern

California motorists to find alterna-

tive ways of getting around.

Subway ridership rose 5 percent

last month, with the number of pas-

sengers on the Red Line subway in

Los Angeles jumping from 1 19,000

in March to 125,000 in April.

"While we've been seeing

increases of one or two thousand

per month, an increase of 6,000 peo-

ple on a daily basis is significant,"

said Ed Scanncli, a spokesman for

the Metropolitan Transportation

Authority. "It's clear that a signifi-

cant portion of that ridership was
due to those gas prices."

Since March 23. the average

price of regular self-serve gasoline

has gone from $1.58 to $1.90 cents

per gallon in Los Angeles, Orange,

Riverside and San Bernardino

counties, analyst Trilby Lundberg
said.

The MTA also has seen an
increase in bus ridership.

Ridership increased from
1,161,490 in March to 1.196,042 in

April. However, Scannell is less

inclined to attribute most of that

increase to the cost of gas.

"A significant number of our bus

riders are dependent on us because

they don't have cars, and while

many of those who ride the rails also

do not have cars, there are more
people who have a choice." he said.

"There are more discretionary rid-

ers on the Red Line."

On Monday, the MTA unveiled a

proposed $2.7 billion budget that

would put more buses on the streets

ai^d more rail cars on the tracks.

The spending package calls for

adding 117 more buses along with

more cars along the Blue and Green
Light-Rail Lines.

The new budget would increase

MTA spending by 6.7 percent, or

$183 million a year. It anticipates

that significant numtvers of com-
muters will continue to move from

cars to trains or buses.

This summer, the Blue Line

between downtown and Long Beach
will increase the length of each train

to three cars. Plans also call for the

Green Line, which now runs one-

car trains between Norwalk and El

Segundo, to add an extra car.

Rising fuel prices are also includ-

ed. In the new budget, the transit

agency's bill for fuel is expected to

jump 169 percent -or $17.5 million.

Still, MTA officials believe they

can stay within the budget without

increasing fares.

Delta Sigma Theta Pi Presents;
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Wednesday May 16 Thursday May 17 Friday May 18

A.I.D.S. Program 6-8pm
@ 2126 Rolfe Hall

Come discuss and share

your opinions

on the controversial

A.I.D.S. epidemic

Comedy Night 7-10pm
Cooperage stage,

Ackerman Union

Relax and enjoy Los

Angeles funniest

comedians and sounds
of DJ Dense of

100.3 The Beat!

African Culture Night

7-10pm
Northwest Auditorium

Come together to

celebrate African

Culture. Witness

outstanding

performance in Hip

Hop, R&B, Jazz,

Gospel, and more.

• All May week events

take place on UCLA's

campus and food or

refreshments will be
served at each

program. For directions

or more information call

310-422-2454
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La Porsha Holmes
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interest rates undergo fifth reduction

Federal Reserve Chairman Alan Greenspan
arrives at his office in Washington Tuesday.

GJT: Federal Reserve

aims to prevent further

weakening of economy

By Martin Cnitsirtgcr

The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - The
Federal Reserve, still trying to

resuscitate the weak economy, cut

interest rates a half point further

on Tuesday, pushing borrowing

costs for millions of Americans to

the lowest level in seven years.

It was the Fed's fifth half-point

reduction this year, extending a

rapid-fire string of moves in its

most aggressive easing campaign

under Chairman Alan Greenspan.

Since the first of the year, the

central bank has pushed its target

for the federal funds rate, the

interest that banks charge each

other, from 6.5 percent down to 4

percent.

Economists said the Fed clearly

signaled in a brief statement that it

was prepared to cut rates even fur-

ther. Many predicted another

reduction at the next meeting on
June 26-27.

**The Fed is worried that we are

not out of the woods yet in terms

of avoiding a recession," said

David Wyss, chief economist at

Standard & Peer's in New York.

"Greenspan does not want anoth-

er recession on his watch."

The nation's commercial banks

quickly followed the Fed's mid-

afternoon announcement by cut-

ting their prime lending rate, the

benchmark for millions of short-

term consumer and business

loans, from 7.5 percent to 7 per-

cent, the lowest since April 1994.

In contrast to the rapid pace of

the Fed's rate cuts this y»af, which

have lowered interest rates by 2

1/2 percentage points in 4 1/2

months, it took the agency 14

months to accomplish the same
amount of credit easing during the

1990-91 recession, the nation's

only downturn since Greenspan

took over as Federal Reserve chief

in 1987.

"It is clear that the Fed is going

to do everything it can to make
sure the economy does not slip

any further," said Martin Regalia,

chief economist for the U.S.

Chamber of Commerce.
Wall Street, where the rate cut

had been widely anticipated, took

Tuesday's announcement in

stride.

The Dow Jones industrial aver-

age finished the day down 4.36

points at 10,873. The muted reac-

tion was in sharp contrast to the

399-point rally triggered by the

Fad'»jprt f#<ft pK>ve on Apfd i8.

which caught investors by sur-

prise.

In its statement Tuesday,

Federal Reserve policy-makers

expressed continued worries

about sagging corporate profits

and business plans to slash spend-

ing on new plants and equipment,

a driving force in the current

expansion.

"The erosion in current and
prospective profitability, in combi-

nation with considerable uncer-

tainty about the business outlook,

seems likely to hold down capital

spending going forward," the

Federal Reserve said in its state-

ment.

Significantly, according to ana-

lysts, the Fed did not express wor-

ries that the recent jump in energy

prices could lead to a wider break-

out of inflation pressures, some-

thing that would restrain its ability

to kwcr rates. ::

Senate rejects proposal

for additional teachers
CONGRESS: ParUes clash

in move to add spending

to education legislation

By David Espo
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - A
Democratic proposal to finance the

hiring of thousands of public school

teachers went down to narrow defeat

in the Senate as the administration

and its Republican allies sought to

assert control over debate on
President Bush's education bill.

Tuesday's vote was 5048 against

an amendment by Sen. Patty

Murray, D-Wa.sh.. and marked the

first lime in several fitful weeks of

debate that the Senate rejected a

move to add spending to the legisla-

tion or to tighten federal controls

over its use.

Murray, a former schcx>l board

member, said her amencfanent was

designed to reduce class size in public

schools nationwide. The head of the

Democratic senatorial campaign
committee, she also said

Republicans 'SviJI find their oppo-

nents talking about this in the next

election."

Sen. Susan Collins of Maine, a

Republican whose name will be on
the ballot next year, voted against the

proposal. "1 want to give school dis-

tricts local flexibility for spending the

money," she said. To set classroom

size as the "only priority, when
schools have different needs depenci-

ing on where they are, strikes me as a

mistake."

At the same time, conservatives

and GOP leaders said they intend to

seek removal of some earlier spend-

ing add-ons when it comes time to

negotiate a House-Senate compro-

mise.

"I think it's getting financially irre-

sponsible, but hopefully we will get it

cleaned up." said Sen. Don Nickles

of Oklahoma, the Senate GOP whip.

The developments came as the

Senate plodded through another day

of debate over Bush's top legislative

priority. The measure would man-
date annual state-run testing of all

students in grades three through

eight in math and reading. Schools

where test scores fall short of stan-

dards would receive additional feder-

al support to improve, and after

three years, students would be

allowed to use federal money for

tutoring or transportation to differ-

ent public schools.

Castro talks with President Assad
SYRIA: Cuban leader looks

to strengthen relations with

allies in Asia, Middle East

By Harem Htiwfawid
The Associated Press

DAMASCUS, Syria - Cuban
leader Fidel Castro on Tuesday
made his first trip ever to Syria,

where he reportedly held talks with

President Bashar Assad as part of an

extended tour to strengthen ties with

new and old allies in the Middle East

and Asia.

Assad was at Damascus
International Airport to welcome
Castro, 74, who flew in from Qatar

for a two-day visit. The two leaders

then drove back to the capital

together, where they held further

talks, state-run media reported.

Large sections of the roughly 20-

mile road connecting the airport

with the capital, as well as the area

around the People's Palace, the hill-

lop seat of the presidency that over-

looks Damascus, were festooned

with Syrian and Cuban flags.

An official welcome ceremony
was later held at the palace, accorct-

ing to the official Syrian Arab News
Agency.

State-run television said the two
leaders and their aides met and dis-

cussed regional and world issues and

TbeAssodMed Press

Syrian leader Bashar Assad (right) greets Cuban leader Fidd Castro
when he arrived in Damascus, Syria Tuesday.

bilateral relations before Castro and
Assad met behind closed doors.

Castro and Bashar Assad's father,

the late President Hafez Assad, had
met several times on the sidelines of

international gatherings. Tuesday's

meeting was the first between the

Cuban leader and the younger
Assad, who took office after his

father died 1 1 months ago.

News of Castro's visit appeared
on the front page of Syria's three

state-run dailies, along with pictures

of the Syrian and Cuban leaders.

Under the pictures, the Tishrin

daily lavishly praised the Cuban
leader and bilateral relations, using

the kind of rhetoric that has been a

hallmark of Castro's own speeches

throughout his 42 years in power.

"President Castro does not need

introductions," Tishrin said. "He is

the leader of a revolution that shook
Latin America and destroyed the

might of imperialism and restored to

the people their independence, dig-

nity and charted for them the path to

social and economic recovery."

WORLD & NATION BRIEFS

Runaway train puts

Ohio town in danger
KENTON, Ohio - A runaway freight train

carrying hazardous materials rolled about 70
miles through Ohio with no one aboard Tuesday
before a railroad employee jumped onto the

locomotive and brought it to a stop.

f*atrol cars raced ahead of the train to block

off traflic at crossings and sheriffs deputies

tried to peer inside the locomotive as the CSX
train of 47 cars lumbered through cities and vil-

lages, rolling past at 46 mph at one point.

''It would have been a disaster if it would've

derailed in town," said Sgt Major Mike Blair of

the Wood County sherifTs ofllce in Bowling

Green, a city of about 29,600 where the train

passed through.

The sherifTs department at first said the engi-

neer had apparently sufl'ered a heart attack.

However, authorities later said no one was

aboard.

CSX spokesman Dan Murphy said the train

was being assembled at a CSX instal-

latkm near Toledo when for reasons

that are unclear, it left the rail yard

under its own power. Several people

saw it and alerted CSX officials.

The National Transportation Safety Board

and the Federal Railroad Administration are

investigating.

The train rolled through at least two north-

western Ohio counties.

DEA chief launches

Caribbean probe
WASHINGTON The head of the Drug

Enforcement Administration, responding to

reports that its Caribbean office inflated the

numbers of drug seizures and arrests,' said

Tuesday he has ordered a review of the situa-

tion.

"I do have some concerns. 1 do have some
questions," said DEA Administrator Donhic
Marshall, testifying before the Senate Caucus

on International Narcotics

Control.

The Miami Herald reported

Tuesday that agents in the DEA's
office in San Juan, Puerto Rico, claimed

credit for hundreds of arrests that were in fact

made by local police.

A former supervisor was reported to have
said that 70 percent of the arrests the DEA
claimed from 1998-2000 were phony

In his testimony, Marshall ofTered no
details about the review. He said he was "very

concerned about the integrity of our statis-

tics, the integrity of our agency." He
promised •'forceful, direct action" if wrong-
doing is uncovered.

He said he was hopeful the review will be
completed in the next few weeks.

Special Agent Waldo Santiago, spokesman
for the DEA Caribbean office, said he had no
knowledge of supervisors pushing for inflat-

ed arrest numbers. "In my 10 years as a DEA
agent here I have never been asked by super-

visor to falsify a report," he said.

Restoration of Leaning

Tower progressing
PISA, Italy - Workers began removing two

sets of steel suspenders attached to the Leaning

Tower of Pisa on Tuesday in one of the final

phases of a bold plan to partially straighten the

famously tilted monument.

The 340-foot-k)ng cables had been secured to

the tower in 1998 as a precaution in case it need-

ed to be yinked back up while the soil under its

foundation Was being excavated. Anchored to

giant winches dug into the ground about 100

yards from the tower, the suspenders haven't

been needed.

Removal of the suspenders will be completed
in time for an inauguration ceremony of the

newly straightened tower scheduled for June 16,

said Paolo Heiniger, who oversees the project.

The tower was closed to the public more than a

decade ago, as officials feared it would tip over.

Compiled from OaSy Bruin wire reports.
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about the contract than non-^em-
bcrs. That way, non-members - who
cannot exercise voting power - will

be encouraged to join the union, she

said.

"We are a democratic grassroots

union," she said. "The more people

who join, the stronger we are."

A system-wide union vote is

expected to take place June II -IS

from 11:30 a.m. to 2 p.m. UPTE
members will set up voting locations

throughout campus.

Portions of raises for 2000-01 will

be retroactive to Oct. I, 2000, and
increases for 2001-02 will be effec-

tive Oct. 1. 2001.

Step-based employees - which

include marine technicians and
assistant museum scientists - will

receive a 2.8 percent raise across the

board for 2000-01 and a 2 percent

increase for 2001-02, contingent

upon expected budget allocations.

"(Step-based employees) have

between five to 10 set steps in their

pay category," Kern said. "There's a

bottom and top and it goes up in

increments."

The bottom and top of the salary

structure will be increased by 4 and
10 percent, respectively, according

to the contract.

For 2000-01, open-range, or

merit-based, employees will receive

4.3 percent across-the-board

increases. For 2001-02. they will

receive a 1.75 percent increase, a

1.75 percent funding pool for the

regular merit program and 2 percent

salary structure increases, contin-

gent upon ex()ected budget alloca-

tions.

In addition, both step and merit-

based employees will receive a S56-

per-month increase.

Merit-based employees - includ-

ing museum scientists and staff

research associate lis and above -

receive raises based on an evalua-

tion and what supervisors think the

employee deserves. Kem said

"But it's not uniformly set. so

someone could be doing an excellent

job and get a poor raise." she said.

The merit system is a newer sys-

tem put in place by university in the

late 1 980s.

"UPTE is trying to get away from

that system," Kern said. "It can be

biased and unpredictable and you

never really know what you're going

to get."

Kem said UPTE will use this con-

tract as an "organizing tool
"

"We want to educate the employ-

ees about the contract," she said.

"It's an excellent contract to get

more people to join up to build

strength in numbers."

According to Hayward, the nego-

tiation process has been made by the

UC in good faith.

"We wanted to make compromis-

es for a mutually acceptable resolu-

tion and we're pleased that that's

what we've achieved," he said.

TRENT
From page 1

the name, lo anyone who made his

acquaintance, it was simply "Jim
"

While he preceded and outlasted

many in his department, be decided

not lo climb the rungs to higher pro-

fessor positions.

"He volunteered to teach more
and research less, which meant he

wouldn't get professor status."

Coleman said. "He believed highly in

the quality of education."

Trent spent his days working as an

associate professor, a career choice he

made to keep the humanity in acade-

mics, she continued.

Time was instead spent on piquing

students' interests in education.

Many programs were conceived

and promoted by this compulsion to

bring students into his realm of inter-

est.

The Peer Advisor Program is an

offspring of Trent's endeavors that

trains undergraduates to advise other

students interested in education An
offshoot of this program arose soon

after as Trent branched out to inner

city high school students with the

High School Advising Program.

"He was always a promoter of the

underdog," Coleman said. "He
inspired people to go on to much
more than they though they ever

could."

In 1993. the Educational

Leadership program took root as a

doctoral program modeled to train

student professionals to mix technolo-

gy with education, from elementary

through post-secondary classes.

"Jim's death is a great loss to us all:

to the nation, UCLA, lo his col-

leagues here and throughout the

world," said GSE&IS dean Aimee
Dorr.

At the request oftheTrent family, alt con-

tributions should be nriade to the James
W. Trent Education Minor

Undergraduate Scholarship Fund.
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While the energy money was
largely intended to pay for rate

increases, the funds have not yet

been allocated, according to

Hayward.

Universities must reduce energy

consumption by at least 10 percent

before using the stale funds. Gov.

Gray Davis said in a statement.

An additional $12.8 million was
approved in the budget revision lo

cover an increase of 1,400 UC stu-

dents from enrollment projections

made in January for the 2001-2002

school year.

To compensate for these increas-

es, cuts were made not only in the

core budget, but in project funding

as well.

The $20 million set aside for

instructional equipment, deferred

maintenance, and instructional

materials was eliminated from the

budget.

Also cut was an augmentation of

$5 million for engineering and
computer science research, and $5

mittion iir onc-tmic funding for

environmental science research.

The Professional Development

Institutes lost $5 million in the revi-

sion, and $1.5 million for expansion

of graduate and professional

school outreach was eliminated.

Still included in the budget are

funds to avoid increases in manda-

tory system-wide student fees, and
for summer sessions.

Hayward said money will also be

available to help reduce class sizes

and provide more undergraduate

research opportunities.

PARTY
From page 3

greasy cheesesteak hoa-

gies.

Gary Bruner, who has

entertained Westwood
partiers for the past 10

years with his classic rock

covers, bellows out an

acoustic rendition of Rick

Springfield's "Jesse's

Giri."

"The students have

always treated me well,"

Burner, who strategically

places himself in front of

the town's busiest spots,

said. "Coming out to the

bars, they love to hear me
play the classics."

He mixes a repertoire of

80-90 Beatles songs with a

few drunken favorites like

"Maximum Geavage" to

make a healthy living in

the Westwood area.

Meanwhile. Kohan,

after hours of intense

apartment "hunting," has

made his way down for a

well-deserved sandwich to

cap off his night. The ine-

briated interplay between

the under-agers and the

bar hoppers makes for an

interesting scene.

"The end of the night is

always the biggest vari-

able," Kohan said. "Sure,

most people here mi^t be

faded, but that's not the

focus. Being with your

friends IS always the most

important thing."

OUTREACH
From page 3

dents. Additionally, univer-

sity officials see value in the

holistic empowerment
approach.

•I Ihink what SIOC is

about is important," Sutton

said.

"The SIOC programs

add dimension that we are

not able to add," he contin-

ued, citing funding restric-

tions.

For UCLA students who
work there, outreach pro-

grams provide a way to stay

in touch with their commu-
nities.

"When I started working

with SPACE 1 began to real-

ize how lucky 1 am to be

here," said Elizabeth

Estrada, a third-year bio-

chemistry student. "It's

helped me develop ties to

the community downtown."

Some students said uni-

versity outreach polidesand
admissions policies as insen-

sitive to the hardships many
aspiring colleges students

face.

"GPA isn't showing what

you're capable of doing. It's

just a way of socially repro-

ducing what their parents

have gone through where

you're trying and trying

each day but you would
never be able to get there,"

Gutierrez said.

See OtfTliACH, page 8
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Saturday. May 12

REVL0N5K
Run/WaBc - LA. Coftseum

vMMW.revlonrximMalkxom

Sunday. May 1

3

« Mother's D^y

Monday, May 14

Student Lndenhlp

Recognition Event

12 noon, Kercfchoff

Grpnd Salon

Keyrwte apeifcer

Judith Smith. Vice Provott.

Undergraduate EducaitkK)
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Tuesday, May 1

5

Showing of film

-Slim Hopes-

12noon

2 Dodd Hail

The Center for

Women 6 Men
(sponsored by SNAC)

« Women Faculty in the

Sciences Roundtabie

4:00-5:30 pm
2320 Life Sciences

Women's Oratorical

Contest

7:00-9:00 pm
Northwest Auditorium

« Clotheslfne Pro^
SchoentervQuad

Wednadi|y» Mtty 16

"How Breast Cancer

Affects Wonnen's Body,

Mind and Soul' -

Lecture by Dr. Patricia

Ganz followed by the film

"Persofwl Touch" by

Amirwih Balceer Abdul

Jabaar

12:00-1:30 pm
GSEIS Reading Room
3rd floor, Moore Hall

Living the An>er1can Dream

7:00-9XX)pm

Northwest Auditorium

"Women's Talic A Forum

for Dialogue"

8:00 pm
Hedrick Multicultural Rm

Clothesline Project

Schoenbar^Quad

Tf

student Festival

11:00am-l<X)pm

Westwood Plaza

Pre-Takc Bacic tt>e Night

reception

Keynote speaicer

Dr. Cheryl Arutt r93)

5:00-6:00 pm
James West Alumni Center

Take Back the Night

march on campus

6:00 pm
West¥MX>d Plaza

Ootheslina Project

Self-Defense Training Day

for women

1 2:30-4:30 pm

Please call the Center for

Women and Men at

(310)825-3945

or sign up at 2 Dodd Hall

Free for students, staff and

faculty. FornKxe

information, go to

www.thcccnter.ucta.edu
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FORTUNE
100 BEST
COMPANIES
TO WORK FOR

FORTUNE
2000

S^tJ*.

c^

History has a way of repeating itself. Pretty cool, huh?

For three years in a row, we've been
named one of the 1 00 Best Companies

To Work For. With real opportunities for

leadership and advancement, perhaps

you'll want to join us as we go for four.

Ernst Young
From thought to finish "

O2001 EtNST 4 Young tir
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CONSTRUaiON
From page 1

could accommodate the number of
beds that need to be constructed,"

said Alan Hanson, director of

ORL
The group has engaged in stud-

ies to determine where the new
housing could be constructed and

what form it should take. Hanson
said sites are undetermined, but

they will most likely be "in-fill"

style. "In-fill" is a term developers

use to describe new structures that

are built adjacent to or in between

Daily Bruin News

current housing complexes.

Specifics of the building will be

determined as plans develop,

Foraker said.

"I don't think there's room for

additional buildings that would
look like the existing high-rises." he

said. "What we build will likely be

five to seven stories in height. I'm

quite certain we won't build any

more buildings that will have com-
munity-style bathrooms."

According to Foraker, the orga-

nizations involved have surveyed

this year's junior transfers to find

the type of housing they prefer.

They have also researched college

Wednesday, May 16, 2001

campuses across the nation to

determine what types of housing

other campuses have built over the

past three years.

"We're hoping, of course, to

provide housing for upper division

students, and so the type of hous-

ing that we're most favorably con-

sidering is the kind of housing that

would be more desirable to those

students," Hanson said.

Hanson said plans indude mak-
ing housing more private than tra-

ditional hi^rise dorms - while giv-

ing students a better opportunity to

meet others than in apartment life.

"It's a hybrid of the totally inde-

pendent apartment life and that

which we know to be the highly

developed interactive kind of facil-

ity we have for lower division stu-

dents," Hanson said.

The group hopes to move for-

ward with plans this summer by

hiring an architect to begin design-

ing possible building structures. By
the end of the summer, the univer-

sity hopes to have a projected cost

ofconstruction.

"Right now we're trying to

determine what the needs are,"

Foraker said. "We're trying to get

the pre-planning pieces done well

and then we'll advance."

OUTREACH
From page 6

GPA and SAT scores don't take into account the

fact that schools often don't have books, arc subject

to drug raids, and lack Advanced Placement or hon-

ors classes or effective guidance counselors, some
students said.

"UC admissions policies are so stringent that they

make it hard for students who face such adverse con-
ditions at their high school to go on to a UC school,"

Furumoto said. "Unless outreach programs are cou-

pled with strong afllrmative action policies and
changes to the UC admissions policy, we will not

have equal representation ofcommunities of color in

the University of California."

V
AN OPEN TABLE DISCUSSION. .

.

"Issues with Literacy in Prison"
The problem of illiteracy in prisons today is staggering; it is estimated that 1 in 2
inmates may be functionally illiterate. Come share any thoughts or ideas you may
have on the problem at this open forum. Also hear what expert Sylvester "Bud"
Pues, who serves on the Board of Directors for the Correctional Education
Association, has to say on the matter. Finally, learn all the different things you as
an individual can do to help. Remember that one person can make a difference!

All members of the UCLA Community are welcome.

"oday, Wednesday MayT6 " ^

Kerckhoff Hall Room 417 6:00 PM

y
This seminar is brought to you by

Project Literacy UCLA

Does this sound interesting? Project Literacy has one more exciting Literacy

Based Discussion scheduled for this quarter, so don't miss out!!!

What:

"Literacy issues in

LA Communities"

Where:

Kerckhoff 417
When:

Thursday, May 31
6:00 PM

*** This ad is paid for by the USA Programming Fund. Sponsored by USAC***

Medical School

Admissions

Consultins

Judy Colwell
M.A., CoansAlinj Ptychelo^y

j

• Former Attf. Dir. of

' Admissiont

Stanford U. Medictl

School

«n«w.judycolwcil.coni

It's easy to make a child smile.

A few words of encouragement,

maybe a special reward for a special

performance. Parents do it all

ttie time, and so do teachers.

Good teactiers are ttie difference

between a ctiild wtio succeeds and one

wtio stumbles. Ttiey are ttie ones wtio

make matt) fun and science seem like

an adventure Into anott)er world.

Teactiing is ttie profession ttiat allows

you to see the most gratifying.

Immediate and instantaneous reward

of a job well done - a ctiild's smile.

Make a ctiild smile.

Take ttie next step - teactil

Make the difference

of a lifetime.

Call 1-888-calteach
or visit W¥nfv.calteach.com

CalTeach, administered by the CSU Chancellor's Office

A collaborative project between La Familia of IICIA ^nd I UNA Women s C onipoi)^m of Bi( ncsf u
May 19 (conference^ at UCLA.

tvent is free &. if<uis(^ortati(H> ^vil! -t rw viri. *

May 19, 9:30am - 1 0pm

Mujer a Mujer Conference
at UCLA

}
9:30a rn R c p, i s t r a t i o : i

10:30a in VVe

!

c o n\ v

I I: (Sain first Worksho.r
1 :00pm I iifM U

l:00f)n> i\\in\ Vv{)rKs;i()p

' OOptii C aiK us Mt'^

I

\

For Info, contact Vero
at (323) 660-9680 ext. 28
maxx90028^^ yahoo.com

or Maria Ccballos
at xcureix ^^ aol.com

Allies a:

Mujcr -1 \hi|rr v..i'iit«. fi ru r p,\»it( J('J>m. »>
<

\ i.M \ '. i
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UCLA Clothesline Project
PrcscHts

Clothesline Project Display
Perloffand Schoenberg Quads, Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday 8:30am - 4:00pm
The Clothesline Project Display is a color-coded display of T-shirts made by survivors of sexual and

gender violence. Survivors of violence are encouraged to design a shirt to break the silence surrounding
sexual violence and to commemorate their survivorship.

Take Back the Night
Westwood Plaza, Thursday, 6:00pm

Take Back the Night is an event that invites the community to come together in solidarity in an effort to
reclaim the right to safety on our campus. The evening consists of speakers, a candlelight vigil,

performances, a march, and a speak-out for survivors.

Shirt Making Bee
Schoenberg Quad, Friday, 10:00am - 2:00pm

A Clothesline Project Shirt Making Bee is an opportunity for members of the UCLA community to make
a shirt, an expression and representation of a portion of their journey as survivors. Those that can make

a shirt are survivors of hate crimes; chilct abuse; or sexual, gender, or domestic violence.

Spor^red by the UCLA Clothesline Project, the Office of Residential Life. The Safety and Security Committee and the LGBT Resource Center Paid for bv the CamousCommittee of the Programs Committee of the Programs Activity Board. UCPD. the ACT Grant, On Campus Housing Council, support from the Center of Women and KSi
and the USA Programming and Associated Students Interaction Fund

=^

i-^'ii-rv.
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Workers fight for rights -

international and in

Hollywood. See Viewpoint

Thursday.
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Supreme Court ruling fosters discrimination
LAWSUITS: New decision

infringes on civil rights,

creates threat of racism

Recently, the UJS. Supreme
Court decided that individu-

als cannot sue pubHc agen-

cies for systemic segregation unless it

can be proved that the discrimina-

tion was intentional. Specifically, it

ruled that a

Mexican immi
grant couldn't

claim that

Alabama's

English-only

policy was

unfair to racial

or ethnic

-Minorities, as

this arguably

was not the

intended result

of the policy.

Right-wing

advocates will probably applaud this

ruling as one that will cut down on
the number of frivolous lawsuits and
encourage minorities to assimilate

into the prevailing culture. Left-wing

dissenters, however, see this as a seri-

ous erosion of the Civil Rights Act of
1964, allowing clearly discriminatory

policies and guidelines to exist as

long as the effect is not "intention-

al."

The United States does have a bet-

ter record of human rights than, say,

the Congo, South Africa, Myanmar
(Burma), Iraq and North Korea.

This does not mean, however, that

we as citizens should rest on our lau-

rels and assume that all is right with

our society.

The centuries of racism and segre-

gation practiced by this country cre-

ated severe inequities within our
socioeconomic structure that cannot
be whisked away by spouting the

order for UCLA to reach gender
parity in athletics (the termination of

support for the men's gymnastics

and crew teams are examples). Some
would then argue that the Supreme
Court decision would have prevent-

ed this from happening. All this

assumes that the addition of one pro-

gram takes away from another for

the opposite gender - in effect, a

zero-sum situation.

The ruling by the Supreme Court
can also reverse the trend of many
colleges and universities to review

and disallow SAT scores as measures
for admission. The argument goes

that cultural afFinity of the questions

on the test translates into higher

scores for those with exposure to the

context in which the questions are

framed. Corrcspondingfy, those who
lack this exposure tend to score

lower on such tests (through no fault

of their own).

Racism today is

propagated by a system

that discriminates in

financial, political and
social aspects.

If you'd like to discuss or just express

your disgust feel free to contact
Haynxmd at ahaynrK>nd^da.edu.

belief that '*we are all equal." When
policies that impoverish minorities

have been entrenched for an extend-

ed period of time, it docs not seem
far-fetched to reason that when the

policies are finally lifted, a stratified

socioeconomic system with disad-

vantaged minorities at the lower end
will still exist.

The Supreme Court decision

seems to assume inequities have
gone away with the progress made in

the last two decades. This cannot be
further from the truth.

EDOyMMA/DtfyBruin

Immediate effects can impact
many areas, including arguments for

and against the equality of women's
athletics and for the continuance of
using SAT scores as viable and fair

indicators of academic knowledge
and achievement for college

entrance requirements.

For instance, women's athletics

have prospered over the last decade
at UCLA. The successes of the soft-

ball and gymnastics teams are prime
examples. Unfortunately, cuts have
been made to men's programs in

This does not mean that those

who created or modified the SAT
were racists. However, when our
own UC president acknowledges
that some cultures have an unfair

advantage over others when taking

these tests, then the implications

must be considered. The Supreme
Court decision would make it virtu-

ally impossible to sue for test modifi-

cation or abandonment since it was
not intentionally made to be discrim-

inatory.

Other areas that may be affected

are outreach programs targeting dis-

advantaged minorities, federal affir-

mative action programs and other

areas involving discrepancies

between ethnic groups. If one tries to

address the disparate Impact of these

and other programs along cultural or

racial lines, administrators and/or

executives can hide behind the rea-

soning that the policies weren't

meant to be discriminatory - if the

results seem to indicate such a dis-

crepancy, so be it.

It is generally understood that

capitalism works best when competi-

tion is left to market forces and the

abilities of individuals; however, our
system should allow all groups the

same basic tools to access the acade-

mic and business arenas.

When one argues that a person

should let their abilities or inherent

resources indicate their success or

failure (as opposed to government
help), it dooms whole groups of peo-
ple without adequate access to

resources. This, in effect, is what the

Supreme Court decision would
allow.

There will be those on both sides

of this issue who will accuse their

opponents of "racism." Advocates
of the decision will use the word to

tear down those who support racfe-

bascd programs such as affirmative

action, while opponents will decry
the institutional inequity the

Supreme Court appears to uphold.

Perhaps some will accuse the

other of being "racists," which is

rather unfortunate, for such words
will never bind the wounds that con-

tmue to scar the psyche of this coun-
try, and instead will desensitize the

general populace to actual instances

of racism in this society.

Nevertheless, racism does abound
in this country. The difference

between racism today and 20 years

ago is that hate-mongers or dema-
gogues who cater to the fears of cer-

tain sections of the populace do not
propagate today's racism.

Racism today is propagated by a

system that inherently discriminates

in financial, political and social
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Student's reasons beNnd sit-in for Muldavin inaccurately represented
PROTEST: UCLA's quality

of teaching was part of

demonstrator's concerns

By Sophia Kouk

As a student whom the Daily

Bruin took the liberty to identify as

one of the 19 students arrested for

protesting Professor Josh Muldavin's
tenure (" 19, including student regent,

arrested for sit-in," News, May 9), I

think the reasons for my arrest were
inaccurately depicted.

As a rational, informed individual,

I made a decision to commit to this

itozak is a second-year sociology and
International development studies

student.

protest, not only because the teacher

of the year has not been granted

tenure, but because of the implica-

tions of this omission.

The article printed in The Bruin

about the sit-in last week failed to

address the issue ofwhy 19 students

risked so much for this cause.

Although I cannot speak for each of
the 18 other men and women in

Murphy Hall that ni^t, I can say

that I was fitting not only for

Muldavin, but for the important,

larger issue his case epitomizes.

The importance placed on quality

teaching at UCLA has been decreas-

ing. UCLA students should be
earnestly concerned because this

declining emphasis on good teaching

endangers the quality of education

we are all receiving.

There are more than 35,000 of us

at UCLA and we have all paid to

attend. As undergraduates, most of
us chose to come here not because of
the research aspect of the university;

we came here expecting an education

held to high standards by professors

committed to student learning.

According to the general catalog,

UCLA is regarded as a top university

equally dedicated to excellence in

research and teaching. However,
Muldavin's case is evidence that

research is, in fact, much more highly

valued at UCLA than quality teach-

ing.

Muldavin has been published mul-
tiple times in top journals in his field.

In addition, he has been acknowl-

edged by the students and the univer-

sity as one of the best teachers at

UCLA.
Along with receiving various

UCLA distinguished teaching

awards. Professor Muldavin was the
'97-'98 UCLA nominee for the

Carnegie Foundation National

Distinguished Teacher Award. Out
of all the eligible faculty members, he
WIS singled out as the professor to

represent UCLA's finest in teaching

at this nationwide award event

The university's priority should be
quality education since this is in the

students' best interests. The tenure

process should be protecting profes-

sors who show a commitment to stu-

dent learning. We should not have to

fight against the tenure process for

those teachers who give us the stan-

dard of education we expect when
coming to this university.

Some might say this is a research

university and as such it is not for

everyone. But really, if the quality of

teaching is not made a priority, is

that beneficial for any student who
values their education?

I came to college thinking that I

was going to learn how to read and
write critically Instead, I was asked
to regurgitate more facts and figures

just like in high school.

I heard so much about Muldavin
from other students that out of
curiosity, I went to one of his

Geography 5 lectures. I was so

impreswd that I kept gomg back to

sit in on his class.

One of the things I admired most
about his teaching approach was that

Muldavin encouraged us to think for

ourselves and to see the world

around us with a critical eye, passion-

ate mind and a constant will to learn
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Reduction of GEs reduces college experience
REQUIREMENTS: Though proposal

may help speed up graduation, it

will not be beneficial to students

Students who feel academic requirements

get in the way of their education welcome
the General Education Governance

Committee's new proposal to lower the number
of required GEs. At first glance, the new idea

proposes a win-win situa-

tion. We can still receive a

good education with less

work while the administra-

tors ensure we graduate on
time. But looking at the larg-

er picture, we need to ask if

the current proposal truly

benefits the students.

With the current propos-

al, science and math stu- q. ^^
dents feel slighted while rnoeDe
North Campus students feel GuinQ
relieved. But I'm disappoint-

ed. I'm a history student, yet

I don't think streamlining GE requirements and
eliminating half of the required science classes

would meet the proposed goals of the university.

wm

ENCAPMTO/Oatfy Bruin

Chang is a third-year history student TeH her what
you think and e-mail her at feebs@>ucla.edu.

Reading a science textbook, to people like me,
is pretty high on our list of "Top Ten Worst
Things to Do on a Saturday Night." But like

going to the dentist, I know it's good for me. So,

strangely, I am disappointed in the proposal to

lower science requirements so drastically.

The university is supposed to give students a

strong but wide intellectual base for the rest of

their life. UCLA stresses a broad education.

That's why we don't have undergraduate pro-

grams in physical therapy, journalism or market-
ing - all our departments, with the possible

exception of those in engineering, are general.

A complaint students have had in the past is

that UCLA doesn't offer anything "practical."

We don't learn skills that will help us in the work-
force. But UCLA is not geared for that.

Enabling students to find a job is a secondary
goal since the overarching goal is to force us to

think deeply and analytically.

Thus, UCLA emphasizes a more holistic

approach in our majors and strives to provide us

with a broader intellectual base. It's a shame to

come to this intellectually dynamic environment
and not tap into the wellsprings of new ideas and
concepts formally unknown to you.

The current proposal will cut out only one
unit each from the humanities and social science

requirements; but nine units from the physical

and life sciences. Overall, this proposal is a bad
~

SeeaMN6,page12

Regents should listen to demands of students regarding SP-1, SP-2
ADMISSIONS: Decision by

board should give closure

to years of fighting for vote

By Justin Fong

As the morning commute comes to

an end for many people and the first

sip of cofTee begins, I will be sitting at

the table as the only student represen-

tative to the University of California

Board of Regents with the one pro-

posal that thousands of present, past

Fong currently serves as the UC student

regent He holds a degree from UC
Berkeley (1996) and is pursuing a grad-

uate degree in public poHcy at UCLA.

and future students have been waiting

for: the repeal ofSP-1 and SP-2.

SP-I and SP-2 are the policies

passed by the UC Board of Regents

in 1995 that banned affirmative

action in admissions and hiring at the

university and were used to manipu-

late the passage of Proposition 209.

Since 1995, thousands of students

have protested, rallied, hosted educa-

tional forums, authored academic

papers, sponsored debates, been

arrested, written articles, done
precinct walking and voter registra-

tion and almost every other activity

that can be imagined. The topic of

affirmative action and admissions at

the University of California has

inspired a whole generation ofyoung
people to learn and to lead.

Since the moment the policies

were passed, the requests to rescind

SP-I and SP-2 have begun and have

continued ever since. Today the UC
Regents are expected to take a vole

on SP-I and SP-2, but the action is

not the one students have been

requesting for so long. Instead of

rescinding SP-I and SP-2, the regents

are seeking to "replace" the politically

charged policies.

Over the past six years, I have

worked to get to this point and now
that I'm here, I only have one

request: that before the UC Regents

take action to "replace" the policies

that have become so problematic for

the UC, that they bring closure to

yean of student demands for a vote

to rescind SP-1 and SP-2.

I just ask that my proposal be

heard and voted upon, passed or not;

it must at least be given its chance.

The alternative outcome is that

through a process of parliamentary

trickery and manipulation, my pro-

posal is tabled for eternity and stu-

dents never receive closure on the

issue. It is much like sitting in class

with a question for a professor that a

student never has the opportunity to

ask or have answered.

And so, I ask my fellow regents

this morning, not for their vote, but

for their respect and for the opportu-

nity to have my proposal presented

and considered without being proce-

durally banished from a vote. I am
not requesting my fellow regents

change their vote; I am merely asking

them to give us all the opportunity to

cast our votes on a proposal on behalf

of thousands of students who have

been waiting a very long time.

I have been surprised by the wide-

spread support for my proposal by

legislators, civil rights groups, stu-

dents, and faculty members. I believe

that even a significant minority of

votes in favor ofmy proposal is a suc-

cess and would send out a strong mes-

sage to minority students that we are

doing our best to welcome them to

the university.

To be honest though, I believe that

a majority of votes in favor of

rescinding SP-1 and SP-2 would send

out an even stronger message of wel-

come.

As the Board of Regents once

again prepares to make history, I ask

that all our choices, including those

proposed by students and the student"

regent, be given a chance.
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By Jonathan Huang
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UCLA Hillei Pi esesiis

Pizza & Pluralism
An open discussion of the weekly Torah portion

A unique opportunity to learn with a variety of outstanding Rabbis

Wednesday, May 16
12-1 pm, Ackerman 3508

^l^bi Sherre Zwelling Hir^a?
From Sinai Temple

JOIN US FOR I Kit PIZ/A
Questions? Contact Roseaiine@uclahiUel.org

Sponsored by the Shelley & Bnice Whizin Family Foundation

UCLA CSA Presents

Froni tfie Crecitors of htAv

Some Ptctums Never Fade.

parachu
KID

A Musical Drama

Book and Lyrics By

WEIKO LIN

Music By

CHRISTOPHER WONG

World Premiere

ROYCE HALL
May 1 7th, 2001

8:00PM
Free Admission

Tickets at UCLA Central Ticket Office
available May 1 5th and May 1 6th

Go/Zery ExhibiHon at 7RM in Royca Weif Lobb/.
Post show reception in West Lobby immediately after performance.

Merchandise will be sold at night of the show.

For DOrJA

www. PARA O i L.

Sponsored and funded by UCLA Hrformtig ArH Sivdmtf CommHhe
Md for by the Campus Programs Committee, USA Programming and Attodated Studenls Intmraction Fund, and USAC

HAYMOND
From page 10

aspects. Women and minorities con-

tinue to face "glass ceilings" in cer-

tain industries. Policies such as

insurance "redlining" costs disad-

vantaged minorities millions in

unequal expenses based on fmancial

formulas derived from statistics that

may or may not be valid for particu-

lar groups.

This is racist because although the

intent may be merely to maximize

profits or determine the "best," the

result favors a particular group over

another - and such favoring does

not necessarily stem from natural

abilities or inherent strengths.

Along with other recent court

decisions (the right of police to

incarcerate people for minor offens-

es, the unconstitutionality of the

California Coastal Commission, the

Bush vs. Gore deoision, etc.). this

co«rt has become much more con-

servative. This is also seen in

President Bush's decision to back

justice appointees nominated by the

Federalist Society (an ultra-conserv-

ative group) instead of the American
Bar Association. Gearly, the mak-
ings are ripe for a major push to

reinterpret civil rights issues in a

cvnscrTBuyc.iisnL ttns ynrnvn nianjr...

of the hard-won victories by liberals

in discrimination issues may be

reversed.

Racism is not over, for the effects

still remain. To discard the remedy
before the patient is truly cured risks

a relapse. Can this country afford to

relapse into racial disharmony and
strife?

OIANG
From page 1

1

idea for three major reasons.

First, reducing the number of

GEs will make it even harder for

some people to decide on a major
because they will be unable to lake

as many GE courses and sample dif-

ferent disciplines. Second, com-
bined with the proposal to raise

units per dass, reducing the number
of required GEs will also make it

harder for somebody to switch

majors after a few quarters at

UCLA There wiH be less of an

opportunity to use potential major
classes to fulfill GE requirements

Finally, specifically for many
North Campus students, reducing

science requirements will result in

fewer well-rounded students who
will be knowledgeable about a vari-

ety of subjects outside of their liber-

al arts majors.

Students need to realize the bene-

fits of the current GE requirements.

Some of my GE courses were the

most inspiring classes at UCLA. A
dass on biotechnology served a

practical purpose of teaching me the

basic terminology to better under-

stand current issues relating to sci-

ence. I now read articles on genes

and doning and I understand exact-

ly what they're talking about. If a

student cannot understand basic sci-

entific processes covered in newspa-
pers just because he is an English

student, the $4,000^)lus dollars he's

paying every year isn't worth it

GEs also make us more well-

rounded because of the variety of

knowledge we're exposed to.

Lowering the science requirements
so drasticitty will be detrimental to

our education.

In additkm^ juft because I don't

have 1 knadt for statistics doesn't

mean that it won't be useful for me
later on. Being familiar with the sub-

ject has already helped me analyze

ideas in my history books. With the

comnittt«e*s proposal, wt will still

take sdence dasset, but ihey will be

uniustly dwirtbd by the humanities

and lodal toioioe requirements.
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KOZAK
From page 10

and grow.

Have you had professors like this?

How many? Do you think your
UCLA experience would have been
the same without them?

Although students can give

"input " regarding professors up for

tenure, they have no say in the deci-

sion-making process itself Student

evaluations are submitted to the

decision-making committees, but

there is no assurance that the stu-

dents' interests are really being taken

into consijdetation because there is

no active student presence allowed.

The protest that occurred on May
8 was the only way we, as students,

could make our voices heard.

Because 1 value my education and
believe that the students on this cam-
pus deserve a good education as

well. I partidpated in our peaceful

and deliberate act of civil disobedi-

ence. Quality teaching needs to be
made a priority at this institution of
higher learning.

Professor Josh Muldavin should

be granted tenure, and more profes-

sors should be encouraged to emu-
late the teaching excellence he exem-
plifies

CHANG
From page 12

It's understandable that UCLA
wants to lower the requirements so

people will graduate earlier. UCLA
has the most GE requirements of all

the UCs. Because of the impending
influx of students from Tidal Wave
11, administrators are working to

revamp the current system of unit

and GE distribution to make cur-

rent students graduate faster But

the proposals the administration are

discussing do not improve our edu-

cation. They hurt it.

UCLA also wants to raise the

number of units for dasses so it'll be
easier for students to fulfill the pro-

posed 13 units per quarter require-

ment. They definitely need to

change the unit system because I

don't see any logic in the present

one at all.

When a three- to four-hour lab is

two units and a film class that lasts

for three hours is six units, there's

something terribly wrong with the

system. But they're not fixing those

kinds of discrepancies. The English

department looked at student sur-

veys and the amounts of reading

assigned to their students and made
their four unit classes into five units.

Student surveys are certainly going

to be inaccurate and it's shaky to

base unit changes on them, but it'll

help English students get out of

school faster

Classics Professor Bernard

Frischer says that we must make
sure this isn't just a "numbers game

I

designed to give UCLA more
' money for less work, but genuinely

reflects an improvement in under-

graduate education commensurate
with the proposed increase in units"

("L&S asks departments to evaluate

class units," Daily Bruin, News,
May 9). Administrators must evalu-

ate the goal of a UCLA education

and decision-makers must focus on
the quality of UCLA's education.

When my right to a broad educa-

tion is compromised so administra-

tors can herd me out of UCLA
faster to make room for incoming

students, I feel cheated of a com-
plete university education.

They can lower GE require-

ments, but they should not focus on

just the science classes. They can

raise the number of units for my
classes, but not at the expense of

compromising my education. The
university needs to consider how
they can give students the best edu-

cation possible.

UCLA Clothesline Project
Presents ^

Take Back the Night

Westwood Plaza
Thursday, 6:00pm

Take Back the Night is an event
that invites the community to come
together in solidarity in an effort to

reclaim the right to safety on our

campus. The evening consists of

speakers, a candlelight vigil,

performances, a march, and a
speak-out for survivors.

Sponsored by the UCLA CtothesHne Project. \he Office of Residential Life, The Safety and Security Committee and the LGBT Resource Center Paid for bvme Campos Committee of (he Prograins Committee of the Programs Activity Board. UCPD. the aCt Grant. On CanWHousKg CoS^^Center of Wonr>en and Men. and the USA Programming and Associated Students Interaction Fund
^-«npu5 nousing wxjnai. suppon from tne

Better Scores.

Better Schools,

The Top 3 Reasons to take

our GMAT or GRE Course.

Small Classes
Our revolutionary ClassSize-8 courses arefar
and away the most personal, focused, and effec-

tive test preparation youHfind anywhere.

Expert Instructors

Only the best instructors teach our courses.

Not only do they have impressive scores, but
they have also passed our rigorous hiring and
training process.

Satisfaction Guaranteed
Ifyou complete the course, take the test and are
not satisfied with your score, well work urith

youfor up to one year at no fee.

Courses are starting sooni

800.2Review - www.PrincetonReview.com
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-,,_„. r^ f r Photon by JANA SUMMERS
No«l Gallagher of Oasis performs vocals on Monday at the Greek Theatre during the "Tour of Brotherly Love' with Spacehog and the Black
Crowes. Oasis did manage to make It through the night without breaking up, though their performance was less than spectacular.

Stealingthe
Jammii^ with energy, the

Black Crowes top other bands

in their Tour of Brotheriy Love'

Ishow
\

Hyperkinetic Chris Robinson, frontman for the Black Crowes,

was the perfect remedy for the lifeless Oasis and Spacehog.

ByJana!
Daily Bruin Contributor

Sibling rivalries, celebrity fantasies and classic rock discogra-

phies arc the only common links between the three bands on the

"Tour of Brotherly Love," which kicked ofT May 1 1 in Us Vegas
and just finished its second show on Monday at the Greek
Theatre.

Aside from these similarities, the Black Crowes, Oasis and
Spacehog do not belong on the same concert ticket.

While the members of the Black Crowes stand on solid ground
with their unique and raw sound. Oasis can be best described by
the name of its most recent album, "Standing on the Shoulders of
Giants." These Brit-rockert simply modify the styles of musical
giants like the Beatles and arc delusional in thinking that they
may somehow attain the same success with little innovation of
their own.

However, no one has perfected the formula of taking a catchy
and luooessful song« altering it slightly and appropriating the

credit for themselves, like Spacehog.

While Oasis at least admitted to its lack of osiginality on
Monday night, covering, "I am the Walrus" by the mtles - bla-

Untly pointing out which musical giant it is ripping off -

Spacehog, had the gall to play two minutes of iristrumcntation

exacting that of a Phish song, before crying out its own bad lyrics

in an attempt to fool the crowd and convince them that the nuisic

was original.

But the disappointment of the show did not stop here. Even
dose up, the members of Oasis seemed to be frwen ftshion man-
nequins, standing on stage in their trendy cop glassai and barely
moving as they performed. Their songs came o«t sounding exact-

ly as the same as they do on their albums.

Yet despite the dismal performances by Oasis and Spacehog,
the "Tour of Brotherly Love" was made worthwhile hy the Black
Crowes.

The band tore it up in its set and rocked hard, funky jams.
Lead singer Chris Robinson's energy rallied the crowd into a
dancing frenzy. True to its name, the song "Remedy" proved to

cure much of the audiences frustrations and the crcmd ended up
leaving the Greek Theatre smiling with satisfaction.

Airbus makes short • • earance at UCLA
MUSIC* Indie band's vague

lyrics, melancholy sounds

embody listeners* experience

By Luiza Gevorfcyan

Daily Bruin Contributor

At noon today at Westwood Plaza,

gleeful female fans will be screaming

"Nick!" "James!" and "Chris!" No, this

is not just another boy band. This is

Airbus - indie and straight out of Bristol.

The five-year-old English band is end-

ing the last leg of its tour at the Viper

Room this June, but first it will make an

appearance at UCLA to play a 45

minute set.

Nick "Damage" Davidge and James
ChtHs arc the band's frontmen, lead

vocals/guitarist and lead guitarist respec-

tively, supported by bassist Sargon
Dooman and drummer Chris Fielden.

With the exception of Dooman, the

members of Airbus are long-time

friends. They all arrived together in Los
Angeles late last year for the first time as

a band.

It may seem that the move was aimed
to gain more fame or exposure, but

Davidge said otherwise.

"We fancied a different backdrop,"

he said in an interview.

Different backdrop indeed.

Incidentally, it's a town where everyone

and his mother wants to be a rock star.

Surely Airbus has realized through its

observations.

"We really like it here," Davidge said.

"A lot of people are really into music."

Although the band's members have
known each other since they were small,

growing up in Portishead, England, they

are still fresh meat in the global music
scene. It's not too bad, however, since

some bands wait decades to be discov-

ered.

bubble-gum '80s. "Indie" is short for

independent, meaning that it is free from
commercial restraints and what Childs

calls "musical prostitution," although

Airbus claims that it is one way it makes
money, from record sales back in

England.

The band's debut album, "Ghosts,"

was released in 2000 and it is developing

its next, more evolved, concoction soon.

The new album will probably be distrib-

uted on the Internet before it is sold,

which is how the last album was handled.

"The first album is a reflection of

what was going on around that time,"

Davidge said. "It's got lots of atmos-

phere. It's dark. The new one is more
up."

"Ghosts" is a soulful collection of

songs that almost always ha& a mclan-j

AlrtHjs

Indle band Airbus will play in Westwood Plaza at noon today. They are
on tour In Los Angeles promoting their follow-up album to "Ghosts."

But Airbus is not waiting for things to

happen to it. Its members have gained a

lot of ground in the last year, when they

started putting themselves out on the

scene, touring, experimenting in the stu-

dio and completing their debut album,

"Ghosts."

For those still wondering what kind of

band Airbus is, it is comparable to other

indie bands such as Karate, Sunny Day
Real Estate, The Get Up Kids, and once
a long time ago, even Radiohead.

This genre's popularity is evident, and
it was a major undercurrent during the

cholic acoustic sound to it, with slight

experimentation, most resembling the

band Karate. Davidge, the co-writer of

the band's music, along with Childs,

explained the probable reason for this.

"1 always see a little sadness to life,"

Davidge said. "Even when I'm happy, I

still sometimes feel like there's a sadness

to this stuff. I can't think of why that is.

I've always thought about it a lot, but

I've always been this way since 1 was a

kid."

"If we could explain it, it wouldn't be
real," he continued.

The rawness and confessional style of

the music, coupled with its quasi-emo-

tional lyrics, places Airbus in a genre it is

comfortable in, because there is room
for change. It also creates an empathetic

mood.

"There are a lot of songs where you
know what's coming next, and that is so

boring!" Davidge said.

By having vague lyrics, the group
wants listeners to internalize and person-

alize the music.

COLUMN: Many albums go

unnoticed, may have strong

appeal to regular listeners

Hey there. I must say, as an avid

popular music appreciator/cri-

tique/aggrandizer extraordinaire,

I am quite excited about the next month,

as many old favorites will be releasing

new albums.

Aging giants

Depeche Mode and

R.E.M. promise

something of a

return to their "carii-

cr work" (both circa

1990), while

Radiohead is

expected to deliver

exactly what its

hardest fans want

the unexpected.

Although we now
at kast have some-

thing to look for-

ward to, in the middle of all the Napster

ruckus and the boy band/girl idol revolu-

tion, many worthy albums managed to

slip by largely unnoticed by the college

campus population.

In this episode I would like to go over

what I woukl consider to be a few ofsuch

dbums, some ofwhich you might not

ktve ever heard (^, and some ofwhich

you probably haw heard of but maybe
not actually heard. They all hit the shelves

Cyrus

McNally

less than a year ago, and mi^t have

broad appeal, which would quite possibly

have been broader if they were released

on a different weekend or with a different

advertisement agency.

If nothing else, let this column serve to

help expose you to some music you might

never have known existed, and being the

intellectually-adventuresome UCLA stu-

dent you probably are, you might not be

so content living in a static, normalized

environment. And good for you, because

normal is boring, and change is life:

UiKlenw)rld,**IJve"(V2)

The sound of the European dub scene

has never been so elegantly captured as

on Underworld's first live album.

Although the revolutionary electronica

outfit has been making dub musk; a genre

of its own for more than a decade

(remember "Bom Slippy" from the

Trainspotting soundtrack?). Underworld

has never really broken it big, coniing

closest with 1994's

"Dubwithnobassinmyheadman .

"

Separating it from your run-of-the-mill

electronica t^nd are a nonsensical yet

impassioned vocalist, a guitarist ief\ over

from the band's '80s days of new-wavery,

and aptly high production quality stan-

dards.

"Live" features a live mix ofsome of

the band's bigger smashes (induding

"Bom Slippy," "Push Upstairt,"

-Cowgirl" and "King of Snake") set

against processed vocals, synthesizer

effects wizardry and devilishly enveloped

guitar rifts; all merging together to recre-

ate the feeling of actually being in a dub -

granted that the album is played loud

enough.

The lush tones, pulsing rhythms and
steady beats of "Live" are perfect for an
apartment party, a preK:lub gathering or

just for spadng out to after that last quan-

tum medianics midterm.

Modest Mouse, '*The Moon &
Antarctica** (Sony)

With this latest release - the group's

first for a major label - Modest Mouse
helps bring respect to the word "emo.'*

While emo (short for "emotional," refer-

ring to a heartfelt version of poppy
grunge) has had trouble taking offfrom
the ground - with new releases from other

emoists like Sunny Day Real Estate and
Jimmy Eat World falling flat - Modest
Mouse keeps the indie dream alive.

Blistering guitar work, frenzied druno-

ming and a warm bass tone throughout

"The Moon & Antarctica" prove that you
don't necessarily need more than three

instruments to kick some butt in this day
and age of synthetic pleasures and musi-

danless craftsmanship. Songs like "3rd

Planet" and "Tiny Cities Made of Ashes"

can't get much poppier, yet are kept from

oversimplification and dullness by well-

placed structural flecks of the avant-

garde.

While a few tracks might be a bit

morose for the indi»Tocker and a bit sk)w

for the emo fan, most tracks are wdt-con-

fected explosions of sonic pop energy.

$«eAIIIIUS,pa9e18

CDs
picking up v.here bands like Pavement
lef\ off, except with an even more interest-

ing lead singer. In fact, lyricist Isaac

Brock's eerily pre-pubcscent, yet frighten-

ingly confident voice can't really be com-
pared to many others, besides (with a

stretch) that of the Cure's Robert Smith.

Stedy Dan, "TVo Against Nature"
(Warner Bros.)

What's that you say? Steely Dan won a

Grammy this year? For best album? Yes,

that's correct. But have you heard "Two
Against Nature?" Do you know anybody
who has (besides your parents)?

Steely Dan might regard themselves as

two of the biggest Caucasoid pimps to

ever roam the West Coast, but this is no
tonger the '70s. Granted, times have

changed and it's probably cooler to be
able to play two turntables than a dassic

instrument at a virtuostic level and defi-

nitdy cooler to just spew what's on your

dirty mind than subtly relay it through

extensive metaphors, but Steely Dan are

still definitdy worth checking out.

Frontman Walter Fagen still comes off

looking like a dirty perv. With subjects

ranging from pedophilia to illicit drug use

to vampirism to incest, comparisons of

lyrical material have been made with the

likes of rap entertainer Eminem. But
when asked how his lyrical talent com-
pared to the Slim Shady's in a Rolling

Stone interview, Fagen coolly responded,

"favorably." Now how many other sdf-

S««MCIIAUy,pa9e17
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MARK TURNER
'Dharma Days'

Mark Turner
"Dharma Days"
Warner Bros.

Tenor saxophonist Mark Turner's

newest album, "Dharma Days,"

enters the music world not with a

bang, but a whimper.

Most of the songs simmer on the

back burner, leaving listeners wonder-

ing where the energy went.

The album. Turner's sixth as a

leader, has an understated, soft feeling.

It's not music that makes heads nod to

a grooving beat; it's more cerebral.

Listeners have to be attentive to catch

the subtle group interactions and com-
plicated improvisations.

Tbmer, who composed all the

songs, plays the tenor saxophone as if

he were walking on eggshells; his tone

is light and almost delicate. His sound

is nonagp-essive and he doesn't attack

the music like other saxophonists

would.

Instead, Turner weaves rK>tes

around the songs that give them a mel-

low fed.

'*Dhanna Days" features a number
ofextended compositions, with three

ofthem each almost 10 minutes long.

Every song features tenor sax-guitar

harmonies and unison lines that give

the the album a unique signature, an

ethereal feeling, like floating in a vacu-

um.

Some of the nine songs resemble

each other, and they pass through the

listener's ears without making much of

an impact.

There are, however, a couple songs

that do catch fire, like **Myron's

World" and "Dharma Days." The

melodies are complicated but the quar-

tet's improvisations are impressive.

'^Can OlKura," a lO^inute song, is

interesting because of its multiple

themes. Propelled by an easygoing,

quashbossa nova rhythm, Kurt

Rosenwinkd's guitar solo slides nim-

bly along the choruses, supported by

Reid Anderson's freewheeling bass

lines and Nasheet Wait's solid drum
accompaniment

Note the contrast between the shim-

mery voices ofTimer's saxophone

and Rosenwinkd's guitar against

Waits* drumbeats on "Zurich." It is a

contrast of slow, wispy mdodies
against a busy and complex

military/funk drumbeat. It's an inter-

esting juxtaposition.

IfTurner set out to make a mon-

tage ofsoundscapes, albeit a subdued

one, he succeeded.

Chris Young
Rating: 5

John Frusciame
To Record Only Water for Ten
Days'
Warner Bros.

The beautiful ramblings of a mad
man. The pop melodies of a musical

genius.

John Fnisciante of the Red Hot
Chili Peppers has prepared a quick

gUmpse into his bizarre mind with his

sok) album, "To Record Only Water
for Ten Days."

The music may be for an acquired

taste, but the rewards that come are

well worth the effort. A master at creat-

ing strange melodies and moods,

Frusciante has put together an inti-

mate, passionate gem.

The 15 songs of the album lead li»-
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Skirball Cultural Center expands with opening of Ahmanson Hall
MUSEUM: Multipurpose

building will be used for

lectures, cultural events

By ANy Dixon
Daily Bruin Contributor

From a distance, the pyramidal

rooftop of the Skirball Cultural

Center's newest addition, Ahmanson
Hall, looks like an extremely modern
tent city tucked in the hills of Santa

Monica.

Phis is no accident. Tents have a

special meaning for the Skirball, rep-

resenting both the original form of

housing used in many cultures, as wdl
as the SkirbalPs first aot of fmding

permanent homes for each of the peo-

ple living in tents on the center's site

before its construction began. The
center's architecture is a symbol of its

commitment to helping all members
of the Los Angeles community.

Because the people of Los Angeles

have embraced the Skirball since its

opening, and continue to visit it in

increasing numbers, it was necessary

to open the spectacular multi-purpose

tent-shaped Ahmanson Hail as part of

the center's five-year anniversary cel-

ebration in April.

Uri Hershcher, who gave the dedi-

cation speech for the new hall, spoke

of the Skirball's historic relationship

to tents.

When the Skirball Center opened
its doors in 1996, its mission was to

interpret and nurture the Jewish expe-

rience, as well as to strengthen

American society. Its mission has

changed over the last five years, how-

ever, and the center's experiences

have helped it modify its goats.

According to its current mission

statement, which was develop^ by
Hershcher, the Skirball Cultural

Center is now dedicated to exploring

the connections between Jewish her-

itage and American democratic

ideals. At the same time, however, the

museum offers inspiration to all cul-

tures and ethnicities.

With its purpose, the Skirball's

campus continues to evolve. Lori

Starr, vice president of external

affairs at the Skirball said that the new
haJI was added to compensate for the

large numbers of visitors and fulfill

the need for more space. The 23,500

square foot architectural marvel at

the northern end of the campus,
Ahmanson Hall was named for the

foundation that sponsored its con-

struction and dedicated to former

UCLA chancellor and civic leader,

Franklin Murphy (1916-1994).

Murphy was a critical supporter of

the Skirball Center from its concep-

tion in the early l9S0s.

Designed by renowned ardiitect

SMSHMMU^pagel?

o UCLA Pefforming Arts Student Comittee & UCLA Jazz Studies Program
presents

A Tribute to • •

miles davis<^
billy higgins
Join us for an amazing line-up of jazz legends in

a concert to benefit the Billy Higgins Memorial Fund.

UCLA's Royce Hall

May 26, 2001

Saturday

8 pm

#

Kenny Burrell

Bobby Rodriguez
Harold Land
Gornett Brown
Roy McCurdy
Bob Hurst

UCLA Big Band

Flora Purim
Oscar Bfostieor

Bennie Moupin
Anthjony Wilson
Sherman Ferguson
Isaac Smitti

Billy Childs ^

Airto Moreiro
Gerald Wilson
Llew Motttiews
Roberto Miranda
O.C. Smitti

UCL^jg
l

$35, $20, $10* CUCLA Student Ticket Price)

Central Ticket Otfice: (310)825-2101 or online: www.sco.ucla.edu
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SKIRBALL
From page 16

Moshe Safdie, who also did the other buildings

on the campus, Starr said that the Ahmanson
echoes many of the design elements present in

other Skirball structures. Its innovative versatili-

ty makes it stand out not only among the cam-
pus edifices, but also among the most cutting-

edge architecture in Los Angeles.

What makes the Ahmanson so unique, Starr

said, is its ability to transform itself to suit many
types of venues. The airy, sunlit atmosphere of

the hall makes it ideal for afternoon concerts,

lectures and weddings, but at the same time the

Ahmanson can be completely darkened to show
films and artificially illuminated for theatrical

performances.

Yatrika Shah-Rais, director of musical pro-

gramming for the Skirball, said she is excited

about the new hall because of the opportunities

it will provide in terms of seating capacity and
types of programs.

"The Ahmanson will allow us to accommo-
date two times as many people as before," she

said. "Obviously this will help us attract bigger

name artists, but also where we used to have to

have two performances because of so much
interest, now we can fit everyone in the first

time, which gives us greater scheduling flexibili-

ty."

The successful music scries "World Mosaic"
has attracted a following which continues to

grow, thus a space larger than the 300-seat

Magnin auditorium was needed for the shows,

making the Ahmanson an ideal venue. Events

such as this will be enhanced by Ahmanson
Hall's advanced acoustical system, as well as the

seating configuration.

Paralleling the growth of the performing arts

at the Skirball is the recognition it is receiving in

terms ofbecoming one of the major cultural cen-

ters of Los Angeles, Starr said. This is not only

evidenced in the construction of the Ahmanson.
but also in the selection of the Skirball as the site

to host the fifth annual City of Los Angeles exhi-

bition.

Starr said COLA is a municipal program that

awards 10 outstanding local artists SI 0,000 each

and features their art in a large scale exhibit.

This year's artists include three UCLA profes-

sors Robert Nakamura. Jennifer Steinkamp and
Bruce Yonemoto.

Curator Barbara Gilbert said that programs
like the "World Mosaic" series and the COLA
show will bring a new and diverse audience to

the Skirball.

"We want to be good neighbors at the

Skirball and this is a good opportunity to branch

out to new groups, especially young people, as

well as exposing our members to new audi-

ences," she said. "We are also happy about

establishing a relationship with these talented

artists."

Through major exhibitions and popular
events, the Skirball has earned its place on the

cultural map of Los Angeles. Starr looks for-

ward to continued growth at the Skirball.

"We've carved a niche with certain kinds of

broad programming that aren't done anywhere
else in Los Angeles," she said. "The family audi-

ence is a very important one and the popularity

of our festivals and childreri-oriented events has

proven to us that there is a need to go ahead with

projects like the Ahmanson."

CBTTER: The Skirball Cultural Center Is located at

2701 N. Sepulveda Blvd. in Los Angeles. For more
information call (310) 440-4500 or visit www.skir-

ball.org.

P(«YA SHARMA/Dally Brum

Skirball Cultural Center's Ahmanson Hall

opened as part of its five-year anniversary.

MCNALLY
From page 15

respecting, Grammy-winning musi-

cians would say something like that?

Well, not cnoujh. btit Stcdy Dan lead

the way by beating out Eminem for a

highly competitive Best Album
Grammy this year

And let's not forget about the

music. Since its early-'70s conception.

Steely Dan has been making jazz-rock

fusion cool by adding soul and R&B
influences - all without going over the

top. While the band might be preten-

tious, impersonal and downright full

of itself, it reigns supreme at making

the kind ofmusic you would want to

play on that second or third date while

driving west down Sunset Blvd. to the

ocean. Much like the rest of its catalog

(its previous album came out over 1

5

years ago), "Two Against Nature" is

"mood music" at its best possible defi-

nition: sleek, skillful, mellow and pol-

ished.

Well, [ had a long list that 1 was

going to continue, but I'm almost out

of space, so 111 just leave you with syn-

opses for three more exemplary

albums, which you just might like if

you liked the sound ofany of the afore-

mentioned titles:

The Shapeshifters, **Adopted by
Aliens" (Celestial)

Paving the ground for psychedelic

hip+op that doesn't suck, these Los -^^

Angelenos combine De La Soul and A
Tribe Called Question with a pinch of

Wu Tang to produce some beaty mind
candy.

Air, **The Virgin Suicides"

Soundtrack (Astralwerks)

This French duo takes the most

accessible of Pink Floyd and combines

it with studio tech wizardry to provide

a macabre film with a classically-futur-

ist soundtrack.

A Guy Caled Gerald, ''Essence^

iK7)— One of the origina} forefathers of

electronic music returns to release a

mixture ofsweet vocal pop space

sonatas and paradoxically ambient

drum Yi' bass excursions, resulting in

probably the most profoundly innova-

tive dectronica album ofthe year.

Well my friends, that about wraps it

up for this time, and while I'm sure

there are dozens ofgreat releases that

1, as well as the charts, missed, I hope
you've been able to do some exploring

on your own while the whole Napster

thing is blowing over and before the

new Radiohead album comes out.

Now ifyou'll excuse me, I must rcturiL.

to my cave, where I cantankerously ~
fiend in anticipation of its arrival...

McNaHy Is a fourth-year neuroscierKe

student who is currently developing

some high-dimensional rnatrix analysis

software to predict folding patterns for

every protein in the hunrwn body, thus

creating virtual man. E-mail him at

nougat#uda.eda
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$3,99 (Largest Slice in Westwood) • Complete Dinners $4.99 • Free Delivery

Bruin Special
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Join US for the 2"^ Annual \^t^ 4- Ok^i^AiiJtc^ TuUyJL celebrating.

ItA *\V(H»v^'4 %Uj. MAy^l ^/Sft^i"

TOMORROW, Thursday May 1
7*

llam-lpm
Bruin Plaza

Enjoy the music ofUCLA's own^e/^/^^ Ajt^eM. .

.

while wandering through an organizational fair with representatives from over
twenty campus groups including the Bruin Leaders Project, Clothesline Project,
Bruin BeUes, Career Center. GALA, Transfer Student Association and MOREf'f

Visit WWW.WQmcn4changc,uc1a,rdi; for more information, or contact Julie Wright in
the Dean of Students' Office. 1206 Murphy Hall

,
«?S-i«7i

ITte
Center lorWomen &" Men-,

a trusted place to talk and ask questions

iillillll AA^taft^ ^

ITMLLrSTOTALIC!
It 5 hot your fault,

- Arc one s|i6u!<f jiave to nrt\tr from a sexual assault

alcne,

- R»fe Services Consultants (RSC\) ran fielf,

Hcasc drop-in for confidential counseling 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m .

Mondaij- Tnday for assistance about medical, legal,

familcj, housing, and academic concerns.

Ifyou have been sexually assaulted
please contact these resources:

*UCLA Center for Women & Men 825-3945
(confidential, drop-in counseling- ask for an RSC)
Room 2, Dodd Hall, www.thecenter.ucla.edu

*Rape Treatment Center

Santa Monica-UCLA Medical Center 3 19-4000
[University of California Police Department 825-:

Emgrgency dial '911 '

Span«^b,,Tl«lXXAC«,i«forWome«6'M<«^dtlieUClAPolloeI^^
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AIRBUS
From page 15

**ln those songs, we're trying to get

across a point that everyone can
relate to," he explained. "We're try-

ing to be powerful without being mis-

erable."

Probably the most memorable
piece of "Ghosts," a 30-sccond demo
of which can be heard on Airbus*

Web site www.airbusmusic.com, is

"Gravity." In fact, it was the strength

of that song that convinced BMG to

publish the band's next album.
It starts out very personal and

acoustic, and then, with a deafening

electric release, it adds a whole new
dimension to the sound scope. It fluo-

luates maniacally between the sane
and the insane, the quietly desperate,

and the empowered.

Airbus' style was influenced by
many people, but the scope of influ-

ence seems to encompass Childs'

admiration of guitarists Jimmy
Hendrix and Jimmy Page, and
Davidge's eclectic influences, Nick
Drake, Blur and Pink Royd.

The group's songs, however, are

original and are not a product of a

formal musical background.

. "I have a poster." Davidge joked,

citing it as the source of his only musi-

cal knowledge, "with some musical

notes on it, or something to that

effect. Surely, then, it doesn't take a
music major to make music."

So where do the members of
Airbus see themselves in the future?

Which band would they love to

impress and surpass?

"I don't know, U2?'' Childs said

without giving the question much
thought. "I don't know, we're not
rock stars yet."

MUSIC: Airbus performs today at
noon at Westwood Plaza.

SOUNDBITES
From page 16

tcners through a journey into the

depths of the emotions ofa cleaned-up

drug addict. Frusdante might as well

have been considered dead just a few
short years ago when he found himself

rock^wttom and addicted to heroin,

but he has since sobered up and is cre-

ating the best music of his career.

The stretchmg, high-pitched vocals

of"Wind Up Space ' and the squealing

emotion in Frusdante's guitar work
offer an almost embarrassingly person-
al feel to the music. Frusciame's voice

is not very sweet and smooth sound-
ing, but that is part of the impact.

Although it can be considered as the

guitar virtuoso's weak point,

Frusdante's voice brings brutal hon-
esty and reality to the mix. After all,

this record was recorded with a guitar,

drum machines, a few microphones
and an 8-track; Frusdante ywu not
after a polished sound.

"To Record Only Water for Ten
Days" is a powerful escape from the

glossy recording style of current music
and a retreat back to honesty. The
mind-blowing complexity of the instru-

menul tunes "Ramparts" and
'Murderers" display Frusciantc's skill

and powerful understanding of his

instrument.

The lyrics are that of a man who
walks the thin line between insanity

and genius, with imagery that draws
parallels to the add-induced writings

of Kescy or Wolfe. The first track,

"Going Inside," is espedally potent
with brilliant guitar work and sharp
poetry.

The eerie vibe of the dosing track.

"Moments Have You," brings an end
to the emotionaljourney with nin4>led

lyrics and a gentle acoustic guitar.

Arising from the depths ofdrug addic-

tion, Frusdante has finally found him-
self and he is sharing it with listeners

through his music.

Chris Moriates

flating:8
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..each additional word 2. 1
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Monthly, up to 20 words 96.00
..each additional word 5.75
1 2 pt headline $1.60
16 pi headline $2.25
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Classified Display Ads:
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There are no cancellations after
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payment
Please make checks payable to
"The UCLA Daily Bruin." Wte
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2000
Persofials

ARE YOU TIRED OF MAKING the wrong
Choices in relationships? Attend a special
seminsr

2000
Personals

1100
Ciiiipiis H;»}i()t'iiiiU)S

Alcoholics Anonymous
Men. OiMwwion, Ffi Sl^» Sliirfy. 3SI7 Adnrmon

TW*. iMk Storfy, 3SI7 AdwMon
M/TAV bn. D«ital AS-OM
Wad.kii.0mlalA3 029

DiaoMaini, Al liMt 1 2:10 - 1:00 pm
Ft ianHiOM ar ^ tttuali mim hmv a <a>»>a^| pr n tlmi.

1100

WHO TO DATE...WHO
TO DUMP'*

Leam how to spot the person behind the
mask, BEFORE you get involved!
Wednesday May 23rd. 7pm. Beverly Hills

Church of Scientology 9885 Charteville
Blvd. Beverly Hins(ChartevNto&Litlte Santa
Montea) Call 310-226-2465 lor info.

LOVE? European wnter/llnguist. cosnnopoli

tan, accomplished. good-k>oking, mature,
healthy lifestyle, loves literature/travel

ing/outdoors, seeks attractive/snuifi/aflec-

tk>nate young female, any race/brigin, for

fnendshlp, possibly ronriance/marrlsge. 310-
573-402(yinanlOmunfch.com

VERY ATTRACTIVE. Successful, romantte,
swm. 35. lun-toving, intelligent, caring, con-
siderate, undarstandir^g seeks very attractive

woman w/slmHar values. 18-36. Please sstkI
photo/phona/hote: 1015 Gayley Ave. #596
LA, CA 90024.

1100
Ciwnpiis Hap|jenii)(is

YOUNG, 28, SWM
Handsome, affluent, busy executive liv-

ing in Beverly Hills seeks very attractive,

18-25, intelligent lady for spending good
time togetfier, worMwkle travel, and

nf>ore. Will be generous arxl supportive.

Leave message at 310-388-5484 or

emaH at nteefeltowOureach.com

2200
Research Subjects

CHRONIC BAD BREATH. Earn up to $120
and team to control bad breath. CUnk^al stu

dtoS in Culver City. 310-645-8576.

PLAY GAMES AND EARN MONEY, TOO!
Social psychokjgical experiment. 1 hour
Average $10. Undergraduate only. Call 310-
825-3017. sign up 2524 Hershey, or email
pbonaotoh Oyahoo.com, leavir>g your name,
phone, and avaHat)le times.

1100
Campus HiippuiiiiKjs

2000
Personals

RESEARCH SUBJECTS WANTED For stu-

dy of memory and problem -solving. Must be
male, age 16-65. All educattonal levels de-
sired. Eam $20 lor 2 hours. 310-477-9725.

SEXUAL ASSAULT
SURVIVORS

Wanted lor research study. Get $15 gift cer-

tifk:ate to Amazon com for completing 10-

minute, web-t>ased survey. Anonymous and
confklential. Women, 18-35 years oW. who
have been raped or sexually assaulted in the

past 5 years, please call or e-mail lin-

dasOrand.org, 310-393-0411x6152 for

password, www.rand.org/crim/saws. RAND
is a non-profit research organlzatk>n in Santa
Montoa.

advorlise

206.3060

1100
Cnmpiis HnpiHMiiiujs

Come TONIGHT And celebrate with AO at the...

PAIOMINO ^Irh
MAOIC MOUNTAIN

a
M^^

CO

Mexican Dinner 8 Live Auction

6:00 pm
714HilgardAve.

Don't Forget $CASH$ and CHECKBOOKS so you don't miss out on

the PM-esta Uve Auction!

WHY? Because you shouldn'tbe falling

asleep on a DATB...

SeaNWHid.

OR

i
CiNTCR TMtATM GMOUP BLKilHGSAOktj
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2300
S|)L'rrn/Eg(j Donors

It you are male, in college or have a college

degree, you can earn up to $600/rTX). call for

details on our arKxiymous sperm donor pro-

gram. Receive free comprehensive health

screening & help infertile couples. So if

you're looking for a great job and a little ex-

tra cash, call/email us first. 310-824-
994 1 /donorsOcryobank.com.

A900
Autos for Siile

MOVING MUST SELL. 1996 Toyota sil-

ver/blue Camry LE Coupe-$10000. 1996 VW
Red Jetta GL-$7500obo 818-788-3422

POLICE IMPOUNDS, fiondas as tow as
$500 for listings 1-800-319-3323 ext.A214.

Egg Donors Needed
Healthy females ages 19-28

wishing to help infertile couples.

$5,000

^ Call MtRNA (818) 832-1494 >^

2600
Wiuited

PERSONAL TRAINER: To train at home -

1/2 mile from campus- 2 or 3 days/wk early

morning. Please fax resume or name and tel-

ephone numl)er to set up interview. Fax
310-476-7976

UCLA LAW SCHOOL GRADUATES who
failed the t>ar exam. For a small legal project

310-797-0985.

3^00
Computers/Software

COMPUTER
TROUBLESHOOTERS

S^OO
Scoolers for Sale

HONDA ELITE SCOOTER for sale. $900o-
bo. 310-208-3438.

5680
Travel Destiiiatioiis

FLY SUPER
(323) 277-4595
LATM kMmnCM SPSOALISTS

111 IkmlHn u
lit ii»na.Alr»« j|i

Rio/Brazil
^259

Now Yorl*
S259

LONDON S205
PARIS S235

Pti»ln—« 4 L«l«ur> Ttrmyl
mmi i»

~

Vacatlonsl

WANTED
cam good money ftxing simple problems
and doing computer training. Call for more
info: 310-545-8508.

FAST COMPUTER W/MONITOfl. 166mhz,
32MB RAM. 14" monitor. Perfect for college

student. $120. 310-824-1770

MACINTOSH l-Book(G3) 333MHZ.
l60MB/3.6Gb. With Adobe: Illustrator 8.0.

After Effects 4.1/Photoshop 5.5. Flash 4.

Director 8/Microsoft Office. $700. Antbal

323-660-3964.

3NtQHTS.HOTD.A MR

. MSTm

VICT0RYTRAVEL.COM
mtmUt vtetoiy brmwm
•onw iiniiiiiiiap^ihnanain

rmmmmCmtmtmaim
w ciiiaid CTTwoajwi JO

3500
Furniture

MATTRESS SPECIALS
NEW INNERSPRING twin sets $99.95. FuHs

$129.95, Queens $16995 and Kings

$199 95. Also. Sealy. Steams and Foster at

k>west prices. 310-477-1466.

MATTRESSES, FUTONS. DESKS. Book-
shelves. Dinette Sets, T-Tabie, Lamps. Deliv-

ery, Open 7 days. Kings Furniture. 11961
Santa Monica Blvd. 310-575-4243.

MOVING OUT SALE
Bedroom set and Dining set. Call ASAP All

must go before 05/18/01. Ersen 310-479-
0846.

^900
Autos for S'lU?

1983 MUSTANG CONVERTIBLE GLX
Great car. One owner. Quiet 3.8-Liter V6.

Low miles. Very dependable. Regular gas.

Moving Sacrtftee $2400/obo 213-240-1926.

1991 FORD TEMPO GL. red, 4-door. au-

tomatic. new transmission, A/C. VERY
GOOD CONDITION $2600, must sen. Call

310-441-1473.

1991 NISSAN SENTRA SER 2000 CC, 5-

speed, radio, new disk brakes, shocks, bat-

tery, tires. Excellent corxJition $2,900. Rog-
er 310-206-2837(0). 3 10-275-3 107(E).

1993 FORD EXPLORER XLT. 36.000mrtes.

Gray/Gray Leattier. brush and grill guards,

skJe-steps. fog lights, new tires, $9,800. call

310-339-3738.

1993 TERCEL. $3000 OBO. Manual, fair

condition, good tires, hubs, leather interior.

Must sell ASAP. Call 310-208-8868.

1994 FORD MUSTANG GT CONVERTIBLE
Black w/t)lack leather interior/top. lO-disc

CD, sport tires, original owr)er. 69K/miles.

$12750. 310-440-2178.

1994 JEEP WRANGLER: Low miles, great

conditkx). blue, soft-top. AM/FM cassette. 5-

speed. Come lest drive today) $9500. Curt.

310-824-0523 cgintherOucia edu

1994 VW JETTA
White. 4-door, manual, sunroof. A/C. new
tires, giBat conditton, Il2,000mi $5500/obo
Cal Robert 310-403-1401 or yesrob«hol-
maH.com.

1996 SATURN SL2
4door. automata, manual, door kKk-fwirxi-

owt. 10 dtoc cd changer. 79e00mNes. $6500.
(betow blue book). Sam:310-624-3451

.

1996 ACURA INTEGRA GSR Great condi-

tton. Only 30k mNes. StW urwter warranty.

Green Exterior. Tan Leather Intertor.

$16,800 310-770-2233

CAR FOR SALE $3900 Ford Probe 1991.

Red w/grey interior. Sunroof. Sony CO, new
pens, great condWon, dean. Only 75k mNea.
310-440-1062.

5700
Travel Tickets

FLY 4STANDeY..FLY 4 CHEAP!
Hawaii $138 o/w. Europe $249 o/w (-ftax).

4slandby.com or 800-397-1098

Vacation Packages

TRAVEL ABROAD-Now interviewing for

agesl9-24. Experience clubs of IblzaAhe
"running of the Bulls"(Pamptona, Spain)
Plus several other countries, including Am-
sterdam. Bill. 310-663-9445.

5900
Fifiaiicial Aid

GRANTS, SCHOLARSHIPS. Loant. Felow-
ships-From the US govemmenti Tap info the
30bilHon given away by the govemmenti
www.freeusgrants.com. 1-877-316-6097.

6000
Insurance

CycloTimo Insurance Servicns

' Motorcycle • Motor Scooter • Moped
LMai.mr leunAHCC n the lmm

trs LESS TmN YOU thmkI

* NoKkkMngI C«l kx a Itm quota) .
(310) 275-6734 Z

Eacttany* ad lor minimum $10 00
dacouni iMti insurano* fimrh—

/lllstale.
MmVb in good handa

Mike Azer Insurance Aooncy. k^c

(310)312-0202
1281 NA/ostwood Blvd.
C2 l=>ikft So. of \A/»»t\trm')
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6200
Health Services

6200
Health Services

6200
Health Servict.s

\RY CONSULTATIONC
Dr. Nader Dayani

Member American A.s.sociation of Orthodontisfs

Specializing In braces for adults & children

ORTHODONTIST

ik:la faculty member

Braces^^
Ot/owr BrilUmt Resultsults/

• Cosmetic Porcelain
• Surgiccri Orttxxtontics

• Removotsle
•TrodmoncH
• Invisible

(310) 826 - 7494
1 1645 Wilshirr Blvd. IM02
Us Aatt\€i. CA 900^
(949) 552 - 5890
18124 Culver Dr., M
IrvifK. CA 927iS

CjTeethW^iitening $8500!

nw tvdmw* MlM a foioiM IIOaoOOpkatlOOAItai
•OCX monm o< MaormaM »«nnaiad kx mmKt txaoac

s«ao 00 piut 1 100 00 tai aocnmonlh of kaoknan iwvMiad
•o '•movctjIabraoataKttlKXIOOpluttiaiOOpai iTurth
tw c«i<mcl)raoa«. tZDOl tai dWgnoMc audy modal OM

aivtoaon doa A-SVOi

5680
Travel Destin.'itiofis

5680
Trnvel Destiii.itioiis

STUDENT TRAVEL

Call us!
Space is

selling out!

.;Eai^-:is

TRAVEL

?I^?. I ^^^ Westwood Blud. IneKt to Burger King)

310.UCLA.FIY or H607g5 from campus

www.statravel.com

AMERICA'S LEADER IN

STUDENT TRAVEL

WE'RE CHEAPER. PERIOD.

$428

^499

Counciltravel.com

310-209-UCLA

•Fares roundtrlp. Restrictions apply
For Departures by June 1 4, 2001 . CALL NOWl

mmlmum2mgMstay. Taxes and fees not IncfcNM. Departures from ottwrmaior
<^'*^^^®\vaHable^ Prices are subject to change and based on availabimy. 5t

»10080800-50. Restrictions ^)ply. PIsMe depart by June 14.2001

6200
Health Services

TEETH WHITENING
B««rrwoc)o cosmetic dental oifice

ottwv rww iMti whitaning systsm Afford-

abto for ewryone. $85 for uppar or tomr.
310-207 5006

6300
Li?rj'«l Advice/AttDrnoys

NO RECOVERY NO FEE
NO COST Sexual harra«8rT»ent. Discrimiru
lion, Auto-accidents, SUps/lalls MYER LAW
FIRM. Westaide. Scott D Myef(UCLAWW)
www bestlawyercom 310-277-3000.

6/^00
Movers / Slor.iqe

HONEST MAN w/14lt truck and doMies.
small jobc, short notice ok. SF, LV, SD.
Student diacouni. Go Bnjinaf lOyra. 310-
285-«)88.

6AOO
Movtjrs/StorjHje

Classifieds

825-2221

BEST MOVERS Licensed, Insured LowmI
ratw. Fast, courteoos+carefui Many stud-
•ma moved (or $96 Lie -T- 163844 NO X)e
TOO SMALLI 1 800 2 GO BEST Voice-
m«H/)>ager 323-263-2378.

JERRVS MOVINQAOEUVERY. The careful
movers Experienced. reMbla. aame-day de-
livery. Pactdng. t>oxea avaeaMe. Alao. pick-
up donaSona for American Cancer Society.
Jorryesi0-301-9087.

SUMMER STORAGE. Free pfe* up avaii^

able. reMonabie rates. Waalaida Se«-8lor-

age 310-626-5955

6500
Music Lessons

DRUM LESSONS
ALL LEVELS/STYLES witfi dedicated pro-
fessional. At your home or WLA studia l8t-

lesson free. No drum set necesaary
Neil:323-654-8226.

GUITAR LESSONS
by profaaaionai near UCLA. All levels, guiMS
available. Leam to play effortlosslyt

www.JWGS.com. CaN Jean at 310-476-
4154.

6600
Persuiitil Services

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING

Comprehensiv* DoMrtaiion AssisUnca
ThMW. Papm. arKi Pvrtonal 9mimnmu

PropoMls arxt Bock*
Intarrwtional Sludartta Wakxyiw. Sino* 1809

Slwron Bmt. MlO. (310) 4704SS2
~ •-Wri««.com

6700
Professioijiil Services

ATTENTION MBA. LAW. MEDICAL
SCHOOL APPLICANTS! Fmstrated devel-
oping your cnjcial personal statements? Get
professional help from well-known au-
Ihor/consultanl 310-826-4445. »»ww winning-

persorwtatement.com.

CERTIFIED SWIM INSTRUCTOR wl laach
swim lessons at your home. Individual or
group lessons at reasonable rates. Montoa
310-452-3897.

FIND ROOMS &
ROOMMATES ONLINE

The Napster for roommates Free to view
and place ads. Immedtote Onflns neauMs.
www.easyroomiMts.com

FORMER ENGLISH TEACHER w/
from U-Chicago. edits/word procesaas (Ss-

senatk>ns, proposals, screenplsys, psrsonal
statements, resumes. Intemaik)ruil siudanis
wetoome. Winatow's 310-829-6171.

HEAD SHOTS $99
SITTING PLUS digital file for unlimited

printsll Weshwood tocation. Call Jennif-

er:3 10-5754)638.

MEDICAL SCHOOL APPtJCATION COUN-
SELING Counseling by recenOy graduated
M.O. Speciaii2ing in appNcation easays/inter-

view-skills. Fee negoliabta/rTYonsy-back

guarantee. Qrsg Frssdman. M.O. 310-960-
3300i»sger.

NEED IT TYPED?
Don't have time or incNnatton? Protgsslon-

aVdegreed word processors spedaNzIno in

isosi^psychotogkal transcripHon and Isnglhy

aoademk: papers, (legible drafts please).

$3^. student rate. $5a/minimum. $12/^)k:k-

up/delivery. Re$umes/$40. 323-288-6805
ar>ytime.

Brentwood Oirmatoiogy

Medical Group

JMk H. Stfvers, MD
I KiKan Howd d Oetmmiofgf

I. {<]„'

Professional Tattoo
Removal
small: $140

mediunu $250
large: $750

$25off w/RMfltioRoTAd

•J

V
'4

7000
Tutoring Offered

AAA TUTOR'S CLUB
A HOME TUTORING service loi all subjects,

grades K-12. Lowest prk:es guaranteed! For

more mfomwlion call 310-444^)449.

CHEMISTRY. ORGANIC CHEMISTRY.
PHYSICS. BIOLOGY, PHYSIOLOGY
STATS. By doctoral student. w/k>ts of teach-

ing siqwrlence. Fee negotiable/money-back

guarantee. Cal Greg. 310-397-0547.

FOREIGN ACCENT REDUCTION. Commu-
nicate with darity&accuracy Especially rec-

ommerxled for foreign TA'sAgraduates en-

terirtg business wodd. Taught by experi-

sncedprataSSOrs. 310-226-2996 www.accu-

ijcom.

MATH SCIENCE TUTOR
UCLA Engir>eering graduate offering

maHVsdence tutoring for all ages/levels.

Kind and Patient. Flex hours/locatkxi. Con-

tact Shahrad: 310-772-5020.

PHYSICS AND MATH
Math/Phy8k» ma)or/student offers tutorlr^g in

physk» and math at all levels. Contact Sina:

(310)669-1491 orsina40ucla.edu

RESEARCH PAPER TUTOR 4 gf«d and
published writer offers private tutoring servic-

es. 310-293-0664.

WRITING TUTOR
Kir>d and patient Stanford graduate Help

wtth the English language—for students of

aU ages/levels. 3io-440-3ii8

7100
TiitoriMC) Wiinled

TEACH THE SATs

Need energetic people with

High SAT scores to prep

students 1-on-l or in classes.

All regions. $15-$25/hr. Hex

hours. Car needed. Call Tom

310-448-1744

www.tutoijobs.com

TUTORS WANTED
MATH MAJORS NEEDED TODAYAfler
school, gradss K-12. in BH. WLA. SM areas.

Education ma(ors and/or graduate-level (in

any field) a plus. $11.25-15/hour. Call The

Tutor's Club: 310-444-0449.

MATH, SAT. Experienced Grad student or

Senior prslerred Private WLA school. Fax

resume to 310-473-4831 or call 310-473-

6061.

PROGRAMMING SQL, DATABASE CON
NECTIVITY tutor and cgi, perl scripts. Che-

viot HHIS. 310-927-7289 or 310-839-5457

SAT TUTORS NEEDED
SCORE! Prep needs tutors w/h«gh SAT
sorss for SAT & acadsmk; subject tutoring.

Relsbie transport rsquirad. Posittons avail-

at)le in SFV, South Bay. and Agoura areas.

Sie/hr^^nus. Flex schedules. Call 310-

446-2161 to apply

TUTORS AND
COMPUTER TRAINERS

WANTED
Unk^ue, fun opportunity for energetk:, enttuj-

siastk: individuais. Training provMed. E-mail

resumes to ErfcOcomputersmartscom

7200
Typing

TYPISTAVAILABLE. Piuissaoiiui writer who
! types aowpm tM^ioOS eoouraey wM type

%your research papers, projects, etc. Rates

jnegoMabie Can 323-692-9545 and leave

'ooniact info for Christine

WORD PROCESSING specializing in thes-

es, dissertilions. imnscrip(k>n, isgal. psych,

resumes, fHefs. tnochures. mailing Nets, re-

ports. 310-828^939.

7400
Business Opportunities

$500 WEEKLY WORKING FROM HOME,
Rush tMJSiness-size self addressed stamped

envelope. M.VA P.O. Box 6923-08. Mahbu,

CA 90264.

FREEDOM
WORK FOR YOURSELF This summer Get

paid daily and buid reekJual income wortdng

wKh a 29-yaer-otd NYSE Company 888-

574-9330.

ONLINE MARKETING
Learn the truth about onltne marketingf

hlipc//hop.ciickbank.net/hop.cgi?mvp777/

bigdogs

OUR BUSINESS IS

EXPLODING!
In 12-18monltis workkig from home.
7-1743VM6'
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7500
Career Opportunities

• lam $lOO-$200 a day
• 2 wMk traMng a Job

Placvmont InckMlMt
• ir* not a Job -Its a PARrVKI

Nationai Bartenders Sdiool

1 (OOO) Ci4r> - MIXX (O^UU)
ww\.-./.it.ilioi).ill>.ii'1i -iKli-r^. frcjiii

INVESTMENT OPP
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT Excellent

career opportur>ity.lor r>ew graduate to team

ttie investment industry Detail-oriented, or-

ganized team player needed w/good PC
skills. Will train. Fax resume 310-789-0000

JUST SECRETARIAL?
NOT!

HANDLE BUSINESS/Personal affairs; plan

events; surt tfw net: polish Power Point pro-

jects; track legislatk>n; create a spread sheet

or two; get your educatkxi paki for...sounds

gresL f^uti*? Sweet opportunity for talented

colege grad The Placement Company'
deklredaleOearthiink.net Fax 310-889-7101

RN OR DENTAL STUDENT for MD offtae

near Beveriy Hills on Saturday AM's or P/T.

Top salary. Cati 323-939-2 ill

TELEMARKETING
SALESPERSON

Telemarketing sales of ceiiuiar phones.

Comission only. $60 per activated phone
line Call Stacie 310-712-4900

7600
Child C.ire Offered

$$$ LOW PRICES $$$
WONDER YEARS PRESCHOOL mn by

UCLA grads. Ages2.5/6years. Tvvo large

play-yards. Open 7:3O-5:30.Ck)6e to UCLA.
310-473^)772.

7700
Ctiild Cfire Wanted

2 MONTH OLD GIRL
Looking for sweet babysitter. Wed. 2-8.

Thurs.. 12-8 in Pacifk: Palisades Starting

ASAP Please call:31 0-230-6061.

BABYSITTER NEEDED for 5 and 7 year-

oMs. Weekend evening. Non sniokmg. gen-

tle, active. k>ves kWs dogs and cats. Refer-

ences. $9/hour Call Lisa 310-476-0242.

BABYSITTER WANTED
For lyr oM chiM. FlaxMe hours. $6/hr Ex-

periences and references necessary. Call

Youlee Kim •310-413-3544

BABYSITTER WANTED
FOR 2 kkJs. 4A7 Ptek-up from school/camp,

taking to play dates, help w/homework, etc.

Experience necessary. References required.

Approximate hours, 1-7 M-F. Begin 6/11.

Salary DOE. Pacifk: Palisades. 310-230-

7475.

BABYSITTING In paradise. Martha's Vine-

yard, Massachusetts. Kkls 6&8. 6/29/01-

7/20/01. 8hrs/day Room/airfare and

board4^$100/wk. Fax resume 310-202-8048

FEMALE BABYSITTER WANTED for 11

year okl giri for occastonal weekerxl and

weekday evenings. Potential tor job to turn

into mora permanent part-time position. Must

have car and referer>ces. In Sherman Oaks
818-783-0469.

KIND Double-Bruin Alumni family 6-blks

from campus. Needs flexit>le help w/3.5yo

boy. Westwood Presbyterian pre-school

student, afterschool/weekends. Fax re-

sume/short statement of qualificatk>ns

w/phone to Steve C. 562-436-6157.

LOOKING tor bright, enthusiastk:, creative,

responsible caregiver for 5-year-old giri.

ChiU devekipment t>ackground a-f. $10/hr

(flexible DOE). 30hr mln. 310-850-7324.

MOTHER WHO LIVES 1.5 bk>cks (fom cam-
pus is k>oking lor s helper with her 28mall

chikJren. $e/hr. Rexibie hours. 310-234-

8230.

ONE 8-YEAR-OLD BOY Hours M-TH:3-

8PM. F:3-6. Need car, ineurance and i-

cerwe. Please cal for more informatk>n:323-

341-0148 pager

READING. WRITING, and Running w/6

i/2yo boy. Afterrwons. approx 6pm-8pm.

aome weekends. Bel Air. $1 2/hr Prefer male.

310-472-861 1.

THE BABYSITTERS CLUB needs babysit-

ters nowil Days, evening, and weekends

Must have experience. $10/hr. 310-226-

2900.

UCLA AREA
PART-TIME
CHILD CARE

for 10-year-okJ female, livas in or out.

approx. I8hrs. weekly wi^occaalonal sleep-

over required. Car, insurance, ami good dri-

ving^ooord a must Piaass cal Ctvlsly: 310-

464-0711

7800
Help Wanted

WORK FOR KAPLAN!

Kaplan offers exciting opportunities In an

educattonal envkonment. Kaplan Isn't about

classroom grades, we an about career gronvUi.

\Mb prepere our students for coNaga and

graduate school entrance exams, the college

and graduate school admisstons process.

and prefasstonal Itoenses.

We also devetop our staff througti presentation

arxl ntanagement experience. Many of our

emptoyeos oontktue to worit with us even after

they move to rtew areas and despite busy

primary Jobs. Why? Because working for the

worM's leading provMer of test preperstkm

services is truly fun ar>d rewarding.

Join ttie original test prep team. There is

a center tocated in Westwood at 1133
Westwood Boulevard, Suite 201 and

160 other kxrattons throughout the US.

Cuatomar Sarvfca and Taacliing

poaltlons avaUaMa.

To teach call 80O4O^P-TEST exL 3.

f=or other Jobs call (310) 2090554. ext. 400.

KAPLAN

$$Get Paid For Your
Opinions!$$
-$1z5 and more piEarn $15

iw(wiiMWoasy<Qpinlews.cora
per survey!

$15-$23/HR BRIGHT, ENTHUSIASTS peo-

ple to teach SAT prep and ALL Academk:

Subjects. TransportatkMi required. We will

train. Flexible hours. Send or fax cover let-

ter/resume, induding test scores (SAT, GRE.
etc.) to ACE Educattonal Sen/k:e$, Attn Bar-

ry, 9911 W. Pkx> Blvd, Ste.PH-K. LA, CA
90035; Fax:310-282-6424. Positk>ns avail-

at>le throughout LA and the Valley

'MOVIE EXTRA WORK' Beats aU jobs. Start

immediately. Great pay Fun/Easy. No crazy

fees. Program for free medk:al Call-24/hrs

323-850-4417.

ADMIN. ASSISTANT
Investmnt Corp. needs help with secre-

tariai/laasing. F/T, P/T. flexible hours.

VSfy dose to UCLA. Must have car. Fax

resume: 310-470-6755 CaH: 310-470-

1112.

ACCESS TO A COMPLiTER? PUT IT TO
WORK! Up to $25-75/hr PT/FT
www.EamEZtMiCks.com. 888-715-4646.

ADIMIN ASSISTANT, bilingual English/Span-

iah. front offKe. evenings 4pm-9pm M-Th.

Also, assistant needed days/afterrHx>ns to

wori( w/director of operations. $8/hr. Contact

Daniel Salazar dmgassocincOeartf^link.net,

or tax resunrie 310-479-7771.

ADMIN ASSISTANT
MEDICAL RESEARCH INSTITUTE k)0ks

for administrative assistant with excellent

word processing and power point skills.

Please fax CV:8l 8-789-8038.

ADMIN. ASSISTANT
Energetk:, savvy, task-oriented administra-

tive assistant wanted. Must know 'Word',

problem solving, w/good people skills. $8-

10/hOur. 310-206-2474.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT/BOOK-
KEEPER. Excellent computer and phone

skills required. Flexit>le, part-time tK)urs.

$10-l3/hr Ask for Esther btw 1 -5pm. We
are natK>nal ftower shippers 310-230-

0811 or Fax resume: 310-230-4146.

ADMINISTRATOR/ADMINISTRATIVE AS-
SISTANT/DENTAL ASSISTANT needed for

dental ortlKidontk: office in West LA with ex-

celent communk:atkxi skMs. liilon. Wed, Fri

9am-6pm. Experience preferred $9-$li/hr

Please cell 310-826-7494 or fax resume to

310-826-9564.

ARE YOU EVES BIGGEST FAN? Call

MTVs hotline 310-752-8850 for audltton

jmes for tfie hottest new show, "Becoming*

(ages 18-24).

ART GALLERY
ASSISTANT FOR
PROMINENT
WESTSIDE
GALLERY

Train now-F/T t}y August. Requirements:

Spanish fkiency, detail-oriented, art back-

grouiKl. $10-12/t)r-«-commission. Fsx re-

sume:310-586-1712.

ASSISTANT NEEDED. Windows proficient.

Cadlnsursnce necessary. Accounting skWs

prafanad. FlaxMe hours No diaaa code.

$9/»iour. Fix nMuma: 310-479-2402.

ATTN: SHOPPERS
Like to shop and get paid doir)g it?

$l0/hr4^nileage. gfJ. 5-20hra/wk. must have

transportatkm, pioot of Inewanca , and pass

drug^ast COE oal6n«1-6l29

7800
Help Wanted

7800
Help Wanted

AdminaiMive kMan.

\ys BevertVj HiTis
is seeking an Adminismtive Assistant tojoin our teami

Woricing in a fun environment ttutt helps Idds achieve aca-

demic success, you »ill answer phones and direct iruuir-

ies, complete center word processing, sctiedule/confimi

conferences, produce monthly student calendar and main-

tain daily student schedules Requires previous adminisra-

tive assistant experience, proficiency in ,VtS Office and

strong commumcations, organizational and interpersonal

skills Interest in leaching a plus.

OV<l l\>i"Mv' t>'

SUiVAM LcAniiM< Center

•17 5. Pcw'i'Kf Drive

Svntc 101

PewrKj Hill.-;. CA »V>2 i

:

Fax: ; urs** Vt.'»:HS

«
ADMINISTRATIVE
ASSISTANT /

uenoi MiaianviiMispeDniii nwQMi lor oeinB

ofSxxtonlic olAoe in Wist LA wMi sxoallMit

oommunkation iklflt Mon , Wed.. Fri. 91XMM-
6:00PM Expenenced preferrad S9.00 - S11 00

anttour PleaMca«(310|826-74M
or fax r«Mm« to (310)82S-«64

COLD CALL APPT. SEHERS
$10/HR -f Commission

8-9pm Sunday - Thursday
Are you enthusiastic and love

to talk on the phone''

CaNMaria Cdins: 310.477.SS66 ilOO

BA/Masters level. PsyctK>k>gy major for job

as Psychon>etrist in NIH AIDS study. Must t>e

fluently tMlingual (English, Sparush) and have

own car/lksanse. WiH train For more info call

illiannlHi Afaw^^^4A^7'>.AMVtflfSBDnrUi. WT^Pr w iVr^ r J-vvW.

BE PART OF THE
SOLUTION!

Offk» Assistant: Looking for a job w/meanir>g

in a professk}nal offk:e environment? Call the

Rape Treatment Center in Santa MoTMca.

Data entry, packaging & stripping materials

for natkKMil campaigns, errarxls, helping

w/ceiebrity event Offk:e experience strongly

preferred. Need car w/inaurance. PH 12-

20hrs/wk. Must be avaiiat)te to work tlKXjgh

Oct 200l.Flexit)ie weekday hours Competi-

tive salay-fmileage for errar>ds. Call 310-319-

4503

BEVERLY HILLS AUTO DETAIL Shop needs
hard-woriung, fast-paced, agressive people

to fuindle top-rKMch cars. No experience re-

quired Flexible hours Ozzie:310-859-2870.

BUSY PROFESSIONAL is seeking an assis-

tant to run errands artd administer txjusetwkl

duties (organize bills, meet repair people,

etc.). House is k>cated off Larchmont Village

in HarKock Pari(. Need 5-lOhr5/wk (on occa-

skx) up to fifteen). Flexible tXHjrs (periect for

a student or part time wort^er) arxj competi-

tive pay Must have a car. Please ir>clude

name, contact infomuitkH) arxl any otf)er rel-

evant inlormatkxi (experiertce etc.) to ckra-

merOI Omediaone.r>et

CAMP COUNSELORS
instructors, lifeguards for daycamp in

Agoura/Malibu 818-706-7335.

CAMP COUNSELORS needed for local

summer day camp. Beach/aquatk: experi-

ence in swimming, suriing. sailing, or jet ski-

ing a plus. Competitive salaries. 818-996-

4780.

COOL LADY needs someone w/car to do oc-

casskxial errands. 310-979-8701.

COUNSELORS AND
INSTRUCTORS

In art, swimming, nature, vkleo and ropes

needed t>y Tun)t)leweed Day Camp. Must t>e

responsible, ertergetk: arid enjoy woridng

wrfth chlkJren. 310-472-7474

COUNSELORS/FUTURE TEACHERS
r)eeded for summer program at Crossroads

School in Santa Monkra. Periect for elemen-

tary educatk>n majors Email resume to

gcuddyOxrd8.org EOE

DAY CAMP - SUMMER
Seek staff w/summer home In or near the

San Fernando or Conejo VSNeys, Oxnard,

Simi, Malibu misc. Instructors & General

couns $2750-3500+ for summer. 888-

784-CAMP www.workatcamp.oom

DAY CAMP
COUNSELORS

Pali Camp now hiring enttwslastk: coun-

setorsl Summer hm irx^kides: iat skiing,

amusement parks, beach days, paintt>al and
morel 19 and up. CaH Jacque: 310-477-

2700x14

DAY CAMP
Summer. Swimmir^g, teaches, horses &
more www daycampjobs com.

DO CATS MAKE YOU
WHEEZE?

if you are alargk: to cats, you may qualify to

partk:ipa(e in research study of an imrestlga-

IkMial medtaatkMi. If you qualify, you wM re-

oatva study raiaiad medk»tton and up to

tMMQ BOWpiwaiuii tor your lima. It imer-

estad, pliase cal Jonathan Corren. M.O. at

310-477-1734 axl.242

No Experience Necessary
Mta Womea chlldrm. all ages. sim.

rKS TV Films Conunertlaij Magazines

forpersonal interview call now

310.659.7000

~ -> SOOTCAMP
Evwything you need to know to tM a t>anender in

a one-nlgiit course Easy, cheap and funi

323-462-3379 ^
DRIVE-THRU RECORDS. Offtee assistant-

entry level. Assist the owners of an inde-

perxient lat>el, organize meetings ar>d

schedules, answer phones, coordinate itv

terns, write letters, get price quotes, general

offk:e duties. Must be HIGHLY organized and
willing to wori< long hours. Fax resume 818-

883-6471 or email: KrisRipleyOyahoo.com
subject: DTR Employment

DRIVE-THRU RECORDS. Retail promo-
tiortt. Calling record stores, creating arxJ

maintaining datat}ases, selling skills and
good phone rapport necessary Must be
HIGHLY organized and wiliir>g to work long

hours. Fax resume 818-883-6471 or email:

KrisRipleyOyahoo.com sut)ject: DTR Em-
ptoyment

EARN $200 A DAYl
No experierKe necessary

TV commercials

Musk: vkJeos

310-358-5147

EARN AS MUCH AS
$50/HR

EXCELLENT ENTREPRENEURIAL P/T

Sales Opportunity: Make your own tK)urs. No
experience necessary To receive nx)re infor-

matk)n call 818-487-7270

EDUCATIONAL ASSISTANT needed for in-

telligent, sweet, 12/yo disabled young lady.

Person must be intelligent, capable, sel<-rTK>-

tivated, computer literate, as well as kind,

positive, compasswnate. healthy highly re-

sponsit)le. safe driver. PT training begins

rww, job t>egins m June. 310-396-8100.

ENGINEERING: Circuit design; Program-

mers, C, C++. Immediate Openings at ESI.

Email resume: esiecOearthlink.net.

ENGLISH TEACHER, Summer in Taiwan.

Airiare. stipend. iKiusing. Insurance t>eneflts.

Gain experience, have fun. wwwgeoci-
ties.com/woridpassport, woridpptO hot-

mall.com.

EXTRAORDINARY OPPORTUNITY with in-

ternational consulting group for dynamic,

NgNy organized indivklual with outstanding

writing, communkation and computer skills.

Must have references. Fax resume to:310-

823-6143

FA" RECEPTIONIST for busy WLA real es-

tate offk:e. Outgoir)g, team player that's

frierxlly/Self-Motivated, Microsoft Office a

must. Fax resume 310-475-5042.

FLASH 5
Flash animators4>rogrammers to help pro-

duce gan>es/cartoons for new online enter-

tainment network. Put)lk:ize your rtew/exist-

ing work and sfiare profits, www.p-d-

n.com/infoOp-d-n.conV310-989-3114.

FULL-TIME, woukl corwkJer just for Sum-
mer. Century City Emptoyment Law Finn

seeking Administrative Assistant/Receptkxi-

ist. Heavy Ptxxie wori( and Light typirtg. Fax

resume to 310-201-9698.

FUN SUMMER
Swimming. tx>rses. t)eache8 and nrwre.

www.daycampiobe.oom.

GIRLS wanted at exclusive sodal club in

WLA. Conversalk>n and danckig. 18+ years

okJ. Flexibia hours Earn top $$$. 310-313-

2989.
M

HOME CLEANERS
P/T-F/T, SlO/hr and up. To dean in Westskle

areas. IMust t>e deperKtat)le and have car
CUAprf 310-471-6212

INTERN-OC
Ma^ heitjat/nutrttkNi. Supply company haa
openings for an inlsfnsttip In quaMy. novatn-

gredtorttsOyatwo.oom
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Interested in Student HeoMi?
Then take this little quiz.

IV

"I

V

n

e

b

What are you doing TODAY at noon?

a. Eating FREE food in room 414 in the Ashe

Center (4th Floor)

b. Getting involved in campus health core

c. Working towards student empowerment
d. All of the above

Ifyour answer is %you1lbeatthe Student Health

Advisory Committee (5HAC) recruitment meeting.

See you in Ashe, Room 414.

Arthur Ashe Student Health and Wellness Center

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PI 1771

F

ACROSS
1 Wading bird

6 Novelist Waugti
10 CumerarKi —
14 Picture

15 Actiing
16 California valley
17 Rerce predator
18 Rhino's feature
19 Qusti (out)

20 Gamr)ent part
22 — au gratin

24 1040 org
26 Marattion

participants
27 Fill up again,

like a drink
31 Strike caller

32 Ne'er-do-well
33 •— telling mer
36 Clean-air org
39 Retainers
40 Ctiili ingredients
41 Steel

ingredient
42 Windup
43 Feline sounds
44 Sci-fi role

45 Birthday no
46 Results
48 Braids
51 Roor protector
52 Covered a

roof

54 Musical
beat

59 Emulate a
goose

60 "What - for
Love"

62 Condors nest
63 Suit to —
64 Cathedral area
65 Wields a

hammer
66 "Upon my -!"
67 Chew
68 Drives away

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
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LLlSIy|sjT ElK E S RIG1 T H
5-18-01 <S> 2001, umtad FMtura SyncScats

DOWN
1 Blockbusters
2 Early Nobelist
Von Behring

3 Storm
4 Curved molding
5 Having more
moxie

6 Volcanic dust
7 tMoose
8 Typo, eg
9 Mythical t>eings
10 Foot part
11 Mist

12 Duelers' needs
13 Adages
21 Speakers'

pauses
23 High point
25 More timid
27 Plentiful

28 Sagan's "The
Dragons of —

"

29 Escaped
30 Thing, in law

34 Boater's need
35 Racer Al
36 Writer Ambler
37 Sonnet maker
38 Beattieand

Reinking —

—

40 Busy
41 Notre Dame

sight

43 Stuffed shirt

44 Crocheted items
45 Jerked
47 Mink or sable
48 Every passport

hasorie
49 Cruise vessel
50 Auto type
52 Robert of "Jaws"
53 Aria singer
55 "Yepr
56 Small combo
57 Big Island

port

58 Type of hall

61 Condensation
1 ? ) 4 > Hb 7 i^
20 ^^^HB^~ ~~

^HlU 11 12 13

1
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Classifieds

825-2221

Daily Bruin Classified

7800
Help Wanted

JEWISH HEBREW
And Sunday Schools need teactiers. Good
Jewish education and k}ve ot chiklren de-

sired. Alice Fasman:323-761-8613.

LEGAL ASSISTANT
Wanted for corporate/estate plan attorney

Starting part-time and t)ecoming full-time in

August. Will train. Send resume to Kacy. 626
Wilshire Blvd Suite 800. LA, CA 90017 or

fax:213-538-1368.

LIBRARY JOBS. Shelving and other stacks
duties. 12-19 hrs/wk. $6.83/hr to start.

STUDENTS ONLY apply at Young Research
Ubrary Rm. 11617 or call Antigone Kutay
310-825-6962.

LIFEGUARDS
Certified LQ's. Start afternoons 5/7. Also

Summer positk>n8. Get pakt to get (re)certi-

fied. Mature 18+ and good swimmer. Beauti-

ful canyon setting. Tim 310-472-7474 Fax
resume 310-476-7788.

LIFEGUARDS AND SWIM INSTRUCTORS.
Several tocal kxations. PrT-FfJ. $lO-12/hr.

Will train. 818-222-7946x11 or 310-275-7946
Greg or Emilie.

MALE MODELS
Have a great face or body? GET REC-
OGNIZED in Playgirl-style pul)lteatkxis. Must
be 18-24. Beginners wekx>me. Highest im-

mediate pay w/headshots. Paid screen test

Jeff0213-748-4555ext. "11. jwhiteOou-
nique.com

7800
HtHp Wanted

RECEPTIONIST
Needed for private health ckJb. Permanent
hours avaiiat>le. Please ask for Allison:3l0-
659-5002.

REGISTERED NURSE
For F/T physteian. In busy Beverty Hills der-
maiotogy offtee. References required. Diane
310-273-0467.

RELAX & IMAGINE
Research study especially seeking those
with panic-disorder/pantc-anxiety attacks,
though not required. Contact Chris Nikolai-

dis. Ph.D. Candklate chrisO fuller edu 626-
584-5535

MODELS WANTED
Amateur female modeOng. Gat your start In

modeling, build portfolio, gain valuable expe-
nence. Call Elizabeth. 310-318-7031 or 1-

877-479-4367. lnfoe southbaygirls.com

MODELS WANTED! FM Productkjns is cur-
rently hiring models lor print an dvkJeo work.
Excellent pay-no experience necessary. 818-
785-6028.

REPS WANTED Workls greatest summer
work. Set your own hours. P/T or FIT. Give
away free wet>sites. Start today www.Sel-
Upa.com

RESEARCH
ASSISTANTS

FRIENDLY AND DYNAMIC COMPANY
seeks P/T Researchers. Rexible days and
hours Located near UCLA. $8/hr. Benefits
available for 30+hours/wk. Call 310-996-
6701 ext. 333.

RETAIL CLERK
Technical bookstore. BNi Publications, Inc.,

a leader In technteal publk»tk)ns lor the con-
struction industry, has immediate part-time
positions available at its WLA location
$7/fx)ur starting. Flexible hours, convenient
kx;afion near 405/10 Iwys Call Martin:714-
S17-0»70 Of fax resume:7 14-535-8078.

REWARDING/FUN
Summer Swimming, beaches, horses &
more www.daycampiobs.com

NEED TO MAKE SOME PT $$$? WiU train

and sponsor assistant broker PM work.
Guarantee+bonus. BH office. Call Neil 800-
450-7585.

SALES POSITION available for internet e-
commerce company Salary+commisswn
Call 310-234-0784. Fax: 310-234-0786
Email: JobsOelectrobuy.com

NONPROFIT
MEDIA ARCHIVES

Seeks student for translation, catatoging vkJ-

eo Arabic language required. Temporary
through summer. Hours flexible, 30-40 hours
summer Fax resume, cover letter to
Anne:310-474-8773.

P/T DRIVER NEEDED
For 14-year-oW Beginning June 11th. Hours
negotiable. Mon-Thurs. 310-477-2620.

P/T FILE CLERK-medical office. Fax
resume: 310-395-2063.

P/T OR F/T Bookkeeping Position available
in upscale ftower shop. Please Call Lisa 310-
278-1988.

PART-TIME ADMIN. ASSISTANT Duties in-

clude answerir^j^ phones, light typing, organ-
l/atkxi. o1k» errands, light filing, & collating

docuT'.ento. Mus» be bright, enthusiastic, de-
tfiil-ownted. f-. abie to perform a variety of

tasks itmultaneously Send cover letter and
resume '.o ACE Educattonal Servtees,
Attn:Brian, 9911 W. PkX) Blvd., Suite PH-K,
LA CA 90035, or fax to 310-282-6424.

PART-TIME CUSTOMER
SERVICE

REPRESENTATIVE
For an exclusive fast paced Westwood dry
deaner Outgoing, friendly. Will train/sales
experience a plus. 15-25 hours, mornings or
afternoons, plus Sat. or Sun. $8-10/hour
Apply in person: 1600 Westwood Blvd Or
Cal: 310-474-8525.

PART-TIME DELIVERY DRIVERS Wanted
for Chinese Restaurant Earn $12-$15/Hour
Cal Kevin at 310-266-1183.

SERVER/H0ST(e88)
Hiring for fun & fast-paced Asian cafe in Cen-
tury City. Apply Yin Yang 10250 Santa Moni-
ca Blvd. a/f 2pm 310-556-3333

SUMMER AT THE
BEACH AND MTNS

FUN WORK WITH CHILDREN IN THE OUT-
DOORS. 7-week day program. 2-weeks
Sierra Sleepaway June 25-August 24. Ex-
perience with chiklren and water activities

$33a»-bonus/week. Call 310-826-7000 or

www.SierraAdventureCamps.com

SUMMER CAMP
COUNSELORS

Decathlon Sports Club Located in Pato Alto
6/25-8/17. $78-$92/day. 9am-4pm. camp-
jobOyahoo.com

SUMMER DAY CAMPS
San Fernando or Conejo Valleys. Oxnard,
SImi. Malibu. Misc. Instmctors & General
couns $2750-3500+ for summer. 888-784-
CAMP www.workatcamp.com

SUMMER JOB
GRAD/UNDERGRAD Psychotogy,education
or speech to be a camp akle for a special
needs child 6/25-8/25. Valerie:8 18-907-
0367

SUMMER JOBS! WEST Los Angeles day-
camp hiring energetk: counsetors, lifeguards,

and specialists. Call Tiffany at 310-399-
2267.

PERSONAL ASST
HELP NEEDED. CLEAN HOUSE. MARKET-
ING, some Driving etc. Own Car. Flexible
hours. Part time. $10/hr 310-391-2718.

PHOTO LAB: FULL OR
PART-TIME

in Westwood Good appearence required
Apply at: 10844 West Olynpte Blvd. Los
Artgeles. Comer of Westwood and OlyrrvHc
310-470-3567.

SUMMER SPORTS
CAMP COUNSELORS

Prime Time Sports Camp is now Wring for

summer 2001. Sports background and ex-
perience wortcing writh chiWren required
9:30AM-3:30PM. M-F 6/25/01-8/31/01. WLA
and Palisades. Peter310-288-4 132.

SUNSET CANYON REC CENTER seeks
ARC Certified, responsible indivkkials to
work as lifeguards and swim instructors dur-
ing the summer months. Call 310-825-1059.
AppNcatk>ns avaH at SCRC.

PRESCHOOL LOOKING FOR qualified
teactters/teachers assistants for immediate
posWons Candklates shoukt have expert-
erx» m chiW care Salary negotiable F/T
P/T avail«bier-;~iLjuiie patel 310-470-0992.'

PA" OFFICE HELP
Growing nutritk>n company. Strong conpt^er
skWs and great attitude. Resume lonoveln-
gredtentsOyahoo.com

PROGRAMMER
MS ACCESS PROGRAMMER Needed
Convert flIenfMlwr databases Send qualifi-

calkxw lo:novelingredlentsO yahoo com

SWIM INSTRUCTORS, LIFEGUARDS. Pre-
school teachers, and camp counsetors for

the summer Mon-Fri. 8-3:30. Salary de-
pending on experience. Woodtand HWs Pri-

vate School Contact Bobbie Primack 818-
348-8563

SWIMSUIT MODEL
NATIONALLY KNOWN PHOTOGRAPHER
seeks redhead. Candy O Vargas kxjk for

test ahool. WIN make 1 6x20 print poMer 310-
486-9903.

TECHNK^AL SUPPORT. Answer customer
questk>ns. Knowledge of NT emeu. websNes
helpful. CkMe to campus, flexibts hours 310-
828-9900

TWO POSITKJNS AvaUaWe In WLA offtee

Baste compmsr/bffice duties PT/FT. min
tour hours a day. Can Jerry 310-473-1333.

7800
Help Waiitcft

UCLA RECREATION
SUMMER CAMP JOBS

GREAT MONEY! GREAT TIME! We need
energetic people to t>e summer camp coun-
setors. Pay is $7.38-$11.00/hr Morning, af-

ternoon, all-day shifts availatHe CaH 310-

206-1787 Applicatkwis availat>ie at John
Wooden Center.

VOLLEYBAa COACH FOR High School
GIris. ExperierKe necessary June 18-July

31. 3 days/wk. 2hrs/day Late afternoon, 6-8

hours/wk Pay negotiable. 323-461-3651.

mrodriguezOimmaculateheart.org

WANTED: People who want to tost weight.

310-884-8746. 24 hour message

WESTSIDE COMPUTER TUTOR wanted
with specialty in Macintosh. I have an IMAC
and work in Mterosoft Word program. Call

Joan-310-474-7345.

WORK from home In the US or in an intema-
ttonal business. 24 hour message 310-884-
8748.

"BRITISH
ACCENTS"

Lookirtg for people w/British accents to

record comp>any lelephor>e greetir>gs Will

pay $l5-20/hr Contact Sheyenne at 310-

998-8818x221.

7900
HoiisesittiiKj

RELIABLE HOUSeOOG SITTER: Located
in Santa Moruca. Various times during the
month. Salary DOE. Need ASAP Call
George 310-396-4150. leave message.

8000
Interitships

MERILL LYNCH INTERNSHIP Flexible
hours. All majors, must be articulate, diligent,

and willing to learn. Experiertce in finance a
plus. College credit available.
Responsibilities include assisting with re-

search, analysis, dienl development and
presentattons. Fax resume 310-791-8801 or
email nikesh_kadakiaOml com. For more
info CaH 310-791-8832.

TIRED OF BORING SUMMER WORK?
Charge for travel. experierKie for resume,
and approximately $7000. CaH 310-234-
2603. Ask for Kyah.

8200
Teinporaty Eiiiployin»Mii

HEAD FRESHMAN BOYS BASKETBALL
COACH: Experience playing and coaching
needed. $2800-3200 lor the season 5 days
a week from 2:30 to 5:00, with a lew Satur-
day games The season t>egins in rtovember
and runs through February. Please fax
resumes onlyll Fax to 310-288-3286

8^^00
Aparttnents for Rent

IT
* PALMS •

480. 3BA LOFT TOWNHOME. FP,
CENTRAL AIRA4EAT GATED

GARAGE. SEC ALARM. CAT OK

3670 MIDVALE AVE.

$239S/MO
2BD. 2BA TOWNHOME, FP.

CENTRAL AIRA4EAT, GATED
GARAGE. SEC. ALARM, CAT OK

3614 FARIS DR.

$1395/MO

* MAR VISTA •
11913 AMMIIIMY.

11748 COURTLBGH OR
12741 MTCHELL /WE.

$129S/MO.
$129S/MO.

$134S/MO.

(310)391-1076
! C»sn House Mon^at 10.4 PM «{

Westwood Village
433 Kelton Ave
(3 1 0) 208-8685

1 Bedroom from $1225
2 Bedroom from $1700

Extra large luxury units include:

• Fully equipped kitchen

• Central tteating and air

• Extra closet S|»ce
• Wettwr in selected units

• Private lalcony

• 2 Bdroms have 2 baVhs

• Intercom entry & gated parking

'Willi 1 year lease

Iniegrated Propctty Services. Inc

Display

206-3060

402 LANDFAIR
SUMMER SUBLET

Spacious 2bdrm/2btfi on
Landfair and Gayley. 2
parldng spaces/laundry

facilities. 6/15-9/1.

$2100/mo. Renting

single/double rooms.

310-267-7780

925 GAYLEY
Wallc to campus,

Westwood. Ibdrm/lbth,

parking, unfurnished,

hardwood floors.

Available 6/19- mid-

Sept. $15S0/month.
Imelda

310-267-7169

CHEAP PALMS
SUBLET

Only $llf«/no. Larfs >•

mmd/tBmth. ForntthW,
Available Jvnmih taptl^.
l^-nla. Drive to eampus.

i-fldnnto to bosliaic.

Can 310-X04-lf3X
•abletnow#liotiiiall.coiii

LANDFAIR/
STRATHMORE
Positives ?t)ed/1 both.

living roonv kitct>en.

downtiill walk to cnnipus.

NegntivesUphill vvolk to

cnmpus negotives Upfiill

vvolk Ironi compus. globol

worming. Mike:

310-208-3260

STRATHMORE
BALCONY

OVERLOOKS
p<x)l/.spa. Fully Furni.shtxJ,

2BD/2UA. HuKe! 1130 sqft.

DSL. Mini-Dar. $470/m()nth.

Ucst Damn Place in

We.stwfxxJ, Uar-none.

310-824-2009

fUMimt
suBinmtf mimol

msisKgirimfoti

miifomi, 0001, ftii QtiA
\ti1, HU, MMflV6. fino\
issivpnionh nmon:

SUMMER

437 GAYLEY
Pink Palace Beauillul

2bclmn/2biti.

w/2balconies. french
doors, spacious. 3

underground parking?
spots, partially furnished.

l-ate Jur)e-8/3

1

$2 1 sornio Please call

Julie or Silvia at

3 1 0824-5542

ACROSS THE STREET
FROM CAMPUS!

Large 2bdrm/1.5bth,

furnished, pool, balcony,

DSL, gated parking,

Olid-June thru mid-Sept.

$1825/mth.

310-729-5556

FEMALE ROOMATE

WANTED
t« t^tn I b«^rM« iftrtMRt

f«r nmmt, WLA. iSSO/nt

fill hlf itilititi. $)50

Mtirlty. Qiitt Mtirt

tt«^«t tily.

S10-t20-2MI

PALMS
2 rooms for June

and/or July. $500 own
bath/balcony $450
share bath. Easy

parking. 6mi from

campus. Christina:

31(M15-9987

STRATHMORE/
LEVERING
FURNISHED

hedro()m/hath with parking.

DSL, Stereo, Cable.

Available mid June to mid

September. 1-2 people OK.
$900/mo. Bmndon

310-824-7435

WESTWOOD
BOARDING HOUSE
Rooms $250/mth. Tl

Internet, premium cat>le,

free local phone, weekly

maid, shared kitchen, on-

site laundry, pool table,

basketball court, piarw.

Manager on-site.

310-209-8149

V

Classifieds

825-2221

Daily Bruin Classified

47S6Jin£Y

310-208-4379

APARTMENT
AVAILABLE FOR

FAU QUARTER
and session C on Mldvale

2-bsdraoms, 1-bath. Fun

Girls. Qose to Campus. 3

Parking Spots. Call

310 824 5963

KELTON /IVE.
Ijookiii^ for l€mi«le

»iibletter<s) tor Ibdnii.

iii2lMinii/2bHi.Pan

htm. /Ivailable 0/2d
mid Sept. $920/mHi.,
$462 lo share. Can

dl0-824-0d77

POOL PARTY!
691 Levering aiKl

Strathmorc. Spacious,

furnished, Ibdrm/lbth.

Underground parking,

DSL. availaUe June Ist-

mldScpt. $1300/mth.

3 10-824-4644

SUMMER SUBLET.

424-L/^NDFAIR
Apt#16$365/month.

beginning June- 1 7th. Light airy

room, stiare w/one male-

roommate. Own bettKoom.

Cable-TV. Computer w/DSL.

shon walk to campus. Mike or

M*ch: 3 10-443-9926

WESTWOOP
TREEHOUSE
10919 STRATHMORE.

CLOSEST APARTMENT TO
CAMPUS. GREAT

BALCONY. SPACE FOR
ONE OR TWO PEOPLE.

CONTACT DAN
I10-824-7432

547 inNDFfllR

flV6NU€
OSbothmore. 6€ST
locoClonI Summer.

Furnished 3bdrm/2bth.
gigantic bedrooms otkI

living oreo. €Qsilv fits 6-

1 peoplel 8 porking-

spoces avQlk>t>le.

310-208-5655

ATRIUM COURT
PENTHOUSE
Smin walk. Need 2-3

people. July-Sept, or Jan.

Spacious 2bd/2bth.

2balconies,

parking/gym/spa. $625/mo.

Male/Femaie ok.

310-267-7714

RENT ME!
PERFECT SUMMER

SUBLET!!! 2bdrm/2bth

Bright, 1200sq.ft , balcony,

fireplace, gated-parking,

pool/jacuzzi, walk-in ck5sets.

Gas&water included! Mid-

June thru August.

$1800/mth. Call

310-824-0989

SMMEISIlin
SttiltMartatM. Walk-

licltstL1tr2iMplt.

lalctiy. Paittii

tadiilii. eMi
•llfeltffs.atsttt

31M24-133I

WESTWOOD
fi/17-7/3L/()l (negotiable).

Fully Fumi.shed. Have
own room in a quiet

apartment c-bmplex.

Parking, pool. A/C. Quiet,

re.sponsible female

preferred. Call:

310-208-8868

WILSHIRE 2-NILES

FROM CAMPUS
RrairtifilMiHnMApirtimiL

l/Mlui)(i«r2-pr«plfUtbirr

Spiriin Rf*fMi -I- lilkrtM.

AnilaMrS/2l(175/M.

pnfrnu.

Ill-ll2-ei57

, 'r
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63 I KH-TON
750+sq.ft.! Ibd/I.5bath.

Gorgeous Fumitcre! June
I 5-Auguct 5. gated

parking space, balcony.

pod. laundry. Only

$Q3:;9'month.

ginak®ucla.eckj. Cal

3 I O-QQ \'A^e>2

BRENTWOOD
One-Bedroom/One-Bath in Large-

Bright-hirniahed 2Bed-2Bath
Apartment. Living-Room. Dinning-

Room. I)i«hwasher, Microwave,

Balrony, A/C. 2mile> Irom

UCLA&Beach. Near Trancportation.

TVA'CR/I)igital-Cable/Stereo/l)SL.

Parking King-Size Bed. $900/mo
Junel-AuglO.

310-^79-1631

MIDVALE I

Need roommate to

share room w/male
in summer 2bdrm,

DSt, pool, jacuzzi-etc.

Fall lease also

available.

3 1 0-208-053 I

NOT HAUN/TEDI

SILVERLAKE
BLVD/SUNSET/101
Specious, 2bdrm, furnished,

hardwood floors. Ideal for

Holiywood/Downiown
internships.

$700/mo+depo$it.
Available 6/1-8/31. Only
responsible applicants.

323-663-8912
jbrasasOhotmail.com

SUMMER SUBLET
looking for female to

share room with

female/student UCIA in

2 bd/2bth apartment.

$475/mo, not utilities.

Nayla.

310-209-0863

WESTWOOD
Share or own room-

Kelton/Strathmore

with parking, pool,

balcony. For more
info, call Valerie

310-824-3619

WLA
Luxurious apt. Large

master bedroom w/walk-in

closet. Furnished.

Fireplace, balcony,

Jacuzzi, parking. Secure

entrance. Near bus. Mid-
lune-beg/Sept. $850/mo.

luxapart@hotmail.com

Display
206-3060
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Daily Bniin Sports

FREE NOKIA CELL PHONE
MOhmiLY
RATE

$49.99

$29.99

PLAN
MINUTES

400

120

FREE ADDITIONAL
NIGHT AND
WEEKEND
MINUTES

1.000

1,000

TOTAL
MONTHLY
MINUTES

1,400

1420

LONG DISTANCE
INCLUDED IN
PLAN TO 50
STATES

FREE

FREE
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Apartinenls for Rent

WESTWOOD PLAZA

BACHELOR
AVAILABLE NOW

$825
Furnbhed - Utilities include

Short term available.

^1 0-208-8505
HUGfc w.NGLt AND ONE BEDROOM
$900/mo.& up. One txjrm for $1250&up. On*
block from campus. 644 and 650 Landfaii
310-824-0319.

8AOO
\ut R»M)l

PALMS. 3719 Ketlon Ave 2bdA2t)ath. $1250.
ControMed access bkJg. New carpet. Upper
unit Unda: 323-848-7260 or Henry 310-428-
1305, shown by appt.

VENICE apartment 5 blocks to beach. 2
bdrms, refrigerator, stove, month-to-month.
$850 310-395-RENT. www.westskleren-
ials.com

SSSS 1-MINUTE TO UCLA

31(W«A1^19

fle UFCiR np RAM
t»r>Pnm
Afl Fl FXnfl
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BilCKEICIL
JlDMKUHDQd

-tZQ.
aH>gB7-7Wft

1 bdrm w/deck. furnished, bright, clean, se-
curity entrance, large closets, pool lyr

lease. $1300/nfX). 310-824-1830.

1917 SPANISH MISSION BUILDING. Sin-

gle. WLA. Separate kitchen, high ceilings,

wood tkx)rs, one year lease. $750/rno 310-
479-8646.
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243BDRM LARGE, bright, view. Mterowave,
oven, refrigerator, dishwasher, washer/dryer
in unit. 21 -ft. Jacuzzi on roof. Walking dis-

tance to UCLA 310-475-0807.

SANTA MONICA. Studw. $875, walk to mar-
ket/bus. Street parking, 1234 14th Street,

just south of Wilshire, avalable 9/5. Garage
for rent (parking or storage) $150/month
available now. 310-471-7073
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SINGLE APARTMENTS, $900/month. Up-
graded carpeting, freshly painted, pod, laun-
dry, secured entry, very clean bulking. 1-yr

lease, no pets. 310-208-2820

WEST lA 2bdmft/2bth/den. $1496. lOmin to
UCLA, large bedrooms, new carpet, fire-

place, dishwasher, balcony, AC/heat. park-
ing. laundry. Available 7/1. 310-253-9875.

WEST LOS ANGELES furnished bachetor
laundry. kJichenene, utilities included. $425
310-395-RENT. www.westsiderentals com

WESTWOOD
2BED/2BATH. $1800 Luxury unit Refrigera-
tor, mterowave. dishwasher, central air con-
ditioning, fireplace, intercom access. Gated
parking. Jacuzzi, laundry. 310-256-0626.

WESTWOOD
RESIDENTIAL AREA

IbdmVlbthapanment downstairs in beauti-
ful Westwood home w/private entrance Ap-
prox. 600 sq.ft. Pool privileges negotiable
$875/rTX) including all utilities and premium
cable. Will conskfer summer lease. Available
now Call 310-446-1353.

WESTWOOD 1 bedroom, cat okay refriger-
ator, stove, laundry, walking distance to
UCLA $915 310-395-RENT www.westsM-
erentals.com

SANTA MONICA PRIME
LOCATION N. OF

WILSHIRE
NEAR BEACH

$1295 1 bedroom. Hardwood fkx)rs. Charm-
ing split level. dIshwasDer. refrigerator 943
7th Street Cats OK 818-980-5900.

SANTA MONICA private room, refrigerator,

stove, laundry, near Santa Monk» College,
parking included, month-to-month $500
310-395-RENT. www.vvestsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA TRIPLEX refrigerator,

stove, walk-in ckisets, quiet neighbortxxxl,
parking $800. 310-395-RENT www.westskJ-
erentals.com

8600
Condo/Townhouse for Rent

BEL AIR guest house Dog okay fcieautiful

view, private, gated large yard. pool. $750
310-39S-RENT www.westskJerBntals.com

CULVER CITY: 2brdm/2.5bth. Furnished.
spack}us townhouse on quiet street. Great
k)catkx)l Front unit w/rooftop sundeck and
spa. $2000/mth. 310-442-1395

weSTWOOO. Wl^lre Hl-Rlse Luxurious
Condo. 1.2.43bed. $2400-$4200/month.
24hr. valet, doorman, front desk, and securi-

ty sen/k:e. All anwnities, great views 310-
470-9947.

Roofii for Rent

WEST LA: $88&SQ^knonth Looking for 1 or 2
clewi/outgoing aptmates lor own bdmVbth in

2bdrnfV2b(h apt. AvaNabie end-Juna. 3io-
477-8435, jansNne^ucia edu

9500
Roommates-Private Room

1-2 ROOMMATES NEEDED for Ibdrm. Fun.
Easygoing. 3 bedroom. 2 bath, full-klthchen!
patk), walking distance to UCLA. Beginning
August 1st. $eOO/mo. 310-824-8880

BH ADJ. Private roonVbath in 2bdrm/2bth
apt. Quiet/clean bidg, gated parking. Looking
lor clean rKMi-smoker. Avail 6/1/01.
$775+utUities. Kim 323-823-1062.

WEST LOS ANGELES- share beautiful
house in quiet neighborhood. Kltchen/laun-
dry/huge backyard Near Pico/Westwood
bus, 3 miles to UCLA. $700/nrK>nth, 310-479-
2285.

WESTWOOD: Fun, outgoing female k)oking
lor 1-2 female roommates to share
2bdnTV2blh apt! Available 8/01 or 9/01 Call
310-209-26651

WESTWOOD: Private roooVbath In
2t>drnV2bth apt. Quiet, clean buildktg, sub-
terranean parking, pool. Jacuzzi. A/C. Prefer
clean, quiet non-smoker No pets.
$800/mo+utilities Available 9/1/01 Brett
310-613-3935

9600
Roomiiiales-Shnred Room

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED. 403 Land-
fair. 1 bkx:k from UCLA. Spacious living. Fal^
2001 school year Responsible, non-smok-"
ing. 310-267-9792.

8800
Guesthouse for Rent

1 SMILES FROM UCLA- FuHy furnished
large ibdrni apt. Pool tabto^vet bar/cable in
living room, ktoal for grad smdent-faculty
$1050+utilitie8/mo 310-476-2088.

1903 GREENFIELD AVE- WESTWOOD
Guesthouse. $660/mo. Fenwle only. Sorava
310-477-5395.

WESTWOOD-Gorgeous Wilshire Apartment
Need roommate to share huge badroom. in
2bdnm apartment with two studants. Avail-
able nowf 5 min from UCLA. Students Pre-
flered. $525/mo. CaU 310-927-3293

9700
Sublets

437 GAYLEY Pink Palace Beautiful
2bdrm/2bth, w/2bakx>nie8, french doors,
spacious. 3 underground parking spots, par-
tially furnished. Late Juno-8/3i $2l50/mo.
Please call Julie or Silvia at 310-824-5542.

PRIVATE ENTERANCE. spackxjs. bright
lull kitchen/bath. Lofted bedroom. Pool, Spa
Hollywood, Cresent Heights/Melroee. Utili-

ties and cable included. $1000/mo. 323-655-
2387.

8900
Housfi for Rent

BEL AIR TOWNHOUSE
WITH A VIEW

2bdmV2t)th Townhouse w/private backyard.
Canyon views, fireplace, hardwood-fkwrs,
central AC/heat Garage. Walk to mar-
ket/8min to UCLA. WC p«s. $3000/mth.
310-276-8505

475 GAYLEY AVE Available mW-June to
mkl-Sept $450/month Ctose to campus,
Iriendly roommates & manager. Looking for
female subletter. 310-479-2235.

550 VETERAN SUBLET available mW-June
to mW-Sept. or negotiable $387 50/month to
share bedroom. Gated pariting. lull bath Call
Uly: 310-824-7077.

APARTMENT
AVAILABLE FOR FALL

QUARTER
and sesston on Mklvale 2-bedroom8. 1-

bath Fun Girts Ctose to Campus. 3 Partdng
Spots. Call 310-824-5963
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WESTWOOD VILLAGE
TOP LOCATION

1-bdrm, Juntor. $l200/month All utiHties and
one parking included Days 310-475-7533,
evenings 3 10-659-4834

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. 1 -bedroofiVI -bath.

$1,500, bright, carpet, availabie 9/6 Large
Townhouse. 1 -bedroom/1 -bath. $1,600.
hardwood-ftoors. fireplace, dinning room,
availabie 8/22. 925 Gayley 1 -year lease, no
pets. 310-471-7073.

9200
Housinq Neeirlod
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HOUSING NEEDED
Trying to rant your space in the West-
wood area or neartiy^ Have a great deal?
Easily solve your rental proMem v«th one
simple cai*. Avdd Iha hassle of renting 3
UCLA students are seeking an apart-
ment, house, guesthouse or condo to
share (2+2 or 2+1.5) to move in late

Juna/earty July, lyr lease ok. Must In-

clude 2 parking spaces and be raason-
aWy priced. Please caN Slaphania:3l0-
702-6455 (Leave message).

8^00
ApnrtnKMits for Runt

AVAILABLE FOR SEPT
LUXURIOUS STUDIO. Fabutous buikJing.
Full kitchen, bath Yard Laundry, poo«/)acuz-
zi. Periling, gym. billiard. One-year lease
$975 310-208-1880

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. 142BEDROOM
$895aUP LARGE UNUSUAL CHARM
SOME SPANISH STYLE W/HARDWOOD
FLOORS ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS
310-839-6294.

BRENTWOOD, $1625, 2bd/2bth, tower, 2-

patk>s, refrigerator/stove, carpet/drapes,
parking, laundry, no pets, near UCLA, by
appt. 11728 Mayfieto»2

. 310-271-6811.

HUGE APARTMENT
Sepulveda/Vanice. Oakxxiy. walk-in ctosei,

pod. Jacuzzi, sauna, Oym, Tennis Couds
Gated 2-car parking $87S/mo. AvaNaWe
June 4. 310-636-9141.

•WESTWOOD VILLAGE, MIDVALE N OF
LEVERING LARGE 1 AND ^-BORM APT.
GARDEN VIEW. DINING ROOM, UNIOUE,
CHARM FRONT AND REAR ENTRANCE.
310-839-8294*

8^00
Apartmoiils for Root

CULVER CITY spactous 1 bdmi, large ctos
ets, quiet neighborhood, large yard. resWen-
tial neighborhood. $865. 310-395-RENT
www.westsklerentals com
PALMS. Single apt from $575. 1-bdmi $695.
*600deposit 1-year lease only. Stove, re-

Irig.caipets. vert blinds. 310-837-1502
leave message. 8am-5pm only.

PALMS: IbdmVlbth $925/mth
Stove/ref /AC. gated parking. Intercom. Ja-
cuzzi, large ctosets. 1/2 btock to UCLA bus
Kay: 310-842-9127

SANTA MONICA great location (lower),
unhimished. 1 bdmo, 1 bath 5 min to beach.
ReMgerator. stove. bakx>ny. $900 310-395-
RENT. www westskJerentals.com

SANTA MONICA OCEAN VIEW. One bed-
room unfurrushed/furnished apt. $2000-
•3800. Luxury 2*1 bedroom. fumMlwd
$4000. Walk to 3rd Street PromenadeAPier
310-399-3472

MAR VISTA apartment. 3 bedrooma, 2
baths, laundry, balcony, parking Inckided
New EvyytfUngl $1.275. 310-395-RENT

A/

WESTWOOD VILLAGE: 2bdnn1/bth-
$2000. 10919 Strathmore Furnished Ibdrm-
$1350- 547 Landfair. 1 year lease. No pets.
Available Sept. 310-471-7073.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE: Furnished bache-
lor, $725, no partcing. Unfurnished 1-bdmi
$1400. garage, lyr lease, no pets. Avail
Sept. 10990 Strathmore 310-471-7073.

WESTWOOD. Bachetor. $795, utWUes pakJ.
no partdng. 1 -bedroom. $1400, 3-car park-
ing, 10943 RoeWing. 1-year lease, no pets.
availat>le July. 310-471-7073.

WESTWOOD 2BDRM/2BATH $1450 AND
UP TILE KITCHEN, STEPDOWN LIVING
ROOM. HIGH CEILING CHARM 1 MILE BRENTWOOD F/NS/NP. Females OOlv BedSOUTH OF WILSHIRE SOME W/BAL- bathAfuH access to large. beauWul home'
CONY310-83»8294. Share w/famity. $750. 310-395-0823

FEMALE ROOMATE WAffTED to Share 1
bedroom apartment for sunwner. WLA.
$330/mo plus haM utilitiee. $350 security
(3u>et mature student only. 310-820-2663.

FEMALE SUBLET needed Fall Quarter and
roommate needed for next year. CaH 310-
267-9725 for Lill ltanOucla.edu or
Dina/Alyssa 310-267-9609.

HOT GUYS NEEDED
Looking for guys to share an apartment with
this summer. Must be hot. Must be down
Cal lor inien/iew: 310-592-0462

RENT ME!

LAW STUDENT seeks summer sublet; 412-
731-2030; lee_kim_usaOyahoo.com; June
Ist-August 23rd; Private $800-$1100.

OUTGOING FEMALE JUNK3R needs pri-

vate room for 01/02 $cIkx)I year. Will pay
$650. Prefer female housemates. Email:
wardOuda.edu

9400
Room for Rent

PERFECT SUMMER SUBLETIII
2bdrm/2bth. Bright. 1200sq.ft.. bateony. fire-

place. galed-part(ing. pool/Jacuzzi, wak-ln
ctosets. QasAwaier indudedl Mkl-June Ihoi
August. $1800/mth. CaH 310-824-0889

SUMMER SUBLET- Need an apartment?
Share a race one on Kelton and OphIr tor
$650/mth. AvaNabie June I5th. CaM Ryan or
Josh 310-208-0210

WESTWOOO. Across UCLA, upacato. one
and two bedrooms, fuR-Michen. ak condi-
ttoned, parking, one year lease. 445 Land-
falr Taking reservattons 310-824-1969.

WESTWOOO. Walk to UCLA. 2bdrnV2bth.
gated partdng. rooftop spa. quiet bulking!
accepting resenrattons for Fall. $1895-
$2275. 512 Veteran . 310-208-2656.

WLA/PALMS
APARTMENT RENTALS
CALL 4 FREE LISTINGS

AND SPECIALS
Bachetoia/8lngles-eome w^tHMes paM.
pool, gated. $650-725. ibdm) $0O5At|),
many w/llrapiaoea. kixury and more. 2bdrm
$i3e5-$ir96. many wfttshwaaheia. balco-
ny. A/C and mora. CaN for free Nsilng:3l0-

PRIVATE GUESTROOM WEST-
WOOOWALK UCLA- beautNul house ^ifpti-

vate entrance^Mth/backyard. Laundry/Kltch-
en prtvNeges. N/S female tenant. $786^tili-
bes. 310-448-9566.

SUMMER SUBLET CLUB CALIFORNIA
Beginning June 19th. Female to share room
in 2bdmfV2bth apt. Bateony, pooVspa, gym.
partting. Kasey 310-443-1461.

SUMMER SUBLETTERS WANTED at 515
KeAon for spactous 2bed/2baih. Balcony
pool, free DSL, gas. H20. partckig. $21 so'
($533/pefson). Eamon:310-208- 11 64.

VENKJE. 8/16 through 8/30 Furnished room
In 3bdmi house. Yard. spa. washer/dryer
Dog-tover. Graduate student preferred
$700/mo4^illties. Amy 310-822-9307#2

ROOM FOR RENT m privala houaa. Share
Mtehen. shere bathroom. Ideal tar student
UdMlas pant. tBaOfmo. Btoe-bus to campus
310«»4798.

SANTA MONICA
HOUSE 2 bed^ bath available. Ocean view
$700/room-obo. Female preferred Available
June 1 Limited lease 3-8months 310-393-
6254

WANT TO SUBLET FOR THE SUM-
MER? Reach thousands of potential
roommates for free. www. west-
skJerentals.com 310-395-RENT

WANTED: Quiet male graduate Student.
Lovely tunHahed bedroom w/mtorowave and
IrUge, A/C. near bus. Lease, qutot. referenc-
es. $50(V)rno-utlltHa Wtdudad. 310-312-
0889

9800
ViiCMtion Rnntnis

BEAUTIFUL. SPACIOUS YOSEMITE
HOME surrounded by taH pines. Ctoee to
•vefyWng. Fu«y Equ^oped. 5000' slevaHon
undadt. raaaonaMa rates 818-785-1008.
www.yoeemlte.lsiovelycom

THROWERS
From page 26

out missing a beat.

"I hate him," he said.

"I don't hate him as an athlete.'

Ames rejoined with a laugh. "I just

hate him as a person."

But they can be serious loo.

"It's not so much of a rivalry,"

Ames said. "We really push each
other. We really feed off each other's

success."

Venegas also recognizes the team
unity and fun spirit.

"They have good senses of humor.
They do kid each other a lot; there's a
lot of banter going back and forth.

But they get along great; they're real-

ly good friends," Venegas said. "I'm
real proud to coach them."

Later the conversation turned to

the pressures of being the best. With
so many of UCLA's meet points

lying on their shoulders, they are

exj^ected to perform day in and day
out.

"I don't know if we're masochistic

or something," Moser said, "but we
like the pressure on ourselves. When
you're in the ring, there's nobody else

in there. You throw the shot or disc

and wherever it lands is because of
what you did. I like the work ethic

involved and the self-discipline. I dig

that."

•| think both of them
have a chance to

get on an Olympic

podium in the future."

Art Venegas
Head coach

The two paused, trying to find a

better way to explain the pressure

they face. Then Ames spoke up
"We're starting to learn to use the

pressure to our advantage," he point-

ed out, a comment Moser applauded.

"Ahhh, there you go," he said.

"That's a good one. And I hate him
too, did I mention that?"

Always the banter. But when you
continue to compete with and beat

the best, you're allowed to have a lit-

tle fun.

What does the future hold for

UCLA's throwing tandem? This

weekend they have the Pac-IO

Championships. Moser and Ames
are already champions in the hearts

of the team, but a title would be nice.

Then they're off to the NCAA
Championships. And after that?

"Both of us are aiming for Greece
in four years," Ames said.

"We know wc have talent," Moser

. added. "It's just whether or not we're

fj going to bring it out of ourselves. All

i; we got to do is listen to Art."

f And Venegas believes that the

1 Athens Olympics are a definite possi-

ibtlity.

**! think both of them have a

chance to get on an Olympic podium
in the future. Whether they reach that

or not depends on how serious and
motivated they remain and how well

they handle adversity, because every

athlete will face adversity at some
poinL"

All told, Moser and Ames may
bleed blue and gold, but it's track and
field that runs in their veins.

"I would say that it is my life,"

Moser said. "I don't have anything

against education, but I'm here for

track. I'm planning to throw until my
body falls apart."

"Behind God and family, it's pret-

ty much the most important thing to

me that I do," Ames said.

Moicr and Ames are two superb

athletes who should be recognized

not only for their competitive

prowess but also for their attitude.

They give Bruin athletics a good
luime.
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741 Gayley • Westwood • 310 208-7511

chabadiS^ucld.edu

Kabbalat Shabbat @ 7:30pm
Followed by a wonderful

Shabbat Dinner.

Saturday services and
lunch @ 1:30 p.m.

COMPLIMENTARY
CONSULTATION ©g

Braces^^,
Deliver Brilliant Results^

ORTHODONTIST
SINCE 1980

UCLA FACULTY MEMBER

^gP

Dr. Nader Dayani
Member American A.s.sori;^tion of Orthodonfi>t:i

Specializing In braces for adults & children

• Invisible • Removable • Cosmetic Porcelain
• European • Traditional • Surgical Orttiodontics

•!""n PLSCOCN'TT

(310) 826 - 7494
11645 Wilshire Blvd. #802
Los Angeles, CA 90025

(949) 552 - 5890
18124 Culver Dr., #A
Irvine, CA 92715

Teeth Whitening
upper or lower

I $85°« uch

(Res- S200.00)

The treatment w« be as folows: SIOOOOO pluj
$10000 for each month erf treatment rendered
for rr^ol braces, S900.00 plus S 100 GO for eoch
fTK)nth ot treatment rendered tor removable

braces and $ 1 700 GO plus S 1 25.00 per month for
ceramte brocei S200 00 tor diognoitic study
model ond S 1 75.00 for formal consuttation.

expiration date 6-30-01

(S.1I1
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ACKERMAN GRAND BALLROOM
$2 at the door

TH^^' WEI (S.1I1 9:30 RII

THIS IS.1I) 7!

SUPPLY SERGEANT
m- Cothaitta *™»s'iS

C^rapn EvNit. Rocfc.

(310)825-1958
319 Kerckhoff Hall

cecinfoOasucla.ucla.edu

JUNGLE BOOTS

vtmTMj^im rx^m %

COVERALLS
REISSUE

1« «n«M( ttvln M«r « rain*

From Qas
SLEEPING BAGARMV REISSUE

=F $1295

REISSUE FOLDING SHOVEL
WITH PICK & ii

LEATIIER COVER ';'

$25 value . I

HAIRCUTTING WESTWOOD
NOW 11.95.

NATO STEEL
:5-2^FUEL CAN
\ ^^> / V»rv f»«awv «uty (to

$19.95 v«lu«

NOW <14.95

KHAKI SHORTS
iSSIr NOW

$^495

lOTHtW clkC
fltt*t

lAVAaAacc so sots
CAL. Oea

REG.
•29»»

'>mAf Stocic•c of ^ff

HOLLYWOOD • 6664 Hollywood Blvd. • (323) 463-4730

SANTA MONICA • 1431 Lincoln Blvd. • (310) 458-4166

BURBANK • 503 NoHh Victory Blvd. • (818) 845-9433

Tues-Sat 9-7
• Free Consultation • Perms/Bodywaves

• Colorist on staff

1st time clients 15°o off student rate

824-2711 '1001 Gayley
(NEXT TO COFFEE BEAN)
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DAVIS
From page 28

ketball camp in the ofT-season. While
at Crossroads, he received national

recognition as a McDonald's All-

American, one of several preHJollege

accolades. Touted as one of the top

prospects in the country by his gradu-
ation. Davis opted to stay at home,
signing his letter of intent with
UCLA.

Davis quickly emerged as one of
the best point guards in the nation. As
a freshman for the Bruins in 1997, he
averaged 16 points a game and tallied

77 steals, the second highest season

total in school history His 145 career

steals rank tenth in Bruin lore. Davis
was selected as Pac-IO Freshman of
the Year, but his season was cut short

in 1998 when he tore his ACL during

the NCAA Tournament.

"Because of his injury, he had to

kind of slow his game down," Silas

recalled. "He really studied the game
at that point and became more of a

point guard - setting everything up,

making the correct passes and cor-

rect decisions."

Davis recovered in his sophomore
year to snare third-team All-America

honors in 1999. But a forgettable

first-round loss to Detroit Mercy in

the Big Dance finished his season and
Am Bfttin cttfecr After nttlfP'.» eton

Brand and Maryland's Steve Francis

went 1-2 in the 1999 draft, the

Hornets eagerly took Davis, hoping
he would eventually rise as their floor

leader.

"We felt we got a player that is a

special type of guy," Hornets vice-

president of basketball operations

Bob Bass told the High Point

Enterprise after Davis' selection.

"We felt there were three players in

the draft that fit that mold, and I

think we got a special player in Baron
Davis."

Davis perfected his game by study-

ing film of perennial all-stars Jason
Kidd and Gary Payton and soliciting

advice from perhaps the best to ever

run the hardwood. Magic Johnson.
Now regarded as one of the best

young point guards in the game, his

name is frequently uttered in the

same breath as Houston's Francis

and Sacramento's Jason Williams,

generally considered the most consis-

tent and flashy young points in the

league, respectively.

In his first full season as a starter

for the Hornets, Davis blossomed,
with the help of some tough love by
his Charlotte teammates.

"Nobody was directing (any criti-

cism) at me, but they made it clear I

have to assert myself," Davis said. "I

think I've started to do that from the

point guard position and come out

emotional and supply us with a lot of"

energy."

Davis more than doubled his rook-

ie scoring average, from six to 14

points per game. He was third in the

league with 170 steals, llth in the

NBA in assists (7.3 per game) and
eighth in steals per game (2.01). He
also recorded two triple-doubles this

season in helping Charlotte compile a
46-36 record and gain only their sec-

ond ever trip to the semifinals.

"He's a smart player." Silas said.

"He's picked up the offense and he
knows everybody's position, how the

play is supposed to run. and young
players often don't understand any of
that."

The opposition agrees.

"He's a terrific young player,

extremely explosive," said

Sacramento Kings Head Coach Rick

Adelman after an early season loss at

Charlotte. "If he always plays like he
did tonight, he'll be mentioned with

all the great guards in the league."

The Hornets continue to benefit

from Davis' floor presence, but the

prospect ofwhat might have been for

the city of Los Angeles is downright
scary Homegrown star Baron Davis,

feeding Shaquille O'Neal or dumping
off to Kobe Bryant? Even the mighty
Lakers have to ponder from time to

time what they passed up.

With reports from The Associated
Press. ^ '^

'
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California's

M
nt review program

.continues to set the standards that

others want to follow!

n\ JL M

i
ERKELEY
R-C-V-I-E'W

IltMsicyJcMfro^^
14 Weeks Of Review And Testing Of

Important MCAT Concepts^f^^.^^^

lOO Hours Of Scheduled Lectnre Topics

InTlieClas5rooni^./4.f,^,

200 Hoars Of Office Hoars To Sopplemeit

Tke Lectare Topics^.4,/4,/.,f,|,^i^

20HoarsOfSipplenientalMCAT-St7le

Problem Solvinj Sessions,f^4,f^

10 FnU-lengtIi Mock MCAT Exams

Daring Tke Program^^44^4^
4SckedoledFaU-LengthMockMCAT

Eiam Testing Dates,/^,^^.^^^^^

2800 Pages Of Review Notes Covering

Important MCAT Concepts^t^^^^^^

1400 MCAT-Style Passages Witk Clear

And Detailed Solntions^/^u/^^^f^,^

Exceptional Instractors For Eack Of

The Six Topic Areas Of The MCAT,/444

Excellent Review Materials That Yon

Get To Keep And Take Home^^^^^

Application Assistance, Intemew

Workshops, And Mock Interviews,^U|Uf4,

www.berkeley'review.com

THROWERS
From page 28

the shot put at 63-fcet- 10 inches, fol- ^..

lowed by Moscr at 62-4. They are is coming up in the weightroom too

their individual gifts. He says that

Moscr is one of the strongest guys
ever at UCLA in any sport. Ames'
strengths are his speed and explo-

sive ability, though Venegas says he

eighth and 12th in the nation,

respectively.

In the discus. Moser is first at

206-8 and Ames is second at 196-8.

Nationally,
they are third ——————
and sixth.

Interestingly

enough, they

arc the only

two Americans

in the top

seven. That

bodes well for

their track and
field Olympic
hopes.

As if their

shot and discus

dominance
isn't enough, in the Pac-10 Moscr is

third in the hammer throw at 198-7

and Ames is sixth at 192-10. When
those are your worst statistics,

you're doing quite well.

"They're world-class guys,"

Venegas said. "They're on schedule

to be as good as some of the great

ones we've had here. Talent-wise

Jhey're both in that level."

Venegas points out that each has

"I don't know if

we're masochistic or

something but we
like the pressure

on ourselves."

Scott Moser
Shot put and discus thrower

On top of their innate talents,

both athletes point to teamwork as

being a key to this year's successes.

"We get along a lot better as a

team this^—^~"~— year," said

Moser. "We're

a lot closer, and

practice is

more fun

because of it.

It's like, 'Hey!

Let's go hang
out and throw

things' It's

more fun and I

think that's

why we're— doing better."

"There has-

n't been a solid throwing team here
for a little while," he continued.
"Now I think we're coming togeth-

er and showing a lot of good
things."

The fun they have in practice was
apparent in their banter. When
asked if there was any rivalry

between them, Moser replied with-

SceTIIIIOWEIIS,pa9e25
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The entire UCLA team stands in anticipation while being introduced to the
crowd, minutes before the game against Stanford begins.

Coralie Simmons (left) breaks past Stanford's Julie Gardner as she shoots UCLA's championship-
winning goal, putting the Bruins up 5-4.

After four

losses to

top-ranked

Stanford in the

regular season,

the UCLA

women's water

polo team

beat the odds

with a 5-4 win

on Sunday to

bring home the

first-ever NCAA

Championship

for women's

I water polo

Photos by Dave Hill/Daily Bruin Senior Staff During the first half, goalkeeper Jamie Hipp rises out
of the water to save a would-be goal for Stanford.

UCLA's Eleanor Murphy reacts to a shot by
Stanford during the second half on Sunday.

I»l^
ie> ^^%i' ''-^,.
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^.:^

Women's Water Polo Head Coach Adam Krikorian gets thrown In the water by team
members when the clock winds down and the buzzer sounds, signifying their win.

Senior Corali* Simmons tastes the defense of Stanford's Margie Dingelde
on her way across the pool during the first half of the game.
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Check out the photo essay

of the women's water polo

team's NCAA championship.
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Scott Moser ana Dan Ames
form a superstar throwing

tag team for the Bruins

ByGtonWtrtMnftan
Daily Bruin Contributor

For junior Scolt Moser and

redshirt freshman Dan Ames, the

numbers speak for themselves. In

the Pac-10 conference, they are

the best shot put and discus

throwers. In national rankings,

they are close.

UCLA is No. 3 in the

in 1-2 in discus at the Cal-Nevada

Championships two weeks ago.

Arty tetnn wouio be thnlted to

have one competitor of that cal-

iber. UCLA is lucky enough to

have two.

Men's Head Coach and
Throws Coach Art Vcncgas has

nothing but praise for his two stel-

lar athletes.

"Scott's been the leader of the

program. He's been at a nationallAAF/USATF Team Power
Rankings, thanks in large part to level from beginning to end, and
these two. At the team's recent we can't say that about anyone
meet against USC, Moser and

Ames accounted for 20 of

UCLA's 81 points - nearly one

quarter of the entire team's

points.

Simply put, the two dominate.

Together Moser and Ames

else. He's been highly ranked all

the way through."

"Dan has been the big break-

through guy," Venegas contin-

ued. "He's one of the best fresh-'

man in the country. He is the best

combined thrower in the country,

MARVCI€CEKA)«ily B»uin Swkh St*«

Throwers junior Scott Mos*r and redshirt freshman Dan
Am*s dominate the Pac-10 in the shot put and discus.

placed 1-2 in the discus and the shotanddiscus, for freshman."

shot put in three regular season Ames is the Pac-10 leader in

meets. On top of that, they came ______^
See TNIOIVEIIS, pa^e 26

UCLA's lightweight eight takes silver at Visitor's Cup
W.CREW: Team doesn't fare so

well at Pac-lOs, prepares to go

to New Jersey for final regatta

By Scott SdMiltz

Daily Bruin Staff

The UCLA women's crew team overcame a

strong headwind on Lake Natomas to Mow past

most of the competition at the Pacific Coast
Visitor's Cup in Sacramento on Saturday.

On Saturday, the lightweight eight team won
the silver medal, narrowly losing to Humboldt
State, and the novice team came in first in its

division, edging out UC San Diego.

"It was glorious crossing the finish line know-
ing we're among the best in the west," senior

Delia Lucas said. "With the strong headwind,

the race seemed a lot longer than it actually

was."

This was the final visit for the Bruins to the

PCVC as a dub team. Next season, the Bruins

will be a varsity team.

Head Coach Guillermo Lemus was thrilled

with the improvement the team showed at this

year's regatta.

"They've achieved so much in one year. We
went from no medals last year to sixteen medals

this year. That's progress," he said.

On Sunday at the Pac-10 championships, on

the same lake, the Bruins got a preview of what
it will be like to compete in the Pao-IO next year.

Washington won the regatta, followed by
USC and Cal. As one of the few club teams in a

competition loaded with sponsored teams,

UCLA did not get past the opening heat.

Despite the anti-climactic finish to their

weekend, the Bruins were pleased with their

overall performance.

"These girls worked so hard this season, and
1 am so proud of each and everyone of them,"

Nell Shuttleworth team captain said.

The lightweight eight team has one more
regatta this season. The team will compete at the

intercollegitte Rowing Association Nationals

in Cherry Hill, N J . on May 31-June 2.

Q: Who is Peter Dalis?

A: "Is he related to (KABC meteorolo-

gist) Dallas Raines?"

-Anish Dube, first-year neuroscience stu-

dent

A: "Was he the guy on 'DaHas?*"

-William Bibbiani, second-year unde-
clared student

A: "Sounds like a friggin' porn star - like

Peter North."

-AJ Signorclli, second-year biochemistry

student

Q: Wkat is a iibero?

A: "Sounds like libido."

-Anish Dube, first-year neuroscience stu-

dent

A: "Something from lacrosse."

-Becky Mangold, first-year undeclared

student

A: "I think it's the Latin word for free.

Something to do with freedom?"

-Tobias Clemens, freshman tennis player

A Uheio i.s J dejensue position pia

|h NCAA men's volleyball

Q: Who is nicknamed ''He Hate Mt?"
A: "I don't know, someone famous.

George Washington?"

-Tobias Clemens, freshman tennis player

A: "That one guy from the Hitmen. The
Las Vegas Hitmen. I know that guy. 1 know
my XFL."

-AJ Signorelli, second-year biochemistry

student

H.v i.s nicknamed "He HateM
Compiled by Diamond Leung and Greg
Schain, Daily Bruin Contributors.

Former Bruin sHnes as Hornet point guard

The AtMcM«d Pt9n

Charlotte's Baron Davis (right) dunks over

the Milwaukee Bucks' Ervin Johnson.

DAVIS: Burgeoning star

is turning heads in NBA
after two years at UCLA

By Wm WMImioi'ii

Daily Bruin G)ntributor

The greatest moment in

Charlotte Hornets history almost

never happened.

Flashback to Draft Day 1999.

Rumors abound that the Los
Angeles Lakers are shopping All-

Star forward Glen Rice in an

attempt to move up to the draft's

second pick, with which they would

select UCLA sophomore Baron

Davis. The
Lakers ulti-

mately pass,

and Davis

falls to a

relieved
Charlotte at

number
three.

Fast for-

ward to the

2001 NBA
Playoffs, and the sixth-seeded

Charlotte Hornets' stunning sweep

of the third-seeded Miami Heat.

The X-factor in the easy scries vic-

tory, one of the biggest surprises in

NBA playoff history, was the

impeccable performance of guard

WHERE ARE

THEY NOW?

Baron Davis, whose embarra.ss-

ment of counterpart Tim
Hardaway was the difference in a

matchup of otherwise equally

matched teams.

Davis averaged 20 points and
five assists in three blowout wins

over the Heat, fueling an improba-

ble run to the Easter Conference
.semifinals against the Milwaukee
Bucks.

While the Lakers did all right

after passing on Davis (winning an

NBA championship, in their

defense), Davis' impact on Hornet
baskelhall has been a godsend for a

team historically spurned by big

name talent. Larry Johnson,

Alonzo Mourning, and, coinciden-

tally. Rice are among the star

bailers who have previously asked

out ofCarolina.

The Hornets are hoping Davis

isn't also allergic to bees.

"Baron is really maturing as a

player." Hornets Head Coach Paul

Silas said in a press conference ear-

lier this season. "He has all the tools

to become a very good player. The
point position is possibly the hard-

est to play in pro basketball and
he's got a lot to learn, but he's mak-
ing great strides

'

Davis, a Los Angeles native,

played high school ball at

Crossroads High School in Santa

Monica, where he runs a youth bas-

S«« DAVIS, page 26
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Not a 'Done Deal'

Non-HoHywood workers stiU

figliting for fair employment.
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She Can Can-Can

Nicole Kidman learned to sing and
dance for her role in **Moulin Rouge.
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Dick makes his pick

Mayor endorses Villaraigosa as

'the man to lead us in the next

century.' NEWS, PAGE 4

Board's unanimous vote repeals SP-1,

2

MEETING: After revisions,

RE-28 gamers support of

those previously opposed

By Shauna M«cart«a and
KcHyRayburn
Dd% Bfutfl Reporters

After some 1 Ith-hour revising, the

UC Board of Regents unanimously

passed RE-28 and repealed SP<I and
SP-2 Wednesday at its meeting at UC
San Francisco.

Student Regent Justin Fong and
Regent William Bagley, long-time

advocates of affirmative action, sup-

ported the measure, along with

Regent Ward Connerly, SP-1 and 2*s

original proponent.

"(RE-28) says 'Now, therefore, be
it resolved that SP-I and SP-2 are

rescinded by this resolution' - those

are the words we were looking fqr,"

said Assembly Speaker Robert
Hertzberg, a regent by virtue of his

office. "The welcome mat is back."

Earlier in the week, Fong planned

to propose an alternative item to RE-
28, because he said the measure was
ambiguous.= But due to a ta&t-minule alteration

in the text of RE-28, Fong's alternate

item was no longer necessary, he said

after the vote.

**! want to make this very, very

clear to the students who have fought

against SP-1 that this is a huge victo-

ry," Fong said of RE-28.

In 1995, the board passed SP-I and

2 by 14-10 and 15-10 votes, respective-

ly, ending the use ofaffirmative action

in admissions, hiring and contracting

throughout the university.

A year later, California voters

passed the Connerly-backed

Proposition 209, amending the state

constitution to end affirmative action

in all state entities. Thus, the repeal of

SP-1 and 2 is mostly symbolic.

Earlier this month, the board
announced that a repeal of SP-1 and 2

would be on the agenda for

Wednesday's meeting. RE-28, in its

original form, was subsequently

released.

But whereas the original text said

RE-28 "Superseded SP-I and SP-2,"

the final text of RE-28 called the item

a "Resolution Rescinding SP-1 and
SP-2."

Also, a clause stating that some stu-

dents at the university "have
expressed pride in knowing that they

were admitted on the basis of their

own accomplishment" since the

implementation ofSP-1 - which many
students found inappropriate - was
removed.

ScelfttNTS^pageS

Admissions policy may change
PROCESS: Newest plans

allow Academic Senates

to recommend revisions

eyMweiicRfdiMnb
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

RE-28 may comply with

•Proposition 209, but it could still pro-

vide a back door for UC's Academic
Senates to tadcle problems with diver-

sity in admissions.

The SAT I, Advanced Placement

scores and minimum GPAs in admis-

sions could theoretically be no more.

When SP-1 passed in 1995, the use

of race, gender and ethnicity in admis-

sions was deleted from UC policy.

Section 4 ofSP-I allows personal hard-

ships to be considered in the admis-

sions process provided the applicant is

academically eligible, largely weighted

by GPAs and SAT scores.

After the adoption of SP-I and 2,

African American and Native

American enrollments dropped by
more than 50 percent between 1995

and 2000 REr28 counters SP-1 by giv-

ing Academic Senates the opportunity

to recommend revisions to UC admis-

sions policies.

"I'm sure when the senate gets a

hold of it, it'll be turned inside out,

upside down and carefully looked at,"

said John Edmond, vice chair of the

Academic Senate. "The fact that

admissions is back in the senate where
it belongs is a big move."

Many view RE-28 as merely sym-
bolic since Proposition 209, a
California initiative which bars affir-

mative action, is still in place. But the

power reinstated to faculty may prove

to be more than symbolic, said Board CATHERME AJU/DatK Brutn

Christina Navoa, a fourth-year UC Riverside student celebrates the
repeal of SP-1 and 2 at the Board of Regents meeting in San Francisco.

low tumout spurs talk of changes
VOpNG: Online method

used at other UC schools

suggested as alternative

%mkmt filnna and Marion Wisg
Daily Bruin Reporters

Despite helping to create the

Ihtemet, UCLA has yet to apply this

technology to its regular undergradu-

ate student elections - a step that

alber UCt have already taken.

With only about 20 percent of

ndergraduate students voting this

jpcar - the third-lowest total in more
•an a decade - it could be time to

arek alternative methods of voting,

aid Elections Board Adviser Mike
Cohn.

**I believe that if the elections were
inline, there would be higher num-
fcers," said Cohn, who has served as

E-Board adviser for 12 years "It

«K)uld be far more convenient for

undergraduates at UCLA. Also, can-

didate statements can be made readi-

S«c nNMOtfr, |»a9« 10

Women's groups demand
apology from Bruin for ad
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RALLY: Editor says paper

doesn't keep unpopular

views out of publication

ByScoCtI.WMl9
Daily Bruin Staff

Women's rights groups on canv
pus will hold a rally Friday against

an ad placed in the April 18 issue of
the Daily Bruin by the Independent

Women's Forum.

The ad listed the "Ten Most
Common Feminist Myths," indud-
ing arguments that rape statistics,

salary disparities between men and
women and empowerment through

women's studies departments have
been inaccurately depicted.

Members of the UCLA
Clothesline Project plan to con-

verge with the Coalition for the Fair

Representation of Women in

MeycrhoflT Park at noon Friday to

demand The Bruin apologize for

and retract the ad.

"We want them to retract the

publishing of this ad," said Christie

Scott, executive co-chair of the

Gothesline Project. "We do want
an apology, but most of all we want
this not to happen again."

Daily Bruin Editor in Chief
Christine Byrd said The Bruin is

not in the habit of shutting unpopu-
lar opinions out of the paper.

She said the paper is not respon-

sible for checking the veracity of
ads.

**We run ads for weight-loss

products, but that doesn't necessar-

ily mean that we endorse them," she

said "I really expect intelligertt peo-

ple across campus to see the ad for

what it is."

Scott said after Clothesline lead-

ers met with representatives from
The Bruin and voiced concerns
about the ad two weeks after it ran,

no actioiiWW taken by the paper.

Sm AiVHrnSBHDn', page 10
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College Briefs
Drunk rioters damage
Ohio State's reputation
COLUMBUS - Riots and drunken distur-

bances in the Ohio State University community
have seriously blemished the university's reputa-

tion and may resuh in lower enrollment,

decreased business opp>ortunities and a lower

quality of life for off-campus residents, according

to city officials.

"This is incredibly destructive for the nei^bor-
hood," said MiKe Brown, spokesman for Mayor
Michael B. Coleman. "These riots are a big nega-

tive. It's a black eye nationwide for the city and the

university."

There have been five riots or disturbances since

last April that have resulted in police action to

clear the streets, the most recent being two April

29 riots and one on April 21. The majority of the

riots have occurred in the south campus area.

Graduation garb made
by prison laborers
SEATTLE - The producer of graduation caps

and gowns for colleges and universities across the

nation, including the University of Washington,

used prison labor to sew its products during the

1990s.

Jostens. the exdusive supplier of graduation

garb to UW students, has since moved all its pro-

duction facilities to Mexico.

A report by The Daily lowan revealed the

prison4abor agreement between Jostens Inc. and
a women's Correctional facility in South Carolina

in its May 8 edition. The lowan report also said

Jostens has not signed UI's code of conduct for

apparel companies.

The relationship between Jostens and the UW
is slightly different than the relationship between

Jostens and the UI. or between the UW and
apparel companies, such as Nike, that use theUW
name.

Dartmouth faculty votes

against Greek system
HANOVER ~ The Dartmouth College faculty

once again voted to urge the college to withdraw

its support from single^cx Greek organizations

by a margin of 92-0 at a faculty meeting Monday
afternoon.

The approved resolution, which was intro-

duced by ProfessorAmy Hollywood, reads, "Any
single^ex or otherwise exclusionary organization

(is) antithetical to the educational purpose of the

College and its mission to foster a diverse, egali-

tarian, coeducational sUident culture. The faculty

of Dartmouth College reaftirms its previous votes

that the College neither recognize nor materially

support such organizations."

The debate over the controversial resolution

attracted a crowd of approximately 80 students,

community members and emeritus faculty.

UW campus workers

approve potential strike

SEATTLE — With two state strikes already in

progress and one potential strike looming, anoth-

er work stoppage may aftect the University of

Washington before the quarter is over.

Service Employees International Union
District 925 (SElU/925) approved job actions up

to and including a strike this weekend by a 79 per-

cent vote. This is the first time that sector ot

employees at the UW has taken a strike vote.

SEIU/925 joins two other unions with employ-

ees represented on campus who have approved

strikes: SEIU District 1 199 and the Washington

Federation ofState Employees. On top of this, the

Graduate Student Employee Action Coalition,

affiliated with. the United Auto Workers, ha.s

approved sUike actions if the UW does not create

a contract by May 28.

Weather

Today "^riday^ Saturday

Partly Cloudy Mostly Sunny Mostly Sunny

high: 68 low: 55 high: 68 low: 56 high: 67 low: 55

.

Outlook:
Skl« will rwnain sunny after Xht

momjng low douds and fo^ bum of(

butten>pfrature$ will stay on the cool

$kif throughout the weekend

for rMt-tiine weaihetwH www.dai>ybniiB.utb.tdu

ACADEMIC
AWIiOIIWCEMEWTS

Reminder:
The deadline to drop a

non-impacted class with a

green Late Drop petition,

transcript notation and $13 fee

is June 8.

WHArS BREWING

Today 7 a.m.
L&S Counseling

Academic woriuhops

• Rhodes/Manhan/MitdieH

scholarship workshop
* All workshops held in

203 Covd Comnions
To sign up, call 206^685

8 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Clothesline Project

Qothesline Project display

Schoenberg and PtrloffQuads

267-7673

lOajfi.

Developmental Disabilities

Immersion Program (DDIP)

information meeting

Powdl 270 (Media Lab)

Applications due May 22

825-1627

ddip<^cla.edu

11 a.m.

Women 4Change

Women 4Change festival

Bruin Plaza

825-3871

12pjn.
English Dept. marathon reading

Fund-raiser reading - Charlotte

Bronte's "Jane ^rc" and Jean

Rhys' "Wide Sargasso Sea"

Rolfc H^ll Courtyard - ends Friday

at noon

82M945

4:15 |un.

LAS Counseling

Academic workshops

• Alteroadves to Medical School

* Careen in Business

• Subject to Dismissal (STD)
* All workshops held in

203 Covd Commons
To sign up, call 206-6685

5 p.m.
Alumni Center

Prfr-'nUce Back The Night reception

James West Alumni Center

206^545

UCLA Chinese Cultural DanceQub
Men's class

218Bradky

6 p.m.
Campaign to end the death penalty

Exonerated death row innuite Darby
Talis speaks

BuncheHall2209A

7pjn.
LAS Counseling

Academic workshops
• Succeeding at Writing

• All workshops held in

203 Covd Commons
To sign up. call 206-6685

730 p.m.
UCLA Dept. ofEthnomusicology

Music of India ensemble

Schoenberg Hall

Vie^vpgfflt i6

A rts & Entertainment 10

Bruin Movie Guide 2 ^

Classifieds 27

_2£Crossword Puzzle

Compiled from University Wire reports.
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WORKING
out the

WORDING
RE-28: UC regents happy

with final phrasing, think

more minorities will apply

By Shauna Mecartea

andKdyRaytNim
Daily Bruin Reporters

The item tiiat passed Wednesday at

the UC Board of Regents meeting was

the result of a long and arduous
process.

Regents worked around the dodc
this past weelc trying lo come up with

an item that would pass by a significant

majority.

**! haven't slept for three days," said

Student Regent Justin Fong at the

meeting. "Amendments were made
through the night until today."

But the process began before that

Since the passage of SP-I and 2, which

ended the use of affirmative action in

the UC system in 1995, students, facul-

ty, politicians and others have demand-
ed that the regents add the measures to

the agenda for a revote.

At UCLA, protests against the

r^ents' only two "standing policies"

included one in 1995 of 3,000 that

.

flowed into Wcstwood, one in 1998

that got 89 students arrested and one
this March that included 1,000 people.

After sw years, the original wordiilg

of item RE-28 upset many long-time

activists and some regents, even though

it was designed to resolve the future

admissions policies and dear the UC's
rq)utation of not being a wdcoming
institution to minorities.

Fong announced last week that he
planned to propose a substitute

nuHion, daimtng that RE-28 failed to

comply with the demands of students

^ ^ ^ ^
oMtlMUniwntty

ofCaHfomia

Mitfofiin.vie

state

^i''*'^^

State Assembly

Speaker Robert

iwrtBMf^'

Assemwyman
Marco Firebaugh

introduce ACR 21

MUngtheUC
Regents to rapeal

Sl»-1

ACR 21 adopted

as a resolution

TextofRE-2f

released,

stating it wiH

'supersede'

SP-U

The night before

the meeting,

the regents reword

RE-28 to 'rtsdnd*

SP-1,2

UC Board of

Regents

unanlnnouily

repealsSM.
SP-2; passes

RE-2S

AliMM^ROMN/baiyiruin

and faculty members. tong-time opponent of SP- 1 and 2.

"We need a full repeal of SP-I and Regent Ward Connerly, who spcar-
2," Fongaaid last week. headed the end of afTirmative action

Fong's proposal stated that "the with SP-1 and 2 and Proposition 209,
Board of Regents resdnds Regents' said that RE-28 was revised "to do

CATHEWNE JUN/Diiy BrUn

Regent Ward Connerly, who spearheaded SP-1 and 2 to ban affir-

mative action In the UC system, voted for their repeal Wednesday

Policy SP-1 and SP-2," while the lan-

guage in the first public draft of RE-28
called for the "replacement" of SP-1

and 2, and then later read "supersede."

Both complied with Proposition

209, the 1996 state voter initiative 4hat

ended the use of afTirmative action for

all state^unded entities.

At the time, other regents said

Fong's proposal was redundant.

"Supersede means the same thing as

resdnd," said Regent William Bagley, a

what is best for the University of
California."

"For several weeks (Regent Judith)

Hopkinson and I exchanged versions

ofwhat would become RE-28 to have it

pass with a majority," Bagley oontirv-

ued.

Other regents said they realized that

since the repeal would mostly be sym-

bolic, because Proposition 209 super-

sedes SP-I and 2, the regents shouki do
their best to comply with what

California wants.

"How we said it created the symbol-

ism," Hopkinson said. "When I

redrafted that resolution 1 did that with

that in mind."

The regents were pressured by
Fong, student activists and by
California state legislators, who passed

ACR-21, a resolution that requested

that the regents repeal SP-I and 2.

Since RE-28 was reworded to state

'Yepeal" instead of "replace" or "super-

sede," Fong sak) he decided to not pro-

pose his substitute motion.

"I was satisfied with the language

and it contained the prindpies which I

desired so I dedded not to present the

motion," Fong said. "The end result is

what counted."

But Connerly said it didn't really

matter to him whether the item said

"Supersede" or 'Yesdnd."

"I would have never voted on an
item that would in any way ever bring

back preferential treatment on the

basis of race to UC admissions,"

Connerly said.

Fong said the unanimous vote will

encourage more minorities to apply

and was content - though exhausted -

after the item's passage.

"I just want to sleep now," he said.

Speaks Out
The UC Board of Regents unanimously passed RE-28 Wednesday, rescinding SP-1 and 2 from the board's policies. Why did you support RE-28?

Albert Carnesale

UCUChancHlor
WMuConntriy

Regtnt

"The iMMage of RE-28 is

an ideal outcome, and I am
delighted. It is important

for the regents to come
together and have consen-

sus."

Odessa Johnson

Recent

"It was the right thing to

do to salvage a good work-

ing relationship in this

board for an item that has

no substance."

"I felt that we no longer

neededSP-land2. It's

been a bone of contention

with many students. RE-28
removes the stigma in the

minds of students that the

UC started the downslide

of civil rights."

f

I

Justin Fong

Student Regent

Judith Hopkinson

Regent

William Bagley

Regent

"SP-1 and 2 hung over

the university like a dark

cloud. With the passage of

RE-28, 1 think the number
of minority students will go
up. Hopefully, more will

apply and hopefully more
will come."

"I believe there was a

very bad perception that we
were not welcoming to

minorities and we needed to

correct that, and we did."

"It's going to tell the rest

of world, not just UC stu-

dents, that we are no longer

the sponsors of a political

movement."

Compiled by Shauna Mecartea and Kelly Raybum,
Daily Bruin Reporters. Photos from Daily Bruin file.
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ENDORSEMENT: Outgoing

mayor says candidate will

lead city into next century

By Erica Wcmcr
The Associated Press

Mayor Richard Riordan endorsed

Antonio Villaraigosa's bid for mayor
Wednesday, calling the former state

Assembly speaker an effective leader.

Villaraigosa, who would be the

city's first Hispanic mayor since

1872, was introduced by Riordan in

Spanish as the "nuevo alcalde de la

ciudad de Los Angeles."

Riordan's decision ended fierce

lobbying by Villaraigosa and his

opponent, longtime City Attorney
James Hahn. to secure the endorse-

ment before the June 5 runoff.

"Antonio Villaraigosa is the man to

lead us in the next century because his

: story is ottr story, his hope a our

hope, his love of Los Angeles is our
love of Los Angeles," Riordan told

cheering Villaraigosa supporters out-

side City Hall.

"Mayor Riordan, we may come
from different parts of the City of Los
Angeles," Villaraigosa said, Svc may
even come from different political

parties, but deep down in the heart of

our souls, we share the same tough-

minded Approach to fighting crime,

reforming our schools, creating jobs,

and delivering for all of the people."

Riordan is a Republican and both

candidates in the nonpartisan race

are Democrats.

Few inmates request tests

that could exonerate them

The Associated P»ess

Los Angeles Mayor Richard Riordan (left) endorses mayoral candi-

date Antonio Villaraigosa Wednesday outside of City Hall.

Hahn expressed his disappoint-

ment at the mayor's decision. **l think

he made a mistake here," he told a

City Hall press conference.

Hahn also said the prhnary elec-

tion showed his support is more
broadly based than Villaraigosa's.

•"Except for the Latino communi-
ty, I won the majority of the vote in

every other ethnic community in

April, and I will again in June," Hahn
said.

**! think that many Latino voters

are tired ofsomebody saying they are

going to vote for somebody just

because of their last name," he added.

The Hahn campaign said a poll of

600 likely voters Tuesday night found

that he was picking up many of those

who voted in the primary for

Republican businessman Stev^

Soboroff, who was Riordan's original

choice and finished a strong third.

"We win the Soboroff vote 3 1/2, 4-

to-l," spokesman Kam Kuwata said.

The 71-year-old Riordan, who was
prevented from running again by
term limits, has been critical of both

Hahn and Villaraigosa, describing

them as skilled politicians but not

strong managers.

But Riordan had only praise for

Villaraigosa on Wednesday, saying

"an extraordinary, effective leader

like Antonio Villaraigosa comes
around only once in a generation."

LAW: Possibly innocent

prisoners hampered by

lack of preserved DNA

ByfOmCurtis
The Associated Press

SAN FRANCISCO - Under a

new state law, inmates in California

who believe they were wrongfully

convicted can use DNA testing to

prove their innocence.

But the law went into effect Jan.

I, and prisoners have not exactly

been knocking down the doors of

the state's crime labs.

Only 30 or so of the state's

160,000 inmates have formally

sought testing, according to the

attorney generaKs oflTice. And none
of those requests has yet been
approved.

The low number may reflect the

narrowness of the law, which is care-

fully worded to limit frivolous

claims, ft also could be due to a lack

of awareness behind bars about the

availability of testing.

Lawrence Brown, executive

director of the California District

Attorneys Association, said he was-

n't surprised by the initially low

numbers.

"It was never anticipated that

we'd have particulariy large num-
bers of these motions filed at any
given time," he said.

"We're going on the assumption

this is an innocent person who has

been incarcerated now seeking

DNA testing. I don't think there's

going to be large numbers of such

inmates that exist."

And advocates agree that prov-

ing one's innocence with DNA test-

ing is tougher than it sounds.

"DNA evidence is only available

for use in cases where there was bio-

logical evidence left at the scene that

was preserved," said Kathleen

Ridolfi, who runs the Northern
California Innocence Project,

which helps inmates maneuver
through the state's complicated

legal system.

"Most are rape cases or maybe a

homicide where there was a great

struggle, and the occasional proper-

ty crime where a cigarette butt may
have been left," she said. "But, in

most cases, biological evidence does

not exist and those innocent people

cannot be helped."

Several hundred inmates have
sent letters asking for help, she said.

"I would venture to say that

(California) may have up to 1,000

inmates asking to be considered,"

she said.

The law, written by Sen. John
Burtori, D-San Francisco, requires

inmates to show that the tests would
raise a ''reasonable probability" ofa
different verdict had the DNA
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ENERGY: Partisan battles

erupt over plan; Cabinet

accepts Cheney's report

By Ron Fournicr

The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - President

Bush launched his campaign
Wednesday for more nuclear reac-

tors, oil refineries, gas pipelines and
electrical grids to quench America's
energy thirst. Democrats said his

plan, due today, would endanger the

environment and do nothing to lower

prices now.

With even some Republicans
demanding quicker fixes, presidential

advisers for the first time were speak-

ing of short-term relief from high

energy bills.

Bush convened his Cabinet to

accept the energy report from a task

force headed by Vice President Dick
Cheney. On Capitol Hill, the vice

president met privately with rank-

and-file House Republicans, attempt-

ing to ease fears that Americans will

punish GOP candidates in the nextu ft J! • I -1 >k>
The Asvxtoted Pr«s

House Minority Leader Richard Gephardt flanked by Rep. Martin Frost D-Texas, left, and Rep. Edward
Markey, D-Mass^ look on Tuesday at a news conference where Democrats unveiled rival energy plans.

Teen-ager convicted of second-degree murder
RUUNG: Jury decides

Brazill acted without

premeditated malice

House votes to

withhold aid

for abortion

rights groups

CONGRESS: Bush's plan

barely squeaks through

divided representatives

By Jandle Carter

The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - The House
voted Wednesday to preserve

President Bush's policy prohibiting

$425 million in U.S. aid for global

population assistance from going to

groups that advocate abortion rights.

The provi&ion, which passed 218-

210, was attached to an $8.2 billion

State Department reauthorization

bill, approved 352-73 late

Wednesday evening. Thirty-two

Democrats joined Republican sup-

porters in passing the abortion provi-

sion.
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By Amanda Riddte
The Associated Press

WEST PALM BEACH, Fla.

- A 14-year-old boy who shot

his English teacher to death on
the last day of the school year

was convicted of second-degree

murder Wednesday, escaping
the possibility of life behind
bars with no hope of ever get-

ting out.

"Not too bad," Nathaniel
Brazitt told his lawyers.

Brazill had insisted that he
only meant to scare the teacher

and that the gun went off acci-

dentally.

The jury had the option of
returning a first-degree murder
conviction, which would have
put the boy in prison for life

I;without chance of parole.

S

Instead, he faces 25 years to life

at his June 29 sentencing.

Brazill appeared puzzled as

the verdicts were read, frown-

ing and furrowing his brow. His

lawyers said Brazill had hoped
for a manslaughter conviction

and cried after he was escorted

from the courtroom by
deputies.

"I don't think Nathaniel can
think past the next 10 minutes,"

defense attorney Robert Udell

said. "He doesn't know 10

years, 20 years, 30 years in jail.

It's a lifetime to him. He does-

n't understand those numbers."

Brazill, an honor student

without a previous criminal

record, also was convicted of

aggravated assault for pointing

the .25-caliber pistol at another

teacher as he fled last year. He
had been charged as an adult.

The boy was 13 when he shot

Barry Grunow, 35, in the door-

way of the teacher's Lake
Worth Middle School class-

room last May 26. The shooting

happened moments before the

start of summer vacation and
about two hours after a coun-

selor sent Brazill home for

throwing a water balloon.

The boy returned to school

with the gun and got angry
when Grunow turned down his

request to speak to two girls in

his class.

A surveillance video of the

slaying showed Brazill holding

the weapon for more than 10

seconds and pointing it at the

teacher for four seconds more.

Brazill told the jury that he

had not planned to use the

weapon and that he thought the

gun's safety was on He admit-

ted he pulled the trigger, but

said his hands were shaking.

To return a first-degree mur-
der verdict, the jury had to fmd
that Brazill planned to shoot

Grunow or killed him after ille-

gally entering the school to

threaten him with the pistol. By
fmding him guilty of seconci-

dcgree murder, the jury deter-

mined that the shooting was not

premeditated.

Juror Toni Sellier, 51, said

the panel of nine women and
three men, many of them par-

ents, focused on the length of
time that Brazill held the

weapon and was less swayed by
Brazill's age and testimony.

"The 1 1 seconds that he held

the gun and the four seconds
that he cocked it - that was the

whole bone of contention right

there," Sellier said.

Sellier said the jury deter-

mined Brazill was already upset

about being suspended and
snapped when an authority fig-

ure told him no. "Mr. Grunow
was in the wrong place at the

wrong time," Sellier said.

Brazill's family, which reject-

ed an> offer from prosecutors

before the trial that called for

25 years in prison in exchange
for admission to second-degree

murder, left the courthouse
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Nath«ni«l Brazill, 14, (left) and his attorney
Robert Udell listen to the court reporter.

WORLD & NATION BRIEFS

Freeh admits to 'serious

error' in McVeigh case
WASHINGTON - FBI agents this week

have found still more Oklahoma City bombing
documents that may not have been turned over
to Timothy McVeigh's attom^s, FBI Director

Louis Freeh said Wednesday.

He told Congress his agency was guilty of

"serious error" in dealing with documents in the

case.

Freeh's comments on Wednesday, the day
McVeigh had been scheduled for execution,

came less than a week after the rqg/dation that

more than 3,000 pages of documents were with-

held from McVeigh's lawyers before his trial.

That discovery led Attorney General John
Ashcroft to postpone McVeigh's execution for

the bombing ofthe Oklahoma City federal build-

ing.

Freeh said he difhnot think the documents
found this week or ftst week would change
McVeigh's conviction or sentence.

10 candidates run

for Iran president
TEHRAN, Iran - Iran's hardline elec-

toral council on Wednesday announced the 10

candidates it will allow in next noonth's presiden-

tial election, including President Mohammad
Khatami but none of some two dozen women
who applied.

The Guardian Council, which is dominated
by hard-liners, reduced the number of would-be

candidates down from 814.

The foremost names among those challeng-

ing Khatami arc Defense Minister Ali-

Shamkhani and former Intelligence Minister Ali

Fallahian, who are both affiliated with a hard-

line faction led by Iran's spiritual leader,

Ayatollah Ali Khamenei The council gave no
reason for disqualifying female candidates who
had rcgiilcred to run in the June 8 election.

After a similar disqualification in 1997, the couf>-

cil said that the constitution made ik) provision

for women to run for president.

Genome research

snafus alleged
A researcher says he found big dis-

crepancies in a fruit-fly gene map assembled
by a private company, and he accused the

commercial venture of rushing too fast to

publish.

The paper by Stanford researcher Samuel
Karlin is the latet^volley in a war of words
involving two leading pimps in the biological

revolution: Celera Genomics Inc. and the

government-sponsored National Human
Genome Research Institute. The two groups
raced against each other to decipher the

human genetic code - an accomplishment
announced last year.

Karlin reported in Thursday's issue of the

journal Nature that half of the proteins that

would be produced according to Celera s

fruit-fly sequence do not match up with those
in a Swiss public database.

President's daughter

pleads no contest
AUSTIN, Texas - President Bush's 19-year

old daughter Jenna pleaded no contest

Wednesday to a charge of being a minor in pos-

session of alcohol, and must attend alcohol

awareness classes.

Jenna Bush was ordered to pay $51.25 in

court costs, serve eight hours of community ser-

vice and attend six hours of classes. The maxi-
mum penalty was a $500 fine and community
service.

Bush has until July 18 to comply with the

order from Austin Community Court Judge
Elisabeth Earle.

Ifshe does, her case will be dismissed and she

can apply to have it expunged from her record

once she turns 21, the judge said. Otherwise, a
warrant could be issued for her arrest and her

driver's license could be suspended.

Compiled from Daily Bruin wire reports.
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Hanssen indicted on 21 counts of spying

Thursday, May 17, 2001

ESPIONAGE Agent could

face death penalty if he

played role in executions

By Karen Gullo

The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - Robert
Hanssen, a 25-year veteran FBI
agent, was indicted Wednesday on
espionage charges. Federal prosecu-

tors said the father of six "betrayed

his country for over 15 years" and
seriously compromised the security

oflhe United States.

If convicted, he could be sen-

tenced to death.

Arrested by federal agents in

February as he allegedly delivered a

package in a northern Virginia park

for pickup by his handlers, Hanssen

was indicted on 21 espionage counts,

including conspiracy to commit espi-

onage, according to the 57-page
indictment.

Starting in 1985, Hanssen gave

U.S. secrets to the Soviet Union, and
later to Russia, by dropping docu-

ments and computer disks wrapped
in plastic garbage bags at "dead

- drop" sites in parks near his home in

suburban Virginia, said the indict-

ment handed up by a grand jury at

the U.S. District Court in

Alexandria, Va.

Hanssen 's Moscow contacts

would leave bags with cash and
sometimes diamonds at the drop
sites and deposited hundreds of

thousands of dollars in banks for

him, the indictment said. In all,

Hanssen was allegedly paid $1.4 mil-

lion.

The indictment said Hanssen pro-

vided Moscow with information

Russian groups attempt

to check sex-slave trade

T>ie AuocUted Preu

Veteran FBI agent Robert Hanssen, who was Indicted on espi-

onage charges Wednesday, Is shown In this undated file photo.

about U.S. satellites, early warning

systems, means of deferue or retalia-

tion against large-scale nuclear

attack, communications intelligence

and major elements of defense strat-

egy.

One count accuses Hanssen of
providing information to Moscow

that led to the executions of two
KGB officers recruited by U.S. intel-

ligence. The government can seek

the death penalty in espionage cases

in which a spy is proved to have
caused the deaths of United States
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TRAFFICKING: Millions of

women forced to become

prostitutes yearly, UN says

By Anna D0I90V
The Associated Press

MOSCOW - Yulia was sold into

slavery by her boyfriend.

A 19-year-old from a drab industri-

al town in eastern Russia, she had
been living an ordinary life only a few
months ago: going to college, dating,

looking for work to pay for tuition.

Jobs were scarce and pay was meager,

as in most Russian provinces.

"I met a guy and we got really

close." she said. "After a while, he

learned that I could dance, and sug-

. gested that I go abroad to earn good
money."

The agency he took her to offered

young women jobs as waitresses, nan-

nies or dancers in foreign countries,

Yulia said. But once she was abroad,

she was locked in a rundown building

with dozens of otherwomen and teen-

age girls, beaten, threatened, and
forced to work as a prostitute, she

said.

An estimated 50,000 women from
the former Soviet Union are traf-

ficked abroad every year and forced

into sexual slavery, according to

human rights groups who launched a

campaign Wednesday to end the

cruel practice. To ensure compiiance
fVom the women, traffickers usually

confiscate passports, then beat, rape

or drug the women, victims and rights

groups say.

Yulia's captors told her she owed

hundreds of dollars in job placement

fees and airfare, and that her parents

would be hurt if she didn't comply,

she said.

Yulia and other victims inter-

viewed by The Associated Press

asked that their identities and where
they worked be withheld, for fear of

persecution by the traffidcers.

"Russian women are threatened

by thousands of criminal predators

who place ads in newspapers about

good jobs abroad -jobs that in reality

don't exist," said Valentina

Gorchakova, the head of the Angel

coalition of 43 women's groups in

Russia.

The network of modern-day slav-

ery covers the world, according to

reports by the Organization for

Security and Cooperation in Europe, .

the United Nations and human rights

groups. Women are sent to Western

Europe, the Middle East, Japan,

Canada, and the United States.

Profits from trafficking in women
reach $7 billion to $12 billion a year,

according to U.N. estimates cited by
Gofehakova. The network oftraffick-
ers enslaves an estimated 2 million

victims, with between 50,000 and
100,000 women and children brought

to the United States every year for

sexual exploitation.

A few. are eventually allowed to

return home or manage to escape.

Most are resold and put into increas-

ingly harsh conditions, said Juliette

Engei, founding director of the

Miramed Institute, which is trying to

fight trafficking.

"They get trapped into it and they
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BURGER SPECIALS SANDWICH SPECIALS BREAKFAST SPECIALS

1 Cheese Burger Combo

2 TUilcey Burger

3 Teriyaki Burger

4 BBQ Bacon Burger

$4.25

$5.00

$5.25

$5.75

1 Steak Sandwich Combo $ 6.50

2 Pastrami Sandwich $ 6.50

3 Teriyaki Chteken Sandwich $ 6.50

4 Hot Dogger Speciai $ 3.50

2 eggs any style, bacon,

hash browns and toast

All Items include tax. 3.25
including

tax

All of our Burger and Sandwich Specials come with
All You can Drink and Fries or Fresh Fruit

Don't miss out on our lunch specials!

208-2424
J0922 Kinross Ave., Westwood Village
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Edward A. Dickson Alumnus of f/w Year

Jaclcie Joyner-Kersee '86
One of ESPN's 50 Grwitest Athtotes of tfw Century and Sports inustrated
Female Athlete of tf>e Century, Jackie Joyner-Kersee dominated tfie
sport of track and field for more tfian 20 years; setting world and
American records that still exist today. Since graduating with a B A in
history from UCLA in 1985. what she calls her greatest off field
accomplishment. Jackie has built one of the nrrast illustrious athletk:
caraers ever, earning the title, "Worid's Greatest Female Athlete " By
winning three Olympic gold medals, one silver and two bronze by
holding the world and Olympic record in the heptathlon and the
Amencan record in the tono jump, and 50 & 60-meter hurdles, she has
continued to live up to her mie.

Community Servica

Ernest Robies '60
Ernest Z. Robies. educator, war hero, and principal founder of the
National Hispanic Scholarship Fund has left an indelible mart< on both his
community and his profession. His most extraordinary achievement is
the formation and development of this remarkable scholarship fund
Starting the effort out of his own home in 1975, he led the organization
for twenty years, awarding $30,000 the first year to a cumuiative total of
$31 million awarded to mon than 30,000 outstanding coitege students
Under his direction, the scholarship fund was named the r^tK>ns Best
Run Chanty by Worth magazine in 1987. His legacy continues today as
ttie Fund has now awarded $50 million in scholarships

^ftnslonatAchl9v»m»nt

Eva Balcer '63, M^. '65, Ed.D. '67
As director of UCLA's Center for the Study of Evaluation (CSE) a
professor at the UCLA Graduate School of Education and Information
Studies (GSEIS). co-director of the National Center for Research on
Evaluation, Standards and Student Testing (CRESST) and a prolific
scholar arxJ author. Eva Baker has served the educational community of
California for the last three decades. She has dedicated her career to
researching methods to improve K-12 and adult educational testing
policies and practice, informing national and state congressional leaders
on urgent testing issues, and devetoping an innovative assessment
system of the highest standards.

Profassional Achievamant

Blrut6 Galdilcas '66, M.A. '69, Ph.D. '78
Galdikas' scientific work has inevitably taken on a distinctly
environmentalist dimension in light of the unpredictable Indonesian
economy and politics She herself helped to create the Tajung-Puting
National Parte, the reserve on which she has undertaken much of her
work She has almost single-handedly campaigned to save other native
areas from being mined for gokl and oil and destroyed for timber She
has, on multiple occasions, nursed t)aby orangutans back to health after
they have been abused, captured or left orphaned due to illegal trade of
the species.

Professional Achievemant

Charles Woo '72, M.S. '75
After graduating from UCLA in 1972. and while wort<ing on his graduate
research, the young Honq Kong native started, with his family, a small
toy import business, ABC Toys, in a seedy industrial area downtown
Soon, Woo tjegan to buy and renovate nearby mndown warehouses and
help Asian immigrants start small toy businesses. Today, the area is the
bustling center of commerce known as the Toy Dlsfnct. BMrond his own
personal success. Woo has been an outstanding asset to his profession
having served as President of the Toy Association of Southern California'
Chair of the Wort<force Investment Board of Los Angeles and as a
Delegate to the White House Confiarence on Small Business

Univarsity Sarvica

Donald Findley
As Executive Director of ASUCLA and Director of the UCLA Lake
Anx>whead Conference Center and Bruin Woods Alumni Family Resort
DonaW Findley has devoted 29 years of exemplary service to UCLa!
Responsible for the creation of numerous new facilities and student
"hangouts." including the Treehouse, Bombshelter Dell & Burger Bar
Kerckhoff Coffee House. North Campus Student Center and The
Cooperage, he turned a struggling student organization around
financially and built it into a thriving enterprise. After revitalizing ASUCLA
Donakj was enlisted to work his magic on a ojndown patch of property
owned by the University of California in Lake Anrowfiead.

Public Sarvica

Antonio Viflaraigosa '77
Currantly Speaker Emeritus of the Cailfomia State Assembly. Antonio has
devoted his political career to empowering each msmbar of the
communtty As Raprasantative of the 45th District, he tranalaloj poNcv
into practice avary day to raaporMJ to Una ooncama of his contmuanitor
such issues as bettar education, access to health care, mora afkMdabte
housing, a claanar artvironmant. acornxnic developmant and safar
communitlaa. (Hffing his tanura. ha has craalad the ''Healthy Familas'
health inauranoa program for cNkkhn ol the wortdng poor, foonuiatad ttw
S9 2 bHiion statewide school tecNMes bond measura and most racantly
co-authored Proposition 12. the lafgest parks and recraatipn bor>d
measure in U.S. history.

Outstanding Graduata Studant

Jen-Jr Gau M.S. '98, Ph.D. '01
Jen-Jr (Vincent) Gau is something of an anomaly in his fMd - ha is •
scientist with a wide grasp of knowladga. from biochamlclry to fluid
dynamics, who aims to apply Ns schoMrship far t>«yond tha insular
worid of scientific research As a Ph.D. candidate in tha Biomadteal
Engineering Program. Gaus projects have ranQad from work on
semiconductor process simulation and circuit dafion to DNA sensor
development and biomedical diMnoatics. H is in thalatter fiekj of study
that Gau has produced his worKl-rsfK>wned inventk)n - using MEMS-
based silicon chip technology, he has davaloped new "chip-based DNA
sensors" that will vastly improva traatment for victims of infectious
diseases

Outstanding Graduata Studant

Katharina Brand D.M.A. '01
Although she is biasaad with wortd-olass ainariance. Brand has settled
comfortably Into the UCLA graduate stupes program, b«x)ming a
valiiable member of the academic community She became a laacbing
assistant in keyt)oard skllts arKJ musicianship in 1999. conaislantly
earning high marks on har avaluatuns from Students Most raoantfK she
has produced an impressive dissertation on Mozart's Keytioird Sonatas
that combines her performance expariancas on piano and fortapiano
witft her thaoratical studies in musicology. Whan she is not busy w*m her
studies, she pnvataly teaches piano to children and young adults at all

Outstanding Sanior

Queen Nsilcan Udofia '01
As a student. Queen often rose to the top of her classes with incredible
intelligence, insight, ambition and emotional maturity. Her academic
excellence earned her membership Into the Golden Key National Honor
Society as well as the Mortar Board National Honor Society Additionally
Queen had the opportunity to Intern for the Center for Strategic and
International Studies (CSIS). a non-profit public policy research entity in
Washington DC. Furthemriore, along with her impressive academic
credentials. Queen has also proven herself an outstanding leader as
evidenced In the numerous awards that she has received.

Outstanding Sanior

Franl( Wiley '01
Frank became a Bruin in the fall of 1999, garnering a number of
scholarships including the UCLA Gold Shield Scholarship the
Communitv College Transfer Scholarship, the Distinguished Bmin Award
and the Academic Advancement Program Scholarship. He quickly
became an outstanding presence In the History department, grabbing
the attention of his professors in Intensive, challenging courses Many
have noted his exceptional writing skills, solid Intellectual acumen
inquisitive mind and Impressive originality of thought. In addition to
academic success. Frank has managed to maintain an active
extracumcuiar life.

Outstanding Sanior

Leif-Eric Easley '01
Despite his frequent travels and extensive campus involvement Easley
managed to maintain a stellar academic record at UCLA. His near perfect
GPA. coupled with his leadership on campus and service to the
community earned him the honors of the Alumni Association's
Distinguished Bruin Award. President Clinton's Student Service Gold
Award, and the UC Presidents Scholarship, and the Brulnllfe's Senior of
the Year Award Easley will graduate In June with Summa Cum Laude
Latin Honors and College Honors, as well as Departmental Honors In
Political Science for writing a senior thesis on US-Japan-Chlna relations
under the advisement of Professor Richard Baum.

Distinguishad Teaching

Michael Colacurcio
One of the UCLA English Department's most proficient and revered
instructors. Colacurcio has been descnbed by many as a "true lecturer

'

whose passion, astuteness and sheer presence has Inspired and
influenced many lives Prior to coming to UCLA in 1984. Colacurcio
taught at Cornell for over 20 years, winning that university's coveted
Clark Distinguished Teaching Award He earned his A.B. In philosophy in
1958 and his master's degree In Enalish the following year at Xavler
University ColaciKCkj received his Ph D. in English from the University of
Illinois in 1963, and specializes in the field of American Literary and
Intellectual History from 1600-1900.

Distinguishad Teaching

Glen MacDonald
Glen MacDonald began his teaching career after earning his B A at UC
Bartcaley in 1977, his MS. from Calgary in 1980 and his PhD in Botany
from Toronto in 1984 During the first days of Glen MacDonald's teaching
career, few might have predicted his Incredible success as a professor
today. As a promising young professor of geography at McMaster
University in Canada, he admits In retrospect that he tried to do too
much too fast, as students Indrcated in Ws first evaluatksns Over his 1

1

vears at McMaster, MacDonald received the Departmental
Undergraduate Award for Teaching Excellence, the Faculty of Science
Award for Teaching Excellerx» and the University Award for Taachino
Excellence.

Distinguishad TaacNng

Kevin Terraciano '85, M.A.'89, Ph.D. '94
Terraciano received his bachetor's degree in history in 1985. Ns master's
in history in 1989 and his Ph D in history in 1994 His specialty fiekjs are
the history of earty Latin America (16th through 18th centuries) native
cultures and languages of Mexreo. Meaoamei>can writing systems and
athnicity and gender in Latin America and modem Spain. Terraciano
believes that teaching does not begin and end in the classroom He
actively uroes students to visit his offtee. where many times meetings
become infonmal seminars. Ha also gives considerable energy to both Ns
graduate students and Teaching As«stants (TA).

Distinguishad Teaching

James W. Trent
^imas W. Trent has been on the faculty of the UCLA department of
education for more ttian three decades, during wtWch time ha has taught
nrwwa than 150 graduate and undargraduate courses. Trent has nwdaa
substantial impact on ttie education department In addition to teaching
grackiata students in the division of Higher Education and OrganizationS
Change (HEOC). he has channeled his advocacy for undergraduate
education into an Educatfon Studies Minor (ESM). Trent earned his A B
frorn tfie University of Santa Clara in 1955 and in 1964 he received NsPhD from UC Bert<eley. Ha has sen/ed on academic senate cross-
campus and UC committees, and was the recipient of the Department of
Educatkjn Distinguished Teaching Award 1999-2000.

Distinguishad Teaching

Brian Walker B.S. '91, J.D. '97
Walkar came to-iXXA in 1996, after taking his doctorate at Columbia in
1994 and Nvo yMty spent as a visiting fellow at McGill and Harvaid
r^pectively. Walkar racognizad Ihat culturally complex societies not only
genarats clashes ovar values, but tend to create lacunae around bask:
^^**^ quaatlons. In pari as a response to tNs poMtkari-cultural situatkjn
Walkar began a process of thinking through how such values are
incuteated and held; and this resulted in his emergent conceptkxi of
"cultivation and democratic idealism. " While WMker doesn't attempt to
incuk:ate substantive political valuaa. much less Ns own values,
rattier he tries to focus students on examining how they live their lives

^ aa
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Kabbalat Shabbat @ 7:30pm
Followed by a wonderful

Shabbat Dinner.

Saturday services and
lunch @ 1:30 p.m.

Happy S"" Birthday
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REGENTS
From page 1

Fong said the clause implied that

minority students admitted under

affirmative action were not admitted

because of their own accomplish-

ments, and that this was "simply not

true."

There is also language ending the

"two-tiered" admissions criteria man-
dated in SP-1, by which 50-75 percent

of all students must be admitted by

academic criteria alone.

Along with Fong, Lt. Gov. Cruz

Bustamante, a regent by virtue of his

office, said he would not have voted

for the item had changes not been

made. The item may or may not have

had the necessary votes to pass with-

out any revisions, Bustamante said.

With the passage of RE-28, the sys-

temwide Academic Council was given

full power to research admissions

policies and bring forth recommenda-
tions before the end of the year.

Without the 50-75 percent clause,

admissions policies have more flexi-

bility.

The Academic Council is currently

reviewing the "two-tiered" system to

see if the percentage could be nar-

rowed or completely eliminated to

install a comprehensive admissions

policy, said Michael Cowan, chair of

the Academic Council.

According to Cowan, the measures

undertaken by the Academic Council

will be thoroughly researched before

brought to the board for approval.

"The faculty always moves deliber-

ately and carefully," Cowan said.

More than 100 protesters support-

ing the repeal, who were skeptical

about the original draft of RE-28,

cheered the passing of the item after

learning of its text changes.

Many of the protesters journeyed

from UCLA to San Francisco in vans

that left Tuesday night. Running on
little or no sleep, the protesters stood

outside the meeting, chanting "SP-I

has got to go," and "This is what
diversity looks like."

One of the students making that

trip was Ingrid Gonzales, a UCLA
alumna now working in the Student

Retention Center.As a Pilipina immi-

grant, Gonzales said she understood

the struggles underrepresented stu-

dents overcame to get into a UC
school. Simple cultural differences

gave Gonzales' classmates reason to

tease her for the way she dressed or

the accent in her speech.

"Because 1 was the Asian student

in the dass» or in the whole school,"

she said.

Inside. Bagley said the passing of

RE-28 will better the UC's reputation

by eliminating the usage of the univer-

sity as a political vehicle.

Bagley asked future regents to

"please reject all who would use the

university for or against political or

ideoiogiaU advancements."

Connerly also voiced support for

the measure, but for slightly different

reasons. Connerly said he cast an

affirmative vote so that the regents

could move on, leaving the use of race

in admissions and the negativity sur-

rounding SP-I in the past. But he

added that there was nothing wrong
with SP-I itself

"We're extending the olive

branch," he said, on behalf of himself

and those regents sharing his views on
SP-1. "Hell, we're extending the whole

damn olive tree."

The basic tenets of SP-I remain in

place because of Proposition 209,

Conneriy added.

"When fome of those students

sober up tomorrow, they'll probably

realize California law still exists," he

said.

Gov. Gray Davis, a regent by

virtue of his position, was not present

at the meeting, but he said in a state-

ment: "I believe the university should

reach out to all deserving students

regardless of their race. or ethnicity. I

commend all the regents and the

Academic Senate for their efforts to

reach that goal."

Before the vote there was a period

of time designated for public com-
ment, during which students, profes-

sors, and California legislators voiced

their concerns. Most of the students

who spoke demanded the repeal of

SP-I and many went so far as to say

that RE-28 was not enough, calling

the item "half-stepping" and "too

timid."

"To whoever presented R&28: do
you think we're ignorant? Do you
think we cannot read between the

lines?" said \}C Riverside student

Martha Escobar. "The fact is that

you're not repealing SP-1 at all."

But Fong said many of these stu-

dents who voiced disapproval of RE-
28 were probably unaware of the

changes that had been made in the

item is text the night before.

Fong said amendments were made
throughout the night as well as the

early morning.

UCLA alumnus Daniel Rego was
one of the few speakers to offer sup-

port for SP-I.

"Treat us as what we are - individ-

uals," Rego said. "Don't categorize

us by race."

California state legislators voiced

their support for the recently passed

ARC-21, a legislative decision recom-

mending that the regents repeal SP-1

and 2. Many also commended the last

minute dianges in RE-28's text.

"1 graduated from UC Berkeley in

1965," said Assemblywoman Jackie

Goldberg. "And this is the first time

I've been inside a regents meeting,"

implying that she had protested out-

side of regent meetings in the past.

"I will go right back outside if I

need to - and until last night, I

thought I was going to have to."

ABORTION
From page 5

The House also passed a contro-

versial amendment sponsored by
Democratic Rep. Tom Lantos of

California that would withhold about

$625,000 in aid to Lebanon until that

country secures its borders near

Israel. The measure, which passed

216-210, also would direct the presi-

dent to develop a plan for terminat-

ing millions of dollars in other aid if

the Lebanese do not comply within

six months.

The abortion provision prompted
the most intense debate on the bill.

Bush signaled his support for

abortion foes eariy on, implementing
the aid ban by executive order during

his first week in office. But

Democrats on the House
International Relations Committee
included a provision overturning the

president's order in the committee's
version of the bill. Wednesday's
amendment removed that from the

bill.

The National Organization for

Women said women in the United

States and around the world "stand

to lose access to critical health ser-

vices at the hands of this Congress

and this president."

Democrats attacked the policy as

detrimenul to international family

planning efforts and dubbed it a

"global gag rule" that assaulted the

free speech rights of organizations

abroad. Republicans argued that

abortion does not belong in the fami-

ly planning discussion.

"I think it is important we not be

hypocrites in dealing with this l^isla-

tion," said Lantos, who also serves wa

the ranking Democrat on the

International Relations Committee.
"It is not enough to talk about human
rights and democracy It is important

we practice what we preach."

Democratic leader Dick Gephardt
of Missouri said the issue was simple

"Do we empower women and Pami-

lies across the globe with the ability to

plin for the number of children they

will have? Or do we puJI the rug out

from under these important efforts?"

\

ADMISSIONS
From page 1

of Regents spokesman TYcy Davis.

"No student now applying to UC
wt>ukl be subject to the provisions of

SP-rhesaid
Academic Senates will submit rec-

ommendations by this summer in

order to complete a full review of
undergraduate admissions policies by
December 2001

Davis said while race will not
resume its place in admissions criteria,

RE-28 gives faculty the prerogative to

challenge UC's traditional number-
crunching criteria.

Michael Brown, chair ofUC Santa

Barbara's council on admissions and
evaluations, supported SP-1 and 2.

But he said the use of AP scores and
the SAT I inhibit UC campuses from
fostering populations reflective of
CaKfomia.

"Every student who goes to high

school gets a GPA, but not every stu-

dent goes to a school with the same
number of AP classes." he said.

"Some of them don't even get access

to those courses."

UC President Richard Atkinson's

proposal earlier this year to omit the

SAT 1 from admissions is another
option many hope will be advanced by
RE.28.

'*One thing implicit in Atkinson's

proposal was to do our comprehensive
reads for all our admits," said Patricia

Greenfield, psychology professor and
member of the council on undergradu-

ate admissions and relations with stu-

dents. "Doing the comprehensive
read would mean you'd use many cri-

teria - did grades go up or down, did

courses get harder?"

Chancellor Albert Camesale said at

the board meeting that the use ofcom-
prehensive reading is already being

used at UCLA, and that sociocconono-

ic and geographic backgrounds are

taken into context.

What the term "academic achieve^

ment" means was often difficult to

define while SP-1 was still in effect.

Perceived academic achievement

under SP-I was largely reliant on an
applicant's GPA and SAT I scores.

RE-28 struck out the UC's guidelines

to admit 50 to 75 percent ofapplicants

on this criteria, leaving faculty free to

define their own terms.

Camesale said UCLA admits 55

,. percent of students under academic
adurvament, but other factors - such

, as socioeconomic hardships - are also

taken into consideration. He said the

diaates in diversity would be more
prevalent at other campuses.

"People have more to offer than

what's quantified," Brown said "We
need more work in defining academic
adiievement and move to operational-

ize it to allow us and the state to take

advantage of the talents of its citizen-

ry."

News of RE-28 has reignited

Brown's hope to see the UC evaluate

students in the context of their envi-

ronment.

"We need to take into considera-

tion the whole range of talents ofthose
applying," he said. "We need to apply

it so it's equitable for everyone."

At UCLA, Greenfield vrill be push-

ing to implement a "life challenges"

scale, which ranks a candidate's hard-

ships from one to four, four being the

most Kytrt. Life challenges may
include parents' education and
income levels as well as other personal

problems revealed in the applicant's

essay.

Greenfield gathered statistics on
students, each ranked by their degree

of hardship She found that the num-
ber of underrepresented students

increased with each level A four

would merit special consideration

By using more holistic criteria,

Greenfield said Proposition 209 may
not be as stifling to the promotion of
diversity.

"We'll step up to the plate,"

Edmondsilid. "(Admissions) was orig-

inally the mandate of the senate any-

way."
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SWC Spring Blood Drive
Mayl4J5, 16, 17&18th 4 11am -4pm

Acfcermon. Second Ftoor. Room 2414

For on appointment e-mal

goiblood9ucki.edu

or col 3 10-825-0888x2
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-UCIsA RESEARCH STUDY-H L A

Asthma
W« ar* looMng for subiw:ta 18 yMra or oldor with asthma

WHO ARE CURRENTLY TAKING INHALED
CORTICOSTEROIDS

To holp ovaluato tho safety and offoctlvonoss of an
•xporimental modlcation

© Study in¥ohrm 12 cNnlc visiu ov«r 36 w—k» ©
^ Medical Tests and CompMisation arv Provktod ^
Iff A short interview wHt be done during the initiel^

telephone cell

Call Jamio at

(310) 625-6745

UCLA
Madical Cantar

(Monday— Friday)

This study is oonducted by Drs. Donald TashMn 4 Eric KleerupJ

UCLA Student Accounting Society

19^ AnnuaCSpringMuards ^anq\

R,S.V,P, DEADLINE EXTENDED!!!
Firms in Attendance-

Grant Thornton LLP
Andersen LLP
BDO Seidman
Deloitte & louche LLP

Ernst & Young LLP
Kellogg & Andelson
KPMG LLP

McGladrey & Pullen LLP
PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP
Windes & McClaughry
Stonefield Josephson

R.S.V.P. by May 1 7th

Wednesday May 23. 2001 at 5:00 pm
Park Hyatt Hotel in Century City

Reception, Dinner, Awards and Entertainment

Invitations and scholarship applications

are available In Anderson D413.

For more information contact James at johboy@ucla.edu

IP
Tk» Conter (orWomen&Men.

a tnuted place io talk and a«k quastiaiumuMiiii I lYi
rARTY5ArE.TY

« /Upe Jrugs ^rt silent anj mvlsttk—w|)eh ViJJen In % Jrtnk,

t1>ey ina\j fee c«>?npf«tel^ urdetettatle.

- Hey ar« potent anj Jestturtne anj can seriotiskj |«rfn or eten MB.

rnotect tjourselfamd qour friends. Pease follow these safety tip5:

L\^c a Duciausijstem and chcclc in with friends frcquentlij.

2) Designate d sS^cr friend and do not leave the party without everyone

5) r our or open aH^ilKts yourself and do not leave drinlcs unattended.

4) L)o not drink anything met has an unusual taste or appearance

G.e. salty taste, excessive foam, unexplained residue).

\
Ifyou have been sexually assaulted
please contact these resources:

*UCLA Center for Women & Men 825-3945
(confidential, drop-in counseling)

^ V Room 2, Dodd Hall, www.thecenter.ucla.edu
•RapeTreatment Center

Santa Monica-UCLA Medical Center 3MM000
UC Police Department 825-1491

ncydiaP9ir
Sponsored bn tbe UCLA Center lorWomen f< Men and theUCLA Police Department
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FREE CONFERENCE
Social Services in Latino Communities

presented by UCLA School ofPublic Policy and Social Research
And the Social Welfare Latino Caucus

Saturday May 19, 2001 • 9:00 AM to 4:00 PM
Keynote Speaker: Dr. Fernando Torres-Gil, UCLA

Associate Dean, Academic Affairs

Professor, Social Welfare and Policy Studies

Director, Centerfor Policy Research on A^inff

WORKSHOP TOPICS AND SPEAKERS

Aging:

Dr Fernando Torres-Gil, UCLA
At-Risk Latino Youth:

Dr Sally Alonso-Bell, APU
Child Care:

Manuel Castellanos, Jr , LCSW
Community-Based Organizatoins:

Dr Rosina Becerra, MSW
Gangs:

Paco Retana, MSW
Health:

Dr Datid Hayes-Bautista, UCLA

immigration:
Dr. Vincent Omealas, USC

Kinship Care:

Aldo Marin, MSW
Leshian/G€^/Bisexutd/rra$isgender Issues:

La Familia, UCLA.

DisabiUtes:

Dr. Jaynie Spettcer, UCLA
Menial Health:

Dr. Armando Morales, UCLA
School Social Work:
Gerardo Laiitia, LCSW

.m:ia\()rm\(, rkiphon iMMiniMin iohowinc, im (OMiRixd
Continentai breakfast will beprovided

L

DIRECTIONS: Take 405 to Wllshire Blvd.-East exit. Left at Westwood Blvd.
Drive to the UCLA information kiosk and ask for parking in Lot #3 ($6). The
conference will be held in the Public Policy Building, look for signs.

For more Information contact

$Qqial§efvice$inlatinocommunitvQvahoo.com or call the social welfare departmerrt at: 310-825-2892

Funded by the Campus Progranns Committee of the Program Activities Board
J

^c^y,- IIk^ -%

WHAT WILL VOL

BE TiiljyjKINa ABOUT
^"//ff«.S<!*.

MN^ YEABS?

California's

(^MCAT
tiT review program

...continues to set the standards that

others want to follow!

The

i
ERKELEY
R'E-V-I-E-W

Specializing in MCAT I'reporation

Be lleriieley tewew Proridesi

14 Wetb Of Rentw And Testing Of

Important MCAT Conceptsf^^^^^

100 Hours Of Scktdiltd Ltcturt Topics

In Tilt ClassrooB,/444444,/44^

200 Honrs Of Office Hours To Supplement

Tke LectureIv^,^.,!^,^^^^

20 Hours Of Supplemental MCAT-StjIe

Problem Solving Sessions^^^^^^^^

10 FuU-Length Mock MCAT Eiams

During The Program./../^^^^^^

4 Scheduled FuU-Ltngth Mock MCAT

Eum Testing Dates^444^4,;uf44

2800 Pages Of Review Notes CoTcring

Important MCAT Concepts^ ./^./^

1400 MCAT-Style Passages With Clear

And Detailed SolutioBSf^ ,/.,f^f,f^

Exceptional Instructors For Each Of

The Six Topic Areas Of The MCAT,^UHUf

Excellent Review Materials That You

Get To Keep And Take Home^^^^^^

Ap^cation Assistance, Interview

Workshops, And Mock Interviews^^^^,

mm-wi
www.berkeley-review.com
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TURNOUT
From page 1

ly available, and organizations'

endorsements can be posted nearby."

After the Graduate Students

Association implemented an online

voting system for its elections this

year, turnout nearly doubled to 15

percent, whereas in the past decade it

usually hovered between 6 and 8 per-

cent.

Due in part to a weeklong online

dections process, GSA brolce the 10

percent threshold needed for

approved referenda to take effect, a

feat GSA had not accomplished in

more than a decade.

"We've never explored this format
and wanted to see if it was a good
alternative for GSA because a lot of
(graduate students) aren't on cam-
pus," said Emily Jarvis, director of
elections for GSA.

According to Jarvis, there were
few complications with the system,

which ran through the MyUCLA
Web site. The only problems voters

encountered was their lack of famil-

iarity with the Web site, which she

said was due to graduate students not

using the site often.

The Undergraduate Students
Association Council - which held a

sp^dai onHne election m DeccmtTcr
when Evan Okamura was elected to

fill a vacant external vice president

seat - rejected former E-Board Chair
Alex Kaplan's proposal for another

online process for its spring elections.

Council members cited security rea-

sons and the inability to prevent elec-

tioneering at home computers.

Electioneering, a common voting law

that prevents campaigning within a
certain distance of voting polls, is set

at 75 feet at UCLA.
Jarvis said electioneering was not a

huge concern for GSA.
"For GSA, the main problem is

not overly aggressive campaigning,

but voter apathy," she said. "We're all

on the honor system, and candidates

agreed not to send e-mail to voters

during the process."

UC Riverside also used an online

voting system for the first time this

year. Like GSA, it reached the mini-

mum voting turnout needed to

approve referenda, as more than the

required 20 percent of voters went to

the polls.

Sandy Wong, elections chair for

the Associated Students of UCR, said

there were virtually no problems with

the process, adding that students

were allowed to vote 24 hours a day
during its two-day election.

Another advantage of online vot-

ing, Wong said, was the short time

needed to tabulate results.

"Most of the votes were counted
immediately, but it took a couple of
hours to process the write-in candi-

dates," Wong said.

At UCR, public polling stations

were monitored by elections staff.

Though home voting was unsuper-

vised, Wong said he received no com-
plaints about voter harassment.

At UC San Diego, access and effi-

ciency were key points in pushing for

online voting.

"It seemed the campus was mov-
ing in a direction where technology
was the focus," said JeffDodge, inter-

nal vice president and president-elect

of the Associated Students of UCSD.
Voting numbers at UCSD actually

dropped 4 percent in 1999, the first

year online voting was used. The fol-

lowing year, turnout returned to its

preonline levd of approximately 24
percent.

"Students were getting acclimated

to voting at home and it decreased the

political involvement of candidates,"

Dodge said.

He added that the online process in

some ways improved voting security.

"Having online voting is really a

screening process. There's no errors

or discrepancy because you have to

put in your student ID number and
password to actually vote," he said.

Though there were concerns that

organizations with access to identifi-

cation numbers could vote in a block.

Dodge said, no such incidents have
been reported.

Like UCLA, UC Berkeley's stu-

dent government rejected implement-

ing online voting in its student gov-

ernment elections. According to

Stephen Siringoringo, deputy chiefof
staff for the president of Associated

Students of UC Berkeley, senators

cited conflicts with bylaws and the

lack of control over dectioneering.

Online voting became available at

UC Santa Cruz in 1997, but voter par-

ticipation did not change significant-

»y.

In recent years, UCLA's under-

graduate voter turnout wavered
between approximately 23 and 30
percent, with the exceptions of 1992

and 1998 - years with the lowest voter

turnouts in recent history. But unlike

this year, the low turnouts in the '92

and '98 elections had more apparent

explanations.

The second day of the '92 dections

was marred by civil unrest and dty
wide riots sparked by the verdict of
the Rodney King trial. According to

Cohn, polling stations were forced to

close early because of a city-wide

shutdown.

In the '98 dections, only 24 candi-

dates ran for the 13 coundl spots,

compared to 41 the year before.

"That year, it was a very, very

uncompetitive election," Cohn said

Cohn, surprised by the low turnout

this year, said the E-Board advertised

as much as it had in previous years.

"There were no referenda on the

ballot, so there was no major issue,

Cohn said. "This was not an overly

competitive year; there were no
runoffs. The number of candidates

was less than the number that we usu-

ally have."

Of the 23 students that ran for

office this year, five ran unopposed
for their offices. This was only the sec-

ond time in the past 10 years no refer-

endum appeared on the ballot, the

other time being 1997. Additionally;

for the first time since 1998, USAC
did not face runoff elections.

General Representative^lect

David Dahle said online elections

would have resulted in a higher
turnout.

"We don't haVc any absentee bal-

lot or any way of reaching students

who are abitwd. I see no ill effects, as

long as the security is tight," Dahle
said. "It allows people to be more
informed."

Jarvis added that voters found the

presence of candidate pictures and
statements for the GSA election!

helpful.

"If they didn't know the candidate

themselves, they could now make an
informed decision about someone
they've never seen before," she said.

According to Cohii, an online elec-

tion would be cheaper, costing about

$2,000 to $3,000 to set up and moni-
tor elections, as opposed to $20,000
for the current paper ballot process.

I
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ADVERTISEMENT
From page 1

"(The ad) was basically justified

through a free-speech argument."
Scott said. "I fed that's somewhat
cowardly."

According to Guy Levy, assistant

director of business for The Bruin,

the paper's policy is to keep a "wide-

open gate" in running advertise-

ments.

"We do a disservice to our com-
munity by narrowing that gate," he
said. "The positive side of this is that

there is healthy, open debate of free

expression and the meeting of
minds."

But Scott said the ad's language
was hateful and damaging to the

UCLA community.
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DOmLESPBML
Two large one topping pizzas for

$14.99
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(save over $10)
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$9.98
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«

Fasi Free Delivery

824-4111
1114 Gayley Ave. Westwood Village

Sun-Thurs 'till 1:00 am
Fri-Sat till 2:00am

SHAKETScommmui
^$14.49

Any medium one topping pizza plus mojo
potatoes, FREE Salad! and your choice of:

• 5 pieces chicken bnast strips or ^/^
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Per Week
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ADVERTISEMENT
From page 10

"This isn't going to lead to open
discussion," she said. "It's so violent

in nature and is presented in such a

hostile way."

Kate Kennedy, IWF campus pro-

jects manager, said IWF is the

"counter-organization" to the

National Organization for Women.
"What we see lime and again is

the laclc of truth on college campuses
and faulty statistics that we feci crC"

ates a certain form of national hyste-

ria on campuses," she said.

According to the ad, one "Com-
mon feminist myth" is that "one in

four women has been the victim of

rape or attempted rape."

Tina Oakland, director of the

UCLA Center for Women and Men,
said both the American Medical
Association and the FBI have quoted

the one-in-four rape statistic on their

Web sites.

"These are not known, radical,

feminist organizations, but are main-

stream government agencies,"

Oakland said. "There is no slicker

way to run a campaign of misinfor-

mation than to attack well-docu-

mented facts by casting them as

biased opinions."

Byrcl fHM4 44"* been painful to

know that women's groups are upset

with the paper.

"We pay attention in everything

from Sports to Viewpoint in cover-

ing women's issues," she said. "I get

more letters from people who think

the Daily Bruin is biased against

men."

Byrd said The Bruin received only

two Viewpoint submissions criticiz-

ing the ad and the paper's decision to

publish it.

"If they had written more into

Viewpoint, they could have made a

really strong message." she said.

"Viewpoint is better read than the

ads."

Uvy said the IWF paid $1,1 16 for

the full-page ad, titled "Take Back
the Campus! Combat the Radical

Feminist Assault on the Truth" - the

regular price for a full-page ad by
advertisers outside the university.

Clothesline members requested

The Bruin offer them a free full-page

ad to respond to IWPs. Levy said

the UCLA Clothesline Project is

entitled to equal space if it wants to

purchase an ad. A full-page ad at the

university rate would cost $776.

"We offered that they buy space

or write a Viewpoint submission," he
said.

On March 1, UC Berkeley's Daily

Californian issued an apology and
retraction for an advertisement

placed in the previous day's edition

by David Horowitz called "Ten
Reasons Why Reparations for

Slavery is a Bad Idea - and Racist

Too.**

'The full-page ad ... was not con-

doned by the Senior Editorial Board,
but we realize that the ad allowed the

Daily Cal to become an inadvertent

vehicle for bigotry," states the apolo-

gy
Members of the Clothesline

Project are demanding Byrd follow

in Cal's footsteps.

"They want to take back the canv
pus to what?" Scott said. "The
1800s? To when there weren't any
women faculty?"

But Byrd has repeatedly said she

believes the ad was published within

the scope of the paper's policies and
would not retract the IWF ad.

At the time Horowitz's ad reached
the Daily Bruin - the 47th college

newspaper to which it had been
ofTered - Byrd made the decision in

consultation with Student Media
Director Arvli Ward to reject it

Ward could not be reached for

comment.

Scott said she believes the IWF ad
was just as detrimental as the

Horowitz ad.
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ADVERTISEMENT
From page 12

"(The Bruin) made a choice not to

print the Horowitz ad because they
were accountable to student con-
cern," Scott said.

But in a letter to Horowitz, Byrd
stated that the ad did not run because
it was already controversial and
"quite storied."

"It was bigger than just the ad by
the time it reached us," Byrd said. "It

was a national issue."

Had The Bruin been the first news-
paper ofTered the Horowitz ad, Byrd

said, it probably would have run.

According to Byrd. at the time of
publication, the IWF ad did not have
a history and was not inciting as

much controversy as was the
Horowitz ad.

Oakland, who has sat on the

Associated Students of UCLA
Communications Board, which pub-
lishes The Bruin, said thii paper can
choose what it wishes to run.

"The Daily Bruin is an award-win-
ning paper with a proud tradition of

journalistic integrity and can afford

to be selective about the information
- and in this case misinformation -

contained in its ads," she said.

DNA
Frompage4

results been available at the time of
conviction.

To get a judge to order the testing,

inmates must demonstrate that the

identity of the perpetrator was or
should have been disputed during the

trial. They also must explain why such
testing could lead to exoneration.

In the past decade, 88 inmates
have t)cen freed from U.S. prisons

after new DNA tests proved their

innocence . Ten were on death r^w.

Four were from California.

Many of those cases were brought
by the Innocence Project, which was
founded in 1992 by attorneys Barry
Scheck and Peter Neufeld to help free

the wrongfully convicted. Scheck and
Neufeld later used their expertise as

part of the O.J. Simpson defense
team.

About 20 states have laws giving

inmates the right to request genetic

tests that could prove their inno-

cence. While it always has been possi-

ble to present new evidence that turns

up after a conviction, these laws
specifically acknowledge the value of
DNA evidence and make testing

more accessible.

"Without this language, (testing)

would have been possible under exist-

ing judicial doctrines dealing with

new evidence," said Nathan
Barankin, a spokesman for California

Attorney General Bill Lockyer. "This

established a whole new set of those

rules."

Despite the slow start, Lockycr*F=
office says it's prepared for more
requests with about $1.3 million in

next year's budget to handle paper-

work and to pay for testing.

"We don't know what to expect,"

Barankin said. "There are Innocence
Projects out there that' are working
very hard to identify good' cases and
they idl us they plan to screen out bad
cases. We don^t know what they'll

find."

CONViaiON
From page 5

without comment.
The Rev. Thomas Masters said

Brazill's mother, Polly Powell, is still

hopeful. "She realizes it's not over
yet," he said.

In March, 14-year-old Lionel Tate
was sentenced to life in prison with-

out parole for the 1999 murder of a

6-year-old giri. Tate claimed the

death of Tiffany Eunick was an acci-

dent while he was imitating pro
wrestlers.

Gov. Jeb Bush has said he would
expedite a clemency hearing in the

Tate case. On Wednesday, he
expressed sympathy for the Grunow
family but said Brazill should not
have been tried as an adult.

"There is a different standard for

children," Bush said. "There should
be a sensitivity to the fact that a 14-

year-old is not a little adult."

The school's principal. Bob
Hatcher, expressed relief over the

verdict; "The justice system worked.
The jury found a verdict. I think it

was a fair and equitable trial."

Brazill testified last week in a
calm, monotone voice, almost entire-

ly without emotion. He called

Grunow " married with two children
- one of his favorite teachers and
wiped tears after the prosecutor
asked him what happened to

Grunow after the shooting.

One classmate testified that
Brazill told her he was going to

return to school and kill the coun-
selor who suspended him. "Watch,
I'll be all over the news," she said

Brazill told her. She said she didn't

take him seriously.

There are 15 inmates in Florida

state prisons who were 1 3 or 14 at the

time of their crime and were convict-

ed of first-degree murder, according
to the FHorida Corrections
Department.

HANSSEN
From page 6

agents.

The agents compromised by
Hanssen, who were tried on espi-

onage charges in Moscow and execut-

ed, were identified first by Aldrich

Ames, a CIA officer who pleaded
guilty to spying for the Soviet Union
in 1994.

Hanssen, 57, is only the third FBI
agent to be accused of espionage.

The indictment lists a series of con-
tacts between Hanssen and his han-
dlers, starting in October 1985 and
ending on Feb. 18, the day of his

arrest. The indictment lists no activity

between December 1991 and August
1999.

The conspiracy count and the espi-

ofMfe charges carry maximum penal-

ties of death or life imprisonment.
Each charge also carries a potential

fine of not more than $250,000 or
double the defendant's gains from
spying.

Hanssen's arraignment was sched-

uled for Jutie I. Hanssen's lawyers

have said he will plead innocent.

Discussing the indictment on the

steps of the U.S. Courthouse in sub-

urban Alexandria, U.S. Attorney Ken
Melson said the 21-count indictment

was filed only five days before a

scheduled hearing for Hanssen
because "the grand jury sits this week
and docs not sit on Monday "

Melson would not say whether the

indictment might affect plea negotia-

tions between Ffanssen and the gov-

ernment. "I can't corfiment on any
plea negotiations or the existence of
them or the status of them," he told

reporters.

Hanssen's lawyers said Tuesday
talks on a plea bargain had broken
down in a disagreement over the

death penalty: the government want-

ed Hanssen to provide information

about secrets he revealed but would
not agree to waive the death penalty

in exchange.

The indictment alleges that

Hanssen "betrayed his oounU^y for
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REAKDAD DY

EVERY THURSDAY NIGHT
CLUB BLUE
HOLLYWOOD
1642 LAS PALMAS

SUPERSTAR DJ COOLWHIP: HIP HOP
DJ LEWIS ALBURN & KREMBO: TRANCE

2 ROOMS OF MUSitZJLFULL BARS
OUTDOOR PATIO / LOUNGE

ADMIT ONE FREE
BEFORE 10:30 WITH AD / 18 4 OVER

PARTY& GUESTUSr INFO: 310/226/6421

Assoeiatea Stuetents uCL/i
Boartt of Directors

On the Agenda

• Executive Director's Report

• Committee Reports

• Management Reports

• Approval of Undergraduate

Students Association

FY 01/02 Budget

• Approval of Student Media
FY 01/02 Budget

• Approval of Services and

Enterprises FY 01/02 Budget

May
Board Meeting

i rl:

;'4*^"*w^ -

Prior Board Meeting

At the April 11, 2001, Regular

Meeting, the Associated Students

UCLA Board of Directors took

action on the following matters:

• Approval of Services

Committee Policy

Friday, May 18

12 noon
Kerckhoff Ha
131-133

Staterooms
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f UOIA Olotheslihe Project
PrcscHts

A Shirt Making fee

Schoenberg Quad,
Friday, 10:00am - 2KX)pm

A Clothesline Project Shirt Making Bee Is an
opportunity for members of the UCLA

community to make a shirt, an expression
and representation of a portion of their

joumey as survivors. Those that can make a
shirt are survivors of hate crimes; child abuse;

or sexual, gender, or domestic vtolence.

GMAT or GRE

Small Classes
Our revolutionary ClassSize-S courses arefar
and away the most personal, focused, and effec-
tive test preparation you'Ufind anywhere.

Expert Instructors
Only the best instructors teach our courses.
Not only do they have impressive scores, but
they have also passed our rigorous hiring and
training process.

Satisfaction Guaranteed
Ifyou complete the course, take the test and are
not satisfied with your score, well work with
youfor up to one year at no fee.

Courses are starting soonl

800.2Review . vvww.PrincetonReview.com
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HANSSEN
From page 13

over 15 years and knowingly caused

grave injury to the security of the

United States." Melson said.

The indictment also accuses

Hanssen of:

• Revealing the existence of "Sin

FBI technical penetration ofa partic-

ular Soviet establishment." Law
enforcement officials believe

Hanssen may have alerted Moscow
to a secret tunnel that American intel-

ligence agencies built under the

Russian Embassy in Washington for

eavesdropping.

• Disclosing the United States

knew ofa particular technical vulner-

ability in Soviet satellite transmis-

sions and was actively exploiting it.

• Revealing information about a

recruited KGB officer who secretly

defected to the United States and a
KGB agent recruited as a double
agent.

• Disclosing the FBI investigation

into State Department officer Felix

Bloch.

• Telling Moscow the National
Security Agency was reading com-
munications ofa foreign country and
how the NSA did it.

The indictment seeks $L4 million

from Hanssen and $50,000 recov-

ered by the FBI from a package left

for Hanssen on the day he was arrest-

ed.

Hanssen 's attorney Plato Cacheris
said Tuesday he expected his client to

be indicted. "We felt they had more
than enough time to resolve the issue

of the death penalty," Cacheris said.

"We do not think the death penalty is

justified."

Cacheris could not be immediately

reached Wednesday
A preliminary hearing in the case

had been scheduled for Monday, and
an indictment could not have been
handed up after that. The hearing
was canceled considering

Wednesday's indictment.

The FBI began investigating

Hanssen only hist year. He has been
held at an undisclosed k>cation since

his arrest.

BUSH
From pages

elections.

Senate Majority Leader Trent Low
said he hoped to get the energy pack-
age approved and ready for Bush's
signature by July 4. He conceded,
however, that some recommenda-
tk)ns, such as expanded drilling on
federal land and taking private land
for power lines, "will be body debat-
ed" by Congress.

Republicans in Congress and at

the White House are increasingly

concerned that voters will blame
them for energy shorUges and rising

prices. Bush and Cheney, the admin-
istration's energy point man, are
especially vulnerable to criticism

bcaauc they made fortunes in the oil

business.

"The president has no program for

the short term, telling people they are
on their own," said House Minority
Leader Dick Gephardt, D-Mo. **At a
time when consumers are paying
record prices, at a moment when
energy companies are making record
profits, we have an obligation to the

American people to address their

concerns."

The half-inch-thick report, com-
plete with glossy pictures and pie

charts, contains 105 recommenda-
tions - some of which will go to

Congress and others that will be car-

ried out by executive order.

The White House rhetoric is

focused on polkesled conservation
initiatives, with aides noting that 42 of
the recommendations offer incen-
tives for people and businesses to
curb their fuel demands. But the pres-

SMMISItpagelS

WOMEN
From page 6

think if they cooperate, they'll get out

of it," Engcl said. "But they just get

deeper into it."

Yulia said she was kept in a cold

house slated for demolition, with

cracks in the cement floor, no hot

water, bars on the windows, and a

video camera tracking the women's
movements. They were allowed to go
outside for 30 minuted a day, and
fined if they stayed out longer.

"There were fines for everything:

if you looked sad when you sat at the

bar, if you went to the bathroom for

longer than five minutes, if you tried

to refuse to go with a man," she said.

Yulia said two young Russian
women held with her were killed in

the three nfK>nths that she spent in the

makeshift prison.

Another former victim, Irina. said

she was just 17 when^ friend brought

her to an agency offering young
women jobs abroad.

"It was a horrible brothel," Irina

said. "We weren't allowed to use the

telephone, weren't allowed to go out-

side, not even to buy something to eat

... We were like zombies."

The Angel coalition and Miramed
launched the anti-trafficking cam-
paigit AMedncsday. m which activisu

in six Russian cities are to hand out

some 600,000 brochures and leaflets

on the streets and in schools to young
women and teen-age girls.

Yulia returned home last month.

Still pretty, she looks much older than

her 19 years, with dull pain and suf-

fering in her eyes. She has dropped
out of college, having missed three

months of classes, and is penniless.

Her health is seriously damaged, she

said, without elaborating.

"I took some medical tests, and

they are bad," she said. "Not com-
pletely terrible, but bad."

BUSH
From page 14

ident's focus is on strategies to make
the United States less reliant on for-

eign oil and less susceptible to aging

electrical transmission systems.

He wants to ease restrictions on oil

and gas development on public lands

and open 8 percent of Alaska's Arctic

National Wildlife Refuge to oil

drilling. Regulations covering new
electrical power plants would be

slashed, and the federal government
would be allowed to seize private

property for transmission lines. Tax
breaks would go to companies run-

ning nuclear plants, and those firms

would face fewer regulations.

Thirty-five of the recommenda-
tions address domestic supply short-

ages, and 25 seek to increase energy

sources abroad.

"It's going to be pretty hard to

blame Republicans for a problem
that's been evolving for 20 years or

more, maybe 30 or 40 years," Lott

said.

The White House is worried, just

the same.

Press secretary Ari Reischer, who
previously had maintained that there

are no short-term answers to the

nation's energy woes, said the

report's promises of future supplies

would drive down prices among
investors who speculate on short-

term oil price trends.

"The president's proposal will help

in the short term," Fleischer said.

"For the first time in years, focusing

on a comprehensive solution, the

president is confident that markets

will see that more supply is on the

way, conservation is starting to be

emphasized, and the combination of

more conservation and greater sup-

plies has an effect on markets. And as

those markets are affecicd, it ha.s a

ripple eflcct that benefits consumers,

benefits the economy and helps to

lower prices."
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COMPLIMENTARY
CONSULTATION

Deliver Brilliant Results.

Call 310.825.2640

to order your yearbook today.

Mv'M

Since 19 19

ORTHODONTIST
SINCE 1980 •%%,•-«

UCLA FACULTY MEMBER WMTm NSIOCr DdVaili
Member American A^.^oriation of OrthoHnnt i^t!^

Specializing In braces for adults & children

• Invisible • Removable • Cosmetic Porcelain
• European • Traditional • Surgical Orttiodontics

'>A'>;, [)!^('or.\TT(»,^' N'iS \\l)|\el l.h

(310) 826 - 7494
11645 Wilshire Blvd. #802
Los Angeles, CA 90025

(949) 552 - 5890
18124 Culver Dr., #A
Irvine, CA 92715

Teeth Whitening
upper or lower

$85«" each

(Reg. $200.00)

The treatment w« be as foJtows: $ 1000 00 plus
$100.00 fof eact> month o< treatment rendered
for meto* txoces, S900.00 pKjs $ 100 00 for eoch
month of treatment rendered for removotXe

brace* and $1 700.00 plus $125.00 per month for
ceramic brocej. $200.00 for diognostic study
model and $ 1 75.00 for formal consultation

explrotion ckate 6-30-01

Do you want to become
a leader on campus?
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Check out the

RUIN LEADERS PROJECT
A seminar based leadership project sponsored by the Center for
Student Programming. AU students are invited to participate in
developing leadership skills. Upon completion participants

receive a certificate.

APPUCATIONS NOW AVAILABIJ FOR THF
STUDENT FAriLITATION TFAM

Apply for the Student FaciUtation Team (SFT) for the 2001/2002 school yearThe SFT is the advisory team for the Bruin Leaders Project, They help to
recruit and train student leaders who attend the many community serviceand leadership development opportunities available on campus.
Applications available at:

105 Kerckhoff Hall Center for Student Programming
1104 Murphy Hall Students Campus Life
102 Men's Gym Conununity Programs Office
A Level Ackerman Union - Information

"N

mm

Application Deadline: Friday, June 1"

Bruin Leaders Project Office
lOSKercklioffHaU

mr

f«^ neither
^r t>lp0yfela,edu or stop by
at 105 Kerckhoff Hall.
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www.bniinleadcrs.ucla.edu ^
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A bar at UCLA would be a

meeting place for students

and a promoter of diversity.

See Viewpoint Friday.
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EDITORIAL

viewpoint@media.ucla.edu

Researdi this: students need good teachers, a voice
TENURE: Process weighs

factors unfairly; system

needs to minimize biases

uality teachers needed ... if

)
they're good researchers."

Thai's the message UCLA
to be sending to the facuhy

and student body.

Last week, a group of 19 stu-

dents, including Student Regent
Justin Fong, were arrested at a sit-in

demanding geography Professor

Joshua Muldavin be granted tenure.

Though the Editorial Board does
not have a position on this specific

case, the incident raises important

questions about the tenure process
and the university's academic priori-

ties.

Once granted tenure, a professor

is hired by the university with pro-

tection from termination, giving

them a significant amount of acade-
mic freedom. This is important to

professors because it gives them the

leeway to do controversial research

or go against the university's pre-

dominant ideology without fear of
getting fired.

The problem is the ambiguity of
the criteria for granting tenure.

Currently, the tenure process takes a
professor's research accomplish-
ments, community service and
teaching ability into consideration.

As some undergraduate students

have pointed out, these qualifica-

tions aren't of equal importance
because, as Chancellor Camesale
has reiterated, this is a research insti-

tution. This biases the tenure

process in favor of professors who
can do the research but can't teach

the material.

UCLA seems to have a double-

standard: you can be an excellent _
researcher and a mediocre teacher

and still get tenure, but you can't get

tenure ifyou're an excellent teacher

and a mediocre researcher.

Though there may be exceptions,

having excellent research skills docs
not equate to talented teaching.

When a balance between these two
aspects of a professorship is not
made, it's the students who are

cheated.

Research is, without a doubt,

essential to this university, especially

for graduate students and under-

graduate students in researchnnten-

sive programs. But good research is

worth little if students do not have
professors with the exceptional abili-

ty to inspire them and help them
think critically. Good leaching skills

are especially important in lower-

division undergraduate courses,

since these courses lay the founda-
tion for a student's academic career.

But it's not just the bias toward
research that needs to be reduced.

The university also needs to address
the bias against professors who
espouse difTerent or unpopular ide-

oytt i ' <' '

Allowing personal politics to get

involved in deciding whether to rec-

ommend a professor for tenure is

unfair to students and departments.

It denies students a faculty with

diverse points of view and mini-

mizes the opportunity for them to

think critically about different opin-

ions, since they receive little or no
exposure to alternative viewpoints.

Strong academic departments are

those in which the research and
opinions of professors are chal-

lenged by colleagues who disagree

with them. Having a homogenous
faculty whose opinions are pre-

dictable and who offer little chal-

lenge to each other will likely lead to

stale research and weak work. The
lack of intellectual diversity is detri-

mental to the university.

More importantly, this can harm
professors with excellent research

that falls outside of the dominant
paradigm or is controversial.

One way of assessing a profes-

sor's qualifications while minimiz-
ing personal bias is to give faculty

from different academic back-

::grounds outside of the<lep«ftment a

greater role in evaluating the tenure
candidate's work. Regardless of
their home department, experienced

professors are capable of identifying

a candidate capable of working and
teadiing at the university level. This
would hdp ensure students have a
more ideologically diverse as well as

balanced curriculum.

Another way of ensuring that stu-

dents receive quality teachiti^ is by

granting an associate professor posi-

tion - with tenure - to candidates

who are recognized as excellent

teachers but are not considered up
to par in their research. This means
students are not robbed ofgood
teadiers and gives those devoted to

teadiing an outlet for their talents. It

also allows associate professors to

continue improving their research in

pursuit of a full professor position.

Though most undergraduate stu-

dents are only here for about four

years, they are familiar with a pro-

fessor's ability to teach.

The protest and campaigning by
Muldavin 's supporters reveals that

students feel they have little say in

the tenure process. Student voices

should in some way be heard by the

tenure committees to help strike

that necessary balance between
teaching, research and service.

It's truly unfortunate that conflict

has to exist between a university's

research aspirations and its stu-

dents' need to be taught by skilled

teachers. But as long as teaching

and intellectual diversity is underval-

ued, this will continue to be the case.

Don't write off UCLA I, • It

WORKERS: Movements occur on
campus as well; students need to

eliminate employee exploitation

Joyful Hollywood writers toasting one
another, powerful producers at ease, and
even Mayor Riordan responding with

relief while vacationing in Acapulco. This was
the scene earlier this

month when the Writer's

Guild of America and the

Alliance of Motion
Picture and Television

Producers agreed to a

tentative three-year con-
tract, ending looming
threats of a writers'

strike.

Lunging at this high-

profile labor battle, the

media had a field day out-

Iming the history of the

guild as weir as key points

in the settlement and examining the pressures
faced by television and screen writers. The
front page of the LA. Times told us to rest

easy as the terrible threat of reruns on TV and
no big studio movies by Christmas had been
avoided.

Meanwhile, across the nation and around
the world, workers are organizing every day to
earn a living wage, put food on the table, and
obtain adequate health care. Yet the struggles
of service workers, farmers, janitors and many
others to gain not only increased wages and
benefits, but also respect in the current sys-

tem, are silenced by the mainstream media as

r because media ignores it

Shirin

Vossoughi

Vossoughi is a third-year history and international
developa>ent studies student Speak your mind
and e-mail her at shirinv^cla.edu.

negotiations in the multi-billion dollar enter-
tainment industry uke center stage.

On May 1, International Worker's Day,
people worldwide took to the streets to

demand better worker treatment. In Sao
Paulo, Brazil, 2 million people organized to
denounce corruption, demand fair wiges, and
shorten the work-week to 40 hours. In Central
America, 20,000 Hondurans marched against
dollarization of the economy and open market
policies.

Costa Rican workers protested the privati-

zation of medical services, and Guatemalans
demanded an end to unemployment, inflation

ZACHLOPfZ/DMyBrum

and poverty, criticizing the globalization of
their economy Even in London, protesters
waved banners designed to look like blood-
soaked dollar signs outside World Bank
offices, demanding debt cancellation for

underdeveloped countries.

In every city, workers and organizers were
met with strong police opposition. At a May
Day march in Long Beach, over 100 protest-
ers were attacked by police. As one reporter
for the Independent Media Center slates,

"This was one of the worst, most brutal police
responses to an attempt to exercise free

speech and the right to assembly I've ever wit-

nessed."

But in addition tcf this annual call for work-
ers' rights, struggles for respect and equal dis-

tribution continue everyday In many places,
students are organizing with campus unions to
ensure that university employees are paid a
living wage.

Last week, students at Harvard University
ended a three-week sit-in demanding fair

wages for the school's lowest-paid workers, an
end subcontracting, and a reexamination of
university wage policies.

At UCSD, students and community mem-
bers are helping: to organize for better wages
and respect for non-union janitors. Alejandra
Rodriguez, a pro-union janitor, had been
working two jobs and 16 hours a day when she
was fired after speaking up at an anti-union
meeting. UCSD janitors are currently paid
poverty wages beginning at $6.25 an hour with
no benefits.

As many as 75 such living wage campaigns
are underway across the country But we don't
need to look far from our own campus to see
the daily struggles of workers for basic rights.

Hundreds of workers from the UCLA
Medical Center and the local AFSME union
(American Federation of State, County and
Municipal Employees), as well as students and
community members, rallied on May 1 to kick
off negotiations with Medical Center manage-
ment for a new contract.

Among their demands are benefits for per-
diems and temp workers, an end to subcon-
tracting, a fair wage, a voice in staffing, and
safe working environments. Management is

currently reviewing the existing contract along
with the one devised by the employees.

At the faculty center, employees have been
organizing for years to correct what they see
as grave injustice. Among their concrete goals

SeeV0SS0IMNl>a9(i8
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Forget independence; capital of cool lies In UK
ENVY: Pbp-cultiire shows

the Brits know what's up;

too bad Americans don't

If
I could just have a minute with

those forefathers of ours, I'd have
a word or two to say to them. I

know that you didn't want to pay
your taxes, and
you thought that

you were do^g
the right thing

fighting for free-

dom and all, but

hey, I feel ripped

oflf! If it weren't

for you, I'd still

be British!

I walked out

of the movie

"Bridget Jones'

Diary" with a

strong urge to

speak with a British accent and call

my cigarette a "fag." I cried, "I want
to be British like Bridget Jones, so 1

can be as cool as she is!" So, I spent

the rest of the evening speaking in a
British accent more fake than

Xhristina Aituilera's hair ^'^'-

Ariana

Brookes

The truth is that almost everything

great about our culture in the United
States stems from Britain. By whom
do you think our country was found-

ed? We've borrowed British music
and fashion, and expounded on
British government. Sadly, the only

thing we have abandoned is the

British accent. And that's a crying

shame.

You can find a plethora ofexam-
ples of this within my favorite sub-

ject: pop culture. Rock 'n' roll

already had its start before the

British invasion landed on our
shores, but my
favorite boys aiBMiMaM^MMai^
and their mop-
lops secured

rock 'n' roll in

the history

books. I love

Elvis and his

pelvis, but noth-

ing compares to

And oh, the beautiful

people.They just grow
them better in England.

Brookes is a third-year English student
who knows that Diet Coke is the drink

of champions. E-nr»il her at

abrookes9ijda.eda

the Beaties. They brought a sense of
exoticism to a sedated country, and
they set my mother's heart a flutter,

loo.

And that was only the banning.
Mick brought his lips, and before the

Musuy could regain its balance, the

best of the best were either coming
from England or were being influ-

enced by those who were. And God
knows it didn*t stop there.

Britain brought us the androgy-

nous sex-god named David Bowie,

among others I'm not claiming that

we don't have our own share ofgood
ariists; we do. Nirvana was amazing,

and Kurt Cobain definitely under-

stood the influence of British musi-

cians. Where did grunge come from?
It was tho«c rebeMoving punksters.

Some of Kurt's greatest influences

included those kings of punk, the

Clash. British, British, British. Even
Green Day borrows from across the

Atlantic with its cheesy yet genius

fake British crooning.

And what of the film industry?

What would the^———— drunken coeds

watch if the

British had not

given us

"Monty
Python?" How
would we waste

— away the hours

in the dorms if

not for the British gift of"Who
Wants to be a Millionaire" and "The
Weakest Link?" And speaking of

"The Weakest Link," the smartest

thing they ever did was keep a British

host. Who wants to watch Regis pla-

cate the contestants when you can
walch "The Weakest Unk" host

inform contestants of their blatant

stupidity?

See HOOKtS, page 19

CASEY CHOWEA>»lly Brutn

Qaims against Supreme Court rulings offensive, off base
COURT: Editorial board

fails to portray institution

accurately or impartially

ny wvHiuNOCiMy

The Daily Bruin's editorial "De
facto segregation approved by court

of fooUr (Viewpoint, May 3) describ-

ing the various kinds of discrimination

our government is perpetuating Was
way ofTbasc, ridden with flaws and,

frankly, offensive. It saddens noe to
see this leftist idealism creeping its

way into the mainstream. Let's exam-
ine the arguments step by step.

The editorial first discuases a case

involving the daim that Alabama's
English-only driver's exam discrimi-

nates against certain groups.

Alexander v. Sandoval is a secondary

CoWevwy Is a first-year psychobfotogy
student

result ofour timid government's hesi-

tation to institute a national language,

which is really just a formality. If that*

case were won, we would have to

translate every government document
into every living language to avoid liti-

gation. Any person who didn't speak
English could walk up and legally

demand a language translation, with a
precedent that would force the gov-

ernment to comply.

Tlie Bruin also brings up the issue

ofwomen's inequality. The women's
qwrts teams at UCLA receive less

funding because they produce less

funding. It is as simple as that It is a
slow process bringing women's sports

up to the level of men's, mainly

because the men's institutions are

oWer and more established, and
women's sports have yet to be widely

accepted. And until they are, they will

receive less funding.

I do agree that women are some-
what underrepresented in the faculty,

but until you show me a male and

female professor of equal ability and
similar history, with one of the two
earning less, I can't agree with the

payment deficit.

As for the claim that the SAT is

biased, it is only considered so based
on a misinterpretation of statistics.

SAT scores are lower in schools locat-

ed in low-income areas with a large

number of minorities. If the schools to

which the kids went were equal in aca-

demic quality, we would find SAT
scores to be much more similar, if not

identical. SAT scores and minority

status or income level are only coinci-

dentally correlated, or technically,

they have a spurious connection.

As for underrepresented miriority

levels dropping at UCLA, Uke a look

at some statistical trends of racial

composition. You will soon find that

the initial drops and subsequent slow-

down were merely short-term effects

of SP-1 and SP-2. For the most part,

these drops are easily ignored and
ought to be.

The issue regarding the lack of civil

rights for the LGBT community that

the editorial addresses is, I agree,

somewhat in peril. But the fact is it

takes some time for major legislation

to be enacted. As anyone can tell you,

it is a sticky issue, especially because
of the religious right. I do wish things

could go faster, but our dinosaur of a
government isn't known for its swift-

ness.

The Editorial Board's condemna-
tion ofthe court decision in Atwater v.

City of Lago Vista as a direct attack

on our Fourth AmendmerU rights is

unrealistic. I am sure that, when you
look at the numbers, a person who
commits a minor traffic offense is

much more likdy to commit or have
committed another crime. The only

way it eouW really be misused is if the

police created a phony traffic offense

as a reason to puU the person over.

This is easily disproved in court
As for The Bruin's concern with

racial profiling; there are researchers

who have all but dispelled that myth.

Until a direct correlation between the

race of the arresting officer and the

race of the person being pulled over is

established, there is no proof and,

consequently, no offense.

Finally, the editorial's bit on the

Americans With Disabilities Act is

unfortunate, but in fact it is nothing

more than a technicality. The
Supreme Court merely prevents the

federal government from forcing the

state government, which acts on a dif-

ferent plane, to comply with the law.

However, the federal government can
still enforce the disability act unoffi-

cially as it does the speed limit or

drinking age.

My question to the editorial board
is, do you want the Supreme Court to

support the Constitution or disobey

it? This editorial severely shook my
ftiith in the Daily Bruin's credibility.

Please don't ever write anything as

inflammatory and propagandist as

this again. - .—
.

PRESS POUND
By Scott Comulada

Ancient
civilizations

were really

barbaric.

(

I know... going
to coliseums to

watch gladiators

fight or people
eaten by animals.

J

I'm really

glad that
society has Me too... sitting
progressed, at home is more

/ / comfortable.

Stat tuned for Cmi^h^ •n Tjpt.
Toiii9ht tou win 6e« a ear-acddent

<iMapttation in slovi motion a
roo U%^ eaten athre b^ a lion...

Popcorn. 0!t\>forve>
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iWant to beQ
jVmost f
IHFamoiK
Applications for Fall

quarter Viewpoint

columnist positions

are now available

in RerckhofF 118.

They are due Friday,

May 25 at 5 p.m. in

Cuauhtemoc Ortega's

box.

DAILY BRUIN
118 Kerckhoff Hall

308 Westwood Plaza

Los Angeles, CA 90024
(310) 825-9898

httpyAwww.dailybruln.ucla.edu
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against any of Its publications.
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procedure, contact the
Publications offica at lit
Kerckhoff HaH.
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Just had sex?

Worried about

pregnancy?

It's not too late.

http://planB.

healthcentral.com/
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UCLA Students Against Sweatshops Presents...

UIKINt IINIIGR fIE EYE IF HE NEEILE:

AN INSIIE VIEW OF SWEATSNOPS

May 22-24: Week 8

Conne join us for on
ART EXHIBIT on SWEATSHOPS
Tuesday through Thursday In

Perloff Quad (between
Schoenberg and Perloff Halls).

, Come to our Opening Event!

!

Monday^ May 21 from 6:00-8:00pm in the

Kerckhoff Grand Salon

Featuring...

• Sannples fronn the Art Exhibit

• Garment worker from Los Angeles
• Sweatshop Fashion show

by the Feminist Majority Leadership Alliance

• Garment worker play

by Raza Womyn and the UCLA Students Against Sweatshops

This event is sponsored by: Asian Pacific Coalition (APC). Concerned Asian Pacific Islander Students for

Action (CAPSA). Conclencia Libre (CL). Environmental Coalition (EC),
Feminist Mfi^jortty Leadership Alliance (FMLA). International Socialist Organization (ISO).
Latin American Student Association (LASA). Raza Womyn and the UCLA Labor Center

Funded by CPC and USAC

VOSSOUGHI
From page 16

are shifting more casual workers to

career status, which brings

increased benefits, creating a new
contract, and putting an end to the

ongoing problem of short stafTing.

However, some of the deeper

complaints by workers include con-

stant disrespect and intimidation

from managers. Although roughly

70 percent of employees are

involved in the union, many do not

wear stickers or union T-shirts to

avoid a negative reaction from man-
agement. Sue reactions include

attempts to prohibit workers from

speaking Spanish for fear that they

will discuss organizing.

At dorm cafeterias, workers face

similar battles. For example, many
employees are unable to call in sick

for fear of getting written-up, a

penalty that afiecis long-term pro-

motion. Employees must often walk

on eggshells to avoid any conflicts

with management that result in such

write-ups.

If UCLA is truly the close com-
munity it claims to be, every mem-
ber of that community should

receive a fair wage and the right to

work in a safe, respectful environ-

ment. The fact <l»at the sahtrics of

administrators continue to rise

while workers push for a living

wage should be unacceptable to

everyone at UCLA.
The struggles represented on our

campus, however, are not limited to

those who clean the buildings at

night, prepare food each day, or

perform the many other jobs that

keep UCLA functioning. From gar-

ment workers who sew UCLA
sweatshirts to the farm workers who
pick Taco Bell's tomatoes, laborers

worldwide stand behind every

aspect of campus. But as uncor>-

scious students and consumers, we
often forget the human effort

behind such commodities.

Our very own Taco Bell is a

major buyer of Immokalee toma-
toes. The Coalition of Immokalee
workers in southern Florida has

organized a boycott of Taco Bell to

put an end to sub-poverty level

working conditions. These condi-

tions include a wage of roughly

$7,500 per year, zero benefits and
deplorable housing, as many farm
workers live in single-wide trailers.

Despite three general strikes,

including a SO^lay hunger strike by
six workers, Taco Bell continually

responds that they do not consider

this their problem. Not only is it

their problem, but it is one that we
are directly responsible for as well.

Immokalee workers look to

California as a very important state,

not only because Taco Bell's head-

quarters are in Irvine, but also

because there is a history of strong

student activism here. These work-
ers are paid 40 cents for a bucket of
tomatoes, the same wage they

earned in 1970.

As Greg Asbcd, an Immokalee
organizer, states, "Think about the

food you eat. Next time you buy a
taco or chalupa, look at the toma-
toes and think about the person
who picked them."

While the media has succeeded in

adding a human dimension to

Hollywood writers' labor battle,

they have failed to acknowledge the

human beings that touch and shape
every aspect of our daily lives. As
easy ai it may be for some to buy
food from Taco Bell or walk by a

UCLA employee without smiling or
saying •*thank you,** it does not
sever our connected lives. Nor can
it erase the reality ofexploiUtion
within the halls of an institution that

claims to teach future leaders how
to make a difTerence'tn the world.

To get involved wMi labor issues

on and offcampus, contact the

Student Labor Action Committee
or Conciencia Libre at

Conciencia_Libre©hotmail.com.

BROOKES
From page 17

The British have the handle on caf-

feine and nicotine, as well. They gave

us tea! If Americans seem to prefer

coffee, it's only because we are still

embarrassed about dumping all of

that tea into Boston Harbor. And my
favorite cigarettes are named after the

British legislative body. We still have

yet to name a brand of smokes

"Congress.**

Which brings me to their govern-

ment. I want a royal family. Our coun-

try pathetically tries to make up for

our lack of royal scandal by turning

Hollywood into Buckingham Palace.

Madonna tries so hard

to be British, it's

pathetic. She finally

got the right idea and

just married her way
into the culture.

Seriously though, I'd rather have a

promiscuous prince and another

prince with a piercing named after

him than listen to how Robert

Downey .Fr has been arrested yet

again. They have Prince William, too,

and I don't think we've ever had

someone that hot in our first family

(with the possible exception of JFK).

Even our celebnties try to be

British. Have you noticed the abuiv

nee of fake British accents in

ollywood? Madonna tries so hard to

British, it's pathetic. She finally got

right idea and just married her

ay into the culture. Gwyneth
Paltrow tries to work the accent angle

as well, but she just ends up sounding

like "old Hollywood." I have to give

props to Rence Zellweger because she

totally nailed it in "Bridget Jones'

Diary."

The coolest thing is the way they

ight people in England. "Sir Paul

cCartncy" - what could be better

an tliat? If Eddie Vedder lived in

England, would the Queen knight

him, too? What about the guys from

Metallica? "Sir Lars" would be awe-

some! Ifwe are going to treat celebri-

ties like royalty anyway, we might as

well make it official.

The British are wise in the ways of

cookiom. They know that to be cool

is to not run with the crowd. And
thus, they drive on the opposite side

of the street. They're tougher, too.

You try arui play rugby! It's no baso-

11, believe me. Instead of chewing

m in the dugout, they're just trying

keep out of intensive care.

Even Disney knows what's up.

"Mary Poppins" has got to be the

coolest movie ever, and Cherry Lane

is where again? That's right: En^and
baby.

And oh, the beautiful people. They

ju^ grow them better in England.

Jude Law. Ewan McGregor, Gavin

Rossdale, Hugh Grant, Catherine

Zeta-Jones, Elizabeth Hurley and

even Elizabeth Taylor! Did I mention

the accents?

When it comes dowm to it, Britain

is just a better country. Anyone with

half a brain knows this, and for the

rest of you, well, get a due. In fact,

maybe we should all move to

England. That Kttle country wouldn't

be able to hold afl of us, so it would be

forced to expand and eventually

cover the entire gMpe. We would all

be the witty citizens of a land called

paradise. Ahh, the glory.

An Epilogue:

This is all a little pun, inspired by

Pope,

Which no one will take loo

seriously, I hope.

For despite all of this rubbish I've

had to say,

I'm still glad to live in the

US. of A.
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The Battle of the Bands is

here! Find out about the show

featuring bands, DJs and

hip-hop groups, Friday in A&E.
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J Paul (jCtty Museum

Pierre Bonnard's "Le Moulin Rouge" Is one of the many pieces on display

at the Getty's exhibitTo Create a Living Art: 19th-century Drawings."

1 9th-century artists on

display at latest exhibit
ART: Moulin Rouge's fame

endures through drawings,

paintings from years past

ByMaryWilliaim
Daily Bruin Staff

Long before there was Studio 54,

there was Moulin Rouge.

With fame that has endured over a

century, the Parisian music hall is remem-
bered today as a result of the art that was

created as an advertisement for it by

Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec.

Examples of drawings by Toulouse-

Lautrec and other famous artists of the

19th century are featured in "To Create a

Living Art: 19th-century Drawing," an

exhibit on display at the Q^tty Museum
through July 15.

Strangely enough, the only Moulin

Rouge advertisement piece in the exhibit

is not by Toulouse-Lautrec, but Pierre

Bonnard.

The piece, appropriately called "Lc

Moulin Rouge," is a pastel and charcoal

sketch of a dancer kicking her leg high in

the air. It was created as a proposal for

poster advertisements for the club, and

the commission was later given to

Toulouse-Lautrec.

With its coloration dominated by
almost garish shades of red, purple and

yellow, this drawing, like many of rival

artist Toulouse-Lautrec's paintings, does-

n't shy away from surrounding its figure

with harsh, artificial nightclub lighting.

Next to this drawing is one of

Toulouse-Lautrec's own, a new acquisi-

tion by the museum titled **At the Circus:

Entering Single File." This picture

depicts an unconventional view ofthe cir-

cus by showing a horse and girl walking

away from the viewer and toward the cir-

cus ring.
~~ '

By examining other drawings the

viewer can see there is no lack of famous
artists included in the exhibit, which

focuses on the clash between respect of

old artistic traditions and new methods.

subjects and perspectives. One watercol-

or. "Bleachery at Scheveningen" by

Vincent Van Gogh, exemplifies this con-

trast.

As a nod to traditional Dutch land-

scapes, Van Gogh filled almost half of his

composition with the sky and placed a

town on the horizon. Breaking away
from the Dutch landscape tradition, the

foreground is filled with lower-class

women working at a bleachery.

This push and pull between old styles

and new subjects, innovations and con-

cerns is also seen in the stunningly beau-

tiful painting, ''Sir Guyon with the

Palmer Attending, from 'The Faerie

Queene'" by Samuel Palmer.

The scene depicted is a landscape fea-

turing a literary scene in the foreground

and the poem from which the scene was

taken. The landscape and the poem, first

published in 1590, are two factors that

represent the traditional side ofthe work.

Palmer uses watercol-

or« however, which was

only just finding a

place in finished art at

the time.

His use of watercol-

or is incredible and he

achieves effects similar to those

of oil paintings. From the light,

streaky sky and reflections in the

water to the deep shadows under

the trees, the range of color and depth

that Palmer achieves shows his prowess

with the medium. The contrast between

new and old in these two works, and

many others, make **To Create a

Living Art: I9th<!entury Drawing
an intriguing exhibit filled with a vari-

ety of styles and subjects.

Works like "Study of a Female

Nude'' in black and white chalk by

Pierre-Paul Prud'hon

show that the artists

had not giveif up the

traditional practice of

drawing the human fig>

ure, no matter how far

*Moulin Rouge'

brings musical

storyteUing back

to the big screen

with a nightclub

romance

By Emilia Hufang

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Director Baz Luhrmann grew up on a farm in an

isolated area of Australia, where his father ran the

local gas station and cinema. As a kid, Luhrmann
watched plenty of musicals and as a filmmaker, he

wants to bring the language of musical cinema back to

life.

"I loved these artificial storytellings that made you

feel," Luhrmann said at a Los Angeles press junket.

"So I wanted to sec that come back to fruition."

His latest film, "Moulin Rouge," is a postmodern

mtisical that tells a love story through popular tunes.

While the movie is set in France in 1899. the musical

numbers reference contemporary pop icons like

Madonna and the Police.

"People want music," he said. "They want to see

music and story worked together."

in the film, Nicole Kidman plays a worldly courte-

san who headlines the notorious Paris nightclub. She

becomes involved with a poor writer (Ewan
McGregor), who offers her poetry when he can't

afford to shower her with diamonds. The two fall in

love, and, in one scene, they express their feelings in a

medley that combines tunes by Phil Collins, U2, Elton

John and Dolly Parton.

While Luhrmann ("Romeo -»- Juliet") is no stranger

to love stories that end in tragedy, Kidman had to get

acquainted with her role as a

tragic figure who could incite a

riot with her fiery singing and

dancing.

"It was like going back to

drama school," Kidman said.

The Rita Hayworth fan spent

two weeks in various workshops

with McGregor, and the two
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Ewan McGregor and Niool« Kidman fall madly

in love in the new movie 'Moulin Rouge."

pushed forward through both excitement and frustra-

tion.

"Ewan and I sat down and said, 'We have got to be

willing to make complete and utter fools of ourselves

in front ofeach other at any time. We also have to help

eadi other through this,'" Kidman said.

The two actors became great mates despite a

mishap during a dance routine when Kidman injured

her ribs.

"Ewan McGregor is very proud to say that he

broke it," she said. "We were doing this dance

sequence where I have to jump in his arms, and nei-

ther of us - particularly Ewan - is a trained dancer."

Though Kidman said her rib just suffered a "small

crack," it became a full break when she was put into a

corset before her bone had healed. Then, six months

later, she suffered another injury after a long day of

filming.

"I was in these huge heels and I just fell down the

stairs and tore the cartilage behind my kneecap," she

said. "It's a really painful injury. I'm embarrassed by

my injuries. It makes me out to be such a wimp."

Nevertheless, Kidman's fancy footwork made it to

the big screen, while her vocal talent is featured on the

soundtrack.

Contemporary audiences may not be used to

watching people break out into song, but actor John

Leguizamo said that storytelling through music is not

so unfamiliar to the MTV generation.

While Leguizamo ("Romeo + Juliet") is not a big

fan of musicals, he said that he still enjoys "West Side

Story" and getting stupid at the end of the day with

MTV.
In order to play the 4-foot-I I -inch artist Henri de

Toulouse-Lautrec, Leguizamo was fitted for prosthet-

ic legs that each weighed 35 pounds. He could only

wear them for 45 minutes before his legs would go

numb.

"I had to kned into a cast that hardened and then

they attached amputee prostheses - little pieces that

moved the knee and ankle," he said.

In the film, the hobbled Toulouse-Lautrec and his

group of Bohemian friends frequent the decadent fan-

tasy worid of the Moulin Rouge. In order to bring.the

colorful artist to life, Leguizamo had to channel his

feverish energy into the voice he created for his char-

acter - a proper English accent with a lisp.

"It made me feel like Toulouse because I had all

these impediments and I wanted to be a part of every-

thing so bad," he said. "I understood how that little

man felt because I could really dance and I'm the only

one not dancing in the movie."

While "Moulin Rouge" is different from the musi-

cals that Luhrmann grew up watching, he said that

movies today will inevitably differ from movies of 10

years ago.

"The stories don't change, but the way in which you

tell them does evolve - it needs to evolve," he said.

With lavish costumes and sets that give viewers a

heightened sensual experience, the- movie's singing

and dancing may not be the only evolution in

Luhrmann's cinematic language. However, he uses

familiar songs, like Elton John's "Your Song," as dia-

logue to tell a classic story.

Though there wasn't mudi money in Ae film's bud-

get to buy the rights to famous melodies, Luhrmann
was still able to use the popular ditties he wanted.

"I had to go and explain to them what we were

doing," Luhrmann said. "If music cinema would be

alive today. Bono would be doing musicals. These are

not people who are shying away from this."

The soundtrack features performances from artists

like David Bowie and Cliristina Aguilera, while

Fatboy Slim wrote a new track ("Because We Can")

for the movie.

Luhrmann explained that publishing companies

were also very accommodating because it's a whole

new way of using their music.

"I think music unites us," Luhrmann said. "It tran-

scends time and geography so it does have a power

beyond words."

FILM: 'Moulin Rouge" opens tomorrow in select the-

aters. Also check out www.clubmoulinrouge.com.

Tony Bennett brings back

ideas of stylish, classy life

Brent

Hopkins

COLUMN: Singer doesn't

need Benjamins to win

hearts, njinds of ladies

We all have our weird little

rituals. Maybe you always

eat steak and eggs before

the big game. Maybe you only wear

your lucky underwear finals week.

Maybe you

paint your fin-

gernails black

every

Valentine's

Day.

Me, I've got

Tony Bennett.

Pretty much
ever since get-

ting dressed up

became a cool

thing rather

than an

inevitable visit

to church or

restaurants that didn't serve ham-

burgers, I have always gotten ready

to go out to the sound of him singing

"Steppin' Out With My Baby" It

just doesn't feel complete unless he's

rasping away in the background,

pouring that unmistakable voice

over me as I straighten my tie and

pull my laces tight. Just like the per-

fect cologne or a slicked-up pair of

shoes, Tony makes my appearance

just right before 1 hit the town.

As I write this, he's swinging

through "You're All the World To
Me," tossing out careless "la da da

dee da das" without a second

thought. Normally, I would be press-

ing my pants or polishing my cuf-

fiinks right now,

but he just ^^^-1^——

—

grabbed hold of

me while I was

shaving and I

had to get to the

computer. And
I can't bring

myself to move
the CD from my
good stereo to

that little piece —_^^__»_«-
ofjunk I use to

wake me up in

my room, so my neighbors are being

treated to the album at high volume.

I'm sure they'll thank me later.

In getting all cleaned up, Tony is

like my secret weapon, the edge I'll

have on every other guy in the room
once I get where I'm going. As you

can see from my mug, I don't have

much to write home about in the

looks department. As you can tell

from my writing, my charm isn't

going to win me awards, either.

What I do have, however, is confi-

dence, and that comes courtesy of

Mr. Anthony Dominick Bennedetto.

Nice clothes will get you only so far,

but knowing how to wear them is

something else altogether.

See, Tony has taught me how to

step out with class - sort of like

going to charm school for $14.99

plus shipping and handling from

Columbia House. I know to iron my
shirt crisply, smile like there's no
tomorrow, and treat the ladies I

meet as well as I can. The top hat,

white tie and tails may be left

behind, but the mentality that comes
with them never goes away
What does this all boil down to?

Tony is like my secret

weapon, the edge I'll

have on every other

guy in the room once I

get where I'm going.

Certainly not that I'm a charming

guy - I'm very shamelessly jacking

that charm from Tony. I think the

heart of the matter is that these

songs conjure up an era a little more
refined than this. Sure, ol' Tony had

his share of problems - some infi-

delity, some love of cocaine and his

share of screwups - but you can't

imagine him singing about how he

don't love them hoes. No, when he's

steppin' out, he's not going to do it

like some blinged-out junior high

schooler, lusting after the provoca-

tively dressed girls teetering high on

spike heels.

What have we got for romance
_and style these days? Jay-Z asking

for **thal funk, that nasty, that gushy

stuff' or the vaguely classier Ja Rule

rapping about how much money he

spent to get his girl. I'm sure they're

both neat guys and all, but it's hard

to imagine them enshrined in the

pantheon of cool.

It's not limited to the rap world,

either. Though Shaggy has his

moments with sugar-sweet tunes in

the vein of "Angel," songs like "It

Wasn't Me," aren't going to endear

him to sophisticated ladies. Nor will

Crazy Town's ode to the allure of

tongue rings on "Butterfiy." And
blink-182? Don't get me started.

But Mr. Bennett and his peers are

in a class of their own. They are

linked back to a time when gentle-

men of quality knew the difference

between confidence and arrogance,

and that the way to win over a lady

was with a charming smile, not a

Benjamin. I'm sure back then the

Benjis got their share of babes too,

but still, it's tough to imagine this

dapper gent in a suit stooping to

demean his date

-1———i—«— with mere cash.

These songs

are a little

corny, sure. But

when he's

singing "I love

you, and you

love me, and

that's how it will

always be" in

, "Who Cares?"

.
you just want to

buy into it.

Maybe if we lived in a world

where getting your shoes shined

would truly fix your problems, and

the pinnacle of life was dancing

cheek to cheek, things would be a lit-

tle easier to take. Yes, I know, I'm a

hopeless sentimentalist, but the

music really speaks to me.

Now I've got to write this quickly,

because there's only one song left

and I'm going to leave my friend

pacing her living room, thinking I'm

a jerk who spends too much time

getting lost in this made-up worid of

Tony Bennett and not enough time

getting ready.

But the main point here is that the

worid is desperately lacking in style.

Maybe this CD's the answer, maybe
not, but whatever the case, if there is

any hope for cool left in this worid,

we've got to bring back some class.

It's been awfully fun writing this,

but I've got to go now. It's time for

some dancing in the dark.

Unfortunately, Brent Hopkins left his

heart in San Francisco. If you find It or

if you just want to wax philosophical,

e-mail him at afropic^otmail.com.
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Musical serves as students' legacy
THEATER: 'Parachute Rid'

positions Asian cultures

within American context

By Howard Ho
Daily Bruin contributor

Screenwriter Weiko Lin and com-

poser Christopher Wong are going to

Hollywood. However, before

embarking on their film careers,

they're putting on their new musical,

"Parachute Kid" - a valedictory

effort, so to speak.

Sponsored by the Chinese Student

Association, "Parachute Kid" will

have its first, and perhaps final, per-

formance at Royce Hall tonight.

"This is my last musical," Lin said.

"I don't really want to do another

one. 1 mean, I love it, but it's our last

thing together unprofessionally. I

hope to work in the professional

arena.**

The story centers on a Taiwanese

immigrant living without her parents

in a poverty-stricken neighborhood.

The girl, Yvonne (Zara Benosa), is the

fulcrum around which various gangs

and lower-class denizens interact.

=:::Thc duo force of Lin and Wong
first came together for 1999's

"Heavenly Peace," a musical about

the Tiananmen Square massacre in

China.

"We learned so much from
'Heavenly Peace,'" said Lin, who
directed, produced and scripted both

musicals. "*Hcavenly Peace' was play-

driven, but 'Parachute Kid' is music-

driven. Music makes it memorable."

That's where Wong, a recent grad-

uate from UCLA's music composi-

tion program, came in. With Lin's fin-

ished script, Wong, a former student

Film looks at serial killer's

upbringing, motivations

ANGIELEVINE

Mkah Marfcl«y (left) holds back Gyron ft. Makaslar (right) in a fight

scene during the rehearsal for "Parachute Kid."

of film scorer Jerry Goldsmith, filled

in the gaps.

"Both Weiko and I knew that we
wanted it to have more ofa rock feel,"

Wong said. The show 'Rent' attract-

ed a younger audience because of its

rock 'n' roll nature."

Though rock music is being used,

Wong doesn't shy away from using

the classical techniques of counter-

point and texture that he learned from

his UCLA days; yet he manages to

keep it accessible and fresh.

"Chris Wong is a phenomenon,"

Lin said. "Most musicals have this

one distinct style that goes through.

We have rock and classical."

One of the songs, "Baba," is about

Yvonne's hoj)e that her father will

come take her out of poverty. Benosa

admits to crying every time she sings

the song.

"I can't help it," Benosa said. "I

hear the intro to that song and I get

knots in my stomach. He writes music

so appropriate to the tceno.

Lin actually wrote "Parachute

Kid" as a screenplay six years ago,

revising it for the current production.

Lin was inspired from his involve-

ment in the Los Angeles Skills Center,

a non-profit arts organization located

around Inglewood. The after-school

program helps kids, some of whom
are pregnant or were in jail, to finish

high school.

"Just from talking to the kids, I

found out that they grew up being

S«eMMaMiriCiM9c25

REVIEW: Movie eschews

stereotypes of genre for

realistic take on Ed Gein

By David Hofmberg
Daily Bruin Staff

Never has a film about a man
who murders women and wears

their skin as clothes been so endear-

ing and touching.

Ed Gein inspired such classic

horror films as "Silence of the

Lambs" and "The Texas Chain Saw
Massacre." The new biographical

film, "Ed Gein," is the first realistic

examination of the man as a human
being and looks at what led his life

to become the foundation of many
modern thrillers.

Although Gein's psychological

problems began in his childhood,

the film starts in his elder years in a

small 1950s Wisconsin town. The
opening sequence is a familiar one

to any horror film fan, with a pair of

young lovers kissing in a seemingly

=9SMrted graveyard.

Mysterious sounds scare the

lovers off and Gein emerges from

an open grave, interrupted while

unearthing a dead body. But there is

an air of sadness surrounding him,

instead of the cold insanity that usu-

ally accompanies horror film psy-

chopaths.

This first scene sets up the film as

a contrast to the movie genre that,

in essence, stemmed from Gein.

Steve Railsback plays the aging,

flannel-clad Gein, and he does it

with a quiet respect that cannot help

but provoke sympathy. The opening

in the graveyard reveals that this is

not a typical horror film and that

any ensuing violence is not the

result of blood-happy amateur film-

makers, but the actions of an unfor-

tunately disturbed man.

Gein's mental instability is

revealed by his home, which is

worse than that of any confirmed

bachelor's, but perhaps a step above

the average fraternity.

Shrunken heads, human faces

and a lamp made of a human back-

bone are just a few of the novelties

found in his bedroom, while dead

rats and empty pork and bean cans

fill the remaining space. To be fair,

he is also a literary man, and owns a

number of oft-read books about

cannibals and resurrection of the

dead.

It is soon clear where his fascina-

tion with the dead originated. When
his mother, whom he worshiped,

died, it pushed Gein over an edge to

which he had already been very

close.

The ultimate root cause of his

problems is then revealed in a series

of fiashbacks and hallucinations.

His smalNown father was an abu-

sive drunk, while his mother was a

Bible-thumping terror. The combi-

nation turned Gein into a classic

textbook example of what happens

when a child is mentally and physi-

cally mistreated.

Watching memories of his drunk-

en father gut a pig while his mother

screams at young Gein that he is a

crying sissy leaves little room to
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Web Surfin

www.rotten.com

Rotten
www.rotten.com

In a society of morbid mind-set, there will

always t>e an audience that desires to dissect

the fragile gut of the Internet, shcing through

the news feeds and FAQs, to let the juicy, bile-

sHcic bowels of the Web's dark side spill out
onto the monitor in a bleeding, infested heap.

Rotten.com caters to such an audience,

serving up steaming mounds of images that

are violent, erotic, humorous, or all of the

above. There are many Web sites, smeared
like roadkill across the netscape, that offer

similar vomit-inducing material. However,
rotten.com is the most user-friendly and has,

in terms of layout, the cleanest home page.

There are no advertisements for pom sites or

cho|>-shop graphics here.

Besides the obligatory murder victims, rot-

ten.com also olTcrs a host of other, les&'dis-.

turbing pickings including mug shots of

everylxxly's favorite television personalities,

anniversary dates of tragedies, bizarre fao-

toids and photographs of naked celebs taken

by over-zealous paparazzi. This latter feature

is not reviewable (for now) - while, almost

perversely, »n Adult Check is necessary for

wxitu to pictures of bodies that are actually

alive and in one piece.

For better or for worse, rolten.com isn't

updated very often and when it is, the updates

aren't substantial. Even the section ''Daily

Rotten" which the Web site claims is "updat-

ed daily! Can you imagine?" is not updated

daily so no, users can't imagine.

It's also difficult to imagine what's gonna
pop up on the screen next. Many links con-

nect directly to the graphic photos and don't

actually defrne what the viewer will see blast-

ed onto the monitor in all its gloriously gory

resolution. Will the image be hideous or

humorous?

Take the hyperlink cryptically entitled

"Motorcycle: Nothing gets between me and
my Harley" Click the link and, thanks to

broadband, what gets splattered across the

screen is a picture of a man whose entire

lower face has caved into a gaping maw filled

with red chunks of mucus-lathered gore.

To an extent, certain Web heads will relish

in this unpredictability and scream with, well,

not delight per se - shocked surprise seems to

be the more appropriate characterization.

Then again, those who enjoy photos of sui-

I (or tfttgicaHy tmdcr-cndowcdt::
fenitaiia and the like probably won't be espe-

cially traumatized when the site smears pho-

tographs of fecalphiliacs across the screen

either.

Moral questions certainly arise when one
exploits photographs of autopsies or accident

victims on the Web. Rotten.com, however.

certainly doesn't purport to be the digiul cen-

ter of decency, and those who are disgusted

and offended by lewd material should avoid

this site at all costs.

But for those who slow to a crawl by traffic

accidents in the vain hope of catching a

glimpse pf human pain, suffering and entrails.

rotten.com is certainly the right site. Its user

interface is relatively simple and its layout

makes the site easy to browse. The material

certainly borders on bad taste, but then again,

it isn't supposed to be tasteful.

Ryan Joe
Rating: 7

Hip-Hop Site

www.hiphopsite.com

Finally, there is a Web site for the discrimi-

nating hip-hop fan.

Part retail store, part magazine, hiphop-

site.com attempts to give hip-hop heads the

lowdown on the latest music. The site leans

toward the underground, but all sorts of

artists can be found here, from the Eminems
and Jay-Zs, to lesser-known rappers such as

Aceyalone and Kool Keith.

:zr TTic section "In The Deck" gives in depth -

reviews and ratings of current album releases,

while the "New Joints" section gives quick

reviews of the latest singles, some radio songs
and some more underground cuts that might
be heard at a local hip-hop club. Site-goers

can read the reviews as well as listen to snip-

pets of selected songs.

"News on the DX." provides visitors with

the "latest in news and rumors in the hip-hop

industry," including release dates, artist sign-

ings and beefs between rappers, as well as

other news. Browsers can also check out

interviews with the likes of Talib Kweli, De
La Soul and Black Eyed Peas.

The site also features an uncensored
streaming feed of Eminem's debut video "I

Just Don't Give A F*ck," which was banned
from The Box.

Hiphopsite com also boasts a large num-
ber of items for sale. DJs can find the latest

(and often rare) vinyl, while the average

music aficionado can pick up CDs. Web
surfers can get hard-to-find items like instru-

mental albums, imports,and music from
underground artists that might not be found
at a local record store. The site often has spe-

cial offers so customers can get free promo-
tions with their purchases.

.
Hiphopsite.com is largely successful in its

attempt to cover such a broad range of music.

Despite some problems with the streaming

video section of the site, for the most part it is

easy to use and is kept up well. Long live hip-

hop.

=^nthony Quinonez
Rating 8
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Funding
Available for

2001 UCLA ^
Graduation Celebrations

A limited amount of funding is available for student initiated and managed
graduation celebrations, sponsored by OflBcially Recognized registered

campus organizations. This funding is not intended to cover all the expenses

associated with these programs. The support is intended to supplement

organizational resources, external donations, department subsidies, etc.,and

jto serve ^s an expression of the institution's recognition of the achievement

of degree recipients.

Applications for funding, as well as details

tegarding the allocation process, criteria and pri-

orities, are available in the Center for Student

Programming, located at 105 Kerckhoflf Hall, die

Student and Campus Life Division Office , located

at 1 104 Murphy Hall, and on-line at

httpy/wvw^tuilcn^roups.acla.c4ii/graduation

APPLIATION DEADLINE
FRIDAY, MAY 25, 2001

i

Haven't seen one
of these in a while?

Standardized tests are predictable.
Understanding them Is %vhat Kaplan Is all about.

Whether you're facing the LSAT, QMAT^ ORE, MCAT,
DAT or TOEFL*, take Kaplan and get the score
you need to get Into the schools you want.

Classes start sooni
GMAT - May 20 and 30
GRE - May 30 and June 3

Call 1-800-KAP-TEST or visit

kapte8t.com to enroll todayl

KAPLAN

1

I

i

Test prep, admissions and guidance. For life.

I

I

The 1988 hand-drawn animation classic 'Akira" will be re-mastered

and re-dubbed for release on DVD later this year. It is currently

showing at the AMC theater in Burbank.

Qassic 'Akira' remastered,

re-released on film, DVD
REVIEW: In SDlte of DOOr standing Tctsuo's power, and ultimate-

ly Akira's.

dubbing, anime movie's perhaps -Akira" is more suited for

message still resonates ***"*r
^*"

k*^;
^"^1 '''^'' """^

^ to this film as the bluepnnt for so many
other psychologically driven anime
works imiuex'sed in paranoia, chaos

and biblical references to the Second

Coming.

Aesthetically, the character design

isn't the strongest feature; it's a

BySanifltaig
Daily Bruin Contributor

"Akira" could be the **Star Wars" of

Japanese animation.

Like George Lucas' cinematic mas- strange hybrid of cartoon-like, bubbly
terpiece, "Akira" has similarly set the lines found in films from Hayao
tone for Japanese animation, or Miyazaki ("Princess Mononoke,"
anime, today, with its sweeping, "My Neighbor Totoro") and the ultra-

grandikx)uent feast of ideas and vi^u- realistic designs of Masamune Shirow
als (keeping in mind this 1988 work ("Ghost in the Shdl"). And without
was released before the regular use of the aid of computer-generated images,

computer-generated images). the explosions won't impress anyone
Even as animators today would who's seen them done in animated

''Akira's" selling point is

its commentary on
what rights humans
have to manipulate

nature ...for their

own benefit

rather marry animation with comput-

erized technology, the hand-drawn
"Akira" still heavily influences con-

temporary animated masterpieces.

Today's hugely successful anime
works like "Ghost in the Shell" and
the "Neon Genesis Evangelion" series

owe their apoca-

lyptic settings ——^—

—

and complex

ideas to "Akira."

The concept

of science over-

coming humanity

to devastating

effects have ren-

dered psychologi-

cal labyrinths for

millions of fans

worldwide.

Thirteen years
—-^——

—

later, distributor

Pioneer will unveil the anime classic,

re^nastered and re-dubbed via DVD
later this year, putting an end to the

long wait for legions of fans. In the

meantime, fans can catch "Akira" in

selected theaters.

So what is this film about? Welt, like

"Star Wars," it is a struggle between
good and evil, but tfie film delivers a

twist by not revealing who is good and
who is evil until the end.

"Akira" takes place in post-apoca-

lyptic Japan called Neo-Tokyo in the

year 2020, where terrorists and cor-

rupt government officials terrorize

this high-tech wasteland, and teen- go haywire, his worried girlfriend stays

agcrs like childhood friends Tetwo by his side, holding his hand In the

next few seconds, Tetsuo transforms

into a giant blob of overgrown,

deformed body parts and organs
spilling out from every crevice that

traps his girlfriend and crushes her to

death. These images are graphic and
unnerving.

. . Obviously, "Akira" is not a feel-

iments that test the power derived good movie like "Star Wars," but it'«

worth the cerebral experience of
exploring issues that are as hard to

wrap your head around as the visuals

and ideas on the screen.

FILM: 'Akira' is playing at the AMC
Media Center North 6 located at 770
North First St. in Burbank. For $ho*v-

timescaM (818) 953-9800.

fare like Titan A.E."

And don't even mention the voice

dubbing, which is terrible. It's hard to

believe that this is a new, redubbed ver-

sion of the fihn because the voice act-

ing still sounds amateurish and clunky.

It's not enough to detract from the

ambitious and at

'~""^~~''~'"" times disturbing

visuals, but

enough to make
you wish for the

slate of celebri-

ties who get to

dub Disney ani-

mated works.

But "Akira"

was never just

about the way it

looks (or
~"""~~~""~~~~

sounds). And
despite a story

with too many loopholes and charac-

ter inconsistencies, "Akira's" selling

point is its commentary on what rights

humans have to manipulate nature

and other human beings for their own
benefit - ideas that remain relevant

today, as scientific advances like

cloning spark fervent debate world-

wide.

"Akira" takes such moralistic

stances one step further and shows a

vision so gniesomely disturbing, it is

more threatening than thought-pro-

voking.

In the scene where Tetsuo's powers

and Kaneda wreak their own
havoc.

One night on a routine nootorcycle

destruction spree, a strange psychic

boy touches Tetsuo. who inadvertently

enlists himself in a top-secret military

operation. The government captures

Tetsuo and subjects him to risky exper

from an other-worldly, god-like being

called Akira.

The government's human guinea

pig project backfires when Tetsuo's

powers rage out of control, and it's up
to Kaneda and a group of anti-govern-

ment rebels to save their friend. The
military, however, won't let anything

get in the way of harvesting and under-

Plcxieer Enterwnmenr

PARACHUTE
From page 22

latchkey kids," Lin said. "Their par-

ents are working 24/7 so they've

grown up on their own. I think that's

the reason why they resort to a lot of

gangs. I think kids growing up are so

angry at their situation that they exter-

nalize it."

The gang wars and love triangles in

"Parachute" almost beg for compar-
isons to "West Side Story" and its pre-

cursor, "Romeo and Juliet."

Lin, however, infuses his musical

with far more than just a love story or

just an immigrant story. It's also

about expanding what it means to be

Asian, a factor made more obvious by
the Chinese Student Association's

support of the musical.

"CSA died," Lin said. "In a way,

we came in and revamped it. They
didn't have a culture show last year

and they wanted us to do a show for

them, because they liked 'Heavenly

Peace.'"

Instead of using the culture show
formula of traditional dances and sto-

ries, Lin wanted to prove his idea that

culture shows should place cultures

within the context of America.

"In culture shows, they really

explore the cultural aspects of it," Lin

said "They j««t keep goif»g ar»d you
think, 'Am I Chinese or am 1

American?' Enough of that. Culture

shows have done that already."

Keeping with that philosophy, Lin

uses an Asian gang and a white gang
in the performance. In addition,

many of the cast and crew members
represent a wide array ofnon-Chinese

ethnicities. For example, Benosa is

Filipino and Sean Morris, who plays

Mr. Frank, is African American.

Furthering Lin's message of interra-

cial peace, inner-city kids will be
bused in to the performance.

As for Hollywood, Lin looks for-

ward to graduating in June even

though he will still be involved on
campus as an English teaching assis-

tant.

He is currently a program coordi-

nator in the dorms and a full-time

graduate student in the School of

Film and Television. Both Wong and
Benosa have no doubt that Lin will

break into Hollywood as a screen-

writer.

"Weiko Lin is a ball of energy,"

Benosa said. "He has more energy

than the whole cast put together

sometimes."

. The film industry, however, has

already found Wong. Besides writing

music for the trailer to the recent film,

"Memento," Wong is also slated to

score his first feature film, ''Second

Time Around," being filmed in Hong
Kong.

In the meantime, Lin and Wong
are savoring "Parachute Kid," their

last chance to work completely out of

their hearts rather than just to pay the

bills. Lin's devotion to getting it right

is evident when he tells the cast about

maxing out his credit card for the

show's numerous props and sets.

"School is the only place this can

happen, where people have optimism

and passion," Lin said. "No one here

is paid."

The cast hopes all its passion will

amount to more than a single perfor-

maace« which vs. what "Heavenly
Peace" got. To pay for the show,

recordings of the music as well as

other memorabilia will be sold. Since

the show is free, tickets will be given

at the box office if there are no-shows.

Putting off the pressure of

Hollywood for another day, Lin and
Wong leave "Parachute Kid" as their

legacy to UCLA.
"Hopefully, they'll dig it," Wong

said.

THEATER: 'Parachute Kid' premieres

at Roy^e Hall tonight at 8 pim. Tickets

are free and are available at the Central

Ticket Office or at the box office.

TOULOUSE
From page 20

they removed themselves from many
artistic traditions. At the other end of

the spectrum, "Poplars" by Georges
Seurat is a drawing in crayon that,

with streaks of light and dark, gives

the impression, but not the image, of

a field of poplars.

The best aspect of this exhibit is its

ability to tie in works in a variety of

styles from a variety of artists to illus-

trate the struggle between the tradi-

tional and the innovative in 19th-cen-

tury art. Seemingly unrelated works

are gathered into a cohesive collec-

tion, and are successful in portraying

the art world at the time that they

were created.

Although the exhibit is fairiy small,

fitting into one mid-sized room, it is

worth the time to see it. After all, a

look around the room might tell the

visitor why those Moulin Rouge
posters are so famous.

ART: To Create a Living Art: 19th-

century Art" is on display at the Getty

Museum through July 1 5. Admission is

free arxi parking is $5. Reservations for

parking are required for weekdays,

except for college students with a

school ID Call (310) 440-7300 or visit

wvwv.getty.edu for inforrration.
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FREE NOKIA CELL PHONE

To Advertise Call:

r 310.825.2221

MONTHLY
RATE

$49.99

$29.99

PUVN
MINUTES

400

120

FREE ADDITIONAL
NIGHT AND
WEEKEND
MINUTES .

1.000

1,000

TOTAL
MONTHLY
MINUTES

1,400

1,120

LONG DISTANCE
INCLUDED IN

PLAN TO 50
STATES

FREE

FREE
RECEIVE FREE AODITIONAL 1 ,000 MINUTES FOR NIGHT AND
WEEKEND MINUTES EVERY MONTH FROM AT&T WIRELESS!

PLAN INCLUDES YOUk DOMRSTIC mNC ni.STANCK (^J^I1..S T() AIJ. .SO .STATF-S
WmiiN YOUR HOMK gAUJNC. ARfT fHArTroPRFrVi '

'^ ' "
'

^^

PREFERRED PAGERS
(800)784-6183

»' WORKSHOP ^4
PRESENTED BY: EXPO INTERNSHIP AND STUDY ABROAD SERVICES &

BRUIN WALK TRAVEL

ATTEND A SEMINAR ON
TRAVEUNG TO

EUROPE THIS SUMMER!!

GET VALUABLE INSIGHT FROM
£ANEL OF EXPERIENCED TRAVELERS^

«eE oiXgCi^

bruin ((MP)1 uiolk

T P) A^ v/ C> U

EXPO inlamahlp &
Stucty Abfpid Swvict

UCLA Career C«nt«r

Strathmore

Building

2nd Floor

2 round trip domestic tickets on

United Airlines • and a EURAIL Pass

(15 days, first class)

INFO MEETINGS:

MAY 1 7 THURSDAY 5-7PM
MAY 24 THURSDAY 5-7PM
MAY 31 THURSDAY 5-7PM

ALL MEETINGS WIU BE HELD AT
EXPO, RM 200

STRATHMORE BUILDING
IN FRONT OF LOT 8.

*48 contiguous states, based on avaUabWly, restrtottons

and btackdut dates apply.

fl^SSSi

Do you want to become
a leader on campus?

Check out the

UIN LEADERS PROJECT
A seminar based leadership project sponsored by the Center for
Student Programming. All students are invited to participate in
developing leadership skills. Upon completion participants

receive a certificate.

Bruin Leaders Project \

Spring Quarter Seminars

Thursday, May 17 12 - 2pin Courtyard at Kaufman Hall

"Motivation Through Team Building"

\m^to see you!

j^brmore

to)l^WX
Ktkf'*^ .-Vi*.

www.bruinleaderb. ucla.edu
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Or. Patrick Doyle, O.D.

The LA Community Colleges

are providing TeleWeb classes

at Valley & Pierce Colleges.

EYE EXAMINATIONS-CONTACT LENSES HIGH-FASHION EYEWEAR

10930 WEYBURTH AVE
3 10-208- 1584

Transferable community college classes on video
tape with Internet activities and optional weekend
seminars. Seminars are 3 hours, conducted on
Sundays at Valley & Pierce Colleges. All classes
earn 3 units of transferable college credit from
LA City College.

Semester begins June 3i d
Tuition is just $11 per unit.

For a free brochure Call: 8()()-91 7-9277

mE DDTEREINCE: IS flIGH QUALHY SCRVICEI

Eyes of
Westwood

can help you
see better, and

look better,

too.

Laser vision

Correction - LASIK
Is it for you??

Be sure to ask Dr.

Doyle. He has had

U5/Kandis
extremely happy!

www.lacc.cc.ca.us

We accept UCLA's Vision Plan

Close to campus in Westwood Village

Across from Jerry's Famous Deli

'S*^*

TV & radio p^s^n^^ CIcve
P©wefS featurii^he ho
ur^n & trance upa state o
k> hear to believ 'truly the

t •use,

Ladies in free bi

Men in free befoi

with college

loors

Event Hotline: 323-462-3000 • 1 735 N. Vine in Hollywood

GEIN
From page 22

wonder why he became so horribly

disturbed.

In a surprising break from cine-

matic tradition, the flashbacks

remain in color, instead of the often

overused black and white. This is a

wise choice because it forces a recog-

nition that the past is just as impor-

tant to the story as the present.

The transitions from childhood to

adulthood are then smooth and indi-

cate Gein's own misunderstanding of

the separation between reality and
fantasy.

Back in the present, digging up
dead people in a cemetery is, of

course, not a normal thing to do, but

the situation becomes much worse.

Ed's dead mother Augusta, played by

the truly haunting Carrie Snodgress^

begins appearing in visions, ordering

him to kill for the sake of God
almighty, telling him that only

through these deaths can she come
back to life. Her influence is rein-

forced by more remembrances of her

nightly sermons about man's heathen

nature and the glory of God, and
Gein hanging on every word.

Augusta's first demand is the mur-

der of the local bartender, the aging

^but promiscuous Mary Hogan (Sally

—Champlin). The local alcoholics

spend their nights at her bar, and
Gein himself is there most nights for a

lonely beer.

While Gein is undoubtedly a social

outcast, his actions push "Ubnormal"

to its outer limits.

After shooting her with his gun,

Gein drags Hogan back to his lovely

home. What follows is sickening, not

so much because of the idea or the

imagery, but the reality that Gein
could have been a decent man had his

childhood not been so dysfunctional.

Dancing under the moon, he wears

dead Hogan's skin like a suit, howling

into the night.

As the movie progresses, so does

Gein's descent into the blackness of

humanity. His mother's death

crushed him, leaving him lost in the

world with no purpose But does this

warrant Gein's laughing while trying

on dead people's severed noses, or

eating Mary's organs?

Whatever opinions exist regarding

man's inherent nature, directors

Martin Kunert and Chuck Parello

seem to firmly believe that Gein was
not at fault. In addition to his horrific

.childhood, living in a small Wisconsin

town also had its detrimental effects.

Drinking and hunting are the nor-

mal way of life in this small town, and
the community of violence must take

its toll. Scenes of the bar regulars

heading off for the opening day of

hunting make Gein's actions seem
almost understandable given his cir-

cumstances.

The final gruesome death of shop
owner Bernice Worden (Colette

Marshall) is more* horrible than any
fantasy murder in "The Texas Chain
Saw Massacre." Her hanging corpse,

decapitated and bled like a pig, is an
unquestionably haunting and indeli-

ble image.

Despite the disturbing nature of

"Ed Gein," the violence is handled
with modesty. Few scenes of bloody
mutilation are shown, and instead the

movie focuses on what pushed Gein
to his actions. The conclusion then

shows actual archive film footage of
Gein's arrest, placing the movie in

the context of reality and giving it a

meaning that most knockoff thrillers

hopelessly lack.

The newest and most accurate film

interpretation of the life of Gein is a

tasteful and well-acted reminder that

life is scarier than fiction, especially

when it involves a psychologically

lonely man wearing a mask made of

human skin

HLM: 'Ed Gein' is now playing at the

GCC Hollywood Galaxy located at

7021 Hollywood Blvd. For showtlmes
call (310) 777-FILM.
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• Avoid abbreviations—make your
ad easy for readers to understand
• Place yourself in the reader's
position, ask wfiat you would like

to know about the merchandise,
and include that in the ad. Include
such information as brand names,
colors and other sf>ecific

descriptions j

we orianMbon In a
sarvlcaa adwartlMd or ttte

I the ASSISTWT DWECTOR
rHousinaOfflceat(3lO)
lor the nrsi MCORRECT

f^^T^^lT 1300
Campus f{(H:ruitrnon(

1300
Cninpus Recruitment

noo
Ciim()ijs Hiippi.'mnfjs

The Employment Guide's

CAREER
FAIR

Alcoholics Anonymous
Mm. OacuMon, Fh. Slip Study, 3517 Adcanrnm

Awn. iMk SlM^, 3517 Adeanmm
«A/TAVibi.DanyA3'039
Wad.lbii.DMtalA3 029

Oi>nMUM,AliMa>l2:10 1:00 pm
^«r a<ee«ta«ra oraiAMali aAa (MM

1800
MiM i;ll.ll\<!OUS

>*i«**i..

Tuesday, May 22, 2001
10 am - 3 pm
Radisson Hotel

15^3^ Venture Blvd., Sherman Odlts

2300
Sperni/Egg Donors

If you are male, in college or have a college

degree, you can earn up to $600/mo. call lor

details on our anonynwus sperm donor pro-

gram. Receive free comprehensive health

screening & help Infertile couples. So if

you're looking for a great job and a little ex-

tra cash, call/email us first. 310-824-

9941/donor50cryobank.com.

Pay your tuition

with eggs.

If you're a woman t)etween 1

8

and 35, you can earn money easi-

ly, anonymously. Donate your

eggs to an infertile couple.

55,000 and up, depending on

you education and other qualifi-

cations. Call Today.

The Center for Egg Options

310/546^786

•Tha Cimr tot Egg QpUwv, UC

www CarecrWeb com

2000
PcrsoiKils

ARE YOU TIRED OF MAKING the wrong
choices In relatlonshipt? Attend a special

seminar.

"WHO TO DATE...WHO
TO DUMP"

Learn how to spot the peraon behind the
mask. BEFORE you gel iirvolvedl

Wednesday May 23rJ. 7pm. Beveily HMs
Church of SdanMogy. 9665 ChartevWe
Blvd. Beverly Hill8(Char1evlNeauitle Santa
Monica) CaH 310-226-2465 lor info.

LOVE? European wrtter/Nngulst. cosmopoli-

tan, aocompNahed, good-looWng, mature,

healthy lifeMyla. loves Htefatura/lravel-

Ing/outdoors. seW \ attracBve/smart/aWec-

tionate young fenfuM, any race/oilgin. tor

friendship, poesfbiy rqifnance/maniage. 310-

573-402<ymani#muyfch.com

VERY ATTRACTIVE. Successful, romantic,

swm. 35. fun-loving, intelligent, caring, con-

siderate, understanding seeks very attractive

woman wi%)miiar values, 18-^. Plaaae send
photo/phone/note: 1015 Qayley Ave. #595.

LA. CA 90024

2200
H«;s(;;M(:h Subjects

CHRONIC BAD BREATH. Earn up to $120
and learn to control bad breath. CUniaal Mu*
dies in Culver City. 31 0-6464IS7B.

2200
Rusuc'uch Subjects

SEVERE
PRE-MENSTRUAL
SYMPTOMS STUDY

UCLA is coTKlucting a study usirtg an invseti-

gatkxMl medicatton for women with

SEVERE Prt-menamjal sympioms. You may
quaMy for INa study If you ei^Mrience sonw
of tha toloiMng aymploms diirlng the week
before your manainial cyde: 'depressed
mood, 'tenekjn. 'trrttabaty; *faeling suddenly

sadortaarKil. Trtcraaaad sanaHtvity to rejec-

•on. QiMMyIng parVolpanii must *have reg-

ular monMy manatnjal cydaa, l>e tMlween
ttw agae of 18 and 45. 'not be uckig medk:a-
Nons for the treatment of PM8 (inckiding an-

Iktepreseants. heft>el treatments or birth corv

trol pNIs). AN study rslatad evakjaltona and
medtoatton «Ml be provided at no coat to you.

You WW be paM $175 H you complete the 7-

8 month study. Some women wM receive

only inactive dnjg (placebo).

INTERESTED? CALL
LINDA GOLDMAN, RNR

UCLA DEPT OF
OB/GYN 310-825-2452

CIGARETTE SMOKERS
Wanted for a raseerch study at UCLA Men
A Women, ages 22-50. Earn $165. Can 310-
825-6475

2200
Research Subjects

PLAY GAMES AND EARN MONEY, TOO!
Social psychotoglcal experlmeni 1 hour
Average $10 Undergraduate only. Call 310-
625-3017, sign up 2524 Hershey. or email
ptx)rwck:hOyahoo.oom. leavir^ your name.
pfwne, and available timee.

RESEARCH SUBJECTS WANTED For stu-

dy of memory and probiem-soMng. Must be
male, age 16-65. AN aducaiton^ levels de-
sired. Earn $20 tor 2 hours. 310-477-9725.

SEXUAL ASSAULT
SURVIVORS

Wanted tor raeearch study. Qet $15 gift cer-

dfloate to Amazon.com tor completing 10-

ihlnute. wet>-baaed sun^. Anonymous and
oonfldenti*. Women. 18^ years oW. who
have been raped or aexuaNy assaulted In the

pMt 5 years, please call or e-mail Hn-

dasOrand.org. 310-393-0411x6152 for

password www.rand.Ofg/crlm/saws RAND
is a non-profit research organuatkMi in Santa
Monk:a.

EGG DONORS Needed
Healthy females ages 1 9-28

wishing to help infertile couples.

$5,000

^ Call MiRNA (818) 832-1494 m

2600
Wnntcd

PERSONAL TRAINER: To train at home -

1/2 mile from campus- 2 or 3 days/wi( early

morning. Please fax resume or name ar>d tel-

ephone number to set up interview. Fax:
310-476-7976

I.*

UCLA LAW SCHOOL GRADUATES who
fated the bar exam. For a small legal proiect.

310-797-0985.

WOMEN AGES 18-40 wrPH and WrfHOUT
PREMENSTRUAL SYNDROME wanted tor

• 4-rnonth study of hormone in response to
PragMlororte or prozac chaHenge. The study
•maia mood diaries, btood teet and 2 spinal
taps, and taking progesterone or prozac
May be paw up to $200-400 tor your time
Contact Unda Qoklman, RNP UCLA OB-
OYN 310-825-2452.

3400
Coinpiiters/Softwiirt;

FAST COMPUTER W/MONITOR 166mhz.
32MB RAM. 14' monitor Perlect for college
•tudent. $120. 310-824-1770
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2200
Research Subjects

2200
Research Subjects

5680
Travel Destiualioiis

5680
Travel Desliiiatioiis

5700
Travel Tickets

Calling all angels... I student travel
t • •^5

Compensation

FLY SUPER
(323) 277-4595
LATIN AMBMCA SPSCliM-ISTS

iii

aot

New York
S259

Rio/Brazil
'259

LONDON S205
PARIS $235

THE EGG
DONOR

PROGRAM
Help a couple achieve their dream and
you'll receive the highest compensation
and most personalized attention from the
oldest donor program In LA.

We screen recipient parents, too

Shelley Smith m.a., m.f.c.c

323-933-0414
.

The EBO Donor Programyrhe Surrooacy Program =^
•-mail SSmithMFCCOaol.com-Estabilshed in 1990

Pu«ln— f L»isur» 1^^

Call us!
Space is

selling out!

in
1M
1M

yiacationsl
tMl CNMSMUKA
•Ml MiaruM
tM« rmwuMn

|»WWMT8.M0T1H<MW|

. i^ST

,

TRAVEL

«'/V(/r

yiCT0RYTRAVEL.COM
-maH:

MnokMM CSTft
tmn/TpuKKtm

920 UUestwood Blud. (neKt to Burger King)

310.UCLA.fLY or h60795 from campus
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www.statravel-com
3^00

Computers/Software

COMPUTER
TROUBLESHOOTERS

WANTED
Earn good money fixing sinriple problems
and doing computer training. Call lor more
info: 310-545-8508.

3500
Furniture

MATTRESS SPECIALS
NEW INNERSPRING twin sets $99.95. Fulls
$129.95. Queens $169.95 and Kings
$199 95. Also. Sealy. Steams and Foster at
lowest prices . 310-477-1466.

MATTRESSES. FUTONS. DESKS. Book-
shelves, Dinette Sets. T-TaWe. Umps, Deliv-
ery, Open 7 days. Kings Furniture. 11961
Santa Monica Blvd. 310-575-4243.

MOVING OUT SALE
Bedroom set and Dining set Call ASAP All
must go before 05/18/01. Ersen 310-479-
0846.

Stereos/TVs/RjHJios

BIG SCREEN 45" color TV $575 obo. Color
TV 2r near new $175. CoJor TV 35* near
new $395 310-313-6449.

4^AA4i^AA^

A900
Autos for Sale

1994 FORD MUSTANG GT CONVERTIBLE.
Black w/black leattter interior/Kip. 10-disc

CD, sport tires, original owner. 69K/miles.
$12750. 310-440-2178.

1994 JEEP WRANGLER: Low miles, great
conditkxi. blue, soft-top, AM/FM cassette. 5-

speed. Come test drive todayl $9500 Curt.
310-824-0523 cginttierOudaedu

1994VWJETTA
WNte. 4-door. manual, sunroof. A/C, new
tires, great condition, 112,000mi. $5500/obo.
Call Robert 310-403-1401 or yesrobOhot-
mail.com.

1998 ACURA INTEGRA GS-R. Great condi-
tion. Only 30k miles. Still under wananly.
Green Exterior, Tan Leather Interior
$16,800. 310-770-2233.

MOVING-MUST SELL. 1996 Toyota sil-

ver/blue Camry LE Coupe-$10000. 1996 VW
Red Jetta GL-$7500obo. 818-788-3422.

POLICE IMPOUNDS. Hondas as tow as
$500 for Ustmgs 1-800-319-3323 ext.A214

5300
Scooter / Cycle Repair

CycioTimo Cotipany >i"'-c' iQ'Ti

Molorcyci* • Motor Sooolar • Mopad
Stim • Pmpain • Urnxm^M ,

> CXCHAMOC M> FOK nSE VCMCtE RCPAM
ptcK-uponminctMscoiscoiMr .

Over 400 ^Sag^ qi XLA

(ind it 'o not lar claji;.

)

AQUA TRAVEL INC
WORID WIDE LOWEST AIRFARES

MAKE YOUROMMAR CM^ HOfia
RESOVAnONAT

httpJAtiww.prismaweb.com/aquatnvel

24HOURSADAY
Lowest Domestic and
Intemational Airfares

Tour Packages
Euraiipass

Hotel Accommodations
Car Rentals

•Asia*Afcica*Australa'Eurape*Soulh

America*ln(fa*Canada*Mexico*HawBe*

iM^dornesli: < Maraioru/ylMans 4«»bAfe
Prtcw oi* MtJlKl to Chang* without noMc*.

Ava**)«lv may b« lm»K) ond loma imtĤ man mcxy
oppty PlutTcnM

PHONE (310) 33&«)25
984 1 Airpoft Bl.. SuHe 506. Los Aixjeies C4 90045

services
5800-7300

t -n

(310) 275-6734
1S32 S. U Owwgi BMl. Six Hocka South of Pk»

5400
Scooters for S.ile

HONDA ELrrE SCOOTER tor sale $900o-
bo 310-206-3438.

transportation
4600-5500

^900
Autos for Sale

1983 MUSTANG CONVERTIBLE GLX.
Great car One owner Quiet 3 8-Liter V6.

Low miles. Very deperKlable. Regular gas.

Moving. Sacrifk» $2400/obo. 213-240-1926.

1991 FORD TEMPO GL, red, 4-door. au-

tomatic, new transmissk>n, A/C, VERY
GOOD CONDITK)N $2600, must sel. Call

310-441-1473.
I ,

1991 NISSAN SENTRA SER 2000 cc, 5-

speed, radk), new disk brakes, shocks, bat-

tery, tires. Excellent condWon $2,900 Rog-
er 310-206-2837(0), 31 0-275-3 107(E)

1993 FORD EXPLORER XLT 36.000miles,

Gray/Gray Leather, brust) and grill guards.

sMe-sleps, fog lights, new tires, $9,800, call

310-339-3738.

1993 TERCEL. $3000 OBO Manual; lair

condWon. good tires, hub*, leather interior.

Must Ml ASAP. Can 310-208-6868.

5720
Vacation Packaries

TRAVEL ABROAD-Now Interviewing for
agesi9-24. Experlwice dutM of ibizaAhe
-running of the Bull»-(Pampk)na. Spain).
Plus several other countries, including Am-
sterdam. Bill. 310-863-9445.

Believe. 9

5900
Fitiniicial Aid

GRANTS, SCHOLARSHIPS, Loans. Fellow-
ships-From the US govemmentf 1]^) Into the
30blllloo given away by lh« govammsntf
www.freeuaQianls.com. 1-877-316-8097.

6000
Insuraiicr

/lllsiBle.
1..... .

VboVe In oood hsnds.
Mike Aier Irtsurance Agency, loc

(310)312-0202
1281 Wostwood BlN/d
C2 t>ik». So. or wiisrtirv)

24 Houg o Doy Slvtc»

6200
Health Services

6200
Health Sen/if:(;s

6200
Health Services

5700
Travel Tir:k(!ts

FLY 4STANDBY...FLY 4 CHEAP!
HawaH $139 o/w. Europe $249 o/w (-ftax).

4standby.com or 800-397-1098.

GET THE HELL OUT OF
HERE!

Mexk:o, the Caribbean or Jamak:a
S2S0/round trip. HumM %U9fon» wayi Olhsr
woridwWe deslinaik)ns cheap. Book ikAats
online, www.alrtech.com or toll free 877-alf-
tach.

iKu^mSi^ms,. Dr. Nader Da)rani
Member American AssorJAtion of OrthoHnn tl>t?r

Specializing In braces for adults & children

c:
^Braces

fieliver Brillianl Results

,v

(310) 826
llMS WiWitrc Blvd. *
Lm Anselcs. CA MO

'i^V ' M .\ I i
1 ;

7494
hhtrc Blvd. *^«''

\I.IM.|r

• Cosmetic Porcelain
• Surgical Orthodontics

• RerDovctote
• TradltkXK3(

•Invisible

• Europeon

(949) 552 - 5890
181» CuKtr Dr., M
Inline. CA 927l5

Classifieds

825-2221

***»"*"•"»* fan olMuo iioooADkaiiooaom
•<**<•«€»» at^^,ia,»mndmm i3 la muKt^aamt.

two« (»» 1 100 OD lot •«*( monih ol iwanwrt i«n<»«dn wmowoiM taraca* <n> 1
1
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5680
Travel Destinations

5680
Travel Desimalions

STUDENT TRAVEL
if^-^-'-' ••

IS^
i

Uadoa $429
Paris $518
Madrid $640
Rome $828
Britsaii $475
Aiiitttrdan....$588

San JoM, C.R. ..$480
PM ar* nMi4«ip. n—hIuUmm may w#
Tate not ndudad c« •101796040

.J

920 Westwood Blvd.

310.UCU.FLY or

www.statravel.com

from campus

TRAVEL

AMERICA'S LEADER IN

STUDENT TRAVEL

WE'RE CHEAPER. PERIOD.

London *428

Paris »A99

Counciltravel .com
310-209-UCLA

•Fares roundtrip. Restrictions apply.

For Departures by June 1 4, 2001 . CALL NOW!
Fires per person based on double occupancy and on departure from LAX and

minimum 2 night stay. Taxes and fees not included. Departures from ottier major
cities are available. Prices are subject to change and based on availability KT

#10080800-50. Restrictions apply. Please depart by June 14. 2001.

H
f;

5

6200
Health Servicers

TEETH WHnTENING
BREI^TWOOD COSMETIC DENTAL Ofltee

offers r)ew teeth wtiitening system. Afforc^

able for eveiyorw. $85 for upper or lower.

310-207-5008.

6300
Legal Advice/Attorneys

NO RECOVERY NO FEE
NO COST Sexual harrMsment, Olscrimirui-

tion. Auto-aoddents. SNps/laNa. MYER LAW
FIRM. WaatMa. Scott Myer(UCLAW88).
wwyvbaatlawyar.com 310-277-3000.

6^00
Movers / Storiuje

JERRY'S MOVING*DEUVERY. The careful

movers. Experienced, reNabla, same-day de-
livery. Packing, boxea available. Also, pick-

up donattons lor Amarican Cancer Society.

Jerry0310-391-5657.

SUMMER STORAGE. Free pk:k up avail-

abla, reasonable rates. WestsMa Saif-Stor-

aga. 310-626-5955.

6^00
Movers/Stor.'Hie

BEST MOVERS. Ltoensed. insured. Lowest
rates. Faat. oourteous^careful. Many stud-
ents moved for $98. Lte.-T-163844 NO JOB
TOO SMALU 1-800-2-QO-BEST Voice-
matt^peger 323-263-2378.

HONEST MAN w/14ft tmck and dollies,

small jobs, short nottee ok. SF. LV, SD.
Student discount. Go BruinsI lOyrs 310-
28&-8688.

6500
Music Lessons

DRUM LESSONS
ALL LEVELS/STYLES with dadkatad pro-
fasakjnal. At your hoo>e or WLA atudk). 1st-

lasaon free. No drum set necessary.
Nall:323-654-8226.

GUITAR LESSONS
by professk>nal near UCLA. All levels, guitars

available. Learn to play efforttesslyf

www.JWGS.com. Call Jean at 310-476-
4154.

aclviM I

! C /•
\

Classifieds

825-2221

6600
Personal SeiA/ices

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING

Comprahanaiv* OiSMrtctlon AMistancs
Th«SM, Papers, and P«r«onal Staten'>wit8

Proposals and Books
Iritsfnational Sludants WMoom*. Sines 1965

SItsron Bmt, Ph.D. (310) 470-S662
www.Bsar-Writs.oom

6700
Professional Services

ATTENTION MBA. LAW. MEDICAL
SCHOOL APPLICANTSI Fmstrated devel-

oping your crucial personal statements? Get
professtonal help from well-known au-
thor/consultant.3 10-826-4445. www.wkming-
personstatemenLcom.

ui warm «emm
Personal Statements, Papers, Theses,
Dissertations, Books, 8, Proposals

Comprehensive help by PhD from UC
Internafional Students Welcome

(323) 665^145

H^3P">«i»l

Brentwood D[riiutoiogy

Medkal Group

JkIi H. Sflv6r$, MD
Diplomak of iie Amricsn Boani of Drnn^okio

FProtesstdfiiilVittoo
Removal
small: $140

medium: $250
large: $750

$25 off w/ mMtioa of Ad

Prec€piorshlp avaUt^ for
icdiaU and RA. rta4ftit».

Office locaiedon,

SonVkerttliliMvood

310426-^,
wwwJ>nl§m$Jcm

CERTIFIED SWIM INSTRUCTOR wMI teach
swim lessons at your home. Indivkluat or
group lessons at reasonable rates. Monk»
310-452-3897.

HND ROOMS &
ROOMMATES ONLINE

The Napster for roommates. Free to view
and place ads. Imnriedlate Online Results.

www.ea8yroommate.com

FORMER ENGLISH TEACHER w/ Masters
from U-Chicago. tdtfM/myrd processes dls-

sectatkHis, propoaala. acreenplays. pafaorwl
statements, resumes. Intemattonal students

welconoe. Winstow's 310-829-6171.

HEAD SHOTS $99
SITTING PLUS digital file for unlimited

printsll Westwood location. Call Jennif-

er310-575-6638. www.jennMennos8.oom

MEDICAL SCHOOL APPLICATION COUN-
8EUNQ. CounaaHng by recently graduated
M.D. Specializing ki appNcatk>n essays/lnter-

vlew-skills. Fee negotiabla/nrKMiey-back

guarantee. Greg Fraedman, M.D. 310-960-

3300i/|Mger.

NEED IT TYPED?
Dont have time or indinatton? Professkm-

al/degreed word processors specializing in

legal/j;>sychok)gk»l trBnscrtp(k>n and langtfiy

acadamk: papers, (legible drafts plaaae).

$3/pQ. student rate. $50/minimum, %12/pick-

up/delivery. Re8umes/$40. 323-288-6805
any time.

7000
TiitoriiK] Off^K.'d

AAA TUTOR'S CLUB
A HOME TUTORING sennce for all subjects,

grades K-12 Lowest prices guaranteed! For
more information call 310-444-0449.

CHEMISTRY ORGANIC CHEMISTRY
PHYSICS. BIOLOGY PHYSIOLOGY,
STATS. By doctoral student. w/k)ts of teach-
ing experience. Fee negotiable/n>oney-t>ack

guarantee Call Greg. 310-397-0547.

FOREIGN ACCENT REDUCTION Commu-
nk»te with clanty&accuracy. Especially rec-

ommended for foreign TA'sAgraduates en-
tering business worid. Taught by experi-

enced professors. 310-226-2996 wwwaccu-
rateenglish.com.

MATH SCIENCE TUTOR
UCLA Engineering graduate offering

math/scier>ce tutoring lor all ages/levels.

Kind and Patient. Flex hours/k)catkxi. Con-
tact Shahrad: 310-772-5020.

Intoresred in Student Health?

Then take this little quiz.

What (ire you doing TODAY ot noon?

a. Eating FREE food in room 414 in the Ashe

Center {4th Floor)

b. Getting involved In campus health care

c. Working towards student empowerment

d. All of the above

Ifyour answer h %you1ll)e at the Student Health

Advisory Committee (5HAC) recruitment meeting.

See you in Ashe, Room 414,

Arthur Ashe Student Health and Wellness Center

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZI F

ACROSS
1 Strong, as meat
5 Rastjctut)e
10 Laird's wear
14 Rim-script vMflter

James
15 Motif

16 Inspiration

17 Caesar's garb
18 Speak publk:ly

19 Castle ditch

20 Jumbled up
22 "Beer Barrel -"
23 Make tea
24 Roger Rabbit,

e.g.

26 Moan and —
28 Places to laze
32 Sky hunter
33 Mint-:

Southern drink

34 Rowery gariand
35 Eat a lollipop

36 Mkleast natk)n
37 Kind of opera
38 Primate
39 Comedian Jerry
40 (Dollar fractions
41 Searched out
43 Forest units

44 Like Darth
Vader

45 Hotel worker
46 Clown

Emmett —
49 Dropped ttw ball

52 Diva's mekxty
53 Ouzo flavoring

55 Nile goddess
57 idle

58 Ore finds

59 Harps on
60 LAX letters

61 CoM snap
62 Strong wind

DOWN
1 Pistol: slang

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

H E R O N A L E C 1 V E S
1 M A G E S R E N A P A
T 1 G E R H R N S P E W
S L ££ VJEI P O T|A T O E s
i^^^i RSB R A CE R S
QSBQSSQ mdlQ

1 D L ERH lYIOJUIR EH E P A
F E E S BIEIA NIS 1 R O N
ENID PIUIRIRISI A L 1 E NQS E F F E C T S
P L A 1 T S rug

S H 1 NG L EDI rIhIyItIhImI
H O N K 1 D 1 D A E R 1 E
A T E E N A V E N A 1 L S
casQB ^[ziasa sdSBa
6-17-01 C 2001. umtwl FMlur* Syndlcat*

5
6
7

2 All excited
3 Large: pref.

4 Higfi sctiool

nMntento
Lifted

Tossed
Peruse a book

8 Qty
9 Small
10 Loose robe
1

1

Adored one
12 Plumbing

problem
13 '^Lalerr

21 Type of muffin

22 Grandeur
24 Legends
25 Sign of the

fuftjre

26 Complain
27 Kitchen tool

28 Damp
29 Genetic copy
30 Romantic poet
31 Uses a 5 Across

32 Patron saint of
r^rway

33 Sapphire or
topaz

36 Himalayan
sighting

37 Garden
transplant

39 Impose a tax

on
40 Nursery bed
42 Passes

ak)ng
43 Genaest
45 Reflects

46 Cabbage kin

47 It was. to Ovkt
48 Actress

Minnelii

49 Rover's pal
50 Biblk»l twin
51 Excavates
53 TV alien

54 Eur. country
56 Fast plane

Display
206-3060
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7000
Tutoring Offonul

PHYSICS AND MATH
Math/Physlcs nwiiMfttudont offera tutoring In
physics and maV) at ai lavets. Contact Sina
(310)989-1491 Of >lna40iicte.edu

RESEARCH PAPER TUTOR. 4.0 UCLA
grad and publishad writer oWers private tutor-
ing sen/ices. 310-293-0684.

TUTORING FOR ALL
SUBJECTS

K-12. Spanish/ESL at any level. WHI travel to
home. Syrs exp. Soon to t>e UCLA grad. CaM
Baudella 818-416-7719 or email bcha-
ve2Oucla.edu.

7200
Typituj

TYPISTAVAItABLE. Prol—lunal wrilM who
typM 80wpm wi/100% accuracy wW type
your rtMsich papers, projects, etc Rates
negodabte. Cal 323-692-9545 and leave
contact Info (or Christine.

7500
CiJf (Mir OoiJortunilujs

RN OR OCNTM. STUDENT for MO oMca
near Bavarty HMa on Saturday AM's or P/T
Top salary. CaH 323-939-2111

WORD PROCESSING spadattzlng in thes-
es, dtoseriations, transcription, legal, psych,
raaumas, Maia^ brachuras. mailng IMs. ra-

pOrts. 31(V828-«839.

WRITING TUTOR
Kind and patient Stanford graduate. Help
with the English language—lor students ol
all ages/levels. 310-440-3118.

7100
Tutoring Wiintod

TUTORS WANTED
MATH MAJORS NEEDED TODAYAIter
school, grades K-12. In BH. WLA. SM areas.
Education majors and/or graduate-level (In

any field) a plus. $11.25-l5/houf Call The
Tutor's Club: 310-444-0449.

TEACH THE SATs

Need energetic people with

High SAT scores to prep

students 1-on-l or in classes.

All regions. $15-S25/hr. Flex

hours. Car needed. Call Tom

310-448-1744

www.tutoijobs.com

7600
Child Care Offered

$$$ LOW PRICES $$$
WONDER YEARS PRESCHOOL nin by
UCLA grads. Aga82.5/8years. TWo large

piay-yaids. Open 7:30-5:30.Ciose to UCLA.
310^73<J772.

7700
Child C.ire Wiihted

BABYSITTINQ In ^i^oise. Martha's Vine-

yard. MassachMsaWi. tOds 6Aa. V29fOV
7/20A}i. aivs/day. Room/airtara and
boan»«^$lO(VWk. Fax raauma 310-202-8049.

7800
Help Wanted

per surveyl

PROGRAMMING SQL, DATABASE CON-
NECTIVITY tutor and cgi, perl scripts. Che-
viot Hills. 310-927-7289 or 3 1 0-839-5457

SAT TUTORS NEEDED
SCORE! Prep needs tutors w/high SAT
sores for SAT & academic subject tutoring.
Reliable transport required Positions avail-
able in SFV, South Bay, and Agoura areas.
$16/hr+bonus. Flex schedules. CaH 310-
446-2161 to apply.

TUTORS AND
COMPUTER TRAINERS

WANTED
Unique, fun opportunity tor energetic, enthu-
siastic individuals. Training provided E-mail
resumes to EricOcomputersmarts.com

7200
TypiiKj

AFFORDABLE LEGAL-MEDICAL, tranacrib-

Ing and general word processing services.

Legal documents, resumes, research pa-
pers, flyers, etc. Low rates 7 days! 323-653-
0560

employment
7400-8300

7400
Business Opportunities

$500 WEEKLY WORKING FROM HOME
Rush business-size self addressed stamped
envefope. M.V.A. PO. Box 6923-DB, Malixj,

CA 90264.

FREEDOM
WORK FOR YOURSELF This summer Get
paid daily and buNd residual Income woiWng
with a 29-y««t-gM_|!DrS£jConvany. 888-
974-»3».

ONLINE MARKETING
Laam the truth at>out online martteting!

http7A»p.dlckbank.nel/hop.cgl?mvp777/

bigdogs

OUR BUSINESS IS

EXPLODING!
Retire in 12-l8months wortdng from home.
888-867-1743.

7500
C.ireer Opportunities

INVESTMENT OPP
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT Excellent
career opportunity for new graduate to learn
the investment industry. Detall-oriorMed, or-

ganized team player needed w/good PC
sIdHs. WW train. Fax resume 310-789-0022

JUST SECRETARIAL?
NOT!

HANDLE BUSINESS/Personai affairs; plan

events; surf tf>e net; polish Power Point pro-

jects; {Tack legislation; create a spread sheet
or two; get your education paid for...sounds
great, huh? Sweet opportunity for talented

college grad. The Placentent Company'
deidredaleOearthlir)l(.net Fax 310-889-7101

TELEMARKETING
SALESPERSON

Telemari(eting sales of cellular phones.
Comission only. $60 per activated phone
Hne. Cal Stada 310-712-4900.

7700
Child Care Wnnted

2 MONTH OLD GIRL
Lootting for sweat babyaMar. Wad. 2-8.

Thurs.. 12-8 In PacMc Palaadaa. Starting

ASAP Please call:31 0-230-6061.

FEMALE BABYSITTER WANTED tor 11

yaaroid girl for oocaaionil waakend and
waaiday avaninga. PotartHal tor )ob to turn

into more permanent part-time position. Must
have car and referertoes. In Sherman Oaks
818-783-0469.

BABYSfTTER NEEDED tor 5 and 7 yaar-
otds. waattand avaning. Non amoMng. gan-
de. acttva. lovas Mda dogs and cali. Rafar-
encas. $yhour. Cal Uaa 310-476-0242. '

BABYSITTER WANTED
For lyr old cNU. Flaidbte hours. $«Av. Ex-
pertenoas and ralatancas naoaaaaryi CaN
Youlaa Kim •310-413-3644

$$Get Paid For Your
Opinion8!$$

Earn $15-$125 and more pe
awi»wjnonay4opinlor»»xom

CAMP COUNSELORS
Inatnjctore, lifeguards for daycamp in

^QOUW^Maltou. 818-706-7335.

CAMP COUNSELORS naadad for local
summer day camp. Baach/kqualic axpari-
anoa m awlmmino, auiflna aaMng. or iat aw-
ing a ptoa. CompaMva aaiarfaa. 818-006-
4780.

BABYSITTER WANTED
FOR 2 Wda, 447 Pick-up from school/canp.
laidng fo ptay dates, help w/honwwortc. ate.

Ei^partanca naoaaaaiy Raferanoaa raqutiad.

Approsdmaia hours. 1-7 M-F. Begin 6^11.

Salary DOE. Pacifte Palisades. 310-230-
7475.

COOL LADY naada somaona Wear to do oc-
caaaionai arrands. 310-979-6701.

7800
H«;ip Wiinted

KIND Doubie-Bnjin Alumni iamNy. 6-bH(S

from campus. Naads taxMa help W3.5yo
boy. Westwood Presbyterian pre-school
student, aftarschool/vveekends. Fax re-

sumiB/short statement of quallficatfons

w/jphone to Stave C. 562-436-6157.

LOOKING tor bright, enthusiastic, creative,

raaponstota caragivar tor S-yaar-oM girl.

CtUd davatopmam background a-f. $i(yhr
(flaxMa DOE). 30hr min. 310-850-7324.

LOOKING FOR BRIGHT. RESPONSIBLE
MMdEBllO CVStarlMBlonoatCMUren fuS-

Hma. Muat have giaai raiarancaa and own
car. 310-553-8224.

MALE STUDENT w/computar skils&car.
Pk:k up 11 y/o boy from school. Supan/isa
HW. M-F. 3-5pm. Branlwood. Start Fal. 310-
476-6545.

NANNY (liv»^) tor 14 year-oM auHalto bojr
F/T. 5day8^Mk (Wad-Sun). E)qMrianca pra-
farrad. Call 310-890-4752 or email
suazbqOaol.oom

ONE 8-YEAR-OLD BOY Hours M-TH:3-
8PM, F:3-6. Need car, insurance and li-

cense. Please caH tor more lntonmatton:323-

341-0148 pager

READING. WRITING, and Running w/6
1/2yo boy. Afternoora, approx 6pm-8pm,
some weekends. Bel Air $12/hr. Prefer male.
310-472-8611.

SUMMER JOB. Student naadad to babyalt
spoiled, but not bratty gMs. 7 A 9. Waakdays.
4:30-6:30. Pk:kup from camp. 6^5-8/3.
$10/hr. Hancock Parte 213-380-5063.

THE BABYSITTERS CLUB needs babysM-
ters nowll Days, evenings, and waakands.
Must have experience. $1Q/hr. 310-226-
2900.

ADMIN. ASSISTANT
Investmnt Corp. needs help with secre-

tariaWaaatrtg. F/T, P/T, flaxtola hours.

\fwy doaa to UCLA. Must have car Fax
raauma: 310-470-6755. CtM: 310-470-

1112.

•MOVIE EXTRA WORK* Beats all Job*. Start

Immadhtaly. Great pay. Fur^Eaay. No crazy
faaa. Program for free medk:al Cal-24ytwa
323-85(M417.

ACCESS TO A COMPUTER? PUT IT TO
WORK! Up to $25-75/hr. PT/FT.
www.EamEZbucks.oom. 888-715-4646.

ADMIN ASSISTANT
MEDICAL RESEARCH INSTITUTE, tooks
tor adfnMalmllva aaslalan t with excelent
word procaasing and power point skills

Plaaae fax CV:6l8-78»«>38.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT/BOOK-
KEEPER. Excelent computer and phone
skiiis required Flaidbla. paiHUna hours.
$i0-i3/hr Ask for Esther btw. i-5pm. We
are nattonal ftowar shippers. 310-230-
0611 or Fax resume: 310-230-4146.

COOL SUMMER JOB tor ou^ok^ twalth
conactouapaiaon to do promotona and aam-
pMng of naw frozen Energy Bar. FMbla
•ohaMa. $8-12Air. CoM Fuston 310.287-

ART GALLERY
ASSISTANT FOR
PROMINENT
WESTSIDE
GALLERY

Tnyn now-F/T by August Requirements:
Spanish fkiency. detail-oriented, art back-
ground. $10-l2/hr+commi8ston. Fax f-
8uma:31 0-586-1 712.

ASSISTANT NEEDED Windows profloiant.

Car/irtsurance necessary. Accounting akSa
pralarrad. Flexible hours. No draaa code.
SSMmmm Fax resume 3iO-479-»402. - ' -» ">

BE PART OF THE
SOLUTION!

Olftoa Aaalsiant Looking for a job w/meaning
In a piofaasioruil office environment? Cal the
Rape Treatment Center in Santa Monica.
Data entry, packaging 8, shipping materiaia
for natkxuil campaigns, errands, flapping
w/celebrity event Office expenence strongly
preferred. Need car w/insurance. P/T 12-
20hrs/wk. Must be available fo work though
Oct 2001.Flexibie weekday hours. Conpatl-
tive saiay-fmileage for errands. Call 310-319-
4503.

B5r

UCLA AREA
PART-TIME
CHILD CARE

for lO-year-oM female, lives in or out,

approx. I8hrs. weekly w/occastonal sleep-

over required. Car, Insurance, and good dri-

ving-record a muat Ptaaaa cal Christy: 310-
454-0711

ADMINISTRATOR/ADMINISTRATIVE AS-
SISTANT/DENTAL ASSISTANT needed lor

damal orthodonik: office In Waal LA with ex-
oalanl oommuntoaiton aWla. Mon. Wed, Fri

Oanvflpm. Eiqparianoa prafanad. $9-$ii/hr
Plaaaa cal 310-826-7494 or fax resume to
310-826-9564.

ARE YOU EVES BKtGEST FAN? Call
MTV's hotlna 310-752-8850 tor auditton
llmaa for the hottest new show, "Becoming*
(agas 16-24).

$15-$23/HR BRIGHT, EI^THUSIASTIC peo-
ple to teach SAT prep and ALL Academk:
Subjects. Transportatton required. Wa wM
train. F1axl)to hours. Sand or fax cover lat-

ter/resume, mckxflng taal acoras (SAT GRE,
etc.) to ACE Educattonal Servtoes, Attn:Bar-
ry. 9911 W. Pteo Blvd, Ste.PH-K. LA. CA
90035; Fax;31 0^282-6424. Posittons avaU-
abie throughout LA and the VbHay.

BEVERLY HILLSAUTO DETAIL Shop naada
hard-wortcing. faat-pacad. agraasive peopto
to handto top-nolch cars. No experience re-
quired. Flexible hours. Ozzie:31 0-859-2870.

BUSY PROFESSK)NAL Is saeWng an aatit-
tant to nm errands and admtoiatar houaahoM
dutiaa (ofganiza bMi. meat mpair paopto,
etc.). Houaa la tooaiad off Laidmont VHage
in Hancock Pari<. Need S-lOhrsA^ (on occa-
ston up to Rfiaan). FlaxMa hours (perfect tor
a student or part Wmt woricar) and oon(<)etl-

Uva pay. Muat have a car Ptaaaa inctode
name, contact intonnatton and any othar rel-

evant inkxmatlon (axpaitant^ ale.) to ckra-
merOl Omadlaona.nat

ATTN: SHOPPERS
Like to shop and gat paid doing it?

$lomr-wnllaaga. P/T. 5-20hrsAvk, must have
traniportatton. proof of Insurartce, and paaa
dnnHaat. BQg cal 826-821-5129

BA/Maatars laval. Psychotogy malor for job
aa Paychomatrist in NIH AIDS study. Must ba
fluandy bMngaal (English, Spaniah) and have
own car/lcanaa. WM train. For more info call

Alison/Dr. Skigar 310-473-5500.

Don't let your students
graduate from UCLA t
without saying — *"

liovif proud
you are

Don't miss this onf^n aJfet^Tie

iW^ 8 (HI iM|^

0/r "i^ Mt

^ your a(*p 1 1 8 Kerclkhoff
m OF caiite toj 206-7562
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7800
Hi'lp Wantocl

COUNSELORS AND
INSTRUCTORS

In aft. swimming, nature, video and ropes
naadad by Tumtilswasd Day Camp. Must be
'wpoh>fcl>. tnaigallc and anfoy working
«i«l ChMran. 31(M72-7474

7800
Help Wiinted

DAY CAMP
Summer. Swimming, baachaa. horses A
mora, www.daycamptoba.oora

7800
Help W.intrd

EARN $200 A DAY!
No a^padanca naoaaaary

TV commefdals
Music videoa

310-35S-S147

COUNSELORS/FUTURE TEACHERS
naadad tor summer program at Croaaioada
School m Santa Monica. Parlact for alaman-
tary education maK>f». Emal raauma to
gcuddyttnds.org. EOE.

DAY CAMP - SUMMER
Seek stall w^aummar home in or near the
San Fernando or Conato VWtoya. Oxnard,
Simi. Malbu. misc. toatmctoia A Qanaral
oouns. |275O-350Of for summer. 888-
784-CAMP www.wor1«itcamp.com

DAY CAMP
COUNSELORS

PaN Camp now hiring enthualaallc ooun-

aatorai Summer lun Indudaa: (at aMtog.

amuaamani parka, beach daya, pakittMR and
morel 19 and up. Cal Jaoqua: 310-477-

2700x14.

DO CATS MAKE YOU
WHEEZE?

H you are alaigk: to cala. you may quaMy to

pafMpato to raaaaich atudy of an Invaatiga-

itonal madteatton. If you quaWyi you wiM re-

oalva study related medtoatton arxJ up to

$250.00 oompensatton for your dme. If inlar-

aalad, plaaae can Jonattuin Corran, M.D. at

310-477-1734 exL242

DRIVE-THRU RECORDS. Offtoa aaslstant-

entry laval. Aaalat the ownare of an toida-

pandant labal. organize meetings and
achaduiaa, anawar phones, ooordtoato to-

tofna. wrNa laltore. gat prtoe quotoa. general
ofltoa duOas Must be HIGHLY organliad and
wMng to wori( long hours. Fax raauma 818-

863^71 or emal: KriaRlpleyOyahoo.com
auljlact DTR Emptoywant

DRIVE-THRU RECORDS. Retail promo-
ttona. Caling record stores, creating and
matotalnir^g databases, selling sMIs and
good phone rapport necsasary. Muat t)e

HIGHLY organized and wining k> work tong

hours. Fax resume 818-883-6471 or emal:
KrisRlpieyOyahoo.com sutitect: DTR Em-
ptoyment

EARN AS MUCH AS
$5Q/HR

EXCELLENT ENTREPRENEURIAL P/T
Salaa Opportunity: Make your own hours. No
axpartence necessary. To receive more Intor-

matton cal 818-487-7270

EDUCATIONAL ASSISTANT needed for In-

MMoam. awaat. 12^ dtaablad young, lady.

Paraon muat ba imaHomi. oapaWa. aaN-fflo-

tivalad. oompular Maiato, aa wal aa Mnd,
poaWva, oompaaatonato, healthy, highly r»-

sponaUa, aafa driver. PT training begins
now. Job baglna to June. 310-396-8100.

ENGINEERING: Circuit deaign; Program-
mers. C, C**. Immedlato Openings at ESI.

Emal raauma: eaiacOaarthlnk.nat.

ENQUSH TEACHER. Summer to Taiwan
Airfare, stfoend. housing, Insurance benefits.

Gain experience, have tun. www.geocl-
tiaa.oom/wor1dpassport. worWpptOhot-
mal.oom.

7800
Help Wnnli.'d

INTERN-QC
Mi^or hert>ai/nutritton. Supply company has
openings for an totemship to quaMy. novalto-

gradlantsOyahoo.oom

JEWISH HEBREW
And Sunday Schoola need taachera. Good
Jawish educatton and tove of cTildren de-

aired. Aitee Faaman:323-761-8613.

LEGAL ASSISTANT
Wanted for oorporata/astata plan attorney.

Starting part-time and becoming full-time to

August. WW trato. Send tesume to Kacy, 626
WHshire Bivd Suite 800, LA. CA 90017 or

fax:213-538-1368.

LIBRARY JOBS. Shewing and other stacks
duties, 12-19 hrs/wk. $6.83/hr to start.

STUDENTS ONLY apply at Young Research
Ubrary Rm. 11617 or caN Antigone Kutay
310^5-6962.

UFEGUARDS
Certifled LG's. Start afternoons 5/7. Also
Summer positkxu. Get pato to get (re)certi-

fied. Matore 18^ and good swimmer Beauti-

ful canyon setting. Tkn 310-472-7474. Fax
310-476-7788.

F/T RECEPTIONIST tor busy WLA real ae-
tata offtoa. Outgoing, team player thafs
Idandh^Satf-Mottvated. Mtorosofi Offtae a
must Fax raauma 310-475-6042.

UFEGUARDS AND SWIM INSTRUCTORS.
Several tocal tocattons. P/T-F/T, $l0-i2/hr
WHI train. 818-222-7946x11 or 310-275-7946
GregorEmNa.

MALE MODELS
FLASH 5^

iookinij to fit .i flexible

Job into your fiill-time

schedule?

Flash animators^Mogrammare to heto pro-

duce games/cartoons kx new orHtoe enter-

tainment networtL Pubitoize your new^exist-

Ing work and share proflts. www.p-d-
n.oonfWtofoOp-d-n.com/310-960-3114.

FULL-TIME, wouM conskier just for Sunv
mar. Century City Emptoyment Law Finn

aaaking Administrativa AaaiatanVRacaplton-

let Heavy Phor>e work and Light typing. Fax
raauma to 310-201-9698.

If you're male, in good

health, in college or have

a college degree, and

would like a flexible job

where you can earn up
to $600 per month
AND set your own
hours, call for details on

our anonymous sperm

donor program. Receive

free health screening

and help infertile couples

realize their dream of

becoming parents.

FUN SUMMER
Swimming, horses, twaches and more.

www.daycamptot»com.

GIRi^ wanted at exclusive social ctob to

WLA. Conversatton and dancing. 184- yaare
oM. Ftoxibto houre. Earn top $$$. 310-313-

2969.

HOME CLEANERS
P/T-F/T, $1(yhr and up. To dean to Waalikle
araaa. Must be dependabto and have car
Cal Aprl 310-471-6212.

Have a gratt-tea or body? GET REC-
OGNIZED to Playgirt-styie pubik»tk>ns. Must
be 18-24. Beginnera wekxxne. Highest im-

mediate pay wi^)eadshots. Pato screen test.

Jen0213-748-4555axt. Ml. JwhiteOou-
nk^ua.oom

MARKETING AND
EVENTS COMPANY

Seeks part-tkne team player to wod( morn-
ings to last-paced environment. Con^Miter.
writtog skMs required. 310-358-9090.

MODELS WANTED
Amalaur femato modelng. Get your start to

modalng, buito portfoNo, gato vatoabto expe-
rience. Cal EHzabeth: 310-318-7031 or 1-

877-479-4367. infoOsouthbaygirts.com

MODELS WANTED! FM Produottons is cur-
randy hiring nrKxMs for print an dvkleo wort<.

Excelent pay-no experience necessary. 818-
785-6028

MODELS WANTED- Sexy Fematos tor new
man's magaztoe. el. Maxkn. StuB, FHM.
Plaaae Cal, Anthony0323-816-3151 0( dig-

gtoaaOmediaone.nel or send pTiotos to: S
Magaztoe, 302 North La Brea Ave. #350, Los
Angelea.CA 90036

Thursday, May 17. 2001 31

7800
H(H() W;::)t(;(l

NEED TO MAKE SOME PT $$$7 WHI trato

and sponsor assistant broker PM wortt.

Guarantee^tx>nus. BH ofltoe. Call Neil 800-

450-7585

NONPROFIT
MEDIA ARCHIVES

Seeks student for translatton, cataloging vto-

eo. Arabto lartguage required. Temporary

torough summer Hours flexible, 30-40 hours

summer Fax resume, cover letter to

Anna:3ia474-8773.

OFFICE MANAGER entry level. wHT trato,

ful-tkne, M-F, 9-6, 10 mtoutes from UCLA.
Computer knowledge required. Salary/l)ene-

fits. 310-476-4205.

P/T DRIVER NEEDED
For 14-year-oW. Begtoning June 11th. Hours
negotiable. Mon-Thurs. 31(M77-2620.

P/T FILE CLERK-medteal offtoe. Fax
resume: 310-395-2063.

Pn OFFICE HELP
Growing nutrltton company. Strong computer

skMa and great attitude. Resume to:novelin-

gtadtonlsOyahoo.com

PART-TIME ADMIN. ASSISTANT. Duttos to-

ckide anewering plwnes, light typing, organ-

Izatton, offtoe errands, light filing. & collating

documents. Must be bright, enthusiastto, de-

talKirianted. & at)ie to pertorm a variety of

taaks sknuttaneousiy. Servl cover letter and
resume to ACE Educattonal Services,

Atto:Brtan. 9911 W. Pk» Blvd.. Suite PH-K.
LA CA 90035. or tax to 310-282-6424.

PART-TIME DELIVERY DRIVERS Wanted
for Chinese Restaurant. Eam $12-$1S/Hour
Cal Kevin at 310-266-1183.

PERSONAL ASSISTANT WANTED Part-

time by retired executive for record keeping
and Hing. One day/week, or halfKlays. Pre-

fer aomone familiar w/Qutoken. Flexible

hours. $15 to $2Q/hour based on experience.

Plaaaa tax rssunrie to: 310-202-6184.

PERSONAL ASSISTANT Small office.

Approx. I2noon-6pm PT M-F. DetaN-orient-

ed, organized, computer, great conversatton
and writing skills/experience. 310-477-2669.
Fax; 310-477-1359.

PERSONAL ASST
HELP NEEDED. CLEAN HOUSE. MARKET-
ING, some Driving etc. Own Car, Flexibie

hours. Part time. $10^. 310-391-2718.

PHOTO LAB: FULL OR
PART-TIME

to Westwood. Good appaaranoa required.

Apply at: 10844 West Olynipto Blvd. Los
Angeles. Comer of Westwood and Olympk:.
310-470-3567.

310-824-9941
or e-mail us at

donors(g>ccb.com

r
We have spring & summer positions available.

A

H

LOOKING FOR FLEXIBLE HOURS?

\^'^J^

AdmmMMe AsucM

The S\^»yi Lc^rMlti5 Qc^cr
Im Bcvcrlij Hills

is seeking an Adminisrative Assistant toJoin our team/

J In a fun envimnmnif iha help< ki* xhtevf aca

success, you will answer piwnes and rtircct inauir

ies, completf c«hct word nroceainjt sched-iit/confimi

OOnferpnce. pmduce monthly Jtudmt calendar and mam
isin daily .student schedules Requires previoui *lmiiiisra

live assistant expenence, proficiency in .M.S Office and

strong communications, orKaniuiiociii and iiueiperional

skills Interest in leachin(i a plus

PIUS
BONUS

'^Convenient

Scheduling

(Mon.-Fri.

evenings &
Sot.,SiNi.)

^Build Your

Resume

"Speak Directly

to Alumni
** We ore on

equal opportunity

employer

Call Sandin for Appointment

3 1 0-794-0277
1083 Gayley Ave. 4th

email callcenter@support.ucla.eclu

\ i

ClassifircJ!

825-2221
Display
206-3060

H
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7800
Help Wnntt.'d

PRESCHOOL LOOKING FOR qualifted

teachers/leachefs Mslttanis for immediate
potMons. Candidates should haw experi-
ence In child care. Salary negotiable. F/T.

P/T available. Cafl Julie Patel 310-47(M)992

PROGRAMMER
MS ACCESS PROGRAMMER Needed
Convert fiiemaiter databases. Send qualiti-

cations tonoveWngfedientsOyahoo.com

PROMOTIONS INTERN
ASSIST with planning special events, media
relations, newsletter&promotlons. Century
City, smart/team player, excellent opportuni-
ty. Fax resume&cover-letter to 310-226-7434
attn: Candace.

RECEPTIONIST
Needed for private health club. Permanent
hours available. Please ask for AMsonrSIO-
659-5002.

7800
Help \Ni\\\U'A\

SUMMER JOB
GRAOAJNOERGRAO Psychology.educatlon
or speech to be a camp aide tor a special

needs child. 6/25-8/25. Valer1e:8 18-907-
0367.

SUMMER JOBS! WEST Loe Angaiee day-
camp Nring enefgalic oounaators, Meguaids.
and specialists. CaN Tiffany at 310-399-
2267.

SUMMER SPORTS
CAMP COUNSELORS

Prime Time Sports Camp is now hiring for

summer 2001. Sports background and ex-

perier)ce woricing with children required.

9:30AM-3;30PM. M-F 6/25/01-8/31/01. WLA
and Palisades. Peler3l 0-288-4 132.

RECEPTIONIST
RECEPTIONIST poeMon available in B.H.
Lawflrm. FuMlme, benefits, nice! group of

people. Great opportunity to gain experience
in a legal environment. Fax resume to: 310-
274-2796 Attn: Human Resources, or mal to

Lurie, Zepeda, SchmaU A Hogan; 9107
WUshire Blvd. SuNe 800; Beverty HiMs. CA
90210. No phone cais pleasel

RECEPTIONIST WESTWOOO LAW OF-
FICES. M-F. 9-5. $8/hour. Can do homewodi
on job. 310-470-3373.

No Experience i„
Men lomn. dMrm. aflM& ifaL

rxs.n FUm ConnMfdafnii^Snes
forpenonal interview callnow

310.659.7000

SUNSET CANYON REC CENTER
ARC Certified, raaponstoto indtviduala to
wort( as lifeguards and swim Instructors dur-

ing the sumnrter months. Call 310^5-1059.
AppHcationa•¥ at SCRC.

swiMsurr model
NATIONALLY KNOWN PHOTOGRAPHER
seeics redhead. Candy O. Vkirgas took for

iMt shooL WW make 16x20 print poster. 310^
486-9993.

TEACHER AND ASSISTANT TEACHER
NEEDED. School age day care cantor, tul

time summer emptoyment In ^n filuys;

Sports. Crafts. Tr*)s, Swimming, eto. Must
have BA wMh minimum 24 units in chM
devatopment courses. Teaching credanMal is

preferred. Good Salary. Lenny 818-894-
0330.

Daily Bruin Classified

8000
Internships

TIRED OF BORING SUMMER WORK?
Chance tor travel, experience tor resume,
and approximately $7000. Call 310-234-
2603 Asl( tor Kyah.

8200
TLMnpoiiiry Employment

HEAD FRESHMAN BOYS BASKETBALL
COACH: Experience playing and coaching
needed. $2800-3200 lor the season. 5 days
a weak from 2:30 to 5:00, with a few Satur-
day games. The season begins In November
and runs tttrough February Please fax
raaumes oNyll Fax to 310-288-3286

8300
V/olimteer

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED: At St. Uz Hosptoe,
we will train yov. please caH EN at 310-824-
9796.

8/kOO
Ap.irlm(Mils fur Rent

HUGE SINGLE AND ONE BEDROOM.
$90(Mno.A up. One bdrm tor $i250Aup. One
btock from campus. 644 and 650 LandlBlr.

310-824-0319.

MAR VISTA apartmem. 3 bedrooms, 2
baths, laundry, bakx>ny, parWng inctoded.
New Everything! $1,275. 310-395-RENT
www.wesfktoraniala.mii

PALMS, 3719 Kelton Ave. 2bd/2bath, $1250
Controltod aooees bkJg. New carpet. Upper
unit. Unda: 323-848-7260 or Henry 310-428-
1305. shown by appt.

PALMS. SIngto apt from $575. 1-bdmj $805.
$800deposlt 1-year taaae only. Stove, re
frig.carpets, vert blinds. 310-837-1502
leave mesaage. aam-5pm only.

PALMS: Ibdnn/lbth. $026/mth
Stove/ref7AC, gated parking. Irtercom. Ja-
cuzzi, large ctosets. 1/2 btock to UCLA bus
Kay: 310-842-9127

SANTA MONICA great location (tower),
unfurnished, 1 bdnn. 1 bath 5 min. to beach.
Refrigerator, stove. bakx)ny. $900. 310-395-
RENT www.weststoerentals com

SANTA MONICA OCEAN-VIEW One bed-
room unfurnished/furnished apt. $2000-
$2600 Luxury 2+1 bedroom, fumlshed
$4000. VMdk to 3id Street PromenadedPier
310-399-3472.

8^00
A|j.nlmt;iits fur Rent

WLA/PALMS
APARTMENT RENTALS
CALL 4 FREE USTINGS

AND SPECIALS
Bachelors/Singles—some w/utiiities paki,

pool, gated. $650-725. Ibdrm $906&up.
many w/fireplaces, kjxury and more. 2bdrm
$1395-$1795. many wMtohwasherm. batoo-

ny, AAC arxl more. Call for fraa laiing:310-

f O-OVW.

TECHNICAL SUPPORT Answer customer
queeltona. Krawtodge of NT. emaH, wotuHii
helptul. Ctoee to campus, flextoto hours 310-
828-9900.

8^00
A|);nlint;(ils (ot Rciil

Are you a model.
or mriMt ro i|it •.tdrt.'fl''

Looking for ail types

male/female moddl^ctor»
Wc stso iiave Flu* lute A Quhhea div.

FarpriMAi
NoeiMriMBeMMlM4 N»l

REPS WANTED. Wortd's greatest summer
wortt. Set your own hours. P/T or F/T. Give
away free webeites. Start today. www.Set-
Upa.com

RESEARCH
ASSISTANTS

FRIENDLY AND DYNAMIC COMPANY
seeks P/T Researchers . Flexible days «id
hours. Located near UCLA. $a/hr. BenaMs
avelebto for 30>hours/wk. CaN 310-996-
6701 ext. 333.

TESTMASTERS Is tooking tor Inlallgant

peopto to answer phones and provMe Infor-

matton about our LSAT courses. $13/hour,
minimum of 30 hours/week. Only those with

SMceient phone sfcMs shouM apply. 323-655-
2600.

TWO POSITIONS AvalaMe In WLA oMoe.
Baato oomputor/offtoe duliaa. PT/FT. mto
four hours a day. Ca» Jerry 31(M73-1333.

UCLA RECREATION
SUMMER CAMP JOBS

GREAT MONEYI GREAT TIMO Wa need
anergelto peopto to be summer camp courv-

setois. Pay is f7.38-$11.0a^. Morning, af-

ternoon. 9B^^ sNtIs avalaUa. Cal.310-
206-1787. Applcattons avalBbto at Jo»wt
Wooden Center.

•WESTWOOO VILLAGE. MIDVALE N. OF
LEVERING LARGE 1 AND 2-BORM APT.
GARDEN VIEW. DINING ROOM. UNIQUE.
CHARM FROfTT AND REAR ENTRAf^CE
310^3»«294.*

1-MINUTE TO UCLA
1 bdnn w/deck. tomished. bright, cleen. se-
curity entrance, large ctoseu, pool, lyr

$130a/hlo. 31O«24-1830.

SANTA MONICA PRIME
LOCATION N. OF

WILSHIRE
NEAR BEACH

$1196 1 bedroom. Hardwood ftoors Chami-
ing split level, dishwasher, refrigerator. 943
7th Street. Cats OK 818-9eo-590a

SANTA MONICA private room, refrigerator,

Stove, laundry, near Santa Montoa Colege,
pertdng induded, month-io-month $500
310-39S-RENT www weetetoerentals.com
SANTA MONICA TRIPLEX refrigerator.
Stove, walk-In ctoeete. qutot neighborhood,
paridng. $800. 310-395-RENT www wettiid
erentals.com

* PALIV1S •
4B0, 3BA LOFT TOWNHOIME. FP,

CENTRAL AIR/HEAT, GATED
GARAGE. SEC ALARfd, CAT OK

3670 MIDVALE AVE.
$239S/MO

280, 2BA TOWNHOME, FP.
CENTRAL AIR/HEAT, GATED

GARAGE. SEC. ALARIMI. CAT OK

3614 FARI8 DR.

$13M/MO

* MAR VISTA •
11913AV0NmY. $1295/MO.
11748 COURTLBGH OR. $129S/1MO.
12741 MfTCHai AVE. $1345/MO.

(310)391-1076
t> C|asiiMaussMfl>tSallO-4PM J

8600

1917 SPANISH MISSION BUILDING. Sln-

gte. WLA. Seperate kHchen. high ceMngs.
wood ftoors. one year laaaa. $75(ymo. 310-
47»«646.

SANTA MONICA, north of WHshire. $900
ntee single, tower Remodeled. Stove, fridge
Near ocean. No pete. Near buses. 323-462-
C507.

WANTED: Peopto who want to toet waiiM.
310-884-8746. 24 hour

REWARDING/FUN
Summer Swimming, beaches, horsee &
more, www.daycamptobe.com.

^COLD CALL APPT. SETTERS^
$10/HR -f CofTwntssion

S-tpm S««Mtey - Thuraday
Are you etuhusiastic and love

lo talk oa dw pimee''

Cal Maria Coflns: 3ia477.SSM ilOO

2A3BORM LARGE, bright, view Mtorowave.
oven, refrigerator, dtohwasher, washer/dryer
to unft. 21-fL Jacuzzi on roof. WaNng dte-

tence to UCLA. 310-475-0807.

AVAILABLE FOR SEPT
LUXURIOUS STUDO Fabutous buMng.
Ful Mchen. belh. Yard. Laundry, poot^acuz-
zi. Paddng. gym, bWard. One-year teaaa.
$975. 310-206-1880

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. 1&2BEDROOM
$895AUP LARGE UNUSUAL CHARM.
SOME SPANISH STYLE W/HAROWOOD
FLOORS. ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS.
31(K83»«204.

&SNTA MONICA. Studto. $875. wak to mar-
ka'Axis Street pertdng. 1234 I4th Street.

Juet south of WHshlre, availabto 9^. Garage
tor rent (pertdng or storage) $150MK)nth
availabto now. 31^471-7073

BEL AIR guaai houaa. Dog okay, beautiful

view, prhrate. gated laiga yard. pool. $750
310-395-RENT. www.waatektersntate.com

CULVER CITY: 2brdm/2.Sbth. Furnished,

spadous townhouae on quiai straeL Great
tocaltom Front unit Wroottop sundeck and
spa. $200QAnlh. 310-442-1395

WESTWOOD. WNshirs Hi-Rtee Luxurious

Condo 1.2.A3bed. $2400-$4200/monlh.
24hr. vatot, doorman, front desk, and securi-

ty servtoe. All amenities, great views. 310-
470-9947

SINGLE APARTMENTS. $90(ymont). Up-
graded carpeting, freshly petoted, pool, teun-
dry, secured enuy, very dean buitotog, i-yr

laaae. no pete. 310-208-2820.

VENICE apartment 5 blocks to beech 2
bdims, refrigerator, stove, month-to-month
$M0. 310-395-RENT www.westsWeren-
latexom

87OO
'j

1 1 j h li 1^ • lot S.iU;

S CALIFORNIA GENERAL CONTRACTOR
seeking architectural/engineering Graduate
Student to assist w^othsig^ management
on new protoct-near LA Airport. Compenaa-
tton commensurate w/quaMtoattons. Corv
tact/Ftoeumes to Stove Nateon. is Technoto-

gy Drtve. Inrine. CA 92618. 949-727-3652.

SALES POSITION availabto for internet e-
commerce company. Satery-fcommisston.
Call 310-234-0784. Fax: 310-234^786.
Email: JobsOelectrobuy.com

SERVER/H0ST(e8s)
Hiring for fun & test-paced Asian cafe in Cen-
tury CNy. Apply Yto Yang 10250 Santa Moni-
ca Blvd. a/f 2pm 310-556-3333.

SUMMER AT THE
BEACH AND MTNS

FUN WORK WITH CHILDREN IN THE OUT-
DOORS. 7-week day program, 2-weeks
Sierra Sleepaway. June 25-August 24. Ex-
perience wNh chMran and water ac8vi«as.

$3304^>onus/yeaak. CaM 310-826-7000 or
www.StonraAdventureCampe.oom

SUMMER CAMP
COUNSELORS

Dacaihton Sports Ctob Located to Pato Alto.

8/25-8/17, $78-$92Atoy, 9wn-4pm carrp-
iobOyahoo.oom

SUMMER DAY CAMPS
San Fernando or Conafo ^tfteys, Oxnaid,
Simi, MaKxj. Mtoc. Instnictors & Genaial
couns. $2750-3500«^ tor summer. 888-784-
CAMP www.worttatoamp.oom

AOMINISTWATIvr
A S -i I ', r A N T

DCNTAL Assistant
Dantal AaaMant/Racaptlonist needed lor

ooHiimMiaMmi
oAce in Wtosl LA wWi wceMetrt

.Man., Fn 9D(MM-
eiMPM EivwtMcsd pralinsd. 19.00 $l 1 00

Ml
or tell

(310|>lft-7te4

>P101C»-9B64

WESTSIDE COMPUTER TUTOR wanted^ spadaNy to Macintoalt I fw«p an IMAC
and wortc to fyieroaoll Word program. CaN
Joan-31 0-474-7345.

WORK from home to the US or in an inlema-
Itonal business. 24 hour meeaage 310-884-
8748.

BRENTWOOD. $1625, ZMnUtx, towar, 2-

pattos, refrigaralor/stova. oaipat/dn^.
paridng. \mtnarf, no pate, near UCLA, by
appL 11728 Mayfteto #2, 310-271-6811.

CHARMIf»K3 2-BedroonVi.5 bath, spadous,
stove, refrigerator, teundry, terge ctoeete. two
car paridng. qutel raaUaMial neighborhood,
2-mlas to UCLA. $1396. 310^290886

COZY 2 BEDROOM, 1 battl. $1200. Brant-
wood Adj. Near WMshka^Tieeway : Leapa to
two. No pete. 1333 Bany Avenue 310-886-
8461.

CULVER CITY spactous 1 bdmi. teiga oloa-
ete. qutet neighborhood, targe yaitf. laaidarv
flal neighborhood. $665. 310-386-RENT.

WEST LA. 2bdmyaMhMan. $1496. lOmto to
UCLA, targe bedrooms, new carpet, fire-

place, dtehwasher. t)akx>ny. AC/heat. parte

tog. laundry. Available 7/1 310-253-9875

WEST LOS ANGELES fumlshed bechelor.
laundry^ Michenette. utilities included. $425
^10^39S^^gNT www.westsiderentels.oom

WESTWOOD
RESIDENTIAL AREA

IbdmVlbth apartment downstairs In beauti-
ful Wastwood home w/private entrance Ap
prox.. 800 sq.ft. Pool privileges negotiable
$87S/lmo Indudtog alt uUltttos and premium
cabto. WW ooTteklar summer lease. Available
now. Call 310-446-1363.

WESTWOOD 1 bedroom, cat okay, refriger
ator, stove, laundry, walking distance lo
UCLA $915 310-395-flENT wwwwesteto
arantals.com

IMAGINE OWNINaH.EASINQ WILSHIRE
Corridor/HIRtee singte, 1or2bdmt $115K.
$250K. Walk to^XJLA/VHtega. 24hr/8ecurity.

Spectecuter views, pool, )acuzzi. sauna.
vatot servtoe. Agent-Bob 310-478-
1836ext.109.

8800
I'l; Kt.nl

1903 GREENFIELD AVE.- WESTWOOO
Guesthouse. $650/Vno. Femato only. Soraya:
310-477-5396.

"BRITISH
ACCENTS"

Looking tor peopto tM^BrNtah aooante to
record company tetephona giaainos. Wl
pay $15-20^. Coriad Sheyenne at 310-
966-8818x221

7900
Hdiiscsithiif)

RELIABLE HOUSE/DOQ-SITTHR: Located
to Santa Montoa Various Hmes during the
month Salary DOE Need ASAP Celt
George 310-386-4150. toeve messege.

HUGE APARTMENT
SepulvedaA/entoe Batoony. wafc-to doaat.
pod. iBcuzzi, sauna. Gym. Tennta Cowte.
Qaied 2-car paridng. $875/mo. AvaHabte
'"14 310*36-9141.

8000

-2^ BOOTCAMP
CiwyMng you need to krtow to be a barMnder m

' OOUTM. Easy, cheep ertd Ixmi

323-462-3379 ^

MERILL LYNCH INTERNSHIP Flexibto
hours All ma|or», must be arttoiilate. dlligeni.

and willing to learn. Experience in linance a
plus. College credit available

toolude aastallnu w«h re

_ , , s, dtent davatopmeni and
prasanteltons. Fax resume 310-791-8801 or
emaH nikesh_kadaktaftmi.oom. For more
Into oal 310-791-8832.

Westwood Village
433 Kclton Ave.
(3 1 0) 20a-6685

1 Bedroom from $1225
2 Bedroom from $1700

Extra large luxury units Include:

• Fully equipped kitchen

• Central heating and air

• Extra ctoset space
• Wetbar In <;electad units

• Private balcony

• 2 Bdroms have 2 baths
• Intercom entry A gated parking

'withl ysar taass

PnXwsloMSifmDmalte

Integrated Property Services. Inc

WESTWOOD VILLAGE
TOP LOCATION

1-todrm, juntor. $1200/monlh. AM utMties and
one paridng induded. Days 310-475-7533.
evenings 310-66»-4834.

WESTW(X)0 VILLAQe. l-bedroonVI-toath
$1,500. bright catpeL avaitebte W6. Large
Townhouse. 1 -bedroom/1 -bath. $1,800.
hardwood-ftoors. fkeptece. dinning room.'
avaltobie 8/22. 925 Gaytey, 1-year tease, no
pets. 310-471-7073.

WESTWOOO, Bachetor. $795, utHNtos pato,
no partUng. 1 -bedroom, $1400, 3-car parte-
ing. 10943 Roebling, 1-yaar teaae, no pate,
available July 310-471-7073.

WESTWOOD 2BORM/2BATH. $1450 AND
VP TILE KITCHEN. STEPDOWN LIVING
ROOM. HIGH CEILING CHARM. 1 MILE
SOUTH OF WILSHIRE SOME W/BAL
CONY310-839^294

PRIVATE ENTERANCE. spedous. brigM.
»ui kitchen/bath. Lofted bedroom. Pool. Spa.
Hollywood, Cresent Heights/Melrose. UWi-
Itea and cabto induded $i00(ynK). S23465-
2387.

8900
liii Rciil

BEL AIR TOWNHOUSE
WITH A VIEW

2t>drm/2bth Townhouse wi'prtvate beckyard.
Canyon views, fireplace, hardwood-ftoors.
central AC/heat. Garage. Walk to mar-
ketBmto to UCLA. WC pete. $300Q^mth.
310-276-8505

9200
1 N»'r<h.'(l

LAW 8TU0EMT aaaka suminar subtet 412-
731-2030; tee_Mm_uea«yahoo.oom; June
ist-August 23rd: Private $800-$1100.

OUTQOINQ FEMALE JUNIOR needs prt-

vato room for 01A» sottool year. WW pay
$860. Prater lamate houaamatee Email
«Niid«4Jda.adu

SUBLET WANTED. East-coast coitoge pro-
fessor seeks fumiahad studto/one-bedroom.
Juna^Jt^. Arrival date, tengm of stey negotl-
abto. Contad: sha4553«aol.com

n/»oo

WESTWOOO Across UCLA, upscale, one
and two bedroome, fuH-kllchen, air condi-
tioned, paridng. one year lease, 445 Land-
fair Taking i;Bsen/attons. 310-824- 1 969

WESTWOOO walk to UCLA. 2bdmV2bth.
gated paddng, rooftop spa. qutot buiwing.
accepting reservattons lof Fan. $1895-
$2275. 512 Veteran. 310-208-2665

l< I l-IiMl!

ROOM F0« RENT to private houae Share
kitchen, sfiare balfiroom. kteal lor student
Utilittos pato. $60(ymo. Btoe^s to campus
310-828-6796.

SANTA MONICA
HOUSE 2 bedr2 belh avaitebte Ocean view
$700/room-obo Ferruito preferred Available
June 1 Limited leese 3-6months .110 393-
6254.
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. NICa£MILL£IVO»rlyBfu*n

Senior Lupe Brambila runs to second base in a game against Cal
State Fullerton earlier this year.

SOFTBALL
From page 34

Senior Sarah Lockctt leads the
Chants' ofrcnsive charge, hitting .351

with 14 home runs. Close behind is

sophomore Holly Lee, hitting .333
with 12 homers.

By the numbers. Coastal Carolina
looks like it could make a game of it

with the Bruins in the circle. CCU's
two main pitchers, juniors Danielle
Jenkins and Stephanie Belden, are 12-

7 and 10-10, respectively, with ERAs
in the twos.

Though ecu Head Coach Jess

Danneily says that the teams don't
match up on paper, Belden and
Jenkins know that they must have a
balanced attack, both pitching and
hitting, to pull off the upset.

Danneily and both of his prospec-
tive starting pitchers for today cite

UCLA's No. 2 national ranking, plus

the presence of Olympic gold medal-
istStaccyNuveman and fellow junior

9400
Room for Ron!

and pitching phenom Amtoanda
Freed, as evidence of the Bruins'

wealth of talent

UCLA cerUiinly has the firepower

to win. Nuveman is hitting .450 with

17 home runs, jind sophomore
Natasha Watley, who hits more for

average than power, is batting .425.

Though Freed (17-3, 0.51 ERA)
has practice'd in the circle lately, she is

still a question mark for this weekend:
Fortunately, senior Courtney Dale
has regained her 1999 form with two
solid outings while filling in for Freed.
In doing so. Dale improved her
record to 7-0 with a 0.80 ERA.
Freshman Keira Goerl, the team's
ace since Freed's injury, is 25-2 with a
1.22 ERA.

But numbers aside, Enquist under-
stands the mind-set of the visiting

Lady Chanticleers.

"If I'm Coastal Carolina, we're the

underdog, we have nothing to lose.

Let's go out there and be the spoiler.

"I'm sure that's going to be the

mentality they have."

1sts«K:9ailfuiM

HM(fCMck Sue Cntfuist (1 3t}) ynn)

4K)1ftec»rd:S^S

Rtgutor Season: UCU blazed throijgh its non-cwfewwjchduJe, going

3H«9aln$t everyone outside of the Pa< lO.The undefeated i»on

confeimoe tun indudes victories against 2nd seed Fresno State (8-2), 3rd

seedCSUN (13-0, 7-0,8-0, 12 1) and 5th seed Wisconsin (^2, 12-1)

Strengths; Balance is the key, with a team batting average of .340 that

indudes eight batters hitting over .300 and two over .400. Pitching wise,

the Bruins had a team ERA of 0.92. while opponents sported a 5.29 ERA.

Weaknesses: If the Bruins come in overconfident, a lack ofconcentration

couW lead to another school stealing a game and putting UClA's back

against the wall.

Key Player: The newly annointed Pac-10 player of the year, junior catcher

Stacey Nuveman, led the Bruins with a .450 batting average, 17 home
runs and 69 RBi.

2nd seed: Fresno State BuiMo^s

Head Coadi: Margie Wright (ISth year)

2001 Record: 38r17

Regular season: Started strong with a five-game winningltreak and

ended the same way with a seven-game winning streak. Wbn their

fourth consecutive WAC title and fifth in the last six years.

Strengths: Pitdiing and defense are their strengths. Their team ERA was

1.Uled*y Leslie PooJe (20^, U3 ERA) and Lori Hoffman (11-9, 1.13 ERA).

Weaknesses: The Bulkkigs team batting average was a mere 265, and

only two regular starters had .300 phis averages. They are ladcing power
with only four homeruns as a team for the entke season.

Key Player: The main offensive threat was senior center fieWer Bedty

Win who ended the season with a .398 average, was a perfect 17 lor 17 in

stolen baxittemptvand ooj^ mj<i» } »ff^ y/^^^ ttarting in ill 55

"^^pHT
3rd seed: Cal State Northridge Matadon
Head Coadt: Janet Sherman (Sth year)

2001 Reconi: 31 22

RegntarSeason: After being swept by UCLA in a doubleheader on April 4

andMfog to 19-19. the Matadors exploded to win their next seven and

finished by winning 12 of their last IS.The four blowout k)sses to the

Bniins have to be of concern though.

Strengths: CSUN has one main strength and her name b Sarah

famworth.The senior pitcher was in the drde for 274 2/3 of the teams

376 innings with a 1.48 ERA.

Weaknesses: Not a sjngle hitter batted over .300 and Famworth led the

team with 24 RBI, meaning the Matadors wiN fight for every run.

Key Player Famworth, Famworth and more Famworth. IfCSUN is to

advance, Famworth will need lb dominate from the drde.

4th seed:San Mego State Aztea

Head Coadt: Kathy Van Wyk (Sth^t)
2001 Record: 38^ 23 .___^
Regular Season: The Aztea had a very up anddownswmTheii kjnges!

winning streak was only five games, but they also niever lost more than

three in a row.They are making their first NCAA tournament appearance

Strengths: Led by Sandra Duraajt the pitdting staff had a respectable

2.74 ERA with a solid but not spectacular defense.

Weaknesses: As a team, they only hit .248 with only three pUjvn nuong
above .300. They also lack power with only 11 homeruns, and were shut

out eight times.

Key Player They relied heavily on senior pitdter Sandra Durazo. She

appeared in 42 of the 61 total games played induding 35 starts. She had
3

1
complete games with seven shutouts and ended the season wh*i a 27-

12 record and a 1.75 ERA.

Sth seed: Wisconsin Badgers

Head Coach: Karen Gallagher (6th season)

2001 Record: 32-25

Regular Season: It has been an Inconsistent for the Badgers,who tost

seven out of eight Big-Ten conference games after peaking with a 24-15

record. Wisconsin also lost to UCLA 9-2 in Feb. 1 7, putting into question

their ability to advance past the NCAA Regional.

Strengths: Pitching is of the utmost importance, with a staff that

compiled a 1i7 ERA during the season, although the stat is a bit

deceiving because the team allowed 52 unearned nins.

Weatoiesses: No one on the team had more than 25 RBI for the season

and only oneititter (redshirt freshman Meghann Reiss) hit over 300.

Key Play«r: Sophomore right-handef Andrea Kirchberg will shouWer a fot

of responsibility, as she'll bring her 21-1
1 record in the drde and 1 .20 ERA

to Easton Stadium.

Ml seed: CMstal Carolina Lady Oiantideen

Head Coach: Jess Danneily (14th year)

2001 Record: 27-21

Regular season: The Lady Chants have not consistently played the

caliber team that they will face Thursday against the Bruins, making the

first round game a tough task. The highest ranked team they have played

this year was currem-No. 3 Louisiana State, whidi beat them in a

doubleheader 12-2 and 4-0.

Strengths: Coastal Carolina has 12 players hitting at or above 200, but more

importantly four ofthem are over .300 to provide some balance at the plate.

Weaknesses: The pitching is adequate, but not impressive considering

their competition, with top pitcher junior Danielle Jenkins at 12-7, 2.05.

Key Player: Senior Sarah Lodiett is .351 with a team high 14 HRs and 1

1

doubles. Shell have to pnxiuce If the Chants are to out hit the powerful

Bruin attack.

9700
Sublets

WANTED: Quiet male graduate student
Lovoly lUmiehed l)edroom w/mterowave aryj
fridge. A/C. near bus Lease, quiet, referenc-
es. $500/mo-utiliU'es included 310-312-
0608

402 L^NDFAIR SUMI^ER SUBLET. Spa-
cious 2t)drm/2t)tti on Landfair and Qaytey 2
Partdng spMMAMmdry fadWIes. 8/15-Wi
»10aw». Renting singiA/doubte rooms
310-267-7780.

9500
RooiDuintrs-Priv.'ite Room

$490 PER MONTH South »/lar Vista near
Cenlinela and Culver Blvd Fenrwie. no
sinoto. rw drugs, house. 310-391-1563

1-2 RCX>MMATES NEEDED for Ibdim. Fun
Easygoing. 3 bedroom. 2 batti. fuU-idthcfien.

polio. wMdrtg dMwwe lo UCLA. Beginning
Auguot lot. tOOO/mo. 3l0-a2»6a8

BH AOJ. Private roonVbotti in 2bdnTV2bm
apt. Quioi/doan bidg. gated parking Looking
for dMin non-smoker. Avail 6/1/01
$77S»t<1B— . Kim 323-823-1062.

WESTWOOD: Fun. outgoing femolo kMMng
for 1-2 ferruile roommates to share
2bdmi«blh apl.l Available aA}i or 8«)1. Call
3104094M6I

WESTWOOD: Private room/bath m
.

2bdnTW2b(h apt. Quiat. dean bulMlng. sub-

f.
lerranMn pwtdng. pod. Jacuzzi. AAC. Pr»»er

f
dean, quiet non-smoker. No pets

"•' $800/mo-Kitilities. Av«iiabie 9/1/01. Bren
r 310-613-3935.

oS ^J:'^'^
'**"•* **•••"» Beautiful

2bdmi/2bth. w/2bak»nies. french doors
spacious. 3 undMgrXMind parking spots, par-
tially furnished. Late June-a/31 $2l50/mo
Pi—se ca« Juiie or Silvia at 3 10^624-5542.

475 QAYLEY AVE AvaiMHo mid>June to

^!^S^ $450/month. ClOM to c«npus.
rtendly roommates A trmnaQ^r. LooUng for
lemale sublenef. 310^79-2235.

475 GAYLEY 1bdrm/1pdv«|»«h in
2bdrm^2bth apartment. AwMsbla MMMdtale-
fy to mid-Sepiwnbar. Ne«l 1-2 f«niiie.aub-
•etters. Undoigiound pvMrvopot. extremely
Ctose lO-campus. $833Mtth. 310-208-4379

527 MIDVALE PLAZA II. Larga studk). Flre-
ptace. bafcony. poQll|Muzzi. gym July 1-Aug
31. $1050/montt»- mdiKtos w«ter ,l parking
spot. 310-443-9552.

547 LANOFAIR AVENUE OStrathmore.
1^°' iocattonl Summer. Fumlahed
3bdnn/2bth, gigantto bedrooms and JMno
aroa. Easily fits 8-10 peopM 8 parWn?
opacesa^ rantls. 3io-208^6i8

9700
Siil>l(jts

ATRIUM COURT PENTHOUSE. 5min walk
Need 2-3 people July-Sept, or Jan. Spa-
clous 2bd/2bth. 2bateonie8. park-
ing/gym/spa. $625/mo. Male/Female ok
310-267-7714.

ViaO«CHEN/D*«v Bruin

ATRIUM COURTS FURNISHED private
iJedroom/bath with parking DSL, Stereo.
Cable. AvaNatJle mkJ June to mW Septemtier
1-2 people OK. $750/mo Brandon 310-824-
7435.

9700
Sublets

MDR-Beauliful 2bed«bath situated on 23
acres lush tropk»i ground. Pool, tennis, spa.
fitness oenter. ocean breeze. Avaiiat>ie mkJ-
June-Mkj-September. $1950 310^27-7317.

MIDVALE I - Need roommate to share room
w^tnale in summer. 2bdmi. DSL. pod, jacuz-
2i-«lc. Fall lease also available. 310-208-
0531

I

WLA- share beautiful house in quiet naigh-
'txxtwod. KHchen/laurKlry/huge tMCkyard.
Near Pkx>/Wesh*food bus, 3ml UCLA
Avrthtto VvDugh a/30K>\ f700i^month. 310^
479-2385

9600
Hooinm.Mcs-SiMfcl Room

QUIET MALE ROOMMATE needed to share
room- Veteran Ave- 2bdrm/2b(h/baloony
N<»«ted for summer/tall^^ar $39a/momh
310-208-0986. kavangleeO yahoo com
Havanice dayt

WESTWOOO-CJorgeous WMehire Apartment
Hted roommate to share huge t>edroom, in
**"' aportmeot with two students Avail-
eWe nowl 5 mIn from UCLA. Students Pre
ffWBd. $52SAno. Cal 310-087-3293

9700
Si.'Olf;Is

1260 VETERAN AVE summer sublet
$800/month or $400 to share master bed
room. Full bath, gated parking Lesley 310

Classitif fis

8i'5-2221

SSOVCTERAN SUBLET .vitfrtl. mkkJune
•o«n»d-8opt Of negolliiili. |387.50/>noc>lh to
•iwm t>(K}foonft. QModporfdng, hji bath. Can
my: 310-824-7077.

660 VETERAN. 2-b6drDom 1-bath. Fully
Fumiahad, FIraplaca, batoony. gated park-
ing. Jacuzzi. AwaHable 6/18-9/1
$140S/>Twnth. Call 310^209-1438

690 VETERAN- 2bdrm/2bth. Share room for
summer « fall Parted tor mkJ-y««r graduat-
ing senkxB $390/month. 310-208-O98S ka-
vangleeOyahoo.com

925 GAYLEY Walk lo carrpus, Westwood.
IbdmVlbth, parking. unfumtehed.haftMood
fkjors Available 6/19- mW-Sept
$lS5a^month Imekte 310-267-7169.

ACROSS THE STREET FROM CAMPUS!
Large 2bdmV1.5bth, fumlshed. pod, bakx)
ny, DSL. gated parking, mW^une tfwu mW-
Sept $182S/mth 310 -729-5556

APARTMENT
AVAILABLE FOR FALL

QUARTER
and sessfon C on MWvale 2-bedrDo'ns, 1-

bath Fun Girls Ckise to Campus 3 ParWoo
Spots CaH 310-824-5863

BEAUTIFUL 2-BEDROOM APARTMENT
Hardwood ftoors. parking, full kitchen. Abso-
lutely gorgeous. Must be saenfll $1900At»
Cal Maijorie 31 0-208-2120

BRENTWOOD. One-BedroorrVOne-Bath in
l-arge-Bflght-fumlshed 2Bed-2Bath Apart-
nient Living-Room. DInnlng-Room. Dish-
washer. Mtorow«ve. Bakx)ny. A/C. 2mNes
from UCLAABaach. Near Transportatton
TV/VCR/Digltal-Cable/Stereo/DSL. Parking
KirvSzaBad. $90(ymo. Junel-Augio. 310^
415-9238.

CHEAP PALMS SUBLET. Only $1150^
Large 2-Bed/2Bath. Fumiahad. Available
Jur)aie-8apl16. lO^nin. Ottva to cafr^Nis. 1-
nninula to busMna. Cal 310-204- 1 532. subiat-
nowOhoimal.oom

DANISH-AMERICAN FAMILY of three seeks
•unrjmer sublet for weeks 26 thm 30. Please
contact Karen at kaaranmadaan«ho(-
nnal.com

NOT HAUNTED!
i-ANDFAIR/STRA7HMORE.Poeillves:2bed/1
bath, living room, kitchen, downhill walk to
campus. NegativesUphill walk to campus
negatives: UphU walk from campus, gk)t>al
wamiing. Mlke.3 10-208-3260.

PALMS 2 rooms tor June and/or July $500
own bathAMkxxiy. $450 share belh. Easy
parking. Female only. Chrlstlna:3l0-415-
9987.

9700
Sublets

SUMMER SUBLET: CLUB CALIFORNIA.
Beginning June 19th Female to share room
in 2bdnm/2bth apt Batoony. pod/spa. gym
parking. Kasey 31 0-443-1461.

SUMMER SUBLETTERS WANTED at 515
Kelton for spadous 2bed/2bath Batoony,
pod, free DSL. gas. H20, parking. $2130.
($533/person) Eanx)n:310-20e-1164.

SUMMER-SUBLET. SILVERLAKE
BLVD/SUNSET/101. Spacious. 2bdnn
duplex, furnished, hardwood ftoors Ideal for
Hollywood/Downtown internships
$700/mo+deposlt. Available 6/1-8/31. Re-
sponsible appltoants. 323-663-8912, jbra-
sasOhotmail.com

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to share
Ibdrm in a 2bdmi/2blh i^rtment. Fully fur-
nished. DSL. one parking place. paHo
$450/inth. 310-824-2635

POOL PARTYI 691 Levering and Strath-
mon. Spadous. furnished. IbdmVlbth. Un-
derground parking. DSL. available June 1st-
mkj Sept. $1300ATHh. 310-824-4644

RENT ME!
PERFECT SUMMER SUBLETIII
2t)dmV2bth. Bright 1200sq.ft., balcony, fire

place, gatad-parklng. pool/)acuzzl. walc-in
ctoaats. Qas&water induded! MW-June thnj
August $1800/mth. Call 310-824-0989

STRATHMORE. BALCONY OVERLOOKS
pod/spa Fully Fumlshed, 2BD/2BA Huge!
1130 sqft. DSL. Mini-Bar. $47Q^rTwnth. Best
Damn Place in Westwood. Bar-none 310-
824-2009.

VENICE. 6/16 through 8/30. Furnished room
in 3bdrm house. Yard, spa, washer/dryer.
Dog-tover. Graduate student preferred.
$700/mo+utitities. Amy 310-822-9307#2.

WANT TO SUBLET FOR THE SUM-
MER? Reach thousands of potential
roommates for free. www.west-
sklerentais com 310-395-RENT

WESTWOOD BOARDING HOUSE: Rooms
$250/mlh. T1 Internet, premium cable, free
tocal phone, weekly makJ. shared kitchen,
on-site laundry, pool table, basketball court,
piano. Manager on-site . 310-209-8149

WESTWOOD TREEHOUSE. 10919 Slrath-
moro. Ctoaest apartnrtent lo canffHis. Great
batoony Space for one or two people. Con-
tad Dan 310-824-7432.

FEMALE SUBLET needed Fal Quariar and
roommate naadad tor next year. Cal 310-
287-9725 for LHI. Itan0uda.edu or
DIna/Alyssa 3|10-267-9809.

HOT GUYS NEEDED
Looktog tor guys to share an itoortma»>t with
mis MMtmar. Must be hot Must ba down.
Caltorin^vtow: 310-588-0482

KCLTON AVE
: Looking tor tomato sublet

teria) tor ibdrm. In 2b(tm«Mh. Part-torn.
AvaMabto 6/23-mid Sept $925An8v. $482 to
Share Cal 310-824-5377

SUBLETS NEEDED
«FFa, MANGfu, sunn « /mamuro u^

C»mj«Y CITY UkW FMM
>«• riMd lumMUd aporlnanH fcx our Sumnw

AsMCMrtH iram iuna AwgiNt

rt«m« • moJ U)(}iah9|nii)m com
wilti (jatoilt and o conkict pitona numUr

SUMMER SUBLET 424-LANDFAIR
Apt.#16 $365Mwnlh. beginning June 1 7th!
Ughl airy room, shara lafbna maie-foom-
mato. Own bathroom. Cabte-TV. Conputer
»«^SL. short a«fc to campus. Mike or Miteh:
310.443>9ee6.

WESTWOOD. 6/1 7-7/31/01 (negotiable)
Fully Fumiahad. Have own room in a quiet
apartment comptox. Paridng. pod. A/C.
Quiet, responstoto female preferred
Call:3 10-206-8868.

SUMMER SUBLET- Naad an apartment?
Share a ntee cm on KaMon and Ophir tor
$65a/>mh AvalMa June I58t Cal Ryan or
Jot> 310-208-0810

SUMMER SUBLET Studto Apar«nenL
Walk-In doaat. 1 or 2 paopto. Batoony
Paridng Inctodtog. Cod nalghbofs. Ctoaeto
cantpus. 310-624-1333

SUBLETS ROOMMATE
SERViCE

SUBLET!!
wvy/w.thGsublot.coni

Sublfts in aR cittaatl (201 -894-1 ISfiy

WESTWOOD Share or own room- Kel-
ton/Strathmore with paridng. pod. batoony
For more Into, cal VMarie 310-824-3619

WLA. Luxurious apt. Large master bedroom
ta^wafc-in doset Pumishad. Fireplace, bal-
cony, Jacuzzi, paridng. Secure entrance
Near bus MW-June4)eg/Sept. $85a/mo. iux-

apariOhotmaH.com.

9800
Vacatif^n Rniitnis

BEAUTIFUL, SPACIOUS YOSEMITE
HOME surrounded by tal pines. Ctose to
everything. Fully Equipped, SOOO" etovatton
•urideck, reasonable rates. 818-785-1028
*n»Mf.yo8emlte.ietovely.com

Displny
206-3060
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THIS (S.17) 9:11 IB

ACKERMAN GRAND BALLROOM
$2 at the door

JBJBJBJBJBJB

The imnlan culturid Association
Presents...

An Evening of Iranian Cinema

UMMM^

with

TWa-' HEI (S.1I) S:3I

THIS (1171 7!

Behrouz Vossoughi
Sunday, May 20, 2001 at 1 :30p.m.

UCIA Rolfe 1 200

Free Admission, Space is limited

(310)825-1958
319 Kerckhoff H«ll

cecinfoOasucla.ucla.edu

Featured film: DASHAKOL
starring BCNflOUZ VOSSOUGNI

with English subtitles

m

The film will be followed by a commentary by

Behrouz Vossoughi on the film and Iranian cinemo.

The commentary will be translated into English

FktuUd W cmm Promms Cmmlttee o( thf uclaCmmlUce^ Ihi ucla Program Aitivitui Board W3

r

L

UCLA Clothesline Project
Presents

The Women's Oratorical Contest
Northwest Campus Auditorium, Tuesday, 6:30pm

The Women's Oratorical Contest is designecj to showcase women and men speaking on gender issuesA tradition of women who speak and are heard must be established to promote awareness of womens'

"

issues. This occasion will be celebrated with entertainment, an art exhibit, and distinguished judges.

Clothesline Project Display
Perloff and Schoenberg Quads, Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday, 8:30am -4:00pm

The Clothesline Project Display is a color-coded display of T-shirts made by survivors of sexual andgender violence. Survivors of violence are encouraged to design a shirt to break the silence
surrounding sexual violence and to commemorate their survivorship.

Take Back the Night
Westwood Plaza, Thursday, 6:00pm

Take Back the Night is an event that Invites the community to come together in solidarity In an effort to
reclaim the nght to safety on our campus. The evening consists of speakers, a candlelight viail
performances, a march, and a speak-out for survivors.

'

rESto?'?S%^ K^£'-^.^^'°^®®'iC®
^''^^' ^® ^^^^ °^ Residential Life. The Safety and Security Committee and the LGBT ResourceCenter. Paid tor by the Campus Committee of the Programs Committee of the Programs Activity 6(i^ UCPD tf^ ACT QriTfW^^Housing Council, support from the Center of Women 7nd Men, and the USA ProgSr^lngTn^'X^^^SJ^ SnSiems^^^^^^^^ ^nd!^**

1

J
dVIOVINCuHOME?

We can get you there for less - guaranteed!

(^ Affordable, Strong Moving And Shipping Boxes

(^ A Completo Range of Packing Supplies

(3 Custom Crating Service

\^}Nb Ship Anything Anywhere

3 100% Guaranteed Packing

Free Pick Up and Delivery

Ot
<XL>i

<>'e
f^j^^'i

'9

Westwood
13S1 Westwood BM.
(Across from Borden)
M-F 9-6, Srt « Su 10-4

(310)477-1770

Brentwood/West LJL
11701 Wilshlra Blvd.

(At Banington)
M-F 9-6, Sat A 8u 10-4

(310) 478-4008

Santa Montoa
2113WilshireBhfd.

(Between 21st A 22nd)
M-F 8-7, Sat A 8u 10-4

(310) 453-1532

visit us at our website
http://www.lM>xlin>s.com

B«lttr BuslnMs BurMu MMnber

THOMPSON
From page 37

divisions.

One of the reasons why sports arc

so great is that they bring communi-
lics together. But that doesn't always

happen in Lx)s Angeles.

We have two major uniyersities

that divide the city more than unite it

(all in good fun, of cx>urse). We have
no pro football team (my condo-
lences to you XFL die-hards). The
Dodgers are too mediocre for anyone
to get behind. And hockey doesn't

really count here in L.A.

That leads us to the L.akers. Sure,

it's easy to get behind a winner. But
this city has a devotion to the purple

and goid that it has for no other team.

From my three years in Southern
California, I truly believe that the

Lakers are the one constant that uni-

fies this community. Just drive

around and look at the Lakers flags

and stickers on people's cars, or the

T-shirts and jerseys people are wear-
ing on game days. You don't see

Southern Califomians supporting

their other teams in the same man-
ner.

So as a transplanted LA. resident,

this is one of the reasons the Lakers
have become the one and only

Southern CaHforma team i actually

like.

The team's playing style has

always suited Los Angeles. The
"Showtime" Lakers of the '80s

brought flair and excitement that is

characteristic ofLA. society Magic
Johnson was like a Hollywood star.

The team played with the same fast-

paced energy with which Angeienot
live their lives.

And, it's carried on to today's ver-

sion with Shaq, Kobe, Rick Fox. .

Derek Fisher and company Sure,

they whine, complain and act selfish-

ly at times. But they know how to put
it together when it counts.

That's why the Lakers have to be
the favorites at this point to win the

championship. The Spurs will be the

toughest opponent for the Lakers in

these playoffs. Their front line poses
a serious threat to containing Shaq.
But without their shooting guard,

Derek Anderson, who is out with an
injury, the Spurs don't have anyone
that can hang with Kobe.

The winning streak may come to

an end, but the championship run
should continue into June.

It's scary to think that the Lakers
are still getting better each game.

With each victory, the anticipation

of a repeat championship grows
throughout Los Angeles.

Rejoice, LA. You have a dynasty
in the making.

The Lakers are the only SoCal pro
sports team Thompson has any respect
for. He can be reached at bthomp-
son9meGlia.ucla.edu.

SOFTBALL
From page 40

Bruins are hosting the No. 2 regional,

so whichever team emerges from this

group of six will be the second seed at

the Women's College World Series in

Oklahoma City May 24-28.

The UCLA/Coastal Carolina
game will be the third of four in the
day At 9 a.m., second-seeded Fresno
State ukes on fifth-seeded

Wisconsin, followed by third-seeded

Cal State Northridge against fourth-
seeded San Diego State at 1 1 :30 am
The Bruins and Lady Chanticleers
follow, and the first game of the con-
solation bracket begins at 430 p m ,

with the UCLA/Coastal Carolina
loser against the Fresno
State/Wisconsin loser.

After the Bruins eye the other four
teams in their regional, the Chanu. as
they are known in South Carolina,
bring a credible challenge to the
Bruins' vaunted attack

SceS0nBALUpa9e33
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W.TENNIS
From page 40
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Despite uneven rankings, the play-

ers are not worried.

"I don't think any of us are ner-

vous, just excited." said freshman
Mariko Frilz-Krockow.

In doubles, Vanderbilt is again
favored with the No. 5 doubles team
of Ditty and Kate Burson and the No.
17 team of Riske and Aleke
Tsoubanos.

UCLA's No. 1 team of junior
Petya Maripova and freshman
Lauren Fisher is ranked No 18.

Marioova and Fisher did upset the

No. 6 team, Fresno State's Simone
Jardim and Kim Niggcmeyer, so
upsetting the No. 5 team is not out of

reach. Fisher was also recently named
Intercollegiate Tennis Association

West Rookie of the Year.

UCLA's No. 2 doubles team is

unranked but Walker and Fritz-

Krockow won the Pac-lO Conference
Doubles Championship on April 29.

The whole team has maintained the

confidence that they could get to this

point, even if the results suggested

otherwise.

"It is not a big deal to be where we
are at. It is expected of UCLA," said

Volunteer Coach Bill Zaima. "But at

7-17, it's harder to do"

L Mlamai viuMfms iprMKnT
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__Summer-time for

Learning!!
Summer Classes Start

June 4 & July 9
Two, five-week sessions get you

through class in 1/3 the normal time!!

RIO HONDO COLLECE

Register Now!
Call

(562) 908-3415

For A Free Schedule Call (562) 908-3445
RIO HONDO COLLECE

3600 Workman Mill Road • Whittier, CA 90601-1699
www.rh.cc.ca.us

• l^ose-cosmetie

'*'Insurai

• Acn^ Scars-pjcdblem cases w<
• Natural Lip Mnhancement
• Face Lift/Eyelid Surgery
• Hair Flap/Scalp Reduction
• Chin & Cheek Implants
• Liposuction

• Ear Reshaping-ojften no incision!

• Snoring
• Tonsils "^

• Laser Resurfacing

Free IHierofterniabrasioii
(one arra only)

Steven Burres, M,D,
FMCS,AAFPHAAOHNS.lACMA,

OtmiALflASnCd

4^ Nordh Rbxbttiy

1145 Alicia Blv«L,

Affor

f^ff^

The road to Georgia has been a

rocky one. The Bruins surted the sea-

son at No. 9 and reached a high ofNo.
7 after wins over Arizona and Arizona
State.

Minever, things began to fall apart

in February when No. 3 senior Zana
Zlebnik suffered a season-ending

back injury and No. 1 Sara Walker sat

out for a month with a stress reaction

in her foot.

The season seemed to slip away
from the Bruins as they suffered loss

after loss. Yet they remained opti-

mistic; perhaps out of patience.

"We have focused on develop-
ment, on learning from each situa-

tion," said Assistant Coach Jon

Reeves.

"Every time they went out it wasn't

about winning today's match but play-

ing better," Sampras said. "The
results will come in time - and they

have."

The results have come since mid-

April with close matches against the

Washington schools, then wins over

Cal and Oregon and finally two post-

season victories in NCAA Regionals.

''You don't want to peak too early,"

Sampras said. "The season is so long

that it is important to see it as a pro-

gression where you play your best in

May"
UCLA is peaking at just the right

time.

TOURNAMENT
From page 37

The event will also feature a

three-point shooting contest in

each division. Contestants will

have one minute to make shots

from anywhere beyond the arc.

The championship teams, the

tournament MVP, and the three-

point shooting charnpions will be
presented with*Swards.

It will be a weekend of compet-
itive hoops for a good cause. And
it could gel interesting. With the

Soy Sauce Burritos hungry for the

title, anything can happen.

Bruin Pr\da\

We are pleased to introduce
UCLA JEANS. Show your
Bruin spirit!

DESCRIPTION

SIZE UCLA JEANS
MEN WOMEN [a] MED. BLUE

DARK BLUE
[c] TINT BLUE

28

to

42
fVCN

to

13
000 U BLACK

Email us: Iyki@pdcjtet

Customer Service. 323.846.7290

Price: $ 39^
AMtmxplutthipfMnamdtmndling.

Produced by
LyWApparal
undarHcanM
fromUCUW

JEANS 10% DISCOUNT C
lyonly
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CANALES
From page40

Three minutes later he crumpled to

the ground, slipping into a coma.
He never woke up.

Canales found himself sitting in a
hospital waiting room, facing
Osburn's parents who just one week
before took him on a family trip to

the baseball Hall of Fame in

Cooperstown. The Osburn family
had left New York a day earlier but
quickly returned when news of their

son's accident reached Arizona.

"His dad came up to me and gave
me a big hug," Canales said. "It was
very reassuring."

The incident left Canales at a
crossroads, both in life and on the

baseball field. The game he grew up
playing lost much of its luster.

"I didn't know if I ever wanted to

pick up a bat again," Canales said.

But the resilient shortstop felt he
had to return, if not for himself, then
for Osburn. The first few days were
painful. Everything reminded
Canales of his friend, and focusing
on the game was difficult.

"It was a defining moment in my
life," Canales said. "If I wanted to

continue to play baseball, I knew I

needed to get back out there and play
right away. I didn't want to take time
to try and bide or escape from what
happened. It was hard, but it was
what Kelsey would have wanted."

It would have been nearly impossi-

ble for Canales to return without his

family and his faith. His mom, Ritha,
flew to New York to be with him dur-
ing the difficult weeks that followed.

His dad Isaac, a pastor at a Southern
California church, olTered spiritual

guidance.

"He told me that he never experi-

enced anything like this," Canales
said. "He said I just had to hang with
it and keep my faith."

Faith is what carries Canales
through life on a daily basis. While
Osburn is always in his prayers,

Canales knows he would be lost with-

out his belief system - something
strengthened by his family and the
way the Osbums have treated him.

"The Osbums released Josh from
any guilt and bitterness by showing
him a loving nature," Isaac said

"They're really special people. They
(practically) adopted Josh as a son."

Canales knows that without this

support he would not have grown
into the man or ball player he is

today.

He was named Player of the Week

last week and is one of the hottest hit-

ters in the Bruins' lineup right now.
He i» in the middle of a 2 1 -game hit

streak and is batting .386 with 76 hits

and 35 runs scored. In addition, he is

second on the team with II stolen

bases and has shown his selflessness

by contributing eight sacrifice bunts
while participating in 27 double
plays.

"He's become a lot more patient

this year," said UCLA's leading bat-

ter Brian Baron. "If he gets a single,

it's as good as a double because he's

such a base-stealing threat.

What is most significant is the

adjustment in Canales' play over the

last year, when he hit just .248. He
works harder, contributes more, and
his approach to baseball has
changed.

"I've never played this way before
in my life," Canales said. "I feel like

when Kelsey died, a piece of his heart

went into me. He was 5-feet-5 and
had to fight and scrap for everything
he ever got. He had the heart of a
lion."

Canales speaks with pride when
he talks about Osburn. He describes

a ball player who would have started

this year for the Wildcats as one of
the shortest players in the nation. He
brags about Osburn's tenacity and
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talent as if they were brothers. And
although they are not related, they
will forever be connected.

"He internalized and assimilated

all the positive qualities of Kelsey
Osburn." Isaac said. "He hasn't

become Kelsey Osburn, but he took
that love and that friendship off the

Tield and made it his own."
Josh believes that everything hap-

pens for a reason. He carved the ini-

tials "K.O." into his glove so that

Osburn gets time on the field, even
though he can no longer play.

Canales does not attempt to run
away from his past. He faces it on a

daily basis, and uses the incident to

find inner strength.

"This built character very quick-
ly," Canales said about what he went
through. "I went from an immature
individual to a very mature individ-

ual. I grew in my faith and learned to

put life in perspective."

Before he passed away, Osburn
was learning how to bunt for a base
hit. Canales was acting as his

teacher. After the incident, Osburn's
parents requested that Canales "lay
one down for Kelsey."

If the spot on the Raptors had not
opened up early in the summer, the
entire ordeal would have been
avoided.

Josh Canales
UCLA SpOfti mfo

But then, Canales never would
have met Osburn, never would have
taught him bunting techniques,
never would have become close with
his family or developed an intense

friendship! Fate brought them
together, and it also tore them apart.

Canales keeps a photograph of
Osburn at his bedside, looking into

his friend's eyes every night before
bed and every morning before he
starts his day.

"Kelsey Osburn died doing some-
thing he loved," Canales said.
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M.GOLF
From page 38

Sophomore Travis Johnson, who
kept track of the team's scores in

the last two weeks of practice,

pointed out that out of 21 practice
rounds they had ten under-par
rounds.

Not only that, but the players are
also succeeding as individuals.

McLachlin qualified through the
first round of the U.S. Open on
Monday and has one more phase to

go before he makes the tourna-
ment. Johnson and freshman Steve
Conway qualified last Thursday for

the California State Amateur, with
Johnson shooting a low round of
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69. They will head to Pebble Beach
to play this summer.

But first, the five-man team,
which includes freshman John
Merrick, has to deal with NCAA
Regionals at Ti-ysting Tree Course
in Corvallis, Ore. After that, the

Bruins have NCAA
Championships - if they place in

the top ten at Regionals.

They're confident about that,

too.

Asked if he thought the team
would make it, Johnson didn't hesi-

tate before answering, "Oh, yeah."

When asked if that was a guaraiv-

tee, he hedged just a bit.

"I'm more one to to do the talk-

ing with my club," he said. "I'll

guarantee it when I get it done."

Tourney to benefit Asian communities
ACA: Charity event allows

teams to compete for ftuj,

championship title, prizes

By Diamond Leung
Daily Bruin Contributor

THOMPSON
From page 40

where we have no NBA team (my
apologies to the three Golden Stale

Warriors fans out there), it's great

to see a whole city get behind a
team. Make no mistake about it; the

Lakers ARE Los Angeles' team.

I could go on about how we live

in a divided society. Los Angeles is

one of the world's great melting

pots. But in the process, it's also a

place where we are reminded every

day of racial^ social and economic

Ste THOMPSON, page 34

It's going to be an interesting game
if the Old Fogies take on the Grumpy
Old Men for the championship. Then
again, don't count out the Jordan
Wannabes, Big Pimpin' and the Soy
Sauce Burritos.

These are the names of just a few
of the teams that will participate in

the 5th Annual ACA Live Basketball

Tournament, hosted by the UCLA
Association of Chinese Americans
Saturday and Sunday at Pauley
Pavilion.

"The quality of play is quite com-
petiUve," said ACA Co-Athletic
Director Kenny Hong. "Everyone
wants to win and they're serious bas-

ketball players, but they're definitely

out there for fun."

The tournament field consists of
teams from all over Southern
California and one team from as far

as Sacramento. Sixteen teams in the

Majors Division and seven teams in

the Minors Division will compete in

divisions that are based on talent

level. The 5-on-5 tournament will

have professional referees.

BASK

Association o

5th Annual

and Three P

Saturday-Su

9 a.m.

Pauley Pavilion

AOAM BROWN/tM(y Bruin

The teams will vie for the right to

be called tournament champions and
for cash prizes, but the main goal is to

raise money for the Asian communi-

ty-^

"One ofour goals is promoting the

bi-culturality of Chinese Americans,"
Hong said. "We need to help out the

Asian and Chinese community with
our event."

What started out as an annual
recreational event for the ACA is now
for the first time a charity event.

A portion of the proceeds will go to

the Chinatown Service Center in Los
Angeles, a nonprofit organization

that provides programs and services

for the Asian community. The orga-

nization has been serving Asian
Americans, immigrants and low-
income families in Los Angeles
County since 1971.

"CSC will use the funds to support
it's programs, namely Youth
Development Programs where we
help youth with academics, counsel-

ing, literacy and health education,"

said CSC Director of Development
May Ma.
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Squad confident going into Regionals
M.GOLF: If Bruins place

in top 10, they will head

to NCAA Championships

By Pauline Vu
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

For guys who worried all season
about whether or not they would
even make the NCAA Regionals, the

UCLA men's golf team is pretty
relaxed going into it.

"We're excited, but we're more
business-like about it," said sopho-
more J.T. Kohut.

MEN'S GOLF

DCiA

NOARegbnak

Thursday -Saturda^^

AH day

Corvalib,OrtL

AOAM SROWNAMly Bruin

There's no difference about
*€gionals, it's just another tourna-

ment. Ifyou perform you're past, and
if you don't perform, you stay

home," he added. "If we just go out
there and play to our abilities, I dpn't
think there'll be a problem."

There's a reason for that confi-

dence. Compared to the mediocre
finishes of earlier tournaments this

season, the Bruins have shown some
good play in the last two tourna-
ments. At U.S. Intercollegiates they
surprised everyone with a third-place

finish, and at the Pac-IO
Championships they came in fifth,

aided by a low second round of eight

Gaudio win douds Bruins

hopes for an NCAA berth

UCLA^s final

shot lies in three-game

series vs. Arizona State

By DylMi ItanMflidiK

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

comatose state.

•*! vfu a little disappointed,"
said Head Coach Gary Adams.
"We usually have a little more fire

than that. That wasn't the team I

had seen all year."

UC Santa Barbara starting

pitcher Matt Vazquez held the
Bruins to just two runs (neither of
them earned) on three hits in his

seven-inning appearance, despite

Another straw was added to the

camel's already-broken back, as ^ _^^ ^,
the UCLA baseball team dropped throwing far more slowly than
yet another "must-win" contest. many of the hurlcrs they have seen

The Bruins (29-25), who in the this year,

last month have moved further and "We were a little impatient,"
further away from an NCAA said Bruin shortstop Josh Canales,
Tournament berth, lost 10-4 who was 1 for 4 and extended his
Tuesday night at No. 20 UC Santa hitting streak to 21 games "His
Barbara's (38

13) Caesar

U y e s a k a

Stadium.

While the

loss didn't

take UCLA

UCLA4
UCSB10

fastball looked

pretty enticing

to hit and he

got us to

ground out a

lot."

Meanwhile

Junior Parker McLachlin takes a swing during a tournament eariier
this season.

under par 347.

"We're excited because we feel

like we're peaking right now," said

junior Parker McLachlin. "Just look-
ing at our recent scores in tourna-

ments and practice rounds and stuff,

we fed like all our games are coming
into their own.?

SeeM^fiOlf^pageJ?

entirely out of contention for a Vazquez's counterpart, UCLA
spot in the national tournament, it senior Paul Diaz, gave up four runs
certainly didn't help. on nine hits in five innings Doug
Two weeks ago, the team was Silva, who relieved Diaz, fared no

swept by Cal in a do-or-die three- better, allowing four earned runs in
game scries that severely crippled one inning,
its playoff hopes. Any loss from "I don't think we were ner-
that point on would separate the vous," said UCLA second base-
Bruins even more from their dis- man Randall Shelley. "It's just that
tant goal. UCLA responded by no one really got into the game. It
winning three of its next four. was a strange day."
On Tuesday, however, the The Bruins now have only a

Brums stumbled. Or rather, they three-game scries against Arizona
didn't even get the opportunity to State this weekend left on their reg-
stumble. By all accounts, the team ular-eeaion schedule.
never got off its rear end to play.

The Bruins arrived in Santa
Barbara uninspired, and nothing
awakened them from their

Another "strange day" and that

can be it.
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WOMEN'S TENNIS NCAA CHAMPIONSHIPS

omebacklQas
W Team Championship: May 17-20 M ^^

maiviaual championship: May 21-25
Stone Mountain, Georgia

Tradition of excellence

took off with Title IX

By Hannah Gordon
Daily Bmin Contributor

As the women's tennis team travels to

Georgia this weekend, theyjoin a long line

ofoutstanding Bruins. UCLA is making its

record 19th appearance in the NCAA
Championships this weekend. Along with

Stanford, UCLA is the only team to appear
in every championship since the NCAA
took over women's sports in 1982.

**We always make it to quarterfinals,

that's what is expected of UCLA," said

Head Coach Stella Sampras.

Maintaining such a program is not diffi-

cult, however, according to the coaches.

The key is recruiting the right players.

"The program perpetuates itself When
you are the best, you recruit the best," said

Volunteer Assistant Coach Bill Zaima, who
was head coach from 1972 to 1976 and
from 1986 to 19%

The question then is how such a pro-

gram was built in the first place.

According to Zaima, women's sports

did not enter the "modem, competitive

era" until 1976, the first year of women's
sports scholarships. The sdioiarships were
a result of Title IX of the Education

Amendments of 1972, which forbids gen-

der discrimination in federally assisted edu-

attion programs.

"We had a very good recruiting year in

1976 because the men's program was so

good. We used them as a model," Zaima
said.

The men's tennis program is proud to

have been a contributing force in launching

the women's program.

. "Ifwhat we do has rubbed offon them,

then great," said Men's Tennis Head
Coach Billy Martin. "There is genuine

mutual respect between the programs. 1 try

to think of it as one big family."

However, the men's program has con-

tinued to work dosely with die women's.

For eompie. Martin helped recruit No. I

singlM sophomore Sara Walker, who prac-

tioet sometimes with members of the men's

team to push her levd.

But things were not always

so equal. All of the coaches

agree that they have seen sig-

nificantly more money>and
influence go into women's
sports in the last 15 ycanu.

The changes started with

scholarships in 1976 and con-

tinued when the NCAA took

over women's sports in 1982.

Until then, the Association of

Intercollegiate Athletics for

Women ran the women's ten-

nis national championships

but folded after the NCAA
dedded to include women's
sports.

"When I was a player we
didn't have a lot of the things

we have now, like a team
room," said Sampras, who
graduated in 1991.

Until Sampras became head coach in

1997, the women's tennis team practiced at

Sunset Recreation Center. The Los
Angdes Tennis Center, built in 1984 forthe

Olympics, had always been intended for

the men's tennis team, but now the fadli-

ties are shared equally The women's tennis

team could have moved to the LATC earli-

er but they wanted to keep thdr late after-

noon practice, which was at the same time
as the men

Because football and men's basketball

take up a large part of the budget in

Division I schools, smaller sports end up
with disproportionate funding for women
over men in order to remain in accordance
with Tide IX. As a result, the women's ten^

nis team has eight full scholarships while

the men's team has four and a half

"It is tough to recruit now with four and
a half scholarships 1 feel like a used car

salesman sometimes," Coach Martin said

It seems ironic that the women's tennis

program recruiting was built on the men's
reputation originally and now has more
money to offer recruits.

Coach Sampras put it simply

"It is agood tmic to be a female athlete."

The UCLA women's tennis team won the national championship In 1981
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WOiMEN'S TENNiS

After a strong start, UCLA experienced a

prolonged tosing streak due to injuries

but bounced badcjustintimefofthe

NCAAs.
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Sophmore Sara Walker reaches low for the ball during a
match against Texas eariier this season.

Mariko Fritz-Krockow is afreshman

on the women s tennis team. Here she

chronides her trip to Atlanta, where

the women 's tennis NCAA
Championships are being held.

• • •

Mooiay, May 14

The day has been a real hassle. We
only got back to

L.A. from

Fresno

(Regionals) late

last night, and
we all had to do
our laundry

right then and

there until

about 2 a.m.

Then in the

morning, those

who had class

went to dass

and tried to

stay awake. At I p.m we were on the

curb in front of Sproul Hall and were
ready to go to the airport to head to

Georgia. Wc had literally been home

Ptm^DlARIB
This diary is an Installment of a yeariong series that chronides

the lives of UCLA athletes.

UCLA Sports lofo

Mariko

Fritz-Krockow

for only 12 hours.

The flight wasn't bad at all. The
airplane was fairly empty, but those

who had the luck of being put on a

plane with us weren't very happy It's

amazing how much noise six girls can
make! It was loudest when the in-

flight movie, "Miss Congeniality,"

showed. We quote the movie all the

time anyway, and so you can imagine

the noise level when the actual movie

is showing. But it's great how we can

manage to have a great time any-

where. That's what I think is so great

about being a part of this team.

Wc got in at about 10 p m. and got

to out hotel in Stone Mountain at

about I a.m. We were all ready for

bed. At least we didn't have pf)actice

until 2 p.m., unlike the Cal team who
we ran into in the lobby They were
practicing at 10 a.m. It's great to be a

Bruin!

• • •

Tuesday, May 15

I don't think anyone got up before

1 1 :30 a.m. Personally, 1 don't even

remember getting into my bed; 1 was
so tired. Turns out I have my own
room because our senior, Jen

Donahue, didn't want to be alone

and so naturally, the freshman gets

her own room.

We took the day very slowly After

lunch (which was actually breakfast),

wc all went back to ourrooms to try

to study a little. I believe that most of

us fell asleep again. At 2 p.iri., we hit

the courts. They are some of the best

courts that 1 have seen and played on
in a long time. But they must be if

they were used for the 1996

Olympics.

Practice went very well. The whole
team was lively and excited and look-

ing forward to sending Vanderbilt

home on Thursday At one point dur-
ing practice, Kciko Tokuda of
Stanford came up to us and congrat-

ulated us on making it. "I'm glad

you're here representing the Pac-

lOs," she said with a smile. We are

the best represented conference here.

It's a great feeling to be part of that.

I found out that my mother is

going to come down from Virginia to

watch us play Lauren Fisher and Jen
Donahue's parents are going to be
here also, which makes us all very

happy It's wonderful to have the sup-

port of parents.

• • •

Wednesday, May 16

So tomorrow is the big day The
first day ofNCAAs. 1 have never

been here before, and 1 am getting a

little jittery. I know that I'll be OK
once 1 am out on the court, but I

can't help being a little nervous

today.

The team practiced at 10 a.m.

today All of us are hitting the ball

well and are ready to play. All the

teams were there and we got to see a
little of what we were up against. We
know many of the other players from
the other schools from Juniors or
dual matches. 1 saw one ofmy oldest

friends today for the first time in a
couple of years. We started playing

tennis together about 10 years ago.

She now plays for Rorida.

Tonight there is a large players'

banquet. Sara Walker and Jen
Donahue are supposed to give

speeches, which I am looking for-

ward to. And then tomorrow, bright

and early at 1 1 a.m., we are going to

Uke on Vanderbilt. 1 know that we
are going to do our best and I believe

in my heart that we can do well here
in Georgia.
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The UCLA women begin

competing today at the

national championships in

Georgia. See page 39.

Whenfate
tests
faith

iJosh Canales turns a tragic loss into a^

source of inner strength and inspiration

NicaE MILLER/Datty Bfuin

After a summer filled with tragedy due to the loss of his friend Kelsey

Osburn, senior shortstop Josh Canales is playing the best ball of his life.

By Adam Karon
Daily Bruin Staff

Fate brought Josh Canales

and Kelsey Osburn together.

Last summer, Osburn was
playing second base for the

Newark Raptors in the

Northeast Collegiate Baseball

League when a spot opened up
for shortstop. Canales, a senior

on the UCLA baseball team,

jumped at the opportunity to

play in New York. One of the first

teammates he met was Osburn,

and the two young men hit it off

immediately.

'*Our attitudes were similar,

our personalities were similar,"

Canales said. "When we played

up the middle we had an awe-

some chemistry and a lot of fun."

Osburn, a sophomore at the

University of Arizona, and
Canales got along so well that

when Osburn's parents came to

visit from Tucson, the group
spent three straight days enter-

taining each other.

"We had some great times

together," Canales said.

Then, on July 11, fate inter-

vened again. Canales was taking

batting practice, and Osburn was

running the bases. The UCLA
senior smashed a ball foul down
the third base line. The drive

seemed no different than the

thousands of batting practice

balls Canales hit during his

career.

But this swing forever changed
his life.

The ball caught Osburn just

above the ear on his right temple.

He was not wearing a helmet.

The sound must have been sick-

ening. Osburn remained coth

scious, though clearly in pain.
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Team looks to traverse ranking
W.TENNIS: UCLA is

prepared for matches

after early-season lull

By Hannah Gordon
Daily Bruin Contributor

Even when ranked at a season-

low No. 38, the UCLA women's
tennis team remained confident.

The players said they were one of

the top teams in the country, no
matter what the rankings said.

Now, when they play No. 6

Vanderbilt in the 16-team NCAA
Championships in Georgia, the

Bruins have the chance to prove

to the rest of the country what
they have known all along.

With a 7-17 record, no one
expected them to make it this far

and the team is thrilled.

"NCAA Championships are

THE college tennis experieiice,"

said senior Jennifer Donahue.
However, the Bruins are

focusing on the job ahead of

them.

"We're not going there just to

be happy to be there, we are

going to win," said Head Coach
Stella Sampras.

The No. 30 Bruins advanced

to this level with a win against

No. 46 Ge6rgia Tech in the first

round and an upset over No. 12

Fresno State in the second round
of last weekend's NCAA
Regionals.

The Bruins proved their rank-

ing is not reflective of their talent

as they pulled one of only two

upsets in the 16 Regional compe-
titions. The only other upset of a

top seed came when No. 1 7 Wake
Forest beat No. 15 Oklahoma

Slate, making UCLA the lowest-

ranked team left in the NCAA
Championships.

"Fresno and the rest of the

country knew we were playing

the best we've played all year,"

Sampras said.

Vanderbilt is the favorite in

today's match with a strong line-

up and a No. 6 ranking.

Vanderbilt's Julie Ditty is ranked

No. 15 compared to UCLA's
No. I player, sophomore Sara

Walker, who is ranked No. 18

nationally. Walker might have

been ranked higher but was
injured much of the season.

Vanderbilt also boasts the No.

38 singles player, Sarah Riske,

while UCLA's No. 2 player,

junior Catherine Hawley is

ranked No. 88.

Sm W.TBIMS, page 35
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Freshman Laurtn Fisher will compete in

Atlanta for the NCAA Championships.

Los Angelenos put their money on the red-hot Lakers
COLUMN: Local squad

inspires hope, unity in

divided L.A. community

We can cut through the red

tape/And bust through the

fakers/Keep your eye on
big Shaq/And put your money on the

Lakcn."

These, of course, are the words of

noted wordsmith, star actor, philoso-

pher and Hollywood playboy

Shaquille OTJeal in his song

"Straight Playin'." And you know

what? Shaq's

right. Put your

money on the

Lakers.

Somehow,

team turmoil

put it all togeth-

er at die right

time. Shaq is

dominalihg.

Look no fur-

ther than his

back-to-back

40-point, 20-

rebound games.

Kobe is unselfishly playing team

-'"^r

Brian

Thompson

basketball. He's been no slouch in

the domination department as well,

dropping 48 points Sunday to close

out the Sacramento Kings.

The supporting cast has been

chipping in at the right times. Going
back to the end of the regular season,

the Lakera have now won 15 straight

ball games.

With the San Antonio Spurs lurk-

ing in the Western Conference

Finals, business is about to pick up.

The Spurs present a challenge the

Lakers have yet to face in tfiese play-

oflTs with their twin towers, Tim
Duncan and David Robinson.

But the Laken have the aura of a

winning team right now. And while

going through this transformation

from disgruntled and selfish bunch
to championship team, the Lakers

became a squad that people want to

cheer for and love.

They play hard. They rediscov-

ered that playing defense is a good
thing. It doesn't hurt that Shaq is

such a cool, likeable guy. And Kobe
hasn't been overly cocky as of late,

which has been a pleasant surprise.

Being from Northern California,
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Bruins to show

their brawn in

NOVA matchup

against Giants

SOFTBALL No. 2 ranking,

talented lineup give team

edge for upcoming battle

ByAndrtwtardan
Daily Bruin Reporter

It happens in every NCAA sport

that has a tournament of 48 or 64
teams. Some little school from
Anytown, U.S.A., gets fed to the

wolves in a first-round appetizer

while the favored team romps on.

The national No. 2 UCLA Bruins

(55-5) hope that this year is no differ-

ent. The team starts off its run to

Oklahoma City with a 'first-round

game against the sixth-«eeded Lady
Chanticleers of Coastal Carolina (27-

21) today at 2 p.m. at Easton
Stadium.

"We don't know a lot about them,

so it's a matter of making sure that we
stick to our offensive plan and be

aggressive. That first game is always a
little unpredictable," said UCLA
Head Coach Sue Enquist. "I always

have great excitement for that first

game to see how quickly we find our
flow."

There are. eight regional sites

across the country, each with six

teams, comprising the total of48. The
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Drink and be merry
UCLA needs a bar on campus
to create a tight community.

VIEWPOINT PAGE 10

Giving it another go

Men's tennis vies for the NCAA
title this weekend in Georgia.

SPORTS, BACK PAGE

Community gathers

to Take Back the Night

www.dailybruin.ucla.edu

Let's get it on!

See who is going to fight it out in this

year's Battle of the Bands.

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT, PAGE 15

RALLY: Survivors of violence

share experiences; vigil held,

crowd marches across UCLA

ByUbbyKMtingc
Daily Bruin Contributor

About 200 members of the UCLA and

the greater Los Angeles community assem-

bled Thursday for a Take Back the Night

rally, which started in Westwood Plaza and

ended in De Neve Plaza.

Take Back the Night - a national effort to

raise awareness about campus safety and to

provide support to those who have been

affected by violence - sends a message to the

community that members can reclaim their

right to feel safe for at least one night each

year.

**Take Back the Night is not just for sur-

vivors, it is for everyone - men and women -

who have had those experiences," said

Dawn M. Bond, advisor of the UCLA
Clothesline Project.

The rally, which concluded the UCLA
Clothesline Project's Sexual Awareness
Week, featured a march, musical perfor-

mances, presentations 1>y community
activists, a candlelight vigil and survivor

speak outs.

Participants marching through campus
parking lots, where violence on campus has

typically occurred, held candles and chant-

ed, "We have the power, we have the right,

the streets are ours, take back the night."

According to a 1997 "Sex on Campus"
survey, 45 percent of women and 25 percent

of men in college have been stalked and/or

harassed.

This is the fourth year the UCLA
Clothesline Project has organized Take

Back the Night. The project's display of

S««NKHT,pa9e9
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Vyshnavi Chandrasekrarn, left, and Thelmy Perez hold candles as they participate in

Take Back the Night, a rally commemorating survivors of violence.

Tidal Wave II looms large over board

CATHEMK X>N/Oai<y Bruin

Regent George Marcus and Regent-designate Jeffrey Seymour listen

to the various speakers of the UC Regents meeting Thursday at UCSF.

SESSION: Student regent

honored at final meeting

of his term; reports heard

By Shauna Mccartca and
Kelly Raybum
Daily Bruin Reporters

Though the words "Tidal Wave
11" were not uttered during the UC
Regents' meeting Thursday, the dis-

cussion centered on how to deal

with the expected increase in stu-

dent enrollment.

Taking on more rudimentary

tasks than Wednesday's repeal of

SP-1 and 2 and approval of RE-28.

the regents listened to reports from

the Committees on Finance and

Educational Policy.

Both committees expressed con-

cern about the expected 40 percent

increase in undergraduate student

populations over the next 10 years.

"Clearly we are running into

very difficult times," said UC
President Richard Atkinson, speak-

ing about the UC's need for funds

to match the projected influx of

about 60,000 students into the UC
in the next decade. "I'm not opti-

mistic."

With the energy crisis placing a

dent in California's budget, as well

as a looming economic slowdown,

the UC's state, federal and private

funds will be threatened at a time

when the university needs them
most, said Larry Hershman, UC
vice president for budget.

"We arc buried right now," said

Hershman, who reported on the

UC's financial situation.

He added that legislative support

for a "basic partnership" between

state legislators and the Board of

Regents, to take on the expected

influx of students, is not as vigorous

as it once was, when funds were

more accessible.

Earlier, after a period designated

for public comment. Regent Peter

Preuss discussed what the UC will

do to receive appropriate funds

from state, federal and private

sources during the next 10 years.

Preuss suggested the regents

publish an annual or a bi-annual

report that would show legislators

SceREttNTS^paged

lijecturers negotiating for more secure contract

COMPLAINTS: Lack of job

security, heavy workload

^re main issues on table

By Noah Grand
Dally Bruin Reporter

University of California lecturers

represented by University Council-

American Federation of Teachers

say they are faced with little job

security and high teaching work-

loads.

The union has been negotiating a

collective bargaining agreement
with the UC since April 2000. before

their contract expired on June 30,

2000.

The previous agreement is being

followed until a new agreement is

reached.

UC employs 2,400 lecturers, and

lECTURERS'UNION DEMANDS

J CbntkiiilRgappointments for iecturm who have worked for UC for at least 6 years.

J Redudng the maxbmim number ofcourses that a lecturer can teach in a year so

they can spend nuMe time on each dass.

y Get pay rahe and institute a pay scale based on training and experience, similar to

how tenutttracl facohyi librariansand high school teachers are paid.

it Increased funding for lecturers gohig to conferences and conducting research

y Have the entire contract subject to mutual arbitration by a neutral party.

LAPD has eye on local

house for disturbances

more than 500 of those work at

UCLA. The union represents all lec-

turers, even though not all of its con-

stituents are members.

"We're trying to establish a

career path for the people who do all

of this teaching, something that's

not part-time employment," said

Susan Griffin, a lecturer in the writ-

ing department

MAr/;i( \WOO/0afty Bruin

Because lecturers are contracted,

many are considered temporary

employees who teach until replace-

ment tenure track faculty can be

found.

"There's a group of lecturers who
are just here temporarily because

they fill a temporary need of the uni-

$«« UClintlS, pa9e 6

WESTWOOD: Owners say

they screen residents as

questions of safety arise

ByKtvinLcc
Daily Bruin Gmtributor

A Westwood housing complex for

recovering drug and alcohol addicts

is currently under the watch of Los

Angeles Police Department officers,

in light of numerous emergency calls

from the site over the past two years.

But directors of the 522 LanMur
Ave. property say they have been

unfairly demonized by some
Westwood residents, citing that stu-

dents living in the Village also cause

disturbances in the community -

such as Midnight Yell.

Called by the directors a "Sober

Living House", the property is home
to former drug users and alcoholics,

as well as those suffering from

depression.

The most recent incidents at the

property include three cases of

assault around early May, including

a stabbing on May 2, according to

Shelley Taylor, director of the North

Village Improvement Committee.

William Hinton, director and co-

master tenant of the house, said the

stabbing happened when a resident

and a friend became drunk and high,

which is against house rules.

SccDISTimtANaS,pa9c6
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COMMUNITY BRIEFS

Long-term study on
heroin addicts released
A 33-year study of heroin addicts by UCLA

researchers details the severe personal and
social consequences of dependence on the

drug, and the heavy odds against permanent
abstinence from heroin by long-term addicts.

With lifelong abstinence difTicult to achieve,

the researchers urge a greater emphasis on
incremental treatment goals for heroin

addicts.

"For many heroin addicts, dependence on
the drug has become a lifelong condition asso-

ciated with severe health and social conse-

quences," said Yih-Ing Hser, adjunct profes-

sor at UCLA's Neuropsychiatric Institute and
the study's principal investigator. "These find-

ings suggest that drug abuse treatment pro-

grams should focus more on incremental

improvements in the lives of heroin addicts, a

more realistic goal than lifelong abstinence."

The study, published in the May edition of

the peer-reviewed Archives of General

Psychiatry, is the third follow-up of

a group of 581 male heroin addicts

committed by the courts to the

California Civil Addict Program between
1962 and 1964 at an average age of 25.4 years.

At the time of the most recent follow-up, in

1996-97, 284 of the original group were dead,

and 242 were interviewed. The mean age at

interview was 57.4 years.

Californians wait for

gas prices to fall

Some of the highest gas prices in the

nation aren't providing fuel for consumer
protests in California, at least not yet.

With a gallon of regular unleaded averag-

ing a record $2 a gallon, consumer groups
might expect to be deluged with complaints',

as they were in previous years when prices

rose sharply. So far that hasn't been the case.

"The public is not outraged about this at

the present time," said Harry Snyder, a
senior advocate for the West Coast office of

Consumers Union in San
Francisco. "I think people have

just gotten used to the fact that

greed is going to dominate the market-

place."

California's car-centered culture plays a

role, too.

"Basically, you can't lead a boycott.

People need to drive their cars to work,", he

said.

Only about 15 people joined a protest

Wednesday outside a gas station in South-

Central Los Angeles where a grass-roots

group called on President Bush and Gov.

Gray Davis to temporarily suspend state and
federal gasoline taxes.

"That is breaking my pocket everyday. I

can't even afford to give my kids money like

I used to." said Arlena Atkins, a mother of

six who works as a security guard. "I don't

have no other choice but to go and pay for

the gas."

"Why tax senior citizens? Why tax the

poor?" asked Lowe Barry, co^hairman of-

Citizens Against Higher Prices.

CA senate approves bill

on signature gatherers
Initiative, referendum and recall petitions

would have to disclose if the signature gatherer

was a volunteer or a paid worker under a bill

approved Thursday by the state Senate.

Sen. Jack Scott, D-Alladena, said his bill

would let voters know if a petition was being

circulated by a "bounty hunter" or a group of

volunteers.

"I think this is something that is in the inter-

est of informing the public," Scott said.

But critics say it's not clear if voters would
be more willing to sign a petition if they knew it

was circulated by volunteers. Current law
requires that any state or local initiative peti-

tion contain a notice that voters have a right to

ask if the signature gatherer is a volunteer or

paid worker.

A 26-9 vote sent the bill to the Assembly.

Two similar bills were vetoed in recent years.

Compiled from Daily Bruin wire reports.

Weather

Today Saturday Sunday

Cloudy Partly Cloudy

high: 66 low: 58 high: 68 low: 58

Sunny

high: 71 low: 57

Outlook:
Ifs about time. We shodd lioaly seeYairir

sunny condtions this weekend kwonlbe

that wann, but at least v^ wont t)e

henwned in by douds aH weekend

ix real-time weathef, visit www.dailybfuin.uda.edu

CORRECTIONS

The name Uri D. Herscher

was misspelled in the story

"Skirball Cuhural Center
expands with opening of

Ahmanson Hall" (A&E, May
16). He is the president and
CEO of the Skirball Cultural

Center.

In "Speaks Out" (News, May
17), the incorrect photo ran with

Regent Odessa Johnson's

quote. The person pictured was
Regent Sue Johnson.
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yHHATS BREWING

Today 8 a.m. -noon
English Dept. marathon reading

Fund-raiser - Charlotte Bronte's

"Jane Eyre " and Jean Rhys' "Wide

Sargasso Sea"

Rolfe Hall Courtyard - ends Friday

at noon

825-4945

9 a.m. -4 p.m.
Clothesline Project Display

On Sexual/Gender violence

Dickson Plaza / Schoenberg Quad
825-7041 -

Chaucer Conference

"Speaking I mages: A Conference in

Honor of Professor V.A. Kolve"

Royce Hall Rm 314

Medieval / Renaissance Studies

825-1880

cmrs@humnet.ucla.edu

7 p.m.
Campus Events Commission
Battle of the Bands and DJs
Ackerman Grand Ballroom

www.campusevents.com

L&S Counseling

Academic Workshops
• Internships and Career

Preparation

• All workshops held in

Covel Commons, Room 203

To sign up, call 20^685

7:30 p.m.
UCLA Dept. of Ethnomusicology

Concert: An^o American Ensemble
and Balkan Ensemble

Schoenberg Hall

206-3033

Da^hew International Center and
Melnitz Movies

"The Color of Paradise" and
"I don't want to talk about it"

James Bridges Theatre. Melnitz Hall

210^817

8 p.m.
World Arts and Cultures

Sr. Dance Concert

Choreography students' works
Kaufman Hall -Theater 200
825-3951

Saturday 9 a.m. -4 p.m.
Chaucer Conference

"Speaking Images: A Conference in

Honor of Professor V.A. Kolve"

Royce Hall Rm 314

Medieval /Renaissance Studies

6 p.m.
Dashew International Center and
Melnitz Movies

Art exhibition by the Exceptional

Children Foundation Art Center

Bradley International hall rooms 1-6

21(V68I7

730 p.m.
UCLA Dept. of Ethnomusicology

Concert: Music of the Near East

Schoenberg Hall

206-3033

Sunday 2 p.m.

UCLA Dept ofEthnomusicology

Music Of Mexico Concert

Schoenberg Hall

206-3033
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'Art "fHealing
The Clothesline

Projectprovides a

voicefor victims

ofseocual violence

to aid the recovery

^process and raise

public awareness

PtxMos by ANGIE LfVINf

First-year social welfare graciuate student Jennifer Chen Speckman looks at shirts decorated by victims of
sexual violence. The Clothesline Project Is on display in Perloff and Schoenberg Quads this week.
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Shirts on display are color coded according to type of assault. Survivors

communicate their experiences with sexual violence through visual art.

By Dhanhani Dharmawardcna
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

The multi-colored shirts hung across Perloff

and Schoenberg Quads like wavering wraiths
of the past, but their presence offered support
and comfort for survivors of gendcr/sex-based
violence.

With shirts exhibiting words of encourage-
ment, like "Si te quieres a ti mismo puedes
salir a delante en tu vida"- 'If you love your-
self, you will succeed in life' - The Clothesline

Project gives survivors a venue to relay their

experience with sexual/gender violence
through visual art.

This year's event, which 4ook place May 15-

17, attracted hundreds of visitors, according to

second-year undeclared student Morgan
Joeck, executive co-chair of the project.

Many of the visitors walked through the
exhibit because people close to them had expe-
rienced sexual/gender abuse.

The waving shirts - with messages ranging
from inspiring words of survival to exclama-

tions of long-contained anger - stood as a pow-
erful presence for those walking through.

"The ones that are the most heart-breaking
are the ones that say 'Fuck you,'" said Kerry
Stiles, a fourth-year history student. "Really
the victims just seem so destroyed - there
seems to be so much anger there."

Though people who have not experienced
sexual violence could offer their support
through donations, signing a reflection sheet

or dedicating small paper shirts, only the sur-

vivors themselves could make the actual shirts.

But family and friends of victims killed

because of violence could make a special white
shirt remembering the lives of the deceased.
Each shirt color represents a specific type of
violence committed against a victim.

By Thursday afternoon, nearly 45 shirts had
been made, according to Joeck. The other
shirts on display came from those made by
UCLA students and staff in recent years and
from the National Clothesline Project.
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Professors must follow

^chool grading policies
RULING: Non-compliance

'Senioritis' impacts coHege students, study says

may cause instructors to

lose their jobs, court says

By Dona Efbayoumy
Daily Bruin Contributor

tricts bound by the third circuit, it

could be affected by "persuasive

authority," according to law profes-

sors.

Professors are acting as the "uni-

versity's proxy," the court wrote and
arc therefore bound by the universi-

ty's policies.

"It wouldn't be technically bind-

Professors may lose their jobs for tng to a university like UCLA," said
refusing to change a student's grade

In a case currently under appeal, a

thir(k:ircuit appeals court ruled in

April in favor of a public university

that fired a professor who did not

comply with the grade-change poli-

cies of the university.

The court concluded that "5i pro-

r«ltor does not have a First

Law Professor Daniel Bussel. "They
would probably take it into account

in establishing policy."

The Office q\ the Dean of
Students at UCLA has said it is uni-

versity policy for students to first

appeal to their instructor, followed

by the chair of the department, where

it will be decided whether the

Amendment right to expression via grounds for the grade change are
the school's grade-assignment proce- legitimate.

^^ufc." "My experience has been that the

UCLA falls under the jurisdiction university has established general
of the ninth circuit court, and while

this decision is restricted to those di»- S«* 6MDES, |»age 9

SCHOOL Problem stems

from early acceptances;

conununication needed

By Hcmesh Patd
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

High school seniors around the

country are feeling apathetic

toward their classes during their

final semester, which often carries

over and negatively affects their

freshman year of college.

The epidemic, commonly known
as **senioritts," is the topic of a

recent report authored by Michael

Kirst, professor of education at

Stanford University.

The report indicated that stu-

dents sufTering from a "senior

slump." are often those who have

already been accepted to the school

of their choice.

The study found that the college

admissions calendar encourages

students to excel in their sophomore
and junior years, but provides no

incentives for them to study hard

during their senior year.

"We can't really blame the stu-

dents for not working hard in their

senior year," said Thad Nodine.
director of communication for the

National Center for Public Policy

and Higher Education.

"Right now, students in high

school are obsessed with admissions

to college and once they are admit-

ted, they think they are prepared,"

he continued.

But officials at UCLA disagreed,

saying that undergraduate admis-

sions are provisional and depend on
the successful completion of a stu-

dent's final semester of high school.

"If grades during the last semes-

ter have dropped off significantly,

then students will not be able to

attend the university," said Thomas
Lifka, assistant vice chancellor for

student academic services.

For example, if a straight-A stu-

dent received a 8 average during

their final semester, their admission

could be revoked.

"If they slack off in their senior

year, they could pay a big price for

it," Lifka said.

Officials involved in the admis-

sions process at UCLA say they

weigh the classes a student takes

during their senior year very heavi-

ly.

Students who choose to take chal-

lenging courses at this time will be
better prepared for college, Lifica

said.

A main complaint the report

made was that there is a lack ofcom-
munication between college offi-

cials and high school counselors.

The report advised officials to set

explicit standards for senior-year

performance in all courses and with-

draw admissions offers if those stan-

dards are not met.

Nodine said senioritis could be
avoided if college admissions offi-

cers clarified what students need to

do to prepare for higher education.

First-year biology student

Rubina Mohamad's teachers and
counselors did not stress the impor-

Scc SBWNVnSb page 8
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STATE & LOCAL
• • warns BLM not to miss deadline

PROTECTION: Officials

avoid contempt, but must

remove grazing by SepL 7

By Colleen Valks
The Associated Press

SAN FRANCISCO - A judge
spared federal officials a contempt
of court charge Thursday, but
implied he might be less under-
standing if they don't f6llow

through on a deal keeping cattle off

land reserved for the threatened

desert tortoise.

The Center for Biological

Diversity and other environmental

groups asked the U.S. District

Court for Northern California to

hold the Bureau of Land
Management in contempt for not

meeting a March I deadline to stop

grazing on more than 500,000
acres of public land.

Panel : • •
Kr oves $1 million

for Hgh-speed rail project
RAIL Money to fund an

environmental study of

State's 700-mile system

By Steve Lawrenct
The Associated Press

The A5«xl*t«l Prets

A male desert tortoise weighing about two kilos is up ancJ active
in the early morning, Aug. 4, 1998, at Saguaro National Monument.

The judge had blasted

the agency at a

hearing earlier this

month, saying its

delay was politically

motivated.

Judge William Alsup praised the

BLM for developing a plan to meet
a Sept. 7, 2001, deadline to comply
with a consent decree reached in

January, and told officials they
must do what they can to reach it.

"You have to come up with a

plan to meet the dates you imposed
on yourself," he said. "I don't want
you to go away thinking the judge
has modified the consent decree,

and you don't have to meet the

Sept. 7 deadline, that you just have
to try."

The judge had blasted the

agency at a hearing earlier this

month, saying its delay was politi-

cally motivated.

He said it was trying to go back
on the deal because it is more sym-
pathetic to ranchers under the
Bush administration.

The BLM said the delay was a

misunderstanding and resulted in

part from the time it took to do a

study on the land.

The consent decree required the

BLM to stop ranchers from allow-

ing their cattle to graze on 10 public

land grazing allotments in Kern,
San Bernardino and Inyo counties

from March 1 to June 15 and from
Sept. 7 to Nov. 15, when the tor-

toise is in its mating and foraging

periods.

"The problem with the grazing is

that the cattle eat the plants that the

tortoise feeds on and they often

crush the tortoises' burrows," said
'

Daniel Patterson, a desert ecologist

with the CBD.
The tortoise has 3.4 million

acres of land designated as critical

habitat.

The BLM missed its first dead-
line, and grazing has not been
stopped on the high desert land.

BLM spokeswoman Jan Bedrosian
said the delay for implementing the

ban is a result of a study of the land

that the BLM did to determine the

threat to the tortoise.

The study was done to see if the

BLM should remove the cattle on
an emergency basis, or if it should

follow its normal process of giving

the public a chance to appeal.

"We made the determination
there was no threat to the resources

and there was no emergency,"
Bedrosian said.

Now, the public will have 30
days - until June 15 - to appeal the

recommendation to close the land
to grazing.

Interior Secretary Gale Norton
has taken the step of ensuring a
speedy decision on the issues,

which will be heard by an adminis-

trative law judge.

The judge will rule on them by
Aug. 24, and any decision will be
final. The removal of the cattle. If

that's what the judge decides, will

take place two weeks later on Sept.

7.

"There's really no reason this

couldn't have happened in March,"
said Patterson, of the CBD. "(But)
it looks like the tortoise will get

some rest this fall."

Alsup scheduled a status hearing
for June 14.

SACRAMENTO - A state Senate

panel kept California's high-speed

rail project alive Thursday by
approving $1 ml(|ion for environ-

mental studies for the 700-mile sys- meaningful level

^^^- "A lot of these environmental
The action by the one of the issues are perishable." he said. "The

Senate's budget subcommittees work doesn't have a long shelf life.

committee begins budget negotia-

tions later this month or in June.

Medhi Morshed. the rail authori-

ty's executive director, said the $1

million by itself wouldn't do much to

further the environmental work.
"The best we could do would be to

get some of the work to a logical con-
clusion and preserved for the

future," he said.

He said he didn't know how much
less than the $14 million he would
need to continue the studies on a

means money
for the envirorh

mental reviews

is likely to be

on the table

when lawmak-
ers negotiate a

new state bud-

get for the fis-

cal year that

starts July 1.

The state's

economic and
energy woes

"A lot ofthese

environmental issues are

=:==r^. perishabie.'
*

-

We'd have to go
back and see

what we can do
that has a

longer shelf life

and what we
jcamput aside.**

Medhi Morshed
Executive director, Rail Authority

He said some"

of the consult-

ing firms that

are taking pari

in the studies

may not be will-

ing to continue
have put funding for the project at working at a subsUntially reduced
risk. level.

The current budget includes $5 "Each contractor has made a com-
million for the first of three years of mitment ofassigning their key people
environmental studies that will be to this project," Morshed said. "If
needed before the state can begin
building the $26 billion system.

The California High-Speed Rail

Authority requested another $14 mil-

lion for the second year of the stud-

ies, but Gov. Gray Davis didn't

we're not going to utilize them then

obviously they want to put them
somewhere else."

The subcommittee chairman. Sen.

Byron Sher, D-Stanford, said it

would be difficult to find additional
include the money in his budget pro- stote money for the studies but he
P°**'*- said high-speed rail supporters plan
The Assembly's transportation to try to get some federal funding

budget subcommittee didn't approve The high-speed system would link
any more money for the studies, but Sacramento, the Bay Area, Los
its Senate counterpart agreed to add Angeles and San Diego with trains
5' '"iH'on. running at top speeds of 220 mph.

Assuming the $1 million remains Supporters say it will be needed to
in the Senate's version of the budget, help relieve highway and air traffic
funding for the studies will be an congestion created by rapid popula-
issue when a two4iouse conference tion growth in the next few decades.
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Agent withheld McVeigh records
FBI: Decision was made
to ascertain magnitude

of situation, memo reads

ByKaranGuio
The Associated Press

The Associated Press on Thursday. McVeigh's attorneys are examin-
WhytheFBIdisclosedjustaweek ing the documents to determine

before Timothy McVeigh's sched- whether they provide an opportunity

WASHINGTON - The FBI
agent at the center of a foul-up over

Oklahoma City bombing documents archived. Defenbaugh told lawmak

uied execution that it had failed to

turn over more than 3,000 investiga-

tive records has been one of the most
perplexing questions in the docu-

ments controversy.

FBI Held offices were asked in late

December to send all investigative

materials to Oklahoma City to be

told lawmakers that he waited for

months to alert his superiors because

he wanted to ascertain the magnitude
of the problem, according to a memo
on his meeting with lawmakers.

Danny Defenbaugh, the lead

investigator of the Oklahoma City

bombing case who was in charge of

collecting investigative documents,

said the FBI had an inkling that

ers that archivists discovered a single

document that had not been turned

over to McVeigh's lawyers as

required, according to the summary.

By early February, more items

began to arrive that had not. been
turned over. Over the next several

weeks, many other items were dis-

covered.

to challenge McVeigh's conviction

and death sentence for the 1995 blast

that killed 168 people and injured

hundreds of others.

Asked why he waited until May to

notify FBI higher-ups, Defenbaugh

said he wanted to be completely sure

what the problem was and how bad it

was. the summary says.

Citing the unreliability of the

FBI's main computer system,

Defenbaugh said he opted in 1995 to

enter all the bombing documents
into a separate database in

Oklahoma. As it turns out, 254 of the

items never turned over to

McVeigh's attorneys actually had
been entered in the FBI's bureau-

McVeigh's execution, originally wide computer system.

According-something was amiss as early as set for May 16, was delayed by the

January, said the summary of a brief- Justice Department until June II

ing Defenbaugh gave to members of after the FBI revealed that investiga-

thrSenateJudicury Committee. The tive records had not been turned
three-page summary was obtained by over to McVeigh's lawyers.

to the memo.
Defenbaugh told lawmakers that in

hindsight he should have checked the

FBI computer system for any docu-

ments.

Bush warns country of energy aisis
PLAN: Domestic drilling,

nuclear power all part of

president's new proposal

By Row Foymiff

The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - President

Bush braced Americans on Thursday
for a summer of blackouts, layoffs,

business closings and skyrocketing

fuel costs and warned of "a darker

future" without his aggressive plans

to drill for more oil and gas and reju-

venate nudear power.

"If we fail to act, Americans will

face more and more widespread

bbckouts. If we fail to act, our coun-

try will become more reliant on for-

eign crude oil, putting our national

energy security into the hands of for-

eign nations," the president said in

rdeasmg a 163-page energy task force

report in St. Paul, Minn.

Seeking to dampen demand for

fossil fuels and to appeal to conserva-

tion-minded citizens. Bush also

offered tax incentives for people

using alternative energy sources such

as solar and wind power.

"Ffwe fail to act, this great country

could face a darker future," he said.

Democrats and environmental

The Asioct««d ^«4

President Bush speaks in

St. Paul, Minn, on Thursday.

groups raised a chorus of objections,

promising a pitched battle over

Bush's regulatory and legislative ini-

tiative.

some of their constituents to swallow.

"Everybody understands there are a

lot of ... problems out there," said

House Speaker Dennis Hastert, R-III.

Bush, on the road in the Midwest,

was hoping to build support for long-

term solutions while many people are

complaining about short-term energy

woes.

California Gov. Gray Davis, a

Democrat, accused Bush of turning a

blind eye to the state and tied the for-

mer Texas governor to the oil indus-

try. "We are literally in a war with

energy companies, many of which
reside in Texas," Davis said.

Of the dozens of recommenda-
tions stuffed between the report's

glossy, blue covers, none offers imme-
diate relief.

"Unfortunately." the report says,

"there are no short-term solutions to

long-term neglect."

In the report developed by Vice

President Dick Cheney, Bush seeks to

increase energy supplies by easing
**It focuses on drilling and produc- restrictions on oil and gas develop-

tion at the expense of our environ- ment on public lands, induding a
ment and conservation," House wildlife refuge in Alaska. He also will
Mmonty Uader Dick Gephardt, D- order agencies to expedite permits for
Mo., said. •*And it does nothing to

help people who need relief right

IK)W."

Even Republican lawmakers
acknowledged the plan was filled with

provisions that would be hard for

fc

energy-related projects.

Bush also wants to give the federal

government power to seize private

property for the use of transmission

S««BIEMY,|Mgc9
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Iranian officials among
plane crash victims
TEHRAN, Iran - A plane carrying Iran's

transport minister and seven members of par-

liament crashed in heavy rain in eastern Iran on
Thursday, killing everyone on board, the

Interior Ministry said. At least 29 people were
killed.

The wreckage was found in a region

between the eastern cities of Kashmar and
Neishabour in Khorasan province, Interior

Ministry spokesman Jahanbakhsh Khanjani

told the ofTidal Islamic Republic News
Agency The site is 425 miles east ofTehran.

The head of the Civil Aviation Organization,

B4^zad Mazaheri, said there were 32 people on

the local governor said on state tele-

vision. It was not clear why the plane

was flying 250 miles east of its intend

ed destination.

Gov. Ali Asghar Ahmadi said he spoke

to Dadman by cellular phone at 6 a.m., when
Dadman asked about the weather.

"1 said that at the time the weather was not

good, but they came anyway," he said.

19-year-old protester

throws egg at Clinton

Dow Jones Industnals
up: 32.66

dose: 11,248.58

Nasdaq Inda

up: 27.24

ck>s«: 2,193.68

DoHar

Yen: 122.47

Euro: 1.1326

I rx^ Associated Prest

Aim Ulia Ajiaco embraces her son Elv«r Cubkl«s after he was
released by right-wing paramilitary soldiers In Villanueva Thursday.

following mass : • •

freed

ction

COLOMBIA: Paramilitary

fighters apparentiy were

looking for new recruits

ByJwmPaMoToro
The Associated Press

It was apparently an attempt to

recruit new members by force.

The kidnappers then selected

out the younger men, loaded them
onto trucks and drove them along

the back roads of Casanare before

crossing a river into neighboring

Mela province, officials said.

As troops closed in, the

VILLANUEVA, Colombia — hostages were freed late

Paramilitary fighters freed more Wednesday They walked until

than 200 plantation workers who dawn before being discovered by
walked home to safety Thursday troops patrolling the roads,

after a bold kidnapping that illus- Back in Villanueva on
trated the increasing power of the Thursday, the freed workers got an
right-wing militia fighting guerril- emotional welcome from family

las for control of Colombia's coun- and workers at the Palmar de
tryside. Oriente plantation, where most
The militia is backed by large toil for low wages under the blis-

landowners and allegedly by rogue tering sun of Colombia's eastern

members of Colombia's U.S- plains.

backed military. Those ties have Some of the young men smiled

become a major source of concern and gobbled down empanadas, a
in Washington as it provides deep-fried pastry filled with meat.
Colombia with hundreds of mil-

lions of dollars in aid to battle the

drug trade that fuels the 37-year

conflict.

The State Department recently

classified the United Self Defense
Forces of Colombia, or AUC, as a

terrorist organization. Some
Colombian and U.S. officials now
say it may pose a greater threat to

rice and potatoes.

Others cried in relief at having

survived an abduction at the hands
of the AUC.
The outlaw militia group has

ties to drug traffickers and has

killed thousands of villagers in

massacres aimed at depriving the

guerrillas of rural supporters.

Between January and April of this

the country's democracy than the year alone, the government says
rebels

The mass abduction began
Tuesday when paramilitary fight-

ers - some wearing hoods -

grabbed the farmhands off buses

the group killed 529 people in mas-

sacres.

Over the past decade, the AUC
has grown from a few hundred
fighters to more than 8,000, aided

carrying them home from work at by profits from the cocaine trade,

African palm oil plantations in and landowners tired of guerrilla

eastern Casanare state. kidnappings and extortions.

about something,'" spokeswoman
Jennifer Palmieri said. He was not

injured.

The incident came one day after

Deputy Prime Minister John Prescott was
Urgeted by an egg-throwing heckler in Wales.

The British politician's response, however, was
less mild. He punched the man in the face.

Nevada neighborhood
overrun by crickets

"They're really nasty little creatures," Chris

Burress said this week as she watched thou-

sands of insects crawling outside her front

door.

Jeff Knight, an entomologist with the

Nevada Department of Agriculture, said infes-

tations in the Red Rock area this year and last

were the mdst significant since the crickets

swarmed the same place in 1971.

"There are definitely more than last year,"

Knight said. "It's in the millions, easily"

In the eariy 1990s, hordes ofMormon crick-

ets infested some 1.2 million acres near
Winnemucca in the worst such invasion there

since the 1930s.

Experts said back-to-back mild winters are

RENO, Nev. - Mormon crickets have
WARSAW, Poland - Former President returned for the second year in a row to the

ainton was jeered by anti-globalization pro-
. Red Rock area north of Reno, eatingjust about ^^^.„ .^ «w^^.^„v.v „ «,„ic.

testers and hit by an egg Thursday while visit- everything in sight and jangling the nerves of likely responsible for the recent outbreak

, , _ -, ^
- . '"« Poland's capital as part of a European residents. Next week. Knight and colleagues hope to

bowd. TTk discrepancy could not be immedi- spcakmg lour The crickets are related to the long-horned determine how many insects are crawling
ately explamed. The egg struck Chnton's sleeve as he walked grasshoppers that nearly destroyed the crops of through the Red Rocks area. The insects travel

Transportauon Mmister Rahman Dadman through Warsaw's Old Town district Police Utah's Momion settlers in 1848. Now they're in bandlkthat can be a couple hundred acres in
and his delegation, including seven legislator*, detained a 19-year-old man crawling across yards and driveways in north size with up to 25 crickets per square yard
were on their way to Gorgan, 190 miles north- "The president laughed at the matter, say-* Red Rock, covering roads and gardens and
eaU of Tehran, to inaugurate the city's airport, ing, 'It's good for young people to be angry grossing people out. Compiled from Daily Bruin wire reports

^
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DISTURBANCES
From page 1

"We try to have our residents strictly follow

our policy ofno alcohol and drugs - actions that

may cause a disturbance to the surrounding

community," Hinton said.

Hinton said he plans to evict the tenant soon.

Addressing community concern about the

property. Battalion Fire Chief Larry Schneider

of the L.A. Fire Department held a meeting last

October with LAPD, UCLA and L.A. Housing

Department officials to discuss the large vol-

ume of distress calls he received from the h9use

since the beginning of 2000.

Schneider said he received a total of 29 calls

over the course of the year, most of them drug-

related.

Schneider then recommended the property

for review to the Los Angeles Nuisance

Abatement Program, which is run by the L.A.

District Attorney's Office.

The NAP opens cases on at-risk properties

that they believe pose a danger to the surround-

ing community, according to Asha Greenberg,

co-founder of the program.

But the NAP eventually turned down 522

Landfair Ave. as a candidate for an open case

because there was not "sufficient evidence that

the property was the site of a continuous, ongo-

ing problem," according to Greenberg.

As a result, 522 Landfair Ave. is now under

the jurisdiction of the LAPD West Bureau

Division.

Before the LAPD gained jurisdiction over

-the house, the UCPD responded to most of thc-

emergency calls.

"Everyone on the force recognizes the house

as a problem," said Nancy Greenstein,

Director of Community Services for the

UCPD.
"The house stands out, especially in an area

mostly inhabited by college students."

Greenstein added.

Master tenants of the property, Denise and

William Hinton, began leasing the house Aug.

7, 1997 Prior to that, the house was a fraternity.

"The house is a haven for people struggling

with drugs and alcohol who otherwise have

SeeDISnilltANCE,page9

REGENTS
From page 1

on the state and federal level UC's

fmancial situation in dealing with

the expected increase of students.

Many regents supported the

idea, especially Regent Ward
Connerly, who was enthusiastic in

his advocacy. Connerly said a

named report would belter help

the Board of Regents articulate its

needs to the legislature, which

sometimes expects too much
given the regent's limited budget.

"There is a strong disconnect

between the demands of the pub-

lic and what we have the capacity

to do," Connerly said. "This

model is something that is long

overdue and it will help articulate

this total disconnect."

At one point during the discus-

sion Chancellor Albert Carnesale

stood up to offer his input, indi-

cating that the influx of students

will have a more complex impact

on the budget than might be

assumed at first glance.

"We're growing by 40 percent

(over the next 10 years). When
you're growing at this level you

do need to add new faculty and

new sections, you can't just enroll

more students in a class."

Later in the meeting, to ensure

students receive quality education

and services on the eve of Tidal

Wave II, Atkinson and Senior

Vice President of Academic
Affairs C. Judson King mandated

a "Student Service Task Force"

assembly, who presented their

future vision of student services

at the UC.
The task force, working within

the committee on educational pol-

icy, outlined strategic approaches

in providing student services

regarding admissions, application

processing, affordable childcare

and housing, career planning and

placement services for graduate

students.

It also addressed services for

students with disabilities and the

funding and delivery of financial

aid.

Before declaring these issues as

"urgent needs," the task force

consulted vice chancellors of stu-

dent and academic affairs, stu-

dent service providers on individ-

ual campuses and the UC Student

Association.

"We believe the use of the

framework coupled with a formal

rapport will truly be able to meet

the needs of our students," said

Winston Doby, chair of the

Student Services Task Force and

vice chancellor of student affairs

at UCLA.
Regent Odessa Johnson con-

gratulated the effort but won-

dered where the money to fund

this vision would come from.

"There will be a whole series of

programs that will be filled out in

detail and then funding for those

will be identified," Atkinson

replied.

Near the end of the meeting the

board adopted a motion, without

objection, to honor Student

Regent Justin Fong, who attend-

ed his last board meeting of his

term Thursday.

Fong's grandparents, mother

and sister were present to watch

him be honored by the board,

later in the day.

Atkinson, Regent Markell

Kohn and the Student Regent-

Designate Tracy Davis offered

Fong their personal thanks and

congratulations.

Davis said she looked forward

to seeking out Fong's advice in

the future.

Upon being recognized by the

board, Fong gave a brief speech.

"These may be the greatest 1

1

words ever: 'Now, therefore, be it

resolved that SP-I and SP-2 arc

rescinded,'" he said in closing.

A teary-eyed Regent William

Bagley said to Fong: "You're

wonderful. Damnit, you made me
cry."

Neither Gov. Gray Davis nor

Lt. Gov. Cruz Bustamante,

regents by virtue of their posi-

tions, were present at Thursday's

meeting, though Bustamante said

on Wednesday that Fong's work

on RE-28 was one of the main rea-

sons the item passed

unanimously.

LECTURERS
From page 1

vcrsity," said Darren Lee.TTC
assistant director of labor rela-

tions. "They teach a course while

we search for a (Senate) rank fac-

ulty member, or when a professor

is on sabbatical."

Jeremy Elkins, president of the

University Council, said the con-

ception that lecturers do not

make a major contribution to UC
is one of the biggest problems

that the union faces.

"To be here for 16 years, to be

part of the group that teaches so

much of undergraduate educa-

tions, to do work that that the uni-

versity basically doesn't acknowl-

edge, I guess the longer you're

here, the more ridiculous thaL
seems," Griffin said.

Elkins said that UC will need

to hire thousands of new faculty -

mainly non-tenure track faculty -

because of Tidal Wave 11, the

expected increase of over 60,000

new students in the UC system

over the next 10 years.

Aurita Ploesch, a UCLA labor

relations specialist, agreed with

this assessment.

"We need all the lecturers we
can find in order to accommo-
date the needs of the students,"

she said.

Elkins said this greater

demand does not guarantee job

security for lecturers.

J'What we're really looking at

is the prospect of a system where

over half of the courses are taught

by non-senate faculty," Elkins

said. "But most of them have less

than three years of experience

teaching."

The two sides are currently in

mediation with Dave Gild of

State Mediation and Conciliation

Services. Both sides have agreed

not to discuss the process.

Lecturers are hired for one to

thiee year contracts, according to

Lee. But Elkins said these con-

tracts are usually given for only

one year and no longer.

Once a contract expires, the

university reviews the lecturer's

performance and decides,

whether to renew the contract.

"There's always a feeling of

apprehension whenever f come
up for renewal," said Silvia

Sherno, a lecturer in the Spanish

department since 1983. "I can't

say that I ever feel totally secure

about it."

Lecturers are guaranteed three

year contracts after being

employed for six years.

Elkins said many lecturers

would not make the six-year mark

See IKTUIIBIS, page 8
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UaURERS
From page 6

becttujie the. UC could hire an inex-

perienced lecturer at a lower salary

and save money.

Lee said there arc no UC policies

that encourage campuses or depart-

ments to dispose of lecturers before

they reach the six-year plateau. Lee

said he told deans, departments and

load can reduce the quality of her

teaching.

"I guess 1 have enough time to do

my job, it's a question of to what

degree I can do my job," Shcrno

said. ''The particular classes I'm

teaching are rather labor intensive. I

would probably do a better job. of

teaching two classes."

Sherno's class schedule has

changed this quarter from teaching

two classes that each met twice a
academic personnel to ensure that week to teaching three classes that

these poHcies do not exist. There is meet three times a week, although
no oversight pol-

icy in writing.

The UC rec-

ognizes that

some lecturers

are long-time

workers, Lee

said. He added
that for the past

four or five

years, there have __„.«_«_««».
been approxi-

mately 650 long-

time lecturers employed by the UC.
In addition to performance

reviews, a lecturer's contract can be

discontinued if there is no longer a

need for that lecturer to teach class-

es, said Lee.

"Many of our problems have
arisen because we're contract

employees," Griffin said. "1 have no
guarantee that Ttt manage to bfrherie

until retirement."

Both sides are proposing that lec-

turers be exempted ft-om reviews

During this year's

negotiations, lecturers

have not received any

pay raises.

now the classes

are only one
hour long

instead of two.

Sherno said her

salary does not

correlate to the

amount of work

she is currently

doing.

, "My work-

load has been

increased 50

percent with no increase in pay."

Sherno said. "
I just think it was done

arbitrarily."

Lee said the issue of reducing lec-

turers' workload was first men-
tioned after negotiations had
already been under way for 10

months, and filed an unfair labor

practice chjrte against.UC-AFT
with Ihc Fublic Employment
Relations Board for bad-faith bar-

gaining.

We're challenging the way in

after six years of experience, result- which the union engaged in bargain-
ing in a continual appointment.

Despite the mutual feelings, Lee
said there are no guarantees that lec-

turers protected under this proposal

would be able to teach the same
courses every quarter.

"Not even a tenure-track faculty

member has an enUtiement to teach

a specific course.'* Lee said.

Lecturers often teach at least six

courses per year, and under their

collective bargaining agreement can

be asked to teach up to nine classes

per year.

The union wants to reduce the

maximum workload requireiftent of

nme course per year so lecturers can
spend more time on individual class.

Sherno, who teaches three

Spanish composition classes this

quarter, said that this high course employs.

ing, ' Lee said.

During this year's negotiations,

lecturers have not received any pay

raises. Lee said that UC offered lec-

turers between a 2 and 4 percent

raise baaed on their current wage,

but that the union did not want to

accept it until negotiations were fin-

ished.

Union members said UC would
only approve the raise if all negotia-

tion issues were resolved.

"We proposed this raise last

October but we didn't have an

agreement so we weren't d>le to give

this to employees,** Lee said.

Elkins said a pay raise was
offered only because the California

Sute Legislature told UC to make
the offer to all union workers it

CLOTHESUNE
From page 3

First-year undeclared student
Laura Segnit stopped by the event

because one of lier friends was
involved with the project. Yet, the

display of emotion from the shirts

left its mark.

"It's very powerful - just the

sheer number of shirts out here, and
each one of them is a different

story," Segnit said.

"I seemed to see a lot of violence

from relatives - that really surprised

me.

According to Joeck, the most

SENIORITIS
From page 3

tance of working hard during senior

year.

Instead, she said they nonchalant-

ly informed her '^ot to do bad" and
hence she experienced a final year in

which ftttdents were not the only
ones stuck in a slunip.

**! studied to hard my junior year

and afler that I was so boRMd oat

that I started gettinf iKy." die saM.
Teachers .became more knkiit
senior year - 1 kind ofwish they were
more rigid to saap me out of it.**

Because ofthis mindset, the study

staled student! <lio«M ttfldemand
tliit access io MiHer eduaitioa «
only one aspect of tfiair senior year

and not die sole |oa!.

F6r fhird-ywr psychoJbiology stu-

dent, Diane K. Lee, senioritis was a

common victims of sexual/gender

abuse are children, and many of
these and other assaults go unre-

ported.

But the violence does not affect

only the victims, and most people
know someone who has been abused
sexually, he added.

"We've reached out to so many
people, looking at the refiections of

that people have written and the

people who've come by and told us

how much it meant to them," Joeck
said.

The Clothesline Project is on display
FrWav from 1 a.m. to 2 p.m in Perloff

and Schoenfoerg Quads.

condition that carried over to her

freshman year of college.

"I was really hard working up to

senior year," she said. "Senior year

didn't matter because my applica-

tions were already in- the only thing

I would have done differently is not

have senioritis extend to ooU^."
The report showed that ttie senior

slump carries over pair high school,

as more colk9» freshiicn enroll in

remedial writing* math and science

^mt midentt wane able to over-

to

•Wd^liM np la Mr find! days of

mpaanpoi.
*!wmM iMMder aMior year than

beini vataMM^^iMil llM-year

nanraacaenaa ifiMiMt lU^
**Scnkirilia fpts nmni^'pfpiiilant to

dMNNT iflioaMnnnJaaftr aawjis and

\

GRADES
From page 3

guidelines while also assigning the

professor individual rights," said

communications Professor Timothy
Ketelaar. "Professors have a lot of

leeway," he continued.

Ketelaar recently denied a student

a grade change and was investigated

by the department upon the student's

request. The department, who con-

cluded that the grade given to the stu-

dent was accurate, had "no reason to

believe that there was an error

made."

This decision may bring academic
freedom into the crossfire because

the court asserted "the assignment of

the grade is subsumed under the uni-

versity's freedom to determine how a

course is to be taught." This means
that students are essentially obligated

to comply with the university's, not a

professor's, grading policy.

This new court decision is hard to

swallow for the American
Association of University Professors.

"This decision runs contrary to

accepted academic practice and
AAUP policy, where faculty mem-
bers evaluate student course work
and assign grades." said Donna
Euben, counsel to the association.

The ruling conflicted with previ-

ous court decisions that have recog-

nized the right of professors to assign

grades as a part of their academic

freedom, she added.

NIGHT
From page 1

T-shirts at Schoenberg and Perioff

Quads that has been taking place

since Tuesday, culminated with the

rally.

Take Back the Night was also

sponsored by such groups as the

Office of Residential Life; the Safety

and Security Committee; the

Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and
Transgender Campus Resource
Center; and The Center for Women
and Men.

Some participants of Thursday's

rally said even if they have not expe-

rienced violence directly, they have

been affected by it

"I have a lot of people in my life

who have been victims of sexual vio-

lence," said Eric Wells, a third-year

transfer student and member of the

Take Back the Night committee.

Though many participants of
Take Back the Night have experi-

enced sexual abuse, some have
encountered violence of a different

sort.

"When I was young. I was. physi-

cally confronted by gangs and expe-

rienced a drjvc-by on my street. I

remember the bullet holes in the car.

That made me fearful of walking the

street," said Ghougas Ourfali, a

third-year pre-psychology student.

During Thursday's rally, many
survivors of violence broke their

silence by speaking about their expe-

riences for the first time.

After Gothesline Project speak-

ers Risie and Angelica introduced

the speak-out segment, other sur-

vivors shared personal stories about

themselves, family members and
friends.

"1 was 14 when it happened. It's a

continuous process of healing." said

Leah Parrent, a staff member at the

UCLA Hospital.

After the emotional speak-out, the

night concluded with a musical per-

formance by Raining Jane, whose
members are mostly UCLA alumni.

"We end with Raining Jane play-

ing on a note of celebration to

remind everyone that we are all still

here working to raise awareness of

sexual violence," Bond said.

ENERGY
From page 5

lines. That "eminent domain" initia-

tive was greeted coolly by lawmakers,

including some Republicans.

The report tables for further study

some of the thorniest issues, such as

fuel efficiency standards for automo-
biles and reusmg spent nuclear reac-

tor fud.

"We must work to build a new har-

mony between our energy needs and
our environmental concerns," Bush

said. "The truth is, energy production

and environmental protection are not

competing priorities."

Many Republicans are worried

that they will he punished by voters in

the 2002 congressional elections if

Bush doesn't act quickly to bring

down fuel costs.

Some GOP lawmakers, including

allies like Rep. Roy Blunt, R-Mo., are

pushing for a reduction in the 18

cents-a-gallon federal gasoline tax

over Bush's public objections.

They're worried about voters like

retiree James McCorkle. who voiced

doubts about an energy plan pro-

posed by two former oilmen. Bush

and Cheney.

"He should be trying to bring

down the gas price," said the 75-year-

old St. Louis resident.

"Doesn't Bush want to give us a

tax break so we can turn even more
money over to the oil companies?"

said salesman Hank Rogers, 37, of

Chicopee, Mass.

Recognizing the political risks.

Bush and his advisers cast the

nation's energy picture in the most
dire terms to prepare Americans for

any sacrifices they'll face this summer
and the tough, long-term solutions

Bush is proposing.

The report says U.S. reliance on
foreign oil is growing and shortages

will only get worse without major

changes: Energy supplies in 2020 will

be 50 percent below demand without

importing more energy, increasing

efficiency or developing more domes-
tic supplies.

To make the point. Bush punctuat-

ed five sentences with the refrain "If

we fail to act" - predicting higher

energy prices, more blackouts, a dan-

gerous reliance on imported oil and

environmental damage unless his

agenda is adopted.

Breaking the bad news into

regions, the report argues that energy

shortages this summer will hurt

Americans in almost every conceiv-

able way.

DISTURBANCE
From page 6

nowhere to go," Denise said.

Sam Hurt, the owner of the proper-

ty, said the house is in much better corv

dition compared to when the fraternity

was leasing it.

522 Landfair Ave. provides no med-
ical u-eatment or psychological tfiera-

py. but does have a daily l2-«tep riegi-

men for the residents, during which

tenanu discuss their day and any prob-

lems they nuy be having. Residents of

the house include some UCLA stu-

dents who join the house of their own
initiative, according to William.

William said that afler an incident in

early January when a former tenant

allegedly offered a UCLA student

drugs in exchange for sex, the Hintons

took steps to more carefully monitor

current and future residents

The Hintons will add questions

about previous arrests and convictions

of a sexual nature to the regular inter-

view they conduct with potential ten-

ants

"We're doing everything we can to

be on the side of the community,"

Denise said.
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Uptight UCLA desperately needs alcohol on campus
BAR: On-site brewery would foster

togetherness through intoxication

UCLA is viciously overstressed. All symp-

toms point to a textbook example of a Type

A campus, a cardiac case of a university in

desperate need of a long collective sigh of relief, a

communal kicking back of heels in an oversized La-

ZrBoy Clashing political slates in heated elections,

students being arrested for protesting tenure poli-

cies, the ever-present, always popular "issues of

diversity," and other family favorites have given

our campus that delightful

feeling of, "Hey, hope nobody

climbs up on top of Royce and

starts sniping people today."

Luckily, there is a blatantly

simple and painfully obvious

stress reliever available.

It is called alcohol. UCLA
is in desperate need of a cam-

pus bar. Our school's attempts

at on-campus student enter- ,

tainment and relaxation have AOaiH
fallen shorter than a pre-pubes- Epst€in
cent Danny Devito. Now, I'm

'

not one to bash things that I

don't relate to, but please people, can we at least

agree that the video-game^lancing thing is the stu-

pidest invention in the entire history of the uni-

verse? Is this progress?

I'm all for cutting-edge technology, but when
Ackerman removes the pool tables in the arcade

and replaces them with networked computers so

people can play Doom at high bandwidths, some-

thing ferociously wicked is upon us.

It is time for a return to good, old fashioned,

intoxicated fun and camaraderie, and a campus bar

is the tipsy ticket. As it stands now, UCLA is one of

the few unfortunate campuses doomed to a sober

Epstein believes people should be judged not by the

color of their skin, but by the content of their cup. Buy
him una bebtda at eppyad^otmalLcom.

existence. Berkeley has Bear's Lair. Santa Barbara

has Study Hall. UC San Diego serves beer at the

Round Table Pizza on campus. We are blessed with

the video-game-dancing-thing.

The benefits of an on-campus bar are as numer-
ous as the flavors of Stolichnaya. UCLA is a cam-
pus that often seems to have little sense of itself, no
real rallying point or source of pride where all stu-

dents (of legal drinking age, of course) can come
together to be part of an overall college community.

A well-run and enjoyable bar would be such a

place.

Sports teams have off years, ticket sales may go
down and fans might be fickle, but alcohol is a

guaranteed constant. Students will never have to

worry about the bar declaring early for the draft,

making insensitive aiKl alienating comments, or

taking controversial stances on issues of impor-

tance. A campus bar would be a world within itself,

a bastion of studcrU togetherness, inter-group min-

gling and interaction.

Student interaction? Isn't that a novel idea?! As
it now stands, the topic of "diversity" is far and
away the most prevalent issue affecting our school

today, deservedly so. Unfortunately, most diversity

exhorters fail to address the fact that a "diverse"

campus would still most likely be a "divided" one.

Latinos are still going to mainly hang out with

Latinos. African Americans are still going to pri-

marily hang out with other African Americans, etc.

Why not take the focus away from "diversity" and
try to fmd a way to actually bring different groups

together?

A campus bar is such a way. Nothing brings peo-

ple together like a tall, frothy glass of alcoholic

understanding. Alcohol has long been the prime

lubricant in our social intercourse, the sacred

throat-anointing fluid that accompanies the ritual

of togetherness.

It will be a gloriously hazy vision to behold:

white students happily guzzling the blackest of

porters while African American students gleefully

pound the palest of ales. Middle Eastern students

Sec EfSIIM, page 13
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Ladies, it's Ngh time you became friends with your clitoris
PLEASURE: Masturbation

won't just lead to orgasm,

it'll sexually hberate you

For those ofyou who are experi-

enced in the art of sex and all

its forms, this article will sound

redundant because it is not for you.

In fact, it is your inspiration that has

made this article possible. Now, for

all of you inex-

perienced

women this arti-

cle may help

spice up your

lifejustabit.

That is, of

course, ifyou

are permitting.

Warning: if the

words **pcnis,"

"clitoris" and

"masturbation"

make you even ———^-.—
the tiniest bit

uncomfortable then you must read on

in an attempt to overcome these

Shadman is a third-year intemational

development studies student

Chez

Shadman

fears.

In my experience with talking to

most women, the phrase "I had an

orgasm" is seldom heard. In fact, the

word orgasm is often used by women
when talking about men. If you can

relate to this, then let me introduce

you to a very special friend with

whom you ne^ to be better acquaint-

ed: your clitoris.

You know, that little ball of tissue

that protrudes from your vaginal lips

when aroused? You might want to

name her (mine is named Sheera, and
she's my best friend). Now let me
ask you something. How often do
you hang out with your clitoris? How
often do you allow others to hang out

with your clitoris? Notneai^
enough, I bet.

I have to take this time to com-
mend guys. I sincerely find their corv-

tinuous efforts at pleasing themselves

remarkable and highly impressive.

Their arduous determination should

serve as a model for the way in which

we should all behave, i realize it is

widely accepted for men, but not.

women, to be sexually promiscuous.

This is made evident by the preva-

lence of male orgasms and lack of

female orgasms. This, however, does-

n't have to be the case.

Women are more independent

today then they have ever been! So
why aren't we having frequent

orgasms yet? This obviously has

something to do with society's norms.

Unfortunately, the female anato-

my has not become a common topic

for discussion. Sure, we hear about

the penis and even the vagina all the

time. The only problem is that while

sex can give a

man an

orgasm, it

doesn't really

do it for a

woman. Yes

ladies, the key

to an orgasm

does not lie in

the penis. It

lies in the cli-

toris.

For those

of you not

familiar with the clitoris, VW let you in

on a nice little secret. The clitoris is

the female equivalent to the penis.

It's made up of the same tissue and it

has the same nerve endings. The dif-

ference between the two - arxl ladies,

you are going to love this - is that the

clitoris has a more concentrated area

of nerve endings, making it a very

sensitive and highly erotic pleasure

zone.

How is it that we. as women, have

such a powerful sexual tool literally

right under our noses (by about two

feet) and we still complain about how
our last orgasm was July of the prior

year? We can't solely rely on the act

of sex - no matter what position - as

our only source of sexual stimulation.

While sex can be a highly pleasur-

able experience, despite the lack of

orgasms, it's not our final destina-

tion.

If you are still waiting for the elu-

sive orgasm brought on by a penis or

vibrator, you might be waiting a long

time. The vaginal orgasm, though a

nice fantasy, is exactly that: a fantasy.

The reason we were even led to

believe that we could achieve an

orgasm through sex in the first place

was because men achieve it this way.

As women, our ^xuality has thus

been defined in terms of what pleases

men. No studies were done in the

past to discover what it was that

pleated a woman.
Of course, with much research

done on the clitoris today, it has

t»ecome common knowledge that it is

the female's most erogenous zone. In

fact, the clitoris is the only organ

through which a woman can achieve

an orgasm.

If you're not too familiar with the

orgasm, you might want to try to

experience one on your own. This

can be done, like it does rather often

for men, through masturbation. Your
index and middle finger (a.k.a. your

other best friends) are a surefire way
to get your juices fiowing. They are

everywhere you are: in the shower, in

your bed, in public bathrooms - yeah,

I said that. Masturbation should be a
part of everyday, or even bi-daily. life.

Women have been seMu% represicd
far too long. We need to defy tfie

norms set upon us by society, and
masturbation is a great form of liber-

ation.

Now that you are better acquaint-

ed with your clitoris, you should

make sure that your partner becomes
better acquainted with it as well.

Intimate relationships are about give

and take. It is far too easy for a per-

son to fall into the submissive role in

relationship. Equality in the bedroom
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Ralestih^ not Israel, hinders peace effort
MIDEAST: Unfounded

apartheid accusations

obscure true situation

8y

In reippMe to Ghaith

Mahmood's submission,

"Problem is about oppression,

not coexistence" (Daily Bruin,

Viewpoint, May 3), accusations

ofapartheid must be taken with

the utmost concern.

Apartheid is an inflammatory

word if used passionately, and

reckless accusations ofapartheid

by the Palestinians do not

improve the peace effort in any

respect. It innipiies that Israel

wantonly and indiscriminately

oppresses otherwise peaceful

Priottinian citizens. It evokes

images of savage brutalities com-

mitted on an otherwise helpless

populace. Nothing couM be fur-

ther from the truth.

Above all, Israel is seeking

peace with its neighbors, not vio-

lence. Given the opportunity,

who woukl not favor casting ~r-

aside one's gun in return for a

quiet, secure life?

But all recent attempts for

Israel to achieve peace have

been turned aside by the

Pakslinian Authority whose
interest lies not in adueving

security for its citizenry, but

rather in furthering its ov^ quest

for power.

At the Camp David meeting

in July 2000 between Ehud
Barak and Yasser Arafat, Prime

Minister Barak agreed to breath-

taking concessions that would

produce a lasting settlement

between Israelis and the

Palestinians.

The settlement included:

Israeli withdrawal from 95 per-

cent ofthe West Bank; granting

the United Nations Security

Council sovereignty over the

Temple Mount, a site holy to

Mischrui is a graduate student in

geophysics.

both Jews and Muslims; provid-

ing secure and free travel

between Gaza and the West

Bank; permitting tens of thou-

sands of displaced Palestinian

reft^ees to return to Israel; cre-

ation of a limited Palestinian

army; and above all the creation

of a Palestinian state.

What Israel would receive in

return would be a guarantee of

their security - a promise that

bears more weight than all other

guarantees combined, lliere, in

a nutshell, is the outline of the

Camp David Peace Proposal of

July 2000.

Israel was ready to give up

tangible things - laiKi, security,

control over religious sites - in

return for the nK>st intangible

promise of peace.

This proposal was summarily

rejected by the Palestinian

Authority under the guise that

no peace deal would be bro-

kered until the Temple Mount
was placed under full Palestinian

control.

Despite what the rhetoric

seems to imply, the Temple

Mount is fH>t excktsivt^y a

Islamic religious site. The holiest

of Jewish sites resides there as

wdl - the Western (Wailing)

Wall of the Second Temple.

To ensure fair and continued

access to the site requires the

democratic, impartial supervi-

sion of the United Nations -not

the authoritarian rule ofa

Palestinian government

Perhaps there lies the crux of

the problem, and one that

should concern us as Americans.

Since the inception of Israel, the

United States has been its

strongest ally, and for good rea-

son: the formation of the Israeli

government marked the first

instance in modem times that a

dennocratically-elected goverri-

ment was ch(Meh in the Middle

East. The United States has a

vested interest in preserving and

protecting democracy around

the world - a democratic nation

is most likely to be a peaceful

nation.

n/VF advertisement

dissemoe to

For 53 years, Israeli citizens

have had the ability to choose

their leaders and plan their own
pohcy. Conversely, Palestinians

cannot select their leaders. Any
potential Palestinian goverrt-

ment will be more akin to a

monarchy or dictatorship than a

democracy under the current

leadership scheme. The power

held by those in charge will be

ck)8eiy guarded by any means

necessary, as history has repeti-

KnSTEN GUUETTE/DaHy Bruin

tivdy shown US.

The voice of the Palestinian

Authority does not speak for

most Palestinians, but for those

already in power. The rhetoric

and media-controlled news
released by the Palestinian

Authority is spun to further the

agenda of the powerful at the

expense of the truth.

Exaggerations, half-truths

and flat-out lies are being told to

SctMBOMItpiigeU

university, students
CONTROVERSY: Group tries to mislead

readers about field of women's studies

ByawistiMA.IittiatonandMlriamSa««ibOT9

On Wednesday, April 18, the Daily Bruin ran a full-

page ad from an outside organization titled "Independent

Women's Forum," attacking women's studies. As faculty

who teach and write in this well-established field, we are

well aware that women's studies has been, and continues

to be, a site ofnew ideas and intellectual developments

that excite both praise and criticism.

Placing women at the center, rather than the margin, of

knowledge production, and critically analyzing gender

meanings, unsettles cultural assumptions and disrupts con-

.

ventional practices.

As faculty and administrators affiliated v^th UCLA's
own Women's Studies Programs and the Center for the

Study ofWomen, we were therefore tempted to ignore this

attack.

Nonetheless, we find it necessary to ask a few questions

ofour own. First, we have been told by many students that

the IWF ad gave them the misimpression that it was

placed by a UCLA student group,

rr Did IWF intentionally design the ad to give that imprcs--

sion, and if so, why? What did it hope to gain by misrepre-

senting itselfas well as misrepresenting the field of

women's studies?

Second, the ad asks students to "report" professors and
lecturers with whom they (and supposedly the ad's spon-

sors) disagree. Who benefits from such reporting?

Certainly not the students, who are robbed ofthe

opportunity and responsibility to air disagreements in the

classroom, where they can stimulate new avenues of dis-

cussion, research and inquiry. Not the teachers, who IWF
apparently hopes will become cautious and avoid dis-

cussing new or unpopular ideas. And not the university, if

it is encouraged to avoid the give^nd-take that is the

lifeblood of a community of scholars.

Finally, what did IWF hope to buy with its approxi-

mately $800 ad expenditure? Did they hope that we would
cease examining and challenging conventional assump-

tions and practices across traditional disciplines? That we
would halt our eflbrts to teach ourselves and our students

to think critically?

If so, they are doomed to disappointment, for our com-
mitment to rdendess critical inquiry is iK>t for sale at any
price.

Littleton is the chair of Women's Studies Programs and
Sikerberg is the director of the Center for the Study of

Wonr»en.This letter was written with the Support of the facul-

ty affiliated with these departments.

Speaks Our
This week, the UC Boar(J of Regents passed RE-28, rescinding SP-1 and 2. While Proposition 209 still bans the use of affirmative

action, some say this move has symbolic value. What is your opinion?

KariMMMBon
Third-year

English

"sup-
port affirma-

tive action

because

underprivi-

leged people

and minori-

ties histori-

cally don't

have as

favorable an opportunity at suc-

ceeding than white students. The
number of minority students has

been dwindling, in large part

because affirmative action is no
longer used. We have to do more
thi^ just repeal SP-1 and 2, since

afTirmative action is still against

the law. This decision alone does-

n't do enough."

Josh Trifimovic

S€cond-year

Political sdence

**I consid-

er the

regents'

decision

valuable in a

symbolic

sense. It's a

message that

the regents

are sending

to California saying that even

though the state doesn't allow

affirmative action, we still believe

in it. It also shows that students

can make a change if they put

their minds to it; in this case they

did it through protest."

FrankNiben

Rrst-year

Physio

**rm

against affir-

mative

action

because I

think people

should get

into the UC
based on

their acade-

mic merit. I don't like any kind of

system that compensates for poor

high schools and problems out-

side the university. It's tragic that

we have such varying quality in

our schools, but we need to

address the problem there. It

doesn't help to just take people

that are not prepared and admit

them into the UC."

Speaks Out compiled by CuauhtenxK Ortega, Daily Bruin Senkx Staff. Photos by Katy-Tschann GiUnA

PamConder

Rrst-year

History and geography

"I don't

understand

why the

regents would

make a deci-

sion and then

repeal it a cou-

ple of years

later. It makes

me doubt

whether they are being swayed by

public opinion or by what they real-

ly believe is right. While we can

take other factors into considera-

tion, I don't think a person's skin

color should be the most important

consideration. We should look at a

student's transcript and evaluate

their performance, not their pic-

ture. I don't think people who want

to use affirmative action are being

fair to everybody.*'
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SHADMAN
From page 10

is a very important issue. Your eroge-

nous zones need just as much love as

your partner's, so make sure he or

she is welt acquainted with your cli-

toris. Of course, if you enjoy the sub-

missive role, more power to you.

Orgasms with a partner can be

brought on in two different ways.

The first is through oral sex. This is a

great technique because it allows you

to relax and let your mind wander
while your partner is pleasuring you.

The second is through clitoral stimu-

lation during sex. While your partner

thrusts a penis or dildo inside you,

have him or her rub your clitoris.

You can also choose to stimulate

your own clitoris, which can turn

your partner on and add to his or her

experience.

Of course, just knowing how to

orgasm is not nearly enough. Sure, a

purely physical orgasm can feel

great, but there can be so much more
to an orgasm. The more sexually

aroused you are prior to your

orgasm, the better it will be. You can

heighten your level of arousal with

many difTerent techniques.

Whether you enjoy a good spank-

ing, a few filthy words here and there

or the doggj^style position, there axe:

people and stores that can help you. I

know that for some, such ideas may
seem risque, but if you really want
have a good sex life, I strongly sug-

gest exploring these options.

It is understandable why women
today are still very timid about sex.

Society has placed a big taboo on
female sexuality in the past, resulting

in a lot of female sexual repression

today However, we are now living in

a world where sex is a headlining

issue and where the taboos on female

sexuality are diminishing. This works
only because more and more women
are defying society's norms and
instating their own. An increasing

number ofwomen are becoming sex-

ually liberated and this should

empower still more women to do the

same.

Remember, the orgasm is only

one form of liberation. Do not rdy
on the orgasm as your only source of
sexual pleasure. When you focus on
the final effect of any sexual experi-

ence, you run the risk of rushing past

or denying yourself all the more sub-

tle pleasures along the way.

All those subtle pleasures can add
to your orgasm. Ifyou just take the

time to handcuffyour partner to the

bedpost or dress up in that Wonder
Woman costume, you can turn sex

into an adventure.

The orgasm is a very important
tool. It adds to our happiness as well

as our sanity Granted, for some, it

is still a very new aspect of life, or

even one not quite discovered yet,

but once you become more comfort-

able with the act, your sexual experi-

ence will be that mud) better.

Women, the clitoris is the greatest

gift evolution ever gave us and
because of society we don't use it

nearly enough. It is high time wc
started setting our own standards

rather than allowing a conservative,

male-dominated society do it for us.

MISCHNA
From page 1

1

the Palestinian people in an attempt to

rally them around a common enemy
(Israel), with the promise that the

Palestinian Authority will "lead" them
to freedom. In fact, the only place the

Palestinian Authority is leading them
is to further bloodshed.

If the Palestinian Authority wants
peace, they must show they speak for

their constituents by allowing their

constituents to choose who they want
to represent them. Let them relinquish

their tangible assets ofpower and
pretence for the intan^e promise of
peace in our time.

f

\

EPSTEIN
From page 10

will chug pints of Sapporo as Asian

students enjoy cold bottles of Kalik.

Coronas will be had by all. The
music will be loud, the interactions

will be real and the inebriated con-

versations taking place will have no
mention of slates, SP-anything,

tenure or USAC. Anybody found

taking themselves too seriously will

be asked to leave immediately.

Let's not get ahead of ourselves,

though. Before this spirit-laden

Utopia can bear the booze-filled

berries of Bruin brotherhood, some
practical issues must be dealt with.

First off, every great bar must
have a great name. Options abound.

Would you savor a Friday afternoon

libation at the corporately sponsored

St. Pauley's Pavilion? Or, are you
more of the scientific type, focused

on trying more personal beverages

down at Microbrewology? Those
partial to Irish style pubs might be
comfortable toasting students and
faculty after waiting in the lines at

Murphy's Hall, while the honor stu-

dents among us would quite possibly

take a welt-deserved study break in

the hallowed halls of Magna Cum
-Loaded (my personal favorite). Of
course, to appease the editorial pow-
ers that loom over my head, the

Daily Brewin' deserves a mention.

Funding for a campus bar should

pose no problem. After all, this is

UCLA, the corporation where high-

er learning happens to take place. It

is the home of the $50 sweatshirt, the

$100 textbook and the $2 textbook

buy-back. The powers that be are

capitalists to the core. They like their

overpriced goods (wouldn't you?).

They tike their money as much, if not

more than the next guy. Well, vrith

the possible exception of Faberge

eggs and the video-game-dancing-

thing, nothing in the world is more
overpriced than alcohol. The money
would flow out of the bar like foam
from an overzealous pour.

I am quite aware of the fact that

there are those among us who are

not the biggest fans of alcohol. Scary

tales circulate on the breeze that peo-

ple exist who view alcohol as not

only undesirable, but as an unholy

liquid of corruption, a damned tonic

swilled by the unenlightened and

uncouth rummies of the planet. I

have nothing but pity in my sou) for

my "dry" constituents. As legendary

rock star/decaying animatronic-

robot Keith Richards has said, 'M

feel sorry for people who don't

drink. They wake up every morning
knowing that's the best they are

going to feel all day." Amen, brother.

By no means, though, would a

campus bar send students down a

sudsy slide of sin. UCLA students

are too driven and goal oriented to

let the presence of orniampus alco-

hol negatively impact their acade-

mics. Hard-working third- and

fourth-year students deserve more
credit and respect than has been

given to them up to this point and

should be recognized as responsible

adults who are able to handle the

occasional uivcampus libation.

It is time UCLA acknowledges

the numerous potential benefits of a

campus bar and allows a new era of

excitement, community and enthusi-

asm to envelope the school. It is time

for teachers and students to get to

know each other on a first-name

basis over a pint of Guinness. It is

lime for real student communica-

tions, real face-to-face dialogues and

straight from the heart, arms-Over-

the-other-guy's-shoulder quotes like,

"This guy here! This guy here's the

greatest, hey yeah!"

It is time to mellow out, deeply

exhale, have a beer with an old

friend, or buy a beer for a new one.

Winston Churchill said it best: "I

have taken more out of alcohol than

alcohol has taken out of me."

Let the taking begin. I just hope I

can get free drinks.
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Smooth and sheik

Duncan Sheik will be

performing in LA in support

of his new album. Find out

more Monday in A&E.

Friday, May 18, 2001
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Larissa Dizon, a third-year psychology studerrt practices a traditional Ptltptrro dance in

preparation for Samahang Pitipino Culture Night on Wednesday.

Filipino Culture Night looks to

teach audiences, participants

EVENT: Samahang resolves to

incorporate SPEAR into training

of students performing in show

ByMidiadRown MoMna
Daily Bniin Senior Staff

It's not quite the silver anniversary, but it's get-

ting close.

On Saturday night, the 24th annual Filipino

Cultural Night, presented by UCLA's Samahang

Filipino, will take place in Royce Hall. The inten-

sive preparation process for

the event began almost imme-

diately after last year's show

ended.

The program is geared to

educate the audience in a way

that can't be achieved through

other means," said fifth-year

diemical engineering student

Sam Laranang. This event is

a multimedia tool, with dance,

script and music. They're all expressions of

Filipino American culture.

"The university lacks the resources for cultural

enrichment," Laranang continucid- This is the

next best thing. Samahang Filipino takes it upon

itself to educate as much as possible. We only have

one show a year, but it's always solid."

The show, titled "Re.Solve," includes demon-

strations of five differ-

Asian Pacific

Islander

Htiriiage

Month

ent dance techniques:

modern, rural,

Muslim, Igorot and

Maria Gara.

According to

Samahang Filipino,

rural dances are popu-

lar attractions in festi-

vals in the Filipino

countryside. Igorot

dances are performed

by indigenous peoples

of the Fhilippines, who
mostly live in moun-
tainous regions untouched by colonialism. Maria

Clara is a dance brought to the Fhilippines by

Spanish colonialists; it is often performed by

women of the elite class in elaborate costumes.

Laranang works as the director of the Muslim

dance portion of the show. Muslim dances come
from the southern provinces ofthe Fhilippines,

most notibly Mindanao.

"Most of the Philippines is Catholic,"

Laranang said. "Mindanao was not at much
affected by Spanish colonialism and renniiied

Muslim."

The Muslim dances that will appear in the

"We have the culture

workshops because Pilipino

Culture Night is not just a

night, it's also a process."

Coco Penetrante

Fourth-year student

Filipino Culture Night are original compositions

by Samahang l*ilipino members, composed of dif-

ferent traditional dances.

The event features orchestral, indigenous and

rondalla music. The rondalla is a stringed instru-

ment with some Spanish influence.

The scripted portion of the show is diflfercnt

than in previous years in that it consists of four

vignettes rather than one over-arching story.

"They all explore the relationship with the spir-

it ofour Pilipino ancestors, and how that affects us

as Filipino Americans," said fourth-year electrical

engineering student Coco Fenetrante "The

vignettes traverse back in time to see how the spir-

it has influenced Pilipino identity, especially now
being in a country far removed from the mother-

land."

Determined that involvement in the show
should be more than just an opportunity to edu-

cate the audience, Samahang Filipino leaders

wanted the participants to learn about their

Filipino heritage through the event. Students

involved in the i^w were required to attend acad-

emic and cultural workshops and to meet with a

Samahang Filipino Education and Retention

counselor before beginning work on the produc-

tion.

SFEAR is a program run by Samahang
Filipino that provides peer counseling, tutoring,

study halls, resume writing workshops, internships

and mentorship programs.

"The academic workshops were to keep the

performers on track for studies," Fenetrante said.

"We have the culture

I workshops because

Filipino Cuhure Night

is not just a night, it's

also a process. We
don't want partici-

pants to leave thinking

just 'Yeah, 1 got to

dance.' We want them

to leave having

learned something

about what it means to

be Filipino. This

makes it a nfK)re holis-

tic experience."

Although Penetrante sees "Re.Solve" as an

examination of the Filipino condition, she stressed

that the show was far from the final word on such

matters.

"We're not trying to define what it means to be

Filipino," Fenetrante said. "We're trying to have

the audience look within themselves and |eam to

know its own spirituality."

EVENT: 'Re.Solve' will show at Royce Hall on
Saturday at 6 p.nt Admission is free. For ticket infor-

mation contact Samafiang Pilipino at

(310)825-2727.

College

musicians

are ready to

strut their

stuff at the

'attle of the

Bands

Photoi by BEN KHIANMAHO

(Left to right) Melanie Nyema, Andrew Johnson and Vince Cruz will all be
participating in the Battle of the Bands.

ErkTandoc shows off his skills on the turntable during a rehearsal for the Battle of the Bands.

ByMaryl
Daily Brain Staff

Many UCLA students are looking to the

new Radiohead album for innovations in the

occasionally drab music scene, but perhaps

while they are waiting they should turn their

attention a little closer to home.

The Battle of the Bands, which is being held

tonight at 7 in Ackerman Grand Ballroom, will

showcase the musical talent of four bands, two
hip4)op groups and four DJs from schools

around Southern California, providing a venue

for local college artists and allowing audience

members access to their peers' talents.

"On a superficial level, they're being enter-

tained to whatever degree, but more than that I

think they're seeing people that are doing what
they Nvant to do, which is inspiration for all of

us," said Keith Nicol, a fifth-year fine arts stu-

dent and the lead singer of Genohm, a UCLA
band competing in the event. "HI go out and I

learn from seeing people who are being pas-

sionate and expressing themselves."

This year's event marks an expansion for

Battle of the Bands. In previous years, the com-
petition was restricted to UCLA groups and
was held in the Cooperage in Ackerman
Union. This year the Campus Events

Commission, which organized the event,

decided to include other bands and moved the

event to Ackerman Grand Ballroom, a much
larger venue.

With the increased scale, the Campus
Events Commission hopes to attract a crowd
of about 500 people to the competition, far

more than the previous competitions held in

the Cooperage.

"We wanted to open it up to all schools and
give bigger prizes and give bands more expo-

sure," said Erin Solis, a third-year English stu-

dent wtK> is the concert director for Campus
Events.

Performers were chosen from over 50 appli-

cants who submitted two original songs to

Campus Events. Solis, who was involved in the

selection process, said she is happy with the

groups they chose.

"Their music was very catchy, it was wdl
produced and it flowed really well," she said.

Hip4iop groups and bands will be judged

based on one 15-minute set, and the four DJs
will compete in face-offs, with the winners of

the first round competing against each other in

the second.

The first round will allow each DJ to per-

form for three minutes and the second round

will allow each only a minute and a half

"You get to see who is better really quick,"

said Benjamin Zuboff, a fourth-year history

student, who will be performing under the

name DJ Obi, about the advantage of the fast-

paced DJ face-offs.

The panel ofjudges will include representa-

tives from Dreamworks Records, Interscope

Records and Moonshine Music, as well as Jed

the Fish from KROQ and a DJ from KCRW.
Rene Dominguez of Ozomatli will judge the

DJ competition.

The grand-prize winners, runners-up and
second runners-up will be awarded gift certifi-

cates from Sam Ash. a music-instrument retail-

er The winners of the band/hip-hop categories

and DJ category will share a Westwood Plaza

concert at noon on May 24.

The prizes are not the only incentive for par-

ticipants, however. Many groups chose to par-

ticipate in front of a large audience to gain

exposure.

"We thought it'd be good exposure for our

band to play in front of lots of people," said

Grant Umeda, a second-year materials engi-

neering student and member of the band
(Calcutta. "We just wanted to see how we'd

compare to the other bands, because they have

SeeMTTU^pagelS

Tribute to Gary Cooper will screen the actor's seminal films

UOA FUm and T*t»vhkxi ArchJvw

Gary Coopar, shown here In "High Noon,' Is being honored by the UCLA Film

and Television Archive, which will be screening his filnru through May 24.

FWyi: *Man of the West'

honors Cooper for long,

illustrious acting career

By Emi Kojiina

Daily Brain Senior Staff

He Is the lone man who will do
whatever it takes to do the right thing,

despite what everyone else says.

No one plays the role of classic

American hero better than Gary
Cooper, the Hollywood movie star

whose four-decade career spanned
through silent film and the 1950s. He
made over 100 films during his life-

time

In the first centennial tribute of its

kind, the UCLA Film and Television

Archhfc and the Academy of Motion
Ficture Arts and Sciences is honoring

Cooper in the film festival "Man of

the West," which runs through May
24.

Neariy 2,000 people are expected

to attend the festival. Jesse

Zigelstein, an Afchiye programmer,

said that is a very high turn-out for a

film festival.

"Gary Cooper has a strong fan

base. Anybody who came of age dur-

ing WoHd War II will remember
Cary Cooper as part of an experi-

ence of American pop culture," he

said.

The Archive will screen "High
Noon," on Saturday, a film which

won Cooper an academy award for

best actor. The film epitomizes and
subverts the Western genre, with

Cooper as Will Kane, a nuun^hai who
finds out on his wedding day that an

outlaw he arrested years eariier

received a pardon and is heading

n

"(Gary Cooper) had a

basic appeal of being a

heroic everyman that

Americans really

wanted to experience

J«sse Zigelstein

Archive progrannmer

back to town.

Jonathan Kuhtz, an assistant pro-

fessor of film and television said that

the 1952 film is a good example of

Cooper as the strong, silent

American hero, a characterization

that has become his trademark.

"His rugged good looks s^med

only to improve with age," Kuntz
said.

Zigelstein described Cooper as a

seductive figure well known for his

almost feminine physical beauty.

Copper's appeal as a handsome
lead character draws people to his

films. Susanna Musotto, a UCLA
staff member, said she attended a

Cooper screening both to satisfy her

curiosity about the festival and
because Cooper is an attractive man.

Although Cooper is often known
as a cowboy, he excelled in both

screwball comedies and dramatic

epics. In "Mr. Deeds Goes to Town,"

(1936), he plays a quirky and awk-

ward everyman figure who manages
to charm a materialistic town with his

true goodness.

Cooper's impeccable comic timing

is also showcased in "Ball of Fire"

(1942), in which he stars as a stoic

grammarian.

"Gary Cooper is Gary Cooper in

every role," Zigelstein said. "But it's

not a static persona. He has a core

persona that he reinvented in every

film. He had a basic appeal of being a

heroic everyman that Americans real-

ly wanted to experience during the

time."

FILM: All films in the festival are shown
in the James Bridges Theater, in

Melnitz Hall. Admission Is $7 general,

$5 students, seniors and UCLA Alumni
Association members with valid ID.

Box office opens one hour before

show time. 'High Noon" and "The
Hanging Tree" show at 7:30 p.m. on
May 19. "For Whom the Bell Tolls"

shows at 2 p.m. on May 20. "Man of the

West" and "Friendly Persuasion' show
at 7:30 pm on May 2< For iMWonal
Information call (3 1 0) 206-801 3 or visit

www.cinenta.ucla.edu.
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Art Walk will raise funds

to • III Venice Qinic

EDWARD OYAMA/Oaliy Omtn

Cafe Am serves up coffee, culture
EVENT: Students express

Vietnamese roots at free

show in Ackerman Union

By Ovis Young
Daily Bruin Staff

This weekend, students can see tal-

Asian Pacific

Islander

Heritage

Month

"enled groups of their peers perform in

a casual setting on campus - and
there's free coflee, too.

The Vietnamese Student Union's

Cafe Am, which means "warm coffee"

in Vietnamese, presents its 15th annu-

al show in Ackerman Grand Ballroom

on Sunday at 6:30 p.m.

Eight acts will

showcase stu-

dents' talents in

music, dance,

comedy and act-

ing. During the

show, the audi-

ence will be

served
Vietnamese cof-

fee and tea.

Kent Nguyen, a student director

for the event, said that the show

reveals aspects of Vietnamese

Americans' experiences in America.

"Part of Cafe Am is the atmos-

phere, the coffee, the whole experi-

ence," said Nguyen, a fourth-year

business economics student. "The
audience can see how Vietnamese

Americans view themselves, how they

express themselves."

VSU started Cafe Am in 1987 as a

way for its members to show their

artistic talents. This year's theme is

" Randomriess."

"Anything could jump out of any-

where, itil be crazyv" Nguyen said.

"There will be a skit before each act,

and the skits will have elements of ran-

domness, too."

Based on the show's popularity in

past years, VSU expects between 300

and 400 people to attend. Its audi-

See CAR, page 18

CNnatown blossoms as artistic mecca
ART: Eight galleries on

Chung Ring Road open

doors for Saturday event

By Oiris Young
Daily Bmln Staff

Every four to five weeks, a group

of people convene in Chinatown, and

they're not forming a mahjong circle.

They are artists, critics and art lovers

coming to see the multi-gallery pre-

miere of exhibitions there.

The doors of eight galleries will

open for the reception this Saturday

at 6 p.m. in Chinatown's West Plaza

on Chung King Road. With contribu-

tions from international artists and
local talent, featuring paintings,

sculpture, drawings and mixed
media, the Saturday event will ofTer

patrons a large number ofexhibitions

in a relaxed environment. Most of the

artists will be on hand to promote
their work.

"Chung King Road is dcfmitely an

established center for art," said cura-

tor Rich Lord of the Lord Mori
gallery, the newest one in the area.

"It's not so much about art as big

business; it's art for art's sake."

Chung King Road is a pedestrian-

only street, festooned with lanterns

and a variety of stores.

"Chinatown is a really good neigh-

borhood; it has it's own activities and

a very specific flavor; that's one ofthe

things that attracted me to this part of

L.A.," said co-owner of the Goldman
Tevis gallery, Mary Goldman .

Each exhibition room is indepen-

dent, with its own timetable and col-

lections. Furthermore, their scope is

not limited to Chinese or Asian art,

and includes modem and contempo-

rary art.

"Every gallery has a different fla-

vor to it, like a street of fashion

stores," said Giovanni Intra of China

Art Objects gallery.

China Art Objects moved onto

Chung King Road three years ago,

and was the first art space built there.

It helped start the concurrent evening

receptions about a year ago as other

exhibition rooms arrived.

"Wehave an excellent relationship

with the local businesses, diamber of

commerce and business improve-

ment district," Intra said. "Every

gallery on the street likes Chinatown;

the atmosphere is very good. We
wanted to bring some new people

and business to this area without hav-

ing any negative effects."

SecOmiBlppagelS

ART: Tours, exhibits join

national, resident artists

in name of community

ByJinjucPak
Dally Bruin Contributor

This weekend the community of

Venice will come together at the

22nd annual Venice Art Walk, in a

united effort to raise money for the

Venice Family Clinic.

The free family clinic was estab-

lished in 1970 and has now evolved

into the nation's largest free clinic,

with over 250 staff members and

2,000 volunteers. The clinic is host-

ing the Venice Art Walk with the

hopes of bringing in enough pro-

ceeds to keep its missioti alive, pro-

viding free health care and medica-

tions to low-income families.

The three-day event, beginning

today and ending Sunday, will have

docent tours on Saturday, in which
viewers will be guided though stu-

dios and homes of the featured

artists, followed by an auction pre-

view. In Sunday's "Venice Art

Walk Day," viewers can tour stu-

dios on their own.

"We have other projects and
events, but the art walk is our signa-

ture," said Alison Dockray, associ-

ate development director of the

Venice Family Clinic. "It's unique

in that we will be opening real stu-

dios of the artists in Venice for peo-

ple to see."

Dockray has been a part of the

clinic since 1990 and this will be her

11th Art Walk. This year, she has

gathered over SOO participant

artists, including the world-renown

sculptor Mark di Suvero from New
York.

Di Suvero installed his- 60-foot

tall sculpture, "Declaration," at the

Venice Beach Plaza on May 10. He
is this year's featured artist.

What began as a small art walk

that enjoyed only a quiet endorse-

ment and a rather small number of

participating artists and viewers,

has now evolved into an anticipated

annual event, inviting artists from
across the United States.

"I've seen it grow ... to this event

that now engages the whole com-
munity. It's now taking a nriore

national approach, with interna-

tional artists as well, which I think

is a great thing." said painter and

sculptor John Laddie Dill who has

participated in the Venice Art Walk
since it began 22 years ago.

Dill taught at UCLA in the art

department from 1974 to 1988, but

resigned in order to travel and
engage in a series of art shows. Dill

is strongly devoted to the purpose

behind the walk.

"It's a free clinic and there are

people here that need it," he said.

"The art walk totally affects the

community in a positive way. It is

the one single event that engages

the entire community."

Painter Harrison Houle, a four-

year participant in the event, also

testified to the positive aspect of

Art Walk as a community effort.

She actually moved to Venice to

become a part of Art Walk.
**! think it's wonderful that so

many civic and caring people will

put the effort and time to help the

community. They make the world a

better place." Houle said.

"There are so many artists and
there's a real sense of edge and
energy in Venice that you can't find

anywhjcre else in . Southern

California."

Aside from winning the support

of residential and national artists,

the clinic has been able to bring in

other community members includ-

ing both private and public spon-

sors. Many restaurants have been

especially active supporters of Art

Walk, donating a percentage of

their total earnings during the

three-day event, to the clinic.

Joe Miller, owner of Joe's restau-

rant, which was named one of the

top 10 restaurants in Southern
California by the Zagat survey, has

devoted lime and money to the Art

Walk project for 10 years.

**l think that the family clinic has

an excellent cause," Miller said

"The gathering of all the artists and

people who participate is great -

getting together time for us as a

community.

"All the artists opening their arts

and crafts to the public is some-

thing that I always want to partici-

pate in," Mill said. "It's something

that I look forward to and put on
my calendar."

EVENT: The Venice Art Walk begins

today with events continuing

through Sunday. For more infornrw-

tton or tickets call (310) 392-9255 or

visit www.venicefamilyclinic.org.

COMPLIMENTARY
CONSULTATION
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Nicole Kidman in 'Moulin Rouge.'

"Moulin Rouge*
Starring Nicole Kidman and
Ewan McGregor
Directed by Baz Luhrmann

"Moulin Rouge" boldly ventures into the

realm of mu&ical cinema, daring to proclaim

that the world has yet to have its fill of silly love

songs.

The story centers around the notoriously

decadent I^ris nightclub in 1899, where the

celestial Satine (Kidman) sings and dances for

hordes of adoring men.

In an 4bsurd episode of nmtaiten tdentity,

the courtesan seduces the poor and naive poet

Christian (McGregor). Christian wants to write

about love even though he has never been in

love. He meets a group of Bohemians, includ-

ing artist Tolouse-Latrec (John L^eguizamo),

who rear him on their obsessive credo to pur-

sue truth, beauty and freedom.

Satine becomes Christian's muse through a

musical journey that tests the bonds of love and
ends in tragedy. Director Luhrmann ("Romeo
+ Juliet") tells the classic love story through

familiar melodies and popular culture refer-

ences.

The lavish and raunchy worid of "Moulin
Rbuge" is introduced by reckless cancan girls

and blaring flashes of color set to the provoca-

tive song "Lady Marmalade," performed by
Christina Aguilera, Lil' Kim, Mya and Pink

While the soundtrack features contemporary

talent like Beck and Fat Boy Slim, the movie
also references classic sounds and images rang-

ing from Marilyn Monroe's 1953 performance
in "Gentlemen Prefer Blondes," to the Police's

"Roxanne."

For moviegoers who couldn't get enou^ of

McGregor's crooning in the 1997 romantic

comedy "A Life Less Ordinary,'- the actor per-

forms a cover of Elton John's "Your Song," as

well as a duet with Kidman.

Though the musical numbers are inventive

and dazzling on their own, they are naturally

worked into the dialogue of the story and never

lose sight of the plot. The lavish costumes and
opulent sets further contribute to an over-the-

top production design that leaves audiences in

a fantasy worW of hctthtcned senses.

While Satine and Christian are busy explor-

ing the rhythm of the night, a scheming duke
plots to grab the exclusive rights to Satine.

While the duke has enough money to turn the

underworld brothel into a first-rate theater, it is

clear that he only wishes to own Satine as a

commodity.

Though the story takes place in an artificially

elaborate worid (in one scene Leguizamo is

dressed as a giant talking sitar), the love

between Satine and Christian is genuine and
timeless. Part of the beauty of "Moulin Rouge"
is the freshness of classic melodies as they take

on new meaning in the film.

Take away the radiant musical numbers,

bright lights and flashy costumes, and "Moulin
Rouge" is still one of the greatest love stories of
all time.

Emilia Hwang
Rating: 10

•Siirek*

Starring Mike Myers, Eddie Murphy,
Cameron Diaz and John Lithgow
Directed by Andrew Adamson and
Vicky Jenson

While popular myths have generally por-

trayed ogres as flesh-ealing, vile beasts,

"Shrek" sets out to lay those stereotypes to

rest with a message that ogres have feelings

too. Thanks in part to Myers' humorous and
warm Scottish voice-over, this sweet but

tongue-in-cheek fairy tale may be Prince

Charmmg at the box office.

A peeved Shrek learns that the fairy tale

denizens ran away from the kingdom of

Duloc because of its very diminutive and
cruel ruler, Lord Farquaad (Lithgow). Intent

on getting people off his land. Shrek and
Donkey (Murphy), a loud-mouthed and neu-

rotic sidekick, embark on a journey to

Farquaad's castle, a Disneyland-esque self-

homage. The evil Farquaad convinces Shrek
to rescue Princess Fiona (Diaz), who's been
trapped for years in a tower by a fire-breath-

ing dragon, so that Farquaad may have her

for his bride.

This latest gem of computerized animation

certainly doesn't disappoint in the imagery
department. The vibrant landscapes of Duloc
as well as the fierce dragon that Shrek squares

off against provide plenty of luscious eye

candy. Also, the life-like complexion of the

human characters is technologically captivat-

ing.

Considering the movie targets kids as well

as adults, "Shrek" manages to work-in a lot of
subtle and not-so-subtle gross-out humor such
as flatulence and even penis envy. But the

scatological jokes feels over-used by the

movie's second half. As for witty dialogue, the

At first, Shrek, a loutish and gruff curmud-
geon who lives alone and makes candles out

of his own ear wax, seems like a most unlikely

hero.

But his hermit lifestyle gets interrupted

when dozens of outcast storybook characters,

from the Seven Dwslrfs to Pinocchio, make
camp in his swamp.
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CHINESE
From page 16

Intra said China Art Objects sup-

ports both conventional and uncon-

ventional works of art.

He said that while the gallery is sup-

ported by the purchase or works, they

try to balance out their collection with

commercially risky pieces as well, a

general characteristic of the galleries

on Chung King.

"We represent about nine artists,

some are very lucrative and others are

completely noncommercial, but we
like them anyway," Intra said. "Some
people do really unusual projects.

They could come to the gallery and do
something right on the spot. It's a lot

harder to sell that thari a sculpture or

painting."

The current exhibit at the nearby

Lx}rd Mori gallery provides a different

take on art, focusing on architecture.

Here, two artists have displayed

pieces that comment on the interna:

tional influence of Los Angeles' Case

Study Houses. These are a collection

of mid-20th century houses that were

built in different neighborhoods

across Los Angeles. Lord said that the

houses are internationally known for

their aesthetically attractive designs

and practicality in construction and

materiats .
^~ ^

"We thought it would'be fftte*re«t-

ing for Los Angelenos to see the

importance of the houses in other

countries," Lord said.

Adding to the wide spectrum of art

that can be found on Chung King

Road is the Goldman Tevis gallery

which in general features artists from

California, New York and Europe,

including works by faculty from Cal

Arts.

"We exhibit mostly emerging con-

temporary art," Goldman said. "All

the artists we work with are extremely

intelligent and it shows in their work;

it's not just a pretty show."

Goldman felt that by having such a

wide variety of galleries grouped
together, visitors to Chung King Road
are given a fuller experience.

"Los Angeles is a difficult city in

that it has no center and the spontane-

ity of doing something is cut down,"
Goldman said. "People generally

have a destination in mind.

"The fact that these galleries are

clustered together is very good,

because it's more generous for the

people coming to view the work, so

they can enjoy a variety of exhibitions

and different spaces," she said.

EVENT: The concurrent evening recep-

tion is this Saturday from 6-9:30.p.m. in

Chinatown's West Piaza at Chung King

Road and Bernard Str««t.
'—

CAFE
From page 16

ences usually include UCLA stu-

dents, family members of VSU stu-

dents and people of many different

ethnic groups.

"It's generally packed," Nguyen
said. "TWo years ago we ran out of

seats, so people were standing in the

back, watching."

"It brings unity to us and helps us

remember our past," said Tung Tran,

a fourth-year biology student and a

performer in the event. "A tot of our

songs have Vietnamese and English

in them; it bridges the gap between

the two cultures."

The VSU produces Cafe Am sepa-

rately from its culture night because

the events differ in size and scope.

Culture night focuses on traditional

Vietnamese culture and values. It

requires following of certain tradi-

tions, such as playing the Vietnameae

national anthem and having portions

of the show spoken in Viedfuimese.

Students foltow an artistic director's

lead but don't have the freedom to

perform whatever they want.

Cafe Am focuses more on the

Vietnamese American experience,

allowing students the freedom to cre-

ate their own performances and
reflect on their experiences as

Vietnamese Americans.

"With Cafe Am you have the full

creative spectrum to express your-

self," Nguyen said. "You use talents

you might develop in America, blend-

ed with your own roots, and express

yourself in that manner."

For people unfamiliar with

Vietnamese culture, the show may
provide some insights.

"Everyone knows about Vietnam

because of the war. but they don't

really know exactly what the culture is

about," Tran said. "It gives you an

idea ofhow we fed and act."

Nguyen said that maintaining his

Vietnamese roots is important to him

because he grew up in America,

speaking English for most of his life.'

"I can keep up with relatives in

Vietnam, understand their history

and values," he said.

Long Le, a fourth-year electrical

engineering student, said that his

Vietnamese American identity

includes keeping the Vietnamese lan-

guage, family >^ues and foods aiKl

celebrating holidays sudt as the lunar

new year.

"UCLA is all about different cul-

tures and activities," said Le. "I think

it's good that VSU does this event."

EVENT: Cafe Am takes place Surxlay at

6:30 pLm. in Ackenman Grand Ballroonn

Admission is free.

BATTLE
From page 15

submissions from a whole bunch of

different schools from Southern

California."

The chance for groups to show
what they are capable of is an appeal-

ing aspect of the competition for

bands made up of college students.

"It's another opportunity for us to

showcase our abilities and talent.

We're taking as many opportunities as

we can to show what we've got and to

present ourselves," said Ray Lai, a

third-year English student and bass

player for the hip-hop group
Stereotype.

The contest also provides audi-

ences with exposure to groups they

might not hear about otherwise.

"I think they'll get a lot of exposure

to a lot of these new bands, because I

don't think they've heard any of these

bands and these DJs that are playing,"

Umeda said. "Campus Events

picked out a variety of bands to play.

They don't all play the same type of
music so I think they'll get good expo-

sure to different types of music, from

people who have different influ-

ences."

Nicol sees this event not only as

exposure to new music, but to new
ideas, creating an experience from
which audience members can grow.

"They get out of it what they put

into iti and if they pay attention, who
knows, they could learn an awful lot

about themselves or the ideas of oth-

ers," he said. "If they're agreeing

with what the bands are saying of i£

they're disagreeing, at least they're

being driven in a direction. They're

being pushed more to being them-

selves."

MUSIC: Battle of the Bands wiH be held

in Ackerman Grand Ballroom from
7-10 p.m. Admission is free and no tick-

ets are required

SCREEN
From page 17

film doesn't match up to "Chicken

Run" or "Toy Story 2."

With the presence of Donkey,

there are too many attempts to pun

on the word ass. Also, the climactic

face-ofTbetween hero and villain

falls a little short. Watching the

camaraderie between Shrek and

Princess Fiona turn into a saccharin

courtship keeps the film grounded in

fairy tale-morality.

Diaz fits perfectly as Fiona, a

kick-ass heroine reminiscent of her

"Charlie's Angels" role. Lithgow

gets to ham it up as the archetypal

baddie.

One of the film's key selling

points is the myriad of cameos by

familiar storytxwk personas. For

example. Lord Farquaad torments

an imprisoned Gingerbread Man by

dunking him repeatedly in a glass of

milk.

"Shrek" is an adorably funny tale.

No doubt, the feature will stimulate

audiences' desires for more comput-

er-generated cartoons. But, ultimate-

ly, the movie's most appreciative

fans will be children. Although the

screenplay misses the mark in terms

ofacerbic jokes for the adults, the

film's heart is in the right place.

Terry Tang
Rating: 7

"Calle 54"

By Fernando Trueba

Spanish director Fernando

Trueba takes a unique approach in

paying homage to his favorite Latin

jazz musicians in a film that has ele-

ments of a movie and a documen-

tary.

Through a series of vignettes,

Trueba introduces each of 12 musi-

cians through a brief biographical

sketch. Then he shows them in their

creative element: in a studio doing a

recording.

The biographical locales for

"Calle 54" are Aimed mostly in

New York, but also feature short

segments from Stockholm, Sweden,

Havana, Cuba, C^diz, Spain and
San Juan, Puerto Rico. All dialogue

is in Spanish with English subtitles.

Through constantly moving
shots and timely cuts to different

camera angles, Trueba captures the

musicians' energy wherever it is on
the recording stage. The moving
shots lend a dynamic feel to the

film, although it gets annoying after

a while; it would be better to occa-

sioiuilly examine one subject for a

tonger time. Sometimes Trueba's

camera would focus on the smile on
the bassist's face or the drummer's
sticks moving in steady precision or

the fingers of the pianist dancing

across the keys of the studio's

Steinway piano.

Pianist Michel Camilo's ^From
Within" has the most inspiring

sketch with his trio's radiant energy

and head-nodding beat.

The reunion of Bebo and

Chucho Valdes, father and son, in

New York before the film's engage-

ment is touching, as they sit down
at adjacent piano&and^^ ti^eth-

er on "La Comparasa.**

Another sketch with Bebo
Valdes, and bassist Israel "Cachao"
Lopez, is a pleasure to watch with

these two elder masters. Their duet,

"Lagrimas Negras," is great

because of their elegant and digni-

fied playing.

Chano Dominguez kicks up the

tempo with "Oye Como Vicne," a

fusing of Spanish flamenco music

with American jazz. With a cantaor

(a Hamenco singer) and a bailaor (a

dancer), the song is as visually excit-

ing as it is aurally

While mostly engaging, "Calle

54" doesn't feature much back-

ground on the artists. Sometimes
the viewer is barely introduced to a

character before the scene moves to

the studio. Trueba should have cho-

sen fewer players and examine their

lives more fully, perhaps including

some interviews from their peers.

"Calle 54," however, is still is the

next best thing to actually being at

the performance.

Chris Young
Rating: 7
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The imnim CMltwr^iI Assomiion
Presents...

An Evening of Iranian Cinema
with

Behrouz Vessoughi
Sunday, May 20, 2001 at 1 :30p.m.

UCLA Rolfe 1 200

Free Admission, Space is limited

Featured film: DASHAKOL
starring BiNAOUZ VOSSOUOHI

w///) English subtitles

The film will be followed by o commentary by

Behrouz Vossoughi on the film and Iranian cinema.

The commentary will be translated into English
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E-Mail: ciassifieds@media.ucia.edu
Web: http://vvww.aailybruin.ucla.edu

Classified Une: C310) 825-2221
Fax: (310) 206-0528

Classified CJisplay (310) 206-3060
F«x: (310) 206-0528

Mon-Tbu: 9;00am-3;00pm
Ri: 9am-2:30pm

One issue, up to 20 words $8.50
.eadi additional word 0.65

Wteekly. up to 20 words 29.00
.each additional word 2.15

Monthly, up to 20 words 96.00
...each additional word 5.75

1 2 pt headline $1.60
1 6 pt headline $2.25
^Border $5.00,

For Classified Display ads,

ploote see our rate card

for variable rate information

Ciaasified Una Ads:
1 working day before printing,

at 12 noon.

Classifiad Display Ads:
2 working days before printing,

at 12 noon.
There are no cancellations after

noon of the day before printing.

VISA

payment
Please make checks payable to'

"The UCLA Daily Brum." We
accept Visa. MasterCard, and
Discover credit cards. Allow 5
working days for mail payments.

• Start your ad with the
merchandise you are selling.

This makes it easier for readers to

quickly sc:an the ads and locate

your items
• Always include the price of your
item. Many classified readers
simply do not re8p>ond to ads
without prices
• Avoid abbreviations—make your
ad easy for readers to understand
• Place yourself in the reader's

position, ask what you would kke
to kr>ow 8tx)ut the merchandise,
and include that in the ad Include

such information as brand names,
colors and other spedfk:
descriptions.
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1300
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1100
C.nupiis Happenings

FREE PRE-MED
SEMINAR!

LICLA's Pie-Med Ckib invites you to "Pick

the RIghl Med Schools.* Learn how a pre-

med advisor selects schools that you should

apply to on May 23, Spm. Boelter 5420. CaH
800-967-3279 for a reservation, or email

semiTMUs Oinquarta.com.

SWING LESSONS&FUN
JERUSALEM DAY-5/21
SEE PRESENTATION BY THE BDC/IFDC
Performing OarKe Group-8:30. Salsa Less-

ons lO-11pmOUCLA-Ackerman-Union-2nd
Floor Lounga-2414 WeeMy Lessons Mon-
day8:7-llpm baUroomOucla.edu 310-284-

3636 UniversltyOartceClubsO usa.net

SwingSalsaTangoOusa.net

GRAND OPENING

X^tt&pp express

$8."^ /iS'As. logo fee's
...it's savvy to save!

1457 4*' St Santa Monica
telephone 310393.0840

between Fred Segal/Macy's

Alcoholics Anonymous
Men. Dbcussiox, Fri Slap Study, 3517 Adcanwn

Thurs. loak Shidy, 3S17 Adtarawn

M/T/WAai.DafSciiA3-<»9

Wad.M.0anlalA3-O29
Altiaws 12:10 1:00 p«

fmt I Hno now#

3cKMbe»4 A^ass in Ca

^pl^s v^/orlcs by

Handel,

Barber",

aruA wor'e

U

CD Sunday,

May 20, 2001

4pin

r\ St. Alban's Episcopal Church

580 Hilgard Avenue

^ J ttclBefearatiibktfthedoQrfbr$15

2000
Personals

ARE YOU TIRED OF MAKING the wrong
choices in relationships? Attend a special

seminar

"WHO TO DATE...WHO
TO DUMP"

Learn how to spot the person t)ehind the

mask. BEFORE you get Involved!

Wednesday May 23rd. 7pm. Beverly Hills

CtNiroh of Scientology. 9885 Charteville

Blvd, Beverly Hills(ChartevllleALittte Santa

Monica) Can 310-226-2466 tor info.

LOVE? European writer/linguist, cosmopofi-

tan. 'accomplished, good-looking, mature,

healthy Meslyle, toves ttterature/travei-

ing/outdoors. seeks attractlve/smart/affec-

tkmate young female, any race/ohgin. for

frierxiship, poesMy romance/marriage. 310-

573-402Q^maniOmunich.com

VERY ATTRACTIVE. Successful, romsntte.
tmn, 36. fu vtoving, InteOgsnt. caring, con-
sMerate. understanding seeks very attractive

woman w/simHar vakies, 18-36. Please send
photo/lphone/hole: 1015 Gayley Ave. #595.
LA. CA 90024.

The Employment Guid^

CAREER
FAIR
TiTl

Tuesday, May 22, 2001
10 am - 3 pm
Radisson Hotel

15433 Vcnturd Blvd., Sherman Oaks

Li^LL (tlLi 2lL'^t2 0l!

1 «« ^ ;-j',y

www CareerWeb com

2200
Research Subjncls

CHRONIC BAD BREATH Earn up to $120
and ieam to control t>ad breath CUnk»l stu-

dies In Culver City 310-645-8576.

CIGARETTE SMOKERS
Wkmted lor s rsseerch study at UCLA. Men
« Women, ages 22-50. Earn $165. Call 910-

82&^75

PLAY QAME8 AND EARN MONEY, TOOl
Sodal psychological Mqperlmenl. 1 hour
Average $10. Undergrsduste only. Can 310-
825-3017, sign up 2524 Hershey. or amaH
pboneclchOyshpo.com, Isaving your name,
phone, and avaMile IhMs.

San Benito High School District
' HOLLISTER, CALIFORNIA

Growing Public High School District
(located between San Jose and Monterey, California)

Secondary Teaching Opportunities

For the 2001-2002 ScThool Year

Salary Range: $38,177 - $67,342
(Based on 2000-2001 Salary Schedule)

Art/Ceramics • Business • Counselor • English

Earth Science • Economics • Math • RE. • Psychology

Social Science • Spanish • Special Education

Speech Therapist • District Psychologist

Video Production • Vocal Music

Coaching opportunities in boys'and girls' sports

"/Experienced teachers granted up to 10 years teaching experience

•>/Comprehensive benefit package

y/Paid New Teacher Orientation

y/District Intern Program

Contacts: San Beniio High School District

Evelyn Muro. Director of Personnel

(831)637 583 1. ext 142

Email: emiiro9sMi8d.kl2.cs.us
• >W*: www $bh«d.kl2.ca.us
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2200
Research Subjects

RESEARCH SUBJECTS WANTED For stu-

dy of memory and problem-solving. Must be
male, age 16-65. All educatioruil levels de-
sired. Eam $20 for 2 hours. 310-477-9725.

2300
Sperm/Egg Donors

If you are male, in college or have a college

degree, you can eam up to $600/mo, call for

details on our anonymous sperm dorx>r pro-

gram. Receive free comprehensive health

screening & help infertile couples. So if

you're looking tor a great job and a little ex-

tra cash, call/email us first. 310-824-
994 1 /donorsO cryobank.com.

Egg Donors Needed
Healthy females ages 19-28

wishing to help infertile couples.

$5,000

^ Call MiRNA (818) 832-1494 ^

2600
Wanted

PERSONAL TRAINER: To train at home -

1/2 mile from campus- 2 or 3 days/wk early

morning. Please fax resume or name and tel-

ephone number to set up inten/iew. Fax:
310-476-7976

UCLA LAW SCHOOL GRADUATES who
failed the bar ©xam. For a small legal project
-*K)-797-0985.

3^00
Conipiiters/Softwjire

FAST COMPUTER W/MONITOR 166mhz,
32MB RAM, 14" rTKjnitor Perfect for college

student. $120. 310-824-1770

3500
Furniture

MATTRESS SPECIALS
NEW INNERSPRING twin sets $99.95, Puds

$129.95, Queens $169.95 and Kings

$199.95 Also, Sealy, Steams and Foster at

towest phces. 310-477-1466.

MATTRESSES, FUTONS. DESKS. Book-
shelves, Dinette Sets. T-Tat)le, Lamps, Deliv-

ery, Open 7 days. Kings Furniture. 1196!
Santa Monica Blvd. 310-575-4243.

MOVING OUT SALE
Bedroom set and Dining set. CaM ASAP. AN
must go before 05/18^1. Ersen 310-479-

0846.

^900
Autos for Sale

1983 MUSTANG CONVERTIBLE GLX
Great car. One owner. Quiet 3.8-Uter 76.

Low miles Very deperxlable. Regular gas.

Moving. Sacrifice $240af'obo. 213-240-1926.

1991 FORD TEMPO GL, red, 4-door, au-

tomatic, new transmission. AJC, VERY
GOOD CONDITION. $2600, must seH. Call

310-441-1473.

1991 NISSAN SENTRA SER 2000 cc, 5-

speed, radn. new disk brakes, sfvxks. bat-

tery, tires. Excellent coridition. $2,900. Rog-
er 310-206-2837(0). 31 0-275-3 107(E).

1992 NISSAN SENTRA. 2 door. red. clean,

sunroof. A/C. 130k miles, great conditkxi.

one owner. $2500obo. 310-737-4i220.

1993 FORD EXPLORER XLT. 36.000miles,
Gray/Gray Leather, brush and grill guards,

sWe-steps, fog lights, new tires, $9,800. call

310-339-3738.

1993 TERCEL $3000 OBO Manual, fair

condltton. good tires, hubs, leather intehor.

Must sen ASAP Call 310-208-8868.

1984 FORD MUSTANG QT CONVERTIBLE.
Black w/b(ack leather interior/top. lO-disc

CD. sport tires, ortginal owner, 69K/mi»e8.

$12750. 310-440-2178.

1994 JEEP WRANGLER: Low miles, greet
conditkxi. blue, soft-lop, AM/FM cassette. 5-

speed. Con>e test drive todayi $9500. Curt.

310-824-0523 cginthefOucia.edu

1994VWJETTA
White. 4-door. manual, sunroof. A/C, new
Hres. great condWon. 1l2.000mi $5500/obo.
Cal Robert 310-403-1401 or yesrobOhot-
mail.com.

1998 ACURA INTEGRA GSR. Great condl-

tton. Only 30k miles. Still under warranty.

Green Exterior. Tan Leather Interior

$16,800. 310-770-2233.

MOVING-MUST SELL. 1996 Toyota sil-

ver/blue Camry LE Coupe-$10000. 1996 VW
Red Jetta GL-$7500obo. 818-788-3422

POLICE IMPOUNDS. Hondas as k>w as
$500 for listings 1-800-319-3323 extA214.

'89 HONDA ACCORD SEI: Leather, bose.
80,000 original miles. Charcoal. Near UCLA.
$3950 310-824-2447

3600
Garaqe / Yard Sales

Hl)^
m travel

VkMroS.K 1.5600-5720
May19&209am-4pm

ture, Lirmehs

Designer clo#»cs,

&muchmoref
i*' xi>^,,i.'

205 Barlocit*-

5720
V.'ication Piic;kiHjes

TRAVEL ABROAD-Now interviewing for

agesi9-24. Experience clube of fbkzMhe
"njnning of the Buir(Pamplona, Spain).
Plus several other countries. InckxJIng Am-
sterdam. Bil. 310-663-9445.

Adv^ise.

to advertise call 825.2161

Cinssifinfis

-2221

5900
Finiiiicjal Aid

GRANTS. SCHOLARSHIPS. Loans. Fellow-

ships-From the US government! Tap into the

30t)illk)n given away by the government!
www.freeusgrants.com. 1-877-316-8097.

6000
Insurance

/lllstate.
MbuVa in good hande

Mike Azer lr»surcar»ce Agency, Inc.

(310)312-0202
1281 Wo8t\A/oocl Blvd.
C2 fc>lks So of Wtlshtire!)

24 Hours o Doy Srs/ice

6200

TEETH WHITENING
BRENTWOOD COSMETIC DENTAL Offtee

oflefs new teeth whitening system. Afford-

able for everyoTM. $75 for upper or kiwer.

310-207-500a

6300
Lfigiil Advicc/Altornoys

NO RECOVERY NO FEE
NO COST. Sexual han^assment. Dlscrimina-

tk>n. Auto-acckients. Slips/falls. MYER LAW
FIRM. WtetsMe. Scon D. Myer((XLAW'86).
www.beetlawyercom 310-277-3000

6AOO
Movers/Storage

BEST MOVERS Lteonsed. insured. Lowest
rates. Fast, courteous-^careful Many stud-

ents moved for $96. Lk:.-T- 163844. NO X>B
TOO SMALL! 1-800-2-GO-BEST. Voice
mail/pager 323-263-2378.

HONEST MAN w/l4ft taick and dollies.

small jot)s. short notk:e ok. SF. LV. SD.
Student discount. Go Bruins! lOyrs. 310-

285-8688.

JERRYS MOVINQ4DELIVERY The careful

movers. Experienced, reiiabie. same-day de-
livery. Packing, boxee available. Also, pk:k-

up donatkxis lor American Cancer Sociatyi

JerTyO310-391-5657

SUMMER STORAGE. Free ptok up avail-

able, reasonable rates. Weetskle Setf- Stor-

age. 310-826-5955.

6500
Music Lessons

DRUM LESSONS
ALL LEVELS/STYLES with dedicated pio-
laealonal. At your home or WLA studio, let-

leeeon free. No drum set necessary.
Nel:323-«54-8226.

GUITAR LESSONS
by professkxtal near UCLA. AM levela. gultM*
available. Learn to play effortlesaiyl

wwwJWQS.com. Can Jean at 310-476-

4154.

Ve fiavc vays
to make you rocycle...

6200
Hciilth S<,'rvK;<.'s

6600
Pt'rsonal Services

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING

Coniprah«n«iwt CMsMftaiionAnManoe
T>>«8^. P«p«f«. «nd PwMnal 8laiem«ni8

PropoMt* and Books
lni»fnational Studants WMcotm. Sines 1986

Sharon Bmt, PIuD. (310) 470-Me2
www B««f-Wrtla.com

6700
Profossion.jl Sorvices

ATTENTION MBA, LAW. MEDICAL
SCHOOL APPLICANTS! Fmstrated devel-
oping your cnx:ial personal statements? Get
professional help from well-known au-
thor/cpnsultant.3 10-826-4445. www.winntnQ-
personslatement.com.

CERTIFIED SWIM INSTRUCTOR will teach
swim lessons at your home. Individuai or
group lessors at reasonatHe rates. Monica
310-452-3897.

FIND ROOMS &
ROOMMATES ONLINE

The Napster for roommates. Free to view
and place ads. Imntedlate Online ResuNs.
www.easyroommate.com

FORMER ENQUSH TEACHER w/ Meaters
from U-Chicago. edHa/Vword proceaaee dte-

sertations, proposals, screenplays, persortal

statements, resumea. International students
welcome. Winatowr'a 310-829^171

HEAD SHOTS $99
SITTING PLUS digital file for unlimited
printsi! Westwood location. CaM Jennif-
er:31 0-575-6638. www.JennlferTno8S.com

MEDICAL SCHOOL APPLICATION COUN
SELING CourtseMng by recently graduated
M.D. Specializing in application essays/lnter-

view-skills. Fee negotiable/money-back
guarantee. Greg Freedman, M.D. 310-980-
330Q^ger.

NEED IT TYPED?
Don't have time or inciinatk^n? Profeaaion-

alMegreed word processors spedaHifng In

legel/|;>sychoiogk:al transcriptton and lengthy

academk; papers, (legible drafts please)

$3/lpg. student rate. $50/minimum. $l2/ptek-

up/delivery. Resumes/$40. 323-288-6805
any time.

7100
Tiitorinci Wcinted

TUTORS WANTED
MATH MAJORS NEEDED TODAY After

school, grades K-12, in BH. WLA. SM areas.

EducatkKi majors and/or graduate-level (In

any fiekJ) a plus. $11.25-1S/hour. Call The
Tutor's Chjb: 310-444-0449.

GEOMETRY TUTOR WANTED for HS Stud-

ent. 1-3 hours/week. Negotiable. 310-268-

7955.

PROGRAMMING SQL, DATABASE CON-
NECTIVITY tutor and cgi. pert scripts. Che-
viot Hilto. 310-927-7289 or 310-839-5467

TUTORS AND
COMPUTER TRAINERS

WANTED
Unique, fun opporiunity for energetk:, enthu-
siasts individuala. Training provided. E-mail

resumes to EricOcomputersmarts.oom

TEACH THE SATs

Need energetic people with

High SAT scores to prep

students 1-on-l or in classes.

All regions. $15-$25/hr Flex

hours. Car needed. Call Tom

310-448 1744
www.tutorjobs.com

7200
Typing

TYPIST AVAILABLE Professional writer who
types 8Qwpm w/100% accuracy will type
your recearch papers, projects, etc. Ralea
negoieMe. CaU 323-692-9545 and
oomad Mo lor Christine.

WORD PROCESSING specializing In Ihea-
es. disseriatlons. transcription, legal, payeh,
resumes, fHers. brochures. miMng Mi, i«-
ports. 310-828-6939.

7000
Tcilomuj Offered

AAA TUTOR'S CLUB
A HOME TUTORING service for all subjects,

grades K-12. Lowest pricee guaranteed! For
more information call 310-444-0449.

CHEMISTRY ORGANIC CHEMISTRY
PHYSICS. BIOLOGY PHYSIOLOGY
STATS. By doctoral student, w/lots of teach-
ing experience. Fee negotlable/money-bacK
guarantee. C«N Greg. 310-397-0547

FOREIGN ACCENT REDUCTION. Commu-
nicate with clarity&accuracy. Especially rec-
ommended for foreign TA'sAgraduales en-
tering bu«ir)ess worid. Tiught by expert-
encedprofesson. 310-226-2996. vvww.accu-

""

fi.com.

PHYSICS AND MATH
Math/Physica major/student offers tutoring in

physics and math at all levels. Contact Sine
(310)989-1491 or slna40uoiB.edu

RESEARCH PAPER TUTOR 4 UCLA
grad and publahed writer offers private tutor-

ing aervloea. 310-293-0884.

7^00
Business Opporlunilies

$500 WEEKLY WORKING FROM HOME
Rush buaineas-size self addressed slan^)ed
envelope. M.V.A. PO. Box 6023-O6, Malbu.
CA 90264

TUTORING FOR ALL
SUBJECTS

K-12, SpanlBhCSL at ahy level. W« travel to
home. 5yr» exp. Soon to be UCLA grad. Call

Baudelia 818-416-7719 or email bcha-
ve2Oucla.edu.

WRITING TUTOR
Kind and peienl Stanford graduate. Help
wMh the Englah language—for students of
all agee/levela. 310-440-3118.

6200
H«;;ilth Services

FREEDOM
WORK FOR YOURSELF TWa summer. Get
peid dally and buM naeldual moome woridr^
wdth a 29-year-old NYSE Conpany. 88S-
574-9330.

ONLINE MARKETING
Learn the tnjrth about online markeUngl
http7/hop.clicl(banicnet/hop.cgl7mvp777/

bigdogs

OUR BUSINESS IS

EXPLODING!
Retire In 12-18months working from home.
888-867-1743.

6200
Hc.iHh St'rviC(?s

^S^ CONSULTATION
\d«i

Dr. Nader Dayani
Member American Association of OrthodQnti.shs

Speclollzlr^g In braces for adults & children

ORTHODONTIST
SINCE 1980

UCIA PACtlLTV MEMBER

"^*^ Braces
Deliver Brilliant Results

.V
/to/

• Cosmetic Porcelain
• Surgical Onnodontics

• RemovotDle
• Traditional
• Invtelbl©

• Eur<

(310) 826 - 7494
IU4S Wilshirr BM •803
Lot Ani|rl«i. CA <W0»
(949) 552 5890
19124 Cutwr Dr. «A
Irvine, CA 927l5

Teeth Whitening $ftc:oo
upper or lower *-' 'rK^^

T^• kwAnart ««M «Mow IWOtUBHuiliaoaokv

won (D pnn 1 100 00 >a> •ocMnonlh or

«

totiwncMOblsbKiCMOTi liAODOOpKatiaaotMi inarih'
kll c«rrmK (KOOM 130000 tqii»^)iio«fc. »uH»mo««HonO

StTAQOtof toffrrMa coniiJKAon

••6-SOI

Otsplnv

7500
Career Opportunities

•WORK/STUDY IN MADRID. SPAIN* In-

cradMe Opportunity. Study Spenish and
witk teaching ESL (no experience neoee-
•ary) to pay living/travellng expeneee.
www.oleidlomas.corTVcaniettxirywort(8tudy

INVESTMENT OPP
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT. Excellent
career opportunity for new graduate to learn
the investment Industry. OetaH-oriented. or-

gtnizwl learn player needed vM^good PC
MMa. WW train. Fax reaume 310-789-0022

JUST SECRETARIAL?
NOT!

HANDLE BUSINESS/Peraonal aRaire; plan
evente: aurf Ihe net; pollah Power Polni pro-
)ect8: track legislation: create a spread sheet
w two; get your education paid for. sounds
yeat, huh? Sweet opportunity for talented
ooNege grad. The Placement Company"
deidredaleOearthiink.net Fax 310-889-7101

RN OR DENTAL STUDENT for MD office

near Beveriy Hills on Saturday AM's or p/r
Topaaiary. Cal 323-939-2111

TELEMARKETING
SALESPERSON

Telemarketing sales of cellular phones.
Comlssion only $60 per activated phone
line. Call Stacie 310-712-4900.

7800
Help Wiiiited

Daily Bruin Qassified

7800
Holp Wiiiiif.'d

Friday, May 18, 2001 21

ADMIN. ASSISTANT
Inveamini Coip. needs help w«h aecre-
tarfaMeasmg. PIT. P/T. flexible hours,
very ckMe to UCLA. Must have car. Fax
reaume: 310-470-6756. CaM: 310-470-
1112.

$$Get Paid For Your
OpinionsISS
-$1^5 arvj more p4

CAMP COUNSELORS
Instructors,, lifeguards for daycamp In

Agoura/Maiibu. 818-706-7335.

CAMP COUNSELORS needed for k>cal
summer day carjip. Beach/kquatk: experi-
ence in swimming, surfing, saWng, or jet ski-
ing a plus. Competitive salaries. 818-996-
4780.

Good Head!
Sat Dick.

Sae Dick's cap

Eam $15

www.money4opinions.com
per surveyl

COOL LADY needs someone M^r to do oc
casskxtal enands. 310-979-8701.

7700
Child C;ift; Wiintecl

2 MONTH OLD GIRL
LeoWng for sweet babysitter Wed 2-8.

Thurs.. 12-8 in Pacific Palisades. Starting
ASAP. Please call:310-230-€061.

AFTERSCHOOLyCAMP
CHliXJARE/DRIVER for bright 6 5 yA) boy-
kjfvea reading, art. cUmbing. ChikJ dev. back-
ground a+. ftOThr Approx 2pm-8pm. 20-

30*we^»jfc. aome weekends. Studio City. 310-
702-6M8.

$15-$23/HR BRIGHT ENTHUSIASTIC peo-
ple to teach SAT prep and ALL Academk:
Subjects. TransportalkMi required. We will

train. Flexible hours. Send or fax cover let-

ter/resume. Including test scores (SAT ORE,
etc.) to ACE Educatk)nal Senrices, Atln:Bar-
ry. 9911 W. Pteo Blvd. Sto.PH-K. LA. CA
90035: Fax:310-282-6424. Poslttons avail-
able throughout LA and the Valley

•MOVIE EXTRA WORK* Beats aH jobs. Start

immedtately. Great pay Fun/Easy. No crazy
fees. Program for free medk»l CaH-24/hrs
323-850-4417.

AOCtbS TO A COMPUTER? PUT fT TO
WORKI Up to $25-75/hr. PT/FT.
www.EamEZbucks.com. 888-715-4646.

ADMIN ASSISTANT
MEDICAL RESEARCH INSTfTUTE k)Oks
for admlniatraMve aaaiatant wNh excellent

word processing and power point skills.

Please fax CV:8 18-789-8038

COOL SUMMER JOB for outgoing, health
conactoos person to do promoltons and sam-
pling, of new frozen Energy Bar. Rexible
•chedule. $8-12/hr. CoW Fuawn 310-287-
3244

COUNSELORS AND
INSTRUCTORS

In art. swimming, nature, vWeo and ropes
needed by Tumbleweed Day Cany. Must be
responsible, energetk: and er^y wortOng
with chikJren. 310-472-7474

ihey party. So Mfhir?

SMaMiwIii

4orla»liavt

WMNWH^m

iuppiarwiltitfieir

COUNSELORS/FUTURE TEACHERS
r>eeded for summer program at Crossroads
School in Santa Monca. Perfect for elemen-
tary educatwn majors. Email resume to
gcuddyOxrds.org. EOE.

iMM'GaodHMtfi"

Goorfilmkia'Oick!

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT/BOOK-
KEEPER Exceflenloomputer end phone
skills required. Flexible, pert-time hours.

$10-13/hrAakforEalherbtw. 1-5pm.We
are natkxial flower shippeis. 310-230-
0811 or Fax raeume: 310-230-4146.

BABVSriTER NEEDED lor 5 and 7 year-
Okla. Weekend evening. Hon smoking, gen-
*e. aeive. k>ves kkte dogs and cats. Refer-

$9/TKXir. CaU Lisa 310-476-0242.

BABYSITTER WANTED
For lyr o« cWW. Flexlbie hours $6/hr. Ex-
perienoee and references necessary. CaU
Youlee Khn O310-4 13-3544

BABYSITTER WANTED
FOR 2 kkJa. 447 Pk*-up from achool/can^,
leking to play dates, help w^KNneworic. etc.

E)«>ertenoe neoeaaary. References required.

AppfoxImBle houci. 1-7 M-F. Begin 6/11.

Salary DOE. PecMc PaNaadea. 310-230-
7476.

BABYSITTINO In pvadtaa. MMlha% Vlne^

yK Maaiactimam . Kidt eaa. 6/291^1-
7/20/01. ahraMiy. Room/airfare and
boaid^tlOOAifc. Fax resume 310-202-8048.

FEMALE BABYSITTER WANTED for 11

year oU giri for occaakxial weekend and
weaMay evenings. PotanOal for Job to turn
Into more pemtanant peft-tkne positton. Must
t«ve car and lilaiemjea. in Sherman Oaks
818-783^)468.

ADMINISTRATOR/ADMINISTRATIVE AS-
SISTANT/DEffTAL ASSISTANT needed tor

dental orthodortfc offfee in West LA wNh ex-
celent oomrountoatton aWto. Mon, Wed, Fri

9enf>-6pm. Experience prefaned. $»-$ii/hr
Pleaae call 310-826-7494 or fax resume to
310-826-9564.

ARE YOU EVES BIGGEST FAN? Call
MTV^ hoMne 310-752-8850 tor audWon
times for the hottest new show, "Becomkn'
(ages 18-24).

ART GALLERY
ASSISTANT FOR
PROMINENT
WESTSIDE
GALLERY

Train now-F/T by Auguat Requirements:
Speniah fluency, detal-orienied. art back-
ground. $10-12/hr-fcommlaaton. Fax re-
sume:310-S86-1712.

ASSISTANT NEEDED. WIndovM pioMant
Car/insurance necessary. AcoounHng aMb
pretorred. Flextole hours. No dreea code.
$9ffK>ur. Fax reaume: 310-479-2402.

DAY CAMP . SUMMER
Seek ataff w/summer home In or near the
San Fernando or Conejo Valleys. Oxnard,
Sknl, MaNbu. misc. InstOiCtors & General
coune $2750-3500+ for aummer 888-
Ti^-CAMP www.wortmtoafwp.com

DAY CAMP
COUNSELORS

Pali Camp now hking enlhusleatic coun-
setorsl Summer fun includes: Jet skiing,

amusement partv, beach days, palntbel and
morel 19 and up. Call Jacque: 310-477-
2700x14.

I c k
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TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZI

F

DAY CAMP
Summer Swimming, beachea, horses &
more. www.dayoampJob6.com.

DENTAL ASSISTANT lor newstarter. Brent-
wood. Once/ twice a week. Little experience
OK. Must be motvled to wori( w^un doctor.
310-273-7253.

DO CATS MAKE YOU
WHEEZE?

If you are aletgfc to caia, you may quaMy to
perttoipBle in reeeaich study of an mvestlga-
ttonel medtoalton. H you quaMy, you wW re-
ceive atudy related medtoatton and up to
$250.00 compenaatton for your Hme. H inter-

eetod, please can Jonathan Corran. M.D. at
310-477-1734 ext.242

KINO Doubie-Bniln Alumni family. 6-blks
from campua Needs flexible help w/3.5yo
boy, Westwood Presbyterian preschool
student, afterschool/weekends. Fax re-

sume/short statement of qualiftoattons
wi^)hone to Steve C . 562-436-6157.

UXXINQ for bright, enlhuaiastto. creative:
reaponet)ie ceregiver for 5-year-oM giri.

CNW devetopment beckground a+. $i(yhr
(Weafcia DOE). 30hr mm. 310-850-7324.

LOOKING FOR BRIGHT, RESPONSIBLE
I to caie for two echool ofMfen fui-

Muat have great rafeienoee and own
'310-553-8224.

ASSISTANT PUBUC EVENTS MANAGER,
Instnjcttonai Reeouroea at UC Santa Bar-
baia. Pieparae end executes classroom sup-
port acUvWea and Hve pecfonnanoe support.

$2.378-$2.S84Ano. Apply by 5«9(«01. #01-
04-057. Submit apploalton to: UCSB HR
Emptoyment, 3101 SAAS8, Santa 6art>ara
CA 93106^160. AA/EOE. VWI our website
at: hH)7/hr.ucab.edu

ATTN: QUICK MONEYI Doctor broke arm,
need raNable help to run enands. Houia lexi-
ble. up to $50May, mine from UCLA, cal
ASAP. 310-363-5285 or email katlS-
iawOaol.com.

STUDENT w/oomputer akMaAcar.

;
up 11 yAo boy from achool. Supen/laa
M-F, 3-Spm. Brentwood. Start Fal. 310-

478-6645.

NANNY (live-In) lor 14 year-oU autlslk: boy
F/T, SdayaAwk (Wed-Sun). Experience pie-
fenred. Call 310-890-4752 or amal
suezbqOaol.com

ONE 8-YEAR^XD BOY Hour« M-T>l:3-
8PM, F:3-6. Need car. inaurance and II-

cenee. f*lease call for more lntonT)atkyi:323-

341-0148 pager.

THE BABYSITTERS CLUB needs babysit
ters nowfl Days, evenings, arxl weekends
Must have experience. $l0/hr 310-226
2900.

UCLA AREA
PART-TIME
CHU.D CARE

lor 10-year-oM female. Ih^es in or out.

nwox. I8hrs weekly w/occastonal sleep
over required. Car. meurance. and good drt

vlng-recoid a must Please caN Christy 310-
454-0711

ATTN: SHOPPERS
Like to shop and get paM doing It?

<iy>r*mlaaui. P/T 5-20hr8^vk, must have
fenaporteion, proof of Inaurance, and paaa
dnignaaL EOE cal 626-821 -51 2d

BE PART OF THE
SOLUTION!

OIBoaAaaiatant: Looking for a Job wi^meaning
ki a profeeatoi Ml oOoe environment? Cal »e
Rape Treatment Center In Senia Monica.
Data entry, packaging & shipping nwieriala
for neltonal campaigns, erranda. fielping
wto0lat>rity event. Office experience strongly
preferred Need car w/insurance. PfT 12-
20hrs/wfc. Must be available to wortt though
Oct 2001. Flexible weekday hours Conpetl-
ttve salay^mileage for errands CaH 310-319-
4503

DfWE-THRU RECORDS. OMoe
entry level. Assist the owners of an Inde-
pendent label, organize meetings and
ecWsdulaa . answer phones, coordtoate in-

terna, write letters, gel price quolea. general
offtoe duties. Must be HIGHLY organized and
wMing to wortt kxig hours. Fax raeume 818-
883-6471 or emaN: KrisRIpleyOyahoo.oom
•ubject: DTR Emptoyment

DRIVE-THRU RECORDS. Retail promo-
Itons. CaMng recbnt stores, creating and
maintaining dotabaaea. aeMr^ aifla and
good phone rapport neoeaeafy. Muat be
HIGHLY organized and wUng to wortc tong
hours. Fax resume 818-883-6471 or emaH:
KriaRlplayOyahoo.oom subject: DTR Em-
ptoyment

EARN $200 A DAYI
No experience neoeaaary

TV commerolala

MuatovMeos
310-358-5147

BEVERLY HILLS AUTO DETAIL shop needs
hard wortting, last-paced, agresshre people
to handle top-notch cars No experience re
quired Flexible hours Ozzle 310-869 2870

BUSY PROFESSKTNAL is seeking an asais
tant to mn errands and administer househokJ
duties (organize bMs. meet repair people,
etc.). House is tocated oil Larchmont VWage
m Hancock Parte. Need S-IOhrs/wk (on occa-
8k>n up to fWeen). FlexMe hours (pedecl tor

a student or part Mroa wortcar) and oon^>eti-
tive pay. Muat have a car. Pleaae tockjde
name, contact Momwiton and any other rel

event Momietton (eaperienoe eto.) to ckra-
mert)tOfnBdlKone.net

EARN $25,000
OVER THE SUMMER! $50,000 or mon) by
Chriatmas, on your computer. Worit w/TV
personelly from GRACE UNDER FIRE
Looidng for leeders. Cal e66-733-03l2.

EARN AS MUCH AS
$50/HR

EXCELLENT ENTREPRENEURIAL P/T
Salea Opportunity: Make your own hours. No
experience neoeeaary. To receive mora infor-

matton caH 818-487-7270

EDUCATIONAL ASSISTANT needed far in-

telligent. sweeL 12/yo rUsabled young lady
Person must be imaMgent. oapabto, aaN-mo-
tivated. computer Hterale. aa wel as ktod,
positive. oompassk>nate. heettiy, highly re-
aportsible. safe driver PT traMng t)egina
now, Job begins in June 310-388-8100.

ENGINEERING Qrcult deai^; Progrem-
mers. C. C++ Immediate Openings at ESI.
EmaH resume: esiecOearthiink net.

ENGLISH TEACHER. Summer In Taiwan.
AJrtare. stipend, houstog. insuranoa benefts.
Gain experience, have fun wwwgeod- •

lies.com/woridpessport, woridpptOhol-
mea.oom.
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Christian

Westsido Oikos Community
Church
1343 Ocean Park BM.
Santa Monica, CA 90406
310-441-2125

www. westskieoikos.org

Sunday worship at 1:30pm,

Wednesday UCLA Oikos Campus
Ministry (C)CM) meetings at

6:30pm in CS Young 50.

Come and share the joy!

Encounter God's presence through
powerful worship, inspiring mes-
sages, and genuine community.
Rides for Sunday worship provided

at Sproul turnaround at 1pm.

Unhferslty*Lutheran ChajMt
10915 Strattmon Dr.

Los Angeles. CA 90024
310-206-4571

www.uk.la.ca.us

10:30am, tradition 7pm, contempo-
rary.

Join us in experiencing Christ in

the context of word and sacra-

ment in small groups throughout

the week.

Westwood Hills Christian

Church
lOeOBLaCantaAv.
Los Angeles. CA 90024

310-206-8576

¥fww. WHCCOmetcbcoom
Bible Study 9:00am, Worship
10:00am. Tuesday Evening Bible

Study 7:00pm.

We are located across from UCLA
Medical Center at Le Conte and
Hilgard. Students are welcome.
Join us for lunch 1st Sunday each
month after worship. ~:—

Adventist Church
1254 19th St.

Santa Monkm, CA 90404
310-829-1945

www.santamontoa9da.homepage.oom

Saturday 9:30, Worship 11am.

Small groups throughout the

week. Collegiate group Thurs. at

UCLA. We invite you to join us to

worship and grow, arnj experi-

ence God's k>ve in a SG and
Sabbath morning worship.

Roman Catholic

Seventh-day

Adventist

Santa Monica Seventh-Day

University Catholic Center
633GayleyA¥s.

LaaAngelee, CAWOSI
310-208-5015~

www.ucclaofg

Sunday Masses at 10:30am,

7pm, and 9pm.

Our Catholk: comnmjnity wel-

comes all. With over 70 years of

servk:e to UCLA and the

University Reiigk>us Conference,

we offer worship, retreats, sacra-

mental preparation, education, and
just plain funi

Christian Science

Tenth Church of Christ,

Scientist
1133 S. Bundy Dr.

LoeArt§9l§a. CA 90049

310-326-2229

Sunday 10am Church Service and
Sunday School (up to 20 years),

Wednesdays 7:30pm Testimonial

Meeting. Reading Room 310-820-
2014.

Please lotrt us for & Bioie talk on
Deuteronomy: Moses' Farewell

Address, by Madelon Miles on
Sunday, February 11th from 1-3

pm. For informatk>n please call

310-820-2014.

TWenty-eighth Church of

Christ, Scientist
1018 HUgard Ave
LosAngalea. CA 90024
310-20e-B189
RaadkigRoom:
1125 Qhndon Ave.

310-208-3814

Sunday Church Sennces 10am
and 5pm, Sunday School (up to

age 20) 10am, Wednesday
Testimony Meetings 8pm.
Come Wednesdays at 8pm to

hear of lives healed and renewed
through topk^al readings from the

Bible and testimonies from the

congregation. Stay after and
meet our church family.

mmm

Marketp nt-to-student
ar&uns
nt deals %J

Every Wednesday and Friday, the Daily Bruin Classifieds provides Bruin Bargains, a place where students are able to advertise

absolutely FREE* some of the best deals in Westwood. Check weekly for updates so you don't miss out on great saving?!
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To place a

ad in the Bmin

Bargains, fill out

information on the right

and submit to the Daily

Bruin Classifieds.

• Item:
^

(15 characters maximuin, including spaces)

• Description:

(20 characters maximum, including spaces)

•Price: ._

(example $25, |74ea, FREE. Please round to the nearest dollar—NO OBO)
•Phone: ( )

-

• Iliem:

(15 characters maximum, including spaces)

•Description:

(20 characten maximum, including spaces)

•Price:

(otample 125, $74ea, FREE Please round to the nearest dollar—NO OBO)
•Phone ( ) .

*4^r^besutNnit]edinpenonorl>)r(nail No phone onkn aiiowed Deadline Is 2 vntdiys prior loisue at 12)m M\Bn}\nliaiiifummaremi1lebmiim}d¥M^
(cwn« the rlKhl to nwise or rejed any adwrtinmenl not tneclii^

sifieds

0^5-2221 Dispia*
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7800
Help WiJiiled

FfT RECEPTIONIST tor txisy WLA real es-
tate office. Outgoing, team player thar«
frtandySeif-Moltvatad, IMIcrosofi Office a
fTHMt Fax raaume 310-475-5042.

FLASH 5
Flaah animaiora^pfogranwners to help pro-

duce gamM/canoone for new or>Nne enter-

tainment network. PMicize your new/exist-

ing worl( and share profits, www.p-d-
n.com/infoO p-d-n.com/3 1 0-989-3 1 1 4

.

FULL-TIME, would cor)sider Just for Sum-
mer. Century City Employment Law Flmi

seeking Administrative Assistant/Receptton-

ist. Heavy Phone wortc and Light typing. Fax
resume to 310-201-9698.

FUN SUMMER
Swlmmlr^g, horses, t>eaches and more.

www.daycampjob8.com.

GENTLEMAN NEEDS educated tutoring In

Spanish for conversatk>ns and grammar.
Teacfters or GS preferred. Kosta 323-939-
4222.

i

GIRLS vranted at exclusive aodal dub In

. Wl>. Conversatton arKl dandng. I&f yeais

;
old. Flexible hours. Earn top $$$. 310-313-

2969.

HOME CLEANERS
PH'-F^, SKVhr and up. To dean in WestsUe
areas. Must be dependable arxi have car.

Cal April 310-471-6212.

INTERN-QC
Major heibal/nutritkxi. Supply company has

openings for an intamahip in quality. noveNn-

gradlentiOyahoo.oom

JEWISH HEBREW
And Sunday Schools need teachers. Good
Jewish eduoatton and love of chMdren de-

sired. AMoe Fasinan:323-761-«613.

LEGAL ASSISTANT
Wlinlad for ooipofals/satale plan attorney.

OlMlIng part-time and becoming tuii-Ume in

August. WW tram. Send resume to Kacy, 626
WRshire Ovd Sulla 800. LA, CA 90017 or

fax:21 3-536-1 388.

UBRARY JOBS. Shelving and other stacks

duties. 12-19 hrs/wl( $6 83/hr tQ start

STUDENTS ONLY apply at Young Research
Ubrary Rm. 11617 or caN Antigone Kutay

310-825-6982

UFEGUARDS
LQ'a. start afternoons 5/7. Also

Summer poalMona. Get paid to get (re)certl-

fied. k4ature 18+ and good swimmer. Beauti-

ful carvyon aaOino- Tim 310-472-7474. Fax
rtMURte 310-476-7788.

7800
Help WaiitL'd

UFEGUARDS AND SWIM INSTRUCTORS
Several local k>caflons. P/T-F/T. $l0-i2/hr.

Wilt train. 818-222-7946x11 or 310-275-7946
Greg or EmUie.

MALE MODELS
Have a great face or body? GET REC-
OGNIZED in Playgirt-style pubttcaikNis. Must
be 18-24. BeginnerB wekxxne. highest im-

mediate pay w/haadshots. Paid screen test.

Jsff0213-748-4555ext. *11, jwhiteOou-
nk^e.com

MARKETING AND
EVENTS COMPANY

Seeks part-time team player to wortc morn-
ings in faal-paoad environment. Computer,
writing sidls required. 310-358-9090.

MARKETINQ/PR/SALES. Creative

DeaigfVPioduclk)n studto aeeking self-moti-

vated indivkJuai w/mariceting and aaiaa ex-

perience. Enthusiastic, has initiative arxl

very respon8it}le. www.motiontheory.com.

Caroline 310-396-9433.

MEDICAL RECEPTIONIST Beverly Hills.

Flexit>le hours. IMainly afternoons. 20-25
hrs/wk. Salary negotiable. Fax resume 310-
273-6082 or caW 310-273-8568

MODELS WANTED
Amateur female nrxxloing. Gat your start in

modeling, buiM portfolo, gain valuable expe-
rience. Call Elizabeth: 310-318-7031 or 1-

877-479-4367. infoOsouthbaygirts.com

MODELS WANTED
ASAP: Male and female tor upcoming fasft-

kxi stKXH. Start/buiM portfoik) and gain ex-

perience. For detaMs cal Tesh 310-406-5203

MODELS WANTEDI FM Produdlons is cur-

renUy biring models for prtnt an tfvMao work.
Excalant pay-no eiqaerience neceasary. 818-
785-6028.

KAODELS WANTED- Sexy Females for new
men's magazine, e.l. Maxkn, Stuff, FHM.
Please Cal, Anthonye323-816-315l or dKj-

gideeOmadtoone.net or sand photos to: S
Magazine, 302 htorth La Brae Ave. <f390, Los
Anqisies. CA 90036

NEED TO MAKE SOME PT $$$? WHI train

and sponsor aaaistant broker. PM work.

Guarantaa^bonua. BH offk:e. Call Nel 800-
450-7585.

NONPROFIT
MEDIA ARCHIVES

Seeks student for tranalatton , cataloging vid-

eo. Artbk: language required. Temporary
through sumnrter. Hours flexit)le, 30-40 hours
summer. Fax resume, cover letter to

Anne:310-474-6773.

OFFICE MANAGER entiy level, wM traia

fuit-time. M-F, 9-6. 10 minutaa from UCLA.
Compular knowledge raquirad. Saiary/bene-

fNs. 310-476-4205.

7800
Holp WiiiiU.d

7800
Help Wiinled

7800
Help Wiiiited

AdtTwiarative Assiaam

The SvflvAti Lc^rnlfic Ccfitcr
in Bcvcrlvf Htfls

king an Adminisratit;e Assistant toJoin our team!is,

Woriung In a fun environment that helps kkk achieve aca-

demic success, you will ansvtcr phones and direct inauir

ies. cotnplele center word processing, schedule/corrfinn

confemos, produce monthly student calendar and main-

tain daily student schedules Requires previous adminisra-

tive assistant experience, proficiency in .MS Office and
strong communicalions. organizational and inietpersonal

siulk Interest in leaching a plus

Sl\|\\\»1 LCAnUM^ COMtCf

Suite 101

Pcwrlvj Hills. CA '>o:i:

Fax: t io.s«* t.02^S

RECEPTIONIST WESTWOOD LAW OF-
FICES. M-F 9-5. $8/hour. Can do homework
on job. 310-470-3373.

RESEARCH
ASSISTANTS

FRIENDLY AND DYNAMIC COMPANY
seeks P/T Researchers. Flexit>ie days and
hours. Located near UCLA. $8/hr. Benefits

available for 30-t-hours/wk. Call 310-996-

6701 ext. 333.

BAKTEItpkH
' BOOTCAI^P

EvrytNrtg you need to kncm to bo a bartender in

a one-nighl oourw. Easy, cheap and fun!

323-462-3379 A.

COLD CALL APPT. SEHERS
$10/HR -t- Commission

5-9pm Simday - Thursday
Are you enthusiastic and love

to talli on tttfC phone?

CaH Marie CoMns: 310.477.5566 xlOO.

REWARDING/FUN
Summer Swimming, beaches, horses &
more, www.daycampjobs.com.

P/r DRIVER NEEDED
For 14-year-old. Beginning June 11th. Hours
negotiable. Mon-Thure. 310-477-2620.

P/T FILE CLERK-medlcal office. Fax
resume: 310-395-2063.

P/T OFFICE HELP
Growing nutrition company. Strong computer
skiUs and great attitude. Resume to:noveiin-

gfedienta#yatioo.cQfit

z^mi>M
No Experience Necessary

Men, Women, diildrtn. all ages, sixes.

races TV Films Commerclab - M^uines
forpersonal inierview call now

310.659.7000

PART TIME MORNING OFFICE ASSIS-
TANT Light phones. Accounting with Ouidc-

books and shipping with UPS online. WLA.
muthenOstatnxxlel.com

PART-TIME DELIVERY DRIVERS Wanted
for Chinese Restaurant. Earn $12-$1S/Hour.

Cal Kevin at 310-266-1183.

PERSONAL ASSISTANT WANTED Part-

time by retired executive for record keeping
and fiting. One day/week, or half-days. Pre-
fer somone familiar w/Quicken. Flexible

fKHjrs. $15 to $20/hour t>ased on experience.

I^laaaa fax resume to: 310-202-6184.

PERSONAL ASST
HELP NEEDED. CLEAN HOUSE. MARKET-
\HQ, some Drtving etc. Own Car, Flexible

hours. Part time. SKVhr. 310-391-2718.

PHOTO LAB: FULL OR
PART-TIME

in Weatwood. Good appearerx^ required.

Apply at: 10644 West Olympk: Blvd. Los
Angeles. Comer o( Westwood and Olympk:.

310-470-3567.

PRESCHOOL LOOKING FOR qualified

teachersAeacfiers assistants for Imnr^ediate

positkKW. Candklates shoukj have experi-

ence in chikl care. Salary negotiable. F/T.

P/T available. Can Julie Patel 310-470-0992.

PROGRAMMER
MS ACCESS PROGRAMMER Needed.
Cdhvert fllenuker datat>ases Send qualifi-

catkxis to:novelingredientsOyahoo.com

PROMOTIONS INTERN
ASSIST with planning special events, nrtedia

relattorw, new8letter&promotk>ns. Century
City, smart/team player, excellent opportuni-

ty. Fax resume&cover-letter to 310-226-7434

attn: Candace.

RECEPTIONIST
Needed for private health ckjb. Permanent
hours available. Please ask for Allison:310-

659-5002.

RECEPTIONIST
RECEPTIONIST posltkxt available In BH.
Lawflrm. FuH-tkne. t)er)efits. ntee group of

people. Great opportunity to gain experience

in a legal envirorvnent. Fax resunte to: 310-

274-2796 Attn: Human Resources, or man to

Lurie, Zepeda, Schmalz & Hogan; 9107
Wilshire Blvd Suite 800; Beveriy Hills, CA
90210. No phone calls pleasel

S.CALIFORNIA GENERAL CONTRACTOR
seeking architectural/engineering Graduate
Student to assist w/job-sight management
on new project-near LA Airport. Compensa-
tton commensurate w/quallflcations. Con-
tact/Resumes to Steve Nelson, 18 Technolo-

gy Drive, Irvine. CA 92616. 949-727-3552.

SALES POSITION available for internet e-

commerce company. Salary-t-commission.

Call 310-234-0784. Fax: 310-234-0786.
Email: JobsOelectrobuy.com

SERVER/HOST(ess)
Hiring for fun & fast-paced Asian cafe in Cen-
tury City. Apply Yin Yang 10250 Santa Moni-
ca Blvd. a/f 2pm 310-556-3333.

SUMMER CAMP— COUNSELORS —
DecathkKi Sports Club Located in Pak) Alto.

6/25-8/17. $78-$92/day,9am-4pm. camp-
k)bOvahoo.com

SUMMER AT THE
BEACH AND MTNS

FUN WORK WITH CHILDREN IN THE OUT-
DOORS. 7-week day program, 2-weeks
Sierra Sleepaway June 25-August 24. Ex-

perience with chiklren arxl water activities.

$330-fbonus/week. Call 310-826-7000 or

www.SlerraAdventureCamps.com

SUMMER SPORTS
CAMP COUNSELORS

Prime Time Sports Camp is now hiring for

summer 2001. Sports background and ex-

perier)ce woridng with chikiren required.

9:30AM-3:30PM. M-F 6/25/01-8/31/01. WLA
and Palisades. Peter3l 0-288-41 32.

SUNSET CANYON REC CENTER seeks
ARC Certified, responsible indivkjuals to

wortc as lifeguards and swim instmctors dur-

ing the summer rTX)nths. Call 310-825-1059.

Appiicatk>ns avail at SCRC.

SUIV1IVIER

r/M/i -m..

Where ever you are going this summer...
.Jfcfl»^#«ll««lf"*'V-

«i)i#

, \^tt<t*
i^-'

»rf

.-«^

You shouldn't have to worry about your lease!

"»**
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ApnrtrneDts for Rtiiit

SUMMER DAY CAMPS
San Fernando or Coneio Valleys. Oxnard,

Simi. MaHbu. Misc. Instructors & General

couns. $2750-3500+ for summer. 888-784-

CAMP wvwv.worVatcamp.com

SUMMER JOB
GRAD/UNDERQRAD Psychology.educatkxi

or speech to be a camp aide for a special

needs child. 6/25-8/25. Valerie:8 18-907-

0367.

SUMMER JOBSI WEST Los Angeles day-

camp hiring energetic coumalors, lifeguards,

and specialists. Call Tiffany at 310-399-
2267.

SWIMSUIT MODEL
NATIONALLY KNOWN PHOTOGRAPHER
seeks redhead. Candy O Vargas look for

test shoot. Will make 16x20 print poster. 310-

466-9993.

TEACHER AND ASSISTANT TEACHER
NEEDED. School age day care center. fuH

time summer employmani in V^n Nuys;
Sports. Crafts, Trip*. Swimming, etc. I^Hust

have BA with minimum 24 units in cMd
devek>pment courses. Teaching credential is

preferred. Good Salary. Lenny 818-894-

0330.

TECHNICAL SUPPORT. Answer customsr
questions. Knowledge of NT, emaM, wsbsWss
helpful. Ctoee to campus, fiext>le hours 310-

828-9900.

TESTMASTERS Is looking lor Inteltigent

people to answer phones arid provWe infor-

-4Mion about our L8AT ooursee. |13^iour,

minimum of 30 hours/week. Only those with

excellent phone skills shouM apply. 323-655-

2699.

UCLA RECREATION
SUMMER CAMP JOBS

GREAT MONEY! GREAT TIMe We need
eriergetk: people to t>e summer camp coun-
setors. Pay is $7.38-$11.00/hr Moming, af-

terrKX)n. aU-day shifts available. CaU 310-

206-1787. Appik^atkxis available at John
Wooden Center

WANTED 29 PEOPLE
NEEDED to k>S6 weight and eam $$$ In the

next thirty days Call 310-289-5464 or visit

our websites www.diet4u.net. Code 10378.
www.rk:hfromhonr»e.conVintemet

WANTED: People who want (o k)6t weight.

310-884-8746 24 hour message.

WESTSIDE COMPUTER TUTOR wanted
with specialty in MadrMosh. I have an IMAC
and wof1( in Mkrrosofl Word program. CaN
Joan-31 0-474-7345.

WORK from home in »w US or in an Interna-

ttonal business. 24 hour message 310<884-
8748.

YMCA HIRINQ TRAINERS w/MrongMm
badtground (w« train rigM person), and ex-

pwtanced group vmnMm instructors. C«l
213-639-7522 to apply.

"BRITISH
ACCENTSff

Looking for people w/British accents to

record company telephone giMdngs WHI
pay $l5-20/hr Contact She^snna at 310-

998-8818x221.

7900
Mousesittiitg

REUABLE HOUSE/DOG-SITTER: Located
In Santa Monk:a. Various times during tt«e

month Salary DOE Need ASAP Call

George 310-398-41 50, leave message. '

8000
Internships

RLM INTERNSHIP
ACCLAIMED PRODUCER seeks nr>otfvated

interns for summer 2001. Please fax

resumes to CommoCk)n Pictures

attnMichelle 310432-2001.

MERILL LYNCH INTERNSHIP Flexible

hours All majors, must be artkxilate, diligent,

arxl willing to learn. Experience in finance a
pkjs. College credit available.

Responsibliilies include assisting with re-

saarch. analyais. otanl development and
presentations. Fax resume 310791-8801 or

email nlkesh.lcadaldaOml.com. For more
info call 310-791-6832.

TIRED OF BORING SUMMER WORK?
Chance tor travel, experience lor resume,
and approximately $7000 Call 310-234-

2603. Ask for Kyah.

8200
Temporary Employment

HEAD FRESHMAN BOYS BASKETBALL
COACH: Ej^wdence playing and coaching
needed $2800-3200 for the sMeon. 5 days
a week from 2:30 lo 5:00, wHh a few Satur-

day games. The season begins m November'
and runs fhrough February. Please lax

resumes orlyll Fax to 310288-3286

Classifieds

825-2221

housing
8400 9800

.^__ __^ . ^

8^00
Apiirlments for Rent

•WESIWOOD VILLAGE, MIDVALE N. OF
LEVERIhKi. LARGE 1 AND 2-BDRM APT
GARDEN VIEW. DINING ROOM. UNIQUE,
CHARM. FRONT AND REAR ENTRANCE.
310-839-6294.*

1-MINUTETOUCLA
1 bdrm w/deck. furnished, bright, dean, se-

curity entrance, large ctosets. pool, lyr

lease. $130CAno. 31O824-1830.

1917 SPANISH MISSION BUILDING Sin-

gle, WLA. Separate kitchen, high ceilings.

wood fkx)rs. one year lease. $75<ymo. 310-
479-8646.

AVAILABLE FOR SEPT
LUXURKXJS STUDIO. Fabutous buiWing.
Ful Mchen. bath. Yard. Laundry, pooi^acuz-
zL Parking, gym, billiard. One-year leaae.
$975. 310-208-1880.

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. 1A2BEDROOM
$895«UP LARGE UNUSUAL CHARM
SOME SPANISH STYLE W/HAROWOOD
FLOORS ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS.
310-839-6294.

CHARMING 2-BedrDom/i.5 bath, spacious,
stove, refrigerator, laundry, large doeets, two
car parking, quiet resklential neighborhood,
2-mile8 to UCLA. $1395. 310-829-0385

COZY 2 BEDROOM. 1 bath. $1200. Brent-
«M>od Adj. Near WNshirs/lraeway. Lease to

two. No pets. 1333 Barry Avenue. 310-826-
8461

CULVER Cmr spactous 1 bdrm, targe ctos-

ets, quiet neighborhood, large yard, residen-

tial neighborhood. $665. 310-395-RENT.
www.west8idarantals.com

HUGE APARTMENT
Sepulveda/Venk». Bakxxiy, walk-in ctoset,

pool, lacuzzl. sauna. Gym, Ter>nis Courts
Gated 2-car parlung. $875/mo Available

June 4. 310-636-9141.

HUGE SINGLE AND ONE BEDROOM.
$90Q^mo.& up. One bdnm lor $1250&up. Otm
Mock from campus. 644 and 650 Landfair.

310-824-0319.
.

MAR VISTA apartnrfent. 3 bedrooms. 2
baths, laundry, bakxxiy, parking included.

New EverylNngt $1,275. 310-395-RENT.
LOom

MID-WILSHIRE AREA: Largo 2bdrm. ^Mrt-
roeni. Available June 1st $120(ymti. 213-
487-6684

PALMS
2eEDr2BATH. AwJable 7/1 . $145a^monlh. 2
paiMng spaces. 310-559-9852.

PALMS. 3719 KeMon Ave. 2bd/2balh. $1250.
AMriMMe now. ConliDlled aocaas bkJg. New
carpet. Upper unit. Linda: 310-463-3334,
shown by appt.

PALMS. Single apt flT>m $575. 1 -bdrm $685.
$600depoeit 1-year lease only. Stove, re-

frig .carpets, vert, blinds. 310-837-1502
leave massage. 8am-5pm only.

SANTA monk;A great location (lower),

unfurnished. 1 bdrm, 1 i]Mi. 5 min. to beach.
Refrigerator, stove, batoony. $800. 310-395-
RENT. www.weetsiderBnlBls.com

SANTA MONICA OCEAN-VIEW, One bed-
room unfumlshed/Tumished apt. $2000-
$2600 Luxury 2-fl bedroom, furnished

$4000 Walk to 3rd Street PromenadeAPier
310-399-3472.

SANTA MONICA PRIME
LOCATION N. OF

WILSHIRE
NEAR BEACH

$1195 1 badroom. HMdwood floors. Charm-
ing spW level, dtohwaeher, refrigerator. 943
7th Street. Cats OK 818-980-5000.

SANTA M0NK;A private room, refrigerator,

stove, laundry, near Santa Monk» Colege,
peiMng Included. month-to-rrKmth. $500.
310-3QS-RENT www.wastsidafanials.com

SANTA MONICA TRIPLEX refrigerator,

stove, walk-in ck>set8, quiet neighborhood,
parking. $800. 310395-RENT www.westsW-
erentals.oom

SANTA MONKDA. north of Wlahir*. $900
nk:e single, tower. Remodslad. Stove. frMgo.

Near ocean No pets. Near buses. 323-462-
0507.

SANTA MONK:a. Studk). $875. wralk to mar
kstftxis. Street paiMng. 1234 I4lh Street.

Juat south ol WMi*. MMiMe S». QanMe
lor rant (paMnv or stoiage) $iSQAiKinih

'tnow, 310-471-7073

84,00
Apnrtments for Rent

SINGLE APARTMcNTS, $900/month. Up-
graded carpeting, freshly pairtted, pool, laun-

dry, seourad entry, very ciaan buikling, 1-yr

Isaae, no pets. 310-208-2820.

VENICE apaitmenL 5 bkxAs lo beach. 2
bdrms, refrigerator, stove, morrth-to-month.

$850. 310-395-RENT www.westsMeren-
tala.com

WEST LA. 2bdnn/2bth/den. $1495. fOmin k>

UCLA, large bedrooms, new carpet, fire-

place, dtohwasher, bakx)ny, /kC/heat. park-

ing, laundry. Available 7/1. 310-253-9875.

WEST LOS ANGELES furnished bachetor.

laundry, kitchenette, utilities included. $425.
310-395-RENT www.westsidafanlals.com

WESTWOOD
3 bedroom, huge living and dining room,
huge mastar-badroom, washar/dryer inaida
unit AvBilaMa now. Month-to-monlh. $2900.
Beautiful view. 310-998-1501.

WESTWOOD 1 bedroom, cat okay, refriger-

ator, stove, laundry, walking distance to

UCLA. $915. 310-395-RENT www.WMtSid-
erentals.com

WESTWOOD APARTMENT for Rent Sin^.
hifnlshed. 2-bk)cks to school, next to Irater-

nidaa (no late night parties), no parWng.
$80Q/month. 310^4-4951.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE
TOP LOCATION

1-bdrm. Junior. $l200/monlh. AM udWes and
one paiWng included. Days 310475-7533.
ovanings 310-659-4834.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. 1 -bedroom/1 -bath.

$1,600. bright, oaipet. availeble 6^. l-arge

Townhouse. 1 -bedroom/1 -bath. $1,600.
hardwood-fkx>rs. fireplace, dinning room,
available 8/22. 925 Gayley. 1-year lease, no
pets. 310-471-7073.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE: 2bdmi1/bth-
$2000. 10919 Strsthmore. Furnished Ibdrm-
$1350- 547 Landfair. 1 year lease f^ pets.

Available Sept. 310^71-7073.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE: Furnished bache-
)or, $725, no parking. Unfurnished 1-bdrm
$1400. garage, i-yf lease, no pets. Avail

Sept. 10990 Strathmore 310471-7073.

WESTWOOD, Bachetor. $795, utilities pak),

no parking. 1 -bedroom. $1400, 3-car park-

ing. 10043 RoabNng, 1-y«ar lease, no pels,

available July. 310-471-7073.

WESTWOOD. 2BDRM/2BATH $1450 AND
UP TILE KrrCHEN, STEPDOWN LIVING
ROOM, HIGH CEILING CHARM 1 MILE
SOUTH OF WILSHIRE SOME W/BAL
CONY.310639-«294.

WESTWOOD. Across UCLA, upscale, one
and two bedroome. fuM-Ulchan. air condl-

tk>ned. paiWng. one yaar taaaa. 445 Land-
fair. Taking reeervatkxis. 310-824-1909.

WESTWOOD. Walt to UCLA. 2bdmW2bihi
gated parking, rooftop spa. quiet buMng.
•ocapting raaarvalk>na lor FaH. $1895-
$2275. 512 Veteran. 310-206-2655.

* PALMS •
4BO, 3aA LOFT TOWNHOIylE. FP.

CENTRAL AIR/HEAT, GATED
OARAGE. SEC ALARM. CAT OK

3670 MIOVALE AVE.

$2395/MO
2BO. 2BA TOWNHOME, FP,

CENTRAL AW/MEAT. GATED
GARAGE, SEC. ALARM, CAT OK

3614 PARIS DR
$1395/MO

* MAR VISTA •
11913 AVON WAY. $1 295/MO.
11748C0URTLBGH0R. $1 295/MO.
12741 MTCNei AVE. $1345/MO.

(310)391-1076
L Open House Mon-SailO- 4 PM •{

8^00 m 9600
Apiirtmcius for RlmH Rooniinnt«;s-Shnretl Room

WLA/PALMS
APARTMENT RENTALS
CALL 4 FREE LISTINGS

AND SPECIALS
Bachalor«/Single6~son>e w/utllities paid,

pool, gated. $650-725. Ibdim $995Aiip.
many w^RraplBCas. luxury and more. 2bdmi
$1395-$1796, many w/disbwashers. balco-
ny. A/C and more. CaH lor free listing:310-

278-8999.

8600
Conclo/Townhoijso foi RtMil

BEL AIR guest house Dog okay, beautiful

view, private, gated large yard, pool. $750.
310-395-RENT. wwwwestsidererrtals.com

FEMALE ROOMMATE to srwr»; sp... ,(;,i.s

lumisbed llxlrm. apaniKent o«i oiomucK
$47SAnih. Avaiabla June I8lb. Flrsplaoa,

security. 310-206-5738

QUIET MALE ROOMMATE needed to share
room- Veteran Ave- 2t>drm/2bth/balcony.

Needed lor tumrrmtfhMimr. $380Anonth.
310-208-0965. kavanglMOyaboo.oom.
Have a nioa dayl

WESTWOOD-Gorgeous Wilshire Apartment.
Need roommate to share huge badroom. In

2bdrm apartment with two studanta. Avail-

at>le now! 5 mm from UCLA. Students Pre-
flered. $525/mo. Call 310-927-3293

9700
Sublets

CULVER CITY: 2brdm/2.5btt». Furnished,
spacious townhouse on quiet street. Great
locaHonl Front unit w/rooftop surxJeck and
spa. S200QAfnth. 310-442 1395

WESTWOOD Wllshiro Hl-Rlse Luxurious
Condo. 1.2.A3bed. $2400 $4200/month
24hr. valet, doorman, front desk, and securi-

ty servk:e. All amenities, great views. 3^0-
470-9947

8800
Gtit'StllOliSi; hjr Rcilt

1903 GREENFIELD AVE - WESTWOOD.
Guesthouse, $650/mo Female only. Soraya;
310-477-5395.

PRIVATE ENTERANCE, spacious, bright,

fui kitchen/tiath Lofted bedroom. Pod. Spa
Holywood. Cresent Heights/Melrose. UtiU-

ttes and cable included. $l000/mo 323-655-
2387.

9000
House foi S;ile

PAC PAL BEAC HSIOL! Ovm your ovm \o\

and 2txlrTn rriobile hod^e Ch thojse. pool
$21 5K. 360-357-2252

9200
HoosiiKj N(?t!fl(jd

LAW STUDENT seeks summer sublet; 412-

731-2030; lee_kim_usaOyahoQ.com; June
Ist-August 23rd; Private $800-$1100

OUTGOING FEMALE JUNIOR needs pri-

vate room for 01/02 school year. Will pay
$650 Prefer female housemates. Entail:

wardOuda.edu

SUBLET WANTED. East-coast coliege pro-

fessor seeks tumished studio/ooe-t)6droom.

June/July Arrival date, length ol stay negoti-

able. Contact: sha45530aol.com

9400
Room for Roiit

BRENTWOOD F/NS/NR Femalas only. Bed,
baltt&full access to large. t)eautiful home
Share w/family. $750. 310-395-0623.

KHIVATE ROOM FOR RENT Westwood,
7mlns to campus. ASAP PacWngAaun-
dry/dishwasher/nf)icrowav«/AC. Huge liv-

mg/dlning area, spadous batoony. $650Mito.

MimI: 310-234-2800

SANTA MONICA
HOUSE 2 b«^ bMh avalable Ocean view.

$700^room-oix>. Female prafered. Avaiabla
June 1 Limited laaaa 3-6montha. 310-393-
6254.

SANTA MONK:a. Own bUtmlbtlWmaimwt-
$400^limiiad babyaWing duty. Wlanlad: Ac-
tive, re8ponst)la Mother's helper (or 4 y/o
boy. Referanoaa required 310^395-1212.

WANTED: Quiet male graduate student
Lovely furnished badroom wi^nicrowava and
lrldo«, A/C. near bus. Laaaa. quiet, rafaranc-

as. $50Q/mo-utilities indudad. 310-312-
0669. ^^^..^

9500
RooinnKitos-PriViitt; Room

BH ADJ. Pnvate room/bath In 2bdnn/2bth
apt. Quiet/dean bMg. gated parking Looking
for damn non-smoker. Avail 6/1/01

$77&HMMaa. Kim 323-823-1062

402 LANDFAIR SUMMER SUBLET. Spa-
ckMjs 2bdrm/2bth on Landfair and Gayley. 2
partdng spaces/laundry tadWiaa. 6/15-fl/l.

$2l00/mo. Renting single/double rooms.
310-267-7780.

437 GAYLEY Pink Palace. BeautttuI

2bdrrrV2t)th. w/2bak:onie8. trench doors.

apMiOUS. 3 underground parking spots, par-

tialy ftimished Late June-a^r $2i50Arna
Please can Julie or Silvia at 310-824-5542.

475 GAYLEY AVE. Available mid-June to

mM-Sept. $450/month. Ck)ea to campus.
friendly roommates & manager. Looking lor

female subietter. 310-479-2236.

475 GAYLEY lbdrm/lprlvate-bth In

2txtmrV2bth apartment. Availat>ie iiTMnediate-

ly to mkl-September. Need 1-2 female-sub-
letters UndergrourxJ parldr^-spot. extrentely

dose to-campus. $a33/mtri. 3t0-208-4379

527 MIDVALE PLAZA 11 Urge studk). Fire-

place, bateony, pool/)acuzzi, gym. July 1-Aug
31. $1050/month- irx:fcxles water .1 pwMng
spot. 310-443-9552

547 LANDFAIR AVENUEO Strathmore.
BEST locationi Summer. Fumished
3txlrm/2bth. gigantk: bedrooms and living

area Easily fits 8-10 people! 8 parking-

spaces available. 310-208-5655

550 VETERAN SUBLET available mW-June
to mId-Sept. or negotiable $387 50/rT»onlh to

share bedroom. Gated parking, lull bath. Cal
Lily: 310-824-7077

660 VETERAN. 2-bedroom 1-bath. Fujly

Fumished. Fireplace. bakx)ny. gated park-
ir>g, Jacuzzi Available 6/18-9/1.

$1495/rTwnth. Call 310-209-1438

690 VETERAN- 2bdmrvr2bth. Share room for

summer & fall. Perfed for mkl-year graduat-
ing sentors $390/month. 310-206-0966. ka»
vangleeO yatxx).com

925 GAYLEY: Walk to campus. Westwood.
Ibdrm/lbth. parking, unfurnished,hardwood
fkx)rs Avaiiat}ie 6/19- mid-8«pt.
$1550/rTxxYth. Iniekla 310-267-7169.

ACROSS THE STREET FROM CAMPUSI
Large 2txlrTTV1 5bth. fumished. pod. batoa-
ny. DSL. gated parking, rmd^iune Ihra rrtd-'

Sept $1825/mth. 310-729-5556

APARTMENT
AVAILABLE FOR FALL

QUARTER
and aaaston C on Mklvaie 2-bedrooma. 1-

bath. Fun QMs. Ctoaa to Campus. 3 Parking
Spots. CaH 310-824-5963.

ATBHJM COURT PENTHOUSE. 5mln w«lc.

Naad 2-3 people. July-Sept, or Jan. Spa-
dous 2bd/2bth 2batoonies, park-
ing^gynVapa. $62S/mo. Male/Female ok.

310-267-7714.

ATRIUM COURTS FURNISHED private

badroomtoath with parking. DSL, Stereo,
CaMa. AvBlable nnki June to mki Saptamt>er.
1-2 people OK. $75a'mo Brandon 310-824-
7435

Westwood Village
433 Kelton Ave.
(3 I O) 208-8685

1 Bedroom from $1225
2 Bedroom from $1700

Extra large luxury units include:

• Riny Miuipped kitchen

• Central heating and air

• Extra closet space

• Wetbar in selected units

• Pnvate balcony

• 2 Bdroms have 2 baths

• Intercom entry & gated partong

'with 1 year Isass

Integrated Propeity Services, Inc

STUDIO CITY. $413: gated parking, a/c.

your owffi bedroom, phone ine. Femala grad
student prafenred. 20 mIn to UCLA. 818-763-
2674.

WEST LA. Share baauWul townhouse.
2bdniV2bth. gated parking, near Nation
al/Bamngton Rent $825/monlh. Half utiHties

Slbyne 310-996-1180.

WESTWOOD Fun. outgoing female kx)king
for 1-2 female roommates to share
2bdrm/2t)th apt ! AvaHatHe 8/01 or 9/01. Call
310-209 2665!

BEAUTIFUL 2-BEDROOM APARTMENT
Hardwood fkwrs, parking, full kitchen Atwo-
kitely gorgeous Must be seenMl $1900Ano
CaN Mar)o(1e 310-208-2120

BRENTWOOD. One-BedroorVOne-Bath In

Large-Brlghthjmlshed 2Bed-2Bath Apart-
ment. Uvlng-Room. Dinning-Room. Diah-
washer, Mk:rowave. Bakxtny, A/C. 2mlas
from UCLAABeach Near Transpoitatton.
TV/VCR/Digital-Cable/Stereo/DSL. Parking.
Klng-Slze Bed $900/mo. Junel-AuglO. 310-
415-9238.

CHEAP PALMS SUBLET Only $1150Ano
Large 2-Bed/2Balh Fumished. Available
June16-Sept16. 10-mln. Drive to campua. 1-

mlnute to busline CaN 310-204-1532, suMat-
rK>wOhotmail.com

WESTWOOD Pnvate room/bath In

2bdrm/2blh apt Quiet, dean buiWing. sub-
terranean parking, pool. Jacuzzi, A/C Prefer
dean, quiet non-smoker No pets
$800/mo4^utlNtles. Available 9/1/01. Brett
310-613-3935.

WLA- share beautMut house tn quiet neigh
lx)rtK)od KKchen/laurKlry/huge t)ackyard
Near Pkx»/Westwood bus, 3ml UCLA.
Available through 8/3(V01. $700/month. 310-
479-2285.

DANISH-AMERICAN FAMILY of three seeks
summer sut)let for weeks 26 thm 30 Please
contact Karen at kaarenmacleanOhof-
mail.oom

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to share
ibdrm in a 2bdnn/2bth apartment Fully fur

nished. DSL, or>e parkirHJ place, patio

$450/mth 310-824-2635

FEMALE SUBLET naadod Fal Quarter and
roommato naadad for next yaar. Ca« 310
267-0725 tor UN. Itan«ucla.edu or
oma/AiyMa 3io-ae7-oeoe.
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Ictcs in the meet ifd be very hard for

anyone to beat us, even on a good day
We're leaving guys home who are
ranked to score."

The Bruins' strength is the throws.
Junior Scott Moser and redshirt

freshman Dan Ames should clean up
in the shot put and discus. They will

most likdy score points in the ham-
mer as well.

Sophomore Scott Wiegand com-
plements UCLA's nationally ranked
duo and he should also score points in

the shot put and discus. On top of
that, sophomore Nate Marum is in

position to place in the top three in the

javelin. These four will come up with
the bulk of the Bruins' Pac-IO points

But Venegas is wary ofpredictions.
**If you expect something, you're

going to get disappointed and your
whole team can lose their edge.*' he
said. "You prepare them for (suc-

cess), but realize that anything can
happen in sports."
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Other than Moser and Ames, the

only UCLA favorite is sophomore
Kyle Erickson in the 400m hurdles.

However, Bruin potential is every-

where.

The pole vault competition, for

instance, is an opportunity for the

Bruins to make a major statement. In

the past few weeks. UCLA's pole

vaulters have improved by leaps and
bounds. Coming off four new person-

al records last weekend, the squad
boasts five 17-foot vaulters for the

first time in school history.

Unfortunately, there is only room for

three due to the 24-man limitation,

"Seventeen years of coaching and
I've never left a 17-foot vaulter at

home," said Pole Vault Coach
Anthony Curran. "And this year I've

had to leave two. It just shows that we
have a great track team all together."

Senior Steve Michels has the

team's leading mark, but it hasn't

been duplicated since February due
to a mid-season injury. However,
Michels has put up big heights in

practice lately. If that transfers to the

Pac-IO meet, he might win the whole

thing.

"(Michels) has always proved him-
self at big meets," Curran said. "He is

one of those senior kids who can rise

to the occasion. He was an automatic

for me."

Freshman Yoo Kim has been phe-

fiomenal in the past two weeks, culmi-

nating in a 17-4 1/2 vault last

Saturday If he has another break-

through this weekend, he also has title

potential.

"The competition is wide open this

year," Curran said. "I think any one
of my guys has a chance at winning
the event or taking second. I wouldn't
be surprised if my guys came in for a
sweep this year."

The distance events are the big

question mark for UCLA.
Senior Mason Moore and junior

Andrew Wulf are on the verge of
great things in the 3,000m steeple-

chase. They've had good perfor-

mances lately, but overall haven't

been consistent. Both need to be at

top form to place.

Senior Will Bemaldo and junior

Brian Green will double in the

5,000m and 10,000m. Their focus is

Saturday's 10,000m, where they

should both score. Sunday's 5000m
will be, according to Peterson, a noth-

ing-to-lose situation for them. They'll

do their best in the 10.000m and hop^
fully the energy of the meet will carry

them through the 5,000m.

"Historically, the steeplechase and
the 10,000m are the best chances we
have to score in the distance events,"

said Distance Coach Eric Peterson.

"That's why we have two athletes in

each of those."

Senior Paul Muite is coming off a
lifetime best in the 800m last week-
end. He'll need another at the Pac-IOs

ifhe is going to contribute points.

It'll be an uphill battle for the

Bruins. The odds are against them,
but they do have a chance. With the

right motivation, the right focus and
the right effort, anything can happen.

"What I like is that we have a bal-

anced program," Venegas said. "I

think that we have the most balanced
team in the nation. There is no one
area that is not represented well. It's

going to be a great team efTort.**

W.TRACK
From page 26

alone placing in the top three."

The attention which is being paid
to a top-three finish, rather than a
first-place finish, should come as wel-

come relief to the coaching staff, who
worry that because of the many indi-

vidual events at the championship,
the concept of "team" will get lost in

the shuffle.

"It's not just individual (events),"

Venegas said. "You've got to do your
job for the team. Let's say you're the

favorite, but you're not feeling right.

You can't act like a spoiled brat and
get eighth, ninth or tenth.

"If you can get second, then get

that second (for the team)," Venegas
added.

If and when the Bruins leave this

final mental obstacle before NCAAs
in their wake, then, with all due
respect to the R&B trio from
Houston, their drive and talent will

have them looking like the real team
of destiny.

SOFTBALL
FfDmpd9e28

a good opportunity for Courtney to come in

and get some work."

-

Belden allowed nine hits and four walks,

striking out only one. All eight runs were
earned, despite CCU's two errors. The
Bruins, meanwhile, went error-free.

UCLA's game was the most lopsided of
the day In the first game of the quadruple-

header, fifth-seeded Wisconsin upset second-

seeded Fresno State 3-1. That was followed by
a 2-0 win for fourth-seeded San Diego State

over third-seeded Cal State Northridge. In the

last game of the afternoon, Fresno State sent

Coastal Carolina home with a 6-4 defeat of
the Chants.

Today's first game between Fresno State

and CSUN at 10am will determine UCLA's
next opponent. The Bruins play the winner of
that game at 3 p.m. In between those two
games is the Wisconsin^DSU matchup at

12:30 p.m..

Saturday's action will start at 10 a.m. only
if the Bruins lose to the Fresno StateCSUN
winner. If UCLA wins its Friday game, there

will only be a doubleheadcr Saturday The
first game would start at 1 2:30 p.m. and would
put UCLA against the Wisconsin-SDSU win-

ner If UCLA loses today's game, it will face

the loser of the Wisconsin-SDSU game in the

consolation bracket. The day will conclude
with the last consolation game, and any of the
teams still playing could be involved.

Sunday's title game starts at 12:30 p.m. If

(he losing team in that game has only one loss,

a rematch will take place at 3 p.m.

After having faced both Fresno State and
UCLA in the same day, CCU Head Coach
Jess Dannelly was in a position to compare
the two. He said that UCLA's ii~2 victory over

Fresno on March 1 1 was an indication ofhow
the possible matchup would play out.

"There's the comparison right there. It just

seems like this is a year when UCLA is a step

ahead"

BASEBALL
From page 28

ERA, but the team's pitching

prowess doesn't stop there. Former
PaolO Player of the Week Mike
Esposito and a stellar bullpen give

the Sun Devils a fighting chance
against any team.

But the Arizona State hurlers

will find that the Bruin bats have
been in full swing lately Six mem-
bers of the Bruin starting lineup are

hitting .300 or above going into this

weekend's contests. The team is led

by designated hitter Brian Baron's

.446 batting average and Josh
Canales' 21-game hitting streak.

The addition of Brandon Averill to

the starting lineup has added some
much needed power in the middle
of the order.

The starting pitching rotation,

which has been in disarray the past

month, will finally be complete
again, matching ace Josh Karp and
senior Jon Brandt against the Sun
Devils' finest.

For the seniors and many of the

juniors, this weekend's series is the

last regular season series of their

collegiate careers.

"Sometimes freshmen and
sophomores say. 'We always have
next year,'" said Canales, a senior.

"But what I like is that these under-
classmen play just as hard and are
trying to win games for the

seniors."

As far as the players arc con-

cerned there is no special formula
for the Bruins to get into the play-

offs. They have the 48th highest

RPI going into the weekend. In

1993. the Bruins got into the play-

offs with an 11-13 conference
record, which is what they'll have if

they take three this weekend.
"We have to give the selection

committee a reason for uking us. A
reason would be getting three wins
at Arizona State." UCLA Head
Coach Gary Adams said. "A solid

reason would be to take two of
three games."

Many times this season the

Bruins have been wounded and
their playoff hopes left for dead.

But, as they proved by coming from
behind against Oregon State last

weekend, the Bruins will show that

the wounded animal is the one that

will fight the hardest to survive.

-ir-

M.TENNIS
From page 28

six starting singles players

ranked in the top 60. That com-
pares with just two for UCLA.

"The fact that we haven't

seen Georgia and don't know
them bothers me," Martin
said. "We know the players,

but we don't know the

matchups."

Georgia will also be enjoy-

ing home court advantage dur-

ing the tournament. And the

Bulldogs always have rowdy
crowds.

''Playing at Georgia is

always fun, because the crowds
are great down there." Martin
said. "Especially when
Georgia is playing."

If the Bruins reached the

finals, they will most likely play

top-seeded defending champi-
on Stanford. UCLA has
played Stanford three times
this year, beating them the first

time at a tournament in

Washington, but dropping the

final two. once at the LATC
and once at Stanford.

But for the latter two, the

Bruins were never at full

strength because Clemens was
out for the match at the LATC
on April 6 and Rojer was out

for the match on April 21 at

Stanford.

"UCLA had a lot of players

out when we played them,"
said Stanford head coach Dick
Gould. "That made a lot of dif-

ference in the end."

If Stanford wins, it would be
Gould's 18th national title. He
would join UCLA men's vol-

leyball Coach Al Scates the all-

time NCAA title single sport

record holder for coaches.

But the Bruins are confident

that they can stop the Cardinal

juggernaut and start their own
winning streak.

"I really think we can win it

this year." senior Jean-Noel
Grinda said.

W.TENNIS
From page 28

doubles point. The No. 2 match was
still in play but was suspended as soon
as the doubles point was determined.

In singles, sophomore Sara Walker,
ranked No. 18 nationally, accounted
for UCLA's only point when she
defeated No. 15 Julie Ditty 6-3, 7-6 in

thetopspoL

Unfortunately, the match slipped

out of UCLA's grasp with three
defeats in singles. At No. 3. UCLA's
Fisher lost 6-2. 6-3 to Vanderbilt's

Miller. At No. 5. Bruin freshman
Mariko Fritz-Krockow fell 7-5, 6-3 to

Aleke Tsoubanos. At No. 6, Donahue
was defeated 6-3, 6-2 by Kelly
Schmandt.

Because of the tight schedule, the

NCAA suspends unfinished matches
once one team wins the requisite four

points. As a result, Catherine Hawley
and Petya Marinova's matches at No. 2

and No. 4, respectively were stopped.

Both could have won their matches

given that Marinova was up a set and
Hawley was only down one set.

"Vanderbilt came out fired up and
they arc fighters. They have a lot of
heart," Sampras said. "We have heart

and talent, as well, but I think the dif-

ference is that they've been more con-

sistent over the year."

The team is disappointed, but must
set its its sights on the next task at hand:
the individual tournament.

"It is never fun being around a tour-

nament you're not in," Sampras said.

"But we've got to get ready and at least

we have more time to do that."

Although Walker is the only Bruin
competing in singles, two UCLA
teams will be represented in doubles.

UCLA's No. I team of Fisher and
Marinova will compete as well as the
No. 2 team of Walker and Fritz-

Krockow. The latter have been playing

especially well lately Before today's

suspended match they won their last

ten matches and the Pac-IO doubles
championship.

The individual tournament begins

Monday.

'»A ..^'..K'A. .^ . .^.-.

9700
St|l>|f!tS

lOT GUYS NEEDED
LxMUdng for guya to share an apartment with
INa summer. Muat be hot. Must tM down
Cal tor Intenrlew: 310-992-0462

HOUSE 4 SUBLEASE
WESTWOOtVBEL-AIR HtXISE. Sublease
short-term leaae. $3000/month
.3bdnn/2.5bth. Huge living room, braaklasi
area, den wMews. Great tor student/ teach-
ers. 310-477-0070.

KELTON AVE.. Looking tor lemale sublet
ier(8) tor Ibdrm. In 2bdrnV2bth Part-turn
Available tt^23-mid Sept. $92S/mth , $462 to
share. Call 310-824-53(77

MOR-BaauUful 2b6dr2baih situated on 23
acres luah troploai grourwl. Pool, tennis, spa.
fitneaa caniar, ooaan braaza. Available mid
June-MM-Saplambaf. $1960. 310-627-73 1

7

MIOVALE I - Naad roommata to share room
w/male In aummar. Zbdim, 081, pod, Jacuz-
zi etc. Faa laaaa am avaMabta. 310-206-
0531

9700
Siil.lrts

PALMS 2 rooms for June and/or July. $500
own bath/balcony $450 share bath. Easy
parking Female only. Chrtstlna:310-415-
9987

PALMS HtJGE 2bdrm/2Wh. living, dining,
balcony, fireplace, security, perking garage.
Oulet neighborhood, 4ml from UCLA. June-
Sept (negotiable) $l0l2/month>utlilties
310-559-3225.

9700
Stiblets

SUMMER SUBLET. 424-LANDFAIR.
Apt.#l6 $365/month, beginnkig June-17th
Light airy room, share w/one male-room-
mate. Own bathroom. Cabla-TV, Conputar
v»VDSL. short walk to campua. Mike or Mitch:
310-443-9926

9700
Sublets

VENICE. 6/16 through 8/30. Fumished room
In 3bdrm houee. Yard. apa. waahar/dryar.
Dog-lover. Qraduata student preferred.
$700/nfKmjtlltles. Amy 310-822-9307#2

NOT HAUNTEOI
LANOPAm/STflATHMOflE.Poslllves:
»>«i/ibath, iMng room. Mic^ian. downhM
wale to pampua. NagaVvaa: UiNI waft from
campua, gtobal waimlno. Mka:310-208-
3260

POOL PARTY! 691 Lever1r>g and Strath
more Spactous, fumished, ibdrm/lbth Un-
derground parking, DSL, available June 1st-

mW Sept. $1300/mth. 310-624-4644

RENT ME!
PERFECT SUMMER SUBLET!!!
2bdmV2bth BriflW, I200sq.ft.. bateony. fire-

place, gated-parkmg. pool/Jacuzzi. walk-In
ctosets. GasAwater inckxledt Mkl-Juna thru
August. $1800/m»i. CaN 31O624-0089

STRATHMORE. BALCONY OVERLOOKS
pool/spa Fully FumMiad, 2B0^2eA. Hugal
1130 sqft DSL. Mtol>aar. $47tMfnonih. Baal
Damn Place In Waaiiaood. Bar-nona. 310-
824-2009.

SUMMER SUBLET- Need an apartment?
Share • nk:e one on Kelton and Ophir for

leaO/ynVi. Avvtable June 1 5th CaH Ryan or

Josh 310-206-0210

SUMMER SUBLET. Studto Apartment.
WWk-in ctoset. 1 or 2 paopla. Batoony.
Parking including Cool neighbors. Ctoseto
campus 310-624-1333.

WANT TO SUBLET FOR THE SUM-
MER? Reach thousands of potential
roommates for free. www. west

-

.com 310-395-RENT.

9700
Sublets

WESTWOOD. 6/1 7-7/31/01 (negotiable)
Fully Fumished. Have own room In a quiet
apartment complex Parking, pool. A/C.
Quiet, responsible female prefened
Cal:310-206-886e.

SUMMER SUBLET CLUB CALIFORNIA
Beginning June i9th. Female to share room
In 2bdrhV2bth apt Bateony. pool/spa. gym.
parking. Kasey 310-443-1461.

SUMMER SUBLETTERS WANTED at 515
Kelton tor spackMJs 2becl/2bath Batoony.
pool, free DSL. gas, H20. parking $2130.
($533^>erBon). Eamon:310-208-1164.

WESTWOOD BOARDING HOUSE: Rooms
$250/mth. T1 IntemeL premium cabto, free
tocai phone, weekly maid, aharad kitehen.
oo-aHa laundiy, pool labia, baskalbal court,
piano. Manager on-aNa. 310-209^148

8UMM6R-8UBLET. SILVERLAKE
BLV;V8llW8gT/1 01. Spacious. 2bdmi
^kff^ ^anWiad, hart^vood ftoors. Weal tor

'**y*''><><M)owr»town intemahips
$70MWHdapoalL Avatable 6^1-8/31. Re
ponaWa appHcanta i23-663-89i2. jbra
sas^hotmaNoom

WESTWOOD TREEHOUSE. 10919 Strath-
more. Ctoaaat apartment to campus. Great
batoony. Space tor one or hwo peopto Con-
tact Dan 310-824-7432.

WESTWOOD. 3bad/2bath, dining room,
large Mng room, PARKING. VMsMng dto-

tanca to UCLA (2-btocl(s). Hardwood Itoors

and nawly paimad wala. Wal kept and
daan. If Inteiatiad contact Man 310-671-

7836.

WESTWOOD: Share or own room- Kel-
torvStrathmors with paddng. pool, batoony.
For more Irrfo. call Valerie 310-624-3619

WILSHIRE 2-MlLES FROM CAMPUS.
Beautiful 2-Bedroom Apartment. Looking tor
2-peopte to shars Spactous Bedroom^^th-
room. Available 6/20 $475/mo per person
310-312-0157.

WLA Luxurtoua apt Urge maalar badroom
^uf^lk-in ctoaat. Fumishad. FkaplMa, bal-
cony, jacuul, parking Secure entrance,
f^eer bus MW^ne-beg/Sept. $850/mo. hnt-
apart OhotmaH.com

9800
VjiCiitioM R(Mit;ils

BEAUTIFUL. SPACKMJS YOSEMITE
HOME aumMjndad by tan pines Ctoaa to
avan^hma Riiy Equ^ipad, 5000* aiavaHon
•undack. laaaonabia rales. 816-
www.yoaamilaJalovaly.oom
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Bruins making run for Rac-1 title

Baseball at Arizofli State y^ V.

Tempe, Arg^7 p.m. V v
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Baseball at

Tempe, Ariz.,

(Intemet - uclabruins.

Track & Field at

Pac-10 Championships

Berkeley, Calif, all day

W.Tennls at NCAA
Championships

Stone Mountain, 6a., all day

M.Tennls at NCAA
ships

p.m.

tegionais

ail day

Sunday
Baseball at Arizona State

Tempe, Ariz., 1 p.

(internet - uclabruin

W.Tennls at NC
Championships

Stone Mountain,

M.Tennis at NC
Championships

Athens^ 6a., 2 p.mi

Track & Field at

Pac-10 Championships

Berkeley, Calif., all day

W.GoffatNCAA
Championships

Daytoha Beach* Fla, all day

Softball at^t^lCAABeigioHais

Easton Stadium, ail day

W.TRACK: Victory at TVack & Field

Championships would be fifth in

row, 12th overall for UCLA teams

ByWmWMtehom
Daily Bniin Contributor

At the risk of paraphrasing an R&B song, the

PaolO had better be ready for this weekend's jelly.

Destiny's Child probably didn't have the UCLA
women's track team on their minds when they cut

their next single. Nonetheless, the conference's task

at this weekend's Pac-IO Track & Field

Championships will be the same as it's been for the

last four years: stopping the Bruins.

UCLA can claim their fifth conference title in a

row and 12th overall with a victory in Berkeley this

weekend. The Bruins will gquare off against

arguably the nation's toughest conference for

women's track, with three Pac-IO teams in the top 10

(No. I UCLA, No. 2 USC, and No. 6 Arizona) and

seven overall in the top 25.

The Bruins are painfully aware of the competi-

tion that awaits them.

"We worry about every athlete because (the con-

ference) is so loaded," said Throwing Coach Art

Venegas. "There's CMympic-level athletes here and

there -just about every team. They're ail great."

Nevertheless, the focus in practice this week was

on the Bruins, not the other schools.

"Wejust have to do ourjob," Venegas continued.

.

Ifwe do our job, the point totals will fall our way.**"

Junior thrower Chaniqua Ross confidently con-

curred.

"I wouldn't even say that we were worried about

USC," she said. "We just kind of want to go there

and perform to our fullest potential. If we do that,

then we shouldn't have any problems at all."

The 24 athletes UCLA will send to the East Bay

are statistically among the best in the nation. Senior

Christina Tolson v^II look to defend her title in the

hammer throw, which she claimed last year with a

toss of 208-5. Tolson will also look to improve upon
last years' finish in the shot put. This season Tolson

has routinely bested last year's second place throw

of 51-6, including a toss of 58-2 at USC two weeks

ago.

The Bruins also boast the No. I heptathlete in the

nation in sepior Michelle Perry, who earlier this year

became the first Bruin since 1995 to qualify for the

NCAAs in the heptathlon. Perry is integral to the

bread and butter of the track team as well, on the 4 x

400 meter relay squad. Freshmen Adia McKinnon
and Sheena Johnson, junior Ysanne Williams and

anchor Perry qualified earlier this month for the

NCAAs with a time of 3 minutes, 32.17 seconds in a

victory at USC.
Olympic-qualifier senior Shakedia Jones will also

seek to conquer the field in the 100m. Jones turned

NICOti MiaEtVOatly Bruin

Junior vaulter Heather Sickler will compete
this weekend at the Pac-IO Championships.

in an astounding mark of 1 1.13 in defeating USC's
Olympic-hopeful junior Angela Williams, the two-

time reigning NCAA and Pac-IO Champion in the

event, two weeks ago. Jones also anchors the 4 xJ^ relay.

junior pole vaulter Tracy O'Hara looks to

impress as well. O'Hara, the nation's No. I colle-

giate vaulter, will defend her Pac-IO Championship

record mark of 13-7, a mark she bested this season

after clearing the bar at 14-6 at the Cal/Nevada

Meet last month, the top mark in the nation.

Damesha Griffith hopes to defend a Pac-IO title

of her own in the high jump. Griffith won the event

with ajump of 5-10 last year, a full five inches higher

then her 5-5 frame and knows she must concentrate

on her form if she is to repeat as champion.

"Everything is looking pretty good, except for

my technique," she said, noting that she is also wary

of her competitors. "Whitney Evans from
Washington, I think she's leading the (NCAAs)
right now. She's a big competitor. (But) I hope
they're worrying about me more than I'm worrying

about them. That's an advantage to me."

The Bruins are concentrating on staying healthy

and not losing sight of the significance of the event.

"Right now it's pretty intense because it's down
to championship time," said freshmen Sani Roseby,

who qualified for her first Pac-IO Championships in

the relays and will compete with Perry in the hur-

dles.

"It's intense trying to make it to the finals, let

Se«W.TIAa(,|M9c25

Squad ready

to challenge

conference's

toughest foes
M.TRACK: Stanford, USC
top contenders; Cardinal

favored for championship

BydcffiWorthifigCon

Daily Bruin Contributor

This has been the focus all along. The

entire season was geared towards success

at the Pac-IO and NCAA
Championships, and now the Bruins have

their chance. UCLA will compete for a

Pac-IO title this Saturday and Sunday at

Berkeley.

The main contenders for the tide will

be No. 4 Stanford, No. 9 USC and the

Bruins.

The championship is Stanford's for

the taking. The Cardinal dominates the

distance events and has two nationally

top-ranked and two second-ranked field

•ilhletes. However, Stanford may ttaiir'

some of its distance runners to try for a

national championship. Stanford could

conceivably win 100 points in the dis-

tances alone.

"If Stanford throws absolutely every-

body into the distances, (wath distance

runners) doubles and triples, that puts

them over the top," UCLA Head Coach
Art Venegas said.

USC is a more balanced team. The
Trojans have top sprinters and field ath-

letes, as well as a strong 800^neter runner

in junior Kevin Elliot.

UCLA, though unranked, has across-

the-board strength. Except for the 1500m
and high jump, in which no Bruins are

entered, UCLA has contenders in every

event.

One of the biggest challenges for the

team was deciding who to take. Each
team is allotted only 24 athletes and the

Bruins have much more depth than that.

"It's a bit of a chess game," Venegas

said. "What will the other guys do?"

"I'm convinced that if we had 32 ath-

$««M.T1IAa(,pa9e2S

MEDICAL MD & VETERINARY
DEGREE PROGRAMS
Making World-Class Physicians &

Veterinarians Today, For Tomorrow's World
Programs to meet the needs of high school and college graduates.

More than a half a century okl well-recognized and established Eumpean medical

and veterinary universities.

Programs recognized by National Committee on Medical Education and

Accreditation and US Department of Education.

100% financial aid is available. The US government provides subsidized kwis to

qualified students in our programs.

Approved by New Yod Medical Education Board for clinical training in the stale of

New Yoric. (A stale with a high number of residency positions.)

Medial and veterinary ciinical clerkshipsAraining in the USA.

Smaller dass size with traditional European tutorial style educatkxi.

Program offers opp(«tunity to earn dual degrees - MD Ph.D.. MD MBA, MD
MSHAMDMPHA etc.

Much safer campus environment, compared to ntany campuses in the USA alkiwing

to retain and strengthen cultural identities.

English language curriculum matches to major Amencan medk:al and veterinary

schools.

An excellent opportunity for hands-on participation for extensive training and

experience.

Alumni hoMing very good positions all over the USA.

p Q: what do you do after you read it?

A: you recycle it! ©

Wten k coma lo meScal & feterinary educalkm, <mrpro^nmu tit i

for exedkiKe. Wih coopemiomjrom Emnmm nwemHes, HopehMkd
nuKHm prmgMyou a MfWi mnmOKiUu opponmlmj myOmrmmutf.

APPLY NOW!
TlwtaU semester begins on October 1,2001.

Formomdsiallsdktformsbon,phsa&conlacitMat:

Hope Medical Institute
TSSTMmMc ShMk Blvd^, Bldg. 2B, Newport News, VA 236«<>-J575

PHONE: (757) 873-3333 • FAX: (757) 873-6661

wwvy.hopemedicalinstitute.org

Wyi Yon Be Looking For Work When Yon Graduate?

Have You Considered Canada as a Place to Live?

Is Quali^ of Life a Consideration for You?

Ill

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
CANADA 1^

Then there's a future for you In Albertal

Come hear about Alberta and me Alberta Advantage.

Come see the I.T opportunities and other professional

and business careers available to you now In Alberta

Sponsored by fhe UCLA Canodkin Students Club

Going somewhere
this summer?
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MEN'S TENNIS NCAA CHAMPIONSHIPS

Giving it

anottier go
Team Championship: May 19-22
Individual Championship: May 23-28

Athens, Georgia

The Bruins are heading to Georgia in an

effort to claim the NCAA Championship

ByGragSdiaki
DdUy Bruin Contributor

UCLA has had a lot of champi-

onship-caliber teams in men's tennis

in the past eight years.

But in that stretch, the Bruins have

never won a title.

Since Billy Martin took over the

head coaching job in 1994, the Bruins

have made it a habit to get tantalizing-

ly dote to a diampionship, then come
up short of Stanford.

No other year epitomizes this trend

better than 1996, when UCLA was

within a hair's breadth of winning the

NCAA Championship.

That season, the Bruins had a stel-

lar 24-0 record going into the NCAA
Tournament, earning the top seed.

They easily made it to the finals,

where they met No. 2 Stanford, who
they had already beaten three times

that season.

To start the match, the Bruins won
the doubles point, meaning all they

had to do was win three of the six sin-

gles matches to win the champi-

onship.

But they couldn't do it. They
choked.

At No. 5 singles, UCLA's Matt

Breen was playing Stanford's Grant

Elliot. Breen had dominated Elliot all

three times they had played that year.

"I certainly thought we would win

at No. 5 (singles)," Martin said.

"Matt Breen had beaten (Elliot) quite

handily that year."

The Bruins were swept at four

straight singles spots before they had

UCLA'S NCAA FINISHES UNDER HEAD COACH BIUY MARTIN

The Bruins h

Plfl
1994

ave yet to \^<fff^ team chamS^onship under Martin.

^ RECORD^H CONFERENCE FINISH NCAA FINISH^1
U-6 3rd T-3rd

1995 JMjr,^ 3rd T-3rd

1996 W 1st 2nd

1997 s T-lst T-3rd

1998 I^K T-2nd / T-5th

1999 26-3^1^^. Mst 2nd

2000
. 2M ^ikMtf--^^na T-5th

a dtance to win one, and ended up los-

ing in disappointing fashion, 4-1.

"You don't know when some guys

are going to react at do^r-die time,"

Martin said. "That's sports."

The Bruins also had a great chance

in 1999, when they went 22-2 and

again earned the top seed in the tour-

nament. UCLA breezed to the fmals

that year also, as they did in 1996.

"I thought we had a really great

chance to win in 1999," senior Jean-

Noel Grinda recalled. "We had a real-

ly great team that season."

The Bruins met No. 10 Georgia in

the fmals. After dropping the doubles

point, UCLA came out on fire in the

singes, with five of the six players

winning the First set.

They quickly found themselves up

3-2 in the match, with two singles

spots still on the court in Marcin

Rozpedski and Jong-Min Lee.

Both of those players won the first

set, dropped the second set in a

tiebreaker, then went on to lose the

AOAMLEVin

third set 6-2.

UCLA had once again choked in

the end, losing 4-3.

"That was a tough one to lose,"

Martin said. "Sometimes the better

team doesn't win. it is not because of

their tennis talent (that they lose), but

rather it is mental."

. Last year, the Bruins were 23-4

going into the tournament, seeded

No. 2 in the tournament and had a

great chance to win.

"I thought that us and Stanford

were by far the two best teams last

year," Martin said. "I felt that if we
could play Stanford in the finals, we
could give them a heck of a battle."

But UCLA was unable to make it

that far. Two days before the NCAA
Regionals, the Bruins' No. 2 singles

player, senior captain Brandon
Kramer, fractured his wrist and his

season was over.

That loss hurt the Bruins immea-

surably, and they were never able to

realize their dream of making it to the

BmOGETCBRIEN/Oally Bfuin Seniof Staff

Senior Jean-Noel Grinda will be one of the tennis team members
competing in the NCAAs In Athens, Ga., this weekend.

finals. They fell in the quarterfinals to years.

No. 10 Tennessee, 4-1.

These are just a few of the horror

stories that have come out of the

NCAA Championships for UCLA's
men's tennis team in the past eight

The truth is that they have never

failed to reach the quarterfinals and

have made it to the semifinals in six of

Martin's eight seasons.

Yet they have never won.

Qemens brings talent, drive to UCLA

DC I A Spofrs Intofmation

Freshman Tobias a«m«ns, born and raised In Germany, will be helping the

Bnjins make a run for the NCAA title In Georgia this weekend.

FEATURE: Player moves

from Germany to L.A.

in search of challenge

BylMihalteo

Daily Bruin Gmtributor

Challenge.

Sometimes it drives us, and

sometimes it causes us to do things

we normally would never do. And
sometimes it leads us to make tough

decisions.

This is what it did for freshman

Tobias Clemens.

Clemens decided to come to

UCLA for the challenge. The chal-

lenge of attending college, playing

tennis, and discovering a new life

on an entirely different continent

brought him to Westwood last

September.

"(Clemens) Is a fine

young man,

academically and

athletically."

Billy Martin

UCLA head coach

He was bom and brought up in

Bohn, Germany, where his parents

taught him how to play tennis at an

early age.

He started to play on the clay

courts in his hometown, and it

quickly became more than a leisure

activity. As a youth, he went

througli the German dub system

and developed into a top player.

Clemens played tournaments on

the professional tour in 2000 for a

few months before deciding to

attend college. In the interests of

his future, he thought he should get

a college degree before thinking

about playing professionally again.

"The pro tour was fun. I got to

travel around the world, and even

came to the United States. The
level oftennis was so high," he said.

He had heard about UCLA's
reputation for hi^ academic and

athletic standards. He made his

decision, and found himself chal-

lenged in Los Angeles at the begin-

ning of the next academic year.

"America is very different than

Europe, especially Los Angeles,"

he said. "Here everything is on a big

scale, everything is in bulk."

But the UCLA team and its

head coach. Billy Martin, have

made Clemens feel at home. The
team is now his life, and Gemens is

happy with that

"In the short time I have gotten

to know Toby, it's been really enjoy-

able for me," Martin said. "He is a

fine young man, academically aiKl

athletically"

Gemens plays both singles and

doubles. In Germany, he enjoyed

singles, but here, doubles present

more of a chaNenfe for him. He
likes sharing the pressure of the

game by playing with sophomore

Lassi Ketola, a frier>d from Europe.

"It is nice to play with him

because he has already played on
tour and has a lot of experience,"

Ketola said. "We have really good

team spirit, and even have a special

dink (high five with the racket). He
is a cool guy, and is taking care of

the entire team."

Clemens' recovery

has allowed him to

face his greatest

challenge yet.

Clemens has had other chal-

lenges besides adjusting to new sur-

roundings. He was injured in

February for the first time in his life,

and had to take six weeks off to

recover. Gemens even had to sit

out oh both Stanford matches,

which the Bruins lost 4-3 each time.

Since then, he has had to work to

regain the speed and agility he lost

during his time off.

"I need him to be tough on him-

self, and more of a friend to him-

self," Martin said. "He has over-

come the ankle injury. He was mad
at me for not putting him in the line-

up earlier. But I wanted to make
sure he was completely healed

before I put him in. I am sure that

sitting out on both Stanford match-

es killed him, but we needed him for

our later matches."

Gemens' recovery has allowed

him to face his greatest challenge

yet. He is currently in Georgia conv

peting in his first NCAA
Tournament.

"It is what we have worked the

whole season for," Gemens said.
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Men's tennis heads to

Athens, Ga., to fulfill their

NCAA Championship

dreams. See page 27.

Bruins see their season end

In third round of NG\A play
W.TENNIS: Team falls, but four

players will move on to next

week's individual tournament

By Hannah Gordon
Daily Baiin Contributor

The No. 30 UCLA women's tennis team's

season came to an end today as they lost 4-1 to

No. 6 Vanderbilt in the third round of NCAA
Championships in Stone Mountain, Georgia.

Four of the players, however, will go on to the

NCAA Individual Tournament next week.

The team got off to a rough start in doubles. At
No. 1, freshman Lauren Fisher and junior Petya

-Marinova, ranked No. 18 nationally, lost 8-1 to

Vanderbilt's Julie Ditty and Kate Burson, ranked
No. 5. Their styles did not match well because

Fisher and Marinova favor an aggressive serve

and volley while Dit|y and Burson stayed back
from the net and mixed their plays up with spin

on the ball.

Third Round, NCAAs
Vanderbilt 4

UCLA1

"Playing No. I is hard, tut Petya and Lauren
were too hot and cold. They are either fantastic or

horrendous," Head Coach Stella Sampras said.

At No. 3, senior Jennifer Donahue and junior

Catherine Hawt^ lost »4, giving Vanderbilt the

See W.TENNIS, page 25
OAWf HILlAlally Brum S«rtOf SUff

Senior Jennifer Donahue reaches for the ball in a match against Irvine earlier this season.

Squad makes Lady Chants say 'uncle'
SOFTBALL Bruins trounce

Coastal Carolina, advance

to second day of Regionals

By Andrew Borders

Daily Bniin Reporter

continued. Watley singled and sophomore
Tairia Mims brought her home with a tower-

ing home run to right field. Sua added a solo

shot, putting UCLA up 7-0. In the fourth

inning, UCLA put the game into the mercy-
rule range when freshman Stephanie Ramos
scored on an error by CCU sophomore
shortstop Kelli Julg.

'They had a very good offense and we did
The-top^eeded UCLA Bruins (56-5) put everything we could to pitch around them

on a clinic at Easton Stadium Thursday, and and sometimes the ball didn't go where it

although they charged no fee, it came at the needed to go," Belden said.

expense of the sixth-

seeded Coastal

Carolina Lady
Chanticleers (27-22).

UCLA moved on to

day two of NCAA
Regional play with an

8-0 run-rule win over

the Lady Chants in a

NCAA Regionals

UCLA 8

Coastal Carolina

The difference

between the starting

pitchers was so clear

that it afforded Dale

three innings oftune-up

work after the Bruins

built the seven-run lead.

After freshman pitcher

Keira Gocrl's two per-

Series VS. ASU

gives team last

inityto

make playoffs

BASEBALL* Squad must win

in order to avoid dropping

off into postseason oblivion

• • IIIr r

game marked by explosive hitting and sufTo- feet innings. Dale allowed CCU's only hit of
eating pitching by the Bruins

In the first inning, sophomore Natasha
Watley opened the scoring when CCU junior

Stephanie Belden threw a wild pitdi. allow-

ing Watley to score from third. After walks to

the game, a double by junior Jennifer

Schmidt in the third inning.

"I was pleased that Keira settled in very

quickly," UCLA head coach Sue Enquist

said. "Anytime you have a freshman in the

Sophomore Natasha
Costal Carolina in the

IDWARULIN/UidyBfUin

Watley gets on base against

first round of the NCAAs.

junior Stacey Nuveman and freshman Qaire circle, every new situation is going to test her.
Sua, senior Courtney Dale hit a three-run Once we settled in and got some runs, it was
home run.

The following inning, the Bruin fireworks Sec SOFTMU, page 25

Huskies are UCLA's first obstacle on road to title

By Scott Bak
Daily Bruin Contributor

Two roads diverge in the desert. One
road leads to the unlimited promise of a
second season in the NCAA playoffs.

The other is a dead end.

By Sunday night, after the UCLA
baseball team finishes its final regular

season series in Tcmpe against rival

Arizona Sute, the Bruins will have taken
their fateful step down one of the two
paths.

M.TENNIS: Players aren*t taking

Washington for granted, despite

leading 15-1 in all-time series

By Greg Sdiain

Daily Bruin Contributor

The home stretch of UCLA's quest for a

national championship begins Saturday at 5

p.m., when the team faces No. 15 Washington at

the Dan Magill Tennis Complex in Athens,
Georgia.

Washington is a familiar opponent to the
Bruins. At No. 2, UCLA is 15-1 in the all-time

series, including one victory this year In that

match on April 13, the Bruins cruised to an easy
6-1 win. The only loss came from freshman
Tobias Oemens. who dropped his match 6-2, 6-2.

But that was Clemens' first match back from a

foot injury that had sidelined him for over a
month.

**He was probably only 70 to 75 percent at

that time," said UCLA head coach Billy Martin.
"I probably shouldn't have played him. but

(Tobias) was so adamant about wanting to play."

UCLA was also without No. I singles player

Jean-Julien Rojer, who was playing at the Davis
Cup.

Despite UCLA's historical success against

Washington, the players aren't taking a victory

for granted.

"Washington is a good team, with good com-
petitors. We were lucky to beat them so easily

last time," Clemens said.

If UCLA gets by Washington, they move to

the quarterfinals, where they will play the winner
of No. 7 Southern Methodist and unseeded
Mississippi State on Sunday at 2 p.m.

The Bruins have not met either team this sea-

son, but they do have a history with likely oppo-
nent SMU. Three years ago. UCLA beat SMU
in the National Indoor Championships. The
Bruins lead the all-time series 13-2.

The more challenging matches for UCLA will

occur Monday and Tuesday in the semifinals and
finals, if they get there

Their likely opponent in the semifinals is No.
3 Georgia, which is 22-1 on the season and has

BARON WATCH
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Sophonr^ore Erfan Djahangiri returns the ball
$•• M.TINNIS, page 25 in a regional match last week at the LATC.

CONNS WU/0«*y Bruin SM«tor Staff

At many points during the season, the

Bruins have lost must-win contests and
have taken the first step down the dead-
end road. But throughout the season's

ups and downs, the Bruins have kept
themselves within striking distance of
their playoff dreams.

"We still sec there's a chance," junior
third baseman Randall Shelley said. "A
lot of people say there isn't Our task at

hand is to get wins. We have to work
hard."

Coming off a lackadaisical effort in a
loss to \JC Santa Barbara, the Bruins

must play at their peak to contend with a
strong Sun Devil squad.

Arizona State features ace ion
Swiuer and his 5-4 record and 3.84

SMMSaALtNft2S

UCLA

8<^rvinj? the UCLA (x)mmunity since 191i
www.dailybruin.ucla-eciu

Marching on
Men's tennis moves on in the

NCAAs by beating Washington.

SPORTS BACK PAGE

Abu-Jamal speaks
The death-row inmate spoke
at Occidental College's

graduation. NEWS PAGE 8

Protest urges U.S. action in Palestine
MIDEAST: Marchers act

against apathy in crisis,

53 years of Israeli rule

By Marcelle Richards

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Protesters marched at the

Federal building Saturday to

denounce the U.S.'s complacency
in the Israeli-Palestinian crisis.

The march coincided with the

53rd anniversary of Israel's acqui-

sition of Palestinian lands.

Palestinians are now living

under the rule of prime minister

Ariel Sharon, whom the marchers
made part of their protest due to

his militant past.

"Today the prime minister -

the butcher - is invading the

Palestinian cities and bombing
them, killing children, women and
old people on a daily basis." said

Samir Twair. president of the

Arab-American Press Guild.

'^They're using Phantom- 16s to

bomb the Palestinians. We're
American people; we should not

allow American airplanes to kill

defenseless people."

Shulamit Bahat. American
Jewish Committee Acting
Executive Director, disagreed

with the accusations in a state-

ment released May 18.

"Israel's hand for peace is still

outstretched. The Palestinian

leadership should grab it and join

Israelis in the quest for peace,"

she said.

Several hundred people - many

COURTNtY STEWART/Daity Bfuin

Palestine supporters march down Wilshire Boulevard In Westwood Saturday. The protest com-
memorates 53 years of Israeli occupation of land previously known as Palestine.

of Palestinian. Jewish and Israeli

descent - converged on the grassy

flat in front of the building, wav-

ing signs at passing cars on
Wilshire Boulevard as American
Hags waved above them.

"All these people are people of

conscience," said Sabiha Kham. a

1999 psychology alumna.

Sitting silently on the curb were
the victims of the conflict. Most
were under 18, all in wheelchairs.

Mothers with infants flanked

signs with photos of dead children

shown amid piles of rubble.

All remained calm, hardly

attracting the attention of nearby

Los Angeles County Sheriffs

Department officers hired to

oversee the event.

As protesters shouted "Free,

free Palestine." many more stood

embittered by the apathy in their

own country.

"While the Israelis speak of

peace, their actions are directly

opposite." said Don Bustany. rep-

resentative of the American Arab

Anti-discrimination Committee.
"And the U.S. totally unethically

looks the other way, speaks a few

word$ of disapproval and does
nothing."

"Life there is horrendous. You
can't travel, you have to go
through army check points, if

you're sick you have no hospital

access," Bustany said.

"Yesterday a woman gave birth

at an anny check point because

$eeMMaWpa9eT4

Students protest publication of ad in newspaper
IBRUIM* Guidelines called

into question; editor says

(Bay-to-day decisions vary

By

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

About 30 students rallied in

Meyerhofl" Park Friday to protest

an advertisement published last

month in the Daily Bruin, which

they described as "hateful misinfor-

mation."

As about a dozen Bruin staff and
editors watched, protesters called

for the paper to print a retraction

and apology for the ad.

"We met with the Daily Bruin

stafTa number of times, trying to gel

an apology or equal space or some-

thing," said LeAnn Quinn. a fourth-

year psychology student and mem-
ber of the Coalition for the Fair

Representation of Women. "But we
were thwarted."

The advertisement, which ran

April 18, featured 10 "tommon fem-

ifiist mytiw" and called on studcntt

MCOie MUlEfUlMty Brum

Students gather In front of Kerckhoff Hall on Friday to protest
an advertisement that ran In the Daily Bruin on Ap^il 18.

to report instances of professors

using those myths to the

Independent Women's Forum, the

group that paid for the advertise*

mcnt.

"These are the concepts and
ideas that have limited, even today,

the occupations and abilities of

women to ex|>ress themsdvea." said

Christie Scott, a fourth-year

women's studies and American lit-

erature and culture student

Scott said the ad violated guide-

lines for advertisements in Student

Media publications as established

by the Associated Students of

UCLA Communications Board.
The Bruin's parent organization..

' A flyer distributed at the protest

pointed out specific portions of the

ad that activists say violated the

guidelines. For example, the guide-

lines slate that any advertisement

that "stereotypes ... persons of a par-

ticular gender" should not be

accepted for publication.

Protesters said the ad's statement

that "males are greater risk-takers,

females are more nurturing" is the

kind of stereotype that should have

kept it from being published.

But Daily Bruin Editor in Chief
Christine Byrd said protesters were
interpreting the guidelines difl"erent-

ly than The Bruin does on a day-to-

day basis.

**!f you look at the policy very lit-

erally, we almost coukln't run any
ads. and that's not the way we inter-

pret that policy day in and day out."

Byrd said, adding there will be no
retraction or apology for the adver-

tisement.

Byrd said that she understands

how protesters could interpret the

guidelines in such a way as to make

SMPMnUI,pa9e9

Exhibition looks

at how disabled

are portrayed in

movie industry

FILM: Educating the public

among goals of event that~~

brought actors to campus

By Noah Grand
Daily Bmin Reporter

A week-long international film exhibi-

tion at UCLA, "Capable Reality:

Addressing Disability in Film." conclud-

ed on Saturday with a ceremony that

brought sponsors and actors together to

discuss how people with disabilities are

portrayed.

Educating the public about people with

disabilities was a major theme of the

event. Marcelo Mitnik. a second-year

graduate student in the screenwriting pro-

gram and special event coordinator of the

Dashew International Center, said that it

was important to portray people with dis-

abilities doing what they do, and not as

heroes or victims.

"1 really used the film exhibition as an

excuse to discuss this topic," Mitnik said.

"The more we talk about disabilities, the

less people will fear the disabled and the

more ofan impact we wiO have."
"^

"In some ways I am a role

model for the disabled.

It's a pretty humbling

responsibility."

Robert David Hall

Actor

Mitnik said he decided he wanted to

have a film exhibition, and he felt obligat-

ed to choose a theme that would make a

statement He chose the theme of disabili-

ties because he felt they were not dis-

cussed, and the exhibition would be a

good opportunity to bring up this discus-

sion.

The film exhibition included seven

films, each from a different country. This

helped to show how different cultures

around the world treat and portray indi-

viduals with disabilities.

"Disability is worldwide." said actor

and keynote speaker Robert David Hall.

**I do know that movies and television go
around the world and help educate people

about the disabled."

In his speech. Hall said it is rare for

people with disabilities to play roles that

are not based on their disability. Hall, a

UCLA alumnus, plays Dr. Robins, the

coroner on the CBS scries CSI (Crime
Scene Investigation). He is currently the

only disabled actor with a regular role in a

television series.

"I did not set out to be a role model,"
said Hall, who had both legs amputated

Sttumintpsftis
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Today 11a.m.
Student Welfare Commission

Gunpus Safety Fair

Bruin Plaza

3:15 p.m.

UCLA Russian Club

Meeting

Kinsey I99D

310-559-3599

Weather

Today

Partly Cloudy

high: 77 low: 61

Tuesday

Partly Cloudy

high: 79 low: 61

Wednesday

Scattered Showers

high: 79 low: 61

Outlook:

h bob Ike temperatum wM be

hmiiig up this week with highs

approadting the low 80s by

midweek. Sawenuyfrnailygeta

taste of spring if all goes weH.
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6 p.m.

UCLA Students against Sweatshops

"An Inside View ofSweatshops"

KerckhofTGrand Salon

6:30 p.m.

UCLA Career Center

Careers in Biotechnology

Career Center Career Lab

206-1915

8 p.m.

Enigma - UCLA's Science Fiction,

Fantasy and Gaming Club

Geology 4645

GALA
Mens Discussion Group

Kerckhorfl35

825-8053
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Repeal of SP-1, 2 ends dark

period of UC politicization

Midiael

Weiner

COLUMN: Remnants of

Wilson's agenda follow

him to history's dustbin

When the UC Board of

Regents voted unani-

mously to rescind its ban

on affirmative action in admissions

and hiring last week, it brought to an

end a period of nearly six years dur-

ing which this university was politi-

cized to an extent that hasn't been

seen since the cva ofGov. Ronald

Reagan.

SP-l and SP-2, the board's 1995

measures that

ended the use

of race and

gender prefer-

ences, did not

merely result

in a steep

/mM^Tah^a AidU^CftTfC ttt

underrcpre-

sented minori-

ty students,

especially at

the UCs flag-

ship campuses

ofUCLA and

UC Berkeley. They also marked the

University ofCahfomia's entry -

notwithstanding the protests of the

vast majority of its students, faculty

and administrators - into the leading

edge of the debate over what would

beccmie perhaps the biggest political

wedge issue of the '90s.

Hoping to be a presidential con-

tender, former Gov. Pete Wilson

sought a national platform for the

demagoguery he had perfected with

the 1994 immigrant-bashing initia-

tive, Proposition 187. Affirmative

action was a winning issue, because

many moderate and some liberal

voters felt, and still fed, that such

programs arc no longer warranted.

The University of California had

been at the center ofan afTirmative

action controversy before. It was the

defendant in the 1978 U.S. Supreme
Court decision, known as Bakke,

that provided the national standard

for legal preference programs.

Namely, it stated that race and gen-

der could be taken into account in

university admissions, business con-

tracts, etc., but hardened quotas

were found unconstitutional.

Nonetheless, the UCs role in this

state's affirmative action debate, and
the consequent passage of 1996*8

much-ballyhooed Proposition 209,

was unprecedented for an institution

that is supposed to be non-partisan

and apolitical.

Ironically, as mayor ofSan Diego
and a U.S. senator, Wilson was a
consummate moderate who sup-

ported many affirmative action pro-

grams. But like so many politicians

ofour epoch, Prudent Pete wasn't

going to let his beliefs get in the way
of his career.

So the affirmative action issue

was born anew. And Wilson had the

Weiner is a fourth-year history and
political science student. His col-

umn analyzing issues of interest to

the liCLA community runs on
Mondays. E«mail him at

mweiner9media.ucla.edu.

perfect stooge on the Board of

Regents to mix some pure ideology

with his own self-interested political

jockeying.

Appointed by Wilson in 1993,

Regent Ward Connerly, an African

American, is more obsessed with

race than the most ethnic of ethno-

oentrists. Connerly's entire life is

devoted to trumpeting one extreme-

ly misguided assertion: that race as a

category is irrelevant

This represents a standard con-

servative viewpoint ofthe last 20

years - it belatedly embraces the

rhetoric of the Civil Rights

Movement while at the same time

ignores the systematic institutional-

ized racism and socioeconomic

inequality that are direct remnants

of past discrimination, and thus

makes programs of redistributive

social justice (such as affirmative

action) as necessary as ever.

RegJirdless, that is a political debate

that can be saved for another day.

The issue at hand is that Wilson,

with Connerly fronting as his ideo-

logical puppet, used the UC as an

instrument to advance his political

career

In many ways, SP-l and 2 served

the purpose of testing the waters for

Proposition 209, which banned affir-

mative action statewide just over a

year later. Starting with the UC,
Wilson was allowed to jumpstart the

campaign for 209 early, and thus

build up his national reputation

before the 1996 Republican pri-

maries. Wilson's presidential hopes

soon faded, but the damage to the

university was already done.

Clearly, a politician using a public

university as a lever for political gain

is unconscionable, but that's exactly

what Wilson, with help from

Connerly and the Republican func-

tionaries on the Board of Regents,

did. When the affirmative action ban

was being considered in 1994 and
'95, every significant segment of the

university population opposed it
-

from former UC President Jack

Peltason to all nine chancellors to

the Academic Senate to the UC
Students Association. Officials told

the regents that doing away with

afTinnative action would mar the

educational mission ofthe universi-

ty. And ofcourse, they were right.

But Wilson and his cronies

weren't interested in such senti-

ments, so they pulled the UC kicking

and screaming into the political

arena, and there it has stayed for

almost six years. Our university is

labeled in almost every press

account of the national affirmative

action debate as a leader in the

charge to dismantle such programs.

Last week's action rescinding SP-

I and SP-2 won't do anything sub-

stantive to increase diversity on UC
campuses. In truth, it doesn't really

provide a much-needed repudiation

of the measures, judging from the

fact that even Connerly voted to

approve the new resolution.

What it docs do. however, is dose
the book on a dark period in this

university's history, a period when
irresponsible public officials violated

a sacred public trust by using an

educational institution for narrow

political gain.
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Members of Chi

Alpha Delta,

UCLA's first

Asian American

sorority, dress

up for tea time

in 1937.

Asians and

Pacific Islanders

have long been a

part of UCLA
history, though

they often had to

fight for that role

By Maijoric Hernandez
Dally Bruin Reporter

When Doris Aiso Hoshide began her

first year at UCLA in 1929, she was
looking for some direction.

A new student in a new campus,

Hoshide and other

Asian Pacific

Islander

Heriiaye

rvionili

Unver^iiy Arctirvet

The Pilipino Bruin Club, which was established in

1930, comes together at a banquet, celebrating

their heritage.

women wanted to

join sororities, but

were not allowed

to join because of

their Japanese

American her-

itage.

"We were more
or less on our own,

trying to get

adjusted to the campus," she said. "We
were absolutely strangers during that

first year"

Since the Panhellenic Constitution

did not allow Asians in Greek organiza-

tions, Hoshide and other Japanese

women decided to take matters into

their own hands.

They decided to pool their resources

and create an environment where
incoming Japanese American students

could turn for guidance and a source

for information.

Under the support of former

University Dean of Women Helen M.
Laughlin, the 14 charter members took

on the official name of Chi Alpha
Delta, which was recognized as a soror-

ity on April 5, 1929. Before its establish-

ment at the current UCLA campus, the

sorority was called the "A.O. Society"

on the former Vermont Campus in

Santa Monica.

Although Japanese women students

began attending the university in 1922,

the formation oi Chi Alpha Delta was
the first attempt to formally organize as

a sorority.

But gaining recognition in the Greek
system was not easy.

"During my years at UCLA, there

was much discrimination on the cam-
pus,'"said Kim Hoshide, 1929 graduate

and Chi alumna, in a 1994 letter "Chi

Alpha Delta was refused membership
in the Panhellenic Congress, therefore,

we became a member of the Campus
Women Houses."

Japanese students largely socialized

within their own groups, according to

Hoshide. Most Chi social events were

conducted with the Bruin Club, the

only Japanese men's club at UCLA.
Members also participated in tea par-

ties, dances, hikes and trips with other

Japanese students from USC.
Though she said she first objected

the sorority system, Chi Alpha Delta

alumna Aki Yamazaki decided to join

the only Asian sorority along with her

friends, and later became its president

in 1942.

But anti-Asian sentiments continued

to hinder the sorority and its members.

According to Yamazaki, who was a

second-generation Japanese American,

Asian groups were not allowed to have

housing near campus.

"We weren't accepted - everything

was closed to us,"'Yamazaki said.

"None of the Asian groups had hous-

ing. Asians just weren't allowed to own
property and real estate."

During Yamazaki 's years at UCLA,
the sorority was still unable to secure a

position in the Panhellenic Society.

Despite these restrictions, though, Chi
Alpha Delta still appeared in the

Southern Campus yearbooks.

"When we looked at the annual,

there we were, eVen if we never partici-

pated with the other sororities,'"she

said.

According to Yamazaki, no written

part of the Panhellenic constitution

restricted Asian Americans from join-

ing the Greek society.

As war broke out in December 1942,

Yamazaki and 175 Japanese American
students and their families were sent to

internment camps throughout the

country. Just 16 units short of graduat-

ing with a bachelors degree in dietetics,

Yamazaki was forced to leave her stud-

ies and was sent to a temporary camp at

the Santa Anita race track.

"It was a shock," she said. "You
don't expect anything like that. Since

you are a citizen, you don't expect to be

carted off to a concentration camp. If

you had a drop of Japanese blood, you
were taken in."

Chi Alpha Delta was effectively inac-

tive during the Evacuation Period of

1942 to 1945, but was reorganized in

September 1946.

Fifty years after her studies were
abruptly interrupted, Yamazaki was
retroactively awarded her B.A. degree

in dietetics in 1992.

Even though the end of World War
11 marked the end of internment of

Japanese Americans, members of the

Asian American community still

encountered hardships in American
society.

When third-generation Japanese
American Margaret Ohara entered

UCLA as a freshman in 1958, she was
placed in a difficult predicament.

According to archive records, Ohara
was awarded the $100 Panhellenic

scholarship for being the most well-

rounded student from her senior class.

But Ohara was unprepared for the

shock she was about to receive.

"To her surprise, she was the only

Asian woman present in the Sunday
Tea gathering, which consisted of

Caucasian women,"according to the

1995 archive report.

Ohara quickly realized that she was
mistaken for an Irish woman because

they thought her last name was O'Hara.
Since Asians were still not allowed to

join the Greek societies, Ohara's schol-

arship was taken away.
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Power aisis hurts Davis, state in polls

APPROVAL California's

residents less confident

in leaders after crunch

By Alexa Haussler

The Associated Press

SACRAMENTO - Californians'

confidence in state government and

the economy have plunged in the

face of the statewide energy crisis,

according to a Public Policy

Institute of California poll released

today.

The poll also found that Gov.
Gray Davis' job approval rating

dove from 66 percent in September
to less than half of Californians sur-

veyed this month.

"This crisis and general economic
uncertainty have severely under-

mined public confidence in

California's future and in its lead-

~ers," said survey director Mark
Baldassare.

For the first time since the mid-

1990s, more of the state's residents -

48 percent - believe that California

is headed in the wrong direction

than the 44 percent who believe it is

on the right track.

The institute, a nonprofit organi-

zation that researches economic,
social and political issues, inter-

viewed 2,001 adult California resi-

dents, in English and Spanish,

between May I and May 9 for the

survey. The poll has a margin of

error of plus or minus 2 percentage

Increasing debts may cause

local hospitals to shut down

The Associaied Preis

California Gov. Gray Davis, left talks about energy conservation
during a meeting with business leaders in San Diego Friday.

points.

Of those surveyed, 46 percent

said they approve of the way Davis
is handling his job as governor.

That compares to approval rat-

ings of 66 percent, 60 percent and 63

percent for the Democratic gover-

nor in surveys done between last

September and January.

Still, Californians blame the elec-

tric utility companies more than

anyone else for the energy crunch.

Thirty-two percent said they fault

utilities, while 26 percent blame for-

mer Gov. Pete Wilson and the

Legislature, 10 percent blame Davis

and the current Legislature and 10

percent blame power generators.

When asked for the best solution,

43 percent said they favor building

more power plants while 1 percent

opted for raising electricity rates.

The survey also found that the

majority of Californians prefer issu-

ing revenue bonds rather than using

taxpayer dollars to help pay for the

S«eMVIS,pa9e12

CITY: Facilities attempt

to cope with shortage of

nurses, insured patients

The Associated Press

Many Los Angeles hospitals

have been losing millions of dollars

a year and face financial meltdown

because of inadequate reimburse-

ment, rising labor costs and the

influx of uninsured patients.

Almost half the area's hospitals

operated at a loss in 1998, and near-

ly as many reported operating loss-

es in 1999, according to a report by

the Daily News of Los Angeles,

which analyzed the most recent

state data.

"^We are at the brink of a melt-

down,'* said Jan Emer$on, vice

president of the California

Healthcare Association. "I think

that we as a society are really going

to have to decide who pays for this.

We can't keep operating in the red."

While some say their financial

outlook has since improved within

the last two of years, many fear that

if things don't change soon many
hospitals will start closing.

"If something doesn't happen in

the next year and a half to two years

(you're) going to sec tremendous
numbers of hospitals, physician

groups, and nursing homes just go

out of business," said Tom Wallace,

president and chief executive at

Granada Hills Community
Hospital, who said his facility has

posted deficits of $S million in both

1998 and 1999.

"I don't think we can survive

much longer."

A recently released report from

the state Attorney General's Office

said financial problems were the

main factor contributing to the clo-

sure of 23 hospitals statewide from
1995 to 2000.

Hospital officials site several rea-

sons for the current financial state.

Low reimbursements rates from
the government and the health care

plans fall short of the money hospi-

tals spend caring for patients. A
nursing shortage that has left Los
Angdcs with 42 percent fewer nur»-

es per 100,000 residents than the

nationwide average has sent labor

costs soaring. One-third of Los
Angeles County residents under 65

are without insurance, often leaving

hospitals with the tab for services.

To cope, hospitals have taken

various cost-saving measures,

including cutting staff, giving dis-

counts to patients who pay in cash

and aggressively seeking donations.

Meanwhile, as hospitals struggle

to survive, 40 percent of facilities

statewide also face with mandated
seismic repairs estimated to cost

$24 billion.

ucla summer s^sions 2001
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earn the language of

film
television

As the capital of the entertainment

industry, Los Angeles, is the

recognized hub for the worlds of

film, television and broadcasting.

Take advantage of our unique

proximity to these exciting indus-

tries and study the factors that

have shaped and continue to

influence the world of cinema.

A variety of course experiences in

Film and Television are available

this summer at UCLA.

FILM AND TEUVISXON

106A History of th« American Motion Picture

106C History of African. Asian 6

l^tin American Film

130B Saeenwriting Fundamentals Workshop

135A Advanced Screenwrlting Worlcshop

192 Film e TV Internship

222 Seminar - Film Cenrei (closed)

zwt Production Planning in Film and Television

434 Advanced Screenwrlting

for more information, visit unvwjummfrMCla.ttlu
or call 3io.794'933X Enroll now through URSA OnLlnt
at wunu. una. ucla.edu
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Tank shells injure Palestinian official

VIOLENCE: IsraeFsuseof

F-16 jets against civilian

targets comes under fire

By IMarli Uvie
The Associated Press

JERUSALEM - A top

Palestinian security ofTicial vi-^^

slightly wounded in an Israeli tank

attack on his house Sunday, and
Israeli Prime Minister Ariel Sharon
defended his decision to use F-16

fighter jets in earlier retaliatory

raids against the Palestinians.

Despite the violence, a moderate
tone was sounded in Cairo, where
Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak
said his efforts toward an Israeli-

Palestinian truce would continue.

He appeared to be ignoring a call

from Arab League foreign ministers

on Saturday to break all diplomatic

contacts with IsracL^ —

the part that Israel occupied in 1967
- including the Old City with its

Muslim, Jewish and Christian holy

sites - as their future capital, and
this was one of the main sticking

points in aborted peace talks.

The house was hit by tank shells

and badly damaged. Witnesses said

one shell exploded inside and two
others landed outside. Two men
helped Rajoub from his house,

blood visible on his hand. Three
other Palestinians were injured.

In all, the violence

has claimed 469 lives

on the Palestinian

side and 84 on
the Israeli side.

The AiKxiated Ptess

Palestinian policemen search through the rubble of a destroyed
naval installation in Gaza City, the Gaza Strip, Saturday.

Meanwhile, security was tight-

ened throughout Israel in prepara-

tion for the annual "Jerusalem

Day" celebration beginning at sun-

down Sunday. Israel planned a

series of marches in Jerusalem to

show support for maintaining all of

the city as the Jewish state's capital.

The Palestinians are demanding

The attack on Jibril Rajoub's
house in Ramallah was a surprise, as

he is considered one of the more
moderate Palestinian leaders and
his Preventive Security force has

not been a major player in the eight

months of fighting. Earlier in the

day Rajoub had hosted a group of
Israeli journalists at his house.

"It's a clear message to the inter-

national community that the Israeli

government is insisting to use state

terror against the Palestinian peo-

ple," Rajoub said. He added, how-
ever: "I don't think that this is an
assassination attempt on my life."

The Israeli military said the

shelling came during a fierce

exchange of fire between
Palestinian gunmen and soldiers

guarding the nearby settlement of

Psagot. The military statement

denied that there was an attempt to

hit Rajoub.

One Israeli soldier was also

wounded in the exchange. An
Israeli school bus was hit by bullets,

but no one was hurt.

In Jerusalem, Sharon convened
Cabinet ministers to discuss the lat-

est violence, which claimed the lives

of six Israelis and 16 Palestinians,

including a suicide bomber who
blew himself up outside an Israeli

rflhoppin^ ixnicr jia £riday morxtL-
ing.

Sharon came under withering

criticism for Israel's use of fighter

planes in its retaliatory strikes

against Palestinian towns. It was the

first time warplanes were used
against Palestinian targets since the

ScclSMEtpa9e10

Surplus dispute

ends in victory

for Republicans

BUDGET: $1.55 trillion plan

may cause future problems

for Bush campaign promises

BvJIImFimi
The Assodated Press

WASHINGTON - The impending
Republican ta<<cut victory will also hand
the party a second triumph: blocking

Democrats from spending huge projected

budget surpluses that may be once in a life-

time.

Enactment of the 11 -year, $1.35 trillion

tax reduction package, expected soon, will

achieve of one of the OOP's premier goals.

It also will sweep money out the goverrv-

ment's door that Democrats would rather

SeeCOMHBS, paft 10

U.S. grant helps fund new
centralized AIDS call center
AFRICA: Establishment

of global *war chest* is

suggested for more aid

By Ravi Ncssman
The Associated Press

JOHANNESBURG, South
Africa - The new centralized call

center for South Africa's AIDS
Helpline would be the envy of the

most high-tech of telemarketing

companies. Phones softly gurgle at

rows of headphone-wearing coun-

selors sitting before a constantly

updated computer database.

Until a recent U.S. grant

financed the toll-free crisis line's

upgrade, desperate callers couldn't

be sure they would receive the best

information, find a counselor who
spoke their language or even get

through.

Secretary of Sute Colin Powell

arrives in Mali on Tuesday to begin

a week-long trip to study Africa's

AIDS epidemic, and he will find

dozens of similar anti-AIDS pro-

grams paid Ibr by U.S. grants.

But while the United States

spends far more than any other

country fighting AIDS in the devel-

oping world, many people involved

in the effort say it isn't enough.

"Clearly much more can be

done, given the enormous wealth

of the United Stales, " said Dr. Seth

Berkley, head of the International

AIDS Vaccine Initiative. "It is an
issue of the magnitude of the prob-

lem and what needs to get done,

and my impression is that we need
more from everybody,"

The United States is responsible

for at least 50 percent of donations

to fight AIDS in poor countries,

according to rough estimates from
UNAIDS, the United Nations

agency leading the global fight

The Asiociated Presj

Secretary of State Colin Powcil talks with Nigerian Information
Minister J«ri Gana, left. Friday, May 1 1, outside the White House.

against the disease.

The United States has commit-
ted about $460 million to fighting

AIDS this year, an explosive jump
from the $160 million it gave in

1998. Britain has committed $41

million and Canada has promised

$22 million, UNAIDS says.

"Given the current low level (of

spending) the U.S. share is reason-

able, but that's because the total

amount being given is so small,"

ScciUKbpagelO
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College of Cardinals to

meet at Vatican
VATICAN CITY - Cardinals from around

the world are gathering at the Vatican for a
meeting opening Monday that will examine
challenges facing the church in the coming
yean and offer the prelates a hint ofwho might

be a future pope.

Pope John Paul II asked all 183 cardinals to

attend the three-day meeting shortly after

appointing 44 new cardinals in February, mak-
ing it the largest College of Cardinals in history.

Speaking Sunday to some 20.000 faithful in

St. Peter's Square, the pope said the meeting

would allow for reflection on the role of the

Roman Catholic church in the third millenni-

um.

"During these next days, we will together

consider the prospects for the life of the church

and her mission in the world." John Paul said

The pope, who looked extremely weak dur-

ing a pilgrimage to Greece. Syria and Malta ear-

lier this month, appeared rested and
in good form.

The Vatican has consistently

denied reports that John Paul has any
intention of resigning because of his ail-

ments. He walks with difficulty and suffers from
symptoms associated with Parkinson's disease.

Industry wants lower

trucker driving age
WASHINGTON - Something to consider

when changing lanes on the highway: That trac-

tor-trailer rumbling behind you could have an
18-year-old at the wheel if the government
agrees to give young drivers the chance to steer

big rigs on interstate trips.

The idea of lowering the minimum driving

age for interstate truckers from 21 does not sit

well with safety organizations, which worry
about the prospect of more accidents.

The trucking industry says it needs drivers to*

fill jobs.

Under that program, drivers

under 21 woukl enroll in a minimum
48-week training course: 22 weeks at

an approved training school, eight

weeks of instruction and on-the-job train-

ing, and 18 weeks ofteam driving with an older,

more experienced driver. Young drivers could

go solo by age 19 ifthey pass performance stan-

dards.

While 18-year-olds can drive trucks in 48
states, they cannot take the heavy vehicles on
interstate runs, and almost three-quarters of

truck cargo crosses state lines, according to the

department's Bureau of Transportation

Statistics.

Olson receives partisan

support for nomination
WASHINGTON - Republicans defended

the nomination of Theodore Olson for solicitor

general on Sunday brushing aside democratic

assertions that he misled senators during his

confirmation hearings.

**! believe him to be, having known him for

over 20 years, very truthful," former indepen-

dent counsel Kenneth Starr told ABC's "This

Week." "So let's find out any additional facts. I

think that the facts will be very supportive of
Ted and Ted's credibility."

The nomination of Olson, the lawyer who
successfully argued the Rorida election case in

the Supreme Court on behalf of now-President

Bush, deadlocked along party lines last week in

the Senate Judiciary Committee. As solicitor

general, Olson would be the government's
advocate before the Supreme Court.

Democrats have questioned Olson's ties with

The American Spectator, a conservative maga-
zine that conducted an investigation called the

"Arkansas Project" into possible past wrongdo-
ing by then-President Clinton and first lady

Hillary Rodham Clinton. Olson had previously

denied any role in investigating Clinton's

Whitewater dealings.

Compiled from Daily Bruin wire reports.
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Riordan expresses anger

at LA'S 'poverty pimps'
POOR: Mayor criticizes

politicians for ignoring

homeless, helping selves

By Midielle DeAnnond
The Associated Press

Marvin Adams was a little angry

when he first heard Los Angeles

Mayor Richard Riordan had criti-

cized fellow politicians for neglecting

the poor, but the 55-year-old street

sweeper nonetheless agreed with

some of the mayor's remarks.

"I think it's something that should

be condemned; I think he should have

been more inclusive in his attack,"

Adams said, describing the mayor's

comments as akin to the "pot calling

the kettle black."

If Riordan was really concerned

about the poor, Adams said, then the

mayor should have tried to do more
about poverty in the city during his

eight years in office. Adams, who has

lived in a predominantly black neigh-

borhood for some 30 years, said he

has seen firsthand how nonprofit

organizations in his community bene-

fit those who run them more than the

needy.

In remarks that outraged some
elected officials, Riordan recently

said politicians generally neglect the

city's poor areas and award contracts

and jobs to their friends who in turn

get rich off the poor while failing to

help the community. The "poverty

pimps" use nonprofits that are sup-

posed to offer social services to the

poor to line their own pockets, he

said.

Riordan admitted he took some
heat for using the term "poverty

pimps," but said his whole point was
that providers of services in economi-

cally disadvantaged areas are not held

accountable for the quality of care.

"My PR. staff said never, never

ever again use that word, because you
get people angry," Riordan said.

"Whatever race, creed, color, race -

white or black or brown or any other

color - (providers of social services)

should be held accountable for how
they piovide for the children and

<»' —
SceMAIMtpagell

Gun advocates celebrate year's success

NRA: Speakers address

^ violence, trigger locks,

purchasing availability

By

The Associated Press

KANSAS CITY, Mo. - Igniting

a stomping, cheering ovation,

Chariton Heston thrust a

Revolutionary War musket above

his head Saturday after predicting

he would again be re-elected aspres-

ident of the National Rifle

Association.

Later, Interior Secretary Gale

Norton called NRA members
"America's unsung conservation

heroes" and praised them as impor-

tant partners in President Bush's

plans to reduce gun violence.

Heston told NRA members at

the 130th annual convention that he

had intended to give his farewell

speech this year, but was asked to

serve an unprecedented fourth one-

year term. The NRA's board of

directors will elect a president today.

**0f course, we can't predict the

outcome ofthe election, but chances

are pretty good I'll postpone my
farewell «ddress another year,"

Heston said to the standing, cheer-

ing crowd,

Heston congratulated NRA
members for helping-elect Bush, the

group's top political goal last year,

and poriray^ them as defenders of

freedom.

The NRA has

consistently landed

on Fortune magazine's

list of most powerful

lobbying groups

In Washington.

"You are of the same lineage as

the farmers who stood at Concord
Bridge at the start of the

Revolutionary War," he said.

Presented with a mint-condition

musket from that war, Heston held

it above his head and said. "I have

only five words for you: From my

cold, dead hands.** The crowd
roared.

Norton, a former attorney gener-

al from Colorado, told an audience

of 4,000 that the NRA and the pres-

ident shared a common goal of

reducing gun violence by enforcing

existing laws.

"As a former prosecutor, the best

way to end violent crime is to lock

up the criminals who commit vio-

lent crime," Norton said, drawing

loud ovations.

She said the NRA and the

Interior Department had a long hi»-

tory of working together to protect

pubU(; lands and making sure they

are available to everyone. She also

drew applause when talking about

going skeet shooting with the presi-

dent at Camp David.

"He's a pretty good shot,'*

Norton said. "I, on the other hand,

am a work in progress."

Michael D. Barnes, president of

the Washington-based group
Handgun Control Inc., criticized

Norton's appearance, saying it was
"more proof that the NRA - true to

the NRA's boasting during the 2000

SeeCDNVEimON^pagtlB
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DIRECTV - AN ENTERTAINING
PLACE TO WORK!

DIRECW is the first entertainment service to deliver multhchannel TV proi^amroiog tom UNocii satel0leilDi.
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PEARL HARt

Enter to win passes to see the

Los Angeles screening of

*^*

PEARL HARBOR
at the El Capitan Theater

in Hollywood on Thursday,

May 24 @ 8:00pin

www.bruinwalk.coiii

Taiwanese leader's first year

marked by economic slump
PRESIDENT: Planned trip

to U.S. could put strain on

relations between Chinas

By WHIiam Foreman
The Associated Press

TAIPEI, Taiwan - Chen Shui-bian

is Taiwan's youngest president, its

first from an opposition party, and is

deeply distrusted by China for once

advocating independence for his

island. When he was elected a year

ago, there were fears of sto^k market

crashes, political turmoil and Chinese

missile attacks.

China has held its fire, but stocks

and the economy have taken a beat-

ing, while the inexperienced minority

government's feuding with the pow-

erful opposition has ranged from ugly

to grotesque.

The gridlock is so bad that the 50-

year-dd president last week took the

unusual step of oflering a bipartisan

cc^ittbn wtlh the opposition.

But on Monday, one day after the

anniversary of his election, he will

savor a diplomatic triumph when he

makes a historic twoKlay stopover in

New York en route to Latin America.

The Bush administration likes

Chen, and at the risk of annoying

China, has agreed to let him be the

first Taiwanese president to visit New
York.

Beijing opposes the trip because it

fears such visits would pump up
Taiwanese pride and encourage the

island to seek independence. It sees

Taiwan as a province that broke away
amid civil war in 1949, to be recov-

ered by force if necessary.

Lee Shangren. a lawmaker of the

former ruling Nationali.st Party, fears

Chen has become too close to

Washington. He worries about

President Bush's recent approval of a

massive weapons sale to Taiwan and
his blunt commitment to help Taiwan

if it's attacked.

"This kind of arms sale and clear

commitment to Taiwan will jeopar-

dize the elTort to improve relations

with China," Lee said.

But one of the surprising bright

spots of Chen's first year is his han-

dling of the giant communist neigh-

bor 100 miles away across the Taiwan
Strait.

Chen, a former mayor of Taipei,

the capital, has toned down his pro-

independence stance and offers

"political integration." a term he has-

n't defined but which could mean a

European Union-tyf)e of relationship.

He has repeatedly offered to meet

with Chinese leaders, but they want

him first to agree that Taiwan and the

mainland are both part of "one

China." Chen says the notion is vague

and should be discussed at a summit.

Chen's election was historic for

ending the Nationalist Party's 50-ycar

grip on power on Taiwan. Nationalist

ideology favored eventual reunifica-

tion, so Chen's victory was bound to

arouse China's suspicions.

Shen Fu-hsiung. a lawmaker with

the president's Democratic
Progressive Party, believes Chinese

leaders are relieved by Chen's caution

and will eventually deal with him, but

first "want to squeeze some more
juice out of Mr. Chen

"

The Taiwanese leader's biggest

worry now is healing the economy.

Unemployroeot his hit 4 percent, the

hifhett in 16 years, and several

research institutes predict this year's

growth rate could drop to 4 percent,

lower than the 4.S percent rate during

the Asian financial crisis in 1998.

Since Chen took office, the jittery

stock market has lost about 40 per-

cent of its value, and there has been
an exodus of Taiwanese factories

seeking cheaper labor and property.

Death row inmate speaks at

Occidental commencement
GRADUATION: Abu-Jamal

shares experiences of life

in prison with audience

Byi

The Associated Press

A death row inmate convicted of

killing a police officer gave a tape-

recorded address Sunday at a gradua-

tion ceremony for a private college.

Unlike Mumia Abu-Jamal's com-
mencement address last year at

Antioch College in Ohio, which
brought hundreds of demonstrators,

his speech at Occidental College drew
no protests.

students chose Abu-Jamal. who was
convicted in 1981 of killing

Philadelphia Police Officer Daniel

Faulkner, to speak at the baccalaure-

ate, a ceremony hdd for seniors before

they graduate

"Had I known this was going on I

would have gone down there and held

up a picture of Danny," the slain police-

man's widow, Maureen Faulkner, said

in a telephone interview from her

Southern California home. "He was in

college when he was murdered ahd he

never got a chance to gratfuata."

About 250 students and relatives

attended the tmccalaureate. Some
cheered loudly as studenlil introduced

the 3 l/2-mintJte speech.

"I think he has a message thai fits

perfectly with (Occidental) - radical-

ism, justice, activism." said Bre Fahs.

21. a graduating senior who led the

elTort to have Abu-Jamal speak.

Occidental College President

Theodore Mitchell said he supported

the students' decision to invite Abu-
Jamal.

"This is a college that's quite conv-

mitted to the free expression of ideat>"

Mitchell said "So I'm pleased that we
arc able to provide a venue for Mundbl
to speak."

Abu-Jamal. 45, wa? convicted of
fatally shooting Faulkner after the offi-

cer had a physical confrontation with

Abu-Jamal's younger brother during a

traffic stop.

Abu-Jamal has repeatedly said he is

innocent. Hi^ supporters contend he

was framed because he was an outspo-

ken radiojournalist and a former Black

Panther activist.

Abu-Jamal did not refer to his own
case in his taped speech, but spoke

instead about the "loneliness and alien-

ation" oflife in prison

Prison is '^ world that you do not

know and hopefully you will never

know," Abu-Jamal said.

Abu-Jamal noted that the United

States has 5 percent of the world's pop-

ulation, yet houses 25 percent of its

prison inmates.

Two million people are now incar-

cerated in this country, he said.

"imagine, if these people were ail

assembled in one place,"* they would
"iichieve the population of states like

Idaho, Maine, New Mexico, Hawaii,

and Nebraska,- Abu-Jamal said.

"There are more people in U.S. prisons

than the entire population of some
nations."

-« mZ.^^ I*^ .

PROTEST
Frompagel

the advertisement - which she

approved - a violation of those

guidelines. As a result, Byrd said.

The Bruin's advertising policies are

being discussed and could be rewrit-

ten to more accurately refiect their

day-to-day implementation.

Timothy Kudo, next year's editor

in chief, said he hopes to work with

community members and the paper's

senior editorial stafl to consider for-

mulating new advertising policies.

Kudo also said controversies sur-

rounding this ad and others in recent

months have forced a reconsidera-

tion of the usually inviolable line

drawn at The Bruin and other news-
papers between advertising and edi-

torial content.

"Because they can have such
effects on our credibility, they

inevitably become something the edi-

torial staff does have to deal with,

and we can't really avoid crossing the

line." he said. "We're being pushed,

as journalists, into a really tricky

area."

Both protesters and Bruin
staffers made repeated reference to

another ad, titled "Ten Reasons
Why Reparations for Slavery is »
Bad Idea - and Racist Too," that

conservative columnist David
Horowitz placed in UC Berkeley's

Daily Californian on Feb. 28. After

a furor erupted, the Daily Cal print-

ed a front-page apology for publish-

ing the ad.

When Horowitz submitted the ad
to The Bruin. Byrd consulted with

Media Director Arvli Ward and
Business Manager Guy Levy, and
they decided to reject the ad.

Ward said the media coverage
surrounding the Daily Cal's deci-

sion had turned the ad into a con-

troversy The Bruin wanted to avoid.

"We do run controversial ads -

not all controversial ads," Ward
said. "We make decisions case by
case. If they are controversial, that

does not disqualify them."

But that argument has made
some Bruin staffers question the

paper's consistency.

"It's true that at the time, the

Horowitz ad was causing a lot of
commotion and tension at campus-
es across the nation, but I don't

think that's an excuse for us to let

something so anti-woman through."

said Jonah Lalas, The Bruin's

Viewpoint editor.

Ward said it is the editor in chief

who has ultimate responsibility for

all content in the paper.

Despite .what protesters at

Friday's rally say, Kate Kennedy,
campus projects manager for IWF,
said thib ad doesn't stereotype

women.
"We seek to disprove many of the

statistics and hyperboles out there

(jti these issues," Kennedy said in

^one interview.

^ One such statistic is the common-
ly! cited assertion that one out of
etery four college women have
been or will be victims of rape. Both
Kennedy and the advertisement

said this statistic, which has been
used by the Department of Justice

and the American Medical
'As0ociation, is a myth.

"We don't try to detract from the

serious nature of domestic violence

or date rape. We try to provide a

logical perspective," she said. "Isn't

it a good thing that fewer than one
in folir women will be raped?"

Kennedy said the IWF, which is

one of the nation's most prominent
conservative women's groups, sent

the advertisement to four other col-

lege newspapers for publication.

The Columbia Spectator rejected

the ad, while the Harvard Crimson
wanted changes made and was not

satisfied with the ad by the time its

school year ended. The Daily Bruin,

the Dartmouth Review and the Yale
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UCLA Student Accounting Society

19^ SlnnuaCSpringAwards banquet

LAST DAY TO R.S.V.P.!!!

Firms in Attendance:

Grant Thornton LLP
Andersen LLP
BDO Seidman
Deloitte & Touche LLP

Ernst & Young LLP
Kellogg & Andelson
KPMQLLP

McQIadrey & Pullen LLP
PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP
Windes & McClaughry
Stonefield Josephson

Wednesday May 23, 2001 at 5:00 pm
Park Hyatt Hotel in Century City

Reception, Dinner, Awards and Entertainment

Invitations and scholarship applications

are available in Anderson D413.

For more inforfnation contact James at johboy@ticfa.edu
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Working inCyberworld
Careers in the Computer Industry

Wednesday, May 23
James West Alumni Center

7 - 9 p.i

Are you kicking around the idea of a

career in computers? Network witli

feitow Bruins who have already taken

that career path. For information, call

(310) 825-«423.

No pre-r^stration required.
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ISRAEL
From page 5

1967 war.

"We will do what it lakes and use

everything at our disposal to protect

the citizens of Israel," Sharon told

the Yediot Ahronoi daily. *

Raanan Gissin, a Sharon aide,

said the use of the warplanes was a

message to the Palestinians that

Israel will not put up with suicide

bomb attacks. Maj. Gen. Giora
Eiland, chief of army operations,

said the chosen targets were too

strong for helicopter-fired rockets to

penetrate.

The move was excoriaUd in

Israel's newspapers. Haarctz analyst

Zeev Schiff warned of escalation

"into a more extreme and duigerous
phase. ' Maariv's Hemi Shalev said

Israel's leaders should "be more lev-

elheaded," and Yediot Ahronot's
Alex Fishman said the strikes

showed "weakness and frustration."

In all, the violence has claimed

469 lives on the Palestinian side and
84 on the Israeli side.

Egypt, meanwhile, said cease-fire

efforts would continue.

An Egyptian-Jordanian cease-fire

plan requires Israel to end all con-

struction in Jewish settlements in the

West Bank and Gaza - a call which

Israel opposes and which also

appears in a draft report by an inter-

national commission led by former

Sen. George Mitchell.

"The Egyptian-Jordanian initia-

tive is still on the table, and we
should continue (efforts) to reacti-

vate it." Mubarak told reporters.

On Saturday, the Arab League
recommended "stopping all Arab
political contacts with the Israeli

government as long as the aggres-

sion and blockades against the

Palestinian people and the

Palestinian Authority continue." .

But in a statement, Egypt's

Foreign Minister Ahmed Maher said

the recommendation "has nothing to

do with the (Israeli-Egyptian) peace
treaty and has nothing to do with

embassies, which will continue work-
ing normally."

Egypt signed a peace treaty with

Israel in 1979. In 1994, Jordan
became the second Arab country to

do so.

AIDS
From page 5

said Robert Hecht, an associate

director of UNAIDS.
U.N. Secretary-General Kofi

Annan called last month for the cre-

ation ofa global "war chest" of$7 bil- end of 1999. Perhaps as importantly.

million people - 1 1 percent of the

population- have the virus.

The United States gives about $20
million a year to fight AIDS in South
Africa.

The U.S. Agency for International

Development began giving $300,000
a year to the AIDS Helpline at the

lion to $10 bil-

lion a year to

combat AIDS in

the developing

world.

"The only

way to get the

billions needed

is for each of the

leikders in these

countries to mul-

tiply their sup-

port," Hecht

said. "These are -——

.

not enormous
sums in relation to the gravity and
magnitude of the problem."

President Bush pledged $200 mil-

lion earlier this month as seed money
for the fund, a donation that Ellen 't

Hoen of the humanitarian group
Medecins Sans Frontieres dismissed

as "peanuts for a country like the

U.S."

U.S. ofilcials in Washington did

not respond to repeated calls for

comment from The Associated Press.

Throughout Africa, the United
States finances AIDS programs as

diverse as a home-based care project

in western Kenya and voluntary HIV
testing centers across Botswana.

More than 25 million people are

infected with HIV on the continent.

In South Africa, one of the countries

Powell is visiting, an estimated 4.7

The United States

has committeid about

$460 million to fighting

AIDS this year, up from

the $160 million

it gave in 1 998.

it brought over

experts from

Johns Hopkins
University to

help set up a

new, more effi-

cient operation.

The aid trans-

formed the

decade-old pro-

ject, which had

been run out of

six regional call

—

:

centers - some
of which were

simply a room, a volunteer and stacks

of reference books.

Those centers were closed and a

new office opened near downtown
Johannesburg. Multilingual coun-
selors, who between them speak all of
South Africa's 11 languages, were
recruited and are a|I paid.

Computers were installed, soft-

ware created to track caller demo-
graphics and databases set up to

ensure callers get the right informa-

tion on everything from the availabil-

ity ofAIDS medication to the proper

use of a condom.

"The people we want to reach are

the poorest pf the poor. Maybe they

are not literate enough to read a pam-
phlet and absorb that information,"

said Pamilla Mudhray, manager of
the helpline.

CONGRESS
From page 5

funnel to broader Medicare benefits,

fresh education initiatives and other

programs.

"There's no question they've won
the race to the surplus pot," said Leon
Panetta, once chief of staff to

President Clinton.

Beyond a fight for dollars, the bat-

tle over the surplus could have long-

term political consequences. Every
dollar Republicans or Democrats win
for their priorities helps them retain

constituents and attract new ones,

and the surplus over the next decade is

the largest pot of federal black ink

ever projected.

"If the Democrats could spend it

all, Ihey could he the majority party

for another 50 years." said Sen. Phil

Gramm, R-Texas.

Ever since federal surpluses re-

emerged in 1998 after four decades of
deficits, the two parties have engaged
in a bitter duel that underlines their

central political difference. Despite

plenty of exceptions in both parties,

Republicans overall want to use the

money for tax cuts, Democrats for

spending.

When Ginton was in oflTice, he and
the GOP-controlled Congress basical-

ly fought that battle to a stalemate

despite steady spending increases.

President Bush's election and
Republican control of the House and
Senate have given that party the

upper hand, as the projected 10-year

surplus has swollen to a sky-high $5.6

trillion.

"This is a big victory," said Rep.
Pat Toomey, R-Pa., a member of the

House Budget Committee, 'Especial-

ly when you say $ 1.35 trillion is a floor,

not a ceiling" in the tax reductions

SeeONMIIESS^pagen

CONGRESS
From page 10

Republicans hope to enact.

The GOP tax package, combined
with its estimated $350 billion in

added federal interest costs, would
slice about 30 percent off the expect-

ed $5.6 trillion surplus.

Because both parties are reluctant

to touch the part

of the surplus —^——

—

generated by

Social Security

and Medicare,

the surplus that

politicians actu-

ally can use for

tax cuts or spend-

ing is smaller -

about $2.7 tril-

lion. The GOP
tax cut would use

63 percent of

that available

money
The budget Republicans pushed

through Congress this month envi-

sions leaving $500 billion of the pro-

Democrats say voters

want a government

that addresses their

health care and other

heeds, not a return to

bleak days of deficits.

ing taxes, cutting spending or using

Social Security and Medicare surplus-

es.

Many Democrats contend the real

GOP goal in cutting taxes is to create

a cash crunch that forces lawmakers
to begin paring and eliminating pro-

grams.

"Ronald Reagan used deficits,

George Bush is doing it with tax cuts,"

said Sen, Richard Durbin. D-IH.Many
- Republicans

agree with

House Majority

Lxader Dick

Armey, R-Texas,

who said steer-

ing the surplus

into tax cuts

would help the

GOP "reassess

programs and
retire those that

aren't working."

By doing so.

Democrats say. Republicans wilLhurt

themselves. Democrats say voters

want a government that addresses

their health care and other needs, not
jected 10-year surplus for contingen- a return to bleak days of deficits

cies, even after the tax cut, new pre-

scription drug benefits, and other

plans. But that pool could be drained
lldciv-UiilH HinrKftr Hftfia^i^ a^^MM^JMa^

deeper tax cuts or the like.

Things, of course, could change.

Surplus projections could prove

too optimistic or too small.

Democrats could recapture the White
House or Congress,' or the public

could demand the shoring up of
Social Security and Medicare, spark-

ing efforts to reclaim part of the sur-

plus by blocking some phased-in tax

cuts.

But for now. Democrats worry that

People really want the things

we're talking about" like better

schools, said House Minority Leader

Dick Gephardt, D-Mo. "I think

they're going to remember the

Republican Party talked about them
as well, but didn't produce."

Whatever the result, the draining

of the surplus would leave fewer

options. This could also affect Bush,

who made expensive campaign pro.

posals like buttressing Social Security

with federally financed personal

retirement accounts.

"it moves a lot of priorities for the

administration and others to the edge
whenever they regain control, there of the table, where many will end up
won't be big surpluses for their prion- falling off," said Robert Reischauer,
ties. To find the money, they might former director of the Congressional
face three unpalatable options: rais- Budget Office.

MAYOR
From page6

alleged, by keeping the poor in pover-

ty and homeless.

Mario Fuentes, a community orga-

nizer with the Dolores Mission
other people in economically disad- Catholic Church, also said he thought
vantaged areas." "there might be some truth" to

Riordan said he had received a let- Riordan's remarks, although he ques-
tcr from someone praising him for his

retnarks and naming one social ser-

vice provider who was guilty of capi-

talizing on the poor. Riordan, howev-

tioned why the mayor didn't do more
during his term.

"At the end ofhis term he just woke
up and realized that the city should be

er, declined to name any specific paying attention to the blight in the
providers or politicians. city? Come on now, where was he

"It's a sad commentary that some- before?" asked Fuentes, who has
one even like myself is somewhat worked with city officials to find ways
reluctant to come out and name to help his working-class copgrega-

'The mayor has had

eight years to clean

up Los Angeles and

his accomplishhients

are pathetic."

Mikm Antonovich
Los Angeles county supervisor

names and
things like that.

But the bottom

line is anyone in

the health care

industry who's

r^ponsible will

t(l you at least

on the record

tnat the situa-

tidfi is terrible.

There are terri-

ble providers

who are not held

accountable,"

he said. "
"

' Riordan's
criticisms drew praise from longtime

homeless activist Ted Hayes, who sug-

gested the Republican mayor may
even have picked up the term "pover-

ty pimps" during a recent conversa-

tion with Hayes.

"I have to say that the vast majori-

ty of what Richard Riordan said is

absolutely true, and the people who
are attackmg him and criticizing him
are the people he's talking about," he

said. "I have to congratulate him for

being bold and standing Up."

Hayes lashed out at politicians and
activists who '^imp" taxpayers and endorsed former Assembly Speaker
donors into supporting what he has Antonio Villaraigosii to succeed him
dubbed the "homeless industrial com- when his term ends June 30.

plex." Nonprofit organizations and "I think it was politically motivat-
lawmakers make a Hving, Hayes ed," Adams said.

tion and public

housing resi-

dents.

A call to

Riordan's oflice

seeking com-
ment on criti-

cisms of his own
poverty record

was not

returned.

Los Angeles

County
Supervisor

. Mike
Antonovich was

less charitable in

his reaction to Riordan.

"I was shocked by Mayor
Riordan's reckless statements. The
mayor has had eight years to clean up
downtown Los Angeles and his

accomplishments are pathetic," he

said. "I sec these (criticisms) as diver-

sions from his failures to accomplish

moving Los Angeles ahead."

Adams, the city street sweeper,

speculated that Riordan's criticisms

were meant to hurt mmority politi-

cians who support City Attorney

James Hahn for mayor. Riordan has
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Senior Sendoff
Tuesday, May 22, 5:30 - 9:30 p.m., James West Alumni Center

Celebrate before you graduate! Join fellow seniors for an
evening of food, drinks, fun, games and celebration compli-

ments of your Alumni Association. Bring your BruinCard and
proof of age. There will be giveaways for SAA and Alumni

Association members and you will also have the opportunity

to become an Alumni Association member at this event or by

visiting www.UCLAIumni.net/Classof2001/Social/SAA. The
event is free, so be sure to stop by! But remember this event

is for Seniors Only, For information, call (310) UCLA-SAA.

Working in a
Cyberworld

Wednesday, May 23, 7 - 9 p.m., James West Alumni Center
Are you kkidng aixNmd the klea of a career in computers?
Network with fellow Bruins who have already taken that

career path and learn more about your optkMis at the

Careers in the Computer industiy workshop. No pre-regis-

tration required. For information, call (310) 825-6423.

Its the Law: Career
Options in Law

Thursday, May 24, 7 - 9 p.m., James West Alumni Center

Does the fieM of law interest you? Meet UCLA alumni who have
pursued a variety of careers in law at this panel/rtMindtable

workshop. No pre-registratkMi required. For information, call

(310) 825-6423.

-^ Dates to .

Remennber
Spring Quarter Dates

C May 22 "^
Senior Sendoff

( May 23 ) Careers in the Computer Indus

(May 24 "^
Career Options in Law

( May 30 "^ Careers That Take You Around

'*-**IW^
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DOUBLE
SPECIAL

Two large one topping pizzas for

$14.99
Limit 2 orders

(save over $10)

SnUIMWfi SnOEKT
SPECIAL

Buy any large pizza at regular price & get the 2nd

pizza. FREE!
(Monday and Tuesday onty, Umit 3 orchr^.

Vbur chotee of ThJn Crust. Hand Tossed ClaiMic Ciust , New MjrV Style, or Deepdteh Pan at no extra Owge

SUPER SPECIAL
ium one topping pizza Any Iwy flopping pizza or ony Sp«:ialty Kzxa

.99 ''$9.98
2 nnediufn one topping pizzas,

only $11.96.
Ovdn^ a^tcf

(3 lOVWtS)

Fast Fne DeUvery

824-4111
1114 Qaytey Ave. Westwood Village

Sun-Thurs 'till 1:00 am
Fri-Sat till 2K)0am

SHAKEY'S COMBINATWH

^$14>I9
Any medium or>e topping pizza plus mojo
potatoes, FREE SaladI and your choice of:

• 5 pieces chicken breast strips or ,^^^^m
• 4 pieces chicken or* 8 Buffalo wings or ^^ES^

• Pasta & Garlic Bread

^^l' I K:- i< ^ i c-r- CARD

FREEDRMKW/AHYBUFFETPURCHASeW/UCtA m

Do you want to become
a leader on campus?

Check out the

RUIN LEADERS PROJE
A seminar based leadership project sponsored by tlie Center for
Student Programming. AH students are invited to participate in
^veloping leadership skiUs. Upon completion participants,

receive a certificate.

APPUCATIONS NOW AVAR ART E FOR THE
STUDENT FACILITATION TEAM

Apply for the Student FaciUtation Team (SFT) for the 2001/2002 school year.
The SFT is the advisory team for the Bruin Leaders Project. They help to
recruit and train student leaders who attend the many community service
and leadership development opportunities available on campus.
Applications available at:

105 Kerckhoff Hall Center for Student Programming
1104 Murphy Hall Student & Campus Life
102 Men's Gym Community Programs Offk:e
A Level Ackerman Union - Information

Application Deadline: Friday, June l*
Bruin Leaders Project Office

105 Kerckhoff HaU
•^im.'V i . t, j)!«f)n<w.t-if>s^
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www.bruinleaders.ucla.edu

DAVIS
From page 4

state's electricity costs.

Davis has signed a law authoriz-

ing the sale of $13.4 billion in rev-

enue bonds to repay the state trea-

sury for its emergency energy buys

over the past few months.

The survey also found that 57

percent of Caiifornians approve of

the way that President Bush is han-

dling his job, while 36 percent disap-

prove. At the same time. 56 percent

of those surveyed disapprove of the

way the president is handling the

electricity crisis.

However, all but 8 percent of

those surveyed said they do not

blame Bush for the power crisis.

ORGANIZATIONS
From page 3

Although records indicated that

the Greek panel "regretted that the

woman they chose could not be invit-

ed to join any of the Greek society,"

Ohara decided to organize a second

Asian sorority on campus.

From her dcurc to create a sorority

that would "give the opportunity for

an Asian woman to select as they do
on the Greek row," Ohara and eight

charter members organized the

framework for Theta Kappa Phi. On
June 5, 1959. Theta Kappa was recog-

nized as the second Asian sorority at

UCLA.
Asian fraternities soon followed

with the formation of Omega Sigma
Tau in 1966 and Lambda Phi Epsilon

in 1981.

Other non-Greek Asian organiza-

tions, however, started their own
groups on-campus. The co-ed

Japanese Nisei Bruin Club reorga>

nized in 1945, while the co-ed Chinese

group also organized Epsilon Pi Delta

in 1943.

Because of the amount of techni-

calities involved, members of Chi
Alpha Delta decided to not peruse

membership into the Panheilenic soci-

ety, and instead joined the UCLA
Asian Greek Council along with

Theta Kappa Phi sorority, and
Lambda Phi Epsilon and Omega
Sigma Tau fraternities.

One of the oldest Asian American
organizations on campus, the Pilipino

Bruin Club formed in 1930 and began

to "promote good fellowship among
themselves and the students of other

nationalities,"according to the 1931

Southern Campus yearbook.

Although appearing in' the year-

books, little recorded information is

known about the formation of'these

earlier student groups.

Nevertheless, current groups such

as the Nikkei Student Union, the

Chinese Student Union and
Samahang Pilipino continue the tradi-

tions of fostering relationships among
members and learning about their cul-

ture, while contributing to the com-
munity and fighting for social causes.

"These organizations reflect a lot

of the work our ancestors and alumni
have done in raising the consciousness

of our members and giving them out-

lets to get involved and give back to

the community,"said Samahang
Pilipino President Merrick Pascual.

According to the UCLA Campus
Profile Web site. Asian/Pacific

islanders make up 33.4 percent of stu-

dents, while Pilipino enrollment is 4.6

percent.

As alumni look back at the turbu-

lent start of the first Asian groups at

UCLA, many still recall fond memo-
ries and the camaraderie they formed
with fellow members.

"It was a very important to get to

know one another those first years,"

Hoshidc said. "Being a Japanese
American during that time was tough
and we wanted to bring support to

each other. We all had a place to go to

complain about any discrimination or

whatever was on our minds
'

CONVENTION
From page 6

elections - is. indeed, working out of
the White House."

The NRA has consistently landed
on Fortune magazine's list of most
powerful lobbying groups in

Washington. Eighty-six percent of the

10.000 candidates the NRA endorsed
last year won their elections, accord-

ing to Chuck Cunningham, the

group's director of federal affairs.

Other speakers Saturday night

took aim at the McCain-Feingold
campaign finance reform bill, which
would limit political advertising by
groups like the NRA within two
months of an election.

NRA Executive Director Wayne
LaPierre called McCain-Feingold an
attack on the free-speech guarantees

of the First Amendment, and thus a

threat to the gun rights of the Second
Amendment.

"If we have to, we'll launch the

good ship NRA. and we'll drop
anchor in international waters just off

the coast, and we'll broadcast the

truth from our own TV towers,"

LaPierre said.

LaPierre also criticized Sen. John
McCain for sponsoring a bill requir-

ing crimifM} hnckground checks for

gun show purchases. The bill is

cosponsored by Sen. Joseph
Lieberman. D-Conn.. and supported
by a gun control group called

Americans for Gun Safety.

"John, what're you doing hanging
out with that crowd?" LaPierre said.

"The best way to end
violent crime is to lock

up the criminals who
commit violent crime/'

Gale Norton

Interior secretary

Gun enthusiasts crowded an exhib-

it hall to get a look at gun- and hunt-

ing-related products, including offer-

ings from Smith & Wesson, which
raised the ire of many gun owners
when it agreed with the federal gov-

ernment last year to install safety locks

on its guns in exchange for being
dropped from lawsuits against the

industry.

Smith & Wesson sales fell by half,

and the company was sold last week to

Saf-T-Hammer. a small trigger-lock

company.

James Baker, the NRA 's chief lob-

byist, signaled some forgiveness when
he told members. "Now that Smith &
Wesson was purchased from its

British holding company last week, we
.can also hope to restore its future."

^ G«ne Pelter of Fort Wayne, Ind..

hnsn't so sure. He made a point of
[Walking by the Smith & Wesson booth
i'ithout going in.

' He said he won't buy a Smith &
Wesson gun because of the agree-

ment. He conceded he may reconsid-

er "five, 10 years down the road, if

they have proven themselves."

Outside the convention, more than

100 people gathered in support ofgun
control at a "Rally for People Over
Profiu."

Mary Wertsch. executive director

of Missourians Against Handgun
Violence, claimed a victory because
the Missouri legislature adjourned
Friday without loosening restrictions

on permits to carry concealed hand-

guns.

Barnes, of Handgun Control Inc.

noted the new gun safety proposal

Bush unveiled eariier this week focus-

es on enforcement and ignores pre-

vention.

"While we fully support strong

enforcement of our gun laws, we rec-

ognize that we must adopt a muki-
faoMed approach in order to win the

fight to prevent gun violence." he said.
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-time for

Learning!!
Summer Classes Start

June 4 & July 9
Two, five-week sessions get you

through class in 1/3 the normal time!!

Register Now!

RIO HONDO COUCCE (562) 908^3415

For A Free Schedule Call (562) 908-3445

RIO HONDO COLLEGE
3600 Workman Mill Road • Whittier, CA 90601-1699

4«ww.iIi^c^;lu6
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Dr. PatricR Doyle, O.D.

C> f I t> f^l I I K
EYE EXAMINATIONS-CONTACT LENSES HIGH-FASHION EYEWEAR

10930 WEYBURN AVE
3 10-208- 1584

We ACCEPT

UCLA'S
VISION PLAN

AND STUDENTS

EYEMEDPLAN

FREE CONTACT

LENS SOLUTION
« • •

You JUST NEED
TO STOP IN

Close to campus in Weslwood Village

Across from Jeirys Famous Deli

Thank you...
for your remarkable devotion and commitment to

Bruin Belles Service Association. Your dedication to the community
throughout this year has touched the lives of so many people. Your hard

work has truly made the Fine Arts Festival, Play Day, Service Day, the

3-on-3 Basketball Tournament and the Women's Leadership Conference

such amazing and successful events!

Kara Achzet

Lauren Adamo
Emily Adams

Adreinne Auten

Vidhya Bala

Veronica Barba

Cindy Beck
Mary Belay

Ginna Brereton

Shawna Bernard

Jill Blcx:k

Jennifer Boulton

Diann Brizzolara

Theresa Chen
Kaniha Chhuon
Christina Chiang

Christine Chu
Sandra Chung

Mary Ann Coughlin

Andrea Dwork
Kristin Ecklund

Lindsay Elliot

Nicole Evans

Ruby Fernandez

Gabrielle Fourie

Andrea Fuentes

Michelle Go
Andrea Gonzalez

Katie Greene
Rachel Gunther

Alda Gureghian

Sherry Hanna
Katie Heppler

Jessica Hernandez
Erin Hirata •

Kristina Hoot

Lynn Huang
Lauren Hubner
Amanda Ibaraki

Kaihy Jennings

Carrie Joost

Cameron Kaehler

Linda Kim

Sherry Kim
Beth Kissack

Leah Kondo
Emily Kook

Christen Lamb
Leanne Lamt)ert

Jessica Langenhan
Diana Levin

Tiffany Li

Kimt)erly Lucas
lia Maewal

Simbi Mahlanza
Shantal Marshall

Victoria Meng
Jennifer Mims

Jennifer Morabito

Jamie Morlyama

Ayumi Nakamoto
Trisha Newman
Katharine Ng

Jennifer Ocampo
Elizabeth Palmer

Reveleanne Paulino

Laura Peumsang
Hong Pham

Michelle Piccirillo

Christina Poon
Alexis Rumbin
Nancy Samra

Jennifer Schwartz

Rachel Schwarzlose

Claire Soithong

Lindsay Stout

Monica Suematsu
Cynthia Sun
Jane Sur

Cynthia Swaeby
Michelle Teng

Kelly Thomasson
Cathy Ton

Fredricka Ung
Rachel Wilson

Katharine Wong
Michelle Yu

Satomi Zeigler

I

Would you like to learn more about this official UCLA philanthropic association dedicated to
community service and the promotion of women's leadership? Please contact us at

bbgflWhQtmailfCPm or look for our fall orientation party dates in the Daily Bruin this fall. For
more infomiation, please call (310) 825-9174 or check out our website:

http://www.studentQrou|
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Do you want to become
a leader on campus?

Check out the

RUIN LEADERS PROJE
A seminar based leadership project sponsored by the Center for
Student Programming. AU students are invited to participate i

^ ^eveloping leadership skills. Upon completion participants

e in

receive a certificate.

BRUIN LEADFRS PROTFrT «il»RINr, <>IIARTFA SEMINARS
Monday. May 21 3 - 5pm Ackerman 2408 "Personal Values and Etf,ical Decision

Malting and their Impaa on Leadership"

Tuesday, May 22 7.9pm John Wooden Center "Team Building" Rock Wall Program-RSVP

Wednesday, May 23 1 - 3pm Ackerman 3517 "Different Perspectives on Leadership -

Assessing your Own Style"

lliu«day,May24 6.8pm Math Science 5217 "The Social Change Model of Leadership"

Friday, May 25 12.2pm Ackerman 2408 "Capstone"

(Final Required Seminar for Certificate)

|L^Nw:';.thS-F^.^J

www.brutoleadcfs.ucla-frfii

MARCH
From page 1

they wouldn't let her through," he
said.

Though current conflicts arc the

reason most protesters took time to

organize, the beginning of the

Israeli-Palestinian dispute predates

even the oldest generation present.

Hundreds of years ago, the area

known as Palestine was pfedomi-
nantly Arab.

Christians and Jews were in the

minority, and the state existed as a

unified culture with constituents in

different houses of worship.

The presence of Jews ia Palestine
increased during the late 19th-centu-

ry Zionist movement, when the exo-

dus of Jews in Europe left to escape

persecution.

The father of the movement,
Theodor Herzl, organized the first

world Zionist congress in 1897, a
move to better establish Jews in

Palestine, their "Land of Israel."

"No one blames the Zionist Jews
for looking for ways out of persecu-

tion," Bustany said. **But many
Jews - including Albert Einstein -

did not support a Jewish state. They
saw it as a religion."

After World War I. British impe-
rialism set in and Zionist establish-

ments flourished as a result of
Britain's promise to establish a
national home in Palest)ine for Jews.

In 1947, Israel was founded and a
United Nations Partition plan allo-

cated 54 percent of the land to a
Jewish state and the rest to a
Palestinian state.

But before the partition plan was
implemented, the Gaza Strip

became the site ofa civil war, during

which Israel fought to remove
British troops from the land.

Israel gained control of West
Bank and Gaza, which totaled 20
percent of the land designated to

Palestinians.

In 1948, Israel expanded as settle-

ments were plotted. Bustany said.

Some attest that the occupation was
a violation of international law
when Israelis began occupying the

settlements.

"No conquering nation may
place its citizens in the occupied ter-

ritories," Bustany said. "Israel

thumbed its nose at the world."

But some Jewish organizations

disagree.

"The Palestinian leadership
knows well that the significant

achievements in peacemaking -

including transferring to Palestinian

control all major towns in Gaza and
the West Bank, and 98 percent of
the Palestinian population - result-

ed from direct, face-to-face negotia-

tions between Israelis and
Palestinians, not from violence,"
Bahat said.

Bustany said many people are
unaware about the progression of
events that led up to the present

state of upheaval. In his youth, he
was among the blissfully unaware.

"It was 1948, I was 20 years old
and the only things I cared about
were school, sports and girls - not
always in that order," he said. "I
didn't know anything about the
Middle East. From the newspapers
1 was under the impression Jews
and Christian Arabs had always
lived in Palestine. In my ignorance I

spent 19 years thinking that
'

And then war broke out in 1967
and the rest of Palestinian lands fell

under Israeli rule.

"It was then I began to learn," he
said.

Protesters said that military rule

over the past 50 years is one of the
primary causes of displaced
Palestinians who have lost their

homes or farm land.

"They are as cruel to the
Palestinians as they are because
they feel guilty for taking their
land," Bustany said

"It's a common human trait -

blame the victims,"

PROTEST
From page 9

Daily News all published the ad.

"This is kind of a test run to see

what kind of reaction we get to this

ad. We plan a larger campaign m the

fall," Kennedy said.

But Quinn, who spoke at the rally

Friday, said this is exactly the kind
of thing protesters are hoping to

combat.

"They're trying to infiltrate cam-
puses with their lies and myths," she
said.
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With reports from Barbara Ortutay
and Linh Tat Daily Bruin Senior Staff.

DISABLED
From page 1

after a car accident in 1978. "But in

some ways I am a role model for the

disabled. It's a pretty humbling
responsibility."

A lack of role models for her son
Blair is what got Gail Williamson
involved with helping disabled actors

find roles. Blair, who has Down syn-

drome, first appeared in a national

___j?ommerciaJ when he was 10 years oid.

"After that day, everyone became
nrjore comfortable with people with

Down syndrome," Williamson said.

Then I tried to give people with dis-

abilities more role models and I found
the Media Access Oftlce."

She has worked for 10 yrars with

the Media Access Office, a nonprofit

organization that tries to create equal

opportunities in the entertainment
industry for people with disabilities.

She first served as a volunteer and then

as a staff member. She currently tries

to find roles for more than 600 actors

and also gives advice on how to accu-

rately portray a disabled person, in act-

ing and script writing.

Williamson said it is important to

get images ofdisaNed people on televi-

sion and in the movies every day.

"The reason our office tries to get

these images out is because it is a subtle

form of education." Williamson said.

"11 breaks down the barriers of dis-

crimination against the disabled."

Hall said it wasn't until he was in an
accident with a drunk truck driver that

he realized that there is some fear and
discrimination against the disabled.

He was often cast in what he called

"bitter cripple" roles before being abte

to play roles not revolving around his

disability. This was because casting

groups were afraid his disability woukl
have to be explained in the story. Hall

said.

"It's taken a long time for society to

realize that we have doctors, lawyers,

teachers and artists who are disabled,"

Hall said. "Images of the disabled help

determine how we sec things."

The other featured speaker of the

night was poet Majid Naficy, who
received his doctorate from UCLA in

1997. Naficy, who is legally blind, recit-

ed from his collection "Muddy Shoes

'

including poems about his eyes.

Naficy said he became involved

with the event after being contacted by
the organizers, some of whom had
heard of him when he was a graduate
student at UCLA

Mitnik said the most important part

of the exhibition was not the showing
of foreign films but the ability to dis-

cuss disabilities and how they are por-

trayed.

He added that spon-soring the festi-

\^ has had an impact on his own writ-

ing. He was working on a romantic
comedy with a deafcharacter as one of
the leads. He still likes the idea, but he
sees a greater purpose for his script.

"This script is not only a great idea

but it is an opportunity to visit some-
thing that is not visited," Mitnik said.

"It is an ability to embface differences

I can make a positive impact by pre-

senting challenges that the disabled

face in real life, not just because they

are disabled, but challenges that we all

have to face."

COMPLIMENTARY
CONSULTATION

Deliver Brilliant Results

ORTHODONTIST
SINCE 1980

UCLA FACULTY MEMBER Dr. Nader Dayani
Member American Asj^oriatjon of Orthodf^n

tjlrtlr

Specializing In braces for adults & children

• Invisible

European
• Removable
• Traditional

(310) 826 - 7494
11645 Wilshire Blvd. #802
Los Angeles, CA 90025

• Cosmetic Porcelain
• Surgical Orthodontics

(949) 552 - 5890
18124 Culver Dr., #A
Irvine, CA 92715

Teeth Whitening
upper or lower

$85«« cadi

(Rci. $200.00)

The treatment w* b© en fcjtowj; $ 1000.00 pluj
S100 00 tor eoch monlh ct treatment rencMred
for metal txaces. $90a00 plus S 100 00 for each
mo^tt^ of treatment rendered tor removable

brooee and S 1 700.00 plm 8 1 25.00 per riKinth for

ceramic biacei 9200.00 tor dkjgrK»«c study
model and $176.00 for toTTTHJl comultatlon.

explication dcrt» 6-<3(K»

Will You Be iMking For Wirk tVhea Yiu Graioate?

Have Y«D Censldered Canada as a Place to Live?

Is Qiialify if Life a CiiuideratiM for Yw?

llL-
mi/

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
CANADA 1^1

Then there's a future for you in Alberta!

Come hear about Alberta and ttie Alberta Advantage.
Come see ttie I.T opportunities and ottier protesslonal

and business careers available to you now In Alberta

lloMiii#:'l\rii\i'iriiiii

lliiilllih. lli|\*Kl
•

a! ii::|(l |i.iii.

Sponsored by ttie UCLA Canadian Students Club

Remember That Special Moment...

Graduation Special

Only Through
WWW.SHOPTOSHIBA.C

Or Call

(888) 241-5864

Share That Special Moment
Mention Code: PC41

To Receive A Free

Rechargeable Battery Pack i^^
With Your Purchase OfA

Toshiba PDR-M61

Digital Stai Camera

A Value of$31.00
Promotion Ends July 31, 2001

WWW.SH0PT0SHIBA.COM
(888) 241-5864

PDR-M61

$399

AimmnI ^H^F 1

PC WORLD

kmtS ft*»HHiiiia/CmmmmwmmMCptk^SmnC
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Columnist examines nature

of the U.S. legal system and

its relation to the McVeigh

case. See Ttiesday

viewpoint^media.uda.edu

UN. decision should be wake-up call to United States
DEMOCRACY: Loss of influence

on Human Rights Commission a

deserved blow to Bush, America

Once in a blue moon, some strange cono-

bination of factors mix together in just

the right proportions to cause an effect

so exceptionally satisfying that one can't help

but stand by with a huge smile and watch. Like

watching your favorite basketball player exe-

cute an immaculate fast break. Or getting an

excellent grade on a chal-

lenging paper.

Or watching the

United States get kicked

off the United Nations

Human Rights

Commission after serving

on that body for over 50

years.

Yep, it fmally hap-

pened. Two weeks ago, a

democratic election

placed the United States

last among four candi-

dates for the three seats

reserved for Western countries on the commis-

sion, with positions going to France, Sweden

and Austria.

In the wake of the upset, U.S. diplomats and

government officials have been scrambling to

protect America's international image;

Secretary of State Colin Powell has even gone

so far as to daim that the election results were

a fluke and simply the result of an internation-

al conspiracy to ""thwart America's efforts."

Regardless of such absurd statements, the

U.N. vote has sent an unquestionable message

to the world: America's game is up.

Ebadolahi is a third-year interruitional

development studies and history student who
believes that the forces ofgood Witt kiss evil on the

lips. She erKOurages comnr>ents at

mightymousennitra#yahoacom.

Mitra

Ebadolahi

Why did this happen? Gee, where to start.

First of all, under the sublime guidance of

Chief Executive Idiot George W. Bush, recent

U.S. policies have indicated a blatant disregard

for international human rights concerns. In

just a few brief months, the United States has

opposed the ban on land mines, universal

access to AIDS medications and the formation

of an international criminal court designed to

bring war criminals to justice.

The U.N. vote indicates that U.S. hegemony

is fmally unraveling as other nations find

America's arrogant hypocrisy harder and

harder to swallow. The European Union has

been especially upset as a result of Bush's

impulsive decision to escalate armament pro-

grams.

Now European Union ofTicials, who repre-

sent a region with growing power, are refusing

to stand idly by and watch the United States

jeopardize the planet's Tulure with reckless uni-

lateral actions. America's replacement by three

E.U. countries thus represents a bold political

move within the international community.

But 1 digress.

U.S. inaction has also proven the Bush

administration's general indifterence toward

the U.N. at large> Despite the fact that Bush

has been in office for over five months, he has

failed to designate a permanent leader for the

U.S. delegation to the U.N. This paralysis has

sent a clear international signal that the U.N. is

hardly America's first priority, and indicates a

sharp discrepancy between the rhetoric and

reality of U.S. foreign policy.

To exacerbate matters. Bush has nominated

John Negroponte to serve as the U.S. ambas-

sador to the U.N. In the .1980s Negroponte

worked as an ambassador in Honduras,

America's home base for the illegal contra

wars against Nicaraguan self-determination.

During his tenure, Negroponte ignored

severe human rights violations committed by

the U.S.-backed Honduran army and deliber-

ately misled Congress in order to allow contra

Set It RMCHEl REUCHATMySnrin

UETTERS

Slave repara-

tions account
for

historical racism
I am responding to the '^Speaks

Out" on reparations for slavery and

redress to minorities for past injus-

tices that appeared in The Bruin

(Viewpoint, May 14). It is very

interesting to see how non-black

people respond to black issues in

the United States. It is absurd for a

people to forget its past and equally

hideous and insensitive for others

to dismiss another's past as if it

were nothing.

For those of you who don't

know, black people in America

were not immigrants, meaning,

there was no choice of where and

how to live in the American conti-

nent. To understand why repara-

tions are an issue is to understand

the history of the United States'

racial hate policies.

Black Americans were bred into

existence just like horse breeders

are still trying to create the next

Seattle Slew. Black Americans were

property not seen as human. Laws
were enacted to keep black folks

from congregating, marrying,

learning, speaking native languages

and playing instruments.

These are part of the Slave

Codes, which also allowed for any

white person to do physical harm,

including rape, maiming and mur-

der, to any black person without

punishment. Militia patrols were

formed to partici|>ate in these

hunum rights violations. Thete

patrob are now called your local

police.

So, you say bury the past; forget

about slavery - it happened a long

time ago; we are equals now. I have

news for you. Some of the afore-

mentioned laws are still legal in

many states.

Let's think for a moment. Are

citizens of a free country allowed to

vote (if it is a democratic society)?

Then why must black people force

the government to acknowledge

them as the legal citizens they are,

so that they can vote? That took

place only 40 years ago.

It is extremely ignorant, insensi-

tive and unconscionable for one to

even consider erasing another per-

son's past. But then again, this is

what we as black folks have come
to expect from people who are not

of color and are not disenfran-

chised.

So tell me Elham Gheytanchi,

Mitul Jambusaria, Monica Kitt,

Michael Paratore and Mikal

Rofers, what makes your progres-

sive attitudes different than

Andrew Jackson and "Bull"

Conner? Bottom line - how dare

you tell me to forget my heritage.

DwayMCast

Fowtk-yMr
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Past injustices

shouldn't affect

UCLA sports
The U.S. has endured a Civil

War, a Chal Rights Movement, loss

of lives, riots and countless stories

of hate crimes. Despite this, Scott

Schultz in ''UCLA basketball can

seal legacy by not playing NCAA
tournament," (Daily Bruin, Sports,

May 9) seems to have found a way
to stop racial oppression, social

injustice and to cure the ills of

American society.

Schultz does not propose legisla-

tion or educational programs, but

he attacks the core of the United

States' problems - the NCAA tour-

nament. This event represents the

honest passion of every true

American sports fan; 64 teams all

battling for one crown. Personally.

1 think we should go a step further

and disallow any confederate states

to play those who at one time made
up the Union. They simply bring

back too much tension. Wrong!

We are talking about a sporting

event. When there is a Big 12 match

up. I don't immediately think of the

Kansas-Nebraska Act. When Todd
Von Poppel strikes out Shawn
Green, 1 do not see an encore of

the Holocaust. Sports make up an

important part of American culture

and healthy competition. In no way
do they contribute to racial ten-

sions and injustices.

If UCLA were to not play in the

tournament, it would be terrible for

college basketball. We are the most

heralded basketball institution in

the Union, attendance is mandato-

ry-

Protesting the NCAA tourna-

ment as Schultz suggests would not

solve the world's problems.

Georgia has chosen to raise a flag

that has a controversial history;

however, this flag represents one of

the most core values of a Republic
- state's rights.

In fact, according to a poll con-

ducted by ABC News, a large per-

centage of the African American
population in the state of Georgia,

voted to keep the confederate flag

because of its importance to the his-

tory of their ancestry.

No man should ever tamper with

the enlightening experience that

turns every fanatic's heart soft dur-

ing March. Whether you're Bryce

Drew hitting the game-winner or

SeelfnBIS^pa9e19
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IWF advertisement is a valuable voice in community
WOMEN: Ad backs what

researchers know, not

what feminists construct

By

Neither Chaitra Shenoy's 'Myths

belittle female population, problems

relevant to culture" (Daily Bruin,

Viewpoint, May 1 1 ) nor Barrie

Levy's "Bruin ad misleading"

(Viewpoint. Letters, May I ) do much
to defend feminist statistics against

the evidence presented by the

Independent Women's Forum in its

ad printed in the Daily Bruin on April

18. The research-based, methodical

IWF ad tells us what serious

researchers already know - that femi-

nist statistics and claims are often ter-

rible distortions based on unprofes-

sioruil and dishonest methodologies.

Shenoy repeats the discredited

feminist factoid that "30 percent of

emergency room visits by women
each year are the result of injuries

from domestic violence." The origin

of the figure is a 1984 article

"Domestic Violence Victims in thj

Emergency Department** in the

Journal of the American Medical

Association. It turns out that 38 per-

cent of the 492 patients who make up
the "30 percent" figure were men.

The survey is also flawed because

it was a small sample taken at only

one. violencei>lagued and poverty-

stricken inner-city Detroit ER. The
survey's authors never claimed that it

was comprehensive or representative

of the population as a whole.

When the Family Violence

Prevention Fund did a survey of all

397 ERs in California hospitals and

asked the (mostly female) nurse man-

agers how many female patients they

believed to be domestic violence vic-

tims were treated in an average

month, the total averaged between

two (for small hospitals) and eight

(for the larger ones).

Shenoy attacks the IWF for disput-

ing the feminist claim that women
make only 75 percent of what men do
for the same job. but provides little

substantive evidence. As I explained

in my recent Los Angeles Times Op-

Ed piece ("Is Pay a Function of

Gender Bias?", May 12) and in more
detail in "Wage gap reflects sacrifice

of men, not discrimination" (Daily

Bruin, Viewpoint, June 2, 1999), men
make more money than women large-

ly because full-time employed men
work, on average, eight hours a week

Sacks is a teacher, a carpenter §nd a

graduate of UCIA

EfKAPMTCVD«iy»(^ 2t7*\

(or over 400 hours a year) more than

full-time employed women.
In addition, full-time employed

women have, as a whole, 25 percent

less job experience than their male

counterparts ("Why the Gender Gap
in Wages Narrowed in the 19805.**

June O' Neil and Solomon Polachek.

Journal of Labor Economics 1 1, No.

1, Jan. 1993). Also, men are the vic-

tims of over 90 percent of American

workplace deaths and serious injuries

and many of these 'Ynale" jobs pay

more than other jobs at the same rela-

tive skill level specifically because of

the hazards involved.

The 75 percent figure compares

apples and oranges by adding up
what the average full-time employed

male and average full-time employed

female earn. Both the IWF and the

Cato Institute did studies with realis-

tic comparisons - comparing men
and women who worked the same
number of hours in the same job and

at the same level of experience - and

found the gender wage gap to be less

than 2 percent.

Shenoy also was misled abmit rape

figures and attacks the IWF used for

debunking the infamous "
I in 4 col-

lege women victim of rape or

attempted rape" hoax. As I explained

in three Daily Bruin Viewpoint sub-

missions (March 8. 1999; April 13,

1999 and Nov. 9. 1999), the famous I

in 4 figure comes from a 1985 survey

by Mary Koss which was sponsored

by Ms. magazine.

I wrote to Koss on Dec. 3, 1999

and while she still defended her work,

she confirmed for me that her

rape/attempted rape figure include

women who were not forced to have

sex, but instead had sexual inter-

course when they didn't want to while

intoxicated.

Many dissident feminists have

protested this belittling ofwomen and

asked "How does a guy giving you a

drink mean you have to drink it and

keep drinking until you've had

enough that you'll h^ve sex because

of the drinks?" To get "
I in 4" femi-

nists turn a consensual act - drinking

and having sex - into "rape."

Researchers have noted that ifwe
use Koss' definition of "rape" and
apply it to men, a large percentage of

college men are 'Yaped" too. When

Tina Oakland, director of the UCLA
Center for Women and Men, defend-

ed **
I in 4" against the IWF

("Women's groups demand apology

from Bruin for ad." Daily Bruin,

News, May 17) she cited the

American Medical Association and

the FBI, even though the source for

both is, in fact, Koss.

Real rape figures are hard to esti-

mate because, as Shenoy correctly

notes, many women understandably

do not report rape. The most method-

ologically sound and unbiased esti-

mates, as 1 mentioned (with sources)

in my previous submissions on rape,

place the percentage ofwomen raped

at about 4 percent over a lifetime -

not 25 percent by mid-college career.

If you look at a report by the

National Center for Education

Statistics titled, "Campus Crime and

Security at Postsecondary Education

Institutions" ( 1997), the total number
of reported forced sex offenses in one

year on all American campuses com-

bined was 1,310. That comes out to an

average of less than one per campus
per year.

Shenoy also believes feminist dis-

tortions on domestic violence. As I

explained in my submissions

"Domestic violence is harsh reality

for men also" (Daily Bruin,

Viewpoint, May 12, 2000) and

"Cancer, violence major problems

for men; research money is needed

for both sexes" (Daily Bruin,

Viewpoint, May 17, 1999), most child

abuse and murder of children is com-
mitted by women, not men, and

domestic violence against men by

women is roughly equal to that of

men against women.
I also presented studies which

show that violence in lesbian couples

is at least as high as that in heterosex-

ual couples. .

According to the U.S. Department

of Justice. 70 percent of confirmed

cases of child abuse and 65 percent of

parental murders of children are

committed by mothers, not fathers

(Warren Farrell, "Father and Child

Reunion," 2001). According to the

U.S. Department of Health and

Human Services, adjusting for the

greater number of single mothers, a
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EBADOLAHI
From page 16

operations to continue. With such a

stellar record. Negroponte serves as'

an excellent indicator of America's

true commitment to human rights.

But just because our government

has refused to sign a few treaties or

promote human lives over corporate

profits doesn't mean politicians are

willing to stop declaring the U.S. the

champion of international human
rights.

In fact, Congress just isn't ready

to accept this humiliating democratic

defeat sitting down. In a stunning

display of political pouting, the U.S.

House of Representatives has voted

to withhold nearly $250 million in

unpaid U.N. dues to pressure U.S.

restoration to the Commission on

Human Rights.

Now that's interesting. Who
would have thought that U.S. gov-

ernment officios, of all people,

would try to overrule a completely

democratic process with the threat of

money? Things just don't seem to be

adding up: first America fails to pro-

mote human rights, and now denux)-

racy too? It really is all about the

Benjamins!

Of course, the corporate media
has had a field day with the U.N. —
vote, but not for the reasons you or I

might hope. Instead of critically

scrutinizing America's role in demot-

ing human rights, media pundits

have either ignored the story out-

right, or spun the issue to focus on

the "frightening and terrible" loss of

U.S. power in the international com-
munity.

The Los Angeles Times, for exam-
ple, quoted one senior government
official who adamantly claimed that

the vote was the result of a "'league

of undemocratic U.S. states'" deter-

mined to "silence the U.S. voice"

(L.A. Times, May 5).

Reporters and diplomats alike

have also evaded an analysis of

American human rights policies by

demonizing other nations, including

"rogue states" like Saudi Arabia,

Algeria and Cuba. While it is true

(and tragic) that many of the com-
mission's members have trampled

human rights, it is also a fact that the

United States itself is guilty of direct-

ly committing or tacitly supporting

human rights violations around the

world.

The United States continues to

bomb Iraq, killing thousands of civil-

ians a year. America is one of the last

countries in the world to retain the

death penalty, and the recent hoopla

over Timothy McVeigh's impending
execution indicates that murder is

still viewed as a legitimate response

to crime.

The U.S. Army's School of the

Americas (a.k.a. the Western

Hemisphere Institute for Security

Cooperation) is notorious for train-

ing and funding brutal military dicta-

torships throughout Latin America.

And that'sjust the tip of the iceberg.
'

The list of atrocities is virtually with-

out end.

From this perspective, it is amaz-
ing that the United States actually

served on the U.N. Commission for

Human Rights for five uninterrupt-

ed decades. Indeed, the U.N. itself

can and must be criticized for failing

to make a noticeable difference in

international human rights policies.

Without the methods to enforce

resolutions, key documents such as

the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights are reduced to mere paper-

work. The fact that nearly all of the

commission members, including the

United States, have at one point or

another blatantly violated human
rights is another testament to the

shortcomings and contradictions of

this critical body.

As for the United States, the U.N.
vote delivers a powerful lesson:

actions speak louder than words.
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From page 18

Despite America's international

public relations campaigns and pro-

paganda, it is an undeniable fact that

the United States ofAmerica has a

long way to go before it can truly

claim to be a defender of human
rights.

Congress can take a step forward

in the right direction by paying

America's dues and passing legisla-

tion to deal with the real issues:

human rights violations right here in

the supposed "land of the free."

SACKS
From page 17

custodial mother is five times as like-

ly to murder her own children as a

custodial father

Longtime domestic violence

researchers Richard Gelles and
Murray Straus, who were once

hailed by the feminist movement for

their pioneering work bringing

domestic violence against women to

national prominence, have repeated-

ly found that female domestic vio-

lence is as prevalent as male domes-

^ tic violence, in both minor and seri-

^ ous assaults.

Psychology Professor Martin

Fiebert of California State

University, Long Beach compiled

1 17 studies

(http://www.csulb.edu/~mfiebert/)

which found that women were as

responsible for initiating and engag-

ing in domestic violence as men.

Researchers, including Dr. David

Fontes, the director of Stop Abuse
for Everyone, have also found that

only a small percentage of female

batterers abuse out of self-defense

(www.safe4all.org).

Shenoy also overstates the preva-

lence of domestic violence against

women in our society. What she

doesn't realize is that feminist

domestic violence studies are notori-

ously inaccurate because they lump
together common acts which men
and women do equally (such as slam-

ming doors, yelling, etc.) with seri-

ous abuse in order to get high fig-

ures, which they then present to the

public as strictly serious abuse and as

strictly male.

The IWF's ad isn't "hurtful to a

huge chunk of our student and facul-

ty population" as Shenoy contends,

nor does it "ferment intolerant, anti-

woman ... sentiment and action on
campus" and "incite hate" as Levy

believes. Instead, the IWF is a valu-

able dissident voice which should be

heard not only in the Daily Bruin,

but in the women's studies class-

room as well.

The Daily Bruin was correct in

standing by its decision to print the

ad. What are Shenoy, Levy. Oakland
and the women's studies department

so afraid of?

LEHERS
From page 16

Mike Hampton's coach collapsing

in his players' arms, March brings

out the best in school pride and

strength of character.

These buzzer-beating upsets give

me chills, and Schultz believes that

this triumphant event somehow
impedes social progress. March
Madness builds character, turns stu-

dents into men and educates athletes

on healthy and friendly competition.

We will not tamper with this insti-

tution of college basketball, because

it is the culmination uf the regular

season with 64 teams, one champi-

on, one nation with liberty and jus-

tice for all.

Ryan Wagner

NMcilsdMKt
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In "Startup.com, " Kaleil Isaza Tuzman wrestles with the growing pains

of a new business and friendship in the fickle Internet community.

Documentary film looks

beNnd scenes at startup

MOVIE: Internet economy

hits big screen with flick

about tragic dot-com bust

BySuncalKoHuri
Daily Bruin Contributor

Shortly after Jehane Noujaim quit

her job at MTV to pursue filmmak-

ing, her roommate, Kaleil Isaza

Tuzman was hard at work with his

longtime friend, Tom Herman raising

millions of dollars for their new
Internet company, GovWorks.com.

" Basically,

he's sitting on

the side of his
—^^—^—

bed raising hun-

dreds of thou-

sands of dollars,

getting every-

body to quit

their jobs every-

where and join

up with him,"

said Noujaim in

a phone a interview from New York.

"I just thought that this was a totally

amazing time."

The new documentary,

"Starlup.com," tells the story of

Tuzman and Herman, two young

From the start,

_the filmmakers knew
that they had an

interesting story.

across the country," Noujaim said.

"Ifwas more in the stage of 'Wouldn't

this be a cool idea?' which is the way a

lot of things start."

While Noujaim began filming,

Hegedus was searching for an

Internet company to be the subject of

her next documentary.

Then Noujaim and Hegedus met
through mutual friends to discover

that they both had the same idea.

"Their company called me up and
asked me if I could do some kind of

film about them starting their venture

because Kileil's roommate was my
coKlirector Jehane." Hegedus said.

"She was look-

_^^^_^^^^^ ing for a partner'^^^~"^"""""
to do it with

because she did-

n't have any

money and had-

n't made a fea-

ture length docu-

m e n t a r y

before."

-; Noujaim
arranged for

Hegedus to meet the two entrepre-

neurs and Hegedus was immediately

impressed by the vision for their com-
pany and the story thai could ensue.

"We met Kileil and 1 thought he

was extremely charismatic, and I

entrepreneurs struggling to keep their Tiked the idea that he was doing it with

Internet startup and their friendship

alive.

Noujaim. along with acclaimed

filmmaker Chris Hegedus. document-

ed the company's every move from

its optimistic beginning to its ultimate

failure.

"These guys arc just totally amaz-
ing. They just put everything out on
the line to create this really revolu-

tionary Web site where they were
going to cut red tape and bridge the

digital divide by putting government
online," Hegedus said.

Tuzman's idea was to have
GovWorks.com help bridge the gap
between government and individuals.

The Web site would allow users to pay

parking tickets, renew their driver's

license, and provide other services to

make the government work more effi-

ciently.

Inspired by her roommate's drive,

Noujaim thought that Tuzman's pro-

ject might make an interesting subject

for a documentary.

"I don't think in the beginning they

really thought that it would be a fea-

ture film that would be released

his best friend." she said. "It was like

a buddy story, and that really

appealed to me."

•From the start, the filmmakers

knew that they had an interesting

story in the contrast of personalities

that existed between the two entrepre-

neurs and the drivc^nd enthusiasm of

the businessmen amazed the filmmak-

ers.

"You could tell early on that there

was going to be an mterestmg dynam-
ic because they cared about each

other so much, because there was so

much pressure involved and because

they were totally opposite people."

Noujaim said.

She explamed how Tuzman and his

friend Herman were a very interest-

ing match. Tuzman had a driven and
commanding personality that con-

trasted greatly with the reserved, awk-

ward character of Herman.

"They're totally opposite personal-

-ities," Noujaim said. *'K«leil is a busi-

ness man who says all the right things

at all the right times and Tom is some-
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ADY
Dame Edna uses her

sharp tongue and keen

wit to keep audience

members on their

toes - and laughing

The '>h«jbeit Ihedfie

Birry Humphries stars as Dame Edna in the play he created, "Dame Edna.The Royal Tour,"

winner of National Broadway Awards for Best Actor and Best Play.

By Lawra Morgan
Daily Bruin Contributor ^

1
For the nexi twow#ks. live theater ks

taking on a neu lace ip Los Angeles.

Playing for a limiteil engagement of

16 perfornuiiK.s at the Shubert

Theatre, "Dame Edna: The Royal

Tour" provides a night of wickedly

funny entertainment that will leave

audience members rolling over their-

seals in laughter

"Dame Edna," which won National

Broadway Awards for Best Actor and

Best Play, wi.s created by Barry

Humphries, w ho also sttts as the eccen-

tric lead.

Dame Edna is an Australian house-

wife turned mogastar who dazzles the

audience with her sheer wit and conver-

sation as she includes audience mem-

bers in every part of the two-hour per-

formance.

Appearing on stage with a pink

scquincd frock and purple hair. Dame
Edna starts the show with a song that

tells audience members to look at her

when she's talking to them, clap when
appropriate and laugh, setting a light-

hearted mood that pervades the

evening.

Upon finishing her song, she con-

verses with the audience Jby first mock-

ing those in the mezzanine, whom she

believes can't afford the orchestra seats.

Dame Edna develops names for each

section that reflects the amount of par-

ticipation in each area. But, audience

members should beware, the nuKking
names will stick for the rest of the show.

The fun begins when Dame Edna
asks which families have left their chil-

dren with a baby sitter for the night.

Audience members should realize that

once they are selected to participate in

the show, they will become the butt of all

jokes for the night, whether it's for

being too old or for dressing inappro-

priately for a visit with a "megastar."

Continuing to work the theater and

make friends. Dame Edna begins to

interrogate audience members about

random things, such as the style of their

homes, using their answers as fodder.

The mockery keeps audience members
on their toes and leads to uncontrollable -

laughter, highlighting Humphnes' abili-

ties as an actor, displaying sarcasm and

on-the-spot comebacks as Dame Edna.

The secret of Dame Fidna is that she

turns seemingly harmless questions and
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Author remembered for

humor, destroying Earth

Michael

Rosen-

Molina

"Dame Edna.The Royal Tout" will run through May 27 at the

Shubert Theatre.

fc . —

COLUMN: Adams' unique

optimism shines through

even on morbid subjects

The inventor of the improbabil-

ity drive, the pangalactic gar-

gle blaster and Vogon poetry

has shuffled off this mortal coil.

The news has come as a shock to

fans the world

over. Douglas

Adams, author

of "The

Hitchhiker's

Guide to the

Galaxy,"

passed away

last week at the

unseasonable

age of 49.

His name
might not

spring instantly

to mind when
discussing great

literature;

Adams' list of books seems modest

when compared to most writers. But

in this flash-in-the-pan era, where
the world will quickly forget any fig-

ure who leaves the public eye for a

good month. Adams was a novelty.

His famous Hitchhiker trilogy -

the series that redefined the term by

coming out in no less than five

installments - put Adams in the

forefront of today's authors.

"The Hitchhiker's Guide to the

Galaxy" managed, by the cleverness

of its title alone, to remain in the

public eye since its initial publica-

tion.

The contents of the book were no
less clever, combining slapstick

humor with droll social satire.

Adams was never the most prolific

writer, but what he lacked in quanti-

ty he made up for in quality,

For lack of any better characteri-

zation, the Hitchhiker books always

appeared in the science fiction sec-

tions of bookstores.

Douglas Noel Adams attended

school in England at St. John's

College at Cambridge University in

1970, where he sowed hints of the

humorist he was to become.

While UC Berkeley was known
as a hotbed of liberal activism,

Cambridge was known for making
comedians.

Adams' classmates were to

become the giants of British come-
dy. Dudley Moore; John Cleese,

Peter Cook and "Monty Python's"

Graham Chapman were all prod-

ucts of a Cambridge education.

Adams was no slouch himself,

joining The Footlights Club, a well-

known satirical production group.

He collaborated with writers who
would later go on to work on
"Monty Python" and "Not The
Nine O'clock News."

The inspiration for Adams'
biggest project came to him when he

was away from school, on spring

break. Traveling around the conti-

nent, following the advice in "The

Hitchhiker's Guide To Europe," he

stopped in the town of Innsbruck.

There, Adams lied on his t>ack,

semi-drunk, reflecting on the stars

above. The idea suddenly struck

him that - wait! - someone should

write a hitchhiker's guide to (he

filaxy!

It took six years for the idea to

finally became a book, but, when it

did, there was no looking back.

After graduating from

Cambridge, Adams moved to

London to break into television

writing. He wrote several episodes

for "Dr. Who," a popular BBC sci-

ence fiction series with special

effects so famously bad they proved

that shouldn't let the government
run your TV.

During his free time, Adams
worked on his original Innsbruck

idea. It eventually became a radio

serial, which he sold to the BBC.
The show soon attracted a cult fol-

lowing, becoming so popular that it

was aired four times,

Ultimately, the "HTTcliTinccFl

Guide" gave rise to a television

series, several records, a stage show,

a video game, and, of course, the

Hitchhiker's trilogy. Plans for a

movie came to nothing, but the

books continued to sell well.

Adams proved that he could

write more than sci-fi parody when
he teamed up with zoologist Mark
Carwardine to write "Last Chance
to See," a hilarious and moving look

at vanishing wildlife.

In addition to his Hitchhiker

books, Adams wrote two not-so-grit-

ty noir-ish books about surly, lazy

detective Dirk Gently and his holis-

tic detective agency.

Surely, though, Adams will be

most remembered for his

"Hitchhiker's Guide." More a

hodgepodge of '50s B-film cliches

and metaphysical gibberish than

actual sci-fi, the books still managed
to capture the imaginations of read-

ers all over the world.

Gods existed alongside aliens.

and no one seemed to mind. The ;

threadbare plot was little more than

an excuse to propel the heroes - per-

petually bewildered Englishman

Arthur Dent and his alien compan-
ion Ford Prefect - on ever stranger

adventures.

Adams somehow made the

picaresque novel work, so that the

reader never got bored and never

realized that Arthur and lord didn't

accomplish much of anything.

Adams was a man who painted

the cosmos with a peculiar British

flavor - one where universal chaos

offends a proper Englishman's

refined sensibilities, and all prob-

lems dissolve into a vague concern

with finding a decent cup of tea.

Ultimately, under all the tomfool-

ery, the "Hitchhiker's Guide" is a

book about the comforts of home,
the one safe haven in an otherwise

insane and unpredictable universe.

Surrounded by the wonders of the

galaxy, Arthur Dent never took any

notice because all he really wanted
to do was go home.
The guide provides the best

advice possible in this unstable

world: Don't panic. Nothing else so

aptly sums up Adams' writing,

which tempered all the wacky hi-

jinks with a unique optimism for the

future. Even when dealing with such

morbid topics as species extinction

- topics that other authors would
treat with solemn reverence and
profound pessimism -Adams' hope
for a better future shone through.

From his books, nothing was so

.

»
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SMUT PEDDLERS

"Porn Again"

Smut Peddlers

"Porn Again"

Rawkus

In an era of political correctness, it

may seem fitting to-some that an

album by a group called the "Smut
Peddlers" be relegated to the under-

ground. "Porn Again," the group's

debut album, is vulgar, explicit, and

misogynistic. It is also a stellar hip-

hop album.

The groups' formula is simple

enough: mix DJ Mighty Mi's funky

beats with the most shocking lyrics

possible. MCs Eon and Cage lend

rhymes on just about everything sexu-

al, and there are no boundaries to

their perversion. Ordinary tales of

> and hoe&" just won't sulTice

for the Peddliers, as Cage shows on

"Talk Like Sex Pt. 2": "Exactly four

years from today/The Olsen twins will

be in their first three-way." Kool G
Rap guests on the track, a remake of

his own "Talk Like Sex" from 1990.

Another standout track is "Josie,"

the story of Eon and Cage's

encounter with one promiscuous

young lady, described as a "porno-

graphic Serena Altschul." Eon and
Cage trade rhymes about their

encounters so quickly that the listener

almost has to entertain the idea that it

may have some factual basis. Mighty

Mi's production on the track is mini-

mal, a mixture of various drums laced

with some guitar that allows for the

story to take the forefront.

While comparisons to Eminem are

inevitable (especially Cage, who has

had some underground beef in years

past with Slim Shady), the only thing

the Smut Peddlers share with Mr.

Mathers is that they are also white.

The songs lack the corny hooks

Eminem often employs, and Mighty

Mi's beats are dirtier and funkier than

those found on an Eminem album.

Besides the sexual banter, the Smut
Peddlers take time out for their sec-

ond favorite endeavor: calling out the

commercial rappers that have inun-

dated the hip-hop world. Joining the

Peddlers on their quest for under-

ground supremacy on "Stank MCs"
is legendary rap renegade Kool Keith,

as well as Howard Stern Show regular

Beetlejuicc. The MCs lend rhymes

directed at rappers who continue to

sell out, while Beetlejuice performs

the hook, all over a standout track by

Mighty Mi.

'Pom Again" doesn't break much
new musical ground, but it is true to

the old school in its essence. Eon,

Cage and Mighty Mi show what hip

hop should be-all about beats and

rhymes. Feminists will no doubt be

sickened by the groups' lyrics, and

still others may find the Smut
Peddlers' rhymes a bit hard to swal-

low, but all in all underground enthu-

siasts who appreciate good beats and

clever lyrics will enjoy the. album.

Anthony Quinonez
Rating: 8

R.E.M.

"Reveal"

Warner Brothers

Just as R.E.M. lead singer Michael

Stipe comes out, the subdued rock

sound of his aging group is back in.

With a band mate missing (drum-

mer Bill Berry) and its last two

albums doing less than hot on the

charts, R.E.M. was headed toward

the Indian reservation casino touring

circuit. However, the group's latest

offering may be what the trio needs to

restore itself to its rightful place in

rock's current echelons.

It doesn't take long to realize that

"Reveal" is, simply put. a brilliant

album. The first track "The Lifting,"

with Stipe gracefully crooning,

"You've said the air was singing/it's

calling you you don't believe/these

things you've never seen, never heard,

never dreamed," is only a precursor

to some of the best tracks R.E.M. has

put out in the course of its almost 20-

year career.

Overall, "Reveal," is one of

R.E.M.'s heavier albums, but thai

run into a few problems. Where per-

formers such as Beck and the

Flaming Lips have succeeded in com-
bining classic rock instruments with

electronic and digital instruments,

R.E.M. seems to struggle with the

task.

Songs like track six, "Saturn

Return," fight to be up to date with

more electronic-based groups such as

Radiohead and the Avalanches.

However, R.E.M. achieves little more
than ruining an almost endearing

melody.

Despite small nuisances such as

this, "Reveal" won't be leaving listen-

er's CD players anytime soon. The
album is simply candy for the ear of

those missing the days when pop
music wasn't just "Butterfly" boys

with tattoos and "Survivor" chicks

with sass.

Antero Garcia

Rating: 8

Old 97's

"Satellite Rides"

Elektra

isn't saying much. The group has

never exactly been hard rock in

nature. But this is what makes the

album so enjoyable. With undistorted,

complex guitar lines and a boatload of

string arrangements, "Reveal" is like

a slumbering cacophony of pop
melodies and early '90s melancholic

angst.

In this sense, "Reveal" could be

best compared to the band's other

notable classics - "Murmur" and

"Eponymous." However, even with

its breathtaking scale, "Reveal" does

The Old 97's newest album,

"Satellite Rides," is about as good as

clean rootsy country pop gets. It is

not the sparkling twang of Garth

Brooks, but it certainly is no gritty

Johnny Cash, either. Somewhere in

the middle lies the Old 97's - sort of

the Monkees ofTexas country music.

Undeniably tight, the album

bounces from track to track, each as

light-hearted and rocking as the next.

It is impossible not be drawn into the

catchy and comedic lyrics, such as

"Do you wanna mess around/Do you

wanna spend the night," that keep

each song popping. Most of the

album skims along the pleasure point

of the ear and mind, satisfying both

with easy-to-grasp melodies and inter

esting lyrics.

But, for all the shimmering good

times of "Satellite Rides," there is no

insight into the artists to be found.

What lead singers Rhett Miller and

Murry Hammond actually feel is a

mystery, and it is for anyone to guess

what drummer Philip Peebles or gui-

tarist Ken Bethea have going on in

their heads.

This may not matter ifpop fluff is

all that is desired, but the Old 97's is

not the Backstreet Boys. These four

guys have talent, but it is being

thrown aimlessly into the wind, then

blown about by what ever light-heart-

ed fancy strikes them. The song

"Rollerskate Skinny" is an excellent

example, where a nice image is blown

into a cute balloon, then slips into the

sky, never to return, and never to be

thought of again.

Too many adjectives cloud the

-meaning behind many of theson^^
"big black wind" or a "long red

stretch of highway" do not conjure up

vivid imagery, because they do not

make sense on an intuitive level.

Instead of clarifying the band's feel-

jut Calendar
May 21- June 3

l^lnni-iyilgllili Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday

21

• Duncan Sheik perfonns at

the Troubadour. For tickets call

{310)247-48%

* Badly Drawn Boy performs

at the El Rey Theatre. For

tickets go to

www.ticketmaster.com

22
o^

* Dave Matthews Band

performs at Dodger Stadium.

For tickets go to

www.ticketmaster.com
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CRAZY STUDENT FILM FESTi\/AL !

oT

• Campus Ewits soeens "Me«!

the Ferbies' at 7 p.m. For infa caH

(310)825-1958

•The UCLA Wind Ensemble plays

at Royce Hall at 8 p.m. For info,

call (310) 825-2101

•Campus Events screensThe

Muppets lake Manhanan* at 9:30

p.m. For info, call (310) 825-1958

• DJ Logic performs at the ''oxy ,-w|

For tickets go to
"y^

www.ticketma$ter.CDm O

•Winnen of the Battle of the Bands

conipetition will perform it

Westwood PUu at noon. For infa uN
(310)825-1958

Campus Events saeens The Muppets

Take Manhattan' at 7 p.m. For infa

call (310)825-1958
• Campus Events soeens 'Meet the

Feebies'at 9;30 p.m. For infa call

(310)825-1958

Frank Black & The Catholia performs

at the Troubadour. For tickets call

(310)247-48% Ky
* Queens of the Stone Age peffeon at

the El Rey Theatre. For tickets gelo

www.ticketmaster.com

* The 8th annual Shorttakes

Student Film Festival takes

place In Ackerman Grand

Ballroom at 7 p.oi. For info, call

(310)82S-19S8

* The Residents play at Royce

Halt at 8 p.m. For info, call the

(310)825-2101

* Movies opening:'Pea

Harbor.-TheManWI

"Himalaya/TheRoad

May 25-27

26
•Tribute to Miles Davis and Billy

Higgins plays at Royce Hall at

8 p.m. For info, call

(310)825-2101

• Dyana Ortelli, the'Mamita'of

comedy, performs af 8:30 p.m.

at the Museum of Latin

American Art in

tickets call (562!

•Jimmy Buffet performs at tl

Verizon Wireless Amphitheatre.

For tickets call(949) 855-^1

27 ^
• UCLA Jazz Reggae Festival

begins at noon. For info call

(310)825-6564

• Reggae at the Greek takes

place at the Greek Theatre.

For tickets go to

www.ticketmastef.com

30 31

•Jimmy Buffet performs at

the Verizon Wireless

mTtpnttneatre. iDr ucwts can

(949)855-6111

•The Cotsen Institute of

Archaeology holds an open

house at 4 p.m. For info, call

(310)206-8934

•The Music of Brazil

Ensemble plays at

Schoenberg Hall at 7:30 p.m.

For info.call (310) 206-3033

• The Music of Korea and Bali

Ensemble plays at Schoenberg

Hall at 7:30 p.m. For info, call

(310)206-3033

•Spinal Tap perfonns at the

Greek Theatre. For tickets g</t^

www.ticketmaster.com C?

•The Animal" opens

nationwide

• The Music of China and Japan

Ensemble plays at Schoenberg

Hall at 7:30 p.m. For info, call

(310)206-3033

•James Brown and Tower of

Power perform at the Greek

Theatre. For tickets go to p'
www.ticketmaster.com Of

•The Music ofWest Africa

Ensemble plays at

Schoenberg Hall at 7 p.m.

For info, call

(310)206-3033
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11:00 1:504:50 745 1040

Presented in DTS Digital Sound
12:15 3:40 7.<X)

Enjoy the

Movieslll

lo ad¥»rfl$0

in the

r.5a(R)rmTERION 1

1313 3rd St

Pronwnade THX - Do»y Digital

396-1599 Mon-Thu (1 1:30 12 30 2 00 2r«) 4:30 5:30)

7«) 8 00 9 30 10:30

UAWESTWOOe B(MB«(JaM'aO«an(R)
10689 WeNworth THX OoKm
475-B441 Mon-Thu 12:15 2:30 5:00 750 10:30

MONICA 2 The Gotdt* Bowl (R)

Moa-Thu (1.-00) 4:00 7:00 935

BEVERLY CONNECTION BfMfM JfMSt Mary (R)

Presented in OtS.Oigital Souiid

11:45 210 4 40 7:10 9:30

Ofan* 5/29: Paafi Haitor (P0-1S)

INvlNGA 3

UAWOTWMO
10889 WeMworth
475-9441

oJby
MOH-THo 12:304:30 7:1010:10

Mon-TIM
• PMMd Uha Harry (R)

1(1:30)4:20 7:101000

MmmMKR)
Mon-Thu (1:45) 4 30 7:15 10:00

call

310.825.2161
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Ever thoughi at joinina
a Jewish Cemmunltyr
How about starting one?

Try the Westwood Bayit-a Jewish

student cooperative on Londfoir

Avenue in the heart of Westv/ood.

• 500 yards from campus
• Discounted rent

• A cooperative living environment
• Single and double rooms availale

• Outdoor pool

• Kosher Kitchen

• Regular Shabbat Dinners

For applioulons^all Kendra Striegler

(310) 824-2752 ken(lras@ucla.edu

Website: www.bayitproject.org

or contact Anne Leshem (310) 824-3811 aleshem@ucla.e(lu

m:^
//

IMiAI Will \(}l

BE I HI\KI\(i \IU}( I

./ /A\5 yi:iiisy

^-">'i;»>-s^

California's

MCAT
: ' review program

...contin' '^[0 set the slandvirds that

>. . - • » .. V

BeMeyIm Frorides;

14 Weeks Of Rerkff Aid Testing Of

Importaot MCAT CoKepts^^^uf,/^

100 Boon Of Schednled Lecture Topics

In Tlie Cla$srooni^4,f,jUf,f4,/4^

200 Hours Of Office Honrs To Supplement

Tke Lecture Topicsf./4,f,f4,ju^uf^L

20 Hours Of Supplemental MCAT-StjIe

Problem Solving Sessions,f./4^4^

10 FuD-LengtklKock MCAT Exams

During The Program^^^,^^,^

4SckeduledFul|.LengthMockMCAT

Enm Testing Dates.f4444444^^

2800 Pages Of Keriew Notes Corering

Important MCAT Concepts^^4,juf4^

1400 MCAT-StjIe Passages With Clear

And Detailed Solutions,/.,f4./.,f44^

Exceptional Instructors For Each Of

The Six Topic Areas Of The MCAT,f4^

Excellent RcTiew Materials That You

Get Tib^ And Take Ho.e44.^444.

Appl3iAflJdna,iiiirww

NOHMUCn RKtNOt

Duncan Sheik will perform at tt>e Troubadour tonlgtit wltti Fistwr.

Tickets are $15.

Sheik leaves new tracks
^

where few artists tread

M

MUSIC Thantom Moon'

puts playwright's lyrics

with songwriter's music

ByLMiniMorgM
Daily Bruin Gmtributor

Sheik freaks and Fisher fans have

been waiting for this moment since

the announcement was made that

their idols are touring together.

Duncan Sheik and Fisher will be

making a stop at the Troubadour in

Los Angeles tonight at 8. The lour,

which promotes Sheik's third album,

"Phantom Moon," caused Sheik to

delve into a territory where many
artists never tread - writing music for

another artist's lyrics.

Writing music and lyrics can be

quite difftcult in itself, but when New
York playwright Steven Sater asked

Duncan Sheik to write music to the

lyrics for a play he had written. Sheik

agreed to.give it a try

"Setting music to someone else's

words was not something I had done
before I began this collaboration with

Steven," said Sheik in a phone inter-

view from Seattle. "It was actually a

surprise when it came so naturally to

me, aiKl in a way it was great to not

have the responsibility ofdealing with

the words. I could just concentrate on
the music, the recording, the arrang-

ing and all of that side of the process.

"

What initially began as one song
for Sater s play "Umbrage" eventual-

ly became an album's worth of music
and the result was the creation of
"Phantom Moon," a primarily

acoustic album recorded for

Nonesuch Records. Sater recently

adapted the play as a screenplay to

make an indie film, for which
"Phantom Moon" will become the

soundtrack.

Emerging into the pop scene in

1996 with a self-titled gold album.
Sheik's single "Barely Breathing "

hit

radio waves everywhere, becomiiif a
major kit. Yet even after "Barely
Breathing" earned a place in pop his-

teiy as #ie fourtli jouft rwning tm-
gk in llie annals of ilie Hot 100. Shcik

not consider hmtttlfa cctebnty

^*, \i WfWi Ktng, but I tKinkH^M ovemliiyed
and I apologize for anybody who had

to listen to it that many times."

To the attitude of being a celebrity

figure. Sheik is quite humble and even
wrote "Nothing Special" for his sec-

ond album "Humming," which is a
song that mirrors his persona.

"It's actually a really fun song to

play," Sheik said. "It has some sense

of fun and pokes fun at the whole'

process of stardom. It's not some>
thing that I do very often, but it's nice'

to kind of lighten it up sometimes."

As Sheik continues with the tour'

he started in April, he realizes that'

touring is something that doesn't

have to be an obnoxious requirement

ofa music star.

'^I used to think I was more of a

studio guy," Sheik said. "But I think

I'm making the transition to someone*
who enjoys playing live, as opposed*
to believing it a necessary evil.l

Playing live has a type of magic you
don't see in a recording studio, and \U

becomes really cool if you can seek

that out."

Touring and opening for Sheik is

Fisher, composed of Kathy Fisher

and Ron Wasserman. The duo first

received acclamation for its hit

"Breakable" on the "Great
Expectations" soundtrack. Although
it did not have a record deal at the

time when fan mail began pouring in,

Fisher made a Web site and linked it)

to the film's site. i

Even though there wasn't an)
album released by Fisher, fans nuRie
multiple requests for one. Finally!

Fisher released "One," a nine-«ong

album that was sold through Internet

retailers, making Fisher one of the

first success stories of the Internet

when a radio station downloaded "I

'

Will Love You" and played it one
afternoon, causing a massive listener

response.

"We always wanted a record deal

and had a hard time getting one, par-

ticularly in Los Angeles." said Kathy
Fisher in a recent phone interview,

while on tour in Salt Lake City.

"It's very expensive and evfui

though we had a lot of things going on
in our cafeei with mov^ ar.d televi-

sion cuts, we Just didn't have quiir a
leg up to fst a record deal. So «||en
the iden |o put our sonis on
Intel

«#<
Id
^'
beats
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SOUNDBITES
From page 22

ings, lines sudsas these confuse the

point.

I

Understandably, the simplest

iongs are alM the most moving. In

Question," no fancy metaphors

^loud the intent, and instead a heart-

irrenching lyrical poem is created.

The use of acoustic guitar also brings

a more personal touch, which is quite

affective.

Another of the slower songs,

"Weightless." also works because it

takes its time. Simple lyrics, most
notably "Right on right on/Oh yeah

it's so clear." are soulful but do not

require careful consideration, and

can be absorbed peacefully.

When the Old 97's takes a moment
to slow down and deive into its work,

the results are passionate. The band is

excellent, but wastes too much time

racing through pop-flavored.5ongs at

breakneck speeds. While "Satellite

Rides" may not be the best the Old

97's is capable of, it is certainly a step

above any other Texas country pop
on the airwaves.

David Holmberg
Rating: 7

JlmWhlte
'No Such Place"

Luaka Bop

Listening to Jim White's new
album, "No Such Place," is like wak-

ing up to a fresh day ofa new sun and

sweetly caroling birds, then stubbing

a toe while getting out of bed. And
hitting your head on the shower door.

Finally spilling coffee on your shirt as

you search frantically foe your lost

keys.

The curse of the misrepresentative

single plagues the album, and after

the first track, "Handcuffed To A
Fence In Mississippi," the other

songs deteriorate rapidly. Unable to

retain the upbeat energy, the album

takes a slip-and-slide journey into

utter boredom.

But if all of White's creativity was

to be spent in the initial four minutes

of his album, he certainly did this first

song justice. Guitar and banjo pick-

ing throw open that curtain, and in

shines the daylight of White's pro-

gressive country voice. The chorus is

one to stop and make anyone ponder

life's purpose, exclaiming **I'm hand-

cuffed to a fence in

Mississippi/Where things is always

better than they seem." Either

Mississippi is such a wonderful place

that being chained to a fence is not so

bad, or perception is just a matter of

opinion, but either way it is an inter-

esting interpretation of life.

After the first track, the energy

suddenly vanishes. Although lyrically

the songs are all provoking, there is

nothing compelling about the way
they are performed. It feels as though

each subsequent song is a slight varia-

tion in sound, theme and tempo from

"Handcuffed To A Fence In

Mississippi," which, after 13 songs, is

understandably tiresome.

After listening to half the songs,

serious questions regarding Whitels

own state ofmind inevitably arise.

Most of the album involves murder,

broken love and lots of stolen Trans-

Ams and busted Corvairs. If White

was searching for a deep South feel

for the album, he may have gone too

deep, losing his audience in the

deaoent. i. .. v

Moments arrive when the album

almost turns around, but these are

flittering and far between. Fun titles,

such as " 10 Miles To Go On A 9 Mile

Road" and "God Was Drunk When
He Made Me," promise a glimmer of

hope, but ultimately they are empty
vows.

In a music industry where an infec-

tious single can catapult an artist to

fame. White must be commended for

at least recording something a little

different.

White is an excellent songwriter,

but without progressing the style of

the album past its first track, it

becomes easy to understand just what

it might fed like to be handcuffed to a

fence in Mississippi, and it ain't a
'

pleasant feeling.

David Holmberg
Rating: 5

STARniP
FfompaQf 20

body who is the techy guy and kind of

ao artist, but he throws things out at

kind of the wrong times."

As the company grew at an incred-

ible rate, Tuzman and Herman
endured rocky times. Thieves ran-

sacked their office, competitors stole

documents, lawyers flaked out on
meetings, and their site suffered from

numerous technical difficulties.

As the documentary unfokis, how-
ever, the film becomes less about busi-

ness and more about personal rda-

tiemhtps.

fl^izman and Herman convince

fr§nds to quit their jobs and join the

company. They convince venture cap-

italsts to invest millions of dollars in

thetr company. They even convince

themselves that their friendship was
worth sacrificing for the company.

The ultimate hardship comes when
the friendship of the two businessmen

i»teMed. In hopes ofsaving the failing

company, Tuzman decides to remove

Herman from his position ascoCEO.
In the end, however, it wasn't

enough to overcome an inhospitable

economy.

"These dot-coms were based on
what was going to happen in the

future. When the future was short-

ened and they wanted a payoffearlier,

these companies could not turn

around and produce a profit suffi-

ciently fast and the market then

pulled the rug out from under them,**

said economics professor Rod
Swanson.

Although the two entrepreneurs

eventually mend their lifelong friend-

ship, it doesn't mean the same to

Herman, who is insulted and even

seeksJegal guidance.

"I think that people will relate to

the human drama behind it all. It real-

ly is a human story and it is a problem

that a lot of people have to deal with -

balancing business with friendships,"

Noujaim said.

FILM: "Startup.com' is now playing at

the Nuart Theatre located at 11272

Santa Monica Blvd. For showtimes call

jce NlRI^ ^^9^ 26

ROSEN-MOUNA
From page 21

apparent as that Adams truly

believed that things could get better,

and that the earth wasn't a hopeless

case. Getting this idea across was
certainly no mean feat in a book
that begins with the Earth being

demolished to make way for a new
hyper-space freeway, but Adams
managed to pull it off. Even after

multiple accidents of fate bring the

Earth back from the dead, the little

green planet >ust can't seem to avoid

being blown up in various ways.

Adams destroyed the Earth with

the same glee that pervaded his

work, an attitude that told you, hey,

it's all in good fun.

Countless happy nerds grew up
with "The Hitchhikers Guide." and

I can only hope that countless more
will. It would be sad to think that a

new generation might only know the

Babel fish as an Internet translation

device.

Spit blurbie gurgle gurgle sluuuuuu-

urp. I repeat, e-mail Michael Roscfv-

Moiina at Great3rain9Maiicity.com.
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€yYAMAHA

XsH iits ^Financing Available

•Student Package
Available with

UCLA Student ID Card

IBLH
^'YAMAHA

4082 Uncoln Blvd.

Marina Del Rey, CA 90292

310.306.7906
Hours: Tues-Sat 9am-Spm

This Summer, I need to:

a) work toward my degree

b)find a summer job

c) kick back and relax

d) all of the above

UCLA Ext6nsion is the convenient way

to further yotjr academk: pursuits and still

make the most of your sUnnoer.

We offer a Wide selection of UCLA

transferable degree-credit courses

in disciplines ranging from the sciences,

social sciences, humanities, and beyond.

You can even complete an entire year of

language study in just one summer.

Evening and weekend courses-both

upper and lower division—are available, in

both six- and 12-week sessions.

Which means that by enrolling at UCLA

Extension this summer, you can actually

plan your studies around your life for a

change.

Sound reasonable? So are the

course fees.

Whafs more, most UCLA Extension

degreecredit courses meet On the

UCLA campus, witt^ libraries, eateries,

recreation facilities, and other great

resources to help make your sumnf)ef

studies a breeze.

For a free UCLA Extension Summer

Catalog, call (800) 554-UCLA. Dept 1-41.

Or visit us on the Web at

udaextantion.ori/uc .

UCLA

uclaextension.orK/uc

SlVV,R OuAKUR BEGINS JliM ?i il

i i-«te
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® PRIME PACIFIC
fj^ FINANCIAL CORP.

Grow your wealth
while you are still

young!! 585 each
month in an IRA
stock mutual

fund

will grow
tax-deferred,

compounded
annually to

$1,000,000
by the time

you retire

!

i '

i' '^ ' ^\

After School Activitie

your
future!
Callus

for details.

Mr. Ben Lau

investment Advisor

Prime Pacific Financial

(626)583-1162

Hner acnooi Activities • Home to School

(8(0) 446"i260 * ^^•""" •" """'«

• • • •

BOLD, BRIGHT & BEAUTIFUL SMILES
Thome burned his mouth on hot pizza.
Brooke ordered Stephanie to find the
crown she swallowed. Sally vowed to

make Nick pay her dental bill.

Angela finally found a great dentist
OPQtAOUDC

12% annually. Ftotums will, of course, flucttiate with market condrtions^^

SPPi I Af • CCA ^xammat.on. 6 X-Rays <i Teeth Cleaning^l JuViriijl kPJlf" f^^'Qu'ar Price: S140- Exp 10/31 /01

•TOOTH BONDIMO. BLSACHINO r^Aeaa^^^^^ T•NHrMM OxM* (LaugMng 0«s) CUSMETIC and
•Hypnosis . Peroslain Faeln«« / Ysnsws GENERAL
•Op^ L«t* Hours. Prso / V.iM.tsd ^artilna DENTISTRY
t?tr^ *ir^*^*^ * Insursncs Fomts WIcoms
•2a Ymts in ^rivnts Praetios in Wsstwootf
Dr. LARRY FRIEDMAN, D.D.S. (UCLA Qraduat^l
171^ We^wood Blvd. #460 (beLeen WlJZTJItJS'i:^^^
^y' ^PPointment Call; (310) 474-3765

AMERICA'S PREMIER

SPORTS CLUBS 1^^^^

Now Offering Memberships

USS Hian

Per Week
with a one-time initiation fee of $1 89.

HURRY, LIMITED TIME OFFER.

No Multi-Year Contracts Required.
Over 75 Locations Nationwide.

WESTWOOO
<"•> 209-5002

LAWOMAN
(S10) 907.9970

10921 WSshimBWCVtetwood&WHstieBW.) USSOS^lZLi^'^u,
'^"•^' 1-800U FITNESS

T i^? ~^fi^^^ 523-4863
To be instantfy connected to a location nearestyou.

of^l89mdf54peri
.
FIM md l«i mondDidua dw

iE^picai.Diaooi«r,oravii9
-^^ feeraqiimiioMiLOridib

""BiinidMfiefDr

omii6at.fc>sw

SHIEK
From page 24

tour support and that type of thing."

Although touring has been taking
up much of Fisher's recent time,

Fisher is looking to start another
album soon.

"Ron and I are getting a lot of
ideas while on the road," Fisher said.

"We're going to hit Europe in

August, but I think in June and July
we're going to start writing again.
But right now I love touring because
it's live and it is what it is. It's either a
great show or not and you can't go
back and change it, so there's a ccr-
tain beauty to that."

MUSIC: Duncan Sheik and Fisher will

be playing at the Troubadour, located
at 9081 Santa Monica Blvd., tonight at

8. Tickets are $15 and can be pur-
chased by calling (310) 276^168 or
online at www.ticketmaster.com.

EDNA
From page 20

friendly inquiries into embarrassing
displays of ridicule.

Even though it is only showing for a
limited time in Los Angeles, "Dame
Edna" docs an excellent job of inchid-

ing Los Angeles culture into its songs
and comedic routine - mocking farm-
ers* markets, for example, which
Dame Edna cafls home to regular peo-
ple attempting to play farmers.

In her words, farmers' markets are
places where merchants wake up extra
early to go to Ralph's, pick out fresh

fruits and vegetables, then rub dirt on
them to make them look like they were
just picked. Ifcustomers think they are
getting something organically grown,
they should think again, she says.

Dame Edna is an

Australian housewife

turned megastar who
dazzles the audience

with her sheer wit

The best part of the show, however,
comes in the second half. Filled with
spontaneity and absolute comedy.
Dame Edna goes back to the families
who left their children at home. She
decides to bring out a phone and call

the baby sitters, just to make sure they
are doing their jobs.

This part of the show stands out
because the audience docs not know
what is going to happen, but neither
docs Dame Edna. Of course, there are
failed attempts when sitters hang up on
Dame Edna, thinking they are receiv-

ing a prank call. But, that's OK.
because Dame Edna moves on to audi-
ence members' mothers and begins to
call them instead.

Audience members should keep in

mind, however, that most ofthe people
she is calling are not only in another
time zone, they are also askcp. This
fact doesn't stop Dame Edna, and the
constant hang-ups don't stop the audi-
ence from asking for more.

Filled with a superb amount of
humor, Dame Edna speaks her mind
and pulls off a show that is full of clev-

erness and amusement, leaving the
audience waiting to see who will be the
next object of ridicule and what they
will be ridiculed for, whether it be their

clothes or just their lack of common
knowledge.

1HE^T»:"0ame Edna:The RoyilTour'
shows through May 27 at the Shubert
Theatrt, 2020 Avenue of the Stars.

Perfonmances are Tuesdays through
Saturdays at 8 p.m.. Thursday and
Sifturday matinees at 2 pirn, and Sunday
matinees at 3 pim. Tickets are $30-$60
and can be purchased by calling (800)
4477400 or at www.tetKKiigMom.

- I
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Campus Happenings
Campus Organizations
Campus Recninment
Campus Services
Birthdays
Legal notices
Lost & Found
Miscellaneous
Personal Messages
Personals
Pregnancy
Recreational Acthrities

Research Subiects
Sperm / Egg Donors
Ticitats Offered
Tlcliets Wanted
Wanted

2700
2«0U

UOOO
noo
»2on
J301)

J ^00
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:i«oo

;j700

?«oo
J<)00

4000
UMW.
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Appliances
Art / Paintings
Bicyci«fl / Siurtf

Books
Calling Cards
Cameras / Camcorders
Collectibles

Computers / Software
Furniture
Garage / Ynd Sales
Health ProducU
Miscellaneous
Musical Instruments
Office Equipment
Pets
Rentals
Sports Equipment
Stereos / TVs / Itadios

Ttil>le Sports

Auto Accessories
Auto Insurance
Auto Repair
Autos for Sale
Boats for Sale
Motorcycles for Sale
Parfcing

Scooter / Cycle Repair
Scooters for Sale
Vehicles for Rent

travel
SOIIO

.""id 20

IW.OO

'.it)»U)

'.700

'.720

Resorts / Hotels
Rides Offered
Rides Wsnted
liBxi / Shuttle Service
Tiwel Destinations
Travel Tickets
VacatkKi Packages

1-900 numlMTS
Financial Aid
Insurance
Computer / Internet

(i200

(Vjoo

(i/4on

li(iOO

0700

Health /

1

Legal Advice / Attorneys
Movers / Storage
Music Lessons
Personal Services
Professional Servkaas
Resumes
Teleconwnunlcaliont
Tutoring Offered
Tutoring Wanted
Typing

writing Help

777^771?

/'.111)

7011(1

7700
7H00
7')00

H(UI0

tnoo
}t2()0

tKJOO

R-UOO

8;.oo
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8700
8H00
81)00

9000
yioo
9200
9.-: 1 10
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Business OpporliMWn
Career OppoirtunMM
ChUd Care Ofliered

Child Care Wanted
Help Wanted
Housesitting
Internship
Personal Assistance
Temporary EmploymanI
Volunteer

Apannwnis for Rent
Apartments FumMied
Condo / Townhouse for Rent
Condo / Townhouse lor Sale
Guesthouse for Rent
House for Rent
House for sale

Houseboats for Rent / Sale
Housing Needed
Room for Help
Room for Rent
Roommates - Private Room
Roommates - Shared Room
Sublets
Vacation Rentals

tndex

1 1 8 Kerckhoff Hall
308 Westwood Plaza
Los Angeles. CA 90024

E-Mail: classifieds(
Web: http/Zwww.c

^media.uda.edu
lailybruin.ucla.edu

Classified Une: C310D 825-2221
l=ax: C3101 206-0528

Classified Display: (310] 206-3060
Fax: (310) 206-0528 ^

offioshouTi
Mon-Thu: 9:00am-3:00pm
Ri: 9am-2 :30pm

One issue, up to 20 words $8.50

...each additional word 0.65

WeeiOy. up to 20 words 29.00

...each additional word 2.15

Monthly, up to 20 words 96.00

...each additional word 5.75

1 2 pt headline $1.60

1 6 pt headline $2.25

^Border $5.00^

For Classified Display ads.

please see our rate card

for variable rate information.

Clasaified Line Ads:
1 working day before printing,

at 12 noon.
Classified Display Ads:
2 worthing days before printing.

at 12 noon.
There are no cancellations after

noon of the day t>efore printing.

^S

payment
Please make checks payable to

-The UCLA Daily Bruin." We
accept Visa. MasterCard, and
Discover credit cards. Allow 5
working days for mail payments.

an eABcdiPB ad
• Start your ad with the
merchandise you are seHing
This makes it easier for reeders to

quickly scan the ads and k>cate

your Items.

• Always include the pnce of your

item Many classified readers
simply do not resfxmd to ads
without pnces
• Avoid abbreviations- -make your

ad easy for readers to understand
• Place yourself in the reader's

position, ask what you would like

to know about the merchandise,
and include that in the ad Include

such infomnatjon as brand names,
colors and other speafic
deschpttons

Th* ASUCLA Communtosttonc boaid Mty supports the UntvwSly of CaWoi iila^ policy on nondtoaMnakm. No mediuni Shan accept advertisements wtilch praaint persorts of any origin, laca. MK. or mmnI ortintttlar) in a
dameaning way or tmpiy IM Kwy ai« hnllad to positions, capabSHaa. ntas. or status in socMy. NaMiar the OaHy Brum nor the ASUCLA CommunicaUons Board has InvMtlgaiad any o( Iha aarvlcas advartbed or the

athrertbemants lapraaanlad In INs issue. Any persort believing thai an advartlaamani In this Issue vMMad the Boards policy on nondlscriminallon stated herein should communicate complaints in writing to the ASSISTANT DIRECTOR
Oaty Brum. 1 18 KaicMtoR Hal. 308 Wiaiwood Plaza. Los >^igalaa . CA WOBA. For asHatanca wWi Iwuaing dbcrlminalion problems. caN the UCLA Housing Office a (310) 82&-427 1 or cai the Wlastslde Fair Housing Office at (31 0)
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^^^hrhrhP 1300
Cnniptjs Recruitment

Still no summer

1300
Cnmpiis RecriiitiDoitt

1300
Campus Rocriiitmeiit

? Go to LONDON!

announcements
1100-2600

1100
Campus H<i[)peniiigs

FREE PIANO
CONCERTl!!

UCLA OEPT OF MUSIC prssents Musk:

Kaleidoscope. Pianist Judy Huang's

(2000 Chopin Competltk>n Finalist)

Graduate Recital. Works by Bach,

Besihovsn, Dsbussy. Uszt. Rhie. Mon-

dsy May 21sL Bpm. Schoenberg HsN.

Free sdmissk>n.

FREE PRE-MED
SEMINAR!

UClA's Pre-Med Club invites you to "Pick

the Right Med Schools.' Learn how a pre-

med advisor ssiects schools that you should

appfy to on May 23. Spm. Boelter 5420 Call

800-967-3279 tor s rssecvatton, or errtaU

ssfninar80lnquarta.oom.

SWING LESSONS&FUN
JERUSALEM DAY-5/21
SEE PRESENTATION BY THE B[X::/IFDC

Performing Oarv^e Group-8:30 Salsa Less-

ons 10-11pfnOiX;LA-Ackerman-Unk>n-2nd

FkXK Lounge-2414 Weekly Lessons Mon-

day8:7-11pm tMMroomOuda.edu 310-284-

3636 UniversityOanceClubsOusa.net

Swii^)8aisaTangoOusa.net '

STUDY ABROAD WTTH AMERICAN INTCRCOIVTINENTAL UNIVERSITY

AIUAIAANIA<
- Central Lorxlon Locatk>n -

International Student Body -

- Multin8tk>ruri Faculty -

- Guaranteed Housing -

- FfnarKJal Aid Available -

For Eligit)le Students

**5PAC£ 15 STILL AVAILABLE in our July 4'Week
program (Session B: July 7-August 3)

• Enroll in Two Classes :

International Business
Survey of British Museums
International Broadcasting
Psychology of Advertising
History of London
British Political Issues
Literary London

FOR MORE INFORMATION:
Contact Jen Briggs with AID Study Abroad Programs

1-800-255-6839
or by e-mail atjbriggs@aiuniv.edu

2000
Personals

ARE YOU TIRED OF MAKING the wrong
cfioiioes in retstionships? Attend a special

seminsr

"WHO TO DATE...WHO
TO DUMP"

Learn how to spot tt>e person behirvj tt>e

mask. BEFORE you gel invotvedl

Wednesday May 23rd. 7pm. Beveily HiNs

Church of Scientology. 9685 Charleville

Blvd. Beverly HHIs(Char1evil)e&Lmie Santa

Monies) Can 310-226-2465 for Inlo.

Alcoholics Anonymous
FriSapSMy. »S17

Skidy. 1S17

M/T/W 9m. DaiSai AM29
IMatf.AM.DanlalAS-029

Mgnwi 12:10 -1:00 pm

er moPmsimm wno mmw a arwwBnQ a^somhi.

1800
Misci-'llnneous

uktiii^

LOVE? European wrlter/Nnguist. cosmopoli-

tan, aocompHst^ed. good-looking, mature,

healthy lifestyle, loves literalure/travel-

ing/outdoors, seelcs attractive/smart/affec-

tonste young female, any race/oilgin, tor

frierKlship, possitily romar>ce/marrtage. 310-

573-4020/marNOmunich.com

VERY ATTRACTIVE. Successful, romantic,

swm, 35. fun-lovk>g, intelligent, caring, con-

siderate, underrtsndlng seeks very attractive

woman iMfMnBar values. 18-36 Please serxl

photo/phona/note: 1015 Gayiey Ave. «595.

LA, CA 90024.

2200
Research Subjects

CHRONIC BAD BREATH. Esm up to $120
and leem to control bad braslh. Clinical stu-

dies in Culver City. 310-645-8576.

CIGARETTE SMOKERS
Wanted for a rssostch study at UCLA Men
& Women, ages 22-80. Esm $165. Call 310-

825-6475

MALE 8M0K9IS WANTED for UCLA smok
mg osssalion study of spemi quaNty. Pro-

cedures condudsd vis msN. Compsnsaton
up to $175. 310425-9560.

2200
Restiarclj Siibjects

RESEARCH STUDY
Research Institiite needs healthy

men. ages 21 -45, for a 5 week study

of alcohol and an Investigational drug.

Must be avaiible for three

training/baseline visits (3-4 hours

each) and tour weelcly treatment/test

days (7-»- hours each). Testing

includes computerized taslcs of

reaction time and driving slulls.

Earn $800 for study.

Cal Susan to see if you qualify.

310/390-6483 M-F 9am-5om

2300
Sperm/Egg Donors

HtEE

DIABETES SCREENING
Gortetto study of DislMtes recruits

healttiy voluntesrs (18-40 yews old) for

free diabetes screerting with standard
oral glucose tolersnce test (2.5 hours).

QuriMsd subfscts (who pass the oral

gkicosa tolerance test and have normal
Mood prsssurs) wHI be invited to

partto^sate in a genetto study of

diabetes. Sub)ectswNlbepaM$1S0
for participation.

OslailB, cal llrXMe (SI0)-206-«M.

EGG DONOR NEEDED. Asian Please caS

310-397-0490.

If you are male, in college or have a college

degree, you can earn up to $600/mo. call for

'

details on our arxxiymous spemi dorrar pro-

gram. Receive free comprehensive health

screening & help Infertile couples. So If

you're kxiking for a great job and a little ex-

tra cash, call/email us first. 310-624-

994 1 /dorx>r8 Ocryot>ank.com.

Egg Donors Needed
Healthy females ages 1 9-28

wishing to help infertile couples.

$5,000

t Call MiRNA (818) 832-1494 m

PLAY GAMES AND EARN MONEY, TOOl
Social p8ychotogk:al experiment. 1 hour.

Average $10. Undergraduate only. Call 310-

825-3017. sign up 2524 Hershey. or email

ptxxwctohOyahoo.com. leaving your rtame,

phone, and available times.

RESEARCH SUBJECTS WA^fI^D For stu-

dy of memory and probism-solvlno- Must be
mals. age 16-66. All sducstlonal Isvsts de-

SifSd. Earn $20 lor 2 hours. 310-477-9725.

Egg Dono^
Needed

Make a rniraciiloas

difference in tlx* life of

a loving? couple by
turning fh<Hr dream of

btrtldin« a family into a

reality. If you are an
educated female

berween the aj?e.s of

2i-:i<), non-smoker with
excellent health, call

The Rej^lstry Ovum
Donor Service

10)599-00
$5.500 flat fee.
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2300
Sporin / Erjfj Donors

2300
Sperm / E(j(] Donors

Calling all angels..

• 00*5
Compensation

4^900
Autos for S.ile

MOVING MUST SELL 1996 Toyota sil

ver/t>lue Camry LE Coupe-$ 10000 1996 VW
Red Jetta GL-$7500obo. 818-788-3422.

POLICE IMPOUNDS Hondas as low as
$500 for listings 1-800-319-3323 ext.A2 14

'89 HONDA ACCORD SEI: Lwrthar. bOM.
80.000 original miles. Charcoal. Near UCLA
$3950. 310-824-2447

5680
Tr.iv(!l D»;stJnations

5680
Tfiivtil D(!stinations

THE EGG
DONOR

PROGRAM
Help a couple achieve their dream and
you'll receive the highest compensation
and most personalized attention from the
oldest donor program In LA.

We saeen redpiem lurents, too

Shelley Smith ma.. mfcc
323-933-0414
The foo Donor Prooram/me Surregacy Pregrem ^-r-^
e-mail SSmlthMPCCOaol.com-istabiished in 1990

ooooo

Pay your tuition

with eggs.

If you're a woman between 1

8

and 35, you can earn money easi-

ly, anonymously Donate your

eggs to an infertile couple.

55,000 and up, depending on

you education and other qualifi-

cations. Call Today

The Center for Egg Options

310/546-6786

•Tha Crnmr *>r Cgg Opltwii. UC

4400
Stereos/TVs/ Radios

BIG SCREEN 45" color TV $575 obo. Color
TV 2T near new $175. Color TV 35" near
new $395. 310-313-6449.

^^^^^^

S^OO
Movt.'rs/Slorage

BEST MOVERS. Licensed, insured. Lowest
rates Fast. couiteous4<»reful. Many ttud-
ents moved lor $98. Lic.-T-163844. NO JOB
TOO SMALLI 1-800-2-GO-BEST. VWce-
mail/pager 323-263-2378.

HONEST MAN w/14ft truck aM MMmi
small jobs, short notice ok. SF, LV. 80.
Student discount. Go Bruins! lOyn. 310-
285-8688.

r--^

2600
Wantnd

PERSONAL TRAINER: To train at home -

1/2 mile from campus- 2 or 3 day^wk early

moming. Please fax resume or name and tel-

ephone numt>er to set up interview. Fax:
310-476-7976

transportation
4600-5500

^900
Autos for Sale

1972 CHEVROLET
IMPALA 2-DOOR

113.000 kxal miles Original 0¥w>er. paint,

interior, t>ill of sale, window sticker, brochure.
$1,950,310-474-0555.

AQUA TRAVEL INC

UCLA LAW SCHOOL GRADUATES who
failed the bar exam. For a small legal project.

310-797-0985.

1986 VOLVO GL slatk)n wagon. In great
condition. Auto, power steerin^windows.
AC. AM/FM. leather interior. Comae with roof

rack Price $3,800 Call 818-295-2457 (day);

310-440-1407 (evening).

1991 FORD TEMPO GL. red. 4-door. au-
tomatic, new transmission. A/C. VERY
GOOD CONDITION. $2600. must sel. Call

310-441-1473.

3400
Computers/Software

FAST COMPUTER W/MONITOR. 166mh2,
32MB RAM, 14" monitor. Perfect lor coNege
student. $120. 310-824-1770

1991 NISSAN SENTRA SER 2000 cc. 5-

speed, radk), new dhk brakes, shocks, bat-
tery, tires. Excelent condWon. $2,900. Rog-
er 310-206-2837(D). 310-275-3107(E).

1992 NISSAN SENTRA. 2 door. red. dean,
sunroof, A/C, 130k miles, great condltton,
one owner $2500obo 310-737-4220

1993 FORD EXPLORER XLT 36.000miles,
Gray/Gray Leather, bnjsh and grill guards,
side-steps, fog lights, new Ures, $9,800. call

310-339-3738.

1993 TERCEL $3000 OBO Manual, fair

condltkxi. good tires, hubs, leather interior

Must sell ASAP Call 310-206-8868.

WORLD WIDE LOWEST AIRFARES
MAKE YOJRCMINAH D«^ HOra

RESBA/AT1QNAT
ft^J/mrmprismatmb.com/aquatravel

24HOURSADAY
Lowest Domestic and
International Airfares

Tour Padoges
Euralpass

Hotel Accommodations
Car Rentals

*Asia*Africa*Aiistaia*Ein]pe*Soulh

America*lndB*Canada*Mexico*Hawai*

5900
Financial Aid

GRANTS. SCHOLARSHIPS, Loans. Feltow-
shlps-From the US govennmenti Tep into the
SOblllion given away by the govemmenti
f*'i«fi.\nmmiomrtm.oor(\. 1-877-316-8097

6000
Insurancn

/lllstate.
>*HiViineoodhanda.

Mike Azer Irtsurance AQoncy inc
(310)312-0202

1281 VS/«stwooci Blvd
C2 fc>lk«. So. of Wlisr-tlr»)

24 HOUf» o Doy s»fvtc»

JERRYS MOVINGADELIVERY The careful
rrwvers Expenenced, ratable, same-day de-
livery. Packing, boxes avaNable. Atao, pick-
up doruitkxis lor American Cancer Sodety.
JerryO310-391-5657

SUMMER STORAGE. Free pfck up avail-

able, reasonable rates. WestsMe SeK-Slor-
•ge. 310-e26-5955.

6500
Music Lessons

DRUM LESSONS
AU. LEVELS/STYLES with dedteated pro-
fBMtonal. At your home or WLA studto. let-

lM«on free. No drum set necessary.
Nei:323-6S4-a226.

GUITAR LESSONS
by professkxtal near UCLA. All levels, guNars
available. Learn to play effortlessiyi

www.JWGS.com. Call Jean at 310-476-
4154.

Prtc*» a» «it#c» to chong* w«hou» noWc«
AvoliQMMv moir &• irWNd ond iom. («»itci«oi» moy

oppty PMkMM

PHONE (310)33&6025
9641 MipalBl.. Suie 506. Los Ayte CA 90045

3500
Fiirnituro -

MATTRESS SPECIALS
NEW INNERSPRING twin sete $99.95. FuHs
$129.95. Queens $169 95 and Kings
$199.95. Also. Sealy. Steams and Foster at
towest prices. 310-477-1466.

MATTRESSES, FUTONS, DESKS, Book-
Shelves. Dinette Sets. T-Table. Lamps. Dellv-
•ry. Open 7 days Kings Furniture 11961
Santa Monk» Blvd. 310-575-4243.

MOVING OUT SALE
Bedroom set and Dining set Can ASAP^U
must go before 05/ia«1. Ersen 310-479-
0646.

1994 JEEP WRANGLER: Low mMes. great
conditton. bhie. sofNtop. AM/FM cassette. 5-

speed Come test drtve today! $9500. Curt
310-824-0523 cglnttsrOuda.edu

1994 VW JETTA
White. 4-door. msnual, sunroof, /S/C, new
tirss, gfsat condWon, ii 2,000ml. $560Q'obo.
CaN Robert 310-403-1401 or yesfObOhot-
mail.com.

5720
Vacation Packarjes

TRAVEL ABROAD-Now interviewing for
ages 19-^4 Experience clubs of Ibiza/the
"ainning of the Bulls"(Pamptona. Spain)
Pkis several other countries. Including Am-
••Mdam Bill. 31(K063-9445.

6200
Htsiltli Services

6200
Hnalth Sr'r,/in()s

HAIR MODELS NEEDED Free haiicuts by
Hosnaed professtonal at upscale Beveriy
HWs salon. Call Adrienne: 31 0-278-6845.

TEETH WHITENING
BRENTWOOD COSMETIC DENTAL Offtee

otters new teeth whitening system. Afford-
able for everyone. $75 for upper or k)wer
310-207-5008,

6300
Legal Advice/Attorneys

NO RECOVERY NO FEE
NO COST. Sexual harraasment. Discrimina-
tton. Auto-aoddsms. Sflpa/Ms. MYER LAW
FIRM, Weslalds. Scott Myer(UCLAW86)
wwwJaestlawyercom 310-277-3000.

6200
Hi;aUh Sen/ices

6GOO
Personal Services

1998 ACURA INTEGRA GSR Great condl-
tton. Only 30k mHes. Still under warranty.

Green Exterior. Tan Leather Interior

$16,800. 310-770-2233.

6200
Health Services

ORTHODONTIST

ARY CONSULTATIONO
Dr. Nader Dayani

Member American Ai^oriAt

j

on of Orthndnnt i>t?r

Specializing In braces for adults & children

^^^^
Braces

Ddkm BriBkatt Results

.V

MBER
• Cosfwetfc Porcelain
• Swglcal OrfhocJooflcs

•RarTK>vable
* TrodNtofioi

•Invlribta

Believe.^
(310) 826 • 7494

(949) 552 - 5890
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Ifvwe.CA «7l5
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6600
Personal Services

i'K()()rRi:\i)i\(, srK\u;i:s

FAMOUS LAST WORDS

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING
CompfahanaiM DisMrtation Ascistanca

Thasaa. Papara. and Parsonal SlManwnta
Propoaala and Books

kitameiional SHidania Walcoma Sinoa 1989
Sharon Baar. PtU). (310) 47(V«6C2

www.Baar-Wriie.com

6700
Professional Services

ATTENTION MBA. LAW. MEDICAL
SCHOOL APPLICANTS! Fmstrated devel-

oping your crucial persona! statements? Get
professional help from well-known au-

thor/con8ultant.31 0-826-4445. www.wlnnlng-

personstatemenLcam.

CERTIFIED SWIM INSTRUCTOR will teach
swim leeaofw at your home. Indivkjual or

group lesacfw at reasonat}le rates. Monk:a
310-452-3807

CREATIVE EXPERTISE
FOR MEDICAL
SCHOOL,
PERSONAL

STATEMENTS,
RESUMES

Pereoruillzed. professkxial service Dlsserta-

tton finaHzlng. Ace Words. Etc. 310-820-

8830. •

FIND ROOMS &
ROOMMATES ONLINE

Ttie Napster for roommates. Free to view
and place ads. Imrrtediate Online Results.

www.ea8yroommate.com

FORMER ENGLISH TEACHER w/ Masters
from U-Chlcaoo. edits/word processes dis-

sertatkxis. proposals, screenplays, personal
statements, resumes. Intenvitkxtal students
wekx)me. Winstow's 310-829-6171.

HEAD SHOTS $99
SITTING PLUS digital fMe for unlimited

prints!! Westwood location Call Jennif-

er310-575-6638. www.jennifermoss.com

MEDICAL SCHOOL APPLICATION COUN-
SELING. Counseling by recently graduated
M.D. Specializing In applicatton essays/lnter-

view-skills. Fee negotlabie/money-back
guarantee. Greg Freedman. M.D. 310-960-

3300/k}ager.

NEED IT TYPED?
OorVt have time or Incllnatton? Professton-

al/degi«ed word processors specializir^ in

legal/j9sychotogk»l tranacrlptton and lengthy

academk: papers, (legible drafts please).

$3/pg. student rate. $50/minimum. $l2/pick-

up/delivery. Resumes/$40. 323-288-6805
any time.

Brentwood Dermatology
^

Medkal Group

Jock H. SRvtrv MD

ier Tattoo Removal
small: $140

mediam: $250

large: $750

Q$25
off w/ wwiirtoii of Ad
•Miri

Preicptorsfalp avaiknric lor
eiedkalomiPJti

Office iocaMd on

Sun VkaMt fill

Classifieds

825-2221

6700
Professional Services

PUBLISH YOUR WORK
FOR $1,295

Textbooks, rwvels and more. Call FlrstPub-

lish, Inc at 888-707-7634 or visit www.firstpu-

blish.com

VERSATILE. SENSITIVE. PROFESSIONAL
EDITOR for your book, stalled PhD., paper,

grip. CoTKepts Stmctura. Ctose text edit.

CaN John at 310-306-0966.

7000
Tutoriiu) Offered

AAA TUTORS CLUB
A HOME TUTORING sendee for all subjects,

grades K-12. Lx>we8t phces guaranteed! For
more infomrtatkMi call 310-444-0449.

CHEMISTRY. ORGANIC CHEMISTRY.
PHYSICS. BIOLOGY. PHYSIOLOGY,
STATS. By doctoral student, w/tots of teach-

ing experierK:e. Fee negotiabla/money-t>ack

guarantee. CaN Greg, 310-397-0547.

FOREIGN ACCENT REDUCTION. Commu-
nicale with darity&accuracy Especially rec-

ommended lor foreign TA's&graduales en-
tering buaineM workJ. Taught by experi-

erK)ed professors. 310-226-2996. www.accu-
rateengl8h.com.

FRENCH/FARSI PRIVATE TEACHER, lor

t>eginners and foreigners. Also. enttHJSias-

tic/energetk: babysitter. Bilingual,

French/English. Loves children. Flexible

avallafaHlty. Mrs. Soraya 310-979-7040.

PHYSICS AND MATH
Math/Phystes major/student offers tutoring in

physics and nriath at aU levels. Contact Sine:

(310)989-1491 orsina40ucla.edu

RESEARCH PAPER TUTOR. 4.0 UCLA
grad and published writer offers private tutor-

ing servtoes. 310-293-0884.

TOTORING FOR MATHEMATICS. PHYS-
ICS. CHEMISTRY by expert lecturer pursu-
ing PhD. MA: Math lnsmction+ MA: Physka!
Science Educatk>n. Low prices. 818-343-
2065

TUTORING FOR ALL
SUBJECTS

K-12. Spanish/ESL at any level. Will travel to

home. 5yrs exp. Soon to be UCLA grad. Call

Baudella 818-416-7719 or email bcha-
vezOucla.edu.

WRITING TUTOR
Kind and patient Stanford graduate. Help
with the English language—for students of

all ages/levels. 310-440-3118.

7100
Tutorlnn WnntotJ

GEOMETRY TUTOR WANTED for HS stud-

ent. 1-3 hours/week. NegotiatHe. 310-268-
7955.

PROGRAMMING SQL, DATABASE CON-
NECTIVITY tutor and ogl. perl scripts. Che-
vtotHiMs. 310-927-7289 or 310-839-5457

TUTORS AND
COMPUTER TRAINERS

WANTED
Unk|ue. fun opportunity for energetk:. enthu-

siasts IndMduals. Training provWed. E-mali

resumes to ErtcOoomputersmartB.com

» II
.

II » . <n

TEACH THE SATs

Need energetic people with

High SAT scores to prep

students 1-on-l or in classes.

All regions. $15-$25^^. Flex

hours. Car needed. Call Tom

310-448-1744

www.tutorjobs.com

rj

7200
Typiiijj

AFFORDABLE LEGAL MEDICAL, transcrib-

ing and general word processing servk:es.

Legal documents, resumes, research pa-
pers, flyers, etc. Low rates 7 daysl 323-653-
0560

TYPIST AVAILABLE Professtonal writer who
types aowpm w/100% accuracy will type
your research papers, projects, etc Rates
negotiable Call 323-692-9545 and leave
contact info for Cliristine

WORD PROCESSING specializing m thes'
es. dtosertaltons, tranacrlption. legal, psych,
resumes, filers, brochures, mailing Hsts. re-

ports. 310-828-6939

employment
7400-8300

7400
Business Opportunities

$500 WEEKLY WORKING FROM HOME.
Rush busir)ess-size self addressed stamped
envelope M.V.A. P.O. Box 6923-DB, Malibu.

CA 90264.

FREEDOM
WORK FOR YOURSELF TNs sunvT>er. Get
pakJ daily arxl txjikt resklual income woricing

with a 29-year-oW ' NYSE Company 888-

574-9330.

ONLINE MARKETING
Learn the truth atxHJt online mariceting!

http://hop.cltekbank.net/hop.cgi7mvp777/

Wgdogs

OUR BUSINESS IS

EXPLODING!
Retire in 12-I8nx)nths woriting from home.
888-867-1743.

7500
Career Opportunities

•WOBK/STUDY IN MADRID. SPAIN* In-

credible Opportunity Study Spanish and
wori( teaching ESL (no experience r>eces-

sary) to pay living/traveling expenses.
www.ofeklk>mas.com/cantert)urywockstudy

3 WEEKS VACATION,
OH YEAH!!

Assist exec. wAintemet projects; liase w/poli-

tteians: coordinate mariceting efforts; major

diversity/growth here!! Absolute style and
windows skills are a MUST!! Incredible ben-

efits and t>onus$$$. Immediate, interviews!

The Placement Company" Fax 310-889-

7101 deklredaleOearthlink.net

INVESTMENT OPP
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT Excellent

career op>portunity for new graduate to leam
the investment industry. Detail-oriented, or-

ganized team player needed w/good PC
skills Will train. Fax resume 310-789-0022

JUST SECRETARIAL?
NOT!

HANDLE BUSINESS/Personal affairs; plan

events; surf the r>et; polish Power Point pro-

jects; track legislation; create a spread sheet

or two, get your educatten paid for.sounds
great, huh? Sweet opportunity for talented

collegs grad. "The Placement Company"
dekJredaleOeartNink.net Fax 3lO-889-7ioi

RN OR DENTAL STUDENT lor MD offtee

near Beveriy Hills on Saturday AMs or PfT.

Top salary. Call 323-939-2 111

TELEMARKETING
SALESPERSON

Telemarketing sales of cellular phones.
Comisston only. $60 per activated phone
line. Call Steele 310-712-4900.

7600
Child Care Offered

$$$ LOW PRICES $$$
Wonder years preschool run by
UCLA grads. Age82.5/6years. Two large

play-yards. Open 7:30-5:30.Ck)se to UCLA
310-473-0772.

7700
Child Care Wanted

2 MONTH OLD GIRL
looking for sweet babysitter. Wed. 2-8.

Thurs.. 12-8 in Padfk PaNssdes. Starting

ASAP. Please caH:310-230-6061.

AFTERSCHOOL/CAMP
CHILDCare/driver for bright 6.5 y/o boy-
k)ves reading, art. climbing. .CNkl dev back-
ground a+ $10/hr Approx 2pm-8pm, 20-

30hrs/wk, some weekends. Studio City. 310-

702-6699.

/
Rd^yde^i

or he'll gel

^ real

ti angry.

7700
Child Care Wanted

BABYSITTER NEEDED for 5 and 7 year-

okls. WeekerxJ evening. Non smoking, gen-

tle, active, loves kkis dogs arxl cats. Reler-

ences $9/hour CaH Lisa 310-476-0242.

BABYSITTER WANTED
For lyr old child. Rexible hours $6/hr Ex-

perierKes ar>d references necessary. Call

Youlee Kim ©310-413-3544

BABYSITTER WANTED
FOR 2 kids, 4&7 Pick-up from school/camp,

taking to play dates, help w/homework, etc.

Experience necessary. Referer>ces required.

Approximate hours, 1-7 M-F Begin 6/11.

Salary DOf. Pacifte Palisades. 310-230-

7475.
»

FEMALE BABYSITTER WANTED lor 11

year old girt for occasional weekend and
weekday evenings. Potential lor job to turn

into more permanent part-time position. Must
lieve car and referer^ces. In Sftemian Oaks
818-783-0469.

KIND Double-Bruin Alumni family 6-blks

from campus. Needs flexible help w/3.5yo

t)oy. Westwood Presbyterian pre-school

student, afterschool/weekends. Fax re-

sume/short statement of qualifications

w/phone to Steve C. 562-436-6157.

LOOKING for bright, enthusiastte, creative,

responsible caregiver for 5-year-old giri.

Child devekjpment t>ackground a+. $10/hr

(flexible DOE). 30hr min. 310-850-7324.

LOOKING FOR BRIGHT, RESPONSIBLE
indtvidual to care for two scfioof ctittdren full-

time. Must have great references and own
car 310-553-8224.

MALE STUDENT w/computer skills&car

Ptek up 11 y/o boy from school Supervise
HW. M-F, 3-5pm Brentwood Start Fall. 310-

476-6545.

hiANNY (live-in) for 14 year-oW autistte boy
F/T. 5days/wk (Wed-Sun). Experience pre-

ferred. Call 310-890-4752 or email
sueztX)Oaol.com

ONE 8-YEAR-OLD BOY Hours M-TH:3-
8PM, F:3-6. Need car. insurance arxJ li-

cense. Please call for more informatk)n:323-

341-0148 pager

THE BABYSITTERS CLUB needs babysit-

ters now!l Days, evenings, arxj weekends.
Must have experience. $10/hr. 310-226-

2900.

Monday, May 2 1 , 200 1 29

ADMINISTRATOR/ADMINISTRATIVE AS-'
SISTANT/DENTAL ASSISTANT needed for

dental orthodontic office in West LA with ex-

cellent communteation skills. Mon. WSd, Fri

9am-6pm. Experience preferred. $9-$11/hr
Please call 310-826-7494 or lax resume to

310-826-9564

AFTERNOON/PT
Westwood law office receptionist/office clerk.

2pm to 6pm. M-F Contact Bob or Maria:

310-446-0104

ART GALLERY
ASSISTANT FOR
PROMINENT
WESTSIDE
GALLERY

Train now-F/T by August. Requirements:
SfTanish fluency, detail-oriented, art back-
ground. $10-12/hr+commission. Fax re-

sume:310-586-1712.

ASSISTANT P/T
For chainnan of nattenal company Excellent

opportunity. Flexible P/T hours. Please call

Mona Andrews, 310-288-2513

ASSISTANT PUBLIC EVENTS MANAGER.
Instmcttenal Resources at UC Santa Bar-

t)ara. Prepares and executes classroom sup-

port activities and live perlormarx:e support.

$2,379-$2,594/mo. Apply by 5/29/01. #01-

04-067 Submit appkcstton tor UC9B Hft_
Emptoyment, 3101 SAASB, Santa Barbara,

CA 93106-3160. AA/EOE. Visit our website
at: http7/hr.ucsb.edu

UCLA AREA
PART-TIME
CHILD CARE

for 10-year-old female, lives in or out.

approx. I8hrs. weekly w/occasior^l sleep-

over required. Car. insurance, and good dri-

ving-record a must. Please call Christy: 310-

454-0711

7800
Help Wanted

ADMIN. ASSISTANT
Investmnt Corp. needs help with secre-

tarial/leasing. F/T. P/T. flexible hours.

Very ctose to UCLA. Must have car. Fax
resume: 310-470-6755. Call: 310-470-

1112.

BE PART OF THE
SOLUTION!

Office Assistant: Looking for a job w/meaning
in a professional office environment? Call the
Rape Treatment Center in Santa Monica
Data entry, packaging & shipping materials

for national campaigns, errands, helping
w/celebrtty event. Offtee experience stror>gly

nrAferred Need car w/insurance P/T 12-

20hrs/wk. Must be available to wori< though
Oct 2001. Flexible weekday hours. Competi-
tive salay+mileage for errands. Call 310-319-
4503.

BEVERLY HILLS AUTO DETAIL shop needs
tiard-working, fast-paced, agressive p>eople

to handle top-notch cars. No experierKe re-

quired. Flexible hours. Ozzie 310-859-2870.

BUSY PROFESSIONAL is seeking an assis-

tant to run errands and administer household
duties (organize bills, meet repair people,

etc.). House Is located off Larchmont Village

in Hancock Pari<. Need 5-10hrs/wk (on occa-
sion up to fifteen). Flexible hours (pertect for

a student or part time woricer) and competi-
tive pay Must have a car. Please include

name, contact information and any other rel-

evant informatkxi (experience etc.) to ckra-

merOI Omediaone.net

Are you a model.

Looking for all types
malc/femaic models/actors

We also have Plus size &. Children div
For pnnt & n<m-union ci)inmcni»ls

No experience required No fees

iZlfil

$$Get Paid For Your
Opinions!$$

$15-$1Z5 and more perEarn

www.money4oplnlons.com
per survey!

$15-$23/HR BRIGHT ENTHUSIASTIC peo-
ple to teach SAT prep and ALL Academte
Subjects. Transportatten required. We will

train Flexible hours Send or fax cover let-

ter/resume, including test scores (SAT. GRE.
etc.) to ACE Educattenal Senrtees. Attn:Bar-

ry. 9911 W. Pteo Blvd. Ste.PH-K. LA. CA
90035; Fax:310-282-6424. Poslttons avail-

able throughout LA arKi the Valley.

•MOVIE EXTRA WORK* Beats alt jobs Start

Immediately Great pay FurVEasy No crazy
fees. Program for free medteal Call-24/hrs

323-850-4417.

ACCESS TO A COMPUTER? PUT IT TO
WORK! Up to $25-75/hr PT/FT.

www.EamEZbucks.com. 888-715-4646.

ADMIN ASSISTANT
MEDICAL RESEARCH INSTITUTE looks

for administrative assistant with excellent

word processing and power point skills.

Please fax CV:8 18-789-8038.

ADMIN ASSISTANT
WLA consulting firm seeks deper)dat>le ad-

ministrative assistant. Excellent communtea-
tk>n skills, experience w/MA Office. Power-

point. ACT. email. Fax resume to Valerie

310-820-8556.

No Experience Necessary
Mm Women, diildrea all mb. slm

race TV Flhre Commercialt -Magazines
forpersonal Interview call now

310.659.7000

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT/BOOK-
KEEPER. Excellent computer and phone
skills required. Flexible, part-time hours.

$lO-l3/hr Ask tor Esther biw. 1-5pm We
are nattortal fk)wer shippers 310-230-

0811 or Fax resume: 310-230-4146.

WORK FOR KAPLAN!

Kaplan offers excltir\g opportunities In an
educsUonal envtronment. Kaplan isn't atxxjt

classroom grades, we are about career growth.

\Ma prepare our students for collafle and
graduate school entrance exams, the college

and graduate school admisskxis process.

ar>d professkxial licenses.

Wb also devetop our staff through presentation

and management experience. Many of our

emptoyees continue to wort* with us even after

ttiey move to new areas and despite busy
primary Jobs. Why? Because wort<lng for the

wortd's leading provider of test preparation

servtees is truly fun and rewarding.

Join the original test prep team. There Is

a center located In Westwood at 1133
Westwood Boulevard. Suite 201 and

160 other locatkins throughout the US.

Customer Service and Teaching

positions available.

To teach call 80CM<AP TEST exL 3.

For other Jobs call (310) 209O554. ext. 400.

KAPLAN

Display

2Ub-306U
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Write your own prescription for

success, health and well-being

Qi Gong Movement Therapy (Free) Drop in

Mon. from 4:00 to 4:45 in Ashe Conf. Rm, #414
IodgxJteL2L June 4

Meditation Workshop (Free) Drop in.

Thurs. from 4:45 to 5:30 pm in Asfie Conf. Rm, #414
nii» w—lc Juif 24: June 7

7800
Help WiiMtud

CAMP COUNSELORS
Instructors, lifoguante for daycamp in

Agoura/Malibu 818-706-7335.
'

CAMP COUNSELORS needed for local

summer day camp. Beach/aquatic experi-

ence In swimming, surfing, sailing, or jet ski-

ing a plus. Competitive salaries 818-996-
4780.

7800
|i W;iult.'(j

7800
Ht'lp Wanted

CLERK. P/T. Pleasant Century City Engi-
neering Fimi seei<s perfectionist with typing
Gicilis for general! office duties. (Must at}solute-
ty ba detail-oriented $1l/hour to start Call
Rhonda 310-286-2437.

COOL LADY needs someone w/car to do oc-
cassional errands. 310-979-8701

.

udaAsheCenter

COOL SUMMER JOB for outgoing, health
conscious person to do promotions and sam-
pling of new frozen Energy Bar. Flexible
schedule $8-l2/hr Cold Fusion 310-287-
3244

Vielf the Ashe Centw website for more informotion,
requMt an appointment or ask health related questions
Www.»tvdentheoith.u#l«,f^V or caU 310 t25*4073

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZI

F

ACROSS
1 Party giver
5 Budteyee' sch.

8 Tennis shote
12 Permit
14.Coffeefnckertype
15 Isaac'* eon
16LookiAar
17 Flowing isams'

needs
18 Route
19 Potent, Ike a drug
21 Jammed
23 TraN behind
24 Wheel part

25 Before, to a poet
26 Grants
30 Longt)lou8e
32 Cotton bundles
33 Far-reaching
37 QIasnost initials

38 Walks in the
ocean

39 l-ow-lying area
40 Great numbers
42 Cut on an angle
43 Goir star Lopez
44 Broadens
45 Tree fluid

48 Agnes or
Bemadette, e.g.

49 Hither and —
50 Go by, as time
52 From Quebec
57 Shrewd
58 Campus

buiklRig

60 Change color
again

61 Mountain sound
62 Keogh

atomatives
63Cheen
64 Campus

flgure
65 -Right this

minuter
66Qarden

veggies

T

PnEVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

LNlOlBlLlElRHOlUlRriRlAlMlAl

inQs QQH m^n
ICIAIR TlOldrNHCIAIYHFlElZl
iziea [ss]Q caos Qaa'

COUNSELORS AND
INSTRUCTORS

In art. swimming, nature, video and ropes
needed t)y TumWeweod Day Camp. Must be
responsible, energetk; and enjoy vwriting

with chikJren. 310-472-7474

CSO OFFICE
ASSISTANT

Needed to work flexible hours Tuesday &

Thursday, 1(Mpm and some Saturdays at

-^ out Waslwood Police Slatkm Starting

$8.47/hr. Must be UCLA student w/at

one yr. remaining. 310-206-5473.

(310) 472-7474 Located 10

Looking for fun, energetic students who
children and would like a job outdoors as a
general counselor. We also need specialists to
teach horseback riding, video making, swimming,
rock climbing, nature studies, or arts & crafts.

www.tunnbleweecl4ever.com

Call for a great summer!

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL ON CAMPUS
needs Extended Day AkJe's for summer pro-
gram. July2-July27, 12-3:45pm/dally Job
resumes in September for tall $7 39/hr

mparksOucia.edu/310-206-5194.

ENGLISH TEACHER. Sunrmwr in lelwan.
Airfare, stipend, housing. Insurance benetks.
Gain experlerKe. have fun. www.geocl-
ties.com/wor1dpassport, woddpptOhot-
mail.com.

r

DAY CAMP - SUMMER
Seek staff w/8urrwner home In or near the
San Fernando or Coneio VMeys. Oxnard,
Slmi, Mattxj. mlBC. Instructors & General
couns. $2750-3500^ for summer. 888-
784-CAMP www.worfcatcamp.com

F/T RECEPTIONIST for busy WIA real es
tate office. Outgotng. team player that's

friendly/Self-Motivated, Microsoft Office a
must. Fax resume 310-475-5042.

FLASH 5
Flash animators/brogrammers to help pro
duce games/cartoons tor new online enter-

tainment network. Publiciie your neWexM-
Ing work and share profits, www.p-d-
n.oom/lnfoOp-d-aoocn/310-989-3114.

FREE MODEL/TALENT AUDITIONS tor

meri^womerVkids (aH ages) tor upcoming TV/
fashion shows, commercials, magazines,
movies, and more. No experience. 310-
360-1240.

MODELS WANTED
Amateur female iTKXieNng. Get your siail In

modeling, build portfolio, gain valuable expe-
rience. Call Elizabeth: 310-318-7031 or 1-

877-479-4367. lnfoOsouthbayglf1e.eom

MODELS WANTED
ASAP: Male arxl female lor upcoming fash-
k)n shoot. Start/build portfolio and gain ex-
perlence. For details call Tesh 310-406-5203

MODELS WAfffEOt FM f^roductlons ts cur-
rently Nrlng models lor print an dvidoo work.
Excellent pay-no experience necessary. 818-
785-6028.

MODELS WANTED- Sexy Females for new
men's magazine, el Maxim. Stuff, FHM.
Please Call. Anthony0323-816-3151 or dlg-
g«dee Omediaone.net or send photos to: S
Magazine, 302 North La Brea Ave #350, Loe
Angeles. CA 90036

NEED TO MAKE SOME PT $$$? WIH train
and sponsor assistant broker PM woilc
Guarantee+bonus. BH office. Call Nell 800-
450-7585.

5-21-01 O 2001. OMd FeMura Syndfcate

DAY CAMP
COUNSELORS

Pall Camp now hiring snihueiastic coun-
setorsl Summer fun inchidss: Jet sidkig.

amusement parks, beech days, painttjel and
moral 19 and up. Gal Jaoque: 310-477-
2700x14.

FULL-TIME, would consider just for Sum-
mer. Century City Empk>yment Law Firm
seaWng Administrative Assistant/Reoeptkxv
l«t Hesvy Phone work and Light typing. Fax
resume to 310-201 9698

OFFICE MANAGER entfy level, will train.

fulMime, M-F, 9-6, 10 minutes from UCLA.
Computer krK>wledge required. Salary^iene-
fits. 310-476-4205.

DOWN
1 Padlock partner

2 Dairy-case buy
3 Qotridofthe
draQon

4 Canyall
5 Vaodnetype
6 Lanoek>t's title

7 Marked
improvements

8 Vulgar
9 Mktwestem

Indian

10 Pastry maker
1

1

Jacket material

13 Domains
14 Actor McClure
20 Scale notes
22 SuKan's cousin
24 Okl Norse

inscriptions

26Neiahboron
27Biahe
28 AddMonally
29 'Late Show-

feiture

SOHotdrtnk
31 - in: collapeed
33 Joust weapon
34 Cathedral part

35 Country singer
Campbell

36 They're
sUpperyl

38 Craved
acceptance

41 Qet smart with
42 Double star

44 Came In first

45 Ftopaireda
oarment

46 Rocker Cooper
47 ottoman VIP
49 Sweet potatoes
51 Laborer
52Quilet
53 Low-pitched
54 BehiMengigs
55 Auei heroine
56 Caponefoe
59 Gold, in

Quadaiajara

r

DAY CAMP
Summer Swimming, beaches, horses &
more, www.daycampiotw.oom.

FUN SUMMER
Swimming, hoiaes. bseches and nwe.
www.daycampjQbsxom.

OUTSIDE SALES
6 figure income in 3yrs. Retire in lOyrs Inter-

riel Company k)oking for independent out-
•We sales representatives. Get your own
exclusive territory natk>naltyYou own hours.
Cofftmisskxi Only. CaH Mr. Lebowskl 818-
887-7188

DENTAL ASSISTANT tor newstarter. Brent-
wood. Once/ twtee a week. Utile experience
OK. Must t>e motivated to work w/Tun doctor
310-273-7253.

GIRLS wanted at sxctoslve socisi ctob in

WLA. Conversatton and dancing. 18+ years
oW. FlexMe hours. Esm top S$$. 310-313-
2989.

P/T RLE CLERK-medical
resume: 310-395-2063.

office. Fax

DO CATS MAKE YOU
WHEEZE?

If you are allergk: to cats, you may quaWy to
partk:ipate In research study of an innosHys
tk>rwl medk^atton. If you qualify, you wW re-
ceive study related medteatton and up to

$250.00 oompensstton lor your flme. N Inter-

ested, please calf Jonathan Corran, M.D at
310-477-1734 ext.242

DRIVE-THRU RECORDS. Offfce
entry level Assist the owners of an Inde-
pendent label, organize meelngs and
schedules, answrer phones, ooonlnais to-
tems, witis leHsrs. get prtoe quotes, gsnsral
offtoe dules. Must be HIGHLY ofganixSd and
wining to work tong hours. Fax resume 818-
883-6471 or email: KrtsRlpleyOyBhoo.com
"Wet: DTR Emptoyment

DRIVE-THRU RECORDS Retail promo-
itons. CaiNng record stores, dealing and
malntslning datsbases, seMng skMs and
good phone rapport necesssry. Must be
HIGHLY orgsnizsd snd wiWng to work tong
hours. Fax resume 818-883-6471 or emaN:
KflsRtofeyOyahoo com subject: DTR Cm-
pk>yment

EARN $25,000
OVER THE SUMMER! $50,000 or more by
Ctwistmas. on your computer Work w/TV
personeNty from GRACE UNDER FIRE.
Looktog tor leaders Call 866-733-0312.

EARN AS MUCH AS
$50/HR

EXCELLENT ENTREPRENEURIAL P/T
Seles opportunity: Make your own hours. I*)

ejqMrtence necessary To receive more Infor-

mslton caN 818-487-7270

INTERESTED IN GERIATRIC CARE? Hek>
sentor citizen in exercise, female, P/T. Need
own transportatton, doesn't mind readtog
atoud, norvsmoker Hours, salary negoiiabte.
Endno. Estele. 818-789-2487. Ca« 12-6pm.

LEGAL ASSISTANT
Wanted tor corporate/estate plan attorney.
Starting part-time and becoming full-time In

August. Will train. Send resume to Kacy, 626
Wilshlre Blvd Suite 800. LA, CA 90017 or
fax:213-538-1368.

UBRARY JOBS. Shelving and other stacks
duties. 12-19 hnhMk. $8.83Air to staii

STUDENTS ONLY apply at Young Research
Library f^m. 11617 or call Antigone Kutay
310-825-6962

P/T WRITER Pleasant Century City Engi-
neering Rrm seeks perfecttonlst wMh strong
writing skills to produce mitoly technieel re-

ports for internal and external use. $l3/hr to
start Wage increases as appropriate. Mini-
mum I5hra/wk. Must have car arid lr>-

surance. Fax resume 310-286-9126 or call

310-286-2437

ssifieds

825-2221

EDUCATIONAL ASSISTANT needed tor to-

tefllgent. sweet. 12/yo disabled young lady
Person must be intelligent, capat>le, self-mo-
tivated, computer literate, as well as kind,

positive, compessionate healthy, higf^ly re

sponsible, safe drtver PT training begtos
now. kib bsqtos in June 310-396-6100.

UFEGUARDS
Certified LOTs. 8lart afternoons 5/7. Also
Summer poslltons. Qet pato to get (re)certi-

fied. Mehire 16+ and good 8w*nmer. Beauti-
ful canyon setting Tim 310-472-7474. Fax
resume 310-476-7788,

UFEGUARDS AND SWIM INSTRUCTORS.
Several tocal tocsttons. P/T-F/T. $io-l2/hr
WW train. 818-222-7948x11 or 310-275-7946
Greg or EmWe.

MALE MODELS
Have a great face or body? GET REC-
OGNIZED in PlayglH-styte puWteattons. Must

- be 18-24. Beginners weteome Highest Im-

medtate pay wirtisadshots PaW screen test.

Jeff0213-748-4555ext '11. JwhiteOou-
nk^ue.com

MARKETING AND
EVENTS COMPANY

Seeks pari time team player to work rrwm
Ings In fa.st paced environment Computer,
wrtdng skllte required. 310-358-9090.

MARKETING/PR/SALES. Creative
Design^roductton studto seeking self-moti

vated IndivWual w/markeling and sales ex-
perience Enthusiastk:. has initiative and
very responsible www.mottontheory.com.
Caroline 310-396-9433.

MEDICAL RECEPTIONIST Beverty Hills.

Flexible hours Mainly afternoons. 20-25
hrs/wk Salary negotiable. Fax resume 310-
273-6082 or can 310-27^8666

PART TIME MORNJNG OFFICE ASSIS-
TANT. Light phones. Accounting with Qutok-
books and Shipping with UPS online. WLA.
muthen08tatmodel.com

PERSONAL ASSISTANT WANTED Part-
time by retired executive for record keeping
and filing. One day^week, or half-days. Pre-
fer somorte familiar w/Ouicken. Rexible
hours. $15 to $20/hour based on experience.
Please fax resume to: 310-202-6184.

PERSONAL ASSISTANT Small ofnce.
Approx 12noon-8pm PT M-F. Petal orlent-

ed, organized, computer, great oofwerseOon
arxl writing skllls/experter)ce. 310-477-2680
Fax: 310-477-1369. .

PERSONAL ASST
HELP NEEDED. CLEAN HOUSE, MARKET-
ING, some Drlvirig etc Own Car. FlexHMs
hours. Part time. $lO/hr. 310-391-2718.

PHOTO LAB: FULL OR
PART-TIME

In Westwood Good appearence required.
Apply at: 10844 West Olympk; Blvd. Los
Angstos Comer of Westwood and Ofyrrtote
310-470-3567.

PRESCHOOL LOOKING FOR qualified
teachers/teachers assistants for immediate
poslttons. Candtoates should have experi-
ence in chlW care. Salary negotiable. F/T,
P/T available Call JuHe Palel 310-470-0992.

PROMOTIONS INTERN
ASSIST vtilth plannlr>g special events, media
relattons. newsletter&promotions. Century
City, smart/team player, excellent opportuni-
ty Fax resumeAcover-letter to 310-226 7434
atto: Candace.
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7800
Help Wanted

RECEPTIONIST
RECEPTIONIST position available In BH.
Lawflnn. Full-time, benefits, nice grogp of

people. Great opportunity to gam experience
in a legal environment Fax resume to 310-
274-2796 Attn: Human Resources, or maH to
Lurie. Zepeda, Schmalz & Hogan; 9107
Wilshire Blvd. Suite 800: Beverty Hills, CA
90210. No phone calls please!

RECEPTIONIST WESTWOOD LAW OF
FICES. M-F 9-5. $a/hour. Can do homework
on job. 310-470-3373

7800
Help Wanted

SUMMER DAY CAMPS
San Fernando or Conejo Valleys, Oxnard.
Simi. Malibu. Misc. Instructors & General
couns. 42750-3500+ lor sunDmer. 888-784-
CAMP www.workatcamp.com

SUMMER JOB
GRAO/UNDERGRAD PsyitfMtogyiedilcatton

or speech (o be a camp akJs for a special

needs child. 6/25-8/25. Valerie:818-907-

0367.

7800
Help Wciiited

UCLA RECREATION
SUMMER CAMP JOBS

GREAT MONEY! GREAT TIME! We need
energetic people to t)e summer camp coun-
selors. Pay is $7.38-$11 00/hr Morning' af-

ternoon, all-day shifts available. Call 310-
206-1787 Applications available at John
Wooden Center.

8000
Internships

FILM INTERNSHIP
ACCLAIMED PRODUCER seeks motivated
interns for summer 2001. Please fax

resumes to Commotion Pictures

attn:Michelle 310-432-2001

8^00
Apartments for Rent

•WESTWOOD VILLAGE. MIDVALE N. OF
LEVERING. LARGE 1 AND 2-BDRM APT
GARDEN VIEW, DINING ROOM, UNIQUE.
CHARM FRONT AND REAR ENTRANCE
310-839-6294.* '

REWARDING/FUN
Summer Swimming, beaches, horses &
more, wwwdaycampjobs.com

S.CALIFORNIA GENERAL CONTRACTOR
seektog archltectoral/engineonng Graduate
Studerrt to assist w/)ob-sight management
on new ptpject-near LA Airport. Conpensa-
tton commensurate w/qualiftoattons. Con-
tact/Resumes to Steve Nelson. 18 Tectmoto-

gy Drive. Irvine. CA 92618. 949-727-3552.

SALES POSITION availabto tor internet e-
commen;e company. Salary+commisston
Call 310-234-0784. Fax: 310-234-0786
EmaH: Jot)s Oelectrotxiy.com

SERVER/HOST(ess)
Hiring for fun & fast-paced Asian cafe in Cen-
tury City. Apply Yin Yang 10260 Santa Moni-
ca Blvd. a/f 2pm 310-556-3333

SUMMER AT THE
BEACH AND MTNS

Fun work with children in the out
DOORS. 7-week day program. 2-weeks
Sierra Sleepawey June 2S-August 24 Ex-
perience with ctiMdren and water activities.

$330+bonus/week. Call 310-826-7000 or

www.SierTBAdverrtureCamp8.com

SUMMER CAMP
COUNSELORS

Decathton Sports Club Located in Palo Alto

af25-8/l7. $78-$92/day, 9am-4pm. camp-
jobOyatxx) com

8^00
Apartnionls for Rent

SUMMER JOBS! WEST Los Angeles day-

camp luring energetic counselors, lifeguards,

and specialists. Call Tiffany at 310-399-

2267.

SUMMER SPORTS
CAMP COUNSELORS

Prime Time Sports Camp is now hiring for

summer 2001. Sports background and ex
perience working with children required.

9:30AM-3:30PM. M-F 6/25/01-8/31/01 WLA
and Palisades. Peter3l0-288-4i32.

SUNSET CAI>fYON REC CENTER seeks
ARC Certified. responsit>le indivtouals to

wori( as lifeguards arxl swim ir>structors dur-

ing the summer months Call 310-825-1059
Applk:attons avaH at SCRC.

TEACHER AND ASSISTANT TEACHER
NEEDED. School age day care center, full

time summer emptoyment in Van Nuys;
Sports. Crafts. Trips. Swimmir^g, etc. Must
have BA with minimum 24 units in child

devetopment courses. Teaching credential is

p^efefre**^^ Good Salary. Lenny 818-894
0330.

TECHNICAL SUPPORT Answer customer
questtons. KnoiMedgs of NT. email, websites
helpful. Ctose to campus, flexible hours 310-

828-9900.

WANTED 29 PEOPLE
NEEDED to lose weight andeam $$$ m the
next thirty days. Call 310-289-5464 or visit

our websites www.diet4u.net. Code 10378.
www. richflomhome .com/internet

WANTED: People who want to lost weight
310-884-8746. 24 hour message.

MERILL LYNCH INTERNSHIP Flexible
hours. All majors, must be articulate, diligent,

and willing to learn. Experience In finance a
plus College credit available
Responsibilities include assisting with re-

search, analysis, client development and
presentations. Fax resume 310-791-8801 or
email nikesh_l<adakla©ml.cora. For more
info call 310-791-8832

1-MINUTETOUCLA
1 bdrm w/deck, furnished, bnght, clean, se-
curity entrance, large closets, pool lyr

lease. $1300/mo. 310-824-1830.

WESTSIDE COMPUTER TUTOR wanted
with specialty in Macintosh. I have an IMAC
and work in Mterosoft Word program. Call

Joan-3 10-474-7345.

WORK from home in the US or In an intema-
tional business. 24 hour message 310-884-
8748

TIRED OF BORING SUMMER WORK?
Chance for travel. experter>ce for resume,
and approximately $7000. Call 310-234-
2603. k&k for Kvah

8200
Temporary Employment

CULVER HOTEL needs receptionist for the
front desk duties Full-time and Part-lime
available About the hotel: www.culvertio-
tel.oom. Morning shift 7am to 3pm. Evening
shift: 3pm to 11pm. Start $7/hour. Email or
fax resume.

1917 SPANISH MISSION BUILDING. Sin-
gle. WLA. Separate kitchen, high ceilings,

wood floors, one year lease. $750/mo 310-
479-8646.

2&3BDRM
LARGE, bright, view. Mk:rowave. oven, re-

frigerator, dishwasher, washer/dryer in unit.

21 -ft. Jacuzzi on roof. Walking distance to
UCLA. 310-475-0807.

BEL AIR COTTAGE. Pet okay. $945. 310-
395-RENT. www.vvestskJerentals.com

BEL AIR guest house. Dog ok View. pool,
yard. $750. 310-395-RENT wvw westsider-
entals.com

YMCA HIRING TRAINERS w/strong fitness

background (will train right person), and ex-
perienced »gfoup exercise instnictors. Call
213-639-7522 to apply

7900
Hoiisesittliif)

HEAD FRESHMAN BOYS BASKETBALL
COACH: Experience playing and coaching
needed. $2800-3200 for the season. 5 days
a week from 2:30 to 5:00, virith a few Satur-
day games. The season begins in November
and runs through February. Please fax
resumes only!! Fax to 310-288-3286

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. 142BEDROOM
$8954UP LARGE. UNUSUAL CHARM
SOME SPANISH STYLE W/HARDWOOD
FLOORS. ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS
310-839-6294.

TESTMASTERS is tooking for intelligent

people to answer prK}nes and provkJe infor-

matton about our LSAT a>urses. $l3/hour,
minimum of 30 hours/week Only ttx)se with

excellent phone skills shouW apply. 323-655-
2699.

8^00
Aftwrtments for Rent

EXPERIENCED HOUSE SITTER 7/27-8/4
MATURE FEMALE, Professtonal. wortdng
P/T in LA, Impeccable Local References and
house sitting experience. Great with all inten-
or and exterior plants Fee negotiable. Other
dates available. lheachasstoOatt.net 914-
945-0245.

BEVERLY HILLS furnished, private room,
dishwasher. $450. 310-395-RENT
www.westsiderentals.com

BEVERLY HILLS 1 bdrm, 1 bath, reWgeii^
lor. stove.. $875 310-395-RENT www.west-
siderentals.com

RELIABLE HOUSE/DOG-SrrTER: Located
in Santa Monka. Various times during the
month Salary DOE. Need ASAP Gall
George 310-398-4150, leave message

8^00
Apartments for Rent

housing
8400-9800

8400
Apartments for Re^it

BRENTWOOD amazing location. Private
room, parking included. $550. 310-395-
RENT. www.westskjerentals.com

BRENTWOOD SPACIOUS. 1 bdrm. patto,
A/C, parting. $895. 310-395-RENT
www.west8lderentals.com

CHARMING 2-Bedroom/l.5 bath, spactous.
stove, relngerator, laundry, large closets, two
car part<ing. quiet reskJential neighborhood,
2-miles to UCLA. $1395. 310-829-0385

8^00
Apartments for Rout

We Have
partment Homes

Of Choice
In Bruin Country.

i

Pr<fcerties Professionally Managed By
FtW. S«lb|| 8r Cbfii|>any, Inc

'Th0 Standmrd of Exc«ll«nc9.

'

l.W. Selby & Company

offers the most modern

ind convenient housing

lear UCLA Campus and

the Westwood Village.

Make your housing

arrangements now!

%^ ^:^

y4i»?:n

''T ' > i lyg

Kelton Plqza
430 Kelton Avenue
1 &2 Bedrooms, Rooftop Spa
& Lei$ure Area

Call (310) 824-7409

idvaie Plaza
527 & 540 Midvale Avenue
Singles, 1 &2 Bedrooms;

Rooftop Spa & Leisure Area,

Pool w/ Spa; Sauna, Study Lounge

w/ Big Screen TV, Fitness Center

Call (3101 208-0064
540 AAidvale Avenue

Call (310) 208-4868
527 Midvale Avenue

Rpommafe Service^

Furnished Apaifhnents

Ask About Our

El Greco
^" 1 030 Tiverton Avenue
? Single Units Only, Rooftop Sun Deck
i& Leisure Area, Sauna, Outdoor Spa
& Barbecue, Fitness Room
Call (310) 824-0463

[he Plaza *

1 0983 Wellwortfi Avenue
1 &2 Bedrooms, Fitness Center,

.Rooftop Spa & Leisure Area

Call (310) 479-6205
1+1 Sl725/montfi
2+2 $2295/month

Classifieds

825-2221 Display
206-3060
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COZY 2 BEDROOM. 1 Datn. jiijuu. Brant-
wood Adj. Near WilsWre/freeway. Lease to
two. No pets. 1333 Barry Avenue. 310-826-
8461.

CULVER CITY apackMJS. 1 bdnp. large clos-
ela, yard. $665. 310-396-RENT www.west-
stdaiwuals.oom

HUGE APARTMENT
SepuJveda/Venic© Balcony, walk-In cloaet.
pool, Jacuzzi, sauna. Gym. Tennis Courts.
Gated 2-car parking. $875/mo. Available
June 4. 310-636-9141.

HUGE SINGLE AND ONE BEDROOM.
$90(ymo.& up. One bdnn for $12504up. One
block from campus 644 and 650 Landfair
310-824-0319.

MID-WILSHIRE AREA: Urge 2bdnn. apart-
ment. Available June 13t. $1200/mth 213-
487-6684

PALMS
2BED^BATH. Available 7/1 $l450/month. 2
parking spaces 310-559-9852.

PALMS. 3719 Kelton Ave. 2bd/2bath. $1250
AvMbWo now. Controlled access bkJg New
caipal. Upper unit. Linda: 310463-3334
shown by appt.

SANTA MONICA 1 bdrm, 1 bath, hardwood
lloora. yard. $750. 310-395-RENT
www.westsiderentals.com

8^00
Apartmoiits for Hum

rvvestwood Village

I
433 Kelton Ave
(310)208-8685

1 Bedroom from $1225
2 Bedroom from $1700

Extra large luxury units include:

• Fully equipped kitchen

• Central heating and air

• Extra closet space

• Wetter In selected units

• Private Iwlcony

• 2 Bdroms have 2 teths

11 • Intercom entry & gated parkino

I
'withlyNTlme

i^Integnued Property Services.

t^ittiK. ^tr

SANTA MONICA, north of Wltehlre. $900
ntoe single, tower. Remodeled. Stovd. fridge.
Near ocean. No pets. Near buses. 323-462-
0507.

8^00
Apartiiienls for Rt.-iil

WESTWOOO VILLAGE: Fumishw} bache
tor. $725. no parking. Unfumiatwd l-bdrni
$1400. garage. 1-yr teese, no pets. Avail
Sept. 10990 Strathmore. 310471-7073.

WESTWOOD. Bachetor. $7%. uMMm paid.
no partdng. 1 -bedroom. $1400, 3-car park-
ing. 10943 Roebting, i-year leas^ no pets.
available Jufy. 310-471-7073.

WESTWOOD—close to UCLA, (upper),
walk -In ctosets, atudto. $650. 310-395-
RENT. www.wie8t8klefentals.com

WESTWOOD. 2BDRM/2BATH. $1450 AND
UP. TILE KITCHEN, STEPDOWN LIVING
ROOM. HIGH CEILING. CHARM. 1 MILE
SOUTH OF WILSHIRE. SOME W/BAL-
CONY.310-839-6294.

WESTWOOD Across UCLA, upscale, one
and two bedfooms. luH-kltchen, air condi-
tioned, parking, one year lease, 445 Land-
fair. Taidng resenmttona. 310-824-1969.

WESTWOOD. Walk to UCLA. 2bdmV2Wh.
gated parking, rooftop spa. quiet bulWing,
accepting reservattons for Fall. $1895-
$2275. 512 Veteran. 310-206-2655.

WESTWOOD: 1 -BEDROOM APARTMENT
TO SHARE. $375. Contact Carrie 310-208-
3627.

9300
Room for Help

PENTHOUSE ROOM
Century City in exchange for 1 .5 hours assis-
tance in morning and in evening. 310-277-
3810. Apt 2102 N.

9^00
Room for Rem

BRENTWOOD F/NS/NP Females only. Bed.
bathifuM accasa to large, beautiful home.
Share w/family. $750. 310-395-0623.

PRIVATE ROOM FOR RENT Westwood,
7mln8 to carr^us. ASAP. Partdng/laun-

dry/dialwwahef/mterowava/AC. Huge IJv-

•ngAJnlng araa. apactous balcony. $650/mo
MIml: 310-234-2880.

9700
Stjfjiets

475 QAYLEY: 1bdrm/1private-Wh In
2DdmrV2blh apariment. Avaii«bla invnadlate-
ly to mkl-Sapiafnbar. Need 1-2 famaia'aub-
letters. Underground partdng-apot, extramely
ctose to-campos $e33/mth. 310-208-4379

527 MIDVALE PLAZA II. Large studto. Rre-
place, batoony. pool/}acuz2i, gym. July 1-Aug
31. $i050/month- Inctodes water .1 parttinq
spot. 310-443-9552.

SANTA MONICA
HOUSE 2 bed/2 bath available. Ocean view
$700/rDom-obo. Female prefened Available
June 1. Limited laaae 3-6months. 310-393-
6254.

SANTA MONICA 2 bdmns. 2 baths, refrigera-
tor, alove. carpets, new paint, new ftoors.
parWng included. $1295. 310-395-RENT.
www.westsiderentate.com

SANTA MONICA 2 bdrms. carport partcing
-insa 310-3054^ENT. www.westsidwan-
tals.com

SANTA MONICA APARTMENTS. 4 btocks to
beach. Pet okay $700. 310-395-RENT
www.westsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA DUPLEX pet okay Yard
$795. 310-395-RENT www westskJeren-
tals.com

SANTA MONICA. 3 bdrms, 2.5 baths, dish-
washer, fireplace. 3 parking spaces. $1950
310-395-RENT www.wesl8ider8ntate.com

SANTA MONICA Studto. $875. walk to mar-
ket/bus. Street paridng, 1234 1,4th Street,
jost jouth of WHshire, available 9/5. Garage
tor rant (pariting or storage) $150/B>onth
avaAabie now. 310-4TT-70'73 ^ ~*~—
SINGLE APARTME^fTS, $«Kymonlh\ Up-
gradad carpeting, fiaahiy painied, pool, laun-
dry, secured entry, very dean buiUing, i -wr

lea«a. no pets . 310-208-2820. "

VENICE guest apartmant. Cat okay W/D
yard. $600. 310-395-RENT www.westsider-
entais.com

SANTA MONICA furnished, private room,
partdng. month-to-month. $500. 310-396-
RENT. wwwweststoerentab.com

SANTA MONICA GUEST HOUSE 1 bdrm. 1

^«th, pool, washer and dryer. $690.
wwaiwaatsiderentate.com

SMtTk MONICA guest house. Pet okay, full

kitchen. $750. 323-634-RENT www.weststo-
erentate.com

SANTA MONICA HOUSE pet okay Unfur-
ntehad, 2 bdnns. W/D hookups, garage
$1500. 310-395-RENT www.westsideren-
tate.oom

WEST LA. 2bdmv2bth«en. $1495. lOmin to
UCLA, large bedrooms, new carpet, fire-

place, diahwaahar, bateony, AC/heat. pari<-
ing. laundry. Available 7/1. 310-253-9875.

WESTWOOD
3 bedroom, huge living and dining room,
huge master-bedroom. washar/Uryer Instoe
unit. Available now. MontfHo-month $2900
Beautiful view. 310-998-1501

SANTA MONICA OCEAN-VIEW. One bed-
room unfurnished/furnished apt. $2000-
$2600. Luxury 2+1 bedroom, furnished
$4000. Walk to 3rd Street PromenadeAPIer
310-399-3472.

WESTWOOD
Excellent kicatton, walk to canxKiS. Ntoe
unit in quiet, garden setting. Utilities in-

cluded $650/month Prefer mature, quiet
adult. 310-208-7864.

WLAA>ALMS
APARTMENT RENTALS
CALL 4 FREE LISTINGS

AND SPECIALS
Bachelors/Singles—some w/utilities paid,
pool, gated, $660«>up. Ib^rm fMMup!
many w/fireplacas, kixury and more. 2bdrm
$1100-$1495. many wAJiahwaahars, bakx>-
ny. NC and more. Call for free lteting:310-

2784999.

8600
Coiido/Towiihoiise for Rent

BEVERLY HILLS APARTMENT (upper)
hardwood ftoors, utilities indudad. $795.
310-3§S-RENT. www weslsiderentate.com

KELTON^ near campus. TAKING APPLICA-
TIONS for Sept availability. 1-year lease.
2bdmV2.5bth. Recenity remodeled. $2250
1 -600-396-9622.

WESTWOOD. Wltehire Hi-Rise Luxurious
Condo. 1,2.&3bed. $2400-$4200/month
24hr. valet, doornwn,, front desk, and securi-
ty sarvtoa. AH amemtiks, great views. 310-
470-9947.

8700
Condo/Towulioiiso for Sale

SANTA MONICA. Own bdmVbattVentrance-
$400+llmltad babysitting duty, wanted: Ac-
ttva, raaponatola Mothers helper for 4 y/o
boy. References required. 310-395-1212.

WLA ADJACENT
TO SANTA MONICA/BRENTWOOO. Private
room and tMthioom In luxurious corxlo. Se-
curity buNdfng. parking available
$750/monih, utilities included. Available
5/30. Call Linda 310-442-5215.

9500
Rooni:j;iitfif;-Pnv,«U' R«>tf!ft

BH AOJ Private xoomJhsXh in 2t)drm/2bth
apt. Quiet/clean bWg, gated partung. Looking
lor clean non-smoker. Avail 6/1/01
$775+utilities. Kim 323-823-1062.

STUDIO CITY. $413: gated parking, a/c,
your own bedroom, phone Hne. Femaia grad
student prefened. 20 min to UCLA 618-763-
2674.

WEST LA. Share beautiful townhouse,
2bdnn/2bth, gated partdng, near Natton-
al/Barrington Rent $825/month Half utilities

Sibylle 310-996-1180.

WESTWOOO: Fun, outgoing female tooking
for 1-2 female roommataa to share
2bdrm/2bth apt! Available 8/01 or 9^i Can
310-209-20651

SANTA MONICA PRIME
LOCATION N. OF

WILSHIRE
NEAR BEACH

$1195 1 bedroom. Hardwood ftoors. Charm-
ing spit level, dishwasher, refrigerator. 943
7th Sliaet. Cats OK 818-980-5900.

SANTA MONICA room for rent Utilities

$425. 310-395-RENT www.westsideren-
tals.com

Diamond Hmmd
A|Mirtiii«iits

Summer Discounts
Short Tern Leas* A\mll*bl€

SInsIc $1045
1 BD $1fi60

2 BD $16-45
2 BO w/lort $2015

660 Veteran
fi08-2fi51

WESTWOOO APARTMENT for Rent. Singto.
furnished. 2-btocks to school, next to frater-

nities (no late night parties), no partdng
$800AiK)n(h. 310-824-4951.

WESTWOOD apartment. Pool, utftlitles

Inctodad. $725. 310-395-RENT www.west-
stoerentato.oom

WESTWOOD furnishad guest house.
Utilities included. $950. 310-395-RENT
www.weattidaramala.com

WESTWOOD VILLAGE
TOP LOCATION

1-bdrm, )untor. $1200/month All utilities and
one partdng Inckided. Days 310-475-7533
evenirigs 310-659-4834.

IMAGINE OWNINGA^ASINQ WILSHIRE
CorridOf/HIRise aingla. 1or2bdrm $115K-
$250K. Walk to^X^LAA/llage, 24hr/security
Spectacular views, pool. Jacuzzi^ sauna,
valet servtoe. Aganl-8ob 310-478-
I835ext.109. '

8800
Gtieslhoiise for Rem

1903 GREENFIELD AVE.- WESTWOOO.
Guesthouse, $650/mo. Female only. Soraya
310-477-5396.

PRIVATE ENTERANCE, spactous, bright,
full kitchenlMth. Lofted bedroom. Pool, Spa.
Hollywood, Cresent Heighta/Meirose UtHi-
fles and cable indudad. $lOOO^mo. 323-655-
2387.

WESTWOOD: Private roomA)ath in
2bdmV2bth apt Quiet, dean buHdtog, aub-
terranean partdng, pool, Jacuzzi, AAC. Prefer
clean, quiet non-smoker. No pets.
$800/mo+utlHtles. Available 9/1/01 Brett
310^13-3935.

9600
Roommnt«;s-Shiire(l Room

FEMALE ROOMMATE to share spactous,
tumiahed ibdrm. apartment on Glenrock.
$475/nith. Available June I8th. Firaplaca
security. 310-209-5738

LUXURY ONE BEDROOM. Spadous and
Claan, Spa, Pool. 24hr. Security and Gym
VoUey and Tennis courtt $675/mo. Female
Pretfered 818-990-5323.

QUirr MALE ROOMMATE needed to share
room- Veteran Ave- 2bdrm/2bth/bateony.
Naadad tor summer/lai/year. $390/hionth
310-208-0985 ItavangleeOyahoo.oom.
Have a ntoe day!

547 LANDFAIR AVENUE* Strathmore,
BEST tocation! Summer, Furnished
3bdrm/2bth, gigantic bedrooms and living
area. Easily fits 8-i0 people! 8 partdng-
spacaa available . 310-208-5655

550 VETERAN SUBLET available mid-June
to mid-Sept, or negotiable. $387.50/month to
share bedroom. Gated partdng. full bath. Call
Uiy: 310-624-7Q77

660 VETERAN. 2-bedroom 1-bath. Fuliy
Fumtehed. Fireplace, batoony. gated partc-
ing. Jacuzzi. Available 6/18-8/1
11495/month Call 310-209-1438

690 VETERAN- 2bdmV2bth. Share room for
summer & fan Perfect for mto-year graduat-
ing aantors. $390/month 310-208-0985. ka-
vanglaaOyahQo.com

925 GAYLEY Walk to canr^MB. WMIwood
ibdmvibth. partdng. unfumiahed.hardwood
ftoora. Available 6/19- mid-Sept
$155a>hfK)nth Imatoa 310-267-7169.

ACROSS THE STREET FROM CAMPUS!
Large 2bdmVl.5bth. fumtshed, pod, batoo-
ny. DSL, gated partdng, mid-June thnj mkl-
SepL $1825/mlh. 310-729-5556

APARTMENT
AVAILABLE FOR FALL

QUARTER
and aesston C on Mtovale. 2-bedfoom8, 1-

bath. Fun Girts. Ctose to Campus. 3 Partdng
Spots. CaH 3 10^824-5963

ATRIUM COURT PENTHOUSE. 5min walk
Need 2-3 paopie. July-Sept, or Jan. Spa-
ctous 2bd/2bth. 2balconles, parti-
tng/gym/spa. $625/mo Male/Female ok
310-267-7714.

BEAUTIFUL 2-BEDROOM AP/VRTMENT
Hardwood ftoors, partcing, full kitchen. Abso-
Maly gorgeous. Must be seen!!! $i900/mo
Call Mariorie 310-206-2120

BRENTWOOD, One-Bedroom/One-Bath In

Urge-Bright-fumiahed 2Bed-2Bath Apart-
mwA. Uving-Room, Dinnlng-Room Dteh-
waaher. Mtorowave, Balcony, A/C 2miles
from UCLA&Beach. Near Transporlatton
TV/VCR/Digital<;abiei/Stereo/DSL Partcing
King-Size Bed. $900/mo Junel -AuglO. 310- >

415-9238. "«
.— — 1. '

CHEAP PALMS SUBLET Only $1150/mo.
Large 2-Bed/2Bath. Furnished. Availabia
June16^Septl6. 10-min. Drive to campus 1-

minute to buaMna. C^al 310-204-1532. subiat-
nowOhdman.oofV)

DANISH-AMERICAN FAMILY of three aeaka
summer sublet tor weeks 26 thm 30. Plaase
contact Karen at kaaranmaclaanOhot-
mail.com

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to share
\\xbm In a 2bdrm/2bth apartment. Fuily fur-
ntehed. DSL, one parWrM place, patio
$450/mth. 310-824-2636

WESTWOOO VILLAGE i-badrooiTWi-ba»)
$1,500, bright, carpet, avaitabia 9«. Urge
-Townhouse. 1 -bedroom/1-bath. $i aoo
hardwood-ftoors. fireplace, dinning riwm'
available 8/22. 925 Gaylay. 1-year lease, no
pets. 310-471-7073.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE: 2bdnn/2bth-
$2000 10943 Roebling. Avaliable-7/4 Fur-
ntehed ibdim- $1350- 547 Landiair. i year
lease. No pets. AvaHabie Sept. 310-471-
7073.

8900
House for Rent

BEL AIR TOWNHOUSE
WITH A VIEW

2bdmV2bth Ibwnhouaa wfjarMMa badtyard.
Canyon viawa, flcaplace, hardwood-ftoors,
central ACAiaat. Garage. Walk to mar-
•»«««nin to UCLA. WC pets. $300G/mth.
310-276-8505

* PALMS •
4BD. 3BA + LOFT TOWNHOME. FP

CENTRAL AIR/HEAT. QATEO
OARAGE, SEC ALARM. CAT OK

3670 MIDVALE AVE.
$230S/MO

2BO, 2BA TOWNHOME. FP,
CENTRAL AIR/HEAT, GATED

GARAQC, SEC. ALARIM. CAT OK
3614 PARIS DR.

$1306I/MO

* MAR VISTA •
11913 AVON WlWr. $t295/MO
11748 C0URTLB6H DR. $1295/MO.
12741 MfTCHEU AVE $1345/MO.

(310)391-1076
Im Open House McivSat 10- 4 PM aS

Casablanca West

Available
NOW

Bachelors $865

1 Bedrooms from S1195

CHARMING HOUSE with Muber/diyar and
bonua storage apaca. On Naliorwl and Ar-
moecosi $1650 Please caH 213-740-0427
or 310-478-7414.

9000
HoMsr for S.iU;

PAC PAL BEACHSIDEI Own your oivn tot
and 2bdrm. mobile home Clubhouae pool
$215K 360-357-2252

9700
Sublets

1-BDRM STEALI. Cute ibdmVlbth. ctose to
campus, hardwood fkwrs. D9L installed, ful-

ly-lumlshad, walk-in ctoseti $1t50obo. CaU
KellyW 310-208-0377 kwlnter8<hjcla edu

10944 STRATHMORE 2bdrTn/1bth on com-
ar of Stiathntora^ndfair Large batebny w/
view of Westwood skyline. 6/15-12/30.
>515/morHh. Andyor PhH 310-824-2837.

10962 RoabNng. Ckib CalHomla. Summer
and Fall sublet, furnished, queen bed
Pool/JacuMl/Sauna. parking, prtvata an-
terance. ibdrm/lbeth in 3bdnn. Apartment
$750.00 310-836'2fie8.

HOT GUYS NEEDED
Looking for guys to share an apartment witti
this summer. Must be hot Must be down.
Caw tor interview: 310-592-0462

HOUSE 4 SUBLEASE
WESTWOOOmEL-AIR HOUSE Subiaase.
8f>on-term lease. $3000/month.
3bdrm^.5btf». Huge living room, breakfast
•raa, dan w/Views. Great tor student/ teach-
ara. 310-477-007a

KELTON AVE.: Looking for femato subiel-
ter(s) lor ibdmi. In 2bdnn/2blh. Part-fum
AvaMabia SQS^kJ Sept. $925Anth., $462 to
•har». CaR 310^4-5377

402 LANDFAIR SUMMER SUBLET. Spa
ctoUs 2bdrm/2bth on Landfair and Qayley. 2
pa<1(lng •paeaaAaundnr (acNMaa. 6/i5-Q^i.
$2i0(yrr». Rammo aingta/doubla rooms.
310-267-7780.

MDR-Beautlfut 2ba(y2batfi situated on 23
acitaa luah tnoptoal ground Pool, tennis, spa
fitn^ oamar, ocean breeze. Availabia mW-
June-^M-Sapiafftxr. $1950. 31(^827-731 7.

MIDVALE I - Need roommate to share room
w/mala in aMmmar. abdrm. OSL. pool, Jacuz-
zi-ete. Fall laaaa also availabie. 3io-20e-
0531

530Veteran
208-4394

9200
Hfuismg Needed

LAW STUOEI^ seeks summer sublet: 412-
731-2030; lee^kim.uaaOyaboocom; June
Ist-August 23rd: Prlvata $800-$1100.

OUTGOING FEMALE JUNIOR naads pri-
vate room tor 01/02 scfKXJl year. WW pay
$660. Prafar female housemates. EmaH
wMtf«ucla.adu

437 GAYLEY Pink Palace Beautiful
2bdrm/2bth. w/2bateonie8, franch doors.
sfMtokJua, 3 underground parking apots. par-
tially fumlahad. Lata June-a/3i. $2l50/mo
Pteaae caW Juie or S»vta at 310-824-5642

475 GAYLEY AVE. Available mto^ne to
m»d-Sapl. $45Qrtfnonth Ctose to campus,
friendly roommates ft manager. Looking tor
lemaie subtoltar. 310-479-2235.

NOT HAUNTED!
LANDFAIR/STRATHMORE Poaltlvaa:
2bad/lbalh. living raom. kitchen. downhM
wafc to eampua. Nagadves: UphiH waK from
campus, gtobal warming. Mlke:31 0-206-
3260.

PALMS 2 rooms tor June andtor July. |500
own bath^MUoony $4S0 share bath. Eaay
parking. Female only. Chri8llna:310-416-
9967.

Classifieds

825-2P21

SUBLET WANTED EasKoaat coflege pro-
feaaor seeks furnished stiidto/on^^Mdroom.
Juna/^. Amval date, length of stay negoti-
able. Contact sha45530aol com

Coming
|

5th and 10th week.

To advertise, call (310) 825-2161.

•
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W.WATERPOLO

junior Elaine Zivich and four
national titles in the past five yearis.

The odds certainly began in their

favor.

"Our goal has always been to win
the National Championship," Head
Coach Adam Krikorian said.

UCLA opened its season with
Stanford's Invitational tournament
in February. After a 6-4 defeat of
then-No. 4 California, the Bruins
went on to face the team that would
prove to be their biggest adversary -

the Stanford Cardinal.

The Cardinal set the tone for a

regular season full of domination
with a 7-6 defeat of the Bruins in the

fmals of their tournament.

The following weekend at the

UCSB Invitational tournament.
UCLA experienced a case of deja vu
with a semi-final defeat of California
and a loss in the finals to Stanford.

The Cardinal had asserted its posi-

tion as the team to beat.

"We had a lot of opportunities,"

sophomore Ashley Stachowski said.

**Wc just weren't putting it away li|ce

we can. Stanford was always on."

In UCLA's home opener of regu-

lar reason play, the Bruins.trouiKcd
the San Diego State Aztets with a

score of 21-3. This lopsid^ win set

the tone for the rest of the i^eason.

Every team faced by the Bruins

throughout regular season play was
defeated with an average margin of

nine goals. The only exceptions

came from the USC Trojans and
Stanford.

The Bruins entered the MPSF
tournament with an almost unblem-
ished record of 14-3. Up against

undefeated Stanford, UCLA's bid

for the NCAA tournament was on
the line.

In the semi-finals of the MPSF
tournament, USC attempted to

BASEBALL
From page 38

intentionally and Joe McEwing struck

out, Shinjo lined his hit into center

field.

"Shinjo was a clutch player in

Japan, and he's become a clutch play-

er here," Mets manager Bobby
Valentine said. "We haven't come
bAck in a while. Now we know we can

Ifwe have to, we'll do it again."

ArmaiKlo Benitez (3-1) pitched a

perfect ninth in the Mets' second win

in three games against the Dodgers.

Los Angeles lost for the third time in

four games.

Trailing 5-3, the Mets scored twice

offMike Fetters in the eighth. Ventura

led off with a walk, Todd Zeiie singled

and Shinjo sacrificed.

Harris, pinch-hitting for Darryl

Hamilton, singled and was thrown out

trying to stretch the hit into a double

assert its claim to that bid when its

players took the Bruins into triple

overtime before falling 9-8. UCLA
starting goalie sophomore Jaimie

Hipp posted a career high oi 13

saves in the game.

Though Stanford defeated

UCLA in the finals, the Bruins

moved on. It was hardly ideal, but

the Bruins got what they came for -

a bid for the NCAA tournament and
one more chance at the Cardinal.

"We needed a close game," fresh-

man Thalia Munro said after the

loss to Stanford. "It's that kind of

pressure that will prepare us for

Stanford at NCAAs."
After defeating UC Irvine 1

1 -I in

the semifinals of the NCAA tourna-

ment at Stanford on May 12, UCLA
went on to face Stanford once again

in the finals.

Putting the past behind them, the

Bruins came out firing and never let

the Cardinal gain an advantage on
the scoreboard.

Not accustomed to a losing posi-

tion. Stanford didn't know what hit

them. Simmons, the tournament
MVP. posted the game clenching

goal for the Bruins with one minute

28 seconds remaining, her 41st for

the season.

As the clock ran out, Krikorian

tumbled into the pool to txtebrate

the victory.

The win not only marked the first

NCAA title for women's water polo,

but it also marked the 86th National

Championship title for UCLA.
"All year, no one gave us a shot at

the title - not the media, not the

other programs," Krikorian said

after the win. "We knew if we
improved on our power play we had
a shot."

Finishing the season 18-4 and
clenching the NCAA title against

the expectations of the entire water

polo community, the Bruins will pos-

sess even greater force as they head
into the 2002 season.

by left fielder Gary Sheffield

"It's totally my fault today,"

Fetters said. "The team battled back,

got the lead and I couldn't get three

outs before they scored. I couldn't get

it done. No excuses. I take full respon-

sibility. We should have won this

game, and I'm the reason we didn't."

Mets starter Rick Reed cruised

through the first seven innings before

the Dodgers broke loose.

Chad Kreuter led off and reliched

on Relaford's error at second base.

Alex Cora followed with a single and
pinch-hitter Dave Hansen hit an RBI
double to chase Reed.

After Sheffield walked and Shawn
Green grounded out, Eric Karros hit

a sacrifice fly that made it 5-3.

New York scored three runs in the

second against Dodgers starter Chan
Ho Park to take a 3-0 lead. Rey
Ordonez, who went 3-for4, and Reed
hit RBI doubles, and Timo Perez

blooped an RBI .single.

9700
Si/I)li;ts

PALMS HUGE 2bdrm/2btti. living, dining,

tMilcony. fireplace, security. parWng garage
Quiet neighboftwod. 4mi from K3CIA. June
Sept (negotiable) StOIZ/montti^utllities
310-559-3225

Dispiny

POOL PARTYI 691 Levering and Strath
more Spacious, furnished, IbdmVlbth Un
derground parking, DSL. avaiiabte June 1st-

mid Sept 11 300/mth 310-824-4644

SuMetter 403 Landfair 2bd/2bth Female
li^Wreuntumistwd ir2maslerbed Perfect

tranaition between apartmenis this summ^
$510/mo Morgan 310-208-3293

SUMMER SUBLET. 424-LANDFAIR,
Apt.iie $3B5/month, beginning June-17th
Light airy room, share w/ooe male-room
mate Own bathroom. Cable TV, Computer
w/DSl., short walk to campus Mike or Milch
3l0-443-99a»6

SUMMER SUBLET Need an apartment?
Share a nice one on Kelton and OpWr lor

$650Anth Available June 15lh Call Ryan or
Josh 310-208-0210

Cicissilii.'d',

9700
Stiblr-ts

SUMMER SUBLET Siralhmore/Landlair
Large lbdrm/lbth Nice patio, fireplace,

parkir>gl $1l00/month June 1-Sept 15. Will

consider short sublet. 310-443-1168

SUMMER SUBLET Studio Apartment.
Walk-in ck}set 1 or 2 people Bakxxiy
Parking Including. Cool neighbors Ctose to

campus 310-824-1333.

SUMMER SUBLET CLUB CALIFORNIA
Beginning June 19th Female to sfiare room
in 2bdrTn/2bth apt Bakxmy pool/spa. gym,
parking Kasey 310-443-1461.

SUMMER SUBLETTERS WANTED at 515
Kelton for spacious 2bedi/2bath BakXMiy.
pool, free DSL. gas, H20, parking $2130.
($533/person) Eamon 310-208-1164.

SUMMER-SUBLET SILVERLAKE
OLVD/SUNSET/101 Spacious, 2bdmi
duplex, furnished, fiardwood fkx>rs Ideal for

Hollywood/Downtown internships

$700/mo4deposit Available 6/1-^1 Re-
sponsible applicants 323-663-8912. (tNV-

sasOfX)tmall com
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EYE CARE FOR UCLA
Exam & Contacts
ULI>ally«rExlllr.ir

2lioxesofdi>pMaMii

AM $9( lor tone (lor asligiintiMi) or

GssPonn

or Exam & Glasses
from our Special Sdeclkn,

Single Viskm, CR 39

OVER 5,000

fBAMES
ftOONMiTSUI

STOCK

Bijan Cohenmehr, OD
31 IS MMire Blvd. Santa Monica

(5 Nodtt west of Bundy, acraaa from Mg S)

• 15 Yun Experimice.

• LMtut Technology.

• Award Wimmg Deeigner Collection.

• insurance wekome.

(310) 828-2010
i/SMI.MiyMito

SS8B

WORRIED?
NERVOUS?
TENSE?

• Do you worry a lot?

• Difficulty concentrating?

• Do you often feel keyed up?

• Problems with sleep?

• Muscle tension, headaches,

stomach problems ets.?

If you experience some of these symptoms, you may have a treatable condition called

General Anxiety DIscorder. Anxiety can affect your work performance, social life, and
overall enjoyment in life. You are not alone. You may be one of millions of Americans

suffering from stress.

Call toll-free today to see if you qualify for an important
research medication program. Quallfed participants may be

compensated up to $275.00.

Southwestern Research, Inc.

18-444-1 1049 I tt

WWW.435.com

9700
Stil)l(?ls

SUBLETS ROO^^MATE

FIND or UST A SUBLFni
www.thosuhlel.cofn

Subteta In all cftto»l! {201-894-1 189)

TWO ROOMMATES WANTED to share
fopm in 2becl/2bath apt at 679 Qayley. FuHy
furnished, partdng avail Call Alison at 209-
9182

VENICE. 6/16 through 8^30 Furnished room
m 3bdrni house. Yard, apa, wastiar/dryer.
Oog-lover QradJate student preferred
$700/niO4Utiiitle6 Amy 31O-a22-9307f2.

WANT TO SUBLET FOR THE SUM
MER? Reach thousands of potential

roomnruites tor free www.west-
siderentals.com SiO-SSS-REI^T.

9700
Sublt'ts

WESTWOOD BOARDING HOUSE Rooms
$25<yrmh T1 Internet, premium cat>le. free
local phone, weekly maid, shared kitchen,
on-site taundry. pool table, t)eske(t>aU court.

piano. Manager on-site. 310-209-6149

weSPTWOOD. 3bed/2bath, dining room,
large \MnQ room. PARKING. Walking dis-

tance to UCLA (2-btoakB) Hardwood floors

and new^ pataKed walls Well kept and
dean. If interested contact Matt 310-871-

7635

WESTWOOO. 6/1 7-7/^1/01 (negotiable)
Fully Furnished. Have own room in a quiet
apartment complex. Parking, pool. AJC
Oulet, responsible female preferred
Cal:310-208-«86e

WESTWOOD; SHARE KELTON
2bdmVlbath «4ih beautMul hardwood,4(llch-
en. Laundry, the works. Friendly ttmin roo-
mie. Only July ft August $700^mo. 310-208-

9700
Sublets

WESTWOOO: Share or own room- Kel-
torVStrathrrwre with partcing. pool, tMkxmy.
For more info, call Valerie 310-824-3619

WILSHIRE 2-MILES FROM CAMPUS.
Beautiful 2-Bedroom Apartment Looking for

2-people to share Spacious Bedroom^Bath-
room. Available 6/20 $475/mo. per person
310-312-0157.

WLA. Luxurious apt. Large master bedroom
w/walk-in ckjset Furnished Fireplace, bal-
cony. Jacuzzi, partdng Secure entrance.
Near bus. Mk1-June-t>eg/Sept. $850/mo. lux-

apartOhotmail.com.

9800
Vacation Rt-ntjils

BEAUTIFUL. SPACIOUS Y08EMITE
HOME surrounded by tall pines Ck)ee to
•varything. Fully Equipped. 5000" elevatk>n
MtKtock. rMtonable rates. 818-785-1028.
www.yoeemlte.iatovety.oom

Display
206-3060

Tt^ V
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OimNT CONFLICT
flA/D THE RITUKB Of THE

HILDREN ABRAHAM

^oodaV.^ ^•,«e\

aUoOHM

Dr. Rashid Khalidi
Professor of Middle East History, University of Chicago;

Director of the Center for tfie International Studies,

University of Chicago;

Author of aMJDiaQjdfiQlitx:

The ConatUCtton of ttetional QnnsrifflnnfflS, ^

Dr. Steven Spiegel
Prolesior of Political Science, UCLA; Associate Director

of the Bufkle Center for International Retetion8,'UCLA

Author of The Other Arab-L<gat.fi i^'^fw^-

iiakino America-s Middte Fa^ p^j^ fmm

students with ID

Any questions? Call Hillel at -3081. extension 240

H«M

CONGRATULATIONS TO
FROM

STUDIO CITY

PLEASE JOIN US FOR THE S40 SIGN & DRIVE DAYS

VOLVO MAKES YOUR 1ST PAYMENTI
$0DOWN!
$0 ACQUISITON FEEJ

i

$0 SECURITY DEPOSIT!

LEASES FROM
$306 PER MONTH
+tax on 48 mo. doted end lease on
approved credit. 1 2,000 miks per year.

(705050) Customer responsible for DMV
& Doc Fees, $41 1.40 total due at lease

signing.Prognrm ends June 30, 2001

.

All pricesi>tax, lie, doc, tire, & smog fees.

Subject to prior sale & credit approval.

^.||||.
iH^m^

INQUIRE ABOUT VOLVO'S
COLLEGE GRADUATE PROGRAM

1 1647 VENTURA BLVD
818-766-3847

STUDIO CITY VOLVO

5??!f

W.CREW
From page 39

rcUirn to the UCLA athletic roster

after a 10-year hiatus, in compliance
with Title IX regulations from the
Civil Rights Act of 1972. Title IX
requires equal funding for women's
and men's sports in accordance to the
student enrollment ratios.

As a club team, the Bruins were
not only unable to offer scholarships,

tutoring or priority scheduling, they
were also unable to replace old and
broken equipment. For the past
decade, the team has consisted entire-

ly of walk-ons whojoined the club out
of curiosity.

We're ail here because

we want to do It."

MitraTabidian

Women's crew member

"It says something for the team,
that none of us were recruited," fresh-

man Mitra Tabidian said. "We're all

here because we want to do it."

All the members have had to
endure yearly due« of $480. whkt
subsidizes the cost of their share of
the boathouse and their meager sup-
ply of used boats and oars. If you
include the costs of their sweats and
other necessities, the rowers spent
close to $800 per year out of their

own pockets to compete in the sport.

When it ofTicially becomes a sanc-
tioned team next season, the squad
win begin receiving the same benefits

that other student-athletes on UCLA
varsity teams do.

"We'll get better provisions for
rowing," senior Delia Lucas said.

"I've had to deal with bad boats and
oars for three years, so next season
will be special. We'll also get access to
the athlete's computer lab, tutors, pri-

ority scheduling, along with all the
other perks of the athletic depart-
ment"

Most rowers don't usually take to
the sport until entering college.

However, the team is composed of
athletes who either joined the team
out of curiosity or were former high
school athletes who wanted to contin-
ue a rigorous physical regimen while
attending school.

Freshman Laurel Turbin was a
high school tennis player who turned
to rowing as a way to defend her body
against the stagnant lifestyle of dor-
mitory living, but she admits waking
up at 4:30 every morning Ukes its toll

on the rowers individually and as a
team.

"I'm not a morning person, so it's

really hard to wake up early and
maintain grades and cvcryihing,**
Turbin said. "Sometimes, because it's

early in the morning, people are
grouchy or in a bad mood."

Lucas says that the early morning
practice schedule is the element ofthe
sport that causes most of the curiosity

seekers to quit the team.

Lucas cited the early mornings as
reasons that the team shrank from 90
members in September to the 20 who
currently row.

"The mental discipline is definitely

the most difTicult aspect," she said.

The team expects it will take at
least a couple years until the Bruins to
return to the upper echelon of the
Pac-IO, a conference that includes
some of the best crew teams in the
country, including USC, Oregon, Cal
and Washington. In order to get to
that level, the Bruins will have to
fchoose full-tin)e coaches and build
the squad through recruitment.

However, for the immediate
future, the rowers are just grateful
that the athletic department is granti-
ng them varsity status.

"It's really exciting, because we
put in as much time practicing as any
team on campus," Tabidian said.

"We spend so much time on the
water and in th^ weight room. We'll
finally get the recognition for the
work we put in." ^

rrjr—
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SIDEBAR
From page S6

Year Stacey Nuveman, actions spoke
louder than numbers.

Often walked rather than given an
opportunity to punish. Nuveman
was able to connect on two mon-
strous home runs. The first was a
shot on Friday against Farnworth
that cleared the scoreboard in left

field by close to ten feet. The second
was a mammoth home run on

Sunday against Durazo that could
have reached Sunset Boulevard had a

tree not gotten in the way 50 feet up
in the air. A branch could be seen
falling down, the victim of
Nuveman's power.

"Crissy Buck said, 'You're going
to get a blooper this inning' and then
she says. 'You got your blooper."
Nuveman said when asked about her
home run on Friday. "Sometimes
you just take a hack."

Now, UCLA gets to hack for even
bigger numbers in Oklahoma City

FLETCHER
From page 40

The real reason my brother's team
was losing was because they weren't
playing as well as they did in the first

half

Yet, afler one particularly contro-

versial call, two parents on our side-

line stood up and started yelling at the

referee. The official approached the

sideline and told the parents that, if

they didn't calm down, he'd eject

them from the game.

Technically, parents in American
Youth Soccer Organization can't be
^ectcd. If they get riled up. the refer-

=•*»« o«Iy eject the coach. This par-

ticular referee, whether unfamiliar

with the rules or too emotioi^ly
charged to care, ejected them anyway
But instead of leaving quietly, the two
parents continued to argue.

Curse words

abounded, and ——»««i.i«i
both sides made
threats until the

official terminat-

ed the game.

The fight

effectively took

the outcome of

the game out of

the players'

hands, and the

final score was

determined off

the field. The
kids weren't

given the chance ,^.__
to come back to

lifun the lead

thmi^ hard work and skill. Instead.

we aB went home wondering what
had happened.

Unfortunately, this isn't an isolated

incident. There has been an alarming

appointment in sport.

It's the classic case of actions

speaking louder than words. If a par-

ent starts a fight with an umpire or

referee because they don't like a call,

children are going to think that kind

of reaction is acceptable, even if they

are told it's not.

Darrell J. Burnett, a sports psy-

chologist, believes there are two main
reasons why parents lose it.

-

First, parents view participation in

sports as a viable way to earn scholar-

ships and eventually make it to the

pros. Second, parents too often live

vicariously through their children. In

bodi cases, mistakes are magnified,

and winning becomes the signal of
success.

The funny thing is that, according

to a study done by the American
Psychological Association Sports

Psychology Division, elite athletes are

less concerned about the win/loss

record than

Ifa parent Starts a fight

with an umpire or

referee because they

don't like a call, children

are going to think that

kindofreaaionis

acceptable, even Ifthey

are told it's not.

about how their

skills are devel-

oping.

As the future

ex-athlete/volun-

teer coaches/soc-

cer moms and

dadsoftheUS.,

it's up to us to

make the side-

lines safe places

for our kids.

Fortunately,

many oijaniza-

tions and com-

— ^ munities have

taken it upon

theihsdves to

develop programs and guidelines to

fight sideline violence.

The National Alliance for Youth
SporU is putting on a national summit
to create an action plan and national

increase in the seventy and number of guidelines geared toward building a
cases of sideline violence. Though no
one was physically injured this time,

such is not ahvays the case.

In July of 2000, Michael Costin, a
single father of four, was pummeled
to death by Thomas JunU, another

father, after an informal youth hockey
practice in which each of their sons
was participating.

Sports Illustrated published a full

story on the incident in its July 24
issue. In it, SI noted the rising occur-

renee ofsuch violent acts by parents,

{>
which included but were not limited

.> to the following:

j
• Police being called in to squelch a

brawl last October in which at least 50
parents and players went at one
another at the end of a football game

• involving 1 1- to 13-year-olds in

Svwftwater, Pa.

• A soccer dad in Eastlake, Ohio,
pleading no contest to a charge of
assault last September after he

punched a 14-year-old boy who had
scuffled for the ball with the man's 14-

year-old son. leadmg to both boys'

ejections The father's punch split the

victim's lip. The man was sentenced

to 10 days of community service and
ordered to undergo counseling

• A former corrections officer was
sentenced to 30 days in jail for assault

ing a Ib-year-old referee in La Vista.

Neb., last October at a flag footbatl

game for 6- and 7-year-old boys.

The worst part about such violent

acts is that not only are people getting

physically ii\iured, but the children

involved arc receiving the wrong mes-
sage on how to deal with loss and dis-

positive environment for youth
sports.

Many cities around the country
have also taken the problem of
parental violence in youth sports into

their own hands.

Last year. El Paso implemented a

Parents Association for Youth Sports
and mandated that all parents with

children participating in the city's

youth sports programs had to take a
sportsmanship training course. More
than 800 people participated last sum-
mer.

In order to control sideline rage,

certain AYSO regions in Southern

California have decided not to keep
score or have standings during the

regular season in games where partici-

pating children are under 13 years

old.

These steps make "how you play

the game" more important than win-

ning and losing and allow kids to con-

centrate on skill development and
having fun. which is the real goal.

It's a sad day for youth sports

when parents lose sight of what's

important. Fortunately, most of the

kids on my brother's team understood

that what happened was not accept-

able or model behavior They were

mostly upset that they had to travel 45

minutes to play a little over halfa

game and ended up losing because

two parents got out of hand.

Looks tike Fletdwr has been taking her

sports psychology class a little too seri-

ously. Send any comnDents to afletch-

er^>media.ucla.edu.
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Funding ^^T
Available for V«P

2001 UCLA <*^
Graduation Celebrations

A limited amount of funding is available for student initiated and managed
graduation celebrations, sponsored by OflGcially Recognized registered

campus organizations. This funding is not intended to cover all die expenses
associated with these programs. The support is intended to supplement

organizational resources, external donations, department subsidies, etc.,and

to serve as an expression of the institution's recognition of the achievement

of d^ree recipients.

Applications for funding, as well as details

regarding the allocation process, criteria and pri-

orities, are available in the Center for Student

Programming, located at 105 Kerckhoff Hall, the

Student and Campus Life Division OflBcc
, located

at 1 104 Murphy Hall, and on-hne at

httpy/www^tii4eii^rou|M.ucla.e«lu/grailuatioii

APPLIATION DEADLINE
FRIDAY, MAY 25, 2001

Haven't seen one
of these in a while?

Standardized tests are predictable.
Understanding them Is what Kaplan Is all about.

Whether you're facing the LSAT, QMAT, QRE, MCAT,
DAT or TOEFL*, take Kaplan and get the score
you need to get Into the schools you want.

Classes start soon!

GMAT - May 30
GRE - May 30 and June 3

Call 1-800-KAP-TEST or visit

kaptest.com to enroll today!

KAPLAN
/

Test prep, admissions and guidance. For life.
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SIDEBAR
From page 40

a second time. "They're a

great team."

The jaw-dropping num-
bers that UCLA created

left most Tans in disbelief.

Two lenior pitchers, Cal

State Northridge's Sarah
Farnworth and SDSU's
Sandra Durazo were
tagged with nine runs each

in the fmal starts of their

college careers.

The relentless Bruin
attack came from the very

beginning and culminated

with a mercy-rule victory -

much to the pleasure of

UCLA Head Coach Sue
Enquist.

"The one thing we've

been challenging (our hit-

ters) this week is on how
quickly can you get in your

flow," Enquist said. "We
always talk about how any-

body can create momen-
tum. It's swinging at strikes

and getting on-base."

On Friday, the Bruins

made Farnworth throw 50
pitches in the first two
innings, and her tired arm
became obvious in the

sixth and seventh innings,

when UCLA tagged her

for three and five runs

respectively en route to a 9-

win.

Numbers, numbers and
more numbers kept telling

the story for the Bruins.

UCLA was nine-for-

nine in stolen base

attempts. The Bruins had

seven out of the twelve All-

Tournament Team mem-
bers, including Most
Outstanding Player Tairia

Mims. The sophomore
first baseman batted .467

in the Regional, and her

five RBls tied her for sec-

ond with UCLA freshman

outfielder Stephanie

Ramos. Bruin

pitcher/right fielder

Courtney Dale led the

tournament with eight

RBIs - including a pair

that came thanks to a home
run in Dale's final at-bat at

Easton Stadium.

Power numbers were
also telling in the Regional

for the Bruins, but in the

caseofPac-10 Player ofthe

SccSIOaMtpa9«35

SOFTBALL
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regional between SDSU and
Wisconsin, the Badgers tallied

one run in the fifth inning, but

were sent home when the

Aztecs erupted for six runs in

the final stanza, sending 10 bat-

ters to the plate and earning a

rematch with UCLA on
Sunday.

But the Aztec juggernaut
flamed out in the final game.
UCLA run-ruled SDSU 1 1-0 in

five innings. Ramos' first-

inning home run was the start

of a day that included 14 hits

and five walks from a triad of
SDSU pitchers.

UCLA manufactured three

runs in the second inning,

added a towering solo home

run by Nuveman in the fourth

and enacted the run rule by
scoring four in the fourth,

knocking Durazo out of the

game.

The Bruins capped the day
when Dale hit a two-run home
run in her final at bat at Easton
Stadium.

On the defensive side. Freed
gave up only one hit while
UCLA went errorless for the

tournament.

•We saw the real UCLA
today against a tired Sandra
Durazo," Van Wyk said. "It's

been a tremendous ride."

For the Bruins, meanwhile,
the ride to Oklahoma City has
just begun.

• • •

The field of eight for the

Women's College World Series

in Oklahoma City to begin on

Thursday was set Sunday, with

four Pac-IO teams in the field.

The tournament will begin

with the No. I seeded Arizona
Wildcats facing the No. 8 seed-

ed California Golden Bears,

followed by the No. 4 seeded
Michigan Wolverines against

the No. 5 seeded Oklahoma
Sooners.

The No. 4 regional at

Alabama was the only one in

which the hosting team did

make it to Sunday's finalgame.

After a midday break, the

opening day of the WCWS will

continue with the No. 3 seeded
Louisiana State Tigers facing

the No. 6 seeded Stanford

Cardinal. The second-seeded

Bruins will take the field in the

last game of the day against the

seventh-seeded Iowa
Hawkeyes.

l.!J i iJM.ii i
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Steven Burres, M.D»
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Beautiful, new offices • Stereo headphones for music or TV
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Brian Reich, DDS, EUiot SchUuig, DDS and Associates
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Wednesday, May 23
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LSAT Perfection
Robin Singh, the creator and author of the TcstMasters LSAT Course has
achieved more perfect scores on the LSAT than anyone ehe in history.

Robin Singh^s Compl^tp LSAT Score Rf^rnrH

I^k SsarsL

December 2000 igo
December 1999 180
June 1999 179
September 1998 I8O
Pcbruary 1997 |80
December 1996 |80
October 1996 179
June 1996 174
December 1995 180
September 1995 |80
June 1995 173

•Tbe MMe above » a complrte reconl ol
Ibe cMvm LSAT Kale of 1 20 to ISO.

99

99

99

99

99

99

99

99

99
99

99

Date SfifiOL 3LBi
February 1995 178 99
October 1994 180 99
June 1994 178 99
February 1994 173 99
December 1993 177 99
December 1992 180 99
October 1992 176 99
June 1992 177 99
February 1992 178 99
December 1991 173 99
December 1988 48 99

d» «cepiloa of tf« [>ecen*er I9tt LSATwMd. wa. Ko«l o« the old IJiAT Kate of^^
Since 1991 thousands of TestMasters students have increased their LSAT scores
by applying the powerful methods and techniques that Robin has developed.

TestMastcn
! -800-696-5 72(S
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error by CSUN freshman short-
stop Amber Copelan. Later in the
inning, Mims singled in Watlcy.
who reached on a rieldcr's choice,
putting UCLA up 6-0. Junior
Staccy Nuveman took it from
there, hitting a three-run home run
that cleared the scoreboard in left

field and scored Ramos and Mims.
"I didn't leave anything to ques-

tion," Nuveman said about the gar-

gantuan home run.

The teatns that really deserved
to challenge the Bruins turned out
to be the fourth-seeded San Diego
State Aztecs and Wisconsin
Badgers. Those two teams met
twice in the regional, with both
games taken by SDSU and decided
in the seventh inning.

Friday, the Aztecs slid by the
Badgers 1-0 when freshman Joann
Figueroa's single allowed pinch-
runner freshman Shannon Flynn
to score from second.

The upstart Aztecs were sent to

a rematch with Wisconsin courtesy

It's

advertiser's

vrayof

showing

care

mM

of UCLA's 3-1 victory over SDSU
earlier in the day. Sophomore
Tairia Mims hit a solo home run to

centerfield in the third inning, but

Aztec freshman Janna Kovcnsky
answered in the fourth with her

own solo shot, low off the score-

board in left.

But the Bruins clinched a spot in

Sunday's regional title game with a

run each in the fifth and sixth.

Ramos continued her clutch hit-

ting, knocking a single to right field

that had sophomore pinch-runner

Erin Rahn motoring around third

for a close play at the plate. Rahn
was safe, and the Bruins took a 2-1

lead.

The following inning. Dale
picked up an RBI single, scoring

sophomore Monique Mejia to seal

the victory for UCLA.
"1 knew it was going to be close,

but all I could think was that I'd

better get around the catcher if I'm

going to get in," Rahn said of the

slide into home.

In the circle, SDSU senior

Sandra Durazo, who had only sur-

rendered two hits in 14 innings

going into the game, gave up eight

against the Bruins while all three

runs were earned. Gocrl gave up
only three hits and one earned run.

Enquist had praise for the stal-

wart 'Aztec pitcher and her team-

mates.

"Even when we collected on her

go-to pitch, she would come right

back to it," she said. "1 was
impressed with how she didn't get

out of her game plan too much. It

looked like they enjoy that under-

dog role. 1 think that's smart. It

keeps them loose and at their best."

SDSU Head Coach Kathy Van
Wyk said that, even in the loss, she
was pleased with the level of the

Aztecs' play.

"1 have the greatest respect for

the Bruins, but I am so proud of
our kids for that game," she said
"1 think they gave them everything

they could handle. I think we hit

the ball harder than they did. They
got a few weak hits that fell in, and
we couldn't get them to fall

through. They played excellent

defense."

In the second game of the

M.TENNIS
From page 40

struggling lately, dropping his first set

in both matches at the Regionals before

seeing both matches terminated.

The singles matches were all played
indoors, since it started to rain during
the doubles. After

a 53-minute rain ————

—

delay, the NCAA
decided to move
the match indoors.

Since there are

only four courts in

Georgia's indoor

facility. No. 5 sin-

gles and No. 6 sin-

gles had to wait

until two matches -^———

—

finished in order

to start playing.

Therefore, they were not able to finish

because UCLA had already clinched

the match.

The win over Washington secures

"We are more confident

this year than we were

last year."

Billy Martin

Men's tennis head coach

SMU defeated Mississippi 4-2 on
Sunday to advance to the quarterfi-

nals.

Originally, the Round of 16 was
scheduled to be played Saturday, with
the quarterfinals on Sunday, but
inclement weather pushed everything
back one day.

Going into Sunday's match, UCLA
Head Coach BUly^~~"~—^ Martin said he

was feeling good
about where his

team stands and
feels that the

Bruins have a

legitimate shot at

the championship

title.

"We are more
confident this

year than we were

We have a full ros-

SMS0nMU,l»a9e36

last year," he said.

ter and no injuries."

The team tournament concludes on
Wednesday afternoon, and the individ-

. „ .

- ual part of the tournament starts
the Brums a spot m the quarterfinals, Thursday
where they will play No. 7 Southern UCLA has two players, Grinda and
Methodist Umversity at 4 p.m. Eastern Rojcr, competing in the individual
Time today draw.

SUPPLY SERGEANT
'^ Carhartt^ *"""
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Mets defeat
\
rmmmmmmm

Dodgers, win

game in time

to catch flight

BASEBALL Victory leaves

New York without repose,

facing consecutive games

By Dennis Waszak Jr.

The Associated Press

NEW YORK - Tsuyoshi Shinjo
was just trying to be considerate when
he delivered a much-needed game-
winning hit for the New York Mets.

Shinjo's RBI single with two outs
in the ninth inning led New York to a
6-5 victory over the Los Angeles
Dodgers on Sunday The Mets, who
were leaving for Montreal after the

game, play for 14 consecutive days.

"We have so many games in a row
coming up, and we didn't want to go
to extra innings," Shinjo said through

_a translator. "And 1 didn't want to-
delay the airplane, so I wanted to win
it in the ninth."

Down 3-0, the Dodgers scored five

times in the eighth to take the lead.

Pinch-hitter Lenny Harris' two-run
single made it 5-all in the bottom half.

Desi Relaford, whose error set up
the Dodgers' big inning, drew a lead-

off walk from Terry Adams (2-2) in

the ninth. Relaford moved to second
on a wild pitch and took third on
Mike Piazza's long flyout.

After Robin Ventura was walked

SeeBASCBiUl,page33

Kapono in

red, white

and^lue?
UCLA men's basketball

sophomore Jason Kapono
is one of 45 finalists invited

by the USA Basketball

Men's Collegiate

Committee to participate in

the Men's National Team
Trials June 1-3 at the U.S.

Olympic Training Center in

Colorado Springs, Colo.

The 6-foot-8 All-Pac-10

first-tcamer led the Bruins
last season in scoring at 17.2

points per game and is the

only member from the con-

ference to receive an invita-

tion to the trycJuts. Kapono,
an honorable mention Ail-

American, will attempt to

join one of two 12-player

squads for either the 2001

USA World Championship
for Young Men from Aug.

_3-I2 in Saitama, Japan or
"the World University

Games held Aug. 22-Sept. 1

in Beijing, China.

The USA World
Championship is open to

males 21 years or younger
and is headed by Syracuse
Head Coach Jim Boeheim.
The WUG is open to males
ages 17-28 and led by Penn
State Head Coach Jerry
Dunn. Eleven of the 45 ath-

letes on the final list are eli-

gible only for the WUG.

Watson: draft

update
With the underclassmen

deadline having passed for

the June 27 NBA Amateur
Draft in New York, UCLA
sends only one entry to this

year's annual event. Point

guard Earl Watson will look
to realize his professional

hoop dreams.

Currently the Bruins'

ironman has been working
out on campus with former
Bruin standout JaRon Rush
and Assistant Coach Steve

Spencer. Having recently

attended the Nike Desert
Classic at Arizona State,

Watson continues to show-
case his skills in individual

Iryouts for NBA teams.

He has been invited to the

Chicago Pre-Draft camp in

early June. Sponsored by
distinguished NBA scout
Marty Blake, Watson will

join other slated draftees for

their last chance to display

their talents to NBA teams
before the draft.

Recently, potential

draftees Gilbert Arenas, for-

merly ofArizona, and Notre
Dame's Troy Murphy have
been spotted in Pauley
Pavilion prepping for

Chicago with Spencer

'JMmmmmmmmm
OLLEYBALL NOT

Accolades all

around
Senior middle blocker Adam Naeve.

senior outside hitter Mark Williams and
freshman libero Adam Shrader were
named to the All-MPSF Second Team.

Sophomore middle blocker Scott
Morrow and sophomore setter Rich
Nelson earned MPSF honorable men-
tions.

Before the NCAA Tournament.
Naeve and Williams were named first-

team AIl-Americans.

Naeve and Morrow went on to make
the NCAA AlKToumament Team.

Hawaiian MPSF
Tourney?

coach in March.

Luyties won four national champi-
onships I98M984 with the Bruins, earn-
ing NCAA Tournament MVP honors his

last two years. A two-time AU-Amcrican,
Luyties was inducted into the UCLA
Hall of Fame and had his No. 1 1 jersey

retired. He served one year as an assis-

tant under UCLA Head Coach Al Scates
in 1985.

Luyties went on to win a gold medal
on the U.S. Olympic Team in 1988 and
have a successful beach volleyball career.

Also surfacing in Colorado are former
AU-Amcricans Brandon Taliaferro and
Kevin Wong. The duo is currently train-

ing with the VS. National Team.
Taliaferro and Wong will be in action

this Saturday in Colorado Springs
against Brazil as part of World League
2001.

Briefs compiled by AJ
Cadman, Daily Bruin Senior
Staff.

The MPSF men's volleyball commit-
tee has proposed that Hawai'i serve as
host to the entire MPSF Tournament for

the next three years at the Stan SherilT

Center

Hawai'i, which consistently leads the
NCAA in men's volleyball attendance,

woiild be guaranteed one ofthe top four
seeds in the tournament.

Currently, eight teams qualify for the

tournament, with the top four seeds play-

ing home matches in the first round
against their lower-seeded opponents.
After the first round, the highest remain-
ing seed hosts the rest of the tournament.

Remember the

Bruins

Incoming!
UCLA has signed 6-foot-5-inch setter

Aaron Dodd (Oovis), 6-7 opposite hitter

Kris Kraushaar (Irvine), 6-7

middle/opposite hitter David Russell
(Simi Valley), 6-10 middle blocker
Nicholas Scheftic (Santa Barbara) and 6-

6 setter/hitter Jeffrey SUber (Cincinnati,

Ohio) to national letters of intent.

Dodd has played two years with the
USA Junior Team. Kraushaar is a left-

handed attacker and an AIKCIF selec-

tion. Russell is a prized recruit and a
Junior Ail-American. Scheftic has
Naeve's height and could very well
emerge as a top middle blocker. Silber is

one of the top non-California players in

the recruiting class.

UCLA great Ricci Luyt ies was named Briefs compiled by Diamond Leung, Daily
Colorado assistant women's volleyball Bruin Contributor.
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Rowers return to UCLA team roster

DAV( HULUZMy Bruio Sentor Stalf

Senior G>ralie Simmons, named the NCAA tournament MVR readies
for the ball in the championship game.

Water polo ends season

WJCREW: Members show

mettle, back status with

dedication, early practice

By Scott Sduiltz

Daily Bruin Staff

When the women's crew team
hits the water at Marina Del Rey for

practice each morning, it's still dark
outside. It's too early to even buy
coffee at Starbucks. The morning
newspapers have yet to be delivered.

The sea spray is cool on a May
morning, but it's brutal in January
They begin their practice wearing
sweatshirts and they fmish in tank

tops.

"They say rowers consume more
oxygen than (athletes in) any other

sport," said Novice Team Coach
Sara-Mai Conway.

Aside from a gray-haired surfer

paddling around and a pair of dol-

phins enjoying breakfast, there's not

a lot of activity in the channel where
the rowers will exert themselves for

the next two hours, perfecting their

technique.

The club team, which will become
an official varsity team next season,

has practice at 5:30 each morning,
six days a week, year-round.

However, the solitude of the channel

at dawn is one of the allures of the

sport.

"It's kind of cool to see the sun

rise at six in the morning while

watching your breath leave your
body into the crisp air of Marina Del
Rey," sophomore Kathy Kennedy
said.

At one time, UCLA had been
among the top women's crew teams
in the country, but in 1991 the varsi-

ty squad was dropped from the

UCLA athletic roster due to finan-

cial constraints within the athletic

department. The team continued

competing against Pac-10 varsity

squads, but they participated as a
club team. The rowers were reward-

ed for their hard work with nothing

except the natural exhilaration that

sports can provide.

The women's crew team will

SeeW.CXEW,page34

with driving momentum
WRAP-UP: Squad secures

championship vs. Stanford

in inagural NCAA season

ByEmHyWhichard
Dally Bruin Contributor

The UCLA women's water polo

team began the 2001 season with the

force of a strong 2000 campaign
behind it and drew this season to a

close with even greater momentum
for the season to come.

'The Bruins returned for the inau-

gural season of women's water polo

as an NCAA
sport to

defend the

national
championship

they clinched

last year.

They boast-

ed a record of

30-5, the

return of

Olympic team

members senior Coralie Simmons
and sophomore Robin Beauregard,

2000 National Player of the Year

See W.WATERPOLO, page 33

S-EASUN
IV;RAPUB

Daily Brum File Photo

The UCLA women's crew team wakes up before the break of davyn to practice every morning.
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UCLA defeats Washington,

moves doser to NCAA title

Bt'lorc sunrise

The women's crew team,

which practices at 5:30 a.m.,

will become a varsity squad.

See page 39 for moi;^.

M.TENNIS: Solid.play secures team

spot in quarterfinals against No. 7

Southern Methodist University

ByGrafSdiaki
Daily Bruin Contributor

The No. 2 seeded UCLA men's tennis team
cleared another obstacle in their quest for a national

championship yesterday, defeating Washington 4-1

in the round of 16 at the NCAA Championships in

Athens, Ga.

Some critics worried that —^—

—

defeated 6-1 earlier' in the

season, and focus on later

matches in the semifmals

and ftnals against possible
~"

opponents Georgia and

Stanford.

But senior Jean-Noel Grinda said the Bruins

weren't going to overlook Washington.

"Our focus right now is on Washington, and we
are g(mg to do the best job that we can to get them
first," he said at a pre-match press conference.

Grinda and his teammates backed that statement

up from the beginning, playing all-around solid dou-
bles. The Bruins won at No. 2 and No. 3 doubles in

order to claim the double point.

At No. 2, the team of freshman Marcin

UCLA 4
Washington 1

Matkowski and sophomore Travis Rettcnmaier beat

sophomores Dillon Ruby and Ari Strasberg »-5. No.

3 also secured a victory, as freshman Tobias

Clemens and sophomore Lassi Ketola beat junior

Andrej Bizjak and sophomore Matt Hanlin 8-3.

The No. I doubles match was terminated after

UCLA claimed the doubles point. In this tourna-

ment, as soon as one team wins two doubles matches
- and if the third is still being played - the game is

cancelled in order to save time, since its outcome is

noeaningless.

Likewise, once a team reaches the necessary four

match wins, all other matches still in progress are ter-

minated because their results

"^™^ do not affect the overall out-

^^^^^i»me.

And the overall outcome

was positive for UCLA in

singles, just as it had been in

doubles.

Matkowski was the first

player to finish, handily beat-

ing senior Andy Posavac 6-3, 64 at No. 4 singes.

Grinda finished a few minutes later, defeating

junior Andre Bizjak at No. 2 singles 7-6(3), 6-3.

Gemens clinched the match for the Bruins, win-

ning 4-6, 6-3, 6-4 against senior Jeremy Berman at

No. 3 singles.

The only team member who dropped a match for

UCLA was sophomore Jean-Julien Rojer, who was
defeated by Hanlin 6-3, 5-7, 6-2. Rojer has been

SeeM.TENNIS,p49e37
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Senior Jean-Noel Grinda watches his shot In the regional round of the NCAA
tournaiDent.The Bruins advanced In the tournament and will play on Tuesday.

Numbers

game proof

positive that

UCLA rules

SIDEBAR: Bruin venture

to Oklahoma was a lock

given amazing statistics

ByVytasMazeika
Dally Bruin Reporter

The numbers never lie, and in the

case of the UCLA softball team, the

numbers have plenty of truth to tell.

The Bruins were bound for

Oklahoma City even before the first

pitch was thrown on Thursday. Six

teams played in the NCAA Regional

at Easton Stadium, but realistically,

only UCLA had a shot at reaching

the Women's College Worid Series.

Defensively, UCLA didn't com-
mit an error in four games.

Pitching-wise, they allowed only

six hits in 24 innings. The Bruins

walked four batters, while striking

out 23. An opposing runner reached

third base only three times, and only

one crossed home plate.

Offensively, UCLA outscored the

other five teams 31-29. The Bruins

batted .417 as a group, while the rest

of the teams combined to hit at a

.079 clip against UCLA.
"Hats off to (the Bruins)," said

San Diego Sute Head Coach Kathy
Van Wyk, whose team was eliminat-

ed Sunday after losing to UCLA for

Bruins enter college world series

Sm pa«>36

SOFTBALL Top-seeded

team earns berth for

17th time since 1982

By AiMlrcw Borders
Daily Bruin Reporter

You'd be hard pressed to find

an unbiased fan who could say

that the top-seeded UCLA
Bruins wouldn't win the No. 2

regional and earn their 17th

berth since 1982 in the NCAA
Women's College World Series.

That they did, but other than

sixth-seeded Coastal Carolina's

exit on the first day, nothing went

according to plan. A Cal State

school did challenge the Bruins

for that berth on Sunday, but its

uniforms said San Diego State,

not Fresno State.

NCAA Regionals

UCLA 9, CSUN
UCLA 3, SDSU 1

UCLA11,SDSU0

The second-seeded Bulldogs

were ousted in Friday's morning
game by third-seeded Cal State

Northridge, 3-1.

That was after they lost to

fifth-seeded Wisconsin on
Thursday, also 3-1. The only

game the vaunted Bulldogs won
was against Coastal Carolina by
the blowout count of 6-4.

So much for the seedings.

After falling to fourth-seeded

SDSU 2-0 on Thursday and

In Saturday's NCAA regional, SDSU senior Tashie Aguinaga
tries to k)eat the throw as Bruin junior Crissy Buck waits at first.

pulling off the upset against

Fresno on Friday, the Matadors
were soundly bounced from the

tournament by UCLA 9-0.

In her first outing since April

14. junior Amanda Freed
allowed the Matadors only one
hit, to CSUN senior pitcher

Sarah Farnworth. Freed threw

five innings, striking out seven

with Farnworth's hit being the

only CSUN runner all game.
Freshman Keira Goerl threw a

perfect two innings to end the

game.

"I was a little nervous coming
into the game, but once 1 got the

first couple pitches out of the

way, I was fine,** Freed said of

her comeback appearance.
**! think Amanda's getting

very close to (100 percent),"

UCLA Head Coach Sue Enquist

added.

Offensively, the Bruin bats

exploded in the last two innings

after notching one run in the

fourth when sophomore Natasha
Watley singled in senior

Courtney Dale.

In the sixth, freshman
Stephanie Ramos had a two-RBI
smgle, bringing in sophomore
Toria Auelua and junior Crissy

Buck. Sophomore Tairia Mims
then hit a double, scoring Ramos
from first and putting the Bruins

up 4-0.

In the seventh inning. Freed

singled and later scored on an

SeeSOFTUU^^iijjn?
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parents teach

young athletes

bad behavior

COLUMN: Teams should

focus on skills, fun, not

winning or losing game

Back in the good ol' days, I

spent my life on the soccer

field. Now that I'm old and out

of shape, I've become a spectator,

confined to the sidelines instead ofon
the field where 1 should be.

I've recently bcoome disturbed by
the escalating issue of sideline vio-

lence, specifically on behalf of par-

ents.

On May 5,

1

travelled 90

minutes home
to Riverside

County - not

the most excit-

ing place, I

know. From
there my family

travelled 45

more minutes

away from civi-

lization to

Ferris to watch

my 9-year-old

brother Nathan's soccer game.

At half tinK, Nathan's team w-;:

up I'D. but by the middle of the third

quarter, they were down 1-2.

Now I dan admit that the referee

wasn't the best in the world, and he

did seem to be the coach of the

opponng team, but he wasn't making
any life4hreatening mistakes.

ScellfltNBtpaftJS

Amanda

Fletcher

UCLA

Serving the UCLA oommunity since 1919

A crying shame
The men*s tennis team was
upset at NCAA Championships.

SPORTS, BACK PAGE

Tuesday, May 22, 2001

At the movies

Find out which films inspired filmmak-

ers Drew Barrymore and Sean Penn.

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT PAGE 14

DAVt HILITOatly Brum Seniof Staff

USAC president-elect Karren Lane speaks about her background. Ideas and goals for next year. Lane,

along with the rest of next year's USAC, will be Installed tonight In Kerckhoff 417.

Laneli • • to improve USACs image
GOALS: Getting students

involved, bridging gaps on

council top list of priorities

By Robert Salonga
Dally Bnjin Staff

Karren I^uie does not expect to

change the campus overnight, but

with enough work she believes she

can give Bruins reason to fed confi-

dent in their student government.

As the Undergraduate Students

Association Council president-elect.

Lane will be ofTicially installed along

with other elected members at

tonight's council meeting. The first

half of the meeting will be run by this

yipir's eouncil, then new members
>MBI take the oath of office and con-

duct the rest of the meeting.

|Lane said on Monday she is ready

tpitake on the duties of her position

and hopes to improve public opinion

of USAC on campus.

'Tm excited and confident that

council will be very productive next

year and people will be proud to talk

about USAC," she said.

To achieve this productivity. Lane
plans to increase student involve-

ment in its government by eliminat-

ing the feeling that USAC is exclusive

to its chambers in Kerckhoff Hall.

"I want to break down the myth
that you can only be involved with

USAC if you hold a title within it,"

Lane said. **I'll consider our term a

success if we get people coming to

Kerckhoffwho aren't usually there."

Born and raised in Gardena,
Calif, Lane moved to Carson and

attended Bishop Montgomery High,

a private school in Carson. Though
she was a member of the speech and

debate team. Lane admits she was
not very involved in high school,

partly because of what she said was

an excluding environment.

"The school had very few African

students and there was cultural segre-

gation. It was very isolating to stu-

dents of color," she said.

The youngest child of Watts-born

parents, she has an older brother and

her sister Kimberly is a graduate of

UCLA.
Her family comes from what she

calls a "southern experience," and

her grandmother was among those

who took on domestic jobs for whites

during the post-«lavery period.

"My grandmother took on these

jobs and was referred to as a 'girl,' as

in people she would work for

referred to her as their 'girl,'" Lane
said.

Lane's grandmother is an example

of a source of her strength, she said,

adding that she takes her grandmoth-

er's experience with her wherever she

Sec PRESIDtin', page 6
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Mideast needs peace

Powell condemns conflict, sig-

nalling a more active U.S. role

in process. NEWS PAGE 5

Colleague allegedly

accosted professor
DISPUTE: Englund calls

claim *silly'; Bodrogligeti

plans to file police report

Dally Bniin Staff

Andhb Bodrogligeti, the 76-year-

okl Turkic language and culture pro-

fessor amid a pending discrimination

lawsuit against the University of sent to all faculty members

the allegations, calling them "silly"

Nancy Greenstein, UCPD direc-

tor of community services, said

Bodrogligeti 's letter did not follow

protocol and therefore does not con-

stitute an olficial police report. But

Bodrogligeti said he plans to file at
official report with police today.

According to Englund, the inci-

dent consisted entirely of his express-

ing to Bodrogligeti that he did not

appreciate having personal e-mails

California
Regents, said

he doesn't

feel safe on

campus any-

more, after

another fac-

ulty member
in his depart-

ment alleged-

ly threat-

ened him

verbally and

physically in Kinsey Hall on May 14.

Robert Englund, an Assyriology

professor, allegedly insulted and
accosted Bodrogligeti as he was sort-

Ddily Boiin file Photo

Andris Bodrogligeti

"He had sent an insulting letter to

our chair but instead sent it to every-

body," Englund said. "1 was stating to

him that that is like spamming."

Acting NELC Chair William

Schniedewind e-mailed department

faculty members March 19 that a

Stanford University Jewish studies

professor had declined an offer to

teach at UCLA. Bodrogligeti

responded to Schniedewind via e-

mail that he "would have done the

same thing."

"I was frustrated that not much
consideration was given to the candi-

date," Bodrogligeti said in an inter-

view. "In my judgment not much
ing his mail in the Near Eastern Ian- effort was given to retain this profes-

guages and cul-

tures office

around 11:30

a.m., according

t o

Bodrogligeti's

May 18 letter to

university
police.

"Someone
was reading my
mailbox name
and bent down
really close and

asked 'Arc you

Professor
Bodrogligeti?'"

Bodrogligeti said. "Then he started

shouting at me and shaking his fist at

me."

But, although Englund said he

spoke with Bodrogligeti, he denied

"It turned out (Englund)

was yelling about a

response to an e-mail

sent to all members of

the faculty."

Andr^ Bodrogligeti

Tuirkic languages professor

sor.

Receiving
this message

through the e-

mail faculty list,

Englund con-

fronted
Bodrogligeti

March 19 and

22 about the

meaning of his

one-line com-

ment.

-Dr.
Bodrogligeti, I

will ask you

again through

this route what you mean to convey

to us - that is, the members of the

(faculty) list, but also the dean and
vice dean of the Division - with your

SeeTMHEAT^pagee

Bill would require consent for student information release
PROPOSAL- UC, Cal State

oppose measure, citing

existing laws, added costs

ByDtxtcrGauntlttt

Daily Bnjin Contributor

A bill m the state legislature that

would make it more difficult to reieaae

fiddent information is being discmed
at the bi-annual UC-wide registrar's

conference in Berkeley.

Under the proposed bill, SB-43. stu-

dents would have to be notified by

mail, then provide the university with

written consent to release "public

information as opposed to the current

procedure where discretion is held by

the registnir."

"SB-43 is to protect college stu-

dents' directory information and keep

it out of the hands of marketers and •

predators," said the bill's author.

Assemblyman Kevin Murray, D-Los

Angeles.

But the University of California, as

well as the California State University,

oppose the bill, saying that thousands

of doHars would be spent to further

secure student privacy that the univer-

sities already consider to be safe.

Public information includes name,

mailing address/telephone, pcfiwwH
address/telephone, e-mail address,

major, dates of attendance, units

enrolled and degrees and awards

Currently, the Registrar's

Office abides by

university procedures

and federal law when
asked to disclose

student information.

received.

This information is currently sub-

ject to appear in the UCLA
Community Directory, the Campus
Electronic Directory and commence-

ment publications.

In April a man pled guilty to making
more than 100 obscene phone calls to

female UCLA students and was sen-

tenced to a year in county jail, and the

bill's supporters say giving students

more privacy can avoid such incidents.

The university however, feels that

the bill is too specific in its intentions

and student privacy is already main-

tained.

"I feel the existing federal law and

university policy are sufficient and we
do feel we administer them in the best

interest of student privacy," said

Associate Registrar Anita Cotter.

As an example of the negative

aspect of the bill's drawn out process,

according to the UCLA Registrar's

OfTice, the university would not be able

to release graduate student informa-

tion to interested schools without writ-

ten consent from the student.

Also, the bill would require the uni-

versity to get written consent from a

student to release their address even if

a scholarship was available.

Second-year music student Jessica

Read said she is weary of having her

local information released, and only

made public her permanent address

information.

•*How do you verify it's really even a

scholarship they're interested in? It

could just be a ploy to get student infor-

mation," Read said.

SecnWilQ,f»a9c6
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Petty theft

Two wallets, two backpacks, four cellu-

lar phones, a scarf and helmet from a

motorcycle, a pocket organizer and a

stethoscope were reported stolen this past

period. These thcQs resulted in a total loss

of $2,097. On Thursday, someone stolj

$180 in construction material from

Neve construction site.

Unknown suspects used a

card number to withdraw $1(

Grand theft

A total ofeight cars'

in the last period, incj

vehicle parked in Lot

A laptop worth $|

stckn from the Gone
ing.

Smme: Univmity Police Dept Log

was stolen

passenger side

$980i|^atious

^a ibaclfll^k with

A 40-year-old man attempted to gain

: :;ry into the pcu-king lot near the Center

lot Health Sciences by smashing the gate

with a wooden baton.

Police responded to a burglary incident

at a phannacy on Wilshire Boulevard and

Westgatc Avenue at 4 a.m. Tuesday.

Police stopped a student who was aggres-

5ms from tl ledicaJ

sively s\

the

A,

I by

lyflt

her kcyc

After

involvii

iing on Brum Walk near

:>llowed to her car in Lot

i man. ITie man alleged-

ashed the panic button on

Jnue, butac

stops, 24 burglaj

jported

!nd

tery was reported at 1 1 p.m. out-

le Habibi cafe on Broxton Avenue
ly night

pking up an apparent fight

roup of 30 people about to

on Gayley Avenue, police

ling to those involved.

Filed a battery complaint after

! during a medical exam at the

Fal Plaza. Police arrested a 30-year-okl

"man after he attempted to steal a camera
from the Gonda Goldschmied building.

Compiled from UCPD media reports

between May 15 and 21 by Rachel Makabi,
Daily Bruin Contributor

Weather

Today Wednesday Thursday

CORRECTION

Partly Cloudy Sunny Sunny

high: 74 low: 58 high: 79 low: 57 high: 78 low: 57

Outlook:
We'vf bem Qftting an early dose of Jun«

gloom lately that has been stidung

around more most of the day. Ifthe

douds bum ofl the weather wit! be nke.

nrf*

Sunrise
5:48 a.m.

Sunset
7:53fW

The article "Board's unani-

mous vote repeals SP-I, 2"

tNcws, May 17^ contained an
error. R&-28 did not end the

two-tiered admissions system

of SP-1. It left it up to the aca-

demic senates to decide.

For real-time weather, visit www.dailybruin.uda.edu

WHAT'S BREWIN'

Today 11a.m.
Student Welfare Commission

Health fair

Bruin Plaza

1p.m.
Undergraduate History Association

and Phi Alpha Theta

Professor Geoflfrey Symcox talk:

"Columbus: The Man and the

Myth"

6275 Bunchc

825-4465

2 p.m.
L&S Counseling

Academic Workshops
• DLAP
A-316 Murphy Hall

To sign up, call 206^685

4:15 p.m.

L&S Counseling

Academic Workshops

•Study Skills

• Coping with Academic Stress

* All workshops held in

Covel Cpmmons, Room 203

To sign up, call 206-6685

6 p.m.

Pilipinos for Community Health

General meeting

Boclter 5252

Chicanos/Latinos for Community

Medicine

General meeting

Hershey 1609

7 p.m.
Bruin Republicans

Happy. Fun, Good Times Meeting

Ackerman35l6

(310)915-5942

7 p.m.
L&S Counseling

Academic Workshops
• Memorization
• Careers in Business

• All workshops held in

Covel Commons, Room 203

To sign up, call 206-6685

Three easy ways to submit to

What's Brewin':

• Visit the Daily Bruin Web site at

www.dailybruin.ucla.edu., click on

the What's Brewin' link and fill out

the form provided which will be

automatically e-mailed to us

• E-mail the information to:

whatsbrewin(&media.ucla.edu

• Pick up a form at our ofllce in

llSKerckhoft'Hall

Note: Requests must be received by

2 p.m. THE DAY BEFORE you

want the announcement to run.

DealfePay
LUNCH SPECIAL $4.99
• RICE • SALAD • SOUP • CHICKEN TERIYAKI or

ORE BEEF • VEQETABl-E TEIIPURA
• 2 PCS. CAUFORNU ROLLS
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Salons must adhere to

health regulations to

maintain legal operation

By Sharon Kim
Daily Bruin Contributor

Many women, and increasingly more
men. accept discomfort and even pain as

the price for beauty.

But due to insufficient sanitation and
cleaning in some hair and beauty salons,

this cost of maintenance has also come to

include infectious diseases.

"Owners must pass an exam and know
the minimum standards of health require-

ments to receive a license to run a salon."

said Rick Lopes, spokesperson for the

California State Bureau of Barbering and
Cosmetology.

The Bureau of Barbering and
Cosmetology oversees the licensing and
regulation of the barbering. cosmetology,

and electrology professions in California.

According to a press release from the

Bureau, during September 2000, a nail

salon in Santa Cruz County was linked to

an infection in a total of 109 related cases

of abrasions and boils.

The patrons who reported the cases all

received pedicures at the salon.

In response to the cases, the Bureau
reclassified the salon owner's license to

probationary for four years, giving the

Bureau legal authority to monitor the

owner's activities during this time.

According to Bureau Chief James
Goldstene. the tough actions resulting

from this incident serve to protect con-

sumers.

And all new policies apply to salons in

Westwocxi. which cater to a college com-
munity looking for safe and affordable

grooming care.

But many of the guidelines have not

changed.

Some of the regulations the Bureau

enforces include specific codes for health

and safety that stress cleanliness not just

for the instruments used, but also for the

establishment and the licensed stylists

performing the procedures.

The Bureau also periodically makes
unannounced visits to salons to check

that the establishment is upholding the

various ccxies.

HEALTH AND SAFETY REQUIREMENTS ^
Someof^CR^Wfements from the California Code of Regulations.

Estabitshments and sdtooh shall have and maintain the following miif^um
and supplies:

I • at least one covered waste receptade for the disposal of hair

^' dosed receptacles to hold aN soiled towels, gowns and sheets in pubkare

containers for disinfectant solution for instruments and equipment to be d

;• each container shall contain sufficient disinfectant solution to allow for

I Instruments

of tools and

jDisinfectant solutions shall:

j* be covered at an times

'• be changed at least once per week or whenever visibly doudy or dirty

I wuliiimb aiiid supplies:

JABInstnimentsand suppfies which come into direct contact with a patron and cannot be disinfected (for

nple, cotton pads, sponges, emery boards and nedt strips) shall be disposed of in a waste receptade

ruse.
. i 1^ „___„.

rotipiiwwjwfitwMdttltiij wereow^
•Amie's Hair and Nail Sakm -KamiHairstyling •Henri Salon deBcMte
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YU WANG/DMty Brum Senior staff

One of the emphasized regulations

include disinfection of equipment. Salons

are required to completely immerse non-

electrical equipment in an approved solu-

tion with demonstrated bactericidal,

fungicidal and virucidal effects, accord-

ing to the Bureau Web site.

It is also required that the solutions be

changed weekly or whenever necessary.

According to Mike Luery. deputy
director of communications at the

Department of Consumer Affairs, salons

are required to post their licenses in pub-
lic view, such as in the reception area.

Also, licenses are inquired for each
specialist at their respective worksta-

tions.

Many of the violations committed by
salon owners include license fraud,

according to the Bureau Web site, and
officials are especially weary of improper
non-display of permits to operate.

Among the many Westwood salons.

Lopes said there is no record of a salon

license for Design Haircut in the Bureab

database, which provides consumers
information of various beauty-care estab-

lishments. The store owner of Design
Haircut could not be reached for com-
ment.

According to Lopes, some of the

salons have no record of a license with the

Bureau at all, while others show a hold on
the license due to outstanding fines. In

addition to Design Haircut, the database

showed Oakley's Barber Shop and Henri
Salon de Beaut6 as having licenses on
hold.

On the other hand, the Bureau offers

current information on salon conditions

to the public, but according to some salon

owners, many of the updates aren't as

current as possible.

Ginton Schudy, manager at Oakley's

Barber Shop, said the shop's license is

currently not on hold and that all fines

were taken care of last year.

"There were some fines in question

that were put on hold and were taken care

of, but for some reason were not updated

in the system," Schudy said.

Henri Soussana, owner of Henri Salon
de Bcautc. also questions the current sta-

tus of Bureau information.

According to the Bureau database, the

salon's license has been placed on hold

due to outstanding fines, but Soussana
says otherwise.

"Everything was taken care of a year

ago," he said.'We called (the Bureau)
and confirmed they got the money for the

license. But they always seem to have
problems with their computers or other

things
'

Lopes said the data is constantly

updated, and in Soussana's case, the

license expired in 1999.

"There is no way that the database
would take a year and a half to update,"

he said.

Salons are also required to display a

poster given by the bureau with informa-

tion for the consumer.

If consumers have any questions

regarding the salon, the poster directs

them to a toll-free number for such infor-

mation as license expiration dates and
whether the establishment has had any
past violations or fines.

Most of the hair and nail salons in

Westwood, along with Campus Cuts in

Ackerman, appeared to follow the codes
set by the bureau during random visits by
the Daily Bruin last week. These codes
include displaying licenses in clear public

view and disinfecting equipment.

But most of the salons did not have the

bureau hotline for consumer information

posted.

Salons that did have the poster for con-

sumer information in clear view were
Campus Cuts, Henri Salon de Beauts and
Oakley's Barber Shop.

"Salons don't have to respond to pub-
lic inquiries," Luery said. "But people

can get that information from calling the

number."

For more information and a full list of laws
and regulations that salons are required to

follow, visit www.dca.ca.gov/barfoer or call

(800)952-5210.
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STATE & LOCAL
Advance blackout warnings on way
FORECAST: Public will

receive notice of outages

30 minutes beforehand

By Jcimiftr GrfMium
The Associated Press

SACRAMENTO - Californians

will soon be waking up to the weath-

er, the traffic - and a blackout fore-

cast.

The operator of the state's elec-

tricity grid said Monday it will start

issuing forecasts 24 hours ahead of

expected roiling blackouts.

The agency also promised to give

30 minutes' warning before it orders

utilities to pull the plug on homes and
businesses, a move that could pre-

vent traffic accidents, stuck elevators

and costly shutdowns at factories.

Up to now, the agency has refused

to give more than a few minutes'

iraming, saying it did not want to

chance that a last-minute purchase of

power could stave off blackouts. The
utilities have also resisted giving

warnings, saying they did not want to

tip off burglars and other criminals.

"People are asking for additional

notice, so we're doing our best to

make that a reality," said Lorie

O' Donley, a spokeswoman for the

California Independent System

Operator.

Californians have been warned
that rolling blackouts could be a reg-

ular feature this summer. The state's

power system, crippled by a botched

effort at deregulation, has been

unable to produce or buy enough

electricity to power air conditioners

on hot days.

The rolling blackouts move from

neighborhood to neighborhood in a

sequence that is determined by the

utilities and is difficult or impossible

for the public to predict. The outages

last 60 to 90 minutes and then skip to

another neighborhood. =
alarm people when there was still a Because of the lack of notice, the

six days of roiling blackouts to hit the

state so far this year have led to pile-

ups at intersections suddenly left

without stoplights, people trapped in

elevators, and losses caused by

stopped production lines. People

with home medical equipment like

oxygen fret they that they will be cut

off without warning.

The new plan by the ISO borrows

from the language of weather fore-

casters: Beginning May 30, it will

issue a "power watch" or "power
warning" that will give notice the

grid could be headed toward black-

outs.

The ISO will issue 30-minute

warning to the media and others

before any blackouts actually begin.

However, the ISO will not say what

neighborhoods will be hit.

"Any time is better than none,"

said Bill Dombrowski, president of

the California Retailers Association.

"Obviously, we'd like more, but

=^^ive*re realisUc about what (hey can

do."

tabloid for investigation

MURDER: Paper says that

Blake pressured wife over

phone to get an abortion

By UiHia DMitsdi
The Associated Press

Los Angeles police asked a

tabloid newspaper Monday to turn

over tape recordings that the news-

paper says are Robert Blake pressur-

ing wife Bonny Lee Bakley to get an

abortion and accusing her of trap-

ping him by getting pregnant.

Detectives investigating the May
4 slaying of Blake's wife were inter-

viewing a member of Bakley's family

when they learned of tapes and docu-

ments the family had given to The
National Enquirer, police Lt.

Horace Frank said.

"The LAPD has asked us for the

tapes, and we will cooperate fully

with them," said Steve Coz, editor in

chief of the Florida-based publica-

tioa.

He said the Enquirer did not pay
for the tapes.

The tabloid's current issue says

Bakley made the tapes early last year

of her phone conversations with the

former star ofTV's "Barctta
"

It said the tapes depict Blake

demanding that she get an abortion

and accusing her of lying to him
al>out using birth control in order to

trap him into marriage.

"You lied to me, you double-

crossed me, you doubl&<iealt me and
that's who you are," the Enquirer

quotes Blake as saying on the tapes.

At another point, Blake reported-

ly says, "Ifthat's the way you can live

and you can live with yourself doing

stuff like that, it*s gonna come down
on you."
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to Mideast conflicts
VIOLENCE: Move suggests

more active role by U.S.

to resume negotiations

ByBanySdiwtid
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - Declaring vio-

lence in the Middle East "unbearable"

and a threat to the wider region.

Secretary of State Colin Powell urged

Israel to stop expanding Jewish settle^

ments and Palestinian leaders to do
more to end attacks on Israel.

"I hope both sides will be rather

sobered by the events of the last sever-

al days," Powell said Monday as he

signaled a more active role by the

JBush administration in the bloody

conflict between Israel and the

Palestinians.

He made clear his goal was not only

to stop the fighting but to fmd a way to

resume negotiations. But, Powell said,

"Unless the violence goes down, there

is no prospect for negotiations."

Powell followed up his statements

with telephone calls to Israeli Prime
Minister Ariel Sharon and Yasser

Arafat, head of the Palestinian

Authority and Palestine Liberation

Organization.

In retooling Bush administration

policy, Powell appointed a seasoned

U.S. diplomat. William Bums, to over-

see the Arab-Israeli dispute and held

out the possibility of playing a direct

role in negotiations if they can be

reopened. The new positioning lined

up the Bush administration with its

predecessors over 20 years in declar-

ing Jewish settlements a problem.

Pow«U, who leaves today for Africa

and Eurqje, has left open the possibil-

ity ofa meeting with Palestinian leader

Arafat.

The AsMcuted PfMs

During a press briefing at the State Department in Washington Monday, Secretary of State Colin
Pow«ll set the stage for an increased U.S. effort to end fighting between Israel and the Palestinians.

Fprd to announce tire-replacement plan

RECALU^Motor company

will provide consumers

with different equipment

By Ncdra Pkklcr
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - Ford Motor
Co. plans to replace 10 million to 13

million Firestone tires, far surpass-

ing the already huge recall ordered

last summer by
Bridgestone/Firestone Inc., auto
industry sources told The
Associated Press on Monday.

Ford CEO Jacques Nasser will fly

to Washington today to brief law-

makers on the plan, then make an
announcement later in the day at

Ford headquarters in Dearborn,
Mich., the sources said.

Ford officials issued a statement

from Nasser saying he would make
an announcement today about
"actions to address" issues involving

Firestone Wilderness AT tires.

Earlier Monday,
Bridgestone/Firestone said it no
longer would sell tires to Ford, end-

ing a 95-year relationship that began
with the Model T but unraveled with

Bush speaks at Yale of

life as undergraduate

The AstociMcd Ptms

With a photograph of a wrecked Ford Explorer in the background, Ford

Motor Co. executives listen to te$tinrK>ny Sept 6, 2000, in Washington.

last summer's recall of 6.S million

Firestone tires amid reports that the

tires would suddenly fail.

The tires, standard equipment on
the Ford Explorer, the world's best-

selling sport utility vehicle, have
been linked to at least 174 U.S. traf-

fic deaths.

The companies have blamed each

other for the recall and the public

relations problems related to it.

"Business relationships, like per-

sonal ones, are built upon trust and
mutual respect."

Bridgestone/Firestone chief execu-

tive and president John. Lampe
wrote in a letter to Nasser.

"We have come to the conclusion

that we can no longer supply tires to

Ford since the basic foundation of

our relationship has been seriously

eroded."

WORLD & NATION BRIEF?

CEREMONY: President

recalls rowdy years as

underachiever, success

By Ron Foumicr
The Assodated Press

NEW HAVEN. Conn. -
President Bush, acknowledging his

raucous years as a Yale University

student, returned Monday to the

alma mater he once scorned and told

graduates, "Life is ours to live, but

not to waste."

At turns self-deprecating and seri-

ous, the president talked of his k>ng

road from underachieving under-

ireduate to leader of the free world.

To the *C' students," he said with

a grin, kx>king over the crowd of

more than 2.000 graduates, "I say

you, too, can be president of the

United States."

There were boos and protests

from some in the crowd, but his

remarks were generally well received,

with laughter at his jokes.

The speech marked Bush's per-

sonal reconciliation with the universi-

ty that gave him average grades and
waited too long in his family's view to

give his father an honorary degree.

Bush told associates during the presi-

dential campaign that Yale was a

fount of intellectual and liberal elit-

ism - anathema for a conservative

Republican.

Now that he's president, senior

GOP political advisers say Bush
might want to embrace Yale as he

tries to rest doubts about his brain-

power and put his restless youth into

context.

"When I left here. I didn't have

'

much in the way ofa life plan. 1 knew
some people v^o thought they did.

But it turned out that we were all in

for ups and downs, most of them
unexpected." Bush said.

"Life takes its own turns, makes its

own demands, writes its own story.

And along the way, we start to realize

we are not the author. We begin to

understand that life is ours to live, but

not to waste."

Bush, 54, graduated in 1968, after

enjoying the campus party life and
intramural sports.

Supreme Court will

hear online porn case
WASHINGTON - The Supreme Court

said Monday it will decide whether a law
aimed at curbing children's access to online

pornography tramples the rights of adults to

see or buy what they want on the Internet.

The high court already has struck down
one attempt by Congress to shield children

from Internet pornography.

In addition to protecting the young, the

first law would have prevented adults from
viewing the material, the court ruled in 1997.

Congress tried again a year later, and
although the second attempt would impose
fewer restrictions, civil liberties groups chal-

lenged it on the same First Amendment
grounds the high court found persuasive

before.

"We do believe this case is nearly identi-

cal." said Ann Beeson. a lawyer for the
American Civil Liberties Union.

Sexually explicit words and pic-

tures that are deemed indecent but

not obscene are protected by the

First Amendment.
The new law wbuld make it a crime

for commercial operations to knowingly
place objectionable material within the unre-

stricted reach of children on the World Wide
Web.

"We're talking about material that would
be harmful to minors. That is a test we have
applied for years in the real world," said

Robert Flores. vice president of the National

Law Center for Children and Families.

Mad Cow prompts Red
Cross to reject donors
WASHINGTON - Guarding against

mad cow disease, the American Red Cross
said Monday that it will stop accepting

Wood donations from people who hav^
iptnt as little as three months in Britain or

six months anywhere in Europe.

The Red Cross rules, to take

effect in September, are much
stricter than those contemplated by

the Food and Drug Administration and
will affect an estimated 400,000 blood
donors.

Experts worry that the dueling policies

will further confuse the public about the baf-

fling disease. The American Red Cross said

Monday that caution is needed given that

there is no blood test for the human form of
mad cow disease, which has a long latency

period.

"In light of tremendous scientific uncer-

tainty, we have to make the best judgment
possible," said Red Cross spokeswoman
BIythe Kubina.

The Red Cross estimates that the new rule

will make 8 percent of its current donors
ineligible, Kuvina said.

She added that the organization was
already working to increase its pool of
donors.

Activist sentenced for

marring Egypt's Image
CAIRO — A court convicted a prominent

Egyptian-American human rights campaigner
and 27 others Monday on charges of tarnish-

ing Egypt's image, accepting foreign money
without government approval and embezzling
funds.

Saad Eddin Ibrahim, 62, was sentenced to

seven years in prison. The others received sen-

tences ranging from one to seven years.

The harsh ruling was immediately con-
demned by activists and Ibrahim, who all

along has said the charges were prompted by
his political activities and the decision to set up
an independent conunittee to monitor last

year's parliamentary elections.

"This is politically motivated and the sen-

tence is politically dictated," Ibrahim said. *it

is a struggle and it will go on."

Gxnpiled from Daily Bruin wire reports.
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goes.

"I'm using the struggle of my
ancestors to inspire me to go forwiu^ci

and to not let people forget that expe-

rience," she said."*"^

Along those lin^. Lane abides by

a quote first said by African revolu-

tionary Steven Biko, who fought

against apartheid in South Africa.

"*The most potent weapon of the

oppressor is the mind of the

oppressed.' It's about abandoning

the victim mentality and recognizing

the ability to affect your life and the

lives around you," she said.

Before arriving at UCLA, Lane
spent her first semester in college at

UC Berkeley as a history student. But

she was not satisfied with what she

called the core classes' Eurocentric

view. Once at UCLA, she took her

first sociology class - a broad study

of Los Angeles - and learned about

the city's changing demographics,

how communities formed and how
people formed alliances.

She said her studies have helped

her in coalition building.

Additionally, her iavolvMMBt .ia-

organizations such as the Student

Retention Center, Student-Initiated

Outreach Committee and especially

serving as chair of the African

Student Union have shaped her lead-

ership skills.

"Working with ASU has helped

me go beyond the African communi-
ty and build bridges between several

different communities," Lane said.

A fourth-year student. Lane is a

member of the last class admitted

into UCLA under affirmative action

after Proposition 209, the California

voter initiative which took effect in

the UC as the entering class of 1998

was admitted. Last week, the UC

Regents repealed SP-1 and 2, system-

wide policies implemented in 1995

that eliminated affirmative action in

hiring and admissions.

But the symbolic victory of the

repeal does not erase the necessity of

programs like affirmative action at a

fwifciic iiiiiiHity. Lane said.

"Although SP-1 and SP-2 are

rescinded, functionally they're still in

place in the Academic Senate." Lane
said.

The Academic Senate is a govern-

ing body of each university that

shares its power with the UC Regents

over academic matters. It performs

an advisory role to the UC on budget

•matters as well as faculty promotions

and appointments.

To en\phasize the need for affir-

mative action and similar programs.

Lane said she will work on two goals,

including working with the Academic
Senate to implement comprehensive

admissions policies.

"In order fo'r us to have a diverse

campus population, we have to start

a policy that allows for that," Lane

said.

Her second goal is to educate stu-

dents on why corrective measures

have to be in place.

"Affirmative action is recognizing

that there's an imbalanced field as a

result of historical oppression and
discrimination, and those things

don't go away in a year or a decade,"

Lane said.

"We're trying to put something in

place that corrects that, not just for a

specific community but recognizing

that it brings us closer to democracy
and humanity," she continued.

Another of Lane's goals for office

is to increase the accountability of

council offices - something she said

was not given proper attention this

year.

Jeremy McKenzie, the newly
elected facilities commissioner and

member of the S.U.RE. slate - which

stands for Students United for

Reform and Equality - said from his

interaction with Lane he believes she

is a capable leader.

"We both put forth that we're will-

ing to work with people who weren't

on our slates," McKenzie said. "She
needs to take all of council's views

and mold them all together into one
cohesive entity to avoid drawing lines

across the council table."

Lane, who ran on the Student

Empowerment! slate, echoed this

sentiment, saying it is impossible to

do anything positive without working

with everyone on council.

"You're not S.U.R.E., you're not

Student Empowerment!, you're not

independent. You're now a USAC
council member," she said.

The 2001-02 Undergraduate Students

Association Council v»iil be officially

Installed tonight at 7 in Kerckhoff 41 7.
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ment," Englund wrote in the second e^nail

message. "I will have a response to this mat-

ter."

According to Englund, the allegations are

m *txtraordinary misrepresentation" of an

attempt to convey to Bodrogligeti the way in

which e-mail lists work.

Bodrogligeti said he was unaware his

response to Schniedewind was sent to the

entire department.

"It turned out (Englund) was yelling about a

response to an e-mail sent to all members ofthe

faculty," Bodrogligeti said. "He said 'Don't

you ever send any e-mail to me cm- my divi-

sion.

But both Diane Abugheida, NELC student

affairs officer, and Ralph Jaeckel, NELC
emeritus lecturer, whose office doors open into

the department mail room, said they neither

heard nor saw anything out of the ordinary the

morning ofMay 14.

"In my opinion, if it were a loud dispute out

of the ordinary, I would have heard it," said

Abugheida, adding that she always leaves her

office door open.

Jaeckel, whose office door was closed that

.morning, said he only becanK aware of
Bodrogiigeti's presence once the professor

knocked on hi& door. Jaeckel, who previously^

taught Turkic languages, said he took

Bodrogligeti out for coffee in Kerckhoff Hall.

"He wasn't feeling very well that day,"

Jaeckel said.

Bodrogligeti said he associated developing

symptoms of dizziness and nausea with the

altercation.

'The incident was a most traumatic experi-

ence for me," Bodrogligeti stated in the letter

to police. "1 felt sick and one ofmy colleagues

had to help me down on the stairs to my
office."

Attorney Diana Courteau, who represents

SeeTMIEM^pagc?
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"I have a friend who was
harassed by some random guy

because their local address was
released by the university."

~ Currently, the Regislrar*s

Office abides by university pro-

cedures and federal law when
asked to disclose student infor-

mation.

The Family Rights and
Privacy Act of 1974 provides

students the option to not dis-

close "public information."

Currently, written consent is not

mandatory when requests for

student information that are not

considered harmful or an inva-

sion of privacy arise during the

year.

The option to not release this

information can be found on
URSA online under "Privacy

Options."

The financial aspect ofthe bill

also comes into play for the uni-

versity, according to the

Registrar's Office.

Thousands of dollars would

have to be allocated for postage

for the mailing list - estimated at

SI per student - that would have

to be sent out if the bill is passed.

Also the necessary adjustments

to URSA online, and the

increase in work when new
requests come in through the

year would contribute to the

unnecessary cost, according to

the Registrar's Office.

In addition to the "public

information," students' Social

Security number, sex, marital

status and the name, address,

and parents' telephone number

or next of kin are made available

to the UCLA University

Relations Department for use in

alumni, development and public

relations activities.

To restrict the release of this

information, students must com-
plete a "Request for University

Relations Information

Restriction" form at Murphy
1113.

Ethnicity information is also

available under "public informa-

tion" and students are eligible to

receive ethnicity-based mailings

and phone calls.

The university said, "this

information is generally used for

providing information about

graduate school recruitment or

other opportunities."

Students <:an also keep this

information restricted through

URSA online.

The UCLA Scholarship Resource Center Announces 2001-02 Scholarships
for Continuing College of Letters & Science Students

Submission Requirements:

Applicants must demonstrate financial need. To demonstrate financial need, applicants must have submitted a FAFSA by 3/2/01

.

Applicants must submit an unofficial transcript from the Registrar with their application.

If available, applicants should submit a copy of their 2001-02 Financial Aid Notification letter (FAN). Applicants can get on-line FAN information
through their UCLA URSA account: click on "Financial AidSummary "

after login.

Pick up applications at the SRC, Monday - Friday, llam-6pm, (310) 206-2875
Submit completed applications to:

The Scholarship Resource Center
Name ofthe Scholarship

--«^ 233 Covel Commons, 330 De Neve Dr,

Los Angeles, CA 90024

Louis Levy Endowed Scholarship
For students who have graduated firom a CA public high school

and have a minimum cumulative 2.5 GPA. Deadline: 6/ 1 5/0

1

Helen Matthewson Club Memorial Scholarship
Applicants must be partially self-supporting, have a minimum
cumulative 2.8 GPA, be a U.S. citizen, and a CA resident.

Deadline: 8/15/01

Nestle Scholars Program , ^^

3 year AAP students (90+ imits) who have a minimum cumulative
3.0 GPA and major in mathematics, economics, business eccfhomics
business administration, or the sciences. Deadline: 6/15/01

Nancy Diane Orford Schohinhip
Preference to students with cystic fibrosis or otficr physical challenges.

Deadline: 8/15/01

Rancho Park Rotory Clnb Scholarship
Preference to UCLA seniors of Iranian-Persian descent who actively

participate in community service, demonstrate strong financial need,
and have a minimum cumulative 3J GPA. Deadline: 6/15/01

Jo-Belie Wolf Undergraduate SchoUrship
Preference to female itudeals in any discipline who were bom in the U.S.
and have a minimam cumulative 3.0 GPA. Deadline: 6/15/01

Los Angeles Chapter of the Links Scholarship
Preference to African-American students. Minimum cumulative 3.0 GPA
required All majors eligible. Deadline: 6/15/01

Waldo A. Neikirk Scholarship
For continuing students with a minimum cumulative 3.5 GPA who major in

,

History, Classical Studies, English Philosophy, the humanities, or a European
language. Deadline: 6/15/01

Oschin Family Scholarship
Preference to physically challenged continuing Letters & Science or

Engineering undergraduates involved in at least one extracurricular activity

Deadline: 8/15/01

Marshall NIms Scholarship
Preference to students widi disabilities in good academic standing.

Deadline: 8/15/01

Bess F. Raab SchoUrship
Preference given to applicants with a minnnum cumulative 3.0 GPA
and who participate in an extracunicular activity. Deadline: 6/15A)l

Adel Utton SchoUirship
For third or fourth year physical

scholastic achievement and character.

itndents. Based primarily on
Deadline: 6/15/01
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THREAT
From page 6

Bodrogligeti, said she's especially

concerned because her client is not in

a good mental and physical state.

"It's indicative that the university

hasn't resolved anything or dealt with

Schniedewind said he reported the

alleged confrontation between
Bodrogligeti and Englund to Yu and
will let the dean's ofTicc handle it.

Yu could not be reached for com-
ment because she is out of town for

the week.

According to Courteau, last

week's incident may not have
(the case), so it's just sitting there marked the first time the professor
continuing to cause more problems," experienced physical harm.

he expects

In December
Bodrogligeti and

Bodrogligeti said he was

unaware his response to

Schniedewind was sent to dents' aiiege'dfy

the entire department.

1996. after

his assistants

caught 30 stu-

dents cheating

on an

Elementary
Uzbek final

exam, 12 stu-

she said.

Englund said

Bodrogligeti is

connecting him "

with "old

issues^ that

have brewed

within the

department.

In his

December 1999

lawsuit against _^__________
the regents,

Bodrogligelj alleged that high-rank-

ing university administrators, includ-

ing Dean of Humanities Pauline Yu
and Chair of NELC Antonio
Loprieno, who has taken a leave of Courteau said she was surprised the

absence to assume a chair-post at a university didn't do more when the

Switzerland university, have tried to professor reported the incident to

coerce him into resignation to elimh university administration,

nate the Turkish studies program. Currently on a one-year sabbati-

Administrators are not allowed to cal, Bodrogligeti said he periodically

speak about personnel issues due to visits campus to pick up his mail and
university policy, but attorneys for check telephone mrniiftl —
the tic Regents have said before that "But how can I go to campus if

the university denies all allegations. this is the reception I get?** he said. •

assaulted the

professor as he

. sat in his office,

pressing his

face down against his desk, accord-

ing to Bodrogligeti.

Although Bodrogligeti decided

not to file charges with police,

-UCLA RESEARCH STUDY-
I- ^

Asthma
W« mm looking for subjects 18 yMira or older with asthma

WHO ARE CURRENTLY TAKING INHALED
CORTICOSTEROIDS

To help evnkwte the safety and effecthM»ness of an
experimental medication

Q Study Involves 12 cHnie visits over 36 week* @
^ Medical Tests and Compensation era Provided %
n A short interview will be done during the initiel^

call

Call Jamie at

(310) 825-«746

UCLA
Medical Center

(Monday— Friday)

This study is conducted by Prs. Doneld Tashkin A Erie Kleenip

COMPLIMENTARY
CONSULTATION

s^Braces

Deliver Brilliant Results

ORTHODONTIST
SINCE 1980

UCLA FACULTY MEMBER Dr. Nader Dayani
Member American Afisociation of Orthof

ionti?Tt?T

Specializing in braces for adults & children

• Invisible

• European
Removable
Traditional

Cosmetic Porcekajn

Surgical Ortt^odontlcs

(310) 826 - 7494

11645 Wilshire Blvd. #802
Los Angeles, CA 90025

(949) 552 - 5890
18124 Culver Dr., #A
Irvine, CA 92715

.

Teeth Whitening
upper or lower

$85*^" each

(Reg. t200 00)

TTw treatment mS b* oi MOMA $ IOOO 00 plM
SlOaoO fof aorh month of tmotm«nf rencteivd
tor meftt brace*. S900 00 p<us S 100 00 for oocti
month erf treatm«nt rBotlererl tor removohte

bfocet and S
I »0.00 pJu» S 1 26 00 per month for

oeiomk: t)racei SXK)00 ^0f dtaonosttr study
rt^cxi^ and $1 7500 tor focrnol consultotton.

expifotk)^ 0ote 6^30-01
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HARDWARE SPECIAL
Purchase computer and

get an instant rebate of $50
on any peripheral. '-^:j.!j}i}:1
jinited io stock on hand. One fcbale pei (oni()ufer '.die T i . / I

Moy 23fd only, flot valid with any other rebates
^ ^ -J—/ J j

$1,099
Apple iMoc

PPC G3 500MHz
64MB SDRAM
20GBHO
CD-RW
Ethemef

56K Modem
IndiQO, Flower Power, She DahnaHan

$2,443
Apple Titonium PowerBook

PPC G4 400MHz
128MB RAM
IOCtBHD

DVD-ROM
15.2" Widescreen TFT Display

clh6m0l

5oK Modem

$699
HP PtavilioD 6835

Intel Celeron 800MHz
128MB SDRAM
30GBHD
CD-RW
56K Modem

1,099
Compoq Presario 5003US

Intel Pentium ill 933MHz
128MB SDRAM
60GBHD
CD-ROM
Ethernet

5oK Modem

E^MHion tfudMli ilKwid MqwM 01 «« Corapuiw Stm ragoiding ^kg/hHtf [)QA Cgn<piilw Sk» prka mf^m pafmm* hf cwrancy oaJimii dmdk. or
ihmn^ Oedil Union VMh^mtd CWk Modi poyobb to T)m UQA Skn VBA, MiMl«Cdrd. AiMrloon Expmt and Oitcom ore obo oaap^ IWional
di«i» on oocayMid lip to $1 ,0M Monc)r oidmM not ooo^*d. Soln kDt w« ba odM I* IntKi pri^

Computer Store

310.825.6952
www.uclastore.com UCLftiit
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OPEN 7:30am UNTIL 7:30
*S«to «dwl« Hwgazintt, twdboota, H«atth Sdwion boohs, dm rings, computtr hm&nn and m(Im«i«, c«tt phonts. ptgan, cakutotoa W3». PWx phont csntv imtm NotM.
MmM iHtalMntfM, OBBMta. ftagranct. OMi)( dMM and mMNcal aqufiMMft mi MppOtt (HMtth ScWnon Stof»), (jmipus Photo/Gnduation Etc. and indivtdual gretting cjfds

Caimat be comtoinfti «ith any other discounts, lindtsd to stock oi iiand.

PM

www.uclastore.com

Selacttd items available at:

Lu Mtt OMNnens. Health Sciences Store

Sy^uf-T you Kl««<i. Sirvd^ lll^.
UCLIkiir

25% OFF
All emblematic memharnise from Russell Athletic,

adidas, Champbn, Gear and more!

t-shirts • shorts • hats • sweats • jackets

UCLA gifts • UCIA books • UCLA accessories

sporcsmvqggpiJ^^vatcMs

accessories • wortcout gear

1
nii:

PRICE

OLIVIA

\!nh>'~

20% OFF
ALL

fiction • pmressionai 8e technical

poetry • biography • art

computer • gardening • cookinp • lai^uage

CD players • ink"S1i*f • mousepads • paper

surge protectors • personal audio • speakers

laptop bags • CD storage • ZIP/Jaz cartridges

and Gtfts

20% OFF
Beanie Babiis • plush animals

candles • gift wrap • bath oils

ALrBfiWnGals
binders • notebooks • pads • Cross pens

film • frames • stationery • photo albums

B-Level AckefTnan union
310825.7711

¥ifww.uciastore.com
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Relive those memories

from junior high and the

early '90s. See Viewpoint

Wednesday.

viewpoint9media.udji.edu

EDITORIAL

There's still work to be • • now that SP-1, 2 are • •

REPEAL Activists should

fight to change Prop. 209,

admissions at local level

Last Wednesday, the University

of California Board of

Regents voted unanimously

25-0 to repeal SP-1 and 2, the mea-

sures forbidding the use of affirma-

tive action in the university's admis-

sions, hiring and contracting poli-

cies. This represents a radical turn

from the board's decision six years

ago to end affumative action.

It's obvious that this shift in poli-

cy finally came about as a result df

student action, political pressure

and the undeniable evidence that the

percentage of minorities enrolled at

the UC has been dropping. Through

grassroots organizing, protests and

coalition building, the students and

community organizers effectivdy

put pressure on legislative members

and the regents to change their dis-

criminatory and exclusionary poli-

cies.

But with these two measures

gone, there's still a larger obstacle to

overcome: Proposition 209, the

California law banning the use of

affirmative action statewide. For the

most part, the repeal of SP-1 and 2 is

a symbolic move that supports

diversity and sends a message to

minority students that they are wel-

come at the UC.
RE-28 removes SP-I and 2 and

allows for leeway to work within the

confmes of Proposition 209 for a

more holistic admissions process.

And it is this admissions process

that student activists must target

next.

Under SP-1, 50 to 75 percent of

students were admitted into the UC
on the basis of numbers alone,

namely the SAT I, AP courses and

GPA - factors that have built-in

inequalities, which tend to favor

affluent and privileged students. At

some UC campuses, admissions

officers who admit students on the

buisis of these criteria do not even

look at the rest of the application.

The new measure, however,

allows the UC's academic senates to

change SP-I 's two4iered admissions

system. This will allow for considera-

tion of other educational criteria like

personal statements, extra-curricular

activities and even hardships. After

all, a student's ability to perform

well in college cannot be gauged at

by a few test scores. Students must

put pressure on the academic sen-

ates to create a more holistic admis-

sions process. This in itself is a good

step toward increased diversity.

What's worrisome, however, is

that the Supreme Court will \ikc\y

hear a case on affirmative action.

With the conservative Rehnquist

Court deciding the case, it is likely

affirmative action will be terminated

nationwide.

But this should not discourage

students from making local change.

While using RE-28 to change our

admissions policy to one more equi-

table and non-discriminatory, stu-

dents can also educate communities

about the ways affirmative action

can benefit them - regardless of

their race, gender or ethnicity.

Through outreach and direct action,

students can transform the con-

sciousness of their communities and

educate others of the need for affir-

mative action. Through this, attend

tion can be turned to repealing

Proposition 209 itself.

At the regents' meeting, legisla-

tors helped pressure the regents into

passing RE-28 by using the state and

UC budget as leverage. But if our

state government truly values diver-

sity and providing access to the uni-

versity system paid for by their con-

stituents then they should stop pay-

ing this matter lip service and actual-

ly make the budgetary changes

needed to serve students.

Rather than proposing $20 mil-

lion for an Institute of Science and

Innovation, perhaps the budget-

makers should look toward increai*

ing the funding for such vital student

services as outreach and retention

that work toward promoting diversi-

ty and accessibility.

State legislators need to ensure

students have a fair opportunity at

receiving an education by focusing

on providing funds for California's

dilapidated K-i2 system and by

building more universities and

enhancing existing ones.

Diversity on this campus and

equal access is a joke. But as history

demonstrates time and time again,

real change comes when people with

serious grievances stand up and

force the people in power to listen to

their demands. While the repeal of

SP-1 and 2 represents a hard-fought

battle won, the war against unequal

access is far from over.

Israel Is a perpetrator of injustice, not a true democracy
ZIONISM: Country should

be denounced for violating

Palestinians' human rights

By Oanrcn Wang

Israeli Prime Minister Ariel

Sharon recently said, "There are

things we will take responsibility for,

things we will deny and things that

will never be known." Here is just

one of the many things that the gen-

eral American public, including

myself, almost never knew.

On January 21, 2001, Nahum
Korman, a 37-year-old Israeli settler,

was sentenced to six months commu-
nity service and fined the equivalent

of $17,500 for beating to death an 1
1-

year-old Palestinian child, Hilmi

Shawasheh.

On the same day Su'ad Hilmi

Ghazal was sentenced to six and a

half years in prison by Israel's

Jerusalem District Court. Ghazal is a

Wang is a second-year political sdence

and international economics student

Palestinian who, at the age of 15,

while suffering psychological prob-

lems, stabbed an Israeli settler, injur-

ing him. (www.amnesty.org).

Am I the only one extremely

unnerved by this? An Israeli settler

beats to death an 1
1 -year-old child

and gets away with six months com-

munity service? A Palestinian teen^

ager with psychological problems

stabs an Israeli settler, only injuring

him, and gets thrown into prison for

six years? With such blatant and

appalling sentences by Israeli courts,

I would not be surprised ifNahum
Korman 's community service assign-

ment was to bulldoze one Palestinian

house in West Bank per day for six

months.

However tragic this seems to you,

I do not bring this example to appeal

to your emotions. I am not looking

to jerk tears from your eyes. Rather,

J am showing how this case exempli-

fies the Israeli scales of injustice.

This case demands that people

reassess claims that "Israel is the

only real democracy in the Middle

East."

The truth is that the United

Israel readily

disregards principles

and rights that

Americans hold as

inalienable.

Nations General Assembly consis-

tently and continuously condemns
Israel's violation of Palestinian

human rights and their illegal mili-

tary occupation of foreign territo-

ries. Israel is a special "democracy"

of the Middle East, for it has legal-

ized the torture of Palestinians and

detained many of them under brutal

conditions for years without bringing

charges. Israel readily disregards

principles and rights that Americans

hold as inalienable.

Israel has ignored every U.N. res-

olution condemning its brutal nature.

Israel has rejected General Assembly

Resolutions 194 (III), 3089 D
(XXVni). 242, 383, 237 and 681.

These resolutions, voted on by U.N.

countries of the world (except the

United States and Israel), declared

that the Palestinian people should be

compensated for property losses and

should be entitled to equal rights and
self determination. Tliis includes

withdrawal of Israeli armed forces

from territories occupied in the Six-

Day War.

Furthermore, the United Nations

once denounced the Zionist political

ideology as "racist," but was forced

to retract it after pressure from the

United States. The brutalization of

the Palestinian people and the occu-

pation of their land, however, are not

the core problems, but symptoms of

a diseaM.

This disease is Zionism - defined

by Webster's New Riverside

University Dictionary as "a move-

ment originally aimed at the re-estab-

lishment of a Jewish national home-
land and state in Palestine and now
concerned with the development and
support of Israel." People must look

through the violence we see in the

news every day to find the cause.

It is true that the culmination of

Zionism today is the state of Israel,

and to many Israelis it has meant a

nation and territory of their own in

which they have the military might to

control their own destiny. I do not

deny this.

Unfortunately, Zionists leave out

the fact that the establishment of

Israel resulted in the expulsion of

more than 700,000 Palestinians, the

thousands of Palestinians massacred

to make space for Israeli settlers, and

the countless numbers of Palestinian

villages and homes destroyed by

Israeli soldiers following their "inde-

pendence." This is not a one-sided

view of the issue but a reality.

David Ben-Gurion, a former

prime minister of Israel declared it

himselfwhen he said,"Why should

the Arabs make peace? If I was an

Arab leader, I would never make
terms with Israel. That is natural: we
have taken their country. Sure, God
promised it to us, but what does that

matter to them? Our God is not

theirs, we come from Israel, it's true,

but 2,000 years ago, and what is that
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How TO SUBMIT
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• Write a three- to four- page, opMon-fty4t
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Court of public opinion

renders unjust verdicts

JMMETT aX>iOiily Bruin

EVIDENCE: 'Innocent until

proven guilty' no longer a

priority for media pundits

I
trust the American justice system.

I know it can be imperfect, subject

to the whims ofconservative or lib-

eral judges, uninformed jurors, zeal-

ous prosecutors, and outgunned or

devious defense attorneys. People

have been

imprisoned for

years - even exe-

cuted - for

crimes they did

not commit.

This, ofcourse,

is a serious mat-

ter that must be

attended to if

the American

public is to con-

tinue to have

any trust in our

jtidtcml pftxie"^

dures.

Those who have money can some-

times "buy" lesser sentences or even

acquittal, while the poor and under-

privileged must often deal with the

harshness ofour penal system.

Nevertheless, this country's criminal

if you'd Kke to discuss or just express

your disgust fed free to contact

Haymond at ahaymond9oJduda.edu.

Adrian

Haymond

justice system is among the best in the

world in weighing facts and coming
up with largely impartial verdicts.

The "court of public opinion," how-

ever, is another matter altogether.

Time and time again, we hear pundits

on television give their opinions on
highly charged criminal jcases, and the

general public then tends to form their

own opinions regarding the innocence

or guilt ofa particular defendant. In

many (if not most) cases, the opinions

are formed by evidence taken out of

context or by preconceived notions of

guilt or innocence based on race, gen-

der or other biases. Instead of waiting

fbr the verdict to be decided, many
will proclaim their feelings about the

guilt or innocence of the accused for

the whole world to dissect. Unlike

jurors, attorneys and judges, there is

no "gag order" on the dissemination

of these opinions, and hostile actions

can then result if the actual verdict

goes against what the public has

already decided.

rThe inference of guilt actually

begins the moment someone is

charged with a crime. Ofcourse,

police cannot just book anybody they

choose and pin crimes on people willy-

nilly; the resultant uproar would lead

to open rebellion and riots that would

make the Los Angeles uprising look

like a party. There must be evidence

that points to the individual being

StclMnrM0NDipa9e12

Independent Women's Forum deserves to have its beliefs printed
SPEECH: Facts presented

in ad justified; argument

for printing not cowardly

By

It has come to our attention that

the UCLA Qothesline Project, along

with the Coalition for the Fair

iCennedy Is the campus projects mar>-

ager of the lndef>endent Women's
Forum and the editor of

www.SheTbinks.org.

Representation ofWomen organized

a rally to protest the April 18 place-

ment of our ad, "Take Back the

Campus" in the Daily Bruin.

We applaud their right to hold a

rally to protest our ad. We stand for

truUi, open debate and dialogue. But

these fundamental principles cannot

exist if you refuse to allow a dissent-

ing viewpoint on your campus.

Christie Scott, executive co-chair

of the Qothesline Project, has made
it clear that there is no room for a dif-

ferent point of view when, in reaction

to our advertisement, she said, "Most
of an, we want this not to happen

again" ("Women's groups demand
apology from Bruin for ad," News,
May 17).

It is a matter of free speech. But

according to Scott, the free-speech

argument for printing our ad is

*V)mewhat cowardly." Since when
did the aspirations of the First

Amendment become cowardly? We
wonder if Scott would haVe the same
belief if it were her ad that was under

attack.

We highly encourage Scott and all

interested parties to visit our Web
site at www.iwf.org. There one can

fmd the citations for every fact in our

ad. The Independent Women's
Forum is not in the business of plac-

ing advocacy research and inflated

statistics above common sense and
reason.

Specifically, on the subject of rape,

the Independent Women's Forum
does not seek to diminish the horrific

nature of this crime. But the unsub-

stantiated claim that, "1 in 4 college

women will be the victims of r^qje or

attempted rape" is as false as th^
come.

We dismiss the statement ofTina

Oakland, director of the UCLA
Center for Women and Men, that the

American Medical Association and
the Federal Bureau of Investigation

have quoted this bogus statistic. The
latest crime statistics from 1999 stat-

ed on the FBI Web site prove that the

"one in four" argument is ludicrous

(http://www.fbi.gov/pressrel/press-

rd00/cius99.htm).

On the Web site, the FBI states,

"Representing the seventh year of

decline, the estimated total of 89J07
forcible rapes reported to law

enforcement during 1999 was the

lowest total since 1985."

SccKEIMUV,pa9Cl3

Viewpoint columnist need not mode Tent of Peace
PALESTINE: Arab-Jewish

reconciliation should be

treated as serious matter

J

|ln Ben Shapiro's column titled

"You know you're at UCLA when
loony liberal ideas abound" (Daily

Bruin, Viewpoint, May 15) he men-
tioned many points, none of which

I'm joing to get into, except for one
* the "Tent of Peace" concerning the

Israeli-Palestinian conflict.

Shapiro stated, 'Vup, talking

about feelings truly quells violence

and promotes tolerance." He should

not mock an event that not only tried

to, but also did promote tolerance

between the two groups. I question

Shafittxif is a fourth-year neurosdence

ftudflflL

whether or not Shapiro wants the

killing of Israelis and Palestinians to

end.

The **tent" doesn't stop violence

itself as Shapiro says, but builds trust.

It forces us Arabs and Jews to work
together and get involved without

just holding on to preconceived

notions about each other. It chal-

lenges the Bruin Arab to try and

understand the Bruin Jew, and like-

wise, it challenges the Bruin Jew to

see the Bruin Arab as not just one

who "calb for Jihad, screams 'Death

to America,' 'Death to Israel' and

'Let's teach them how to kill Jews!"*

as Shapiro so craAily attempts to

stereotype Arabs.

I challenge Shapiro to see the

other side, to attend future talks

between UCLA Arabs and UCLA
Jews. I challenge him to acknowledge

that the Israeli Defense Force bull-

dozes innocent Palestinian homes
just as I will acknowledge (yes I'm

• i«

Arab) that the suicide bombings

against Israel are horrific and unac-

ceptable methods of dealing with the

occupation.

I challenge Shapiro to ask why
some Palestinians go to such extreme

measures -just as I do regarding

Israel. I challenge him to talk with

"dirty Arabs," "Palestinians" and

"terrorists" instead of hiding so easily

behind that pen of his. I challenge

him to tell more of the whole truth

about what's going on in the West

Bank, in Gaza and in Israel.

1 challenge him, the next time he

writes, to mention not only the mor-

tar bombs hitting Israel and the sui-

cide bombers, but also how the

Israeli army dug a 12-foot-deep

trench "severing the main road lead-

ing to the university (Birzeit

University in the West Bank) and 30-

odd Palestinian villases" (The

Washington Post, May 13, 2001),

how over 4,000 Palestinian residen-

tial buildings have been shelled, that

25,000 Palestinian olive and fruit

trees have been uprooted, or that

over 400 Palestinians have died in the

last seven months including a four-

month-old baby.

I challenge him to try and see the

other side, to see Palestinians as

humans, to separate the suicide

bombers from those getting bombed
by Israel. It's easy for him to make a

joke for his column; we all can do
that.

The "Tent of Peace" doesn't stop

violence, but it does help promote

tolerance, encourage understanding

and create a forum for open, respect-

ful, strong dialogue on an issue that

concerns many of us deeply.

Yeah it might be a "loony liberal

idea" as the headline of Shapiro's col-

umn calls it. Then again "loony

ideas" brought about the ci\'il rights

movement, and I hope Shapiro

wouldn't have found that one funny.

Go
Tieirpo

Applications for FaU
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nic stereotypes.

When multiple authors
submit material, some names
may be kept on file rather than

published writh ttw material.

The Bruin reserves the right to

edit submitted material and to

determir>e its placement in the

paper. All submissions become

the property of The Bruin. The
Communications Board has a

media grievance procedure
for resolving complaints

against any of fts publications.

For a copy of the con>plete

procedure, contact the
Publications office at 118
Kerckhoff HaN.
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Still no summer plans? Go to LONDON!
STUDY ABROAD WITH AMERICAN INTIRCONTINENTAL UNIVERSITY

**5PAC£ 15 STILL AVAILABLE in our July 4-week
program (Session B: July 7-August 3)

• Enroll in Two Classes :

International Business
Survey of British Museums
International Broadcasting
Psychology of Advertising
History of London
British Political Issues
Literary London

AIU ADVANTACt&
- Central London Location -

International Student Body
- Multinational Faculty -

- Guaranteed Housing -

- Financial Aid Available -

For Eiigit)le Studer^ts

FOR MORE INFORMATION:
Contact Jen Briggs with AIU Study Abroad Programs

1-800-255-6839
or by e-mail atjbriggs@aiuniv.edu

Stretch Your

"^
• • •

Look for them

June 4*

Better Scores.

Better Schools.

The Top 3 Reasons to take
our GMAT or GRE Course.

Small Classes
Our revolutionary ClassSize-8 courses arefar
and away the most personaly focused, and effec-

tive test preparation you'Ufind anywhere.

Expert Instructors

Only the best instructors tea^h our courses.

Not only do they have impressive scores, but
they have also passed our rigorous hiring and
training process.

Satisfaction Guaranteed
Ifyou complete the course, take the test and are
not satisfied with your score, we'll ivork with
youfor up to one year at no fee.

Courses are starting sooni

800.2Review - www.PrincetonReview.com

HAYMOND
From page 1

1

charged, and the evidence must be

provable in court. Thus, if there is no
corruption (as in the Rampart police

situation), the cases against those

charged with crimes are usually pretty

strong.

There is just one problem, howev-

er: police, along with all other

humans, are fallible. Even if every-

thing else seems to fit, their conclu-

sion can still be wrong due to missing

evidence, leading to the caveat that a

person is "^innocent until proven

guilty"

But is a person really treated as

innocent until proven guilty? The per-

son charged is booked and thrown in

jail. If bail is granted, that person

must then provide certain items as col-

lateral to produce the amount of bail

that can free them. Ifbail is not grant-

ed, the defendant can languish in jail

for over a year before the start of a

"speedy" trial. Whether or not bail

has been set, the person is liable to be

fired from his or her job and made
into a monster (especially in high-pro-

file cases).

For instance, in the case of Marie

Chmura, a football player accused of

raping a minor, his team released him
as he waited for his trial date. There'

^

was nothing in his performance

before the arrest that would have

induced his team to drop him, but the

arrest indicated to his team that he

was a "bad person" who would caiise

negative publicity. When he was later

found innocent, his life was still

irreparably damaged.

The recent discovery of question-

able FBI files in the Oldahoma City

bombing case brings forth a scary

thought: what ifTimothy McVeigh,

the person unanimously fingered (and

convicted) as the bomber, was denied

his rights when the case was being

compiled?

An even more sobering question is

what if the FBI documents lead to a

realization that there was little actual

evidence to convict him? MiHions of
people have already consented to his

impending demise, with many of

them wishing for more heinous action

to be done to his person.

* I fear that if McVeigh was to be set

free due to FBI mishandling, he

would not live long, for vigilante jus-

tice would see to it that the sentencing

bungled by the government would be

carried out anyway It's not that I like

McVei^, but his guilt has been seared

into the minds of the American public

so that his possible freedom would

seem a blatant travesty ofjustice,

proof that the American system ofjus-

tice is bankrupt.

The victims and their families are

the ones who become scarred most l^
this process. In most instances, the

police close a case when the accused is

arrested, booked and brought to trial.

Therefore, it behooves them to be

extremely sure they have the right per-

son. If it happens that the arrested

person is not the actual perpetrator,

valuable time has been lost. The trail

of the actual murderer/robber/moles-

ter turns ice cold, and those most
affected by the case are now left in a

state ofconfusion, depression and
outrage.

Some cannot believe that the

"monster" has been allowed to go free

and blame the underhanded defense

attorney, the ignorant jurors, the

incompetent lawyers, the bumbling

police - and vow to make sure the

defendant gets "his just desserts."

Others who have pmned their hopes

and beliefs on the conviction of the

defendant become lost and confused,

their trust in the legal system (and

even in life in general) shattered.

Another factor contributing to con-

victions in the court of public opinion

is the tendency of people to goiiip.

Invariably, few rumors trumpet the

goodness ofothers, bpt many docu-

ment the decadence and depravity of

SMlMMOM^^tfCl}

HAYMOND
From page 12

eventhe most well-mannered individ-

uafe. Coupled with our desire for clo-

sare (we hale open-ended issues -

they're too complex and messy), we
are ready to convict and execute any-

one once even a little evidence is

broadcast to the worid.

Opinions then become fact in the

minds of involved parties as well as

the uninformed, and we have a ready-

made candidate for the needle. In the

old days, this would be referred to as

lynching.

Finally, reality shows such as

"Cbps" and "America's Most
Wanted," as well as dramas like "Law
and Order" and "Homicide" show the

humanity of law enforcement and

legal olTicials, but tend to paint defert-

dants as monsters and animals

Although both types of shows have a

place, the tendency is to demonize
anyone who shows up as a suspect or

fugitive.

I am in no way calling for an

expansion of criminals' rights, but I

do wonder whether if I was ever false-

ly accused of a crime, would I get any
consideration to prove my innocence,

or would I be portrayed as a sociopath

based on circumstantial evidence?

An ongoing case sums up the ten-

dency to convict before trial. A pro-

fessional football player and his girl-

friend were recently charged with

murdering their son due to child

abuse and neglect. Shortly thereafter,

a sports-talk host referred to him as a

"scumbag" and other less-flattering

names - before any conviction was

made!

So why should-we even waste tax-

payer money to put anyone on trial?

All defendants are guilty, so fry them
all now and worry about innocence

later - at least that's how it is in the

court of public opinion.
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Also, "the 1999 rape rate - 64 out

of every 100,000 females - was 5 per-

cent lower that the previous year's

rate."

Fortunately, women are not vic-

tims anymore. This is not something

we should bemoan. Unfortunately,

many college campuses have become
breeding grounds for learned victi-

mology. If this type of attitude and
rhetoric doesn't do harm to the

women's movement, then 1 don't

know what does.

Indeed, the Independent

Women's Forum wants to take back

the campus. We want to restore

today's campus to its natural state of

ration and common sense, not hys-

teria and hype.

VIMNG
Fr^ page 10

to them?

"There has been anti-Semitism,

the Nazis, Hitler, Auschwitz, but

was that their fault? They only see

one thing: we came here and stole

their country. Why should they

accept that?" (http://www.al-

bushra.org/israel/bcn.htm)

Let me repeat 'Ve have taken

their country** The crux of the issue

is that the establishment of Israel,

like the establishment of the United

States in the New World, was at the

expense of an indigenous people.

Zionism is perpetrating the same
atrocities against the Palestinian

population that American Manifest

Destiny perpetrated against the

Native American population in the

US.
Until Palestinian right of return is

redressed property, a thousand

Yasser Arafats and 500 Oslo peace

accords will achieve no justice for

the Palestinian people.

CABIN GETHNGl CLUTTERED? UNLOAD
YOUR JUNK wm

It's the bomb.
for lt«ms owr S200 mrm S2

LUNCH SPECIAL
$4.99

• RICE • SALAD • SOUP
• CHICKEN TERIYAKI or

• FIRE BEEF

• VEGETABLE TEMPURA
• 2 PCS. CAUFORNIA ROLLS

DINNER SPECIAL
$5.99

• RICE • SALAD • SOUP
• CHICKEN TERIYAKI or

• FIRE BEEF
• VEGETABLE TEMPURA

• 3 PCS. CALIFORNIA ROLLS

W^ B
9)1 ftROXTON AVe / lECONTE
WESTWOOD VILLAGE
310 208 7781

JAPANESE FOOD
KOREAN FOOD
SAKE BOMBS

C©\reep Network
fVe^ent?>

•

It's the Law
Career Options in Law

Thursday, May 24
James West Alumni Center

7 - 9 pj

Does the field of law interest you?

Meet UCLA alumni who have pursued

a variety of legal careers at this

panel/roundtable workshop. For

information, call (310) 825-6423.

No pre-registration required.

KAPLAN UCUUumni
Association www.UCLAIumnLnet
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'Bodyworks' exhibit joins

architecture with anatomy

From across tho glolu'

The Los Aiigeles Asian Pacific

& Video Festival ends on

Thursday, but you can still read

all about it Wednesday in A&E.

Tuesday. May 22. 2001

ART: Creators give life to

3-D sculptures, use maps

to show body movement

By Sophia Whang
Daily Bruin Contributor

To create a sense of space in their

pieces, the artists transform the

architectural frame of the designs by

molding, layering and laminating the

works and weaving in wood, metal

and plastics.

The exhibit houses one sculpture

from Berman and Fornabai's 'Fold

Series." The sculpture consists of

two parallel-running laminated

mahogany boards intricately woven
together with binder clips and wires.

The formation of the binder clips

resembles a human vertebrae and

When designers Ila Berman and
Michelle Fornabai look in the mir-

ror, they see something more than

their retlections; they see inspiration.

In the "Bodyworks" exhibit, host-

ed by the UCLA Department of the position of the sculpture appears
Architecture and Urban Design, like a reclining body
Berman and Fornabai integrate The animation of the sculpture is

Jiighugcuire withjiie humaiUo^ revealed in un accompanying
The exhibit, on display in Perloff 'bodyrnap." a picture that traces the
Hall until June 6. is free to the pub- bodily movement. The map com-
''^- pares various points on the sculpture
The two artists opened the exhibit

with a gallery talk

Wednesday night,

explaining how
their art simulta-

neously encom-
passes both the

terrain "of the

outer and inner

world of the body.

The exhibit

showcases this

relationship between the body and
the outside world through bodymap
images and three-dimensional sculp-

tures, or bodyworks, that move away
from conventional structures.

The artists believe the human
form provides an animate frame for

structures through ergonomics, the

applied science of designing useful

objects to increase the safety and
efficiency of the interaction between
people and things.

to points on a human body in

motion.^"""""^~—^^"^"—^" With the aid of

T-L i_'i_'^ ^' I
the map. the

The exhibit creatively sculpture seems to

shows the relationship l«keupanincredi-
^ ble amount of

between the human space and viewers

body and architecture. r^^enlTS
its boards. The
thin wooden

planks can be viewed as a body with

mahogany skin; its folds cascading

sinuously, resembling human tlesh,

folding over when in the same posi-

tion.

Two side-by-side sculptures from
the "Imprint Series" add even more
life to the exhibit. One consists of

stone-like plastic and the other is

made of wood, striped with lines in

See BODYWORKS, page 16

)f NNIf tR YU{N/t)*ly Brum Seniof Staff

"Bodyworks," an exhibit by designers Ila Berman and Michelle

Fornabai, is free and open to the public in Perloff Hall until June 6.

H^
ff.

^m»m CoiuDObia Piouru

xampus to screen Woody

< ,v '^ IJf^i A f*ri and TeWision Archive

iapperted Was" will be screened tonight as part of"The Movie That Inspired Me" film series.

e J4pi^? that Inspired Me'' gives filmmakers
* )Utwhat they love most * movies.

fatttl Television Archive presents the sco

J [that Inspired Me." Hosted by direo-

jpg of the four-part Merits will feature a

Vhim mspired their careers. After the

Corn^ discussion jond a questioo-and-

t't^v. „ . 't

)M4 to h«ar them talk about what

rblwexp«riciic««f the film and why

^ ifl(tortstm$ for anybody - students, the

$ted in fifans and filmmakers would

^•eric«r said Aadrh Alsberg, head of

Cl%i and Television Archive.

ofihc scries, appearing tonight at the

*il Writer and producer Charlie Kaufman

Jm Noonan's "*What Happened Was,"
l|;hts about the movie.

'Rafterwards Hanson does a Q-and-A with

fm$ particulajr^oyie ni|pired them, what
*jf^i^$ said, 'VUfipheUM about the artists'

;dircct."^;"

jdc Drpi^J^rrymore, who will screen

Woody Allen's "Annie Hall" on Miy 31, and Sean Pcnn, who will

screen John Cassavetes' "Minnie md Moskowitz" on June 1. The
artist and movie for the last insUillm«t oi);June 5 will be announced
at a later date. i^

"It's always interesting to hear what [successful fihnmakers or
filmmakers that we admire were interesteffl in and what land of films

have influenced them," said Jonathan Kulitz, a faculty member at

the UCLA School of Theater, Film and Television. "We gain more
insight into how they have become saccessful filmmakers by looking
at their tastes, and we can even maybe find out more about their

films by looking at the films that inspired them."
The Film and Television Archive presents many film scries

throughout the year. Housing over 220.000 films and television pro-
grams, it is the largest moving-image library in a university.

"The UCLA Film and Television Archive is on campus and we
screen films several nights a week, providing a wide variety of pro-
granuning ~ everything from silent movies to classic Hollywood
movies from the '40s and '50s, to international films to really cutting-

edge contemporary films," said Kelly Graml, public affairs and mar-
keting coordinator at the archive. We basically scour the world and
try to show the best cinema from all difTerent countries and genres."
The idea for "The Movie that Inspired Me" came from a series

called "Desert Island Movies.' where celebrities would come to
UCLA to screen movies and talk about them.

"The whole idea behmd it was. 'What film would you take ifyou
were stranded on a desert island''' And we sort of liked the idea of
people who. weren't necessarily us talking freely about the filma,"

<m

r^t:

;*<'<

\tK:

^4^

to UG
the ma
have ire

and insp %:
iifi

Alsberg said.

"We had Hugh Hefner, Tom
and he was so articulate in his db(

Billy Wilder, that we thought pe|h«

with it So wetalked^botJt it ittdj

continued.

Hans*in, well known for J|i^;

"L.A. Confidential^* and^ nj.ar#]

well as chooses the aitistfi \

"The Movie that Inspired]

editor Dede Allen* directojTi

Downey Jr., cinematograi

designer Jeannine Oppewi^^
Since workingon tho (irttj

has served as at?hBiniQniii

said, however, that this

favorite projects to w6rk'6£1

. After each artist is chot

into its inspiration and •

"It gives them a chance to i

selves, which I think is something!^
i^i

f\lM:The Movie That InspiredMM
Theater in Melnltz Hall.All filnii

at the theater one hour befiWf s^j
students, seniors dind UCLA^
more information, ca(l^^

www.clncma.ucla.edu.
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Ryan Gelber sings out to students attending the Battle of the Bands
and DJs, which was moved into Ackerman Grand Ballroom this year.

Energetic bands battle to

excite the lifeless audience
EVENT: Despite variety,

talent, free show fails to

capture crowd's attention

By Suneai Kullori

Daily Bruin Contributor

the bands were frequently unable to

provide the spark necessary to excite

the weary audience. Songs dragged on
too long. DJs couldn't keep a steady

beat and the corny jokes of MCs fell

flat among a tough crowd.

The show's lack of excitement also

stemmed largely from a lack of audi-

ence participation and enthusiasm.
UCLA's Battle of the Bands and At the start of the show, the audi-

DJs was a lot like the free promotion- ence sat quietly on the floor as ener
al condoms that were distributed at

the event.

The free condoms were of ques-

tionable quality, as was the free Battle

of the Bands and DJs show, which did

not deliver the

entertainment w^m^^^m,^mmm^
that a more
expensive con-

cert would have

provided.

The Battle of

the Bands and
DJs. held in

Ackerman
Union Friday, :

showcased a

diverse mix of musical performances
from various college bands. The
UCLA Campus Events Commission,
which organized the concert, brought

together talent from various Southern

California colleges to perform at the

event.

The wide variety of musical perfor-

mances ofiered something for every-

one. Four bands, four DJs and two
hip-hop groups participated in the

event while Matt Hirt and John Laun
of the UCLA radio show "Getting it

on with Matt and John" entertained

the crowd in between acts.

Despite the diversity of musical

performances the concert had to ofier.

Songs dragged on too

long ...and the corny

jokes of MCs fell flat

among a tough crowd.

getic band members in odd costumes
ran wild onstage.

It took much convincing from the

lead singer of the opening band
Genohm to get the tired UCLA audi-

ence on its feet,

and as the con-

cert wore on, the

crowd slowly

dwindled away
Despite the

show's short-

comings, howev-

er, the talent and

energy of many
""

of the musicians

saved the show
from failure.

In the band category, groups used
flashy costumes, wild antics and
catchy songs to produce somewhat
entertaining acts.

One grand prize and three runner-

up prizes were awarded in the group
category.

Second runner-up Genohm com-
bined loud distorted guitars, tin foil

costumes and their best Limp Bizkit

impersonation to make for an unorigi-

nal but exciting display of testos-

terone.

The second band, and the show's

SeeMTTU,pagel7
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Upcoming activities by
Campus Events
Campus Events will celebrate week eight with

a scries of puppet shows - or ratimr, puppet
movies. "Meet the Peebles" wiB screen on
Wednesday, May 23 at 7 p.m. at Ackerman
Grand Ballroom. General admission for tickets

is $2.

A spoofofthe Muppcls, the Peebles arc a sec-

ond-rate variety show comprised entirely of ani-

mals.

Heidi the hippo i& the singing diva star of the
show. Unbeknownst to her, her husband, a wal-

rus named Bletch, is using the show as a front for

his drug-running schemes. In addition, the rab-

bit MC is dying from a rare venereal disease, the

knife-throwing Vietnam vet frog is fighting a
heroin addiction and a fly tabloid reporter is out
to expose them all.

"Meet the Peebles" is directed by Peter
Jackson, best known for "Heavenly Creatures"
and "Dead Alive." Jackson is currently working
on the soon-to-be-reieased "Lord of the Rings"
trilogy.

"Meet the Peebles" will be foOowed by a
screening of"The Muppets Take Manhattan" at

9:30 p.m.

After graduating from college, Kermit and
his friends take to Broadway to seU their new

musical, "Manhattan Melodies." Rejected by
every reputable producer, the muppets fall into

despair and part ways. Working on his own,
Kermit eventually finds a sponsor and t-^Hn his

friends back to the city. But when they arrive to

start rehearsal Kermit has disappeared.

The winners of the Battle of the Bands and
DJs competition wiO give a free concert at

Wcstwood Plaza on Wednesday at 12 p.m.

The 8th Annual Shorttakes Student Pihn
Festival will be at Ackerman Grand BaUroom
Priday, May 25 at 7 pjn.

Shorttakes is a student media festival that

uses films, video, animation and motion graph-
ics from colleges throughout Southern
California, including UCLA. USC, Art Center
and CSU Northridgc.

The event is sponsored by the Campus
Events Commission and SAGINDIE.

Por more information, contact the campus
Events Commission at (310) 825-1958.

Career Roundup
The Career Roundup will happen on

Wedtetday at 10 a.nL at Ackerman Grand
Ballroom.

The UCLA Career Center presents the

career fair for students in all departments. The
fair will provide an opportunity for students to

make career plans before leaving for summer

vacation. Many positions will be available

including full-time, part-time and internship

opportunities. As a special feature this year,

Career Roundup will also include the BioTech
Career Comer in which a group of employers
from the biotcch industry will be available to dis-

cuss new business opportunities with students.

Por more information, contact the Career
Center at (310) 206-1915.

Gary Cooper film series
The Gary Cooper film series win begin on

Thursday at 7:30 p.m. at the James Bridges

Theater in Melnitz Hall.

The UCLA Pilm and Television Archive will

present "Gary Cooper: Man of the West."
Cooper was famous for his uniquely American
masculine grace, which became the trademark
of his star persona. One hundred years after

Cooper's birth, the archive will organize a pro-

gram to celebrate both Cooper's accomplish-

ments in film and in the Western genre in partic-

ular. Tickets are $7 for general admission.
Seniors and students with vahd ID can purchase
tickets for $5.

Por more information, contact the Pilm and
Television Archive at (310) 206-3456.

Briefs complied from wire reports by Mfchael
Roscn-Molina,.Daily Bruin Senior Staff.

UCLA Campus Events

"Meet the Peebles* Is one of the puppet-
themed movies showing this week In

the Ackerman Grand Ballroom.

BODYWORKS
From page 14

acryhc bands, heated to a malleable
state to produce interweaving loops
and bands. The illusion of movement

. r
'" ^^^ P'^^^ '^ produced through its

ditrerent hues of brown. overiapping waves. The sculpture's
Both sculptures have landscape- slanting bands resemble a standing

like qualities, containing images of body.
rolling hills in their curves. They The exhibit creatively shows the
resemble a sittmg body bent over, relationship between the human body
projecting a sense of body mass, and architecture. The outer world is

The creator* of "Bodyworks,"
miraculously give inanimate objects

life, movement and a certain seduc-
tiveness from the suggestion of
human curves. The exhibit gives
viewers an appreciation for the art as

well as the interweaving worlds of
body and terrain.

Bodyworks' are sculpted objects made of plastic and wood.

movement and the sensual, seamless

contours of a knee or.a thigh.

An "Interference Screen" also

stands in the gallery.

It consists of a series of parallel

revealed through the semblance of
rolling, continuous landscapes and
the inner world is revealed through
the depiction of the physical body
within the material or landscape.

ART: "Bodyworks' is on display at

Perloff 1318 through June 6. Gallery
hours are Monday through Friday, 9
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. For information, call

(310) 267-4704, or visit

www.aud.ucia.edu.

UCLA Performing Arts Student Connlttee & UCLA Jazz Studies Program
presents

A Tribute to • 9

miles davis&
billy higgins
Join us for an amazing line-up of jazz legends in

a concert to benefit the Billy Higgins Memorial Fund.

UCLA's Royce Hall

May 26, 2001

Saturday

8 pm
Kenny Burrell

Bobby Rodriguez
Harold Land
Garnett Brown
Roy McCurdy
Bob Hurst

UCLA Big Band

Flora Purim
Oscar Brastiear

Bennle Moupln
Anttiony Wilson
Sherman Ferguson
Isaac Smitti

Billy Childs

Airto Moreira
Gerald Wilson
Llew Matthews
Roberto Miranda
O.C. Smith

3^
$35, $20, $10* ('UCLA Student Ticket Price)
Central Ticket Office: (310)825-2101 or online: www.sca.ucla.edo
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grand prize winner, Calcutta, attempt-

ed to bring back the '80s with go<rfy

black suits and Billy Idol covers, while

Relax to Paris slowed things down
with a laid-back pop sound.

The punk band, Winston Thought,

closed the night in front ofa dwindling

crowd with an energetic set consisting

of an interesting punk cover of
Shaggy's hit, "Angel." It was the third

runner-up in the group category.

Each of these bands had a different

sound, and each, brought an interest-

ing bit of flavor to the event.

Bringing a DJ category into the

mix, however, was a lot like inviting

Eazy-E to play at a Grateful Dead
show. Many of the students who came
to sec the bands didn*t really under-

stand the DJs' music.

Some of the DJs didn't even seem
to comprehend the music themselves

as they weren't able to maintain a

steady rhythm while spinning the

records.

One DJ by the name of ET, howev-
er, was able to successfully impress the

audience when he created a beat by
mixing Samuel L. Jackson, gunshots

and drums into a steady rhythmic flow

that was out of this world.

ET was the runner up and the DJ
Edit won the event

The hop-hop groups also lit' up the

stage with all kinds of energy and
excitement. Stereotype, a group that

also performed at Spring Sing, per-

formed a loud, exciting set reminis-

cent of a less political Rage Against

the Machine. It was the first runner-up
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DJ OBI spins his records in

Ackerman Grand Ballroom during

the competition Friday night.

in the group category.

The second group. Universal

Kingz, also played a loud, powerful

set.

All of the groups had style and
flare, but they couldn't get the crowd
involved in the show.

As the bands ran around the stage

and sang at the top of their lungs, the

audience stood still and tapped their

feet along wilh the music

Had the bands been able to get

more audience participation, the show
would have b«n very different and-'

much more exciting.

Nonetheless, the show was free, the

bands were talented and there were

free condoms.

Everybody got their money's
worth.
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without pnces
• Avoid abbreviations-make your
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descriptions
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1100
Campus Happenings

FREE PRE-MED
SEMINAR!

LICLAs Pre-Med Club invites you to 'Pick

the Right Med Schools * Leam how a pre-

med advisor selects schools tftat you should

apply to on May 23. 5pm. Boeiter 5420. Call

800-987-3279 for a reservation, or email

seminarsOifKiuarta.cofn.

Alcoholics Anonymous
M.

M/T/Wln.

r.S817

S817

Al-029
12:10- 1«0

2000
Personals

ARE Y<XJ TIRED OF MAKING the wrong
choices in retatkKiships? Atterxj a special

seminar

<(i•WHO TO DATE...WHO
TO DUMP"

Leam how to spot the person t>ehind the

mask, BEFORE you get involvedl

Wednesday May 23rd. 7pm. Beverly Hills

Church of Scientology 9885 Charlevilte

Blvd. Beverly Hills(Charleville&Little Santa

Monica) Can 310-226-2465 for info.

LOVE? European writer/linguist, cosmopoli-

tan, accomplished, good-looking, mati/re,

healthy lifestyle, loves literature/lravel-

ing/outdoors. seeks attractive/smart/affec-

tlorute young female, any race/origin, for

fhendship, possibly romarKe/marrkage. 310-

573-4020/maniOmunwh.com

VERY ATTRACTIVE, Successful, rofnantic,

swm, 35, fun-loving, Intelligent, caring, con-

siderate, understandir>g seeks very attractive

woman w/sirrvlar vahjes, 18-36. Please send
photo/phone/rK>te. 1015 Gayley Ave. 9595.

LA. CA 90024

2200
Resea'rch Subjects

CHRONIC BAD BREATH Eam up to $120
and leam to control bad breath Clinical stu-

dies in Culver City 310-645-8576

CIGARETTE SMOKERS
Wanted for a research study at UCLA Men
& Women, ages 22-50. Eam $165 Call 310-

825-6475

MALE SMOKERS WANTED for UCLA smok
ing cessation study of sperm quality. Pro-

ceduTM conducted via maN Competisatton

up to $175. 310^5 9559.

2200
Researcli Subjects

PLAY GAMES AND EARN MONEY TOO!
Social psychological experiment. 1 hour
Average $10. Urvlergraduate only. Call 310-

825-3017, sign up 2524 Hershey, or email

pbonacichOyahoo.com, leaving your name,
phone, arx) available times.

RESEARCH SUBJECTS WANTED For stu-

dy of memory and prot)lem-solving. Must be

male, age 16-65. All educatioruil levels de-

sired. Eam $20 for 2 hours. 310-477-9725.

2300
S()(Mfn/E(}n DiHiors

It you are male, in college or have a college

degree, you can eam up to $600/rrK). call for

details on our anonyrrwus sperm dofK>r pro-

gram. Receive free comprehensive health

screening & help infertile couples. So if

you're kx>king for a great job and a little ex-

tra cash, call/email us first. 310-824-

994 1 /donors Ocryot>ank.com.

'Egg Donors Needed
Healthy females ages 19-28

wishing to help infertile couples.

$5,000

^ CALL MIKWA (818) 832-1494 ^

2500
Tickets Wauled

MADONNA DW CONCERT TICKETS
please!! WW pay cash for your x-tra tk:t(ets!!

Please call: 310-666-3149 or email

alex)Oucta.edu

2600
Wanted

PERSONAL TRAINER: To train at home
1/2 mHe from campus- 2 or 3 days/wk earty

morning. Please tax resume or name arx) tel-

ephor>e number to set up interview. Fax
310-476-7976

UCLA LAW SCHOOL GRADUATES wtw
faHed the bar exam. For a small legal project

310-797-0986.

3400
Computers/Software

FAST COMPUTER W/MONITOR 166mh2.

32MB RAM, 14* monitor Perfect for college

student $120 310-824-1770

3500
Furniture

MATTRESS SPECIALS
NEW INNERSPRINQ twin sets $W.95, FuHs

$129 95. Queens $169.95 and Kings

$199 95 Also. Seely, Steame and Foster at

k>we«t prices 310-477-1466.

3500
Furniture

MATTRESSES, FUTONS, DESKS, Book
shelves. Dinette Sets, T-Tal)le, Lamps, Deliv-

ery, Open 7 days. Kir)gs Fumiture. 11961

Santa Montea Blvd. 310-575-4243

transportation
4600-5500

Autos for Sale

1972 CHEVROLET
IMPALA 2-DOOR

113.000. k)cal miles. Origirtal owner, paint,

intertor, bill of sale, window stk:ker, brochure.

$1,950,310-474-0655.

1906 VOLVO GL statmn wagon. In great

coTKlition. Auto, power steering/wirxk>ws,

AC, AM/FM, leather interior Comes with roof

rack. Price $3,800 Call 818-295-2457 (day),

310-440-1407 (evening).

1992 NISSAN SENTRA. 2 door, red. clean,

sunroof, A/C, 130k mHes, great corxlition,

one owner $2500obo. 310-737-4220.

1993 TERCEL. $3000 OBO. Manual, fair

corxJitkxi, good tires, hubs, lealtier interior

Must sen ASAP Can 310-206-8868.

1994 JEEP WRANGLER: Low miles, great

coTKJKkxi, blue, soft-top, AM/FM cassette, 5-

speed. Conr>e test drive todayl $9500. Curt.

310-824-0523 cgintherOucla.edu

1994VWJETTA
Wtiite, 4-door, manual, sunroof, A/C, new
tires, great oondWon, 112,000ml $5500/obo
Can Robert 310-403-1401 or yesrobOhol-

maU.oom.

1998 ACURA INTEGRA QS-R. Great condi-

tion Only 30k miles. Still urxler warranty.

Green Exterior, Tan Leather Interior

$16,800. 310-770-2233.

MOVING-MUST SELL. 1996 Toyota sil-

ver/blue CamryLECoupe-$ 10000 1996 VW
Red Jetta GL-$7500obo 818-788-3422

POLICE IMPOUNDS. Hondas as k}w as
$500 for Ustings 1-600-319-3323 ext.A214.

TOYOTA CRESSIDA: 1984. GoW. very good
corKtition. Well-maintained. Sun-roof. AC
$3500. Contact Erika 213-483-1536 after

8pm.

-89 HONDA ACCORD SEI Leather boae,

80.000 original miles. C.uiFcoal Near UCLA.
$3950. 310-824-2447

5900
Financial Aid

GRANTS. SCHOLARSHIPS. Loans. FeMow-

ships-From the US govemmentt Tap into the

30biWon given away t)y ttie government!

www freeusgrants com. 1-877-316-8097

Believe.^

6000
Insurance

/lllstate.
>ibuVB in good henda.

Is4ike Azer Insurance Agency, Inc.

(310)312-0202
12S1 WostVN/ood Blvd.
C2 t3lks. So. of VN/llsl-ilr«>

24 Hour» o Doy Srvlce

6200
Health Services

HAIR MODELS NE Free haircuts b\

licensed professional at upscale Beveriy

Hills saton. CaH Adrienne: 310-278-6845.

TEETH WHITENING
BRENTWOOD COSMETIC DENTAL OfHce

otters r>ew teeth wftitening system. Afford-

able for everyor>e. $75 for upper or k>wer

310-207-5008.

6300
Legal Advice/Attonu.'ys

NO RECOVERY NO FEE
NO COST. Sexual harrassment. Discrimina-

tion. Auto-acddents. Slips/fails. MYER LAW
FIRM. Westtkte. Scon D. Myer(UCLAW'86)
www.bestiawyercom 310-277-3000.

6400
Movers/Storatji

BEST MOVERS. Lcensed. insured. Lowest
rates Fast. courieous4<:areful. Many stud-

ents moved for $98. Lk:.-T- 163844 NO JOB
TOO SMALL! 1-800-2-GOBEST Voice-

mail/pager: 323-263-2378.

HONEST MAN w/14ft tnick and doNies.

small jobs, shod notkse ok. SF. LV, SO.

Student discount. Go Bruins! lOyrs. 310-

285-8688

JERRY'S MOVING&DELIVERY The careful

movers. Expenenced. reliable, same-day de-

livery Packing, boxes available Also, pick-

up donations for American Cancer Society.

JerryOG 10-391-5657.

SUMMER STORAGE Free pick up avail-

able, reesonabie rates. Westside Self-Stor-

age. 310-826-5955.

6500
Music Lessuns

DRUM LESSONS
ALL LEVELS/STYLES with dedicated pro-

fessional. At your home or WLA studic. 1st-

lesson free. No drum set necessary.
NeM 323-654-8226.

GUITAR LESSONS
by profMSinnal near UCLA. AN levels, guitars

available. Leam to play effortlesalyl

www.JWGS.cofn. CaH Jean at 310-476-

4154.

6600
Personal Services

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING

Compr«h«n*iv« Ows«rtallon Assistar>c«

Th*M«. Pap*rs. and Panonai SlatanwrMt

Proposals and Booiu

Mamaiionai Skidania \Makxims Sirx:* igas

I Baar. MU>. (*10) 47»«a«2
sar-WMi*.oom

5680
Travel Destinations

Daily Bruin Classified

5680
Travel Destinations

STUDENT TRAVEL
European

4 A i

*«»?..

Lonrion...

^rit
Maririrf..

Rome
Brutttit.

.$429

.$518

$640
.$628

.$475

Ainftardaa....$598

San Joie, C.R. ..$486
I roundoip.

<»tt1017SeCMO

920 WesttMood Blwd.

310.IICUI.FLY or k60795 from campus

www.statravel.com TRAVEL

AMERICA'S LEADER IN

STUDENT TRAVEL

WE'RE CHEAPER. PERIOD.

London *428

Paris *499

C'oiinci Travel

Counciltravel.com

310-209-UCLA

*Fares roundtrip. Restrictions apply.

For Departures t)y June 1 4. 2001 . CALL NOWl
Fares per person based on double occupancy and on departure from LAX and

minimum 2 night stay. Taxes and fees not included. Departures from other major
cities are available. Prices are subject to change and based on availability. C§T

#10080800-50. Restrictions apply. Please depart by June 14, 2001.

6600
Personal Services

6700
Professional Services

ATTENTION MBA. LAW. MEDICAL
SCHOOL APPLICANTS! Frustrated devel-

oping your crucial peraonal statements? Qel
professional lielp from well-krtown au-
ttK>r/oonsultant.310-826-4445 «w«w wlnning-

person8tafement.com.

CERTIFIED SWIM INSTRUCTOR will teach
swim lessons at your home. IndMdual or

group leaaons at raaaonable rates Monica
310-452 3897

67OO
Professional Servict.s

CREATIVE EXPERTISE
FOR MEDICAL
SCHOOL,
PERSONAL

STATEMENTS,
RESUMES

Persor>alized. professional service. Disserta-

tion finalizing Ace Words, Etc. 310-820-

8830.

FIND ROOMS &
ROOMMATES ONLINE

The Napster for roommates. Free to view

and place ads Immediate Online Results

www.easyroomnwte com

FORMER ENGLISH TEACHER w/ Masters
from U-Chicago, edHs/word processes dto-

sertations. proposals, screenplays, personal
statenrtents. iMumes. International atudents
wetoome WbwIoWs 310-629-6171.

HEAD SHOTS $99
SITTING PLUS digital file for unlimited

phntsll Westwood location Call Jennif-
er 310-575-6638. vmvw.jennMennoss.com

Classifieds

825-2221

6200
Health Services

6200
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6200
Health Seivices

ORTHODONTIST

COMPLIMENTARY CONSULTATION ^^«
Dr. Nader Dayani

Member American Association of Orthodontists

Specializing In braces for adults & children

Braces ^^
Delwer Brilliant Results

UCLA
S)NCE1980
FACULTY MEMBER

(310) 826 - 7494
11645 WiUhircBKi<lM03
Lm Angles. CA^DMST
(949) 552 - 5890
18124 Culver Dr., iA
Irvine. CA 927l5

.^ \\h l'\M I 1^ Willi \ ^

• Cosmetic Porcelain
• Surgical Orltxxtontlcs

• Removable
• Trodltlofxal

•lnvlsK>le

• European

'Teeth W^iitening $3500

Itw k**nanl «• b* Ol talo«M tiaooO) plui IIOOOO tai

•«»i moiKh o( lw<amar< nnaaMd In maM braoM
:>gaoa) oka tlOOOD to aocn monx a( hcoknant landMacI
'u> wnovoM* broOMml $ I TOOiX) pkji i I»00p* mo(«i
to oaramc bfoow I300O0 to t*agnat«c Dudr mocMcm

1 1 too to toTTK^ ooraUiaNon
•j«i*a*on «»• ^0041

6700
Professional Services

MEDICAL SCHOOL APPLICATION COUN-
SELING. Counseling by recently graduated
M.O. Specializing in application essays/inter-

view-skills. Fee negotiable/money-back
guarantee. Greg Freedman, M.D. 310-960-

3300/pager.

NEED IT TYPED?
Don't have time or inclination? Profession-

al/degreed word processors specializing in

legal/psychological transcription and lengthy

academk: papers, (legible drafts please).

$3/pg. student rate. $50/minimum. $12/pick-

up/delivery. Resumes/$40. 323-288-6605
any time.

VERSATILE. SENSITIVE. PROFESSIONAL
EDITOR for your book, stalled PhD., paper,

grip. Concepts. Structure. Ckase text edit.

CaH John at 310-306-0966.

7000
Tiitoriiuj OffertKl

AAA TUTOR'S CLUB
A HOME TUTORING service for ail subjects,

grades K-12. Lowest prices guaranteed! For
more information caH 310-444-0449.

CHEMISTRY, ORGANIC CHEMISTRY,
PHYSICS. BIOLOGY, PHYSIOLOGY.
STATS By doctoral student. w/k3ts of teach-

ing experience. Fee negotiable/money-back

guarantee Call Greg. 310-397-0547.

FOREIGN ACCENT REDUCTION. Commu-
nicate with clarity&accuracy. Especially rec-

ommerxjed for foreign TA's&graduates en-
terir^ tHiSiness worid. Taught by experi-

erKed professors. 310-226-2996. www.accu-
rateenglish.com.

FRENCH/FARSI PRIVATE TEACHER, for

beginners arxj foreigners. Also, enthusias-

tic/energetic babysitter. Bilingual,

French/English. Loves children. Flexible

availability. Mrs. Soraya 310-979-7040.

PHYSICS AND MATH
MatfVPhystes major/student offers tutoring in

physics and math at all levels Contact Sina:

(310)989-1491 orsina40ucla.edu

RESEARCH PAPER TUTOR. 4.0 UCLA
"

grad aixl pubNahed writer offers private tutor-

ing aervices. 310-293-0884

TUTORING FOR ALL
SUBJECTS

K-12. Spanish/ESL at any level. Will travel to

honw Syrs exp Soon to be UCLA grad. Call

Baudelia 818-416-7719 or email bcha-

vezOucla.edu.

WRITING TUTOR
Kind and patient Stanford graduate Help
with tfie English language—for students of

alt ages/levels. 310-440-3118

7100
Tiitoriiu) Wanted

TUTORS WANTED
MATH MAJORS NEEDED TODAY.After
school, grades K-12, in BH, WUV. SM areas

Educatk^n majors arvl/or graduate-level (in

any fieW) a plus. $l1.25-15/hour Call The
Tutors Club: 310-444-0449.

TUTORS AND
COMPUTER TRAINERS

WANTED
Unk^ue, fun opporiunity for energetic, enthu-

siastk: irxlivkluals. TrairWrtg provkled. E-mail

resumes to EricOcomputersmarts.com

TEACH THE SATs

Need energetic people with

High SAT scores to prep

students 1-oti-l or in classes.

All regions. $15-$25/hr. Flex

hours. Car needed. Call Tom

310-448 1744
www.tutoijobs.com

7200
Typing

TYPIST AVAILABLE. Professional writer who
types aOwpm w/100% accuracy will type
your research papers, projects, etc. Rates
negotiable. Call 323-692-9545 and leave
contact info for Christine.

WORD PROCESSING specializing in thes-
es, dissertations, transcription, legal, psych,
resumes, fliers, brochures, mailing lists, re-

ports. 310-828-6939.

7/kOO
Business Opportunities

$500 WEEKLY WORKING FROM HOME.
Rush business-size self addressed stamped
envelope. lULV^ P.O. Box 6923-OS, Malibu,
CA 90264.

7700
Child Care Wanted

2 MONTH OLD GIRL
Looking lor sweet babysitter. Wed. 2-8.

Thurs.. 12-8 in Pacific Palisades Starting

ASAP Please call:31 0-230-6061.

AFTERSCHOOUCAMP
CHILDCARE/DRIVER for bright 6.5 y/o boy-
loves reading, art, climbing Child dev back-
ground a+. $10/hr. Approx 2pm-8pm, 20-

30hrs/wk. some weekends. Studio City. 310-
702-6699

BABYSITTER NEEDED for 5 and 7 year-

olds Weekend evening Non smoking, gen-
tle, active, loves kids dogs and cats. Refer-

ences $9/hour Call Lisa 310-476-0242.

FREEDOM
WORK FOR YOURSELF This summer. Get
paid daily and buiW reskjual income wort<ing

with a 29-year-old NYSE Company. 888-
574-9330

ONLINE MARKETING
Leam the truth about online mariteting!

http:/Ax)pclk;kbank net/hop cgi?mvp777/
bigdogs

OUR BUSINESS IS

EXPLODING!
Retire in 12-18months working from home.
888-867-1743.

7500
Career Opportunities

BARTENDERS
• earn $100-$200 a tfay
• 2 «M«kMnaMa Jot)

Pteo6>TMn( InoiKtod
• (Ta not • Job -M'l a maTYili

National Bartonderi School
1 (HOO) O-aCi - MIXX ((.-»'>«J)www ii.ilK >i).ill). II t< I itli -r • I (III)

•WORK/STUDY IN MADRID. SPAIN* In-

credible Opportunity. Study Spanish and
wofV teaching ESL (no experience neces-
sary) to pay living/traveling expenses
www.oleidiomas.conVcantertxjryworkstudy

3 WEEKS VACATION,
OH YEAH!!

Assist exec, w/iniemet proiects, liase w/poli-

ticians; coordir)ate marketing efforts; major
diversity/growth herati At>80lute atyle and
wirxJows skills are a MUST!! Incredible ben-
efits arxj t>onus$$$ Immediate. Interviews!

The Placement Company" Fax 310-889-
7101 dekJredaleOearthlink.net

JUST SECRETARIAL?
NOT!

HANDLE BUSINESS/Personal affairs; plan
events; surf the net; polish Power Point pro-

jects; track legislation, create a spread sheet
or two; get your educalwn paki for.sourxJs
great, huh? Sweet opportunity for talented
college grad "The Placement Company"
deWredaleOearthlink.net Fax 310-889-7101

RN OR DENTAL STUDENT for MD office

near Beveriy Hills on Saturday AMs or PH.
Top salary. Call 323-939-2111

TELEMARKETING
SALESPERSON

Telemarketing sales of cellular phones
Comission only $60 per activated phone
line. Call Stacie 310-712-4900

BABYSITTER/NANNY REOUIRED lor coo-
lest 2-year-old ever seen Flexible hours.

Part time, Santa Monica Area Fax resume
and references to 310-394-9447 or email at

wiznickOaol.com

FEMALE BABYSITTER WANTED lor 11

year old girt for occasional weekend and
weekday evenings. Potential for job to turn

into more permanent part-time position. Must
have car and references. In Sherman Oaks
818-783-0469

KIND Double-Bruin Alumni family 6-blks

from campus. Needs flexible h^lp w/3 5yo
boy, Westwood Presbyterian pre-school

student, aflerschool/weekends. Fax re-

sume/short statement of qualifications

w/phone to Steve C. 562-436-6157.

LOOKING FOR BRIGHT RESPONSIBLE
individual to care for two school children full-

time. Must have great references and own
car 310-553-8224

MALE STUDENT w/computer skillsicar.

Pick up 11 y/o boy from school Supen^ise
HW. M-F, 3-5pm Brentwood Start Fall. 310-
476-6545

NANNY (live-in) for 14 year-okl autistic Ixsy.

F/T. 5days/wk (Wed-Sun). Experience pre-
ferred. Call 310-890-4752 or email
suezbqOaol.com

ONE 8-YEAR-OLD BOY. Hours M-TH:3-
8PM. F:3-6. Need car, insurance and li-

cense Please call for more informafion:323-

341-0148 pager

THE BABYSITTERS CLUB needs babysit-

ters now!! Days, evenings, and weekends.
Must have experience. $lO/hr 310-226-

2900.

7800
Hilp Wanted

ADMIN. ASSISTANT
Investmnt Corp needs help with secre-

tarial/leasing. F/T, P/T, flexible hours.

Very close to UCLA. Must have car. Fax
resume: 310-470-6755. Call: 310-470-

1112.

$$Get Paid For Your
Oplnlons!$$

$15-$125 and more perEarn

www.money4opinion8.com
per surveyl

$15-$23/HR BRIGHT ENTHUSIASTIC peo-
ple to teach SAT prep and ALL Academic
Subjects Transportation required We will

train. Flexitjie hours Send or fax cover let-

ter/resume, including test scores (SAT. GRE.
etc.) to ACE Educational Services, AttnBar-
ry, 9911 W. Pico Blvd. Ste.PHK, LA, CA
90035; Fax:310-282-6424. Positions avail-

able throughout LA and the Valley

•MOVIE EXTRA WORK* Beats all jobs Start

immediately Great pay. Fun/Easy No crazy
lees. Program for (ree medical Call-24/hrs

323-850-4417.

7600
Chi'd Care Offered

EXCELLENT PROFESSIONAL NAN-
NY/BABY NURSE Available daytime hours
only on a part tinr>e basis. Contact Ms Den-
nis:3 10-226-7097

THE BABYSITTERS
CLUB

ProvWes on-call sitter service to parents
Days, eventrigs and weekerxis 310-226-
2900.

A PERFECT STUDENT
JOB!!!

AFTERNOONS DURING SCHOOL Fulltime

during Quarter Breaks arxl Summer Vaca-
tk)ns! Wort* at the rrwst famous tennis shop
in LA. Wor1( experier)ce not necessary. Mini-

mum pay $7.50/hr "String for the

pros!"Westwood Sporting Goods. 1065 Gay-
ley Ave 310-208-6215.

ACCESS TO A COMPUTER? PUT IT TO
WORK! Up to $25-75/hr PT/FT.
www.EamEZbucks.com 888-715-4646.

Display
206-3060
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7800
Help Want(Ml

ADMIN ASSISTANT
MEDICAL RESEARCH INSTITUTE looks

for administrative assistant with excellent

word processing and power point skills.

Please fax CV:818-789-8038.

ADMIN ASSISTANT
WLA consulting firm seeks dependable ad-

ministrative assistant. Excellent communica-
tion skills, experience w/MA Office, Power-
point, ACT, email. Fax resume to Valerie

310-820-8556.

ADMINISTRATIVE
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT Answer
pfiones, computer experience West LA In-

ternet Company. 310-558-9064 ext 106. Fax
310-558-9065.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSjSTANT/BOOK-
KEEPER. Excellent computer and phone
skills required. Flexible, part-time hours.

$10-13/hr Ask for Esther btw. l-5pm. We
are national flower shippers. 310-230-

0811 or Fax resume: 310-230-4146.

ADMINISTRATOR/ADMINISTRATIVE AS-
SISTANT/DENTAL ASSISTANT needed for

dental orthodontic office in West LA with ex-

cellent communication skills. Mon, Wed, Fn
9am-6pm. Experience preferred. $9-$11/hr.

Please call 310-826-7494 or lax resume to

310-826-9564,

AFTERNOON/PT
Westwood law office receptionist/office clerk.

2pm to 6pm. M-F Contact Bob or Mana:
.^0-446-0104

7800
Help W;inl('(l

ASSISTANT P/T
For chaimuin of natkvuri company. Excellent

opportunity. Flexible P/T hours. Please call

Mona Andrews. 310-288-2513.

ASSISTANT PUBLIC EVENTS MANAGER.
Instructk>nal Resources at UC Santa Bar-

bara Prepares arxJ executes dassroom sup-

port activities arxJ live per1ormarx:e support.

$2,379-$2,594/rTK). Apply by 5/29/01. #01-

04-057 Submit appiicatkxi to: UCSB HR
Emptoyment. 3101 SAASB, Santa BartMua.

CA 93106-3160. AA/EOE Visit our website

at: hnp7/hr.ucsb.edu

BEVERLY HILLS AUTO DETAIL shop needs
hard-working, fast-paced, agressive people
to harxJIe top-r>otch cars. No experience re-

quired. Flexibte hours. Oz2ie:310-859-2870.

CAMP COUNSELORS
Instructors, lifeguards for daycamp In

Agoura/Malibu 8T8-706-7335.

CAMP COUNSELORS needed for local

surrtmer day camp. Beach/aquatic experi-

ence in swimming, surfing. saMnQ. or jet ski-

ing a plus. Competitive salaries. 818-996-

4780.

CLERK. P/T. Pleasant Century City Engi-

neering Firm seeks perfectionist with typing

skills for general offk:e duties. Must at)solute-

ly be detail-oriented $11/hour to start. Call

Rhonda 310-286-2437.

COOL SUMMER JOB for outgoing, health

conscious person to do promotions and sam-
pling of new frozen Energy Bar. Flexible

schedule. $8-l2/hr. CoW Fusion 310-287-

3244

7800
Help W;iiit(Ml

DAY CAMP ' SUMMER
Saak staff w/summer home w\ or near the

San Fernando or Conejo Valleys, Oxnard,

Simi, MalitHJ. nfiisc. Instructors & Gerwral

couns $2750-3500+ for summer 888-

784-CAMP www.workatcamp.com

DAY CAMP
COUNSELORS

Pan Camp now hiring entfxjsiastk: coun-

setorsi Summer fun includes: jet skiing,

amusement parks, beach days. paintt)all and
morel 19 and up. Call Jacque: 310-477-

2700x14.

DAY CAMP
Summer Swimming, beaches, horses &
more, www.daycampjobs.com.

DENTAL ASSISTANT for newstarter. Brent-

wood. Once/ twice a week Little experierx^e

OK. Must t>e rTX)tivated to wori< w/fun doctor.

310-273-7253.

DO CATS MAKE YOU
WHEEZE?

If you are allergic to cats, you may qualify to

partk:ipate in research study of an investiga-

tk)nal medk:ation. If you qualify, you will re-

ceive study related medk:ation and up to

$250.00 compensatk)n for your time. If inter-

ested, please call Jonathan Corren, M.D. at

310-477-1734 BXL242 __:

Free Nutrition Classes

M»qI PJcmniny Sffudmit survival lips

Hmt 9OTlfi0 wwi on cMfMi Off compusl

How to deal with ol^you-carveat dining halls, sup«r-size

portions, eating on the run, sociol eating, stress eating,

and late-night study snacks.

Wsd, 5/23 from 5 - 6 pm; Thurs, 5/24 from 1 - 2 pm
John Wooden Center, 2nd floor confererK:e room

Wmmt TMIIIflffTHinlf: H«lpMrHyp«?
Vitamins, minerals, herbs, protein powders, creatine, fat

burners ... do they work? Are they safe?

Wed, 5/30 from 5 - 6 pm; Thurs, 5/31 from 1 - 2 pm
John Wooden Center, 2nd floor conference room

Visit Ihe Aslie web site for mere Information, request on
appointment or oslc o lieoltii reloted question-

or coll 825-4073

ucia Ashe Center

ART GALLERY
ASSISTANT FOR
PROMINENT
WESTSIDE
GALLERY

Train now-F/T by August. Requirements:

Spanish fkierKy, detail-oriented, art t>ack-

ground. $lO-l2/hr+commission. Fax re-

sume:310-5b6-17l2

COUNSELORS AND
INSTRUCTORS

In art. swimnwig, r>alure, video and ropes

needed by Tumbieweed Day Camp. Must be
responsible, energetic arid enjoy working

vwith chiWren. 310-472-7474

CRA MAINTENANCE Seeks laborer to work
flexible hours maintaining equipment and
facilities. Pay is $7.52-$9.37. Can 310-206-
1399 Applwations available at Men's Gym
Rm 14.

coming

June 4
check your newsstands.

''

Advertise in the Daily Bruin's
Summer Sublet Guide now!

The Daily Bruin Summer Sublet Guide Is a special
feature designed to help customers advertise that their

apartment is available for subletting. It can also be
used to find apartments. A Sublet Guide ad runs in the
Daily Bruin for 4 days as a regular line ad and 1 day as
a display ad. The display ad appears on Wednesday,
while the line ad appears on any 4 days adjacent to the
display ad date. The price to run a Sublet Guide ad is

$40.00 per week.

P.S. Don't forget to ask about our guarantee!

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

1 Till the larKi

5 Judge Judy't
item

10 Ember
14 Brainstorm
15 "South Padfic"

role

16 Clay pot
17Rt)ber
18 Baffled

19Deneft

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

Running every Wednesday this Spring.

To advertise in the Sublet Guide call

310.825.2221

20 wine-
22UnlMrned

response
24 Damp
25 Marble figure

26 Beery or

Webster
28 Wedding star

32 Coffee holders

35 Director Craven
37 Feudal tenant
38 Musician Yoko
39 Increaee
41 FedEx unto
42 Stuffy

45 Rest
46Bulleldn
47 Treasure-

hunters aid
48 lc*-cream

50 Halo
54 Complete
58 Puling power
61 Takeabreaih
62 Abate, with -up'
63 PofHonsol

medicine
65 IJb to the task
e6Mb(
67 Comk: Martin
68 Playwright

CowartT
60 Social gel-

logelhers
70 A crowd?
71 Long times
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DOWN
1 Snitch
2 Pierre's farswel
3 Domain
4 Qui Stream

5 Equipment
6Qly.
7Qoloeee
8 VereNigoorthe

movies
9 FewMl
lOOffloe

11 KenorLsna
12 Actor Quinnaes
13 Meet recent
21 TufmoN
23 Bend

Instrument
25 Mstshome
27 Crooked
29 Man or Capri
30 Pats on
31 'Born Frse' pet
32 Shade of green
33 "Do - others'

34 Listener's

anoouraging
words

36 FamHy mem.
37 Forbid
40 Indiee to attack
43 -A Chorw

UneT extras
44 Courage
46 Marsh gas

49 Habit wearer
51 Center
52 Diner eeoHon
53 Bobby of indy

fame
55 0ffllfflllB

56 Ms. Burrtyn
57WM(S

58 Try out
59 Speed
60lndte's

locsnon
61 Crystiri-ball

phrase
64 Night before
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7SOO
Help Wiinled

7800
Help Wanted

7800
Help W^iMted

We have spring & summer positions available.
"'•**«*^.*rv^»#4U^

LOOKING FOR FLEXIBLE HOURS?

PLUS
rsoNus

^Convenient

Scheduling

(Mon.-Fil

evenings &
Sat.,Smi.)

"Bviiifl Your

Resume

"^Speok Directly

to Alumni

We ore on

equal opportunity

employer

Call Sandin for Appointment

3 1 0-794-0277
1083GayleyAve.4th

email callcenter@support.ucla.edu

DOG LOVER'S NEEDED
UrtMn Dog is now hirmg for Full and Part

TVna positions. Ask for Kim or Jan. 310-445-

1447

DRIVE-THRU RECORDS. Office assistanT
entry Isvsl. Assist the owners of an inde-

pendent latMt, organize meetings and
schedules, answer phones, coordinate in-

terns, wrtle lstlS(S, get price quotes, general

oflioe dudes. Must t>e HIGHLY organized and
wMng to wotk long hours. Fax resume 818-

883-6471 or emaN: KrlsRipteyOyahoo.com
subject: OTR Employmont

FLASH 5
Flash animators/programmers to help pro-

duce games/cartoons for new onlir>e enter-

tainment network. PubMcize your new/exist-

ing worl( and share profits www.p-d-
n.com/info«p-<}-n.com/3l 0-989-31 1 4.

FREE MODELATALENT AUDITIONS for

men^women/Wds (ail ages) for upcoming TV/
fashion shows, commercials, magazines,
movies, and more. No experler^ce. 310-

360-1240.

DRIVE-THRU RECORDS. Retail promo-
tions. Cling raoofd stores, creating and
mairtiaining databases, seiUng sltiHs and
good prione rappon necessary. Must be
HIGHLY Ofganized and wNing to wodc long
hours Fax resume 818-663-6471 or emaH:
KrtsRlpleyOyahoo.com subject DTR Em-
ployment

DRIVER NEEDED suitabte for aiderty iaidy

Must have own car. 2-3 times a weeic. Ap-
proK 12 noon tiM' 4pm. t10/hr. 310-276-

6809.

EARN $25,000
OVER THE SUIMMER! $50,000 or more by
Ctwistmas. on your computer. Worlt w/TV
personaMy from GRACE UNDER FIRE.

4jooldno tor leaders Cal 866-733-0312.

EARN AS MUCH AS
I $50/HR
tXCELLENT ENTREPRENEURIAL P/T
Sales Opportunity: Intake your own hours. No
SMpertence neceesary. To receive more infor-

maiton can 816-467-7270

EDUCATK>IAL ASSISTANT needed for m-
teMgeni, sweet, i2/yo disabied young lady.

Paraon must be imelNgeni. capable, saif-mo-

Mvaisd. compuiar Waiata, as waN as Idnd.

poaWx u . oowpaaslonale. healthy, highly re-

sponatile. safe driver PT training begins
now. Job begins In June. 310-396-6100.

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL ON CAMPUS
needs Extended Day Aide's for summer pro-

gram. July2-July27, 12-3:45pm/daily Job
resumes in September tor fall. $7.39/hr.

mpartcsOucia.adu/3lO-206-Si94.

FUN SUMMER
Swimming, fK>rses. beaches arxl more.

www.daycai7ipjotJS.com.

GIRLS wanted at exclusive social club in

WLA. Conversatton and dancing. 18^^ years
oM. Flexibie hours. Earn kjp $f|. 310-313-
2989.

INTERESTED IN GERIATRK; CARE? Help
senkK citizen in exercise, (emate, P/T. Need
own trantpoftation, doaani mind laadhig
akxid, non-smoker. Hours, salary negotiable.
Encino. Eaiaile. 818-789-2487. CaM t2-6pm.

LEGAL ASSISTANT
Wanted for oorporete^eetate pian attorney.

Starting part-Ume and becoming ful-time in

August. WM train. Send resume to Kacy. 626
WIsMrs Blvd Suita 800. LA. CA 90017 or

tax:213-536-13e8.

LMRARY JOBS. SheMnp and <Nhar alacia
duMas, 12-19 hrs/wk. $6.83^ fo start.

STUtJENTS ONLY apply at Young Research
Ubraiy Rm. 11617 or call Antigone Kutay
310-825-6882.

MARKETING/PR/SALES. Creative

Design/Production studk) seeking self-moti-

vated indivkkjal w/rriarketing and sales ex-

perience. Enthusiastic, has initiative and
very responsitHe. www.moticntheory.com.
Caroline 310-396-9433.

MEDICAL ADMIN. F/T
Upscale UCLA Campus busy medk:al offce

seeks Juntor Administrator. Experience in

billing and insurance verificatk>n desirable

Computer skills essential Heavy phor>es,

good people skills Competitive salary and
benefits. Fax or email resume to 310-882-

7005 or paindocOucla.edu

MEDICAL RECEPTIONIST Beverly Hills

Flexible hours Mainly afternoons. 20-25
hrs/Wk. Salary negotiat)le Fax resume 310-
273-6082 or call 310-273-8568

MODELS WANTED
ASAP: Male and female for upcoming fash-

ion shoot. Stait/buiM portfoNo and gain ex-

perience. For daMa oail Tash 310<408-S203

'rtrtoBmitmtm^mttmi^

EhiGLISH TEACHER, Summer »n Taiwan.
Airtare. stipend, housing, insurance benefits.

Gain axperienca. have fun. www.geoci-
ties.com/worW(paaaport. worMpptOhot-
mail.com.

F/T RECEPTIONIST for busy WU real es-
tate office. Outgoing, team player thafs
friandly/Sell-Molivated, Microsoft Office a
must Pax resume 310-475-5042

Classifieris

825-2221

UFEGUARDS
Certifled LG's. Stan aftemoona S/7. Also
Summer poaWons. Get paM to get (re)c«rtl-

fled. Mature 164^ and good swimmer. Beauti-
ful canyon setttng. Tim 310-472-7474. Fax
resume 310-476-7788.

LIFEGUARDS AND SWIM INSTRUCTORS.
Several local k)catk>ns P/T-F/T. $10-1 2/hr.

WiH train. 818-222-7946x11 or 310-275-7946
Greg or EmMie.

MALE MODELS
Have a great face or body? GET REC-
OGNIZED m Ptaygirt-styte pubttcatlons. Must
be 16-24. Beglnnare watcoma. I«ghes( im-

mediate pay MtieadalwtB. PaM screen test

Jetf0213-748-4555ext '11, jwhifeOou-
nk^ue.oom

MARKETING AND
EVENTS COMPANY

Seeks pan-time team player to work morn-
ings in fast-paoed environment. Computer.
writing skills required 310-358-9090

MODELS WANTEDI FM Productk)ns Is cur-

rently hiring models (or print an (Mdao work.
Excelent pay-no experience necaaaary. 618-

785-eo2a

MODELS WANTED- Sexy Females for new
man's magazine. e.l. Maxim, Stuff, FHM.
Plaaaa Cal. Anlhony0323-61 6-3151 or d^)-

gWaaOniedteone.net or servl photos to: S
Magazkw, 302 ftorth La Brea Ave. #350. Los
Angeles. CA 90036

NEED TO MAKE SOME PT $$$7 WM train

and sponaor aasistant broker. PM worii

Guarantee^bonus. BH offk;*. Call Neli 800-
450-7585

OFFK^E MANAGER entry level. wH train.

fuU-dme. M-F. 9-6. 10 minutes from UCLA.
Computer krx>Wfedge required. Salary/t)ene-

«ts. 310-476-4205

OUTSIDE SALES
6 figure income in 3yrs. Retire in 10yrs. Inter-

net Company lookkig for independent out

skle sales representatives. Get your own
exchisive territory nationally-You own houre.
Commissfon Only. Call Mr Lebowski 818-
887-7188

P/T FILE CLERK-medfoal offtee Fax
resume: 310-395-2063.

P/T RECEPTIONIST
WANTED

Yellow Baltoon HairSaton. Must be hon-
est/chifo-friendly. Hours:3weekdays 1

5:30pm, Days and timas negotiable. $8/hr

Contact Nat. lie:3 10-475- 1241. Fax resume
323-939-4339
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7800
Help Wiintcc)

No Experience Neceaary
UffLWomca dnidna aUmajm.

racsTV Filim Coeanerdf Mifazlnes
forpenonaJ inletview callnow

310.659.7000

P/T WRITER. Pleasant Century City Engi-
neering Firm seeks perfectionist with strong
writing sitills to produce mildly technical re-

ports for internal and external use. $13/hr to

start Wage increases as appropriate. Mini-

mum 15hr8/wk. Must have car and in-

surance. Fax resume 310-286-9126 or call

310-286-2437

PART TIME MORNING OFFICE ASSIS-
TANT. Light phones, Accounting with Quick-
books and shipping with UPS online. WLA.
muthenOstatmodel.com

PERSONAL ASSIST
P/r PERSONAL ASSISTANT for busy, ec-

centric Beverly Hills Cardiologist. Computer
literacy on Wirxlows-based PC's a must.

Please fax resume to 310-396-6583 or email

to jvydenOucla.edu

PERSONAL ASSISTANT WANTED Part-

time by retired executive for record keeping
and fHing. One day/week, or half-days Pre-

fer somone familiar w/Ouicken Flexible

hours. $15 to $20/hour based on experier^e.

Please fax resume to: 310-202-6184.

PERSONAL ASST
Vi^LP NEEDED CLEAN HOUSE. MARKET-
ING, some Drivir>g etc. Own Car, Flexible

hours. Part time. $10/hr. 310-391-2718.

PHOTO LAB: FULL OR
PART-TIME

In Westwood. Good appearence required.

Apply at: 10844 West Olympte Blvd Los
Angeles Comer of Westwood and Olympic.
310-470-3567.

PRESCHOOL LOOKING FOR qualified

teachers/teachers assistants for immediate
positk>r^. Candidates shouM have experi-

ence in child care. Salary negotiable. F/T,

P/T available. Call Julie Patel 310-470-0992.

PROMOTIONS INTERN
ASSIST with pianning special evenls, media
relatk>ns. newsletter&promotions. Century
City, smart/team player, excellent opportuni-

ty. Fax resume&cover-letter to 310-226-7434
attn: Carxiace.

RECEPTIONIST
RECEPTIONIST position available in B H
Lawfirm. Fuil-tinr>e, ber>efits, nk^ group of

people Great opportunity to gain exparier^ce

in a legal environment. Fax resume to: 310-

274-2796 Attn; Human Resources, or mail to

Lurie. Zepeda. Schmalz & Hogan; 9107
WHshire Blvd Suite 800; Beverly HMIs, CA
90210. No phone calls please!

RECEPTIONIST
WEST LA Center for Thereputk: message.
Starting at $10/hr.->t>ene(its. Hours Tuesday
5-10:30pm. Wednesday 2- 10:30pm Thurs
day and Friday 8:30am-2:30pm. Saturday
6:30-10:30pm. 310-444-8989.

RECEPTIONIST. WESTWOOD LAW OF-
RCES M-F 9-5. $a/tx)ur. Can do homewort(
oniob. 310-470-3373.

REWARDING/FUN
Summer S\Mmming. 6«act)es. horses &
more, www.daycampiobs.oom.

S.CALIFORNIA GENERAL CONTRACTOR
saaidng arehMaclural/angineering Qraduate
Student to aaaUt w^ob-sight management
on new project-near LA Airport Compensa-
tfon oommenaurate w^<|uaiiAcaNons. Con-
tactfftaaumes to Steve Neleon. 18 Technofo-

gy Drive, Irvine, CA 92616. 949-727-3552.

SALES POSITION available for Internet e-

commerce company. Salary-t-commissfon.

Call 310-234-0784. Fax: 310-234-0786
EmaH: JobsOelectrotMjy.com

SANTA MONICAATTORNEY is tooking for a

FT/PT fHe derit and secretary. Hours can be
flexible. IMust t>e at>le to type and speak
some Spanish. Please call Alita 310-452-

1441.

SERVER/HOST(es8)
Hiring for fun & fast-paced Asian cafe in Cen-
tury City Apply Yin Yang 10250 Santa Moni-

ca Blvd a/t 2pm 310-556-3333

SUMMER AT THE
BEACH AND MTNS

FUN WORK WITH CHILDREN IN THE OUT
DOORS. 7-week day program, 2-weeks
Sierra Sleepaway June 25-August 24 Ex-

perience with chikiren ar>d water activities

$3304^bonus/week. Call 310-826-7000 or

wwwSierraAdventureCamps.com

7800
Help W;iiil(.'{|

WORK FOR KAPLAN!

Kaplan offers exciting opportunities In an
educatkxial environment. Kaplan isn't atiout

classroom grades, we are about career growtii.

We prepare our students for college and
graduate school entrance exams, tiie college

and graduate school admisskxis process.

and professk>nal lk:enses.

We also develop our staff through presentatton

and management experience. Many of our

emptoyees continue to work with us even after

tfiey move to new areas and despite txisy

primary Jobs. Why? Because working for the

worW's leading provMer of test preparatkm

services Is truly fun and rewarding.

Join the original test prep team. There is

. a center tocated In Westwood at 1133
Westwood Boulevard. Suite 201 and

160 other kx^tions throughout the US.

Cuatomar Service and Taacliing

positions availalile.

To teach call 80O40U>-TEST exL 3.

For other Jobs call (310) 209O554. ext. 400.

KAPLAN

SUMMER CAMP
COUNSELORS

Decathlon Sports Club Located in Palo Alto.

6/25-8/17. $78-$92/day, 9am-4pm camp-
jobOyafxx).com

SUMMER CASH
Chin Chin Restaurant is seeking Servers.

Counter Help, HostsiCooks Part-Time-

Must be available for some weekends
AM/PM. Apply Tues-Fri 11740 San Vicente

Blvd. Brentwood. Management Opportu-
nities Available.

SUMMER DAY CAMPS
San Fernando or Conejo Valleys, Oxnard,
Simi, Malibu Misc. Instructors & General
couns $2750-3500+ for summer 888-784-
CAMP www.woriuitcamp.com

- '

SUMMER JOB
GRAD/UNDERGRAD Psychology,education

or speech to be a camp aide tor a special

needs child. 6/25-8/25. Valerie:8 18-907-

0367.

SUMMER JOBS! WEST Los Angeles day-

camp hiring er>ergelic counselors, lifeguards.

and specialists. Call Tiffany at 310-399-

2267

SUMMER SPORTS
CAMP COUNSELORS

Prime Time Sports Camp is now hirir>g for

summer 2001 Sporis background and ex-

perience workir>g with chiMren required.

9:30AM-3:30PM. M-F 6/25/01-8/31/01. WLA
and Palisades Peter:310-288-4132.

SUNSET CANYON REC CENTER seeks
ARC Certified, responsible indivkluals to

wori( as lifeguards and swim instmctors dur-

ing ttie summer montt^s. Call 310-825-1059.

Applk^atkxis avail at SCRC.

TEACHER AND ASSISTANT TEACHER
NEEDED. School age day care center, full

time summer employment in Van Nuys;
Sporis, Crafts, Trips, Swimming, etc. Must
have BA «vilh minknum 24 units in chHd

development courses. Teaching credential is

preferred. Good Salary. Lenny 818-694-

0330.

TESTMASTERS is looking tor Intelligent

people to answer ptiones and provkle infor-

matk>n about our LSAT courses. $13/hour,

minimum of 30 hours/week. Only those with

exceNenl ptwne skills slwuW apply. 323-655-

2699.

UCLA RECREATION
SUMMER CAMP JOBS

GREAT MONEY! GREAT TIME! We need
er>ergetk: people to be summer camp coun-
setors. Pay is $7.38-$11.00/hr Morning, af-

ternoon, all-day shifts available. Call 310-

206-1787. Applicatkxis available at John
Wooden Center.

WANTED: People who want to tost weight
310-884-8746 24 hour message

WESTSIDE COMPUTER TUTOR wanted
with specialty In Macintosh. I have an IMAC
and work in Mk:rosoft Word program. Call

Joan-310-474-7345.

WORK from honf>e in ttw US or in an Interna

-

ttonal business 24 hour noessage 310-884-

8748

7900
Housesitliiui

RELIABLE HOUSEAXKJ-SITTER Located
in Santa Monk». Various times durir>g the
month Salary DOE Need ASAP Call

George 310-398-4150, leave message.

Display
206-3060
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8000
InttMiiships

FILM INTERNSHIP
ACCLAIMED PRODUCER se«ks motivated

interns for summer 2001. Please lax

resumes to Commotion Pictures

attn: Michelle 310-432-2001.
I wm >, «—.i m»^ h— ^ _ , . I , ,

MERILL LYNCH INTERNSHIP Flexible

hours. All majors, must be articulate, diligent,

and willing to learn Expenence in finance a

plus. College credit available.

Responsibilities include assistir)g with re-

search, analysis, client development and
presentations. Fax resume 310-791-8801 or

email nikesh_kadakia©ml.com For more
info call 310-791-8832.

TIRED OF BORING SUMMER WORK?
Chance for travel, experience lor resume,

and approximately $7000 Call 310-441-

2775 Ask lor Ruthy

8200
Teinpurury Employnient

CULVER HOTEL needs receptionist lor the

front desk duties. Full-time and Part-time

available. About the hotel; www.culverho-

tel.com. Morning shift 7am to 3pm. Evenir)g

shift: 3pm to 11pm. Stan $7/hour. Email or

fax resume.

HEAD FRESHMAN BOYS BASKETBALL
COACH: Expenence playing artd coaching

needed $2800-3200 for the season. 5 days
a week from 2:30 to 5:00. with a few Satur-

day games. The season begins in November
and runs through February. Please fax

resumes onlyl! Fax to 310-288-3286

8^00
Apartments for Rent

•WESTWOOD VILLAGE, MIDVALE N OF
LEVERING. LARGE 1 AND 2-BDRM APT,

GARDEN VIEW, DINING ROOM, UNIQUE.
CHARM FRONT AND REAR ENTRANCE
310-839-6294.*

1-MINUTETOUCLA
1 bdrm w/deck. fumisfied, bright, clean, se-

curity entrance, large closets, pool, lyr

lease. $1200/mo. 310-824-1830.

1 SMILES FROM UCLA- Fully furnished

large ibdrna apt. Pool table/wet bar/cable in

living room. Ideal lor grad student-faculty

$1050+ulilities/mo 310-476-2088.

1917 SPANISH MISSION BUILDING Sin-

gle, WLA. Separate kitchen, htgh ceilirigs,

wood floors, one year lease. $750/mo 310-

479-8646.

~ 2&3BDRM
LARGE, bright, view. Microwave, oven, re-

frigerator, dishwasher, washer/dryer in unit.

21 -ft. Jacuzzi on roof. Walking distance to

UCLA. 310-475-0807.

BEL AIR COTTAGE. Pet okay $945. 310-

395-RENT. www.westsiderentals.com

BEL AIR guest house Dog ok. View, pool,

yard $750. 310-395-RENT. www.westskJer-

entals.com

Westwood Village

Very large appartments for

September 1 st occupancy.

Dining room, built in

kitchen. Balconied Patios.

Pool, elevator, controlled-

access building,

subterranean parking.

1 BR/ Ibath rrom«1.400

2 BR/ 2bath from $2,100

For pre-applications call

Mon-Fri9AM-4PM

1

^
691 Levering Avenue

(310) 208-3647

Ŵestwood Village
433 Kelton Ave.
(310)208-8685

1 Bedroom from $1225

2 Bedroom from $1700

Extra large luxury units include:

• Fully equipped kitchen

• Central heating and air

• Extra closet space

• Wetbar in selected units

• Private balcony

• 2 Bdroms have 2 baths

• Intercom entry & gated parldng

^Integrated Property Services. Inc

/
Classifiods

825-2221

8400
Apartments for Koiit

1^
* PALMS *

4B0. 3BA > LOFT TOWNHOME. FR
CENTRAL AIR/HEAT, GATED GARAGE.

SEC. ALARM, CAT OK
3670 MIDVALE AVE. $2385/MO

2BD, 2BA TOWNHOMC. FP. CENTRAL
AiR/HEAT. GATe) GARAGE.

SEC. ALARM, CAT OK
3614FARISDR. $1395/MO

* MAR VISTA *
11 91 3 AVON WAY.

1174aC0URT1.EIGHDR.

12736 CASWELL AVE.

12630 IMITGHEU AVE.

12741 MITCHEU. AVE.

$1296/MO.
$129S/MO.
$1345/MO.
$1345/MO.
$1345/MO.

480. 4BA TOWNHOME. FP. CENTRAL
AIR/HEAT. GATED GARAGE.

SEC. ALARM, CAT OK
3854 BEETHOVEN ST. $2496/MO

Op«n Hous* Mon-Sal 10 - 4 PM
(310) aar-iOTg .S

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. 1&2BEDROOM
$895&UP. LARGE. UNUSUAL CHARM
SOME SPANISH STYLE W/HARDWOOD
FLOORS Only 1/2 block to pico bus
310-839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS furnished, private room,

dishwasher $450. 310-395-RENT
www.westsiderentals.com

BEVERLY HILLS. 1 bdrm, 1 bath, refrigera-

tor, stove, $875. 310-395-RENT www.wesl-
siderentals.com

BRENTWOOD amazing location. Private

room, parking tnctu(Jed $550. 310-395-

RENT wvirtw.westsiderenlals.com

BRENTWOOD SPACIOUS 1 txJrm, patio,

A/C, parking, $895. 310-395-RENT
www.weststderentals com

CHARMING 2-Bedroom/1.5 t>ath. spacious,

stove, refrigerator, laundry, large closets, two
car patying, quiet residential neighborfiood,

2-miles to UCLA. $1395 310-829-0385

COZY 2 BEDROOM, 1 bath. $1200. Brent-

wood Adj. Near Wilshire/freeway. Lease to

two. No pets. 1333 Barry Avenue. 310-826-
8461.

CULVER CITY spacious. 1 bdmi, large clos-

ets. yard. $665. 310-395-RENT www.west-
siderentals.com

HUGE SINGLE AND ONE BEDROOM
$900/rT>o.4 up. One bdrm lor $1250Aup. One
block from campus. 644 and 650 Landfair.

310-824-0319.

MID-WILSHIRE AREA: Large 2bdm». apart-

ment. Available June 1st $120C/mfh. 213-
487-6684~~

PALMS
2BED/2BATH Available 7/1 $1450/month. 2

pari(ing spaces. 310-559-9852

PALMS. 3719 Kelton Ave. 2bdA?bath. $1250
Available now. Controlled access bklg. New
carpet Upper unit. Linda: 310-463-3334.

stK>wn by appt.

SANTA MONICA 1 bdrm, 1 batb, hardwood
(loors. yard $750 310-395-RENT
www west&klerentals.com

SANTA MONICA 2 bdrms. 2 baths, refrigera-

tor, stove, carpels, new paint, new fkxxs.

parting included. $1295 310-395-RENT
www.weslsiderentals com

SANTA MONICA 2 bdmrvs. carport parting.

$1150. 310-395-RENT. www.westsideren-
tals.cqm

SANTA MONICA APARTMENTS 4 bkx:ks to

beach. Pet okay $700. 310-395-RENT
www.wesMderenial8.com

SANTA MONICA DUPLEX pet okay. Yard.

$795 310-395-RENT. www.weststderen-
tals com

SANTA MONICA furnished, private room,
parttlng. rTX)nth-to-rTX)nth. $500 310-395-

RENT. www.westsktorentals.com

SANTA MONICA GUEST HOUSE. 1 bdrm. 1

bath, pool, washer and dryer $690.
www.westsklerentals.com

SANTA MONICA guest house. Pet okay, full

kitchen $750 323-634-REfn. www.westskJ-

erentatscom

SANTA MONICA HOUSE pet okay Unfur-

nished, 2 bdrms, W/D hookups, garage.

$1500. 310-395-RENT www.westskleren-

tals.com

SANTA MONICA OCEAN-VIEW One bed-
room unfurnished/furnished apt $2000-
$2600 Luxury 2+1 bedroom, furnished

$4000. Walk to 3rd Street Promenade&Pier
310-399-3472

SANTA MONICA PRIME
LOCATION N. OF

WILSHIRE
NEAR BEACH

$1195 1 bedroom, HardMOOd ftoors. Charm-
ing spUl level, dishwasher, refrigerakir 943
Ttt) Street Cats OK 818-080-5900.

SANTA MONICA room for rent. UMWm.
$425 310-395-RENT www.westsMeren-
tais.com

8400 8600
ApnrtniL'uts for Rent Concio/TownhouSe for Rent

SANTA MONICA, north of Wilshire $900
nk:e single, lower Remodeled Stove, fndge.

Near ocean. No pets. Near buses. 323-462-

0507.

SANTA MONICA 3 bdrms, 2.5 baths, dish-

washer, fireplace, 3 parking spaces. $1950
310-395-RENT. www.westskJerentals.com

SANTA MONICA. StudK), $875, walk to mar-
ket/bus. Street partting, 1234 14th Street,

just south of Wilshire, available 9/5. Garage
for rent (partting or storage) $150/month
available now 310-471-7075

SINGLE APARTMENTS, $900/month. Up-

graded carpeting, freshily painted, pool, laun-

dry, secured entry, very clean building, 1-yr

lease, no pels. 310-208-2820.

VENICE guest apartment. Cat okay, W/D.
yard $600. 310-395-RENT. www westskler-

entals com

WEST LA 2bdrm/2bth/den. $1495. lOmin to

UCLA, large bedrooms, new carpet, fire-

place, dishwasher, bateony AC/heat. parit-

ing, laundry. Available 7/1 310-253-9875.

WESTWOOD
Excellent location, walk to campus. Nice

unit in quiet garden setting. Utilities in-

cluded. $650/month. Prefer mature, quiet

adult. 310-208-7864.

WESTWOOD APARTMENT for Rent Single,

furnished. 2-bkx:ks to scfXKii, next to frater-

nities (no late night parties), no parking

$800/month. 310-824-4951.

WESTWOOD apartment Pool, utitlities

included $725 310 395 RENT wwwwest-
siderentals com

WESTWOOD furnished guest house.
Utilities included. $950. 310-395-RENT
www.westsiderentals.com

WESTWOOD VILLAGE
Spacious 3bdrm apartment, hardwood
fkwrs, 2car Parking, laundry Quiet Buikling

No High-Rises on Street. Availat>le Earty

July No pets $2600 310-234-8278.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE 1 -bedroom/1 -bath.

$1,500, bright, carpet, available 9/6. Large
Townhouse. l-bedroom/l-bath, $1,600,
hardwood-ftoors. fireplace, dinning room,
available 8/22. 925 Gayley, 1-year lease, no
pets. 310-471-7073.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE: 2bdrm/2bth-
$2000 10943 RoeWing. Available-7/4. Fur-

nished Ibdrm- $1350- 547 Landfair 1 year
lease. No pets. Available Sept 310-471-

7073.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE: Furnished bache-
lor. $725. no partting. Unfurnished 1-bdnm
$1400. garage. l-yr lease, no pets. Avail

Sept 10990 Strathmore. 310-471-7073.

WESTWOOD. Bachetor. $795, utilities pakJ.

no paridng. l-bedroom. $1400. 3-car peril-

ing. 10943 Roeblir)g. 1 -year lease, no pets,

availible July 310-471-7073

WESTWOOD—close to UCLA, (upper),

walk-in ctosets, studio. $650. 310-395-
RENT. www.westsklerentals.com

WESTWOOD. 2BDRM/2BATH. $1450 AND
UP. TILE KITCHEN. STEPDOWN LIVING
ROOM. HIGH CEILING CHARM 1 MILE
SOUTH OF WILSHIRE. SOME W/BAL-
CONY.310-839-6294

WESTWOOD Across UCLA, upscale, one
and two t)edrooms. Iull-kitcf>en, air corxli-

tk>ned, paritk^g. one year lease. 445 Land-
fair Takir)g resen/ations. 310-824-1969.

WESTWOOD Wak to UCLA 2bdrm/2bth.
gated pariting. rooftop spa. quiet buikling.

accepting reservations for Fall. $1895-
$2275. 512 Veteran. 310-208-2655.

WESTWOOD: 1 -BEDROOM APARTMENT
TO SHARE $375 Contact Carrie 310-208-

3627.

WESTWOOD: 2bdrm/2bth. Lease available

for July 1
. Gated pariring. jacuui. fireplace,

walk to UCLA. $l650/mth Talk to Debbie
310-824-5528

WLA/PALMS
APARTMENT RENTALS
CALL 4 FREE LISTINGS

AND SPECIALS
Bachetors/Singles—some w/utilities pakl.

pool, gatod, $B50&up ibdrm $995&up,
many w/Tireplaces, luxury and more 2txlrm

$1100~$1495, many w/dishwashers. t>atoo-

ny. A/C and more. Call for free listing:310-

278-8999

WW WALK TO UCLA
SpackMis, bright ibdrm and private patto.

available NOW. Hardwood ftoors. full kitch-

en, large doaals, laurtdry. 2-car pariUng.

$1500. No pets. 310-234-8278

8600
Condo/Townhoiiso for Rent

BEVERLY HILLS APARTMENT (upper)

hardwood Itoors. utilities inchKled $795
310-395-RENT. www.westsxlerenlal8.com

KELTON- near campus. TAKING APPtXJA-
TK)NS tor Sept avaMabilfty 1-year lease
2bdrm/2.5blh. Racantly renwdeled. $2250
1-800-395-9021

WESTWOOD Wilshtre Hi-Rii^^ - mous
Condo. 1,2.&3bed. $2400-$420Q/month
24hr valet, doorman, front desk, ar>d securi-

ty servk:e. All amenities, great views 310-

470-9947

8800
Guesthouse for Rent

PRIVATE ENTERANCE, spacious, bnghl.

full kiicherVt>ath. Lofted bedroom. Pod, Spa.
Hollywood, Cresent Heights/Melrose UtiH-

ties and cable included. $1000/mo. 323-655-
2387

8900
House for Rent

BEL AIR TOWNHOUSE
WITH A VIEW

2txlmrV2bth Townhouse w/private twickyard.

Canyon views, fireplace, hardwood-ftoors.

central AC/heat. Garage Walk to mar-
ket/8min to UCLA. WC pets $3000/mth.
310-276-8505

CHARMING HOUSE with washer/dryer and
bonus storage space. On Nattorwl and Ar-

moscost. $1650 Please calf 213-740-0427
or 310-478-7414.

9000
House for Sale

PAC PAL BEACHSIDE! Own your own tot

and 2bdrm mobile home. Clubhouse, pool.

$215K 360-357-2252

9200
Housing Needed

LAW STUDENT seeks summer sublet: 412-

731-2030; lee_klm_u8aOyahoo com; June
Ist-August 23rd; Private $800-$1100.

OUTGOING FEMALE JUNIOR needs pri-

vate room for 01/02 school year Will pay
$650 Prefer fen^le housemates. Email:

wardOucla.edu

SUBLET WANTED. East-coast coNege pn^
fessor seeks furnished studto/one-bedroom.
Jur>e/July Arrival date, hingth of stay negoti-

able. Contact: sha45530aol.com

9300
Room for Heifi

FREE ROOM & BOARD
Urban Dog is kx>ktng foor a mght supervisor.

Ask for Kim or Jan 310-445-1447

9AOO
Roont for Rent

BRENTWOOD F/NS/NP Females only Bed,
ttatftAfull access to large, beautiful home.
Share w/famWy. $750 310-395-0623.

PRIVATE ROOM FOR RENT. Westwood.
7mins to campus Availat>ie August. Parit-

ing/laundry/dishwasher/microwave/AC.
Huge living/dir^ing area, spactous batoony
$680/mo. Mimi: 310-234-2860.

ROOM FOR RENT IN FURNISHED
HOUSE, female wanted Must be Non-smok-
er, responsible Utimies-inctoded Amenities

5 miles from UCLA. $850/mth. 310-475-

1306.

SANTA MONICA
HOUSE 2 bed/2 bath available Ocean view.

$700/room-obo. Female preferred. AvaHabie
June 1. Umited lease 3-6months. 310-393-

6254.

SANTA MONICA. Own bdmrVbath/entrance-

$40(Mimited tMbysWing duty. Wanted: Ac-
tive. rasponsMe Mother's helper tor 4 y/o
boy. References required. 310-395-1212.

9500
Roommates-Private Room

BH ADJ. Private roonVlMth in 2txlnTV2bth
apt. Quiet/clean bklg. gated paridng Looking
for clean non-smoker. Avail 6/1/01

$775>utHlties. Kim 323-823-1062.

PRIVATE BEDROOM/BATHROOM available

6-21-2001. UCLA apartments. Palms Very
ntoe apt. Mala only. Graduate preferred. For
info can afiHppiOucla.edu or call 310-837-

7820.

STUDIO CITY $413: gated portdng. a/c.

your own bedroom, phorw Nne. Female grad
student preferred. 20 min to UCLA. 818-763-
2674.

WEST LA Share beautiful townhouae,
2bdrm/2bih, gated parldng. near Natlorv
al/Banlngton. Rent $82S/month. HaN utMtlas
Sibylla 31 0-996- 11 80

WESTWOOD: Fun. outgoing femele tooklng
for 1-2 female roommates to share
2bdmV2bth apt.l Available 8/01 or W0^. Call
310-209-26651

9600
Roommales-Sliannl Room

9600
Roommates-Shared Room

LUXURY ONE BLui^wioM, Spacious and
Clean, Spi. fool. 24hr Security arxJ Oym.
yt)ttey arid 'DMinis courts. $675/nfx>. female
Preffered. 818-990-5323

QUIET MALE ROOMMATE needed to Share

room- Veteran Ave- 2txlrm/2bth/bak:ony

Needed for summer/lall/year. $390/month.

310-208-0985 kavangleeOyahoo.com.
Have a ntoe day!

9700
Sublets

FEMALE ROOMMATE to share spactous.
fumiahad ibdrm apartment on QIanrock.
$47SMtih Available June 18th Fireplace.

Seeunty. 310 208-5738

IBDRM STEALI. Cute IbdrnVlbth, close to

campus, hardwood Itoors. DSL installed, ful-

ly-furnished, walk-in ctoaetf $1i50obo. CaU
KeliyW 310-206-0377. kwinteraOucIa edu

10944 STRATHMORE 2t)drm/1bfh on com-
er of Strathmore/Landfair Large batoony w/
view of Westwood skyline. 6/15-12/30.
$515/month. Andy or PhH 310-624:2837.

10982 RoebMng. Club CaWomJa. Summer
ar>d Fall sublet, furnished, queen bed.
Pool/Jacuz2i/Sauna, parking, pnvate en-
terance. 1 bdrm/ 1 bath in 3bdrm. /Vpartment.

$750.00 310-836-2969.

11021 OPHIR SUMMER SUBLET Huge
Itxlrm. available mkl-June to erxl of Sept l

pariting-space includad, hardwood floors.

$700/mth obo 310-824-5422

437 GAYLEY Pink Palace. Beautiful
2bdrm/2bth, w/2l)alconies, freruih doors,
spactous, 3 undergrourtd parking spots, par-

tially furnished Late June-8/31 $2150/nx).
Please call Julie or SHvia at 310-824-5542

475 GAYLEY AVE Avaitabto mkl-June to

mkl-Sept $450/nr)onth. Ctoae to campus,
friendly roommates A .manager. Looking lor

female subletter. 310-479-2235

475 GAYLEY: lbdnm/1prtvate-bth in

2ixlrm/2t>lh apartment. Available immediate-
ly to mkJ-September Need 1-2 female-sub-
lefters Underground parkir>g-spot, extremely
ctose lo-campus. $833/mth 310-208-4379

527 MIDVALE PLAZA II Large studto. Fire-

place, bateony, pool/|acuz2l, gym July l-Aug
3-1. $1050/month- includes water ,1 partting

spot. 310-443-9552.

550 VETERAN SUBLET available mkl-June
to mkj-Sept. or negotiable $387 50/month to

share bedroom Gated paricing, full bath. Call

Lily: 310-824-7077.

660 VETERAN 2-bedroom 1-bath. Fully

Furnished, Fireplace, t>atoony, gated pari(-

ing, Jacuzzi. Available 6/18-9/1.

$1495/month Call 310-209-1438

690 VETERAN- 2bdrm/2bth. Share room for

summer & fall. Pertect for mW-year graduat-
ing aantora. $390'nK)ntti. 310-208-0985 ka-

vangiaaOyahoo com

925 GAYLEY: Walk to campus, Weetwood.
ibdmVltith, parKlrig. unfumished.hardwood
floors. Available 6/19- mid-Sept
$1550i'nfX)nth. Innekla 310 267-7169

969 HILGARD AVE.: 1 shared bedroom
available In 2bdrm/i.5bth apartment.
$40a/mth. 310-824-5341

ATRIUM COURT FURNISHED private bed-
room/bath with paridrtg DSL. Stereo. Cable.
AvaNaMe mkl June to mkl September 1-2

people OK. $750/mo. Brandon 310-824-
7436.

ATRIUM COURT PENTHOUSE 5mln walk.

Need 2-3 people July-Sept, or Jan Spa-
cious 2b<l/2bth.' 2batoonies. partt-

ing/gym/spa. $625/mo Male/Female ok.

310-267-7714

BEAUTIFUL 2-BEDROOM APARTMENT
Hardwood ftoors. pariting. fuH kitchen. /Abso-

lutely gorgeous. Must ba saaottl $i900/mo.
Call Marjorie 310-206*2120

BRENTWOOD, One-BedroofTVOne-Bath In

Large-Bright-furnished 2Bed-2Bath Apart-
ment. Living-Room, Dirming-Room. Dish-
washer, Mtorowave, Batoony, AJC. 2miles
from UCLAABeach. Near Transportatton.

TV/VCR/Digital-CaWa/Slareo/DSL Pariting.

King-Size Bed $900/mo. Jurtel-AuglO. 310-
415-9238.

CHEAP SUBLET: 443 Midvale. 2bdmrV1bth.
$41 smith per person. UtNWaa&parking in-

cluded. 5min walk from UCLA Available mkj-
June to mU-Sapt. 310-267-9804

DANISH-AMERICAN FAMILY of three seeks
summer sublet tor weeks 26 Ihm 30 Please
contact Karen at kaarenmacleanOhot-
mail.com

FAU QUARTER SUBLET: Femato room-
mate needed. $400/mth. Sept-Dec. Glen-
rock Ave. Stephanie 310-267-8961

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to Share
Ibdrm in a 2bdrm/2bth apartment. Fulty fur-

nished, DSL, one pariUng place, petto
$450/mth 310-824-2635

HOUSE 4 SUBLEASE
WESTWOOD/BEL-AIR HOUSE Sublease
short-term lease. $3000/month.
3bdrm/2.5bth. Huge ttvlng room, breakfast
area, dan wAriews. Great tor atudant/ teach-
ers 310-477-0070

MAR VISTA: Own bedroom&bathroom in

2bdrm., 7mlns to campusi Cabla/gynrVsau-
na^90ol. Fumiahed. S499obo. Keith 310-915-
1061 ktsuiOt)lolooy.ucla.edu
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COURlN{YSItWARI

Freshman Gina Umedc takes a swing

In a match earlier this season.

tain MofTat - especially since her

parents will fly in from Scotland to

watch her try to capture the national

title for UCLA.
"At Regionals we were pretty con-

fident but still a bit nervous," Moffat

said. "But now I feel like I can go

there and go for it. There are no limi-

tations."

Leary has only the utmost respect

for her players who have come back

from a season where not capitalizing

on potential reigned and pure skill

seemed to falter.

"I feel like they're really focused

on the game," Leary said. "It's not

enough that we were able to qualify

for finals - now it's like, * Let's go and

do something with this opportuni-

ty.-

LAKERS
From page 28

phies in the front offKX testify to the

greatness ofthe Lakers organization,

*which has been winning titles since

1972. Among the Lakers' eight Most

Valuable Players, all but Shaq have

had the honor of seeing their retired

jerseys hung on high in the Staples

Center.

Among the list of retirees are

OCLA's own Gail Goodrich and

Kareem Abdul-Jabbar (known as

Lew Alcindor during his Westwood

days). The Lakers own a piece of this

town, and being a fan seems natural.

But they weren't always this popu-

lar. In the 1990s. NBA fans tuned in

to Michael Jordan, his Chicago Bulls

and their six titles instead of the

Lakers.

"Jordan had that appeal which

stuck and kept on me," said first-year

undeclared student Daniel Tatum. "I

grew up on Jordan and he is the

man."

Tatum was raised in Southern

California, but the Lakers failed to

claim him as a fan. For many UCLA
students, following their hometown

team came second to being a fan of

the Jordan dynasty.

But Shaq and Kobe's 1996 arrival

in LOs Angeles helped spark interest

in the organization. Staples Center

sells out games nightly and celebrities

make it a point to be there.

Last year, with a new arena and a

new coach, the Lakers finally

brought the NBA title back to Los

Angeles. Now the current unit has

the potential to win an eighth cham-

pionship. Despite the rumors of a

Kobe-Shaq feud that have persisted

since the preseason, the Lakers went

56-26 in the regular season.

"Shaq assumed control of the

team," said fourth-year psychology

student Brian Cook. "They are too

unstoppable, the one-two punch with

Kobe and Shaq."

Cook is not a fan of the Lakers,

but he does follow basketball. He
sees the combination of Shaq and

Kobe as the reason for the Lakers'

greatness. They are his pick to win

the championship.

But the one-two combination has

yet to prove itself worthy of another

championship. Second to the San

Antonio Spurs in wins in the confer-

ence, the fight is on to see who is

dominant in the West. With two

games done in the Alamodome, the

Lakers return home for games 3 and

4 with a 2-0 series advantage. They

have yet to win over some students,

like Tatum. But fans like Lee and

Rubin will continue to root for them

to win.

BAY DENTAL
Meir Agaki, D.D.S.

UCLA Graduate

General Dentistry

Oral Surgery
^^^ Cosmetic Dentistry

Exam & Cleaning

With ad only. Reg. 595

FREE BLEACHING KIT

completion of treatment.

1 1607 Washington Blvd.

310-398-7166
Just off tfie 405, west of Sepulveda. 10 min. from UCLA conipus.

PRINTCRAFT

No Minimum

B/W Copies

Color Copies
with min.

BEST PRICES IN PRINTING
GUARANTEED.

9787 Wilshire Blvd., Beverly Hills-( Wilshire Snntn Monica)

310.888.0098

9700
Sublets

MDR-BMUtilui 2t)ed/2t>ath situated on 23
acres lush tropical grourxJ Pool, tennis, spa,

fitness center, ocean breeze. Available mid-

June-Mid-September. $1950. 310-627-7317

MIDVALE I - Need roommate to share room
mfmttB In eummer. 2bdrm. 081^ pod, jacuz-

z^«(c. Fai ISMe also available. 310-206-

0531

NOT HAUNTEQ!
LANDFAIR/STRATHMORE. Positives

2t>ed/ibath. living room. Mtchen. downNll

wait to campus. Negatives; UplMI walk from

campus, global warming. Mifce:31 0-208-

3260 .

PALMS 2 roome lor June andMn July $500
own bath^lcony $450 share bath. Easy
partdng. Female only Christina 3 10-4 15-

9967.

PALMS. HUGE 2bdrm/2Mh. IMng. dining.

balcony, (baplaca. eecurHy, partdng garage.

QuiM naigNx>rhood. 4mi from tXLA June-

Sapt (negotiable) $i0i2/month^tiWles.

310-569-322S.

PINK PALACE; 437 Qayley. 3bdrm«bfh

Fumiahad. Julyl-Aug 3i $260(ymth Park

mg jtalaMi Be<t complex in Westwood
31&-208-3t03

9700
Sublets

POOL PARTY! 6Sri Levering and Strath-

more. Spacious, furnished, itxlrm/lbth. Un-

derground parking. OSL, availat)le June 1st-

mid Sept $1300/mth 310-824-4644

SPACIOUS 2-FLOOR APARTMENT, June to

September 660 Veteran Ave. IrKriudes park-

ing in garage. $1145/nK>nth, June is free!

310-209-0066.

Subletter 403 Landfair ibdfZbm Female

to share unfurnished 1/2 mastert>ed Perfect

transitkHi tMtween apartments this summer.

$510/mo Morgan 310-206-3293

SUMMER SUBLET. 424-LANOFAIR.
Apt »16 $365/month. beginning June-17lh

UgM airy room, share wtone male-room-

mate. Own bathroom, Cable-TV. Computer
w/D$L. 8lx>n walk to campus. Mike or Mitch;

310-443-9926.

SUMMER SUBLET- Need an apartment?

Share a nice one on KeNon and Ophir for

$60(Mnlh. AwalaMe June I5lh CaH Ryan or

Joah 310-206^10

SUMMER SUBLET Brentwood. Any Ume af-

ter June I8th-mid/end Sept 1-2 people

Huge prtvata badroomitatti. wtafc-ln minorad

doaala m 2bad/3ba(h. VSOhnor» 310-826-

7462. 406-209-7113/cell. phiiO(1ize8«hot

fnaiLoon).

rf

»» I m ill

UClA's Dining and Entertainment Magazine

*

H rllW THE
WITH

1^

The TestMasters LSAT Course Includes:

• 80 hours of live. In-class Instruction
• Instructors who have all scored In the 99^

percentile on the actual LSAT
• Student helpline open 25 hours each week
• Licensed use of all real LSAT questions
• Four full-length proetored diagnostic tests
• Competitive cost - $XdL50

TestMasters
The fint'st iinci most comprehensive LSAT

prep.ir.ition course in the country.

Berkeley
S.'iii Fronciscfi

P.ilo Alto

S.in Jose

UCLA West L.A.

use \ Downtown L.A

Dnvis

Sacramento

Beverly Hills

San Fernando Valley

Pasadena
Clareinont

Irvine

Fullerton

Riverside

La Jolla

1-800-696-5728
9700
Sublets

SUMMER SUBLET. Strathmore/Landfair.

Large Itxlrm/lbth Nice patio, fireplace,

parking! $1100/month June 1-Sept 15 Win

consider short sublet. 310-443-1168.

SUMMER SUBLET/640 VETERAN— starl-

ing 6/30. 2 bdrms. 2 baths, gated parking

Paniaiy furnished. Bakxjny/french windows.

Females preferred. 310-443-0053.
I i0tm I . II

SUMMER SUBLET: CLUB CALIFORNIA
Beginning June 19th. Female to share room
in 2bdrm/2blh apt. Baiconf, pool/spa, gym.
parking. Kasey 310-443-1461.

SUMMER SUBLETTERS WANTED at 515

Kelton for spackMis 2t>ed/2t)ath Bak;ony.

pool, free DSL. gas. H20. paiking $2130

($53ayk)er8on) EanrK)n:310-20e-1164

SUMMER SUBLET SILVERLAKE BLVD
Spacious, 2t)drm duplex, fumist>ed. hard-

¥M>od ftoors. Ideal for Hoiywood/Oownlown

intamaNps. $700/mth-total. Available 6/i

8/31. Reaponaible appNcanls. 323-663

8912, JbraaaaOholmali.oom

TWO ROOMMATES WANTED to share

room In 2bl(l/2belh apt at 679 Gayley. FuNy

fumiahad . ^fMng avaH Cal Alison at 209-

9182.

9700
Sublets

VfeNICE. 6/16 through 8/30 Furnished room
in 3txJrm fxMJse. Yard, spa, washer/dryer.

Dog-iover. Graduate student preferred.

$700/mo+utilities. Amy 310-822-9307#2

WANT TO SUBLET FOR THE SUM-
MER? Reach thousands of potential

roommates for free. wwwwest-
siderentals.com 310-395-RENT

WESTWOOD BOARDING HOUSE Rooms
$250/mth T1 Internet, premium cable, free

tocat phone, weekly maid, shared kitchen,

on-site laundry, pool table, t}askett)an court,

piano. Manager on-site. 310-209-6149

WESTWOOD. 3bed/2bath. dining room,

large IMng room. PARKING Walkirig dis-

tance to UCLA (2-bkxi(S) Hardwood fkMrs

and newly painted walls. Well kept and
dean. If interested contact Matt 310-871-

7635

WESTWOOD. 6/1 7-7/31/01 (negotlab(e)

FuNy Fumisfied. Have own room in a quiet

apartment complex. Parking, pool. A/C
Quiet, responatHa female preterred

Cal:310-20e-686e

9700
Sublets

WESTWOOD; Beginning 6/25 Female tc

share room in t>eautiful. contemporary, spa
cious. 2t>drm/2bth Quiet neighborhood
Ctose to bus. i375/mth Camila 310-478

7076

WESTWOOD SHARE KELTON
2t>drrTVlbath with t>eautifui ftardwood, Kitch-

en. LaurKJry, the works Friendly theatre roo-

mie. Only July & August, $700/mo. 310-208-

8098

WILSHIRE 2-MILES FROM CAMPUS
Beautiful 2-Bedroom Apartment. Looking foi

2-people to sfiare Spactous Bedroom-i-Bath

room. Avaiiat)le 6/20 $475/mo. per person
310-312-0157

Wl>. Luxurtous apt. Large master t>edroom

w/walk-in ctoset. Furnished Fireplace. ba\-

cony, iacuzzi. parkir>g. Secure entrarKe

Near bus Mld-June-t>eg/Sept $850/mo. kix

apartO hotmaii.com

9800
Vacation Rentals

BEAUTIFUL. SPACIOUS YOSEMITE
HOME sunounded by taH pines Ctose tc

everything. FuHy Equipped. 5000' elevattor

sundeck, reasonable rates 818-785-1028
www.yosemite istovely.com
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Do you want to become
a leader on campus?

Check out the

RUIN LEADERS PROJE
A seminar based leadership project sponsored tiy the Center for

Student Programming. All students are invited to participate in

developing leadership skills. Upon completion participants

receive a cer^cat^

U-a. ' :

Bruin Leaders Project

Spring Quarter Seminars
Tuesday, May 22 7 - 9pin John Wooden Center "Team BuildinR" Rock VCiail ProKnimrRSVp

Wednesday, May 23 1 - 3pni Ackerman 3917

Thursday, May 24 6 • 8pm Math Science 5217

Friday, May 25 12 - 2pm Ackerman 2408

"Different Perspectives on Leadership -

A-ssessing your Own Style"

"Tlie Social Change Model of Leadersliip"

"Capstone"

(Final Required Seminar for Certificate;

''>•' f lv» J ft > ^,

seiitcy

.*,3&S--J»t4

SSlNLiAClFi-fCtC-

•v*~ www.bruinleaders.ucla.edu

^^^^^^^^^^^^^.^^k^^'v

MAY 22, 2001
11AM -2PM
BRUIN PLAZA

MSMION Smm, DfMONSTRMIONS * UW MUSIC

m^ •PROPB- OATOCADC •SPAaOETTS i2BD 9ULL -COPe-^^ ^

I

PRIZES SERVICES/ INFO.
*BASKETBALL SIGNED BY BODY % FAT TESTING
JOHN WOODEN •CHOLESTEROL TESTING

SPORTS CLUB LA ftLOOD PRESSURE & GLUCOSE
MEMBERSHIP SCREENING

$125 CHIROPRACTIC EXAM EMS, FIRST AID, SHA'S SNAC &
$250 CERTinCATE FROM MEDITATION
HERBALIFE

*
FREE MASSAGE

HTNESS PASSES TAI CHI, TONGUE/ PALM DIAGNOSIS &
MUCH MORE FITNESS TESTING

I
5

•JAPCOW FORMULAS tOATTXX tPESIONBR POOTBKf

FOR MORE INFORMATION:
KERCKHOFF413

(310) 825-7586

HNF9UCLA.EDII
PMIvbyUSAC •^

^•^^•^^•^.^^^^^^^•^^^^•l^.
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AGASE
From page 25

and took a pen out to rewrite the

record books.

Fernando Valenzuela had a trade-

mark eye roll to the sky while winding

up to deliver one of his stupefying

screwballs, driving batters to rage and

fans to delirious delight. Dodger

Stadium became a fiesta the nights

Fernando pitched, and the fans

showed up in record numbers to sec

the spectacle that was

Fernandomania. Never mind the fact

that Fernando, one of 12 children in a

Mexican farming family, won NL
Rookie of the Year and the Cy Young
Award in 1981. It was the mystique,

not the numbers, that brought the

largest crowd in seven years to

Dodger Stadium that year.

Fernandomania had become an all-

out phenomenon in Los Angeles. His

shaggy hair and interviews with an

interpreter made him only more

appealing to fans desperate for some-

thing dilTerent. Angelenos stopped

each other in the street just to talk

about the mysterious left-hander and

how his junk pitches had all of baseball

puzzled and fascinated.

And that's what mania is. If noth-

ing ebc. it's different. Sure, Fernando

won many games in his career, but

'

wins and losses aren*t what the fans

remember. They remember the five or

so years when Dodger Stadium was

the hippest place in LA., when a tick-

et to the game meant more than just

baseball, it meant an experience.

It's the same thing fans remember

from 1995 when Nomomania swept

Los Angeles. Japanese rookie Hideo

Nomo pitched masterfully in his first

three seasons. His dramatic windup

was perfect for baseball fans who were

hungry for a new attraction.

Unfortunately for Nomo, that same
drawn-out windup eventually led

opposing managers to send even the

portliest of runners to successfully

steal bases. His career fizzled, sending

him in 2000 to the equivalent of base-

ball purgatory - Detroit. Nomo threw

a no4iitter this year for the Red Sox,

but he will forever be associated with

the mania he ushered into baseball.

Mania distract us, if only inomen-

tarily, from the monotony ofthe big-

time contracts, big-time egos, and big-

time boredom of ba&eball. Mania

make us watch. Mania niake us care.

And whether it's a pitcher talking

to a ball, a puny Japanese rookie run-

ning from a herd of photographers, or

a crowd ofjubilant fans swinging at a

piAata in a Dodger Stadium fiesta,

mania, as short as they usually last,

make baseball fun.

And isn't that what it was supposed

to be?

Agase dreams of one day stirring UCLA
into the frenzy of Agasemanla. Slap hirrt

in the face and wake him up by e-mail-

ing him at agase@uda.edu.

W.TRACK
From page 27

dual meet scoring, only the top three

finishes garner points, but at the con-

ference and national levels, the top

eight finishers score for their team.

"At the team meeting, we focused

on ways to get this done, not on where

we were. Good teams find a way to

win and we found a way to get it

done. "said UCLA Head Coach
Jeanette Bolden.

"I think the momentum from our

dual win over USC carried over for us

into this meet," she added. "Winning
the Pac-IO is very important to us. In

some ways, the win here is sweeter

than the dual victory. Hopefully, the

momentum from this win will carry

over for us into the NCAA."
With the winning margin of two

points, every finish on Sunday was

crucial. The Bruins finished with 155

points and USC with 153.

This weekend is another example

that wins aren't determined on paper.

USC junior Angela Williams, who is

the two-time NCAA lOOm champi-

on, false-started in that event. In the

400m, Stanford senior Jayna Smith,

who had won her heat in a lifetime

best Saturday, fell during the finals

and McKinnon took first for the

Bruins.

But UCLA had its share of unex-

pected results. Junior thrower

Chaniqua Ross entered the shot put

competition with the No. 2 mark but

did not score for UCLA. Pole

vaulters senior Erika Hoernig and

junior Heather Sickler entered at No.

5 and No. 6 but finished eighth and

13th respectively.

But those unexpected finishes

evened out for the 10 competing
teams, and UCLA came out on top.

Three Bruins defended their Pac-

IO titles: senior Michelle Perry in the

lOOm hurdles (13.50), junior Tracy

O'Hara in the pole vault (14 feet- 1 1/4

inches) and senior Christina Tolson

in the hammer throw (214-7).

Perry and O'Hara won their

events for the third year in a row.

Tolson 's mark in the hammer thrdw is

a new Pac-IO and UCLA record and
the second-best mark in the nation.

Tolson also won in the shot put,

notching the top collegiate mark in

the nation of 58-3 Tolson now sits at

No. 4 on the all-time Pac-IO and
UCLA lists in the shot.

Also taking home titles were fresh-

men McKinnon in the 400m and

Johnson in the 400m hurdles.

McKinnon turned in a personal best

time of 52.69, 10th in UCLA history.

Johnson won in an NCAA automati-

cally qualifying time of 56.02, No. 4

in UCLA history.

And Ross came through with a

clutch performance in the discus.

Ross, who had the No. I mark
going into the meet, sat in third by the

time of her last throw. But when it

counted. Ross came through with a

throw of 177-3 to claim the crown.

"I was really technical today, just

trying to focus on my technique,"

Ross said. "It had to come down to

the last throw, but I came here and

did what I wanted to do, and that was

to win the Pac-IO. It's the first (title)

for me and that just feels really

good."

The 800m was a highly contested

race. With three heats narrowed to

one final race of eight runners, four

Bruins made it to the finals. The quar-

tet of freshman Lena Nilsson, junior

Ysanne Williams, and sophomores

Tiffany Burgess and Jessica Marr
placed third through sixth, all finish-

ing in the 2:06s.

Also placing in the top three for

the Bruins were the 4.x 100m relay

team of freshman Sani Roseby,

Johnson. McKinnon and senior

Shakedia Jones (second, 43.64); high

jumper junior Darnesha Griffith (sec-

ond, 5-10 3/4); triple jumper junior

Kristee Porter (third, 40-1 1 3/4) and

400m hurdles Perry (second 5721).

With the national championship

starting in eight days, coaches had to

calculate not only who would score

for the team at Pac-lOs but also the

cost those points could come at when
it was time to compete at NCAAs.

During the meet, the UCLA
coaches decided to hold Jones out of

the lOOm and Nilsson out of the

1 500m to rest them for nationals.

With the pole vaulters not finish-

ing as high as projected and junior

thrower Ross not scoring in the shot

put. the Bruins could have been left

with a lot of "what ifs."

But instead, UCLA werit home
with its fifth consecutive conference

championship in tow and can now
look ahead to competition in Eugene,

Ore., where the next title may also

come down to the last event.
• • •

Throwers Tolson and Ross travel

to compete in the Salinas Throwers

Invitational today. The meet gives

the duo one last competitive chance

to gear up for nationals

AGASE
From page 28

country cdetwated its bicentennial

(teadi those Brits to add an extrane-

ous "u" to 'tolor"). Gas prices have

even skyrocketed to an absurdly high

$1.46 per gallon.

But this summer. Tiger Stadium is

the place to find the most bizarre spec-

tacle to hit the sports world.

A bird is pitching. Actually, The
Bird is pitching. A 22-year-old kid

from Worcester. Mass., by the legal

name of Mark Fydrich and the

bestowed moniker of "71ie Bird" is on
his way to the American League

Rookie of the Year Award and a 19-9

record.

The fans won't remember his

lcagiue4eading 2.34 ERA or his unbe-

lievable 24 complete games. What
they will remember are his wacky
antics, endearingly unorthodox per-

sonality, and nK>re than anything else,

the alkoo-brief stint when Birdmania

captivated a nation.

By 1977, The Bird's career had

gone south. He tore cartilage in his

knee and was never again the brilliant

pitdier he had been for one year.

Fydrich's Hash in the pan was blind-

ingly bright - for a year.

Now, 25 years later, a new mania is

sweeping the Great Northwest.

Ichiromania. It's not a new trading

card game that's emptying the wallets

ofchildren and parents alike. It's 27-

year-old Japanese rookie and

Mariners right fielder Ichiro Suzuki.

M.TRACK
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was disqualified in his preliminary

heat for a trail leg violation.

The distance runners faced the

Cardinal curtain but managed to eke

out sonw points.

Despite stiff competition in the

800m, Senior Paul Muite battled to

win a spot in the finals and then came
through with a seventh-place 1 minute,

52.07 seconds.

"Paul was in good position," said

Distance Coach Eric Peterson. "He
had a good feel for what speed they

were running. With 200 to go he had as

good a chance as any, but there were a

lot ofgood kickers in that field."

Senior Will Bcmaldo rose to the dif-

ficuh task of doubling in the 10,000m

on Saturday and the 5000m on

Sunday. He earned an eighth-place fin-

ish on Saturday, running 30:03.64,

then came back to fight for another

eighth in the 5000m at 14:25.38.

Fellow Bruin junior Bryan Green

took third in the 10,000m with a time

of 29:45.30. Green made a surge for

second with a couple laps to go, but

sunk back into third when he realized

he couldn't make up the ground.

"Both went with their primary

responsibility being the 10,000m,"

Peterson said. "Bryan did a good job

about getting himself together for the

race. He executed his race plan as well

as possible."

Peterson was also impressed with

Bemaldo's ability to stick with the race

after leading the first two and half

miles. He was in the diftlcult position

of iMnging on after the stronger ath-

letes iUuted to pass.

BASEBALL
From page 26

12-6," Adams said. "But we had the

tying run come to the plate. We've

done that a lot this year. It really indi-

cates the kind of character of this

team.**

Despite the Bruins' best efforts,

Randall Shelley grounded out to pitch-

er Bryce Kartlcr to end the game.

The Sun Devils took Friday nighlV

game 7-3 behind a three-run home run

from freshman Rtxl Allen, but the

Bruins bounced back in Saturday's

game with yet another brilliant perfor-

mance from draft-bound ace Josh

Tipping the scales at a hefty 157

pounds while ^X)rting the frame of an

LPGA golfer, Ichiro (he prefers the

Cher/Madonna thing) has stormed

into Major League Baseball as one of

the more enjoyable personalities in

some time. Like The Bird, Ichiro

ranks highly in statistical categories

normally reserved for veterans. His 72

hits and 15 stolen bases lead the

majors, and his .367 batting average

puts him in the top five of the AL.

But also like The Bird, it has been

the fanatical following of Ichiro that

has captured the attention of the

sports world. Droves of Asian

American fans in the Seattle area

show up at Safeco Field to gawk over

a man who can safely be considered

the David Hasselhoft*of Japan.

A Japanese magazine offered $2

miUion for a nude photograph, but

Ichiro chooses to change in the locker

room closet.

And all of this - the photos, the lan-

guage barrier, the followers - create

the same kind of mania The Bird

brought to Detroit 25 years ago.

But mania is by no means new to

baseball. Los Angeles has been the

stomping ground for two of the more

rabid mania to infect baseball in the

last 20 years.

The year that same peanut farmer

bowed out of oflTicc after one disap-

pointing term, Fernandomania swept

the City of Angels. A tubby rookie

who vaguely resembled Ponch from

CHiPs took the hill for the Dodgers

S«eAiASE,|»a9e24

The Bruins have a good future to

look forward to. as evidenced by

strong freshman performances. On
top of freshman standouts in the field,

three freeman sprinters placed.

In the 400m, Denye Versher and

Rodney Diggs came in sixth and sev-

enth (4754, 4759) while Chucky Ryan

took fifth in the 1 lOm hurdles at 14.09.

The final results were the best, but

nevertheless proved the Bruins as a

force to be reckoned with. The scary

thought for the Pac-IO competition:

with few exceptions all these guys will

be back next year, bigger and better

than before.

"We are a young team," Venegas

said. "We had a lot of thirds, fourths

and fifths and you're not going to win

a meet like this without firsts and sec-

onds.

"But we have a lot of our athletes

returning," he continued. "Not so with

the other schools. That's really encour-

aging for us."

For those who are done, the season

was a battle well fought. For those

moving on to the NCAA champi-

onships, they hope the best is yet to

come.
• • •

On Monday four throwers took off

for San Jose to compete in today's

Salinas Throwers Invitational.

Sophomores Scott Wiegand and

Jack Qamon will accompany Pac-IO

discus champion junior Scott Moser,

junior and runner-up redshirt fresh-

man Dan Ames to the meet.

"This meet is mostly for fun," said

Moser. "It's a little hectic, but there's

no pressure and there'll be great com-

petition. It should be a lot of fun."

For Moser and Ames, this is the

fmal tunenip before the NCAAs.

Karp, who went five innings without

giving up an earned run for his fifth

win of the year.

Senior Brian Baron finished the sea-

son with 105 hits and a UCLA-record

.443 batting average.

But once again, one win out ofthree

against a streaking opponent was

unable to extend this tumultuous and

unpredictable year any further.

"I've never played on a team that

has had this kind of fortune or luck one

way or another," Canales said. "The

ball has bounced against us a number

of times, but we kept battling and bat-

tling.

The battle is now over, set to resume

next February.
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Senior Josh Karp pitches in a game last week. Karp won the only
game for the Bruins this weekend, a 3-1 decision Saturday.

UCLA comes up short

in series against ASU
BASEBALL Poor weekend

performance causes team

to miss chance at NCAAs

ByJtffAgasc

Daily Bruin Reporter

Aware that its season had already

been counted out, the UCLA baseball

team insisted on going down swinging.

Fighting to their final at-bat in

Tempe against No. 18 Arizona State Junior John Campanella lined a single

(36-18-1, 14-10 Pao-IO). the Bruins (30- to left to put runners on the corners

27, 9-15) were unable to overcome a and promising freshman Brandon

the unfortunate luck of facing Pac-IO

teams at their hottest, once again

turned in a gutsy weekend perfor-

mance to conclude this of\en difficult

season.

After falling behind 8-1 in what was
essentially a meaningless Sunday
game, the Bruins dug deep, if only to

show the Sun Devils a resolve unchar-

acteristic of a team on its last gasp.

In the top of the sixth, senior Matt
Pearl led ofT with a walk then

advanced to second on a wild pitch.

12-6 deficit, los-

ing 12-9 in the

final contest of a

season-ending
.three-game
series. The Sun
Devils took the

first game, 7-3 on

Friday night,

while UCLA
won Saturday's

evening game 3-

I.

"I told them if

we swept the

scries, that

would give us a

great shot of

gping to the play-

offs," UCLA
Head Coach
Gary Adams said.

ASU 7, UCLA 3

UCLA 3, ASU 1

ASU 12, UCLA 9

BARON WATCH
Tracking UCLA

ilMlBWfdMmiawd

Rotary Smith PUywr

of)lM Year Award

Brian faron's run at

books.

At-Bats

TbisWaakand 13

^^ordt

Totab 237 .443

MAGGIE VMXVtMly Bruih

Averill followed

up with an RBI
single. Senior

first baseman
Eric Reece

stepped up to

connect on a

home run to

right, his lOth of

the season.

"Even when
we were down 8-

I, their coach

made two pitch-

ing changes,

because he knew
we would keep

fighting," senior

second baseman

Josh Canales

said.

If we won two out Down just 8-5 now, UCLA added
of three, it depended on what other another run in the top of the eighth to
teams did, and if not, it wasn't good pull within two and looked as though it

enough." may have just one more dazzling,
Only one win in a series that con- unexpected comeback left in the tank,

eluded a month full of must-win games But the Sun Devils answered the chal-

just wasn't enough. The Bruins lenge, posting four runs in the bottom
dropped their fourth weekend series half of the inning to put the Bruins
out of their last five and will miss the

NCAA playoffs for the second time in

six years.

But this team, a team that has been

decimated by injuries and fallen upon

M.TENNIS
From page 28

an ankle injury during the match.

'*Marcin showed a lot of heart to

hold on and win that match," Martin
said.

Tied at 3-3. the fate of this year's

team was in Rettenmaier's hands at

No. 6 singles.

Rettenmaier won the first set 64,
but his opponent, Johan Brunstrom,

came back to take the second set 7-5

No one was able to break away in the

third set. resulting in a tiebreaker to

decide the match

Brunstrom quickly went up 6^ in

the tiebreaker, and had six match

down 12-6.

"A lot of teams would have just

rolled over dead after ASU got ahead

SccMSEMll,pa9t25

points. But Rettenmaier, determined

to come back, rallied to bring the

tiebreaker to 6-5.

Unfortunately for UCLA, that was
all he would get, as Brunstrom held on
to win the tiebreaker 7-5, ending the

Bruins' quest at a championship.

"When Travis lost, it was like a dag-

ger went through my heart," Grinds
said.

The loss is the third time in as many
years that UCLA was upset in the

NCAA Tournament, in 1999, the

team lost to a lower-ranked Georgia
team in the finals Last year the Bruins

lost to Tennessee iff the quarterfinals.

Since 1985. the Bruins have never

won the tournament despite reaching

the quarterfinal round every year.
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Team winds up 3rd in conference race Bruins grab Pac-1 title
M.TRACK: Close meet

shows Pac-10 deserves

powerhouse reputation

By Glen Woithington
Daily Bruin Contributor

The weekend may not have been

a victory for the Bruins, but it was a

win for the Pac-IO as a conferencr

and for track and field as a sport.

UCLA finished third (115.5)

behind Stanford (142) and USC
(136) in a closely contested meet,

with scores of athletes setting

NCAA provisional qualifying times

and distances.

Pac-10

Championships

I.Stanford 142

2. USC 1 36

3. UCLA 11 5.5

"I thought the only way we could

have won was for othertcamsto fat

ter and for us to have a perfect

meet," said men's Head Coach Art

Venegas. "But I would have been

disappointed if we placed any

lower."

The Pac-IO proved itself a

national track and field power-

house while the meet was an exam-

ple of track and field at its best, full

of excitement and feats of athleti-

cism.

Stanford dominated the distance

events on way to claiming the Pac-

IO crown for the first time since

1927.

NICOlt Mil LER/D*ily B'uin

Senior Will Bernaldo

competes at the USC nneet.

The Cardinal had four athletes

place in the top six in the 800-

meters, 1500m and 5000m.

Overall, distance events counted

for nearly 100 Stanford team

points.

But the Bruins have no reason to

be ashamed.

AHhottgfr UCLA did rwM win the

championship, they were the most

balanced team at the meet. Out of

21 total events, the Bruins were the

only ones to place in 17. Three ofthe

four they didn't place in. they didn't

even enter: the 1500m, high jump

and decathlon. In fact, UCLA
placed in every event it entered with

the sole exception ofthe lOOmdash.

No other Pac-IO team can claim

that.

Led by the stellar performance

of the throwers, the Bruins truly

dominated the field. Junior Scott

Moser, redshirt freshman Dan

Ames and sophomore Scott

Wiegand went 1-2-4 in the discus

(199 feet-4 inches. 190-2, 184-9.

respectively) and 2-4-6 in the shot

put (62-0 1/4. 61-3 1/2, 59-5 1/2).

"For our team the distances

were pretty good, but the outcome

was not as good as we hoped." said

Moser. "Some guys at other schools

really stepped up on their throws

and had some big (personal

records)."

"I did okay." he continued. "I'm

just glad I got my first ^ac-10 title.

I'm hoping there's going to be

more."

Except for Stanford's first-

through-fourth supremacy in the

1500m, Moser and Ames' discus I-

2 punch was the only first-second

team combo at the Pac-IO champi-

onships. Wiegand nearly complet-

ed the sweep with a lifetime-best

toss.

The field dominance did not end

there. Sophomore pole vaulter

Jared Drake had a lifetime best for

the second week in a row. He vault-

ed 17-3 to take third, followed by

Bruin freshman Yoo Kim in fifth at

16-11.

The highlight of the jumps for

UCLA war ffcishman Juaurre-

Armon. who came in sixth in the

long jump at 23-2 and third in the

triple jump at 49-8 1/4, a personal

best by nearly a foot.

The Bruins sweated it out on the

track as well.

In the 400m hurdles senior John

Hall had a big third-place perfor-

mance of 51.61 seconds.

Sophomore John Barbieri came in

seventh at 52.43. Unfortunately for

the Bruins and for him. Pac-IO

leader sophomore Kyle Erickson

SeeM.TRMXpa9e25

from USC at last minute
W.TRACK: Neck-and-neck

race for championship goes

to UCLA; nationals up next

By Christina Teller

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

After two full days of competition, it

all came down to the last three minutes.

Going into the 4 x 400-meter relay,

USC led the conference race with 149

points, and UCLA had 147.

Down the home-stretch of the third leg

of the relay, UCLA freshman Adia

McKinnon ran alongside USC junior

Kinsasha Davis in the midst ofan aggres-.

sive race. Davis' baton fell to the ground

of Edwards Stadium, awarding the

Bruins the opportunity to gain some
ground - and eventually the (jtle.

Pac-10 Championships

1. UCLA 155
-2.USC 153^—r—^

"Nobody expects that to happen,"

said UCLA Distance Coach Eric

Peterson. "Bet:ause of the way (Davis)

ran in after picking up the baton, it

seemed as though their hopes went away,

but in reality if she had run in as fast as

she could, it could have been a tie."

Davis finished out her leg, and the

Trojans were anchored by senior Brigita

Langerholc, who had a strong finish,

bringing USC in at fifth for four points.

The Bruin team of senior Michelle Perry.

NICOLE MILLEfVDaily Bfuin

Elaine Canchola placed 7th in the

3000nfi steeplechase at the Pac-lOs.

junior Ysanne Williams, and freshmen

McKinnon and Sheena Johnson won in

3 minutes, 32.82 seconds.

With the No. 1 and No. 2 teams in the

ntHton - UCLA and USC. respectively !r
competing in the same conference,

everyone kne*v it would be close.

"We got beat, plain and simple," said

USC Head Coach Ron Allice. "People

bump into people and it's a matter of

whether it's intentional. We felt we had a

good order and a chance to win and it

didn't happen, and that's nothing to take

away from UCLA."
Though the Bruins had beaten the

Trojans in the annual dual meet, the

Trojans had the edge in the conference

championship because of their depth. In

SeeW.1ltMICpa9e24
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Bruins exit early from tournament
M.TENNIS: Tiebreaker gives

squad third disappointment

in NCAAs in as many years

ByGfcgSchain
Daily Bruin Contributor

Guys started crying when they realized

what happened.

They realized that. the curse over the

UCLA men's tennis team is still alive and
well, as once again the team made a prema-
ture exit in the NCAA Tournament.

No. 7 Southern

Methodist upset the «-a^—mi^i.....
No. 2-s<eded Bruins 4-3

on Monday in a nail-bit-

ing match that wasn't

decided until the last

possrblr moment.

The match started

NCAA Tournament
Southern Methodist 4

UCLA 3 ^=

CATHf RINf JUNA>*ly Brum

Tobias Clemens hits a backhand in a rr^atch earlier this

season.The Bruins were just eliminated from the NCAAs.

out positively for the

Bruins, as they won at No. I and No. 2 dou-
bles to claim the doubled point.

Sophomore Jean-Julien Rojer and senior

Jean-Noel Grinda beat freshman Johan
Brunstrom and senior Jon Wallmark 8-4, and
freshman Marcin Matkowski and sopho-
more Travis Rettenmaier followed with a win
over senior Genius Chidzikwe and sopho-
more Ryan Mauck 8-5.

The Bruins then took a 2-0 match lead

when Erfan Djahangiri quickly disposed of Matkowski was able to win despite sustaining
freshman Lukasz Senczyszyn, M, 6-3 at No.

5 singles. See M.TENNIS, pa^e 26

At this point, the situation was looking up
for the Bruins, as singles is their strong point.

But optimism quickly turned to the sad

reality that UCLA would once again choke in

the NCAA Tournament.

The next three matches on the court were
all SMU victoiies. At No. 1 singles, Jean-

Julien Rojer's struggles continued as he lost

to Chidzikwe in straight sets 6-3, 6-3,

"Julicn didn't show his best at all this

week." UCLA Head Coach Billy Martin said

after the match. "He just didn't play well."

After dropping the first set, freshman
Tobias Qcmens came back to force a third

set, but he was unable to stage a full come-

back. Clemens lost to

junior Krystian Pfeiffcr

64. 3-6, 6-2 at No. 3 sin-

gles.

Grinda was the third

Bruin victim, losing

WaHmark 4-6. 6-3. 6-2.
""

"It seemed like I had

the edge the first half of
the match," Grinda said. "1 had a million

break opportunities. I just couldn't convert."

But Martin, who was watching Grinda,
could tdl that Wallmark had the edge at the

end.

"Wallmark was stronger physically in the

third set," Martin said.

Down 3-2, UCLA managed to tie the

match when Matkowski held off sophomore
Alexis Rudzinski 6-1, 6-7. 64 at No. 4 singles.

Team perseveres, qualifies for NCAA Finals
W.GOLF: Bruins to focus

on playing consistently

more than on winning

ByMidMllcCoppoMU
Daily Bruin Contributor

Patience is a virtue that few peo-

ple possess - much less an entire golf

team. But through all the disappoint-

ment, heartache and disbelief the

UCLA women's golf team endured
throughout an uncharacteristically

mediocre season, in the end the say-

ing "All good things come to those

who wait" now rings true. The
Bruins qualified for the NCAA
Finals for the first time in four years.

As the No. 19 UCLA women's
golf team enters competition

WOMEN'S GOLF

NCAAOtamptonships ^

Orlando, FL ^

May 23 -May 26

MAGGIE woo/Daily Bruin

Wednesday in Orlando, Fla., the

confident Bruins look to take small

steps toward their feasible, yearlong

goal: to play the high-caliber golf

they know how to play.

Instead of focusing on capturing

the entire tournament, the Bruins

will turn their attention toward play-

ing their consistent, team-focused

'golf.

"Team unity, belief in ourselves,

and focus more than anything else

really helped us pull it out in the

Regionals," said Carrie Leary, who
is in her first NCAA Finals during

her second year as UCLA's head
coach.

"We're focused on having a tar-

get, being decisive and focusing on
what to do with each shot versus

worrying about the first-place fin-

ish." she added.

Freshmen Melissa Martin and
Gina Umeck. sophomore Saki

Uechi and seniors Leilani Bagby and
Laura Moffat will try to recreate the

same chemistry that carried them to

a fourth-place finish in the NCAA
West Regionals two weeks ago.

"I think what worked for us last

time was the opposite of what most
people would think - we didn't con-

centrate on what we had to do. but

instead we let things unfold," Umeck
said. "We didn't set number goals

per se. we just kind of set more per-

sonal, small goals."

During the spring season, the

Bruins' best finish was fifth place at

the Pioneer Bruin Classic in March.
With their No. 16 national ranking at

the beginning of the spring season

plummeting as low as No. 23, there

was cause for concern at times.

However, the team's conviction

never dwindled.

"The whole year we were perco-

lating," Umeck said. "We knew it

was there, but it just wasn't surfac-

ing. Fortunately, it all came together

at the right time. Communicating
and supporting each other on the

course will really be key."

As a senior, this first and final trip

to the Finals means a lot for co-cap-

S«eW.fiOlf,pa9e23

Women take F»a(-l(l!!

It came down to the final

race, but the women's track

team stiiJ %»on 4he I^ao40

title. For story, see page 27.

Baseball is at

its best when
«

exating new

stars emerge
COLUMN: Ichiromania is

latest testament to power

of player to ignite frenzy

The pitcher sprints from the

dugout to start the sixth inning

Before throwing a warmup
pitch, he goes down on his knees and,

like a child building a sandcastle.

begins to groom

_ the dirt of the

pitcher's mound
with his bare

hands.

What is he

doing?

The pitcher

fires a fastball by

a helpless batter

and breaks into

a ridiculous

shimmy in cele-

bration of yet

another strike-
~~~"

out, gyrating his hips and pelvis to the

delight ofmore than 40,000 fans.

Who is this guy?

The pitcher hangs a curveball over

the plate. It is hit hard, but his trusty

shortstop snags the screeching line

drive. The inning is not over, but the

pitcher walks over to his teammate
and fervently shakes his hand.

This is starting to get weird.

The pitcher has just one more bat-

ter to face before ending another 1-2-3

inning. But he remembers the last

time this batter came up. and he

remembers that the baseball he now
holds was hit for an RBI double. The
pitcher calmly throws the cursed ball

back to the umpire and requests a new
one. But before rocketing another

heater up high for an inning-ending

strikeout, the pitcher talks to the ball,

telling it where it will %o.

Can somebody explain what is

going on here?

It's August 1976. and countless

unthinkable events will go down. In

November, a peanut farmer will be
elected leader of the free world Just a

month ago, our rebellious misfit ofa

UCLA • II fans turn attention to Lakers

SMilMSI,M9e2S

PLAYOFFS: Campus home to

both lifelong loyalists, those

who just joined bandwagon

ByAdamThdicr
Daily Bruin Contributor

Heads of UCLA students peek through
the doors of the dorm rooms, wondering
abt>ut the score of the game. Sports fans pile

into Madison's and the Coop to watch the

series.

And it's not a UCLA game they're

watching

With men's college basketball and foot-

ball over, many UCLA fans are now turn-

ing their attention to professional basket-

ball.

The 2001 Los Angeles Lakers over-

whelm the school and city as defending

champions of the National Basketball

Association. They have a dominating center
in Shaquille O'Neal, a phenom in Kobe
Bryant and a Zen-master coach in Phil

Jackson. Many fans on campus feel a title

repeat is within hands reach.

The fan base on campus includes many
students and professors who grew up in Los
Angeles, but also those from other cities

who hitched a ride on the bandwagon.

"I grew up in Southern California during

the 'Showtime' era, " said English Professor

Maurice Lee. "It was easy to be a Lakers
fan back then, and easy now. too."

That era. featuring Hall of Famers
Earvin "Magic" Johnson. Kareem Abdul-
Jabbar and many -role players, dominated
the 1980s. The team won five titles in nine

years.

Here in Los Angeles, sports play an inte-

gral role in fan's lives. The Dodgers haven't

won a title in more than a decade, although

they have generally done well since moving
from Brooklyn in 1958. The Kings have suf-

fered slumps, but have had moments of
glory as well, recently ending a Cinderella

playofTrun.

It seenfs to be the Lakers, though, who
keep pleasing fans over the years. Their

neighbors to the north, the Golden State

Warriors, have not fared so well. This .sea-

son they posted a 17-65 record for second-

to^ast place in the league. A lot of their fans

jumped on the Lakers bandwagon because
ofGolden State's failure to improve.

"They'll be good eventually, but it is real-

ly disappointing, " said first-year economics
student Janou Rubin of the Oaklwid team.
While Rubin claims to be a Bay Area fan at

heart, a level of excitement is missing from
the Warriors. He gets it with Los Angeles.

The seven shining championship tro-

l

S«eUU(EIIS,paf»B
Jason Lm and Terence Chan watch the Lakers playoff
game vs. the Spurs In Sproul Hall Saturday afternoon.

UCLA
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Serving the U('LA cximmunity since 1919

Seventh-grade heaven
Take a retrospective look at those

years ofjunior high bliss.
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Film festival

Find out what the Los Angeles Asian

Pacific Film & Video Festival has to offer.
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At the NCAAs?
The underdog women's golf

team is in second after day one.
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USAC withdraws resolution on Israel
COUNQL Human rights,

Zionism debated for three

hours before solid vote

By Robert Salonga

Daily Bruin Staff

. In the final hour of its term, the

200(»n- Undergraduate Studertts

Association Council ended with heat-

ed discussion Tuesday night, but this

time it was not between council mem-
bers.

About 80 mostly Jewish, Arab and

Muslim students packed the fourth-

floor meeting room ofKerckhoflHall

to debate the proposal of a resolution,

the text of which condemned viola-

tions of Palestinians' human rights by

the Israeli government.

The council voted 10-0 to withdraw

the resolution after nearly three hours

of discussing the matter.

The resolution, proposed by the

Muslim Student Association, asked

the council to take a stance on the

Israeli-Palestinian conflict in the

Middle East. The resolution included

requests that USAC "condemn politi-

cal Ziohism as a form of racism and

racial discrimination" and "tondemn

the institutional-

ized discrimina-

tion and oppres-

sion of

Palestinians by

the Israeli gov-

ernment."

But , several

Jewish spectators

rejected MSA's
defiftitioB of

Zionism, includ-

ing Rabbi Chaim
Seidler-Feller,

director . of

UCLA HUlel.

"Zionism is

the national liber-

ation movement
ofthe Jewish peo-

ple. It represents

a positive identifi-

cation with and a

love ofthe land of

Israel," he said.

Seidler-Feller

added that he was

appalled by the

proposed resolu-

tion, saying it was counterproductive

to the progress already made between

Arab and Jewish students at UCLA.
"This is preposterous, and worse

Newly elected

members hold

initial meeting

after swear-in

INSTAUATION: Council

looks ahead to plans for

fOWW© LIN/D*»y Bfuin

Academic Affairs Commissioner Roseanne Gutierrez (left), EVP Evan Okamura and
Internal Vice President Elias Endso (not pictured) sponsored the withdrawn resolution.

than that, it is divisive in a campus that

has made significant efforts to bridge

the gap between Jewish and

Palestinian students," he said.

MSA President Ghaith Mahmood
said he, along with the organization,

draAed the resolution fully aware of its

See USAC page 6

summertime, next year

By Mkhaeie Turna^c
Daily Bmin Reporter

Members of the 2001-02

Undergraduate Students Association

Council took their seats for the first

time Tuesday night during the official

installation ceremony.

Though the council was officially

installed Tuesday, a ceremony for

family members will take place June

3 in the Kerckhoff Grand Salon.

Council was installed as soon as pos-

sible after the delayed elections so

that they could make council

appointments.

"I'm excited because, people are

eager to work together," said newly-

SeeCOUNai.page10

Speaker warns of risky behavior
MANAGEMENT: Lecture

focuses on responsible

drinking, partying, sex

ByRadMlMakaM
Daily Bruin Contributor

When Joe Goldman opened

Monday's "Sex Under the Influence"

program with images of partying and

alcohol, he presented scenes many stu-

. dents could relate to.

t But most ofthese students could not

••relate to the lifeK;haiiging effects irre-

(, sponsible drinking can cause - such as

jSTTDs. unwanted pregnancies, and

impaired judgment - he told about

1,200 fraternity and sorority members.

UCLA's chapter of Greeks

Advocating the Mature Management
of Alcohol and the Interfratemity and

Panhellenic councils introduced the

program as part of an educational

requirement for members ofthe Greek
system.

After contracting HIV in his college

ycars,.Goldman began lecturing about

the dangers of mixing sex and alcohol.

He told students that aAer making a

conscious decision to stop drinking , he

invariably began to practice methods

ofiafersex.

"After I was diagnosed, I discovered

that one of the ladies 1 had been with

had two small children. The thought

that I could have potentially infected a

chiid petrified me," he said.

While the program primarily

focused on the effects of alcohol abuse

ttd ttnsafe sex. it also pointed to the

relation of alcohol to sexual and physi-

UC still faces challenge

of admissions equality

ALICE LAM

Jo« Goldfnan speaks about his bad decisions involving akohol as

part of the Greeks Advocating the Maturt Managen^ent of Alcohol.

cal assauhs on college campuses.

According to Goldman, on any given

night, a third of drinkers on a college

campus will get into a fight with some-

one they care about. In addition, 80

percent of sexual assaults on college

campuses result from alcohol abuse.

GAMMA cochair Sarah Sanford-

Smith expressed the necessity ofhaving

such educational programs on campus.

"The program is important because

a lot of people, especially freshmen,

don't imderstand the problems of mix-

ing alcohol and sex,** said Smith, a

third-year political science and sociolo-

gy student.

In the opening segment of the pro-

gram, Goldman shonftd a picture of

himself in bed at three in the aAerDoon,

after drinking the entire night. Though
Goldman woke up with someone else

on his bed and seven stitches in his leg,

he had no recollection how any ofthose

two events happened.

"The program is not meant to make
ajudgement to stop people from drink-

ing," Goldman said. "But it does aim to

raise awareness about the importance

of drinking responsibly in order to pre-

vent a life-changing experience."

According to GoWman, 50 percent

ofnewHIV cases involve people under

the age of 24. Furthermore, he cited a

recent college survey where only halfof

sexually active college students report-

ed using safer sax methods consistently

SccMCDNOtp^

AP: Unequal access to

college-level courses

raises debates on GPAs

By Kartn Albradit

Daily Bruin Reporter

Providing a level playing field

for college admissions continues to

be a challenge, despite the repeal

of SP-1 and 2 at the UC Board of

Regents meeting last week.

Discrepancies in advanced
placement course availability give

some students unfair advantages

in the college admissions process,

according to a statement by the

American Civil Liberties Union.

Norman Matloff, former chair

of UC Davis's affirmative action

committee and UCLA alumnus,

agrees. As a step toward fair

admissions, the current UC policy

of adding an extra grade point to

AP courses should be eliminated,

said Matloff, who is also a comput-
er science professoc at UC Davis.

"I don't like the AP program,

because it has become a game,
with the inequity of adding an

See ADMISSIONS, page 6

Task force holds discussion

over future-housing issues

UC Group will look into

alleviating student living

costs, financing building

ByShaimaMacartea
Daily Bruin Reporter

With the expected influx of 60.000

students over the next 10 years, plans

to alleviate campus housing and
funding dilemmas will begin Friday

at the first UC Housing Task Force

meeting.

The task force is composed of 20

members representing different cam-

puses, faculty, UC Board of Regents

and local communities.

Regent Sue Johnson will co-chair

the task force with UC Senior Vice

President Joseph Mullinix.

The task force seeks to find ways

to make housing more afTordable

and available for undergraduates,

graduates, faculty and staff.

But the energy crisis and the

effects of Tidal Wave II have deplet-

~
SeeHOUSINCpagelO
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Ethics panel finds Feuer

in 'conflict of interest'

Los Angeles Councilman Mike Feuer, a can-

didate for dty attorney, faces an "inherent con-

flict of interest" if elected, since his wife works

for a nrm suing Los Angeles, a state ethics panel

found.

Feuer is married to Gale Ruderman-Feuer. a

senior attorney for the Natural Resources

Defense Council. The environmental policy

group has filed two lawsuits against the city in

the past year, one of which is pending.

But Feuer can recuse himself from discus-

sions regarding NRDC.
"There are recusal processes, both for public

and private institutions, that would take care of

the problem," said James King of the Fair

Political Practices Commission. King added

Monday that Feuer is willing to^recuse himself

"There is a simple way to handle it if it ever

happened," Feuer said. "Ideally, the city attor-

ney should be involved in preventing litigation in

the first place."

The lawsuits came to light during

a Feb. 21 debate between Feuer,

Deputy Mayor Rocky Dclgadillo and
Deputy District Attorney Lea D'Agostino.

D'Agostino failed to qualify for the June 5 elec-

tion and has since endorsed Delgadillo.

California bucking

trends it once set

The state that celebrated free love, embraced
alternative lifestyles and beat a path to divorce

court may be settling down as it grows older and
becomes more diverse.

The Golden State seems to have moved from
trend setter to traditionalist, according to cen-

sus figures being released Wednesday
Married couples with children increased at

twice the national average, growing by 12.6 per-

cent while the rest of the nation lagged at 5.5

percent. The nuclear family filled an increasing

share of households, while that percentage

dropped nationally.

What remains to be seen is how the influx of

immigrants - much of the state's

growth in the 1990s was fueled by

Mexicans and Asians - is reshaping

the typical California family."There

might even be two Culifornias in a way," said

Hans Johnson, a researcher at the Public Policy

Institute of California. "Immigrants may have

what are considered more traditional family liv-

ing arrangements."

California natives may more closely mirror

national patterns, but demographers won't

know until more data become available from
the 2000 Census.

"I would say most ofthe people my age don't

believe in marriage, they are really cynical

about it," said Kirsten Morgan, a nursing stu-

dent in San Francisco who got married a week
ago.

The latest wave of figures confirnoed much of

what social scientists already suspected about

the state's burgeoning population. Housing, for

example, failed to keep pace with the sute's

population, which grew by 13.8 percent to 33.9

million, leading to fewer vacan<^ies and more
crowded homtes.

Riordan angers some
community leaders

Angered by Mayor Richard Riordan's

endorsement of a Latino to succeed him, a

group ofAfrican American leaders accused the

lame^luck leader Tuesday of trying to divide

their community and demanded an apology for

criticisms of minority politicians.

The leaders gathered on the steps of city hall

with dozens of supporters for an event that was

as much an attack on Riordan as a pitch for

white mayoral candidate James Hahn, the pre-

sumed favorite among black voters.

"The mayor's irresponsible, inflammatory,

divisive and polarizing remarks deserve an

apology to all of us," said Danny Bakewell,

director of the black activist organization

Brotherhood Crusade. . ^

.

Riordan recently endorsed former

Assembly S(>eaker Antonio Villaraigosa for

mayor.

Compiled from Daily Bruin wire reports.

Weather

Today Thursday Friday

CORRECTION
The caption that ran with the

artidc "Musical serves as

students' legacy" (A&E, May
17), contained an error. The

person on the left side of the

photo should have been

identified as Romney Piamonte.
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Today 8 a.m. -5 p.m.
Exhibit on Sweatshops

Information display

PcrlolTQuad

Students Against Sweatshops

(310)825-7041

10 a.m. -3 p.m.
Career Roundup
Career fair for students

Ackerman Grand Ballroom

Sponsor: UCLA Career Center

(310)206-1915

6pjn.
Neuroscienoe Undergraduate

Society

Research workshop

KerckhofrHall Grand Salon

Psychology Alumni Lecture:

"Interpersonal Expectations and

Nonverbal Behavior"

Speaker: Dr. Robert Rosenthal

Franz 1 178

(310)825^117

.~.. .._

4:15 p.m.
Letters and Science Counseling

Workshop: Pre-Med Students and
Summer School

203 Covel Commons
(310)206-2792

L&S Counseling

Academic Workshops
• Time Management
• Altemativesio Medical School
• All workshops held in

Covel Commons, Room 203

To sign up. call (310) 206^685

7 p.m.
Campus Events Movie

"The Peebles"

Ackerman Grand Ballroom

Campus Events Commission

X5I958

L&S Counseling

Academic Workshops

• Internship and Career Preparation

* All workshops held in

Covel Commons, Room 203

To sign up, call (310) 206^685

7 p.m.

McPhee^cerri Duo
Jazz/rock music

KerckhofTCoffeehouse

Campus Events Commission

(310)825-1958

Career Network

Working in Cyberworid

James West Alumni Center

Student Alumni Association

8 p.m.

UCLA Wind Ensemble

"American Interlude"

Royce Hall Auditorium

Music Department

(310)825-2101

9:30 p.m.

d^pus Events Movie

"TheMuppcts"

Ackerman Grand Ballroom

Campus Events Commission

X51958
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SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY
HEALING POWER?

Courmy of 0» Zuo-Feng Zhang

For six months, scientists studied the effects of green tea on Yangzhong Island residents

who live on the banlcs of the Yangtze River.

BENEFITS: Green tea proven to

reduce risk of stomach cancer,

chronic gastritis, but not a cure

ByHdiMshPatal
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

In 1995, a group ofUCLA scientists set offto

China to study the cflfects ofgreen tea on the iso-

lated population of Yangzhong, an island situat-

ed off the banks of the Yangtze River.

The results of the research, which are pub-

lished in this month's issue of the International

Journal of Cancer, unraveled some of the natur-

al healing properties of green tea.

"This study was done on a Chinese popula-

tion where stomach cancer is a major problem,"

said lead author of the paper, Wendy Setiawan.

"We found that green tea is protective against

stomach cancer and chronic gastritis."

The study is the first to look at the relation-

ship between green tea and chronic gastritis,

which can lead to cancer.

The healing components ofgreen tea include

antioxidants and polyphenols, which are anti-

cancer agents. Because the fermentation

process involved with black tea reduces the

amount of polyphenol and antioxidants, green

tea is richer in these substances.

"We found that three cups per day was ideal,

but for treatment purposes, 10 cups would be

$ufricient,''*said Dr. Zuo-Feng Zhang, professor

of epidemiology.

, The scientists ventured out to the island in

Chintf to conduct an observational controlled

^udy They interviewed people on the ishmd

rather than conducting experiments on them.

Researchers asked about the tea drinking histo-

ry of 133 people with stomach cancer, 166 with

chronic gastritis and 433 control subjects.

With the data collected, the scientists found

that drinking green tea leads to a 48 percent

decrease of stomach cancer and a SI percent

drop in the risk ofgetting chronic gastritis.

Green tea, the scientists found, has the ability

to prevent, not cure, stomach cancer.

The amount of people inflicted with stomach
cancer in the world is only second to those who
have lung cancer. Setiawan said 38 percent of
patients who have stomach cancer live in China.

The team of scientists chose to study the

inhabitants of Yangzhong because the rate of

stomach cancer on the island is four to five per-

cent more than the rest of the population in

China.

"The Chinese diet has a lot of salt - which is a

strong risk factor to stomach cancer," Setiawan

said.

Zhang added that because Yangzhong is

secluded, it does not have the same access to the

higher quality of food found on the mainland.

"The island is very poor and isolated," he

said. "They don't eat much fresh fruit and veg-

etables."

Zhang said the effects of green tea may also

reduce cholesterol.

"The research found that the more you drink,

the more protection you get," Setiawan said.

Some UCLA students who regularly drink

green tea said it relaxes them.

"I've been drinking green tea for ten years

and I've always liked the taste," said Irene Sun,

DRINK: Beverages that claim to

enhance health may not be any

more effective than coffee or tea

BylQyosMTomono
Daily Bruin Contributor

Energy drinks like Red Bull and 180 claim

they'll "give you wings" and "turn your energy

around." But according to UCLA pediatrician

Dr. Martin Anderson, their main effect may be in

lightening your pocketbook.

The drinks, which usually contain amino
acids, caffeine and a few natural vitamins and

extracts, can cost upward of $3 to 4 per can. And
while they might not be particularly harmful,

Anderson said they aren't all that helpful either.

"I don't think (Red Bull) is more than a cup of

coffee, but it's being touted as liquid cocaine - it's

being used as a mixture at raves and clubs,"

Anderson said. "I wouldn't be surprised \( you
couldn't get as much nutrition from a glass of

juice and a cup of coffee"

In particular, Anderson pointed to taurine, an

amino acid added to Red Bull that the company's
Web site claims is "a metabolic transmitter and
additionally has a detoxifying effect and strength-

ens cardiac contractility." Anderson said the

American Diatetic Association didn't find any
substantiation to Red Bull's claims about taurine.

The heart ofthe problem, he said, js the hands-

ofTapproach the Food and Drug Association has

taken with dietary supplements and energy-

drinks, leaving companies to largely self-regulate

their products and their claims.

"Dietary supplements are not regulated by the

FDA and there are several billion dollar indus-

tries without anything other than selfregulation."

he said. "(The companies) are not able to make
claims about medical conditions, but they can say

it's good for your hair,' or 'It's good for your

energy.'"

Energy drinks were initially developed as a

pick-me-ups for adults with active lifestyles, said

Kim Peterson, a media relations manager with

Red Bull North America. While the product orig-

inally contained a warning against giving the

drink to children, Peterson said the warning has
'

since been removed.

"We try to appeal to all ages, from old people

to young," Peterson said. "Initially, we put that

(label on) as a caution for parents. Now, we leave

it up for parents, since there is nothing harmful in

Red Bull for children."

While Anderson agreed that caffeine-contain-

ing drinks may not be harmful to children, he
alluded that they might not be a good thing either.

"Whether or not children should be drinking

Red Bull is a really ticklish issue because it begs

the question of whether or not children should

be drinking caffeine," he said. "My view is that

coffee isn't necessarily good for you either, and
we shouldn't be teaching our children to drink

it."

But it's not so much young children as it is

young adults who are consuming the energy

drinks at the greatest rates. At the trendy Viper

Room on West Hollywood's Sunset Boulevard,

manager Bobby Deleon says the drink is com-
monly used as a fnixer with alcohol.

"(Red Bull) is popular around here. But, we're

thinking oPrcplacing it because there's another

company that gives a better deal," Deleon said

SeeENElMiY^pagell
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Red Bull and other similar energy drinks have recently gained a lot of popularity, though
some believe they can have negative side effects.

Some plant extracts have been $howr» to have some medkaf benefits.
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Herbs may help alleviate chronic ills

ADAM MOMM/Ddty Iruin

HEALING: Increasing use,

conflicting results call for

more research on topic

By Dharshani Ohannawardcna
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

For some patients who suffer from

bouts ofchronic physical and emotion-

al ailments, traditional Western treat-

ments may not work.

When all else fails, herbal supple-

ments might provide an answer,

according to Dr. Ma-Li Wong, profes-

sor of psychiatry who has done
research on the effects of the plant St.

John's wort on treating depression.

"When some interventions don't

work, doctor* can refer patients to

non-traditional ways oftreatment," she

said.

The usage of herbal supplements

follows a national trend toward alter-

native methods to Western medical

treatment, which includes massage,

megavitamins, folk remedies and
homeopathy. More than 42 percent of

Americans used some form of these

complementary therapies in 1997,

according to the WebMD Health Web
site.

"I think this movement has

increased recently and it's related to

the general attitude of American peo-

ple taking charge of their health,"

Wong said.

Susan Bowerman, a registered dieti-

cian, said the defmition of an herb

remains ambiguous. From a botanical

standpoint, only the leafy parts of

plants are generally considered herbs,

but exceptions include ginger, which is

a root.

"With herbal treatments, the

assumption is that they're safer and
more gentle to your system," said

Bowerman, who is also assistant to Dr.

David Heber, the director at the

Center for Human Nutrition.

Often, what most people consider as

herbal supplements are used for

enhancing certain effects, such as

boosting energy. Wong said some of

the most common herbal supplements

are coffee and tea.

Unlike, regular pharmaceutical

drugs, which consist of a single com-
pound isolated and purified to treat a

specific condition, herbal supplements

contain a variety of components,
Bowerman said.

Despite the recent surge in popular-

ity, the use of herbal supplements is not

without dangers. One of the main
problems arises from the sheer variety

of components in the supplements
where experts can not isolate the spe-

cific 'icuring" factors of the plant.

SccllERIS,pag€lO
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Panelists analyze Palestinian plight
FORUM: Event addressed

conflict misconceptions;

many felt it was one-sided

By Dena Elbayoumy
Daily Bruin Contributor

The Open Tent Middle East coali-

tion hosted a forum Sunday seeking to

"debunk myths" and offer analysis of

the Mideast conflict.

Issues speaker's discussed included

the plight of Palestinian refugees and
measures vital to achieving peaceful

coexistence in the region.

"We are here to voice an alterna-

tive point of view that usually goes

unheard in the media," said Munir
Shaikh, co-director of the event and

graduate student in Islamic studies at

UCLA.
More than 500 people have been

killed in the Middle East as the result

of the ongoing conflict since the begin-

ning of September, CNN reported

Monday.

This year, Israel celebrated the

53rd year of its existence. Many
Palestinians, however, mourn the day

axui term it "Al-Naqbah," or "the cata-

strophe," according to speakers.

While the placement of blame con-

tinues to shift, Israeli, Arab, Muslim,

Jewish and Christian speakers at the

conference atterhpted to raise aware-

ness about the crisis in the Middle

East.

Despite the event's intentions,

some felt that the matiy of the panels

were one-sided.

"Anything that brings two commu-
nities together is a breakthrough,"

said Rabbi Chaim Scidlcr-Feller.

"However, the general tone was over-

ly damning of Israel."

BRIDGET OWIEN/Dailv Brum S*f>to« Staff

Panelist Salam Al-Marayati (left)

listens to.Yossi Khen recall his

experiences.

The panelists assessed factors that

they felt have hindered the peace

process and have led to misconcep-

tions in the conflict.

A panel consisting of one
Palestinian, an Iraqi-American, a for-

mer Israeli soldier and one American
questiof>ed the validity of the United

States government as an impartial

third-party negotiator in the conflict.

"The information given is not

based on emotion, but logic, actual

data and facts. What gives this event

credibility is that Christians, Jews, and

Muslims are all here speaking out

against oppression," said Khadija

Haseeb, a fourth-year Arabic and lin-

guistics student.

Panelists argued that U.S. bias was
apparent in the most recent of negoti-

ations between the Palestinian

Authority, Israel and the U.S. in

September's Camp David Accords.

'

**Thc world looked at the

Palestinians as if they were completely

irrational for refusing to accept 95

percent of their territory," said

Mahmoud Ibrahim, a professor at Cal

Poly Pomona.

Echoing his sentiments. Rabbi
Michael Lcrner agreed that the failure

of Camp David was due to terms that

did not meet the needs of Palestinians.

"I'm not talking about their rights.

I'm talking about effectiveness," he

said encouraging non-violence as a

means of protest.

Lcrner has recently been under

heavy scrutiny for voicing his views on
the conflict

.

"I have received death threats,

been called one of the worst self-hat-

ing Jews of the world. One Web site

not only listed my home address but

directions on how td get there," he

said.

The importance of public educa-

tion through massive teach-ins was
stressed as essential in seeing an end to

the conflict. The public, panelists said,

has been swayed through the lobby of

special interest groups and distortions

by the media.

"When F-16's are bombing
Palestinian homes, they arc ottrs. it is

our tax dollars, yours and mine,

financing this aggression," said Salam

Al-Marayati, a panelist who said his

qualm was with the U.S. government.

Focusing particularly on the right

to self-determination, Al-Marayati

said the government has imposed a

double standard in establishing these

terms of foreign policy contradictory

to U:S. domestic laws and guaranteed

freedoms.

But the event was controversial for

some. Seidler-Feller said there was an

SMCDNFEREIKI^pagell

Hayden raises money,

awareness for election
FUNDRAISER: Council

candidate covers traffic,

law enforcement issues

By DdrtarGauntlctt

Daily Bruin Reporter

Fifth District Council candidate

Toih Hayden held a fund-raiser in

Westwood on Monday, two weeks

before Uie June 5 general election

between himself and former

Assistant District Attorney Jack

Weiss.

Uniting UCLA and Westwood
residents for community service, end-

ing traftlc woes and alleviating police

burdens were the issues of the

evenihg.

"Westwood is the intersection of

the greatest, traffic jam in North

America, with hundreds of thou-

sands of car trips per day," Hayden
said.

He also scrutinized UCLA's $45

million project to build a parking

structure under the intramural field.

"The proposed structure has the

potential to make gridlock worse,"

Hayden said.

If elected, Hayden plans to square

oft"with the MTA, an organization he

considers to be mounting "an assault

on the Village" and stopping their

proposal of making a lane down
Wilshirc Corridor where 52 buses

SeetUVSEN^pageTT
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Tom Hayden speaks with friends at a fund-raiser event held on
his behalf at the Napa Valley Grill in Westwood Monday night.

BASE BUDGET FUNDS
AVAILABLE

Approximately $85,000 of Base Budget Funding for the 2001-2002 academic
term is available for qualified undergraduate student organizations.

Elijaliliilily Re€|iiirom<*^til$»:

Must be ati Officially Recognized undergraduate student organization,

registered with the Center for Student Programming
Registration is determined by the Center for Student Programming

llfiu io Apply Uw Fiiiifis:

• Complete a budget proposal and make a presentation at the USA Budget
Hearings to be held in July

*o Io Gel a Biicl^oi Proposal

• Pick up a Budget Packet at Room 300B Kerckhoff Hail beginning May 29th
• Attend a Budget information Workshop in Room 133 Kerckhoff Hall either

on May 29% 1 0-1 1am or May 30% 3-4pm

ctHfttctu Paid for by USAC

For further information, call 310/206-6366
or email dsimmons@asucla.ucla.edu
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WORLD & NATION I # Dow Jones Industrials
down: 80.68

dose: 11,257.24

Nas4«q Index

up: 8.26

dose: 2.313.85

Yen: 122.74

Euro: 1.1561

Senator consklers changing parties
PLANS: Bush's legislative

agenda, Senate's divide

will be affected by switch

ByDwiiEs^
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - Republican

Sen. Jim Jeffords met separately

Tuesday with President Bush and Vice

President Dick Cheney, GOP sources

said, amid speculation that the

Vermont lawmaker might switch to

the Democrafic Party, **rm consider-

ing a lot of things." he said.

A switch would have profound

implications for the Senate, currently

divided 50-50 along party lines, as well

as for Bush's legislative agenda. The
party with a majority controls the flow

of legislation in committees and on the

Senate floor, and holds all the commit-

tee chairman^ips.
=^ Asked about his plans, JefTonfe-

said, "Lots of people are trying to get

me to do different things."

Pressed as he got onto an elevator

on whether he would switch, Jeffords

smiled as the doors closed and said,

"Bye."

It was unclear whether Jeffords

intended to bolt from the party that

has been his home for nearly a quar-

ter-century in Congress, or was pub-

licly venting his irritation with his

treatment at the hands of the White

Personal info in hands of

scam artists via internet

The Associaied Prwi

Speculation is rampant that U.S. Sen. Jim Jeffords (left) Is considering

switching parties and joining his delegation members.

House and GOP majority in the

Semite.

Jeffords angered the White House
this spring when he refused to support

Bufh's budget with its S 1.6 trillion. 10-

year tax cut. Instead, he sided with a

bipartisan group of lawmakers who
forped changes on the Senate floor.

The result was the fu^t highisroflle

defeat for the new administration.

CONGRESS: Identity theft,

complaints upgraded to

American national crisis

ByGinaHotoid
The Assodated Press

WASHrNGTON - Identity theft

has become a national crisis, with

more Americans than ever losing per-

sonal information to scam artists.

Congress was told Tbesday.

For $39.95, a thief can buy some-

one's Social Security number on the

Internet, useit within minutes to get a

credit card, then start buying big-tick-

et items like cars and jewelry.

"It's risk-free," said James Huse
Jr., Social Security Administration's

inspector general, after a demonstra-

tion of Internet options. "Why
wouldn't criminals do this?"

He told the House Ways and
Means Social Security subcommittee

that identity theft, "catalyzed by the

Internet, has quickly become, a

national crisis."

About 1,400 people report fraud

each week to the Federal Trade

Commission. As many as 500,000

are victimized annually.

Huse said because complaints are

rising, Congress should bring back.

then pass, a privacy plan first debated

last year to ban the sale of Social

Security numbers and prohibit niany

companies from requiring customers

to divulge their numbers. Ways and
Means approved the bill last year, but

it never came up for a House vote.

Major changes are opposed by

banks, insurance companies, invest-

ment firms and pension fund over-

seers. Government officials also

don't like the bill because the govern-

ment's massive system of record-

keeping would have to be changed.

Another proposal, by Rep. Ron Paul,

R-Texas, would require the assigning •

of all new Social Security numbers
and would ban the use of those num-
bers as identifying tools.

Charles Bacarisse, a district clerk

in Harris County, Texas, said many
Social Security numbers are already

.

easily available, and regulations "will

~

increase the burdens and costs on
everyone while doing little or nothing

to enhance anyone's privacy."

The Social Security numbering

system was created 65 years ago to

track each American's earnings. The
government promised it would not be

used as a national identification card,

but the numbers now are widely used

personal identifiers. They are avail-

able on many public documents, such

as driver's licenses and court records.

Taliban to require labels identifying religion
HINDUSt India, U.S. claim

oppression; measure still

to be approved by leader

6v Amir Shah
The Associated Press

KABUL. Afghanistan

Afghanistan's ruling Taliban said

Tuesday they will require Hindus to

wear identity labels on their clothing

to distinguish them from Muslims, a

proposal sharply denounced by India

and the United States.

The Taliban said the measure -

which would also require Hindu
women to be veiled for the first time -

was aimed at keeping non-Muslims

from being harassed by religious

police enforcing Islamic law.

Hindus in Afghanistan have not

I

been the target of persecution and
have been allowed to practice their

religion without interference, even
using music, which is otherwise

banned. But over decades of war, the

number of Hindus has dwindled from
a high of about 50,000 during .the

1970t to 500 in the capital and small

pockets elsewhere.

The Taliban's reclusive supreme
leader. Mullah Mohammed Omar,
must still approve the law as he does
all edicts. The head of the religious

police, Mohammed Wali, told The
Associated Press it woufd be imple-

mented soon.

The proposal - reminiscent of Nazi

policies forcing Jews in Europe to

wear a yellow Star of David - brought

qnick condemnation from
Washington.

A U.S. State Department
spokesman called the requirement

"the latest in a long list of outrageous

oppressions" by the Taliban.

^We want to make quite clear that

forcing social groups to wear distinc-

tive clothing or identifying marks stig-

matizes and isolates those groups and
can never, never be justified."

spokesman Richard Boucher said in

Washington.

Hindu-dominated' India also

denounced the measures. Indian

Foreign Ministry spokesman
Raminder Singh Jassal told reporters

in New Delhi. "Weabsohjtely deplore

such orders which patently discrimi-

nate against minorities."

Dozens of protesters marched
down a busy thoroughfare in the cen-

tral Indian city of Bhopal carrying an
effigy of a bearded Taliban, soldier.

"Taliban, die!" shouted some of the

marchers, members of the Hindu fun-

damentalist movement Bajrang Dal.

The AswcMCd Prctt

Sikh Afghans sit in their temple In Kabul, Afghanistan. Hindus In

Afghanistan ttCiy have to wear an identity label on their clothing.
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Countries differ on Iraq

sanction proposals
UNITED NATIONS - Russia and Britain

delivered competing proposals on Iraq to the

Security Council on Tuesday, dividing the

major powers on whether to quickly overhaul

sanctions against the oil-rich nation.

The Britbh proposal, backed by the United

States, calls for lifting sanctions on all civilian

goods entering Iraq while toughening enforce-

ment of a decade-old arms embargo. It would
prohibit Iraq from ac^iuiring specific military

items, step up border controls to curb smug-

gling of Iraqi oil, and prevent any new Iraqi

weapons build-up.

The proposal by Russia, one of Iraq's key

council allies, would delay council action on
the British proposal for at least six months and
extend the existing oil-for-food humanitarian

program, which needs to be renewed by June

4. That program helps Iraq cope with the sanc-

tions by allowing it to sell oil to buy food.

humanitarian supplies, and spare

parts for its oil industry.

The Russian resolution appeals to

Iraq's other council supporters. China

and France. Since Russia. China and
France - which all have the same veto power
on the Security Council as the United States

and Britain - are opposed to quick movement
on the British initiative.

"We want a serious, and I stress a serious

and constructive discussion of the British

draft, but we feel even at this stage that this will

involve more time than is left before June 4,"

said Russian Ambassador Sergey Lavrov.

America Online users

must endure price hike
SPRINGFIELD. Va. - America Online is

raising the price of its unlimited-use Iraernet

service by $19.95 to $23.90 a month - the first

increase m three years.

About 75 percent of AQL's 29 milHon cus-

tomers subscribe to the unlimited

plan.

The 9 percent increase, which
takes effects in July, could generate an

additional $500 milhon annually for the

media giant.

AOL said Tuesday the price of its other

plans will remain the same.

AOL spokeswoman Ann Brackbill said

much of Uie additional revenue will be rein-

vested to improve the service rather than to

help the company's bottom line. The next

AOL software upgrade is due out later this

year.

"That's been our history, to invest in our
infrastructure," she said. "There's a lot of

under-the-hood stuff, staying ahead of the

cucve as far as infrastructure is concerned."

Abo Tuesday, network problems prevented

some Internet users from reaching AOL's
Instant Messenger.

Nicholas Graham, an AOL spokesman,
could not say how many users were affected,

but he described it as "a small number."

Kerouac manuscript

fetches $2.43 million
NEW YORK - The original manuscript of

"On The Road," author Jack Kerouac's epic

tale of disaffected youth wandering America,
was auctioned Tuesday for $2.43 million, a

record for the sale of a literary work.

James Irsay, owner of the Indianapolis

Colts football team, outbid several other

would-be buyers for the 120-foot-long scroll

filled with the single-spaced typewritten narra-

tive that eventually became a literary sensation

and cult classic.

Christie's auctioneer Francis Wahlgren said

the price - $2.2 million plus a buyer's premium
of$226,000 - was "a new worid record for a lit-

erary manuscript at auction."

.The previous champ is believed to be a 1920
copy of Franz Kaftca's "The Trial," which sold

for $1.98 million in 1988.

Compiled from Daily Bruin wire reports.
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USAC
From page 1

controversial nature.

"This resolution docs not condemn a

people. What \¥e're doing is condemning

the actions of a government," Mahmood
said.

Students debated about the territory

disputed between Israelis and
Palestinians that borders Jordan. Other

disputed territories include the Golan
Heights - which border Lebanon, Jordan

and Syria - and the Gaza Strip, which

borders Egypt.

Jewish Student Union President Alan

Tsarovsky objected to Mahmood's and
other MSA members' claim that Zionists

are separate from Jews.

''The proposition is a one-sided attack

against Zionists. It is a resolution con-

demning an ideology," Tsarovsky said.

"This resolution is not about human
rights. If it were, we would be condemn-

ing^governments, not peoples," he contin-

ued.

But International Socialist

Organization member Randy Childs reit-

erated the textbook definition ofZionism,

which he said does not automatically

equate Zionism to Judaism.

At the council meeting, MSA members
said the Israeli military has been coercing

Palestinians to leave the West, Bank
through force and cited examples of

"Arabs murdered by Israeli madiine guns.

MSA member Reem Salahi said while

the believes the resolution is not the

answer, there are still human ri^ts viola-

tions occurring that need to be explained

to the public.

"It is a way of bringing consciousness

to the issue," she said while holding up a

frame-by-frame poster of a Palestinian

father and his son attacked by bullets.

Facilities Commissioner Steve Davey
disapproved of the resolution, objecting

to the manner in which it was presented.

The actual resohition sheet presented to

USAC consisted of pre-written lines, leav-

jig blanks to be filled in with the sponsor-

ing organization's name.

"USAC shouldn't be carbon-copying

policy. (MSA) could at least have it tailor-

made for this body," Davey said. "This

resolution does not seek council goals and

I would be ashamed of myself if we were

to pass this as a council."

With that, Davey crumpled the page

with the resohition into a ball, as he sat

directly in front of Mahmood.
General Representative Elisa Sequeira

said it was disrespectful of Davey to crum-

ble the resohition and end discussion in

that manner.

External Vice President Evan
Okamura, one of the three council mem-
bers who sponsored the resolution so that

it could be put on the meeting's agenda,

said his purpose was to initiate a discus-

sion on the issue.

"We wanted to bring dialogue to the

table," Okamura said. "It is ah important

issue and cause, and this way the convey
sation could happen."

ALCOHOL
from page 1

and correctly.

As part of tfie program. Goldman
presented a video titled "AIDS.

Alcohol and Sex," which compared

sober and tntoxit:ated college stu-

dents regarding their views on mixing

alcohol and sex.

"The people in the daylight scenes,

who were not partying, gave intelli-

gent answers and sound like they

know what they are talking about,"

Goldman said. "But ifyou look at the

night scenes, at students who were

caught on tape after having a few

drinks, they were more honest about

how they really act. These compar-

isons show how even the most sensi-

ble people can impair their judge-

ment while under the influence."

Although many students

expcessed that the message ofthe pro-

gram was obvious, they also relate

that students do not always fc^w
these messages.

"Even though a lot ofit is conin|On

sense, it is not oOaumM practioe,"

8«d Jeff Ohiasemi, t leoond-year

political sdeaoe ftodeot.

At the tod oC tlie jKogran,

ICfanbtri^^vaMnM^iiiiM
timmomrMm- <j(nmmii^. «nd

abouttbc DQocMHsrfbrMdfv^
involved ia the fi|frtjgiMHiliMDS.

ADMISSIONS
Frompage 1

extra grade point," he said.

Among California public

schools, 15 percent offer no AP
courses, and an additional 48

schools offer only one AP sub-

ject exam. This means 143,000

students attend California high

schools that offer one or no AP
level classes, according to a

study by the Thomas Rivera

Policy Institute.

More than 60 percent of

these AP-deficient schools have

predominantly African
' American and Latino students.

But many UCLA students

say grade inflation provides an
important incentive to choose

the more challenging AP class-

es when GPA is one of the main
factors considered in college

admittance.

"The only reason I took AP
classes in high school was for

the extra grade ixnnt,'* said

Maflanita Paez, second-year

English student who attended

Roosevelt High School.

Citing the state's failure to

assure equal and adequate

access to .AP courses and its

^influfrncf on twhnifsiowr fr<»ro

l^income high sdiools, the

ACLU filed a dass^ction law-

suit against California in 1999.

•It argued African American.

Latino, and lower-income stu-

dents are being "systematically

marginalized" from attending

prestigious universities, partly

due to the unavailability of AP
courses in high school, accord-

ing to an ACLU statement.

"It would be a lie to say stu-

dents at high schools lacking

AP courses are not at a disad-

vantage." said Thomas Lifka,

interim director of admissions

and associate vice chancellor of

student academic services.

UCLA admissions tries to

take AP course availability into

account by looking at student

class ranking, Lifka said.

But quality of curriculum is

important, and the extra grade

point is used to reflect the more
challenging classes.

"When students take partic-

ular rigorous classes and do
well in them, they should be

rewarded." Lifka said.

AP classes provided not only

an extra grade point for first-

year undeclared student

Obediah Elkins, but a way of

avoiding the easy-A regular

"bonehead classes," he said.

"I understand that by elimi-

nating (he extra fmdc point.

S«eAPill«IOIIS,p«9«10

Do you want to become
a leader on camp

Check out the

RUIN LEADERS PRO^
A seminar based leadership project sponsored by the Center for
Student Programming. All students are invited to participate in
- ^eveloping leadership skiUs. Upon completion participants

receive a certificate.

AVAILABLE FOB THF
LTTATION TEAM

Apply for the Student FacUitatkm Team (SFT) for the 2001/2002 school year
The SFT is the advisory team for the Bndn Leaden Pro|ect. They help to
recruit and train student leaders who attend the many community service
and leadership development opportunities available on campus.
Applications available at:

105 Kerckhoff Hall Center for Student Programming
1104 Murphy HaU Student ft Campus life
102 Men's Gym Community Programs Office
A Level Ackerman Union - Informalkm '

Application Deadline: Friday,Jime 1**

Bruin Leaders Project OfiBce
105 Kerckhoff Hall

Fly Away

Get Away!

t '.i •«

www.bniinleaders.ucla.edu
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• IMtlViXi.

There's only one way to go. Up.

As you begin your ascent to the top, remember, it's

what you learn along the way that assures your suc-

cess. At Ernst & Young, we give our recruits total

access to the tools they need to gain knowledge

and learn more about the marketplace. And

because leadership skills are so important,

we give them the opportunity to chal-

lenge themselves by working with

companies in fesdtng indus^

tries. The result? An atmosphere

that's stimulating, innovative

and creative. Talk about a place

where you can really take off.

FORTUNE*

TO WORK FORr

i.a^iiiAi^t
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25% OFF
n
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Quicks^r • Rox]

wiatches

accessories • workout gear

\

nil

20% OFF
;<«w<WW»WTii ii i.nvi.

one
fiction • professional & technical

poetry • biography • art

computer • gardening • cooking • language

Books

binders • notebooks • pads • Cross pens
film • frames • stationery • photo albums

B-Ltvvl Ackennan Union
510.825.7711

www.uclastore.com

MX. BeaiWear
and Heii liitchandise

All emblematic merchandise from Russell Athletic,

adidas, Champion. Gear and morel

t-shirts • shorts • hats • sweats • jackets =
UCLA gifts • UCLA books • UCLA accessories

ALL Ciimiiter iPuppiN^
CD players • inJcCToner ^IRousepads • paper
surge protectors • personal audio • speakers

laptop bags • CD storage • ZIP/Jaz cartridges

•"i

20°,

ALLBteh and GifL>
Beanie BaliBs •jjugfeJlWate
candles • gift wrap • bath oils

/o
••'•^to^' toms at

avfiy'Wi*
Id

Iftoliy.
Disc

Copefand's Sports
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Congratulate Your Graduate.

Place an ad in Bruin Life's

Class of 2000 Graduation Issue

to place an ad, call 206-7562

c

Still no summer plans? Go to LONDON!
STUDY ABROAD Wq^ ^MflCAN INTCRCONTINENTAL UNIVERSITY

**5PACE IS STILL AVAILABLE in our July 4'Week
program (Session B: July 7-August 3)

Enroll In Two Classes :

International Business
Survey of British Museums
International Broadcasting
Psychology of Advertising
History of London
British Political Issues

AIM ADVA^IT^q^*^;

- Central London Location -

- International Student Body
* Mtminattofiw racuHy jz

- Guaranteed Housir>g -

• Financial Aid Available -

For Eligibie Students

Literary London

FOR MORE INFORMATION:
Contact Jen Briggs with AlU Study Abroad Programs

1-800-255-6839
or by e-mail at Jbriggs@aluniv,edu

IV/IAT WILL }<}(

BE rEUMKI\(i AISfH I

^c^

/A\5 vrAHsy
^^^ir^^

California's

sMCAT
dT review program

...continues to set the standards that

others want to follow!

The

i
ERKELEY

Spi'ci<ili/in^ in MCAT I'r p.iM;

Tie Berkeley leriey Provides;

14 Weeks Of Review Aod Testing Of

Impflrtut MCAT Concepts^^^f^^

100 Hours Of Scheduled Lecture Topics

h The CI«srofliB,f44^444.f4^

200 Hoors Of Office HoDrs To Soppiemeit

The Lectore Topics^^^^^^u/^^

20HoiirsOfSiippleineDtalMCAT-$tyle

Problem Solying Sesslons^^^^^^^

10 Fill-Length Mock MCAT Exuns

Durioj The Program.juf^^^^^^^

4SchedDledFnll-UngthMockMCAT

Ewm Testing Dates^^f./^^^^^^^

2800 Pages Of Review Notes Covering

Important MCAT Concept«44,f^/4f^

1400 MCAT-Style Passages With Clear

And Detailed Solitions,/4^^44,/4^

Exceptional Instmctors For Each Of

The Sli Topic Areas Of The MCAT^u^Uf

Excellent Review Materials That Yon

Get To Keep And Take Home,/_f,/.,^u/4,

Application Assistance, Interview

Workshops, And Mock Intervlews^^^^

imnm
www.berkeley-review.com

ADMISSIONS
From page 6

they are attempting to make college

admissions more" fair," Eikins said.

''But it would eliminate the incentive

to take AP classes for a lot of peo-

ple."

Unaware of the additional grade

point when he initially enrolled in

his first AP courses, first-year com-
puter science student Jeh Yung said

students would still enroll in the

more challenging classes for the

higher educational standards and to

potentially earn college credit.

"UC does not add any grade

points for honors classes, yet people

still take them," MatlofTsaid. "Why
should it be any different in high

school?"

COUNCIL
From page 1

elected USAC President Karren
Lane after she called the meeting to

order just before 1 1 p.m. "1 think we
have an excellent council and I'm

really excited to do the work."

After Gabriel Garcia, acting chief

justice of the USA Judicial Board,

swore (he council members into

office, the council immediately got

down to business, going over staff

reports and planning for its summer
retreat with the advice of older staff

members.

CXitgoing members expressed nos-

talgia at seeing new members con-

ducting their first meeting.

Outgoing USAC President

Elizabeth Houston, who is planning

to go on to law school and politics

aAer finishing one or two more quar-

ters at UCLA, said she thinks the new
council will do a good job.

Houston, like other outgoing

council members, has given the new
council advice on how to conduct

work.

."I hope all the voices on council

are respected and that no opinion is

stifled," Houston said.

Outgoing External Vice President

Elias Enciso, who said he will be

working with USAC through the

EVP office next year, said he was
ecstatic about the new council.

"I am extremely proud and confi-

dent in my successors' abilities," he

said. **It's so good to know that we are

being replaced by talented people."

A three-hour debate over a resolu-

tion for USAC to take a stance on the

Israeli-Palestinian conflict preceded

the installation. Members said it rein-

forced to the new council the urgency

to unite the campus.

"It really brought home to me that

our responsibility is uniting this cam-
pus," said incoming Internal Vice

President Kennisha Austin.

HOUSING
From page 1

ed the state's budget, and flnding

money to fund building will be tough,

according to members of the task

force.

"My hope is that the task force

members will bring new perspectives

and fresh thinking to this longstanding

problem," Mullinix said in a state-

ment.

The task force will consider the

demand for university sponsored

housing and examine the current

process for university construction on-

and ofT-campus. It wiO also study ways
the university can work with third par-

ties to provide housing and ways to

provide financial assistance to those

who purchase homes.

But the main concern of the task

force is gaining the funds and
resources during times of shortage.

"To educate all of these students, we
need more faculty and staff." said

Tracy Davis Student Regent-desig-

nate, one of the two students on the

task force. "There is not enough
money to go around."

Because housing is an auxiliary

enterprise, the university is not eligible

for state subsidized bonds for it. The

UC can only receive repayable bonds,

which create high rent rates for the stu-

dents, said Debbie Davis UC Student

Association President.

An alternative fund provider would

be third parties, which would lease the

land for construction and then revert it

back to the university, she said.

"This would allow for the third

party to shoulder part of the bill," she

continued.

The State Assembly has begun to

take action in the matter concerning

housing deficiency and the lack of

funds with two impending bills.

"The assembly is very aware of the

problem," Debbie Davis said.

AB 1063, a bill introduced by

Assemblywoman Dion Aroner, D-
Berkeley, allows for student housing to

be funded by the state.

But opponents of the bill said on-

and oflkampus housing would be in

competition for funding with academ-

ic buildings, according to the UCSA
President.

Assemblyman Fred Keeley, D-
Monterey Bay. proposed AB 1611,

which would make students eligible for

low-income housing and provide funds

for both on- and off- campus housing.

'*Ifone or both of the bills pass then

the task force could be eligible for state

funds," Debbie said.

HERBS
From page 3

"You can't make the assumption

that natural Is better," Bowerman said.

"There's a lot we don't know about

herbals."

According to Wong, many of the

supplements were originally consumed
in the form of teas, where the potency

of the herb diminished in the water.

"In different structures, they can

release much more in the complex of

several compounds," she said. "And
the quality of the products are vari-

able.**

Similarly, consumers may not know
the amount of a specific healing com-
ponent contained in an herbal dose,

which varies greatly, t^n opposed to a

pharmaceutical drug that would have

an established strength, Wong added.

But the bountiful components of
herbs could offer some benefits as well.

Research conducted by Heber on
treating high cholesterol by substitut-

ing a natural product, red yeast rice,

for a traditional treatment caOed meva-
cor had positive results. According to

Bowerman, in addition to containing

mevaoor, the yeast may possess other

cholesterol-fighting compounds that

led to the successful study.

On the other hand, some experi-

ments have given opposite results. In

her researd) looking at treatments for

chronic anti-depression. Wong conv
pared the effects of St. John's wort on
the reduction of the hormone Cortisol

with traditional drugs as Prozac and
Imipramine in rodents.

Cortisol levels often elevate in peo-

ple with depression.

"What I found was that St. John's

wort wis not as effective as standard

medicines," she said. "From this study

done on the animals, we can speculate

on its effects on humans."

Conflicting results like this as well as

the increased use of herbals warrant

more research, Wong said, and also

stricter regulation.

Currently, the Food and Drug
Administration does noC rq^te the

use of herbal supplementi, which it

considers as a dietary supplement.

According to Wong, the United

See 11

HERBS
From page 10

States lags behind other Western coun-

tries that have physicians specially

trained to prescribe herbs as treat-

ment.

Despite the need f^r Airthcr study.

Wong believes herbals, especially ones

thai have been used for generations,

probably have beneficial effects.

"It is unlikely that a supplement that

has been used for centuries doesn't

have some sort of positive effects," she

said. "Therejust needs to be better con-

trolled and designed experiments to

figure out what those effects are."

TEA
From page 3

third-year business economics stu-

dent. "I don't drink it necessarily for

the health reasons."

But other students drink the tea as a

digestive agent as well as an alterna-

tive to coffee because it keeps them
alert during late nights of studying.

"I started drinking green tea last

year and I know it has a lot of health

benefits," said Christine Joseph, third-

year microbiology and molecular

genetics student. "Its better than hav-

ing coffee running through your
veins."

Zhang said capsules containing

polyphenols and antioxidants derived

from green tea are available.

Some students who are aware of

the health benefits of green tea prefer

to swaliow the drink rather than the

piU.

"My uncle has been growing it in

his back yard, in India, fpr years and
now its funny to see how these health

companies are putting green tea in a

ptU,^ Jpseph said.

ENERGY
From page 3

"We've also had 180. which is more cit-

rusy, and really, if we don't have Red
Bull, then people will pretty much
rink whatever else we have.

"

Deleon said the Viper Room has

served some fonn of energy drink for

the past two years, and that usually,

they're mixed with vodka, 7UP, soda

water or cranberry juice.

He said that while h? has tried

Red Bull personally, it's not for

everyone.

"It wakes me up, but you can't drink

CONFERENCE
From page 4

"absence of criticism of the Arab
side."

This was voiced by one audience

member during a question and answer

session. She raised the issue of current

and .historical anti-Semitism, particu-

larly in Europe.

Upon the audience member calling

the Arabs "Holocaust deniers, ' Yossi

Khen, a former Israeli soldier, tried to

calm her, and told of his experiences

as a soldier for the Israeli government.

"Israelis (participate in) home

a six pack of that. It's like drinking six

pots of coflee." Deleon said. "People

should only have one can of that stuff,

or two cans, I think."

Nicole Miller, a third-year sociology

student, said she tried Red Bull at the

Intersorority Volleyball Tournament,

for which the company provided free

drinks. Miller said that despite making

her hyper, she was unimpressed by the

drink's taste.

"It> tangy, and the af\ertaste was
really bad," Miller said. "I do know
plenty ofpeople who drink it with alco-

hol, though. Vodka is really the only

thing people drink it with that I know
of"

demolition, land confiscations, exe-

cuting people in cold blood," he said.

"Every Jew needs to stand up and
speak out and say 'don't do it in my
name.'"

Despite rifts in opinion, the panel

attempted to close with the event's

theme of unity.

"The world is not divided between

Jew, Christian and Muslim. It is divid-

ed between stupid people and not stu-

pid people." Al-Marayati said.

"Stupid people who deny the

Holocaust, deny the violation of

Palestinian hunum rights and stupid

people who exploit the Holocaust in-

justifying Palestinian oppression."

HAYDEN
From page 4

would eliminate two existing lanes,

according to Hayden.

Both candidates consider traffic and
law enforcement the top priorities for

the oekt councilman.

"I saw how to do law enforcement

the right way when I was a DA. This is

something Los Angeles has failed at for

decades," Weiss said at a recent nleet-

ii|g with Bruin Democrats.

ilWeiss supports a civilian police

c^nnmission that serves as an oversee-

in* unit to the LAPD. He also believes

thlt a sort of monetary award should

be given to those officers who are

doing a good job

Weiss served as assistant U.S. attor-

ney, specializing in corruption, fraud,

civil rights and violent crimes cases as a

federal prosecutor. He obtained his law

degree from UCLA. Haydcn's 33.52

percent topped Weiss' vote total by

nearly 10 percentage points in the first

general election in March.

Also important to those that have

been pulled over by policemen for jay-

walking and other miscellaneous viola-

tions, Hayden plans to alleviate the 45-

ticket requirement that the department

is required to give out a day.

"Thai's<me ticket every 10 minutes,

we shouldn't put them in that posi-

tion," Hayden said

As skyrocketing energy bills and

rumors of$3 per gallon gas prices loom
overhead for summer, energy iawes

were raised by those in attendance.

Hayden said the "big answer" to

renewable energy and rapidly escalat-

ing utility rates will come from the

Department ofWater and Power.

"We need to keep the DWP under

public control," Hayden said.

Hayden was introduced as "the

great unifier" for Westwood and places

much of the responsibility in the

UCLA community to take an interac-

tive approach to Westwood.

Although his opponent graduated

from the UCLA law school, Hayden
said. "I want to be the councilperson

from UCLA."
Hayden wants to utilize 7,000 stu-

dents and professon involved with the

public heahh department to address

the environmental and health concern

ofchromium 6 in the drinking water.

"UCLA and the rest ofthe UC haye

the potential to make this a great city,"

he said.

Approximately 100 Westwood busi-

ness owners, friends and supporters'

attended the event.

CEO of Accountants Overload

Richard Lewis cited the impact of the

university in the city.

"Westwood is so powerful with

UCLA, we can make it (a place) where

other people want to come here, which

would raise more money for the uni-

versity and The Village, " Lewis said.

The S500 per person fund-raiser at

Napa Valley Grill showed strong

Hayden support among prominent

business owners. But the 90024 zip

code, despite large financial support,

had a dismal voter turnout of 14 per-

cent during the first general elcctidh.

Eleven UCLA profes.<?ors recently

circulated a letter among the faculty to

support Hayden with "their vote and

their voice."

,of'f««»2
Summer
Reading

To Improve

Your Lovellfe

AVAILABLE
ONLINE
AND IN

BOOKSTORES
NOW

VISIT THEBOYFRIENDTEST.COM

PRINTCRAFT

No Minimum

B/W Copies

Color Copies
with min.

BEST PRICES IN PRINTING
GUARANTEED^

9787 Wilshire Blvd., Beverly Hills-fWilshire Santa Monica)

310.888.0098
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Do you want to become
a leader on campus?

Check out thewnecK GUI the ^-^^^

LEADERS PROJECT
A seminar based leadership project sponsored by the Center for
Student Programming. All students are invited to participate in
developing leadership skills. Upon completion participants

receive a certificate.

Bruin Leaders Project

Spring Quarter Seminars

Wednesday, May 23 1 - 3pni Ackerman 3517 "HiffererU Perspeclives on leadership
A.sse.vsinj{ your Own .Stylf

Thursday, May 24 6 - 8pm Math Science 5217 The .S<Kial Change Model of leadership-

Friday, May 25 12- 2pm Ackcnnan2408 -Cap.stone'

(Final Required Seminar for CertifK:ale)

i2S5»i^£»t''

www.bruinleadcrs.ucla.edu

j^iamd^fi^it^
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Columnist David Drucker

takes a stance in support of

capital punishment.

Read why on Thursday

vi<wpoint#inedu.uda.edu

Wonderful world

ofsex ed, hairdos

and Ace ofBase

worthy ofsome

remembrance

qfter all

Back __
in theDar
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Ariana

Brookes

Oh how I miss the seventh

grade! (When reading this in

your head please use a tone

of strong sarcasm.) I look back on
that year with bittersweet nostalgia,

the t3rpe of nostalgia deserving of a

rehash with all of you. Therefore, in

the tradition of David Letteiii iHn 1. :::

now present the top five things I miss

about seventh

grade. (I know
David Letterman

does a top 10 list,

but he has other

people writing

his lists for him,

and I don't.)

5. Educational

math videos:'

I remember

"*Donald Duck in

Mathmagic

Land" and those

somewhat

unnerving math soap operas. Td
walk into math and everyday, Td be

locked to see that once again we
were going to learn nothing of any
value.

Instead we would watch videos in

which characters seemed to center

their lives around trivial mathematic

facts. Detectives were determined to

solve mathematic equations and
such. They drove me crazy,

r Ifwe were going to study math,

couldn't we at least do it in a some-

what dignified manner? I guess those

teachers knew what they were doing

though. After all, as my friend

informed me. Donald Duck taught

Brookes is a third-year Er>glish student

who krK>ws that Diet Coke is the drink of

champions. E-mail her at

abrookes^uda.edu.

fcflICA PINTO/Ddily Brutn

him how to play pool. It's true what
they say about things you see in

childhood staying with you your

entire life.

Sometimes Pll be watching a soap

opera of sorts and oddly enough Til

find myself wondering why these

people are so concerned about sex

and adultery and murder when there

are more important things to worry

about - like pi and pre-algebra equa-

tions.

4. Coed sex education:

There was sex ed. in elementary

school, sure, but it was separated

according to sex. The girls went to

one classroom and the boys went to

another. I don't know what the boys

talked about, but I know the girls'

half pretty much stunk. We didn't

even talk about sex; we talked about

menstruation.

Then one day, in seventh grade to

be exact, they brought the boys in to

my sex education class and it all

started to make sense - the sex that

is. We had diagrams and this time,

there were naked boys on the ditto

sheets as well.

And who can forget about those

question and answer sessions? It was
kind of like a secret ballot. You could

drop a question in the box at the end

of the class. The next day, the teacher

would read and answer it. Oh, the

terror. You sat there with a look on
your face refiecting the pure nausea

you felt as the teacher read your

question, and you prayed that no one

would know it was yours.

It was a whole new world, just like

in "Aladdin." Only this time, it was-

n't foreign places you were imagin-

ing but that guy sitting next to you, in

a little more sexual context.

. -3. My bangs:

My mom would put curlers in

them every night. We would curl up
the top layer and curl down the bot-

tom layer. In the morning I would

take out the curlers and tease the

whole mess until my bangs were one

big curly poof.

I loved those bangs, and apparent-

ly everyone else did too since every

girl at my school wore them. They
were like an accessory and the girl

with the biggest poof was queen.

Then suddenly, without warning, the

style changed and bangs had a new

look.

Now you wore your bangs long

and to one side, preferably in a layer

to your chin. We frantically tried to

grow out our bangs fast enough to

accommodate this new style.

If you look at my junior high year-

books, you see the result. Poof bangi
in seventh grade, "layed lock" in

eighth. I'm still waiting for another

hairstyle trend as great as those to

come along. The "Rachel" shag just

didn't do it for me.

One day, sometime soon I hope,

another hairstyle will come along

which will once again unite all stu-

dents in that addiction we fondly

refer to as fashion.

Sec 14

LETTERS

Media, Bruin

needs to present

all sides
UCLA has a long history of

being much too liberal. This has

caused the university and its orga-

nizations to try to please everyone.

Get over it! In the real world, you

will not always get your way.

I read both the advertisement by

the Independent Women's Forum
published by the Daily Bruin on
April 18 and the article about the

turmoil it is causing on campus
("Women's groups demand apolo-

gy from Bruin for ad,'^ Daily

Bruin, News, May 17).

According to Christie Scott,

executive co-chair of the

Qothesline Project, the ad is "vio-

lent in nature and is presented in ...

a hostileVay." I actually had to re-

read the advertisement to make
sure we were reading the same
thing. Nowhere in the ad did I

notice anything that could be con-

strued as "hostile" or ."violent."

Instead, I simply found views that

oppose those of Scott.

I am very impressed that Editor

in Chief Christine Byrd has refused

to retract the ad or issue an apolo-

gy. I am sorry to hear, however,

that she would not have run the ad

if it was "inciting as much contro-

versy as was the Horowitz ad."

Byrd is saying that the views of the

most vocal group will be the views

expressed in her publication.

If there had been an uproar

prior to printing the ifd, Byrd

implies that she would not have

run the ad. This is exactly what

happened at the Daily Bruin with

the Horowitz piece.

The calls to retract or refuse ads

like this one or the reparations ad

by David Horowitz are blatant

attempts to censor views that differ

from the views of the most vocal

minorities. I think it is bad enough

that most media venues will not

release a story with the same con-

tent as the IWF's ad or Horowitz's

ad without being paid.

What happened to the impartial-

ity of the media and giving equal

time to both sides? (Or, even bet-

ter, why not go back to just report-

ing the facts - you know, the five

"Ws" - and omitting all emotional-

ly charged words.)

My advice to students who want

an apology or retraction when
someone says somethmg they do
not like is to stay in school as long

as possible - you are not ready for

the real world.

CluseflffS

Women must
seek liberation in

other ways
I find it ironic that UCLA, as

one of the best universities in the

United States that admits the best

and the brightest female students

who have the potential to be com-
munity leaders, encourages the

same students to be selfish by seek-

ing sexual liberation within them.

By allowing Chez Shadman's
column to be published ("Ladies,

it's high time you became friends

S«elCfTB6^l»a9e14

How TO SUBMIT

TO VIEWPOINT

> Write a fhr*»- to four page. a^ion-tty4«

I about a currtnt evmt on campus
or in tfw wwrld « large, or write a rtiponM to

tammhtng that you haw* alrcarfy read in Tbt

to

<^>iH>uim»iimMi.miajadM.W«nf»orwb<r to

copy and paste your tubmiMion into th« body
o^ the e-fTuil. or drop o4V a hard copy o( your

uibmissten at the Daily Iniin oflic* (1 18

Kerctthoir Ha«), cart of Jonah Latai

• Apply to be a ViMvpoint celwmnist dur

in( WmIu 7 artd • flfMch quarter.

• Apply to be a evtoonitt or artitt Send an

4^-fnaM eitpntnng your intefeti to the

Viewpoint address.

A h¥t things to rementber:

• All submtnlom muM Irtdude your name,
phone iMMnber artd aMHetton with UCLA. If

you are a mydent they must alio include your

MudeiM D ndnftber.fear artd ma^.

• Your facts wiN bf rhecfced; maice tun
they are accM^le.

• Viewpoint Is not an advertising space for

any group or oaganioNlon; bt sur* to have

dearly ertkulawd epinionf.
• \Me rcMTwe the right to edK submisitons

for darMy, grammar artd lertgth.

Admissions changes must follow board's decision
REPEAL Every applicant

deserves review of whole

resum^ not only grades

By Bryant Tan

Last Wednesday, we made history.

Students rescinded Standing Policies

1 and 2. Though ofTiciaUy repealed

through a unanimous vote by the

University of California Regents,

studeoU and conununity members
were behind the vote - they were
instrumental in organizing support

and pfcssuring the regents to address

the iMue six years after its initial pas-

sage.

What many of us Hkely do not

know - as some of us were only in

middle school when the regents origi-

nally passed SP-I and 2 in 1995 - is

that the original vote in favor of the

policies was 14-10. far from a consen-

sus. Wednesday's unanimous vote to

rescind the anti-diversity policies was
both historic and monumental.

An Investment In the

admissions process will

be beneficial for us all.

Beyond the symbolic message it

sends to California high school stu-

dents - specifically, that underrepre-

sented students are welcome in the

UC system - it enables the university

to admit students through more com-
prehensive criteria.

The full repeal of SP-1 is key in

allowing for the possibility of admit-

ting both a diverse and strong stu-

dent body. Section 5 of SP-1 created

a two-tiered admissions system that

forced the UC system to admit 50-75

percent of each class solely on acade-

mic criteria, such as a student's GPA
and SAT scores. The academic sen-

ates of each campus are now accord-

ed the remainder of this year to

review admissions policies and deter-

mine admissions criteria for upcom-
ing years.

Tan is a third-year Asian American
Studies student. He is next year^ USAC
Academic Affairs Commissioner. To get

more involved with the commission,

contact him at brytan^cb^edu.

Again, it is our time as students to

shape history. As your Academic
Affairs Commissioner, I pledge my
commitment to push for com-
prehensive review of all

applicants into this univer-

sity. Through comprehen-

sive review, students will

be given just considera-

ti(Mi for all life factors

that influence their educa-

tion - particularly personal

hardships that prevented

them from fully achieving

their academic potential.

Before we admit students

to UCLA, we should know
whether they are the first

generation in their family to

pursue higher education;

whether they had to hold

down jobs to support their

families while in school;

whether they had access

to tutoring programs

and AP courses;

wliether they played

soccer or were editor

in chief of their school

paper. These are

things we airinchide t

in our applications to

UCLA - we deserve to

have them considered.

Rescinding SP-

1

enables us to start doing

such a thing for every

applicant, instead of the

45 percent currently prac-

ticed by our university. It

will ensure a stronger and
arguably more qualified stu-

dent body at UCLA, as

each applicant will be fully

scrutinized under already

rigorous and competitive

criteria.

It will also enable us to

admit a student body more
reflective of Los Angeles

and California, allowing

a greater number of

students of color, who
significantly experi-

ence greater barriers

to their education, to

enter this university.

Prestigious private colleges and

universities like Harvard, Yale and
Stanford, already use a comprehen-
sive admissions system and accom-
plish academic excellence, prestige

and diversity. If the UC system

desires a similar level of prestige, it

should follow similar admission prac-

tices.

The task will

not be easy, especial

ly for UCLA since it receives over

40,000 applications each year, the

highest number for any university in

the country. It calls on the adminis-

tration to make every effort in pro-

viding the resources necessary for

comprehensive review of all stu-

dents.

Comprehensive admissions will

require a greater number of readers,

reviewers, interviewers and
recruiters. An investment in the

admissions process will be beneficial

UFEW LECTURE
By Miles Kaplan & Terence Saalbach
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for us all.

Let US take part in this process.

Keep pressuring our faculty, the

administration and the UC Regents

into admitting a more diverse stu-

dent body through a comprehen-
sive review process. E)o not let

them hide behind Proposition

209, which will continue to pre-

vent us from considering an

applicant's race, ethnicity, and
gender in admissions.

By eficctively organizing in sup-

port of the repeal of SP-1 and 2, stu-

dents demonstrated their power to

effect change. Again, it is on all of us

to push for a comprehensive admis-

sions process.

The UC Regents hope that by

rescinding SP-I, they set out a wel-

come ma| for underrepresented

students back into the UC sys-

tem. But that welcome mat is tat-

tered, A real welcome mat will

come once we have a comprehen-
sive review of all applicants.

It is unfortunate that higher edu-

cation is not provided for all people,

of California. We live in a society

Ihat chooses to incarcerate more
African American men than it edu-^^
cates. Our state has built 20 prisons

in the last decade and only one uni-

versity.

Despite a system that keeps the

odds stacked against people ofcolor,

we know that progress does happen.

We have accomplished something
very important in the repeal of SP-I

and 2. But it does not end there.

Through the repeal of SP-1 and 2,

we encourage the rest of our country

to re-evaluate and reinforce the value

of pro<liversity programs like afiir-

' mative action. And we hope that uni-

versities across the country that fol-

lowed the UC's original passage of

anti-affirmative action policies follow

suit once again and reaffirm not only

their commitment to diversity, but

also educational justice.

Over the coming months and
years, a dialogue will continue about

diversity, affirmative action and
admissions. Engage yourself in that

dialogue and become empowered to

fight against the injustices of our

world.

I invite you to join the Academic
Affairs Commission to continue pro-

moting dialogue and working to cre-

ate a comprehensive admissions

process for UCLA. Applications to

join the stafl'are available at 309

Kerckhofl^Han.

Applications

Viewpoint columns
are now available in

Kerckhoff 118. They
are due Friday,

May 25 at 5 p.m. in

Cuauhtemoc Ortega's

box. Sex columnist,
and Cartoonist

applications are due
on June 1.

DAILY BRUIN
118 Kerckhoff Hall

308 W«stwood Plaza

Los Angeles, CA 90024
(310)825-9898

hnp-y/www.dallybruin.u^la.edu

EdMHWIoard

Amy Mori

nMMlqrMt

UfitignM ccKtaiah rcprewnt

«

maj/Mkf opMon of the 0*ily

Bruin Editorial Board. All other

cohtmns, ietmtt* nd •rtwork
repfvsem the opiniom of their

•uthon.
*

Al submitted-inateriaj must
b»*r the Mithor's name,
•ddm*. itlephonc number,

registration numtier or affilia-

tion with UCLA. Nan>es will not

be withheld except In extreme

cates.

The Bruin compiles with
the Communication Board's

policy prohibiting the publi-

cation of articles that perpetu-

ate derogatory cultural or eth-

nic stereotypes.

When multiple authors
sutKnit nfMterial. some names
ntay 1m icept on file rather than
pubUthed with the nuiterial.

The Bruin reserves the right to
edit submitted material and to
determine Its placement In the
paper. All submissions become

the property of The Bruin. The
Communications Board has a

media grievance procedure
for resolving complaints
against any of its publications.

For a copy of the complete
procedure, contact the
Publications office at 118
KercfchofT Hall.
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Thomas Lee, conductor

Michael Gorham, trumpet soloist

Wednesday, May 23

8 p.m., Royce Hall

Program includes:

Ian Krouse - Cronica (West Coast Premiere)

Alexander Arutiunian - Trumpet Concerto

Darius Milhaud -The Creation ofthe World

Admission: $10, $7

Information:

UCLA Central Ticket Office

(310) 825-2101

uclSB
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The
Princeton^Review Better Scores.

Better Schools.

The Top 3 Reasons to take

our GMAT or GRE Course

Small Classes

Our revolutionary ClassSize-S courses arefar

and away the most personal, focused, and effec-

tive test preparation youllfind anywhere.

Expert Instructors

Only the best instructors teach our courses.

Not only do they have impressive scores, but

they have also passed our rigorous hiring and

training process.

Satisfaction Guaranteed

Ifyou complete the course, take the test and are

not satisfied unth your score, well work witfi

youfor up to one year at no fee.

Courses are starting soon I

800.2Review - www.PrincetonReview.com

BROOKES
ftom page 1

2

2. Gym
You'd i«#s up «t the crack of

dawn, fetdrcMed, put on your

nudceup and run your 12-year-old

butt to junior higi) acfaool by 7: 1

5

a.m. By 7:30 a.m. you had to "dress

out" and be seated on your number

on the Macktop.

"Dress out" - I'd really like to

know who came up with that ridicu-

lous term. What does that even

mean? Why not "dress in?"

Anyhow, back to my point. You

put on your makeup only to sweat it

olT a half hour later. After gym,

you'd run back to the locker room

with four minutes until your next

class. Chaos ensued with a locker

room bathroom crowded with 20

girls frantically applying hot pink

lipstick. It was fun, loads of fun.

Let's not forget the process of

changing in front of the 20 other

girls in your locker row. The size of

your breasts determined your status

in the locker room. Even if you did-

n't need a bra, you had no choice

but to wear one. Those gym shirts

were completely see-through, and

every guy in your class would exam-

ine your back to see if a bra strap

was visible.

You tried not to gawk at the gir

who actually needed a bra but you

couldn't help it. Then you would pull

on your bodysuit (remember those?)

as fast as you could and run off to

math class to watch those videos.

I. Ace of Base:

They were a band which I

believed had formed for the stole

purpose of giving me ultimate plea-

sure. I would play that tape (before

the invasion ofCDs) over and over

in my room, singing at the top of ray

lungs. "She's gone tomorrow boy."

They completely dominated my
school dances, where we woulcf all

dance in a group of our friends. U

was 1992 and 12-year-olds had not

yet started to freak at school dances.

My mother didn't like the band

because one of the male singers was

supposedly anti-Semitic and a neo-

Nazi. My dad liked to tell me that

they were basically just a cover band

for ABBA but I didn't know what

ABBA was. and 1 didn't care. Ace of

Base rocked my world. Their songs

seemed to discuss all that was truly

important in the world, and I found

them incredibly profound.

Who wanted to listen to my moth-

er's folk music junk when I could lis-

ten to the best band ever? Next to

Madonna, they were the best thing

since sliced bread!

Sometimes even now, when I'm

feeling nostalgic, I'H put on a song

of Ace of Base and Til end up wip-

ing away the tears of happiness

which spring up as I stare at my
computer screen and its MP3 play-

er.

LEHERS
From page 12

with your clitoris," Daily Bruin,

Viewpoint, May 18), the university

is collaborating with the author's

opinion that sexual liberation may
be achieved through masturbation.

This is indeed pathetic and pitiful.

Given all other things we are try-

ing to do to elevate women, amidst

enormous media propaganda that

does violence to them and treats

them as no more than sex objects,

this advise is certainly not at all use-

ful. We don't need any more of this

media downgrading.

Can't women just raise their ban-

ners and declare to the world, "yes,

we have the power to be sexually

liberated by expressing our feminin-

ity in our ability for generous self-

giving to others!" Women have the

unique set of qualities that make

See LET HMS, page 1
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themaensitive to outers' needs, that

make them great mothers, commu-
nity leaders, teachers and doctors.

Each woman should be able to

give a valuable contribution to the

society by giving her time to others.

Let her take the lead and not be

deceived by those who say that plea-

sure is to be found within oneself.

Let each woman take the chal-

lenge of fmding her own sexual lib-

eration by being a radical in fleeing

fjrom the insinuations of the "me"

generation that is so pervasive in

our culture.

(aiafc i t-Torio
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Diversity not

essential part of

education
How dare the Daily Bruin

Editorial Board write as if they can

represent the entire population of

the state of California and the stu-

dent population of the UC system

("There's still work to be done now

UmU^'I, 2-ai:e gone. ' Daily Bruin.

Viewpoint, May 22). I for one do

not support affirmative action but

that's not why I'm writing.

I'm writing in response to the

belief that the United States should

be run in an undemocratic/unre-

pubiic manner where the minority

of the people change the will of the •

majority.

Proposition 209 was passed by

California voters. That's it.

Anything else is just loser talk. It

doesn't matter what you believe and

how hard anyone protesting whined

about how unfair it is. You don't

vote; you don't count. If you make

the argument that you couldn't vote

at the time, lough cookies; you

could've had your parents vote for

you. It's not as if they were going to

vote anyway, so a push from their

politically-minded kid might get

them to the polling places.

Just because you don't like it

doesn't mean law makers should

repeal it. If you want it repealed,

send it back to the voters to see

what they want. That's how our

country works. If lawmakers just

decided to repeal Proposition 209,

that just undermines the concept

that they are supposed to represent

the will of the people.

Lastly, I want to address the con-

cept that higher education should

be a melting pot of culture and

diversity That's simply not true.

Everyone came here to learn, not to

be submerged in diversity That's

also what the taxpayers expect

school funds to be used for - on

education, not diversity.

Sk), how does it work out that the

sta^should allocate S30 million to

div^sity programs instead of an

Instlute of Science and

Innovation? When did outreach

and retention become "vital student

services?" If some people want

both, that's fine too but don't let

education lake a back seat to diver-

sity.

I came here for the education,

along with a lot ofother people. If

someone came here just for the

diversity and does not like the way

things are being done, you're either

in the wrong place or you can do

something about it.

However, by doing something, I

don't mean whine until you get

what you want - that's what small

children do, I mean, be intelligent

about it; sit down with your oppo-

sition" and talk it out like adults

because, only then, does the other

side listen.

Rttdiie Baenviaje

First-year

Electrical Engineering

».?*

UCLA Hillel Presents ^ UCLA and the Greater west Hollywood

Food Coalition Mobile Clinic Project

JL IZZcl Of Jl XUrclJLlSUl invites you to volunteer your time this summer.

An open discussion of the weekly Torah portion

A unique opportunity to learn with a variety of MedlCal StUOentS, PUDlic Health StUOentS,
outstanding Rabbis i n i i . i i~^

ana Undergraduates welcome!
•

Come and help us provide medical and

referral services to the homeless in West

Hollywood. Our clinic goes out every

Wednesday evening. Volunteer as a case

worker, referral worker, or clinical worker.

You will need to attend a manditory training

session in mid June.

Please contact the coordinators at the following

email addresses:

UNDERGRADUATES: cbietyOuda.edu, nmoslt>v»9ucla.edu

PUIUC HEALIH STUDENTS: ninata/yibQyohoo.oom, sskananO/ahoo.com

MEDICAL STUDENTS: wottSQucb.edu, cquon80uclo.edu

Wednesday, May 23

12-1 pm, Ackerman 3508

Rabbi Weingarten

JOIN US FOR FREE PIZZA
Questions? Contact Roseanne@uclahillel.org

Sponsored by the Shelley & Bruce Whizin Family Foundation

".E-ii-
'
-
*-Jii

You 're Invited. .

.

Western State University
College of Law
Practice-Oriented Legal Studies

1111 N. Stale College Blvd, FUUoton, Orange County, CA

(714) 738-1000 X2600 Of (800) WSU-4-l>W

e^nail adm(fl)^wlllaw«iu • fax: (714) 441-1748

Events take place on the canipus of Western State University

and are open to the public. Space is limited. Contact us to reserve

your place.

Graduates inay sit for the t)ar exam in any state. Western State

is provisionally approved t)y ttie Anierican Bar Association.

750 Nortfi Lake Shore Drive. Chicago. IL 60611 (312) 988-6738

Imw School InformmHon Program
Sat.yjtme 23 • 9'30-noom

Faculty, staff and current students provide intorniation about WSUls

• Ceriters for Criminal Law Practice and Entrepreneurial Law

• AcidMnic Success & Enrichment Program

• Practice-Oriented Legal Studies curriculum

• Admission requirements and deadlines for fall 2001 class

« Financial aid and scholarships

• Current job market for attorneys

• Full-time and part-time law study

£S4rili)Hfa)h^

Sat,June 23 • l.-OO-X-OOpm

ABA-approved law schools require the Law School Admission Test

for admission. Dr. Jory BotKOw, author of Barron^ How to Prepare

tor the LSAT 9th edition and over 30 t)00ks on test preparation,

speaks on "The 5-step approach to success.'

Til*CMtor (orWomn d-KW.
a tnwtad pUc» to talkAnd aak qu««ttoiM. Illllllllll

IT'5NOTYOUKfAULT i

60% Ufprov *>f sw^^^J assaults are

rommittej ty so?neone t^e sunrhror f:ncws.

- It H against t^e law.

tt lielfs to talk atowt it.

I\|o one snoula nave to recover fro nfi a sexual assault alone.

Ifyou have been sexually assaulted
please contact these resources:

•UCLA Onter for Women & Men 825-3945

(confidential, drop-in counseling)

Room 2, Dodd Hall, wvsrw.thecenter.ucla.edu

•Rape Treatment Center

Santa Monica-UCLA Medical Center 319-4000

*UCLA Police Department 825-1491

^men^ency dial *91r

Spon^rjdbutkwUC^ACjntg^oj^Vomjn^
torwomengfnen

.,-».
P ^L i
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For all the fans that couldn't

score tickets, A&E has the dish

on Tuesday's Dave Matthews

Band concert. See Thursday.

Wednesday, May 23, 2001

Breaking
THROUGH

FllMFEST HIGHUGHTS
NEW PERSPECTIVE OF AND

BY Asian Americans

..4>%^.4b« iiyi£i^'^-M^y

.Wep|PP|4v, May 23:

f^immwwv*

By loMli<Chu
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

A distinct Asian American
voice is emerging with the

increasing prominence ofAsian

Americans in mainstream

media.

Since 1985. Visual

Communications, a Los

Angeles-
based non-

profit
Asian
Pacific
media arts

organiza-

tion, has

nurtured
this voice

and provid-

ed a venue for independent fihn-

makcri through The Los
Angeles Asian Pacific Film &
Videp^Festival.

Asian Pacific

Islander

Heritage

Month

Pho»o» from EmeriMnmem ConHnumcMions

Don Duong plays Tai Tran as manager of the Camp Pendelton refugee camp in Timothy Linh Bui's film "Green
Dragon."

Fflmfest 2001. which

ends tomorrow at the Japan
America Theater in Little

Tokyo, highlights the unique

stories of Asian Americans.

"The most distinctive thing

(about this year's films) is that

they're just straight-up, in-your-

face American, but told from an

Asian perspective," said David

Magdael, co<iirector of the VC
Filmfest. "i think this genera-

tion, in particular, is really hun-

gry about seeing things that

look like them and stories about

them."

Each year, the festival picks

up more momentum, attracting

younger audiences fiom the

growing number of second-gen-

eration Asian Americans.

Many of the festival's films

attest to the fact that this demo-
graphic is particularly eager to

turn the camera on themselves

and add a new dimension to the

American experience.

"It's a culture where you're

not raised to grow up to be in

the arts. In Asian cultures,

(you're raised to be) doctors

and stuff like that. So you find

people with those passions and

dreams but don't really pursue

it," said director Timothy Linh

Bui, whose • film "Green
Dragon" opened the festival last

Thursday.

Thanks to supportive paients

and the burgeoning Asian

American arts scene, Bui and

his brother Tony managed to

pursue their passion. Recently,

the two formed their own pro-

duction company so that they

can develop stories that are

important to them.

Magdael said that more and
more Asian Ameriutns are

going behind the camera and

spearheading their own pro-

jects rather than waiting for

Hollywood to take notice.

"Yes, it's a little more diffi-

cult because it's expensive to

do, but if the community comes

out and supports these films,

then we can prove to

Hollywood that we do have an

audience." he said.

Written, produced and
directed by the Bui brothers,

"Green Dragon" (starring Don
Duong. Patrick Sway/e and

Forest Whitaker) tells the tate of

Vietnam War refugees who
were housed in an 'Orientation

camp" at the Camp Pendleton

Marine Base in 1975.

"Everything that's associat-

ed with the war tends to be ugly

and onesided because its been

told through the Americans and

POVs," said actor Dustin

Nguyen, who served as the mas-

ter of ceremonies on opening

night. "So I personally lee! that

it's been quite an eye-opener for

mainstream Americans who get

a chance to see it through the

lens of the Vietnannese

refugees."

"Green Dragon" follows the

Bui brothers' unprecedented

success with their first film

"Three Seasons," a triple

award^nner at the 1999

Sundance Ftfan Festival and the

first film to win both the Grand
Jury Prize and the Audience

Award, as well as Best

Cinematography.

Its placement in the festival

not only marks the emergence

of a unique American perspec-

tive but also a new voice within

the Asian American communi-
ty.

"I think Vietnamese

Americans are probably a frac-

tion ofthe Asian American pop-

ulation - a very new corner of

the fihnmaking community."

Nguyen said. "Chinese

Americans and Japanese

Americans have been here a lot

longer and they've had a chance

to express themselves and their

stories. They're a few years

ahead of us."

A maturing aspect of the VC
Fihnfest that has taken center

stage this year is the increase of

stories from diverse sectors of

the Asian American popula-

tion.
•

**If there's one thread that's

come out, it's the new stories

from communities you've never

heard from before," Magdael

ues and the pursuit of his artistic

.dreams. Directed by Anurag
Mehta. the film won the

Audience Award at the

Slarodance Film Festival.

"The Rip Side." directed by

Ron Pulido. was the firjt

Filipino American film invited

to the Sundance Film Festival

and the first film to sell out at

the VC Filmfest.

With the wealth of young

filmmakers featured in the festi-

val, organizers decided to close

the week long event by resur-

recting the 1976 telefilm

"Farewell to Manzanar" for its

25th anniversary.

Based on the book by Jeanne

Wakatsuki Houston and James

Houston, it is the first feature-

length film to tdl the story ofthe

World War II internment of

Japanese Americans from a

uaiguefirst-hand perspective.

Timothy Linh Bui (left) directs Don Duong on the set of

"Green Dragon."

said. "We've got the Indian

story, the Filipino story, Asians

who are secluded and isolated in

Kansas, the gay Asian commu-
nity. You've got all the different

fabric that makes up the Asian

American community." .

Magdael points to films, such

as "American Chai" and "The

FUpSide."

"American Chai" is a com-

ing-of age comedy about a

young college student torn

between traditional Indian vaK

The screening comes just the

day before the premiere of a

more widely anticipated Worid
War II film.

"'Manzanar' having a 25th

anniversary coming up the

same time as *Peari Harbor' is

really an interesting irony,"

Magdael says. "I haven't seen

the whole film, but being an

Asian American person seeing

the trailer, J don't see anybody

SeenullFEST,pa9«20

Spring concert showcases UCLA students' musical talents
MUSIC: Night pays homage

to Tito Puente, allows grad

students to sharpen skills

By Midiad Rosen-Molina

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Spring is in the air.

The season is definitely upon campus
as the UCLA Wind Ensemble and
Symphonic Band join forces to put on the

annual spring concert tonight at Royce
Hall.

While the wind ensemble is comprised

mainly of music students, the symphonic

band consists of 85 people from various

areas of study.

"There are a lot of people who major in

chemical engineering and other non-musi-

cal subjects," said graduate conducting

student Kevin McKeown. "They- work
really hard, and it's a good way for them to

release stress."

McKeown said that the music students

do not necessarily have an unfair advan-

tafe over students from other disciplines.

however, as many play "secondary"

instruments.

"For example, a student of the trumpet

might try his hand at the French horn or

saxophone instead," said graduate con-

ducting student David Brennan.

The evening's selection will mostly be

conducted by graduate students honing

their skills. Assistant conductors David

Brennan and Christopher Florio are

working toward masters degrees in con-

ducting, while Kevin McKeown and Able

Ramirez are both studying for their doc-

torates.

This year's concert will feature the

West Coast premiere of faculty composer

Ian Kraus' "Cronica * del' Ultimo A5o
Enlavida de un Mexicano." This concerta

piece is designed to be played by seven

percussion instruments and a large wind

ensemble.

"It's almost as much a visual feature as

a musical one." Brennan said. The per-

cussionists play every known percussion

instrument ... and some that might be

unknown."

The percussioaiits each set up at tlwir

own stations, amMfed in Ml arc aorots the

stage from one front corner ofthe stage to

the opposite back corner. Each percus-

sionist will play multiple instruments, as

many as five, during the performance.

The night will also feature the world

premiere ofgraduate composition student

Bruno Louchouarn's "Puentes

(Bridges)." a Latin-influenced piece for

brass and percussion that draws on the

rhythm of the cha-cha.

"It's in memory of Tito Puente."

Louchouarn said. "He was a composer
and drummer. In this piece, there are no
drums* it's sort of a homage to Puente.

The parts that would normally be per-

formed on drums are stylized through

other instruments like xylophones or bells.

There will be one little drum roll at the

end, almost a wink."

Composer, timbala player and band
leader Tito Puente. "The King of Latin

Music," passed away last June. Puente's

"Oye como va" was covered by Santana,

helping to incKase awareness toward
LaliB music.

The challenge was to find something

catdiy and accessible that has chanoter."

Louchouarn said. '*It starts offsimple, but

then builds up almost like a dance. It's

very modem; it takes inspiration from
outside classical music. I wanted to do
something Latin that would still sound
serious."

McKeown will conduct two of the

evening's pieces, "Puentes" and Darius

Milvo's "La Creation Du Monde (The

Creation of the World)."

"It's a way ofbridging our concerts and
keeping it all together. " McKeown said,

describing the meaning of the name
"Bridges." "It's a way of bringing people

into the concert."

In addition, the night's selection will

also contain several solo performances of

older fare, such as Alexander Arutiunian's

"Concerto for Triimpet and Synophonic

Band," performed by undergraduate stu-

dent Michael Gorham. Alto saxophonist

Brennan will also give a solo performaixx

in Milvo's "La Creation Du Monde."
"Milvo was a French composer back in

the '20s who was just blown away by
Harlem jazz." MeKe^wn said. "He went

home to France, wheie he tried to recreate

the sound for his fellow Frenchmen. He
was a classical composer trying to capture

a jazz dare while still maintainingithe style

of classical composition
"

i

This year's concert will differ worn pre-

vious years in that it will be held ia Royce
Hall.

"This is very exciting, McKeown said.

"Not too many student.s get the chance to

perform there; we have to be very careful

and very precise with the instruction we
give to the crew. We don't want anything

to go wrong."

'This is exciting and eclectic."

McKeown continued. " Ihe school should

be proud of their ensemble's accomplish-

ments. It's a great opportunity for people

around campus to learn what different

parts of the school do. hveryone already

knows what the basketball team or the ath-

letic department does, but this is a good
showcase to show what the school of arts

does
"

MUSIC The UCLA Wind Enimble and fhe

UCLA Symphonic Band per^m the Spring

\Mnd Concert on \Mtdnesday, May 23 at 8

PlOtl in Royce Hall Auditorium. For ticketing

information contact the Central Ticket

Ofliceat(310)ft2S-2101.

PfWYA SHAfiMA,

:

Catherine Schult plays the flute during the UCLA
Wind Ensenr>ble's rehearsal for its sprir>g cofKert.

JAMA SUMMERS

Lypslnka (John Epperson) lip-syncs to show tunes from the '40s and '50s In her new show "Lypslnka! The
Boxed Set" now playing through June 10 at the Tiffany Theater.

Lypsinka puts on fun, manic performance
THEATRE: Diva drag queen

skewers Hollywood ideas

of femininity with parody

By Emma Rodgers
Dally Bruin Contributor

The drag queen Lypsinka has ele-

vated lip-syncing beyond Milli

Vanilli to a true art form in her latest

show, "Lypsinka! The Boxed Set."

Lypsinka, the feminine alter ego

of actor John Epperson, and self-

proclaimed official celebrity of the

new millennium, can be seen strut-

ting her stuff at the Tiffany Theater

until June 10.

Lypsinka oozes femininity. Her
flaming red hair sits perfectly as she

prances across the stage lip-syncing

to an impeccably crafted compila-

tion of movie clips and show tunes

from the '40s and '50s. A hilariously

manic performer, the drag queen is

in constant motion throughout the

show, flicking her wrists with preci-

sion, all the while dancing the

Charleston like a low-budget show-

girl.

The physicality of the show com-
plements the witty montage of song

and dance. Epperson becomes
Lypsinka, kicking his slender, toned

legs and moving his hips as if being

a woman is as simple as donning a

wig and a sexy dress. Each audio

transition involves not only a char-

acter transformation, but also an
acute sense of timing, all of which

the diva masters down to the small-

est motion of his Adam's apple.

Lypsinka's facial contortions and
flirtatious nature capture the audi-

ence's attention; however, the stage-

craft molds the show into a master-

fully orchestrated production. The
combination of Jim Boutin's set

design. Mark Simpson's light design

and Kevin Malony's direction cre-

ates a blend of sensuality and para-

noia that ac^ntuate Lypsinka's per-

formance. * .'"

Boutin and Simpson set the tone

for each sequence, altering the light-

ing according to the mood of the

music or movie clip. Spiderwebs,

snowflakes and spirals are projected

onto the stage, framing Lypsinka in

metaphoric imagery. All of this

occurs while she jumps between
multi-colored spotlights, frantically

chasing the center of attention.

"Lypsinka! The Boxed Set"

proves to be much more than mere-

ly a vaudeville drag performance, as

the diva communicates a deep sense

of despair beneath all the glitz and

glamour. "The Boxed Set" is

Lypsinka's own personal identity

crisis as she moves from sequence to

sequence, adopting a new persona

with each change of music. She peri-

odically poses the question. **Who
am I?" never once pausing for a

response, but instead moving ahead

in her act.

Lypsinka exits the stage

gushing/'You like nne.

You really like me."

The show takes on a sense of

urgency in a biting comedic tele-

phone sequence, as Lypsinka paces

across the stage, stopping to answer
the telephone while highlighted in

yellow, blue and pink spotlights.

The shrill telephone ring permeates
the scene as Lypsinka alternates

between various love-crazed women
personalities, each growing more
deranged as the intervals between
rings shorten.

The sequence peaks with a

moment reminiscent of Hitchcock's

"Psycho," complete with music
from the infamous shower scene.

Lypsinka stands frozen in a moment
of rare silence, her face shadowed
by a whirling spiral projected onto

the stage.

Audience members almost

expect the diva to surface from her

stupor crying, "No more wire hang-

ers," as her pained face recalls

images of the tortured Joan
Crawford of the film "^Mommy

Dearest;" however, she instead

breaks out into a Betty Morris song-

and-dance number. Epperson cre-

ates an effective balance between

humor and' intensity here, success-

fully choreographing an entertain-

ing show with serious undertones.

Lypsinka personifies the tragic

trap of Hollywood's 20th century

feminine mystique. The diva lip-

syncs to lines uttered by the ultimate

icons of female beauty and power,

such as Joan Crawford, Bette Davis

and Elizabeth Taylor. _
The show concludes with a mock

Academy Awards ceremony and an
Oscar-clad Lypsinka exits the stage

gushing, "You like me. You really

like me." Lypsinka has teetered

over the edge of a nervous break-

down, attempting to find herself

amid the celebrity personas; howev-
er, she leaves the stage perpetually

schizophrenic, but smiling.

It is difficult to remember that

behind such a creative exploration

of the trap of femininity stands a

man. The idea for Lypsinka first

dawned on Epperson after he found
himself disturbingly fascinated by a

lip-syncing drag troupe in

Memphis. The diva drag queen has

since starred in five new Lypsinka

productions, won the Major
Musical Performance Award from
the Manhattan Association of

Cabaret and has entertained audi-

ences in Paris, Sydney, London and
Tokyo.

Epperson has defied the stereo-

types that condemn gender-bend-

ing, and his own voice can be heard

beneath Lypsinka's closing lip

motions: "This is my life. This is

me."

THEATRE: "Lypsinka! The Boxed Set"

is playing at the Tiffany Theater, 8532
Sunset Blvd., through June 10..

Performances are Tuesday through
Friday at 8 p.m., Saturday at 7 p.m.
and 9:30 p.m. and Sunday at 7 p.m.
Ticket prices range from $35 to
$48.50 and half-price student rush
tickets are available one half hour
before every show, with the excep-

tion of Saturdays. For more informa-

tion call (310) 289-2999.
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PLACEBO

'Biack Market Music'

Placebo
'Black Market Music'
Virgin Records

" Black Market M usic** a an
escape from everyday life into a

darlcer, weirder and more sexually

ambiguous world. It's punctuated by

driving guitars and the eerie, nasal

voice of singer Brian Molko.

It's a sound that changes the

mood of the room in which it's

played, pulling in the attention of the

listener with the first song. The
album isn't necessarily depressing,

but it takes a close look at a

depressed and confused world.

Placebo offers a new sound to a
stagnated music scene, by creating

songs that have absolutely no rela-

tionship to pop, for an audience that

is anything but swooning 14-year-old

girls.

Repeated lines in the song '^Spite

and Malice," capture the tone of

"Black Market Music." Sex, drugs

and dysfunction constitute the major
themes of this album.

The music doesn't always mirror

the general depravity of the lyrics

however. A rather sweet sounding

chime b added to "Commercial for

Levi" as Molko sings, "Drunk on
immorahty/Vaiium and cherry

wine/Coke and ecstasy/You're

gonna blow your mind."

"Days Before You Came" and
"Special K" follow in the same lyrn

cal vein. Both are good songs that

represent Placebo's harder edge.

, "Blue American" and "Peeping

Tom" provide a contrast as slower-

paced, quieter songs that emphasize

keyboards over guitars.

"Narcoleptic," too, shares these

qualities, although it sticks with the

usual guitar, bass and drums lineup.

These songs aren't really a "Soft-

er" side of Placebo. The lyrics are

just as disturbing as those found in

the rest of the album, but in a slightly

different way Constantly evading

categorization, the group tries out a

variety of rhythms and styles in its

songs.

These qualities, however, don't

mean the album i$ without fault.

Molko has a bad habit of finding a

phrase he likes and repeating it to

the point of annoyance.

This is taken to its farthest

extreme, in "Slave to the Wage.

"

Molko repeats, "It's a maze for rats

to try" four times, and "It's a race, a

race for rats/A race for rats to die"

six times. By the time he finishes reit-

erating the obvious clich6 of working

life being "a rat race," it is so over-

done it becomes almost unbearable.

Fortunately, most of the other

songs don't succumb to this weak-

ness to such a large degree, and the

power and originality of Placebo's

music overtakes the repetition of its

lyrics.

Mary Williams

Rating: 8

MxPx
"The Renaissance EP"
Fat Wreck Chords

MxPx seems weU on its way into a

reiuiissance, but its not quite there

yet.

Its tenth album, "The

Renaissance EP" marks a fresh new
start for the band. Following up the

successful "The Ever Passing

Moment," the Christian-themed

punk/pep band, MxPx, intends to go
back to its roots with its latest

release.

"The Renaissance EP" shows a
'

continuity of maturity in MxPx's
lyrical Content, but it surely can't be

claimed as an entirely new begin-

ning. The album continues to ques-

tion life issues as many of the bands

previous albums have done.

Any fan of MxPx should appreci-

ate the 9-irack EP, as it retains the

groups catchy power-chordcd

melodies. With a lead guitar, a bass

and a drummer, they keep the instru-

mentation simple, and the tempo.

like all of its other albums - fast as

hell.

Characteristic of many of its older

songs, the lyrical content is contem*

plative and self-conscious. A prime

example of this is "The Struggle,"

which revolves around faith in one-

self against outside influences.

Vocalist, Mike Herrera, sings,

"We all understand the choice is in

our hands." It's not commoji to hear

a lot of positive punk rock today, but

MxPx is able to tie these messages

into its music.

One complaint about this type of

message in punk rock is that it might

not fit quite right. It doesn't fit the

"lifestyle" of typical listeners.

The album, does, however, have

some party songs. "Yuri Wakes Up
Screaming" is a regular fun-loving

nonsensical song. There are a total

of twenty-nine words in the song,

and the title, is repeated over and
over again, taking up twenty of these

said words. Great song.

The only problem with "The
Renaissance EP" is that, like many '

punk records, the songs start to

sound the same after a while.

Perhaps it's due to the same lead

singer doing every track, or it could

be the similarity in every song with

the racing drum beats and electric

guitar.

Regardless, if fans listen to each

song, the subject matter usually dif-

ferentiates the tracks.

Though more of a continuation of

style than a full-blown rebirth. "The
Renaissance EP" is a solid MxPx
album, characteristic of everything it

has established. Fans have reasonto
be happy, and as this is just an EP,

there should be more MxPx to

come.

Kenny Chang
Rating: 7

DJ Smash
"Phonography*
Blue Note

"Phonography" is what 2:30 a.m.

sounds like. It urges toward both

slumber and moving in an incredibly

crazed erratic manner.

While this may seem like a dan-

gerous path for a musician to tread,

DJ Smash displays a surprising

amount of sensitive alacrity and flit-

ters between these two feeling

remarkably well.

Songs such as the second track,

"A Brighter Day," float in a cataton-

ic mellowed state while at the same
time careening through a lyrical

dizziness provided by none other

than Mos Def. In fact, this could

have been one of the strongest tracks

on the album had DJ Smash held off

on his scratching binge at the begin-

ning of the song.

Aside from these few annoying

scratch interludes placed throughout

the album, "Phonography" is an

excellent example of where DJs
belong in the music world.

In fact, what DJ Smash has

attempted to do here is perhaps

more important than what actually

confronts the ear. Basically,

"Phonography" is a collection of

renditions of older classic songs,

ranging from Miles Davis's
"Voodoo Reprise" to the Beatte&'s

"Hey Jude." However, to call the

album a collection of cover songs is

hardly doing it justice.

Most of the tracks have been

stripped completely of recognizable

melodies and the only reminders of

SMSOIMIOtlTES,pagt20
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The Business Economics Council of the UCLA Department of Economics

together with

Deha Sigma Pi and Alpha Kappa Psi Business Fraternities

announces a

Herbert N- and Marcia Harris Howard
Speaker Series Lecture

featuring

•.* ^

Robert B. Wilson

alities of Restructured Electricity

Markets''

Thursday, May 24, 2001
7:00 p.m.

Faculty Center, Sequoia

:

Program and Reception
tf)

Dr. Wilson has been a leader in developing competitive bidding strategies and innovative pricing schedules for electricity utilities The
power exchange and auctions of ancillary services. He advised BPRI, the California Power Exchange and the California independent

'

electricity markets. Dr. Wilson is the Adams Distinguished Professor of Miiyment at die Stanford Graduate School of Business

of California adopted his designs for the

Operators on the design of the wholesale

••"i^.^V-l*-^^'* •-^^ • •
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Country performer discovers Latin roots
MUSIC Los Super Seven,

Trevino collaborate for

experimental new sound

ByAntvrDGarda -

Daily Bnjin Senior Suff

When Rick Trevino recorded for

the new Los Super S^en album, he
wasn't too nervous about his perfor-

mance. Then again, it's pretty difTi-

cult to get nervous when laying down
a track in the early hours of the morn-
ing.

"We cut my song at about 2:30 in

the morning and I didn't fmish until

about four or five in the morning,"
Trevino said in an interview from his

home in Austin Texas.

•'Steve (Berlin) is pretty crazy like

that, he likes to record all night long."

Trevino, a respected country musi-

cian, has rediscovered his Latin roots
- albeit when he should have been
sleeping - and is receiving critical

acclaim for his involvement with Los
Super Seven.

Trevino will be performing with a

slew of speciaf guests Thursday at

The Conga Room.
=- Itevino is known for singingsever-

al songs for Los Super Seven, a group
that is basically an all-star list ofsome
of the most notable Latin American
musicians performing today.

The ofTicial Los Super Seven line-

up is David Hidalgo, Cesar Rosas,

Ruben Rambs, Raul Male, Caetano
Veloso, Susa4 Baca and Trevino, with

both albums produced by Steve

Berlin.

The seven members have individu-

ally won a total of eight Grammy
awards for other musical endeavors.

With so much fame squeezed into

one group, it seems almost inevitable

that arrogance and conceit would be
a problem in the recording studio.

"We didn't have to worry about
egos getting in the way," Trevino said.

'•Everyone was just happy to be
there, and the only time an ego gets in

the way is when you have something
to prove. Since no one had anything

to prove, it was just about having a

good time and making some great

music."

"We all looked at this as a no pres-

sure gig," Trevino continued.

"Everyone was just looking at having

a good time."

Having a good time is exactly why
the group formed in the first place.

With no recording contract and little

likelihood of extensive touring. Los
Su- wr Seven was formed primarily to

perform a few concerts at a small

restaurant during the annual South
by Southwest conference.

"At first Los Super Seven was just

something we did once a year at Las
Manitas. We would aM just sit down
with our acoustic guitars and I would
sing something that had a Latin fla-

vor or Latin roots theme. It was more
Norteno or Tex-Mex music then."

The group's albums consist of ren-

ditions of traditional Latin songs.

However, with so many different

styles of Latm music, the process of

selecting which songs Los Super
Seven would record was daunting.

"Dan and Steve went to

Guadalajara. There's a gentleman
there named Nacho and he's got like

40,000 records at his house - old

records. They went through his col-

lection and pulled a bunch of salsa

and Cuban stuff," Trevino said.

The group's debut self-titled album
was simplistic and relied on a mini-

malist approach to recording.

"The first record was just a baja

sexto and an accordion and that was
it. That's how it all started," Trevino
said.

For the group'^ next album, Los
Super Seven decided to fill out its

sound, and also experiment with

other styles of Latin playing.

Ultimately this is the sound that

Trevino most admires.

"I'm partial to 'Canto.' it has a lot

of piano and a lot of Latin percus-

sion. I'm really into that kind of style

and being able to listen to Albert

Salas play is incredible - he's great,"

he said.

In addition to changing to a more
salsa driven sound, Los Super Seven
decided on something else it hadn't

previously done on its first album -

record original compositions.

Despite the additions of these new
songs, the album still retains an
archaic and classic feeling.

"Dave wrote Teresa' and Cesar
wrote 'Campesino,' but it still all

flows pretty well," Trevino said.

With its tight instrumentation and
complex arrangements, Trevino

Rick Trevino of Los Super Seven works in his studio. The group
perfornns Thursday at the Conga Room.

^onyMuJC

claims that "Canto" is an album that

isn't going to be easily forgotten.

"Music lovers love Los Super
Seven. If you love music, then you're

gonna love whatever Los Super
Seven does because it's not really

about the seven members. It's really

about Latin roots," Trevino said.

Besides the seven main members,
"Canto" included |>erformances by

See TREVINO, page 20
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PrtMntod In THX Sao OMU Sound
11.-00 1:90 4:50^45 10 40

PnsMiM In DTS OMW Sound
12:15 3:40 7.D0

Enloythe

MovlesU!

To md¥orti$o

Intho

Santa Monica
IMMKSTWraO

475-9441 Mon-Tho 1245 4:15 7 30 10:20
(Sa-!74, --^'-(':«)55.?SVS

CMItflNMI
milfdSt siii::is

396-1199 Mon-Thu (11:30 12:30 2:9oVl»flo5?S
71X) 8 00 9 30 10 30

475 9441 Mon-Thu «:«tM 5D0 7:60 Ift*

IN
SI

UAWEI
1081

475-9441

P)

Mon^Thu 12 30 4:30 7 10 10:11

Mon-Thu (1 00) 4 00 7«) 9:1

Mon-Tho T1 30) 420 7-1o7oSd

rnmUCmKOm 9iM|il JiM|->0ta>y(Wl
PrnwM m 0^biaNii< Sound

11:45 2:10 4^4flTl0 9J0

I «At: PMil NMtar (fO-18)

MMhTN (1:45) 4:30 7:151
m

coll

310.825.2161
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TREVINO
From page 19

many other notable musicians
including Ozomatli front man Will

Dog, and David Hidalgo's son,

David Hidalgo Jr.

"I hadn't worked with Will Dog.
David Jr. Cougar or Alberto,"

Trevino said.

"They were great - fast! They
would just look at a chart and play it

and they're done. It wasn't about
practicing, it was about 'here's a
chart, play it, boom, we're finished."*

With his experience in Latin
music, Trevino returned to the studio

to record his own solo album, "Mi
Son."

Because of his exposure to Los
Super Seven, Trevino did not
approach the albunf as a usual coun-
try album, and many of the Super
Seven mysicians appear on "Mi
Son.-

"Since Super Seven, I've always
tried to incorporate a Latin element
to my songs. It made me more aware
ofmy Latin roots when I go to record

or anything like that. It's definitely

made me more aware of where I

come from," Trevino said.

MUSIC: Rick Trevino will be perform-
ing at The Conga Room this Thursday.

For tickets call The Conga Room
office at (323) 938-1696.

SOUNDBITES
From page 18

the original songs are chord
changes and lyrics - if the song
even had these to begin with.

It's interesting to hear how DJ
Smash has redone "Come
Together" and changed a classic

pop-rock song into a beautiful

jazz ballad sung by Cassandra
Wilson and Dianne Reeves.

The same thing that makes this

track so striking also causes the

demise of other tracks on
"Phonography" The previously

mentioned "Hey Jude" seems to

lack any direction whatsoever due
to DJ Smash's quest to be differ-

ent.

While the quality of the songs
seems to waver between dull and
inspiring, DJ Smash has proven
the relevance of the DJ in a genre
that is full of arrogant instnmien-

tal purists. In releasing

"Phonography," Blue Note
Records has made a bold move by
pushing jazz into the new millen-

nium.

With a lounge-like after party
feel, "Phonography" has tra-

versed the boundaries of both jazz

and hip-hop, and is only a precur-

sor of what is to come.

JUitera Garcia

Rating: 6

Daily Bruin Arts & Entertainment

Depeche Mode
•Exciter"

Mute Records

A little irony never hurt any-

body. Then again, a bit too much
irony may prove to be fatal.

Such are the circumstances on
the latest Depecbe Mode album,

"Exciter." It's not that the album
is necessarily bad. It's that it's

pretty much slaughtered by its

own title.

The album is full of slightly

above average tracks, but what is

immediately apparent is that none
of these tracks are exciting whatso-
ever. It's not a surprise that the

band has come to such a state of
calm. Over it's 20-year career, the

members of Depeche Mode have
gone from vibrant new wave
giants to miniscule wannabes in

the Nick Cave world ofdepressing
calmness.

As mentioned earlier, the album
is pretty solid for what it is. but

with its misleading title wafting

like a freshly backed pie in front of
the noses of eager fans, "Exciter"

is nothing but disappointment.

From its opening track "Dream
On," fans arc hit with two immedi-
ate fists full of truth. The first real-

ization is in the mellow droning

synthesizers that seem to lull the

listener into a death- Kkc coma. ^—

The other realization is when

Depeche Mode adds its vocals,

which seem to fall into the' same
slumber as the background noise.

. This same morose feeling runs

throughout the entire album. The
mellowness is only accompanied
by minimalist cymbal taps that

seem to act as a 'heart-monitor-ish'

reminder that the listener is still

alive and hopefully awake.

Had the group actually chosen
a song from the album as its name,
instead of pulling out a lie, it

would most likely have chosen
track eight, "Comatose." This is

the proper description of the
album's sound.

While the disappointment sur-

rounding "Exciter" is great, it

should be noted that aAer several

listens the album grows in appeal.

However, most people's initial

feelings toward it will be too dis-

gusted to get to the point of semi-
rewarding listening.

With such a dismal release, the

most redeeming quality of the

album is the realization that many
groups put out utter crap

(Smashing Pumpkihs's "Adore"
and U2's "Pop") only to return to

the music market several years

later with a true classic. This better

be the case, because Depeche
Mode definitely hasn't reached the

expectations of its audience.

Antero Garcia

Rating: 3

UCLA
SCHOOL

POUCY
AND SOCfAl
RESEARCH

MASTER of
PUBLIC POLICY
(MPP Program)

Wednesday, May 23
7:00pm to 9:00pm

Sponsored by

UCLA Policy Studies Department
www.sppsr.ucla.edu

Please RSVP (310) 825-7667

BOOK Da'^CS
for

A/es^vvoocl

musc
events'

We>e '00''

t

^g fo-- 'l,'- ;
.

-.

q't!"" kilier

"ventS or camn^'

'.'»'1 r,.

The LA Community Colleges

are providing TeleWeb classes

at Valley & Pierce Colleges.

Transferable community college classes on video
tape with Internet activities and optional weekend
semmars. Seminars are 3 hours, conducted on
Sundays at Valley & Pierce Colleges. All classes
earn 3 units of transferable college credit from
LA City College.

S(Miu»s(rr f)(VL^ins Juno ^rd
ruition is just Sll pcM nnil.

1 (MVii iKM' hiodniic ( .ill: Sl)()-*)1 7'J277

www.lacc.cc.ca.us

FILMFEST
From page 16

that looks like me. I see little white chil-

dren playing baseball and these planes

coming by, and I'm thinking. 'Where
are the island children?'"

Despite some skepticism with
Michael Bay and Jerry Bruckheimer's
interpretation ofthe World War II expe-

rience in Hawaii, many still see a grow-
ing potential in mainstream acceptance
of the Asian perspective, as shown by
the surprise box-oJOTice and critical suc-

cess of "Crouching Tiger, Hidden
Dragon."

"Asian foreign films have been
accepted now. Right now, we're accept-

ed as exoticized and foreign, but at the

same time. I think it's still opening
doors as America is more comfortable
with seeing us on the big screen, then we
can still keep on pushing those doors
open." Magdael said. "Our challenge

for the filmmakers here is to utilize the

door that Ang Lee has opened with
'Crouching Tiger' and just work that as

much as they can."

FESTIVALVCRImfest2001 runs through
May 24. All remaining films will be
screened at the Japan America Theater,

located at 244 South San Pedro St. in Los
Angeles. Tickets are Srf.SO general and
$6.50 students. For program information
log on to www.vconllne.org/film-
fest2001

. For tickets call (2 1 3) 680-3700,

ivary wadnssihiy
friday you can sail
and buy AliYTHliiB
in tha DaUy Brains
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Armchairs

H Kites

^T Mm Lomps

^^ M Motoroios

N Nifty T-shirts

in OldOscqr^ Memorabilia

^P' r Pagers

Queen

RecordsQ
II Rubber BaHs

S Sombreros

T TKkets
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•/• ^^i^iiij^i^i^^^
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2H(U)

2900

3 1 on
3200
3300
3^00
3500
3(i00

3700
3aoo
3 000
«ono
AUlO
^i'lin

4300
-(AdO
!iSO(t

riiHio
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5200
5LU)0

Appliance*
Art / Paintings
Bicycles / Skates
Books -nirr
Calling Cards
Cameras / Camooniers
Collectibles

Computers / Software
Fumkurs
Garage / YBrd Sales.

HeaHn Products
Miscellaneous
Musical Instruments
Office Equipment
Pets
Rentals
Sports Equipment
Stereos / TVs / Radtos
'Subie Sports

Uj

Auto Accessories
Auto Insurancie
Auto Repair
Autos for Sale
Boats for Sale
Motorcycles for Sale
Parking
Scooter / C^yde Repair
Scooters for Sale
Vehkdas for Rent

travel
51.00

5«J20
5»;t()

5f.f,0

5»iH0

rj7('o

".720

Resorts / Hotels
Rides Offered
Rides Wanted
laxi / Shuttle Servfoe
Travel Destinattons
Travel TtefcaU
Vacation Paduiges

•^jJTi

i8i)0
!">'.) 1 10

l.dOO

i-900nunlbers
Financial AM
Insurance
Ck>mputer / liMamet
Foreign LangiMOos
Heafth / Beauty Senrtees
Lagal Advtoe / Attomays
Movers / Storaga
Music Lessons
Personal ServkMS

I

Professional Services
j
Resumes
Telecommunicalfoat
Tbtoring Offered
Tutoring Wanted
Typing

WHtbigHelp

mma
Business Opportunities
Career Opportunltias
CtiMd Care Offofad
ChlM Care Wanted
Help Wanted
HousasHting
Intenislilp

Psrsonal Aasistanoe
Temporary Employment
Volunteer

TTfflS7
Apartments for Rent
Apartments Fumishad
Condo / Tbiwnhouse for Rant

I
Condo / Townhouse far Sale
Guesthouse for Rent
House for Rent
House for sale
Houseboats for Rent / Safo
Houskig Needed
Room for Help
Room for Rent

Private ftoom
Shared floom

Viscatfon ftontals

tnacx
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antyuV}it$f;:ii)r;:iiTU
1100 campus Happenings

Campus Organlxatlons1200
1300 Campus Recruitment
UOO Campus Servfoes
1500 Birthdays
1000 Legal notices
1700 Lost & Found
1H00 Miscellaneous
1000 Persoruil Messages
2000 Personals
20'")(: l¥agnancy
21f)0 Racieational ActivWas
22('i' Research Sut>|ects
2;u.(i Sperm / Egg Donors

Tickets Offered2^00
25(10 Tickets Vtfanted
2i>00 Wanted

for

1 1 8 Kerckhoff Hall
308 Westwood Plaza
Los Angeles. CA 90024

E-Mail: ciassifieds@meclia.uda.edu
Web: http:/AA/ww.dailyt)njin.ucla.edu

Classified Une: (310) 825-2221
Fax: C310) 206-0528

Classified Diaplay: (310) 206-3060
Fax: C310) 506-0528

Mon-Thu: 9:00am-3:00pm
Fri: 9am-2 :30pm

^s

One issue, up to 20 words $8.50
.each additional word 0.65

VMaekJy. up to 20 words . 29.00
each additional word 2.15

Monthly, up to 20 words 96.00
each additional word 5.75

1 2 pK headline $1.60
1 0pt headline $2.25
^.Border $5.00

Cl«s«ifi«d Line /Vds:

1 working day t>efore printing,

at 12 noon
Classiftod Display Ads:
2 woridng days before printing,

at 12 noon.
There are no cancellations after

noon of the day tjefore printing.

For Classified Display ads.

please see our rate card

for variatile rate information.

iVIaitorCard

paymeM
Please make checks payable to
"The UCLA Daily Bruin" We
accept Visa. MasterCard, and
Discover credit cards. Allow 5
working days for mail payments.

an 6iiw4liiu sd
• Start your ad with the

merchandise you are selling.

This rnakes it easier for readers to

quickly scan the ads arxj locate
your Items.

• Always indude the pnce of your
item. Many classified readers
simpfy dorK)t respond to ads
without prices.

• Avoid at>txeviations—make your
ad easy for readers to understand
• Place yourself m the reader's

p>osition. ask wftat you would like

to know atx}ut the merchandise,
and include that in the ad. Indude
such information as brand names,
colors and other speafic
descriptions.

TTw ASUCLA CommunicsHons baanl fiSv tuoporU ItM IMvwslty of CaMonM^ policy on nondltcfMnaUon
or knpty thai «My «• ibniiad to poMtons. tapoaww . ralM. or

(»>wll««wtrita i»pr>Mnt«dlntW»li«u«.Anyp«rKwt>>llev»>Bth«»n»d<><ril««mtntlr^

nondlKdmlnaUon. No madhim stiaN aocapl tOimVammttto wtilcti pr«MrK parsons ol any origin, raoa. sex. or sexual ortanMlon In a
m aodaty NaNttar ttw Diiy Bfum nor iha ASUCLA CommunicaUorts Board has invMtisatad any o( Itte servtcas advarliaad or tha

r.^ --.^ ...-^—..^.^ — ...-^_^™ >.

'•«»*tofaad the Boaid^potey on nowfcotmlrialton stated harain should (»nwunteataoornpl*rt$ In

4 '3-M71
.
Claiiaari ads also appear on-Sw a hnp-yAwww.daayt)njln.ucla.adu Placamant on-line is oflaiad aa a cwnpanantary sarvice lor ontomars and is not auar««aad. The DMy Biuln is lasponslbta

InsafSon only, tarwr typographical arms ara not ^jMa (or lahnJslHv any rstund. the Daly BiulnClassa^ lint day of pubtcaMon by noon.

HoustruO
lorthefrstlor Incorraci

1100
Ciinipus H.)f)pLMiiiujs

Alcoholics Anonymous
Mon. DocwMKn Fri. Slap Study, 3517 Ack«nn«i

nwrt. Book Study, 3517 Ackarman
M/T/W Rm. Oanial A3-029
Wad. tal. Dani^ A3- 02t

DIaeunion, Aa times 12:10 - 1A) pm
ttt ifca^aj i or tn^ttHmti aOe ham a <

2300
Sfx.'fm / Enn Donors

Pay your tuition

with eggs.

If you're a woman between 18

and 35, you can earn money easi-

ly. anonyrTiou.sly. Donate your

eggs to an infertile couple.

-$5,000 and up. depending on

you education and other qualifi-

cations. Call Today.

The Centei? for Egg Qpnofjs

310/546-6786

•»»•• CenWT lor C9g OpttoiM, UX

3SOO
Fiirnitiiro

MATTRESS SPECIALS
NEW INNERSPRING twin sets $99.95. Fulls

$129.95. Queens $169.95 and Kings
$199.95. Also. Sealy, Steams and Foster at

lowest prices. 310-477-1466.

MATTRESSES, FUTONS. DESKS. Book-
shelves. Dinette Sets. T-Tatile. Lamps, Deliv-

ery. Open 7 days. Kings Furniture. 11961
Santa Monica Blvd 310-575-4243.

5680
Trnvel Destinations

FLY SUPER
(323) 277-4595
LATIN AMinCA SI>saAIJSTS

iGMr 11* Ikmlfmm IN
111 !—— AW« aos
at 1 tm niHs 288
1M 9mm/lanttmmm TM

II

Rio/Brazil

259
New York I LONDON S205
S259 I PARIS S235
Bu«lw— A L»i»ur> Tt-avl

transportation
4600-5500

Vacatlonsl

n taai Mrauui

|3MQMTS, HOTSLS MR

2000
Personals

lOVE? European writer/linguist, ooamopoli-
tan. accomplished, good-looking, mature,
healthy lifestyle, toves iiteraiurs/lravel-

irtg/outdoors, seeks attractiva/smart/aftec-

tk>nate young female, any race/orlgJn. for

friendship, poestity rDmance/manlage. 310-

573-4020/martOmonteh.com

VERY ATTRACTIVE. Suco^sful, romantte.
swm, 36. fun-tovlng, intedigem. caring, con-
skJeiate. understanding seeks very attractive

woman w^slmtar values. 18-36. Please send
photQ^phona/nole: 1016 Qayley Ave. #595
LA. CA 90024

Egg Donors Needed
Healthy fennales ages 1 9-28

wishing to help infertile couples.

$5,000

^ CALL MIRNA (818) 832- 1 494 .

2500
Tickets Wniited

MADONNA DW CONCERT TICKETS
pleasel! Will pay cash for your x-tra tk:ketslf

Please call: 310-666-3149 or email
ale>4Ouda.edu

2200
Resr.irch Subjects

CHRONKD BAD Bf^EATH. Earn up lo $120
and leam to control t>ad txeath. Ctlnteal stu-

dies hi Culver City. 310-645-8578.

CIGARETTE SMOKERS
Wanted for a research study at UCLA Men
A Women, ages 22-90. Earn $165. Cal 310-
825-6475

MALE SIMOKERS WAhTTEO for UCLA smok-
ing cessatton study of spemi quattty. Pro-
cedmas conducted via maH. Compensaioo
up to $1 75. 310-825-9558. %

PLAY GAMES AND EARN MONEY. TOOl
Social p8ychok>gical experiment 1 hour.

Avanige $10 Undergraduate or)iy. Call 310-
825-3017. sign up 2524 Hershey. or smaN
ptxxwck^hOyahoo.com. leaving your r«me.
pfione, and available times.

2600
Wanted

PERSONAL TRAINER: To train at home -

1/2 mMe from campus- 2 or 3 daya^vk early

momkig. release fax resume or name arxJ tel-

ephone number to set up interview. Fax:
310-476-7976

UCLA LAW SCHOOL GRADUATES who
failed the tMr exam. For a smaN legal project.

310-707-0965.

2300
Sprrin/f {)() Donors

If you are male, in college or hsve a coSege
degree, you can asm up to $60(Vmo. caN kx
d^lls on our anonymous aparm donor pro-
gram. Ftoceive free comprehenslva hsallh
screening & help infertile coi|)les. 8o M
youie tooking tor a great (ob tnd a IMe ex-
tra cash. caH/emaH us first. 310-634-
•MIMonorsOctyobanlLCom.

Autos for Sale

1972 CHEVROLET
IMPALA 2-DOOR

113.000 tocal mUes. Original o«mer, paint,

interior, t>ill of sale, wrindow stteker, txochure.
$1,95b. 310-474-0555

1983 BMW 3201
Original owner, excellent oonditk)n. only 88K
miles. AC, sunroof, new alpine cd sys-

tem/speakers 4 new tires, alarm system.

5spd. $3900ot)o. 310-472-5617.

1986 VOLVO QL statton wagon. In great

oonditton. Auto, power steering/windows,

AC. AM/FM, leatfier Interior. Comes with roof

rack. Price $3,800. Call 818-295-2457 (day);

310-440-1407 (evening).

1992 NISSAN SENTRA 2 door, red, dean,
sunroof, A^, 130k miles, great oonditton,

one owner. $2600otx>. 310-737-4220.

1994VWJEfTA
White, 4-<|oor. manual, sunroof, hIC. new
Hrss. gnaA condHton. Il2,000mi. $5500/ot)d.

Cal Robert 310-403-1401 or yesrobOhot-

malLoom.

19QS OOOQE NEON: 84,000m«es ExceT
Isni oonditton, Nke-new. Automaito. dual air

t}ags. AM/FM cassette. Blue. Senrice

records available $4700obo. 323-874-0657

POLK;e IMPOUNDS. Hondas as tow as
$500 for Mings 1-600-319-3323 extJK21 4.

TOYOTA CRESSIDA: 1964, Goto, very good
condHton. Wen-maintained. Sun-roof. AC
$3500. Contact Erika 213-483-1536 after

8pm

VICT0RYTRAVEl.COM
tmmtnomtfm

Jft
MttxtttOKt carnosiMi JO

an W/T mil 1 1 III

AQUA TRAVEL INC
WORLD WIDE LOWEST AIRFARES
M^VgjROWN/^C^HOTa

RESBMnONAT
tntpJ/www.prismaweb.oom/oquanavel

24HO(ISADAY
Lowest Donnesfic end
InternatlorKil Airfares

Tour Pockoges

Eurailposs

Hotel Accommodations
Car Rentals

*Ask3*A«oa*Auslral»a*Europe*Soulti

AmertoQ*lndk)*OanadcrMeKioo*Hawaii*

frtct a» «ut»»ct to ctann* M^dtxjur nofte*
AiwSobevxJif b« lim»«cJ and tofn* i««Mcitoni may

apply PimTcnM.

PHONE (3iq)33&«125
964] AiqxxtBI., SuHb 506, Los Angeles CA 90045

5700
Tr.wcl Ti(;k(;ls

FLY 4STANDeY. FLY 4 CHEAPI
Hawaii $139 o/w. Europe $249 o/w (^-tax).

4stindby.com or 800-397-1098.

3400
' S ( ) ? t \,v , I r 1

'

FAST COMPUTER W/MONITOR. 166mhZ,
32Me RAM.* 14- monikK Perfect tor oolags

$120.310624-1770
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5680
Travel Doslin.itlons
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5680
Travel Destinations

5680
Travel Destinations

STUDENT TRAVEL
AMERICA'S LEADER IN

STUDENT TRAVEL

WE'RE CHEAPER. PERIOD.

London «428

Paris

Counci

*499

\Travel

Counciltravel.com

310-209-UCLA

*Fares roundtrip. Restrictions apply.
For Departures t)y June 1 4, 2001 . CALL NOWl

Fares per person l)ased on doul)te occupancy and on departure from LAX and
mmmnim 2 nigh! atajc Taxes andfees not included. Departures from other maior
cities are availat)le. Prices are subject to change and t)ased on availability CST

#10080800-50. Restrictions apply. Please depart by June 14 2001

6200
Health Services

6200
Health Services

services
5800-7300

6000
Insurance

CycleTime Insurance Services

J
Motorcycle • Motor Scooter • Moped

LIAenrrv INSURANCE 18 THE LAWI
trs tESS THAN YOU THINK}

No KicMngl Call for a free quoiel

J
(310) 275-6734

^ l""*"""** "^^ mtnmum $10 00
*^. <Meounl «i«h irwuranoa pun:haM

\RY CONSULTATION rV«
Dr. Nader Dayani

Member American Assori;ition of Orthodonfj
fif^^

Specializing in braces for adults & children

ORTHODONTIST
..^ SINCE 1980
UCLA FACULTY MEMBER

Braces ^^
Deliver Brilliant Resultsulb/

(310) 826 - 7494
llM5WilsliireB)MLMQ2
Los Angclci. CA 9MK
(949) 552 - 5890
18124 Culver Dr., »K
Imnt. CA 927l5

IM:\|>.\M) IAcI l.YV UT

• Coamette Pofc»lcNn
• Surgical Omodonttes

• Removable
•TrodWonol
•InvWble
• Eufoi

|!!!jTeeti3^W^iitening $3500

/lllslate.
>AMj;m in good hands.

Mike Azer Inscircance Aoency Inc
(310)312-0202

1281 Westv^ood Blvd.
C2 blks So of \A/lls>^lre>

24 Hours o Doy S*rvte«

6300
Legal Advice/Allot neys

NO RECOVERY NO FEE
NO COST. Sexual harrassment. Discrimina-
tion, Auto-accidente, Slips/faHs MYER LAW'
FIRM, Westside, Scott O. Myer(lx;LAW86).
www.bestlawyer.com 310-277-3000.

HAIR MODELS NEEDED. Free haircuts by
Hcansed piol«Mk>nai at tfMcala Beverly
HMs salon. CaN Adfierma: 310-278-e845.

6500
Music Lessons

DRUM LESSONS
ALL LEVELS/STYLES with dedicated pro-
lesslonal. At your home or WUV studio. 1st-

lesson free. No drum set r>ecessary
Nell:323-654-8226

GUITAR LESSONS
by professional near UCLA. All levels, guitars

available. Leam to play effordesslyl

www.JWGS.oom. Call Jean at 310-476-
4154

6600
Personal Services

iMU)()FKi:\i)i\(, si:k\i(ls

6700
Professional Services

nm haulmuni tW al ICtDtM tlOOOOOp^ (100X10 IQf

•0cri mor«ho« In4*naf« tandMad K» KMM taooM.
WOOm {Hut i 100 OD fa •ocn manW>o( iMokTwrt wnjamd
kif •WTKMCtito tmacw ana 1

1 ADO) pka t I3B00 p« moc«i
tor caiontc MooM SlOO 00 toi oognowc «ui«r moiMi ovl

imootoi tormd ooraUWen
VXolKir (KM* fr.jOOI

6700
Professional Services

Brentwood Dermatology

Medkal Grout

Jodi H. Sflvers, MD
l)«(ilaniak of tie Amaian Bowd of DenraioloR

6^00
Movers/Storage

BEST MOVERS Licensed, insured. Lowest
rales. FasL courteous+careful Many stud-
ents rTx>ved for $96. Lic.-T-163844 NO JOB
TOO SMALLI 1-800-2-GO-BEST Volce-
maH/|pagar 323-263-2378.

HONEST MAN w/14ft tmck andiMlim.
smaH iob*. short neiica ok. SF, LV, SO.
student dtocouni Qo Bnjinal lOyrs. 310-
285-6688. *

JERRY'S MOVING&DELIVERY The careful
nxjvers. Experienced, reliable, same-day de-
livery. Pading. boxes available. Also, pick-
up donatkxis for Amerkain Cancer Society
Jeny0310-391 -5657.

SUMMER STORAGE Free pk:k up avaK-
aMe, reasonable rates. Weetskle Seif-Sttx-

«g«. 310-626-5056.

Relnava^
small: $14k>

mediiuii: $250

large: |7$0

f $25 off w/ mention of Ad
)

Preccptorskip aMrihnle fat
nwdkal awdfA. jfii»i|i.

Offkjekxaiedoa '
'

SonVicMrtflilllibMHl

FAMOUS LAST WORDS

^ \y.('() .)')()'

LoM art iwnwfgM today aMti modam
FmI ttw hMi o( aMoac adgr «mM.

Uwn ««) MnOD maMv. «n|oy (iMaano Mm*, dk«w*«.
leod.*Ma unH flUdM^tt.

VhA»%iMY*, 730 fm *t Mtyimti Daik* C««ttr,

817 N Hi^UW Am. (amriag, M«lm«>

6200
HiMJth Services

TEETH WHITENING
BRENTWOOD COSMETIC DENTAL Offtee

oMars new tM0i whitaning tysiam AftorO^

able for everyone. $75 tor upper or lower.

310-207-6008

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING

Co<T»pf«h«n8ive Ois««rtaiion Assistanc*
ThMM. P«p«fi. und PiHsonal SttMNnanH

PropOMis »nH Books
iMwnaiional S«iKl«r>t» W»icofn« &nc« 1965

•m.ft^O (310)47«MM2
www B«ai Writ« com

Classifieds

825-2221

ATTENTION MBA. LAW. MEDICAL
SCHOOL APPLICANTSI Fnistrated devel-
oping your crucial personal statemente? Get
professtonal help from well-known au-
thor/consultant.310-826-4445. www.winnlng-
pewonatalemenLoom.

CERTIFIED SWIM INSTRUCTOR w« leach
swkn lessons at your home. Irxjlvkjual or

group lessons at raaaonabie rates. Montea
310-452-3897

CREATIVE EXPERTISE
FOR MEDICAL
SCHOOL,
PERSONAL

STATEMENTS,
RESUMES

Pemnalzed. professkvial servtoe. DissertR

lien fk>aU/lng Ace Words. Ek:. 310-820
8BS0

VERSATILE, SEN^mVE. PROFESSIONAL
EDITOfl Ibr your book. staNed PhO

. paper,
QHp Concepts Structure Ckise text edH
Caa John at 310-306-0966.

FIND ROOMS &
ROOMMATES ONLINE

The Napcter for roommates. Free to view
and place ads. Immedbite Online Results.

www.ea8yroommate.com

FORMER ENGLISH TEACHER w/ MaalMS
from U-Chk:ago. edits/word procesaet dia-

sertatk>ns, proposals, screenplays, personal
statements, resumes Intematkxial students
weteome. Winstow's 310-62^^^171.

HEAD SHOTS $99
SITTING PLUS digital file for unlimited

prints!! Westwood kx:atk>n Call Jennif-

er 310-575-6638 www.lennifermoss.oom

MEDICAL 90HCX3L ffHXiAVOH COUN-
SEUNG. CouncaHng by faoentiy gndiMMad
M D SpedaUzino in appik;atk>n aaMya^nier-

,

view-skills Fee hegotlabia/mondy-tMck
guarantee. Greg Freedman. MD. 310>9e0-

3300/|Mger.

NEED IT TYPED?
Oont have tirrw or mcinalon? FrafaaWon-
ai/daoread word procaasors specializing in

lagai^ychotoglcal tmnacrlptkm and lengthy

acadamk: papers, (lagibte drafts please).

t3fn. student lala. SSQ^tmnimum. $i2/|9k:k-

up/delivery Resumes/$40. 323-288-6805
anytime.

7000
Iiitoniuj Offered

AAA TUTORS CLUB
A HOME TUTORING servk* for all subjects.

grades K-12. Lowest prices guaranteed! For
more inlomiatton caM 310-444-O449

CHEMISTRY. ORGANIC CHEMISTRY.
PHYSICS. BIOLOGY. PHYSIOLOGY,
STATS By doctoral student w/tots of teach-
ing experience. Fee negotiable/money-back
guarantee. CaN Greg. 310-397-0547

TUTORING FOR ALL
SUBJECTS

K-12, Spanish/ESL at any level. Will travel to

home Syrs exp Soon to be UCLA grad Call

Baudeita 818-416-7719 or email bcha-
vezOucla.edu.

7000
Tutorincj Offered

WRITING TUTOR
Kind and patient Stanford graduate Help
with the English language—for students of

ail ages/levels 310-440-3118.

FOREIGN ACCENT REDUCTION. Commu-
nk:ate with darity&accuracy. Especially rec-

ommended lor foreign T.A'sAgraduatea en-
tering business worto. Taught by eiqparl-

ancedprolMaors. 310-226-2996. www.aocu-
iateenglish.com.

FRENCH/FARSI PRIVATE TEACHER, tor

beginners and foreigners. Also. enVtuaiM-
tk:/energetk: babysitter. Bilingual,

French/English. Loves children. Flexible

avaUabUity. Mrs. Soraya 310-979-7040.

PHYSICS AND MATH
Math/Phystes ma^or/student offers tutoring in

physk» and math at aN levets. Contact 8ina,-

(310)989-1491 orslnaAOuda.edu

RESEARCH PAPER TUTOR. 4.0 UCLA
grad and published writer offers private tutor-

ing servKas. 310-293tO884.

7100
Tiiioniuj Wanted

FEACH THE SATs

Need energetic people with

High SAT scores to prep

students 1-on-l or in classes.

All regions. $15-$25/hr. Flex

hours. Car needed. Call Tom

310 448 1744

www.tutoijobs.com

TUTOR FOR HIGH School student Algebra
2, Geometry, and Spanish. 2hrs each evert-

ing totaling 10 hrs/wk. 10-mln from UCLA.
310-476-4205.

TUTOR NEEDED FOR June 16th Danlal
Board. Call toll free 1-888-DOC-HOLT (1-

888-362-4658) Please call as soon as pos-
sible.

7200
Typinc}

TYPIST AVAILABLE. Profe«sk>nal writer who
types aowpm *w/l00% accuracy wHI type
your research papers, projects, etc. Rates
negotiable. Call 323-692-9545 and iaave
contact inio for Christine.

WORD PROCESSING specializing in thes-
es, diasertattons, transcription, legal, payoh.
resumes, fliers, brochures, rruiillng lets, re-
ports. 310-828-6939.

employment
7400-8300

7UOO
Business Opporttiniiies

$600 WEEKLY WORKING FROM HOME
Rush business-size self addressed stamped
envetope. M.V.A. PO. Box 6923-OB, MaNbu.
CA 90264.

FREEDOM
WORK FOR YOURSELF This summer. Get
pakf daily and build raskJual income working
with a 29-year-oW NYSE Corr^ny. 686-
674-9330

ONLINE MARKETING
Leam the truth about online marketing!
http7/hop.clk3kbank.nai*K)p.cQi?mvp777/

t>igdogs

7SOO
Career 0()poitiinities

•WORK/STUDY IN MADRID, SPAIf^ In-

credible Opportunity. Study Spanish and
wcMktoacf>ing ESL (no experience neces-
sary) to pay livin^lravellog nxpenses.
www olekltomas conVcantertxjryworkstudy

3 WEEKS VACATION,
OH YEAH!!

Assist exec w/lntemet projects, liase w/poH-
ttoians; coordinate marketing efforts; mator
diversity/growth here!! Absokjta style and
windows skills are a MUSTll Incredible ben-
eftts and bonus$$$. Immediate, interviews!
The Placen>ent Company" Fax 310-889-
710) deidradaieOaaf1hilnk.net

^Ub-JObU

»ip —^mm^w^

I

7SOO
Ciireer Opportunities

BARTENDERS
• lani tlOO-ilM a day
•ZwMklraMnaajot)

• ITS not a iati .«•• a PARTYii)

JtattonalBartefHters School
1 (OOO) 646 - r/IIXX (64*)^*)www ii.itioii.nij.irt. iKl,.,.. com

JUST SECRETARIAL?
NOT!

HANDLE BUSINESS/Personal affairs: plan

events, surl the net; poHsh Power Point pro-

jects; track iegisiatton: craate a spread sheet
or two; get your cducatton pakJ for sounds
graaL huh? Sweat opportunity for talented

ooHaga grad. The Placement Company'
dekJrBdaleOearthlink.net Fax 310-889-7101

RN OR DENTAL STUDENT for MD office

near Beverly Hills on Saturday AM's or P/T.

Top salary. CaM 323-039-2111

7600
Child Cure Offered

$$$ LOW PRICES $$$
WONDER YEARS PRESCHOOL run by
UCLA grade. Ages2.S/6years. TWo large

play-yards. Open 7:30-5:30.Ck)ee to UCLA.
310-473-0772.

EXCELLENT PROFESSIONAL NAN-
NY/BABY NURSE. Available daytime hours
only on a part time basis. Contact IMs. Den-

J1l8:31 0-226-7097 .^___

THE BABYSITTERS
CLUB

Provldaa on-call sitter servtoe to parents.

Days, evenings and weekends. 310-226-

2900.

7700
Child Ciire Wnnted

2 MONTH OLD GIRL
Looking for sweet babysitter Wed. 2-6,

Thurs.. 12-8 in Pacifk: Palisades. Starting

ASAP Please calls 10-230-6061.

AFTERSCHOOUCAMP
CHILDCARE/DRIVER lor bright 6.5 y/o boy-
tovaa reading, an. climbing ChikJ dev. back-
ground a-^. SKVhr. Approx 2pm-8pm, 20-

SOhrs/Wk, some weekends. Studto City. 310-
702-6699.

BABYSITTER/NANNY REQUIRED for COO-
lest 2-year-okJ ever seen. Flexible hours.

Pan Oriia, Santa Monica Area. Fax resume
and ralerences to 310-394-9447. or email at

wiznk:kOaol.com

LOOKING FOR BRIGHT. RESPONSIBLE
indivkJual to care for two school chikJren full-

time. Must tiavo great refererKes ar>d own
car 310-553-8224.

MALE STUDENT w/computer skUls&car.

Pk:k up 11 y/o t>oy from school. Supervise
HW. M-F. 3-5pm. Brentwood. Start Fall 310-

476-6545.

NANNY (live-in) for 14 year-okl autistk: boy
F/T. 5days/wk (Wed-Sun). Experience pre-

ferred. Call 310-890-4752 or email
sueztx)Oaol.com

PT CHILDCARE
For Very special 6yr old daugtiter Interna-

tional or bHingual background preferred,

car&refererK:es required. QrarK) Piano. Bev
eriywood. Laird:310-287-1677.

7800
Help Wiinted

No Expeiitnce NKtssarv

for persotiaJ interview caO now

310.659.7000

A PERFECT STUDENT
JOB!!!

AFTERNOONS DURING SCHOOL. Fulltime

during Quarter Breaks and Summer Vaca-

ttons! Work at the most lamous tennis shop
in LA. Wori( expenence rwt necessary. Mini-

mum pay $7.50/hr. "String for the

prosfWestwood Sporting Goods. 1065 Gay-
ley Ave. 310-206-6215.

ACCESS TO A COMPUTER? PUT IT TO
WORK! Up to $25-75/hr. PT/FT.
www.EamEZbucks.oom. 688-715-4646.

ADMINISTRATIVE
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT: Answer
phones, computer experience West LA In-

ternet Company. 310-558-9064 ext. 106. Fax
310-558-9065.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT/BOOK-
KEEPER. Excellent computer arxJ phone
skills required. Flextoie, part-tkne hours.

$l0-l3/hr Ask tor Esther Mw. 1-5pm. We
are natk)r>al fkjwer shippers. 310-230-

0611 or Fax resume: 310-230-4146.

7800
H(:l|) Wiinled

ADMIN. ASSISTANT
Investmnt Corp needs help with secre-

tarial/leasing. F/T P/T, flexibie hours.

Vary ctose to UCLA Must have car Fax
resume: 310-470-6755. Call: 310-470-

1112.

$$Get Paid For Your
Oplnion8!$$
-$1z5 and more p<Earn $15

www.fnoney4opinlona.aofn
per survey!

$15-$23/HR BRIGHT, ENTHUSIASTIC peo-
ple to teach SAT prep and ALL Academk:
Subjects. Transpodatton required. We will

train. Flexibie hours. Send or fax cover let-

tei/rasume, inctodtng test scoras (SAT, GRE,
etc.) to ACE Educatksnal Servtoes, AttnBar-
ry. 9911 W. Pteo Blvd. Ste PH-K. LA. CA
90035; Fax:310-282-6424. Posittons avail-

able throughout IJk and the Valay.

'MOVIE EXTRA WORK* Beats all jobs. Start

Immediately. Great pay FurVEasy. No crazy

teas. Program for free medtoal Cal-24/hrs

323-650-4417.

ADMIN ASSISTANT
WLA oonautting firm seeks dependable ad-
tninialrallva aaaistant. Exceltont communtoa-
tton lidlB. expadenoe wAAA Offtoa, Power-
point. ACT, amal. Fax raaume to Vtrtade

310-820-6556

ADMINISTRATOR/ADMINISTRATIVE AS-
SISTANT/DENTAL ASSISTAI^ needed tor

denial orthodontic offce in West LA vvith ex-

oetlent convnuntoatton skHto. Iwton. Wed. Fri

9am-6pm. Experience preferred. $9-$i1/hr.

Please oal 310-826-7494 or fax resume to

310-826-M84.

AFTERNOON/PT
Weshwood law olHce receptionist/offtoe cleric.

2pm to 6pm, M-F. Contact Bob or Maria:

310-446-0104

ART GALLERY
ASSISTANT FOR
PROMINENT
WESTSIDE
GALLERY

Train now-F/T by August. Requirements:
Spanish fluerK:y. detail-oriented, art t>ack-

ground. $10-12/hr-fcommission. Fax re-

8ume:31 0-586-1 712.

ASSISTANT PfT
For chairman of nattonal company. Excellent

opportunity. Flexible P/T hours. Please call

Mona Andrews, 310-288^513.

ASSISTANT PUBLIC EVENTS MANAGER.
Instructtonal Resouroee at UC Santa Bar-

t)ara. Prepares and executes classroom sup-

F>ori activities and live per1ormarx;e support.

$2,379-$2,594Mk). Apply by 5/29A)1 #01-

04-057. Submit appltoatkxi to: UCSB HR
Emptoyment, 3101 SAASB. Santa BaitMra.

CA 93106-3160 AA/EOE Visit our website

at: fittp7/hr.uc8b.edu

BEVERLY HILLS AUTO DETAIL shop needs
hard-wort<ing, fast-paced, agressive people
to handle top-r>o<ch cars. No experience re-

quired. Flexible hours. Ozzie:31 0-659-2870.

CAMP COUNSELORS
Instructors, lifeguards for daycamp in

Agoura/MaUbu. 818-706-7335.

CAMP COUNSELORS needed for local

summer day camp. Beach/aquatk: experi-

ertce in swimming, surfing, sailing, or jet ski-

ing a ptos. Competitive salaries. 818-996-

4780.

CLERK. P/T. Pleasant Century City Engi-

neering Firm seeks periecttonist with typing

skHis lor general offtoe du«es. Must abeotote-

ly be (MaN-orianted. $llAK>ur to start. Call

Rhonda 310-286-2437.

COOL SUMMER JOB for outgoing, health

oonscioue person to do promotiortt and sam-
pling of new frozen Energy Bar Flexibie

scheduto. $e-l2/hr CoM Fuaton 310-287-

3244

COUNSELORS AND
INSTRUCTORS

In ari, swimmir>g, nature, vklea and ropes

needed t>y Tumtiieweed Day Camp. Must be

raaponstoie. er>eroatto arxl enjoy wortdr^g

wUh cNMran. 310-472-7474

CRA MAINTENANCE Seeks laborer to worit

flexible iKMirs maintainirtg equipment arxl

facHiliaa. Pay is $7.52 $9.37. Call 310-206-

1309. AippScattons available at Men's Gym
Rm14.

DAY CAMP COUNSELORS needed at

Wectohestor FamMy YMCA. Seeking enarga-
tto laodaia an(oy«ng p«»-«aana. baaoMaquai-
to, llaM tripa. arts and omils ale. 8lava:3l0-
670-4316.
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7800
Help Wanted

DAY CAMP - SUMMER
Seek staff w/summer home in or near the

San Fernando or Conejo VWIeys. Oxnard,
Simi, MaHtxj. misc. Instructors & General

couns. $2750-3500^ lor sumitier. 888-

784-CAMP www.workatcamp.oom

7800
Help Wiinted

LEGAL ASSISTANT
Wanted for corporala/estate plan attorney
Starting pad-time and becoming full-time in

August. Will train. Serxl resume to Kacy. 626
Wilshire Blvd Suite 800. LA. CA 90017 or
tax:213-538-1368

DAY CAMP
COUNSELORS

Pali Camp now hiring enthusiastic coun-
setorsl Sumrrwr fun includes: jet skiir>g.

amusement parits, beach days, paintball and
more! 19 and up Call Jacque: 310-477-

2700x14.

DAY CAMP
Summer. Swimming, beaches, fwrses &
more, www.daycampjobs.com.

DENTAL ASSISTANT tor newstarter Brent-

wood. Ontxl twtoe a week. Little experience
OK. Must be mothrated to wortc w/fun doctor.

310-273-7253.

DO CATS MAKE YOU
WHEEZE?

H you are allergto to cats, you may qualify to

parik;ipate in research study of an investiga-

ttonal medtoatton. If you qualify, you will re-

ceive study related medteatton and up to

$250.00 oompensatton for your time. If Inter-

ested, please can Jonathan Corren, M.D. at

310-477-1734 ext.242

DOG LOVERS NEEDED
UrtMn Ctog is now Nring for Full and Part

Time posittons. Ask for Kim or Jan. 310-445-
1447

DRIVER NEEDED suitable for etoeriy lady.

Must have own car. 2-3 times a week f^-
prox: 12 noon till' 4pm. $10^r. 310-276-

6809.

EARN $25,000
OVER THE SUMMER! $50,000 or more by
Christmas, on your computer. Wori( w/TV
peraonallty from GRACE UNDER FIRE.
Looking tor leaders. Call 866-733-0312.

EARN AS MUCH AS
$50/HR

EXCELLENT ENTREPRENEURIAL P/T
Sales Opportunity: Make your own hours. No
experierKe necessary. To receive rrwre infor-

matton call 818-487-7270

EDUCATIONAL ASSISTANT needed for in-

telligent, sweet, 12/yo disabled young lady.

Person must be intelligent, capable, setf-rrx)-

tivated, computer literate, as welt as kind,

positive, compassionate, healthy, highly re-

sponstoto, safe driver. PT training begins
now, job begins in June. 310-396-8100.

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL ON CAMPUS
needs Exterxled Day Akle's for summer pro-

gram. July2-July27, 1 2-3:45pm/daily. Job
resumes in September for fall. $7.39/hr
mpari(sOuclaedu/310-206-5194.

ENGLISH TEACHER, Summer in Taiwan.
Airiare. stipend, housing, insurance benefits.

Gain experierKe, ttave fun. www.geoci-
ties.com/woridpassport, woridpptOhot-
mail.com.

F/T RECEPTIONIST lor busy WLA real es-

tate offk:e. Outgoir>g, team player that's

friendly/Self-Motivated. Mk:rosoft Offtoe a
must. Fax resume 310-475-5042.

FEMALE ATTENDANT
P/T W/CAR: Help disabtod woman w/shop-
ping, errands, laundry, etc. $l0/hr. Call 310-

828-4686.

FLASH 5
Flash animators/programmers to help pro-

duce games/cartoons for r>ew online enter-

tainment network. Put)ltoize your new/exist-

ing wort( and share profits, www.p-d-
n.oom/in(oOp-d-n.com/310-9e9-3114.

LIBRARY JOBS. Shelving and other stacks
duties. 12-19 hrs/wk. $6.83/hr to start.

STUDENTS ONLY apply at Young Research
Ubrary Rm. 11617 or call Antigone Kutay
310-825-6982.

LIFEGUARDS
Certified LG's. Start afternoons 5/7. Also
Summer positksns. Get pakJ to get (re)certi-

fled. Mature 18+ and good swimmer Beauti-
ful canyon setting. Tim 310-472-7474. Fax
resume 310-476-7766.

MALE MODELS
Have a great face or body? GET REC-
OGNIZED in Playgiri-style pubUcattons. Must
be 18-24. Beginr>ers wekxxne. Highest im-

mediate pay w/headshots. Pato screen test.

Jeff0213-746-4555ext. '11, JwhiteOou-
ntoue.oom

MARKETING AND
EVENTS COMPANY

Seeks part-time team player to wori( morn-
ings in fast-paced environment. Computer,
writtog skMs required. 310-358-9090.

-

MARKETING/PR/SALES. Creative

Design/Productton studto seeking self-moti-

vatad indtvkJuai w/markeling and saiee ex-
perience. Enthuslastto. has initiative and
very responsible, www.mottontheory.com.
Caroline 310-396-9433.

MEDICAL ADMIN. F/T
Upscato UCLA Campus busy medtoal offtoe

seeks Juntor Administrator. Experience in

billing and insurance veriftoatton desirable

Computer skills essential. Heavy phones,
good people skills Competitive salary and
benefits. Fax or email resume to 310-882-

7005 or paindocOucia.edu

7800
Help Wanted

PERSONAL ASSISTANT WANTED Part-

time by retired executive tor record keeping
and filir^g. One day/week, or half-days. Pre-
fer somone familiar w/Quicken. Flexible

hours. $15 to $20/hour based on experience.
Please fax resume to: 310-202-6184.

PHOTO LAB: FULL OR
PART-TIME

in Westwood. Good appearence required.

Apply at: 10844 West Olyrrpk: Blvd. Los
Angeles. Comer of Westwood and Olympto.
310-470-3567.

PRESCHOOL LOOKING FOR qualified

teachers/teachers assistants for immediate
posittons. Candidates stxiuto iMve experi-

ence in cNto care Salary negotiable. F/T,

P/r available. Call Julie Patel 310-470-0992.

PROMOTIONS INTERN
ASSIST with planning special events, media
relattons, newsletter&promottons. Century
City, smart/team player, excellent opportuni-

ty. Fax resume&cover-letter to 31 0-226-7434
attn: Candace.

RECEPTIONIST
RECEPTKJNIST position availabto in B.H.

Lawfirm Pull-time, benefits, ntoe group of

peopto. Great opportunity to gain experierKe
in a legal environment. Fax resume to: 310-

274-2796 Attn: Human Resources, or mail to

Lurie, Zepeda, Schmalz & Hogan; 9107
Wilshire Blvd. Suite 800; Beveriy Hills, CA
90210. No phone calls please!

RECEPTIONIST

MEDICAL RECEPTIONIST: Beveriy Hills.

Flexible hours. Mainly afterrroons 20-25
hrs/wk. Salary negotiable. Fax resume 310-
273-6082 or caH 31 0-273-8568 .

MODELS WANTED
ASAP: Male arto female lor upcoming fash-
ton shoot. Start/build portfolio and gain ex-

perience. For details call Tesh 310-408-5203

MODELS WANTED! FM Producttons is cur-
rently hiring models for print an dvideo wort<.

Excellent pay-no experience necessary. 818-
785-6028.

MODELS WANTED- Sexy Fematos tor new
men's magazine e i. Maxim, Stuff. FHM
Please Call. Anthony© 323-81 6-31 51 or dig-

gideeOmediaor>e.net or send photos to: S
Magazine, 302 North La Brea Ave. #350, Los
Angetos, CA 90036

NEED TO MAKE SOME PT $$$? Will train

and sponsor assistant broker PM wortt.

Guarantee+bonus. BH office Call Neil 800-
450-7585.

WEST LA Center for Thereputto message.
Starttog at $10/hr-t-benefits. Hours Tuesday
5-10:30pm. Wednesday 2-10:30pm. Thurs-

day and Friday 8:30am-2:30pm. Saturday
6:30- 10:30pm. 310-444-8989.

RECEPTIONIST WESTWOOD LAW OF-
FICES. M-F. 9-5. $8/hour. Can do homewort<
on job. 310-470-3373

RECEPTIONIST/OFFICE
ASSISTANT

wanted. Excellent ptK>ne marwters. computer
skills, team-player. 9-5pm M-F. Rnancial Ad-
visor Firm in Brentwood. Fax resume to Sar-

ah: 310-826-5529.

REWARDING/FUN
Summer Swimming. beacf>es, horses &
nwre. www.daycampjobs.com.

OFFICE MANAGER entry level, will train,

full-time, M-F. 9-6, 10 minutes from UCLA.
Computer knowledge required. Salary/t>ene-
fits. 310-476-4205.

OUTSIDE SALES
6 figure irxxxne in 3yrs. Retire In I0yrs Inter-

net Company looking for independent out-
stoe sales representatives. Get your own
exclusive territory nationally-You own hours.
Commisston Only CaN Mr Lebowski 818-
887-7188.

P/T FILE CLERK-medteal office Fax
resume: 310-395-2063.

FREE MODEL/TALENT AUDITIONS for

men^women/kkls (aH ages) for upcoming TV/
fashion shows, commercials, magazines,
movtos, and rTK>re. No experierKe. 310-

360-1240.

P/T RECEPTIONIST
WANTED

Yeltow Balkx)n HalrSaton. Must be hon-
est/child-friendly. Hours:3weekdays 1-

5:30pm, Days and times negotiabto. $8/hr.

Contact Natalto:3 10-4 75- 1241. Fax resume
323-939-4339.

FUN SUMMER
Swimming, horses, beaches and more.

www.daycampjobe.com.

P/T WRITER Pleasant Century City Engi-
rwering Firm seeks pedecttonist with strong
writing skills to prodluce mlWly techntoal re-
ports for internal and extenruil use $13/hr to
start. Wage increases as appropriate Mini-
mum 15hrs/wk. Must have car and in-

surance Fax resume 310-286-9126 or call
310-286-2437

GIRLS wanted at exckwive social ctob to

WLA. Conversatton and dancing. 18-f years
oto. FlaxiUe hours. Earn top $$$. 310-313-
2980.

INTERESTED IN GERIATRIC CARE? Help
sentor cWzen to exerdsa. fanfiala, P/T. Need
own lianaportatton. doeani mind reading
atoud, non-smoker Hours, salary negotiabte.

Enoino. Estelie. 818-789-2467 CaM l2-6pm.

UFEGUARPS AND SWIM INSTRUCTORS.
Sevfial tocal tocattons. P/T-F/T. $iO-i2/hr
WM trato. 818-222-7946x1 1 or 310-275-7046
Greg or EmMa.

PART TIME MORNING OFFICE ASSIS-
TANT Light phones. Accounting vvlth Qutek-
books and shipping witf> UPS online. WLA.
muthenO statnxxiel.oom

PART-TIME JOB
Office Manager at friendly law fimi in Brant-
wood. Phones, filing, legal wort(. Mon-Thurs.
mornings. $l2/hr to start. 310-207-0411.

DPERSONAL ASSIST
p/r PERSONAL ASSISTANT for busy, ec-
centric Beveriy Hills Cardtotogist. Computer
literacy on Windows-based PC's a must.
Please tax resunw to 310-396-6583 or email
to IvydenOudaedu

S.CALIFORNIA GENERAL CONTRACTOR
seeking architectural/engineering Graduate
Student to assist w/job-sighl rrwrwgemeni
on new project-near LA Airport. Oompensa-
tton commensurate w/qualiftoattons. Con-
tact/Resumes to Steve Nelson. 18 Technolo-

gy Drive, Irvine, CA 92618. 949-727-3552

SALES POSITION available for internet e-

commerce conr>pany. Salary+commisston.
Call 310-234-0784. Fax: 3^0-234-0786.
Email: JobsOelectrobuy.com

SANTA MONICAATTORNEY is k)Oking for a
FT/PT file clerk arxJ secretary. Hours can be
flexibto. Must be able to type and speak
son>e Spanish. Please call Alita 310-452-
1441.

SCREENWRITER ASSISTANT Screenwrit-
er woriting with major studio presently offer-

ing Intern posittons. P/T, flexible hours. Con-
tact Jesstoa or Larry: 323-461-1492

SUMMER AT THE
BEACH AND MTNS

FUN WORK WITH CHILDREN IN THE OUT-
IXX5RS. 7-weBk day program, 2-weeks
Storra Sleepaway June 25-August 24 Ex-

perience with children and water activities.

$330-Kbonus/week Call 310-826-7000 or

www.SierraAdventureCamps.com

SUMMER CAMP
COUNSELORS

Decathton Sports Club Located to Palo Alto.

6/25-6/17. $78-$92/day.9am-4pm. camp-
jobOyahoo.com

SUMMER CASH
Chin CWn Restaurant is seeking Sen/ers.
Counter Help, Hosts&Cooks. Part-Time-
Must be available for some weekends
AM/PM Apply Tues-Fri 11740 San Vicente
Blvd. Brentwood Management Opportu-
nities AvailatMe.

SUMMER DAY CAMPS
San Fernando or Cone|o Valleys. Oxnard,
Simi, Malitxj. Misc. Instructors & General
couns. $2750-3500+ for summer 888-784-
CAMP www.woriotcamp.com

SUMMER JOB
GRADAJNDERGRAD Psychotogy,educatton
or speech to be a camp atoe foir a special
needs chiW. 6/25-8/25. Valerie:8l 8-907-
0367.

Classifieds

825-2221

SUMMER JOBS! WEST Loa Angales day-
camp hiring energetk; counsetoia, Weguards.
and specialists. Call Tiffany at 310-399-
2267

Display
206-3060
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TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 Made catty

remarlts
7 Quick - wink
10 Heron cousin
14 Chafe
15 Be a thief

16 Inlet

17 Dog star

18 Kind of trip

19 hiobellst Wiesei
20 Resolute
23 Rreplace

residue

26 Howl
27 Intpolite

28 Actor Jennings
29 'Certainlyr

30 QB Marino
31 - Jose, CA
32 Plaything
33 l.ow-key«d
37 Ancient
38 Citrus drink

39 Golf gizmo
40 Southeast Asian
41 Measured depth
43 Everytxxjy
44 Endeavor
45 Wing
46'-adater
47 Pitcher

Hershiser
48 Rash flood

51 Tire pressure:
abbr

52 Window cover
53 Put in an

appearance
56 Medley
57 — de cologne
58 Caress
62 "QaJksping

Qourmef^
63 High card
64 Serving dish
65 Timeperk>ds
66 Bright cok>r

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

F A R M G A V E L cP A L
1 D E A E M 1 L E L L A
L 1 ^ A A t s E A P 1 E S
C E L L Am 1 N 8 T 1 N C T
H U M 1 D T A T U E

SG33 QQDSS
S TO D G YHSIUTHMIEiSlAl
SON A R sacis

N 1 M B U ill U T T E R
T R A C T

1

1 O N 1 N H A L E
E A S E D O S "s A B I E
S T 1 R S T E V E N O E L

DSaS UQIDIIS [iS[Z]ai

&a»>1 O 2001.UnlMdFMkMSyncac«l«

67 Fashions

DOWN
1 'QaTofsong
2 Cager's org.

3 Apr. collector

4 Large quantity

5 Works on text

6 Forest creature
7 StadMjms
8 Damp
9 Take- t)e

recognized
10 Reykjavik's

piaoe
11 Cotton

blossoms
12 WaN cumbers
13SquaMd
21 Did as toM
22 ActBSSS

Sanfond
23 Fable writer

24 Undersized
25 Certain Indian

29 Can from the
Mattert>om

30 Sword fights

32 Writing pad
33 Radio noiM
34 Kind of

conservative
35 Doo- —shabby
36 Holmes' creator
42 Shooting

stars

46 Published
47'7heQNloftt)e
M^r author

48 Fume
49 Fainter

50 Rim director

Kurosawa
51 Hippie's motto
52rtoee
54Uslen
55 Newts
59 PC key
60 QoVer Trevino
61 Annapolis grad.
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Cl,issifir:r1s

825-2221

7800
Help Wniilod

SUMMER SPORTS
CAMP COUNSELORS

Prime Tims Sports Camp i« now hiring for

summer 2001. Sports bactcground and ex-

perience workir>g with children required.

9:30AM-3:30PM. M-F. 6/25/01-8/31/01. WLA
and Palisades. Peter.310-288-4132.

SUNSET CANYON REC CENTER seeks

ARC Certified, responsitjle individuals to

work as lifeguards and swim Irwtructors dur-

ing the summer months. Call 310-825-1059.

Apptk^atJons avaU at SCRC.

TEACHER AND ASSISTANT TEACHER
NEEDED. School age day care center, fuH

time summer emptoyment in Van Nuys;

Sports, Crafts, Trips, Swimming, etc. Must

have BA with minimum 24 units in cttid

devekipmant oouisss. TsacMng credentlsl Is

preferred. Qood Salary. Lenny 818-894-

0330.

TESTMASTERS Is k>oklng tor inleNigent

people to answer phones and provide infor-

matton about our LSAT Courses. $13/hour,

minimum of 30 hours/week. Only ttxwe with

excellent phone skHls shouM apply. 323-655-

2699.

UCLA RECREATION
SUMMER CAMP JOBS

GREAT K40NEYI GREAT TIMEI We need
ertergetk: people to be summer camp coun-

sskNS. Pay is $7.38-$1l.0O/hr. Moming, af-

ternoon, slKlay shifts available. Gal 310-

206-1787. Applcattons aviMBIs at John
Wooden Center.

WANTED: People wtx) want to tost weight.

310-884-6746. 24 hdur message.

WANTED: TYPIST/PERSONAL ASST
$20^. 6am-1pm. M-F Finacial market order

emery. Santa Monica. Can Ertc 310812-
1522.

WORK from home in the US or In an intema-

ttonal busir>e8S. 24 hour messaga 310-684-

8748.

8000
Intonisiiips

FILM INTERNSHIP
ACCUUMED PRODUCER asshs motivated

interns tor summer 2001. Please fax

resunftes to Corrwnotion Ptotures

attn:Mk:he«e 310-432-2001.

MERILL LYNCH INTERNSHIP. Flexible
hours. Al majors, must be artk»late, dMgent,
and wMng to learn. Expertsncs In fkwnce a
plus. College credit avaMabte
ResponsibiMiee Inctode asaHinu wNh re-

search, anslyais. disnt davatopmem and
pressniaMons. Hx rssume 310-791-8601 or
smsN nike8h_kadakiaOmi.com. For more
info can 310-791-6832.

SUMMER RESEARCH/
MOLECULAR BIOLOGY
INTERNSHIP Biochemistry undergrads
rteedsd tor UCLA summer research in bioin-

tomwHca/oompuiaitonal molecuiar btotogy.

Must know bask: btochemistry. Computer
sUls needed (preferably UNIX). Dr. PeMt
310-206-4748.

TIRED OF BORING SUMMER WORK?
ChsfKe tor travel, experience tor resunrw.

and approxinutely $7000. CaH 310-441-

2775. Ask for Ruthy.

8200
Tcinporciry Eniploytnent

CULVER HOTEL needs recepttonist tor the

front desk dudes. FuN-lkne and Part-time

avaHabie. About the hotel: «vww.culverho-

tel.oom. Moming shift 7am to 3pm. Evening
shift 3pm to 11pm. Start $7/hour Email or

taxreaume.

HEAD FRESHMAN BOYS BASKETBALL
COACH: Expertertce ptayir^g and coaching

needed. $2800-3200 tor the season 5 days

a week from 2:30 to 5:00, wMh a few Satur-

day games. The assson begina in Noverrtoer

and runs ttHough February. Please fax

resumes ontyll Fax to 310-288-3286

8A()(J

housing

8<f00
Apnrtmeitts for Rent

tff.

%

Westwood Villa^^e
433 Kelton Ave
(3 I O) 208-8685

1 Bedroom from $1225

2 Bedroom from $1700

Extra targe luxury units include:

• Fully equipped kitchen

• Central heating and air

• Extra closet space

• Wetbar in selected units

• Private twicony

• 2 Bdroms have 2 baths

• Intercom entry & gated parking

'wftti 1 year lease

ProlKSioAany managad tiy

Integraied Propeny Services. Iik

^

/r

Westwood Village

Very large appanments for

September I st occupaiKy.

Dining room, built in

kitchen. Balconies/ Patios.

Pool, elevator, controlled-

acce^s building,

subterranean parking.

I BR/lbaih from $1,400

2 BR/ 2bath from «2.100

For pre-appiications call

Mon - Fri 9 AM - 4 PM

691 Layering Avenue
(310) 208-3647

SANTA MONICA guest house. Pet okay, ful

MICtMn. $750. 32a-634-nENT www.«ve8Wd-
erentale.oom

SANTA MONICA HOUSE pal Okay. UnhJT
nished, 2 bdmie. W/D hookupa. garage.

$1500. 310-395-RENT. www.waetaMeren-
tala.oom

SANTA MONICA OCEAN-VIEW One t)ed-

room unfumlet)e<Vlumiahed apL $2000-
$2600. Luxury 2+1 t>edfoom. fumiahad
$4000. Wak 10 3nt Street PromenadeAPIer.
310-30»-3472.

SANTA MONICA PRIME
LOCATION N. OF

WILSHIRE
NEAR BEACH

$1195 1 tMdroom, HaidiNOod floors. Charm-
ing split level, dtohwcshei. refilgerator. 943
7th Street. Cats OK 818-960-5900.

SANTA MONICA room for rar«.

$425. 310-395-RENT. www.WMtSidar«r»-
tais.oom

SANTA MONICA, nortft of WNaNra. $900
nk» single, tovwer. Remodeled Stove, trtdge.

Near ocean. No pet*. Near buaes. 323-4«2-
0607.

SANTA MONICA. 3 txtmw. 2.5 tMths. dWt-
washer, llreptace. 3 parking space*. $1990.
310-395-nENT. www.w>eetsklef*nial*.com

SINGLE APARTMENTS, $90Q^monlh. Up-
graded carpeting. fr**My pakilad. pool, laun-

dry, secufed enky. very dean tMlMkig. i-yr

lease, no pet*. 310-208-2820.

SUMMER STUDIO
AVAILABLE NOW

LUXURIOUS STUDIO FabukMiS txUkSng
FuH kitchen, bath Yard. Laundry, pool/)acu2-

2i. Parking, gym, billiard. June tttrough

August $975. 310-208-1880.

VENICE guest apartmem Cat okay. W/D.
yard. $600. 310-395-RENT. wvvw.westskter-

entals.com

WESTWOOD
Esceiem k)catk)n. wall k> campua. Moe
unit m quiet garden setlktg. UMWes kv
ckxled. $6SQ/Vnon»). Preler mature, quiet

aduN. 310-208-7864.

8^00
ApjutmLMits for Rt.'iit

Casablanca West

Available Now

Bachelors S865

1 Bedrooms from S1195

530 Veteran
208-4394

* PALMS *
4BD, 3BA LOrr TOWNHOME, FP,

CENTRAL AIR/HEAT. GATED OAHAQE.
SEC ALARM. CAT OK

3870 MtOVALf AVE. $2399/IMO

2B0, 2BA TOWNHOME. FR CENTRAL
AHVHEAT GATED GARAGE.

SEC ALARM. CAT OK
3614 PARIS DR. $1305/MO

* MAR VISTA *
11913Atf0NWAY.

11748C0URTLEIGH0R

12736CASWaL/IWE.

12630 MTCHEU. M/L
12741 MTCHEU. MK.

$1296/MO.
S129S/MO.
$1346/MO.
$1346/MO.
$134S/MO.

480. 4BA TOWNHOME. FP, CSNTRAL
AIR/HEAT. GATED GARAOC.

SEC. ALARM. CAT OK
3964 BEETHOVEN ST. $249C/MO

, Op«n HOU9* Mon-Sal 10 4 PM ,

i» O10>391-t076 J

WESTWOOD vnXAGE. 1-t)edroonV1-tMir).

$1,500. brtght, carpet, avaiiat>le 9/6. Large

Towntiouae. 1 -bedroom/I -Datri, $1,600.

haidwNKx^fioors, fireplace, dkNiIng room,

avallat>le 8/22. 925 Qayley, 1-year leese. no
pets. 310-471-7073.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE: 2l>dmi/2l)tt»-

$2000. 10943 Roet)llng. Avaiiable-7/4. Fur-

nished Ibdmv $1360- 547 LandMr. 1 year

ieaae. No pets. AvMabia SapL 310^71-
7073.

WESTWOOD apartment. Pool, utnMee
mciudad. $725. 310-395-RENT www.west-
siderenMaxom

WESTWOOD fumistied guest house.
Utilities included. $950. 310-395-RENT
www.weetsidereniiJs.com

WESTWOOD, Bachelor. $795, ulMee paid,

no parldng. i-tiedioom, $1400, 3-car parlt-

ing. 10M3 Roet)Wng. 1>year leese. no pels,

available July. 310-471-7073.

WESTWOOD—doae to UCLA, (upper),

wak-in ctosets, studio. $650. 310-395-

RENT. www.wsstildarenlali.com

WESTWOOD. 2BD/2BA. RoebNng. Secure
bldg("parWng, Laundry. 5 min walk to Cam-
pus. Cal 310-824-1451 or 310-443-2192.

AvaMabls July 1st lor year.

WESTWOOD. 2BORM/2I9ATH $1450 AND
UP. TILE KITCHEN. STEPOOWN LIVING
ROOM. HIGH CEILING. CHARM. 1 MILE
SOUTH OF WILSHIRE. SOME W/BAL-
CONY.31fre3»ag»<.

WESTWOOD. Aooaa UCLA, upscale, one
and two bedrooms, tuH-Michan. air oondi-

liorted, perMng, one year leeee, 446 Land-

Mr. Taking reeervatk>n8. 310-624-1960.

WESTWOOD. Wlifc to UCLA. 2bdnT^2Mh,
gated parking, rooftop spa. quiet buiUing,

accepting reservations for Fail $1895-
$2275. 512 Veteran. 310-208-2656.

WESTWOOD 1 -BEDROOM APARTMENT
TO SHARE. $375. Contact Canrte 310-208-

3627.

WESTWOOD: 2bdmV2blh. Lc

for July 1 Gated pafWng. Jacuzzi, fireptace,

walk to UCLA. $i660/mih. Talk to Debbie
310-624-5528

1-BLOCK TO CAMPUS

WESTWOOD APARTMENT for Rent. Sin|^,
Himlahed, 2-btock8 to aohool, next to fraler-

nWea (no Me night pwtiee), no paitdng.

$e00/month. 31 624-4951.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE

Studto. $750 AN uNNHea paM. Large l-bdnn
$1300. herdwood floors. Immediate oocu-
pancy only. 310-20M253 or 310624-2666.

1-MINUTE TO UCLA
1 bdrm w/decfc. furnished, bright deen. se-

curity entrance, large ctoeets. pool lyr

$120QAno. 31O624-1830

apartment, hardwood
floors. 2cv PMdng, iMmdiy Quiet Bulking
No Hi^i Wiss on Smset AMrilable Earty
July. No pets. $2600. 3l0.234-627e.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE: FwiMied boche-
tor, $725, no pwMng. Untanlihed 1-

$1400. garage, i-yr leeee, no pels.

Sept 10960 StratfMTtore. 310-471-7073.

1.SMILES FROM UCLA Fuily fumiehed
large ibdrm apt. Poof labieAvet ber/cable In

living room, kteal for grad siudent-faouity

$1060HilWISI^iiu 310^76-2066.

1917 SPANISH MISSION BUILDING. Sln-

glo. WLA, Separato kitchen, high oeMngs,
wood ftoors, one year lease $7S(Mne. 310-

479-6646.

Display

206-3060

8400
Apjulmoms lor RlmiI

•WESTWOOD VILLAGE, MIDVALE N OF
LEVERING LARGE 1 AND 2 BDRM APT,
GARDEN VIEW. DINING ROOM, UNIQUE.
CHARM FRONT AND REAR ENTRANCE
310-839-6294*

2&3BDRM
LARGE, bright view. Microwave, oven, re-

frigerator, dishwasher, washer/dryer in unit.

21 -ft. Jacuzzi on root Walking distartce to

UCLA. 310-475-0807.

BEL AIR COTTAGE. Pet okay $945. 310-

395-RENT. www.we8lsklersntala.com

BEL AIR guest house. Dog ok. View, pool,

yari. $750. 310-395-RENT www.westskler-

entris.oom

BEVERLY HIUS ADJ 1&2BEDR0OM
$895&UP LARGE. UNUSUAL CHARM.
SOME SPANISH STYLE W/HARDWOOD
FLOORS. ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS.
310-839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS furnished, private room,

dishwashar. $450. 310-395-REf4T.

www.wesnklarantais.com

LY MLL8. 1 bdrm, 1 bath, rafrtgara-

tor. Stove.. $875. 310-395-RENT. www.west-

BRENTWOOD amazkig k)calkx> Private

room, parldng Inckided. $550. 310-395-

RENT. www waHklarshtals.oom

BRENTWOOD SPACIOUS. 1 bdnn. patto,

A/C, partdng. $695. 310-395-RENT

BRENTWOOD, $1700. 2bd/2bth, front, bal-

oorty. refrigerator/stove/dishwasrier, car-

petAMipes, parkkig, laundry, no pets, near

UCLA, by appL 11728 MayfieM «1. 310-271-

6811.

CHARMING 2 Bedroom/1.5 bath, spackxis.

alO¥e. refrtgerator, taundry, large ctoeets. two

car parktog. quiet reeUentiei neighbortxxx),

2-mllee to UCLA. $1395 310-829-0385

COZY 2 BEDROOM. 1 bath $1200 Brent-

wood Adj. Neer Wilshire/freeway Lease to

two. No pats. 1333 Barry Avenue. 310-626-

8461.

CULVER CITY spactous. 1 bdrm, large otoe-

etS. yard. $665. 310-395-RENT www.west-

sidarenials.oom

HUGE SINGLE AND ONE BEDROOM
$90Q/mo.& up One bdrm (or $1250&up One
titoek from campus. 644 and 650 Lar>dfair.

310-624-0319.

MIO-WILSHIRE AREA: Large 2bdrm aparT
ment. Avatiabie June Ist. $120Q/mth 213-

487-6684

PALMS
2BEO/2BATH. Avaiable 7/1. $1450^month 2

parking apaces 310-666«S2.

PALMS. 3719 Kelton Ave. 2bd/2bath. $1250
Available now. Controlad aooaee bidg New
carpel. Upper unit. Linda: 310-463-3334.

stwwnbyappt.

SANTA MONICA 1 bdrm.

ftoors, yard $750
www.westsk1erentais.com

1 bath, hardwood

310-395-RENT

SANTA MONICA 2 bdrms. 2 baths, refrtgera-

tor, stove, carpets, new pakii. new ftoors,

parking kKkided. $1295. 310-395RENT
www.westsklerentais.com

SANTA MONK:a 2 bdmns. carport partdng.

$1150. 310-395-RENT. www.westskJeren-
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SAHTA MONICA APARTMENTS. 4 bk)cks to

beach Pet okay $700. 310-395-RENT
¥vww.westsk1erentals.com

SANTA MONICA DUPLEX pet okay Yard.

$795. 310-395-RENT wwwwestsideren-
tals.com

SANTA MONICA furnished, private room,

partdng, month-to-month. $500. 310-395-

RENT. www.westsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA GUEST HOUSE 1 bdmi. 1

bath, pool, wasf>er and dryer. $690.

www.westslderantals.com

WLA/PALMS
APARTMENT RENTALS
CALL 4 FREE LISTINGS

AND SPECIALS
Bachelors/Singles—some w/utilities paid,

pod, gated. $eS0&up. Ibdmn $995&up.
many w/Hreplaoes, luxury and more. 2txlmi

$1100-$149S, meny w/dishwashers, bakx>-

ny, A^ and more. Cell tor free Ii8tlng:310-

278-6999.

WW WALK TO UCLA
Spaotous, bfighl Ibdrm and private palto,

avalabia HOW. Hardwood ftoors. fuH Ulch-

en, large ctoeets, laundry, 2-car partdrtg.

$1500. No pea. 310-234-8278.

8600
Condo/ h'wnhoiiso for R(.'nt

BEVERLY HILLS APARTMENT (upper)

hardwood fkMrs, utilities irx:luded $795
310-395-RENT www.westsklerentals com

Ka.TON- near campus. TAKING APPLICA-
TIONS tor Sept av^MMy. 1-year laaae.

2bdnn/2.5bth Recently remodeled. $2250.
1-60O<»5-0622

8900
Hoijstj for Rt)nl

BEL AIR TOWNHOUSE
WITH A VIEW

2t)drm^2bth Tovwittouse w^>rtvate backyard.

Canyon views, fkepisce. hardwood-ftoors.

central AC/heet. Garage. Walk to mar-
ket/Bmin to UCLA. WC pets. $3000/mth
310-276-8505

CHARMING HOUSE with washer/dryer and
bonus storage space. On Nattonal and Ar-

moecost. J1660. Please caH 213-740^)427
or 310-478-7414

9000
House for Snlo

PAC PAL BEACHSIDEI Own your own tot

and 2bdrm. mobile home. Chibhouse. pool.

$215K. d60^S67-22S2

9200
Housint) N(Mj(li.(l

LAW STUDENT seeks summer sublet; 412-

731-2030; iee_kim_useOyahoo.com; June
Ist-August 23rd: Prtvate $800-$il00.

OUTGOING FEMALE JUNK>R needs prt-

veto room tor 01/02 scttooi year Will pay
$650 Prefer female housemates. Email:

wardOucla.edu

SUBLET WANTED. East-coast ooHege pro-

laaaor seeks furnished studkVone-bedroom.
June/July. Arrtvei dele, length of stay negoti-

able. Comaot 8ha45630aoi.oom

SUMMER
SUBLETTERS
WANTED

atSIBItoltonfbr
•paotou* 2b*d/tb«th.

Balcony, pool, free D8L,

1

9«s, H20, fMi^ing. 62 1 30J
(6633/porson). Eomont

310-208-1164

9200
HoilSMKj N{MJ(I(.»(I

WESTWOOD 2 guys tooking for a room to

rent Fan 2001 . Walk to UCLA. Non-smokers,

no drugs. Chns:31 0-208-3521

.

9300
Room for HtHp

FREE ROOM & BOARD
Urtjan Dog is k}Oking foor a night supervisor

Ask for Kim or Jan 310-445-1447

MOTHER'S HELPER WANTED Tutoring.

t)at>ysitting. arxi driving. 1 5-20 hrs/wk in ex-

change tor private room and tx>ard. Must

have car. 323-761-8623.

STUDENT/CAREGIVER for Japanese ekJer

ty man in Lakeview Terrace. Must prepare

evenirtg meal. Uve-in w/salary in excfiange

tor private roorrVboard. All negotiable for

rtgM person. 818-710-0014.

9^00
Room for Rent

BRENTWOOD F/NS/NP Femaleeoniy Bed,

t>atf)&full access to large, l>eauWul fiome.

Share w/famiiy, $750. 310-395-0623.

PRIVATE GUESTROOM WEST-
WOOf>/WALK UCLA- beautiful house w/pri-

vate er«rano^)atfVl)acfcyard. Laundry/Kitch-

en privHegee. N/S female tenant. $785^tiii-

ties. 310-446-9556.

PRIVATE ROOM FOR RENT Westwood,
7mins to campus. Avaiiat)ie August. Part(-

ing/laundry/dishwasher/microwave/AC.
Huge Wv^ng/dkting area, spackxis bakx)ny.

$660/mo. Mkni: 310-234-2880.

ROOM FOR RENT IN FURNISHED
HOUSE, female wanted. Must be Non-smok-
er, responsible. UtHWee-lnckided. AmenMaa
5 miles from UCLA. $65Q/lmth. 310-475-

1308.

ROOMMATE WANTED Fenule grad-stud-

enl. UgN oookkig, 2-3 dinners per week
Rent negotiat)le. New Brentwood Home
Fax: 310-476-7284.

SANTA MONKJA. Own bdmVbath/entrance-
$40&fiimMed babysittkig duty Wanted: Ac-
tive, reaponaible Mother's helper tor 4 y/o

boy. Releranoea required. 310-395-1212.

9500
Roommates-Prlviite Room

PRIVATE BEDROOM/BATHFtOOM avaiiaMe
6-21-2001 UCLA apartments, Pakns Very

nk;e apt. Male only. Graduate preferred. For

kifo call afHippiOucia edu or call 310-837-

7820.

STUDIO CITY. $413: gated pertdng. a/c,

your own t)edfoom. phone lirte. Female grad

student prefened. 20 mk> to UCLA. 816-763-

2674.

UP TO 3 ROOMMATES Wanted for sum-
mer/school-year. Spacious 2bed/ibalh.
kitchen. comer Landfair/Roebling.

$1650/month Sign lease in June. Chapin
310-209-1656

WEST LA. Stiare beautiful townhouse.
2t)drm/2bth, gated perking, near Natkxv
al/Barrtngton. Rent $825/month. Half utilities

SlbyHe 310-996-1180.

WESTWOOD: Fun, ouH)oing female kx>king

for 1-2 female roommates to share
2bdrm/2blh apt! Avaiiabie 8/01 or 9/01 Call

310-209-26651

SUMMER-SUBLET
SILVERLAKE BLYD Spaaous.

2t>drm duplex, furnished,

hardwood floors. Ideal for

Hollywood/Downtown

internships $700/mth-total

Available 6/1-8/31

Reaponsible applicants.

323-663-8912
(braeaeOttotmeM com

TWO ROOMMATES
WANTED

to share room in

2be(1/2baih 3\y\ at

679 Gayley. Fully

furnished. f>arking

avail. Call Ali«;on at

209-9 1 82

UICSTUIOOD
6/17-7/31/01 (rwgotioble).

Follv fHjrnished. Hove ouio

room in o quiet oportment

complex pQrl<if>g, pool,

R/C. Quiet, responsible

fsmole preferred . Coll

S10-t0t-M4«

WESTWOOD
Hr|rinnin|( (>/2!>. Frnialt* to

MliMi't- mum in lifHiitifnl.

<'onlrin|M»nii'y. M|»ariiMiM.

2l»«lini/2l»lli. Qiiin

nH)(ltllO|-|l4MMl. (^loHT to

liiiK. #.375/mth. CMmilM

310-478-7076

WILSHIRE 2-MILES
FROM CABiIPUS
Beautiful 2-Bedroom

Apartment Looking for 2-

people to share Spacious
Bedroom -fBa throom

• Available 6/20
$475/mo per person

310-312-0157

9600
Rouimiiiites-Shared Room

FEMALE ROOMMATE to share apadous.
furnished Ibdrm. apartment on Gienrocic.

$475/mth. Available June 18th. Fireplace,

security 310-206-5738

LUXURY ONE BEDROOM Spacious and
Clean. Spa. Pool. 24hr Security and Gym.
Volley and Tennis courts. $675/rTK). Female
Prenered. 818-990-5323

QUIET MALE ROOMMATE needed to share
room- Veteran Ave- 2t>drrTV2bth/balcony

Needed for summer/taH/year. $390/rTK>nth.

310-208-0985. kavangieeOyahoo.com.
Have a nice dayl

9700
Siil)l()ts

1-BORM STEAL!. Cute IbdmVlbth. doae to

campus, hardwood floors. DSL Installed, ful-

ly-fumished. wali(-in closet! $l150obo. CaH
KeHyW 310-206-0377 IcwintersOudaedu

437 GAYLEY. Pinit Palace, Beautiful

2txJnm/2bth. w/2t>aloonies. Irench doors,

apadous. 3 underground partong spots, par-

tially furnished. Late June-8/31. $2150/mo.
Pleeae call Julie or Silvia at 310-824-5542.

527 MIDVALE PLAZA II. Large studio. Fire-

place, balcony, pooi/)acuzzi, gym. July 1 -Aug
31. $1050/month- includes vvater ,1 parking
spot. 310-443-9552

ATRIUM COURT PENTHOUSE. 5min walk.

Need 2-3 people. Juiy-Sept, or Jan. Spa-
ck>u« 2bd/2bth. 2bakx)nies, park-

ing/gym/apa. $625/mo. Male/Female ok.

310-267-7714.

BEAUTtFUL 2-BEOROOM APARTMENT:
HartKvood fkXMS. parking, full kitchen. Atjso-

hjtety gorgeous. Must be seenlll $l900/mo.
Cal Martorie 310-206-2120

BRENTWOOD, One-BedroonVOne-Bath in

Large-Bright-fumlshed 2Bed-2Bath Apart-
ment. Uving-Room. Dinnlng-Room. Dish-

washer, MKrowave, Baloony, A/C. 2mles
from UCLA&Beach Near Transportatkxt.

TV/VCR/Digital-Cabie/SterBo/DSL. Parking.

King-Size Bed. $900/hrK>. Junel-AuglO. 310-

415-9238.

CHARMING WESTWOOD APT. Spedous
1 bed/1 bath in heart of Westwood. Bey wind-

ow/window seat, great views, garage park-

ing, secure, quiet. Mid-June-August 310-

824-6920

FALL QUARTER SUBLET: Female room-
mate needed $400/mth Sept-Dec. Glen-
rock Ave. Stept^nie 310-267-8961

HOUSE 4 SUBLEASE
WESTWOOO/BEL-AIR HOUSE. Sublease
short-term lease $3000/month.
3txJrm/2.5blh. Huge living room, breakfast

area, den w/views. Great for student/ teach-

ers. 310-477-0070.

LARGE I'BED Cksse to campus Pool, spa
U/C parking. Fully fumistied/equipped. From
mid-June-Aug 3peopie $400ea. 2peopie
$500ea 310-208-2049.

SPACIOUS 2-FLOOR APARTMENT June to

Septemtwr 660 Veteran Ave. Includes pari(-

ing in gerage. $l14S/month. June is free!

310-209-0066

SUBLET!
2bdrm/2blh $1800/mo. Cute apartment 5

mkv from campus and Westwood Available

after finals through August 31 . Call nowl 310-

824-3555

Subietter- 403 Landfair. 2bd/2bth Female
to shsre unfurnished 1/2 mastert>ed Perfect

traneitkxi t>etween apartments this summer.
$510/mo. Morgan 310-206-3293.

WESTWOOD
BOARDING HOUSE
Rooms $250/mth. Tl

Internet premium coble, I

free local phone, weekly
|

maid, shared kitchen,

on-site laundry, pool
table, basketball court,

piano. Manager on-site

0-209-8149

WLA
Luxuriorj^ apt. Larr^e

rr«t.ter b<?droonn \^/v\/alk-

in cte>set. furri^\QcL

Rreplac©. balcony.

Jacuzzi, parking. Qiecure

entrance. Near but. /Wd-

June-b©g/QepL

luxapartflhotynaJtcohTi

9700
Sublets

SUMMER SUBLET/640 VETERAN— start

ing 6/30. 2 bdrms, 2 baths, gated parking.

Partially fumist>ed Balcony/trench wlr>dows.

Females preferred. 310-443-0053.

SUMMER SUBLET MIdvale Plazall

Ibdrm/lbth. Fully furnished. Gated parking
Walk to UCLA Immaculate. Quiet/safe
DSL/TV/VCR. A/C. Pool/jacuzzi/gym. 310-
208-4450

SUMMER SUBLETTERS WANTED at 515
Kelton for spadous 2t>ed/2bath. Bakx>ny.

pod, free DSL, gas. H20. parking. $2130.
($533/per8on). Eamon:31 0-206- 1164.

TWO ROOMMATES WANTED to Share
room in 2bed/2bath apt at 679 Gayley Fully

furnished, parking avail. Call Alison at 209-

9182.

WANT TO SUBLET FOR THE SUM-
MER? Reach thousands of potential

roommates for free. www.west-
sMerentais.oom 310-395-RENT.

WESTWOOD: Cheap Summer Sublet!

2t>drm/1bth w/parking Secured bu.'kilng.

Hardwood fkx>r5. Ck>se to campus! Available

July-August. $l800/mth. 310-824-1141

WESTWOOD: SHARE KELTON
2bdrTn/1bath with beautiful hardwood, Kitch-

en, Laundry, the works. Friendly tt>eatre roo-

mie. Only July ft August, $700/mo. 310-206-

8096.

9800
Vnr.'itirm H. r,t,il^

BEAUTIFUL, SPACIOUS YOSEMITE
HOA^E surrounded by tall pines. Ck>se to

everything. Fuly Equipped, 5000' eievatk>n

sundeck, reasonable rates. 818-785-1026.
www.yosemite.istoveiy.com

l^vjC.

Come to

KerckhoFF 118

to advertise.

|/Vant StuFF?

Wednesdays

.and

Fridays.

WESTWOOD
3bc(i/2bath, dining room,

large living room, PARKING.

Walking distance to UCLA
(2 -blocks). Hardwood floors

and ncwjy painted walls. Wellj

kept and clean. If interested

contact Malt

i-871-7635

VENICE
6/16 thn)ugh 8/30.

Furnished r(H>m in

3bdrm house. Yard,

spa, washer/dryer.

I>oij-l<>ver. Ciraduate

student preferred.

$700/mo-«- utilities. Amy
310-822-9307#2

,f v-f.^'j/

Classifiedj

825-2221
Display

206-3060
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10944STRATHMORE
2bclrm/ 1 bth on cornet ol

Slrathmorc/Landlair. Large

balcony w/ view o(

Westwood skyline. 6/ 1
5-

l2/30.$515/monlh.

Andy or Phil

310-824-2837

im

47f»AYUY
Ibdrw/lprivatHrthiN

Zbdrm/Zbth apartuNMt.

AvadaUe JiwiMdatdy to wM-
Scpttwbcr.NctdlZfeiiiak'

soUetteri IMderground

parklvig-ipot otrmidy don
to-tawpui *t$$/mik

110-201-4179

I snappo bfxipoom

atU inM^JlM
apopfnopof. $40Cymlk

310-834-5341

aval

CHAKMING
WESTWOOD APT
Spiiciou.s Ihfil/lhatli Id

lifiirt <)r\NV.shv<MKl. Bay

winclowAviiuKiw seat, i»rfat

vifws, Harare paikiiij^,

seciiiv, (|niet.

Mitl-Jiiiif-August.

310-824-8920

r
Mti rttmntt It

start rMH w/mlt hi

$iMiM2MniilSL
ittl.lacizzl-ftcFall

laast alsa availaMt.

ml
POOL PARTY!

,

691 Levering and
Strothmore. Spacious,

furnished, Ibdrm/lbth.

Underground parking,

DSL, available June 1 st-

m id Sept. $]300/mth.

310-824-4644

SUMMER

Classifieds

825-2221

10982 Roebling
Club CaliFornia. Summer
and Fall sublet. Furnished.

queen bed.

Pool/Jacuzzi/Sauna.

parking, private enterance.

Ibdrm/lbath in 3bdrm.

Apartment. $7^0.00

310-836-2969

mm
4uf4iUUe mii'^me to mid-

fqpt. g> ue4otUiU.

m7.90/mm»ktoAM

ATRJUM COURT

FURNISHED
private b«droom/bath with

parking. DSL, Stcrvo,

Cable. Available mid June

to mid September. 1-2

people OK. $75o/mo.

Brandon

310-824-7435

CHEAP SUBLET
443 MIDVALE.
iBDRM/IBTH.

$415/MTH PER PERSON.
UTILITIEStPARKINC
INCLUDED. 5MfN
WALK FROM UCLA.

AVAILABLE MID-JUNE
TO MID-SEPT.

310-267-9804

NOT HAUNTED!
LANOFAIR/STRATHMORE
Positives: 2bed/lbath.

living room, kitchen.

downhill walk to campus.

Negatives. Uphill walk

from campus, global

warming. Mike:

310-208-3260

SPACIOUS 2-FLOOR
APARTMENT

June to September.

660 Veteran Ave.

Includes parking in

garage. $1145/month,

June is free!

310-209-0086

11021 OPHIR
SUMMER SUBLET
Huge Ibdrm. available

mid-June to end of Sept.

1 parking-space

included, hardwood
floors. $700/mthobo.

310-824-5422

660 VETERAN
2-bedr(M>m 1-bath.

.Fully Furnished,

Fireplace, balcony,

gated parking, Jacuzzi.

Available 6/18-9/1.

$1495/month. Gall

310-209-1438

I' f'i'^f^^-' ''\

ATRIUM COURT
PENTHOUSE

5min walk. Need 2-3

people. )uly-Sept, or Jan.

Spacious 2bd/2bth.

2balconies,

parking/gym/spa. $625/mo.

Male/Female ok.

310-267-7714

FEMALE
ROOMMATE
NEEDED

to share 1 bdrm in a

2bdrm/2bth apartment.

Fully furnished, DSL.
one parking place, patio.

$450/mth.

310-824-2635

;-€>;'jaKifejaa'ilii!>i|iii'ii'Wiiiiwiiiiiiri>iiiriiiW|»«itiiii m aw-

PALMS
2 rooms for June

and/or July. $500 own
bath/bakony. $450
share bath. Easy

parldng. Female only.

Christina:

310-415-9987

SUMMER SUBLET,

424-LANDFAIR
Apt.#l6$365/month,

beginning |une- 1 7th Light

airy room, share w/one male-

roommate. Own bathroom,'

Cabte-TV. Computer w/DSL.
short walk to campus.

Mike 0* Mitch:

310-443-9926

437GAYLEY
Pink Palace. Beautifui

2bdrm/2bth, w/2bak:onies,

french doors, spacious, 3
underground parking spots,

partially furnished. Late

June-8/31 $2150/mo
Please call Julie or Silvia at

310-824-5542

690 VETERAN
2bdrm/i!blh. Share room

for summer I fall. Perfect

for mid-year (graduating

seniors. $390/month.

310-208-0985
kavanglee^ahoo.com

BEAtmniL 2-BE»llOOIH

APAimieivT

lar^WMd (Intl. ^iiif. full

ki(( hn. AbxtMrH fHnrfm^ Uiul

brimintlSN/Ml'iilNanmr

MAR VISTA
Own bcdroom&bathroom

In 2txlrm., 7mins to

campus!

Cablc/gynVsauna/pool.

Furnished. $499obo. Keith

310-915-1081

PALMS
HUGE 2bdrm/2bth. livinj

dining, balcony, fireplace]

security, parking garage.

Quiet neighborhood, 4mi|

from UCLA. June-Scpt

(negotiable).

$101 2/month + utili ties.

310-559-3225

SUMMER SUBLET
Need an apartnnent?

Share a nice one on
Kelton and Ophir

for $650/mth.
Available June 15th.

Call Ryan or Josh

310-208-0210

SUMMER SUBLET
Strathmore/Landfalr.

Large Ibdrm/lbth.

Nice patio, fireplace.

parking!

$ 1 1 00/month. June
I -Sept 15 Will

consider short sublet.

310-443-1168

475 GAYLEY AVE
Available mid-June to

mid-Sepr. $450/monrh.
Close ro campus,

friendly roommores 6^

manager. Looking for

female sublerrer.

010-479-2205

923^ GAYLEY
WAlk 10 CAMpuS, WESTWOod.

IbdRM/lbrlr, pARkJNq,

UNfuRNJsllEd, hARdwOod

flooRs. AvAlUblc 6/ 1 9' mkI-

Sepi. SI^^O/montIi. iMEkU

710-267-7169

BRENTWOOD
One-Bedroom/One-Bath in

Large-Bright-furnished 2B«d-
2Bath Apartment. Living-Room,
Dinning-Room. Oiahwaaher,

Microwave. Balcony. A/C. 2mile8
from UCLA&Beach. Near

TransporUtion. TVA'CR/Digital-
j

Cabto^Stereo/DSL. Parking.

King-Sixe Bed. $90<Vmo.

Junel-AuglO.

310-415-9238

MDR
BesufHul 2bed/2b8fh

situated on 23 acres kiah

tropteai ground. Pod.
tennis, spa. fHnees center,

ocean breeze. AvMable
nud'June-Mid-9eptember.

•I960.

310-827-7317

PINK PALACE
437 Clayley.

3bdrm/2bth. Furnished.

July 1 -Aug 31

$2600/mth. Parking

available Best complex
in Westwood.

310-208-3693

SUMMER SUBLET
Brentwcxxl Any tinienfter

Juiie t8th-nvid/end Sept
1 2 jxjople Huge private

bedroonVlMth wnm-m
niirrored closets in

2bed/2tMlh S75(Vnx>nth

310-826-7482

408-209-7113/cell
philort!788 r^hotmail com

SUMMER SUBLET:
CLUB CALIFORNIA
Beginning June 19th.

Female to share room in

2bdrm/2bth apt. Balcony,

pool/spa, gym, parking.

Kasey

310-443-1461

Displa'

206-30
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BASEBALL
From page 32

wall for a walk-ofThome run.

"We're learning late in the game."
Berry said after the victory "But it's

great to know that even in a tense sit-

uation, we can come back and win."

From that game on, the Bniin

squad that lost a NCAA-record 12

players to the draft began to find an

identity. UCLA became known as a

teaifi of scrappers that would keep
the game close and win it with late-

inning heroics and timely hitting.

UCLA was legitimately running

with the powerhouses of the Pac-10

going into the conference schedule,

charging full steam ahead with a 12-5

record and two nationally-ranked

scalps in their pocket.

TTie Bruins were up and down like

this year's stock market against Pac-

10 teams, failing to regain the

momentum they had early in the sea-

son. Their reliance on comeback wins

began to haunt them. The comeback

drives and lucky bounces were now
going the other way, building a ner-

vous tension toward the future.

The Bruins were able to overcome

defensive miscues with their tenacity

and raw athletic ability. That style of

play became harder to keep up as the

injury bug began to consume key

pieces of the Bruin* talent pool.

Pitcher Jon Brandt was the first to

go. Back pain during the Washington

series in mid-April sidelined UCLA's
No. 2 starter for over three weeks and

sent the Bruin rotation into disarray.

The Bruins squeaked out a series

victory before flying out to Kansas

State for a series against the

Wildcats. The Bruins lost the first

game but had the second in hand 12-9

before it was postponed due to dark-

ness.

The next day the Brums woke up

to 45 mile-per^our winds that they

dismi^d as a freak occurrence of

Midwest weather. Little did they

know, the wind had apparently

picked up their luck and scattered it

over the Kansas plains. The Bruins

gave up four wind-aided runs in the

inning and lost that second contest.

They later lost game three.

if the sweep was a jab to the team's

fortunes, the injury sustained to Josh

Karp was the knockout punch.

**I think when we got into that rut,

it seemed like all of our injuries hit all

at once. I think our team was affected

by that," Adams said.

From that point, the Bruins won
only five of their next 17 games.

The loss of Brandt and Karp drove

the Bruins into a funk that they never

emerged from, and they got swept in

two crucial series against USC and

Cal.

The Bruins stayed in playoff con-

tention until the Arizona State series

because of their early season wins

and a tough team mentality, but in the

end UCLA could not overcome the

crucial injuries to make the postsea-

son.

M.GOLF
From page 32

brain over brawn.

When the Bruins first got to

Trysting Tree for their practice

round. Head Coach Brad Sherfy

took one look at the course and
t(rid his team to check their egos at

the door.

What he meant was that it was-

n't a course for taking out drivers,

which is typically the first club play-

ers use to hit the ball off the tee. It

was a course for taking out the 2-

irons and steadily chipping your

way through the course.

It took a team efTort - a promise

among all five golfers that they

would forego flash for substance,

forego the powerful drives that

would probably end up in the

rough for the more accurate hits of

the 2-iron.

They agreed.

"There was a mutual agreement

among all of us to back off,"

Johnson said.

But it wasn't easy for guys who
are used to playing aggressively.

"A lot of the guys had to swallow

their egos and say, 'I'm gonna be

20 to 30 yards behind the guys in

my group,'" junior Parker

McLachlin said. He pointed out

that he got looks from other golfers

because he was using his 2-iron

more than his driver.

"The people you were playing

with were wondering why you were

being so conservative, but we did-

n't care," McLachlin added.

Especially since, by the end of

the tournament, UCLA was

among the top 10 teams that made
the cut to the NCAA
Championships.

The Bruins were led by true

freshman John Merrick, who had

his best tournament of the year. He
shot 67 in the first round to lead the

entire field.

The next day, however, he shot

76. aided by two bogeys on his first

two holes, courtesy of the infamous

rough. But he rebounded in the

final round with a 71 to tie for sixth

place.

McLachlin came next (223 total,

tie-38th), followed by Johnson

(224, T-49), sophomore J.T. Kohut

(226. T-67) and freshman Steve

Conway (233, T-1 12).

The Overall results cotild tell you

how unusual this tournament was.

withNo. 5 Arizona State and No. 7

Arizona taking first and second

place as expected, but No. 53 UCI
and No. 54 Pacific unexpectedly

taking third and fourth. UCLA
(No. 38 according to Golfweek

magazine) tied with No. 35

Stanford and No. 51 Oregon State

for sixth. Meanwhile teams Hke

Pao-10 champion No. 13 USC and

No. 17 New Mexico, who have

consistently beaten UCLA all year,

didn't make the cut.

The Bruins figure this is because

other teams weren't playing as

smart as they were.

"I was surprised. I thought we

had a good game plan mdJL
thought they'd catch on," Merrick

said. "It was weh-d to see other

teams not play as well as they

should have."

According to Johnson, the tour-

tuunent dh'ectors knew how tough

the competition would be and

chose to make this particular

regionals harder with higher rough.

Don't blame them. After all,

when it comes down to crunch

time, you gotta separate the men
from the boys - and those who use

their 2-irons from those who use

their drivers.

REALIGNMENT
From page 30

capacity crowds in the desert. Arizona

owner Bill Bidwill fought hard to stay in

the same division with the Cowboys but

said he was happy after the league agreed

to a new scheduling format for exhibition

games that will retain old rivalries.

Bidwill was even happier after Dallas

owner Jerry Jones said he would be glad

to play the Cardinals in an exhibition

game every year they aren't scheduled to

play in the regular season.

"I'm very happy that Jerry agreed to

do that," Bidwill said. "The NFC West— fitsform geographically.'

Whitsitt said the same, noting that the

Seahawks will have preseason games
against the Broncos. Chargers, Chiefs

and Raiders, whom they've met in the

regular season so often.

Another plus for most of the owners is

the new scheduling format, under which

every team wiH meet every other at least

once in four years. There will be six

home-and-home divisional games; four

against teams in another division within a

conference; and four more against a divi-

sion in the other conference on a rotating

basis.

The final two games will be against

conference teams based on the previous

year's standings - first against first, sec-

ond against second, and so on.

The exact format for the playoffs has-

n't been decided yet. For the time being,

the number of teams will stay at six from

each conference - the four division win-

ners and two wild cards.

Commissioner Paul Tagliabue has said

the league will consider expanding the

number of playoff teams to 14.

The biggqst surprise in the plan was

the speed with which it was done.

Although various proposals had been

under study for 18 months, no vote was

expected until Thursday. But there was

only an hour's debate and the consensus

-was to get it over with.

•*! think everyone realized that every-

thing that could be said had been said,"

Tagliabue said

There also were the memories of the

problems of the last realignment 31 years

ago, brought to the forefront by old-

timers such as Rooney. the Giants'

Wellington Mara and Baltimore's Art

Modell.

"That old realignment was the tough-

est thing I've been through." said the 84-

year-old Mara, who has been involved

with the NFL since starting as a ball boy
for the Giants when his father bought the

team in 1925.
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LAKERS
From page 29

in the next game.**

The Spurs, in an effort far

better than they had in Game 1,

pointed to several breakdowns.
Tim Duncan had a career

playoff-high 40 points and 15

rebounds, but faulted himself
for missing shots at the end.

Robinson played just 27 miti-

utes and scored seven points.

He picked up his third and

fourth fouls in a one-second
span in the third quarter. He
said the fourth foul 'Yanks as
one of the dumbest things that

I've ever done."

Then there's long-range
shooting, which in just a few
days has gone from being a San
Antonio strength to a glaring

weakness. Going into the series,

the Spurs were hitting 42 per-

cent of their 3-p61nters. best of
any playoff team. In two home
games against Los Angeles, they

have gone 9-fQr-31 (29 percent).

RAIDERS
From page 30

One problem is that Los
Angela still lacks a stadium with

the kind of luxury suites and dub
seats that the Raiders' lawsuit

showed are critical to team rev-

enues. Such a stadium would
have to be privately funded, since

Los Angeles politicians and resi-

dents have long said they're

unwilling to subsidize such a/acil-

ity

In recent years, the I920s-era

Coliseum has Undergone S200
million in seismic upgrades. But
installing suites and club seats

would require a major reconfigu-

ration of the stadium and "cre-

ative flnancing" involving the pri-

vate sector and the possible sale

of bonds, said Lisa Specht. presi-

dent of the Los Angeles Coliseum
Commission.

"We are not gonna have public

funds," Specht said. "The NFL
has to get a life and realize it

needs to be in L.A. and not make
wonderful profits if it wants to be
here."

Specht believes past proposals

for new football stadiums at

Hollywood Park and in the city of
Carson have stalled.

Although she remained opti-

mistic that the Coliseum might
eventually accommodate an NFL
team, she conceded that **if the

past is prologue, k won'tW any
time soon."

! LEARY
I

FrompageSI

i

1 to capture their first tournament in near-

j

ly three years at the Rainbow Wahine

!
Fall Classic in Hawaii, improving their

preseason ranking from No. 2{Uq No. 9.

Additionally, the team's stroke average
was improved by five shots.

"It was a really good transition."

senior co-captain Laura Moffat said.

'*She was really supportive and allowed
you to be your own person within the

team. Everyone was different and she
didn't treat everyone as a whole."

To add to these impressive accom-
plishments, Leary captured her second
consecutive Rainbow Wahine Fall

Oassic this year, taking the SDSU Fall

Gassic as well.

"When you're at UCLA, there's an
atmosphere of excellence, expectation

and importance." Leary said." "It's a

demanding program that holds a lot pf
tradition and I wanted to do well."

It was this kind of attitude that lead

Leary to reach such great heights at Cal
State Northridge, where she coached
from 1996-1999. Transforming the pro-

gram completely, she improved the

Matador's scoring average by 31

strokes, was named 1998-99 Big Sky
Conference Coach of the Year, and led

her team to finish third in the Big Sky
Conference in 1998.

Leary admits, however, that she felt

much less pressure at Northridge than

she does now.

"It was quite dilTerent coaching at

Cal Stale Northridge," Leary said. "At
UCLA, the expectations are much high-

er and the caliber of athlete you're able

to recruit is at a higher level."

But rccniiiing isn't always tsscntial in

developing a quality program, and
Leary can identify with that as much as
anyone. She began her collegiate golf

career at UCLA as a waJk-on player,

•carting in II of 12 tournaments and
earning a scholarship after her freshman
year. As a member of the 1991 NCAA
Championship team, Leary provided
the ideal coaching characteristic; expcri-*

ence.

"Having been a player here, she
undi;rstands what these players go
through and what's expected of them."
UCLA Sports Information Director
Rich Bertolucci said. "She's very recep-

tive to listening to the girls for both per-

sonal and golf-related issues."

Freshman Gina Umeck agrees and
describes Leary not only as a coach, but
a friend and role model.

"She's concerned with the individual

and not with the individual playing
golf," Umeck said. "She keeps the golf
team happy and healthy from academics
to personal issues. She does it all."

But Leary wasn't always on the road
to being a coach. After graduating with .

honors from UCLA in 1994 with a
degree in psychology, she pteycd profcs-

sionaUy on several LPGA mmi tours,

competed in three U.S. Amateur

For advertising informaiion. please call 8i5-2l6l

Championships and served as an alter-

nate qualifier for the 1992 and 1994
Women's Open Championships. But a
life in professional golfjust didn't cut it

for Leary.

"I played professionally for two yeftfs

trying to make the LPGA, but that was
enough for me. It's a hard life," Leary
said.

She then joined the LPGA as an
instructor and worked at various coun-
try clubs in Valencia, doing something
she had never realized she loved so
much: teaching others how to play golf.

That's when the opportunity at Cal State

Northridge knocked. Leary answered
with enthusiasm.

After a few years there, however,
Leary looked to move on ta a more
intense golf program, and her alma
mater seemed perfect.

"In college I never really thought
about coaching," Leary said. "But once
I started doing so at Cal Sute
Northridge, 1 wanted to move up.
UCLA was ideal because I played for it

and loved it so much."
And the love she has for gdf and

UCLA still abounds today, as she is

transforming its women's golf program
and improves its players on a daily basis.

"All teams are a reflection of their

coach, and Coach Leary has instilled a

competitive fire in (his team, much like

the fire that burns in her heart in this

team," Bertolucci said. "She deTmitcly
has a vision and that vision is to lead this

program into national prominency."
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Lakers hope for Spurs sweep, perfect postseason record
NBA: San Antonio looks

to win at Staples Center,

stop Los Angeles* streak

By Bob Baum
The Associated Press

Maybe four days without a game
will cool ofTthe Los Angeles Lakers.
Maybe the return of Derek
Anderson will fuel a Spurs' revival.

If not, San Antonio's season won't
survive the coming weekend, and the

Lakers will steamroH into the NBA
Finals with a perfect playoff record.

SCHULTZ
From page 32

ed to ensure that he would not be
hobbled by injury in his later years.

Anyone who read the recent

Sports Illustrated cover story dis-

cussing the debilitating physical ail-

ments that many former NFL play-

ers endure would agree that Smith
made the correct decision. Hc'^

Both teams took the day off

Tuesday as the Western Conference
Hnals shifted to Los Angeles with the

Lakers leading the best-of-seven

scries 2-0. Game 3 is Friday night at

the Staples Center.

"It's a terrible position to be in,

but there are a lot of teams on vaca-

tion right now, too," the Spurs'
David Robinson said. "There's still a

lot of life. We've still got a lot of life

in us. We've got a couple of days to

regroup and go back at it.
"

The Lakers have won 17 straight

games, nine in the playoffs, and
Monday night's 88-81 victory in the

Alamo Dome might have been the

most impressive.

Trailing most of the game, with

Shaquille O'Neal haviAg an awful
offensive night, Kobe Bryant merely
playing average by his standards, and
with their coach ejected, Los Angeles
still won by outplaying the Spurs
over the final six minutes,

"We stayed solid against over-

whelming odds," Lakers coach Phil

Jackson said. "It's incredible to

come in and win one, much less two."

It was a rough, bloody, defensive

struggle, and Los Angeles came away
with another win over a San Antonio
team that built the NBA's best

record in the regular season on

defense.

"You can sense that we have
matured." Lakers forward Rick Fox
said. "We are becoming more cold-

blooded. Kobe sets the stage for that

offensively. Defensively we are
beginning to take pride in shutting

people doWn."

They didn't even need Jackson,
the master of cool and confidence, to

keep them together down the stretch

as he was gone after getting two tech-

nical fouls in a five-minute span of
the third quarter.

"Phil's ejection made the stakes

double up for us." Fox said, "and I

think at that point pride took over.

This was a good opportunity to show
some character."

Added guard Derek Fisher, "In
some ways, that really took the
chains off ourselves. Our coach was
gone and everything seemed to be
going their way. So we just decided at

that point to let it all go and just play

this out from that point on."

O'Neal doesn't expect another 8-

for-21 shooting night.

"In the past, when I have had a

poor offensive performance, I come
out the next game with a vengeance,"
he said, "and that is what I plan lo do

See LAKERS, page 28

going to attend medical school and
hopes to begin a sec6nd career in

medicine.

When you consider that the NFL
has been suffering public relations

humiliations as players are routinely

accused and convicted of an assort-

ment of felonies, including domestic
assault, rape and murder, it's sur-

prising that the league hasn't

applauded Smith's decision. What's
depressing is that the sports media,
which will run countless stories on
people like Rae Carrulh and Mark
Chmura for months on end, won't
write about Smith's noble action

again, except for perhaps a halftinf>e

segment during the playoffs

3. A-Rod gets 1 0-year, $252 mil-

lion contract. A-Rod is an awesome
player and he probably is the best

position player in baseball. But guar-

anteeing any player $25 million dol-

lars a year for 10 years is irresponsi-

ble. Now other teams will be forced

to pay similarly gargantuan contracts

for stars (and those who consider

themselves to be stars), ultimately

costing the fans, who will have to pay
increased ticket prices and higher

cable bills.

What's laughable is Texas

Rangers owner Tom Hicks spent a

quarter-of-a-billion dollars on one
player, while spending nothing on
pitching. The result is a pitching staff

with an embarrassing 6.28 ERA. The
Rangers are^ in last place.-t? games
behind the division-leading Seattle

Mariners, A-Rod's former team.

IfMingandZhi-Zhiare

as good as predicted ...

the NBA will open up to

a huge new market ...

And I'll take a minor in

Mandarin.

4. Rick Pitino becomes the new
head coach at Louisville. Arguably
the best college men-'s basketball

coach of our generation, he quit the

Boston Celtics in January, leaving

behind $22 million in guaranteed

money. He eventually signed with

Louisville, and his contract includes

bonuses that can earn him more
money than what he would have
earned had he stayed in Boston.

Along the way, he caused more
rifts between college coaches and
their athletic directors than the noto-

rious summer league coach Myron
Piggie.

Some people would argue that the

controversy surrounding UCLA
Athletic Director Pete Dalis' infatua-

tion with the possibility ofreptacmg
beleaguered Head Coach Steve

Lavin with Pitino served to jump-
start the stagnant Bruins and carry

thenrto the Sweet Sixteen, saving the

coach's job again.

5. Jason Kapono and Dan
Gadzuric announce they'll return to

UCLA next season. This is so great

for our program. We're going to

have upperclassmen on our team. I

hate the way college basketball has

come to resemble junior college bas-

ketball, where teams are completely

replaced every two years.

With Kapono and Gadzuric '

remaining in school, UCLA can re-

establish its basketball reputation as

a team of student-athletes, rather

than a one- or two-year stopover for

NBA lottery picks to peddle their tal-

ents to the pro teams. Regardless of
how the team does next season I

admh-e Kapono and Gadzuric's deci-

.

sion to stay.

6. 1 completed my first double-

perimeter run around the campus

without stopping. That's right, Big

Scott completed the Double-P! I said

that this list was what I considered

the 10 most notable sports stories,

and this is one of them to me. The
double perimeter is 8.4 miles, which
is 8.2 miles more then I could run in

April.

7. Wang Zhi-Zhi becomes the first

basketball player from China to play
in the NBA. Zhi-Zhi is over seven
fcct tafi, and experts predict

going to be a star for the Dallas

Mavericks. Shanghai's Yao Ming is

the guaranteed first pick in next

year's NBA draft. Ming is 7-foot-6

and people have compared his game
to that of the legendary Bill Walton.
If Ming and Zhi-Zhi are as good as

predicted and there are other players

of their caliber in China ready to join

the league, then the NBA will open
up a huge new market that other

sports couldn't even dream of reach-
ing. And I'll take a minor in

Mandarin.

8. Jennifer Capriati wins the

Australian Open. Capriati had been
the poster girl for not allowing

teenagers to play professional sports.

She went from Olympic champion to

teen rebel on the skids, reaching a
low point when her mugshot from a
shoplifting arrest was repeatedly

shown nationwide by ghoulish media
outlets.

Then she returned to WTA com-
petition hoping to rekindle her once-

promising career. After two years of
hard work and renewed focus, she

won her first Grand Slam title Down
Under. Nothing beats a great come-
back story.

9. Journeyman Hasim Rahman
becomes the new WBC/IBF
Heavyweight Champ. Lennox Lewis
was filming a cameo in a Brad
Pitt/Julia Roberts movie while his

hand-picked tomato can opponent
Rahman trained in South Africa
where the fight was held. On the day
of the fight. Lewis was overweight
and Hstless. Rahman flattened him.

Suddenly, former champion and
convicted rapist Mike Tyson sees his

golden opportunity to win back his

old belt without ever having to beat

Lewis. Too bad Rahman just signed

a contract with Tyson's arch-nemesis
Don King.

10. The Daily Bruin intramural

Softball team makes the C-league

playoffs. Who'd have predicted after

losing our first game 15-1 in a contest

stopped by the mercy rule we'd be in
'

the playoffs with a 2-2 record? What
were the reasons for our miraculous
comeback performance? Grit, perse-

verance and perfect attendance. We
won two games by forfeit, when our
opponents couldn't field a team.

Scott guarantees a victory by forfeit in

tonight's playoff game and wants to

read your top 10 lists. E-mail him at

bigscott@ucla.edu.
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Raiders lose lawsuit, Los Angeles market
Daily Bruin Sporto

yaoMEirstennis brief

NFL Policies make it

unlikely to have team

at home in near future

By Danny PoNodt
The Associated Press

The NFL may have established

its control of the Los Angeles mar-
ket by beating back a $1.2 billion

lawsuit by the Oakland Raiders.

Byt having a team actually play

in the nation's second-largest TV
market could be an even tougher
hurdle.

The NFL said it has no plans to

expand beyond its current. 32

teams, which it realigned Tuesday
into eight, four-team divisions

beginning in 2002. And it remains
committed to stopping any of
those teams from relocating.

"We very much want to have a
team in Los Angeles," league Vice
President Greg Aiello said

Tuesday "That's our dilemma."
Al Davis and his Raiders on

Monday lost a lawsuit that

claimed the team still owned the

Los Angeles market. The suit

alleged that the league forced the

Raiders to leave the city by sabo-

taging a deal for a new stadium at

Hollywood Park in nearby
Inglewood.

The Los Angeles area has been

without an NFL team since 1995,

when the Raiders left Memorial
Coliseum and the Rams left

Anaheim. In 1999, two groups of
investors tried to land an expan-
sion team but lost out to a group in

Houston that paid $700 million

for the league's 32nd franchise.

The verdict in the Raiders' law-

suit did simplify the situation by
knocking the team out of the pic-

ture in Los Angeles. The team has
a lease requiring it to play at the

Oakland Coliseum for 10 more
years.

"It frees up other teams to con-
sider the Los Angeles market,"
said David Carter, owner of the

Sports Business Group, which

advises corporations on sports^

marketing strategies. "Until now,
nobody dared insert themselves in

the legal quagmire/'

Carter pointed out that teams
don't need prior approval from
the NFL to relocate. Davis
secured that right by winning an
antitrust lawsuit against the league
in 1983.

Teams said to be possibly eying

moves to Los Angeles include the

Minnesota Vikings, San Diego
Chargers and New Orleans
Saints. But no teams have official-

ly told the league they want to

move, Aiello said.

SeellAIDEllS,pa9c28

NFL realignment resolved to teams' satisfaction
FOOTBALL' Divisions decrease

in size, increase in number to

make more geographic sense

ByOavcCoMbtrg
Jbe Associated Press

What was best for the league, as it turned
out, was a relatively painless shift to eight four-

team divisions for 2002, when Houston will

rejoin the league as an expansion franchise.

The Seahawks made a token argument
against the shift but said afterward they were
delighted. They must have been - the vote was
unanimous.

ROSEMONT, 111. - The NFL realigned
itself quickly and amicably Tuesday skipping
the squabbling of the past and leaving even the
uprooted teams saying they were satisfied.

Five of the new divisions will have basically

the same makeup, and the most drastic step is

moving Seattle from the AFC West to the NFC
West.

"We couldn't look at personal choices," said
Dan Rooney,, president of the Pittsburgh
Steelers, who shifted to theAFC when the NFL
and AFL merged in 1970. "A lot of people
wanted a lot of things. I think this is best for
everyone."

**' think it's really good for the league,"
Seattle president Bob Whitsitt said. "It's also

good for the Seahawks."

The new format is the one that was consid-
ered the most likely when the NFL announced
almost two years ago that it would realign into

eight divisions from the current six.

Five of the new divisions will have al] four
teams from the old alignment and another will

have three - the new NFC South, which con-
tains three teams from the old NFC West Each
conference will have a North. South, East and
West division, and most of the divisions are rel-

atively compact geographically unlike the old
lineup, which had Arizona in the East and

Atlanta and Carolina in the West.
The lineup:

AFC East - Buffalo. Miami, New England,
New York Jets

AFC North - Baltimore, Cincinnati,
Qeveland, Pittsburgh

AFC South - Houston, Indianapolis,
Jacksonville, Tennessee

AFC West - Denver, Kansas City, Oakland,
San Diego

NFC East - Dallas, New York Giants.
Philadelphia, Washington

NFC North - Chicago, Detroit, Green Bay,
Minnesota

NFC South - Atlanta, Carolina, New
Orleans, Tampa Bay
NFC West - Arizona, St. Louis, San

Francisco. Seattle.

In addition to Seattle, the team most aflfccted

may be the Cardinals, who move out the same
division with Dallas, the only team to draw

S«cl

Team competition
ends, individuals

continue on
Sophomore Sara Walker won her

NCAA Tournament first-round match
against senior Ipek Senoglu of Pepperdine
6-3, 6-3. Senoglu was ranked No. 29
nationally, while Walker was No. 18 as of
May 2.

Walker is the 16th seed in the tourna-
ment and is favored to beat unseeded
Mirela Vladescu of University of
Alabama, Birmingham tomorrow.

Yladescu, ranked No. 20, upset llth-

ranked junior Gabriela Lastra of Stanford
6-0, 6-3 to advance to meet Walker.
The Doubles Individual tournament

was delayed due to rain. Unfortunately for
the Bruins, Walker and her doubles part-
ner, freshpian Mariko Fritz-Krockow, will

play No. I -seeded freshman Lauren
Barnikow and junior Lauren Kalvaria of
Stanford.

Barnikow and Kalvaria defeated
UCLA's No. I doubles team of freshman
Lauren Fisher and junior Petya Marinova
in both their April 8 and April 21 matches.

Marinova and Fisher are up against
junior Andrea Lord and sophomore
Angelina Zdorovytska of Loyola
Marymount. Fisher and Marinova are
ranked No. 18 and Lord and 2Morovytska
are ranked No. 34, although the Loyola
duo defeated Fisher and Marinova in their

March 27 match.

The undefeated Cardinal took home the
NCAA Team Championship Sunday after
defeating Vanderbilt in the finals, 4-0.

Vanderbilt knocked UCLA out in the
third round 4-1 and went on to upset Duke
in the quarterfinals and Georgia in the
semifinals before losing to Stanford.
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Brief compiled by Hannah Gordon. Dally
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WOMEN'S GOLF NCAA CHAMPIONSHIPS

i^fthe underdo
outDespite a slow start, the Bruins are malcing

a championship run at the NCAA Finals
May 21

Ori

ByMididtoCoppoMU
Daily Bruin Contributor

The puzzle pieces of the UCLA
women's golf season looked like

they would never come together.

Tournament after tournament
during the spring season seemed
to confirm the inevitable truth -

the Bruins would have to wait until

the 2001-02 season to make the

overdue trip to the NCAA Finals.

"We knew we had the ability,

but it just wasn't surfacing," said

=^ freshman Gifta Umeck.
Despite a fall season that

included two first-place finishes

and a top-IO finish in four of five

tournaments, a slow start to the

spring season proved detrimental

to the Bruin flow.

The only top-IO finish earned
by UCLA was at its own tourna-

ment, the Pioneer Bruin Classic,

where it placed fifth.

"Working hard doesn't always

guarantee results," Head Coach
Carrie Leary said. "Instead, how
we feel and support one another

turned out to play a bigger role

than anything else."

And that's where the picture-

perfect start to greatness began
for UCLA. An unbreakable spirit

and the knowledge that each play-

er possessed the skill, heart and
determination to win were eventu-

ally what advanced the Bruins to

the NCAA Finals for the first time

in four years.

"You can go through the whole

season playing mediocre golf and
finish among the top 10 (at

Regionals) to qualify," UCLA
Sports Information Director Rich

Bertolucci said. "All you need is

some clutch performances from
people who need to play clutch

golf."

And these clutch performances
were especially prevalent with

players like Leilani Bagby.

At the beginning of the year,

Bagby wasn't making the impact
predicted by the UCLA golf pro-

gram. During the fall season,'

despite being a senior and co<»p-
tain of the team, she didn't qualify

to make one of the top five spots

of the team to participate in tour-

naments.

In November, however, she
fought her way up the ladder and
has not looked down since. Bagby
has been one of the top five

starters in five of the last six travel

squads, finishing her UCLA golf

career with a bang.

Bagby especially came through
for the Bruins when she shot 68 in

the third and final round of the

NCAA Regionals two weeks ago,

leading UCLA to the NCAA
Championships.

Bertolucci feels that Bagby's
success is not only a representa-

tion of the team's determination,

but also a credit to Leary for

instilling this passion for the sport

in players like Bagby.

"Leilani is a case of competi-

tiveness mirroring the coach," he

said. "All coaches have their own
style: there are motivators, teach-

ers, riecruiters, delegators and
strategists, and I think the best

coaches are a combo of all those

things. She's undoubtedly devel-

oping into that style."

But Leary's not the only one
who has begun to develop her own
style. Freshmen Melissa Martin
and Gina Umeck and redshirt

freshman Saki Uechi received

honorable mentions on the all-

conference team at the Pac-IO
Championships, hohors that

sparked a fire in both the players

and the team as a whole.

"We've built up a heck of a lot

of momentum since the Pac-lOs."

Umeck said. "We're just going to

ride that all the way to Nationals.

We have nothing to lose."

And that momentum is only

continuing to build. In the first

round oY the four-round NCAA
Finals, the Bruins are in second
place, with senior Laura MofTal
leading the tournament in first.

But tQ be able to select those

national championship rings

again (UCLA last won it all in

1991), Leary feels the Bruins are

going to need to focus more on the

team aspect of golf than anything

else.

"We will need one or two play-

ers to do great, but it is a four-

round event," she said. "It's going
to have to be a team effort. If we
can stay focused, there's no telling

what we could do."

May 24
Fla.

COtWTNEV STEWART/D*tfy Bfuin

Freshman Gina Umeck watches her bail after she putts In a
tournament earlier this season.

WOMEN'S GOLF BRIEF

Squad in second
place so far

The UCLA women's golf team
started the NCAA Championships
with a good lead Tuesday.

How big was it? Try this: they

were leading the whole tournament
field of 24 teams for most of round
one.

By the end of the day the Bruins
had slipped a bit, from first to second
behind No. 14 Oklahoma State. But
the fact that No. 19 UCLA, playing

in its first NCAA Championship
tournament since 1997. was that high

at all was impressive. The Bruins are

one stroke ahead of No. 5 USC and
two strokes ahead of top-ranked
Duke, No. 3 Stanford. No. 6
Georgia, No. 7 Texas and No. II

Pepperdine (ail rankings are accord-

ing to Golfweek magazine).

Individually, UCLA senior co-

captain Laura Moffat leads the field

with a 3-under-par 69. Freshman
Melissa Martin is tied for 14th with a

73, freshman Gina Umeck is tied for

32nd with a 75, senior co-captain

Leilani Bagby is lied for 73rd with a

78, and redshirt freshman Saki Uechi

is tied for 93rd with a round of 80.

Brief complied by Pauline Vu, Oaily^

Bruin Senior Staff.

Leary inspires team with leadersNp
FEATURE: Head coach

returns to alma mater,

leading team to Finals

UCLA women's golf coach Carrie Leary (left) gives senior
Leilani Bagby some advice on a shot earlier this year.

By Michelle Coppolella

Daily Bruin Contributor

After finishing four or five

years of undergraduate study
here at UCLA, it's nothing less

than horrifying to step out into

the world and take the next step

in life.

The truth is, most
of us don't even know
what that next step is.

Although there are

conceivably hundreds

of different paths to

take, the majority of

us will follow one of

two.

Some will go to

graduate school,

choosing to further

their educations to ensure better

jobs in the future.

Others will step directly into season at UCLA, she trans^
the work force, realizing that they formed a golf team stuck in the
should have majored in English sand traps into a team that drives
rather than physiological science, on the green. She led the Bruins
They'll bounce from job to job» if .

they can even find one. . See UUY, page 28

Therefore, to be under 30
years of age and content with

your occupation in life is not only

rare, but commendable. At 29
years of age, UCLA women's
golf Head Coach Carrie Leary is

exactly where she wants to be and
having the time of her life doing
it:

In only her second year as

head coach, Leary has led the

Bruin women to their first

NCAA Finals appearance in

four years.

"Last week when
the team qualified for

Finals was indescrib-

able," Leary said.

"Being with the team
and seeing how
important it was for

them was the best

feeling I've ever had
as a part of the pro-

gram."

And Leary is

undoubtedly an
essential part of the women's golf

program. In 1999-2000, her first
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Bruins play it smart.

M.GOLF: Avoiding rough,

UCLA ties for sixth place

in Regionals competition

ByPSiuHMVki
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

I^CAAs
hit their balls into the rough.

"You wouW be lucky if you found
your ball in the rough," said sopho-

more Travis Johnson, who added that

there were four volunteers at every

hole whose main duty was to help play-

ers find their golf balls. "Ifyou did find

it, you would have to whack it out of
two- to three-foot rough. It would take

It was probably the strangest golf two to three shots to get it back on the
course the UCLA men's golfteam has

faced all year.

The problem

at the Trysting

Tree GolfCourse

in Oregon at this

weekend's
NCAA West

Regionals was

the rough. The
rough, which is

fairway'

And still,

despite playing

on the toughest

course they've

seen this season,

the Brum men's
golf team tied for

sixth place with a

I7-over par total

of 881 to claim a
the grass surrounding the fairways, is spot in next week's NCAA
typically four- to six-inches high in Championships. This will be UCLA's
most tournaments. In big events, it first trip since 1998.

NCAA West Regionals

I.Arizona State 852

6. UCLA,Oregon State,

Stanford 881

UCLA Spoftt Infotmation

Freshman John Merrick tied for sixth place in the NCAA West
Regionals, finishing with a two-under par score of 214.

might even hit seven

At the West Regionals, it was two to

three feet high.

This didn't bode well for those who

According to the team, the reason

for their success was because they put

Seell.60ir,p«9e27

Mercurial season keeps UCLA out of playoffs
BASEBALL: Consistency

hard (o maintain; team

faces injuries, bad luck

By Scott Bair

Daily Bruin Contributor

A baseball season is a lot like a

marathon. Some people go into a

full sprint right out of the gate, and
some people take it slow in order to

finish strong. But it is consistency,

not how .you start or finish, that

determines
who crosses

the finish

line first.

After 57

games, the

Bruins final-

ly crossed

the finish

line with a

3 0-27
record. The
lethal combi-

nation of key injuries, suspect

defense and plain bad luck acted

like dead weight, slowing down the

Bruin drive for the postseason.

Much to UCLA's dismay, the

tape had already been taken down
before they reached the finish. And
after six long-distance road trips

W/RAP UjR

that took them from" Honolulu,
Hawaii, to Manhattan, Kan.; the

Bruins won't be taking the plane

ride they wanted to take the most -

the one to the College World Series.

For some players, the end of the

season offers the possibility of a

professional career. But for others,

the season brings a lifetime of base-

ball to a close.

"I tried not to think about that

because I didn't want to get emo-
tional. At the end of the game. I told

the older guys I'm really going to

miss them," UCLA Head Coach
Gary Adams said. "I really couldn't

say much more or else 1 would have
gotten all choked up. The (Josh)

Canaleses and the (Brian) Barons
really did come through."

While the Bruins were struggling

to maintain uniform play, two
Bruins acted as the personification

gf consistency. Designated hitter

Brian Baron flirted with .5(X) for a

majority of the season, finishing

with a .443 batting average and the

all-time UCLA record, while short-

stop/second baseman Josh Canales
hit .421 against the Pac-IO and hit

safely in 39 of the last 40 games.

The Bruins' first trip took them
to Hawaiian paradise and charged
them up for the race to come. The
Bruins were running at full strength

when the gun went off, beginning

NICOtE MILlER/0»ity Bfuin

Freshman Preston Griffin watches the ball after making contact
in the Bruins' game against Oregon State last week.

the season with a 7-2 record.

UCLA took a seven-game win-

ning streak into their first true test

of the season, a non-conference
series against arch-rival No. 2 USC.

The game also brought the two
finest pitcheri in college baseball.

UCLA's Josh Karp and USC's
Mark Prior, to the same pitching

mound.

That night, when the college

baseball spotlight shone down on
Jackie Robinson Stadiuin. the

Bruins took center stage. The Karp-
Prior matchup lived up to expecta-

tions, as the two combined for 21

strikeouts and four runs allowed

before they left the game. USC car-

ried a 3-1 lead into the bottom of the
ninth inning. The Bruins had two on
with two outs when senior Adam
Berry stepped to the plate.

Berry took the fate of the game
and a 2-2 sHder over the left-field

Se«BASiMU,M9«27

Q: Who is Jolui Wooden?
A: "He was a coach here, wasn't

he? Ofbasketball or football. One or

the other."

-Matt Hcllems, first-year cheim-

cal engineering student

A: "The person that donated
money for the Wooden Center."

-Emi Yoshkla, first-year busiiieti

economics student

A: "The greatest coach of all time

at the college level."

-Mo Robles, fifth-year chemical

engineering stuH^-nt

rhnmpionxfiips,
'^

>Vni)l wtMit iiaiix
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Thought to be underdogs at

the NCAAs, the women's

golf team makes their bark

heard. Details inside.

Q:WlMlbt«i«er?
A: "It is a type of boat. A sail-

boat."

-Damond Choy, third-year eco-

nomics student

A: "Some sort of car."

'Jessica Mays, second-year

Aifyi^erUanoiher wordfor hoitu

Q:WlMi9CoryPaus?
A; "He was a golfer. He hit the

most consecutive hole-in-oncs."

-Matt Hdlems, first-year chemi-

Get updated

with a list of

200rs top 10

stoiies

Scott

Sdiultz

• II

COLUMN: Hefty contracts,

Status of Bruin IM Softball,

NCAA champs all on hand

Ah, the top 10 list! Savior of slack-

er sports columnists across

America. Readers love top 10

lists. It is a unique American institution.

There are certain facts that nobody
question^: Eunuch pop quintet

NSY>4C is the

worst band in the

history of recorded

music (or at least in

the CD era),

George W. Bush

and his brother Jeb

tampered with the

presidential elec-

tion and everybody

loves top 10 lists.

My theory is

people like to

count to 10

because it reminds

them of their first, and in the cases of
many English students like myself, last

successful math conquest. So here is

your list, and feel free to count along

because I love you and I'm here to

please you. The following is what I con-

sider to be the 10 most notable sports

stories of the first half of 20OI, in no
particular order.

I. The NCAA championships won by
the UCLA women's gymnastics and
women's water polo teams. In a year
when it seems that every women's team
at UCLA is bringing home a Pac-IO or
NCAA title, no championships were
more exciting than these two. The gym-
nastics team had to finish the meet by
hitting four straight beam routines with

the national championship at stake. The
water polo team had to figure out a way
to defeat undefeated Stanford, which
had delivered the Bruins their only four

losses in their four previous meetings.

Not only did both UCLA teams
come through victorious, they both won
their championships on the runner-ups'

respective campuses.'

2. Minnesota Viking Pro-Bowf run-

ning back Robert Smith retires. He is

only 28 years old, healthy and was guar-

anteed to make a fortune in the free-

agent market after accumulating more
.than 1,800 yards of total offense knt
year. But Smith figured he had enough
money to live comfortably, and he want-

29

En^ish student

A: "Something anociated with

water polo. Like 'goal' or some-
thing"

-Claudia Mendoza. third-year

political science student

cal engineering student

A: "He is an athletic student-play-

er person. He played basketball. He
was a guard."

-Oamond Choy, third-year eco-

nomics student

Oiry Faus is a saphomoreJooiMl
player arid {/CIA 'sstoning qmrter-
hack.

Cootpfled by Diamond Leung and
Greg Schain, Dally BfuIn

Contributors.
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Oklahoma-bound
The Softball team is on its way
to the World, Series.

SPORTS, PAGE 35
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War and peace

World War II is tearing things up in the

new film "The Man Who Cried."

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT, PAGE 18

Education in the House
The House approved legislation

tying test score improvement to

federal aid. NEWS, PAGE 5

Sex offenders may have to

register with campus police

AB4: State might lose federal

funds if law not passed; some

say bill inhibits rehabilitation

Shattna Mecartea and
Marcdk Richards

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

The State Assembly passed a bill Monday
that will force students or employees who are

sex offenders to register with university

police.

Assembly Bill 4 passed 74-0. with two
abstentions or absences. If the governor signs

it into law, AB 4 will be implemented in July

2002.

The bill elevates the publicity of sex

offenders established by Megan's Law, which

pertain* to ail 50 states and allows people to

request information about sex offenders in

their neighborhood.

But because many college students and
employees commute, sex offenders on cam-
pus are not necessarily registered with cam-
pus police if they reside off-campus, accord-

ing to Nancy Greenstein, UCPD director of

community services.

"Before, neighborhoods were entitled to

the information. Now this bill extends it to

the university and job place," said Scott

Svonkin, chief of stafT for Assemblyman Paul

Koretz, whose district includes UCLA.
While the bill's author. Assemblywoman

Patricia Bates, ^-San Diego, says the bill will

heighten campus security, some question

whether this outweighs the privacy rights of

offenders.

"We oppose the bill because its requests

will subject (sex offeoders) to harassment

and interfere with their ability to rehabilitate

themselves." said Mary Broderick, executive

director of California Attorneys for Criminal

Justice.

The roots of AB 4 date back to last year.

when former President Bill Clinton's

Violence Against Women Act passed in

October. Federal funds were dangled as a

carrot before states in urgency to pass legisla-

tion that would obligate states to take a

stronger stance in sex offender registration.

^ Federal- law penalizes states for not com-
" plying with registration requirements by

withholding 10 percent of the state's anti-

crime grants.

Since the University of California receives

the bulk of its funding from the state, state

losses will trickle down to campuses, accord-

ing to Russell Lowery, legislative director for

Bates.

IfAB 4 is signed into law. sex offenders on
campus must disclose their status to campus
police, and may be charged with a misde-

meanor or felony for failing to do so.

Proponents say AB 4 will prevent the state

from losing millions of dollars.

"It is very likely to pais, otherwise the

state would be forfeiting $5.2 million."

Lowery said.

While some say the bill will pass because of

fmancial threats, others said AB 4 should

pass to protect law-abiding citizens.

"People should be informed of the pres-

ence of these types of people," Svonkin said.

"The type of person who commits these

crimes is not entitled to the same kinds of pri-

vacy rights."

Greenstein said campus police would
store sex offender information, which would

then be disclosed to West Los Angeles police

departments should anyone request to see

the list.

The prospect of a law that would be inclu-

sive to college campuses has set some UCLA
students at ease.

"(The bill) is a good idea because a cam-
pus is known to be a preying ground," said

Adam Barenfeld, a fourth-year history stu-

dent.

SeeRE6ISTIUT10N,p49«8

MICHAEL JENNINGS

Benjamin Ferencz, a prosecutor for the Nuremberg Trials against high-level Nazi

officers, spoke at the UCLA School of Law Tuesday.

UCLA hosts famous prosecutor
TRIALS: Ferencz was

key in proving Nazi

guilt at Nuremberg

ByUoWsNadi
Daily Bruin Contributor

Nuremberg Trial Prosecutor

Benjamin Ferencz still remem-

bers looking into the eyes of the

Nazi war criminals he helped

sentence to death.

In remarks given Tuesday

night at UCLA Law School,

Ferencz recalled close encoun-

ters with the 20th century's

most infamous killers. He said

he never spoke to any of the

defendants until the verdicts

were handed down. So damning
were the Germans' own docu-

ments that Ferencz closed his

case in two days without calling

a single witness and convicted

all 22 defendants.

One such document, which

reported the deaths of 733 Jews

at a civilian prisoner camp in

Belarus, read:

"All the persons executed

were absolutely inferior ele-

ments with a predominant mix-

ture of Asiatic blood. No
responsibility could be assumed

if they were left in the occupied

zone."

After the Military Tribunal

handed down 13 death sen-

tences, Ferencz went to see one

of the condemned. Otto

Ohiendorf, whose "special

action" group killed 90,000

Jews and members of other eth-

nic minorities in the Ukraine.

Ferencz asked if there was any-

thing he might do for

Ohiendorf, now that all was said

and done. The response was

chilling.

"The Jews in America will

suffer for what you've done,"

replied the condemned man.

Ferencz resurrected this and

other haunting memories dur-

ing an interview co-sponsored

by the UCLA School of Law

See FERENCZ, page 6

Dandng up a storm
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Couples to try out new
polyurethane condoms

K«mi Moreira, Kristina RusscI, Malika Nu-Man and Travis RobarUon perforrr^ as part of the
African Arts Ensemble for the African Culture Night last Friday night.

EDWARD I IN/Owiy Brum

RESEARCH: Alternative

may be more sensitive,

safer than latex product

By Lisa Klasscn

Daily Bmin Reporter

Latex condoms may become a

thing of the past as couples begin

testing an alternative to status quo
rubbers.

The alternative material being

tested - in a new study is

polyurethane. a product commonly
used in cushions, insulation and

plastic products.

Researchers hope the study will

prove polyurethane condoms to be

just as effective as their latex coun-

terparts.

"There are many people who are

allergic to latex that can't use regu-

lar condoms," said Karen Peacock,

the director of data operations for

the study. "There are also a lot of

people out there that don't like latex

because it lessens sensations during

sex."

Currently, the Avanti and Trojan

companies manufacture and sell

polyurethane condoms. Peacock

said. Several scientific studies show
that polyurethane is as effective as

latex in preventing the spread of

sexually transmitted diseases.

The FDA, however, has yet to

validate this claim. Recent modifi-

cations in the production ancf t^iick-

ness of polyurethane condoms
requires further testing.

To participate in the ongoing

study, couples must be in a monoga-
mous, heterosexual relationship.

Some fmd the study to be exclu-

S««aNIWMIIS,pagc10
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College Briefs
Sit-in for Northeastern

University institute ends
BOSTON - Demonstrators ended their 39-

day long occupational protest of the John D.

O'Bryant African American Institute on
Monday and announced the formation of a new
organization "to ensure the issues surrounding

the Institute don't die on the table," according

to Northeastern University student leaders, the

Northeastern News reported.

On Monday, Northeastern University sopho-

more activist Justin Brown equated the ceasing

of sit-ins and the creation of the Black Student

Empowerment Coalition to "an end and a

rebirth" of a movement.
The sit-in was the result of the university's

plans to tear down the existing Leon Street

building to replace it with a larger, 150,000

square-foot multi-use structure. The new multi-

faceted facility will include about the same space
as the current Institute.

Bill would automatically

register males for draft
RIVERSIDE, Calif. - A bill that would auto-

matically register 18- through 26-year-old males
for the draft is making its way through the

California State Assembly, the Highlander
reported.

The Selective Service Registration bill, AB
1572, is designed to raise the number of regis-

tered men in selective services, said Bill Bird,

communications directqr for Assemblyman
Mike Briggs, R-Fresno.

If passed, all males between ages 18 and 26
will be automatically registered for the draft

when they apply for a driver's license or

California identification card.

"If (people) failed to register for selective ser-

vice between this age range, they will be locked

out of all federal and some state jobs and will be
denied federal financial aids and student loans,"

Bird said.

Washington researchers

test possible HIV vaccine
SEATTLE — Nine years ^o Paul Verano lost

his partner to a devastating disease which remains

an epidemic in the United States and worldwide -

AIDS, The Daily reported.

Now Verano works as a recruitment coordina-

tor for a study searching for a vaccine to save mil-

lions of others from the same fate

Researchers at the University of Washington
Medical Center's HIV Prevention Trials Unit,

including Verano, are currently in the advanced
stages -of testing one AIDS vaccine. If all goes
well, the vaccine may be approved and mar-
ketable by this time next year.

The vaccine, known as q) 1 20, is a protein locat-

ed on the outer coating of the HiV virus. The
treatment works by teaching the immune system
to recognize the vinis as foreign. This way the

body can either rid itselfof the disease or live with

the virus while keeping it in check.

One-third of criminal

justice faculty to resign
BOSTON - Northeastern University's

College of Criminal Justice will lose more than

one-third of its full-time faculty members by
the end of the academic year.

Some of those teachers are at odds with the

college's decisions, the Northeastern News
reported.

Jack Greene, dean of the college, has
received letters of resignation from five of the

13 full-time faculty members at the college. All

five will leave at the end of the school year,

according to Greene

.

Professor Michael Buerger attributes two
reasons for his departure at the end of this year
- the direction of the college and the lack of
faculty input in the decisions made by the col-

lege.

Compiled from University Wire reports.
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The deadline to drop a

non-impacted class with a

green Late Drop petition,

transcript notation and

$13 fee is June 8.
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Today T2 p.m.
Intervarsity Bruin Christian

Fellowship

THE EDGE
Ackerman Grand Ballroom

267-9508

Bible Studies in Old and New
Testament

Bible Study

Ackerman Union 2410

UCPD and the UCLA Center for

Women and Men
Sexual Assault and Rape Drugs: Be
Prepared. Be Aware.

Dodd2
825-3945 '

4:15 p.m.
L&S Counseling

Academic Workshops
• Preparing for Midterms/Finals
* All workshops held in

Covel Commons, Room 203

To sign up. call 206-6685

4:30 p.m.

Art Department Spring Symposium

Dickson 2160E

Department ofArt

825-9287

6:30 p.m.
Students For Christ

General Meeting

Boelter4283

8244645

7 p.m.

Graduate Christian Fellowship

Worship, discussion, and prayer

Rolfe31i8

825-3477

Campus Events Movie

"The MuppetsTake Manhattan"

Ackerman Grand Ballroom - $2

www.campuscvents.com

7 p.m.
L&S Counseling

Academic Workshops
• Note Taking Techniques
• Improving Essay Writing
• All workshops held in

Covel Commons. Room 203

To sign up, call 206-6685

7:30 p.m.
Gary Cooper Film Scries

"ManofWest'TFriendly

Persuasion"

Melnitz/J. Bridges Theater

Film and Television Archives

Play: "Qub Renaissance"

Original student production

Northwest Campus Aiiditorium

Lapu Theatre Company
825-7041

9:30 p.m.
Campus Events Movie

"Meet the Rscbtes"

AckermanGrand Ballroom - $2

www.campuscvents.com
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Photos and story by Claire Zugmeyer

As wc walked slowly and cautiously up
the damp clay-like trail, wc were sur-

prised to sec that if it weren't for our
flashlights, wc would be engulfed in darkness

because the thick canopy covering above us did
not allow even the stars to shine through.

With every step, our lights illuminated many
marvels of the night, like lizards and small frogs

perched on trees. This was the first encounter we
14 UCLA students had with a tropical lowland
rain forest.

Every spring quarter, the organismic biology,

ecology and evolution department offers a field

biology quarter, where students spend part of the
quarter at an off campus field site to complete
their own iruJependent research.

"This class is a great opportunity for students

to learn first-hand what field work is all about,"

said teaching a»istant Kelly Thomas.
While the program is a requirement for ecolo-

gy, behavior and evolution students, it also wel-

comes .students in other majors who want to gain

nrs(>hand experience with field research. This

quarter, the program took place at the Refugio
Bartola in southeastern Nicaragua.

**As a neuroscience major, it was a totally dif-

ferent experience, and I would do it again ifgiven

the chance." said fourth-year student Dillon

Chen.

AAer a flight with one stopover in El Salvador,

an eight-hour bus

ride through the

Nicaraguan coun-

tryside and a three-

hour boat ride,

where swarms of

small insects greeted

us by crashing into

our faces, we finally

arrived at the site

adjacent to the Rio

San Juan and the

Rio Bartola.

Over the following 15 days, we discovered

the unique features of a rain forest and devel-

oped research projects to answer questions

encompassing ecological and behavioral issues.

Research included examining organisms
ranging from hummingbirds, leaning palms
and damselflies to poison-dart frogs, army ants,

bromeliads and leaf<utter ants.

Although the field work was strenuous and
workdays were long, the trip was rewarding

and we were sad when oyr sUy at Bartola came
to an end.

Now back at UCLA, we will spend the last

weeks of the quarter preparing papers and pre-

sentations, sharing with each other and faculty

the new wonders we unearthed in the tropical

rain forest.

(clockwise from top left)

This vine snake, Oxybells
aeneus, with an unsuspecting
ant riding on his head, was a

surprising discovery at one of
the research sites.

After a long day in the field,

fourth-year student Cory
Unruh relaxes In a hammock
overlooking the Rio San Juan.

A young girl walks down the
main street of the town El

Castillo, where students

waited for their boat to go —
up the river on the last day
of the program.

Third-year EBE student
Dcanna Shifrin prepares to

introduce her lizard, Norops
limifrons, into another lizard's

territory.

Studying leaf-cutter ants for

her behavioral ecology pro-

ject, third-year student Sarah
ZiemkMi records the area of a
leaf carried by the ant.

Native Nicaraguan Rom«l
Gad«a (left) and Professor

Grag Grathar make final

preparations for the eight-

hour bus ride to San Carlos.

1
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Rolling blackouts stop traffic

The AsMxiMvd Pwss

In El Monte a firefighter walks near the scene of an accident invoking a car and a
small truck that occurred after the traffic signal at the intersection stopped working.

POWER: Failed lights

create gridlock; main

problem is collisions

By Don Thompson
The Associated Press

SACRAMENTO - When
trafTic signals blink out during

blackouts, motorists' driving

skills seem to dim as well.

Stuck elevators, prowling

burglars, heat-induced illness -

none has been more trouble-

some than the instant gridlock

triggered by the relatively brief

rolling blackouts that have hit

six times this year and are

expected to become a regular

in

"People seem to

forget how to drive

(during blackouts).

Nanci Kramer
CHP spokeswoman

feature of California life this

summer.

Police statewide know exact-

ly what to expect on the busy

boulevards when the lights go
out at rush hour.

"Traffic was backed up for

miles at the major intersections.

It was a big mess," said Los
Angeles County Sheriffs

Deputy Richard Westin.

But they say they don't have

enough manpower to direct

trafTic at every intersection

while simultaneously answering

blackout-related calls and
boosting patrols in darkened

neighborhoods.

"You might be talking 20, 30

intersections (in urfoiin areas),"

Westin said. "There's just no
way you could devote that

many officers."

Instead, they're pinning their

hopes on measures that include

a driver education campaign,

low-tech temporary plastic stop

signs and high-tech energy-effi-

cient traffic lights that run on

SceSVMMHtpii^
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- BEACHES: Many sites are

off-limits to swimmers;

rain worsens conditions

The Associated Press

Some of Southern California's

most popular beaches have the filth-

iest water, including those in Malibu
and Catalirta. according to a study

released Wednesday.

The annual Beach Report Card
from the environmental group Heal
the Bay gave 40 out of 375 beaches

card shows increasing bacteria levels in SoCal surf
an "F* grade for high bacteria lev-

els.

"Millions are exposed to polluted

waters that pose a huge health risk"

for illnesses such as stomach flu, ear

and respiratory infections and skin

rashes, said Mark Gold, executive

director for Heal the Bay
The good news was that nearly

two-thirds of the beaches surveyed
were "clean and safe" during dry
weather. Gold said.

"We definitely had years that

were far, far worse," Gold said. "I

think very slowly, on a beach-by-

beach basis, we're seeing some

improvements in water qualltyr* Pacific Beach in San Diego; Baby
Heal the Bay looked at California

beaches from Santa Barbara to the

Mexican border. It gave "A" grades

to 234 beaches, down from 257 last

year. There were 59 "B" grades, 26
"C" and 16 "D" marks.

Malibu's Surfrider Beach, adja-

cent to the celebrity enclave of
Malibu Colony, was ninth on the list

of the top 10 "Beach Bummers."
The others, in order, were:

Arroyo Quemada in Santa Barbara
County; Channel Islands Harbor
Beach Park in Ventura County;
Doheny Beach in Orange County;

Beach in Orange County; The
Visitors Center at San Diego
County's Mission Bay; the Tijuana
Slough, which is near the outlet of
the Tijuana River in San Diego
County; Avalon Bay Beach on Santa
Catalina Island and Cabrillo Beach,

located near the Los Angeles harbor
in San Pedro.

Surfrider has been on the most-

polluted list since Heal the Bay
began issuing its report cards II

years ago. Gold said the perennial

losers are in bays with poor water
circulation or near polluted creeks.

rivers and sewage outlets.

The report card was released dur-

ing a press conference at Cabrillo

Beach, where signs warned against

swimming.

"We can't use it and it's really pol-

luted, you can really tell," said

Thania Paredes, a fifth-grader who
was on a field trip to clean up debris

from the beach.

The grades were based on weekly
and some daily water sampling by
county health agencies and sewage
treatment facilities. The beaches

SeeP0UimON,|»a9c10

BASE BUDGET FUNDS
AVAILABLE

The Undergraduate Students Association will allocate approximately $85,000 in

Base Budget Funding for the 2001-2002 academic term to qualified

undergraduate student organizations.

i]li$£iliilil> Ko€|iiireinoiilK:

• Must be an Officially Recognized undergraduate student organization,
registered with the Center for Student Programming

• Registration is determined by the Center for Student Programming

llfiu io for Fiiiidf^:

• Complete a budget proposal and make a presentation at the
Undergraduate Students Association Budget Hearings to be held in July

Ulii^ro to Ool a KiiiljLft^l Proposal

• Pick up a Budget Packet at Room 300B Kerckhoff Hall beginning May 29th
• Attend a Budget Information Workshop in Room 133 Kerckhoff Hall either
on May 29% 10-1 1am or May 30% 3-4pm

Paid for by USAC

For further information, call 310/206-6366
or email dsimmons@asucla.ucla.edu

WORLD <& NATION Dow Jones Industrials I
NasdMiimin i Doibr

down. 151.73 down: 70.37 Yen: 120.04

close: 11.105.51 dose: 2,243.48 Euro: 1.1670
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Education legislation

passes through House

me Asso

Senate Finance Committee ranking member Sen. Max Bauciis, D-Mont. and committee
Chairman Charles Grassley. R-k>wa. meet with reporters on Capitol Hill Wedn«sdayf=

The Associated Pisii

BILL Federal aid linked to

student test performance;

voucher proposal omitted

By Greg Toppo
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - In a boost to

President Bush's -domestic agenda, the

House approved sweeping education legis-

lation Wednesday that for the first time

would tie federal aid to improvements in

students' test scores.

The 384-45 House vote, hours after the

Senate passed d $1.35 trillion lax cut over

1 1 years, gave Bush victories on his two
biggest campaign promises even as his

Republican Party faced the prospect of

Josing control of the Senate.

Omitted from the education 'package

was Bush's plan for the government to

provide vouchers for students to attend

private schools. The White House aban-

doned the idea in order to strike a deal

with Democrats on a bill that otherwise

tracks Bush's blueprint for improving
schools.

Efforts by conservatives to restore

vouchers failed twice Wednesday.

The bill reauthorizes the 1965

Elementary and Secondary Education
Act, which provides most of the funds for

K-12 education. The House version would
provide about $24 billion for schools -

about $5.4 billion more than 2001.

The legislation would require states to

develop and give tests in reading and math
to every child in grades three through
eight.

Schools unable to sufficiently improve

SeeEOOOmON,page6

Jeffords' talk of switch

prompts GOP response
CONGRESS: Republicans

urge against change that

would end 50-50 Senate

By David Espo

The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - Sen. James
JefTords of Vermont stepped to the

brink of a historic party switch

Wednesday, triggering an intense

effort by Republicans to keep him in

theGOP fold and preserve their abili-

ty to advance President Bush's legisla-

tive agenda.

Jeffords informed associates and
aides during the day he would become
an independent, according to officials

familiar with the conversations, and
the .veteran moderate lawmaker flew

to Vermont Wednesday evening for a

planned morning announcement
about his political future.

Before leaving, he met twice in the

Capitol with Republican lawmakers
who beseeched him not to move ahead
and make the change that would break automatically

the 50-50 tie in the Senate and end
their majority.

"It's very possible he'll look at this

for a few days," said one senator in

attendance. Sen. Dick Lugar of

Indiana.

Senate Republicans said Jeffords

had been offered a seat at their leader-

ship table, more money for favored

education programs and a waiver of

term limits to let him remain chairman
of the Education Committee beyond
the end of next year as enticements to

remain a Republican.

On the other hand. Senate aides

abo said Jeffords had approved staff

meetings with Democrats to discuss

preparations for taking over the chair-

manship of the Environment and
Public Works Committee, the post

Democrats were offering if he would
bolt the GOP
A switch would elevate Sen. Tom

Daschle of South Dakota to the pow-
erful post of majority leader, with con-

trol over the flow of legislation and
nominations - Supreme Court
appointments among them - to the

Senate floor.

An unprecedented power sharing

agreement in effect since the 50-50

Senate was sworn in last winter would

dissolve. and

Truce offer ignored, gunfight wounds 38

Democrats would displace

Republicans as committee chairmen.

See lEFRNIOS, page 8

MIDEAST: Palestinians

distrust Israel's proposed

peace; fighting continues

ByKarinlaub
The Associated Press

JERUSALEM - Israeli troops

and Palestinian militiamen waged
fierce giin battles m the Gaza Strip

and near Jerusalem on Wednesday,

undercutting faint hopes that a U.S-
backed truce plan might break the

cycle of Mideast violence.

Each side blamed the

other for starting the

firefight in Rafah.

Thirty-eight Palestinians - includ-

ing 15 children - were wounded in a 3

1/2-hour firefight at the Rafah refugee

camp in Gaza. In the West Bank, an

Israeli motorist was killed in a

Piilcstinian ambush, and on the out-

skirts of Jerusalem, an 86-year-old

Israeli man was seriously wounded by

Palestinian fire.

The truce plan presented by an

international commission headed by

The Associated Press

An Israeli police officer points at bullet impacts on an Israeli car
that came under fire near a West Bank settlement Wednesday.

former Sen. George Mitchell called

on both sides to halt violence and
urged Israel to freeze construction in

Jewish settlements in the West Bank
and Gaza Strip.

Responding to the commission
report, Israel announced Tuesday that

it would not halt building in the areas

the Palestinians claim for a future

state, but said it would observe a limit-

ed unilateral truce. Israel's defense

minister said troops would not initiate

military operations and would only

shoot in life-threatening situations.

Palestinians were quick to dismiss

the offer as a public relations ploy, and
said calm could only be restored after

settlement construction stops.

They also said Israel immediately

broke its own promise. Palestinian

police reported Israeli tank incursions

into Palestinian territory in four areas

of the Gaza Strip on Wednesday.
Israeli bulldozers uprooted two olive

groves and a chicken farm in the raids,

witnesses said. The army would nei-

ther confirm nor deny the reports.

Each side blamed the other for

See FIREFIGHT, page 13

WORLD & NATION BRIEFS

Senate passes largest

tax cut in decades
WASHINGTON - With a dozen

Democrats joining in, the Senate passed an 1
1-

year. $1.35 trillion tax relief package thanks and praise, " and urged Congress to exercises April 27 to May I. which the demon

dent.

All 50 Senate Republicans and 12

Democrats voted in favor of (he tax

cut.

Bush said at the White House that

those 62 senators "deserve our country's

Sharpton was taken into custody

for transportation to the federal

prison in suburban Guaynabo.
He was arrested May I with a

dozen other protesters. At least 180 peo-

ple were arrested in an attempt to stop the

Wednesday that represents the largest tax cut

in two decades and matches the priorities

President Bush has been pushing since his

campaign for the White House.

House and Senate negotiators immediately

began meeting to work otft a final compro-
mise, which Republican leaders are scram-

bling to get on the president's desk by the end
of the week.

"Now, we go to the final stage," said Senate

Majority Leader Trent Lott, R-Miss.

reach a rapid final accord. "Our economy can- strators claiin are a hazard to residents' health,
not afford any further delays," the president The Navy denies the exercises have led to any
said.

Sharpton gets jail time

in trespassing case

Pervez Musharraf to peace talks in an unex-

pected gesture aimed at ending five decades
of hostility in Kashmir. Islamabad immedi-
ately accepted the offer.

Such talks would be the first by govern-
ment officials from India and Pakistan since

they came close to war while fighting on the

Kashmir border in the summer of 1999.

"The prime minister has decided to invite

Gen. Musharraf to visit India at his eariiest

convenience," India's Defense Minister
Jaswant Singh said, adding that New Delhi is

heahh problems

The sentencing, came one" day after

Sharpton hinted he might make a run for the ^ ^ „

White House in 2004 and political analysts committed to "peace, dialogue and coopera-
said the jail time won't hurt him. tive coexistence with Pakistan."

Indeed, analysts indicated that the publicity Prime Minister Atal Bihari Vajpayee
SAN JUAN, Puerto Rico - A federal judge likely will help hihi gain support among some would soon issue an official invitation, Singh

on Wednesday sentenced the Rev. Al Sharpton
to 90 days in jail for trespassing on U.S. Navy

and notoriety elsewhere.

L

The Senate voted 62-38 to pass the bill - the land as part of a protest against military exer-
bigge^ tax cut since President Reagan's in ciscs on the Puerto Ritan island of Vieques.
1981 - during a tumuhuous day on Capitol Hill "If M*rtin Luther King were alive, he
as Republicans and Democrats tried to calcu- would have come to Vieques and raised these
late the political fallout of the decision by Sen. issues." the New York civil rights leader jaid,

James Jeffords, R-Vt., to become an indepen- appearing before Judge Jose A. Fuste.

India, Pakistan plan to

hold peace talks

NEW DELHI, India - India

said in a prepared statement.

In
. Islamabad, Pakistan's Foreign

Secretary Inam-ul Haq said Musharraf "has
expressed Pakistan's willingness to hold talks

with India at any level, any time and at any
place."

on
Wednesday invited Pakistani military riiler Compiled from Daily Bruin wire reports.
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and the United States Holocaust

Memorial Museum's Committee on
Conscience and conducted by Joan

Ringelheim, the museum's director of

oral history.

Ferencz, who immigrated to the

United States as a child, graduated

from Harvard Law School and enlisted

to fight in World War II. As an artillery-

man under Gen. George Patton,

Ferencz fought in the invasion of

Europe. As Allied forces poured east

into German territory, Ferencz was
given the assignment of gathering evi-

dence from the liberated concentration

camps.

The burnt bodies, abandoned
infants and retribution Killings by camp
survivors left permanent mental and

emotional scars. He remembered with

particular hqrror an elderly woman
reduced practically to a skeleton. He
saw her dead body carried off the next

day. Ferencz said that his trauma has

been a driving force in a lifetime devot-

ed to world peace.

First-hand experience in the camps
landed Ferencz the job of chief prose-

cutor, at the age of 27, in the second

phase of what he called "the biggest

Thursday. May 24, 2001

murder trial of all time."

The Nuremberg Trials, which took

place in several phases during 1945 and

1946, were convened by the victorious

Allies as a way to punish high-level

Nazi war criminals and to expose their

-atrocities to the world.

Dean of the of the Law School,

Jonathan D. Varat. who introduced

Ferencz, summed up the high stakes of

the trial.

"The question was the rule of law or

the rule of might," he said

In his now famous opening
remarks, Ferencz told (he tribunal why
the Nazi defendants must be held

accountable for their actions.

"Death was their tool and life their

toy." he said. "If these men are

immune, then the law has lost its mean-
ing and man must live in fear."

In winning the convictions Ferencz

helped set important principles in inter-

national law.

The Nazis claimed they were
exempt from prosecution because,

under existing international law, only

nations could be held responsible for

war crimes. Any attempt to try them
under a new standard, they claimed,

would mean they were being charged

ex post facto, meaning the law under

which they were convicted did not exist

at the time they committed the crime.

The tribunal rejected the Nazis'

claims and held that individuals were

responsible for their actions in

wartime.

"Ifthesemenare

immune, then the favy

has lost its meaning and

man must live in fear."

Benjamin Ferencz

Nuremberg prosecutor

At the conclusion of the Nuremberg
Trails Ferencz headed efforts to give

restitution to Holocaust survivors. He
succeeded in garnering $100 billion in

reparations by the time he left

Germany, but today admits that his

efforts, in some respects, came too late.

"How do you compensate for fear?

How do you compensate for grief?

How do you measure that?" he asked

the crowd.

Ferencz laments that genocide, like

that he prosecuted at Nuremberg, con-

tinues today unabated and unpunished.

He pointed to Rwanda where an esti-

mated 800.000 died in ethnic violence

with virtually no international interven-

tion.

"Where was Nuremberg? Where
were the principles? Forgotten," he

said.

One answer to atrocities and inter-

national inaction, according to

Ferencz, is the establishment of a per-

manent international court to replace

the ad hoc system used at Nuremberg
and today in the former Yugoslavia

uoder which tribunals are convened
when deemed necessary.

This system, according to critics,

results in tribunals being called only

under favorable political winds.

Ferencz sharply criticized U.S.

objections to the establishment of an

international court. At a 1998 meeting

in Rome, the United States was one of

only seven countries that voted against

the establishment of the International

Criminal Court (ICC).

At present, 139 countries have
signed to establish the court.

U.S. lawmakers have objected to the

idea that American servicemen should

be subjected to outside jurisdiction.

The U.S. House of Representatives

recently passed by a wide majority the

American Service Members
Protection Act, an amendment to the

State Department Authorization Bill

designed to protect American soldiers

from prosecution by the ICC.

"We simply cannot allow American
soldiers to fall under the jurisdiction of

the ICC. Under its terms. Americans

could be brought before the court and
tried without important rights," said

majority whip and amendment spon-

sor Tom DeLay, R-Texas.

DcLay also told house members
that the ICC would persecute U.S. ser-

vicemen for political reasons, citing the

recent expulsion of the United States

from the United Nations Human
Rights Commission as evidence of
Tickle" U.N. policy. The amendment
must now be ratified in the Senate.

Ferencz argued that the expulsion

from the Human Rights Commission is

evidence ofexasperation in the interna-

tional community toward U.S. policies.

Ferencz also said that those in favor of

compliance with the ICC face an uphill

battle against American public opinion

vihkh is likely to reject international

authority.

Ferencz, now an author and profes-

sor of law at Pace University, said that,

despite judicial bodies, atrocities in

wartime are inevitable. The real goal,

he said, was to change the institutions,

traditions and mind sets which allow

war to take place.

"If you W4nt to avoid war crimes,"

said Ferencz, "you must avoid war."

EDUCATIOir
From page 5

test scores after one year would quali-

fy for extra federal aid, but could be

forced to replace some staff.

Also, poor students in schools

receiving federal Title I funds would
have the choice of transferring to

another public school.

At schools failing to show enough
progress in scores after three consecu-

tive years, disadvantaged students

could use their portion of Title I funds

" for luioring. summer school or trans-

portation to another public school.

Tutoring services could be provided

by parochial schools.

The bill also consolidates several

federal programs and requires

schools to let students transfer to

another public school if they are the

victim of a violent crime at school.

Under the plan, school districts

could use up to half of their federal

funds without oversight frpm state or

federal government. Title I funds still

would have to be spent for programs
to help poor children.

School districts could

use up to half of their

federal funds without

oversight from state or

federal government.

In a pilot program, 100 school dis-

tricts - two per state - could enter into

an agreement that would free schools

from virtually all restrictions on
spending.

Like the Senate version, the House
bill would give schools nearly $ I bil-

lion per year for the next five years to

improve reading, with a goal of mak-
ing sure every youngster can read by'

the third grade.

It would also give more money for

developing charter schools and
require all schools to develop new
report cards that show a student's

progress compared to other students

locally and statewide.

'

The bill would require that students

with limited English skills be taught in

English after they had attended school

for three years in a row.

The House rejected two voucher
amendments by wide margins after a

lengthy and at times prickly debate.

On the first amendment, which would
have created a voucher program simi-

lar to the one Bush proposed, the vote

was 273-155. Only two Democrats
and one independent joined
Republicans in support of the amend-
ment.

SeeEOUGKIMNtpagen

The Business Economics Council of the UCLA Department of Economics

together with

Delta Sigma Pi and Alpha Kappa Psi Business Fraternities

-rr"

announces a

Herbert N. and Marcia Harris Howard
Speaker Series Lecture

* : . featuring

Robert B. Wilson

"Myths and Realities of Restructured Electricity
Markets"

Thursday, May 24, 2001
7:00 p.m.

UCLA Faculty Center, Sequoia Room
'^v:. Program and Reception

*,','
J- ^

Dr. Wilson has been a reader in developing competiUve bidding strategies and innovative pricing schedules for dectricitv utilities llie site ^ 4jillfornia ^^.^t^ hu a^i^ t .u

s.

Westwood Pla

10am-

"oh the places you'll go..."

AATP
^ Amigos de UCLA

Best Buddies

_ BRITE
o| Bruin Partners

:>'4%

*?;*?:. mvolvement Through
annual event held

inlty Service Commission,
will display their artwork,

read to their peers,

gand the UCLA Community.

paid for by USAC
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SERVICE
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REGISTRATION
From page 1

Bates said the bill will foster

They may think the registry will

protect them, but it's just the oppo-

site," she said.

While public safety is the tagline

that won over a sliding majority of
healthier student-parent relations the State Assembly, Broderick said

with campuses due to the extended rehabilitation must start by leaving

access to information. criminal history in the past.

But opponents of the bill say the "We believe that if people have
directories are inconclusive, espe- served their sentence, they deserve
cially if first-

time offenders. —
or offenders

who escaped

prosecution,
are involved.

"Sex offend-

er registration

laws, give peo-

ple a false sense

of security ."

Broderick said. —
"People need to

use common sense

"Registration laws

give people a false

sense of security."

Mary Broderick

CAO executive director

to get along with

their life," she

said- "One way
they get out of

crime is to get an

education and

into meaningful

employment."

Broderick's
staqce was

backed by the

A^icrican Civil

Liberties Union
and protect and the California Public Defenders

themselves and not assume that peo- Association who said this bill goes
pie not in the registry are not a

threat."

She added that naivete runs par-

ticularly high on college campuses
and may leave "Secure" students in

beyond the intent of sex offender

registration.

"(The bill) will effectively deter

any person who has been convicted

of a sex offense from attempting to

more vulnerable positions if they let better him or herself through educa-
their guard down. lion." the CPDA said in a statement.

JEFFORDS
From page 5

roots over the years while his party has
"9

rifted rightward. He was the only

Republican in the Senate tosupport

former President Clinton's health
'This isn't about a single Senate care plan in 1994, and he defied his

seat. It's about controlling the legisla-

tive agenda ...and it's about the feder-

al judiciary," said Sen. Bob Torricelli,

D-NJ. "This is an enormous shift of

influence in the federal government."

leaders when he voted to acquit

Clinton on both articles of impeach-

ment in 1999.

A supporter of abortion rights, he

also votes for environmental legisla-

Party switches are rare in Senate tion that many Republicans oppose,
history, and a change that terminates and is a longtime supporter ofexpand-
one party's majority is unprecedent- ed federal aid to education,

cd. In a private meeting with Bush in
" I like being chairman," said Sen

.

the Oval Office on Tuesday, according
John McCain, R-Ariz.. who presides to sources with knowledge of the
over the Commerce Committee. He meeting, the senator said he no longer
also said Jeffords' decision should feU comfortable being a Republican,
serve as a warning to establishment Stunned Republicans contacted
Republicans. "If you're going to Jeffords' contributors and backers in

threaten retaliation, revenge and pun- hopes they could prevent his defeo-
ishment to peo-

ple because they

don't vote exact-

ly how you want

them to, you're

going to pay a

price."

Already there

were signs of

tension in the

GOP ranks.

Parly
sources, speak-

ing on condition

of anonymity,

said top White

"One concern

expressed was that

moderates aren't

getting enough
attention

."

Arl«n Specter

Senator, R.-Pa.

tion. They also

reached out to

Democratic Sen.

Zell Miller of

Georgia, hoping

he might aban-

don his party

and offset

Jeffords' antici-

pated move.

Miller slammed
the door shut

with a statement

that said, "I will

not switch to the

Republican
House adviser Karen Hughes con- party and have no need to proclaim
ducted a conference call with congres- myself an independent."
sional GOP aides, telling them the Jeffords met privately during the
White House wouldn't be pointing fin- day with a small group of moderate
gers of blame, and she hoped they and mainstream Republicans with less

wouldn't either. ideological voting records than some
Jeffords' relations with the White in the party

House have been strained for weeks,

the fallout of a clash over budget pri-

orities.

"One concern expressed was that

moderates aren't getting enough
attention, " said Sen. Arlen Specter. R-

He supported reductions in Bush's Pa. He said the group talked of creat
$ 1.6 trillion tax cut in favor of increas-

ing federal support for jnlucation. A
victory for Jeffords' hopes on the

Senate floor was negated in a House-

Senate compromise, though, and

ing a moderates' position in the lead-

ership, and mentioned Jeffords as a

candidate.

Sen. Olympia Snowe, R-Maine,
said Ufterward. "There may be a sliver

none ofthe additional money was pre- of hope" to change Jeffords' mind.
^''^^** Democrats awaited a public

JefTords also let It be known he was announcement. They said privately
unhappy not to be invited a few days they had told Jeffords he could
later to a teacher of the year ceremony become chairman of the Environment
at the White House. The recipient was
from Vermont, and he is chairman of

the Health. Education. Labor and
Pensions Committee.

Jeffords is'^a durable figure in

Vermont politics. He has held public

office since 1967, except for a two-year

hiatus. He won his Senate seal in 1988,

replacing fellow Republican moder-
ate Bob Stafford. He was pushed h;«r<i

to win a second term six years I

,

but breezed to re-election last year.

A lifelong Republican, he has held

fi^st to his New England moderate

and Public Works Committee and
keep the post for the duration of his

term, which ends in 2006. He also

would retain his scat on the tax-writing

Senate Finance Committee, these offi-

cials added.

Under Republican rules, Jeffords'

tenure as education committee chair-

man is subject to term limits and will

end at the end of next year, although

Lott and other party leaders could

decide to make an exception as part of
the effort to keep Jeffords in their

parly.

I

Transif Pan Pilof Program

r\ v\

The BruinGo! program will he on break

during the summer beginning June 16, 2001

and will resume on September 17j 2001.

Discounted bus passes and tokens may be purchased at

the UCLA Central Ticket Office (CTO) located next to the James West Alumni Center.

The Big Blue Bus will operate its regular schedule and service to UCLA throughout the summer.

For information about theBrumGol program visit www.transportation.ucla.edulbmingo
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CONDOMS
From page 1

sive because it includes only hetero-

sexual couples, but Peacock said she

hopes that more inclusive studies will

be conducted in the future so that con-

doms can be more erre<itive for all

users.

"The current test is specifically for

heterosexual
couples because '

we want to test

how well the con-

doms perform

during vaginal

intercourse," she

said. "We would

love to do a test

with homosexual

couples. We're

hoping that we
can eventually

test condoms
~

used during anal

sex and see how they perform and
how they can be improved."

. Couples need not be married, but

must be free from sexually transmit-

ted diseases and must ineet specified

criteria.

,

Participants will be required to test

four latex and four polyurethane con-

doms and attend three meetings with

lesearchers.

"I would totally do the

test. It's lil<e I'd get

paid for something

I'd be doing anyway ."

Jeff Mollis

First-year student

The study lasts four to five weeks

and each participant will receive fire

test condoms and $ 140 upon complet-

ing the experiment.

Students, often looking for easy

ways to earn money, find this study

particularly enticing.

"I would totally do the test," said

Jeff Mollis, a first-year political sci-

ence and history student. "It's like I'd

get paid for something I'd be doing

anyway."The
California
Family Health

Council, a non-

profit organiza-

tion seeking to

raise awareness

of health issues

ami "
increase

access to family

planning and

_

health care, orga-

nized the current

study.

The CFHC's past studies include

testing various forms of birth control

ranging from the female condom to

the intra-uterine device.

According to Peacock, various

condom manufacturers and the

National Institute of Health provided

funding for the current study. Both

SecCONOOMS«|Mgen

POLLUTION
From page 4

were graded on a 28-day rolling

average based on the risk of ocean
users becoming ill.

Heal the Bay said pollution

increased drastically during rainy

weather when storm runoff and
sewage spills can send toxins into

the ocean.

Eleven percent of the beaches

studied got "F" grades in dfy weath-

er but 68 percent got a failing grade
in wet weather.

"We're doing a horrible job of
keeping fecal bacterial polhition off

our. beaches in wet weather. It's all

from storm drains," Gold said.

Gold said California's economy
reaps $14 billion a year from coastal

tourism, and urged the state legisla-

ture to pass a budget that would pro-

vide $45 million for projects to

reduce pollution at various beaches.

^p^^^i^

CONDOMS
From page 10

groups use data collected from the

studies to improve condom design,

use. and performance.

"There's also at least one other

alternative to latex," she said.

"They're synthetic latex, which is a

material similar to latex but produced
artificially. The major problem people

have with latex usually isn't with the

latex itself, but rather with all of the

chemicals that go into the natural rub-

ber before it becomes latex."

Preliminary tests done by the

Center For Disease Control found

that most people are not allergic to

polyurethane.

According to Chichi Nnadi, a sec-

ond-yejir theater student, Trojan's

polyurethane condom, the Trojan

Supra, works better than latex.

"I think a lot of it has to do with the

brand," Nnadi said. "I remember the

latex ones breaking a lot, but not the

other ones. I definitely like the

polyurethane ones more."

For some, like Dan BariThart. a sec-

ond-year engineering student,

polyurethane condoms have the same
dulling effect as latex condoms.

"I think any kind of condom kills

the sensation," Barnhart said. "1

:^don't 4|Hftk H ^ottld me«cf,if it^na
latex or polyurethane.'*

According to SaferSex.org. con-

doms can, when used consistently and
correctly, reduce the risk of contract-

ing a sexually transmitted disease any-

where from 70 to 100 percent. In addi-

tion, the Center for Disease Control

lists consistent and correct use of con-

doms as an effective way to prevent

the spread ofAIDS and HIV.

Peacock said future studies will test

new products like microbiocide, a

substance similar to spermicide that

scientists hope will kill both sperm
and bacteria.

"We hope that we'll gather new
information with our study and with

future studies so that we can learn

how to make condoms more effeo-

tive," she said.

EDUCATION
From page 6

The second measure, which failed

on a similar, party-line vote, would
have authorized $50 million for

voucher demonstration programs in

five school districts.

Rep. Mike Pence, R-Ind., invoked

the civil rights battles of the 1960s,

saying "defenders of the status quo
stood in the schoolhouse door and
said, 'You may not come in.' Now the

defenders of the status quo stand in

the door and say to the grandchildren

of many^of those Americans, You
may not come out."'

The Senate may not

get to Its version of a

voucher amendment
until early June.

Opponents said vouchers would
- take away money from struggling

schools without giving families

enough money to pay for private-

school tuition.

The Senate may not get to its ver-

sion of a voucher amendment until

early June.

Slowing down the bill in the

Senate, said one Democratic istafT

'member, was Sen. J&mes Jeffords'

plan to travel today to Vermont
where he was expected to announce

that he would leave the Republican

Party and become an independent

Jeffords, R-Vt., is chairman of the

Senate education committee and has

been managing the bill on the Senate

floor.
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SUMMER
From page 4

electricity and batteries.

California Highway Patrol spokes-

woman Nanci Kramer says trafTic

collisions are "the single biggest prob-

lem during a blackout." The most fre-

quent cause of those accidents seems

to be drivers who are used to left-turn

arrows and forget to yield to head-on

trafTic when the lights go out.

"People seem to forget how to

drive - basic 'Rules of the Road'-typc

stuff," Kramer said.

State police, sheriffs' and police

chiefs' associations plan to distribute

a public service television ad remind*

ing motorists to treat blacked-out

intersections as they would a four-

way stop.

Public safety and

health officials say they

have learned from the

six days of rolling

blackouts this year.

That means taking turns goii^
through the intersection, and yielding

to the driver on the right if two vehi-

cles arrive at the same time.

In addition, state and local high-

way departments are installing

210,000 stop lights that use light-emit-

ting diodes, or LEDs, instead of tra-

ditional bulbs. LEDs - the technolo-

gy that forms numbers on digital

watches and the like - use 90 percent

less electricity; the combined seven

megawatts of energy saved by

installing the lights would be enough

to power 5,250 homes.

Most of the new lights also have

backOp batteries that will power them

during outages, said California

Department of Transportation

spokesman Robin Witt. The state

and communities are rushing to

install the lights in as many critical

intersections as possible this summer,

he said.

Public safety and health officials

say they have learned from the six

days of rolling blackouts so far this

year.

"As bad as they were, they were

almost a blessing in disguise," said

Yvonne Hunter of the League of

California Cities. "It allowed more
time for planning."

Within a week after blackouts

darkened a dozen hospitals March
27, for example, the Public Utilities

Commission exempted hospitals with

more than 100 beds from outages,

and exempted all hospitals a month
later.

The commission is considering

other exemptions, including one for

1,300 skilled nursing facilities that

treat 140,000 patients.

"We don't want there to be a death

before the PUC realizes we've got

people on ventilators, respirators. IV

drips, feeding tubes" and other life-

saving equipment, said California

Association of Health Facilities

spokeswoman Betsy Hite.

Nursing homes are among the

health and public safety facilities that

are required to have backup genera-

tors. However, "there's no way these

generators can run today's high tech

medical equipment," Hite said.

Out the short duration of the

rolling blackouts - 60 to 90 minutes -

has health and safety ofTicials opti-

mistic they will avoid the sort of dis-

aster Chicago saw in 1995, when a

series of lengthier, widespread,

unplanned blackouts killed 733 sick

iind elderly during a blistering heat

wave.

"One and a halfhours (without air

conditioning) doesn't quite rise to

that level," said Dallas Jones, direc-

tor of the slate OCncc of Emergency

Sm SUMMER, page 13
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SUMMER
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Services.

Democratic Gov. Gray Davis

should be ready to call out the

National Guard. said two

Republicans, state Assemblyman Bill

Leonard of Rancho Cucamonga and

Secretary of State Bill Jones, whp is

running for governor. Leonard said

guardsmen should be drilling with

local police on controlling intersec-

tions and preparing for looting or

other unrest.

Responding for the administra-

tion, Dallas Jones of the OfTice of

Emergency Services, said the state is

ready to call out the guard, along with

other agencies, under local and state

plans honed through earthquakes,

floods, fires, and most recently the

Year 2000 scare.

"We really went through all this

exercise during Y2K," he said. "A lot

of the planning has been done for

quite a long time."

FIREFIGHT
From page 5

starting the firefight in Rafah. The
Israeli army said troops came under

heavy fire and that Palestinians also

fired severaf anti-tank grenades.

•Palestinian witnesses said Israeli sol-

diers fired at the camp without provo-

cation.

Of 38 injured, three were in critical

condition, including a 14-year-old boy

hit by a bullet in the neck, doctors said.

At one point, an Israeli tank shell

struck the ground near a group of

camp residents, and 10 people were

hort by shrapnel.

In a second battle, Palestinian gun-

men fired from the West Bank town of

Beit Jalla at Gilo, a Jewish neighbor-

hood built on war-won land and

annexed to Jerusalem, police said. An
86-year-old Israeli man was seriously

wounded in the chest.

Gilo has been a frequent target of

Palestinian gunmen. On Wednesday,

Palestinian fire for the first time

reached the nearby neighborhood of

Malcha, the site of a busy shopping

mall.

In the West Bank, one Israeli

motorist was killed and a second

wounded in a Palestinian ambush. The

army said troops arriving at the scene

were also shot at and returned fire.

Since the outbreak offighting in late

September, 472 people have been

killed onthe Palestinian side and 85 on

the Israeli side.

President Bush called Palestinian

leader Yasser Arafat and Israeli Prime

Minister Ariel Sharpn on Wednesday

and urged them to take steps to end the

rising violence. It was only Bush's sec-

ond telephone conversation with

Arafat.

||
Sharon advisers said Bush

Itlescribed Sharon's cease-fire proposal

[bs "very important." Arafat's aides

laid the Palestinian leader asked Bush

lo put a stop to what he termed contin-

uous Israeli aggression.

Speaking in Dublin, Ireland,

Mitchell said before the new flareup of

violence that Israel's announcement of

a limited truce was a "heartening sign"

and that he hoped there would be fur-

ther progress.
^

Palestinian officials dismissed the

announcement as an Israeli ploy ahd

called for an international summit that

would decide how to implement the

Mitchell fecommendations.

"It's a public relations practice orig-

inally meant for the American and

Israeli publics," said Palestinian

Information Minister Yasser Abed
Rabbo.

Israeli Foreign Minister Shimon

Peres urged the Palestinians to join the

truce effort, "i read that some of our

Palestinian neighbors said that this is

just a trick, a public relations trick, on

the side of Israel. I invite the

Palestinians to pull the same trick,"

Peres said.
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Pdlitical war on drugs makes medical casualties
RUUNG: Supreme Court

pursues agenda leaves

patients footing the bill

Tiie Supreme Court has out-

lawed a medication that eases

pain in terminally ill patients'

last days. On May 14, the court unan-

imously ruled that under federal law,

marijuana cannot be used or distrib-

uted for any purpose, medical or oth-

erwise. The ruling strikes a blow to

Proposition 215 - passed by

California voters in 1996 - which

allows patients with physically debili-

tating diseases stich as cancer and

AIDS to obtain small amounts of

marijuana.

Unfortunately, this decision

reflects our country's obsession with

carrying out an inefTective drug war

at the expense of social welfare and

health.

The extraordinary emphasis

placed on combatting drug distnbu-

tion and recreational usage in the

United States has made it easier for

the government to disregard the

medical value of drugs like marijua-

na.

And instead of dealing with drug

addicts by providing treatment, the

government spends money to

imprison them. The skyrocketing

amount of money allocated in the

federal budget to fighting drug use

shows this.

This year, $19.2 billion was

reserved in the federal budget to

counter druguse; compare this to the

S 1 billion used for the same purpose

in 1980. Not surprisingly, the bulk of

these funds - more than two4hirds -

is utilized for law enforcement alone.

That means less than a third of the

drug budget goes to treatment

But the government needs to start

rethinking its approach to combat-

ting drug use.

Even former Drug Czar Barry

McCaffrey stated we should take the

resources used to fight drugs and

*\lraw them into effective drug treat-

ment"
The Bush administration, along

with Attorney General John

AshcroA and Drug Czar-designate

John Walters, should heed

McCaffrey's words, especially since

they have stated their desire to con-

tinue the failed war on drugs. In fact

one of Walters' priorities is to esca-

late the battle against drug produc-

tion in Latin America, including

Columbia - even though $ 1.3 billion

has already been allocated to be

spent there over the next two years.

Ironically, Bush boasts about "small-

er govemmont," but is eager to spend

our tax money to fund a drug war

thousands of miles away.

The criminalization of drugs has

unnecessarily politicized this issue.

Patients are now footing the bffl to

advance conservative agendas.

Perhaps Justice Qarence Thomas
has never had the experience ofbeing

unable to swallow food - after ^, he

doesn't bdirwe marijuana should be

used '^Even when the patient is seri-

ously ill and lacks alternative avenues

for relief,'* as he stated in a footnote
'

in the court's majority opinion.

And it's certainly not surprising

that the court's conservative majori-

ty, in ruling against states' rights in

this case, has added-to the belief that

they are politically motivated.

Though we recognize that federal law

reigns supreme over state law, the

continuous swing between favoring

state and federal rights will probably

lead to contradictory precedents.

Nobody has the right to deny

someone his or her personal comfort

if they can achieve that comfort with-

out hurting or infringing on die rights

ofothers.

Reelecting another's necessities

and beliefs is key to making social

progress. Plenty of doctors say mari-

juana alleviates pain and nausea in

J,
ermmaRy til patients and hdps'thcm

eat. Though the law does protect the

medical decisions of others, they are

denying this medicine to people on

their deathbeds.

For example, it's against the law

for a doctor to administer a life«av-

ing blood transfusion on a patient

who is a Jehovah's Witness, a rdi-

gion diat opposes medical treatment

Hivolving the use ofblood. But why

should we favor one person's needs

over another's?

We shouldn't.

If a patient dependent on medical

marijuana respects someone's moral

opposition to certain kinds ofmed-

ical treatment such as blood transfu-

sions, that person's desire to make

the end of his or her life easier by

using marijuana should be respected

as well.

It's time to relinquish the political

fighting over medical marijuana and

examine the case for what it is: a

health issue. It's a shame that in an

effort to curb drug use, we have

become insensitive and negligent of

personal health needs.

The effort to expand the war on

drugs in Latin America and in the

United States has turned into a war

against patients as wed, criminalizing

legitimate forms of medical treat-

ment.

And it's truly sad and ironic that

the SuprenK Court, the institution

respoDsible for ensuring that every-

one has an equal opportunity for

"life, liberty and the pursuit ofhappi-

ness," is behind this latest setback.

Bush stays cool, remains aloof to global wamiing
U.S. unwilling to

compromise economic aims for

betterment of global conditions

By Annie Un

As you probably already know, internation-

al relations have been incredibly strained late-

ly. The United States was not only recently

voted off the U.N. Human Rights

Commission, but it also lost its seat on the

International Narcotics Control Board. The
United States played key roles in the establish-

ment of these two boards, and being voted off

is nothing short of humiliation.

Even "friends" of the United Sutes voted it

off. and one must wonder, with all that is

going on, if these so^alled "friends" will

remain this way for long. With the losses the

United States faces, it makes you wonder
whether or not Washington regrets any of its

recent policy decisions; but in any case, it cer-

tainly is paying the price.

Washington's first decision was to pull the

United States out of the Kyoto Protocol - a

worldwide plan to reduce greenhouse gas

emissions. President Bush broke his campaign

promise, the first of many, aAer two months in

office, stating that the U.S. economy is of

utmost importance and therefore cannot par-

take in the treaty.

But what people fail to realize is that green-

house gas regulation and overall resource con-

servation will not hurt the economy. President

Bush questions the validity of the global warm-

ing process; despite scientific models and evi-

dence.

What makes his economic models any more

infallible? Evidence from the past 10 years

concurs with scientific predictions, and global

Un b a second-year biochemistry student

warm-

ing as in

issue holds

much more credibili-

ty. If only the economy were so easy to pre-

dict.

' The Kyoto Protocol requests that 39 indus-

trialized nations cut the emissions of six differ-

ent greenhouse gases. It does not include

developing countries, which is understand-

able. But it makes the U.S. position even more

embarrassing.

The United States makes

up only 4 percent of the

world's peculation, yet somehow
it emits 25 percent of the worid's

greenhouse gases. It is infuriating

that President Bush will not take

responsibility for the country and its

effect on the world.

Even Romania, which emit^only 1.2

percent of the world's greenhouse gases,

was the first to ratify and enforce the

agreejnent. And we, as U.S.

citizens, are expected to

beHeve the failure to regulate

is for the good of our coun-

try?

Perhaps it is not fully

understood that global warming is just that: a

global issue. It affects all economic classes, all

industries and all nations. Global warming

changes the environment and climate, result-

ing in warmer temperatures that are ideal for

disease-carrying organisms and more

ZACHUSPiZ/DaHyBruin

violent weather.

in addition, these cluunfes wiU result in the

^devastation of many species and habitats,

causing a^eat disturbance in the natural bal-

ance of ecosystems.

^\ As such a prominent country, it is

\/ appalling that the United States is not

working with the rest of the world to pro-

tect the planet and its health. Instead of

worrying about meeting the high energy

demand, perhaps the Bush

Administration should focus on

reducing that demand.

Vice President Dick Cheney con-

tends that a new power plant needs to

be built each week for the next 20 years to

meet the current energy demands, totaling

1,300 by the year 2020. And this is coming

from the current CEO of HaUiburton, the

largest oil drilling and fuel-exploration services

provider in the world. Certainly, he is not the

best representative to be in charge of our ener-

gy situation.

Scientists at five of our national laborato-

ries, af\er three years of research, show that

with a governmental efficiency program, the

energy demand as well as its cost will decrease

dramatically.

Of course one would immediatelyassume

that these proposed measures are either expen-

sive, impractical or both.

But, some measures are neither. They are as

simple and cheap as a conservation light bulb,

and as effective as new heating systems. In

fact, our president has one installed in his

Texan ranch. With these alternatives, does our

situation really deserve "crisis" status?

The choice is simple: build 1,300 new power

plapts or reduce consumer demand by almost

hair But it's not that simple for our govern-

ment. Not only were we pulled out of the

Kyoto Protocol, we will also contribute more

See UN, page 16
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Victims, not murderers, deserve compassion
PUNISHMENT: Opposers

of de^th penalty overlook

severity, cruelty of crime

Here in Westwood, there are

few issues as divisive as the

death penalty

The arguments for and against are

as predictable as the political lines

they're drawn

against.

Ifyouseethe

world through a

left-leaning

prism, the fact

that our govern-

ment executes

convicted mur-

derers probably

strikes you as

abhorrent and

oddly inhu-

mane. Swing

that prism

around to the right,-and you're likely

to accept lethal injections and electro-

cutions as a necessary part of main-

taining a just society.

— Recently, deatlipenaity foes seized

upon a couple of high-i;>ronie cases to

advance the notion that society should

not be in the business of killing. In

fact, an Illinois man had his convic-

tion overturned just days before his

scheduled execution. He was exoner-

ated by DNA evidence aAer spending

17 years on death row.

But to label the anti-death penalty

crowd as people who are merely con-

cerned for the fate of the innocent is

to grossly mischaracterize their posi-

tion. No one on either side of this

Drucker is a history student in his

final quarter at UCLA. E-mail him at

ddrucker^ucla.edu.

David M.

Drucker

debate wants to see an innocent man
executed - let alone incarcerated - for

a crime he didn't commit.

In reality, those against the death

penalty are opposed to executing even

our country's most heinous murder-

ers. They identify these vicious con-

victs as simply misunderstood souls

who are in actuality sweeter than

Mother Teresa. If only we could look

past the hardened exterior and see the

inner child.

Think I'm exaggerating? Take a

look at second-year psychobiology

student Amber Wobbekind's portray-

al ofconvicted murderer Timothy

McVeigh, who admitted to blowing

up the Alfred P. Murrah Federal

Building in Oklahoma City back in

April 1995 ("Government uses execu-

tion to rally support for the death

penalty," Viewpoint, May 15).

"Who is (McVeigh)?" she asks.

"Most people would answer that he is

that sadistic, messed up, psychotic

sociopath who took the lives of 16&

innocent (people) ... However, these

people do not generally know much
about McVeigh's history ..."

Poor, poor, murdering McVeigh.

He callously extinguishes the lives oC.

168 innocent men, women and chil-

dren - even a four-month-old - earn-

ing him the distinction of the worst

single mass murderer in American his-

tory, and all Wobbekind can say is

that we don't realize how McVeigh

"became the monster that the news

media paints him to be ..." and that

'Ve need to understand that McVeigh

acted out with the violence he learned

in the U.S. Army ..."

That's great. Blow people up, and

you can rest easy because the media

will get blamed for painting you as a

criminal.

But the issue is greater than some

random sophomore's view of a mass

murderer What Wobbekind's admon-

ishment exemplifies, however, is the

depth ofcompassion that many peo-

ple hold for murderers. In the mean-

time, these same people ignore the

murder victims themselves - not to

mention the loved ones they leave

behind.
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Maybe, the next time Campaign to

End the Death Penalty turns

Meyerhoff Park into a makeshift

graveyard ("Demonstrators rally

against capital punishment," News,

April 19), they can erect a headstone

in memory of Julie Wejch.

Welch was only 2S years old when
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Lecturer concerns

an ongoing issue

The article on lecturers

("Lecturers negotiating for more
secure contract," Daily Bruin,

News, May 18) brings needed

attention to the ongoing concerns

of a large segment of the DC com-
munity. But it should be clarified

that lecturers are for the most part

not employed as temporary "fill-

ins" for tenured faculty, nor is the

employment of lecturers on a

long-term basis a matter of the

past four or five years, as Darren

Lee, UC's assistant director of

labor relations, stated in the arti-

cle.

The Bruin article noted that the

University Council-American

Federation of Teachers has been

involved in negotiations with the

UC administration for a^oUective

bargaining agreement since April

2000, but a number of other

important points were over-

looked.

Namely, UC has not responded

to proposals on appointments,

benefits and wages; that the union

has filed a number of unfair labor

practice complaints against UC;
and that on some UC campuses
lecturers' workloads are being

inappropriately increased. The
workload question is itself one of

the cnicial issues being wrestled

with.

At a time when
some tenured faculty

teach four or five

classes per year, the contrast with

lecturers, many of whom currently

teach nine (or can soon expect to

do so) is luring, partioilarly when
the threat of the "squeezed

orange" is ever present.
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Carnesale should

stick by his words

In a letter to members of the

UCLA campus community on
Feb. 10, 1999, Chancellor Albert

Carnesale warmly wrote: "It it

essential that the collegial and cor-

dial relations among all members
of the university community be

maintained and enhanced ... My
esteem for all of our students, fac-

ulty, and staff is very great, as are

my hopes for their happiness and

my expectations for their success."

But reading the article

"Professor files suit against UC,
administrators," (Daily Bruin.

News, May 2) saddened me.

Regardless of the outcome of

pending legal action, I ask that

Chancellor Carnesale please

appoint an indepen-

dent committee to

con(^uct an inquiry

into the way our Department of

Near Eastern Languages and
Cultures was administered.

The committee should have

wide parameters of inquiry and be

composed of well-regarded, inde-

pendent members with broad

views, wisdom and integrity

If the findings of the committee

are all positive in nature, we will

all rejoice. If the committee con-

cludes that there are grave issues

in the way this department has

been administered, then as a

leader of the campus. Chancellor

Carnesale will be able to take the

necessary steps to fulfill in this

department the hopes he

expressed in his earlier letter, ref-

erenced above.
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IWF misleads

UCLA community

I would like to take this oppor-

tunity to address a 'Viewpoint sub-

mission by Kate Kennedy
("Independent Women's Forum
deserves to have its beliefs print-

*

ed," Daily Bruin. May 22). In her

article, Kennedy tries to hide

behind the banner of free speech.

The simple fact is that no one has

ever argued against the right of

the International Women's Forum
to say, or attempt to publish, what-

ever it likes.

The protest on last Friday was
in response to the Daily Bruin's

running of the IWF's ad. The
printing of this ad violates the

Daily Bruin's own policies, and
that is what was being protested.

There are, however, several other

issues raised in Kennedy's article

that require scrutiny and correc-

tion.

Kennedy states that in 1999, the

incidence of rape was only "64 of

100,000 females." The truth is that

this statistic only represents rapes

that are reported to law enforce-

ment agencies. A 1999 report by

the National Institute of Justice

called for "better methodology in

reporting." The report went on to

further state that "many women
are afraid to come forward due to

shame, guilt and fear."

Perhaps Kennedy should tell

these women that their rapes and
suffering do not count - as they

were not reported to the proper

authorities.

Later in her article, Kennedy
states that the figure of one in four

college women being the victims

of rape or attempted rape is "as

false as they come." Nevertheless,

SccliTTEItS,page17

McVeigh murdered her. "She used to

go to Little Flowers Church," her

father Bud told CNN on April 27,

1995. ("Julie Welch will never see her

future," CNN, April 27, 1995). "It's in

a poor neighborhood ... and there's lit-

tle Hispanic kids there, some that

can't speak much English, and a girl

like Julie can talk to them and give

them a ray of hope. We've lost that

now."

Welch used her degree in Spanish

from Marquette University as an

interpreter for the Social Security

Administration. That's why she was in

the Murrah Federal Building on April

19, 1995. "Julie had a vision of the

way things should be," college friend

Joe Hoover recalled for CNN in the

same article. "She'd pull me aside and

say, 'That's not the way things should

be.' She felt things so deeply"

Here's a poignant question you can

ask yourself: Where does your com-

passion lay?

Does it reside with McVeigh, the

only one of a half-million GulfWar
veterans who came home and mur-

dered 168 people? Or does it lay with

Julie Welch, a girl who will forever be

23 because McVeigh decided to mur:^
der her in cold blood?

Does your compassion reside with

murdering McVeigh, a coward who
covertly targeted innocent govern-

ment employees? Or docs iUay with

Bud Welch, a man who was forced to

outlive his daughter, and will never

have the pleasure of watching her

marry or have children?

Possibly, in some sense, the news

media is at fault - for not spotlighting

the victims and their survivors.

Back in July of 1999. for instance,

Allen Lee Davis was executed in

Florida's electric chair. According to

SeeMIUaSII,page16
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for Fall

Viewpoint

columnists

are now
available in

Kerckhoff

l4MpVhey
are due
Friday,

IMIay 25, at

5 p.in. in

Cuautftemoc

Ortega's

box. Sex
columnist

and
Cartoonist

applications

are

due on
June 1.

DAILY BRUIN
118 Kerckhoff Hall

308 Westwood Plaza

Los Angeles. CA 90024
(310)825-9898

http;//wvvw.dailybruln.ucU.«du
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minority opinion of the 0>ily

BnUn Editorial Board. All other

coiumrts. letters and artwork

ra(Nes«nt the opinions of their

>IMtUlM UtatrCwh
MrAptMMMto

authors.

All siAimltted material must

bear the author^ name.

address, telephone numt>er.

registration number or flMia-

tion with UCIA Names wW not

be withheld except In extreme

cnes.

The Bruin complies with

the Communication Board's

policy prohibiting the publi-

cation of articles that perpetu-

ate derogatory cultural or eth-

nic stereotypes.

When multiple authors

submit rrtatcrial, sonoc names
may be kept on file rather than

published with the material.

The Bruin reserve* the right to

edit submitted material and to

determir>e its placement In the

paper. AN submissiom beconte

the property of The Bruin. The

Communications Board has a

media grievance procedure
for resolving complaints

against any of its publications.

For a copy of the complete
procedure, contact the
Publications office at 118
Kerckhoff Hall.
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Don't let your students

graduate from
UCLA without

saying how
proud

you are!

^ \ /'-

Daily Bruin Grad Issue

Don't miss this

once In A lifetime

'^l- V opporhinltyf

PUce your ad «t 1 18 Kerckhoff
orcAll(3IO)206-7S62

Still no summer plans? Go to LONDON!
STUDY ABROAD WITH AMeRICAN iNTEHCONTINENTAl UNIVERSnTY

••SP^Cf /$ STILL AVAILABLE in out July A-week
program (Session B: July 7-August 3)

• Enroll in Two Classes :

International Business
Survey of British Museums
International Broadcasting
Psychology of Advertising
History of London
British Political Issues
Literary London

AIUADVANTACK.
- Central London Location -

International Student Body
- Multinational Faculty -

- Guaranteed Housing -

- Financial Aid Available -

For Eligible Students

FOR MORE INFQRMATfQN:
Contact Jen Briggs with AlU Study Abroad Programs

1-800-255-6839
or by e-mail at jbri99s#aiiiitiv.edu

IF YOU WANNA BE A OJ

AND A PART OF

UCLARADI0.COM FOR

THIS SUMMER, COME
TO THE STATION

(BEHIND AGB) OR

EMAIL ALISSA AT;

AJAXGALiaUCLA.EDU TO

PICK UP YOUR

APPLICATION.

Student Welfare Commission Presents:

Free Movie Showing

~

(Starring Academy Award Winner Niclnolas Cage)

Sproul Activity Center
TInursday, IViay 24tli

6:00 PIVI

For More Information:
Kerckhoff 413
(310)825-7686

usaswc@asucla.ucla.edu
http://students.cisucla.ucla.edu/swc •T-IM.T-'f

DRUCKER
FfompagelS

eyewitness accounts, an eight inch

spot of blood appeared on Davis*

chest, causing some to term the exe-

cution cruel and unusual punishment.

Writing in June of 1999, Bob Greene

of the Chicago THbune attributed a

civil liberties attorney with describing

the electrocution as "barbaric."

("Who weeps for the blood of the

Weiler family," Chicago Tribune July

14, 1999).

Mj^be so. But then again, let's

take a minute to consider what Davis

admitted to doing.

On May 11, 1982. Davis unlawfully

entered the home of the Weiler fami-

ly. In short order, he proceeded to

bludgeon Nancy Weiler, 37, to death.

He did such a thorough job that her

body was virtually unrecognizable

when found by police. But he wasn't

done yet.

After fmishing offNancy, Davis

tied up her 10-year-old daughter,

Kristy. He murdered her by shooting

her in the face. But he wasn't done
yet. As Kristy's five-year-old sister

Kathy tried to get away, Davis shot

her in the back. He then crushed her

skull for good measure.

But it gets even better.

Davis got to kick around for If

years in prison prior to his execution.

He had the pleasure of eating, read-

ing, watchingTV and enjoying other

simple i^casures that make life worth

living. John Weiler received the privi-

lege of spending those same 16 years

remembering his wife and children

and the horror in which they per-

ished.

The next time you speak against

capital punishment, take a minute to

consider the victim, rather than mur-
derer, and ask yourself:

Where does your compassion lay?

LIN
From page 14

to the problem - much more than a
fourth of the world's emissions.

Maybe it is about tiine our coun-

try takes responisibility - or at least

the government - take responsibili-

ty for its actions. The federal gov-

ernment is one of the largest energy
users in the United States.

Instead of deregulating environ-

mental standards, instead of Trading

new places to drillfor oil, instead of
disregarding a common global view,

perhaps it is wise for us and for

future generations to lessen the

effects of global warming since we
have contributed enough in the

cause.

President Bush has chosen his

stance - a lack of concern for the

world, as well as for our country's

well being That does not mean,
however, that we need individually

to fail to take responsibility for our

actions.

We, as a society, need to make a

more conscious effort. Global

wanning directly affects us, and we
are obliged to ourselves and the

worid to help diminish that effect.

I am not asking you to chain

yourself to a building or to walk five

miles instead of drive - I am asking

you to take an active role in protect-

ing the earth. But if you are unwill-

ing to take political action, I strong-

ly urge you to make some sort of
economic effort.

I am not asking for a complete
change of lifestyle, but honestly,

how difficult is turning off the lights

when you leave a room?
Remember this; "Conservation

may be a sign of personal virtue, but
it is not a sufficient basis for sound,

comprehensive energy policy," »
quoted by Vice President Dick
Cheney in the New York Times.

Well, I guess that is just one more
virtue he lacks. With this quote,

your two options lie before you -

the choice is yours.

y* wT" 'W W •m"m ^ * "^ m m

LEHERS
From page 15

false as they come." Nevertheless,

the fact is that a December 2000
U.S. Department of Justice report
titled "The Sexual Victimization of
College Women" found "that near-

ly 5 percent of all college women
are victimized every calendar

year."

But over an average of five years
(the course of a college career) the

report states, nhe percentage of
completed or attempted rape vic-

timization among women in higher
educational institutions might
climb to between one-fifth and one-
quarter."

Perhaps the U.S. Department of
Justice is not a credible source - as

Kennedy refers to the "one in four
women" statistic as unsubstantiat-

ed.

For reasons beyond my compre-
hension, Kennedy wishes to por-

tray sexual violence as a non-issue.

Her statement that "women are no
longer victims" is not only damag-
ing to the cause of sexual violence

awareness, but it is dangerous as

well.

In conclusion, we, as the stu-

dents and members of the UCLA
community, must be the ones who

J'teke back our campus." Wc must
shine light on, and respond to the

issue of sexual violence. We must
show that we are not going to

accept the misleading statements of
an outside organization at face

value.

Especially not an organization

that would mislead us in an attempt
to further their own politically

motivated agenda - an agenda that

is doilig a great disservice to the

UCLA community.

Eric Wells

Third year

History

U.S. Stands up to

U.N. status quo
Mitra.Ebadolahi just doesn't

seem to get the politics going on in

international relations ("U.N. deci-

sion should be wake-up call to

United States." Daily Bruin,

Viewpoint, May 21). America is

being "punished." not because we
are evil ourselves, but because we
have the guts to stand up against

the global status quo and openly

disagree.

It seems the the politics of inter-

national relations is limited to

agreeing for the sake of agreeing,

as if open disagreement was the

worst thing that conlsl happen. We
live in a diverse world and it is

healthy and proper that we dis-

agree.

Only by openly stating our dif-

ferences can we resolve them -

agreeing for the sake of agreeing

. only hides those problems and
!;i
allows thtm to fester and grow

ij

worse. Wc should try to work with
' other nations, even when we dis-

1 agree with them.

I . America believes that land mines
serve a legitimate defensive pur-

pose, such as on the border

between North and South Korea;
we believe in intellectual property
rights and that protecting those

rights encourages companies to

develop newer and better AIDS
drugs; we believe that we should

not jump to conclusions on global

climate change; and we believe that

no international court of justice

should have such arbitrary and
absolute power as is being currently

proposed.

Instead of trying to work out

these differences, many countries

will punish America until it docs
what it's supposed to.

It is a good thing that these coun-
tries have done this, for now we
know how much' these countries

want to have everyone agree to

their "solutions," regardless of how
poorly designed they are

Daniel B. Rego

Ctessef2000
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COMPLIMENTARY
CONSULTATION

Braces^®^
Deliver Brilliant Results

ORTHODONTIST
SINCE 1980 -^ %. ^ ' -^

UCLA FACULTY ME1V1BER Dl\ NaOd? DSySIli
Member American Association of OrthoHnriti>t^

Specializing in braces for adults & children

• Invisible • Removable • Cosnnetic Porcelain
• European • Traditional • Surgical Orthodontics

20%!)! MS \.\|)F\cnTV \ \!.l!' I I

(310) 826 - 7494
11645 Wilshire Blvd. #802
Los Angeles, CA 90025

(949) 552 - 58p0
18124 Culver Dr., #A
Irvine, CA 92715

Teeth Whitening
upper or lower

$85"'° each

ous-taoflLOo)

The freotfmont wil be as fo«ows: $ 1000 00 ptus
S100.00 for eoch monWi oT freatmoni rendered
tor m«tal brace*. S90a00 pfci$ SICO 00 for eoch
month of tivatrnent randered for removable

broce* and $1700.00 plus S12500 per month tor
ceromte braces. $200 00 for dtagrvxttc Jtudy
model and $ 1 75.00 tor forrryjl cormjttatkxi.

•'P^'Crtlon dote 6-30:01

Career Netu/®rk
Presents

Expand Your Horizons
Careers for the traveling Soul

Wednesday, May 30
James West Alumni Center

7 - 9 p.i

Ever dreamed of being a jet-setter?

Learn about travel-oriented careers

from experts at the Expand Your
Horizons workshop. For information,

call (310) 825-6423.

No pre-registration required.

KAPLAN UCLAIumni
Association vvww.UCLAIumni.net
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Dave Matthews, shown here In a concert In 1 998, rocked Dodger Stadium in a sold-out show on Tuesday

night. After a bland opening set by Macy Gray, the band treated audiences with its upbeat tempo.

Dave Matthews Band does it again
SHOW: Spirited concert

treats fans to mix of old,

new songs, fun dancing

By Suneal Koliuri

Daily Bruin Contributor

As the sun set behind the Los

Angeles hills, a peaceful aura over-

came a crowd of gleeful fans. They
listened attentively to the beautiful

sounds emanating from the musical

instruments of the band that stood

before them, and swayed gracefully

to the melodic rhythms that rang

throughout the stadium.

And it smelled like dank.

A great atmosphere, amazing
music and the stench of marijuana

are staples of the Dave Matthews
Band concert experience. This year

was no different as DMB put on an

energetic, exciting performance of

both old and new tunes.

The opening act, Macy Gray, had

a difTicult time attracting the atten-^

tion of the Dodger Stadium crowd
because all were eagerly awaiting the

appearance of their beloved Dave
Matthews Band.

Gray's music seemed to bore the

audience, serving only as back-

ground to their complaints about

how badly they wanted her to end

her set so Dave Matthews Band
could come on.

When Dave Matthews finally

walked on stage, a little chubbier and

balder than he was last time he

graced Los Angeles with his pres-

ence, exuberance filled the stadium.

Dave Matthews Band opened its

set with such mellow songs as

"Satellite," "#41" and "When the

World Ends" as fans happily reached

for their lighters and sang along.

Further into the concert, the band
heated the stadium up. With the

characteristic precision that fans

have come to expect, DMB reached

back into its extensive repertoire and
played some more energetic materi-"^

*

al, such as "Too Much." "I Did It"

and "So Much to Say."

Then the fans began to dance.

Something, perhaps massive

amounts of controlled substances or

Almost 60,000 fans packed Dodger Stadium to experience the Dave
Matthews Band in concert.

the infectious energy of DMB's per-

formance, kept the crowd dancing

for the duration of the show.

Even Matthews himself couldn't

help but bust his signature dance

move, a funny shimmy across the

stage, at several moments of the

show.

Whoever said white men can't

dance?

As the show continued, DMB
jammed together to expand up-

tempo material. The musicians

improvised solos that were so well

integrated and remarkably executed

that shivers ran down the spines of

those in the audience.

Matthews' crisp rhythm guitar

work and Beauford's funky drum
beats drove several jam sessions

throughout the concert that were

nothing short of breathtaking.

One highlight of the evening came
when John Popper of Blues Traveler

joined in a jam with DMB on the

song "What Would You Say."

Popper's incredible harmonica
improvisation added new vibrance

and depth to the song.

The audience didn't respond as

favorably, however, to the songs

from the band's latest album,

"Everyday."

Whenever the band played songs

from "Everyday." the fans danced

less, cheered less and were less excit-

ed about the music in general. Even
the band's mega-hit "I Did It" didn't

generate as much a response as most
of its older material.

Nonetheless, the band came
through for its audience. It fmished

off the show with such lively classics

as "Stay," "All Along the

Watchtower" and "Tripping Billies."

Only after the band had finished

its encore, the fans had filed out of

the stadium into their cars, and the

large cloud of marijuana smoke
above Dodger Stadium had begun to

dissipate, did the real magic of the

concert begin to take effect.

Dave Matthews Band created an
' atmosphere that provided fans with

an experience that is nearly impossi-

ble to find elsewhere.

Loyal fans flocked to the show
expecting unique performances of

their favorite DMB stuff. Newer
fans went excited to see the live

DMB style about which they had
heard so much.

As the band began to play, the

power and energy of the music swept

the audience off its feet. DMB suc-

ceeded in satisfying its following

while promoting a breakthrough new
album.

Fans got lost in the music, forgot

about their troubles, and probably .

left feeling happier than they have in

a long time.

Christina Ricci and co-stars

grow teary-eyed against the

backdrop of World War II

in The Man Who Cried'

Pty>«» from Uniwersil Studios

Christina RIccI stars as Suzie in Sally Potter's movie, "The Man Who Cried."

Johnny Depp, who plays Cesar. RIcci's love Interest, stands In the gypsy camp.

By David Hoiml>erg

Daily Bruin Staff

It may be time for the Japanese fighter

pilots and U.S. Navy machine gunners of

"Pearl Harbor" to think about a truce, for

another enemy has arrived to threaten

them both.

While in comparison it may be a tiny

film, Sally Potter's World War II drama
"The Man Who Cried" is nevertheless

filled with an emotionally charged cast

strong enough to certainly put up a

vaHant effort in the face of box ofilce

competition.

The film begins in 1927 Russia, with

snow falling calmly on a tiny village com-
munity A Jewish girl named Suzie

(played at this young age by Claudia

Lander-Duke and later by Christina

Ricci) and her father (Oleg Yankovskiy)

wander through the snow-deadened

forests. At night he sings her Jewish folk

songs, solidifying their powerful bond.

The cold Russian village is filled with

the warmth of songs and dance tied to an

old culture, and the use of blue/brown

film stock enhances this feeling of w^k^

worn tranquility.

But the late 1920s is a world in flux,

and this small village is forced to adapt to

new times. Suzie's father leaves for the

United States, hoping to earn enough
money to eventually bring the rest of his

family with him.

As he leaves his tiny village and young
daughter, he i^ the first of the men who
will cry for what they have lost. With his

departure, the central conflict of the film

is established. Suzie and her father's bond

is stronger than anything she has known,
and when he does not return home, she

focuses on travelling to America to find

her beloved father.

Almost immediately, violence con-

sumes the small town as sokJiers relent-

lessly burn and pillage it. Suzie is whisked

off by refugees fleeing the chaos and
winds up in an English boarding school.

As an outcast, she turns to singing as her

means of communication, a mode of

expression which carries her through to

young adulthood.

The dreamlike quality of the film

begins to fade when Ricci fills the screen

with a quiet strength aitd realism. Her
presence is remarkable, which is vital

because she has surprisingly few lines

despite her central role in the narrative.

As a testament to her acting ability, she

commands the film with merely her body
language and facial expression. Her char-

acter is also one of the recently rare

female leads whose story does not de|>end

oijor revive around a man. She has a

pas^Offand a goal that she follows to the

end, no matter what the costs are.

Her love of singing takes her to Paris to

attend school, which is also where the

remaining characters appear in all their

splendor. Cate Blanchett (best known for

her role a^ the English queen in 1998's

Oscar-nominated "Elizabeth") does a

marvelous turn as Suzie's friend Lola, an

aspiring Russian dancer striving for suc-

cess and love. Blanchett gives life to this

fragile woman who feigns assertiveness

through sexuality.
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The annual JazzReggae

Festival is coming to UCLA
this weekend. Find out about

it Friday in A&E.
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Happy birthday Bob Dylan;

thanks for modern culture

David

Holmberg

MUSrC Folk legend has

provided powerful soul

for over four decades

For all of us who have ever lis-

tened to the radio, read a

contemporary novel, or

watched a film made after 1960, let

us take a moment to say "Happy •

Birthday" to the man who made
modern
American cul-

ture what it is

today: Bob
Dylan

W^ile Elvt>

may be the

King, and

Clapton is

God, there is

no mistaking

he who is Bob.

Today, there is

no way of view-

ing life without

doing so through the lens of Dylan.

A time existed when phrases like

"blowing in the wind" or "don't

need a weather man to know which
way the wind blows" were not uni-

versally known and understood in

popular culture. But 60 years ago
today, in Duluth, Minn., there was a

signal that the times were about to

be a-changin'.

Whether or not you like him is

irrelevant when it comes to under-

standing Dylan's impact as an artist

on the world. His influence is not

restricted to his own primary form
of expression, music, but extends

far and wide to every facet of soci-

ety. Despite those who think his

voice is intolerable and his harmon-
ica is weak, there are few who do
not believe he altered music indefi-

nitely.

In the music world, there are

countless artists who have become
popular due almost entirely to their

success covering a Dylan song. The
Byrds' "Mr. Tambourine Man" and
Peter, Paul, and Mary's "Blowin' In

the Wind" are excellent examples of

this borrowed success. Others

include Jimi Hindrix and Dave
Matthews, who covered "All Along
the Watchtower," Eric Clapton and
his rendition of "Knockin' On
Heaven's Door," and the British

band the Hollies, who went so far as

to release an enitre album of Dylan
covers.

Dylan's contributions are consid-

ered by some to be on the level of

William Shakespeare, and the con-

nection is a valid one. With a

unique blend of folk, blues, rock

and gospel, Dylan created a musical

style that spoke not only to his gen-

eration, but to every era since.

His classics "Like a Rolling

Stone" and "The Times They Are
A-Changin'" embodied the mid-

1960s counter-culture that was
forming, and throughout the 1970s

his music captured a disillusioned

world.

The 1980s saw a born-again

Christian Dylan with albums, par-

ticularly "Slow Train Coming" and
"Shot of Love," that reflected soci-

ety's search for meaning in the

wake of the meaningless Vietnam
War. .

Most recently, his Grammy-win-
ning album "Time Out Of Mind"

and Oscar-winning song "Things

Have Changed," from the film

"Wonder Boys," reveal a Dylan
who is returning to his blues and
folk roots, surely an indication of

the future cultural distillation of our
own collective soul.

Boiling Dylan down to his core

means ultimately starting with his

birth as Robert Zimmerman on
May 24, 1941. He started going by
his new moniker while playing at

the University of Minnesota, which
he attended in the early 1960s.

The new last name was in

homage to the great poet Dylan
Thomas, and the reference is well-

fitted to the man who infused his

carefully-crafted song lyrics with

meaningful poetry.

Much of Dylan's history is the

stuff of legends, a modern myth in

its own right. He is rumored to have

introduced the Beatles to marijua-

na, thus altering the band's clean-

cut British pop image for good.

And the now notorious Newport
Folk Festival on July 25, 1965, is

remembered as a testament to

Dylan's ability to blaze his own
path of artistic expression. For the

first time, Dylan played with a band
- the Paul Butterfield Blues Band -

and with an electric guitar. To
Dylan's folk following, his move
away from acoustic was revolution-

ary at best, sacrilegious at worst.

The debate would culminate in 1966

London, with a fan yelling "Judas!"

in opposition of Dylan's supposed
betrayal of folk tradition.

It was this early belief that Dylan
served only as a single focal point,

be it for folk music or protesting the

government or what have you, that -

caused a problem. Now, almost 40
years later, it is clear that Bob
Dylan is simply Bob Dylan, nothing

more and certainly nothing less. He
is a living legend whose relevance

has not diminished with time but

has evolved to become an indelible .

mark on our culture.

Dylan recognizes his own signifi-

cance. Watching him in concert, it

is clear that with every word, every

blow on his harmonica, he is more
aware than we are of his purpose.

Many who saw his performance of .

"Things Have Changed" at this

year's Academy Awards did not

understand the odd camera move-
^

ments and felt his gravely voice was
now just a novelty of a once-great

man. Dylan's continuous con-

frontation of societal norms and
values was enacted so precisely that

it was missed by many. In celebra-

tion of a medium where (mage is

everything, Dylan explosively

showed that the narrative is most
consequential, the soul is what mat- *

ters, and that the camera be

damned.

With pop music today being

overwhelmed by the talent, or lack

thereof, of the Backstreet Boys and
Britney Spears, it is comforting to

know Bob Dylan is still out there,

challenging society to rethink and
reevaluate all it takes for granted.

So happy birthday, Bob. Thank you
for not letting us simply be content

with an imperfect society.

If you don't like Bob Dylan, please do
not write to Holmberg at dholm-
brg@>ucla.edu, because he really

doesn't care.
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(clockwise from top left)

As performers for the
Muslim suite, Clarissa

Avendano (left) and
Csthartna Avandano-
show off their fans.

Ludovico Tortuya wears
a bahag as part of the
Igorot suite.

Crisctta Leyco dances
for the Kadal Samahang
dance, performed
under the Traditionalist

suite.

(left to right) Ron
Castillo, Rebecca
Sweet, and James
Natividad pose as Balse

dancers for the Maria
Clara suite.

(left to right) Gil

Gatchalian, Elijah

Sugay, Ed Mkulob, and
Ryan Bulatao show
strength as part of the
Igorot suite.

Itural
pthing

l^hotos by Keith Enriquez, Chris Backley and Edward Lin/Daily Bruin Staff

By Keith Enriquez

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

The Pilipino Culture Night, held last Saturday,
May 19, not only presented a show with a great sto-

ryline and terrific dance performances, but it also

offered an interesting array of cultural costumes. The
garments worn by PCN participants gave an insight

into the diversity that exists in the Pilipino culture.

Typical attire for the Maria Clara suite included

the formal Maria Clara dress and the barong tagalog.

an embroidered long-sleeved shirt made of pineapple
fiber. These light colored clothes with clean lines

symbolize the virtues and nobility of the Pilipina

woman. ^ .

The Igorot suite presented more traditional tribal

clothing.- The Igorot tribes from Northern Luzon
wore loin cloth-like garments called bahags, which
were usually made in a bright color such as red. This
choice of clothing was used to show the Igorot's abil-

ity to remain unfazed by Spanish colonization.

Unknown to many, people of the Muslim faith

make up a large part of the southern region of the

Philippines. Both Muslim men and women wore
malongs like the ones presented in PCN. The mal-
ongs were made of highly decorated woven cloth,

joined lengthwise to create a tube or cylinder and
worn as a shirt or a dress. Occasionally, malongs are

pulled all the way up to cover the head for protection

against the sun and cold. They can also be used as a

gesture of modesty when covering the face, or as a

blanket for sleeping.

The Traditionalist suite explored a culture predat-

ing Islam and Christianity, although the

Traditionalist clothing used in PCN is more contem-
porary looking than some of the other costumes.

The combination of the suites and garments gave
a colorful representation of the diversity of Pilipino

culture and made PCN eye-catching as well as enter-

taining.
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Web Surfin

www.psychoexgirlfriend.com

Psycho-Ex
www.psychoexgirtfriend.com

Fifty-three voice-mails from an enraged, emotional and neu-

rotic ex-girlfriend form the premise of www.psychoexgirifriend.

com.

Site founder Mark was looking to vent after an unpleasant

experience with a former girifriend and thought the World Wide
Web would be the place to do it. The main attraction of the site

is a barrage of voice-mails from his ex, JiU.

Listening to this poor woman crying, screaming and choking

on her own bitterness could only appeal to those with a taste for

emotional voyeurism. Visitors to the site can also post their own
talcs ofwoe or talce a more active role in the not-so-private lives

of Mark and Jill by'pointing out what each side did right or

wrong via the message board.

If visitors feel they haven't devoted enough energy wasting

their time listening to Jill, they can enter a chat room with other

losers who have nothing better to do than discuss the people

they hate but still can't talk enough about.

Furthermore, the links the site offers are, for the most part,

only applicable if one lives in Mark's hometown, Dallas. The
site cleveriy suggests that, if one is from Dallas, he could take his

"psycho" out to eat at one of the restaurants the site reconh

mends. Cute, huh?

Visitors can also document their pathetic preoccupations

with the past by sporting the line of fine clothing the site offers.

One shirt quips, "What do you do when your ex-girlfriend goes

psycho?" The answer is, "Simple. You booze it up."

Obviously, Jill wasn't attracted to Mark's sense of humor.

Which brings up another point: just to what was Jill attracted?

Based on the pictures of Mark, viewers will likely agree that he

wasn't worth five, let alone 53 voice-mails.

The one redeeming quality of the site is a sideline promotion

for finding a cure for leukemia. However, a miniscule rah-rah

for a devastating disease docs not counteract the fact that peo-

ple cannot get back the moments of their life they wasted visit-

ing the site. Get over yourself, Mark.

Darcy Lewis

Rating: 2

Red Meat
www.redmeat.com

Meet Milkman Dan. He's a clean-cut fellow with an all-

American grin and a pristine uniform to match. He enjoys deliv-

ering milk, talking to his neighbors and turning kitties into ham-
burger meat with his milk truck while consuming narcotics in

rock star proportions. By golly. Milkman Dan sure reflects the

post-war prosperity and friendly values of your average

American town.

Milkman Dan and all his wholesome antics can be found at

WNvw.redmeal.com, where cartoonist Max Cannon creates fun-

filled comics populated with such characters as Bug-Eyed Eart,~-

Ted Johnson and family, Johnny Lemonhead, God and of

course the inebriated milkmanliimseif.

These strips are wicked down to the core. Take Ted Johnson,

whose idea of "a dynamite fishing trip" actually involves dyna-

mite. Then there's God, who allows a priest to view the world

through His "infinite and all-encompassing love." God
describes the moment as "Kind of like sniffing a couple hun-

dred thousand magic markers while getting a slow sheet-light-

ning enema."

Such material lends itself to a rather grisly style of illustra-

tion, like something Steve Dillon would splurge out in the latest

issue of "Preacher." But Cannon's work is largely, well, dia-

logue-driven. The images are pretty static; Cannon seems to

have drawn each character once and used the same illustration,

with slight modifications, for every comic strip, which adds to

the hilarity.

Most of the fornicating, butchering, vomiting, nude bathing,

name throwing, sweat swilling, fecal freezing, road killing, ham-
ster draining, puppy pulverizing and Chihuahua blasting takes

place off-panel so the strips aren't repulsive, but are still bowel-

crunchingly funny.

This means that, given the nedt and tidy images, it's okay to

peruse redmeat.com at the family get-togethers, just as long as

Little Billy doesn't read the disgusting, sledge hammer-blunt dia-

logue, which would traumatize his young, innocent self. The
upshot, of course, is that jolting a solid volt of emotional distress

through a young-un would make a memorable family reunion.

The site's primary showcase, the comic strips, resides within

-

its "meatlocker." Unfortunately, most of the meat in there is rel-

atively rancid, and Cannon seriously needs to start nail-gunning

more cows to stock up on the fresh stuff. The archives claim to

be updated weekly, but this statement is erratic at best.

Redmeat.com, with its edgy humor, is madder than mad cow
disease and bone-saws the funny bone. Too bad there isn't more
uTit.

Ryan Joe
Rating: 8
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Bruin Special
LARGE (16") PIZZA 3 regular toppings

I8LSI5 - OMvwy Only; $1t.7B valw: NmN 1 p« ordir

Student Special

Bruin Card

'- !u> •s**tor?^

Giant Slice + Salad + Drink = $3.99 (Largest Slice in Westwood) • Complete Dinners $4.99 • Free Delivery

MANN

Westwood
VNiAK Ortvm (P6-13)
9ei eradan THX - Dottty CXgital

20ft«7l ikm^mA (1 45 4:30) 7: iS 1 0:00

imim tafti EvM (R)

MSBroxton THX -IMIm Dtgy
239-MANN Mon-Thu (11:30 2:15 4:45) 7:» iCFlS

10825 Undkrook
208-4306

MANN

Santa Monica

LAEMMLE
vtsA our website

CmTEItlON2 1hN«p«itfllMS»M(6)
THX - Oolby Otgiw
Mon-Thu (11:40)

Tmm and CMMky (R)

THX - Dolby oUtal
Mon-1>iu»45

West Hollywood
iMMitlfcBn nfarMTHwjrM

I Sumtl (•! CrawMl Malflite) Fitm

) 848-350)
rttPwUiif

GENERAL CINEMA

Westwood
WCO CINEMA
lOMO WWsNra BM
1 BIk. E ol WMtwood
(310) 777-FILM #330

UCLA

Campus Events

ACnmiANMUJIOOM
TklMtlt2.l8

SUNKTI

(W)
THX-Dod>yOigNal

Mon-Thu (11:00 1:45 4 30) 7 15 945

pcmiM.
10887 LMbrook
208-4575

THX - Dolby OMial
Mon-Thu (1:00 4.-00) 7:00 l£oO

WKNT CmcMwi Tl|w. HtddM Dimn (PS-IS)
1045 Braxton Hotoy Diottal

208-3250 Mon-Thu (1 30 4:15) 7M 9:45

,
, 1067 Glendon

!. 206^3007

f* WESTWOOD 1

lOSOGaylty

J208-7664

BlMr(ll)

DofeyOMw
Mon Thu (1:00 4:00) 7A> laOO

Mon-Thu (1:00 4.30) 8:00
SI

GWimilMS OftaM (PG-1S)

THX - Dolby DtQiUI

Mon-TlHi (1:30 4 00) 7 30 10 10

CMUM0N4
THX - SODS oUtal

Mm-TlHi (\7M 2204:40) 7:10 ftSO

CmTEMONS Tto Tador si Pmmm (R)

THX - Dolby Dioita)

Mon-Thu (12:10 2:40 5:15) 7:45 IftIS

CMTEIUONS SMKldt(P6
THX-MbyDioHi

Mon-Thu (12:20 2:45 5 00)7 20

PACIFIC

Thu (12<X)) 2:15 4:30 7.-00 9:30

stjiisn2
Mon-Thu (1:30) 4:15 7:15 9:5i

AVCO CWEMA M«ril« RMfo IP»-1S)

Oa2ScrMM
PrMonM In SOOS OWM Sound

111X) 140 2«)4D0 5:15 7:15 8:30 10:30

stiNsns
Mon-Thu (1:40) 4 20 700 940

AVCOCMEMA taWd^Tato (PS-IS)
m SOOS DlQiy Sound
12:45 4:15 7:30 10:40

dM r—Moi/ MupftU
TatoMaidnMM

7:00 pm 8 9:30 pm

Wm^ i T>« S/24

TMM MMdMttMl/ Mm(M FMWM
7:00 pm & 9:30 pm

wVliMM

lUNSETd
Mon-Thu {MiOH) 2:30 5:00

IAdM(i(R)
7:30 10:0(3

tuwns
Mon-Thu (1:45) 4:30 7:15 9:5^

WLA/Beverly Hills
ROYAL Tho LuMa Dilwn (PS-IS)
11523 SanUMoniuBlvd Mon-Thu (12:30)

(310) 477-5581 2 55 5:20 7:45 10:l6

AVCO CMEMA Mnwr RMhh (PS-IS)
Prtsentad In THX &R0 OMtJ Sound

12:30 3:45 7:00 101X)

Beverly Hills
8EVERLY CONNECTION
La Clenaga at Brwrty Bivd

(310)659-5911

4 hours validated partdng $1 at BoxOHIca

Dolby Oioital

Moft-ThM (12K)0 2:20 S.<X)) 7:W 10^

Westwood
lOSOGaylay
206-7684

WESTWOOOS
lOSOGaylay
208-7664

TbaWidMr

iffSMt In)

OaibyOloy
Mon-Thu (4A)) 9:45

CREST
1262 Waatwood Bivd

(SefWWM) Mon
474-7868 or

r77-FIUI (1825)

1hHapal«ldiatami(6) 274

THX-OioW ^
(2:00 3:45 5:40) 7:30f20

NAU1
9036Wilthln
274-6869

TiM Cifala (MR)
Mon-Thu (5:30) 7:45 \(t.Qb

BEVERLY CONNECTION

PraaanM In THX OTS Digital Sound
11:151:45 7:15 9:50

Pmwtlad In THX DTS OUtal Sound
12 30 3 00 5 30 8:0010:30

~ (1:15)7:15Mon-Thu
I

WESTWQ00 4
lOSOdaylay
208-7164

ifrnda(PS)
IMbyDioM

1^12:15 2:30 4-45) 7 (

iWff BM CMMTV II

Mon-Thu (12:15 2:30 445) 7 00
d Cawdry (R)

DaftyOUiai
Mon iSu 9:15

UNITED ARTISTS

Westwood

9036 WHshire

274^869

MUSIC HAUS
9036Wilsmra
274-6869

CaHa 54(G)
Mon-Thu (5.0S) 7:35 10W

WNb a Frltad LMta Harry (R)

Mon-Thu (5 30) 8 15

JtVERtT CONNICIIONHON KMMN^IMi IPS-IS)
Presanted m TWDTS OlglM Sound

12:00 3:10 4:20 7:30 IftO0 10:39

BEVERLY CONNECTION

Santa Monica

Santa Monica
CMTERMM

1

Aii«al Eyn (R)
13133i«8t 0*2SaraoM
PwwawBda THX Dotty Olgit^

3B6-1S90 Mon-Thu (11:30 12:30 2D0 3:00 4:30 5 30)
inn 8:00 9:30 10:30

UAWESTOOOO
10689 Wadworth
475-9441

^ TaNor of Panaaa (R)

Dolby

Mon-Thu .12:45 4:15 7:30 10:26

UA WnTWOOO Brldfat JonoH Olary (R)

10889 Wcdivorth THXCUby
475-9441 Mon-Tha 12:19 2:30 5:00 7:50 10:56

UA WESTWOOD
10608 WnNvoim
475-6441 Mon-Thu ir30 4 30 7:10 1016

BfMd and Roaaa (R)
1 322 2nd St Mon-Thu ( 1 :45) 4:30 7: 1 5 9:5i

(310) 394-9741

2 Tha SoMaa BMd (R)

Mon-Thu (1:00) 4:00 7.O0 9:5$

9 WM a Maud LHn Hany (R)

Mon-Thu (130) 4 20 7:10 10:00

4 Mamairta (R)

Mon-Thu (145) 4 30 7:15 10:00

Presanlad m THX SRO OlalM Sound
11«) 1 60 4:50 7T5 10:40

Pmantad m OTS Oigllal Sound
12:15 3 40 7:00

BEVERLY CONNECTION BfM|a< JaMa^i Diary (R;

Enjoy the

Movies!!!

To ad¥0rti$0 ^
tntht

l«T(l»)
Praaanlad in DTS OlgNai Sound

11:45 2:104:40 7:109:30

Ofoaa 6/16: Paart Hartor (PS-IS)

coll

310.825.2161

/
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Do you want to become
a leader on campus?

r

I

Check out the

BRUIN LEADERS PROJECT
A seminar based leadership project sponsored by the Center for
Student Programming. AU students are invited to participate in
developing leadership skills. Upon completion participants

receive a certificate.

^ ,^ i": "*ii

Bruin Leaders Project

Spring Quarter Seminars

Thursday, May 24 6 - Span Math Science 5217 "The Social Change Model t)f LeacJership

Friday, May 25 12 - 2pm Ackerman 2408
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California's

MCAT
n^ review program

...continues to set the st,indards that

others want to followl

Thv

ERKELEY

Specioli/inii iii MCAT !'irpai,itnicUion

Be Berkeleykm Frovides;

14 Weeks Of ReTievADd Testing Of

Important MCAT Concepts^^^^^^^

mo Boors OfSchedoledLettBre Topics

In The Classrooni,f4,/4,f44444^

290 Honrs Of Office Boors To Sapplement

Tfce Lecture Topics,f444.f4,juf4^.

20BonrsOfSDpplenieotalMCAT-St;le

Problem Solving Sessions,/.,f,/4.,yUf^

10 Fnll-Length Mock MCAT Exams

During The Program^,^1,^4444^

4SckedBledFnll-LengthMockMCAT

Exam Testing Dates^^^^^^^^^^

2800 Pages Of Review Notes Covering

Important MCAT Concepts^^^^^^

1400 MCAT-Stjie Passages With Clear

And Detailed Sohitions^^^^^^^,^

Exceptional Instructors For Each Of

The Six Topic Areas Of The MCAT4444

Excellent Review Materials That Yoo

Get To Keep And Take Bome.f^^^^,^,

Application Assistance, Interview

Workshops, And Mock Interviews^^^^.

m-mmt
www.berkeley-review.coin

Cynthia Mancc (left), Katheryn Sheer and Damien DePaolb star in

Normand Chaurette'sThe Queens."

'Queens' depicts if

for power among royalty
THEATRE: Play*S ethereal uncertain whether King Edward is

vj*- J ^L x»
dying or hat already died as their lies

quanty, dearth of action create a wavering reality

detract from meaning .

Th** "«;«^;''»'n reality is further
'=' intensified when the decrepit and

gaunt Duchess of York (Katharlna

Lejona) staggers on stage with a

frightening expression as she, too,

covets the throne, even In her did age.

By Janet Nakano
Daily Bnjin G)ntributor

Freud's theories might come in Screaming and crying, Lejona leaves

handy when trying to interpret "The a lasting impression on the audience
Queens," a dream-like drama

Power struggles, resurrected

ghosts and even a man in a corset

appear In this production, written by

Normand Chaurette and directed by

Frederique Michel. "The Queens" is

currently playing at the City Garage
Theatre through

June 17.
————

—

Set in 1483

and Inspired by

Shakespeare's
"Richard III,"

The Queens"

tells the story of

women who will

Mi and deceive in _____________
order to become

'

the next queen of

England as King Edward is dying

somewhere offstage In the castle.

Paranoid that she is about to lose

The play surprisingly

opens with all the

women naked, lyrically

reciting dialogue.

To add another p)erplexlng dimen-

sion to the play and to further confuse

the audience, Chaurette introduces

Anne Dexter (Andrea Isco), the

Duchess' disowned daughter. For rea-

sons never made obvious to the audi-

ence, Anne's hands have been cut off

and replaced

. with pots, and
she cannot speak

to anyone except

her mother,

The central

theme in

Chaurette's play

is the struggle for

power between

these women.
Though the

struggle is mainly depicted by dia-

logue, no real actions ever take place.

It is as if the characters are narrating a
her crown. Queen Elizabeth (Victoria story However, the characters never
Coulson) relentlessly searches for her act out what they are describing,

sons, as they are the true and rightful What is seen onstage Instead is what
heirs to the throne. Hallucinatory might appear in one's imagination or
Images of her sons appear and disap- dream.
pear throughout the show, driving the The play surprisingly opens with all

queen crazier by the minute. • the women naked, lyrically reciting

Meanwhile sisters Isabel and Anne dialogue. To add to the dream-like
Warwick deceive everyone, including atmosphere, throughout the play the

each other. In an attempt to usurp the »_«_
thrown. This pair even makes it Sec (MIRNS, |^»f» 23

QUEENS
From page 22

characters move about in strictly

choreographed patterns, creating an

interesting visual dimension that calls

for interpretation the audience may
be unable to make.

The stage direction is one of the

highlights of the play. Director

Michel makes good use of small

space, and all the actors give com-

mendable performances, though the

English setting is not quite believable

as the characters all act blatantly

American.

Interestingly, Chaurette has devel-

oped his own interpretation of the

actual events of history, just as

Shakespeare had in "Richard III." He
alters what really happened by plac-

ing all these women onstage at the

same time, when In fact each existed

at different points in history. This cre-

ates a nu>re intense coveting of the

throne, adding a surreal aspect.

It takes a few scenes for audience

members to get accustomed to the

drearo-like, fantastical aspect of the

play, makitf|"the production confus-

ing from the outset. With the charac-

ters fading in and out and the story

told primarily through dialogue. It Is

difficult to understand what the actu-

al point of the play Is. Thus, the aver-

age audience member can be left con-

fused if not mentally prepared before-

hand.

"The Queens" is definitely a

thought-provoking play. With no

intermission, the viewer must be

attentive throughout and has no time

to sit back and relax, which detracts

from the enjoyable aspect ofwatching

a play. A Freudian interpretation

might reveal enlightening latent

meanings, but be forewarned: don't

expect to leave the theater with any

cathartic feelings.

THEATRE: "The Queens" Is on stage at

the City Garage Theatre, 1340 1/2 4th

St Alley in Santa Monka, through June

17. Performances are Friday and

Saturday at 8 p.m. and Sunday at 5:30

p.m. Tickets are $ 1 0. For more infornw-

tion,call (310) 319-9939.

CRIED
From page 19

The singer and dancer duo enter

the world of opera together, with

it, understandable. The scene also

gives Suzie a new purpose, which is

critical because up until this point,

her only motivation has been to get

to America to find her father.

The film arrives at the early 1930s,

Suzie wanting to makejust enough to an era of significant upheaval as

buy a ticket to America and Lola Nazi Germany and Fascist Italy

searching for a man to marry. begin to invade surrounding

That man appears In the form of European countries. Each charac-

John Turturro as the Italian opera ter's personal drama regardihg love.

singer extraordinaire Dante success and social acceptance begins

Dominio. He is a pompous per- to escalate and soon takes the form

former, and it is clear that his rela- of fervent political and religious

tionship with Lola is not one based beliefs.

on mutual respect.

Turturro is excellent as the selfish

star, although

hti history of

playing comic ——^^—;——
characters may
make it difficult

to take bimseri-

oiuiy aa a men-

acing figure.

Suzie also

inadvertently

finds her love,

Cesar, in the

ever-enigmatic

and repeatedly

The characters each

resolve their own
personal issues while

the worldwide crisis

continues.

The Jewish Suzie and gypsy Cesar

are in trouble because they are out-

siders, and

^ Italian fascist
"*""'""""""""

Dante, who
already has per-

sonal issues with
' them, is the

instigator.
Violence erupts,

and soon the

characters must

take sides and

make decisions.

The women
cry and the men

gypsy^ying Johnny Depp. Just as cry, because ultimately the film boils

in *X:hocolat," Depp returns as a

mysterious outsider. Speaking even

fewer lines than Ricci, who also

played his romantic interest in Tim

Burton's "Sleepy Hollow," Depp

down to the impact of global con-

flicts on the individual. All the char-

acters fall into their religious or polit-

ical roles, becoming representatives

for their own causes that had previ-

agadn shows a passionate burning ously existed only in the abstract.

flame in even the most minimal of

characters.

The fire between Suzie and Cesar

is intense and much needed, giving

the otherwise slow film a scorching

drive. In a movie with little action

The ending feels unresolved due

to the continuation of the negative

political climate. The characters each

resolve their own personal Issues

while the worldwide crisis continues.

"The Man Who Cried" is not a

and even less dialogue, the relation- history lesson, but rather a portrait

ship becomes a pillar for the unspo-

kea.

|l>e most memorable and cine-

mdjiic sequence in the film occurs

between the two lovers. Cesar, who Is

notionly a gypsy but also a consider-

able horsemari, leads a bike-riding

Suzie on a chase through the Paris

streets at night.

It is a sweeping and involving

scene, one that visually makes the

concept of love, and the extent to

which someone will strive to achieve

of four individuals' lives as affected

by world events.

The film is not nearly as heart-

wrenching as "Schindler's List," nor

is it laden with special effects like

"Pearl Harbor." It is merely a story

'about people who must watch their

world torn apart by events about

which they have no say, and some-

times all one can do is cry.

FiUM: "The Man Who Cried" opens

tomorrow in Los Angeles.

Condom Study
Loving couplcf wwited to home tcft

Ml attcrnatlvc condom moterfail

Earn $1 40 for pirtldpoting

Goyples must be:V^ 18-45 In a stable reMkNsMpwim one partner

V WHHng to report on 8 condom uses

Current user of Binh Control PMs, HJO. Norplant. Oepo. or

SlerttzaUon

For more Information, please caD 800-521-521

1

or vtsll our website at www.tesloondoms.org
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Doii*t let your students

graduate from

UCLA without Ij

saying how )^

proud

you aVe!

';??<iyi^S!SB»

'•r4|X9>#<

.1 ' Don't miss tt

once In a llftHme
opportunttyl

rUce your ad at 1 18 K«rckhoff

or call (310) 206-7562

Campus Student Parking— Audit Results

The UCLA campus currently relies on a total of 22,000 parking spaces to serve the needs

of a daily population of 65,000, including faculty, staff, students, patients and daily

visitors.

UCLA student parking is assigned through a need-based point system which takes into

accoimt a number of factors, including class standing, commute distance and employment
status. Students are assigned points based on the information provided. The higher the

level of points, the greater the chance the student will be awarded parking. The
information provided on the parking request form is subject to audit each quarter. Failure

to substantiate the information provided may result in revocation of parking permit

privileges for two to four years.

Audits were conducted in the Fall 2000 and Winter 2001 quarters and the results are

indicated below. Spring 2001 audits are currently under way.
""

Audit Results:

Quarter

Fall 2000

Winter 2001

Number of Audits

1,127

279

Number of Parking Permits Revoked*

77

26

*Note: Permits are revoked for a period oftwo to four years.

University policy states that parking permits are the property of the University, are for

use by the registered permit holder only, and may not be resold. Violation of parking

regulations may result in legal and/or disciplinary action and restitution as applicable.

This Summer, I need to:

a) work toward my degree

•b)find a summer job

g) kick back and relax :;;

d) all of the above

UCLA ExtOnsion is the convenient way

to further your academic pursuits and still

make the most of your sunrwner.

We offer a wide selection of UCLA

transferable decree-credit courses

in disciplines ranging from the sciences,

social sciences, humanities, and beyond.

You can even complete an entire year of

language study in just one summer.

Evening and weekend courses-t>oth

upper and lower division—are available, in

both six- and 12-week sessions.

Which means that by enrolling at UCLA

Extension this summer, you can actually

plan your studies around your life for a

change.

Sound reasonable? So are the

course fees.

Whafs more, most UCLA Extension

degree<:redit courses meet On the

UCLA campus, with libraries, eateries,

recreation facilities, and other great

resources to help make your summer

studies a breeze.

For a free UCLA Extension Summer

Catalog, call (800) 554-UCU. Dept Ml.

Or visit us on the Web at

iicla«xt»ntion.org/iic .

UCI/I

udaextentton.org/uc
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11 DO
1200
1300
1400
1500
KiOO
1700
1800
1900
2000
2050
2100
2200
2300
2A00
2500
2600

2700
2800
2900
3000
3100
3200
3300
3400
3500
3000
3700
3800
3900
4000
4100
4200
4300
4400
4500

4600
4700
4800
4900
5000
5100
5200
5300
5400
5500

5600
5B20
r)()40

SJifiO

5Hao
5700
5720

Campus Happenings
Campus Organizations
Campus Recruitment
Campus Services
Birthdays
Legal notices
Lost & Found
Miscellaneous
Personal Messages
Personals
Pregnancy
Recreational Activities

Research Subjects
Sperm / Egg Donors
Tickets Offered
Tickets Wanted *

Wanted

Appliances
Art / Paintings
Bicycles / Skiates

Books -—-^^^
Calling Cards
Cameras / Camcorders
Collectibles

Computers / Software
Furniture
Garage / Yard Sales
Health Products
Miscellaneous
Musical instruments
Office Equipment
Pets
Rentals
Sports Equipment
Stereos / TVs / Radios
lable Sports

fMTfiTD

Auto Accessories
Auto Insurance
Auto Repair
Autos for Sale
Boats for Sale
Motorcycles for Sale
Parlting

Scooter / Cycle Repair
Scooters for Sale
Vehicles for Rent

Resorts / Hotels
Rides Offered
Rides Wanted
Taxi / Shuttle Service
Travel Destinations
Travel Tickets .^
Vacation Packages

services
5800
S'JOO
(,000

»i100
tilfiO

«>2()0

6300
(i400
(iSOO

r.fioo

(.700

(iSOO
(inoo
7()()()

7100
7:?()0

7400
7500
7000
7700
7H00
7900
HOOO
HI 00
H200
H30n

1-900 numbers
Financial Aid
Insurance
Computer / Internet
Foreign Languages
Health / Beauty Services
Legal Advice / Attorneys
Movers / Storage
Music Lessons
Personal Services
Professional Services
Resumes
TeiecommunicatkNis
Tutoring Offered
Tutoring Wanted
Typing

Wrtting Help

Business Opportunities
Career OpportunKiwi
Child Care Offered
Child Care Wanted
Help Wanted
Housesitting
Internship
Personal Assistance
Temporary Employment
Volunteer

^fL-ffifJl

H400
H5()0

8(,n0

8700
H800
H900
9000
'IKIO

Apartments for Rent
Apartments Fumished
Condo / Townhouse for Rent
Condo / Townhouse for Sale
Guesthouse for Rent
House for ftent

House for sale
Houseboats for Rem / Sale
Housing Needed

Roommates
Roommates
Sublets
Vacation

indsx

118 Kerckhoff Hall
308 Westwood Raza
Los Angeles. CA 90024

E-Mail, classifieds@meclia.ucla.edu
Web: http://www.aailybruin.ucla.edu

phone
Classified Une: C3103 825-2221

Fax: C310D 206-0528
Classified Display: (310) 206-3060

Fax: C310) 206-0528

office hours
Mon-Thu: 9:00am-3:00pm
Fri: 9am-2:30pm

One issue, up to 20 words $8.50
..each additional word 0.65

Weekly, up to 20 words 29 00
...each additional word 2.1

5

Monthly, up to 20 words 96.00
...each additional word 5.75

1 2 pt headline $1.60
1 6 pt headline $2.25

VBorder
. $5 OOy

For Classified Display ads,

please see our rate card

for variable rate information.

Classified Line Ads:
1 working day before printing,

at 1 2 noon.

Classified Display Ads:
2 working days before pnnting,

at 12 nogn.
There are no cancellations after

noon of the day before printing.

Master Card

payment
Please make checks payable to

"The UCLA Daily Bruin." We
accent Visa. MasterCard, and
Discover credit cards Allow 5
working days for mail payments.

how Id MwHa
an efioLlliie ad

• Start your ad witti the
merchandise you are selling

TNs makes it easier for readers to

quicWy scan the ads and locate

your Items.
• Always include the price of your
item Many dassifted readers
simply do not respond to ads
without pnces.
• Avoid abbreviations- -make your
ad easy for readers to understand
• Place yourself in the readers
position, ask what you would like

to know about the merchandise,
and include that in the ad Include
such infomiation as brand names,
colors and other specific

descnptions.

The ASUCLA Communicatiorfs board Mly supports the CMvtrsMy of Ctf(omia<s policy on rwndlscrlmlnatlon. No niedlum shall accept actvertlsements wtricf) prHent persons oi wiy origin
demeaning way or imply that they are limited to posWons. capabMtles, rotes, or status m society. ^4•MMr the Datfy .Bruin nor the ASUCLA Coaimunicalions Board has InvestHjalaa a

irwertion only Minor typographical errors are rw) eligible lor refunds For any refund, the Oa»y Bwtn dassWad Department must be noUHed of an error on the first day of publication t>y noon

race. sex. or sexual orientation m a
any of the aarvlcaa advattiaad or tha

ihaAaalMantDliector
Omceat(3l0)

frst irtcorrect

fT^^T^T^T^tl

announcements
1100-2600

1100
Cnmpijs Happenings

Alcoholics Anonymous
Mon. Discussion. Fri. Step Study, 3517 Acfcerman

Thurs. Book Study, 351 7 Ackerman
MA/W iim. Denlai A3-029

Wed. Rm. Denial A3- 029
' DiscutsioaAaiiines 12:10- 1:00 pm

f«flcohoMca or ktdMikmli »t)o tf¥9 a Mnkk^g pnMn».

1800
Miscelliinoous

mnnn
m V V w^ ^^^^ ^^HBWWiBlAi
B III 1^^'^^

1
^^^^J

I
[1

1

2000
Personnis

LOVE? European writer/linguist, cosmopoli-

tan, accomplished, good-looking, mature,

healthy lifestyle, loves literature/travel-

ing/outdoors, seeks attractive/smart/affec-

tionate young female, any race/origin, for

friendship, possibly romance/marrtage. 310-

573-4020/mani Omunich.com

VERY ATTRACTIVE. Successful, romantic,

swm, 35, lun-loving, intelligent, caring, con-

siderate, understanding seeks very attractive

woman w/similar values. 18-36 Please send
photo/phone/note: 1015 Gayley Ave. #595.

LA, CA 90024.

2100
RocroatJonal Activities

3 WEEKS IN KOREA FOR FREE Leam
rrtore about Korea arx) ttie worid cup in 2002.

Everthing is freely provMed in Korea.

Insurance and Processing fee. $299 Send
Request ufwaufOyahoo com Non-Korean

Speakers ONLY.

2200
Research Subjects

MALE SMOKERS WANTED for UCLA smok-
irig cessation study of sperm quality. Pro-

cedures corxlucted via mail. Compensation
up to $175. 310-825-9559.

PLAY GAMES AND EARN MONEY. TOO!
Social psychological experiment. 1 hour.

Average $10. Undergraduate only. Call 310-

825-3017, sign up 2524 Hershey. or email

pbonacich©yahoo.com. leaving your name,
phone, arxl available times.

RESEARCH SUBJECTS WANTED For stu-

dy of memory and problem-solving. Must be
male, age 16-65. All educational levels de-

sired Eam $20 for 2 hours 310-477-9725.

SEVERE
PRE-MENSTRUAL
SYMPTOMS STUDY

UCLA is conducting a study using an investi-

gational medication for women with

SEVERE Pre-menstmal symptoms You may
qualify for this study if you experience some
of the folkming syrnploms during tfie week -

before your menstrual cycle: 'depressed
nxxxl. 'tenskxi, 'irritability, 'feeling suddenly

sad or tearful, 'increased sensitivity to rejec-

tion. Qualifying participants must: 'have reg-

ular rrxjnthly menstrual cycfes, 'be t>etween

the ages of 18 and 45. 'not be using medica^
tiorts tor the treatment of PMS (irtcluding arv

tidepressants. herisal treatments or birth con-

trol pills). All study related evaluations and
medicatkin will be provMed at no cost to you.

You will be pakl $175 if you complete the 7-

8 month study Some women will receive

only irtactive drug (placetx)).

INTERESTED? CALL
LINDA GOLDMAN, RNP.

UCLADEPTOF
OB/GYN 310-825-2452

WOMEN AGES 18-40 WITH and WITHOUT
PREMENSTRUAL SYNDROME wanted for

a 4-month study of hormone in response to

progesterone or prozac challenge. The study

entails mood diaries, bkxxl test and 2 spinal

taps, and takirtg progesterone or prozac.

May be paid up to $200-400 for your time.

Contact Unda QoMman, RNP UCLA OB-
GYN 310-825-2452.

2300
Spenn / Egg Donors

2300
Sperm / Egg Donors

Calling all angels.

• • •^5
Compensation

THE EGG
DONOR

PROGRAM
Help a couple achieve their dream and
you'll receive the highest compensation
and most personalized attention from the
oldest donor program In LA.

We screen recipient parents, too

Shelley Smith m.a.. m.f.c.c

323-935-0414
The igo Donor Program/The surrogacy Program
a-mall ssmithMPC0Oaol.coni-EstabiMied In 1990

2300
Sperm/Egg Dotiors

2200
Research Subjects

CHRONIC BAD BflEATH. Eam up to $120
and leam lo conbol timi breath. CHnioal stu-

dies in Culver City. 310A4S-8576

Pay your tuition

with eggs.

If you're a woman between 1

8

and 35, you can earn money easi-

ly, anonymously. Donate your

eggs to an infertile couple.

$5,000 and up. depending on

you education and other qualifi-

cations. Call Today.

The Center for Egg Options

310/546-6786

•Tlw C*ti«»r tor Cfg OpMon l . LLC

If you are male, In college or have a college

degree, you can eam up to $60(ymo, caN for

details on our artonymous sperm donor pro-

gram. Receive free comprehensive health

screening A help infertile couples. So If

you're looldng for a great job and a Httle ex-

tra cash, call/email us first. '310-824-

994 1/domrsOcryoPank.com.

Egg Donors Needed
Healthy females ages 1 9-28

wishing to help infertile couples.

$5,000

^ Call MiRNA (818) 832-1494 .

2500
Tickfits Warned

MADONNA DW CONCERT TICKETS
ptMSell WW pay cash for your x-ira tickets'l

Please call: 310-666-3149 or email

alexjOuda.edu

3^00
Computers/Softwar(.'

FAST COMPUTER W/MONITOR 166mh2.
32MB RAM. 14" monitor. Perfect lor college

student. $120. aiO-824-1770

2600
WiilltCMi

PERSONAL TRAINER: To train at home -

1/2 mile from campus- 2 or 3 days/wk ^arly

momlng. Please fax resume or nan>e and tel-

ephor>e number lo set up interview. Fax:
310-476-7976

UCLA LAW SCHOOL GRADUATES Who
faNad Itie bar exam. For a small legal project.

310-797-0985

3500
FiirMitiiie

MATTRESS SPECIALS
NEW INNERSPRING h«ln sets $99 95. Fulls

$12995. Queens $169.95 and Kings
$199.95. Also. Sealy, Steams and Foster at

lowMt prices. 310^77-1486.

MATTRESSES, FUTONS. DESKS. Book-
ihetvM, Dinette Sets, T-TaMe. Lampe. Delv-
ery. Open 7 days. KinQs FumHure. 11961
SaHi Monica Blvd 310-575-4243.

Stereos/TVs/Radios

BK3 SCREEN 45' color TV $675 obo. Color
TV zr near new $175. Cotor TV 35" near
new $395. 310-313-6449.

«»A«»«^««^^

transportation
4600-5500

Atitos for Salt!

1972 CHEVROLET
IMPALA 2-DOOR

113.000 local miles. Oiiginal owner, paint,

intertor, bW of sale, window sttaker, brochure.
$1,950,310-474-0555.

1983 BMW 3201
Original owner, excellent coridltkMi, only 88K
miles. AC, sunroof, new alpine cd sys-
tem/speakers. 4 new tires, alarm system.
Sspd. $3900obo. 310-472-5617.

1986 VOLVO GL station wagon. In great
conditk>n. Auto, power steering/windows.
AC, AM/FM, leather Intertor. Comes with roof

rack. Prtee $3.800.>Call 818-295-2457 (^y);
310-440-1407 (evening).

1992 NISSAN SENTRA. 2 door. red. clean,

sunroof, A/C, 130k miles, great condittop,

one owner. $2500obo. 310-737-4220.

1994VWJETTA
White, 4-door, manual, sunroof, AA^, new
tires, great conditton, I12,000mi. $550Q/obo.
Can Robert 310-403-1401 or yesrobOhot-
mail.com.

1996 DODGE NEON: 64,000miles Excel-
lent condition, like-new. Automatk:, dual air

bags, AM/FM cassette. Blue. Sen/ice
records available. $4700obo. 323-874-0657

POLICE IMF»OUNDS. Hondas as tow as
$500 lor listings 1-800-319-3323 ext.A214.

TOYOTA CRESSIDA: 1984, GoW. very good
conditton. Well-maintained. Sun-roof. AC.
$3500. Contact Erika 213-483-1536 after

8pm.

W-^l BMW CONVERTIBLE 325i 5-speed.
complete service records, 96,500mi,
WackAan, alarm. CD. windscreen. Extremely
clean, orignial owner. $li,500obo. 310-922-
4553 Alex.

5300
Scoolor / Cycle Repair

CyclpTimp Comp.itiy

Motorcycto • Motor Scooter • Moped
Saiw • Rapalre • inturanc*

' EXCMAMOC M> fOR niEC VEMCI^ REPAIR
PICK4» OR MMCNASC DISCOUfT

(310)275-6734
1632 S U Clwwgi Btvd. Six Blocks South ot Pico

5700
Travel Tickets

FLY 4STANDBY. .FLY 4 CHEAP!
Ha«MlH $139 o/w. Europe $249 o/w (+tax).

4atandby com or 800-397-1098.

GET THE HELL OUT OF
HERE!

Mexico, the Caribbean or Jamatoa
$250/round trip. HawaH $119/one way. Other
wortdwtoe destinattons cheap. Book ttokets

onllf>e. www.airtech.com or toH free 877-air-

tech.

5680
Travel Destinalions

5680
Travel Destinalions

5680
Travel Destinations

5680
Travel Destinations

STUDENT TRAVEL
Europe

AMERICA'S LEADER IN

STUDENT TRAVEL

WE'RE CHEAPER. PERIOD.

Ljondon ^uza

920 WestMvood Bhid.

310.IICU.FLY or x6079S from campus

Paris

Coiinci

»499

www.statraveLcom

5700
Travel Tickets

TRAVEL

Travel

Counciltravel.coTn

310-209-UCU

•Fares roundtrip. Restrictions apply.
For Departures by June 1 4, 2001 . CALL NOW!

Fares per pereon based on double occupancy and on departure from LAX and
minimum 2 night stay^Taxes and fees not Included. Departures from other maiix
cities are avBjable^ Prices are subject to change and based on availability. CST

#10080800-50. Restrictions apply Please depart by June 14 2001

6200
Health Services

6200
Health Services

6200
Health Services

ARY CONSULTATION ^V.
Dr. Nader Dayani

Member American A.s.soriation of Orthodontistj;

Specializing in braces for adults & children

ORTHODONTIST

^acijIty member

Braces ^"^^

Deliver Brilliant Resultsilts/

UCUVFi

(310) 826 - 7494
1 1645 Wilshirc Blvd. #802
Los Angfles, CA 90025

(949) 552 - 5890
18124 Culvfr Dr., #A
Irvine. CA 927 J5

;.\r.N.\.\iir\u
I i^

Cosmetic Porcelain

Surgical Orthodontics
• Removable
• TroditiorKil
• Invisible

• European

'''eettjpWteten'ng ^SS""JfJ
6300

Legal Advice/Attorneys

NO RECOVERY NO FEE
NO COST. Sexual harrassment. Discrimiru-
tion, Auto-accidents, Slips/falls. MYER LAW
FIRM. Weslside. Scott D. Myer(UCLAW86).
www.bestlawyer.com 310-277-3000.

6AOO
Movers/Storarje

BEST MOVERS. Licensed, insured. Lowest
rates. Fast, courteous+careful Many stud-
ents nx)ved for $98. Lie -T-163844. NO JOB
TOO SMALL! 1 -800-2-GO-BEST Voice-
mail/pager 323-263-2378.

HONEST MAN w/14ft toick and dollies,

small K*s, short notice ok. SF. LV. SD.
Student discount. Go Bruins! lOyrs. 310-
285-8688.

6600
Personal Services

Ih* traaknani MlM Oi rakMM 1 1000 00 piuiS 10000 fa
•octt mootn of iiaotmani iwxKik] fa mulct tiracai

SVOO 00 ptji $ ICO O) lo aocn munlh o( Iwoiman randarad
«oi i«<Tiovc«jl. t)«oc». ana S

I
WO 00 ptui » I» 00p« monfn

•Of cafomc txocai iXOOOIoi dagntxHc iludr mocM <rx]
SI 7S 00 la lamd conuiolwn

6700
Professional Services

* Mile & Female Adult Film Stars ' Playmates /

Mudels / (lotic Dtinccis

» Barticlor(ctlc) Mdfti('«, Priw.ito (1 on 1) /

Birtlid,iys / I, ? H (liil Sfinws (Iftue Parlies /

Canceib tor CluDs Spotnl Events / Promotions

» Scrvinq A'l ol Souititin f,.ilifi,rniH

NciAi lalfPl AliA.iys Wolcpmc'

Pest (My lor O.inc.crs, first H,)t(,s tor Customers
GUARANTttl)'

AVALAPLE JA UXU'. s < O Hif,-»cA£iTY

...i.i..K!!m

^ Brentwood Dermatology

Medical Group

Jack H. SHven, MD
I Hplfxnale of the American Board of DcTmainkipV

services
5800-7300

JERRYS MOVING4DELIVERY. The careful
movers. Experienced, reliable, same-day de-
Hvery. Packing. tx)xes available. Also, ptek-
up donations for American Cancer Society
JerryO310-391-5657.

PROOFREADING SERVICES
\\\IVM^

6000
Insurance

/llistBte.
>^uVb in good handa

Mike Azer Insurance Agency, Inc.

(310)312-0202
1281 Wostw/ood Blvd.
(2 fc>tkB So of Wlls(->lre>

24 Hours o OjY Service

SUMMER STORAGE Free pick up avail-

able, reasonable rates Westskte Self-Stor-
age. 310-626-5955.

6500
Music Lessons

DRUM LESSONS
ALL LEVELS/STYLES with dedrcated pro-
fesskxial. At yo«jr home or WLA studto. 1st-
lesson free. No drum set necessary
NeM:323-654-8226

^VILlflQf DISfl

IKU't
Dining and EntertauiNMnt Mogozine

6200
Health Services

HAIR MODELS NEEDED Free haircuts by
licensed professkxiat at upscale Beverly
Hills sakHi Call Adrienr>e: 310-278-6845.

GUITAR LESSONS
by professtonal near UCLA All levels, guitars
available Leam to play effortlessly!

www.JWGS.com. Call Jean at 310-476-
4154.

6600
Personal Services

Low liilroiiiKion i>nci':

FAMOUS m WORDS
•l\M II KWI-Mi Ml .. <)S\|\||.M

(MO) (U.> I \^^^

1 ll-l'A .|,|.|lip
, ,1„, . 1 1)1 , I

' Ji" ll I' ^ \fl., It V t \ 'MMI.'l

6700
Professional Services

ATTENTION MBA. LAW. MEDICAL
SCHOOL APPLICANTS! Frustrated devel-
oping your cnjdal personal statements? Get
professional help from well-known au-
thor/consultant.310-826-4445. www.wlnning-
personstatement.com.

Laser Tattoo Removal
small: $140

medium: $250

large: $750

$25 off w/ menHon of Ad

PrecqMonUp aMrifanie fM*
nedkal utdrA. $taiam.

Offke located on

SoaViceirtlBMitwood

310^26«20S1
wwwJk%ivtn4m

ALL WRlTIHGi EDITING
Personal Statements, Papers, Theses,
Dissertations, Boolcs, & Proposals

Comprehensive help by PhD From UC
Internafional Students Welcome

(323) 665-8145

TEETH WHfTENING
BRENTWOOD COSMETIC DENTAL Offtee
offers new teeth wfiitening system. Afford-
able for everyone. $75 for upper or k)wer
310-207-6008

Classifieds

825-2221

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING

Comprehensive OisMrtatioo Assistance
Theses. Papers, and Personal Slalemenis

Proposals and Bootes
imemational Students Welcome Since 1985

Sheroo Bmt. Ph.o (3io) 470-6««2
www Bear Write ccxn

CERTIFIED SWIM INSTRUCTOR will teach
swim lessons at your home. Individual or
group lessons at reasonable rates. Montea
310-452-3897

CREATIVE EXPERTISE
FOR MEDICAL
SCHOOL,
PERSONAL

STATEMENTS,
RESUMES

Personalized, professional service. Disserta-
tion finalizing. Ace Words. Etc 310-820-
8830

FIND ROOMS &
ROOMMATES ONLINE

The Napster (or roommates Free to view
and place ads: #nmediate Online Results
www.easyroommate.com

Display
206-3060
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6700
Professionnl Sen/ices

Recycle
FORMER ENGLISH TEACHER w/ Masters
from U-Chicago, edtts/word processes dis-

sertations, proposals, screenplays, personal
statements, resumes. International students
welcome Winslow's 310-829-6171.

7100
Tutoriny WiiiUed

TUTOR FOR HIGH School student Algebra
2, Geometry, and Spanish. 2hrs each even-
ing totaHng 10 hrs/wk. ib-min from UCLA
310-476-4205.

TUTOR NEEDED FOR June 16th Denial
Board Call toll free 1 888 DOC HOLT (1-

888-362-4658). Please call as soon as pos-
sible.

7^00
Business Opportunities

ONLINE MARKETING
Learn the truth about online marketing!
hltp7/hop.clickbank.net/hop.cgl?mvp777/

bigdogs

7500
Cnreer Opportunities

HEAD SHOTS $99
SITTING PLUS digital file for unlimited
prints!! Westwood location Call Jennif-
er;31 0-575-6638 wwwjennlfermoss.com

MEDICAL SCHOOL APPLICATION COUN-
SELING. Counseling by recently graduated
M.D. Specializing in application essays/inter-

view-skills. Fee negotiable/money-back
guarantee. Greg Freednrwin, M.D. 310-960-

• 3300/pager

NEED IT TYPED?
Don't have time or inclination? Profession-
aUdegreed word processors specializing in

legal/psychological transcription and lengthy
academic papers, (legible drafts please).

$3/pg. student rate, $50/minimum, $12/pick-
up/delivery. Resumes/$40 323-288-6805
any time.

TEACH THE SATs

Need energetic people with

High SAT scores to prep

students 1-on-l or in classes.

All regions. $15-$25/hr. Flex

hours. Car needed. Call Tom

310-448-1744

www.tutorjobs.com

VERSATILE. SENSITIVE. PROFESSIONAL
EDITOR for your book, stalled PhD

. paper,
grip Concepts Structure CkJse text edit.

Call John at 310-306-0966.

7000
Tutoring Offer rd

7200
Typiiifi

AFFORDABLE LEGAL-MEDICAL, transcrib-
ing and general word processing services
Legal documents, resumes, research pa-
pers, dyers, etc. Low rates 7 daysl 323-653-
0560

AAA TUTOR'S CLUB
A HOME TUTORING sendee for all subjects,
grades K-12. Lowest prtees guaranteed! For
more informatk)n call 310-444-0449
—3

CHEMISTRY. ORGANIC CHEMISTRY,
PHYSICS. BIOLOGY. PHYSIOLOGY.
STATS By doctoral student, w/lots of teach-
ing expenence. Fee negotiable/money-back
guarantee Call Greg. 310-397-0547.

FRENCH/FARSI PRIVATE TEACHER, for

beginners and foreigners. Also, enthusias-
tic/energetic • babysitter Bilingual.

French/English. Loves children Flexible
availability Mrs. Soraya 310-979-7040.

PHYSICS AND MATH
Math/Physics major/student offers tutoring in

physics and math at all levels Contact Sina.

(310)989-1491 or sina4®uclaedu

RESEARCH PAPER TUTOR 4 UCLA
grad and published writer offers private tutor-

ing services. 310-293-0884

WRITING TUTOR
Kind and patient Stanford graduate. Help
with the English language—for students of
all ages/levels 310-440-3118

DOCTOR WORD term papers, resumes.
theses, dissertations, scripts. 310-470-0597

OFFICE ON DEMAND
"^"Typing, Editing &

Research
Term Papers. Internet Research, Notary
Servicw and more. 310-289-1368 www.offi-
ceorxiemand.net

•WORK/STUDY IN MADRID. SPAIN* In-

credible Opportunity. Study Spanish and
work teaching ESL (no experience neces-
sary) to pay living/traveling expenses.
wwwoleidiomas.com/canterburyworkstudy

3 WEEKS VACATION,
OH YEAH!!

Assist exec, w/lntemet projects; liase w/poli-
ticians; coordinate marketing efforts; major
diversity/growth here!! Absolute style and
windows skills are a MUST!! Incredible ben-
efits and t)onus$$$. Immediate interviews!
The Placement Company" Fax 310-889-
7101 deidredale©earthlink.net

JUST SECRETARIAL?
NOT!

HANDLE BUSINESS/Personal affairs; plan
events; suft the net; polish Power Point pro-
jects; track legislation; create a spread sheet
or two; get your education paid for.sounds
great, huh? Sweet opportunity for talented
college grad. "The Placement Company"
deWredale©earthlink.net Fax 310-889-7101

RN OR DENTAL STUDENT for MD off«e
near Beverly Hills on Saturday AM's or P/T.
Top salary. Call 323-939-2111

7700
Cliild Care Wanted

AFTERSCHOOUCAMP
CHILDCARE/DRIVER lor bright 65 y/o boy-
k)v«« readirtg. art, cHrribing. ChlKJ dev back-
ground a+ $1(Vhr. Approx 2pm-8pm, 20-
30hrs/wk, some weekends Studio City 310-
702-6699.

AGENCY NEEDS PROFESSIONAL NAN-
NIES lor Full/Part time positions. Must have
minimum 3yrs expenence. 310-229-5221

BABYSITTER/NANNY REQUIRED for coo-
iest 2-year-old ever seen. Flexible hours.
Part time. Santa Monica Area. Fax resume
and references to 310-394-9447 or erruiil at
wiznickOaol.com

7800
Help Wanted

AOMIN ASSISTANT
WLA consulting firm seeks dependable ad-
ministrative assistant. ExceNem communica-
tion skills, experience w/MA Offrce, Power-
point, ACT. erT«ll. Fax resume to Valerie
310-820-8556.

GENTLE. CARING, healthy babysitter need-
ed to help w/23-month-okJ. Non-smoker.
English-speaking. Experience and referenc-
es required. Hours vary. 310-446-4413.

MALE STUDENT w/compuler skillsAcar
Ptek up 11 y/o boy from school. Supervise
HW. M-F. 3-5pm. Brentwood. Start Fall. 310-
476-6545.

7800
Help Wanted

ADMIN. ASSISTANT
Brentwood real estate ofttee. $l2/hour PT or
FT. Fax resume to: 310-476-7284.

ADMINISTRATIVE
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT Answer
phones, computer experience. West 1^ In-

ternet Company. 310-558-9064 ext. 106 Fax
310-558-9065.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT/BOOK-
KEEPER. Excellent computer and phone
skills required Flexible, part-time hours.
$10-13/hr. Ask lor Esther btw. 1-5pm. We
are national flower shippers. 310-230-
0811 or Fax resume. 310-230-4146.

ADMIN. ASSISTANT
Investmnt Corp. needs help with secre-
tarial/leasing. F/T. P/T, flexible hours.
Very ctose to UCLA. Must have car Fax
resume: 310-470-6765. CaN: 310-470-
1112.

ADMINISTRATOR/ADMINISTRATIVE AS
SISTANT/DENTAL ASSISTANT needed lor
dental orthodontic offKe in West LA with ex-
cellent communteatton skWs. Mon. Wed. Fri

9am-6pm. Experience prelen-ed $9-$li/hr
Please call 310-826-7494 or fax resume to
310-826-9564.

$$Get Paid For Your
Opink>nal$$ r

$15-$125 and more per s

TYPIST AVAILABLE. Professional writer who
types eowpm w/100% accuracy will type
your research papers, proiects, etc. Rates
negoUable. Call 323-692-9545 and leave
contact info for Christine.

7600
Child Care Offered

$$$ LOW PRICES $$$WONDER YEARS PRESCHOOL run by
UCLA grads. Ages2 S/eyears. Two large
play-yards. Open 7:30-5:30.Close to UCLA
310-473-0772

Earn

www.inoney4oplnk)ne.com
surveyl

AFTERNQON/PT
Westwood. law ofttoe receptkxiist/offfce clerk.

2pm to 6pm, M-F. Contact Bob or Maria

-

310-446-0104

JkRT GALLERY

WORD PROCESSING specializing in thes-
es, dissertations, transcription, legal, psych,
resumes, fhers, brochures, mailing lists, re-

ports. 310-828-6939.

7400
Business Opportunities

$500 WEEKLY WORKING FROM HOME
Rush business-size sell addressed stamped
envelope. M.V.A. PO. Box 6923-DB, Malibu
CA 90264

EXCELLENT PROFESSIONAL NAN-
NY/BABY NURSE. Available daytime hours
only on a part time basis. Contact Ms Den-
ni8:31 0-226-7097.

THE BABYSITTERS
CLUB

ProvkJes on-call sitter servtee to parents
Days, evenings and weekends. 310-226-

$15-$23/HR BRIGHT, ENTHUSIASTIC peo-
ple to teach SAT prep and ALL Academic
Subjects. Transportation required, ttm ivM
train Flexible hours Send or fax cover let-

ter/resume, including test scores (SAT GRE.
etc.) to ACE Educational Sewfces. Attn;Bar-
ly. 9911 W. Pico Blvd. Ste.PH-K. LA, CA
90035; Fax;3 10-282-6424. Positk>ns avaH-
aMe thiDughout LA and the \Ailey

•MOVIE EXTRA WORK* Beats all jobs. Start

immediately Great pay. Fun/Easy. No crazy
lees. Program for free medteal Call-24/hrs
323-850-4417.

ASSISTANT FOR
PROMINENT
WESTSIDE
GALLERY

Train now-F/T by August. Requirements:
Spanish fluency, detail-oriented, art back-
ground. $l0-l2/hr-fcommission. Fax re-
Sume.310-586-1712.

ASSISTANT NEEDED
ASSISTANT WANTED<>y busy broker Flexi
ble hours, bonuses, extras. Call Andy:800-
648-05 Id.

2900.

FREEDOM
WORK FOR YOURSELF TNs summer Get
paki daily and buikj residual income working
with a 29-year-oW NYSE Company 888-
574-9330.

7700
Child Care Wanted

2 MONTH OLD GIRL
Looking for sweet babysitter Wed. 2-8,
Thurs.. 12-8 in Pacific Palisades. Starting
ASAP Please call:3 10-230-6061

A PERFECT STUDENT
JOB!!!

AFTERNOONS DURING SCHOOL Fulltime
during Quarter Breaks and Surrwner Vaca-
tions! Wori< at the most famous tennis shop
in LA. Wortt experience not necessary. Mini-
mum pay $7.50/hr. "String lor the
prosl'Westwood Sporting Goods. 1065 Gay-
ley Ave 310-208-6215.

ACCESS TO A COMPUTER? PUT PF TO
WORK! Up to $25-75/hr PT/FT.
wwwEamEZbuck8.com 888-715-4646

ASSISTANT PrX
For chainrian of national company. Excellent
opportunity. Flexible P/T hours. Please call

Mona Andrews. 310-288-2513. ^

ASSISTANT PUBLIC EVENTS MANAGER.
Instructional Resources at UC Santa Bar-
bara. Prepares and executes classroom sup-
port activities and Uve performance support.
$2.379-$2,594/mo. Apply by 5/29A)1. #01-
04-057 SubfTvt applkation to: UCSB HR
Emptoyment. 3101 SAASB. Santa Barbara
CA 93106-3160. AA/EOE Visit our webelte
at: hftD://hrucsb.edu

e Y m,MHt

as achild. Jama Fitzgerald Adams has been taught the
thix)py and social activism. Growing up in Los Angeles
le extremes between the veiy wealthy and the impover-
imed early that mimy things about the world are unfair,

fessors, Barbara Koremenos, nominated Jama for Senior
of the Year ajid said about her. "I have not enc-ountered any other stu-
dent at UCLA with more commitment to and enthusiasm regaixlmg
public poliw; issues." Clearly choosing Political' Science as her major
and focusii)|^piuch of her time on public policy issues was time well
^nt. She npumulated a 3.8 GPA while carrying two minors. Women's

idies and^rban Phuining. Brimming over with excitement. Jama
lopcs to "gegftarted working for change on the most difticult problems

ciety.- She was ptissionate enough about these issues to
arch papers while at UCLA. Incredibly enough, she
•eive an A grade on each paper. According to Jama, "the
T all center around the things I want to dedicate my life

and urban policy, especially housing issues."

generations of UCLA students Jama offers this advice:
id take advantage of the incredible opportunities that

exist at UCLA " Jama certainly did. - Erin SheffieUl

^^'^^-Congratglqtes Jama for her achievements.
fe ortides fo^dl sm^^Seniors (^J»eaf appears in the UCIA 2001 BruinLife Yearbook.

pick up. Call 310.825.2640 br rriore infomation

1

Daily Bruin Classified

7800
Help Wanted

Arc you a moctel...
or «Mant to g«t atartecfT

Looking for all types
malc/fcinale inudels/acton

Wc also have Plus size A Ojildren div.
Fof print A aon-union commcrvialt
^k) expenence neutral. No lea.

7800
Help Wiiiiled

No Experience Necessary

r«»^^MCannMa?'t)^uine
forpetsonal interview call now

310.659.7000

7800
Help Wiiiited

F/T RECEPTIONIST lof txjsy WUV real es-
tate office. Outgoing, team player ttiat's

lriendly/Self-Motivale<;l. Microsoft Office a
must. Fax resume 310-475-5042.

AWESOME SUMMER
JOBS

Hiring 12 sharp people. $18 to start Flexible
IXMjrs. 310-374-4993.

FEMALE ATTENDANT
P/T W/CAR: Help disat)ied woman w/shop-
ping, errands, laundry, etc. $lO/hr Call 310-
828-4686.

BEVERLY HIIXS AUTO DETAIL shop needs
hard-working, last-paced, agressive people
to handle top-notch cars. No experience re-

quired. Flexible hours. 2zie:3i 0-859-2870

CAMP COUNSELORS
Instructors, lifeguards for daycamp in

Agoura/MalitHi 818-706-7335.

CAMP COUNSELORS needed lor local
summer day camp. Beach/aquaHc experi-
ence in swimming, surfing, sailing, or jet ski

tng a plus. Competitive salaries 818-996-
4780.

DAY CAMP
COUNSELORS

Pali Camp now hiring enthusiastk: coun-
setors! Summer fun includes: jet skiing,

amusement parks, t>each days, paintball and
more! 19 and up. Call Jacque: 310-477-
2700x14.

FIVE DAY HOST OR HOSTESS needed for

upscale restaurant. M-F. 11 -2:30pm, $8
Contact Dawn 310-449-4000

FLASH 5

DAY CAMP
Summer. Swimming, beaches, horses &
more www daycampjobs.com

Flash animators/programmers to help pro-
duce games/cartoons for new online enter-
tainment network. PuWtaize your new/exist-
ing work and share profits www.p-d-
n.com/inlo©p-d-ncQm/31 0-989-3 1 1 4.

CLERK. P/T, Pleasant Century City Engi-
neering Firm seeks perfecttonist with typing
sWUs for general office duties. Must absolute
ly be detail-oriented $ii/hour to start Call
Rhonda 310-286-2437.

DENTAL ASSISTANT for newstarter. Brent-
wood. Once/ twtee a week. Little experience
OK. Must be motivated to wort< w/tun doctor
310-273-7253.

CLERK/SECRETARY. P/T. 10-20hrs/wk.
Westwood law firm. Filing, typing, learn a
lotO law. flexible schedule 1 yr commitment
required. Fax resume 310-446-9962.

COUNSELORS AND
INSTRUCTORS

In art, swimming, nature, vMeo and ropes
needed by Tumbleweed Day Camp. Must be
re^wraibie, energelk: and enjoy woridng
with chMdren. 310-472-7474

CRA MAINTENANCE Seeks laborer to work
Nexible hours maintaining equipment and
ladWIes. Pay Is $7.52-$9.37. Can 310-206-

1399. Applk:atk)ns available at Men's Gym
Hm 14.

DOG LOVER'S NEEDED
Urban Dog Is now hiring for Full and Part
Time posittorw Ask for Kim or Jan. 310-445-
1447

FOREIGN VOICES
ASAP European^Asian male and female for

upcoming movie dubbing and voice-over
projects Freelance basis For details call

Claire 818-592-0056 ext 10.

FREE MODEL/TALENT AUDITIONS for

men/women/kids (all ages) for upcoming TV/
fashion shows, commercials, magazines.
nx)vies. and more No experience. 310-
360-1240.

DRIVER NEEDED suitable (or etderfy lady.

Must have own car. 2-3 times a week. Ap-
prox: 12 noon tilt" 4pm. $10/hr 310-276-
6609. , - - ^

FUN SUMMER
Swimming, horses, beaches and more.
www.daycamptobs.com.

DAY CAMP - SUMMER
Seek staff w/summer home in or r>ear the
San Femarxto or Cor^jo Valleys. Oxnard,
Simi. MaNbtf. misc. Instructors & Ger>eral

count. '$2750-35004^ for summer. 888-
784-CAMP www.worittitcamp.com

EARN $25,000
OVER THE SUMMER! $50,000 or more by
Christmas, on your computer. Wort( w/TV
personality from GRACE UNDER FIRE.
LooWri^ for leaders. Call 866-733-0312.

EARN AS MUCH AS
$50/HR

EXCELLENT ENTREPRENEURIAL P/T
Sales Opportunity: Make your own hours. No
expertence neceeaary. To receive nx>re infor-

rrwtton cal 818-487-7270

DAY CAMP COUNSELORS needed at

Weetoheste'r Pamity YMCA. Seeking energe-
tic leadere enjoying pre-teens, beach/aquat-
k:. fietd trips, arts and crafts etc. Steve:310-
670-4316.

EDUCATIONAL ASSISTANT needed for in-

leMlgent, sweeL 12/yo disabled young lady.

Person must be inteIHgent. capat)le, seN-mo-
tlvaled. computer literate, as well as kind,

positive, compasstonate, healthy, highly re-

sponsMe. safe driver PT training begins
now, job begins »n June 310-396-8100

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL ON CAMPUS
needs Extended Day Aide's lor summer pro-
gram July2-July27, 12-3:45pm/dally. Job
resumes in September for fan. $7.39i/hr.

n)part(sOucla.edu/310-206-5194

.GIRLS Monted al exckMive eooiai oiub in

Wl>. Conversatkjn and dancing. 18+ years
oW. Flexible hours. Earn top $$$. 310-313-
2989

INTERESTED IN GERIATRIC CARE? He^
senkK citizen in exercise, female, P/T. Need
own transporiatkxi, doesn't mind reading
atoud. non-smoker. Hours, salary negotiable.
Endno. EsteHe. 818 789-2487. CaH 12-6pm.

LEGAL ASSISTANT
Wanted for corporata/Mate plan attorney
Starting perl-time and beoomtng fuK-tlme In

August WW train. Send reeume to Kacy. 626
Wilahire Blvd Suite 800. LA. CA 90017 or
fax:213-538-1368
*

LIBRARY JOBS. Shelving and other stacks
dutlaa. 12-19 hrs/wk. $6.83/hr to start

STUDENTS ONLY apply at Young Research
Library Rm. 1l6l7^or call Antigone Kutay
310-825-6982.

LIFEGUARDS
Certified LQ's Start afternoons 5/7 Also
Summer posittons Get pakJ to get (re)certi-

fied. Mature 18+ and good swimmer Beauti-
lul canyon setting. Tim 310-472-7474. Fax
resume 310-476-7788.

r
We have spring & summer positions available.

LOOKING FOR FLEXIBLE HOURS?

$8.34

/HR.
PLUS
BONUS

-^,

'^Convenient

Scheduling

(Mon.-Fri.

evenings &
Sot.,Sun.)

"Build Your

Resume

'''Speak Directly

to Alumni
"^^ We ore on

equal opportunity

employer

Call Sandin for Appointment

3 1 0-794-0277
1083 Gayley Ave. 4th

email callcenter@suppoii.ucla.edu
4

'

"^""^'^^"•^^^^"^"^"^^^^^^^^"^^^-^^^^••i^^MM^M^^M^B,^^^,^

Ciassitieds

825-2221
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TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PIJ77IF

ACROSS
1 Serpent
6 One of The

Three Beers
10 Lamb-
14FryltahMy
ISDeadiodced
16 Muddy the

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

lINIIlPli

'DQSSOS sag] [IDDS

17 Dweeb
ISSpare. Nkea

budget
19 Singer Quthrie
20 Young doctor
22 Got rid of the dirt

24 Make a choice
26 Jerked
27 Beached
31 Mymaofold

movies
32 Rice dish
33 Primp
36 Lawyer's charge
39 Baseball's

Slaughter
40 Brandish
41 Water holder
42 Comfiekl sound
43 Home movie
44 Avoid

responsibility

45 Paving stuff

46 Curty-haired

dogsi

48 Not as trusting

51 Goof
52 Impetus
54 Constructs
59 Stove part

60"lsntthat -
much?"

62 Web
communication

63 Split apart
64 Court statement
65 Singer

Ronstadt
66 Tips
67 Transmit
68 Precipitous

QOB aas OSS oas
QominQSL!] aoD DQa^ ORE L

E
S
EWttU

F O N D L E
T U R E E N
§} T ^ lL E 8

6-24-01 <& 2001. Unit«] FMturs Syndlcata

DOWN
1 — spi/fnante:

sparkling wine
2 Eariypart

of the day
3 Recital

offering

4 To be, in Paris
5 Dressing-down
6 Actor Gibson
7 With, in

Marseilles

8 GranCilar

9 Toughened
10 Ill-humored

11 Thorought)red
12 Lubricated
13 Grind away
21 PBS relative

23 Soon
25 Barely warm
27 Fuel cartel

28 1492 vessel
29 Like snails

30 Owns
34 Female ruff

35 Marry in haste

IS"

36 Go kaput
37 Green land
38 Large-antlered

deer
40 FBI pk)ys —
41 Prof 'sdeg.
43 Egotistical

44-Some horses
45 Fashions
47 Natural

resource
48 Made on a

loom
49 Change,

as a law
50 Ivan's

money
52 'Encore r
53 Demeanor
55 Spew forth

56 Hollow
stem

57 Ocean
movement

58 Smack
61 SmaH

amount

Display
206-3060
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7800
Help Wanted

LIFEGUARDS AND SWIM INSTRUCTORS.
Several local locations. P/T-F/T. $10-12/hr
Will train 818-222-7946x11 or 310-275-7946
Greg or Emilie.

MALE MODELS
Have a great (ace or body? GET REC-
CX3NIZED in Playgirl-style publications. Must
be 18-24. Beginners welcome Highest im-
mediate pay w/headshots. Paid screen test

Jeff0213-748-'4555ext. "11. jwhiteOou-
nique.com

7800
H«.'l|j Wt'inte<l

Daily Bniio aassified

7800
Help Wiinled

PERSONAL ASSIST.

P/T PERSONAL ASSISTANT for busy, ec-

centric Beverly Hills Cardiologist Computer
literacy on Windows-based PC's a must.
Please fax resume to 310-396-6583 or email

tojvydenOucla.edu

SUMMER JOB
GRADAJNDERGRAD Psychology.educatton
or speech to be a camp aide for a special
needs child. 6/25-8/25 Valerle:81 8-907-
0367.

MARKETING/PR/SALES. Creative
Design/Production studio seeking self-moti-
vated individual w/marketing and sales ex-
perience. Enthusiastic, has initiative and
very responsible, www.motiontheory.com
Caroline J1 0-396-9433.

PHOTO LAB: FULL OR
PART-TIME

in Westwood. Good appearance required.
Apply at: 10844 West Olympic Blvd Los
Angeles. Comer of Westwood and Olympic
310-470-3567.

SUMMER JOBS! WEST Los Angeles day-
camp hiring energetk: counselors, lifeguards,
and specialists. Call Tiffany at 310-399-
2267

8200
Tiitnpoiiuy Entploynietit

CULVER HOTEL needs receptionist for the
front desk duties Full-time and Part-time
available About the hotel: www.culverho-
tel com Morning shift 7am to 3pm. Evening
shift: 3pm to 11pm. Start $7/hour Email or
fax resume.

8AGO
AfKirtinents for Roiit

MEDICAL ADMIN. F/T
Upscale UCLA Campus busy medteal office
seeks Junior Administrator Experience in
billing and insurance verification desirable.
Computer skills essential. Heavy phones,
good people skills. Competitive salary arid
benefits. Fax or email resume to 310-882-

7005 or paindocOucIa edu

MEDICAL RECEPTIONIST: Beverly Hills.

Flexible hours Mainly afternoons 20-25
hrs/wk. Salary negotiable Fax resume 310-
273-6082 or call 310-273-8568

MODELS AND TEENS needed for teen hair
magazine. Fresh faced girts, 15-23. No ex-
perience necessary. Great exposure in fun
magazines 323-464-3172.

MODELS WANTED:
ASAP: Male and female for upcoming fash-
ion shoot. Start/build portfolio and gain ex-
perience. For details call Tesh 310-408-5203

MODELS WANTED! FM Productions is cur-
rently hiring models for print an dvideo work.
Excellent pay-no experience necessary 818-
785-6028.

PRESCHOOL LOOKING FOR qualified
teachers/teachers assistants for Immediate
posittons. Candidates should have experi-
ence in child care. Salary negotiable. F/T,
P/T available. Call Julie Patel 310-470-0992.

RECEPTIONIST
RECEPTIONIST positron available in B.H
Lawfinn. Full-time, benefits, nice group of
people. Great opportunity to gain experience
in a legal environment. Fax resume to: 310-
274-2798 Attn: Human Resources, or mail to
Lurie, Zepeda, Schmalz & Hogan; 91 07
Wllshire Blvd. Suite 800; Beverly Hills. CA
90210. No phone calls pleasel

RECEPTIONIST
WEST LA Center for Therapeutic Massage.
Starting at $lO/hr.+benefits Hours Tuesday
5-10:30pm. Wednesday 2- 10:30pm Thurs-
day and Friday 8:30am-2:30pm Saturday
6:30-10:30pm. 310-444-8989.

RECEPTIONIST/OFFICE
ASSISTANT

wanted. Excellent phone manners, computer
skiffs, team-player. 9-5pm M-F Financial Ad-
visor Firm in Brentwood. Fax resume to Sar-
ah: 310-826-5529

SUMMER JOBS...GET
PAID EXPERIENCE

West Los Angeles. San Fernando Valley.
Santa Clarita Valley Simi and Conejo Valley
areas. Receptionist, File Clerk. Admin. Assis-
tant, Customer Service and MANY OTHERS
needed. Work as much or as seldom as you
like-you decide! Come to the office closest to
you:

BARRINGTON STAFFING SERVICES
Santa Monica 310-453-1519; Thousand
Oaks 805-494-8695; Burbank 818-954-
0054; Valencia 661-294-9046; Woodland
Hills 818-703-8658. Our sen/rce free to ap- .

plicants.

HEAD FRESHMAN BOYS BASKETBALL
COACH: Experience playing and coaching
needed $2800-3200 for the season 5 days
a week from 2:30 to 500, with a few Satur-
day games. The season begins In November
and mns through February Please lax
resumes onlyll Fax to 310-288-3286

8300
Volunteer

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED: At St. Liz Hospice,
we will train you. please call Eli at 310-824-
9798.

* PALMS •
4BO. 3BA LOFT TOWNHOME. FP.

CENTRAL AIR/HEAT. GATED OARAGE
SEC. ALARM, CAT OK

3670 MIOVALE AVE. $239S/MO

MODELS WANTED- Sexy Females for new
mens magazine e.i Maxim, Stuff. FHM
Please Call, Anthony©323-816-3151 of dig-
gideeOmediaonenet or send photos to: S
Magazine. 302 North La Brea Ave. #350. Los
Angeles, CA 90036

NEED TO MAKE SOME PT $$$? Will train
and sponsor assistant broker. PM work.
Guarantee-ftoonus. BH offfce. Call Neil 800-
450-7585.

REWARDING/FUN
Summer Swimming, beaches, horses &
more, www.daycampjobs.com.

SUMMER SPORTS
CAMP COUNSELORS

Prime Time Sports Camp is now hiring for

summer 2001. Sports background and ex-
perience working with children required
9:30AM-3 30PM M-R 6/25/01-8/31/01. WLA
and Palisades. Peter310-288-4l32.

SUNSET CANYON REC CENTER seeks
ARC Certified, responsible individuals to
work as lifeguards and swim instructors dur-
ing the summer months. Call 310-825-1059.
Applications avail at SCRC.

TEACHER AND ASSISTANT TEACHER
NEEDED. School age day care center, full

time summer employment In Van Nuys;
Sports. Crafts. Trips, Swimming, etc. I^st
fwve BA *vith minimum 24 units in chiW
devek>pment courses. TeacWng credential is

preferred. Good Salary. Lenny 818-894-
0330.

2B0. 2eA TOWNHOME. FP. CENTRAL
AIR/HEAT. GATED GARAGE

SEC. ALARM. CAT OK
3614 FARIS DR. $1395/MO

* MAR VISTA *
11913 AVON WAY
1748C0UirrLEIGHDR,

12736 CASWELL AVE.

12630 MITCHELL AVE.

12741 MITCHELL AVE.

$1295/MO.
$1296/MO.
$134«TWIO.

$1345/MO.
$1345/MO.

4BD. 48A TOWNHOME, FP, CENTRAL
AIR/HEAT. GATED GARAGE

SEC. ALARM. CAT OK
3954 BeETHOVEN ST. S249S/MO

0p«n HouM Mon-Sai 10 - 4 PM
(310) Ml -1076 J

housing
8400-9800

8AOO
Apurliiienls for Rent

•WESTWOOD VILLAGE, MIDVALE N OF
LEVERING LARGE 1 AND 2-BDRM APT
GARDEN VIEW. DINING ROOM, UNIQUE*
CHARM FRONT AND REAR ENTRANCE*
310-839-6294*

PALMS, 3719 Keiton Ave 2bd/2bath. $1250.
Available now Controlled access Wdg New
carpel. Upper unit Linda: 310-463 3334.

,
shown by appt.

* — • •

SANTA MONICA 1 bdmi, 1 bath, hardwood
floors. yard $750 310-395-RENT
www.westsiderentals com

SANTA MONICA 2 bdmis. 2 baths, refrigera-
tor. Stove, carpets, new paint, new fkx)rs.

parking included. $1295. 310395-RENT.
www.westsiderentals com

SANTA MONICA 2 bdrms. carport parking
$1150 3i0-395-R^t£L-iww.west&ideran-
tats.ooftt

SANTA MONICA APARTMENTS 4 bk)cks to
beach. Pet okay $700 310-395-RENT.
www.westskJerentals.com

SANTA I^NICA DUPLEX pet okay Yard.
$795. 310-395-RENT www.westsideren-
tals.com

OUTSIDE SALES
€ figure income in 3yrs. Retire in lOyrs. Inter-
net Company tooking for independent out-
side sales representatives Get your ovtrt

exclusive territory nationally-You own hours.
Commisston Only CaH Mr Lebowski 818-
887-7188.

SALES POSITION available tor internet e-
commerce company Salary-fcommission
Call 310-234-0784. Fax: 310-234-0786
Email: JobsO electrobuy.com

SANTA MONICA ATTORNEY is tooking for a
FT/PT file clertt and secretary. Hours can be
flexMile. Must be able to type and speak
some Spanish. Please call AIHa 310-452-
1441.

TESTMASTERS is tooking lor intelligent

people to answer phones and provkJe infor-

matton about our LSAT courses. $13/hour.
minimum of 30 hours/week. Only those with
excellent phone skills shoukJ apply 323-655-
2699.

P/T FILE CLERK-medical office
resume: 310-395-2063

Fax

P/T RECEPTIONIST
WANTED

Yellow Balloon HairSalon Must be hon-
est/child-fnendly. Hours:3weekdays 1-

5:30pm. Days and times negotiable $a/hr
Contact Natalie:3 10-475- 1241 Fax resume
323-939-4339.

P/T WRITER Pleasant Century City Engi-
neering Firm seeks pertectonist with strong
writing skills to produce miWIy technk:al re-
ports for internal and external use $l3/hr to
start Wage increases as appropnate. Mini-
mum I5hrs/wk. Must have car and in-
surance. Fax resume 310-286-9126 or call
310-286-2437

PART TIME MORNING OFFICE ASSIS-
TANT Light phones, Accounting with Quick-
books and shipping with UPS online. WLA.
muthenO statmodel.com

SCREENWRITER ASSISTANT Screenwrit-
er working with major studto presently offer-
ing Intern positk>ns. P/T. flexible hours. Con-
tact Jesstoa or Larry: 323-461-1492

SUMMER AT THE
BEACH AND MTNS

FUN WORK WITH CHILDREN IN THE OUT-
DOORS. 7-week day program, 2-weeks
Sierra Sleepaway June 25-August 24. Ex-
perience with children and water activities.

$330-^bonus/week. Call 310-826-7000 or
www.SierraAdventureCamps.com

SUMMER CAMP
COUNSELORS

Decathlon Sports Club Located in Palo Alto
6/25-B/^7. $78-$92/day 9am-4pm. camp-
jobAyafKX).com

SUMMER CASH
Chin Chin Restaurant is seeking Servers.
Counter Help. Hosts&Cooks Part-Time-
Must be available for some weekends
AM/PM Apply Tues-Fri. 11740 San Vteente
Blvd Brentwood. Management Opportu-

'nities AvailSible

UCLA RECREATION
SUMMER CAMP JOBS

GREAT MONEYI GREAT TIME! We need
energetk: people to be summer camp coun-
setors. Pay is $7 38-$1l.00/hr. Morning, af-

ternoon, all-day shifts available. Cal 310-
206-1787. Applk:attons available at John
Wooden Center.

WANTED: People who want to tost weight
310-884-8746. 24 hou r message.

WANTED: TYPIST/PERSONAL ASST
$20/hr 6am- 1pm. M-F Rnacial market order
entery. Santa Montea. Call Eric 310-612-
1522

1-BLOCK TO CAMPUS
Studto. $750. All utilities pakl Large 1 -bdrm
$1300. hardwood f)oofS. Immediate occu-
pancy only. 310-208-4253 or 310624-2595.

1-MINUTE TO UCLA
1 bdrm w/deck. furnished, bright, clean, se-
curity entrance, large ctosets. pool, lyr
tease $1200/mo. 310-824- 1 830.

1 5MILES FROM UCLA- Fully furnished
targe ibdrm apt. Pool table/wet bar/cable in
living room. Ideal for grad student-faculty
$1050Hitlllttea/mo 310-476-2088.

1917 SPANISH MISSION BUILDING Sin-
gle. WLA. Separate kitchen, high ceilings,

wood ftoors, one year lease. $75<Vnfw. 310^
479-8646.

SANTA MONICA furnished, private room,
parking, month-to-month $500. 310-395-
RENT www.weststoerentals.com

SANTA MONICA GUEST HOUSE 1 bdmi. 1

bath. pool, washer and dryer $690.
www.weststoerentais.coin

SANTA MONICA guest house. Pet okay, fun
kitchen. $750 323-e34-RENT www.weststo-
erentals.com

SANTA MONICA HOUSE pet okay. Unfur-
nished. 2 bdrms. W/D hookups, garage
$1500. 310-395-RENT. www westsideren-
tals.com

2&3BDRM

SANTA MONICA OCEAN-VIEW On^ bed-
room urrfumished/fumlshed apt. $2000-
$2600. Luxury 2+1 bedroom, furnished
$4000 Wafk to 3rd Street PromenadeAPier
310-399-3472.

WELL-ESTABLISHED. UPSCALE Santa
Monica restaurant seeking experienced wait
staff Nights only Great tips 310-701-5096

WORK from home in the US or in an interna-
tional business. 24 hour nf>essage 310-884-
8748

7900
Hoiisositting

EXPERIENCED HOUSE SITTER. 7/27-8/4.
MATURE FEMALE. Professional, working
P/T in LA, Impeccable Local References and
house sitting experience. Great with all interi-

or and exterior plants Fee negotiable. Other
dates available lheachassinOatt.net 914-
945-0245.

LARGE, bright, view Microwave, oven, re-
frigerator, dishwasher, washer/dryer in unit.
21 -ft. Jacunl on roof. Walking distance to
UCLA. 310r475-0807.

BEL AIR COTTAGE Pet okay $945. 310-
395-RENT. www.w>eststoerentals com

BEL AIR guest house. Dog ok. View, pool
yard $750. 310-395-RENT. wwwweststoer-
entals.com

BEVERLY HILLS AOJ 142BEDROOM
$895AUP LARGE. UNUSUAL CHARM
SOME SPANISH STYLE W/HARDWOOD
FLOORS. ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS
310-839-6294.

SANTA MONICA PRIME
LOCATION N. OF

WILSHIRE
NEAR BEACH

$1195 1 bedroom. Hardwood ftoors. Chann-
ing split level, dishwasher, refrigerator. 943
7th Street Cats OK 818-980-5900.

SANTA MONICA room for rent. Utilities

$425. 310-395-RENT www.westsideren-
tals.com

BEVERLY HILLS furnished, private room,
dishwasher $450. 310-395-RENT
wwwwestsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA, north of Wilshire. $900
nice single, tower Remodeled Stove, fridge.
Near ocean No pets Near buses 323-462-
0507.

PART-TIME JOB SUMMER DAY CAMPS
Office Manager at friendly law firm in Brent
wood. Phones, filing, legal work Mon-Thurs
mornings. $12/hr. to start 310-207-0411.

San Fernando or Conejo Valleys. Oxnard.
Simi, Mallbu. Misc. Instructors & General
cour^. $2750-3500+ for summer 888-784-
CAMP www.workatcamp.com

8000
IfUernships

FILM INTERNSHIP
ACCLAIMED PRODUCER seeks motivated
interns for summer 2001 Please fax
resumes to Commotion Pictures
attn Michelle 310-432-2001

BEVERLY HHJ.S. 1 bdrm. 1 bath, refrigera-
tor, stove,. $875. 310-396-RENT www.west-
stoerentals.com

BRENTWOOD amazing location Private
room, parking included. $550. 310-395-
RENT www.weststoerentals.com

BRENTWOOD SPACKXIS. 1 bdrm, patto.
A/C. parking $895 310-395-RENT
www.westsiderentals.com

(310) 472-7474 Located 10

Looking for fun, energetic students who _.
children and would like a job outdoors as a
general counselor. We also need specialists to
teach horseback riding, video making, swimming,
rock climbing, nature studies, orarts & crafts.

www.tumbleweed4ever.com
Call for a great summer!

MERILL LYNCH INTERNSHIP Flexible
hours All majors, must be artteulate. dMigenf,
and willing to learn. Experience in finance a
plus. College credit available
Responsibilities include assisting with re-
search, analysis, client development and
presentations. Fax resume 310-791-8801 or
email nikesh_kadaklaOml.com. For more
into call 310-791-8832.

BRENTWOOD. $1700. 2bd/2bth. front, bal-
cony, refrigerator/stove/dishwasher, car-
pet/drapes, partcing, laundry, no pets, near
UCLA, by appt, 11728 Mayfieto #l, 310-271-
6811.

BRENTWOOD Large single. $800/mo. 858
South Grandville. Upper, parking, laundry,
yard/garden No smoking, no pets 310-454-
4754.

SANTA MONICA. 3 bdrms, 2.5 baths, dish-
washer, fireplace, 3 parking spaces. $1950.
310-395-RENT www,westskjerente Is Com

SINGLE APARTMENTS. $90a/month. Up-
graded carpeting, freshly painted, pool, laun-
dry, secured entry, very clean building, i-yr
lease, no pets. 310-20e-2820.

SUMMER STUDIO
AVAILABLE NOW

LUXURIOUS STUDIO Fabutous building.
Full kitchen, bath Yard. Laundry, pool/jacuz-
zi. Parking, gym. billiard. June throuati
August. $975 310-208-1880

VENICE guest apartment Cat okay W/D
yard. $600. 310-395 rent www westsider-
entals com

Classifieds

825-2221

J

SUMMER RESEARCH/
MOLECULAR BIOLOGY
INTERNSHIP Biochemistry undergrads
needed for UCLA summer research in bioin-

formatlcs/computattonal molecular btotogy
Must know basic btochemistry. Computer
skills needed (preferably UfJIX). Dr. Pettit
310-206 4748.

TIRED OF BORING SUMMER WORK?
Chance tor travel, experience for resume,
and approximately $7000. Call 310-441-
2775 Ask for Ruthy

CULVER CITY spactous 1 bdrm. large ctos-
ets. yard $665 310-396-RENT www.west
stoerentals.com

HUGE SINGLE AND ONE BEDROOM
$900/nx).4 up. One bdrm for $12504up One
"btock fitm campus. 644 and 650 Landfair
310-824-0319.

WESTWOOD
Excellent tocatton. walk to campus, Ntee
unit in quiet garden setting. Utilities in-

cluded $650/month. Prefer mature, quiet
adult 310-208-7864

MID WILSHIRE AREA: Large 2bdrm. apart-
ment Available June 1st. $l200/mth 213-
487-6684

PALMS
2BED/2BATH AvaNabta 7/1 $1450/rTX)nth 2
parking spaces 310-559-9852.

WESTWOOD APARTMENT tor Rent Single,
furnished, 2-btocks to school, next to frater-
nities (no late mght parties), no parking
$B00/month. 310-824-495 1

.

WESTWOOD apartment. Pool, utittities
Included $725 310-395-RENT www.west-
sWerentals com

WESTWOOD furnished guest house
Utilities included $950 310-395-RENT
www.we8tsWofentals.com

Displa"
206-3060
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3^00
Ap.'irlnHMits for Runt

Westwood Village
433 Kelion Ave
(3 1 0) ^08-8685

1 Bedroom from $1225
2 Bedroom from $1700

Extra large luxury units include:
• Fully equipped kitchen

•Central heating and air

• Extra closet space
• Wetbar in selected units
• Private balcony
• 2 Bdroms have 2 bafhs
• Intercom entry & gated parking

'with 1 year lease

ProltsskHuHy mantged by

Integrated Property Services, irn;

8^00
ApiiilnuMits for Rout

Diamond Head
Apartments

Summer Discounts

Short Term Lease Available

SInsle $1045
1 BD $1260
2 BO $1645

2 BD w/iolt $2015

660 Veteran
208-2251

9400
Room for Rent

BRENTWOOD F/NS/NP. Females only Bed,
t)ath4fuH. access to large, beautiful home
Share w/family, $750. 310-395-0623.

PRIVATE GUESTROOM WEST
WOOD/WALK UCLA- beautiful house w/pri-

vate entrance/bath/backyard. Laundry/Kitch-
en privileges N/S female tenant. $785+utHi-
ties. 310-446-9556

PRIVATE ROOM FOR RENT Westwood.
7mlns to campus. Available August. Park-

Ing/laundry/dishwasher/microwave/AC.
Huge living/dining area, spactous balcony.

$68Q/mo. Mlmi: 310-234-2880.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE
Spacious 3bdrm apartment, hardwood
floors, 2car Parking, laundry Quiet Building
No High-Rises on Street Available Early
July No. pets $2600. 310-234-8278.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. 1 -bedroonVI -bath
$1,500. bright, carpet, available 9/6. Large
Townhouse. 1 -bedroom/1 -bath. $1,600.
hardwood-floors, fireplace, dinning room,
available 8/22 925 Gayley, 1-year lease, no
pete, 3HM7 1-7073.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE: 2bdrm/2bth-
$2000 10943 Roebling. AvaHable-7/4r Fur-
nished Ibdrm- $1350- 547 Landfair, 1 year
lease. No pets. Available Sept. 310-471-
7073.

WW WALK TO UCLA
. Spacious, bright ItxJrm and private patto.

available NOW Hardwood floors, full kitch-

en, large ctosets, laundry. 2-car parking.

$1500. No pets. 310-234-8278

8600
CoiuJo/Townfioiise fot Rliii

BEVERLY HILLS APARTMENT (upper)
hardwood floors, utilities included $795.
310-395-RENT www.west§iderentals.com

KELTON- near campus. TAKING APPLICA-
TIONS for Sept availability. 1-year lease
2bdrm/2 5bth. Recently remodeled. $2250.
1-800-395-9622.

8700
Coiulo/Townhoiise for Sale

ROOM FOR RENT IN FURNISHED
HOUSE, female wanted Must be Non-smok-
er, responsible. Ulilities-included. Amenities
5 miles from UCLA $850/mth. 310-475-
1308.

ROOMMATE WANTED. Female grad-stud
ent. Light cooking, 2-3 dinners per week
Rent negotiable. -Mew Brentwood Home
Fax: 310-476-7284.

9700
SiihltMs

SUBLET & ROOMMATE
SERVICE

FIND or LIST A SUBLET!!

www.thesublet.com
Sublets in all cities!! (201-894-1189)1

690 VETERAN- 2bdmi/2bth. Share room for

summer & tall. Perfect for mid-year graduat-
ing seniors $390/month 310-208-0985 ka-

varigleeOyahoo.com

925 GAYLEY: Walk to campus. Westwood.
Ibdrm/lbth, parking, unfumjshed,hardwood
floors. Available 6/19- mid-Sept.
$1550/month Imelda 310-267-7169.

969 HILGARD AVE.; 1 shared bedroom
available in 2bdrm/1.5bth apartment
$400/mth. 310-824-5341

9700
Sublets

SUBLET!
2bdrm/2bth $l800/mo. Cute apartment 5
min. from campus and Westwood Available
after finals through August 31 . Call now! 310-
824-3555

Subletter- 403 Landfair. 2bd/2bth. Female
to share unfurnished 1/2 maslerbed Perfect
transition between apartments this summer,
$510/mo. Morgan 310-208-3293.

SUMMER SUBLET 424-LANDFAIR.
Apt.#16 $365/month, beginning June-17th.
Light airy room, share w/one male-room-
mate. Own bathroom, Cable-TV, Computer
w/DSL, short walk to campus. Mike or Mitch
310-443-9926.

SUMMER SUBLET- Need an apartment?
Share a nice one on Kelion and Ophir for

$650/mth. Available June 15th. Call Ryan or
Josh 310-208-0210

WESTWOOD VILLAGE: Furnished bache-
tor. $725. no parldng. Unfurnished 1-bdrm
$1400 garage, 1-yr lease, no pets. Avail

SepI 10990 Strathmore. 310-471-7073.

WESTWOOD. Bachetor. $795. utilities paid,

no parking. 1-bedroom. $1400, 3-car park-
ing. 10943 Roebling, 1-year lease, no pels,

available July. 310-471-7073

WESTWOOD—close to UCLA, (upper).
walk-In closdts. studio $650. 310-395-
RENT. www.westsiderenials.com

IMAGINE OWNING/LEASING WILSHIRE
Corridor/HIRise single, 1or2bdrm $115K-
$250K. Walk to-UCLA/VWage. 24hr/security.

Spectacular views, pool. Jacuzzi, sauna.
valet service Agent-Bob 310-478-
1835ext.109.

8900
House for Rent

CHARMING HOUSE with washer/dryer and
bonus storage space. On Nattonal and Ar-

moscost $1650 Please call 213-740-0427
or 310^78-7414.

WLA ADJACENT
TO SANTA MONICA/BRENTWOOD Private
room arxJ bathroom in luxurious condo. Se-
curity building, parking available.

$750/month. utilities included. Available
5/30. Call Linda 310-442-5215

9500
RooniiiKites-Private Room

STUDIO CITY $413: gated parking, a/c.

your own bedroom, phone line. Female grad
student prelerred. 20 mm to UCLA 818-763-
2674.

ATRIUM COURT FURNISHED private bed-
room/bath with parking DSL. Stereo. Cable.
Available mid June to mid September. 1-2

people OK $750/mo. Brandon 310-824-
7435.

ATRIUM COURT PENTHOUSE. 5min walk.

Need 2-3 people. July-Sept, or Jan Spa-
cious 2bd/2bth. 2balconies, park-
ing/gym/spa. $625/mo. Male/Female ok
310-267-7714

ATRIUM COURT 2BED/2BATH Parking,
balcony, spacious rent negotiable New ap-
pliances. Jacuzzi in building Karen:3 10-267-
9671

SUMMER SUBLET Brentwood Any time al-

ter June 18th-mid/end Sept, 1-2 people
Huge private bedroom/bath, walk-in mirrored
closets in 2bed/2bath. $750/month. 310-826-
7482, 408-209-7 113/cell. phllortiz88@hot-
mail.com.

UP .TO 3 ROOMMATES Wanted for sum-
mer/school-year. Spacious 2bed/1bath,
kitchen. comer Landfair/Roebling
$l650/month. Sign lease In June. Chapin
310-209-1656.

WESTWOOD 2BD/2BA. Roebling Secure
bWg/parking, Laundry, 5 min walk to Cam-
pus. Call 310-824-1451 or 310-443-2192.
Availat>le July 1st for year

WESTWOOD. 2BDRM/2BATH. $1450 AND
UP TILE KITCHEN. STEPOOWN LIVING
ROOM. HIGH CEILING CHARM 1 MILE
SOUTH OF WILSHIRE SOME W/BAL-
CONY310-839-6294

9000
House for Sulr.

PAC PAL BEACHSIDE! Own your own tot

and 2bdrm mobWe home. Clubhouse, pool
$215K. 360-357-2252

9200
Housing Needed

WEST LA. Share beautiful townhouse,
2bdrm/2bth, gated parking, near Nation-
al/Bamngton. Rent $825/month. Half utilities

Sibyile 310-996-1180.

WESTWOOD: Fun, outgoing female kxjking
for 1-2 female roommates to share
2bdmV2bth apt! Available 8/01 or 9/01 Call
310-209-2665!

9600
Roornmates-Shared Room

FEMALE ROOMMATE to share spactous.
furnished Ibdrm. apartment on Glenrock.
$475/mth. Available June 18th. Fireplace,
security, 310-208-5738

BEAUTIFUL 2-BEDROOM APARTMENT
Hardwood ltoo*s, parking, lull krtchen Abso-
lutely gorgeous Must be seen!!! $1900/mo.
Call Marjorie 310-208-2120

BRENTWOOD, One-Bedroom/One-Bath in

Large-Bright-fumished 2Bed-2Bath Apart-
ment. Living-Room, Dinning-Room Dish-
washer, Mtorowave, Bateony, MC. 2miles
from UCLA&Beach. Near Transportation.

TV/VCR/Digital-Cable/Stereo/DSL. Parking.
King-Size Bed. $900/mo. Junel-AuglO. 310-
415-9238

SUMMER SUBLET Strathmore/Landfair.
Large Ibdrm/lbth Nice patio, fireplace,
parking! $1l00/month. June 1-Sept 15. Will
constoer short sublet. 310-443-1168.

SUMMER SUBLET/640 VETERAN- start-

ing 6/30. 2 bdrms, 2 baths, gated parking.
Partially furnished Balcony/french windows.
Females preferred. 310-443-0053

SUMMER SUBLET CLUB CALIFORNIA.
Beginning June 19th Female (o share room-
in 2bdrm/2bth apt. Bateony, pool/spa, gym.
parking. Kasey 310-443-1461

SUMMER SUBLET: Midvale Plazall.
ibdmVlbth. Fully furnished. Gated parking.
Walk to UCLA. Immaculate. Quiet/safe
DSLAVA/CR. A/C. Pool/jacuzzi/gym 310-
208-4450

BRENTWOOD. Room tor rent. Summer
only $650/month Furnished. Private bath.
Street padting. Drive/bus to campus. 310-
440-8050.

WESTWOOD. Across UCLA, upscale, one
and two bedrooms, full-kitchen, air condi-

tioned, parking, one year lease, 445 Land-
fdir. Taking resenrations. 310-824-1969,

WESTWOOD Walk to UCLA 2bdrm/2bth.
gated parking, rooftop spa. quiet building,

accepting resenratibns for Fall. $1895-
$2275 512 Veteran 310-208-2655.

WESTWOOD: 1-BEDROOM APARTMENT
TO SHARE. $375 Contact Came 310-208-
3627

WESTWOOD: 2bdrm/2bth Lease available
for July 1 . Gated parking, jacuzzi, fireplace,

walk to UCLA $l650/mth Talk to Debbie
310-824-5528

HOUSING NEEDED
Trying to rent your space in the West-
wood area or neartjy'' Have a great deal?
Easily solve your rental problem with one
simple call. AvokJ the hassle of renting. 3
UCLA students are seeking a 3 bedroom
apartment, house, guesthouse or condo
to share to move in Juna/early July lyr

lease only, NO SUBLETS. Must include
1-2 parking spaces and be reasonably
priced Please call Stephanie:31 0-702-

6455 (Leave message).

WLA/PALMS
APARTMENT RENTALS
CALL 4 FREE LISTINGS

AND SPECIALS
(Bachelors/singles—some' w/utilities paid,

i'pool, gated. $850«>up. ibdrm $995«up,

j
many w/fireplaces, luxury and more. 2bdrm
|$1100-$1495, many w/dishwashers. balco-

hy, A/C and more. Call for free listing:310-

f78-8999.

LAW STUDENT seeks summer sublet; 412-

731-2030; loe_Wm_usaOyahoo.com; June
Ist-August 23rd; Private $800-$1100.

OUTGOING FEMALE JUNIOR needs pri-

vate room for 01/02 school year. Will pay
$650. Prefer female housemates Email:
wardOuclaedu

LUXURY ONE BEDROOM. Spactous and
Clean. Spa. Pool, 24hr Security and Gym
Volley and Tennis courts $675/mo. Female
Preffered 818-990-5323.

9700
Sublets

1-BDRM STEAL!. Cute Ibdrm/lbth, close to
campus, hardwood floors, DSL installed, ful-

ly-furnished, walk-in closet! $li50obo. Call
KellyW 310-208-0377. kwinters©ucla edu

10944 STRATHMORE. 2bdmV1bth on com-
er of Strathmore/LarxJfair Large balcony w/
view of Westwood skyline. 6/15-12/30.
$515/month Andy or Phil 310-824-2837.

10982 Roebling Club Califomia. Summer
and Fall sublet, furnished, queen bed.
Pool/Jacuzzi/Sauna, parking, private en-
terance, IbdmVlbath in 3bdrm. Apartment
$750.00 310-836-2969.

CHARMING WESTWOOD APT Spacious
1 bed/1 bath in heart of Westwood Bay wind-
ow/window seat, great views, garage park-
ing, secure, quiet. Mid-June-August 310-
824-8920

CHEAP SUBLET: 443 Midvale 2bdmV1bth
$415/mlh per person. Utilities&parking in-

cluded. 5min walk frdm UCLA. Available mid-
June to mid-Sept 310-267-9804

FALL QUARTER SUBLET: Female room-
mate needed. $400/mth. Sept -Dec Glen-
rock Ave. Stephanie 310-267-8961

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to share
Ibdrm in a 2bdrm/2bth apartment. Fully fur-

nished. DSL. one parking place, patio
$450/mlh 310-824-2635

SUMMER SUBLETTERS WANTED at 515
Keiton lor spactous 2bed/2bath Balcony,
pool, free DSL, gas. H20. parking $2130.
($533/person), EamonS 10-208- 1164.

SUMMER-SUBLET SILVERLAKE
BLVD7SUNSET Spacious. 2bdrm duplex,
furnished, hardwood floors Ideal for Holly-

wood/Downtown internships $700/mth-total.
Available 6/1-8/31, Responsible applicants
323-663-89 12, jbrasas© hotmail.com

TWO ROOMMATES WANTED to share
room In 2t)ed/2bath apt at 679 Gayley Fully
furnished, parking avail Call Alison at 209-
9182

VENICE 6/16 through 8/30. Fumished room
in 3t>drm house Yard, spa. washer/dryer.
Dog-lover, Graduate student preferred.
$700/mo+utilities. Amy 310-822-9307#2,

HOUSE 4 SUBLEASE
WESTWOOO/BEL-AIR HOUSE Sublease
short-term lease $3000/month.
3bdrm/2.5bth. Huge living room, breakfast
area, den w/views. Great for student/ teach-
ers. 310-477-0070.

LARGE 1-BED Ctose to campus Pool, spa
U/C parkirig. Fully furnished/equipped. From
mid-June-Aug 3people $400ea, 2people
$500ea. 310-208-2049.

WANT TO SUBLET FOR THE SUM
MER? Reach thousands of potential
roommates for free, wwwwest-
siderentals com 310-395-RENT,

Westwood Village

Very targe appartments for

September \ st occupancy.

Dining room, built in

kitchen. Balconies/ Patios.

Pool, elevator, controlled-

access building,

subterranean parking.

1 BR/ Ibafh frofn<l,400

2 BR/ 2bafh from <2J00
For pre-applications call

Mon Fri 9 AM - 4 PM

691 Levering Avenue
(310)208-3647

WESTWOOD 2 guys tooking for a room to
rent Fall 2001 Walk to UCLA. Non-smokers,
no drugs. Chri8.31 0-208-3521.

9300
Room for Help

DOG SITTER/BABYSITTER. RESPONSI-
BLE. FUN ATHLETIC FEMALE UCLA Stud-
ent needed for 10-year-old girl June-August.
Walking distance to UCLA. 310-470^662.

FREE ROOM & BOARD
Urbart Dog is tooking foor a night supervisor
Ask for Kim or Jan. 310-445-1447

11021 OPHIR SUMMER SUBLET Huge
ibdrni available mW-June to end of Sept. 1

parking-space included, hardwood floors

$700/mth obo 310-824-5422

437 GAYLEY Pink Palace Beautiful
2bdrm/2bth, w/2balconies, french doors,
spactous, 3 underground parking spots, par-
tially furnished. Late June-8/3l. $2150/mo
Please call Julie or Silvia at 310-824-5542.

475 GAYLEY AyE Available mid-June to

mid-Sept. $450/month Close to campus,
friendly roommates & manager. Looking for

female subletter 310-479-2235,

MAR VISTA: Own bedroomibathroom in

2t)dnT»., 7mins to campus! Cable/gym/sau-
na/pool Fumished $499obo. Keith 310-915-
1081. ktsuiObtologyucla.edu

MDR-Beautiful 2bed/2bath situated on 23
acres lush tropical grour^. Pool, tennis, spa.
fitness center, ocean breeze Available mid^
June-Mid-September. $1950, 310-827-7317,

MIDVALE I - Need roommate to share room
w/male in summer 2bdrm. DSL, pool, jacuz-
zi-etc. Fall lease also available. 310-208-
0531

WESTWOOD BOARDING HOUSE: Rooms
$250/mth T1 Intemet, premium cable, free
local phone, weekly maid, shared kitchen,

on-site laundry, pool table, basketball court!
piano. Manager on-site 310-209 8149

WESTWOOD. 3bed/2bath, dining room,
large living room, PARKING Walking dis-

tance to UCLA (2-blocks). Hardwood ftoors

and newly painted walls. Well kept and
clean. If interested contact Matt 310-871-
7635

WESTWOOD. 6/1 7-7/31/01 (negotiable).
Fully Fumished Have own room in a quiet
apartment complex. Parking, pool, MC.
Quiet, responsible female preferred
CaII:310-208-8868

WESTWOOD: Beginning 6/25 Female to
share room in beautiful, contemporary, spa-
cious 2bdrm/2bth. Quiet neighborhood.
Ctose to bus. #375/mth. Camila 310-478-
7076

MOTHER'S HELPER WANTED Tutoring,

babysitting, and driving, 15-20 hrs/wk in ex-
ctiange for private room and board. Must
have car 323-761-8623.

PENTHOUSE ROOM
Century City in exchar>ge for 1 5 hours assis-
tance in morning and in evening, 310-277-
3810. Apt 2102 N.

475 GAYLEY: Ibdrm/lprivate-bth in

2tJdmV2Wh apartment. Available immediate-
ly to mkl-September. Need 1-2 female-sub
letters. Underground parttlng-spot. extremely
close to-campus. $833/mth 310-208-4379

550 VETERAN SUBLET available mid-June
to mid-Sept or negotiable. $387.50/mpnth to
share bedroom Gated parking, full bath Call
Lily: 310-824-7077,—• -1 .

660 VETERAN 2-bedroom 1-bath Fully
Fumished. Fireplace, balcony, gated park
tng, jacuzzi. Available 6/18-9/1
$1495/month Call 310-209-1438

NOT HAUNTED!
LANDFAIR/STRATHMORE Positives
2bed/1bath. living room, kitchen, downhill
walk to campus. Negatives: Uphill walk from
campus, global warming Mike:310-208-
3260

f»ALMS 2 rooms for June and/or July. $500
own bath/batoony, $450 share bath. Easy
parking. Female only Christina :3 10-4 15-

9987

WESTWOOD: Cheap^ Summer Sublet!
2bdrm/1bth w/parking. Secured buiWing.
Hardwood floors. Close to campus! Available
July-August $1800/mth 310-824-1141

WESTWOOD: SHARE KELTON
2bdrm/1bath with beautiful hardwood, Kitch-
en, Laundry, the works. Friendly theatre roo-
mie Only July & August. $700/mo 310-208-
8098

PALMS. HUGE 2bdrm/2bth, living, dining,

batoony, fireplace, security parking gatage
Quiet neighborhood, ^mi from UCLA June-
Sept (negotiable), 41012/monlh+utililies
310-559-3225.

WILSHIRE 2-MILES FROM CAMPUS
Beautiful 2-Bedroom Apartment Looking for

2-people to share Spacious Bedroom+Bath-
• room. Available 6/20 $475/mo per person
310-312-0157.

SANTA MONICA. Own bdnn/bath/entrance
Wanted: Active, responsible Mother's help-
er/housekeeper for 4 y/o boy Strong chiW
care background, references required.
eOhrs/month 310-395-1212.

679 GAYLEY. Across from campus Available
mkJ-June-August New building, security, in-

door parking, vaulted ceilings, spacious,
walk-in otosets, balcony. 714-608-4385 818-
203-4777.

PINK PALACE: 437 Gayley. ,3bdrm/2bth
Fumished. Julyl-Aug 31 $2600/mth Park-
ing available Best complex in Westwood
310-208-3693

STUDENT/CAREGIVER for Japanese eWer
ly rTMin in Lakeview Terrace, Must prepare
evening meal. Live-in w/salary in exchange
lor private room/board All negotiable for

right person 818-710-0014

Classifieds

825-2221

POOL PARTY! 691 Levering and Strath-
more Spacious, furnished. Ibdrm/lbth Un-
derground pariting. DSL. available June Isl-

mid Sept $1300/mth 310-824-4644

SPACIOUS 2-FLOOR APARTMENT June to

September 660 Veteran Ave Includes part<

ing in garage $1145/monfh, June is free!

310-209-0086

WLA Luxurious apt. Large master bedroom
w/walk-in closet. Fumished, Fireplace, bal-
cony, jacuzzi. parking. Secure entrance.
Near bus Mid-June-beg/Sept $850/mo. lux-

apartOhotmailcom

9800
Vacation Rentals

BEAUTIFUL. SPACIOUS YOSEMITE
HOME surrounded by tall pines. Close to
everything. Fully Equipped, 5000' elevatton
sundeck, reasonable rates 818-785-1028
www yosemite islovely com -

Displa'

206-:
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WWW.SMI4U.COM

• Your friendly Realtor tailored to your needs

• Professional servk* ^-ou can count on

• Honest and trustworthy

• Effective coniniuniator and efficient

• Houses and townhouses/condos for rent/sale

BmUurxki. iaiito Momai BrtrH)- Htiii. Cmtitn- Ori.M
Atr. Cbeinl Hills WIA & Paliude

SMI Realty can 310-312-5^55
***CaM Now for UCLA Community Discount'̂***

• • •

BOLD, BRIGHT & BEAUTIFUL SMILES
Thome burned his mouth on hot pizzei.

Brooke ordered Stephanie to find the
crown she swallowed. Sally vowed to

make Nick pay her dental bill.

Angela finally found a great dentist.

SPECIAL:

QPQ2AOUPC

Examination. 6 X-Rays & Teeth Cleaning
Regular Price: $140- Exp 10 /31 /01

•TOOTH BONOINO. BLCACHINO COf&i«rTI«« .^^
•Nftrous Oxkto (Lauflhing Om) ^?™Ji.?"°
•Hypnosis • ^orc.UIn Facings / V«t»««rs OtNERAL
•Op«n Lat* Hours. Frso / Vaildatod Parfcing DENTISTRY
•Chocks. Crodit Cards A InsurtHieo Forms Wolcomo
•22 Yoars in Private Practico in Wostwood

"iT;o^!J""^
FRIEDMAN, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)

1762 Westwood Blvd. #460 (between Wibhire & Santa Monica Bl

)

For Appointment Call: (310) 474-3765

HAIRCUTTING WESTWOOD

Yearbooks are available for pick up during 10th week
at 118 KerckhoffHall, between 10:30am to 1:30pm.

Please come with your student ID to

pick up your copy!

Call 3 10.825.2640
for more information.

Since 191^

Tues-Sat 9-7
• Free Consultation • Perms/Bodywaves

• Colorist on staff
1st time clients 15% off student rate

824-2711 •1001 Gayley
(NEXT TO COFFEE BEAN)

Oi

• After School Activities • Home to School

(8fO) 446"i260 * ^'='''"" "> ""•"•^

ARY

CaU: (310)268-0700

1726 1/2 Westwood Blvd.

Los Angeles, CA 90024

Mnspinng

Kindergarten through Grade 6
An independent day school

Academically superior

Small class size

Music and drama
Foreign language

1

NUVEMAN
Frompa9<32

AAer this season, Nuveman has one
more year at UCLA. When she finish-

es the 2002 season. she'U be 24 yean
old after spending six years in

Westwood. She redshirted the 1998

season because ofthe NCAA-imposed
postseason ban on UCLA, and the

2000 season for the Olympics. Her
absence has given her the added chal-

lenge of relating to teammates who are

as much as four-and-a-half years

younger.

"Our lives are really different. I feel

really old being around 18-year-olds

when I'm 23. But I think I'm good at

relating to them, no matter what the

age situation, because on the Olympic
team I was the youngest," she said.

Nuveman may win another gold

medal in the 2004 Olympics. She could

collect two more Women's College

World Series titles before she is done at

UCLA. Even if that happens, she'd

rather you remember her in other
ways.

"It's not about how many hits you
have or any of your athletic stats; it's

about what kind of person you arc,"

she said. "When it's all said and done,

if my career was over tomorrow, I'd

hope people would say that I was a
competitor, but more importantly that

I was a good person and I played the

game straight up. I gave It all I had, but

it wasn't my life, I had balance in my
hfe as well."

SOFTBALL
From page 33

down her opposition, allowing only
two hits in 10 innings of work.

Along with freshman Keira Goerl
and senior Courtney Dale, Freed's

return gives the Bruins three top-

notch pitchers to use, a great advan-
tage considering the amount of
games to be played in such a short

time span.

But regardless of how many pitch-

ers a team has, and how powerful its

lineup is, execution and concentra-

tion will determine whether UCLA
can lay claim to its ninth NCAA title.

"You have to give it everything

you've got every game," Bruin fr<^h-

raan first baseman Claire Sua said.

"It's one game, one pitch at a time."

SERVICE
From page 36

ment to the importance ofthe commu-
nity service projects.

"My little brother still talks about
it," said Jama Adams, a fourth-year

political science student and assistant

director of the "I'm Going to College"

program. Adams is referring to the

participation by the men's basketball

team during Lil' Siblings Weekend at

the dorms. "They lifted my six-year old

brother up to the baskets to make him
feel he was big like them and could

score a basket."

Adams admitted that some athletes

are reluctont to participate at first.

They may not realize the full impact
they have on their fans, but after get-

ting involved in service projects and
seeing the changes they can make,
many athletes grow to tove the interac-

tion with the community.

"Getting to actually meet the kids is

really fun," said Carly Raab, a sopho-
more on the gymnastic team.

Earlier this year. Raab and the other

gymnasts took part in exchanging pen-

pal letters with elepnentary school chil-

dren. "The kids see us on posters and
think of us as celebrities," Raab said.

"It is fun to see them get excited."

Last November the Athletic

Department and the athletes went
head-to4icad in a food drive competi-
tion. In the end. both sides claimed vic-

tory, and judgmg by the number of
needy people that were helped by the

community service project, they were
both right.

Daily Bruin Sports

W.TENNIS
From page 36

Lord and Zdorovytska in March.
"When we lost before, we gave it to

them. We were up 7-4 before we lost,"

Fisher said.

Fisher and Marinova took the next
five games. Once they had taken the
first set, they fdt they had the match.

"It help^ a lot that we had more
time because it is not one eight-game
set," Marinova said, referring to how
competitors in the NCAA Individual

Tournament play three six-game sets

rather than one eight-game set.

Thursday, May 24, 2001 31

But their teammates did not fare as

well. Walker and Fritz-Kiockow had
the bad luck of facing the No. 1 seed,

Stanford's Lauren Bamikow and
Lauren Kalvaria, in the round of 64.

"What can you do? It's the luck of
the draw." Fritz-Krockow said.

Bamikow and Kalvaria defeated the

Bruins 6-3. 46. 6-3. Fritz-Krockow and
Walker took the momentum away
from the Cardinal in the second set and
held control until part way through the

third set.

"Sara and Mariko definitely chal-

lenged the No. I team." UCLA Head
Coach Stella Sampras said. 'They
scared them a little bit."

However, KaNaria and Bamikow
showed why they are ranked No. I, as

they stepped up their level to take back
the match.

NCAA individual play will continue
throughout the week.

• • •

On the men's side, sophomore Jean-

Julien Rojer and senior Jean-Noel
Grinda begin play in the NCAA
Individual Championships today In

singles Grinda, who is unseeded, will

play No. 6 seed Oskar Johansson of
Arkansas while Rojer, seeded 9-16, will

play Daniel Kiernen of Louisiana
State. The pair will also play in the

Individual Doubles tournament.

FUNDAMENTALS
From page 33

five feet, but Rahn used a looping
wide turn at third and a headfirst

slide to narrowly avoid the tag and
putUCLA on top for good.

"I knew it was going to be close. I

knew I'd have to slide arotind the

catcher to get in there," Rahn said.

UCLA was pinch-running the
whole weekend, pushing for single

runs instead of waiting for the big

innings, which they still managed to

get several times. With the level of
play increasing, however, the Bruins

know they have to get runs whenev-
er they can in dose games.

'

**I think all of this is just our team
getting ready to go to the next levd.

Everyone is playing that last out like

it's their last one, trying to get every-
thing they can out of it for the
team," Mejia said.

The Bruins know they have a
great offense but they also know
that effective pitching can neutralize

any offense. Solid defense and
aggressive baserunning could be the
difference in bringing a 10th nation-
al Softball championship to

Westwood from Oklahoma this

weekend.

Congratulate

Your Graduate.

Place an ad in Bruin Life's

Class of 2001 Graduation Issue

to place an ad, call 206-7562

MINDBfNDING SHORT FILMS! I

nay animations!

showcasing
Jouthern [alifornio'$ mosf faJtnfed

filmmakers and onimofors

FRIDAy 7pm MAX 25}h **c!p
ACKFRMAN GRAND BALLROOM /^
FRFC ADMISSION //

A NOTE TO CUSTOMERS OF
SCHLOTZSKY'S DELI

•

Dedr Custbnriers, ^
On Sunday, June 4th, the business

located at 1061 Broxton Avenue will no
longer operate as a Schlnfy«icy*y y^

j

On behalf of the Schlotzsky's team, we
)Arbuld fhce to thank you for oyer seven

and a half years of your patronage. It has
been an honor and privilege to serve you,

and to be a part of the Westwood
:rcommutiity.

the Schlotzsky^s franchise continues to
grow nationwide. Log on to

www.CooldeH.com or call (800) 846-2867
to find the location nearest you.

broughf fo you by:

SA6INDIE
acnccN AOTons ouilo

uciA CAMPUS imn
319 Kerckhoff Holl

(310)825-1958

www.iompmevenh.utlo.edu 4082 Lincoln BoulnnnI, MmdiM R(K OMhrnia 90292
W: 310 306 7908 l»ii:30»6122 t-mlkanctanokymmUKK
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NUVEMAN
From page 36

Abdul-Jabbar, she says she wasn't sold

on UCLA all along.

"Some people can honestly say,

'Yeah, I always wanted to be a Bruin."

I liked UCLA, but it wasn't that I had
any real stock in UCLA. It was my last

recruiting U-ip of the five, and I just got

the feeling that I belonged. After get-

ting a tour of the campus and seeing all

that UCLA had to offer, I knew that

there was nowhere else I wanted to

spend five years ofmy life."

But like AbduWabbar (then Lew

Alcindor), who left UCLA as perhaps
the best ever to play basketball in

Westwood. Nuveman will most likely

hold the same distinction in her sport.

Accenting her unique ability.

Nuveman said that she'd rather be
compared to power-hitting catcher

Mike Piazza than the faiore offensive-

minded McGwire. Senior pitcher

Courtney Dale, who has thrown to

Nuveman since they arrived in 1997,

recognized the talent needed to be a

proficient catcher.

"She has to know how to work with

each pitcher that she's catching. She's

really smart behind the plate, reading

the hitters and knowing what their

weaknesses are," Dak said.

Nuveman's talent has not gone
unnoticed within the Pao-IO. She hit 20
home runs her freshman year and 31

her sophomore year. Though she took
the 2000 season off to train and tour

with the Olympic softball team, her

competition at the collegiate level has

not forgotten her. Instead, they've

often raised the white flag when she's at

the plate, giving her 68 walks in 64
games so far this year, and not because
the 6-foot catcher has a small strike

zone. That is compared with 61 walks
in 69 games in 1999, and 33 walks in 63
games her freshman year.

But Enquist expected more limited

chancy at the pUte for Nuveman.
"Across the board, more people are

throwing to her than we thought they

would. Now, as the stakes go up, I see

more intentional walks and teams
throwing around her." Enquist said.

Still, N uveman makes the best ofthe
home run opportunities taken away
from her.

"I haven't seen the same pitch selec-

tion that I saw before. Everyone starts

to figure you out and say, 'We're not
going to mess with her,'" she said.

"Everyone asks me, 'Don't you hate

getting walked?' 1 say my on base per-

centage is getting better. It's better than

grounding out or sU-iking out. I'm cre-

ating things for our offcnle. Walk roe a
hundred times. I don't reafly care,"

With her 19 home runs this year,

Nuveman is 16 away from breaking the

NCAA career record of 85. But as her

modesty would indicate, she doesn't

consider the mark a must have.

"It's always nice to leave your name
in the books, but by no means is that

something that I'm going to focus on
for the rest of this year or even next

year. Hopefully it happens, but if it

doesn't, I feel like I've done my duty
and left my legacy on the game," she
said.
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CUPAND SAVE

0^

$2.00 off

TUESDAYS

EaetudM SidMans #!!'
ao^Vfo>^ ^v^^
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Exp. 5/31/01

^-. LARGE

^

^Q PIZZA w/

Free Liter
9.75
TWO TOPPINGS

TAX INCLUDED

wt,^ 208-8671
Br«tt««ood820-*6636
Offer good only with tNs

coupon, one coupon per pizza.

NO 1/2 & 1/2's

Limit 3 pizzas per address.

Open until 1 a.ni.

Coupons must be ghftn to driver.
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BRUIN DISCOUNTS

Exp. 5/31/01

i.. LARGE

9.75
TWO TOPPINGS

TAX INCLUDED
'* S*- CUP AND SAVE

Exp. 5/31/01

Co«pM idU tf Westwood MtfImliMd tMrtam Miy. I

• ^fA^ CUPAND SAVE " "" "I

w..*^ 208-8671
Brwttwood820-6636
Offer good only with this

coupon, one coupon per pizza.
*

NO 1/2 & 1/2'r^

Limit 3 pizzas per address.

Open until 1 a.ni.

Coupons must Im oven to driver.
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Nokia 3390

o^^
oe^^ 'S^^^^^3^

Regular Price $69.99

Bruin Price: FREE!

9.75
LARGE
PiZZA w/

Free Liter

TWO TOPPINGS
•Not valid on Sicilians or with arty other offer. Must mention ad. tav IMCLUDED

WMtwood 208-8671 I

Brmtwood820-6636 I

Offer good only witfi tfiis •

coupon, one coupon per pizza. *
I

NO 1/2 & 1/2's I

Limit 3 pizzas per address, i

Open until 1 a.ni. i

Coupons must i» given to driver. I
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I

Nokia 8290 r^okia 8890
Regularly $99.00 Regularty $449 GO
Bftin Price $49.00 Bruin Price $295 00

Eoooowiireless
306 S. San Gabriel Blvd. Unit

San Gabriel. CA 91776

(626)286-8158

(626) 512-9848

Cantaloupe

/lb.

Whole
39
49«/lb. cut

Sparkletts*
• CnVtTAL PMCSM DUINKIMO WATtR

• MOUNTAIN tMUHQ WATIR

97
1 Gallon

Coke, Diet Coke & Sprite

hot
buy! 99

2 liter Limit 6 Save 60»

Sam Adams

:j^m^-:, DREAMERY Miller Genuine Draft

$i99

•Summer Ale

•Pale Ale

•Boston Lager

6 pk • ±2oz. bottles Save $2.30

PowerSde

89«
Save 700

CM'

Save $1.50 IS pfc< 12 oz.bottles

a&tt Orange Juice ^5^p}zA^^^

Save $3.00 \ 12pk • 12 OZ. bOtOeS Save $5.00

mike's
DonaW
Oisrk

Open 'til

25.2 oz
Save $1.30| Deluxe * PepperonI Save $2.78 \6 pk-ii oz. bottfee

99
Save $1.00

Midnight at 1057 Gayley Ave. 209-1111 jMo-.terCard
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MAZEIKA
FnmpageM

more than a month, the draft had
already been completed, MLB was
reaching its groove and the NHL
and NBA piayoflfs had Jcicked into

fifth gear. '

So, of course, I picked up a copy
ofthe L.A. Times this week and saw
a couple of NFLn-eiated stories.

And to drive it home. Wednesday's
Daily Bruin ran a couple of wire sto-

ries from the Associated Press about
those very same articles.

AJ Davis and his O^and
Raiders lost their $ 1.2 billion lawsuit

claiming conU-ol of the Los Angeles
market The daim is ludicrous and
should've been dismissed from the

very beginning, which would have
provided me with some much-need-
ed offseason time.

Not that ajudge dismissing

Davis' case would've done me any

FUNDAMENTALS
From page 35

past weekend. They were 9-for-9 on
steals, but the roost obvious example
of their baserunning talents once
again came in Saturday's 3-1 win.

In the fifth inning, with the game
tied at 1-1, Crissy Buck smgled with

iBBWillwis

tm vouR
DAILV BRUlf^
JUWE 4¥H.

For advertising

information, please

call 825-2161
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good, because as soon as the jury

came back with the decision, the

NFL announced its plans for

realignment.

Could someone please explain to

me why owners fdt the need to bur-

den someone like me with realign-

ment in May? Couldn't they do this

in October, when these pressing

matters are most relevant? Why do
owners' meetings even have to take

place in the spring?

Now free agency is around the

corner and preseason is on the hori-

zon. I'll have to wait until February

2002 for my vacation, although I'm

sure the NFL will find a way to cap-

ture the headlines then, too.

I'm telling you, it's one big con-

spiracy to keep me from enjoying a

nice, quiet and relaxing football off-

Can you tell Mazeika lives on an island

by himself? E-ntail him the name of a

good psychiatrist at vytas9uda.edu.

one out and moved over on Watley's

sacrifice bunt. Next, freshman

Stephanie Ramos singled to right

field. Erin Rahn, running for Buck,

was waved home and made an

incredible slide at the plate to avoid

the tag. A strong throw from right-

fielder Goudy beat her by a good

SMFUMMUiElfnUiwpageSI

SORBAU
From page 35

playoff time, like the Lakers are

doing in this year's NBA playoffs.

Pac-10 Player of the Year Stocey

Nuveman (.453 batting average, 19

home runs, 73 RBIs) and NCAA
Regional Most Outstanding Player

Tairia Mims (.378, 17, 71) are a fear-

some duo that will give Iowa junior

ace Kristi Hanks a lot of trouble.

But the Bruins speak of how stats

are meaningless now. Each game is a
new season, and mistakes won't be
forgiven in Oklahoma City Mistakes

like failing to score a run with the

bases loaded and no outs, as the

Bruins did Sunday against San Diego
State in an 1 1-0 rout.

"Even though we've had our wins

right now, we've been humbled in the

past." sophomore second baseman
Monique Mejia said. "There were a

couple of games in the Regional

where we did walk away with a lop-

sided win, but (at points) we broke

down with our plan."

To further strengthen UCLA's
chances in the WCWS, junior ace

Amanda Freed made her return to

the pitcher's circle last Friday after

almost a month-long hiatus due to an
injury to her foreann.

In two pain-free starts. Freed shut

NCAA DIVISION i WOMEN'S COIUGE W0Ra>S^BIES
lAfteHM

klhur.Sajn.

ESPN2

8 Califomia

4MkhkMn

..Thur. 10:30 a.rn.

ESPN 2

5 Oklahoma

Frl4p.m.

eSPN

Sun. 10 a.m.

ESPN 2

LoserGame 1

Sat.9ajn.

ESPN

Loser Game 2 W ESPN

Loser Game 6

Sun. 3 pin.

Il) ESPN 2

(rematch of

Game 11, if

necessary)

3 Louisiana St

|Thur.4p.m.

ESPN2

6 Stanford

Mon. 10:15 ajTi.

ESPN

2UCLA

Thur. 6:30 p.m.

ESPN2

7 Iowa

kFri. 6:30 p.m.

No TV

.Sun.12J0p,m.

ESPN2

Loser Game3

k Sat 11:30 a.m.

No TV

LoserGame4 Sat630pjn.

J ESPN2

LoserGames

San.3or5J0

p.m.

ESPN2

(rnnatdiofGanit

Utfneossan^

SccSOnMti,pa9c30

1) IfGame 9 Mfwer deCNts Game 5 winner in Game 1 1, then Game 13 is mcesuty

2) tfGame 10 winner defeats Game 6 winner In Game 12, then Game 14 Is necessary

3) tf Game 14 Is the only Game Sunday evening, it wiN be played at 3 pm
SOUiaKM

Dr. PatricR Doyle, O.D.
OF W^ESXWOOD

I C> M
EYE EXAMINATIONS-CONTACT LENSES HJGH-FASHION EYEWEAR

10930 WEYBUKN AVE
3 10-208- 1384

We accept

UCLA's
VISION PLAN

AND STUDENTS

EYE-IVIED PLAN

iiriBkJHIHH

fWEE CONTACT
LENS SOLUTION

• « •

You JUST NEED
TO STOP IN

The difference Is HIGH QUALITY service

Close to campus in Westwood Village

Across from Jeny's Famous Deli

Summer-time for

Learning!!
Summer Classes Start

June 4 & July 9
Two, five-week sessions get you

through class in 1/3 the normal time!!

RIO HONDO COLLECE

Register Now!
Call

(562) 908-3415

L

For A Free Schedule Call (562) 908-3445

Rl6 HONDO C0LL£6E
3600 Workman Mill Road • Whittier, CA 90601-1699

www.rh.ccxa.iis
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W.GOLF BRIEFS

UCLA tied at fourth

in NCAA tourney
After two rounds of competition, the

women's golfteam is now tied for fourth
place with an I8-over par, 594 total at
the NCAA Championships in Orlando
Fla.

The Bryins slipped two spots from
Wednesday! when they ended the first

round in second place. After shooting
295 in Tuesday's first round, they shot
299 Wednesday

Individually, senior co-captain Laura
Moffat sfill leads the field with a 6-under

par. 138 total. She has shot a 69 in each
ofthc two rounds.

Behind her are freshman Melissa
Martin (tic-27th place, 149 total), fresh-
man Gina Umeck (tie40, 151), senior
co<:aptain Leilani Bagby (tie-74, 156),
and redshirt sophomore saki Uechi (T-
104. 160)

.

Top-ranked Duke and No. 14
Oklahoma State are tied for first with a
592 team total, No. 6 Georgia is third

(593) and No. 4 Auburn is tied with No
19 UCLA at 594.

Qub team shows varsity potential
WJtUGBY: Bruins end
stellar season quietly,

go far in tournament

Brief compiled by Pauline Vu, Daily Bruin
Senior Staff.

MAZEIKA
From page 36

That hasn't been the case since the St.

Louis Rams won the Super Bowl in 2000.
with the whole Ray Lewis and Rae Carruth
fiascos.

With almost daily updates, I was remind-
ed of Lewis' involvement with a pair of mur-
ders and Carruth 's plot to kill his girlfriend,

who was to be the mother of his child. Then,
before the media was done abusing those
two stories, the entry draft took a lot of the
headlines in late April with free agency
ready to rear its ugly head in June and July

With an inordinate number of players
switching teams on nearly a daily basis, the
NFL teams resemble revolving doors of
mercenaries rather than the stable franchises
of the 1980s. Minncamps and preseason
show up around August and the NFL sea-
son starts in September.

Lewis and the Baltimore Ravens won the
Super Bowl in 2001 and I hoped that I could
finally take my first vacation from football
in well oVer a year.

But McMahon got the bright idea to team
up with a bitter NBC network and fed me
that crap they called the XFL.

Instead of providing entertainment, it just
showcased bad football. I admit to having
watched part of some XFL games, but sim-
ply because I'm the kind of person who can't
look away from a horrible crash on the side
of the freeway.

I enjoy carnage and it was humorous to
see NBC push Jesse Ventura into our living
rooms because they were upset CBS took
the AFC television rights away from them.

In hindsight, I now realize that my
unhealthy obsession with football is the
cause for my complaints. But our society
likes scapegoats, and I'd like to reassure
myself by saying that it was the XFL. and ^=z
not my distorted mind, which took away
that time from the end ofJanuary to the end
of April that I cherished so much as my foot-
ball offseason. By the time the draft came
around in late April, I felt as if football had
Imgcrcd on, as if the NFL season had just
recently ended and I didn't get my much-
deserved vacation.

Needless to say I was ecstatic when
McMahon announced the XFL's disband-
ment.

My last hope for an offseason was to cling
to May After all, free agency didn't start for

ByWillWhitehom
Dally Bmin Contributor

The UCLA women's rugby
team has quietly put together a
sterling season, with the empha-
sis on "quiet."

With an 8-0 record, a
Southern California conference
title and a Sweet 16 appearance
in USA Rugby's Annual
Tournament, women's rugby has
progressed as a club sport while
awaiting the opportunity to
become a varsity squad.

"My best guess is that ifevery-
thing meets the approval of the
NCAA, women's rugby will be a
potential varsity sport program
effective August 2002." said
UCLA Head Coach Tam
Breckenridge.

"At that time I would certain-

ly raise the issue of women's
rugby as a varsity sport «t
-UCLA.'^

crs who questioned the Bruins'
presence in the tournament.

"(It) was a bit of an upset,"
Breckenridge said, "at least in

terms of the national rankings
and in terms of how most rugby
followers view women's rugby in

Southern California."

Final FcHir

Beantown 20,

UCLA 7

'Thjsls,byfar,

the strongest and
most talented

Bruin team."

Tarn Breckenridge

UCLA Head Coach

S«elMZEIU,pa9c33

Women's rugby has made
remarkable strides as a club
since Breckenridge assumed the
helm in 1994. The Bruins have
advanced to three straight tour-

naments, cracking into the Sweet
16 for the first time this year
since a new playoff bracket was
implemented three years ago.

No. lO-seeded UCLA
shocked many observers with a
34-12 win last weekend over the
No. 7 seed Emerald City
Mudhens of Seattle, providing a
national wake-up call for naysay-

The Bruins* run to the Final
=*bur ended, however, with a dis-

heartening loss to the No. 2
Beantown of Massachusetts.
After a quick start by Beantown.
UCLA was unable to capitalize

and ultimately succumbed to a
20-7 loss.

But the Bruins, by virtue of
their Sweet 16 berth, earned a
spot in the Plate Final Four, a
consolation tournament com-
prised of the teams that were
eliminated in the second round.
The second-round victors
(Beantown, Cal, Twin Cities and
Minnesota) advance to the Cup

Final Four, where an eventual
Division I Qub team will be
crowned champion.

"The players made it their

goal to get to the Final Four this

season," Breckenridge said.

"This is. by far, the strongest and
most talented Bruin team ever
fielded by UCLA."

Breckenridge acknowledged
scrumhalf Laura Strauss as a
vital component to the Bruins*
watershed season. Strauss was
hampered by a shoulder injury
and sat out the team*s first-round

victory over Emerald City.

Breckenridge also singled out
forwards Marni Vath and Marcy
Barrios, who do the bulk of the
Bruins' dirty work on field, as
her most unheralded perform-
ers.

"We would not be in the Final
Four without them," she said.

The Bruins square off against
the Washington Furies June 2-3

for the opportunity to advance
to the Plate Final, where they
would face either Wisconsin or
the New York Rugby Chib.

"The Washington Furies are a
solid squad," Breckenridge said.

"They will try to pound their

attack down the middle of the
field. Our game plan is to play an
aggressive 3-up defense to shut
down their centers and to spread
the field offensively. Strong
defense and our ability to get the
ball will be integral to our suc-
cess,"

With a Final Four berth,
national recognition and possi-
ble varsity status one day, UCLA
women's rugby seems to be mak-
ing as big an impact oft" the field

as on it.

BURGER SPECIALS

1 Cheese Burger Combo $ 4,25

2 Turkey Burger $ 5.00

3 Teriyaki Burger $ 5 25
4 BBQ Bacon Burger $ 5.75

All items include tax.

SANDWICH SPECIALS BREAKFAST SPECIALS

2 eggs any style, bacon,

hash browns and toast

1 steak Sandwich Comlm $ aso
2 Pastrami Sandwich $ 5.50

3 Teriyaki Chicken Sandwich $ 6.50

4 Hat Dogger Special $ 3.59

3.25 including

tax

All of our Burger and Sandwich Specials come with
All You can Drink and Fries or Fresh Fruit

Don't miss out on our lunch specials^

208-2424
10922 Kinross Ave., Westwood Village

gAPLlWE
w DINER & PRESS CLUB
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SOFTBALL NCAA CHAMPIONSHIPS

May 24-28, 2001 • Oklahoma City, OK

SOFTBALL Strong hitting,

pitching should help team
take home the title again

ByVytasMazeika
Daily Bruin Reporter

.
When you climb Mt. Everest, there

are camps where you rest along the

way The UCLA softball team is get-

ting ready to break the final camp and
make the arduous run to the summit of
their own Mt. Everest.

Beginning with today's 6:30 p.m.
game against Iowa in Oklahoma City,

the Bruins are on a determinedjourney
to claim their ninth NCAA crown at

the Women's College World Series.

"We haven't peaked yet and we're
starting to peak now," UCLA fresh-

man outfielder Stephanie Ramos said.

^"Wc're gelling and we'wgettiiig aU o(
our injured people back. We're actual-

ly starting to get together now."
The second-seeded Bruins (59-5)

come in as the favorites after demolish-

ing the competition in last week's
NCAA Regionals. In four games.
UCLA defeated its opponents by a

combined score of 31-1.

The seventh-seeded Hawkeyes (49-

12) already pulled off a mild upset

when they twice defeated Notre Dame,
the top seed in their region, to make it

to the WCWS.
So there's a possibility that an over-

confident Bruin squad could come in

and take the Hawkeyes for granted.

But UCLA Head Coach Sue Enquist

doesn't foresee that happening.

"This team is smarter than that,"

Enquist said. "I think they know
enough about the competition in the

NICCXE MILLER/ D*tly Brum

Freshman Keira Goerl pitches to Cal State tJorthrldge in the NCAA
Regionals last weekend at Easton Stadium.

country, and we have a handful of kids

that have been there before. Once the

game gets going and the butterflies

land, it's that same game."

The Bruins are one of those rare

teams that manage to turn it up come

SecSOnBAIXpageBB

DEFENSE: BruinsVplay

on field, in base paths

instrumental in wins

By Michad Sneag
Daily Bruin Contributor

While the offense and pitching

usually get the headlines, UCLA's
stellar defense and aggressive

baserunning garnered a lot of awe
at last weekend's NCAA Regional

games at Easton Stadium.

The Bruins' explosive offense

and the pitching trio of Amanda
Freed. Keira Goerl and Courtney
Dale gave UCLA a berth in the

Women's College World Series for

the 18th time in 20 years.

But the glue that held it all

igethcr wa& a superior defense.

The Bruins had no errors and
made both routine and spectacular

plays to stunt rallies and keep
momentum on their side.

"This club knows that any pres-

sure they feel from me is really

from the defensive end because in

general we don't put those kind of

numbers up on the board offen-

sively. I was just so pleased with

how we were executing," said

Head Coach Sue Enquist.

A perfect example of the solid

defense came Saturday against

San Diego State. In the fourth

inning of a 1-0 game, the Bruins

robbed the Aztecs on consecutive

plays.

The first play had Natasha
Watley going deep into the hole

and making a strong throw while

first baseman Tairia Mims
stretched to get runner Tiffany

Goudy out by a step. Aztec Kellie

Nordhagen followed with a sharp

grounder to second baseman
Crissy Buck, who gloved it and
threw to first for the second out.

Neither of those plays were
important on their own, but the

next hitter, Janna Kovensky, hit a

home run off the scoreboard in left

field to tie the game. The home run

was a solo shot instead of a two or

three-run at-bat.

The defense continued Sunday
when another Aztec rally was
thwarted. Leading off the third

inning, Monique Mejia robbed
Sarah Hershman of a single with a

diving stop and strong throw,

allowing the Bruins to maintain

their momentum.
In the fourth inning, Freed

,

"after a rare lead-off walk, induced

a ground ball to Watley, who threw

to Mejia, who completed the dou-

ble play with an accurate throw to

Mims at first, snuffing another

Aztec rally. Double plays are rare

in Softball because of the short

base paths, but the Bruins man-
aged to make it look easy.

"What we as a team can't ever

break down on is defense, because

that's what wins and loses games,"

Mejia said. "That's our mentality

out there and it's been working
lately, so that's great."

Combined with the defense was
the aggressive baserunning used

by the Bruins throughout the year,

which was especially evident this

See FUNDAMENTALS, page 33
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pit seed: Arizona WiMcat(

Head Coadi: Mike Camtrea (1(th year)

2001 Record: 61 4

Regional: Made it intffiesting in three of the four games,

beating St. Peters 4-2, run-niling Texas Ted» 8-0,and defeating

Cal St,fullerton 5-4, and SW Texas State 6-2.

Strengths: Ihe WiWcau are strong both kj the drde and at the

plate. Through the regular season, junior Jennie Finch posted a

27-0 record with a J4 ERA with a .324 batting average. The

team is hitting .346 with senior Lauren Bauer leading the pack

at .442 for the regular season.

Weaknesses: Good lud finding one. The Wildcats are three

pltd»ers deep just Uke the Bruins, and have similar numbers at

the plate.

Key Player: Hnd) will be counted on to lead the Wildcats to

their sixth NCAA title. She's 2-0 against UCLAM hasn't lost aH

year, something no Bmin pitdter with more than 10 decisions

can say.

Record vs. UCLA (last meeting): 50^ in favor ofUCLA (2001)

Sth Mtd: OkMMnM Sooocn

Head Coadi: Patty Gasso (7th year)

2001 Record: 49-7

Rifitniii: Uke UCLA, the Sooners breezed through most of

their regional, beating Lehigh 9-2, nin-niling North Carolina

13-0,afKl knocking out Washington in two straight meetings

32 and 10-2.

Strengths: The Sooners have soljd hitting, with three players at

or above .400 and three more above .300. Sophomore Kelli

Braitsch leads the Sooners, batting .448.

Weaknesses: Only in the WCWS is an ace pitcher with a 1 J3

ERA a weakness. The Sooners are relying on junior Jennifer

Stewart (36-3) to repeat.

Key Player: Senior Ashii Barrett is the team's leading power

source and nin producer, hitting .400 with a team-high in RBIs

(62)andhomenins(1S).

, Record vs.UCU (Ust meeting): 4- 1 in favor of UCLA (2000)

2iid$Md:UCUBniim

HeadCMdi: Sue Enquist (1 3th year)

2P01 Recofd;59-5

RegkMMi: UCLA steamrotled its opponentsi

regional, winning by scores of 8-0,9-0, 3-1 and 1 1-0 to

dweout.

Strengths: The Bniins, like most teams in the

tournament, are well-rounded, Junior catcher and Pac-

10 Player of the Year Stacey Nuveman leads a balanced

offense while three elite pitdiers are available,

allowing for rested and lively arms.

Weaknesses: There's a relative amount ofWCWS
inexperience, especially when you consider that the

emire InfieW (1 B, 2B, SS, 38) is composed of

sophomores.

Key Player Junior ace Amanda Freed needs to prove

that she has healed enough from thie forearm injury

that shut her down for a month. Her 12 shutout

innings in the regional mighrbe proof enough that

she's bade.

3rd s«td: Louisima State Tigers

Head Cotdi: YVette Ginuiard {1st year)

20(hRiwMd:S7-9 y^
Regional: Had an easy time to start, run-ruling Cornell 6-0, but

had dose games against Penn Sate 2-1, Arizona State 3-2,and

Louisiana-Lafayette 2-1,

Strengths; The Tigers are a balanced team, with five players

over .300 and both main pitchers under 1 .00 in ERA. As a team,

they're batting .301 and holding their opponents to a meager

.130 mark.

Weaknesses: The daim couW be made that, though the figers'

numbers are impressh^e, th«r competition is not. LSU is the

only SEC school in the final eight

Key rtiyen Junior Britni Sneed Is 34-5 with a 0.66 ERA,and has

bndemed the v/hole season with senior Ashley Lewis (20-4,

Oil)

ReconJ vs. UCU(ta$l mewing): Win fevorofUCLA (2000)

4tti it^: Michigan Wolverines ^^WIl\_,
Head Coadi; Carol Hutdjins (17th year) ^ J^^^j^'
2001Record:43-1S-i WMWWl'
Regional: In the only regional not to have the host in the final

game, Michigan beat Tennessee-Chananooga 1-0 to start, won

the first of two meetings against Sooth Rorlda 6-2, handed

Alabama its fi5t loss 3-2, and won the regional 12-5ow South

FlorWa. .

Strengths: The Wolverines have strong pltdung asw^ as

hitting, and rely on a duo of pltd)ers to advance in the WCWS.

Senior Marie Bania is 20-7 with a .81 ERA, and sophomore

Marissa Young is 207 with a 1 .07 ERA.

Weaknesses; Looking at Michigan's stats, you'd think that it

was the state with power shortage, not California. Sophomore

Melinda Moulden has a team-high sn home nins.

Key Player Senior Melissa Taylor's batting average, .459,

*

makes her the lay player on the team. If Mldwgan Is to

advance, Taylor's teammates must start hitting more like her

Record vs, UCLA (last meeting): 6-2 in favor ofUCU (2000)

6th sctd: Stanford Cardinal

Head Coach: John Rittman (5th year)

2001 Record: 52-14-1

Regional: Had an easy time en route to Its first final

eight appearance, beating Hofstra 4-0, Central

Michigan 6^, Nebraska 5-1, and PacifK 9-1.

Strengths: The Cardinal proved its ability to win this

past weekend, cruising through the regional.

Sophomore Dana Sorensen is again in the drde after a

midseason injury and will be foremost if the Cardinal

is to advance.

Weaknesses: Stanford wins without numbers as

impressive as those of Arizona and UCLA. Juniocs

Jessica Mendoza and Sarah Beeson are batting .415

and .399 respectively, but the next closest Card is at

J70.

Key Player Sorensen is 25.-4 with a 0.4S ERA. The

Bniins know that she can play against the best of

them, as Sorensen handed UCLA its first loss of 2001

Record vs. UCU (last meeting): 30-7 in favor of

UCLA (2001)

C^7th seed: Iowa Hawtyrycs

Head Coach: Gayle Blevins (14th year)

2001 Record: 49 12

Regional: Despite being the second seeded team in the

RegionaL the Hawkeyes got to host and that played to their

advantage as Iowa beat topseed Notre Dame 6-0 and 6-2 en

route to winning a berth to the WCWS.

Strengths: Iowa's offense depends on getting on base and

then using the team speed. The Hawkeyes batted .287 as a

learn, with four starters finishing the season over .300. After

getting on base, Iowa was successful on 98 out of 120 stolen

base attempts.

Weaknesses: Junior ace Kristi Hanks has a deceptive 0.75 ERA

over 270 2/3 innings of work, mainly because she allowed

almost as many earned nins (29) as unearned mns (25). A

porous defense could be Iowa's downfall.

Key liayer: The Hawkeye offense revolves around junior

infielder/outfielder Alicia Cerlach. She led Iowa In HR (10), RBI

(38), nms (39), doubles (18), hits (72) and was second in

batting average (.381).

Record vs. UCU (Ust meeting): 1-0 in favor ofUCU (1996)

<k£
8th sctd: aiifomia GoMen Bears

Head Coadi: Mane Ninemire (14th year)

2001 Record: 53-16

Regional: In the last regional to name a champion and one of

two in which the host did not advance to Oklahonw City, the

Bears beat Connecticut 2-0 and Florida Atlantic 2-0 before

tussling with Florida State three straight games, winning 1-0,

k>sing 2-1, and winning 3-2.

Strengths: The Bears have enough hitting and pitching to

allow them to advance, if it comes together at the right tinie.

Four players are above .300, and the rest of the starting lineup

Is above .200. Both of Cal's main pitchers are below 1 .00 in ERA.

Weaknesses: The Bears better hope they don't meet any Pac-

10 teams in the WCWS. Cal's awfol conference record (6-14) is

actually better than Its reconJ against the three other

conference teams in the WCWS (1-8)

Key Player: Sophomore Veronica Nelson is .353 with 18 home
nins. The rest of the team has 13 homers combined.

Record vs. UCU (bst meeting): 56- 1 3 In favor of UCU
(2001)

jWWQ: URWnWiW jPW
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Sm|)iisc, surprise

The Softball team is going

to the College World Series

for the 18th time in 20

years. Details on page 35.

COURTNEY STEVWKHT/D^ Brum

Stacey Nuveman may well leave UCLA as the Bruins' best Softball player ever. NUVEMAN STAYS HUMBLE
By Andrew Borden
Daily Bruin Reporter

Stacey Nuveman has an Olympic gold

medal. She owns the school's career records in

batting average, RBIs and home runs. She is

on pace to top the list of games played, runs

scoredand hits by the end of next year.

You'd think that the junior catcher would

carry herself with a swagger, knowing that

opposing pitchers feel the way most students

do when they see an F on a paper when they see

she's in the box.

You'd think that someone who hits home
runs that land not in the trees beyond the out-

field fence but rather in some San Fernando

Valley pool would grab the attention and awe
that a local version of Mark McGwire would.

But not so with Nuveman. Walking in the

Morgan Center one day, she approaches not

with the pounding feet of a power hitter but

with the clicking of flip-flops.

Olympic gold medalist Stacey Nuveman?
True, but she'd rather be known as UCLA stu-

dent Stacey Nuveman.

"My biggest respect for Stacey is her atti-

tude and her demeanor at a time when you usu-

ally see anything but a humble, gracious ath-

lete," said Washington Head Coach Teresa

Wilson. "There are a lot of players you love to

hate because of their cockiness, and Stacey's

not one of them. I respect that kid, and I don't

say that about everybody."

And that was after a game in which

Nuveman homered to beat Wilson's team.

True, she set the school's record for home

runs in a career - one month into her second

season.

True, she crushed the UCLA mark for

home runs in a season by 10, and in only her

sophomore year.

But when she's not tattooing softballs, she

goes to the movies, gets her hair done, and vis-

its the orthodontist. Sounds just like any other

student, outside of the jaw-dropping home
runs, anyway.

Nuveman had several choices when it came
time to select a school. Arizona, Michigan,

Notre Dame, Stanford and UCLA became a

contest of Michigan versus UCLA in the

Nuveman sweepstakes, and the Bruins won
out.

"It appeared to us that it was very close

between us and Michigan. There was a real

hard push to get her," UCLA Head Coach Sue

Enquist said.

Strangely enough, like many students at

UCLA, not even Nuveman could crack the

doors of the mysterious Stanford admissions

department.

"I don't think I would have gone to

Stanford, honestly At that point, they were the

whipping post of the Pac-IO. But it was disap-

pointing to me because I didn't have the oppor-

tunity to say, 'No, thank you.' They had to tell

me that. And that was kind of a shot to my
pride," she said.

Ahhough Nuveman has worn number 33

since her recreational league days because she

was a fan of a Bruin alum, the NBA's Kareem

~
SeeNIIVIIMN,page32

Bruin stars get involved in

campus service programs
ATHLETES: Projects let kids

'go to college' and meet their

favorite UCLA stars off court

ByDavidBlood
Daily Bruin Contributor •

' «

Athletes at UCLA are admired for their

talent and phenomenal athletic ability, but

there is a side to them that usually goes unno-

ticed even by the most avid fan.

We may see the spectacular plays and the

sea of camera flashes surrounding the ath-

letes, but sometimes it is behind the scenes

where the athletes have an even greater

impact on their fans. Community service

projects throughout the year give the sports

teams an opportunity to touch lives and give

something back to the community that has

given them so much support.

On top of the regular athletic commit-

ments. Bruin athletes are required to help

with the "I'm Going to College" program,

which allows underprivileged children a

chance to see UCLA and spend time with the

athletes. In addition, each player is also

required to choose one other community ser-

vice project sometime during the year, and

many teams opt to do more than the mini-

mum.
According to Frank Stevens, athletic

department director of student services, the

community service requirement for UCLA
athletes was unofficially instated five years

ago. but it has been upscaled in the past three

years to include every team.

The children leave with unforgettable

memories of their favorite athlete - a testa-

See SERVICE, page 30

All football and

no offseason

makes loyal

fans aanky
COUJMN: NFL,XFL,too

many news stories deny

fans time for other sports

Courtesy o( Jarw A()ami

Former UCLA basketball team member Todd Ramasar
lifts a child up to the basket in community project.

I

UCLA players advance in NCAA tournament
W.TENNIS: Walker moves

on in singles; Marinova,

Fisher set for next match

By Hannah Gordon
Daily Bruin Contributor

The South proved hospitable to the

Bruins. Sophomore Sara Walker

advanced to the second round of the

NCAA Individual Tournament in

Stone Mountain, Ga. on Tuesday,

while junior Petya Marinova and

freshman Lauren Fisher advanced in

doubles. UCLA's No. 2 doubles team

ofWalker and freshman Mariko Fritz-

Krockow lost in the first round to the

nation's top team.

- . Walker, the No. 16 seed in singles,

eliminated Ipek Senoglu of

Pepperdine 6-3, 6-3. The victory

appeared smooth to her coach, but

Walker was nervous at first.

"(Senoglu) is a senior so I knew she

would come fired up at her last tour-

nament," Walker said. "And I wasn't

expecting to play indoors. I've gotten

used to outdoor courts."

Walker was conservative at first,

allowing Senoglu to run her around

the court. But as Walker's jitters sub-

sided, she began dictating the game,

which is how she prefers to play.

Walker will next play Alabama's

Mirela Vledascu, ranked No. 20.

In doubles, Marinova and Fisher

defeated Loyola Marymount's

Andrea Lord and Angelina

Zdorovytska 6-1, 6-4. Marinova and

Fisher started slow, falling behind 3-0.

Given their eihotional style of play,

you'd expect them to get frustrated.

"We only get in trouble when we
get mad at ourselves," Marinova said.

"Things were not looking good and we
could've gotten down."

However, the duo remained confi-

dent despite the fact that they lost to

S«t W.TEIIIIIS^ pa^c 31

never thought I would say this,

but there is something called foot-

ball overkill.

1 like the idea

ofan offseason,

a time when we
the fans get to

relax so that our

effervescent

love of football

can be rejuve-

nated when
September rolls

around.

I want time

off, a vacation

from football

when I can con-

centrate on MLB, not to mention the

NHL and NBA playoffs. But Paul

Tagliabue's NFL and Vince

McMahon's XFL have screwed that

up for me.

From the end ofJanuary to the

end of April there's supposed to be

almost three months that go by with

little mention of football.

SMlMliN0t|M9c34

Vytas

Mazeika
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Power switch

Democrats to gain control of the

Senate, as Vermont's Jeffords

leaves the GOP. NEWS, PAGE 5

UCLA wins atWCWS
Softball beats Iowa 2-0 in its

College World Series opener.

SPORTS, BACK PAGE

www.dailybruin.ucla.edu

Jazz it up
Get your groove on and spread some love

this weekend at the JazzReggae festival.

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT, PAGE 14

Swastika sparks emotions

at teacli-in on • • • ression
CONFLICT: Yelling begins

at MSA event after rabbi

rips up participant's sign

DAVt HILLTOailv Bruin SfniOJ Sra«

David Nolly argues with fourth-year geography student Shelley AzizI

in Meyerhoff Park Thursday on the issue of Jewish and Muslim relations.

By Marcdle Ridiards

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Thursday's teach-in by the

Muslim Student Association dissi-

pated into a fury of voices after eyes

met a swastika sign equating

Zionism with racism.

The Jewish Student Union gath-

ered in MeyerhofF Park to stage a

counter-rally to the MSA's teach-in

against "Zionist oppression," titled

**The Struggle for Human Rights."

JSU held its own signs, including

a banner that read. "Israel wants

Peace: But we have no partner."

What began as a peaceful congre-

gation bordered on outrage when

Rabbi Chaim Seidler-Feller, director

of UCLA Hilld, took the swastika

sign from a participant and tore it

apart as he walked away.

'The Arabs had signs, the pro-

Israel group had signs: it was a peace-

ful thing," said Lindsay Stricke, a

third-year psychology student and

Jewish Student Union member.

"Then one guy had a swastika sign,

and that brought up a lot of pain and

emotions. The swastika instigated

anger."

Though JSU said the student was

an MSA member because of his

green armband, an article worn by

many MSA members to symbolize

unity, MSA members said the sign

holder was not affiliated.

"We don't know who brought

that, we don't agree with that sign,

but at the sanie tin»e the rabbi has no

right to tear up the sign," said

Mohammed Jukaku, a second-year

computer science student and MSA
member. "There's also the freedom

of speech issue."

Seidler-Feller could not be

reached for comment.

When the commotion flared up,

MSA marched up Bruin Walk to

commemorate victims of Israeli

bombings.

"The majority of the people who

SeelUCN-IN^page?

Assembly sanctions dual admissions policy
APPROVAL Plan will be

sent to regents for final

vote in July at meeting

By Noah Grand
Daily Bruin Reporter

By a nearly unanimous vote, the

systemwide Assembly of the

Academic Senate approved a dual

admissions proposal Wednesday that

will be sent to the UC Board of

Regents for a vote.

Dual admissions will grant certain

high school students UC admission,

provided they complete two years at

a community college first.

"We are sending a clear signal that

by doing well in high school you can

have a straightforward path to UC by

first completing a transfer program,"

said UC Spokesman Brad Hayward.

The proposal, which was first

introduced by UC President Richard

Atkinson in September 2000, was

passed after seven months of consid-

eration by the Board of Admissions

and Relations with Schools.

The proposal will allow students

who graduate in the top 12.5 percent

of their high school class, who are not

otherwise eligible for UC admission,

to simultaneously apply to both UC
campuses and community colleges.

Students would be guaranteed UC
admission to the accepting campus

after completing their two years at a

community college.

All UC campuses will participate

in the program, though Hayward
said it has yet to be determined if as

many students will be admitted to the

more selective \}Q campuses, such as

UCLA and UC Berkeley, through

the program.

Mike Cowen, chair of the sys-

temwide Assembly of the Academic

Senate, said that this proposal will

help the UC deal with the state's

demand to increase undergraduate

enrollment by 60,000 students over

the next 10 years.

The proposal states that "places

shall be maintained for dual admis-

sions students in planned transfer

enrollment growth at each campus."

Preliminary estimates in the pro-

posal expect between 1,200 and 3,000

new students to enter the university

through dual admissions.

"We are trying very hard to try

and increase the number of transfer

students from 10,000 to 15,000 over

the next five years," Cowen said.

"Dual admissions may count for a

third to a half of that."

The proposal follows the

Eligibility in the Local Context pro-

See ADMISSIONS, page 6

ATS computer lab to close at the end of the quarter

'TECHNOLOGY: Students

[lament decision; space

%ill house new facility

ByHMMshPatd
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

After serving students for severe

years, the Academic Technology

Services computer lab will close at

the end of the quarter, which may
lead to more students using the

computing facility in the College

Library.

When the facility in Math
Sciences shuts down, it will leave

the College Library Instructional

Computing Commons as the only

lab completely accessible to all

UCLA students who have a Bruin

Online ID.

The ATS lab currentlyhouses 58

computers and will dose to make
room for a new facility for technol-

ogists called the Technology

^^ Se«Ull,|M9c6

At the end of the quarter, the ATS lab In the Math Sciences Building will dose, leaving

arki 2 other lab facilities open to any UCLA student with a BOLID. Unlver:;ity officials

encourage students to make use of other different computer labs.

CUCC ^p Academic Advancenwrn Program lab

^p Aradfmic T«hnok>qy Servtcw

^p Chemtsrry Instnictljoal Computing

"*H(^ CoJIege Library Instrucftmal Computing (omin,

^P Dt$dt»iities and Computing (^am

P Centff^ Digitai Humanities

bismictional MicroccHnputing focHty

inswKtionai Multimedia Pniluction Lab

Life Sciences Instruction^ Computing

Office of Residentia! life Computing

Math Sciences (Progfam in Computing) lab

Psydwiogy Computer Labs

School of Engirmring & Applied Sciences

Sdence learning Center

Social Sciences Computing

Statistics Instmaional Computing Lab

i

«
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Eritrean Bruins

commemorate

anniversary of

independence

DIASPORA: Students seek

to increase knowledge of

African nation's troubles

By Michaele Tumage
Daily Bruin Reporter

Students' gathered in Richer Hall

Wednesday night for an event titled

"Getting to Know Eritrea and

Eritreans" to celebrate Thursday's

official 10th anniversary of Eritrean

independence.

As part of the Eritrean diaspora,

Eritrean students at UCLA face the

challenge ofmaintaining their culture

while immersed in American society.

"Before I came to UCLA, a lot of

people didn't even know where

Eritrea was," said Selam Kebrom^ co-

chair of the Eritrean Student

AsscKiation.

According to ESA, there are fewer

than 30 Eritreans at UCLA, includ-

ing graduate and undergraduate stu-

dents, and people working at the uni-

versity.

"One of the main issues that

Eritrean students face at UCLA is

maintaining our cultural heritage,"

said Merhawi Keflezighi, co-chair of

ESA.

"I try to represent that I'm

Eritrean in terms of letting every-

body know about the country and

how I came here," he said.

Culture is specific to the environ-

ment in which a person lives, so often

cultural practices don't transfer easi-

ly to a foreign society, he added.

S«c EMTREA, p«9e 7
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Quake repairs finished

on LA. landmark
It was blasted by Martians in "War of the

Worlds" and ravaged for real by the 1994

Northridge earthquake.

But on Thursday evening, City Hall was

expected to rumble only to the sound of

movers as crews started to return desks and

file cabinets to the landmark building after a

$300 million, three-year renovation.

About ISO employees were scheduled to

walk through the doors on Tuesday aHer the

holiday weekend, according to Stan

Morimoto, project manager.

"It's a beautiful building," said Cora

Fossett, director of public affairs for the

Department of Public Works. "We're very

pleased ... to move into a historic landmark."

During the renovation, a makeshift City

Council chambers and mayor's office were

opened in adjoining City Hall East, an 18-

story modern office building. The council

members will return to the main City Hall

building, along with the city's

newly elected mayor, by July 2,

Morimoto said.

The remaining 1,500 or so personnel

should be back by the end of July.

The building was damaged by the

Northridge quake on Jan. 17, 1994, closing the

upper stories. The temblor opened cracks on

the 27th floor "that you could stick your arm
through," Morimoto said.

In-State fees sought by

lawmakers for students
Some state lawmakers are looking for a

way to allow immigrant children who are not

citizens to pay the lower resident tuition at

California's public colleges.

The Assembly approved a bill Thursday to

let such students pay the lower fees and also be

eligible for state financial aid.

The Legislature passed a similar bill in

1999, but it was vetoed by Gov. Gray Davis.

He said federal law states that if non<itizen

students did not have to pay the

higher fees, residents of other

states would not have to, either.

That would cost the state $64 million a

year, Davis said.

. "I believe the state's priorities and funding

inust be focused on higher education attain-

ment for California legal residents, both pre-

sent and future," Davis wrote.

Student fees for California residents are

$3,964 a year at the University of California,

while nonresidents and non-citizens pay more
than $10,000. Residents pay $1,839 at

California State University, while nonresi-

dents and non-citizens pay $7,380.

The bill's author, Assemblyman Marco
Firebaugh, D-Los Angeles, said many young
people are brought to this country by their

parents when they are very young, go to

California public schools and buy into the

American dream of '^ better life through edu-

cation."

"If we give them an opportunity, they'll

contribute enormously to our economy,"
Firebaugh said.

Pressure builds to

relax air standards
A major electricity supplier said Thursday it

will sharply cut pri9es for power from three

Southern California plants in anticipation that

air quality monitors will let the plants release

more pollution this summer.

Meanviliile, aides said Gov. Gray Davis will

consider paying businesses to run heavily pollut-

ing diesel generators to boost the state's power

supply and help avert rolling blackouts. Reliant

Energy said it could chop its power bids from

the high of $ 1,900 per megawatt hour Davis crit-

icized this month to as little as $150 per

megawatt hour - but only if air regulators quick-

ly allow it to exceed pollution standards at the

three plants. The Houston-based generator will

cut its prices immediately, but. will soon be

forced to shut down three of its five Southern

California plants for the re^t of the year if pollu-

tion standards aren't lifted.

Compiled from Daily Bruin Wire reports.

Weather

Today Saturday Sunday

Partly Qoudy Cloudy Showers

high: 70 low: 60 high: 69 low: 59 high: 69 low: 59

Outlook:
h looks iK they've ftuly dedded to leiw

sun out of the pktwe altogether since the

douds hiveni been tximing off until tate

lAemoon. HH get coolerthis weekend

^TV Si

fnwd-tmt WNlhet visit www.daiiytin«n.u(b.edu

;46a.nii.

Sunsetvjy I

ACADEMK

Week 8
Important Reminder:

Gasses will not be held on

Monday, May 28 in observence

of Memorial Day.

WHArS BREUnN'

Today 1 p.m.
ISA

Lunc^ break

Ackerman 2410

The Jacob Marschak Coll(X)uium

The Jacob Marschak Memorial

Lecture

KomHaU

7 p.m.

Campus Events Commission

8th Annual Shorttakes Student Film

Festival

Ackerman Grand Ballroom •

FREE!!

www.campusevents.com

The Objectivist Qub
"Theory& Practice" by Dr. Glenn

Marcus

The Grand Salon, KerckhofTHall

(310)487-5718

Engineering Society End of the Year

Banquet

Location: Cheesecake Factory

RSVP at esuc.uda.edu

7:30 p.m.
Melnitz Movies

Mephistro

James Bridges Theatre, Melnitz Hall

206*170

8pj!i.
The Residents

Concert

Royce Hall Auditorium

Performing Arts

825-2101

Saturday 10 a.m. -6 p.m.
Nigeria Exposition

Exhibits/entertainment

Bradley International Hall

Sponsor: Nigerian Students

AsscKiation

825-3686

6 p.m.
UCLA Distinguished Speakers

Series <

Lecture by His Holiness, the Dali

Lama
Pauley Pavilion

(310)546^222

8 p.m.

Tribute to Miles Davis& Billy

Higgins

JazzalUtars

Royce HaU Auditorium

Performing Arts

825-2101

Sunday 12 p.m. -7 p.m.

UCLA JazzReggae Festival

Jazz Day:

Entertainment, food, crafts

Intramural Field

Sponsor: Cultural Affairs

Commission

(310)205-2555

Monday 12p.m.-7pjn.
UCLA JazzReggae Festival

Reggae Day:

Entertainment, fcxxl, craf^

Intramural Fiekl

Sponsor: Cultural Affairs

Commission

(310)205-2555
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Nostalgic alumni

reminisce about

Westwood, the hip

locale of yesteryear

fp

BySttlaChu
DaMy Bruin Contributor

Zengler, who graduated in 1983 with

a degree in economic:s. "There were

two Falafel Kings that competed

Before the time of Santa Monica's with each other."

Third Street Promenade. Westwood's Although one still remains, Jose

streets bustled a little more with activity Bernstein's now cxx:upies the space

and students waited in long lines not for that housed the other rival.

Diddy Riese cookies, but for falafels. During the 1980s until the early

"Falafel King was huge back then, 1990s, Westwood was comparable

everybody ate there," said Darryl R. to what Third Street Promenacie in

Santa Monica is tcxlay.

UCLA Afchivei

Westwood Village has gone through dramatic changes throughout the years. This

photo was taken in 1934.

I
(>a)«y Bniin Rt» PtKXO

For many Village visitors, the trip Isn't complete

without a Diddy Riese ccx>kie or ice cream.

**We hung out in Westwood
a lot when I was in high school

even though we lived in

Orange County," Zengler said.

"Even when 1 got to college, it

was still very much the place to

be."

Back in those days, it pro-

vided an escape even for high-

school students, who referred

to the Village as the "place to

be," said Judy Sitzer, who
graduated in 1985 as a sociolo-

gy student.

"In high schcx>l, we would

cruise up and down Broxton in

our cars," she said. "Now
they've rebuilt it and you can't

anymore."

Other alumni see a different

perspective.

According to Christine

Flores, a 1982 political science

alumni, Westwcxxi was pulsat-

ing with activity despite the

high prices.

"It was truly a college

town," she said. "You could

walk down the street and see a

dozen people that you knew or

at least recognized from cam-

pus."

Many of the students enjoyed the close-

knit feeling of Westwocxl, Flores said.

"It was safe and had a very upbeat

tempo, like this was their town," she said.

"Life didn't get any better," Zengler

said. "UCLA was the only big village and

Westwocxl was the apex."

But life here in Westwcxxi, according to

Zengler, has changed dramatically.

"About a year ago, I ventured into

Westwcxxi to watch a movie," Zengler

said. "I was sh(x:ked to see that Westwcxxi

had become a ghost town."

Other former students see Westwcxxi

transforming into something of a yuppie

town.

"Westwcxxi has become gentrified in

the sense that there is decorative tile in the

sidewalks and new palm tree planters,"

said Julie O'Donnell, a 1995 biology alum-

ni. "I also And it eerily quiet, because it

l(X)ks more like the Third Street but with-

out all the people."

Despite the changed atmosphere of

WestwcK>d, current students find that

Westwcxxi still remains a popular place

for young people.

"Walking around on the streets, it

seems like the same type ofcrowd that you

Sec MffSTWOOO, page 8

CMy Bruin FUe Pttoto

A Westwood Village landmark, the Fox

Theater continues to attract crowds.

Psychology professor, alumnus gives lecture

MITM fNWX If ;'/Daily e«u.n Vf^ior Stjff

Ex-Harvard Professor Robert Rosenthal spoke in Franz

Hall Wednesday night.

ROSENTHAL: Researcher had

impact on field, showed how

expectations mfluence results

By Lisa Klasscfi

Daily Bruin Reporter

Distinguished professor and psycholo-

gist Robert Rosenthal addressed research

expectations during a special lecture

Wednesday night.

' The lecture was hosted by the UCLA
Psychology Alumni Association and was

this year's installment of the psychology

department's Annual Distinguished

Alumni Lecture Series.

Rosenthal, a professor and UCLA

alumnus, addressed his findings regarding

how research expectations often influence

research results.

According to his colleagues,

^ Rosenthal's research has had a major

impact on the psychology and science

fields, leading some to question traditional

methcxls of experimentation.

"His research had a profound effect on
helping people to reach their potential,"

said Steven Sevigny, a sixth-year psycholo-

gy student. "It shook the psychology worid

and also helped teachers to realize the

power that they have to facilitate or inhibit

their students learning."

After earning a Ph.D. from UCLA in

psychology, Rosenthal taught at the

University of North Dakota. For 37 years,

he taught at Harvard University, and he

later became the chair of the psychology

department. Since 1999, he has taught psy-

chology and conducted research at the

University of California, Riverside.

As a graduate student, Rosenthal stud-

ied interpersonal non-verbal communica-
tions and how communication influenced

expectations and outcomes.

Rosenthal's first significant experiment

testing the phenomenon of self-fulfilling

prophesy, took place while he was working

at the University of North Dakota.

Rosenthal enlisted a group of volunteer

test subjects to participate in the experi-

ment.

In these so-called empathy experiments,

researchers read subjec:ts instructions and

Set fSVOMNjOiV, |»9e 9
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Minorities threaten to

|

Judge questions serial rapist's release

boycott TV industry
DIVERSrrY: Networks say

they neeli more time for

casting; report card given

By Lynn Elb«r

The Associated Press

A coalition of ethnic groups on

Thursday condemned the failure of

major television networks to

achieve diversity in programming

and said a boycott or other mea-

sures may be needed.

"The time for talking is fast com-

ing to an end," attorney Johnnie L.

Cochran Jr. told a news conference

via speaker phone.

More than a year ago, the coali-

tion secured agreements from the

rfour major networks to increase

both the number of minorities on-

screen as well as development deals

with writers and producers.

The coalition released a "Report

Card" on Thursday grading efforts

by the networks. The lowest overall

mark was a I> for ABC.
"It seems ABC has actually gone

in the wrong direction," said

Esteban Torres, chairman of the

coalition that's been pressing to

improve the TV picture.

Other overall grades were D+ for

CBS, C- for Fox and C for NBC.
Network executives didn't

attend the news conference at the

offices of the American Federation

of Television and Radio Artists.

Coalition members said the net-

works insist they need more time to

improve casting and content.

In a prepared statement, CBS
said its on-air representation of

minorities in leading or recurring

roles has nearly doubled between

1999 and 2001.

Josie Thomas, the network's

senior vice president for diversity,

said CBS prime-time dramas.

comedies, news and reality pro-

gramming this fall is slated to

include 53 minorities compared to

29 in the fall of 1999.

"Qearly, there is much work to

be done to better reflect our

nation's many cultures, particularly

that of Latinos," Thomas said. **But

in the 18 months since we began our

dialogue with the coalition, our

commitment to diversity is both

quantifiable and significant."

The coalition includes groups

representing African Americans,

Latinos, Asian Americans and

American Indians. In compiling the

report, it examined shows that aired

during the past season and series

planned for fall.

"It's even worse than any of us

thought," said Alex Nogales, presi-

dent of the National Hispanic

Media Coalition.

Each network also received

grades in specific areas from indi-

vidual groups.

The NAACP, which is part of the

coalition, and other members said

they will consider steps to prod the

networks to make progress.

"A boycott? A legal action?

Maybe both?" said Torres. "We are

going to talk tactics."

An announcement could be

made during the NAACP's conven-

tion in July, he said.

While releasing its first report

last November, the coalition said

major broadcast networks had
included more African Americans

in their shows but otherwise failed

to live up to agreements to provide

more ethnically diverse program-

ming.

The networks first opened nego-

tiations with civil rights groups

af^er the NAACP floated the threat

of a TV boycott or legal action

because of the lack of minority

actors on the fall 1999 schedule of

new shows.

DELAY: Issues concern

treatment, proof by state

that rehab was a success

ByMmCurtb
The Associated Press

SAN RAFAEL, Calif - The first

release of a sexually violent predator

in California was delayed Thursday

when a judge said he didn't know
enough to be sure the serial rapist

wouldn't commit more crimes.

Marin County Superior Court

Judge John S. Graham blasted

Atascadero State Hospital, the state

Department of Mental Health and the

state's Conditional Release Program

for failing to adequately prepare for

Patrick Ghilotti's impending release.

"I can't point to anything that he's

done or hasn't done that could be

blamed," Graham said after Ghilotti's

psychiatrists testified in a four-day

hearing that with a strict monitoring

program, he could be set free.

The judge had sharp questions for

the state bureaucrats at the hearing,

who said they aren't ready to provide

the kind of monitoring needed to

ensure Ghilotti isn't a danger to soci-

ety.

Just because Ghilotti "looks like a

sufficiently dangerous ogre in the

abstract and should never be released

... isn't the reason for not following the

law," Graham said.

Ghilotti, 45, claimed he successful-

ly completed California's sexual

predator treatment program and
deserves to be released.

The judge agreed that "he has done
extremely well," but he criticized

Atascadero for not providing hard evi-

dence that his treatment has been suc-

cessful.

"Their opinions ... that Mr. Ghilotti

is currently releasable to the commu-
nity are not ... supported by careful

work and evaluation," he said.

Ghilotti would be the state's first

sexual predator released since a

tougher law went into effect in 1996

requiring the most dangerous sex

offenders to get at least two years of

treatment after leaving prison. To
date, all of these offenders have been

recommitted every two years.

"There may be some people who
are so nervous about someone with

Mr. Ghilotti's history to be out in the

community," but keeping him locked

up for the rest of his life may not be an

option, Graham said.

Ghilotti was convicted in 1978 of

raping three San Rafael women. After

his release from prison in 1986, he

raped a Ross woman. By his own
admission, he's raped at least six other

women.

"I knew I needed treatment,"

Ghilotti told The Associated Press in a

recent interview. "I knew I needed

something. I knew my thinking wasn't

right."

He first received sex offender treat-

ment at Atascadero State Hospital

from 1979 to 1982.

"H» response to treatment at the

time was at best lukewarm, and at

times laced with denial," according to

Dr. Gabrielle Paladino, the hospital

staff psychiatrist in charge of the sexu-

ally violent predator treatment pro-

gram.

Ghilotti was sent back to

Atascadero in 1997, under the tougher

sexually violent predator law, which

enables the State Mental Health

Department to recommit offenders

every two years until they're no longer

deemed a threat.

Ghilotti petitioned the court for

conditional release near the end of his

second commitment. If Judge

Graham refuses to grant his request,

Ghilotti will be up for recommitment
again in December.

Ghilotti's victims are terrified

about his possible release.

The woman who still lives in Ross,

who asked not to be identified, is now
in her 60s and said that her life was

permanently changed aAer Ghilotti

broke into her home and sexually

assaulted her in 1985.

"He's an angry, angry man, and he

hates women, and he takes out his

anger on women by raping them," she

said in an interview. "I don't believe

that attitude can change at all.**

The woman said she still keeps a

cell phone under her pillow and prac-

tices dialing 91 1 in the dark; her doors

and windows are locked, and she

keeps a light on all night.

Another Ghilotti victim threatened

suicide after receiving a phone mes-

sage from a reporter. She may leave

California if he's released.

But Paladino and other state psy-

chiatrists believe he's now safe, as long

as he's taking Lupron, a drug that

reduces testosterone.

**He's a different animal on anti-

androgens," said Dr. Jay Seastrunk.

"They think differently. They're not

plotting around to figure out how to

have sex."

Ghilotti would continue getting

Lupron injections every three months,

and be subject to random drug tests

and monitoring to make sure he does-

n't take steroids to cotmteract

effects, the psychiatrists said.

Prosecutor Alan Charmatz argued

that no community-based program
has a dear plan to supervise Ghilotti.

He also will need a job, housing, poly-

graph tests, individual and group

counseling, and no one yet seems

quite sure how to provide that,

Charmatz said.

Judge Graham urged all agencies

involved to provide more details and

report substantial progress at the next

hearing on August I.

As recently as February, hospital

officials recommended that Ghilotti

remain at Atascadero until such plans

are solidified.

But Dr. Douglas Korpi, the former

director of the San Francisco-based

Conditional Release Program, which

would be responsible for monitoring

Ghilotti, testified that the conditional

release program would not be ready

until they were forced to be, possibly

with the judge's order.

**This is the first one who everyone

agreedjumped through the hoops," he

said in court. "I'm a suspicious guy,

and I tell you this guy is ready."
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Sen. Jeffords defects from GOP

The AsMxiMeti Press

Sen. James Jeffords announces he will leave the Republican Party

to become an independent member of the U.S. Senate.

DEMOCRATS: Republican

Party loses weak majority

to ideological opponents

By Larry Margasalt

The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - In a seismic

shift of power, C^mocrats will gain

control of the Sendte for the first time

since 1994 after Vermont Sen. James

Jeffords abandoned the Republican

Party and declared himself an inde-

pendent Thursday.

Jeffords said he found himself

increasingly at odds with President

Bush and Republican leaders on

issues from abortion and education to

tax cuts. He said it had become difTi-

cult in recent months for Bush and

other party leaders "to deal with me
and forme to deal with them."

"Looking ahead, I can see more

and nu>re instances in whichJ wiUdifr*

agree with the president on funda-

mental issues," he told a news confer-

ence in Burlington, Vt.

Bush took issue with Jeffords'

assertion that the GOP had become

too conservative. "I couldn't disagree

more," the president said in a speech

in Cleveland, Ohio. "I was elected to

get things done on behalf of the

American people and to work with

both Republicans and Democrats

and we're doing just that."

Jeffords' move not only cost

Republicans the fragile control they

held over a 50-50 Senate but also the

ability to move Bush's agenda

through Congress and ratify his judi-

cial nominees.

Jeffords' announcement sent a

wave of jubilation through Senate

Democrats. Sen. Harry Reid of

Nevada, the party's whip, encoun-

tered Sen. Patty Murray of

Washington just outside the Senate

chamber. "Congratulations," she said

with a smile. He replied with a hug.

Republican senators marched

somberly into a closed-door meeting
- and political uncertainty. "We need

to take some inventory here," said

Sen. Chuck Hagel of Nebraska, "...

and maybe make some adjustments."

Sen. John McCain, R-Ariz., a mav-

erick who unsuccessfully fought Bush

for the GOP presidential nomination

last year, criticized Republicans for

intolerance of internal disagreement

while treating Jeilords too harshly.

"Tolerance of dissent is the hall-

mark of a mature party, and it is well

past time for the Republican Party to

grow up," McCain said in a written

statement.

The impact of Jeffords' switch was

unprecedented. Never before in the

nation's history has control of the

Senate changed parties other than

through an election.

Jeffords, 67, said he promised

Bush to delay the switch until after

Congress completes work on the tax

cut. House and Senate negotiators

are working on a compromise version

that could be written and win

approval as early as Friday.

In an attempt to keep Jeffords in

the party, Senate Republican Leader

Trent Lott had promised more

money for Jeffords' favored educa-

tion programs and a waiver of term

limits to let him remain chairman of

the Education Committee beyond the

end of next year.

But Democrats also dangled

offers, including chairmanship of the

Environment and Public Works
Committee.

With Jeffords' move. Democratic

proposals on health care, education,

the minimum wage and other issues

will now move to the forefront in the

Senate. South Dakota Democratic

Sen. Tom Daschle will replace Lott as

majority leader and Democrats will

take all the committee chairmanships

away from Republicans, except foi-

the newly independent Jeffords as

head of Environment and Public

Works.

"It's not only just chairmanships.

It's staff, the country, the presidency.

We're not just talking about a singu-

lar moment," said Sen. Olympia

Snowe, R-Maine, a moderate and

close friend of Jeffords.

"This isn't about a single Senate

See JEFFORDS, page 6

Pakistan considers Indian peace negotiations

TALKS: Gesture called

positive; cease-fire in

Kashmir still criticized

ByStovmGulldn
The Assodated Press

ISLAMABAD, Pakistan - In a

breakthrough for peace eflbrts.

Pakistan on Thursday welcomed

India's surprise offer of talks on eas-

ing a variety ofconflicts between the

two nuclear powers.

However, Pakistan was critical of

India for canceling a cease-fire in dis-

puted Kashmir, saying the move
gives Indian soldiers free rein for

"state terrorism against the

Kashmiri people."

Still, Pakistan's acceptance of

India's gesture represents a major

change in efforts to bring the rival

nuclear powers to the negotiating

table following a two-year lull. India

and Pakistan have fought three wars

since independence from Britain in

1947, two of them over Kashmir.

Pakistan's military ruler Gen.

Pervez Musharraf will respond "in a

positive light" to India's overture.

Foreign Minister Abdul Sattar told

reporters Thursday in the capital of

Islamabad. A day earlier, Indian

Defense Minister Jaswant Singh

announced both ilie end of a six-

month ceasefire in Kashmir and the

invitation to Musharraf for peace

talks.

Pakistan has long said it was will-

ing to hold talks, but India until now
insisted it stop cross-border attacks

by Islamic militants in Kashmir, a

divided Himalayan territory that is a

main focus of dispute between the

two countries.

Bloody Fighting two years ago
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An Indian paramilitary soldier stands

vigil on top of an anmored vehicle.

U.S. spy aircraft must be

destroyed, China asserts

PLANE: Pentagon looks

for ways to return craft

to U.S. after stalemate
a

By Robert Bums
The Assodated Press

WASHINGTON - China says

the United States can have its spy

plane back, but only if it's chopped

into pieces. U.S. officials say that

amounts to condemning the $80

million aircraft to the scrap heap,

and they are holding out for a deal

that would let the plane eventually

return to duty.

The Ministry of Foreign Affairs

announced in Beijing on Thursday

that the United States had agreed

to chopping up the plane, but

Pentagon officials denied this and

insisted negotiations would contin-

ue.

"There has been no agreement

reached as to how the plane will

depart Hainan Island," Rear Adm.
Craig Quigley, a Pentagon

spokesman, said. "I can't explain

for you the statement" from

Beijing.

The seven-week-old standoff

over the surveillance plane, which

made an emergency landing on

Hainan Island after colliding with a

Chinese fighter jet, has shifted

from arguing over whether it will

be released - apparently it will - to

how much political dignity

Washington is willing to lose in the

" ^" SeeOHNA^pageS
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McVeigh lawyers have

all evidence, FBI says
WASHINGTON - Attorney General John

Ashcroft said Thursday that federal officials

have given Timothy McVeigh's lawyers all pre-

viously missing documents in the Oklahoma

City bombing case. He said he will not further

postpone McVeigh's June 1 1 execution.

AshcroA said a worldwide search for docu-

ments, ordered in the wake of the FBI's disclo-

sure that it failed to produce some 3,000 pages

at the time of McVeigh's trial, turned up some

900 additional documents. In all, 4,034 p^get

were found.

But he emphasized that the documents pro-

duced belatedly represented "less than 1 per-

cent" of the hundreds of thousands of pages of

evidence in the case.

"No documents created any (loubt about his

guilt, let alone established his innocence,"

Aihcroft told a Justice Department news con-

ference.

Defense lawyer Rob Nigh said

McVeigh has not decided whether he

wants to seek a delay in the execution.

But the attorney said the newly released

documents - including information about

the FBI's search for an alleged accomplice

known as John Doe 2, who never materialized.

Secret Service faces

discrimination suit

WASHINGTON - More African

American agents joined a racial discrimina-

tion lawsuit against the Secret Service on

Thursday, adding new claims that they fre-

quently endure racial slurs.

The 19, who intlude some former agents,

join 38 others in a lawsuit first filed last

February. They claim their white colleagues

and supervisors regularly use a racial epithet

to refer to criminal suspects and African

American leaders of other countries.

Secret Service spokesman Jim Mackin said

"any allegation of racial insensitivi-

ty, whether 20 years ago or 20 days

ago, is troubling to the Secret

Service."

African Americans hold 233 of the

agency's 2,700 agent positions. Mackin said

seven of the Secret Service's 1 1 largest field

offices are headed by minorities.

David Shaffer, an attorney for the plain-

tiffs, said the Secret Service has not improved

working conditions for African Americans in

the past year.

"There have been some cosmetic changes,

token promotions," he said.

One African American agent, Eldridge

Armstrong, said he was insulted this month

while protecting former President Clinton

during a trip to Asia.

He said a special agent assigned him to keep

reporters in a secured area then told someone

else^, "Don't worry about the press pen: we

ha^e King Kong over there to watch over it."

"I was stunned," Armstrong, who is 6 feet 2

inches tali, wrote in papers filed Thursday in

federal court in Washington.

Tace on Mars' seen

more clearly by NASA
PASADENA - Nearly 25 years aAer an

orbiting spacecraft caught the Red Planet "mug-

ging" for the camera, NASA released the high-

est-resolution image yet of the so-called "Face

on Mars."

The new picture, taken by the camera aboard

the Mars Global Surveyor spacecraft April 8

and released Thursday, shows the area in far

sharper detail, but reduces any resemblance to a

humanlike extraterrestrial.

Since the Viking I orbiter first photographed

the hill on Mars in July 1976, its facelike features

have stirred the imagination of those who
believe it was carved by an alien civilization.

The face even played a minor role in the

movie "Mission to Mars."

Compiled from Daily Bruin wire reports.
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Sandbox.

"We're hoping to set up an envi-

ronment where different technolo-

gists can work on different prob-

lems," said Marsha Smith, director

ofATS.

The new Technology Sandbox will

be used to test and study different

technological pilots, including

advances such as wireless Internet

and videoconferencing projects.

According to ^milh, in the past,

projects such as these have taken

place, but in an isolated setting where
technologists were not able to com-
municate with one another.

But despite the potential for new
technological advances resulting

from the Technology Saridbox, many
students are unhappy with the fact

that the computing facility will close.

Lan Tran, a fifth-year physiologi-

cal sciences student, comes into the

ATS facility three times a week.

"It will be sad to see it close," Tran
said. "CLICC lab is so hard to get

into and it's always busy."

According to lab administrators,

the CLICC lab receives between
1.000 to 3,000 logins per day
Audrie Madden, a third-year

European studies student uses the

Jacility each day to check c-maii and
do research. She said the closing of
the facility will mean having to either

wait in the long queues in the

CLICC lab or until she gets home,
where the computers are much slow-

er.

"I think its stupid, there's never a

line here," said Madden, who is also

pre-med. "This is the only place

where its convenient for South
Campus majors to go."

Although oftlcials at the CLICC
lab expect more students to make use

of their facility, they are supportive

ofATS's decision to close its facility

"They kept their lab open beyond
the amount of time they need to - its

been a very hard decision for them,"
said Lisa Kemp Jones, CLICC man-
ager. "ATS needs to focus on what it

needs to do."

Jones said while it will be an
adjustment to students, they are
looking into options, such as acquir-

ing more laptops, to balance out the

influx of students who will use the

facility in the College Library.

"We'd love to build more comput-
er labs but finding space is difficult,"

Jones said.

Additionally, officials at CLICC
said they will make efforts to raise

awareness of the 14 other computer
laboratories on campus.

Unlike CLICC, many of the other

computing facilities are restricted to

students affiliated with different

departments.

While the majority of the remain-
ing labs, such as the Science
Learning Center, are restricted to

students based on the classes they are

taking or their major, additional labs

are still available for disabled and
AAP students.

The Chemistry Instructional

Computing facility and the Center

for Digital Humanities is open to any
undergraduate with a Bruin Online
ID but priority is given to chemistry

students and humanities students

respectively.

The chemistry facility houses 21

computers, and the CDH 40, com-
pared to the 178 computers and 80
laptops available through CLICC.

"I'm not in the business of provid-
ing generalized computing resources
- I'm in a business of supporting the

campus with new technology," Smith
said.

Val Poliuto, manager of the

Information Technology Alliance,

explained the philosophy of the

Technology Sandbox as a place to

play with and collaborate on differ-

ent ideas.

Poliuto said ATS plans to create

student internships for the

Technology Sandbox.

"Students will have access to the

technology available today as well as

the technology available tomorrow,"
Poliuto said.

Two years ago, ATS helped set up
a live, long-distance learning project

between UCLA and Kyoto universi-

ties.

Despite a l74iour time difference,

professors from both universities

jointly taught a physics course iA real

time.

ATS officials hope the new
Technology Sandbox will allow the

university to integrate different

advances in technology.

"Our intent is to make it all global

to benefit the campus as a whole,"
Poliuto said.

OAVt HUL/OiJIy Bruin S*f*X S«««r
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Fourth-year biology student Robert Tryon uses one of the many com-
puters In the ATS Lab in the Math Science Building Thursday afternoon.

ADMISSIONS
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gram, first enacted this year, which made
students in the top 4 percent of their high
school class eligible for direct admissions
toUC.
Cowen said the Eligibility in the Local

Context program showed that the dual
admissions proposal could increase
enrollment.

"This proposal is one of many stan-

dards that (show) we're eager to reach out
and encourage more qualified students to

apply," Cowen said.

Cowen said he hopes more students

will try to do well in high school and make
themselves eligible for UC admission
under this proposal.

Even if approved by the regents in

their July meeting, it will be difficult to

find immediate effects. Hayward said the
first year that dual admissions could be
used is in 2003, so those students would
not arrive at UC campuses until 2005
after two years ofcommunity college.

Despite this wait, Cowen said he
expects benefits to be noticed before
then. He said part of the proposal
involves UC increasing the academic
counseling available in community col-

leges to help advise students who could go
on to four-year colleges.

JEFFORDS
Frontpages

scat," said Sen. Robert Torricclli,

D-N.J. '*It'8 about controlling the

legislative agenda ... and it's

about the federal judiciary. This
is an enormous shift of influence

in the federal government."

The loss of Jeffords is a defeat

for Lott; R-Miss., who began the

year and this week as majority

leader.

Lott defended Jeffords several

years ago when conservatives

upset with his liberal voting

habits wanted him replaced as

chairman of a Senate committee.
The blame game among

Republicans began as soon as it

became clear that Jeffords'

unhappiness with his party's

move to the right became an
. immediate crisis.

"We have no one to blame but
ourselves," said GOP consultant

John Weaver, who clashed with
the Bush team as a McCain's
presidential campaign adviser.

Sen. Pete Domenici, R-N.M.,
said the attempts to persuade
Jeffords to remain in the fold

"were a little late in coming."

Jeffords' relations with the

White House have been strained

for weeks. He backed reductions

in Bush's original 1 0-year, $1.6

trillion tax cut in favor of increat-
ing federal support for educa-
tion.

He was among the moderates
of both parties who advocated
changing Bush's proposal so that

more of the tax cut would go to

Americans with more moderate
incomes. With those changes
made, Jeffords voted with the

majority Wednesday to pass an
II -year, $1.35 trillion tax pack-
age.
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Third-year student Robert Maxwell looks at a displayWednesday
fn Rieber Half at "Getting to Know Eritrea and Erttreans."
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ERITREA
From page 1

Eritrea, a country in Northeast

Africa, won its independence in 1991

after a long history of foreign rule. Italy

colonized Eritrea from 1890 to 1949,

when the United Nations handed the

country over to British rule as a U.N.
trust territory In 1962, neighboring

Ethiopia annexed Eritrea, claiming the

country as an Ethiopian province. A
30-year war ensued as Eritrean free-

dom fighters fought Ethiopian forces

for their independence.

Ethiopia saw a change in its leader-

ship in May 1991 when Eritrean free-

dom fighters won control of Eritrea.

An internationally supervised referen-

dum finalized Eritrea's independence

in 1993, when 99.8 percent of Britreans

voted for independence.

But because border lines were never

clearly defmed, a war broke out in 1998

between Eritrea and Ethiopia. The con-

flict ended last year with the establish-

ment of a U.N. commission to reestab-

lish boundaries.

Edmond Keller, director ofUCLA's
James S. Coleman African Studies

Center, was in Eritrea during celebra-

tions in 1991, and during the 1993 elec-

tions he led a team of international

observers overseeing the proceedings.

There were some Eritreans who

were opposed, but most people were
happy to be independent and free from
Ethiopia," Keller said.

Selam Kebrom, co<hair of ESA,
visited Eritrea shortly after the elec-

tions.

'*You could feel the hope," Kebrom
said, "Kind of like the worst was over."

During elections in Keren, Eritrea,

Keller witnessed people who lived

through Italian colonialism line up to

vote.

"I saw some old ladies who have

never voted before, and I can recall one
old lady saying 'no (I have never voted

before), but I've practiced,'" Keller

said.

The long struggle for independence
fostered unity among Eritreans, he
added.

"The people have really developed a

sense of national identity, althou^ the

country is made up of nine different

ethnic groups." he said. "They have an

ethic of sacrifice and are a very proud
people."

"The Ethiopians are resigned to the

fact that there was a referendum and
Eritrea is a sovereign country," Keller

continued.

While older generations of Eritreans

may have tense feelings toward
Ethiopia since they lived through the

war and witnessed the loss of family

members, students say, younger
Eritreans arc more accepting of their

Ethiopian peers.

"My peers of Ethiopian descent

have done nothing in terms of personal

agency to contribute to the war. so

there is no tension between my peers of

Ethiopian descent and I," said

Keflezighi, a third-year communica-
tions studies student.

Robert Maxwell, a third-year eco-

nomics student who went to

Wednesday's event, said sometimes
Eritreans in the diaspora are taking

pride in a country in which they've

never lived.

"(Their knowledge of Eritrean cul-

ture) comes from their parents - from
them practicing the culture, telling

them about the history orally or teach-

ing them through books, but that still

takes away from the actual life experi-

ence," Maxwell said. .

ESA was established in October
1999, when organizers saw there were
four Eritreans in the freshman class, a

number ESA members say is high for

UCLA.
"(It's hard) being around people

who aren't familiar with who you are

and where you come from," Maxwell
said.

But ESA members feel encouraged
by the turnout of this week's events.

"We're comfortable about ourselves

as a group," Kebrom said. "We've
grown, we're stronger - the country is

stronger:" ^^.—

TEACH-IN
Frompagel

stayed were Israeli Jews," said MSA
President Ghaith Mahmood, a third-

year business economics and interna-

tional development studies student.

'*We were worried people would think

it was JSU and MSA. Once we saw
there was confrontation, we left the

area."

The crowd grew larger as voices

grew louder. The attention shifted to

Amir Lft>a, a graduate student in bio-

chemistry, and David Nolly, a theater

student.

"Build yourself a country!" Liba
ydled.

NoUy, of Jewish decent, refused to

endorse either side.

There arc sides of truth on both

sides - we can both twist the truth,"

NoDy said as he attempted to speak

above the crowd's clamor. "Right here

in Los Angdes, we can start peace. I'm

not going to take a side. I'm not going

to fight."

JSU members criticized Yasser

Arafat, president of Palestinian

National Authority, as a few stragglmg

MSA members said peace must come
from both sides.

As the number of participants in the

yelling match increased, pro-Israel

members continued to question why
the swastika was allowed.

"What was happening today was
just rhetoric by anti-Israel groups," said

JSU member and Bruin Pac chair

Maya Zutler, a fourth-year sociology

studenL "As a Jew and as an American
(I/ind the swastika) represents racism

arid the murder of 6 million Jews. It's

uncalled for to bring it here."

Al Tsarovsky, president ofJSU, said

he wishes people would be careful with

the image.

"To see it manipulated like that ... it's

cruel," he said, adding that many on
campus, including Seidler-Feller, had
family go through the Holocaust.

UGPD ofllcers were called to the

scene but stood their ground on the out-

skirts of the conflict.

The group was dispersed by onlook-

ing facuhy; a few students left in tears,

others red from yelling.

Emotions and accusations aside, the

teach-in that set the premise for the pro-

gression of tensions sharply contrasted

the day's culmination.

MSA gathered in Meyerhofl*Park to

hold a sit-in on what they say is oppres-

sion caused by the Zionist movement.

The human rights of Palestinians

remained the focus as JSU posed the

opposing side in a counter-rally.

According to Justin Levi, vice presi-

dent of JSU, the United Nations has

passed many proposals in which Israel

would agree to a cease-fire, all of which

the Palestinian state rejected.

This shows a desire to prolong the

conflict that Palestinians fail to see as

two^ided, he said.

"I've been involved in a lot of this,

and it's a constant theme in the anti-

Israel movement," said Oren Lazar, a

third-year UC Berkeley political sci-

ence student and member of the Israeli

Action Committee. "Their denial of

historical fact is ofTensive. As
Americans, we have a vested interest in

protecting the only country in the

Middle East where every religion and
race can exist peacefully."

Sporting green armbands, support-

ers of the Palestinian struggle held up
signs deploring Israeli violence toward

Palestinians, listing U.N. citations

against the Israeli government.

Speaker Bilal Khan said Palestinians

have been under 53 years of Israeli

oppression, during which barriers have

been set up against Palestinian educa-

tion and employment.

Zutler said the actions have been rec-

iprocated. The teach-in was an example
of propaganda that was damaging to

JSU's tabling on Bruin Walk, she said.

"The fact remains that Israel wants

peace," she said. "We're out here trying

to educate the UCLA community"
Despite Thursday's feud, the groups

do not anticipate any future animosity.

"They have their opinions and we
have ours," said Mostafa Mehboob, a

third-year history student. **They have a
right to express themselves, and it

shouldn't carry over to personal feel-

ings."

With reports from Kevin Lee, Daily Bruin

Contributor.
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can find at City Walk or Third
Street," said Shannon Delong, a

second-year atmospheric science

student. "It's not loud, but there's

definitely life."

And even for some alumni,

Westwood still remains a college

town.

"I see a lot more students now,
it's more collegiate," Sitzer said. "I

see increased discounts for stu-

dents, and I see a lot more students

within Westwood studying."

Westwood s nightlife, however,
has lost its flair for many former
students.

According to alumni, some clubs

and bars, which represented typical

college hangouts, have disap-

peared.

Bratskellars, now La Salsa, was a

favorite among Greeks to frequent

after Monday night meetings. In

the late 1970s, Dillions, where El

Polio Loco is now located, was the

place for disco dancing.

In the early 1980s, Baxter's was a
popular bar for its Long Island ice

teas. Before Baxter's prominence,
Jojo's, notorious because it didn't

card, inhabited the location, accord-

ing to former students.

"Needless to say, it was popular
=iniong the younger set," Flares

said.

Although Westwood provided its

share of nightlife, many students

preferred to go out of the Village to

taste the life that Westwood could-

n't offer.

"Even though there were a lot of
people running around, you'd never
really find college kids hanging out •

where there was a crush of people,"
Zengler said. *^The head place was-
n't in Westwood, it was a place

called Mom's in Brentwood. It was
packed, a total meat market. There
were no places like that in the

Village."

For some alumni, Westwood has

become nothing more but a place

for errands.

"When I was a student, I used to

think that if UCLA had a bank and
a dry cleaners, there would be no
reason to ever leave campus."
Flores said. "Now, there are ATM
machines and the dry cleaner picks

up, who bothers to go into

Westwood now?"

"use has a Denny's ...

except theirs looks

like a bonnb shelter

and their movie

theaters are scary."

Shannon Delong
Second-year student

Friday. May 25, 2001

In the early 1990s, the presence
of use students in the Village,

which has somewhat diminished in

recent years, fed into the competi-
tion between the cross-town rivals.

"I noticed that USC students
would come.** said Kelly

O'Donnell, a 1994 English alumni.

"It was annoying to see USC stu-

dents wearing their sweatshirts

around Westwood, it used to piss

me off."

USC students come to

Westwood to escape the bad neigh-

borhoods and for Westwood's bet-

ter selection of enterUinment
opportunities, Delong said.

"My friend from USC comes out

here all the time," Delong said.

"USC has a Denny's just like

Westwood does, except theirs looks
like a bomb shelter and their movie
theaters are scary."

According to O'Donnell,
although USC students came to

Westwood to get away from the

crime at USC, there was a time
when Westwood was also avoided
due to the increased crime rate.

"During the 1992 riots, shops
were rioted and a girl was shot at the

premiere of 'New Jack City.'" she
said. "It was depressing and there

was a fear of gangs. It seemed as if

Westwood was going downhill."

Although Westwood has gone
through some radical changes,
many of Westwood's icons, like

Stan's Donuts have survived the

test of time.

"Stan's Donuts used to sell a bag
of donuts after midnight for $1,"

Flores said. "Great munchies after

studying."

Though today's Village doesn't

hold quite the same meaning for

alumni, it still has its share of excite-

ment, Delong said. During last

quarter's finals week, two groups
congregated in front of Gypsy Cafe
and Habibi Cafe and a fight quickly

ensued.

"One of the guys who was fight-

ing got scared and hid in Diddy
Riese until the cops came,"she said.

"The other guy threatened to beat

him up in the cookie store."

Although Third Street seems to

have stolen the Village's popularity,

former students still have optimism
for Westwood's future.

"The glamour has been lost, but
trying to mimic Third Street isn't

the way to get it back," Julie

O'Donnell said. "Westwood has lo

rekindle its identity or develop an
independent one. Otherwise it cap
only be a sorry replica ofsomeplace
else."

CHINA
From page 5

process.

"Our preference clearly is to get

the aircraft back in the United States

in the most efficient, cheapest and
best possible way." Defense Secretary

Donald H. Rumsfeld told reporters at

the Pentagon.

He and others said that means
repairing the Navy EP-3E Aries II

plane on the military airfield, where it

has stood since April I, and then fly-

ing it off the island. Although China
repeated on Thursday that it would
never allow the plane to fly away,
Quigley said Washington has not
given up that option.

An alternative suggested by the

United States is to take off the plane's

wings and tail section and put those
pieces, along with the fuselage,

aboard one or two large civilian cargo
aircraft, Rumsfeld said. In that sce-

nario, the pieces could be reassem-

bled and the plane returned to spy
duty.

China objected to that approach,
Rumsfeld said, because they feared

the runway at Lingshui air base on
Hainan could not handle the stress of
the cargo planes. The approaches dis-

cussed so far with the Chinese do not

include 'thgpping up the aircraft,"

Ihc defense secretary told reporter*.

China seems intent on exacting a
high political price by not letting the

plane fly away under its own power.
China contends that the plane, which
was eavesdropping on Chinese mili-

tary communications from interna-

tional air space when the collision

happened, violated its sovereignty.

China demanded a U.S. apology for

the collision and has insisted that U.S.
surveillance flights off its coast be
stopped.

Washington refused to make a full

apology. Instead. President Bush
approved a letter saying America was
"very sorry" for the loss of a Chinese
pilot and for the U.S. plane's unau-
thorized entry into Chinese airspace

to make an emergency landing. The
U.S. surveillance missions have con-

tinued.

At the State Department,
spokesman Phil Reeker said. "Our
strong preference remains to repair

and fly out our airplane."

"That's obviously the fastest and
most efllcient way to return the air-

craft to the U.S." he said, adding that

the United States is prepared, if nec-

essary, to disassemble the plane - not

chop it up.

For weeks, the Pentagon had pub-
licly insisted that it be allowed to

repair and fly the plane off Hainan,
but on Sunday that position seemed
to have been abandoned when Vice
President Dick Cheney said in a tele-

vision interview that the Navy plane
"may well have torbe crated out."

The EP-3E was flying about 70
miles off China's southern coast

when it collided with the Chinese jet

that had intercepted the spy plane
and was shadowing it off Hainan
Island. The Navy plane's crew insists

the Chinese plane caused the colli-

sion; China insists the Navy plane
was to blame.

China held the 24-membcr U.S^
crew for 1 1 days. —

The surveillance plane's outside
left propellor tomahawked the
Chinese plane in half. The smaller

plane's shattered tail punched a hole
in the U.S. plane's fuselage and the

fighter's front section chopped off the
spy plane's nose cone. One of the
Navy's plane's four engines was dam-
aged.

U.S. technical experts inspected
the damaged plane in early May and
concluded that it could be repair suf-

ficiently to fly it off the island.
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PAKISTAN
From page 5

along the Line of Control dividing Kashmir
between India and Pakistan caused the break-up
ofnegotiations. Those talks were aimed at casing

the numerous conflicts between the South Asian
rivals, both ofwhich have nuclear weapons.

The offer to resume talks and the positive

response were accompanied by harsh rhetoric

from both sides.

The ocasoTire's end has "given the Indian
forces a carte blanche to continue state terrorism

against the Kashmiri people." said Pakistan's

Sattar.

offer as "im attempt to weaken Jihad (holy war)
in occupied Kashmir."

More than 30,000 people have been killed in

Kashmir since Islamic separatists launched an
insurgency in 1989. demanding independence or
a merger with Pakistan. Human rights activists

put the death toll at 60,000.

Police in Kashmir said 1 1 militants were killed

in separate gun battles since the end of the cease-

fire late Wednesday.

Kashmir is the only Muslim-majority state in

Hindu-dominated India.

The Indian Foreign Ministry's Jassal said the

invitation to Musharraf "will be delivered short-

ly," but did not specify when.

When and where Indian and Pakistani leaders

PSYCHOLOGY
from page 3

asked them to interpret the expressions ofsever-
al pe<^e in different photographs.

Beforehand, the researchers were told that

group," Rosenthal said. "Their teachers also

thought that the students with higher test scores

were more socially and emotionally developed."

After the same test was replicated by other

psychologists, trends relating to racial and gen-

der biases emerged.

"The test also showed how we all have expeo-

"Many terrorist organizations continue to would meet was not immediately known Nor
operate from Pakistani soil," said Indian Foreign was it clear whether representatives of Kashmiri
Ministry spokesman
Raminder Singh Jassal.

India called a ceasefire

in late November in an

attempt to bring Kashmiri

militants into peace talks.

But most of the militants

rejected the truce and
attacks persisted, and the

government had to admit

the initiative's failure qs it

ended the ceasefire.

But the Foreign

Ministry said that relative

calm along the Line of

Control in Kashmir con-

tributed to the decision to

offqrtriks with Islamabad
"^ Several people inter-

viewed Thursday in Kashmir expressed hope the

br^through would put an end to their long suf-

fcHig

"K i»9Pod that India has realized that without

invdvmg Pakistan, no solution can be found,"

said Nazi Ahmed Mir, a shqjkceper in the

Indian Kashmiri city ofSrinagar. important as the expectations of whether it will
The mihtanl HezbHil-Mujahedeen group wd- produce a breakthrough," said Riffat Hussain

corned Iridia'smvitation, saying Pakistan's inclu- chairman of defense and su-ategic studies at
sion m any Uilks on Kashmir were essential. Quaid-i-Azam University in Islamabad. "It rais-

But Abdullah Muntazir, secretary general of es expectations about the prospect of peace
the mihtant Kashmiri separatist group Lashkar- between India and Pakistan much beyond any-
eTayyaba, 'tategorically" rejected the Indian thing anybody had expected

"

"I think the symbolism

ofthemoveisas

important as the

expectations of

whether it will produce

a breakthrough."

Riffat Hussain

Chaifman, University of

Islamabad

militant groups fighting

Indian forces would
attend.

Sattar told reporters

that Pakistan believes such

groups, who arc fighting

for either independence or

a merger with Pakistan,

should be represented.

"They are the principal

^rty It is their life and
their futures that are at

stake," he said.

Separately, India

released and repatriated

18 Pakistani imprisoned

for spying or entering

_ India illegally. The pnioo-

ers, most of them young
men, had been held even after their terms had
ended. An Indian court ordered such prisoners

returned.

The United States has long been urging India

to agree to talks with Musharraf.

"I think the symbolism of the move is as

certain people were good interpreters of posi- tations of gender," Sevingy said. "The whole
tive emotions and others of negative emotions, study showed how we condition students with-
Rosenthal wanted to see if this knowledge would out even knowing it."

influence how the test subjects performed. Rosenthal said further analysis of his test
"The students lived up to the expectations of results showed that many teachers seemed to

the experimenters," Rosenthal said. "The prefer African American students who were
results were even more profound when we average to those who were smart, and also to
repeated the test with a tape recorder. We were favor smart white students,
surprised." Concerned with these findings, educators

After publishing an article about this undertook their own studies, said Ron Dietel, a
research, Rosenthal had the opportunity to spokesman for the Center for Research on
study the phenomenon at

an elementary school in

San Francisco.

"I got a call from
Leonore Jacobson,"

Rosenthal said. "She had
read my article and told me
that if I wanted to test my
theory, that I should come
to her school."

The way in which class-

es were set up at

Jacobson 's school, with

three skill levels in each of
the six grades, made it ideal

for controlled research.

With help from school

Iministrators, Rosenthal :======
created a test that they told

teachers was designed to

measure intefligence.

The students were given the test. The follow-

ing year, their new teachers were told that cer-

tain randomly selected students were "late

bloomers" who would do well the following and bas'ing all concluslons°on ^hat'analysi7u
year. At the end of that year, the students were not reliable and often yields overgeneralized

Rosenthal's first

significant experiment

testing the

phenomenon of self-

fulfilling prophesy, took

place while he was
working at the

University of North

Dakota.

Evaluation Standards and

Students Testing.

"Teachers need to have

high expectations," Dietel

said. "We've done our
own studies that prove

that students perform bet-

ter when their teachers

expect them to do well."

Whether all teachers

have these expectations

and whether enough moti-

vated teachers are teach-

ing, is debatable, Dietel

said.

Rosenthal's research

may have the potential to

.

rock the entire scientific

community, but there are

some psychologists like

Theodore Barber, who question the validity of
his research.

According to Barber, Rosenthal's method of
metanaylsis, examining large quantities of data

given the same test

When Rosenthal compared the test results,

he was astonished by his findings.

"We found that there were significant

results,

"We don't know exactly what cues students

get from their teachers," Rosenthal said. "We
need to be careful - we don't know what to do

improvements made by the students who were to improve motivation and we don't know how
expected to bloom compared to the control to apply this information yet
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Don't be afraid to state your

opinions, even if they may

offend other people.

See Viewpoint Hiesday

viewpoint^m«dia.uda.edu

Modern times leave us dazed and confused about dating
ROMANCE* High divorce rates,

women's lib contribute to our

generation's chaotic courting

I
was watching an episode of "The Brady

Bunch" the other day, and I found myself

entirely jealous ofGreg Brady No, not for

his dreamy blue eyes and groovy good looks,

but for how easy dating was for him, as well as

for the rest of his fellow teen-age friends of the

late-'60s and early-'70s.

In the episode, Greg
asks a girl on a date to

spite his sister Marcia, who
has just begun dating his

mortal enemy at school.

Though he has not talked

to the girl all year, he has

no trouble approaching ~-

her out of the blue and ask-

ing her for a date. Greg
easily gets this girl to

agree.

Similarly, later in the

episode, Marcia's new
beau meets Greg's new girlfriend for the first

time and asks her on a date, and she immediate-

ly accepts with a cry of "Far out," and the two
walk off into the sunset holding hands.

Tsai bdieves that the course of true love would run

a lot smoother if we all just got enough sleep. Tell

her your romantic woes at peijean@ucla.eda

True, we cannot all be as slick as Greg Brady,

but dating has become a lot more difficult than

it was in those simple days of boy meets girl,

boy courts girl, boy and girl live happily ever

after.

Today's youths are not necessarily commit-

ment shy because they are afraid of each other's

cooties; rather, modem mores reject old tradi-

tions and approaches to romance, putting us all

into a state of utter confusion when it comes to

the pursuit of potential partners.

Whereas Greg could officially ask a girl on a

date, setting a clear stage for the beginning of a

relationship, today the so<alled date is almost

nonexistent. Today we are more likely to see

potential couples not alone on their first dates

but wiCh other friends.

The tendency ofmodem lovers to not go out

on dates stems from a fear ofjumping into a

potentially hurtful situation, as the disintegra-

tion of the traditional family in the last fiEW

Peijean

Tsai

decades has created jaded views ofromance.

The fact that divorce rates have more than

quadrupled between 1970 and 1996 has taught

us that romance does not always work out. So
why bother?

This abandonment of the traditional picket

fence nuclear family has caused us to be wary of
romance, fearing potential commitments to the

point that we prefer casual, non-threatening

meetings of merely "hanging out" to traditional

dates.

If the relationship does not work out, then

See TSM, page 12
EO OfMMAMtf Brum

Abu-Jamars sentence reveals injustice of radst capitalist system
CASE: Workers must aim

to eradicate wrongdoings

of exploitation by elites

ByUtalSpicgd

The clock is ticking on the life of

Mumia Abu-Jamal, an innocent

death-row political prisoner who was
falsely charged with the killing of a

police ofTicer, Daniel FaulknerTand

convicted and sentenced to death by

Philadelphia's notorious cop and

court frame-up machine. Evidence of

Jamal's innocence is demonstrable

and overwhelming, and his case

exposes the racist capitalist injustice

inherent in the American "justice"

system.

On May 4, new attorneys for

Mumia dropped a legal bombshell

with new papers filed in federal

court. Among these papers is the

swom confession of a man named
Amold Beverly, who states:

"I was hired, along with another

guy, and paid to shoot and kill

Faulkner. I had heard that Faulkner

was a problem for the mob and cor-

rupt policemen because he interfered

with the graft and payoffs made to

allow illegal activity including prosti-

tution, gambling, drugs without pros-

e(;ution in the center city area... I shot

Faulkner in the face at close range.

Jamal was shot shortly after that by a

uniformed police officer who arrived

Spiegel is third-year history student and
a nfwmber of Spartacus Youth Oub.

on the scene"(http.7/www.refusean-

dresist.org/mumia/200I /05080I bev-

erly.html).

Mumia Abu-Jamal also submitted

a sworn statement, declaring, "I did

not shoot Police Officer Daniel

Faulkner. I had nothing to do with

the killing of Officer Faulkner. I am
innocent"(http://www.refusean-

dresist.org/mumia/20OI/0505Olafri-

davit.html).

At about 3:55 a.m. on Dec. 9,

1981, in downtown Philadelphia,

Faulkner had stopped a VW driven

by Jamal's brother, Billy Cook,
which was carrying another passen-

ger. Jamal testifies that while filling

out his log sheet in the cab he was dri-

ving at the time, he heard shouting

and "recognized my brother standing

in the street staggering and dizzy. I

immediately exited the cab and ran

to his scream.

"As I came across the street I saw
a uniformed cop turn toward me,

gun in hand, saw a fiash and went

down to my knees.
**

As one of his new attorneys said,

Jamal 'Vas in the wrong place at the

wrong time when a hit was in

progress on a police officer who was
causing problems interfering with

police corruption."

But for the Philly cops. Jamal was
in the right place at the right time.

They had been seeking him out since

he was a 15-year-old spokesman for

the Black Panther Party in 1969.

There has been massive evidence

already submitted to the courts show-

ing Mumia's innocence. Now the cop

and D.A. framenip of Jamal has been

blown to bits. But that does not stop

them from pursuing their "legal"

lynching.

The pinnacle of the machinery of

repression in the United States is the

barbaric death penalty rooted in the

legacy of chattel slavery. As
Marxists, we do not accord the state

the right to decide who shall live and

who shall die. The Spartacus Youth

Club calls on working people,

minorities, youth and all opponents

of capitalist repression in the United

States and around the world to

demand: Freedom now for Mumia
Abu-Jamal! Abolish the racist death

penalty!

Jamal's new legal team was assem-

bled aAer he dismissed former lead

counsel Len Weinglass and assistant

counsel Dan Williams. Jamal was
forced to fire his longtime attorneys

aAer Williams authored a malicious

book, which now serves as a brief for

the prosecution, purporting to be an
"inside account" of the case.

Appropriately titled "Executing

Justice," Williams' book tries to pre-

emptively kill the evidence of Jamal's

innocence presented in the neW affi-

davits. Both Williams and Weinglass

were well aware of this evidence for
*

some time.

Williams' centra] premise is that

the cops never could or would know-
ingly frame an innocent man, and he

dismisses Beverly's confession. In

fact, the cops were plenty worried

about possible FBI informants within

their ranks. At the time, the three

senior cops who constituted the

chain ofcommand "investigating"

Faulkner's killing were themselves

the target of a federal investigation of

police corruption.

In Philly alone, hundreds of con-

victions based on concocted evidence

and coerced confessions have been

thrown out just in the last several

years.

The whole history of this country

is littered with frame-ups of those

who have struggled to defend their

unions, fight capitalist injustice, fight

racial oppression or to in any way
challenge the capitalist rulers.

Panther leader Geronimo Pratt wa?
imprisoned for 27 years for a crime
the police and FBI knew he didn't

commit - because they had the wire-

taps that would prove his innocence.

The Feds and Philly cops long had
their sights on Jamal. The FBI
amassed over 800 pages on Jamal in

its murderous COINTELPRO oper-

ation files. This vendetta against

Jamal continued as he refused to be
silenced in his impassioned defense

of African American rights and
remained unbowed in the face of

state repression.

While every possible legal avenue
must be pursued, we recognize that

the capitalist state - with its courts,

prisons and police - exists solely to

maintain through organized violence

and terror the rule ofthe capitalist

class over the working class and the

oppressed. Jamal will not and cannot

get a fair hearing in the racist, capi-

talist courts.

We have fought to bring the cause

ofMumia's freedom to the multira-

cial working class, organizing united-

front actions across the country cen-

tered on the understanding that the

social power of labor must be mobi'

lized in Janutl's defense and linked to

the struggle against the entire capital-

ist system.

Bourgeois liberals say that Jamal's

frame-up is just an aberration and
seek to show that this system is inher-

ently fair. Their appeals to the state

for "justice'*^and a "fair" trial simply

attempt to mask the true face of

bourgeois democracy, which repre-

sents nothing other than the dictator-

ship ofthe capitalist system.

Focusing narrowly on the denial

of Jamal's right to self-representation

at the original trial, they have

ignored the state frame-up and down-
played Jamal's innocence. This is

typified by groups who join in dis-

missing the new testimony as some
kind of deranged conspiracy theory.

This whitewash ofthe bourgeois

injustice system serves to demobilize

workers, youth and others who want
to fight for Jamal's freedom. Why
take to the streets if it's simply a con-

stitutional matter to be settled in the

capitalist courts?

Our aim in the fight to free

Mumia, as in all our work, is to

imbue the working class with an

understanding of its own power and
of the unity of the interests of labor

and the fight for African American
freedom in the U.S. We fight to make
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Wang fails to weigh both sides
ZIONISM: Examination of

Middle East conflict must

be unbiased, rely on facts

By Sharon Tsaing

When dealing with such a sensitive

topic as the conflict in the Middle

East, it is expected that one should go

about the research in an unbiased way

and examine both sides. The submis-

sion written on Tuesday by Darren

Wang (" Israel is a perpetrator of <

injustice, not a true democracy,"

Daily Bruin, Viewpoint, May 22) rep-

resents the exact opposite of an unbi-

ased scholarly work.

As educated and open-minded

students, we need to make sure

that this conflict is approached in

a sensitive and sympathetic man-

ner. Especially at such a presti-

gious and respected university

as UCLA, it is expected that

the literature and debate that

arise here would be grounded

in fact and not in propaganda.

We are dealing here with a

lict that dates back tho<i8ands

of years, and anyone who has not

read up on the topic will not extract

that from modem-day politics.

Before Ariel Sharon and Yasser

Arafat were around, there existed

the Arab and Jewish conflict. The

current conflict in Israel is simply

another form of a conflict that

has existed for

centuries.

Having said that,

there are some
incorrect and

skewed issues

in Wang's sub-

mission that I

would like to

address.

Regarding

the debate over

Israel being a

democracy, it is

unfair for

Wang to criticize its democratic

character before knowing its

laws. Had Israel not been a democra-

cy, it would not have accepted Arabs

as Parliament members. Israel's elec-

tion process, its institutions and its

basic human laws that make up an

informal constitution are additional

examples of its democratic nature,

closely resembling that ofthe United

States.

Considering the threat that sur-

rounds it and the constant state of

war in which it is involved, Israel

shows more remarkable democratic

character than any other country in

the Middle East, and is thus well-

deserving of its title as **the only real

democracy in the Middle East."

< The right of return for Palestinian

I
refugees is an especially sensitive

ll'

topic. It should be noted that

i

Palestinian residents who became

refugees did not reach that status only

by means of expulsion. Rather, it was

a combination of transfer projects

and Arab leaders' persuasion which

ledto their status.

Around the time of the partition,

the Arab League issued orders advis-

ing the people to seek temporary

refuge in neighboring countries,

which would help in the Arab war

against Israel. In the words ofone
.

refugee, "The Arab govenunents told

us: Get out so that we can get in. So

we got out, but they did not get

in"(Samuel Katz, "Battleground:

Fact and Fantasy in Palestine," 1973,

18).

The Arab Higher Executive made
announcements on the air that urged

all Arabs to flee, since those Arabs

refugee status.

When these Arab leaders could not

live up to their promises, after losing

the war to Israel, they shifled the

blame ofthe refugees onto the state of

Israel.

Furthermore, it is noted in many
scholarly works that Jews living

peacefully with their Palestinian

neighbors at the time pleaded that

they not leave the land. 'Such appeals

took place in cities like Haifa, where

Jews and Arabs lived cooperatively

side-by-side. These and other impor-

tant facts were not included in

Wang's submission. It is crucial that

sources from both sides be examined

before making claims of injustice.

It is impossible to allow ail ofthe

Palestinian refugees back into Israel if

Israel is to remain a Jewish state, a

fact that has been admitted even by

Arab leaders. If all the Palestinian

refugees were allowed back into

Israel - including the offspring they

have produced - they would outnum-

ber the Jews in Israel and therefore

have the ability to vote Israel out of

being a Jewish state.

In addition, Israel claims that if

compensation is to be paid (a^

Tsabag is a third-year psychology

student.
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who remained in Palestine and

accepted Jewish protection during the

planned Arab army invasion, 'Svould

be regarded as renegades" (Ira

Hirschmann. "Questions and

Answers About Arabs and Jews*"

1977, p. 44).

The neighboring Arab countries

promised to help the Palestinian

Arabs move back to their former

homes - including the homes ofthe

hopefully annihilated Jews - aAer

they had "driven the Jews into the

sea."

Unfortunately, many of these
'

countries did not live up to their

promises. Many of these Arabs wei*

not received well by the "host"

nations. In fact, only in Jordan were

they given citizenship rights and

Jordanian passports. It is precisely

the nations that previously urged the

Palestinian Arabs to flee that were

now creating and facilitating their

Palestinian refugees, then it should

also be paid to Jews who were perse-

cuted and expelled from their former

homelands in the Middle East. The

only reason these Jews are not con-

sidered refugees is because they

had a new homeland to go to.

On the other hand, Palestinian

refugees have been shunned by

many of the sur-

rounding Arab

countries in a claim

that those countries

could not afford to

absorb so many
refugees.

The state of

Israel was

designed to be a

Jewish state, and in

that design lies the

expected flaw that they will

favor their Jewish citizens

above the rest. But it was

agreed upon by the United

Nations that the Jewish people, hav-

ing been persecuted and discriminat-

ed against throughout history, needed

a land of their own, a safe haven to

practice the religion which too oAen

was used to justify violence against

them.

Even before the creation ofthe

U.N., Britain's Balfour Declaration

of 1927 recognized the Jews' historic

ties to the land and their right to build

a state there. It was not until 1947 that

the U.N. partition plan divided for-

mer Palestine into two adjacent

states, giving about half of the land to

each ofthe groups.

The Arabs rejected this plan and

demanded all ofthe land. In addition,

the U.N. oflered the Arabs a way of

legally regulating Jewish immigration.

This is not the flrst time that

Palestinians have rejected such plans.

In 1922. the British mandatory gov-
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Speaks Out
The State Assembly p^sed a bill Monday that would force students

and employees who are sex offenders to register with university police.

This will allow students to obtain information about sex offenders on

Gmpus.While proponents say this will create a safer campus, others

say it violates the privacy rights of offenders.What do you think?

Kim Watson

Rrst-year

Biodiemistry

"It would be great to know who poses a threat to

me, but I think the person still has a right to a degree

of privacy. I personally would feel afraid living close

to a person charged with rape or another sexual

crime. So even though I think people should have

their privacy, there is still a part ofme that has the

fear for a person who has committed a crime against

society."

RyanTersdikisc

Rrst-year

UndedMvd

"1 defmitely agree with the law. After all, there are

more potential victims here on campus than any-

where else. For example, in the dorms there are hun-

dreds of girls that can be preyed upoif. It's a danger-

ous situation for them, especially if they don't know
the person has done a crime before. Sex offenders

shouldn't have any privacy if they assault someone:'^

Panaqioth Panayotopoulos

Second-year

Electrical engineering

"It seems like this law will just propagate hate. If

you know there's a sex offender in your community

and you can get their information, what's to stop

you from committing ofTenses against them? I

always believe in the idea of giving people a second

chance. We need to have faith in people; not every-

body is out to get you. If you're ever in trouble you

can just call the cops."

Aura Baldomero

Fourth-year

Ethnomusicology

"If people find out their neighbors are sex offend-

ers, they will probably outcast them without consid-

ering whether they have done rehab or changed.

This campus isn't really that safe, and people

shouldn't believe that nothing ever happens here.

But one thing we don't need more of on this campus
is hate crimes, and this law might lead to these

against sex offenders on campus. If they join a sport

team or go to class, everyone will know who they are

and exclude them."

TovaKatz

Fourth-year

English

^'I think this is a smart law. Protecting students

should be the first priority ofthe university.

Everyone has their own right to privacy, but when

you invade the life of somebody else by committing a

sex crime, you lose your privilege to that privacy. I

don't think they should give out addresses, but giv-

ing out identification is important so people can

know about the person's history."

PtiW Porter

Second-year

Sodok)gy

"There are a lot of considerations we have to take

with this issue. On the one hand, a sex offense is a

heinous crime. In this sense, I don't see a problem

with the law. But on the other hand, there's a lot of

privacy issues involved. If I was the person who
committed the crime, I would have a problem with

information being released about me. There will

always be people who abuse that information."

Speaks Out compiled by Cuauhtemoc Ortega and Maegan Carberry, Daily

Bruin Senior Staff. Photos by Catherine Jun, Daily Bruin Staff.
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not actually go on a 'Veal" date, and

so he did not actually reject me. No
one gets hurt, and our young, unin-

jured hearts are free to run right

along to the next potential playmate.

Staying clear of traditional dates

does not necessarily guarantee a life-

time away from heartbreak hotel.

Misunderstandings between poten-

tial lovers are more Kkely.to occur

when the line between friendship and

love is vague. So not making an offi-

cial commitment actually leads to the

pain we are trying to avoid in the first

place.

If a man and a woman spend time

together as "just friends," each may
assess the situation completely differ-

ently. The guy may think they are

floating together through the tunnel

of love, while she mi^t have no due
of his romantic intentions and think

of him as only a friend.

Since the women's liberation

movement of the late 1960s and early

1970s, equality of the sexes has

improved American society, leading

to progress that has led to fairer treat-

ment of everyone, regardless of sex.

But equality has also led to maximum
confusion in the vicious coliseum of

datiitg. — -•

No longer can females rely on

males to make the first move. In the

21 St century, men and women alike

can pose the first question for a date"^

or phone number. This goes for pick-

ing up the dinner tab as well.

In a time when men and women
are perceived as equals, (>aying for a

date becomes a complicated matter.

Now a couple must consider who
asked whom for the date, if tradition-

al chivalry should decide that the

man will pay, or even how well the

two individuals are acquainted.

Today it is not uncommon for the

woman to pick up the tab or for the

two to split the bill. Going out to din-

ner in the 21st century has become a

hairy matter emphasizing political

correctness and therefore making
first dates a lot more confusing than

they used to be.

Breaking out of the antiquated

expectation that the guy pays for

everything on a date also blurs the

lines of traditional feminine and ma9>

culine roles, and this is something

that is even more confusing for gay

or lesbian couples.

Modem times dic^te that dates

should not be linrHted to the tradition-

al gender roles. When two men or

two women go on a date, and one

pays, there is the inevitable percep-

tion that one of them is taking on the

traditional masculine role while the

other is "wearing the skirt." Same-sex

couples are thus forced to deal with

the confusion of keeping with ideas

of modem times in the institution of

dating.

Modem vernacular has also made
our pursuits of love and relationships

more confusing than ever. Romantic
slang used to make more sense than

it does today, as expressions were

derived from more literal contexts.

Phnuei like "going steady," "get-

ting pinned" and "going on a date"

clearly communicated a relation-

ship's status. The last time I heard

someone use the word "pinned" -

not counting a three^our epnode of

"WWF Smackdown!" - Chachi and
Joanie were on their way to Amold's
diner in "Happy Days."

Instead of these easy-to-interprct

slang expressions, today we use cryp-

tic idioms, like **wc'rc seeing each

other" or "we're talking," to indicate

that two people are cither casually

dating or possibly interested in each

other. The popular expression "hook-

ing up" is the most obscure one of all,

with its definitions ranging from

exchanging phone numbers to kiss-

ing to having sex.

Whereas past expressions had

more literal meanings, today there

SccTSAtpagcU
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more literal meanings, today there

are many interpretations and possi-

bilities to romantic diction and syn-

tax, making the state ofour potential

and established relationships less

obvious.

So has the modern world com-

pletely destroyed our chances at true

love? Probably not. Though modern
ways have definitely changed tradi-

tionai dating, there still is no clear-cut

universal approach to romance and

there probably will not ever be one.

You have to figure out what works

for you and for each unique situation

with each individual you pursue,

whether your model is Greg Brady or

Dawson Leary.

And if the method you choose

does not score you that date for

Friday night, then don't worry about

it. Love's labour's lost never did kill

anyone.

TSABAG
From page 1

1

emnient proposed the establishment

ofa fef^lative council in whicfe the

Arab* would have a five-to-one

advantage over the Jews. The Arabs

rejected this proposal because they

believed that sitting on a legislature

with Jews would imply their accep-

tance of the presence of the few thou-

sand Jews already in Palestine (Mark
Tessler, "A History of the Israeli-

Wcstinian Conflict," 1994).

So ifpeople like Wang are going to

talk about Israelis rejecting U.N. pro-

posals, why don't they begin with a

discuss ion of the Arab rejection of

proposak by the U.N. and others? If

you are going to discuss this very

complex topic, you must take a holis-

tic approach to it, examining the

shortcomings and the injustices of

both parties.

There is truth in both sides, but

mainly, as the conflict continues, both

sides are generating more propagan-

da and hate toward the other. It is up

to us, the academic minds of society,

to insure that this propaganda be

stopped and that this issue is

addressed in a civil and sympathetic

manner.

We need to learn about the other

party and about their fears and mem-
ories, and ifwe continue to produce

luch ignorant statements found in

propaganda and other hate literature,

this learning process can never occur.

SPIEGEL
From page 10.

the working class conscious that if it

^ does not fight against racial oppres-

sion, it will never break the chains of

its own exploitation.

To use its social power, however,

labor must break the hold of the pro-

capitalist trade union's lack of gpod

leadership, which ties the workers to

their own exploiters through its sup-

port of the Democratic Party.

The war on laborers, African

Americans, women and immigrants

waged by the American ruling class

is the domestic side of its imperialist

depredations abroad, from arming

the bloody Zionist state in its slaugh-

ter of Palestinians to targeting the

deformed Chinese workers state for

capitalist counterrevolution.

Class-conscious workers orga-

nized into a multiracial workers'

party are the only force that can

sweep away the entire apparatus of

capitalist repression to end an entire

system of racial oppression, exploita-

tion and war.

We must mobilize labor power

and African American power in

mass demonstrations demanding

"Free Mumia Abu-Jamal! Abolish

the racist death penalty!"
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Spending time nearly every quarter in the labo:

Surprised that Nima Mousaviol Gharavi had time for

the lab as a research iissistant, however, was just one

Nima dove into while at UCLA. Anuuingly enough,

co-found two organizations at UCLA. In the fall of I

"UCLA Internet Entrepreneurs Association "due to a

two of my frieods, felt existed in the UCLA under]

Serving as a link between undergraduates and the Anderson

Management, the orgimizxition provided information on e-business and
Internet entrepreneurship. In addition to the IE>\, Nima recently co-

founded UCLA Aware, on organization devoted to helping the homeless

"My friends and I initiated this organiziition because we felt tlwt by

increasing awareness of Such organizations, we woukl encourage students

to participate in public service," Siiid Nima. While doing all of this, he

mmiaged to accumulate a 3.98 GPA.

annual calendar.

Ninia will continue with his education iis a M.D./Ph

UCLA's Medical Scientist Training Program. His ad

generations of UCLA students is "Don't forget your r

about the most important things in life, such iis family, frien

- Erin Sheffield
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Can top 1 5th annual festival

looks to unite fans,

newbies with tunes

under the sun

"^^musi
Group hopes lineup will provide unity, entertainment

i

Yami Bolo,
D«)y Bruin File Photo

backed by Detour Posse, performs last year at the JazzReggae Festival.

MUSIC Memorial Day concert

is largest student-run festival

featuring food, vendors, crafts

ByMaryWWIiim •

Dally Bruin Staff

There arc those whose sole knowledge of

reggae music is restricted to having once
heard Bob Marley's "One Love" in commer-
cials advertising trips to Jamaica. Then there

are those who could engage in a lengthy dis-

course on the diverse styles of Marley's more
recent counterparts.

In the spirit of educating the less Icnowi-

edgeabie and entertaining everyone. USAC's
Cultural Affairs Commission is presenting a

day of reggae music Monday as part of the

15th Annual JazzReggae Festival. Seven reg-

gae performers and close to 75 food, craft and
clothing veTKlors will be featured.

The commission has put together a lineup

in which it takes pride, including wdl-known
artist Buju Banton, who headlined at the Bob
Marley Day Festival in Long Beach last win-

ter.

"Our lineup is fantastic." said Shivani

Madan, a fourth-year physical science student

and associate director of the festival. "It's

probably one of the best lineups we've had."

In addition to Buju Banton, there will be

performances from Mad Cobra, Tony Rebel,

TOK, Wayne Wonder, Sugar Black and
Quinto Sol.

"We wanted everyone from up-and-com-

ers, to acts that are popular right now, to acts

that are legends^ said Marselle Washington,

USAC's cultural affairs commissioner.

Beginning an hour before the first perfor-

mance and continuing until the end of the last

one, vendors will sell a- variety of goods and
foods from Jamaican, African and Creole cul-

tures.

"They make the festival." Madan said.

"They add the flavor to the whole show."

The food will include multiethnic selec-

tions, as well as typical festival foods such as

barbcque, lemonade, funnel cakes, roasted

corn and kettle popcorn.

Vendors will bring an assortment of items

including hand crafted jewelry, clothes, hats

and hemp products. Other booths will house a

psychic and henna tattoo artist. The booths

themselves have actually been proven to draw
people to the festival.

"A lot of people who don't know the music
come for the arts and food," Madan said.

One of the overall goals of the event is to

introduce all kinds of people to a cultural

experience they might not have had before.

"We want to expose as many people as pos-

sible to this kind of music and the cultural ven-

dors," Washington said.

Reggae music has long been associated

with the movement for unity and understand-

ing between cultures. In an interview from his

Jamaica home, performing artist Tony Rebel

said that the themes of unity and peace can

also be found in his music.

He added that it was important to spread

these messages through festivals such as the

UCLA JazzReggae Festival.

The themes of artists like Rebel are expect-

ed to reach thousands of people this year.

A^ndance last year for the weekend totaled

35,000 people, with the vast majority of par-

ticipants attending Reggae Day.

These large turnouts have made the UCLA
JaEzReggae Festival the largest student-run

festival in the nation, according to

Washington, in part because ticket prices are

so low.

Admission for UCLA students, faculty arid

stffT is free, and the general public pays only

$4 This has drawn many people who arc

inferested in jazz and reggae, but who are

unwilling to pay the higher ticket prices of

most festivals.

"The fact that we're non-profit helps

because we can be affordable and accessible

to those people who can't pay that much
money," Madan said.

Being easily accessible and attempting to

include everyone, the organizers of Reggae
Day hold true to the messages of the music

they are celebrating.

EVENTt Reggae Day is the second day of the

rsth Annual JazzReggae Festival held Sunday
and Monday on the Intramural Reid. Vendor
booths open at 1 1 a.m. ar>d the concert begins

at noon. The event closes at 7 p.m. each night.

Tickets can be purchased through the Central

Ticket Office on the day of the event. UCLA stu-

dents, faculty and staff are free, and general

admission is $4.

i

mm.

Event organizes diverse community around influential genre
MUSIC Jazz Day looks to

expose audiences to fresh

sounds, American heritage

ByMatylMfams
Daily Bruin Staff

Thousands are expected to attend

Sunday's portion of the 15th Annual

JazzReggae Festival - a celebration of

the rebellious, freeform. toe-tapping

rhythms ofjazz.

Organizers of the event, working

through the USAC Cultural Affairs

Commission, hope to'bring jazz to an

audience (hat is largely unfamiliar with

the genre.

"It brings that type of music that

most people don't get exposed to." said

Luke Patterson, a third^ear communi-

cation studies student and the talent

director for JazzReggae Festival. •

The groups scheduled to perform

are the Bobby Matos AfroCuban Jazz

Ensemble, Kenny Garrett Quartet,

Nicholas Payton Qumtet, Dwight

Trible Ensemble, Dakah aiul Keschia

Potter Quintet.

According to the event's organizers,

jazz is still p)otent as a musical form,

and is also an important part of

America's musical heritage.

"Jazz is a form ofmusic that has

roots in many types of music, and a lot

ofmusic today has been influenced by

jazz," said Farouk Gandhi, a fourth-

year international economics student

and the director ofJazzReggae

Festival. He cited hip4»op, rock and

some electronic music as genres that

are influenced by jazz.

With these crossover influences,

Gandhi expects a diverse aowd to par-

ticipate in Jazz Day.

"It is bringing a different type of

music and different people together."

he said.

This idea ofdiversity is an important

component of the UCLA JazzReggae

Festival which aims to infroduce peo-

ple to cultures and music with which

they might be unfamihar while attract-

ing people from a variety of back-

fRXtflds.

"The music itself is very much pro-

moting diversity and putting something

out in the public that is not just for one
ethnicity" said Shcn Weiss, a second-

year communication studies student

who worked publicity for the festival.

She added that the music promotes

messa^ of unity and mutual under-

standing between people of different

backgrounds.

The sdection of the performen is

also diverse, mging from the Latin-

influenced jazz of the Bobby Matos

AfroCuban Jazz Ensemble to the hip-

hop orchestra Dakah.

With this selection of artists, Gandhi
hopes to set a record for attendance for

Jazz Day.

Traditionally Jazz Day draws fewer

people than Reggae Day, a fact that

Ghandi attributes to the greater popu-
larity of reggae, especially among col-

lege audiences.

"Jazz is just not as mainstream, or

promoted on a mainstream MTV or

radio level," he said. "Reggae's a little

more popular."

Patterson explained that radio and
TV play an enormous role in determin-

ing what genres ofmusic gain populari-

ty. "People only get to hear certain

types of music that are thrown in their

faces everyday"

De^ite its loss m popularity among
young people. Weiss emphasized that

jazz b an important part of American

culture and should be af^reciated.

"Jazz is the only true American
musical art form," said Weiss. "I think

that, in itself, is something to be praised

here at UCLA."
If nothing else, she thinks that stu-

dents should go enjoy the event.

"UCLA doesn't have many outdoor

music festivals that go all day," she said.

"1 love jazz; I love reggae and I love lis-

tening to rausic outside in the sun-

shine."

— ih I

•fESTtMUj iKZ Day, the first day of the
two^ bng 15th Annual Jaz^teggae
Festive,will be held Sundayfrom 1 1 ajn.

to 7 pim. on the Intramural Rekl Muskal
perfomrwrKes will begin at noon. Tickets
can be purchased through Central

T»ck«t Office on the day of the event.

Admiuion is $4 for the general public

and fvee for UCLA students, facul^ and
staff.

EstanI Friz«ll of 'Yeska" performs vocajs at last year's

JazzReggae Festival.

>\ li()\ \oiir hooiiit' man?

Revel in the music, dance and

fashion of the '70s as the

musical "Satuixlay Night

Fever," comes to town.
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Pajamas are for bed,

not everyday living

Andy

Garcia

DRESS: Not only does

fadilrive away potential

Bruins, it's rude to boot

There's an evil brewin' at

UCLA disguised as

adorably cute fuzzy ani-

mals. Beware fellow Bruins, this is

a serious epidemic and I think

that it's about high time it's eradi-

cated.

Yes, I'm talking about pajamas.

_^Sure, you may be saying "But

—Andy, I like pajamas; Paul Frank

is my homeboy If I'm not wearing

flannel, I'm not happy!" To these

fiends, and the rest of you, I

would suggest you read on and
fmd out about the cantankerous

filth that

such pajama

wearers have

degraded this

campus to.

Before I

jiimp into my
argument, let

me get some-

thing

straight: I am
not a pajama

expert. I just

know that
——————

pajamas are

sleepwear. I don't know the histo-

ry of pajamas or where the name
pajama came from.

If I had to take a guess as to the

name's origin, I would say it came
from some guy who was named
Pajama. Since he had such a

funky name everyone made fun of

him causing his parents embar-

rassment, so they locked him in

his room where all he did was

sleep.

Just because I haven't read

"The Norton Anthology of

Pajamas," however, doesn't mean
I don't have an informed opinion

on PJs. For one thing, I can say I

am an experienced wearer of paja-

mas. For as long as I can remem-
ber, I have been intinuitely

involved with my own sets of PJs.

And speaking from this experi-

ence. I can say that pajamas are

clothing that are strictly reserved

for either sleeping in, or for wear-

ing when you are sick and spend-

ing all day in bed. No exceptions -

except maybe for an official "Take

Your Pajamas Jo Work Day."

But this is exactly the problem;

Why are so many fools wearing

pi^amas to dass and the dining

halls? I know it doesn't do any

physical damage, but to be blunt,

it'sJust plain rude.

Now, I know most ofyou are

going to tell me that what students

wear is none of my business, but

alas, I must disagree.

Think about when college

applicants come to visit our cam-

pus, trying to make their fmal

decision between attending

UCLA or attending another pres-

tigious school, such as UC
Mer<M. It isn't going to reflect

well on our school for potential

students to see a bunch of imbe-

ciles sitting in class, socializing

^nd doing other "fun college

stuff' in their piyamas.

Oh, and I know what the next

debate is going to be, but let me

tell you, the situation is so out of

hand here at UCLA that these

potential students would probably

rather wait four years for UC
Merced to open to attend a "paja-

ma-free campus."

Look, I don't sleep in your

kitchen, so please do not wear

your pajamas in my dining halls

(or at least the schpol's dining

halls).

Do you think professors appre-

ciate the fact that you couldn't put

on real clothes to go to their lec-

tures or discussions? I'm personal-

ly proud of the world-renowned

faculty here at UCLA.»But what's

with the pajama-wearing stu-

dents?

You may think that wearing

pajamas isn't that big of a deal.

However, just like people say mar-

ijuana is a "gateway drug," paja-

ma wearing is "gateway rude-

ness."One day it's improper cloth-

ing, the next day it's using the

inside fork of a fancy table setting

for eating salad. Atrocious.

Let's get another thing straight:

I don't care what kind of pajamas

or slippers you have. I already

know what bears, kittens, pup-

pies, frogs, monkeys, butterflies,

Mr. T and all other cutesy animals

look like.

These clothing items should be

worn in your room. That's it. If

you really want to wear your

sleepwear to school, convince

your teacher to throw a pajama
party. (It worked in second grade,

why not give it a try now?)

Some {>ajama proponents may—
argue that this is simply a new
trend, similar to bell-bottoms, sag-

ging, or straight up wearing your

clothes backward like those rap-

ping infants Kris Kross.

However, as somewhat intelli-

gent students, we should be able

to realize that this new "fad" is

impolite. Stop the problem now
folks. As of late, I pretty much
just wear boxers at night. I don't

exactly want to walk around "free-

balling" just so I can fit in with the

sleepwear crowd.

A wise man once said, "If you

want to make the world a better

place take a look at yourself and
then make a change."

See, even Michael Jackson

wants us to make several changes:

change your outlook on pajamas,

and then change into some real

clothes! Right now I can sympa-
thize a lot with the late rapper

Tupac Shakur when he said, "I see

no changes."

In order to make sure that no
one wears PJs in public. I have a

plan. No longer do we need to ask

ourselves "WTiat Would Jesus

Do?" (By the way, he probably

wouldn't be spending money on
cheesy bracelets or key chains).

Instead, let's replace this question

with an even more pressing and
life-changing philosophical curios-

ity: "WWHHNW? - What Would
Hugh Hefner Not Wear?"

So with this question in mind,

go make that change!

Garcia already knows he needs a

haircut. However, if you have
anything else you want to say to

him, send It to

droctagon20009hotnruili.com.

)
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The Residents comes to

Royce with fan favorites

MUSIC: Revolutionaries

return to conquer new
media with anonymity

By Kate Bristow

Daily Bruin Contributor

To be a rock star is to be perpetu-

ally in the public eye. Images of these

celebrities are plastered on the bed-

room walls of 1 3-year-olds and recre-

ated on iridescent 50-cent stickers

sold in pizza parlors and grocery

stores.

The band The Residents dodged

such material aspects of stardom

when it donned giant eyeball masks

and tuxedos in the 1970s, thereby

concealing its member's identities

from the world for the past three

decades.

As part of its retrospective tour,

"Icky Rix," the world's most well-

known anonymous band will per-

form in Royce Hall at 8 p.m.

Although it features new, old and

redone songs and videos from the

group's recently released DVD of

the same name, the "Icky Flix" show
has no set playlist. and what songs

are played will be largely up to fans.

"Generally people just sort of

shout out what song they want to

hear, selecting it from the 'Icky Flix'

DVD menu projected on stage,"

said Hardy Fox, co-owner of the

band's production company. The
Cryptic Corporation and spokesper-

son for The Residents.

"The concert is a combination of

See RESIDENTS, page 18
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Surfer Jack Johnson, is now enjoying a wave of musical success

Oaity Bruin Fil« Photo

Steve Black left, and Billy Higglns give a jazz performance in UCLA's Royce Hall last year.

Tribute to commemorate jazz legends

UCLA Performing Am
The Residents will perform "Icky Flix," channeling the space of

American musir hrough a blend of eerie electronics.

MUSIC: Show will feature

faculty pieces performed

by UCLA Jazz Ensemble

By Chris Young
Daily Bruin Staff

On Saturday night Royce Hall

will house a tribute to trumpeter

Miles Davis and drummer Billy

Higgins.

The concert's proceeds will go to

the Higgins family and a scholarship

will be started in the Jazz studies

major in honor of Higgins, who
passed away on May 3.

In addition to featuring songs

composed by Davis, a medley of

originaf compositions will be per-

formed by an ensemble of jazz stud-

ies students in honor of Higgins.

"One of the things the world

respects most about America is

jazz," said guitarist Kenny Burrell,

head of the jazz studies program. "It

would be a joy for students to learn

more about it."

Faculty member A irto Moreira,

who played with both Davis and
Higgins, said that the gathering ofso

many musicians this Saturday is a

momentous occasion.

If memories of Davis

provide much of the

material for the

concert, Higgins

provides the spirit.

"Just to have all these names play

together, it's something that doesn't

happen a lot," Moreira said. "For
those people to get together to play,

it could be once in a lifetime. Some
of them I haven't seen in 10 years."

BurrelJ acknowledged the teach-

ing talent at UCLA.
"I feel we have one of the best

programs going," Burrell said.

"Herbie Hancock, the famous piano

player, said, *UCLA has the best

jazz faculty in the country.'"

The UCLA Jazz Ensemble, made
up of UCLA students, will also per-

form special arrangements by jazz

studies faculty.

Corey Hogan, a fourth-year

music student, said that one of the

songs composed for Davis by facul-

ty member Garnett Brown, "Pieces

of Miles," was played by Davis him-

self years ago.

Burrell said that Davis was
known for his musical innovations.

"He would pick creative, forward

thinking musicians - people like

John Coltrane, Wayne Shorter,

Herbie Hancock, Chick Corea - and
every so often he'd get a new group
and they would break new ground
musically," Burrell said. "He was
responsible for a lot of the move-
ments in jazz. He was also a great

musician himself."
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Surfer and musician Jack Johnson is on the last leg of his West Coast

tour with Ben Harper, promoting his latest CD'Brushflre Falrlytales.'

MUSIC: Upcoming star

discovers fans, fun while

touring with Ben Harper

By David Holmberg
Daily Bruin Staff

irthe Beach Boys had met former

surfer-turned-musician Jack

Johnson, they might have instead

sung, "Catph a note and you're sit-

ting on top of the world."

There is no question as to whether

Johnson is riding the "Big One," with

his new album, "Brushfire

Fairytales" growing in popularity, as

well as an international tour with

another rising star. Ben Harper.

Now on the Fmal West Coast leg of

his tour, Johnson talked about his

two passions, surfmg and music,

from his hotel in Vancouver. B.C. As
he said, his musical wave did not

arrive out of nowhere; it has been

building for years.

"I've always been into music,"

Johnson said. "We had lots of family

music at barbecues and parties, and I

learned to play by singing along and
dancing. When I was 13 or 14 a friend

of the family from Hawaii taught ijie

some cords, stuff like Cat Stevens

and Jimmy Buffett."

The musical climate was not all

that was warm in his childhood. Born
and raised in .the sun of Hawaii.

Johnson has surfed his whole life. It

was in high school, though, that he

started surfing "professionally" for

Quicksilver, participating in such

major surfing events as the Pipe

Masters.

"I guess it was 'professional'

because I was paid, but I stopped

because I didn't want to make it so it

wasn't pure or personal," Johnson

said. "At home I still surf more than I

play, and when the waves are good
I'm always out."

But music was nevertheless always

a presence in his life , rolling in and
out with the consistency of the tides.

"In high school I was in a punk
band. Punk's great because no one
had to be that good, you just needed
lots of energy," Johnson said. "But I

listened to what lots of people do, you
know Hendrix, Dylan and the blues,

too."

After leaving his surfing "career,"

but never straying far from the beach,

Johnson made the next logical step

after graduating from \JC Santa

Barbara with a film degree: he began
making surfing movies.

"It was kind of natural. I knew
how to work a camera, and I already

knew all the big names," he said. "I

helped others with their films, and
then made two of my own. with my
own music."

Each passing wave seemed carry

something different for Johnson.

After riding the filmmaking career

for three years, another opportunity

arose for him to dive into music.

Oddly enough, it was surfing, too,

that propelled him into his current

musical career.

"Two years ago I met Garret

(Dutton) of G-Love, and we yvent out

surfing together. I ended up playing

one ofmy songs, 'Rodeo Clowns,' on
his last album, and it ended up
becoming the single." Johnson said.

"Surfing has done everything for me,

and given a way to meet a lot of peo-

ple."

This transition from surfing the

ocean to riding tjae road of music has

proven to be surprisingly easy for

Johnson, regardless of the differ-

ences between his two passions.

"They're pretty separate, but I

spend all my time at the beach listen-

ing to island fiavor and Hawaiian
music," Johnson said. "I think about

lyrics out on the water while I'm by

myself, with no audience, and no
need for approval."

Audience approval is something

that must be taken into account, how-
ever, in the case of a tour this large.

Despite the vast size differences in

venues, his previous 70-seat shows at

Roy in Santa Barbara compared to

the nearly 5.000 at Sunday's Santa

Barbara Bowl. Johnson retains his

laid-back surfer attitude.

**We don't actually practice that

much. The first two nights we sort of

work it out. It's more fun to ju«t leave

it," Johnson said. "We jam a lot and
have fun, but you can tire of playing

the same songs all the time."

With only two other musicians
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RESIDENTS
From page 16

what the audience wants to hear and what the band
wants to play," he continued.

Each song will be played in front of its respective

video that will be projected on a large screen in the

background. The audience will decide which video

The Residents will show by applauding as each song

title is highlighted on screen.

The "Icky Flix" show and DVD highlight the

band's most famous video projects, many of which

received critical acclaim. Some of the projects are

included in the New York Museum of Modern Art's

permanent video collection.

"The 'Icky Flix' DVD was an interesting way to

revisit what they did in the past and bring it into the

now," said Homer Flynn, co-owner of The Cryptic

Corporation.

Pioneers of the music video, The Residents wche

among the first bands to experiment with computer

animation in video, and were the forerunners of

interactive CCVROM with their games "Freak
Show" and "Bad Day on Midway" Now in 2001,

they are experimenting with DVD.
"The Residents are sort of hooked on gadgets,"

Fox said- "In the beginning it was electric guitars and

tape recorders. Now there are synthesizers, samplers

and, of course, computers, and they've embraced

every one.

'

In the late-'60s. when electric guitars and tape

recorders were "hi-tech," the four members of the

band, who have been friends since high school,

moved to San Francisco from their hometown of

Shreveport. Louisiana. Needless to say, their avant-

garde music that incorporates distorted popular

song lyrics, eerie electronics, squealing, grunting and
groaning, was not well received in the love-happy

Californian town.

In fact, much of The Residents' material is dis-

turbingly morbid, as their music and videos often

depict harsh realities and pessimistic views.

"A line from a recent episode of 'The Sopranos'

put a Zjen quote in the mouth of the MaHa, and when
1 heard it I thought 'that sounds exactly like The
Residents,'" Flynn said. "They arc joyfully partici-

pating in the misery of life."

Also somewhat un-traditional was the band's ini-

tial lack of a name. The band only chose a name
when Warner Bros, promptly turned down and
returned their first anonymous demo tape addressed

simply "For the attention of residents."

"You don't have to make a decision to be an

anonymous band," Fox said. "Everyone starts out

anonymous, but The Residents just never bothered

to put their names or pictures on anything. They
wanted the whole group to get attention, not individ-

uals."

Being completely nameless in a musk industry

where title and image mean everything is in line with

the band's earlier anarchic and anti-pop attitude.

However, while the nonconformist attitude will

always be a part ofThe Residents, the band members
are not as ardent about political and societal issues

now as they were in the past.

"The Residents tended to be more political when
they were younger," Fox said. "Their music was
more of a front to culture then and they thought they

had something to prove."

The anonymous approach has certainly worked
out well for the band in the long run. While other

bands are getting plastic surgery and squeezing flab-

by legs into leather pants in desperate attempts to

remain attractive. The Residents happily hide behind

their masks, forever directing their audiences' atten-

tion toward the music, not the musicians.

"They wanted their image to remain fresh, not

pinned to aging bodies," Fox said.

The Resident's are currently working on another

DVD and hope to begin work on a new CD in the

near future as well.

"They still really enjoy what they're doing," Flynn

said. "I think they are having as much fun with it now
as they ever did before."

MUSIC The Residents are performing at 8 pjn. in

Royce Hall. Tickets are available through the Central

Ticket Office for $35, $30, $25, and $ 1 5 (students with

valid I.D.)

JOHNSON
From page 17

TRIBUTE
From page 16

- Guitarist, composer and jazz stud-

ies faculty member Anthony Wilson

said that Davis' playing style was
very relaxed, slow and languorous.

"He was an incredible composer,"

Wilson said. "One example of that is

a song on his 'Kind of Blue' album,

'Flamenco Sketches,' which was
basically five scales. He would
improvise on each one as long as he

wanted, then move on to the next

one."

If memories of Davis provide

much of the material for the concert,

Higgins provides the spirit. Higgins

taught a performance group and
gave drummers private lessons at

UCLA.
"Billy was a great musician and a

great teacher," BurreH said. "That's

why the number of students paying

tribute to him is so big, and most of

them aren't even drummers. He had

a profound impact on all his students

and touched a lot of people in a posi-

tive way."

Other musicians always sought to

work with Higgins. one of the most

famous and recorded jazz drummers
in history.

"His touch was very light, very ele-

gant," said Moreira, who teaches a

world performance ensemble class at

UCLA. "He was very thoughtful of

the other musicians, he would never

be a show-off."

Outside of LfCLA, Higgins fos-

tered jazz education at the World
Stage, a performance space he co-

founded in Leimert Park. The World
Stage is renowned in Los Angeles as

a center for music and art where peo-

ple of all ages and backgrounds can

meet to share their love of music.

Hogan said that everything about

Higgins was positive.

"Kenny (Burrell) told us to write

four to eight bars for Billy Higgins,

whatever you were feeling about

Billy," Hogan said. "I was thinking

how happy he always was, and when-
ever I saw him he was always smil-

ing.

Hogan hopes that Saturday's con-

cert will spark an interest in people

who aren't familiar with jazz.

"Most people who aren't familiar

with jazz still know who Miles Davis

is," Hogan said.

**So they can come and see what
Miles Davis has done, all the tunes

he's written, all the people he's influ-

enced. At the same time they might

take something else away, that this is

really good music and it really hasn't

been given its due."

MUSIC The Tribute to Miles Davis and
Billy Higgins is at Royce Hall Saturday

at 8 p.m. Tickets are $36, $20, $10 at

UCLA's Central Ticket Office.

(310)825-2101.

that play with him on
"Brushfire Fairytales,"

Johnson's trio forms a simplis-

tic, yet tight band with a range

of styles.

"With the band we listen to

lots of live Bob Marley tapes

and play a lot of reggae,"

Johnson said. '*It*s not because

we're a reggae band, but

because it's fun to play and it

all fits together so nice."*

Having fun seems to be an

integral factor in directing

Johnson in his various career

paths. With only a few more
nights left on his tour with

Harper, Johnson reflected on
the fun, if not occasionally

wearing, experience of his first

cross-country musical journey.

"My ... dream as a musician

was to play with bands I like,

and Ben's one of my favorite

musicians," Johnson said. "It

was nerve wracking at first,

but he attracts the same kind of

crowd, just bigger. Ben's fans

are open-minded and still

excited to see you. They just

make you feel really welcome."

With a new album tentative-

ly planned for the faR, «poMl^
ble tour with reggae giants

Toots and The Maytals in July,

and a trip back to Hawaii in

August for a recording session,

the future is rushing in with

tidal ferocity.

While Johnson may not

know where this wave will take

him, there is no doubt it will be

one hell of a ride.

MUSIC Jack Johnson's album,

'Brushfire .Fairytales,' is avail-

able on Enjoy Records.
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DINNER SPECIAL
S5.99

• RICE • SALAD • SOUP
• CHICKEN TERIYAKI or
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• VEGETABLE TEMPURA
3 PCS. CALIFORNIA ROLLS
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• Start your ad with the

merchandise you are selling
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quickly scan the dds and locate
your Items
• Always include the pnce of your
Item Many classified readers
simply do not respond to ads
without pnces
• Avoid abt>reviations--make your
ad easy for readers to understand
• Place yourTself in the readers
p>osttion, ask what you would like

to know about the merchandise,
and include that in the ad Indude
such information as brand names,
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descriptions
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Please make checks payable to
"T^e UCLA Daily Brum" \Ne
accept Visa. MasterCard, and
Discover credit cards. Allow 5
working days foV mail payments.

2200
Rcsnarnf) Suhjucts

PLAY GAMES AND EARN MONEY, TOOl
Sodal psychological experiment. 1 hour
Average $10 Undergraduate only Call 310-
825-3017, sign up 2524 Hershey, or email
pbonadchOyahoo.com. leaving your name,
phone, and available time«.

RESEARCH SUBJECTS WANTED For stu-

dy ol memory and problom-solvirig. Must t>e

mate, age 16-65. AH educational levels de-
sired. Earn $20 for 2 hours. 310-477-9725.

noo
Cimpiis HnpprruiKjs

Alcoholics Anonymous
Moa INMMian, Fri Sup Sludy, 3517 AduniMi

Thun. loak Skidy, 1517 AekaniMn

M/T/Wkii.OMtalAM29
Wa4. IbM. Oanul A3- 029

NicuHkin, Al liam 12:10 - liX) pm
' W999 mK^m m flrVWtV^ pfvBttmt.

GRAND OPENING

^vXt^ express

$8."^ Ui^ logo tee's
...it's savvy to save!

1457 4*^ St Santa Monica

telephone 310393.0840

between Fred Segal/Macy's

2000
PersoiiJils

LOVE? European writer/linguist, oostrxspoll-

tan, accomplished, good-looking, mature,

healthy lifestyle, loves llteratureAravel-

ing^outdoors, seeks attractive/smart/alfec-

tionata young lenuile. any race/origin, lor

friendship, possibly romance/mamage. 310-

573-4020/fnaniOmunich .com

VERY ATTRACTIVE. Successful, romanfic,

swm. 35, fun-loving, inteIHgenI, caring, con<

sMeiBte, understanding sastes very attractive

woman w/simMar values, 18-36 Please ser>d

pholo^9hona/bole 1015 Qayley Ave. #595
LA. CA 90024

21OO
R«H;rt.Mtion;il Activities

3 WEEKS IN KOREA FOR FREE Leam
more about Korea arxl the worM cup in 2002.

EverthIng is freely provided in Korea.

Inamanoa and Processing lee: $299 Ser>d

Request ulwauf Oyahoo.com. Non-Korean
Sp^kers ONLY

2300
Sporin/E(}(j Donors

EGG DONOR NEEDED. Asian. Please call

310-397-0490.

If you are male, in college or have a college

degree, you can earn up to $60Q/mo, call for

details on our arKxiyrTK)us sperm donor pro-

gram. Receive free comprehensive health

screening & help infertile couples. So if

you're looking for a great job and a little ex-

tra cash, call/email us first. 310-824-

9941/donorsOcryobank com.

Egg Donors Needed
Healthy females ages 1 9-28

wishing to help infertile couples.

$5,000

^ Call MiRNA (818) 832-1494 m

2500
Tickets Wantod

MADONNA DW CONCERT TICKETS
please!! Will pay cash for your x-tra tk:kets!l

Please call: 310-666-3149 or email

alexiOucla.edu

2600
W.inlod

PERSONAL TRAINER: To train at home -

1/2 mile from campus- 2 or 3 days/wk early

morning. PItose lax resunw or name and tel-

ephone numt)er to sal up interview. Fax;

310-476-7976

3500
FiirnitiiKi

MATTRESS SPECIALS
NEW INNERSPRINQ twin sets $99 95, FuHs

$129.95. Queens $169.95 and Kings

$199.95. Also. Sealy. Steams and Foster at

towest pricos. 310-477-1466.

MATTRESSES. FUTONS. DESKS, Book-
shelves, Dinette Sets, T-Table, Lamps, Deliv-

ery, Open 7 days. Kings Furniture. 11961

Santa Monka Blvd. 310-575-4243.

MOVING SALE!
IKEA: Sofa t>ed and tots more Saturday,

May 26th 9am-5pm. 2901 Sepulveda Blvd.

#343. Phone 310-445-5982.

SterPOs/TVs/Hiulios

Autos for Siile

POLICE IMPOUNDS Hondas as tow as
$500 for listings 1-800-319-3323 ext.A214.

TOYOTA CRESSIDA: 1984, GoW, very good
oorxMtton. Well-maintair>ed. Sun-roof, AC.
$3500. Contact Erika 213-483-1536 after

8pm.

'90-'91 BMW CONVERTIBLE 325i 5-speed,

complete service records, 96,500mi,

black/tan, alarm, CD, windscreen Extremely

dean, orignial owner $11,500obo. 310-922-

4553 Alex

TRADE YOUR
ALREADY VIEWED
DVD FOR A FRESH

ONE AT
refreshdvd.com

COST $2.00 6000
Insumncc;

A 4i|<ti| 4^AA^ /llisiate.
MmiVb in good hands

Mike Azer Insurance Agency, Inc.

(310)312-0202
1281 Wost>A/ood Blvd.
C2 fcHks. So. of Wllshiro)

24 Hcxjia o Day Service

4600-5500

2200
Rt?s(;jirrli Siihjnrls

CHRONIC BAD BREATH. Eam up to $120
and learn to control bad breath. Clinical stu-

dies in Culver City. 3 1 0-645-6576.

MALE SMOKERS WANTED lor UCLA smoK-
ing cessation study of sperm quality. Pro-

oadurae conducted via maH. CompansaHon
upto$175 31O-825-9S60.

3400
Compiiliirs/Softwaro

FAST COMPUTER W/MONITOR. ie6mhz.

32M6 RAM. 14' monHor Perfad hx ooNags

Student. $120 310^4-1770 >

r*Th/gp«p<y ft)<)^(ik: ihls p^-^B^r rtnVyf.io Uv^

4900
Autos for SjjIo

1972 CHEVROLET
IMPALA 2-DOOR

113.000 local miles. Original owner, paint,

interior, bill ol sale, window sticker, brochure.

$1,950. 310-474-0555.

1983 BMW 3201
Original owner, excellent conditton, only B8K
miles. AC, sunrool, new alpir>e cd sys-

tenVspeakers 4 new tires, alarm system.

5spd $3900obo 310-472-5617

1986 VOLVO GL statton wagon In great

condition Auto, power steering/wirvlows,

AC. AM/FM, leather interior Conws with roof

rack Price $3,800 Call 818-295-2457 (day);

310-440-1407 (evening)

1994 VW JETTA
Wfiite, 4-door, manual, sunroof, AJC. new
tires, great oondHton, 112,000ml. $550(yobo.

Cal Robert 310-403-1401 or yesrobOhot
mafl-oom.

1995 CK3DGE NEON: 64,000mNe8 Excel-

lent conditton, Nke-new. Automatto, dual air

bags. AM/FM cassatts. Blue. Senrtoe

rsoords avalabla. $4700obo 323-874-0657

6200
Henlth Services

HAIR MODELS NEEDED Free haircuts by
licensed professtonal at upscale Beverty
Hills saton. Call Adrienrie: 310-278-6845.

TEETH WHITENING
BRENTWOOD COSMETIC DENTAL Office

offers new teeth whitening system Afford-

able for everyone. $75 lor upper or tower.

310-207-5008.

6300
Lefjni Advice/Attonujys

NO RECOVERY NO FEE
NO COST Sexual harrassment, Discrimina-
tion. Auto-accidents. Slips/falls MYER LAW
FIRM, Westside, Scott D Myer(UCLAW86).
www.t)estlawyercom 310-277-3000.

6400
Movers/Slor.itje

BEST MOVERS Lteensed, insured. Lowest
rates. Fast, courteous+careful Many stud-
ents moved for $98. Lw-T- 163844 f^ JOB
TOO SMALLI 1-800-2-GO-BEST Voice-
mail/pager: 323-263-2378.

HONEST MAN w/l4fl tnick and dollies,

small lobs, short nottoe ok. SF, LV, SO.
Student discount. Go Bmlns! lOyrs. 310-
285-8688

JERRYS MOVING&WELIVERY The careful
movers Experienced, reliable, same-day de-
livery Packing, boxes available Also, pick-

up donations tor American Cancer Society.
JerryO3l0-391-5657.
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6200
Henlth ScMvices

6200
Hnrilth S

6200
Health Srrvicc.s

ORTHODONTIST
INgE1980
ULTY MEMBERUCLA PAC

Dr. Nader Dayani
Member American Association of Orthodonf i.sfrs

Specializing in braces for adults & children

\0«torrflr
Braces ^^

/Miarr Brilliant Resultsills/

«' >ll hl,M>
(310) 826 - 7494

1 1645 Wilshirc Btvd. M02
Loi Angeles, CA 900^
(949) 552 - 5890
18124 Culver Dr., «A
Irvine, CA 927i5

Teeth Whitening tftc:
upper or lower '-' *r%j%j

GO

• Cosmotfc Porcelain
• Suigical Orthodontics

• Removable
•Traditional

•Invisible

• Euroi

nw k«<»nar* «• baa )algiM $ lODOaOpkji traoooto
•OEtimof* a(kadmam MKtiivd lof iiMM «Kiow

WODOO ptut 1 100 00 toi aocMnanVi of k*almaf« >an(M>M
kx rwnovou* bfooM and 1 1ABO) plui 1 1XiU pai mortft
kx catcfTK tvooM SXDOO la aa^wmc*!**) meat ana

SITS 00 to! tomd corauldlon

6400
Movers / Stornrje

SUMMER STORAGE Free pick up avail-

able, reasonable rates. Westside Self- Stor-

age 310-826-5955

6500
Music Lessons

DRUM LESSONS
ALL LEVELS/STYLES with dedicated pro-
fessional. At your home or WLA studio 1st-

lesson free No drum set necessary.
NeM: 323-654-8226

I'KoiilM Ml !V .• • l.lll •', ilVI''

I ou Inirodui iM|-\

FAMOUS LAST WORDS
*M' Kl'\l il •

BEAR'S RESEARCH.
WRITING & EDITING

Compreri«ns<ve Otsasrtation Assistance

» ThMM, Pap»rt, and Pvrsonal Statements

Proposals and Books
Interrutnnal Studsms Welcome S«tce IMS

Sharon Bear. Ph.D. (310) 47044C2
iMwv.Bear-Wrile.com

6700
ProfessloiKil Services

ATTENTION MBA. LAW. lOlEDICAL
SCHOOL APPLICANTS! Frustrated devel-

oping your cruoal personal statements? Get
professional help from well-known au-
thor/consultant 310-826-4445. www.winning-
personstatement com

CERTIFIED SWIM INSTRUCTOR wHI teach
swim lessons at your home. Individual or

group lessons at reasonable rates. Monica
310-452-3897

CREATIVE EXPERTISE
FOR MEDICAL
SCHOOL,
PERSONAL

STATEMENTS,
RESUMES

Personalized, professional service Disserta-

tion finalizing. Ace Words, Etc. 310-620-
8830.

RND ROOMS &
ROOMMATES ONUNE

The Napster for roommalM. Free to view
and place ads Immedlata OnNne Results

wwweasyroommate.com

FORMER ENGLISH TEACHER w/
from U-Chicago. edtts/wofd piocaaaes dto-
sertatlons. proposals. iciMnplay«« peraonal
llamewu. tmumm . IntemaMonal tHuHmnB
welcofns . Wlrnlow's 31Q-829-6171

HEAD SHOTS $99
SrmNG PLUS digital file for unlimited

printtll Westwood location. CaH JannH
•rat 0-575-6638. www jennlfenmoss.com

MEDICAL SCHOOL APPLICATION COUN
SELINO. Counseling by recently graduated
M.O. Specializing in applicatton essays/inler

vlew-akUls. Fee negoliabla/money-back
guaranna. Qrsg Freedman. M D. 310-960-

330Qt»ger

Classifieds

825-2221

6700
Professional Seivices

NEED IT TYPED?
Don't have time or inclinatton? Professkxi-

al/degreed word processors specializing in

legal/psychological transchption and lengthy
academic papers, (legible drafts please).

$3/pg. student rate. $50/minimum. $12/pick-

up/delivery. Resumes/$40 323-288-6805
any time.

NIGHTOWL

GUITAR LESSONS
by professional near UCLA. All levels, guitars

available Learn to play effortlessly!

awwJWGSxom. Can Jean at 310-476-
4154.

6600
Personal Sen/ices

pro()fhi:ai)i\(; skrvices

Research, Editing. Writing. OPEN 24-7
Finest quality at reasonable rates. Interna-
tional students wekxjme. 310-572-6500.

RECHARGE YOUR ENERGY AND RELAX
with Marens Magic Massage. Student dis-

count 323-349-4119. .J!

VERSATILE. SENSITIVE. PROFESSIONAL
EDITOR for your book, stalled PhD., paper,
script. Concepts. Stnjcture Ck>se text edit

Call John at 310-306-0966.

7000
Tutohiifl Offered

AAA TUTOR'S CLUB
A HOME TUTORING sen/ice lor aH subjects,

grades K-t2. Lowest prtoes guaranteed! For
more information can 310-444-0449.

ACADEMIC TUTOR Chemistry, math, and
science Flexitjie hours. Competitive rates,

high school to graduate school. MCAT.
Please call 310-573-2284.

7200
Typing

DOCTOR WORD term papers resumes,
theses, dissertations, scripts. 310-470-0597.

OFFICE ON DEMAND
Typing, Editing &

Research
Term Papers, Internet Research, Notary
Sen/ices and more. 310 289-1368 www.oHl-
ceorKlemand.net

TYPIST AVAILABLE. Professional writer who
types 80wpm w/100% accuracy will type
your research papers, projects, etc. Rates
negotiable Call 323-692-9545 and leave
contact info for Christine.

WORD PROCESSING spedaltilng In thes
es. dissertations, transcrlplion. legal, psych.
resunr>es, filers, brochures, mailing lists, re-

ports. 310-828-6939

fTTTJT

CHEMISTRY. ORGANIC CHEMISTRY.
PHYSICS. BIOLOGY. PHYSIOLOGY,
STATS. By doctoral student. w/k>ts of teach-
ing experience Fee negotiable/money-back

guarantee. CaH Greg. 310-397-0547.

FRENCH/FARSI PRIVATE TEACHER, for

beginners arxl foreigners. Also, enthusias-
tic/energetic babysitter Bilingual,

French/English. Loves children Flexible
availability Mrs Soraya 310-979-7040

PHYSICS AND MATH
Math/Physics major/student offers tutoring in

physics and rrwlh at all levels Contact Sine;

(310)989-1491 orsina40ucla.edu

RESEARCH PAPER TUTOR 40 UCLA
grad and published wnter offers private tutor-

ing services 310 293-0864

WRITING TUTOR
KifxJ and patient Stanford graduate Help
with the English language—for students of

all ages/levels. 310-440-3116.
,

employment
7400-8300

74^00
Business Opportunities

$500 WEEKLY WORKING FROM HOME
Rush business-size self addressed stamped
envetope. M.V.A. PO. Box 6923-DB. Malibu
CA 90264.

FREEDOM
WORK FOR YOURSELF This summer Get
paid daily and buiW residual income worWng
with a 29-year-oW NYSE Conpany. 888-
574-9330.

ONLINE MARKETING
Learn the truth about online marketing!
hnp://hop.cltekbank net/hop cgi?mvp777/
bigdogs

7500
Career Opportunities

7100
Tutorinri Wanted

TEACH THE SATs

Need energetic people with

High SAT scores to prep

students 1-on-l or in classes.

All regions. $15-$25/hr. Flex

hours. Car needed. Call Tom

310-448-1744

www.tutorjobs.com

TUTOR FOR HIGH School student. Aigabra
2. Geometry, and Spanish 2hr8 each even-
ing totaling 10 hrs/wk. 10-min from UCLA
310-476-4205.

TUTOR NEEDED FOR June 16th Dental
Board. Can toll free 1 -888-DOC-HOLT (1

888-362-4658) Please call as soon as pos-
sible

206.3060

•WORK/STUDY IN MADRID. SPAIN* In-

credible Opportunity. Study Spanish and
work teaching ESL (no experience neces-
sary) to pay living/traveling expenses
www.oleldtomas.corTVoantertHjryworkstudy

3 WEEKS VACATION,
OH YEAH!!

Assist exec w/intemet projects; liase w/poli-

tkaans; coordinate marketing effons; major
diversity/growth here!! Absolute style and
windows skills are a MUST!! Incredible ben-
eMs and bonus$$$ lmn>ediale. mtenriewsl
The Placement Company' Fax 310-889-
7101 deidredaleOearthlink.net

JUST SECRETARIAL?
NOT!

HANDLE BUSINESS/Personal affair*: plan

everts: surf the net; poHah Power Poini pro-

jedi; track legislation; create a spread sheet
or two; get your educatton pakl lor .sounds
greet, huh? Sweet opportunity lor talented

coiags grad. The Plaeemert Company.*
deidPMtoleOearthlink net Fax 310-889-7101

RN OR DENTAL STUDENT for MD olllce

near Beverly HUla on Saturday AM's or P/T.

Top salary CaH 323^9-21 1

1

7600
Child Care Offered

EXCELLENT PROFESSIONAL NAN
NY/BABY NURSE Available daytime hours
only on a pari lime basis Contact Ms Den-
nis:310-226-7097.

7600
Child Care Offered

THE BABYSITTERS
CLUB

Provkles orvcall sitter service to parents
Days, evenings and weekends. 310-226-
2900.

7700
Child Care Wantc'd

AGENCY NEEDS PROFESSIONAL NAN-
NIES lor Full/Part time positions Must have
minimum 3yrs experience. 310-229-5221

BABYSITTER/NANNY REQUIRED lor coo-
lest 2-year-old ever seen Flexible hours,

Pan time, Santa Monica Area. Fax resuoM
and references to 310-394-9447. or email at

wiznickOaol.com

MALE STUDENT w/computer sklllsicar.

Pick up 11 y/o boy from school Supervise
HW. M-F, 3-5pm. Brentwood. Start Fall. 310-
476-6545.

PT CHILDCARE
For Very special 6yr okt daughter. Interna-

tional or bilingual background preferred,

carAreferences required. Grand Piano Bev-
eriywood. Laird.310-287-1677.

7800
Help Wiinli (1

ADMINISTRATOR/ADMINISTRATIVE AS-
SISTANT/DENTAL ASSISTANT needed lor

denial orthodontic office in West LA with ex-

cellent communication skiHs Mon. Wed. Fri

9am-6pm. Expenence preferred. $9-$11/hr

Please call 310-826 7494 or tax resume to

310-826-9564.

AFTERNOON/PT
Westwood law offtee receptionist/offtee clerk.

2pm to 6pm. M-F. ConUct Bob or Maria:
310-446-0104

ART GALLERY
ASSISTANT FOR
PROMINENT
WESTSIDE
GALLERY

Train now-F/T by August Requirements:
Spanish fluency, delail-onented, art back-
ground. $1Q-12/hr+commission. Fax re-

sume:310-586-1712.

ASSISTANT NEEDED
ASSISTANT WANTED by busy broker. Flexi-

t)le hours, bonuses, extras Call Andy:800-
648-0519.

7800
Help Want<;(l

ADMIN. ASSISTANT
Investmnt Corp. needs help with secre-

tarial/leasing. F/T, P/T, flexible hours,
very dose to tictA. Musrnave eu tux
resume: 310-470-6755. Call: 310-470-
1112.

ASSISTANT P/T
For chairman of national company ExcellenI
opportunity Flexible PfJ hours. Please call

Mona Andrews, 310-288-2513

AWESOME SUMMER^
JOBS ^*

Hiring 12 sharp people $18 to start. Flexible
hours. 310-374-4993.

$$Get Paid For Your
Oplnions!$$

$15-$ 125 and more p«Earn

www.money4apinions.com
per survey!

$1.5-$23/HR BRIGHT ENTHUSIASTIC peo-
ple to teach SAT prep and ALL Academic
Sut)jects. Transportation required We will

train Flexible hours. Send or lax cover let-

ter/resume, inckjding test scores (SAT. GRE,
etc.) to ACE Educatk>nal Services, Attn:Bar-
ry, 9911 W Pico Blvd. Ste PH-K, LA, CA
90035, Fax:3 10-282^6424. Positions avail-

able throughout LA and the Valley.

•MOVIE EXTRA WORK* Beats all jobs. Start

immediately Great pay. Fun^asy No crazy
fees Program for free medical Ca«-24/hrs
323-850-4417.

BEVERLY HILLS AUTO DETAIL shop i . .

hard-working, fast paced, agressive joeopie
to handle top-notch cars. No expeilenoe re-

quired. Flexible hours Ozzie:31 0-859-2870.

CAMP COUNSELORS
Instructors, lileguards for daycemp m
Agoura/Malibu. 818-706-7335.

CAMP COUNSELORS needed for local

summer day camp Beacfi/aquatic experi-

ence in swimming, surfing, sailing, or jet ski-

ing a plus. Competitive salaries 818-996-
4780.

10MINS FROM UCLA. Electronic retail

store PT/FT technical savvy person front

page! For customer, sales, and service. 310-
475-0859. Mr. Schulie.

A PERFECT STUDENT
JOB!!!

AFTERNOONS DURING SCHOOL. Fulltime
during Quarter Breaks and Summer Vaca-
tions! Work at the nrxjst famous tennis shop
in LA. Work experience not necessary. Mini-

mum pay $7 50/hr "String lor the
prosl"Weslwood Sporting Goods 1065 Gay-
ley Ave. 310-208-6215

CLERK P/T. Pleasant Century City Engi-
neering Firm seeks perfectionist with typing

skills lor general oifKe duties. Musi absolute-
ly be detail-oriented. $li/hour to start. Call

Rhonda 310-286-2437.

CLERK/SECRETARY. P/T, 10-20hr8/wk
Westwood law firm. Filing, typing, learn a
kJtOiaw, flexible schedule. 1 yr commitment
required. Fax resume 310-446-9962

COUNSELORS AND
INSTRUCTORS

In art. swimming, nature, video and ropes
needed by Tumblaweod Day Camp. Must be
responsible, energetic and enjoy worlting
with chiktren. 310-472-7474 ' '

AAAttention

VOICE CHARMERS
WANTED

To set appointments for "boutique" at agency
that specializes in high-end national maga-
zines and TV. $20('appt +$100 bo-
nus/sale+profH parttelpatton. Work own
hours from hQnr>e. Potential for muftl-thou-
sand$ income/nrtonth. P/T. Actors/models
also wanted (or ad production. Call 310-305-
1223.

ACCESS TO A COMPUTER? PUT IT TO
WORK! Up to $25-75/hr PT/FT.
www.EamE2bucks.com. 888-715-4646.

ADMIN ASSISTANT
WLA oonsuWng Hmi seeks dependable ad-
minititive esaiMant. ExceNeni communioa-
tton sWOs, experierice w/MA Offk:e. Power-
polnl, ACT. emeil. Fax resume to ^lerie
310-820-8556.

CP SHADES
CP SHADES, nattonal women's ctothing re-

taiierAmanufacturer based in the Bay area Is

Intenrlewing for FT/PT sales in its Santa Mo-
nica kxation. CP Shades offers chaUenging.
exciting environntent, highly competitive sal-
ary, vacation, heaWi&dantal, a free outfit

every month, and a generous discount. Best
of all its the chance to work for a friendly
growing company that makes ckjihes that
-you will want to own Fax resume 310-392-
0586 or come by 2937 Main St to apply.

"-

CRA MAINTENANCE Seeks laborer to woffc
flexible hours maintaining equipment and
faciHties Pay is $7.52-$937. Call 310-206
1399. Applications available at Mens Gym
Rm 14.

ADMIN. ASSISTANT
Brentwood raai eetate olioe. $1 2/hour. PT or
FT. Fax resume to: 310-476-7284

ADMINISTRATIVE
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT: Answer
ptKmes, computer experience West LA In-

ternet Company. 310-558-9064 ext 106. Fax
310-558-9065.

CSOs HIRING FOR
SUMMER AND FALL

Do good and get paid. Pay $8.47 to

$10 65/hr Must be a UCLA student wHh U
academic years remaining with a valid driv-

er's livense. Phone: 310-825-2148. WEB:
www.ucpd.acla.edu/ucpd/cso. E-maN:
csoOucpd.ucla.edu.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT/BOOK'
KEEPER ExceMenl computer and phone
skills required Flexible, part-time hours
$10-13/hr Ask lor Estf>er b(w 1-5pm. We
are natiortal ftower shippers. 310-230-
0811 or Fax resume 310-230-4146

DAY CAMP - SUMMER
Seek staff w/summer honw in or near ttie

San Fernando or Coneio Valleys, Oxnard.
Simi, MaltMJ. rmsc. Instmctors ft caenecei

couns. $2750-35004^ for sumnier. 688-
784-CAMP www.workalcamp.oom

DAY CAMP COUNSELORS needed at

Westchester FamMy YMCA. Seeking energe-
tk: leaders enjoying pre-^eene. beeeiVaquat-
ic, fiekl trips, arts ar>d crafts etc. Stewa:3l0-
670-4316

Display

206-3060
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7800
Help Wanted

DAY CAMP
COUNSELORS

Pali Camp now hiring enthusiastic coun-
selors! Summer tun includes: jet skiing,

amusen'>entparits, tieach days, paintball and
more! 19 and up Call Jacque: 310-477
2700x14.

DAY CAMP
Summer Swin>mir>g, beaches, horses A
more, www.daycampjotjs.com.

DOG LOVERS NEEDED
Urtjan Dog is now hiring lor Full and Part

Time positions. Ask for Kim or Jan. 310-445-
1447

DRIVER NEEDED suitable for eWerty lady

Must have own car. 2-3 times a week. Ap-
prox: 12 noon till' 4pm. $10/hr 310-276-
6809

EARN AS MUCH AS
$5Q/HR

EXCELLENT ENTREPRENEURIAL P/T
Sales Opportunity: Make your own hours No
experierKe necessary. To receive more infor-

mation call 8 1 8-487-7270

EDUCATIONAL ASSISTANT needed for in-

telligent, sweet, 12/yo disabled young lady.

Person must be intelligent, capable, self-mo-

ttvated, computer literate, as well as kind,

po&ilive, compaitlonate. heaUhy. highly re- -

sponsible, safe driver. PT training begins
now, job t>egtns in June. 310-396-8100.

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL ON CAMPUS
needs Exterxled Day Aide's for summer pro- •

gram. July2-July27, 12-3:45pm/daily. Job
resumes in Septen>ber for fall $7.39/hr
mpartwO ucla

.edu/3 1 0-206-5 1 94

.

FEMALE ATTENDANT
P/T W/CAR: Help disabled woman Wshop-
ping, errands, laundry, etc. $lO/hr Call 310-
828-4686.

FIVE DAY HOST OR HOSTESS needed for

upecale restaurant. M-F. ii -2:30pm. $8.

Contact Dawn 310-449-4000

7800
Help Wanted

LIFEGUARDS AND SWIM INSTRUCTORS
Several tocal tocattons. P/T-F/T. $10-12/hr
Will train 818-222-7946x11 or 310-275-7946
Greg or Emilie

MARKETING/PR/SALES' Creative

Design/Production studio seeking self-moti-

vated Individual w/marketing and sales ex-

perience. Enthusiastic, has initiative and
very responsible www.motiontheory.com.
Caroline 310-396-9433.

MEDICAL ADMIN. F/T
Upscale UCLA Campus busy medical office

seeks Juntor Administrator. Experience in

biilirtg and insurance veriftoatton desirable.

Computer skills essential. Heavy phones,
good people aWNs. Competitive salary and
benefits. Fax or email resume to 310-882-

7005 or paindocOucla.edu

MEDICAL RECEPTIONIST Beverty Hills

Flexible hours. Mainly afternoons. 20-25
hrs/wk Salary negotiable. Fax resume 310-
273-6082 or call 310-273-8568

MODELS AND TEENS needed lor teen hair

magazine Fresh laced girts. 15-23 No ex-

perience necessary. Great exposure in fun

magazines. 323-464-3172

MODELS WANTED
ASAP: Males (especially)A lemales lor up-

conriing fasfiton shoot. Start/build portfolio

and gain experience. For details call Tesh
310-408-5203

No Experience Necessary

forpersonal interview call now

310.659.7000

FLASH 5
Flash animators^rogrammers to l)elp pro-

duce gamee^cartoons lor new online enter-

tainment network. Pubttdze your neWexist-

ing work and share profits, www.p-d-
n.conVinfoOp-d-n.com/310-989-3114.

FLUENT MANDARIN SPEAKER to teach,

play w/Kids ages 6 A 8 m Pactfk: Palisades.

$1S/hr Must be legal Joyce 310-454-6842

FOREIGN VOICES
ASAP. EuropearVAsitfn male and female lor

upcoming rrwvle dut)t>ing and votee-over

.projects. Freelance basis. For details call

Claire 818-592-0056 ext 10.

FREE MODEL/TALENT AUDITIONS for

merVwomen/kkto (aN ages) for upcoming TV/
fastikxi show*, commeroiais, magazines,
rrwvies, arxl more. No experience. 310-

360-1240.

FRIAR TUX SHOP
Formal wear sales and rentals. $9-

10i/hr<fcommisston No experiertce neces-
sary. P/T-F/T posittons available. Call us in

WLA 310-559-4889.

FT RECEPTIONIST NEEDED In BH saton

Must t>e reliable, able to work under pres-

sure, arxl obtain excellent customer service

skills. 310-278-5826 9667 Wilshire Blvd.

MODELS WANTEDI FM Produdtons is cur-

rently hiring models for print an dvkleo work.
Excellent pay-rK> e)^perlerKe necessary. 818-
785-6028.

MODELS WANTED- Sexy Femaiee lor new
men's magazine, e.i. Maxim. Stuff, FHM.
Please CaH, AnttK)ny0323-8l6-3l5l or dig-

gkleeOmediaone.net or send photos to: S
Magazine. 302 North La Brea Ave. #350. Los
Angeles, CA 90036

NEED A FUN SUMMER JOB THATS Ctose
to the beach? Come work for the Coffee
Bean in Padfto PaNsadea. Must have car
For more into call EMzabetti, 310-230-2587.

NEED TO MAKE SOME PT $$$? WIN train

and sponsor assistant tKoker. PM work.
Quaranlee-fbonus. BH offtoe. Cal fMI 800-
450-7585.

1

FUN SUMMER
Swimmirig, fwrses, beaches and more.

www.daycampjotM.com.

INTERESTED IN GERIATRIC CARE? Help
senior citizen in exercise, female. P/T. Need
own transportation, doesn't mind reading

atoud, non-smoker. Hours, salary negotiable.

Encino. EsteHe, 818-789-2487. Call 12-6pm

INTERNET PROJECT
Make changes to existing page, and add
new (second) page (Real Estate related)

Will pay $250-$400. Scott 310-230-3720 or

email scottpriceOprula.com

llEGAL ASSISTANT
Wanted for corporate/estate plan attorr>ey

Starttog part-time and becoming full-time in

August. Will train Send resunfie to Kacy. 626
Wilshire Btvd Suite 800. LA. CA 90017 or

fax:213-538-1368.

LIBRARY JOBS. Shelving and other stacks
duties, 12-19 hrs/wk $6.83/hr to Start.

STUDENTS ONLY apply at Young Research
Library Rm 11617 or call Antigone Kutay
310-825-6982.

LIFEGUARDS
Canned LQ's. Stan afternoons 5/7 Also
Summer posittons Get paid to get (re)certl-

liM. Matum 18^ and good svvimmer Beauti-

ful canyon seWng. Tim 310-472-7474. Fax
resume 310-476-7788

Classifieds

825-2221

NEW UPSCALE JAPANESE SUSHI RES-
TAURANT In WLA. Seeks waitresses tor

lunch or dirvier. Must be legal to wort(.

Phone: Yoshiko 605-963-6495 for appL

OUTSIDE SALES
6 figure Income in 3yrs. Retire in lOyrs. Inter-

r>et ConrY)any tookirig for irxlependent out-

side sales representatives. Get your own
exclusive territory rtaUonaity-You own hours.

Commisston Only CaH Mr LebowskI 818-
887-7188.

P/T FILE CLERK-medtoal offtoe. Fax
resunrw: 310-395-2063.

P/T RECEPTIONIST
WANTED

Yeltow Baltoon HairSaton Must be hon-

est/chlto-friendly. Hours 3weekdays 1-

5;30pm, Days and times negotiable. $8/hr

Contact Natalie:310-475-1241 Fax resume
323-939-4339.

P/T WRfFER. Pleasant Certtury City Engi-

neering Rrm seeks pertectnnist with strong

writing skills to produce miWIy technical re-

ports for internal and external use $13/hr to

start. Wage increases as appropriate. Mini-

mum IShrs/wk. Must have car and in-

surance. Fax resume 310-286-9126 or call

310-286-2437
III- I II

PART-TIME CHILDCARE needed: Help
w/8ummer activities Rexible schedule need-
ed, evenlr)gs/weekerxls. Encino Muir>olland

and 405 adjacent. Must have car Call Jack-
ie:3l0-826-2466.

PART-TIME CUSTOMER
SERVICE

REPRESENTATIVE
For an exclusive fast-paced Westwood dry
cleaner. Outgoing, friendly Will tramples
experience a ptotf. 15-25 hours, mornings or
afternoons, plus Sat. or Sun $8-10/hour
Apply in person: 1600 Westwood Blvd Or
Cat: 310-474-6825

PART-TIME JOB
Offtoe Manager at friendly law finn In Brent

wood. Phones. ANng, legal wortt Mon-Thurs.
mornings $12/hr to start 310^207-0411

7800
Help W.mled

PERSONAL. ASSIST
P/r PERSONAL ASSISTANT for busy, ec

centric Beveriy Hills Cardiologist Computer
literacy on Wirxlows-based PC's a must
Please fax resume to 310-396-6583 or email

to jvydenOucla.edu

PHOTO LAB: FULL OR
PART-TIME

in Westwood. Good appearerwe required.

Apply at: 10844 West Olympic Blvd. Los
Angeles. Comer of Westwood and Olympk:
310-470-3567

PRESCHOOL LOOKING FOR qualified

teachers/teachers assistants for immediate
posittons. Candklates shtoukj have experi-

ence in chik) care Salary negotiable. F/T,

P/T available. Call Julie Patel 310-470-0992.

RECEPTIONIST
RECEPTK)NIST posltton available in BH.
Lawfirm. Full-time, t>er)efits. .lice group of

people. Great opportunity to gain experierKe
in a legal environment. Fax resume to: 310-
274-2798 Attn: Human Resources, or mail to

Lurie. Zepeda. Schmalz A Hogan; 9107
Wilshire Blvd Suite. 800; Beveriy Hills, CA
90210. No phone calls please!

RECEPTIONIST
WEST LA Center for Therapeutic Massage
Starting at $10/hr.+t>enelits Hours Tuesday
5-10:30pm. Wednesday 2-10 30pm Thurs-

day and Friday 8:30am-2J0pm. Saturday
6:30- 10:30pm. 310-444-8989.

RECEPTIONIST/OFFICE
ASSISTANT

wanted. Excellent p>fK)ne manners, computer
skills, team-player 9-5pm M-F Financial Ad-
visor Firm in Brentwood. Fax rdsunrie to Sar-
ah: 310-826-5529.

REWARDING/FUN
Summer Swimming, t)eaches, horses A
more www.daycampiobs.com.

SALES POSmON availabto lor internet e-

commerce company. Salary-fcommisston.
Call 310234-0784. Fax: 310-234-0786.
Email: JobsOelectrQbuy.com

SANTA MONK:a ATTORNEY is tooWng for a
FT/PT lile ctertt and secretary. Hours can t>e

flextole. Musi be able to type and speak
some Spanish. Please call Alita 310-452-
1441

SCREENWRITER ASSISTANT: Screenwrtt-

er woiMng with major studto presently offer-

ing Intern posittons. P/T, flexible hours. Con-
tact Jesstoa or Lany: 323-461-1492

SEEKING Busines8,Mart(eting nugors. Ex-
panskx) of Nutrittonal Sales dMston of multi-

miHon$$$ health center. WW train. High-in-

come potential KImbertey O Symmetry 310-
399-6926.

SUMMER AT THE
BEACH AND MTNS

FUN WORK WITH CHILDREN IN THE OUT-
DOORS. 7-week day program, 2-weeks
Sierra Sleepaway. June 25-August 24. Ex-
perience with chiWren and water activities.

$330>bonus/week Call 310-826-7000 or

www.SienraAdventureCamps.com

SUMMER CAMP
COUNSELORS

Decathkxi Sports Ctob Located in Pato Alto.

6/25-8/1 7. $78-$92/day, 9am-4pm. camp-
jobOyahoo.com

SUMMER CASH
Chin Chin Restaurant is seekirtg Servers.

Counter Help. HostsACooks. Part-Time-
Must be available for some weekends
AM/PM. Apply Tues-Fri. 11740 San Vtoente
BWd. Brentwood. Management Opportu-
nities Availat>le.

SUMMER DAY CAMPS
San Femarxto or Conejo Valleys. Oxrtard.
Simi, Malitxj. Misc. Instnjctors A General
couns $2750-350Of for summer 888-784-
CAMP www.workatcamp.com

SUMMER JOB
GRAD/UNDERQRAD Psychotogy.educatton
or speech to be a camp akle for a special

needs child. 6/25-8/25 Valerio:8 18-907-
0367

SUMMER J0e8l WEST Los Angeles day-
camp Wring energetto counsetors. lifeguards,

and specialists. Call TWfany at 310-399-
2267
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because the Ashe Center cares about you

nnaiicri I'. '(.|uest

'. lull- J LU" stion-

.vv, vv '-t' irji-'nthprjllli urlri f.fjn

- 'ol' 823 4073

ucia Ashe Center

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 Food additive

5 Highest point

9 Svvift

14 "— Enchanted
Evaning'

15 Envalopa

16 Exoaasive
17 RImdiractor

Farrara
18 Jaipur princass
19Nailflia
20 Raata items
22 Wrinklas
24 ChandaNar trim

26 Reply: abbr.
27 Humbled
30 Tra«i4er's attire

35 BynMiys
36 Henhouse
37-Qa(outtaherer
38 Rand of The

Fountainhead"
39 0arf(

42 AQabor
43 Wander
45 Diva's mekxiy
46 Ordinary
48 Bandmeinber
50 Racing's —

Crown
51 Gene Kelly's '-

Qirls-

52 QIamour
54 Wins

decistvely

58 Morerisl^
62 Zbnes
63 Suggestion
65 Oraek letter

66 Reflection

67 Persuade
68 D{8ck>8ure of a

confidential

matter
69 Overfed
70 Require
71 Different

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

QlDliLD dlQillia SQSIQ

&-2S-01 O ZOOI.UrMsdFeakjfeSyndfcai*

1

3
4
5

DOWN
Pronto, in

memos
Mongolian
desert
Preacher's end
Setback
Frightened

6 Elegance
7 Checkers piece
8 Spectacular
9 Eizabethand

Victoria

10 Reveals
11 Caesar's

wont day
12 Heal
13 They're found

on rings

21 Ringlet

23 Actor Bellamy
25 Docking
27 Siren
28 Marshy inlet

29 Pavlova and
Moffo

31 Tiny bit

32 Freeze over
33 Of ships
34 Not fresh

36 Irene of 'Fame*
40 Belt's place
41 TentUke

dwellings
44 Distance
47 Large
49 Halted
50 Cok>red
53 Dueler's

thrust

54 Speaker's
platform

55 Author
Bombeck

56 Great
achievenrrent

57 Avow
59 Touch
60 Greek

letters

61 Garden tool

64 Vexation

CTI ||ii|D[rn9^^"'^^'^SWers • Touch tone a Rotary PhCTias

I UIVirLU > %cpermimjie 1-000-3704600 ext code 500

DlbpUiy

206-3060
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7800
Help Wantod

SUMMER JOBS...GET

PAID EXPERIENCE
West Los Angeles, San Fernando Valley,

Santa Clarita Valley, Simi and Conejo Valley

areas. Receptionist, File Cle*, Admin. Assis-

tant, Custonier Sendee and MANY OTHERS'
needed. Work as much or as seldom as you

Uke-you decide! Come to the office closest to

you:

BARniNGTON STAFFING SERVICES
Santa l\/lonica 310-453-1519; Thousand

Oaks 805-494-8695; Burtank 818-954-

0054; Valencia 661-294-9046; Woodland

Hills 818-703-8658. Our service free to ap-

plicants.

mm Disti
UCU's

DWig Olid EwttftoJMWKt Moaoiiiie

7800
Help Wiinted

SUMMER SPORTS
CAMP COUNSELORS

Prime Time Sports Camp is now hiring for

summer 2001. Sports background arxl ex-

perience working with children required.

9:30AM-3:30PM. M-F. 6/25/01-8/31/01. WIJV

and Palisades Peter:310-288-4132.

SUNSET CANYON REC CENTER seeks

ARC Certified, responsible individuals to

work as lifeguards and swim instructors dur-

ing the summer months. CaU 310-825-1059

/^Itcalions avail at SCRC.

TEACHER AND ASSISTANT TEACHER
NEEDED. School age day care center, full

time summer empk>yment in Van Nuys;

Sports, Crafts, Trips. Swimming, etc. Must

fiave BA with minimum 24 units in chiki

development courses. Teact^ing credential is

preferjed. Good Salary. LerKiy 818-894-

0330

7800
Help Wiinled

UCLA RECREATION
SUMMER CAMP JOBS

GREAT MONEY! GREAT TIME! We need
energetic people to be summer camp coun-

sek>rs. Pay is $7.38-$11 OO/hr. Morning, af-

terrxMn. all-day shifts available Call 310-

206-1787. Applications available at John
Wooden Center.

WANTED 29 PEOPLE
NEEDED to lose weight and earn $$$ in the

next thirty days Call 310-289-5464 or visit

our websites www.dtet4u.net. Code 10378.

www.ricfTfromfxMTie.com/interriel

WANTED: People who want to lost weight

310-884-8746. 24 hour message

WANTED: TYPIST/PERSONAL ASST
$20/hr 6am-lpm M-F FInacial market order

entery. Santa Monica CaM Eric 310-612-

1522

7800
Help Wanted

TESTMASTERS l8 kx>king for inteUigent

people to answer phones arKl provkle infor-

matkxi about our LSAT courses. $l3/hour.

minimum of 30 fxxjrs/week. Only those with

excellent phor^e skills shouk) apply. 323-655-

2699.

WELL-ESTABLISHED, UPSCALE Santa

Monica restaurant seeking experienced wait

staff. Nights only. Great tips. 310-701-5096

WORK from home in the US or In an Interna

-

ttonal business. 24 hour message 310-884-

8748.

8000
liiternsliips

FILM INTERNSHIP
ACCLAIMED PRODUCER seeks motivated

interns for summer 2001. Please fax

resumes to Commotion Pictures

attnMrchelle 310-432-2001.

8000
lnt(Miisl)ip

MERILL LYNCH INTERNSHIP Flexible

hours Alt majors, must be artk:utate. diligent,

and willing to learn. ExperierKe In finance a

plus. College credit available.

Responsibilities irxriude assistir>g with re-

search, arwiysis. cHent devetopmeni and
presentations. Fax resume 310-791-8801 or*

email nikesh_kadakiaOml.oom. For more
Info can 310-791-8832.

SUMMER RESEARCH/
MOLECULAR BIOLOGY
INTERNSHIP Biochemistry undergrads

needed lor UCLA summer research in bioin-

formatk:s/computational molMxilar biotogy.

Must know bask: biochemtstry. Computer

skills needed (preferably UNIX). Dr. Pettit;

310-206-4748.

.mmm. t IlI-ik.
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hqrmins

or stuoent-to-student deals C-^
ir MONITOR MAD
19* Ty

loov tube, oertectf

2 ARMCHAIRS
Ws/bm. flwd WTKl

no.

2 RADIOHD PIT. SB
«oht iMPoden frarrw

JSS-
310-824-0908

2 TWIN MATTRESS
W& Hmfpytffagl.wcn

14a.
310-208-7820

4CHAipg
flpw^btdtfundlg

S4aQ_
3iQ-M9-?g93

486-75 LAPTOP
HwaofHtwpti

JK5_
319-hl/A-fj/A

13&.
310-824-0701

6 DRAWER DESK
wmptqwiy w9$<

BEDSIDE TABLE
exc»lt^nt condition

S120
3ia44?-8650

.FREE.
310-82S-0776

BEDW^RUNDLE
new

BOOKCASE
wtiWe * matdilnQntstd

JI2SL

31g-47M 1 39

S75
310474^189

BOOKCASE
36-X36' birch

BOOKCASE
ffWiKM«l

JK5_
310-624-0701

S15
310^10^2?

BOOKSHELF
fWy.tflrtYW0

CD PLAYER
dirk towod. 55x30

J45.
310-559-3599

COPPEETAeLE
worte perfecttv

12£L
310-474-0189

MQ-

COLOR PRINTER
COMPUTER

QMBP &Yg1000 HQ inK

Jtifi.

arp-a88.3421

COMPUTER MONITOR
mnlr. l>brd.MKf.tw

jaQ_
0-e20-2W3

,
3iO-«Q-i

CXXICH
monitor, bfnd new

J4i.
310-637>7eoe

COWH
QWtf Wy^itiQfL

JfifiL

31^443-1996

DESK
tono. gold liofitwt

-SSfi-

310-474-0189

DESK
fl'awAffw^

130.
310-824-7783

DESK
arffrtwnQ

1Z5_
310-502^103

DESK
lirBti wotiJfltitt-

15(L
3i-5?9-l977

DESK W/SHELVES
thttVWi WfTgi JPtCff-

I4fi_

310-210-6525

JfiS-

310-602^103

DESKA^ANITY
conyuter space

P»N!Nq TABLE
wirtif/'ntftf K'H

?1Q

310-824^4215

PIREgrORS CHAIR
Ha. ntw

12Q_
310-312-3901

ENTERTAINMEhfT C
FLOOR MATS

JOnLttifiiLDfiSfiL

jasL
31^659-3599

JI2fiL

31(M74-91W

1 FOAM SURFBOARD
r>gw. CTtfrn. 3xgL

lao-
3KH73-5799

dESfOSL
bz 9* irxaudes la—

J2$L
310-914-9101

F>AVSgE&EP
fUTQN (p^ACK)

Wk« wew-emll e>e«n
15(L

310-313-3290

muti—. box and frm
I1W

30-208-1949

FUTON-QUEEN
awon^wod friftiQ

$100
iKSE&SBffi

GAS R/C TRUCK
*>o«ten frame

_i4S_

310^443-1996

GRADUATION TIX
rglO flt-HOft pyt;

J8&.
31 0-312-Q9Q2

HEADPHONES
ttt flflyitlQfLjaba-

S100
310^20-2W3

J2(L
310-443-0454

HP PRINTER
onv mdr-veoo tludk)

H<EA TV STAND
IPrtadWKW.

JSSL
310-824^701

kOYESEAT SOFA
W6k hoWt 32' tyi.

1Z&-
310-20e-W96

MArmEs$»PO)< MAT
bwidntWiJBL

12fi_

310-285-3421

MCAT MATERIALS
JSidJittJ^taUL

JIOQ
3iQ-210-$«!5

$70
310-842-7058

Christian

Westside Oikos Community
Church
1343 Oc«an Park Blvd.

Santa Monica. CA 90405
31(^441-2125

www.watlaldaoikoa.ofg

Sunday worship at 1:30pm,

Wedn&sday UCLA Oikos Campus
Ministry (OCM) meetings at

6:30pm in CS Young 50.

Come and share the joyl

ErxxHjnter God's presence through

powerful worship, insplrir^g mes-

sages, and genuine community.

Rides for Sunday worship provided

at Sproul turnaround at 1pm.

Unh^er»ity Lutheran Chapel
10915 Strathmon Dr.

LoaAnoalaa.CA30024
310-20S-4571

wam.ute.la.oa.ua - .

10:30am, tradition 7pm, contempo-

rary.

Join us in experierK:ing Christ in

the context g4 word arxJ sacra-

ment in smaH groups throughout

tlie week.

Westwood Hills Christian

Church
10K9 La Conta An.
LmMgalaa,CA 90094

310^094579
w0w.WHCCeinalctfc.oon)

Bible Study 9:00am. Worship

10:00am. Tuesday Everung Bible

Study 7:00pm.

We are located across from UCLA
Medical Center at Le Conte and
Hilgard. Students are vvelcome.

Join us for lurx:h Ist Sunday each

month after worship.

Seventh-day

Adventigt

Santa Monica Seventt)-Day

fpim

Advantist Church
1254 19th St

Santa Monica. CA 90404

310S29-1945
www, aantafnonlcaada.homafiaffa.oont

Saturday 9:30, Worship 11am.

Small groups throughout the

week. Collegiate group Thurs. at

UCLA. We invite you to join us to

worship and grow, arxj experi-

erx:e God's k>ve in a SG arxJ

^abt>ath morning worship.

Roman Catholic

University Catholic Center
833Qayl9yAva

LoaAnfialaa.CA 90024

310-209-501S

www.ucdaorg

Sunday Masses at 10:30mn,

7pm, and 9pm.
Our Catfx>lic community wel-

comes an. With over 70 years of

service to UCLA and the

University Relgkxis Conference,

we offer worship, retreats, sacra-

mental preparatkHi, educatk)n, and
just plain fun!

Christian Science

Tenth Church of Christ,

Sclentiat
1133 S. Bunfy Dr.

LoaAngalaa,CA 90049

310-S26-2229

Sunday 10am Church Service and
Sunday School (up to 20 yearn),

Wednesdays 7:30pm Testimonial

Meeting. Reading Room 310-620-

2014.

Please join us for a Bll>ie talk on
Deuteronomy: Moses' Farsweil

Address, by li4adelon Milss on
SuTKlay, February 11th from 1-3

pm. For information please calT

310-820-2014.

IWenty-eighth Church off

Christ, Scientist
lOIBHtgardAva.
LoaAngalaa.CA 90024
310-208^189
Raadttg Room:
il25QlandonAva.
310-208-3814

Sunday Church Services 10am
and 5pm. Sunday Sc/km/ (tjp to

age 20) 10am. Wednesday
Testimony Meetings 6pm.

Come Wednesdays at 8pm to

hear of fives haalsd and renewed

through topk^al readkigs from the

Bible arKl testtmonies from the

congregatk>n. Stay after arxl

meet our church family.

sffiofls i)is|)l«iy

2Ub-3060

MQTiyHaiEHELMEL
Dr9<AiQ9 tWti1?roOt

orrgM^

tMnitmukMtaoa
J»L

310-914-9101

PQIMIEa.

.MIL
310-2P9-S5W

MQ-
310-231-7414

RQaeRW,APf^S
cinQn7pwit9M

-t3Q_

310-208-8700

ROOERBLAPES
'"•croblade ES

-i3S.

310-559-3599

SAT TICKETS
SKUaOAPS

womant. twm. In box
JfiQ.

31MW-1977

SMALL BOOKCASE
YirtPM ttYtW

JZfi.

31(M4»04S4

11901
31Q-«HMg1

SMLFVTC)NCWCH
3 fftolyw (t, yyoQtf

JfiL

3ioeat»aiM

SNOWBOARD
Wc— Wck.iartl3

jasL
310-313-3290

SNOWBOARD BAG
90FA

BdMwWi1«

31g^73-87W

SPEAKERS -1PR

iJHBnBDIaBEflKaaL—
artaeoTM stvte lote

tlQO

310^10-5525

J15_
310^443^)454

875
310-44»0464

SPEAKERS-1PR
iy 3WtY iy

ST6V>1 CLEWVAC
WMriTgymipr

JZft.
310«fr49W

§TVPY PESK
PUmJBOL

lasL
31»«4'W»

SVRFPOARP
OOOfl 00ff1^Hk)OMliLMJPBMIMBJ-.

J4fi_

310-824-9908

TELEPhWE
-ffsufla

.ISfi-

310-559-3599

TELEPHOTOLENS
TWIN SIZE BED

MO.
3KH43-19W

JMnnrTMOQ fpatoaga.
J2&.

JUfi:2Q9dl42

mattr—AfraiTf
.iSfi.

310-869-1977

_ll5fi_

310-394^33
310-312-3801

To place a

ad in the Bruin

Bairns, fill out

infomiation on the

right and submit to the

Daily Bruin Ciassifieds.

• Item:

(15 characters maximiun, including spaces)

•Description:

(20 characters maximum, including spaces)

•Price:

(example $25. $74ea, FREE. Please round to the nearest dollar—NO OBO)

•Phone: ( )
-

•Ad must be submittel in perioii or hy null. No phone onleis aJluwed Deadline is 2 woric days prior lo issue at IZpm All Brum Bargains appear evwy Italnesday

andFriday. iimrt of 4 free adj per cusUMiier per \Meek We loerve die riRhi to revise or rejed any advertisenient rK)< rneetinj? the standa^

Remember UCLA
Buy a yearbook*

310. 823*2640

Yearbooks are available for pick up

during 10th week at 118 KerckhofT

Hall, between 10:30am to 1:30pm.

Please come with your student ID to

pick up your copy!

r.'^v

Wvw^ife

Classifieds
825-2221

8^^00
AparlniLMits foi Rj.Mit

TIRED OF BORING SUMMER WORK^
CharKe (or travel, experierKe for resume,
ar>d approximately $7000 Call 310-441-
2775. Ask lor Ruthy

8200
TtMiipornry EmployineiU

CULVER HOTEL needs receptionist for the
front desk duties. Full-time and Part-time

available. About the hotel: www culvertio-

tel.com. Morning shitt 7am to 3pm. Evening
shift; 3pm to 11pm. Stert $7/hour Email or
fax resume.

HEAD FRESHMAN BOYS BASKETBALL
COACH: Experience playing and coaching
needed $2800-3200 for the season 5 days
a week from 2:30 to 5:00. with a few Satur-
day games. The season t)egins in November
and runs through February. Please fax
resumes only!! Fax to 310-288-3286

8^00
Apartments for Rent

••WALK TO UCLA WESTWOOD. Singles.

IbdmVlbth, 2bdrm/2bth. Poo). Jacuzzi, walk-

in closets, fireplace, full-kitchen, gated ga-

rage, Instant broadband avail www.kelton-

towers.com. 310-208-1976.

•WESTWOOO VILLAGE, MIDVALE N OF
LEVERING LARGE 1 AND 2-BORM APT,

GARDEN VIEW. DINING ROOM. UNIQUE.
CHARM. FRONT AND REAR ENTRANCE.
310-839-6294.^

1-BLOCK TO CAMPUS
Studk). $750 All utilities paid Large 1-bdmi
$1300. tardwood fkx>r8. Immediate occu-
pancy only. 310-208-4253 or 310824-2595.

1-MINUTETOUCLA
1 bdrm w/deck. furnished, bright, clean, se-

curity entrance, large closets, pool, lyr

lease. $1200/nrK). 310-824-1830.

1.5MiLES FROM UCLA- Fully fumished
large Ibdrm apt. Pool tab(e/wet bar/cable in

Hvfng room Ideal for grad student-faculty.

$1050*utilHies/nx) 310-476-2088

1917 SPANISH MISSION BUILDING. Sin-

gle, WLA. Separate kitchen, high ceilings,

wood fkwrs, one year lease, %750/vno. 310-

479-8646.

2&3BDRM
LARGE, bright, view. Mterowave. oven, re-

frigecator. dishwasher, waslier/dryer In unit.

21 -ft. Jacuzzi on roof. Walking distarKe to

UCLA. 310-475-0807.

BEL AIR COTTAGE. Pet okay $945. 310-

395-RENT. www.westsklerentals.com'

BEL AIR guest house Dog ok. View, pool,

yard $750. 310-395-RENT. www.westskJer-
entals.com

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ 1&2BEDROOM
$8954UP LARGE UNUSUAL CHARM
SOME SPANISH STYLE WAHARDWOOD
FLOORS. ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS.
310-839-6294

BEVERLY HILLS fumished. private room,

dishwasher $450 310-395-RENT
www.westskJerentals.com

* PALMS •
4BO, aSA LOFT TOWNHOME, FP

CENTRAL AIRA^EAT. GATED GARAGE.
SEC. ALARM. CAT OK

3670 MIDVALE AVE. $2395/MO
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8^00
ApartnKMits for Rent

2BO, 2BA TOWNHOME. FP. CENTRAL
AIR/HEAT GATED GARAGE.

SEC. ALARM. CAT OK
3614FARISDR. $l39S/MO

* MAR VISTA *
11914 MKM WW.
IITMCOURTLBGHM
1Z736CASWB1/IIME.

12630 MITCHELL AVE.

12741 Mn-CNBl /«/E.

$129Q/MO.
$120S/MO.
S1346/MO.
$1 345/MO.
$1345/MO.

4B0, 4BA TOWNHOME, FP. CENTfML
AIR/MEAT. GATED GARAGE.

sec. ALARM. CAT OK
3964 BEETHOVEN ST. $a40fi/MO

II
Op«n HouS* MDO-Sll 10

(31(^391-1076

BEVERLY HILLS. 1 bdrm. 1 batti. refrigera-

tor, slove,. $875. 310-395-RENT www.west-
sklerentals.oom

BRENTWOOD
North of Wishire. spacious 3BD/2Bath,
upper, w/ bak;ony New dishwasher, refrig-

erator, stove, etc. Ouiet 8-unit bidg. w/ gar-

den sundeck $2395. 11921 Goshen Ave. #4.

Open Sat/Sun or by appt. 310-571-0293.

BRENTWOOD amazing location. Private

room, parking included. $550. 310-395-

RENT. www.westsiderentals.com

BRENTWOOD SPACIOUS. 1 bdrm, patio,

A/C. parting $895. 310-395-RENT
www.westsiderentals.com

BRENTWOOD. $1700. 2bd/2bth. front, bal-

cony, refrigerator/stove/dishwasher, car-

pet/drapes, parking. laurxJry. no pets, near

UCLA, by appt, 1 1 728 Mayfield #1 . 310-271 -

6811.

BRENTWOOD: Large single. $800/mo. 858
South Grandville Upper, parking, laundry,

yard/garden. No smoking, no pets 310-454-

4754

CULVER CITY spacious 1 bdrm, large clos-

ets, yard $665. 310-395-RENT www.west-
siderentals.com

HUGE SINGLE AND ONE BEDROOM.
$900/mo.& up One bdrm for $1250&up One
btock from campus 644 and 650 Landfair.

310-824-0319

PALMS
2BEO/2BATH. Available 7/1. $1450/monm. 2 -

parting spaces. 310-559-9852

SANTA MONICA 1 bdrm. 1 bath, hardwood
floors, yard $750. 310-395-RENT
www.westsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA 2 bdrms, 2 baths, refrigera-

tor, stove, carpets, new paint, new floors,

periling included. $1295. 310-395-RENT
www.westsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA 2 bdms, carport partang

$1150. 310-395-RENT. www.westsideren-
tals.com

SANTA MONICA APARTMENTS 4 blocks to

beach Pet okay $700. 310-395-RENT
www.westsk1erentals.com

SANTA MONICA DUPLEX pet okay. Yard.

$795. 310-395-RENT. www.westsideren-
tals.com

SANTA MONICA fumished, private room,

pariong. month-to-fTK)nth. $500. 310-395-

RENT. www.westsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA GUEST HOUSE. 1 bdrm, 1

bath, pool, washer and dryer. $690.
www.westsklerentals.com

SANTA MONICA guest house. Pet okay, full

kitchen. $750. 323-634-RENT www.westsid-

erentals.com

SANTA MONICA HOUSE pet okay. Unfur-

nished. 2 bdrms. W/D hookups, garage.

$1500. 310-395-RENT www.westsideren-

tals.com

SANTA MONICA OCEAN-VIEW One bed-

room unfurnished/furnished apt. $2000-

$2600. Luxury 2-fl . bedroom, furnished

$4000. Walk to 3rd Street Promenade* Pier.

310-399-3472.

SANTA MONICA PRIME
LOCATION N. OF

WILSHIRE
NEAR BEACH

$1195 1 bedroom. Hardwood floors. Charm-
ing split level, dishwasher, refrigerator. 943
7th Street Cats OK 818-980-5900.

SANTA MONrcA roorp for rent Utilities.

$425. 310-395-RENT *vww.we8tsideren-
tals.com

SANTA MONICA STUDIO, $875. walk to

mart<et/bus. street parking, available 9/5.

Garage. $150/month, available now. 1234
14thSt'eet. 310-471-7073.

Westwood Village

Very large appartments for

September 1 st occupancy.

Dining room, built in

kitchen. Balconies/ Patios.

Pool, elevator, controlled-

access building,

subterranean parking.

1 BR/ Ibath from $1,400

2 BR/ 2bafh from $2,100

For prc-applicaiions call

Mon - Fri 9 AM - 4 PM
691 Levering Avenue

(310)208-3647

Oispia

206
''''

'
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8^00
A|);irtfiu»Mts for R<M)t

Casablanca West

Available Now

Bachelors S865

1 Bedrooms from $1195

I subject to inaeaM on'October 1st

130 Veteran
208-4394

Westwood Village
433 Kelion Ave.
(3 1 0) 208-8685

1 Bedroom from $1225

2 Bedroom from $1700

Extra targe luxury units include:

• Fully equipped kitchen

• Centrat heating and air

• Extra closet space

• WettMr In selected units

• Private balcony

• 2 Bdroms have 2 laths

Intercom entry & gated parking

'with 1 year lease

Protesstonilly managed by

Integrated Property Services. Inc

SANTA MONICA, north of Wilshire. $900
nice single, lower. Renrxxleled. Stove, fndge.

Near ocean. No pets. Near buses. 323-462-

0507

SANTA MONICA. 3 bdrms. 2.5 baths, dish-

washer. fireplace. 3 parking spaces $1950
310-395-RENT. www.westsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA: Singles. $900/mth Near
tieach. Quiet. Quality amenities. See:

www.lamb«itinc.coin
2bdrm/1bth w/2-part<ing $1700/mth And
others. Call Keith 310-453-9656

SINGLE APARTMENTS, $900/month. Up-
graded carpeting, freshly painted, pool, laun-

dry, secured entry, very clean building. 1 -yr

lease, no pets 310-208-2820

SUMMER STUDIO
AVAILABLE NOW

LUXURIOUS STUDIO Fabulous building.
Full kitchen, bath Yard Laundry, pool/jacuz-
zi. Parking, gym, biHiard. June through
August $975. 310-208-1880

VENICE guest apartment. Cat okay, W/D
yard $600 310-395-RENT www weslskler-
entals.com

WEST LA. ONE-BEDROOM $950, Ck)«e to
bus/market 1242 Barry Ave Just south of
Wilshire. Available Sept.. 1 -year-lease. No
Pets. 310-471-7073.

WESTWOOD
Excellent kxation, walk to canpus, Ntee
unit In quiet garden setting. Utilities in-

cluded. $650/month. Prefer mature, quiet
adult. 310-208-7864

WESTWOOD APARTMENT for Rent Single,

furnished, 2-bkx:ks to school, next to frater-

nities. $800/month. 310-824-4951 543
Landfair Ave.

WESTWOOD apartment. Pool, ulltlities

Included $725 310-395-RENT «vww.west-
sk)erentala.com

WESTWOOD furnished guest house.
Utilities included $950 310-395-RENT.
www westSKlerenta Is .com

8/*00
A(;.ii uiiiMiis Itu K(;nt

WESTWOOD—close to UCLA, (upper),

walk-in closets, studio. $650. 310-395-
RENT. www.westsklerentals.com

WESTWOOD 2BD/2BA. RoeWing. Secure
bMg/parking, Laundry. 5 mln walk to Cam-
pus. CaM 310-824-1451 or 310-443-2192
AvaHatMe July 1st for year.

WESTWOOD 2BDRM/2BATH $1450 AND
UP TILE KITCHEN. STEPDOWN LIVING
ROOM. HIGH CEILING CHARM 1 MILE
SOUTH OF WILSHIRE SOME W/BAL-
CONY.3 10-839-6294

WESTWOOD Across UCLA, upscale, one
and two bedrooms. luW-kitchen. air condi-
tk)ned, parking, one year lease, 445 Land-
lair Taking reservations 310-824-1969.

WESTWOOD. Walk to UCLA. 2bdnTV2bth,
gated parking, rooftop spa. quiet buiMing.
accepting reservations for Fall. $1895-
$2275. 512 Veteran 310-208-2655.

9300
Room for Holn

MOTHER'S HELPER WANTED Tutoring,

babysitting, and driving. 15-20 hra/wk in ex-
change for private room and board. Must
have car 323-761-8623.

WESTWOOD: 1 -BEDROOM APARTMENT
TO SHARE. $375. Contact Carrie 310-208-
3627

WLA/PALMS
APARTMErrr rentals
CALL 4 FREE LISTINGS

AND SPECIALS
Bachelors/Singles—sonr^e w/utilities paid,

pool, gated. $850&up. ibdrm $995&up,
many w/Wreplaces. luxury and more. 2bdrm
$1100-$1495, many w/dishwashers. bakx)-
ny. A/C and more. Call for free ii8ting:310-

278-8999

^ WW WALK TO UCLA
Sp8ck)us. bright Ibdmi and private patk),

availabte NOW. Hardwood fkwrs. full kitch-

en, large ctosets, laundry. 2-car parking.

$1500. No pets. 310-234-8278

8600
ConcJo/Tuwfihousti for Rem

BEVERLY HILLS APARTMENT (upper)
hardwood Woon, utilities included $795
310-395-RENT. www.westskterentals.com

KELTON- near campus TAKING APPLICA-
TIONS for Sept availability 1-year lease.
2bdrnV2 5bth. ftecently rerrwdeled. $2250
1-800-395-9622.

PENTHOUSE ROOM
Century City In exchange for 1 .5 hours i

tance in morning and in evenirig. 310-277-
3810. Apt. 2102 N.

SANTA MONICA. Own bdrrrVbath/entrance
Wanted: Active, responsible Mother's help-

er/housekeeper for 4 y/o boy Strong chW-
care background, references required.
60hrs/month 310-395-1212.

STUDENT/CAREGIVER for Japanese elder-

ly man in Lakeview Terrace. Must prepare
evening meal. Live-in w/salary in exchange
for private room/board. All negodabie for

right person. 818-710-0014.

9/kOO
Room for Rent

9700
Sublets

679 QAYLEY. AcroM from campus. Available
mkJ-June-August New buHding. security, in-

door parking, vaulted ceHir)gt, spackxis,
walk-in ctoaets, batoony 714-606-4385. 818-
203-4777.

690 VETERAN- 2bdmV2bth Share room for

summer & fall Perfect for mid-year graduat-
ing sentors $390/month. 310-208-0965 ka-
vangleeOyahoo.com

925 QAYLEY: Walk to canpus. Westwood
Ibdrm/lbth. parking, unfumiahed.hardwood
fk)ors. Available 6/19- mid-Sept.
$l550^month. Imekja 310-267-7169.

969 HILGARD AVE.: 1 shared bedroom
available in 2bdrm/l.5bth apartment
$400/mlh. 310-824-5341

ATRIUM COURT FURNISHED private bed-
roomAMth with parking. DSL. Stereo. Cat>le.

Available mkl June to mW September 1-2

people OK. $750/nrK). Brandon 310-824-
7435.

S700
Siil)l(?ls

WESTWOOD: Beginning 6/25. Female to
share room in beautiful, contemporary, spa-
ctous. 2bdrm/2bth Quiet neighborhood.
Ckjse to bus. i375/mth. Camila 310-478-
7076

WESTWOOD: Cheap Summer Sublet!
2bdrm/1bth w/parking Secured buiWing.
Hardwood fkwrs. Ctose to campus! Available
July-August. $1800/mth. 310-824-1141

WESTWOOD: SHARE KELTON
2bdrm/1bath with beautiful hardwood. Kitch-

en, Laundry, the works FriarKJIy theatre roo-
mie. Only July & August. $700/nx). 310-208-
8098.

WILSHIRE 2-MILES FROM CAMPUS.
Beautiful 2-Bedroom Apartment Looking for

2-people to share Spadou»6edroom^Batt)-
room Available 6/20 $475/mo. per person
310-312-0157

8900
House for Rent

BEL AIR TOWNHOUSE
WITH A VIEW

2txlrrTV2bth Townhouse w/private backyard.
Canyon views, fireplace. hardwood-fkx>rs.

central AC/heat. Garage. Walk to mar-
ket/8min to UCLA. WC pets $3000/mth. Also
avail. Westwood. 2+2. $2200/mth. 310-276-
8505.

BEVERLY GLEN: Extra large master bdrm
w/prlvate bth. sky-llghtt. In great home,
roomnwtes are young professk)nals. clean,
quiet. 5min to UCLA. $900/mth. Call Bob
310-475-3334 for details.

BRENTWOOD F/NS/NP Females only. Bed,
bath&full access to large, beautiful home.
Share w/family, $750. 310-395-0623.

PALMS: Bright, clean, freshly peinied private

room in large apartn>ent. Utilities, garage,
cable, nk» neighborhood, convenient to all.

Females. $625. 310-450-0182

PRIVATE GUESTROOM WEST
WOOD/WALK UCLA beautiful house w/pri

vate entrance/t)ath/t)ackyafd. Laundry/Kitch-
en privileges. N/S female tenant. $785-^utili-

ties. 310-446-9556.

ROOM FOR RENT IN FURNISHED
HOUSE, female wanted. Must be Non-smok-
er, responsible. Utiiities-inckided. Amenities
5 miles from UCLA. $850/mth. 310-475-
1308

ROOMMATE WANTED. Female grad-stud-
ent. Light cooking, 2-3 dinners per week
Rent negotiable. New Brentwood Home.
Fax; 310-476-7284.

9500
Roommates-Pnvale Room

PRIVATE BED AND BATH. A/C. gated apt
and parking, pool. 20-min to §UCLA.
$435/month+ 1/2 utiUtiee. 818-989-0121.
solSOudaedu

ATRIUM COURT PENTHOUSE. 5mln walk
Need 2-3 people. July-Sept, or Jan Spa-
cious 2bd/2bth. 2balconies. park-
ing/gym/spa. $625/mo. Male/Female ok.
310-267-7714.

WLA. 1755 PURDUE Female, non-smok-
ing. Private room in ibdrm/lbth in apt. 6/25-

9/15. $700/mo+half utilities. Furnished. Near
UCLA. bu8line#1 310-477-6186, upasa-
na7l Ohotmall.com

ATRIUM COURT 2BE0/2BATH. Parking,
bakxsny. spactous rent negotiable. New ap-
pliances. Jacuzzi In buikUng Karen:3 10-267-
9671.

BEAUTIFUL 2-BEDROOM APARTMENT
Hardwood ftoors. parking. fuN kitchen. Abso-
lutely gorgeous. Must be seen!!! $i900/nx)
Call Marjorle 310-208-2120

BRENTWOOD. Qne-Badroom/One-Balh In

Large-Brlght-fumlshed 2Bed-2Bath Apart-
ment Living-Room. Oinning-Room Dish-
washer. Mcrowave, Bateony. A/C. 2miles
from UCLA&Beach. Near Transportatkjn
TV/VCfl/Wgtol-Cable/Stereo/DSL. Parking
King-Size Bed. $900/mo. June 1 -Aug 10. 310-
415-9238.

WLA Luxurious apt. Large master bedroom
w/waik-ln ctoeet. Furnished. Fireplace, bal-

cony. Jacuzzi, parking. Secure entrance.
Near bos. MW-June-beg/Sept. $850/mo. kix-

apartOhotmQiLoom.

9800
V/iicntion Rentals

BEAUTIFUL. SPACIOUS YOSEMITE
HOME surrounded by tail pirtes Ctose to

everything. Foully Equipped. 5000' elevatioa-

BRENTWOOD Room for rent. Summer
only. $650/rTX)nth Furnished. Private bath
Street parking Drive/bus to campus. 310-
440-8050.

sundBck. reasonable rates. 818-785-1028
www.yosemite istovely com

SUBLET!
"

2bdrrTV2bth $1800/mo. Cute apartment 5
min. from campus and Westwood. Available
after finals through August 31 CaH now! 310-
824-3555

CHARMING WESTWOOD APT Spackxjs
1 bed/1 bath in heart of Westwood. Bay wind-
ow/wirxlow seat, great views, garage park-
ing, secure, quiet. Mkt-June-August. 310-
824-8920.

CHEAP SUBLET: 443 MkJvala. 2bdrm/1bth
$4l5/mth per person. Utilit»es«part<ing in-

cluded. 5min walk from UCLA. Available mid-
June to mkl-Sept 310-267-9804

UP TO 3 ROOMMATES Wanted for sum-
mer/school-year Spacious 2bed/1bath.
kitchen. corner Landfalr/Roebling.
$i65Q^month Sign lease in June. Chaptn
310-209-1656.

CHARMING HOUSE with washer/dryer and
bonus storage space. On NatkM^I and Ar-
moscost $1650. Please call 213-740-0427
or 310-478-7414.

9000
House ff)r Sale

PAC PAL BEACHSIDEI Own your own tot

and 2bdnm. mobile home. Clubhouse, pool
$215K. 360-357-2252

WESTWOOD: Fun, outgoing female tooking
for 1-2 female roomrhates to share
2bdnTV2bth apt! Available 8/01 or 8/01 Call
310-209-2665!

9600
rioorninales - SharcuJ Room

LUXURY ONE BEDROOM. Spactous and
Clean, Spa, Pool, 24hr. Security and Gym
Volley and Tennis courts. $675/mo Female
Preffered 818-990-5323

FALL QUARTER SUBLET Female room-
mate needed. $400/mth. Sept-Dec. Glen-
rock Ave Stephanie 310-267-8961

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to share
Ibdrm In a 2bdnm/2bth apartment. Fully fur-

nished. DSL, one parking place, patto
$450/mth. 310-624-2635

Subletter- 403 Landfair 2bd/2bth. Female
to share unfurnished 1/2 mastertaed Perfect
transitton t>etween apartments this summer.
$510/mo. Morgan 310-208-3293.

SUMMER SUBLET 424-LANDFArR.
Apt.ii6 $365/month. beginning June-tTth.
Light airy room, share w/one male-ioom-
mate. Own bathroom. Cable-TV. Computer
w/DSL. short walk to campus. Mike or MUch
310-443-9926

—

SUMMER SUBLET- Need an apartment?
Share a ntoe one on Kelton and Ophir lor

$65(Vmth. Avaiabie June 15th Call Ryan or
Josh 310-206-0210

SUMMER SUBLET Brentwood Any time al-

ter June 18th«mkl/end Sept 1-2 people
Huge private bedroom/l)ath. walk-in mirrored
ctosets in 2bed/2beth $750/month 310-826-
7462. 40e^«»-7ll3/cell. phitortiz880hot-
mail.com.

9700
Sublets

9200
HoiisiiK) Needed

HOUSING NEEDED
Trying to rent your space in the West-
wood area or nearty? Have a great deal?
Easily solve your rental problem with one
simple call AvoW the haesle of renting. 3
UCLA students are seaWng a 3 bedroom
apartment, house, guesthouse or condo
to share to move in June/early July, lyr
lease only. NO SUBLETS Must inckide
1-2 parking apecet and be reasonably
prteed. Please can Slephanle:310-702-
6455 (Leave message)

1-BORM STEAL!. Cute ibdmVlbth. ctose to
campus, hardwood ftoors. DSL instalted, ful-

ly-furnished, walk-In ctosel! $ll50obo Call
KeWyW 310-206-0377 kwintersOucla.edu

10944 STRATHMORE. 2bdmV1bth on com-
er of Strathmore/Landlair Large (Mlcorry w/
view of Westwood skyline. 6/1S-12/30.
$515/nfwnth. Andy or PhU 310-824-2837

10982 Roebling. Ctob California. Summer
and Fall sublet, furnished, queen bed.
Pool/Jacuzzi/Sauna, parking, private en-
terance. ibdrm/lbath in 3bdrm. Apartment
$750.00 310-836-2969.

HOUSE 4 SUBLEASE
Bel-Air. 3bd/2.5bath $3500Anonth. unfur-

nlehed. $4400/month furnished. Short-term
sublease. Huge living room, breakfast area,
den w/views. WUI have new carpet, hot tub
opttonal Great for student/ teachers ALSO
Westwood Sublease Ibdrm/lbth
$i200/month. Share space w/others in

4bdrm condo. 310-477-0070.

KELTON AVE.: LooWng lOr female sublet-
ter(8) for Ibdrm. in 2bdmT/2bth. Part-fum.
Available 6/23-mto Sept. $925/rmh.. $462 to
share. Call 310-824-5377

LARGE 1-BED Ck)«e to campus. Pool. spa.
U/C parking. Fully furnished/equipped. From
n^d-June-Aug. 3people $400ea, 2peopie
$500ea 310-208-2049

SUMMER SUBLET Strathmore/Landfair
Large Ibdrm/lbth Nice patio, fireplace,
pailcingi $110G/morith. June 1-Sapt 15 WUI
consider short sublet. 310-443-1168.

SUMMER SUBLET/840 VETERAN- start-

ing 6/30 2 bdnne, 2 baths, gated parking
Partially furnished. Balcony/Trench windows
Females preferred 310-443-0053.

SUMMER SUBLET CLUB CALIFORNIA
Beginning June 19th. Female to share room
in 2bdrTn/2blh apt. Batoony. pool/spa. gym
parking Kasey 310-443-1461

SUMMER SUBLET MIdvale Plazall
Ibdrm/lbth Fully furnished. Gated parking.
Walk to UCLA. Immaculate. Quiet/safe
DSLOV/VCR. A/C. Pool/iacuzzi/gym 310-
208-4450

11021 OPHIR SUMMER SUBLET: Huge
Ibdnn. available mto-June to erxJ of Sept 1

parking-space included, hardwood ftoors
$700/mth obo. 310-624-5422

MAR VISTA: Own bedfoomAbathroom in

2t)dnn.. 7mirts to campusi Cat)le/gym/sau-
na/pool Furnished $490obo. Keith 310-915
l0evktsuiObtotogyucia.edu

MDR-Beautiful 2be(V2balh alluated on 23
acree kjsh tropical ground. Pod. lartnla. apa,
fitness center, ocean breeze. AvaUabla mid-
June-Mid-September $1950. 310-627-7317.

MIDVALE I - Need roommate to share room
w/male in summer 2t)drm. DSL, pool, (acux-
zi-etc. Fall lease also available. 310*206-
0531

SUMMER SUBLET SILVERLAKE
BLVD7SUNSET Spactous, 2bdnn duplex,
lumlahed. hardwood Woon. ideal for HoNy-
*wodrt)o<«ntown intemaNpa. $700/mth-total
AvaHaMa 6/1 -6/31 AaaponsJble appltoanu
323-«3-6912. jbrasasOhotmall.com

TWO ROOMMATES WANTED to share
room In 2bed/2bath apt at 679 Qayley. FuNy
lumlahed, parking avail. CaH Aiaon at 209-
9182

WESTWOOD VILLAGE
Spacious 3txJrm apartment, hardwood
lk>ors, 2car Partong. laundry. Quiet BuiWing
No High-Rises on Street. Available Earty
July. No pets $2600. 310-234-8278

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. 1 -bedroom/ 1 -bath.

$1,500, bright, carpet, available 9^. Large
Townhouse. l-bedrooirVl-bath. $1,600,
hardwood-ftoors. fireplace, dinning room,
available 8/22 925 Gayley, 1-year lease no
peta, 310-471-7073

WESTWOOD VILLAGE: Unfurnished l-bed-
room, $1400, 10990 Stralhmore Furnished
Ibdrm- $1350- 547 Landfair 1 year lease.
No pets Availat)le Sept 310-471 7073.

WESTWOOD, Bachekx, $795, utilities paW7
no paiWng. 1 -bedroom, $1400, 3-car park-
ing. 10943 Roebling. 1-year lease, no pets.
available July. 310-471-7073.

Classifieds

825-2221

LAW STUDENT seeks sunvner sublet; 412-

^
731-2030; lee kirn usaOyahoo.com; June
Ist-August 23rd; Private $eOO-$1100.

OUTGOING FEMALE JUNIOR needs prt-
vate room for 01/02 school year WIN pay
$650 Prefer female housemates Email;
wardOucia edu

WESTWOOD. 2 guys tooMr^) for a room to
rent FaH 2001. Walk to UCLA. Non-amokers.
no diuga. Chris:3i 0-206-3521.

9300
Room for Help

DOG SITTER/BABYSITTER RESPONSI-
BLE. FUN ATHLETIC FEMALE UCLA Stud-
ent needed tor 10-year-oW girl. June-August
WMfcing diatance to UCUS, 310^7(M662

FREE ROOM & BOARD
Urban Dog is tooking loor a night supervlaor.
Aak for Kton or Jan. 31&448-1447

437 QAYLEY Pink Palace. Beautiful
2bdrm/2bth. w/2t>atoor)iea. frencfv doors,
spectous. 3 underground partdng apota. par-
tially furnished. Late June-8/3l. $2i50/mo.
Please call JuMe or Silvia at 310-624-5542

475 QAYLEY AVE Available mW-June to
mid-Sept. $450/rt>onth. Cloee to campus,
friendly roommates A manager Looking lor
female subletter. 310-479-2235

475 GAYLEY: Ibdrm/lprlvate-bth in

2bdnn/2bth apartment. AMaNaMe immediate-
ly to mto-Seplember. Need 1-2 female-aub-
l«tters Underground partdng-spot, extremely
ctose to-campus $833/mth 310-208-4379

560 VETERAN SUBLET available mW-June
to mkJ-Sept or negotiable. $3e7.Sa/monlh to
share bedroom Gated paricing. fuN bath. Call
LHy: 310-824-7077.

660 VETERAN. 2-bedrDom t4>ath Fully
Furnished. Fireplace, bateony, gated park-
ing. Jacuzzi. Available 6/18-9/1.
$1495/month. Call 310-209 1438

NOT HAUNTED!
LANDFAIR/STRATHMORE Positives:
2bed/lbath. living room, kitchen. downWM
WBI( to campus. Negalhrea: UphW walk from
campus. gtot>al wanning. Mlke:310-208*
3260

PALMS 2 roonns for June and/or July. $500
own bath/batoony $450 share beth. Easy
pertjing. Female only. Chi1alina:310-415-
9987

PINK PALACE: 437 Gayley. 3bdmV2bth
Fumiahad. Julyl-Aug 3i $2800/mth Partt

ing available. Beat complex in Westwood.
310-206-3693

POOL PARTY! 691 Levering and Strath-

more. Spactoua. fumiahed, 1bdrm/lb»i. \)r\-

dergpround parfdng. DSL. avMaMa June 1st-

mM Sept. $1300/mth 310-624-4644

SPACKX;S 2-FLOOR APARTMENT June to

September 660 Veteran Ave Inctodes parit

ing in garage. $l145/nx)nth. June is free!

310-209-0086

VENICE. 6/16 through 6/30. Fumiahed room
in 3bdrm houae. Yard. spa. washer/dryer.
Dog-tover Graduate student preferred.
$700/rrKH-utiitlea. Amy 310-822-9307i2.

WANT TO SUBLET FOR THE SUM-
MER? Reach thousands of potential

roommates for free. www.west-
sidersntala>com 310-395-RENT.

WESTWOOD BOARDING HOUSE: Rooms
$250/mth T1 Internet, premium cable, frae
local phone, weekly maW, shared kUchen,
on-site laundry, pool table. baskett>all court,
piano Manager on-site. 310-209-8149

WESTWOOD. 6/17-7/31/D1(negotlabla).
FuHy Fumtshed Have own room m a qdet
apartment complex Parking, pool, KtC
Quiet, responsible female preferred
Calh310-20e-6866

WESTWOOD: 2bdmV2blh. Sublet
for summer Gated partdng. Jacuzzi, flre-

plaoa. walk to UCLA $i650mith Tak to
Debbie 310 824-5,'i2R trrv^

Display
206-3060

/
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UHLEJOHN
From page 28

own life in 1998.

Although the event originated

at a way for the residential staff to

enjoy themselves under the sun,

after Littlejohn's death it took on
another purpose: serving as a

much-needed mechanism to raise

consciousness of suicide.

"It was so unexpected," said

John Beemer. one of the coordina-

tors of the event. "He was always
laughing and he seemed happy. We
just had no idea."

Beemer, who graduated a year

ago, was a program assistant in

Rieber Hall in 1997 and personally

knew Littlejohn.

Littlejohn appeared to have
everything going for him. He was
valedictorian of his class at

Damien High School in

Claremont, Calif, and received the

National Merit Scholarship
Award. He also played various

sports, which included running
cross-country and serving as the

captain of his high school tennis

team. In 1993 he enrolled in

UCLA, following the footsteps of
his mother and father who met and
got married while they were stu-

dents here. In December of 1997

Littlejohn graduated with honors

with a degree in psychology.

But on Feb. 9. 1998, just eight

weeks after his graduation,

Littlejohn committed suicide.

Apparently, he had been battling

depression since the spring of his

freshman year.

"I had no idea that a son who
was so welMoved, gifted and tal-

ented could succumb to depres-

sion, which 1 now know to be an
insidiously dangerous disease."

said his mother. Donna Littlejohn.

TTie Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention, the prin-

cipal federal agency for preserving

the health and security of

Americans, lists suicides as the

third leading cause ofdeath for the

IS to 24 age group in 1998.

According to the CDC, roughly

1.S00 people attempt suicide each

day. About 86 ofthem are success-

ful.

"We just want people to be
aware that anybody could fall vic-

tim to suicide. It truly is a sick-

ness," Beemer said.

The event - which Littlejohn

had played in - was originally an

annual informal grudge match
between Rieber and Hedrick HaHs
before his death gave it new mean-
ing. A year ago, the tournament
opened to all resident halls. Seven
to eight teams plan to participate

in this year's tournament.

"We want people to take the

event seriously, but not the game,"

added Beemer. "Last year, we got

sunburned a lot, but at the same
time we had a lot of fun."

Until the supplies run out, free

hot dogs and popcorn will be

served to the spectators and partic-

ipants. And if time permits, a

homerun derby will be played aAer

the Softball games have ended.

Donna, who has attended each

of the games since her son's death,

is expected to be present once
again, alongside her husband
Robert Littlejohn Sr. As she has

done in the past. Donna will bring

home-baked cookies to fuel up the

players after their games.

The winners will not only have
bragging rights but will proudly

boast the trophy designed and
donated by the family. The win-

ning team and the scores of the

game will be engraved alongside

the previous four victors.

"There always seem to be angels

in the outfield, and amazing plays

during the games," Donna said.

Although the competitiveness

of the teams will make the out-

comes of the games unpredictable,

there is one thing for sure:

Littlejohn will be smiling down on
friends and family who have tried

their best to keep his memory and
sheer love of the game alive.

Congratulate Your Graduate.

Place an ad in Bruin Life's

Class of 2001 Graduation Issue

to place an ad, call

206-7562

\A
m
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2000-2001 JACOB MARSCHAK INTERDISCIPUNARY COLLOQUIUM ON
MATHEMATICS IN THE BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES. UCLA

THE 2000-2001 JACOB MARSCHAK MEMORIALTinfi|Bg
FRIDAY MAY 25,2001

1.00 to 3:00 P.M.

KORN CONVOCATION HALL

"THE FUTURE OF UFE"
Presented by

E.Q. WILSON University Research Professor

and Honorary Curator in Entomology.

Museum of Comparative Zoology, Harvard

University

FIELD/SUBFIELD Biology/Entomology

and Myrmecology(the study of ants)

Cosponsored by the Department of Organlsmic Biology, Ecology and Evolution
and tiie Center for the Study of Evolution and the Origin of Life

Sponsored by the Western Management Science Institute. tt>e Anderson School, and the Department of Economics UCLA with
support from the Blum-Kovler roundation, the Sidney Stern Memorial Trust, the Dean ot the Anderson School the' Dean ol the

School ol Public Policy anbd Social and Social Research and the, Dean ol Social Sciences

FViday, May 25, 2001 25

SOFTBALL
From page 28

Sophomore first baseman Tairia Mims
broke Hanks' no-hitter when she shot a

double into the gap in left-center and
junior catcher Stacey Nuveman was
prompdy walked.

Nothing
emerged, though,

as Sua worked a

3-1 count in her

favor before strik-

ing out on a 3-2

pitch, stranding

Mims and

Nuvenum.

Leading ofT

the top of the

fifth. Iowa second

baseman

"Amanda Freed did a

greatjob tonight. I thiink

that set the tone for us."

Sim Enquist

Head coach

Nuveman was then walked for the see-

.

ond consecutive at-bat. giving Sua an

opportunity for redemption. With the

bases loaded, the freshman delivered by
knocking an outside pitch just past the

reach of the second baseman, driving in

the only two runs of the game.

*i was just trying to go up there and

get a base hit," Sua

_^_^^,^__ said. "That's all we
needed with the

bases loaded and
one out."

A twoout single

by Iowa in the top

of the seventh gave

the Hawkeyes
some short-lived

hope, but Freed

slammed the door

on the next Iowa

hitter. Freed, along
Christina Schmaltz ripped a double over with Sua, certainly got the attention of
UCLA senior right fielder Courtney the other teams in Oklahoma City.

Dale, but Freed was at her best when she

managed to get out of the jam, stranding

the runner at second base.

"I haven't been in a whole lot the last

month or so," Freed said. "But the

World Series is the time when you go out

there without any excuses and pitch like

you're 100 percent."

In other WCWS action, top-seeded

Arizona defeated California 3-2, defend-

ing champ Oklahoma defeated

Michigan 2-0 and Stanford defeated

LSU 2-1 in eight innings.

UCLA's next game is today against

Stanford at 6:30 p.m PST. Arizona and
FinaDy, in the bottom of the sixth, the Oklahoma will face oft" before at 4 p.m.

Bruins broke through. A onfrout double^^::;:dFbur games in the loser's bracket will

by freshman outfielder Stephanie take place on Saturday, with elimination
Ramos and the subsequent single by games between Cal-Michigan and LSU-
Mims put runners in the comers. Iowa.

^Tjetmeoutr
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WOMEN'S GOLF BRIEFS

Women's golf to

continue in

NCAAs
After three rounds, the UCLA

women's golf team is in sixth place
with a 29K)ver par 893 total score
at the NCAA fmals in Orlando,
Fla.

After shooting 299 in the third

round, the Bruins fell two places
from their fourth place, second-
round finish.

Individually, senior co-captain

Laura Moffat is in second place
with a 3-under par, 213 total. She is

one stroke behind leader Katy

Harris of Lousiana State.

Behind Moffat is freshman
Melissa Martin (tie-21st place, 222
total), freshman Gina Umeck (T-

25th, 223), senior co-captain
Leilani Bagby (T-82nd, 235), and
redshirt freshmen Saki Uechi
(IIOth.243).

Top-ranked Duke is still in first

place with a four-shot lead over
Georgia. UCLA currently trails

Duke by 1 1 shots.

The fourth and final round of
the tournament takes place today
and will determine the tournment
champion.

Anderson may •II threat to Laicers
NBA: Spurs hope player's

return will give the team

boost against L.A.*s streak

Brief compiled by Michelle

Coppolella, Daily Bruin Contributor.

MEN'STENNIS BraEFS

Bruin men move
on in NCAA
Championships
Two members of the UCLA

men's tennis team moved on in

the NCAA Men's Tcm _

Individual Championships in

Athens, Ga.

In Thursday's opening round
of 64, Bruin sophomore Jean-
Julicn Rojcr (seeded 9-16) defeat-

ed Louisiana State's Dan
Kiernen 6-1, 6-4 in the upper half

of the bracket, while senior Jean-

Noel Grinda upset sixth-seeded

Oskar Johansson of Arkansas 5-

7, 6-4, 6-2 in the lower half.

Today Rojer plays Duke's
Marko Ccrenko at 9 a.m. EST
while Grinda will take on
Tulane's Michael Kogan at the

same time.

irinda and Rojer, UCLA's
No. I doubles team, also will

begin the first round of doubles
play today at 2:30 p.m. with a
match against Minnesota's Jorge
Duenas and Harsh Mankad.

Brief compiled by Pauline Vu, Daily

Bruin Senior Staff.

ByJohnNadd
The Associated Press

Derek Anderson, who knows this

area well, responded without hesita-

tion when asked what it would take to

keep him on the sidelines Friday night.

"An earthquake," he said with a
smile.

Anderson's return should give the

San Antonio Spurs a boost as they

attempt to do the improbable - rally

from an 0-2 deficit in the Western
Conference finals against the streaking

Los Angeles Lakers.

"If I don't feel any soreness, I

expect to play," said Anderson, side-

lined since separating his right shoul-

der May 5 on a flagrant foul by Juwan
Howard of the Dallas Mavericks. "I
feel great, I feel 100 percent right now.
I don't have any pain."

Anderson spoke Thursday before
the Spurs practiced at the Staples
Center. Team spokesman Tom James
said the 6-foot-5, 195-pounder will def-

initely play Friday night.

"He had a great practice yesterday,

and a great practice today, he will

play," James said.

Anderson, who joined the Spurs
this season after playing for the Los
Angeles Qippcrs last year, was San
Antonio's second-leading scorer dur-

ing the regular season, behind Tim
Duncan.

He also gives the Spurs their best

defender against Kobe Bryant, who
scored 73 points as the Lakers won the
first two games of the best-of-«cven

series at the Alamodome.
Anderson said he'd like to start

Game 3 but acknowledged it wasn't
his decision.

"I don't know, we haven't decided
yet," Spurs coach Gregg Popovich
said before practice.

The Lakers realize the value of
Anderson, who can play off-guard and
small forward.

"With Derek, they obviously have
another bonus to their offense, a cre-

ator," Bryant said.

"You can see it in the interviews,

you can hear it in the voices," Lakers
forward Rick Fox said when asked
about the boost that Anderson's return

gives the Spurs. "He's one of their key
perimeter players. They have to feel a
lot better about their chances."

Even with Anderson, the Spurs'
chances aren't good.

They're faced with the task of win-
ning four of five games against the

defending NBA champion Lakers,
who have won 17 straight, the last nine
in the playoffs.

The next two games are at the

Staples Center, where the Lakers are
35-10 this season including four wins in

the playoffs.

Nevertheless, the Spurs seemed
upbeat.

"We know the situation ahead of

us," said Duncan, who has 68 points

and 29 rebounds in the series. "We
have to come in and get the first one
and get back in the series. They won
two at our place, and we're pretty con-
fident about coming in here and get-

ting two."

It's likely the only way that could
happen is if David Robinson con-
tributes much more. Duncan and
Robinson provide the Spurs with a
pair of 7-foot stars, but only Duncan
performed to expectations in San
Antonio, and Robinson knows it.

"I've got to stay out on the floor and
add some stuff on the scoreboard,"
said Robinson, who shot only 9of-25
and was plagued by foul trouble in the
first two games of the series.

The Lakers expect to see a more
aggressive Robinson.

"I hope we get the same David
Robinson, I cannot tell a lie," Fox said.

"I don't expect that to be the case. I

hope he doesn't relieve the pressure on
Tim Duncan."

The Lakers haven't played at home
since beating Sacramento 96-90 in

Game 2 ofthe second round on May 8.

Since then, they won two games each
at Sacramento and San Antonio^=
both 33-8 at home during the regular

season.

"We don't want to lose at home,"
Bryant said. "We have a golden oppor-
tunity to do something big here, go up

Ifthat happens, the Spurs are all but
dead, considering no team has ever ral-

lied from that deficit

MCLACHLIN
From page 28

According to teammate Travis
Johnson, McLachlin keeps the team
in line.

"He's not afraid to express his feel-

ings to get you back on track," he
laid. "If any of us are doing anything
stupid, he'll be the first one to let

somebody know."

When some of the younger players
tried to squeeze in an extra round on
a course when they knew they

weren't supposed to, McLachlin
reminded them that they'd get
caught. When some of the guys
thought about skipping tutoring for

the third time in a row, McLachlin
warned them that they would get
kicked out of tutoring. •

"He knows the system a lot better

than we do," Johnson said.

Johnson adds that McLachlin
leads the team in another way:
through sheer competitiveness.

"No matter if we're playing a
practice round, a qualifying round or
just a friendly game of pool, he does

not like to lose," Johnson said. "Even
if it's frickin' badminton."

His competitiveness and maturity
came through big for the team at

West Regionals. In the second round,
McLachlin was fourth on the team
and playing pooriy Johnson was fifth

and playing even more pooriy, so
they both knew McLachlin's round
would count (in college golf the high-

est and worst round out of five play-

ers is dropped). McLachlin came to

the 17th hole and double-bogeyed it.

He went to the par-S 18th hole know-
ing that he had to pull through - and

managed to eagle the hole with only
three strokes.

"He shot 73 or 74, but that's a lot

better than 75 or 76, which is what it

was looking like," Johnson said.

Over the summer Johnson called

McLachlin weekly when McLachlin
went home to Hawaii. He still

remembers how stunned he was by
McLachlin's work ethic.

According to Johnson, when
asked what he did that day,

McLachlin would answer something
like, "I played nine holes for five

hours, I hit for two more hours, I

putted for four hours, then I played
another nine holes, then..."

"It was like, 'Jesus, does it stay
light that long out there?'" Johnson
said.

But Johnson shouldn't be sur-

prised. Because of what he's gone
through in the past year, McLachlin
is worids away in terms of maturity
from the person he was four years
ago when he was redshirting his first

year at school. That year McLachlin
hit just one bucket of balls. Total.

Now he thinks he's slacking if he
doesn't hit 10 buckets a week.

WORRIED?
NERVOUS?
TENSE?

• Do you worry a lot?

• Difficulty concentrating?

• Do you often feel keyed up?

• Problems with sleep?

• Muscle tension, headaciies,

stomach problems ets.?

Over 400 I^^

(iM. it's not lor

class.)

If you experience some of these symptoms, you may have a treatable condition called
General Anxiety Dlscorder. Anxiety can affect your work performance, social life, and
overall enjoyment In life. You are not alone. Ybu may be one of millions of Americans

suffering from stress.

Call toll-free today to see if you qualify for an important
research medication program. Qualifed participants may be

compensated up to $275,00.

Southwestern Research, Inc.

888-444-1104
iviviv.43S.com
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Team suffers tournament defeats
W.TENNIS: In spite of loss

to No. 2 Cardinal, Walker

still named All-American

By NaniMh Gordon
Daily Bruin Contributor

The last Bruins standing were sent

home Thursday when junior Petya
Marinova and freshman Lauren
Fisher lost to Stanford's Gabriela
Lastra and Laura Granville 7-6. 2-6,

6-1 in the doubles bracket quarterft-

• nals of the NCAA Individual

Tournament.

On Wednesday, the only Bruin in

the singles tournament. No. 16 seed

sophomore Sara Walker, was
knocked out in the second round 6-2,

6-1 by Alabama's Mircla Viadelescu.

ranked No. 20.

"The match was a lot closer than

the score," said UCLA Head Coach
Stella Sampras. "Every game was
dote. Every point was tough."

'*Sara came across a player she

doesn't match up well against."

^Sampras added.

According to Sampras, most
American players, including Walker,

tend to hit hard and flat, preferring

balls in their strike zone. Many for-

eign players like Viadelescu, on the

other hand, vary their shots more.
Viadelescu hit high and low, slow and
with slice. Walker was not used to a

player who could run down her pow-

erful shots.

"She didn't give me any power or

pace, and I'm not used to that,"

Walker said. "I just wasn't very

patient."^

Walker ^till leaves the tournament

with All-American honors and now
shares that status with her teammates,

freshman Lauren Fisher and junior

Petya Marinova. Marinova and
Fisher became All-Amecicans "when

they defeated Cat's Raquel Kops-
Jones and Anita Kurimay 6-4, 7-5 in

the round of 16.

"Being an All-American is a big

deal because it is my first time,"

Marinova said. "I am a junior, and
this is my first time at the NCAA
Individual Tournament, and I never

thought I would be here."

Against the duo from Cal,

Marinova and Fisher came out

strong, putting away the first set 6-4.

But then they lost energy in the sec-

ond set. falling behind 4-0.

**We are not consistent with our

energy," Fisher said. "But we got it

back in the last couple games. Petya

made good defensive shots and we
were very alert."

Marinova agreed.

"We got energy out of nowhere
and started playing the best tennis I

feel we've played all year," she said.

After an inconsistent season, they

made their coach proud with the

match.

-"It was a good test for them to sUy
toget|ier, stick with the game plan."

Sampras said. "They wanted it bad,

and it showed."

The victory was exciting for

Marinova, byt she still wanted more.

**I don't want to be satisfied with

this because we can do even better,"

Marinova said.

But the Cardinal's Lastra and
Granville forced Marinova and
Fidier to be satisfied with reaching

the quarterfinals as they were beaten

7-6, 2-6, 6 I. The match came down to

a few close points as UCLA lost the

tie-breaker in the first set. The Bruins

picked up momentum to take the sec-

ond set 6-2 but did not play as well in

the third, where they lost 6-1.

"We lost focus in the third set,"

Fisher said. "We weren't playing

smart shots."

Marinova admitted that she won-

dered what would have happened if

they had won the tie-breaker but

reminded herself that you never know
how the match would have gone.

Ranked No. 18 during the season,

Marinova and Fisher beat the odds by

making it as far as they did. They were

one of only eight teams to make the

quarterfinals and lost to the second

best team in the country. Butjust after

the loss, this thought was no comfort

to Marinova.

"It doesn't matter that they are the

No. 2 seed," she said. "You can never

be happy that you lost."

NtCCXE MlLLEIVDaJy Bfuin

Sara Walker takes a swing at the NCAA Individual Tournament. She
was defeated in the second round by Alabama's Mirela Viadelescu.

SOCAL
FfompagelS

man first baseman Leneah Manuma of San
Diego is hitting .364 with 19 home runs.

The pitcher-catcher battery would include

Bruin junior Stacey Nuveman (La Verne)

and her .453 average with 19 home runs

behind the plate, and Arizona junior Jennie

Finch ofU Mirada (304), 0.38 ERA) in the

circle.

Finch said that the good weather of

Southern C^alifomia helps foster a continu-

ous competitive spirit.

"You get to play year-round here. We're
brought up playing eight or nine games a
weekend," she said.

In the outfield, Arizona senior Lauren
Bauer of Santa Ana, who bats .450 with 12

home runs, would be paired with Stanford

junior Jessica Mendoza of Camarillo (.415,

14 HR) and Arizona senior Nicole Giordano
of Saugus. who is hitting .400.

Arizona Head Coach Mike Candrea said

that the power hitters and dominating pitch-

ers that Southern California athletes see in

the Pac- 10 now are the same ones they played

with before. That gives Southern Clalifomia

athletes the advantage of experience.

"When they get to college, they're not

oohing and aahing about who they're playing

with because they've played against them
before," he said.

Even though Southern California natives

make up more than half of UCLA's and
Arizona's rosters, the other six teams in the

WCWS have harvested players from the area

aswdl.

One-third of the participants in the

WCWS this weekend are from Southern

California, with Oklahoma, LSU and Iowa
having two Southern California denizens

each, and SoCal locals making up a little less

than half of the rosters of Cal and Stanford.

Even Michigan has five players from this

area.

"There's a lot of great talent out there.

Orange County is a particular hotbed," said

Michigan Head Coach Carol Hutchins.

No matter what team wins the WC!WS this

weekend, a part of that trophy will be coming
back home to the softball mecca of Southern

California.

TRACK BRIEFS

UCLA throwers show
their skill at meet
A group of UCLA men's and women's

throwers competed in the Salinas Throwers
Meet on Tuesday for a final competitive tune-up

before the NCAA Track and Field

Championships.

Senior Christina Tolson, the Pac- 10 shot put
and hammer throw champion, won the invita-

tional women's hammer throw with a mark of
212-feet. Tolson also notched a second-place fin-

ish in the shot put with a throw of 56-6 3/4.

Also throwing for the women was sophomore
Chaniqua Ross, who won the PaolO women's
discus crown, finished third in the invitational

discus at 178-10 and was fourth in the invitation-

al shot put with 52-0 1/2.

On the men's side, junior Scott Moser. the

Pao-IO discus champion, was the top collegiate

finisher in the discus, placing third overall in the

invitational bracket at 206 fc^, I inch. He

placed fourth in the invitational shot put at 60-7

3/4.

Dan Ames, a redshirt freshman who will be
joining Moser at the NCAAs, was in top form as

well. He was second in the men's open discus

with a personal-best 200-1 toss. Ames beat out

Moser in the shot put, coming in third in the

invitational competition at 61-8 1/4.

Also competing for the Bruins were sopho-
mores Scott Wiegand and Jack Clamon.
Wiegand was seventh in the open discus (180-4)

and sixth in the inviutional shot put (59-5 3/4).

Qamon threw a season-best shot put of 57-8 I /2.

Joining the current Bruins were a handful of
Bruin alumni. Scilala Sua ('00) won the invita-

tional women's shot put at 58-7 I /4 and discus at

213-7. Suzy Powell ('98) finished second in the

invitational women's discus (211-7). John
Godina ('95) won both the invitational men's
shot put (7(W) 1/4) and discus (222-0).

Brief compiled by Christina Teller and Glen
Worthington, Daily Bruin Senior Staff.

Stretch Your
COMPLIMENTARY
CONSULTATION

Deliver Brilliant Results

ORTHODONTIST
SINCE 1980

UCLA FACULTY MEMBER

• • •

Look for them

June 4^

Dr. Nader Dajrani
Member American Ajisociation of Orthndont jirtlr

Specializing In braces for adults & children

(310) 826 - 7494

11645 Wilshire Blvd. #802

Los Angeles, CA 90025

Cosmetic Porcelain

Surgical Orthodontics

(949) 552 - 5890
18124 Culver Dr., #A
Irvine, CA 92715

^i3«^r:^-\SSP3sa

Teeth Whitening
upper or lower

$85""
(Reg. S2e0.00)

Th« tTMlmant w« b* at tolows $ 1000 00 plus

$ tOOXX) tor •och monlh of tr«atm«n» rendered
for n«««al bracM. $«00X)0 pkM $100 00 for eoch
fPCfUtxd touli i writ fndfed for wmovoble

brocM ond^)70000 ^lut U2%fn per mor^ for

ceramic braces. SaOOXn for doc^vwNc ttudy
model and $175.00 tor formal cor«j»afton.

expiration dole 6-3(H)]

The LA Community Colleges

are providing TeleWeb classes

at Valley & Pierce Colleges.

Transferable community college classes on video
tape with Internet activities and optional weekend
seminars. Seminars are 3 hours, conducted on
Sundays at Valley & Pierce Colleges. All classes
earn 3 units of transferable college credit from
LA City College.

Senu'slci- hrtjins June 3rd
Tuition is just >1 1 per unit.

lor .1 lire hioc liuii' C'.ill: S()().*)1 7-9277

www.lacc.cc.ca.us

4Li^'.
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IcDiiis scMsoii over

The UCLA women's last

entrants at the NCAAs

have been eliminated.

See page 27.

UCLA

Bruins deliver late in game for victory
SOFTBALL: Freshman Sua bats

in only two runs of match in

sixth; team plays Stanford next

ByVytasMazeifca

Daily Bruin Reporter

OKLAHOMA CITY - With some late-

inning heroics in a 2-0 victory against Iowa,

UCLA sonball ace Amanda Freed proved she
is 100 percent back and freshman slugger Qaire
Sua showed she has arrived.

From the very start of the Bruins* opener in

the 2001 Women's College World Series, things

looked bleak for the hitters. Hawkeye leadoflf

batter and shortstop Kristin Johnson took a

called strike before meekly grounding out to

second. The next hitter grounded out to third,

and the final batter struck out swinging on a 3-2_

pitch,^—

—

':

T".
'.,—r~"~; ~^

UCLA 2

lowaO

Look to Southern

California to find

Softball all-stars

SIDEBAR: Many participants in

WCWS come from area; good

weather may be cause of skill

TV AssocMed Pr«s

"I felt Amanda Freed did a great job tonight

in the circle, and I think that set the tone for us,"

said UCLA Head Coach Sue Enquist.

The next six Iowa batters came up empty as

well in an opening day at Oklahoma City that

saw none of the eight teams in action score

before the fourth inning.

After three innings, Freed (20-3) had a per-

Julie Hoshizaki, left, is congratulated by teamnruite Monique Mejia after scoring on a
two-run single by Courtney Dale at the NCAA Region II Softball Championship May 20.

feet game. Her counterpart, Iowa's Kristi

Hanks (39-9), had a no-hitter of her own.
Hanks' only blemish at the time, a walk to Sua,

was erased when Sua was caught stealing.

Freed, still sporting the bandage on her right

forearm to prevent the same injury that kept

her out for more than a month from getting

worse, was tagged for the game's first hit when

Johnson avenged her earlier failure with an
infield hit off the glove ofUCLA second base-

TTum Monique Mejia.

After nothing materialized for the Hawkeyes
from Johnson's single, the Bruins mounted a

strong, two-out rally in the bottom ofthe fourth.

See SOFTBALL page 25

By Andrew Bonkn
Daily Bmin Reporter

OKLAHOMA CITY - The first day ofthe 2001

Women's College World Series provided a testimo-

nial to the influence that Southern California talent

has on college softball.

In fact, you could put together an all-star lineup

of players only from Southern CaKfomfa that

would render the WCWS a one-sided farce because
of that team's domination.

On this team, UCLA junior Staccy Nuveman's
19 home runs wouldn't top the list and junior

Amanda Freed wouldn't have the best win-loss

record in the circle. Arizona senior Toni
Mascarenas, batting .411 with 23 home runs
(including the game winner Thursday over Cal),

would make her the leading third baseman.
Mascarenas is from Frccd's alma mat^r, Pacifica

High School in Garden Grove. UCLA sophomore
and Woodbridge (Irvine) grad Natasha Watley
(.421) brings her cannon arm to the shortstop posi-

tion, with fellow Bruin sophomore Monique Mejia
(from Corona) at second. Arizona Wildcat fresh-

Set SOCM, page 27

Memorial Day

tournament to

honor former

UCLA student
SOFTBALL Littlejohn took

his life in *98; teams play to

raise awareness of suicide

By Jackie Abellada
Daily Bruin Contributor

Memorial Day has always been cele-'

brated as the holiday reserved to pay
homage to the valiant efforts of men
and women who perished while serving

this country. So it is only fitting that this

weekend the UCLA students are able to

honor the life of one of its own fallen

staff members.

©Dial
McLachlin guides his

mm^ m^(S\
teammates both on

mm
and off the course

NICOIE MllLEFVD*«y Bfum

Junior Parker McLachlin has had to mature quickly as co-captain
in order to serve as a role model for the team's younger players.

SofMt
oumameirt J"

10ajiL-4pjn.

Stadbm >^

MAGGK WOO/CMly Bnitn

On Saturday, all on-campus housing
residents are invited to participate in

the 4th Annual Robert Littlejohn

Memorial Softball Tournament being

held at the Easton Stadium from 10

a.in. to 4 p.m. The event commemch
rates the memory of Robert Littlejohn,

a former resident assistant of Rieber

Han from 1997 to 1998. who took his

ScciJnUMNII,pa9e2S

ByPMriincVu
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Parker McLachlin is the old man on the

men's golf team.

He's still a junior, but as a redshirt, that's

old compared to the two true sophomores and
two true freshmen who make up the traveling

squad. Everyone agrees that McLachlin 's the

most mature member of the team.

Of course, that might not be too hard con-

sidering he's teammates with Travis "smack-

my-teammate-in-the-back-for-fun" Johnson
and Johnny "pretend-to-be-the-PA-sy$tem-on-

an-airplane" Merrick, but still, it's work hav-

ing to be the mature guy on the squad.

Especially when you weren't expecting to

be.

After last season, three would-be seniors

were taken off the team. That left only two vet-

erans: Steve Wagner, who only went on one
trip in the fall, and McLachlin.

**So I was bttMcally the oW man on every

trip," McLachlin saki, *Vhich is nice in some
respects because I get my own room and stuff,

but it's extra responsibility I know that every-

thing I do, the younger guys look at."

When he was named co-captain,

McLachlin had to improve his attitude off the

course.

"I thought I would have one more year of
being the guy who screws around a little bit

and gets away with stuff. Then coach got rkJ of
all those guys and it was like, *Now I gotta be
more mature and now I gotta watch what 1

say,'" he saki. "It totally changed the way I

had to act. It changed my role on the team."

According to Head Coach Brad Sherfy,

"He's been through more of the wars; lots of
the kids look to him for leadership."

Suddenly, with his four years of experience
at UCLA, McLachlin became the guy who
"the kkJs." as he calls the freshmen on the

team, came to for guidance about golf, girls

and grades.

And suddenly, with his three-years experi-

ence as an active collegiate goifer, McLachlin
became a co-captain and the guy who leads his

team on the course.

At iMt weekend's NCAA West Regionals,
where the top 10 teams qualify for NCAA
Championships, there were two main factors

that helped the Bruins to a sixth-plact finish

and an NCAA berth: Shcrfy's wisdom and
McLachlin 's experience.

It was Sherfy who toW the Bruins how to hit

and what clubs to use so that they could play
the tough course smartly. It was McLachlin
who told them they had to play as a team to

make NCAA Championships.

He would know. In his freshman year the

Bruins missed the championships by two
strokes. In his sophomore year, McLachlin
missed the championships as a individual by
one stroke. He was tired of missing the NCAA
tournament.

"The advice J gave to our guys was that it's

really difficult to make it through regionals as
an individual, so don't go out there and play
stupid," he said. "1 stressed that ifwe're gonna
make it to nationals, we're gonna make it as a
team."

He told the Bruins not to pla/ aggressively

or individually, to suck it up a little, swalk>w
their pride and take it for the team.

They did. And they made it

SMMCUaUM^Mgel*

Starving th« \}V\J^ c^ommunlty simx^ 1 J)19

Veterans' memory
Bush pays respects to fallen

soldiers before embarking on
California tour. NEWS. PAGE 5

'iiksi)Ay,May29,20()1
www.(lailybruin.ucla.(xlu

They were this close

The Softball team lost the

championship game to Arizona.

1-0. SPORTS, BACK PAGE

Reggae all day
Check out our photo essay on the

15th Annual JazzReggae Festival.

A&E PAGE 22

Dalai Lama speaks at Pauley Pavilk>n
SPEECH: Lecture highlights

commonality in humanity,

achieving happiness, peace

P*1H ARMfN^ANAJaily Bfuio S«n<of Staff

The 14th Dalai Lama,Tenzin Gyatso, speaks to a crowd
of almost 10,000 in Pauley Pavilion Saturday evening.

Cal student receives

designate nomination

By Oharshani Dharroawardena
and Hemesh Patel

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Guided by a handful of men in black,
tlic 14th Dalai Lamal^nzln Gyatso, made
his way to the stage.

Smiling serenely and shielding his eyes
from the bright light, he bowed with hands
folded, removed his sandals and sat cross-

legged on the chair.

The Dalai Lama, who made UCLA the
last stop of his tour of the United Slates,

waited for the applause to quiet down.
"I came because he's a link inhistory,

like Pope Paul, Mother Teresa - he's a
world-wide figure and a great spiritual and
religious leader," said Doug Snider, psy-

chologist for Apple Valley Unified School
District. "It's an honor to be in his prcs-

-

ence and this could be a turning point in

my life."

The exiled spiritual and political leader
of Tibet presented a lecture, "Inner Peace
for World Peace," to a crowd ofmore than
9,500 people at Pauley Pavilion on

Saturday.

Recognized in Tibet at age 2 as the
reincarnation of the 13th Dalai Lama, the
Boddhisattva of Compassion, the current
Dalai Lama has lived in exile in India
since 1959, when China staged a military

occupation of his homeland.

Before the takeover by China and his

subsequent exile, he had assumed full

political power of Tibet in 1950.

In 1989, TW Dalai L«*rmi received die
Nobel Peace Prize for his activities, which
include being a scholar and spokesman
for peace and human rights and bringing
to the world's attention the military occu-
pation of Tibet.

Among the issues the Dalai Lama
addressed, the most important remained
achieving happiness, which he called the
very purpose of human existence.

"In the material world, there are limita-

tions. We always want more, but in the
spiritual world, just a short prayer and
you're infinitely content," the Dalai Lama
said. "Being content is important."

The idea of differences among the peo-
ple of the world also creates problems
within human beings, he said, adding that

people often overemphasize the differ-

ences between the East and West.

"Eastern and Western - yes, there are
differences, but we both run humanity,"

Let's make believe

BOARD: Candidate lists

accessibility as priority;

decision to come in Sept

By Shauna Mecartea
Daily Bruin Reporter

Dexter Ligot-Gordon was nom-
inated as the 2002-2003 UC stu-

dent regent-designate upon the

July induction of the next year's

Sjwdent Regent Tracy Davis.

[Ligot-Gordon. a third-year

political economy of industrial

sfltieties student at UC Berkeley,

was recommended by the regents'

Special Committee last week and
will.be considered by Uie board at

the September meeting.

If approved, he will partake in

all deliberations but will not be
able to vote.

The 2 1 -year-old Vallejo. Calif,

native is specializing in public pol-

icy and minoring in education. He
plans to stress communication and
accessibility to the \iQ as well as

the regents.

'Fmding ways to commurucate
with different groups in the coift-

munity is important," Ligot-

Gordon said. "Instead of heeding

SeellEttNT,pa9e10

RAYIEENHSU
Children participate in a Parental Involvennent Through the Arts
event sponsored by the Community Service Commission of USAC.

Police search for suspect has one student upset
CASE: Questioning part

of job, officers say; Bruin

has been stopped 3 times

By Scott B.Wong
Odiiy Bnjtn Staff

After nearly five months, university

police have not made any arrests in

connection with two Jan 10 sexual

assaults in Schoenherg and Bwller
Halls.

Police can only make an arrest after

they have gathered enough evidence

against the suspcci llie process lead-

ing up to the arrest can be a diftlcult

one for police, potential suspects who
may or may not be the actual a&sailant,

and for the victims themselves.

UCPD officers said they have quev
tioned a number of suspects, mcluding
one student who has been identified by
the Schoenherg victim and stopped by
police on three separate occasions in

the last month and a half.

"A number of individuals resem-
bling the suspect in this crime have
been contacted by police as a rcsuh of
calls and tips from victims (^r witness-

es," said UCPD Detective Terry
Brown, who is leading the investiga-

tion.

The student, whose name is not

being released to protect his klentity.

said police gave him no assurances it

would be the last time he would be
questioned, even though he has not

been charged with the crime.

A 5-foot-4-inch African American
man weighing 160 pounds and sporting

a clean-shaven head, the student said

he has repeatedly been mistaken for the

bathroom sex assailant whose police

composite sketches have been posted
around campus since the attacks.

. On the evening of Jan. 10. a man
described as an African American in

his late 20s to early 30s, 5-foot-5 to 5-

foot-IO. and weighing 170-200 pounds,
sexually assaulted <wo women in rest

rooms in Schoenherg and Boelter Halls

within one hour.

.

the Dalai Lama said. "I think at the men-
tal level, the intellectual level, the emo-
tional level, we are the same."

According to him, by treating each
other as human beings, people of various
backgrounds can achieve harmony in the
world.

The Dalai Lama said he takes his own
advice by treating everyone he meets as a
friend, thereby fostering what he termed a

more "human atmospherer** —
'I treat others just like my own

friends," he said. " (Then) I can communi-
cate heart-to-heart without any barrier."

The Dalai Lama also addressed pover-
ty and overpopulation, suggesting ways
that individuals in the world can make a

difference.

"While the number of billionaires are
increasing, poor people are still remaining
poor," he said. "One proper way of get-

ting a blessing is to share your profit with
poor people - the best way to get a gen-
uine blessing."

He jokingly olTered the audience some
advice to help reduce the strains of over-
population.

"If half of you become monks and nuns
this would be most effective means of con-
tributing to better the problem," he said.

See MLAI, page 13

HIF is helping

individuals of ^

mixed heritage

find new niche

CLUB: *Hapa' term now
includes any person of

mixed Asian bacliground

Although the student has not been
charged for the assaults, UCPD Lt.

Manny Garza said he has not been
eliminated from the pool of suspects.

According to Garza, a suspect can
only be eliminated through the discov-

ery ofphysical evidence or the arrest of
the actual suspect, which in turn elimi-

nates all other suspects.

"The police department is using

DNA as one investigative tool." Brown
said "I (Annot discuss additional evi-

dence at this time."

When appropriate. Brown said

investigative reports and evidence will

be presented to the district attorney's

By Mlchaele Turnage
Daily Bruin Reporter

Though the word "Hapa'* was
once a derogatory term, it has since

become a positive description of
Asian Pacific Islanders of multira-

cial heritage.

"These groups

appropriated the

word to have a

positive connota-

tion so that they

could have a lan-

guage with which

-to talk about
being a multira-

cial (person),"

said Brandy Worrall, a second-year
master's student in Asian American
studies who is writing her thesis on
Hapa authors. ^
The term "Hapa" originally

comes from the Hawaiian word
"hapa haole" (pronounced ha'pa
how'Iee) meaning "half according
to Merriam Webster's dictionary.

Hawaiians used the word to refer to

anyone who had one parent who was

Asian Pacilic

Islander

Heritage

Month

SccSIISKa,page14
See NAn^ page 12
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Petty theft

Three cellular phones, three backpacks
and five parking permits were stolen dur-

ing this period, amounting to a loss of
$1,957.

Someone stole three pairs of pants,

totaling $ 1 20, offa clothesline on the 30
block of Harrington Avenue on Tburs^jii

Police received a report that sc

had made $386 in unauthorij

to a credit card Tuesday
That same day, compuj

worth a total of $300 wet
Center for Health Scici

Grand theft

A $1,200 camcor
the 400 block of

Thursday.

|so>ifoe:Ur»iwMyPolkePcptlo9

^stolea$l,050

ition Center

rCovel

day,

contentsJhg^$ 1,063

^he Wooden Center,

a backpack from the

^ Monday, resulting

laptop

crmit fror ^^^^^
on Monday, tot3fl^lo&s of

laneous

Police received a report Thursday that

a man was fraudulently posing as a Sprint

employee at the Peter V. Uberroth build-

ing.

Earlier that day, an employee at the

undergraduate admissions ofTicc was tak-

ing a call from New York when he heard
screaming and scuffling from the other
end befoflMj^disconnected.

T>^^^^^^ke reportedly smoking
^^"Jj^^^^^Ba green apple between
Kerc^^^^^lbore Halls on Tuesday.

^^^^^someone removed a vial

of fentanj^^m a table in the emergency
room.

PoliceWrested a man suspected of
jeology Building Monday He

CDs and miscellaneous

[police booked as evidence.

Fry was reported on the 500
"blVLandfair Avenue on Monday

lat same day, a threatening phone call

was made to the Men's Gym.

Compiled from UCPD media reports
between May 21 and 24 by Robert Salonga,
Daily Bruin Staff.

Weather

Today Wednesday Thursday

CLARIFICATION

Partly Cloudy Partly Cloudy Partly Cloudy

high: 72 low: 60 high: 80 low: 61 high: 80 low: 62

.

Outlook:
Hope you al enjoyed the ioog weekend ~

ft would hdrvr Iwen even better if the sun

Iwkl comeoufWel see more gkmny

we«her this week, but wwmer temps.

fof real-time weathet visit www.daityfanHn.udi.edu

yh

In the story "Founding

Sisters," (News, May 2t>,:

Doris Aiso Hoshide was

mistakenly identified as

Kim Hoshide on second

reference.

unrjse
5:45 a.m.

Sunset
7:5

WHATSBREWIN'

Today 12 p.m.
Free Concert Strung Out
Wcstwood Plaza

Campus Events Commission
825-1958

2 p.m.
L&S Counseling

Academic workshops
• DLAP
Murphy A-3 16

To sign up, call 206^85

4:15 p.m.
LAS Counseling

Academic workshops
• Preparing for Midterms/Finals
• All workshops held in

Covel-Commons 203

To sign up. call 206^85

6 p.m.
VidArt

Los Super Elegantes Lecture and
Video Screening

EDA Dickson Art Center

7 p.m.
L&S Counseling

Academic workshops
• Essay Writing

* All workshops held in

Covel Commons 203

To sign up, call 206^85

8 p.m.
WhafsonTap?
The First Round - On Tap Dance
Ensemble and other UCLA
performing artists

Northwest Campus Auditorium

Wednesday 10 a.m.
UCLA Financial Fair

Benefit info for UCLA personnel
Faculty Center. California Room
Sponsor: Campus Human
Resources

(310)794-0800

12 p.m.
Free Concert: UCLA Band and DJ
Showcase

Westwood Plaza

825-1958

12 p.m.
L&S Counseling

Academic workshops

• Rhodes/MarshaU/Mitchell

Scholarship workshop

Murphy A-3 11

To sign up, call 206*685

Ipjn.
L&S Counseling

Academic workshops

•DLAP
Murphy A-316

To sign up, call 206*685

3pjn.
Biotcrrorism lecture

Speaker: Michael Wcrmuth

Center for Health Sciences Room
73-320

Sponsor: School of Public Health

825-8193

forollUClA
Studwiti/Skiff/Fociill^

SefCE4ISfor

int i6

Arts & Entertainment ^^O

Bruin Movie Gtti4e 2^
Classifieds _^ 27
C rossv^ord Puzzle

i£

Hspe
loats

The Hopeflteet Family Center is fostering closer

relationsuils between immigrants and their kids

By Carolina Reyes
Daily Bruin Contributor
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Often separated from relatives,

recent immigrants may find them-
selves living in an unfamiliar set-

ting with limited resources.

For one immigrant, the Hope
Street Family Center helped her

overcome fmanciai ob&tackfr and
establish herself as part of a com-
munity.

"Before coming to the center

she didn't have a place to live, her
husband had just passed away and
she had a child to take care of -

she was very close to being home-

less," said Cecilia Samartin, men-
tal health coordinator at HSFC.
As a result of the programs at

HSFC the woman obtained subsi-

dized childcare, housing and a

job.

Currently she is part of a coun-
cil of parents helping others who
may be in situations similar to her

own, according to Samnrtii

But success stories such as this

are only part of the story.

Established in 1992, the center

initially served as a home visita-

tion project to help parents devel-

op a meaningful relationship with

their children.

"The center is very respectful

not only of ethnic culture but of
family culture as well," Samartin
said.

Today, the home visitation pro-

gram continues to focus on build-

ing a relationship between parent

and child.

"Family service coordinators

irork with families from wherever
the parent is coming from and do
not hold them to unrealistic expec-

tations," Samartin said.

Currently, HSFC is one of five

community centers in low-income
areas - partnered under a new ini-

tiative called Community
Education Resource Center.

CERC is part of Chancellor
Albert Carnesale's effort to renew
and redefine the university's pub-
lic service and outreach to the

community, according to Neal
Halfon, Director of the UCLA
Center for Healthier Children,

Families and Communities.

The center is located in an area

where 89 percent of the students

read below grade level and where
42 percent of the population

makes less than $1,500 a year,

according to the Fall 2000 UCLA
Magazine.

Many of the programs offered

through the center aim at improv-
ing the well being of children and
parents alike.

Early Head Start, a program
for pregnant women and their

children, from birth to 3-years-of-

age, focuses on early development
and involvement.

Family coordinators work with

parents to create a lesson plan tai-

lored to each family's individual

needs, according to Samartin.

"We have many parents who
believe that playing with their chil-

dren is a waste of time." Samartin
said. "We try to expose them to

the philosophy that playing with

their children is how they learn."

Parents learn to observe their

Teacher Joe Meza watches over

(right) at one of the UCLA Hope

children and to understand the

goals of development their chil-

dren strive for.

"The program tries to identify

problems that could adversely

affect a child later in life,"

Samartin said.

Although early

childhood

intervention is

important, HSFC also

provides services for

young adults.

Such problems include learning

disabilities, psycho-social family

disturbances like domestic vio-

lence, child abuse and potential

health risks, she continued.

Although early childhood inter-

vention is important, HSFC also

provides services for young
adults.

HSFC houses the Los Angeles
Unified School District Central
High School, a continuation pro-

NICHOtAS SANCHt^

Students Albert (left) and Ronaklo
Street Center's programs.

gram. Teachers work with teen-

agers that haven't been able to

stay in their home schools because
of behavioral or personal prob-

lems, according to Samartin.

"The emphasis is on scxrializa-

tion and self-esteem," she said.

Because students are exposed
to learning material in a creative

way, they feel motivated to chal-

lenge themselves, Samartin con-

tinued.

Students not only studied

Shakespeare this year, but
rewrote "King Lear" into a mod-
ern-day version and will perform
the play, according to Patricia

Butler, a teacher at the Central
High School.

—

^

"Students discussed family val-

ues, sibling rivalry and wrote their

own rendition of the play while

community members hdped out,"

Butler said.

HOSTS, another mentoring
program, has increased reading
levels by one grade for each six-

month involvement in the pro-
gram, according to Xochitl '

Alviso, a teacher at the HSFC
Youth Center.

What distinguishes HOSTS
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Cost of gas affecting consumers
PRICES: Many changing

plans, habits; some use

Net to locate cheap fuel

By MoniqM Simpson
Daily Bruin Reporter

Fifth-year study of religion student Eric Wu purrips gas at the Westwood
Chevron station last week. Gas prices across the state have passed $2

to RHtt

As the price of a gallon of gaso-

line surpassed the $2 mark
Memorial Day weekend in

Westwood and elsewhere around
the country, government officials

said there is little they can do to

stop the price incnvase.

"Price control has been (elimi-

nated) since the Reagan years,"

said Rob Schlichting, spokesman
for California Energy
Commission, referring to former
Gov. Ronald Reagan's hft of regu-

lations on oil companies and the

price they can charge.

Now the supply and demand
market determines gas prices,

Schlichting said.

And with current prices peak-

ing, many Califomians were forced

to adjust their weekend plans

accordingly.

Sean Adams, a UC Berkeley stu-

dent, drove his mom's Volvo
instead of his Ford Mustang down
from Oakland to visit friends at

UCLA for the holiday

"I haven't been driving my own
car (because of gases prices)," said

-Adams.

He said the Volvo gets gas better

mileage than the Mustang's 20
miles per gallon.

Though gas prices haven't made
Adams change his travel plans yet.

if prices continue to increase he
may change his summer plans.

And Adams is not alone.

According to a recent poll on
the LosAngelesGasPrices.com,

41.7 percent of the 1,1 17 surveyed,

said they will limit their driving dur-

ing the summer because of gas

prices, while only 25.1 percent said

they would not change their sum-
mer vacation plans.

Second-year English student

Vanessa Otero has already begun
to limit her driving.

In the past, she would drive

home to San Diego often, but now
she hesitates to take the ride

because ofthe high cost of filling up
her Jeep Cherokee.

"Before I would ask, *Do I want

SccCAS^paftlO
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STATE <& LOCAL
Pawnshops providing

answer to energy bills

BUSINESS: Californians

selling valuables in turn

for keeping the lights on

The Associated Press

power bills.

"That's the No. I reason people

have been coming in to pawn right

now," said Bill Rager, assistant man-

ager of Best Collateral Pawnbrokers

in Oakland. "Basically, it's high-dollar

items - chains, watches, bracelets,

engagement rings, wedding rings."

SAN FRANCISCO — Rising ener- More people have been driven to

gy bills have many Californians bor- these lenders of last resort by soar-

rowing from Peter to pay Paul - more

specifically, pawning their valuables

to pay Pacific Gas and Electric Co.

When N'Kechia Jackson placed

her gold chain on the counter at an

ing utility bills and the region's eco-

nomic downturn. Pawnshops do not

require credit checks, and they offer

fast access to cash. They also allow

up to four months to repay a loan.

Oakland pawnshop last week, and a with interest rates ranging from 5

shop employee

asked how much
she wanted for

the necklace.

Jackson had a

specific amoimL
in mind.

"I need

$113.86," she

People have been

driven to these lenders

"Tby soaring utility bills.

percent to 20

percent.

"The sad

thing about it is

that I'd say 60

percent will lose

their property

because they

can't afford to

get it out,"

Blaze breaks out near Susanville
FIRE: Officials speculate

man shooting targets in

woods sparked incident

The Associated Press

SUSANVILLE - A raging forest

fire forced evacuations from about a

dozen homes in Susanville on

Monday, charring 3,100 acres as

firefighters worked to keep it from

reaching town.

The large blaze started Sunday on

private timberland after being

sparked by a man shooting targets in

the woods, said state Dept. of

Forestry spokeswoman Wendy

Mcintosh. The man has been cited,

but his name was not available

Monday.

The fire came to about a mile

west of town and a half mile south of

California Highway 36 on Monday,

and 35 percent of it was contained,

she said.

Susanville is about 80 miles

northwest of Reno, Nev.

"The biggest problem they're

having is with the smoke and with

the spotting fire that's jumping for-

ward," Mcintosh said.

Mcintosh said two residents suf-

fered minor injuries, but no struc-

tures have been damaged or

destroyed.

"A few years back, a small fire

burned up to the edge oftown," said

Jeff Fontana, of the Susanville

Interagency Fire Center. "This is

the closest I've seen a major forest

fire come to town."

Fontana, who has lived in the

small town on the northern cusp of

the Sierra Nevada mountains for 20

years, said air tankers and heli-

copters have been bombing the fire

with water all day. About 1,000 fire-

fighters are on scene and hope to

slow its advance overnight, using

fire engines, dozers and helicopters.

Evacuees have been asked to

check in at the Lassen High School

in Susanville, where they were to tell

~
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Bush arrives on Ms first visit to California

said. "That's how
much my PG&E bill is." Rager said.

Jackson, who got $125 for the Another woman entered Rager's

chain, said her monthly energy bill has shop minutes after Jackson pawned
become something akin to a horrific her jewelry. The woman, identified

credit card balance that never shrinks, only as Sophia, used her children's

Bay Area pawnshop owners say Nintendo game set as Collateral for a

these scenes are becoming common $65 loan.

as everyone from laid off dot-com The woman said she had scram-

workers to low-income single mothers bled since February to pay a $700
hock everything from jewelry to lap- PG&E bill, and now had no money
top computers to help pay rising tocover her $100 phone bill.

POWER: Advisors for

Davis, president prep for

meeting on energy crisis

By Ron RNvnicr

The Associated Press

President Bush arrived in

California Monday evening on his

first visit to the state since his election.

Electricity shortages in the nation's

most populous state have pitted the

Republican president against

Democratic Gov. Gray Davis in a

high-stakes game of blame shifting.

Advisers for both men prepared for a

Tuesday meeting, when Davis plans

to stage a showdown over energy

price caps.

Arriving at Los Angeles

International Airport, Bush was greet-

ed by a delegation of GOP elected

officials including Secretary of State

Bill Jones, the only Republican to

hold statewide office. Los Angeles

Mayor Richard Riordan gave Bush a

cowboy hat, which he donned and

then placed over his heart.

The California trip promised to be

a rancorous one, because Bush has

refused to cap wholesale electricity

prices as Davis requested.

Bush has blamed California's

shortages on state officials, and

argues that price caps won't solve

shortages.

Davis, a potential presidential can-

didate in 2004, has accused Bush of

ignoring the state. The president has

visited 29 states, but not California,

since taking office.

Neither side expects a resolution of

the political feud.

With the help of two former aides

to Vice President Al Gore, the presi-

dent's campaign foe, Davis will use

the 20-minute meeting to intensify

See WSH, page 15

ucla summer sessions loot

Open Your Ears. And Your AAind.

Take a AAUSlC HistOry Course

this Sufiiniier

Analyze the mearilng of rock and

roll. Trace the history of music

and cinema. Or focus on the life

and works of Beethoven. Get Into

music this summer-and get credit

for it too. Consider the following

Music History offerings:

SESSION A Ount3S-'Au^uitj)

5 History of Rock and Roll (4 units)

An analysis of the forms, practices, and meanings of

rock and roll, from its origins to the present instruc-

tion centers on how this mttslc ha$ reflected and
Infucnced changes In sexual, racial, and class

identities and attitudes.

13^ Beethoven (4 unitf)

A study of the life and work of Ludwigrvan
Beethoven. RequlsHi: undergraduate tt^iiihBJ.

ti^s American Muslolf (4 M^.
A survey of the/^tertiWlii^
tury, beginning with hifQOU0<f^'^,ym^
vHle/and Gilbert md Sullhnuir •nd|o^ngon Its

connections to politics, technology. f}ffii|f.^opera, and
a variety of popularmusical styles, Including Tin

Pan AHey. jazz, and rock.

StSSIOIf C (August 6-Septemhtr 14)

7 PHm aitd Music (4 units)

This course traces the history of moslc and clnerna.

particularly the ways in Which tfipkHi/^0^^^ii'-
duce meanings In conjunction with tbe^Mm^^Age.

131 American Popular Song

A survey of the American po
18th century to the present,

relationship of popular song
in American life and culture.

1358 History of Opera^'

(4 uttits)

Designed for under^i

For dates, tifpt^^^j^ther information, visit

unmv^umtmm^i^ or call yio,794^SB33. Enroll now
through URSAOftlint at wunv.unt1.ttti0.mlu. Campus
parking and on-campus housing art avaitabft.

\

WORLD <& NATION Dow Jones Industrials I

Nasdaq Indei
I

DoNar

down. 117.05 down:30.99 Yen: 120.58

dose: 11,005.37 do$e:2,251.03 EufD:1.1619

Bush signs legislation for

WWII-veteran monument

The AsKxriMcd Press

President Bush lays a wreath at the Tomb of the Unknowns at Arlington National Cemetery

iay duftf^ Memoftal Day cerenr>oni« as Maj. Gen. James T. Jackson stands at attention.

TRIP: President commemorates

dead at Memorial Day events,

prepares for trip to California

By Ron Foumier
The Associated Press

MESA, Ariz. — President Bush promised

World War II veterans a Washington memor-
ial that "will stand for the ages" and paid

Memorial Day tribute to America's fallen

soldiers before embarking on a three-day

West Coast swing to try to ease his political

problems in California.

Electricity shortages in the nation's most

populous state have pitted the Republican

president against Democratic Gov. Gray
Davis in & high-stakes game ofblame shifting.

Advisers for both men prepared for a mect-

ing today, when Davis plans to stage a show-

down over energy price caps.

For most of the day, however. Bush

focused on U.S. veterans - and the solemn

ceremonies in two states honoring those who
never returned from America's wars.

"Their losses can be marked, but not mea-

sured," Bush said at the traditional Memorial

Day ceremonies at Arlington National

Cemetery. "We can never measure the full

value of what was gained in their sacrifice.

We live it every day, in the comforts qf peace

and the gifts of freedom."

Bush also laid a wreathe at the Tomb of the

Unknowns.

Later he traveled to Mesa, Ariz., to pay

tribute to veterans at the Champlin Fighter

Aircraft Museum. He asked the crowd to

observe a nationwide moment of silence at 3

^eeBUSItfugeli-

U.S. spy plane will come

back home from CNna
RETURN: Agreement will

allow EP-3 to possibly be

flown out on the AN-124

By Larry Margasak
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - A crippled

U.S. spy plane stranded in China will

be coming home in pieces, possibly

aboard a huge Russian-designed

cargo aircraft, under a tentative

agreement between U.S. and
Chinese officials.

The two nations are still negotiat-

ing details of the return, officials cau-

tioned Monday, but it appeared the

impasse has been broken in the inci-

dent that soured U.S.-Chinese rela-

tions.

The United States has been

demanding return of the lumbering

EP-3 since it landed in China on
April I following a collision with a

Chinese jet fighter.

"People arc talking about the AN-
124" to fly the spy plane out, a U.S.

administration official said, speaking

on condition of anonymity. The
transport plane is identified on mili-

tary Internet sites as the world's

largest cargo aircraft.

The EP-3's wings and tail section

could be placed alongside the fuse-

lage aboard one or two of the cargo

planes. The pieces could be reassem-

bled later in a plane that is roughly

the size of a Boeing 737 passenger

jet.

The AN- 1 24, which first flew

under the Soviet flag in 1982, is made
both in the Ukraine and Russia and

used commercially.

In China. Foreign Ministry

spokesman Zhu Bangzao was quoted

by the official Xinhua* News Agency

as saying the United States would be

permitted "in principle" to send an

Antonov-124 to pick up the plane.

Asked how long it would take to

get the plane home, the U.S. official

said: "What we said was we wanted

to get the plane back via the quickest

possible means. This is one way to

get it out in an expedited way. We
don't have a timeline."

The Navy plane has been at a

Chinese air base on the southern

island of Hainan since the collision

above the South China Sea, a crash

SeePUNE,page14

Rebels make threat to harm hostages
PHIUPPINES: Country's

president refuses to give

into demands of ransom

By Paul Alexander
The Associated Press

MANILA, Philippines - A
Muslim extremist group on Monday
issued a veiled threat to harm 20 kid-

napped tourists - including three

Americans - while the Philippines

president said she would use every-

thing in her power to "crush" the

insurgents.

One of the leaders of the Abu
Sayyaf rebel group that kidnapped

the tourists claimed responsibility in

a satellite telephone call to a local

radio station Monday. The rebel,

named Abu Sabaya, allowed

American Martin Burnham and
another hostage to speak too.

"We are safe and we are appeal-

ing for a peaceful negotiations,"

Burnham said. "They are treating us

well."

President Gloria Macapagal
Arroyo said she would not give in to

any ransom demands and instead

offered $2 million in rewards for the

capture of rebel leaders.

"1 am ready to do everything to

crush the bandits, to allow the

The Associated Press

Philippines President Gloria Macapagal Arroyo addresses the

nation in a television broadcast Monday evening.

hostages to safely return to their

families and to bring back peace,"

Arroyo said on national television.

"To the bandits ... listen closely. I

will fmish what you have started -

force against force, weapons against

weapons. They will only stop hunt-

ing you when you're all wiped out or

alt of you surrender," she said.

The group kidnapped three

Americans and 17 Pilipinos from

the upscale Dos Palmas Island

Resort in Palawan province on

Sunday.

The same group seized 10 foreign

tourists 13 months ago from "a

Malaysian resort. Most were

released for large ransoms, report-

edly paid by Libya. The story was in

the headlines for months, hurting

the tourism industry and undercut-

ting investor confidence.

SeeiaONAPPIIiG,page6
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F^BI confirms report of

activities by Hanssen
WASHINGTON - A former FBI agent,

after pleading guilty of spying, raised concern

four years ago that a colleague, Robert

Hanssen, was involved in suspicious activities,

but did not single him out as a spy, the agency

said Monday in a statement.

Hanssen, a longtime FBI agent accused of

spying for the Soviet Union and later Russia,

was arrested last February and is charged with

21 counts of espionage.

Earl Pitts, who was arrested on spy charges

in 1996. told investigators in June 1997 of an

"Unusual" contputer hacking incident involving

Hanssen. acknowledged the FBI in a statement.

The agency said the information already had

been known to the FBI, but was passed onto

FBI headquarters anyway. Hanssen, accused of

spying for Russia for 15 years, was not targeted

as a possible spy until last year.

Pitts is serving a 27-year sentence at a federal

prison in Kentucky.

The FBI in a statement said Pitts

was asked in a debriefing after his

1997 guilty plea to name others

involved in spying, but "did not identify

anyone."

Long-time Democratic

Congressman dies
BETHESDA, Md. - Rep. Joseph Moakley.

D-Mass.. whose political career took him from

the poor streets ofSouth Boston to Capitol Hill,

died Monday from complications of leukemia.

Moakley, who announced in February that

he suffered from an incurable form ofleukemia,

died at the Bethesda Naval Hospital in subur-

ban Washington, according to associates and

family members.

Moakley, who died at 3:30 p.m. EDT. with

friends and family including two of his brothers

at his side, was 74 years old.

The affable Moakley was the quintessential.

old-time Boston Irish politician.

After narrowly winning his first con-

gressional election in 1972, he served

15 terms in Congress. He was the top

Democrat in the powerful House Rules

Committee.

"Joe Moakley not only taught us how to live

... he taught us how to die with great class and

with great dignity and even with a little humor,"

Rep. James McGovern. D-Mass.. a former top

aide to Moakley. said at a news conference.

Proposal may include

S-300 missile purchase
WASHINGTON - Hoping to ease objec-

tions to his missile defense ambitions.

President Bush intends to offer a broad range

of arms purchases, military aid and joint anti-

missile exercises to Russia and perhaps other

allies.

The package is being prepared for Bush's

fneetings in June and July with Russian

President Vladimir Putin, and similar incen-

tives will be extended to other allies skeptical

of the administration's push to dispense with

the 1972 Antiballistic Missile Treaty, said a

senior administration official.

The official, speaking on condition of

anonymity, said the proposals are likely to

include an offer to buy Russian-made S-300

surface-to-air missiles that could be used to

defend Russia and Europe.

Many of the proposals have been sketched

out to allies and mentioned publicly in broad

terms by Bush and his aides, but the New York

Times was the first to report Monday that S-

300 missiles may be part of the package.

Russian Defense Minister Sergei Ivanov

quickly dismissed the talk of a U.S. package in

exchange for scrapping the ABM.
"If such proposals come - we have not yet

received them - I am sure that they will not

solve the ABM issue," Ivanov told a news con-

ference.

Compiled from Dally Bruin wire reports.
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Forestry chief localizes agency
SERVICE: Bosworth plans

to revamp road ban and

increase timber harvest

By Kathcrinc Pfl«9«r

The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - The double

doors to Jhe Forest Service chiefs

office are gone, their removal one

of Dale Bosworth's first acts after

he took over the agency.

To some, the move symbolizes a

return to tradition, with the chief

communicating directly with local

officials around the country. But it's

not clear yet how much the veteran

forester - whose forest career start-

ed in 1966 - will listen .to environ-

mentalists, who are already taking

aim at his policies.

Bosworth, 57, says he plans more
than cosmetic changes at his

agency, which oversees about 192

million acres of national forests and

grasslands.

He said he's comfortable with

the direction taken in the past 10 to

J 5 years toward improving ecosys-

"Tems and watersheds and away
from big timber sales, which have

declined more than 80 percent since

1990.

But Bosworth wants agency

employees and citizens who live

near forests to have a greater say on
forest management.

And he sees room to offer more
timber from federal forests for sale,

though he won't talk numbers.

In perhaps his most high-profile

undertaking, he is working with

Agriculture Secretary Ann
Veneman to revise the "roadless

rule" - a Clinton administration

ban on logging and road-building

on a third of the nation's most pris-

tine federal forests.

Bosworth wants to ensure that

people who live in remote places

and know about roadless areas have

a voice in crafting the policy.

"I generally support protecting

roadless values," he said in his

office across the street from the

Washington Monument. "My big

concern is that we'll end up with all

of the national forest either wilder-

ness or roaded, and we won't have

the country that's in between."

Environmentalists who
celebrated (Bosworth's)

selection ...now say

their optimism has

dimmed.

The administration is on course

to offer amendments to the rule in

June and then allow more pubHc
comment.

The Bush administration has

defended the roadkss policy

against court challenges, including

one in Idaho. But environmentalists

say the federal attorneys did such a

bad job arguing the case that the

Idaho judge used their language

when he blocked the ban from tak-

ing effect earlier this month.

The administration hasn't decid-

ed if it will appeal, as environmental

groups have, Bosworth said.

People who know Bosworth call

him a listener - to loggers, ranchers,

conservationists and others.

But environmentalists who cele-

brated his selection in April now say

their optimism has dimmed as he

revamps the road ban and suggests

increaises in the timber harvest.

"We hoped the job of the chief

was to stand up to the political mas-

ters," said Michael Francis, nation-

al forest program director for The
Wilderness Society.

Timber industry groups, mean-

while, are heartened.

"In the Clinton era ... we saw all

sorts of new people that didn't have

a relationship with the forest," said

Chris West, vice president of the

industry's American Forest

Resource Council.

Bosworth, he said, "has experi-

ence on the ground."

Internally, some of Bosworth's

early changes are symbolic ones.

For instance, there arc those who
find meaning in the removal of the

glass doors and his decision to use

the desk of the agency's legendary

first leader, GilTord Pinchot, a con-

servationist who e;stablished scien-

tific, sustainable use of forests.

Some stop in just to see him - and

Jhedesk.
'" "Dale made it clear from the day

he accepted the job ... that when
folks come into the WashiTigton

olTice, that folks come in and see

him," said Kathleen McAllister, the

acting regional forester for the

Northern Rockies, who has worked

under Bosworth for more than

three years and counting.

Bosworth could face a tough trial

during this summer's wildfire sea-

son. Last year's blazes charred

more than 7 million acres, and

experts don't expect this year to be

markedly better - especially given

drought in much of the country.

KIDNAPPING
From page 5

Gaiming he led Sunday's dawn

raid. Sabaya issued a veiled threat

against the hostages, particularly the

Americans.

He told radio RMN that Jeffrey

Schilling, an Oakland. Calif., man
whom the military freed from the

Abu Sayyaf in an April raid after

eight months of captivity, was not

seriously harmed because he was a

Muslim convert.

Burnham and his wife, Gracia.

who went to the

resort to cele-

brate their 18th
————

wedding
anniversary, are

both Protestant

missionaries
who have lived

in the

Philippines
since 1986. They

are originally

from Wichita,

Kan.

The third American was identified

as Guillermo Sobero, of Corona,

Calif.

"What 1 can say is we should not

compare Jeffrey because Jeffrey is ^

Muslim, so we hesitated to hurt him.

Now, we have three Americans. It is

hard for us to be shamed," Sabaya

said.

Sabaya made no specific demands
but said he was willing to talk to the

government: "If you want to negoti-

ate, it's up to you, we're not pushing

for it/'

He claimed the hostages had been

split into two groups, with the

Americans among 10 taken to

Basilan province and the rest given to

another Abu Sayyaf faction operat-

ing in nearby Sulu province.

It was the latest in a nearly con-

"Some of the captives

were roughed up

during the assault."

Alan Fabian

Resort spokesman

stant string of serious challenges

Arroyo has faced since she was swept

to power Jan. 20 by the same dcmor»-

strations that forced out predecessor

Joseph Estrada over corruption alle-

gations. The stock market, already in

the doldrums over unrest and uncer-

tainty, slipped again Monday, as did

the value of the peso.

Although Arroyo is talking peace

with two other rebel groups, she

ordered an "all-out war" on the Abu
Sayyaf in early April.

But military officials say the

extremists have regrouped in the last

two weeks after suffering serious

losses during

government""""""""^
offensives late

last year. The
Abu Sayyaf

apparently took

advantage of the

deployment of

security forces

meant to stem

violence related

to parliamentary

and local elec-

tions May 14

and the ongoing counting of votes.

Dressed in military uniforms to

fool security guards, the raiders ran-

sacked the resort's white cottages,

held up by stills in the pmlt«c4)h*e

waters, and rounded up terrified

guests and resort workers at dawn
Sunday.

Resort spokesman Alan Fabian

told DZMM radio that while no
shots were fired, some of the captives

were roughed up during the well-

coordinated assault that was over in

20 minutes.

It appeared that the fleeing kid-

nappers slipped through a cordon of

military ships and planes under the

cover of darkness Sunday night,

when the military suspended the air

search over the open sea south of

Dos Palmas.
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History has a way of repeating itself. Pretty cooi, huh?

For three years in a row, we've been

named one of the 1 00 Best Companies

To Work For. With real opportunities for

leadership and advancement, perhaps

you'll want to join us as we go for four.

Ernst Young
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Aminos dB UCLA
Amy Weltmer
Ana Paez
Anna Av»k

Bahareh Safale

"Cynthia Roman
Eloisa Vasquez
Farzin

Heattier McGill

Jason Coleman
Jennifer OelaCerda
Jennifer Kellar

•Jennifer Wang
Kanoti Chan
*Karlna Melgar

Kelsey Ahearn

Kim Mortensen
Mary Borovllos

Mayra Serrano

Misha Jade Klyomura

Sanaz Tahernia

Sarah Lock
Silvia Vargas

"Sunny Sanchez
"Tanya Lasso

Tanya Pamlchpakdee
Tatiana

Vtckl Feng
"Wendy Muro

AsUm Anwrtcan

Tutorial Project (AATP)

Ada Ho
Agnes Chung
AtanWano:
Alan Young
Alan Young
Alfred Fung
Alice Lo
Altee Tong
Alicia Lee

"Amy Lam
Amy Lee
Amy Lul

Andrew Au
Andy Treadwell

Andy Wang
Andyyvel

Angela Un
Annie Tseng
Annie Chou
Belinda Tarn

Bill Chen
BjlanSam
Bruce Chiang

Camllle Vergara

Carlos Cheung
Chau Ngo
Chrts Martin

Christine Lee

Christopher Martin

Cindy Chiang

Cindy Ha
Connie Ho
Coung Nguyen
Cynthia Togawa
Danny Shen
Oavtd Do
David Troung

David Wong
Debt)ie Dao
Denise Un
Diana Pangostu

Oonna Ctian

Dorothy Cheng
Eddie Siu

Elizabeth Angerman
Eric Shu
ErtcWtiy

Esther Ho ,

Eugene Wong
Evelyn Song
Fixitaine Yiik

Francis Maraoidharan

GUMlei Leung
George Tsay
Gordon l.ee

Gordon Lee
Grace Huang
"Greg Mar
Hau Tang
Helen Hsi

Helen Shen
Hoa Huynh
Irene Kao
James Chow
Jason L^m
Jay Ho
Jearme Wong
Jeff Nguyen
Jeffrey Yee

Jeh Yljng

Jeremiah Lae
JaaataKim
JoeyUh
JohnU
John Tan

John Tan

Jon Yee

Joni Lam
JoaaSanctMz
JuaUnChan
KaHaNgan
KeNyMul
Lallana Mekmanaa

l^ura Lin

Leng Vuong
"Leo Young
Lewis Wong
Lilian Lam
Linda To

Ling Wang
Usa Whita

Lisa Xtong

"Maggie Woo
Marl Halpart

Mary Chang
Mary Huang
Mary Trinh

Michael Chu
Michael Huang
Michelle Eng
Michelle Hua
Michelle Kim
My Soy Ear

My Huynh
Nancy Lau^

"Ngay Tang
Nikki Ma
Noelle Sung
Omar Aralza

Pam Cheng
Paulo Caataneda
Ping-Chul Ylk

Richard Lowe
Rk:ky Chun
Robert Horn'

RodRoxas
Ron Tan

Ron Tan
Rose Trinh

Roth Sam.
Sabrina Slnghapattanapong

SatlyQuong
Samantha Nguyen
Sandy Zhen
Sarlnapha Vasuniiashom

Seam Hang
Seona Jano
Sharon Phosaly

Sharon \^ng
Sheila wan
Shirley 4_y

Si Dang
Sienmi Du
Sophia >Wh}
Stephania Haiung

Stephen LI

"Susan Phan
Sydney Zhang
Tafflyn Toy

Tawny Bauman
"Teresa \ltoo

"Team Tang
Terry Kltagawa
Thamh tm
Thomas Law
Thuy Nguyen
Tiffany Louie

Tiffany Nguyen
Tom Su
Tony Tzeng
Trudy Poon
Tsal Lee
Valeria Cafdanaa
vanca Luc
varMssa Cardenas
Vietnam Ly

yince Hoang
Vivian Tang
Wayne Lam
Winston Chau
Yat Tang

YUWang ^

BestBudtUoo
Adrlanne De Castre

Alice Tang
Aifiy Blacfcwood

Carlo SaifO

Oalia Gonzalez
"Edward Chou
Emmie Halao

"Gauree QUpta
Irina Petrini

Jacqueline Lam
Jennifer Hamsley
"Kabir smgh
Kamran Salour

Khrizna Wwdo
Marguerite Martel

MarVKactinar
Matt Graca
"Meera Gupta
Michelle Boontanom
"Natthapol SongdeJ
Noreen Labarinto

"Ravi Patoi

Sandra Sam *

San)aat SNhala

Yen Nguyen

Bruirt

,

Kelly Rua
Kimiko Sakuma
Laura Johnaon
"Leah GoMaNUk

Mai Ptiam

MeiiaaaNg
Michelle Cheung
Michelle N. Undsay
Mtehelle Ibm
NitaNgo
PaulCao
"Paul Lea
Phil Wade
Ria Sergupta

Sarah Oodd
Sarah Hidalgo

Sarah Press ,
Sarlna Shah
Sliauna Reid

Stacy Krasner

Susan Halajlan

Thomas Phan
Thy Dang
"Trung Quach
Vanessa Lewinter

wayne Seller

Yl-3hen Shen
Yolanda Benheta

Casa Helwa Mentorship

Program (Champs)

Alexis WKt
Amy Shah
Amy Sugita

•Ann Shiojl

Arthur Tang

'Brandon Mitchell

Carrie imoto

Chris Uatlo

Christina Jhong'

Darren Nakashima
Dave Hong
Davk) Wu
Derek Chow
Derek Chu
"Emily Jen
Eri Tsu)M

Erik MaseroiB

Grace Lee
Hayato Ono
Holly Takenaga
jaff Gando
Jessica league
"Jonathan Kimura
Karyn Ohara

Katie Sierra

Katy Grimm
Kayvan HazemI
Kazuya Hamada
'Keith Masuda
Ken k:hkx)ku

"Keri Kaba
•Khnberly Kon
Lanl Nichols

Usa Raznik

Lynn ShinK)hara

'Marcy MitanI .

Mart( ViBsutomi

Mary Kiang

Mtehael Mori

Midori TachitMna

Mirian Lee

Nicole Janowicz

Nohea Brede

Philip Kim
Ryan Lan

Sandra Sakai

Stan Paez

Tina Vao

"Tommy Koga
Visho Thamotharan

Glendalo Laamlrtg

Program {GiP)

Anais Thomasslan
"Andrui Nazarian

"Ani MoOghamlan
"Anmen Mattnraaian

Arpin Khoatagyan
Ayia Thomaasian
"DavW Garakhanian

Hrayr Bert)«rian

Janelle Tiltotson

Kaaryan. Naraaa
Lynette Avanaaaian

Meline Avanaayan
Randy Tashjian

Roale Papazian

Sayako Sakai

Sevak Bagumyan
Shirley Oghamian
Sophie Hak
Stephanie Bunt

Susanna Davtyan

Suzanne MInaalan

Tadeh Oerohanlan

"Taim ThonuMalan
YohandraUgarta
YtakoDmaaki
yvalto Sarklsstan

^=fF

^m
'AMOflRVWancla
Adam Tesler

JUice Lo
Angela Mazer

Azadeh Khatibi

Benlamin Gumperi
Bob Klaklman

Brian HItt

Carina Graaaman
Cathy Alzata

Dipash Bhakta
Edgar Mendoza
Elizabeth Spllkar

Ester Chun
Grace Hwang
Jacqueline Vu
Jazmine l-aon

Jesaica ShamiKKa
JBI N«kawatasa
JoeYeung
KandraChan
Kevin Thakkar
Kristy Copeland

kyla Brooke

Laura Hohmann
Linda Huynh
Lynn Huang
Mary Chuang
Mike Chung
MInda Paglinawan

Robin Phinney

Roya Klaidman

Sabrina Pakzad
Sanjeet Sihota

Shelley Chang
Sophia Strong

•SuranneYlj

Tessa Sibbet

Thomas Phan
Tova Fuller
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Kid's Komar
Amish Patel

Ankur Mathakta

'Bindu Jandhyala

Brian Ratth

Caroline Slafert

"Christina Ebert

lan Brown
Jeannie Yuen
Jenny Tan

Jessie Reddl

Kiralan Ooan
Mary Ann Tran

Meera Telura

"Neha Vaghasla

Nina.Adatia

"Rakhi Shah
Sammy Duong
Sneha Soni

Tbiika Kundu
venise Boriaaa

Koreatown Tutorial Project

(KTP)

Catherine Ko
Chul Kim
Cindy Kang
Dara Chang
David Yoo
"Detxjrah Shin

Dona Suh
Grace Choo
Grace Hul

Grace Kim
Hana Jung
Jank;eOh
"Jay Nguyen
JaanBalk
Jaannie Jun
Jennifer Ku
Jennifer Lee

JoonYi
Juhwan Suh
Kaiko Kitamura

Mia Chiang

•Sandy Ybo

Plllplnos for Commurtlty

HealthiPCH)

A^lenMr Santiago

Alexis Paner

Alk»Ho
Amalia Poqulz

Angelica Bejir

"Anna-Ua Quink>

"Anthony Fermln

Arlaan Bravo
Athena Advlncula

Avegall Floraa

Carolyn Buaratflor

Catherine CocJIn

CharlaseNini

ChrlaOiaz

"Chris Ortiz

Corlnrte TInk}

OavM ViHegas

"Dawn Pantaleon

Oiarte De La Cruz

"Frartcis Baitasar

Grace Regullano

Hannah Gabriel

Jeff Gando
Jeff Lo

JoelKlhara

Jordan Kottle

Karen Oatugan

Kathryn Gopez
l.ara Javate

"Lewla DaOios
UzaTHnMad
"Marcelle Andaya
Martefe Ramos
Martha Mangahas
May Reburlano

"Melissa Marslnko

"Mekxly Padiila

"Melvin Santiago

Michelle Manimtim
Monk:a Simeon
Natalia Agulting

PamalaAlmada
Paoto OeGuzman
Phillip Duldulao

i^uong Quach
Ray Bemai
Regina Zurtuino

"Richeiie Chuatuan
Robyn RanDelb

Rosanna Mah
Rudy Manila

"Sharee Anzaldo

Thomas Pan
Thuy Nguyen
Toni Oasay
William Kang
Zara Bukirin

PIHpIno RecruitmentA
E/trtcfiment Program
(PREP)

Adeste Sipin ^_^
"Anha Alcantara ' ~~

Arlene Bravo

Bryan Cardenas
Chris Diaz

Christine Araquel

Citadelle Priagula

Daniel Salera

Genevieve Esplnosa

Grace Regullano

Jay Duller

Jeff Gando
JohrMric Concordia

Jonah Ramon
Joy Refuerzo

Karen Oatugan
Kevin Gruezo

Lewis de DkM
Uzzie Calayon
MarlafaRamoa
Mariowa Paralso

Mtehelle Gonzales

Monica Simaon
NataNaAgulling

Peachy Paacuai

Raymond Balanga
RicheHe Chualuan
Rteky Bautlsta

Robm Ramelba
Sandra Pariopio

Sheryl Mariano
Toni Oasay
"Yvette Cuenco

Reforming Mcaroaratlon

Through Education
<BRITE)

AdamAnaya
Adam Bouayad
Adrlanrw iaaac

AlkiaKIm
Andre Niripaeff

"Angle Cho
Arthur Ohannsaalan
Behnam Shahramzad
Christine Rkirdan

Corinne Le Toumeau
Daptolle Oliver

OavMKaahani
DavWZung
EilzabathUu
Gllian Claycomb
"Hermina Bustamante
Jaaua Ramirez
KikI Bishop
LUllanChu

Lorana Lopez
Matt Rodriguez

Mia Soper

NiharPatal

PauWaRana
Sara Serin -Christ

Shana AvartMCk
ShartanaShah
Sheila Morrlssey

Tamara Henry

"Ted ward
Ytara Bradday

Project Literacy

"Aarti Bagia

Aarthi Venkatesan

"Ada Chan
Alrny Huynh
Alanna Geibwassar
*Alex Tang

AmaHaWang

\

Trotect IWsrlnr

AmIeWong
Amy McGlnnis

Anchulee
Raongthum
Andre UHoa
Andrea Goates

Andrea Ramos
Andrea Sollz

Andrew McElroy

Ar>dy Haleen

Anaaaa Moheyuddm
AngaNcaOIaz
Anna Chan
Annie Un
Arvin Atvahams
Azusena Faveia

Beth Knight

Betsy Stevens

Betsy Worth
Binhtrl Huynh
Brae Kraft

CalabHo
CandlpaHsu
Carolyn Allen

Carolyn Ysh

Catharine Groaa

Cedric Dusaud
Chelsee Hakola

Chris Chin

Chris Nguyen
Christina Rymsza
Christina Char>g

Christine Lau

"Clara Lo
Connie Chang
Connie PInado

Dikiieile Madar
Oanialla DFinquiM-.'

Oaria MoUMnedi
Diana Eapinoza

Diana Eiaanatain

Donna Chroniater

Donna Lee

Eddy Ulk>a Molina

Elaine Yu

Enaa Totamino

Ellzabath Durand

Elizabeth Gonzalez

EHzabath Mora
Emily Vandever

Eric ^rez
Francaaca Staiti

Frank Hung
Ganavieve Slunka

GmaLee
GkiHan Huang
GtarlaWaMon
QracaChien
Haalher McCtoaky
HeMi Milton

Hakli Nawvbery

•Heidi YUan

Helen Seliverston

Hemant Vekaria

Irene Wu
Isaac Oarche

Jackie Han
Jac<|ualirM Vu
James Alexander

James Taing

Jamie Goodermote
Jamie Mcguire

Jamie Tajil

Jane Cho
'Jiana vuong
Janniekwok
JaaonTam
Jennifer Oa La Carda
Jennifer Paaraon

Jannlfar Pwbz
Jennifer Song
Jennifer Wong
Jenny Tan

Jenny Wang
Jaroma Angsuco
*Jaaak:a Hanson
Jesatea Matthew
Jteky Thantrong

Jill Hook
JingCal

Joanne Jackaon

Jorge Gamez
Joaaphlna Hui

•Josh Maaon
Joshua Husaey
Joy Chan
Judy (Yuanyuan) Guo
Julia Park

Julie Loh
Julie Ottoaan

"KaranChurtg

Karan IMImandez
KaranSun
"Karon PethJS

Kate Madden
K^kM M^eMaH
iCatta Oomfcxth
KaheLukasek
Kay Lynn

Kayuan HazemI
KeenaHom
KImbarlyKopp
KImbarty Phalan

*

Ktywuanna KeMup
KriahnI Akjvrthara

Kriatin Patteraon

KryadaAbordo
LaRlta WllUams

Laura Bayant

LMiraFlorea

taaNavo
Leonard Cheung
Lllla Luperck)

Unh Huynh
Lorain Wang
Lorl Lambaren
Lucas Jonaa
LyTU
Mai Phan
IMargaret Tong

Martlto Okano
Marisa Escher

Mary Chao
Megan Volkmer

Meghan McCarty

Malanie Kessler

MaHaaa Measlas

Mtehaai Hanaan
nMCflW W^^alK9

MtehaeiYtoh

Michelle Fitts

Mk:heiie Rios

Mteheile Sandoval

Mike Hemdon
Mina Amir
Minjung Lee

Misha Klyomura
Mona Elshatory

Myl^oan
NanakoSato
Nancy Aguilar

Nancy Shahaday
NavM Rablzadeh

"Nazareth Huoth

Nteole Lawn
Ntnavntadn
Nirav Mehta
Nlrit Michael

*Ni«hant Narayan

Paige OowNnglon
n^mela hotobs

"Pamela WOng
Pauline ym
Ptwi Chhun
PhuTVan
Phuong Quach
Rachaei Straus

RacheiJoo
Ran<MpBi8ia

Robert Maxwell

Rock) Suarez

RoMHta Salvatlarra

RUby Jain

Ruth Levy
SatomeYu
^am Park

sandy Li

Sandy Taang

Sara ftRtehandeh

SaraSahl
Sarah Lagorrate

Sarah Shubert

Sarah Sterlace

Satsuki (Suki) Koyama
•Shirtey Wang
Sharon Ptiam

Stacia Conkxi

Stephan Kang
"Stephanie Hwang
Stephanie Pollock

Sunny Seegmilier

Tabitha Chieh

Tanya Pantehpakdee

Tare Osbrink

•Tiffany Ouarte

Tiffany Fung
Tina Cluing

Tina Chiu

Tina Duong
"Tommy Do
Victoria Gorualez

Vlken Tachol)ian

Wendy Lemon
William Kang
Yoon Sang Nam
ZublnKohrai

Project KtlAC

/^ Roberta

"Ana IMartinez

Andrea Gonzalez

Andrew Sun
Ann DuVai
Anne Job
Annie Coate

April Ogalaby

Autumn Francois

BInh Tien

"CaitHn Patter

"Candice Park

Carina Graaaman
Casaandra Lamb
Coaatance Campt)eil

Cynthia McKim
Cynthia Reyes
"Davkl Chung
•Debbie Novorr

Dana Bwahman
"Oma Ghowdhury
Fumi
Haten Lea
Jamie Ladd

^

Janny Bannitt

"Jenny Sun
"Jill Block

Jodie )lbahwa

Karia PtaHaz

Kat Yap

Katie Duggan
Katie Leff

KatrlrM Hermosillo

"Kristian Wemeid
Krystal Kelly

Leslie Holmes
Leslie Velka

"Lori Bath Switzer

Lupe l-ayva

Lydia Lam
"Mary Wang
'Nalini Govindaraian

Natalia Kim
Nikkl Frousakis

Nmai Tayyib

Ping Chu
Pratlbha Guha
Rachel Schwarzk>se

Rahul Hazarika

Rusaell Hong
Ryan Stroie

*$arah Harroff

"Shamita Ohar

Shawna Benard
Son la Mehta
Soo Yjuri

Stacey Lydon

"Sun Um
"Suprlya Bhat

"Thomas Sun
Tina Talim

. "Tofal Govind j^
Virginia Schrtek

Xiao Cai

Yolanda Rangel

ProJectSouth

Central Evanlrtg

Tutorial {SET)

Abtin Khoaravl

Adelalna DeVlBra

AgnesHuang
AlanSako
Alex Ibarra

ANnaHo
Ana Castro

Angela Parker

Calharlna Turner

ChaHutaon
Chelsea Schiader

Cheryl Baylay

Chris Grounds
Claire Pham
Cynthia Mendez
DavaKlm
OavM SamimI
Oonna Haskins

Donna Sze

Dorothy Kim
"Elisa Brown
Elisa Chartg

Esther Whan
"Eugene Kim

Fannie Huang
Famaz KhoshaghMel
Gatjrielie Trippe

HamM Schrtoker

Haniel Dominguaz
Helen Lee
Isatiei Abolian

Jaime Mayer
Jaime McCaaiand

Jane San
Jaaon Ordonez

Javier Pena
Jannylae Powers
JoeyVUsunas
JohnPmil Arellano

JoyAroonlap
Judith Gallegos

Julia Bank
Karen Roome
Kelly Tan
Laura Gelt)erg

Laura Hansen
"LJQuintana
LoiaVWadaz
LiipaTong

ManiOabIri

Marguarlte Manei
Mariana Santoa

Maribel Lopez
Martha Mangahas
MaMaaa Claris

MIchatte Gomez
MIchaite Udecham
MIdliaNe varteman

Mike Chan
Minh Nguyen
Miriam iladdad

MoHyBrantz
Mona Seymour
IMontoa Skneon

Nicholas Cooper
'Nyssa Roeth

Omar Araiza

Pegah Asltari ,

Raman Kaler

ftaqueiQarza '

Rebecca Blough

Regina Lopez
"RanaSatoado
RaxParkar
Ross Neihaus

Sarah WetMr
Scott Glenny

Stacy Pacal

Suncheth Bhat

Theresa Huang
Tiarl Corpuz'

"Tiffany Eng
Tyraiee Goo
Vinh Nguyen
Yesenia Vaidez

ProJ&ct Students

Helping and /teaching

Education (SHM\t)

AmySpeMel
"ArashOavari

Brad Record

Chrtedna Dagerman
"Gregory Horn

Jar»etSo

Justine Lam
Matthew Messana
Melissa Lam
Michelle Ouran
MtehallaSun
Nancy Oanvivat

RetMcca Medina
ShiriayTan

Steve Acater _^
•Susan Chartg -- ^—
"Ytehlng Huang

Project Working for

Imnygrant Utoracy

Da¥9lopment(yN\\J»

Atiiahek Sharma
Aileen Hong
Alice Tong
Amy Lin

Anry Ruttwrg

Ashley Dragoman
Ashley Roesler

"CtiaryilWu

DavMLa
Eddie PInuelas

Goita Sadeghzadeh
"Jennie Sze
Joey Lo

Joseflna Islas

Karen Kuratsu

Lisa BkKider

Lourdes Miramontes
Mk:helle Luong
"Ming Ma
Phu TTan

Rachel Gunther

Renee Tang

"Rot)ert Wang
Sofia Pacheco

Supraja Neraslmhan
Teresa Un
Thai Lan Ttan

Special Olympics
AHlson MllctVEinowskI

Amber Ward
Amy Cuneo
Anne Marie Guglielmo

Annie Gebter

Amaud Coiantonk)

Brooke Soweil

Christina Ching

Christina Gunther

Elhalm Mackani

Emily Guglielnx)

Gabe Ross
Jenny Chan
Jessk^a Sison

JohnHaya^
John Paul Hanao
Kristin Rathman
Kristy Sutton

Lance Wargo
Lara Marie

"LisaLatf^

Maya Narayanan
Melanie Ho
"Mtehael LaFemina
MikeAldridge

Mira Hui

Moine Mizzoin

Nk:ole Marshall

Paul Badlnka

Rea Romero
Rot>in Lee

Romina ROmerd
Scott Ytebroff

Sharon Covin

"Steven lurf=emina

Tarry Pang
wayne Cho
Wendy Muro
ZachTaytor

\\\ Si l'\ li
I ( * -\]Ml^sr >\

l\i !•: Ki I / I V

U y I ) / / /

VIetNameae Language and

Culture QJULQ
ArHlrewThan

BaoNge
BaoPhan
Oat Ha
Diem Ptuim

Dong Nguyen
Dyna Ptiam

Ozi Tran

George Radics

Hal Huynh
HanTa
Hang Huynh
Hoa Chau
Hbang Anh Nguyen
•Hoang Pham
Hong Ha
Hong Ho
Hong Pham
Hong Truong •

Hung Le

Huong Ninh

Jenni Nguyen
Khanh Ngo
Khanh Van Cab
Kristy Le

Lisa Nguyen
Loan Bui

Lynda Ngo
Mai Nguyen
Margarette Duong
My-Duyen Huynh
Nadia Nguyen
Nam Tran

NgoanVo
-MtanLe —

•i
I

"Nhl Huynh
PauiaAv
Quyen Ooan
Thanh Le

Tho Pham
Thong Le

TiTran

ToanThach
TonyTTan
Tiram Le

Tri Hoang
TuanTa
Tung Thanh Le

Tuy Le
T\iyetLien Le

Yer\Loi

Vietnamese Reaching out to

Akt the Community (VRAC)

Amy Chang
Arutrian Nguyen

Anh Nguyen
Billy Lam
David Dahle

Oiana Pangestu

Jackie Mai

Jenny l^m
Jenny Le

Kariita Borromeo
Khoi Le

Kim Le
Line Nguyen
Linda Mai * '"

•

Lisa Lan

Ouoc Ptwn
Shukry Cattan

Thuy Tran

Tuan Nguyen
Viet Phan . ;

Women and Youth In

Support of Each Ottter (WYSE)

"Constance Campbell

•Katie O'Laughlin
^

Kelly Ann Cassaiman
•Lauren Lehmar
Lindsay Owelley

"Maysa Elssa

Melissa Onken
Sonia Rivera

CSC staff

Alex TarHJ

Ana Martinez

Andrui Nazarian

Angle Cho
AnnShtoii

Armen Mardirosian

Carolyn Buenaftor

Fannie Huang
Janie Mun
Kane Schailar

Karen Oatugan
Karon Pettus

l.ao Young
Nazareth Huoth

Omar Araiza

Saniiy Yoo

Say Park

Sunny SarKhez
SuzafH«eYVi

Tiffany Ouarte

Wendy Muro

•Project DiTBClor

'>rt^.
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Expand Your
Horizons

Wednesday, May 30, 7-9 p.m., James West Alumni Center

Ever dreamed of a being a jet-setter? Learn about travel-ori-

ented careers from experts at the Expand Your Horizons

workshop. No pre-registration required. For information, call

(310) 825-6423.

Seniors: We Have
You Covered

As you prepare for life after graduation, you have many
opportunities to secure the best resources to assist you
along the way. Whether you are trying to secure a low

interest rate through the University Credit Union or look-

ing for short-term health coverage, the Alumni AssociatkNi

has you covered. To find out more about the various services

available to members, stop by one of our GradPak tables or

visit www.UCLAIuroni.net/Classof2001/lnsurance/SAA.

Need a Car This
Summer?

University Credit Union (UCU) is a great source for used car
loans with low rates! Apply today online at www.ucu.org or

by phone at f800) 647-8136. UCU: financial services for a
lifetime. Visit UCU at Ackerman, A-Level. For more informa-

tion, call (310) 477-6628.

?i

n Dates to ,Remember
Spring Quarter Dates

( IWav 28 ^ Memorial l)ay

C May 30 D Careers that Take You Around the Woridj

(June 11-14^ SAA Study Hail

( June 16-17 ^ Commencemeiit Weekend
I

SAA
mr

UCLA Sfudent Alumni Aiiociorion

James West Alumni Center

Los Angeles, CA 90095-1397
^or Memb^^rship Information:

f3!0)UCLAiumn.

(8001 UOAljmn.
UCLAIumni

For Event & Voluntec-r

Informofisn:

(310) UCLA-SAA
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REGENT
From page 1

my own perspective, I look to others

as well."

If approved for the position,

Ligot-Gordon will be the 28th stu-

dent regent since the position was
established in 1975. Eighteen of the

28 student regents were undergradu-

ates and about half of the 28 were
seniors, said UC Office of the

President Spokesman Trey Davis.

Ligot-Gordon. if approved, will

also be the fifth-consecutive student

regent coming from Berkeley or
UCLA.

His agenda includes diversifying

and gaining accessibility to the UC
for socioeconomically disadvantaged

students, like single mothers.

He also said he recognizes that the

student enrollment growth over the

next 10 years will force the regents to

think of innovative plans to address

the needs of the growing student

body.

"We not only have to expand cur-

rent programs and resources but cre-

ate new ones," Ligot-Gordon said.

As a member of the Admissions
and Enrollment Committee at UC
Berkeley, Ligot-Gordon said he
played a role in creating a more com-
prehensive approach in admissions.

^Applications need aTot drwbrk.''

Ligot-Gordon said.

As of now the questions asked on
the application are too general. More
detailed questions should be asked to

better understand the applicant,

Ligot-Gordon said.

Aside from his work at the colle-

giate level. Ligot-Gordon mentored
high-school students through Project

Pull, worked as d youth director for

Global Doors international and as a

program assistant for the East Bay
Asian Youth Center.

He was founder and previous

chair of the Pilipino Youth Coalition

and served as the youth conference

coordinator for Filipino American
Social Services in Vallejo.

The California Stale Senate issued

a resolution, SCR 89, in 2000, which
described the vision for the student

regent position.

The resolution said, "Each of
these students who has served as a

regent has dispatched her or his

duties with idealism, courage and

vigor - often serving as the ton-

science' of the regents

Justin Fong, the outgoing student

regent and UC Berkeley graduate

who helped lead the repeal of SP-1

and 2, was part of the student regent

selection committeeon the board.

Fong said student representatives

narrow the search for the new stu-

dent regent by looking for applicants

who really aim to serve the students.

"They screen out the ones who are

doing it for 'resume-padding,'" Fong
said.

From the applicant pool, student

representatives from each campus
cut the number ofapplicants down to

60 to 80. After interviews, the num-
ber drops to nine.

Those nine are then questioned by
a 22-member undergraduate student

board at each university and then

narrowed down to three candidates.

The final candidate is chosen by

the selecting committee on the Board
of Regents.

The ultimate decision is the

regents' -and this is problematic,

Fong said.

Regents David Lee and John
Davies, both supporters of SP-1 and
2, joined Fong on the committee
along with Regent Irene Miura and
Odessa Johnson.

Because pf the somewhat conserv-

ative selecting commitAe, their ftiuU

decision could be affected, Fong
said.

"I think it it is the best interest of
the students to choose their own rep-

resentative," Fong said.

Fong reiterated the duty of the stu-

dent regent - being dedicated to the

students - and advised his succes-

sors to avoid the bureaucracy of the

board.

"With the student regent serving

two years, there is more of a chance
to become much more a part of the

bureaucracy and less passionate

about their position," Fong said.

Davis was the first student regent-

designate appointed in 2000, when
the term was extended to two years.

She could not be reached for com-
ment.

Because of Fong's active involve-

ment in the board, many say he will

be hard to follow.

"They are big shoes that I want to

fill and hope to fill, but I have my own
agenda and style," Ligot-Gordon
said.

GAS
From page 3

to go home?' Now it's, 'Should I go
home cause it's going to cost $35,'"

said Otero, who opted to make the trip

home for Memorial Day.

In addition, Otero has recently had
to cut back on her weekly spending,

such as not going to the car wash,

because of the high cost of gas.

"Who's going to pay an extra $5 for

a car wash when gas is an extra $10,"

she said.

To assist in finding the cheapest gas,

some have turned to the Internet.

Instead of riding around town in

search of the lowest prices, people can
now compare prices on Web sites like

LosAngelesGasPrices.com.

Operated by the GasBuddy
Organization, Inc., a non-profit orga-

nization based in Canada, the site has a
real-time gas price forum that allows

consumers to view and post prices of
local gas station. The site listed gas as

low as $1.79 in Alhambra and a^ high

as $2.27 in Pasadena.

The California Energy Commission
reported on May 22 that the average

cost of regular gasoline in Cahfornia is

$1.95 per gallon - a \(Hxnt increase

for last year's average. The Energy
Information Administration, the ofTi-

cial energy statistic from the U.S. gov-

ernment, put the nation;

icguJargasat$1.69per

21. compared to $1)1 on May 25,

1098.

T^ic higher cost ol :

'

' .i

was the topic ui .i c»ciuu; «uU-

na^mup for

committee hearing April 25.

At the meeting, John Cook,
Petroleum Division Director in the

Office of Oil and Gas, attributed the

more expensive price to geographical

isolation, environmental regulations

imposed by the California Air

Resource Board, and the state's high

gas consumption rate.

Schlichting agreed with these rea-

sons and said that each day
Califomians use 42 million gallons oif

gasoline - and the number is rising.

"The only people who use nwre gas

than us is the rest of the country," he
said. "We're the second largest market
in the world."

But if consumers take the inflation

rate into consideration, they will find

that they have paid more for gas in the

past, according to Schlichting.

"In 1981 gas was $1.35 for a gallon,

but in today's dollars that's like $2.45,"

he said.

But for some consumers, the cur-

rent price is still expensive.

Art Irineo.- who has been a cashier

at the Shell gas station at the corner of

Gayley and Le Conte Avenues for

three years, said many customers
express frustration at the cost of gas.

But Irineo said even though cus-

tomers complain to him, controlling

gas prices is out of his hands.

He alters the prices when he
receives a call from the owner of the

station instructing him to change the

price because of 'mcrfn<^ in Shell's

selling prices

There's nothing I can do, I'm in

Ihc same boat as (the customer.*})."

hes:iul

OPEN LETTER TO THE UCLA
STUDENT BODY

Dear Students,

-y*. ?v •

We are eagerly looking forward to the 20^%uii;H?o^t^l
starters from last year along with fB^flJ^^^fed^^ounger ^teyen^^Five.^^citing home
games against some of the natigjflsr^^^^jj^^ Ohio Stam and^^^sh|ngton - will make
this upcoming season at the^J^^J^w grte that you won't foq

A major factor that coul(

heart and soul of colh

in creating an energ<

When you are charj

le Bruins over the top is y^^ihe ffith Bruin. The
'

'A* ••^v M '

is the spirit displayed by stuc^ents. Wekieed your support
lere in the Rose Bowl for ev^ hom^j^me this season,

layers on the field feed off y^r energylj

Our coaches and
spring practices we/e
ethic. We are all,

I'm asking for n*x<^ is

part of the team|$how
fantastic season

jers are working hard to prepa^lfor the upcoming ^easoo. Qur

lat you

^KXluctive and our playere^owed enthusijasm and a great work
melyK^cited and motivated for the 2001 Reason to begin. But what

t vok. the 12th jMiin, become just^ involved and dedicated. Be
nd join us at the Rg^ Bowl next season. It will be a

ant to miss.
*M

^: next season one to remember!This is your team ai

Go Bruins,

Bob Toledo

Head Football Coach

UCLA STUDENT SPORTS PACKAGES
Applications for the 2001-02 Student Sports Packages (SSP) are now available online at

www.uclabruins.com and at the Central Ticket Office (West Center), the Student Union
Office (A-Level, Ackerman Union) and the Morgan Center (front desk).

All applications received "will be entered into a rand<|m draw t6%e held mlate July.
Unsuccessful applications will be sent notification aild a refund in the mail.between
August 13 and August 24.

Each SSP will admit the bearer to all five home football games, the men's basketball
games listed under the plan that you choose, and all other regularly scheduled home
athletic events next year. You will also receive a prepaid voucher to the USC football

game at the LA Coliseum to be redeemed later.

Each applicant may submit one application and request a maximuk of one SSP. They are
non-transferable. You must be a currently enrolled UCLA student, possess a UCLA
Student ID and ticket to get into the games.

Assuming UCLA is participating in a post-season football bowl game, or in the NCAA
Basketball Tournament, only those students who apply for an SSP will be eligible to
purchase those tickets

For more information on UCLA SSP policies and procedures and the random draw, pick up an application online
at www.uclabaiins.coiTi or at the Central Ticket Office, Student Union or Wtxxicn Center.

THE UCLA ATHLETIC DEPARTMENT

*
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This Summer, I need to:

a) work toward rny degree
b)find a summer job

g) kick back and relax

d) all of the above

UCLA Extension is the convenient way

to further your academic pursuits and still

make the most of your summer.

We offer a wide Selection of UCLA
transferable degree-credit courses

in disciplines ranging from the sciences,

social sciences, humanities, and beyond.

You can even complete an entire year of

language study In just one summer.

Evening and weekend courses-t)oth

upper and lower division-are available, in

both six- and 12-week sessions.

Which means that by enrolling at UCLA

Extension this summer, you can actually

plan your studies around your life for a

change.

Sound reasonable? So are the

course fees.

Whafs more, most UCLA Extension

degree<:redit courses meet On the

UCLA campus, with libraries, eateries,

recreation facilities, and other great

resources to help make your summer

studies a breeze. -

For a free UCLA Extension Summer

Catalog, call (800) 554-UCLA, Dept. 1-41.

Or visit us on the Web at

udaextension.org/uc.

UCt/1

uclaextensiofi.OTK/uc

^IjWVfR OUflHlfR BKINS lUNE 23, 2001^vl

Haven't seen one
of these in a while?

Standardized tests are predictable.
Understanding them Is what Kaplan Is all about

Whether you're facing the LSAT, QMAT, ORE, MCAT,
DAT or TOEFL*, take Kaplan and get the ^core
you need to get Into the schools you want

Classes start sooni
GMAT - May 30

GRE - May 30 and June 3

Call 1-BOO-KAP-TEST or visit

kaptest-com to enroll today!

KAPLAN
Test prep, admissions and guidance. For life.

I
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HAPA
From page 1

native Hawaiian and another non-
Hawaiian heritage.

But according to Hapa Issues

Forum club members. Issei and
Nissei - first- and second-generation

Japanese Americans respectively -

used the term in a derogatory way to

describe people of mixed Japanese
and white heritage.

"Now the term Hapa has become
so inclusive that it refers to anyone
that is partial or mixed Asian
American heritage along with being
white or Latino or African-
American." said Karen Runde. who
is organizing to establish a HIF
chapter at UCLA. "Anything that is

non-Asian and Asian is considered

Hapa."

The HIF club at UCLA will soon
join similar groups at UC Berkeley,

Irvine and Stanford as an official

student chapter of HIF, a non-profit

organization in San Francisco. The
club was recognized as an official

UCLA student group earlier this

year.

"HIF exists to help provide a

space for Asian Pacific Islanders of
mixed heritage to socialize and dia-

logue about being a mixed race with-

in various Asian American comm'ur
Tittte* and also within the larger

mixed race community," said

Anthony Yuen, associate director of
the San Francisco-based organiza-

tion.

Runde and Greg Tse traveled to

the Bay area last summer to meet
with founders of the Berkeley chap-
ter of HIF and begin establishing the

chapter.

According to members, people
have been coming to their table on
Bruin Walk to tell them that "we've
been waiting for this for years."

HIF provides a space for students

to deconstruct stereotypes and
address challenges specific to the

Hapa community.

"There's the stereotype of the

American G.l. and the Asian
American prostitute and I know that

people think of that when they see
me," said Worrall.

In addition to assumptions about
where the Hapa community origi-

nated; Hapas must face assertions

that they are making the race impore
or have no culture.

"We're not diluting culture -

we're uniting cultures," said Runde.
"W^ can be seen as having the best

of both worlds."

In order to combat these and
other misperceptions, HIF adminis-

ters multiracial diversity training for

community organizations jso that

they can assess how they can handle

issues of multiraciality, Yuen said.

Discussion on how people are

often pigeon-holed to fit a one-
dimensional racial identity and
other issues attracts many non-Hapa
students to HIF.

"A, lot of times you feel con-
strained when you have to submit
yourself to a particular racial identi-

ty," said Greg Tse, a second-year

electrical engineering student.

People of multiracial heritage are

often asked to define themselves
with one racial identity. These pres-

sures sometimes lead multiracial

people to negate a part of who they

are or cause an identity crisis.

"I've always kind of felt like it wa3
hard to find my niche." said Runde,
who added that many Hapa find it

hard to chi>ose whether they should

associate with a non-Asian crowd of
identify themselves with the Asian
crowd in their social scene.

The government didn't account
for the existence of a multiracial

population in its 210-year-old census
until Census 2000.

"As long as the construct of race

has existed, there, has been mixed-
race people. They haven't been rec-

ognized," Yuen said, a first-year

graduate student an Asian American
studies.

After questionnaires were updat-
ed so that respondents could identify

as more than one race. Census 2000
reported that 14 percent of Asian
respondents identified as more than

one race and 67 percent of Hawaiian
native or Pacific Islander respon-
dents identified as more than one
race. But almost 98 percent of all

respondents identified as one race

only.

"Today, you do see more main-
stream exposure to multiracial peo-
ple like Tiger Woods," Yuen said. "I

think in everyday interaction, a lot

of issues still need to be worked
out."

HOPE
From page 3

from other reading programs is its

ability to individually tailor a lesson

plan for each student.

"We assess a students reading and
writing abilities through a series of
tests which are then entered into a

computer,"Alviso said.

"The computer will then point out
the areas the student needs work
with, will suggest reading and writing

assignments that are then given to a

tutor,"she continued.

The HSCF Youth Center - an
after-school program - is an alterna-

tive to streets, Samartin said. But this

may not always mean success.

"Programs can get out of control

if they're not well planned, so one of
the things we strive to do is to keep
this a safe environment." she said.

Promfcting community building
has also been one of Hope Street's

missions.

Elected parent and community
representatives form part of a policy

council that make decisions,

approves budgets and plans pro-

grams at HSFC, according to

Samartin.

HSFC has also fostered communi-
ty empowerment by assisting mem-
bers in establishing day care centers

within their communities.

"We're helping parents develop
both a professional as well as leader-

ship role," Samartin said.

The center provides participants
with books, supplies, training and

support, according to the Fall 2000
UCLA Magazine.

HSFC also offers English as a

Second Language classes, vocational

and training programs for adults.

Even Start, a family literacy pro-

gram funded by the California

Department of Education, continues

to develop and stimulate those who
have graduated from Early Head
Start.

"Parents attend school with their

children every day and participate in

joint activities with their children

focusing on child development and
on strengthening the parent-child,

relationship," Samartin said.

To keep programs such as the

Even Start program running, HSCF
depends primarily on federal and
state funding.

Since its passage in 1988,
Proposition 10 has allowed HSCF to

train childcare providers and to

expand the network of providers
within the downtown comrftunity

Proposition 10, which levies a 50-

ccnt-pcr-pack tax on cigarettes, pro-

vides funding for health, education
and support services for pre-school

children.

As a result, HSCF hopc^ to extend
services for family members in the
future.

**We want to help parents develop
strategies that will lead to a more b|t
anced approach between parent and
child," Samartin said.

"The hope is that families will

grow and incorporate new informa-

tion and understanding into their

family culture."

BUSH
From page 5

p.m. Arizona time.

"Any foe who might challenge our
national resolve will be repeating the

grave error of defeated adversaries."

the president said. 'Because this

nation loves peace, we do not take it

for granted."

He was accompanied by Veterans'

Affairs Secretary Anthony Principi

and Rep. J.D. Hayworth, R-Ariz.,

but not one of the nation's best-

known veterans: Republican Sen.

John McCain of Arizona. The for-

mer presidential rival of Bush was in

Ireland meeting with foreign leaders,

said Nancy Ives, a McCain spokes-

woman.

Bush opened the day at the White
House, where he signed legislation to

construct a World War II monument
on the National Mall, a setting criti-

cized by some who say it would break
up the vista.

Standing in front of an American
flag and a portrait of George
Washington, the president said the

monument between the Washington
Monument and Lincoln Memorial
**will stand for the ages^"

**l will make sure the monument
gets built." the president told an
audience of veterans in the yellow-

curtained East Room, among them
former Sen. Bob Dole, R-Kan.. who
supported construction of the memo-
rial.

Bush has said World War II veter-

ans are dying at a rate of 1.100 each
day, leaving no time to waste on the

project.

The California trip promised to be
a rancorous one, because the state is

engulfed in an energy crisis and Bush
has refused to cap wholesale electric-

ity prices as Davis requested.

Bush has blamed California's

shortages on state officials, and
argues that price caps won't solve

shortages.

Davis, a potential presidential

candidate in 2004, has accused Bush
of ignoring the state. The president

has visited 29 states, but npt

California, since taking office.

They meet today, and neither side

expects a resolution of the political

feud.

With the help.of two former aides

to Vice President Al Gore, the presi-

dent's campaign foe. Davis will use

the 20-minute meeting to intensify

pressure on the White House, associ-

ates said. They said he intends to

hand Bush a letter from economists

supporting price caps.

But Bush plans to stress his efforts

to conserve energy in federal build-

iiigs and will bring one or two new
initiatives to the table, though advis-

ers said the proposals were not

major. One of them commits the fed-

eral government to helping organize

a consortium to build more power
lines for the state.

Aides said Bush has not decided

whether to waive a federal rule

requiring California to include

ethanol in its gasoline, whidi state

officials claim will add to already

high gasoline prices.

Presidential advisers said Bush
will avoid fingerpointing in an

• attempt to appear above the fray.

They bdieve Davis', confrontational

approach will backfire.

Bush narrowly won the presiden-

cy after losing California to Gore by
12 percentage points.

Senior Republicans, including

some Bush ad^'iscrs, concede pru . .-

vately that Bush's prospects for win-

ning the state in 2004 are dim, but

insist that he won't give up on
California - in part T)ecause it is so

ci-itical to putting together a winning

coalition of states. Furthermore,

Republicans could suffer in key con-

gressional races if Bush backs out of
the state.

hi Washington, Bush signed a new
law placing the World War li memo-
rial plans outside normal regulatory

process, effectively overriding all the

resistance including a lawsuit filed in

October that contends federal laws

wei'e violated in the review process.

Planned for a 7.4-acre site in the

heart of the Mall, a circle of granite

pillars will represent the states and
territories, and two four-story arches

are to signify victory in Europe and
Asia.
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Regular Price $69.99

Bruin Price: FREE!

Nokia 6290 ^4okia 8690
Regularly $99.00 Regularly $449.00
Bruin Price $49.00 ^rutn Price $295.00

itooimowiri
306 S. San Gabriel Blvd. Unit D
San Gabriel. CA 91 776

(626) 286-8158
(626)512-9848
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DALAI
From page 1

'

While he talked about global prob-

lems such as the arms trade and the

concept of war, which he called out of
date,_ the Dalai Lama also spoke
about human problems that individu-

als must tackle within themselves.

"In a free country, we also have
the choice to indulge in harmful
things - you can't say I have the free-

dom of taking drugs, it is self-destruc-

tion." he aid. "Discipline means pro-

tection of one's own wanton inter-

est."

\ He spoke about achieving world

ffeace through inner peace by con-

tlling anger.

'My attitude toward anger is

b^ing cautious, it's unwanted it's a

negative part of our minds," he said.

"Can anger really help to solve prob-

lems? No - it complicates further."

•Harboring angry thoughts and ill

feeling»can be destructive, the Dalai

l^ma said, and the only way to con-
structively move away from anger is

to forgive.

People who attended the lecture

appreciated what the Dalai Lama
said, but they did not completely

agree with all he had to say
"I really respected what he had to

say about differences, learning to

accept the differences within our-

selves and the differences with other

people." said Ray Bakaitis, professor

of clinical psychology

"My wife and I disagree about the

subject of anger -
1 think anger is use-

ful, its not helpful to become attached

to it but is dangerous to be afraid of
your anger and pretend it doesn't

exist." he continued.

Vallada Makinsurakupt, Bakaitis'

wife, had previously seen the Dalai

Lama when she was a teen-Ager and
considered him unreachable, but on
Saturday, she realized his human-
ness.

"We are all human beings," she

said. "To have peace we have to learn

to live together."

Not everyone saw the Dalai

Lama's visit as a benevolent event.

Prior to the lecture, two protesters
- a father and daughter - from the

Cornerstone Ministry, held up signs

saying, "There is one God and one
way to him: Jesus Christ." John
14:16.

"We are here to warn the people

coming to see the Dalai Lama against

the false religion of Buddhism and
telling them how to get to the real god
and how to find the truth," said Sarah

Mitchell, one of the protesters "The
truth can be found in the Bible."

The pair protested against the spir-

ituill leader for art hour and said the

response they received was condem-
nation from other Christians.

"I don't agree with the manner
they are doing this," said Rebecca
Schneider, a first-year undeclared

student from UC Davis. "I do agree

there is only one God. I am Christian,

but I do not believe this is the way
Jesus would do it."

Schneider said she was here for an
evangelism conference.

According to the Dalai Lama, the

individual must work to improve the

society as a whole. He concluded by

saying that the issues addressed in his

lecture served as the beginning for a

content life.

"These arc basic - whether we
believe in religion or not. these are

necessary for a happy life," the Dalai

Lama said. "These are basic for a

brighter future."
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SUSPEQ
From page 1

orficc.

According to the student, the pic-

tures UCPD posts on campus perpetu-

ate further scrutiny of African

American men at the university,

because "they look like a lot of people

on campus."

"The case should have been han-

dled with more ser\sitivity instead of

plastering the picture all around cam-

pus," said a friend of the student.

PoHce said they are not randomly

targeting the student, but only

responding to calls, from the victim

who was assaulted in Schoenberg.

"We are only doing ourjob,".Garza

said. "(The victim) feels pretty confi-

dent he is the same suspect."

Police said they are not

randomly targeting the

student but only

responding to calls

from the victim who
was assaulted in

Schoenberg.

The victim's identity is unknown
because by state law, police cannot

release information about sexual

assault victims.

Garza confirmed that the victim

was able to see the assailant during the

course of the encounter, even- though

he initially attacked her from behind.

In mid-April, after the victim called

police, the student said he was ques-

tioned, frisked, then handcuffed - for

an unrelated traffic warrant - in front

of the Ackerman bus stops, in plain

view ofmany on-lookers.

A month later, as the student

placed a UCLA decal sticker on the

back of his car in Lot 6 - which he

received for volunteering at the

Academic Advancement Program
Scholar's Day - he was stopped again

by UCPD.
''I was full of Bruin pride from the

SecSOSPEa,pa9c15

PUNE
From page 5

that cost the life of the Chinese pilot.

. After the crippled U.S. plane made
what China called an unauthorized

emergency landing, the crew of 24

was held for 1 1 days while each coun-

try blamed the other for the acci-

dent.

U.S. technicians who inspected

the plane earlier this month said it

could be made air worthy, and
Washington officials pushed Beijing

to let the aircraft be repaired and
they flown out of China.

Zhu said last week that China
would let the United States have the

damaged plane back, but said flying

it out would be "impossible."

U.S. officials said China original-

ly refused to consider allowing a

cargo plane to land at Lingshui air

base, fearing the runway wouldn't be

able to handle the massive aircraft's

weight. That could have forced the

plane to be chopped up and crated

out, condemning the $80 million air-

craft to the scrap heap.

The U.S. plane was eavesdrop-

ping on Chinese military communi-
cations from international air space

when the collision happened.

The U.S. says the smaller Chinese

jet hit the slower moving EP-3, and
Washington has not apologized for

the crash. Instead. Bush approved a

letter saying America was '\ery

sorry" for the Chinese pilot's death

and for the U.S. plane's landing

without China's permiision.

SUSPEQ
From page 14

speeches given ... and as I put a UCLA
sticker on my car, I felt good that I

made it to UCLA," the student said.

The student acknowledged he did

not cooperate with police.

"1 said to police, "What the hell do
you want with me? Leave me alone,'"

he said.

Police handcufTed the student

becau.se he was uncooperative and was
invading their space. Garza said.

"OfTicers feared for their safety and
feared that he might have been com-
bative with them," he said.

After half an hour, the .student was
asked to turn to his left then to his right

side, he said. Later, he realized he was
providing his profiles to a victim of the

the campus assaults.

A patrol car with tinted back win-

dows drove past the suspect three

times in the parking lot, "Creeping,"

the student said.

UCPD conducted a "field show-

up." Garza said, where the

Schoenberg victim was transported to

the location of the detained student to

identify or eliminate him as the sus-

pect.

On Wednesday, police said the

Schoenberg victim informed UCPD
Ljthslflhc hzKl Ttg/tm seen her attacker in

a Franz Hall classroom. After the stu-

dent identified himself to police, he

was not questioned further, Garza
said.

"We did not want to exacerbate

what is already a difficult situation."

he said.

VISIT
From page 4

pressure on the White House, associ-

•ales said. They said he intends to hand
Bush a letter from economists support-

ing price caps.

But Bush plans to stress his efforts

to conserve energy in federal buildings

and will bring one or two new initia-

tives to the table, though advisers said

the proposals were not major. One of

them commits the federal government
to helping organize a consortium to

build more power lines for the state.

Aides said Bush has not decided

whether to waive a federal rule requir-

ing California to include ethanol in its

gasoline, which state officials claim

will add to already high gasoline prices.

Presidential advisers said Bush will

avoid fingerpointing in an attempt to

appear above the fray. They believe

Davis confrontational approach will

backfire.

SUSANVILLE
From page 4

officials how to contact them.

-As of the latfe afternoon, only one
person had stopped by, according to

Diatie St. Jacques, a secretary at the

schobl. She said she expected most
wouljl stay with friends, though the

school would Set up overnight facili-

ties in the gym. She also said the Red
Cross was coming to the area.

A firo camp also was set up at the

Lassen County Fairgrounds, where
residents went Sunday night after

voluntarily evacuating their homes.
The number of people at that camp
was not immediately available.

Meanwhile, firefighters battled

another forest fire about 250 miles

southwest of Susanville in the

Mendocino National Forest.

That blaze also began Sunday and
has scorched 160 acres of chaparral

brush on the east side of Lake
Pillsbury;about 35 miles southeast of

Ukiah.

Forest spokeswoman Phebe
Brown said the fire was 30 percent

contained Monday morning and that

the fire may be extinguished by
today.

The cause of that fire is still under

investigation.
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I):mnrruns trend

SUVs are less safe than

cars and guzzle more gas,

but are popular anyway.

See Viewpoint Wednesday.

viewpoint@media.ucia.edu

Fear to offend causes complacency
FREEDOM: Media, public

are too politically correct,

should be open to ideas

An ideologically-coiiservative

group known as \ht

Independent Women's
Forum purchased an expensive full-

page ad in the

Daily Bruin to

espouse contro-

versial anti-fem-

inist views. The

ad was filled

with vitriol

aimed at

debunking the

traditional

Gloria Steinem

-party line. I

come today to

praise the ad,

not for its

shameful content, but for its courage

to challenge complacency.

Some of the more controversial

Lief is a third-year English student and
fledgling playwright. Contact him at

dlief@ucla.edu.

parts of the ad accused rape statistics

of being inflated because, to para-

phrase loosely, rape by a boyfriend

doesn't count. Another part of the

ad claimed that the disparity in

income between men and women
was a fallacy.

The May 18 rally protesting the

ad was an appropriate response,

being both relevant to the UCLA
populace and aimed at the on-cam-

pus organization responsible for

publishing the ad. I do not, however,

share the sentiment of the protesters

that the Daily Bruin overstepped its

own guidelines. After all, it's their

policy. It therefore have the freedom

to their own interpretation of those

rules.

I feel for the Daily Bruin. Their

readers have put them in a Catch-22.

_^People comptain that they don't pub-

lish challenging enough material, but

as soon as they do, they are flooded

with letters demanding retractions

and apologies. As Abraham Lincoln

once said. "You can't please all of

the people all of the time, but you

can please some of the people some
of the time."

The more we try to do the former,

the more we fail at the latter. The

fear of objectionable ideas has per-

vaded the national conscience to a

cancerous level. We have been fully

indoctrinated against so-called offen-

sive material, so much so that the

mere appearance of a generalization

produces an immediate gut reaction.

I do not suggest that we embrace
racism or ignorance for the sake of

shock value. The prison of political

correctness, however, continues to

draw in countless new inmates.

We live in a harsh world full of

violence and inequality. Instead of

choosing to face that reality head on,

we choose to dro.wn everything in

euphemisms. As we progressively

childproof the world we infantilize

ourselves.

As line upstanding college stu-

dents we like to think of ourselves as

intelligent apd open minded. Who
wouldn't want to apply such adjec-

tives to themselves? The fact remains

that those monikers must be earned.

Censoring ourselves means admit-

ting an inability to process threaten-

ing information. The truth is that

most of us are deaf toward hearing

intelligent and open-minded ideas.

See UEF, page 18
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People should commemorate Eritrea's fight for freedom
INDEPENDENCE: 10-year

anniversary of liberation

deserves our recognition

ByA«vetT.Weld«midiael

Thursday. May 24, 2001 marked
an important day for people who
fought and are still fighting injustices.

Ten years ago. Eritrean indepen-

dence fighters accomplished the liber-

ation of Eritrea from Ethiopian colo-

nialism. Eight years ago, Eritreans

confirmed their whole-hearted sup-

port of the fighters' success when
they voted for official independence.

Last week's celebration not only

marks Eritrea's independence but

also symbolizes that justice is des-

tined to eventually prevail.

Located along the African side of

the Red Sea, Eritrea borders what

today are Sudan, Ethiopia and

Djibouti in northeast Africa or what

is commonly called the Horn of

Africa.

In 1890, at the peak of the "scram-

ble for Africa" (the process whereby

WekJemichad is a graduate student in

African studies.

European imperialists divided the

continent into respective colonics),

Italy finished carving Eritrea.

Although there was a long history of

migrations up until the 16th century

that created relationships between

the various groups inhabiting Eritrea,

it was the integrating forces of a

growing capitalist economy, forced

conscription into the Italian colonial

forces, and Italian racist policies that

made Eritreans increasingly identify

with one another as a people.

Italy's entrance into World War II

brought Eritreans their first chance

for national emancipation. Great

Britain promised Eritreans the real-

ization of their "national aspiration"

in return for their collaboration with

the Allies to defeat the Axis Powers,

which included the Italians.

Eritrean soldiers in the Italian

colonial army responded positively,

facilitating the defeat of the Italians

1n 1941 and their smooth takeover of

Eritrea by British forces. But the

British did not keep their promise.

Instead of their own nation, Eritreans

experienced British colonialism

throughout the war as well as after-

ward.

After the second World War, its

convenient location along a vital and

shorter route between the

Mediterranean Sea and the Indian

Ocean, facing the oil reserves in the

Middle East, and its latitudinal posi-

tioning far from the poles gave

Eritrea an unprecedented strategic

value in the context ofgrowing Cold

War tensions.

Eritrea's fate was further compli-

cated by the Ethiopia^ government's

claim to Eritrea for "historical" and

"security" reasons as well as

Ethiopia's alleged right to access to

the Red Sea. The rift among Eritrean

politicians (by and large engineered

by Ethiopia and the British) and their

overall naivete of the dynamics of

Cold War politics conveniently

played into the hands of the

Ethiopian Empire.

The Soviet Union's alarming

expansionism was countered by the

U.S. "Containment" policy The lat-

ter was geared to firmly secure strate-

gic spots on the globe, attempting to

continually and persistently press the

Soviet Union to adjust its foreign pol-

icy. U.S. foreign policy was revised in

this light and previous American

advocacy for the respect of people's

right to self-determination was

solemnly dismissed as naive.

The United States, and later Great

Britain as well, could not afford to

take the chance that a free Eritrea

would align with the U.S.S.R.

Meanwhile, Ethiopia wanted to

annex Eritrea and was explicitly

offering a deal with the United States

whereby Ethiopia would grant unlim-

ited use of its territory, particularly

Eritrea, in return for U.S. support of

Ethiopia's claim to Eritrea.

Thus, Ethiopia conspired with the

United States to deny the Eritrean

people the freedom to decide their

futufe. Ultimately, the United

Nations general assembly decided to.

"federate" Eritrea with Ethiopia, an

act that went into effect in 1952.

Nevertheless, the federal arrange-

ment was lopsided from the outset.

Although Eritrea was supposedly

autonomous under the federal

arrangement, Ethiopia did not

respect its autonomy as it openly

eroded Eritrean pillars. The erosion

eventually culminated in the abolition

of the federation and incorporation

of Eritrea into Ethiopia as a

province.

The international community's

failure to speak out against the viola-

tions of the Eritrean people's rights

left Eritreans with no alternatives

other than to take their destiny into

their own hands. They started an

armed struggle in 1961. In no time,

independence fighters picked up
guerrilla tactics and a full-Hedged war
raged.

U.S.- and Israel-supported

Ethiopia responded with repression,

terror and intimidation of innocent

Eritrean civilians. The Ethiopian

army punished Eritreans in the courv

tryslde for its losses to the guerrillas.

With an attempt to 'Vlrain the water

to kill the fish," villages were burned

down and the villagers were either

killed summarily (gathered and mur-

dered in mosques or churches) or left

to bum with their houses as

Ethiopian soldiers surrounded the vil-

lages to make sure no one escaped

the blaze.

Ethiopian inability to quell the

rebellion garnered intense hatred of

Eritreans. Soldiers were ordered to

symbolically destroy Eritrean roots

by stabbing pregnant women with

long bayonets and pulling fetuses out

of mothers' wombs. Small children"

were also thrown in the air and made
to fall onto bayonets or any sharp

item capable of killing them.

In 1974 a group of young and radi-
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Enough Is enough: tmth about Israeli conflict must be tol

Ben

Shapiro

MYTH: Society infiltrated

by Arab stories, placing

blame on Jewish people

There are not always two sides

to a story. Sometimes, there is

only truth and falsehood. The
Israeli-'*Palestinian" conflict is one of

these cases. Many organizations on
campus have

bought into the

Arab myths,

including the

Daily Bruin,

which repeated-

ly prints anti-

Zionist and

anti-Semitic

articles (and

will surely do so

in response to

this column).

With

USAC's voting

down of a resolution to condemn
Zionism and Israel, it showed good
sense and courage - but how did that

racist resolution ever get on the agen-

da? That resolution shouldn't have

had to be voted down; it should have

been immediately struck from tTie

agenda. Enough is enough. It's time

to set the record straight about what

actually happened and what is a con-

coction of the Arab propaganda

machine.

The history of the situation is clear

and unequivocal. Since the destruc-

tion of Jewish rule in Israel over

2,000 years ago. no state ever

emerged until 1948. The land of what
is today Israel was continuously occu-

pied by Arabs.and Jews. It was not

"Palcftine" - there was no state pre-

sent, and the name Palestine was
given to the land by the Romans in

order to spite the Jews, whose mortal

enemies were the Philistines.

With the rise of Zionism, the

nations of the world saw that the

Jews needed the homeland that God
had promised them millennia before.

In 1920 the British, who controlled

what is today Israel and Jordan, allot-

ted all of what is now Israel and

Jordan to the Jews, confirming the

Balfour Declaration. Soon, however,

the British reneged on their promise,

believing that the Arabs were a more
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powerful ally than the Jews, and that

by establishing a Jewish state they

would lose Arab support.

In 1922 the British lopped off 80

percent of the land already allotted to

the Jews under the Balfour

Declaration, giving it to the Arabs

for the purpose of a Trans-Jordanian

state. The British effort to gain Arab
support was a dismal failure - during

World War II forces from Syria, Iraq

and Saudi Arabia fought on the side

of the Nazis.

But the betrayal of the Jews con-

tinued - when the United Nations

partitioned the land in 1947, they

gave 46 percent of the remaining

Jewish land to the Arabs for the pur-

pose of yet another Arab state,

despite the fact that the Arabs

already had 500 times the amount of

land that tiny Israel had. This

appeasement failed.

In 1948, the Arabs launched an all-

out attack on the state of Israel.

Miraculously, even while outnum-

bered with their backs to the

Mediterranean Sea, the Israelis

fought off the Arab onslaught.

Here begin the Arab claims. They
claim that Israel expelled the Arab
population in order to "clear the

land." They claim that over 700,000

"Palestinians" were thrown off of

their property by the Jews. They
daim that the Israelis were the perpe-

trators of a "great ethnic cleansing."

And hereis the truth. In 1948

Arab radio stations broadcast mes-

sages to all the Arabs living within

the "Zionist Entity." telling them to

temporarily leave so Arab troops

could "cleanse" the land of the Jews.

According to the New York

Lebanese Daily Al-Hoda (1951),

"Brotherly advice was given to the

Arabs of Palestine to leave their land,

homes and property and to stay tem-

porarily in neighboring fraternal

states, lest the guns of the invading

Arab armies mow them down." The
Israeli Declaration of Independence

specifically asks the Arabs living

within Israel to stay - and yet the

500.000 Arabs chose to leave.

When the Arab nations failed to

"drive the Jews into the sea." the for-

mer Arab inhabitants of Israel

became refugees. But the Arab
nations, instead of taking them in,

made them tools for the destruction

of the newly formed state of Israel. It

would not have been difficult to take

in the refugees; they were identical to

the Arabs of neighboring states in

language, religion and culture (as

they still are).

Many reports, including a U.S.
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congressional study done in 1953^

established that the refugees could be
easily incorporated into Arab states.

While the Arab nations never repatri-

ated their brethren, the Jewish state

took in 800,000 Jewish refugees who
were expelled from Arab states.

But for the express purpose of the

destruction of the stale of Israel, the

Arpbs manufactured their daim to a

state within Israeli borders called

"Palestine" (a state which the Arabs
had never even considered when the

"West Bank," Gaza Strip and

Jerusalem were under Arab jurisdic-

tion) and created and maintained the

image of the poor Palestinian

refugee.

The Arab nations kept the

refugees in squalid conditions. They
claimed that the Israelis were respon-

sible for the Arab plight, educating

their children in the greatness of

"Jihad," in killing Jews, and indoctri-

nating them with books and cartoons

that looked frighteningly like those of

Nazi Germany (Committee for

Accuracy in Middle East Reporting

in America).

After years of breeding hate for

the Jews, the Palestine Liberation

Organization and Yasser Arafat

appeared with one goal: to eradicate

the Jewish state.

• •

Yitzchak Rabin granted Arafat a

false legitimacy; Arafat - a danger-

ous terrorist - was the leader of the

organization that slaughtered 1

1

Israelis at the 1972 Munich Olympics

and he participated in the shooting

and drowning of an elderly Jewish

man aboard the Achille Lauro.

Arafat also walked into the U.N. with

a gun.

Arafat (who is actually Egyptian)

claimed in the 1992 Oslo Accords

that he would stop violence in return

for the initial step of returning the

"West Bank" and Gaza Strip.

TTie Israelis handed over land,

compromising their security and

putting them at the strategic mercy of

the Arabs, but the "Palestinians"

have yet to show any sign of peace.

They have continuously suicide

-bombed, shot at Israeli soldiers,

killed Israeli settlers, and desecrated

Jewish holy sites.

The PLO Charter still calls for the

destruction of the state of Israel

(PLO Charter. Artides 9, 21 and 26).

Palestinian "collaborators" with

Israel have been shot without trial.

Palestinian civilians have been tor-

tured and killed. They have put their

lildren out in the front lines to be

shot for publicity purposes. If one

must speak of human rights viola-

tions, what is more heinous than sac-

rificing children?

And yet the Palestinian authority

now controls much of the "West
Bank" and almost all of Gaza. The
rest of the "West Bank," sovereignty

over East Jerusalem and joint control

of the Temple Mount was offered in

return for peace. This offer was flatly

refused by Arafat, who never even

submitted a counteroffer, instead

orchestrating an "Intifada." It was

this refusal that led to the election of

Ariel Sharon.

Would America tolerate the kind

of terrorism Israelis must suffer?

When Colonel Muamar Qadafi, a

Libyan terrorist, blew up a Pan Am
flight, Ronald Reagan bombed Libya
- Qadafi disappeared from the inter-

national scene overnight. Israel has

been far less severe and that has com-
promised its security.

The first step to a safe, secure,

peaceful region is to study the facts.

Enough of inculcating hatred in chil-

dren against Israel. Enough rewriting

of history. Enough of the propaganda
put forth by a manufactured nation

whose sole goal is to eradicate Israel.

Truth must be the first priority.

PRESS POUND
By Scott Comuldda

I'm redly getting tired

of redding how dumb the

U.S. population is.

That's just referring to the

average person. You know...

people who don't read,

J So what did

you buy?

c
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The latest "Dummy" manual..

It's on the best-seller list.
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LIEF
From page 16

rather than actually being intelligent

and open minded.

As soon as we recognize a state-

ment that appears neither intelligent

nor open minded, we stomp on it

like we would daddy longlegs. Even
if political correctness is a righteous

400-pound gorilla, we must be mind-

ful that it is still a 400-pound gorilla.

People seem to prefer that the

Daily Bruin refrain from publishing

ads like the IWF one or the infa-

mous Horowitz ad (which the Daily

Bruin chose not to run) because

should such ideas spread, they could

have undue influence. This is similar

to the asinine argument that chil-

dren learn violence from television.

Children do not learn violence from
anywhere, rather, they (like most
other members of the animal king-

dom) have the mental capacity to

calculate pain and opportunism and
arrive at violence as a potential tool

for satisfying their needs..

Similarly, people who are predis-

posed toward the content of the

IWF ad almost certainly hold quali-

tatively identical beliefs about

women to begin with. If the reader is

receptive, Ihey will receive. Most
Ignorant-ideas are indcpendemly-
arrived at because they are easy

leaps of logic (albeit flawed logic) to

make, or they are inherited from
ignorant parents. The percentage of
people who read pamphlets and sub-

sequently alter their worldview is

infinitesimal.

The fight for women's 14th and
19th Amendment rights cannot be
severed from the fight for all civil

rights, for in defending one particu-

lar liberty, one must acknowledge
the presence and validity of rights as

a principle in general. Defending

women's rights invokes and
demands the sanctity of the funda-

mental First Amendment right to

unfettered belief and speech. In

short, we must take the good with

the bad.

Too often liberalism is used as a

reason not to offend anyone because

they don't want to expose the public

to anything not nice. As a liberal, I

find this perversion of the liberal

doctrine unacceptable.

Liberalism is about the defense of
personal liberty, freedom from per-

secution, but not freedom from
uneasiness. Any political ideology

that claims to offer such a cure is

hoclcing snake oil.

Since when have we been so

afraid to be offended? As an intelli-

gent adult 1 am capable of distin-

guishing between harmful stereo-

type and useful archetype, between
outright opinion and layered satire.

I expect the same of my readers. We
have been so heavily indoctrinated

against stereotypes and flippancy

that the mere appearance of it trig-

gers an immediate gut reaction.

It's high time we become unbrain-

washed. The best example of this

comes in the form of the smash
musical "The Producers," which has
been nominated for more Tony
awards than any musical in history.

Written by Mel Brooks and based
on his Oscar-winning movie of the

same name, "The Producers" is the

story of two financially scheming
Jews who hire a Swedish sexpot and
the most flaming drama-queens
available to put on a musical come-
dy about Adolf Hitler.

So why is it being lauded as the

greatest musical of all time instead

of being picketed as an assault on
civilized society? Because it's all in

good fun, something we've forgot-

ten about.

Is there a way for us to eliminate

the horrors of society without hav-

ing to silence them? I have no doubt
that education and reason are capa-

ble of curing even the most
entrenched cancerous creed.

I SmIW,m(»I»

LIEF
From page 18

Just as there are laws of nature

that can be arrived at through exper-

imentation, I believe there are at

least a few ethical absolutes that can-

not be disputed, despite what some
relativists might think. "All men are

created equal (under the law)"

springs to mind. As long as we are

cognizant of the line between fact

and fiction, where is the harm in

stepping over it?

The IWF ad demonstrates one of
our most sacred rights, one that so

rarely gets defended. 1 refer not to

civil rights, nor free speech, but the

right to be wrong. I want to discredit

dofjma. I want to stare you down. I

want to make you squirm. If you
don't, God help you.

WELDEMICHAEL
From page 16

cal army officers called the Derg
overthrew the government of

Emperor Haile Sellassie. The mili-

tary, however, proved unable to

quickly consolidate its power in the

Ethiopian capital and reestablish '

government authority in larger parts

of the country, taking advantage of

this weakness between 1974 and

1978,. the Eritrean liberation move-

ments launched successful offensives

and controlled the entire Eritrean

territory with the exception of the

capital and four other cities.

The new Ethiopian leaders contin-

ued the barbarous legacy of their pre-

decessors to maintain their control of

the cities. Young Eritreans were tor-

tured to death and thrown in the

streets en masse for every city

dweller to see.

The Ethiopian military leadership

quickly assumed an ideological ori-

entation that attracted the Soviet

Union. With massive Soviet supplies

of arms under his belt, Mengistu

Haile Mariam, the new military dic-

tator of Ethiopia, launched gigantic

offensives that succeeded in dislodg-

ing the Eritrean fighters from their

positions and pushing them to the

northern extreme of Eritrea,

The war and parallel repression

continued for another 13 years.

Eritrean outcries to the international

community repeatedly fell on deaf

ears. Thus, Eritreans had to make do
alone under the harshest oppression

until the independence fighters' suc-

cessful military campaigns reversed

the set backs of the late 1970s and

early 1980s. They finally defeated the

Ethiopian army in Eritrea on May
24, 1991.

At the same-time, the Eritrean

elite and commando units spearhead-

ed the entry of the Ethiopian opposi-

tion forces into the Ethiopian capital

With the total collapse of the

Ethiopian dictatorship.

f
May 24. 1991 heralded the sileno-

Ihg of the artillery in one of the

l«ngest-fought wars on the African

continent. It also marks an end to

repression and brought the opportu-

nity for the Eritrean people to decide

their future without intimidation and
teiTor.

In 1993, in an internationally-

supervised referendum, the Eritrean

people voted for independence with

an overwhelming majority of 99.8

percent of the vote. On May 24.

1993, Eritrea finally gained official

independence against all oddsund lit

the torch of hope for freedom and

peace for oppressed peoples in the

region and around the world at large.

As we celebrate the 1 0th anniver-

sary of Eritrea's hard-won liberation

and eighth anniversary of official

independence, we call upon all peo-

ples who have carried and are still

carrying the brunt of war and repres-

sion to rejoice. Even the worst brutal-

ity has its limits - crusades for justice

and peace can never be defeated.
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The Undergracduate Stu(dents Association will allocate approximately
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student organizations registered with the Center for Student Programming
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Arts&Entertainment MicKki'd

UCLA, use join forces to

produce "Schlock!" -a

documentary on exploitation

films. See Wednesday's A&E.
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'Pfearl Harbor' just another

boring blockbuster bomb
REVIEW: Movie falls flat

with plotless, one-sided,

drab account of history

By David Holmberg
Daily Bruin Staff

After subjecting audiences to

"Pearl Harbor," it is a wonder
Hollywood even trembled at the

thought of a potential writer's strike.

Nowhere in the three hours of
Jerry Bruckheimer and Michael
Bay's empty pseudo-masterpiece
does a hint of intelligence burst forth

from the screen. Instead, all of the

usual thoughtless blockbuster quali-

- tics are present m full force, ranging
from pointless special effects to emo-

. tionless love stories - with the added
bonus of racism.

Established from scene one of
"Pearl Harbor" are the two cinemat-

ic effects that will be used to tell this

unimaginative story: visuals and
musical score.

Framing the film at both ends is

the scene of a lone crop duster flying

over a beautiful sunrise, with dramat-
ic music that beats the audience with

feigned emotion, and somewhere in

between there is a love story, a bomb-
ing and death.

To reveal too much of the plot of
"Pearl Harbor" would be a disser-

vice to the already severely deficient

script. Relying on the typical histori-

cal fiction convention of placing a

fantasy romance within the context

of a real event, the film strives for the

questionable success of its predeces-

sor, "Titanic."

Although not the best of films.

"Titanic" at least felt like a romantic
tale that used the sinking ship as a

backdrop. Instead "Pearl Harbor"
uses love as filler, while everyone
bides their time for. the real fire-

works: the attack.

The early 1940s is the backdrop
for the fact-based "Pearl Harbor,"

but the era is revealed in a highly ide-

alized fashion. Shiny new cars,

sharply pressed suits and beautiful

faces under perfect lighting gloss

over reality, replacing it with a glanri-

orized version of the past. The re§ult

is a comic-book phoniness that

detracts heavily from the supposed
factual events.

Fitting the polished historical

image perfectly, moderately talented

actor Ben Affieck plays hot-shot

pilot Rafe McCawley but docs not

help the movie's credibility. The
eventual love triangle with Kate
Beckinsale and Josh Hartnett is bela-

bored and obvious, existing solely for

the purpose of establishing a story

around the events of Dec. 7, 1941.

Perhaps worst of all is the boring

actual bombing of Pearl Harbor.
Although it is hard to imagine such a

disastrous event as being cinemati-

cally uninteresting, the film provides

the audience with no excitement.

None of the characters are estab-

lished fully enough to warrant audi-

ence sympathy and their deaths are

totally unmoving. There is no threat

to the major players and consequent:^

-fy, the action has no purpose. The"
violence is confusing, but never excit-

ing. This is demonstrated most fully

by a series of ceaseless bombings and
deaths occurring in the background,
while the heroic leads merely run

about, pretending to make a differ-

ence in the battle.

Finally, the computer graphic

explosions and fires feel fiat and
unrealistic, providing nothing more
than tasteless eye-candy. A final sub-

plot following the bombing is unnec-

essary and excessive. Instead of a

heroic counter-attack, the flight

plays out more like an act of

American stupidity and irrational

vengeance.

Concluding the film is a voice-

over by Beckinsale that attempts to

frame the movie's events as the

beginning of the United States' hon-
orable overcoming of hardships, but

this last-ditch effort is futile.

American heroism is exalted and
Japanese deviousness is denounced,
yet no mention of the U.S. atrocities

are even touched upon. It is baffling

how a summary of the next years of

World War II could leave out any ref-

erence to the bombings of Hiroshima
and Nagasaki by the United States or

the Japanese interment camps estab-

lished by the government. Although
it may have weakened the anti-

Japanese message of the film,

acknowledgement of these other his-

torical events should have been made
to reduce the pumped-up American
patriotism of the film.

Completely unforgivable are the

derogatory comments toward the

attacking Japanese pilots. During

See PEARL, page 24
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In the new drama/Pearl Harbor," pitots played by B«n Affleck (left)

and Josh Hartnett are caught In the cross-fire of Japanese bombs. I
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'Saturday Right Feuer' inuades the stage with blazing moues and hot music
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The company of Saturday Night Fever - The Musical,- performs the song "Night Fever.-The show is opening tonight at the
Shubert Theatre and showing through June 24.

Richard H. Blake

as Tony Manero
and Janine Meyers as

Stephanie Mangano
perform "More Than A

Woman," from "Saturday

Night Fever -The
Musical." Reworked

choreography brings a

more modern feel to

the regular disco

dance moves
of the 70s.

By BariMira McGuirt
[)alty Bruin Senior Staff

Infecting cities around the country, the latest bug has made its way to

Los Angeles, but fear not, it isn't deadly - it's only the Saturday Night
Fever..

The musical production of the bold and daring film that danced its

way into the limelight with John Travolta in 1977, "Saturday Night
Fever" opens tonight and shows through June 24 at the Shubert Theatre.
The musical follows its stint at the Shubert with a two-week gig at the
Orange County Performing Arts Center.

The 33-member cast has boogied its way through cities across North
America, and, according to director and choreographer Arlene Phillips,

it hopes to live up to its reputation of astounding audiences every time.

"They leave singing the songs and they stand at the end of the show
dancing in the aisle, and that's what it's all about," said Janine Meyers,
who plays lead character Stephanie Mangano, in a phone interview
from her Florida home.

"The music's cool; it's not your typical music theater, la la la songs,"
she continued. "It's a new type of musical and it's fun - you're not going
to fall asleep."

The music isn't the only infectious aspect of "Saturday Night Fever"
- although it is a very strong one, considering that the soundtrack con-

,

tains 10 hit songs, including "Staying Alive." Appropriately, disco danc-
ing also provides much of the show's charm.

Phillips said that the dance moves in the production are based on the
film as well as '70s style, but she reinvented some of the steps, with pro-
fessional expertise, to bring it up to date and take it beyond regular disco
dancing. Meyers and Robert Blake, who plays Manero, both said that

the hustling and partnering was something they had to learn and adapt
to.

"The dance moves really weren't that di.fllcult," Meyers said. "It's not
easy dancing by any means, but, at the same time, I've been dancing
since I was 4 so I can pretty much do what anybody throws at me.

"But, the calves hurt a lot from the heels and sometimes with a lot of
the choreography, you'll rip your dress, or the heel will go through the
dress, or you'll trip," Meyers continued. "All those elements make it

much more difllcult."

Blake; believes that in addition to the dancing, the '70s feel attracted
people to the show.

"It was a fun timcy it was a time of 'Let's make love, not war. Let's

dance, let's listen to music,'" he said. "People were just having a good
time; it was a linle wild and outlandish and people want to re-experience
that. People want to let go of the stufl^y lifestyles that everybody lives in

their day-to^ay, 9-to-5 lives."

According to PhiHips, in addition to the gKtzy, polyester costumes,
disco dancing and Bee Gee flavored music, the show addresses some
serious issues.

"It can have an impact on people's lives because it's about moving
away from home. Whether the distance is near or far, it isn't the miles
traveled, it's the emotional miles," she said. "There's a lot of people who
don't get to go to college and it's good to look at them, people who will

spend their lives in one town. It's really a reminder that one can achieve
a lot with determination."

Phillips said that the show also provides interesting reflection on the
degrading and sexist ways women were treated in the '70s.

"Ifyou look, we are so much more politically correct, but to look back
and sec the way women were treated, women would not put up with that
today," she said. "And it was only 20 years ago."

Meyers said that the show's main fociis, however, is on bringing back
the energy and buzz of the time.

"The. '70s were sexy," Meyers said. "Now, the '80s I'm a little bit wor-
ried about - 1 hope to God they don't bring that back,"

MUSICAL "Saturday Night Fever" opens tonight at the Shubert Theatre,
2020 Avenue of the Stars, Century City, and shows there until June 24.

Perfornwnces are Tuesday through Saturday at 8 p.m.; Saturday and
Sunday at 2 p.m. and Sunday at 7:30 p.m. Ticket prices range from $40 to

$70 and can be purchased by calling (800) 447-7400.The performance will

then moveto the Oungt Cwj i ny Pgrfoffiwuy Arts Center<n€65t»Me<».
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Jimmy Buffett and the Coral Reefers satisfied thousands of "Parrot
Heads" and other fans who attended their show Thursday night.

Buffett talces fans on a

musical beacli odyssey
MUSIC: Artist causes fans

to forget themselves with

laid-back, tropical vibe

By David Holmberg
Daily Bmln Staff

Parrot Heads rejoice, for the

Church of Jimmy Buffett is now in

session.

It is time to dust off the musical

blender, then proceed to follow this

recipe carefully; mix two parts island

flavor, three cups alcohol, one table-

spoon of Hawaiian shirts, a handful

of drunken middle-aged fun-seekers

and a dash of musical talent. Blend

with ice, serve liberally and consume
heartily.

If any of this is unknown informa-

tion, then you have probably never

been to a Jimmy Buffett concert - or

more accurately, a Jimmy Buffett

experience. Parrot Heads, the equiv-

alent of the Grateful Dead die-hard

"Dead Heads," are the devoted
members of the community who fully

embrace the laid back tropical

lifestyle that Buffett has so keenly

sold to the public since the early

1970s. Perhaps they hold normal
ofllce jobs most of the year, but the

annual Buffett event turns them into

hard-partying, Hawaiian-dancing
fun lovers.

There were of course the isolated

few who came to the show Thursday
night simply because of their love of

his music, but by and large the crowd
was an amalgamation of young and
old folk who were there for a good
time - and they did not leave disap-

pointed.

As integral lo a BufTett show as the

concert itidf is the ubiquitotts tail-

gate party The smell of hamburgers,
sunscreen and alcohol permeated the

air and when tossed with a few thou-

sand leis and Hawaiian shirts, the

result was inevitable: fun, lots of
drunken fun.

When the time neared for Buffett

to take the stage, inebriated fans

made their final pilgrimage from the

parking lot to the sprawling lawns of
Coors Amphitheatre in Chula Vista,

Calif.

Inside, the carnival-style event
erupted as the show began with a

heavy conga beat inspiring dancers
on stilts to step through the crowd,

launching T-shirtsjnto the screaming
audience. The party had begun.

Each year Buflett chooses a differ-

ent theme for his performances. This
time, a huge curtain hung across the

stage with the words "2001
: A Beach

Odyssey" revealing the journey
Buffett was about to take the audi-

ence on. Several "cavemen" reenact-

ed the initial scenes of Stanley

Kubrick's film, "2001: A Space
Odyssey," but instead of discovering

a black monolith, these lucky prehis-

toric dancers found something better
- a beach party!

And with that, Buffett launched
into nearly three hours of festivities.

Buffett is not the best singer, nor is

he an outrageously good guitar play-

er, but he knows how to entertain.

The shoeless, Hawaiian shirt-wearing

Buffett was keenly aware of his audi-

ence was, and knew they were there

to party as much as to see him. Jokes
about visits to Humboldt County and
the subsequent overwhelming
hunger, as well as the difficulty of try-

ing to fiad the car while stumbling
drunk, revealed liis own ui

Sec 25
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"Percussionist Def Recklaw keeps the beat for the Dwight
Rible Ensemble.
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Alda Murphy and Anthony BurHs dance to the rhythm of the Bobby Matos Afro Cuban Jazz Ensemble.

The JazzReggae Festival reflects heritage, evelatien, and geed times

BySunMlKoluri
Daily Bruin Contributor

On the first day of UCLA's 15th

Annual JazzReggae Festival, the hip cats

ripped totally chill solos; on the second

day, the reggae be jammin*.

Translation: th-. . usic was good.

On Sunday and Monday, the

JazzReggae Festival brought over 30,000

people to UCLA's Intramural field to lie

out on the grass and enjoy the quality

music and exciting performances that the

jazz and reggae artists had to offer.

Along with the musical performances,

numerous vendors set up stands along

each side of the field, ofTering a huge

selection of Jamaican food, hemp neck-

laces; smoking paraphernalia and Bob*^

Marley memorabilia.

On Sunday, six jazz groups took the

stage for eight hours of improvisational

solos, passionate vocals and inspired

music.

The first group, the Keschia Potter

Quartet, was led by saxophonist and

UCLA senior, Keschia Potter.

The second group, Dakah, played an

interesting blend of orchestral music, jazz

and hip-hop. The innovative, yet unusual,

fusion worked well for the group as the

crowd responded enthusiastically to its

music.

The Dwight Trible Ensemble played

jazz with an Afro<:uban influence as

Trible's passionate vocals and powerful

voice was backed by a tight rhythm sec-

tion and numerous improvisational solos.

The crowd finally got off its blankets to

dance to the percussive jazz music, with a

considerable latin influence, of the Bobby
Matos Afro-Cuban Jazz Ensemble.

The final two performances, the

Nicholas Payton Quintet and th^ headlin-

er. the Kenny Garret Quartet, played a

more traditional sort ofjazz, consisting of

improvisation and a smooth, tight rhythm
section.

On Monday, the reggae day, a celebra-

tory sense of cultural pride rang clear

through all of the performances. Each of
the performers spoke proudly of their

Jamaican, African and Rastafarian her-

itages.

Audience members skanked mellowly

with a joint in hand and no shoes on their

feet. Each band delivered smooth reggae

music to an eager crowd.

Highlights of the reggae day included a

performance by Mad Cobra. His tough,

raw reggae style excited the audience.

Tony Rebel's inspired, powerful voice

made for an exciting set. He got the audi-

ence to sing along with his cover of Bob
Marley's "No Woman No Cry."

Buju Banton, with more No. I sin-

gles than any other reggae artist,

closed out the festival. He energized a

relaxed crowd with a soothing rhyth-

mic vocal delivery.

The JazzReggae Festival brought a

relaxed, euphoric atmosphere
inspired by the mellow styles of the

music played at the festival. For two
days, the festival offered a symphonic
escape for members of the UCLA
community.

Upcoming activities

with Campus Events
Punk rock band Strung Out will perform a

free concert at noon today at Westwood
Plaza. Strung Out's latest release, 'Element
Of Sonic Defiance. " is available from Fat
Wreck Chords.

A UCLA Bands Showcase will appear at

noon in Westwood Plaza on Wednesday
May 30. Admission is free.

Tickets are now available at Kerckhoff
319 for "Hedwig and the Angry Inch,"
screening at Ackerman Grand Ballroom at 7

p.m. on Thursday. Drawing on such influ-

ences as "Cabaret." "This is Spinal Tap" and
"The Rocky Horror Picture Show."
"Hedwig and the Angry Inch" tells the story

of an East German rock musician, now relo-

cated to a trailer in Kansas.

Back in East Berlin, Hedwig was the vic-

tim of a botched sex-change operation, leav-

ing her in a state of perpetual sexual confu-
sion. The cast includes John Cameron
Mitchell, Michael Pitt, Miriam Shor and
Andrea "Martin.

There will also be a sneak screening of
"Evolution" at 7:30 p.m. at the Avco Cinema
in Westwood. Aliens arrive on Earth and go
through Earth's entire 5-billion-year evolu-

tionary process in a month. Havoc and hilar-

ity ensue. The cast includes David
-B>uchovny* Julianne Moore. Orlando Jones
and Sean William Scott.

Tickets will become available on Thursday
for "The Fast and the Furious" screening on
Tuesday, June 5. Students can pick them up
at Kerckhoff 319. In the film, a novice cop
goes undercover as a racing-team member to

investigate a jewelry heist. At first, he is

accepted by the team's leaders, but the other

members soon begin to suspect an imposter

within their ranks. The cast includes Vin
Diesel. Paul Walker, Jordana Brewster,

Michelle Rodriguez arid Hill Harper.

For more information on any of these

Campus Events activities call (310) 825-1958

'MacBett' comes to

UCLA stage
"MacBett" will premiere on Saturday.

June 2 at 8 p.m. at the Macgowan Freud
Playhouse.

Eugene lonesco's retelling of
Shakespeare's "Macbeth" will be directed by
master of fine arts. candidate Adame Shive.

In surrealist fashion, it uses absurd situations

to comment on the corruption of power.

Tickets are $15 for general admission. $10
for faculty, staff and senior citizens and $7
for UCLA students. For more information

contact the Central Ticket Office at (310)
825-2101.

Student showcases
photos from abroad

Photographer and UCLA student Lynn
Misa Nishimura will present "Images
Abroad," a collection of photographs from
France. Italy, the Czech Republic. Scotland
and Japan.

The exhibit will feature nontraditional

travel images that focus on unique details

that characterize each location.

The compilation is the result of a four-year

Harper speaks to

fans with energy,

passionate music

REVIEW: Performers at ease

with each other, audience; Jack

Johnson opens night with talent

AtlantK

"Hedwig and the Angry Itch" will show
tWs week at Ackerman Grand Ballroom.

project from Nishimura 's year abroad at the

Paris Center for Critical Studies.

Lynn Misa Nishimura is currently a pho-
tographer for NOMMO and Pac Ties and
has also done freelance work for Rafu
Shimpo, Stress magazine and many other
publications. While in Paris, she worked as

an assistant to fashion photographers at

Studio Zero.

This event is sponsored by the UCLA
Cultural Affairs Commission and paid for by
USAC.
The exhibit shows through June 2, 10 a.m.

to 7 p.m. at Kerckhoff Art Gallery.

For more information call (310) 824-2272
or e-mail misaphotography@hotmail.com.

Briefs compiled from wire reports by Michael
Rosen-Molina, Daily Bruin Senior Staff.

By David Holmberg
Daily Bruin Stdff

While the clouds threatened rain Sunday
night at the Santa Barbara Bowl, only Ben
Harper and the Innocent Criminals took the

crowd by storm. After over two hours of impas-
sioned singing and superb musicianship, the

thousands in attendance were soaking with the

beauty of unequaled talent.

Leading off the phenomenal night was new-
comer Jack Johnson. Although most of the

audience straggled in through his set, Johnson
demonstrated his potential as a budding star. It

was clear there was a substantial percentage of
the sold-out concert who had come just to see

Johnson, who now resides in Santa Barbara.

With the help of his bassist Merlo and drum-
nwr Adam Topol, Johnson plajrcd a mellow sesz

of quickly rising hits, along with several new
numbers.

Two of Johnson's songs off of his debut
album, "Brushfire Fairytales." were big hits

with the audience. The infectiously energetic

"Bubble Toes" and the rocking "Flake" won a

See HARPER, page 24
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George E. Harper of the Dwight Rible Ensemble performs
on Saturday at the ISth Annual UCLA JazzReggae Festival.
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Mario Robinson braids Tasha Ameena-Danvars' hair on the reggae day
of UCLA's 1 5th Annual JazzReggae Festival.
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big response from the crowd.

Although this is his first major tour, Johnson

played with laid-back ease, waving to a swelling

audience that included his parents. Johnson
demonstrated potential for becoming a major
musical force, in much the same way as Harper
did during his early days.

The crowd, although responding enthusiastical-

ly to Johnson, let the dam break when Ben Harper

and the Innocent Criminals took the stage. Sitting

in a single chair in the middle of the stage. Harper

took on emperor-like stature. Stylish but not out-

rageous, he wore a simple yellow T-shirt and blue

pants, and a significantly shorter haif cut than past

tours.

In this primarily college-supported musical

genre. Harper is king, Dave Matthews not with-

standing, and he proved itto thousands on Sunday
night.

Harper, who has been performing to larger and

larger audiences since his 1994 debut album,

"Welcome to the Cruel World," was at perfect

ease with Sunday's crowd.

His new comfort before thousands of fans is a

welcome change to his days of old, when the single

phrase spoken besides song lyrics was a mere
"Thank you," and he stood only from his chair to

take a bow and leave the stage. Today's Harper is

a talkative one, telling jokes and stories, and even

dancing in complete self-enjoyment. His growth

as a star has been well won, and he has deftly risen

to the occasion.

r most"

interaction with his extremely skilled and well-

used band. The talents of bass player Juan Nelson

were tapped often and joyfully, and his funky bass

solos were a particular highlight for both the

crowd and Harper, who could not help but groove

along. The percussion work of David Leach,

which included a passionate bongo solo on the

crowd favorite "Burn One Down," repeatedly

brought the crowd to its feet, unable to resist the

rousing beat.,

There was an undeniable chemistry between

the three musicians. Their energy on the final pre-

encore song, "Steal My Kisses," was irresistible.

Dean Butterworth's drums added a solidifying

core that kept the long solos by the other members
grounded. Harper was the star, but he gave his

band every opportunity to shake the night.

Over the years, Harper has solidified his now
definitive style. With a preacher's authoritative

wail, he plays his acoustic slide guitar, which

evokes a Mississippi Delta blues sound, with the

Innocent

power and energy of guitar-icon Jimi Hendrix. His

ability to switch instruments regularly, from
acoustic and electric guitar to his lap-slide guitars

and oft-used Weissenborn, is impressive. And his

long fiery solos enveloped the audience, most
notably on "Excuse Me Mr." and "Manic
Depression," causing even the most indifferent lis-

tener to lose themselves in the flame. Every song

was belted out with such intensity it was as if it

were the first time he had ever cried out those blaz-

ing words.

Lighters were out in force as soon as Harper

ended, and it did not take long for the rocker to

return to the stage, remarking, "This has got to be

one of my favorite venues in the country."

In his first of two encores. Harper wasjoined by

the impeccable harmonies of the Five Blind Boys

of Alabama. The quintet, whose roots run back

into the 1940s, provided gospel toned blues

accompaniment on several of Harper's more soul-

SundayattheSama Barbara B6v\/f.

ful tunes, including "I Want To Be Ready" and "I

Shall Not Walk Alone." This high point of the con-

cert reached its own climax with the preacher-style

wails of Harper being matched by the gut-wrench-

ing deep blues of the Five Blind Boys on "Give A
Man A Home." The audience screamed and
applauded every soul-filled solo, unable to contain

its enthusiasm as it witnessed some of the most
beautiful and consuming harmonies ever.

A second encore found Harper back on stage

with the rest of the Innocent Criminals, for a final

group effort on "Welcome to the Cruel World."

Although moving and heartfelt, it could not, nor

should it have, exceeded the fervor of the previous

set. However it served to slowly ease the audience

back into reality.

Of surprising effectiveness was the atmospher-

ic lighting of the stage. Colored lights flashed to

See HARPER, page 25
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the attack, one of the U.S. mechan-

ics yells, "Let's get this Jap sucka" as

a plane flies overhead. Regardless of

the context, it is a completely unac-

ceptable use of such a slighting term,

especially given that the film is noth-

ing more than a blockbuster special

effects vehicle, and not an artistic

endeavor that uses the term as a

reminder of America's past racism.

Bruckheimer and Bay are not

respectable filmmakers. Bay's past

directorial efforts have included the

commercially successful drivel

"Armageddon" and "The Rock,"

while some of Bruckheimer's most

recent producing credits include

such painful trash as "Coyote Ugly"

and "Gone in Sixty Seconds." Under
no circumstances are any of these

good films - that is, unless box ofllce

receipts equate to quality. The films

are visual spectacles of little or no
substance, and the $140 million sure-

fire blockbuster of "Pearl Harbor"

will be a nice addition to this grow-

ing list.

In the hands of another director,

perhaps the film may have had a

chance. The events of Pearl Harbor
are tragic indeed, but a story cannot

^t by on thai alone. Oliver Stone'-t—

controversial anti-government

stance could have added a nice twist

to the question of the United States'

knowledge of the attack, or even

Steven Spielberg's routine but realis-

tically effective character develop-

ment would have helped.

Unfortunately. Bay and
Bruckheimer chose to keep this jug-

gernaut safe and grounded.

Ultimately it takes more than slow

motion and rousing orchestra scores

to create drama, but this is all the

film is willing to provide. Without a

compelling plot or realistic charac-

ters, visual and musical workman-
ship is wasted. An ass-kicking is not

heroic, and yet nothing else is shown
to prove Pearl Harbor was anything

but the ignorant Americans getting

SeePEARtpa9e26
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ing of the Buffett experience.

Clearly aware of the Parrot Heads'

importance to the experience. Buffett

dedicated "Come Monday" to them
with a video of the parking lot extrava-

ganza earlier in the day, which fea-

tured clips of shirtless fat men danc-

ing, dogs with leis, limbo contests and
ofcourse several women flashing their

breasts. There is the feeling that

Buffett comes to the shows as much to

see his fans and they do to see him.

A Buffett show is an event of monu-

mental proportions, and he uses every

resource available. The two large

screens flanking the stage were used to

display films of him sailing and flying,

as well as skits revolving around the

"2001: A Beach Odyssey" theme. He
also had two female dancers onstage

with continual costume variations,

ranging from hula skirts to skin-tight

red shark outfits. To top it off, a

dancer in a huge cow outfit danced

about the stage during the requisite

song. "Cheeseburger in Paradise."

Backing Buffett was his Caribbean-

clad and skilled band. The Coral

Reefers. Long-time band members
included the talented Michael Utley

on keyboard. Robert Greendige on
steel drums. Jim Mayer on guitar and
Peter Mayer on bass. A more recent

and well-used addition was Amy Lee,

whose saxophone added a lively jazz

spin to the otherwise Island-flavored

mix-.

Notably absent was Buffelt's long-

time harmonica player. Greg
"Fingers" Taylor. One of the best harp

players in the country. Taylor's ener-

getic and frenzied solos were missed

due to his own tour. The defining har-

monica wail on Buffett's classic "A
Pirate Looks At Forty" was nowhere

See BUFFEn, page 26
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the music, and smoke danced

throughout creating an effective

aura of transcendentalism.

Harper was continually highlight-

ed by a lone light, giving rise to a

mythical aura that was earned

through his music.

The only detraction to

Sunday's intense performance

was the excessive security. Wrist

bands were required for every-

thing save using the rest rooms;

and the gate security stopped just

short of drug dogs and strip

searches. The obtrusive security

prowled the crowds, overly con-

cerned with stopping any illegal

activity and unnecessary fun.

The crowd Sunday night, which

appeared to be primarily com-
posed of college students, was
treated to one of those rare per-

formances where the performer is

not just doing his job. but also

sharing his love of music. Ben
Harper and the Innocent

Criminals may have held back the

rain, but they did not stave off the

impassioned fervor oT supreme
musicianship.

'^f "West Coast Sports Collectors Convention" "^^^^ One ot tlio lop Spans Corivvntions in ;tit- Worij - Dt^cKett PuUhcations ^^
June 1,2 & 3 Fft 3-lODm

->««'> 115*";^^***' S"L^ £'^o^"^° * Convention Center Sat. iQam - 6pm
3883 W. Century Blvd O Prairie (2 miles Ea. of 405. Ho. of 105) Sgn. 10am ~

Saturday

Jun«2

Sunday
Juna3

%yn tti

vilptW)^Mt Ls^ 0^

tlO (40

UClAl
Ncue

HiliilFamw*

uo t«>

UL LAUIW**

tao'ta

kiSaoMrn

fl^H/Trado wf/N«Uon« Top Vandof « Oanaral Mmiumn: WUday (Kida Undar 8 Ff).

SUPPLY SERGEANT
JL.J.-y.TTTW Corhartt^
JUNGLE BOOTS

WORRIED?
NERVOUS?
TENSE?

• Do you worry a lot? —

-

• Difficulty concentrating?

• Do you often feel keyed up?

Problems witl i s leep?
^

Muscle tension, headaches,

stomach problems ets.?

imtmomrmo
moora

•"^19^ Nowni.95
COVERALLS
REISSUE

!• diNaraat stylas a«v 4 ntum%

From

SLEEPING BAG
ARls^Y REISSUE

•16«»

KHAKI SHORTS
li^ NOW
REG. $4^95
'29"

I If

REISSUE FOLDING SHOVEL
WrrHPICK& i?

LEATHER COVER :

$25 value . _.. _

II

NATO STEEL
FUEL CAN

• •••. as t»««M imsM*.
> I Vmr^f Haawy ««««y ( t O
/ Ms. aaoHl. Fits lo all

mtmn^mrm ean oarrlars

^19.95 value

NOW ^14.95

I
OTHCH CAL."
SUES
lAVAICAa«.C 50 $01S

CAL. Oea

ci Mm «iniii>ii

Ujt' Stocic of ^9
Security Badges

If you experience some of these symptoms, you may have a treatable condition called

General Anxiety Discorder. Anxiety can affect your work performance, social life, and
overall enjoyment in life. You are not alone. You may be one of millions of Americans

suffering from stress.

Call toll-free today to see if you qualify for an important
research medication program. Qualifed participants may be

compensated up to $275.00.

Souttiwestern Research, Inc.

888-444-1 1 04
iviviv.435.co#n

HOLLYWOOD • 6664 Hollywood Blvd. • (323) 463-4730

SANTA MONICA • 1431 Lincoln Blvd. • (310) 458-4166

BURBANK • 503 North Victory Blvd. • (818) 845-9433

Vegetarian 8i Health Food

GRAND OPEIWJGI

Nature s Way
V Cafe /

10917 Lindbrook Dr.

Westwood Villaqe
310.824.0240

OFEIH
Mon-Thu Sam-Bpm
Friday 8am-5pm

Veggie Burgers Vegetarian Soups
Stir-Frled Veggies Chinese Chicken Salad

Air Fries Tofu Salad
Breakfast Tofu Wrap

j ^
Buy one Breakfast wrap I

{

9t Get one Freel
j

YAMAHA
GasiUINe
Parte*,

^Financing Available

^Student Package
Available with

UCLA Student ID Card

^YAMAHA

4082 Uncoln Blvd,

Marina Del Rey, CA 90292

310.306.7906
Hours: Tues-Sat 9am'6pm
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PEARL
From page 24

trounced due to their own stupidity.

The epic of "Pearl Harbor" is a tragic one. No.
it is not the love story that is heart breaking, nor is

it depressing to watch thousands of computer-
generated characters killed in the attack. What is

tragic is the complete lack of attention to story,

the millions of dollars spent on purposeless spe-

cial effects, and the injustice done to both the

American and Japanese soldiers who died during
World War 11. And the infamy that will live forev-

er is the racism and stupidity that Hollywood has

graciously conferred upon the citizens of the

United States - for all the world to see.

BUFFEH
From page 25

to be found, which was even sad-

der than song's melancholy

lyrics.

Always amusing is BulTett's

reworking of various song lyrics

to bring relevance to the time or

location of the concert.

Speaking about various political

happenings or California hot-

spots gave the concert signifi-

cant contemporary meaning.

Ironically, many of Buffett's

classic songs make somewhat

derogatory comments toward

California in general, despite his

large Parrot Head following in

the state. So Buffet had to alter

some of his lyrics to appeal to his

Californian fans.

Buffett's • popular

"Margaritaville" was a fitting

conclusion to the show.

Although a fictitious place.

Buffett's imaginary world where

there is "booze in the blender"

metaphorically is embodied in

his concerts, creating the island

paradise that night for the thou-

sands of refugees from reality.

There was no question as to

whether' the audience was in

good hands. After 28 years of

touring every summer, the 54-

year-old BufTett is as skilled a

professional performer as any in

the business and clearly knew
what he was doing.

At one point he half-jokingly

said. **! think I'm about to lose

control of the show," but ironi-

cally, it was that moment that he

demonstrated the most com-
mand and, with a few sway-

inducing numbers such as

"Southern Cross" and
"Desperation Samba," he

brought the concert to a grand

conclusion.

For the thousands at Coors
Amphitheatre Thursday night,

summer came a little early.

Jimmy BufTett and the Coral

Reefers put on another perfor-

mance of pure and effective

escapism, leaving even the sober

with a pleasant high. While this

session is over, next summer will

undoubtedly show Buffett at it

again, inspiring thousands to

forget about reality for a few

hours and instead take some
time to waste away again in the

not so metaphorical

Margaritaville.
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Dr. PatricK Doyle, O.D,

The TestMasters LSAT Course Includes:

=^SO hours of live, in-class Instruction

EYE EXAMINATIONS-CONTACT LENSES HIGH-FASHION EYEWEAR

10930 WEYBURN AVE
3 1 0-208- 1384

Instructors who have all scored In the 99^
percentile on the actual LSAT

Student helpline open 25 hours each week
Licensed use of all real LSAT questions
Four full-length proctored diagnostic tests
Competitive cost - $U50

TestMasters
The finest and most comprehensive LSAT

preparation course In the country.

We ACCEPT

UCU's
VISION PLAN

AND STUDENTS

EY&MEDPLAN

FREE co^f^ACT

LENS SOLUTION
• • •

You JUST NEED
TO STOP IN

Berkeley
San Francisco
Palo Alto

San Jose

The difference is HIGH QUALITY service

Close to campus in Westwood Village

Across from Jeny's Famous Deli

UCLA \ West L.A.

use \ Downtown L.A.

Davis
Sacramento

Beverly Hills

San Fernando Valley
Pasadena
Claremont

Irvine

Fullerton

Riverside

La Jolla

1-800-696-5728

Career Netu/®pk

1 1835 Wilshire Blvd.

(310)477-7550
21 & Over with ID

Presents

Expand Your Horjzons
Careers for the Traveling Soul

Wednesday, May 30
James West Alumni Center

7-9 p.m.

Ever dreamed of being a Jet-settei?

Learn about travel-oriented careers

from experts at the Expand Your
Horizons worlcshop. For inforaiation,

call (310) 825-6423.

No pre-registration required.

E^M
KAPLAN

... "ts^

JipP Ml I liliiiiiii

www.UCLAIuinni.net

Catchi all NBA/UCLA
Games on Satellite
K^, 20 TVs

t

Sunday, 10am-6pm
$7.50 Import Pitchers

$5.50 Domestic Pitchers

Monday-Friday
$4.50 Lunch Special

1 1 :30-4pm
1 hr FREE POOL

Monday
1/2 price Beer Pitchers

Tuesday
Starving Student Night
$3.00 Burger w/fries

$2.00 Beer Special

airs Available for Private Parties

noo
1200
1300
M*i)0

U>()()

HiOO
I7()U

1800
I'JOO

200(1

20!>0

2^^Hl

2200
2;<no

2^00
2'.()l)

2000

2700
2«00
2000
:ho(io

jKro
3200
3300
3^00
3[)00
3000
3700
3R00
3000
AOOO
^100
A200
^JOO
A A00
ASOO

A700
A80U
A'JOO

Campus Happenings
Campus Organizations
Campus Recruitment
Campus Services
Birthdays
Legal notices

I

Lost & Found
MUsceNanaoOs
Personal Messages
Personals
Pregnancy
Recreational Activities
Research Subiects
Sperm / Egg Donors
Tickets Offered
Tickets Wanted
Warned

Appliances
Art / Paintings
Bicycles / Skates

Calling Cards'
Cameras / Camcorders
Collectibles

• Computers / Software
Fumtture
Garage / Vkird Sales
Health Products
Miscellaneous
Musical instruments
Office Equipment
Pecs
Rentals
Sports Equipment
Sto(»os / TVs / Radios
table Spoils

WPPm

5100
5200
5300
5/4OO

Auto Accessories
Auto Irtsurance
Auto Repair
Autos for Sale
Boats for Sale
Motorcycles for Sale
Parking
ScfMMer / Cycle Repair
Scooters for Sale
Vehk:les for Rant

travel
r.{>uo

51,20

f.bt.O

b(i<10

5700
5720

Resorts / HfMels •

Rides Offered
fUdes Warned
laxi / Shuttle Servk:e
Itnavel Oestinattons
Travel Ttekecs
Vacation Packages

services
5800
5000
GOOO
6100
(i150

6200
0300
6^00
0500
OOOO
6700
6800
6<J('0

7000
7100
7200

7300

7-!»00

7500
7600
7700
7800
7900
80U0
8100
8200
8300

1-900 numberp
Financial Aid
Insurance
Computer / Internal
Foreign Languages
Health / Beauty Services
Legal Advice / Attorneys
Movers / Storage
Music Lessons
Personal Services
IVofessloruri Services
Resumes
Telecommunications
Tutoring Offered
Tutoring Wanted
lyping

Writing Help

Business Opportunities
Career Opportuiflties
ChNd Care Offered
ChikI Care Wanted
Help Wanted
Housesltting
tmemship
Personal Assistance
Temporary Employment
Volunteer

8AUO
8500
8000
8700
8800
8U00
9000
9100
9200
9300
9^00
9500
9600
9700
9800

Apartments for Rent
Apartments Furnished
Condo / Townhouse for Rent
Condo / Townhouse for Sale
Guesthouse for Rent
House for Rent
House for sale
Houseboats for Rent / Sale
Housing Needed
Room for Help
Room for Rent
Roommates - Private Room
Roommates - Shared Room
Sublets
Vacation Rentals

index
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Classified
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1 1 8 Kerckhoft Hall
308 Westwood Plaza
Los Angeles, CA 90024

E-Mail; classifieds@media.ucla.eclu
Web: http://www.dailybruin ucla.edu

Classified Line: C31D3 825-2221
Fax (310) 206-0528

Classified Display: (310) 206-3060
206-r~'Fax (310) -0528

offioelioura
Mon-Thu: 9:00am-3:00pm
Fn: 9am-2 :30pm

One issue, up to 20 words $8 50
each additional word 65

Weekly, up to 20 words 29.00
each additional word 2.15

Monthly, up to 20 words 96.00
..each additional word 5 75
1 2 pt headline $1.60
1 6 pt headline $2.25
(.Border $5.007

For Classified Display ads.

please see our rate card

for variable rate information.

Classified Line Ads:
1 woikiiig day before printing,

• at 12 noon
Classified Display Ads:
2^woi king days before printing,

at 12 noon.
There are no cancellations after

noon of the day t)efore printing.

psyniBnt
Please make checks payable to
The UCLA Daily Brum" \Ate

accept Visa. MasterCard, and
Discover credit cards. Allow 5
working days for mail payments.

hoMrioiMille
aneflecdiiead

• Start your ad with the
merchandise you are selling

This makes it easier tor readers to

quickly scan the ads and locate
your Items
• Always include the pnce of your
Item Many classified readers
simply do not respond to ads
without pnces
• Avoid abbreviations--make your
ad easy for readers to understand
• Place yourself in the readers
position, ask what you would like

to know about the merchandise,
and include that in the ad Include
such information as brand names,
colors and other specific

desonptions

The ASUCtA Coownomcjlions boanj luKy supports the University ol CaHtomrt-s policy on nondlscrtmlnatioo No medmm shall accepl advertisements which orwwit oersons of aiw oriam rurn »« o. »>..>i nn««i^ion m ,

announcements
100-2600

1100
Campus Hn|)|)enjii(js

2300
Sperm / Ecin Donors

2300
Sperm / E(jn Donors

Calling all angels

2500
Tickets Wanted

MADONNA DW CONCERT TICKETS
please!! Will pay cash for your x-tra tickets!!

Please call: 310-666-3149 or .email
alexjOucta.edu

f • f*5
Compensation

Alcoholics Anonymous
Mon. DiMunion, Fri. Sl^> Study, 3S17 fktmmm

Thun. look SMy. 3S17 Aekwnun
M/T/Wta.OMilA^02«
VIM.ftiLDMMAI-029

Oinnioa Al iRMs 12:10 - 1:00 im
War ifc rt itu ar ti0i4Amli mtto hmm m <

2000
Personals

LOVE? European writer/linguist, cosmopoli-
tan. accofTipN«h«<l. good-looking, mature,
healthy lifestyle, loves literature/travel-

ing/outdoors, seeks attractivo/smart/affec-

lionate young female. af>y race/origin, for

friendsh^, posstoly romarKe/marriage. 310-

573-4020/maniOmunfch com

VERY ATTRACTIVE. Successful, romantk:,
swm. 35. fun-loving, mteligent. caring, con-
siderate, understanding seeks very attractive

woman w/similar values. 18-36. Please send
phdo/phone/note: 1015 Qayfey Ave. #596
LA. CA 90024.

2100
Recreational Activities

3 WEEKS IN KOREA FOR FREE. Learn
more about Korea and the world cup In 2002
Everthing is freely provided in Korea.
Insurance and Processing lee $299 Send
Request ulwaulOyahoo.com. Non-Korean
Speakers ONLY.

THE EGG
DONOR

PROGRAM
Help a couple aci lieve their dream and
you'll receive the highest compensation
and most personalized attention from the
oldest donor program In LA.

We screen recipient parents, too

Shelley Smith ma.. mfcc
323-933-0414
The Eog Donor Program/Tho Surrogacy Program
o-mall SSmlthMPccoaol.com-e$tabnthod In 1990

2600
Wanted

PERSONAL TRAINER: To train at home -

1/2 mile from campus- 2 or 3 days/wk early

nioming. Please fax resume or name and tel-

ephor>e number to set up interview. Fax;
310-476-7976

2200
Research Subjects

CHRONIC BAD BREATH. Eam up to $120
and leam to control bad breath CMnical stu-

dies In Culver City 310-645-8576

MALE SMOKERS WANTED for UCLA smok-
ing cessation study ol sperm quality. Pro-

cedures conducted via mail. Compensation
up to $175. 310-825-9S59.

FREE

DIABETES SCREENING
Genetic study of Diabetes recruits

hedttiy voluniMrs (18-40 years okJ) for

free dWMtes saeenir>g with stmdard
oral giuooae tolerance test (2.5 hours).

QuoMled subiects (who pass the oral

ghiooae tderanoe test and have rtonruri

bkwd prsasure) wM be Invited to

participate In a oenetic study of

diabstea. aub|aclswHbapaid$i50
forpaiMslpalkm.

^MsilB. cal iNAtolifflKQMiei

^gg Donor^
Needed '

Make a miraculous
difference In the life of
a loving couple by

turninj^ tlicir dream of

buildin>4 a family into a
reality. If you are an
educated female

between the aftcs of

2\-M). non-smoker with
excellent health, call

Tlie Re>?istry Ovum
Donor Service

(310)599-00
$5,500 flat fee

e

Pay your tuition

with eggs.

If you're a woman between 18

and 35, you can eam money easi-

ly, anonymously. Donate your

eggs to an infertile couple.

$5.0(X) and up, depending on

you education and other qualifi-

cations. Call Today.

The Center for Egg Options

31.0/546-6786

en»« Canter tor Egg OfMom. UC

34kOO
Coinptit(!rs/Software

FAST COMPUTER W/MONITOR 166mh2.
32MB RAM. 14" monitor. Perfect for college
student. $120. 310-824-1770

3500
Furniture

MATTRESS SPECIALS
NEW INNERSPRING twin sets $99 95, Fulls

$129.95, Queens $16995 and Kings
$199.95 Also, Sealy. Stearns and Foster at

lowest prices. 310-477-1466

MATTRESSES. FUTONS, DESKS. Book-
shelves, Dinette Sets, T-Table. Lamps, Deliv-
ery. Open 7 days. Kings Furniture 11961
Santa Monica Blvd. 310 575-4243.

Stereos/TV/s/Radios

TRADE YOUR
ALREADY VIEWED
DVD FOR A FRESH

ONE AT
refreshdvd.com

COST $2.00

"^
£gg Donors Needed
Healthy females ages 19-28

wishing to help infertile couples.

$5,000

^ CAt.LMlRNA(818)832 1 494

»-•—"•

EGG DONOR WANTED, under 23. Cauca-
sian, light eyes, clean life-style, no sexual

partners in past year. 818-952-5405 or email

smrteggsOaol.com.

II you are male, in college or have a college

degree, yolj can eam up to $600/mo, call lor

details on our anonymous sperm donor pro-

gram. Receive tree comprehensive health

screening & help inlertile couples So il

you're looking for a great job and a little ex-

tra cash, call/email us first. 310-824-
994 1/donorsOcryotMnk.com

.

June 4^— ctjt and tave-
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^900
Autos for Siile

1979 DATSUN 280ZX ABSOLUTELY GOR
GEOUS. RED. 5-SPEED, 76.000 MILES.
A/C. SUPERB CONDITION. WELL CARED
FOR. A COLLECTORS CAR. $6999. 310-
441-5002.

1983 BMW 3201
Original owner, excellent condilion. only 88K
miles. AC. sunroof, new alpine cd sys-
tem/speakers 4 new tires, alarm system.
5spd $3900obo. 310-472-5617

1994VWJETtA
White, 4-door. manual, sunroof, A/C, new
tires, great condition, 112,000ml. $5500/obo.

Call Robert 310-403-1401 or yesrob*fx)t-

maitcom.

1995 DODGE NEON: 64,000nr>iles. Excel-

lent corxlition, Hke-new. Autonnatk:, dual air

bags, AM/FM cassette. Blue. Service

records available. $4700obo. 323-674-0657

POLICE IMPOUNDS. Hondas as tow as
$500 for listings 1-800-319-3323 ext.A214,

TOYOTA CRESSIDA: 1964. GoW. very good
conditton. Well-maintained. Sun-roof, AC.
$3500. Contact Erika 213-483-1536 after

8pm.

'90-'91 BMW CONVERTIBLE 325i 5-8peed,

complete service records, '96,500mi,

black/Ian, alarm, CD. wirxlscreen. Extremely
clean, ongnial owner. $11,500obo. 310-922-

4553 Alex.

5400
Scooters for Sale

2 DERBI SCOOTERS
Black or silver. 50cc engine, air cooled, disc

brake, top speed 55pmh. Call 866-INOIAN-
LA. Ask for Wade.

ELECTRIC SCOOTERS $250 clearance
price, only 6 left! 3 10-445-1^9 Ask for

Wade.

5680
Trnvel Destinations

ISRAEL TRIP! Israligfit Israel Programs for

Jewisfi students Scholarships available.

Call Uzi 949-722-7548 or kinguziyahuOya-^

hoo.com Isralight Alumni X2.

5700
Travel Tickets

FLY 4STANDBY. FLY 4 CHEAP!
Hawaii $139 o/w. Europe $249 o/w (-t-tax).

4standby com or 800-397-1098.

AQUA TRAVEL INC
WORLD WIDE LOWEST AIRFARES

MAKE YOUR OMINAR CM^ HOfTE
RESERVATION AT

http://¥¥ww.prismaweb.com/aquatravel

24HOURSADAY
Lowest Domestic and
International Airfares

- Tou Packages

Eurailpass

Hotel Accommodations
Car Rentals

*Asia*Africa*/^js»aia*Euape*Soi«h

America*lndB*Canada*Mexico*Hawai*

Special (kmesicilnmutionalMMesAimlabk
Piic«i or* MjbtK* to Chang* wflhou none*

AMCMobaiy may b* lm«M and lom* (MMcnont may
ap(3^ PhJiTaiiM

PHONE (310)33MQ25
964 1 /iiipon Bl.. SuHe 506. Los /Angeles CA 90045

5680
Travel Destiiiiitioiis

5680
Trnvel Destinations

568O
Travel Destinations

5680
Travel Destinations

transportation
4600-5500

STUDENT TRAVEL

QlEEpYiCiirDGZfeiilliB

Classifieds

825-2221

AMERICA'S LEADER IN

STUDENT TRAVEL

WE'RE CHEAPER. PERIOD.

London uzs
Paris * 499

920 Westwood Blvd.

310.UCLA.FLY or k60795 from campus

www.statraveLcom

5700^ Tiavol Tickets

Vfly super
(323) 277-4595
LATIN AMERICA SPfCli)^ISn^

TRAVEL

Coiiiici Travel

Cdunciltravel.com

310-209-UCLA

*Fares roundtrip. Restrictions apply.

For Departures by June 1 4. 2001 . CALL NOW!
Faiw per person ^ijBWd on double occt|ancy amJ (XI departure from LAX a^

minimum 2 night stay. Taxes and fees not included. Departures from other maior
cities are available. Prices are subject to change and based on availability. CST

#10080800-50. Restrictions apply Please depart by June 14, 2001.

6200
H(!altli S«:(vicfis

6200
HM.ilth Services

6200
Hi.Mlth Stuvicob

MCXKOCITY

auUALAJAtA
MICUACIA
liMlVAiei
NOMOURAS
CARACAS
SAOMHO
COSTA IICA

U»l

tlOf

SI1«

$f»

MIS
$m
sitf

UMA-fUni

SMIMM^MU

KCHADOR
MATIMAU

vm
mf
vm
tm
SIM

NEW YORK
$259 »r

RHVRIt\7ll
S259

LONDON S20S
FAfllS S239

ORTHODONTIST

ARY CONSULTATIONC
Dr. Nader Dayani

Member American A^ssociation of Orthodonf
i <^tt^

Specializing in braces for adults & children

''"^Braces
/Mter Briltiant ftesutts

X
UCLA FACufflYMEMBER

';.>(. ' 'l .\ i

• Cosmetic Porcelain
• Sugfcal Orthodontics

• Removobl©
•Trodmonol
•lnvisK)ie

Euopeon

Biisiii€Sg 9, Ulsurc Travl
'^w

I
Vacation^

\[]l
UU (MOSMMOS

t4« ! Stff NAUIUN
$109 S)S4 n0.irMilltTA

$115 awaw
I I » WIOMT5 XTITtt. > «tl>l

CMcaya
Sam Ifcitf

W
S139

tl39

(310) 826 - 7494
IlM5WilshirrBlvd.M02
Lm Anfeki. CA ^iOQ^

(949) 552 - 5890
1S124 Culver Dr.. «A
Ifvint.CA »27l5

'i. \ I ^ i\| > I .\i

^"eetMjJt^ning
$85<"'P3

Tr<*kMrlm«n(««ti»(Btaiowi UOOOOCiokMUaoaum
<>acMn«Mh 0* tncamar* lanclaracl kx mstd c><ic*c

tWOOOpM («XM)0 •• socn n><jp<ri o) ii»<«nani i iinmnj
Of isniawatitatracn <nd II 'OOOOpUji IIKOOpw mon*)

IInW kx tcrmd cormJKtton

SUMMER
^ SPECIALS..

Call Now!
VICTORYTRAVELCOM

•-mail:"victorytrav«l(»«arthlink.n«t

TEETH WHITENING
BRENTWOOD COSMETIC DENTAL Office

offers new teeth wfiitening system Afford-

able for everyone $75 for upper or lower.

310-207-5008

6300
Lecjjil Advice/Attorneys

NO RECOVERY NO FEE
NO COST. Sexual harrassment. Discrimina-

tion, Auto-accWents, Slipe/falls MYER LAW
FIRM, Westside, Scott D. Myer(UCLAW86).
www.bestlawyercom 3>0-277-3000.

6600
PersoiujI Services

PRooiKiADiNc sr.inids

;-!'. \'\]'
'

•-

6700
Professional Services

r Brentwood DcRMATOiOGY

I
Medical Group

I JMk H. Slvtrs, MD
B UplomMtcltfieAmeMcaA Board olOenntfology

FAMOUS m WORDS

6000
Insurdiice

/lllstate.
>^Ve in good handft

Is^ike Azer Insurance Agoncy, Inc

(310)312-0202
1281 WestNA/ocxd Blvd.
<2 tMks. So of wiisHir»>

24 Houra o.I^oy StvIc«

6400
Movers/Storage

BEST MOVERS. Licensed. Insured. Lowest
rates. Fast, courteous-t-careful Many stud-

ents moved for $98 Lie -T- 163844 NO JOB
TOO SMALL! 1-800-2-GO-BEST Voice-
mall/pager 323-263-2378.

HONEST MAN w/14ft truck and dollies,

small jobs, short notice ok. SF LV, SD.
Student discount. Go BruinsI lOyrs. 310-
285-8688.

JERRYS MOVIf^GiDELIVERY. The careful

movers Experienced, reliable, same-day de-
livery Packing, boxes available Also, pick-

up donations for American Cancer Society
Jerry©310 391-5657.

SUMMER STORAGE Free pk:k up avart-

able. reasonable rates WestsWe Self-Stor-

age 310-826-5955.

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING

Compr«h«na)v* DiSMrtation Asswiance
These*. Papers, and Personal Statements

Proposals and Books
International Students Welcome Since 1965

Sharon Bear, Ph.D. (310) 470-6M2
www Bear-Write com

Professional Tattoo
Removal
small: $140

medium: $250
large: $7'>0

$25 off w/ meation of Ad )

PreccflMSMp andtavie tor
iMMlicai andPA ttad«it».

Son VkMrt bl IriiMooi

310426*2051
wwitJlkih^4mmm

6200
Health Services

HAIR MODELS NEEDED. Free haircuts by
licensed professional at upscale Beverly
HKIs sakjn Call Adrienne: 310-270-6845

HIV POSITIVE? Know m only 1 -minute
www. 1 -mirtute-Nv-seH-testcom

6SOO
Music: Lessons

DRUM LESSONS
ALL LEVELS/STYLES with dedk^ted pft>-

lessk>nal. At your home or WLA studk). 1st-

lesson free No drum set necessary.

Neil:323-654-8226

GUITAR LESSONS
by profMtionainm UCLA. All levelt. guitars
available. Laam to play alloriiaaaiyi
www jWGS com. CaH Jean at 31(M1«>
4154

6700
Profossioiiai Services

ATTENTION MB/V LAW. MEDICAL
SCHOOL APPLICANTSI Frustrated devel-

oping your crucial personal statements? Get
professional help from *»ell-known au-

thor/consultant.31 0-826-4445 ¥vww wlnning-

personstatement.com

CERTIFIED SWIM INSTRUCTOR wW teach
swim lessons at your home. Individual or

group lessons at reasonable rates. Monica
310-452-3897

FIND ROOMS &
ROOMMATES ONLINE

The Napster for roommaJea. Free to view
and place ads. Immedlat© Online Results

wwweasyroonftmate.com

CREATIVE EXPERTISE
FOR MEDICAL
SCHOOL,
PERSONAL

STATEMENTS,
RESUMES

Personalized, professksnal service. Diaaerta-

tk>n finalizing. Ace Words, Etc. 310-620-

8830

FORMER ENGLISH TEACHER w/ lUasters
from

,
U-Chicago. edits/word processes dis*

sertattons. proposals. screenplayiK, personal
Statements, resumes. intemalMsrtal students
wefconw. Winstow'a 310-82d-«i7l

HEAD SHOTS $99
SITTING PLUS digital file tor unlimfted

printsll Westwood location. Call Jenntf-

er310-575-e638 www.(enn4fermoss.oom

MEDICAL SCHOOL APPLICATION COUN
SELING. Counseling by recently graduateC
MO. Speciali2ing in applk:atk)n essayi^lniar-

view-skills Fee negotlable/rtHNity-tMCii

guarantee Greg Freedman, M.D. 310-960-

3300/pager

Display

f:

6700
Professional Services

NEED IT TYPED?
Don't have Ume or inclination? Professkxt-

aVdegieed word processors spedaHzing In

log«i4Mychok)gk;al transcrlptton and lengthy
academk; papers, (legible drafts please).

$3/pg. "student rate. $50/minlmum. $l2/pk:k-

up/delivery Resumes/$40. 323-288-6805
any Unrte.

~
NIGHTOWL

Research. Editing, Writing. OPEN 24-7
Finest quality at reasonable rates. Interna-
tional students wekx>me. 310-572-6600

VERSATILE, SENSITIVE. PROFESSIONAL
EDITOR for your book, stalled PhD., paper,
script. Concepts. Structure. Ctose text edit.

CaH John at 310^306-0966

7000
Tutoring Offered

AAA TUTOR'S CLUB
A HOME TUTORING sennce lor aU subjects,

grades K-12. Lowest prk»s guaranteed! For
nK>re infomiatwn call 310-444-0449.

CHEMISTRY. ORGANIC CHEMISTRY.
PHYSICS. BIOLOGY. PHYSIOLOGY.
STATS. By doctoral student, w/lots of teach-

ing experience. Fee negotiabie/rTK>ney-t>ack

guaramea. Call Greg. 310-397-0547.

PHYSICS AND MATH
Math/PhysKS major/student offers tutoring in

*physk» and math at aH levels. Contact Sirta:

(310)989-1491 orsina4eucia.edu

RESEARCH PAPER TUTOR 4 UCLA
grad and publisfied writer offers private tutor-

ing servtees. 310-293-0664.

WRITING TUTOR
Kind and patient Stanford graduate. Help
with the EngUsh lenguage—for students of

all ageS^evels. 310-440-3118

7100
Tiitoriiuj Wanled

TUTOR FOR HIGH School student. Algebra

2, Geometry, and Spanish 2hrs each even-
ing lolaling 10 hrsAwk. lO-mm from UCLA.
310-476-4205

TUTOR NEEDED FOR June 16th Dental

Board. Call toll free 1-888-DOC-HOLT (1-

888-362-4658). Please call as soon as pos-

TEACH THE SATs

Need energetic people with

High SAT scores to prep

students 1-on-l or in classes.

All regions. $15-$25/hr. Flex

hours. Car needed. Call Tom

310-448-1744

WT%rw.tutorjobs.coin

7200
Typiiuj

[X)CTOB WORD term papers, resumes,

theees, <lissertatk>ns, scripts. 310-470-0597.

OFFICE ON DEMAND
Typing, Editing &

Research
Term Papers. Internet Research. Notary

Servk^es and more. 310-289-1368 www.offi-

ceorxJemand.net

TYPIST AVAILABLE Professtonal writer who
types 80wpm w/100% accuracy will type

your research papers, projects, etc. Rates
negotiable Call 323-692-9545 and leave

contact info for Christine.

WORD PROCESSING specializing in thes-

es, dissertations, transcriptkxi. legal, psych,

resumes. fNers, brochures. mailir>g lists, re-

ports. 310-«29-693».

employment
7li[]{

.) ..; I ' L

74OO
Biisinoss Opj){)ruimlies

$500 WEEKLY WORKING FROM HOME
Rush buetnass-size self addressed stamped
envelope M V A. PO Box 6923-OB. Malfeu.

CA 90264

Classifieds
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2300
Sperm / li](\ Donors

2300
Sperm / tcjtj Dcjiiois

2300
bjji.im / LijC) Donors

2300
Sperm / Etjjj Donors

Special Egg Donor deeded
Preferred Donor will meet the following criteria:

•Height Approx. 5'9" or Taller •S.A.T. Score around 1300
or High A.C.T. •Caucasian •College Student or

Graduate Student Under 30 •No Genetic Medical Issues
U^^^m^^^ .JIllfW^M ;,,'

Compensation

Paid to you and/or the charity of your choice.
All related expenses will be paid in addition to

your compensation.

(Extra compensation available for someone wlio might be especially

gifted in athletics, science/mathematics or music.)

For more information or to obtain an application please

COflitai^itaielle at te Law Office of Greg L. Eriksen

(BOO) 808-5858
or email EggDonorInfo@aol.com.

*This ad is being placed for a particular client and is not soliciting eggs for a donor bank.

7400
Business Opportunities

FREEDOM
WORK FOR YOURSELF This summer Get
paid daily arxl build residual ir>com6 wortdr^

with a 29-year-old NYSE Company. 888-

574-9330.

ONLINE MARKETING
Learn tt>e truth about online marKetir>gl

htlp-7l*K)p.QNckt>ank. net/hop cgl?mvp777/

Nftdogs

7500
Cauv.va Opportunilies

•WORK/STUDY IN MADRID, SPAIN* In-

credible Opportunity. Study Spanish and
work teaching ESL (no experience neces-
sary) to pay living/traveling expertses.

www.oleldlomas.conVcantertxjryworfcstudy

JUST SECRETARIAL?
NOT!

HANDLE BUSINESS/Personal affairs; plan

events, surt the net. poli^ Power Point pro-

jects; track leglslatton; create a spread sheet

or two; get your educatton paid for. sounds
great, huh? Sweet opportunity for talented

ooNege grad. The Placement Con^ny'
deWradaleOearthlink.net Fax 3t0-a89-7t01

RN OR DENTAL STUDENT for MD office

ne«r B«v«rtv Hills on Saturday AM's or PfJ.

7500
Career Opportiinititjs

BARTENDERS
•2

• ITS not iok -ir* a PARTYIM

NtlloiMl BartMMteTi School
1 (Hoo) f..n> • iviixx (t>^<j«))
vvww ii.ilK >ii,ill>.ii1>>Mc1<M>> com

1
7600

Child Care Offered

$$$ LOW PRICES $$$
WONDER. YEARS PRESCHOOL mn by
UCLA grads. Ages2 5/6years. Two large
play-yards Open 7:j30-5:30.Ctose to UCLA.
310-473-0772.

EXCELLENT PROFESSIONAL NAN-
f»ry/BABY NURSE Available daytime hours
only on a part time basis. Contact Ms Den-
ni8:310-226-7097.

THE BABYSITTERS
CLUB

ProvkJes on-call sitter service to parents

Days, evenir^gs and ' weekerxJs. 310-226-

2900

7700
Child Care Wanted

AGENCY NEEDS PROFESSIONAL NAN
NIES for Full/Part time positions Must have
minimum 3yr8 experierx^e. 310-229-5221

BABYSITTER/NANNY REQUIRED for coo-
lest 2-year-oW ever seen Flexible hours,

Part \\me, Santa Monna Area. Fax resume
and references to 310-394-9447. or email at

wiznickOaol.com

CARING RESPONSIBLE BABYSITTER
NEEDED for S-year-oM boy in Beverly Hills,

5-min from school. Hours flexible, CaM 310-
858-1818 or page 310-236-7555.

7800
Help Wanted

$$Get Paid For Your
Opinion8!$$

$15-$lz5 and more ptEarn

www.money4oplnlons.com
per survey!

MALE STUDENT w/computer sklllsAcar

Pk:k up 11 y/o tx>y from sctKX>(. Supervise
HW. M-F, 3-5pm. Brentwood. Start Fall. 310-
476-6545.

MOTHER'S HELPER
Lady student that can speak Mandarin
CNnesa. Prefer good EngNsh and/or Psy-
chotogy. Ume flexible Liny 310-699-5579.

PT CHILDCARE
For Very special 6yr oW daughter Intema-
tk>nal or bilingual background preferred.

car&refererK:es required Grarx] Piano Bev-
erlywood. Laird:310-287-T677.

$15-$23/HR BRIGHT ENTHUSIASTIC peo-
ple to teach SAT prep and ALL Academic
Subjects Transportation required. We will

tram Flexiljle hours. Send or lax cover let-

ter/resume, including lest scores (SAT, GRE,
elc.) to ACE Educational Servkies, AttnBar-
ry. 9911 W Pkx) Blvd. Ste PH-K. LA, CA
90035; Fax:310-282-6424. Poslttons avail-

able throughout LA and the Vallev

•MOVIE EXTRA WORK* Beats all Jobs Start

Immediately. Great pay Fun/Easy No crazy
fees Program for \n9 medical Can-24/hrs
323-850-4417.

10MINS FROM UCLA. Electronte retail

store PT/FT technical savvy person front

pagel For customer, sales, and service. 310-
475-0660. Mr. Schulze.

Are you a model.

Looking for all types

male/female models/actors
We alto have Plui tire &. Children div.

For priM a WM-uiikm commerciali
No experience miiiimi No fees

Display
206-3060
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TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

1 Pulls a car
5 Type of bean
10 Invitation mtts.

14 Palm.reader's
opener

15 latum or Ryan
1

6

Fencing weapon
17 "Plastic." eg
19 Silo companion
20 Lennon's

"Instant -r
21 Mideast capital

23 Bullfight cheer
25 Trite

26 Poet's daytxeaK
29 Comic-book

heroes
31 Spills the beans
35 Chimpanzee
36 Yield

37 "High -": oater
38 Court favorites

40 Alfresco

41 Use a compass
42 Ovid's t>ird

43 Actress
Zetterlmg

44 Canieson
45 Part of Q.e.D.
46 Young fellows
47 Man or vM>man
49 Shark habitat

51 Beginning
54 Hair sokjtion

58 Say for sure
59 House feature

63 Foal's father

64 Quench
65 "Soft Watches"

painter

66 Qostow
67 Did clerical work
68 -in the dark;

wikjguees

DOWN
1 Clock sour>d

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

6-2»W O 2001. UnllK) FMlur* Syndfcat*

2 Workers'
protectk>n agcy.

3 Be dressed in

4 Preacher's talk

5 "The Raven'
author

6 Corporate abbr.

7 Teachers' org.

8 Clan ID
9 Bygone
10 Started a mutiny
1

1

Practk» twxing
12 "Psycho"

actress Miles

13 Quaker cotonist

18 Female
22 Customary

ways
24 Put forth effort

25 Honey nwker
26 Armyofnoer
27 Pavarotti fnilieu

28 Tree product
30 AMA nwmbers
32 Bakery lure

33 Wkle
34 Delhi garments
36 Population

count
37 duteand

spades
39 Like dogs on

leashes
40 Roe
42 Aieta's eklest
45 Without strain

46 Highland VIPs
48 Center
50 Energy unit

51 Breamehard
52Hart,i
53 Pianist Peter
55 Dictionary's

WelMter
56 By oneself
57 Radiate

night)

60 Doze
61 Pres nk:kname
62 Actor Beatty

Daily Bruin Classified

7800
Help Wiiiited

7800
H<'lp W:int(i(l

7800
Help Wanted

We hs^SUfntnerm^m^ available.

'W*:-^

Fund
^imf^'i^^.atifiW:

/^

Ci-T^sifieas
^': 5-2221

Looking for ^
^^ nexible hourir
So*34 per hour *

PLUS BONUS
*Convenient Scheduling

(Mon.-Fri. evenings & Sat,Sun.)

*Build Your Resume

J^Speak pirectly,tflu^JJumni , _
**> We are an equal opportunity employer

Call Sandin for Appointiiient

310-794-0277
1083 Gayley Ave. 4th

email caIlcenter@supportiicla.edu

No Expwience Necessary
Utsy Women, children, ail ate, sites.

.

races TV Film Conwmrcials Maguines
forpersonal interview callnow

310.659.7000

A PERFECT STUDENT
JOB!!!

AFTERNOONS DURING SCHOOL. FulWme
during Quarter Breaks arx) Summer Vaca
tlons! Work at the most famous tennis shop
in LA Work expeherKe not necessary Mini-

mum pay $7.50/hr. "String for the

prosl'Westwood Sporting Gioods. 1065 Gay-
ley Ave. 310-208-6215

ACCESS TO A COMPUTER? PUT IT TO
WORK! Up to $25-75/hr PT/FT.

www.EamEZbuck8.com. 888-715-4649.

ADMIN. ASSISTANT
Brentwood real estate office. $l2/hour. PT or
FT. Fax resume to: 310-476-7284.

(310) 472-7474 Located 10 n^m.^fiAfc
Looking for fun, energetic students who love
children and would like a job outdoors as a
general counselor. We also need specialists to
teach horseback riding, video making, swimming,
rock climbing, nature studies, or arts & crafts.

www.tumbleweed4ever.com
Call for a great summer!

ADMINISTRATIVE
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT Answer
phones, computer experience. W^st LA In-

ternet Company. 310-568-9064 ext 106. Fax
310-558-9065.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT to real es-
tate broker Mornings mandatory Car re-

quired. Must know Word/Excel, be computer
friendly and type 40wpm. $9-11/hr 310-474-
4250

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT/BOOK
KEEPER. Excellent computer and phone
skills required. Flexible, part-time hours.

$10-1 3/hr. Ask for Esther btw. 1 5pm We
are natiorwl fkawer shippers. 310-230-
0611 or Fax iwume: 310-230-4146.

ADMINISTRATOR/ADMINISTRATIVE AS-
SISTANT/DENTAL ASSISTANT needed for

denial qrihodontk: office in West LA with ex-
cellent communk»tion skills. Mon. Wed. Fri

9am-6pm Experience prefen^ed $9-$l1/hr.

Please call 310-826-7494 or fax resume to

3tO-82B-9564.

ARTGALLEFY,
ASSISTANT FOR
PROMINENT
WESTSIDE
GALLERY

Tram now-f/T by August. Requlren>ents.
Spanish fhiency. deMHMlented. art back-
ground. $l0-l2/hr*co«nmlesk>n Fax re-

Sume:310-586-1712.

READY TO BREAK INTO THE
ENTERTAINMENT INDUSTRY?
Wc arc an established industi^ non-profit created tokpromote ethnic

diversity in Hollywood. Our free 6-week job training prepares you for

jobs as Production Assistant behind the scenes in movies, television

and commercials. Guaranteed job placement for those who graduate.

Get your foot in the door and work your way up.

Call Streetlights at (323) 960-4540
www.streetlights.org

STREET_
production atslstant program

ASSISTANT NEEDED
ASSISTANT WANTED by busy broker. Flexi-

ble hours, bonuses, extras. CaU An(ly:800-
646-0519.

BEVERLY HILLS AUTO DETAIL shop newJs
hard-working, fast-paced. aQraesive people
to handto top-noich cars No aif>artance re-

qulred. Flexibte hours. Ozzte:31 0-859-2870

CAMP COUNSELORS
Instructors. Iilegu4rds for daycamp in

Agoura/MaNtMj. 618-706-7335.

CAMP COUNSELORS needed tor local
summer day camp. Beach/aquatk: axperi
ence In mMrnnUng, surfing, sailing, or iet ski-
ing a pKjs CompaMtva salartas. SIS-Me-
4780

CLERK. PH", Pleasant Century City Engi-

naanng Firm seeks parfectkinlst with typing

skis for general ollica duties Must absolute-
ly be detail orlemadl $1l/hour to start Can
Rhonda 310-286-2437.

CLEI^K/SECRETARY. P/T. 10-20hr8A>rtt.

Waalwood law flnn. FWng. typing, learn a
iai*«Mr. MexMe schaduto. 1 yr oommMmant
raquiiad. Fax resume 310-446-9962.

COUNSi^LORS AND
INSTRUCTORS

In art. swimming, nature. vWao and ropas
naaded by TumMaweedOay Camp Must be
raapooelbla. anafgaik: and enjoy working
wW) chiWren 310-472-7474

Display
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7800
Help WiJiitetl

7800
Help WnnleiJ

7800
Help Wnnlcd

7800
Help Wanted

Attention UCLA Students SUMMER WORK
•Fun Environment
•5-40 hr schedules

•Conditions Apply
•Time Off for Family Vacation

•Training Provided

•Part/FuH Time
•Flexible Schedules

•Scholarships Possible

•Great Resume Experience

•No Experience Necessary

•All Majors Welcome
^Customer Service/Sales

$14.25 Base-A
Local Office: 310-475-0283

Bakersfield

Brubank

Pasadena
San Luis Obispo

Santa Barbara

Santa Clarita

Santa Monica

Thousand Oaks
Ventura

Walnut

West Covina

661-834-6600

818-558-1063

626-432-1903

805-474-9164

805-968-6263

661-254-0404

310-475-8283

805-496-7007

805-382-8391

626-810-0645

626-915-3666

Anaheim 714-526-3337

Cerritos 526-809-2227

Costa Mesa 71 4-546-5705

Downey 323-566-74 1

5

Huntington Beach 71 4-593-8336

Long Beach 562-498-2281

Mission Viejo 949-364-71 61

Northridge 81 8-998-6646

Torrance 31 0-791-9468

Westchester 31 0-641 -7995

Whittier 562-696-9889

www.workforstudents.com/ucla
CP SHADES

CP SHADES, natk>nal women's clothing re-

taiier&manutacturer based in t^te Bay area is

inten/iewing tor FT/PT sales in its Santa Mo-

nica k>catlon CP Shades offers challenging,

exdting environment, highly competitive sal-

ary, vacatton, healthAdental. a free outfit

every month, arxl a generous discount. Best

of all it's the chance to work tor a friendly

growing company that makes ck>tf>es that

you will warrt to own Fax resume 310-392-

0586 or come by 2937 Main St to apply

CRA MAINTENANCE Seeks laborer to work

flexit)ie hours maintaining equipment and

facilities. Pay is $7.52-$9.37 Call 310-206-

1399. Applk^tlons available at Men's Gym
Rm 14.

CSOs HIRING FOR
SUMMER AND FALL

Do good ar>d get paid. Pay $8.47 tO'

$10.6S/hr. Must be a UCLA student with U
academic years remalr^ng with a valid driv-

er's Mvanaa. Phone: 310-825-2148. WEB:
www.ucpd.ucla.edu/ucpd/cso. E-mail:

c8oOucpd.uGla.edu.

EDUCATIONAL ASSISTANT needed for in-

telligent, sweet, 12/yo disabled young lady

Person must t>e intelligent, capable, self-mo-

tivated, computer literate, as well as kind.

positive, compassionate, healthy, highly re-

sponsible, safe driver. PT training begins

now, job begins ih June. 310-396-8100.

FIVE DAY HOST OR HOSTESS needed for

upscale restaurant. M-F 11 -2:30pm. $8.

Contact Dawn 310-449-4000

FLASH 5

DAY CAMP - SUMMER
Seek staff w/summer home in or near the

San Fernando or Conejo VaMeys. Oxnard,

Simi. Malibu. misc. Instructors & General

couns. $2750-3500+ for summer 888-

784-CAMP www.workatcamp.com

Flash animators/programmers to fielp pro-

duce games/cartoons tor r>ew online enter-

tainment network. Put>lk:i2e your new/exist-

ing work and sftare profits, www.p-d-

n.com/infoOp-d-n com/31 0-989-3 1 14

.

FLUENT MANDARIN SPEAKER to teach,

ptay w/kkls ages 6 & 8 in Pacific Palisades.

$l5/hr Muet be legal Joyce 310-454-6842

FOREIGN VOICES
ASAP. EuiopearVAsian male and female for

upcoming movie dubbir>g and voice-over

proiects. Freelance basis. For details call

Claire 818-592-0096 ext 10.

FREE MODEL/TALENT AUDITIONS for

men/women/kkjs (all ages) for upcoming TV/

fashion shows, commercials, magazines,

rTK>vies, ar>d more. No expenerice. 310-

360-1240.

FRIAR TUX SHOP
Formal wear sales arxj rentals. $9-

10/hr-fcommission. No experience neces-

sary. P/T-F/T positions available. Call us in

WLA 31 0-559^4889

FT RECEPTIONIST NEEDED In BH saton

Must be rvMabte, able to work urxler pres-

sure, and obtain excellent custonter servk:e

skills. 310-278-5826. 9667 Wilshire Blvd.

DAY CAMP COUNSELORS needed at

Westchester Family YMCA. Seeking energe-

\K leaders enjoying pre-teens, beach/aquat-

ic, fieM trips, arts and crafts etc. Steve:3l0

670-4316.

DAY CAMP
COUNSELORS

Pali Camp now hiring enthusiastk: coun-

aatorst Summer lun irKludes: jet skiing,

amusement pad(S, beach days, paintball and

morel 19 and up Call Jacque: 310-477-

2700x14

FUN SUMMER
Swimming, horses, beaches and more.

wWw.daycampiobs.oom.

DAY CAMP
Summer Swimmirig, beaches, horses A
nwre. www.daycampjobs.com.

DOG LOVER'S NEEDED
Urban Dog Is now Nring for Full and Part

Time positions. Ask lor Kim or Jan. 310-445-

1447

DRIVER NEEDED suitable tor eMeriy lady

Must have own car. 2-3 limes a week. Ap

pTOJr 12 rKXKi till' 4pm $10/hr 310-276-

6809.

EARN AS MUCH AS
$50/HR

EXCELLENT ENTREPRENEURIAL P/T

daias Opportunity: Make your own fx>urs. No

experiarx:e necaasary To receive more infor-

mation mN »1d-4e7-7270

Classifieds

825-2221

HOSTESSES NEEDED. Hana Sushi in

Brentwood. Please caN anytime 310-477-

9796

INTERESTED IN GERtATRIC CARE? Help

ser>k>r citizen in exercise, female, P/T. Need
own tranaportatkx), doesn't mind reading

ah}ud. rton-smoker. Hours, salary negotiat)le

Encino. Estelle. 818-789-2487 Call 12-6pm

INTERNET PROJECT
Make cfiar^ges to existing page, arxl add

new (second) page (Reat Estate related).

Will pay $250-$400 Scott 310-230-3720 or

email scottpriceOprula.com

JEWISH HEBREW
And Sunday Schools r>eed teacfiers. Good
Jewish aducatkMi and tove of children de-

sired. ANce Fasman:323-761-8613.

LEGAL ASSISTANT
Wanted tor corporate/estate plan attorney.

Starting part-time and becoming full-time in

August. WW train. Send resume to Kacy. 626

WMshire Blvd Suite 800, LA. CA 90017 or

fax:213-538-1368
iiii

LIBRARY JOBS Shelving and other stacks

duties, 12 19 hrs/wk $6 83/hr to start

STUDENTS ONLY apply at Young Research

Library Rm 11617 or call Antigone Kutay

r) 10-825-6962

LIFEGUARDS
Certified LG's Start afternoons 5/7 Also

Summer positions. Qet paid to get (re)certi-

fied. Mature 18-»- and good swimmer Beauti-

ful canyon setting. Tim 310-472-7474. Fax
resume 310-476-7788.

LIFEGUARDS AND SWIM INSTRUCTORS.
Several k)cal tocations P/T-f/T, $10-1 2/hr

Will train. 818-222-7946x11 or 310-275-7946

Greg or EmiNe.

MARKETING/PR/SALES Creative

DesigrVProduction studio seekirig self-moti-

vated individual w/marketing and sales ex-

perience. Enthusiastic, has initiative and

very responsible, wwwmotiontheory.com.

Caroline 310-396-9433.

MEDICAL ADMIN. F/T
Upscale UCLA Campus busy medical offk:e

seeks Junrer Administrator Experience in

billing and insurance verificatk>n desirable

Computer skills essential. Heavy ptK>nes.

good people skills. Competitive salary and

berwNts. Fax or email resume to 310-882-

7005 or paindocOucla.edu

MEDICAL RECEPTIONIST Beveriy HNIs.

Flexible txMjrs. Mainty afternoons. 20-25

hrs/wk. Salary nagotiat)le Fax resume 310-

273-6082 or caH 310-273-8568

MEDICAL RESEARCH
ASSISTANT Summer positkNi. F/T-P/T. Fax
resume to 31 0-230- 1 980.

MODELS WANTED
ASAP: Mates (aspecially)& females for up-

coming laahion shoot. Sta^t^uik1 portfolio

arKJ gain expeherKe. For details call Tesh

310-408-5203

MODELS WANTED! FM Productions is cur-

rently hiring models for print an dvideo work.

Excellent pay-rv) experience necessary. 818-

785-6028.

MODELS WANTED!!!
Make up to $300 for a couple of hours doing

nude riKtdeling. If interested please call 213-

624-8599

MODELS WANTED- Sexy Fentales for new
men's magazine, e.i. Maxim, Stuff. FHM.
Please CaU.Anthony0323-816-3l 51 ordig-

gk1eeOmedlaone.net or serxl ptiotos to: S
Magazine. 302 North La Brea Ave. •350. Los
Angeles. CA 90036

NEED A FUN SUMMER JOB THATS Ck)se

k) the beach? Come work for the Coffee

Bean in Pacific Palisades Must have car

For more info call Elizat>eth. 310-230-2587.

NEED TO MAKE SOME PT $$$? WW train

and sponsor assistant broker PM work.

Guarantee-fborms. BH office Calt Neil 800-

450-7585

NEW UPSCALE JAPANESE SUSHI RES-
TAURANT In WLA Seeks waitresses lor

lunch or dinner Must be legal to work

Phone; Yoshiko 805-98'3 6495 for appl.

OUTSIDE SALES
6 figure irHX>me in 3yrs. Retire In lOfn. Inter-

net Company kx>king for independent out-

skle sales repreaentatives. GiBf your own
exclusive tarrftory natkMiatty-You own hours

Commission Only. Call Mr Leiwwski 818-

887-7186

P/T FILE CLERK-medical
raaume: 310-395 2061

office Fax

P/T RECEPTIONIST
WANTED

Yellow Balkx>n HairSaton. Must t>e hon-

est/chikl-fhendly. Hours;3weekdays 1-

5:30pm, Days and tin^s negotiable $8/hr

Contact Natalie:310-475-1241. Fax resume

323-939-4339.

P/T WRITER. Pleasant Century City Engi-

neerir>g Firm seeks perfectionist with stror^

writing skills to produce miWIy technical re-

ports for internal and external use. $13/hr to

start. Wage irKreases as appropriate. Mini-

mum 15hrs/wk. Must have car and in-

surance. Fax resume 310-286-9126 or call

310-286-2437

PAF^T-TIME CHILDCARE needed Help

w/summer activMies. Flexit>le schedule need-

ed, evenino^waakarxte. Encino Mulholland

and 405 adjaoant. Must have car Call Jack-

ie: 3 10-826-2466.

PART-TIME CUSTOMER
SERVICE

REPRESENTATIVE
For an exclusive last-paced Weshwood dry

cleaner. Outgoirtg, frIerKJIy. Will train/sales

expartance a plus. 15-25 tK>urs, nx>mings or

afterrvx)rtt, plus Sat. or Sun. $8-i0/t)our.

Apply in person: 1600 Westwood Bh/d. Or
CaH: 310-474-^525.

PART-TIME JOB
Offk^e Manager at friendly law firm in Brent-

wood. Phortes. fHing. legal work. Mon-Thurs.

mornings, $12/hr to start. 310-207-0411

'PERSONAL ASSIST
P/T PERSONAL ASSISTANT lor busy, ec-

centric Beverly HiNs Cafdk>logist CorT>puter

literacy on Windows-tMsed PC's a must.

Please fax resume to 310-396-6583 or email

to lvydenOucia.edu

PHOTO LAB: FULL OR
PART-TIME

in Westwood. Good appearance required.

Apply at: 10844 West Olympic Blvd Los

Artgeles Comer of Westwood and Olympc.

310-470-3567.

PRESCHOOL LOOKING FOR qualified

teachersAeachefS aaaMants for lmnr>e<llale

positk>ns Candklates shoukl have experi-

ence in child care. Salary negotiatila. F/T,

P/T available. Call Julia Patel 310-470-0992

RECEPTIONIST
RECEPTIONIST posNkxi available in BH.
Lawfirm. Full-time. t)er)eftts. nk» group of

people. Great opportur>ity to gain expet1arx:e

in a legal envirorvnent. Fax resume to: 310-

274-2796 Attn: Human Resources, or mal to

Lurie, Zepeda, Schmalz & Hogan; 9107

Wilshire Btvd Suite 800; Beverly Hills, CA
90210. No phone calls pleasel

RECEPTIONIST
WEST LA Center for Therapeutic Massage. .

Starting at $10/hr-*-t>enefits Hours Tuesday

5-10:30pm Wednesday 2-10:30pm Thurs

day and Friday 8:30am-2:30pm. Saturday

6 30-10 30pm. 310-444-6069. *

7800
help Wanted

RECEPTIONIST/OFFICE
ASSISTANT

wanted. Excellent phone manners, computer
skills, team-player 9-5pm M-F. Financial Ad-

visor Firm in Brentwood. Fax resume to Sar-

ah: 310-826-5529.

REWARDING/FUN
Summer Swimming, beaches, horses &
nrore. www.daycamppbs.com.

SALES POSITION available for internet e-

commerce company. Satary-t-commission.

Call 310-234-0784 Fax: 310-234-0786.
EmaM: JobsOelectrobuy.com

SANTA MONICAATTORNEY is looking for a

FT/PT file cleric and secretary. Hours can be
flexit}le. Must t>e able to type and speak

some Spanish. Please call Alita 310-452-

1441.

SEEKING Business, Mari^eting majors. Ex-

pansk>n of Nutritional Sales division of multi-

millk>n$$$ health center. Will train. High-In-

come potential. Kimberiey O Symmetry 310-

399-6926

STUDENT NEEDED TO Help w/writing a
business proposal. Prefer txiisness majors.

$15/hr Contact Julie at cell:818-51 7-6383 or

offk:e:818-673-1131.

SUMMER AT THE
BEACH AND MTNS

FUN WORK WITH CHILDREN IN THE OUT-
DOORS. 7-week day program, 2-weeks
Sierra Sleepaway June 25-August 24. Ex-

penence with children and water activ

$330+bonus/week Call 310-826-7000 oT
wwwSierraAdventureCamps.com

SUMMER CAMP
COUNSELORS

DecathkMi Sports Club Located in Palo Alto.

6/25-8/17, $78-$92/day 9am-4pm. camp-
jobOyahoo.com

SUMMER CASH
Chin Chin Restaurant is seeking Servers,

Counter Help, HostsACooks. Part-Time-

Must be available for some weekends
AM/PM Apply Tues-Fri. 11740 San Vicente

Blvd. Brentwood. Management Opportu-

nities Available.

SUMMER DAY CAMPS
San Fernando or Conejo Valleys, Oxnard,

Simi, MaNtMJ. Misc. Instructors & General

couns. $2750-3500+ lor summer 888-784-

CAMP www.workatcamp.com

SUMMER JOB
GRAD/UNDERGRAD Psychotogyeducation

or speech to be a camp akle tor a special

needs child. 6/25-8/25. Valerie:8 18-907-

0367.

SUMMER JOBS! WEST Los Angeles day-

camp hiring energetk: counselors, lifeguards,

and specialists Call Tiffany at 310-399-

2267.

SUMMER SPORTS
CAMP COUNSELORS

Prime Time Sports Camp is now hiring fgr

summer 2001. Sports t>ackground and ex-

perience workir>g with children required.

9:30AM-3:30PM M-F 6/25/01-8/31/01 WLA
and Palisades. Peter310-288-4l32.

SUNSET CANYON REC CENTER seeks

ARC Certified, responsible indivkluals to

work as lifeguards and swim instructors dur-

ing the summer months. Call 310-825-1059.

Appik»tk>ns avail at SCRC.

SWIM INSTRUCTOR: WSI Ages 2-8.

Summer Camp. Tarzana 818-881-9707

Take a Semester off! Ski for FREE!
Aapan Sklii>g Company
www.jobswithaltitude.com

1-800-525-6200

TEACHER AND ASSISTANT TEACHER
NEEDED. School age day care center, full

time summer emptoyment in Van Nuys;

Sports, Crafts, Trips, Swimming, etc Must

fiave BA with minimum 24 units in chikJ

devek)pment courses. Teaching credential is

preferred. Good Salary. Lenny 818-894-

0330.

TESTMASTERS is kx)king' for intelligent

people to answer p(x>nes and provkJe infor-

mation atx}ut our LSAT courses $13/hour,

minimum of 30 hours/week. Only tfK>se with

excellent ptx)ne skHls shoukf apply. 323-655-

2699.

WANTED: People wtx) want to lost weight.

310-884-8746. 24 hour message.

WANTED: TYPIST/PERSONAL ASST
$20/hr 6am-1pm M-F Finacial mart<et order

entery. Santa Monica Call Eric 310-612-

1522.

WELL-ESTABLISHED, UPSCALE Santa
Mor>k:a restaurant seeking experienced wait

staff Nights only Great tips. 310-701-5096

Display
206-3060
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7800
Help Wniited

WEST LA BASED MEDIA COMPANY seeks
energetic, outgoing individuals to train, learn,

and sell advertising media. Pay based
against commissions with up-side opportuni-

ty. If you are considering a future in advertis-

ing, media, and sales please contact Roger
at resumeOparkmedla.com or fax 310-432-
6100.

Daily Bruin Classified

8200
Temporary Employment

HEAD FRESHMAN BOYS BASKETBALL
COACH: Experience playing and coaching
needed. $2800-3200 tor the season. 5 days
a week from 2:30 to 5:00. with A few Satur-
day games The season begins in November
and runs through February. Please fax
resumes only!! Fax to 310-288-3286

WORK from home in the US or in an Interna-

tional business. 24 hour message 310-884-
8748.

8000
Internships

FILM INTERNSHIP
ACCLAIMED PRODUCER seeks motivated
Interns for summer 2001. Please fax

resumes to Commotion Pictures
attn: Michelle 3 10-432-200 1

.

MERILL LYNCH INTERNSHIP. Flexible
hours. All majors, must be articulate, diligent,

and willing to learn. Experience in finance a
plus. College credit available.

Responsibilities include assisting wrth re-

search, analysis, client development and
presentations. Fax resume 310-791-8801 or
email nikesh_kadakia ©ml.com. For nx>re
info call 310-791-8832.

8300
\/olijnte(?r

VOLUNTEER OPPORTUNITIES AVAIL
ABLE at youth hostel in Santa Monka. Meet
travelers from around the world. Gain valu-
able job skills. Please caH Lucy at 310-393-
9913ext.18.

SUMMER RESEARCH/
MOLECULAR BIOLOGY
INTERNSHIP. Biochemistry undergrads
needed for IXJLA summer research in bioin-

formatics/computatk>nal molecular biology.

Must know bask; bkxjhemistry. Computer
skills needed (preferably UNIX). Dr Pettit:

310-206-4748.

8/kOO
Apartments for Rent

STUDIO AVAILABLE
NOW

LUXURIOUS STUDIO Fabulous buiWing.
Full kitchen, bath. Yard. Laundry, pool/jacuz-
zi. Parking, gym. billiard. June through
August. $975. 1-year lease. 310-208-1880.

"WALK TO UCLA. WESTWOOD Singles.

IbdmrVlbth. 2bdrm/2bth Pool. Jacuzzi, walk-
in closets, fireplace, full-kitchen, gated ga-
rage, instant broadband avail, www.kelton-
towers.com 310-208-1976.

•WESTWOOD VILLAGE. MIDVALE N. OF
LEVERING. LARGE 1 AND 2-BDRM APT
GARDEN VIEW. DINING ROOM. UNIQUE.
CHARM. FRONT AND REAR ENTRANCE^
310-839-6294 •

84^00
Apartments for Kent

1.5MILES FROM UCLA- Fully furnished
large ibdrm apt. Pool table/wet bar/cable in

living room. Ideal for grad student-faculty

$1050-^utilities/mo 310-476-2088.

1917 SPANISH MISSION BUILDING. Sln-

gle, WLA, Separate kitchen, high ceilings,

wood fkx)rs, one year lease. %7iOlmo 310-
479-8646.

BEL AIR GUEST HOUSE pool. view. yard.

Dog okay $750. 310-395-RENT www.west-
siderentals.com

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. 1&2BEDROOM
$895AUP LARGE UNUSUAL CHARM.
SOME SPANISH STYLE W/HARDWOOD
FLOORS ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS.
310-839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS spackxis. private room.
Very clean. Month-to-month. $490. 310-395-
RENT www.westskJerentals com

BEVERLY HILLS—NEW YORK STYLE
SPACIOUS SPANISH apartment. Pet okay.

1 bedroom, hardwood floors, utilities includ-

ed. $875. 310-395-RENT www.westskJeren-
tals.com

. 8^00
Apartments for Wv.iw

BRENTWOOD
North of Wlshire. spacious 3BD/2Bath.
upper, w/ bakX)ny. New dishwasher, refrig-

wator, stove, etc. Quiet 8-unit bWg. w/ gar-
dan sundeck $2395. 11921 Goshen Ave #4.

Open Sat/Sun or by appt. 310-571-0293.

BRENTWOOD. $1700. 2bd/2bth. front, bal-

cony, refrlgerator/stove/dishwasher, car-
pet/drap)es, parking, laundry, no pets, near
UCLA, by appt. 11728 Mayfield#1. 310-271-
6811.

8^00
Apartments for Rem

MID WILSHIRE STUDIO RAS. cat okay,

gated parking $525. 1310-395-RENT.
www.weslsiderenials.coin

MIRACLE MILE, house to share, private
bedroom, d/w. w/d. parking. $400 310-395-
RENT www.westsklererwals.com

PALMS
2BED/2BATH. Available 7/1. $145a/month. 2
parking spaces. 310-559-9852.

BRENTWOOD: Large single. $a00/mo. 858
South Grandvihe. Upper, parking, laundry,
yard/garden. No smoiWng, no pets. 310-454-
4754.

1^
CULVER CITY 8pack)us. 1 bedroom quiet
neight)orhood, yard. $665. 310-395-RENT
www.west8Werentais.com

TIRED OF BORING SUMMER WORK?
Chance for travel. experierx:e for resunie.

and approximately $7000 Call 310-441-
2775. Ask for Ruthy.

1-BLOCK TO CAMPUS
studio. $750 All utilities pakJ. Large 1 -bdrm
$1300. hardwood floors. Immediate occu-
pancy only. 310-208-4253 or 310-824-2595.

1-MINUTE TO UCLA
1 bdrm w/deck. furnished, bright, clean, se-
curity entrance, large closets, pool, lyr
tease. $1200/mo. 310-824-1830.

Casablanca West

Available Now

Bachelors S865

1 Bedrooms from S1195

* PALMS *
4B0. 3BA LOFT TOWNHOME. FP.

CENTRAL AIR/HEAT, GATED OARAGE,
SEC. ALARM. CATOK

3670 MIDVALE AVE. $2385/MO

2B0. 2BA TOWNHOME. FP. CENTRAL
AIR/HEAT, QATEO GARAGE.

SEC. ALARIM. CAT OK
3614FARI8 0R. $1396/MO

* MAR VISTA •
1191 3 AVON WAY.

11748 COURTIEIGH DR.

12736 CASWELL AVE.

12630MTCHELL AVE.

12741 MITCHELL AVE.

$129S/MO.
$1295/MO.
$1346/MO.
$134S/MO.
S1345/MO.

4B0. 4BA TOWNHOME, FP. CENTRAL
AIR/MEAT GATED GARAGE.

SEC. ALARM, CAT OK
3054 BEETHOVEN ST. $a486/MO

Y

,
Opan Hous* Mon-Sal tl)' 4 PM

' (310>»1-1076 !

HOLLYWOOD HILLS. Hardwood llee(». sin-
gle. R4S. laundry, parking, utilities paid.
$596. 310-395-RENT www.westskJeren-
tals.com

PRIME SANTA MONICA part, furnished. 1

bedroom, yard. utHtties included $895. 310-
395-RENT. www.westslderentals.com

HOLLYWOOD STUDIO, w/c pet, RAS. utiK-
ties paid. $550. 310-395-RENT www.west-
SKJerentals.com

SANTA MONICA apartment. Prime locatton,

north of Wilshlre. $600. 310-395-RENT
www.westsiderentals com

8400
Apartments for Rent

1-MINLn^ TO LK:la. Bachelor, fumishad.
bright, ctean, security entrance, large closet,

laundry, pool, min 3 months. Available
6/15/01. $800/month. 310-625-0009

530 Veteran
208-4394

HUGE SINGLE AND ONE BEDROOM.
$900/mo.4 up. One bdrm for $1250Aup One
block from campus. 644 and 650 Landfair
310-824-0319.

SANTA MONICA furnished, prfvale rtxxn.

commuter apartment. Utilities included
$325. 310-395-RENT www westskleren-
tals.com

KOREA TOWN, studio, w/c pet, satellite TV,
utilities paid. $575. 310-395-RENt!
www.westskjerentals.com

SANTA MONICA garden style. 1 bedroom,
hardwood fkxjcs. parking. $690. 310-395-
RENT. www.westBider«nalB.com

We Have
partment Homes

Of Choice
In Bruin Country.

.W. Selby & Company

offers the most modern

and convenient housing

near UCLA Campus and

the Westwood Village.

Make your housing

arrangements now!

Kelfon Plaza
430 Kelton Avenue
1 &2 Bedrooms, Rooftop Spa
& Leisure Area

Call (310) 824-7409

idvole Plozo
527 & 540 Midvale Avenue
Singles, 1 &2 Bedrooms;

Rooftop Spa & Leisure Area,

Pool w/ spa, Sauna, Study Lounge
w/ Big Screen TV, Fitness Center

Call (310) 208-0064
540 Midvole Av«nue

Call (310) 208-4868
527 Midvole Avanue

Roommate Service\

El Greco
^
1 030 Tiverton Avenue

^Single Units Only, Rooftop Sun Deck
\8k Leisure Area, Sauna, Outdoor Spa
& Barbecue, Fitness Room
Call (310) 824-0463

PbzCL
1 0983 Wellwortli Avenue
1 &2 Bedrooms, Fitness Center,

Rooftop Spa & Leisure Area

Call (310) 479-6205
1+1 $1725/morrth
2+2 $2295/monlti

Furnished ApafhnentsV
Ask About Our LeJse Specials\

Classifieds

825-2221 Display
206-3060
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8^00
Apnrtmcms for Rent

SANTA MONICA guest house. Refrigerator,

stove. yard. $650. 310-395-RENT.
www.westslderentals.com

SANTA MONICA HOUSE. 1 bedroom, l

bath, bright yard, garden house, garage.

$1200. 310-395-RENT www.westsideren
tals.com

SANTA MONICA OCEAN-VIEW One bed-
room unfurnished/turnished apt. $2000-
$2600. Luxury 2-t^1 bedroom, lurnished

$4000 Walk to 3rd Street Promenade&Pier
310-399-3472.

SANTA MONICA spacious apartment. Pet
okay. pool, bright $725 310-395-RENT
www.westsWerentals.com

SANTA MONICA STUDIO. $875, walk to

market/bus. street parking, available 9/5.

Oarage, $i50/month, available now, 1234
14th Street. 310-471-7073.

SANTA MONICA TWO-STORY MODERN
TOWNHOUSE. 2 bedrooms, 2.5 baths, N. ol

Wilshlre $1294. 310-395-RENT www.west-
skierentals.com

SANTA MONICA, north of Wilshlre. $900
nk:e single, k>wer. Remodeled Stove, frkjge.

Near ocean No pets Near buses. 323-462-
0507.

SANTA MONICA: Singles. $900/mth. Near
beach. Quiet. Quality amenities See:

www.lambertirK.com
2bdrm/1bth w/2-parklng. $l7Q0/mth. And
others. Call Keith 310-453-9656

SINGLE APARTMENTS, $900/month. Up-
graded carpetir^. freshly painted, pool, laun-

dry, secured entry, very clean buildinflj^t
tease, no pels. 310-208-2820.

WEST LA, ONE-BEDROOM $950. Ctose to

bus/market. 1242 Barry Ave. Just south of

Wilshlre Available Sept ,
1 -year-lease. No

Pets 310-471-7073

8^00
Apartments for Rent

WESTWOOD 2BD/2BA, RoeWing Secure

tiklg/parkin^, Laundry, 5 min walk to Cam-
pus Call 310-824-1451 or 310-443-2192.

Available July 1 st for year.

WESTWOOD. 2BORM/2BATH $1450 AND
UP TILE KITCHEN. STEPDOWN LIVING

ROOM. HIGH CEILING CHARM 1 MILE

SOUTH OF WILSHIRE SOME W/BAL-

C0NY.3 10-839-6294.

WESTWOOD. Across UCLA, upscale, one

and two bedrooms, full-kitchen, air condi-

tioned, parking, one year lease. 445 Larxl-

fair Taking resenratkxts. 310-824-1969.

WESTWOOD. Walk to UCLA 2bdrm/2bth,

gated parking, rooftop spa, quiet txjilding.

accepting reservations for Fall. $1895-

$2275. 512 Veteran. 310-208-2655.

WW WALK TO UCLA
Spactous. bright Itxlrm arxj private patio,

available NOW. Hardwood floors, full Kitch-

ea large closets, laurxlry. 2-car parking,

$1500. No pets. 310-234-8278.

8600
Coruio/Townhouse for Rent

KOREA TOWN. Studio, R&S, laundry, utili-

ties paid $470. 31(F395-RENT wwwwest-
siderentals.com

8900
House for Rent

BEL AIR TOWNHOUSE
-^ WITH A VIEW-

9400
Room for Rent

BR^TWOOD F/NS/NP Females only Bed,

tiath&full access to large, beautiful home
Share w/famiiy. $750. 310-395-0623.

PALMS: Bright, clean. fresNy painted private

room In large apartment. UtHtties. garage,
cable. nk:e neigfibortuxxl, convenient to all.

Females. $625. 310-450-0182

PRIVATE GUESTROOM WEST-
WOOO/WALK UCLA- beautiful house w/pri-

vate entrance/l)ath/t)ackyard. Laundry/Kitch-

en privileges. N/S female tenant. $78&«-utili-

ties. 310-446-9556

ROOM 'FOR RENT IN FURNISHED
HOUSE, female wanted. Must be Non-smok-
er, responsible. Utilities-included. Amenities

5 miles from UCLA. $850/mth. 310-475-

1308.

ROOMMATE WANTED Female grad-stud-

ent. Light cooking, 2-3 dinners per week.
Rent negotiable. New Brentwood Home.
Fax: 310-476-7284.

WLAADJACENT
TO SANTA MONICA/BRENTWOOD. Private

room and bathroom in luxurious corxlo. Se-

curity V building, parking available.

$750/month. utilities included. Available

5/30. CaH Unda 310-442-5215.

9500
Rooininates-Privalt; Room

403 LANDFAIR. Gated buiWing/parklng. Pri-

vate room/t>ath in 2bdmV2bth apt. Prefer re-

spectful female. $820/month. Available

9/14/01-9/2/02. Allison 310-824-3537.

^
Westwood Village

Very large appartments for

September I st occupancy.

Dining room, built in

kitchen. Balconies/ Patios.

Pool, elevator, cjpntrolled-

access building,

subterranean parking.

1 BIV Ibafh from (1.400

2 BR/ 2bath from $2,100

For pre-applications call

Mon - Fri 9 AM - 4 PM

691 Levering Avenue
(310) 208-3647

2lxJrm/2bth Townfxjuse w/private backyard

Canyon views, fireplace, hardwood-floors.

central AC/heat. Qarage. Walk to mar-

ket/8min to UCLA. WC pets $3000/mth. Also

avail. Westwood, 2+2, $2200/mfh 310-276-

8605.

CHARMING HOUSE with washer/dryer and
bonus sloraga space. 2bdrm/lbth On Na-
tk}nal and Armoscost. $1615 Please (fall

213-740-0427 Of 310-478-7414

9000
House for Sale

PAC PAL BEACHSIDE! Own your own lot

and 2t)drm. mobile home. Ckibhouse. pool.

$215K. 360-357-2252

9200
Hoiisinfj NtMMltKJ

J
WESTWOOD APARTMENT for Rent Single,

fumishad. 2-Mocks to school, next to trater

nitlM. $800/rTK>nth. 310-824-4951 543
Landfair Ave.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE
Spacious 3Mrm apartment, hardwood
floors, 2car Parfdng. laundry Quiet BuMing
r^ High-niaM on Street. AvaMable Eariy

July. No pets. $2600. 310-234-8278.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE 1 -bedroom/ 1 -bath

$1,500. bright, carpet, available 9/6. Large

Townhouse. 1 -bedroom/1 -batti. $1,600.

hardwood-fk>ors, fireplace, dinning room,

avalabia 8/22. 925 Qayiey, i-year lease, no
pets. 310-471 -7073

WESTWOOD VILLAGE: Unfurnished 1 -bed-

room. $1400. 10990 Sirathmore. furnished
Ibdrm- $1350- 547 Landfair 1 year lease.

|j
No pets Available Sept. 310-471-7073.

P
WESTWOOD. Bachelor. $795. utilities pakJ.

1,1 no parMng. l-bedroom. $1400, 3-car parV-

j ing. 10043 Roebling. 1 -year lease, no pets,

< available July. 310-471-7073

HOUSING NEEDED
Trying to rent your space in the West-

wood area or neart>y? Have a great deal?

Easily solva your rental problem with one
simple caH. Avoid the hassie of renting. 3

UCLA students are seelcing a 3 bedroom
apartnwnt. house, gueathouse or corvjo

to share to move In Juna/earty July. 1 yr

lease only, NO SUBLETS. Must iridude

1-2 partdno spaces and be reasonably

priced. PtMsa call Staphanie:3 10-702-

6455 (Leave message). '

~"

-'f»RtVAT€ BED AND BATH. P^, gated apt

and parking, pool, 20-min to §UCLA.
$435/month4 1/2 utilities. 818-989-0121.

sol30ucla.edu

SANTA MONICA-WESTHOLME One bed-
room apartment to share. Furnished, paric-

ing. Female, non-smoker If unavailable

leave message. 310-446-4612.

SHARE A COTTAGE In Venice 2bdrm/big

yard 4 trtocks from beach by Abott Kinney.

Clean environmertt. Short-tamt ok.

$700/mo. 310-721-3470. '

UP TO 3 ROOMMATES Wanted for sum-
mer/school-year Spacious 2bed/ibath,

kitchen, comer Landfair/Roebllng.

$l650/nfK)nth. Sign lease in June Chapin
310-209-1656.

WESTWOOD: Fun. outgoing female k)oking

for 1-2 female roommates to share
2bdrm/2bth apt.l Available 8/01 or 9/01 CaU
310-209-26651

9600
RooinmatL's-Sh.'irecl Room

WEST LA Ftoomntate needed to share room
in 2t>drm apt. Bundy/Dr Unfumtshed, park-

ing. near bus, great tor studying.

$265/month+depo8lt. 310-826-7343

^.

'^

Westwood Village
433 Kelton Ave
(3IO) 208-8685

1 Bedroom from $1225

2 Bedroom from $1700

Extra large luxury units include:

• FuHy equipped kitchen

• Central heating and air

• Extra closet space

• Wetbar in selected units

• Private tMlcony

• 2 Bdroms hav« 2 baths

• Intercom entry & gated parking

'witit tysarlesss

ftelHBioflw^ fnsAiQM by

Integrated Propeity Services. Inc.

l-AW STUDENT seeks summer sublet; 412-

731-2030; lea_klm_usaOyatK>o.com; June
Ist-August 23rd. Private $800-$1100.

OUTGOING FEMALE JUNIOR needs pri-

vate room for 01/02 achool year Will pay
$650 Prefer female housemates. Email:

wardOucla.adu

WESTWOOD. 2 guys kxMng lor a room to

rent Fall 2001 Walk to UCLA Non-snfX>kers.

no drugs. Chris:3 10-208-3521.

9300
Roofii for H(Hp

DOG SITTEfl/BABYSITTER RESPONSI-
BLE, FUN ATHLETIC FEMALE UCLA Stud

ent needed for lO-year-oid giri June-August
Walking distancrto UCLA. 310-470-4662.

FRE€ ROOM & BOARD
Urt>an Dog Is k>oking foor a night supervisor

Ask lor Kim or Jan 310-445-1447

MOTHERS HELPER WANTED. Tutoring,

babysitting, artd driving. 15-20 hrs/wk in ex-

change for private room and tx>ard. Must

have car 323-761-8623.

SANTA MONICA. Own bdrm/bath/entrance

Wanted Active, responsit>le Mother's heip-

er/housekeeper for 4 y/o boy. Strong chiW-

care background, references required.

60hrs/month. 310-395-1212

STUDENT/CAREQtVER for Japanasa etder-

iy nftan in Lakeview Terrace. Must prepare
evaning meat Live-in w/salary in exchange
for private loom/board. All negotiable for

right person. 818-710-0014.

9400
Room for Retit

BEVERLY QLEN Extra large n»aster bdmi
w/pnvate tjth. sky-tights, in great home,
roommates are young professionals. Clean,

quiet. 5min to UCLA $900/mlh Call Bob
310-475-3384 for detaila.

9700
Sublets

1-BDRM STEAL! Cute IbdmVlbth. ck>se to

campus, hardwood fkx>rs, DSL installed, ful-

ly-fumished. walk-in dosatt $1150obo. Call

KeltyW 310-208-0377. kwtntersOuda edu

10944 STRATHMORE. 2bdmV1bth on com-
er of Strathn^re/Landtair L.arge t)akx>ny w/
view of Westwood skyline. 6/15-12/30.

$515/month. Andy or Phil 310-824-2837.

10980 STRATHMORE. Master Bedroom
available for summer. Spacious, furnished

llvingroom $1000 as singte, $50at>erson. All

Offers ConsMered. Damon. 310-267-6223.

10982 Roebling. Club CaWomla. Sumnwr
and Fall sublet, furnished, queen t>ed.

Poot/Jacuzzi/Sauna, parking, private en-

terance, itxJmVlbath in 3t)drm /Vpartment.

$750.00 310-836-2969.

11021 OPHIR SUMMER SUBLET: Huge
itxlrm available mkj-June to erKi of Sept. 1

parMng-space included, ttardwood floors.

$700/mth obo 310-824-5422

437* GAYLEY Pink Palace Beautiful

2ixJrm/2bth, w/2t>alconies. french doors,

spack>us, 3 undergrourvl ptarlring spots, par-

tially furnished Late June-8/31. $2l50/mo.
Please call Julie or Silvia at 310-824-5542.

475 GAYLEY AVE. Available mid-June to

mid-Sept. $450/month. Otoaa to campus,
friendly roommates & manager. Lboking for

female subletter 310-479-2235.

475 GAYLEY: Ibdrm/lprivate-bth in

2bdrm/2t>th apartntent. Available immediate-
ly to mW-Saplamber. Need 1-2 famale-sub-

letlers. UndergrourM) parfung-spot. extrenoety

doaato^afflpua. $833/mth. 310-208-4379

527 MIDVALE. Ibdrm to aubiet in

2t)drm/2bth apt. $800 Sauna/pool. gym.
gated parking Available mid-June. 310-824-

4612.

550 VETERAN SUBLET available mki-Jund'
to mkJ-Sapt. or negotiable. $387 50/month to

share bedroom. Gated paricing, fuN bath Call

Uly: 310-824-7077. ,-

660 VETERA!^. 2-toedroom 1-bath. Fully

Fumisfied. Firaptacai,* t>akxxiy. gated park-

ing. Jacuzzi. Available 6/18-9/1.

$1495/month. Call 310-209-1438

Classifieds

825 2221

9700
Sublets

679 GAYLEY. Across from campus Available

mid-June-August. New building, security, in-

door parking, vaulted ceilings, spacious,

walk-in closets, balcony. 714-608-4385, 818-

203-4>77. '

690 VETERAN- 2bdmi/2bth. Share room for

sunfwnar & faH. Perfect for mid-year graduat-

ing aaniors. $300/month. 310-208-0965. ka-

vaogleeO yatx>o.oom

925 QAYLEY: Walk to campus. Westwood.
Ibdrm/lbth, parkirig, unfurnished,hardwood
floors. -Available 6/19- mid-Sept
$1550/month. ImeWa 310-267-7169.

969 HILGARD AVE,: 1 shared bedroom
available in 2bdrm/l.5bth apartment.

$400/mth 310-824-5341

ATRIUM COURT FURNISHED private bed-

room/t)ath with periling. DSL, Stereo. Cable
Available mkl Jurte to mid September 1-2

people OK $750/mo. Brandon 310-824-

7435

ATRIUM COURT PENTHOUSE. 5min walk.

Need 2-3 people. July-Sept, or Jan. Spa-

cious 2bd/2bth. 2balconies, part<-

ing/gym/spa. $625/mo. Male/Female ok.

310-267-7714.

ATRIUM COURT 2BED/2BATH. Pariiing,

t)alcony, spacious rent negotiat>le. New ap-

pliances. Jacuzzi in buikiing Karen:310-267-

9671.

BEAUTIFUL 2-BEDROOM APARTMENT
Hardwood floors, paridng. full kitcfien Abso-
lutely gorgeous. Must t>e seeni!! $l900/mo.
Call Marjorie 310-208-2120

BRENTWOOD, One-Bedroom/One-Bath in

Large-Bright-funMShed 26ed-2Belh Apart-

ment. Llving-Room. Dinning-Room. Dish-

wastier, Mk:rowave. Bak:ony, fiJC. 2miles

from UCLA&Beach. Near Transportatk)n.

TVA/CR/Digital-Cable/Stereo/DSL. Parttiog.

King-Size Bed. $900/mo. Junel -AuglO. 310-

415-9238.

BRENTWOOD Room for rent. Summer
only. $650/month. Furnished Private bath

Street paridng. Drive/bus to campus. 310-

440-8050.

CHARMING WESTWOOD APT Spacious

1 bed/1 bath in heatX of Westwood. Bay wind-

ow/wirKk>w seat, great views, garage pai1(-

ing, secure, quiet. MkJ-June-August. 310-

824-8920

CHEAP SUBLET 443 Midvale 2bdmV1bth.
$415/mth per person. Utilities&parking in-

cluded. 5min walk from UCLA. Availat)le mid-

June to mid-SepL 310-267-9804

CLOSE TO UCLA, 2-bed/1 -bath. 2-partang

spaces, available July 1st for 2 nionths. /N/C,

Laundry, Jacuzzi. Email. Suai_aiOya-
hoo.com. 310-208-2251 or 510-713-1838.

FALL OUARTER SUBLET Female room-
nrwte needed. $400/mth. Sept. -Dae. Glen-
rock Ave. Stephanie 310-267-8961

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to share
1t)drm in a 2txJrm/2bth apartment. Fully fur-

nist)ed. DSL. one parking place, patio.

$450/mth. 310-824-2635

FEMALE ROOMMATE(S) needed to share
2t>drm/2t}lh apt. July-Sept. CkMe to campus.
DSL. gym/spa. 310-267-6072. all-

hissOuda.edu

HOUSE 4 SUBLEASE
Bel-Air 3bd/2 5bath. $3500/nfK>nth. unfur-

nished. $4400/nrxx)th furnished. Short-term

sut>iease. Huge livir^g room, breakfast area,

den w/views. Will have new carpel, hot tub

optkxial. Great for student/ teachers. ALSO
Westwood. Sublease. ibdrm/lbth.

$1200/month. Share space w/others in

4bdmicondO. 310-477-0070.

KELTON AVE.: Looking for female subiet-

ter(8) for Itxlnn. In 2txlnin/2bth Part-fum

Available 6/23-mkl Sept. $925/mth., $462 to

share. Call 310-824-5377

LARGE 1-6ED Close to campus. Pool, spa
U/C pariring Fully furnished/equipped. From
mkl-June-Aug. 3people $400ea, 2people
$500ea. 310-208-2049.

MAR VISTA: Own bedrobm&bathroom in

2t>drTn.. 7mins to campus! Cable/gym/sau-
na/pool. Furnished $499obo. Keith 310-915-

1081. ktsuiObiology.ucla.edu

MDR-Beautiful 2bed/2bath situated on 23
acres lush tropical grourtd. Pool, tennis, spa,

fitnass center, ocean breeze. Available nud-

June-Mid-September $1950 310-827-7317.

MIDVALE I - Need roommfte to share room
w/male in summer 2t)drm, DSL. pool, jacuz-

zi-etc. Fall lease also available. 310-208-

0531

NOT HAUNTED!
LANDFAIR/STRATHMORE. Positives:

2t)ed/1bath, living room, kitcfien, downWn
walk to campus. Negatives: Uptiill walk from

campus, global warming. Mtke:310-208-

3260

PALMS 2 rooms for June and/or July $500
own bath/t>akx)ny. $450 share bath Easy
parking. Female only. Christina;3l0-415-

9987.

P1MK PALACE: 437 Gayfey. 3bdrm/2bth

Fumiahad. Julyi-Aug 31 $2600/mth Park-

ing avaHabie Best complex in Westwood.
310-208-3693

9700
Siibl(!ts

POOL PARTY! 691 Levering and Slrath-

more. Spackjus. furnished, 1bdrm/1bth. Un-
derground parking. DSL. available June 1st-

mid Sept. $1300/mth. 310-824-4644

PRIVATE^ ROOM (converted living room) for

clean, quiet male or female. Pool/jacuz-

zi/laundry/parking/balcony/luxury. Security

building. Half-mile from campus.
$525/nx)nth. Un/fumished. 310-209-1675.

SPACIOUS 2-FLOOR APARTMENT June to

September 660 Veteran Ave Includes partt-

ing in garage. $1145/month, June is free!

310-209-0086.

SUBLET!
2bdrm/2bth $1800/mo Cute apartment. 5
min. from campus and Westwood. Available

after finals through August 31 Call now! 310-

824-3555.

Subletter- 403 Landfair 2bd/2bth Female
to share unfurnished 1/2 masterbed. Perfect

transition between apartments this summer.
$510/mo. Morgan 310-208-3293.

SUMMER SUBLET, 424-LANDFAIR.
Apt.#16 $365/month, beginning June-17th.

Light airy room, share w/one male-room-
mate. Own t>athroom. Cable-TV, Computer
w/DSL, short walk to campus. Mike or Mitch:

310-443-9926

SUMMER SUBLET- Need an apartment?
Share a nice one on Kelton and Ophir for

$650/mth. Available June 15th. Call Ryan or

Josh 310-208-0210

SUMMER SUBLET Brentvwx)d. Any time af-

ter June 18th-mid/end Sept. 1-2 people.

Huge private bedroom/bath, walk-in mirrored

-^teaets m 2bed/2bath. $750/month. 3lO-82e-r
7482. 408-209-7 113/cell. pWlortiz88©hot-

mail.com.

SUMMER SUBLET/640 VETERAN— start-

ing 6/30. 2 bdnns, 2 baths, gated part<ing.

Partially furnished. Balcony/french windows.
Females preferred. 310-443-0053.

SUMMER SUBLET CLUB CALIFORNIA.
Beginning June 19th. Female to share room
in 2txJrm/2bth apt. Bak:ony, pool/spa, gym.
partong. Kasey 310-443-1461.

SUMMER SUBLET: Midvale Plazall.
ItKJrm/ltHh. FuHy furnished. Gated parting.
Walk to UCLA. Immaculate. Quiet/safe.
DSL/TVA/CR. A/C. Pool/jacuzzi/gym. 310-
208-4450

SUMMER SUBLET SILVERLAKE
BLVDVSUNSET Spacious, 2bdnn duplex,
furnished, hardwood fkx)rs. Ideal for Holly-

wood/Downtown internships. $800/month.
Available 6/1 -8/31

. Responsible applkants
323-663-8912, jbrasasOholmaH com

VENICE. 6/16 through 8/30 Furnished room
in 3t)drm house. Yard. spa. washer/dryer.
Dog-lover Graduate student preferred.
$700/mo+utilities Amy 310-822-9307#2.

WANT TO SUBLET FOR THE SUM-
MER? Reach thousands of potential

roommates for free. www.west-
siderentals.com 310-395-RENT.

WESTWOOD BOARDING HOUSE: Rooms
$250/mth. T1 Internet, premium cable, free

kx»l phone, weekly makl, shared kitchen,

on-site laundry, pool table, basketball court,

piano Manager on-site 310-209 8149

WESTWOOD. 6/17-7/31/01 (negotiable).
Fully Furnished Have own room in a quiet
apartment complex Parking, pool. AJC.
Ouiet. responsible fentale preferred.
Call:310-208-8868

WESTWOOD: 2bdmV2bth. Sublet available
for surrmier Gated paritlng. jacuzzi. fire-

place, walk to UCLA. $1650/mth. Talk to
Debbie 310-824-5528

WESTWOOD: Beginning 6/25 Female to

share room in nkje, contemporary, spacious.
2bdrm/2bth Ouiet neighborhood. Close to

bus. $375/mth. Camila 310 478-7076

WESTWOOD: Cheap Summer Sublet!
2bdrm/lbth w/parking. Secured building.

Hardwood fkx)rs. Ctose to campus! Available
July-August. $1800/mth. 310-824-1141

WILSHIRE 2-MILES FROM CAMPUS
Beautiful 2-Bedroom Apartment Looking for

2-people to share Spacious Bedroom+Bath-
room. Available 6/20. $475/mo per person.
310-312-0157.

WLA. 1755 PURDUE Female, non-smok-
ing. Private room In ibdrm/lbth in apt 6/25-

9/15. $700/mo+half utilities Furnished Near
UCLA, busline#1 310-477-6186, upasa-
na71 Ohotmail.com

WLA. Luxurious apt. Large master bedroom
w/walk-in ctoaet. Fumishad. Fireplace. t>al-

cony, Jacuzzi, paridng. Secure entrance.

Near bus. MM-June-beg/Sept $850/mo lux-

apartOtKJtmail.com.

9800
Vacntion RtMitnIs

BEAUTIFUL, SPACIOUS YOSEMITE
HOME surrouryJed l)y tall pines. Ctose to
everything. Fully Equipped, 5000' elevatton
sundeck. rea8onat>le rates. 818-785 1028.
www.yosamite.istovely com

Display
206-3060

^m
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• After School Activities • Home to School

WHY QAM^LE?

LMI.

BROIN EYE GUY

1061 GayleyAve.
Next to Breadstiks

No Appointment Necessary
208-6559 & 208-9601
8 am to Late Night

WESTWOOD'S
Original Barbershop

Complete Services for Men A Women
JOyearsJn Westwood

^NAILand

SHOE SHINE

SERVICE

AVAILABLE

Condom Study
Loving couples wanted to borne test
an alternative condom material

Earn $140 for participating

Couples must be:

Age 18-45 In a stable relationship wttti one partner
Willing to report on 8 condom uses •

Current user of Birth Control Pills, lUD, Norplant, Depo or
Sterilization •

For more tnforroatluii. please caB 800-521-521

1

or visit our webstle at www.teslamloms.oig

-\

^'

aiiijMUMjiffiBg Become empowered! join our sloli!

Diversity Requirement Task Force
"DermrJa refwant e/ucafjon fdroujfi /evefoprnj anda divmitujemrafeducation reauiremerti
Ooin students andfacuftj in determining (ww to create andimfifementa diversity reauiremeni

Admissions Reform
"Srin^ an endto two-tieredadmissions. 1-(e[h

determine admissions criteria andfindwaus to

compreftensivefy review alfahpficants tftdtwilf

admita student (fody tfiat is reflective of£A.

THINK Teom
Togetlier. iKIelping to e^reose C^owleihie
Ooin our team to fiqhtignorance S^ miseOucaUon tftrouafi

l^odfor Tftouaht''l)ryramsali)outtfte communities,

issues, andevents tftatshafte our livesandworld.

Acodemic Senate Student Deportmentol Senote
yant^ U(i tt^facultuhutstudenb first? I&e ^elfj facilitate studentemfxmermentandaetstudents
the student voice on the Aacdemic Senate li^, active^ involvedin slu^pin^ tf^ir education throuqh the

W Mhointee SOS: Senate Coordinatorandrepresentativesfnm all
needed. fields ofstudj needed.

committees, ZO ahhointmenb].

Coordinatorandappointees

More ways
^GenerotStoffSlnternsliiD ^Affirmotive Action CooHtionRepresenlotifes

^ Acodemic Atfoirs Newsletter Editor ^ Generol Educotion Retorm Commltteo

^ Drophic Desigmir ft Webmoster ^icodemic Success Referendum Coordinotor

^ AdministniltTe Assislfflit ^Nlnl-GronlsProgrom Coordinotor

ainMiinH^pG©(aH^(mmiEi9cmiMi^^
"Pkk If affdcabom lain/ ms10%mihoffU,l[. AfipficatUm,an due friJau, Oune ( S^fm.
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UC Irvine vs. UC Riverside football

game.

The last time you enjoyed an
awards show was probably when you
were 1 1 years old and your soccer

team held its end-of-thfr-ycar pizza

party. Remember how everyone got

the same trophy? Even then you were
probably upset because someone put

crushed red pepper on your pcpper-

oni and Jeremy Bigfoot (who kicked

with his toe anyway) got the MVP
award. But enough about my experi-

ences ...

Perhaps two wrongs CAN make a

right. So I will attempt to do just thai,

combining movie awards with sports

in an attempt to alleviate the boredom
ofawards show.

Ifyou are tired of tediously mad-
dening awards presentations then you
have come to the right place. Ladies

and gentlemen, prepare yourselves for

the first annual Spovic (Sports and
Movie) Awards. There will be no con-

troversy, no lengthy introductions and
no red pepper. There will be no cry-

ing, no tro^ies and no thanking

mother. This award show will not turn

into a fashion statement, namely
because you do not want to know

- whaUVn wearing right r^ow. Sograb ft-

bag ofpork rinds, a can ofCrystal
Pepsi, and settle into your Los
Angeles R«ms patent leather beanbag
chair for the first annual Spovie

awards. Please hold all applause until

the final honoree has been named.
Our first award is called the ''Little

Women Award." It is presented to the

UCLA female athlete who dominates
in the under-five-foot division, and
may also hold the school's alkime
limbo record. These vertically chal-

lenged athletes must shake off the dis-

traction that comes with always star-

ing at a person's naval to be the best

they can be. This year's award goes to

senior gymnast Mohini Bhardwaj,

who is the tallest 4-foot- 10 girl you will

ever meet.

Bhardwaj is an 1 1-time AU-
American who solidified UCLA's sec-

ond-straight national championship
when she stuck her balance beam rou-

tine in a do-or-die situation in Athens,

Ga. earlier this year. It's a good tiling

Bhardwaj plans an urKX>mmon return

to elite gymnastics because I don't

think the real world is ready for

UCLA's best gymnast.

The second award is the "Rocky
Award," also known as the 'Courage
Under Fire Award." presented to the

UCLA athlete(s) who are beaten into

oblivion but keep coming back for

more. This year's honor is presented

to the UCLA football team's defen-

sive line.

Criticized to the point oflosing
their coach, the defensive line was ren-

dered ineffective due to season^ong
ailments. Kenyon Coleman, Sean
Phillips, Asi Faoa, Rusty William,

Ken Kocher and Mat Ball all pla)^
through injury, some so severe thicy

required surgery in the off-season.

Ball's hand was nearly severed (he

broke his wrist), Williams arm was
nearly torn from its socket (dislocated

shoulder) and Faoa afanost kMt a foot

(sprained ankle). Some ofthese guys
rtiould have worn a "Full Metal
Jacket." Regardless, this unit returns

incredible talent and will anchor a ste)-

Jftr defensive squad in 2001.

The next prize is the "Godfather
Award," presented to the Bruin who
collects the most hits. This year's

«wwd goes to UCLA senior Brian

Baron. The man collected more hits

than a mafia boss, found more holes

than Tiger Woods and secured more
doubles then a successful night at

Madison's. Anyone who can tdl me
the name of the Bruin whoae record
Baron broke with his season average
of .443 gets to touch my Jim Everett

jersey. Ifyou can name his teammate
and fellow catcher (nicknamed
Spanky) with the Pittsburgh Pirates,

S«cK«HN|,pa9c35
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you can wear the jersey. And those

who can tell me if Sid Bream was safe

at home can buy the jersey from me
for $250.

The 2001 "Gladiator Award" goes
to Head Basketball Coach Steve

Lavin, who showed considerable

strength and honor this year. Lavin
shrugged off reports of a warrior

named Pitino coming to take his job
and led his team into the coliseum-

equivalent Sweet Sixteen for the

fourth time in five years. He also

should get the "Negotiator" award for

convincing Dan Gadzuric to return to

Westwood, as well as the "Dangerous
Minds" award for encouraging Jason
Kapono to return to school.

The "Bad News Bears" award has

to go to the UCLA women's basket-

ball^team. Despite outstanding scor-

ing from All-Pac-10 selection Michelle

Greco, the Bruins found themselves in

a 0-7 hole to start the year. However,
they managed to scrap back to win
their last two games of the year to

avoid clauning the "Mission

Impossible" award.

The UCLA athletic department as

a whole gets the "Usual Suspect"

award for surprising nobody by win-

- ning four national championships in

2001. In honor of Memorial Day, it is

pertinent to point out that the Bniins

were best on land, in air and sea

(water). Men's and women's water

polo held court in the pool, women's
indoor track was the fastest on land,

and women's gymnastics flipped

through the air to victory all year long.

But national championship awards
pale in comparison to the coveted

Spovies. Each year hundreds of

UCLA athletes train year rourul for a

chance to win college sports' most
prestigious awards. Tune in next sea-

son for all new categories with no
commercials, boring monologues and
limited bad jokes.

Those who wish to compete with Billy

Crystal to host next year's Spovie
Awards can e-n^ Karon along with

those who just want to send comnrients

on this year's columns at

gianthater@yaboacom.

W.GOLF
From page 40

No. 6 Georgia won the title over

top-ranked Duke by three strokes

with a score of 1,176. Texas was third

. (1,191 ) and Auburn fourth ( 1,193).

Behind Moffat, Martin tied for

21st (296), Umeck tied for 27th (298),

senior Leilani Bagby tied for 82nd

(311). and redshirt freshman Saki

Uechi tied for 107th place (319).

It's hard to tell wliat the best part

for the team was. The freshmen say it

was the overall experience. Martin
i; thought maybe it was the fact the

underdog Bruins were able to show

[
what they were made of.

I
"I think we surpassed everybody's

« expectations," she said.

Umeck pointed out the fact the

team beat several teams that they

haven't defeated that often, including

No. 4 use by two strokes (seventh

place). No. 2 Arizona by three

strokes (eighth) and No. 5 Stanford

by seven strokes (ninth).

"That's exceptional. Especially

since we came in seventh at Pac-IOs,"

Umeck said with a laugh. [

And Moffat pointed out the fart

that the Bruins gelled as a team.

When asked what she attributed the

team's play to. she answered only,

"Team chemistry."

Or maybe it was just that, at last,

the Bruins played to their potential.

"We finally rose to the occasion,"

Umeck said. "It all came together for

us.'

And it resulted in one of the best

finishes in years for a team that was-

n't expected to do much in the

NCAA Tournament.
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14 Weeks Of ReriewAod Testing Of

ImportaDl MCAT Coiicepts,f^/^^^^
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200 Hours Of Office Hours To Suppleoent
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Th* AssocMWd Pieis

UCLA players watch as the Arizona Wildcats

celebrate their victory over UCLA, 1-0.

SOFTBALL
From page 40

all against the Wildcats in the title

game.

In both the third and fifth

innings, UCLA got the leadoff run-

ner on base. But in each of those

innings, the runners remained on
first base with two outs after four

failed bunt attempts. Ramos hit a

grounder to end the third inning

and sophomore second baseman
Monique Mejia had ^ base-running

blunder that ended the fiUh inning.

"We came out here knowing

that we had be disciplined in getting

the little things done, and when they

cracked the door, we had to capital-

ize," UCLA Coach Sue Enquist

said. "We didn't, they did; they got

the big hack and here we sit with a

1-Oballgame."

Throughout the season, Arizona

survived a barrage of one-run

games. In the WCWS, that experi-

ence proved vital as the Wildcats

won all of their ganoes by one run,

including a pair of 1-0 victories in

their final two games en route to the

title.

"It's a game of few runs," said

UCLA junior catcher Stacey

Nuveman, who had a disappoint-

ing WCWS as teams pitched

around her, leaving her for S at

the plate with a tournament-high

nine walks. "But I think that's what
we love about it. The pressure is on
every pitch, and every swing can

make a dilTcrence."

The last great offensive opportu-

nity for the Bruins came in the sixth

inning. With no outs, shortstop

Natasha Watley reached fu-st base

on a single and advanced to second

on Finch's throwing error. But

Ramos promptly flied out to left

and sophomore third baseman
Tairia Mims fouled out to third.

Nuveman was then intentionally

walked, and freshman designated

player Claire Sua, who was leading

the Bruins with six RBIs in the

WCWS, swung at Finch's first

pitch and hit a high fly ball to shal-

low left field that was easily handled

by the Wildcats.

"I really got the feeling that at

any point we were going to bust out

and get it done," Enquist said. •*!

fdt so good about it, but it didnt

happen."

For UCLA there is always next

year but right now, nothing can

take the sting away from another

championship lost to Arizona.

«n«i»iaiiB»Mdim»«wW5 LiisSiiiSlVi

Do you want to become
a leader on campus?

*^j*Ij

Check out the

BRUIN LEADERS PROJE
A seminar based leadership project sponsored by the Center for
Student Programming. AH students are invited to participate in
developing leadership skills. Upon completion parUcipants

receive a certificate.

Europe beckons you!

Rent ties you down!

.

Bruin Leaders Project

Spring Quarter Seminars

Tuesday, May 29th 3 - 5 p.m. 2408 Ackerman Union

V

"The Enneagram** - Discover why you behave the way you do.
Learn how to improve relations with people of diverse back-
grounds. (Fills diversity requirement for certificate)

J, j-t fi

.

Wehopet^^S^
For more infonnation 0Jli^|

Project, please Coi^awat
(310) 206-5071 or blp^feick^.CMf f^ii^r ^J

our office at 105 Kerckll^rf Hat.

Advertise in the Summer
Sublet Guide.

www.bruinleaders.ucla.edu
-,''^'"V-/^''^-^''^^f

*
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COME WORK AT THE UCLA

CENTRAL TICKET OFFICE!

Details:

Now hiring for Summer employment

Starting pay: $7.39lir

Flexible scheduling

Ticket incentives HT^It fC^
Great worl( environment Q^Qfticket
The UCLA Central Ticlcet Office handles ^<~'UciAEnttrtiinmemconn«i«o

ticketing for UCLA l>erforming Arts and

UCLA Athletics.

HOW TO APPI Y-

Come by our ticket windows at the James West
Alumni Center and picic up an appiication.

tQiid¥eftise__

Contoct:

Daily Bruin Oossified Line

llSKercichoffHoH

310.825.222)

Fox:

310.206.0528

important dates^

PoUkotion Dotes:

Disployods; 5/30, 6/7J/11
Line ods: Any 4 doys odjocent to

the disploy od dote.

DmnKms:

Mondays at 12.00 Noon

dassifieds^dmedto.udo.edu

COMPLIMENTARY
CONSULTATION

Fbr questions please call (310) 825-2101 and ask for Sandra

Braccs^ttlk

Deliver Brilliant Results^

ORTHODONTIST
SINCE 1980

UCLA FACULTY MEMBER Dr. Nader Dayani
Member American Association of Orthodontf

frt^r

Specializing In braces for adults & children

• Invisible • Removable
• European • Traditional

inSior.NTin.s

(310) 826 - 7494
11645 Wilshire Blvd. #802
Los Angeles, CA 90025

Cosnnetic Porcelain

Surgical Orthodontics

(949) 552 - 5890
18124 Culver Dr., #A
Irvine, CA 92715

•J

Teeth Whitening
upper or lower

$85"« Mdi

(Ret UOO.OO)

The trsalm«nt w« bs oi lolows: $ 1000.00 piM
SlOOOO tor eochmonm of treotment r«ndw«d
tor nf>«faU3roc«i. SW0.00 piu« S 100 00 hx •och
mor^<ho»tr»o«m<ntwnder>dtorrBrT>ovoU»

broc« and $ 1 700.00 pus $126.00 permorth tor
c«rannlc bfoCM. $200.00 for dtaonoclic study
modal and 1 1 75.00 tor formal comuHoNon

exp<rot<on cJote 6-30-01
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SIDEBAR
From page 40

seeded Louisiana State and
taking both those teams to

extra innings.

Those games turned a gutsy

Sooner shortstop into a scape-

goat for some, a hero for oth-

ers. Sophomore Kelli Braitsch

ceded her team's lead to its

opponents in both games by
making plays she'd made all

year, though this time the ball

slipped. Fans may have
blamed her for making a mis-

take, but they had to acknowl-

edge the competitive drive that

allowed her to give the spectac-

ular plays a shot in the first

place.

There was LSU, making its

first appearance in the WCWS
and bringing, arguably, the

most spirited fans with them.

The Tigers gave the 6,817 par-

tisans in attendance Saturday

night a memorable 13-inning,

2-1 finish that resulted in a

Sooner loss but still increased

Oklahoma's credibility to any-

one who would call their 2000

title a fluke.

There was the Stanford

Cardinal, in Oklahoma City

for the first time, which made it

all the way to Sunday's Final

Four. They truly lived and died

by the 1-0 game, so common in

Softball, and beat Cal by that

margin on Saturday. But

Sunday, a solo home run by

Arizona senior Toni

Mascarenas came in the first

inning and stood the length of

the game.

There was Cal. which

opened the tournament

against Arizona and began a

series of one-run games for

those Wildcats, making them

seem so beatable on the right

day.

And then there were the two

teams that lefi as fast as they

could, fourth-seeded Michigan

and seventh-seeded Iowa. The
Hawkeyes from Iowa City

raised eyebrows by darK:ing in

spasmic fashion in front of

their dugout whenever the

opposing team held a confer-

ence in the circle, and by hold-

ing the Bruins scoreless into

the sixth inning on Thursday.

Michigan, however, didn't

have a memorable time on the

field, as flawed pitching and a

flurry of fielding mistakes sent

the Wolverines back to Ann
Arbor for 2 in the WCWS.
But at least they can say they

were there.

There were no surprises at

the top. The Wildcats beat the

Bruins, as they've done three

times out of four this year, and
four times out of five all-time in

championship games. But all

those who watched, whether in

person or on national televi-

sion, met a few more personal-

ities and saw a few more sto-

ries.

We learned from Braitsch

how to accept a mistake, even

ifpeople around the world saw
her toss two extra inning

garties into the dugout. We
learned from Arizona senior

catcher Lindsey Collins that

you can come into a game hit-

ting .167 for the WCWS but

come out of it hitting the deci-

sive home run. And, on the

lighter side, we were treated to

the spectacle that arises when-

ever the lowans decide that

"It's Hawkeye rally time."

"It's just a tradition at Iowa

to go out there to play and have

fun. We're at the World Series..

You've got to have fun."

Hawkeye junior pitcher Krisli

Hanks said.

"It's always time to dance,"

freshman Oiristina Schmaltz

added.

Only one "team dances with

the trophy every year. But next

year, the names will be difler-

ent and the destination of the

championship award may
change.

"It's getting tougher every

year to go out and dominate."

Arizona Head Coach Mike
Candrea said.

UCLA Head Coach Sue
Enquist agreed that more than

two teams may have a real shot

at winning the title in the near

future.

"There are no breather

games. Back in the day you
could just have one eye open
on some of the teams early in

the tournament. Some teams

did not belong here, and now
there's so much depth." she

said.

Oklahoma proved that

much last year with their first

title. Fresno State broke
through in 1998 after finishing

second to UCLA in 1988-90.

"You've seen a little bit of

parity in softball. I think there

is still a separation out there

with Arizona and UCLA.
You've got a lot of good pro-

grams out there and the LSU
Tigers are one of them." LSU
Head Coach Yvette Girouard

said. "We will be back."

Maybe so. But what will

remain a mystery until next

May are the teams who will be

here, along with the people and
the plays that will affect what

happens between the begin-

ning oftheWCWS and the end
of it.

And that is why we watch it.

MJENNIS
From page 38

6-4.

"We did pretty terrible,

actually," Grinda said. "It was
one of my biggest disappoint-

ments in my college career.

"We were feeling pretty

comfortable getting- -into the

tournament. Even though we
weren't seeded, we felt we
belonged in the seeded divi-

sion," he continued. "Maybe
we were a little overconfi-

dent."

Rojer attributed the loss to

fatigue from all the matches

he and Grinda had been play-

ing throughout the last week
at the NCAA tournament.

"We were both mentally

tired," he said. "We weren't

on the same page."

The Bruin men suffered a 4-

3 loss last week to Southern

Methodist in the NCAA team
quarterfinals. UCLA finished

the season with a 23-3 record

and was second in the Pac-IO.
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^.* ^^^^ ^ unexpected fees when you

-DR. ROSS J. SOMERS, OPTOMETRIST, (UCLA Alumni) allow us to CARE for you.

ONTACT LENSES
(Includes)

• Complele eye exam • Care kit

'• Computerized contort lens fitting • 6 months follow-up care

BAUSCH * Service agreement (like insurance)

*"^
.® (310)319-9999

1531 Wilshire Blvd. Sanfa Monica i ^ .

(comer of 1 6lfi Street, across from Joguar Sfx>wroom) 1^011
,Vision_Qlan£Jc_Medij^caljy^ made 24 tiours a day!

COMPIHYE CARE

The Office of Residential Life would
thank its 2000-200 1 staff:

imAssistant Resident Directors,

Bradley Prodors,

Cable Channel Assistants,

Cluster Support Assistants,

Community Assistants,

Computer Support Technicians,

Residence,

Prortors,

Leadership Intern Supervisors, Student Leaders,

Coordinators,

Resident Assistants,

Residential Computer

Resident TechnoJt^y

Senior {rew.
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student Health res,

> >

Assistants,

Program Assistants,

Assistants,

Professional
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CLUB BRIEFS

UCLA has national

cycling champion
UCLA cyclist Alex Smith is the new

Collegiate National Road Race champion.
He and five other Bruins, both men and
women, competed in the National
Collegiate Road Cycling Championships
last weekend in Colorado Springs. Colo.

Smith finished the hilly 63-mile, seven^ap
course in two hours, 56 minutes and 12 sec-

onds. He bested nearly 120 racers to claim
UCLA's first National Cycling title in six

years, as well as UCLA's first-ever road race
title.

For the first two laps of the race. Smith
stayed with the lead pack. On the third lap,

several riders made attempts to break away
ft"om the group. •

"They did a lot ofdamage to the pack, but
I was able to stay with those attacks so it

boosted my confidence." Smith said. "My
strategy was to get away either on the hUl

through a hard attack or try to break away
on the fiats, because if it came down to a
sprint, I would probably lose."

With less than two laps to go. Smith
launched an attack on a short climb. The rest

of the pack hesitated long enough to allow
him to break away.

Smith rode for several miles with a 30«ec-
ond lead over his nearest attacker. But with

fivcmilalea in the race, he broke aspokcon
his rear wheel. "I couldn't stop for a wheel
change. I knew it would have put me out of
first place and I'd rather lay it on the line and
go for it," Smith said.

He crossed the finish line just eight sec-

onds ahead ofJed Schneider of Kansas.
"I knew that Atex (Smith) had mechani-

cal probtems and on the last climb I tried to

shorten the gap between us," Schneider said.

"He took off"and is such a strong rider that I

couUn'tgowithhim."

Smith, a graduate student in urban plan-

ning, is also a former collegiate national

mountain bike champion. He has hoped to

fUnl
Narional Championships

Bruins defeated in

NCAA Tournament
M.TENNIS: FaUgue

accounts for loss,

no chance for title

UCLA graduate student Alex Smith

win a national road racing championship
since 1 997, when he qualified for nationals as
an undergraduate at Cal Poly San Luis
Obispo. "That year I felt that I had a really

good chance to win. It was also in Colorado,
and Hike altitude and climbs," he said.

That year, however, the race was can-
celled due to snow, so he had to wait four
years to give it another shot. "This has been
my goal for a k)ng time." Smith said. "I had-
n't won a race aD season, but I have been
training to peak at nationals."

This is Smith's first year with the UCLA
cycling team and his presence helped round
out a strong men's team. Three other
UCLA menjoined Smith at nationals. Team
captain Elijah Pfister finished 49th in the
road race after working to keep Smith at the

front of the pack and sufTenng a fiat tire with
seven miles to go. Graduate student Peter
Brown, one of the strongest sprinters on the
team, placed 63rd in the road race and 44th
in the critcrium. Freshman Pat Schmidt
placed 58th in his first national road race.

Photo courtesy o^ Leah Hoy«

won the collegiate national road race.

The team was hurt by the absence of
senior rider Stfephen Flynn. who is in

Europe with the U.S. National Team.
"I really think we could have taken first

and second in the road race had Sieve been
here," said Pfister.

Two Bruin women also competed. Leah
Hoycr, a graduate student in animation,
placed 37th in the road race and Mdanic
Hamon, A-gradwit* mtfrobioiogy student
placed 69th.

"This has been a buiUing year for the

women's team," Hoyer said. "Our star

cyclist was injured and has been out for the

season. The rest of us have been training

hard and have made a lot of improvements.
With some vigorous recruitment and off-

season training, we're hoping to be even
stronger next year."

Anyone interested in competing vkrith the

cycling team can e^nail bike@ucla.edu.

Club prwkients can send dub infbmwtion to

sport$@media.uda.eda

By Rcfcha Rao
and Pauline Vu
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

It was the UCLA men's
tennis team's last chance for

a NCAA title this year, but
both sophomore Jean-Julian

Rojcr and senior Jean-Noel
Grinda fell before reaching
the quarterfinals of the

NCAA Individual

Tournament in Athens, Ga.
last weekend.

Rojer and Grinda easily

advanced past their first

round matches against

Louisiana State University's

Daniel Kiernen (6-1. M)
and University of Arkansas'
Oskar Johansson. (5-7, 6-4,

6-2), respectively. In (hf
process the unseeded
Grinda managed to upset
Johansson, the No. 6 seed.

"I was pretty estactic

with the win," he said.

"Even though this year I

haven't performed as well as
I have other years, I knew I

could beat anyone on any
given day."

But in the second round,
Grinda fell 6-4, 7-6 to

Tulane's Michael Kogan.
"I was playing a guy who

was very aggressive and

took a lot of chances."
Grinda said. "He played
well and it worked out for

him."

Rojer continued past the

second round, beating

Duke's Marko Cerenko 6-2,

2-6, 7-6. He was down 6-5 in

the third set tiebreaker, but

battled back to clinch the

victory.

"The first set I played
really well, but then I lost my
concentration in the second
and third set." Rojer said.

"When I was down 4-1 in

the third set something
clicked. I just kept playing

and found a way to win the

match."

Rojer then moved to the

round of 16, where he fell to

No. 3 Matias Boeker of
Georgia 6-1, 6-4.

**He was just more solid

than I was that day," Rojer
said. "I lost the first set and
adjnsted OK in th« second
set but it was too late."

He added that Boeker
later won the Individual title

on Monday.

"I guess it wasn't too bad
of a loss," he said with a
laugh.

Both Rojer and Grinda
also played in the douWcs
tournament, but they lost in

the first round to

Minnesota's Jorge Duenas
and Harsh Mankad2-6, 6-2,

S«elll.THNItS,pa9«37

The UCLA Scholarship Resource Center Announces 2001-02 Scholarships
for Continuing CoUege of Letters & Science Students

Submission Requirements: i^

Q P'^k«P«PPlie«tions at the SRC, Monday- Friday, n.m^^^
Q Submit completed applications to:

;^w-^/:>

The Scholarship Resource Center
Name ofthe Scholarship
^^^ Covei Commons, 330 De Neve Dr.
Los Angeles, CA 90024

Louis Lew Endowed Scholarship
For students who have graduated from a CA public high school
and have a minimum cumutative 2.5 GPA. Deadline: 6/15/01

Helen Matthewson Qub Memorial Schohirship
Applicants must be partially self-supporting, have a minimum
cumulative 2.8 GPA, be a U.S. citizen, and a CA resident
Deadline: 8/15/01

Nestle Scholars Program

\n^^^"^^^^^ ""'^> ^*»*^ *»*^« « minimum cumulative
3.0 GPA and major in mathematics, economics, business economics
busmess admmistration, or the sciences. Deadline: 6/15/01

Nancy Diane Orford Scholarship

D^^m^T"^ ^'^ ''^'^'*' ^'^"^^ °' ""^^ '*^"*^' challenges.

Rancho Park Rotary Club Scholarship
Preference to UCLA seniors of Iranian-Persian descent who actively
participate m community service, demonstrate strong financial need
and have a mmunum cumulative 3.5 GPA. Deadline: 6/15/01

Jo>Belle WolfUnder»aduate Schohp-ship
Prefwence to female students in any discipline who were boni in the U S
and have a mmimum cumuhrtive 3.0 GPA. Deadline: 6/1 5A)1

Los Angeles Chapter of the Links SchoUrahip
Preference to Afncan-American students. Minnnum cumulative 3 GPA
required. All majors eligible. Deadline: 6/15/01

Waldo A. Neikirk Scholarship
For continuing students with a minimum cumulative 3.5 GPA who maior in
History. Classical Studies, English Philosophy, the humanities, or a&n^
language. Deadline; 6/15/01

^^

Oschin Family Scholarship
Prcfawi^ to physically challenged continuing Letters & Science or
B^Jtoeiniig undergraduates involved in at leMt one cxtracurricutar activity.

Mfarshall Nims Schohirship
Prefeitnce to students with disabilities in good academic sCandinii
Deadlme: 8/15/01

Bess F. Raab Schohirship
Preference given to applicants with a minimum cumulative 3.0 GPA
and who participate in an extracurricular activity. Deadline: 6/15/01

Adel Litton Scholarship
For diird or fourth yev physical sciences students. Based primarily on
scholastic achievement and chwaotar. Deadline: 6/15/01
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MEN'S TRACK ife FIELD NCAA CHAMPIONSHIPS

May 30 - June 2
Eugene, OR.
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' MARYCIEaK/DrtyBfum Senior Stair

Junior thrower Scott Moser will compete in the discus and shot put at NCAAs
this week.

UCLA sends five top athletes to
the NCAAs to show their skills

ByGlcnWortMngton
Daily Bruin Contributor

The NCAA Championship meet is the

true test of a college's track and field pro-

gram. Dual meets and even conference
championships do not compare. When only
the top college athletes in the nation are
accepted for each event, it takes a lot more
than luck to score points. You have to be the

best.

"We've been a competitive team, a great

dual meet team every year, and we're usually

very competitive in the Pac-IO if not outright

Pao-IO champions," men's Head Coach Art
Venegas said. "But the national level is about
the bigger points. My concept is that I'm not
into the dual meets or the PaclOs; I'm into

the nationals. So that's what I'm trying to
build for right now.

"But no matter how badly I want it, it's not
going4o happen by me willing it," he added.
"I have to get the right people to come to

UCLA."
UCLA has a rich history of NCAA com-

petition, including eight outdoor titles.

The last Bruin championships were back-
to^wck wins in 1987 and 1988.

1995-97, the Bruins placed second, third,

then tied for fourth. Sydney Olympic medal-

ist Ato Boldon (Trinidad, I00^neter, 200m), "Next year we'll probably take 12 or 13
"

as well as Olympic participants John Godina Venegas predicted. "And that's when we start
(shot put) and American 10,000m record- becoming a powerhouse again,
holder Meb Keflezighi put up most of the "(The team) knows what's being left
points for UCLA's mid-'90s championship home; they know how much talent we have

^^J: and that (the team) doesn't have the maturity
Together the three athletes combined for yet. And they know how quickly the maturitv

seven NCAA titled.

No Bruins on the

current squad have

reached that level of

domination yet.

With names like Dan
Ames in the throws,

Yoo Kim in the pole

vault. Oliver Jackson

and Juaune Armon in

the jumps, and Rodney
Diggs, Charles Ryan,

Denye Vcrsher and

QUAUFIERS FOR MEN'S NCAA
CHAMPIONSrtiP

Dan Ames (freshman) - shot put

Kyle Eridcson (sophomore)

Yoo Kim (freshman) - pole

Mate Maram (sophomore) - javelir)^

Scott Mostr (junior) - shot put discV

MAGGIE WOO<T>at«y Bfuin

will come," he contin-

ued. "Once you start

having 12-14 qualifiers,

that's when you start

making noise at that

meet."

With such a small

contingent this year,

team spirit is difficult to

create. Venegas points

out, however, that

track is a highly individ-

ualized sport. Although
Wan^n Rogers in the spnnts. the pieces for the Bruins would love to be competing for a
another NCAA run are in the works. All team title, they are still highly motivated to do
these athletes contributed Pao-IO poinu this their individual bests,
your and all are freshmen. Moser is the only traveling Bruin with

But this IS not the year of the Bruin. experience at the NCAA Outdoor
UCLA IS only sending five athletes to Championships. He was 14th in the shot put

Eugene, Ore. for theNCAA Championships, in 1999 and 17th in the discus last year
one more athlete than last year. The Bniins He also is the only Bruin with a legitimate
aren't expected to pick up many points, but shot at an NCAA title. Coming ofThis Pac-IO
the experience is what counts.

*
discus title, he is ranked third for the week-

end's competition.

But it takes a large team contingent to win
the team championship.

In past Bruin victories, UCLA has placed
in about 10 different events.

Balance is key, and this year's track team is

one of the most balanced in the nation. At the
Pac-IO championships UCLA was the only
team to place in 17 of 21 events. Their nation-
al power ranking of third in the nation
reflects that. Power rankings rate a team's
dual meet strength, thus taking into account
depth in all events, a statistic not reflected in

national rankings.

The balance is there; now all it takes is a lit-

tle more experience.

Track teams don't become great over
night because of the maturity factor and the
scoring," Venegas said. "Track is not a thing
where you suddenly get lucky You either

have enough points or you don't.

"It's been a few years since we've had a
national top-end team," he continued.
"That's been my goal, to bring that as far

back as I can. We're going to keep building

the program up every year, juSt keep getting a
little bit stronger."

Expect another Bruin NCAA champi-
onship run soon. Not this year, but it's

coming.

Nale Marum. a sophomore thrower on the

men 's track andfield team, is one offive
athletes representing UCLA at the 2001
NCAA Championships this week. Here he
writes about being ajavelin thrower

• • »

My journey in track and field began
when I was in the seventh grade and signed
up for my first season with the Napa Track
Qub. The coach of (he Napa Track Club
was a harsh, sometimes grumpy old Italian

man named Frank Defillipis. or "Coach D"
to all his athletes.

Coach D would make all the kids run, no
matter if they were shot putters or miters,

and all the kids would try and throw the

javelin at least once. I don't know if it was
because that was the one event the track

club had had some national success at, or

because it was simply the one event you
couldn't do anywhere else.

"PtAVER Diaries
This diary Is an Installment of a year-long series which chronides

the lives ofUCW athletes.

The javelin is a high school event m only
seven states, and
California is not one of

them. Technically it

isn't even legal to own
a javelin as a civilian.

Either way, that is how
I first picked up the

event.

After I finished

third at the Age Group
National
Championships in my
first full season ofcom-
petition. I never put it

down After several

Nate

Marum

more years of competition and many flights

around the nation, the track club became
like my family and I liked to think of Coach
D as my godfather.

At the end of high school, my other two
sports, soccer and baseball, had come to an
end, but Coach D talked to several colleges,

and I began to be recruited to throw the
javelin. I really didn't know what I was look-
ing for when I visited schools, but I realized

it when I came to UCLA. Head Coach Art
Venegas offered me something that neither

Stanford. Cal or USC had: he offered me
another family in track and field, as well as
much greater expertise in coaching.

Needless to say, UCLA became the obvi-

ous choice for me, and I feel that I have
become more and more a part of my new
family every year. Earlier this year, I wit-

nessed the sad endings of two eras in my
track and field life. Coach D retired from
the Napa Track Club after 39 years of dedi-
cation to the sport and his athletes. And
early this May, UCLA's 22-year winning
streak in the UCLA vs. USC dual meet
ended.

But for me, as I head to my first national
championship meet in three years, the end
only signals a new beginning. I was a part of
the great legacy Coach D left behind, and I

was also a part of last year's victory which
put the streak at 22 years.

Now I look forward to being a part of
another legendary team of throwers under
Coach Venegas and part of the beginning of
another streak of dominance for UCLA
track and field.

"X

.
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Men's track will send five

athletes to compete at

NCAA Championships

Wednesday. See page 39.
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Arizona scores once,

ig UCLA againr
I^L
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SOFTBALL Bruins' single

mistake in series results

in loss of championship

ByVytasMazeika
Daily Bruin Reporter

OKLAHOMA CITY - There's

something about Arizona.

When Jennie Finch struck outToria

Auelua to end the Women's College

World Series title game, the Wildcats

erupted as they laid claim to their sixth

national crown cind first since 1997.

UCLA's players

were relegated to —^——

^

spectators along

with the 4,459 in

attendance at

Oklahoma . City's

Don E. Porter

Stadium as the emo-
tions of Monday
afternopn's 1-0 loss sank in. For the

fourth time in five title games against

the Wildcats (65-4), the Bruins (62-6)

found themselves on the losing end.

"My highlight of the weekend was

NCAA Title Game
Arizona 1

UCLAO

Outstanding Player. Finch (32-0) did-

n 't have her best day on the mound, but

she was able to remain elTective in the

circle by moving the. ball inside and out

while hitting her spots.

Amanda Freed (2M), the Bruins'

own junior ace, let one pitch get away
and that was the difference. With the

pressure mounting in the fourth

inning. Finch led off with a deep line

(frive to center field that UCLA fresh-

man outfielder Stephanie Ramos
tracked down, saving a home run.

The next hitter, Arizona's Lindsey

Collins, did what Finch ^:ou}dn'4 do,

driving the biUl over the right field

fence. Freed threw

a curveball that

hung up over the

plate and the dam-

age had been done.

Three innings

later, the Wildcats

made it official.

'It's hit us, but I

don't think it will hit anybody really

good until tomorrow when we wake
up," Arizona third baseman Toni

Mascarcnas said.

'It's just the perfect ending to the
just sitting on the dugout and watching perfect season," Finch added. "(The

Arizona's Lauren Bauer slides safely into second, as UCLA second basemanlMonique Mejia
scrambles for the bail during the championship game of the Women's College World Series.

World series still worth watching
SIDEBAR: Softball's drama excites,

likely to undergo face lift next year

them celebrate because as a coach
that's probably the neatest thing that

you'll ever be able to witness," Arizona
Head Coach Mike Candrea said. "It*

was a great moment."

Finch, the Wildcats' junior ace,

allowed only four hits and struck out

two against the Bruins en route to

being named the WCWS Most

eight seniors) going out on the top is

what we- wanted all year long."

'since the 1993 title game, UCLA is

8-28 in games against Arizona. In the

WCWS the Bruins allowed only one
run, committed only one error and
made only one base-running mistake -

S«c SOfTtALU page 36

ByAmlrcwBofdtn
Daily Bmin Reporter

OKLAHOMA CITY - There arc two ways to look
at how the 2001 Women's College World Series turned
out.

You can look at this year's edition as the^ame tired

old story from years before. UCLA versus Arizona in

the final, as has happened in 1991, '92, '93. '95 and '97.

In the big picture, it didn't even matter who won the

2001 edition, as it was Arizona's sixth NCAA title and
would have been UCLA's nijith.

But you can also look at the WCWS for the reasons
that make fans come to its games in impressive num-
bers - the people who play there, the plays that make
them noteworthy, and also how teams win, not just

which teams win.

. The hometown Oklahoma Sooners, for example,
provided two of the weekend's most exciting games,
toughing it out with top-seeded Arizona and third-

See SIKBiM, page 37

Bruin chemistry results in fifth-place finish
NCAA: Underdog team defies

expectations; Moffat steps up

to sixth-place with strong

ByPauKneVu
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

They had nothing to lose going into

NCAA Championships, a 24-team field in

Orlando where, truthfully, the UCLA
women's golf team wasn't expected to do
anything spectacular.

So they just went out and played like they the other Bruins stepped up like Moffat did.

with the play of senior co-captain Laura
Moffat, who shot a pair of 69s to be the

tournament leader for the first two rounds.

"She stepped up at the right time. " fresh-

man Melissa Martin said. "She was really

motivated to do it, and she's strong-willed.

When she wants to do something, she'll get

it done."

Moffat eventually shot 75 and* 76 in the

final two rounds (289 total) to finish in a tie

for sixth, the highest finish by a UCLA
women golfer since 1996.

Umeck felt the Bruins could have placed
a little higher in the end if in the final rounds

knew they could, and
when the four-day tourna-

ment was all said and
done, the Bruins had a

fifth-place finish in the

most elite field in the

nation with a team total of

1,194 shots.

"It was one of the

greatest tournaments I've

ever played in," freshman

Gina Umeck said. "To be

among the best in the

nation for this level was mind-boggling.

"It couldn't have ended any better than it

had; it was truly a great close for our sea-

son," she added.

The Bruins stunned the field the first day,

where they led the tournament for the bulk

of the first round before slipping to second.

The second day the team moved to fourth

place.

A large part of the good start had to do

"We needed to pitch

in more, to help her

out," Umeck said. 'She

was carrying us the

whole way. None of us

really contributed a

low-score on the other

two days."

But the Bruins con-

tinued their steady play

into the third and
fourth rounds. They fell

to sixth place after

round three, but moved up a spot to tie with

Oklahoma State for fifth place on the

fourth day.

When the final round ended and UCLA
was in fifth, far ahead of any other West
Coast and Pac-I0t«am, Head Coach Carrie

Leary cried with joy.

"She was pretty elated, " Martin said.

NCAA Qiampionship

I.Georgia 1,176

2.Duice1,179

B.Texas 1,191

T-5. UCLA 1,194

SceW.COlf,pa9«35
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Freshman Melissa Martin prepares to drive the ball

in a tournament earlier this season.

color, life to

atNetic feats

COUiMN: No trophies, no

commercials, no fashion

trends; this is sports man

Let's face it, awards presenta-

tions arc boring.

Anyone who watched the

Heisman Trophy Award show this

year would agree. Who enjoys three

hours of inter-

views, two hours

ofcommentary,

one hour of sob-

story video motv
tages foUowed

by a 30«econd

presentation?

I'd rather watch

theWWFTd
rather have a

root canal.

The 2001

Oscars were no
different. Julia

Roberts cried like Dick Vermeil, Bob
Dylan sang like Allen Iverson and,

aside from Steve Martin's joltes, the

$how was about as entertaining as a

Adam
Karon

I
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Out in the open
"SCHLOCK!" exposes the secrets of

exploitation and sexploitation films.

ARTS k ENTERTAINMENT, PAGE 14

Wki)nf>si)ay, May 30, 2001

It's that time again

Men's and women's track and
field championships begin

today. SPORTS, BACK PAGE

www.dailvbrnin.ndH.cdii

Day tripper
Spend some time in Yosemite

National Park - you won't

regret it. NEWS, PAGE 3

UCLA sees drop in African American registration
STUDENTS: But UC has

increase in total number
of minorities systemwide

By Timothy Kudo and
MarcoUt Richards

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

TBc number of African

Americans who intend to register at

UCLA next year is the lowest in

more than 25 years, according to fig-

ures released Tuesday by the

University of California.

But the total number of underrep-

resented minorities - African
Americans, Latinos, Chicanos and
American Indians - rose from 4.730
to 5.262 across the UC system.

At UCLA, that number increased

from 722 to 728 with every group
declining in number except

Chicanos, which rose from 411 to

448.

"Wc were not as successful this

year as we were in previous years in

converting admits to enrolled stu-

NUMBER OF UNDERREPRESENTED MINORITiES INCREASES ACROSS UC

VKrrOW CHEN/Oatly Bfuio

dents," said Tom Lifka. assistant Numbers for other groups at from 20 to 12. 1334
vice chancellor of student academic UCLA changed as follows since last • Latinos decreased from 143 to

'

"The African American numbers
services. The real heart of the prol> year. |42. are a cause of concern," said UC
lem IS we arentgcttmg applications

• African Americans decreased • Asian Americans increased Spokesman Brad Hayward
from African Americans that are as from 148 to 126. from 1,712 to 1,750.
competitive with other groups.' • American Indians decreased Whites decreased from 1,375 to SeeENMNLLMfiapagee

President-elect prepares for

installment, term in office
LEADER: Harless makes plans

to promote BruinGo!, address

need for grad student housing

By Marion Wis*
OaHy Bruin Contributor

Outside his school

commitments. Graduate
Students Association

President-elect Charles

Harless likes to relax by

^visiting amusement
' parks.

"I'm a theme park
• junkie. Right now I have a pass to Disneyland,"

[Harless said. "(Going to theme parks) gives this

illusion ofgetting away for a while."

Harless. Vice President Internal-elect

Charles Hartets

Dorothy Kim and Vice President External-elect

Alain Dang won seals in GSA's April election,

which reached a 15 percent voter turnout - the

highest in 1 1 years. They will be installed into

office at tonight's GSA Forum meeting.

"All graduate students should have a voice,

and I'm here to facilitate that." said Harless,

who ran unopposed for his position.

Born in San Diego, Harless moVed to

Alabama when he was 7. After receiving his

bachelor's degree in computer science from the

University of Alabama in 1996, he started his

graduate studies at UCLA. Harless hopes to

combine research and teaching by working as a
college professor on the West Coast.

"I remember back in high school I was inter-

ested in going to college to be a teacher,"

Harless said. "When I got to college, I got inter-

ested in research."

Letting loose

SceniESIMNT^pageS

DAVt HIIL/Oaily Brum Sentot StaH

Jason Crux, lead vocalist of the punk band Strung Out, shouts his lyrics to a large
and eager crowd Tuesday afternoon In Westwood Plaza.

Students demand tenure for
|

Online gradebook readily available

professor with hunger strike
MULDAVIN: Chancellor has not

given response yet; participants

plan to camp out until Thursday

By Dexter Gauntlett

Daily Bruin Reporter

Tents and lawn chairs transformed Perlofl

Quad into a "pro-education zone" Tuesday,
with students demanding tenure for geography
Professor Joshua Muldavin.

Some thought the movement that has now

resulted in weekly protests and hunger strikes

reached its height May 8, when police arrested

19 students for protesting in Murphy Hall. But

participants said they are dedicated to continu-

ing their elTort until Muldavin receives tenure.

"We're going to go as far as people are will-

ing to go." said Jun Kim. a third-year interna-

tional development studies student.

With tents pitched since Tuesday morning.

10 students have committed themselves to not

eating and will sleep under the stars until early

Thursday.

S«efMStpa9e6

TECHNOLOGY: Site

eases grade process

for faculty, students

By Noah Grand
Daily Bruin Reporter

College administrators

hope that word of mouth will

lead more faculty numbers
to use the electronic grade-

book because it streamlines

the grading process.

The gradebook, accessible

through the MyUCLA Web
site, allows professors to

enter grades online. This
allows students to see their

current grades through

MyUCLA if their professor

chooses to use the option.

"We're there to support

students indirectly by helping

faculty directly," said Eric

Splaver. director of College

Information Services.

Faculty who use the grade-

book enter a.ssignmcnts and
grades, similar to a tradition-

al gradebook.

Because grades are sub-

mitted online, Splaver said

security is a very important

issue for the site. He said the

electronic gradebook has all

the security measures of

MyUCLA.
"Only faculty members

themselves can submit

grades, and all changes that

are made in the gradebook
are logged," Splaver said.

The electronic gradebook
started as a way to provide

tools to help faculty members
work on their gradebooks on
Microsoft Excel spread-

sheets, but evolved into an
online format, Splaver said.

The first work on the elec-

'"."^
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Better infrastructure

needed in California

People in Los Angeles and the rest of

California will live in a degraded environ-

ment, experiencing difficulty with simple

tasks such as plugging in a computer or com-

muting to work if state and local govern-

ments do not develop the region's infrastruc-

ture to handle the expected doubling of the

population in the next 50 years, according to

a UCLA study

But Los Angeles could become like Paris

and London - popular, livable international

cities with the infrastructure to handle the

needs of dense populations such as efficient

transit systems - researchers from the Center

for the Study of Latino Health and Culture at

the UCLA School of Medicine found in

"Outgrowing, or Under-Investing Fn, Los

Angeles and California?" The report is based

on data from the 2000 U.S. Census and

European sources.

"While some see that the state's popula-

tion growth is the cause of water

shortages and power outages, it is

important to see that a large part of

the problem is simply an inadequate

infrastructure for the population we current-

ly have," said David Hayes-Bautista, profes-

sor of medicine and director of the center.'

"Many of our competitor states and cities

have far greater population densities than we
do, but they also have the infrastructure to

function well. We do not."

An analysis of the population of the city of

Los Angeles shows that the density of the 3.7

million residents is 7.873 people per square

mile. That is less than one-sixth (he density of

Paris, about one fourth that of Tokyo and
around one-third that of London.
' Los Angeles needs to improve its basic

infrastructure, Hayes-Bautista said, includ-

ing its mass transit, roads, public safety, pub-

lic health and education, to transform it into

a flourishing densely populated city.

"Concerns about population growth need

to be balanped by concerns about infrastruc-

ture." he said.
,

Senate sets

water deadline
The state Senate voted Tuesday to require

health officials to set drinking water limits for

chromium-6, the substance that gained notori-

ety in the Julia Roberts film "Erin

Brockovich."

The bill, by Sen. Deborah Ortiz. D-

Sacramento. would require the state

Department of Health Services to set a maxi-

mum allowable limit for chromium-6 in drink-

ing water by Jan. I, 2004.

Chromium is a natural element that has two

basic forms: chromium-3. an essential nutri-

ent, and chromium-6. a carcinogen when
inhaled. Public health agencies have not yet

determined if chromium-6 is a carcinogen

when ingested, but the Department of Health

Services and Office of Environmental Health

Hazard Assessment announced in March that

they would evaluate whether chromium-6
should be regulated as a drinking water conta-

minant.

White abalone an
endangered species
The white abalone, a tasty Southern

California mollusk whose numbers have

dropped from the millions in the 1970s "to

perhaps a few thousand, officially became an

endangered species Tuesday.

The listing by the National Marine
Fisheries Service will not affect fishermen

because the state has banned taking the

species since 1996. But environmentalists are

hopeful the decision will bring in more fund-

ing to help th€ abalone's population numbers
rebound.

The decision means federal agencies must

act to help keep the white abalone from
going extinct, but it may be too late to save it,

said Kieran Suckling, executive director, of

the Center for Biological Diversity, the envi-

ronmental group that filed a petition asking

for the listing in 1999.
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Reminder:
The deadline to drop a

nonnmpacted class with a

green Late Drop petition,

transcript notation and

$13 fee is June 8.
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Today 10 a.m.
UCLA Financial Fair

Benefit info for UCLA personnel

Faculty Center, California Room
Sponsor: Campus Human
Resources

794^800

Noon
Campus Events Commission

UCLA Band Showcase

Westwood Plaza

www.campusevents.ucla.edu

L&S Counseling

Academic workshops

• khodes/Marshall/Mitchell

Scholarship workshop

Murphy A-3 II

To sign up, call 206-6685

1 p.m.

LAS Counseling

Academic workshops

• DLAP
Murphy A-3 1

6

To sign up, call 206-6685

3 p.m.

Bioterrorism lecture

Speaker: Michael Wermuth

Center for Health Sciences 73-320

Sponsor: School of Public Health

825^193

Korean Studies Poetry Reading

Poet Ko Uh
Roycc 243

Center for Korean Studies

825-3284

6 p.m.
Society ofAutomotive Engineers

Officer's Meeting

Eng. IV 47-163

208-4374 .

7 p.m.
Student Alumni Association Career

Network

Expand your Horizons:

International Careers

JanKS West Alumni Center

825^23

7 p.m.

Undergraduate Investment Society

General meeting

Doddl70

8 p.m.
An Evening ofSong and Dance

Student performances

Macgowan Little Theater

School ofTheater, Film and TV.

825-2101

Thursday 7 p.m.

Campus Events Commission

Movie: "Hedwig and the Angry

Inch"

Ackerman Grand Ballroom

7:30 p.m.

UCLA Dept. of Ethnomusicology

Concert: AfroCuban Ensemble and

Music of Brazil Ensemble

Schoenberg Hall

206-3033
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Yosemite National Park provides the perfect backdrop for a lesson

in the great outdoors and the appreciation of Mother Nature

ByMaftGoulding
Daily Brtiin Reporter

I am small. I am insignificant. I

am but a speck on Mother Nature's

meticulously constructed smorgas-

-bord of of awc-tnspirrng eye candy.

I am another victim of Yosemite

National Park.

I am not the only one, though.

This past weekend, the surreal slopes

and raging waters of Yosemite Valley

gave 18 UCLA students strangely

comforting feelings of inferiority.

Under the command of the over-

whelmingly feisty Professor

Clarence Hall, the crew from earth

and space sciences deparment's

Natural History of Southern

California class set out Thursday for

a five-day final in one of nature's

most curious playgrounds.

"My first impression was that it

wasn't real." said fourth-year com-
parative literature student Lynzie

Baldwin. "I felt like I had just walked

into a painting."

Upon editing the Wawona Tunnel

en route to the heart of the valley, the

park reveals itself in dramatic fash-

ion. The granite face of El Capitan

and the majestic waters of Bridalveil

Falls tantalize the optics, while an

intimidating Half Dome lurks in the

background.

The U-shaped valley of Yosemite

was carved out by a series of glacial

formations millions of years ago.

Hall said. The resulting peaks,

domes and stairstep valleys make
most geologists giddy and the class

followed suit.

Halt, who began the class more
than 25 years ago, said he wanted to

provide a natural classroom where

students could learn geology and
botany through hands-on experi-

ence.

"Not many students at UCLA
have had an outdoor, firsthand learn-

ing experience outside of Los
Angeles," he said.

Yosemite, as one of the world's

most extraordinary geologic forma-

tions, was a perfect setting for this

experience.

"Yosemite is a beautiful outdoor

lab for the study of ecology, biology,

zoology, geology, forest management
and the management of large num-
bers of people," Hall said.

But managing large groups of peo-

ple is one of Hall's specialties.

Early Friday morning, with the

Memorial Day crowds streaming

steadily into the park, we began our

ascent up the Mist Trail, en route to

Vernal and Nevada Falls.

Hall conducted lectures on the

dusty paths as students compiled lists

of native plants and geomorphic fea-

tures.

Mkah G*ll-R«4man dries off at the top of Vernal Falls after a hike

up the Mist Trail.

'^ The moisture from the waterfalls

gives birth to rainbows that com-
pletely encompass the hiker. While

hiking up to the tops of Vernal and
Nevada, lunching climbers can

enjoy the unigue panoramas.

Johanna Lombard, a park ranger

in Yosemite, said the abundance of

waterfalls in the valley is the biggest

draw for the 3.5 million visitors that

the park plays host to annually.

"There are so many that you can

see from your car or get to in such a

short walk," Lombard said. "It's a

simple way to enjoy the beauty of

Yosemite."

While most visitors scrambled

from one waterfall to the next, we
spent the overcrowded weekend
days outside of the valley in more
manageable areas like Glacier Point

where the view of Half Dome left

most jaws sore.

The Mariposa Grove, located 36

miles south of Yosemite Valley, pro-

vided for an encounter with one of

the oldest living things on earth, the

giant sequoia.

Trees such as the park's famous
Grizzly Giant were but saplings

when Homer was writing the Iliad or

when the Roman Empire was in its

Pax Romana.

Lombard said other popular sum-
mertime activities include backpack-

ing and Whitewater trips. For the real

adventurous, including a few mem-
bers of Hall's class, spelunking

offered a chance for man to grapple

with nature. Thrill-seekers had to

approach this sport carefully, as the

dark caves can be dangerous for

novices.

Although visitors are confronted

with a plethora of options in

Yosemite, there are many factors one

must consider before coming to the

park.

Beginning in late May, the valley is

packed full of tourists for most of the

summer. Traffic jams are common
on the main roads, and campsite

reservations must be made months in

advance.

Deaths occur yearly from careless

play near waterfalls and rivers.

Crime is not completely uncommon
either.

"You have the occasional car

theft," Lombard said. "And drunken
fights in the campgrounds occur

every once in awhile."

The class tried desperately to

avoid such misfortune. Many in the

class spent the late afternoons in the

frigid waters of the Merced River,

where the snows of the High Sierra

are still fueling fury in late May.

The force of )he river gave a good
scare to one overzealous classmate,

whose less-than-heroic dive into the

waters left him in a frenzy as the

rapids carried him away.

The family element that so accu-

rately defines a class of this caliber

became most prevalent at night.

As the sun went down, the Upper
Pines campground came alive with

the sounds of acoustic guitars, bongo

#NffRIPS
The Bruin picks fun and affordable spots to visit in

Los Angeles and the rest of Califomia.

Photos couftesy of Ryan Falvey

Tourists stand In front of the famous sequoia the Grizzly Giant in

Yosemite National Park.

drums and spontaneous eruptions by

members of the class. Black bears

may have loomed outside of the

campsite hoping for picnic basket

infiltration, but no one in the group
seemed too concerned.

Lauri Holbrook, adviser for the

earth and space sciences depart-

ment, has made the trip to Yosemite

for the past three years, and under-

stands the dynamics of the class.

"Because of Yosemite's natural

and historical significance, it pro-

vides a great backdrop for the

intense family-style relationship that

develops for these students through-

out the quarter," Holbrook said.

All families need a head, and this

family was no exception. Hall,

through his wealth of knowledge, his

perpetual drive and wacky vernacu-

lar, has students hanging on his every

word.

"He is the class," Baldwin said.

"He's the first professor I've had
who has put so much of himself into

the class. He doesn't just teach us

about fiowers and rocks, he teaches

us about life."

Hall, who is always humble, can

only give you his all too familiar

smirk at such a comment. Yosemite

and the classroom will always be his

focuses.

While places like Death Valley

and Cuyamaca State Park are

favorites of Hall and his classes, he

said the geologic features, coupled

with the social setting Yosemite pro-

vides, make this trip special every

year.

"Yosemite is the incomparable
valley," said Hall.

For more information, go to

www.nps.gov/yose.

STAVING IN YOSEMITE VALLEY

CAMPSITES

North pines:

•Elevation: 4,000fm • Open April - Sept.

•Daily fee: $18/$ite 'Reservations required

Upper pines:

•Elevation: 4,000 feet •Open ail year

• Daily fee: $18/site • Reservations required

Lower pines:

'Elevation:4,000 feet • Open Mardi- Oct.

•Dalyfer$18/$ite •ReservatkNisrequnned

Camp 4 walk-in (Sunnyslde):

•Elevation: 4,000 fieet • Open aH year

•Daily fee: $18/slte •Rrst-come, first-served

WEATHER*

rrrapitJtioii Mu/Min(F*)

May 1.3 m. 73/42

June 0.7 in. 82/48

itriy 0.4 in. 90/54

Aug. 0.3 in. 90/53

Sept. 0.9 in. 87/47

WKL1mimlmUti.iim^

YOSMITE VALLEY DAY HIKES

Bridalveil FalKeasy):

•Starting point: BiMalveil FaH parking area

• Distance: 1/2 mile (round trip)

• Approx. hilcing tinie: 20 niinutes

Top of Nevada Fall (strenuous):

• Starting point: Happy Isles/Shuttle stop # 1

7

• Distance: 7 miles (round trip)

• Approx. hiiung tinte: 6 - 8 hours

Top of Half Dome (extremely strenuous):

• Starting point: Happy Isles/Shuttle stop 117

• Distance: 1 7 miles (round trip)

•Approx. hiking time: 10- 12 hours
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Hahn leads race for mayor, poll says
VOTE: With one week left

unto election, Villaraigosa

trails behind by 7 percent

The Associated Press

James K. Hahn holds a 47 percent

to 40 percent lead over Antonio
Villaraigosa in the race for mayor of
Los Angeles, with 13 iJercent of vot-

ers undecided with just one week to

go before election day, a L.A. Timfes

Poll has found.

"The race remains close right

now," said poll director Susan Pinkus.

"but an examination of the poll data

shows that Villaraigosa has a tougher

road in the next week if he's going to

win the election."

The Los Angeles Times has

endorsed Villaraigosa.

Voters surveyed May 22 to 27 said

Hahn, the four-term city attorney,

would be better at keeping crime rates

down (53 percent to 19 percent),

while Villaraigosa, the former state

Assembly speaker, was deemed better

able to improve race relations (43 per-

cent to 28 percent).

But it found that Hahn leads

among whites and blacks across the

nation's second-largest city, and vot-

ers in the San Fernando Valley, by his-

toric standards an unusual coalition.

White voters, who remain Los
Angeles' largest ethnic voting bloc

even though they no longer comprise
a majority of the population, favor

Hahn, also by 47 percent to 40 per-

Mexican j
• • frees US.

citizen after seven years

The Aiuxiacvd Pr«s

Los Angeles city attorney and mayoral candidate Jim Hahn speaks
to reporters earlier this month in the city's downtown area.

cent, the poll found.

Many black voters said they ure
happy to vote for Hahn. in part on the

belief he will provide constituent ser-

vices in the same way his late father,

the much beloved county supervisor

Kenneth Hahn. did.

"I voted for his dad, back in the

day," said Dennis Johnson, a manag-
er for a telecommunications compa-
ny. "I lived in a district where there

was a lack of facilities and he brought
them in. I think his son is very similar,

a chip off the old block, so to speak."

The Times Poll found that 74 per-

cent of blacks surveyed plan to vote

for Hahn. Among Hispanics. 57 per-

cent said they would vote for

ViHaraigosa and 27 percent said they-

supported Hahn. The poll found
heavy support for Villaraigosa among
younger Hispanics, but he splits the

support of Hispanics 45 and older

evenly with Hahn. Whites and blacks

are expected to combine to make up
more than 50 percent of the vote.

The poll based on interviews with

857 likely voters was published

Tuesday. It has a sampling margin of
error of 3 percentage points.

Since the April 10 primary - when
Villaraigosa took 30 percent, or

Sec MCE, page 8

RELEASE: Possession of

drugs, child molestation

charges cleared by court

By Ben Fox
The Associated Press

SAN DIEGO - David Cathcart

stepped from a rental car a few
yards north of the U.S.-Mexico
border Tuesday and hugged his

brother and grown sons. "It's

over." he said, with his voice

breaking and his eyes filling with

tears.

Cathcart, 59, returned to the

United States after serving nearly

seven years in a Mexican prison

for what he and his lawyers called

trumped-up drug and child

-molestation charges. ——~~^
"It's good to be home." he said,

his sons and lawyers standing by
him at a news conference.

A Mexican federal judge freed

him late Monday after dismissing a
heroin possession charge as

unproven. Another judge earlier

this month cleared him of charges

that he molested boys at an
orphanage in Ensenada, Mexico, a
coastal city 70 miles south of San
Diego.

"I'm very happy to be home and
I'm looking forward to getting on
with my life." he said after one of

his sons drove him to San Diego.

"Seven years have been taken
away from me for nothing."

But Cathcart, a travel agent and
member of St. Timothy's Roman
Catholic Church in Laguna
Niguel, said he harbored no ill will

toward his captors.

"There's a lot of hatred and bit-

terness in there," he told The
Associated Press earlier. "I don't

harbor it. It's destructive. It's

called hell. But I stayed alive

through my strong faith and
accepting what I had to do, and
making the best of every day of my
life."

Cathcart taught English to fel-

low inmates and was their barber.

He read the Bible and prayed the

rosary and knew there was a rea-

son for his incarceration.

T""^ apparently had a job to do in

the prison," he said. "While I was
there I had a chance to influence

the decisions of a lot of people.

There was an anti-drug program
and I was an example. I didn't

need drugs to get through life."

Cathcart served six years and
nine months after four boys at an
orphanage accused him of sexually

molesting them while he was a vol-

unteer. But three of the boys
recanted and told a judge they
were coerced into making allega-

tions by the former director of the

Door of Faith orphanage.
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Piek u^ your Student Sports Paekago

aMiieation online at www.uehbruins.eom or

at the Central Ticket Office, IVooden Center or

the Student Union Office (Aekerman A-Leirel)

UCLA STUDENT SPORTS PACKAGES
All applications recieved will be entered into a random drawing
to be held in late July. Unsuccessful applications will be sent
notification and a refund in the mall between August 13 and
August 24.

Each appliacnt may submit one application and request a
maximum of one SSP. They are non-transferable. You must be
a currently enrolled student, possess a UCLA Student ID and
ticket to get into the games.

Each SSP will admit the brearer to all five home football
games, the men't basketball games listed under the plan that
you choose, and all other regularly scheduled home athletic
events next year. You will also receive a prepaid voucher to the
use football games at the LA Coliseum to be redeemed later.

Assuming UCLA is participating in a post-season football bowl
game, or In the NCAA Basketball Tournament, only those
students who apply for an SSP will be eligible to purchase
those tickets.

For more iolormation on UCIA SSP policies ond procedure, ond tHe random drew, pick up on application online at www.uclabruin5.com or
otnt the Central Ticket Office, Student Union or Wooden Center.

WORLD & NATION Dow Jones Industrials
up: 33.77

close: 11.039.14
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down: 75.49

dose: 2,175.54
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President, Davis meet to discuss aisis
POWER: Bush denies the

governor's plan for caps

on state's electricity bills

By Ron Foumicr
Th? Associated Press

Face to face. President Bush
rejected California Gov. Gray Davis'

plea for federal caps on soaring elec-

tricity bills Tuesday. The Democratic
governor complained that his state

was getting "s» raw deal," and will sue

the federal government to force lower

prices.

On a three-day mission to improve
his West Coast political prospects.

Bush tried to deflect the criticism by
calling for an end to their feuding and
fmger-pointing. He kept an unusually

busy public schedule to highlight his

efforts to conserve electricity at fed-

eral installations, ease summer ener-

gy costs to the poor, and boost the

California's long-term resources.

But Davis, who hopes to challenge

Bush for the presidency in 2004,

aggressively pressed his case m public

and private for restrictions on elec-

tricity prices that have cost California

nearly $8 billion since January.

"I explained to the president if he

were governor, like I, he would be

doing everything in his power to fight

for the 34 million people who are get-

Bin Laden followers found

guilty of global conspiracy

CONVICTIONS: Two may
receive death sentences

for murder, '98 bombing

By Larry Neumeister
The Associated Press

TV AsMciat«d Press

President Bush nneets with California Gov. Gray Davis at the Century
Plaza Hotel in Los Angeles Tuesday

ting a raw deal," Davis said at a news
conrerence after the 40-minute meet-

ing.

He told Bush that he will sue the

Federal Energy Regulatory

Commission for price relief, based on
previous FERC frndings that electric-

ity costs are unreasonable. Bush
adviser Karl Rove said the agency
has already been asked by Bush to

investigate any evidence if price

abuse.

Earlier, a stone-faced Davis sat

two seals away when Bush told

California business leaders, "Price

caps do nothing to reduce demand,
and tbey do nothing to increase sup-

ply." Bush said price limits are politi-

cally appealing but create "more seri-

ous shortages and therefore, even
higher prices."

The shouts of two protesters

knocked Bush off rhythm temporari-

ly. "Stop the gouging of our econo-

See BUSH, page 8

NEW YORK - Four followers of

Osama bin Laden were convicted

Tuesday of a global conspiracy to

murder Americans, which included

the 1998 bombings of two U.'S.

embassies in Africa that killed 224
people and injured thousands of oth-

ers in a hail of rubble and shattered

glass.

With the word "guilty" ringing

out dozens of times in the tightly

guarded and otherwise, silent court-

:;lDom. the four mcn^ were convicted

of all 302 counts against them. Two
could be sentenced to death.

The penalty phase of the trial

. begins Wednesday.

"These verdicts are a triumph for

world justice and for world unity in

combating international terrorism,"

said U.S. Attorney Mary Jo White,

whose office handled the prosecu-

tion as part of an ongoing investiga-

tion of bin Laden, the fugitive Saudi

millionaire and reputed head of the

al-Qaeda terrorist organization.

The nearly simultaneous explo-

sions in Nairobi. Kenya and Dar es

Salaam. Tanzania on Aug. 7, 1998.

claimed the lives of more than 200
Kenyans and 12 Americans.

Thousands more were injured.

"It was the sound I wanted to

hear," said Ellen Bomer. a federal

employee who lost her sight in the

Kenyan blast and was in the court-

room for the verdicts. "I felt like

standing up and singing out

Handel's 'Messiah' - alleluia,

alleluia."'

Attorneys for all the men said

appeals were planned.

The trial followed the largest ter-

rorist investigation ever undertaken

by the U.S. government, which had
jurisdiction because American prop-

eny was targeted. With cooperation

from authorities in Africa, the FBI
interviewed the defendants soon
after the bombings.

Three were in custody within a

month of the blasts; the fourth was
captured little more than a year later.

The verdicts set the stage for more
trials: six other defendants charged
with conspiracy are in custody.

Thirteen more are still at large,

including bin Laden, who is in

Afghanistan.

High court rules PGA must allow cart for disabled
GOLFER: Player is not

required to walk during

tour under federal law

The Associated Press

Golfer Casey Martin wins right to ride golf

ij cart on PGA tour from U.S. Supreme Court

By I.an7 Margasak
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - Disabled

golfer Casey Martin has. a legal

right to ride in a golf cart between

shots at PGA Tour events, the

Supreme Court said Tuesday.

In a 7-2 ruling with possible

implications for other sports, the

justices ruled that a federal disabil-

ity-bias law requires the pro golf

tour to waive its requirement thi^t

players Walk the course during

tournaments.

"We have no doubt that allow-

ing Martin to use a golf cart would
not fundamentally alter the

nature" of the PGA Tour's tourna-

ments. Justice John Paul Stevens

wrote in the majority opinion.

He said the purpose of the tour's

walking rule is to introduce fatigue

as a factor that could influetice the

outcome.

But Stevens said Martin's circu-

latory disorder, which obstructs

blood flow to his right leg and
heart, causes him greater fatigue

even with a can than is experi-

enced by competitors who walk.

When Congress passed the anti-

discrimination law for the dis-

abled, lawmakers intended that

sponsoring organizations "careful-

ly weigh" the effect of their rules on
the disabled, Stevens said.

Grantmg an exception would
"allow Martin the chance to qualify

for and compete" in events also

open to qualifying members of the

public, he wrote.

Justice Antonin Scalia wrote the

dissent, joined by fellow conserva-

tive Justice Qarence Thomas.
"In my view today's opinion

exercises a benevolent compassion
that the law does not place it within

our power to impose," he said.

Scalia wrote that for the majori-

ty, "there is one set of rules that is

fair with respect to the able-bodied,

but individualized rules ... for tal-

ented but disabled athletes." He
said the law "mandates no such

ridiculous thing."

Tour officials said they would
"fully review and evaluate" the

court's decision, and that Martin
would continue to be provided
with a cart at any event he entered,

as he has been over the last three

years.

"As we have said from the begin-

ning of this issue, the Tour has the

highest respect and admiration for

Casey Martin, as an individual and
as a competitor," a Tour statement

said. "We have believed from the

beginning of this situation, howev-
er, that the issues involved go well

beyond considerations involving

an individual player.

"Through the lawsuit ... the

courts were asked to examine the

issue of whether the Tour should be

forced to abandon its long-stand-

ing requirement that the rules of

competition be applied equally to

all competitors."

Martha Walters, one of

Martin's lawyers, said the decision

shows that golftournaments will be

governed by the same rules as all

other businesses. She called the rul-

ing important "to all people in

sports, high school kids, kids at ail

levels," because their disabilities

would have to be considered.

The 1990 Americans with

Disabilities Act bans discrimina-

tion against the disabled in public

accommodations, including golf

courses and entertainment sites.

The law requires "reasonable mod-
ifications" for disabled people
unless such changes would funda-

mentally alter the place or event.

\ WORLD & NATION BRIEFS

NATO won't back U.S.

defense plan
BUDAPEST, Hungary - NATO refused to

endorse the Bush administration's missile

defense plans Tuesday despite efforts by
Secretary of State Colin Powell to convince U.S.

allies that they face a common threat of attack.

NATO leaders, meeting for the first time in a

country once part of the Soviet bloc, also indi-

cated support for modestly trimming peace-

keeping forces in Bosnia, which include 3,300

Americans.

Powell said he assured NATO allies that

"there is unanimity" within the Bush adminis-

tration against acting alone in pulling U.S.

peacekeepers out of the Balkans, despite com-
mcnU by Defense Secretary Donald H.
Rumsfeld that questioned continued U.S. pres-

ence in Bosnia.

France and Germany led resistance among
NATO leaders to strong language on missile

defense. NATO leaders promised only to main-

tain consultations with Washington
as President Bush moves forward on
his proposed missile shield.

Any missile defense plan "must add
to our security and stability. It must not

lead to another arms race," said German
Foreign Minister Joschke Fisdier, urging more
study.

Powell said he hoped to win more converts

later and would follow though on,a promise to

consult closely with allies. Meanwhile, he said

the administration would press ahead with plan-

ning.

**lf you want to have systems that can deal

with such a threat, yoy don't wail until they're

pointed at your heart," he said.

Riots in Britain fizzle,

police step up patrols
LONDON - Pblice sent hundreds ofofTiccrs

into the streets of the racially tense city of
Oldham Tuesday, hoping to stave off a fourth

night of violence between whites and
South Asians.

There were reports of vandalism

overnight, but the incidents were minor
compared with the previous three ni^ts of

rioting, a police spokeswoman said. She said

bricks were thrown through the windows of a

small number of pubs.

Rioting in the gritty former mill town over the

weekend' has resulted in the arrests of 33 white

people and 16 youths of Pakistani and
Bangladeshi descent.

Police in not gear have patrolled the streets

three nights in a row. The scak of the rioting,

which at its peak early Sunday saw up to 500
youths hurling firebombs at officers and setting

cars alight, is subsiding.

Politicians and members of Oldham's large

South Asian community say racist groups have

targeted the hardscrabble town, 190 mites north-

west of London, sending in agitators to whip up
tension following the mugging last month of 76-

year-old Walter Chamberlain, allegedly by
South Asian youths.

Youngsters take part in

national spelling bee
WASHINGTON - Young spellers zipped

through tongue-twisters like "prole-

gomenon." "byssinosis," "catadromous" and
"kamelaukion" as they tried to spell their way
to a national championship.

The 248 faced off Tuesday in the National
Spelling Bee, which combines obscure words
and the pressure to think fast.

Ten-year-old Brendan Guinn, among the

youngest of the contestants, couldn't see over
the microphone. Brendan, of Chinle, Ariz.,

grimaced after misspelling "archivalia," which
means archived material, stuck his hands in

his bluejean pockets and sauntered off the
stage.

Unlike Brendan's study in frustration,

spellers who survived the first round jumped
up and down or pumped their arms in the air.

Compiled from Daily Bruin wire reports.
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ENROLLMENT
From page 1

"However, the overall trend has been

one of improvement."

Undergraduate Students

Association Council External Vice

President Evan Okamura attributed

the decline to the chilling effect of SP-

1 and 2, the UC Board of Regents

policies passed in 1995 that ended the

use of affirmative action in admissions

and hiring.

Critics of the policies, which were

recently repealed at the regents' May
meeting, ,say they have created an

unwelcoming environment to minori-

ties.

"Obviously it directly relates to SP-

I." Okamura said. '.'It's the unwel-

come mat."

Okamura said if the regents had

rescinded SP-I at the March meeting

it would have sent a message to

prospective students and numbers
might have been higher.

While the number of enrollments of

underrepresented minorities at the

systemwide level has increased since

last year, the percentage of those who
enrolled out of ihose admitted has

decreased, particularly at UC
Berkeley and UCLA.
The low percentage of minorities

who are eligible for UC admission is

the primary cause for the downhill

trend of enrollment and the motiva-

tion behind outreach programs,

Hayward said.

In 1999-2000,' 34.8 percent of the

309,866 graduating high school

seniors were UC-eligible. From that

pool, 23 percent were Asian

American, 20 percent were Latino, 5

percent were African American. 51

percent were white and about I per-

cent were American Indian.

UC Riverside and UC Santa Cruz
are able to admit all UC-cligible appli-

cants, a luxury UCLA does not have

due to its Yiighly competitive pool of

applicants.

At UC Riverside, the number of

underrepresented minorities outnum-

ber all other UCs even though the

total campus population is dwarfed by

UCLA and UC Berkeley.

Lifka estimates that UCLA turns

away 20,000 UC-eligible applicants

and admits only 10.000.

Therefore, underrepresented

minorities have been distributed

among less prestigious UCs because

of application criteria established by

each campus.

Based on figures from 2000,

African Americans held average

GPAs of 3.67, compared to the overall

average of 4.05.

The verbal SAT scores for African

Americans fell 50 points below the

campus average, and the math scores

fell short by more than. 100 points.

With the repeal of ^P-l and 2 and

the introduction of RE-28. the UC has

reaffirmed the faculty's right to deter-

mine each campuses' admissions crite-

ria, which Lifka says is even more
important than the symbolism of the

repeal.

'I think things are in the works so

in the future we will not be using just

academic criteria," he said. "If wc
look more welcoming, then that's

good."

Nonetheless. Lifka said he is skepti-

cal as to whether or not a more holistic

approach will affect UCLA, since the

pool of applicants will remain at the

same level of competitiveness.

Outreach programs were expanded

after affirmative action was banned to

increase the pool of UC-eligible stu-

dents by targeting the K-12 age range.

Until academic preparation is used

to build the pool of competitive under-

represented applicants, the numbers
are likely to remain unchanged,

according to Jack Sutton, executive

director of the UCLA outreach steer-

ing committee.

"When the regents passed SP-1,

part of the directive was to form an

outreach taskforce to maintain diver-

sity," he said. "They knew that when
affirmative action was banned, the

number of underrepresented minori-

ties would drop."

Gov. Gray Davis initially allotted

$60 million to start these programs.

The Early Academic Outreach

Program and the Career Based

Outreach Program are both products

of UCLA's efforts to foster academic

preparation before college.

Recruitment strategies, such as

field trips to campus, are tactics used

to reach short-term goals, though

longer-term goals include raising the

overall academic performance of

groups such as African Americans

and Latinos.

"We are not going to see results

right away," Hayward said. "We're

still too early in the stage to say ajump
was because of a program."

Though UCLA's corrective mea-

sures to reverse the decline in under-

represented minority admissions have

largely depended on outreach, some
administrators said the program's

influence will not be as far-reaching as

hoped.

"Outreach will have its most dra-

matic effects on raising students that

are minimally UC-«ligible." Lifka

said. "As f^r as increasing competitive'"

applicants at UC Berkeley and

UCLA. I don't see it happening. I

hope I'm wrong."

Socioeconomic status and high

school resources will not be affected

by the outreach movement.

The caliber of high school, includ-

ing the number of advanced place-

ment and college preparatory courses

offered, the access to these classes, as

well as the financial resources avail-

able for test preparation, are factors

outreach cannot feasibly combat.

"It's just asking a little too much of

what outreach is," Lifka said.
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Derrick Hindery, a Ph.D student in geography, canfips in

Perloff Quad Tuesday afternooir

Don't miss out.. .get cash for books!

FAST
From page 1

"It's this type' of attitude

engendered by his teaching and

sincerity that promotes this dedi-

cation in students," Kim said.

Chancellor Albert Carnesale,

who has the authority to override

the tenure process, said during

the May 8 protest that he would

not bow to political pressure

when it comes to tenure deci-

sions, nor would he comment on

personnel matters.

Students say the chancellor

still has not answered four

requests proposed to him on

May 8, including granting tenure

to Muldavin, an independent

external review of the tenure

process, increased student par-

ticipation in the tenure process

and a commission to study the

imp-act of tenure on the quality

of education.

UCLA has not dropped

See MST, pages
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Transit Pass Pilot Program

?

The BruinGo! program will he on hreak
during the summer beginning June 16, 2001
and will resume on September 17, 2001.

Discounted bus passes and tokens may be purchased at

the UCLA Central Ticket Office (CTO) located next to the James West Alumni Center.

The Big Blue Bus will operate its regular schedule and service to UCLA throughout the summer.
For information about the BruinGo! progrann visit www.transportation.ucla.edu/bruingo
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Textbook Pack Rats,

Clean Out Your

Closets.. .Sell Back

Your Books NOW!
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Ackerman Union
I Mon & Tue 8:30am~5pm

W-F8:30am-6pm

Final* Week

Lu Valle Commons &
Health Sciences
M-F 8:30am-5pm

Hill Top
W'F 10am-4pm
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Textbooks
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The University Catlioiic Center Announces:

The UCC Baccalaureate

A baccalaureate is a reiigious celebration

honoring student commencementJrom an
educational institution. The UCC

Baccalaureate Mass will be an intimate

^radm^mi^xperienee^with yourfamily one

friefkis where you cm celebrate your

accomplishmerta atVCLA

Friday, Jvm 15th

7:30^
at the UCC

633 Gayley Avi.

If you mant to participate in the UCC Baccalaureate or imhiM
Hke further ifrformation, please contact us at (310) 208-5015 or
stafli9uccla.edu. In order to make printing deadlines all under-
graduate and graduate students who plan to participate hi the

ceremony wlH need to contact us by June 1 , 2001
The UCC is a member ofthe University Religious Conference at UCLA

COME WORK AT THE UCLA

CENTRAL TICKET OFFICE!

Details:

Now hiring for Summer employment

.

Starting pay: $7.39hr

Flexible scheduling

Ticket incentives

Great work environment

The UCLA Central Ticket Office handles Y^^uaAEntertainmen, connection

ticketing for UCIJ\ Performing Arts and

UCLA Atfiletics.

HOW TO APPLY-

Come by our ticket windows at tlie James West
Alumni Center and picic up an appiication.

For questions please caH (310) 9^&^2iQ^ and«U)k for Sandra
^ :7 ., -.- ». ;' V >

PRESIDENT
From page 1

He credits some of his interest in

•teaching and computer science to his

parents. His mother was a teacher.

and his father was an engineer for

Scripps institute of Oceanography.

Harless is currently finishing his

master's degree in biomedical engi-

neering- and working toward his

Ph.D. in computer science.

He first got involved in student

government at the University of

Alabama, where he served as comput-

er science representative to the engi-

neering council.

At UCLA, Etienne Daignault, vice

president external of the 1999-2000

school year, convinced Harless to

apply to the Campus Programming
Committee. This year. Harless

worked on the GSA cabinet as direc-

tor of information, helping GSA pro-

mote its activities through its Web
site.

"Af^er some thought and talking to

current GSA President Martin

GrifTin, I thought the presidency

would best fit my skills," Harless said!

GriflTin says Harless has a strong

BUSH
From page 5

understanding of the workings of

GSA and will work well with the asso-

ciation's forum.

"He will bring a lot of commit-

ment," Grimn said. "I think he'll be

very good at drawing the strengths of

GSA together."

Harless said he hbpes to address

the need for additional graduate stu-

dent housing, increase social interac-

tions among graduate students and
expand the GradBar program, which

provides monthly ori-campus music,

food and drinking for graduate stu^

dents.

Harless said he also wants to

expand the BruinGo! program, which

offers free rides on the Big Blue Bus
to UCLA students and faculty, to stu-

dents living outside Westwood and
Santa Monica.

Dorothy Kim. vice president inter-

nal for this year and next, said she is

looking forward to working with

Harless.

"He's incredibly we|l organized,"

Kim said. "He really wants to reach

out to parts of campus that we
haven't heard from in a few years."

The GSA Forum meets today at 5 p.m.

in417KerckhoffHall.

and predicted that the governor's

confrontational approach would
T)ackfire now that Bush has changed

my!" yelled one. Joined by Davis, the

audience applauded as the protesters

were taken out of the hotel ballroom.

Davis and Bush shook hands
warmly before and after the presi-

dent's speech, but aides said their

meeting was more confrontational.

White House chiefof staffAndrew
Card, who attended the meeting, said

Bush "reiterated his opposition to

price caps and the governor reiterat-

ed his interest in price caps."

Still, he said the meeting was more
friendly than not, and both men com-
plimented each 'other on conserva-

tion efforts. Davis, too, said he

praised Bush for helping the state

build more power plants.

The session was tightly choreo-

graphed because so much was at

stake: After weeks of mixed signals.

Bush needed to show Californians he

sympathizes with their power prob-

lems. Davis, his approval rating

plummeting, was searching for some-
one to at least share the blame - and a

way out of the energy crunch.

Polls show voters in the nation's

most populous state don't think

either politician is doing enough to

ease their power woes.

Shortages and high prices could

spread elsewhere and cause political

problems for Bush. Energy Secretary

Spentxr Abraham was in Yonkers,

N.Y., on Tuesday, warning that trans-

mission bottlenecks are not restricted

to California.

Bush has criticized California, and
by implication Davis himself, for not

building more power plants or mov-
ing quicker to respond to fallout from
faulty state deregulation laws. He
sought Tuesday to remain above the

fray, even as White House advisers

continued to criticize Davis privately

his public tone.

'Tor too long - and too often - too

many have wasted energy pointing

fingers and laying blame," the presi-

dent told the Los Angeles Worid
AfTair Council in remarks aimed at

Davis. "Energy is a problem that

requires action: Not politicsj not

excuses, but action. And blame-ishift-

ing is not action - it is distraction."

Eariier, in the sun-dappled court-

yard of the 1st Marine Division head-

quarters - nicknamed "the White
House" for the color of its low-|lung

wood facade - Bush delivered a

speech offering small measures of
federal help to California including:

' $ 1 50 million to help low-income

Americans pay energy bills this sum-
mer.

• • His announcement that military

facilities in California have exceeded
their goal of trimming usage by 10

percent during peak hours.

• A Department of Energy project

to stimulate the building ofmore elec-

trical lines running north and south

through the state.

Bush also said his $ 1.35 trillion tax-

cut plan will offer 'sonic help" to peo-

ple struggling to pay soaring energy
bills.

Davis, who was elected in 1998 in

a landslide, has watched his job
approval rating drop about 20 per-

cent since January because of the

energy crunch.

Bush's job approval rating is still

relatively high, though 56 percent of

Californians in a recent poll said they

disapprove of his handling of the

electficity crisis.

The president has avoided the

state since losing its 54 electoral votes

to Al Gore. He visited 29 states to

promote his tax and budget plans

before coming to California.

RACE
From page 4

142,744 votes to Hahn's 25 percent,

or 1 18,347 votes - Hahn has taken a
lead by scoring weH among the large

bloc of moderate to conservative vot-

ers who picked other candidates in

the primary, according to the Times
Poll.

The city attorney leads by nearly

20 percentage pomis among voters in

the San Fernando Valley, the vast-sub-

urban region expected to contribute

about two of every five '

tst on
June 5. He also leads m M^uh Los
Angeles.

Villaraigosa's support on the west-

cm and ca.stern communities of lx>s

Angeles is not likely to produce as

many votes, the poll found.

Hahn also scores near or more
than a majority among moderates
and conservatives, who together

make up much of the city electorate.

Although Villaraigosa has held his

base of liberal Democrats, Hahn
seems to have effectively captured the

middle ground and even neutralized

the former legislator's earlier advan-

tages among union members and
Jewish voters.

The two candidates now split the

union vote nly. although
Villaraigosa is counting on a large

push from the Los Angeles County
Fedef t»if>n of Labor to increase his

shj. i.iNi one in 10 union members
said they remain undecided.
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The online gradebook gives the foltowing benefits to professors and students:

Allows professors to enter Provides professors

grades from any computer ^ ^ with real-time updates

connected to the Internet. for adds and drops.

^ Final grajles are submitted to

If the professor wants, he or • ¥ the registrar more rapidly.

she can let students see their Allows professors to give

grades on each assignment general comments and

and the grade breakdown *
J comments to specific students

through the MyUCU Web site.

^
through the MyUCU^ Web site.
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GRADEBOOK
From page 1

tronic gradebook started in the fall of

1999. By winter quarter of 2000, it

was being beta tested in approximate-

ly a dozen classes and is now being

launched for all professors to use.

All faculty members are given the

option of using the gradebook, which

was used in 300 courses during win-

ter quarter 2001. according to

r. WtMcf tjuarter was the first

time the system was available to the

UCLA community at large.

The program used for the grade-

book is unique to UCLA and was

designed based on how different

• UCLA Web sites interact, according

to Splaver.

**I don't think any other schools

have the total (integrated) approach

that we have." Splaver said, adding

that other schools and private com-
panies have asked him about buying

or borrowing the program.

The advantages of the electronic

gradebook. according to Splaver, are

based on the gradebook's integration

with other UCLA Web sites.

The gradebook is connected to the

registrar's office, which allows real-

time updates to the class roster. This

feature >yas very popular on the fac-

ulty version of MyUCLA and helped

lead to a full online gradebook,

Splaver said.

He added that this connection

allows final grades to be sent to the

registrar more quickly, without hav-

ing to fill out extra written forms.

Faculty members have three

FAST
From page 6

charges against the 19 students arrest-

ed May 8.

"We think it's ironic that students

standing up for quality of education

are being penalized by the institu-

tion," said first-year political science

student Eric Blocher, whom police

arrested.
"

ii
Protesters said the inaction on

behalf of the chancellor is evidence

>j that the povyer to have the final say in

granting or denying tenure is invested

in the wrong person.

Students drew connections to the

lengthy repeal process of SP-I and 2.

They said it took a rally of tremen-

dous student and community support

for years before the UC Regents even

considered the measures - which they

repealed in May.

"Not granting tenure to Josh

Muldavin shows that our interests

aren't the ones being served,"

BltKher said.

Some departments at UCLA are

. meeting requests for further student

input beyond tallying numbers on
quarteriy professor evaluations. The
urban planning department, for

example, currently enlists students in

the recommendation process for pro-

fessors. Tuesday's protesters said

they seek to- make this a UC-wide

practice, and this decision would be

ADAM BROWN/Daily Bruin

options when choosing how much
information to release to students.

They can let a student see grades

through MyUCLA, see grades and

the class distribution or none of the

above.

"Wc believe this is a much easier

way for faculty to retain grades dur-

ing the quarter." sakl John
Sandbrook. assistant provost of the

College of Letters & Science.

Splaver said he recommends that

professors let students see their

gradesand howtncrr grade com
to other classmates.

He also said it is important to

allow faculty to give comments along

with their ^ades. which is possible

through the electronic gradebook.

"We use technology but we still

have the humah factor of communi-
cation." Splaver said.

Sandbrook said he is going to

remind faculty members and depart-

ments about the electronic grade-

book service, but that use will

increase mostly by word of mouth
among faculty.

"Our job is just to let them know
it's available." Sandbrook said. "The

best recommendations will come
from any colleagues who used it."

Additional recommendations

come from students wanting their

professors to use the system..accord-

ing to Splaver.

"If the students think this is some-

thing Ihat we should use. then the

professors should accommodate
them if it's not too much work for the

professor." said KucvNan Liou. chair

of the atmospheric sciences depart-

ment.

up to the regents.

"Students need to know that their

input is not being sought, but they can

still make a difference," Blocher said.

Weariiig a sticker declaring his

commitment to the hunger strike.

Student Regent Justin Fong, whom
police arrested May 8, said it would

be an injustice if the university did not

grant tenure to Muldavin.

"He was teacher of the year, he has

been published in distinguished jour-

nals and has show his dedication to

students by being a Faculty In

Residence for seven years," he said.

Fong cited Tidal Wave II, the

influx of 60,000 students into thetJC-

system over the next 10 years, as fur-

ther reason to grant tenure to the pro-

fessor.

"For every 25 students there is sup-

posed to be one faculty member,"

Fong said. "If there is already a prob-

lem in finding quality teachers, why
arc we going to deny tomire to some-

one like Josh Muldavirt?"

Fong commented that important

aspects for an institution like UCLA,
such as providing quality education

and maintaining research don't have

to be mutually exclusive.

"There are very few faculty who
have Josh's kind of commitment to

students," he said. "I think .-all stu-

dents would say that they have had

professors who weren't "quality teach-

ers. Students pay for their education,

they should get quality teaching."
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Apply
For Parkings

Online

!

www.parking.u(la.edu

UCLA students can apply for

parking via the Internet!

Students can complete and submit
parking applications online, check
-parking status, and (if approvisd for

rill Application

roll Dates:

June 4 to Aug 3

parking) pay for their permit through
a secure online payment process.
Visit our web site at:

www.pai1(ing.ucla.e(lu
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California's

MCAT
: • review program

...continues to set the standards that

others want to follow!

i
ERKELEY
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.
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Spco.ili.'iiv.; in MCAT l'ivpcir.ili>>n

He teriieley Heriew Provides;

14 Wteks Of Rtvltw And Testing Of

Important MCAT CoBcepts,f,f^-4^

lOOHonrs Of Sckednled Lecture Topics

Id The Classroom^444444,^^(4^

201) Hours Of Office Hours To Supplement

The Lecture Topics,,L,/-,,i444444,,L

20 Hours Of Supplemental MCAT-Stfle

Problem Solving Sessions44^44.,^ 44

10 Full-Length Mock MCAT Eiams

During The Program44 44^14444,

4 Scheduled Full-Length Mock MCAT

Eiam Testing Dates^_444444444

2800 Pages Of Review Notes Covering

Important MCAT Concepts4444^-44

1400 MCAT-Style Passages With Clear

And Detailed Solntions44^-^ 44.^14.

Exceptional Instructors For Each Of

The Six Topic Areas Of The MCAT44^L4

Excellent Review Materials That You

Get To Keep And Take Hoffle4444^i^

Application Assistance, Interview

Workshops, And Mock Interviews^_44^

mmw
www.berkeley-review.coin
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The last editorial of the year

takes a look at the UCLA
of the future. Beware!

See Thursday's paper.

viewpoint#medM.ud4.edu
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Sport utility vehicles are a waste of gas, money

Phoebe

Chang

POLLUTION: Larger cars

more dangerous on road,

not safe for environment

There's a phenomenon occur-

ring on the asphalt lanes of

Los Angeles. The number of

sport utility vehicles like the Ford

Explorer and Chevy Suburban is

growing exponentially. Consumers
are beginning to see them as viable

alternatives to

cars. Carmakers

advertise their

4x4s by glorify-

ing the adven-

turous, outdoor

spirit these vehi-

cles supposedly

evoke while

praising them as

safer vehicles

for consumers.

But does the

consumer know
or realize that

'

the advertisers arc lying and that

their sales talk can actually put lives

in danger? Have we once again been

taken in by a media that takes away
our right to know the whole story and

decides what's good and bad for us?

There are many positive myths

about these roadhogs, but the cons of

owning a SUV quickly outweigh the

benefits. Though they arc able to tra-

verse terrain smaller cars cannot,

they arc a threat to the very terrain

on which they drive. They may
appear safer but, in reality, they are

not safer than cars. In fact, they are

more dangerous.

Although the increased capability

ofSUVs to drive on rugged land is

undisputed, who really goes ofT-road-

ing in them? Answer me honestly,

SUV drivers, how many times have

you taken your vehicle off-roading in

the years you've owned it? Except for

a relative few, most people prefer to

stick to the freeways and traffic lights

of our metropolis rather than rough it

on the steep, jagged rocks of a moun-

Chang is a third-year history student.

Tell her what you think>and e-mail her

at feebs<?ucla.edu.

tain.

According to Ford Motor
Company, a whoppin)g 87 per-

cent of Ford Explorei- owners •

said they hav^ never taken

their SUV ofT-road. That's a

lot of metal we're wasting.

For those who take vehicles

ofT-roading or frian to take

them off-roading, SUVs allow

people to experience the out-

doors. But with these types of

vehicles on the road, soon

there won't be much of an

environmentifen to enjoy.

SUVs burn mOfegasihan pas-

senger cars and release

more carbon dioxide,

which causes global

warming.

In 1998, SUVs
wasted 70 bilHon

more gallons of gas

than cars. Especially

with the extremely

high prices we're paying for

gas right now, consumers will

not only waste gas, but their

own money as well. Does that

make sense? I don't think so.

For each gallon of gas that is

burned, 26 pounds of carbon dioxide

is emitted. Thus, since 1990 corv-

sumers have wasted 717 million met-

ric tons of carbon dioxide by driving

sport utility vehicles rather than opt-

ing for smaller passenger cars. SUVs
also emit 30 percent more carbon

monoxide and hydrocarttons and 75

percent more nitrogen oxide than

passenger cars. Because these air pol-

lutants irritate the eyes and throat,

more air pollution means more
coughing, nausea, dizziness, fatigue,

confusion and headaches

(www.suv.org/environ.html).

Not only does the envirormient

lose when people buy SUVs. con-

sumers also lose. With the huge

amounts of gas we're wasting, we're

also wasting our money by paying for

more gas when less gas in a smaUcr

(and probably cheaper car) will still

gel us to the same destination.

A new car gets around 28 miles

per gallon while SUVs typically gel

less than 20 miles per gallon (Model
Year 1999 Fuel Economy Guide,

United States Department of

Energy). SUVs also cost more than

regular cars, but given the scarce

number of people who actually use

them to their potential, they function

the same way as passenger cars for

most drivers. The significantly higher

insurance and maintenance rates also

add to the cons of owning an SUV.
SUVs can also endanger people's

lives. Although they may look

tougher, they are not as safe as pas-

senger cars. An SUV is three times

more likely than a passenger car to

roll over. In 1996, 53 percent of

deaths from accidents in an SUV
canjc from rollovers compared to

only 19 percent for passenger cars.

Because of their height and build, if a

driver steers too hard, SUVs can easi-

ly roll over.

SUVs are not only dangerous for

passengers and the people who drive

them, they pose an even greater dan-

ger to others on the road. I've often

been on the road at night, unable to

see what is around me because the

headlights ofSUVs behind me have

the same fffect as high beams since

they are placed so high. Not only is it

annoying to look in one's rearview

mirror and be blinded by light, it is

also extremely dangerous to lose visi-

bility at any time on the road.

Car drivers have all had the experi-

ence of being stuck behind a large

SUV during traffic. When a car is

behind an SUV that much taller and
wider, the driver cannot see how the

traffic ahead is moving, which makes
it harder to make accurate judg-

ments.

The size disparity between cars

and SUVs accounts for the fac^that

most fatalities on the road occur

from light trucks (of which SUVs are

a type) crashing into passenger cars.

SUVs cause much more damage to

cars when colliding with them than if

another car crashed into them.

In a side-impact collision with an

SUV, car occupants arc 27 timet

more likely to die ("Detroit Circles

the Trucks; the big three defend

sports utilities and other hot sellers

against an assault by regulators and
environmentalists." Lx>s Angeles

Times. April 5,

1988).

Sport utility vehicles are more
harmful than beneficial and should

not be on the road. Consumers can

make a difference, take care of the

environment and care for the safety

of others on the road by not buying

SUVs. They're popular right now
and may enhance a person's iifiage.

but fads pass quickly.

The earth we live on is here for

much longer than we are. Don't lis-

ten to the commercials. Realize the

harm these vehicles can cause.

Although the commercials and popu-

lar opinion make a 4x4s seem irre-

sistible, resist the temptation. Be
active in getting these roadhogs off

the road. Encourage acquaintances

to opt for passenger cars. Send car-

makers complaints about their

actions.

For more information and sugges-

tions on how to get involved, visit

http://www.suv.org. Consumers have

been deceived for long enough.

LETTERS

Death penalty

shows no sign of

compassion
I would like to comment on a

few points raised by David M.
Druckcr's Viewpoint column

"Victims, not murderers, deserve

compassion" (Daily Bruin. May
24). What's troubling is the fact

that Drucker's arguments rest on

the central claim that opponents of

the death penalty are indifferent to

the victims of crimes.

Despite what the Drucker may
suggest, opposition to the death

penalty is not about opposing the

"rights" of victims, or

a callous lack of com-

passion for the losses

of their families.

Opposition to the death penally

stems from a compassion for (and

concern for the rights oO all human
beings.

The primary argument support-

ers marshal in favor of the death

penalty is the claim that it acts as a

deterrent to those who might, in

the future, commit similar crimes.

Although there is little evidence to

support this viewpoint, there are a

number of statistics that suggest

that there is no obvious relation-

ship between crime rates and

penalties In fact, recent studies

seem to show that

slates with the death

penally generally have

» higher murder rates

than those without.

Crime prevention aside. I can

sec two arguments in favor of the

death penalty. The first assumes

that execution is a cost-efTcctive

and efficient alternative to perma-

nent inc;»rceration. The second, is

the drive to provide the relations of

llie victims with "closure." the

polite euphemism for legal

revenge.

Revenge or utility, whether judi-

cially sanctioned or not, nre hardly

sterling principles on which to base

decisions of life or death. The death

penalty is a blight on American

society. In it Americans have given

free reign to their worst instincts.

To cloak retribution (or utilitari-

an calculation) in terms oft^m-
passion" for victims and their fami-

lies is an attempt to obscure the

very real concerns of the death

penalty opponents and demonize

them for this supposed lack of

"compassion."

Although I am hardly a itioml

philosopher, I like to think that true

"compassion" does not require vic-

tims, no matter what their crimes.

Scott McOonough

Graduate ftiid«nt

History
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Students shouki fight to have sway in tenure process
MULDAVIN: Professor

concerned with teaching,

not traditional research

By JaiQi* Rapaport

As was widely publicized, on

May 8 19 students were arrested by

the UCPD for a peaceful sit-in in

Murphy Hall ("19. including stu-

dent regent, arrested for sit-in
"

Daily Bruin, News, May 9). The
arrests were the culmination of a 50-

student march to demand tenure for

Professor Joshua Muldavin. As one
of the 19 arrested, I hope to convey

what no newspaper article can -

why I put myself on the line for

Muldavin aad^hat I learned from
the experience^

As fellow students, 1 hope you

can reUte to my concern for what
this tenure case symbolizes about

the quality of education at UCLA.
Going into this battle. I knew that I

was not only fighting for a professor

who had inspired me. but for those

students whose lives had been

changed by one of the fewprofes^

sors whose life revolved around

them.

Rapaport is a secorxi-year design and
sociology student.

Joshua Muldavin has spent the

last 10 years living on campus to be

more accessible to students, shared

his research as part of course mater-

ial and challenged students to

think critically. But I

was there for more
than Joshua

Muldavin. I was

there for all students

at UCLA who
deserve professors

who focus on

enlightening them

and making the col-

lege experience what

we all hoped it would

be.

Too often I hear students com-
plaining about inadequate teaching

and professors who are too busy

with research to give students five

minutes of their time. Perhaps it's

because the type of professor that

students really need is not being

granted tenure. Wficre is this school

headed if the administration's sole

nominee for the Carnegie

Foundation's 'Teacher of the Year"

award is being rejected?

Tht Muldavin case «<»ys !»onie-

thing about UCLA's priorities, as

well as its concern for students. It

embodies many of the frustrations

that students at this university have

about the quality of their education.

natives to current popular views, he

also empowers students to change

the world.

Muldavin inspired a spirit of

activism in me, and by establishing

International Development
Studies at UCLA, gave that gift

to others as well. He has gone

beyond the call of duty to cre-

ate one of only a few develop-

ment programs in the country.

Muldavin does not fall

short in the research depart-

As a pro-

fessor ehgibie

for tenure,

Muldavin has been evaluated based

on three areas: teaching, research

and community service, with com-
munity service carrying li:ss weight

than the others. Any student who
lenrm^. fcom Mvklavm inthe past

can attest to his teaching capabili- •

ties. Not only does he provide

insightful and comprehensive lec-

tures about environmental degrada-

tion, developing nations and alter-

KWSTEN Gna.ETTE/D»ily Bruin

ment, either. He has published

groundbreaking research in the top

jourmiis in hw field (geography and
political ecology), as well as exten-

sive work in China. The content of

this research is often criticized for

its lack of emphasis on "objective"

number crunching in exchange for a

more qualitative approach. The fact

that his research does not adhere

solely to traditional quantitative

methods should not determine

whether Muldavin has satisfied his

research requirement.

It is obvious that Muldavin bal-

ances quality research and quality

teaching without compromising his

students' education. But the denial

of tenure to Muldavin is merely an

example of a much greater issue at

UCLA - student involvement.

The chancellor and vice chancel-

lor claim that student "input" as

opposed to involvement is taken

into consideration during the tenure

process. But student evaluations

hardly seem to measure up to the

immense power that the administra-

tion and its subcommittees use

behind closed doors.

Instead of having an active voice,

we are forced to stand in front of

the administration demanding
"quality education" and "quality

teaching," the same reasons that

encouraged us to enroll here in the

first place. I believe that both the

administration and faculty would

prefer the everyday sounds of:

UCLA over 50 students marchitig

and chanting through campus or

speaking out in Pcrloff Park.

"
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L.A. mayoral candidates try to impersonate Republicans
ELECTIONS: Split for Democrat

voters has Hahn, Villaraigosa

catering to city*s conservatives

By Simon Pcmg

The race for L.A. mayor has already made a

turn for the unusual and grotesque and the may-

oral hopefuls know it. Both Jim Hahn and

Antonio Villaraigosa now espouse themes of

"fiscal responsibility," being "tough on crime

and gangs," "low property taxes," "reforming

education," "Riordan legacy" and "bipartisan-

ship."

Now Villfttaigosa prides himself as being the

Perng is a fourth-year political science student

and chairman of Bruin Republicans.

choice of Mayor Richard Riordan and Sen. Jim

Brulte. R-Calif Hahn also possesses equally

notable Republican endorsements from

Councilman Hal Bernson and the State

Assembly GOP to complement the liberal

Democrat (Endorsements of Rep. Maxine

Waters and Councilman Nate Holden.

You can see the images of Villaraigosa and

Riordan firmly clasping their hands in the air.

You can envision Hahn as a moderate, take-no-

prisoners, crime-busting city attorney. You can

picture both candidates struggling to swallow

the "Republican-sounding" words, eagerly yet

bitterly.

Even though Hahn and Villaraigosa won't

admit it, the two liberal Democrats are now
fighting and falling all over each other to cap-

ture Los Angeles' Republican voters. It's as if

suddenly those Democrats now love us L.A.

Republicans after they chewed our guy Steve

Soboroff up and spit him out. Yeah, you've got

to love those Democrats.

So why are local Republicans today so politi-

cally popular, as though they were the best new
thing since the George Foreman grill? It's sim-

ple: they will ultimately determine who will be

the next mayor of Los Angeles.

"Surely, you jest," you might be thinking,

"there are more Democrats than Republicans in

L.A." I kid you not. I certainly wouldn't be writ-

ing this submission if both candidates weren't

actively trying to recruit GOP voters by espous-

ing Republican themes in their rhetoric or

flooding my home constantly with phone calls

and mailers^

This week alone, I got simultaneous phone
calls from the Hahn and Villaraigosa cam-
paigns. I got all sorts of targeted mailers from

both of them, showing off their faux GOP cre-

dentials. Their campaigns espou^ all sorts of
*

Republican themes that click in my mind, but 1

can only suspect that they'll only be talking like

Republicans until June 5.

In a city dominated by Democrats, Hahn and

Villaraigosa somehow believe that Republicans

will elect the next mayor! Here is the political

dynamic behind the new L.A. GOP love-fest:

First of all. Democratic support for L.A.

mayor is split almost evenly between the candi-

dates. This near even split of Democratic loyal-

ties may be attributable to conflicts of perspec-

tive between state Democrats and local

Democrats.

Villaraigosa portrays himself as a successful

bipartisan state politician removed from the

local Rampart scandals occurring on Hahn's

watch. Likewise, Hahn portrays himself as an

accomplished, crime-busting city attorney far

See PERNG, page 12
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removed from the California energy

crisis instigated by Sacramento politi-

cians like Villaraigosa.

Villaraigosa has the support of

Gov. Gray Davis and the state

Democratic Party establishment and
its core constituencies such as the

AFL-CIO. Hahn holds the suQport

of many prominent local Democrats,

including Waters, Hdden, County
Supervisor Yvonne Burke, and Ethel

Bradley, the widow ofMayor Tom
Bradley.

Second, the results of the primary

election ensured that the fragmented

Democrats' allegiances would stick.

Since those two Democrats made it

into the runoff, there remains little

incentive for Democrat voters to

gravitate towards a single candidate.

Third, common sense dictates that

the candidates instead focus on the

regular voting Republicans left with-

out their own standard bearer.

Republicans still comprise about 30

percent of L.A. voters. Best of all.

Republicans are relatively IndifTerenl

to individual Democratic preferences

(as am 1, because they're all equally

liberal), thus every LA. Republican

vote can be hotly contested and won.

Kahh holds the overwlMftmin^ major-

ity of Republican support so far and
comfortably leads Villaraigosa by

about 10 percentage points.

Theoretically, Republicans could

vote for Democrats during excei>-

tionally odd and inopportune times.

A few examples that come to mind
include the last two recent mayoral

campaigns in San Francisco. San
Francisco Republicans campaigned
for liberal Democrat Frank Jordan

against the bigger liberal Democrat
Willie Brown in 1995

Just the very mention of the nanic

of legendary powerbroker Willie

Brown, the notorious former assem-

bly speaker, evokes terror in the

hearts of Republicans. This same
Willie Brown is the one who prevent-

ed Republicans from assuming con-

trol of the state assembly, even when
they had the majority of seats in

1994.

Hence, the San Francisco GOP
had its reasons to try to thwart Willie

"Emperor Palpatine" Brown. But

that's not even the worsfof it. Willie

Brown defeated incumbent Frank
Jordan and when it became time to

seek radection in 1999, he received

the stippon of those same San
Francisco Republicans. So what
prompted San Francisoo

Repubhcans to stoop to this new
low?

They supported "Palpatine"

Brown to defeat even super-liberal

Tom Ammiano, president of the San
Francisco County Board of

Supervisors and an anti-growth, pro-

rent control advocate. Obviously, the

San Francisco GOP did not have the

power of the force.

My colleagues might not appreci-

ate me regaling Viewpoint readers

with tales ofour not-so^roud

moments. However, I wrote this sub-

mission to make the point that even
with extreme Democratic domina-
tion of city politics, conservative

Republicans and thejr issues will still

matter.

The Democratic Party is less cohe-

sive as a ramshackle coalition ofcon-
stituencies than the Republican

Party, a party united by a common
ideology. Thus. Democrats immedi-
ately splmter into factions of liberal

vs. super-liberal or state vs. local

when they do not have to unite to

win.

These Democrat factions will be
inclined to take on Republican sup-

port to fight their intra-party strug-

^es, and risk compromising the ideo-

logical integrity of the party or losing

the election Then the task of the typi-

cal liberal Democrat politician

becomes even harder, to win over

$«ePniN6p«9t13
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Ptrhaps a solution to this dilem-

ma would be to allow active student

participation in their education,

rather than forcing them to protest

outside Murphy Hall. In

Muldavin's case, absence of student
• involvement has infuriated many
students who feel that they are not

represented in the tenure process.

And rightfully so.

Each tenure case gets passed
along from faculty committee to ad
hoc committee to the dean, and so

ofi, not once being evaluated or
even observed by a student.

Members of these committees make
recommendations and decisions

based on their experiences with the

candidate, evaluation of his

research, as well as other important
factors that determine a qualified

professor.

But who is there to discuss the

issues that affect the student body?
There Is no student representative

to attest to the professor's atten-

dance at office hours, devotion to

students outside the classroom, or

ability to make students think criti-

cally.

Although faculty and administra-

tive repfe«enti|tion n essential,

there are no checks and balances. If

tenure is based on research, teach-

ing and community service equally,

who can fairly represent the teach-

ing aspect? Without student

involvement, research heavily out-

weighs teaching in the information

considered in the tenure process.

This is to the benefit of many facul-

ty members as well as the adminis-
tration.

Faculty members may support a
professor whose research comple-
ments their own, while the adminis-

tration favors professors whose
research brings in the most grant

money Contrary to popular belief,

the tenure process is not always

objective and may oftentimes be
<|*.iile political.

The presence of a student would
serve not only as another factor ip

the decision, but as a way of provid-

ing balance to the process.

Student involvement in the

tenure process is not an impossible

goal. The urban planning depart

ment has a staffing committee
which make recommendations for

promotions and tenure - one of a
kind at UCLA because it allows stu-

dents to participate in its meetings.

Therefore, student representation is

possible. We just have to fight (ot it.

Show the administration that stu-

dent involvement is important to

you by stopping by at the three<lay

fast and tent city this week from
Tuesday to Thursday at Schoenberg
Plaza. Continue your support for

Professor Muldavin at the teach-

^
ms, discussions and musical festi-

jvals that follow throughout the

nhree days or by sitting on the lawn
• with fellow students.

\\ Let the administration know that

1*811165 and speak outs outside of the

tenure process should not be bur
only voice on campus. As students,

we demand to be involved in the

processes that directly aflfect us.

I II ' Ul^llljll
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their liberals and some of their con-

servative Republican opponents.

Now those Democratic politicians

cannot ignore Republicans anymore.
They must begin to recognize the

common sense, consensus issues of
fighting crime, promoting job
growth, reforming education (ending

social promotion), and creating fiscal

responsibility and low property taxes.

Otherwise, their other Democrat
rivals and colleagues might become
their abrupt successors in the distant

future.
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UCLA Hillelt:enter

900 Hilgarci Avenue ® Le Conte
AmVe caHy for parking fn Westwood

Admission is FR£E

All are welcome!

For moYfi info,

call 310-208-3081

or email LGBT(g>uclab(llel.org
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Documentary provides rare

GLIMPSE INTO SCHLOCKING

WORLD OF BYGONE B-FILMS

By ianet Nakano
Daily Bruin Contributor

There was a time when films explored

more outrageous and frightening subject

matter than the blockbuster movies of
today do - like nudes on the moon and and
disembodied brains that refuse to die.

•SCHLOCK! The Secret History of
' American Movies" exposes the history

behind daring independent exploitation

and sexploitation films that contributed to

today's lax filmmaking standards. The doc-

umentary shows tonight at the James
Bridges Theater.

The editor of Boxoffice magazine,
writer/director Ray Greene, fell upon thou-

sands of relatively unknown films with wild

plots and racy titles, inspiring the creation

of his documentary.
**1 said, 'My god. where did these come

from? Where did these go? What was the

audience for these films?'" Greene said.

"And that was what launched the idea as

much as anything."

The documentary includes interviews

and rare film clips that detail the history of

exploitation and sexploitation films and
show how the provocative B-films of yes-

terday gave rise to the big screen adrena-

line-powered blockbusters of today
Although such exploitation films were

not a part of mainstream culture and often

were of low quality, there was an intriguing

quality about them.

Greene pointed to Doris Wishman's
films, featured in the documentary, as a

perfect example.

•'Once you get past the technical inepti-

tude and the hick of training, there's a sort

of strange, passionate portrayal of one
woman's journey through a very dicey time
for women." Greene said.

Coproducer Wade Major, a UCLA
School of Theater, Film and Television

alumnus, got involved with Greene's pro-

ject while writing for Boxoffice and was
equally compelled to expose the raw beauty

of these films.

"These films had unintentional poetry,*'

Major said. "These people set out to basi-

cally make a movie to make a buck, but

somewhere in their subconscious, some-
thing was driving them that they may not

Pro«*gonisi Productiofii

Ray Gr««ne (left), a friend and .Wade Major present "SCHLOCK! The Secret History of American
Movies," a documentary about the history of sexploitation films.

have been aware of and the result was that

they created something poetic."

These early films were easily categorized

as exploitation films, but current movie
content sometimes makes it hard to distin-

guish what should be considered exploita-

tion. In the documentary, Greene provides
his idea of exploitation films by defining

some of their distinguishing characteris-

tics.

"It's even tourer to nail down the edge
of that question when they spend $150 mil-

lion to make an eiiploitation," Greene said.

"Basically, the saleable elements take

precedence over every other consideration,

and you foreground the things that will get

people to get into the movie theater, irre-

spective of quality, character and plot."

What made these films extraordinary

was that they refiected a side of life that was
not necessarily romanticized or pic-

turesque. Major said that this was often

because these filmmakers were living in the

real world, as opposod to a glamorous.
Hollywood life.

"They were more closely in touch with, I

don't want to say ordinary life, but maybe

with a certain real dynamic that allowed

them to deliver something that felt a lot

more real, a lot closer to what was really

going on," Major said. \

Greene includes films sucll as "The
Brain that Wouldn't Die" and ~Nude on
the Moon" because they show ji^flip side to

the mainstream movies of their l|lme.

"They were willing to talk about things

that Hollywood movies refused to talk

about. 90 when you watdi <hcm, even if

they're bad or worthless, thcy'K an index

of other attitudes that were around at that

time," Greene said.

He brieves it was these types of atti*

tudes that pushed forward filmmaking.

"I was appalled at some of tlK stuff that

I had to watch, but these films did not allow

you to sit there and have, a neutral

response," Greene said.

As opposed to painting an idealistic pic-

ture of human culture, SCHLOCK!"
delves into its darker aspects, exploring the

scary, humorous and sexual

"Movies today are supp«sfri to make

SmfClltaCpa9«i7
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Edectic album showcases Bruin talents
MUSIC: All proHts from

sales will be given to

Unicamp, scholarship

By Chris Young
Daily Bruin Staff

In front of Moby Disc in

Ackerman Student Union, even
more prominent than the Beatles'

stand, lies a new album, a compila-

tion of UCLA student musicians

called "Bruin Rock."

"Bruin Rock," a play on Bruin

Walk, features student bands of var-

ious musical styles performing orig-

inal songs.

Skaska Productions is holding a

free concert at noon today in

Weslwood Plaza to promote the

album. Seven of the 18 bands from
the album will play, including

Marko, Raining Jane,

Superdevoiche, Christie Burns,

Sami Feldman, John Ritchie

Quintet and Likwid Kiwi. Moby
Disc will sell CDs at the event.

Skaska producer Rossanna
Skupinsky, a fourth-year ethnomu-
sicology student, said that the

album is a means for UCLA stu-

dents to gain exposure for their

musical talents.

"Universities are places with

really progressive thought and
music, and that's why Vm zoning in

on this market," Skupinsky said.

"People are surprised at ho^y eclec-

tic the music is. and they're also

impressed with the production and
quality of the recordings. The musi-

cianship is at a very high level."

All album profits benefit UCLA
Unidamp and a scholarship in the

ethnomusicology department.
Neither the artists nor Skaska
Productions, an official student

group itself, receive any money, but

the artists do keep the rights to their

songs.

"I chose Unicamp because every-

body bves it and it's such a univer-

Daily Bruin File Photo

Mona Tavakoli (left) and Chaska Potter, of the band Raining Jane, play on the steps of Ackerman
Union last year. Raining Jane is one of the 18 bands featured on "Bruin Rock."

sal cause." Skupinsky said. "When
some people saw on the posters that

the proceeds go to Unicamp, that's

one of the main reasons they donat-

ed their music. People are also buy-

ing the CD now because of

Unicamp."

The album is unique in its home-
grown talent.

"Putting all these bands together

on one CD is a new thing for college

music." said John Ritchie, a second-

year music student whose group,

the John Ritchie Quintet, is fea-

tured on the album. "UCLA has a

large band scene: 1 didn't know we
had so many bands until I heard the

finished album. The groups are so

diverse, there's even a Bulgarian

women's -Choir - that's about as

diverse as it gets."

Despite the album's eclectic mix

of bands, there is still a unifying

theme.

"These are all groups who play

because they love it - they're all

unpublished," Skupinsky said.

"They are still in a state where they

can produce stuff they love, and it's

very honest. They're not being con-

trolled by a record company. It's

raw and untapped."

For most of the bands, the album
is their first experience having work
sold in retail stores.

"It's a big thing to be published

and sold in stores - that's a major
step for musicians." Ritchie said.

"We're getting the exposure that so

many bands, regardless of their

genre, yearn for."

The album also has the added
support of professors in the music
and ethnomusicology departments.

"The head of the ethnomusicolo-

gy department loves this CD and
the professor who's the faculty advi-"

sor for this project has been enthu-

siastic about this from the begin-

ning," Skupinsky said.

When Skupinsky went to the

licensing ofTice of UCLA for the

use of UCLA's name, she was sur-

prised at its response.

"The woman working said that

they had never done anything like

this, that this was the most ambi-
tious student project she had ever

seen," Skupinsky sajd. "There have
been student films before, but noth-

ing commercial like 'Bruin Rock.'"
'

Moby Disc, the album's main
vendor, was generous in helping

"Bruin Rock" get into the public

See ROCK, page 17

UCLA
MUSIC: Columnist witnesses rise

in popularity of raves, electronica

I
see we meet again. Maybe for the first time.

Maybe for the last time. If most religions are

right, then we will meet yet again, somewTiere

in the future. Somewhere down that great line

whose end cannot be seen or distinguished from
the beginning.

By the way, did I mention that this is my last

column? Yes. dear readers,

the time has come, and I

wiant to get some things out

of the way (in no particular

order):

1. To all those I've offend-

ed. I apologize.

2. To all those 1 haven't,

that's cool.

Yeah, that's about it.

This column will serve as

a chronicle of music history

for the turn of the century;

roughly, the years I was affili-

ated with students of UCLA.
No. I'm serious. A lot has gone down in terms

of popularity, redefinition, rebirth and birth in

multiple musical genres and other statistical

mulch

But first, BOMick— ^
if -^Hjifcliliiliii

Cyrus

McNally

Tofp

Five lists for 1997-2001.

Favorite albums:

1. Radiohead - "Kid A" (2000)

2. Radiohead - "OK Computer" ( 1997)

3. Massive Attack - '*Mczzanine" (1999)

4. Underworld - "Bcacoup Fish" (1999)

5. The Cure - "Bloodflowers" ( 1999)

Radiohead claims two spots, meaning it is on
fire and blazing a path to permanent glory. The
Cure still rules, but rumor has it that it's done for

good this time. It's only a matter of months
before Robert Smith gets depressed again,

though.

Most ahead of our time albums:

.

1. GoWie - "INCrcdible Sound of Drum N'
Bass" (1999)

2. Orbital - "Jhe Middle of Nowhere" (1999)

3. Roni Size & Reprazent - "New Forms"
(1997)

4. DJ Krush - "Codc4l09" (2000)

5. Banco de Gaia - "Igizeh" (2000)

These electronic artists are good to mvest in, as

they are likely to carry the future ofcommercial

music forward.

Biggest Tragedies:

1. Jennifer Lopez - "J.Lo" (2001)

2. Spice Girls - "Forever" (2000)

3. Ricky Martin - "Sound Loaded" (2000)

4. Britney Spears - "Oops! I Did It Again"

(2080)

f. Unim - "NoioffMMt K.LM." (2000)

Oeps! rffnorry foryltll out there wffio gat

sucked into ownership of one of the aforemen-
tioned titles, whether it be as a gift, an Internet or
postal ordering or a direct purchase at a merchant
vendor. The year of the new century sure had
some crappy follow-up releases!

But hey, its all right, we're not going to tell any-
one. We are, after all, human.

Biggest Advances for Humanity:

1. Sequencing the human genome
2. Landing stufl* on Mars
3. Tom Green and South Park

4. Johnny Depp (minus "Ninth Gate" and
"Astronaut's Wife." of course) ,

5. DSL Internet connections.

As science becomes more scientific, so does
art. Where is the biological aim of appeal? That
seems to be the question asked by many competi-
tive artists these days.

But let's take it all back to the beginning, when
I was a mere freshman and barely human.
To get the best synopsis of musical remem-

brances over the last four years, I recruited the

best of the independent music chronologists in

the business.

And believe me, there are not many experts!

Expert No. I. Cyrus McNally, alternative

music historian and barbarian critic: "We had
already been mourning the death of Kurt Cobain
for three years when spring of 1997 arrived, and

' freed from the

'\
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BAUER

"Can't Stop Singing"

Bauer
"Can't Stop Singing"
Wabana

Where there's life, there is gener-

ated sounds. Where there are three

synthesizers, two Moogs and 12

instruments, there is Bauer.

For those unfamiliar with the

group, Bauer (consisting of Berend
Dubbe and Sonja Van Hamel from
Holland) falls somewhere in the

realm of the rock/pop genre.

However, given the plethora of
" instrumentation, it should be consid-

ered more along the lines of

"rock/pop plus lots of innovation."

Are those ukuleles and banjos in

those songs? The unusual combina-
_iion of instruments in the group's^_^
music is what gives it its appeal.

Bauer's music is much like that of
fellow band Stereolab - think of
something that would come out of a

Volkswagen commercial.

Bauer's new album, "Can't Stop
Singing," consists of 15 tracks, mak-

ing for 40 minutes and 56 seconds of

harmonious, experimental music.

The album sounds very much like

a movie soundtrack, something that

would be good to listen to on a long

summer drive.

Dubbe's and Van Hamel's vocals

provide a soothing layer on top of
the constantly moving background.

The melodies are busy, yet flowing,

catchy and unorthodox in the world
cfn'odem rock.

Take "The Klondike Valley," an
upbe.9t, dreamy tune. Interlaced are

sounds similar to those of radio fre-

quencies and "Space Invader" video

games. Van Hamel leads, singing of
rainbows and an emotional evolu-

tion.

Bauer's vocal harmonies are

astoundingly pretty. Add peppy
beats and some space-age technolog-

ical sounds, and the faster side of
"Can't Stop Singing" comes out.

The mellower songs of the album
have simpler instrumentation and
are reminiscent of the style and
atmosphere of the 1960s - of Burt
;Bacharach ar»d the Carpenters

A perfect example of this toned-

down sound is found in the song
"Moving," a sentimental tune

reflecting on instances of emotion,
rather than the emotions themselves.

In "Moving," Dubbe sings,

"Sitting with a drink when work is

done, funny how the room looks

from this angle." Dubbe doesn't sing

of b^ing "content" or of "feeling at

peace" like commonplace groups;

instead, he paints the picture. His
music IS not trite.

Though not a must-have album,
"Can't Stop Singing" is at least a

shouldrhear-sometime compilation.

Original and innovative, Bauer pro-

vides a new concoction different

from today's formula-style groups.

Kenny Chang
Rating: 8

Jack Johnson
"Brushfire Fairytales"

Enjoy Records

Imagine drinking water for the

first time. The cool liquid running
down a thirsty throat, thinking only

of this amazingly refreshing taste

quenching a previously unknown
desire.

Sure, it is impossible to ever

return to that first moment with the

tall, clear beverage, but Jack

tnson's debut attmro. •*Brugliflw~
Fairytales." is as near to that feeling

as any other worldly pleasure. Not a

second of the 46-minute album is

wasted: in fact, every song builds

upon the last, creating a wonderfully

rich and deep musical experience.

By today's standards, the album is

UCLA
LIBRARY

Need
Help?

. Ask an
Online

Librarian

Available

Monday - Friday 3 - 5 p.m.
from College Library Web site at

<http://www.library.ucla.edu/llbraries/college>

and
Tuesdays and Thursdays from the
Biomedical Library Web site at

<http://www.library.ucla.edu/libraries/bJomed>

astonishingly simple. All but one of
the 1 3 tracks is performed by only

three members; Jack Johnson on
guitar, piano and vocals; Adam
Topol on drums and percussion, and
Merlo playing the bass.

Despite its small size, the trio

breathes more life into its songs than
any orchestra or multifaceted

ensemble group, -allowing each track

to become its own entity.

The simplicity of Johnson's just-

north-of-gritty voice has more pur-

pose in a single word than the collec-

tive works of the Backstreet Boys,

NSYNC and the rest of the Top 40
combined.

Johnson's living room-style play-

ing makes the album feel uniquely

rooted in the moment. There is a

slow, natural feel that begins with

the initial guitar riffs of the first

track, "Inaudible Melodies," and
continues right through the final

moment of the last song, "It's All

Understood."

While the musical talents of
Johnson and company are surely

enough I© warrant the album, lyi> "^

cally every song explodes. All are

written exceptionally well by

Johnson, and include a little bit of
everything, from the novelty of

"Bubble Toes" to the wrenching

Johnson, but also into daily humani-
ty.

All of the songs are equally

remarkable, although one or two do
burn with a little more intensity.

Backed by Ben Harper's rip-roar-

ingly good slide guitar, "Flake"

breaks out with passion. And
Johnson follows it up with the. equal-

ly rambunctious "Bubble Toes,"

which contains such well-refined

lyrics as "Move like a jellyfish /

Rhythm is nothing / You go like a

jellyfish / You don't stop."

Who knows what "Bubble Toes"
really are, but the song has such

energy it's a struggle not to climb

into the speaker and start playing

along.

Nowhere does "Brushfire

Fairytales" falter, and even after

repeated listenings, the not-pop-yet-

still-infectious songs only improve
with time. It would be nearly impos<
sible not to love this album, unless of
course listeners hate good music, or
water.

David Holmberg
~~r— Rating: 9

emotion of "The News." Each gives

a bit more insight into not only

State of the art
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SCHLOCK
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you a better person rather than hold

a mirror up to an area of life that you
may not be willing to confront."

Greene said. "I'm trying to be a uni-

fied human being by seeing the parts

of myself that are a little bit ugly and
embrace them and analyze them and
examine them."

Instead of hiding behind what is

thought to be acceptable or safe, the

creators of "SCHLOCIC!" feel cur-

tent culture is striving to embrace all

aspects of human character,

although there are huge obstacles to

overcome.

ROCK
From page 15

eye. As the CD was being produced,

Skupinsky went on UCLA's lead to

Moby Disc to try to get vending

space.

?I thought they were going to

take a big cut of it." Skupinsky said.

"Once they found out it was for a

charity, they said, 'Why don't we
give you 100 percent of sales, premi-

um shelf space, all the signage you
want we*!! distribute it toatt Mob>-

Disc stores in L.A.' After I picked

my jaw off the floor I said. 'Sure.'"

As a UCLA-based production.

"3ruin Rock" includes other refer-

ences associated with the university.

The voice of URSA makes a cameo
appearance on the CD. The liner

notes for the album feature a cross-

"Family films and pornography

are very often purchased by the same
people." Major said. "We are a schiz-

ophrenic culture."

"SCHLOCK!*' has the potential

to appeal to more than just film stu-

dents and moviemakers: its content

may interest anyone who is curious

about film and culture.

"These films don't just represent

the history of movies," Major said.

"They represent, in a large degree,

the history of our culture."

FILM: "SCHLOCK! The Secret History of

American Movies" shows at the James

Bridges Theatre tonight at 7:30 p.m.

For information contact Ray Greene at

(323)414-1322.

word puzzle using the bands' names
and songs as clues and answers.

Skupinsky said since the crossword

puzzle in the Daily Bruin, ubiqui-

tous in lecture hails everywhere, is a

part of UCLA culture, she wanted

to incorporate it into the CD.
From the creative content of the

album to the business end of the pro-

duction, "Bruin Rock" is a unique

product.

"'Bruin Rock' doesn't look or

sound like a student production,"

Skupinsky said. "People are sur-

prlsetfatKaKThat."

MUSIC: Bands from 'Bruin Rock' per-

form at Westwood Plaza today at

noon. For informatiori on 'Bruin

Rock' and the individual bands, go to

www.bruinrock.com. The album is

sold at Moby Disc and through the

Web site.

MCNALLY
From page 15

intellectual sterilization process that

is public education.

"Foir me. it was a farewell to my
high school days and an embrace of

the college ones. It was time to take

a stand and then a step in the direc-

tion toward professional fury and

intellectual girth.

"Alternative rock, once at its

peak after the knockout blow of the

postmortem Nirvana release.

'Unplugged,' was seemingly on the

way downhill. Or was it?"

Expert No. 2. Cyrus McNally.

ofTicial Radiohead band chronolo-

gist and freelance bioinformaticist:

"A furious quintet from England

was taking depressing music to the

psychotic extreme in a style reminis-

cent ofour posthumous poet

heroes, as mentioned above.

Influenced by the likes of Pink

Royd. R.E.M. and krautrocker

Can, I read so much about

Radiohead's 1997 Hall of Fame cre-

ation, 'OK Computer,' before it

came out that I was expecting noth-

ing less than the arrival of a new
Pink Floyd. Indeed the band was -

and still is.

"Radiohead is able to leap stylis-

tic buildings in a single bound, with

its latest album 'Amnesiac' offering

to stir up your gray matter in unex-

pected ways.

"Last year's 'Kid A' was thought

to be about the first cloned human.

Incidentally, several independent

genetic research institutes are fight-

ing a war over who can make the

first human done. Rumor has it the

feat has already been accomplished
- many times over and across the

globe.

"Yet out of the boredom and

stank of guitar rock, a new, mor(;

independent genre was establishing

dominance in the sphere of popular

music. From Krafiwerkiap idtfals

and DJ Frankie Knuckles skillz

emerged the realm of electronic

dance music."

By 1997, the rave scene was full-

blown in America, particularly in

Los Angeles, where it really had

first taken hold in America. The
Prodigy. Chemical Brothers and

Crystal Method were all the rage,

even putting some crappy videos

out for MTV.
By 1998 several subgenres had

emerged, and to speak about them
we bring out Expert No. 3. Cyrus

McNally, subgenre analyst and data

miner/statistician for BBC Radio I:

"Right, so, by 1998 the electronica

bandwagon was so huge and over-

Howing that people were jumping

ofrieft and right at the subgenre sta-

tions, discovering those as well.

Before you know it, you have Euro-

pimp celebrity trance DJ's (like

Paul Oakenfold) spinning at L.A.

raves.

"Times have changed, times have

changed. The changing mind is ^=
become more genetically selectable

than the unchanging one. This

applies to the categorization of sub-

genres as wdl. If you think about it,

all musical output kind of bleeds

together, but we often cut it up into

inaccurate categories for our own
selfish comfort.

"The point of the story is, don't

be afraid to explore and learn to

appreciate new arts."

Then came the premillennium

scare. What if Armageddon arrived

and all time stopped, and we were

all judged for our sins? A real threat

pondered by all.

"The year 2000 came around,

and it was generally pretty boring.

According to VH I, All Saints had

the No. 1 song of the year. Need
more be said?

"1 have to say though, in 2001,

1

am optimistic for the future of

music. There is a generation of great

influence coming to bear seed in the

music industry right now, inspired

mainly by the growth of technolo-

gy"

Expert No. 4 is biotech robber

baron and music trends analyst

Cyrus McNally: "Today, it's see-all,

do-all bands that combine such a

wide variety of infiuences that they

are granted the appeal of an all-

music lover's crowd, and lead the

future directionality of popular

music to come. Such bands are usu-

ally lelectronic'-based (since com-

puter-aided recording is superior at

laying down samples), and are not

too attached to any particular

genre."

The path is different for all of us.

= Just try to keep one thingm mtndF^
the path is always there, from begin-

ning to end. I'm out.

Cyrus is a fourth-year neuroscience

student who currently spends his

time trying to maintain physical exis-

tence. E-mail him at

nougat@ucla.edu.
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THX - Stino SODS Digital

Mon Tho (12«) 12:20 2:20 2 45 4:40 6 10)

7:t0 7:S0»;40 10:20

Mon-Thu (12:00) 2:15 4 30 rOO 9 30

GENERAL CINEMA

Westwood
AVCO CINEMA
t<M40 MWstwe BM
1 Bik E o( Westwood
(310) 777-flLM #330

AVCOCIWMA

UCLA

Campus Events

li (WJ
Mon:nM (1:30) 4:15 7:15 9:55

rUINM.
10n7Undbroali
20M$7S

THX -Dofty Diphai

Mon-THu (1«)4:00) MM) lO^OO

1045

206-3250
OoRtySri

MM-riM(t:4S4:30)7M8;4&

10676tondon
206-3097 Mon-Tlw (1:00 4-00)

MMtffl)
DoftyDtay
n 7:00 lOioO

CmTIRION 4 n* UHor •( PanMM (R)

THX Dolby Oiaital

Mon-Thu (12:10 2:40 515) 7:45 1015

PACIFIC

Westwood

TlMllMlMWClM(m
Mon-Thu (12:00) 2 30 5 00 7 30 10:00

SIMKT 4 TIM 6M (NR)
Mon-Thu (12.D0) im 4.D0 6:00 8:10 lb:lS

0.-21X2
Praaanted in SODS Dtgilal Sound
Mon10«)1«)4 00 71510 30

Tue-Wad 1 00 4 00 10 30
Thu 100 4:00 7 IS 10 30
m THX SRD Digital Sound

11K)0 2:00 5:15 8:30

AVCO THEATER
TIckals FREE IraM
nt KMtMMff (Taa 1/16)

ACKERMAN BAtLROOM
Tkfeals FREE tram
319 KarcMioll (Taa 1/29)

Waafc91IM5/30
SntikPnvt0w

7:30 p«n

MdlwAMnlKli
".-flOpm

AVCO CINEMA MfM'i Tala (P6-13)
Presentad in THX DTS Digital Sound

Mon. Wad-Thu 12 45 4 15 7:30 10:40

Tue 12:45 10:40

SUNKTI iartM IJvM(NR)
Mon-Thu (145) 4:30 7:15 9:5$

WfSTWOMI

sspisr

inta»,
I OraiM tF'9->3)

IMbyl
Mon-Thu (1 ia 4:10) 7:10 ifi 10

CREST
1262 VVeatwood BM
t% off M^Sl^At

474-7886 or Toa-Wad (2 20 5 00) 7 40 10:20
777-FILM-(#025)

THX-DigiUI
Mon (2 20) 5 00 7 40 10 20

1(2

WLA/Beverty Hills

Mon-Thu (l-OO)

3:15 5 30 7:45iao6

AVCO ONEMA MMMn* Ratania (N-13)
PresanMd m THX stos Digital Sound
Mon. WM-Thtt 12:30 3:45 7:00 10 00

Tue 12 30 3 45 10 00

ROYAL
11 523 Santa MonKaStvd
(310)477-5581

Beverly Hills

WEtTWOMt
lOSOGaylay
309-7684

I a SfMar (R)

Dolby Oiaital

Mon-Thu (140 4.10) 7^ u!rM

WCSTWOOOS va ^naa (R)

Dolby Digital

Mon-Thu (1 00 4:30) 8:00

IOI»-l6o (1 18) 7 lS

UNITED ARTISTS

Westwood

MU6ICNAU1
90961MMiire
274-8609

MUSIC NAU2
9036<MlsMra
274-6869

Tha Ctfda (NR)
(1:00)315 5 30 7 4510:00
Tua-Thu (5 30) 7 45 10 00

MMiaM«rflJhaNOTy(R)
Mon (12D0) 2 45 5 30 8 IS

Tte-Thu (5:30) 8 IS

SEVENUrCBIMECnON
La Cianaoa at Beverly 9lvd
(310)6*5911
4 hours rakdatad partuno tl at Box OWu

OEVmr CONNECTION Paaf1Nafbor(P6-1l)
On t MfMM

Praaonlad-in THX OTS Digital Sound
Mon-Thu 11 00 3:00 7:00 10 45

Praaamad in THX SRD OMIai Sound
12.004:00 8:00

lOeoOaylay
206-7664

laJR)
Dottiy Digital

Mon-Thu (4 (») 9 45

274

Tho Laaia Oalaan (PO-11)

(1240) 2 30 5 00 7 30 10 00
Tue Thu (5 00) 7 30 1000 w

UAI
10889 WeOwoflh
475-9441

nwlMoralPawMojII)

Mon-Thu 12 45 4 IS 7 30 ImK

Santa Monica
CMTERNM

1

ARftI Eyat (R)
13133*dSt Oa2£MM
Pr?Mnaae THX • Oo»y Digital

I66-1S99 Mon-Thu (11J0 1240 2403.-00 4 30 130)
\ ^640 9:301030

UA WESTIWOOO Bridget Jmm'i Olory (R)
10669 WaHworth THxdolby
475-0441 Mon-Thu 12:15 2:30 5«0 7:50 10 56

1

t3222iidSt.
(310)394-9741

UAI
_

10669 WeHwwlh
475-9441

"oX!
Mon-Thu 12:30 4.30 7 10 1O10

11

M0NICA4

Santa Monica
ikMi and Rawa (R)

Mon (11 00 145) 4 30 7 15 9 55
Tue-Thu(145i4 30 7 1S9SS

Tfea OoMaa Oaal (R)

Mon-Thu (1:00)4 00 7 00 9 55

IWkaFriaadUbeNafnfR)
Mon-Thu (1:30) 4:20 7:101000

MawaMa (R)

Mon (11 00 1:45) 4 30 7 151000
Tue-Thu(1 45)4 50 715 1000

m THX OTS DMal Sound
11S0220SO07301000

BEVERLY COMCCTNM

6EVERLY CilMSCIIOM MMMnr RalUfSa IFO-131
Praaanted in OTS Digital Sound

11001504457401035

Enjoy the

Maidesin

To mdvrftf
in tho

BEVERLY CONNECnON OiMiOl JiMO^ Dl«y (R)
Prtaaoled m DTS OlgM Sound

Mon Metf-Thu 1 1 40 2«) 4:M 6:45 9:00

Wir

cdl

310.825.2161
t

Stt!^ —•••«
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Classified

13U()

i^no
IfiOO

HiOO
17U0
IHOO
1900
2000
2U.')0

2imi
2200
2:joo

2^01)

2Ji()()

2li00

2700
2800
2900
3000
3100
3200
3300
3^00
3500
3600
3700
3800
3900
4000
4100
4200
4300
4400
4500

pEEzzzamLaz©
Campus Happenings
Campus Organizations
Campus Recruitment

I

Campus Services
Birthdays
Legal notices

'

I

Lost & Found
IMiscellaneous
Personal Messages
Personals
Pregnancy
Recreational Activities

Research Subjects
Sperm / Egg Donors
Tickets Offered
TickeU Wanted
Mtanted

I

Appliances

I

Art / Paintings
Bicycles / Skates
Books
Catting Cards
Cameras / Camcorders
Collectibles

Computers / Software
Furniture

Garage / Yard Sales
Heahih Products
Miscellaneous
Musical Instruments
Office Equipment
Pets .

Rentals
Sports Equipment
Stereos / TVs / Radios
Table Sports

uxMnn
4600
4700
4800
4900
5000
5100
5200
5300
5400
5500

5600
5620
5640
5660
5680
5700
5720

Auto Accessories
Auto Insurance
Auto Repair
Autos for Sale
Boats for Sale
Motorcycles for Sale
Parking
Scooter / Cyde Repair
Scooters for Sale
Vehicles for Rent

Resorts / Hotels
Rides Offered
Rides Wanted
Taxi / Shuttle Service
Travel Destinations
Travel Tickets
Vacation Packages '—

5800
5900
6000
610U
6150
6200
6300
6400
6500
6600
6700
6800
6900
7000
7100
7200

7400
7500
7600
7700
7800
7900
8000
8100
H20U
BJOU

1-900 numbers
Financial Aid
Insurance
Computer / Internet
Foreign Languages
Health / Beauty Services
Legal Advice / Attorneys
Movers / Storage
Music Lessons
Personal Services
Professional Services
Resumes
Telecommunications

I

Tutoring Offered
Tutoring Wanted
Typing

Writing Help

Business Opportunities
Career Opportunities
Child Care Offered
Child Care Wanted
Help Wanted
HousesHting
Internship
Persokial Assistance
Temporary Employment
Volunteer

841)0
85(10

86(1(1

87(M)

8800
89(10

90(10

fJKH)
'»4?li()

Apartments for Rent
AfMirtments FumMiad
Condo / Townhouse for Rent
Condo / TowmlKMise for Sale
GuesttMNise for Rent
House for Rent
House for sale
Houseboats for Rent / Sale
Housing Needed
Room for Help
Room for Rent
Roommates - Private Room
Roommates - Shared Room
ISuMeU
VacatkNi Rentals

tndBx

1 18 Kerckhoff Hall
308 Westwood Plaza
Los Angeles. CA 90024

E-Mail: classifieds@media.ucla.edu
Web: htlp://www.dailybruin.ucla.edu

Classified Line: C310) 825-2221
Fax: C3103 206-0528

Classified Display: (310) 206-3060
Fax: C310} 206-0528

oiloshoun
Mon-Thu: 9:00am-3:00pm
Fn: 9am-2:30pm

f
rates
One issue, up to 20 words $8.50
...each additional word 0.65
Weekly, up to 20 words 29.00
. each additional word 2 15
Monthly, up to 20 words 96.G0
...each additional word 5.75
12 pt headline $1.60
16 pt headline $2.25

^Border $5.00,

Classined Line Ads:
1 working day before printing,

at 12 noon.
Classified Display Ads:
2 working days before pnnting.
at 12 noon. "

There are no cancellations after

noon of the day before prir\jing.

For Classified Display ads.

please see our rate card

for variable rate information

MastefCard

payment
Please make checks payable to

"The UCLA Daily Bruin" VNte

accept Visa. MasterCard, and
Discover credit cards. Allow 5
working days for mail payments.

hOMTlDllllte
an eflBcdve ad

• Start your ad with the
merchandise you are selling.

This makes it easier (or readers to

quickly scan the ads and locate
your Items
• Always include the price of your
Item Many classified readers
simply do not respond to ads
without prices
• Avoid abbreviations- -make your
ad easy for readers to understand
• Place yourself in the reader's
position, ask wftat you would like

to knOw atxxjt the merchandise,
and include that in the ad Include
such information as brand names,
colors and other specific

descriptions

ThjiASUCLA ComfiHin«ation$ board fulty supports the Unn/«r3.ty ol C«Momla's poHcy on rxxidMcnmination No mwJium shaN accapt advertitamanta iMtiich oraaanl flarMina of anv ortoin r..:* ^ «r ^.-i »«^.«~. ^ .dja^jnjnflway of .mpfy that Ihay ar. I.m,tad to po..tKX». capab««.. rtM. or .tMu. k, ^xlety Narthar Iha Daily Bru.n nor thi /Sc^uTSSmr.^^

il« oSvV^;-. \^^ •

westwood Plaza, Loa Angelas. CA 90024 For aaaislarKa «nfh houang dmcnmmalnn problems, ctf ttta UClA Houalna OHIca at OIOI a2S-437( or caMtha <M^\mitJtmi. ^wH^^TniZ^r^rntn

j2!;rt»nonly_M»ioMjg^^ for th. f»„t ^correct

WWr^ra 1300
Ciunpus RocruitniLMit

1300
Campus Recruitment

^•^^m-if'

announcements
1100-2600

1100
Cnmpiis Hnpponinys

Alcoholics Anonymous
Mon. OiKunioa Fri. Sl^> Slwty, 3517 Ackarawi

Dwn. Book Study, 3S17 Acfcennm
M/T/W Rm. DmM A3-029
MM. Rm. DotM A3- 029

Oncussioa Al Hmti 12:10 • liW pm
FofteehoUet o, ^ M̂tkmlt mho hmmmdrMsmgpnbUm.

1800
Miscellaneous

MIXXING LAB. FRfDAY NIGHTS 10-4 Drink
specials Progressive house/trance music.
2020 Ave of the Stars. Century City, 323-
820-2605 $10 w/student ID

2000
iiaaiSPersonals

LOVE? European writer/linguist, cosmopoli-
tan, accomplished, good-looking, mature,
healthy lifestyle, loves literature/travel-

ing/outdoors, seeks attractive/smart/affec-

tionate young female, any race/origin, for

friendship, possibly romance/marriage 310-
573-4020/mani@ munich.com

DO YOU NEED PHYSICAL SCIENCESGEs?
UCLA, Department of Atmospheric Sciences

Summer Sessions 2001

Atmospheric Sciences 2: Air Pollullbn

Session A: 125-010-111 MTWRF
'1 0:30-11 :20am f^S 71 24A

Session G: 125-010-131 MTWRF
12:30-1 ;20amMs 7124A

Atmospheric#teh^|p: Introduction to

yVtmospSiric Sciences

Session A: 125-01 5- 11 1 MTWRF
1 2:30-1 :20am MS 71 24A

Session C: 125-015-131 MTWRF ..

'

10:30-11:20amMS7124A '

•Both courses satisfy a Physical Science general education requirement
•Both courses, taken together (AS 2 & AS 3), are considered

complementary physical science courses

•Both courses include laboratory and/or demonstration component.
•Both courses are being offered in Session A and Session C.

**Remember Fees for Summer Sessions are reduced-
No Registration Fee!

For more information or questions please call (310)825-1217
or visit our website @ www.atmos.ucla.edu

2300
Sperm / Egtj Donors

Pay your tuition

with eggs.

If you're a woman between 18

and 35, you can earn money easi-

ly, anonymously. Donate your

eggs to an infertile couple.

$5,000 and up. depending on

you education and other qualifi-

cations. Call Today.

The Center for Egg Options

310/546-6786

•Th* Ccn«*r for Egg Optlont. UUC

VERY ATTRACTIVE. Successful, romanltc,
swm, 35. «un-loving, intelligent, canng. con-
siderate, understanding seeks very attractive
woman w/similar values, 18-36. Please send
photo/phone/note: 1015 Gayley Ave #595
LA. CA 90024

21OO
RecrealionnI Activitios

3 WEEKS IN KOREA FOR FREE Learn
more alxjut Korea and the world cup in 2002.
Everthing is freely provided in Korea
Insurance and Processing fee; $299 Send
Request uswaus©yahoo com. Non-Korean
speakers ONLY

2200
Research Subjects

DO YOU SUFFER
FROM ASTHMA?

If you use medication for your asthma you
may qualify to participate in a clintoal re-

search study of an investigational media-
tion. If you qualify you will receive: free study
related medication, medical care for your
asthma during the study, and compensation
for your time. If you are interested, please
call: Dr. Jonathan Corren Allergy Research
Foundation. 310-477-1 734ext.240

2300
Sporm / Egg Dotiors

JUT—— •

31
Egg Donors Needed
Healthy females ages 19-28

wishing to help infertile couples.

$5,000

^ CALL MiRNA (818) 832-1494 .

2200
Research Subjticis

ARE YOU SUFFERING
FROM ALLERGrES?

Allergy season can be xnwraltAe for many al-

lergy sufferers However, new treatments are
being devetoped You may qualify to partici-

pate in a clinical research study ol an inves-
tigational allergy medteation If you quality
you will receive: Free study medication, aller-

gy testing, and compensation up to $300
For rrwre information piMse call: Or Jo-
nathan Corrw, AHwgy RMMrch Founda-
Jon 310-4771734 <xt.240 of ext.247

CHRONIC BAD BREATH Earn up to $120
and learn to oonlrot bad braath. Clinical stu-
dies in Cufvar City 310-645-8576.

DOES RUNNING OR FAST WALKING
Cause you to have wheezing or chest tight-
ness? If you have asthma or exercise in-

duced asthma, you may qualify to participate
in a research study of marketed medication
If you quality you will receive: Fraa study re-
lated care during the study, study medica-
tion, financial compensation up to $250. If

you are interested, please call Dr Jonathan
Corren, MO. Allergy Research Foundation
Inc. 310-477-1734 ext 312

MALE SMOKERS WANTED for UCLA smok-
ing caasatkw) study of sperm quality. Pro-
cedures conducted via mail. Compansatkxt
up to $175 31O«2S-0559.

2300
Spprm/Ef)(j Doiiois

EGG DONOR WANTED, under 23, Cauca-
Mon. light eyes, dean l«»-«fy<a, no sMuirf
P«1na»« Jn paM year 818-962-5405 or <

vnrteggsOaol.oom.

If you are male, in ooUega or have a collage
dogree, you can earn up to $60Q/»no. call for

datails on our anonymous sperm clonor pro-
gram Receive free comprehensive health
screening & help infertile couples So if

you're kx)king for a great job artd a little ex-
tra cash, call/email us first. 310-824-
9941/donorsOcryobank.com.

2600
WiltttiM)

PERSONAL TRAINER: To tra'n at home -

1/2 mile from campus- 2 or 3 dcysAvk eerty
morning. Please fax resume or name and tel-

ephone number to set up interview. Fax
310-476-7976

3^00
Computers/Software

FAST COMPUTER W/MONITOR 166mhz.
32MB RAM, 14" monitor Perfect for college
student. $120 310-824-1770

3500
Furnittire

MATTRESS SPECIALS
NEW INNERSPRING twin sets $99.95. Fulls

$129:95. Queens $16995 and Kings
$199.95 Also, Sealy, Stearns and Foster at
K)wesl prices 310-477-1466.

4400
Sl(;rftf)s/TV.s/Rnflins

SEEKING MALE for marriage ol cpnveo-
ience. independent status No gee card
seekers Alexa 619-244-9797. alexas-
tar20holmail com

TRADE YOUR
ALREADY VIEWED
DVD ^OR A FRESH

ONE AT
refreshdvd.com
COST $2.00

!^

%%iai
LflOf DIStI

UClA's

w#W#^we!

transportation
4600-5500

A900
Amos for S.-ile

1979 DATSUN 280ZX. ABSOLUTELY GOR-
GEOUS, RED, 5-SPEED, 76,000 MILES,
A/C^ SUPERB CONDITION. WELL CARED
FOR. A COLLECTORS CAR $6999. 310-

441-5002

1983 BMW 3201
Original owner, excellent condition, only 88K
miles. AC, sunroof, new alpine cd sys-

tem/speakers. 4 new tires, alarm system.

Sspd. $3900obo 310-472-5617.

1989 TOYOTA CAMRY Good condition

84,200miles GREAT gas mileage. Manual
transmission. Original owners. $3,750obo.
310-488-1910

ELECTRIC SCOOTERS $250 clearance
price, only 6 left! 310-445-1989. Ask for

Wade.

1994VWJETTA
White, 4-door manual, sunroof. A/C. new
tires, great condition, 112.000mi. $5500/ot)o

Call Robert 310-403-1401 or yesrobOhot-
mail.com.

1995 DODGE NEON 64,000miles Excel-

lent condition, like-new. Automatic, dual air

bags. AM/FM cassette. Blue. Service

records available $4700obo 323-874-0657

1996 HONDA CIVIC EX. Black Sspd,
w/spoHer, 52K (4AHU475) Excellent condi-

tion, fuHy maintained w/records Custom
high-erHJ audio. $10.250obo. 310-497-
2432/arifhOalum.mit.edu

POLICE IMPOUNDS. Hondas as tow as
$500 for listings 1-800-319-3323 ext.A214.

'90-91 BMW CONVERTIBLE 325i. 5-8peed,
complete service records. 96,500mi,
black/tan, alarm, CD. wirxfscreen Extremely
dean, orignlal owner $11.500obo 310-922-
4553 Alex.

5400
Sf:ooters for S.ilc

2 DERBI SCOOTERS
Black or silver 50cc engine, air cooled, disc

brake, top speed 55pmh Call 666-INDIAN-
LA. Ask for Wade

000000

travel
5600-5720

S680
Trnvcl Ocslinatioiis

ISRAEL TRIPI Israligfit Israel Programs for

Jewish students. Scholarships available.

CaN Uzi 949-722-7548 or kinguziyahuOya-

txw.oom Isralight Alumni X2.

5700
Tr-ivel Tickots

FLY 4STANDBY ..FLY 4 CHEAPI
Hawati $139 o/w. Europe $249 o/w (-ftax)

4slandby.com or 800-397-1098.

DaiJy Bruin Classified

5680
Travel Destiruilions

5680
Travel Deslinalions

GikOO
Movers / Storage
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6700
Professional Services

STUDENT TRAVEL

iViCmiBMniinH

Classifieds

825-2221

\

^

»

i\

London.

Paris...

Madrii

Bruttelt

•••••••<

•••••

.$450

.$518

$694
.$499

Amsterdam. ...$651

Rio de Janeiro...$738

San Jose, C.R. ..$521
Fam srs round«ip Raairictian* may ^jply.

Tu not ndudwl. cat flOITSaCMO

Utl
i^tm
%^.

v^-:^

"C^..P1

JERRYS MOVING&DELIVERY The caretui

movers. Experienced, reliable, same-day de-

livery. Packing, boxes available Also, pk:k-

up cJonations lor American Cancer Society

Jerry© 31 0-391 -5657.

SUMMER STORAGE. Free pick up avail-

able, reaisonable rates. Westside Self-Stor-

age 3ia«26-5955

6500
Music Lessons

DRUM LESSONS
ALL LEVELS/STYLES with dedicated pro-

fessional. At your home or WL^ studio. 1st-

lesson free. No drum set necessary

Neil:323-654-8226

GUITAR LESSONS
by professional near UCLA All levels, guitars

available. Learn to play effortlessly!

www.JWGS.com. Call Jean at 310-476-'

4154.

6600
Personal Services

PRO()FRi;.\DI\G SEKMCES
I'Kiiiiiia \iiisi..( i'iii\ ,.M Kiel wmVms

Brentwood Dermatology

Mediul Group

Jock H. Silver$, MD
Diploniale (if the Antencaii Itoanl «( DeniialologN

Professional Tattoo
Removal
small: $140

medium: $250
large: $750

$25 off w/ mention of Ad
PM WWW BW MW4V BJf HMHBM

Preceptorship availavle

medical and tXrumitrnf*.

diBociocalttloQ

Son Vkente in BrMtwood

310^26^2051

920 Westwood Blvd.

310.UCUl.FLY or xB0795 from campus

www.statravel.com

5700
Travel Tickets

Vfly supers
(323) 277-4595
IAHN AMIMCA SKCULBir

Low InirodiKton Prices

FAMOUS LAST WORDS

NIGHTOWL
Researcti, Editing, Writing. OPEN 24-7.

Finest quality at reasonable rates Interna-

tional students welcome. 310-572-6500

VERSATILE, SENSITIVE, PROFESSIONAL
EDITOR for your book, stalled PhD

,
paper,

script. Concepts. Structure. Close text edit.

Call Jotin at 310-306-0966.

7000
Tiitorinn Offered

6200
Health Services

0) |U> I I >U

('hi I'll V lIl.H, , . ,11 II

1 1 I - \:i.' ii> (.\ liMiJ I

6200
Health Services

AAA TUTORS CLUB
A HOME TUTORING service for all subjects,

grades K-12 Lowest prices guaranteed! For
more information call 310-444-0449 -

6200
Health Services

MUKOCin
MMAiAJMA
MCMAMA
USAIVMM
NONMIAS
CAKACAS
SAO»AllO
COSTA MCA
mil

$M
MH
It1«

ttSt

tMf
IMS
tin

\i\v \ont\
$259"

T

BmiiMss

$m
SM9

ttM

SMf

tm
tm

KIO|{k\/ll
$259

LONDON $205
PARIS $239

9t Iciaurc Travel

VactJoittP
$ut
$13f

$49
$1M
)139

>1|9

Im CHWMillM

tn* PNtMUMM

llMMTfclMnijUttl

_^ SUMMER
*^ SPECIALS..

Call Now!
VICTORYTRAVELCOM

e-miU: vtetorytnwiQoArtM i

COMPLIMENTARY CONSULTATIONf^:^\Deliver Brilliant Results^
ORTHODONTIST

UCLA
SINCE 1980
FACULTY MEMBER

Dr. Nader Dayani
Member American Association of Orthodontists

Specializing in braces for adults & children
|)|Mi)( M AlIIIj WIIM \

(310) 826 - 7494
I IMS Wildiire Blvd Mm
IxM Angeles. CA 90025

(949) 552 - 5890
18124 CiJIver Dr., #A
Irvine, CA 927iS

Teeth Whitening Sftc^ooBflTl
upper or lower " ^\J xJ ^^mx,~.,tt^m

• Cosmetic Porcelain
• Surgical Orthodontics

• Removable
• Traditional

• Invisible -

European

" ^bBCnloIovrt SIOOOOOlAatiaOOOIoi
'' treolmnnt randsrad for m»l<4 brocM

S'^-'. -'- ^-. . -0 00 (or e<xn mcrM^ at freotrnanl mnonmd
lornmovabw tirorat onrl $ I ;00 00 plu> S IK 00 par monm
tor cerarT» brocm S?00 00 (or diognoilic Jhrdy morm ana

$ I 75 00 tor (orrrxJ cor»«olnri

HAIR MODELS NEEDED. Free haircuts by
licensed professional at upscale Beverly
Hills salon Call Adrienne: 310-278-6845.

HIV POSITIVE? Know in only 1 -minute
www. 1 -minute-tiiv-selt-test.com

TEETH WHITENING
BRENTWOOD COSMETIC DENTAL Office

offers new teetti wtiitening system. Afford-

able for everyone. $75 for upper or lower
310i207-5008.

6600
Personal Sorvices

! AiV(r() )()()'

Ifxtey wtth hhmIwii i

FmI ttw hMI of axotlc adiiy danca.
Lawn wMh tango maalar. antoy m—tfcig Mandt, danclnQ.

food, drinta unU mkMght

Wednei^Ays, 730 fm «t HoOyiPOAd Dance Onter,

S17 N. Hi^land Av«, (crostinj M«!rM«>

<323> 84« 8291

«^"n. I
CREATIVE EXPERTISE

FOR MEDICAL -

SCHOOL,
PERSONAL

STATEMENTS,
RESUMES

Personalized, professional service Disserta-

tion finalizing. Ace Words, Etc. 310-820-

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING

CofnprehensJve Dissertation Assistance

Thes«s. Papers, and Personal Statements
Proposals and Books

Intemaiiooal Students Welcome Smco 1985
Stwron Bear, Ph.D. (310) 470-6662

www.Bear-Write com

8830

services
5800-7300

6000
Insiirfincc

yiiistaiB.
MbuVe in good hand*.

Mike Azor Irtsurance Aooncy. Inc.

(310)312-0202
1281 W/dstwood Blvd.
(2 fc»iks. So of \A/llst-iirA)

24 KKxjfs o Doy S»rvtc«

FORMER ENGLISH TEACHER w/ Masters
from U-Chicago. edits/word processes dis-

sertations, proposals, screenplays, personal

statements, resumes. International students

welconr»e. Winslow's 310-829-6171.

6300
Legnl Advice/Attorneys

NO RECOVERY NO FEE
NO COST. Sexual tiarrassment. Discrimina-

tion, Auto-accidents. Slips/falls MYER LAW
FIRM, Westside. Scott D Myer(UCLAW86)
www t>estlawyer.com 310-277-3000.

CycloTime Insurance Services

Motorcycle • Motor Scooter • Moped
LMaK.rTY MSURANCC IS TME LAWTI

ttS LESS T»MN VOU THMKl

No KkMngl C«l for a Itm quoM
(310) 275-6734

Cartianga ad lor mtnimum tlO 00
BMaounl vMi lr>auranoa pufcttaaa

6^00
Movers/SlorcHoc

BEST MOVERS I 1 Lowest

rates. Fast, courteous-fcareful Many stud-

ents moved for $96 Lic.-T- 163844. UO JOB
TOO SMALkl 1-800-2-GO-BEST Votee-

mail/pager: 323-263-2378

HONEST MAN w/14ft truck and dollies,

small Jobs, short notice ok SF. LV, SD.

Student dtocount. Qo Bruinel lOyrs. 310-

285-8668.

6700
Professional Services

ATTENTION MBA. LAW. MEDICAL
SCHOOL APPLICANTS! Frustrated devel-

oping your crucial personal statements? Get
professional fielp from welt-known au-

ttH)ry'consultant.310-826-4445. www.winning-

personstatement com.

CERTIFIED SWIM INSTRUCTOR will teach
swim lessons at your home. IndivMual or

group lessons at reasonable rates. Monk:a
310-452-3897.

HEAD SHOTS $99
SITTING PLUS digital file for unlimited
prints!! Westwood location Call Jennif-

er:310-575-6638. wwwjennlfermoss.com

MEDICAL SCHOOL APPLICATION COUN-
SELIf>JQ. Counseling by recently graduated
MD. Specializing in application essays/inter-

view-skills. Fee negotiable/money-back
guarantee Greg Freedman. MD. 310-960-
3300/pager.

NEED IT TYPED?
Don't have Ximo or jnclinatkxi? Profession-
al/degreed word processors specializing in

legal/psychotogkal transcriptk)n and lengthy
academic papers, (legible drafts please)
$3/pg. student rate, $50/minimum. $12/plck-
up/dellvery Resumes/$40. 323-288-6805
any time.

7000
Tutoring Offered

CHEMISTRY, ORGANIC CHEMISTRY.
PHYSICS, BIOLOGY, PHYSIOLOGY,
STATS. By doctoral student, w/lots of teacti-

ing experience. Fee negotiable/money-back

guarantee Call Greg, 310-397-0547

PHYSICS AND MATH
Matti/Ptiysics major/student offers tutoring in

physics and math at all levels. Contact Sina:

(310)989-1491 or sina4© ucla.edu

RESEARCH PAPER TUTOR 40 UCLA
grad and published writer offers private tutor-

ing sen/ices. 310-293-0884.

WRITING TUTOR
Kind and patient Stanford graduate. Help

with the English language—for students of

all ages/levels 310-440-3118.

7100
Tiitorlncj W.nnted

I TEACH THE SATs

Need energetic people with

High SAT scores to prep

students 1-on-l or in classes.

All regtons.$15-$25/hr. Flex

hours. Car needed. Call Tom

310-448-1744

www.lutorjobs.com

EARN $120WK CASH FOR 10 HRS Study
while you keep a 1 3y/o company afterschool.

Driving&math tutonng. Call Gail 310-680-
8080

TUTOR FOR HIGH School student Algebra

2, Geometry, and Spanish 2hrs each even-
ing totaling 10 hrs/Wk. 10-min from UCLA
310^76-4205.

TUTOR NEEDED FOR June 16th Dental
Board. Call toll free 1 -688-DOC-HOLT (1-

888-362-4658). Please call as soon as pos-
sible

Display
206-3060

C-3T5i-
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2300
Sperm / Egg Uouors

2300
Spjirm / Egg Donois

2300
Spt;rm / Egg Donors

2300
Spunii / Egg Donors

Special Egg Donor JVeeded
i< !

will

Height Approve. 5'9" or Taller •S.A.T. Score around 1300
or High A.C.T. •Caucasian •College Student or

Graduate Student Under 30 'No Genetic Medical Issues

I
.

I

Compensation

Paid to you and/or the charity of your choice.
All related expenses will be paid in addition to

your compensation.

(Extra compensation available for someone who might be especially

gifted in athletics, science/mathematics or music.)

For more information or to obtain an application please
contact Michelle at the Law Office of Greg L. Eriksen

(800) 808-5838
or email EggDonorInfo@aol.com.

Thisadis being placed for a particular client and is not soliciting eggs for a donor bank.

7200
Typing

DOCTOR WORD term papers, resumes,
theses, dissertations, scripts. 310-470-0597.

I X

OFFICE ON DEMAND
Typing, Editing &

Research
Term Papers. Internet Research. Notary
Services and more. 310-289-1368 \wwwo«i-
ceondemand net

TYPIST AVAILABLE Professional wnter who
types 80wpm w/100% accuracy will type

your research papers, projects, etc. Rates
negotiable. Call 323-682-9545 and leave

contact info tor Christine.

WORD PROCESSUS specializing in thes-

es, dissertations, trar^scnption. legal, psych,
resumes, fliers, brochures, mailing lists, re-

ports 310-828-6939.

7UOO
Business Opporliinitit^s

S500 WEEKLY WORKINQ FROM HOME.
Rush business-sizt self addr—

e

d stamped
envelope. M.V.A. P.O. Box 6923-OB. Malibu,

CA 90264

FREEDOM
WORK FOR YOURSELF This summer Get
paid daily and build residual income working
with a 29-year-old NYSE Company. 888-
574-9330.

7500
Career Opportunities

:fii;^M:H;M]>^;|.HM

7500
Career Opportunities

JUST SECRETARIAL?
NOT!

HANDLE BUSINESS/Personal affairs; pten

events: surf the net: polish Power Point pro-

jects: track legislation create a spread sheet
or two; get your education paid for...sour)ds

great, huh? Sweet opportunity for talented

ooNege grad The Placement Company"
dei<<reclalaOeant>link.n«t Fax 310-889-7101

I

• 2wMkiraMiM«Jo(>
Plaeamam knaudwl

• iranotaioft -M'a a fMRrvtii

Mrtfcwal Bartendew Sdwoi
I (HOO> 64e • MIXX (Ci4y.J)
vvwwnfifK>onll>nrt«;iitlorH.com

WORK/STUDY IN MADRID. SPAIN* In-

credible Opportunity Study Spanish and
work teaching ESL (no experience neces-
sary) to pay llvlngAraveMng expenses
wwwoleidiomas.com/cantertHirywofltskidy

3 WEEKS VACATION,
OH YEAH!!

Assist exec w/tntemM projects; kase w/poH-
hcians; coocdirurte m«rt(«ting efforts: major
diversity/growth herell Absolute -style and
windows skiHs are a MUST!! Incredible ben-
efits and bonurtii. InwfMdtaie. htofviMtl
The PlaewMnt Comtmrf Fax SlO^em.
7101 de«dpadala«earthNnkYMt

7600
Cliild Care Ottered

$$$ LOW PRICES $$$
WONDER YEARS PRESCHOOL run by
UCLA grads. Age«2.5/6years. Two large

play-yards Open 7:30-5>30.Ctose to UCLA
310-473-0772

7700
Cliild Care Wanted

AGENCY NEEDS PROFESSIONAL NAN-
NIES for Full/Pan time positions Must have
minimum 3yrs experience. 310-229-5221

7800
Holp Wanted

$$Get Paid For Yoqr
Opinion8!$$

$15-$1Z5 and more p<Earn

«rww.inoney4opink>ne.com
per survey!

$15-$23AIR BRIGHT, ENTHUSIASTIC peo-
ple to teach SAT prep and ALL Academic
Subjects. TranaporlaHon required We vwll

train Flexible hours Send or fax cover let-

ter/resume, including test scores -(SAT ORE
etc.) to ACE Educationai Services. Attn:Bar-
ry. 9911 W Pteo Blvd, StePH-K. LA, CA
90036; Fax:310-282-6424 Posttwns avail-

able throughout LA and the Valley.

CARING RESPONSIBLE BABYSITTER
NEEDED for 5-year-old boy in Beverly Hills.

5-min from school. Hours flexibte. Call 310-
888-1818 or page 310-236-7655. ^"^

MALE STUDENT w/computer skillsAcar.

Pick up 11 y/b boy from school. Supervise
HW M-F, 3-6pm. Brentwood. Start Fal. 310-
476-6645

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT/BOOK-
KEEPER Excellent computer and phone
skHls required. Flexible, part-lime hours
$10-13/hr Ask for Esther btw. 1-5pm We
are national flower shippers. JIO-230
0611 or Fax reeume: 310-230-4146..

7700
Child Cnre Wanted

MOTHER'S HELPER
Lady student that can speak Mandarin
Chinese Prefer good English and/or Psy-
chotogy Time flexible. Lffly 310^809-5579.

WEEKEND AID lor 13 y/o autistic boy. Ex-
perianoe hetpful. Need car Salary Sl3/hr
Flexible daytinne hours. Nancy 310-568-
4347 days. 310-306-2358 after 6pm
nblevineOyahoo.com

7800
Help Wanted

RN OR, DENTAL STUDENT lor MD office

near Bevedy Hills on Saturday AM's or P/T.

Top salary Call 323-939-21 1

1

•MOVIE EXTRA WORK* Beats all jobs. Start

immediately. Great pay. Fun/Easy. No crazy
fees Program for free medical Call-24/hrs
323-850-4417

10M1NS FROM UCLA. Electronic retail

store. PT/FT technical savvy person front

page! For customer, sales, and service. 310-

475-0659. Mr. Schulze.

A PERFECT STUDENT
JOB!!!

AFTERNOONS DURING SCHOOL. Fulltime

during Quarter Breaks and Summer Vaca-

tions! Work at the most famous tennis shop
in LA. Work experience not necessary Mini-

mum pay $7.50/hr. "String for the

pros!"Westwood Sporting Goods. 1065 Gay-
ley Ave. 310-208-6215.

ACCESS TO A COMPUTER? PUT IT TO
WORK! Up to $25-75/hr. PT/FT

-

www.EarnEZbucks.com. 888-715-4646.

ADMIN ASSISTANT F/T position in Beverly
HHls. Microsoft Offce a must. Email resume
employmentOsaybrex.com or fax 310-278-

0038 More info 310-278-2750.

ADMIN. ASSISTANT
Brentwood real estate office. $i2/hour PTor'
FT. Fax resume to. 310-4^6-7284

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT to real es-

tate broker. Mornings mandatory Car re-

quired Must know Word/Excel, be computer
fneridly and type 40wpm. $^-lt/ftr. ^0-474-
4250.

ART GALLERY
ASSISTANT FOR
PROMINENT
WESTSIDE
GALLERY

Train now-F/T by August. Requirements:

Spanish fluency, detail-oriented, art t>ack-

ground. $l0-12/hr^ommission. Feui re-

sume:310-586-1712.

ASSISTANT NEEDED
ASSISTANT WANTED by busy broker. Flexi-

ble hours, bonuses, extras. Call Andy:800-
648-0519

CAMP COUNSELORS
Instructors, lifeguards for° daycamp in

Agoura/Malibu 818-706-7335.

CAMP COUNSELORS needed fo( local

sumrr>er day camp. BeactVaquatk; experi-

ence in swimming, surfing. saUlng. or jet ski-

ing a plus. Competitive salaries. 818-996-

4780

CLERK. P/T, Pleasant Cer«ury City Engi-

neering Firm seeks perfectionist with typing

skills for general office duties. Must at>solute-

ty be detail-oriented. $ll/hour to start Call

Rhonda 310-286-2437.
I .. - r MI II ^» M ———»—i^W>B^—

^

CLERK/SECRETARY P/T. 10-20hr8/wk
Westwood law firm Filirtg. typing, learn a
kitO law, flexit>le schedule. 1 yr commitment
requirod. Fax resume 310-446^9962.

CLINICAL EXPERIENCE
CHrtical technk:ian rteeded for ophthalmok>gy

cMnic at UCLA Medicat Center. No experi-

ence required: pre-med uvA pre-optometry

encouraged. Call Dan 310-206-7475 or fax

reeume/cover letter Attn: ftos^maria 310-

794-2029.

COUNSELORS AND
INSTRUCTORS

In art, swimming, nature, video and ropes

needed by Tumbleweed Day Camp. Must be
reaponaMe. erwrgetk: and enjoy working

wtlh ctiMdren. 310-472-7474

CP SHADES ~"
CP SHADES, national women's ck)thing re-

taMer&manufaCturar baeed in the Bay area is

intin^iewing for FT/PTaaies in its Santa Mo-
nk:a kx:atkxi CP Shades offers challenging,

exerting environment, highly competithw sal-

ary. vacatk>n, heaith&dental. a free outfit

every month, and a generous discount. Best
of all it's tt>e chance to work for a friendly

growing company that makes ckjthes that

you will want to own. Fax resume 310-392-

0686 or come by 2937 Main St to apply.

CRA MAINTENANCE Seeks laborar to woiit

flexible tiours maintaining equipment arxl

facilities Pay Is $7.52-$9.37. CaN 310-206-
1399 Applications available at Mens Gym
Rm 14.

CSOs HIRING FOR
SUMMER AND FALL

Do good and get paid. Pay $8 47 to

$l0.6S/hr. Must be a UCIA student with U
academic ytara remaining with a valid driv-

er's Ivenae. Phone: 310-825-2146. WEB:
www.ucpd.ucia edu/ucpd/cso E-mail:

csoOucpd uda edu

CUSTOMER SERVICE
SALES:

Friendly, energetic people lor sakxi sales
$16-«25/hr. Cal Bryan or Cherise O 310-
820-2710

IF
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7800
Help WantGii

7800
Help Wanted

7800
Hl'Ip Wanted

7800
Help Wanted

Attention UCLA Students SUMMER WORK
•Fun Environment
•5-40 hr schedules
•Conditions Apply

•TImeOff for Family Vacation

•Training Provided

•Part/Full Time
•Flexible Schedules

•Scholarships Possible

•Great Resume Experience
•No Experience Necessary

•All Majors Welcome
•Customer Service/Sales

$14.25 Base-A
Local Office: 31 0-475-8283

Bakersfield

Brubank

Pasadena
San Luis Obispo
Santa Barbara

Santa Clarita

Santa Monica

Thousand Oaks
Ventura

Walnut

.^est Covina - -^

661-834-6600

818-558-1063

626-432-1903

805-474-9164

805-968-6263

661-254-0404

310-475:8283

805-496-7007

805-382-8391

626-810-0645

626-916-3666 I

Anaheim 714-526-3337
Cerritos 526-809-2227

Costa Mesa 714-546-5705

Downey 323-566-7415
Huntington Beach 714-593-8336
Long Beach 562-498-2281

Mission VIejo 949-364-7161

Northridge 818-998-6646
Torrance 310-791-9468

Westchester

Whittier—--—

—

310-641-7995

562-696-9889

www.workforstudents.com/ucla

DAY CAMP - SUMMER
Seek staff w/summer home in or near the

San Femarxlo or Conejo Valleys. Oxnard,
Simi. Ma'-bu misc Instructors & General
oouns (2750-350&f lor summer 888-

784-CAMP www.workatcamp.com

DAY CAMP COUNSELORS needed at

Wectcheater Family YMCA Seeking energe-

6c leaders enjoying pre-teens, t>each/aquat-

K. field tr^. arts and crafts etc Steve:310-
670-4316.

DAYCAMP
COUNSELORS

Pali Camp now hiring enthusiastic coun-

selors! Summer fun includes: jet skiing,

amusement parks, t>each days, paintball and
more! 19 and up Call Jacque: 310-477-

2700x14.

FOREIGN VOICES
ASAP. European/Asian male arxj fenndle for

upcoming movie dut)bing and voice-over

projects Freelance basis. For details call

Claire 818-592-0056 ext 10.

FREE MODEL/TALENT AUDITIONS for

men/women/kids (all ages) for upcoming TV/

fashkxi sfiows, commercials, magazines,

movies, and more, f^ experience. 310-

360-1240

FRIAR TUX SHOP
Formal wear sales and rentals $9-

10/hr-KXxnmissk>n. No experience neces-

sary. P/T-F/T positions available. Call us in

WLA 310-559-4889

FT RECEPTIONIST NEEDED In BH saton.

Must be reliable, able to work under pres-

sure, and obtain excellent customer sen/ice

skills 310-278-5826 9667 Wilshire Blvd.

DAY CAMP
Summer Swimming, beaches, horses &
more, www.daycan^pjobs.com.

FUN SUMMER
Swimmir>g, horses. t>eacf>es arnj more.

wWw.daycampjobs.com.

DESIGN/SALES
Seeking designers/sales help for Italian

showroom specializing in mediunvhigh kitch-

ens, t>aths. closets, ftjrniture. PT/FT. Dan-

ielle:3 10-397- 11 40.

DO CATS MAKE YOU
WHEEZE?

If you are allergk: to cats, you may qualify to

participate in research study of an investiga-

tk}nal medk:atk>n. If you qualify, you will re-

ceive study related medk:atk>n and up to

$250 00 compensatKtn for your time. If Inter-

ested, please call Jonathan Corren. MO. at

310-477-1734 ext.242

DOG LOVER'S NEEDED
Urban Dog is r>ow hiring for Full and Part

Time positions. Ask for Kim or Jan 310-445-

1447

EPUCATIONAL ASSISTANT needed for in-

telligent, sweet, 12/yp dtebied young lady.

Rmon muat be intelligent, capfbte. self-mo-

tivaied. computer literate, as well as kind,

positive, compassionate, healthy, highly re-

sponsible, safe driver. PT training begins

now. job begins in June. 310-396-8100.

EXTERIOR HOUSE PAINTERS needed for

Student Works Pakiting S7-l2/hr. No e)«pert-

erKe necessary. F/T- summer. CaH Annie

310-824-O454.

FIVE DAY HOST OR HOSTESS needed fqr

upscale restaurant. M-F 11-2:3Qpm, $8
Contact Dawn 310-449-4000

HOSTESSES NEEDED Hana Sushi in

Brentwood. Please call anytime 310-477-

9796.

INTERESTED IN GERIATRIC CARE"? Help

senior citizen in exercise, female, P/T, Need
own tran8portatk>n. doesn't mind readmg
akMJd. non-snV}ker Hours, salary negotiable.

Encino. Estetie. 818-789-2487 CaU 12-6pm

INTERNET PROJECT
Make changes to existing, page, and add
new (second) page. (Real Estate related).

Will pay $250-$400 Scott 310-230-3720 or

email scottprice9prula.com

JEWISH HEBREW
And Sunday Schools need teachers. Good
Jewish education and k)ve of children de-

sired. Alk:a Fasman:323-76 1-8613.

LEGAL ASSISTANT
Wanted for corporate/estate plan attorney.

Starting part-time and becoming full-time in

August. Will train. Send resume to Kacy. 626
Wilshire Blvd Suite 800. LA, CA 90017 or

fax:213-538-1368

LIBRARY JOBS. Shelving and other stacks

duties, 12-19 hrs/wk $6 83/hr to start

STUDENTS ONiy apply at Young Research

Library Rm 11617 or call Antigone Kutay

310-625-6982

LIFEGUARDS
Certified LG's. Stan afternoons 5/7 Also

Summer positions Get paid to get (re)certi-

fied Mature 18* and good swimmer Beauti-
ful canyon setting Tim 310-472-7474 Fax
resume 310-476-7788

FLASH 5
Flash animators/programmers to help pro-

duce games/cariQons for new online errter-

tainment network. Publicize your new/exist-

ing work aiHJ ahare profits wwwp-d-
n.conr)/infoOp-d-n.com/3 1 0-969-3 1 1 4

.

FLUENT MANDARIN SPEAKER to teach,

play w/Mds agee 6 & 6 m Pacifk: Palisades

SIS/hr Must be legal Joyce 310-454-6842

Classifieds

825-2221

LIFEGUARDS AND SWIM INSTRUCTORS.
Several kxarf k)cations. PfT-f/J. $l0-12/hr.

Will train 818-222-7946x11 or 310-275-7948
Greg or Emilte.

MARkETll«VPfVSALES Creative

Deslgn/ProduoikMi studto seeking eeN-nxMi-

vatad Individual w/marketing and aatac ex-

perience. Enthuaiasbc, has initiative and
very responsible, www.motiontheory.com

Caroline 310-396-9433.

MEDICAL RECEPTIONIST Beverly Hills

Fle)tit)le hours. Mainly aftemoons 20-25
hraAMt. Salary negotiable Fax resume 310-
273 6082 or call 310-273-8568

MEDICAL RESEARCH
ASSISTANT Summer positkm FfT-Pn. Fax
resume to 310-230-1980.

MODELS WANTED
ASAP: Males (especially)& females for up-

conrwng fashion shoot Start/build portfolio

and gam expenerKe. For details call Tesh
310-408-5203

MODELS WANTED! FM Productwns is cur-

rently hihng models for print (ui dvktoo work.

Excellent pay-no experience necesaary. 818-

785-6028

MODELS WANTED!!!
Make up to $300 for a couple of hours doing

nude modeling. If interested please caH 213-

624-8599.

MODELS WANTED- Sexy Females for new
men's mligazine e.i. Maxim. Stuff, FHM.
Please Call. Anthony0323-816-3151 or dig-

gkJeeOmediaone net or send pftotos to: S
Magazine. 302 North La Brea Ave #350. Los
Angeles. CA 90036

NEED A FUN SUMMER JOB THAT'S Close

to tt>e tieach? Come work for the Coffee

Bean in Pacifk: Palisades. Must have car.

For more info caH Elizat)eth, 310-230-2587.

NEED TO MAKE SOME PT $$$? Will train

and sponsor assistant broker PM work.

. Guarantee'ftranus. BH offne Call Neil 800-

450-7585

NEW UPSCALE JAPANESE SUSHI RES-
TAURANT In WLA. Seeks waitresses for

lunch or dinner Must be legal to work

Phone: Yoshiko 805-983-6495 lor appt.

OPEN CALL
MALE SINGERS 18-24 for boy POP Group
Looking for handsonDe. lean cut, model-

types who are serious singers Audition June
2nd Sunset Studios. 7707 Sunset Blvd. 1-

3pm. Bring tape or CD to sing with and
photo.

OUTSIDE SALES
6 figure income In Syrs. Retire in lOyrs. Inter-

net Cornpany kx)king for independent out-

skje sales representatives Get your own
excHjeive territory nationally-You own hours.

Commissk>n Only..lCall Mr Letx>wski 818-

887-7188.

P/T FILE CLERK-medical office. Fax
resume: 310-395-2063.

P/T WRITER. Pleaaant Century City Engi-

neering Firm seeks perfectionist with strong

writing skills to produce mildly technk:al re-

ports for internal and external use. $13/hr to

start. Wage Inoreeaes as appropriate. Mini-

mum 15hrs/wk. Must have car and in-

surance Fax resume 310-286-9126 or call

310-286-2437

PART-TIME CHILDCARE needed Help
w/sunwner activities. Flexible schedule need-

ed. evemngiAiweeiwrxto. Encino Mulhoiiand

and 405 at|eoent. Must have car Call Jack

ie:31 0-826-2406.

PART-TIME CUSTOMER
SERVICE

REPRESENTATIVE
For an exolusive fasl-paoed Weetwrood dry
cleaner Outgoing, friendly Will train/saies

experience a piua. 15-25 hours, mominga or
afternoons, plus Sat or Sun $8-10/hour
Apply In parson 1600 Wealwood Blvd Or
Call. 310-47^525

\WWM
No Experience Necessary

Mrrr Women. diildRn. all agCL sim,
races TV Films Commercials Ma^tazines

for personal interview cslJ now

310.659.7000

PART-TIME JOB
OffKe Manager at friendly law finm in Brent-

wood. Phones, filing, legal wvork. Mon-Thurs.

mornings $12/hr. to start. 310-207-0411.

PERSON WANTED to sell syndk:ated news-
paper features (columns and cartoons) to

newspaper editors throughout the United
States. Major university or UCLA Graduate.
Must read newspapers and be comfortable
meeting newspaper editors in person. Send
resume via fax 310-440-8934.

PERSONAL BOOKKEEPER NEEDED. Ex-
periences and refererKes a must. Few
hours/week at Palisades home. 310-573-
1891.

QUICK MONEY
P/T- Insert updates in litKary books. 5-6hrs
Rat fee $60-70 310-277-8438

RECEPTIONIST
RECEPTIONIST positron available in B H.

Lawfirm. Full-time, tjenefits, nk:e group of

people. Great opportunity to gain experience
in a legal environment. Fax resume to: 310-

274-2798 Attn: Human Resources, or mail to

Lurie. Zepeda. Schmalz & Hogan; 9107
Wilshire Blvd. Suite 800; Beverty Hills. CA
90210. No phone calls please!

RECEPTIONIST
WEST LA Center for Tf>erapeutk: Massage
Starting at $10/hr.-»-t>enefits Hours Tuesday
5- 10:30pm. Wednesday 2- 10:30pm Thurs-

day and Friday 8 30am-2:30pm. Saturday
6:30-10:30pm 310-444-8989

RECEPTIONIST/OFFICE
ASSISTANT

wanted. Excellent pftone martners, computer
skills, team-player. 9-5pm M-F Financial Ad-
visor Firm in Brentwood. Fax resume to Sar-
ah: 310-826-5529.

SALES POSITION available for internet e-

commerce company. Salary-K:ommission.
Call 310-234-0784 Fax: 310-234-0786.
Email: JotwOelectrobuy.com

SANTA MONICA ATTORNEY is looking for a
FT/PT file clerk and secretary. Hours can be
flexible Must be abie to type and speak
some Spanish. Please call Ahta 310-452-

1441

SEEKING Buainese.Mariceting majors. Ex-
pansion of Nutrttkjnal Sales division of multf-'

million$$$ heatth center. Will train. High-in-

come potential. Kimberley O Symmetry 310-
399-6926

SUMMER AT THE
BEACH AND MTNS

FUN WORK WITH CHILDREN IN THE OUT-
DOORS 7-week day program. 2-weeks
Siena Sleepaway June 25-August 24 Ex-
perience with children and water activities

$330+bonus/week Call 310-826-7000 or

www.SierraAdventureCamp&.com

-im^

7800
Help Wanted

REWARDING/FUN
Summer Swimmir>g. beaches, horses &
more. www.daycampjot)s.com.

SUMMER CAMP
COUNSELORS

Decathton Sports Club Located In Palo Alto

6/25-8/17. $78-$92/day,9am-4pm. camp-
iobOyahoo.com

SUMMER DAY CAMPS
San Fernando or Conejo Valleys, Oxnard.
Simi. Malibu. Misc. Instructors & General
couns. $2750-3500+ for summer. 886-784-
CAMP www.workateamp.com

SUMMER JOB
GRAO/UNCtEfWRAD Psychokigy.education

or speech to be a camp akie for a special

needs chiki 6/25-8/25 Valene:8 18-907-

0367.

SUMMER JOBS! WEST Los Angeles day-
camp Nring energetk: counsek>rs, lifeguards,

and specialida. Call Tiffany at 310-399-
2267.

SUMMER JOBS...GET
PAID EXPERIENCE

West Los Angeles. San Fernando Valley,

Santa Clanta Valley, Simi and Cbnejo Valley

areas. Receptk>nist, File Clerk. Admin Assis-

tant, Customer Servk:e and MANY OTHERS
needed. Work as much or as seldom as you
Uke-you decidetCome to the oHoe ctoaeat to-

you:

BARRlrtGTON STAFFING SERVICES
Santa Monica 310-453-1519, Thousand
Oaks 805-494-8695; Burbank 818-954-

0054; Valencia 661-294-9046; Woodland
Hills 818-703-8658 Our servk:e free to ap-

plicants.

SUMMER SPORTS
CAMP COUNSELORS

Prime Time Sports Camp is now hiring for

summer 2001. Sports background and ex-

perience working with children required.

9:30AM-3:30PM M-F 6/25A) 1-8/3 1/01. WLA
and Palisades. Peter:31 0-288-41 32.

SUNSET CANYON REG CENTER seeks
ARC Certified, responsible individuals to

work as lifeguards and swim instructors dur-

ing the sumrr^er months. Call 310-825-1059.
Applications avail at SCRC

SWIM INSTRUCTOR: WSI Ages 2-8.

Summer Camp Tarzana 818-881-9707

Take a Semester off! Ski for FREE!
Aapen Siding Compeny
www.jobswithaltitude.com

1-800-526-6200

TEACHER AND ASSISTANT TEACHER
NEEDED. School age day care center, full

time summer employment in Van Nuys;
Sports, Crafts, Trips, Swimming, etc Must
have BA with minimum 24 units in child

development courses Teaching credential is

preferred. Good Salary. Lenny 818-894-
0330.

TESTMASTERS is looking for intelligent

people to answer phones and provide inlor-

mation about our LSAT courses. $13/hour,

minimum of 30 hours/week. Only those with

excellent phone skills should appiy. 323-655-
2699

UCLA RECREATION
SUMMER CAMP JOBS

GREAT MONEY! GREAT TIME! We need
energetk: people to be summer camp coun-
setors Pay is $7 38-$l1.00/hr. Morning, af-

ternoon, ail-day shifts available. Call 310-
206-1787. Applications available at John
Wooden Center.

WANTED: People who want to tost weight.
310-884-8746 24 hour message.

WANTED: TYPIST/PERSONAL ASST
$20/hr. 6am-1pm M-F Finacial martcet order
entery. Santa' Montea. Call Eric 310-612-
1522

WELL-ESTABLISHED. UPSCALE Santa
Monica restaurant seeking experienced wait

staff. Nights only Great tips 310-701-5096

WEST LA BASED MEDIA COMPANY seeKn
energette. outgoing indivkJuals to train, learn,

and sell advertising media. Pay based
against commis^ons with up-skje opportuni-
ty. If you are considenng a future In advertis-

ing, media, and sales please contact Roger
at resume Opart«media.com or fax 310-432
6100.

WORK from home in the US or in an interna
tional business 24 hour message 310-884
8748

8000
Internships

FILM INTERNSHIP
ACCLAIMED PRODUCER seeks motivatec
interns for summer 2001 Please fa>

resumes to Commotion Picturet
attnMicbelle 310-432-2001

Displa'
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MindBody Clinic

Nutrition Class

www.studenthealfh.ucla.edu

ucia Ashe Center

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLF

M .

ACROSS
1 Zoom
6 "Dancing
Queen' group

10 Soft light

14 "The - Quy":
JimCan'ey
film >

15 Jai-
16 Hoarfrost
17 Nudear er>ergy

source
18 Be a parent
19 Mighty -oak
20 Least amt.
21 Large feline

24 Protein source
26 Formal
27 Part of MOMA
28 Embers
30 Wield a brush
33 Kind of laugh
34 Chair part

37 Jekyll's other
half

38 Gamut
39 Mouthful for a

computer
-40 Chromosome

material
41 "— la vistar
42 Sparl(le

43 Holidays
44 Rower garlarxl
45 Declare
48 Grant
52 Investment buys
55 Earth sd.
56 Droplet
57 Perry's creator
58 hJavajo lodge
60 Rim
61 Artist Magritte
62 Embellish
63 Bulrush or

cattail

64 Scorch
65 Intuit

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
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IeI L 6]DJ jj Y P E D 8 H O T

MOOI C 2001. Urtttd FMluf* Syndfcat*

1

2
3
4
5

7
8

DOWN 32
Swindles 33
Outdoor area 34
Deep black
Shade tree 35
Last course 36

6 Composer 38
Copland 39
Ousted 41
Fertility god

9 Wire-haired 42
terrier

10 Vine harvest 43
11 Bonetand 44

Simpson 45
12 Sharif and 46

Khayyam 47
13 "Peter Pan" girl 48
22 — King Cole 49
23 Paris airport 50
25 Cause of ruin 51
28 Dollar fractions

29 Gymnast Korfout 53
30 Advanced deg. 54
31 Writer Rand 59

Lupino of films

Headquarters
Drain
undogger
Depotmfo
Sapphire, eg.
Diamondbacks
Object on radar
Juno, to the
Greeks
Entertainers in

Tokyo
Quarreled
Soho CO. abbr.
Orange-yellow
Type of jacket
Theater
Scornful kxak
Goad
Gets dose
Metaphysk:al
poet
Without charge
Armbone
Lyric poem

t'-it^

\
Classifieds

8000
liitornshii)

SUMMER RESEARCH/
MOLECULAR BIOLOGY
INTERNSHIP Biochemistry undergrade
needed for UCLA summer research In bioin-

(omwtics/computational molecular biotogy
Must know basic btochemistry. Computer
skills needed (preferably UNIX). Dr. Pettit:

310-206-4748.

8200
Temporary Ernploymom

HEAD FRESHMAN BOYS BASKETBALL
COACH: Experience playing and coaching
needed. $2800-3200 for the season 5 days
a week from 230 lo 5:00. wrth a few Satur-
day games The seaaon begins in November
and runs through February. Please fax
resumes onlyfl Fax to 310-288-3286

8^00
Apartments for Rent

STUDIO AVAILABLE
NOW

LUXURIOUS STUDIO. Fabulous building.
Full kitchen, bath. Yard. Laundry, pool/jacuz-
zi. Parking, gym. billiard June through
August $975 1-year lease. 310-208-1880

"WALK TO UCLA. WESTWOOD. Singles.

Ibdrm/lbth, 2bdrm/2bth. Pool. Jacuzzi, walk-
in closets, fireplace, full-kitchen, gated ga-
rage, instant broadband avail, www.kelton-
towers.com. 310-208-1976.

•WESTWOOO VILLAGE, MfOVALE N. OF
LEVERING. LARGE 1 AND 2-BDRM APT.
GARDEN VIEW. DINING ROOM. UNIQUE.
CHARM. FRONT ANp REAR ENTRANCE.
310-839-6294 •

1-BLOCK TO CAMPUS
Studio. $750. All utilities paid. Large 1-bdrm
$1300. hardwood floors. Immediate occu-
pancy only. 310-208-4253 or 310-824-2595.

1-MINUTE TO UCLA. Bachelor, fumiahed!
bright, dean, security entrance, large doset.
laundry, pool, min 3 months Available
6/15/01. $80a/month 310-625-0009.

1917 SPANISH MISSION BUILDING Sin-

gie. WLA. Separate kitchen, high ceihngs.

wood floors, one year lease. $750/mo. 310-
479-8646

BEL AIR GUEST HOUSE pool. view. yard.

Dog okay $750 310-395-RENT ¥¥ww.west-

siderentals.com

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. 142BEDROOM
$895AUR LARGE. UNUSUAL CHARM.
SOME SPANISH STYLE W/HArtOWOOD
FLOORS ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS
310-839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS spacious, private room
Very dean. Month-to-month $490 310-395-
RENT www.west8kJerentals.com

BEVERLY HILLS—-NEW YORK STYLE
SPACKXJS SPANISH apartment. Pet okay.

1 t>edroom, hardwood floors, utilities includ-

ed. $875. 310-395-RENT www westsiderwv
tals.com

BRENTWOOD
North of Wlshire. spacious 3BD/2Bath,
upper, w/ batoony. New dishwasher, refrig-

erator, stove, etc. Quiet 8-unlt bidg w/ gar-

den sundeck. $2395. 11921 Goshen Ave. #4.

Open Sat/Sun or by appt. 310-571-0293.

BRENTWOOD. $1700. 2bd/2Wh. front, bal-

cony, refrigerator/stove/dishwasher, car-

pel/drapes, parking, laundry, no pets, near
UCLA, by appt. 11728 Mayfield #1. 310-271-
6811.

Casablanca West

Available Now

Bachelors S865

1 Bedrooms from S1195

<l»^*^fx
afiri

naiii«*|MiKimiN«»MiiirM

530 Veteran
208-4394

8l$00
Apaiiiiiuiiis for Ken;

SANTA MONICA apartment. Prime location,

north of WiteWre. $600. 310-395-RENT.
www.westskjerentals com

SANTA MONICA furnished, private room,
commuter apartment. Utilities ir>cJuded.

$325 310-395-RENT. www.westsideren-
tal8.com

SANTA MONICA garden style. 1 bedroom,
hardwood floors, parking. $890. 310-395-
RENT www.west8iderentals.com

SANTA MONICA guest house. Refrigerator,

stove. yard $650. 310-395-RENT
www.westslderentals.com

SANTA MONICA HOUSE. 1 badioom. 1

bath, bright yard, garden Ixxiaa, garage.
$1200 310-395-RENT www.westslderen-
tals.oom

SANTA MONICA OCEAN-VIEW One bed-
room unfurnished/furnished apt. $2000-
$2600 Luxury 2-fl bedroom, furnished

$4000 Walk to 3rd Street Promenade&Pier
310-399-3472.

SANTA MONICA spacious apartment. Pet
okay. pool, bright. $725. 310-395-RENT
www.we8tsklerentai8.com

SANTA MONICA STUDK). $875. walk to

market/bus. street parking, availabie 9/5
Garage. $l50/month. available now. 1234
14th Street. 310-471-7073.

SANTA MONICA TWO-STORY MODERN
TOWNHOUSE 2 bedrooms. 2 5 baths. N of

Wiihire $1294. 310-395-RENT. www.we8t-
lidarentats com

SANTA MONICA, north of Wilshire $900
nice single, tower. Remodeled. Stove, fridge.

Near ocean. No pets. Near buses 323-462-

0507

SANTA MONICA; Singles. $90(Vmth Near
beach. Ouiet. Quality amenities See:

wrww.lambeftinc.oofn

2bdrm/1bth w/2-parking. $1700/mth. And
others. Call Keith 31(M53-9666

8/kOO
Apartments tor Kiiii

BRENTWOOD. Urge aingie. $800/mo.- 858
South GrandviUe Upper, parking, laundry,

yard/garden. No vnokirtQ, no pets. 310-454-

4754.

CULVER CITY spackxis, 1 bedroom, quiet

neighbortwod, yard $665. 310-395-RENT
www.wectaWarentals.com

HOLLYWOOD HILLS. Hardwood ftoors. sin-

gle, R&S, laurKlry, parking, utilities pakJ

$595. 310-395-RENT www.westsideren-

tals.com

HOLLYWOOD STUDIO, w/c pet, R&S, utili-

ties paM $550. 31.0-996-RENT www west-

siderentats.com

HUGE SINGLE AND ONE BEDROOM.
$900/mo.& Up. One bdrm ior $1250&up. One
block from campus. 644 and 650 Landfair

310-824-0319.

KOREA TOWN, studk). w/c pet, sateMte TV,

utilities paid. $575. 310-395-RENT.
www.we8t8iderentals.com

MID WILSHIRE STUDIO R&S, cat okay,

gated parking. $525. 310-395-RENT
www.west3kierentals.com

MIRACLE MILE, house k> share, private

bedroom, d/w, w/d, partdng. $400. 310-395-

RENT. www.westsiderentals.com— ..11. .——.

PALMS
2BED/2BATH. Available 7/1 $1450/month 2
parking spaces. 310-559-9852.

PRIME SANTA MONICA part furnished. 1

bedroom, yard, utilities Included $895 310-

395-ReNT. www.westskJerBntals.com

* PALMS *
4B0, 3BA LOFT TOWNHOME. FP,

CENTRAL MVH^Al, QATED OARAGE
SEC. ALARM. CAT OK

3670 MIOVALE AVE. $2395/MO

2BD, 2BA TOWNHOME. FP. CENTRAL
AIR/HCAT. OAfEO QARAOE.

SEC. ALARM. CAT OK
3614 FARIS DR. $lMS/MO

* MAR VISTA •
^^9nf«tmwcf.

11748COUim.EIGHDf»

12736 CASWELL AVE.

12630MrrCHELL AVE

12741 MrrCHELL AVE

$129S/MO.

$1295/MO.
$1345/MO.
$1346/MO.
$1345/MO.

480, 4BA TOWNHOME. FP. CENTRAL
AIRA4EAT QATED GARAGE.

SEC. ALARM. CAT OK
3964^BEETMOVEN ST. $249S/MO

Op«n Hous* MonSlI 10 < PM
(310)aB1-1076

WALK TO UCLA
iwviv. Ice/tonfoivers.com

310-208-1976

Westwood Village
4v33 KeJfon Ave
(310)208-8685

1 Bedroom from $1225
2 Bedroom from $1700

Extra large luxury units include:

• Fully equipped kitchen

• Cential heating and air

• Extra closet space

• Wetbar in selected units

• Private balcony

• 2 Bdroms have 2 baths

• Intercom entry & gated parking

'with 1 year lease

ProMSskHUMy managed by

Inlcgraied FVopcity Services, Inc

SINGLE APARTMENTS. $90a'montti. . Up-
graded carpeting, freshly painted, pool, laun-

dry, secured entry, very ciean building, 1-yr

lease, no pets 310-206-2620.

WEST LA, ONE-BEDROOM $950, Close to

bus/market. 1242 Barry Ave. Just south of

Wilsfiire. Available Sept., 1 -year-lease. No
Pets. 310-471-7073

WESTWOOD APARTMENT for Rent. Single,

furnished, 2-blocks to school, next to frater-

nities. $800/month. 310-824-4951. 543
Landfair Ave.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE. l-bddroofTt/l-bathr

$1,500, bright, carpet, available 9/6. Large
Townhouse. 1 -bedroom/ 1-batti. $1,600.
hardwood-Hoora, fireplace, dinning room,
available 6/22. 925 Gayley, 1-year lease, na
pets, 310-471-7073

WESTWOOD VILLAGE: Unfurnished 1 -bed-

room. $1400. 10990 Strathmore. Furnished
Ibdrm- $1350- 547 Landfair 1 year lease.

No pets. Available Sept 310-471-7073.

WESTWOOD. Bachelor. $795, utilities paM.
no parking. 1 -bedroom, $1400. 3-car park-

ing. 10943 Roebling, 1-year lease, no pets,

avaiiabie July. 310-471-7073.

WESTWOOD 2BD/2BA. Roebling Secure
bWg/parkino. Laundry. 5 min walk to Cam-
pus. Call 310-824-1451 or 310-449-2192.
Available July Ist tor year

WESTWOOD 2BDRM/2BATH $1450 AND
UP TILE KITCHEN. ST^POOWN LIVING
ROOM, HIGH CEILING. CHARM. 1 MILE
SOUTH OF WILSHIRE SOME W/BAL-
C0NY.31 0-839-6294.

WESTWOOD Across UCLA, upscale, one
and two bedrooms, fuH-krtchen. air condi-

tioned, parking, one year lease. 445 Land-
fair. Taking reservattons. 310-824-1969.

WESTWOOD Walk to UCLA 2bdmV2tth.
gated parking, rogftop spa. quiet buikling,

accepting reservations for Fall $1975-
$2300. 512 Veteran. 310-208-2655

8600
Condo/TownhousG Un RotJt

KOREA TOWN. Studto, R&S, laundry, utili-

ties pakJ $470. 310-395-RENT www.west-
siderentals.oom

8900
HntisR lor Rent

2-1-2.5 TOWNHOUSE
WESTWOOD
REMODELED CONDO OUALrTY UNIT witti

hardwood ftoors, all new appliances. Granite
counter tops. Hie ftoors, dishwasher, parking,
laundry, available now $1975. 10674 Hol-
man, north of SantaMonica Blvd. Call 310-
276-8505.

CHARMING HOUSE with washer/dryer and
bonus storage space. 2bdrrTV1bth On l^-
ttonal and Armoscost. $1615 Please call

213-740-0427 or 310-478-7414

9000
House for Sale

PAC PAL BEACHSIDE! Own your own tot

and 2t)drm. mobile home. Clubhouse pool
$215K. 360-357-2252

'

9200
Hotisifif) Ncoflod

HOUSING NEEDED
Trying to rent your space in the West-
wood area or neart>y? Have a great deal?
Easily solve yogr rental probieim with one
simple cau AvokJ the hassle of renting 3
UCLA students are seeking a 3 bedroom
apartment, house, guetthouae or ootkJo
to share to move in Juna/earty Ju»y. lyr
lease only. NO SUBLETS Must inctode
1-2 parking spaces and be reasonably
priced. Please call Stephanie:3l0-702-
6456 (Leave message).

Display

206-3060

9200
Hotisiiirj N(.*«ulo(l

LAW STUDENT seeks summer sublet; 412-
731-2030; lee_kim_usaOyahoo.com; June
Ist-August 23rd; Private $800-$1100.

OUTGOING FEMALE JUNIOR needs pri-

vate room for 01/02 school year Will pay
$650. Prefer female housemates. Email:

wdrdOucla.edu

WESTWOOD 2 guys looking for a room to

rent Fall 2001. Walk to UCLA Non-snwkers.
no drugs Chris:310-208-3521.

9300
Room for Help

DOG SITTER/BABYSITTER RESPONSI-
BLE, FUN ATHLETIC FEMALE UCLA Stud-
ent needed (or lO-year-oW girl. Jur>e-August.
Walking distance to UCLA. 310-470-4662

FREE ROOM & BOARD
Urban Dog is lookifig foor a night supervisor.
Ask tor Kim or Jan 310-445-1447

MOTHERS HELPER WANTED. Tutoring,

babysitting, and driving. 15-20 hrs/wk in ex-
change for private room and board. Must
have car. 323-761-8623

PENTHOUSE ROOM
Century City in exchange for 1 .5 hours assis-
tance in morning and in evening 310-277-
3810. Apt. 2102 N.

SANTA MONICA. Own bdrm/bath/entrance.
Wanted: Active, responsible Mother s help-

er/housekeeper for 4 y/o boy. Strong chiW-
care background, references required.
60hr8/month. 310-395-1212.

STU0E»4T/CAnEGIVEfl for Japanese etoer-

ly man in Lakeview Terrace Must prepare
evening meal. Live-in w/salary in exchange
lor private room/t>oard. All negotiable lor

right person. 818-710-0014.

SUMMER SUBLET JULY-AUG. 2bed/1 5
bath. 2 underground part<ing. Pool/BBQ
$1600 available through next year. 555 Kel-
ton. 310443-5743.

9400
Rooni for Rent

BEVERLY GLEN: Extra large master bdrm
w/private bth, sky-hghts, in great home,
roommates are young professtonals. dean,
quiet. 5min to UCLA $900/mth. Call Bob
310-475-3334 for details

9^00
Rooftt for Ri'iil

PRIVATE GUESTROOM WEST-
WOOD/WALK UCLA- beautiful house w/pri-

vate entrance/bath/backyard. Laundry/Kitch-

en privileges. IM/S female tenant. $785«^utili-

ties. 310-446-9556.

REDUCED RENT
in exchar>ge for household assistance. Walk
dog, kitchen duties Beautiful home, use of

facilities Pleasant, responsible and tkJy im-

poriant. Available 6/1 310-202-0782

ROOMMATE WANTED. Female grad-stud-

ent. Light cooking, 2-3 dinners p>er week.
Rent negotiable. New Brentwood Home.
Fax; 310-476-7284.

9500
Roomrnates-Privnte Room

403 LANDFAIR. Gated building/partting. Pri-

vate room/bath in 2bdrm/2bth apt. Prefer re-

spectful female. $e20/month. Available

9/14/01-9/2/02. Allison 310-824-3537.

BRENTWOOD %622/rno Unfurnished pri-

vate bedroorrVpnvate bath Laundry AC.
Gated parking. Int. entry. Female only. Cat
friendly. 310-979-9939.

PRIVATE BED AND BATH. A/C, gated apt

and paridng, pool. 20-min to §UCLA
$435/month-> 1/2 utilities. 818-989-0121.
sol30ucla.edu

ROOMMATE WANTED to share Santa Mo-
ntoa apt. Furnished room w/king-bed, cable
TV., private bath, washer/dryer in unit.

$600^utilities included. 310-453-2902.

SANTA MONICA-WESTHOLME. One bed-
room apariment to sTtare. Furnished, p>ark-

ing. Female, non-snr)oker. If unavailable
leave message. 310-446-4612.

SHARE A COTTAGE in Venice. 2bdrm/big

yard. 4 blocks from beach by Abott Kinney.

Clean environment. Short-term ok.

$700/mo. 310-721-3470.

SUMMER SUBLET Spactous Loft, MW-June
to mid-Septemt>er. Fully furnished, gated
parking, 15 minute walk to campus.
$600/nx>nth. 310-824-7648.

9600
Roomm.ntes-Sh.'ired Room

WEST LA Roommate needed to share room
in 2bdrm apt Bundy/Dr Unfurnished, park-

ing, near tHJS, great for studying.

$26S/nx}nth-KJepo8it. 310-826-7343.

WESTWOOD Across UCLA. A/C, balCony,

dishwasher, kwking for someone to share a
room in large 2Bed/2bath apartment. 6/1-

9/1 $550/month Scott 310-869-2746

9700
Sublets

$500 TO SHARE 2bdrm/2bath apt. in WLA.
June 21 -Aug 21. Fufly furnished. Contact
Todd. 310-559-0977.

1-BDRM STEAL' Cute Ibdrnn/lbth. dose to

campus, hardwood floors. DSL installed, ful-

ly-furnished, walk-in doset! $1150obo. Call

KellyW 310-208-0377. kwintersOucla.edu

10965
. STRATHMORE. Atrium Court.

2bdrm/2bath. Avail July 7-mto-Sept. 2-park-

ing spaces, exercise room, balcony, jaciizzi

on roof $2100/month-neg. Call Alicia 310-

267-8290.

10980 STRATHMORE. Master Bedroom
available for summer Spacious, furnished

llvingroom. $1000 as single, $500/person. All

Offers ConsWered. Danwn, 310-267-6223.

1995 FORD THUNDERBIRD. Silver.

9800mi, good condition Automatte, V8, /V/C,

power windows/seats/locks. Cruise control,

dual airbag. $4,950obo. 310-397-9160.

424 KELTON: MOST REQUESTED WEST-
WOOD BUtLDtNQ! Share Ibdrm/lbth, kitch-

en/living room, walk-in doset, t>akx>ny with

CLEAN/NON-SMOKING FEMALE. $500.
June 25-August 31, 2001. Araceli: 310-208-

9947

437 GAYLEY. Pink Palace. Beautiful
2bdrm/2bth, w/2bak:onies, trench doors,
spacious, 3 underground periling spots, par-
tially furnished. Late June-8/31 $2150/mo.
Please call Julie or Silvia at 310-824-5542.

BRENTWOOD F/NS/NP Females only. Bed,
bathAfull access to large, beautiful home.
Share w/family, $750. 310-395-0623.

PALMS: Bright, dean, freshly painted private

room in laiga apartment. Utilities, garage,
cable, ntoe neighborhood, convenient to alt.

Females. $625. 310-450-0182

UP TO 3 ROOMMATES Wanted for sum-
mer/school-year Spacious 2bed/1bath,
kitchen. corner Landfair/Roebling.

$1650/month. Sign lease in June. Chapin
310-209-1656

475 GAYLEY: Ibdrm/lprivate-bth In

2t)drm/2bth apartment Available immediate-
ly to mtd-September. Need 1 -2 female-sub-
letters Underground parking-spot, extremely
ctoseto-carnpus. $833/mth. 310-206-4379

533 GLENROCK. Cheap and ctose to cam-
pus Need 1-2 male roommates for summer.
1 bed/1 bth, kitchen $350/month 310-267-
8076

WLA- Own bdrm/part(ing & shared Mh In

3txlrm/2bth to share w/one femato A 1 male.
Near 405&10fwy. $517-Hitilities. Avail ASAP.
310-477-8861.

925 GAYLEY: Walk to campus, Weshwood
itidrnVlbth, partting, unfUmi8hed,hardwood
floors. Available 6/19- mto-Sept.
$1550/month. Imetoa 310-267-7169.

9700
Sublets

ATRIUM COURT FURNISHED private bed-
room/bath with parking DSL, Stereo, Cable.
Available mkJ June to mkf Septerrtoer. t-2

people OK. $750/mo. Brandon 310-824-

7435.

BARGAIN! Gaytoy, 6/1 5-8/31/01 (June paid)

Spacious 2bd/2ba. Female to share fur-

nished master-bedroom. Parking, 2-pattos,

internet, Jacuzzi. Ouiet. $487.50/nfK}. Call

310-208-8584.

BRENTWOOD. One-Bedroom/One-Bath in

Large-Bright-furnished 2Bed-2Bath Apart-
ment Living-Room, Dinning-Room. Dish-

wasf>er, Mk;rowave, Bateony, AJC. 2miles
from UCLA&Beach Near Transportation.

TVA/CR/Digital-Cable/Sfereo/DSL. Periling.

King-Si^e Bed. $a50/mo. Junel-AuglO. 310-
415-9238.

CHARMING WESTWOOD APT Spacious
1 bed/1 bath in heari of Westwood. Bay wind-

ow/window seat, great views, garage park-

ing, secure, quiet. Mid-June-August. 310-

824-8920.

CLOSE TO UCLA, 2-bed/1-bath. 2-parking

spaces, available July 1st for 2 months. AJC,

Laundry. Jacuzzi. Email. Suai.aiOya-
hoo.com 310-208-2251 or 510-713-1838

FEMALE ROOMMATE(S) needed to share

2bdrm/2bth apt July-Sept Close to campus.
DSL. gym/spa. 310-267-6072, ali-

hissOuda.edu

HOUSE 4 SUBLEASE
Bai-Air 3bd/2.5bath $3500/month, unfur-

nished. $4400/month fumisf>ed. Shori-term

sublease. Huge living room, breakfast area,

den w/views. Will have new carpet, hot tub

opttonal Great for student/ teachers. ALSO
Westwood. Sublease. ibdmn/lbth.

$1200/rTK>nth. Share space w/others in

4t)drmcondo. 310-477-0070.

LARGE 1 -BED Ctose to campus. Pool. spa.

U/C parking Fully furnished/equipped. From
mid-June-Aug. 3people $40068, 2people
$500ea. 310-208-2049.

MIRACLE MILE AREA PRIVATE BED-
ROOM/PRIVATE BATHROOM, Female pre-

ferred, pool. Hot Tub, Gated Partung, $662.

Call Carrie 310-600-0276

NOT HAUNTED!
LANDFAIR/STFTATHMORE. Positives:

2bed/lbath, living room, kitcfien, downNII

walk to campus. Negatives: Uphill walk from

campus, global warming. Mike:310-208-

3260

PALMS 2 rooms for June and/or July. $500
own bath/t>akx>ny. $450 share bath. Easy
parking. Female only. Christlna:310-415-

9987

9700
Sublets

Subletter- 403 Landfiir 2bd/2l»HT. Parnate
to share unfurnished 1/2-riiaslerbed. Perfect
transitton between apartments this summer.
$510/mo. Morgan 310-208-3293.

SUMMER SUBLET Brentwood. Any time af-

ter June 18th-mkl/end Sept. 1-2 people
Huge private bedroom/bath, walk-in mirrored
dosets in 2bed/2bath $750/month. 310-826-
7482. 408-209-7 113/cell. phitortiz880hot-
mail.com.

SUMMER SUBLET CLUB CALIFORNIA.
Beginning June 19th Female to share room
in 2txJrm/2bth apt. Bak:ony, pool/spa. gym.
parking Kasey 310-443-1461.

SUMMER-SUBLET SILVERLAKE
BLVD./SUNSET Spacious. 2bdrm duplex,
furnished, hardwood ftoors Ideal for Holly-

wood/Downtown internships $800/month.
Avaftabie 6/ 1 -8/3 1 . Responsible applicants

.

323-663-8912, jbrasasOhotmail.com

WANT TO SUBLET FOR THE SUM-
MER? Reach thousands of potential

roommates for free. www.west-
siderentals.com 310-395-RENT

WESTWOOD. 6/1 7-7/31/01 (negotiable).
Fully Furnished. Have own room in a quiet
apartment complex Parking, pool, A/C.
Quiet, responsible female preferred
Call:31 0-208-8868.

WESTWOOD Female to share furnished
room in large 2bd/2bath apt. on Glenrock..
Pooi/Spa, great view. Avail 6/18 $400+utni-'
ties 310-208-8713.

WESTWOOD: Summer sublet. 545 Glen-
rock Ave#402. 2 months (July-Aug)
$500/month. Share room in newly built

2bdrnrV2bth apt Near UCLA. 310-208-7862.

WILSHIRE 2-MlLES FROM CAMPUS
Beautiful 2-Bedroom Apartment. Looking for

2-people to share Spacious Bedroom-t-Bath-
room. Available 6/20. $475/nK). per person
310-312-0157.

WLA Luxurious apt. Large master bedroom
w/walk-in closet. Furnished. Fireplace, bal-

cony, Jacuzzi, parking. Secure entrance.
Near bus Mid-June-beg/Sept. $850/nno. lux-

apartO fK>tmail.com.

9800
Viication Reotiils

BEAUTIFUL, SPACIOUS YOSEMITE
HOME sunounded by tall pines. Ctose to
everything. Fully Equipped, 5000' elevation
sundeck, reasonable rates 818-785-1028.
www.yosemife.islovely.com

13" ZENITH TV 6moold,orig$100 $40 3ia«6-5786
19^ TV bMjm. good oond IE6 310-208-7820

2 CHAIRS great oondHon $ao 3104240836
2DESKS ««^ihelvw $36ea 31O824063S
2 DRESSERS fltwiflien' $408a 310208^2565

2 TWIN MATTRESS goes im/ bad -t-trunde $75 3104240701
4 RDLDINQ CHAIRS l(ea. birch $10sa 310826^)60
ACOUSTIC QUITAR takamina wtooMer $120 310287-8058

ANKL BOOTS MfW^ nKlUwtr, 8 $B0 213-46M775
BEOW/TRUNDLE wMla-fmalchingritBid $75 310824-0701

BOOKSHELF bbch. 2 shelves $15 3108200090
BOOKSHELF m $25 31O208-2S66

CO PLAYER iworlcs perfeclty $80 310265-3421

CHAIR HD SWIVEL 14 no aims grey $36 310829-1568

CHAIR PLAIN MAR Wtyl seat back met le m 310429-1568

COLOR PRINTER canon bvclOOO no ink $30 31O837-7808

COUCH goodoondttxi $00 310824-7783

COUCH/CHAIRADTT great needs oover $20 3102084447

DESK etianalen $40 310208-2565

DESK has many drawers $90 310-2008447

DESK shalvss. comp. space $$6 310424-4215

DESK-DARK WOOD oompulsr apace. sheH IBS 310424-1862

DIRECTORS CHAIR fokis, turquoise fiO 310-473-5799

IRON WITH BOARD
LARGE FUTON
MAQNAVQXTV15- 1 5" tv no remote

PLATES ASSORT of id camiv stor>eware

POLE HALOGEN LA brown /dimmer

QUEEN SIZE BED maltrass&box $100 3108240635
RECORDER, SONY portable, ne gtsat $25 310424-2697

ROOERBLADES womens. new, In box

SMALL BOOKCASE
m. 31028&-3421

3 Shelves It wood
SML FUTON COUCH fcea btek. seats 3

m. 3104734799

$20

SOFA3SEATER w&bkje stripes, beaut $100

3102105525

3104305786
SPEED BIKE 12 speed good oond

SURFBOARD
m. 310424-1464

ff6'3llnleaaeAbag $90 3102001949
TABLE lolds 3104240635
TELEPHOTOLENS iapan^5-200 mm^macro $50 3104944633

To place a

ad in lite Bmiii

Bargains, fill out

information on tite right

and submit to tlie Daily

Bnjin Classifieds.

•ilem:..^
]

'^^
(15 characters maximum, including spaces)

• Descri{>tion:

(20 characters maximum, including fpaoes)

•Price;

(example $25, $74ea, FREE. Please round lo the neaicst dollar—NO 060)

•Phone: ( )
-

r — ^ "

;
•Item.

I (15 characters nuudmum, including spaces)

I
•Description:

., ._. _„;

! (20 dtaracten maximum, Including spaces)

j

•Price:

;
(example $25, |74ea, FREE. Pieaae round to the nearest dollar—NO 060)

! •Phone: ( )
-
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10944STRATHMORE
2bdrm/ 1 blh on corner of

Stralhmore/Landfair. Large

balcony w/ view of

Westwood skyline. 6/ 1
5-

12/30.$515/monlh.

Andy or Phil

310^24-2837

10982 Roebling
Club California. Summer
and Fall sublet. Furnished,

queen bed,

Pool/Jacuzzi/Sauna,

parking, private enterance.

Ibdrm/lbath in 3bdrm.

Apartment. $75000

310^36-296^

11021 OPHIR
SUMMER SUBLET
Huge Ibdrm. available

mid-June to end of Sept.

1 parking-space

included, hardwood
floors. $700/mth obo.

310-824-5422

47fMYUy
Ibdrm/lprtvatt-bthih

Zbdrm/Zbth B^rlmmt
AvailaUe inwicdUitdy to mid-

SeptOMber. Need 1-2 femak-

suUetteri UHdergrwwd

parkliift'ipol extreiiidy doie

to-eawpui^tSVuitK

110*201-4179

927 MIDVALE
1 bdRM TO sublET In

2bdRM/2bT^ Apr.

$800. SAUNA/pool,

qyM, qATEd pARkJNq.

AvAiUbU MJd'JuNE.

710^824^4612

550 VETERAN SUBLET

available mid-|une to

mid-Scpt. or negotiable.

$387. 50/month to share

bedroom. Gated parking,

full bath. Call Lily:

310-824-7077

«- t -A-^' t

690 VETERAN
2b<lnn/2bth. Shju-e nx)m

for summer & fall. Perfect

for mid-year graduating

seniors. $390/month.

310-208-0985
kavangleeOyahoo.coin

ATRIGM COGRT
PENTHOaSE

Mid June-September
(negotiable). Close to

campus. 2bdrm/2bth. 2

parking. Furnished w/big

screen TV/Premium Cable.

$1650 per nrwnth.

310-824-2597

ATtHIMCOtttT
KNTHOUSE

5min walk. Need 2-3

people. July-Sept, or Jan.

Spacious 2bd/2bth

2balcontes,

parkins/gym/spa $625/mo.

Male/Female ok.

310-M7-7714

BRENTWOOD
Room for rent Summer I

only. $650/month.

Furnished. Private bath.

Street parking.

,

Drive/bus to campus.

310-440-8050

MAR VISTA
Own t>edroom&J>athroom

in 2bdrm., 7mins to

campus!

Cable/gym/saurwi/|x>ol

.

Furnished. $499obo. Keith

310'915-I08]
ktsul9biology.ucU.edu

CHARMING
WESTWOOD APT
Spacious Ibcd/lbath in

heart ai We$two<xl. Bay

window/window scat,' great

views, garage parking,

secure, quiet.

Mid-June-August.

310-824-8920

MDR
Beoutifiii 2bed/2biith

situated on 23 acres lush

tropical ground Pool.

tennis, spa. fitness

center, ocean breeze
Available midJune-Mid-

Septemt)er $1950

310-827-7317

CLOSE TO UCLA
2-lx;d/l-|y.ith, 2-parkinj?

.spactrs, available July l.st

lor 2 rTKmth.s. A/C,

Luindry, Jacuzzi. Email

$uai_ai9yahoo.coin

310-208-2251

or 510-713-1838

^Wi
WSS3S0^'' dOB

PRIVATE ROOM
(converted liv»ng room) for

clean, quiet male or female.

Pool/jacuzzi/laundry/parkin
|

g/balcony/luxury. Security

txjilding Half-mile from

campus. $525/month.

Un/furnished

910-209-167S
4
i

I
SUMMER SUBLET
Brentwood. Any time after June

|

I8th-mid/end Sept. 1-2 people.

Huge private bedroom/bath.

walk-in mirrored closets in

2bed/2bath. $750/month.

310-826-7482

408-209-71 13/cell

|philortiz88@hotinailxx)ni I

SUMM£R SUBLET
CLUB CAUFORNL\
Beginning June 19th.

Female to share room in

2bdrm/2bth apt. Balcony,

pool/spa. gym. parking.

Kasey

310-443-1461

SUMMER SUBLET
Midvale Plaza II.

Ibdrm/lbth. Fully

furnished. Gated
parking. Walk to UCLA.
Immaculate. Quiet/safe.

. DSLyrv/vcR. ajc.
Pool/jacuzzi/gym.

310-208-4450

SUMMER

.*»^v.

lb ii'jvenise in \\k- Siiblei (huue cull

Classifieds
' -,.2221

437 GAYLEY
Pink Palace. Beautilul

2bdrm/2bth, w/2bak:onies,

french ck>ors, spacious, 3
undergrourxJ parkirvg spots,

partjally furnished. Late

June-8/31. $2l50/mo.
Please call Julie or Silvia at

310-824-5542

660 VETERAN
2-bedroom 1-bath.

Fully Furnished,

Fireplace, balcony,

gated parking, Jacuzzi.

Available 6/1 8-9/1

.

$1495/month. Call

310-209-1438

ATRIUM COURT
2BED/2BATH. Parkir^g.

babon^, spackxjs rent

negotiable. New
appliances. Jacuzzi in

buHcKr^. Karen:

310-267-9671

FEMALE ROOMMATE
NEEDED

to share 1 bdrm in a
2bclrm/2btK apartment.

Fully furnished, DSL, one

parking place, patio.

$450/mth.

310-824-2635

'""""•^"'~-^'^"""-' •i^mmm*

SUBLET
2lMh*m/lbtfi

$l8<K>/mn. Giile

opoiiiiieiil. S mill. ft*oiii

campus and H^lwood.
/Available after finals

llll*OII^I /liiiHisI d I.

Gall mn\l

8 1 0-824-881111

VENICE
6/16 through 8/30,
Furnished room tn

3bdrm house. Yard, spa.

washer/dryer. Dog-
lover. Graduate student

preferred.

$700/mo-»-utilitles. Amy
310-822-9307«2

WESTWOOD
Cheap Sumnr>er Subletl

2bdrm/lbth w/parking.

Secured building.

Hardwood floors. Close
to campus! Available

July-August. $1800/mth.

310-824-1141

475 GAYLEY AVE
Avolloble mid-Juf^ ro

mid-Sepr. S450/nrK>nrh.

Close ro compus,
friendly roomnnores

monoger. Looking for

femole sublerrer.

010-479-2235

679 GAYLEY
Across from campus.
Available mid-June-

August. New building,

security, indoor parking,

vaulted ceilings, spacious,]

walk'in closets, balcony.

714-608-4385

818-203-4777

$1ttl/Mt.Mi Mtlltflt

ra-iM-zm

KELTON AVE
Looking for female

subletter(s) for Ibdrm.

in 2bdrm/2bth. Part-

furn. Available 6/23-mid

Sept. $925/mth.,

$462 to share. Call

310-824-5377

SUMMER SUBLET
Nm(I III a^trtmaiit? Sliart i

iiief one OR K«it«ri *$i

Ofkir f*r USO/mtk.

AviilabI* J«M IStli.

Ctit Ryii or Jotk

S10-20S-0210

WESTWOOD
Beginning 6/25. Female
to share room In nice,

contemporary, spacious.
]

2bdrm/2bth. Quiet
nelghtjorhood. Close to

bus. $375/mth. Camlla

310-478-7076

WLA
1755 PURDUE Female.

non-smoking. F^ivate room
[in Ibdrm/lbth in apt 6/25-

1

9/15 $700/mo+half

utilities. Furnished. Near

UCLA busline #1

310-477-6186
upAMNia7 10hotmaHxom

Display

tm saim Miiiiii^ HI i .t-H 'i
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W.TRACK
From page 28

Having owned the No. I national

ranking for the majority of the out-

door season, it's the Bruins' title to

lose. With two top-ranked athletes in

their events, junior Tracy O'Hara in

the pole vault and freshman Sheena

Johnson in the 400-meter hurdles,

and two ranked second, senior

Shakedia Jones in the 100m and
senior Christina Tolson in the ham-
mer throw, UCLA has a strong

chance of bringing home the title.

And what may help contribute the

most to the Bruins' success is not the

highly-ranked athletes but the bal-

ance in this year's squad.

The Bruins go deep in terms of

competitors, having qualified IS ath-

letes in 13 events - four seniors, five

juniors, one sophomore and five

freshmen.

What is most notable is that three

athletes qualified in the 800m. A
strong middle distance squad is

something that Distance Coach Eric

Peterson has been striving for, and

after seeing how past national cham-

pionships were won, the UCLA
coaching staff adjusted its recruiting

strategy.

That adjustment has resulted in

junior Ysanne Williams, freshman

Lena Nilsson and sophomore

Tiffany Burgess all qualifying for the

half-mile.

"Never as a coach have 1 had

more than one person qualify in one

event," Peterson said, '"and it's an

indication as to how strong our team

has been in the SOOm.""

Though the Bruins are now com-

peting for the national title, they will

face some familiar competition.

Crosstown rival USC, a team that

finished just ahead of the Bruins last

year for second place, is another

legitimate title-contender with 14

women qualified.

Even though this will be the third

time this season the Bruins have

lined up against the Trojans, accord-

ing to Bolden, they will approach

USC as just another group of ath-

letes.

"We know that we're going as a

team and 'SC isn't a factor." Bolden

said. "They're one of a group of

teams that are going to be there.

Whatever (USC) does, it's not moni-

tored as closely as what everyone

does."

And Bolden believes that her team

has not shown its full strength yet this

year, as the Bruins captured the Pac-

10 championship while holding pow-

erful competitors Jones, senior

multi-eventer Michelle Perry, and

Nilsson out of events that they could

have scored in.

According to Jones, her team is

approaching this championship with

a level head and not putting pressure

on themselves to bring home the title.

"I think that was the problem in

previous years, that we wanted it too

bad and stressed over it too much,

and people started getting hurt," she

said. "This year everyone is just

relaxing and out to do their job."

Entering competition, the Bruins

are in position for top-three finishes

in the pole vault, shot put, hammer
throw, discus, lOOm and the 400m
hurdles.

Tolson is the 2001 indoor shot put

champion and O'Hara won both

indoor and outdoor titles in the pole

vault in 2000. But anything can hap-

pen once competition is undcrwaj^^^
What the meet may come down to*

is the relays. In both the Pac-10^
championships and the UCLA-USC
dual meet, the meet was decided in

the 4 X 400m relay, and that may be

the case in this meet as well. In the 4

X 400m, the UCLA team of freshman

Adia McKinnon, Johnson, Williams

and Perry sits in fifth with a time of

3:32.76, while the USC group of

junior Natasha Neal. senior Caria

Estes, senior Malika Edmonson and

senior Brigita Langerholc is right

behind them in sixth at 3:33.17. But

South Carolina leads the pack at

3:28.24.

But the Bruins have been prepar-

ing for this meet all year. With suc-

cessful trips to both the Texas and

Penn Relays this season, UCLA has

big-meet experience that may pay ofT

at the end.

M.TRACK
From page 28

Moser said. "I've been relatively

consistent all year. 1 have a chance

of winning if 1 have a big throw and

ifsome of the other guys freeze up a

bit."

The point is. he will not freeze up.

"He knows much is expected of him

and he is ready for the challenge.

Moser will also compete in the

shot put. He is ranked 13th out of 14

competitors, though he placed

eighth in the NCAA indoor champi-

onships in March.

The other half of the tandem,

Ames, ranks eighth in both the shot

put and the discus.

Both athletes are performers.

Moser's veteran know-how and

Ames' explosive talent may provide

them what they need to beat out

tough competition.

The throws have provided

UCLA with highlight-reel material

all season. Not only have the shot

put and discus been phenomenal

successes, but sophomore Nate

Marum quietly had an outstanding

year in the javelin.

Although Marum is in the middle

of the NCAA pack, ranked 13th of

19, he can come up with the big

throw when it's needed most. Take

the USC meet. After a Trojan took

the lead on his final throw, Marum
stepped up with his last throw to win

the event by nearly 10 feet. He'll

need that kind ofperformance again

in Oregon.

"It's been a good season,"

Marum said. "A little bit tough, kind

of sporadic, ofT-and-on injuries, but

I've done a lot of learning. I think

I'll become a much more consistent

thrower next year and (throw) a lot

further."

He may already be looking ahead

to next year, but according to

Venegas, ifMarum warms up intelli-

gently, he has a real shot at scoring

points for the team this year.

A late-season surge by freshman

pole vaulter Yoo Kim earned him a

trip to Oregon as ywW. In the last few

weeks of the season, Kim repeatedly

broke his own personal record. He
barely squeezed into the NCAAs as

one of seven vaulters tied for the

17th and final spoL

Pole Vault Loach Anthony

Curran has been pleased with this

year's vaulting squad, which boasts

five 17-footers for the first time in

UCLA history. Kim and sopho-

more Jared Drake both scored Pac-

10 points for the Bruins, but Kim's

stellar 17-4 1/4 vault at Modesto was

the only vault big enough to qualify.

UCLA's sole track competitor at

NCAAs is sophomore Kyle

Erickson. Erickson just made the

bubble for the 400-meter hurdles.

Coming off two late-season dis-

appointments - he fell on the final

hurdle at the USC meet then was

disqualified in a preliminary heat of

the Pac-IO Championships -

Erickson is looking to end the sea-

son on a high note.

"I told him, 'Prepare yourself to

run two of the best races that you've

ever run in your life,'" said Sprint

Coach John Smith. "You go there

with the intention that you're going

to run your best race starting offand

then you're going to come back with

your best race again (in the finals)."

Erickson is tough and capable.

Don't be surprised if he runs a life-

time .best to propel himself into the

finals and a position to score points.

"I'd like for the kids that have

been doing well all year to keep

doing well," Venegas said. "I'd like

the kids that are way overmatched

underdogs to have a good meet and

maybe move up and beat some of

the guys ranked ahead of them. I

think as long as the guys beat people

ranked ahead of them that makes it

a good meet."

FRESHMEN
From page 26

Entering the NCAA Championships,

Johnson is No. 1 in the 4(X)m hurdles

(56.02 seconds), McKinnon is No. 9 in

the 400m (52.69 ) and Roseby is No. 22 in

the 100m hurdles (13.40). It is unlikely

Cask ins will compete in the relays

this week, but she filled in for senior

Michelle Perry at the Penn Relays when

Perry got food poisoning, so she has to be

prepared.

After talking to the freshman quartet,

it's obvious that they know what they

must do this week.

With the exception of Johnson, who
leads her event, the athletes want to walk

away in a better position than where they

came in.

Though track and field is an individual

sport, it takes a team to win a national

diampionship. And if it comes down to

the performances of these four, you can

be sure they'll give it all they've got.
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From page 28

When asked what he thought about

his team making the tournament, junior

co<:aptain Packer McLachiin looked

taken aback.

"What are my thoughts on 'making

it?'" he asked. "I'm thinking about win-

ning it. We're not going there just to

have fun. We're going there because we
deserve it and we want to go and win."

It's not as crazy as it sounds for a

team that barely made West Regionals

(though it played excellently there, earn-

ing a spot in nationals). The whole team

points out the fact that they arc peaking

now - something reflected in Bruin

scores in recent tournaments.

At the U.S. Intercollegiates,

McLachiin and sophomore J.T. Kohut
finished in the top 12; at Pac-IO

Championships, McLachiin and sopho-

more Travis Johnson finished in the top

20; and at Regionals, freshman John

Merrick finished sixth and even led the

tournament for awhile. Freshman Steve

Conway has also been a consistent con-

tributor.

"We're all hitting strides. At some
point there's a peak to this thing, and I

think we're starting to peak," Shcrfy

said. "If we could all have personal

bests, then we're dangerous."

And then there's the whole issue of

good teams unexpectedly getting

knocked out in various regional tourna-

ments. According to Sherfy, eight teams

in the top 25 did nt>t make nationals.

"Schools like that have been weeded
out already," Johnson said of highly-

ranked teams. "Course if they'd made
it they'd be a team to reckon with."

But they didn't, and now the Bruins

have a chance that they couldn't imag-

ine having earlier in the season.

So believe it: UCLA is contending

for an NCAA championship this week.

"We're just trying to be the

Cinderella story," Johnson said.

"Maybe it's just the stars are lining

up in a certain way. Who knows?"

McLachiin added with a laugh.

FRESHMEN
From page 28

leadoff) you have to get out there.

You're the catalyst of this team. If

you don't run a fantastic first leg, (it)

affects everyone else
"

The determination displayed by

Roseby in the 4 x lOOm has been

shown by all four of the freshmen

from day one.

On the first day of practice, the

foursome walked onto the track and
wasted no time.

"They weren't even close to being

intimidated behind the accolades of

the seniors and juniors," Bolden

said. "(The freshmen) were working

hard from beginning and the other

girls, who were already working

hard, had to step it up.**

Bolden refers to them as "her

young ones" and even admits to cod-

dling them.

But with the talent between the

four of them, including two Pac-IO

titles from Johnson and McKinnon
in the 400m hurdles and 400m,
respectively, and with each having at

least three years of competition

ahead ofthem, Bolden has every rea-

son to pay extra attention to her

freshman.
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WOMEN'S TRACK & FIELD NCAA CHAMPIONSHIPS

When it€©Uflfe
May 30 - June 2

Eugene, Ore.

In the race for the

title, the Bruins'

Senior Shakedia Jones (left) and junior EbonI Grayson (right) compete in the UCLA-USC dual meet earlier this season.

toughest opponent

may be their history

of runner-up finishes

ByWillWhitthom
Daily Bruin Contributor

All things considered, the best team in

town will eventually prove to be the best

team in the nation.

The No. I ranked UCLA women can

complete a trifecta this weekend with a vic-

tory at the NCAA Track & Field

Championships in Eugene, Ore., having

already claimed the 2001 NCAA Indoor
title and the Pac-IO championship.

UC1.A can also make it three in a row
this season over No. 2 USC, who figure to

be their prime competition in Eugene. The
Bruins narrowly defeated the Trojans at

their annual dual m<;et and again at the

Pac-IO meet.

However, the Bruins' biggest opponent
this weekend may be history. For the past

four years, the Bruins have put themselves

in position to bring NCAA hardware back

to Westwood at the end of the outdoor sea-

son, only to falter at meet's end.

The Bruins can compensate for a half-

decade's worth of second and third place

Hnishes with victory in the Pacific

Northwest this weekend.

But neither history nor the competition

will make things easy.

USC, the runner-up at last year's

NCAA Championships to Louisiana

State, will be well equipped to challenge

for this year's crown. The Trojans boast

sprinter Angela Williams, the two-time

defending NCAA Champion in the 100-

meter dash, and fellow No. I seeds

Talyana Obuhova (triple Jump),
Kinshasha Davis (200m) and Brigita

Langerholc (800m). USC's 4 x lOO-mcter

relay squad is also tops in the Pac-IO.

Despite the rankings and prerequisite

bad blood, the Bruins are aware that this

meet is not merely an L.A. thing.

"We're going to line up against South
Carolina and LSU and Texas, ' said UCLA
Head Coach Jeanette Bolden. "It's not just

'SC on this island, it's everyone on this

island, so we're not focusing on them.
They're just a group of people."

The Bruins will retaliate with their own
who's-who list of No. I seeds with fresh-

man Sheena Johson in the 400m hurdles

and junior Tracy O'Hara in the pole vault.

O'Hara holds the NCAA Championship
record in the pole vault (l4-feet-5 1/4 inch-

es, set last year).

UCLA's 4 X 400m Tel^iy squad enters

competition as the cream of the Pac-IO's

crop. Michelle Perry will attempt to be the

first Bruin to win the heptathlon since

Jackie Joyner in 1982-1983, incidentally

the last time the Bruins won the NCAA
Championship.

The Bruins must also ward off the best

teams in meet history. No. S Louisiana

State and No. 1 1 Texas, if they are to claim

their first crown since the Reagan
Administration.

LSU has won the NCAA
Championship 12 times in the 19-year his-

tory of the event, including 1 1 in a row
from 1987 to 1997. LSU reclaimed the

crown last year after a two-year loan to the

University of Texas, who is the only other

school since 1985 to win the NCAAs.
The Bruins have finished as runner-up

six times overall during LSU and Texas'

reign, but are optimistic about finally mak-
ing it over this rather large hump.
"We know what has happened in the

past, and we know how we've finished,"

Bolden said. "We also know that we're the

No. I -ranked team in the country going
into this one, and we know we haven't dis-

played our best yet. We're ready to do that.

"We're in a position now where we have
the personnel to do^it," Bolden continued.

"I'm not saying we're going to win, but we
have the personnel, and' experienced per-

sonnel. Without the experience, we're
always the bridesmaid and never the

bride."

UCLA's impressive resume notwith-

standing, it remains to be seen whether the

bouquet has finally been tossed the Bruins'

way.

With contributions from Christina Teller,

Daily Bruin Senior Staff. . '.'

Bruin junior Tracy O'Hara is the

defending pole vault champion. Here

she writes about her thoughts as the

women 's track andfield team heads

to Oregon for the NCAA
Championships.

This is my third year competing

for UCLA track and field, and this

year has by far gone by the fastest

of the three. I remember stepping

out on the track for fall training

thinking that this was going to be a

long year. It was mainly becatise I

took off two months during the

summer after the Olympic trials,

and was out of shape for the run-

ning that was ahead of me. As the

season progressed, Jeanette (Head

Coach Bolden) and the other

coaches succeeded at busting our

butts into shape for the biggest

meet of the season.

So far, the UCLA track team

has defended the indoor NCAA
title, and >ve are hungry for our

Puwn Diary
first outdoor

title this week.

Going to

natioruils this

year is a lot

more intense than my previous

years because the level of competi-

tion has gone up. I won the title last

year, but my
competition

was one foot

under me, so

I didn't have

as much pres-

sure as I do
this year.

This year

girls have

really

stepped up.

and my
biggest com- ~~
petitor is a

foreign girl that came all the way
from Iceland to attend the

University of Georgia. Right now

This diary is an installment of a year-long senes dironiding

the lives ofUCU athletes.

Tracy

OHara

she is only three inches below my
mark, which could come down to

attempts in the pole vault.

Therefore, I have had to prepare

myself for the competition at the

meet, to which I am really looking

forward. I think it will help me rise

to the level that 1 should be at and

<«lso be a lot more fun for everyone.

As a team, our biggest competi-

tor is USC. Not only are they our

rival, but they are only trailing us

by a few points, which has come
down to the relay in the past two

meets against them. We defeated

them in our dual meet and Pac-IOs,

but the score's were very close in

both meets. The USC coaches are

not very pleased with our past suc-

cess, and the3( ^rc taking this meet

to a personal level. They want to

win this meet almost as bad as we

do and are

trying to

beat us any~
' way they

can.

This is by far my favorite time of
the season, because our team really

comes together to help and sup|X)rt

each other in each event. Since the

whole team is not able to attend the

big meets, the few that qualify cre-

ate a bond, and I believe that is

what makes our team so successful.

I also believe our team bond is

what is going to earn us the NCAA
championship this weekend. The
meet is held at Eugene. Ore., this

year, and that is also beneficial for

us because it is close to home. We
will use that to our advantage as

well, considering it's a Pac-IO

team, and we are the strongest in

the Pac-IO. As far as our team tal-

ent, bonding and location of the

championships, this is definitely

our year to take home the title.

As for me, I am really looking

forward to my own competition. I

have worked hard all year, and
have gradually been improving my
heights in the pole vault. I have

attempted a personal record the

last three meets, and I am ready to

conquer that height in Oregon. I

have always jumped well in

Oregon, and this meet I will have

the competition that will bring out

the best in my performance. I won
the NCAA championship last year,

and I have no doubt in my mind
that I will defend my title. My
coach, Anthony Curran, and I

have been preparing me for this

meet both mentally and physically,

and I am anxious to see how my
training is going pay off. The com-
petition will be very intense

throughout the entire four days of
the meet, and our team is going to

work together to be the 2001

NCAA outdoor track and field

champions.
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A foursome
to be

reckoned
NA/ith

These 'young ones' have quickly

grown into top UCLA competitors

By Christina Tdlcr

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

=The Tour freshmen line up off (o

the side of the track for the photo.

They are reserved at first, not really

knowing what is expected of them in

the lO-minute photo shoot, but once

they're told to "look hard," the smiles

break out.

Through the next few minutes, the

photographer shoots away, interrupt-

ed only by Sheena Johnson, who just

can't keep a straight face.

To their relief they are told that

they can smile now and pwse any way
they want. And the playful bickering

begins. After much discussion and
positioning, the girls settle into a p)ose

where two of them are standing and
two are kneeling.

The picture of Nicole Gaskins,

Team looks to

pariay unlikely

berth into shot

at national title

M.GOLF: Weaker playing

field improves outlook for

squad at championships

By Pauline Vu
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

The upcoming men's NCAA Golf

Championships should be the most

unpredictable in several years because

the field is the most unlikely in several

years.

MEN'S GOLF

NCAA Championships

May30-]un«2

All day

Durham, N.C.

ADAM BROWNA>«My BnUn

Explain how it is that teams like No.

55 Pacific and No. 53 UC Irvine and

No. 51 Oregon State made the cut for

the tournament, which starts today,

while powerhouses like No. 6 Texas

and No. 13 USC and No. 15 TCU did-

n't.

^ "You'd have to feel like it's kind ofa

weak national field," UCLA Head
Coach Brad Sherfy said.

Heck, now even No. 38 UCLA has

a chance.

S«clU0lf,pa9e26

Adia McKinnon, Sani Roseby
and Johnson captures much of

the driving force of the UCLA
2001 fHktionttl squad

They entered UCLA as mem-
bers of the consensus No. I

recruiting class, with state,

national, and even some Olympic
Trials experience.

'Coming out of high school, we

(left to right) Adia McKinnon, Sheena Johnson, Sani Roseby and
Nicole Gaskins have helped put UCLA in contention for a title.

focused on what I was doing because ning in both. Roseby leading off in the

I was the only person there on my 4 x 100m relay, and Gaskins ready as
team," Roseby said. "In college it's an alternate for both relays,

were all at the top and had the ability more team-based. You're helping out Roseby has held her own in the
to come in and really make an impact your other teammates and they're^ first leg of the 4 x 100m against such

counting on you to perform well as* competition as USC's Angela
well as you're counting on yourself.

pn the national level," Johnson said

"There's a little bit of pressure frorh

the coaches - they expect us to do a lot

- but I think we expect ourselves to do
a lot more."

Going into nationals, the freshmen

all bring big-meet experience, but the

one in Eugene will be different

With an outlook like that, it's easy

to s^ why the UCLA relays arc in

such good position thii year. The
Bruin 4 x 100-meter and the 4 x 400m
relay teams both sit in fifth.

The freshmen occupy five of the

"When I went to the big meets (in eight spots on the two relay teams,

high school), it was just me, and I just with Johnson and McKinnon run-

Williams, the two-time defending

NCAA 100m champion.

•*She's running against Angela
Williams, and Sani is not allowing her

to get away from her, 9nd Angefai is

not passing her," Bplden said of past

competition against USC. "(As the

SccFllfSHMCII,pa9e26

Bruins' outdoor outlook promising
W.TRACK: UCLA's depth

key to taking top spot ip

NCAA Championships

By Christina Teller

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

All the hotels in the Eugene area

are booked, and they have been for

weeks. Hundreds of people are

flocking to Eugene, Ore., and it's

not for a logging convention, but

for the NCAA Track and Field

Championships.

TRACK & FIELD

NCAAChamilJiliips

May 30 June^
AllOay

Eug«ne,

•i \

v

AOAM BROWN/VMly Bruin

Four days of competition will

take place in Hayward Stadium,

regarded by many as a haven for

track and field, and at the end there

will be one team left standing.

UCLA hopes that this yctff it

will be them.

It has been 18 years since the

women last won the outdoor title,

and though they are just as hungry
this season as they have been in the

past, the Bruins sec the title as

more of a realistic possibility this

year.

"We're in a position now where
we have the personnel to (win

nationals)," Head Coach Jeanette

Bolden said. "We're in a belter

position to win than we have been

in previous years."

S«eW.TIUMX,pa9e25

Selected five will compete in NG\As
M.TRACK: Throwers

Moser, Ames expected

to come up big at meet

By Glen Worthington
Daily Bruin Contributor

It may not be the stuff cham-
pionships are made of. but it is

definitely a step in that direc-

tion.

Five UCLA athletes will

compete in the NCAA Men's
Track and Field Championships
that begin today and conclude

Saturday in Eugene. Ore..

though only two are anticipated

to score points.

"We're ready to roll," said

Bruin Head Coach Art Venegas.

"You can't ask more from the

guys. They're heahhy and they

seem motivated. We'll see what

happens."

Throwers junior Scott Moser
and redshirt freshman Dan
Ames have been the pride of

UCLA track and field ail year.

They are expected to produce

NCAA points.

Moser has been nationally

ranked almost since day one,

and Ames' breakthrough per-

formances quickly lifted him to

the same level. Going into the

NCAAs. they hope to surpass

their past success in the last

meet of the year.

Moser, the Pac-10 champion
in the discus, is third overall in

the NCAA for the event. His

season-best toss of 206-feet-8

inches is only a few inches off

the lead.

"If I don't get in the lop three

I'll be very disappointed,"

Sccll.mAapa9t2S

NCOCf MULEfVOMN Brum

Kyl« Erickson looks on whMe his

teamn^ates talk during the USC meet.

(»ninu III a( No. 1

The women's track begins

their NCAA outdoor title

hunt today in Eugene, Ore.

See page 27.

Q: Who is Lew Alcindor?

A: "He's a great swimmer."

-Greg Poulton, first-year psy-

chology student

i^:"-Hc's a pohtician or some-
thing."

-Brandon Chillar, freshman

football player

A: "Definitely a bowler."

-Lauren Fisher, freshman tennis

player

l^em AlcUtdor, iuun kntA^u »>

KareemAbdul-Jabbar, wasa UCLA
basketball player from 1965-1968^

as well as theNBA s all-time leading'

xorer

Q: What was the ''RuiiiMe in the

Jungle?**

A: "George Foreman and Xzibit

had a C-walking match in Africa.

Xzibit won."

'Edmund leremia-Slansbury,

senior football player

A: "When the riots broke out

after the UCLA basketball champi-

onship."
^

-Beth Goodwin, senior swimmer

A: "Thai's when the monkeys
get mad because they don't have

enough bananas."

-Lauren Fisher, freshman tennis

player

mble in the Jungle was

a 1974 boxing match hetv.t'en

Muhammad Ali and ^r

^preman that toak place in wh<ii

the Republic ofthe Congo (then

/.'.'

Q: Who is nicknamed *"£!

Duqoe?**

A: "He's Spanish. Somebody
from Duke University."

-Greg Poulton, first-year psy-

chology student

A: "He's a soccer player. He's

from Columbia."

-Caleb Liao, sociology and polit-

ical science student

A: "He fights chickens in

Mexico."

-Robert Thomas, junior football

player

A: "El Duque is that cat from
the New York Yankees. The defec-

tor. I can't remember his real

name."

-Juan Arzola, third-year political

science student

. H^}^., Y^ffff Xajxicfeis. pui;he?

Orkmdt) Hernandez is nicknamed

"EtC^tHm'
-

Compiled by Hannah Gordon,
Diamond Leung and Pauline Vu,

OnNy Bruin Senior Staff.

UCLA

S<»rvinfjth<*UClj\ community simv lf)l})

Brave new UCLA
students need to decide what

they want UCl^ to look like.

VIEWPOINT, PAGE 16

UIN
Tiiuiisi)ay,May31,2001 www.(iailybruin.U(rla.(Hlu

Track at NCAAs
The men's and women's teams

had an eventful first day in

Oregon. SPORTS, BACK PAGE

Hooked on books

Summer's here, and that means reading

time! ('heck out the year's hottest books.

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT, PAGE 20

Commencement ticket

scalpers face sanctions

DAVt HIIL/Daity Bfum SenKW Staff

Chancellor Albert Carncsale speaks with students about the tenure process in front of

Perloff Hall Wednesday afternoon. Students are staging a hunger strike through Thursday.

Chancellor talks tenure

with student protesters
MULDAVIN: Carnesale addresses

concerns with process, but refuses

to discuss specific professor's case

By Kelly Rayburn
Daily Bruin Reporter

Meeting with fasting students on the lawn near

Perloff Hall Thursday, Chancellor Albert Carnesale

called the tenure process "too opaque" and
expressed a willingness to work with students to

change that.

"I am sympathetic to the concern that the process

is not transparent," he said. "In a general case my
office is willing to work with students."

Many of the students Carnesale met with were in

their second day of fasting to call for tenure for geog-

raphy Professor Joshua Muldavin and for more stu-

dent say in the tenure process.

"The lack of student input shows that we are not

trusted, that our views are not wanted." said third-

year environmental studies student Gregory Horn.

"That's a funny thing for a democratic place where

voices should be heard."

The 10 fasting students say they will not eat until

sunset today.

Carnesale made one point clear during the dis-

cussion: he was not going to entertain questions

regarding Muldavin's tenure case. He insisted ques-

S«c MEETING, page 9

GRADUATION: University

could place hold on records

of entrepreneurial students

By Scott B. Wong
Daily Brum Staff

Some students looking to make a

quick buck off scalping commencement
tickets may be unaware they are violat-

ing an revision in the UCLA Student

Conduct Code and could be subject to

university sanctions.

The Dean of Students Office said it

will enforce section 102.06 of the code,

which prohibits students from selling

commencement tickets and may result in

the university placing a hold on students'

records. Chancellor Albert Carnesale

approved the revision April 1 1.

"If it's brought to our attention, we
will obviously uphold the code," said

Ken Kelly, assistant dean of students.

"(The ceremony) is supposed to be for

family and friends and has become an

entrepreneurial activity."

Though Mediget Teshome. a fourth-

year physiology student, never heard of

the new policy before, she said university

sanctions are unfair.

"I don't see how it's any different

from people selling basketball or athletic

tickets," she said.

Still, Teshome said, it is wrong for stu-

dents to request commencement tickets

for the sole purpose of selling them.

According to John Sandbrook. assis-

tant provost of the College of Letters &
Science, occasional complaints from stu-

dents and parents prompted the revi-

sion.

"Currently, it is inconsistent with the

spirit of the campus community for stu-

dents to take advantage of another stu-

dent who has a need for additional tick-

ets," Sandbrook said.

David Lowenstein, director of the

Central Ticket Office, said the

Registrar's Office and the College of

rl^etters & Science mail out a letterIt
graduates or prospective graduates,

informing them ofwhen they can pick up
their commencement tickets.

According to Lowenstein, students

receiving degrees from the College of

Letters & Science - the largest college at

the university - are only entitled to four

tickets due to limited seating.

Students who have picked up tickets

at CTO have been issued a notice warn-

ing that selling commencement tickets

violates university code and is specifical-

ly cited as "unauthorized conduct."

Sandbrook said.

"Please do not spoil your own gradua-

tion by attempting to sell commence-
ment tickets," the notice states.

Lowenstein said his office does not

condone selling commencement tickets.

"Even though this is a capitalistic soci-

ety, it's a free ticket to begin with," he

said.

Sandbrook said he hopes no one will

be referred to the Dean of Students

Office because they chose to turn com-
mencement tickets into a "commercial

transaction."

"I don't want to have to take down
phone numbers or IDs of students who
are trying to sell tickets," he said.

Within the College of Letters &
Science, the humanities, physical and life

sciences divisions hold ceremonies in the

Los Angeles Tennis Center, which has a

seating capacity of 10,000. The Social

Sciences division will graduate its seniors

at Pauley Pavilion. — r-

If social sciences graduates number
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Bill proposes repeal of

' financial aid restriction

LAW: Legislation would

allow studehts with drug

convictions to get funds

By Josh Wolf

Daily Bnjjn Contributor

Students who have been convict-

ed of drug crimes become automati-

cally ineligible for federal financial

aid under current law, but a bill mak-

ing its way through the U.S. House

of Representatives would change

that.

Representative Barney Frank, D-

Mass., has introduced legislation to

repeal the ban on federal financial

aid for students with drug convic-

tions, saying that current law is both

misguided and unfair.

"It doesn't seem to be the right

way to deal with the problem." said

Peter Kovar, a spokesman with

Frank's office.

While existing policy is in line

with the nation's war on drugs,

Frank believes that its selectivity is

one of its problems.

"Someone who commits murder

or armed robbery is not automatical-

ly barred from financial aid eligibili-

ty," Frank said m a statement.

"This is the only type of convic-

tion for which there is an automatic

denial of aid." Kovar added.

"They're singling out this crime."

Another of Frank's concerns is

the people affected by the current

law. Financial aid officers in his

home state of Massachusetts

StcMU^pafcll

Label of 'i • II \' group proves false, unfair

MINORmr: Diversity is

proof against stereotypes;

many diverge from mold

ByMkhcNcKroes
Daily Bruin G)ntributor

Labeled America's "model minori-

ty," many Asian Americans struggle

with an unfair stereotype.

According to

history Professor

Henry Yu. the pop-

ulation of Asian

Americans is so

diverse that no getv

eralization can be

made.

"Even though

some segments of

the population have high incomes, the

percentage pf Asian Americans who
are below the poverty line is significant

and higher than the percentage for the

Asian Pacific

Islaniler

Heritage

Moniti

ASIAN PACIFIC ISLANDER EDUCATION PROFILE
Education levels help perpetuate the "model minority" stereotype

• One of every two Asian and Padfk Islander adults ages 25 to 29 had attained a

badielor's degree or higher in 1997, contributing to that population's high

percentage of college graduates.

• Almost 1 in 3 whites fM percent), 1 1n 7 Afrian Amerkans (14 percent), and

just over 1 in 10 latinos (1 1 percent) In thelS^to 2^year-old age group had at

least a bachelor's degree.

* Among all persons ages 25 and over in 1997r)^sians and Pacific Islanders had

the greatest proportion of college graduates of any racial or ethnic group, at 42

percent. This is compared with 2S percent for whites,U percent for African

Americans and 10 percent for Latinos.

SOUKt (wwtMiwu

general population as a whole." he

said.

Statistics from the U.S. Census

Bureau show discrepancies in the edu-

cation levels among Asian American

groups as well. While more than 57

percent of Indian Americans have

received a bachelor's degree or higher,

VICTOR CHEN /D*ly Bruin

only 5 percent of Hmongs completed

college. Vietnamese. Cambodians and

Laotians all rank below the national

level in education.

Success is not universal across

See ASIAN, page^

1^...
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College Bribes
Supreme Court won't

hear preferences case
SEATTLE - The Supreme Court Tuesday

declined to hear an appeal of a ruling in favor
of the University of Washington School of
Law using race as a factor in admissions. The
Daily reported.

The original decision was made by the 9th

Circuit Court of Appeals after three white

applicants sued the law school in 1997
because they were turned down for admit-
tance.

Katuria Smith. Angela Rock and Michael
Pyle. represented by the Washington. De-
based Center for Individual Rights, argued
the law school deans acted unconstitutionally'

when using race as a primary consideration

for admissions.

The law school defended, saying the admis-
sions, policy was designed according to the

landmark 1979 Supreme Court Bakke ruling.

Underage drinking

penalties increase
MINNEAPOLIS - Students at the

University of Minncsota-Duluth will face
tougher penalties for underage drinking,
including the notification of parents after

receiving an underage drinking citation, the
Minnesota Daily reported.

UMD Chancellor Kathryn Martin outlined
new provisions in the school's alcohol policy
Tuesday The policy was reviewed after the

alcohol-related death of a student in April.

Ken Christiansen died from hypothermia
after attending a party thrown by UMD's
rugby team and falling into a creek on his way
home. Christiansen was legally drunk at the
time he fell into the water.

While Christiansen was not a victim of initi-

ation at the party, UMD suspended all activi-

ties of the men's and women's rugby teams
indefinitely as a result of the incident.

Washington TAs set to

strike on Friday
SEATTLE - Monday's deadline for the

meet-and-confer talks between the University

of Washington and the Graduate Student
Employee Action Coalition, affiliated with the

United Auto Workers, passed. The Daily
reported.

Still without a fully enforceable contract
through a neutral third party, GSEAC/UAW's
bargaining team called for a strike beginning
Friday if its demands remain unmet over the
next three days.

"We certainly care about our students and
we're working hard to try and avert a strike,"

said Kristin Intemann. spokesperson for

GSEAC/UAW. "But if the university contin-

ues to resist, we are willing to strike this week."
On May 11. GSEAC/UAW completed its

strike authorization vote, with 1,066 TAs vot-

ing in favor of a strike if necessary.

Colleges to use more
parental notification

FAYETTEVILLE. Ark. - Colleges around
the nation are beginning to notify parents when
their children violate alcohol policies, the

Arkansas Traveler reported.

The Family Educational Rights and Privacy

Act, know as FERPA. is the federal law that pro-

tects the privacy of student educational records.

The Warner Amendment, sponsoredby U.S. Sen.

John Warner, R-Va., passed in 1998 after alcohol-

related deaths at Virginia colleges. The amend-
ment gives colleges and universities the right to

notify parents when their child has violated alco-

hol policies.

The act applies to all institutions of higher edu-

cation that receive funds from the federal govern-

ment.

Compiled from University Wire reports.

Weather ACADEMK
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Remimfer: ~
The deadline to drop a

non-impacted class with a

green Late Drop petition.

transcript notation and

$13 fee is June 8.

Sunny

high: 78 low: 59

Sunny

high: 74 low: 59

Sunny

high: 70 low: 57
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Outlook:
Sun, lots of beautiful, bri9ht. glowing

radiant, warm, liff-givioq, skirvtanoinq,

pavement-heating dew-diying sun, is

wtiat weH see the rest of this week.

Fof reji-time weather, mil www.datlybfuin.uda.fdu

Suiirjse
5:44 a.m.

Sunset
7:5^.m.
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Today 4:15 p.m.
L&S Counseling

Academic Workshops

• Coping with academic stress

• All workshops held in

Covel Commons,*Room 203

To sign up, call 20^685

7 p.m.
Campus Events Commission

"Hedwig and the Angry Inch"

Ackerman Grand Ballroom

7:30 p.m.
UCLA Dept. of Ethnomusicology

Concert: Afro-Ouban Ensemble and

Music of Brazil Ensemble

Schoenberg Hall

310-206-3033

Movie That Inspired Me
Drew Barrymore discusses "Annie

Hall"

Melnitz Hall /James Bridges Theater

Film and Television Archive

206-3456

8pjn. <

An Evening ofSong and Dance
Student performances

Macgowan Little Theater

School ofTheater, Film and TV.

825-2101
>

Colsen Archaeology Lecture

Prof Christopher Donnan -

"Moche Tombs at Dos Cabezas.

Peru: The Discovery and

Excavation"

Fowler Lenart Auditorium

20^934

Friday 8:30 a.m. -4 p.m
Stand for Children Display

On children's rights

Bruin Plaza Area

825-2896

1p.m.
ISA

Lunch Break

Ackerman 2410

2 p.m.
SFaviq Departmenl

Polish Table - let'a speak polish

LuValle (outside)

3I(W?25-2135

5 p.m.

Hippocratic Oath Ceremony

Commencement ceremony

Dickson Plaza/PerloffQuad
School of Medicine

825-3970

7:35 p.m.
UCLA Dept. of Ethnomusicology

Concert: Music of Korea Ensemble

and Music of Bali Ensemble

Schoenberg Hall

310-206-3033

Monday 8 p.m.
A Cappella Orgy
Random Voices* Spring Concert
Northwest Campus Auditorium

ruin
Viewpoint i6

ance
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TOnline and
Independent
UCLA GROUPS HAVE CREATED AN INTERNET

RESOURCE FOR PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES

By Maijorie Nerhandez
Daily Bruin Reporter

According to the latest U.S.

Census statistics released in 1997,

nearly one out of every five

Americans has some level of dis-

ability.

Thfrty-three million of those

people list their disabilities as

severe.

To provide assistance lo some
of these disabled individuals who
wish to lead an independent life,

UCLA Advanced Policy Institute

of the School of Public Policy and

Social Research and the Westside

Center for Independent Living

have teamed up to create the

Living Independently in Los
Angeles project, a new online

resource for people with disabili*

ties.

"This project takes the indepen-

dent living information and refer-

ral concepts into the 21st century."

said Alan Toy, project director at

the Advanced Policy Institute.

'With the^ise of this, technology,

we hope to bridge the technologi-

cal barriers many disabled persons

face, while making the concept of

independent living a reality."

Launched in March of 2001, the

LILA information system pro-

vides a central informational

resource for a wide range of dis-

abilities.

Over the next three years.

LiLA will receive a total of $1.5

million to build its infrastructure,

including funds Uwn the

Community Technology

Foundation of California,

Microsoft Corporation and the

GTE Foundation.

According to Toy, the City of

Los Angeles has also approved a

line item for the LILA project in

the upcoming budget t^^

approved through the

Department on disability.

This collaboration of academic,

private and public institutions

looks to promote accessibility and
a sense ofcommunity for those liv-

ing with disabilities.

"These services are very much
in demand, but it's an overwhelm-

ing task for those who need them
to wad^ through all the agencies

and programs involved," said Zev
Yaroslavsky, Los Angeles County

BRIfX^ OWKN/Dtily Bniln Senxv SMff

Alan Toy, project director of the UCLA Advanced Policy Institute, works on his computer
while looking at the Living Independently in Los Angeles Web site.

Supervisor, in a statement. "Quick

and easy onlihe access will

empower people with disabilities

to take full advantage of the assis-

tance available to them."

While nrost sites catering to

people with disabilities often only

provide information to other

links, the LILA Web site targets

resources specifically within the

Los Angeles area.

A key feature of the site

includes the geographic informa-

tion system which allows users to

locate the nearest services and
recreation sites from its database.

The LILA project also calls for

people with disabilities, their fami-

lies and advocates to actively par-

ticipate in creating the data or

assets for the site.

For example, users who may
know of a wheelchair repair shop

in a particular area in the city may
add this information by using an

'

"add" template feature found on
the Web site. The information is

then checked for accuracy and
entered into the mapping pro-

gram.

Toy, who also uses a wheelchair

because of having developed polio

as a child, said he hoped LILA will

bring together people with disabil-

ities through its peer-driven con-

cept.

"I'm really hopeful the use of

this technology will move that phi-

losophy ofindependent living a lot

faster and deeper in terms of its

potential for advocacy and for cre-

ating a community," Toy said.

"This technology will allow us to

become more effective in advoca-

cy efforts in terms of getting news
out and coalescing as a communi-
ty around issues, events and activi-

ties."

For first-year social work grad-

uate student Melanie Benn, the

LILA site has been an invaluable

source.

Despite an attack of bacterial

meningiococal meningitis at age

18 that left her a quadrilateral

amputee, Benn continues to par-

ticipate in sports such as swim-

ming. LILA featares sports and
recreation links have helped Benn
continue her active lifestyle. ,

A San Diego native new to the

Los Angeles area, Benn has also

used LILA to gather housing

information.

"Every student knows how
challenging school can be, but a

student with a disability, the chal-

lenges are tenfold," Benn said.

"It's very reassuring that you have

a network of support. The univer-

sity supporting sites like this closes

the gap between what's out there

for a student with a disability and
how they can access this."

According to John Whitbread,

project manager of LILA for the

Westside Center for Independent

Living, about 600 users have

logged onto the site since its

launch.

Sec MOEPCNOCNT, page 13
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Superior Court drops aiminal charges against professor
CASE* University can still

take disciplinary action if

it finds conduct violations

ByltodiclMakiM
Daily Bruin Contributor

The Superior Court of Los Angeles

dropped all charges last month against

physiology Professor Michael Chase,

who was accused of one count of mis-

appropriation of public funds and one
count of grand theft by embezzle-

ment.

While criminal charges have been

orficially dropped against Chase, the

university can still take disciplinary

action if it finds that he violated the

Faculty Code oi"Conduct.

Due to policy, Joe Mandel, vice

chancellor of legal afTaii^, would not

say whether the university has or will

take disciplinary actions against

Chase.

According to Mandel, the universi-

ty paid approximately $1.78 million

for academic conferences Chase was
holding. UCLA alleged that Chase
overpaid the event planners, and some
of this money was funncled back to

the professor.

The dispute also questioned

whether Chase was required to report

the income to the Health Sciences

Compensation Plan.

Though the plan allows professors

to accept income outside the universi-

ty if the work is related to their teach-

ings or research, it still asks that pro-

fessors report the income. But

because Chase received money for

work on a symposium - which is out-

side the duties of his job - he said he

was not required to report it.

Chase said the charges devastated

his professioival, personal and
research life, and he hopes a review of

the events will prevent others from
facing a similar situation.

In a civil case in March 2000, Cha.sc

settled by agreeing to pay the universi-

ty $750,000. District Attorney

Richard A. Loivenstein did not press

charges initially due to insufficient evi-

derice, but he later conducted his own

investigation and filed a suit against

Chase.

A preliminary hearing on April 4

found that funds Chase received from
organizers were exchanged for work
he performed, and the transactions

were known and approved by the uni-

versity. The hearing also found that

unrversity regulations allowed him to

be compensated for private work and
that the original complaint did not

state a public offense.

Though Chase is a tenured profes-

sor, if he were suspected of breaking

the Faculty Code of Conduct, his case

would be taken to the grievance and
disciplinary procedures committee at

the Academic Senate. If substantial

evidence is found, the vice chancellor

for academic personnel can recom-

mend to the chancellor to dismiss,

demote, suspend or give a letter of

censure to Chase.

Chase said he does not think it is

fair for the university to take actions

against anyone after the superior

court has dropped charges.

"Any disciplinary actions are time

consuming, incredibly costly and
damaging to life and livelihood."

Chase said. "Unless they have a real

basis, they can have dire conse-

quences."

Norman Abrams, vice chancelk>r

for academic personnel, said the uni-

versity can still bring its own charges

against someone after a different

court has exonerated them.
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Harassment hinders
I

Registry could protect marijuana users I Parliament censures Wahid,
^Mf^«« t^A^y%^^ ^\#J| ^*^^4"I#^V% COURT: Proposal shields have passed similar measures. However, a major sticking point I I I I Igay teens' education
STUDE^JTS: Schools lack

proper training to combat

discrimination, study says

The Associated Press

Gay teen-agers in the United States

endure so much harassment in schools

that they do not receive an adequate

education, according to a report issued

Wednesday by a civil rights group

Human Rights Watch, in a report

called "Hatred in the Hallways," said

harassment and violence against gay

students is often ignored by teachers

and administra-

tors, in many -^..^^^^.i^,
cases because the

adults fear they

also will be

harassed or tose^

theirjobs.

"In most
schools there is

simply no protec-

tion for this

group ofstudents

from harassment

by their peers,"

said Widney Brown, a co-author of the

203-page report. "Because there is no
protection. In some cases you see the

harassment escalating up to violence.

At its worst, you have this group ofkids
actually dropping out of school."

Human Rights Watch

=rencouraged stated-

leaders to adopt

laws protecting

these students.

One gay student interviewed for the

report said he went to school every day

in "survival mode," Brown said.

"Any public spaces in the ^hool
were incredibly dangerous places for

them," she said. "When they walked

down the hall changing classes, they

were slammed into the lockers. In the

cafeteria, they had food thrown at

them. There were slurs in public spaces

and in the classroom."

The report found that teachers and

administrators were ill equipped to

deal with the harassment suffered by

gay students.

"Most teachers were not participat-

ing in the abuse, but they were not

intervening to

«—a-..ai^i.M stop it," Brown
said. "It leaves

kids to defend
'

themselves in a

"hostile cnviroiF"

ment at a place,

ironically, they

have to go to."

Human
Rights Watch

conducted its

research from

October 1999 to

October 2000 in six states: California.

Utah, Texas. Kansas. Georgia, New
York and Massachusetts.

Researchers interviewed 140 youths

SeeHAMSSMEiapa^eS

COURT: Proposal shields

doctors', patients' identity

in association with drug

By Don Thompson
The Associated Press

SACRAMENTO - An unusual

coalition of police and medical mari-

juana advocates is struggling to craft

a statewide patient and caregivers'

registry that would skirt the legal

edges of an adverse U.S. Supreme
Court decision this month.

To do so, law enforcement offi-

cials want to shield themselves from

learning the identity of doctors who
prescribe marijuana, and perhaps

the people who grow it and the

patients who use it - in part for fear

federal agents might seize the reg-

istry.

"We're really walking a delicate

line. Law enforcement is supposed to

enforce kws, not break laws."" said

Pete Herley, who represented the

California Police Chiefs Association

at a task force meeting called

Wednesday by Attorney General Bill

Lockyer, the state's top law enforce-

ment official.

The secrecy has become more sig-

nificant since the U.S. Supreme
Court ruled May 14 that California's

landmark Proposition 215 cannot

supersede federal laws against mari-

juana distribution. Since voters

approved California's medical mari-

juana law in 1996, eight other states

have passed similar measures.

|n California, marijuana is sup-

posed to be legitimate for people

who have a medical need," said

Robert Elsberg, who represented the

California Peace Officers'

Association at Wednesday's meet-

ing. "We would never support some-
thing that violates federal law. But we
will remove our opposition to it and
we would go and tell the governor it's

a better system than we have today."

(Many) groups want to

shield doctors who
prescribe marijuana in

apparent violation of

federal law.

Police and prosecutors are eager

to have an easily verifiaWe, uniform,

statewide registry so they don't waste

time and money charging a legiti-

mate medical marijuann user who
will go free under California law,

Elsberg and Herley said.

Law enforcement groups, along

with the state medical society and
mbdical marijuana advocates, all

want to shield doctors who prescribe

marijuana in apparent violation of

federal law.

"We don't care who the doctor is.

We're not going to go around and
bust the doctor," Elsberg said.

However, a major sticking point

in the bill, being crafted by state Sen.

John Vasconcellos. D-Santa Clara, is

how. to verify doctors' prcicriptions

while protecting them from federal

prosecution.

Law enforcement groups want a

variation on the state's existing

requirements for prescribing addic-

tive drugs. But doctors would file

their prescriptions with local health

departments instead of the state

Department of Justice, to ensure it

never falls into the hands of law

enforcement.

Vasconcellos, along with medical

marijuana advocates, is balking even

at that protection.

With the acquiescence of law

enforcement representatives,

Vasconcellos removed portions of

his proposed legislation Wednesday
that would have required counties to

check patients' identifying informa-

tion or verify that their attending

physician in fact has a valid medicals
license. Counties would not even"
have to report how many licenses

they have issued.

Until Wednesday, his bill would
have given police access to the name,
sex, race, date of birth, address, dri-

ver's license and Social Security

number of each medical marijuana

patient so they could verify the

patient's identity.

But when marijuana advocates

vehemently objected that such infor-

mation could be turned over to fcder-

SeeMAMNMUM^pageS

UCm Footbckll cinci Bosketlllill^ciien Tickets cire noiii civoilcible!

Oon't miss your chance to see UCLA
football and basketball next year!

u^ your Student Sports Paekaso

applieation online at www.uehbruins.eoni or

at the Central Ticket Office, Vl^ooden Center or

the Student Union Office (Aekerman A-Level)

UCIA STUDENT SPORTS PACKAGES
All applications recieved will be entered into a random drawing
to be held in late July. Unsuccessful applications will be sent
notification and a refund in the mail between August 13 and
August 24.

Each appliacnt may submit one application and request a
maximum of one SSR They are non-transferable. You must be
a currently enrolled student, possess a UCLA Student ID and
ticket to get Into the games.

Each SSP will admit the brearer to all five home football
games, the men't basketball games listed under the plan that
you choose, and all other regularly scheduled home athletic
events next year. You will also receive a prepaid voucher to the
use football games at the LA Coliseum to be redeemed later.

Assuming UCLA is participating in a post-season football bowl
game, or in the NCAA Basketball Toumament, only those
students who apply for an SSP will be eligible to purchase
those tickets.

For mor* information on UCIA SSP policies end procedures ard the random draw, pick up an application online at www.uclabfuins.com or
otht Ihe Central Ticket Office, Student Union or Wooden Center.
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demands his impeachment
INDONESIA: President's followers

protest decision, maintain hope

for negotiations with lawmakers

By Geoff Sptnrar
The Associated Press

JAKARTA. Indonesia - A near-unanimous
Parliament censured Indonesia's democratically

elected president on Wednesday and demanded
his impeachment, ignoring protests from
legions of his followers who encircled the heavi-

ly guarded legislature carrying knives and sticks.

Humiliated by the 365-4 vote. President

Abdurrahman W^hid could be ousted within

two months by the People's Consultative

Assembly, the same body that elected him 19

months ago after the fall of the dictator Suharto.

If Wahid is toppled, the assembly - made Up
"Uf 500 member* of Parliament and 200
appointees - would also certainly endorse Vice

President Megawati Sukarnoputri as his succes-

sor. She is his main rivaJ and the daughter of the

nation's founding leader, Sukarno.

"Things look final for the president now,"

said Arifin Panigoro, the head of Megawati's

parliamentary faction.

Wahid's spokesman, however, said the presi-

dent had "no intention of quitting" or invoking

earlier threats to declare a state of emergency
and dissolve Parliament. Supporters and aides

of the nearly blind Muslim cleric still hope he

can negotiate with hostile lawmakers.

"I am quite confident that their conscience

will surface and their rational thinking will sur-

face for the sake of the country," said Foreign

Minister Alwi Shihab.

Wahid pleaded for restraint. "Just be patient.

Just be calm," he told supporters.

After a rowdy debate, seven of the legisla-

ture's 10 factions backed impeachment.

Members of Wahid's party walked out before

the vote, and a faction representing the military

abstained. Only a small Christian group voted in

support of Wahid.

Megawati pushed Indonesia's political crisis

further last week when she re[jectcd Wahid's

offer to share power. Neither she nor the presi-

dent had any comment after the vote, and nei-

ther attended Wednesday's parliamentary ses-

sion.

Wahid played host to a meeting of leaders

Th« Associated Press

Supporters of embattled President Abdurrahman Wahid, some armed with sharpened
bamboo sticks, try to push their way past police officers blocking their march.

from the G-15 group of developing nations at a

nearby convention center, then attended a state,

banquet with his foreign guests, including

Malaysia's Mahathir Mohamad. Zimbabwe's
Robert Mugabe, and Venezuela's Hugo
Chavez.

About 6,000 Wahid supporters, many carry-

ing sticks and knives, rallied at the gates of the

heavily guarded legislature. Nearly 1,000 broke

through a fence around the complex, but were

stopped by four lines of troops backed by
armored vehicles and tanks^

In East Java, Wahid's home provmce, 600
paratroopers were deployed Wednesday in the

town of Pasuruan, where one protester was
killed and four were wounded by gunfire. Shots

See INDONESIA, page 12

Bush promises to protect environment
NATURE: President to

uphold Clinton policy

aiding national parks

By Scott Undlaw
The Associated Press

SEQUOIA NATIONAL
PARK,- Calif. - Aqiid towering

trees that are among Earth's old-

est and largest living things.

President Bush pledged

Wednesday to protect "these

works of God" and other natur-

al treasures from mankind.

Sequoias taller than the

Statue of Liberty, broader than a

bus and older than the Roman
Empire served as a backdrop

while Bush sought to answer crit-

ics of his environmental policies.

"Our duty is to use the land

well, and sometimes not to use it

at all," the president said at the

close of a three-day West Coast

trip.

He announced a new direc-

tive calling for rangers to con-

duct annual reviews of each

national park and renewed his

move for a five-year. $5 billion

effort to cut back the parks'

heavy maintenance backlogs.

In advance of the trip, the

administration announced it

would let stand a proposal

approved in the last days of the

Ginton presidency to clean up
hazy skies over national parks

and wilderness areas. It would
require older coal-fired utilities,

among others, to be retrofitted

with new pollution<ontrol tech-

nology by 2013.

"Had Christ himself stood on
this spot, he would have been in

the shade of this very tree." Bush

said in a speech that touched on
the moral imperative to protect

the Earth.

"There's much to admire and
appreciate in the works of man.

But come here, and you're

reminded of a design that is not

our own." he .said. "We find a

grandeur beyond our power to

equal."

The president has been criti-

SccMKlTpage?

Armed cNldren release

viaous
STANDOFF: Efforts by

sheriff to supply food,

water to family foiled

going to force an issue with chil-

dren."

Deputies retreated from the

house near the Idaho town on
Tuesday evening and settled in

to wait out the children. Efforts

to supply them with food and

water Wednesday were thwarted

by the roaming dogs, he said.

SANDPOINT, Idaho - Law "Time's on our side," Jarvis

officers will wait as long as nee- said. "We'd like very much to

By Nicholas K. Geranios
The Associated Press

i

The Associated Press

President Bush walks away from visiting the

General Sherman Tree, a very old sequoia.

essary to

avoid having

to storm a

home where

six armed
children took

refuge after

releasing a

pack of

vicious dogs ___^____
on deputies,

Bonner
County Sheriff Phil Jarvis said

Wednesday.

"I have a four-year term,"

Jarvis said in an interview with

The Associated Press. "I'm not

The children, ranging

in age from 8 to

16/are destined

for foster care.

get them

food and to

know they
are OK, but

they are not

responsive."

The chil-

dren have

essentially
'

cared for

themselves
for the past

year, he said. Their father died

last week after a long illness.

Their mother. 46-year-old Joann

-^ i
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WORLD & NATION BRIEFS

Hostages reportedly

seen in boat
MANILA, Philippines - A boat carrying

hostages and their Muslim extremist captors

was spotted off a southern Philippine island,

local radio reported Thursday, one of the first

sightings since the weekend kidnappings.

The report came as Philippine military offi-

cials said the United States offered to help the

Philippines search for the 20 hostages, includ-

ing three Americans, who were seized at a

beach resort Sunday.

DZBB radio, quoting local politicians and

other residents, said the boat was seen

Wednesday night about 150 feet from
Kinapusan Island, near where searchers earli-

er found some hostages' belongings.

The witnesses said the boat was rigged with

grenades and it appeared the explosives could

be easily detonated by the captoi s

Military spokemian Brig. Gen. Edilberto

Adan would not comment on the report.

The Muslim guerrillas from a

group known as Abu Sayyaf and

their captives were last seen

Monday, when two fishermen who
were taken hostage jumped overboard

and escaped. Adan said.

Meanwhile. Adan said the United States

and the Philippines have talked about America
loaning surveillance equipment to find the

rebels, who Hed toward a remote string of

dozens of islands after raiding the resort in the

western Philippines.

Violence continues to

mar Israeli tourist trade
JERUSALEM — The number of foreign

tourists visiting Israel has plummeted since

Israeli-Palestinian fighting erupted eight

months ago. forcing job Josses, hotel closures

and cutbacks Mn flights, officials said

Wednesday.

"The finance ministry estimates the losses

from tourism will cost Israel's econ-

omy $1 billion this year. Tourism
last year brought in $3.2 billion.

"This is a major hit on the tourism

industry. The damage to tourism is a

long-term problem," said finance ministry

deputy director Vered Dar. "It may not be

over for years, depending on the situation."

"In the first three months of this year,

485,000 tourists came to Israel, 50 percent

fewer than the number of visitors in the same
period a year ago. the tourism ministry said.

"Twenty-five hotels have closed and about

12.000 hotel workers - 35 percent of the hotel

work force - have lost their jobs since the fight-

ing began Sept. 28. according to the Hotel

Association in Tel Aviv.

First daughters may
have tried to buy booze
AUSTIN, Texas - President Bush's 19-

year-old twin daughters allegedly tried to buy

alcohol at a restaurant, with one using some-
one ei^'s identification card, police said

Wednesday. Police said they received a 91 1 call

Tuesday evening from the manager of Chuy's

restaurant who said minors were attempting to

purchase alcohol.

Bush's daughters, Jenna and Barbara,

"weK alleged to have been involved," accord-

ing to a statement released by Austin police.

Police said Jenna Bush tried to purchase the

alcohol using someone else's ID. Barbara did

not, police said.

"As no offense was witnessed by APD offi-

cers, following routine procedures, further

investigation is required to determine if any
charges will be filed," the statement said.

Police and the Texas Alcohol Beverage

Commission are investigating. Jenna Bush's

attorney, William P. Allison, could not imme-
diately be reached for comment. White House
spokesman Scott McClellan declined com-
ment.

Compiled from Daily Bruin v^re reports.
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^%T Don't let your students graduate from
UCLA without saying how proud you are!

DaStyB r ad Issue
Place your ad at 1 18 Kerckhoff

or call (310) 206-7562

State of the art

Laser Hair Removal
New Cooling Unit
Reduces Discomfort

Call for our

SLASHED Summer Prices

Dr. S Heaps/Rapoza - OB/GYN
100 UCLA Medical Plaza #383
-^ (310) 208-2772 xl8—

^

Tom
Hayden

for

L.A. City
Coiinc i 1

VOTE JUNE 5

WWW . toahayden

.
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The University Catholic Center Announces:

The UCC Baccalaureate

A baccalaureate is a religious celebration

honoring student commencementfrom an

educational institution. The UCC
Baccalaureate Mass will be an intimate

gra^tsm^&mmxperience with yotm^i^ily and

friend:^ where you can celebrate your

accomplishments at UCLA

Friday, Ji^ 15th

7:30 #1
at the UCC

633 Gayley Aye.

If you want to participate in tiie liCC Baccalaureate or would
111(0 further infomiatlon, please contact us at (310) 20S-5015 or

8taffl@uccla.eiiu. In order to nudie printing deadlines all under-

graduate and graduate students wiio plan to participate in tlie

ceremony will need to contact us liy June 1, 2001
The UCC is a member ofthe University Religioits Confamce at UCLA

Basking Robbins
Ice Cream & Yogurt
208-8048

10916 Kinrou Ave • Westwood Village

10% Off w/ UCU ID Pn store onty)

WE DELIVER!

noon-10 pm

Buy One
Get One FREE

$1.99/$2.99
Cappuccino Blast

or Smoothie

2-Scoop Sundae
•xp.t/t/01

Baskii(^loMiliis
Ic0Cnmm & Yogurt

TOO 0010 WwtMuiilWhti
109111

txp. O/f/Ol

Biskinf^lobbins
lc€Cnmm £ tagart

S0t404S •MMsMdMka*
IMieRkroMAvt

An open table discussion...

Literacy Issues in

LA Communities

"Vy/haf can I do fo help?"

Have you ever asked or wondered about questions like

these? Well come to the final part in our year long

literacy issues lecture scries to hear some of the

answers. Openly discuss with others like you all of your
thoughts on the subject, or just come and listen to what
others have to say. Plus hear what some experts think.

Finally, learn all of the many different things you as an

individual can do to help. Remember that one person
can make a difference! All members of the UCLA

community are welcome.

Thit Mminar brou^f to 90U by

Project Literacy UCLA

Today, Thursday May 31
Kerckhoff Hall Room 417 6:00 PM•

Paid advertisement

This ad paid for by the USA Programming Fund. Sponsored by USAC

Resolution Condemning
Paid advertisement

IsraeliHuman Hlghts Wolatlons
Whereas, the Muslim Students Association (MSA), African Student Union

(ASU), Al-Talib Newsmagazine. Asian Pacific Coalition (ARC) (comprised of:

Asian American Tutorial Project, Asian Pacific Health Corps, Association of

Chinese Americans (ACA), Chinese Students Association, Concerned Asian

Pacific-islander Students for Action (CAPSA), Han Ool Lim (Korean Cultural

Awareness Group). Hui O I'milon. Indian Student Union (ISU), Korean

American Students Association, Koreatown Tutorial Project, Mahu. Nikkei

Student Union (NSU), Pacific Islands Students Association (PiSA), Pakistani

Students Association (PSA), Samahang Pillpino, Sangam. Thai Smakom.
United Cambodian Students, Vietnamese Student Union (VSU) ), Conciencia

Libre. La Gente de Aztlan, Incarcerated Youth Tutorial Project (lYTP),

International Socialist Organization (ISO). M.E.Ch.A. de UCLA, Nommo
Newsmagazine, Mentors for Academic and Peer Support (MAPS), Muslim

Union (MU). Pacific Ties, and UMMA Volunteer Project (UVP) affirm and pro-

mote the inherent worth and dignity of every person; and

Whereas, a number of international organizations have repeatedly con-

demned the Israeli treatment of the Palestinian people as a violation of

agreed upon notions of human rights; and

Whereas, t)etween December 1987 and April 1994. Israeli atHJses- -

against the Palestinian people have resulted in 1 .283 deaths. 1 30,472

injuries requiring hospitalization. 22,088 administrative detentions,

116,918 acres of land confiscation, and 2.533 house demoiitions/sealings;

and

Whereas, the United Nations, between 1955 and 1993, has voted on

more than 69 resolutions and drafts critical of the Israeli government, a
total greater than that of any other nation; and

Whereas, the Israeli government Is the object of more investigative com-
mittees, special representath/es and reporters than any other state in the

U.N. system; and

Whereas, as recently as 1997. the U.N. General Assembly stated that It

was. "convinced that occupation itself represents a primary violation of

human rights;" and

Whereas, in February 2001, the U.N. General Assembly stated that it is

concerned about "the continuing violation of the human rights of the

Palestinian people by Israel, including the use of collective punishment,

closure of areas, annexation arxJ establishment of settlements," and that

it "demands that Israel, the occupying power, cease all practices which

violate the human rights of the Palestinian people;" and

Whereas, In the latest Palestinian uprising against illegal Israeli occupa-

tion and oppression has resulted in nrx)re than 450 Palestinian deaths

and 80 Israeli deaths; and

Whereas, one of these Palestinian deaths was that of 12-year-old

Muhammad Al-Durra, whose killing by Israeli soldiers was filmed and
broadcast on woridwide television; and

Whereas, January 2001 , Nahum Korman, a 37-year-old Israeli citizen,

was sentenced to just six months community service for beating to death,

with the butt of his rifle, an 11 -year-old Palestinian child, Hilmi

Shawasheh; and

Whereas, Amnesty International deploring the above incident, stated "the

sentence handed down to Nahum Korman sends out a powerful message
- that Israelis can kill Palestinians with impunit;," and

Whereas, the United Nations Resolution 1322 by the General Assembly
condemned Israel's excessive use of force against Palestinians also call-

ing for the prevention of illegal acts of violence by Israeli settlers; and

Whereas, the state of Israel was established in 1948 as an outgrowth of

a political movement known as Zionism; and

Whereas, Webster's Revised Unabridged Dictionary defines Zionism as,

"Among the Jews, a theory, plan, or movement for colonizing their own
race in Palestine;" and

Whereas, a numt>er of international organizations have repeatedly found

fault with Zionism, the theoretical underpinning of the modern Israeli

state, as racist and discriminatory; and

Whereas, the United Nations General Assembly, as eariy as 1953, has
condemned, "the unholy alliance between South African racism and
Zionism;" and

Whereas, the 1975 Worid Conference of the International Women's Year

stated that, "international cooperation and peace require the achievement
of national liberation and independence, the elimination of colonialism

and neo-colonialism, foreign occupation, Zionism, apartheid and racial

discrimination in all its forms, as well as the recognition of the dignity of

people and their right to self-determination;" and

Whereas, Resolution 77 (XII) adopted by the 1975 Assembly of Heads of

State and Government of the Organization of African Unity stated, "that

the racist regime in occupied Palestine and the racist regime in

Zimbabwe and South Africa have a common imperialist origin, forming a
whole and having the same racist structure and being organically linked

in their policy aimed at repression of the dignity and integrity of the

human being;" and

Whereas, the 1975 Conference of Ministers for Foreign Affairs of Non-

AHgned Countries, "severely cofKJenfwied Zionism as a threat to world

peace and security and called upon all countries to oppose this racist and
imperialist ideology;" and

Whereas, the General Assembly of the United Nations itself declared in

Resolution 3379 that it, "determines that Zionism is a form of racism and
racial discrimination;" and

Whereas, the above resolution was repealed by the United Nations In

response to intense pressure by the Israeli government; and

Whereas, racism is defined as, "discriminatory or abusive behavior

towards members of another race;" and

Whereas, former Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak Shamir, referring to Black

African nations who voted in support of the 1975 U.N. Resolution 3379,

said, "It is unacceptable that nations made up of people who have only

just come down from the trees should take themselves for worid lead-

ers...How can such primitive beings have an opinion of their own?"
according to the Israeli newspaper Yediot Ahronot, November 14, 1975;

and

Whereas, al-Hajj Malik al-Shabazz - more commonly known as Malcolm

X - eghoed the sentiments of a large group of political activists when he
ot>8erved, "The Zionist argument to justify Israel's present occupation of

Arab Palestine has no intelligent or legal basis in history;" and

Whereas, a number of prominent Jewish national organizations and
scholars have condemned political Zionism as discriminatory and oppres-

sive; and V

Therefore be it resplved, tiiat the above organlzatiotis condemn politi-

cal Zionism as a form of racism and racial discrimination; and

Therefore be it further resolved, that the above organfzatiotis support

the right of the Palestinian people to self-determination in the face of bru-

tal Israeli occupation; and

Therefore be it further resolved, that^e aljove organizatlotis affimn

the rights of the Palestinian people to resist Israeli aggression and sup-

port the stmggle of the Palestinian people; ahd

Therefore be it further resolved, that the above orf^anlzatlot^s demand
that the United States join the ranks of the international

community In recognizing that the presence of Israeli troops inside the

West Bank and Gaza constitutes an illegitimate military occupation; and

Therefore he it further resolved, that the atjove orgatjlzatiotis con-

demn the institutionalized discrimination and oppression of Palestinians

by the Israeli government; and

Therefore t>e it finally resolved, that the atjove organizations encour-

age all students to seek out information about the issue of Zionist oppres-

sion, and to speak out against human rights violations in all its forms.

MSA • ASU • Al-Talib • APC (AATP APHC • ACA • CSA • CAPSA • Han Ool Lim • Hui O I'milon •

ISU • KASA • KTP • MAHU • NSU • PISA • PSA • Samahang Pilipino • Sangam • Thai Smakom • UCS •

VSU) • Conciencia Libre • La Gente • lYTP • MEChA • Nommo • MAPS • MU • PaciHc Ties • UVP (•
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TICKETS
From page 1

2,200 seated on the arena floor,

there will be enough seats for

approximately 10,300 family

and friends on the lower and

middle levels, Sandbrook said.

But because of the setup of

the commencement stage, the

ceremony is not within view for

nearly a quarter of the seats,

resulting in the four ticket

limit.

Because physical and life

sciences graduates number '

fewer than those in other divi-
'

sions, Lowenstein said stu-
!

dents may enter a random lot-

tery drawing for two additional \

tickets.
'

First-year physical sciences '

student Stephanie Boarden
said if students don't have

enough family members to use i

all four tickets, they should be

able to sell them to someone .

who needs them.
I

"My mom would kick down
money for extra graduation

i

tickets," she said.

HARASSMENT
From page 4

between the ages of 12 and 21 and 130

adults, including youth service providers,

administrators, counselors and parents.

The group focused on the issue of

harassment against gay, lesbian, bisexual

and transgender students because it felt

that advocacy and exposure would be a

more effective way of challenging the

problem than lawsuits. Brown said.

Human Rights Watch encouraged
state leaders to adopt laws protecting

these students from violence and harass-

ment. California is one of only five states

that already have such a law. Brown said.

The group also is calling on the federal

Department of Education to create

nondiscrimination standards and moni-

tor school districts for compliance.

Local school districts also should

explicitly prohibit harassment and dis-

crimination based on sexual orientation

and gender identity. Human Rights

Watch said. The group urged that districts

offer training to teachers to better protect

students.

The group also said the formation of

Gay-Straight Alliance clubs can help on
campus.

MARUUANA
From page 4

al agents, Vasconcellos and law enforce-

ment groups agreed to consider follow-

ing San Francisco's model, in which

patients are given a 16-digit code num-
ber.

Once patients' identifying and pre-

scription information is verified, the

information is destroyed and only the

code number and expiration date

remain, said Dr. Herminia Palacio of

San Francisco's Public Health

Department.

DOUBLESPBML
Two large one topping pizzas for

$14.99
UiTut2 orders
(sav over tiQ)

Ybur choice oTTTiin Crust. Hand Towed CI«MicCnj8tNaw\W(Styte, or Peepdiah Pan at no ^^^

SUPER SPECIAL
1 nfiejjum one topping pizza Any large 3 tapping pizza or any Spcddty Pizza

.99
2 medium one topping pizzas,

only $11.96. •e-
$9.98

(smovtrSS) •e-
Fast f^ve DeMvery

824-4111
1114 Gayley Ave. Weatwood Village

Sun-Thurs 'till 1:00 am
Fri-Sat *till 2.-00am

Going somewhere
this summer?

llJ
SHJUarS COMBINAIWH

'^$14.49
Any nnedium one topping pizza plus mojo
potatoes, FREE Salad! and your choice of:

• 5 pieces chicken breast stnps or ^^^
•4piecesc^y(a»nof»8Ekafalowingsor ^MB*

• Pasta tOmtc Bread

lb edvrti— call

(310)82S-222]

The BruinGo! program will he on hreak
during the summer heginnmg June 16, 2001
and wUl resume on September 17, 2001.

Discounted bus passes and tokens may be purchased at

the UCLA Central Ticket Office (CTO) located next to the James West Alumni Center.
The Big Blue Bus will operate its regular schedule and service to UCLA throughout the summer.

For information about the BruinGo! program visit www.transportation.ucla.edulbruingo
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BUSH
From page 5

cized for his support of logging in

national forests and drilling on public

lands as well as his backtracking

from the Clinton administration poli-

cy to reduce arsenic levels in water

and his broken campaign promise to

regulate carbon dioxide emissions.

The Sierra Club suggested that

Bush was in no position to claim the

mantle of environmentalist.

"Our national monuments and
other public wild lands deserve full

protection and not exploitation for

profit," said the club's executive

director. Carl Pope.

. As Bush left the park for a visit to

an elementary school at nearby
Dunlap, Calif., in the Sierra Nevada
foothills, the presidential motorcade

passed about 30 protesters carrying

signs protesting Bush's environmen-

tal policies. Among the signs were

S«eMfSN,pa9e15

MEETING
From page 1

tions about the tenure process be

gcocric. .,.

"I am not going to discuss this

case." he said to one student request-

ing the creation ofan external review

committee to look over the process

by which Muldavin was dented

tenure.

"That would be like if someone
called me and asked for your
grades,** he added.

Carnesale said discussmg
Muldavin's case would betray the

confidentiality of the |>ersonnei

involved and would involve himself

too much in the tenure process.

"The last thing I would want is for

donors or legislators or regents or

students to come to me thinking they

can influence the tenure process," he

said.

Student Regent Justin Fong, who
is fasting, said he understood such

concerns, but that the chancellor is

in a position to take action.

"We have put forth a very reason-

able request in asking for an external

review committee." he said. "That is

well within the realm of possibility."

Fong had not eaten for 40 hours

when Carnesale finished his discus-

sion with the students a little after 5

p.m.

With Carnesale's approval, the

students were granted permission to

protest and spend the night on the

lawn. But the chancellor said if peo-

ple begin having serious health prob-

lems, they will have to disperse.

**The permit is not for fasting, it's

for expressing views." he said.

Throughout the discussion.

Carnesale repeatedly told students

ahat the fact they are not getting the

«>utcome they want does not mean
nio one is listening.

L **lt is not fair to assume that

because you feel strongly that the

process did not yield the results you
agreed with, that your points of view

were not considered," he said.

But Fong said because the process

is so confidential, students have no
way being guaranteed their opinions

were considered.

"(Fasting) is the only way stu-

dents can express themselves," he

said.

An hour after Carnesale left, stu-

dents remained resting in tents and
reading. One lightly beat a drum to

the beat of music from a boom box.

Horn said he had been tired and "a

little out ofit" all day
"I've never fasted this long," Horn

said. "It really takes it out of you."

Horn said though many are feel-

ing the effects of fasting, morale
remains high.

"The general feeling is that this is

the right thing we're doing." he said.

"That's why we're able to keep
going."
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Call: (310)268-0700

1726 1/2 Westwood Blvd.

Los Angeles, CA 90024

Inspiring
n j|/ore

0J^fIjcnming
Kindergarten through Grade 6
An independent day school

Academically superior

Small class size

Music and drama
Foreign language

O

^JS TO THE
FROM
> CITY VOL

PLEASE JOIN US FORTHE S40 SIGN & DRIVE DAYS

VOLVO MAKES YOUR 1ST PAYMENTI
$0 DOWN!
$0 ACQUISITON FEEI
$0 SECURITY DEPOSIT!

\

V

LEASES FROM
$306 PER MONTH
+tax on 48 mo. dosed end lease on
approved cradtt. 12,00() miles per year.

(705050) Customer responsible for DMV
& Doc Fees, $41 1 .40 total due at lease

sIgning.Program ends June 30, 2001

.

All prices-ftax, lit, doc, tire, & smog fees.

Subject to prior sale & credit approval.

!••

INQUIRE ABOUT VOLVO'S
ALLEGE GRADUATE PROGRAM

1 1647 VENTURA BLVD
818-766-3847

STUDIO CITY VOLVO
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FREE NOKIA CELL PHONE
MONTHLY
RATE

$49.99

$29.99

PLAN
MINUTES

400

120

FREEADOmONAL
NIGHT AND
WEEKEND
MINUTES

1,000

1,000

TOTAL
MONTHLY
MINUTES

1,400

1,120

LONG DISTANCE
INCLUDED IN

PLAN TO 50
STATES

FREE

FRgE
RECEIVE FREE ADDITIONAL 1 .000 MINUTES FOR NIGHT AND
WEEKEND MINUTES EVERY k^lONTH FROM AT&T WIRELESS!

PLAN INCLUDES YOUR DOMESTIC LONG DLSTANCK CAII S TO AIX SO STATKS
WITHIN YOUR HOME CALLlNr/ARFjV^^^^^^^^

iDPtllln nlH^MM! I

-amvirg-

June 4^
cut and^^ve-

PREFERRED PAGERS
(800)784-6183 \ >. a i . I

'

i 1 k. L«fcyS\i

Apply
-*Por Parking^

www.|^iig.uc^.c(!ii

fan
UCLA students can apply for

parking via the Internetl

Students can complete and submit
parking applications online, check
parking status, and (if approved for

parking) pay for their permit through
a secure online payment process.
Visit our web site at:

AppliQtion

Datn:

June 4 to Aug 3

www.parking.ucla.e(lu

UCUHMnentofiisi
f ;*

N-.'J SiinerSessiiiBs2ll01
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Session A

f-^'•sv.

«iA..

History of Rock and Roll (GE
Humanities)
Music History 5

Lawrence Wayte
lwayte@humnet.ucla.edu

MW1:0(r— 3:d5M
Schoenberg 1440

Beethoven (GE Humanities)
Mutfic History 134

Professor Raymond Knapp
i(napp@humnet.ucla.edu
TR 9:00— 11:06am
Schoent)erg 1439

American Musical (GE Humanitiss
pending)
Music History 145
Professor Raymond Knapp
knapp@humnet.uda.edu
TR 12:00— 2:05pm
Schoenberg 143d

'y^ ?4

Session C

Film and Music (GE Humanities)
Music History 7

Ijouis Niebur

ckiisterbell@earthlink.net *'

TR IjOO— 3:06pm
Schdenl)erg 1439

American Popular Song (GE
Humanities pending)
Musk: History 131

Charles Garrett garrettc@ucla.edu

MW 1 :00— 3:05pm
Schoenberg 1439

History of Opera (GE Humanities)
Musk: History 135B
Kate Bartel

kbartel@humnet.ucia.edu

TRII.OO — 1;05pm
Schoenberg 1440
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Ethnic Albanian women and children evacuated from the front-tine

village of Matejce, arrive on the tractor trailer to Kumanovo.

Macedonian police, army

ask villagers to evacuate
CONFLICT: Humanitarian

effort unsuccessful due to

terrorists, authorities say

The Assodated Press

For several weeks, governniient

forces have been waging an offensive

aimed at driving out the rebels, who
they contend are terrorists bent on seiz-

ing territory and carving out an ethnic

Albanian mini-state.

The insurgents say they are merely

fighting Tor greater rights and recogni-

tion for Macedonia's minority ethnic

Albanians, who make up one-third of

the population of 2 millk>n and com-

KUMANOVO, Macedonia -
Macedonian authorities lined up

doasens of buses Wednesday to evacu- plain of treatment as second-class citi-

ate villagers trapped in fitting in the zens.

north, but blamed "terrorists" for

thwarting the humanitarian efTort by

keeping people from leaving.

The police and the army issued an

appeal to residents of villages scattered

along the rugged border with Kosovo

to join the internationally supervised

evacuatkxi.

Authorities .^....».^Mi.iMi

said they had

dozens of buses

ready, and the

International

Committee of

the Red Cross

sakl it was pre-

pared to super-

Insurgents say they are

fighting for greater rights

^.(for) ethnic Albanians.

The OrganizatKNi for Security and

Cooperation in Europe was sending

observers to the villages Wednesday,

said European Union security affairs

chief Javier Solana.

Macedonian television showed

footage Wednesday evening of three

Macedonian
.i..M«iii»....i.. Slavs who said

they had been

released from

rebel captivity in

the village of

Matejce. They

had Imiises, and

a local doctor

treating their

vise efforts to bring the civilians out. wounds at Kumanovo's hospital sakl

But by evening, as heavy fighting they apparently had been beaten and

broke out betv^een the ethnic Albanian

ret)ds and government forces, there

were no reports of a large^cale exodus

from the towns in the north.

Macedonia's interior minister,

Ljuben Boskoski, told state television

Wednesday evening that the evacua-

tion didn't occur because of "terrorist

preaure" on the population, suggest-

ing the rebels were preventing civilians

from leaving.

The Red Cross in a statement urged

the warring sides "to Hnd a solution

which means that civilians are not

exposed to hostilities in this way."

Between 5,000 and 10,000 people

were "trapped'* in rebel-held villages

besieged by govemment forces, sakl

Kris Janowski, spokesman for the

U.N. High Commissioner for

Refiu^ees in Geneva. He sakl some had

been ordered by the rebels to stay,

while thoniMids had managed to pall

out.

suffered injuries that induded broken

ribs and a concussion.

Human Rights Watch issued a state-

ment demanding that Macedonia
investigate claims by refugees from the

northern village of Runica that govern-

ment forces beat some of that commu-
nity's civilians and set their homes on

fire earlier thiy month.

European Union policy chief Javier

Sofama, attending a meeting ofNATO
and EU foreign ministers in Budapest,

Hungary, said Wednesday that the mil-

itants must either lay down their arms

or face the consequences.

But Solana, who brokered an agree-

ment on Tuesday saving Macedonia's

unity government, also urged

Macedonian forces to show restraint.

"We made it very dear that if they

used force, it has to be proportM>nal

force." he sakl. "Nothing can be done

that would put the lives of ctvflians at

risk."
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Radar images reveal

new pair of asteroids
NASA: Discovery shows

that 1999 RW4 is actually

two objects, not just one

By An*tw Mdgcs
The Assodated Pms

Astronomers are discovering a

bumper crop of asteroid pairs - space

rocks locked in an orbital dance with

partners of equal or smaller size.

The latest discovery was

announced Wednesday, when radar

images showed that asteroid 1999

KW4 is actually two objects separat-

ed by about a mile, something that

had been suspected for the past year.

Radar images show a small moon
just one-quarter of a mile across whip'

ping clockwise around a companion

three times as large.

"Some day, people will go to a

binary asteroid and what an interest-

ing sky they will see," sakl Steven

Ostro of the National Aeronautics

and Space Administration's Jet

^ropukioft Laboratory.—
The discovery boosts to roughly 10

the numt)er of binary asteroids

imaged by radar since the spacecraft

Galileo spotted the first, 243 Ida and

its tiny moon Dactyl. Another seven

suspected pairs haven't been con-

firmed.

While the tally is still small, it is cer-

tam to grow as astronomers refine the

techniques used to spy the miniature

planetary systems.

Observations of paired craters on

the Earth and other bodies led

astronomers to suspect that binary

asteroids existed.

On Earth, the craters - all of equal

age - are too large and too far apart to

have been formed by a single asteroid

breaking up in the atmosphere. The

odds of two asteroids hitting the

Earth in the same location and at the

same time are slim - unless they were

paired before impact. But the first

binary asteroid was not seen until

1993, when Galileo spotted Ida and

Dactyl while en route to Jupiter.

Not all asteroid moons orbit aster-

oids. The two moons of Mars, Phobos

and Deimos, are probably asteroids

captured in orbit by the planet's grav-

itational tug.

Czech astronomer Petr Pravec

said the study of near-Earth asteroids

is becoming more important - espe-

cially if scientists are going to enter-

tain ways to defend the planet from

potential asteroid impacts.

"If some of them are on a collision

course with the Earth in the future, it

will be more difficult to divert them

than if they were a single asterokl,"

Pravec said.

The asteroid pairs found so far

share little more than diversity.

Pairs like 90 Antiope are nearly

twins, each 50 miles or so across.

Some, like 2000 DP 107. are also of

about equal size, but just hundreds of

feet in diameter. Others are far more

jppsirtrri, like the case of 87 Sylvia,

which at 176 miles across dwarfs its

moon, just 5 percent as large.

Collisions may have formed many

of the binary asteroids, meaning each

little moon is, literally, a chip off the

old block. In other cases, passing

close to Earth may have pulled off

material, dumping it into a mini-orbit.

In the case of 1999 KW4, the

objects may be the remnants of an

extinct comet. Orbital observations

will allow astronomers to determine

the mass, density, composition and

porosity of each member of the pair.

"That tells us an awful lot about

these things without having to go

there," said Bill Merline. a senior

research scientist at the Southwest

Research Institute in Boulder. Colo.,

who has discovered three binary

asteroids.

y,j;n'ii*,ki^

The AssoclMed Piws

This picture is made from images taken by the imaging system on the

Galileo spacecraft, about 14 minutes before it neared asteroid 243 Ida.

rrompagel

brought the issue to his attention.

The restriction on financial aid to

students with drug convictions was

forcing students to skip college alto-

gether, Kovar said.

The bill imposes a restriction on

financial aid and not enrollment, so

students from wealthier families can

sustain drug convictions and still pay

their way through college, but many

students cannot.

Existing law has had a dispropor-

tionate effect on people that are less

well off - especially minorities -

acoording to Kovar.

•"Members of minority groups will

have a harder time attending college,

"

Kovar said.

Ronald Johnson, the director of

financial aid at UCLA, said that the

current law has not been applied to

any students enrolled at UCLA.

"We really haven't had any circum-

stances where a student has been

barred from receiving financial aid."

Johnson said.

Even if a student was subject to the

federal restriction, the University of

California's distribution of financial

aid. which is independent of the feder-

al policy, can compensate.

"The University of California has

taken the position that it is not going

to adhere to (the restrictive policy)

with its own funding." Johnson said.

But the law has still had an effecton

students at UCLA and nationwide, as

it has slowed down the processing of

their requests for federal aid.

The Free Application for Federal

Student Aid that students must com-

plete to receive financial aid includes a

mandatory question about the appli-

cant's drug convictions.

In the past, many .students leA the

question blank, and the U.S.
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• West Coast Sports Collectors Convention •
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•SWC Executive Board
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•Blood Drive
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•Sexual Assault Awireness

•AIDS AurarmMM
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•CPB/Standard First Aid
Training
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•Triathlon Club

•Work Study Administrative Assistant

Applications are now being

accepted for the 2001-2002

year. Ifyou have any

questions please call 825-

7586 or email =
usaswc@asucla.ucla.edu

Deadline for appHcafions Is 10th Week Monday

June 4th, 2001.

For an application, stop by Kerckhoff 413 or go to
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Of fl(e XP Standard $ 1 69
Off ice XP Professional $219

Office XP Developer $399
Microsoft-

Office
,

Professional

:

• achieve more in less time

• share knowledge more
easily with colleagues

• utilize information from the
internet more effectively

A DOZEN REASONS TO UPGRADE

1. Smart Togs provide speedy occess to formatting options.

2. New task pones put the tools you need just aM away.

3. Access and analyze information easily from the Web.

4. Create professional-looking documents with enhanced formotting, editing, review, and Web
integration features.

i Jinproved Document Recovery with new automatic saving features.

6. Send for Review streamlines the feedbock process for Miaosoft Word, Miaosoft Excel, and

Microsoft Pbwerfbint.*

'

7 Manage e-moik from multiple occounts.

8. Seamless sharing of information between Office XP oppfications and your team Web site.

I AAanage al appdntment and task reminders in a single, consolidated Reminders Window.

10. Create customizable smart tags.

I

I

Experience improved reliabiiity and sedvity.

12. Simplify depkyment and control
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Computer store

510 825.6952
www.uclastore.com
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BILL
From page 1

1

Department of Education decided not

to pursue the issue because of the

magnitude of the efTort. But last year,

the words "Do not leave question 35

blank" appeared next to the answer
bubbles, and department employees
were instructed to follow up on blank

answers.

All of this has led to a backlog as

the USDE must process the appli-

cants' answers.

"The most grievous part is that it

could be administratively disruptive

and delay getting funds to students,"

Johnson said. "The real concern is the

fact that this is a bureaucratic hurdle

that is affecting hundreds of thou-

sands of students."

But this doesn't mean that Frank's

proposal will necessarily meet with

success.

"They're trying to repeal a regula-

tion that says you i^ouldn't be using

drugs," Johnson said, noting that this

seems counter-intuitive.

"The House of Representatives is

dominated by conservative

Republicans." Kovar said. "(The bill)

won't move very quickly."

Frank's bill, HR 786, would repeal

the current law that was passed in

1998. The law created standards for

ineligibility based on the extent of the

crime. For possession, the first

offense results in a one-year suspen-

sion of ineligibility, the second in a

two-year ban, and the third in an
indefinite suspension.

Punishments for selling controlled

substances are accelerated. The first

conviction results in a two-year sus-

pension and the second leads to an
indefinite suspension.

On April 20, the bill was referred to

a subcommittee of the House
Committee on Education and the

Work force, where it is still under

review.

ASIAN
From page 1

Asian American groups. In the experi-

ence of Lyeng La. a second-generation

Cambodian and fourth-year Asian

American studies student, the model
minority myth is harmful.

"Many of our parents came to

America around the time of the

Vietnam War, making us only second-

and third-generation immigrants. We
have not had as much time as other

Asian groups to assimilate to this

country, learn the language as well and
other skills," she said. "Many of the

students couldn't meet up to the

expectations on them for being Asian

when they went to school and ulti-

mately had to drop out."

Also associated with the myth of

the hard-working, economically suc-

cessful, academically over-achieving

Asian American is that they never

complain, are self-reliant, have strong

family values, and have a close-knit,

interdependent community, accord-

ing to Model Minority, an online pub-

lication seeking to empower Asian
Americans.

Furthermore. Asian Americans are

often believed to be only interested in

and committed to a select few sub-

jects, such as math and the sciences.

"When I first went to school, peo-

ple asked me a lot if I was going to

study biology or something like that.

"

La said. "People just assume things

before they even get to know you."

The model minority image, accord-

ing to historians, has been based on a

few successful Asian American
groups but applied to the minority as a

whole.

Asian American problems are

often ignored because no one knows
they truly exist - not only on the soci-

etal level, but on the federal level as

well, as Asians lose out on minority

programs. said Anthropology
Professor Kyeyoung Park.

"The myth denies the needs and
demands of the community. It claims

that Asian Americans can deal with it

themselves," she said "Model minori-

ties don't need intervention from soci-

ety."

The myth keeps the glass ceiling for

many Asian Americans in the profes-

sional world intact.

"I don't sec many Asians in posi-

tions of leadership," said Calvin

Tchiang, a second-year undeclared

student. "People speak of the success

of Asian Americans but I see them
working more at the grunt level than

high managerial positions."

According to Park, the model
minority myth was constructed most
ttcttvdym the '60s as a means to quiet

discontented minorities.

"Asian Americans were used as

'role models' for other minorities to

follow," she said. "They were told to

stop complaining about racism

because Asians showed that the sys-

tem can work for you."

This ultimately placed a wedge
between Asians and other minorities.

This abuse of the myth is evident to

this day. said Professor Glenn
Omatsu.

"With the attacks on affirmative

action in the UC system, it is not sur-

prising that several politicians have

promoted the model minority stereo-

type as a way to deflect attention away
from the growing educational crisis

and intensification of racism." he said.

The media is also seen as a contrib-

utor to the model minority myth.
Since "Success Story: Japanese
American Style" was published in the

January 1996 edition of New York
Times Magazine, numerous publica-

tions have lauded the achievements of
Asian Americans and their assimila-

tion into the dominant culture, accord-

mg to the Model Minority Web site.

"Since the model minority aspect is

so easily used politically and personal-

ly as a way of denigrating other

minorities ... It also feeds into incredi-

bly racist pseudo^ences such as that

displayed by the 'Bell Curve,' which
proved Asian Americans to be
smarter than whites and whites

smarter than blacks," Yu said.

Many people could distort the fact

that at UCLA, UC Berkeley and at

UC Irvine, neariy half the students are

Asian American. But this has less to

do with something inherent in Asian
Americans than factors of immigra-

tion, Yu said.

When matters like this are taken

into consideration. "We're much less

likely to indulge in racial generaliza-

tions that collapse all Asian
Americans, no matter what their

income or educational status, into

some meaningless category of 'model

minority.'" he said.

INDONESIA
From page 5

were also fired into the air in the city

of Malang.

Mobs in East Java have burned
churches, mosques and the offices of
political opponents. Many have taken
oaths to die for Wahid, who formerly

headed Indonesia's largest Muslim
organization and is revered by mil-

lions as a holy man.

Wednesday's vote was the latest

step in a complex and largely untested

constitutional process that has
weighed heavily on Indonesia's tran-

sition to democracy.

It began last year with allegations

that Wahid was involved in two cor-

ruption scandals, but quickly seemed
to reflect growing disillusionment

over his erratic leadership style.

When Wahid first came to office,

he enjoyed wide support and
promised to deliver reforms. But his

popularity sank after he failed to

prosecute Suharto for corruption or
quell bloody communal and sepa>

ratist conflicts.

INDEPENDENT
From page 3

Although the site specifically tar-

gets resources in the Los Angeles
area, the special features have attract-

ed Web surfers throughout the coun-

try, he said.

At UCLA, coordinators hope to

use LILA as a model for other pro-

jects and will attend conferences

throughout the country to present

their findings and help bridge the

technological gap for those with liv-

ing with disabilities.

"The whole concept when we cre-

ated this site was that if you can do
this in L.A.. you can probably do it

everywhere," Toy said.

The LILA project serves as an
extension of UCLA's commitment to

bring accessibility to students, faculty,

staffand the surrounding community.

Voted one of the most disabled-

friendly campuses in the nation,

UCLA's rich history in providing this

environment stems from the 1940s

and '50s with the influx of paraplegic

veterans who began to attend the uni-

versity, according to Doug Martin,

special assistant to the chancellor.

Martin, a UCLA alumnus who
uses a wheelchair because of polio,

decided to attend UCLA for its favor-

able climate and services offered for

. students with disabilities.

"A wheelchair user was not an odcT"
ity on campus, but in many other uni-

versities they really didn't know what
to do with wheelchair users because

they couldn't get th and out of build-

ings, and the climate was pretty

harsh," Martin said.

Now serving as the special assis-

tant to the chancellor and coordina-

tor for the Chancellor's Americans
with Disabilities Act and 504
Compliance Office, Martin plays an

important role in the planning of

wheelchair pathways, renovating

original campus buildings and the

design of new buildings to create dis-

abled access.

Other tools, including UCLA's
Disabilities and Computing
Program, which provide services

such as screen-reading programs and
special adaptive software, continue to

open doors for disabled students.

As for the greater Los Angeles

area. LILA plans to include dMta

from the city that will provide

detailed maps of curb cuts and acces-

sible pathways in buildings as well as

the nearest bus stops within the next

few years, according to Whitbread.

Other assets the LILA site pro-

vides include a public forum where

users can virtually chat and share

information. Recent news concern-

ing the disabled is regulariy posted

and updated on the site.

But online programs like LILA do
have their challenges. Particulariy,

program coordinators are concerned

about how to reach disabled people

who don't have access to computers.

According to the Americans with

disabilities: 1997, a study done by the

|J.S. Census Bureau, the poverty rate

kmong 24- to 64-year-olds with minor
disabilities is 10 percent, while the

rate is 28 percent for those with

severe disabilities.

Many of these individuals may not

own a computer or have access to the

Internet, Whitbread said.

But a recent proposal drafted by

LILA's coordinators for a California

endowment, may partially provide

funds for more computers for

Independent Living facilities.

Despite the drawbacks, innovative

technology programs such as LILA
scek^ to not only extend services to

assist the disability community, but

also provide an outlet where people

with disabilities voice their concerns.

"It's a brave new woHd of technol-

ogy," Toy said. "There's a lot of

opportunity to create new things and
we think that we've created some-

thing that's useful and interesting.

For more infornnation about the LILA

project visit http7/IHa.ucla.edu.
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Dr. PatiicR Doyle, O.D.
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EYE EXAMINATIONS-CONTACT LENSES HIGH-FASHION EYEWEAR

10930 WEYBUKN AVE
3 1 0-208- 1384

We accept

UCLA's
VISION PLAN

AND STUDENTS

EYE-MEDPLAN

FREE CONTACT

LENS SOLUTION
• • •

You JUST NEED
TO STOP IN

WWW.SMUU.COM

• Your friendly Realtor tailored to your needs

• Professional service you can count on

• Honest and trustworthy

• Effective coniniunicator and efficient

• Houses and townliouses/cocKlos for rent/sale

Stnuifi iirvtHir Wtst Los Aiixefa tiiduiiiux V^nvoiJ.

BmlHooJ. ^tiUt Moiuai. Bettriy Hills. CeiUun Qt):M
Air. CbttnUHilb WU & Paliuuks

SMI Realty can 310-312-5455
***Call Now for UCLA Community Discount***

Close to campus in Westwood Village

Across from Jerry's Famous Deli

Congratulate

Your Graduate.

Place an ad in Bruin Life's

Class of 2001 Graduation Issue

to place an ad, call 206-7562

Ife
PRIME PACIFIC

fjp FINANCIAL CORP.

Grow your wealth

while you are still

young!! S85 each
month in an IRA

stock mutual

fund

will grow
tax-deferred,

compounded
annually to

$1,000,000
by the time

you retire

!

your
futures
Call us

for details.

Mr. Ben Lau

Investment Advisor

Prime Pacific Financial

(626)583-1162

Condom Study
Unring couptaf urantod to home test

Ml oNcniotivs cofidoni mstoitel

Earn $140 for partidpailng

G>upies must be:

Age 1 8-45 In a stable relationship wtth one pttlner

Willing to report on 8 condom uses

V Current user of Bhlti Control Pills, lUD, Norplant. Depo, or

Sterilization

Rk mofe in«onnatlon, please can 800-521-521

1

or visll our website at www.testcondoms.org

'Assuming you start at ag« 20 and retire at«5 and your Investment returns average
12% annually. Returm wi«, of course, fluctuate witfi marltet corxjitions.

BAY DENTAL
Meir Agaki, D.D.S.

UCLA Graduate

• General Dentistry

• Oral Surgery

• Cosmetic Dentistry

Exam & Cleaning

^^If'^^l
With ad only. Reg. $95

FREE BLEACHING KIT
CS> completion of treatment. ^'^^

11607 Washington Blvd.

310-398-7166
Just off the 405, west of Sepulvedq. 10 min. from UCLA campus.

You're Invited...

Western State University
College of law
Practice-Oriented Legal Studies

1 1 1 1 N. State College Bhd, Fuilerton, Orange County. CA

(714) 738-1000 X2600 or (800) WSU-4-UW
e-mail: adm^wailawpHn • fax: (714) 441-1748

Events take place on trie campus of Western State University

and are open to the public. Space is limited. Contact us to reserve

your place.

GraDuates may sit for ttie tKir exam in any state. Western State

is provisionally approved t)y the American Bar Association.

750 Nortt) Lake Shore Drive. Ctiicago. IL 60611 (312) 9B8-fif38

Imw School Information Frogntm
Sat.,June 2$ • 930-noon

Faculty, staff and current students provide information about WSU's

• Centers for Criminal Law Practice and Entrepreneurial Law
• Academic Success & Enricfiment Program

• Practice-Oriented Legal Studies curriculum

• Admission requirements and deadlines for fall 2001 class

• Financial aid and scfiolarships

• Current job market for attorneys

• Full-time and part-time law study

IS^rWoHUbop

Sat.,June 23 • l.-ifO-S-OOpm

ABA-approved law scfiools require ttie Law School Admission Test

for admission. Dr. Jerry Bobrow, auttior of Barron^ How to Prepare

for the LSAT, 9tti edition and over 30 books on test preparation,

speaks on Ttie 5-step approach to success.!

... >i.WJ.l'i.i,li'l.
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Don t let your students graduate from UCLA without saying
how proud you are!

DailyBruin

Don't miss this
once in m lifetime

oppottunttyl

FUce yow ad At 1 16 KcrdclMfr
•r cidl (310) 206-7562

There's No Substitute For The Best

\^^S^^^^ h^

MOPIE Our Technicians are

thoroughly trained and certified.

PRODUCTS Our products are

trusted national brands (Castrol,

Gumout, & Pennzoil). We also have
top quality re-refined motor oil for

''Green" consumers.

CONVENIENCE Open 7 days a
week with no appointment needed.

PENifeoiL

1
Wilshir^ Blvd.

Lube I
nOOt SonkiMaiKnlM

Sonta MooKO BJvd

1 100) Santa Monica Blvd at Greenfield

West LA. •310-914-5301

1 5% OFF for all UCLA Students/Staff/Faculty

JBookZcne

AUTHOR
Scries

\X'

"Pi

**-

on ampus
co-sponsored by the

• Deportment of Speciol Colloctions, Chorles E. Young Reseorch Ubrory
• FriMKis of the UCLA Ubrory
;j*<we«s»**T?f¥<:;-^

^>:l;->;r ::;*;:-:v::^:.:; K«^iS3

^
ear

i n

Wan flu 9*
«At«DHA TSING LOU

AAonday
June A, 4pm
Department of Special Collections,

Charles E. Young Research Library

Sandra Tsing Loh reads from and signs:

A Year in Van Nuys
Hilarious... If$ about time that someone took on tbe periphery of Los Angeles with such wicked
delight, because—face it—in this town, the periphery's the real heart of the city.

- Lo$ Anffwkt Times Book Review

Sooting is limited; pl«as« RSVP to 310-794-4408
Forking is ovoilobU in lots 3 or 5 for $6.00 (•nt.r off Sunsot ot W«stwood Plaza or off Hilgord ot Wyton)

UCLA Bookzone
310.206.4041
www.uclastore.com

STANDOFF
From page 5

McGuckin, believed to be mentally

ill, was taken into custody by
deputies Tuesday afternoon on a

warrant charging felony injury to a

child - a charge Jarvis refused to

elaborate on.

The children, ranging in ages from

8 to 16, are destined for foster care,

he said.

"We're waiting for them to calm
down. The longer we wait, the calmer

they get," the sherifTsaid. "We want
to convince them that we arc there to

help."

Deputies were periodically talking

to the children with a loudspeaker,

trying to convince them they will not

be harmed, Jarvis said.

The house lacks power,

water, and heat.The

children have been

eating soup made of

lake water and lily pads.

OITiccrs are particularly worried

about a teen-age boy who has taken a
leadership role in the standoff, he

said.

"It's not worth a confrontation

with a IS-year-old who believes he is

protecting his family," Jarvis said.

"We are trying to talk him down."
Jarvis said ofTicers know there are

guns in the house and that the chil-

dren know how to use them.

A 19-year-old sister who left home
some time ago has been assisting the

sherifTs department.

The house lacks power, water and
heat. The children have been eating

soup made oflake water and lily pads
for several months, Jarvis said.

The children, who have been
home-schooled, are being told they

will be fed and housed and taken to

see their mother if they come out,

Jarvis said.

They did not respond to calls from
social workers or law enforcement
officers during a two-hour standoff

Tue^ay.

The family's home is about a mile

from the Lake Pend Oreille commu-
nity of GarTield Bay, down a dirt

readjust past a county dump.
A single patrol car and deputy are

blocking that road, and other

deputies are stationed in patrol cars

in nearby Garfield Bay. about 10

miles south of the house. Officers

cannot see the house from the road-

block.

Retired Garfield Bay resident

Lloyd Wyatt said he didn't know the

family - that they appeared to keep
to themselves. He said the children

could sometimes be seen around
town, dressed in ragged clothing.

Wyatt, 84, said he wasn't sur-

prised the children might be holed up
in the house.

"We are a breed of people who
say, 'This is our home and we are

entitled to protect it,"' Wyatt said.

He said it's important not to dis-

play force in such situations, that law
enforcement should try to resolve it

in a low-key way.

Jarvis said this incident in no way
resembles the deadly 1992 standoff

at Ruby Ridge in nearby Boundary
County

"This is being pictured as a stand-

off between law enforcement and
children," he said. "It is not a stand-

off."

The family is "absolutely stone

broke" and owns 27 dogs, which
have been running free and hunting
as a pack in the area, Jarvis said.

Deputies, who have been working
on the case for some time, developed
a plan to bring McGuckin some
money, thinking she might leave the
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From page 14

house to get groceries.

A deputy delivered the cash

Tuesday McGuckin went with him
to a store and was taken into custody

shortly after that.

Deputies then returned to the

house to get the children and put

them in
^ the custody of state

Department of Health and Welfare.

As a deputy was explaining the sit-

uation to the 15-year-old, he "runs

back to the house and yells. Get the

guns,' " Jarvis said. "They let all the

dogs out oTthe basement."

Deputies fired shots to ward off

the dogs. Then they used a loud-

speaker to try to talk the kids out of

the house.

At about 7 p.m., the officefs left.

"At some point they are going to

come out and the whole thing will

stop," Jarvis said. "Time is on our
side."

BUSH
From page 9

"No drilling ANWR" (the Arctic

National Wildlife Refuge) and
^JFrotcct what's left."

"'"-,
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With polls showing voters skepti-

cal of his commitment to the environ-

ment, advisers say Bush plans a series

of trips and events that reflect deep
concern for natural resources. He is

scheduled to announce new protec-"

tions for the Everglades during a trip

to Florida on Monday and Tuesday.

"We cannot see into the centuries

ahead, but we can be sure, in a place

like this, that we're in the presence of

enduring things. And it will be to our
lasting credit if these works of God
are still standing a thousand years

from now," the president said.

In broad strokes. Bush outlined a

philosophy that calls for a balance

between environmentalism and
sound economics. Washington plays

a major protective role, he said, but

"states and localities have their own
responsibilities for the environ-

ment."

He added: "We must protect the

claims of nature while also protecting

the legal rights of property owners."

Before his speech to about 130

National Park Service employees

and their families, the president

hiked for about 20 minutes to the

summit of Moro Rock, a barren

6,500-foot-talI granite dome. He mar-

veled at the l.l.OOO-foot peaks to the

east and California's sprawling cen-

tral valley to the west.

Walking gingerly toward the edge

a cliff, the president told reporters,

"It's something else up here, isn't it?

I'm impressed you guys made it."

Accompanied by Interior

Secretary Gale Norton, the president

• also stopped at the 275-feet-high

[^General Sherman Tree, a sequoia

l^^lhought to be one of the largest living

Ithings on Earth, estimated at more

Jhan 2,100 years old.

"When men and women walk into

a setting like this, we must walk with

care," he said. "Of all the forces on
Earth, only man is capable of cutting

down a sequoia, and only man is

• capable of fully appreciating its beau-

ty."

A wide array of maintenance
issues plague the 57 national parks

and 327 other natural and historic

sites that comprise the National Park

System.

The White House provided for no
new park acquisitions in its budget

request to Congrcs.s this year.

Instead, the Interior Department was
told to focus on Bush's campaign
promise to clear up a $4.9 billion

backlog of park maintenance and
repairs.

'Bush sent Congress a proposiil last
'

month to pay for a portion of his

pledge - S439.6 million for the fiscal

year that begins Oct. I.

en HouseUClflRflDIO Opj ^
and listening Party

TONIGHT

interested in UClQRflDIO?

come check out the station and tte people tiBt ^^^

Starting atTpm on The DancehalT -punkskareggaeindustrialiioth-

iceiohtiesdancemusic- with DJ Diska and DJ Insect

then at 9pm live music fnn Debauchery foltowed by "Rock for

liyhr Hardcore, Punk, Metal with fieeta. Courtney Dave, Iteai;

MarikoandMel

food, drinks and music from 7-11pm

come rock out with us or check us out on

channel 29 in the dorms or at wwwaiclaradiacflm

1
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The LA Community Colleges

are providing TeleWeb classes

at Valley & Pierce Colleges.

•

Transferable community college classes on video
tape with Intemet activities and optional weekend
seminars. Seminars are 3 hours, conducted on
Sundays at Valley & Pierce Colleges. All classes
earn 3 units of transferable college credit from
LA City College.

Semester begins June 3rd
Tuition is just $11 per unit.

lor a Ifeo hiochuio Ciill: 8()()-91 7-9277

www.lacc.cc.ca.us

SummQr
To PROTECT THE Environment

Work with the

Sierra Club
CALPRIG, AND OTHER GROUPS

$3,000-$5,000/SUMMER
*Protect our Air and Water
*WORK WITH Great People

Los ANGELES: CALL CHRt|*AT ^1 3-1

PASADENA: CALL RANDY. 626-792-5625
ORANGE COUNTY: CALL MARY, 949-5 1 5-8 1 62

COMPLIMENTARY
CONSULTATION

"Lewis seeks in Mere Christianity to help us

see religion with fresh eyes." —Kathleen Norrte

"If wit and wisdom, style and scholarship are

requisites to passage through the pearly gates,

Mr. Lewis will be among the angels.''

—New Yorker

For a chance to WIN a free trip to Oxford. England.
•'f.tfr the C S. Li'.V:':-. Sf ''-r. 'If.. ' ' 'r. ;s F'V\-;y C'^itost
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BracesV
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ut' n'lnrl

For a complete list of reissued tMes visit

www.cslewisclassics.com

HarperSanFrancisco M Zondervan
UivmtiaolHmrfKxilMlmPitbllshett

ORTHODONTIST
-? SINGE 1980 •% M ^ .^

UCLA FACULTY MEMBER MMTm NdOCl? OSyStll
Member American Association of Orfrhodnnti>

t?^

Specializing In braces for adults & children

• Invisible • Removable • Cosmetic Porcelain
• European • Traditional • Surgical Orttiodontjcs

2()%l)ISl'OrNTTOSTi:|)KNTS \\|)|-\(r!.TV\ M in I

(310) 826 - 7494
11645 WiJshire Blvd. #802
Los Angeles, CA 90025

(949) 552 - 5890
18124 Culver Dr., #A
Irvine, CA 92715

Teeth Whitening
upper or lower

$85«" CKh

(Rcf. S200.00)

The treatment wi be as to«ows S ICXM 00 pJu$

$»0000 (or each month <y treotment rendered
for ma«al broc«i. $900.00 plm $ 100.00 for each
morrtti of treatment rerxlered for removatate

bfoce* and S1700.00 ptut $12500 per month tor

cwomto twocM. $200 00 (or dkionoctic study
modll and $175.00 (or formal consultolton.

explrcrtton dote 6-30-01'
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EDITORIAL

TIDAL WAVE II

NROR
When 60,000 additional students enroll in the UC over the next 10 years, UCLA

will have to deal with the impact. Which of these futures is more hkely?

It's
the year 2010. Tidal Wave 11 has hit

the University of California and the

prospects look dismal. Not only is

UCLA unable to accommodate the massive

influx of students, it's also going broke. With
both money and available space on campus
decreasing, UCLA turns to its preferred

methcid of solving problems: selling parts of

our campus.

Students brand the UC the "University of

Corporations" as they walk to their morning
class in Xerox Hall, passing by Microsoft

Plaza and the Pepsi Inverted Fountain.

Students can no longer go to Pauley Pavilion

- it was taken over by Staples and painted

bright purple.

But students can't protest at regents' meet-

ings about the corporate university because

the UC itself is owned by Disney. The
Anderson School at UCLA is now a feeder

school for corporate conglomerates. It has

expanded over all of North Campus, obliter-

ating every other department and becoming
a gated community.

For many students, the corporatization of

the UC is the least of their problems, since

admissions have become even more exclu-

sive.

And we can't turn to affirmative action for

help, because the Supreme Court, still under
the conservative dominance of Chief Justice

Antonin Scalia, declared it unconstitutional

throughout the nation.

Admissions are more formulaic than ever;

in fact, they're done by computer and based

entirely on standardized testing and GPAs in

advanced placement courses.

Owing to this, diversity at UCLA no
longer exists. At least Disney arranged for

the California Adventure Parade to tread

down Bruin Walk - after all, the pseudo<:ul-

tural experience students get from the parade

eliminates the need for a diversity require-

ment.

SP-I and 2, the measures prohibiting the

use of race, gender and ethnicity in admis-

sions and hiring, which were repealed in

May, 2001, are back. And Ward Connerly -

who regrettably is still a regent - has man-
aged to pass SP-3, which reinforces his Racial

Privacy Initiative, prohibiting the collection

of racial information for statistical data. _
No one realty expected the housing and ~

parking situation to get any better - and it

hasn't. Students have to take an elevator to

play soccer on the intramural field since it's

now on top of a 10-story parking structure.

And since DeNeve Plaza is still not fin-

ished, the residence halls have been convert-

ed into barracks with hundreds of bunk beds

lining the halls on each floor. Students can't

turn to Westwood for comfort: apartment

prices have skyrocketed beyond the reach of

all but the wealthiest students. And the home-
owners add insult to injury by lobbying for

an 8 p.m. curfew during finals week to quash

Midnight Yell once and for all.

But if students can take comfdrt in one
thing, it is the fact that they won't be at the

university for loi\g. With the ever-increasing

unit limits and requirements, they take six

classes per quarter and graduate in two

years. They don't have time to join student

groups or get a part-time job - but that does-

n't matter since UC students are wealthy

enough to make this unimportant.

The tenure problem is not an issue any
more. Professors are content in knowing
teaching won't have to get in the way of their

research, since their lectures will be video-

taped and reused year after year.

But students have learned to live with a

decline in the quality of education because,

even if the university isn't a better place, at

least they can get a degree with the speed and
efficiency only a corporation can provide.

Our mission statement reads, "UCLA:
Over one million students served daily"

Though Tidal Wave II is in full force

this year. 2010, the University of

California has managed to avoid the

predicted impact of the enrollment boost

by making significant changes to its admis-

sions policies and prioritizing student

needs.

Instead of biasing the admissions
~ process by focusing on SAT 1 and
Advanced Placement scores, which give

privileged students an advantage, the uni-

versity has developed a holistic admissions

plan that considers all aspects of a stu-

dent's academic backgi'ound.

The repeal of SP-1 and 2 was followed

by the overturn of Proposition 209. and
Ward Connerly is no longer a member of

the UC Board of Regents. He has been

replaced by a larger number of student

regents who are more in touch with student

needs and concerns and who serve longer

terms.

The greater student voice now overshad-

ows the corporate view that once dominat-

ed the board. This led to the current com-
prehensive admissions plan which includes

'

the consideration of race, gender, ethnicity,

personal challenges and socioeconomic sta-

tus. The diversity of the UC reflects the

population of the state of California - and
so does the Board of Regents.

And instead of pouring millions of dol-

lars into developing nanotechnology at the

expense of students, attending the UC is

easier because registration fees are at the

pre-Gov. Reagan level - $0.

More money is also invested in provid-

ing remedies to the housing problem: to the

relief of many. De Neve Plaza is finally

completed.

Westwood apartments arc more afford-

able to students now that AB 161 1 passed
the California Assembly - and the

BruinGo! program has expanded (o

include other bus lines, including the MTA.
Not only do students have affordable hous-

ing, they also have free transportation -

and the intramural field is preserved.

The quality of education at UCLA has

also improved. The idea of increasing the

minimum number of units required for full-

_time student status was abandoned long —
ago.

UCLA also refused to decrease the num-
ber of total units students can take at the

university before graduating, allowing stu-

dents to explore various academic fields

before deciding on a major. This allows

room for a diversity requirement - so we're

finally caught up with' the other UCs.
Female and minority professors are bet-

ter represented on the faculty and their

salaries are comparable to their white male
counterparts. With an open tenure process.

UCLA has become not just a world-

renowned research institute, but a universi-

ty that attracts great teachers as well.

UCLA has grown to respect its workers
by offering them a living wage and reason-

able contracts. They no longer need to

protest for the appropriate working condi-

tions and compensation. This even applies

to workers abroad: the Board of Regents
has divested from companies that use

sweatshop labor to manufacture their prod-

ucts.

The Associated Students of UCLA are

now financially solvent and focus their

efforts on providing student services

instead of leasing student-owned space to

off-campus corporations.

Tidal Wave II did not devastate the qual-

ity of life at UCLA because its students,

faculty and staff did not allow it to. This led

us to the development of an affordable,

accessible university that's diverse in its

student body and faculty and sensitive to

the needs of its workers.

TV 'Friends' make for good friends
PROGRAMS: Obsessions

about make-believe folks

are American way of life

I
walked into my living room
tonight and stared, dumbsthjck.

at the television screen. The news
was doing a story, about the last

episode of "Star Trek Voyager" and
the "trekkies" that had gathered

together for the event.

I then fixed my gaze on my father,

who, a "trekkic" himself, was watch:

Brookes is a third-year English student

who knows that Diet Coke is the drink of

champions. E-mail her at

abrooke$^cla.edu.

ing the televi-

sion with great

enthusiasm.

"Golly," 1

thought, "peo-

ple are crazy the

way they get

obsessed with

this show. It's

not even real!"

My mind wan-

dering, I then

looked at my
father and

lamented, "I can't believe they

whacked Jackie Jr. on The
Sopranos.'"

It is absolutely, without a doubt,

crazy the way our culture creates

phenomena out of television shows.

Ariana

Brookes

No longer is a show just a show, but

it's a common bond that unites the

nation. In turn, we have become so

engulfed with the characters in cer-

tain shows that we have come to

think of them as real people with real

lives.

I missed the finale of "The
Sopranos" the other night (I was out

seeing "Moulin Rouge" ... it was so

good), and therefore I asked my dad
to tape it for me. When I returned

home, he gave me a concerned look

and said "Jackie Jr.'s dead." 1 totally

flipped out. 1 started ranting and rav-

ing about how Jackie Jr. was so

young, and how it wa> horrible

Ralphie's fault that he got involved
JASON c HI NyTl«rfy B«M> Sema Sirfr
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Patronizing attitude causes social, scholastic deficiencies

Shirin

Vossoughi

YOUTH: Punishing kids

as adults while treating

them like- children fails

Fourteen-year old Nathaniel

Brazill pulled back the slide on
a .25 caliber handgun in a

packed courtroom under direction of

a prosecution that grilled the Florida

youth for the

recent murder

of his teacher.

"You want it to

be an accident,

don't you?" said

prosecutor

Marc Shiner.

"You don't

want anyone to

believe you

were angry

enough to kill

another human
being, do you?"

(Los Angeles Times, May 10, 2001.)

Shiner said Brazill felt in control

with the gun and mocked the young
man, "I'm going to show these girls

that I'm a big man and maybe they

should go out with me ... I'm Nate

Brazill. I have a gun." (Los Angeles

Times, May 15,2001.)

Earlier this month, Brazill was

charged as an adult for a murder the

defense claims was accidental. The
jury found the young Brazill guilty

of second-degree murder, a verdict

that could land him in pnson for the

rest of his life. This prompted
protests by groups such as Amnesty
International, which argue that the

sentencing of children to life in

prison without parole is a violation of

international law.

These trials raise crucial questions

regarding the criminalization of our

youth on an institutional level. But

more importantly, they reveal how
the patronizing, disrespectful treat-

Vossoughi is a thtrd-year history and
intematioruil development studies stu-

dent Speak your mind and e-mail her at

shihnv@uda.edu.

education as a hot election issue and
politicians running around declaring

what's best for the city's youth, it

seems no one thought of asking the

kids they so sincerely aim to help.

As the students wrote, "Despite all

the scratching of so many wise

heads, nobody seems to be able to fig-

ure out what the problem is. ... You,

the adults out there, remain clueless.

The real problem is that you have

not asked us. As far we are con-

cerned, the reasons are simple and

the solutions are clear. If you would

only listen."

Their solutions include starting

school at a reasonably later hour,

access to a decent breakfast, ade-

quate desks and books and adults

who set a good example. "We don't

need more strip malls, video arcades,

food courts or movie theatres," they

write. "Give us a school in good
shape, with trees and grass instead

of concrete and broken glass and
most of us will try to take care of it,

to make it a place we will want to

come back to and support rather

than try to get away from as soon as

we can."

Despite such an honest plea,

adults tike Sid Lazarow ffom Orange-

ment youths receive from adults like

prosecutor Shiner is supported by a

system that throws children in jail

and then ponders why in God's name
many young people have trouble in

school or wind up in court.

Bob Hatcher, principal of

Brazill 's middle school, praised the

verdict, stating that "the justice sys-

tem worked." As a school principal,

his applause of such blatant injustice

divulges the depth of the United

States' violent attitude toward its

young people.

The roots of this attitude must be

traced to the classroom where young
people whose life experiences often

complicate their learning are labeled

from thejump as "troublemakers"

and punished.

Witness a recent Los Angeles

Times special about "disruptive stu-

dents" testing novice teachers.

Addressing the difficuhies of disci-

pline, Duke Helfand said, "The chal-

lenge grows exponentially in sec-

ondary schools, where adolescence

turns cuddly children into walking

hormones." These labels deny that

youths are, first and foremost,

human beings. We fail to treat them

as such, yet continue to expect kids

who are not regarded as equals to act

like adults and face adult conse-

quences to their actions.

Helfand goes on to compare the

classroom experience to dodging

shrapnel in a foxhole. With such

war-like metaphors, youths are

painted as violent and uncontrollable

individuals on the other side of a bat-

tle rather than equal members of a

community who are striving to learn.

In addition, students are blamed

for situations out of their control,

such as difficulties in learning or lack

of concentration that frequently

stem from unaddressed personal or

societal problems. Youths often feel

that adults either fear them or are

simply against them, a disempower-

ing emotion that can lead to anger

and resentment.

As one educator said, "I help

those« kids who want to learn. You
want everybody to succeed, but you
can't help everybody." (Los Angeles

Times, May 23.) That's the spirit.

Give the most help to the students

who already have the drive to learn

and let the rest fall by the wayside.

It's their fault anyway, right?

Some adults sure think so. In a let-

ter to the Los Angeles Times titled

"This Is Why We Can't Read" (May
5, 2001 ), Los Angeles high-school

seniors describe the deplorable condi-

tions under which they are expected

to learn. Amidst all the hoopla of

Country tell the youth to look for

sympathy elsewhere, saying, "Sorry,

if you are in a mess, you are responsi-

ble and nobody else." Thus adults

continually turn a deaf ear toward

youths and then revile them for giv-

ing up on school, a place where
many adults have already given up on
them.

It is adults who need to open their

eyes to the reality of a system that

turns its back on youths and then

scrambles to find explanations for

increased drug use, high drop-out

rates and young people committing

*^dult" crimes.

It is within this system that the

House of Representatives approved

plans to expand school testing last

week from grades three through

eight, endorsing a cornerstone of

Bush's education scheme that will

SeeVOSSOUGNI,pa9e19
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BROOKES
From page 16

in the mob in the first place, and
how Jackie Jr. was the son ofTony's

best friend. You get the genera) idea.

After going on like that for a few

minutes I took a breath, thought for

a second, and told my dad that I was
talking about these people like they

were real, and I must sound nuts -f
was going to stop. He just laughed.

What is it about certain shows
that draws us into their worlds?

What makes certain shows "obsess-

worthy" and others merely throw-

aways?

The first good show of this nature

that comes to mind for our genera-

tion is "Friends." "Friends" is no
longer just a TV show. When 1

watch that show I feel as though I

am hanging out with my good
friends, catching up on the latest

gossip. I'll often talk to the screen,

laughing, "Oh my God, Chandler,

you kill me!"

My friend and I will often discuss

the characters on the show, referring

to them as though they are our close,

personal friends. If you were in the

Cooperage the other day, you might

have heard us discussing our
"friends" in such a manner. For

example; . .

(My friend): "I heard so-and-soT
and so^nd-so broke up... I can't

believe so-and-so handled it that

way."

(Me): "I know! It's like when
Ross and Rachel broke up and
Rachel completely freaked out...."

You'd think we knew these people.

What about "My So-Called Life"?

1 know I'm not the only one who
knows the names and life histories of
every character on that show. When
Jordan fmally holds Angela's hand
in public my heart nearly bursts, I

am so happy. When Jordan is being

his usual "you-know-what" self I

patiently talk to the screen, telling

Angela that she doesn't need him,

that she'll find someone better;

When 1 mention this show to

other people, even people I don't

know, we'll usually end up in some
long-winded conversation in which
we discuss every cause leading up to

every event in that series, not forget-

ting to express our personal feelmgs

about the personalities of every

character on the show. As crazy as

this may sound when I put it down
on paper, it never seems weird when
I'm dishing about it with some other

obsessive fan.

Why do we do this? We have plen-

ty ofdrama in our own lives. We
(hopefully) have plenty of our own
friends. Why do we feel the need to '

fully engage ourselves in the lives of
make-believe people? What makes
them so real to us?

I don't know about Star Trek, but
most of the shows that draw such

nationwide attention have a quality

in them that is missing from pur own
lives. They have a quality that we
wish existed in our lives. They are

often exag^rated versions of our
everyday experiences. They are per-

fected images ofwhat we would like

our lives to be like.

"Friends" is full of people who we
wish were our own friends. They are

caricatures of people we know. They
are likable, more likable then most
of the people we know in our real

lives. Their jokes are always right

on; no one ever falters for words, no
one ever gets bored. They never
seem to have any work to do either,

which bugs the heck out of me!
The characters on these shows

seem to be the ultimate in cool. Even
if they aren't cool, they are perfectly

offbeat, or nerdy or whatever the

case may be. They are the kind of
people we would like to be, they say
the things that we would like to say -

if only we had an opportunity to

script out everything we said before

we actually said it. They seem real
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BROOKES
From page 18

because we wish that they were.

"The Sopranos" adds an element

of excitement to our lives. The lives

of the characters on that show are

dangerous, mysterious and erotic.

They allow us to live out our secret

fantasies, the ones we daydream

about but would never want to have

to deal with on an everyday basis.

The storylines are intricate, and

seem realistic, and therefore it is

very easy to get drawn into that

world.

It's kind of like the whole soap

opera mystery. Why do people get

obsessed with-these insipid shows? It

all comes back to the characters. No
matter how stupid the plot and dia-

logue, we get wrapped up in the lives

of these people who seem so much
more interesting than the people we
know in real life.

To be honest, 1 see nothing wrong

with it all. Sure, television is a waste

of time, yada, yada, but what would

you get excited about during a

Thursday lecture if you didn't have

the new episode of "Friends" to look

forward to? What would we talk to

our parents about if we didn't have

that family tie known as "The

Sopranos"?

Popular culture unites our nation,"

a nation full of many different types

of people, living very different lives.

It serves as an escape from our

stressful lives, if only for a half hour.

It gives people something to talk

about around the water cooler. And
it's fun - plain ^nd simple, it'sjusi

fun.

VOSSOUGHI
From page 17

use testing to punish "failing"

schools.

One principal, from Sherman

Oaks Elementary school, went so far

as to call funds that reward high test

scores "blood money." (Los Angeles

Times, May 24, 2001.) Senate

Republicans also succeeded in reject-

ing an initiative to bolster the teach-

ing corps in such schools and as Sen.

Patty Murray said, "Bipartisanship

crashed in our kids' classrooms

today" (Lx)s Angeles Times, May
18, 2001.)

But aside from all the political

rhetoric, every branch of the current

system spells out where our real pri-

orities lie, and it is far from creating

a safe and healthy environment for

kids.

Beyond education, the attack on

youths from all sides continues as

Bush and his lackeys at the National

Rifle Association push to quell any

restrictions on access to firearms.

The centerpiece of Bush's plan is a

proposal to spend $15 million to hire

1 13 additional assistant U.S. attor-

neys to prosecute gun charges. (Los

Angeles Times, May 15, 2001.)

Better to enlist more prosecutors

like Marc Shiner who know how to

lock away our youth than spend a

dime on teachers or better schools.

With capricious politicians bat-

tling one another, adults patronizing

youth and mahy teachers giving up,

where does the responsibility for our

children's futures lie? While the

rehashing of our attitudes toward

youths must be a community effort,

much of the responsibility ties with

us.

As college students, we clearly

remember and still confront the feel-

ing of youth, of being underestimat-

ed, ignored or belittled. Having

entered a place where our voices are

heard (to an extent) and where there

is power to affect policy, the educa-

tion system and the prison system lie

in our hands. We must listen to those

who will momentarily take our place

in order to ensure that they do.
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John Harcourt is the author of the new book "My Name Is Miles."

'Miles' provides glimpse into

cross-continental adventure

BOOK: Author draws upon

personal experiences from

travel, career experiments

By Midiad Roscn-Molma
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

John Harcourt was born in the small

town of Duncan. Okla. He wants to

make this perfectly clear, as he feels that

his roots are one of the most important

things to consider when trying to under-

stand his new book "My Name is

Miles."

"It was a small town, a couple o(

hours from either to Dallas or

Oklahoma City," Harcourt said in a

phone interview

from his home in ^__^___
Los Angeles.

"Lots of open
land, truck stops,

farmers."

Like the protag-

onist in his new
book, Harcourt

felt the urge to

spread his wings

and escape small _—_—__^__
town life.

"My Name is Miles" follows the

adventures of a young man from
Northern California who lives his life

indoors until one magical day when he

realizes that there is a big, beautiful

"Writing is so organic,

the character just

grew in my head."

Josh Harcourt

Author of"My Name is Miles"

maybe a rock opera. like Tommy,' but I

always seemed to argue with the musi-

cians 1 met."

Soon after graduating high school in

1996 he left forNew York City to try his

luck at acting, something he enjoys but

doesn't plan on pursuing as a serious

goal. Sleeping on friends' floors and
tables in various restaurants where he

worked, he never found the fulfillment

he had hoped for in the city; within nine

months he was on the road again. This

time he traveled to Kirkland, Wash., a

small town not far from Seattle.

"There was really no reason in par-

ticular I chose Kirkland. It just seemed
like from the East Coast 1 ought to try

the other side of the country." Harcourt

said. "I flew into Seattle and just started

walking north."

While in

Kirkland, he

worked as a car-

penter for eight

months, but even-

tually felt the urge

to hit the road

again. This lime he

landed in

Anchorage,
Alaska, where he

worked on a com-
mercial fishing boat, chasing halibut

through the icy. northern waters.

During this lime, Harcourt began to

organize hi* short fictbn and poems
into an as-yet-unpublished collection

fcr those long nights and sunny

days, here are some new books

to helpyou pass the time away

Palahniuk's new novel oozes darkness

JASON CMEUAif^ Biuin Semor Stjff

world out there just waiting to be dis- called "BriefThoughts.

covered. He leaves home to find him-

self, embarking on a journey of discov-

ery that takes him across the United

States and even down to South

America.

Harcourt may have just published his

first book, but he did not always want to

be a writer.

"When I turned about 15 I changed

my name to John, because of John
Lcnnon," Harcourt said. "I was a big

fan of his solo work, and it was him that

really got me thinking about how I

could express myself Originally, I want-

ed it all to become song lyrics and

"1 had a lot of ideas prior to this, and
I had done a lot of writing." Harcourt

said. "When I look back at it. the idea to

go to Alaska really was sort of a Jack

London thing, but it gave me a chance

to put everything together. Once I had

'Thoughts.' everything seemed a lot eas-

ier."

The inspiration for "My Name is

Miles" came to Harcourt after he had
been at sea, out of sight of land fot sev-

eral weeks.

"I was talking to one of the other

' Sm MAES, page 26

BOOK: Dark romantic

comedy is latest work

of*Fight Club' author

By Aatero Garda
Daily BrtHn Senior Staff

Don't write off Chuck
Palahniuk's latest book "Cboke**

as just another cliched tale ofa guy
who cruises for chicks at Sex

Addicts Anonymous meetinjss.

"It's a dark romantic comedy
about sexual compulsives, but

more importantly it's about com-
ing to the point where you can

decide for yourself what you are

instead of letting the world tell you

what you are," Palahniuk said

from his home near Portland, Ore.

Best recognized as the author of

the dark novel "Fight Club."

Palahniuk has recently finished his

foiMlh book, "Choke," for which

he will be making a promotional

appearance at the store Book Soup
on June 8. While the book took

approximately six months to write,

Palahniuk is quick to point out that

he does not spend the time sitting

in front of a computer screen or

even in a small office.

"I don't cram myself in a room
- everywhere I go I write," he said.

"When I go to the gym I'm work-

ing on it. When I'm at the grocery

store I'm working on it. Working
at the computer is such a sterile

place. I run dry really fast if I sit at

a computer."

In addition to not writing in a

traditional environment.

Palahniuk finds that he needs to be

in a certain mood to capture the

dark tone that runs throughout his

stories. In order to find this feeling.

Palahniuk listens to music.

"We spend so much of our time

forgetting why we should be angry

and listening to Trent Reznor, or

to Manson, or to Korn, or to

Prodigy just gets me back imo that

frame of mind where I can write

angrily so that people will notice.'J,

he said. ^
Palahniuk wanted to captur^

this dark music genre in the movie

version of "Fight Club," but ranj

into a few problems.

"David Fincher really wanted a

noise based soundtrack and ] had

been really pushing for Trent

Rezr»r because I love Nine Inch

Naih." Palahniuk said. "I later

found out that Reznor would have

done jt except he was so wrapped

up in his latest CD, The Fragile.'

It broke his heart that he coukln't

do 'Fight Club.'"

While Reznor was unable to

compose the soundtrack for

"Fight Club," he is planning on

working on the film version of

another one of Palahniuk's novels,

"Survivor." Besides his input on
the soundtrack, Palahniuk avoided

as much of the movie production

of "Fight Club" as he could. He
•aid that he enjoyed seeing the dif-

ferences between the book and the

movie and was happy with how the

film turned out.

With the release of the film,

Palahniuk has seen a large increase

in his fan base. These fans are

intrigued with Palahniuk's strange

story ideas.

For "Choke," Palahniuk said

that he was inspired to write the

book because people seemed fasci-

nated with the dark comedy and

violence of "Fight ClOb," and this

feeling could only increase with the

addition of sex and romance.

As for the novel's title, it relates

to an idea that Palahniuk had that

he allowed the book's main charac-

ter. Victor Mancini, to try out.

"I was at a bar with my friends

having a few beers." Palahniuk

said. "I realized that I didn't have

any money so I started looking

around for things that I could pos-

sibly swallow and pretend to choke
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'Brother reveals lives of

professional prostitutes

BOOK: Author fmds it is

important to regulate, not

eliminate, legal sex trade

By Howard Ho
Daily Bruin Contributor

- -The world'soldest profession gett »

face lift from Alexa Albert, author of

the new book "Brothel."

Combining deep research with her

person^ experience, Albert sweeps

away the cobwebs of prostitution's

stigmas and tries

to provide the

other side of the

story, if anyone

wants to listen.

Albert's inter-

est in brothels

began when she

was a student at

Harvard
Medical School.

During a sum-

mer she worked

at Streetwork, a

center for aban-

doned kids,

located in New
York City's

Times Square.

Many of the chil-

dren that she

worked with

were being

BOOK REVIEW

Title. Brothel

Author Alexa Albert

Publisher Random House

Price: $24.95 Pages: 266

may imagine, are highly ordered.

Prostitutes are not free to go out since

they could do business outside the

brothel. Instead, all prostitutes are

confined within the brothel except for

out-dates or paid excursions with

clients. To work in a brothel a prosti-

tute needs a working card. All prosti-

tutes are checked for STDs monthly,

and if they test positive, their working-

card is taken away. Profits arc shared

50-50 with the brothel. Strict rules

enforce everything from the price of

sexual acts to the amount of wattage

allowed for a brothel's exterior light-

ing.

In exchange

for a loss of free-

dom, the prosti-

tutes are able to

work without

pimps, even

though many of

them still do.

Sadly, some of

the prostitutes

were pushed

into brothel

work at the

behest of their

bo>friends, who
collect a portion

of the paycheck.

But many others

do not have

pimps and per-

form brothel

work because

VKTO« CH6N/D«ily Bruin

sought for sexual services. they like the financial independence.

Albert saw the vicious cycle ofpros- Some were even working to support

titution and wondered why it was still their mothers or children.

legal in Nevada. Unlike street prosti-

tutes, brothel prostitutes have low

rates of sexually transmitted diseases.

Wanting to conduct a study on con-

dom use, since reportedly no condom
has ever broken in a brothel, she

requested that the prostitutes save

their condoms to be checked for

breakage. This led to Albert's interest

in brothels.

Albert goes into detail about her

visit and eventual acceptance into the

brothel community at Nevada's

Mustang Ranch, the largest and most

profitable brothel in Nevada before it

was shut down in 1999.

She dispels her own preconcep-

tions of brothels through the course of

the book. Albert writes, "Though very

Albert found that the women were

proud of their work, comparing it to

that ofa psychiatrist.

One prostitute. Savannah, said, "I

believe what I do is a healingjob. I did-

n't see it as healing at first, but I kept

getting clients who just needed to be

nurtured and weep in my arms. Sex is

just a tool to access these emotions. So
I just hold these men and contemplate

the psychological needs that drive

them into my charge. The humanity of

my clients is what I care about."

To that end, Albert was invited to

watch prostitutes working on their

clients, or "tricks" as they are called.

Her descriptions of taboo sexual acts

are quite explicit, but not demeaning

to the women involved. In fact, the

different in appearance, all the prosti- prostitutes were usually in control of

lutes were surprisingly attractive ... I

guess I had expected to find only

tough, hard-looking women."
After finding out most of the pros-

titutes are married, Albert writes, "At

first I couldn't believe these women
hadn't grown cynical about marriage

and monogamy, given the amount of

infidelity they witnessed. Their hope-

fulness in spite of v^at they knew
about human nature made my heart

ache. These women were just like the

rest of us."

Many brothels, unlike what some

the situation while the men, who were

often nervous, waited to be acted

upon.

As evidence of the women's effica-

cy, some of the men even believed that

they offered a sexual service to the

women who needed them.

Albert leaves no stone unturned in

this thorough investigation of broth-

els. Aside from her observations of

brothel activities, which take up the

majority of the book, she also inter-

Sec IIIQlfNB« page 24
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'M2' updates old songs with jazz 'Smokey Joe's Cafe' takes

audience bad( to the past
MUSIC: Bassist mixes

classic, new material

on fourth solo album

By Antero Garda
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

When jazz bassist Marcus
Miller reflects on the lime he spent

performing and collaborating

with jazz trumpeter Miles Davis,

he realizes how much of a pro-

found effect the music guru had
on him.

"He encouraged me to write,"

Miller said from his recording stu-

dio in Santa Monica. "He liked

what I was doing and gave me con-

fidence. He was a good friend and
he was in my corner - a true bless-

ing."

After producing records for a

wide array of bands, composing
several movie scores, and gigging

with musicians such as Luther
Vandross. Miller has just released

his fourth solo album. "M2."
Featuring many new composi-
tions as well as his Renditions of
classics. Miller will host a special

rrccord release concert on Friday

at the House of Blues on Sunset

Boulevard.

"1 took some old songs like

Goodbye Pork Pie Hat' and an
old John Coltrane song and updat-

ed them," Miller said. "Then 1

took some newer songs like the

Talking Heads' 'Burning Down
the House' - you know, just songs
that you wouldn't expect to hear in

this style - just to show people
where this music can go."

While the song selection for

"M2" is diverse, the way Miller

THEATER: Knight shines in

new musical featuring hits

performed by talented cast

Show fife Media

Jazz bassist Marcus Miller will be performing on Friday at the
House of Blues on Sunset Boulevard. His new album Is called "M2.''

chose which songs to cover is

rather commonplace. Miller said

that he recorded songs that hap-

pened to be stuck in his head at the

time of production.

"The only way to get it out of

my head is to record it," he said.

"When you do you're like 'OK,
I'm free from that for a while.'

Even with songs I write, that's

SeeMllLatpa9e25

By Andrea Dingman
Daily Bruin Contributor

Going to see the musical "Smokey
Joe's Cafe," which features the hits of
the legendary songwriting team of the

'50s and '60s. Jerry Leibcr and Mike
Stoller, is like taking a trip back in time.

Starring diva Gladys Knight,
"Cafe" opened Tuesday at the Wilshire

Theatre in Beverly Hills, and will be in

town for only eight performances,
through this coming Sunday.

The show features many sing-along

hits, such as "On Broadway," "Yakety
Yak," ''Hound Dog" and "Stand By
Me," performed by an ensemble cast

that sings together or provides backup
vocals for solo songs.

Unfortunately, while "Cafe" is

entertaining and energetic, there is no
plot to go along with all of these hit

songs. liie result is a performance that

seems more like a concert than a musi-
cal.

Knight shines on each of the songs
she headlines. Beginning with
"Falling, " she has the audience in the

palm ofher hand as she ends the soulful

ballad with a giggle.

In "Dance with Me," Knight also

commands the stage. The song begins
with the male singers, in a gentle,

smooth style, and ends by Knight tak-

ing over aggressively, grabbmg each of
the frightened men and entreating
them to hold her and kiss her.

Later. Knight sings a duet of the

song "Love Me/Don'l" with Eric

Henderson, in which the two gaze ten-

derly at each other across a diner table

without coming across as sickeningly

sweet. Without being overly dominant.
Knight makes each line matter as she
sings it to Henderson.

"I'm a Woman," in which Knight is

joined by Danette E. Sheppard,
Christina L. Ames and Jessica Palmer,

adds a new dimension to "Cafe," mak-
ing it both comical and inspiring. Each
vocalist sings a verse, providing her

own spin on the empowering song that

promotes the ability of women to do
more than one thing at a time.

According to the song^ women are

skilled because they can wash dishes

and do their hair at the same time.

Knight, however, doesn't entirely

blow the audience away until "1 Who
Have Nothing." Clad in a dramatic
black evening gown, she doesn't even
finish belting out the heartbreaking bal-

lad before the audience begins to cheer.

Other members of the ensemble also

deserve praise for adding youthful
energy and contrast to Knight.

Deanna Greene, for instance, steak r
the show with 'Don Juan. " a blunt solo

in which she says goodbye to her now-
broke lover, singing "cause when your
money's gone, your baby's gone."
Greene plays off of the audience and
uses a huge burgundy boa to make the

piece unforgettable.

Greene later wows the audience
again in "Some Cats Know," a song
which describes the difference between
men who are sensitive lovers and men
who aim to please themselves. Without
even moving from her stool, she gives a

S«eGIFE,p49e24
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Surfing

www.bushorchimp.com

Bush or Chimp?
www.bushorchlmp.com

The age-old question of whether the human
species evolved from lower primates may now
be answered thanks to good ol' George W.
Bush.

Though the president hasrt't actually funded
any research in these studies, a clever Web site

creator has taken it upon himself to poiril oOT"
the striking similarities between George W.
and chimpanzees on www.bushorchimp.com.

Bill Feldspar, the brains behind the site,

claims that his site is not in anyway meant to

be anti-Republican or even aiUi-Bush - he just

wanted to point out the remarkable resem-

blance between these two mammals.

Likewise, visitors to the site need
not be fans or haters of President

Bush - everyone will likely find the

photographs funny What Feldspar

has done, quite successfully, is pair

up photographs of Bush in various

poses with photographs of chim-

panzees in similar forms.

Users get shots of Bush with var-

ious facial expressions, paired with

chimpanzees making almost exact-

ly the same faces. The resemblance

is uncanny. Bush yawning looks

exactly like an ape yawning. Even a

photo of Bush flashing his pearly

whites has a matching, and equally

amusing, chimpanzee counterpart.

Only one photo of Bush rests solo on the

page without a twin," because according to

Feldspar, he couldn't fmd a chimp making an
equally dumb face. It makes site goers wonder,
who is the more evolved species?

In addition to getting a great laugh from the

plethora of photos, users can also purchase a

T-shirt designed with their choice of images.

Jhough the options aren't as plentiful as the

rest of the site, there is most likely a future

favorite T-shirt for every visitor.

An especially amusing design is one with

Bush wearing a cowboy hat, paired with a

Curious George stuffed animal in a Western
outfit. Here, just the photo of Bush would be

enough to evoke laughs out of a site user.

For those visitors who don't have the

$16.99 to purchase a shirt, worry not, the site

won't let them leave empty handed. Also avail-

able is a free downloadable desktop image or

screen saver featuring Bush and his chim-

panzee friends.

So whether or not www.bushorchimp.com
provides conclusive answers to the evolution-

ary question (really, it doesn't), site goers can
still have a blast as they search the site for

clues.

Barbara McGuire
Rating: 9

Am I Going Down?
www.amigoingdown.com

With the summer only three short weeks
away, many students are probably in the midst

of planning a great, relaxing vacation - hope-

fully to somewhere other than Los Angeles.

For those planning a trip that requires

boarding an airplane, a visit to www.amigoing-
down.com might be a necessary addition to

their to«<io list. This helpful, yet somewhat pes-

simistic site, has users type in their flight infor-

mation, such as destination, airline and^

month, and then calculates this all together

and pumps out a "personalized mortality sta-

tistic."

This number represents a user's chance of

dying mid-flight on their specific trip. Not loo

cheery, especially with the added commentary
that may say something like. "That's a little

worse than usual for this route."

With advice like that, users may want to

change airlines, or maybe even the month they

are planning their vacation. If it could lower

the statistics, why not? Looks like that vaca-

tion may not be so relaxing.

Nervous flyers may not find the statistics

entirely promising, but for those white-knuck-

led passengers, amigoingdown.com also pro-

vides references to self-help flight fear books,

as well as their own "handy hints."

These tips recommend that travelers choose
the largest plane possible, pick non-stop

flights, listen to the pre-flight safety demon-
stration and always keep their seat belt tightly

fastened. This area of the site also clues users

in to the various causes of plane crashes. Site

goers can learn about the related death statis-

tics for each cause, such as turbulence, which
has only killed 20 passengers and four crew
members since 1980 - not too shabby.

While the already paranoid may not find a

friend in www.amigoingdown, many other

curious and non-intimidated flyers will.enjoy

the site's frank and straightforward nature, in

addition to its helpful hints.

Barbara McGutre
Rating: 7
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Troika Entwtatnmenl

"Smokey Joe's Cafe," starring Gladys Knight (center), opened last

Wednesday at the Wllshire Theatre In Beverly Hills.

CAFE
From page 22

powerful performance, never going

over the top.

Jessica Palmer, on the other hand,

tries too hard on "I Keep Forgettin'"

but manages to hit the mark on
"Pearl's a Singer." The slow ballad

about a jazz singer showcases

Palmer's lyrical ability.

Unfortunately, at the end of the song

she returns to herjerky style and goes

into overkill.

Though the women are often

stronger performers, the male cast

members also deserve recognition,

particularly Eric Henderson. Besides

the aforementioned duet with

Knight, Henderson's rich tenor voice

rings on "There Goes My Baby" and

"Love Potion #9." Backed up by fel-

low vocalists Michael B Hammond,
Casey Johnson. Neil I.B. Taffe and
Bubba Knight, the quintet dances

BROTHEL
From page 21

views State Senator William

O'Donnell, who is against legalized

brothels, and George Flint, who para-

doxically owns a wedding chapel as

well as Mustang Ranch.

Albert's extensive research shows

how the original owner of Mustang,

Joe Conforte, became the g(pdfather

of brothel legalization. Conforte

wielded a large

political influ-

ence and when
he suggested a

brothel-licensing

ordinance to

Storey County,

he found little

resistance.

In 1971.

brothels were

legalized in

Stotry County,

sending shock

waves through-

out Nevada. Eventually, ten out of

Nevada's 17 counties legalized broth-

els, and now a total of 26 brothels are

operating in the state.

Albert makes a strong case for

brothel legalization. Though she does-

n't morally agree with prostitution.

she acknowledges that brothels nearly

eliminate street prostitution, where
STDs and violence run rampant.

Despite all efTorts, prostitution will

never be completely eliminated, and
therefore must be regulated.

Albert writes, "The demand will be

met with supply one way or another,

no matter what is legislated. Only
when we recognize and validate the

"The demand will be

met with supply ...

no matter what is

legislated."

Alexa Albert

Author ofBrothel'

doo-wbp style in perfect unison dur-

ing these numbers.

Kept in its original style, "Cafe"

-features costumes that help take the

audience back in time. During the

song "On Broadway," for instance,

Henderson, TalTe, Knight, and

Hammond sport silver zoot suits with

hot pink oxford shirts and dance in

the same period style.

Audiences will enjoy the stroll

down memory lane, inspired to clap

along and applaud for nearly every

piece. For younger audience mem-
bers who don't have memories of the

era, "Cafe" is entertaining nonethe-

less, providing a picture of what life

may have been like back in the day.

THEATER: "Smokey Joe's Cafe" is show-
ing at the Wilshire Theatre, 8440
Wllshire Blvd., through June 3.

Performances are at 8 p.m. Tuesday-

Friday, 2 p.m. arul 8 p.m. on Saturday,

and 2 p.m. and 730 p.m. on Sunday
For more information call (213) 365-

3500.

work of professional prostitutes can

we expect them to practice their trade

safely and responsibly."

Albert's narrative ends with the

fmal dissolution of Mustang Ranch,

which in its heyday earned $25 million

a year. Since the brothel community is

so small and stigmatized by the rest of

society, the community become very

tightly-knit. The prostitutes regard

each other as sisters. The clothing

venders, beauticians and Avon ladies

who serve Mustang feel a deep affini-

ty for their

___^_^_^_^^_^__^_^^^_^
clients; Albert

clearly does as

well.

When the feds

finally closed

Mustang, Albert

writes, "1 wanted

to scream. 'Don't

you realize that

by eliminating

Mustang Ranch,

you don't simply

displace "a bunch

of hookers?* You
eradicate a community, a family!'"

Though Albert's plea is clearly

heartfelt, it forces the reader to ques-

tion whether he or she is ready to take

such ideas to heart.

Nevertheless, "Brothel" makes a
very quick and engrossing read, in no
small part due to its lurid subject mat-

ter. Albert provides a voice of reason

in the controversial debate, examining

the view that prostitution is a neces-

sary profession like cooking. As such,

it should receive government regula-

tion, not prohibition. Hopefully, read-

ers will take this message seriously

rather than read "Brothel" for its titil-

lating details of sex.

MILLER
From page 22

how I write 'em. If it's a cover song
it's like 'I'rn thinking about this

song, man, why am I thinking about

this song?' and then I'll think about

ways that 1 can treat it,"

One such song 4vas the well-

known "Amazing Grace." The com-
bination of Miller playing bass clar-

inet and Chaka Khan on vocals

leaves Milkr especially proud.

Besides Chaka Khan, "M2" fea-

tures many other notable musicians,

including Raphael Saadiq, Herbie

Hancock and Maceo Parker.

With so many guests on the

album, "M2" has a spontaneous
jam-session feel to it. Miller said this

feeling also comes from recording

the album while he was touring.

"I was on the road, so some of the

songs we had been performing

already," he said. "It was just a mat-

ter of going into the studio and cut-

ting some tracks. Then I would take

-the tracks and mess around with

them - maybe add a little overdub or

a little drum machine thing and also

cut tracks that I built from scratch in

the studio."

Despite his current success.

Miller didn't always have his own
_j:ecording studio. What he did have,

"Ihough, was a keen musical under-

standing that Miller said runs

through his lineage.

"I'm from New York, and my
family's pretty musical," he said.

"My father plays organ in his church

and he's doing a show in New York."

Fitting in with his musical family.

Miller started playing clarinet at the

age of ten, and would continue to

play the woodwind instrument all

the way through college. While

receiving a formal education on clar-

inet. Miller simultaneously learned

how to play bass guitar. His musical

abilities helped him meet other aspir-

ing musicians while in high school.

"I went to the Music and Art High

School in New York," Miller said.

"That's part of the performing art

school that was made famous by

'Fame.' So I went to that school and

met a lot of great musicians. That's

basically how I decided 1 wanted to

be a professional musician."

After high school. Miller toured

with funk star Lenny White. Taking

a semester off from college to play

fusion was a thrill, Miller said. After

traveling with White, Miller settled

into gigs in the New York area.

"I joined the Saturday Night Live

house band in '79 and was there for a

couple of years and saw Eddie

Murphy get his start," Miller said.

Through his participation with

SNL, Miller met R&B musician

David Sanborn and started doing

gigs and writing tongs with him. At

the same time. Miller started per-

forming with jazz singer Roberta

Flack. Despite the fact that Miller

was already playing with these

artists, he still jumped at the chance

to collaborate with another per-

former.

"Luther Vandross was singing

background for Roberta, so Luther

and 1 were working together and
writing songs as well." Miller said.

"So I was working with Sanborn and
Luther for a couple of years and then

1 got a call from Miles (Davis)."

"Somebody recommended me to

him," Miller continued. "So 1 came
down to the studio for him and he

dug it and he said 'look I want you to

be in my band' and that began my
relation ship with him."

Miller played in Davis's band for

two years and then decided to study

studio production more closely.

After leaving the Davis band for a

few years. Miller returned in 1985

and started writing and collaborat-

ing with Davis. It was during this

period that the two musicians

became close friends until the trum-

peter's death in 1991.

In tribute to Davis, Miller wrote

two songs that appeared on his solo

albums, "Tutu" and "True

Geminis." With the endorsement of

one of Jazz's most influential artists.

Miller has since produced albums

for artists such as Grover
Washington Jr., as well as recording

several movie scores. Despite all of

his studio work. Miller still recog-

nizes his love for performing.

"Man, I have gotta do both," he

said. "I have to be in the studio - I

love making records. But if you just

make records all the time you don't

have any experience and your music

gets really boring really fast. So you

gotta get out there and experience

life and pl^y in front of people so you

can bring something back to the stu-

dio."

And Miller has gone "out there,"

and performed in countries all over

the world, noting that his favorite

venues have been in France, Japan

and Switzerland. In fact, in 1998 he

released a collection of live perfor-

mances, "Live & More."

Of his concert performances.

Miller said that he is actually more
popular in other countries than in

America and that his most loyal

crowd is the bass players that adore

Miller's thick grooves. However,
whether or not someone has even

heard Miller's records, he is certain

that they will enjoy his live shows.

"Ah, man, most of the people that

don't know anything about us walk

in and say Man, I didn't like jazz

when I came, man, but I love it

now,' ' he said. "That's usually the

response we get from college kids.

They didn't think they were going to

like it and we just blew them away."

MUSIC: Miller will be performing on
Friday, June 1, at tt>e House of Blues

on Sunset Boulevard. For tickets go to

www.ticketmaster.com. Miller's "M2"
is availat>ie on Telarc Records.

I CHOKE
i From page 21

on so that maybe I would get enough
pity that I wouldn't have to pay the

tab."

With such perverse characters and
storylines, Palahniuk is often consid-

ered one of the leaders of nihilist lit-

erature and ideas.

"It's funny because I don't sec the

books as nihilistic.*' Palahniuk said.

"J see them as dark but this darkness

irjust a wayio get through to a very

big romantic breakthrough. My
books have been about that darkness

but they always end in light."

In addition to this response,

Palahniuk is also distressed when
readers criticize the morals and
behaviors of his novels* characters.

"When people say they are dark,

unloveable characters, it hurts my
feelings because they are all based on

my friends," he said. "I just don't

want my friends to see those reviews.

I don't want them to be hurt."

However, before Palahniuk could

even worry about his friends feeling

hurt, he was in search of someone
willing to publish his daring stories.

**! started writing and no one

would publish my stuff because I was

just trying to write exactly like

Stephen King and Amy Tan and we
already have both those people," he

said. "So, I wrote this really outra-

geous book called 'Invisible

Monsters' and it got so much atten-

tion because everyone loved it, but

no one would buy it because it is too

weird.

"Out of reaction, I was so angry

about that that I wrote 'Fight Hub'
and said, 'They haven't seen weird

and dark yet,'" Palahniuk continued.

"I made it just as dark and weird as I

could, knowing they would reject it

too. And then they ended up buying

it three days after I sent it off."

Being so 'Vlark and weird."
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This coupon entitles the bearer
to one FREE copy of

Check your newsstandsJune 4th.

"An Introduction

to Legal Analysis

& Writing"

June 18 July 12. 2001

This dynamic four week

course is an introduction to

the law school expenence.

Using law school based

assignments, students will

learn essential skills including

effective writing style, case

synthesis, outlining and

exam preparation.

Taught by

Or. OavW Sa«u«lsoii, Pk.O.

F*rofessor of Law

$500 course fee

Call for an application

and information

(877) 858-4529

Registration deadline

June 10, 2001

The best first step
tor pii)N|n\'li\\'

law Students

320 East Street

Ontario. CA 91764

www.utv.edu/law

email: lawttdmOulv.edu
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UCLA
LIBRARY

Need
Help?

Ask an
Online

Librarian

Available

Monday - Friday 3 - 5 p.m.

from College Library Web site at

<http://www.library.ucla.edu/libraries/college>

and
Tuesdays and Thursdays from the

Biomedical Library Web site at

<http://www.library.ucla.edu/iibraries/biomed>
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Molly Molones
575 S. Fairfax Ave. (i w n. of eth)

(323) 578-5591
www.mollymalones.com

LIVE MUSIC 7 NIGHTS
Irish Drink Specialties

Free Parking

No Cover UCLA ID Thrs- Sat.

Pub Grub

The Pitcher House
142 Pacific Coast Hwy.

Hermosa Beach
(310) 374-0626

www.pitcherhouse.com
The Pitcher House Est. 1950

36 Beers. Wine. Cider

_ 4 Pool Tables, Shuffle Board,
- 2 Foosbatt Tables, Ping Pong,

Wed - Karaoke
Thur - Cup of Swill & FREE PIZZA
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Rusty's Surf Ranch
256 Santa Monica Pier

(310) 393-PIER
Full Bar, Full Service Kitchen, Patio

Seating, Pool Table, and Satellite TV.

Happy Hour Everyday 3 to close.

Karaoke Mon & Sun nights.

Live Music & Dancing- Call for details.

The Shock
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Santa Monica
(310)449-1171

Full Bar, Happy Hour 4-7 M-F Full
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Irish Pub
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Santa Monica
(310) 449-1812
25 Beers on Tap

Pool Tables. Air Hockey. Steel Tip

Darts. 9 TVs, MLB Package. Live
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& wine. $3 off appetizers.

Tomodochi Sushi
10975 Weybum Ave.

Westwood
(310) 824-8805

Full Sushi Bar with Lunch & Dinner

Specials. Sake Bombers Welcomel
Also try Tomadachi Express, open

10:30pm to 2am. Thurs.-Sat.
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€1 Dorodo

Fridays 9 Opium Den

1608 Cosmo St.. Hollywood
(S of Hollywood between Vine & Cahuenga)

(323) 860-6566
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Superstar DJ Coolwbip

Spinning: Hip-Hop • Funk • Rare
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Hot Apple Pie
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Superstar DJ Coolwhip:

Hip-Hop, DJ Lewis Album
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Outdoor Patio and Lounge

A/\Qglc
Every Wednesday @ Blue

1642 Las Palmas. Hollywood
(323)281-0516

Progressive House/ Trance/ Hip-Hop
with DJs Thomas Michael, Paul-E,

Three-O. Coolwhip, FiveStar, 2 rodms
and outside sfDoking patkj. 18-^ w/ID,

l
2U Full Bar. Clip this for free

admisston b«foire 10:30pm.
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Terminal Zero
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www.710content.com
House and Trance
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MILES
From page 20

hands," Harcourt said. "He was older,

sort of a tough guy. named Miles, who
had fished down off Chile. He had a

wife and kids he hadn't seen in 12

years, but he just couldn't bring him-

self to leave the boat. 'Miles' isn't

about him. but he did sort of plant the

seeds in my head. I started thinking

Vhal could have led him to this state

of being? How did he start oft?' Once
I started thinking about where this guy
could have come from. Miles was
born."

Harcourt also stressed that "My
Name is Miles" is not about him.

Instead, he described this novel about

the spiritual and geographical journey

of a young man from Northern
California through South America a

fictional biography of a guy not totally

unlike himself.

"Given difterent circumstances for

my upbringing and life, it's how I

think I would have reacted to the situ-

ations Miles experiences," Harcourt

said. "If, for instance, I had gone to

Mexico, maybe left the United States

for a few years. I could've ended up a

lot like Miles does. My own experi-

ences influenced me, but not directly -

it's more like they told me what not to

write."

America, Miles encounters trials that

test his mettle. Traveling through rural

villages and separated from the com-
forts of modern society, he eventually

discovers an inner strength that he

never knew he had.

Harcourt believes that the book
works because of the strength of its

main character.

"Writing is so organic, the charac-

ter just grew in my head," Harcourt

said. "I saw him walking around, eat-

ing, and before long everything just

sort of came out. Like I said, he isn't

me, but when I asked what I had to

show for my life, he just appeared as

the answer."

According to Harcourt, everyone

wonders what they've done in their

lives - if they've made th« right choic-

es, followed the right paths. He con-

siders "My Name is Miles" a response

to those questions.

"My hope is that people see some-
thing of themselves in this character,"

Harcourt said. 'Maybe they feel part

of his frailty, or his hopefulness, or

even his lust for life. Not everybody

gets to have the kind ofexperiences he

has, so even if it's just sort of a vicari-

ous thrill for them that's all right, but

there's more there than just that."

"Miles is who everyone could be if

they wanted to, and that's not auto^

matically a good thing," Harcourt

£ontinued. "Not everyone would -

On his journey through South want to be Miles, but some might

:i ( N'T/.',/ ,./
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Palahniuk's novels have helped many
people rediscover the joys of leisure

reading. Palahniuk is impressed with

the response he has gotten from his

publications.

"It's funny how many letters I get

that say 'I thought reading was for

losers until I found your book.'" he
said. "That's so great. I've also got-

ten an amazing number of letters

from guys in Christian schools where
my books are banned."

Palahniuk sees improvements in

his writing with the completion of
each of his novels; this improvement
merely inspires him to write more.

"I want to think I'm getting better

with each one." Palahniuk said. "I

personally think that Lullaby,' the

one I finished for next year is my best

one. It's a horror novel. I wanted to

really sit down over the next year and
write three horror novels. 'Lullaby' is

the first one."

Besides the three horror novels,

Palahniuk is working on a dark com-
edy TV series for HBO. Like all of his

works, these new projects will reflect

Palahniuk's basic outlook on
America.

"I see our whole culture coming
up really fast on a big romantic
breakthrough," he said. "We've been
so cynical and sarcastic and critical

for decades now. We are finally going
to realize that we have to do some-
thing with our lives and we have got

to create something. We can't just

tear things down for the rest of our
lives."

Ever thaughr o§ lotntna
a Jewish Community?
How abevt starting one?

Try the Westwood Boyit-a Jewish
student cooperative on Londfoir

Avenue in the heart of Westwood.

• 500 yards from campus
• DiscQunted rent

• A cooperative living environment
• Single and double rooms availale

• Outdoor pool

• Kosher Kitchen

• Regular Shabbat Dinners

For applications call Kendra Striegler

(310) 824-2752 kendras@ucla.edu

Website: wv^.bayitproject.org

or contact Anne Leshem (310) 824-3811 aleshem@ucla.edu
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MIXXING LAB, FRIDAY NIGHTS 10-4 Drink

specials Progressive houseArance music
2020 Ave of the Stars, Century City. 323-

820-2605. $10 w/student ID.
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LOVE? European writer/linguist, cosmopoli-
tan, accomplished, good-looking, mature,
healthy lifestyle, loves llteratureAravel-

ing/outdoors, seeks attractlve/smart/affec-

tkjfwte young female, any race/origin, for

friendship, possibly romarKre/marriage 310-

573-4020/maniO munich.com

VERY ATTRACTIVE. Successful, romantic,
swm, 35, fun-loving, intelligent, caring, con-
siderate, ufKjerstanding seeks very attractive

woman w/similar values. 18-36 Please send
photo/phone/note; 1015 Gayley Ave. #595.
LA, CA 90024.
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Recreational Activities

3 WEEKS IN KOREA FOR FREE. Learn
more atxxjt Korea and the wortd cup in 2002.
Everthing is freely provided in Korea.
Insurance and Processing fee: $299 Send
Request uswausCyahoo.com. Non-Korean
Speakers ONLY.
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ARE YOU SUFFERING
FROM ALLERGIES?

Allergy season can be miserable for many al-

lergy sufferers. However, new treatments are
being devek)ped. You may qualify to partici-

pate in a clink:al research study of an inves-

tigational allergy medk:atk>n If you quality

you will receive Free study medication, aller-

gy testing, and compensation up to $300.
For more information please call: Dr Jo-

nathan Corren, Allergy Research Founda-
tk)n. 310-477-1734 6X1.240 or ext.247
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CHRONIC BAD BREATH. Earn up to $120
and learn to control bad breath. Clinical stu-

dies in Culver City 310-645-8576

DO YOU SUFFER
FROM ASTHMA?

If you use medication for your asthma you
may qualify to participate in a clinical re-

search study of an investigational medica-
tion. If you qualify you will receive: free study
related medication, medical care for your
asthma during the study, and compensation
for your time. If you are interested, please
call: Dr Jonathan Corren. Allergy Research
Foundation. 31 0-477-1 734ext.240

DOES RUNNING OR FAST WALKING
Cause you to have wheezing or chest tight-

ness? If you have asthma or exercise in-

duced asthma, you may qualify to participate

in a research study of mari<eted medicatton.

If you qualify you wiH receive: Free study re-

lated care during the study, study medica-
tion, financial compensation up to $250. If

you are interested, please call: Dr Jonathan
Corren, MD. Allergy Research Foundation.
Inc. 310-477-1734 ext 312

EARN UP TO $100
ON A CLINICAL RESEARCH STUDY We
are recmiting smokers between 30 and 75, in

good health, wf>o have gum disease. You
may qualify for a study examining the effects

of a low dosage of the antibiotic doxycycline
in treatment of gum disease at UCLA School
of Dentistry. Call 310-825-9792.

MALE SMOKERS WANTED for UCLA smok-
ing cessatk}n study of spemi quality. Pro-

cedures conducted via mail. Compensation
up to $175. 310-825-9559.

2300
Spcrm/Egy Donors

EGG DONOR WANTED, under 23, Cauca-
sian, tight eyes, dean lifestyle. 4 weeks in

August, pay $3500. 818-952-5405 or email
smrteggs9aol.com.

If you are male, in college or have a college

degree, you can earn up to $600/mo. call for

details on our anonymous sperm donor pro-

gram. Receive free comprehensive health

screening & help infertile couples So if

youre looking for a great job and a little ex-
tra cash, call/email us first. 310-824-
994 1 /donorsO cryotjank.com.

Pay your tuition

with eggs.

If you're a woman between 18

and 35, you can earn money ea.si-

ly. anonymously. Donate your

eggs to an infertile couple.

$5,000 and up, depending on

you education and other qualifi-

cations. Call Today.

The CeismER for Egg Optkdns

310/546-6786

•"» C«nWr «or Sgq OpOont. U.C
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2300
Sporin / E(jf| Donors

2300
Speim/Egy Donors

calling allangels

*5
Compensation

f t •

THE EGG
DONOR

PROGRAM
Help a couple achieve their dream and
you'll receive the highest compensation
and most personalized attention from the
oldest donor program in LA.

We saeen recipient parents, too

Shelley Smith ma.. mfcc
323-933-0414
The Eoo Donor Program/The Surrooacy Program
e-mail SSmWiMFCCOaol.com-iitabllthed In 1990

'm
Egg Donors Needed
Healthy females ages 19-28

wishing to help infertile couples.

$5,000

^ Call MiRNA (818) 832-1494 .

2500
Tickets Wanted

PHD HOODING
CEREMONY

Looking to purchase 3-5 tickets at $10 eacti.

jtownsenOucla.edu

2600
Wanted

PERSONAL TRAINER: To train at home -

1/2 mile from campus- 2 or 3 days/wk early
moming. Please fax resume or name and tel-

ephone numtjer to set up interview. Fax
310-476-7976

AA AA^ii)^

transportation
4600-5500

SEEKING MALE lor marriage of conven-
ience, independent status. No gee card

-seekers. Alexa 619-244-9797, alexas-
tar2@hotmail.com

3500
Furniture

MATTRESS SPECIALS
NEW INNERSPRING twin sets $99 95, Fulls

$129.95. Queens $169.95 and Kings

$199 95 Also, Sealy. Stearns and Foster at

lowest prices 310-477-1466

f^ATTRESSES, FUTONS. DESKS, Book-
shelves, Dinette Sets, T-Table, Lamps, Deliv-

erf. Open 7 days. Kings Furniture 11961

Santa Monca Blvd. 310-575-4243.

^k900
Autos for Sale

1979 DATSUN 280ZX. ABSOLUTELY GOR
GEOUS. RED, 5-SPEED, 76,000 MILES,
A/C, SUPERB CONDITION, WELL CARED
FOR. A COLLECTORS CAR. $6999. 310-

441-5002.

1989 TOYOTA CAMRY Good conditton.

84,200miles GREAT gas mileage. Manual
transmission. Original owners $3,750obo
310-488-1910.

1994VWJETTA
White, 4-door, manual, sunroof, A/C, new
tires, great condition. 112,000mi. $5500/obo.
Call Robert 310-403-1401 or yesrobOhot-
mail.com.

1996 HONDA CIVIC EX, Black 5spd,
w/spoiler, 52K (4AHU475). Excellent condi-

tion, fully maintained w/records. Custom
high-end audio. $10.250obo 310-497-
2432/arifh6alum mit.edu

POLICE IMPOUNDS. Hondas as tow as
$500 for listings 1-800-319-3323 ext.A214.

•89 FORD ESCORT Automatic, 1 family

owner, original paint and interior. Runs excel-

lent 104k miles. $1100. 310-550-7000.

•SO-^I BMW CONVERTIBLE 325i. 5-speed.
complete service records, 96,500mi,
black/tan, alarm, CD, windscreen. Extremely
clean, orignial owner. $11,500obo. 310-922-

4553 Alex

5300
Scooter / Cycle Repair

^AOO
Stereos/TVs/Radios

BIG SCREEN 45" cotor TV $575 obo Cotor

TV 2T near new $175 Cotor TV 35" near

new $395 310-313-6449

CyclcTimo Compciny

Molofcycl* • Motof Scoolvr • Mopod
Sales • Repair* • Insurance

• EXCHANGE AO FOR niEE VEHICLE REPAIR
PICN-U^ OR PURCHASE DISCOUNT

(310)275-6734
1S32 S. U Cienega Blvd Six Blocks South of Pico

TRADE YOUR
ALREADY VIEWED
DVD FOR A FRESH

ONE AT
refreshdvd.com
COST $2.00

Scooters for Sale

2 DERBI SCOOTERS
Black or silver. SOcc engine, air cooled, disc
brake, top speed 55pmh. Can 866-INDIAN
LA Ask for Wade

ELECTRIC SCOOTERS $250 clearafWe
prfce, only 6 leftl 310-445-1989 Ask for

Wade

Classifieds

825-2221
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o o o o o o 5680
Travel Destinations

5680
Travel Destinations

travel
5600-5720

S680
Travel Destiiiiitiuns

ISRAEL TRIP! Isralighl Israel Programs for

Jewish students Scholarships available
Call Uzi 949-722-7548 or kinguziyahuOya-
hoo.com Isralight Alumni X2.

5700
Travel Tickets

FLY 4STANDBY. FLY 4 CHEAPI
Hawaii $139 o/w Europe $249 o/w (+tax)

4standby.com or 800-397-1098.

GET THE HELL OUT OF
HERE!

Mexico, the Caribbean or Jamaica
$250/round trip. Hawaii $l19/one way. Other
woridwide destinations cheap. Book tickets

online, www.airiech.com or loU free 877-air-

tech.
: .^

STUDENT TRAVEL

lYEdmCZMED

ifaaaa

.$450

.$518

$694 \WmJ
$499

X'. .

I i"^'

T-.T. •-!

London...

Parif

Madrid..

Brussels.

Amsterdam. ...$651

Rio do Janeiro...$738

San Jose, C.R. ..$521
rm ar* rournHnp RMtnctems may appiy
Tax not ndudid cat «101 7Sai>tO

920 Westwood Blvd.

310.UCLA.FLY or x60795 from campus

"i
—m

AQUA TRAVEL INC
WORLD WIDE LOWEST AIRFARES

MAKE YOUR OVMNMR CMIHOTH.
RESERVATION AT

http://www.prismaweb.com/aquatravel

24HO(JRSADAY
Lowest Domestic and
International Airfares

Tour Packages
Eurailpass

Hotel Accommodations
Car Rentals

•Asia'Attca'Auslrala'Eifope'Soulh

America*india*Canada*Mexico*Hawai*

Special domestic tlntm^iomlMafesMbble
Pticm ora Hiblact lo chcvxia wimouf notica

AvoMotJlMv fTXjy ba lm«ad ana kxd* re«htttof» moy
oppty Pkalaxat

PHONE (310)338«25
984 1 Airjxxl Bl.. SuHe 506. Los Angeles CA 90045

www.statravel.com TRAVEL

6000
Insurance

Vfly supers
(323) 277-4595
LAHN iUMIIICA SKOALttir

UMA^tM tm
MNOSMnS SM*

SM1IM»0W SMf
CMOMHA tm
lOMDOR tm

tm

Nl NV >OUK
$259 »T

6^00
Movers/Storage

BEST MOVERS. Lteensed, insured Lowest
rates Fast, coudeous-i-careful Many stud-'

ents moved for $98. Uc.-T- 163844. NO JOB
TOO SMALL! 1-800-2-GO-BEST Vbice-
nruiil/pager 323-263-2378

HONEST MAN w/14ft truck and denies,

small jobs, short notice ok. SF, LV, SD.
Student discount. Go Bruins* lOyrs. 310-

285-8688

JERRYS M0VING4DELIVERY The carelul

nx)vers. Experierx:ed, reUabte, same-day de-
livery. Packing, boxes available Also, pick-

up donations for American Cancer Society.

JerryO310-391-5657.

SUMMER STORAGE Free pick up avail-

abie, reasonable ratss. Westside Self-Stor-

age. 310-826-5955.

/lllstate.
>Amj1pb in good handa.

fvlike Azer Insurance Agency Inc
(310)312-0202

1 28 1 Westwood Blvd
<2 fcMks. So of WMs>nlre>

24 Hoora g ppy Servlctt

MitKocmr m
MMAIAJAIA $t»

NKMIA««A MH
llSAlVMOfl Sllf

HONDUBAS sni
CARACAS mt
SAO PAIIO 1141

COSTA MCA $1M
lUU I1W

KI(M{K.\/||
$259

LONDON S70S
PARIS $239

^
Vacalioii^
15b

$10«

$139

$139

$49
$109

$119

$13

6200
Health Services

HAIR MODELS NEEDED Free haircuts by
licensed profes5k>nal at upscale Beverly
Hills salon. Call Adrienne: 310-278-6845.

HIV POSITIVES Know in only 1 -minute,
www. 1 -minute-hiv-self-test.com

OMUNlKIt
$t«f MIMUN
SIM rmuiuiTA

ISM mi
lilimiTiHQTILAia]

^. SUMMER
"*^^^' SPECIALS..

Call Now!
VICT0RyTRAVEL.COM

tail: vktorytravsietarihlinlt.n^

6200
Health Services

TEETH WHITENING
BRENTWOOD COSMETIC DENTAL OWtoe
offers new teeth whitening system Afford-

able for everyone. $75 for upper or tower
310-207-5008.

6300
Lecjal Arivicn/Atlorneys

NO RECOVERY NO FEE
NO COST Sexual harrassment, Discrimina-
Iton. Auto-accWents, SUps/falls. MYER LAW
FIRM, Westslde. Scott D. Myer(UCLAW86)
www.bestlawyer.com 310-277-3000

6200
Health Services

6500
Music Lessofis

DRUM LESSONS
ALL LEVELS/STYLES with dedtoaled pro-

fessional. At your home or WLA studio. 1st-

lesson free No drum set necessary.
Neil 323-654-8226.

GUITAR LESSONS
by professional near UCLA All levels, guitars

available. Leam to play efforllesslyl

wwwJWGS.com. Call Jean at 310-476-

4154.

6600
Personal Services

PROOFREADING SERVKFS
•tvOMlKI \|ilS .•IjilllN .•-! KICI \S\IV

\ rrici'S

FAMOUS LAST WORDS
I v^r n |;\\K ! M' " "Wl \,, -

A ' 111 .) , ii.

6200
Health Services

COMPLIMENTARY CONSULTATION r^„ces
^^^..^^^ \jMhm Brilliant Reudlts
ORTHODONTIST «^^m.v s «^ _• ^**--

.^
SINCE 1980

UCLA PACULTV MKMBER
Dr. Nader Dayatii

Member American Association of Orthodontists

Specializing in braces for adults & children

ilh/

l'|s(.M| M rn s|l |t|,.\|.s \v
i 1^ w

(310)826-7494
IIMSWilihireBlvd. •802
Lot Aniirlcv CA 90025

(949) 552 - 5890
l»l24CuK>(r Dr, tA
lrvin»,CA 927i5

^^I'J'^gthWtiitening SSS^^f^

• Cosmetic Pcxceloln
• Surglcol Ottyxtontlcs

• Rennovabte
• TrcKJItlonol

• Invisible

* Europeon

la«b»(BtaiD<M tiaODODlAilllOOaOan
^f^C^ w«on» o» »»ijlri»iil \m nlwo ta m»la t»001.—».-..^- .—— ^..j.^.. ^^^- ||--|,||||||,||||,|,|„||

)M •anroMCato bKicM ml 1 1 )ao 00 (*« 1 1n 00 pai mi»«>
lof c«K>i«c cram MOaoOtaxlagnaiaciMtyinndMcn)

1 1 ^.00 lof tamiKtf conftA^Hsn

Display
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2300
Spertit / Erjti Donors

2300
Sperm / Enn Donors

2300
Sperm / Et|f| Donors

2300
Sperm / Ef](j Donois

Special Egg Donor Needed
ti>iyiliii«i'iii1iiijiiliiii«iiii>iii <i>ii jljf /.. I i|^ i M i..^ ;i

-

marred Donor will meet the Mowii^ criteria:

Height Approx. 5'9" or Taller •S.A.T. Score around 1300
or High A.C.T. •Caucasian •College Student or

Graduate Student Under 30 •No Genetic Medical Issues

Compensation

Paid to you and/or the charity of your choice.

All related expenses will be paid in addition to

your compensation.

(Extra compensation available for someone who might be especially

gifted in athletics, science/mathematics or music.)

For more information or to obtain an application please

contact Michelle at the Law Office of Greg L. Eriksen

(800) 808-5838
or email EggDonorInfo@aol.com.

. I ti^At m I Bwi rii I ljffl^>llllJM>^^^^>»^,|

^This ad is being placed for a (larticular client and is not soliciting eggs for a donor bank.

6600
Persoiicil Services

6700
Professional Services

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING

Comprehensive Dissertation Assistance

Theaai , Papers, and Pvtormi Statements

Proposals and Books
Memalwnal Students Welcome. Sinoo 1985

r.Pn.O.(S10)470-«6«2
wwwBear-Wnte.com

Brentwood Dfrmatoiogy

Medkai Group

Jidi H* Sivtn, MO
DMomaiF rf rti# Amiyirw Boani of l)enn«)tog^

.<

6700
Professional Services

APPLYING TO
MEDICAL SCHOOL?

W« specialize in helping pre-medical stud

ents write ttieir personal statement or sec-

ondary. Visit us at:

mecl8tudent-onlfhe.com

ATTENTION MBA. LAW, MEDICAL
SCHOOL APPLICANTS! Frustrated devel

oping your crucial personal statements? Gel

professional tielp from well-l(nown au-

Iftor/consultant 310-626-4445. www.winning-

personstatementcom.

CERTIFtEO SWIM INSTRUCTOR wOl teach

swim lessons at your tKxne. IrxlMdual or

group isteons el reaaonable rates Monica
310-452-3807

ifessional Tattoo
Removal
small: $140

medium: $250
large $750

f $25 off w/mMtionofAdl

PreccptottWp avalMvic for

wdkal and P.A. slwlcAtK.

Office located (HI

SwVkMrttkitrMtwood

310^2lh20S1
irwMr.Olrj

NEED IT TYPED?
Don't tiave time or inclination? Profession

al/degread word processors specializing in

legal^Mychoiogical transcription and lengthy

academic papers, (laglbie dralts pieaae).

O/pg. student rate. $50/tninimum. $l2^pict(-

up/deNvery. Resumes/$40. 323-288-6806
anytime

6700
Prolessional Services

CREATIVE EXPERTISE
FOR MEDICAL
SCHOOL,
PERSONAL

STATEMENTS,
RESUMES

Personalized, professional service. Disserta-

tion finalizing. Ace Words, Etc. 310-820-

8830

FORMER ENGLISH TEACHER w/ Masters
from U-Chicago. edits/word processes dis-

sertations, proposals, screenplays, personal

statements, resumes. International students

welcome Winslow's 310-829-6171.

HEAD SHOTS $99
SITTING PLUS digital file for unlimited

printsi! Westwood location. Call Jennif-

er:31 0-575-6636. www jennifermoss.com

MEDICAL SCHOOL APPLICATION COUN
SELINQ. Counseling by recently graduated

M.D. Specializing In application essays/inter-

view-sl(llls. Fee negotiable/money-back

guarantee. Greg Freedman, M.D. 310-960-

3300/pager.

NIGHTOWL
Research, Editing. Writing. OPEN 24-7

Flnoet quality at reasonabia rales. Interna-

tkHMl students welcome. 310-572-6500

6700
Professional Services

VERSATILE, SENSITIVE. PROFESSIONAL
EDITOR for your booit. stalled PhD., paper,

script. CoTKepts. Structure Close text edit.

CaN John at 310-306-0966.

7000
Tutorinf) Offered

AAA TUTOR'S CLUB
A HOME TUTORING service lor all sut))ects.

grades K-12. Lowrest prices guaranteed! For

more infomrtation call 310-444-0449.

CHEMISTRY, ORGANIC CHEMISTRY,
PHYSICS, BIOLOGY, PHYSIOLOGY,
STATS. By doctoral student, w/lots of teach-

ing experience Fee negotiable/money-t)ack

guarantee Call Greg, 310-397-0547.

RESEARCH PAPER TUTQR 4 UCLA
grad and published writer offers private tutor-

ing services. 310-293-0884.

WRITING TUTOR
Kind and patient Stanford graduate Help
with the English language—tor students of

all ages/levels. 310-440-3118

7100
Tutoring Wanted

EARN $12(VWK CASH FOR 10 HRS Study
while you keep a 1 3y/o cotnpany afterschool
DrivingAmath tutoring. Call Gail 310-680-
8080

Classifieds

825-2221
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7000
Tiitorincj Offered

ENGLISH AND MATH TUTOR for 10yr old

tx)y Few trours a week. Pacific Palisades.

$10/hr. 310-459-7246

TEACH THE SATs

Need energetic people witli

High SAT scores to prep

students 1-on-l or in classes.

All regions. $15-$25/hr. Flex

hours. Car needed. Call Tom

310-448-1744

www.tutorjobs.com

7200
Typing

AFFORDABLE LEGAL-MEDICAL, transcrib-

ing arxj general word processing services.

Legal documents, resumes, research pa-
pers, flyers, etc. Low rates 7 days! 323-653-

0560

DOCTOR WORD term papers, resumes,
theses, dissertations, scripts. 310-470-0597.

OFFICE ON DEMAND
Typing, Editing &

Research
Term Papers, Internet Research, Notary
Servfc« and more. 310 289 1368 www.ofti-:

ceondemand.net

WORD PROCESSING specializing in thes-
es, dissertations, transcription, legal, psych,
resumes, fliers, brochures, mailing lists, re-

ports 310-828-6939

rm

einpl^ment
7400-8300

7AOO
Business Opportunities

$500 WEEKLY WORKING FROM HOME
Rush tHJSiness-size self addressed stamped
envelope M.V A. PO. Box 6923-DB, Malibu,

CA 90264

FREEDOM
WORK FOR YOURSELF This summer Get
paid daily and build residual income working
with a 29-year-old NYSE Company 888-

574-9330.

7500
Career Opportunities

•WORK/STUDY IN MADRID, SPAIN* In-

credible Opportunity. Study Spanish and
wor1< leaching ESL (no expenence neces-
sary) to pay living/traveling expenses.
www.oleidiomascom/canterburyworl<sludy

3 WEEKS VACATION,
OH YEAH!!

Assist exec, w/intemet protects: liase w/poll-

ticians; coordinate mariceting efforts, major
diversity/growth here!! Absolute style and
windows skills are a MUST!! Incredible ben-
efits and bonus$$$ Immediate interviews!

"The Placement Company" Fax 310-889-
7101 deidredaleOearthlink.net

ARE YOU
SABOTAGING YOUR

OWN
SUCCESS??

Most people only use 10% of their actual

potential Attend this seminar and find out
how to access ttie resti Wednesday June
6th, 7pm Beveriy Hills Church of Scien-
totogy Call 310-226-2465 for Info.

JUST SECRETARIAL?
NOT!

HANDLE BUSINESS/Personal affairs; plan
events; surf the net; polish Power Point pro-

jects; track legislation; create a spread sheet
or two; get your educatton pakl for sounds
great, huh? Sweet opportunity lor talented

college grad The Placement Company"
deidredaleOearthlink.net Fax 310-889-7101

Display

2U6-3060
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7500
Cnreer Opportuiiilios

RN OR DENTAL STUDENT for MD o«ice
near Beverly Hills on Saturday AMs or P/T
Top salary. Call 323-939-2111

TELEMARKETING
SALESPERSON

Telemarketing sales of cellular phones
Comission only $60 per activated phone
line. Call Stacie 310-712-4900

7600
Child Care Offered

$$$ LOW PRICES $$$WONDER YEARS PRESCHOOL run by
UCLA grads. Aoes2.5/6years. Two large
play-yards. Open 7:30-5:30 Close to UCLA
310-473-0772.

7700
Child Care Wanted

MALE STUDENT w/computer skills&car.
Pick up 11 ys/o tx)y from school Supervise
HW. M-F, 3-5pm. Brentwood Start Fall. 310-
476-6545

7800
Help Wanted

206.3060

MOTHERS HELPER
Lady student that can speak iwlandann
Chinese Prefer good English and/or Psy-
chotogy Time flexible. Lilly 310-899-5579.

PT CHILDCARE
For Very special 6yr old daughter Interna
tional or bilingual background preferred,
caiftreferences required. Grand Piano. Bev-
ertywood. Lalrd:3 10-287- 1677.

ACCESS TO A COMPUTER? PUT rT TO
WORK! Up to $25-75/hr. PT/FT.
www.EamEZbucks.com 888-715-4646.

ADMIN. ASSISTANT
Brentwood real estate offk:e. $l2/hour. PTor
FT. Fax resume to: 310-476-7284.

7800
Help Wanted

COACH FOR KIDS
COACHING/SKILL buiWing for 6 4 8 year-
oW boys, soccer and baseball Brenhwood.
Send fax to 310-393-4553.

COUNSELORS AND
INSTRUCTORS

In an. swimming, nature. vkJeo and ropes
needed by TumblevMed Day Camp Must be
responsible, energetic and enjoy working
with children 310-472-7474

7800
Help Wanted

DESIGN/SALES
Seeking designers/sales help for Italian

showroom specializing in medium-high kitch-

ens, baths, closets, furniture. PT/FT. Dan-
ielle 310-397-1140

THE BABYSITTERS
CLUB

Provides on-call sitter service to parents
Days, evenings and weekends. 310-226-
2900.

7700
Child Care Wanted

AGENCY NEEDS PROFESSIONAL NAN-
NIES for Full/Part time positions Must have
minimum 3yrs expenence 310-229-5221

BABYSITTER FOR TEN YEAR OLD. Fe-
maleonly. Near UCLA. 3-4 hours twice a
week 310-475-1075 After 6 pm.

CARING RESPONSIBLE BABYSITTER
NEEDED for 5-year-oM boy In Beverly Hills,

5-min from school. Hours flexible. Call 310-
858-1616 or page 310-236-7555

FEMALE AFTER-SCHOOL/SUMMER
CAMP CHILD CARE/DRIVER for 2 kids
(10&13) 20-25hrsAveek Bel Air. Must have
car/references. Elizabeth: 310-472-9920
evenings/fax 310-472-9178.

totlie Bninem
concert you
cant goto
because of
'"midtenns"
durlngStli

aiKl

have in

every Wednesday
and friday you can
sell them all in the

Daily Bruin's

tns
»-tH»iknid

"aclB for iierm over $200 are $2

Classifieds

825-2221

WEEKEND AID for 13 y/o autistk: boy. Ex-
petitnce helpful Need car. Salary $l3/hr.
Flexible daytime hours Nancy 310-568-
4347 days. 310-306-2358 after 6pm.
nbl«¥ineO yahoo.com

7800
Help WiiMled

$$Get Paid For Your
Opinions!$$

$15-$125 and more p<

ADMINISTRATIVE
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT: Answer
phones, computer experience West LA In-

ternet Company. 310-558-9064 ext 106. Fax
310-558-9065.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT to real es-
tate broker Mornings mandatory. Car re-

quired. Must know Word/Excel, be computer
friendly and type 40wpm $9-11/hr. 310-474-
4250.

Earn

www.mon«y4aplnionsxofn
per survey!

$15-$23/HR BRIGHT ENTHUSIASTIC peo-
ple to teach SAT prep and ALL Academic
Subjects. Transportatk>n required. We will

train. RexiWe hours. Send or fax cover let-

ter/resume, including test scores (SAT GRE.
etc.) to ACE Educational Sennces, Attn;Bar-
ry, 9911 W Pteo Blvd, Ste.PH-K, LA. CA
90035; Fax:310-282-6424 Posilk)ns avaH-
ablQ throughout LA and tfia V«Utay.

•M0VIE EXTRA WORK* Beats all jobs. Start

immediately. Great pay Fur^asy No crazy
lees. Program for free medk:al Call-24/hrs
323-850-4417.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT/BOOK-
KEEPER. Excellent computer and phone
skills required. Flexible, pan-time hours.

$10-13/hr Ask tor Esther btw. 1-5pm We
are natkxial ftower shippers. 310-230-
0811 or Fax resume: 310-230-4146.

CP SHADES
CP SHADES, natk>nal woowi's dothlng re-

tailer&manufacturer based in the Bay area is

interviewing for FT/PT sales In its Santa Mo-
ntea kxatwn. CP Shades offers challenging,

exciting environment, highly competitive sal-

ary, vacation, health&dental, a free outfit

every month, and a generous discount. Best
of all it's the chance to work for a friendly

growing company that makes ctothes that

you will want to own. Fax resume 310-392-
0586 or come bv 2937 Main St to apply.

DO CATS MAKE YOU
WHEEZE?

If you are allergk: to cats, you may qualify to
participate in research study of an investiga-
tkjnal medk:atk)n. If you qualify, you will re-

ceive study related medkation and up to

$250.00 cofT)p«nutk}n for your time If inter-

Mted, pleaa* can Jonattian Corren, MD. at
310-477-1734 •xt.242

DOG LOVER'S NEEDED
Urban Dog is now hiring for Full and Part
Time positwns Ask for Kim or Jan. 310-445-
1447

CRA MAINTENANCE Seeks laborer to wort(
flexible hours maimaining equlpmwit and
facilities. Pay is $7.52-$9.37 Call 310-206-
1399. Applkations available at Men's Gym
Rm 14.

AMERICORPS PosittonHelp launch literacy

devetoprrient program for preschoolers.
Child development experience. Spanish-Bi-
lingual preferred. 33hours/week. Start
9/1/01 Julie. Connectioiw For ChlWf»n:310-
452-3325

10MINS FROM UCLA Electronic retail

store PT/FT technkail savvy person front

page! For customer, sales, and sendee. 310-
475-0859. Mr. Schulze.

A GREAT SUMMER JOB in the North Coun-
ty/San Diego area. Flexible hours and days.
Pays $7.25/hr. plus bonuses Brent 602-
418-2332.

A PERFECT STUDENT
JOB!!!

AFTERNOONS DURING SCHOOL Fulltime

during Quarter Breaks and Summer Vaca-
tions! Work at the most famous tennis shop
in LA WorV experience not necessary. Mini-

mum pay $7 50/hr. "String for the
pros!'Westwood Sporting Goods 1065 Gay-
ley Ave. 310-208-6215.

AAATTENTION
VOICE CHARMERS

WANTED
To set appointments for twufique'' Ad Agen
cy that speciali/es in high-end national mag-
azines and TV. $20/appt -^$100 bo-
nus/sale+profit participation. Work own
hours from home Potential for multi-thou-

sand$ income/month. P/T. Actors/models
also wanted lor ad productKm. Call 310 305-
1223.

ART GALLERY
ASSISTANT FOR
PROMINENT
WESTSIDE
GALLERY

Train now-F/T by August. Requirements:
Spanish fluency, detail-oriented, art back-
ground. $10-12/hr+commission. Fax re-

sume:310-586-1712.

ASSISTANT NEEDED
ASSISTANT WANTED by busy broker. Flexi-

ble hours, bonuses, extras Call Andy 800-
648-0519.

CSOs HIRING FOR
SUMMER AND FALL

Do good and get paid. Pay $8.47 to
$l0.65/hr Must be a UCLA student ¥»lth U
academic yeats remaining with a vaNd driv-

er's livensa. Phone: 310-825-2148. WEB:
www.ucpd.uda.edu/ucpd/cso E-mail:
csoOucpd.ucla.adu.

CUSTOMER SERVICE
SALES:

Friendly, energetk: people for sakxi sales.

$15-$25/hr. CaH Bryan or Cherise O 310-
820-2710.

EARN AS MUCH AS
$5CVHR

EXCELLENT ENTREPRENEURIAL P/T
Sales Opportunity: Make your own hours. No
experience necessary. To receive more infor-

mation call 818-487-7270

FIVE DAY HOST OR HOSTESS newlMl lor
upscale restaurant. M-F. 11 -2:30pm $8
Contact Dawn 310-449-4000

CAMP COUNSELORS
Instructors, lifeguards for daycamp in

Agoura/Malibu. 818-706-7335

CLERK. P/T, Pleasant Century City Engi-
neering Firm seeks perfectionist with typ«r)g

skills for general offk:e duties. Must absolute-
ly be detail-oriented. $ll/hour to start Call
Rhonda 310-286-2437.

DAY CAMP - SUMMER
Seek staff w/summer honie in or near the
San Fernando or Conejo Valleys. Oxnard,
SImi, Malibu. misc. Instructors & General
couns. $2750-3500+ for surrmier. 888-
784-CAMP www worttatcamp.com

FLASH 5
Flash animators/programmera to halp pio>.
due* games/cartoons tor new online enter"
tainment network. Pubiici2e your new^exist-
ing work and share profits www.p-d-
n.com/infoOp-d-n com/310-989-3114.

FLUENT MANDARIN SPEAKER to laMtl
play Wkkto agM 6 & 8 in Pacifto Palisades.
$iSffir. Must be laqal Joyce 31 0-454-6842.

FOREIGN VOICES
ASAP EuropearVAaian male and female for
upcoming movia dubbing and voic«-over
projects. Freelance basis. For details call
Claire 818-592-0056 ext 10.

FREE MODELATALENT AUDITIONS for
men/women/kkte (all ages) for upcoming TV/
fashion shows, commercials, magazines,
movies, and more. No experience. 310^
360-1240.

DAY CAMP COUNSELORS needed at
Westchester Family YMCA. Seeking energe-
tk: leaders enjoying pre-teens, beach/aquat-
ic, field trips, arts and crafts etc Steve 310-
670-4316.

FRIAR TUX SHOP
Formal wear sales and rentals $9-
lO/hr+commisswn No experierKe neces-
sary. P/r-F/r positwns available Can us m
WLA 31 0-559-4889

CLERK/SECRETARY P/T, 10-20hrs/wk.
Westwood law firm Filing, typing, team a
lot ©law, flexible schedule. 1 yr commitment
required. Fax resume 310-446-9962.

CLINICAL EXPERIENCE
Clink:al technician needed for ophthalmology
clink: at UCLA Medk:al Center. No expen-
ence required; pre-med and pre-optometry
encouraged. Call Dan 310-206-7475 or fax

resume/cover letter Attn: Rosamaria 310-
794-2029.

DAY CAMP
COUNSELORS

Pall Camp now hiring enthusiastic coun-
selors! Summer fun includes: jet skiing,

amusement partes, beach days, paintball and
more! 19 and up. Call Jacque: 310-477-
2700x14

FT RECEPTIONIST NEEDED In BH saton.
Must be reliable, able to work under pres-
sure, and obtain excaHam customer s«rvk:e
skills 310-278-5826. 9867 WWsNf Blvd.

FUN
SEEKING ATTRACTIVE, RESPONSIBLE
MOTIVATED FEMALE to he*) me with my
Tea' Company. Excellent earning potential
Can Tracy. 310-824-5511.

DAY CAMP
Summer. Swimming, beaches, horses &
rrwre. www.daycampjobs.com

FUN SUMMER
Swimming, horsss, beaches and more.
www.daycampjobs.com.

Attention UCLA Students SUMMER WORK
•Fun Environment
•5-40 hr schedules
•Conditions Apply

>Time Off for Family Vacation

•Training Provided
•Part/Full Time

•Flexible Schedules
•Scholarships Possible

$14.25 Base-A

•Great Resume Experience
•No Experience Necessary

•All Majors Welcome
•Customer Service/Sates

Bakersftetd

' Brubank

Pasadena
San Luis Obispo
Santa Barbara

Santa Clarita

Santa Monk^a
Thousand Oaks
Ventura

Walnut

West Covina

Local Office: 310-
661-834-6600

818-558-1063

626-432-1903

805-474-9164

805-968-6263

661-254-0404

310-475-8283

805-496-7007

805-382-8391

626-810-0645 '

626-915-3666

475-8283
Anaheim
Cerritos

Costa Mesa
Downey
Huntington Beach
Long Beach
Mission Viejo

Northridge

Torrance

Westchester

Whittier

714-526-3337

526-809-2227

714-546-5705

323-566-7415

714-593-8336

562-498-2281

949-364-7161

818-998-6646

310-791-9468

310-641-7995

562-696-9889

www.wor kforstudfintc;nnm/iir|a
Displ.jy

206-3060
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7800
Help WunttMi

GET INTO LUCRATIVE business of model-
ing! Well-respected photographer will do
your portfolio and find you Job- Not neces-
sarily nudity. 310-478-4734.

HOSTESSES NEEDED Hana Sushi in

Brentwood. Please caU anytime 310-477-
9796.

INTERESTED IN GERIATRIC CARE? He*)
serwor citizen in exercise, female, PfT. Need
own transportation, doesn't mind reading

aloud, non-smoker. Hours, salary negotiable.

Endno. Estelle, 818-789-2487 CaH 12-6pm.

INTERNET PROJECT
Make changes to existing page, and add
new (second) page. (Real Estate related)

Will pay $250-$400. Scott 310-230-3720 or

email scottprice9prula.com

JEWISH HEBREW
Arxl Sunday Schools need teachers. Good
Jewish education and tove of children de-

sired Ahce Fasman:323-76 1-8613.

LIBRARY JOBS. Shelving and other stacks
duties, 12-19 hrs/wk $6.83/hr to start.

STUDENTS ONLY apply at Young Research
Library Rm. 11617 or call Antigone Kutay
310-825-6982.

LIFEGUARDS
Certified LGs. Start afternoons 5/7. Also
Summer positions. Get paid to get (re)certi-

fied. Mature 18+ and good swimmer. Beauti-
ful canyon setting Tim 310-472-7474. Fax
resume 310-476-7788.

MARKETING/PR/SALES. Creative
Desipn/Productton studio seeking self-moti-

-wMed- fndividuat w/madceting and sales ex-

perience. Enthusiastic, has irutiative arKi

very responsible, www.motiontheory.com.
Caroline 310-396-9433

MEDICAL RECEPTIONIST Bevefty HJNs.

Floidble houfs. Mainly afternoons. 20-25
hrsA«4c. Salary negotiable Fax resume 310-
273-6082 or call 310-273-8568

MEDICAL RESEARCH
ASSISTANT Summer posMon. F/T-P/T. Fax
resume to 310-230-1960.

MODELS WANTED
ASAP: MaiM (Mpecia>y)& females for up-

coming teahlon shooL Start/build portfolio

and gain experience. For details caN Tesh
310-408-5203

7800
H( l() Wiinted

MODELS WANTED! FM Productions is cur-
rently hiring models lor print an dvMao work
EweHsnl pay-no experience necessary. 818
785-6028

MODELS WANTED!!!
Make up 10 $300 for a ooupia of hours doing
nude modsiirx). If interested please call 213-
624-8599

MODELS WANTED- Sexy Females for new
men's magazine, e.i. Maxim. Stuff, FHM
Please Call, Anthony0323-8 16-31 51 or dig-

gideeOmediaone.nat or send photos to: S
Magazine, 302 North La Brea Ave. #350, Los
Angeles, CA 90036

MODELS-PHOTO Part time, 2-3 hours.
$2S/hour. Women's dress and btouse. San
Gabriel V^Hey. 626-793-5349 (evenings)

NEED A FUN SUMMER JOB THATS Close
to the beach? Come wort< for the Coffee
Bean in Pacifk: Palisades. Must have car.

For more info call Elizabeth, 310-230-2587.

7800
H(.'l|) Wiinlod

NEED TO MAKE SOME PT $$$? WiH train

and sponsor assistant broker. PM wori(

Guarantee-t-bonus. BH offk:e. Call Neil 800-
450-7585.-

NEW UPSCALE JAPANESE SUSHI RES-
TAURANT In WLA Seeks waitresses for

lunch or dinner. Must be legal to work.

Phone: Yoshiko 805-983-6495 for appt.

OPEN CALL
MALE SINGERS 18-24 for boy POP Group.
Looking for handsome, lean cut, model-
types wfx) are serious singers. Auditton June
2nd. Sunset Studios. 7707 Sunset B^d. 1-

3pm. Bring tape or CD to sing with and
photo.

OUTSIDE SALES
6 figure income in 3yrs. Retire in lOyrs. Inter-

r>et Company kx)kjng for independent out-

side sales representatives. Get your own
exclusive territory nationally -You own hours
Commission Only Call Mr. Lebowski 818-
887-7188.

Looking to fit a flexible
Job into your full-time

schedule?

No Experience Necessary
Mn Nonien. diildrai. ail atcLslM,

nca. IT - NnB Commerciak - MapaHH
forpersonal interview callnow

310.659.7000

If you're male* in good

health, in college or have

a college degree, and

would like a flexible job

where you can earn up
to $600 per month
AND set your own
hours, call for details on

our anonymous sperm

donor program. Receive

free health screening

and help infertile couples

realize their dream of

becoming parents.

310-824-9941
or e-mail us at

donorsig^cb.com

WehmSummerm^ons available.

I

HICLAFund
Looking for g%

$T.50 per hour

nUS BONUS
•Convenient Scheduling

(Mon.-Fri. evenings & Sat.,Sun.)

*Build Your Resume

*Speak Directly to Alumni

** We are an equal opportunity employer

Call Sandin for Appointinent

310-794-^77
1083 GayIeyA\«. 4th

email caUcefiter@supportucla.edu

Classifieds

825-2221

Nutrition Class

tcr rno"'' 'ntc

1 r ' ,.-,-

www.studenthealth.ucla.edu

ucia Ashe Center

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

1 Underway
6 Peaks
11 Consumer

?rotaction org.

ogl of baseball
15 Oo-re-mi
16 Qlnger -
17 Move furtively

18 MMead in poker
19 Rstieggs
20 UrxJermine
22 Steady place
24 Like rTX>tas9e8

26 Ugfit benders
29CtMnt
30 Newgrovvth
32 Platform
33 Fan into ruin

35 Tenltory

39 Buildina wings
40 Caesars dozen
41 Sermon topk:

42aaypot
43 Fern

reproductive

body
45 Leave out
46 Sing a kjllaby

46 Type of paper
50 — up: got a

muscle spasm
53 Ftftti planet
54 Qattwr tooether
55 Migrating birds

57 Zodiac sign
56 Some vines
60 Kin of argon
65 Vital stattstic

66 Peddles
67 Susan Lucoi role

66 Newscaster
Koppei

69 Jokewitfi
70 Uke ctiips

DOWN
1 Stomacti
muedes

ITT?

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

B OW

uaizis QsaiD asaizi
M 1 NB s N O inIM E O P A R D
y^u B|ElATN D R E S S Y

A RT CO A L iPAj, NQ BE L L Y lIeIgI
H YDlER A IN G E iBlYlTlEl
Bizja oeasoa sasEiia

F E TIEIS^ L E 1 WmASSERT]m S T 1 p
MUT U A L N D S gIeIoI

fr<S1-01 O 2001, UTMad FMlUf* Syndlcale

2 Marsh
3 Bauxite, for one
4 Man-mouse

connector
5 Assunte, as

responsibility

6 Pulpits

7 Frosty

8 Grimace
9 Santa's

CO-worker
10 Expeditkxi
11 Pointed

ranuirks
12 Thrive

13 Rathskeller
pints

21 Was sorry

23 Pasta ct>oice

24 Blockbuster
product

25 - probability:

very likely

26 Quiet
27 Peasant-

soldiers of yore

28 Get nosy
30 Heir
31 Couple
34 Montrealpro
36Sendas —

payment
37 Napoleon's fate

38 Floral oil

43 Turf

44 Rhea cousins
47 Withstand
49 Tips

50 Qokl unit

51 Portrait

52 Appointed
53 Outlaw James
55 — monster:

Hzard
56 Electric fish

59 Rying shape
61 Epo^
62 None
63 Mo. for most

Libras

64 Vote
against

-^

Display
206-3060

A<if^^Ai^
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7800
Help W«inled

Are you a model...

Looking for all types

male/female models/actors
Wc also have Plus size & Children div.

For prim & non-union cumnica'tah
No cxpcncnce rctjuiml. No lees

JoasL

PfT WRITER Pleasant Century City Engi-
neering Firm seeks perlectionist with strong
writing skills to produce mikJIy technical re-

ports lor internal and external use $l3/hr to
start Wage increases as appropriate. Mini-
mum I5hrs/wk. Must have car and in-

surance. Fax resume 310-286-9126 or call

310-286-2437

PART-TIME CHILDCARE needed. Help
w/summer activities. Rexible schedule need-
ed, evenings/weekends. Encino Mulholland
and 405 adjacent. Must have car. Call Jack-
ie: 31 0-826-2466

PART-TIME CUSTOMER
SERVICE

REPRESENTATIVE
For an exclusive fast-paced Westwood dry
cleaner. Outgoing, Inendly Will train/sales
experience a plus. 15-25 hours, mornings or
afternoons, plus Sat. or Sun $8-10/hour
Apply in person: 1600 Westwood Blvd Or
Call: 310-474-8525.

7800
Holi) Wnfitod

SUMMER DAY CAMPS
San Fernando or Conejo Valleys. Oxnard,
Simi, Maltbu Misc. Instructors & General
couns $2750-3500-»^ for summer. 888-784-
CAMP www.workatcamp.com

SUMMER JOBS! WEST Los Angeles day
camp hiring energetic counselors, lifeguards.

and specialists. Call Tiffany at 310-399-
2267.

SUMMER JOBS...GET
PAID EXPERIENCE

West Los Angeles. San Fernando Valley

Santa Clarita VaHey, Simi and Conejo Valley

areas. Receptionist. File Clerit, Admin Assis-

tant. Customer Sen/ice and MANY OTHERS
needed. Work as much or as seldom as you
llke-you decWe! Come to the office ckjsest to

you:

BARRINGTON STAFFING SERVICES
Santa Monica 310-453-1519. Thousand
Oaks 805-494-8695; Burbank 818-954-
0054; Valencia 661-294-9046; Woodland
Hills 818-703-8658. Our sen/ice tree to ap-
ptteants.

7800
HpIj) Wiinl<'(l

WEST LA BASED MEDIA COMPANY seeks
energette. outgoing individuals to tram, learn,

and sell advertising media Pay based
against commissions with up-side opportuni-

ty If you are considering a future in advertis-

ing, media, and sales please contact Ftoger

at resumeOparkmedia.com or fax 310-432-
6100.

7800
Help W.iiUod

WORK from home In the US or In an intema-
ttonal business 24 hour message 310-884-
8748.

7900
Housesiiting

EXPERIENCED HOUSE SITTER AVAIL-
ABLE 7/27-8/4. MATURE FEMALE, Profes-
sional, working P/T in LA, Impeccable Local
Refererices and housesitting experience
Great with aH interior and exlenor plants Fee
negotiable. Other dales available theachas-
sinOatt net 914-945-0245

WESTWOOD PLAZA

BACHELOR
AVAILABLE NOW

$825
Fumistied - Utilities included.

Stiort term available.

31 0-208-8505

7800
Help W.juted

APARTMENT FOR NEXT YEAR- 9/1/01.
Palms 2bdmV2bth $l475/month. $1450 de-
posit. Underground parking, new. spackxjs.
near Ireeway/bluebus. 1-yur-lease Jessica
310-880-5109.

APARTMENT FOR
RENT

Large 1 bedroom, 1 bath. A/C. fireplace, bal-

cony, heated pool/spa. all kitchen appli-

ances. $1250/month. 310-824-1640

PERSON WANTED to sell syndicated news-
paper features (columns and cartoons) to
newspaper editors throughout the United
States. Major un»vefs»ty of UCLA Gfadume.
Must read newspapers and be comfortable
meeting newspaper editors in person. Send
resume via fax 310-440-8934.

SUMMER OUTDOORS
FUN WORK WITH CHILDREN IN EX-
CITING 7-week day program* 2-week
Sierra Sleepaway June 25-August 24.

Experience with water activities.

$33&fbonus/week. Call 310-826-7000 or

www.SierraAdventureCamps .com

8000
Internships

FILM INTERNSHIP
ACCLAIMED PRODUCER seeks motivated
interns for summer 2001. Please fax

resumes to Commotion Pictures

attn:Mk:helte 310-432-2001.

INTERN FOR METLIFE FINANCIAL sen^ic-

es! In Century City. Up to lOhrs/week. Call
310-407-3076.

PERSONAL BOOKKEEPER NEEDED. Ex-
penences and references a must. Few
hours/week at Palisades home 310-573-
1891.

SUMMER SPORTS
CAMP COUNSELORS

Prime Time Sports Camp is now hiring for

summer 2001 Sports background and ex-

perience working with children required

9;30AM-3:30PM. M-F 6/25/01-8/31/01. WLA
and Palisades. Peter:310-288-4 132.

QUICK MONEY
P/T- Insert updates in library books. 5-6hrs.
Flat fee $60-70. 310-277-8438.

RECEPTIONIST
RECEPTIONIST po6itkyi available in B.H.
Lawfirm. Full-time, benefits, ntoe group ol

people. Great opportunity to gain experierice
in a legal environment. Fax resume to: 310-
274-2798 Attn: Human Resources, or maN to

Lurie, Zepeda, Schmalz & Hogan; 9107
Wilshire Blvd. Suite 800; Beverty Hills. CA
90210. No phone calls pleasel

RECEPTIONIST
WEST LA Center for TherapeutK Massage
Starting at $10/hr.+ljeneflts. Hours Tuesday
5-10:30pm. Wednesday 2-10:30pm Thurs-
day and Frklay 8:30am-2:30pm Saturday
6:X-10:30pm. 310-444-8989.

SUNSET CANYON REC CENTER seeks
ARC Certified, responsible irxlividuals to

work as lifeguards and swim instructors dur-

ing the summer months. CaH 310-825-1059
AppNcattons avail at SCRC.

SWIM INSTRUCTOR: WSI Ages 2-8.

Summer Camp. Tarzana 818-881-9707

Take a Semester off! Ski for FREE!
Aspen Skiing Company
www.jobswithaltitude com

1-800-525-6200

SUMMER RESEARCH/
MOLECULAR BIOLOGY
INTERNSHIP. Biochemistry undergrads
needed for UCLA summer research in bioin-

formatics/computatiorul molecular biology.

Must know basw biochemistry. Computer
skills needed (preferably UNIX). Dr PetW:
310-206-4748.

8200
Temporary Eniploynient

HEAD FRESHMAN BOYS BASKETBALL
COACH: Experience playing arxl coaching
needed. $2800-3200 for the season. 5 days
a week from 2:30 to 5:00. with a few Satur-
day games. The season begins in November
ar>d runs through February. Please fax
resumes onlyll Fax to 310-288-3286

REWARDING/FUN
Summer Swimming, beaches, horses &
more, www daycamp|obs com.

SALES POSITION available for internet e-
commerce company. Salary'H:ommissk>n.
Call 310-234-0784. Fax: 310-234-0786.
Email: JobsOelectrobuy.com

SANTA MONICA ATTORNEY is tooking for a
FT/PT lile clerk and secretary Hours can be
flexible Must be able to type and speak
some Spanish. Please call Alita 310-452-
1441.

SEEKING Business.Marfceting majors. Ex-
pansion of Nutritwnal Sales divtskKi of multi-

million$$$ health center Will train High-in-
come potential Kimbertey O Symmetry 310-
399-6926.

TEACHER AND ASSISTANT TEACHER
NEEDED School age day care cehter, full

time summer employment In Van Nuys;
Sports, Crafts, Trips. Swimming, etc Must
have BA with minimum 24 units in chiW
devetopment courses. Teacfiing credential is

preferred. Good Salary. Lenny 818-894-
0330.

TESTMASTERS is k)oking for intelligent

people to answer phones and provkje infor-

matkjn about our LSAT courses. $13/hour,

minimum of 30 hours/week. Only those with

excellent phor>e skMIs shouW apply. 323-655-

2699.

UCLA RECREATION
SUMMER CAMP JOBS

GREAT MONEYI GREAT TIME! We need
energette people to be sumnoer camp coun-
setors Pay is $7 38-$il.00/hr. Morning, af-

ternoon, all-day shifts available. CaH 310-

206-1787 Applteatkxis available at John
Wooden Center.

8300
VoKinteer

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED: At St Li/ Hospice,
we will train you. please call Eli at 310-824-
9796

WANTED: People who want to tost weight
310-884-8746. 24 hour message

SUMMER CAMP
COUNSELORS

Decathton Sports Ctob Located in Pato Alto
6/25-8/1 7. $78-$92/day. 9am-4pm canp-
jobOyahoo.com

WEBSITE SALES!
tarn $4.000/mth wortcing from home Will

train. See www.iprofitr>ow.net lor details Call

310-804-7885 or email resume to

mictieleOipowerportal.com

WELL-ESTABLISHED. UPSCALE Santa
Monica restaurant seekirig experienced wait

staff. Nights only. Great tips. 310-701-5096

iN

housing
8400-9800

8U00
Apartiiieiils for Riijit

STUDIO AVAILABLE
NOW

LUXURIOUS STUOK). Fabutous building
Full kitchen, bath. Yard LaurHjry. pool/Jacuz
zi Parking, gym, billiard. June through
August. $975. 1 -year lease 310-206-1880

••WALK TO UCLA WESTWOOD. Singtos,

Ibdrm/lbth, 2bdrnV2t>th. Pool, iacuui. walk-
in ctosets, fireplace, full-kitchen, gated ga-
rage, msUun broadband avail, www.kelton-
towers.oom. 310-208-1976.

•WESTWOOD VILLAGE, MIDVALE N OF
LEVERING. LARGE 1 AND 2-60RM APT.
GARDEN VIEW. DINII^ ROOM. UNKXJE.
CHARM. FRONT AND REAR ENTRANCE
310-839-6294*

(310) 472-7474 Located 10

Looking for fun, energetic students who
children and would like a job outdoors as a
general counselor. We also need specialists to
teach horseback riding, video making, swimming,
rock climbing, nature studies, or arts & crafts.

www.tumbleweecl4ever.com
Call for a great summer!

1-MINUTE TO UCLA
1 bdrm. furnished, bright, dean, quiet, secur-
ity entrance, large ctosets, caipei, pod. lyr
i«aee. $i200/mo. 310^4-1830.

1-MINUTE TO UCLA. Bachelof, furnished,
brtghi dean, security entrance, large doset,
lauTMtry, pool, min 3 months Available
6/15/01 $800^»Txxith 310-625^XX)9.

1917 SPANISH MISSION BUILDING Sirv

gts, WLA. Separate Utchen, high oeMngs.
wood floofs. one year leese. $750/»no. 310-
479-8646.

2&3BDRM
LARGE, bright, view Microwave, oven, r»-

Irtgeraior. dtehwaeher. waslMiMryer in unit

21-lt. iacu2zi on roo< WaMng dMarice to

UCLA. 310-475-0607

Clfjssifieds

825-2221

=\
Diamond Head
AiMirtmciits

Summer Discounts

Short Tenn Le^se Availablt

Single $1045
1 BD $1260
2 BD $1645

2 BD w/loft $2015

660 Veteran
208-2251

Casablanca West

Available Now

Bachelors S865

1 Bedrooms from S1195

BEAUTIFUL, LARGE, SUNNY 2-bed/2balh
to share. Female non-smoker preffered Full

amenities. Safe neighborhood. $955.66(wa-
fer-paid) WLA/Palms Alison. 310-558-3123
310-286-81 11 (pager)

BEL AIR GUEST HOUSE pool, view, yard.
Dog okay $750. 310-395-RENT. www.west-
siderentals.com

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. 142BEDROOM
$895&UP LARGE. UNUSUAL CHARM
SOME SPANISH STYLE W/HARDWOOD
FLOORS ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS
310-839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS spacious, private room.
Very clean Month to-month, $490. 310-395-
RENT www.westsiderentals.com

BEVERLY HILLS—NEW YORK STYLE
SPACIOUS SPANISH apartment. Pet okay.
1 bedroom, hardwood fkwrs, utilities includ-

ed $875 310-395-RENT www.westskJeren-
tals.com

BRENTWOOD
North of Wishire, spacious 3B0/2Bath.
upper, w/ balcony. New

. teWg^
erator. stove, etc Quiet 8-unit bWg. w/ gar-
den sundeck $2395 11921 Goshen Ave. #4.
Open Sat/Sun or by appt 310-571-0293.

BRENTWOOD: Large single. $800/mo. 858
South GrandvWe. Upper, partdng, laundry,
yard/garden. No smoking, no pets. 310-454-
4754

CULVER CITY spadous. 1 bedroom, quiet
neighborhood, yard. $665 310-395-RENT
www.wesfsiderentals.com

HOLLYWOOD HILLS. Hardwood floors, sin-

gle, RAS. iaundry, parWng. utilities paid
$595 310-395-RENT www.westsideren-
tals.com

530 Veteran
208-4394

HOLLYWOOD STUDIO, w/c pet, RSS. utlH-

ties paid $550. 310-395-RENT. www.weat-
siderentals.com

HUGE SINGLE AND ONE BEDROOM.
$900AT)o.a up. One bdmi lor $1250Aup. One
bkx:k from campus. 644 and 650 Landfair
310-824-0319.

* PALMS *
4BO, SBA LOFT TOWNHOME. FP

CENTRAL AIR/HEAT, GATED GAHAQE,
SEC. ALARM. CAT OK

3670 MIOVALE AVE. $2395/MO

2BO. 2aA TOWNHOME, Fl> CENTRAL
AIR/HEAT. GATED GARAOE.

SEC. ALARM. CAT OK
3614FARISOR $13d5/MO

* MAR VISTA *

KOREA TOWN, studio, w/c pet. sateHite TV,
utilities paid. $575. 310-395-RENT.
www.westslderentals.com

MID WILSHIRE STUDIO R«S. cat oicay,

gated parking. $525. 310-395-RENT
www.we8tsiderentals.com

11913/IVONWAr.

11748C0URTLEIGHDR.

12738 CASmraL AVE.

12630MTIMEU. ftH.

12741 MrrCHfil AVE.

$1295/MO.
$129S/MO.
$1346/MO.
$1345/MO
$1346/MO.

480. 4aA TOWNHOME. FP. COITRAL
AIR/HEAT, GATED QAfUOE.

SEC. ALARM, CAT OK
3954 BEETHOVEN ST. $2486AllO

8.
Open Hout* Mon-S»l 10 - 4 PM

(3101 agl -1076 A
f^. %Westwood Village

433 Kelton Ave.
(3 I O) 208-8685

1 Bedroom from $1225
2 Bedroom from $1700

bdn large luxury units include:

• Fully equipped kitchen

• Central heating and air

• Extra closet space

• Wetbar in selected units

• Private balcony

• 2 Bdroms have 2 baths

• Intercom entry & gated parking

'wiiiilysarlHM

PmlwiiomWy mwaged by

Integrated Property Services. Inc

MIRACLE MILE, house to share, private
bedroom. dA*. Wd. pariung. $400. 310-395-
RENT www.westsldatantals.com

ONE BEDROOM available after 6/15 and
7/1 Central air and heat, fully equipped
kitchen, jacu/zi. laundry, underground park-
lng^1250. 520 Keltoo CaH 310-206-7483.
" - —"^

—

OWNER'S UNIT
WEST LA PRIME. Upper, front, owner's unit.

2bed/2t>ath. Fireplace, large bakXKiy, wet
bar. Near UCLA. Redecorated.
$1950/month. 310-39(M610

PALMS
2BED«^ATH Available 7/1 $1450/month. 2
parlting spaces. 310-559-9852.

PALMS- $1045//mo 2bdnfn/1 Sbth ParWng
for 1. June 26. $l15lAno. 2bdrnV2btti.
Paricing lor 2 July 6. 1-year lease.
hitp://sitea

.netscape net/buczacz2/homa-
paga. 310-a8e-3672.

PALMS Single apt from $600. l-bdrm $700.
$600/$700dapoaH. 1-year lease only last
nwnth free. Slave, refrig .carpets, vert
bWnds 310-837-1502 LM. BanvSpm.

PRIME SANTA MOMCA part furnished. 1

badreom. yard. utWtiee mckided. $895. 310-
8Q6-RENT. www.westsidereniH^com

SAffTA MONK:a apiflment. Prime tocatlon.
north of Wilshire. $600. 310-395-RENT.

kcom

SANTA MONKJA furnished, private room,
commuter apartment Utilities incKided
$325. 310-395-RENT www.westsideren-
tals.oom

SANTA MONK:a garden style. 1 bedroom,
hard*wod ttoon, partdng. $890 310-395-
RENT www.westskJerantals com

WALK TO UCLA
WWW, keltontowers.com

310-208-1976

Display

^06-3060
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8400
ApnrtnKMits (oi Ri.-iit

SANTA MONICA guest house Refngerator,

stove, yard $650. 310-395-RENT.
www.weslsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA HOUSE. 1 bedroom. 1

bath, bright yard, garden house, garage.
$1200. 310-395-RENT www.westslderen-
tals.com

9200 I ssoo
Housirif) N.'.Mi. (I Rooinmiilos-Privali! Room

SANTA MONICA OCEAN-VIEW. One bed-
room unfurnished/furnished apt. $2000-
$2600. Luxury 2+1 bedroom, furnished
$4000. Walk to 3rd Street Promenade&Pier
310-399-3472.

SANTA MONICA spacious apartment Pet
okay, pool, bright $725. 310-395-RENT
www.westsklerental8.com

HOUSING NEEDED
Trying to rent your space in tt>e West-
wood area or neartTy? Have a great daaT?
Easily solve your ranM problem ««(th orte

simple caU. AvoW the hassle of renting. 3
UCLA Mudeois am aaaWng a 3 bedroom
apartment, house, guesthouse or condo
to share to move in June/early July, lyr

lease only. NO SUBLETS. Must include
1-2 parking spaces and be reasonably
prk:ed. Pleaaa can Stephanie:3 10-702-

6455 (Leave message).

SANTA MONICA STUDIO. $875. walk to

market/bus, street parking, available 9/5
Garage, $l50/month. available now. 1234
14th Street. 310-471-7073.

SANTA MONICA TWaSTORY MODERN
TOWNHOUSE 2 bedrooms. 2.5 baths. N ol

Wilshire. $1294 310 395-RENT www.west-
siderentals com

OUTGOING FEMALE JUNIOR needs pri-

vate room for 01/02 school year Will pay
$650. Prefer female housemates. Errwil:

wardOuda.edu

SANTA MONICA, north of Wilshire. 1-bdrm.
$1200. Remodeled Stove, fridge, patio.

Near ocean. No pets. 323-462-0507.

SANTA MONICA: Singles $900/mth Near
beach. Quiet Quality amenities. See:

wwwJambertinc.com
2bdrm/1bth w/2-part<ing $1700/mth. And
others. Call Keith 310-453-9656

SINGLE APARTMENTS, $90Wmonth Up-
graded carpeting, freshly painted, pool, laun
dry, secured entry, very clean buikJing, 1-yr

tease, no peu. 310-208-2820

WEST LA. ONE-BEDROOM $950. Close to

bus/maritet. 1242 Bany Ave. Just south of
Wilshire. Available Sept ,

1 -year-lease. No
Pets 310-471-7073.

UCLA STAFF PERSON
Seeks housing for 3 nights/week, can pay up
to $300/monih and do light chores in ex-

change. 310-794-0622

9300
Rootn for Help

DOG SITTER/BABYSITTER RESPONSI-
BLE. FUN ATHLETIC FEMALE UCLA Stud-
ent needed (or 10-year-old girt. June-August
Walking distance to UCLA. 310-470-4662.

FALL SUBLET. Fifth female roommate need-
ed to share 2bdrm/2bth apt Sept-Dec. Fully

furnished. $330/month. 516 Glenrock Ave
Nina:310-824-8914.

ROOMMATE WANTED to share Santa Mo-
nica apt. Furnished room w/king-t)ed, cable
TV. private bath, washer/dryer in unit.

$600/utilities included. 310-453-2902.

SANTA MONICA-WESTHOLME One bed-
room apartment to sfwre Furnished, park-
ing. Female, non-smoker. If unavailable
leave message. 310-446-4612.

SHARE A COTTAGE in Veroce 2bdmi/big
yard. 4 bkx^ks from beach by /Ux)tt Kinney
Clean environment. Short-tenn ok.

$700/mo. 310-721-3470.

SUMMER SUBLET. Spactous Loft, MkJ-June
to mid-September Fully furnished, gated
parking, 15 minute walk to campus.
$600/month. 310-824-7648.

UP TO 3 ROOMMATES Wanted for sum-
mer/school-year. Spacious 2bed/lbath,
kitchen, corner Landlair/Roebling.

$1650/month. Sign lease in June. Chapin
310-209-1656.

WESTWOOD: Fun, outgoing female looking
for 1-2 female roommates to share
2bdrm/2bth apt.! Available 8/01 or 9/01. Call

310-209-2665!

WLA- Own bdmVpariung & shared bth in

3t>drm/2bth to share w/one female & 1 male
Near 405&10fwy $517+utilities Avail ASAP.
310-477-8861.

WESTWOOD APARTMENT for Rent. Single,

fumished, 2-bk)cks to school, next to frater-

nities $800/month 310-824-4951. 543
Landfair Ave.

WESTWOOD APARTMENT. Ibdrm/lbth,
utMilies inokjded, pool A laundry Nk:e. dean
& quiet. Must see. $l250/month 1 -year-
lease. 310-206-3797.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE Unfurnished 1 -bed-
room, $1400. 10990 Strathmore. Fumished
Ibdrm- $1350- 547 Landfair. 1 year lease
No pets. Available Sept. 310-471-7073.

WESTWOOD. Bachelor, $795, utilities paW,
no parking. 1 -bedroom, $1400. 3-car party-

ing. 10943 Roebling, 1-year lease, no pets,

available July. 310-471-7073.

WESTWOOD 2BDRM/2BATH $1450 AND
UP TILE KITCHEN. STEPDOWN UVING
ROOM. HIGH CEILING. CHARM 1 MILE
SOUTH OF WILSHIRE. SOME W/BAL-
CONY310-839-6294.

FREE ROOM & BOARD
Urt)an Dog is kxjking foor a nigfit supervisor.
Ask for Kim or Jan. 310-445-1447

SANTA MONICA. Ovtm bdrm/bath/entrance
Wanted: Active, responsitjie Mother's help-

er/housekeeper for 4 y/o boy Strong child-

care tMCkground, references required.
60hrs/month. 310-395-1212.

SUMMER SUBLET. JULY-AUG. 2bed/1.5
bath. 2 underground partting Pool/BBQ
$1600 avalabie through next year 555 Kel-

ton. 310-443-5743.

9400
Room for Rent

ACROSS FROM UCLA. Hilgaid and Sunset
BrigN and cozy room and tiathroom, private

entrance, refrigerator, utilities included,

$550/month. available 7/1 or posstt>fy soon-
er Partdng and telephor>e available, no
snwking. CaU 310-470-2865 or 470-8401.

BEVERLY GLEN: Extra large master bdrm
w/0rtvate bth, sky-lights. In great home,
roommates are young professionals, clean,

quiet. Smin to UCLA. $900/mth. CaH Bob
310-475-3334 for details

9600
Roomtnates-Stitired Room

LUXURY WESTWOOD
Wanted one roommate, tocatad a mile from
UCLA on Wilshire. 2bed/2 1/2 bath,

$500/month, 3-month lease. 626-482-9716.

WEST LA. Roommate needed to share room
in 2txJnn apt. Bundy/Dr. Unfurnished, party-

ing, near bus. great for studying.
$265/month+deposit. 310-826-7343.

WESTWOOD. Across UCLA. A/C, bateony,
dishwasher, looking for someone to sf^re a
room in large 2Bed/2t)ath apartment. 6/1-

9/1. $550/month. Scott:3 10-869-2746.

9700
SuhU.'ts

$500 TO SHARE 2bdmV2bath apt In WLA.
June 21 -Aug 21 Fully fumished Contact
Todd, 310-559-0977.

9700
Sublets

660 VETERAN. 2-bedroom 1-bath. Fully

Fumished, Fireplace, t>alcony gated partt-

ing, Jacuzzi. Available 6/18-9/1

$1495/month. Call 310-209-1438

679 GAYLEY Across from campus Available

mtd-June-August. New building, secunty, in-

door parking, vaulted ceilir>gs, spack>us.
walk-in ck>sets, bakxxiy. 714-608-4385. 818-
203-4777

690 VETERAN- 2bdrm/2bth. Share room for

summer with male. Students preferred.

$390/month. 310-206-0985. kavangleeOya-
fwo.com

925 GAYLEY: Walk to campus, Westwood.
ItKJmri/lbth, partdng, unfumished.hardwood
floors. Available 6/19- mid-Sept
$1550/month. ImeWa 310-267-7169.

ATRIUM COURT FURNISHED private bed-
room/bath with partdng. DSL, Stereo, Cable.
Availat)le mid June to mid September. 1-2

people OK $750/mo. Brandon 310-824-
7435

ATRIUM COURT PENTHOUSE Mid June-
September(negotiable). Close to campus.
2bdrm/2bth. 2 partiing Fumished w/big

screen TV/Premium Cable. $1650 per
month. 310-824-2597.

ATRIUM COURT PENTHOUSE. 5min walk
Need 2-3 people. July-Sept, or Jan Spa-
cious 2bd/2bth 2balconies, part(-

ing/gym/spa. $625/mo. Male/Female ok.

310-267-7714

9700
Sublets

SUBLET & ROOMMATE
SERVICE

FINDorLISTASUBLETI!

www.thesublet.com
I

Sublata in all cttiest! (201-894-1189)1

PALMS 2 rooms lor June and/or July $500
own bath/balcony $450 share bath. Easy
parking Female only Christlna:310-415-
9987.

POOL PARTY! 691 Levering and Strath-

more. Spacious, fumished, IbdmVlbth. Un-
derground partdng, DSL, available June 1st-

mid Sept $1300/mth 310-824-4644

PRIVATE ROOM (converted living room) for

clean, quiet male or female. Pool/jacuz*

zi/laundry/parking/balcony/luxury Security
building. Half-mile from campus.
$525/month. Un/furnished. 310-209-1675

SUBLET!
2bdrm/lbth $l800/mo. Cute apartment. 5
min. from campus and Westwood Available

after finals through August 31 . Call now! 310-

824-3555

WESTWOOD. Across UCLA, upscale, one
and two bedrooms, full-kitchen, air condl-
ttoned, partdng. one year lease. 445 Land-
fair Taking reservations 310-824-1969

WESTWOOD Walk to UCLA 2bdmV2bth,
gated partdng. rooftop spa, quiet buiWing,
accepting reservations for Fall $1975-
$2300. 512 Veteran. 310-208-2655.

8600
Condo/Townlioiise for Rent

KOREA TOWN. Studk). RAS. laundry, utHi

ties pakJ. $470. 310-395-RENT. www.west-
sMerentals.oom

8700
Condo/Towiihouse for SaU;

IMAGINE OWNING/LEASING WILSHIRE
CorrkJor/HIRise single, 1or2bdrm $115K-
$250K. Walk lo-UCLA/VWage, 24hr/8ecurtty.

Spectacular views, pool, jacuzzi, saur>a,

valet service. Agent-Bob 310-478-

835ext.109

BRENTWOOD F/NS/NP Females only. Bed.
bath&fuU access to large, beautiful home.
STiare w/family, $750. 310-395-0623.

PALMS: Brtghi. clean, fraaNy painted private

room in large apartment. UlWties. garage,
cable, nice neightwrttood. convenient to all.

Femalee. $625. 310-450-0182

REDUCED RENT
in exc^hange for househoM assistanca. Vtelk
dog. kftcfien duties. Beautiful home, use of

laciimes. Pleasant, responsibie and tkJy Im-
portant. Available 6/1 310-202-0782.

ROOM FOR RENT IN

WESTWOOD
$725. Private bath in 3bdrm/3bth house 2
bkx*s from Westwood Blvd. a mile from
UCLA Big house, quiet nelgtibortxxxj. 310-
441-1450.

1-BDRM STEAL!. Cute IbdmVlbth, ck)se to

campus, hardwood fkx)rs, DSL Installed, ful-

ly-furnished, walk-in ctoset! $ii50obo. Call
KeByW 310-208-0377. kwinters©ucla.edu

10944 STRATHMORE 2bdrm/1bth on com-
er of Stratfimora/Landfair. Large t>akx)ny w/
view of Westwood skyline. 6/15-12/30.
$515/nx)nth. Andy or Ph« 310-824-2837.

10965 STRATHMORE, Atrium Court.

2bdrm/2bath Avail July 7-mW-Sept 2-part(-

Ing spaces, exercise room, bateony, jacuzzi

on roof. $2100/month-neg. Call AUcia 310-
267-8290.

10980 STRATHMORE. Master Bedroom
available for summer. Spacious, fumished
Itvif^groom $1000 as single. $500/person. All

Offers Considered. Damon. 310-267-6223

10982 Roebling. Club CaHfomia. Summer
and Fall sublet, furnished, queen bed.
Poot/Jacuzzi/Sauna, partdng, private en-
teranoe, IbdnrVlbath In 3bdmi. Apartment
$750.00 310-836-2969

11021 OPHIR SUMMER SUBLET: Huge
1t>drm. avallat)le mkf-Jur>e to end of Sept. 1

partdng-space included, hardwood floors.

$700/mth obo 310-824-5422

ATRIUM COURT 2BED/2BATH Part<ing,

bateony, spacious rent negotiat>ie. New ap-
pliances. Jacuzzi in buikJing. Karen:310-267-
9671.

BARGAIN! Gayley, 6/1 5-8/31/01 (June paW).
Spacious 2bd/2ba Female to share fur-

nisfied master-bedroom. Partdng, 2-patk)s,

internet, jacuzzi Quiet. $487.50/mo. Call

310-208-8584.

BEAUTIFUL 2-BEDROOM APARTMENT.
Hardwood fkxjrs, partdng, full kitchen. At)so-

lutely gorgeous. Must be seen!!! $l900/mo
Call Marjorie 310-206-2120

BRENTWOOD, One-BedroonVOne-Bath in

Large-Bnghl-fumished 2Bed-2Bath Apart-
ment. Living-Room, Dinnir)g-Room. Dish-
washer, Microwave, Bateony, A/C 2miles
from UCL^&Beach. Near Transportatton.

TV/VCR/Digltal-Cable/Stereo/DSL Partdng.

King-Size Bed $850/mo Junel-AuglO. 310-
415-9238.

BRENTWOOD. Room for rent. Summer
only $650/month. Fumished. Private bath.

Street part<ing. Drive/bus to campus. 310-
440-8050.

CLOSE TO UCLA, 2-bed/1-balh, 2-pariting

spaces, available July 1st for 2 months. A/C,
Laundry, Jacuzzi. Email. SuaLaiOya-
hoo.com. 310-208-2251 or 510-713-1838.

DO YOU LOVE CATS?
$150 off rent in exchange for cat care. Spa-
ck>us. fumished ibdrm apartment in Palms.

Partdng. Ctese to UCLA. Mature, quiet, and
responsible tenant June 20-Aug 20 310-

283-3525

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to share
Itxjrm In a 2txJrm/2bth apartment. Fully fur-

nished, DSL, one parking place, patio.

$450/mth 310-824-2635

FEMALE ROOMMATE(S) needed to share
2t)drm/2bth apt July-Sept. Ctose to campus
DSL, gym/spa. 310-267-6072. ali-

hlssOucla.edu

Subletter- 403 Landfair 2bd/2bth. Female
to share unfurnished 1/2 mastert>ed. Perfect

transition between apartments this summer
$510/mo. Morgan 310-208-3293.

SUMMER SUBLET 520 Kelton. $370obo
Pay 2 months only! 6/25-9/15. Male to share
room. Fumished w/single bed, desk. 310-
824-6947

SUMMER SUBLET Brentwood. Any time af-

ter June 18th-mid/end Sept 1-2 people.

Huge private bedroom/bath, walk-in mirrored

closets in 2bed/2bath. $750/month. 310-826-

7482, 408-209-7 113/cell. philortiz88©hot-

mail.com.

SUMMER SUBLET Female roommate
needed for Private Room in 4 t>edroom, 2
bathroom apt on Kelton Dates Flexible Call

Jillian at 310-208-2408

SUMMER SUBLET CLUB CALIFORNIA.
Beginning June 19th. Female to share room
in 2bdrm/2bth apt. Balcony, pool/spa, gym,
partdng. Kasey 310-443-1461.

SUMMER SUBLET: Midvale Plazall.

Ibdrm/lbth. FuMy fumished Gated parking.

Walk to UCLA. Immaculate Ouiel/sale.

DSL/TV/VCR. A/C. Pool/jacuzzi/gym 310-
208-4450

SUMMER-SUBLET SILVERLAKE
BLVD7SUNSET. Spacious. 2bdrm duplex,

fumished. hardwood floors. Ideal lot Holly-

wood/Downtown internships. $800/month.
Available 6/1-6/31. Responsible applicants.

323-663-8912, jbrasas© hotmall.com

VENICE. 6/16 through 8/30 Fumished room
in 3txjrm house. Yard, spa, washer/dryer.

Dog-lover Graduate student preferred.

$700/mo+utilities. Amy 310-822-9307#2

WANT TO SUBLET FOR THE SUM-
MER? Reach thousands of potential

roommates for free. wwwwesl-
siderentals.com 310-395-RENT.

!i

ROOMMATE WAfTTED Female grad-stud-
ent Light cooking. 2-3 dinnafs per week.
Rent negotiable. New Brontwood Home
Fax: 310-476-7284.

piWESTWOOD. Sharp 1 -bedroom, 1-toath,

Icondo w/new carpet-fpaint City ligtits view.

i^righl. Security. FP, pod, spa-fsaurw. Spa-

cious baioony. Good ctosets. Waik to West-
wood Vlage. $222,000. Shert/Remax 473
6156.

8900
House for Rfiit

2-1-2.5 TOWNHOUSE
WESTWOOD

REMODELED CONDO QUAUTY UNIT with

hardwood fkx>ra, al new appliances. Granite

oounter lope, We Hoora, dWiwrnher, partdng.

laundry, available now $1975. 10674 Hol-

man, north of SantaMontea Blvd. CaH 310-

276-8505

CHARMING HOUSE wUh wesher/dryer and
bonus storage space. 2t>dmVlbth On fia-

tkxwl and ArmoaooaL $1615. Please call

213-740^27 or 310^78-7414

ROOMS In large Beverty HHIs house, grad
student preferred. Kitchen privileges, wash-
er/tfryer, pod, needs car $530/mth. CaM
Abby:3 10-275-383 1 or 818-783-5151.

WANTED: Quiet male graduate student,
lively fumished bedroom w/riiicroiwave and
fridge, A/C. near bus. Lease, quiet, referenc-

es. $500/mo-utillties included. 310-312-
0669

9000
Hiiiisti for Siilt!

PAC PAL BEACHSlOe Own your own tot

and abdrm mobHe home. Ckjt)fKxiee. pool
$215K 380-357 2252

WLA ADJACENT
TO SAf^A MONICA/BRENTWOOO Private

room and tMthroom in luxurtous condo Se-
curity building. pariting available
$750/month, utilities included Available
5/30. CaH Linda 310-442-5215.

9500
Roomrniitos-Private Room

403 LANDFAIR Gated burtdlng^rking. Pri-

vate room/bath in 2bdrm/2bth apt Prefer re-

spectful female $820/month. Available
9/14/01-91^2/02. AHison 310-824-3537

BREI^TWOOD $822/mo Unfumiihad pri-

vate bedroom/private bath. Laurxlry. AC.
Gated partdng. Int. entry. Famala orily. Cat
friendly. 310-979-9939

PRIVATE BED AND BATH A/C. gated apt

and parlclrtg. pool. 20-mln to S^fCLA.
U3Sfmonth* 1/2 utUittes 818>9e9-0121.
sol30uda edu

Classifieds

825-2221

1995 FORD THUNDERBIRD. Silver.

9800ml. good conditton. Automatte. V8. A/C.
power wtodows/seats/tocks. Cruise control,

dual aift>ag. $4.950obo. 310-397-9160.

424 KELTON: MOST REQUESTED WEST
WOOD BUILDING! Share Ibdrm/lbth. kitch-

en/living room, walk-In ctoset. bateony with

CLEAN/NON-SMOKINQ FEMALE $500.
June 2S-August 31. 2001. AraceN: 310-206-

9947.

437 GAYLEY. Pink Palace. Beautiful
2bdmiV2bth. w/2balconies. french doors,
spactous. 3 urxlerground paridng spots, par
tlaHy fumished. Late June-8/31. $2150/rTK>
Please caH Julie or Silvia at 310-824-5542.

475 GAYLEY AVE. Available nrW-June to

mid-Sept $450/month. Ctose to campus,
friendly roommates & manager. Looking for

female sublelter 310-479-2235.

475 GAYLEY: ibdmVlprivate-bth In

2bdnn/2bth apartment. AvaHable Immediate-
ly to mtelSeptemt>er. Need 1-2 female-sut>-

letters. Undergrour>d parking-spot, extremely

ctose to-campus $833/mth. 310-208-4379

512 VETERAN Spactous 2-bedroom apt

for July/August sut)let. /^/C, bateony, 1 -parte

-

ing space. DSL. cable, roof-top-jacuzzi

$425/month to share room 310-824-5548

527 MIOVALE. Ibdrm to sublet In

2t>drm/2t)lh apt $800 Saurta/pool. gym,
gated partdng. Avalabia mkj-June. 310-824-
4612

533 GLENROCK Cheap and ctoee to cam-
pus. Need 1 -2 male roonwnates for summer
Ibed/lbth. Wtchen $350/month 310 267
8076

FEMALE TO SHARE fumished one bedroom
apartment. One block from UCLA 3 partying

spots. $425/month. Robin 310-824-7140

HOUSE 4 SUBLEASE
Bel-Air 3bd«.5bath. $3500/month, unfur-

nlshed. $440Q<month fumished. Short-femi

sut)lease Huge living room, breakfast area,

den w/views Will have new carpet, hot tub

opttonal Great for student/ teachers. ALSO
Westwood Sublease. Ibdrm/lbth
$1200/month. Share space w/others in

4bdrm condo. 310-477-0070.

HUGE ONE BEDROOM apartment 628
Levering Avallabe June-Sept. Includes tvw)

partdng spaces, laundry, one bath. Mike or
Josh 310-208-5907.

KELTON AVE.: Looking for female sublet

ter(s) for Ibdrm. In 2bdrm/2bth Part-fum
Available 6/23-mkJ Sept. $925/t»Mh., $fM2 to

share. Can 310-824-5377

MAR VISTA: Own bedroom&bathroom In

2t>drm., 7min6 to campus! Cable/gym/sau-
neJpodi. Fumished. $499obo. Keith 310-915-

i08Vkteui«btoiogy.ucla.edu
(

MDR Beautlfi^ 2be(^2bath situated on 23
acres lush tropteal ground. Pod, tennis, apa.
fitness center, ocean breeze Availat)le mW-
June-MkJ-September $1950. 310-827-7317.

MIDVALE I - Need roommate to share room
w/male In summer 2bdrm, DSL. pod, jacuz
zi-e(c FaN laaaa also available. 310-206-
0531

NOT HAUNTEDI
LANDFAIR/STRATHMORE. Positives
2t>ed/1bath, Hving room, kitchen, downhill
waH( to campus NagaHvaa: UphiN walk from
campus, gtobal wanning Mike 310 208
3260

WESTWOOD. 6/1 7-7/31/01 (negotiable).

FuHy Fumished. Have own room in a quiet

apartment complex Parking, pool, A/C.
Quiet, responsible female preferred.

Call:31 0-208-8868.

WESTWOOD Female to share fumished
room in large 2bd/2bath apt on Glenrock.

Pool/Spa, great view. Avail. 6/18 $400+ufili-

ties. 310-208-8713.

WESTWOOD: Beginning 6/25. Female to

share room in ntee, contemporary, spactous.
2bdrTTV2bth. Quiet neightx)rtx)od Close to

bus. $375/mth. Camila 310-478-7076

WESTWOOD Spacious, gorgeous 3bdrm
apartment. Ctose to campus Vacant douWes
and single. Available mkl-June thru mid-
Sept CaH Katie 310-267-8343

WESTWOOD: Summer sublet. 545 Glen-
rock Ave#402. 2 months (July-Aug).
$500/month. Share room in newly built

2bdmV2bth apt. Near UCLA. 310-208-7862.

WILSHIRE 2-MILE8 PlROM ^ CAMPUS.
Beautiful 2-Bedroom Apartment Looking for

2-peopte to share Spacious Bedroom+Bath-
room. Available 6/20 $475/mo per person
310-312-0157.

WLA. 1755 PURDUE. Female, non-smok-
ing. Private room in Ibdrm/lbth in apt. 6/25-

9/15. $700/mo^^lf utilities Fumished Near
UCLA, buslineai. 310-477-6186, upasa-
na7l OfxHmaH.com

WLA. Luxurtous apt. Large master bedroom
w/walk-in ctoset. Fumlsf>ed. Fireplace. t)al-

cony. jacuzzi, part<ing Secure entrance
Near bus MW-June-beg/Sept $850/mo lux-

apartOhotmall.com.

9800
Vnciitlon RtMilals

BEAUTIFUL. SPACIOUS YOSEMITE
HOME surrourxled by tall pines Close to

everything. Fully Equijjped. 500Q' elevatton

sundeck, reasonable rales. 818-785-1028.
www.yoeemlte.i8tovely.oom

Display
206-3060
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After School Activities

(810) 446-^.260
*

Home to School

School to Home

VOLUNTEER
@ UCLA's Aquarium in Santa Monica!

14 «

The

UCLA Ocean
Discovery Center

is looking for

ywwvwvA

and

enthusiastic people who love
the ocean

and want to help conserve it.

We are an education aquarium

that offers the general public and school _______
kids the chance to see, touch and

learn about the Santa Monica Bay marine >wwwvv\
life. Volunteers enjoy great benefits. Internships ^vwvwwv\

also available. Must be 16 years of age or
^^ww^wvaa^

older to volunteer. 1:CCCXCXX
Orientation: June 6, 2001

6.-00 to 8:00 p.m.
Training: Next training clats is June 25-29.

UCU Extension credit optional.

For more information, contact the Volunteer Coordinator at

(310) 393-6149 ext. 223 • kocaineucla.edu • vmw.odc.ucla.edu

Volunteer A Internship Opportunities
• DOCENTS
• AQUARISTS
• OFFICE WORK
• MULTI-MEDIA DESIGNERS
• FUNDRAISING

The UCLA Ocean Discovery Center Is located beiow the carousel urxter the Santa Monica pier

4082 Lincoin Boulevanl. Mwlna dsl Rey, Califbmis 90292
tsi: 310 306 7906 Ito: 306 6122 e-mail: officsOwdrvsmaha.com

\i^A.M

Skateboarders, Inline skaters, and BMX bikers are the chief culprits

for damage done to rails, like this one In front of the Wooden Center.

SKATERS
From page 38

edges that they are generally fair.

"I've only had one ticket, but 1

don't how many times I've been
threatened," he said with a laugh.

"Everyone is going to tell you it's

extremely difllcult to skate on cam-
pus, and it is, but the taw is the law,

and the cops are doing their job."

The skaters claim that they try not

to bother other people while they arc

skating, but John Daniels, a facilities

worker in the electrical shop, doesn't

agree.

"I think they're pretty danger-
ous," he said. "They go buzzing
through people, and even us, when
we're carrying equipment."

Daniels, who said he enjoyed skat-

ing when he was younger, believes

that the skaters should be given a des-

ignated area.

Sgt. McKinney says that as long as

the skaters are respectful of the laws

and their surroundings, there should

be no reason for confrontations.

However, when skaters get reckless,

police will issue citations.

"UCLA is an educational institu-

tion, and I have two ways of educat-

ing," he said. "1 can give you a warn-
ing or 1 can give you a ticket."

Booth believes that the popularity

of his sport witi grow in upcoming
years. He also agrees with McKinney
that if they're cautious of avoiding

crowds and not loitering, skaters can
fmd peace on campus.

"Anybody who wants to skate on
campus shouldn't stay in one place

too long. Keep rotating because the

cops won't catch you if you stay in

motion."

M.TRACK
From page 40

Kim barely missed moving himself into

a scoring spot.

"I just came down on the bar," he
said. "It was my first time on the

biggest pole of my life. If I had one
more chance at it. I think I would have
had it."

Erickson also came just short of
scoring points for UCLA. In the

semifinals of the 400m hurdles, he
placed ninth, about two-tenths ofa sec-

ond from advancing to the finals in the

eighth spot.

Erickson came out strong at the

gun. He pushed the lead on the first

straightaway even before the stagger

evened out. Coming off the turn into

the final straightaway. Erickson simply

ran out of gas. He managed to hold on
for a third-place finish in his heat. His
time of 50.97 disappointed him.

"I had a good race technically, but
my time was still slow," Erickson said.

"I felt bad in the last 50 meters. I

shouWn't be that tired in this race. I

should be in better shape than that."

Although the result was dishearten-

ing, Erickson can hoM his head up
high. He came to Oregon seeded 18th;

he's leaving ninth in the NCAA.
Marum, UCLA's top javdin throw-

er, also felt he had more in him. He,
too, failed to advance to the finals. His
javelin toss of 211-5 earned him 13th

overall after three throws, but only the

top nine went on.

Marum really wanted this one. His

warm-up was focused, his face

determined. While everyone else took

one javelin onto the practice field, he
took two. Marum even showed a little

team spirit during his preparation, giv-

ing Kim a wave and a word of encour-
agement as Kim readied himself for

another vault.

"I woukl have liked to have done
better," Marum said afterwards. **!

came in a little too tight and a little too

nervous. I didn't perform to my ability.

I wasn't focused enough mentally on
what I needed to do

"

UCLA doesn't have any points to

show for Wednesday's events, but it

has three athletes returning next year

who now have NCAA championship
experience. The Bruins fought hard,

but the best in theNCAA proved them-
selves to be just that.

SHERFY
From page 39

challenged the team.

He recalled telling his team of one
junior, two sophomores and two
freshmen, "Okay guys, you're young
but you're not that young anymore.
You've all played for a whole year, so
now it's time and if you don't get it

done now you're just gonna be sitting

at home."

W.TRACK
From page 38

Williams kicking hard, Nilsson
pulled up alongside her and the two
looked to finish neck-and-neck.
Nilsson edged Williams out 2:07.00
to 2:07.06

Williams knew that making the

finals was sompthing she needed to

At the following tournament, the

U.S. Intercollegiates, the Bruins
placed third in a challenging field.

Right after, they played respectably at

Pac-IO Championships and following

that, had their West Regionals tri-

umph.

"Them responding to that

(speech), that would probably be the

best moment, " Sherfy said. "They
responded to the challenge."

Even bigger than that, they
responded to their coach.

do for her team. She used the earlier

mishap in the 4 x 100m as extra moti-
vation.

"We needed to make up for that

and bring in two people in the 800."

Williams said, "and we did. I believe

we can still win it."

The short relay is just one event
out of the 13 that UCLA is entered
in With five more events ahead of
them today, it's still anyone's race.

ERICKSON
From page 37

father was a NCAA champion in the

400m in 1973 (incidentally. Smith was
the 1972 champion). Erickson cites

his family's support and his father's

shadow as a big reason why he is

excelling at UCLA.
"I comparerjnyself to my father a

lot, kind of following in his foot-

steps." Erickson said. "I've actually

done better than what he did as a

sophomore in college and I'm really

proud of that. He's a role model for

me and he's one ofmy heroes.

"He was kind of surprised that I

actually chose the hurdles back in

high school," Erickson continued.
"He had confidence in me, but he
really didn't think I would enjoy them
and that I would excel. But I proved
him wrong there."

Originally from Carbondale, 111..

Erickson transferred to York High
School inflmhurst. III. to compete in

a better league. He spent his high

school years living with his aunt and
uncle - a three- to four-hour drive

from home.

But he believes he would never
have reached this level otherwise,

crediting his high school coach, ath-

Jetic director, and his parents for the

opportunity.

"When I look back on it, that was a

pretty big thing that I did," Erickson

said. "1 moved away from a town I

had lived in all my life, gave up all my
friends to move into this place. I went

through it aod I'm glad I did. It was
tough but I owe a lot to that experi-

ence."

Despite the distance, his parents

traveled to all his high school meets.

They also attended the USC meet, the

Pac-lOs and will be at the NCAAs this

year.

Erickson leads a challenging but

successful life. And he's pretty happy

about where he has ended up.

"I love being a Bruin." he sayd. "I

love UCLA. I love living here in Los

Angeles. Coming from Illinois it's a

lot different. Coming this far from

home for college can sometimes be a

bad experience, but it hasn't been for

me. It's been a good experience."

Erickson always keeps his goals in

front of him. Such was the case when
he decided to venture west for col-

lege.

"I chose UCLA, first of all,

because of the weather. You can't run

track in 40- or. 50-degree weather.

That was a factor. John Smith was a

factor. He's one of the best coaches in

the world, especially in my event. I

wanted to take advantage of that.

And, you know, the giris. The giris out

here are great. You got the beach

around the corner and some nice

clubs downtown. So those are three

reasons," Erickson said.

£rickson has sacrificed a k>t to be

where he is today, but obviously not

his fun-loving spirit. He is one of the

top athletes in the nation, but still has

time for enjoying the college life.

That's what sports are all about: sacri-

fice, success and fun.
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THOMPSON
From page 40

skilled people are usually lucky

enough to compete in pro sports. If I

were capable of hitting a baseball

like Barry Bonds or playing soccer

like Michael Owen, I'd be making
millions of dollars instead of writing

for this newspaper. Having the abili-

ty to play at the top level is what sep-

'arates athletes from the rest of us.

As pro golfer Steve Pate told

ESPN.com, "In sports, everybody

brings their own strengths and weak-

nesses to the game and whoever can

overcome their weaknesses and max-
imize their strengths is going to do
well. It's maybe not fair, but I just

think it's the way it should be."

Certainly, it is unfortunate that

Martin is disabled and experiences

such unbearable pain when walking.

But under the rules and norms of

golf, he is not fit enough to compete.

To play pro golf, it is essential to

walk the course. Moreover, it's one
of the rules of the game. Walking

five to six miles over four straight

days in 90<iegree summer heat

under extreme pressure makes golf

both physically and mentally
.

demanding.

B^ng able to succeed under those

con<jpions by producing great shots

is wMt makes golf a sport.

If we start changing the rules

arounb, where is it going to stop?

How many golfers out there are

going to ask for carts because they

have a bad back or a foot problem?

Golfer Jose Maria Olazabal, for

example, almost had to retire due to

a fo6t ii\jury. Do we now let him
have a cart? Are we going to turn

pro golf into country club golf.

where everyone gets beer and cigars

as well?

"It's a concern as to who is going

to make the rules and set them, and
then how much leeway there is,"

Marty Parkcs, USGA senior direc-

tor of communication, told

ESPN.com. "If somebody had
entered (a tournament) and then had
sprained an ankle and then wanted
to use a cart. I don't know what the

answer is."

And what does this mean for

other sports? Do our courts start

changing the rules for other sports?

Former California Angels pitcher

Jim Abbott competed without the

use of his right arm. He had to cra-

dle his glove on his deformed arm
while pitching with his functioning

left arm. He had a severe disability

yet still thrived under the normal
rules of baseball.

But what do we do for guys like

Abbott now? Does he only have to

get two strikes instead of three for a

strikeout? Or docs he get to stand

closer to the plate when he pitches?

Sports ought to be able to set their

own rules and guidelines. Obviously,

if the rules were blatantly discrimina-

tory, the courts should get involved.

But when the rules focus on how the

game is played, it's up to the sport

itself to make and enforce the rules.

I sympathize with Martin. People

like him are role models for those

who pursue their dreams despite

having all the cards stacked against

them. But allowing the courts to

change the rules of a sport is fiSt-out

wrong.

Thompson is going to start using a

golf cart now, but only because he's

too lazy to walk. He can be reached at

bthompson@>media.ucla.edu.

SOFTBALL
From page 36

or freshman Marce* Torres.

Freed is confident of the Bruins'

chances to make H to a fourth consec-

utive title game.

"We know that we'll be back next

year wkI this isn't our last chance,"

she said.

Freed does have one last shot at

earning her second NCAA title, but

the Bruins will have to improve upon
the 4-7 record they've had against

Arizona since Freed's 1999 rookie

season. UCLA is 1-6 against the

Wildcats in the last two seasons.

Fortunately for UCLA, six of the

ten players (including the designated

player) in Arizona's Monday lineup

were seniors, so 2002 will be UCLA's
best chance to capitalize.

"You work all season to get here,"

Freed said of the national champi-

onship.

And she'll have a long offseason to

work on how to get' back and finish

what the 2000 and 2001 teams could

not.
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SOFTBALL
From page 37

bcr two pitcher. When junior

Amanda Freed (2M, 0.46 ERA) had
elbow problems in mid-April, it was
Goer! who assumed the ace role until

the NCAA Regionals a month later.

Ramos contributed as the second

hitter in the lineup, batting .333,

homering in the No. 2 regional final

against San Diego State and being

named to the regional's all-tourna-

ment team.

Sua (.380) finished third on the

team in home runs and was named to

the WCWS aJI-toumament team as

well as the regional team.

UCLA was also helped by the

return of junior catcher Stacey

Nuveman (.440, 19 HRs), who took

off the 2000 season to play in the

Olympics.

This season the Bruins made a

mockery of their non-conference

opponents, going for a perfect 39-0 in

those games and winning them by a

collective score of 301-31.

While a tough Pac-10 schedule

handed the Bruins all six of their loss-

es, it was the Wildcats that were
UCLA's foil.

Arizona was the only team to beat

UCLA more than once this year, win-

ning 4-0 at Easton Stadium, 4-0 at

Hillenbrand Stadium in Tucson, and
1-0 in the WCWS final. UCLA's only

victory in the season series was a 3-0

win at Easton.

The team was able to rebound
from the loss at Tucson in the last

weekend of the regular season and
cruise through the regional, all the

way to Monday's title game in

Oklahoma City, before falling once

again.

That title game was an example of

everything that led to the six Bruin

losses this season. UCLA had an
error, representing the shaky defense
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that played a major role in its up-and-

down conference schedule. It con-

tained a great pitching performance
by Freed, much like the 24 games she

started before Monday. As they have
done in UCLA's losses and close

calls, the Bruin bats went alm6st silent

in the championship game.
"I think that Amanda Freed went

out there and did a terrific job.

Unfortunately, we could not support

her in doing the little things," UCLA
Head Coach Sue Enquist said about
the final, though her assessment could

have applied to any number of games
this year.

But there is hope in 2002. UCLA's

all-sophomore infield (Toria Auelua
at third, Natasha Walley at shortstop,

Monique Mejia at second and Tairia

Mims at first) could be thebest in the

country next year. Nuveman and
Freed will be seniors, and Goerl will

have another year under her belt to

provide a strong number two punch
now that Dale has departed.

The outfield will be the only ques-

tion mark next year, as Ramos is the

sole returning player who regularly

played there. The other two outfield

positions could be filled by current

role players such as junior Erin Rahn

SeeSOnBAIi«page35
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ERICKSON
From page 40

season Erickson proved himself to

be a powerful force in hurdles. His
time of 50.54 seconds - a one and a
half second leap over last season's
best - led the conference until the

Pac-10 Championships, when it was
bested by one hundredth of a sec-

ond.

But Erickson is far from finished.

"I think I can definitely go down
to the 49s," he said. "It's just a mat-
ter of getting a successful race in, a

clean race: one that lacks mistakes

like falling over a hurdle or being

disqualified. It's just a matter of
time before I can get that race in."

In his last two meets, Erickson

faced adversity. Well on his way to a
first-place finish and possibly a new
lifetime best in a meet against USC,
Erickson fell on the final hurdle. At
the Pac-10 Championships after-

ward, Erickson was disqualified for

a trail leg violation in his prelimi-

nary heat.

"The 400m hurdles is a very, very

difTicult race," Smith said. "It's a

race in which the mistakes you
make arc the ones that make you
strong. And Kyle is very resilient.

He doesn't let things bother him."

How docs Erickson rebound
from such disheartening results?

"You have to analyze your mis-
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takes and figure out exactly what

you did wrong," he said. "Knowing
what you did wrong can help keep
your confidence level up. I convince

myself that if I could do that right, if

I could fix those things, I'm as good
as anybody out there."

No matter what happens at the

NCAAs, nothing can take away
Erickson 's stellar season. As Smith

puts it, last year Erickson was sitting

at home, and this year he is going to

the NCAAs. That's an accomplish-

ment in itself.

"I have challenged him and made
him make changes," Smith said.

"He makes himself available to

coach. Every athlete has to give the

coach permission td coach him, and

he gave me permission. He has done
the things that were asked him."

Erickson had nothing but praise

for Smith, who has coached numer-

ous Olympic medal-winners, includ-

ing Maurice Greene and former

Bruin Ato Bolden.

"He's so knowledgeable and I

love listening to what he says,"

Erickson said. "I take what he says

and I find what works for me and

what doesn't work for me. I appre-

ciate having the privilege to run for

somebody like him."

Erickson has an awesome men-

tor here at UCLA, but he had
another great one back home. His

SeeEIIKlQON,|Mge35

Final loss mirrors last year's perJFormance
SOFTBALL Bruins fall just short of

title for Second depressing season

By Andrew Borders

Daily Bmin Reporter

The names were a little different, but the result was
the same for this year's UCLA softball team as it was
for last year's team: three and out.

In each of the last two years, the Bruins (62-6) have

had an easy time with the com-

petition, more or less, but after

each Bruin team won its first

three games in the Women's
College World Series, they lost

in the championship game to a

team that they could have and

arguably should have beaten.

In 2000, it was Oklahoma.

This year, it was Arizona.

But unlike Arizona,

UCLA's talent was not vested

almost entirely in its senior

class.

Of the six freshmen on the UCLA roster this year,

three had significant impact: pitcher Keira Goerl,

outfielder Stephanie Ramos, and designated player

Claire Sua.

When senior Courtney Dale (8-0, 0.73 ERA) failed

to fully recover from a 2000 shoulder injury, Goerl

(27-2, 1.15 ERA) started the 2001 season as the num-
The Associated Pie-.',

See SOFTBALL, page 36

UCLA's Amanda Freed throws against San Diego State

during the second inning of the NCAA Regionals.

^
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Skateboarders say they're atWetes, need practice space
EXHIBmON: Other sports

damage facilities as well,

skaters claim in defense

By Scott Sdiultz

Daily Bruin Staff

They would hang out by a flat

ledge wall all day long if they could.
They love curbs and smooth benches
the way swimmers love the pool and
bailers love the Pauley Pavilion floor.

Flying off benches, they kick their

skateboards into the air. crash land
onto the concrete, dust off and start

all over again.

They are the skateboarding minor-
ity on campus, and they consider
their pursuit a sport. Others consider
it a nuisance. While some people
blame skaters for damaging facilities

and endangering students, the
skaters and their supporters feel they
are being unfairly singled out due to

anti-skater biases.

"Everyone has this stereotype of
skateboarders as being uneducated
and violent drug addicts, but that's

not always the case," said fourth-year

_ psychobiology student Garrett .

"Booth. **I want to go to medical
school and lots of my skater friends
are going to graduate school."

Most of the skaters say that they
practice their exercises because it

allows them to get a workout in a
short amount of time. Other skaters
like the rush of the extreme action.

"It's like a kid's game, but it's even
better as an adult." said second-year
electrical engineering student Mike
Manzano. "It's a great break from
classes and you get a great workout
without spending a lot ofmoney You
can get a real burn in five minutes if

you want."

Tu- .
. ,

OAVt HILL/D»ily Bfutn Seoof Staff

ThM-d-year psychology student Patrick Voller pops shove-its over a
fun box at a skateboarding demo on May 18 in Westwood Plaza.

Most skaters on campus claim to ken hands and ankles. Unfortunately
have mjured themselves at some bones are not the only things being
point while skating. Most of their broken by the skaters
injuries are sprains and contusions. The skaters who like to frequent
but in extreme cases they have bro- areas with smooth surfaces like the

Los Angeles Tennis Center and in

front of the Public Policy Building
are blamed by facility administrators
for damaging benches and the brick
pavement, of which some bricks are
75 years old. The bricks are unable to

withstand the abrasive metal of the
trucks, which fastens the skateboard
wheels to the board.

Some skaters, such as second-year
student Dana Shayegan. claim that

there is a double standard when it

comes to facility damage sustained
through skating as compared to other
sports played on campus.

"I don't see a difference in rebuild-
ing a ledge and replacing grass on the
football field. They're both from
sports," Shayegan said.

According to UCLA ordinances,
"skateboarding is banned on covered
walks, bikeways. roads, curbs, park-
mg lots, structures, under-passes.
interior, inside buildings, stairs, rail-

ings, exterior balconies, and handi-
cap ramps. Extreme stunts and acts
are also prohibited on campus."
Violators of the ordinance can
receive a fine of $104.

University police Sgt. Russell
McKinney said that the police tries to
be fair with skaters and that they have
a mutual understanding with them.
"From an officer standpoint,

there is no animosity with skaters,"
he said. "When an ofTlcer has an
encounter with a skater, it often
depends on the attitude of the
skater."

McKinney adds that skaters in

transit from point A to point B are
less of a problem than when they
hang out and try tricks.

Booth wishes that the campus
police would show more leniency
toward the skaters, but he acknowl-

SeeSMTBIS>p<g<34

W.TRACK
From page 40

confident about her performance,
and was happy to have done her part
for the team.

And though Rdss is focused on
her events, it's still a team competi-
tion. When asked how she thought
the 4 X 100m relay would affect

UCLA, she answered simply, "In a
meet like this, things are going to

happen, and that's kind of the fun of
the meet, but somebody's going
make it up somewhere."
And the 800m runners did.

With three women entered in the
800m. there was a good chance that

there would be at least one in the
finals. But one wouldn't be enough
and freshman Lena Nilsson and
Ysanne Williams responded by
advancing to the finals in the 800m
by placing 1-2 in their heat.

In the second heat of the 800m.
sophomore Tiffany Burgess was run-
ning anywhere from fifth to seventh
place throughout the race and ended
up with a sixth-place time of 2:07.64.

Though she dic^i't get the personal
record she had hoped for, she knows
the race was good for experience.

The third heat went at a slower
pace than the previous two, and mid-
way through the race Nilsson was
boxed in on the inside of the pack. In
that situation a runner can either
fight through the runners ahead of
her or go around the leaders. Nilsson
opted for the latter while fellpw
Bruin Williams broke away from the
pdck, putting a substantial lead
between herself and the others.

"I've run this race long enough to
run to know when to hold back and
when to go." Williams said. "It's all

about running your own race."

On the final straightaway, with
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MEN'S GOLF NCAA CHAMPIONSHIPS

The May 30 — June 2 Durham, NC

rebirthof
bruingoif
Team gives its all, earns respect and praise
neVu Something had to be done. This was a big issue last yea

lin Senior Staff So after last season ended, Sherfy out of 1 1 colfers mavhe or
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(Above)

Sophomore

J.T. Kohut

rounds out the

five-man squad

at the NCAA
Championships

in Durham, N.C.

this week.

(Left) Junior co-

captain Parker

McLachlin

leads the team
in his first-ever

NCAA
Championship.

This year's

team has

worked hard to

earn their shot

at the champi-

onships.

By Pauline Vu
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

From the very first tournament, the

members of the men's golf team knew
it was going to be a different year.

In the fall, the team headed out to

Oregon with a contingent consisting of

Head Coach Brad Sherfy. returning

sophomores Travis Johnson and J.T.

Kohut, and three true freshmen. John
Merrick, Steve Conway and Roy
Moon.

Even though it was fairly late when
they got off the plane, the three fresh-

men wanted to head to the golf course

right away and squeeze in a couple of

hours of practice.

Whoa ...say what?

"Typically we fly in, get there in the

evening and don't even consider prac-

ticing." Johnson said. But the team
headed to the course anyway.

"I remember the sun going down
and thinking, 'This is gonna be a good
year.*" Johnson said.

The team has done a 180 compared
to what it was last year. Last year's

team didn't show up for weight train-

ing and often skipped practice. Last

year's team spoke negatively about
each other Last year's team failed to

make the NCAA Championships
despite having all the talent in the

world.

"We had so much talent last year,

there's no reason why we shouldn't

have made nationals." Johnson said.

"Guys just didn't put in the time. It's

one thing having talent, it's one thing

doing something with your talent."

Something had to be done.

So after last season ended, Sherfy

took three players who would've been
seniors this year off the team.

"They weren't performing well on
the course, they weren't performing
well in school and weren't doing much
good for the team," Johnson said. "I

think Brad made a very tough decision,

but the right decision, and I fully sup-

port him the whole way through^
It wasn't just the failure to make

nationals that inspired that move. Last

year's team also had to deal with a lot

of personal turmoil.

"Someone was always saying some-
thing behind someone else's back,"

junior Parker McLachlin said. "Guys
who weren't traveling were always like,

'Why is he traveling? I should be trav-

eling.'"

McLachlin, clearly frustrated, con-

tinued, "It was like, 'Well, quit skip-

ping practice. Quit skipping the weight

room.'"

Johnson was one of two freshman,
last year and remembered being
unhappy with the way things stood.

"I hated last year I was the only

golfer on campus and I made most of
the trips last year and the guys weren't

really used to having a newcomer come
in and break the lineup," he recalled.

"They were used to their five buddy-
buddies making the lineup, so I got a

lot of grief because I was taking one of
their spots."

But from the very beginning of this

season, things have been dilTcrent. For
one, the team actually works hard in

the weight room
^^DkjHHHIHHIB^gHBBmHI^B """<^ iioviiij^ idiciu, ii & one inmg one, me team actually works hard ir
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Bruins put faith in Brad Sherfy's experience, advice
COACH: Work ethic, team . .

Sherfy's golf instinct told him that European tour in Italy and got lost. He talent. If you're out there beating ba
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This was a big issue last year, when
out of I] golfers maybe only four

would show up for weights.

"It was like a joke." McLachlin said.

It was so funny that all the other

weight coaches would make fun of
Stephane Rochet, the team's weight

coach last year, because he had to work
with the men's golf team.

Rochet left UCLA earlier this year,

—but »ot before telling the golf team this;=

according to McLachlin: "Last year all

the other wefght coaches gave me
(crap) about you guys, but this year

you guys have earned their respect and
earned my respect."

This year, golfers not only go to

practice, they enjoy it and even go
above and beyond by practicing for

hours on their own.

Sherfy chose not to comment on last

year's situation, but did offer his view
about this year's team. "I will say that

this is the hardest working team that

I've had. It's got the best attitude of
any team that I've had."

That's one of the biggest changes,

the fact that players support their

coach and each other and have a cama-
raderie that was missing last year.

"You get rid of some bad seeds and
put in some good seeds," McLachlin
said, then corrected himself. "Not even
good seeds. Just guys who are willing

to work and freshmen who are enthusi-

astic about playing. It's like an entirely

different feel on our team."

And maybe that's what resulted in

the biggest change of all: last year's

team didn't made the cut to the NCAA
Championships. This year's did.

COACH: Work ethic, team

chemistry has improved

due to intelligent moves

ByPMHneVu
Daily Bluin Senior Staffr

During talks with the members of

the m4i's golf team after their tourna-

ments, jihere arc certain phrases that

tend to come out more often than the

usual rhetoric athletes give.

"Coach said ..."

"Then Sherfy said ..."

"According to Coach ..."

The men's

golfers have

absolute faith in

the experience

and advice of

their coach, Brad

Sherfy

But that's prob-

ably because he's

given them good

reason to trust

him.

Last weekend

at the NCAA
West Regiooals, the team came upon a

golf course with the highest rough (the

grass surrounding the fairway) they'd

ever seen.

The players' golf instincts told them

to take out their drivers and just ham-
mer the balls far, like usual.

UCI A S»X)ffs Infri

Brad Sh«rfy

Sherfy's golf instinct told him that

his team needed to take out their irons

and steadily make their way through
the course.

So that's what Sherfy - a sixth-year

UCLA coach and a veteran of four

U.S. Opens - told his team to do. That
trick ended up being what took the

Bruins to an NCAA Championship-
qualifying sixth-place finish.

"He basically got us through
Regionals. If we were just out there,

wandering on our own, I don't think

we would've gotten through," junior

Parker McLachlin said.

McLachlin laughs when asked to

talk about his coach.

"Coach is a

funny guy He's

45, but at heart,

he's 18," he

said "He'll

have his

moments
where he'll

come out of his

conservative-

ness and be

really funny
"

One thing

McLachlin and sophomore Travis

Johnson both mentioned is Sherfy's

penchant for telling stories.

"When we're on trips he can keep
us at dinner for hours. He tells us sto-

ries all day long," Johnson said, and
recounted one of those stories:

One time. Sherfy was playing on the

OOACIES

European tour in Italy and got lost. He
found the course just five minutes

before his round started and happened
to be driving by the first tee when he

saw his group. Sherfy stopped the car,

grabbed his tee, ball and driver, and
ran onto the course. He teed offso that

he wouldn't be penalized, ran back to

the car to put his golf shoes and visor

on, then caught up with his group out

on the fairway.

That story is just one example of his

wide golf experience.

"I think he's one of the best coaches
in the country as far as all the experi-

ence he has," Johnson said. "He's
played on the Euro, Asian, American,
Canadian tours - you name it, he's

played it. He's won over 80 profession-

al tournaments and he's played in 10

majors. That's quite a resume."

The true freshmen, according to

McLachlin, are "just in awe of Coach.
as they shoukJ be because Coach really

has a lot of wisdom to offer."

Sherfy, however, is humble about

his teaching talents.

"It's what I've done my whole life,

so I just have some level of expertise at

it." he said in an understatement. "It

xcvned like a good thing to do."

His coaching philosophy is simple:

if you work hard, your talent will

increase and you will be allowed to

contribute to the leant. •

"You gotta out-work the next guy,

that's the bottom line," Sherfy said.

"There's a lot of people with a lot of

talent. If you're out there beating balls

when they're out there on the beach,

then eventually you're gonna pass
them up.

"That's the philosophy: be pre-

pared when you go to the event,"

This philosophy ties into his worst

momcrrt in coaching. When asked to

name that moment, Sherfy refers to

last year, when players often missed
practices and weight room training

and talked about each other behind
their backs. Work ethic and team
chemistry was at an all-time low.

"In general last year was tough.

There was a lot of turmoil," Sherfy

Said.

Much of the ill will, according to

Johnson and McLachlin, came from a

few central figures who made up the

bulk of the veteran experience on the

team. So after the season ended,
Sherfy made a tough decision - to just

get rid of them.

"I'd imagine it'd be hard, as a
coach, to boot off three seniors-to-be,"

Johnson said. "You'd be worried
about how your underclassmen per-

form the following year, but he had
pretty high faith in us."

Conversely, one of Sherfy's best

moments in golf has to do with this

year's team and its stride in recent

weeks. A few weeks ago. after a season
of mediocre play and with a West
Regionals bid still in doubt, Sherfy

M.GOLF BRIEF
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Men's golfers

in 22nd place
After one round of

NCAA Tournament play

Wednesday, the men's golf

team is tied for 22nd place

out of the 30 teams compet-
ing with an 1 1 -over-par score

of 299.

Arizona is way ahead of
the rest of the field, leading

with an 8-under-par 280. In

second place is Georgia
Tech, one over at 289.

Freshman Steve Conway
leads UCLA with an even-

par 72. Junior Parker

McLachlin (Tie-46th place,

74), freshman John Merrick
(T-96, 76), sophomore J.T.

Kohut (T-116, 77) and
sophomore Travis Johnson
(T-143, 80) round out the

team.

After today, half of the

field will be eliminated,

meaning that the Bruins
must remain in the top 15 to

continue in the NCAA
Tournament.

After round one, the

Bruins were three strokes

out of 13th place.

Brief compiled by Pauline Vu,

Daily Bruin Senior Staff.
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(H)It at nationals

After a huge improvement

fix)m last year, the UCLA
men are now at the NCAAs

in Durham. See page 39.
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Metamorphosis
Erickson changes from party animal into worldiorse

CATHERINf Kin/ Daily Bfoin

Kyle Erickson has a starring role on the track team as a

runner in the difficult 400m hurdles.

ByGlcnWorthington
Daily Bruin Contributor

Sophpmore Kyle Erickson has

come a long way in more ways than

one. ' - -.

tlCLA's top 4ud-nicier hurdler, he

competes this week in the NCAA
Championships at the University of

Oregon, but sometimes the road itself

is more interesting than the destina-

tion.

Erickson hails from Elmhurst, III.,

but for college he moved out west to

pursue track and field glory.

Last year, as a true freshman, he

placed sixth at the Pac-10 champi-

onships. Sixth in the Pac-IOs is noth-

ing to l{Jok down upon, but Erickson

was not satisfied. He knew he was

.capable of better. So after lastyear, he

'made changes to reach his goals.

"Everyone knows Kyle has made a

180-degree turn on himself and his

commitment to track and field," said

men's sprint coach John Smith.

"That's why he is running so well.

Kyle was the party animal before.

Now Kyle is the workhorse," Smith

said. "His reputation exemplifies

what he's done on the track."

Erickson changed his diet, his

sleeping patterns and even his social

life to live up to his potential.

"Last year forced me to set my pri-

uritie&.straight," be said, "it Corced me
to realize what my main interest is at

this point in my life, and that's track. 1

know 1 can party anytime I want
down the road. This is the time of my
life to do this type of thing with track,

so I'm going to take advantage of it."

The changes paid ofl". Early in the

SccEIICiaON,|M9e37

Bruins don't place, still perform well
M.TRACK: UCLA^s three

competitors put on great

show at NCAAs' first day

ByClenWorthmgton
Dally Bmin Contributor

EUGENE, Ore. - On a perfect day
in a stadium built exclusively for traclc

and field, the best athletes in the NCAA
did not disappoint. The three Bruins

competing Wednesday were not expect-

ed to place, and they didn't, but they still

put on a great show.

The first day of the NCAA champi-

onships at the University of

Oregon's Hayward Field gave UCLA

freshman Yoo Kim and sophomores

Nate Marum and Kyle Erickson their

last opportunity of the.season to prove

their ability.

The highlight of the day. however,

came from a Tennessee Volunteer.

Freshman Justin Gatlin ran a 19.86-sec-

ond 200-meter dash. Not only was that

a huge personal best over his entry time

of 20.29. but his time is the fastest in the

world this year.

The Bruins did not steal the spotlight

in that fashion,- but they put on a good
showing for themselves.

Kim soared to tic his lifetime best of

l7-feet-4 1/2 inches, only the second

time he has ever cleared that height.

A strong tailwind aided Kim, but he

also faced challenges. The wind forced

him to use a bigger. stifTer pole than

ever before. The opening height of the

competition was 16-10 3/4. Kim usually

opens at 16-1. He may be a freshman,

but he rose to the occasion - literally.

But Kim got oIT to a slow start. He
faced an early exit after missing his first

two jumps. On the brink ofelimination,

Kim buckled down and made his open-

ing-height vault on his final attempt

look easy. He scared Bruin fans again

by waiting until his third and final

attempt at 17-4 1/2 before clearing that

bar. Kim placed 1 1th overall - not too

bad for a guy who entered the meet
seeded last of the 24 competitors.

On his second attempt at 17-10 1/2,
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Freshman pole vaulter Yoo Kbn tied his personal best at

the NCAA track championships In Eugene, Ore.

Relay mishap dampens but I Martin case sets dangerous precedent

doesn't dousie team's hopes
W.TRACK: Events remain,

can give Bruins chance to

shin^ at tournament meet

By Christina Teller

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

EUGENE, Ore. - Track meets
don't always go according to plan, and
UCLA was reminded of that

Wednesday.

In the first running event of the 2001

NCAA Women's Track and Field

Championships, the UCLA 4 x 100-

meter relay team lined up hoping to

advance to the finals. Instead, what

they were left with was a botched hand-

off when freshman Sani Roseby tried

to get the baton to freshman Sheena

Johnson on the first exchange.

It was a combination of Roseby not'

running as aggressively as usual and
Johnson leaving a bit too early.

The order of Roseby, Johnson,
freshman Adia McKinnon and senior

Shakedia Jones that Bruin Head

Coach Jeanette Bolden ran

Wednesday has only run two other

times this year, at USC and at Pac-IOs.

"It's just a lack of experience and
it's probably more my fault than any of

theirs because I just hadn't put those

four young ladies together on a regular

basis," Bolden said.

The Bruins had to shake off the dis-

appointment of the 4 X lOOm. but the

residual shock seemed to carry into the

400m hurdles just 25 minutes later, in

which Johnson was seeded first.

Johnson placed sixth in her heat and
will not continue to the finals. Senior

Michelle Perry, however, gutted

through her heat in that event, placing

second with a time of 57.78 seconds.

Several other Bruins came through,

beginning with junior thrower

Chaniqua Ross, who finished third in

the discus finals. She was third in the

prelims and finished competition with

her first throw of the day as her best at

1 80-fcct-9 inches.

After her finish, Ross beamed, felt
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COLUMN: Sports rather

than courts should have

right to determine rules

Now. I realize that this is a

university newspaper

with a majority of its

readers in the 18-25 age group, so

few open this paper every day
looking for coverage on the sport

of golf.

But on

Tuesday,

something

significant

happened in

golf. It's

something

that ctin

change the

way in which

not just golf,-

but all sports

are played.

In a case

that has drawn attention outside

of the sports world, the US
Supreme Court ruled that a dis-

abled man. Casey Martin, is per-

mitted to use a golf cart while

Brian

Thompson

playing in PGA tournaments.

Now, before disregarding this

as just something particular to

golf, consider what the court did.

The court basically told the gov-

erning body of a professional

sport that it cannot create and
enforce its own rules.

First, a little background on the

Martin saga. Martin, now 28, was
a member of the "dream team" at

Stanford in the mid-l990&, which

included Tiger Woods. After his

collegiate career, he moved on to

professional golf.

However. Martin was not able

to compete at the same high level

he had grown accustomed to. This

is because Martin suffers from

Klippel-Trenaunay-Weber

Syndrome, a rare circulatory dis-

order that has left him with a with-

ered right leg. While he can still

swing a golf club normally, he

experiences extreme pain when
walking. The pain only gets worse

with time and Martin may face

amputation later in life.

But Martin still wanted to pur-

sue a career in his profession of

choice: golf. The problem is that

the PGA would not allow him to

use a golf cart to move about the

course. It claims that walking

(often five to six miles per round)

is an essential part of the game.

Allowing Martin use of a cart

would provide him an unfair

advantage and ruin the integrity

of the game.

In 1997, Martin sued the PGA.
After years of appeals, the

Supreme Court ruled in his favor,

allowing him to ride in a cart

while playing golf.

Sounds fair enough, right? A
man has a disability He just wants

to make it possible to pursue his

career. After all, the Americans
With Disabilities Act was passed

to allow just these kinds of things

to happen.

If Martm was a schoolteacher

or a lawyer or had any other nor-

mal occupation, I'd be all for it.

But allowing Martin the use of a

cart, by means of a court order,

sets a dangerous precedent in

sports.

There is a certain Darwinian

element to sports. Only the

strongest, fastest. fiilcsU most
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Take stylistic liberty
Grammatical rules and format

inhibit a jMjrson's creativity.

VIEWPOINT, PAGE 10
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Ready to help

Senior Laneia Moore is trying to make a

difference in Africa through fashion.

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT, PAGE 14

Execution stay sought
McVeigh, scheduled to die

June 11, asks judge to delay

sentence. NEWS, PAGE 5

Number of transfers on the rise
ADMISSIONS: UC expects

community college influx

as result of various plans

By Noah Grand
Daily Bruin Reporter

UC transfer admissions have
increased and are expected to increase

in the future as a result ofTKlal Wave TI

and the dual admissions proposal.

Tidal Wave II refers to the expected

influx of60,000 students to the UC over

the next decade.

UCLA admitted 7.6 percent more
transfer stydents from community col-

leges this year, including a 10.2 percent

increase in underreprescnted minority

Betweto 35 and 38 percent of the

undergraduates at UCLA are transfers

from community colleges, said Tom

Uflca, interim director ofadmissions.

"Transferring from a community
college is a really important and useful

way for students to enter UC," said

Manuel Gdmez, interim vice president

ofeducational outreach for UC.
UC's partnership with Gov. Gray

Davis for state funding and UC
accountability calls for a 6 percent

iticrease in transfer enrollment in return

for funding, Gomez said. v.

The dual admissions proposal,"
expected to be voted on by the UC
Board of Regents this summer, would
allow students between the top 4 and
12.5 percent of their high school class,

otherwise ineligible for UC admissions,

to apply to a UC and a community col-

lege simultaneously Students who are

accepted would be admitted to that UC
af^er completing a transfer program at

a community college.

"We're trying to respond to the

state's desire to get more transfers from

COMMUNJTY COUEGETRANSyj

Transfer student enfollmtnt dropped in1998wmHi
generally Increased since.*
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* Native Amfrian enrollment has been between 13 students in 1998 and 27
students now during this period.
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calls on state colleges

to restrict card mariceting

1 CREDIT: Approved policy

recommends counseling

on debt for new students

I

'

"

•' I r' 111

The Associated Press

State lawmakers are trying to

limit the aggressive marketing of

credit cards on California college debts that they cannot pay, he said

and counseling" in orientation for

riew students.

The author. Assemblyman Paul

Koretz, D-West Hollywood, said

many credit card companies give

students cards even when they have

no income and offer gifts such as T-

shirts and hats to get them to sign

up.

Many students run up huge

campuses.

~A bill approved Thursday by the

Assembly would ask th« state's

three college systems to adopt poli-

cies to regulate such marketing on
their campuses.

The bill docs not specify vyhat

the policies should be, but suggests

In the worst cases, students might
commit suicide rather than tell

their parents about their debt, he
said.

Republicans opposing the bill

said student.s need to learn on their

own how to manage their finances.

"These are college students
olleges should consider limiting ITiey're supposed to be the best and

sites and prohibitmg companies
from offering students gifts for

applying for cards.

The bill also recommends that

colleges include "debt education

the brightest. How else are they

going to learn?" asked Minority

Leader Dave Cox, R-Fair Oaks.

The bill was approved 45-27 and
.sent to the Senate.

California community colleges into the

UC system," Lifka said.

UC signed a memorandum of
understanding with the California com-
munity college system in 1997 to

increase the total number of transfers

from California community colleges to

UC by one-third in 2005.

"We set goals that we had to reach to

keep transfer rates up with freshman

growth rates," said Dennis Galligani^

associate vice president of UC student

academic services.

Christopher Cabaldon. California

community college vice chancellor of

policy, planning and external affairs,

said that the dual admissions program
and memorandum of understanding

will help establish clearer rules on how
community college students can trans-

fer to the UC.
Both would provide increased coun-

seling services to help students transfer

to the UC. Galligani said this could help

any community college student transfer

into UC, not just those in the dual

admissions program.

Cabaldon said one of the difficulties

of the transfer process is convincing

communKy college students that they

will be able to transfer to a UC campus.
"You have to open their eyes to the

possibility of transferring, you have to

make sure their eyes don't glaze over

with the complex rules, and you have to

assure students that, if they follow the

rules, they will succeed," Cabaldon
said.

UCLA is involved in a number of

programs designed to bring more com-
munity college transfers to UCLA.
These prop-ams focus on making the

UC more visible on community college

campuses by visiting more often, said

Alfred Herrera, director ofcommunity
college partnerships.

"Community college students need

Cooriety of Mel«M Minkin

Rabbi David Rue (left) ind Rabbi Benay Lappe chat during a
break from the discussion last night at UCLA Hlllel.

Hillel sponsors forum

to discuss LGBT issues
REUGION: Rabbis agree

gays should be included

in Jewish faith, practice

SecMMIlMEiapage?

ByUsaKlassen
Daily Bruin Reporter

For most of his life, Roee
Ruttenberg felt like an outsider, torn

between his faith and sexual orienta-

tion.

Ruttenberg and other gay Jews
often search for ways to reconcile

this conflict, though many give up,

believing that their religion and sexu-

al orientation are incompatible.

In a move to understand the rela-

tionship between Judaism and sexu-

ality, students and other community
members met Wednesday night with

a panel of rabbis to discuss the issue.

UCLA's Hillel Center sponsored
the forum, called "Trembling before

G^" after a documentary about gay
Orthodox Jews, in order to promote
awareness of the gay Jewish commu-
nity,

"We're here to talk not about
Judaism or about sexual orientation,

but about both," said coordinator

Ruttenberg, who also acted as the

moderator of the forum.

The rabbis presented their back-

grounds and experiences with reli-

gion and sexuality.

"There's still too many lesbian,

gay, bisexual and transgendered

Jews who pass by a synagogue and
say 'That place is not for me ...

because I'm not okay because God
says so,"' said panelist Rabbi Benay
L^ppe, who is a lesbian.

S«e JUDAISM, page 7

Raising the bar

Ballet dancers practice for a world arts and cultures intermediate ballet class.

DANK I WONG/ Daily Brutn
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Bill adds gender to job

discrimination law
Under a bill narrowly approved Thursday by

the state Assembly, bosses cannot tell a woman
worker to dress in a more feminine manner or

harass a male employee because of his slight

build. The bill will add actual or perceived gen-

der to the state's employment discrimination

law, which outlaws bias based on race, religion,

color, physical or mental disability, marital sta-

tus, sex or sexual orientation.

The author, Assemblywoman Jackie

Goldberg, D-Los Angeles, says the bill would
help transgender people and those who don't

possess traits that are stereotypicaJly associated

with+iis or her gender.

Those traits could include personality, cloth-

ing, hairstyle, speech or mannerisms, according

to an Assembly analysis of the legislation.

Under the bill, an employer could, however,

still impose workplace appearance, grooming or

dress standards that are related to the job.

One opponent. Assemblyman Tim Leslie, R-

Tahoe City, said the bill would allow

a transsexual worker to ^^ress oppo-
site their natural sex."

He said that would be "disruptive of vari-

ous business places."

The bill was sent to the Senate by a 4 1 -3 1 vote,

a scant majority of the 80-member Assembly.

Staples inks deal for

$1 billion LA. project
Developers of a proposed $1 billion project

surrounding downtown's sports arena and
Convention Center signed an agreement
Thursday granting concessions to a coalition of

environmentalists, labor leaders and communi-
ty groups.

Los Angeles Arena Land Co. executive Ted
Tanner said the proposed development will pro-

vide "quality jobs and strong, balanced commu-
nities vital to the future of Los Angeles."

"This agreement will guarantee both while

further revitalizing downtown Los Angeles and
adding millions of dollar to the local economy,"

said Tanner, the company's
senior vice president.

The agreement was reached after

months ofnegotiations between the com-
pany and the Figueroa Corridor Coalition for

Economic Justice. The development i$ to

include two hotels, housing, a theater and a

plaza.

"It is the first time that a developer in Los
Angeles has taken the full breadth ofcommuni-
ty issues into consideration, including housing,

employment and quality of life," coalition

spokeswoman Gilda Haas said.

Project developers told City Council mem-
bers May 3 that their complex would transform

30 acres of parking lots and aging buildings

around Staples Center into a Southern
California version of New York City's Times
Square.

Developers, including billionaire Denver
railroad magnate Philip Anschutz and
Australian media baron Rupert Murdoch,
agreed to hire locally and provide a "living

wage" of $7.72 per hour with benefits or $8.97

without.

Hahn supporter may
have solicited money

OflTicials of a Riverside County tribe say they

spent $100,000 on mailers attacking Los
Angeles mayoral candidate Antonio
Villaraigosa at the request of a longtime sup-

porter ofopponent Jim Hahn.

The alleged actions by consultant Daniel

Weinstein - ifcoordinated by Hahn's campaign
- would be illegal under city campaign finance

rules limiting contributions to citywide candi-

dates to $1,000 in most circumstances.

Aides for Hahn, Los Angeles' city attorney,

said they did not know of a telephone confer-

ence between Weinstein and six Indian tribes

last week, and that Weinstein was noiauthorized

to represent the campaign. Weinstein could not

be reached for cofnment Thursday.

The money the Sobobas gave went toward
120,000 postcards that began arriving in Los
Angeles homes Tuesday.

Compiled from Dally Bruin wire reports.

Weather

Today Saturday Sunday

ACADEMIC
ANNOUNCEMENTS

Partly Cloudy Partly Cloudy Partly Cloudy

high: 70 low: 59 high: 69 low: 60 high: 69 low: 61

— RemlnderF"—
The deadline to drop a

non-impacted class with a

green Late Drop petition,

transcript notation and •

$13 fee is June 8.

Outlook:
Th« weather should remain fairly stable

for the next few days with typJcalTurte

gloom.' Expert oveaast sides in the

morning with warm, sunny afternoons.

v
. Sunrise

S:44a.m.

f ^ Sunset iy.
7:59|Mftr

•Of real time weather, visit www.ddilybfuin.ucU.edu

WHArS BREWING

Friday 8:30 a.m. -4 p.m
Stand for Children Display

On children's rights

Bruin Plaza Area

(310)825-2896

1p.m.
ISA

Lunch Break

Ackerman 2410

2 p.m.
Slavic Department

Polish Table - let's speak polish

LuValle (outside)

(310)825-2135

3 p.m.
UCLA Department ofSpanish and
Portuguese

Celebrating the publication of "Cine
a la Chilena: Las Peripecias de
Sergio Castilla"

Written by Veronica Cortincz

Rolfe 4302 - Lydeen Reading Room

5 p.m.
Hippocratic Oath Ceremony

Commencement ceremony

Dickson Plaza/PeriofTQuad

School ofMedicine

(310)825-3970

7 p.m.

African Arts Ensemble Showcase

Student showcase

Sunset Canyon Rec, Ctr.

(310)825-5969

7:30 p.m.
UCLA Dept. of Ethnomusicology

Concert: Music of Korea Ensemble
and Music of Bali Ensemble

Schoenberg Hall

(310)206-3033

Saturday 7:30 p.m.
UCLA Dept. of Ethnomusicology

Concert: Music ofChina Ensemble

and Music ofJapan Ensemble

Schoenberg Hall

(310)206-3033

9 p.m.
BDCand Historical Ballroom

Dance Club at UCLA - Free

4th Annual Jane Austen Dance
(Special Guest Teacher John Hertz)

UCLA URC 900 Hilgard Ave
(310)284-3636

Sunday 11a.m. -7 p.m.

International Folk Dance Club

14th Valley Jewish Festival - Free!

CSUN
Grass West ofMain Stage

7 p.m.
UCLA Dept. of Ethnomusicology

Concert: African American

Ensemble (gospel) and Music of

We«( African Ensemble

Schoenberg Hall

(310)206-3033

Monday 8 p.m.
"A Cappella Orgy'

Random Voices' Spring Concert

Northwest Campus Auditorium

^ Free! ^
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LA FIRSTS
Every other Friday, The Bruin wilt highlight sodal, political

and scientific advancements that originated at UCLA and set

standards for both the unh^enHy and the nation.

"bom
UCLA has played a vital

role in the continuous
growth ofthe Internet

Group led by Sieve CRxlief finishes the

Network ContTDlPliotOQol

1979 LairyUndwevefji

Computer

1W6 The 56Kbps bal

legionatsas

thebeginnifi!

nearly 30,1

1MI

uruver^WcH^

'based system and an

appimestftenew plan.

with the now familiar

to the creation of a numtwr of

b and spol(e infra

umber of neUMilogiDws fromJUQ to

(teearch

ifch comm

suchasARCHK,

1991 NSSF lifts all restrictions on commercial use of the net. Over 100 countnSSenow
connected with ewer 600,000 hosts and nearty 5.000 separate networks.

1992 The WorW Wide Wrt is bom, introduced by Tim Bernm-lee.The first audio and video

mufticasts are broadcast over the Internet

1996 Telecommunications Act deregulates data network transmission.

1999 1 50 million'users on the Internet. More than 800 million Web pages are accessible.

MWg: fcMWiwm(i«NMwSdtiKe

MAGGC mXVDXIy Brain
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UCLA Archives

Employees converge arounci the IBM 709 mainframe computer at the Western Data
Processing Center, whicli marked the partnership between IBM anci UCLA in 1957.

ByShMWiMm
Daily Bruin Contributor

Despite popular belief, AI Gore did
not invent the Internet, but he may soon
be lecturing at the institution that did.

According to a 1999 New York Times
artide, "Lo" was the first message ever

transmitted over what was to become the

Internet, which took its first steps at

UCLA.
It all began in September 1969 when

Computer Science Professor Leonard
Kleinrock's host computer at UCLA
became the first Internet node, a mecha-
nism in a network that receives and
sends data.

In October 1969, Kit rock directed

the transmission bf the first message
ever to pass over the network, attempt-

ing to transmit the word "login" to a
computer at Stanford University.

The system, however, crashed when
the letter **g" was entered, but after some
adjustments, the message successfully

transmitted over.

Kleinrock, the "father of the

Internet," began this journey that would
eventually link the entire world.

Nearly a decade before the landmark
transmission, Kleinrock, then a gradu-

ate student at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, invented the

principles of packet switching.

"Packet-switching breaks up data and
generates pieces that can be sent over a

network," said Alberto Cerpa, a com-
puter science graduate student

This process allows packets from
many different locations to be sorted

and directed to different routes.

**A nice analogy, to this is how the

postal service works and how a letter

may be sent to different central post
offices along the way," Cerpa said.

Packet switching allowed for the

launch of the ARPA network unveiled at

UCLA in 1969, its name taken from the

Advanced Research Projects Agency, a
projiect that encouraged development of
computer technology in the United
States.

Today the Internet consists of more
than just nodes and packet-switching,

but the basic technology ofhow informa-
tion is relayed remains the same, accord-
ing to Cerpa.

Starting in the late 1940s, UCLA
made pioneering contributions to the

information revolution, leading up to

formal establishment of the department
ofcomputer science in 1968.

The initial goals of the department
aimed to provide the necessary courses,

ofTer degrees in computer science, and
also provide a focus for teaching,

research and development in computer
science on campus.

Over the years, computer and
Internet technology has spread through-
out the campus.

UCLA residence halls became wired
for fast-speed Internet access during the

academic year of 1994-95.

"It was unusual at that time to try to

complete the entire installment while the

residence halls were fully occupied,"
said Mike Schilling, the director of tech-

nology in business and financial services.

The installation consisted of wiring
for the network, caWe television and tele-

phone, amounting to about 15,000 new
connection*.

"Today, about 90 percent of residents

connect to academic and Internet
resources on a daily basis," Schilling

said. "This is one of the highest number
of users among the colleges in the
nation."

And Schilling expects this number to

-
.
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VDkinteers seek to dean up trash, erase graffiti in Village
WESTWOOD: FYatemities,

other residents target area

between Gayley, Veteran

.

By K«vin L«c
Daily Bruin Contributor

Fraternities and Westwood resi-

dents will team up Sunday to pick

up trash and erase graffiti during

Operation Clean Sweep, an event

organized by the North Village

Improvement Committee and the

UCLA Center for Student
Programming.

Volunteers, using equipment pro-

vided by the city^ will clean the

apartment area between Gayley and
Veteran avenues.

"Operation Clean Sweep pre-

sents Westwood residents with a

great opportunity to work and build

relationships with fraternities," said

Shelley Taylor of the NVIC.

According to Carter,

approximately 200

people are expected to

participate in the event.

"The NVIC .!, is committed to

eradicating graffiti in our neighbor-

hood." Tayjor added.

According to Scott Carter of the
Center for Student Programming,
one reason why he and Taylor
decided to have an OCS event
toward the end of the school year is

because many students dispose of
their trash in preparation to move
out of their apartments around this

time.

Each fraternity in IFC is

required to provide 10 percent of its

membership to participate in the

cleanup.

According to Carter, approxi-
mately 200 people are expected to

participate in the event.

The IFC won a community ser-

vice award at the Western Regional
Greek Conference last year for their

efforts during the first cleanup
event fall quarter.

The IFC fraternities will post fly-

ers on apartments throughout

Sceai«IIM»pa9c9
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Birthday antics get Rodman in trouble

CHARGES: Former NBA
player faces three counts

of disturbing O.C. peace

ByChdsMJ.Carter
The Associated Press

SANTA ANA — Former basket-

ball star Dennis Rodman may be

known for his outrageous behavior

on the court, but it's bis antics at

home that have caught the atten-

tion of prosecutors and city offi-

cials.

The Orange County District

Attorney's office charged Rodman
on Thursday with three misde-

meanor counts of disturbing the

peace on a public beach, using

unauthorized amplification equip-

ment and failing to obtain a permit

The charges come a day after

Newport Beach city officials asked

a judge to issue an injunction

against Josh Slocum's seafood

restaurant, owned by Rodman and
Random Holdings Inc., calling the

eatery a public nuisance.

The misdemeanor charges stem
from Rodman's 40th birthday bash

at his Newport Beach home on
May 12. The party featured

Rodman's arrival by helicopter and
live bands who performed for sev-

eral hundred people.

A Ne>yport Beach police

sergeant warned Rodman three

times over a two day-period that

such a party was unauthorized.

Deputy District Attorney Mike
Fell said at a news conference in

Santa Ana Thursday.

"Mr. Rodman informed the

sergeant he was going ahead and
having his party," Fell said.

But Rodman's attorney, Paul S.

Meyer, said his client was being

harassed.

"Dennis Rodman is being sin-

gled out and discriminated against

by the decision to charge him,"

Meyer said in a written statement.

"He is being treated differently

than other people who have used
speakers at a birthday party or wed-
ding celebration."

He said the charges were a mis-

use of the municipal code.

"It seems to me that if an indi-

vidual is going to have a birthday

State's new warning program

begins with erratic forecasts

ENERGY: System designed

to issue alerts of imminent

blaci^outs fails at first runs

By Don Thompson
The Associated Press

blackout notice initially contained too

little information for utilities to give

their customers the full 60 minutes'

notice Davis ordered, said PG&E
spokesman Ron Low.

"We understand the difllcult circum-

stances the ISO faces, but we need criti-

cal information in a timely fashion from
the ISO in order to implement the cus-

tomer notification that is required of

us." Low said.

"The state should hire a clairvoy-

ant," said Dominic DiMare of the

SACRAMENTO - California's

new blackout forecasting system,

ordered last week by Gov. Gray Davis,

had a shaky start Thursday when the

state's grid manager issued a series of California Chamber of Commerce jok
on-again, olT-again blackout warnings. ingly "It's a crap shoot. We're not

The Independent System Operator going to get the level of precision that
gave its first forma! one-hour notice of would be optimal, that would allow you
impending statewide rolling blackouts - to make a decision that would be fool-

The Associated Press

Former NBA star Dennis Rodman at the pre-Super Bowl festivities

on Jan. 28, 1 999. Rodman is in trouble with the law once again.

party in the afternoon in their own
home, they should be allowed to,"

the attorney added at an afternoon

news conference outside his Costa
Mesa office.

"Dennis Rodman is

being singled out and
discriminated against.

Paul S.Meyer

Rodman's attorney

Meanwhile, Newport Beach offi-

cials have sued Rodman and
Random Holdings Inc., alleging

Slocum's repeatedly violates city

ordinance by hosting live entertain-

ment and dancing without permits.

"This is a warning that we're
serious about things," Newport
Beach spokeswoman Gail McElroy

said Wednesday.

In the last two months, police

have been called to Slocum's 50
times for complaints of excessive

noise, fighting and overcrowding.

The restaurant's capacity is listed at

130, a number repeatedly exceed-

ed, McElroy said.

Before Rodman - with the

Detroit Pistons and Chicago Bulls

during championship years -

became involved, the restaurant

averaged about five calls per year,

she said.

Attorney Paul Meyer, who rep-

resents Slocum's owners, would
only say: "We're in discussions

with the city and we're making
progress."

Ilie lawsuit was filed May 26 in

Orange County Superior Court
and was made public Wednesday

In the past year, police have
shown up on tlie ex-NBA star's

doorstep about 50 times. He has

been fined $8,500 for violating

noise ordinances.

only to rescind the order moments
before it was to take effeot.

The ISO had told utilities to be pre-

pared to cut 500

megawatts, __^_______
enough power for

375.000 house-

holds.

Earlier in the

day, the ISO had

warned of possi-

ble blackouts in

the San Francisco

Bay area. Those

were avoided

when pacific Gas

The State should hire

a clairvoyant"

Dominic DiMare
California Chamber of

Commerce

proof."

He and Davis spokesman Steve

Maviglio said the goal is to give busi-

nesses the earliest

.«».,_,...,i_.. warning possible

-even if it proves

to be wrong.

"Then at least

they can be pr©*

parftd," Maviglio

said. "The rule is

it's better to be

safe than sorry,

especially for

manufacturers."

Davis ordered
& Electric rerouted power to the region, the ISO to provide 24- and 48-hour fore-
although about 6.000 San Francisco casts when blackouts are likely, with
homes lost electricity due to an unrelat-

ed equipment problem.

"I think this is probably a good indi-

cator how dynamic the system is. and
will be," said Jim Mcintosh, the ISO's

director ofgrid operations. "People just

have to understand ... we could be
wrong and that could be a good thing."

Mcintosh said he was twice within

moments of ordering blackouts when
utilities in other states suddenly cut the

power they were sending California and
then just as suddenly restored it.

Business and agriculture groups in

particular have been calling for early

blackout waniingK so they can avoid

spoiling a production line due to an
uniexpected power outage. Utilities and
the groups' statewide organizations

one-hour warnings that outages arc

imminent. But the ISO's Mcintosh and
the chamber's DiMare said forecasts

are more likely to be wrong the earlier

they are issued.

Thursday's experience proved fore-

casters can be wrong literally minute to

minute, Mcintosh said.

Ironically, the warnings helped fore-

stall the need for actual bladcouts by
encouraging conservation, said ISO
spokeswoman Stephanie McCorkie.

She doubted that electricity con-
sumers will begin to discount the warn-
ings if they continuously prove erro-

neous.

"People know that we don't have a

crystal ball, but knowledge is going to

help people at home and in the work-
could not immediately say if any busi- place make intelligent decisions,
nesses shut down prematurely because McCorkie said. "It's our duty to put
ofThursday's false alamis. that (infonnation) out, and what people
Addmg to the confusion, the ISO's do with that is their choice."
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for stay of execution
EVIDENCE: FBI withheld

information on bombing,

defense attorneys assert

By CathcHnc Tsai

The Associated Press

DENVER - Timothy McVeigh
asked a judge Thursday to delay his

execution, accusing the government

of withholding evidence in a "fraud

upon the court" that denied him a

fair trial in the Oklahoma City

bombing.

U.S. District Judge Richard
Matsch scheduled a hearing for

Wednesday and ordered prosecu-

tors to respond by Monday evening.

McVeigh is scheduled to die June 1 1.

The request was a ^arp reversal

for McVeigh, who had abandoned
his appeals in December and asked

for an execution date for the 1995

bombing that killed 168 people and
injured hundreds of others in the

nation's worst act of domestic ter-

rorism.

A few hours before the hearing,

* ___^_
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A Sign outside the home of Joann McGuckin near Sandpoint, Idaho, warns visitors about dogs on the
property. McGuckin's six chtldrep, destined for foster care, refused to leave their rural home Tuesday.

CNMren continue to hold at bay

The AssocMHd Pms
Military spokesman Brig. Gen. Edilberto Adan points, on a map, to

where the Muslim extremist group the Abu Sayyaf was last sighted.

Military officials, extremist

group clash over hostages
PHILIPPINES: U.S. offers officials and guerrillas said.

J.
. Rebel leader Abu Sabaya phoned

assistance; 3 Americans a local radio station to say his group

among those captured Z^ ""^l^^.'*"*? "« ^p«»^^ «
° *^

threat to kill the hostages.

.

Near and distant gunfire rang out

as he spoke breathkssly to RMN
radio station.

Sabaya, a leader of the Abu
Sayyaf group, claimed two hostages

had been hit by gunfire.

He said the clash started when his

Byl

The Assodated Press

MANILA, Philippines — Muslim
extremists holding 20 hostages -

including three Annencans - dashed
with the military on the southern

Philippines early Frklay. military Set p»9t7

STANDOFF: Mother says

she won't help officers

place kids in foster care

ByMarkWarbis
The Associated Press

SANDPOINT Idaho - Deputies

hunkered down Thursday on a dirt

road, waiting for six frightened and
well-armed child^-en to accept help

from an outside worid they fear and
distrust.

Their father was buried May 26,

and their mother was arrested

Tuesday. The six kids - ages 8 to 16 -

have each other, rifles they know how
to use and 27 half-wild dogs in a run-

down Garfield Bay home without

water and electricity.

And they apparently have enough
food to hold out for a while, a local

relief worker says. A family friend

picked up a 200-pound box of staples

for them at the Bonner Community
Food Center May 26, director Alrce

Wallace said Thursday.

The family routinely received food
from the center, she said. Of reports

that the children had been subsisting

on Uly-pad soup and lake water, she

said: **They weren't existing on that

and that alone."

Wallace characterized the family

I

of JoAnn and Michael McGuckin as

"a normal family that has fallen on
hard times." The children are "great

kids. They're well-mannered, they're

polite, they're respectful."

(Steele) disputed the

state's charges ...

that the children are

hungry, dirty and living

in primitive conditions.

Now, she said, "They're scared,

I'm sure. Your dad dies a couple of
weeks ago, and then your mother's

taken away from you - that would be
a little unnerving, don't you think?"

Bonner County sheriffs deputies

had no luck trying to negotiate with
the children Thursday.

"We're trying, but we haven't

been able to establish conUct," said

sheriffs Sgt. Rob Rahn.

The children won a new ally

Thursday, but they weren't talking to

him, either.

Sandpoint lawyer Edgar Steele,

who represented Aryan Nations
fbunder Richard Butler in the recent

federal trial that cost the organiza-

tion its Idaho compound, called a

news conference to blast sheriffs

officers for their arrest of McGuckin
and their plan to disperse her chil-

dren into foster care.

"This is exactly what she was
afraid of, and that's exactly what
they're trying to do," Steele said.

He said he had been to the house,

but the children would not speak to

him. He planned to try again today.

He did spend two hours with the

mother on Wednesday, Steele said.

"This woman is perfectly capable

of taking care of the kids and her-

self," he said, though he conceded the

family had become reclusive since

the father's illness.

Steele suggested the stalemate

could be resolved by bringing the

mother to the house, but said he
would not have any part in such an
effort if the goal was to separate the

children into foster care. He said

family and friends stand ready to take

them in.

He 'disputed the state's charges
against McGuckin - that the children

are hungry, dirty and living in primi-

tive conditions.

"That's all pure rumor," Steele

said. "I'm not sure why she was
arrested."

He described the children as lov-

S«e SMNDOfF, page 9
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lA^cused spy pleads

innocent to charges
ALEXANDRIA, Va. - Vclenm FBI agent

Robert Hanssen pleaded mnocent Thursday
to charges of spying for Moscow, setting the

sUge for a faH trial that could deal with some
of the nation's most closely guarded intelli-

gence secrets.

Looking haggard in a green jumpsuit with

the word "prisoner" on the back, Hanssen
stood next to his lawyer in the federal court-

room here, just across the Potomac River from
Washington. He said "not guilty ' when asked
how he pleaded to the charges, and plans were
set for an Oct. 29 trial.

Thuraday's arraignment followed futile plea

disciittions between Hanssen's lawyers and
proatGliCors. The long lead time for a trial

could permit a new round of plea bargaining.

The federal indictment accuses Hanssen of

21 counts of espionage.

".We will be filing motions in federal court

attacking this indictment," his attor-

ney, Plato Cacheris. told reporter^

on the courthouse steps after what he

estimated was a two-minute court ses>

sion. "We've just set a new modern
record for arraignments."

"That not-guilty plea entitles him to a pre-

sumption of innocence," Cacheris said of
Hanssen.

Humanitarian aid to

Iraq extended by U.N.
UNITED NATIONS - The major powers

on the Security Council avoided a standoff

over Iraq by agreeing Thursday to extend a

U.N. humanitarian program for one month -

rime that can now be used to restructure sanc-

tions there.

A draft of the proposal was submitted to the

full 15-member council and is expected to be
adopted Friday. The current Oil-for;Food

program expires Monday.

Iraqi Ambassador Mohammed
al*Douri rejected the new proposal

and reiterated Iraqi threats to cut the

production of oU should the Security

Council eventually approve a U.S.-
British sanctions proposal.

Al-Douri said Iraq would not sign any new
oil contracts during the one-nuMith extension

period. "Iraq will not conclude any oil con-
tracts based on (the extension) and this resolu-

tion Tor us will be just another dead resolu-

tion
"

Iraq remains under sanctions imposed afler

it invaded Kuwait in 1990. But under the Oil-

For-Food program, it can sell oil to buy
approved humanitarian goods.

Bush wants to hike

military spending
WASHINGTON - In addition to asking

$5.6 billion more for the current Pentagon
* budget. President Bush intends to seek larger

increases for 2002, including far nK>re for mis-

sile defense, officials said Thursday.

Dov Zakheim, the Pentagon's budget chief,

said that while the S5.6 billion will be enough^
to carry the military through September, the

budget request for 2002 will be bigger and
begin to "point us in the direction we wish to

gcT in modernizing the military and meeting
the needs of troops.

He refused to say how much Bush might
add to his originally proposed $310 billion bud-
get for the coming budget year, starting Oct. I.

Many have speculated that Bush would seek

an additional $20 billion or more.
Zakheim said the president would probably

submit his proposed addH>ns to the 2002 bud-
get in a few weeks.

Spending on missile defense in 2002 should
be "considerably more" than the Clinton
administration had planned, he said. In the
current budget there is about $3.8 billion for

various missile defense projects.

Compiled from Daily Bruin wire reports.
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Candidates exchange
I be Beers cartel to become privatized

campaign accusations
MAYOR: Each charges

the other with use of

negative advertising

By Erica Werner
The Associated Press

The gloves came off Tliursday

in the final debate before the June
5 mayoral election as candidates

Antonio Villaraigosa and James
Hahn traded charges over nega-

tive campaigning!

Villaraigosa charged Hahn
with running a campaign of fear.

Hahn countered that Villaraigosa

led the way with negative ads and
that a Villaraigosa campaign tac-

tic scared mothers and children

at a Hahn event.

"Mr. Hahn, after 20 years in

city government, instead of talk-

ing about your record you've
attacked mine and chosen to

appeal to our worst fears,"

Villaraigosa said. "You want vot-

z ers to behevc that I'm sympathet-

ic to criminals. Mr. Hahn, you
know that those charges are out-

rageous and yet you continue to

repeat them."

Villaraigosa then told the audi-

ence at the Museum ofTolerance
that he had read "la disturbing

headline .... which connects your
campaign of fear to illegal gam-
bling money."

Hdhn accused Villaraigosa's

campaign of initiating attack ads
in the primary and starting the

runoff with more.

"Now I wasn't just gonna sit

there and take it," Hahn said,

challenging Villaraigosa's claim

of running a "campaign of hope."

"Yesterday I was just trying to

have a press conference with

mothers and children who are

trying to reclaim their neighbor-

hood and your negative cam-
paign consultant came there with

a bunch of people yelling and
screaming and scaring mothers
and children," Hahn said. "I

know when I'm out in public I'm
fair game but, you know, lay off

the kids and their moms."
Villaraigosa was first in the

April 10 primary with 30 percent

of the vote, while Hahn was sec-

ond with 25 percent. A poll

released Tuesday by the Los
Angeles Times, however, had
Hahn ahead with 47 percent to 40
percent for Villaraigosa.

Hahn launched a television

advertisement Sunday claiming

Villaraigosa can't be trusted

because he wrote to the White
House on behalf of a convicted

cocaine trafficker.

The ad, which includes an
image of a crack cocaine pipe

being held to a Hame, focuses on
a 1996 letter Villaraigosa wrote

on behalf of drug trafficker

Carlos Vignaii, whose sentence

was commuted by President

Clinton as one of his last acts in

office.

Villaraigosa received more
than $6,000 in campaign dona-
tions from Vignali's parents. He
has said he should not have writ-

ten the letter.

Villaraigosa's allegation

against Hahn about gambling
money stemmed from a report

that officials of the Soboba Band
of Mifr&ion Indians in Riverside

County said they spent $100,000
on the mailers at the request of
Daniel Weinstein, a longtime

Hahn supporter.

The postcards claim

Villaraigosa voted to go easy on
sexual predators and rapists.

If coordinated by Hahn's cam-
paign, the spending on the mail-

ers would be illegal under city

campaign finance rules, which
limit contributions to citywide

candidates to $1,000 in most cir-

cumstances.

Hahn told Villaraigosa he had
nothing to do with the mailers.

Hahn, 50, has been zwy attor-

ney since 1985 and is the son of
the late County Supervisor

Kenneth Hahn, a white politician

beloved in the black neighbor-

hoods he represented for four

decades.

Villaraigosa, 48, is a onetime
high school dropout who rose to

speaker of the state Assembly
and now seeks to become the

city's first Latino mayor since

1872.

Mayor Richard Riordan, who
has endorsed Villaraigosa in the

nonpartisan race, is prevented
from running again by term lim-

its.

INDUSTRY: Company plans

to leave diamond business,

reform inefficient red tape

By Ravi Nessman
The Associated Press

JOHANNESBURG, South Africa

— Behind every diamond engagement
ring, every diamond earring, every

glittering, multicarat expression of
true love once loomed the imperious

shadow of De Beers, the cartel that

controlled - and, some argue, created
- the international diamond industry. ,

But with the cartel's grip over the

trade weakening. De Beers has spent a

year undergoing revolutionary

changes more drastic than those of the

last 70 years combined.

On Friday, De Beers will drop off

the Johannesburg Stock Exchange, all

of its stockholden will be bought out

by the consortium that just acquired it,

and it will become a private company
for the first time in over a century,

allowing it to be more flexible - and
more secretive about its strategies.

The move follows De Beers' plans

tq enter the retail industry, reform its

inefficient bureaucracy, continue sell-

ing off its massive diamond stockpile,

and perhaps most importantly, aban-

don its eflforts to rule the diamond
trade.

"I sort of view De Beers as being a
bit like Muhammad Ali; terrific, pow-
erful, but jxist fought one too many bat-

tles," said Charies Wyatt, editor of

Minesite.com, an Internet site that

reports on the mining industry

As recently as 1990, De Beers con-

trolled neariy 85 percent of the rough

diamond trade, through diamonds it

harvested itself in Africa and those it

bought from other mines, either to sell

or stockpile to artificially inflate

prices.

Since then, mines in Australia have
become more independent. Diamonds
have been found in Canada. And De
Beers' dominance in Africa has been
challenged by other companies.

If Russia declines at the end of the

year to renew its agreement to sell dia-

monds through De Beers, the compa-
ny's control of the market could drop
from 65 percent to about 50 percent,

industry analysts said. It would still

dominate the diamond trade but

would no longer rule it.

"The world is not as it was 50 years

ago," said Justin Pearson-Taylor, a dia-

mond analyst at Standard Equities.

"There's too many other players now." •

The company was founded by
British tycoon Cecil Rhodes as part of
an eflbrt to consolidate the chaotic and
often violent frontier world of dia-

mond mining in South Alhca, where,

in some caies, several thousand miners
dug side by side on tiny stakes they

owned in huge mines.

Under Ernest Oppenheimer, grand-

father of current chairman Nicky
Oppenheimer, the firm no longer sim-

ply mined the gems, but fashioned

itself into the custodian of the entire

industry - an enormous cartel with

near total domination of the rough dia-

mond market.

It marketed chips of glistening car-

bon as the ultimate gift of love under

its n)ultibillion-dollar "A diamond is

forever" advertising campaign, and
propped up the gems' price by buying
up oversupply.

Its Central Selling Organization

exercised such dictatorial power that it

often forced diamond buyers to pur-

chase poor-quality gems to get good
ones. Those who complained were
frozen out, their careers destroyed.

With its control of the market slip-

ping, however, De Beers was no longer

able to make money simply by control-

ling diamonds.

"There is tremendous opportunity

for growth, but we had to change the

way we do business," said spokes-

woman Tracey Peterson. *Thc time

had come to no longer be custodian of
the market, but be the leader of the dia-

mond industry"

De Beers began reducing its dia-

mond stockpile, which had grown to

$4.8 billion in 1998, to about $3 billion

by the end of 2000. That still repre-

sents about 40 percent of world rough
diamond productioft.

It announced |>lans last year to turn

the heavy-handed Central Selling

Organization into the warmer, fuzzier

Diamond Trading Company, which
would work to develop good relations

with diamond buyers and ensure they

are not dealing with "conflict dia-

monds" that are fueling wars in Africa.

Germany may extend laborer application date
DEAOUNE: Officials try to

ensure victims get chance

to apply for compensation

By(

The Associated Press

BERLIN — With German compen-
sation finally set to reach surviving

Nazi-era slave laborers, indusU-y and the

government faced a long-simmering

problem Thursday: making sure all vic-

tims would have a chance to apply.

Officials from Eastern Europe and
the United States urged German law-

makers to extend an Aug. 1 1 deadline, a

day after Parliament voted for the start

of payouts from the $4.6 billion fund

after more than two yearsoftough nego-

tiations.

Many ofthe more than I miflion peo-

ple forced to work under inhumane con-

ditioM for the Njm wareconomy live in

remote parts of Eastern Europe or in

South America, and advocates worry
that some who had given up hope will

need time to put together the proof
needed to receive money.

"There are still a lot of dangers that

could follow yesterday's happy solu-

tion," Poland's ambassador in Beriin.

Jerzy Kranz, told German radio.

Payments to die aging survivors are

expected to start in mid-June, but fund

officials say it may take 18 months
before the last victims see money fr<wn

the fund, financed 50-50 by the German
government and industry.

After the dismissal of virtually all

U.S. lawsuits against German compa-
nies. Parliament removed the final l^ai

hurdle Wednesday by declaring itself

satisfied that German industry now has

the "legal peace" it has demanded as its

part of the deal.

That move kicks the machinery ofthe
fund into full gear, but some crucial

details - including how many people are

ultimately eligible for compensation -

remained unclear.

Krenz said Parliament may simply
have to extend the Aug 1 1 application

deadline, a suggestion endorsed by the

German government negotiator on
ilave labor. Otto Lamb^kirfr, as well as

the United States.

"The United States would support

such a change, which would improve the

opportunity for victims to apply for pay-

ments," James Bindenagel, the State

Department's envoy on HdocauM
issues, said in a letter to German law-

maker Volker Beck, a fund trustee, that

was released Thursday
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ENROLLMENT
From page 1

information about us," Herrera said. "They
need to feel that they bekmg and see us as a
place that welcomes them. We're doing that

a kH more now."

A number of educational outreach pro-

grams have been attempts to reach out to

minorities after the end of affirmative

action. SP-1, passed by the UC regents in

1995, ended the use ofaffirmative action in

enrollment, starting in 1998.

In 2001, 18.8 percent of all U-ansfer stu-

dents admitted to UCLA were underrepre^

sented minority students - the highest per-

centage since 1997, the last year affirmative

action was used. That year, 20.3 percent of
admissions were underrepresented minori-

ties. In 1998, this dropped to 16.7 percent.

Gomez said that the increased outreach

programs toward underrepresented
minorities was partially responsible for the

increased enrollment in those groups.

"I think things are going in the right

direction," Liflca said.

The repeal of SP-1 and 2 in the regents'

May meeting is unlikely to affect the cur-

rent admissions process. Liflca said.

Affirmative action is still banned through-

out the state by Proposition 209, passed by
California voters in 1996.

He said the repeal could raise the num-
ber of underrepresented minorities apply-

ing to UCLA. Some of these students may
not apply to UCLA because SP-1 made
them feel less welcome, he added.

Liflca said the repeal of SP-1 could per-

suade more of the transfer students UCLA
accepts to enroll here, because they may
fed more welcome.

There was a systemwide increase of 16.3

percent in the number of underrepresented

minorities admitted this year. Although
UCLA had a smaller increase, only UC
Santa Barbara admitted rtiore underrepre-

sented minority students than UCLA.
UCLA's and UC Berkeley's growth in

accepting new students are expected to be
smaller than the other UC campuses
because UCLA and UC Berkeley are more
selective campuses. Liflca said UCLA's
growth plan involves increasing the number
of transfer students more quickly than the

number offreshman students.

Admissions for community college stu-

dents rose 8.6 percent for all students

throughout the UC system. A total of
13,134 students were admitted as transfers,

the largest number in UC history.

Transfers from California community
colleges are given priority in the admissions

process, according to the California master
plan for higher education.
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JUDAISM
From page 1

The second member of the panel.

Rabbi David Rue, represented the

Los Angeles Rabbinic Court as well

as Judaic law. His Orthodox training

in Israel and experience as the

Senior Justice of the Los Angeles
Rabbinic Court surprised many
audience members.

"1 was surprised to see the conser-

vative side represented," said Adam
Levy, a second-year psychology stu-

dent. "I was interested in what the

conservative Orthodox side had to

say, and I think having their voice in

the panel made things more interest-

ing.

According to Rue, the Torah for-

bids male homosexuality but says

nothing against female homosexuali-

ty.

"The Torah condemns male
homosexuality because in that par-

ticular act there is no possibility for

procreation," said Rabbi Chaim
Seidler-Feller, director of UCLA
Hillel. "The seed is spilled, and there

is no life created, but with women,
nothing is lost."

According to the panel, the fami-

ly is central to Jewish beliefs. The

panel addressed the question of
whether or not a gay couple consti-

tutes a family.

"If they can become a family unit,

then it contributes to the Jewish
way." Seidler-Feller said.

• Panelists said love and caring are

more important

in a family rela- ———^^
tionship than

the sexual orien-

tation of the par-

ents.

"1 know of

traditional rab-

bis that will

marry a (hetero-

sexual) couple

who they know
can't have

The Torah forbids

male homosexuality

but says nothing

against female

homosexuality.

kids," said Rabbi J.B. Sacks-Rosen,

a panelist and spiritual leader of the

Congregation Shaarei Torah in

Arcadia. "I don't really think that

every family should focus on procre-

ation." ^
The idea that homosexuality is a al for them, just as heterosexual peo-

sin evoked various responses from pie shouldn't have homosexual sex,
the panel. Although the Torah pro- because they're not homosexual

the Torah can be revised," Lappe
said. "According to rabbis 2,000
years ago, change is okay if the ulti-

mate goal is to save the Torah."

According to Lappe and fellow

panelist Rabbi Lisa Edwards,
founder of Los Angeles' Beth

C h a y i m
Chadashim -

the world's old-

est gay and les-

bian syna-

gogue, Jews
today often mis-

interpret the

true meaning of

the text. The
passage in ques-

" tion, said

Edwards and
Lappe, has a different context.

"In that narrative context, the text

refers to heterosexual people engag-
ing in homosexual acts." said Sacks-

Rosen. "It means that homosexual
people shouldn't do what's unnatur-

claims that homosexual acts are an
"abomination," some felt that the

ancient text is open to revision and
interpretation.

"There is no limit to how much

Rue and Seidler-Feller disagree.

To them, this interpretation is too

radical.

"It's the recognition of a com-
pletely different lifestyle," Seidler-

Feller said. "It's not just a violation

because it's called an abomination in

the Torah. It's also a social matter
When parents find out that their

child is gay, they immediately think,

'My life is over.' It is (a) deep and
harsh hit to the family tradition."

Some panelists said gay relation-

ships are supported by the stories of
Ruth and Naomi and Jonathan and
David in the Bible.

"It's hard if you're gay or lesbian

to read these stories and not to see

the relationship between them and
to see that they are in love," Edwards
said.

Though the panel was unable to

come to a conclusion about the role

of gays in the Jewish faith, the rabbis

agreed that gays should be included

in the Jewish community.

According to Edwards, gays
should interpret the Torah in their

own way to determine how they can
find a balance between their sexual

orientation and faith.

"The greatest criterion to looking

at the Torah is to ask yourself, 'Is this

true to life?'" Edwards said. "It is

not a question of whether we can
change the Torah, but rather, should

we change the Torah? In the end, it's

up to each of us to decide for our-

selves what the Torah means."

KIDNAPPING
From page 5

men allowed a group of hostages to

take a bath in a nearby river. He said

advancing troops found them and
started firing at the guerrillas.

Col. Jovenal Narcise, leader ofan
army battalion on southern Basilan

island, confirmed the fighting but

did not say whether the military had
spotted the hostages.

Sabaya said that in addition to the

20 hostages taken Sunday from the

Dos Palmas beach resort in the

southwestern Philippines, his group
also had seized 10 fisherman.

On Thursday, the military threw

5,000 troops into a search for the

rebels and their hostages.

With the Philippine president

vowing to crush the rebels. Brig.

Gen. Romeo Dominguez said his

troops were on a "rescue and
destroy" mission.

"We just need one initial positive

contact and we will get them,"

Dominguez said Thursday "If they Mendoza said pilots also will air-
are found, the shooting will start." drop thousands of posters to remote

The military blockaded a 60-mile- corners of southern islands,
wide stretch of ocean after local Unconfirmed reports put at least
radio quoted residents as saying they some of the hostages on at least
saw the hostages Wednesday night three islands. When the military
in a boat lined

with grenades

strung together.

The Abu Sayyaf

warned Tuesday,

in its last public

contact, that it

will kill the cap-

tives if the mili-

tary tries to res-

cue them.

Abu Sabaya

repeated a threat to

kill the hostages.

went to check, it

found nothing.

Military
spokesman Brig.

Gen. Edilberto

Adan said the

abductors will try

to slip from
island to island in

their home
waters, using

A military spokesman said the stealth, new equipment and provide
United States has offered to help in support for some sympathetic resi-
the search that has proved so diffl- dents.

cult, with troops chasing the tra' "We will chase them to wherever
among the islands strewn across the they will go," Adan said.
Philippines' southern Sulu Sea. He said the blockade was aimed

Soldiers showered open-air mar- to preventing access to southern
kets and village squares near Abu
Sayyaf bases with wanted posters

Thursday, advertising $2 million in

rewards. Air force Col. Jose

islands where the Abu Sayyaf oper-

ates, especially Jolo, where the

group has its main bases.

Adan said the U.S. government

offered to help the Philippines

search for the 20 hostages.

"We don't need combat troops

here," Adan said. "What is needed
here is information." He noted that

the area where the Abu Sayyafoper-
ates is scattered with more than 60
islands.

The U.S. Embassy said it remains
in close contact with the Philippine

government because three

Americans are among the hostages.

"All of the hostages should be
released immediately, safely and
unconditionally," the statement
said.

Abu Sayyaf gunmen seized the

tourists from the Dos Palmas resort

off Palawan Island, on the western

edge of the Sulu Sea. Jolo and
Basilan islands lie at the sea's south-

east corner. 350 miles away.

The Abu Sayyaf. which claims to

be fighting for a separate Muslim
state, seized 10 foreign tourists

about a year ago from a Malaysian
resort. Most were released for mil-

lions of dollars in ransom.
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INTERNET
From page 3

grow by 100 percent over the next few years.

Adding to this burgeoning growth, the College Library

Instructional Computing Commons began operating in

September of 1996.

According to Lisa Kemp Jones, CLICC manager, the

computer facility was the collaboration of five different

departments working together for a large computing facil-

ity in the middle of campus.

"CLICC was just a critical part of providing on campus

with Internet access," Kemp Jones said. "Almost every-

thing people are doing have to do with the Internet, so it

wasn't even a question of whether we needed to provide

Internet resources,"

The demand for the use of the computers at CLICC has

been increasing, and the facility only has so much physical

space for computers.

"Over the years, we added about 20 more machines and

have been offering laptops that do not require that much

space," Kemp Jones said.

According to Andrew Taylor, the lead consultant at

CLICC, there have been no major problems with the com-

puters in the labs besides the 1 1 a.m. to 2 p.m. rush for

computer use.

"Sometimes you see people doing things that are not of

any educational value when other people are waiting to use

the computers," Taylor said.

The use of Internet technology has extended to classes

as well.

The Center for Digital Humanities offers support and

works with faculty to develop more computer use in

humanities classes.

The center has existed for 10 years, but its name was

"changed to its current one about six months ago.
"~

"The name was changed to reflect the refocusing on

more of the academic side of computers and more of the

use of technology in teaching than just support," said Ivan

Clarke, manager of network services for the Center for

Digital Humanities.

The center's main focus is two-fold, according to

Clarke.

"The specific student focus is to maintain all the class-

room Web sites to assist both the students and professors

teaching the class," Clarke said. "Faculty are also trying to

develop more content than what general Web pages pro-

vide, using the Internet for direct instruction as well."

This aim to provide technological help for academic use

resulted from the decision to put more computer technolo-

gy into use in teaching through such means as the

Instruction Enhancement Initiative, by which funds are

used to maintain technology necessary for running class

Web sites.

"Because of the Instruction Enhancement Initiative, all

classes are required to have a homepage, and various pro-

fessors use it for discussion boards and posting home-

work," Kemp Jones said. "Resources like these have con-

tributed to the increasing necessity of Internet access on

campus."

MCVEIGH
From page 5

McVeigh met with his lawyers at a federal

prison in Terre Haute, Ind., and decided to

go ahead with the request. Attorney Robert

Nigh said it wasn't an easy choice.

"He was prepared to die," Nigh said.

The attorneys said the FBI is withholding

information even now, three weeks after the

Justice Department began turning over

more than 4,400 pages of FBI documents

McVeigh's defense should have had before

his 1997 trial.

The lawyers said they were given FBI

material as recently as Wednesday and just

five days ago received 1 1 computer discs

containing 16 hours of audio and visual

material.

Four former FBI agents have come for-

ward to suggest information was withheld, a

fact noted in McVeigh's court filing. His

attorneys also said some evidence may have

been "intentionally destroyed" or not docu-

mented.

"The government's false statements that

everything had been obtained and produced

worked a fraud upon the court and defeated

Mr. McVeigh's right to a fair trial and sen-

tencing," the court filing says.

Attorneys said a delay would give

McVeigh time "to make fair use of the evi-

dence so recently produced."

Attorney General John Ashcroft said

none of the FBI documents raise doubt
' about McVeigh's guilt or establish his inno-

cence. He has said the FBI produced "every

relevant document in its possession" and

turned them over to the defense.

Ashcroft also said the Justice

Department would oppose efforts to over-

turn McVeigh's conviction or death sen-

tence, or to force a new trial.

"Based on the overwhelming evidence

and McVeigh's own repeated admissions,

we know that he is responsible for this crime

and we will continue to pursue justice by

seeking to carry out the sentence that was

determined by a jury," said Ashcroft, who
cut short a European trip and plans to

return to Washington on Saturday.

McVeigh had faced lethal injection May
16. but the execution was postponed by

Ashcroft after the Justice Department

admitted it had kept material from

McVeigh's defense, a mistake discovered by

an archivist.

Outside the courthouse, prosecutor Sean

Connelly said, "We categorically deny there

was any fraud on the courts."

Defense lawyers suggested the FBI was

The AssocMted Press

Rob Nigh, right, and Richard Burr attorneys for Oklahoma City bomber
Timothy McVeigh, load their luggage into a car Thursday.

keeping private files on people investigated

in the case. During the hearing, they asked

Matsch to withhold details of their witnesses

from prosecutors to prevent FBI agents

from interfering in their investigation.

"That Is just McVeigh and

his games ... He's lived six

years plus longer than

what nny daughter did."

Kathleen Treanor

Mother of victim

Matsch told Connelly to make sure the

FBI does not try to pressure defense wit-

nesses.

"There are a lot of accusations about that

agency and the conduct of its people,"

Matsch said. "I want to be confident this

word gets out."

Connelly said the FBI cannot force peo-

ple to cooperate with McVeigh's attorneys.

"Some people contacted by McVeigh's

investigators are chilled by that," he said.

McVeigh admitted his guilt in a book

released in April, but Nigh said such views

were never aired by McVeigh during his

trial or appeals.

Asked why McVeigh changed his mind,

defense attorney Richard Burr said: "He

right now thinks the most important thing in

his life is to help bring integrity to the crimi-

nal justice system."

"For many years, McVeigh has been

deeply concerned about the overreaching of

federal law enforcement authorities. When
that overreach became apparent to him in

his own case, it overrode other considera-

tions."

In Oklahoma Ci^, Pat Ryaa. who was

U.S. attorney during the bombing, said

nothing raised by McVeigh's attorneys

takes away from the evidence that McVeigh

was responsible for the bombing.

'^Ifdeath penalty crimes were ranked one

to 100, this is 100," he said. "There has never

been anything worse committed on
American soil and Timothy McVeigh is

going to get the death penalty at the end of

the day."

Martha Ridley, whose daughter died in

the bombing, said she didn't believe Nigh's .

statement that the decision to seek a stay

wasn't meant to hurt the bombing victims.

"I think that's a crock." she said. "That is

just McVeigh and his games ... He's lived six

years plus longer than what my daughter \

did."

Kathleen Treanor, whose 4-year-old
^

daughter died in the bombing, said she was- {

n't surprised by McVeigh's decision. She -

said she's still reeling over the FBI's mis-
'

take.

"To be perfectly honest, I can't really say

he got a fair trial at this point," she said. "It's ;^

back in the judge's hands now." i
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STANDOFF
From page 5

ing, well-adjusted, with enough food

to last a month. They're thin because

they eat healthy food and lead a

healthy outdoor lifestyle, the lawyer

said.

"The real crime these people per-

petrated is that they are poor," Steele

said.

He noted that no weapon had
been displayed by the children, and

no shots fired.

Steele said he is demanding that

bail for McGuckin be reduced, a

matter to be taken up at a bail hear-

ing today The court set bail

Wednesday at $100,000.

The case has drawn the attention

of anti-government activists around

the nation, Steele said, and he has

established a trust fund to raise

money for the family defense.

The specter of Ruby Ridge is

inescapable here. Three people died

in that 1992 north Idaho standoff -

anti-government isolationist Randy
Weaver's wife and son, and a federal

deputy marshal, one of several sent to

arrest Weaver on a weapons charge.

Local authorities here say they will

simply wait, and not rush the situa-

tion.

A longtime friefKl, Mary -Peters,

offered a 10-year-old photo of the

McGuckins in happier times, smiling

with five of their eight children - two

of them adults who have left the

home. She was met with snarling

dogs and a shotgun-toting family

member the last time she stopped in

to offer help.

"The real crime these

people perpetrated is

that they are poor."

Edgar Steele

Sandpoint lawyer

"They were thinking we were all

their enemies," Peters said.

The hard times began when
Michael McGuckin, who had worked

at a lumber mill, was diagnosed with

multiple sclerosis several years back.

The Bonner County coroner attrib-

uted McGuckin's May 12 death at

age 61 to malnutrition and dehydra-

tion.

"I think JoAnn's been under a lot

of stress," Wallace said.

Acquaintances say she believed

chemicals sprayed on area roads had

caused her husband's illness.

"She was tjuite paranoid about the

government, and I don't know what

led to that," Wallace said. It prevent-

ed her signing up for state aid. The

family refused help from neighbors

and their former church as well.

The younger children were kept

home from school. With no money
for utilities, they did without heat,

electricity, telephone and running

water. They dipped water from the

nearby lake. The children were occa-

sionally seen swimming or on

errands by neighbors who live

around Garfield Bay, about 10 miles

south of Sandpoint in north Idaho.

But area residents say they avoided

contact.

The situation reached a crisis

Tuesday, when JoAnn McGuckin
was offered cash and a trip to the

store by deputies. She was subse-

quently arrested on a warrant charg-

ing felony injury of a child.

Prosecutors alleged in court

Wednesday that she had been spend-

ing the family's meager financial

resources on alcohol.

After her arrest, deputies went to

the house for the children, who were

to be placed in state custody.

But one of the boys spotted them,

yelled, "Get the guns!" and set the

dogs loose.

The deputies withdrew.

On Wednesday, they returned to

block the dirt road that runs past the

county dump Bb<ntt_8 mile (r&SLi

house.

CLEANUP
From page 3

Wcstwood seeking non-fraternity

Volunteers.

Taylor said she would like to

have sorority members to partici-

pate in OCS.
OCS is a

Los Angeles- "^~^^~~^"~
wide program

in which the

city provides

equipment to

neighbor-
hoods subject

to excessive

graffiti and
trash.

The city

provides
items such as

rakes, masks ——^^—

—

and graffiti-

removing sol-

vents, as well as a large compact-

ing truck capable of taking in

whole sofas.

Much of the graffiti is in the

"Many of the students

living in Westwood are

only here temporarily

for school."

Shelley Taylor

North Village Improvement

Committee

have an OCS about three times a

year.

"Many of the students living in

Westwood are only here tem-

porarily for school, and don't

really have a chance to gel

involved with their community,"

Taylor said. "Operation Clean

Sweep gives them a chance to do

so."^"^^^^^~ During the

first OCS
event last

November, a

crew of 75

volunteers
picked up 5.S

tons of trash

between
Gayley and

Veteran
Avenues.

"This time

with so many
people, we
could very

well finish within two hours,"

Carter said.

An orientation meeting for the

event will be held at 9:30 a.m. at

form of stickers, such as bumper the Beta Theta Pi fraternity house

stickers, or advertisements, on Gayley Avenue.

Taylor said.

In addition to removing stick-

ers and grafitti, participants will

aho trim hedges and pull weeds.

Taylor says she would like to

"We're all pretty excited about

participating in Operation Clean

Sweep," said Cameron Kalunian,

Community Service chair for the:

Interfraternity Council.

• • • • • • •
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Education suffers because

parents, friends, relatives

of students don't help.

See Viewpoint Monday.

viewpojnt^edia.ucla.edu
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Free your mind, add some pizazz to your writing
ESSAYS: Rules of proper

grammar, format restrict

the creativity of students

I
am warning you in advance, fear-

less reader, that the second sen-

tence of this passage will start with

the word "and" and the third sentence

will be a run-on.

And here we
go.

(Here comes

the run-on.

Inhale). As I

imagine the

vast majority of

students can

attest to, they

have often been

;::hand€d back

first drafts of

papers or, God
forbid, final

copies and

found them to be covered with enough
red slashes to make any dominatrix

proud as well as so-called "grammar
correction" codes on the sides of the

errors that explain the mistake the

writer made and must be referenced

Epstein is a communications studies

student and he has learned to commu-
nicate like really ... good. Send him
words to read at eppyad@hotmail.com.

AdaiiT"

Epstein

with a key explaining the mistake to the

student. Agh! (Exhale).

Maybe this only occurs to those stu-

dents who have more of a writing

based major where formulas for essays

must be rigorously followed. If a paper

is seen lacking the sanctified structure

of thesis statement, proof of thesis and

explanation for support, then-some act

of high literary treason has been com-
mitted, one that must be dealt with not

only with a low grade (all that the stu-

dent actually cares about) but with

such dirty words as "verbose" or "flow-

ery"

In addition, there is quite possibly

the most vile and nightmare-inspiring

phrase that will ever appear on a grad-

ed paper: "vague and unclear."

Now before MLA lovers and those

who sleep with "The Elements of

Style" under their pillow (the hrtcst edi-

tion of course) begin to write heated

and grammatically precise resfK>nses

decrying my opening words as nothing

more than the incoherent ramblings of

a long-winded fool, I must explain my
position.

I love proper grammar. I find short,

surgical precise sentences to be artistic.

A sleek, well-polished essay is

admirable. When students live ti; ; "^r

of straying outside the boundaries of

"fessay formal," they lose all sense of

creativity in not only critical essays but

also in their writing as a whole. Rules

that have been drilled into our literary

subconscious too strongly dictate writ

ing form and serve to limit stu-

dents from finding their own
unique, creative literary style

and voice.

While writing

should indeed be

clear, this does not

mean that it

should be sterile,

put together with

the fewest words

possible to transfer

information from the

paper to the reader. Too
many students have been led

down a jaded path when it

comes to producing written

works. Consequently, their creative

minds become clouded and what I

shall refer to as The Cult of the Five

Paragraph Essay determines their

writing style.

The Cult of the Five Paragraph

Essay has indoctrinated countless

students with the beliefs that person-

al opinions should be kept to a mini-

mum, individual voice should give

way to a straightforward explana-

tion of the facts and above all. estab-

lished structure should not be chal-

lenged.

Docs appealing to the desires of

the Cult lead to higher grades? Most
likely. Does bowing to the wishes of

See EPSTEIN, page 12
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For a good time, call your partner, not that 900 number
EXPERIMENTATION: Phone

sex intimate way to keep

in touch, become closer

Phones have many uses. They
can be used for prank calls,

making appointments with doc-

tors or even conversations with

friends. I have to admit, phones are

• very useful tools to have around. I'm

sure that you all

know that

phones are a

great way to

keep in touch

with people, but

did you know
that phones can

enhance your

sex life as well?

Let me brief

you on the sub-

ject. Ladies and

gentlemen, I'm

talking about

phone sex. Now I know to some, this

topic (as well as most topics pertain-

ing to sex) is offensive and "smutty."

These people must realize that sex is a

reality and that the topic of phone
sex, though not discussed much, is

Shadman is a third-year international

development studies student who
encourages you to expand your sexual

horizons. E-mail her questions and com-
n^ents at cshadman@hotnrwil.com.

Chez

Shadman

also a reality.

There is nothing wrong with two

people attempting to make their love

life interesting, and phone sex is a def-

inite way of doing just that. Is there

some kind of rule that says a p)erson's

sex life has to be boring? Besides, who
said that sexual pleasure can only

come from two people having inter-

course?

Not only is this a close-minded,

exclusive way of thinking, it's also a

pretty plain thought process.

A lot of people might be wonder-
ing why intimacy over the phone is

even referred to as "sex." To be per-

fectly honest, I have no clue.

Nonetheless, that is the term the pub-

lic has given it and the hame I shall be

using from here on out.

To be able to partake in the act of

phone sex, one has to be open-mind-

ed. I get so tired of conservative peo-

ple who view experimentation as vile.

I'm not saying that everybody should

experiment sexually, but they should

at least allow others to decide for

themselves. Needless to say, I'm a big

advocate of everybody trying phone
sex at least once.

Just to clear things up a bit, I'm

not talking about "976" numbers -

although these do exist ifyou're inter-

ested. I'm talking about an intimate

experience that can be shared by two

(or more) lovers. You sec, phone sex

isn't necessarily a dirty activity. I

know that people stereotype it as

«uch, but it can be a very effective

way in which you and your partner

get to know one another on a closer

level.

Phone sex is most handy when
dealing with a long-distance relation-

ship. Whether your partner lives far

away or is on a vacation, it can be

hard to deal with. There are even

times when your partner is a drive

away, but there still is no way for you
to get together.

Do you just

sit there feel-

ing sorry for

yourself? Of
course not!

You pick up

your phone

and give her

or him a call.

Distance can

be a difTlcult

thing to han-

dle, and

phone sex can

alleviate the situation immensely.

Contrary to popular belief, there

are a few ways a person can partake

in intimate activity over the phone. If

you arc a shy person engaging in this

act for the first time, you might want
to discuss it with your partner first.

Making sure that the two ofyou are

comfortable with the idea is the most
important aspect. If one of you is hes-

itant about the exercise, then your

experience will be more awkward
than anything else.

To achieve complete fulfillment.

you must both be willing and unre-

served. This doesn't necessarily mean
that you have to immediately dive

into the more risque behavior. By all

means, take your time until you are at

ease with the idea of being intimate

over the phone.

You might want to start ofTby just

having a simple conversation with

your partner about your feelings for

one another. This is a great way to

bond with your partner and let him
or her know exactly how you feel.

This in and of itself can bring two
people closer and can also help with

the fact that the two of you can't be

with one another.

If this is too simple for you, or if

you have gained the courage to move
forward, you can start playing make-
believe. This can be done by telling

your partner what you would do to

him or her sexually if they were with-

in reach. This might be a bit embar-
rassing at first, considering the fact

that most people aren't inclined to

talk dirty

Just remember that you are talking

into a phone and not face to face with

your partner. Also remember that he

or she is most likely becoming
aroused by it.

The two aforementioned tech-

niques are a great starting point for

those of you who haven't really

delved into the land of sexual experi-

mentation. Of course, you don't have

to stop there. If and when you are

comfortable, you can certainly add

other, more interesting factors to the

mix.

All the "dirty talk" will normally

arouse a person to the point where it

is inevitable that he or she will want to

continue in some type of sexual activi-

ty. This Is why masturbation is so

heavily associated with phone sex.

Most people end up masturbating

with their partners over the phone.

This, too, may seem a bit awkward M
first.

After all, if masturbation isn't even

looked upon as a typical act among
men and women, phone sex will seem
even more abnormal. That's ok,

though, because the feelings of dis-

comfort will soon be replaced with

feelings of euphoria.

As you allow yourselfmore free-

dom to experiment with your body,

you may find that you are giving your

voice more liberty at the same time.

This can open the door for more
intense dialogue. The more you par-

ticipate in phone sex, the more at eaie

you will be with it.

After a while, it will become a nor-

mal routine that you and your partner

enjoy even if you aren't hundreds of

miles away Intimacy over the phone,

no matter to what degree, can make
your love life more interesting. It is an

undeniably novel and exciting form
of sexual experimentation that not

only brmgs two people closer togeth-

er, but also makes them more corn-

See SHADMAN, page 13
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Administration should stop playing schoolyard bully
PRIORITIES: Closing technology

lab does disservice to students;

UCLA must reevaluate its aims

By Scott RcntscMcr

. Back when we used to bring G.I. Joe lunch

boxes to school, many of us would engage in

daily skirmishes on the playground to deter-

mine who got to play with the coolest things.

The sandbox, slide, swings and monkey bars

often fell into the hands of the bullies while the

smaller kids got stuck playing where no one
else wanted to. The only thing that mattered

was size, because reason and compromise did-

n't belong in the world of playground politics.

Now that we're at UCLA, most of us proba-

bly believe that fighting over the sandbox is

simply a distant memory Well, grab your lunch

boxes, because playground politics are back.

UCLA is one big playground filled with

kids. The students would like to think they have

a fair amount of control over what they play

with here, but a bully is in control. That bully

happens to be the university administration.

Just as smaller kids are helpless against a bully,

so are the students at UCLA at the mercy of

the administration.

Consider, if you will, the closing of the

Academic Technology Servi€«s computer lab

located in the Math Sciences building at the

end of (his quarter ("ATS computer lab to

close at the end of the quarter." Daily

Bruin, News. May 25). It will be convert-

ed into a research facility called the

Technology Sandbox.

Currently, the ATS lab is the only computer
lab accessible to all UCLA students in South

Campus with a Bruin Online ID. Ifyou happen
to be a North Campus student, don't turn to

the crossword puzzle just yet. You. too, will be

affected by the closing of the ATS lab.

Rentschler is a third-year cybernetics student.

Israeli loyalists

The former ATS lab dwellers will be forced

to flock to - you guessed it - the College

Library Instructional Computing Conwions at

Powell Library, the only other computing facili-

ty accessible to all UCLA students. There are

14 other computer labs on campus, but most of

them are restricted to students afllliated with

certain departments or taking certain classes.

This is going to lead to a marked increase in

the usage of the already-overburdened CLICC
lab. which receives between 1.000 to

3,000 log-ins per day (Daily

significant increase in trafilc at CLICC. I have

often waited in line for up to 1 5, minutes to use

a computer in Powell during peak hours. With
the closing of the ATS lab, students will now
look forward to an even longer wait.

Don't be fooled by claims that the

Technology Sandbox will benefit students by

creating student internships. If you look at the

number of students who will benefit from those

internships and the much larg-

Bruin, News. May 25). There are 178 comput-

ers and 80 laptops at CLICC.
There are 58 computers in the ATS lab;

that's over one-fifth the size ofCLICC. If the

majority of ATS lab users go to Powell from
now on. as they most likely will, there will be a

s .-
—
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er number of students currently utilizing the

ATS lab, it's obvi6us that the loss to students

far outweighs the gain.

The administration is playing the part of the

bully by taking such a valuable facility away
from the students. According to Val Poliuto,

manager of the Information Technology

Alliance. "Students will have access to the tech-

nology available today as well as the technology

available tomorrow," (Daily Bruin, News, May
25). .

By "students." however, he must mean
interns, because it's unlikely that ATS will allow

all UCLA students to wander into their

Technology Sandbox and fiddle with their

expensive gadgets.

The closing of the ATS lab is indicative of a

much larger problem on this playground we
call UCLA. If the administration continues

to bully the students by taking away needed

facilities and resources at its own discretion,

in which direction is the quality of education

at UCLA headed?

The administration's mantra, "More
money, less planning," is an effective policy if

the goal is to increase the size of UCLA's
bank account, but decidedly counterpro-

ductive if the goal is to increase the quality

of education.

Examples of administrative bullying

abound. Look at the recent debate sur-

rounding the university's denial to grant

tenure to Professor Joshua Muldavin, a

1998 Distinguished Teaching Award
recipient and chair of International

Development Studies. His abilities as an

educator and dedication to his students

apparently did not factor heavily imo thc"

university's decision

process. If he eventually

leaves UCLA because the

university denied him tenure,

the quality of education on

this campus will suffer.

Look at the dire parking situation

and the cramped on-campus housing situation.

As the number of students forced to live off-

campus rises, the number ofcampus com-
muters rises. Consequently the number of peo-

ple denied parking permits at UCLA rises.

~
See RENTSCHLER, page 13

• III outdated notions
PROPAGANDA: Elements of

Zionism reflect extremism,

admit to theft of Palestine

By AmuMido Sandicz

The most fortunate, thing about the

submission, "Enough is enough: truth

about Israeli conflict must be told,"

(Daily Bruin, Viewpoint. May 29) by

Ben Shapiro is that he immediately

alerted his readers not to expect a bal-

anced analysis by initially declaring his

intention to present only one side of the

story. Indeed, he introduced his piece

with the particularly bold rejection of

objectivity by declaring that there liter-

ally is no truth outside of his own posi-

tion, a rather remarkable approach if

one expects to be taken seriously.

From that point on, the reader

j> expects, and is duly subjected to, the

M standard 53-year-old rant against the

I'

indigenous people of Palestine and any

iwho object to their dispossession,

i There is little worth responding to in

this regurgitation of Zionist propagan-

da. The most interesting aspect about it.

is how even young generations of Israeli

loyalists in America like Ben Shapiro

continue to suspend the intellectual

integrity and independence normally

associated with youth in order to parrot

such outdated and repudiated notions

about the Zionist state which arc even

largely obsolete inside Israel itself.

. Zionists of the sort represented by

Shapiro, including their oblivious and

Sanchez is a third-year ecdnomics student

fanatically programmed .grist for the set-

tlements are, in fact, rather disliked in

Israel as extremists. They are not really

suitable for internal Israeli society

which would prefer to disassociate their

peculiar country from the ultra-ortho-

dox religious rhetoric of the likes of

Meir Kahane and his reality-challenged

ilk. and would rather adopt thc western

European nation-state model favored

by Israel's European Jewish founders,

mostly secularists.

As mentioned, there is little need to

respond to the specific claims ih

Shapiro's submission; the lack of sub-

stantiation, as welj as the initial declara-

tion of bias sufllciently discredits his

piece.

Odd and academically ludicrous ref-

erences to "the betrayal of the Jews"

reveal Shapiro's unselfconscious ideo-

logical underpinnings. He refers to

broadcasts by "Arab radio stations"

without naming them or a single source.

He quotes an obscure Lebanese news-

paper in New York, citing only the year

in which thc provided quote is supposed

to have appeared, perhaps because it

was an unresearched reference discov-

ered in all likelihood while hurriedly

surfing the Internet to become an

expert on the history of the Middle

East.

The most striking features of

Shapiro's submission are both its intel-

lectual frailty, and in contrast, how thor-

oughly he himself appears to be con-

vinced by it; indicative always of deep

indoctrination.

Of course the necessary sense of

entitlement is present throughout,

being the fundamental characteristic of

. Zionism itself. For example he states

thai "the nations of the world saw thai

the Jews needed the homeland that God
had promised them millennia before.'!

Shapiro also writes with the ingrained

feeling of Israeli infallibility as well,

especially when he refers to USAC's
discussion of a resolution condemning
Zionism and Israel.

Shapiro writes, "That resolution

shouldn't have had to be voted down: it

should have been immediately struck

from the agenda '
I guess Israel must be

beyond scrutiny.

Jt is worth noting that Shapiro does

not in fact refute that the Palestinian

population is indigenous, andAvas dis-

possessed of their land.

It apparently does not occur to him
that this dispossession should actually

be regarded as onfensive since the

Palestinians arc in his view interchange-

able with any other Arab peoples, with-

out a unique cultural identity or connec-

tion to their historical homeland.

According to Shapiro, "they were iden-

tical to the Arabs of neighboring

states."

I guess because they are identi(fal,

they therefore could be transferred at

will to accommodate the immigrant

.Jewish population, who incidentally •

shared no common characteristics with

any other people in the region - not cul-

ture, nor language nor religion.

This is the most telling aspect of most

Zionist propaganda; it very often con-

fesses the brutal truth of the theft of

Palestine, quite simply because the level

of indoctrination is such that it does not

appear, to the Zionist, to be a confes-

sion.

for this
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From page 10

the Cult and dutifully following the

Cult's written propaganda (i.e. writ-

ing prompts), lead to an informative

and useful paper? Oftentimes, yes.

Does giving in to the Cult's

desires to de^ndividualize writers

and reduce them to students who
merely regurgitate information stifle

creative writing skills and suppress

artistic voice and experimentation?

You bet your Cliffs Notes it does.

This is not to say that professors,

TAs and other members of the Cult

do not have students' best interests

in mind. ) firmly believe that all

teachers here at UCLA want to see

students become self-aware, creative

individuals who are able to formu-

late imaginative thoughts and

express these ideas through written

words.

This is, aAer all, why many indi-

viduals choose to beconie teachers. I

have been assured numerous times

that it is not for the money.

Yet danger lies in the fact that

when the writing process becomes
drilled in and mechanized, students

tend to do little more than fill out an

essay chart of sorts. "Insert thesis

here, follow with two examples here

and finish your paper with a conchi-

sion, repeating what you have

already said in different words."

Subject matter notwithstanding, the

majority of students' written works

oAen seem to be carbon copies.

I feel the time has come to ease up
on the rules, to break away from the

Cult of the Five Paragraph Essay by

not only questioning the tenets of

scholastic writing, but by sometimes

ignoring them completely.

The three-part thesis statement

most often found in the last sentence

of the first paragraph is about as bor-

ing as Al Gore - In the dark - on
Valium. For exampie,**Blah is bring-

ing down the nation due to blah, and
blah and finally, blah." Sure, this is a

great way of setting up a structured

(boring) paper, but students must
realize that there are others ways to

write.

Try to pepper papers with sciv

tences that are vibrant and electric as

say, George W. on cocaine. For the

love ofGod, use some descriptive

and bizarre metaphors every once in

while! There is no rule against it.

**The lights on the ceiling were

bright" is a fine sentence with no
loose ends to complain about, but

**The lights danced along the ceiling

like radioactive nymphomaniacs"
paints a more creative, poetic picture

and shows that the writer is actually

putting some effort and thought into

the words he or she is choosing.

Start sentences with "but" when
you feel it will sound proper. "But
isn't this against the rules?" No! If

**but" will start the sentence with a

strong elTect, than by all means do it.

There are only two kinds of sen-

tences: good, clear sentences and
bad, uncertain sentences.

I urge all students to be concise in

their writing but still remember to

have FUN. (Oops, I wrote a word in

all caps, that's a no^o).

Realize that there is more to writ-

ing, there is more to literary expres-

sion than the members of the Cult of
the Five Paragraph Essay would
have you believe. If you must humor
their monotonous needs for the sake

of grades, always remember in the

back of your mind that writing is not

a formula, it is not a cold, fill-in-the-

blanks, Mad-Libs-stylc system, but is

instead the most reaidily accessible

and undeniable means of self-expres-

sion available.

Remember this the next time you
are at oflTice hours and the professor

says. "This sentence is unnecessary
and too flowery. Why did you try to

write it this way?" Regardless of
whether or not you end up changing
what you wrote, look at the profes-

sor and calmly say. "I wrote it

because it felt good."

RENTSCHLER
From page 1

1

AH of this happens because the

administration coatinually admits
more students than this campus can
handle to increase funding. The well-

being of the students is not a priority

when such decisions are made.

Since our campus can no longer

expand, the only way to extend pro-

grams or departments is to cut back
or eliminate others, because expand-
ing upward is something I don't see

happening anytime soon.

Realistically, programs and facul-

ty generate funding, patents and
publicity that stay and overtake the

less lucrative programs. When is the

last time you read a headline in the

Daily Bruin stating, "Research lab to

be converted into classroom?"

Hopefully it is becoming clearer

that the administration has indeed

been bullying the students on this big

playground we call UCLA.
If tbe university sees itself as a

world-class research institution, it

should advertise itself as such instead

of misleading prospective students.

On the UCLA home page, I see the

following passage from Chancellor

Albert Carnesale's welcome mes-

sage: "UCLA's leadership in teach-

ing, research,, and public service
^ makes it a beacon of excellence in

higher education."

It's funny that he mentions teach-

ing first, because at this institution of
"higher research" - I mean "learn-

ing" - teaching seems to come last.

I feel for the prospective students

who see UCLA's consistently high

rankings in U.S. News and World
Report and read quotes like the

chancellor's, being misled to believe

that the quality of undergraduate

teaching and student facilities at

UCLA reflect its high ranking and
praise.

If thexiecision of ATS to convert

its much-needed computer lab into a

Technology Sandbox where technol-

ogists can "play with and collaborate

on different ideas" is an indication of

the university's prioritization of its

students, our future doesn't look so

bright.

It's time to let the administration

know that the students ofUCLA
want their playground back.

SHADMAN
From page 10

fortable with themselves.

Phone sex can be a key to unlock-

ing the many sexual doors that lead

to bigger and better sex. It is this will-

ingness that keeps the sexual attrac-

tion between two people intense. In

my opinion, there is never anything

wrong with two people trying to take

their sexual lives to the next extraor-

dinary level. In fact, this should be

celebrated.

Phone sex is a great method, not .

only because it helps strengthen the

bond between you and your lover,

but it also allows you to explore your

own desires and pleasure spots. You
can familiarize yourself with your

own body, while still being intimate

with your partner.

You may also find your partner's

newly discovered attributes more
pleasing and attractive. For most, the

dialogue is a new and fun tool. Your
partner may turn you on with his or

her voice and words or vice versa.

While the act of phone sex may
-seem foreign to most and even a bit

outrageous, it can be a maturing

process for a relationship. It can

help mitigate the pains of long dis-

tance relationships, while makmg an

ordinary relationship extra-ordinary.

Granted, phone sex may not be

for everyone, but you shouldn't cast

the idea a.side without trying it. You
never know, you might end up loving

it and the phone may serve a dilTer-

ent, highly entertaining purpose for

you in the future
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Whilepursuing her dreams and

social consciousness, Laneia Moore

donates proceeds to orphans

C^ ^ , . -^ ttlTHENWQWM>*Hy8»»*nSen«»Sljff
^ourtnyea^ xmmm IMoore has a new mic oi loungewear featured In Fred Segal. All proceeds will
benefit AIDS dlfilcs In Africa.

By Bar1»ara Mcfiuire

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Laneia Moore is proof that a student's

major doesn't always need to correlate with her
future endeavors.

An African American studies student,

Moore doesn't plan on finding a job related to

this field after graduating in June. Instead,

she's planning on going into fashion design.

"They're not anyhow or anywhere related,

but there is something about the environment
of college that always makes you look for some
sort of alternative to the status quo," Moore
said. "I don't want to get a job; I want to do
something else."

Moore has already started working on her
dream ofbecoming a fashion designer with her
"FantasyGirl" line of loungewear that can be
found starting today at the retail store Fred
Segal in Santa Monica. Two other trendy bou-
tiques, Buffalo Exchange in Los Angeles and
Blonde in Santa Monica, are also currently car-

rying unique pieces of Moore's loungewear
line.

Wonnie Park, a buyer for Fred Segal, said

she selected Moore's loungewear line because
it was innovative and fresh - something hard to

come by in a fashion world currently dominat-
ed by reproduction. The collection consists of
matching sets of tecs and hot pants decorated
with paints and jewels.

"It's for the girl who wants to be sexy all the

time,- Park said. "It'» a hybrid between a biki-

ni outfit and an old T-shirt ... and it's for a very
particular kind of customer, but that's what

makes it good and unique."

In addition to the unique style of
"FantasyGirl," it aJso»has an underlying chari-

Ublc purpose. A portion of the proceeds from
the sale of the loungewear pieces wiD go to the

Aid to Africa Project, a non-profft organiza-

tion Moore started about a year ago, after see-

ing a startling "Newsweek" cover featuring a
photo of an orphan from Africa

"The face of this child was helpless, mno-
cenl, and the titl( ^M '10 Million Orphans,"*
Moore said. "It na.s really shocking to me that

10 million children are orphans without moms
and dads .. because it was Such a serious pan-
demic ofsuch sertoiisAroportions that that day
I decided to do sorfte

Moore said she

Tarik Allen, a UCL
undergraduate and

»*
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Scarub
MUSIC: Rap artist's effort

exhibits maturity, aims

to try out different styles

By Anthony Quinonez
Daily Bruin Contributor

While most commercial rappers

today are only focused on the green.

Scarub sees his music in different col-

ors.

"Colors can really change my
moods and ways of thinking." the rap-

per said in an interview at UCLA.
"When I play songs in my head. I

associate them with colors. One song
may be red, angry, and another song
might be blue, cool and calm, so I'll

put a song in between them that's pur-

ple."
—

A product of Northeast L.A,

Scarub has been a part of the under-

ground rap scene for years, along

with his crew, the Living Legends.

Scarub's most recent release,

"Heavenbound," is a vivid musical

journey. Far from the "Wing bling"

aesthetic currently popular in main-

avoids green, stays true to hip-hop scene
stream rap. Scarub's third solo release

represents his maturity as an artist,

tackling issues such as relationships

and sharing philosophies of life.

The album also features Scarub as

producer on 10 of the 18 tracks.

"I had done a little production on
the first album, but it was just me play-

ing with things," the rapper said.

"That playing around made me find

out I really liked it, and I decided to

do more of it on this last album."

One word comes up several times

while talking to Scarub: quality. It's

an attribute that comes out in the

music because he truly loves it, yet it's

something he takes seriously.

"At first music was something we
did for fun." he said. "Once we real-

ized that we could make a living from
it. we fcNCused on it even more.

"I bad a high school teacher who
told me 'find a way to get paid to do
what you love and you'll never have to

work a day in your life,'" Scarub
added. "I just apply that to my daily

life."

This attention to making high qual-

ity music hasn't exactly translated

into astronomical record sales among

fickle hip-hop fans. Nonetheless, it's a

role with which Scarub is comfort-

able.

"I see myself as a small pebble with

a lot of potential," he said about his

place in the music business.

For Scarub, happiness is not mea-
sured by money.

Like many underground artists,

Scarub is well known outside the U.S.

but is a relatively obscure artist at

home. This dynamic, however, has its

advantages.

"I kinda like it," he said. "You can
go to a different city and get the key to

the city, be the main attraction. Then
you can come back home and blend in

with the crowd, walk around UCLA
with no worries."

Scarub also noted the differences

between hip-hop fans here and
abroad. "In Japan, people had me
autograph their shirts, even their

Walkmans. In LA., they'd be like.

'Why are you writing on my shit?'"

"Here people are more fiashy,

more material," Scarub said,

acknowledging L.A.'s hip-hop scene.

"But on the whole they know quality.

It's just a harder crowd to please."

While Scarub won't go out of his

way to please anybody, he is always
trying to push musical boundaries. "I

like making things sound fresh," he
said. "I do my hip-hop thing, but I

also do other things. I've been experi-

menting with different music lately.

It's not techno, or drum and bass or
jungle, it's more of my own style."

Along with his three LP's
r Heavenbound," "A Fact of the

Matter" and "The Answer 2wo the

Meaning"), Scarub has started his

fourth album and is finishing up a pro-

ject called "Afro Classics" with fellow

underground hip-hopper Very. "It's

not Afro as in ethnicity necessarily;

it's just classic things that happen in

the community."

Exactly what Scarub will bring to

the table remains to be seen. One
thing is certain, however: his future is

bright.

"I see myself in a caterpillar stage,"

he said. "The metamorphosis hasn't

started yet."

MUSIC: "Heavenbound" can be found
in local record shops or on the Web site

www.llcrew.com.

Audience enters smoky world ofjazz with 'Side Man'
THEATER: Musical score,

skilled directing, acting

make for \5nj0yable night

ByAlidaChcak
Daily Bruin Contributor

ed for financial ruin and neither his

wife nor son are able to prevent it.

Instead, for different reasons, each

hold on as long as possible before

leaving but not without considerable

damage.

Dennis Christopher puts 6n a con-

vincing performance as Gene, the

flawed father and husband. A tough
role to play because it consists mainly

of distant detached looks and a tempo
slower than the rest of the cast.

Often regarded as true artists, indi-

viduals who dedicate themselves to

their passion exist on the fringe of ... ..._ .„.

society, living according to a different Christopher effectively delivers a man
set of rules. Many get by only living who, true to character, never takes the
from gig to gig. waiting for the next spotlight even ifiie is in it.

opportunity to express their art. While Gene remains relatively
"Side Man," Warren Leight's unchanged throughout the play, he

Pulitzer Prize finalist piece, which nevertheless evokes changes in those
also won the 1999 Tony Award for around him. namely Terry, a once
Best Play, is an atmospheric and bit- tough but naive girl, now a disillu-

tersweel play about the joy and sioned. hard drinking, three-packs-a-
despair of when art and life collide. It day smoker.
unfolds in a dreamlike manner As Terry, Mare Winningham
through the eyes of ClilTord, the only ("Wyatt Earp," "Georgia") is not up
son of Gene, a skilled and passionate to the level of her counterpart but that
jazz trumpet player and Terry, an couldbe because the audience is more
alcoholic moth
er.

Set in 1953

and spanning

some 30 years,

"Side Man"
traces the disso-

lution of a mar-

riage against the

backdrop of a

larger event -

the decline of

"Side Man" is a

poignant and at times

humorous play of

music and love lost.

accustomed to

seeing her in

more sober and

restrained roles.

It's difficult to

look beyond her

history and see a

woman acting

out her discon-

tent against the

inertia around
her.

Mar* Winningham and Dennis Christopher star In "Side Man.'

jazz. The production opens with a 30- Winningham's outbursts are over-
year-old Clifford, played with ironic played, sUged and often forced. But
detachment by JD Cullum who, over- although she may falter in this area,
ly responsible and self-effacing, takes Winningham nonetheless charms as
too much upon himself He believes

his birth marked the end of his

father's freedom and his parent's hap-

piness. The retrospect is an attempt to

frame the circumstances in his

the unwitting wit - a clairvoyant, who
sees potential m others but is, like

Gene, oblivious to her own worth.

As Clifford, Cullum moves easily

between narrator, observer in the

} .'?

ttsi BOl

father's life off the stage and the effect scene, and center of the play - equally
it has on his family. convincing as a 30-year-old disillu-

Gcne, his father, is the center of the sioned commentator and as a lO-year-
story. A brilliant musician who is , old marriage counselor. He's got
oblivious to the world around him, issues of his own, namely the inability
who steals the show but is unaware of to be vulnerable, and chooses to let his
it. Gene is maladapted for the real words contain the irony rather than
world. Governed by jazzonomics. a bis attifM^. hi thh regard, Qiffbrd fs

simple theory that places playing jazz more like his father,

on the top ofa IokIo list, Gcoc is head- Director Andrew J. Robinson rec-

ognizes the importance of his three

central characters and allows each
their moment on stage, while the oth-

ers retreat graciously. Just as in jazz,

each gets a solo, a chance to shine in

the spot light.

Rounding up the cast is a cacopho-
nous trio played smoothly by Gareth
Williams, Ethan Phillips and Daniel
ReichCrt, each eccentric in their own
way and each adding humor to an oth-

erwise harsh landscape o^ booze,
drugs and gambling.

Beyond a domestic drama, what
makes this production worth viewing

is the music. Jazz composer Peter

Erskine's original score accompanies
selections from jazz legends such as

Clifford Brown, Benny Giiisoa,

Donald Byrd and Ella Fitzgerald.

Together, they wort harmoniously to

create a graceful and moving experi-

ence.

"Side Man" is a poignant and at

times humorous play of music and
love lost. And while it would never be
possible to tnfly recreate the era of
smoke-filled.music clubs in New York
where musicians, as Clifford says in

closing, lived and "mastered their

obsession, who ignored or didn't even
notice anything else," Leight's play
comes persuasively close.

THEATER: "Side Man" is playing
through June 17 at Pasadena
Playhouse, 39 S. El Molina Ave.,

Pasadena, Tuesdays through Fridays at

8 p.m.. Saturdays at 5 pjn. ar>d 9 p.m.,

Sundays at 2 p.m. and 7 p-m-Tickets are

$15 to $42.50. For nKKe information
caH (626) 356-PUY.

Vmntrr
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"The Road Home"
Directed by Zhang Yimou
Starring Zhang Ziyi and Sun Honglei

"The Road Home" proves that two of the

best talents in modern Chinese cinema, direc-

tor Zhang Yimou ("Raise the Red Lantern")
and actress Zhang Ziyi ("Crouching Tiger.

Hidden Dragon"), can express themselves in

this quietly moving story as fluidly as in their

more explosive and well-known works.

For Yimou, who was banned from making
films in China for two years after I996's "To
Live" which criticized Mao Zedong's political

reign, a simple love story seems almost too

easy for this controversial auteur.

And for 22-year-old Ziyi, who wowed audi-

ences worldwide with her breakthrough role

that required the physical agility of a dancer
and fighter, the role of a country girl pining

for her village's only teacher still doesn't seem
to exhaust her potential.

On the other hand, when two intuitive

artists collaborate on what seems like the sim-

plest of stories, the result is a love story that's

not only well-crafted and well-shot, but mov-
ing.

The film begins with a Jeep making its way
through a dirt road to Sanhetun, a village in

—North China, where Yusheng (Sun Hon^Iei)
has come back home to attend his father's

funeral. Once there, he must carry out his

mother's wish that he and the local men carry

the coffin down the road to the village while

quelling the mayor's worry that too few men
can complete the task.

This gives Yusheng an opportunity to

reflect on his parents' courtship. His mother
Di (Zhang Ziyi) was 18 when the new 20-year-

old schoolteacher Changyu (Zheng Hao)
came to town.

At first sight. Di was immediately smitten;

she passed by the school just to glimpse at

him through the bamboo gate. She memo*
rized his walking routes in hopes of passing
him. and she cooked her best dishes in hopes
he would come to her house.

Changyu eventually warmed to her charm,
but unfortunately, it was too late. Di's object

of Petrarchan love was dragged away by gov-

ernment officials just as the couple seemed to

be starting something. But since viewers

know they end up together in the end. there

are still certain risks of Romeo and Juliet pro-

portions made by both Di and Changyu
before they could stay together.

"The Road Home" is not a dialogue pic-

ture, but more a scrirs of tableaus that chroni-

cle both the heartfelt pam and the giddiness

of a person in love. Yimou takes us on this

journey through his heroine's expressions,

which lead viewers to sympathize with her.

There is also quite a funny yet heartbreaking
scene where Di is just running and running
after Changyu, for what seems like miles,

while clutching onto a bowl of dumplings.
' Yimou also does interesting work with the

coloring of the film. The Hashback love story

is filmed in vivid colors while the present is

filmed in black and white, adding another
layer of mood from the story of first love to

the story of loss.

All qf this leads to an undeniably poignant
experience at the movies. "The Road Home"
is like a love poem that speaks volumes for

the old story - girl likes boy Unlike his other

films. Yimou doesn't provide the political

backdrops of the era that rendered many such
relationships problematic; instead, he attests

to the power of love that led to his characters'

dogged willingness to defy the odds.

Sandy Yang
Rating: 9

"What's the Worst That Could Happen"
Starring Martin Lawrence
and Danny DeVito
Direaed by Sam Weisman

"What's the Worst That Could Happen"
comically blurs the distinction between thief

and victim. Self-proclaimed "businessman"
Kevin Caffrcy (Martin Lawrence) and multi-

billionaire Max Fairbanks (Danny DeVito)
engage viewers in a ruthless and hilarious

game of one-upmanship.

When Caffrey is caught breaking into one
of Fairbanks' opulent homes. Fairbanks
decides to steal Caffrey's lucky ring right off

his finger claiming it as a "spoil of war." As
the police are unsympathetic and refuse to

believe that the ring actually belongs to

Caffrey, much comedy ensues in the process
of trying to reclaim it.

The film immediately makes use of
Lawrence's signature comedic stylings - dif-

ferent voices, wild body movements and ani-

mated gestures - in the opening scene at an
auction house. Here Lawrence encounters his

love interest, and after their initial encounter
the budding romance quickly evolves.

. The pace of the film moves rather quickly

with the cat-and-mouse chase between
Caffrey and Fairbanks upon which the film

relies for most of its humor. While the movie
lacks something in the sense of plot develop-

ment at the onset of the story, the basic idea

of professional thief versus less-than-ethical

billionaire that carries the film is enough to

sustain the audience.

Based on the novel by Donald E. Westlake,

director Sam Weisman and a talented cast

bring a truly funny movie to the silver screen.

While the situation is cause for humor in

itself, the film definitely delivers as the paired

comedic talents of Lawrence and DeVito
prove to be a winning combination.

The film also includes a glowing support-

ing cast including John Leguizamo, Ana
Gasteyer and Richard Schiff, who bring their

roles to life and make them their own.
The movie reels the audience in with great

comedy despite a conclusion that some could
find less-than-satisfying. Clever characters

and winning performances both serve to

make "What's the Worst That Could
Happen" one of the funniest films of the sea-

son.

Kristen Lara

Rating: 8

"Himalaya"
Starring Gurgon Kyap
and Uiakpa Tsamchoa.
Directed by Eric Valii

It's no wonder why the foreign language
film "Himalaya" won the Cesar Award for

Best Original Music. Throughout the film,

music is a powerful vehicle that manages to

speak and move the hearts of the audience.

When the rebellious son of the enemy clan
Karma (Gurgon Kyap) returns with the yak
caravan to the Dolpo region of Nepal in the

Himalayas from trading, the thunderous
music races with the people who hurry to

greet them.

When Pema (Lhakpa Tsamchoe) steals a
•few moments to be alone and falls to her

knees, cupping her face in her hands crying
for her dead husband, poignant and moving
music channels the anguish of her loss.

The frequent music that plays throughout
the (ilm has a universal language that livens

many of the scenes with sounds ofjoy, sorrow
and glory.

Another unique aspect of this film is that it

is portrayed from a documentary angle. It

captures the mountains of the Himalayas with
its animals soaring and racing above and
upon its valleys.

Even more, the film captures the traditions

of a Tibetan culture situated in the challeng-

ing conditions of the Dolpo region in Nepal
using unknown actors. While this may render

the film too educational and not entertaining,

it actually incorporates an interesting plot

that adds to the success of the overall produc-
tion of the film.

The death of the chiefs son begins the tale

of two contending members in the village of
the Dolpo region. When Karma returns with

the dead body of Chief Tinle's son Lhakpa,
the obstinate and despotic Chief Tinle

(Thinlen Lhondup) rashly blames Karma and
accuses him of murdering his son to be the

next chief. A yak caravan must leave and trek

across the dangerous mountains of the

Himalayas to trade the village's salt for other

provisions although they have no leader-

Chief Tinle will not let Karma lead the cara-

van.

The rebellious Karma sets off with a group
of young male villagers, while the old chief

leads another and older group several days
later in accord with a tradiMonal forecast

determined by rituals.

Before Karma leaves, he asks widow Pema
and her young son Passang (Karma Wangiel)
to join his caravan. Pema, the quiet heroine in

the film, reinforces her loyalty to her father-

Jfi-law Ch»ef Tinle by refusing.

It is a harrowing and life-threatening jour-

ney, but Chief Tinle and his caravan are able

to catch up to Karma. After a short rest, with
no tensions ironed out, the two leaders leave

on different days. This makes way for the res-

cue of Chief Tinle, who gets left behind from
the rest of his caravan, and is found by
Karma almost frozen to death in the wintry

mountains.

Finally. Chief Tinle grants Karma the title

to be the next chief and dies in the mountains
before the journey is complete. The story of
the conflict and voyage becomes framed in a
fresco that the lama and second son of Chief
Tinle. Norbou (Karma Tenzing Nyima Lama)
paint in his monastery. This is a beautiful

touch to the film before its final closure.

''Himalaya" is a unique combination of
documentary and tale, and the music that

infuses the two together leaves a profound
impression in the hearts of the audience.

Jinjue Pak
Rating: 8
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'Pimp' reveals ttie downfalls of livmg it up
/«',•

REVIEW: Iceberg Slim writes

autobiography, gives detailed

account of violence on street

BOOK REVIEW

By Kenny Chang
Daily Bruin Contributor

"Pimp: The Story of My Life" is a semi-

autobiographical novel that chronicles the
life of a street pimp from the 1930s to post-

World War II.

"Pimp" is author Iceberg Slim's first

novel, after serving three stints in prison.

Recounting his life experiences from birth

until the writing of the novel. Iceberg takes
readers into the underbelly ofurban grime.
This book is not for the blissfully ignorant.

"Pimp" reveals to the world the inner-

workings of a pimp's mind. From his first

sexual experiences to the evolution of his

moniker, the novel provides a dismal per-

spective on the glamorized lifestyle of a
hustler.

Written entirely in the "street language"
of the times, the book comes with a glos-

sary "detailing all the njeanings of various
words. Iceberg tells it as it is, and does not
leave out any of the filthy details.

"Pimp" ii written straight, poured out
of a reformed man's bitter heart. Every
aspect ofeach scene is told thoroughly. The
sights and the smells are all made apparent
and the reader can almost sense the thick

stench of its greasy plot.

The novel is full of grief - the grief of
losing two fathers, of watching Iceberg's

mother swindle these men, the grief of
whores who arc displayed as they are

Title: Pimp

Author Iceberg Slim

Publisher Holk)way House

Prict: $6.99 PageK 317,

AOAM LEVITT

"turned out" on the street. Even reformed,
"squared up" prostitutes can be tempted
from righteousness back to whoring out
their bodies.

It is apparent that Iceberg Slim regrets

his past. He remarks that he had wasted
"half a lifetime in a worthless, dangerous
profession." Yet, he does not forget to indi-

cate his early eagerness when beginning
"the game."

The story starts off with him as a young
bright-eyed child, full of love and kindness,

and shows the evolution of a pimp who's as

emotionless as an "iceberg." The novel,
like many true stories, has few sentimental

moments. Rather, it contains many scenes
of Iceberg violently, attackmg one of his

prostitutes.

The novel tells the story of a Midwest

street pimp - blood, sex and drugs are
common, and the reader is shown how dis-

mal they can be. Contrary to what some
may think, this is not a manual on how to

become a pimp. It is a true story on the

problematic issues of pimping. The only
lesson it teaches is the regret of a "success-
ful" pimp.

Iceberg maneuvered the streets and
came out alive. He learned from everyone
around him and adapted best to what was
necessary at that time. In prison, he did
what he needed to stay sane. He enriched
his mind with literature, and managed to
avoid the grasp of insanity Upon his third

arrest, he came out of prison a reformed
man to write "Pimp."

"Pimp" is filled with vibrant characters
so real that this documentation must be an
understatement.

The plot takes the course of a human
life, and though not incredibly dramatic in

terms of tragedies and literature, it is quite

a tale, considering it was real.

Interlaced with profanities and the
degradation of women, "Pimp" may never
be an Oprah Winfrey "Book of the

Month." However, it should be taken into

account that this is a "book of life."

Iceberg Slim, whose real name is Robert
Beck, honestly pours out his story, hoping
to educate the world.

"Pimp: The Story of My Life" is a
daunting book on the reality of the world
we live in. Given that it is autobiographi-
cal, it leaves the reader with a sense of
unease, yet leaves the possibility of hope. If

a former drug-abusing pimp who has been
to prison three times survived to make it,

there is hope for everyone else just yet.

Hot acts might not

be match for slow

economy in summer
MUSIC: Returning favorites will draw
in anxious crowds; *NSYNC performs

at larger venues in ambitious move

By NckesaMumbi Moody
The Associated Press

With superstar acts such as Madonna, U2, *NSYNC
and the Dave Matthews Band taking to thp stage this sum-
mer, the concert industry appears to be on track for anoth-
er record-breaking season at the box ofTice.

But with the economy cooling, some worry that the
industry may not be recession-proof

"There is a lot of apprehension," said Gary
Bongiovanni, editor-in-chief of Pollstar magazine, which
tracks the touring industry.

John Bitzer, editor-director for CDNOW, a music
Web site, predicted that fans are "going to be picky about
what they see. I don't think they are going to be alVaid to

go to the big tour they want ... it's a question of quality
over quantity."

The concert year got oflT to a disappointing start,

according to KcHy Barbicri, a reporter for the weekly
trade Amusement Business. Ticket receipts for the Top 10

concerts from December to February came in at approxi-
mately $70.8 million, down $40 million from the same
period a year earlier, she said.

"What is not being taken into account by everybody is

that more and more bands are being booked into summer
tours," said Barbieri.

The summer season is crucial to the concert industry.
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Brum Special
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LARGE (16") PIZZA 3 regular toppings

$9.95 - (MImy Only: $16.75 vKue; NnWt 1 pw order

Student Special

20% OFF with Bruin Card
Delivery A Pick-up Only

Giant Slice + Salad + Drink = $3.99 (Largest Slice in Westwood) •Complete Dinners $4.99 *" Free DeNvery
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CONCERT
From page 1

7

festivals. He said the market began

improving in early May
Zuckerman said hard times should-

n't hurt the industry. Concert tickets are
providing about two-thirds ol its yearly "impulse items, and people want to go
income, according to Bongiovanni. out and entertain themselves in limes
Strong ticket sales last summer resulted where everything doesn't seem per-
in a record-breaking $1.7 billion in rev- feet."

enues for the year, a 14 percent increase

from 1999's record $1.5 billion, he said.

Some of the most anticipated con-

cert tours this summer are by

NSYNC; the Dave Matthews Band,

which is a consistent top draw; Janet

Jackson, whose

new album, "All ^^^^^^^^^
for You," has

been a top seller;

Ozzfest. featuring

heavy metal and

hard-rock acts

such as Black

Sabbath. Marilyn

Manson and

Crazy Town; and

MTV's "TRL
Tour," headlined

by the R«&B group Destiny's Child.

Some of the hottest acts booked this

summer are drawing strong fan interest

because they haven't performed in

Madonna, who has sold

out her first few concert

dates, hasn't been on

tour since 1992.

•NSYNC's tour, which kicked off

last week in Tampa. Fla., is being close-

ly watched because. In a rare move, it is

playing only in stadiums, which usually

seat about 60.000. instead of amphithe-

aters or arenas, which usually have a

capacity of

_^^____^ 10,000 to 25.000.

"If I was wor-

ried about any-

thing, it might be

the NSYNC
tour, because

they are playing

such huge

venues," said

: Bongiovanni.
"That's very

ambitious to goout and tour stadiums."

Sometimes, it can be too ambitious.

The George Strait Tour, which kicked

off in April with acts that included Alan

Jackson, Lee Ann Womack and new-
years. For example. Madonna, who has comer Brad Paisley moved to smaller
sold out her first few concert dates, has- venues in some cities due to weaker
n't been on tour since 1992. sales.

"I think this is going to be a great But, Bongiovanni said that wasn't
year," said Irv Zuckerman, co-CEO of unusual "The Uuth of the mauer is that

SFX, which is staging most of this there are very few tours that finish their

year's blockbuster concerts and music run without any soft spots."

UCLA Dejiartment

ij Music

1^

Saturday, June 2

UCLA cliorde, Angeles chorale, &

YM.R Deht orchestm

Donald Neuen, conductor

Beethoven - Missa Solemnis
Royce Hall, 8pm ($35, $25, $15)

Y^ Tuesday, June 5 '^'^

UCLA Pklkamonia Orchestra
ar •

Jon Robertson, conductor

Mark Kaplan, violin soloist

Ian Krouse - Rhapsodyfor Violin

Gustav Mahler - Symphony No, 1

Schoenberg Hall, 8pm ($7, $3)

Thursday, June 7

. , UCLA jazz EnsemUes

Gamett Brown, Liew Matthews,
Gordon Henderson, conductors

Tom Ranier, guest soloist

Schoenberg Hall, 8pm {$7, $3)

Saturday, June 9

UCLA universitj diorus

graduate conductors

Schoenberg Hall, 8pm ($7, $3)

^:

SB
UCLA Central Ticket Office:

(310) 825-2101

The Atsocidied Press

Madonna performs "Music" during the start of

the 43rd Annual Grammy Awards at Staples

Center in Los Angeles.

SEGAL
From page 14

Moore said the Aid to Africa Project is currently

working on mobilizing its resources. They arc finding

sponsors and raising capital to send to charity organi-

zations in Africa that will use the money for things

such as paying thp salary of nurses and doctors.

Moore said many might have seen her on Bruin Walk,
where she often sits holding up a sign promoting her
project.

"Our ^nd goal is'to make an impact on the ground
itself, but in essence, that takes time and it also takes a
certain amount of money." Allen said. "Your goal is

always to help somebody help themselves. We hope to

change the atmosphere on the ground and give people
more hope of an opportunity to survive."

Moore said although the UCLA community isn't

currently involved in the organization, she hopes to

get support from it down the line. She plans on having
a fashion show where pieces from the loungewcar line

with celebrity signatures will be auctioned off, with all

of the proceeds benefiting the Aid to Africa Project.

Though Moore admits to the lack of congruency
between her major and career choice; she believes

that jusl being a Bruin has affected hef life in innu-

merable ways and helped her in reaching her goals.
' "There is something in the environment here that

breeds socially conscious, aware, innovative kinds of
people, and it's built into our university system,"
Moore said.

"It makes me look at the world a lot differently

than if I hadn't had the same sort of education," she
continued. "It helps me not to be scared too.

Something about this university breeds this sort of -,

fearlessness, and you're just not afraid to take a
chance."

Don't let your students

graduate from

UCLA without I

saying how \

proud
I

you are!

Don't miss
this once In a

lifetime

opportunity!

-*tm^'p^^^ your ad at 118 Kerckboff

^ f
'

^ ^- or call (310)206-7562

DailyBruin Grad issue

WORRIED?
NERVOUS?
TENSE?

• Do you worry a lot?

• Difficulty concentrating?

• Do you often feel keyed up?

Problems with sleap?

Muscle tension, headaches,

stomach problems ets.?

If you expenence some of these symptoms, you may have a treatable condition called
General Anxiety Discorder. Anxiety can affect your work performance, social life and
overall enjoyment in life. You are not alone. You may be one of millions of Americans

suffering from stress.

Call toll-free today to see if you qualify for an important
research medication program. Qualifed participants may be

compensated up to $275.00.

Southwestern Research, Inc.

888-444-1 1 04
Maviv.43S.co/n
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Campus Organizations
Campus Recruitment
Campus Services
Birthdays
Legal notices
Lost & Found
Miscellaneous
Personal Messages
Personals
Pregnancy
Recreational Activities

Research Subjects
Sperm / Egg Donors
Tickets Offered
Tickets Mtanted
Wanted

Appliances
An / Paintings
Bicycles / Skates
Books

I

€«<nnng Cttto%
Cameras / Camcorders
Collectibles
Computers / Software
Furniture
Garage / Yard Sales
Health Products
Miscellaneous
Musical instruments
Office Equipment
Pets
Rentals
Sports Equipment
Stereos / TVs / Radios
Table Sports

izzaszD
Auto Accessories
Aulo Insurance
Auto Repair
Autos for Sale
Boats for Sale
Motorcycles for Sale
Parking
Scooter / Cycle Repair
Scooters for Sale
Vehicles for Rent
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5700
5720
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6000
6100
6150
6200
6300
6400
6500
6600
6700
6800
6900
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7100
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Resorts / Hotels
RMes Offered
Rides Wanted
Taxi / Shuttle Servtoe
Travel Destinations
Travel Tickets
Vacation Packages

iSsss
1-900 numbers
Financial Aid
Insurance
Computer / Internet
Foreign Languages
Health / Beauty Services
Legal Advice / Attorneys
Movers / Storage
Music Lessons
Personal Services
Professional Services
Resumes
Telecommunications
Tutoring Offered
Tutoring Wanted
Typing

Writing Help
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Business Opportuntties
Career Opportunities
Child Care Offered
Child Care Wanted
Help Wanted
Housesitting
Internship
f*ersonal Assistance
Temporary Employment
Volunteer

Apartments for Rent
Apartments Fumished
Condn / Townhouse for Rent
Condo / Townhouse for Sale
Guesthouse for Rent
House for Rent
House for sale
Houseboats for Rent / Safe
Housing Needed
Room for Help
Room for Rent
Roommates - Private Room
Roommates - Shared Room
Sublets
Vacation Rentals
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1 1 8 Kerckhoff Hall
308 Westwood Raza
Los Angeles. CA 90024

E-Mail: classifieds@media.ucla.edu
Web: http://wwwdailybruin.ucla.edu

Classified Line: (310) 825-2221
Fax: C310) 206-0528

Classified Display: C310D 206-3060
Fax: C310) 206-0528

Mon TTiu: 9 00am-3:00pm
Ri: 9am-2:30pm

f
rates

>v

One issue, up to 20 words $8.50
. each additional word 0.65

Weekly, up lo 20 words 29.00
...each additional word 2.15

Monthly, up to 20 words 9600
...each additional word 575
1 2 pt headline $1.60
1 6 pt headline $225

\Border $5.ooy

I :-i •

Classified Line Ads:
1 working day before printing,

at 12 noon
Classified Display Ads:
2 working days before printing,

at 12 noon.

There are no cancellations after

noon of the day before printing.

For Dassified Display ads.

please see our rate card

for variable rate information.^
p0yiti6iii
Rease make checks payable to

"The UCLA Daily Brum." We
accept Visa. MasterCard, and
Discover credit cards Allow 5
working days for mail payments.

hoMitoiMille
aneffedliiead

• Start your ad with ihe

merchandise you are selling

This maizes it easier for readers to

quickly scan the ads and locate
your items
• Always include the pnce of your
item Many classified readers
simply do not resfxjnd to ads
without pnces
• Avoid abbreviations--make your
ad easy for readers to understand
• Place yourself in the reader's

position, ask what you would like

to know about the merchandise,
and include that in the ad Include

such information as brand names,
colors and other specific

1 descnptions

sexual ortantalion In a
services advortisad or the

tha ASUCLA Communicattons boaid luHv supports Vta Untvanliy ol CaWomia^ podcy on nondocnminatlon. No madiuni shal accept advarttsaments «Mhich praiant parsons ol any oogln. race sex or
t*""^**^ ^ wJ^ thai thay aia ltm«ad to poalUona. capaMMaa . rotas, or status m socMy. NaHtiar ttia Oa»f Brum nor the ASUCl-A Communications Board lias investigaled any ol the serv.^^., _„.„>^„ „ ...

izT^"""^ 'y^'rii??^!''* '"^^ parson baawAig lh« an advartisamani in this Issue vioiated the Boards policy on nondiscrimination stated herein should communicate complaints m writing to the Assistant director

7i?2^r.\ ISP^LS^ • ** ^^'•sO^ood Plaia. Los Angeles. CA 90024 For assistance viHth housing discrimination protilams. call the UCLA Housing OfBca at (310) 825-4271 or call the Westside Fair Housing Otiice at (310)
475-9671 ClasMHed ads aao appear on-line at httpy/www.dallybnjin ocU edu Placement on-lme is offered as a complimentafy service lor customers and Is not guaranteed The Dally Bruin is responsitJie lor the lirst incorrect
Insertion only Mirw typographical enors are not aUgtola lor ralunds For any nelund. the DaHy Bruin ClassHied Department most be notified ol an error on the first day ol putjiication l)y noon

fT^^^T^T^tl

announcements
nOO-2600

11DO
Campus HnppeniiKjs

Alcoholics Anonymous
Moa OiKunion, Fri. Slap Study, 3S17 Ackerman

Thurs. Book Study. 3517 Ackarman

M/T/W Rm. Dental A3-029

Wad. Rm. Dental A3- 029
OhcutstoaAlllimat 12:10- 1:00 pm

fur alcchotlct or IndMduatB who tmv a drintangpnMim.

1800
Miscellaneous

MIXXINQ LAB, FRIDAY NIGHTS 10-4. Drink
specials Progressive house/trance music.
2020 Ave of the Stars, Century City, 323-
820-2605. $10 w/studeni ID.

2000
Personals

LOVE? European wriler/HrigufSt. cosfTX)poli-

tan. accomplished, good-looking, mature,
healthy lifestyle, loves literature/travel-

ing/outdoors, seeks attradive/smart/affec-

lionate young female, any race/origin, for

friendship, possibly romance/marriage. 310-

573-4020/maniOmunteh.com

2200
Research Subjects

DO YOU SUFFER
FROM ASTHMA?

If you use medication for your asthma you
may quality to participate in a clinical re-

search study of an investigational medica-
lk}n. If you qualify you will receive: free study
related medication, medical care lor your
asthma during the study, and compensation
for your time. If you are interested, please
call: Dr. Jonathan Corren. Allergy Research
Foundation. 31 0-477-1 734ext.240

DOES RUNNING OR FAST WALKING
Cause you to have wheezing or chest tight-

ness? If you have asthma or exercise in-

duced asthma, you may quality to participate

in a research study of mari(eted medication.

If you qualify you will receive: Free study re-

lated care during the study, study medica-

tion, financial compensation up to $250. If

you are interested, please call: Or Jonathan

Corren, MD. Allergy Research Foundation,

Inc. 310-477-1734 ext 312.

EARN UP TO $100
ON A CLINICAL RESEARCH STUDY We
are recruitir>g smokers between 30 and 75, in

good health, who tiave gum disease. You
may qualify for a study examinir)g the effects

of a tow dosage of the antibiotic doxycycllne

in treatment of gum disease at UCLA School
of Dentistry Call 310-825-9792.

I^ALE SMOKERS WANTED for UCLA smok-
ing cessation study of sperm quality. Pro-

cedures conducted via mail. Compensation
up to $175. 310-825-9659.

2600
Wanted

SEEKING MALE lor marriage of conven-

ience, independent status. No green card

seekers. Alexa 619-244-9797, alexas-

tar20fX3tmail.com

3500
Furniture

MATTRESS SPECIALS
NEW INNERSPRING twin sets $99.95. Fulls

$129.95, Queens $169 95 and Kings

$199.95 Also, Seaiy Steams and Foster at

k>west prices. 310-477-1466.

MATTRESSES, FUTONS, DESKS, Book-
shelves, Dinette Sets, T- Table. Lamps. Deliv-

ery, Open 7 days. Kings Furniture. 11961

Santa Monica Blvd. 310-575-4243

A900
Autos for Sale

1991 VW JETTA4dr, sunroof, a/c, 100K, au-

tomatk;, superb condition. $28(X)obo. 310-

235-2818.

1994VWJETTA
White, 4-door, manual, sunroof, A/C. new
tires, great condition, Il2,000mi $5500/otx)

Call Robert 310-403-1401 or yesrob@hot-
mail.com.

1995 FORD THUNDERBIRD. Silver.

98,000mi, good condition Automatic, V8,

A/C, power windows/seats/locks. Cruise
control, dual airbag $4.950obo 310-397-

9160

1996 HONDA CIVIC EX, Black 5spd,
w/spoiler. 52K (4AHU475). Excellent condi-

tion, fully maintained w/records Custom
high-end audio $10.250obo. 310-497-

2432/anfh@alum mil edu

POLICE IMPOUNDS. Hondas as low as
$500 for listings 1-800-319-3323 ext.A214.

'89 FORD ESCORT Automatic. 1 family

owner, original paint and interior Runs excel-

lent. 104k miles. $1100. 310-550-7000.

2300
Sperm/Egc) Donors

Stereos/TVs/ Radios

5400
Scooters for Sale

2 DERBI SCOOTERS
Black or silver 50cc engine, air cooled, disc

brake, top speed 55pmh. Call 866-INDIAN-
LA. Ask for Wade

ELECTRIC SCOOTERS $250 clearance
price, only 6 left! 310-445-1989. Ask for

Wade

EGG DONOR NEEDED Asian Please call

310-397-0490.

VERY ATTRACTIVE, Successful, romantk:.

swm, 35, fun-loving, intelligent, caring, con-

skJerate, understarxling seeks very attractive

woman w/similar vakies. 18-36. Please send
photo/phone/note: 1015 Gayley Ave. #595.

LA. CA 90024

2100
Recreational Activities

3 WEEKS IN KOREA FOR FREE Leam
more about Korea and the work) cup in 2002.
Everthlng is freely provided in Korea.
Insurance and Processing fee: $299 Send
Request uswausOyatX)o.com. Non-Korean
Speakers ONLY

Egg Donors Needed
Healthy fefnales ages 19-28

wishing to help infertile couples

$5,000

k Call MiRNA (818) 832-1494

^

m

TRADE YOUR
ALREADY VIEWED
DVD FOR A FRESH

ONE AT
refreshdvd.com

COST $2.00

2200
ResL'.ifch Siibj«;cls

EGG DONOR WANTED, under 23. Cauca-

sian, light eyes, clean Hfestyle. 4 weeks in

August, pay $3500 818-952-5405 or email

smrieggsOaol.com.

if you are male, in college or have a college

degree, you can eam up to $600/mo, call for

dataNa on our anonymous sperm donor pro-

gram Receive free comprehensive health

screening & help infertile couples. So if

you're kx>kir)g for a great job and a little ex-

tra cash, call/email us lirst. 310-824-

994 1 /donorsOcryobank.com.

^i>#WwE
5680

Travel Destinations

ISRAEL TRIP! Isralight Israel Programs for

Jewish students. Scholarships available.

Call Uzi 949-722-7548 or klnguziyahuOya-
hoo.com Isralight Alumni X2.

ARE YOU SUFFERING
FROM ALLERGIES?

Allergy season can be miserable for many al-

lergy auflaraiB. However, nam traatmania are

being developed. You may qualify lo paftkH-

pate in a clinical research study of an Inves-

tlgationai aNeigy mediation. If you quality

you wH receive: Fraa study medication, aller-

gy testing, and compensation up to $300
For more Information please call! Or Jo-

nathan Conen, Allergy Research Founda-

tion. 310-477-1734 6x1.240 or axt.247

CHRONIC BAD BREATH. Eam up to $120
and leam lo control bad braatti. Clinical stu-

dlaa m Culver City 3iO-e4fr«578,

2500
Tickets Wanted

PHD HOODING
CEREMONY

Looking lo puicfiaae 3-5 ttokels at $10 each,

jtownsenO ucia .edu

2600
Wanted

PERSONAL TRAINER: To train at home -

1/2 inHe from campus- 2 or 3 days/wk early

morning. (*laaaa lax rsaume or name and tei-

ephona number to set up interview. Fax:

310-476-7976

transportation
4600-5500

Aiilos (or Sale

1979 DATSUN 2802X ABSOLUTELY GOR-
GEOUS. RED. 5-SPEED. 76.000 MILES,
A/C. SUPERB CONOITK)N. WELL CARED
FOR, A COLLECTORS CAR. $6999. 310-
441-5002. -r

1969 TOYOTA CAMRY Good condltton

84,200mHes. GREAT gas mileage Manual
transmission. Original owners. $3.7S0obo.
310-488-1010.

5700
Travel Tickets

FLY 4STANDBY FLY 4 CHEAP!
Hawaii $139 o/w. Europe $249 o/w (-i-tax)

4standbycom or 800-397-1098.

coming

10th Week
check your newsstands.
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2300
Sporin / Egg Donors

2300
Sperm / Eyg Donors

2300
Sperm / Egg Donors

2300
Sperm / Egg Donors

Special Egg Donor deeded
will

Height Approx. 5'9" or Taller •S.A.T. Score around 1300
or High A.C.T. •Caucasian •College Student or

Graduiate Student Under 30 •No Genetic Medical Issues

Compensation

Paid to you and/or the charity of your choice.
All related expenses will be paid in addition to

your compensation.

(Extra compensation available for someone who might be especially
gifted in athletics, science/mathematics or music.)

For more information or to obtain an ^plication please
contact Michelle at the Law Office ofGreg L. Erf]^

(800)808-5838
or email EggDonorInfo@aol.com.

w'^ II fiiiil iim n il iiir.rt i u(n u—iwjij
i» i uiiWFiimw

—

' '

This ad is being placed for a particular client and is not solicitingc^ for a donor bank.

services
5800-7300

6000
Insurance

/llistate.
>fauiiB in good hsndi.

Mike Azer Insurance Agency, Inc
(310)312-0202

1 28 1 NA/ostNA/ood Blvd
C? t>lks So of WHs»-ilr0>

24 Hoor» o Doy Sfvtce

6200
Health Services

HAIR MODELS NEEDED Fre« haircuts by
licensed piofeMlonal at upscale Beverly
Hills salon. CaH Adrlenne: 310-278-6845.

6200
Henllh Services

HIV POSITIVE? Know In only 1 -minute
www. 1 -minute-Wv-seW-test.com

TEETH WHITENING
BRENTWOOD COSMETIC DEffTAL Office

offers new teetfi wtutening system. Afford-

able for everyone. $75 for upper or lower.

310-207-5008.

6300
Leqal Advice/Aftoriu;ys

NO RECOVERY NO FEE
NO COST. Sexual fwnassment. Discrimina-

tion. Auto-accidents. Sllpe/falls. MYER LAW
FIRM, WestskJe. Scott O Myer(UCLAW86).
www.bestlavvyer.com 310-277-3000.

6^00
Movers/Stornf)e

BEST MOVERS. Licensed, insured. Lowest
rates Fast, courteous^careful. Many stud-
en;s moved for $98 Lic.-T- 163844 NO JOB
TOO SMALLI 1-800-2-GO-BEST Volce-
mail/pager 323-263-2378

HONEST MAN w/14ft truck and doilk .

small jobs, shod notice ok. SF. LV. SD.
Student discount. Go BruinsI lOyrs. 310-

285-8688.

6/kOO
Movers / Storaye

JERRY'S MOVING*DELIVERY The careful
movers. Experienced, reliable, same-day de-
livery Packing, boxes available Also, ptek-
up donatkxis for American Cancer Society.
Jeny 0310-391 -5657.

SUMMER STORAGE. Free ptek up avail-

abie, reasonable rates Westskle Self-Stor-

age. 310-826-5955

6600
Person«il Services

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING

'^^TntitntJYg rriiasitsllon <»nWmut
ThMM. Papara, and PeiMnal OtMsiwiim

PropoMli and Books
International Stuetonts Mtolcofna S*we 1986

Sharon B«ar. Ph.O. (31 0) 1TP Mt3
'WWW 8«ar-Wnt« com

VI)IN(, SI,

DRUM LESSONS
ALL LEVELS/STYLES with dedicatad pro-

feeskxial At your fiome or WLA sludk>. Ist-

lesson free No drum set necessary.
Neil:323-654-^26.

GUITAR LESSONS
by professtonal near UCLA. AH levels, guitars

available. Learn to play effortlessly!

wwwJWGS.com. CaH Jean at 310-476-
4154

mi .iii ivoRDs

:iv'-'[' VILLnOf DISH
UCLA's

Dining and EwteitBiwiisiit Mofloiine

Classifieds

825-2221

6700
Professional Services

APPLYING TO
MEDICAL SCHOOL?

We specialize in helping pre-medical stud-

ents write their personal statement or sec-
ondary. Visit us at:

medstudent-online.com

ATTENTION MBA. LAW. MEDICAL
SCHOOL APPLICANTS! Frustrated devel-
oping your crucial personal statements? Get
professional help from well-known au-
tfKK/consultant 310-826-4445 www.wlnning-
personstatement.com.

CERTIFIED SWIM INSTRUCTOR will teach
swim lessons at your home. Individual or
group lessons at reasonable rates. Monica
310-452-3897.

CREATIVE EXPERTISE
FOR MEDICAL
SCHOOL,
PERSONAL

STATEMENTS,
RESUMES

Personalized, professional service Disserta-

tion finalizing. Ace Words. Etc. 310-820-
8830

FORMER ENGLISH TEACHER w/ Masters
from U-Chicago, edits/word processes dis-

sertations, proposals, screenplays, persoruil

slatemants. rasutnas. Internationel *

welcome. Winslow's 310-82&-61fi.

GRADUATION. BIRTHDAY, OR SUMMER
PARTY? Let us help or do it alll CNn Chin
restaurant fanx)us for our traditional Chinese
cuisine Will cater your events from 1 -3.000.
Last minute plans no problem. Dine In our
beautiful upper-patio. Delivery, catering, and
dine-in, everyone loves Chin Chin! 310-826-
2525

HEAD SHOTS $99
SITTING PLUS digital file for unlimited
prints!! Westwood location. Call Jennif-
er31 0-575-6638. www.jefy^ifemioss.com

MEDICAL SCHOOL APPLICATION COUN-
SELING Counseling by recently graduated
M.D. Specializing in application essays/inter-

view-skills. Fee negotiable/money-back
guarantee. Greg Freedman. M.D. 310-960-

3300/|Mger.

NEED IT TYPED?
Dont have time or inclination? Proleasion-

al/degreed word processors specializing In

legal/psychological transcription and langtfty

academic papers, (legible drafts piMse).
$3/)9g. student rate. $50/mlnlmum. $l2/plck-
up/dellvery Re8unr)es/$40. 323-288-6805
any time.

NIGHTOWL
Research. Editing, Writing. OPEN 24-7.
Fineel quality at reasonable rales. Interna-
tional students wekxtme. 310-572-6500.

VERSATILE, SENSITIVE, PROFESSIONAL
EDITOR lor your book, stalled PhD., paper,
script. Concepts. Structure. Ctose text edit.

Call John at 310-306-0966

7000
Tulorincj Offertjcj

AAA TUTOR'S CLUB
A HOME TUT0Rlf«3 terAce for all sutofects.

grades K-12. Lowest prk^es guaranteed! For
nK>re informatk)n call 310-444-0449.

CHEMISTRY ORGANIC CHEMISTRY.
PHYSICS, BIOLOGY. PHYSIOLOQY,
STATS By doctoral student. w^kM d taach-
ing experience. Fee negotiable/morwy^M<*
guarantee. CaH Greg. 310-397-0547.

RESEARCH PAPER TUTOR. 4 UCLA
grad and published writer offers private tutor-

ing 8ervk:es. 310-293-0884.

WRITING TUTOR
Kind and patient Stanford graduate. Help
with the English languaQe—for students of

aH agaa/laveis. 310-440-3118

7100
Tiit(jrift(j Wanted

E^RN $120/WK CASH FOR 10 HRS Study
while you keep a 13y/o company afterschool

DrivingAmath tutoring Call Gail 310-680
8080.

ENGLISH AND MATH TUTOR for lOyr oW
boy Few hours a week. Pacifte Palisades
$ia/hr 310-459-7246

7200
Typmg

WORD PROCESSING specializing in thes-
es, disseriatKws. transcription, legal, psych,
resumes, fliers, brochures, mailing Hats, re-
ports 310 828-6939

Display
206-3060

!•
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6200
Health Services

6200
Health Services

6200
Health Services

7800
Help Wanted

COMPLIMENTARY CONSULTATION
Dr. Nader DayaniORTHODONTIST

SINCE 1980
UCLA FACULTY MEMBER

Member American Association of Orthodontists

Specializing in braces for adults & children

IMiivr Brilliant Kesultsy

• Cosmetic Porcelain
• Surgical Orthodontics

• Removable
• Traditional
• Invisible

• European

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT/BOOK-
KEEPER. Excellent computer and phone
skills required. Flexible, part-time hours

$10-1 3/hr Ask for Esther biw. 1-5pm We
are national flower shippers. 310-230-

0811 or Fax resume: 310-230-4146.

7800
Help Wanted

CRA MAINTENANCE Seeks laborer to work
flexible hours maintaining equipment and
facilities Pay is $7.52-$9.37. Call 310-206-

1399 Applications available at Men's Gym
Rm 14

2(l"o UiSCnl N 1 '..NLsANDKAdl.TV

(310) 826 - 7494
llti45Wilshir« Blvd. DM02
lx» Angeles, CA 9<)02S

(949) 552 - 5890
IHI24 Culver l)r , «A
Irvine. CA 4271.S

Teeth Whitening $Qi; 00
upper or lower '*' \J kJ

lh« twotnwfH w« b* o <<A>wi SIODOaOpkJiSIODaolo'
•acti momh ol lixiMitK landMM )o> mcM Ixacat

S^QOOOpUi SIXODfOf •oc^monlhol NvoHnwr^ wnJaivd
In iwnovtXiic IvocM and J I nSOO ptm $ IK 00 p«t munth
lof cflfomn' b(fx:«i. S700 00 ley dkjf^vxftc i*u(>v modal and

S I 7& 00 to lormd rontiitatKin

pnohon oatti b yc^O\

7too
Tutoring Wanted

TEACH THE SATs J

Need energetic people with

High SAT scores to prep

students 1-on-l or in classes.

All regions. $15-$25/hr. Flex

hours. Car needed. Call Tom

310-448-1744

www.tutorjobs.coin

TT » ^ »i

mnployment
/ '-t L> vj f >• ...1 V..' V.

7/*00
BusMU.'Ss 0|)porliiiiitJes

$500 WEEKLY WORKING FROM HOIWIE

Rush busioMS-size self addressed stamped
envelope. M.V^. P.O. Box 6923-OB. MaUbu,
CA 90264.

FREEDOM
WORK FOR YOURSELF TNs summer Gel

paid dally and^MjNd residual yncome woridng

with a 29-year-old NYSE Conpany. 888-

574-9330.

7500
Career Opportunities

•WORK/STUDY IN MADRID, SPAIN* In-

credible Opportunity. Study Spanish and
worV leachir)g ESL (rK> expenertce neces-

sary) to pay living/traveling expenses.

www.oleidiomas.com/canterbu ryworkstudy

3 WEEKS VACATION,
OH YEAH!!

Asslsl exec, w/intemet projects: llase w/poli-

tidans; coordinate rrtartteting efforts; major

dKratBlly^growth herel! Absolute style and
wtndouvs sMNs are a MUSTII Incredible ben-

efits and bonu8$$$. Immediate, interviews!

The Ptaoamant Company" Fax 310-889-

7101 daldredal«Oeanhiint(.net

ARE YOU
SABOTAGING YOUR

OWN
SUCCESS??

Most people only use 10% ol their actual

potential. Attend tNa seminar and find out

how to access the rest! Wednaaday, June
6th, 7pm. Beverly Hifis Church of Scien-

tology. Call 310-226-2465 for info.

JUST SECRETARIAL?
NOT!

HANDLE BUSINESS/Personal affairs: plan

avants: suH the net; polish Power Point pro-

)acli: track laglsiation: create a spread sheal

or two: get your education paid for...sounds

great, huh? Sweet opportunity for talented

coNaga grad. Tha Ptacament Company'
daidredale«earthlink.nat Fax 310-889-7101

RN OR DENTAL STUDENT for MD office

near Beverty HHts on Saturday AM's or P/T.

Top salary. CaH 323-939-2111

TELEMARKETING
SALESPERSON

Telamarketirtg sales of cellular phones
Comlssion only $60 per acttvaied phone
line. Can »acie 310-712-4900.

Classifieds

825-2221

7600
Child Care Offered

$$$ LOW PRICES $$$
WONDER YEARS PRESCHOOL njn by
UCLA grads. Ages2.5/6years. Two large

play-yards. Open 7 30-530 Close to UCLA
310-473-0772.

THE BABYSITTERS
CLUB

Provides orHMll sitter service to parents.

Days. evenir>gs arvj weekerxJs. 310-226-

2900.

7700
Child Ccire Wiiiited

BABYStTTER FOR TEN YEAR OLD Fe-

male only. Near UCLA. 3-4 hours twice a
week. 310-475-1075 After 6 pm.

CARING RESPONSIBLE BABYSITTER
NEEDED for 5-year-old boy in Beverly Hills.

5-min from school. Hours flexlt>le Call 310-

858-1818 or page 310-236-7555.

FEMALE AFTER-SCHOOL/SUMMER
CAMP CHILD CAREA>RIVER lor 2 kIds

(10A13). 20-25hrsAveek Bel Air. Must have
car/references Elizabeth: 310-472-9920

evenings/Tax 310-472-9178.

NANNY/MOTHER'S
HELPER

for 7yr-okj boy and toddler. Flextt)le hours.

Some travel w/family, especially weaker>ds.

Must be insured/lKensed driver. Approx
hours 5-8pm. M-F arxl sorT>e weekertds.

Flexi>«ltyAReferences a musti 310-446-

9970.

WEEKEND AID for 13 y/o autistk: boy. Ex-
peitance helpful. Need car Salary $i3/hr
Fl«xt)le daytime hours Nancy 310-568
4347 days. 310-306-2358 after 6pm.
nblevineOyahoo.com

7800
Help Wanted

$15-$23/HR BRIGHT ENTHUSIASTIC peo-
ple to teach SAT prep arxl ALL Academic
Subjects. Transportation required We will

train Flexible hours. Send or fax cover let-

ter/resume. Including test scores (SAT, GRE,
etc.) to ACE Educational Servk^es. Attn:Bar-

ry. 9911 W. PkX) Blvd, Ste.PH-K, LA. CA
90035; Fax:310-282-6424. Positions avail-

able throughout LA and the Valley.

•MOVIE EXTRA WORK* Beats all jobs. Start

immediately. Great pay. Fun/Easy No crazy

fees. Program for free medk^al Call-24/hrs

323-850-4417.

10MINS FROM UCLA. Electronk: retail

store. PT/FT tacnnfcat savvy parson front

page) For customer, sales, and service. 310-

475-0859. Mr. Schulze.

A GREAT SUMMER JOB in the North Coun-
ty/San Diego area Flexible hours and days.

Pays $7.2S/hr. plus bonuses. Brent. 602-

418-2332.

A PERFECT STUDENT
JOB!!!

AFTERNOONS DURING SCHOOL. Fulltime

during Quarter Breaks and Summer Vaca-

tkjnsl Work at die most famous tennis shiop

in LA. Work experience not necessary. Mini-

mum pay $7 50/hr "String for the

prosfWestwood Sporting Goods. 1065 Gay-
lay Ave. 310-206-6215.

ACCESS TO A COMPUTER? PUT IT TO
WORKI Up to $25-75/hr. PT/FT.
www.EamEZbuck8.com. 888-715-4646

AMERICORPS Position:Help launch literacy

development program lor preschoolers

Child development experience, Spanish-Bi-

lingual preferred 33hours/week. Stan
9/1/01. Julie, Connectkjns For Children 310-

452-3325

ART GALLERY
ASSISTANT FOR
PROMINENT
WESTSIDE
GALLERY

Train now-F/T by August. Requirements:

Spanish fluency, detail-oriented, an back-

ground. $10-12/hr+commission. Fax re-

sume:310-586-1712.

CLERK P/T, Pleasant Century City Engi-

neering Firm seeks perfectionist with typir>g

skills for general office duties. Must absolute-

ly be detail-oriented. $l1/hour to start. Call

Rhonda 310-286-2437.

CLERK/SECRETARY. P/T. 10-20hrs/wk.

Westwood taw firm. Filing, typing, learn a
lotO law, flexible scf>edule. 1 yr commitment
required. Fax resume 310-446-9962

CLINK^AL EXPERIENCE
ClirtKai tecfmician needed for ophthalmok>gy

dink: at UCLA Medk»l Center. No experi-

ence required; pre-med and pre-optometry

encouraged Call Dan 310-206-7475 or fax

resume/cover letter Attn: Rosamaria 310-

794-2029.

COACH FOR KIDS
COACHING/SKILL buiMing for 6 & 8 year-

oM boys, soccer and t)aset>all. Brentwood.

Send fax to 310-393-4553.

COUNSELORS AND
INSTRUCTORS

In art, swimmir)g, nature, video arxl ropes

needed by Tumt>leweed Day Camp. Must be
respor^ible, energetk: and enjoy workir>g

with children. 310-472-7474

CSOs HIRING FOR
SUMMER AND FALL

Do good and gel paid. Pay $8 47 to

$10.65/hr Must be a UCLA student with 1 +

academic years remaining with a valid driv-

er's livense. Phone: 310-825-2148. WEB:
www.ucpd.ucla.edu/ucpd/cso. E-mail:

cso@ucpd ucla.edu.

CUSTOMER SERVICE
SALES:

Friendly, energetic people for salon sales.

$15-$25/hr Call Bryan or Cherise @ 310-

820-2710.

DAY CAMP - SUMMER
Seek staff w/summer home in or near the
San Fernando or Conejo Valleys, Oxnard,
Simi. Malibu. misc. Instructors & General
couns. $2750-3500-^ for summer 888-
784-CAMP www.workatcamp.com

DAY CAMP
COUNSELORS

Pali Camp now hiring entfujsiastic coun-
selors! Summer fun includes; jet skiing,

amusement parks, beach days, paintball an^"
morel 19 and up Call Jacque: 310-477-

2700x14.

C:^rnpn Crpek Sporfc^ Canrp

CoBomio Slwpowoy Smwwi Cowip ComumIot
Wtm tooMng tor mMhImIc, mtoMtUt. waH-rDundsd

(M mwitara tor our 1 (MnmIi dtwnt iporti and CMnp
program to Uk* CaMK Hmi ton! mummt payto« wwy
iwdmSiMtortportlnagmiito! MuaibtatlMit ISyom
oW imtorMir Mtti 1 or 2 ywn ol cwnp •vwtancc 6/18

-

a/2V0i S2.000 and up (213) 74»4M6a

DAY CAMP
Summer Swimming, t>eaches, fwrses A
more, wwwdaycampjobs.com.

7800
Help Wanted

$$Get Paid For Your
Opinions!$$

Earn $15-$1Z5 and more per survey!

www.inonay4oplniofM.com

ADMIN ASSISTANT F/T positton in Beverly
Hills. Mk;rosoft Offk:e a must. Email resume
emptoymentOsaytxex.com or fax 310-278-
0038. More Info 310-278-2750.

ADMINISTRATIVE
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT: Answer
phones, computer experierve West LA In-

ternet Company 310-558-9064 ext 106. Fax
310-558-9065

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT to real es
tate broker. Mornings mandatory. Car re-

quired. Must know Word/Excel, be computer
friendly and type 40wpm. $9-11/hr. 310-474-
4250

C^wyjpu Crppk Qportc, C-^nrp

CoMofiMo Sleapowoy SwmMr Camp Nune
M•MM! In v <a»«Mic««. rMpenMlt. notiiMM canvmm In

Of ICMmM»» «ark atd map prafmn In bMUMiJ Kka Caaac

••* •'••I iK$MUnct nfMnQ cid mMvMnin^ Vw onp imry Htult

iMwoj M< i« Mumi >tn>»n«»ir|fl«n«ind—Hr»<irtinmini>li'

Mum k« « Iml II fMn (M (rttmMy airil 01 ? yMn ol camp

I Vlt t/7V01 $4,000 «n4 141 (211) 74

CP SHADES
CP SHADES, nattonal women's ctothing re-

tailer&manufacturer tMsed in the Bay area is

interviewing for FT/PT sales in its Santa Mo-
nica kxatnn. CP Shades offers challenging,

exciting envirorwnent, highly competitive sal-

ary, vacatk>n, health&dental, a free outfit

every month, and a generous discount. Best

of all it's the chance to work for a friendly

growing company that makes clothes that

you will want to own. Fax resume 310-392-

0586 or come by 2937 Main St to apply

DESIGN/SALES
Seeking designers/sales help for Italian

showroom specializing in medium-high kitch-

ens, baths, closets, furniture, PT/FT. Dan-
ielle:310-397-ll40.

DO CATS MAKE YOU
WHEEZE?

If you are allergic to cats, you may qualify to

partk:ipate in research study of an investiga-

tional medication. If you qualify, you will re-

ceive study related medication and up to

$250.00 compensation for your time. If inter-

ested, please call Jonathan Corren, M.D at

310-477-1734 ext 242

DOG LOVER'S NEEDED
Urt>an Dog is now hiring for Full and Part

Time positions. Ask for Kim or Jan. 310-445-

1447

Attention UCLA Students SUMMER WORK
•Fun Environment
•5-40 hr schedules
•Conditions Apply

•Time Off for Family Vacation

•Training Provided

•Part/Full Time
•Flexible Schedules

•Scholarships Possible

•Great Resume Experience
•No Experience Necessary

•All Majors Welcome
•Customer Service/Sales

Bakersfield

Brubank

Pasadena
San Luis Obispo

' Santa Barbara

Santa Clarita

Santa Monica
Thousand Oaks
Ventura

Walnut

West Covina

$14.25 Base-A
Local Office: 310-475-8283

661-834-6600

818-558-1063

626-432-1903

805-474-9164

805-968-6263

661-254-0404

310-475-8283

805-496-7007

805-382-8391

626-810-0645

626-915-3666

Anaheim ^

Cerritos

Costa Mesa
Downey
Huntington Beach
Long Beach
Mission Viejo

Northridge

Torrance

Westchester

Whittier

714-526-3337

526-809-2227

714-546-5705

323-566-7415

714-593-8336

562-498-2281

949-364-7161

818-998-6646

310-791-9468

310-641-7995

562-696-9889

www.workforstudents.com/ucla
Displa
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Summer Services

Acupuncture services are offered in the Ashe Center. The
visits last one hour with a fee of $ 1 8 per visit. Appoint^

ments are available on Wsdnesdoys, 1 :00 to 5:00 pm
from 27 June to 19 September 2001

Appointments may be made directly or by referral from

an Ashe Center clinician. To make an appointment, either

request one on our website:

www.stud«ffith«alth.ucla.ttdu

or call 310 825-4073, opfion 1, and option 1 again.

ucia Ashe Center

XODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZi F

ACROSS
1 Piltdown man,

e.g.

5 Make watertight
10 Pairs

14 Tulsa's St.

15 Jibe
16 Vases
17 Name for Ireland
18 Lazy -
19 Slant

20 Infomiation
21 Intensive, like

bargaining
23 Beaver's

construct

25 Play it by —
26 Military

ornaments
31 New
35 Church seat
36 Stage items
38 Highway worker
40 Tax-deferred

aocts.

42 Ogling
44 Expkxling star

45 Bottle stoppers
47 Circus

performers
49 Barrel

50 Simon and
Armstrong

52 Kitchen mishaps
54 Had lunch
56 Do batik

57 Rohsfs item
62 Close at hand
66 Molokai's

neighbor
67 Lrcorice flavor

68 Pooch in the

comics
69 Memo abbr.
70 Compare
71 Loose garment
72 Mild onion
73 Pod contents
74 Toboggan

PREVIOUS PUZZLE 8CX.VE0

A F(5]o T

1
A C M E 8 sHm

B Ef^ R A M O O L A \A L e1
sciaaQ [DOfflBQ Qsa

E R O OEB A R BOR
V 1 {J C O U S P R 1 SMS

1 N 1ro N E s P R 1 G
D A s Q E c A Y A R 1 A
El L 1-S X 1 1

IM

T E X T
O L I-A S P o R O M 1 T

|c R O O N M A N 1 L A
K 1 hJ K E [!] n U P 1 T If R
A M»i 8 1 a E E 8 E
R AN3

1

]

1 V 1 E 8 X E N O N
A GE S E L L 8 E R 1 c A
EjE C tJeJA 8 EJ 8 A L T Y

e-1-01 O 2001. Unitad f=Mlura SyndtoM*

DOWN
1 Worked in the
aarden

2 Soup ingredient

3 Dismounted
4 'Kubia Khan'

k>cale

5 Soft wool
6 Malaria
symptom

7 — Major
8 Exit

9 Nairobi native
10 'Swan Lake-

costume
11 Legal

document
12 Nothing but
13 Fast plane
22 Let fall

24 Jungfrau, eg.
26 Heroic
27 Evita or Juan
28 Mindful
29 Santa's toad
30 Secret agents

32 Multi-purpose
vehk:ie

33 Sumnwn up
34 Crowbar
37 Break
39 Dust collectors
41 Enjoy Vail

43 Cheers up
46 Cole -
48 Dirty place
51 Does some

Nfting?

53 Singing votees
55 Baseball star

Banks
57 A twist of -
58 Medieval

instrument
59 Sound from

48 Down
60 Kid's wheels
61 Spent
63 Matinee guy
64 Taunt
65 Pay attention

66 — demer
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7800
Help Wimt(.'{l

EARN AS MUCH AS
$5Q/HR

EXCELLENT ENTREPRENEURIAL P/T
Sales Opportumiy: Maks your own hours. No
expaffance nacaatary. To receive more Infer-

malk>n call 818-487-7270

7800
Help Wanted

F/T ADMINISTRATIVE
ASSISTANT

Health care company in Westwood seeks or-

ganized parson for entry level poeltk>n. At-
tentton to detail necessary. Great BenefitsI
EmaH tetMzlleOaol.com or fax resume to

U2:31 0-443-5258.

FIVE DAY HOST OR HOSTESS needed for

upscale restaurant. M-F. 11 -2:30pm, $8.
Contact Dawn 310-449-4000

NoB^ienaNecessmry

n^nRSiNRtiAainlna
forpenonai Interview call now

310.659.7000

7800
Help Wuiiti-d

SUMMER DAY CAMPS
San Fernando or Conefo VWIeys, Oxnard,
Skni. MaHbu MIsc InstniclorB & General
couns. $2750-3600+ lor summer. 888-784-
CAMP www.workatcanip.com

SUMMER JOeSI WEST Loe Angeles day-
camp hiring energetic counsekNS. Weguards.
and specialists. CaH Tiffany at 310-399-
2267.

MODELS WANTED!!! SUMMER JORQ apt
Ike UO to S300 for « «^.nl« «l h«..« H«l~, OUIVIIVIC« JUDO...UCI

PAID EXPERIENCE
Make up to $300 lor a couple of rwurs doing
nude modeling, if interested pleaae caN 213-
624-8599

FLASH 5
Flasfi anlmators/pfogrammers to help pro-
duce gamasAcartoons lor new online enter-

tainment networtc. PutjHcIze your new/exist-
ing work and share profits, www.p-d-
n.com/lnfoOp-d-n.oom/310-969-3114.

FLUENT MANDARIN SPEAKER to teach,
play w/kkjs ages 6 & 8 in Pacifk: Palisades'
$1S/hr Must t>e legal. Joyce 310-454-6842.

FRIAR TUX SHOP
Formal wear sales and rentals. $9-
lO/hr+commisston. No experience neces-
sary. Pn-Fn positions available. Call us in

WLA 31 0-559-4889

MODELS WANTED- Sexy Females for new
men's magazine, e.l. Maxim. Stuff. FHM.
Please Can. AntfK)nyP323-8i6-3i 51 ordlg-
gideaOmedUKy>e.net or send photos to: S
Mags2ine, 302 Nonhu Brea Ave. #350, Los
Angeles. CA 90036

MODELS-PHOTO. Part Hme. 2-3 hours.
$25flx)ur Women's dress and t)tou8e. San
Gabhtt vmiey. 626-793-5349 <evnings)

NEED A FUN SUMMER JOB THATS Cloee
to the t)each? Come work lor the Coffee
Bean in Padfk: Palisadee. Must have car.

For more Info call Ell2at)eth, 310-230-2587.

West Los Angeles. San Fernando VMey,
Santa Clarlla Valey, SimI and Cone^o Vkley
areas. Receptionist. File Clerk. Admin. Assis-
tant. Customer San/k» and MANY OTHERS
needed. Woilc as much or as seldom as you
tike-you deckJel Come to the offloa doeest to

you:

BARRINQTON STAFFINO SERVICES
Santa Monica 310-463-1619; Thousand
Oaks 805-404-8695; Burt)ank 818-954-
0054; Valencia 661-294-9046: Woodland
HWs 818-703-8658. Our san^e free to ap-
pikants.

NEED TO MAKE SOME PT $$$? WUI train

and sponsor assistant broker PM work
Guarantee+bonus. BH offtee. Call Nell 800-
450-7585.

FT RECEPTIONIST NEEDED In BH saton.
Must be reliable, able to work under pres-
sure, and obtain excellent custonr>er servk:e
skills. 310-278.5826. 9667 Witehire Blvd.

FUN
SEEKING ATTRACTIVE. RESPONSIBLE
MOTIVATED FEMALE to help me with my
Tea" Company Excellent earT>ing poierrtial.

CaH Tracy. 310-824-5511.

FUN SUMMER
Swimming, horses, beaches and more.
www.daycampiobs.com.

NEW UPSCALE JAPANESE SUSHI RES-
TAURANT In WLA. Seeks waitresses for

lunch or dinner Must be legal to work.
Phone: Yoshiko 805-983-6495 for appl.

ORGANIZED. RESPONSIBLE. STRONG.
UCLA Student wanted to assist during home
additkMi arKf renovatk>n near campus. Hours
vary 310-446-4413.

OUTSIDE SALES
6 figure Income in 3yr8. Retire In lOyn. Inter-

net Company tooMng lor independent out-
side salee repreeentattves. Qei your own
exclusive temtory natk)nally-You own hours.
Commission Only. CaN Mr. Lebowski 818-
887-7188.

SUMMER OUTDOORS
FUN WORK WITH CHILDREN IN EX-
CITING 7-week day progrann 2-week
Sierra Sleepaway June 25-August 24.

Experience with water activities.

I $330+bonus^^reek. Call 310-826-7000 or
I www.SierraAdventureCamps.com

SUMMER SPORTS
CAMP COUNSELORS

Pnme Time Sports Camp is now tMng for-:

sumnwr 2001. Sports background and ex-
perience working with chikJren required.
9:30AM-3 30PM. M-F 6/25/01-8/31/01. WLA
and Palisades. Peter;3l0-288-4l32.

HOSTESSES NEEDED. Hana Sushi In
Brentwood Please call anytime 310-477-
9796.

Hotel desk clerk- P/T (momlngs/AM). West-
wood VHIage Hotel 310-208-3945.

IF YOU LIKE WORKING W/CHILDREN. the
Culver Palms Family YMCA is hiring now for
Camp Counsetors. Apply at 4500 Sepulveda
Blvd., Culver City or call Cindy 310-390-
3604.

INTERESTED IN GERIATRIC CARE? Help
sentor citizen in exercise, female, P/T. Need
own transportation, doesn't mind reading
atoud. non-smoker. Hours, salary negotiable
Encino Estelle, 818-789-2487 Call 12-6pm.

INTERNET PROJECT
Make changes to existing page, and add
new (second) page. (Real Estate related)
Will pay $250-$400. Scott 310-230-3720 or

email scottprkreOprula com

JEWISH HEBREW
And Sunday Schools need teachers. Good
Jewish education and love of children de-
sired. Alice Fasman:323-761-8613.

P/T MEDICAL CONSULTANT newled in

Beverly Hills Will train. Flexible hours. No
expeiler>ce necessary. Great summer job.

Please call 310-247-0999.

P/T WRITER Pleasant Century City Engi-
neering Firm seeks perfectionist with strong
writing skills to produce miMly technical re-

ports for inlerrwl and external use. $13/hr to

start. Wage increases as appropriate. Mini-
mum 15hrs/wk. Must have car and in-

surance Fax resume 310-286-9126 or caH
310-286-2437

PART-TIME CHILDCARE needed. Help
w/summer activities. Flexible schedule need-
ed, evenings/weekends. Encino Mulholland
and 405 a(^cent Must have car Call Jack-
ie 310-826-2466.

SUNSET CANYON REC CENTER seeks
ARC Certified, responsible IndlvkJuals to

work as lileguards and swim instructors dur-
ing the summer months. Call 310-825-1059.
Appttcattons avail at SCRC.

SWIM INSTRUCTOR: WSI Ages 2-8.
Summer Camp Tarzana 818-881-9707

Take a Semester off! Ski for FREEI
Aspen swing Company
www.Jotiswithaftltude.com

1-800-525-6200

PART-TIME CUSTOMER
SERVICE

REPRESENTATIVE
For an exclusive Ia8t-i}aced Westwood dry
cleaner. Outgoing, friendly. Will train/sales
experience a plus. 15-25 hours, momlngs or
afternoons, plus Sal or Sun $8-l0/hour
Apply in person: 1600 Westwood Blvd Or
CaH: 310-474-8525.

TEACHER AND ASSISTANT TEACHER
NEEDED. School age day care center, full

time summer employment in Van Nuys;
Sports. Crafts. Trips. Swimming, etc. Must
have BA wHh minimum 24 units in chiW
devek>pment courses. Teaching credential is

preferred. Good Salary. Lenny 818-894-
0330.

TESTMASTBRS is k)oking tor intelligent

people to answer phones and provWe infor-

matton about our LSAT courses. $13/hour.
minimum of 30 hourVweek. Only tfiose with
excellent phone skills shoukf apply. 323-655-
2699

LIBRARY JOBS. Shelving and other stacks
duties. 12-19 hrs/wk. $6.83/hr to start.

STUDENTS ONLY apply at Young Research
Library Rm. 11617 or call Antigone Kutay
310-825-6982.

LIFEGUARDS
Certified LQ's. Start afternoons 5/7 Also
Summer positions. Get pakl to get (re)certi-

fled Mature 18+ and good swimmer Beauti-
ful canyon setting. Tim 310-472-7474. Fax
resume 310-476-7788.

MARKETING/PR/SALES. Creative
Design/Production studkj seeking self-nviti-

vated Individual w/marketing and sales ex-
perience. Enthusiastta. has initiative and
very responsible www.motiontheory.com.
Caroline 310-396-9433.

PERSON WANTED to sell syndicated news-
paper features (columns and cartoons) to

newspaper editors throughout the United
States. Major university or UCLA Graduate
Must read newspapers and be comfortable
meeting newspaper editors in person. SerKl
resume via fax 310-440-8934.

UCLA RECREATION
SUMMER CAMP JOBS

GREAT MONEY! GREAT TIME! We need
energetta people to be summer camp coun-
setors. Pay is $7.38-$ll 00/hr Moming, af-

ternoon, en-day shifts available Call 310-
206-1787. Applications available at John
Wooden Center

PERSONAL BOOKKEEPER NEEDED. Ex-
periences and references a must. Few
hours/week at Palisades home. 310-573-
1891.

QUICK MONEY
P/T- Insert updates m library books. 5-6hrs.
Flat lee $60-70. 310-277-8438

UCLA RETIRED PROFESSOR seeking na-
tive Polish grad/undergrad student lor edit-

ing, word-processing Polish literary text lor

good payl 310-472-3601 after 8pm.

WAITRESS/WAITER
Restaurant experience required Competent
and familiar with American rrwnu. PT Bfeak-
last/lunch shifts Westwood Cafe. Call Da-
vid:3 10-4 73-5045.

MEDICAL RECEPTIONIST Beverty Hills

Flexible hours. Mainly afternoons. 20-25
hra/Wk. Salary negotiable. Fax resume 310-
273-6082 or caM 310-273-8568

MEDICAL RESEARCH
ASSISTANT Summer posltton F/T-P/T. Fax
resume to 310-230-1980.

MODEL/TALENT FREE AUDITIONS for

nwVwomenfltWs (al ages) tor upcoming TV/
fashton shows, commefoials. magazines,
movies, and more. No experience. 310-
360-1240.

REWARDING/FUN
Summer S«*nming. beaches, horses &
more www.daycamp)obs.com.

WANTED 29 PEOPLE
NEEDED to tose weight and earn $$$ in the
next thirty days. CaU 310-289 5464 or visit

our websHes www.diet4u net. Code 10378.
www.richfromhome.corrvlntemai

SALES POSITION available for mtemet a-
commerce comparry. Salary^^xKnmlsston.
Call 310-234-0784. Fax: 310-234-0786
EmaH: Jot>sOelectrobuy.com

SANTA MONICAATTORNEY is tooking tor a
FT/PT fHe clert< and secretary. Hours can be
flexUe. Must be able to type and speak
soma Spanish. Please call Aiita 310-452-
1441.

WANTED: People who want to tost weight.
310-884-8746 24 hour message.

MODELS WANTED
ASAP Malas (aapeciaily)A females tor up-
coming fashion shoot StartAHJikl porttolto

and gain experience. For details call Tesh
310-408-5203

SEEKING Business.Ma«fcallng majors. Ex-
pansion of Nutrittonal Sates diviston of multi-

mllton$$$ health center. WUI train High-in-
corrw potemiai Kimbertey O Symmetry 310-
399-6926.

MODELS WANTEDI FM Producttons Is cur
rently hWog models tor print an dvkJao work
Excellent pay-no experience necessary. 618-
785-6028.

SUMMER CAMP
COUNSELORS

Decalhton Sports Club Located in Pato ANo.
6/25^1 7, S78-$92/dBy. 9am-4pm. camp-
jobOyahoocom

WEBSITE SALES!
Earn $4,000/mth working from home WUI
train. See wwwiprofitnow.net for details. CaN
310-804-7885 or email resume to

mk:heieOlpowerportal.com

WEST LA BASED MEDIA COMPANY saeitt
enargetk:. outgoing indivkfuals to train, learn,

and sen advertising media. Pay based
against commisstons with up-slde opportuni-
ty. If you are considering a future in advertis-

ing, media, and sales please contact Roger
at resumeOparkmedIa com or fax 310-432-
6100

WESTSIDE YMCA Now Mrtng Qass B and
bos drivers. Must have cenMcaiton. Slwt
date ASAP. CaN Laura Skitio 310-477-
15l1exLt638 or maN resume to 11311 La
Grange Ave. LA. 90025

Display
206-3060
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Christian

Westoide Oikos Community
Church
1343 Ocean Park Blvd.

Santa Monica, CA 90405
310-44U212S
www.WMlakimHkos.org
Sunday worship at 1:30pm,
Wednesday UCLA Oikos Campus
Ministry (OCM) meetings at

6:30pm in CS Young 50.

Come and share the joyi

Encounter Gods presence through
powerful worship, inspiring mes-
sages, and genuine community.
Rides for Sunday worship provided
at Sprout turnaround at 1pm.

Unh^rsity Lutheran Chapel
f09f5 Stralhmofa Or
LoaAngaha. CA 90024
310-208-4571

wwmute.la.ca.us .

10:30am, tradition 7pm, contempo-
mry.

Join us In experiencing Christ in

the context of word and sacra-

ment in small groups throughout
the week.

Westwood Hills Christian

Church
fOaOSLe Come Ave.

Lea Antalaa.CA 90024
310-206^76
www. WHCCOnnatcbc.com

Bible Study 9:00am, Worship
10:00am. Tuesday Evening Bil^
Study 7:00pm.

We are located across from UCLA
Medical Center at Le Conte and
Hilgard. Students are welcome.
Jotr» tis for hinch 1st Sunday each
month after worship.

Seventh-day

Adventist

Santa Monica Seventh-Day

Adventist Church
1254 19th St.

Santa Monica. CA 90404
310-829-1945

www.santamonicasda.homepage,com
Saturday 9:30. Worship 11am.
Small grogps throughout the

week. Collegiate group Thurs. at

UCLA. We invite .you to join us to

worship and grow, and experi-

ence God's k>ve in a SG and
Sak)bath ntoming worship.

Roman Catholic

Unhrersity Catholic Center
933 Gayiav A¥a.

Los Angalas.CA 90024
310-208-5015

www.ucdaorg

Sunday Masses at 10:30am,
7pm, and 9pm.
Our Catholk: community wel-

comes all. With over 70 years of

sen^k^e to UCLA and the

University Religk)us Conference,

we offer worship, retreats, sacra-

mental preparation, education, and
just plain fun!

Christian Scleng^

Tenth Church of Christ,

Scientist
1133 S BundyDr
Los Angeles, CA 90049

310-826-2229

Sunday 10am Church Service and
Sunday Schooi (up to 20 years),

Wednesdays 7:30pm Testimonial

Meeting. Reading Room 310-820-
2014.

Please join us for a Bible talk on
Deuteronomy: Moses' Farewell

Address, by Madelon Miles on
Sunday, Febaiary 11th from 1-3

pm. For lnfomiatk>n please call

310-820-2014:

Twenty-eighth Church of
Christ, Scientist
1018 Hilgard Ave.

Los Angeles. CA 90024
310-208-8189

Reading Room:
1125 Glendon Ave.

310-208-3814

Sunday Church Services 10am
and 5pm, Sunday School (up to

age 20) 10am, Wednesday
Testimony Meetings Spm.
Come Wednesdays at 8pm to

hear of lives healed and renewed
through topical readings from the

Bible and testimonies from the

congregation. Stay after and
meet our church family.

rUt Religiom Services

rectory tsprinteii evary
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7800
Help Wanted

WESTSIDE YMCA now hiring summer teen
camp directors. Start date ASAP May devel-

op into permanent position. Call Laura Skibo
310-477-1511ext1635 or mail resume to

11311 La Grange Ave LA, 90025

WLA PICTURE FRAMING SHOP, Charles'

Custom Picture Framing. Sales, picture

framing, will train. P/T. Ask for Charles 310-
474-8661.

WORK from home in the US or in an intema-
tional business. 24 hour message 310-884-

8748.

Daily Bruin Classified

"I COULD NEVER DO
SALES"

That is what some of our top earners said.

We have a system that works if you are

teachable and you believe in yourself

enough. Looking for the toughest but most
rewarding of challenges? Once finals are
over give us a call: 310-652-9572.

8000
Internships

FILM INTERNSHIP
ACCLAIMED PRODUCER seeks motivated
interns for summer 2001 Please fax

resumes to Commotion Pictures

aUn;Michelle 310-432-2001.

housing
8400-9800

8^00
Apartments for Rent

••WALK TO UCLA. WESTWOOD Singles,

Ibdrm/lbth, 2bdrm/2bth. Pool, jacuzzi, walk-
in closets, fireplace, full-kitchen, gated ga-
rage, instant broadband avail, www.kelton-
towers.com. 310-208-1976.

•WESTWOOD VILLAGE, MIDVALE N. OF
LEVERING LARGE 1 AND 2-BDRM APT,
GARDEN VIEW. DINING ROOM, UNIQUE,
CHARM. FRONT AND REAR ENTRANCE
310-839-6294.'

INTERN FOR METLIFE FINANCIAL servic-

esMn Century City. Up to lOhrs/week. Call

310-407-3076.

1-MINUTETOUCLA
1 bdrm, furnished, bright, clean, quiet, secur-
ity entrance, large closets, carpet, pool, lyr
lease $1200/mo. 310-824-1830.

1 -MINUTE TO UCLA Bachelor, furnished,

bright, clean, security entrance, large closet,

laundry, pool, min 3 months. Available
6/15/01. $800/month. 310-625-0009.

^ SUMMER RESEARCH/
"MOLECULAR BIOLOGY
INTERNSHIP. Biochemistry undergrads
needed for UCLA summer research in bioin-

formatics/computational molecular biology.

Must know basic biochemistry. Computer
skills needed (preferably UNIX) Dr Petlit

310-206-4748.

8200
Temporary Eniployrnunt

HEAD FRESHMAN BOYS BASKETBALL
COACH: Experience playing and coaching
needed. $2800-3200 lor the season 5 days
a week from 2:30 to 5:00, with a few Satur-
day games The season begins in November
and runs through February. Please fax
resumes only!! Fax to 310-268-3286

1917 SPANISH MISSION BUILDING. Sin-

gle, WLA. Separate kitchen, high ceilings,

wood floors, one year lease $750/mo 310-
479-8646.

1BDRM LUXURY APT. 1416 1/2 Kelton.

Guest bthrm, office, patio. All brand-new
Newly remodeled, hardwood floors, central

A/C. crown moWing. Consider pet. Open da-
ily 10-6. $1990.

8300
Volunteer

VOLUNTEER OPPORTUNITIES AVAIL-
ABLE at youth hostel in Santa Monica. Meet
travelers from arourKf the world Gain valu-
able job skills. Please call Lucy at 310-393-
9913ext.18.

2&3BDRM
LARGE, bright, view. Microwave, oven, re-

frigerator, dishwasher, washer/dryer in unit.

21 -ft. Jacuzzi on roof. Walking distance to

UCLA 310-475-0807

APARTMENT FOR NEXT YEAR- 9/1/01.

Palms. 2bdrm/2bth. $l475/month, $1450 de-
posit. Underground parldng, r>ew, spaaous,
near Ireeway/bluebus. 1 -year-lease. Jessica
310-880-5109.

APARTMENT FOR
RENT

Large 1 bedroom, 1 bath. A/C, fireplace, bal-

cony, heated pool/spa. all kitchen appli-

ances. $1250/month. 310-824-1640

BEAUTIFUL. LARGE, SUNNY 2-bed/2bath
to share. Female non-smoker proffered. Full

amenities. Safe neighborhood. $955.66(wa-
ter-paid) WLA/Palms. Alison. 310-558-3123.
310-286-81 11 (pager)

Dontftstuckinak^thissuiQiM

Mi^ in the Sublet(M

8^00
Apartments for Rout

* PALMS •
4BD. 3BA LOFT TOWNHOME, FR

CENTRAL AIR/HEAT, GATED GARAGE,
SEC. ALARM, CAT OK

3670 MIDVALE AVE. $239S/MO

2BD, 2BA TOWNHOME, FP, CENTRAL
AIRAitAT GATED GARAGE,

SEC. ALARM, CAT OK
3614 FARIS OR. $1395/MO

* MAR VISTA •
11 91 3 AVON WAY.

11748C0URTLE1GHDR.

12736 CASWELL AVE.

12630 MITCHEU AVE.

12741 MITCHELL AVE.

$1295/MO.
$1295/MO.
$1345/MO.
$1345/MO.

$1345/MO.

4BD. 4BA TOWNHOME. FP. CENTRAL
AIRA^EAT GATED GARAGE.

SEC. ALARM. CAT OK
3954 BEETHOVEN ST. $2495/MO

I
Open House Mon.-Sat to • 4 PM

' (310)391-1076 h
BEL AIR GUEST HOUSE pool, view, yard.
Dog okay $750. 310-395-RENT www.west-
siderentals.com

BEST 2BDRM IN WESTWOOD! Quiet,
quaint, changing. Parliing, hardwood floors.

Walk to campus. Lease for summer-starts
immediately. $200/mth w/neg. 310-443-7954

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. 1&2BEDROOM
$895&UP. LARGE. UNUSUAL CHARI^
SOME SPANISH STYLE W/HARDWOOD
FLOORS. ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS
310-839-6294

BEVERLY HILLS spacious, private room.
Very clean. MootWo-mooth. $490. 3tO-995-
RENT www.westsiderentals.com

BEVERLY HILLS—NEW YORK STYLE
SPACIOUS SPANISH apartment Pet okay,

1 bedroom, hardwood fkx)rs, utilities includ-

ed. $875. 310-395-RENT www.westsideren-
tals.com

BRENTWOOD
North of Wishire. spacious 3BD/2Bath.
upper, w/ balcony New dishwasher, refrig-

erator, stove, etc. Outet B-urut bklg w/ gar-

den sundeck. $2395. 11921 Goshen Ave #4.

Open Sat/Sun or by appt. 310-571-0293.

CULVER CITY spacious, 1 bedroom, quiet

neighborhood, yard. $665. 310-395-RENT
www.westsiderentals.com

HOLLYWOOD HILLS. Hardwood floors, sin-

gle, R&S, laundry, parking, utilities pakj.

$595. 310-395;RENT www westsideren-
tais.com

HOLLYWOOD STDDIO. w/c pet. R&S, utili-

ties pakl. $550. 310-395-RENT www.west-
skJerentais.com

HUGE SINGLE AND ONE BEDROOM
$900/mo.& up. One bdmi for $1250Aup One
t>kx:k from campus. 644 and 650 Landfair.

310-824-0319.

KOREA TOWN, studio, w/c pet, satellite TV.
utilities paid $575. 310-395-RENT
www.we8tsiderentals.com

MID WILSHIRE STUDIO R4S. cat okay,

gated parking $525. 310-395-RENT
www.westsidefentals.com

MIRACLE MILE, house to share, private

bedroom, d^w, ^6, parking. $400. 310-395-

RENT. www.westsiderentals.com

Westwood Village
Very laige appailments for September
1st occupancy. Oining fxxMn. buill in

kitchen. Balconies/ Patios.

1 BR/ Ibafh from $1,400
2 BR/ 2bath from $2,100

To apply come to a aMcting
Tuesday m- Wednesday H

1« AM or 2 PM H

691 Levering Avenue I

(310) 208-3647 J

WESTWOOD PLAZA

BACHELOR
AVAILABLE NOW

Call: 310.825.2221

$825

JiJ)*^i^i,'j*ii<i.. : di5Jk^4i:<^,

8AOO
ApnrttiuMUs for R(,'nl

ONE BEDROOM available after 6/15 and
7/1. Central air and heat, fully equipped
kitclien, jacuzzi, laundry, underground park-
ing $1250. 520 Kelton. Call, 31 0-208-7483.

OWNER'S UNIT
WEST LA PRIME. Upper, front, owner's unit.

2bed/2bath. Fireplace, large balcony, wet
bar. Near UCLA. Redecorated
$1960/month. 310-390-4610.

PALMS
2BED/2BATH Available 7/t. $1450/month 2
parking spaces. 310-559-9852

PALMS- $1045//mo 2bdmV1.5bth. Parking
for 1. June 26. $1151/mo. 2bdnm/2bth
Parking lor 2. July 6. 1-year lease.

http://sltes.netscape.net/buc2acz2/home-

page. 310-398-3572.

PALMS. Single apt from $600, 1-bdrm $700.
$600/$700deposit. 1-year lease only-last

month free. Stove, refrig..carpets, vert,

blinds 310-837-1502 LM. 8am-5pm.

PRIME SANTA MONICA part, furnished. 1

bedroom, yard, utilities included. $895. 310-

395-RENT. www.westsiderentals.com

8400
Apiirtmoiils fui Rent

WESTWOOD APARTMENT lor Rent Single,

furnished. 2-blocks to school, next to frater-

nities. $800/month 310-824-4951 543
Landfair Ave.

Daily Bruin Sports
Friday, June 1,2001 25

WESTWOOD APARTMENT Ibdrm/lbth.
utilities included, pool & laundry. Nice, clean
& quiet. Must see $1250/month. 1 -year-
lease. 310-208-3797.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE: Unfurnished 1-bed-
room, $1400. 10990 Strathrrwre. Furnished
Ibdrm- $1350- 547 Landfair 1 year lease.

No pets. Available Sept. 310-471-7073.

WESTWOOD. Bachelor. $795. utilities paid,

no parking. 1-bedroom, $1400. 3-car park-
ing. 10943 Roebling. 1-year lease, no pets,

available July. 310-471-7073.

WESTWOOD 2BDRM/2BATH. $1450 AND
UP TILE KITCHEN, STEPDOWN LIVING
ROOM. HIGH CEILING. CHARM. 1 MILE
SOUTH OF WILSHIRE. SOME W/BAL-
CONY.3ld-839-6294.

SANTA MONICA apartment. Prime location,

north of Wilshire. $600. 310-395-RENT
www.westsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA fumished, private room,
commuter apartment. Utilities included
$325. 310-395-RENT www.westsideren-
tals.com

SANTA MONICA garden style. 1 bedroom,
hardwood floors, parking. $890. 310-395-
RENT. www.weslsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA guest houee Re«ngefatotzSiSI!l!^*!^
stove, yard $650. 310-395-RENt!

^'^*^*^°*"

www.westsiderentals.com

WESTWOOD. Across UCLA, upscale, one
and two bedrooms, full-kitchen, air condi-
tioned, parking, one year lease. 445 Land-
fair Taking resen/atkjns. 310-824-1969.

WESTWOOD. Walk to UCLA. 2bdmV2bth.
gated parking, rooftop spa, quiet buiWing,
accepting reservations for Fall. $1975-
$2300 512 Veteran. 310-208-2655

8600
Condo/Townhouse for Rent

KOREA TOWN. Studio, R&S, laundry, utili-

tlM pakl. $470. 310-395-RENT wwwwest-

SANTA MONICA HOUSE. 1 bedroom, 1

bath, bright yard, garden house, garage
$1200. 310-395-RENT ¥vww.westsideren-
tals.com

SANTA MONICA OCEAN-VIEW. One bed-
room unfurnished/furnished apt $2000-
$2600. Luxury 2+1. bedroom, furnished

$4000. Walk to 3rd ^reet Pronrwnade&Pier.
310-399-3472.

SANTA MOI^nCA spacious apartment Pet
okay, pool, bright $725 310-395-RENT
www. westskJerentals.com

SANTA MONICA STUDIO. $875. walk to

market/bus, street parking, available 9/5.

Garage. $l50/month, available now, ^1234
14th Street. 310-471-7073. '

SANTA MONICA TWO-STORY MODERN
TOWNHOUSE. 2 bedrooms, 2.5 baths, N. of

Wilshire. $1294. 310-395-RENJ. www.west-
siderenlals com

SANTA MONICA, north of Wltehlre 1-bdrm,

$1200. Remodeled. Stove, fridge, patio.

Near ocean. No pets. 323-462-0507.

SANTA MONICA: Singles $900/mth. Near
beach. Quiet. Quality amenities. See:

www.lamt>«rtlnc.com
2bdnTi/1bth w/2-part(ing. $1700/mth. And
others. Call Keith 310-453-9656

SINGLE APARTMENTS. $900/month. Up-
graded carpeting, freshly painted, p<y>l, laun-
dry, secured entry, very clean buikjfr»g. 1-yr

lease, no pets. 310-206-2820

WEST LA. ONE-BEDROOM $950, Ctose to
bus/market. 1242 Barry Ave. Juat aoulh of
WHshire. Avaiabie Sept., 1-year-lMaa. No
Pets 310-471-7073.

PALMS
2bdrm/2bth upper Available July 2nd Bateo-
ny, appliances, security buiWing and parking.

#12 Blue Bus to UCLA. $1250. email luluin-

laOyahoocom

8700
Condo/TownhousG for Sjik;

WESTWOOD. Flooded with sunshinel 1-

t>ed. 1 -bath condo w/some mountain views.

Security, pool, spa, gym, saunas-fmore.
Pari<+Tennis courts across the street. Walk
to Westwood Village. $209,000. Sheri/Re-
max 473-6156.

WESTWOOD
ExceHam kx:atk)n, walk to campus, Ntee
umi in quiet garden setting. LWiHes in-

cluded. $65(ymonth. Prefer mature, quiet
aduN. 310-206-7864.

WESTWOOD. Sharp 1-bedroom, 1-bath,

condo w/new carpel-fpeint. City lights view.

Bright Security, FP, pool, spa+sauna Spa-
ctous bahxHiy. Good ctosets. Walk to West-
wood Village. $222,000. Sheri/Remax 473-
6156.

8900
House for Rem

2+2.5 TOWNHOUSE
WESTWOOD
REMODELED CONDO QUALITY UNIT ¥»»tth

hard¥vood noon, aN new appUancas. Granite
counter lopa. «a ffoon. dIahwMher, parking,

laundry, available now. $1975. 10674 Hol-
man, noilh of SantaMontca Blvd. Call 310-
276-8505.

CHARMING HOUSE with washerAJryer and
bonus storage apaoa. 2bdrrTViMh. On Na-
ttonel and Aimoaoost. $1615. Please can
213-74(H)427 or 310-478-7414.

fWesfwood Village
433 Kelton Ave.
(310)2QS-8685

1 Bedroom from $1225
2 Bedroom from $1700

Extra large luxury units Irtclude:

• Fully equipped kitchen

• Central heating and air

• Extra dosat space
• WetlMr in selected units

• Private talcony

• 2 Bdroms have 2 baths
• Intercom entry & gated parking

'with 1 year leise

PnfesskMMlly managod by

liHegraled Property Services. Inc

9000
House ItJi SjU;

PAC PAL BEACHSlOe Own your own lot

and 2bdmn. mobia home. Clubhouse, pool
$21 5K. 360-357-2252

9200
Hoiisitif) N()«i(l».'(l

HOUSING NEEDED
Trying lo rent your space in tie Wact-
wood area or naarty? Have a great daar?
Easily solve your rental problam with one
simple can. Avoid ihe haaala of renting, 3
UCLA students are aaaUng a 3 bedroom
apartment, houaa, guaaVKMfse or condo
lo share to move In June/early July, lyr
»«»• only, NO SUBLETS. Must include
1-2 parking spaces and be reasonably
prteed. Please caH Stephanie;310-70e
6455 (Leave message).

Classifieds

825-2221

WALK TO UCLA
w^nnnf.keltontowers.com

310-208-1976

OUTGOING FEIMALE JUNIOR needs pri-
vate room lor 01/02 school year Win pay
$650 Prefer female housenruites. Email
wardOucla.edu

RECENT COLLEGE GRAD is willing to do
housework, exterior and interior in exchange
for poaaible own roonVboard 818-749-6162

UCLA STAFF PERSON
Seel« housing for 3 nights^veek. can pay up
to $300^rTK)nth and do light chores in ex-
change. 310 794-0622

Displa'
206'

i

ARKENBERG
From page 28

Arkenberg has undoubtedly made
her mark on UCLA and she now
hopes to make it in the Women's
United Soccer Association. In 2000.
Arkenberg was selected in the sev-

enth round, 50th overall of the

WUSA draft and is now a starting

forward for the San Diego Spirit at 25
years of age,

"Right now I'm exactly where I

want to be." she said. "The league we
have now is so outstanding that the

fact that I'm playing in the WUSA is

such an accomplishment."

Currently the third highest point

scorer for the Spirit. Arkenberg
proves she is a valuable asset to the

squad. Before becoming a member of
the Spirit, she played for Ajax of

Southern California in the Women's
Premier Soccer League for three

years, where she was awarded MVP
of the WPSL in 1999 and was the top

scorer of the league with six goals and
two assists.

Arkenberg credits UCLA with her

success in both the WUSA and the

WPSL.
*i couldn't have gotten here with-

out UCLA, the support of the athlet-

ic department, the great coaching by
(former Head Coach) Joy (Fawcett),

and the team that surrounded me
were all incredible."

Arkenberg said that her best soc-

cer moment was beating USC 3-2 for

the 1996 Pac-10 title. What she mod-
estly forgot to mention was that she
scored the winning goal in that game
to clinch the victory for UCLA.

"That was the first time women's
soccer really got recognition in

The saying "those who
can't do, teach" clearly

doesn't apply to (Traci)

Arkenberg, who can

"school" players both

on and off the field.

Southern California." she said. "We
had over 2,000 people at that game
and to play in front of the crowd at

home against a school we hate so

much made it amazing. I'll never for-

get it."

Neither UCLA nor its record
books will ever be able to forget

Arkenberg. Even today she continues

to have ties to her alma mater. Not

only does her sister Lindsay attend

UCLA, but Arkenberg trains here for

the off-season and regularly attends

women's soccer games.

"It's great to see that the West
Coast got on the map and that UCLA
is now a powerhouse in women's soc-

cer," she said.

The saying "those who can't do,

teach" clearly doesn't apply to

Arkenberg, who can "school" players

both on and off the field. For the past

three years, Arkenberg has been the

head coach of the Palos Verdes
Breakers, an under- 12 girls soccer
team.

Arkenberg received a sociology

degree at UCLA, and she hopes to

one day expand her teaching skills to

the classroom as a second or third

grade teacher.

Soccer has not only served as a

means to play and coach - it also has

enabled her to meet her future hus- ^
band. While at UCLA, Arkenberg
routinely traveled to Santa Monica
High School to coach the varsity girls

soccer team. Her husband, Frank
Gatell, was the varsity boys soccer
coach and a Spanish teacher there.

The two met on the field, adding a

romantic twinge to her fairy tale

career.

Within the next three or four years.

Arkenberg hopes to start a family and
eventually be the mother of two or
three children. Understanding that

doing so will ultimately interfere with

soccer. Arkenberg was quick to note
that being a mom doesn't mean the

end of her career.

"Women have children and then

make it back to the sport." she said.

"Believe me. I'm looking forward to

being a mother - but I don't plan on
quitting soccer anytime soon."

9300 9500
Room for Help Roommates - Private Room

DOG SITTER/BABYSITTER RESPONSI
BLE. FUN ATHLETIC FEI^ALE UCUV Stud-
ent needed for 10-year-old girl. June-August.
Walking distance to UCI_A. 310-470-4662

^REE ROOM & BOARD
Urtjan Dog is looking foor a night supervisor
Ask for Kim or Jan. 310-445-1447

PENTHOUSE ROOM
Century City In exchange lor 1 .5 hours assis-

tance in morning and in evening. 310-277-
3810. Apt. 2102 N

S^.HT^ MONICA. Own IxJmVbath/entrance
Wanted: Active, responsible Mother's help-

er/housekeeper for 4 y/o t>oy Strong ct>ild-

care background, references required.

eOhrsAnonth. 310-395-1212.

SUMMER SUBLET JULY-AUG 2bed/1.5
t>ath. 2 underground parking. Pool/BBQ.
$1600 availat}le through next year 555 Kel-

ton. 310-443-5743.

9UOO
Room for Rent

ACROSS FROM UCLA. Hilgard and Sunset
Bright and cozy room arxJ twthroom, private

entrance, refrigerator, utilities included.

$550/month, available 7/1 or posaibly soon-
er. Parking and telephone availat)(e. no
smoking. Call 310-470-2865 or 470-8401.

BEVERLY GLEN: Extra large nwster bdrm
w/prtvate bth, sky-lights, in great home,
roommates are young professionals, daan,
quiet. Smki to UCLA. $900/mth. CaH Bob
310-475-3334 for details.

BRENTWOOD F/NS/NP Females only. Bed,

t)ath&tull access to large, beautiful home.
Share w/tamify. $750. 310-395-0623.

PALMS: Bright, clean, freshly painted private

room in large apadment. Utitities, garage,
cable, nk:e neighborhood, convenient to all.

Females. $625. 310-450-0182

REDUCED RENT
In excTiange for household assistance. Walk
dog. kitchen duties. Beautiful home, use of

faeiiities. Pleasant, responsible and tkJy im-

portant. Available 6/1 . 310-202-0782.

ROOM FOR RENT IN

WESTWOOD
^725. Private tMth m 3bdmV3bth hbuse. 2

bkx:ks from Westwood Blvd. a mAe from

UCLA. Big house, quiet neigtiborhood. 310-

441-1450

ROOMMATE WANTED. Female gra<t-stud

ent. Light cooking, 2-3 dinners par week
;f)enl neOoliable New Brentwood Home
-Fax: 31tM76-7284.

ROOMS in large Beverly Hills house, grad
studerM preferred. Kitchen privileges, wash-
er/dryer. ' pool, needs car $530/mth. Call

Abby:3 10-275-3831 or 818-783-5151.

WANTED: Quiet male graduate student.

Lovely fumished t)edroom w/mk:rowave arxJ

frkJge. A/C, near bus. L^ase, quiet, referenc-

es. $500/mo-utHities included 310-312-
0669.

WLA ADJACENT
TO SANTA MONICA/BRENTWOOD. Private

room arx) bathroom in luxurk)us condo. Se-

curity building, parking availat}le.

$750/month. utilities included Available

5/30. Caa Unda 310-442-5215.

9500
Ro()ii»m;it('s-PMv;it(; Rcjom

403 LANDFAIR. Gated buiMing/parkIng Pri-

vate roorrVtMith in 2t>drm/2bth apt Prefer re-

specttut female $820/month. Available

S/14/01 -9/2/02 Allison 310-824-3537.

ASIAN/QUIET/CLEAN/MALE Near bus
Stop. Westwood/Pkx) 3-mo min slay Re-
()uif«d 2 references Private bedroom shaie
tMNh. $395/rTK>nth. w/utilites. kitchen priv

$4a«ay 310-475 8787

Classifieds

825-2221

BRENTWOOD. $822/mo. Unfurnished pri-

vate bedroom/private bath. Laundry. AC.
Gated parkirig. Int. entry. Female only Cat
friendly. 310-979-9939

BRENTWOOD: Private room and bath to

rent. Great tocatk)n. With parking Available

June 1st. $740/mth. Call 310-826-6635

PRIVATE BED AND BATH. A/C, gated apt

and parking. pooL 20-min to §iJCLA.
$435/month-»^ 1/2 utilities. 818-989-0121.
sol30ucla.edu

ROOMMATE WANTED to share Santa Mo-
nk:a apt. Fumished room w/king-bed. cable
TV, private bath, washer/dryer in unit.

$600/utilitie8 included. 310-453-2902

SANTA MONICA-WESTHOLME. One bed-
room apartrrwnt to share. Fumished. park-

ing. Female, non-smoker. If unavailable
leave message. 310-446-4612.

SHARE A COTTAGE in Venice. 2bdrm/big

yard. 4 btocks from beach by Abott Kinney
Clean environment. Short-term ok.

$700/mo. 310-721-3470.

SUMMER SUBLET. Spactous Loft, MW-June
to mkJ-September. Fully fumished, gated
parking. 15 minute walk to campus.
$600/month. 310-824-7648.

UP TO 3 ROOMMATES Wanted for sum-
mer/school-year. Spacious 2bed/lbath.
kitchen, oomer Landtair/Roebling

$l650/month. Sign lease in June. Chapin
310-209-1656.

WESTWOOD: Fun, outgoing female kx)king

for 1-2 female roommates to share
2bdmfV2bth apt.! Available 8/01 or 9/01. Call

310-209-2665!

Wl^- Own bdmVparking & shared bth in

3bdrTrV2bth to share w/one female & l male.
Near 405«l0»wy. $5l7-futilitie8. Avail ASAP
310-477-8861.

9600
Roommates-Sfiared Room

LUXURY WESTWOOD
Wanted one roomnrtate. kxarted a mile from
UCLA on Wilshire. 2be<l/2 1/2 bath.

$500/month. 3-month lease. 626-482-9716.

WESTWOOD. Across UCLA. A/C, balcony,
dishwMShar. 4ooWng for someone to share a
room in large 2Bed/2bath apartment 6/1-

9/1. $550/month. Scott:310-869-2746.

9700
Sublets

$500 TO SHARE 2bdmT/2bath apt in WLA.
June 21 -Aug 21 Fully fumished Contact
Todd. 310-559-0977.

1-BDRM STEAL!. Cute IbdmVlbth. dose to

campus, hardwood fkx>rs. DSL installed, ful-

ly-fumished, walk-in closetl $1150obo Call

KeWyW 310-208-0377. kwintersOucIa edu

10944 STRATHMORE. 2bdmV1bth on com-
er of Strathmore/Landfair Lxirge bak;ony w/
view of Westwood skyline 6/15-12/30
$515/month. Andy or Phil 310-824-2837.

T0965 STRATHMORE, Atrium Court.
2bdmV2bath. Avail July 7-nikJ-Sept 2-paif(-

tig spaces, exercise room. bakx)ny, Jacuci
on roof $2100/nx)nth-neg. CaN Alk:ia 310-
267-8290

10980 STRATHMORE Master Bedroom
availabt* for summer. Spackxis, furnished

IMnQfoom. $1000 as single. $60(yt>eraon. All

Offers Cortskjered. Damon, 310-267-6223.

10962 Roebling. Club Calitomia Summer
and Fall sublet, fumished. queen t>ed,

Poot/Jacuzzt/Sauna, parking, private en-

larance. tbdrm/lbath in 3t>drm Apartment
$750.00 310-836 2969.

11021 OPHfR SUMMER SIWLET: Huge
Ibdrm. available mid June to end of Sept. 1

parking-space inckidad. hardwood Hoors

$700/mth obo 310-824-5422

9700
Sublets

424 KELTON; MOST REQUESTED WEST-
WOOD BUILDING! Share Ibdrm/lbth. kitch-

en/living room, walk-in closet, t>alcony with

CLEAN/NON-SMOKING FEMALE. $500.
June 25-August 31, 2001 Araceli: 310-208-

9947.

437 GAYLEY Pink Palace. Beautiful

2bdrm/2bth, w/2baiconies. trench doors,
spacious, 3 underground parking spots, par-

l«Wy lufntehed Late Jur>e-8/31. $2150/mo.
Please call Julie or Silvia at 310-824-5542.

475 GAYLEY AVE. Available mid-June to

mid-Sept. $450/month. Close to campus,
friendly roommates & manager Looking lor

female subletter 310-479-2235.

475 GAYLEY: Ibdmi/lprivate-bth in

2bdrm/2bth apartment Available immediate-
ly to mid-September. Need 1-2 female-sub-
letters. Underground parkir)g-spot, extremely
close to-campus. $833/mlh. 310-208-4379

512 VETERAN. Spactous 2-bedroom apt.

for July/August sublet. NC, balcony 1 -part<-

ing space. DSL. cable, root-top-jacuzzi.

$425/month to share room. 310-824-5548

527 MIDVALE. Ibdrm to sublet in

2bdrm/2bth apt $800. Sauna/pool, gym,
gated parking. Available mid-June. 310-824-
4612.

533 GLENROCK. Cheap and close to cam-
pus. Need 1 -2 male roommates for summer.
1 bed/1 bth. kitchen. $350/month. 310-267-

8076.

631 KELTON: Female roommate needed
from June 16-August 6. Shared room fully

fumished apt. $325 for 6 wks! Cindy 310-
824-1599, sonnet7©ucla edu

925 GAYLEY: Walk to campus, Westwood
Ibdnm/lbth, pari<ing, unfumished.hardwood
floors. Available 6/19- mW-Sept
$1550/month. ImekJa 310-267-7169.

ATRIUM COURT FURNISHED private bed-
room/bath with partdng DSL, Stereo, Cable
Available mid June to mid September 1-2
people OK $750/mo Brandon 310-824-
7435.

ATRIUM COURT PENTHOUSE. MkJ June-
Septemt>er(negotiable). Ck)se lo campus
2bdrm/2j3th. 2 parking Fumist>ed w/big

screen TV/Premium Cable $1650 per
month 310-824-2597.

BARGAIN! Gayley 6/1 5-8/31 A) 1 (June pakt)

Spacious 2bd/2ba. Fenruile lo share fur-

nished master-t)edroom. Partcing. 2-pattos,

intemeL Jacuzzi. Quiet. $487.50/mo. Call

310-208-8584

BEAUTIFUL 2 BEDROOM APARTMENT.
Hardwood ftoors. parking, full kitchen. Abso-
kitely gorgeous Must be saenlll $1900/mo.
Can Marjorie 310-208-2120

BRENTWOOD. One-Bedroom/One-Bath in

L^rge-Bright-fumished 2Bed-2Bath Apart-

ment Living-Room, Dinning-Room, Dish-
washer, Mterowave, Bateony hJC 2mites
from UCLAABeach. Near Transportation.

TV/VCR/Dlgital-Cable/Stereo/DSL Partdng.

King-Size Bed. $8&0^mo, June 1 -Aug 10. 310-

415-9238. ,
'.^-
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BRENTWOOD. Room for rent. Summer
only $650/month Fumished. Private bath.

Street paricing. Ortva^Mjs to campus. 310-

440-6050..

CLOSE TO UCLA, 2-bed/l -bath, 2-parking

spaces. avaiaWe July 1st for 2 months. A/C.

Laundry. Jacuzzi Email. Suai.alOya-
hoo com. 310-208-2251 or 510-713-1838

DIRT CHEAP- CALL ASAPi 1626 Granville

2bdrm/2t)th $437.50/month for your own
room w/t)ath w/patio Available Jur>e 19-late

Sept. 310-207^90. 310-685-0887

DO YOU LOVE CATS?
$1 50 off rant In exchange for cat care. Spa-
ck>us. fumlahad itxlmi apartment in Palms
Parkkig Close to UCLA Mature, quiet, and
responsibte tenant. Jor>e 20-Aug 20. 310-

2833525

9700
Sublets

FALL SUBLET. Fifth female roommate need-
ed to share 2txJrm/2bth apt Sept-Dec. Fully

fumished. $330/month. 516 Glenrock Ave.
Nlna:31 0-824-891 4.

FEMALE ROOMMATE(S) needed to share
2t>drnV2bth apt July-Sept. Close to campus.
DSL. gym/spa. 310-267-6072, ali-

hiss9ucla.edu

FEMALE TO SHARE lomished one bedroom
apartment. One blofck trbm UCLA. 3 parting

spots. $425/month. Rot)in 310-824-7140.

HOUSE 4 SUBLEASE
Bel-Air 3bd/2.5bath. $3500/month, unfur-

nished. $4400/month fumished. Short-term

sublease. Huge living room, breakfast area,

den w/views. Will have new carpet, hot tub

optional Great for student/ teachers. ALSO
Westwood. Sublease. ibdrm/lbth
$1200/month. Share space w/others in

4bdnT) condo 310-477-0070.

HUGE ONE BEDROOM apartment. 628
Levering. Availat>e June-Sept Includes two
paricing spaces, laundry, one baXh. Mike or

Josh 310-208-5907.

KELTON AVE.: Looking for female suWet-
ter{s) for Ibdrm. in 2t)dmV2bth Part-fum
Available 6/23-mid Sept. $925/mth.. $462 to

share. Call 310-824-5377

MAR VISTA: Own bedroonr)&t>athroom in

2bdnnn., 7mins to campus! Cable/gym/sau-
na/pool. Fumished $499obo. Keith 310-915-
~91. ktsulObiologyucla.edu

NOT HAUNTED!
LANDFAIR/STRATHMORE. Positives:
2bed/1bath, living room, kitchen, downhill

walk to campus. Negatives: Uphill walk from

campus, gtobal warming. Mike:31 0-208-

3260.

PALMS 2 rooms for Jur>e and/or July. $500
own bath/t)alcony $450 share bath. Easy
parking. Female only Christina:3l0-415-

9987.

POOL PARTY! 691 Levering and Strath-

more. SpackHJS. fumished. ibdrm/lbth. Un-
derground paricing. DSL. available June 1st-

mid Sept. $1300/mth. 310-824-4644

PRIVATE ROOM (converted living room) for

clean, quiet rr^le or female Pooi/jacuz-

zi/laundry/pari(ing/balcony/luxury. Security

building. Half-mile from campus.
$525/month. Un/fumistted. 310-209-1675.

SUBLET!
2bdnn/1bth $1800/mo. Cute apartment. 5
min. from campus arxJ Westwood. Available

after finals through August 31 . Call now! 310-

824-3555.

Subletter- 403 Landfair 2bd/2bth: Female
to share unfurnished 1/2 mastert)ed. Perfect

trarwitton between apartments this summer.
$510/mo. Morgan 310-208-3293

SUMMER SUBLFT S26 Keiton. J3?6obo:
Pay 2 months only! 6/25-9/15 Male to share
room. Fumished w/single t)ed, desk. 310-
824-5947

SUMMER SUBLET BrenNvood. Any time af-

ter June 18th-mkl/end Sept 1-2 people.

Huge private bedrcK>m/bath, walk-in mirrored

dosets in 2bed/2bath. $750/month. 310-826-

7482. 408-209-71 13/cell. philortiz880hot-

maH.com.

SUMMER SUBLET. Female roommate
needed for Private Room in 4 bedroom, 2
bathroom apt on Kelton Dates Rexible Call

JUlian at 310-208-2408.

9700
Sublets

SUMMER SUBLET CLUB CALIFORNIA.
Beginning June 19th. Female to share room
in 2bdrm/2bth apt Balcony, pool/spa, gym,
paricing Kasey 310-443-1461.

SUMMER SUBLET: Midvale Plazall.

1bdrm/lbth Fully fumished. Gated parking.

Walk to UCLA. Immaculate. Quiet/safe.

DSL/TV/VCR. A/C. Pool/jacuzzi/gym. 310-
208-4450

SUMMER-SUBLET SILVERLAKE
BLVD./SUNSET Spacious, 2bdrm duplex,

fumished. hardwood floors. Ideal for Holly-

wood/Downtown internships. $800/month.
Available 6/1 -8/31

. Responsible applicants.

323-663-8912, jbrasas©hotmail com

WANT TO SUBLET FOR THE SUM-
MER? Reach thousands of potential

roommates for free. www.west-
siderentals.com 310-395-RENT.

WESTWOOD bed, huge hardwood floor, liv-

ing room. Large bateony $1100. July-Sep-

tember. 310-627-7339

WESTWOOD BOARDING HOUSE: Rooms
$250/mth T1 Internet, premium cable, free

local phone, weekly maid, shared kitchen,

on-site laundry, pool table, basketball court,

piano. Manager on-site. 310-209-8149

WESTWOOD- 512 VETERAN 2br/2ba,
$1800/month. ($450 shared), July-Aug,
w/pkg.4water, walk to UCLA. 310-824-1853.

WESTWOOD 520 Kelton. #415 Begin Ju-

ne19 1t)edrm avail in 2t>drm apt. Large
w/private bath Bateony part-fumished. /VC
$775 ($388/shared) 310-208-4140.

WESTWOOD. 6/1 7-7/31/01 (negotiable).

Fully Fumished. Have own rcxjm in a quiet

apartment complex. Paricing. pool. MC.
Quiet, responsible female preferred.

Call:31 0-208-8868.

Westwood Female to share fumished
room in large 2bd/2bath apt on Glenrock.

Pool/Spa, great view Avail. 6/18 $400-i-utili-

ties. 310-208-8713.

WESTWOOD: Beginning 6/25 Female to

share room in nice, contemporary, spacious.

2txlrm/2bth. Quiet neightxjrhood Close to

bus. $375/mth. Camila 310-478-7076

WESTWOOD: Spacious, gorgeous 3bdrm
apartment Close to campus Vacant doubles
and single. Available mid-June thru mid-
Sept Can Katie 310-267-8343

WESTWOOD: Summer sublet 545 Glen-
rock Ave#402. 2 months (July-Aug).
$500/month Share room in newly built

2bdrm/2bth apt Near UCLA. 310-208-7862.

WILSHIRE 2-MILES FROM CAMPUS.
Beautiful 2-Bedroom Apartment Looking for

2-paople to share Spacious Bedrcx)m+Bafh-
room. Available 6/20. $475/mo per person.
310-312-0157.

WLA 1755 PURDUE. Female, non-smok-
ing. Private room in IbdmVlbth in apt. 6/25-

9/15. $700/riio-fhalf utilities Fumished. Near
UCLA. busline#1. 310-477-6186. upasa-
na71 Ohotmaii com

WLA. Luxurious apt. Large master bedroom
w/walk-in ctoset. Fumished. Fireplace, bal-

cony Jacuzzi, paricing Secure entrance.

Near bus. MW-June-beg/Sept $850/mo. lux-

apartO fK)tmail.com

9800
Vacation Rentals

SUMMER SUBLET. Strathmore/Landfair

Large Ibdmi/lbth Nice patk). fireplace,

parking! $iiO0/nx>nth June i-Sept 15. Will

conskJer short suUat. 310-443-1168.

SUBLETS hOOMMATE
SERVICE

BEAUTIFUL. SPACIOUS YOSEMITE
HOME surrounded by tall pines Ctose to

everything Fully Equipped. 5000' elevation
sundeck. reasonable rates 818-785-1028.
www,yosemiteJstovelycom

FIND or LIST A SUBLET!!

Sublets in ail citias!! (201 -894- 1 1 89)

Display

206-3060

^mmmmm
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W.TRACK
From page 28

X lOOm relay team, has been sufTcring

from shin splints since the indoor sea-

son. She sees the disqualification dur-

ing the 4 X lOOm preliminary run
Wednesday for dropping the baton as

a blessing in disguise, as she can now
concentrate only on the open 100m.

Also running their fastest this sea-

son was the 4 x 400m relay team of
freshman Adia McKinnon, freshman
Sheena Johnson, junior Ysanne
Williams and senior Michelle Perry
The foursome finished in 3 minutes,

30.54 seconds and will advance to the

finals on Saturday along with the other

women's title favorites, USC and
South Carolina.

McKinnon led off with an explo-

sive leg of 52.9, reaching the handoff
point before any of her competitors.

Johnson and Williams maintained a

substantial lead, but on the final lap

LSU's Ronetta Smith and South
Carolina's Demetria Washington
gained on Perry and the Bruins fin-

ished third in the heat. UCLA's time
was three-tenths of a second faster

than use's.

"It's a confidence booster because
we were able to bounce back today

after not doing well yesterday"

Johnson said.

Individual competition ended
Thursday for freshman Sani Roscby,
who did not advance to the finals of
the lOOm hurdles, and McKiimon.
who did not advance to the 400m
finals. They finished with times of
13.77 and 53.67. respectively

The Bruins continue competition

today with Perry opening the hep-

tathlon with the 100m hurdles, high

jump, shot put and 200m events.

Jones will run in the semis of the

100m, while Williams and freshman
Lena Nilsson will compete in the

800m finals. Senior Erika Hoemig
and juniors Heather Sickler and Tracy
O'Hara, the defending champion, will

compete in the pole vault.

W.RUGBY
From page 28

one of last year's Cup Final Four
squads.

Because of the doK)r-die nature of
the postseason, the Bruins are forced
to adjust their attack depending on
the opposition, rather than employ-
ing their everyday game plan.

Breckenridge identified ball control

as crucial in either potential match.

"Wisconsin has the stronger for-

wards and overall fitness,"

Breckenridge said. "New York has
decent forwards, but their strength is

with their inside backs and fullback.

Spreading the field (against

Wisconsin) or playing a controlled,

forward-oriented match (New York)
will be our offensive game plan."

In advancing to the Plate Final

Four, though, the UCLA women
didn't just open a door of opportuni-
ties, they kicked it in.

After a first round upset win over
Emerald City and a strong perfor-

mance against second-seeded
Beantown (Boston, Mass.) on May
12-13, the Bruins have forced onlook-
ers to recognize Southern California

as a legitimate rugby power.

"Our match with Beantown, when
we had so many opportunities to win,

showed the players that everything

I've been telling them all season was
true - they are one of the nation's

finest teams," Breckenridge said.

The fallout from the Bruins'

impressive tournament run ensures

Southern California teams of realis-

tic shots in the future at the USA
Rugby title, normally procured by
Eastern, Midwestern and Paciik^
Northwestern clubs.

Beginning with the 2002
Tournament, the winner of the

Southern California League
Championship - which UCLA won
this season - will receive a tourna-

ment seeding of no less than eighth

and will open against a lower-ranked

opponent.

"Until this season, the Southern
California (league champion) was

typically matched up versus the No. I

or No. 2 seeded team, so they lost on
the first day and no progress was
made," Breckenridge said. "By
virtue of UCLA's success in the

Sweet 16, SoCal will now have two
seeds to the 2002 club champi-
onships."

The Bruins have also qualified sev-

eral UCLA players for the USA
women's national program, com-
posed of senior, developmental and
under-23 teams. The showing has
also helped the Bruins escape the

shadow of the sport's most successful

team, the Berkeley All-Blues - no
affiliation to Cal —who. with four
straight national championships,
have set the bar for excellence in

rugby.

"I'd like to think that UCLA is

nearing that bar," Breckenridge said.

"With just a little more experience,

we hope to achieve their success in

thcnextycarortwo."

In the meantime, the Bruins are

content to continue making believers

out of skeptics, one game at a tinw.

M.TENNIS
From page 28

With the match tied at 3-3, sopho-
more Travis Rettenmaier went into a
tiebreaker in the third set. After drop-
ping the first six points in the tiebreak-

er, Rettenmaier fought back to take
the next five before succumbing to his

opponent.

"It was a very disappointing loss,"

sophomore Jean-Julien Rojer said.

"We had high expectations, and we
worked hard and we expected to do
better

"

Despite the disappointing finish to

the season^ there were many positives

that came out of this season for the

team.

First was the emergence of many

young stars. Namely, freshmen Tobias
Qemens and Marcin Matkowski.

Clemens started out the season
strong, but suffered the first injury of
his career after diving for a ball in a
match at USC. After being out for

over a month, he came back rusty los-

ing to Washington and College of the

Desert. But by the time the NCAA
Tournament came around, he was
back in top form.

Clemens went 9-3 in dual match
play and was 18-8 overall.

"If Tobias hadn't gotten injured, I

think he would have won (AH Pac^lO

honors)," Martin said. "But I was very
happy with thejob he did."

Matkowski also emerged as a future

star on the team. After arriving in

January, he started the season at No. 6
singles but quickly moved up to No. 4

after proving his talent. Overall,

Matkowski posted a 16-3 singles

record and teamed with Rettenmaier
at No. 2 doubles to post a 16-4 record.

The duo claimed the Pacific Coast
Doubles Championships in March.
"He did a great job in both singles

and doubles for us," Martin said. 'To
have him for another three years is

great."

Another positive this season was the

outstanding play of Rojer, who
emerged as a team leader. From the
first dual match, he earned the top sin-

gles spot on the team after having an
impressivt fall season.

Though only 7-8 in dual match play,

Rojer was 23-16 overall and provided
invaluable team spirit and support for

the whole squad.

**He led the team by his competitive
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Lakers' win streak bad
for advertisers, ratings
NBA: NBC loses millions

in ad revenue as LA. team

continues to sweep playoffs

By Lynn Eibtr

The Associated Press

LOS ANGELES - The Lakers-
winning performance in the NBA
playoffs is a losing proposition so far

for television and the league.

The team has swept the first three
rounds of the playoffs, which is bad
news when it comes to ratings and
advertising dollars for the network
and revenue for the National
Basketball Association.

"In conference finals, each game
is worth about $5 million to $10 mil-

lion in ad revenue," said industry
analyst David Carter. "If a series

goes only four games, not six or
seven, they run the risk of forgoing
what could have been sold in ads."

That could amount to about $20
million. Carter said.

A rule of thumb is that a seven-
game scries must go to five games to
break even, he said.

Los Angeles is four wins away
from a second straight champi-
onship and an unprecedented per-
fect playoff series.

Paul Lazarus of the media-buying
company TN Media in New York
agreed that NBC and the NBA.
which get a portion of ad revenues,
aren't cheering the Lakers' scorch-
ing performance.

There's a double whammy with
the kind of blowout victories the
Lakers have scored: There are not
only fewer games, but lopsided, less

exciting ones - and that means
smaller audiences.

"A lot of viewers who are not reg-

ular season viewers arc there to

watch a competitive game," Lazarus
said.

The playoff scries so far, com-
pared to the same period last year, is

down 8 percent in viewcrship, NBC
said Thursday.

Ratings for TNT and TBS, which
aired weekday games during the
early rounds, wer» off 18 percent
compared to last year's playoffs.

"Basically, when they're always
winning, what's there to get excited
about?" asked Bill Parent, an assis-

tant dean at UCLA and fervent bas-

ketball fan. "You pretty much know
what's going to happen so you chan-
nel surf a little. Sec what else is on."

If the Lakers keep winning, view-

ers might only tune in to sec if they
run the table, said Carter.

"It's an interesting debate
because people love to watch history
being made and watch dynasties
developing. ... A perfect postseason
has never been done before, " said
NBC spokeswoman Cameron
Blanchard.

"On the other hand, you also
want to see a long, competitive series

and you want to sec that drama build
over five, six, seven games," she
said. "But it's sports; you don't
know what's going to happen."

spirit," Martin said. "He is definitely a
leader on the court."

Rojer finidted the season ranked
No. 13 in the nation in singles, but fell

in the Round of 16 in the NCAA siih

gles championships.

Senior Jean-Noel Grinda finished

his four-year UCLA career on a solid

note, posting a 13-6 in dual match play
and going 28-11 overall. Although it

wasn't his best year, Grinda anchored
the No. 2 singles spiot throughout the

season.

"Jean-Noel didn't have a great
year." Martin said. "He would be the

first one to admit it."

Grinda will not give the pro tour a
shot. Instead, he is going to follow his

father into business.

Everyone but Grinda and senior

Chris Sands, who didn't start this sea-

son, will probably return to the squad
next year. UCLA also has a couple of
new recruits coming, including

Alberto Francis. Francis, from Texas,
is one of the top juniors in the United
States and won the U.S. Open junior
doubles title two years ago.

Therefore, the whole tevn is confi-

dent for next year's outlook.

"We win be pretty strong if every-

one comes back next year," Rojer said.

"We arc getting some new recruits.

Even though we lose Grinda, we
should be one of the top teams next
year"

Martin echoes Roger's optimisrti.

"I am hopeful for next year. Wc
should be a top five team," Martin
said. "There is no better way to forget

the disappointment (of this season)
than by looking ahead to next season."

COMPLIMENTARY
CONSULTATION

Braces^^hk
^Deiiver Brilliant Results.

ORTHODONTIST
SINCE 1960

UCU FACULTY MEMBER Dr. Nader Dayani
Member American A5;j;oriAH(^n of Orthn(]^ntl>tf^

Specializing In braces for adults 8c children

• InvlslbiG • Removable • Cosmetic Porcelain
• European • Traditional • Surgical Orttxxjontics

(310) 826 - 7494
1 1645 Wilshirc Blvd. #802
Los Angeles, CA 90025

Teeth Whitening
upper or lower

00
each

(Keg. S200.00)

(949) 552 - 5890
18124 Culver Dr., #A
Irvine, CA 92715

Th« «r»c*m«r# vMa be a» toiowj SlOOOOOplm
S 100 00 for «och month o< treotrrxKii (ondefeO
tor mafol tafoc«. S<»0 00 plut S 100 00 Ndt eoch
TKinth o* trsotmflnt rendered fw removable

broce« ond $ I ?00 00 plm $ 1 28 00 per moom for
ceromte brocei $200 00 tor dtognoirtc ihjdy
model and $ 1 75 CD fcx fornxjl consuHoMon.

exptfotton date 6-3(W)l
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BASEBALL BraEF

Baron, Reece sign

with pro clubs
Brian Baron and Eric Recce of the

UCLA baseball team have agreed to con-
tracts with professional ballclubs.

Baron signed with the Minnesota Twins
late Monday night and Reece signed with

Tampa Bay Devil Rays May 24.

Baron, a senior designated hitter, set the

UCLA single-season batting average record
this year, hitting .443 to surpass the mark of
.428 established by Don Slaught in 1979.

Although the Major League Baseball

Amateur Draft will not be held until June 5,

the Twins were able to sign Baron because
theydrafted him last year in the 46th round.

Upon agreeing to terms with Baron, the

Twins assigned him to their high-A class

minor league team in Fort Myers, Fla.

"Brian got a good deal," UCLA Head

Coach Gary Adams said. "It's a great

opportunity He's gonna be able to show he
can hit at high-level A, then double-A,.triple-

A and the big leagues."

Last week. Baron was named to the
Louisville Slugger and Baseball Weekly
First-Team All-America squads. Baron is

also a semifinalist for both the Rotary Smith
Award and Dick Howser Trophy, two
national awards given to top players of the

year.

Meanwhile, Reece, a senior first base-
man, led the 2001 Bruins in home runs with
10. He batted .259 with 14 doubles and 44
RBIs.

As a fifth-year senior, Reece was eligible

to sign with Tampa Bay as a free agent. He
was assigned to the Devil Rays' rookie club,

the Hudson Valley Renegades.

flcgccioospoRre
Water Ski

Xi

Brief compiled by Dylan Hernandez, Daily

Bruin Senior Staff.

The UCLA water ski

team finished the season at

UCSB's annual Paradise

Found tournament, held in

Bakersfield on May 5-6.

The Bruin men were led

once again by medical stu-

dent Mike Leonard! who
finished second in both
slalom and jump, leaping

1 1 1 feet in the jump event.

Senior Matt Scott culminated his four-

year career with his personal best in the

slalom event and was awarded a fifth-

place finish. Mike Bonino, Selh Siegel and
Chris McKown finished 13th, I4ih and

water ski

waterski@ucla.edu.

15th in thejump event, aid-

ing the men to a fourth-

place finish out of II

teams.

On the women's side the

Bruins dominated in the

trick event, taking third

thanks to sixth and eighth

f>lace finishes by seniors

Angela Zamora and Becky
Donnelly They finished

fifth overall.

Those interested in the

team can e-mail

Club presidents could send infonnation to
sports@media.ucla.edu.

BASKETBALL BRIEF

And This Little Piggie

Went to Jail

_. Former AAU basketball coadr Mynm
Piggie, who was charged in federal court
with a felony count ofconspiracy fraud and
a misdemeanor count of failure to file

income taxes, was sentenced to 37 months
ofjail without parole and a fine of $320,000
in restitution.

Piggie was charged with paying money
to former UCLA standout JaRon Rush
and his brother Kareem, who attends
Missouri.

Under a plea bargain, 10 other charges
were dropped that involved intent to com-
mit fraud against Corey Maggette and
Andre Williams. Piggie must pay a sum of

$256,617 to UCLA, Missouri, Duke and
Oklahoma State, the NCAA and the
Pembroke Hill high school, in addition to

$67,662 to the IRS.

"Rather than showing (the players) the
right way." said U.S. District Judge Gary
Fenner who heard the case, "hard work,
setting goals and developing their talent -

( Piggie 's) example was one of greed and
opportunism."

"I apologize to the kids who have to go
through this," Piggie said during sentenc-
ing. "They know my heart and I know their

hearts. They know I didn't intentionally set

out to hurt anyone."

MEN'S GOLF BraEF

Brief compiled by AJ Cadman. Daily Bruin
Senior Staff. The Associated Press con-
tributed to this report.

Men are out of NCAA
Championships
The men's golf team finished the second

round of the NCAA Championships in 17th

place with a 15-over par score of 591. This
means the men are no longer in contention
for the NCAA title because ifter the first two
rounds, the tournament drops the bottom
halfof the 30-team field. The Bruins were just

one stroke out of qualifying range, because
three teams tied for I4th place with a score of
590.

Junior Parker McLachlin. however, will

continue playing as an individual. To qualify
as an individual he needed to be one of the

top nine golfers playing for teams that didn't

qualify. McLachlin shot a 2-over par 74 oif
Wednesday, but shot a 3-under 69 on
Thursday to put himself in contention. After
the first two rounds he was second out of the
nine individual qualifiers.

Freshman Steve Conway and sophomore
J.T. Kohut tied for 61 st place with a total of
149, freshman John Merrick tied for 81st one
stroke behind them at 150, and sophomore
Travis Johnson tied for 146th with a score of
157

Arizona is still in the team lead with a 7-

under 569.

Brief compiled by Pauline Vu, Daily Bruin Senior
Staff.
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kelbcill Secison Tickets ore noui ovoilcible!

Pon't miss your chance to see UCIA
fbofball and basketball next year!

iy^^-
^-f^

Piek up your Student Sports Paekago
applieation online at www.uehbruins.eom or

at the Central Ticket Office, IVooden Center or

the Student Union Office (Aekerman A-Lotfel)

UCLA STUDENT SPORTS PACKAGES
All applications received will be entered into a random drawing
to be held in late July. Unsuccessful applications will be sent
notification and a refund in the mail between August 13 and
August 24.

Each applicant may submit one application and request a
maximum of one SSP. They are non-transferable. You must be
a currently enrolled student, possess a UCLA Student ID and
ticket to get Into the games.

Each SSP will admit the bearer to all five home football games,
the men's basketball games listed under the plan that you
choose, and all other regularly scheduled home athletic events
next year. You will also receive a prepaid voucher to the USC
football game at the LA Coliseum to be redeemed later.

Assuming UCLA is participating in a post-season football bowl
game, or in the NCAA Basketball Tournament, only those
students who apply for an SSP will be eligible to purchase
those tickets.

For more information on UCIA SSP policies and procedures and the rondom drow, pick up an application online at wwv..uclabruins com or
at the Central Ticket Office, Student Union or Wooden Center.

THE.imuk.miupmnFPARTMP^
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i*iii,i;it* jail-hound

Ex-AAU basketball coach,

who gave former Bruin

JaRon Rush money, gets jail

time. See page 27.

Field athletes lead Bruins in

strong second-day showing
W.TRACK: Tolson gets

first in shot put; Jones

takes champion's run

By Christina Teller

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

EUGENE, Ore. - In the

unpredictable sport that is track

and field, it is the field events that

continue to be the sure thing for

the UCLA women's team as the

Bruins scored in both field events

so far at the 2001 NCAA
^^hampionshipa. —

In day two of competition

Thursday, senior Christina

Tolson stepped up and took first

in the shot put with her throw of

57-reet-3/4 inches. USC's Cynthia

Ademiluiy took third in the event

at 55-1/4. Tolson advanced to the

finals by placing first in the pre-

liminary heats and earned her

first outdoor title with her first

throw in the finals.

"I knew that this was my year,"

said Tolson, who finished fifth at

last year's meet. "1 ha3 to take a

break from track after last year's

NCAAs. and I came back know-

ing 1 could do it this year."

After the event ended, Tolson

received a congratulatory hug

from Bruin alumna Seilala Sua

COO), the two-time shot put (1999-

00) and the four-time discus

^7-00) champion dl

NCAA outdoors.

Tolson is the seventh woman in

NCAA history to win both the

indoor and outdoor shot put titles

in the same year, and she brings

home the third straight shot put

title for the Bruins.

"I'm so happy for her," UCLA
Coach Jeanette Bolden said.

"She's led the team all year. She's

grace under pressure.

"Art (Venegas) has done a

great job continuing to keep them

focused and letting them know
that they are the anchor of the

team," Bolden said of the UCLA
throwing coach's champions.

The day of senior success con-

tinued as senior Shakedia Jones

advanced to the lOO^tieter semifi-

nal with the fastest time of the day

at 1 1.1 1 seconds.

Ihfc J^ne^ wM-6«r Iteat and fin-

ished one-tenth of a second faster

than two-time defending champi-

on Angela Williams of USC.

Jones, the anchor of the UCLA 4

See W.TMCK, page 26

MART CltC£K/D»«y Bnj«n Seniof Staff

Senior Christina Tolson competes In the shot put at the NCAA Championships.

She won the event with a throw of 57-feet-3/4 inches.

Movin
Success in UCLA soccer didn't stop

Trad Arkenberg from going forward

By Michelle Coppolella

Daily Bruin Reporter

In sports, they tell you it really doesn't matter

if you win or lose, as long as you go out there

and give it your all.

That's all good and

well for Little League

and AYSO soccer, but

when you step into the

4)ig leagues, it's simple -

results matter, and they

matter a lot. You want

to be able to hold up

that trophy or wear that

.ring, proud to know
that your name will go

down in the record books as a winner at least

once.

But when your name goes in record books 1

3

times, you're not only a winner - you're a per-

son who's changed the sport's history forever.

Former UCLA
women's soccer forward

Traci Arkenberg did just

that for UCLA, dominat-

ing UCLA's offensive

game from 1994-97.

Not only is Arkenberg

the all-time UCLA leader

in points, goals, game-

winning goals, game-win-

ning assists and shots,

but in her senior year

Todd W^ihaw/Alhport

Former Bruin T^racy Airk*nb«rg now plays

for the San Diego Spirit.

alone she was the UCLA Offensive MVP,
UCLA Female Athlete of the Year. Pac-IO

Player of the Year. Soccer News' All-Far West

Player of the Year, Soccer Buzz's West Region

Of^ensiv^ Player of the Year, and First-Team

All-American.

"My first team All-American honor has to be

the most meaningful because it's so hard to

come by," she said in a phone interview. "They

can never take that away. A scoring title they

can, but this they can't."

UCLAiporti

Tracy Arkenberg See page 25

Squad will end

performance

with weekend

'Plate' tourney
WJ^UGBY: Door-die aspect

of postseason forces UCLA
to adapt to each new team

ByWHIWMtahMii
Daily Bruin Reporter

Win or lose this weekend, UCLA
women's rugby has already claimed a

bigger victory.

The team will conclude its remarkable

postseason run this weekend in USA
Rugby's "Plate" Final Four, a consola-

tion tournament for teams eliminated in

the second round of USA Rugby's main

event, the Cup.

UCLA faces gruesome season end

BRIOG( T OWKK/tMy Bium Senm Staff

Jean-No«l Grindu returns the ball

during Regionals earlier this month.

M.TENNIS: Team shifts

focus to next season,

confident of prospects

By Greg Sdiain

Daily Bruin Contributor

UCLA men's tennis team's

season started with a phase ofhap-

piness and serenity for a long time,

but became grueling and painful

at the end.

The team had high hopes at the

beginning of the season. UCLA
was ranked No. 3 in preseason

polls and then moved to No. 1

after beating Stanford in the finals

of the National Indoor

Championships.

The Bruins were ranked No. I

for. nine straight weeks after that,

compiling only one loss in a dual

match to Stanford at the Los

Angeles
Tennis
Center.
But on

April 21,

the Bruins

suffered a

second
loss to

Stanfordand
dropped
to No. 3

by the end of the season.

They went into the NCAA
Championships with a 20-2

record, with both losses coming at

the hands of the Cardinal. But

then again, when they played

SEASON
W^iRAPUG

Stanford, they weren't at full

strength either time.

Going into the NCAA
Tournament in Athens. Ga., every

Bruin was healthy and the team

was confident in their chances lo

take home a. national champi-

onships.

"1 really think we have as good

a chance this year as we have since

I've been here (starting in 1993),**

UCLA Head Coach Billy Martin

said.

The Bruins won Regionals, and

went to Athens with high hopes.

But after a win against

Washington in the Round of 16,

UCLA unexpectedly fell in a

heartbreaking 4-3 loss to Southern

Methodist.

I I

'^

I I I

See IIJWMS» pafe 26

WJIUGBY

DCUV

The Plate Final Four

Satui4ay-Sunday

Rod(ford,IH.

JENMFEIIYUCN/DMly Bruin Sw^ior Suir

Despite missing the cut for the USA
Rugby title, the Bruins have no reserva-

tions about participating in the alternate

tourney.

"Absolutely no disappointment in

playing in the Plate." said UCLA Head

Coach Tam Brecken ridge, whose squad

will play the Washington Furies Saturday

in Rockford, III. "This was a season that

(the squad) discovered that they are a

legitimate contender. 1 believe that if

everyone stays healthy, and we continue

to add strong athletes to our roster, it

would be a disappointment to not make
the 2002 Cup Final Four."

Should the Bruins calm the Furies,

whose gameplan UCLA can stymie with

efficierit ball movement and defensive

tenacity, the Bruins will meet the winner

of the Wisconsin/New York match. New
York won the Plate Final in 1999 and was

I.

See WJnMV^ |M9e 26
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L.A. City Elections

Editorial Board endorses can-

didates for.city council, mayor.

VIEWPOINT, PAGE 16

Monday, Junk 4, 2001 www.(iaHybruin.u(;Ia.(Hlu

UCLA takes second

The women's track and field team

narrowly loses the NCAA title to

*SC. SPORTS, BACK PAGE

Get down with your bad self

Learn about James Brown's soul and the

Tower of Power's funk at the Greek.

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT, PAGE 23

Energy crisis costs affect campus
EFFORTS: High expenses

should provide long-term

conservation benefits

ByMarionWiM
Daily Bruin Contributor

To combat increasing prices of nat-

ttral gas. the Associated Students of

UCLA created an Energy

Conservation Committee to imple-

ment ASUCLA's plan to reduce its

energy consumption by 15 percent,

including regulating temperatures.

ASUCLA, which already spends

$ 1 million in utility costs annually, esti-

mates the rate increase will cost an

additional SI million in the coming

year.

"In February, we started to realize

thai-wcJAiere {Receiving bills that were

much higher than our original bud-

get," said Keith Schoen, director of

operations for ASUCLA. "We're

coming up with ideas in all our major

buildings on how to cut back."

Because UCLA runs a co^enera-

tor plant, the campus is not in da.nger

of facing black-outs, like much of

California. But the plant runs on nat-

ural gas, which is experiencing signifi-

cant price increases.

According to a report by Schoen,

the additional $1 million predicted

cost will come from the use of steam,

chilled water and electricity. Steam

will cost an additional $300,000, and

chilled water will cost an additional

$200,000. But the main problem is the

cost of electricity, which will be

$500,000 more than planned.

"As the price of natural gas increas-

es, so has the price of electricity - and

that's coupled with electricity costs."

said ASUCLA Executive Director

Patricia Eastman.

The association has not suffered

price hikes on electricity, but the

increase will occur July 1. Though they

only have results from March,

-ASI IJCIjA'!> aUc;mpts4fl.rediuce..£flei^

gy has shown positive effects.

"Mt's a little early to say it'^s a Irend,

but we saw a 15 percent reduction in

March," Eastman said.

ASUCLA's Energy Conservation

Committee, tormed^jn Ap^ 7pprt|_^

weekly to IHvesTigati wayi Of HHJlRStlf^

costs. The committee, which has mt\

three times, is comprised of Eastman,

Schoen, ASUCLA Director of

Facilities and Maintenance Irene

Thomas-Johnson and representatives

from Ackerman Union, Kerckhoff

Hall and ASUCLA-rcstauranls.

"The role ofthe commTlfceis to not

only brainstorm on how (the energy

SeeENfllCtiMgeU

UCLA admissions director

steps down after 22 years

CAREER: Siporin retires,

Tiaving worked toward

minority recruitment

ByMyVenU
[J^BD^SQnrContributor

After having her signature

stamped on almost 250,000 accep-

tance letters for admitted students,

Director of - -WiwIcfgnKlumc

Admissions and Relations with

Schools Rae Lee Siporin will retire

this summer.

Siporin, who managed UCLA
undergraduate admissions through

soaring applicant rates and

Proposition 209, will leave the uni-

versity she has worked at for 27

years -^ where slie served as director

of undergraduate admissions for 22

years.

"From thr perspective of an edu-

cator, I see that this is the most chal-

lenging, and in some ways, the most-

satisfying work I've done," Siporin

said^ ^
According to Siporin, she leaves

feeling proud, of a comprehensive

^'^^"^^I'^M'^&ff?^^ process the

admissions office created and the

work done in early outreach to

make underrepresented students

UC-eligible.
' ^:

f^^^-^

Candidates seeic to distinguish

themselves, polides in election

CATHERINf )UN/ Otily Brum

Tom Haydcn (left) and Jack Weiss (right), runnirig for the Fifth District City Council,

debate at the Westwood Mann Theater on Wednesday morning.

Summer sublets pose legal problems

PUTFORMS: Westwood Village

revitalization becomes a large

issue for both Hayden, Weiss

By Otxtcf Gauntlctt

Daily Bruin Reporter

After a year of campaigning, 1 1 candi-

dates and more than $1 million later, the

election between the two remaining Los

Angeles Fifth District Councilman hope-

fuls - Tom Hayden and Jack Weiss -

comes to a a close at Tuesday'sjunoff elec-

tions.

With the lowest voter turnout in the

fifth district during the primary election -

14 percent of registered voters in the

90024 zip code - both candidates pulled

Reminder

Elections for Los Angeles mayor, city

council, city attorney and other

positions will be held Tuesday from

7 a.m. to 8 p.m. For more information,

please see www.lacity.org.

out all the stops to draw interest from

Westwood's constituents this last week.

Both candidates made attempts to dis-

tinguish themselves one last time at last

week's Wednesday debate at the Mann
Theater.

"I think what we need more than ever is

a new generation of leadership that's posi-

tive and constructive," Weiss said at the

SeeEUCTION^pagelO

1

^USING: Students

must get approval to

sublease apartments

By Kaiy Rayburii

Daily Bruin Reporter

Sublessees beware.

When UCLA Student Ugal
Services reopens in September,

after closing for July and

August, it predicts a number of

students who had problems

with summertime housing con-

flicts, said Student Legal

Services counseling attorney

Elizabeth Kemper.

Kemper said a number of

students face eviction after sub-

letting without permission from

their landlord to do so while

others come to Student Legal

Services trying to recover

nfMney owed to them by sub-

lessees who they say took off

without paying rent.

But Marie Ehrhardt, the

manager of a large Midvale

complex, said she does not have

problems with summer resi-

dents.

"I've never in 13-and-a-half

years had much of a problem

with anyone paying rent," she

said. "(Sublessees) look hard to

find a good person to take their

place."

Tenants are careful when

looking for a summer resident,

because they are trusting that

person with their apartment

and their furniture, Ehrhardt

said.

But other complexes have

different policies on subleasing.

One Westwood apartment

manager, who wished to remain

anonymous, said subletting is

not permitted at his complex

because of problems that

occurred in the past.

"This is just the company's

policy," he said.

He added that in the past

rooms have been "trashed" by

sublessees.

Other Westwood managers

merely discourage the practice.

Even Ehrhardt, who said

summer residents have "always

been very good residents,"

requires a photocopy of the

summer resident's driver's

license.

Kemper offers a simple piece

of advice for students: "It's very

important to get something in

writing."

Extensive sublease agree-

ments outlining the time of the

sublease, the security deposit

that will be charged, the number

of roommates a sublessee will

be living with, as well as guide-

SccSUMUSE,pa9e10

Welcoming words

CATHY )UN/r)«ily Bfuin

2001-02 Undergraduate Students Association Council President Karran Lana

speaks during USAC's installation ceremony Surniay afternoon.
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How many wins wtll the UCLA
football team get next season?

19 4% 5 or less

21 6% 6 or 7

29'" 8 or 9

30 1% 10 or more
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What are you planning to do this summer?

I I

Take summer school

I I

Study abroad

I I

Work / Internship

I [

Travel

I I

Just relax

Vote online at www,dailvbruin-MoJ^-^.,A
>

WHArSBREWIN'

Today 9 a.m.

Hunger Project

End ofthe year donation drive

Bruin Walk

267-7940

3:15 p.m.

UCLA Russian Club

Last meeting ofspring quarter

Kinsey I99D

559-3599

4 p.m.

Author: Sandra Tsing Loh

Reading and signing

Young Research Library

206^764

7:30 p.m.

Melnitz Movies

"Songcatcher"

James Bridges Theatre, Melnitz Hall

206-8170

8 p.m.
"ACappclIaOrgy"

Random Voices' Spring Concert

Northwest Campus Auditorium",

9 p.m.
Jane Austen Dance

18th and 19th century dancing

University Religious Conference

Ballroom Dance Club
284-3636

CORRECTIONS
The article "Founding sis-

ters" (News. May 21), con-

tained errors. The story should

have stated that Margaret
Ghara received a $200 scholar-

ship, which was not taken away
from her.
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A CLOSER LOOK

Muldavin's tenure denial

result of flawed system

Michael

Weiner

COLUMN: Selection of

professors relies little

on teaching abilities

Sometimes it takes a small, rel-

atively insignificant subject to

shed light on a much larger,

more important problem. Such is

the case with the budding protest

movement over the university's

decision to deny tenure to geogra-

phy Professor Joshua Muldavin.

Muldavin is an extremely popu-

lar instructor whose pedagogical

skills are second to none on a cam-
pus where the

effective

teaching of

undergradu-

ates often

seems like lit-

tle more than

an after-

thought to an

administra-

tion preoccu-

pied with

"weightier"

matters.

Whether or

not the protesters are successful in

their attempt to win a reversal on
the Muldavin decision, they

deserve credit for demonstrating

the misplaced priorities of this uni-

versity and the double-talk that

many administrators employ when
talking about UCLA's three-

pronged mission of research,

teaching and public servicrf.

Although officials have declined

to comrtient on Muldavin's specif-

ic case, it is clear that the decision

to deny him tenure is based not on
his teaching, but on his research.

Muldavin has won numerous dis-

tinguished teaching awards and his

near-unanimous celebration as an
instructor by both students and
faculty members is well-document-

ed.

Therefore. Muldavin's case pro-

vides a perfect illustration of the

shortcomings of a tenure process

that Chancellor Albert Carncsale

himself has called "too opaque."

And in turn, the tenure process

encapsulates the misplaced priori-

ties of this university.

Administrative rhetoric

notwithstanding, UCLA docs not

have a three-pronged mission in

practice. It is more accurate to

characterize UCLA's actual priori-

ties as hierarchical, with research

leading the way, and education and
public service in subordinate posi-

tions.

This is evident in any cursory

examination of 1999-2000

University of California budget, in

which expenditures for the cate-

gories of "research" and "medical

centers" outpace those for

"instruction" and "student flnan-

cial aid" by 45 percent.

Weiner is a fourth-year history and
political scierKe student. His column
analyzing issues of interest to

the UCLA community runs 00
Mondays. E-n>ail him at

fnwein«f#i 1 iedia.uda.edu.

What the Muldavin example

demonstrates with stark clarity is

the fact that the tenure process

does not merely need internal poli-

cy revisions that would allow for

greater weight to be given to the

given professor's teaching skills.

Although such reforms are neces-

sary, the process would stilt remain

provincial and undemocratic,

restricted to the narrow confines

of UCLA's internal ivory tower.

What is necessary is a system in

which the tenure process is opened
up, in which all of UCLA's stake-

holders - not least among them,

students - are given an open win-

dow so that they can evaluate for

themselves how well their interests

are represented. With some effort,

this could be done legally, within

the dictates of the privacy statutes

that govern the handling of person-

nel matters in public institutions.

Indeed, the problem of mis-

placed priorities runs through ^^=^

nearly every artery of this campus,
as any undergraduate can attest.

But the tenure process deserves

special attention because it cuts to

the heart of the matter. Students

come to UCLA to learn. No mat-

ter how learned professors may be,

no matter how great their reputa-

tions in scholariy circles, that is all

meaningless to students if they are

unable to express their knowledge
in a compelling fashion.

Still, UCLA is a research uni-

versity. That is where it gets its

prestige and that is a significant

aspect of its charge from the citi-

zens of this state. The question on
the Muldavin example - and by

extension, on every other tenure

case - is: Was Muldavin denied

tenure because his research was
weak and unscholarly or because it

was unconventional and inconsis-

tent with the preconceptions of

more senior faculty members?
Unfortunately, members of the

UCLA community will never be

able to evaluate that question for

themselves. Here again, opening
up the tenure process to greater

public scrutiny might prevent the

bitterness felt by the student pro-

testers from recurring in the

future.

Sadly, there is little evidence for

optimism that UCLA is willing to

change the tenure process in a sig-

nificant way. Carnesale says he is

open to suggestions, but other

statements he has made in recent

days suggest a warped understand-

ing of the role students play on this

campus. During last week's

hunger strike, Carnesale compared
students to "donors, legislators

(and) regents" in saying that he
would not bow to political pressure
on tenure decisions.

To identify students with

wealthy elites, to think that they

hold any less of a stake in this uni-

versity than the faculty members
who currently hold a monopoly on
the tenure process is to demoiv
strate a fundamental disregard for

the group of people who arc cen-

tral to an activity that is supposed-
ly an essential aspect of UCLA's
mission: teaching.
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The Land
UCLA students travel to

Thailand to study the forest,

hike, discuss, and conduct

hysiologicol science research

Smiles

By Patil Annenian
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Tuesday, May 8
Ahhh ... the smell of durian.

Durian actually smells a little

gross, like "sickly sweet old tooth-

paste" as third-year evolutionary

biology and ecology student Kevin

Carter described it.

A hungry leech begins to

dine (top). Another leech

gets full, leaves a trace of

blood flowing, which Is

stopped by a cigarette.

It's a giant fruit shaped like an
oversized rugby ball, with sharp

spines protruding from its flesh.

Hitting someone on the head with

a durian could cause some serious

damage.

We bought large quantities of
durian, pomelos, jackfruit, rambu-
tan and other fruits at a farmer's

market on the way to Khao Yai

National Park today. The market
had hundreds of stalls, along a

quarter mile of one side of a high-

way.

Vendors were hawking items

ranging from fruit to iced tea in

plastic bags to dried crabs. Their

umbrellas, red, blue and yellow,

enhanced the colors of the fruits

they were selling, lending a techni-

color quality to the scene.

Laden with our fruit and drink

purchases, we reached Khao Yai

National Park with our caravan of

three vans. Khao Yai greeted us

with torrential rain, which accord-

ing to organismic biology, ecology
and evolution Professor Philip

Rundel, was completely normal.

We had arrived in Thailand for

the start of the wet season. Because
of the tropical monsoon climate, it

poured at least once every day.

After our longjourney from Los
Angeles to Osaka. Japan to

Bangkok, Thailand to Khao Yai,

s^lc^ 82s 2161

we were eager to get settled into

our rooms. Fifteen American stu-

dents from UCLA and 12 Thai stu-

dents from Ramkhamhaeng and
Mahidol Universities shared bar-

rack-styled quarters at the

Training Center.

Since applying for the Field

Biology Quarter program offered

=*hrough the OBEE department
during winter quarter, we had all

been waiting to get to Thailand.

Friday, May 1

1

Today, Professor Peter Narins
and I were walking to the cafeteria

lodge for lunch and he said, "Patil,

can you believe we're here? We're
physiological science people!"

Physiology research is laborato-

ry based, so it was especially excit-

ing for us to be out in the field

doing research.

For the past few days, Narins.

Rundel and our teaching assis-

tants, C.J. Fotheringham and Jeff

Thomas, have been leading us on
hikes and discussions. Everyone is

trying to figure out what they want
to study in the forest.

The rainforest species diversity

is so overwhelming that most of us

can't decide on a research project.

We've been going on long hikes to

get a feel for the environment.

A few of the Thai students led us

on a hike deep into the forest

where there is a tower about 20
meters up in a large old growth
tree. Ladders have been nailed on
the trunk, until the top where there

is a small wooden platform.

There, we set up instruments

which measure different proper-

ties of the microclimate at that

canopy level. The trail leading to

the tree began as we walked on a

rickety footbridge across a stream.

It wound through trees with

lichen covered trunks, leeches that

wanted our blood, lianas that hung
off trees down to eye-level, glow-

in-the-dark mushrooms and spi-

derwebs that grabbed onto your
skin. Once we crossed another

stream, the platform tree was in

Photoi by PATIL ARMENIAN/Daify Brum Senior Staff

Interesting fruits beckon the group to have a taste at a roadside
farmer's market on the way to Khao Yai National Park.

view.

One by one. the students

climbed up to the platform where
Nimitr Osathanon was waiting for

us. There, high above the canopy,
we absorbed the view of the whole
forest.

Wednesday, May 16

Everyone has been seriously

working on their projects, since we
only have six data collection days
left at Khao Yai.

Laura Anderle has been mea-
suring trees and lianas; Liz
McNaughton and Jenny Sun have
been working with frogs at night.

Virginia Goss and Wendy Ho have
been studying lichens with Jutarat

Sutjaritturkan.

Marieta Chanco and Boratha
Yeang have been listening to

cicadas. Lisa Chaudhari has been
tracking down five bulbd species;

Kevin and Munju Mohan have
been observing leeches while try-

ing not to get bitten.

All the while, Jason Diodati has

been waiting for the sun to come
out; Stacie Somes has been collect-

ing leech and frog data for two
experiments; Lindsay Young and
Nat Kittisarapong have been wait-

ing for gibbons to call.

I've been staring at fireflies

flashing.

Meanwhile, the two professors

and two TAs have been running
around trying to help all of us.

Sunday, May 20
Only one data collection day

left.

There are students working at

all hours of the day on their pro-

jects, from 5 a.m. to 3 a.m. every

day. We all want to have enough
data so that our findings will be sig-

nificant.

Two weeks at one site is not

enough, because nature doesn't

tend to cooperate with field biolo-

gists.

Thursday, May 23
We finished collecting data and

left Khao Yai two days ago. We

Sec THAILAND, page 8

The forest canopy is a long way down as I climb up a 46-meter
tower at the Sakaerat Environmental Research Station.

(from left) Ux McNaughton, Maiieta Chanco and Juta-

rat Sutjaritturkan sing on the dorm's porch at Khao Yai.
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BruinCorps to retire from Jumpstart
PROGRAM: Annual $5,000

fee is primary reason for

university's withdrawal

By Radiel Makabi
Daily Bruin Contributor

Members of the Jumpstart com-
mittee met with the director of

BruinCorps Thursday to voice disap-

proval with the intention to end afTil-

iation with the program.

BruinCorps implemented, and
has funded the Jumpstart program
for three years at UCLA. .

Among other things, Jumpstart

members are upset that BruinCorps,

whose leaders have known of the

decision to withdraw for more than a

year, only told the staff two weeks
ago.

BruinCorps director Celia

Cudiamat, who said at the meeting it

did not occur to her to notify the staff

earlier, said she was not aware of the

$5,000 annual fee the university must
pay to affiliate with Jumpstart until

after making the commitment.

"That label is costing us $5,000,"

she said. "We can have a prc-school

program, just not with Jumpstart."

But according to Jessamyn Luiz,

director of Affiliate Operations at

Jumpstart, Cudiamat met with

Aaron Liberman. chief executive

officer of Jumpstart, in August 1995

and was aware of the fee before mak-
ing any commitments.

Jumpstart is an early childhood

program that pairs college students

with pre-schoolers from low-income

families to prepare them for success

in kindergarten.

It was initially based in Boston, but

after UC Berkeley and the University

of Southern California refused to

start the program three years ago,

UCLA offered to see if it would be

effective on the West Coast.

Cudiamat said the university only

intended to implement the program
on a three-year trial basis.

Though ending affiliation with

Jumpstart will not affect the work-

study or education awards of current

members, some students are still

upset with the news.

"We are only trying to

help children in the LA.

community, whether

we are affiliated with

the program or not."

Celia Cudiamat
BruinCorps director

Erick Casallas, a third-year sociol-

ogy student working with Jumpstart,

said affiliation with the program is

necessary because any replacement

would only replicate what Jumpstart

has already done.

"The $5,000 gives us the ability to

go to important conferences in order

to get training and to be a part of a

national network. No other program
offers that," Casallas said.

BruinCorps has been receiving

grants, but no permanent fund has

been established to support the

Jumpstart program.

The financial strain, coupled with

UCLA's belief that the university can

implement its own program, are

main factors for its intention to with-

draw.

Rescinding affiliation from
Jumpstart does not mean the univer-

sity will no longer be committed to

offering a pre-school level program,

Cudiamat said, later citing the gradu-

ate school of education as a campus
resource for providing the same goal

as Jumpstart.

"Working with children to help

them succeed in school is the big pic-

ture here," she said. "We are only try-

ing to help children in the L.A. com-
munity, whether we are affiliated

with the program or not."

She said the university is willing to

work with students to implement the

most effective aspects of Jumpstart

into an ideal pre-school level pro-

gram.

Jumpstart has not been effective,

Cudiamat said, because of changes
in the program model and disparities

in tutoring some children over oth-

ers. She also said that many parents

and teachers are offended by stu-

dents who come into the schools and
try to implement their own style of

teaching.

But members of the Jumpstart

committee cited drastic improve-

ment and a list of parents and teach-

ers that want to keep the program as

proof of achievements. They also

said Cudiamat, who has not attended

a Jumpstart session in two years, is

not aware of changes the program
has undergone since it began three

years ago.

Cudiamat said that people report

to her about what goes on and that it

is not her job to attend the sessions.

After the meeting, members of

Jumpstart indicated their intention

to take their case to Vice Chancellor

of Student Affairs Winston Doby to

see if the university will continue

HIV rates rising among gay,

bisexual, male population

ANNfVERSARY: Many feel

invincible as more drugs

to treat virus developed

By Marge Mason
The Associated Press

SAN FRANCISCO - Jeff

Getty flips through his sailboat's

log book, a registry of 300 people

he took out on San Francisco's bay

to help them forget, for a moment,
they were infected with AIDS.
Nearly all of them succumbed in

"the first big die-off," which he

somehow survived.

"It's actually a chronicle of the

epidemic," said Getty, who was
infected in 1980. before anyone
knew what AIDS was. "Young peo-

ple today, they don't have log books
of dead people and walls of pic-

tures. They don't see, and this is the

tragedy."

Like other older gay men who
have seen countless friends 6k in

the 20 years since "the gay cancer"

was first reported, Getty is furious

that infections are again on the rise.

With new drugs now extending

lives and making the disease app>ear

treatable, too many HIV-positive

people are having promiscuous sex,

and too many uninfected gays think

they're not at risk.

"I think people just got too

giddy. They called HIV potentially

curable, and with that language,

they minimized the disease," said

Dr. Tom Coates, 55, director of the

Aids Research Institute at

University of California, San
Francisco. He began researching

the disease in the early 1980s and
later tested HIV-positive himself.

"If we've learned anything from
this disease, it's that the virus

always fools us."

In San Francisco, where the dis-

ease once ravaged the country's

most densely populated gay com-
munity, years of progress have been

reversed. Recent studies show the

rate of new infections has more
than doubled in the past four years.

Nationwide, gay and bisexual

men now have more HIV infections

than any other group, accounting

for 40 percent of all new infections

and 60 percent of new infections

among men, according to the

Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention in Atlanta.

To Getty, these statistics are out-

rageous. He was infected through

unprotected sex at a time when he

didn't have the advantage of know-
ing there was a disease lurking in

the form ofsex that could overpow*--

er his immune system.

He couldn't foresee that the

handfuls of drugs and injections he
now takes every day would leave

him with chronic diarrhea, bone
marrow failure and so little energy

that he can't climb stairs or sail his

boat at age 43.

"If you get HIV-infected now.

you don't have a future. You don't

have the rest of your life, and you
shouldn't think that you will," said

Getty, who began drug therapy in

See AIDS, page 12
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U.S. works for peace in Middle East
VIOLENCE: Powell urges

Arafat, Sharon to pledge

cooperation, cease-fire

By Gina Holland
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - President

Bush and Secretary of State Colin

Powell, on Saturday, urged
Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat to

exercise restraint and immediately

end the violence in the Middle East.

Troubled by a suicide bombing
Friday night that killed 18 Israelis,

Powell canceled a weekend trip to

Central America, and discussed the

situation in a series of urgent tele-

phone calls with Israeli, Palestinian

and world leaders.

Bush kept in touch with Powell

and other national security officials

DaVfd, Md ^

"The president is very concerned

about the violence in the Middle
East and is calling on Chairman
Arafat and the Palestinians to take

concrete action to end the violence."

White House spokesman Gordon

Johndroe said.

In calls to Israeli Prime Minister

Ariel Sharon and Arafat, Powell
stressed "the need for an immediate
and unconditional cessation of vio-

lence," a State Department official

said.

'There is no

justification for

senseless acts against

innocent civilians."

Yasser Arafat

Palestinian president

Powell "encouraged Arafat to

take concrete steps to achieve that,"

olTicial said.

Powell also spoke by phone
Saturday with U.N. Secretary-

General Kofi Annan, Russian
Foreign Minister Igor Ivanov,

German Foreign Minister Joschka
Fischer, and Javier Solana, the

European Union's chief of foreign

and security affairs

Powell had been scheduled to

depart Sunday for Costa Rica and
join leaders from 33 countries to dis-

cuss ways of strengthening democra-
cy.

"Due to developments in the

Middle East, the secretary thought it

was necessary he remain in

Washington." the State Department
onicial said.

President Bush spoke several

times Saturday with Powell.

Condoleezza Rice, Bush's national

security adviser, and CIA Director

George Tenet about the pending sit-

uation.

After the bombing in Tel Aviv,

Bush demanded that Arafat con-

demn "the heinous terrorist attack"

on a crowded beachfront and call for

an immediate cease-fire.

"There is no justification for

senseless attacks against innocent
civilians," Bush said in a statement

Friday night.

Arafat said Saturday he was
ready to work for an "immediate
and unconditional cease-fire," but

did not say what steps he was pre-

See MIDEAST, page 13

Nepal mourns multiple deaths of royal family

GUNFIRE: Family dinner

ends in shooting; prince

left in critical condition

By DM
The Associated Press

KATMANDU, Nepal - Nepal's

acting king on Sunday blamed "iicci*

dental" machine-gun fire for killing

most of the royal family, an explanji

tion that provoked angry disbelief in

the Himalayan nation.

Hundreds of people burned tires

in the center of Katmandu, the capi

tal. demanding to know the truth

behind the Friday night killings.

Many city residents shaved their

heads - a Hindu sign of respect that

typically follows a father's death.

Senior government and palace

officials on Sunday privately disput-

ed the acting king's version of events,

reiterating that Crown Prince

Dipendra gunned down his parents -

the king and queen - and six other

relatives during a family dinner

before turning his weapon on him-

The bodies of Nepalese King BIrendra, Queen Alswarya and others
allegedly killed by Crown Prince Dipendra will be cremated Saturday.

self

The prince, who remains in criti-

cal condition, was reportedly angry
that he had been denied his bride of

choice.

Publicly, however, officials began
backing away from that explanation

over the weekend - possibly because

Dipendra, even though he was
reportedly placed on life support sys-

tems, is now technically king and
monarchs are above reproach in this

SeclKnit«page13
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ocuments provide

views on Tiananmen
WASHINGTON - The United States was

"cozying up" to military hard-liners in China
weeks before the Tiananmen Square crack-

down in 1989. the U.S. ambassador in Beijing

charged in a cable sent shortly after hundreds
died when Chinese troops attacked pro-

democracy protesters.

In the cable to Washington, Jan)es Lilley

criticized the Bush administration's decision

to send three Navy ships to Shanghai to divert

attention from Soviet President Mikhail

Gorbachev's visit to Beijing from May 15-18 of

that year.

Already, demonstrators had gathered in

Beijing's Tiananmen Square to urge greater

freedoms and an end to official corruption.

Mijlial law was declared on May 20. 1989.

**The Chinese declared martial law against

their own people in Beijing the day we were
cozying up to their military in Shanghai,"

Lilley wrote, according to the newly

declassified document being

released Monday, the 12th anniver

sary of the crackdown.

Washington wanted to show the world
that while Gorbachev was strengthening ties

with Beijing, the United States was involved in

military-to-military exchanges, but the timing

was off.

Hearing to be held in

child standoff incident
SANDPOINT. Idaho - Five children

who surrendered after a five-day impasse
with sheriffs deputies at their isolated home
will stay with a family friend until a judge
decides what will next happen to the siblings,

authorities said Sunday.

The children had holed up in the house
Tuesday after their mother was arrested on a

felony child neglect charge. Sheriffs
deputies waited them out until Saturday

Th* Associdled Prwj

Peruvian presidential candidate Alejandro Toledo greets boys
at a hospice for street children in Lima, Peru on Sunday.

Peruvians • f Toledo

to end decade-long rule

SKEPTICISM: Voters view

candidates with disgust,

hope for better economy

ByMont«Hayts
The Associated Press

LIMA, Peru — After driving an
authoritarian president from
office, Peruvians chose a new
leader Sunday in an election pitting

a one-time shoeshine boy of Indian

descent against an eloquent ex-

president returned from exile.

Alejandro Toledo, 55, a former

World Bank economist who would
be Peru's first freely elected presi-

dent with Indian roots, has played

on his rise from poverty and his

role in ending autocratic President

Alberto Fujimori's decade-long

rule.

Former President Alan Garcia,

52, has used scintillating oratory to

win over Peruvians despite his

calamitous 1985-90 administration,

which is remembered for corrup-

tion, guerrilla violence, food short-

ages and hyperinflation.

The election was marked by
skepticism toward both candidates.

Many Peruvians view Garcia as a

liar and corrupt, and Toledo as

erratic, contradictory in his propos-

als and power-hungry.

Polls indicated as many as 20
percent of voters were planning to

void their ballots in disgust.

Peruvians are fined if they don't

show up to vote.

, Enrique Bernales, a constitu-

tional expert, warned that a large

percentage of blank or spoiled bal-

lots would produce "a weak govern-

SccPEIII,page8

because they were believed to be
armed and suspicious of authori-

ties.

"We're all elated that everything

turned out well," Bonner County
Prosecutor Phil Robinson said. "Everyone
used a lot of restraint, kept calm, kept
cool."

The children were hospitalized Saturday.

The siblings, as well as a 15-year-old brother
who surrendered on Thursday, will be taken
to the home of a family friend when they are

released from the hospital, said Michelle

Britton, regional director for the Idaho
Department of Health and Welfare.

"All the children are together," Britton

said. She said the children were in "fairly

OK" condition but could not say when they
might be discharged.

A hearing was expected today or Tuesday
to determine where the children will stay for

the next 30 days. Robinson said. A decision

on where they will live after that will come
later.

Saudi Arabia signs

multinational pact
JIDDAH, Saudi Arabia - Saudi Arabia

signed agreements with nine international oil

companies Sunday, a move that marks the first

major foreign investment in its energy sector

since nationalizing the industry in 1975.

The deal, worth at least $25 billion, involves

the development of three natural gas fields in

the kingdom, and a number of related power
plants, transmission pipelines and water
desalinization projects.

Irving, Texas-based Exxon Mobil Corp., the

world's largest publicly traded oil company, is

the lead manager on two of the projects,

including the $ 12 billion to $ 16 billion Ghawar
Core Venture 1 project. It also will lead the

Red Sea Coast Core Venture 2 project. Royal
Dutch/Shell was chosen to lead the Shaybah
Core Venture 3 project.

Compiled from Daily Bruin wire reports.
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Unions wield power to Police gear up for possible Later win

Influence mayoral race
LABOR: Workers support

Villaraigosa, mobilize to

strengthen his campaign

By Erica Werner
The Associated Press

If Antonio Villaraigosa is elected

mayor of Los Angeles on Tuesday, he'll

owe thanks to people like electrician

Paul Rosenstein.

Rosenstein, a

member of the ^^—^——

—

International
Brotherhood of

Electrical
Workers, was

spending his

weekend on a

union campaign

blitz designed to

put Villaraigosa, a

former labor orga-

nizer, into City

Hall.

"We don't always have

elected people who
care about everybody."

Paul Rosenstein
~ Electrician

"I'm impressed with his concern that

working people be able to get a fair

shake in the system," Rosenstein said

Thursday, as he prepared to join more
than 1,000 union workers for a weekend
of rallying, phoning and campaigning

across the city. "We don't always have

elected people that care about every-

body"

Union activism helped pull both

Villaraigosa and his opponent. City

Attorney James Hahn, to the head of

the pack in the nonpartisan mayoral

primary in April.

Polls showed Villaraigosa seven

points behind Hahn a week before

Tuesday's runoff, but analysts said his

stronger union ground operation could

help close the gap, just as it did in April.

But no matter the winner, with two
pro-labor Democrats in the runoff, this

mayor's race already has sent a message

about the new-^^" found power of

unions in a city

once seen as hos-

tile to labor.

"It's a new
day," said Kent

Wong, director of

the UCLA Center

for Labor
Research and

~"^~~'^~~~~
Education. "Los
Angeles has never

had the reputation of being a pro-labor

city, and organized labor has not had a

long-term reputation as having a lot of

political clout in the city. That has clear-

ly changed in the last few years."

Organized labor recently claimed a

series of high-profile victories in Los
Angeles, from the colorful Justice for

SeelMVWtpageU

PREPARATION: Officers

hope to prevent havoc

by stepping up security

By Mason Stodotill

. The Associated Press

When the Los Angeles Lakers

won the NBA championship last

year, it cost them two police cars.

The team and superstar

Shaquille O'Neal coughf^d up thou-

sands of dollars to replace two
LAPD vehicles that were trashed

by out-of-control fans after the

Lakers' home victory.

This year, police and stadium

officials are making extra prepara-

tions to avert havoc if the Lakers

win a second . straight champi-

onship. The best-of-seven series

begins Wednesday at Staples

Center.

"We're not going to have a

=«pcat of last year,- Capt. Stuart

Maislin, commander of the

LAPD's Central Division, said

Friday. "Our chief has put the

entire department on maximum
deployment."

Police will step up street clo-

sures, which have played a major
role in controlling traffic and cruis-

ing in the area aAer Lakers games.

In addition. Staples Center offi-

cials chose not to display the

Lakers' home playoff matches on
the arena's giant outdoor monitor.

TTV ABaCMUintU

A fan celebrates outside the Staples Center with a large cut out of

Shaquille O'Neal last year as a news van bums in the background.

Many of those involved in last

year's disturbances had massed
outside the center.

"Anybody who comes to the

Staples Center expecting to view

the game will be gravely disap-

pointed," Maislin said.

Officials also may get a helping

hand from the playoff schedule.

Los Angeles plays games three

through five in Philadelphia or

Milwaukee, depending on who
wins the Eastern Conference
finals.

Fans will be able to catch the

road games on television monitors

SecUREIIS,|M9e14

Transit Pass Pilot Program

n

The BruinGo! program will be on break
during the summer beginning June 16, 2001
and will resume on September 17, 2001.

Discounted bus passes and tokens may be purchased at

the UCLA Central Ticket Office (CTO) located next to the James West Alumni Center.

The Big Blue Bus will operate its regular schedule and service to UCLA throughout the summer.
For information about the BruinGo! program visit www.transportation.ucla.edulbruingo

Here You Go:

Name
Achzet Kara Brianne

Ackerman, Annica

Adams, Jama FitzgeraM

Agarwai, Nina

Ahn, Mary

Akiei, Sylvle

Alexandria, Alexandria Maria

Ames, Philip

Anand, Vinlta CampbeU

Anderson, Brian

Anderson, Tara MKhdle
Archer, Russell A.

Armstrong, Kenneth

Artam, Mna
Atlas, Joshua Scott

Avinerl, Netta Rose

Avramis, kMmnis

Ayers, Kristin

Azimi, Rana

Barnes, Scott Dennis

Barrera, Jennifer Aquino

Beck, Audrey Nicole

Back, Emily Susanne

Benfamini, Beny

Bennitt Jennifer

Barengian, Stephen Amir

Berenji, Bijan

Berger. Omri

Billings, Allison Clark

Blower, Briana Lee

Bookman, Noah Samuel

Booth, Garrett Scott

Bowman, Nicholas Andrew

Bradley, Suzanne Elizabeth

Britton, Robert Chase

Brundidge, Kathaieen Elizabeth

Buckley, Meeghan Leahy

Bui, Viet Lac

Burckin, Melinda Brandt

Cabrera, Manuel Valencia, Jr.

Callow, Edward

Canan, Jonathan

Cao, Jennifer V
Chai.Seeyeon

Champaneria, Manish Chandu

Chan, Beckie

Chan, Kitty Ho Yun

Chan, Stephanie Tze-Hua

Chapluk, Genevieve Marie

Chen, Jenny YkHten

Cheung, King-Chong

Choo^an, David Mcavoy

Choy, Paul Mun Hon

Chun, Natalie Lea

Clark, Cailandra Barbara

Clark, Christa R

Clark, Marjorie Hanrison

Clark, Matthew Gabriel

Clark, Meredith Alaine

Cochran, Courtney Anne

Concannon, Cavan W
Cook, Eric Andratt

Craw, Jason

Cruz, Erika Janette

Dahlstrom, Kristen

Dalton, Mk:helle

Damgen, Julie Kathryn

Dashtaki, Homa GosMsb
DaMta,AnupriyaP

Debofts, Undsey Brooke

Debin, Megan Lorrainne

Deili Quardi, Stefani

Dennis. Amanda K

Devermont, Judd Benjamin

Dickert, Stephan A

Oimauro, Marcelo Eduanto

Ding, Jennifer

Dinishak. Janette

Diodati, Jason Granger

Doan, Linh Ngoc

0oo8tan,Arvin

Dourtwtaa, Jeanie Alexle

Dragoman, Ashley Lynn

Drescher, Michael Yoshk)

Easley. Leif-Eric

Eriksson, Erin Elise

Eshaghian, Shervin

Evans, Christa Lee

Fatoorechi, Det)orah

Fernandez, Sarah

Finley, Jason

Ftrpo, Robert Burke

Fong, Allison Frances

Forister, Eric Franklin

Fox, Matthew

Francisco, Karen Anduiza

Fredericks, Justin

French, Scott

Frey, Christopher Carl

Fross, Kimberty

Gans,Eric

Garcia, Daniel

Garcia, Francisco Javier, Jr

Gelb, Abigail Claire

Geltmeyer, Ava

Gerst, Katharine Laura

Gharavi, Nima Mousavid

Ghods, Maryam Razavi

Gilliam, Tiffany Marie

Gokhale, Janaki Ajit

Goldberg, Matthew Craig

Goldman, Gayle Alana

Goldstein, Jennifer Lee

Gormican, Laura S

Gorzkowski, Nicholas Henry

Gould, Sarah

Grant, Nancy

Guess, David Matthew

Gujral, Sabrina Kaur

Gulledge, Courtney Anne

Gundersheim, Laura Helen

Guo.AlisaChenwei

Gutierrez, Oscar

Halaby, Alexander

Hamada, Dana

Hamby, Heather Joy

Hammond, Amanda Rene

Haserjian, Rachel

Hausman, Jessica Vanessa

Heim, Jennifer

Heller, Justin Boyd

Hill, Christine Marie

Hioureas, Eleni Christina

Hirosawa, Janis Kiyoko

Ho, Agnes

Ho, Melanie

Ho, Melanie

Ho, Tram Linh

Hoist, Emily Elizabeth

Hong, Mella Yong-Sil

Hong, Misook

Hongsdusit, Nora

Hovannisian, Gla Michele

Hovsepian, Marcel Allenn

Hsia, Jui-Ting Anna

Hsuan, Amy Kathryne

Hua, Johnson

Huang, Lynn Lin

Huizinga, David Paul

Hutchinson, Anna Smith

Hutchinson. William David. Jr

Isaac, Adrienne Ruth

Isaacson, Kirsten Louise

iatangir. Sholeh Leanne

Jayakumar, IMM MMhure

Jikovski, George T

Jimenez Romero, Veronk;a

Johnson. Michael Scott

Kaiika, Irina

Kang, Sae

Kang, Sundeep

Kao. Mike Yi-Fan

Karaman. Lydia Talaat

Kasel. Shayla Laura

Keefer, Patrick Raymond

Kern, Jennie Yguico

Keyvan, Yasmin

Khatibi, Azadeh

Kim. Anna Sun Hee

Kim, Enoch Seung Chun
- Kim, Gina Eun-Young —

Kim, Ho Kyung

Kim, Nathan Mercury

Kim. Peter Eugene

Kim, Sharon

King, Christa

Kittur, Jaya Ajit

Ko, Jason

Koch, Rebecca Ann

Kotin. Elizabeth Strickland

Kraft, Gina

Krieger, Shiloh

KundanI, Lalit

Kung, Doris Hichi

Kyle, Jennifer Ann

Lai, Christina

Langenhan, Jessk:a Louise

Law, Jefferson

Lee, Deborah Hway Fung

Lee, Grace Shou-Chian

Lae. Hyun-Woo

Lee, Kattierine Kang

Lee, Marykate Yi-Hui

Lee, Maya S

Lee, Ron-Wai D

Lee-Creel. Kekoa

Leeper, Gregory Mark

Leet Andrew R

Lenowsky, Erica Faith

Leong, Joseph

Lester. AlissaCaitlin

Levy, Ruth Deborah

Li, Joanne Chi-Yan

U.U
Li, Marissa

Liggens, Emmanuelle

Lim, Valerie Ann

Lin, Christy Chieh-Fang

Locke. Zachary Sway
Lul, Kai

MacdonaM. Veronk:a

Michele

Mack, Darcy Renae

Miqgetti, Mamska
Manning. Kristie Marie

Mardakhaev, Eimar

Martin, Lindsay Joy

Martin. Sara Marie

MitBtyaou, Uri Jacob

Materi. Alicia M
Matsu, V^nesa Georgina

Mcclurg, Jason Aaron

Medina. Rebecca Teresa

Meesigian. Amy Beth

Mllier, Courtney Mk^heile

Milter. James Michael

Miraglia, Kasey Jean

Miremadi, Jennifer Lynne

Moore, Molly Michelle

Moore, Rachael Lynne

Movassaghi, Mehran

tMoMMlMSkJiNMichiko

IMUiAngslaEve

Nassar, Natalie Ann

Ng, Edmund

Ng, Ngan-Ting Shiriey

Ngiam. Ryan Keeking

Ngo, Thienkim Vu

Nguyen, Lan Thanh

Nguyen, Trang Thuy

Nosrat, Carolyn Rachel

Ghara, Sherry Junko

Omura, Michelle Chiemi

OsUund, Sean

Ostrowsky, Ido

Palacios, Sarah Marie

Pan, Ruth Andrea

Panicker, Sayuj

Parikh, Shalla Bhupeiidra

Pathare, Sandhya S

Paz. kibal

Phan. Tricia

Pinto, Erica

Pirouzmanesh, Ashkan

Ponton, Kimberty Marie

Putman, Cory Teresa

Rabizadeh, Sheila

Raffetto. Lisa Mary

Rahman. Shayan

Ram, Ramin

Ransom, Mary Kathleen

Raub, Emily Hall

Rawshan, Binazir Fereshta

Reed, Adam

Reader. Steven

Reilich, Rachel Maude

Revani, Saeed

RIesenberg, John David

Rippinger, Sarah Kate

Roberts, Meridith Griffin

Rodriguez-Bruno, Krista Michel

Rosvall. Kimberty Anne

Rusiecki, Roseanne Sarah

Sndat, Sarvenaz Sharon

Sachar, Oren

Sakl, Mustafa

Salehi, Pejvak

Salehi-Rad, Ramin

Sands-Kidner, Michelle

Sarmiento. Carolina

Schellenbaum. Gina Danielle

Schepens, Alexandra

Schiavone, Valerie Jean

Senavsky, Carolyn

Seski. Carrie Michelle

Seymour. Nk:oie Elizabeth

Shaba, Steven Thomas

Shafaghiha, Shahrzad

Shammas, Rania Mary

Shantouf, Ronney Sami

Shaw, Brian Joseph

Shay, Angela Hanchi

Shear, Marissa Leanne

Shehata, Elizabeth Makram
Shih, Julie

Shing, Vanessa V

Shirman. Michelle Jordana

Shue.Hagent

Simzar. Soheil

Singhal, Astha

Smith, Lauren Chase

Smith, Lee Ashley

Smylie. Erk:a Diane

Sotral, Rajan

Sonefekft, Matthew Paul

Song, Esther Hyeun

Sorour, Davkl Nabil

Spiess, Eric William

Stack, Vanessa Lynn

Staiti, Francesca

Stanford, Christine Elise

Stevens, Elizabeth Anne

Swaeby, Cynthia Christine

Takehara, Yuki

Tam. Stephen Jed

Tarn. Tina

Taneja, Vinu

Tang, Chris Pak Keung

Tasker, Paris

Taubman, Mathew Lee

Tong, Phuong My
Tran, Anne Truyen Bao

Tran, Uyenphuong

Trang, Vinh Quoc

Tsang, Mankei

Tseng, Christina Virginia

Tseng. Lisa.

Tzalka, Michal Zaima

Ubhayakar, Sonali Shivadev

Uddin, Lucina Qazi

Uhrman, Abigail Leah

Urman, Daniel J

Usher, Nk:ole Monk]ue

Veltman, Sarah Elois

Venkataraman, Yauvana

Viers, Carole Anne

Villamor, Myra Bliss

Villanueva, Lilia

Voskanian, Natalie Nektar

Vosoghi, Houman

Wakler, Stacy Marie

Wallace, Steven Daniel

Walter, Jason

Walters, Sarah Margrjet

Weinfeld, Alan David

Williams, Barbara Michelle

Wong, Melinda Lin

Wozniak, Laura Joyce

Wu, Chieh-Pin

Wu,XiaoF

Yafai, Sherry

Yamamoto, Mitsuko Lynn

Yaneva, Sibila Yanislavova

Yashar. Pantea Mouness

Yazdanyar, Mehrnoush ""

Yazdi, Neda

Yeaton-Massey. Amanda
Johannah

Yousef.NabilA

Yu, Anthony Lee

Yu,Tony

Yu,Yue

Zamei, Aric Jonathan

Zhang, Ming

Zoumalan, Richard Abraham

Zutler. Moshe

The Initiation Ceremony for Phi Beta

Kappa will be hekJ on Thursday, June
14th, at 6:00 in the Grand Horizon

Room of Covel Commons. Initiates,

please arrive by 5:30 pm to line up for

the procession

One is not offrcially a member of PBK
until the lifetime fee and registration

cards have been received. Please tum
these in to A-31 1 Murphy Hall. Call

(310)206-9667 for further inquiries

and to RSVP for the ceremony by June
8th.

Thank you!
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THAILAND
From page 3

were at the Sakaerat Environmental

Research Station for two days, and are

now on our way to Bangkok.

Last night at Sakaerat, the Thai stu-

dents showed their incredibly kind and
caring nature in a ceremony that

brought almost everyone to tears.

They gave each one of us a silk rose

and thin white candle as we entered a

darkened room. We sat on the ground,

lined against three walls of the room.
The Thai students sat facing us, against

the other wall, singing traditional Thai

songs as Polyiam Wetchasart played

the guitar.

They lit one of the candles, and the

flame danced from one person to

another until everyone's candle was lit.

Professor Kansri Boonpragob led

the Thai students in tying cream-col-

ored strings around each one of our

wrists while wishing us luck on our

journey back home.

No one tied the strings in exactly the

same way. Some rolled the string on
your wrist three times before tying,

whereas others simply tied it in a knot.

Soon, each one of us had about 15

strings wrapped around our wrists.

Almost all the American students

cried. We cried because the Thai stu-

dents were so giving and we felt like we
gave them nothing in return. We cried

because we met amazing people that we
don't know if we'll ever see again. We

Daily Bniin News Daily Bruin News Monday. June 4. 2001

Photos by RMIL ARMENIAN/DaiV Bfuin S«>niof Staff

Kevin Carter (left) Is absorbed in eating mangoes and sticky rice at the
cafeteria as Jason Diodati laughs feverishly. Fifteen UCLA students lived

in barrack-styled quarters.

cried because of the melancholy beauty

of the candle-lit circle. We cried

because we didn't want to go home.
Saturday, May 26
We will land in Los Angeles in about

two hours. We're a sad, sleepy group
right now. It seems like we've had such

little time in Thailand; we all tried to

sleep as little as possible to get the most
out of every day.

Most of us want to be back in

Bangkok, talking and laughing with

the Thai students. Living and con-

ducting research with the Thai stu-

dent has definitely been the best part

of this trip.

We now have to re-adjust to real life

in Los Angeles. Instead of living in

barracks, we will live in the biomedical

library and our professors' and TAs'
offices, busily working on our research

papers.

Who made STUDENT WELFARE COMMISSION
1-2001 Events Possible???

A long hike at Sakaerat is Interrupted as a giant spider

appears In front of the hikers.

mmmm

Tor more photos of fholfond visit

^ www.OQilybruin.udcedu

PERU
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ment, with a large sector of the elec-

torate that would rapidly turn against

it.

"An important number of people

are planning to vote against, instead

of for, one of the candidates, and that

is terrible," Bernales said.

One of those planning to spoil his

ballot was Pedro Borja, 42, who has

found only part-time work as a cab
driver since he lost his job at Lima's

racetrack.

"I remember Alan's government. I

remember the lines, the money that

was worthless," he said, while lining

up to vote in a soccer field in a work-

ing-class neighborhood littered with

anti-Toledo fliers.

"The problem with Toledo is that

the man is too ambitious. He wants

power too badly, and I don't like

that."

In recent days Garcia has nar-

rowed the gap with Toledo, who only

a few weeks ago had led most polls by
as many as 20 percentage points.

But a national poll released

Saturday by the independent firm

Apoyo still predicted Toledo would
win with a 43 percent to 38 percent

margin. The poll, which surveyed

3,000 voters, had a margin of error of

two percentage points.

Toledo, who overcame poverty to

earn a doctorate from Stanford

University, has capiulized on his

dark, chiseled Indian features and
short stature to appeal to a mostly

poor Indian and mixed-race popula-

Stc Pmu, page 13

Don't UCU>on't miss your ehaneo.to see UCL
foofball and basketball next year!

Pick up your Student Sports Paekase

applieatien online at www.uckbrum.eom or

at the Central Ticket Office, Wooden Center or

the Student Union Office (Aekerman A-Lovel)

UCLA STUDENT SPORTS PACKAGES
All applications received will be entered into a random drawing
to be held in late July. Unsuccessful applications will be sent
notification and a refund in the mail between August 13 and
August 24.

Each applicant may submit one application and request a
maximum of one SSP. They are non-transferable. You must be
a currently enrolled student, possess a UCLA Student ID and
ticket to get into the games.

Each SSP will admit the bearer to all five home football games,
the men's basketball games listed under the plan that you
choose, and all other regularly scheduled home athletic events
next year. You will also receive a prepaid voucher to the USC
football ^ame at the LA Coliseum to be redeemed later.

Assuming UCLA is participating in a post-season football bowl
game, or in the NCAA Basketball Tournament, only those
students who apply for an SSP will be eligible to purchase
those tickets.

For nKx« infonnation or) UCLA SSP policies end procadurM and lU random draw, pick op on opplicaHon online di www udabruins com or
at the Central Ticket Office, Student Union or Wooden Center.
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The Master Minds Behind it All:

SWC Executive Board: Heary Laai (Chief of Staff). Janet Cbiaag (Director of Internal Affairs). Liaaae Chew (Co-Progntmming Chair) , Roweaa de Jesus (Co-Prognunming Chair),

Jennifer Chiang (Outreach Chair). Pn|a Pathnri (Advertising Chair), and Mimi Sheng (Finance Chair) and Kaachana Bhat (Volunteer Coordinator).

SWC couldn't have done it without...

Our Beloved CSP Advisor Scott Carter

ASVCLA Student Support Services: Pat McLaren . |JH Kalfftfl lerry Mann
Student Government Accounting: ficbOLSiflnMiai, IraM Tirade . Ceorfine Piper. Rabin Aguilar

USAC nnaacc Committee Chair: ianet (^niadara . ASUCl^ Webauuter: David Nusinow
ASUCU Event Services: Miite McNitt and Karen Ngo . Daily Bruin Advertising: Mil.^ ^•fM

CSP Staff: KcnJklkr, Elkn Archibilld. Zolia dc Pent. Berky Nelson

Credit Cardsl KerclUioff Coffee House! A of course, Mom and Dad n^

SWC Director ofthe Yemr: Crisette Leyco
Disiiniuished SWCers: Kmriik Krisknmn,Jennifer Shen, Jennifer Mato, Vmnessa Pontmine, Tbny Ngnyen & Dmvid Dable SWC Designated Drivers: Bobby Saedi and Rouena dejesm

AIDS Awareness (WorldAIDS Day 2000, 7tbAnnualRoU-AIDS UCLA and Free Condom Giveaways)

_ . _ I Tnassoli (FaUOO Director)
.
Mimi Sheng, Kartik Krishnan, Alan Shirian, Peter Trinh, Jennifer Male. Christine I^, Heloise fiayilanva, Gauree Gupta, Dr Bohmans Wonderful Winter MCDBio 40 Class, Ronni Sanlo Ed D

ft LCBT Resource Center, Johnny Parco & Boardwalk Skates, PavUions, Thomas Tnui & The Voltron Crew. Miki Reynolds & CDNOW, Ric Brown & Jamba Juice. Janet Miller & California Skaieschool Mebssa Acedera & URB Women
at Risk, Filipinos for Community Healdi, Brain Bdles Senrice Association, Arthur Ashe Center, Ddu Phi Beta, Chi Alpha Delu, A Phi 0, Omega Sigma Tau, ASC, LA AIDS Committee, Qty of LA AIDS Coortlinator s Office, Community

Senrice CommLssion, Campus Events Commission, Shdia Ftannaghan & VONS, Regina Branden and Laura Mdendez & Women at Risk, Christy \m & Planned Parenthood, Camp Laurel, and UCL^ AIDS Institute.

CPR/SFA Classes
Tbny Un (Director). Jennifer Shen (Assistant Director), Dessyjunsay, Kelly Kawaoka, Kartik Krishnan, Bdttani Thompson, Anna Wong, Debbie Wong, American Red Cross, and ASUCLA.

Health, Nutrition and Fitness (Open Cold Clinic, Spring Health Fair, HeaUh Tip ofthe Week, Eating Survey,

' : .... - .
MtdHationfbr Finals. WorkoutJor Finals, Toy Sachs Testing, Brains with Healthy Lifestyles, Campus Health Investigations, etc.)

Sayeh Hnizefazadeh & Alan Shiran (Co-Directors)
,
Maria Chuang. Christine Use, MicheUe Bootanom. Vanes.sa Fontaine, Thuy Nguyen, Chris Ortiz, Regina Chinsio, Gizd Tabilani, Harieen Baines, Susan Jaensen. Sheri Albert Amit

Scroff, Robyn Faden
,
Grace Teng. Barbara & Shiiiey Eskoff from California Tay Sachs Disease Prevention Program, SNAC. Sri Chinmoy Meditation Group. Wooden Recreation Center. Emet^cy Medical Services Studeilt

Psychological Senrice. Emperors College. Arthur Ashe Center. Cemer for Women and Men, Student Health Advocates. Pilipinos for Community Health, Propel, Sparkletts. 24 Hr Fitness. Banana Boat, Lynn Kerew Chiri)practic The
Sports Company, DRILL Entertainment, MET-Rx, Alaine & Alaines Bakery, Adidas, Jarrow, Bodies in Motion, Kinkos, Sole Axis, Designer Whey, Countdown Printables. Herf)ahfe, Copelands Sports, UCU Store, Hobby People, Jeana

Vranche & KitchenAid, Aeron Wilson & STA Travel, Bob Hopkins & Nextd, Dr. Parham and Sally Mdvin & Student Psychological Ser«ces, and Sports Qub LA.

Maltiailtnral AwarawM (Multicultural Fashion Show and Exhibit)
Crisette Leyco & Shireen Karimi (Co-Directors)

.
Amy Tay, Robyn Faden

, Grace Teng, Vivian Choi. Joyce Kim, Jane Yang. Jamie Mayer, Chariene Wong, Josiane Henen. Jenn Fernandez. Sarah Wallace Eileen Vinas Erin Rech Joy
Chen, David Dahle, Peter TWnh. Samahang. Chinese Cultural Dance aub. Miki Reynolds & CDNOW, Amy Tay, T\irkish Student Association, Indian Student Union, Iranian Student Group, Shakey s, Ralphs, DnWy Riese Cookies

KIISFM, URB, and Pavilion.s.

Abuse Awareness (DVI Demonstration, LeaiHng Las Vegas Showing, Ratv Demonstration)
(Fail 2000 Director), Jennifer Shen (Spring Programming Director) , Reza Kermani, and Tony Lin.

CanqHis Safety (Campus Safety Fair)
Christine Choi (Director), David Dahle, Joy Chen, Robyn Faden

,
Grace Teng, Student Legal Services, Peter & Community Service Officers. Center for Women and Men. UCU EMS. UCU Fire Office for Students with Disabilities

Emrtronraental Health and Safety. Santa Monica Rape Treatment, safetynowcom. Student Heahh Center, RDR Services, LAPD, EMTs, ORL, Office for Students with Disabibties, U Emeri^cy Pr^ardness pepperspraycom Acce«
Conttd. daoeccom, EH&S. Banana Boat. CHP. LGBF Resource Center, Vector, Nancy Creenstdn and Bob Sadeh & UCPD, aolheshne Project, and Sally Melvm and Dr. Parham & Student Psychological Services.

'

Quarterly Campus Blood Drives
Stavash Farshidpanah (Director), Salma Dabri (Advisor), Yoni Danicli, Amishi Dedhia, Bobby Rostami, Saivenaz Saadai, Bill Elliot. Mara Ahman. Alicia Louie, Christine Nguyen, NIka Federoff. Nancy Rahnama, Jannie Km>k

MKhelle H. Kim, Kim Ngoc Ngo, Kartik Krishnan. Christopher Chee, Harieen Bains, Mara Altman. Usa Chnstiansen, Vanessa Lewinter, Alison Cammack, Bobby Saedi, Stacy Pacal, Lydia Chen, Nancy Walker Katie Conforth Nikoo
Nikoomanesh, Susan Winbush, Karia Palmer, Bobby Rostami. Grace Teng. Mimi Sheng. Sabrina Sinahapattorapon, Josephim: Liang, Jennifer Mato. Mona Rohit, Brianna Brekke, and Mark Simnit & Jack Nadel, Inc.'

Sexual Assault AwareacM (RememberMy Name)
Oiristine Rongey (Fall 2000 Director)

,
Crisette Leyco, Haeli Kim ft Domestic Vfolence Among Pacific Asians. Sieve Machado & STOP! Same Gender Partner Abuse, Leena Cole Dennis ft Jenesse, Jessica Aranoff ft Break the Cy^:le

Ofllcer Ricardo Bolanos, UCU PoUce Dept.. Student Legal Semces, UCU Staff ft Faculty Counseling Center. National Domestic Violem:e, Dawn Petter«n ft Santa Monica Rape TYcatment Center, Kdly Glass & Jewish Family Service
So^m. Debra Suh ft P»cifk binder Family Crisis Center, Joelle Warren ft U County Domestk Violence Council, Jean Hotta and Karen Minero ft Center for Women and Men, Bob Carters Weslwood Sign Service. Kiran Malhotra'

ft SMewide CA Coalition for llnend Women, Peggie Reyna and Denise Ubertew ft Love Me Not Anti-Stalking Campaign ofU Commissfon on Assaults Against Women, and Ombuds Office,

Campus Reteafion (Road to Success Fair)
OarissaG^ (Director)

.
Joy Chen

.
Robyn Faden

,
Grace Teng. Alan Shirian. Crisette Leyco. UCU Career Center, EXPO, Transportation Sei^ces, University Credit Union. College of Arts ft Architecture Academic Advancement

Program. OIBoe of Student DUriiililles. A&kn Student Center. College of Letters ft Sdence. Student Psychological Serwces. Financial Aid Office. Butterfly Bakery, Ric Brtwm ft Jamba Juice. Miki Reynolds ft CD NOW Curtis Kang ft
Union Bank of CaHfomia. Janet Y. Kim ft Viesii>Dod Student Credit Union, Brenda Itedi ft Ombuds 0«ce. Michad Soitori ft Cal Fed, So Young ft Princeton Review. Young Lee ft Kaplan. Testmasters, Todd Bennett !rx)m Berkeley

Review, Maria Loftus from First Steriing Group, and Bnice Barbee ft Academics in the Commons.

Campus Retention Committee(CRC) /Student Retention Center/Student Initiated Outreach Committee
Paul Dunoguez, Robin Bueno, Un EilrMla, Ui Tnng. Antonio Sandoval, Tim H^ibeai, Cynthia Rabuy, RoseAnne Gutierrez, ASP, MeCha CalraeaK. RAIN. SEA CLEAR, SPEAR, Mia Watson. Heniy Perez. Rovianne Ldgh, Hop Thm

bigrid Goafiks, Yami ViUanueva, Arvin Tiosie. Carrie Flerro. David Maldonado. Kim To. Cuauhtli Garcia, Diane fields, Jennifer Umbo. Natasha Sadua, and aU dedicated SRC ft SIOC staff

CRCStudyHaU
Cyndda Rabuy Vtoor Aguilera, Annine de U Cnix, Cathy Bueno, Noni Umar, Oarissa Galang. Diana Pangestu, T\mg PhM^

Cuaulhti Garda, and Karen Ngo ft ASUCU Board

UCU Children's Walk for life (Over $14,000 Raisedfor UCLA Children s Hospital)
PtterTHnfajPrograa Director). Nick Cooper (Assistant Director). Christine Lee (Outreach Director). KtfbjrSnffnsit (Finance Director), Nancy Rahanama (Volunteer Coordinator) Bobby Saedi (Webmaster) Jennifer Mato

V^Ti"^^ ^^**"^ Coordinator), Alan Shirian (PubUdly Director), AkhtaM Rkx>. Annie Geoise. Jtanie Kwok, Amishi Dedia. Thuy Nguyen. Joy Chen, Robyn Faden , Kartik Krishnan. Hdoise Hayakawa

John Wooden, Dr Bohmans Spring MCDBio 30 ft 40 Classes. UCU Rottiao. Gbde K. Community Senrice Conuiiission, IFC, PanheUenic Council, Order of Omega, Mattel, Pali Camp, Brent ft U Fitness Countdown Printables

'

Banana Boat. VWerie Spears ft Sports Qub U. Uuise s TYattoria ReMunnt. Chi Omega. Paige Slehno. Nicole Walker. John Ugons ft Hobby People. Aeron Wilson ft STA Thwd. Bob Hopkins ft Nextd. Fred Meine Usa Sjolund ft
Hoagitong Tourism Bo«d.l^Kerew ft Ftoiily Chiropractic, Robert Soklat.U)riMikeseil ft Homedics.B^ DR.ILL

EMcrtainment, Krispy Kreme, Jenna Music, Cybertouch. OCHC, De Neve E Bfock, Garden Fresh Restaurant Corp , Printing for Less, Peets Coffee, Gatorade, Met-Rx, and all registered walkers and sponsors.

SWC Mini Publicity ft Uwaiional Pro|ects:
IbttI Wdfaiess Newsletter Carol Shau (Editor-m-ChieO

,
Amishi Dedhia, Saydi Hamzdizaddi, Tony Un, and Peter Trinh; Community Service Sdwlarship: Pat McClaren. Pam Cysner. Joan Ong; Campus Easter Egg Hunt Jeanetta

Riddk. Tony Un, Hdoise Hayakawa, Kartik Krishmm. and Kevin Smllak; Vafentine Decorattons for UCU Chihlren Health Center Bruin Bdfes Service Association; Apartment HunUngGuides: Shcrie U*; Open Cold ainic: Tony Un
and Jennifer Mato.

Uadergraduate Students Association Council
Elizabeth Itouston

,
Elias Enciso, Evan Okamura, Ryan Bultao, Elisa Sequira. Cheryl Marie Utt. Roseanne Gutierrez. Jared Sdtzer. Fannie Huang, Marsdle Washington, Steve Davey, Cynthia Rabuy. Lyie Tlmmerman, Berky Nelson,"""""""

Kadiy GIU, Janet (Juindara,MarykayTsuji, and Patricia FjBtman

« - , .
Thanks everyone for your outstanding work, dedication and support!

Best Wishes to die 2001-2002 SW Commissioner, Peter Trinh, all SWC ers and all UCLA Dndergrads!

Love, Julie H. Ryu
UCLA Student Welfare Commissioner 2000-2001

(ict YPur FREE BUJE BQQIR STAWlOfB. FBNaLS. fflWDMft COLD MKDICINE. MINI TLSSUK PACKS. cpr/Sfa oasses a inpo on ai most any heaith issues from kerckhoit 4 1 ^i.ti

We are now accq>ting applications for 2001 -2002 strfFpoaitfoasf

Contact us at (310) 825-7586 or ptrinh@ucla.edU.. .'Or find us at Kcrx:khoff 4 1 3 or http://students.asucla.ucla.edii/swc
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Apply^
For Parking-

ine!
^

www.parking.ucla.edu

UCLA students can apply for
parking via the Internet!

Students can complete and submit
:parking applications online, chect

pnll Application

Id II Dated

June 4 to Aug 3

parking status, and (if approved for
parking) pay for their permit through
a secure online payment process.
Visit our web site at:

www.parking.ucla.edu

0^009
up to $^20

June 6-

8

June 16 & 17

UCLA Store (Ackerman, B-level)

Compos Photo/GradootloR Etc. (Adcefman, A4.evcl)

North Compos

Look for OS ot oor Commencemoot sites

in front of AAemion Union & Pbuley Pbvilion

/1RTQ1RVED

I
510.206.5858

I www.uclastore.com UCtffer

ELEQION
From page 1

debate.

He went on to draw from his

experience growing up in West
L.A., before a disgruntled Hayden
interrupted. "Pardon me?" taking

much offense to the Weiss com-
ment.

Hayden referenced his eight

years in the state senate several

times in order to show the consider-

ably younger Weiss that he had the

larger advantage of more experi-

ence.

Such incidents have been typical

of this race, with Hayden claiming

Weiss represents the "who's who of

downtpwn lobbyists" and Weiss
saying that Hayden's only chance in

this race is to "demonize and distort

the opposition."

The debate featured a panel of
two journalists and a talk radio sta-

tion that had prepared questions for

the candidates.

The candidates maintained their

similar positions in regard to issues

such as traffic and other related

problems.

Both candidates want to make
sure the parking meter revenue is

reinvested into the revitalization of

We&twood.

Hayden in that he will take a per-

sonal approach to the maintenance

of Westwood.

"I want to be responsible for the

state of the streets, the state of the

sidewalks, the state of the infra-

structure of this district, because I

will live it every day."

Hayden responded, "I've already

done that as your senator. Jack is

promising what I've done."

The revitalization of Westwood
has been a major issue for the two
candidates.

"Getting a quality bookstore in

the university community and
building on the street shopping on
the farmers market, neighborhood
serving business - those are the con-

cerns that I have," Hayden said.

The Palazzo Westwood proposal

submitted by Chairman of Casden
Properties Inc. Allen Casden. has

fueled the fire between the two can-

didates late into the election
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"I want to put an end to the

quota system that traffic enforce-

ment officers are required to make
45 tickets per day - that's one ticket

every ten minutes." Hayden said.

"This has a negative impact to say

the least on business and for con-

sumers."

Also, the candidates agree that

the community needs to take advan-

tage of existing public transporta-

tion.

"We need to focus on develop-

ment and the creation of the Dash
shuttle system." Weiss said.

Both candidates also agree that

UCLA students need to make bet-

ter use of the BruinGo! program
that allows students to ride The Big

Blue Bus for free.

The program almost met it's

demise this year, but a letter from
Hayden in support of the program
may have been key to its return.

Hayden has maintained a strong

opposition to the $45 million pro-

posal for a parking structure under
the intramural fields.

"1 want to make sure the UCLA
proposal is either fully mitigated or

reconsidered." he said.

The proposal would call for the

complete closure of the intramural

fields for at least one year.

Hayden has also openly opposed
the recent MTA proposal he consid-

ers "devastating to Westwood."
The proposal would call for 52-

foot buses to take up two whole
lanes of traffic down the Wilshire

corridor.

Weiss said he differs from

process.

It calls for a five-story, 528,490
square foot project with 350 luxury

apartments on four levels on top of

one retail ground floor. It would
also include a subterranean 1,550-

spot parking structure and require

Glendon Avenue to be closed for at

least one year.

Casden is an associate of Ira

Smedra. who sttbmittcd a
for a similar project that was defeat-

ed by Tom Hayden in 1998.

At the Wednesday debate.

Hayden made it clear that he

opposed the Smedra Proposal and
the new Casden proposal.

Although Weiss said "I will kill

any Smedra proposal that crosses

my desk," he did not reference the

Casden Project.

Three businesses, including

Madison Marquette, Century West
and Arden Realty, the owner of the

Napa Valley Grill, along with

Friends of Westwood President

Laura Lake and Save Westwood
Village co-presidents Terry
Tegnazian and Mike Metcalfe, have
filed an official opposition to the

proposal.

The Palazzo Westwood project

would call for the demolition of
Glendon Manor, a building red

tagged as a historical monument.
The apartment complex is one of

12 remaining original buildings

from 1929 - the year Westwood
Village was founded.

The 41 -unit apartment structure

currently houses only two residents,

the rest have either moved out or
accepted monetary compensation
from Casden to leave. Casden has
refused to rent out any new units

over the past few years, despite the

need for affordable housing in

Westwood.

Weiss said he glanced through
ihe Casden Proposal and would
have to consider the Environmental
Impact Report before making an
official decision.

SUBLEASE
From page 1

lines about smoking, drinking alcohol,

having guests sleep over and parking

spaces, are available at Student Legal

Service's Web site, www.studentle-

gal.ucla.edu.

But a subletting agreement between
students may not be enough if they

want to avoid legal problems. Kemper
also recommends that students wanti-

ng to sublease get written permission

from their landlord before doing so.

Students who have used Student

Legal Services in the past tend to

avoid the more casual sublease agree-

ments, which are more likely to lead to

legal problems, Kemper said.

For Ehrhardt. as far as summer res-

idency goes, the bottom line is that the

rent is getting paid.

"These are young people and they

have a long way to go and they want to

get good credit," she said.

And, in a way, getting the rent paid

and establishing good credit may be
easier to do in the next few months.

According to the Assistant

Director of Housing Services Frank
Montana, students seeking housing
near UCLA may be greeted with

lower rent rates in the summer's first

months, as many students leave

Westwood for home or to travel.

Though Montana acknowledged
that a number of people leave

Westwood in the summer, he said the

Office of OfT-Campus Housing "does-

n't even have a way of ball-parking*

the exact number of vacant apart-

ments, and cannot accurately measure
the amount by which housing costs

decrease.

But he was confident, at least, of
some decline in housing costs.

"Rents typically go down a little

bit," Montana said. "In some cases

(sublessors) may offer their place at a

lesser price just so they can get some
rent."
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The last

Bruin blast!
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The TestMasters LSAT Course includes:

• 80 hours of live. In-class Instruction
• Instructors who have all scored In the 99^— percentile on the actual LSAT
• Student helpline open 25 hours each week
• Licensed use of all real LSAT questions
• Four full-length proctored diagnostic tests
• Competitive cost - $XX50

TestMasters
The finest and most comprehensive LSAT

preparation course in the country.

Berkeley
San Francisco
Palo Alto

San Jose

UCLAXWest LA.
USC\Downtown LA.
Davis
Sacramento

Beverly Hills

San Fernando V.illt»v

Pasadena
Claremont

Irvine

Fullerton

Riverside

La Jolla

1-800-696-5728

UCLA PartdngSenHces is k)okh^forMendty, courteous people
to assist ourcustomers \¥ith theirparking and inforwation needs.*

Full Training Provid«d
FI«xlbl«Woi1cSclMdiil«

" Lot 8 PariUng Availabia in the Fall

f^'nor9lnfonn9lkinmHtmttippllcm0on,stopbym»PwkktgS^nfk:9ao^
In ih0 9lr»mnmBuUdlng(»^f»cmnlk> Parking Stmimmm
or cmU (31(9 825-1396.
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ENERGY
From page 1

ASUCLA has reduced

lighting in corhdors

and hallways...

crisis) is aflccting us and how we can
come up with solutions, but also to

make people aware of the situation,"

said Thomas-Johnson, who chairs the

committee.

The committee pinpointed heat-

ing, ventilation,

air conditioning ^—

—

and electricity as

target reduction

areas. As of

April. ASU-
CLA stopped

providing air

conditioning for ____________
its buildings

unless outside

temperatures are 78 degrees or high-

er. Likewise, buildings are only heated

when the outside temperature is 68
degrees or lower.

The temperature range was deter-

mined by Thomas-Johnson, who
researched recommendations of utili-

ties companies and the committee.

"The key management group tried

to estimate what we thought would be

a comfortable range," Eastman said.

"Afterward, we read in the newspaper
that, that was the same range that

President Bush used for the federal

buildings."

But not everyone is pleased with

the change. Carrie Witta, a first-year sors. But ASUCLA management said

"It's disgusting. There's no air con-

ditioning. We have no air circulating.

We have machines going, and they

add to (the heat)," Witta said.

"Maybe they could put in a fan,

because it's unbearable."

In addition to air conditioning and
heating changes, ASUCLA has

reduced lighting in corridors and hall-

ways, while maintaining lighting in

the student store

I and in study

iireas.

The associa-

tion is also in the

process of

installing light

sensors and auto-

____________^____ matic toilet flush-

ers to conserve

energy, in addi-

tion to adding window shades, blinds

and door closures.

Signs in Ackerman notify staff, stu-

dents and on-campus visitors of
ASUCLA's efforts: "In response to

the California energy crisis, the tem-

perature in the student union may
seem slightly uncomfortable. Please

bear with us and help conserve.

Thank you."

These signs arc posted on tlic A-
level of Ackerman.

Imptementing these measures will

eventually decrease costs, but current-

ly, ASUCLA must incur costs to pay
for such things as installing light sen-

Enghsh student and employee of
KerckholT Coffeehouse, said the tem-

perature has been hot and uncomfort-
able recently, particularly for employ-
ees behind the register.

kmf-tcrm benefits will outwci
short-term costs.

"Even after the energy crisis may
go away, it's going to have long-range

benefits," Schoen said.

AIDS
From page 4

1995. "People are walking around

can come up with as an answer to that

is that these were our neighbors.

These were our friends. These were
San Franciscans, for Christ's sake."

At the onset of the epidemic, corn-
thinking, 'Oh I'll just take a pill a day munity organizers distributed con-
until I'm an old man and everything doms at gay bars and pushed aware-
will be fine.' This is not diabetes. I

would love to have diabetes.

Compared to HIV, diabetes would be

a picnic."

But Getty has always been a fight-

er, getting thrown in jail for protest-

ing against pharmaceutical compa-
nies, throwing a

coffin on a hospi- i_Hii.«.»MaMi
tal lawn to

demand organ

transplants and
even infusing

baboon marrow
to try to strength-

en his immune
system.

Getty recently

led a fight in San

Francisco to ban

antiviral drug

Panic and a sense of

hysteria about the wave
of deaths brought

changes In sexual

behavior - for a while.

ness through posters, fliers and word
of mouth. Panic and a sense of hyste-

ria about the wave of deaths brought

changes in sexual behavior - at least

for a while.

"Testing, for a lot of gay men, was
understood to be the norm. They

knew what they

naii^—>-H«-ii^ were supposed

to do as a gay

man in San
Francisco,"
Shriver said.

"The communi-

ty norm now is

not to use con-

doms any-

more."

Vincent
Wright, 39,

admits he prac-
ads deemed misleading and irrespon- ticcd unsafe sex until testing positive
sible. An army of other AIDS four years ago
activists, public health officials and
city politicians ultimately pressured

the Food and Drug Administration

into pulling the ads portraying young.

**! remember thinking at the time,

'Well, if it happens, it happens,"'

Wright said. "I wasn't scared. I'm

African American, and at the time I

robust. HIV-positive men climbing don't think I was working. My future
mountains and living happy lives didn't look that bright, so what's one
after taking the drugs

It was a significant victory for a

generation of gays who were around
when living corpses walked the

streets of the Castro District. These
men are determined to prevent

more thing?'

Another problem plaguing
African Americans is that many men
who have sex with men do not identi-

fy themselves as gay, Wright said.

That mentality also increases infec-
another generation from dominating tions among heterosexual African
obituary pages. Americans.

"This city is a living museum. It is African American and Latino gay
the history of the epidemic as it was and bisexual men are now the group
written and as it is being written." most at risk, making up 52 percent of
said Mike Shriver, Mayor Willie

Brown's adviser on AIDS and HIV
policy. "It is the heart of the response

to the epidemic.

infections among men who have sex

with men. the CDC reports.

The numbers take Getty back to

his sailboat's log book, where many
Within a year after the CDC issued of the names represent black AIDS

lU report on June 5, 1981. that five patients from Oakland in the early
gay men had come down with a rare years of the epidemic.
case of pneumonia. San Francisco "All these people in this book that
appropriated $490,000 for research, died - that I saw and then I heard the
care and prevention - the nation's memorial service or I heard that they
first money for AIDS died - these were vital, living human

"Ask yourself how or why - they beings." Getty said "I've been at the
didn't know anything yet. It was a end of a terminal illness for my enUre
bUp," said Shriver, who tested HIV- adult life, and that really change* the
positive in 1989. "The only thing I way you think about reality

"

^^P^^ not spray bullets over eight people."

Many Nepalesc said they cannot
From page 5 accept Dipendra as king because

they believe he killed his revered,
Himalayan kingdom soft-spoken father - but now that

Dipcndra's uncle. Prince Dipendra is king, it would be diffi-

Gyanendra, was named acting king cult for Nepalese officials to publicly
due to his nephew's health. accuse him of anything.

Eight people died in the attack Monarchs here have little formal
Friday night and three people power, but public criticism is taboo.besides
Dipendra were

injured. Details

have remained
sketchy, provid-

ed by military

sources within

the royal palace

and officials

familiar with the

workings of the

royal family.

Victims of

the shooting

"There Is no such

thing as a freak

accident like this."

Bal BahadurTamang
Retiree

The constitution

says: "No ques-

tion shall be

raised in any
court about any

act performed

by his majesty,"

and even the

Parliament is

prohibited from

discussing the

affairs of the

royal family.

On Sunday,
included King Bircndra, 55, Queen an old photograph of Dipendra in

Aiswarya, 51, his brother and sister, royal attire ran on page one of the
Prince Nirajan, 22, and Princess government newspaper. The Rising
Shruti, 24. Nepal. The newspaper mentioned no
The royal family had gathered for gunfire and said the previous king

dinner to discuss the wedding of had died in "an unanticipated inci-

Dipendra. Sources close to the fami- dent."

ly said that the prince wished to Government officials could not be
marry the daughter of a former gov- reached for comment Sunday - a
ernment minister who is a member five-day period of mourning had
of the aristocratic Rana family

which ruled Nepal until 1951.

Gyanendra issued a statement

Sunday blaming "accidental firing of

an automatic weapon" for the deaths

been declared and any statements

were to be issued through the official

news agency.

Prime Minister Girija Prasada
Koirala said late Saturday that the

of King Birendra, the queen and six government would investigate the
other royals. killings, but he may have been seek-

The late king's younger brother ing to preserve calm, since only the
did not say who did the shooting, but king can order investigations into
many people mourning the loss of matters involving the royal family,

their king - viewed by many as an Koirala visited the new King
incarnation of the Hindu deity Dipendra and three injured royal
Vishnu - found Gyanendra's expla

nation preposterous.

"How can a gun go offand shoot a

dozen people in all different direc-

tions?" asked Dhan Gurung. a rick-

shaw driver. "This is ridiculous."

"I've been in the army, and I

family members in the military hos-

pital Sunday and described the

king's condition as "extremely criti-

cal."

During a royal funeral procession

at sunset Saturday, hundreds of thou-

sands of mourners lined the streets.

know," agreed Bal Bahadur Tamang, They wailed, clasped their hands in

a retiree out shopping. "There is no respect, and offered flowers as the
such thing as a freak accident like bodies were taken for cremation
this. Accidents can claim one life, but according to Hindu rites.

MIDEAST
From page 5

pared to take.

The Israeli Cabinet, in a rare

emergency session on the Jewish

Sabbath, called off its self-declared

policy of restraint, but gave Arafat

time to rein in militants before

Israel might launch any response.

The bombing, which also injured

PERU
From page 8

tion that accounts for more than 80
percent of Peru's 26 million people.

Toledo's strength comes also from
his leadership role in the campaign to

unseat Fujimori, whose regime col-

lapsed in November amid mounting
corruption scandals. Toledo with-

drew from a runoff against Fujimori

in May of last year, accusing him of
planning to rig the results.

Like Garcia, Toledo campaigned
largely on a populist platform. He
has pledged to create 2.5 million

jobs, raise salaries for public workers
and lower taxes.

"He headed the fight against

Fujimori's corrupt government. He
deserves to be president," said

Apolonio Mayta. 53, who makes a

precarious living peddling vegetables

from a tricycle in a Lima shantytown.

"He also is an economist. I have

faith he will provide jobs as he
promised during his campaign."

Garcia returned to Peru in

January to seek re-election after

90 people, came a week after the

United States restarted efforts to

bring the two sides together again.

Powell's absence from the two-

day annual meeting of Organization

of American States foreign minis-

ters will not break tradition.

Secretaries of state often pass up
these meetings. Powell's initial

planned presence was consistent

with Bu.sh's focus on hemispheric

issues.

nearly nine years in exile waiting for

corruption charges against him to

expire.

His charisma and ability to trans-

mit hope to Peruvians, especially to

young voters who don't remember
his government, have boosted his

candidacy.

Garcia says he has matured,
learned from his mistakes and dis-

carded the leftist ideas that tainted

his government. He gives the impres-

sion of a man on a crusade to clear

his name in history.

But on the campaign trail, he fell

back on his populist rhetoric. He
pledged to cut telephone and electric-

ity rates, reduce the price of medi-

cine, provide low<ost loans for the

country's poor peasants and tighten

labor legislation to protect workers.

"His first government left a bad

memory, but we should give him
another chance," said Maria Moya, a

35-ycar-old divorced mother of two
who moved to Lima from a village in

the Andes highlands.

"Anybody can make mistakes,

and he has said he is sorry for his

errors."
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Study Hall
From Monday, June 11 to Thursday, June 14, SAA members
are invited to study in the James West Akmini Center from

10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Free cookies, drinics, blue bo6ks and
grade cards wilt be available. For information, call (310)

UCLA-SAA.

Seniors: We Have
==You Covereot—
As a member off the UCLA Alumni Association, you will learn

about your benefits and privileges from various sources.

UCLAIumni magazine is published five times a year. Your

members-only Benefits for Bruins e-mail is sent monthly.

Special benefit announcements are e-mailed often. Be sure

to update your offfkial alumni record, post your resume in

our database, register an e-mail forwarding address and
find out about the upcoming trip to Europe. Also, keep in

mind that thousands of alumni are willing to talk to you
through our Alumni Networic database. And, if you ever have
any questkMis, you can call the Member Services Desk at

(800) UCLAIumni or (310) UCLAIumni or e-mail

alumni@UCLAIumni.net Don't forget to check out

www.UCLAIumni.net for the latest infonnation, updated
daily. To start recehring these benefits, visit

www.UCLAIumni.net/Classof2001/Privileges/SAA.

Getting a Student
Loan this Fall?

Choose a kx>al lender like University Credit UnkNi for your

Stafford Loan (lender code: 832123)! Abo check out their

free checking, ATM access. Visa check card and Web bank
ing. Get infonnatkMi at then' office m Ackerman A-Level or

atwww.ucu.org.

„ Dates to

,

Remember
Spring Quarter Dates

(June 11-14) SAA Study Hall

C June 16-lf^ Commencement Weekend
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After School Activities

(8l0)446"i260
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Home to School

School to Home

MAYOR
From page 6

State of the art

Laser Hair Removal
New Cooling Unit
Reduces Discomfort

Call for our

SLASHED Summer Prices

Dr. S Heaps/Rapoza - OB/GYN
100 UCLA Medical Plaza #383

(310)208-2772x18

Medical School

Admissions

Consultins

Judy Colweii
M.A., Coanttlifij Pffyekolesy

Former Aftt. Oir. pf

Admistions

Stanford U. Medical

School

.judycoharciLcoiii

^«WJ 4082 Uncotn Blvd.

Marina Del Rey, CA 90292

310.306.7906
Hours: Tues-Sat 9am-6pm

Janitors strike that won ofTice-clean-

ers a 26 percent wage increase last

year, to the contract the Writers Guild

of America negotiated with TV and

has also refused to present himself as

a Latino candidate. He would be the

city's first Latino mayor since 1872.

Both he and Hahn are attempting

to reach out to the more conservative

voters who backed other candidates

in the primary and are viewed as a key

bloc in the general election.
movie producers earlier this year According to exit polls. 52 percent of
granting raises and other key benefits

to its members.

But it is a union coalition known as

the "County Fed" - the Los Angeles

County Federation of Labor, AFL-
ClO, an umbrella organization repre-

senting some 800.000 workers - that

voters identifying themselves as

Republicans in the primary voted for

Republican businessman Steve

Soboroff, who finished third.

"I'm not just a labor candidate,"

Villaraigosa said. "I'm a progressive

who comes out of labor and has a
has emerged as perhaps the most pow- strong track record on behalfofwork
erful force in local politics.

Under the leadership of Miguel
Contreras. one of California's most

influential Latino leaders, the group
has successfully backed candidates in

race after race, putting its army of

committed volunteers to work in

hotly contested campaigns for

Congress, the state legislature and city

council.

County Fed is for Villaraigosa.

"Turnout is going to be crucial, and
Latinos will vole because of the L.A.

County Fed," said Ruth Milkman,
director of the

University of ———^—

—

Ca I i fo r n ia

Institute for

Labor and.

Empfoymeirr
"If Villaraigosa

wins, that will

be one of the

reasons."

Labor lead-

ers nationwide

have had their

eyes on

Villaraigosa

''Turnout is going to be

crucial, and LatinosvM
vote because of the

LA County Fed"

Ruth Milkman
Director of UCILE

ing families."

Hahn narrowly missed getting the

County Fed's endorsement but has

the backing of the city employees
unions, the Police Protective League
and others.

He believes he's at a disadvantage

in union support, though, because of

the power of the County Fed and the

support Villaraigosa has from nation-

al unions.

During the primary, the national

Service Employees International

Union donated $250,000 to the state

Democratic
"''^""'~"

Party, which is

mounting a major

campaign on

behalf. The
California
Teacher's
Association gave

the party

$300,000 in the

primary. The
County Fed orga-

nized a $ 1 million

push for
smce he rose from the barrio to Villaraigosa in the primary and has
become state assembly speaker. They spent hundreds of thousands more in

hope his pro-labor credentials - he therunofl".

boasted to County Fed members that

he worked for the United Farm
Workers' grape boycott when he was
just 15 - will position him as a nation-

al symbol of labor's resurgence and a

powerful voice for workers.

Villaraigosa spent seven years as an
organizer for United Teachers Los
Angeles. He currently draws a salary

Hahn said national labor leaders

shouldn't get involved in a local race.

He charges that Villaraigosa would
owe too much to workers like

Rosenstein - that he'd be too influ-

enced by labor.

"What the folks in labor tell me is.

'Well, we're not interested in people

who are friends of ours, we're inter-

consulting for the California Teachers ested in people who are in our move
Association. When the janitors won
their strike, he hoisted a broom in cel-

ebration at the victory rally.

Yet in the mayor's race,

Villaraigosa has resisted being identi-

fied too strongly with unions, and
Hahn, the 50-year-old son of a long

ment,'" Hahn said. "'You might vote

against us sometimes, you might
decide you can't be with us 100 per-

cent of the time, and we know he will

be with us 100 percent of the lime."*

Labor leaders agree that Hahn
would be a friend, but Villaraigosa's

time county supervisor, still enjoys election would be a larger victory
considerable labor support. "The fact that in Los Angeles, we
Villaraigosa stresses his backing from could elect someone like Antonio
business leaders. including would send a message throughout the
Republican Mayor Richard Riordan, country," said Elisco Medina, cxecu-
and his ability to work well with

republicans while assembly speaker.

Conscious of the need to reach out

to voters of all groups. Villaraigosa

UKERS
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inside the arena for a small charge.

But "home or away we will be
there en masse." Maislin said.

After game six of the champi-
onships last year, fans characterized

by Mayor Richard Riordan as

"hoodlums" smashed store windows,
started bonfires, vandalized 74 cars

at nearby dealerships and torched
two police cars. Four officers were
injured and 1 1 fans were arrested.

Police were criticized after news
broadcasts showed some officers

standing by as unruly celebrants van-

dalized cars and set fires in the street.

Police Chief Bernard C. Parks
defended the LAPD response, say-

ing a more heavy-handed approach
would have led to more injuries.

**I do have concerns," said

Payman Moradian, owner of Alarm
Depot. His store, located a few
blocks from the Staples Center, was
looted of at least $5,000 in merchan-

tive vice president of the Service

Employees International Union. "1

think for the labor movement itself it

would be a shot in the arm."

dise last year.

Moradian said he hopes for a bet-

ter police response this year.

"If they would have started with

stronger force and higher presence,

the crowd wouldn't have gotten out
of hand." he said.

About 600 officers were on the

scene at the peak of the disturbances.

Maislin promised '^ much more
visible presence of police in the area"

this year but declined to say how
many officers would be deployed on
the night of the deciding game. Last

week, police met with representa-

tives of some dealerships that took
heavy damage "to let them know
they weren't going to experience sin>-

ilar events." Maislin said.

Police have coordinated planning

with firefighters, the California

Highway Patrol and the city's

Department of Transportation to

prevent problems "in the rest of the

city as well, all 465 square miles."

Maislin said.

"This is a citywide response." he
said.

SiPORIN
From page 1

"I think UCLA has been a real

leader doing that kind of review and
meeting the guidelines before us,"

Siporin said. "For the amount of

restrictions and guidelines that lock

you in and doesn't give you flexibility,

we did an incredible job."

According to Siporin. success of

the undergraduate admissions office

in identifying and developing poten-

tial students is reflected in UCLA's
graduation rates, the number of stu-

dents who became UC-eligible from

early outreach programs and acade-

mic records, which are among the

highest in the country. Prior to 1997

and '98 - before the end of affirma-

tive action in admissions - there was

also growth among underrepresented

students.

"We did an enormously good job

of getting the students the faculty

wanted, and the state needed," she

said.

But one of the more trying aspects

Siporin has had to deal with over the

years is having to reject more stu-

dents as the strength of applicants

increase and competition becomes

more fierce.

JVhen Siporin first became a direc-

tor at UCLA in 1979, the university

admitted every applicant who met eli-

gibility criteria. This year. UCLA
only accepted about 26 percent of

students who applied.

Siporin said the most difficult part

of her job is dealing with families of

students who are denied and reject-

ing those who are capable but that

UCLA cannot accommodate.

Additionally, she said she is upset

by the effects Proposition 209 - the

1996 ballot initiative voters approved

that banned affirmative action

statewide - has had on the review

process and student selection.

"One of the most devastating

things for me was when 209 passed;

we saw the decline of under-repre-

sented students," Siporin said.

Siporin said though underrepre-

sented students were UC-eligible, the

strength of the application pool weed-

ed out many minorities after

Proposition 209.

"Since 209, clearly we see an

underrepresentation of minority stu-

dents which has thrown an imbalance

in the system," Siporin said, adding

that the regents' rescinding SP-I to

show it was a bad decision was a state-

ment that came "too late."

She said the admissions office

worked hard to create a balance of

students from various economic and

ethnic backgrounds, and Proposition

209 undid some of that accomplish-

ment.

"1 hope that there's more that can

be done to bring in underrepresented

students and the good things that

were done in the past decade don't

get undone," Siporin said.

In addition to her role as director

of undergraduate admissions and

relations with schools. Siporin co-

founded the Lesbian Gay Bisexual

Transgender Faculty/StafT Network
about 10 years after working in

admissions at UCLA.
"It seemed as though it was the

right time to come together," Siporin

said. "It was important for students

dealing with gender issues to know
that there are successful profession-

als who are gay."

The network successfully pushed

for an LGBT student resource center,

a minor and the chancellor's advisory

committee.

Siporin currently resides in New
Mexico and plans to stay there as she

begins retirement. She plans to volun-

teer at the local library and work for

the University of California in New
Mexico, relating to Native American

tribes and the Latino community.

The interim Director of

Undergraduate Admissions and

Relations with Schools is Thomas
Liflca, assistant vice chancellor of

Student Academic Services.
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California's

MCAT
V review program

...continues to set the standards that

others want to follow!

The

i
ERKELEY
R-E-V-I-E'W

Speci.ilizinj; in MCAT Preparation

Ilie Berkeley ieview Provides!

14 Weeks Of Review And Testing Of

Important MCAT Concepls^L,/.^/.,/

100 Hours Of Scheduled Lecture Topics

In The Classroom^.^^uf^L,f.^jUf^^f,j

200 Hours Of Office Hours To Supplement

The Lecture Topics^/^ ,f^^^^/^^^h

20HoursOfSupplemenUlMCAT-Style

Problem Solving Sessions^^^,^^^^^u/

10 Full-Length Mock MCAT Exams

During The Program^^^^f^^
4 Scheduled Full-Length Mock MCAT

Exam Testing Dates^ 44444,/-fvf4

2800 Pages Of Review Notes Covering

Important MCAT Concepts.f^^-^^^^i

1400 MCAT-Style Passages With Clear

And Detailed Solutions^^^^^L^f^u^

Exceptional Instructors For Each Of

The Six Topic Areas Of The MCATf^4 ^(

Excellent Review Materials That You

Get To Keep And Take Hoffle,f4vf.f4^-v

Application Assistance, Interview

Workshops, And Mock Interviews^/^

1-80H22-882I
www.berkeley-review.com

There's No Substitute For The Best
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PIOPLE Our Technicians are

thoroughly trained and certified.

PRODUCTS Our products are

trusted national brands (Castrol,

Gumout, & Pennzoil). We also have

top quality re-refined motor oil for

."Green" consumers.

CONVINIINCI Open 7 days a

week with no appointment needed.

PEMi^iL

Wilshire Btvd

^m Uibe
MOO) Santo Moruco tlvd

Sonta Monica Blvd

11 001 Santa Monica Blvd at Greenfield

West LA •310-914-5301

15% OFF for all UCLA Students/Staff/Focuny^
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Chancellor Albert

Carnesale answers student

questions and concerns.

See Viewpoint Thursday.
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Hayden best choice for 5th district Villaraigosa understands
COUNCIL- Candidate has

realistic ideas, including

improving transportation

The city council seat for the fifth

district - which includes the

UCLA community and
Westwood - needs someone with real-

istic goals and

clear plans to

implement them.

And of the two

candidates run-

ning for the job,

Tom Hayden

best meets these

criteria.

Hayden's

ideas for the dis-

trict focus on an

approach that

balances the needs of its diverse con-

stituents, who include students, home-
owners and businesses.

Hayden said he wants to deal with

the parking situation in Westwood by
ensuring that money from the meters

is channeled toward developing a

local parking lot. This, coupled with

Hayden's support for expanding the

The Asv" .1

Tom Hayden

Over the weekend, the Daily Bruin
Editorial Board sat down with the two
dty council candidates for t^ie fifth di$-

trirt to ask them about isfijes specific

to Westwood and the UCLA commum'

BruinGo! program.nvifl directly Iielp

UCLA's transportation problems. He
also wants to make Westwood more
visitor-friendly by relocating parking

o'fficers' routes to focus less on the

Village. Parking enforcement officers

have a quota of45 citations a day and
often sec Westwood's crowded streets

as a target.

Jack Weiss' goals for the district

are less specific. IfWeiss believes his

experience as a federal prosecutor

will give him more leverage, then he

should consider running for city attor-

ney, not city council. His vague ideas

for Westwood would at best maintain

the status quo.

Fixing the corruption in the Lqs
Angdcs Police Department and
improving the quality of education in

Los Angeles are among his top priori-

ties. And even on these issues he's

unclear: though he wants to reform

the LAPD, he has supported current

Police Chief Bernard Parks in the

past and favors extending his term

when it expires next year, something

Hayden opposes. While Hayden also

supports reforming the LAPD and
improving education, he has strong

ideas for the fifth district.

Hayden proposes restructuring

Westwood's Business Improvement
District to be more inclusive of small

businesses and UCLA. In contrast,

Weiss proposes the harebrained idea

of putting students on the BID. but

leaving the smaller businesses - which

primarily serve students - with unbal-

anced representation. Hayden also

supports making the Village more like

a college town by bringing in an addi-

tional bookstore.

Hayden's method of addressing

the homeless problem in Westwood
and Los Angeles is clear: he supports

cfTdtts like those at the Chabad house,

which distributes food and financial

aid to the homeless, and believes he

can work with Los Angeles' resources

to provide housing and care to the

homeless. Rather than confronting

the problem, Weiss simply acknowl-

edges it as a "tomplex issue."

Unlike Weiss, Hayden seems pre-

pared to tackle the complex issues,

and though he has larger goals that

extend beyond the fifth distnct, he

seems focused on his constituents and
realistic change. Hayden's political

experience and connections at both

the slate and local level ofgovern-

ments make his goals feasible. With
clear plans and a comprehensive

understanding of the diverse interests

of this district, Hayden stands in stark

contrast to Weiss.

But we shouldn't rely on his name
recognition to get him into ofTicc: it's

necessary that students and communi-
ty members vote. After all. city coun-

cil members make decisions that most
directly affect our community - it's

important to have the best person in

oTTioc. And in this district, that pwrson

is Tom Hayden.

Los Angeles' issues, needs
MAYOR: Contender has

demonstrated concern

for diverse constituents

Candidate Jim Hahn has turned

to smear campaigning in an

effort to gamer voter support

because he has no other method to

counteract Antonio Villaraigosa's

reputable expe-

rience with

state and local

government -

the experience

that makes him

the better can-

didate.

Villaraigosa

has a strong

understanding

of Los

Angeles'

needs, including education, police

reform and social programs for low-

income families and the homeless.

For instance, rather than breaking up
LAUSD. Villaraigosa has proposed
an 1

1 -point plan to reorganize and

With runoffs in the hotly contested

mayoral race scheduled for Tuesday,

the Daily Bruin would like to encour-

age students to vote. This endorse-

ment recaps the previous position

laken by the Editorial Board.

The Aswoated I

Antonio VMaraigoM

improve the school system.

Villaraigosa has also demonstrated

concern fw access to higher educa-

tion. Not only did he support the

repeal SP-I and 2, bis writing to the

UC Regents and speaking with uni-

versity officials on behalf of students

during the protests in March shows
he cares for their concerns.

Villaraigosa also cares about the

corruption in the LAPD; he was the

first candidate to endorse a federal

consent decree to reform the depart-

ment and has stated that he will

remove Police Chief Bernard Parks if

change does not take place.

As city attorney for Los Angeles,

Jim Hahn already had the opportuni-

ty to make an aggressive effort to

reform the LAPD. especially after

the Rampart Scandal, but didn't.

This makes us skeptical that he will

do so as mayor.

As mayor, Villaraigosa has stated

that he will make a commitment to

provide affordable housing for low-

income families and to work with the

Housing and Urban Development
department to provide services -

such as substance abuse treatment

programs - for the homeless.

His concern for everyone living in

Los Angeles, whether it be UCLA
students or the homeless, makes
Villaraigosa the best candidate for

mayor.

Tendency to sKft blame keeps schools from improving
EDUCATION: More effort,

involvement by parents

would aid achievement

It's
no secret that education in the

United States is in a crisis situa-

tion. Liberals and conservatives

battle over what is needed to improve
test scores and overall scholastic

achievement. In

the past, factors

such as social

advancement,

funding

inequities, low

teacher pay and

morale, bureau-

cratic inertia

and politics have

been blamed for

the sorry state of

our schools.

These factors

have resulted in

potential solu-

tions including voucher programs,
charter schools, increased funding for

personnel and equipment, smaller

class sizes and smaller administrative

units. While test scores have indicated

Adrian

Haymond

that these solutions have made some
impact, the fact remains that our edu-

cational system as a whole does not

prepare children adequately either for

college or meaningful careers.

A major reason progress has been
limited is due to the fact that we blame
others for our problems. A quick

glance at the contributing factors to

low achievement shows one common
denominator: the problems are

blamed on teachers, on government,
on administration, on philosophies,

everything and everyone but our-

selves.

I feel that one of the main factors

that determines school success is the

amount of involvement by parents,

guardians, siblings and others in the

education of a child.

Although there will always be the

self-motivated and the academi-

cally gifted, the vast major-

If youd like to express your disgust, fed
free to contact Haymond at ahay-
nf>ond#oid.ucla.edu.

uhninQ
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ity of students need help after school

sessions end. Unfortunately, many
parents have abdicated their roles as

helpers and guides, leaving their chil-

dren to fend for themselves.

This problem cuts across racial and
economic lines. As parents woric to

make ends meet, children suffer from
a lack of supervision. Most kids will

not study on their own. because study^

ing is not fun - even with such pro-

grams as Hooked on Rjonics. They
would rather play with their friends

and Nintendo sets than look at a set of
numbers or read a book.

When the parents come home,
many are too busy trying to reacquaint

themselves with each other to pay the

proper amount of attention to their

children's schoolwork. Increased

funding and better teachers do not

compensate for such a lack of con-

cern.

Conservatives put much of the
blame for the rampant lack of achieve-
ment in poorer communities on the

parent. To a large decree, this is all too

true and must be acknowledged by the

leaders of those communities.

However, they need to understand
that single parents from these commu-
nities arc overwhelmed by the sheer

struggle of trying to put food on the

taWc and shelter over their heads.
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'Pearl Harbor' uses Nstory to disguise war propaganda
HOUYWOOD: Film helps

justify violence, racism,

rallies for military power

I
was seven when I saw "The
Wizard ofOz" for the first time.

Besides being amazed and
inspired by its music and cinematog-

raphy, I was awed at the moment
when the "wizard"' was revealed to be
none other than a regular old man.
obsessed with

power and hop-

ing to create a

false realm from

a glamorous

show. It was my
introduction to

the world of

spin doctors

and other

agents of propa-

ganda.

Today, these

wizards are

omnipresent,

and the mightiest one of all tells his

_tales from behind a large white

-hottywood sign located not far from

Ebadolahi is a third-year international

development studies and history stu-

dent who believes that the forces of

good will kiss evil on the lips. She
encourages comments at mighty-

nrK>usemitra^yahoo.com.

Mitra

Ebadolahi

here. His most recent project? "Pearl

Hart)or'*

Since the earliest days ofcinema,

film has served as a powerful medium
capable ofevoking emotions and cap-

turing our imaginations. For precisely

this reason, movies are excellent pro-

paganda pieces, and can represent the

past, present or future in a manner

that is consistent with the views oC-

dominant social or political classes.

"Pearl Harbor" is just the latest in

a long line of military films designed

to rally Americans to such noble

tenets as nationalism, patriotism,

righteousness and military might. Yet

in light of Bush's current plans to

escalate military spending and missile

JASON CH£NA)»iJy Bfutn Sef)KX Siaff

armament programs, the film's glorifr

cation of warfare, violence, racism

and sexism is more ominous than

usual.

Films based on "history" are espe-

cially dangerous. In "Pearl Harbor," a

specific historical account is assumed
to be "the truth" and confronts movie-

goers as such. This is Napoleonic his-

tory, the "lie agreed upon" by the

powers that be.

Every true story has a multitude of

dimensions; life is virtually never

polar enough to be reduced to simply

"us vs. them" scenarios. Yet this is

precisely what movies like "Pearl

Harbor" attempt to do.

Undoubtedly, the actual events that

took place in Pearl Harbor on Dec. 7,

1941, were tragic. But every single act

ofmodem warfare is the same: a

dehumanizing, murderous moment in

human history. We must ask ourselves

why movies like "Pearl Harbor" are

created. What purpose do they serve?

How much can they jeopardize the

future of the human race by promot-
ing and perpetuating war and vio-

lence?

"Pearl Harbor" offers deep if sub-

tle insights into the psychology of war-

fare and the U.S. military. Early on in

the film, 25-year-old Rafe McCawley
(played by Ben Afileck) explains his

desire to serve in the British air fleet

against the Nazis to a ranking officer:

"I'm not anxious to die, sir. I'm just

anxious to matter."

; thousands ofyoung men
and women join the military every

year hoping to matter. What does this

mean? Do young people feel so disen-

franchised by our present society that

they honestly believe the only way to

make a difference is to put on a uni-

SeeBiUWUUII,pa9e18

• • should look at reality, not theory of capital punishment
PENALTY: Tillis* case is

example of corruption,

injustice of legal system

By Midiad Frank

"But Mr. Tillis, if all aspects of a
trial are conducted fairly, if the defen-

dant is proven without a shred of
doubt to be guilty of the crime for

which he was charged - couldn't you
then be in favor of the death penal-

ty"?

That question coming from a

UCLA student in the audience

sounded familiar enough, and by the

look on Darby Tillis' face, I could tell

Frank Is a third-year psychofoiology

student

he had heard it before. Darby Tillis
-

sent to death row for a crime he did

not commit - attained fame for being

one of two men to be tried more
times than any other defendant in the

history of the United States (five

times - three by hung juries).

Tillis was convicted in the third of
those trials by a judge who was him-

self later convicted of taking bribes in

criminal cases and is now serving 15

years in prison. Tillis was finally set

free on Jan. 21, 1987, after being

incarcerated for nine years, one
month and 16 days.

The question asked by the student

seemed to represent everything

meaningful at the heart of the death

penalty debate: the debate between
the theory and the reality.

On the theory side arc the death

penalty supporters, those idealists

among us who still believe all murder-
ers should be executed and that the

Sixth Amendment both protects and
justifies their righteous position. The
amendment states that "the accused

shall enjoy the right to a speedy and
public trial, by an impartial jury of
the State and district wherein the

crime shall have been committed ...

to have compulsory process for

obtaining witnesses in his favor, and
to have the Assistance of Counsel for

his defence".

This, of course, sounds wonderful

on paper. The Bill of Rights, howev-
er, represents only the most idealized

notion of American jurisprudence.

Tillis' case is just one example of the

accused not receiving an impartial

jury, witnesses obtained in his favor

nor the assistance of initial adequate
counsel for his defense.

But let's ask the tough questions

that make the idealists squirm: how
does a system so perfectly designed

to work send 90 innocent people to

death row? That comes out to one
innocent person released for every

eight executed since 1973. In fact, in

a previous Viewpoint column,
Andrew Jones phrased this point

even better: "how did these poor
slobs slip through the cracks for all

these years"? ("Death penalty func-

tions to preserve just society," Daily

Bruin, Viewpoint, Feb. 8). Jones said

it himself, they were "poor."

Quick death penalty fact: If you
can afford good legal representation,

you won't end up on death row.

(www.nodeathpenalty.org). Make a

note of that because it is the one fac-

tor that unites all death row prisoners

across race and gender. Tillis was not

a rich man at the time of his arrest

and he is just one of 13 freed death-

row inmates in Illinois, a state in

which more death-row prisoners have
been exonerated than have been exe-

cuted since capital punishment was
reinstituted in 1976.

His case was typical of all the oth-

ers - railroaded for an unsolved high-

profile crime by a combination of

corrupt cops, prosecutors and judges,

all working within a system which
sometimes pursues convictions more
intensely than it pursues justice.

Think about the way the system is

designed to work "efficiently" and
remember how disasters like the

LAPD Rampart scandal came about.

Or consider the 20 years of well-docu-

mented police torture under
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PRESS POUND
By Scott Comulada

It's about time. Don't you worry
about the air you

breathe?
y
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Brown Bag Lunch Discussion for

Ce-Cntry & Nontraditional Students

Bring your lunch and meet informally with other
returning students to share information on campus resources,

study tips, balancing school, work and more!

Held every firstWednesday of the Month
• (when classes in session)

Please mark your calendar for:

June 6th

12 noon
Room 2 Dodd Hall

For more information please call (310) 825-3945 or drop by the Center in Room 2, Dodd Hall.

Ion^nsored by the UCLA Center for Women & Men.
www.ttiecenter.ucla.edu.
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form and pick up a gun?

The film is also peppered with

scenes of hyper-mascuJine brutaJity

that dehumani/e violence by glorify-

ing it. In one such scene, Cuba
Gooding Jr.. who plays the part ofa
Navy cook named Doric Miller, stars

in a boxing match on the USS
Arizona against a white marine. After

the fight. Miller is asked why he

fought and what he earned for win-

ning. His response is emphatic:

"Respect."

Besides the tremendous levels of

testosterone and chauvinism, the box-

ing scene is characterized by a critical

racial dynamic that is completely

gloned over in the movie. As a per-

son ofcolor in the U.S. military,

Miller is reduced to a mere entertain-

er who must struggle to gain respect

by fighting for show.

What has changed in the past 60
years? There are more people ofcolor
in the military today than ever before;

many, denied access to higher educa-

tion or decent employment, enlist

hoping for a brighter future. Others
enlist out of blind patriotism to

defend a system that has marginal-

ized theirDwn communities. All will

be stripped of their humanity and
turned into agents of the military-

industrial complex, trained to kill and
taught that "the enemy" never mat-
ters.

This obscure enemy plays a critical

role in developing nationalism and
patriotism, classic ideologies rooted

in an "us vs. them" mentality. In

order to kill other human beings, we
must first be convinced that they are

somehow less than human and prove
our violence to be righteous. This is

why modern militaries worldwide

spend huge sums on propaganda
designed to demonize "the enemy"
and justify war.

While military generals brainwash
young recruits, Hollywood plays a

complementary role in convincing

moviegoers that America's enemy of
the month must be stopped. Since

every major poll in recent memory
indicates mo.st Americans are averse

to war, the Pentagon and its right-

hand Hollywood-man must work
even harder to promote the U.S. mili-

tary and keep up democratic appear-

ances.

If taxpaying voters aren't persuad-

ed to support the Penugon's outra-

geous budget or the military-industri-

al corporations producing weapons
and fighter planes, American hege-

mony might be threatened by its own
disgruntled citizens.

Pearl Harbor advocates the

Pentagon's interests beautifully. As
the Pacific fleet is being bombed.
McCawley angrily observes that

America's B 1 7s are no match for

Japan's faster Zero fighter planes.

Later in the film. Colonel James
Doolittic (Alec Baldwin) must strug-

gle to lighten dunky American
bombers in order to execute a

revenge attack on Tokyo
The hidden message? The United

States needs to spend more on its mil-

itary to prevent inadequate technolo-

gies from hindering defense and
endangering American civilians.

The reality? U.S. military spending
is projected to be $325 billion for fis-

cal year 2002, up $14.5 billion from
FY 2001 and more than any other

country in the world. Meanwhile, the

Department of Education will receive

a paltry raise of only $4.6 billion,

according to the Council for a

Livable World.

Think America needs this budget
to counter potential military thrcaU?
Think again. China, one of the

Pentagon's favorite bogeymen, has
an annual military budget of "only"
$17 billion (www.clw.org).

Yet Hollywood has saved the day,

refuting fact with fiction.

The U.S. military feeds off Mind
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Commander Jon Burge in Chicago's
Area 2 that forced "confessions,"

which led to at least 13 more shaky
death penalty convictions (there are

12 of them still on death row - one,

Frank Bounds, died of untreated

cancer - and they originally orga-

nized to call themselves the Death
Row 10).

City and state attorneys get elect-

ed and reelected for a reason: they

have a proven track record that is

tough on crime. Then, if they have
avoided or stifled enough unpleasant

controversy, they become judges, leg-

islators or even mayor. This is exactly

the formula that worked for current

mayor of Chicago Richard M. Daley.

He was the state's attorney who
extended Tillis' time spent on death
row between his fourth and fifth tri-

als.

Likewise, the reason the Death
Row 10 continue to sit on death row
long after Commander Burge was
dismissed in disgrace (although with

full pension) is that former prosecu-

tor Daley's right-hand man, Richard
Devine, was subsequently elected

state's attorney ofCook County. It

might also be worth noting that

XkvineAworked fof the same tew ^—
office that defended Burge during

the police department's internal

affairs division investigation in 1990.

So believe in the conspiracy

because it most certainly exists. The
corruption exposed, and the death

penalty moratorium in Illinois that

came about because oi it, were not

the results of the natural processes of
the judicial system nor were they the

effects of Governor George Ryan.

Grassroots organizations like the

Campaign to End the Death Penalty

had to force the hand of the power
brokers within the state of Illinois.

After all, it took 13 men to walk away
from death row for the conservative

Governor Ryan to finally get the hint

that something was horribly wrong.

Change always occurs as a result

of sufTicient grassroots organization.

The brief period ( 1972-1976) in

which the Supreme Court held that

the scheme of capital punishment
under the statute was "cruel and
unusual" and violated the Eighth

Amendment occurred as a result of a
case-by-case campaign waged by the

NAACP
As noted historian Howard Zinn

said, "Courts don't do enlightened

things on their own ... (they) do
enlightened things when something
has happened in the society, wiien

movements have been created."

The Supreme Court did not hold

out long, however, bringing back the

death penalty with a 5-4 vote in 1976.

The implications of that one swing
vote has resulted in 715 more execu-

tions to date, but the tide may be

shifting back again.

The moratorium in Illinois enact-

ed by conservative Republican

Governor Ryan is just the beginning.

There is currently a de facto morato-
rium in Georgia, along with morato-
rium legislation proposed in

Maryland, Texas and a majority of
other capital punishment states.

Timothy McVeigh, however, is the

last death penalty supporter trump
card. When all else fails, the idealists

will come at you with how the death

penalty is necessary for those run-of

thc-miil death-row monsters like

McVeigh (you know, the ones that

typically kill 1 6S people)

David Drucker's column
("Victims, not murderers, deserve

compassion," Daily Bruin.

Viewpoint. May 24) missed a very

simple point: death row abolitionists

do not condone the actions of this

monster, they instead look closer to

see the significance of his case for

what it is. He is a poster boy for all

the reasons the powers that be would
like to justify continuing with capital
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Star of

firoce Under Fire. Ti^n Pedks. The aient

IS looking for LEADB^ at UCLA
who aren't afraid to make

<> $1,000 to $10,000 or more a week^i
in an internet-related Home-based business

EYE EXAMINATIONS-CONTACT LENSES HIGH-FASHION EYEWEAR

10930 WEYBURN AVE
3 10-208- 1384

Come and let him show you how
Wednesday, June 6*^ - 7:00 pm siimrp

Suneet vmage - West Coael Room - UCLA

Limited seating- Call for reservations

(866) 733-0312

Don't be afraid to succeed

We ACCEPT

UCU's
VISION PLAN

AND STUDENTS

EYE-MEDPLAN

FREE CONTACT
LENS SOLUTION

• • •

You JUST NEED
TO STOP IN

The difference is HIGH QUALITY service

Close to campus in Westwood Village
Across from Jeny s Famous Deli

BookZonG

AUTHOR
Series

on ampus
co-$pon$ored by the

• Department of Special Collections, Charles E. Young Research Library
• Friends of the UCLA Ubrary

Sandra Tsing Loh

June 4, 4pm
Department of Special Collections,

Charles E. Young Research Library

Sandra Tsing Loh reads from and signs:

A Year in Van Nuys
^

I
Hrlarioo$...lt'$ about time that someone took on the periphery of Los Angeles with such wicked

"SANDRA T>i.N<; LOU | delight, because—face it—in this town, the periphery's the real heart of the city."

- Los Angeles Times Book Review

Seoting is limited; please RSVP to 310-794-4400
Forking is avoiloble in lots 3 or 5 for $6.00 (enter off Sunset at Westwood Plaza or off Hilgord at Wyton)

ucu Bookzone
510.206 4041
www.uclastore.com
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COMPLIMENTARY
CONSULTATION

Braces^^V
^liver Brilliant Results^

ORTHODONTIST
SINCE 1980 ^

UCLA FACULTY MEMBER Dr. Nader Dayani
Member American A.s5;oriAfj^p of OrthnHr^p

t'^t!^

Specializing in braces for adults & cKlldren
"

• Invisible • Removable
• European • Traditional

20','o DISCOI^NT TO STliOKNTS

(310) 826 - 7494
1 1645 Wilshire Blvd. #802
Los Angeles, CA 90025

Teeth Whitening
upper or lower

(Rcc. $200.00)

Cosmetic Porcelain
Surgical Orthociontics

".\irLT>\

(949) 552 - 5890
18124 Culver Dr., #A
Irvine, CA 92715

The froafmenf wN be as foJtows S 1000 00 pJus
S100.00 for eoch rrxjnth of treotmerrf lerxtered
for metal biocak. $90000 plut $ IGOlCO tar Mch
mor>th o( treoiment rerxJered for rerTK>vatte

broc« and S 1 700.00 pim $125.00 per month fer
I

ceramic broces. $200 00 for dtojyyjstte ttudy
model orxj S

)
75.00 for formal coniultottoa
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Tom
Hayden

for

L.A. City
Coimc i 1

VOTE JUNE 5
WWW . toahayden . con
This is m paid political ad metrnt tm
get YOU to vote, lecaaae it oatters.
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CONGRATULATIONS TO THE CLASS OF 2001
FROM

STUDIO CITY VOLVO

PLEASE JOIN US FOR THE S40 SIGN & DRIVE DAYS

VOLVO MAKES YOUR 1ST PAYMENT^
$0 DOWN!
$0 ACQUISITON FEE!
$0 SECURITY DEPOSIT7

LEASES FROM
$306 PER MONTH
tax on 48 mo. dosed end lease on
approved credit. 1 2,000 miles per year.

(705050) C:u8tomer responsible for DMV
& Doc Fees, $41 1 .40 totahdue at leaae

signing.Program ends June 30, 2001

.

All prices+tax, lie, doc, tire, & smog fees.

Subject to prior sakl. credit appmval.

INQUIRE ABOUT VOLVO'S
LLEGE GRADUATE PROGRAM

1 1647 VENTURA BLVD
818-766-3847
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punishment.

On another note, Drucker also

mentioned the story of one of the

Oklahoma City victims, Juhe Welch,

as RKtre justification for the families

of the victims to exact their fmal

vengeance against McVeigh. He
cited Julie's father. Bud Welch,

expressing his immense grief on
CNN ("Julie Welch will never see

her future," CNN, April 27. 1995).

yet must have overlooked Mr. Welch
also saying:

"With the exception of McVeigh
and maybe one or two others, we
only kill the easy ones in this country.

And by easy ones, I mean the poor
ones." Bud Welch, the father of Julie

Welch, is the one calling the

McVeigh execution "a staged politi-

cal event," and he is not the only one
(Socialist Worker, May 27. 2001).

We should never forget that the

greatest gift mankind has to share is

compassion - for the victims, the vic-

tims' families, the guilty and the

wrongly accused. Tillis and his co-

defendant Percy Cobb have not been
compensated by the state of Illinois

since their release some 14 years ago.

Darby didn't answer thatstit.

dent's question with the simple **ycs*^

or "no" that was probably expected.

We don't live in theory, we live in

reality, with circumstances that make
the easy "yes" or "no" impossible.

In order to begin to understand

Darby's reality we must acknowl-

edge the complexity of the way that

capital punishment is administered

in the United States. The system is

far from perfect, it is in fact broken -

Governor Ryan said so himself. A
hero like Tillis deserves more than

just our respect, more than just our
sympathy and even more than just

our compassion. He deserves more.

HAYMOND
From page 16

After a hard day at low pay, the moth-
er or father struggles into the house,

and plopping in front of the television,

eating a quick dinner, and/or going to

sleep takes precedence; helping a

child to read or calculate seems like an
odious chore, especially if the child

fails to grasp the concept quickly.

The onus is then put on the teacher

to come up with ways to keep children

interested, but with no incentive to do
homework, most pupils are doomed
to underachieve. Although one can

sympathize with the struggles of the
tired breadwinners, it also cannot be.

an excuse. We tend to put more
emphasis on making it in athletics

than cheering when a child brings

home excellent work or understands a
word for the first time. This misappli-

cation of priorities prevents the full

utilization of poor students.

The children of the middle and
upper classes also suffer from
parental neglect. More resources are,

however, available to those children,

including top-notch tutors and learn-

ing programs. In addition, in many
two^)arent households, one is much
more apt to stay home than in poorer
neighborhoods. A child raised in such
a household is much more liable to

fulfill academic expectations, for the

parent at home has time to participate

in that child's education, both at home
and at school

Still, many parents do not take

advantage of the resources available

to them for their children, so while

they deal with their marital problems,
stock options, vacations and other

pursuits, little Johnny or Mary is left

to deal with their school subjects

alone.

Therefore, although the scores for

schools in such neighborhoods are

much higher than in p<x)r areas, the

students are stjil underachieving when

Sm IMVM6ND, pagt 21

HAYMOND
From page 20

compared to other countries. How
else can we account for the alarming

lack of knowledge of schoolchildren

in geography, mathematics and even

reading?

Other human resources should be

used in the education of a child. Older

siblings who have been through the

subjects their younger counterparts

now struggle in can provide invalu-

able assistance - although it may
mean not going out on a date for a

night or two.

Relatives (cousins, uncles, aunts,

grandparents, etc.) should be happy

for a child's achievements instead of

feeling jealous that their own child or

sibling may be surpassed scholastical-

ly. Those who attend churches, syna-

gogues and mosques should be able to

offer themselves as tutors and helpers

to those who cannot study due to a

difficult home environment.

Instead of displaying an "I got

mine, go get yours" attitude, wc
should, as the students and staff u(

UCLA, make it our priority to ensure

that the children who are a part of our

lives receive the encouragement and

as.si.stance necessary to "make it" in

school. Unless the child's ability can

only reach a "C" level, we should not

have them settle for such grades, but

for academic excellence.

Pumping funds indiscriminately

into schools does not resolve prob-

lems, as the recent case of the Kansas

City school district illustrates. The
attempt to use Ebonics in Oakland

would have been an utter failure, for it

would not have prepared black chil-

dren for achievement and success in

this society.

Social advancement may boost

8elf«steem for a while, but it ultimate-

ly dooms the child to a lifetime of

despair and futility. School vouchers

would only benefit those with the

means to reach prized schools (which

would have to set attendance limits,

frustrating those who could not make
it in).

What matters most is our involve-

ment in the lives of the children

around us. It would be sad to be a

counselor at UniCamp and totally dis-

regard the little sister or brother who
is struggling in elementary, middle or

high school.

Likewi.se, marchers who advocate

affirmative action and equality for all

are being hypocritical if nothing is

done to help their siblings or children

navigate their educatioas.

Either we must take responsibility

for the generation coming up after us

or we cannot sit and blame others if

our educational morass continues -

for the main culprits will not be the

teachers, the government, the bureau-

crats, the gangsters and drug dealers

or the rap, movie and sports stars, but

the person in the mirror, staring us in

the face.

EBADOLAHI
From page 18

obedience to patriarchal hierarchies

ofpower and authority. Similariy, our

own blind obedience to Hollywood

turns glorified horror stories into box

office bl<x;khusters and fuels the pro-

paganda machine.

World War II is an undeniable part

ofour collective human history, but

war is not an inevitable part of our

future. For peace to prevail, we must

evolve past blind nationalist or patri-

otic sentiments and refuse to allow

superficial Hollywood accounts to

serve as our history teachers.

Perhaps the only intelligent line in

"Peari Harbor " is spoken by the char-

acter of Admiral Yamamoto Isoroku.

When praised by another high-rank-

ing Japanese official for his brilliant

military stratcgi/ing. Yamamoto
retorts, "a (truly) brilliant man would

find a way not to fight a war.**

I, for one, agree completely.
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An independent day school

Academically superior
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Turn to A&E Thursday to find

out about Disney's anticipated

summer flick "Atlantis," that

opens nationwide on June 15.
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Sh<?a Seger

Shea Soger's debut album will be released nationwide on Tuesday.

Seger treks across globe,

into new musical genres
MUSIC: Childhood roots

influence the first album

of up-and-coming singer

By David Holmberg
Daily Bruin Staff

The Texas-born, London-based,

bluesy-country, pop-singing Shea
Seger is clearly not your average

musician. Seger is miles ahead on an

undiscovered road, making music
that is undeniably distinct, certainly

catchy and, without a doubt, poised

to rock the continent.

Already a success in Europe, it

was not until late April that Seger

returned to the United States, where
she was born and raised, to begin

taking the country by storm.

Although absent from the states for

two and a half years, the 2 1 -year-old

musician is now touring on and off

throughout the nation with fellpw

budding star David Gray. Segers
debut album, "The May Street

Project" is being released on
Tuesday.

After opening for Gray in

Burlington, Vt., the assertive yet

soft-spoken Seger talked about her

childhood, her music and the future

of her career.

Raised in the small Texas town of

Quitman, Seger was introduced

early on to the exhilaration of

music. It would have a great impact

on her life.

"My dad was a real rocker. I grew
up on his records of blues. Pink

Floyd, James Brown and even
Beethoven," she said. "I began
singing when I could talk. Music
was a member of the family; it is

part of who we are."

While it was clear that the rhythm
of music was guiding her, she was
unsure where exactly it would take

her. Seger attended a theater arts

high school in Virginia, hoping to

pursue a possible acting career. It

took several false starts before she

discovered her current avenue of

expression.

"I started with musical theater

but didn't really care for it. After I

fmished that last show, my ass was
on the next plane to London," she

said.

In part, it was this move from her

American homeland to a completely

foreign country that became a

major influence for Seger's break-

through.

"London is the most diverse

place on the globe. There's inspira-

tion at the doorstep, and yet a con-

stant reminder the world doesn't

revolve around you," Seger said.

A rising star who is not at the cen-

ter of the universe seems to be an

odd concept in this nation where
celebrities are sometimes treated

like gods.

While Seger is a star in Europe,

fame in that part of the world is a bit

different.

"In Europe, people don't run

around and recognize who you are,"

she explained. "Celebrity culture is

a bit different, so I guess it's not that

weird coming here."

Regardless of her relatively

recent renown, Seger has been writ-

ing music since she was a child. It

was not until four years ago, howev-

er, that she actually started showing
her work to others.

"I began writing and recording

for personal reasons, to simplify

things for myself. I had to get a lot

of stuff out for the sake of under-

standing my brain." Seger said.

On her album, Seger takes a voy-

age back into her rural childhood

roots. The title, "The May Street

Project," is actually derived from
the street she grew up on as a young
child. In many ways, the whole
album is influenced by those early

days.

With so many diverse influences

and various fountains of inspira-

tion, it is unclear exactly what kind

of music Seger has used to simulta-

neously cleanse her soul and offer to

the public. This fact helps to explain

Seger's unidentifiable style.

"Any label has a massive stigma.

Some say I am more R&B, some say

more country; all that is a bunch of

hock. My style has enough of cvcry-
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L.A. Opera presents Puccini's "Tosca." It will open on June 6 for nine performances. Student rush tickets available one hour before curtain for $20.

Phaoi from L A Ope<4

Tom Fox revisits

his role as

scarpia in

L.A. Opera's

presentation of

Puccini's Tosca'

By John Magnum
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

After more than 25 years as an opera

singer, Tom Fox has encountered just

about every role

This month, he's singing Scarpia, the

villainous police chief from Puccini's

"Tosca" in nine performances with Los
Angeles Opera, beginning June 6.

Scarpia is a character that Fox has revis-

ited throughout his long career, and he

seems to enjoy the part.

"It's an old friend," Fox said during

an interview at the Music Center. "I've

been doing this role since 1984. but not

every year. For a while I did it every

year, but recently I haven't done it as

often as I did in the '80s and in the early

'90s, because my repertoire's changed
more and more into the Germanic
stuff."

He made his L.A. Opera debut in

1998 as one of the German repertory's

big parts, John the Baptist in Richard

Strauss' "Salome."

"Tosca" inhabits the same cultural

world as Strauss' work - one that is both

shocking and scandalous.

With a plot that revolves around
Scarpia's lust for Tosca and his manipu-

lation of her lover to fulfill his own
desires, "Tosca" includes several scenes

that would have appalled any good mid-

dle-class European at the work's pre-

miere in 1900.

Fox singled out a few of his favorite

scandalous scenes. The first, which
comes at the end of act one, has Scarpia

longing after Tosca while he's in church,

as the chorus sings **Te Dctim" in praise

of God in the background.

"The 'Te Dcum,' with the chorus and
everything, that is a high point," Fox
said. "That gives us a loot" into

Scarpia's underlying motives-. He^ants

to conquer Tosca, and he's going to use

her as a means to find out information

from her lover, Cavaradossi, but his

actual goal is to conquer her."

The second act, wliich Fox described

as "an extended duet" for Scarpia and

Tosca, is the rawest part of the work.

Scarpia relentlessly pursues Toica,

using the offstage screams of her lover,

who is being tortured, to force her to

submit.

"That is a big dramatic point for both

artists." Fox said. "The huge crescendo

in the orchestra, the tremendous energy

coming out of the orchestra pit. as those

two lock horns, that's an exciting

moment."

But, Tosca maintains her resolve and
musters all of her strength to stab

Scarpia to death onstage at the act's

end. For Fox. the dramatic impact of

Sec TOSGC page 28

"Tosca" has a plot that revolves around Scarpia's lust for Tosca

and his manipulation of her lover to fulfill his own desires.
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James Brown, backed by the Soul Generals, "shakes his money
maker" at the Greek Theatre on Saturday night.

Show features legendary

world of funk performers
EVENT: Tower of Power,

soul man James Brown

wow middle-aged fans

By David Holmberg
Daily Bruin Staff

Los Angeles, the world capital of

superficiality, got a lesson in soul at

the Greek Theatre Saturday night

from the Grand Master himself, Mr.

James Brown.

He got by with a little help from

his band, the Soul Generals, as well

as the impeccable band Tower of

Power. The one-two combination of

these monuments of funk whisked

the audience on a joyous trip back

into the 1970s heyday of soul.

Initiating the journey was the

opening jazzy funk of Tower of

Power. Playing in some shape or

another for roughly 33 years, the

band is generally hard to categorize

because of its wide musical style,

which encompasses blues, gospel,

jazz and, of course, funky soul.

It was the last of these music gen-

res that was in full force at the Greek
Theatre, as the group paid tribute to

James Brown himself, by keeping in

line with his institutionalized essence

of soul.

Kicking it off with a powerful ver-

sion of "Soul Vaccination," Tower of

Power was led vocally by the relative-

ly recent addition of the soulful

Larry Braggs. His voice ranged from

the long and deep pleading cries on

such slow tunes as "You're Still a

Young Man" to the energized groove

of "Soul With a Capital S " Despite

his short time with the aging group,

Braggs fit perfectly into the remark-

ably tight ensemble.

Calling on the crowd to get on up,

the group ripped into the rousing

"What Is Hip?" and inadvertently

brought up a compelling question.

Most of the middle-aged audience

had no clue of what was hip and did

not know how to respond to the

song. Somewhere in the last 25 years

the mass populace lost the ability to

get down and funky

Fortunately, this talent was not

lost with Tower of Power. The band's

timing was impressively naturalistic,

and its long years of experience in

grooving made it clear that at least

someone still had the funk.

While Tower of Power was
impressively skilled, nothing con-

jures up that ideology of funk better

than the mere mention of the super

dynamite soul of James Brown. And
when Brown took the stage, there

was no denying who was number
one.

Launching into his almost two-

hour set with "Make it Funky" was a

fitting choice since that is exactly

what Brown did.

Always one for style. Brown wore

a sequined gold jacket and tight

black slacks, the same thing he was

probably wearing 30 years ago. In

fact, the 68-year-old performer

looked much the same as he always

has, uniquely hip.

The only difference in his appear-

ance was his relatively restrained

shaking and dancing. While under-

standable for his age. it is hard not to

secretly wish for one of his patented

well-timed splits, but even legends

grow old. He could, however, still get

down to a degree, with a few shim-

mies and twists to recall an era long

gone.

Despite a lessening in physical

energy. Brown's voice was still top-

notch. Most soulful were his slow

songs like "Try Me," but his super-

charged hits such as "I Got You (I

Feel Good)" still echoed through the

theatre with screams and grunts. His

often mumbled words mattered little

in his soul-funk style, which relied

much more heavily upon hyped up
movements and frenzied dance steps

than beautifully crafted lyrics. This is

not to say that Brown's words were

not poetic, especially with phrases

like "Stay on the scene, like a sex

machine," but they were not neces-

sarily the center of attention.

Although Brown was an obvious

focal point, the rest of the stage was

comprised of other well-dressed and

talented musicians. Brown's 11-

member blue jacket and white pant-

wearing band, the Soul Generals,

combined a jazzy horn section, duel-

ing drums and several first-rate blues

guitarists to create that defining feel.

The addition of four female back-

up singers rounded out Brown's

occasionally jarring "Huh!" and

"Uh!" utterances.

Added to the mix was an extreme-

ly talented and sequined dancer who
grooved harder and faster than even

Brown could have in the good old

days. She even accompanied him on
a strangely engaging Spanish rap.

The large ensemble band, back-up

singers and dancer all served to cre-

Sce tROWN, page 26
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B.R.M.C.

"Black Rebel Motorcycle Club"

B.R.M.C
"Black Rebel Motorcycle Club*
Virgin Records

Clad in black leather jackets and
taking its name from the biker gang

in Marlon Brando's "The Wild

Things." B.R.M.C. looks and

sounds like a tribute to what rock

bands used to be.

It's the kind of group that doesn't

say anything that listeners haven't

heard before, but the strong, basic

drum beats and irresistible guitar

riffs keep heads bobbing in time to

Jhe music nonetheless.
~ Striking chords that haven't been

struck since the late '70s. B.R.M.C.

is less a breath of fresh air than a

fond remembrance of the purer

sounds of pre-glam rock.

A reliance on the past might be

considered a major flaw, but the

band had the wisdom to realize that

if it was going to adopt the sound of

a past era, it should choose a good

one. The '7.0s was a good time for

rOck music, and B.R.M.C.'s influ-

ences are time-tested and of a high

quality.

The band completely ignores the

angst-ridden. whiny alternative rock

that characterized the '90s, except in

the song title, "Whatever Happened
to My Rock 'n' Roll (punk song)."

Contrary to the title, however, this is

not a musically "modern" song, nor

is it really a punk song (at least not

in the sense of today's pop-influ-

enced punk).

Tracks like "Love Burns" and

"Spread Your Love" best capture

the feel of the long-gone era to

which they allude, mostly due to an*"

effective use of the electric guitar.

Well-written guitar elements are

the best characteristics of many of

the songs. "Red Eyes and Tears."

one of the better tracks on the

album, has particularly memorable
riffs.

"White Palms" plays with con-

vention by bringing the bass to the

foreground, adding to the rhythmic

head-bobbing quality that is another

of this album's asserts. This excel-

lent sense of rhythm is kept up even

_in the slower songs, like "Head Up
"High" and "Salvation."

All in all, this album is refreshing

in the same way that the soundtrack

from "Almost Famous" was refresh-

ing: not as a something new, but as

an ode to a late great musical era.

Mary Williams

Rating: 8

3LW
"SLW"
Epic Records

As if the market wasn't already

saturated with endless carbon copies

of one pop group after another,

along comes another trio of young-

sters advocating its impatience to

join the "grown-up" world.

3LW's self-titled debut album is

the newest offering from the teen-

age pop group genre that offers the

usual "I-can't-wait-to-grow-up-and-

be-taken-seriously" collection of

songs.

Listeners who can't stand Britney

Spears or Christina Aguilera may
not be too thrilled with 3LW either.

But on the other hand, 3LW doesn't

blatantly exploit its sexuality or lust

appeal either.

Opening the album, the catchy

"No More (Baby I'm a Do Right)"

is perhaps the best track on the

album. With an easily memorized

chorus, 4his pop biddy is friendly

and. in a childish way, sort of cute.

After this opening track, the

album slips into songs that sound

like the usual teen-age drama stories,

not comparable or memorable than

any other. The next single. "Playas

Gon' Play" is totally uninspired,

with about as much emotional depth

as a Dixie cup half-niied with water.

Another song, "I'm Gonna Make
You Miss Me," deals with teen-age

jealousy. However there's a mature

Janet Jackson-esque "Let's Wait A
While" message in 3LW's "Gettin

Too Heavy" and "Til 1 Say So." Not
even the innocent, cutesy "Ocean,"

where the group pleads for the per-

fect guy, can save this collection of

contemporary, unoriginal subject

matter.

What make songs like the latter

hard to believe are the ages of the

inexperienced group members, who

range from 13- tol7-years-old. Also,

these songs say the same messages

of insecurity, infatuation and self-

assuredness as would any other teen

pop album with only one or two hit

songs and about 10 extra filler

songs.

The musical production is not

groundbreaking either. The songs

are mostly driven by drum machines

and synthesized beats and sounds.

At least any other song on this

album could be used to fill in airtime

for radio stations without commer-
cials to run.

Finally, any parents who are

afraid to expose their children to the

sexuality of Britney or Christina will

have no problem with this non-

threatening group. The only crime

of the members of 3LW seems to be

a desire to want to be older then

their actual ages.

"3LW" isn't a particularly bad

album, but it's not an extremely

good one either. It sounds like

almost any other girl group who reit-

erate each other's fashion, only with

flashier videos. After some continu-

ous play, the songs begin to sound

alike, and the subject matter is remi-

niscent of old "90210" episodes.

Quality instrumentation would cer-

tainly have helped this album, as

well as more unique and diverse sub-

ject material.

"3LW" is a safe bet for con-

sumers who have $15 to burn and

are not too particular in their taste

for mediocre pop music. This should

tie them over until the new
*NSYNC album comes out or some

other group like them. Better yet.

the CD would make an exceptional

present for a youngster aged 1 1 to

16.

Given time, this group may even-

tually come into it's own; however,

its time isn't here yet.

Abraham Cruz
Rating: 6

Anti-Flag

"Underground Network*
Fat Wreck Chords

Whether the CD "Underground
Network" by the lower East Coast

punk band Anti-Flag is at all indica-

tive of current trends or this particu-

lar offering is an aberration emanat-

ing from these boys alone is of no

matter.

Somewhere on the modem punk

landscape, social commentary has

replaced the exuberant, anarchic

hedonism of decade* pa&t.

Meanwhile, the music that delivers

these messages to today's youth has

evolved little beyond the three-chord

power structure young punks so

admire.

Listening to "Underground
Network," a true enthusiast might

appreciate the three-chord cacopho-

ny ground out by this quartet. The
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fh^Dfe yoa, C.K.^.K.t>.s. tutors, for your

JeJic^tioD to the kicfsl
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Nohea Brede
Derek Chow
Tiara Chu
JeffGando
Katy Grimm
Kazuya Hamada
Kayvan Hazemi
Carrie Imoto
Nicole Janowicz
Emily Jen
Christina Jhong
Keri Kaba
Mary Kiang
Philip Kim
Jonathan Kimura
Tommy Koga
Kim Kon
Mirian Lee

Keith Masuda
Erik Meserole

Marcy Mitani

Brandon Mitchell

Michael Mori

Tracy Ohara
KaiynOkada
Hayato One
Stan Paez

Lisa Reznik

Sandra Sakai

Amy Shah
Lynn Shimohara

Ann Shioji

Darren Nakashima
Lani Nichols

Tracy Ohara
Katie Sierra

Amy Sugita

Midori Tachibana
Holly Takenaga

Arthur Tang
Jessica Teague

Visho Thamotharan
Eri Tsuji

Alexis Witt

David Wu
Tina Yao

C.H.A.M.P.S., which stands for Casa Heiwa and Angelina Mentorship Program, is a community service
organization that tutors/mentors children from low income housing projects in Downtown LA and Echo
Park. If you.are interested in beccwning a G.HA.M.P.S. tutor, please e-mail us at casah@ucla.edu
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Nyala • •

RESTAURANT: Highlights

of cuisine include spicy

stews, vegetarian buffets

By Andraa Mngman
Daily Bruin Contributor

Jan traditions to tasty, affordable meals
sine. Rather than having to figure out

the practice ofscooping up the various

stews with the tangy crepe "utensil."

the menu explains the proper method.

Additionally, the menu explains the

cultural significance ofcommunal eat-

ing in Ethiopia: "People who eat from

the same plate will never betray one

another." With this type of context.

There are pizza places and burger first-time Ethiopian cuisine-caters will

joints on almost every corner, but be more comfortable trying out the

sometimes something more exotic is tradition and dipping their crepes into

in order. When even Italian and the communal stews.

..«•«'''

TK-

Chinese cuisine

start to seem

mundane, there's

always
Ethiopian.

Nyala
Ethiopian
Cuisine, located

on Fairfax

Avenue, serves

traditional
Ethiopian cui-

sine in a relaxed

yet festive atmos-

phere.

With upbeat,

authentic-sound-

RESIAUBAj
Nyalafflp
Address: 1076Sou

NT REVIEW
Nyai

Address: idT&South Fairfax,

Los Angeles, CA

Hours: Open daily

ll:30a.m^^

Phone Numlftr (323)936-5918

EntreeJMltfllk: $4i]iiin.OO

VICTOR fHfN/Dally Bruin

For starters,

the honey-white

wine has a

pleasantly sweet

but not sicken-

ingly saccharin

aftertaste and

provides a nice

contrast to the

spicy mi}in dish-

es.

The leafy

house salad

comes in very

generous por-

tions and can

easily be split

I Ulv|„j.

ing mu&ic and bright red walls. »tep- between twopatrcms.

ping into Nyala is unlike any other As for the main dish, the vegetarian

type of restaurant. The experience combination provides a good intro-

rccreates the traditional Ethiopian duclion to Ethiopian cuisine, with five

meal not just by serving authentic different types ofstews to sample.

Ethiopian food but also by incorporat-

ing the dinner customs of Ethiopia.

The menu caters to the novice diner,

including explanations of all the tradi-

tions and etiquette of Ethiopian cui-

The yemiser wot. a mild red lentil

stew, is simmered in red pepper, fresh

garlic and ginger. It is similar to

Sec NYALA, |Mge26
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Nyala, which is located on South Fairfax Avenue, serves traditional Ethiopian cuisine daily from 11:30
a.m. to 11:00 p.m.
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Brum Special

iy>^ LARGE (1 6") PIZZA 3 regular toppings

$9.96 - (Mirny Only: Slfi-78 value; Nmit 1 pw ordv

-1

^^Hj^^jti^ ;* - ' 'm^f* ** -w

iviyi/i/.donantomosTcom
Student Special

, ^, 20% OFF with Bruin Card
i ^1 IMtowy A Pick-up Only

^*

Giant Slice + Salad + Drtnk = $3.99 (Largest Slice in Westwood) • Complete Dinners $4.99 » Free Delivery
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Larry Braggs proves to be a valuable addition

to the veteran funk group Tower of Power.

BROWN
From page 23

ate an exciting stage atmos-

phere, which simultaneously

distracted from Brown's less

energetic presence. This tactic

of using others to beef up his

weaknesses was surprisingly

effective. It showed Brown's

acknowledgment of his own
band's strengths as well as an

admission of his own age

impairments.

Somewhat disconcerting

was an extended version of his

1976 song, "It's a Man's
Nfan's Man^s World," in

which he broke into mini-

speeches ofhow a man should

treat a woman.
Was this not the same

James Brown that served two

years in prison for assault and
battery against his wife?

Regardless of its status*as a

classic, this sexist attitude felt

awfully outdated.

Ultimately, watching

Brown and Tower of Power,

was similar to witnessing his-

tory reincarnate.

To say these groups are

past their prime is an under-

statement but at the same
time, it is also unfair. They
stand as living reminders of

where current music, particu-

larly modern rap, stems from

and understanding what has

come before is useful in deci-

phering today's popular

trends.

Brown was a remarkable

figure in the progression of

funk and is arguably the most

significant African American

musician in history. However,

his time for being a revolu-

tionary figure has past.

So, take James Brown for

what he is: a symbol of musi-

cal history that changed soci-

ety indefinitely. He will always

be the "hardest working man
in show business" and a soul-

ful icon for the 1960s and
1970s, even if he is not work-

ing.

NYALA
From page 25

American-style lentil soup, but

this stew is thicker and spicier.

Kik alecha is a thicker stew

made of yellow spli^ peas with

onion, garlic and ginger While the

color of this stew might make the

finicky diner skeptical about the

taste of the dish, it is surprisingly

delioious.

Kik alecha as one of the most

popular of the five slews in the

vegetarian combination. Spicy

enough to discourage more timid

eaters, it is full of flavorful spices

to please the more daring mem-
bers of a party.

Nyala's yeabesha gommen are

collard greens cooked in an
Ethiopian style with several rich

spices. Similar to the type of col-

lard greens sold at soul food

restaurants, yeabesha gommen is

vegetarian and has a more pun-

gent taste than its Southern

United States counterpart.

The mixed vegetables plate.

comprised of carrots, potatoes

and cabbage seasoned with ginger

and garlic, is the chunkiest of the

stews, blending the slightly sweet

Havor of cabbage with an ample

amount of spices.

The berbcre, a pureed hot red

pepper paste, is the spiciest slew

on the menu. Luckily, the "injera"

crepc's tangy aftertaste tones

down the zesty kick of the bcrbere,

along with the honey wine.

The service at Nyala is pleas-

antly relaxed and the waiters are

considerate and willing to explain

any questions that diners have.

This no-frills service approach

adds to the laid-back atmosphere

of the restaurant.

Anyone who is looking for a

tasty meal at a reasonable price,

set in a casual ambience will enjoy

a visit to Nyala.

Nyala features a vegetarian

buffet Monday through Friday

from 11:30 p.m. to 3 p.m. for

S4.95. The restaurant also has as a

full bar and live music from II

p.m. to 2 a.m. on Friday and
Saturday nights.

The Be D/U. macy
eye

center
LASIK

Laser Vision Correction

Associate Clinical Professor

Forgot somothlngp

UCLA STU
SI 000 OFF LAS'K LASER VISION Ci ION.

MUST PRESENT THIS COUPON AT TIME OF SERVICE. NOT VflllD WITH ANY

OTHER OFFER. MUST HAUE VALID UCLA STUDENT IDENTIFICATION.

SURGERY MUST RE SCHEDULED BEFORE 8 '1/01.

Jonathan I. Macy, M.D.
8635 West Third Street, Suite 360W

(310) 657-2777

Yoor yoamook Is horol Bonlioniot to pick mi yoar

pro-oiHoroO yoarfeook iirfii lotk wook. Iron
I0:30aa to l:3iM otHO Nofcktoff loll, eono wMi
yoor stiOoM ID, aiO yovll got yoor book rfgot tOonl

IIyogiM oot poitboso o yoartook. ITs got too lotol

For oBly $40 yog coi pireboso tt iirtag too lOti

wook iistrfbitlOR.

Igosdogs? Coll 3igj2Ug40!
l<*' .'31

bminlife
V f « R t *

GetiiNtlvMllntlie

SMemiH/BnmGommlssloik

* V

Director/Intem/StafT/Volunteer

Positions available in:

•SWC Executive Board

•ChildrMi's U)aIk f^T Lif

«

•Blood Drive

•Mtalth. Flfnt««, tfU ITutrlfIon

•Sexual Assault Awareness

•AIDS AiprarmMw
•Multicultural Awareness

•Recycling

•CPR/Standard First Aid
Training

•Campus Safety

•Triathlon Club

•Work Study Administrative Assistant

Applications are now being

accepted for the 2001-2002

year. Ifyou have any

questions please call 825-

7586 or email

usaswc@asucla.ucla.edu

Deadline for applications is 10th Week Monday
June 4th, 2001.

For an application, stop by Kerckhoff413 or go to

http://students.asucla.ucla.edii/swc/

SUPPLY SERGEANT
(

i

> Cmhartia """'sS^
JUNGLE BO

COVERALLS
REISSUE

$1

SL.EEP1NG BAGARMY REISSUE

•i6*« Im
KHAKI SHORTS
«t0fr NOW

"EG. $ 4^95
•29-

I If
'%mmm» MM* I nil

HOLLYWOOD'
SANTA MONICA ^ VV-A

BURBANH .
'^-

\'nr^--

'

REISSUE FOLDING.SHOVEL
wrmpicK&
LEATHER COVER
$25 value

NOW 11.95
NATO STEEL

FUEL CAN

X,
/ V*rv •»••«« «w«v I to

SI 9.95 valu«

NOW «14.95

«

OTNIM
nzc«
AVAILASCI 50 $09S

CAL. OeA'8!

4ilii' Stocic of \gEmblems «. ^"^
Security BjMdfi**

i323i4bJ-4730

310) ^6 4166

'
• <433
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SEGER
From page 22

thing, but not too much of one
thing, sort of a hybrid," Scger
said.

With a heavy dance-music beat,

the uninterrupted flow of thought,

characteristic of beat generation

author Jack Kerouac, and a bluesy

gospel soul, Seger is marching into

an unknown territory of music.

And on such a trek, it is always

good to have company.

"The band was put together out

of London. The more we play

together, the more we grow and
adapt our sound. You get to know
everybody more personally,"

Seger said. "I know I've grown a

lot musically, emotionally and
even physically."

With Segcr's band firmly in

place, her musical style continuing

to blossom and her success

already secured in Europe, it

seems to be just a matter of time

until her full bloom.

Although it is hard to know if

Seger will follow the paths paved
by renowned female musicians
like Madonna, or the more recent

rises of such stars as Natalie

Merchant. Bjork and Dido, there

is one thing for certain.

"It's all too much to chew up
right now to know about the next

album. I don't know in what
capacity I'll be playing in the

future, but I know I'm gonna rock

'n' roll forever."

With Seger's enthusiasm, ambi-
tion and uniquely talented style,

fame of one sort or another will

inevitably follow.

MUSIC: Shea Seger's debut album,
'The May Street Project," will be
released in stores nationwide on
Tuesday.

SOUNDBITES
From page 24

band's sound is at once raw and com-
pelling.

Thoughts being ruled by rhythm, a

listener might activate the brain's lin-

guistic capacity in an attempt to deci-

pher the vocalists' screeching sounds,

just to see what the boys are on about.

This brings the audience face to

face with pilgrim angst like it hasn't

seen since the early days of

Jamestown. From opening staccato

sounds of drum and guitar that opens
up the first track "Angry, Young and

Poor" to the defiant stance of "This

Machine Kills Fascists," the stage is

set as Anti-Flag grips listeners by the

lapels and jerks them through its uni-

verse of tortured perceptions and gov-

ernment lies.

These boys know what corporate

greed is doing to people's imagina-

tions and they don't like it.

"Underground Network," the

CD's title track and an upbeat little

ditty, attempts to rally listeners to the

Anti-Flag cause, saying, "They try to

keep us ignorant but we/ Stand up
and fight! Stand up and fight!" The

SeeS0UND6inS,pa9e28

We are pleased to Introduce
UCLA JEANS. Show your
Bi:uin spirit!

DESCRIPTION

SIZE UCLA JEANS
MEN WOMEN MED. BLUE

llljDiWaCBLUE

E] TINT BLUE

H BLACK

UCLA PARKING
ENFORCEMENT PUBLIC

NOTICE
In accordance with California Vehicle Code (CVC) section

40203.5, effective July I, 2001 the following parking citation

fines will be:

ViMeo:
CVCSediM21]13(a)

Parking on Pablic Grouods:

(a) No PennitD^phyed/Invalid Permit I)iq)liy«d

(b) White Curt)

(c) Green Curt)

(d) Yellow QiiM)vettimeParkinE

CVC SectiM 21113

NoSUppag/RedOib/Zone

CVCScctiw 21113

ExpiiedMeiCf

CVC SectiM 21113

Out of Marited Spaces

$60.00

$32.00

CVCScctiw 21113

Not Displaying a Disability

PhanVLiMBiePfaie

$40.00

Emtil u>: lyki@pdc.net

Customer Service: 323.846.7290

Price: $ 39.99
AikHmsp>>J»tNf)fitnQm^htnd»n9.

Produced by
Lyki Apparel

uruier license

fromUCLAe

JEANS 10% DISCOUNT C
°^ Wear it proud.

information, please call 323.846.

Mai your Oder to: r.o. box toia L«i Aag«i«t. ca 9«tis

Purchaser Inionnadon:

Name: Day Phone:

Charge to: QVISA DMC
Acctf! ___^.^
Signature

8li« Color Quantity

.Exp. Date:.

Shipping Infonnadon:

Name: Day Phone:

Address:

Tax:

S4H:

TOTALi

City, state, zip:, CtMcks should iM made payaMa to: LYKI APPAREL^ INC.

CVCScctiiB 21113

DapliyittRcpoitedLostPwinil

CVC SectiM 21113

Displaying a Reported Stolen Pennit

CVC ScctiMi 21113

ParkJagPennitNotRetuMed

$350.00

$250.00

$250.00

$250.00

GRADUATE STUDIES IN

CVCScctiia22SN

(a) Blocking aCfoanralk

0)) Blodng a Driveway

(c) PufcedooaSidewaft

((Q Double Parking

(e) Parked in/Bbcking an Intersection

(f) PBked in a Safety Zone

(g) CoMtructionZone

CVCSediM225M(L)

Blocking Diability Rany

$40.00

PSYCHOLOGY
a

CVC SectiM 22512(A)

Paridog on the wrong side of the

Street/over 18" from the curt)

CVC SectiM 225e7JKA)

Parkiiig in a Disability Space

CVC Sectimn 211 13a, 22507.8(B)

BtockiggaPiabiiityStall

CVC SectiMf 211 I3t, 22517J (C)

Stocking Pisabihty Access

CVC Sectiwi 221451.7

Vehicle Immobilization (Booting)

$350.00

$40.00

$350.00

$350.00

$350.00

$100.00

Note: $100 hnmobiiization (hoot)fee. Vehicles booted under this section

are required to pay ALL unpaid citations in addition to the boot releau
fee.

Fines for all other paricing citations issued under the California Vehicle

Code remain unchanged. Please adhere to posted parking regulatory signs

aMl UCLA paitmg permit requirameiMs.

Pepperdine's MFT program
appealed to me because it is

sensitive to the needs of

working professionals yet

never sacrifices its quality.

"

""The faculty is high caliber and provides instruction that
has theoretical as well as practical implications.**

M.A. IN CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGY
Meets educational requirements for the MFT (Marriage

and Family Therapist) license

M.A. IN PSYCHOLOGY
To prepare for a human services position or doctoral program

Educational Centers located in:

West Los Angeles

Orange County
San Fernando Valley

(800) 888-4849

PEPPERDINE UNIVERSITY
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION AND PSYCHOLOGY
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DO YOU NEED PHYSICAL SCIENCES G.E.s?
UCLA, Department of Atmospheric Sciences

Summer Sessions 2001

Atmospheric Sciences 2: Air Poliution

Session A: 125-010-111 MTWRF 10:30-1 1:20am MS 71 24A '

Session C: 125-010-131 MTWRF 12:30-1 :20ann MS 7124A

Atmospheric Sciences 3: Introduction to Atmospheric ^ie
SessionA: 125-015-111 MTWRP12:30-1:20am MS 7124A
Session C: 125-015-131 MTWRF 10:30-11:20am MS 7124A

•Both courses satisfy a Physical Science general education requirement •

•Both courses, taken together (AS 2 & AS 3), are considered complementary physical science courses

•Both courses include laboratory and/or demonstration component.

•Both courses are being offered in Session A and Session C.

**Remember Fees for Summer Sessions are reduced-No Registration Fee!

For more Information or questions please call (310)825-1217 or visit our website @ www.atmos.ucla.edu

APPLIC M IONS AN All.ABl.K AT Till APC Ol I ICI
IN 2240 C AMPBI.M. MALI. OR 419 Kl R( KIIOI I IIAI.I

- O ./

U ^ ;

"^"Mis^^m [y?&^i&? ®Q ii^^''iCTv::i 5 ^v
"'

-.'

Walking is Free

Have a senior

dedication in the

program!

.r\ Each graduate will

have an opportunity

to speak!

»w^
It is a celebration to

remember!

Express yourself

Wearing your

own cultural attire!

Registration
deadline
is today!

Toll all your frionds!

-No Limit to the number of guests -

Share this moment with ALL of you Family and Fnofids!
PAID FOR BY USAC

SOUNDBITES
From page 27

refrain continues into "Daddy
Warbux," the next track with, "Our
thoughts and our lives controlled by

pocket books/ Of rich politicians

like a rich daddy Warbux/ They pay

for the deaths of those who speak of

revolution/ While they keep us at

each other's throats/ Stand up/

Don't fall/ Don't live/ Don't die for

them."

The band is clearly articulating

its message when vocalist/guitarist

Justin Sane, who penned all but one

of the CD s 13 tracks, applies his

brittle verses to such diverse topics

as U.S. military activities in Puerto

Rico, the genocide of Native

Americans and George Bush Sr.'s

Wild West gun show in Panama.
While the songs become some-

what indistinguishable from one

another and the tone of the lyrics

seldom rises above the pounding

beat, the band does manage to sus-

tain a spark of enthusiasm through-

out the CD. There is even a break

from the theme of modem politics

with the track "Spaz's House
Destruction Party" offering a musi-

cal rendition of the Anti-Flag philos-

ophy.
,

This band brings sublime per-

spective and clever melodizing to

the rhythmic bombardment of punk
music. Fanatics are likely to forgive,

even condone, the fact that it could

use a bit of quality time in the studio

to add some techniques to its bur-

geoning style.

Perhaps the exuberance that

comes from the simple articulation

of heartfelt themes is reason enough
to enjoy this little punk band.

Garrett Spooner
Rating: 7

TOSCA
From page 22

the scene, and the work as a whole,

depends greatly on the way he inter-

acts with his fellow artists.

In performances at L.A. Opera,

he appears opposite soprano
Catherine Malfitano in her role as

Tosca, and tenor Richard Leech
sings the part of her lover,

Cavaradossi, the painter turned rev-

olutionary.

"It's very much dependent on
your colleagues," Fox said. "The
soprano is especially important for

Scarpia. In Catherine Malfitano,

you've got a great actress and a great

singer, and we're old friends - I

think the first time we performed

together was 25 years ago - so that

adds another dimension too."

Fox's lengthy career began right

out of college. After studying voice

at the University of Cincinnati, the

decisive moment occurred when he

joined the Civic Opera Company in

Frankfurt, Germany. For Fox, it was
a perfect environment for a journey-

man singer and one he would recom-

mend to young singers today.

"They performed 240 nights a

year, so you got plenty of experience

and plenty of chances to develop

your repertoire there," Fox said.

"You worked all the time.

"That's a great thing for younger

singers to do. You have to be ready

/or that." he continued. "It can chew
you up and spit you out as fast as

anything too. because you're signing

so much, but it was a great life. It

was total immersion in theater."

OPERA: L.A. Opera presents Puccini's

"Tosca" with Catherine Malfitano in

the title role and Tom Fox as Scarpia.

It will play for nine performances
beginning June 6. Student rush tick-

ets can be purchased for $20 one
hour prior to curtain, subject to avail-

ability. For more information call

(213) 972-8001 or visit

www.laopera.orQ.
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118 Kerckhoff Hall
308 Westwood Raze
Los Angeles. CA 90024

E-Mail: classifieds@nnedia.ucla.edu
Web: http //www dailybruin, ucla.edu

Classified Line: (310) 825-2221
Fax (310) 206-0528

Classified Display: (310) 206-3060
Fax (310) i06-0528

Mon-Thu: &:00am-3 :00pm
Fri 9am-2:30prn

One issue, up to 20 words
each additional word

Weekly, up to 20 words
each additional word

Monthly, up to 20 words
each additional word

1 2 pt headline

1 6 pt headline

^Border

$850
065

29 00
2 15

9600
5 75

$1 60
$2.25

$5.007

Classified Line Ads:
1 working day before printing,

at J 2 noon
Classified Display Ads:
2 working days before printing,

at 12 noon.
There are no cancellations after

noon of the day before printing

hoMfioiMiile
an csfioclliPB ad

• Start your ad with the

merchandise you are selling

This makes it easier for readers to

quickly scan the ads and locate

your Items
• Always include the pnoe of your
Item Many classified readers
simply do not respond to ads
witfrout pnces
• Avoid abbreviations--make your

ad easy for readers to understand
• Place yourself in the reader's

position, ask what you would like

to know about the merchandise,
and include that in the ad. Include

such information as brand names.
colors and other specific

descriptions

The ASUCLA CommumcaiKxis board tulty supports the Untvenfty of CaMomia^ poNcy on nondiscrtmlnatlon No me<iium shatt accept advertisements vvtwcti present persons ol any ortgln. race, sex, or sexuri orianlaUon In a
dameantng iway or imp»y that they are NmAed to posMona, cafMbHUaa. ntm, 01 status in socMy. NaHlMr the Daily Bruin nor the ASUCLA Corrwnuntcations Board has investtgalMany o( the sarvicas advartiaad or the
advertisamanis roprasanlad m thts issue. Any parson beliavtng l^at an adtramaaman* in iNt tssua vtotalad Iha BoanJ's polcy on nondtocrMnaUon stated hanin should conwnunicate cowiptalntt In «MKIng to the AaaWanl Dtractor,^^.»_.- .--^-_^--^. — ...-^—^-^— . ^. ^ . -^ . — t(310)82!Hl27i orca«tha»*eat$ideFairH««lr»aOHIcaat(3iO)

LO*'y B'"'" ts responsit)le tor the first Irtcorrect

t by noon.

For Classified Display ads,

please see our rate card

for variable rate information.

MasterCard

poyiiioni
Reese make checks payable to

"The UCLA Daily Brum' We
accept Visa, MasterCard, and
Discover credit cards Allow 5
working days for mail f)ayments.

nl
announcements

1100-2600

1100
C'linpus Hnppcninys

2200
Research Subjects

2200
Research Siihjects

Alcoholics Anonymous
Man. DiniHioa Fri Utp Sludy, 3517 Ackarman

Ihun. Book Sfeitfy, SS17 Ackennan

M/T/W Rm. Danlal A3^2«
Wad. Rm. Oanlal A3- 029

, Al Unas 12:10 -lAOpm

Condom Study
Loving couplef wanted to home test

an altemative condom material

Earn $140 for participating

Couples must bt:

V Age 1 8-45 V In a stable relationship wltti one partner

V wining to report on 8 condom uses

V Cun-ent user of Birth Control Pills, lUO, Norplant. Depo, or

Sterilization

For more information, please call 800-521-521

1

or vtstt our wet>slte at www.testcondoms.org

Noise Free Summit

Come and Join Us!

Friday June 8, 2001

12-2pm

2408 Ackennan Union

email- noisefree&hotmailcom

website- noisefree.org

Toll free number 866-NoiseFree

1800
Miscellaneous

MIXXING LAB, FRIDAY NIGHTS 10-4 Drlnl<

specials Progressive fiouse/trance music.

2020 Ave of ttte Stars, Century City, 32S-

820-2605. $10 Wstudant iO.

CHRONIC BAD BREATH. Earn up to $120
and learn to control t>ad breatii. Clinical stu-

dies in Cuiver City. 310-645-8576.

DO YOU SUFFER
FROM ASTHMA?

If you use medication for your astiima you
may qualify to participate In a clinical re-

searcii study of an Investigational medica-

tion. If you qualify you witi receive: free study

related medication, medical care tor your

asttinrta dj.ing the study, arvj compensation
for your time. If you are interested, pieaee

call: Dr. Jonatfian Corren. Allergy Research
Foundation. 310-477-1 734ext.240

DOES RUNNING OR FAST WALKING
Cause you to i>ave wheezing or chest tight-

ness? If you iiave asthma or exercise in-

duced asthma, you may qualify to participate

in a research study of marketed medication.

If you qualify you wiH receive: Free study re-

lated care durlr^g the study, study medica-

tion, financial compensation up to $250 If

you are interested, please caN; Dr Jonatfian

Corren. MD. Allergy Research Fourxlation.

Inc. 310-477-1734 ext 312

2300
Sporrn/Egg Donors

2300
Sperm / Ef|n Donors

Pay your tuition

with eggs.

If you're a woman between 18

and 35. you can earn money easi-

ly, anonymously. Donate your

eggs to an infertile couple.

$5,000 and up. depending on

you education and other qualifi-

cations. Call Today.

The Center for Egg Options

310/546-6786

•TTw C»nt«r for E99 Opttani. U.C

Please call KEGG DONOR NEEDED Asian

310-397-0490

EGG DONOR WANTED, under 23. Cauca-
slan, light eyes, clean lifestyle, 4 weeks in

August, pay $3500 818-952-5405 or email

smneggsOaoi.com.

if you are male, in college or have a college

degree, you can earn up to $600/rTK), call for

details on our anonyrrxjus sperm dorwr pro-

gram. Receive free comprehensive health

6creenir>g & help infertile couples. So if

you're loolcing for a great job and a little ex-

tra cash, call/email us first. 310-824-

994 1 /donors Ocryobanit.com.

EGG DONORS Needed
Healthy females ages 1 9-28

wishing to help infertile couples.

$5,000

^ Call MIRNA (818) 832-1494 ^

3ClV6rtlSG'nrta^Mlie(l(lisplai

206,3060

Calling all angels...

2000
Personals

LOVE? European writer/linguist, cosmopoli-

tan, accomplished, good-looking, mature,

healthy lifestyle, loves literature/travel-

ing/outdoors, seeks attractlve/smart/affec-

tk>nate young fenwie. any race/origin, for

friendship, possibly ronuinca/marriage. 310-

573-4020/manlQmuntoh.com

VERY ATTRACTIVE. Successful, romantk:.

swm, 35. fun-loving, intelligent, caring, con-

siderate, understanding seeks very attractive

woman w/similar values, 18-36. Please send

photo/phonMHMe: 1015 Qaytey Ave. #595.

LA. CA 90024

2100
Recreational Activities

3 WEEKS IN KOREA FOR FREE. Learn
rrvxe about Korea and tt)e world cup in 2002
Evarthing Is freely provided In Korea.

Insurance and Processing tee: $299 Send
Request tUfwtusOyahoo.oom. rton-Korean

I ONLY.

FREE

DIABETES SCREENING
Genetic study of Diabetes recruits

heaNhy volunteers (18-40 years old) for

free diabetes screening with standard

oral glucose tolerance test (2.5 hours).

Quwfled subjects (who pass the oral

glucose tolerance test and have normal

blood pressure) wM be invited to

participate in a genetic study of

diabetes. Subjects win be paid $1 50
forpartidpation.

Dstais, ca« OrXMi (310>-206-W64.

EARN UP TO $100
ON A CLINKJAL RESEARCH STUDY We
are recruiting smokers between 30 and 75. in

good health, wtio have gum disease. You
may qualify for a study examir>ing tt>e effects

of a knv dosage of ttie antibiotic doxycydirw
in treatment of gum disease at UCLA School

of Dentistry. CaN 310-«25-9792.

MALE SMOKERS WANTED for UCLA smok-
ing cessation sttdy of sperm quality Pro-

cedures conducted via maU. Compensation
up to $175. 310-825-9659.

• •*5
Compensation

THE EGG
DONOR

PROGRAM
Help a couple achieve their dream and
you'll receive the highest compensation
and most personalized attention from the
oldest donor program In LA.

We SCTeen recipient laarents. too

Shelley Smith ma., m.f.c.c

323-933-0414
The loo Donor proofMn/ilM surrooacy Prooram
•-maH SSinlthMPCC«aoi.com-ittaMMMd in 1000
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2500
Tickets Wanted

PHD HOODING
CEREMONY

Looking to purchase 3-5 tickets at $10 each,

jtownsenOuda .edu

2600
Wanted

PERSONAL TRAINER: To train at home
1/2 mile from campus- 2 or 3 days/wk early

moming Please fax resume or name and tel-

ephone number to set up interview. Fax;

310-476-7976

SEEKING MALE for marriage of conven-

ience, independent status. No green card

seekers. Alexa 619-244-9797, alexas-

tar20hotmail.com

3500
Furniture

MATTRESS SPECIALS
NEW INNERSPRING twin sets $99.95, Fulls

$12995, Queens $16995 and Kings

$199.95. Also, Sealy. Steams and Foster at

towest prk:e8. 310-477-1466.

MATTRESSES. FUTONS. DESKS. Book-
shelves. Dinette Sets, T-Tabie. Lamps. Delv-
ery. Open 7 days. Kings Fumiture. 11961
Santa Monica Blvd. 310-575-4243

4400
Stereos/TVs/Radios

BIG SCREEN 45" color TV $575 obo. Cotor
TV 2T near new $175. Color TV 35" near
new $395. 310-313-6449.

TRADE YOUR.
ALREADY VIEWED
DVD FOR A FRESH

ONE AT
refreshdvd.com

COST $2.00

A 4^AAAAs!

transportation
4600-5500

4900
Autos for Sale

1979 DATSUN 280ZX. ABSOLUTELY GOR-
GEOUS, RED. 5-SPEED. 76,000 MILES,
A/C, SUPERB CONDITION. WELL CARED
FOR. A COLLECTOR'S CAR $6999 310-
441-5002

1989 TOYOTA CAMRY Good condition.

84,200miles GREAT gas mileage Manual
transmission. Original owners. $3.750obo.
310-488-1910.

1991 VW JETTA 4dr. sunroof, a/c, 100K, au-
tomatic, superb condition $2800obo. 310-
235-2818

1994 VW JETTA
White. 4-door, manual, sunroof, A/C, new
tires, great cofxJition, Il2,000mi $5500/obo.
Call Robert 310:403-1401 or yesrobOhot-
mail.com.

1995 FORD THUNDERBIRD Silver.

98,000mi, good conditton Automata, V8,
A/C, power windows/seats/locks. Cruise
control, dual airtjag. $4,950obo. 310-397-
9160.

1996 HONDA CIVIC EX. Black Sspd.
««/«po«er. 52K (4AHU475) Excellent condi-

tion. fuNy maintained w/records Custom
htgh-end audio $l0.250obo. 310-497-
2432/artfhOalum mit edu

Classifieds

825-2221

^900
Autos for Siilu

POLICE IMPOUNDS. Hondas as low as

$500 for listings 1-800-319-3323 ext.A214.

'89 FORD ESCORT Automatic. 1 family

owner, original paint and interior. Runs excel-

lent 104k mHes $1100 310-550-7000.

'91 FORD TAURUS. 4 doors, power wind-

ows. $499. XLNT transportation. 310-581-

9499.

5700
Travel Tickets

FLY 4STANDBY...FLY 4 CHEAPI
Hawaii $139 o/w. Europe $249 o/w (-t-tax).

4standby.com or 800-397-1098.

5700
Travel Tickets

6000
insurance

(323) 277-4595

5400
Scooters for Sale

2 DERBI SCOOTERS..
Black or silver. SOcc engine, air cooled, disc

brake, top speed 55pmh Can 866-INDIAN-
LA. Ask for Wade.

ELECTRIC SCOOTERS. $250 clearance
price, only 6 left! 310-445-1989. Ask for

Wade.

AQUA TRAVEL INC

5680
Travel Destinations

ISRAEL TRIP! Isralight Israel Programs for

Jewish students. Scholarships available.

Call Uzi 949-722-7548 or kinguziyahuOya-

fxx).com Isralight Alumni X2.

WORLD WIDE LOWEST AIRFARES
M^VOUROM^/yRGWl HOia

RESERVATION AT
hnp://www.prlsm(meb. com/aquotravel

24HCXJ&ADAY
Lowest Domestic and
International Airfares

Tour Packages

Eurailpass

Hotel Accommodattons
Car Rentals

•Asia*Africa*Auslralia*Europe*So(jlh

Amerioa*lndla*Canada*Mexloo*Hawaii*

SpeckJl(lpm8slk:itnlemctnnalMm Available
PricM am mbtsct lo chong* witxKir notic*

A«o*ablHy mov b* Itnlwd ond torrm iw«trtctiof» moy
apply PiutToxM.

PHONE (310)33&«25
984 / Akpafa.. Suite 506, Los /ingelK CA 90045

MUKOCITT tn
MAMUUAIA m
MCMMeA HN
UMIIAMI »it
HONMIAS tm
CARACAS tm
SAOtAMO IMS
COCTAMCA im
IIVIXI $1W
SI \S SOUK
$•259-"

tm

Stt«

tmm
tm

KI()-HK.\/II
$259

LONDON $20S
PARIS S239

yillstate.
>fouVi in good hands.

Mike Azer Insurartce Ao«ncv, inc.

(310)312-0202
1281 \A/»stwooc« Btvd.
C2 biks. So. of VA^II»f->lro)

24 Hoora o Doy Servtco

2300
Sperm / Ef)f) Donors

2300
S()orni / Ef|(| Donors

W4 PIOlMUMTA

SSI5 mm
liiMm^HBmjual

SUMMER
^*^*^ SPECIALS..

Call Now!
VICTORYTRAVEL.COM

' victofytfivtl0MrtMiii

2300
Spcum / Efjn Donors

CyclcTime Insurancp Service;

Motorcyde • Motor Scooter • Moped
LMWUTY MBURANCC IS THE LAMfl

rr* LESS THAN VOU THNd
* No KkMlr>gl CaR for a Ir** quota!

(310)275-6734
* CachangaadtormnifnuinSIO.OO

Ck diacountwlI wMMrwuranca purehaa*

6200
Health Services

HAIR MODELS NEEDED Free haircuts by
licensed professkxtal at upscale Beverly

HlUs salon. CaH Adrienne: 310-278-6845.

HIV POSITIVE? Know in only 1 -minute,

www. 1 -mInute-Nv-seif-test.com

TEETH WHITENING
BRENTWOOD COSMETIC DENTAL Office

offers new teeth wtitter^ing system. Afford-

able for everyorw. $75 for upper or lower.

310-207-5008.

2300
Spcrnt / Ec|c| Donors

Special Egg Donor rVeeded
ilii ,.,Min .iMm HiiW i I liH in - i'fi-ii>iiS^iij^"i||i,j»iilii t*iiStfiiiW^&!i:«kiit,,

Preferred Donor will meet ihefottowing criteria:

Height Approx. 5'9" or Taller •S.A.T. Score around 1300
or High A.C.T. •Caucasian •College Student or

Graduate Student Under 30 'No Genetic Medical Issues

Compensation

Paid to you and/or the charity of your choice.

All related expenses will be paid in addition to

your compensation.

(Extra compensation available for someone who might be especially

gifted in athletics, science/mathematics or music.)

For more information or to obt^iEM
contact Michelle at the Law

(800)
or emafl £

i«*««asw»»K'«FTa»>»xi

ion please

£.Eriksen

I
This ad is being placed for a particular client and is not soliciting eggs for a donor bank.

Display
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S680
Travel Destiiiiitiuns

5680
Trnvel Dostinntions

6300
Legal Advice/Attorneys

NO RECOVERY NO FEE
NO COST. Sexual harrassmeni. Oiscnmina-

tion. Auto-accMents, SHps/falls. MYER LAW
FIRM, WMMde, Scott D. Myer(UCLAW86)
wvvw.bMliawyer.com 310-277-3000

6600
PfMsonal Services

PH()()IKF\!)IN(, SKKMCES

6400
Movers/Storage

BEST MOVERS Licensed, insured. Lowest
rates. Fast, oourteous-fcareful. Many stud-

ents moved for $98. Lie. -T-163844 NO JOB
TOO SMALL! 1-800-2-GO-BEST. Voice-

maOfpaQor. 323-263-2378.

HONEST MAN w/14ft tnjck and doflies,

small jobs, short notice ok. SF. LV, SO
Student discount. Go BruirtsI lOyrs. 310-

285-8688.

JERRY'S MOVINGADELIVERY. The careful

movers. Experierx:ed. reliat>ie, same-day de-

livery. Packing. tx)xes available. Also, pick-

up donations for American Carx^er Society.

Jerry031 0-39 1-5657.

SUMMER STORAGE Free ptek up avail-

able. reasonable rates Westside Self-Stor-

age 310-826-5955.

FAMOUS mi mm

6700
Professional Services

6500
Music Lessons

DRUM LESSONS
ALL LEVELS/STYLES with dedicated pro-

fessional. At your home or WLA studio 1st-

lesson free No drum set necessary
Neil:323-654-8226

GUITAR LESSONS
by professkxial near UCLA. All levels, guitars

available Learn lo play effortlessly!

. www.JWGS.com. Call Jean at 310-476-

Itl^
H'
VOICE/PIANO COACHING; Broadway show

I
tunes $20/hr,$40 at your house. Sludk) 410
N Rossrrtore Ave 323-461-5204. David

ffishton. All levels.

6600
Personal Services

'TAiVCO ?ooi

Mi of

WidnM^ayv 7-30 p« «t HkBywttJ I>«*c« Cnttrt.

817 N. Hi^\A»i A^. (cmttni M«lrM«>

(323) 844-839I

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING
CompratMiM^ DlMenellon AMiMano*
ThMM. Papers, and Paraonal SlMenwoto

Propotal* and Book*

Imemaitanal Studems tWNooma Smoe 1M6
Mr, ni.D. ^10) 4704M3

www B««r-Wrila.com

AFFORDABLE LEGAL-MEDICAL, tranacilb-

ing ar>d general word processir>g services.

Legal docunf>ents, resumes, research pa-

pers, nyers. etc. Low rates 7 daysl 323-653-

0560

APPLYING TO
MEDICAL SCHOOL?

We specialize in helping pre-medk:al stud-

ents write their personal statenr>ent or sec-

OTKlary Visit us at:

medstudent-online.com

ATTENTION MBA. LAW, MEDICAL
SCHOOL APPLICANTSI Fmstrated devel

oping your crucial personal statements? Get
professional help from well-known au-

thor/consultant 310-826-4445. www.winning-
personstatement.com.

CERTIFIED SWIM INSTRUCTOR wMI teach
swim lessons at your home. Indivklual or

group lessons at reasonable rates Monica
310-452-3897

CREATIVE EXPERTISE
FOR MEDICAL
SCHOOL,
PERSONAL

STATEMENTS,
RESUMES

Persor^ali/ed. professkMial service Dlsserta-

tton. editing, finaHzing. Ace Words, Etc. 310-
820-8830.

FORMER ENGLISH TEACHER w/ Maaltrs
from U-Chk»go. edits/word processes dis-

s«(tations, propoMls. scraanplays. personal
lilinw iu. nMumas. mtamaflonal studwits

wflteoms. VMnttoWs 3l04tt»4i7i

QRAOUATION, BIRTHDAY. OR SUMMER
n^TY? Let us help or do it alll Chin CNn
rwtaurant famous tor our tradlttonal Chinase
cuisine. Win cater your events from 1-3,000

Last mir)ute p>ians r>o problem. Dine in our

baatitifiit upper-patio Delivery, ratortng, arvl

dIne-in. everyone toves Chm rhini 310-626

2S2S

Classifieds

825-2221

6200
Hf'allli Services

6200
Health Si.Tvic.es

6200
Health Services

COMPLIMENTARY CONSULTATION
Dr. Nader DayaniORTHODONTIST

SINCE 1980
UCLA FACULTY MrMBER

Member American Association of Orthodontists

Specializing in braces for adults & children

.\i i<'>ii i»h.\r.s.\.\i»i'

(310) 826 - 7494
1 IMS Wilshirc Blvd M02
Los Angeles. CA 90025

(949) 552 - 5890
18124 Culver Dr , «A
Irvine, CA 927 i.S D Teeth Whitening $Q n:

upper or lower «-' h' \j ^

\Delii>er BriUianl Results^

• Cosmetic Porcelain

• Surgical Ortfiodontics
• Removable
• TrodltkxKJl
• Invisible

• Eurooean

„- I-,. ,ir. ">!*« !,. n(,*..w-, '. tfijifji ,*,i '.vr I '.

•o> lafnooabl* bracai and S I nx) 00 olui S <K 00 P«"nanih
)> cwamc IvacOT SnOOO lo Oognotlir tludy moon and

$ I 'S 00 fey futmca < ontL#at<i( •

(xcmon dm* 6 3(1^01

6700
ProfessioiKil Services

HEAD SHOTS $99
SITTING PLUS digital file for unlimited

prints!! Westwood location. Call Jennif-

er:31 0-575-6638. www.jennifermoss.com

MEDICAL SCHOOL APPLICATION COUN-
SELING. Counseling by recently graduated
M.D. Specializing in application essays/inter-

view-skills. Fee negotiable/money-back
guarantee. Greg Freedman. M.D. 310-960-

3dOO/pager

NEED IT TYPED?
Don't have time or inclination? Profession-

al/degreed word processors specializing in

legal/psychological tianscriptton and lengthy

academic papers, (legible drafts please).

$3/pg. student rate. $50/minimum. $12/pick-

up/delivery. Resumes/$40. 323-268-6805
any time

VERSATILE, SENSITIVE. PROFESSIONAL
EDITOR for your book, stalled PhD

, paper,

script Concepts Structure. Ctose text edit.

CaH John at 310-306-0966.

7100
TiitoriiK) W:inted

TEACH THE SATs

Need energetic people witli

High SAT scores to prep

students 1-on-l or in classes.

All regions. $15-$25/hr. Flex

hours. Car needed. Call Tom

310-448-1744

www.tutorjobs.com

ENGLISH AND MATH TUTOR lor lOyr old

tx>y Few hours a week. Pacific Palisades.

$10/hr 310-459-7246

Brentwood Dermatology

Medkal Group

Jock H. SIvta MD
IMpkimtir of ihe American Hoard of Mmumlogy

Professional Tattoo
Removal

small* $140
medium: $250
large- $750

$25 off w/ mention of Ad
It l»mf$t m>nn4yf immmm

Preceptorship avaltevie for
Kdkal and iU. ftsdents.

Office iocatodoa

Son VkMite in IriitwiMi

»» -HI

ALLWRlTIMGiEDnm
Personal Stafemenfs, Papers, Theses,
Dissertafions, Books, A Proposals

Comprehensive help by PhD from UC
infernational Sfudenfs Welcome

(323) 66S^145

7000
Tutoring Offered

AAA TUTORS CLUB
A HOME TUTORING service for all subjects,

grades K-12. Lowest pnces guaranteed! For

more infonrnation call 310-444-0449.

CHEMISTRY. ORGANIC CHEMISTRY.
PHYSICS, BIOLOGY PHYSIOLOGY
STATS. By doctoral student, w/tols of leach-

ing experience. Fee negotiable/money-back

guarantee. CaH Greg. 310-397-0547.

RESEARCH PAPER TUTOR. 4.0 UCLA
grad and published writer offers private tutor-

ir)g servk:e«. 310-293-0684.

SUMMER TUTORING
For LV/AOD/spedel ed by PHD educator In-

dividualized pfogfwn in reading, math, writ-

ing, gramrrur, ESL 310-473-8911 or 310-

234-0774

WRITING TUTOR
Kind and petieni Stanford graduate Help

««Wi tha EngHah language—for students of

all agae/laveta. 310-440-3118

7200
Typing

WORD PROCESSING specializing in thes-

es, dissertations, transcription, legal, psych,
resumes, fliers, brochures, mailing lists, re-

ports. 310-828-6939.

7400
Business Opportunities

$500 WEEKLY WORKING FROM HOME.
Rush business-size self addressed stamped
envelope. M.V.A. P.O. Box 6923-DB, Malibu,

CA 90264

COLORADO
Practice for sale in beautiful Montrose Color-

ado. A great Western Slope town
$620.000/yr w/6 ops. 800-632-7155, ask for

Genry.

7500
Career Opportunities

•WORK/STUDY IN MADRID, SPAIN* In-

credible Opportunity. Study Spanish and
work teaching ESL (no expenence neces-

sary) to pay living/traveling expenses
www.olekJiomas.conVcanterburyworkstudy

3 WEEKS VACATION,
OH YEAH!!

Assist exec w/intemet projects; llase w/poli-

ttoians; coordinate marketing efforts, major

diversity/growth here!! Absolute style and
windows skills are a MUST!! Incredible ben-

efits and bonus$$$ Immediate, interviewsi

'The Placement Company' Fax 310-889-

7101 deidredaleOearthlink.net

BARTENDERS
• larn $100-$200 a day
2 wa»k

1

training a Job
MntlncludaO T•iftnotaiob-irsaPARTVli) I

National Bartenders School Jlk.
1 (»()0) G4Ci - MIXX ((>l')<))
vvvvw ii.tlii>ti.ill>,itl<-r)(l< I . 1 <>Mi

ARE YOU
SABOTAGING YOUR

OWN
SUCCESS??

Most people only use 10% of their actual

potential. Attend this seminar and firxl out
how to access the rest! Wednesday, June
6th. 7pm. Beverly Hills Church of Scien-
tology. Call 310-226-2465 for Info

7100
Tutoring Wanted

EARN $120WK CASH FOR 10 MRS Study

whHe you keep a I'Sy/o conpany afterschool.

Driving&math tutonng. Call GaH 310-680-

8080

JUST SECRETARIAL?
NOT!

HANDLE BUSINESS/Personal affairs; plan
events; surf Itie nat; polish Powar Point pro-

jects, track lagiaialiort; craata a apraad thaat
or two; gat your aducation paid for.aounds
graat. huh? Sweet opportunity for talented

oo«aga grad. Tha Ptacament Company."
lOaarttHink.rwt Pax 310-889-7101

7500
Ccireer Opportunities

RN OR DENTAL STUDENT for MD office

near Beverly Hills on Saturday AM's or Prr.

Top salary. Call 323-939-2111

TELEMARKETING
SALESPERSON

Telemarketing sales of cellular phones
Comission only. $60 per activated phone
line. Call Stacie 310-712-4900.

7600
Child Care Offered

$$$ LOW PRICES $$$
WONDER YEARS PRESCHOOL run by
UCLA grads. Ages2.5/6years Two large

play-yards Open 7:30-5:30.Close lo UCLA.
310-473-0772.

THE BABYSITTERS
CLUB

Provides on-call sitter service to parents

Days, evenings and weekends. 310-226-

2900.

7700
Child Care Wanted

BABYSITTER FOR TEN YEAR OLD. Fe-
male only. Near UCLA. 3-4 hours twice a
week 310-475-1075. After 6 pm

CARING RESPONSIBLE BABYSITTER
NEEDED for 5-year-old boy in Beverly Hills,

5-min from school Hours flexible Call 310-

858-1818 or page 310-236-7555

FEMALE AFTERSCHOOL/SUMMER
CAMP CHILD CARE/DRIVER for 2 kids

(10&13) 20-25hrs/week. Bel Air Must have

car/references Elizabeth; 310-472-9920
evenings/fax 310-472-9178.

NANNY/MOTHER'S
HELPER

for 7yr-old txjy and toddler Flexible hours.

Some travel w/family, especially weekends.

Must t>e insured/licensed dnver Approx

flours 5-8pm, M-F and some weekends.

Flexibility&References a must! 310-446-

9970.

PT CHILDCARE
For Very special Syr old daughter Interna-

tional or bilingual background preferred.

car& references required Grand Piano. Bev-

erlywood Laird 310-287-1677

WEEKEND AID tor 13 y/o autistic boy Ex-

perience helpful. Need car. Salary $13/hr
Flexible daytime hours. Nancy 310-568-

4347 days, 310-306-2358 after 6pm.
nblevtne9yahoo.com

7800
Help Wanted

$$Get Paid For Your
Opinions!$$

15-$125 and more perEarn $

www.mor)ay4oplnlons.com
per survey!

$15-$23/HR BRIGHT ENTHUSIASTIC peo-
ple to teach SAT prep and ALL Academic
Subjects Transportation required. We will

train Flexible hours. Send or lax cover let-

ter/resume, including test scores (SAT. GRE.
etc.) lo ACE Educattonal Servtees. AttnBar-
ry. 9911 W. PkX) Blvd, Sle PH-K, LA, CA
90035; Fax:310-282-6424 Positkjns avail-

able throughout LA and the Valley.

•MOVIE EXTRA WORK* Beats all jobs Start

immedlataly. Great pay FurVEasy. No crazy
fees Program for free medfcal Ca«-24/hr»
323-850-4417.

A GREAT SUMMER JOB in the North Coun-
ty/San Diego area Rexfble hours and days.
Pays $7.2S/hr. plus bonuses Brent 602-
418-2332

Display
206-3060

'« »ii^ ./
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7800
Help W.iiiUMi

A PERFECT STUDENT
JOBM!

AFTERNOONS DURING SCHOOL. Fulltime

during Quarter Breaks arxj Summer Vaca-

tions! Work at the rrrast famous tenr>t$ shop

in LA. Wor1( experience not necessary. Mini-

mum pay $7.50/hr. "String for the

prosl'Westwood Sporting Gioods. 1065 Gay-

ley Ave. 310-20e-«2 15.

ACCESS TO A COI^PUTER? PUT IT TO
WORK! Up to $25-75/hr. PT/FT
www.EamEZbucks.com. 888-715-4646.

ADK/IIN ASSISTANT F/T positk>n in Beverly

Hills. Mk:ro6oft Oflice a must. Email resume

enf^ployment Osaybrex.com or fax 310-278-

0038. More into 310-278-2750.

ADMINISTRATIVE
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT: Answer
phones, computtr experience. West LA In-

ternet Company. 310-558-9064 ext. 106. Fax
310-558-9065.

ADMINISTFIATIVE ASSISTANT to real es-

tate broker. Mornings mandatory. Car re-

quired. Must know Word/Excel, t>e computer
friendly and type 40wpm $9-11/hr. 310-474-

4250.

AMERICORPS PosltkxiHelp launch IHeracy

development program for presctioolers.

Cf^ito devetopment experience. Spanish-Bi-

lingual preferred. 33hours/week. Start

9/1/01. Julie. Connections For ChlWren:310-

452-3325.

7800
Help Wcinted

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT/BOOK-
KEEPER. Excellent computer and phor>e

skills required. Flexible, part-time hours.

$10-13/hr Ask for Esther btw 1-5pm We
are national flower shippers. 310-230-

0811 or Fax resume: 310-230-4146.

ASSISTANT NEEDED. Windows proficient.

Car/insurance necessary. Accounting sklNc

preferred. Flexible hours. No drees code.

$9/hour. Fax resume: 310-479-2402.

CLERK. P/T. Pleasant Century City Engi-

neering Firm seeks per1ectkx>ist with typing

skills for general offk:e duties. Must at>solute-

ly be detail-oriented. $ll/fHxir to start. Call

Rhonda 310-286-?437. ^
CLERK/SECRETARY PH, 10-20hr8/wk.

Westwood law firm. Filing, typing, learn a
totOISMir, ftsjdbls schsdute. 1 yr oom(nitiT>ent

required. Pax resume 310-446-9962.

COUNSELORS AND
INSTRUCTORS

In art. swimming, nature. vMeo and ropes

needed by Tumbieweed Day Camp. Must be

responsible, er^ergetk: and enjoy working

with cNMren. 310-472-7474

COACH FOR KIDS
COACHING/SKILL buikling for 6 & 8 year-

ok) tx>ys. soccer arx) baseball. Brentwood.

Send lax to 310-393-4553.

CONTROLLER. West LA company needs

martager wNh accounting and Ouk:kbooks

experisnoe. Excellent F/T opportunity. Ssisry

negotiable. 310-473-1333 ^

7800
Holp Wiinltul

CLINICAL EXPERIENCE
Clink;al technk:ian needed tor ophthalmology
clinic at UCLA Medk»l Center Nq experi-

ence required; pre-med and pre-optometry

encouraged. Call Dan 310-206-7475 or fax

resume/cover letter Attn: Rosamaria 310-
794-2029.

CP SHADES
CP SHADES, national women's ctothing re-

tailer&nuinufacturer based in the Bay area is

inlen/iewing tor FT/PT sales In Its Santa Mo-
ntoa tocalton. CP Shades offers challenging,

exdting environment, highly competitive sal-

ary, vacatton. haaNhMsntal, a free outfit

every mdnth, and i garierous discount. Best
ol al ITS the chanca to work for a fttendly

growing company Vtat makas olothas that

you wW want to own. Fax resume 310-392-

0586 or come by 2937 X^ain St to apply.

CRA MAINTENANCE Saaks laborer to,work

flexible hours maintaining equipmeni and
facilities. Pay is $7.52-$9.37. Can 310-206-

1399. AppHcattons availaUa at Men's Gym
Rm 14. •

CSOs HIRING FOR
SUMMER AND FALL

Do good and get pakl. Pay $8.47 to

$l0.65/hr. Must be a UCLA student with U
academto years remaining with a valkf driv-

er's Hvense. Phone: 310-«25-2148. WEB:
www.ucpd.ucia. edu/ucp<l/cso. E-mail:

csoOucpd.uda.edu.

7800
Help Wanted

CUSTOMER SERVICE
SALES:

Fiiandly, eneigetk: people tor saton sales.

$15-$2S/hr Call Bryan or Cherise O 310-

820-2710.

DAY CAMP - SUMMER
Seek staff w/summer home in or rtaar ttie

San Fernando or ConaK> VaNays, Oxnard.
Simi, MaNbu. misc. Instructors ft General
couns. $2750-3500+ for summer. 888-

784-CAMP www.workatcamp.com

DAY CAMP COUNSELORS needed at

Westchester Family YMCA. SeaWng «narga-

tto laadars srijoying pra iaena, baachfaquat-
k:, flakt t^, wts and craft* ale. S(eye:3iO-

670-4316.

DO CATS MAKE YOU
WHEEZE?

If you ars alergic to cats, you may qualify to

partlcipala In rasaarch study of an invaatioa-

Itonal madicalton. If you qualNy. you wM re-

ceive study related medtoatton arwj up to

$250.00 oompanaatton for your time. If inter-

ested, please call Jonattian Corren, M.D at

310-477-1734 ext.242

DOG LOVER'S NEEDED
Urban Dog is now Nring for Full and Part

Tims posittons. Ask for Kim or Jan. 310-445-

1447

Attention UCLA Students

WMi
* Fun Environment
* 5-40 hr Schedules
* Conditions Apply
* Time Off for Family Vacation
* Training Provided
* Part/Full Time

* Flexible Schedules
* Scholarships Possible
* Great Resume Experience
* No Experience Necessary
* All Majors Welcome
* Customer Service/Sales

Local Office: 310-475-8283
LOS ANGELES DIVISION SOUTHLAND DIVISION

Bakersfield

Santa Bartara

Santa Monica

Ventura

WestCovira

tWTEMIQUtlTAIH

661-834-6600

626-432-1903

80S-968^263
310475-8283
805-382-8391

626-915-3666

onuuoaf

Burfaank

San Luis Obispo

Santa Clarlta

Thousand Oaks

Walnut

818-558-1063

805-474-9164

661-254-0404

805-496-7007

626-810-0645

Costa Hesa

Huntington Baach

MisskinViejo

Tonranca

Whtttier

714-526-3337

714-546-5705

714-5938336
949-364-7161

310-791-9468

562-696-9889

CarritoB

Downey
Long Beach

Northridge

Wastchastar

562-809-2227

323-566-7415

562«498-2281

818^98-6646
310*41-7995

Coiorsdo SfrtiQi

FortCoAw
Grand Jundian
Logsn

Oodw

TMnFals

?oe-68s-a?«c
303-442-7777
719-227-9436

30»-30S-1247
970-41C-1910
970-242-«54«

435-755-S145
406-721-oeaz
801-S2SM7S
20e-232-13»1
810-224-2081

801-S«7-1Sa»
4SS-C27-8S18

20e-7S7-08«0

axm
S0»«)87

808-S«»«17S

WOKTM yACIf IC mVISiOII

907-5«2-a880
S03-892-S737

3CO-7S»-9Ce9
S41-484-2807

42S-2904S42
•07-474-1711

3804134713
20e-748-7779

S«O>238-0844

S30-771-e931
208-384-9140

2S3-S20-1949

S0»e8»-1723
2S34«34n70
S0»«43-2248
380-573-1888

S0»«tMK>11

KHmp County
LMriMon

SoHtti Kino County

noil CAL DWISIQW
Chico 530-342-8801

S30-297-72S8
707-442-5072
707-435-8284

5S9-43S-3188
541-245-1925
208-544-1004

530-228-1818

775-«28-4004
918-924-8884

StMlcton 208-474-7100
Vtf^B 590-755-1 502
YMbaCKy 530-755-1502

AY ABgA MVISIQII

isMv 510444-2888
Coafra Coala 952488-7540

510-742-7400
831-375-0175
415-504-8700

SMiJflaa 40841S-1500
SfM l^ae 650-342-9€79

I Mdn 707-885-9O48

SOUTHCOAST DtVISIOII

BContro 780-338-0593
EaooncMo 780-735-8^17

L«V«OM 702-732-3383
Nortk Sm Oi^io 780442-1223
PalmSprtnoi 760442-1223
RandM Qicanwngi 908-478-8805

908-754-3093
90»424-0780
619-585-5809

»»4847

SmBmttmdno

B

D£SMT MYISIQW
505-3234723
808-355-2555
915-772-1183

520-528-1144

SO5-525-3082

80fr-79»-1998

915-6S2-4770
PtKwnU
SantaFc

TUCSOM

Yuma

602-246-8347

50.V«?O478l
520-322-5291

520-783-1950

www.workforstudents.com/ucla
Classifieds

7800
Help W;ii)ted

DAY CAMP
COUNSELORS

Pali Camp now hiring enthusiactic coun-

selors! Summer fun includes: )et skiing,

amusement parks, beach days, pairHbaH and

morel 19 and up. Call Jacque: 310-477-

2700x14.

DAY CAMP
Summer. Svvlmming, baachas. horses &
more. www.daycamp)obs.com.

DESIGN/SALES
Seeking deslgners/aalas help for Italian

showroom apadalbing m madhjm-hlgh kMch-

ana. baths, doaala. (umilura. PT/FL Oan-

lalla:310-397-1140.
^'

DRIVER WANTED
student to drive 10 yito from UCLA camp 4
aftemoons/wk. 2hrB daHy. Some Haxibitity.

Own car. Weatwood. 310-480-6870.

EARN AS MUCH AS
$50/HR

EXCELLENT ENTREPRENEURIAL P/T
Sales OpportunNy: Make your own hours. No
axparianoa nsoaaaary. To recelva moiaMor-

matk)n caN 818-487-7270

EVENT STAFF/
SECURmr

For sports, concerts. TV shows, conven-
tk>ns. 18^ with dean background. Great job

lof studerHs ¥ou piflk your aeetgnmente.

213-748-7223.

FfT ADMINISTRATIVE
ASSISTANT

Health care company In Westwood seeks or-

gant/ed person tor entry-level position. At-

tention to detail necessary. Great Ber)efitsl

Email tet>azHeOaol.com or fax resunf>e to

U2:310-443-5258.

FEMALE ATTENDANT
10HRS/WK, SKVHR, 10 MIN TO UCLA. P/T
w/car: Help disabled woman w/shopping,

errands, laundry, etc. Call 310-828-4686.

FILM FESTIVAL INTERN
F/r. start immadatalyi Omoa and phona
skMs ara nacaaaary. MUST be a MAC usar.

Fax resume 310-475-0193.

FLASH 5
Flash animators/programmers to help pro-

duca games/cartoons lor naw onNna antar-

talnmant network. Publk:i2e your naw^axiat-

ing work and share profits, www.p-d-
ncom/infoOp-d-n.conV310-989-3114.

FRIAR TUX SHOP
Formal wear sales ar>d rentals. $9-

lOi/hr-K:ommi8Sk>n. No experience r>aces-

sary P/T-F/T positions avallat><e. Call us In

WLA 3 10-559-4889

FT RECEPTIONIST NEEDED In BH saton.

Must t>e rettat)le, able to work under pres-

sure, and obtain excellent customer servtoe

skHls 310278-5826. 9667 Wilshire Blvd.

FUN
SEEKING ATTRACTIVE, RESPONSIBLE.
MOTIVATED FEMALE to ha^ ma with my
Tea' Company. Excalani aaming potential

CaN Tracy. 310-824-5611

FUN SUMMER
Swimming, horses, beaches and more.

www.daycampjobs.com.

HOSTESSES NEEDED Hana SusN in

Branlwood. Please call anytime 310-477-

9796.

Holal desk dartc- P/T (momings/AM) Waat-
wood VWaga Hotel. 310-208-3845.

IF YOU LIKE MK>RKING W/CHILDREN. the

Culver Palms Family YMCA is hiring now for

Camp Counaetors. Apply at 4500 Sepulveda
Blvd., Culvar CKy or call Cindy 310-390-

3604.

INTERESTED IN GERIATRIC CARE? Haf
senior cHizen in exercise, female. P/T. Naad
own transportatton, doesn't mind readktg

atoud, norvsmokar. Hours, salary negoliaUa.

Encino. EsteHe, 818-789-2487 Call 12-6pm.

JEWISH HEBREW
An6 Sunday Schools naed teachers. Good
Jewish educatton artd tova of chiUran de-

sired. ANoa Fasman:323-761-8613.

LEADERS WANTED
SUCCESSFUL ENTREPRENEUR seeks
Hke-mindad big ihMpsI INTL opp: 323-964-

5702 . {

wHMriQ and
^nMk. M.83

UBRARY JOBS
duties, 12-19 hrs^ll(. M.8aMir to aUrt.

STUDENTS ONLY apply at Young Raaaarch
Library Rm 11617 or call Antigone Kutay
310-825-6982

II ——i—i I» ^ .1.. —,-..—— ail
I , ,

MEDICAL RECEPTIONIST Bav8rty H«s.
FleifiMe hwirs Mainly aftemoons. 20-25
hrVwk Salary negoWable Fax rasume 310-

273-6082 or caN ai0>^273-8568

Display

206-30130
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7800
Holp Wnntt'd

easy
money

easy work
Not Shy? Look goo4 ia a bikini? High

energy, outgoing bikini models needed.

310-262-1126
L.A.ar*«. IS and ovmr only. AudtUonlng
now (Of Summer «pots. No •nprnhtnem
rMC*M«fT> FtoxHtl* hour*. NonudKy.

7800
Help Wnnlt;(l

Are you a model...

Looking for all types
male/female models/actors

We also have Plus size & Cliildrcn div.

For prim A non-unifNi cummca-uls
No experience nx^uirtd No fees

iZlfiJL

\i> KxfK'hcticc ,\e^cssi4n^

Men, WoiTtM). diildnm. all aK<^' ^'O-
raoKS TV' Flints - (bmnwrcials - Maf^nes
Jitr/Krsomil ttilcnuti call iinii

310.659.7000

READY TO BREAK INTO THE
ENTERTAINMENT INDUSTRY?
We are an established industry non-profit created to promote ethnic

diversity in Hollywood. Our free 6-vveek job training prepares you for

jobs as Production Assistant behind the scenes in movies, television

and commercials. Guaranteed job placement for those who graduatCr

Get your foot in the door and work your way up.

Call Streetlights at (323) 960-4540

www.streetlights.org

STREETUGH

(310) 472-7474 Located 10

Looking for fun, energetic students who I'ovi

children and would like a job outdoors as a
general counselor. We also need specialists to

teach horseback riding, video making, swimming,
rock climbing, nature studies, or arts & crafts.

www.tumbleweed4ever.com
Call for a great summer!

7800
Help W.int«.d

OFFICE ASSISTANT. FfT. Entertainment

OMcae Is 5 minutes from (JCUV. MAC com
puter skills^ MUST! Fax resume to 310-475-

0193

ORGANIZED, RESPONSIBLE. STRONG,
[JCIA Student wanted to assist during home
addition and rerwvation near campus. Hours
vary, 310-446-4413

OUTSIDE SALES
6 figure income in 3yrs Retire in lOyrs. Inter-

net Company lookir)g tor independent out

side sales repreaentatives Get your own
exclusive territory nationally-You own hiours

Commission Only CaH Mr. Lebowski 818-

887-7188

P/T MEDICAL CONSULTANT needed In

Beverly Hills Will train Flexible nours No
expenerKe necessary Great summer job.

Please call 310-247-0999.

PfT WRITER. Reasant Century City Engi

neering Firm seeks perfectnnist witti strong

writing skills to produce mildly technical re-

ports for interr^l and external use $13/hr to

start. Wage increases as appropnate. Mini-

mum 15hr8/wk. Must have car and in-

surance. Fax resume 310-286-9126 or call

310-286-2437

PART-TIME CHILDCARE needed. Help
w/summer activities Flexible schedule need
ed. evenir)gs/weekends. Encino Mulholland

and 405 a<4acent. Must have car. Call Jack-

ie:310-826-2466.

PART-TIME CUSTOMER
SERVICE

-REPRESENTATIVE
For an exclusive fast-paced Westwood dry

daaner. Outgoing, friendly. WHI train/sales

axpafience a pkjs. 15-25 hours, momir>gs or

aftemoons. p>lus Sat. or Sun $8-10/hour.

Apply in person: 1600 Westwood Blvd. Or
CaH: 310-474-8525.

PERSON WANTED to sell syndicated news-
paper features (columns and cartoor>s) to

newspaper editors throughout the United

States. Major university or UCLA Graduate.

Must read nawnapapers and be comfortable

meeting rwwspaper editors in person Serxj

resume via fax 310-440-8934.

PERSONAL ASSIST.
BARTER: Busy healer/ljandleader needs
personal asalstant/organizer to work and
clean in excfiar^ge for therapeutic mas-
sage/energy worit. Beth 310-313-0958.

Canyon Crf>pk ^jortq C<^rrx:^

CfliffonNQ SlMpowc^ Sanvw
HW «ra Icoliin, tor m m^mul**. imfmtHf

i» lO-wMk tmim mm m4 campfnfm n
Cm gretl faiMrann nnang aM iiM Miiir^ tit cmv nkmKy
ImtKt lui * Djmmmm>wg tv«r> Und mt
Mum ta « IHM 2 1 iFMnM praNr^ aWi I V I IMn ol camp

apmnnant ««Mnt4.aMandi« (ni>7<

We have3l//Z?/Z7Grpositions available.

Looking for ^%
aexible hoursr

-76 per hour
'

PLUS BONUS
^Convenient Scheduling

(Mon.-Fri. evenings & Sat.Sun.)

^Build Your Resume

*Speak Directly to Alumni

We are an equal opportunity employer
mm

Call Sandin for Appointment

310-794-0277
1083 Gayley Ave. 4th

email callcenter@supporLucla.edu

Classifieds

825-2221

l7l/l

Qi Gong Movement Therapy Dui'p In

4 GO t.. 4 4.S

C.nfr ftlir e

'.' ! IV

a

wwNv.studenthealth.ucta.edu

ucia Ashe Center
. . . fhc health care you've already paid for.

TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 Bugs Bunny and
Elmer —

5 Horrw, to Plen-e

9 Puppy's
comment

13 Revise
15 Garden tool

16 Aussie
aemstone

17 Asparagus tip

18 Dedare
19 Paper toy

20 Kitctwn meas
21 One, in Frankfurt

23 Unwrapped
25 Like a dungeon
26 Black eye
27 Cttristmas, e.g.

30 'YouVe got mair
CO.

31 Throws off heat
32 ExtMusting
37 Raid
38 "The- Witch

Projecr
40 Caspian Sea

tritxrtary

41 NewMlc Airport

feilurs

43 Dumbfounded
44 Have a cold

45 Coach's concern
47 Not otyviousiy

50 Trout)lee

51 Pact rTMmt)ers

52 Adawwd
53 Palmer's org.

56Seir)es
57 HorwkJiu's

islWKl

59 Con's other

name
61 Piwiist Peter
62 Texttxx>k

diviskHi

63 Large t>ags

64 Reach
across

65 Hunt ar>d peck
66 Kelly or

Whitman

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

H O A X A u L K

1
D

TlW o^ s
O K L A A G R ^ E U R N s
E R 1 N S U S A N T 1 L T
D A T A H E A V Y U T Y

[!ja^ Suuj
E P A U L E T S NIOIV E L

P E W P R O P S PlA V E R
1 R A S EY 1 N Q NO V A
C O R KS S e A LS

O
K E G

N e 1 L sa s P A T E R SDS Biaa 1

F L Om E R B U B N 1 G H
M A U 1 A N 1 S E O D 1 E
A T T N L 1 K E N R O B E
L [e E KJ m[eJ[eJ[d][sj aJLkl[E]m

*4-01 e 2001,Urtt«) Syndicate

DOWN
StMNt

BaRpMlc
offldala

ProtouTKl
Court evidence,
maybe
Grouchy

— out a living:

make do
Kick-off time
Roused
Hazarda

1

2

3
4

5
6
7

8
9
10

guess
11 Western
12 Went on the

lam
14 Fears
22 Or>oe — blue

moon
24 Stack
25 Ukevvise
26 CakxJtta attire

27 Position of

leadership
28 Melville work
29 Coeurde —

:

RichMtil

32 Guy's partner

33 Competitk)n

34Pakiat«i
neighbor

35 Dozes
36 High spirits

38 Rescues
39 Easter

floww
42 Hourly fee
43 RnarKiaily

solvent

45 Make less

concentrated
46 Cottorv^in

name
47 Shut-eye
48 The U of UHF
49 Buffak)

51 JManand
Ljnders

52 Tooth defect

53 Pocket
bread

54 Highlander
55 Mgr.'s helper
58^iichever
60 Depressed

Dispia

206-30

,
, \

-i'>''i'-:-
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7800
Help Wniitod

MEDICAL RESEARCH
ASSISTAhfT Summer position F^-P/T. Fax
resume to 310-230-1980

MODEL/TALENT FREE AUDITIONS for

merVwomen/kids (all ages) (or upcoming TV/
fashion shows, commercials, magazines,

movies, and more. No experience. 310-

360-1240.

MODELS WANTEDI FIM Productions is cur-

rently hiring models for print an dvldeo work.

Excellent pay-no experierx:e necessary. 818-

785-6028.

MODELS WANTED!!!
Make up to $300 for a couple of hours doing
nude nxMleling. If interested piease call 213-
624-8599.

MODELS WANTED- Sexy Females for new
men's magazine, e.i. Maxim, Stuff. FHM.
Please Call. Anthony©323-816-3151 or dlg-

gideeOmediaone.net or serxl pliotos to: S
Magazine. 302 North La Brea Ave. #350. Los
Angeles. CA 90036

MODELS-PHOTO. Part time. 2-3 hours

$25i/hour Women's dress arxj bkxjse. San
Gabriel Valley. 626-793-5349 (evenings)

NEED TO MAKE SOME PT $$$? Will train

and sponsor assistant broker PM work.

Guarantee-i^bonus. BH offk:e. Call Neil 800-

450-7585.

PERSONAL BOOKKEEPER NEEDED Ex-

periences arxl references a must. Few
fK>urs/week at Palisades home. 310-573-

1891.

QUICK MONEY
uP/T- fnsert updates tn library books. S'Ctirs.

Flat lee $60-70 310-277-8438

7800
Holp Wanted

SANTA MONICAATTORNEY is tooking for a

FT/PT file cleric and secretary Hours can be
flexible. Must be able to type and apeak
some Spanish. Please caH AHta 310-452-

1441.

SCREENWRITER ASSISTANT; Screenwrit

er working with major studk) presently offer-

ing Intern positk>r>s. P/T. flexible hours. Con-
tact Jessk» or Larry: 323-461-1492

SUMMER CAMP
COUNSELORS

Decathton Sports Club Located in Pak) Alto

6/25-8/17. $78-$92/day,9am-4pm. camp-
jobOyahoo.oom

SUMMER JOBS...GET
PAID EXPERIENCE

West Los Angeles, San Fernando Valley,

Santa Clarita VaHey. Simi and Conejo Valley

areas. Receptionist. File Cleric. Admin. Assis-

tant, Custon>er Servtee and MANY OTHERS
needed Work as much or as sekkxn as you
like-you deckjel Come to the offk» ctosest to

you:

BARRINGTON STAFFMO SERVICES
Santa Monica 310-453-1519. Thousand
Oaks 805-494-8695: Burbank 818-954-
0054; Valencia 661-294-9046: Woodland
Hills 818-703-8658 Our servtoe Iree to ap-
pNcants.

SUMMER DAY CAMPS
San Fernando or Cor>ejo Valleys, Oxnard.
Simi, MaHbu. Misc. Instructors & General
couns. $2750-35004- for summer 688-784
CAMP www.woricatcamp.com

SUMMER JOBSI WEST Los Angeles day-

camp Nring energetK counsek>rs, lifeguards,

ar»d apeaahsts Call TWtany at 310-399-

2267.

7800
Holp Wanteti

SUMMER SPORTS
CAMP COUNSELORS

Prime Time Sports Camp Is now Wring for

summer 2001. Sports background and ex-

perier>ce working with children required.

9:30AM-3:30PM. M-F 6/25/01 -8/3 1A) 1. WLA
and Palisades. Peter.3 10-288-4 132.

SUNSET CANYON REC CENTER seeks
ARC Certified, responsible indivMuals to

woric as lifeguards and swim instructors dur-

ing the surTwner months. Call 310-825-1059.

Applicatk)ns avail at SCRC.

SWIM INSTRUCTOR: WSI Ages 2-8.

Summer Camp Tarzana 818-881-9707

Take a Semester offi Ski for FREE!
Aspen Skiing Company
www.jobswtlhaltitude.com

1-800-525-6200

REWARDING/FUN
Summer Swimmirig, beacfies, horses &
more, www.daycampjobs.com.

SALES POSITION available for internet e-

commerce company. Salary-fcommissk>n.

Call 310 234 0784. Fax: 310-234-0786.
Email: Jobsdelectrobuy.com

8^00
Apartments for Rent

SUMMER OUTDOORS
FUN WORK WITH CHILDREN IN EX-
CITING 7-week day program-t- 2-week
Sierra Sleepaway. June 25-August 24.

Experience with water activities.

$33at-bonus/week CaH 310-826-7000 or

www.SlerraAdventureCamps.com

8^00
Apartnienls for Rent

TEACHER AND ASSISTANT TEACHER
NEEDED. ScfKKrf age day care center, full

time summer emptoyment in Van Nuys;

Sports. Crafts. Trips, Swimming, etc. Must
have BA with minimum 24 units in child

devetopnient courses. Teaching credential is

preferred. 'Good Salary. Lenny 818-894-

0330.

TECHNICAL SUPPORT. Answer customer

questtons. Knowledge of NT, email, websites

helpful. Ck>se to carT^Jus. flexible hours 310-

828-9900.

TWO POSITIONS Available in WLA offtee.

Bask: computer/offk:e duties. PT/FT, min
four hours a day. Call Jerry 310-473-1333.

UCLA RECREATION
SUMMER CAMP JOBS

GREAT MONEY! GREAT TIME! We nae^
energetk: people to t>e summer camp coun-

setors. Pay Is $7.38-$1l.0O/hr. Morning, af-

ternoon, all-day shifts available CaH 310-

206-1787. Applk»tk)ns available at John
Wooden Center.

UCLA RETIRED PROFESSOR seeking na-

tive Polish grad/undergrad student lor edit-

ing, wofd-processing Polish literary text for

good pay! 310-472-3601 after 8pm.

8i^00
Apartments for Rent

7800
Help Wanted

WAITRESS/WAITER
Restaurant experience required. Compeleni
and familiar wHh American menu. PT Break-
last/hinch shifts Westwood Cafe CaH Oa-
vkl:31 0-473-5045

WANTED 29 PEOPLE
NEEDED to k>se weight and earn $$$ in the

next thirty days CaH 310-289-5464 or visit

our wsbsUss www.dle(4u.net. Code 10378
www.richfromhome.com/lntemet

WANTED: People who want to tost weight.

310-884-8746. 24 hour message.

WE WORK FOR THE MOVIE STUDIOS!
Con>e wort< lor us! We are tooking lor bright.

indeperxJent. project coordinators to f)elp us
reclaim our social lives. Must be willing to

wori( weekend and weekday hours. Fax
resumes to 310-640-5809 or email to mcaru-
soO tesonline.com

.

WEBSITE SALES!
Earn $4,000/mth wortcing from home. Will

train. See www.iprofitnow.net for details. CaH
310-804-7885 or email resume to

micheleO ipowerportal.com

WEST LA BASED MEDIA COMPANY seeks
energetto. outgoing indivkluals to train, laam.
and sell advertismg media. Pay based
against commissions with up-skJe opportuni-

ty. If you are consMartng a future in advertis-

ing, media, and sales please contact Roger
at resunf>eOpari(media.com or fax 31(M32-
6100.

WESTSIDE YMCA Now Wring Class B and
bus drivers. Must have certlficatton. Stan
date ASAP. Call Laura Sktoo 310-477-
1511ext.1635 or mail resume to 11311 La
Grange Ave. LA, 90025

WESTSIDE YMCA now hiring summer teen
camp directors. Start date ASAP May devel-
op into permanent positton. Call Laura Sktoo
310-477-1511ext1635 or mail resume to

11311 La Grange Ave. LA, 90025

WLA PICTURE FRAMING SHOP Charies'

Custom Picture Framing. Sales, ptoture

franfwng, will train. P/T. Ask for Charles 310-
474-8661.

7800
Helf) W.iiitr.l

WORK from home in the US or in an inlema-
ttonal busir^ess. 24 hour massage 310-884-
8748.

"I COULD NEVER DO
SALES"

Tfut is wfiat some of our top earners sakj.

We have a system that works if you are

tsaclMble arv) you believe in yourself

enough. Looking for the toughest but most
rewarding of chaMangas? Onoe finals are

over give us • cal: 310-652-9572.

7900
Housesitting

EXPERIENCED HOUSE SITTER AVAIL-
ABLE. 7/27-8/4 MATURE FEMALE. Profes-
stonal. working P/T in LA, Impeccable Local
References arxl fx>usesittir)g experierx:e.

Great with aN interior and exterior plants. Fee
negotiable. Other dates available, theachas-
sin Oatt.net 914-945-0245.

8000
Internships

ENTERTAINMENT INDUSTRY INTERN-
SHIP. Leading Musk: Mariceting company
seeks summer intern Help promola bands
such as Limp Bizkit. Nelly Furtado. Nine Inch
NaNs. Counting Crows. Candiata must earn
coNege credit to parttoipate in this unpaU in-

ternship CaH Rob M 323-930-3141.

FILM INTERNSHIP
ACCLAIMED PRODUCER seeks motivated
interns for summer 2001. Please fax

resumes to Commotton Ptotures

attnMtoheUe 310-432-2001.

INTERN FOR MCTUFC FWANCIAL SBrelC-

esl In Century City. Up to lOhrsAveek. Call

310-407-3076.

SUMMER RESEARCH/
MOLECULAR BIOLOGY
INTERNSHIP Biochemistry undergrads
needed for uCLA summer research in btoin-

fonmattos/computatnnal molacular btotogy
Must know basic btochemistry. Computer
skHls needed (preferably UNIX) Dc. Pettit

310-206-4748

8^00
Apartments for Rent

8^^00
Apartmenls for Rent

We Have
partment Homes

Of Choice
In Bruin Country.

"reperties Prolessionally Managed By
R.W. Sefeu & CompMV. he

"The SUndard ot Exotlhncm.

'

.W. Selby & Company

offers the most modern

and convenient housing

ear UCLA Campus and

the Westwood Village.

Make your housing

arrangements now!

Kelton Plaza
430 Kelton Avenue
1 &2 Bedrooms, Rooftop Spa
& Leisure Area

CaH (310) 824-7409

idvale Plaza
527 & 540 Midvale Avenue
Singles, 1 &2 Bedrooms;

Rooftop Spa & Leisure Area,

Pool w/ Spa, Sauna, Study Lounge

w/ Big Screen TV, Fitness Center

Call (310) 208-0064
540 Midvale Avenue

Call (310) 208-4868
527 Midvde Avenue

El Grecg
; 1 030 Tiverton Avenue
•Single Units Only, Rooftop Sun Deck
^& Leisure Area, Sauna, Outdoor Spa
& Barbecue, Fitness Room
Call (310) 824-0463

Pbrn
1 0983 WelKvortli Avenue
1 &2 Bedrooms, Fitness Center,

, Rooftop Spa & Leisure Area

Call (310) 479-6205
1 + 1 $1725/month
2+2 $2295/monlh

Roomi|iate Service
|

^IW
Furnished Apartments

Ask About Our leqse$pecials\
Classifieds

825-2221

i^b

Display
206-3060

8200
Tcmpor.-iry Employment

HEAD FRESHMAN BOYS BASKETBALL
COACH Expertenco playJng and coacNng
nMded $2800-3200 tor the season. 5 days
a week from 230 to 5:00. wtth a few Satur-
day games. The season begins in November
and runs through February. Please fax
resumes ontyfl Fax to 310-288-3286

8^00
Apartmtjntb for Rent

CULVER Crrv apacious. 1 bedroom, quiet

neighborhood, yard. $665. 310-395-RENT
www wesisid«r8ntals.oom

8300
Volunteer

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED: At St. Uz Hospwe.
we will train you, please call Eli at 310-824-
9798.

8400
Apartments for Rent

••WALK TO UCLA WESTWOOD Singles.

IbdrrrVlbth. 2bdrm/2bth. Pool, jacuzzi. walk-

in ctosets, fireplace, lull-kitchen, gated ga-

rage, instant broadt)and avail, www.ketton-

towers.com. 310-206-1976.

•WESTWOOD VILLAGE. MIDVALE N. OF
LEVERING LARGE 1 AND 2-BDRM APT
GARDEN VIEW. DINING ROOM. UNIQUE.
CHARM. FRONT AND REAR ENTRANCE
310-839-6294*

1-MINUTETOUCLA
1 bdrm. furnished, bright, clean, quiet, secur-
ity entrance, large ckjsets. carpet, pool lyr

lease. $1200/rTK>. 310-824-1830.

1 -MINUTE TO UCLA. Bachetor. furnished,

bright, dean, security entrance, large closet.

laurKlry. pool, mIn 3 months. Available
6/15/01. $800/month 310-625-0009.

HOLLYWOOD HILLS Hardwood fkxjrs. sin

gie. R&S. laundry, parking, utilities paid.

$595 310-395-RENT. www.westsideren-

tals.com

HOLLYWOOD STUDK). w/c pet. R&S. utili-

ties pakj. $550. 310-395-RENT. www.west-
skJerentals.com

HUGE SINGLE AND ONE BEDROOM
$900/mo & up. One bdrm for $l250&up One
bkjck from campus. 644 and 650 Landfair

310-824-0319

KOREA TOWN, studk). w/c pet. saielWe TV.

utilities pakJ. $575. 310-395-RENT
www.westsiderentals.com

MID WILSHIRE STUDIO R4S. cat okay,

gated parking $525. 310-395-RENT
www.westsiderentals.com

MIRACLE MILE, house to share, private

bedroom, d/w. w/d, parking. $400. 310-395-

RENT www.westsiderentais.com

* PALMS *
4B0, 38A LOFT TOWNHOME, FP,

CENTRAL AJR/HEAT. GATED GARAGE.
SEC. ALARM. CAT OK

3670 MIDVALE AVE. $2395/fMO

1917 SPANISH MISSION BUILDING Sin-

gle, WLA. Separate kitchen, high ceilings,

wQpd tfoors. one year foase. S7SQ/tna. 3i(I--

479-8646

1B0RM LUXURY APT 1416 1/2 Kelton.

Guest bthrm, office, patio. AJ1 brand-new
Newfy rennxleled. hardwood fkwrs. central

A/C, crown moMing. Consider pet. Open da-
ily 10-6 $1990.

2B0. 2SA TOWNHOME. FP, CENTRAL
AIR/MEAT. GATED OARAGE,

SEC ALARM. CAT OK
3ei4PAftt8 0R. tISM/MO

* MAR VISTA *

2&3BDRM
LARGE, bright, vJew. Microwave, oven, re-

frigerator, diahwasher. washer/dryer in unit.

21 -ft. jacuzzI on roof. Walking distance to

UCLA. 310-475-0807

APARTMEf^ FOR NEXT YEAR- 9/1/01

PaJms. 2bdrm/2bth $l475/month, $1450 de-
posit. Underground parkirtg, new. spackxis.
near freeway^luebus. 1 -year-lease Jessk:a
310-880-5109.

11 91 3 AVON WAY.

11748C0U(m.BGH0R.
12736 CASWELL AVE.

12630 RMTCHELL AVE.

12741 lyNTCHaL AVE.

$1 295/MO.

$1295/MO.
$1345/MO.
$1345/MO.
$1345/MO.

4B0. 48A TOWNHOME. FP. CENTRAL
AIR/HEAT. GATED GARAGE.

SEC. /UJVRM. CAT OK
3964 BEETHOVEN ST. ta496/MO

, Op«n Hous* Mon-Sal 10 - 4 PM ,

(310) aei-ipye

APARTMENT FOR
RENT

Large 1 bedroom, 1 bath. /V/C. fireplace, t>al-

cony, heated pool/spa. all kitchen appli-

ances $1250/monlh 310-824-1640

BEAUTIFUL, LARGE. SUNNY 2-bed/2bath
to Share. Female non-smoker prelfered Full

amanMas. Safe neighborhood. $955.66(wa-
ter-paW). WLA/Pahns. Alison. 310-558-3123
310-286^1 11 (pager)

BEL AIR GUEST HOUSE pool, view, yard
Dog okay. $750 310-395-RENT www.wast-
Siderental8.com

BEST 2BDRM IN WESTWOOD! Quiet,
quajr>t charming. Parking, hardwood ttoors

Walk to campus. Lease for summer-starts
immedlatefy $200/mth w/neg. 310-443-7954

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ 1&2BEDROOM
$895*UP LAROE. UNUSUAL CHARM
SOME SPANISH STYLE W/HARDWOOD
FLOORS ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO P\CO BUS
310-839-6294.

BEVERLY HILLS spackxjs. pdvate room
Very dean. Moa(h-(o-man»i. $490 310-395-
RENT www.waHiMaiamala.oom

BEVERLY HiaS—NEW YORK STYLE
SPACKXJS SPANISH apaitmanl. Pa! okay,

1 bedroom, hardwood noors. uMWaa inciud-

ad $875. 310-395-nENt www.waataMaran-
tala.oom

-^vr.A'jts JlujuiOj^ aTiifi^ :-:Jr'l±TlJi.:'^.l
^mmmmmim^fm^

BRENTWOOD
North of Wishlre. spackHis 36D/2Bath.

upper, w/ balcony. New diahwasher. rafrlg-

arator, aiove. etc. OuM 8-unii bidg. w/ gar

danaundacfc. $2395. 11921 Goshen Ave #4

Open Sat/Sun or by appL 310-571-0293.

^.

Diamond H«ad
A|»aitiiiciits

Summer Discounts

Short Tean Ltmt AMsflabte

Single $1045
1 BO $1260
2 BD $1645

2 BO w/loft $201

5

660 Veteran
208-2S51

ONE BEDROOM available after 6/15 and
7/1. Central air and heat, fully equipped
kitchen, jacuzzi, laurHjry, undergrourxl park-

ing. $1250. 520 Kelton. Call 310-208-7483.

OWNER'S UNIT
WEST LA PRIME. Upper, front, owner's unit.

2t>ed/2t>ath FIreplaoe, large bakxyiy, wet

bar Near UCLA Redecorated.

$1950/month 310-390-4610.

PALMS
2BED/2BATH Available 7/1. $1450/month 2

parking spaces 310-559-9852.

PALMS- $l045//mo 2bdmfVl 5bth Parking

for 1. June 26. $1151/mo 2bdrrTV2bth

Parking for 2. July 6. 1-year lease

http://sites netscape.net/buczacz2/home-

page. 310-398-3572.

PALMS. Single apt from $600, 1-bdrm $700.

$600/$700deposit. 1-year lease only-last

month free Stove, refrig.carpets, vert.

bNndB. 310-837-1502 LM, 8am-5pm.

PRIME SANTA MONICA part fumlahad, 1

bedroom, yard, utilities included. $895. 310-

395-RENT www.westsklerentals.com

REDONE LOFT-LIKE UNIT/CLEAN PAL-
LETS. One tMdroom open airy fkXKplan

vWtenlfk: powerful views of Century City.

High ceilinga.recaaaed lighting, bamboo
fk)oring, new appNanoaa. naw battwoom. fit-

tinga and flxturaa. wait-In doaat. mkl-certtury

high Ilea on WMshlra oorrMor. Pool/spa, new
gym. guaat auNaa lor rartt. valet parking,

larga downatalrs kibby, easy access off

Warner Broker 310-459-9283. Asking price

$225,000

SANTA MONK:a furnished, private room,

commuter apartment. Utilities included.

$325 310-395-RENT www.waatsMeren-
tals.oom

SANTA M0NK;A garden style. 1 bedroom,
hardwood Noors, paricing. $890. 310-395-

RENT. www.wvaataidarantala.com

SANTA MONK)A guast house Refrtgarator.

stove. yard. $650. 310-395-RENT
www.westsklerentala.oom

SANTA M0NK:A HOUSE 1 bedroom. 1

bath, bright yard, garden house, garage.

$1200. 310-395-RENT www.waatskleren
tals.com

SANTA MONICA OCEAN-VIEW One bed-
room unfurnished/furnished apt. $2000-
$2000. Luxury 2+1 bedroom, fumiahed
$4000. walk to 3rd Street PromanadaAPier
310-399-3472.

WALK TO UCLA
www.keltontowers.com

310-208-1976

ClassitiocL-

825-2221
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81^00 8700
ApiirlmtJiUs (or Rt.'iil H Condo/Townhouse for Sale

SANTA MONrcA apartment Prime locatton.

north o( Wilahire. $600. 310-395RENT
¥»ww.waataklarentai8.com

SANTA MONICA spackjus apartment. Pet

okay, pool, bright. $725. 310-395-RENT
www.westsklerentals.com

SANTA MONCA STUDIO, $875, walk to

market/bus. street parking, available 9/5.

Garage, $l50/rT>onth, available now. 1234
14th Street. 310-471-7073.

SANTA MONICA TWO-STORY MODERN
TOWNHOUSE. 2 bedrooms. 2 5 baths. N. of

Wilshire $1294. 310-395-RENT wwwwest-
siderentals.com

SANTA MONICA, north of Wilshire. 1-bdrm.

$1200. Remodeled Stove, fridge, patio.

Near ocean. No pets. 323-462-0507.

SINGLE APARTMENTS. $900/month Up-
graded carpeting, freshly painted, pool, laun-

dry, secured entry, very clean building. 1-yr

lease, no pets. 310-208-2820.

WEST LA
2BED/2 BATH. Beautiful carpets, drapes,

bukilt ins. urtwn view. 2 Parking Spaces
$1100. 310-670-5119

WEST LA, ONE-BEDROOM $950. Ctose to

bus/market. 1242 Barry Ave. Just south of

Wilshire. Available Sept.. 1 -year-lease. No
Pets. 310-471-7073

WESTWOOD
Excellent tocatton. walk to campus. Nice

unit in quiat garden setting. Utilities in-

cUjded. $650/month. Prefer mature, quiet

JdUtt. 310-208 7864. ^_

WESTWOOD APARTMENT Ibdrm/lbth,
utilities included, pool & laundry Nk:e. clean

& quiet. Must see. $1250/month. 1-year-

lease 310-208-3797.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE: Unfurnished 1-bed-

room, $1400, 10990 Strathmore Furnished

Ibdrm- $1350- 547 Landfair. 1 year lease

No pets. Available Sept. 310-471-7073.

WESTWOOD, Bachetor, $795, utilities pakl.

no parking. 1 -bedroom, $1400, 3-car park-

ing. 10943 Roebling, 1-year lease, no pets,

available July. 310-471-7073.

WESTWOOD 2BDRM/2BATH $1450 AND
UP TILE KITCHEN, STEPDOWN LIVING
ROOM. HIGH CEILING. CHARM. 1 MILE
SOUTH OF WILSHIRE. SOME W/BAL-
CONY 310-839-6294

WESTWOOD. Acroas UCLA, upscale, one
and two bedrooms. fuU-Wtchan. air condi-

ttoned, parking, ona yaar lease, 445 Land-
fair. Taking resarvatkma. 310^4-1969

WESTWOOD Walk to UCLA 2bdmV2bth,
gated parking, rooftop spa. quiet txiikling,

accepting reservatkins for Fall. $1975-
$2300. 512 Veteran. 310-208-2655.

Westwood Village
433 Kelton Ave.
(310) 208-8685

1 Bedroom from $1225

2 Bedroom from $1700

Extra large luxury units include:

• Fully equipped kitchen

• Central heating and air

• Extra closet space

• Wetbar in selected units

• Private balcony

• 2 Bdroms have 2 baths

• Intercom entry & gated parking

*wHh 1 year Isass

PrefessloAaay rramgad by

Integrated Property Services. Inc^
WESTWOOD PLAZA

BACHELOR
AVAILABLE NOW

$825

8600
Condo/Townhouse for R(}nt

KOREA TOWN. Studio. RAS, laundry, utM-

Uaa paid. $470. 310-395-RENT. wwnv.weal-

sMerentals.oom

PALMS
2b(km/2ti0\ i^ipar. AvaHabte Juty 2nd Balco-

ny, appHiiiaa, aaourtly txjidino and paiMng.

#12 BkM Bua to IX:lA $1250. amal luMn-

laOyahoo.com

IMAGINE OWNINQA.EASINQ WILSHIRE
Corridor/HiRise single, 1or2bdrm $115K-
$250K Walk to-UCLAA/illage. 24r)r/security.

Spectacular views, pool. Jacuzzi, sauna,
valet service. Agent-Bob 310-478-

1835ext.109.

WESTWOOD. Stiarp 1 -bedroom, 1-bath,

condo w/new carpet-t^paint. City Hghts view.

Bright Security, FP. pool, spa-t-sauna. Spa-
cious balcony Good closets Walk to West-
wood Village. $222,000. Sheri/Remax 473-

6156.

8900
House for Rent

2bdrm/2bth
REMODELED CONDO QUALITY UNIT
w/hardwood/tile floors, Granite counter tops,

dishwasher, parking, laundry, availat>le now.

$1975 and $2500. 310-276-8505.

CHARMING HOUSE with washer/dryer and
bonus storage space 2bdrm/lbth. On Na-
ttonal and AmDoscost. $1615. Please call

213-740-0427 or 310-478-7414.

9200
Housing Needed

HOUSING NEEDED
Tryirtg to rent your space in the Wesl-
wood area or nearby? Have a great deal?

EaaMy solve your rental problem with one
simple call. Avoid the hassle of renting. 3
UCLA aludertte an seek»r>g a 3 bedroom
apartment. fx)use. guesthouse or condo
to share to move in June/early July, lyr

lease only, NO SUBLETS Must include

1-2 parldng spaces and t>e raasorwt)ly

priced. Please call Slephanie:310-702-

6455 (Leave message)

OUTGOING FEMALE JUNIOR needs pri-

vate room for 01/02 school year. Will pay
$650. Prefer female housenruites. Email:

wardOucla.edu

RECENT COLLEGE GRAD is wlHIng to do
housework, extertor and interior in exchange
for possit)le own room/lx)ard. 818-749-6162.

UCLA STAFF PERSON
Seeks housir>g for 3 nights/week, can pay up
to $300/month and do light chores In ex-

change. 310-794-0622.

9300
Room for Holp

DOG SITTER/BABYSITTER RESPONSI-
BLE, FUN ATHLETIC FEMALE UCLA Stud-

ent needed for lO-year-oM girl. Jur>e-August.

Walking distance to UCLA. 310-470-4662.

FREE ROOM & BOARD
Urt)an Dog is kx)king foor a night supervisor.

Ask for Kim or Jan. 310-445-1447

ROOM/BOARD IN EXCHANGE for P/T
home care. Early AM/late PM, 5 days/wk.

Near Campus, nk;e WLA area. Experience

Preferred WLA 310-312-0815.

9400
Room for Ront

BEVERLY GLEN; Extra large master bdnri

w/prlvale bth. sky-Ughts, in great home,
roommates are young professkxials, clean,

quiet. 5min to UCLA $90a/mth. Call Bob
310-475-3334 for details.

BRENTWOOD F/NS/NP Females only Bed.

bath&full access to large. t>eautiful home.
Share w/famlly. $750 310-395-0623.

PALMS: Bright, dean, freshly painted private

room In large apartment. Utilities, garage,
cable, nice neighboitK>od. convenient to all.

Famalaa. $625. 310-450-0182

REDUCED RENT
In exchange for housahokj assistance. Walk
dog. kitchen dutiaa. Beautiful home, use of

facilities. Ptaaaani, responsible and tidy im-

portant AvaNaMa 6/1. 310-202-0782.

ROOM FOR RENT IN BEL AIR Fumlshed
tMthroom, separate entry, own garage. Very
quiet, beautiful view. No srrwking 10 mins to

UCLA. $875 Call for more informatton 310-
472-7374.

ROOM FOR RENT IN FURNISHED
HOUSE, female wanted Must be Non-smok-
er, responsible. Utilities-included. AmanWas
5 n»lles from UCLA $850/mth. 310-475-
1308.

ROOM FOR RENT IN

WESTWOOD
$725. Private bath in 3bdrm/3b(h house. 2
Mocks from Westwood Blvd. a mile from

UCLA. Big house, quiet neighborhood 310-

441-1450.

9^00
Ruoiii for Rent

ROOMMATE WANTED Female grad-stud-
ent. Light cooking, 2-3 dinners per week
Rent negotiable. New Brentwood Home
Fax: 310-476-7284.

ROOMS in large Beverty Hills house, grad
student preferred Kitchen pnvileges. wash-
er/dryer, pool, needs car $530/mth. Call
Abby:3 10-275-3831 or 818-783-5151.

WANTED: Quiet male graduate student
Lovely furnished bedroom w/microwave and
fridge, A/C, near bus. Lease, quiet, referenc-
es. $500/mo-utilities included 310-312-
0669.

WLA ADJACENT
TO SANTA MONICA/BRENTWOOD Pnvate
room and bathroom in luxurious corxlo. Se-
curity building, pari<ing available

$750/month, utilities included. Available

5/30. Call Linda 310-442-5215.

9500
Roommates-Private Room

403 LANDFAIR Gated buiWing/part<ing. Pri-

vate roonVbath in 2bdrm/2bth apt Prefer re-

spectful female. $820/month Available
9/14/01-9/2/02. Allison 310-824-3537

ASIAN/QUIET/CLEAN/MALE Near bus
stop. Westwood/Pico. 3-mo mm stay Re-
quired 2 references. Private bedroom share-
bath. $395/month. w/utilites. kitchen priv.

$40/day 310-475-8787

BRENTWOOD. $822/mo Unfurnished pri-

vate bedroom/private bath Laundry AC
Gated periling. Int entry Female only Cat
nendly. 310^79-9939.

BRENTWOOD: Private room and bath to

rent. Great kjcation. With parting Available
June 1st $740/mth. Call 310-826-6635

ROOMMATE WANTED to share Santa Mo-
nica apt. Furnished room w/king-bed, cable
TV. private bath, washer/dryer in unit.

$600/utilities included. 310-453-2902

SANTA MONICA-WESTHOLME. One bed-
room apartment to share. Fumished, peril-

ing. Female, non-smoker. If unavailable
leave message 310-446-4612

SHARE A COTTAGE in Venwe. 2bdnm/big
yard. 4 blocks from beach by Abott Kinney
Clean environment. Stwrt-term ok.

$700/nx>. 310-721-3470

SUMMER SUBLET Spacious Loft. Mid-June
to mkJ-Septemt)er Fully fumished, gated
parking. 15 minute walk to campus.
$600/month. 310-824-7648.

UP TO 3 ROOMMATES Wanted for sum-
mer/school-year. Spacious 2bed/lbath.
kitchen, corner Landfair/Roebling.

$1650/month. Sign lease in June. Chapin
310-209-1656.

WESTWOOD: Fun. outgoing female looking
for 1-2 female roommates to share
2bdrnV2bth apt ! Available 8/01 or 9/01. Call
310-209-2665!

WLA- Own tKJmVparking & shared bth in

3bdrnV2bth to share w/one female & 1 male.

,

Near 405&10fwy. $517+utilities. Avail ASAP.
310-477-8861.

9600
Roommates-Shared Room

GAYLEY NEXT TO UCLA large room to

share in 2t)drm/2bth. private condo. Fully-

fumished. t}akx>ny. garage, non-smoking fe-

male only. $500/fTX)nth. 310-208-7748

LUXURY WESTWOOD
Wanted one roommate, located a n>ile from

UCLA on Wilshire 2bed/2 1/2 bath,

$500/month. 3-month lease 626-482-9716.

WEST LA. Roommate needed to share room
in 2t>dmi apt. Bundy/Dr Unfurnished, peril-

ing, near bus. great for studying.

$265/nfwnth+deposit. 310-826-7343

WESTWOOD Across UCLA. A/C. bateony.

disfiwasher, kx)king for someone to share a
room in large 2Bed/2t>ath apartment. 6/1-

9/1. $550/month. Scott:3 10-869-2746.

•'.

9700
Sublets

$500 TO SHARE 2bdrm/2bath apt in WLA.
June 21 -Aug 21. Fully fumished Contact
Todd. 310-559-0977.

$500obo. 679 GAYLEY 3bdrm/3bth 1 bkx:k

from campus. Indoor periling, gated. Newl
Up to 4 people Available 7/1. Marielle 310-

208-0455

1-BDRM STEAL! Cute IbdnrVlbth. close to

campus, hardwood fkx>rs. DSL installed, ful-

ly-furnished, walk-in closet! $1150ot>o Call

KeNyW 310-208 0377 kwintersOucIa edu

10944 STRATHMORE. 2bdnn/1bth on com-
er of Strathmore/Landfair. Large bakx)ny w/
view of Westwood skyline 6/15-12/30.
$515/nfwnth Andy or Phil 310-824-2837.

10965 STRATHMORE. Atrium Court.
2txlrm/2bath Avail July 7-mid-Sept. 2-pat1(-

ing spaces, exercise room, bakxxry, Jacuzzi

on roof $2l00/month-neg. Call ANcIa 310-
267-8290.

Display

206-3060
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NlCOie MHUfVlMtty bum
Sophomore Sara Walkar, recently named an
ITA All-American for the second year, bends
down for a hit In a match.

W.TENNiS
From page 39

ing teammates freshman Lauren Fisher
and junior Petya Marinova in an all-Bruin

final.

"Our strong finish is reflective of the
hard work of the coaches and all the girls,"

Hawley said.

The team went on to win its NCAA
Regional, beating Georgia Tech and
upsetting Fresno State to advance to the
third round of the NCAA
Championships. Ahhough UCLA lost to
Vanderbilt, which made the final, the
Sweet Sixteen appearance was an accom-
plishment that most teams did not think
UCLA capable of

"We've proven that even through tough
times we can finish a season," Sampras
said.

Her eyes are already set on next year.

"The players are going to look back on
this year and learn from it,"she said.

"We're going to be contenders for a
national championship."

This year's work will pay off next year
because of the solid base the team has to
build on.

W.GOLF
From page 37

Malissa

swing in

COUfrrNtYSTEWART/Ddily Bfu

Martin follows through her

a tournament earlier this year.

potential exploded as they finished the first

round in second place and senior Moffat led the
tournament in first place.

Second and third round action, however, pro-
vided challenges for both UCLA and Moffat.
Teams like No. I Duke began to step up and play
hard-core golf Players like Katy Harris of
Louisiana State were biting at MofTafs heels,
eager to capture the lead.

By the end of the third round, UCLA was in

sixth and MofTat held second place. One more
round would have sealed an individual national
title for the graduating senior.

But the fourth round brought bittersweet tri-

iimph for the Bruins, as the team tied for fifth-

place overall and MofTat tied for sixth individu-
ally

The Bruins pulled themselves out of the sand
dunes, but still have to drive the game they know
they can. With captains Bagby and Moffat gone,
the youth ofthe team will have to carry UCLA to
the prominence it had 10 years ago.

"They want to do well and they have great
desire,

' Leary said. "As a group they work very
hard and they want to be good because they love
UCLA."

LUNCH SPECIAL
$4.99

• RICE • SAUD • SOUP
• CHICKEN TERIYAKI Of

• RRE BEEF

• VEGETABLE TEMPURA
• 2 PCS. CAUFORNIA ROLLS

I

DINNER SPECIAL
S5.99

• RICE • SALAD • SOUP
• CHICKEN TERIYAKI or

• FIRE BEEF
•VEGETABLE TEMPURA

• 3 PCS. CAUFORNIA ROLLS

9} 1 BROXTON AVE / ICCONTE
WeSTWOOO VIll^GE
310 208 7781

W^ B ^
JAPANESE FOOD
KORtAN FOOD
sa>;e bombs

9700
Sublets

10980 STRATHMORE APT #1 Sut)tet space
in large 2-t)edroom apaftment ctose2cam-
pus. Private-room (n July, shared room in Au-
gust—same negotiable price! Shared part(-

ing. Call Nicole 310-824-9606.

10980 STRATHMORE. Master Bedroom
available for summer. Spadous. furnished

Ifvlrigroom. $1CXX) as single, SSOO^rson, All

oners Considered. Damon. 310-267-6223.

10982 RoeWing. Club CaWomia SufT>mer
and Fall suMet. furnished, queen bed.
Poo(/Jacuz7i/Sauna, parking, private en-
terance, Ibdrm/lbath in Sbdrm. Apartmertt
$750.00 310-836-2969.

9700
Sublets

631 KELTON: Female roomnnate needed
from Jur>e 16-Augusl 6. Shared room fulfy

furnished apt. $325 for 6 wksl Cindy 310-
824-1599. sonne<70ucla edu

925 GAYLEY: WMk to can^us. Weslwood.
IbdmVIWh. parMng. uniumi8hed,hard«vood
floors. AvaiiabtB 6/19- mid-Sept.
$1550/month. InwMB 310-267-7169.

ATRIUM COURT FURNISHED private bed-
room/bath with parking. DSL. Stereo, Cable
Available mid June to mid September 1-2
people OK. $750/mo. Brandon 310-824-
7435.

9700
Sublets

FALL SUBLET. FMh female roommate need-
ed to share 2bdrm/2bth apt Sept-Dec. Fully

furnished $33(ymonth. 516 Glenrock Ave.
Nina:310-824-8914.

FEMALE ROOMMATE(S) needed to share
2bdmV2t)th apt. July-Sept Ctoee to campus.
DSL, gym/spa. 310-267-8072. ali-

hissOudaedu

9700
Sublets

PALMS 2 rooms lor June anHfor July. $600
own bath/batoony $450 share bath Easy
parking. Female only. Christina 3 10-4 15-
9967.

9700
Sublets

WESTWOOO 2BED/2BATH $450 527 Mid-
vale Ave; ibdrm shared wi^letuBnl room-
mate. 7/01 -8/31

. Furnished WBlsr Paid. 310-
443-0415.

11021 OPHIR SUMMER SUBLET: Huge
Ibdrm. avallabte mM-June to end of Sept. 1

partdng-space Included, hardwood fkwrs.
$700/mth obo 310-824-5422

ATRIUM COURT PENTHOUSE MM June-
September(negotiable). Ctose to campus.
2bdmV2bth. 2 parking. FumishBd vt/bkQ
screen TV/Premium Cable $1650 per
month. 310-824-2597.

424 KELTON. MOST REQUESTED WEST-
WOOO BUILDINGI Share Ibdrm/lbtft. kNch-
en/»vlng room. waN(-in ctoeet bakxxiy with
CLEAN/NON SMOKING FEMALE. $500.
June 25-August 31. 2001. AracaN: 310-206-
9947.

BARGAIN! Gayley. 6/1 5-8/31/01 (June paW)
Spacious 2bd/2ba. Female to share fur-

nislwd maater-bedroom. Parking. 2i)atk>s,
internet, jacuxzi Quiet. $487.50/mo. Gal
310-208-8584.

FEMALE TO SHARE fumlshed one bedroom
apartment One btock from UCLA. 3 parking
spots. $42S/rifwnth. Robin 310824-7140.

HOUSE 4 SUBLEASE
Bel-Air 3bd/2.5bath. $3S0G/month, unfur-

nlBhad. $4400Anonth fumiahad. Short-ierm
MtiiaMa. hkjga IMng room, braafctaat Biea
den wMmw. WW have new carpal, hoi tub
opttonai Great for studani/ taaohan. ALSO
Westwood Subleaaa. ibdrm/ibih.
$l200/month. Share space w/othera In
4bdrm condo. 31O-477-0070.

PRIVATE ROOM (converted Hving room) Ibr
dean, quiet male or female. Poo(/)acuz-
2i/laundry/parking/bakx)ny/luxury. Security
building. Half-mile from campus
$52S/month. Un/fumiahad. 310-209-1675

SuMatter- 403 Landfair 2bd/2blh. Femaie
(o share unfurnished 1/2 rriMiartMd. Perfect
transHion between apaitnanis iNa summer
$51Q/mo. Morgan 310-206-3293.

SUMMER SUBLET 520 KeMon. $370obo
Pay 2 montha onlyl 6/25-9/15. MMa to share
room. Fumiahad wi^Wngla bad. desk. 3io-
824-5947

WESTWOOD bed. huge hardwood ftoor. liv-

ing room. Large baloony $1100. Juiy-Sep-
lember. 310-627-7339.

WESTWOOO BOARDING HOUSE: Rooms
$2S0/m«>. T1 imemet, premium cable, free
tocal phone, weekly maW, shared kitchen
orvsHe laundry, pool table. bMkMball court,
piano. Mwwger on-sNe. 310-209-6149

SUMMER SUBLET. Brentwood Any ftna al-
ter June l8lh-mMtond Sept. 1-2 people
Huge private bedroomA>ath. walk-in minored
ctoeets In 2bed/2balh. $750'monlh. 310-626-
7482. 406-209-71 13fce«. phNoi1l286«hot-
maN.com.

475 GAYLEY AVE Available mM^Juna to
mW-Sept. $450/month Ctose to campua.
Mandhr roommates & manager Looktog tor
female subletter. 310-479-2235.

475 GAYLEY. 2bed/2bath i«)artmenl tooMng
tor friendly mnmmta to share room. A^.
dlahwaaher. hinHahed. 6/25-9/20. Nwioti-
BWe. 31^624-5621. ^^
475 GAYLEY: Ibdmi/lprtvate-bth m
2bdrm/2t)th apartment Available immediate-
ly to mW-Seplember Need 1-2 female-sub-
letters. Underground parWng-spoL extremely
ctoee to-campus. $833/mth. 310-208-4379

512 VETERAN Spactous 2-bedroom apT
tor July/August sublet. A/C, bakxxiy, l-partt-

ing space, DSL. cable, roof top-jacuzzl.
$425/tTwnth to stiare room. 310-824-5546.

527 MIOVALE. Ibdmi to sublet in

2bdrm/2bth apt. $800. Sauna/pool, gym,
gated partdng. Available mid-June 310-824-
4612

BEAUTIFUL 2 BEDROOM APARTMENT
Hardwood floors, partdng. full kNchen Abeo-
lutely gorgeous. Must be seenlfl $l90Q/mo
Cal Mai)orle 310-206-2120

BRENTWOOD, One-BedroomASne-Bath in

Large-BrigM-himlahed 2Bed-2Bath Apart
ment. Livlng-Room, Dinnlng-Room. Dlah-
wBsher, Mtorowave, Bakxxiy. aa: 2mNes
from UCLA&Beach. Near Tranaportatton
TV/VCRA)4gltal-Cable/Slereo/DSL Parktog
King-SiM Bed. $850/mo. Junel-AuglO 310-
415-9238.

HUGE ONE BEDROOM apartment. 626
Levering. AvtaHabe June-Sapi. todudaatwo
parking spMM, iBundiy. one bath. Mkeor
Josh 310-208-5907.

SUMMER SUBLET Female roommate
needed tor Private Room In 4 bedroom. 2
tMthroom apt on Kelton Dates RexMe. Cal

I at 310-206-2406.

KELTON AVE.: LooMng for famala aublel-
leita) tor ibdmi. in 2bdmV2Mh. Part-fum
Avrthtte 6«3^TlW Sept $t86Anlh.. $462 to
ahaia. Cal 310-824-5177

SUMMER SUBLET JULY-AUG. 2bed/1 5
bath. 2 underground parking. Pooi/BBQ
$1600 avalaUe through next year. 556 Kel-
ton. 310-443-5743.

WESTWOOO- 512 VETERAN. 2br/2ba.
$l800/month. ($450 shared). July-Aug.
w<iakg.*water. walk to UCLA. 310-824-1663.

WESTWOOO. 520 Kelton, #415. Begin Ju-
ne19. Ibednn avaM in 2bdmi apt Large
w/prtvate bath. Batoony, part-fumlshed. A/C.
$775 ($3e6W>ared). 310-208-4140.

WESTWOOD. 6/1 7-7/31/oi(nagoBabla)
fdtf Fumiahad. Have own room to a quiet
apartment oomplax. Parking, pool. A/C
OuM, raaponalble female preferred
Cal:310-208 666 .

WESTWOOO Pwnale to share fumlshad
room In laige 2bd/2balh apt. on Qianiock
Pool^pa. great view. Aval. 6/18 $400^IH
bet. 310-206-8713.

BRENTWOOD Room tor rent Summer
only. $6S0/month Furnished Private bath.
Street parking. Drtve/txiS to campus. 310-
44O«)50

527 MIDVALE Large 2bdmV2bth ctose to
campus. Fully-furnished, fireplace, bateony,
pool/|acuzzi. gym. 2 garage parking ^>ot8!
$1750/month 310-443-0645, 31(M43-8976

533 GLENROCK Cheap and ctoee to cam-
pus. Need 1-2 male roommates for summer
Ibed/lbth, kitchen. $350/month. 310-267-
8076.

Chcsifiods
.^1

CLOSE TO UCLA, 2 bed^l-bath. 2-parking
spaces, avaHable July ist for 2 months. A/C,
Laundry. Jacuzii. Email, Suai_ai«ya'
hoo com. 310-208-2251 or 510-713-1838

DIRT CHEAP- CALL ASAP! 1626 Qianvile
2bdmV2bth. $437.50/mon6i for your own
room w^bath wi^Mtto. Available June 19-late
Sept. 310-207-6e00, 310-56&OeB7.

DO YOU LOVE CATS?
$150 off rant to eachanga tor cat caia. Spa-
ctous. fumlihed ibdmi apwtrnem to Prime.
Parking Ctose to UCLA. Mature, quiet, and
raspooaible tenant. June 20-Aug 20. 310-
M3-3S2S >

LOOK HEREI 601 Levadng and Strathmora.
Spactous. ftimishad. tbdnn/ibth uncfer-
Oround parMa BtL. awaiabla June i5ih
mto Sept. $66a<il<>. Cal Erto 310-824-4644

MAR VISTA: Own bedroomAbathroom in
2bdrm., 7mlna to campusi Cabla^^jiynVteu-
na/lpool Furnished $499obo. Keith 310-915-
1081. ktsuiObtotogy ucia.edu

MDR-BeMMfm 2bed/2bath situated on 23
acraa lush tropical ground Pool, tennis, flpa.
Mnaaa center, ocean breeze Availat)le rnld-

June-MM-September $1950 310-827 7317

MIDVALE. Huge 3bdrm apt Hardwood
Ikxxs, Mggeet bateony in Westwood, 3 park-
ing spots. July-Sept. $2450/month, negoti-
able. 310-20»0490.

NOT HAUNTEDI
LANDFAIR/STRATHMORE Positives
2t)ed/1bail, IMng room, kitchen, downhill
wall to campus. Negatives Uphill walk from
campus, gtobal warming Mike 310-208
3MK>

SUMMER SUBLET StrathmoreA^ndlalr
Large ibdrm/lbth. Ntee patio, ftrapiace,
parktngi $110Q4nonlh. June 1-Sept 15. WW
conakfar short aublat. 310-443-1166

SUMMER SUBLET: CLUB CALIFORNIA
Bagtontog June I9lh. Female to share room
m 2bdrm/2bth apt. Bakxxiy, poot^kpe, gym,
partdng. Kasey 310-443-1461.

SUMMER SUBLET Mktvale Plazall
ibdmvibth Fuiy tomlahed. Qaiad parMng.
Walk to UCLA Immaculate. Oulat/tofe
DSLm//VCR. AC Poo*1acu22i/gym 310-
208-4450

SUMMER-SUBLET SILVERLAKE
BLV07SUNSET Spectous. 2bdmi duplex,
fumiahad, harttwood floors ideal for Holly
wood^Downtown internships $800/month
Available 6/1-8/31 Responsible applicants
323-663-8912, jbrasasOhotmail com

WESTWOOO: Beginning 6«5. Ferrwla to
stiara room in ntee. contemporary, spactous.
2b(km/2tNh Quiet neighbortiood Ctoee to
bus. $375/mth CamWa 310-478-7076

WESTWOOD: Spactous. gorgeous 3bdrm
apartment. Ctose to campus. Vteant doublaa
and stogie. Available mid%lune thru mW-
Sept. Ca« Katie 310-267-B343

WESTWOOO Summw auMat. 545 Glen-
rock Ave#402 2 months (July-Aug).
$500/month Share room in newly built
2bdrnV2bth apt. Near UCLA. 310-206-7862.

WLA 1755 PURDUE Female, non-smok-
ing. Private room in 1bdrm/1bth in apt. 6/25-
9/15 $700/nx)>half utilities. Fumlshad. Near
UCLA. busline#1 310-477-6186, upasa-
na71 •hotmail.com

WANT TO SUBLET FOR THE SUM-
MER? Reach thousands of potential
roommates lor free www. west
sklerental8.com 310-305-RENT

9800
,u. ition Ront.'ils

BEAUTIFUL. SPACIOUS YOSEMlTE
HOME surrounded by lai pines. Ctose to
everything. FuNy Equipped. 5000' eievatton
sundeck. reaaonabia rataa. 818-785-1028
www.yoa0mitaiilovaly.com

Hf Spiny

-^JF^tQhfcVi.

SIDEBAR
From page 44

hand into the protective net - a frus-

tratirig finish to a frustrating day for
the highly ranked senior.

UCLA rcdshirt freshman Dan
Ames's last throw in the prehminary
round might have been good enough
for a spot in the finals if his toe hadn't
slipped out of the ring. Did a wet ring
cause or at least contribute to the
foul?

Maybe, but Ames wouldn't blame
his difTlculties on the weather.

"It affected everyone the same."
Ames said.

Fellow Bruin junior Scott Moser
was more vocal.

"It was odd because nobody could
really get going." he said. "You didn't

know who was going to start it off
with a big throw. We knew it was
going to be kind of a weird day. (The
weather) was more of a physical fac-

tor than a mental one because I really

didn't let it get to me. It was just hard
to throw in swirling wind and driz-

zling and cold."

As if thinking about technique and
focus wasn't enough. Moser said that
all the throwers had to worry about
drying off before entering the ring

_and whether or not to switch to rain
"^Shocs with more traction.

After throwing well in the first

round, Moser found it difficult to get
back into the groove in the finals. The
wait in between the first and final

rounds was over an hour, and it was
difficult for the first round throwers
to stay warmed-up.

But track and field is an outdoor
sport, and dealing with weather is

part of the game. Despite all the

adverse circumstances, the top three
going into the discus, Tolga Koseoglu
of' Texas A & M, Gabor Mate of
Auburn and Moser, finished in the
top three. Some of the other places
were affected, but the best of the best
rose to the occasion.

W.GOLF
From page 42

tenth. A Pac-IO title seemed out of
reach, and aspirations of qualifying

for the NCAA West Regionals were
present, but faint.

"I think they all under.stand the

importance of the rest of the season,"

Leary said before Pac-IO competition.

"I expect them all to stay sharp and to

be ready for the Pac-IOs."

"They want to do
well and they have

great desire."

Carrie L«ary

Head coach

But UCLA finished eighth in Pac-

10 competition, qualifying the team
for the NCAA West Regionals and a
shot at entering the NCAA Finals.

And once the Bruins were handed
that lemon, they were determined to

make some lemonade - for each indi-

vidual golfer and the whole team.

The Bruins pulled out an incredible

fourth-place finish in the NCAA
Regionals above No. 3 USCand other

Pao-IO teams. After such a detrimental

spring season, UCLA felt the poten-

tial for a strong finish at the NCAA
J^inals for the first time in a long time.

And when they got there, the

Bruins looked to Moffat to lead the

team.

"Others have to see that you are a

fighter and that you will fight for every

shot,** Leary said. "Laura is exception-

ally good at that. She has the best

returning record and the ability for her

is there
'

And she did just that. The Bruins'
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Free!
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BLUE BOOKS
SCAIMTROIMS &NO,2 PENCILS

NOT FEELING WELL?
FREE COLO MEDICINE & TISSUE

COME BY AND PICK UP SUPPLIES AT
KERCKHOFF RM. 413

For more infomiation:

Kerckhoff413

(310) 825-7586
USASWC@ASUCLA.UCLA.EDU

HTTP://STUDENTS.ASUCLA.UCLA.EDU/SWa

Jf,

PadhrbrUSM:
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Remember That Special Moment...

Graduation Special

Only Through
WWW.SHOPTOSHiBA.C

Or Call

(888) 241-5864

Share That Special Moment
Mention Code: PC41

To Receive A Free

Rechargeable BatteryPad
With Your Purchase OfA

ToshibaPDR-M6

1

Digital Still Camera

A Value of$31.00
Promodon EndM July 31, 2001

WWW.SH0PT0SHIBA.COM
(888) 241-5864

PDR-M61

$399

JBO CSimil .

ikiiiL

W<'rr
PC WORLD
K f { I
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^ Vegetarian ee Health Food v!

GRAND OPENING!

Nature's Way
V Cafe /

10917 Lindbrook Dr.

Westwood Villaqe
3l0.824.024(y

OFEfi
Mon-Thu 8ani-6pm
rtiday 8am-5pm

Veggie Burgers Vegetarian Soups
Stir Fried Veggies Chinese Chicken Salad

Air Fries Tofu Salad
Breal^ast Tofu Wrap

J
1

Buy one Breakfast wrap I

ar Get one Freel !

UCLA Department of Music

Come see talented
UCLA undergrads

compete for cash at the...

m R

I

I

_Cx^hTs^J^/0

1

Monday, June 4 at 3:00 p.m

Schoenberg Hall

Admission is Free!

(310) 825-4671

UCL^jf

You 're Invited. .

.

Western State University
College of Law
Practice-Oriented Legal Studies

1 1 1 1 N. State College Blvd., Fullerton, Orange County, CA
(714) 73»-1000 X2600 or (800) WSU-4-UW
e-mail: adm@wailawpHii • fax: (714) 441-1748

Events take place on the campus of Western State University
and are open to ttie public. Space is limited. Contact us to reserve
your place.

Graduates may sit for ttie bar exam in any state. Western State
IS provisionally approved by ttie American Bar Association
750 North Lake Stiore Drive. Chicago. IL 60611 (312) 988-6738

iMw Sekooi InJommiUm Prognm
Sai.,Jmm0 23 • 930'mooM

Faculty, staff and current students provide information about WSU^
• Centers for Criminal Law Practice and Entrepreneurial Law
• Academic Success & Enrichment Program

• Practice-Oriented Legal Studies curriculum

• Admission requirements and deadlines for fall 2001 class

• Financial aid and scholarships

• Current job market for attorneys

• Full-time and part-time law study

ISATmtHUMp
Smi^Jmm 23 • l.if0-3:00pm

ABA-approved law schools require the Law School Admission Test
for admission. Dr. Jerry Bobrow. author of Barron^ How to Prepare
for the LSAT. 9th edition and over 30 books on test preparation,

speaks dn''';t»5-step approach to success."

_i
l(» IVhiMnital (are

Bccjin >(. 'LJI ( ,Ui /' / /Mf V(/f,7/(-y

Emergency Medical

Technician (EIVIT - 1)

EMT - 1 Accelerated - $495

July 16 - Aug. 1 (or)

Aug. 13 -Aug. 2^ (or)

Sept. 10 -Sept. 26
Mon. - Sat., 8am - 6pm

EMT - 1 Weeknight - $495

July 10 -Sept. 12
Tues.. Weds., Thrus., 6pm - Wpm

Successful course

completion

qualifies student for

State EMT-1

Certificate

roqistf.T (u toi .id'ji

I r J
•

r
; t (

)
' r

A late registration fee may apply 14 days prior to the start of the course
— t

UCLA Center for Prehospital Care
924 Westwood Blvd., Suite 720, Los Angeles, CA 90095-1369 • (310) 794-8797

(310) 794-87'^ '

Fax (310) 794-8796

M.TRACK
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and thought, 'Hey! Why not go for

the double?'" Gatlin said. "And I

did."

If two NCAA titles weren't

enough for the freshman. Gatlin's

19.86 wind-aided time on Wednesday
in the 200m preliminary heats is the

2001 world-leading mark under any
conditions for that event.

For TCU, the difference may have
been Sydney Olympian Kim Collins'

false start in the 200m. Collins, who
finished a close second behind Gatlin

in the lOOm, would have challenged

Gatlin in the 200m and certainly

scored in the top five. Instead, he
walked away empty-handed, and
TCU fell short of its championship
goals.

The UCLA men's best

opportunity for a

national showing came
Friday in the discus.

I lie nnu nau sonic cxcirernent tir

its own. With the championship and
the longest 2001 throw in the world
already earned his from the previous

throw, Janus Robberts of Southern

Methodist University stepped into

the ring for his final effort. With the

audience clapping in rhythm, he went
into his spin and beat his own world

leading mark. Robberts' toss of 72-

feet-1 inch missed John Godina's
('95) collegiate record by only 1 1/4

inches.

The UCLA men's best opportuni-

ty for a national showing came
Friday in the discus. Going into the

event, junior Scott Moser and red-

shirt freshman Dan Ames were
ranked third and eighth, respectively.

Ames' performance unfortunately

lacked the electricity Bruin fans have
come to expect. He followed a disap-

pointing first effort of 171-10 with a
foul on his second toss. Needing a big

third throw to propel him into the

final round, Ames let the discus fly.

Although the distance looked long

enough, Ames fouled again.

The 171-10 mark was not good
enough for a finals spot.

"The only thing that could really

hurt me was confidence," Ames said.

"It was a big meet and I got a little

nervous out there."

Ames was understandably disap-

pointed with a 1 7th place finish. But
nevertheless, he is in good company -

last year Moser finished in the same
spot. And Ames is only a freshman.

He'll be back.

Moser finished higher but seemed
equally disappointed. His 197-4

throw earned him a third place

NCAA finish to add to his Pac-IO dis-

cus championship.

Moser was proud of the accom-
plishment, but obviously wanted
something more.

"I went from 17th (last year) to

third," he said, adding almost reluc-

tantly, "I guess I'm pretty happy."

The Bruins were not so lucky in the

shot put Saturday. Neither Moser nor

Ames qualified for the finals, but

Moser managed to keep a positive

attitude about his NCAA perfor-

mance.

"I've never made it in both events

which is kind of nice," Moser said. "I

would have liked to have done better,

but I'm glad Im here
"

Ames was too frustrated to com-
ment.

All five Bruins who competed in

Oregon - Yoo Kim, Kyle Erickson.

Nate Marum. Ames and Moser - will

be back next year. For four of them,

this was a first-time experience. If a
few more UCLA athletes join them
next time around, the possibilities are

limitless. Tennessee won for nou hut

the Bruins' time is coming.

PERRY
From page 40

the technical area and also to keep her
spirits up." he said. "In the hep-
tathlon, you can't get too up or
down."

Not only did Perry have to juggle

the demands of the seven heptathlon

events, she also competed in both the

semifinal and final rounds ofthe 400m
hurdles and 4 x 400m relay, scoring for

her team in all three events.

The heptathlon competition came
down to the final event as Perry sat in

third, just 10 points behind San Diego
State's Aja Frary. Perry needed to fin-

ish at least two seconds ahead of Frary
to claim second.

Perry gutted it out in the 800m, set-

ting an eight-second PR at 2: 14.36.

After the event. Perry entered the

interview tent with a smile on her face.

In only her second heptathlon ever.

Perry had taken home second with a
total score of 5,759 points with three

top-three marks in heptathlon events,

in the 100m hurdles, 200m and 800m
events.

But she still had one event to go.

When asked if she would choose
not to run in the 4 x 400m. there was
no doubt in her reply.

"Tliat's not me at all," P«rry said.

**l came here to win a championship.

BASEBALL
From page 43

"It's not that I can't throw strikes."

he said. "It's that 1 choose not to

because I'm not aggressive. If I get into

a wood-bat situation and someone can

teach me a good changeup and little

missing pieces that are pretty easy to

at^ust, I think I could surprise a lot of

people."

All Brandt wants is another chance

to quiet the doubters. With a likely

selection in the middle rounds Tuesday,

the feisty underdog will get just that.

Other Bruins who may get selected:

• Josh Arhart - The junior catcher

from Tustin started 35 games this sea-

son. Arhart provided the Bruins with

solid offense and a .292 batting aver-

age, but he caught a very average 34.6

percent of runners attempting to steal

bases. His speed should get him
glances from professional scouts, sir^e

it is a quality held at such a premium at

his position. Expect him to go deep in

the later roumls but to get a legitimate

chance to prove his worth.

• Adam Berry - The redshirt junior

left fielder has solid power to all fields

W.TENNIS
From page 42

hard as they waited for the results to

come.

"I don't know if other teams could

have stayed together like we did,"

Sampras said. "Some coaches
would've just said. 'Bag the year.'"

The team showed its spirit and
closeness on and off the court. For

example, even when Zlebnik was
injured she attended practice and
never brought her teammates down
by feeling sorry for herself Like the

other players, she knew what was at

stake.

"We were closer this year because

we knew it was going to be a tough

season." Hawley said. "We have to

work hard together to excel at this

level."

The Bruins' determination paid off

when senior Jennifer Donahue, sur-

rounded by her cheering teammates,

won the deciding match over Arizona

on March 17. The nine-game losing

streak finally came to an end.

"Jen really pulled through for us,"

freshman Mariko Fritz-Krockow

said. "To know these people are fight-

ing as hard as you are gives you some-

thing to fight for, you don't want to let

the team down."

After defeating Arizona, the team
beat Loyola Marymount before suf-

and I will run till the wire."

But she did acknowledge the toll

her competition had taken.

"I was a little bit tired, but when
you're doing 1 1 events, when you get

to event ten. you're not the same per-

son or the same athlete that you are at

event one." Perry said.

But she finished oft" her career as a

Bruin like a champion - running that

1 1 th event.

And according to Kersee, she never

complained once.

"She has tremendous character

and heart." Kersee said. "I hope the

freshmen can see the way she fought

out there because if they can learn

from her. they have a shot at a nation-

al title."

UCLA Head Coach Jeanette

Bolden referred to Perry as the MVP
of the meet and USC Head Coach
said she is simply a warrior.

Perry graduates this year, but she

leaves behind an example of determi-

nation for the younger Bruins to learn

from.
• • •

Perry's heptathlon scores after day

one were: lOOm hurdles. 13.60; high

jump, 5-04 1/2; shot put, 37-09 1/4;

and 200m, 23.99. for 3430 points.

Perry's Saturday marks were: long

jump, 19-2; javelin. 124-2; and 800m,
2:14.36, for a two-day total of 5Ji»
points.

and has the size that scouts are looking

for. He has shown interest in turning

pro. and his clutch hitting early this sea-

son brought up his stock. His long

swing can be corrected in the minors,

and a club may pick this work-in-

progress in the later rounds.

• John Campenella - The junior

transfer from Glendalc College made
his mark in the Bruin outfield after a

nagging hamstring injury healed and
allowed him to play to his full potential.

Campenella batted .317 and hit six

home runs in only 82 at bats. He could

use another year of college experience,

but professional baseball may not want
to wait that long.

• Randall Shelley - After a breakout

sophomore season a year ago, Shelley

was a mainstay at third base, starting

49 of the team's 57 games. He went in

the 22nd round of the 1998 draft to the

Texas Rangers and should go some-

where close to that again, if not to the

same team that drafted him three years

ago. Whatever team he ends up with

will have the added bonus of a musi-

cian with a particular interest in the

accordion,

• Bruins on the bubble: Bobby Roe.

Wade Clark.

"Our strong finish is

reflective of the hard

work of the coaches

and all the girls."

Catherine Hawley
Junior tennis player

fering a six-match losing streak. This

time they snapped the streak with a

thrilling upset of then-No. 6 Cal on
April 20. The Bruins then trounced

Oregon 6-1 to finish the regular sea-

son 7-17.

While the record was discourag-

ing, the focus on progress allowed the

team to see the brighter side.

"It was frustrating but just about

every match there was a positive

aspect," Hawley said. "We were just

waiting for things to fall into place."

That happened for the Bruins

when it really mattered: in the post-

season.

The Bruins won the Pac-IO

Tournament April 29 and got the con-

fidence boost they needed. Fritz-

Krockow and Wallcer also took the

Pac 10 Doubles Championship, beat-

Sc« W.TDIMS, pa^c 36
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PERRY
From page 44

tathJon 100m hurdles, 2 p.m.,

heptathlon high jump 3 p.m.,

400m hurdles finals 5:20 p.m.,

heptathlon shot put 6:15 p.m.,

heptathlon 200m 7:40 p.m.
Saturday, heptathlon long jump
2 p.m., heptathlon javelin 3:15

p.m., heptathlon 800m 5 p.m.
and 4 x 400m relay 7:40 p.m.

Perry said words of encour-

agement from Kersee got her
through the demanding final

days of competition

"He would remind me that 1

had jumped higher or thrown
farther in practice," Perry said.

"He encouraged me and
reminded me of what I can do."

And Kersee should know.
Having coached his wife Jackie

Joyncr Kersee to world and
American records as well as a
two Olympic gold medals,
Kersee had 20 years of experi-

ence coming into the NCAA
Championships to help Perry
make it through.

"My main job was to help in

Seel r, page 39

W.TRACK
From page 41

many athletes in the race." Williams said.

"1 was on the outside and 1 was still get-

ting tripped up."

Nilsson, who was near the back of the
pack through most ofthe race, took a fall

with 200m to go when Florida's Kamille
Bratton fell. Bratton had fallen ih the

semifinal round as well.

"It*s an unfortunate set o( circum-
stances," UCLA Distance Coach Eric
Peterson said after the race. "When
Lena fell, it wasjust too late in the race to

recover."

'(USC) did what we were
able to do indoors."

Eric Peterson

UCLA distance coach

The same could be said for the Bruins
in the team race. With some unexpected
falters early on and the controversy in

the vault and half-mile, it seemed to be
too much for the Bruins to recover from.

But that doesn't take anything away

from USC, which won its first women's
title ever.

"USC competed as well as any team
I've seen in my eight years of coaching,"
Peterson said. "They did what we were
able to do indoors, in having everyone
score so that it took the pressure off the
stars.

"Coming into today, we needed them
to open the door for us, and there was no
reason for them to do that. So hats off to
them. You have to congratulate them on
that performance."

And though they didn't win the title,

the Bruins had a successful season and
will be back next year.

"An Introduction

to Legal Analysis

& Writing"

Jiwi'.' 18 July ]2. 2001

The bcsi first stc p
M l'slV\ I '\

,
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This dynamic four week
course is an introduction to

the law school experience.

Using law school based

assignments, students will

learn essential skills including

effective writing style, case

synthesis, outlining and

1

exam preparation.

Taught by

Or. DavM SMMieltoii, Pki).

Professor of Law

law Students

$500 course fee

Calt for an application

and information

(877) 858-4529

Registration deadline

June 10, 2001

320 East D Street

Ontario, CA 9^64
www.utv.edu/law

email: lawadmOulv.edu

WORRIED?
NERVOUS?

• Do you worry a lot?

• Difficulty concentrating?

• Do you often feel keyed up?

Problems with sleep?

Muscle tension, tieadaches,

stomach problems ets.?

If you experience some of these symptoms, you may have a treatable condition called
General Anxiety Discorder. Anxiety can affect your work performance, social life, and
overall enjoyment in life. You are not alone. You may be one of millions of Americans

suffering from stress.

Call toll-free today to see if you qualify for an important
research medication program. Qualifed participants may be

compensated up to $275.00.

Southwestern Research, Inc.

888-444-1 104
www.43S.com
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g Summer Storage
N Free Boxes and Packing Supplies

g Free Piclcup and Delivery
H Starting at just $301

S
UCLA's easiest way to store!

^ www.student-storage.com
(866) MY-BOXES
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Whiter Teeth in 1 Hour
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W.TIMCK
From page 44

"It was expected of me." Tolson said
of her finish. "I wish I had the strchgth
that I had on that first throw. But it's a
nice way to go out," she added about
her shot put title and finish in the ham-
mer.

In the lOOm dash, Jones advanced to
Fridays semifinal with the fastest pre-
liminary time ( 1 1.1 1 seconds), then won
her heat and advanced to Saturday's
final with the second-best time (11.49),
behind USC's Angela Williams.

Jones knew that running in the lane
next to Williams, the two-time defend-
ing champion, would help her get out
fast. And that she did.

Jones stayed with Williams until the
last 40 meters, when Williams pulled
away for an unprecedented third title m
the event.

But Williams ( 1 1.05) knew that Jones
( 1 1.10) didn't let her have the race.

**Shakedia gets out fast, too,"
Williams said after the race. "Near the
end, I was like, *Oh no, am I going to
lose this?' but I didn't panic, and I think
that shows how I've matured as a run-
ner.

"But (Shakedia) was moving and
working hard. I respect her for that."

But what is even more remarkable
than the lOOm race was Perry's I l-event

performance over the four-day meet.

She finished with a total of 5,759 points

in only her second heptathlon ever, and
scored two points for the Bruins in her

seventh-place finish in the 400m hurdles

in the midst of heptathlon competition.

The final places in the heputhlon
came down to the 800m, the final event,

in which Perry ran 2: 14.36, an eight-sec-

ond personal record to secure herself a

second-place overall finish.

But she wasn't done yet as she ran the

opening leg of the Bruins' 4 x 400m
relay.

According to Bolden, Perry gave up
her relay spot to a freshman at the

indoor championships as long as she

could run it at outdoor nationals.

Along with the successful events
were those that left the Bruins feeling

unsettled, most notably the 800m final

and the pole vault.

The pole vault got underway Friday

evening iQ chilly temperatures and a

strong headiXrind - not exactly ideal

weather for pole vaulting.

Though junior Tracy O'Hara, the

2000 indoor and outdoor champion,
finished second, there was a clear sense

of frustration after the event.

O'Hara said it just wasn't her night,

tftU it didn't aeeax to be many other

women's night as the winning height
was 13-9 1/4 and the winner was deter-

mined by counting the misses of that

height. The final three competitors.
O'Hara, Arizona's Andrea Dutoit and
Duke's Jillian Schwartz, did not clear
14-1 1/4.

To add a twist to the situation,

Georgia's Thorey Elisadottir. who had
entered competition at No. 2, fell out of
the race at 13-9 1/4 but protested and
was allowed a fourth attempt because
she said that the standards were not
adjusted as she had requested during
her final attempt.

With Elisadottir's fourth-place fin-

ish, five vaulters were bumped down a
place, including UCLA's junior
Heather Sickler. Sickler was then not

able to score for her team as she ended
in ninth place.

The 800m was also unpleasant for

several coaches and athletes. Eight
women originally qualified for the

event, but after protests two more ath-

letes were allowed into the final.

A ten-woman field made the final a
congested race, and both Bruin
entrants, junior Ysanne Williams and
freshman Lena Nilsson, were affected

by the large pack.

"There shouldn't have been that

EYE CARE FOR UCLA
Exam & Contacts
BU.Oail)iHExtllr.ir
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ETBALL n
Men's hoops
looks for new
assistant

UCLA Head Coach Steve

Lavin continues to search for a

replacement for former Bruin

Assistant Coach Michael
Holton, who recently departed
for the top spot at the

University of Portland.

The men's basketball pro-

gram will meet with all three

possible replacements for

Holton this week.

Former UCLA backcourt
standouts Gerald Madkins and
Cameron Dollar, who last sea-

son served as assistants at Cal
State Stanislaus and St. Louis,

respectively, join Bruin-Adidas

representative Daren Kalish, a
former Oregon assistant, as

candidates to join Lavin's staff

for the upcoming season.

Current Assistant Coach
Jim Saia moves up to the fill the

No. I assistant spot vacated by
Holton, while the incoming
coach would serve as No. 2

assistant and director of
recruiting.

Holton helped coordinate
the second-best recruiting class

in the nation in 1997 and the

top incoming freshman squad
the following year. The Bruin

freshman class for 2001 that

includes Cedric Bozeman,
Andre Patterson, Michael Fey
and Dijon Thompson is the

consensus No. 1 class in

NCAA Division I men's bas-

ketball.

A decision could be
announced as early as next

week.

Brief compiled by AJ Cadman,
Daily Bruin Senior Staff.
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Gomvl & Cosmetic Dentistry
Beautiful, new offices • Stereo headphones for music or TV

• Dental insurance welcome
Brian Reich, DOS, Elliot Schlang, DDS and Associates

www.WliJterandBrighter.com

BRENTWOOD WESTWOOD VILLAGE
225 26th St . Country Mart 951 Westwood Blvd

San Vicente at 26th St. ConDcr Wcstwood Bl and Wevbum Av
310-451-2728 310-824-2225
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Session A

History of Rock and Roll (GE
Humanities)
Music History 5
Lawrence Wayte • ; •

Iwayte@humnetuc4.edu
MWl:00--3:G5pm
Schoent>erg 1440

I

Beethoven (GE Humanities)
Music History 134

&^ Professor Raymond Knapp
knapp@humnet.ucla.edu
T«9:00— 11:05am
Schoenberg 1439

X.*

American Musical (GE Humanities
pending)
Music History 145

Professor Raymond Knapp
4napp@humnet.uda.edu
R 12:00 — 2:05pm

nt)erg 143d

Session C

Film and Music (GE Humanities)
Music History 7

Louis Niebur

cloisterbell@earthlink.net

TR 1 :00~ 3:05pm
Schoenberg 1439

American Popular Song (GE
Humanities pending)
Music History 131

Charies Gan^tt gan'ettc@ucla.edu
MW 1:00 --3:06pm
Schoenberg 1439

History of Opera (GE Humanities)
Musb History 135B
Kate Bartel

kbartel@humnet.uda.edu
TR 11:00 — 1;05pm .

Schoenberg 1440 .jgwil
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UCLA's record does not
! Team reflects on struggles, triumphs

reflect overall progress
W.TENNIS: Bruin squad

exceeds expectations,

exudes determination

By Hannah Gordon
Daily Bruin Contributor

The construction of a contender
for a national title is a slow process,

one that UCLA women's tennis

team has engaged in all season.

"This
year is going

to be a

rebuilding

year," Head
Coach Stella

Sampras
said at the

beginning of

the season.

Looking
back, her

team recognizes how right Sampras
was.

^^—^"That is what we did all yeaf : we
built,^' junior Catherine Hawley
said. "There was no down time, it

SEASON
WiRAPUG

was, 'Gotta work on this, improve
here, improve there.'"

After graduating three seniors

and losing one player to the pros last

year, the team started almost from
scratch.

"At the beginning of the season, I

didn't know what to expect,"

Sampras said. "I knew we had to do
a lot of work. Each player had to

improve for us to have a good sea-

son, and we did that."

The Bruins started the season

strong, going 3-0, but when No. I

sophomore Sara Walker and No. 3

senior Zana Zlebnik were injured,

things started to fall apart. As each
player had to move up two spaces in

the lineup, the Bruins slipped into a

nine-game losing streak from Feb. 8

to March 17. Yet the team perse-

vered by focusing on long-term

progress.

"I was challenged but playing

No. I helped me do better at No. 2

later," Hawley said.

With camaraderie as their foun-

datioft, khe team cofHimied to work—

W.GOLF: Despite various

disappointments, squad

bounces back, plays well

ByMkflidtoCoppoleMa

Daily Bruin Reporter

The 200^01 season of the UCLA
women's golf team was a lot like a fam-

ily vacation: it started with a bang but

failed to avoid hitting some major
bumps in the road. Looking back,

though, it turned out to be better than

expected - and

SEASON
W/RAPU.IB

S«eW.TCNNIS,pa9e39

the highlights

and unforget-

table moments
made it all

worthwhile in

the end.

Oh, and the

fact the Brthps

took first place

in two tourna-

ments, had

three players

awarded honorable mention on the All-

Conference Team, and placed fifth in

-«he NCAA Fmals above all other West
Coast teams (three of which were
ranked in the top five in the nation) also

helped to make it worthwhile.

Despite the team's great accom-
plishmdnts. there initially weren't

many expectations for the Bruins.

Failing to qualify for the NCAA Finals

the past four years, hopes for a nation-

al championship had faded since 1991,

the last time UCLA won it ail. The clos-

est the Bruins came to that was placing

fifth at the NCAA Finals four years

ago.

"We're in. without a doubt, the

strongest conference in the nation."

Head Coach Carrie Leary said earlier

this year. "We obviously want to win,

but realistically it's going to be lough.

Our goal is to finish in the top three. If

we do. we would walk out very proud
ofourelTort."

But the Bruins played in 12 tourna-

ments and had 10 top- 10 finishes. Not
too shabby for a team that was origi-

nally ranked 16th in the nation.

"It was mental more than anything

else," Leary said. "We were in position

but we just had to overcome self-doubt

and realize we were a dominating force

in our conference."

That's not to say that there weren't

rough times, although the fall season

wouldn't have ted you to believe any^

thing of the sort; the Bruins placed first

in both the Hawaii Fall Invitational

and the SDSU Fall Qassic, while plac-

ing in the top 10 in three other tourna-

ments.

"We're going to get better results

because the team looks like it's playing

well now." Leary said at the beginning

of the spring season. "I really think

we're going to put it all together as a
team."

Additionally, freshman Johanna
Andersson captured her first individ-

ual title at the SDSU Fall Qassic. With
three vibrant true freshmen
(Andersson. Melissa Martin, and Gina
Umcck) and two experienced senior

ccHcaptains (Leilani Bagby and Laura
Moftat). it looked like this could be the

turnaround season for the Bruins.

But a slow start after winter vaca-

tion showed that the Bruins were slow^

ly beginning to lose their luster.

"Coming into the second halfof the

season, we unfortunately struggled in

our first two events," Leary said. "We
needed to change just about everything

in our game. No one was really playing

up to their full potential and we just

needed to get more on track."

Before PaolO competition, UCLA
had only one top-IO finish at the Ping

ASU invitational, where they ptacecT""

SeeW.60LF,pa9e37

HATE HIDDEN COSTS!"
—DR. ROSS J. SOMERS, OPTOMETRIST, (UCLA Alumni)

"That's why all of my contact

lens packages are complctG
You won t bo sui prised by
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ONTACT LENSES
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• Complete eye exam •Care kit _^

Computerized contact lens fitting • 6 months folbw-up care
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I
^^^" %^ %r^llfc (comw of 16lhS«r»e», ocross from Joguar Showroom)

J^i2iQ2,El22s_&_Medh£al_welco^ made 24 hours a day!

2 for 1
on our 14 inch pizzas

every Monday and Tuesday!

The Best N.Y. Pizza in Town!

(31€)442-9<5€€

Pizza & Pasta 1 1753 Sau Viccalc Blvd., Brentwood

Ever ihovghi of loining
a Jewish Communiiy?
How about starting one?

Try the Westwood Bayit-a Jewish
student cooperative on Landfair

Avenue in the heart of Westv/ood.

11835 Wilstiire Blvd.

(310)477-7550
21 & Over witti ID

Catch all NBA/UCLA
Games on Satellite

20 TVs
\

Mif OMT ioMo Oft flMbi Mfoft ovwydbK

• 500 yards from campus
• Discounted rent

• A cooperative living environment
• Single and double rooms availale

• Outdoor pool

• Kosher Kitchen

• Regular Shabbat Dinners

For applications call Kendra Striegler

(310) 824-2752 kendr^@ucla.edu

Website: www.bayitproject.org

or contact Anne Leshem (310) 824-3811 aleshem@ucla

W^#^^#

Sunday, 10am-6pm
$7.50 Import Pitctiers

$5.50 Domestic Pitchers

Monday-Friday
$4.50 Luncti Special

1 1 :30-4pm
Ihr FREE POOL

Monday
1/2 price Beer Pitctiers

Tuesday
Starving Student Nigtit

$3.00 Burger w/fries

$2.00 Beer Special

Available for Private Parties
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MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL DRAFT

June 5, 2001

NIcOLt: MILLtfVOaily Bruin

^nlof infielder Josh Canitii'lmproved bat and bask —
speed can get him drafted on Tuesday.

BRUINS AT GLANCE

Josh Canales, SS, Sr. - Canaies was a fringe prospect bdbre the

season because of his raw speed and glove. Canaies vastly improved

his draft status in the 2001 season by strengthening hH arm and

inaeasing his offensive output. He has solidified his place with a pro

dub by hitting .376 as a lead-off hitter.

Josh Karp, RHP, Jr. - Karp has impressed scouts with a moving

fastball that tops out at 96mph. He's improved his pitch location as

well as his secondary pitches, striking out 92 in just 80 innings in 2001.

Karp has been projected by many as a top-10 pick, but contract

demands have reportedly scared many small market teams at the top

of the draft board.

Jon Brandt RHP, Sr. - Went undrafted after the 2000 season largely

because of his size. Back problems hampered his 2001 bid for a spot In

the pros. Despite that, scouts can not ignore his 93-mph fastball or his

wicked curveball. Brandt could tum out to be a diamond in the rough

for the team that takes a chance on him.

Mkk Lyon, OF, Sr. - Drafted in both 1997 and 2000, Lyon was

relegated to ball boy duty for the majority of the last two seasons due

a nagging hamstring injuiy. Even with his misfortunes, Lyon is still

considered a five-tool player with speed, solid glovework, a strong

arm, as well as power and bat speed at the plate. His upside is too high

for scouts to pass up, even over a more experienced player.

Randall Shelley, 3B, Jr. - Faltered a bit at the plate In his 2001

campaign, but his size, soft hands, and strong arm makes him the

prototype for Major League third baseman. Scouts will look at his .294

average from 2000 and see the elongated swing that got him in

trouble in 2001 as a fncable problem. Look for him to forgo his senior

season if the pros come calling.

V»aO« CHEN/0«ty Bfutn

When the MLD teams moke
their picks, they will determine

the fates of several Druins

By JeffAgasc and Scott Bair

Daily Bruin Reporters

On Tuesday afternoon, af\er three or four years of

bus rides, hotel food and a whole lot ofbaseball games,

a Bruin family will be separated.

This group is not being scattered all over the coun-

try by a messy divorce, but by 30 major league teams

drafting their pick of the Bruin litter, taking them from

their UCLA home and spreading them out to minor

league teams across the country.

JThe draft-eligible Bruins are excited for the possl-

"T)inties the future holds. Most of their lives have been

spent working up to this moment and Tuesday's draft

is the landmark that separates baseball dreams from

reality.

The years of hard work and tireless elTort finally

paid olT for Josh Cartales in 2001. Not getting drafted

after his junior year largely because of his lack of pro-

duction at the plate, Canaies found a way to make his

bat his best asset.

UCLA Coach Gary Adams put his faith in Canaies

by moving him to the leadofTspot in the batting order.

Canaies responded with an eruption at the plate, hit-

ting safely in 39 of his last 40 games and turning in a

.421 mark against Pac-10 teams.

"Coach Adams gave me the opportunity to shine

and string some at-bats together. I just had to keep

faith in my abilities. 1 wanted to approach every plate

appearance with a fighter's mentality, to scrap, claw

and fight on every pitch," Canaies said.

Another Bruin who took advantage of the 2001 sea-

son to improve his draft status was senior Matt Pearl.

Like Canaies, Pearl went undrafted in 2000 and
impressed scouts this year with his consistent ofTense

and stellar defense. After most games. Pearl would
spend many a late night in the batting cages of Jackie

Robinson Stadium trying to improve his chances of

extending his baseball career past his senior season.

"The whole process is really exciting. I just hope
that 1 get the opportunity to prove myself at the next

level and continue playing the game that I love," Pearl

said.

Of all the Bruins waiting for his name to be selected

on draft day. Josh Karp will know his professional fate

before anyone else. Predicted as a top- 10 pick, Karp
could be on the fast track to the major leagues. Karp
was kept on a tight pitch count through most ofhis col-

lege career. He often sacrificed velocity to improve the

location and movement on his pitches. After three

years at UCLA, Karp is poised and ready for the

major leagues and a chance to live out his dream.

Then there is Jon Brandt.

Four years ago, Stanford essentially told Jon
Brandt he wasn't good enough when they refused to

recruit the Palo Alto native. Three years later, major-

league baseball did the same, choosing not to draft the

right-hander.

Brandt enjoys catching his skeptics ofi'guard, much
like his lethal breaking ball does to bewildered batters.

But after a sub-par 4-4 year that was marred by a back

injury midway through the season, he still feels as

though he must sell himself to potential buyers.

"In the falL I was as high a& 93 mile& per hour," he

said. "So obviously the arm is there and the breaking

ball is there. 1 do the same intangible things that don't

always get noticed, in terms of field positioning and in

terms of instinctual baseball."

His 4.93 ERA placed him fourth among regular

Bruin pitchers, but many times pitching the day after

first-round prospect Karp meant Brandt faced teams

eager to tee ofT in frustration. The staffs often sacrifi-

cial lamb slumped after a strong start.

Brandt is generously listed at 6-foot-2 in the UCLA
media guide, but his lack of height is deceiving. He
became both a power and finesse pitcher this season,

but his consistency came and went along with his

aggressiveness.

VICTO« CHENA)«»y Bfuin

Baseball's amateur draft looks at skill, affotdability
OVERVIEW: Professional

ballclubs consider price

when selecting players

By Dylan Hcmandn
Daily Bruin SenkH Staff

Tuesday's Major League Baseball

Amateur Draft is expected to be as

unpredictable as last year's.

With professional ballclubs trying

to save money these days, teams con-

sider a player's affordability to be as

important as his ability The 2000

draft's No. 1 overall selection, first

bosenum Adrian Gonzalez (Florida

Marlins) was not considered a top-5

prospect in most circles, but was

taken as high as he was because he

was an easy sign.

Meanwhile, the consensus No. 1

talent, pitcher Matt Harrington,

dropped to No. 7 and some top- 15

players, including Xavicr Nady of

Cal, fell out of the first round com-
pletely because of contract

demands.

This year's draft will likely have

many surprises. The consensus No.
1 player, pitcher Mark Prior of
use, had what many regard as one
of the greatest seasons in college

baseball, yet he may not be taken

with the top pick.

Below are the top-IO players -

based on talent - available in the

draft. No consideration has been
given to how much money they are

demanding and the rankings do not

reftect their possible draft positions.

1. Mark Texiera. 38. Georgia
Tech - Slipped to No. 2 on most lists

because of a broken ankle suffered

early in the season and the emer-

gence of Prior. One ofthe top hitting

prospects in recent years, the 2000
College Player of the Year can hit

with power from both sides.

2. Mark Prior, RHP, USC -

Widely regarded as the top player in

the draft. Prior has excellent com-
mand of a fastball that is consistent-

ly in the mid-90 mile per hour range.

Many think he can skip minor

league ball and go straight to the big

leagues. Prior, however, appears to

lack a major league strikeout pitch.

He has little confidence in his curve-

ball and changeup, especially

against lefties.

3. Joe Mauer. C, Crctin-Derham

Hall HS (Minn.) - Minnesota is

expected to take Prior with the No. 1

pick, but if the Twins find his asking

price too steep, they may opt for

Mauer, a local high school kid who
would come much cheaper.

4. Josh Karp, RHP, UCLA -

Probably hai the biggest upside of

any pitcher in the draft. The key to

his success will be controlling his

fastball. Karp has a superb change-

up and a powerful curve. As ofa few

weeks ago, there was speculation

that he would go either fourth or

fifth overall to Philadelphia or

Texas. But according to Baseball

America, his stock has recently

dropped due to money demands.

Look for him to go to a big-market

club.

5. Dewon Brazleton, RHP,
Middle Tennessee St. - Long and
lanky fireballer set a Team USA
record for the lowest ERA last sum-
mer. Needs work on his breaking

ball.

6. John VanBenschoten, IB,

Kent St. - Came out of nowhere to

.443 and 30 home runs this year.

Solid hitter with very good power.

7. Casey Kotchman, IB.

Seminole HS (Fla.) - The son of an

Anaheim Angels minor league man-
ager, Kotchman is the best player on
the best high school team in the

country.

8. Gavin Royd, RHP, Mt. St.

Joseph HS (Md.) - Baseball

America rates him the No. I prep

pitcher in the country and the No. 4
overall player.

9. Colt Griftln, RHP, Marshall

HS (Tex.) - Although he was a first

baseman just a year ago, GriflTm is

now a top-IO player because of a

fastball that can get close to lOOmph.
10. Matt Harrington, P, St. Paul

(Northern League) - A year ago this

time, Harrington was considered the

No. I prospect in the country. Due
to money demands, he slipped to the

seventh slot, where he was selected

by Colorado. The Rockies were
unable to sign him and after a year of
doing practically nothing,

Harrington is back in the draft

1

SeelASEBAU«page39

2001 FIRST ROUND DRAFT
(* = compensatioripkks)

1. Twins 16. White Sox*

2. Cubs 17. Indians*

3. Devil Rays 18.Mets*

4. Phillies 19. Orioles*

, S. Rangers 20. Reds

6. Expos 21. Giants*

7.0fk)le$ 22. Diamondbacks

8. Pirates 23.Yankes*

9. Royals 24. Braves*

10. Astros 25. As

11. Tigers 26.A's*

12. Brewers 27. Indians*

13. Angels 28. Cardinals

14. Padres 29. Braves

IS. Blue Jays 30. Giants
•

iOUKE MitorlMgwbMtMl
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44 In the wake of

the singing

pirate, there is

little to do at the

Daily Bruin office

but surf the Web.

Do the same at:

Daily Bruin -

Sdorts
www.dailybruin.uclacla.edu iJH^ 1

l(\ (halt finic":

Draft day is tomorrow so if

you want to know which

UCLA players have a

chance, see page 39.
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UCLA falls to 'SC in ou • f • r nationals
W.TRACK: Bruins make a

valiant effort, but lack of

experience leads to loss

By Christina Tdlcr

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

EUGENE,-Ore:-- Going into the

NCAA 2001 Women's Track and
Field Championships, UCLA and
use were favored for the title.

And on
Saturday night, it- - • « -

was the Trojans

who took home
the overall win

with 64 points.

UCLA followed

-with 55 polMs and

Arizona with 44.

But the Bruins

Every member of USC's team had

cortipeted at the national level before,

with the exceptT6n"orTreshmaiT Inga

Stasiulionyte, who took first in the

javelin competition.

But the Bruins didn't walk away
empty handed. In fact, they closed out

competition with the best sequence of

performances all week.

The trio of seniors, Christina

Tolson, Shakedia Jones and Michelle

Perry, all turned in second-place finish-

es and a total of 24 points for the team.

Tolson entered

'?^???'^^ -tf^e-hamme r throw

NCAA ChampionshiDS competition seeded
'^ ^^— I"*i(r2^rfaenaed-ttp--

1 . use 64 there behind

^ 1 1^1 A cc Southern Methodist^.UK,LJ\DO University's
'

J
• 3.Arizona 44 Ftercnw Ezch, who

-—-I .jr V'., '

"...".."V" »: set *» meet' and
Hayward Field

also brought home six top-three indi- record of 219-fect-4 inches. Julianna

vidual finishes. And with its young ros- Tudja of USC finished behind Tolson
icr. .UCLA is in gbp]B pbsifjort tor with210»ll.

2002:

"I have a young team this year, and
most of them hadn't had experience at

nationals before,^' UCLA Head Coach
Jeanette Bolden said. "I'm really ener-

Tolson opened up competition with

a tremendous throw that went just

foul, but she came back on her next

throw to move onto the finals.

On the last round of throws, Tudja

. gijsed because 1 krww what didn't hap- had pulled closer, but Tolson's cement-
pen for us this year." ed her lead with a 2 1 5-foot throw.

The difference between the two **It was expected of me." Tolson
Southern California schools may be

due largely to experience. Sec W.TUdCpagc 41

Endurance, heart

help P^rry finish

2nd in heptatNon
EVENT: Coach Rersee provides

motivation, guidance for athlete

throughout rigorous competition

MAHY ClfCFK/DwIy Bfoin Seoiof S«*ff

Michelle Perry battles San Diego State's AJa Frary

during the heptathlon. Perry finished second overall.

ByChristiiMiTcllcr

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

EUGENE, Ore. - Senior MichelleJ^rry put

on her hooded UCLA s>yeatshirt in between
attempts in the heptathlon high jump and walked

over to the edge of the field. She looked across the

lanes of the track for instruction from her coach.

Bob Kcrsee. — - ,- - . .

At her opening height, Perry had missed her

first two attempts, but after the exchange, she

returned to the high jump area and proceeded to

clear 4-feet-l I 3/4 inches.

Perry went on to set a personal record in the

heptathlon high jump at 5-4 1/2, just minutes

before she was to compete in the finals of the 400-

meter hurdles.

And her day was just getting underway.

Competing in 1 1 evctUs overall Pg"Y^yf^
went something like thisrNVedneitdJ^. 4Ci(!'f!fcft#i

hurdles semi-finals, 5:40 p.m. Thursday, anchor-

leg of the 4 X 400m hurdles, 6:45 p.m. Friday, hep-

Tennessee takes NCAA title
M.TRACK: TCU falls one point short;

Bruins lack depth to pose challenge

By Glen Worthlngton
Daily Bruin Contributor

EUGENE, Ore. - Saturday was the culmination

of five days of athletic feats in the Men's Track and
Field NCAA Championships, including two 2001

world-leading marks at Hayward Field at the

University of Oregon.

While the Bruins didn't have the strength to con-

tend for a national title this year, other schools

fought tooth and nail for the championship.

In the end, Tennessee edged out a valiant Texas

Christian University effort. 50-49, to win its third

championship and its first since the Volunteers won
it ten years ago at this same field.

The two teams were tied at 49 going into the final

race, the IdOO-meter relay. But unfortunately for

TCU, its 4 X 400-meter relay team hadn't qualified

for the finals.

Barring disqualifications, all eight teams in the

finals would score points. As the field announcer
said, "You can figure it out. folks."

Tennessee finished eighth in the relay, but their

one point won the championship.

The NCAA hero for Tennessee was freshman
Justin Gatlin. Gatlin ran a winning 10.08 seconds in

Bruins don't advance after

missing cut by one stroke

MARY CttaKA)»iy Bruin S«nto( Staff

Junior Scott Mos«r took third place In the

discus at the NCAA Championships Friday.

the 100m dash Saturday and came back less than an
hour later with a 20.1 l-«econd win in the 200m dash.

"I got back to the warm-up area (after the 100m)

$ttM.TMaipa9c38

Discus competition hurt by weather
SIDEBAR: Wind, cold

make NCAAs test of

athletic ability, focus

By 61m WortMngton
V Daily Bruin Contributor

EUGENE, Ore. - Throwers

are big, strong and hardy, but

even they are not impervious to

the elements.

Inclement Oregon weather

opened up the discus competi-

tion. The cold and the wind made
competing unpleasant, but the

rain made it downright difficult.

In an event wheye the grip

between slick shoes and a cement
ring, and between a hand and a

smooth, metal disc is essential,

any slippage mars performance.

Add to that the pressure of

NQA^A competition, and the. dis-

cus became a true test not only of

athletic ability, but of focus and
determination.

It was obvious the discus event

would not be normal when, prior

to warm-ups. officials used a leaf

blower to dry the ring.

Needles* to say, the competi-

tors struggled.

Jason Gervais, a Wyoming
senior ranked fourth before

Friday, apparently could not

cope. He fouled five of his six

throws with either his toe sliding

out of the ring or the discus leav-

ing his hand early and soaring out

of bounds. On his final throw of

the day, the discus flew out off his

SecSnfBAII,|M9c37

M.G0LF: Season now over

for squad; McLachlin ends

up 16th in individual play

Byhiulin«Vu
Dally Bruin Senior Staff

When it was over, there were no hys-

terics or tears. The members of the

UCLA men's golf team just looked at the

scoreboard and knew they hadn't made
the cut.

By just one stroke, the team's season

ended two days earlier than they hoped it

would. At the NCAA Championships last

week in Durham, N.C., the Bruins need-

ed to finish in the top half of the 30-team

field after the first two rounds of play

Wednesday and Thursday to continue

into the final rounds of the NCAA
Tournament on Friday and Saturday.

"Coming down to the last couple holes

everybody knew that we were right on the

edge," sophomore JT. Kohut said. "I

knew coming in that every stroke was
gonna count."

But he didn't know then just how close

his team would end up. Just one shot

wouldVe made all the difference.

UCLA ended the first half with a 15-

over par 591, placing 17th. At one stroke

ahead of them, three schools tied for 14th

place to make the cut, while UCLA did-

n't.

"I felt a little frustrated." Kohut said.

"Our goals were to definitely contend for

the championship and we struggled."

Kohut and freshman Steve Conway
tied for 61st plaee with a total of 149.

Freshman John Merrick tied for 8 1st

place at 150, and sophomore Travis

Johnson placed 146th with a score of 157

The Bruins did manage to move up
from 22nd place after the first day to 17th

i()l)flTNfY5TFWAR1/lL„K H;^

Parker McLachlin, shown earlier this

year, finished 1 6th in the NCAAs.

after the second. Kohut said no one was
worried or nervous after the first round.

They simply knew they had to play better,

even though it turned out it wasn't

enough.

One Bruin, junior Parker McLachlin,

continued past the first two rounds as an

individual. To qualify, he needed to be

one of the top nine golfers on teams that

weren't continuing. McLachlin shot 74

the first round, but shot a 3-under par 69

in the second roupd to solidify his spot.

He was 14th overall at the time.

After play stopped in the third round
Friday because of rain, McLachlin shot

his final two rounds on Saturday morning
and afternoon. He shot 73 in the morning
and 71 in the afternoon to finish with a
total of 287 for the tournament, tying for

16th place.

UCLA

Sorvinj? the IICIA. community sinc3e

Pomp, circumstance
Segregated graduations disrupt

big Bruin family.

VIEWPOINT, PAGE 18
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Down where it's wetter

Cool off this summer by plunging into

Disney's "Atlantis: The Lost Empire."

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT, PAGE 24

Summer Networli

If you don't stick around this

summer, check us out online.

WWW.DAILYBRUIN.UCLA.EDU

Minimum progress requirements increase approved
VOTE: Professors support

propsal overwhelmingly;

measure starts 2001-2002

By Noah Grand
Daily Bruin Reporter

The Academic Senate raised the

College of Letters & Sckiw mini-

mum progress requirements on
Tuesday, increasing student workload

and reducing the amount of time for

students to earn a degree.

The regulations were approved by

an overwhelming vote of the legisla-

tive assembly af\er being approved

177-20 by a faculty mail ballot vote.

Students must enroll in at least 13

units per quarter or a hold will be

placed on their future registration.

The current requirement is 12 units.

It also requires students to meet a

higher expected degree progress

requirement of 180 units after four

years. This is the minimum number of

units a student ne«ds to graduate.

The change will affect new stu-

dents in fall 2001 and transfers in fall

2003. Students currently enrolled at

UCLA will not be affected.

"This will help make all students

eligible for graduation in 12 quar-

ters," said Elizabeth Bjork, chair of

the Academic Senate's undergradu-

ate coimcil and psychology professor.

Earlier this year. Vice Provost of

Undergraduate Education Judith

Smith formed a committee to "con-

sider Academic Senate regulations

that would need to be changed," she

said in a prior interview.

Smith said Tidal Wave II con-

tributed to the changes, which would

help UCLA admit more students.

Because of Tidal Wave II, UC needs

to accommodate an additional 60,000

students over the next 10 years.

"If we can achieve our goal of

reducing average graduation time

from 13.7 quarters to 13 quarters, we
can admit 300-400 new freshmen per

year," Smith said.

Another contributing factor to the

changes, according to Smith, is the

more than $17.6 million UCLA loses

annually in state funding. The state

only funds UCLA for students who
take at least 45 units in a year.

Some students questioned whether

the administration was fully aware ef
how students run their lives.

"School isn't the only thing that

students come to UCLA for," said

Dennis Caindec, a third-year aero-

space engineering student. "They are

forgetting that students are involved

in other things on campus."

The proposals were approved by

the Faculty Executive Committee and

the Undergraduate Council before

coming to a faculty vote.

The legislative assembly also raised

the number of units a student can

enroll in without a petition from 18

units to 19 units to help accommodate
students meeting the raised require-

jDsni9. —
At the meeting, concerns were

raised over how a student could reach

13 units per quarter. If a student only

takes three four-unit courses, they

SeeREOIUITKMIS^pageS

SPARC referendum, expansion to start

CONSTRUCTION: Groups

will need to relocate from

both Men's Gym, Wooden

ByMktiatltTbmagc
Dally Bruin Reporter

Tenants of the Men's Gymnasium
will soon begin to pack their bags and

move so construction initiated by the

Student Programs, Activities and

Resource Complex may begin.

As a result of its student approval

in May 2000, the SPARC referendum

will mark the third time in UCLA his-

tory where students voted to increase

student fees to pay for the construc-

tion of student facilities.

SPARC will fund the expansion of

the John Wooden Center and the ren-

ovation of the Men's Gym. The
Federal Emergency Management
Agency, the state of California and

UCLA will pay for the seismic reno-

vations to Men's Gym and the con-

Fong's actions as regent

spealc louder than words

KEITH EN«OUEM>aity Bfuio Senwf Staff

Organizations currently located in the Student Retention Center

will be affected by the implementation of the SPARC referendum.

struction of Wooden North.

"I think they should make Wooden
a little larger because when you go

there during 'happy hour' it's really

crowded and you have to wait longer

to use the machines," said Nonye
Alozie, a third-year biology student.

Chris Cantore, a third-year English

SeeSPMtCp«9e13

STUDENT: Berkeley grad

kept up spirit of protest

during time in UC office

By Timothy Kudo
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Student Regent Justin Pong rises

from the stacks of paper cluttering

his office on the third floor of the

Public Policy building looking hag-

gard.

It could be because for more than

a year, he's carried the weight of

thousands of students' worries and

hopes on his shoulders, culminating

with the rescinding of SP-1 and 2 in

May.

But actually it's because he is fast-

ing for Geography Professor Joshua

Muldavin's tenure.

"I've always worked on access to

education but the flipside of that coin

is to make sure it's a quality educa-

tion," Pong said.

In the past year. Pong has served

as the only student voting member of

the UC Board of Regents while still

-

studying as a student at the School of

Public Policy.

See REGENT, page 12

Hallmark diagnosis of AIDS is remembered

I
ANNIVERSARY: Institute

I conmiemorates discovery

i of disease 20 years prior

By Homtsh Pitd
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

When UCLA's Dr. Michael

Gottlieb sent one of his researchers

to fmd someone with an interesting

disease to discuss 20 years ago, he

ended up diagnosing the first case of

AIDS.

. At the Medical Center, the

researcher found a young gay man
who had a low white blood cell

count, fungal infections and a type

of pneumonia.

"It was clearly something new
and something unique and the mys-

tery was what was causing it,"

Gottlieb said in a recent interview.

"In 1981, it's a colossal under-

statement to say no one would have

predicted 20 years later 34 million

people around the world would be

infected," he added.

.•(uc^

The UCLA AIDS Institute com-
memorated the 20th anniversary of

the world's first identification of the

disease this week with a ribbon cut-

ting ceremony of a new and expand-

ed clinic on Wednesday, as well as a

photo exhibit of people living with

HIV on Tuesday.

On June 5, 1981, UCLA physi-

cians diagnosed four gay men with

the world's first reported cases of

the disease that has to date taken the

lives of nearly 900,000 Americans.

The Centers for Disease Control

documented the cases in their mor-

bidity and mortality weekly report.

Michael Sausser, who was diag-

nosed with AIDS in 1988 at the

UCLA Emergency Room, recalled

the 1980s as a time of fear and sad-

ness.

"Twenty years ago, people

thought AIDS WM a gay disease

brought from the devil to punish

us," Sausser said. "People thought

they could get it if we touched them

or breathed on them - the dance

scene and the bar scene was dead.**

Sausser said things have changed

since the time he and other AIDS
patients felt they needed to carefully

watch every sneeze or sniffle.

He said people are living longer

today because of new medical

advances. Sausser currently takes

more than 30 different types of med-
ication - a total of 90 to 100 pills, to

keep his disease undetectable.

Shortly after the initial diagnoses

at UCLA, Gottlieb asked Dr. Roger

Detels, who is now a professor of

epidemiology in the school of public

health, to study the disease.

"Two months after the article,

Mike called me up and asked if I'd

be interested in helping him - I've

been here ever since," Detels said.

In 1984, Detels began directing

the Multicentcr AIDS Cohort

Study, the first and largest center to

study the natural history of AIDS.
Detels has been at the university

ever since.

He is also conducting interna-

tional work in India, China and
Southeast Asidt.

See AIDS, page 9
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Student Regent Justin Fong, shown here protesting SP-1 and 2 at

Royce Hall on March 14, will step down from his post this week.
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College Briefs
Fed to cut student
loan interest rates
AUSTIN, Texas - The cost of financing a

college education for approximately 15,000
University of Texas-Austin students could get
less expensive when the Federal Reserve
Board slashes interest rates on student loans
July 1, the Daily Texan reported.

The Fed. which sets the federal student loan
rate each May, has announced it will cut inter-

est rates on federal student loans by 2.2 per-

cent, the largest cut in several years.

The current interest rate is 8.25 percent,
which is the maximum allowed by law.

"This rate decrease is very significant," said

Ann Fairchilds, student loans manager of UT
Student Financial Services. "The interest rate

has been near the 8.25 percent cap for the past
several years."

The U.S. Department of Education must
approve the interest rate decrease.

Affirmative action in

admission approved
NORMAN. Okla. - The Supreme Court

ruled in favor of affirmative action last week
when it upheld a previous appeals court ruling
that allows diversity to be an adequate justifi-

cation for college to consider race in admis-
sions, the Oklahoma Daily reported.

Several universities in the past few years
have come under fire for their support of the
1978 landmark ruling of the Regents of the
University of California v. Bakke. The
Supreme Court's ruling stated that institutions

could use race as a factor in admissions but
could not set aside specific numbers of places
for members of minority groups.

Affirmative action is banned in Cailfornia's

public institutions because of Proposition 209,
the 1996 voter initiative that banned the con-
sideration of race, gender and ethnicity in

admissions and hiring.

Mascot debated at

University of Illinois

CHAMPAIGN. III. - With new action
from the University of Illinois Board of
Trustees and the creation of a citizen group in

support of Chief Illiniwek, the years-long
debate over the university's controversial mas-
cot is still alive and kicking, the Daily Illini

reported.

At its May 23 meeting, the board voted to

continue exploring the Chief debate by
appointing a single member to look at possible
options for dealing with the embattled mascot.
While the board had suggested forming a com-
mittee at its March meeting to look at the
issue, chairman Gerald Shea switched tracks
and proposed that the board choose an indi-

vidual for the task.

"I believe that having a single board mem-
ber offers advantages, including flexibility and
expedience," Shea said.

Former professor

sentenced in porn case
MINNEAPOLIS - Richard Ivan Pcrvo, a for-

mer University of Minnesota professor, pleaded
guilty Wednesday to possessing more than 4,200
images depicting children in sexual acts, the

Minnesota Daily reported.

He received eight years probation and one year
in a state workhouse for one count of distribution
and five counts of possession of child pornogra-
phy Pervo, 59, taught courses in the New
Testament until mid-February. In an agreement
with the regents, he resigned as chairman of the

department of classical and Near Eastern studies

and agreed to sever all ties with the university

**I do want to express I have always been
opposed to any exposure of minors to sexual

acts," Pfervo said at the hearing. "I deeply regret

any involvement I had to perpetuate that.

Compiled from University Wire reports.

Weather

Today Saturday

CORRECTION

Sunny Sunny Sunny

high: 72 low: 58 high: 72 low: 58 high: 70 low: 58

The article "Hillel sponsors
forum to discuss LGBT issues"

(News, June !), contained an
error. A quote by Rabbi Chaim
Seidler-Feller should have stat-

ed "line," not "life."

Outlook:
FarewHI, goodljye, enjoy the sunny skies.

The year has been long; jometknes rve

been wrong. But the vwatl>er report has

been fun, and now my work here is done.

For real-time weather, visit www.dailyfaruin.ucla.fdu

WHATSBREWIN'

Thursday 4:30 p.m.
Art Dept. Spring Symposium
Victor Burgin, artist, professor in the

Board of Studies in the History of
Consciouness, UCSC
Dickson 2 160E

Department ofArt

825-9287

6:30 p.m.
Architecture/Urban Design

Lectures

Speaker: Mark Wigley
Perlom302

Architecture and Urban Design
825-7857

Friday 1 p.m.
ISA

Lunch Break

Ackerman 2410

Anderson School Marschak

Colloquium

Speaker: Mohan Penubarti on
"Intellectual Property: The New
Global Currency"

Anderson C301

82S4144

7 p.m.
Campus Events Commission
The Anniversary Party

Ackerman Grand Ballroom

www.campusevents.ucla.edu

5 p.m.
Nigerian Masquerade Troupe
Cultural performance
Wilson Plaza -West
School of Arts and Architecture

825-3951

8 p.m.
UCLA Jazz Ensembles

Jazz concert

Schoenberg Hall

Music Department

825-2101

8 p.m.
Play: MacBett

By Eugene lonesco

Macgowan, Freud Playhouse

School ofTheater, Film and
Televsion

825-2101

8pjn.
Tortoise - Jazz/Rock Concert

Progressivejazz/rock

Roycc Hall Auditorium

Performing Arts

825-2101

Saturday 8 p.m.
Hip Hop Explosion

Ackerman Grand Ballrom

Sponsor: African Student Union

S 12 student admission

Tickets available at Central Ticket

Office

Los Angeles Chamber Orchestra

Silent film gala

Royce Hall Auditorium

Performing Arts

825-2101

Play: MacBett

By Eugene lonesco

Macgowan, Freud Playhouse

School ofTheater, Film and

Televsion

825-2101
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Professors talk

OF WAYS TO STOP

GRADE INFLATION -

OR IF rr MATTERS
INFL TION

ByKMyKaybum
Daily B^in Reporter

Third-year economics student

Paul Sachdcva doesn't think too

much about how difficult a class is

before signing up for it.

"I don't think any class at

UCLA is that easy," he said.

Sachdeva. who recently

switched his major from psychobi-

ology to economics, said science

classes are difficult and earning a

good grade in economics classes is

pretty tough too.

But there are professors at

UCLA who believe grade inflation

- the increasing number of high

grades being awarded, without a

similar increase in the difficulty in

courscwork - is a real problem.

"It's rampant," said history

Professor Anastasia Christman.

"Part of the reason I hate it so

much is because I think students

who do *A' work - when you scale

all the grades up - don't get the

recognition they deserve."

Christman added that with

grade inflation, substandard per-

formers don't get the "wakenip

call" they might need.

Christman said the average

grade in a history of Los Angdes
class she is currently teaching will

be a B or B-, but only because she

has to rely on readers to help her

with the grading - the readers are

usually easier on students than

Christman.

In a seminar dass of about 22

people during fall quarter.

Christman awarded only two As,

while one student got an F and two
or three got E>s.

Meanwhile, chemistry

Professor Arlene Russell said

grade inflation wouldn't be much
of a problem if professors prac-

ticed mastery-based grading, as she

does, rather than using a curve.

Russell said she doesn't know
how many As, Bs or Cs were given

out in her classes, because students

need to perform at a set level to

earn a certain grade from her, no
matter how their peers do.

"If you set your standards, and
an A is an A, grade inflation isn't an
issue," she said.

But Russell acknowledged
grade inflation can occur if grades

are not mastery-based.

And UCLA isn't the only place

affected by rising grades.

Three4housand miles away. Ivy

League schools and professors

have taken other approaches to

alleviate grade inflation.

A few years ago Dartmouth
College officials began (Hitting the

median grade of a class on a stih

dent's transcript next to his or her

grade, to provide a context by
which grades could be evaluated.

In Cambridge, Mass.,

renowned Harvard government
Professor Harvey C. Mansfield has

been a long-time grade inflation

combatant - and last semester he

tried something new.

Mansfield, whom Harvard stu-

CATHtfSNE JUN/ Datty Bfuin

Students sit In a crowded classroom during Film and Television 404. Classes with many students,
especially if the professor relies on readers for grading, may contribute to grade inflation.

dents nicknamed Harvey C-Minus,
gave students his political philoso-

phy students two grades: one pub-

lic, for their official transcript,

based on the breakdown of

Harvard grades, and the other pri-

vate, which he felt the students real-

ly deserved. The latter were consid-

erably lower.

Mansfield said in an e-mail that

students either liked or accepted

the idea.

"I got no complaints cither at

my ofTke or on the course evalua-

tion. Some said they appreciated

learning where they stood in rela-

tion to the rest ofthe class," he said.

Mansfield was pleased with his

experiment, which he said showed
contempt for the way Harvard

grades, and will use his policy

again for a large lecture course.

Mansfield added that the enroll-

ment in his political philosophy

class doubled from the last time he

taught it - before he announced his

two grades policy.

Professors at UCLA who don't

See INFLATION, page 16

Increased averages designed
to keep colleges competmve

By Karen Albredit

Daily Bruin Reporter

Jhepefofltageof"!

30 r

Higher Education Research Institute at UCLA.
Discrepancies between the number of

advanced placement courses offered at high
Average grades are on the rise at aU academic schools make it difficult for students at some

levels. But is today's Bruin really more intelligent lower-income schools to compete with others in
than students 30 years ago? the undergraduate admissions process, said
Many professors don't think so. Thomas Liflca, assistant chancellor of Student
Over the same period grades were inflating Academic Services and interim director of

most rapidly (1965-1980), average SAT, ACT undergraduate admissions,
and even ORE scores were dropping, said Universities are facing a similar issue with
Bradford Wilson, executive director of the their graduates.
National Association of Scholars in a 1998 Some faculty members claim colleges have
•^^P***^- been forced to raise their GPAs to remain com-

At the University of Washington, the average petitive with other schools.
GPA in 1964 rose from 2.31 to 3.12 in 1996. In the late 1960s, fewer Dartmouth University
Berkeley, over a 10-year period saw the GPA rise graduates were accepted to good graduate
from 2.95 to 3.10 in 1996, according to Ben schools than the faculty thought deserved to be
Gose's 1997 report in The Chronicle of Higher admitted, according to Noel Perrin. environ-
Education. mental science professor at Dartmouth.

The highest purpose served by the grading Forty years ago. he said, the only grades given

1969 1976 1993
S«m:A»<wl«itw»<JwwH»tCurwon,-W>wHc>tiB<f«»CdiMf.Af»t»»<rf^

ADAM BROWN/f:)iiilv H, „in

UCLA INCOMING FRESHMEN QPA
Average GPAs have increased from 3.92 to 4.05 over ifteM 10yean

\0

system, is that of making dis-

tinctions; distinctions

between excellence and com-
petence, and between compe-
tence and incompetence,"

Bradford said.

As grades increase, and
averages approach an A-
minus, these distinctions in

competency dissolve.

It is then more difficult for

graduate schools and

More than 34 percent

of incoming freshmen

in 1 999 reported

earning an "A"average

in high school.

employers to determine which students are bet- tematically inflate grades

were A, B. C-plus, and C-
minus, with the expectation

that most students would
earn average C grades.

Dartmouth students were
only compared to each other,

not to other schools.

When it was discovered

that fewer Dartmouth stu-

dents were being accepted to

graduate schools, administra-

tors and faculty began to sys-

199 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997

Ytar

9» im 1000

ter qualified, said Steven Landsburg, author of
"Fair Play: What Your Child Can Teach You
About Economics, Values and the Meaning of
Life."

Inflation is apparent in high schools as well,

partially due to weighted advanced placement
and honors courses.

More than 34 percent of incoming freshmen
in 1999 reported earning an "A" average in high

school, compared with 12.5 percent in 1969. The
U-end was reversed for "C" average students.

We imagine our students at a mythical
Average U., and give the grades they would get

there." Perrin said. "The old *C' became the new
•B.'"

The grade inflation phenomenon has its roots
in the Vietnam War, according to one theory.

Radical students in the 1960s made demands
that their higher education be politically relevant

to their desire to avoid the draf\ and end the war.
Wilson said.

And students are reporting record levels of

VKTOR CHCN/CMly tfutn

according to a national freshman survey con- academic self<onfidence with increasing grade
ducted annually by Linda Sax, professor for the inflation, accortiing to Sax.
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Hahn elected mayor; Weiss

edges Hayden in council race
CITY: Both measures A, B pass, will

affect existing fire, police benefits

Dexter Gauntlett
Daily Bruin Reporter

And in what resembled the results of the presi-
dential election - minus the butterfly ballot - Jack
Weiss squeaked byTom Hayden by 289 votes out of
more than 50,000 in the Fifth District Council race.

The results for the Fifth District Council have
not yet been certified, though 100 percent of
precincts are reported.

The law is that they must certify the election
Of the 2,141,403 registered Los Angeles voters, „ _^ ^.„.

608,1 19 or 28.40 percent cast their ballots to elect 16 within two weeks, but they to'to^doso'^ner'^and
offices and pass two city measures. we're more than happy that they are letting the

James Kenneth Hahn edged out Antonio process go forward," said Susan Shau, campaign
Villaraigosa by 7 percent as

the people's choice for mayor.

"Everybody forgot there

were two championships
going to be played in this city:

The Lakers start their run

tomorrow, but tonight belongs

to Jim Hahn," said Los
Angeles Laker Hall-of-Famer

Magic Johnson during his

The results for Fifth

District Council have

not yet been certified.

manager for Weiss.

Weiss would replace former
councilman Mike Fcuer who
lost Tuesday night to Rocky
Delgado in the district attor-

ney race.

Measure A passed by a mar-
gin of 45 percent which will

combine existing Fire and
Police Pension Plans.

introductory remarks for Hahn early Wednesday Measure B passed by a 69.87 percent majority

'"Tril"^' ...... *"^ ^'" ^"^^ surviving spouse benefits to widows
Villaraigosa phoned Hahn later that night to and widowers of firefighters and police oflicers

congratulate him, according to the Hahn cam- who lost their benefits solely because they remar-
P^'8" ried prior to Dec. 5. 1996.

James Hahn, elected mayor of Los Angeles Tuesday, speaks at a
Wednesday. Hahn. 50, won the election over opponent Antonio

The AiMXMicd Pr«j

news conference

Villaraigosa.

SAFE wants new tampons in bathrc^Sls
CAMPUS: Student group

requests for all-cotton

products to be available

_ . • , -, The r,,^^«„rtiP(e$s

Bntains Pnme Minister Tony Blair puts his amn around his wife Chcric
while talking to local Labor supporters in Castleford, northern England.

Party seeks to keep• II

control in British legislature
ELECTION: Rural voters "e hadn't convinced shop clerk

cQv #v/^irA»nn»^..* „ « 1 *
Elizabeth Hattley, who is in her earlysay government neglects 40s and has never voted.

them for those in cities
"^ '°^ ^ "^y ^^^^^ ''^"'^ *>other

votmg," she said Wednesday in her
'

shoe-repair shop a few paces from
London's soaring St. Paul's

Cathedral. "I don't think it matters if

you vote - the politicians do what they
want anyway."

Labor has had consistently high
approval ratings for its handling ofthe
economy - the area where it had his-

torically failed to win public confi-

dence. But there is dissatisfaction

among rural voters who feel the gov-

ernment neglected them in its pursuit

of urban votes.

In Blair's own constituency of
Sedgefield, northeast England, sever-

al dozen black-clad farmers held a

mock funeral march Wednesday
protesting the government's handling
of the spread of foot^md-mouth dis-

ease among livestock.

Labor's massive win in 1997 gave
the government a 179-scat majority in

the 659-scat House of Commons. A
low turnout this time could deprive
Biair of the strong mandate he is seek-

ing for the party's "driving mission" to

renew public services, bolster

Britain's nafship national health ser-

vice and boost secondary school staiv

dards.

'If you vote Tory, or stay at home,
then you wake up on Friday to Prime
Minister William Hague and the

By Audrey Woods
The Associated Press

LONDON - A narrowing of the

opinion-poll gap between Prime'
Minister Tony Blair's Labor Party
and the struggling Conservatives on
Wednesday sharpened the last hours
of combat for the votes of Britain's

electorate.

After four weeks of lackluster cam-
paigning and predictions of the lowest

voter turnout since World War II, the

poll results were the first crimp - if

only a small one - in Labor's momen-
tum toward a second landslide victory

today.

However, the results could also

motivate complacent Laborites who
didn't think their votes were needed.

Blair, whose lead in polls was still a
healthy II percent, hammered the
anti-apathy message home in inter-

views and a last-minute helicopter hop
around England, Scotland and Wales.

••Political history is littered with
examples of so-called sure things

which didn't turn out to be sure
things," he told GMTV.

**So what I'm saying to people it:

Never mind about the polls and the

puadiu. Come out and vote, because
it's important." he implored. "It mal-
lers."

ByShaunaMccartoa
Daily Bruin Reporter

While the question of tampon
safety is debated by many, Students
for the Advocacy of Female
Edification are fighting for 100 per-

cent cotton tampon availability in

UCLA campus bathrooms.

According to SAFE and other
researchers, popular tampons con-
tain a harmful byproduct, dioxin,

because of the chlorine-bleaching

process.

Dioxin is an environmental pollu-

tant and was deemed last year as a
"human carcinogen" by the

Environmental Protection Agency.
Although dioxin has been proven

to be carcinogenic, it has not been
proven that cancer and other serious

health problems result because of
tampon use.

"We want to educate women
regarding these issues so that they
can make their own choice," said

SAFE President Melody Kulp, a

fourth-year political science student.

Tampons are used by 73 million

American women - almost one third

of the population - and one woman
may use as many as 16,800 tampons
in her lifetime, according to research
by Congresswoman Carolyn
Maloney, D-N.Y., a leader in

women's health issues.

The FDA and tampon corpora-
tions like Tampax affirm that dioxin
is nonexistent in the manufacturing
process. The materials used in tam-
pons, like the bleached wood pulp,

could contain trace amounts of diox-
in because of environmental pollu-

tion.

"Tampons are safe and effective,"

said Sharon Snider, a FDA' press
officer.

The FDA regulates tampon man-
ufacturers, making sure they adhere
to the manufacturing guidelines.

While the Food and Drug
Administration says that dioxin lev-

• •

els in tampons are either below or at

the detectable limit, others say even
that small amount is a health threat

to women.

"Dioxin equals cancer," Kulp
said. "The fact that it's 'minute* docs
not matter - it's in your body and in

an absorbent part ofyour body."

Because dioxin stays in the body
and is stored in the fatty tissues of
humans and other animals, oppo-
nents say that repetitive exposure to
dioxin may lead to serious health

problems like endometriosis, infer-

tility and immune system damage.
While the debate continues, many

legislative literature regarding fur-

ther research of tampon toxicity is

being introduced.

Maloney put forth the "Tampon
Safety and Research Act of 1999,"

which later merged with the Robin
Danielson Act, to conduct further

research into the potential harmful
affects of dioxin in tampons and to
collect and analyze data on Toxic
Shock Syndrome, a sometimes-fatal

SecfMirONS^pagel?

Qobal warming levels are on the rise
STUDY: Greenhouse gas

emissions have doubled,

sited as primary cause

ByJohntMlprin
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - In a study
commissioned by the White House,
the National Academy of Sciences
said Wednesday that global warming
"is real and (has been) particulariy

strong within the past 20 years," and
said a leading cause is emissions of
carbon dioxide from burning fossil

fuels.

The report was requested to help

prepare Bush for his trip to Europe
next week, but the academy was not

asked for policy recommendations
and it made none.

In Europe, Bush has meetings on
global wanning scheduled with vari-

ous officials. Many Europeans
prtHMed vigorously after Bush, citing

looming energy shortages, reversed a
Gvnpaign promise to limit carbon
diOKMt emiwom from power plants

in March.

The 24iMfe National Academy of
Sciences report an atMwnent based

on previous studies about the phe-
nomenon, says, "The primary source,
fossil fuel burning, has released rough-
ly twice as much carbon dioxide as
would be required to account for the

observed increase" in temperature.

The report also blames global
warming on other greenhouse gases
directly affected by human activity:

methane, ozone, nitrous oxide and
chlorofluorocarbons.

"De^ite the uncertainties, there is

general agreement that the observed
warming is real and particulariy
strong within the past 20 years," it

says. "Global warming could well
have serious adverse societal and eco-
k)gical impacts by the end of this ccn-
tury."

One VS. area likely to be hard hit

by climate change is the United
States' breadbasket, the Great Plains.

Two senior Bush advisers, John
Bridgdand, who oversees domestic
policy, and Gary Edson. an econo-
mist, wrote to the academy May 1

1

•king for help with "identifying the
areas in the science ofclimate change
where there are the greatest certain-

tics and uncertamtics."

In preparation for his round of
meetingl with European allies. Bush
held a lengthy meeting with Cabinet

members Tuesday to come up with a
strategy on how to sell his almost-fin-

ished proposal for a global warming
agreement, according to senior

administration officials. In March, he
rejected an international pact former
Vice President Al Gore signed in

Kyoto, Japan, that would have set

tight limits on emissions of many
greenhouse gases.

Sen. John Kerry, D-Mass. said the
academy report was unnecessary and
"underscores the lack of leadership"

by Bush on global warming. "The sci-

ence on this has been strong enough
that presidents and foreign ministers

ofother countries have moved on this

for years," Kerry said.

But now that the report is in hand,
he said, "It increases the imperative
for them to take action."

Sen. Chuck Hagel, R-Neb., a
major participant in the debate on
global warming, said the report "prx)-

vidcs us with a basis to move forward
with an alternative" global warmiflg
strategy.

The report is neuUid as scientists

"really do know that carbon dioxide is

the main driver' behind global warm-
ing, said the report *s lead author.

Ralph Cicerone, chancellor of the
University of California, Irvine.
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Democrats head to Senate

with new role as majority

Dow Jones Industrials
down: 10S.60

ctose: 11,070.24

Nasdaq iMki

down: 15.93

dose: 2,21 7.73

*n: 120.21

Euro: 1,1788

SWITCH: Party prepares to take

advantage of Jeffords' defection,

plans for new power relationship

By David Espo

The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - The Senate met under
new. Democratic management on Wednesday,
completing an unprecedented shiA in power that

dislodged Republicans and ushered in a new era
of divided government. Majority Leader Tom
Daschle swiftly suggested changes in the GOP-
craAed budget.

"Both sides have to come to the middle. We
can't just lob bombs," the South Dakota senator
said, although he also made clear he was prepared
to oppose President Bush on occasion in his role

as leader of a 'Very, very slim majority."

:=^ Sen. Trent LottofMUMppi, theGOP leader,

ceded power to Daschle with a pledge of 'tontin-

ued friendship" - and a list of accomplishments
forged in six years of Republican rule.

"I think you will not see him more combative

but much more aggressive," Sen. Bill Frist, R-
Tenn., said of Lott. "He'll be able to more closely

define and articulate Republican views without
having to pay respect to the other side."

The new power relationships will take weeks or
months to develop, and negotiations resumed
during the day on a plan to reorganize commit-
tees along lines that reflect the new party break-
down. Sen. Larry Craig, R-ldaho, told reporters a
"rough draA" of an accord could be ready by
today, and final agreement approved next week.

Other changes took place swiftly.

West Virginia Sen. Robert Byrd, 83, and the

longest-serving. Democrat, replaced South
Carolina Republican Strom Thurmond. 98, as

president pro tern, a constitutional oflice that

makes him third in line for the presidency.

Senators debated education legislation, pick-

ing up where they had left off on Tuesday -

almost. Sen. Judd Gregg, R-N.H., supplanted
James Jeffords of Vermont as the Republican
manager ofthe bill:

Jeffords, whose switch from Republican to
independent aligned with Democrats triggered

the seismic shift in power, sat on the Democratic
side of the aisle for the first time. "I was at awe

c ^ ....,, _ The Associated Ptms
Senate Minority Leader Tom Daschle, D-S.D., who will take over as Senate Majority leader
Wednesday, listens to Molly Rowley, his deputy press secretary and speech writer.

knowing that I was entering a new phase in my
life." said Jeffords, whose desk had been moved
overnight.

Daschle praised the Vermont lawmaker for his

"courageous decision." It was a topic that Lott did
not mention.

The formal switch occurred as House

Republican leaders reviewed an internal poll that

reported a slight slippage in support for congress
sional Republicans as well as for Bush.

"Senator Jeffords' decision to leave the
Republican Party was clearly not good news and

Group
See SMffTOI, page 9

PHIUPPINES: Conceding

territory, paying ransom

aren't options any longer

By Jim Gomez
The Associated Press

ZAMBOANGA, Philippines -
The Philippine military must stop
chasing guerrillas through the jungles

of Basilan island if it wants to discuss

the release of hostages, a Muslim
rebel leader said Wednesday in his

first public comments in days.

"If they wanted to seriously talk to

us, they should show it by removing
the military," Abu Sabaya, ofthe Abu
Sayyaf rebels, told Radio Mindanao
Network. "While the soldiers are
here, there will be no talking."

The rebels are holding an estimat-

ed 20 people, including three

Americans. Sabaya said one
American was wounded by gunfire

and three captured soldiers had been
beheaded, but said the other hostages
are safe and unhurt.

FBI hostage specialists arrived

Wednesday to advise the Philippine

government on negotiations,

National Police Chief Leandro

Judge refuses McVeigh

extension on death row
EXECUTION: Argument of

accomplices overturned,

lawyer's appeal is denied

By Stevtn K. Pauibon
The Associated Press

The AssociMed Press

Government troops alight from a navy boat as they are deployed to
augment other forces in searching for Muslim extremists Wednesday.

Mendoza said.

But presidential spokesman
Rigoberto Tiglao said the govern-
ment would not stop its offensive.

The guerrillas call for talks every time

they are surrounded and use the lull

in fighting to flee, he said.

The government also has ruled out
paying ransoms or conceding territo-

ry, he said.

Abu Sayyafclaims it is fighting for

an Islamic state in the southern
Philippines. About a year ago, the

group seized 10 foreign tourists from
a Malaysian resort, releasing them
months later - reportedly for millions

of dollars in ransom.

Sabaya denied wanting money,
saying: "I did not ask for ransom. We
will not ask for ransom."

SeeiaONAPPtN6,pa9e13

DENVER - A judge denied
Timothy McVeigh a further stay of
execution Wednesday, saying nothing
in newly disclosed FBI documents
could change the fact that he was the

"instrument of death and destruc-

tion" in the Oklahoma City bombing.
McVeigh's lawyers said they would

file an appeal Thursday. The 33-year-

old Gulf War veteran is set to die by
injection Monday at a federal prison
in Terre Haute, Ind.

After a hearing that lasted a little

more than an hour, U.S. District

Judge Richard Matsch said he was
shocked that the government waited
until six days before McVeigh's origi-

nal execution date to begin turning

over more than 4,400 pages of docu-
ments in the case.

But he brushed aside McVeigh's
bid to force a hearing over the mistake
and said the findings of the jury that

convicted McVeigh in 1997 still stand.

The jurors "executed their moral
judgment as a conscience of the com-
munity," said Matsch, who presided

at the trial.

"Whatever role others may have
played, it's clear that Timothy
McVeigh committed murder and
mayhem as charged," he said.

"Whatever may in time (be) disclosed

about possible involvement of others

in this bombing, it will not change the

fact that Timothy McVeigh was the

instrument of death and destruction."

McVeigh's attorneys had argued
that the execution should be delayed

because the FBI documents released

last month could have helped
McVeigh's defense, perhaps by point-

ing to the involvement of others in the

crime.

Matsch said if the FBI had the duty
to disclose what it knew to prosecu-

tors, McVeigh had the same duty to

SeeMCVEKH,page8
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New agreement may
please Palestinians
WASHINGTON - The United States and

Israel are closing in on a deal that would freeze

consu^ction at Jewish setdcments on the West
Bank and Gaza.

The three key points, according to diplomatic
sources, are: no new settlements, no construc-
tion beyond the confines ofexisting ones, and no
taking of Palestinian-owned land for settle-

ments.

Such an agreement by Prime Minister Ariel

Sharon's government would go a long way
toward meeting a key Palestinian demand.

But the agreement has not been concluded,
said an Israeli ofikial, speaking on condition of
anonymity. Also, some Israeli actions in the ter-

ritories seen by the Palestinians as rightfully

theirs, are not covered.

These include the building of new roads for

settlers, which stirs opposition fiom the

Palestinian Authority.

A construction freeze was a key
recommendation of the fact-finding

Mitchell Commission, headed by for-

mer Senate Democratic Leader George
Mitchell. Its recommendations, including

the freeze, were endorsed in mid-May by
Secretary of State Colin Powell.

Russia allows nuclear

waste disposal
MOSCOW - In a landmark vote, Russian

lawmakers defied broad public opposition and
passed a law Wednesday allowing nuclear waste
to be imported and stored indefinitely. Critics

said the move will turn Russia into the world's
nuclear waste dump.

Proponents say the measure will create jobs
and bring in billions of dollars to needy govern-
ment coffers. They vow to use some ofthe riches

to clean up radioactive swathes of the world's
largest country that have been scarred by
decades of Soviet nuclear development.

Opponents question whether the

money will be really used as

promised, and whether Russia is

equipped to safely handle the expected
quantities of spent foreign nuclear fuel.

Russia's safety record is spotty at its under-
funded nuclear power plants and nuclear
weapons facilities. Corruption among officials is

rife. And some prominent scientists say the cost

of building or upgrading waste reprocessing
facilities would outstrip potential profits.

"Our citizens are against turning Russia into

an outhouse," Sergei Mitrokhin of the liberal

Yabloko faction said during Wednesday's
debate in the lower house ofparliament, or State

Duma.

Nonetheless, the 450-member house
approved the three-bill package after a 20-

minute debate on votes of 266-1 17, 243-125. and
250-125. For passage, 226 votes were needed on
each bill.

The measure must pass the upper house, the
Federation Council, and be signed by President

Vladimir Putin to become law.

Report details election

improprieties in Florida
QUINCY, Fla. — Rorida's only county with

more African American residents than white
had the state's highest percent of invalidated bal-

lots in last year's marathon presidential election.

The figures are in a draft report from the U.S.
Commission on Civil Rights that suggests the

election disenfranchised thousands of voters,

especially African Americans.

The report said Floridians were deprived of
their votes by outdated equipment, improper
purging of voter rolls, language barriers and
inadequate access to voting booths.

The findings are scheduled to be considered
by the full, eight-member commission Friday.
The commission has four Democrats, three
independents and a Republican, and GOP offi-

cials have criticized the preliminary findings as
partisan.

Compiled from Dally Bruin wire reports.
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Bin will increase penalties
| Jury awards $3 billion to smoker

for church, dinic protesters

BLOCKADES: Supporters

say state penalties needed

because of federal laws

By Steve Lawrence
The Associated Press

SACRAMENTO -Protesters
who blockade abortion clinics or

churches could end up in a California

jail for up to a year if a bill approved
Wednesday by the state Senate
becomes law.

The measure by Sen. Deborah
Ortiz, D-Sacramento, would imple-

ment a state version of a tougher fed-

eral law that can lead to up to three

years in prison.

The bill would authorize jail sen-

tences for people who:
• Use force, the threat of force or

^cal obstruction to, or attempt
to, injure, intimidate or interfere with

someone because that person is a

reproductive health clinic client,

provider or assistant.

• Damage someone's property
because he or she is a reproductive

health clinic client, provider or assis-

tant.

• Use force, the threat of force or

physical obstruction to, or attempt
to, injure, intiinidate or interfere with

someone attempting to use a place of
worship.

• Damage property at a place of
worship.

Offenses involving nonviolent

conduct could result in a jail sentence

of up six months. Violent oflenses

could lead to as much as a year in jail.

Maximum fines would range from
$5,000 to $50,000.

Supporters say state penalties are

needed because local police and sher-

iffs officers are the ones usually

called to deal with such violations,

and those officers have no authority

to make arrests under federal law.

Sen. Charles Poochigian, R-
Fresno, said the bill would impose
"very severe" penalties designed to

silence abortion opponents.

"If this bill were about violence,

about bombings or similar acts there

would be strong bipartisan support,"

he said. "But this bill is about free-

dom of speech and acting on that

speech."

Sen. Sheila Kuehl. D-Saata
Monica, disagreed, saying the mea-
sure was about protecting people
from intimidation and violence.

"If you don't like this bill, then

don't come to my clinic and try to

intimidate me," she said. "Don't go
to my church or synagogue and
protest against me. Think about
protesting in a place where you're

not going to threaten me, go to a

place where you can express your-

self."

But Sen. Ray Haynes, R-
Riverside, said if the bill becomes law
he will encourage abortion protesters

to disobey it.

TRIAL Judgment was

largest against cigarette

maker for an individual

By Robert Jablon
The Associated Press

A jury in Los Angeles
Wednesday awarded a cancer-

stricken smoker more than $3 bil-

lion from tobacco giant Philip

Morris, the largest judgment
against a cigarette maker in a law-

suit brought by an individual.

The Superior Court jury ruled

against Philip Morris on all six

claims of fraud, negligence and
making a defective product.

Richard Boeken, 56, of Topanga
was awarded $3 billion in punitive

damages and $5.5 million in general

damages.

"We thought that figure would
hurt them, make them stand up and
take notice," juror Denise Key said

of the punitive damages. "We want
them to be responsible, to put on
their product that the product will

kill so when you smoke you smoke
at your own risk."

It was the largest jury award won
by an individual against a cigarette

maker. The largest judgment
against the tobacco industry in a

class-action lawsuit was $145 billion

awarded last year to thousands of
Florida smokers who were sick.

Philip Morris was one of five tobac-

co companies in that case.

Boeken, who suffers from incur-

able lung cancer, smiled and gave a

thumbs-up sign as the 18-page ver-

dict was read. He declined to speak
to reporters af^er the hearing.

Philip Morris attorney Maurice
Leiter said he will appeal.

"We recognize Philip Morris is

an unpopular company. It makes a

dangerous product, but clearly, the

evidence does not support this ver-

dict," Leiter said.

He said the company believes

Boeken ignored "a mountain of
information" about the health risks

of smoking and chose to continue

his habit, although attorneys for

Philip Morris didn't deny that

smoking caused Boeken's illness.

Boeken 's attorney, Michael
Piuze, said he did not know how the

jury decided on the award.

"I don't know where it came
from, but we're pleased," Piuze
said.

The award may not pass a new
test adopted by the U.S. Suprerae
Court, some attorneys warned.

"The punitive damage award has
to bear some relationship to com-
pensatory damage," said attorney

Michael Hausfeld, who sued tobac-

co companies in May, claiming they

violated federal racketeering laws
to hook children on cigarettes.

"Clearly here the punitive award
is an expression of total outrage and
I'm not sure under the Supreme
Court test for a single individual

that kind of a differential would be
upheld," Hausfeld said.

Boeken had sought more than

$12 million in compensatory dam-

ages such as medical bills and lost

earnings, and between $100 million

and $ 10 billion in punitive damages.
He was diagnosed in 1999 with

lung cancer, which has spread to his

lymph nodes, back and brain. He
took up cigarettes in 1957 at age 13

and was smoking at least two packs
of Marlboros every day for more
than 40 years. Piuze said his client

had kicked heroin and alcohol, but

renewed his smoking habit after try-

ing to quit several times.

Piuze argued that his client was a

victim of a decades-long tobacco
industry campaign to promote
smoking as "cool" but the company
concealed the serious dangers of
smoking.

During closing arguments, Piuze
said Philip Morris is "the world's

biggest drug dealer, something that

puts the Colombian drug cartels to

shame."

The jury began deliberations on
May 22 but had to start over again—
two days later because a panelist

was dismissed to take a long-

planned vacation.

Jurors during the seven-week-
long trial were presented with a pile

of evidence that included company
memos and videotaped depositions

from Boeken and clips of tobacco
company executives' 1994 congres-

sional testimony.

Key said she viewed Philip

Morris as simply a company trying

to make money.

"I don't see them as corporate
scum. I see them as a business." Key
said.

UCLA African Student Union

Saturday, June 9th
UCLA Ackerman Grand Ballroom

Doors open @ 8:00pm
$12 admission for UCLA students with ID

Tickets available at UCLA Central Ticket Office

featuring
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REGULATIONS
From page 1

Daily Bruin News

would not be forced to enroll in more units at

that time but their enrollment for the next quar-

ter would be held.

"Most departments have mainly four unit

classes. This change would force students to

take 16 units," said Mark Kliman, professor of
policy studies. "That is not a good idea for my
students."

Smith said it is wrong to look at the increase

as a question of 12 units versus 16 units, because
there is an increasing number of classes worth
five units.

Introductory language classes, GE clusters

and classes filling the writing I or II requirement
are all five unit courses, in which freshmen
enroll.

When GE requirements arc changed for the

2002-03 school year. Smith said, all GE classes

will be made five unit c6urses. But proposed
changes in the requirements have not been final-

ized.

Bjork said most freshman currently take 13

or 14 units, which shows the changes are rea-

sonable.

"We didn't put these regulations into effect

until we thought that there were enough classes

in place so that we didn't force a student to take
four classes," Smith said.

The majority of upper division courses, espe-

cially in the humanities and social sciences, are

paily Bruin News

MOHAMMAD ALAM
Faculty rnembers expressed their views concerning raising minimum progress require-
ments in the College of Letters & Science at the Academic Senate meeting on Tuesday.

four units, according to Smith. She expects this

to increase as faculty re-evaluate the number of
units upper division classes are worth over the

next two years.

If a student does not reach the minimum
progress requirement, they would have to meet

with a counselor and justify their courseload.
Smith said.

If students do not meet the scale for expected
progress in two consecutive quarters, they will

be placed on academic probation. If this contin-

ues for a total of four quarters, students will be

subject to dismissal.

It is possible to meet the minimum progress

requirement of 13 units per quarter but still fall

behind the expected cumulative progress.

Students will have to take 15 units per quarter

starting mid-sophomore year and 16 units per
quarter starting mid-junior year, unless they

took more units in advance.

Smith said students should consider summer
school to make up units if they fall behind or if

they want to get ahead.

She said the only alternative to summer
school is to ask for an exemption from the

College of Letters & Science and then enter an
individual contract outlining that student's
expected progress aAer meeting with a coun-
selor.

Up to 15 percent ofstudents could need these

contracts, according to Smith. In addition to

entering a contract if a student cannot take

summer school, a student would enter a con-
tract with the college if they were placed on aca-

demic probation or if a sudden emergency
caused a student to complete fewer classes.

"This will require that we have a larger, more
interactive counseling department," Smith said.

At Tuesday's meeting, the legislative council
also approved regulations to limit all students
from accumulating 216 units before graduating
unless an exception is granted. Students with a
double major or a minor can currently accumu-
late 228 units without an exception. Smith said

most double majors graduate with fewer than
200 units.

^MVEIGH
From page 5

tell his lawyers if others were involved

in the bombing.

Attorney General John Ashcroft

was pleased with Matsch's decision.

"We've never had a doubt about the

guilt ofTimothy McVeigh," he said.

McVeigh's appeal will be filed with
the 10th U.S. Circuit Cojirt of
Appeals in Denver - which has never--
overturned Matsch in the bombing
case. Further appeals would go to the

Supreme Court.

=^ McVeigh win be moved aa <

Friday from his cell to the holding cell

in the death chamber.

In Oklahoma City, Martha Ridley,

whose daughter Kathy died in the

1995 bombing, said, "Mr. McVeigh is

an admitted and printed and convict-

ed murderer. I just want to get this

thing over with and be done with it.

It's time for him to go."

But Jannie Coverdale, who lost two
grandsons in the explosion, had

Tor a delay. She believes

fgh and co-conspirator Terry
Nichols did not plan the bombing
alone.

"I'm wondering now that if Tim is

executed, will we ever know?" she

asked. "We have been fighting so long
for the truth. 1 have no confidence in

the government now."

In Pendleton, N.Y., McVeigh's
father said he was disappointed but
not surprised.

"He's going to get executed sooner
or later. Most people know he did it,

so ..." Bill McVeigjh said, his voice

trailing away "I think the longer he
lives, the better. It's easiest on me but,

like I said, it's going to happen even-

tually"

During the hearing, Matsch

recalled recently getting a letter from
prosecutor Scan Connelly advising

him that documents had been with-

held.

"It's a good thing I was in quiet

chambers and not in court because my
judicial temperament escaped me
when I read it. It was shocking," the

judge said.

But Connelly argued Wednesday
that information in the documents
was contained in FBI interview

reports that had been given to the

defense before trial.

The prosecutor has also pointed
out that McVeigh confessed to the

April 19, 1995 bombing in a recent

book and said that he alone carried

out the attack that killed 168 people,

Defense attorneys said the 4,400
pages and 1 1 CDs of FBI material

may contain information about others

who may have been involved in the

deadliest act of terrorism on U.S. soil.

McVeigh attorney Rob Nigh said

one of the documents included infor-

mation on a potential witness who was
unknown to the defense. "If Mr.
McVeigh is allowed to be executed
five days from now, the integrity ofthe
process will have been destroyed," he
said.

Going To Law School?

Be Prepared.

AIDS
From page 1

Followed by South Africa. Southeast

Asia has the second largest concentration

ofAIDS patients in the world.

Scientists believe the virus spread
because of needle sharing among com-
mercial sex workers, and then spread to

the rest of the population, in the area

where much of the worid's opium and
heroin is produced.

Because it is traditional for men in the

region to have more than one sexual part-

ner, the disease began to spread rapidly

when it infected the commercial sex work-
er population.

AIDS experts at UCLA say university

researchers have made strides in their

quest to better understand and treat the

disease.

"The public health aspect of HIV pre-

vention has changed because the epidemic
has spread so widely," said Gail Wyatt,

associate director of the UCLA AIDS
Institute.

Wyatt studies the behavioral aspect of
the disease. Raising awareness is still

something researchers in the field must
work on.

She said public health messages are

beginning to make efforts in reaching out

to population groups such as heterosexual

men, women and ethnic minorities in

addition to gay, white educated men.
"Highly religious groups, for example

still do not feel the AIDS message applies

to them," Wyatt said. "Marriage does not

protect a person from HIV - it can even
be a risk factor if a couple does not talk

about their past."

Wyatt said, for now, the best way to pre-

vent the spread of the deadly virus is edu-
cation.

"Behavioral intervention is one of the

most effective ways of minimizing the

spread of the disease until a vaccine is dis-

covered or tested to be effective," she
said.

Scientists forecast a bright future in the

advances involving the medical aspect of
the virus.

"We know now quite a bit about how
the body responds to the virus and we
have gained a lot, increasing in under-
standing the virus itself," Detels said.

"We've developed reasonably effective

treatment for the control and progression

of HIV."

With reports from Dally BruJn wire services.

SWITCH
From page 5

had two significant ripple effects

- however temporary - for

House Republicans," said a

memo circulated by Rep. J.C.

Watts, a member of the leader-

shq).

"It fostered a national forum
for criticism" of Republicans, he

wrote, and news of the switch

"Saturated the media coverage of

politics, making it much more dif-

ficult to communicate to the

American people" at a time when
the House was considering

Bush's education legislation.

The change in command
brought to an end the first period

in 50 years in which Republicans

held control of the White House
and both houses of Congress. It

also marked the first time in his-

tory that one party ceded power
to another without an interven-

ing election.

The Senate had been split 50-

50, meaning that Republicans

held control by virtue of Vice

President Dick Cheney's ability

to break ties. Lott and Daschle

forged a unique power-sharing

agreement last winter that gave

Republicans committee chair-

manships but handed Democrats
equal representation on each

committee.

Jeffords' switch ended that,

and the two sides bargained

behind the scenes over a new
organizational plan. Republican

talk of a filibuster has faded in

recent days. And while Daschle

said Democrats would rely on
precedent in dealing with judicial

and other administration nomi-

nees, he was at pains to pledge

fairness when dealing with

Republicans and Bush's appoint-

ments - a key demand made by
the GOP.

"You've heard us lament and
in some ways criticize the majori-

ty when we were in the minority

for the lack of fairness. I think it

would be hypocrisy at its worst if

we were to take the same tactics.

So we're not going to do that," he

said.

Daschle, 53 and his party's

Thursday. June 7, 20Q1 9

Senate leader for six years, began
his day before dawn, coming to

the Capitol for a* series of televi-

sion interviews in which he talked

of bipartisanship as well as a

desire to put a Democratic stamp
on the nation's legislative agenda.

Daschle said that sooner or

later, "we're going to have to

revisit" the tax cut that passed

Congress late last month. He and
other Democrats say it is too cost-

ly, and he told reporters, "At

some point reality is going to

come crashing down on all of us

and we're going to have to deal

with it."

Asked whether Democrats
would be hampered because

Bush's tax cut left too little money
for other programs, he said,

"We'll probably have to find off-

sets for many of the things that

we want to do." Democrats have

expressed opposition to any tax

increases, and an aide said

Daschle's mention of offsets

referred to spending cuts in some
administration priorities that

would free money for favored

Democratic programs.
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Funding Source
Funded principally by ASUCLA
Undci^raduatc Student Association

membership fees.

Uses of Net Income
Operates on a brrak-even basis

to provide free and low cost

student programs.

Funding Source
Funded principally by ASUCLA
Graduate Student Association

membership fees.

Uses of Net Income
Operates on a break-even basis

to provide tree and low cost

student programs.

nRVNXH^ENTnWB
Funding Source
Generates revenue through

the sale of goods and services,-

operations include the UCLA Store

and Restaurants plus the Student

Union facilities.

Uses of Net Income
Net income is used to repay

long-term loans, to maintain

and upgrade facilities, and to fun3

student services and programs.

Funding Source
Generates revenue through the

sale of advertising in student

publications.

Uses of Net Income
Sets aside surplus funds to pay for

the equipment used to produce

publications.

BSSOCmTED SniDEHTS

DUQj
S-^uW you KleeA

Sir\^ llfl.

1999 2900

I n keeping with our commitment to provide

regular and open communications with the

community we serve, ASUCLA is publishing a

summary of its audited financial statements.

ASUCLA is a non-profit association organized in

1919 with the primary goals of serving the campus
community and providing students with on-campus

employment. There are four distinct financial

entities within ASUCLA. Services & Enterprises, the

largest from a financial standpoint, is the entity

which operates campus services such as the UCLA
Store and Restaurants and the Student Union
facilities. The two student governments are also

treated as separate entities: USA is the

Undergraduate Students Association, and GSA is

the Graduate Students Association. Finally there's

the Communications Board, publisher of the Daily

Bruin and other Campus Media. The two student

governments receive the bulk of their income from
student membership fees, they are expected to

operate at break-even. Services & Enterprises

receives its income principally from the sale of

goods and services, while Communications Board

receives its income principally from advertising.

ASUCLAs Board of Directors is responsible for the

fiscal soundness of all four ASUCLA entities. Each
entity operates under its own budget, and all four

budgets are reviewed and approved by the Board of

Directors. The names of current Board members
are listed at the right.

Financial Statements for the year ended July 31,

2000 have been examined by an independent audit

firm, PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP. Tlie results of

that examination are covered in the

PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP reports to the

ASUCLA Board of Directors. You will see

summaries of these reports reproduced on the

following page.

If you would like to see the full details of these

reports including all footnotes you can find the

financial statements in the ASUCLA library

archives located in Kerckhoff Hall 304-D. Any
other questions about the financial statements

should be directed to ASUCLAs Finance

Department. Feel free to call, write or e-mail the

ASUCLA Finance Director, Rich Delia, at

(310) 794-8834, 308 Westwood Plaza, Los Angeles,

CA 90024, Campus Mail Code 164006, or

rdelia@asucla.ucla.edu. General messages to

ASUCLA are always welcome at the following

e-mail address: ASUCLA@asucla.ucla.edu.

RSSOCiRTED STUDEH^ ASUCLA

1 1 1 I ll ^^^^^ ^^ Directors
"wLll 2000-2001

Graduate Students
Marilyn Gray, Alternate, Randy Hall, Vice

Chairman, Darrel Menthe, Representative,-

Haydee Urita, Representative

Undergraduate Students
Phyllis Feng, Representative, Joe Manko,
Alternate, XochitI Marquez, Chairman, Kei

Nagao, Representative

Alumni
Douglas Hecox, Representative,

Sal Rodriguez, Alternate

Administration
David Lowenstein, Secretary,

Robert Naples, Representative

Faculty
Werner Hirsch, Representative

Executive Director
Patricia Eastman, Ex Officio

1999-2000 ASUCLA Financial Statements Page I

1999-2000 ASUCLA
Hiiancial Statements

UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS ASSOCIATION UCLA

STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION
JULY 31. 2000

ASSETS
Total assets

UABILITIES & UNRESTRICTED NET ASSETS
Current liabilities

Unrestricted Net Assets

TOTAL UABILITIES n. UNRESTRICTED NET ASSETS

STATEMENT OF ACTIVITIES
YEAR ENDED JULY 31, 2000

REVENUES
Total revenues

EXPENSES
Total expenses

NET INCOME (Change in Net Assets)

UNRESTRICTED NET ASSETS:
Beginning of Year

End of Year

$370,123

101.638

S37Q.I23

S2.Q77,9?9

S2.034.927

43,032

S225A51i

ASSOCIATED STUDENTS UCU COMMUNICATIONS BOARD

STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION
JULY 31, 2000

ASSETS
Current Assets

Fixtures and Equipment, Net

TOTAL

LIABIUTIES AND UNRESTRICTED NET ASSETS
Current Liabilities

$871,932

Sl.l4:?.248

$309,896

Unrestricted Net Assets 335 352

TOTAL UABILITIES « UNRESTRICTED NET ASSETS ji I45:?48

STATEMENT OF ACTIVITIES
YEAR ENDED JULY 31, 2000

REVENUES
Total revenues

EXPENSES
Total expenses

NET INCOME (Change in Net Assets)

UNRESTRICTED NET ASSETS:
Beginning of Year

End of Year

$3.0^7.163

S2.64M(H

415,699

1419.633

GRADUATE STUDENTS ASSOCIATION UCLA
STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION
JULY 31, 2000

ASSETS
Current assets

TOTAL

$162,284

SlfilOfii

UABILITIES & UNRESTRICTED NET ASSETS
Current Uabilities

Unrestricted Net Assets

$54,719

$I07,56S

TOTAL LIABILITIES & UNRESTRICTED NET ASSETS Ji^lMA

STATEMENT OF ACTIVITIES
YEAR ENDED JULY 31 , 2000

REVENUES
Total revenues

EXPENSES
Total expenses

S3Q3.2Q9

NET INCOMEfChange in Net Assets)

UNRESTRICTED NET ASSETS:
Beginning of Year

End of Year

$288, 3.H

$16,875

S2Qj62Q

SlQ7.56g

ASSOCIATED STUDENTS UCLA SERVICES AND ENTERPRISES

STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION
JULY 31, 2000

ASSETS
Current Assets

Property, Equipment and Improvements, Net

TOTAL

LIABIUTIES & UNRESTRICTED NET ASSETS
Current Uabilities

$12,556,814

38 925 109

$41.481,923

$9,656,462

Long-Term Debt 19 399 594

Unrestricted Net Assets $12 425 867

TOTAL UABILITIES «. UNRESTRICTED NET ASSETS $4i 48i 92^

STATEMENT OF ACTIVITIES
YEAR ENDED JULY 31. 2000

REVENUES
Total revenues

EXPENSES
Total expenses

NET LOSS(Change in Net Assets)

UNRESTRICTED NET ASSETS:
Beginning of Year

End of Year

S7Q,87Q,242

$72.021,84,?

(1.151,603)

$13.^77,470

$I2 42SR67

www.asucla.ucla.edu

1999-2000 ASUCLA Financial Statements
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REGENT
From page 1

He's probably appeared in the

Daily Bruin more than any other fig-

ure on campus, which isn't that diffi-

cult considering he's on the job close

to 100 hours per week.

"I still don't feel I did enough," he

said.

Since his time at VC Berkeley as an

undergraduate, he has fought for the

repeal of the two regents' policies that

banned the use of affirmative action

in admissions, hiring and contracting

in the university.

He was arrested at a meeting dur-

ing that time while protesting the

board's decision to table a motion to

repeal the ban.

"Now that I've been on both sides

of the velvet rope, I realize that there

is a chasm between regents and stu-

dents, one that doesn't necessarily

have to exist," Fong said. "Students

would just as much prefer to sit down
for tea with regents as they like to

protest, but unfortunately they don't

have the opportunity."

Who would have guessed that years

later he would be sitting at the table

about to propose a motion like the

one proposed when he was arrested?

As the movement to rescind the

two proposals came to vote this year,

many were worried that the proposal

initially given to "supercede" SP-1 and

2 wouldn't be enough. The week
before the meeting, Fong announced
he was preparing an alternate motion

he would propose at the meeting.

"He wanted the word 'rescind' and
he was tough enough, along with

some other members of the board and
some outside voices, to bring about a

full recision," said Regent William

Bagley, the board member who began
the talk ofgetting rid of the proposals.

In that two-month span between

the March meeting, where 1,000 peo-

ple rallied at UCLA urging the board

for an immediate repeal, high school

students were choosing whether they

would attend the UC. And in that

time, though the number of underrep-

resented minorities choosing to

attend the UC rose, many will be
going elsewhere.

"I honestly believe that if this was
done at the March meeting, the nunv
bers would have been higher, " Fong
said. "But despite that, they would
have been too low."

Since then, alongside other stu-

dents he has been protesting for

Muldavin, whom he cites as his reason

for going to UCLA. He's even been

arrested for it.

"I know that my involvement in

this case has been called inappropri-

ate by some; my response to that is

that it's absolutely appropriate,"

Fong said. "I'm here fighting for the

quality of education at UCLA and
that's exactly what the student regent

should be doing."

In his final days, he continues to

work on the admissions policy that

has been challenged by UC President

Richard Atkinson and other regents

in the past year and is now more open
to change with the repeal.

SeeME6Ein;pa9e13
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REGENT
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Affirmative action is still banned
because of Proposition 209, which
state voters passed in 1996. so Fong is

seeking other ways to ensure a more
equitable admissions process and
hopefully increase ethnic and racial

diversity.

"Every year we turn away thou-

sands of students who are fully capa-
ble of achieving and succeeding here,

and we don't turn them away because
they're more qualified or less quali-

fied, we turn them away because we
don't have room," Fong said.

**It doesn't mean that we're going
to reduce the quality of students, it

means we're going to find better crite-

ria by which we choose students, and
I think that's a big myth," he contin-

ued.

According to the Masterplan for

Higher Education, the UC system
must admit the lop 12.5 percent of

graduating high school students. But
Fong noted that the UC decides the

criteria by which that group is deter-

mined.

"Students of color who enroll are a
product of students of color who get

admitted, who are then a product of
students who apply, who are a prod-
uct of students who are eligible.

'

Fong said. "Within all those ranks,

students of color are a small percent-

age.

"Students of color probably make
up a majority of high school gradu-
ates (in California) but all of a sudden
when you talk about UC eligibility

they become a minority, but who
determines eligibility? The UC deter-

mines eligibility ... and we decided to

define it by SAT and GPA."
When his term expires, Fong will

remain at UCLA for a couple more
quarters. In that time, he says he will

continue to be active.

"I'm one of the biggest fans of the

University of California, but I'm also

one of it's biggest critics," he said.

KIDNAPPING
From page 5

He said the hostages, seized in raids

May 27 and June 2, were tired and suf-

fering from stress because they had
been at the front line of fighting with

-^government forces - but otherwise
were largely unharmed.

But he provided conflicting

accounts of their injuries. After telling

RMN radio that American mission-

ary Martin Burnham was shot several

times by government troops three

days ago, he later told DXRZ radio

Burnham was hit by shrapnel in an
earlier clash.

Burnham, a Wichita, Kan., native

who has been living in the Philippines

for years, was in stable condition,

Sabaya said. His wife, Gracia, and fel-

low American Guillermo Sobero of
Corona, Calif., also were being held

on Basilan island, about 550 miles

south of Manila.

Col. Horacio Lapinid, a

spokesman for the military's southern

command, said he had no confirma-
tion of Burnham's injuries. He said

Sabaya frequently lies, and that the

rebels were using the hostages as

human shields.

"Ifhe was hit, that is the fault of the

Abu Sayyaf," Lapinid said. "They hid

behind the hostages."

SPARC
From page 1

student who was shocked by the
cracks in Men's Gym, agreed.

"The benefits outweigh any tempo-
rary inconveniences because right

now the building is a blemish if you
actually go inside it," he said.

The $37.25 million SPARC project

plan will construct Wooden West,
which will provide a 6,800 square foot

addition to Wooden's weight room
and a new home for Outdoor
Adventures and Student
Psychological Services, and coincid-

ing renovations to the Men's Gym.
Men's Gym improvements will

provide air-conditioning, more office

and meeting room space, and give the

interior of the building a more mod-
em, clean look.

Previous referenda funded the con-
struction ofAckerman Student Union
in 1958 and the Wooden Center in

1978. Students said the SPARC refer-

endum will create a welcome change.

Students will begin paying for the

improvements in increments of $84
per student each year in 2004, or when
the project is finished. Since the $51
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BAIN & COJVIPANY

Congratulates all members
of the UCLA Class of 20011

We welcome the
newest members of our

Los Angeles Team:

Corinne Copello

Shalla Parikh
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SPARC
FrofnpagelS

per year student fee used to build

Ackerman will reduce to $7.50 in

2002, students will only sec an
increase of $13.50 in student fees.

UCLA contributed $2 million to

the project, while students fees will

account for $35.25 million of the con-

struction costs.

In addition to aesthetic improve-
ments, the SPARC committee has
planned for the restoration of the bas-

ketball court, the creation of meeting
rooms for use by club sports (which
have never had a home before),

benches where students can sit and
relax, and a larger venue that could be
used for events like graduations, said

SPARC coordinator Judie Holland.

Planners have also proposed to

rename the building the "Student
Activities Center."

As one of the many buildings that

sustained significant damage in the

Jan. 17, 1994 Northridge earthquake,

the Men's Gym will also undergo seis-

mic renovation.

Even before the 1994 quake, the

Men's Gym was scheduled to be one
of nine historical buildings on campus
to be seismically upgraded via a state

program because they were rated by
the UC as seismically "poor" on a
scale of poor-fair-good.^::-:::::::^

These buildings were built in the

1930s, before earthquake regulations

went into effect.

"The building has been allowed to

deteriorate over the years. It's not
anybody's fault, but you don't want to

put a lot of money into a building

you're going to renovate," Holland
said.

Despite the more urgent need for

seismic renovation due to the

Northridge earthquake, architects

must take care to preserve historically

significant aspects of the building.

The nearly 70-year-old Men's Gym

is considered a historical resource by
the State ofCalifornia. Because of this

special status, plans to alter the build-

ing must be approved by the State

Historical Preservation Office.

"These buildings represent an
important example of the collective

heritage of the university system, and
it is part of the physical embodiment
of history of the campus and a living

physical reminder to generations of

students as to the heritage that is the

campus and the things it stands for."

said Hans Krcutzberg, chief of
Project Review for SHPO.
The exterior of the building, two

drinking fountains, heating units that

stopped working years ago. and wood
paneling on walls and doors are

among structures installed during
original construction of the building

that cannot be altered due to their his-

torical significance.

Though the Men's Gym will finally

undergo renovation, many students

interpreted the gaping cracks and
other visible damage to the building ai

neglect on the part of the university

and worried about the building's safe-

ty.

But university officials confirmed
that the Men's Gym and other build-

ings rated "poor" are safe.

"If they were not safe they would
be red-tagged and vacated. Our fire

marshall would not allow us to occupy
thcs« buiWIngs," said Zahra
Farimani, project manager at UCLA
Capital Programs, which oversees

construction at the university.

The FEMA, the state and UCLA
will pay a combined $15.25 million to

reinforce the building with shear walls

and other seismic improvements.

"(Shear walls) are essentially what
will stand the seismic forces. The
shear walls are made of steel and con-
crete, and in this case they are applied
to existing walls and sometimes added
to strengthen the building," Farimani

SwSWMIClMtelS
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The BruinGo! program will he on break
during the summer beginning June 16, 2001
and will resume on September 17, 2001.

Discounted bus passes and tokens may be purchased at

the UCLA Central Ticket Office (CTO) located next to the James West Alumni Center.

The Big Blue Bus will operate its regular schedule and service to UCLA throughout the summer.
For information about the BruinGo! program visit www.transportation.ucla.edu/bruingo
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SPARC
From page 14

said

FEMA. the state ofCalifornia, and
UCLA will pay an additional $ 10 mil-

lion to construct Wooden North, a
nearly completed extension of
Wooden built to temporarily house
organizations displaced during the

renovation of Men's Gym.
"Staging has become complex

because we didn't have enough room
in Wooden North so we are using

Hershey Hall," Holland said.

Members of displaced organiza-

tions like the Student Retention
Center also voiced concerns about
where they would be moving.

"We needed to make sure that our
projects remained accessible stu-

dents," said vice-chair of the CRC
Roseanne Gutierrez, who also served
as the Undergraduate Student
Association Council Academic
Affairs Commissioner this year.

She explamed that SRC, which was
scheduled to move to Wooden North,
voiced fears that construction near
the building would deter students
from coming to the projects. As a

result, the SRC will move to

Kerckhoff Hall instead.

Hardy Holzman Pficffer

r- Associates^ the architect for lh<p^
Men's Gym and Wooden West, has
been working with the SPARC com-
mittee and future tenants to design

both buildings.

"The main work of the architects

was to meet with the tenants of the

building, so that the people moving in

have the space that works for them,"
Holland said. "The tenants were
involved at every level in what we call

program meetings."

Construction for the project will

take place in two phases. Phase zero,

scheduled to begin on Sept. 4, 2001,

includes demolition and abatement.

This process will prepare Men's
Gym for construction by removing
interior walls, heating and plumping
systems and contaminated materials

such as lead dust left by a rifle range
on the ground floor and asbestos left

by linoleum tiles used in past years.

The second phase is the actual start

of construction where actual renova-

tions will occur starting in January
2002. Project planners hope to com-
plete construction by October 2003.

Construction of Wooden West is

scheduled to start on May 1, 2002 and
to finish in October 2003.

While Wooden West construction

may elevate campms noise pollution.

Men's Gym renovations will be qui-

eter because they will take place inside

the building, Holland said.

"The largest problem you have is

trucks coming in and bringing in

building supplies," Holland said.

Despite the inconvenience of mov-
ing and the dust of construction, stu-

dents are optimistic about the SPARC
plan.

['"For the most part we are happy
"

It SPARC got passed, that we are

pving to Kerckhoff, and that next
' this building will be renovated to

enSure that student efforts for reten-

tion, outreach and service will contin-

ue." Gutierrez said

BRITAIN
From page 4

Conservative Party back running the

country." Blair warned on his final

campaign swing.

Also in the race is the small Liberal

Democrat party, promising higher

taxes and more spending on public

services. It has portrayed itself as a

more effective opposition to Labor,

which has moved toward the political

center.

The Conservatives, or Tories,

crushed in the 1997 landslide affer 18

years of power, had their first heart-

ening news of the campaign with the

SMtMTMItpageU
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grade too harshly s^id they have more

students in their classes, as well.

Professor Roger Bohman, who
teaches a popular class on AIDS and

aiK)(her on the biology of cancer at

UCLA, said many students sign up for

his classes because they think they are

easy. But he added they "drop like

flies," when they find out the dass is

more difficult than they expected.

"Contrary to what people think,

everyone does not get an 'A' in Bio 40,"

he said.

"If you set your

standards, and an A is

an A, grade inflation

isn't an Issue."

Arlene Russell

UCLA ctiemistry professor

But for some UCLA students, a

professor's reputation as being difTicuh

or easy doen't matter.

"Regardless of who the teacher is,

the grade i receive depends on niy pci*

formance," said third-year neuro-

science student Vahe Vardiapetyan.

And there are some who don't care

much about grades anyway, whether

inflation or not.

"A lot of faculty would be happy not

giving out a grade, and just writing

evaluations," Christman said.

Bohman said grades aren't too

important in his classes, rather he

hopes students take what they learn

about AIDS and cancer and practice

responsible behavior.

Furthermore, ofllcials from two gS

UCLA's graduate schools said that

grade point average - whether inflated

or not - is only a small part of admis-

sions to their schools.

"GPA masks a lot of things," said

Linda Baldwin, admissions director of

the Anderson School at UCLA.
The Anderson admissions office

takes into account the rigor ofan appli-

cant's curriculum and the reputation of

his or her undergraduate school when

considering the applicant's GPA,
Baldwin said.

And Baldwin added that GPA is

only a small part of a holistic admis-

sions process, which also take into con-

sideration extra-curricular leadership,

letters of recommendation, standard-

ized test scores, essays, work experi-

ence, cultural factors and performance

in interviews.

"We get down to the real nitty-grit-

ty," Baldwin said.

But grades are not completely irrele-

vant either.

"If a student comes in without and

A or B in calculus, he doesn't stand a

chance," Baldwin said.

Though Baldwin expected GPA
would be weighted more heavily in law

school, medical school and engineering

graduate school admissions, the

Associate Dean of UCLA's graduate

school of engineering Stephen

Jacobsen said GPA is not the major

issue at UCLA.
"(Admissions to the school of engh

neering) is not a fprmulaic process at

all," he said.

Like the Anderson school, the

school of engineering takes into con-

sideration the academic reputation of

an applicant's school, as well as perfor-

mance in speciflc courses relevant to

an applicant's field.

And Christman, now a professor,

once worked in a law school admis-

sions office and said law school admis-

sions are similar.

Students do not get much of an

advantage coming from a school where

grades are inflated, Christman said.

"When we saw a 4.0 grade point

average, we assumed grade inflation
-

or that the school was crummy,**

Christman said.

BRITAIN
From page 15

poll published in Wednesday's edition

ofThe Guardian newspaper.

It put Labor support at 43 percent

of sampled voters - down four per-

centage points from last week. The
Conservatives were at 32 percent,

and the Liberal Democrats were at 19

percent. The poll, based on a tele-

phone survey of 1,009 adults between
Saturday and Monday.
A survey by the MORI polling

firm, published in the Times, showed
similar results. A Gallup poll updated
on Wednesday placed Labor higher,

with 47 percent. All three polls had
margins oi error of three percentage
points.

Hague, the Conservative leader

whose campaign has been a month-
long slog against negative ratings and
media ridicule, was greeted by 400
cheering supporters in Winchester,

southern England.

Under Britain's parliamentary sys-

tem, the prime minister does not

directly campaign for election.

Instead, the party that wins a majority

of the 659 seats in the House of
Commons forms the government,
and its leader becomes prime
minister.
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TAMPONS
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disease that is most often linked to

tampon users.

The act was introduced to the

House this year but has been referred

to the health subcommittee and is

waiting to reach the floor.

"It's appalling that there isn't

enough research being done," said

Maloney's Spokeswoman Nicole
Harburger. "The government should

invest time and money into research-

ing these rumors."

Opponents also argue that because

dioxin is already in the environment,

women have more contact with the

carcinogen because of their regular

use of tampons.

Some are also concerned by the

use of the synthetic material derived

from wood pulp, rayon.

A study published in Infectious

Diseases in Obstetrics and
Gynecology states that the use of all-

cotton tampons may reduce the risk

ofTSS. Other sources have rendered

rayon a "breeding ground for bacte-

ria" as well.

But Senior Scientist Jay Gooch at

the Tampax company said that these

allegations are not true.

"Rayon and cotton are equally

safe materials," Gooch said. He also

added that all tampons are potential

risks for TSS.

Tampons are made with rayon, not

to cut costs, but to better fit the tam-

W)n to the woman's body, Gooch
^id. After the recrystallization

process, rayon fibers, unlike cotton

f||)er$, are more flexible, allowing

nAinufactufers to shape tampons
accordingly.

But Gooch said the bleaching

process does not make dioxin and
that the bleaching is necessary to rid

the wood pulp of impurities, not to

just "Vhiten" the product.

But opponents of rayon and cot-

ton/rayon blend tampons say that

totally chlorine-free bleaching

processes are the only way to safely

purify tampons.

Organic Essentials, a small compa-
ny that produces 100 percent cotton

tampons, uses hydrogen peroxide to

bleach its tampons.

"We want to offer women a health-

ier alternative," said Amber Cruz,

Organic Essentials marketing and
sales manager. "Anything synthetic

should not be inserted into your
body."

Gooch said hydrogen peroxide
could be used but that elemental chlo-

rine-free bleaching acts in the same
safe way.

The Winning essays in the 2001

Teauge-Melville-Elliot and Peter Rotter Essay Competitioii

The judges for the compeUuon congratulate the winners and commend all those who submitted essays this year

There were many exc client submissions to clioose from, and the judges have chosen three for^al recognition.

Teame-Melville-Elliot Winner ofthe $1 500 Prize

Suzjume ICaipilovsky

"Gertrude Stein: A Language in Pieces"

Peter Rotter Winners ofthe $1000 Prizes
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"A SociolinguisUc Analysis of Some Italic Loan Words and Formulae"

Jennifer Saltzstein
"The Allegretto from Beethoven's Seventh Symphony: DisintegraUon of Belief
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Viewpoint wishes you good

luck on finals. Check out

the graduation issue and

our weekly summer issues!

viewpoint@media.uda.edu
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Graduation ceremonies fail to unify student body
DIVERSITY: Past struggles

for integration are lost

in segregated gatherings

Something funny happened to

American liberals while they

were leading the nation along

the road to a color-blind society:

they turned

around and

headed back

from whence

they came.

Nowhere is

this more evi-

dent than on

the college cam-

pus, where myr-

iad segregated

graduation cer-

emonies will

commence this

month - all of

them sanctioned and supported by
their host universities.

UCLA, of course, is no different.

Despite all the clamor from the

left regarding the desire to diversify

the student body so that our fellow

Bruins might-commingle with peo-

ple of different ethnic and cultural

backgrounds, many of this year's

graduates will participate in race

and sexual orientation-based com-
mencement ceremonies.

Drucker is a history student in his

final quarter at UCLA. E-mail him at

ddrucker@ucla.edu.

David M.

Drucker

they could get out of the dominant

white majority was an appalling

"separate but equal" Supreme Court

ruling.

In essence, African Americans
and groups of immigrants who did-

n't look the part had no choice but

to form their own means of support.

Naturally, these organizations,

schools and acts of social cohesive-

ness involved people of same race.

They are not to blame.

But the civil rights legislation of

the 1960s brought about the begin-

ning of what would prove to be a sea

of change in American society.

Those on the left urged us all to

judge Americans according to what

they can contribute to society, rather

than on the superficial characteristic

of skifi pigmentation.

The only two requirements for

participating are that you are ready

to graduate, and that you share a

common skin color, ethnic heritage

or choice of sexual partners with

that of the group in question.

Call me kooky, but doesn't that

sound a little 1950s Montgomery,
Ala. to anyone?

Then again, those on the right in

this country are partly to blame for

this ironically twisted phenomenon.

KHtSTfN CaLU^tA3*^ Bfum

For 300 years on this continent and
elsewhere, the dominant dogma on
race relations held that people of dif-

ferent races should remain separate.

In the case of Americans who
were in the racial minority, the best

This begs the question: why are

those who spearheaded the desegre-

gation of American society, both lit-

erally and spiritually, resisting the

very change they previously fought

for?

Why are the same UCLA stu-

dents who have been shouting diver-

sity from the rooftops going to

spend the next couple of weeks seg-

regating themselves from the rest of

us in separate-but-equal graduation

ceremonies?

Maybe these neo-liberals decided

that a pre-repcntant George Wallace

was correct and that race does mat-

ter after all.

Wallace, the founding member of

See DRUCKDt iM^e 20

Society loves to dichotomize

every aspect of our daily life

OPTOSmONS: Political party lines,

school rivalries exemplify polarity

My
first official UCLA experience was

freshman orientation. The event meta-

morphosed me from a member of the

peanut gallery into an aJI-proud Bruin. I learned

everything from academic tips to the nine steps

to properly use a condom, as

well as the legends behind

the campus landmarks. But,

the message the counselors

repeatedly pounded in my
brain was the UCLA-USC
rivalry. Being a Bruin was

not just about studying,

working or partying; it was

also about loathing Trojan

booty.

I remember coming here

thinking, "But I have some
friends over at University of

Scholastic Compromise; am
I supposed to stop being friends with them just

because, as a Bruin, I should be utterly anti-

Trojan?"

The war with USC as our enemies till death do

Tsai's evil half hopes you v^ll mindlessly conform to

her opinions, while her good half wants you to submit
your thoughts to peijean@ucla.edu.

Peijean

Tsai

us part lacks any real basis for rivalry. It is just

the classic case of two different sides enjoying

opposition for the sake of opposition. This is one
example of how U.S. society aims to divide every-

thing into two groups, to clearly divide the enemy
from the friend, to categorize into black and
white.

Similarly, the United States has always been
divided into clean-cut dichotomies with its gov-

ernment. In the 1700s, the political system was
divided into the Federalists, who supported a

strong central government, and the Anti-

Federalists, who supported individual state

rights. The Civil War divided the North and
South, the abolitionists and non-abolitionists, and
supporters of industry and agriculture. These
groups distinguished themselves with clearly

opposite views. After 1850, the Republican Party

emerged, making way for a dichotomy we still

recognize today: that of the Democrats and
Republicans, liberals and conservatives.

Today's twofold separation of government,

however, seems to be backed less by opposing

beliefs than by the idea that we must be pitted

against one another for the sake of simply having

enemies. People often vote for a leader because

he or she represents their political party, not nec-

essarily because they like the candidate. The
recent decision of Virginia's Senator James
Jeffords to step down from his Republican slate
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Earlier this quarter, students were invited to

ask Chancellor Camesale a question. Here
are his responses. Ifyou have your own ques-

tionsfor the chancellor or want tofollow up on
his responses, e-mail

viewpoinl®media. ucla.edu.

Q: I believe in Bruin traditions and I hate to

see them go. Do you think the Midnight Yell

deserves the police attention that it has -
received in the recent past?

Feurth-yMT

ArtMstory

A: Endangering the safety of UCLA stu-

dents and our Westwood neighbors, and
destroying property are not Bruin traditions.

Moreover, only a very small percentage of
students participates in these activities.

Behavior that threatens the health and safety

of members of our community is unaccept-

able, and some is also illegal. These activities,

which are not part of a long-standing tradi-

tion, have escalated substantially in recent

years.

For so long as there is a real threat to peo>

irfe and property, we will have to rely upon
the police to preserve order. There are a

great many Bruin traditions for us to cele-

brate and uphold that pose no threat to our
students and our neighbors; Midnight Yell is

not among them.

Q I heard the Intramural Field is going to

be replaced by a parking structure. What
options are students going to havefor athletics

and intramural sports in the meantime while

the structure is being built?

parking structure will provide 1,500 much
needed parking spaces. When the project is

completed, students will have use of a brand
new Intramural Field that will be better in a

number of ways. The improved field will

have better drainage, so that students can

use the field much sooner after a rain, and it

will have sufficient lighting for evening use.

In addition, we will make numerous
improvements to the area, including a new
pedestrian walkway north of the Intramural

Field, better traffic safety at the intersection

of Sunset Boulevard and Westwood
Boulevard, and enhanced appearance of the

area. The project will begin by this fall, and is

scheduled to last for two years.

As far as the options students will have for

athletics and intramural sports while the pro-

ject is underway, there will be greater access

to the North Athletic Field and to Marshall

Field within Drake Stadium, both of which
currently are often restricted for recreational

activities. Student activities such as club

sport practices and games, intramural sports,

recreation classes and open use will be sched-

uled on these fields.

There will clearly be some impact during

the construction period, but intramural

sports and recreational use of the North
Athletic Field and Marshall Field will contin-

ue throughout. When the project is complet-

ed, the benefits to students will be significant.

Q: What is your opinion ofthe 21 Legal
Minimum Drinking Age, which discriminates

against 18- to 20-year-old adults, treats them
as children and segregates university students

into two groups- those who can legally pur-

chase and consume alcohol, and hence have a
far greater range ofentertainment options,

and those who cannot, thus significantly cur-

tailing their entertainment options?

Ifyou oppose the law. what, ifanything, do
you intend to do or say to oppose it? Ifyou
support the law, pleasejustify to the 18- to 20-

year-olds at UCLA why youfavor discriminat-

ing against them on the basis ofage.

A: The Intramural Field is not being

replaced by a parking structure; rather, the

field will be improved as a result of our con-

structing a parking garage under it. The

Camesale has served as chancdkx ofUCLA since

1997.

dOAOassflnfM

A: I see no advantage to taking an action

that would increase the consumption of alco-

hol by students. Binge drinking of alcohol is

a serious problem at universities nationally.

It's less of a problem here than at many other

universities - mdecd, our survey data indi-

cate that more than one-third of UCLA
undergraduates say they do not drink at all.

But we arc not immune to the problem; no
university is.

Binge drinking has serious consequences,

including assaults, date rape, drunk driving,

accidents and injuries, vandalism, health

problems and, in some cases, death.

Although most UCLA students make
responsible decisions, I believe that the dis-

advantages of lowering the legal minimum
drinking age outweigh the advantages.

Q: My main concern is campus safety, espe-

ciallyfor women. Considering the university's

vast, unregulated wealth, why can 't we see

more 24-hourprogramsfor evening vans,

library hours and escort services?

hmiibTahifli

Feartli-y«ar

Miticalsdtnce

A: Campus safety is an extremely high pri-

ority for me, too. UCLA provides a walking
escort service free of charge to students, fac-

ulty and staff every night of the year, from
dusk until I a.m. If you live on campus or in

Westwood Village, |he escort will walk you
home from any campus building. To request

an escort, call (310) 794-WALK.
Wc have experimented with offering this

service past I a.m., but found the demand to

be very, very low past that hour. In addition

to the walking escort service, we provide

evening van service, also free of charge, until

midnight on Mondays through Thursdays.

UCLA police are on campus 24 hours a day.

If you see any suspicious activity on campus
or do not feel safe, you can call the campus
police at (310) 825-1491.

UCLA was the first campus in the coun-

try to establish a protocol for swift and com-
passionate response to sexual assault.

Orientation for freshman and new transfer

students feature mandatory sessions on
awareness and prevention of sexual assault.

The Center for Women and Men offers a
wide range of programs and services pro-

moting persona] safety, including confiden-

tial counseling and workshops on self-

defense, date rape and stalking. Please see

the center's Web site for more information:

www.thecenter.ucla.edu.

As for your suggestion about extending
library hours, I note that Powell Library has

a first-floor study hall and a first-floor com-
puter lab that are open 24 hours a day during
the 8th, 9th, lOth and finals week of each
quarter. We are currenUy considering a pro-

posal for funding that would enable the

libraries to stay open additional hours on the

weekends, at night, between quarters and
during the summer.

Q: Why would UCLA not grant tenure to

Professor Joshua Muldavin, whose research is

published in the top academicjournals in his

field, who is a recipient ofthe UCLA
Distinguished Teaching Award and whose
overall community service to UCLA has been

applauded? Shouldn V his case at least be

reconsidered before UCLA loses a valuable

faculty member? (Research, teaching and ser-

vice are the three main criteria involved in

tenure consideration.)

Justin Fong

Graduate student

PoHcy studies

A: Because I respect the confidentiality of
personnel processes, which protect the rights

of the individuals under consideration, I will

not comment on any specific case. The
tenure process itself, which is governed by -

the rules of the University of California, is

designed to be an informed and objective

evaluation of faculty performance and poten-

tial in teaching, scholarship and service.

Numerous individuals and groups are

involved in the process, and judgments are

made only after thorough assessment of all

relevant information, including student eval-

uation of teaching. Great care is taken to

ensure that the process is a fair one, and that

it is insulated from ideological, political,

financial and other undue influences.

Q: Has the increasedfuruiingfrom private

and corporate donors, as opposed to state

money, impeded the abilityfor UCLA and its

faculty to research andpublish competing or

oppositionary views?

Leda Nelson

Rfth-ycar

intenntional dewlofmt iit studfes

and Latiii American studies

A: The entire UCLA community shares

the view that academic freedom must be
maintained regardless of the sources of fund-
ing for research, teaching or service. That is

a principle on which we will not compro-
mise. We make every effort to ensure also

that research priorities are not determined
by funding sources, and that our focus does
not shift to only those topics that the private

sector chooses to support.

Wc must continue to give high priority to

the arts, the humanities and the social sci-

ences, even though less federal and industry

money is available in these areas. Our inde-

pendence has not been, and will not be, for

sale.

LETTERS

^ Tearl Harbor' critique

flawed
In the column "*PeaH Harbor' uses history

to disguise war propaganda," (Dmily Bruin,

Viewpoint, June 4) Mitra Ebadolahi rambles

on and on about the evils of war and
Hollywood. She uses some of the most illogi-

cal, circular thinking I have ever read.

Ebadolahi starts her article by saying that

war is a ^dehumanizing murderous moment
in human history. We must ask ourselves why
movies like "Pearl Harbor" are created. What
purpose do they serve? How much can they

jeopardize the future of the

human race by promoting

and perpetuating war and
violence?"

Translation: "Pearl '

Harbor" is a huge, evil propaganda film made
for the sole intent of glorifying war. But then

Ebadolahi closes this very stme article by
quoting from the film *^ brilliant man would
find a way not to fight a war." Maybe I'm

slow to figure this out, but how exactly does a

war propaganda film contain these lines?

In response to the question "What purpose
do these fihns serve?" I would think that a his-

tory major would know the old cliche "thoee

who do not Icapi from histo-

ry are doomed to repeat it."

Ebadolahi also goes on
and on talking about how
the movies' greatest injus-

tice is how they paint a black-and-white pic-

ture of the situation and take complex issues

and turn them into simple "good guy versus

bad guy" scenarios.

All I can say to Ebadolahi is look in the

mirror. What does she think she has just done
with this article? She has created a story

where Hollywood is the all powerful evil vil-

lain desperately attempting to glorify war.

Please! I'm going to spare everyone the end-

less reasons why a Hollywood big-budget

movie is made. I will, however, tell you that

the "glorification of war" is way down at the

bottom.

I hope that in the future Ebadolahi will

practice what she preaches. Because as of
right now she merely comes off as an ill-

informed student blindly screaming for justice

to the masses.

UCUalMM»2000
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RELEASE YOUR INNER CHILD
WITH:

AOMAWA BAKER

JAKE BERN

STEVE SHIELDS

DONYASOLOMAN

AUTUMN REESER

JILL ROBINSON

PAUL ELLIS

ROBERT PORCH
'

MEDDLING KIDS PRODUCTIONS AND THEATREFEST 2001 PRESENT

YOU CANT WIN:
The Adventures of Jack Black

BY PAUL ELLIS

Original music composed and performed live

BY COLLIN MULVANY

-ONE NIGHT ONLY!!!-
rnititnttrTintriintnjjiiij,tM,i3,,,,,,^!,-Y-

SATURDAY. JUNE 9 @ MIDNIGHT • MACGOWAN 1340
rtJltfnilHlttiltni'ttHltiHHHiniiJHjni,,,i,,iii,i,f., ,jj , ,,, ,» „ ,.rry-rryrf

:
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'The Ultimate Gift Store"

Big Mouth Jonathan
Billy Bass Deer
$y99 $OQ95

_Jsi.

* %

Father's Day
Frames & Books

Playboy Merchandise

Gear

15% Off

Razor
Scooters
MS130A MS130A2
$2999 $3999

Blacklight & Strobe Light

48" 24"
^39^® $0999

Care Bears &
Strawrerry Shortcake PJ's

.'"".^

Electric
Scooter
$29999

Discoballs
Small
$Q99

Medium
14^^

^We
9

8" for
$1499

Sponge Bob Grad Gifts

gift certificate
^1i;2S'i;;i'SS!,S^°^r wso westwmo blvo.

(310)824-1688NCTF VALIDwnn ANT oiHExorm VAijnwTrann&KwoF.sao
NO CASH VAUIE

DRUCKER
From page 18

the long-defunct Dixie Party argued

at the height of the civil rights strug-

gle that white skin made you good
and nonwhite skin made you bad.

Interestingly, the modern diversi-

ty drumbeat has turned that ridicu-

lous theory on its head, arguing

instead that skin color in and of
itself adds value to the UCLA edu-

cation experience.

Both conclusions are wrong.

If those on the left want to fur-

ther an America that is open and
accepting, they should be aware that

reactionary traditions that elevate

race as the defming factor of our

humanity - such as the "separate

but equal" graduation ceremony -

only further divides us.

This is especially true in the case

ofcommencement ceremonies

because they are public proclama-

tions of a university's success in

graduating its students. They also

provide the student body an oppor-

tunity to coalesce in the full view of
family and friends for the purpose
of reflecting on the completion of a
shared journey.

UCLA Is turning out a^
populace thatjudged

by their activities, has

no problem with racial

segregation of the past.

Will the parents attending sepa-

rate-but-equal graduations also

attend the ceremonies intended to

include everyone? And if they

don't, what will the proud parents

packed into Pauley Pavilion and the

Los Angeles Tennis Center think?

Hypothetically, what if parents

could only attend one session of
pomp and circumstance, and what
if the one they chose was the one
that was race based? Would the

white couple at the inclusive cere-

mony wonder why every other par-

ent around them looked like them?
Probably not. But wouldn't you

rather they did?

Better yet, wouldn't you rather

send the message, especially to an
older generation, that all people,

regardless of race or ethnic back-

ground, can succeed at one of the

nation's finest institutions of higher
learning?

This is not to suggest that^I

organizations formed in the spirit of
racial and ethnic unity should be
disbanded. Far from it. Such groups
have proven quite resourceful in

reaching out to communities with

unique needs and concerns that can
best be satisfied by those who share
a common background.

And there's nothing wrong with
people coming together for the sake
of reveling in the traditions of a
shared heritage.

Even when these groups act pub-
licly, they are still within the realm
of the private. Graduation cere-

monies, however, are public. And
participating in a separate-but>

equal, race- or ethnic-based com-
mencement ceremony sends a pub-
lic message that a person's values

and talents matter less than what
they happen to look like or where
they happen to come from, even if

that is not the message that these

graduations intended to send.

It probably flies in the face of
every value that most of the gradu-
ates in question would claim to
hold. It definitely goes against the
ideal of diverse, racial unity.

It makes you wonder about the
future of United States. Without
ignoring past transgressions, the

S«e P>9«22
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and become an Independent

demonstrates how sometimes a per-

son cannot identify themselves as a

member of one of two opposing

groups.

Jeffords' shift not only reveals his

own set of beliefs, but it has also led

to one of the biggest brouhahas

between Democrats and
Republicans in the history of the

debate; the division between the two
groups is more distinct than ever.

Even childhood fairy

tales brainwashed us

with the idea that

there must be "good"

and "evil" sides.
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Suddenly the government does not

seem to be split so much by a clear

division of ideology, but rather by

pettiness over which group should

dominate the Senate.

- Jeffords did not switch to the —
Democratic Party, so he suddenly

became too liberal. The Republicans

are panicking because his label has

been altered, and now the number
of Democrats and Republicans in

the Senate is no longer split evenly.

Though the Republicans will likely

lose influence in Congress, the fury

of the Republicans seems to be

backed by a petty attempt to keep

the two teams equal so that there

can be fair opposition.

With war, the conflict is usually

also between two opposing forces,

rather than multiple sides battling

again.st each other from all direc-

tions. At the risk of oversimplifying,

the world was basically divided into

two categories during World War II:

the Axis powers - Germany, Italy,

Japan - and the Allied nations -

Great Britain, France, the Soviet

Union, the United States, China.

Yet we could very well have had
more than two political takes on
how government should be run. We
could have had the mass of coun-

tries who supported dictatorship or

socialism, a group of nations who
believed in democracy, and a group
that was fighting for anarchic con-

trol. Wouldn't that have made the

war a lot more interesting than just

our nation versus the evil forces of

foreign governments?

Even childhood fairy tales brain-

washed us with the idea that there

must be "good" and '^vil" sides. We
learned that Snow White and the

Smurfs represented everything

good, and the Evil Queen and

. Gargomel were evil in a bottle. But

^ did we ever stop to think about how
tj, pitiful that Evil Queen was, how

^ mentally unbalanced she must have

1 been to poison an apple to murder a
• young woman? No, we were taught

to believe that both characters were

flat and one dimensional, either

completely good or entirely evil.

Movies are not much better at

portraying gray, as opposed to just

black and white. The film "Pearl

Harbor" recrieated a tragic moment
in U.S. history and emphasized the

distinct sides of good versus evil, as

personified by the United States and
Japan. The Japanese dropped the

bomb on us, so they are the bad

guys; we are the innocent victims.

The film never presents the audi-

ence with what the our country did

in retaliation to this event: the atom-

ic bombing of two Japanese cities,

the effects of which were just as

deadly, if not worse, than the bomb-
ing of Pearl Harbor. The film indus-

try therefore assumes that its audi-

ence is simple-minded and can only

Dr. Patrick Doyle, O.D.

EYES OF WESTWOOD
OPTOMETRY
EYE EXAMINATIONS-CONTACT LENSES HIGH-FASHION EYEWEAR

10930 UHBYBURIN AVE
3 10-208- 1384
EYESOFWESTWOODCAN HELPYOU SEE

BETTER,AND LOOK BETTER TOO!

We ACCEPT

UCLA'S
VISION PLAN

AND STUDENTS

EYEHVEDPLAN

FREE CONTACT

LENS SOLUTION
• • •

You JUST NEED
TO STOP IN

mIjm
PRIME PACIFIC

ijf FINANCIAL CORP.

The difference is HIGH QUALITY service

Close to campus in Westwood Village

Across from Jerrys Famous Deli

Grow your wealth

while you are still

young!! $85 each
month in an IRA
stock mutual

fund

will grow
tax-deferred,

compounded
annually to

$1 ,000,000
by the time

you retire

!

Mr. Ben Lau

Investment Advisor

Prime Pacific Financial

(626)583-1162
•Assuming you start at age 20 and retire at 65 and your Investment returns average

12% annually. Returns will, of course, fluctuate with market conditions.

your
future!
Call us

for

^t*
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Ei^peciaUyfor
Graduation

Wholesale diamonds and diamondJewelry
Knownfor their Great Quality, Bedt Prices, Be^t Service, Be^t Selectian

Custom

design and

manufacturing

on premises.

Students, Staff, and Alumni

SAVE 25% OFF
our already low prices by mentioning this ad
Beautiful Collection of Graduation (

starting at $10
platinum - 18k gold - 14k gold - silver

www.shanesjewelry.com

'«mm (ai Pf(ikMiMal C'av
—agKTMWlFilll I

/ft '(7 in [ nu y Mrdn -inc .is nn

Emergency Medical

Technician (EMT - 1)

EMT - 1 Accolpratcd - S495

July 16- Aug. 1 (or)

Aug. 1 3 - Aug. 29 (or)

Sept. 1 - Sept. 26
Man. - Sat., dam 6pm

T
FMT - 1 Wooknicjht $495

July 10 -Sept. 12

Tues , Weds . Thrus , 6pm - Wpm

Successful course

completion

qualifies student for

State EMT-1

Certificate

To register or for additional

course information

(310) 794-8797
www.cpc.mednet.ucla.edu

A late registration fee may apply 14 days prior to the start of the course

UCLA Center for Prehospital Care
924 Westwood Blvd., Suite 720, Los Angeles, CA 90095-1369 • (310) 794-8797 • Fax (310) 794-8796
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Lam sttttnmr of we VEam
Come celebrate the closing of a wonderful year together

e:30pm The W Hotel 930 Hllgard Ave

For more Info : Ro8eanne@uclahillel.org or

310-208-3081 Ex 223

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE CLASS OF 2001
FROM

STUDIO CITY VOLVO

PLEASE JOIN US FOR THE 840 SIGN & DRIVE DAYS

VOLVO MAKES YOUR 1ST PAYMENT!
$0DOWN!
$0 ACQuisrroN fee:
$0 SECURITY DEPOSIT!

LEASES FROM
$306 PER MONTH
+tax on 48 mo. clofied end lease on
approved credit. 1 2,000 miles per year.

(70S0!>0) C:u8tomer rcrsponsible for DMV
& 13oc Fees, $41 1 .40 total due at lease

signing.Program ends June 30, 2001

.

All prices+tax, lie, doc, tire, & smog fpes.

Subject to prior sale 4^ credit approval.

INQUIRE ABOUT VOLVO'S
ALLEGE GRADUATE PROGRAM

1 1647 VENTURA BLVD
818-766-3847

STUDIO CITYVOLVO

TSAI
From page 21

handle watching a story with obvi-

ous good and evil sides, and audi-

ences seem to agree by paying to see

these movies.

Categorizing oneself into one of

two separate groups also aids in sclf-

defmition, as is the case with the

dichotomy between men and
women. Members of each sex can

defme themselves by traditional gen-

der roles, acting in either "typical"

masculine or feminine ways, includ-

ing mainstream fashions.

Members of each sex

can define themselves

by traditional gender

roles,acting in either

"typical" masculine or

feminine ways.

While there may not be cookie-

cutter molds for how all men or all

women sfaonld dress, the distinction

between men's and women's cloth-

ing is but one part of what distin-

guishes the sexes. Without this clear-

cut gender dichotomy, self-defmi-

tion becomes more uncertain as we
must, heaven forbid, rely on person-

ality traits that make learning about

each other a bit more complicated.

Separating everythii^ into two
distinct categories may be a simple

way to look at things, but they seem
to shortchange human intelligence.

The "good versus evil" phenome^
non is a subjective form of catego-

rization, so to eliminate our capaci-

ty to judge what we agree or dis-

agree with belittles our abilities to

think for ourselves.

The idea that we cannot sec con-

flicts in a more complicated light

slaps us with a bumper sticker of

stupidity. Of course we are always

free to explore things in less simplis-

tic manners. Instead of looking at

the worid as good and bad, PC ver-

sus Mac, Beta versus VHS, we
should always see arguments and sit-

uations as more than just two-

dimensional.

DRUCKER
From page 20

American ideal was one that chal-

lenged us to create a society worthy
of the Declaration of

Independence.

Yet UCLA is turning out a future

populace that, ifjudged by their

activities, has no problem with the

public racial segregation of the past.

Whenever I hear of tragic events

abroad, like a plane crash or the

actions of a terrorist, the first thing

I listen for is reports of any
American casualties. I don't stop to

wonder whether it was ftn African

American, or a Latino, or an Asian
American, or a Pacific American,
or an Arab American, or a Native

American or even an LGBT
American.

Forgive me if I left your particu-

lar hyphenation out. but I'm only

concerned with the safety of

Americans, because an American is

someone I might know, someone
who in many ways is an extended
part ofmy family. In the spirit of
the various racially segregated grad-

uations that Westwood will play

host to in the next week and a half,

next time I hear news of a tragedy

on foreign soil, I'll pay extra close

attention to find out if anything bad
happened to one who shares my eth-

nicity, a Jcwish-Polish-Austrian-

Canadian-Spanish-Turkish-

American, before I get upset.

LEHERS
From page 19

Politics should be
separated from

institutions

In an ideal professional work-

place, appointments, promotions,

demotions, job descriptions and
power structures should be free of
politics. Once an act is defined as

"political," it is presumed by some
no longer to be subject to integrity,

law, professionalism, ethics or even

basic human decency - because poli-

tics is considered to supersede and
overrule all of these values.

In Roget's International

Thesaurus, the word "politics" is

bracketed with "cunning." where we
find "slyness, insidiousness, shiAi-

ness. leeriness, foxiness, slipperiness.

trickiness," Machiavellism, etc. Most
people trust and enjoy the entities

they work in; however, there are also

workplaces in which employees are

hurt due to the politics in them.

In the eyes of the "politicians" in

the professional workplace, politics

is king, public relations are more
important than quality, flattery

^^Khieves more than dedication,———
unconditional "cooperation" is more
important than integrity, and style

replaces substance. A dissenting

opinion, regardless of its merits, is a

nuisance. ;

A certain amount of politics is

inevitable in any human organiza-

tion. However, if politics prevents an
institution from functioning proper-

ly and fairly, the strength and value

of that institution are compromised.

Organizations may run a long time

on their good reputation before such

a fatal weakness is exposed.

In many workplaces, unfairly

treated employees sometimes do not

have the tools or the means to fight

unfair practices. Employees who
refuse to tolerate politics where it

does not belong are often handed
their retirement packages long

before the political environment of

their professional workplace

becomes publicly known.

However, though a passive

approach to political wrongdoing

may ensure the length of one's

employment, it also guarantees the

politics will eventually corrode the

institution completely.

In such an institution, when an

employer has a responsibility to deal

with employees fairly and in good
faith but does not. it is called "poli-

tics." When a highly capable employ-

ee with a substantial life experience

and a record of professional excel-

lence is unfairly eliminated from the

decision-making process, when a

false statement is made that lowers a

person's professional image, the

. **politicians" of a professional work-

B place claim that the issues are not

p libel, misrepresentation or collusion;

tit is merely "politics."

j
And when a person complains or

participates in legal action about

unfair or illegal treatment because of

sex. race, national origin, ancestry,

age, disability, sexual orientation,

marital status, retaliation or medical

. condition, the "politicians" of a pro-

fessional workplace allege that the

complainant is addressing merely a

"political" act. The might of the

politicians in the workplace is their

right.

An institution built on politics will

enhance the life of its politicians,

compromise the careers of its profes-

sionals, and ultimately undermine

the integrity of its own work. The
leader of such an institution must

take a clear stand on these issues,

apply corrective measures to end
unlawful conduct and establish clear

boundaries regarding politics in the

place of employment he leads.
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SELL THE
BOOKS.

WE'LL HANDLE
THE REST.

Onc« finals «« ovw. booKs are the last things you want to cart home. But your stereo
CDs, computer. TV. microwave, kayak? Leave them to MaH Boxes Etc.* Wefl carefuNv'
pack them and ship them home. Whether horned across the awe. .crow the natkxi
or across the ocean. There - who said you dkmilMm «TytWnQ this semester?

Pick Up Service Available

BoaitKSQd Wert Log AiMMiM
11718 Banington Court 11301 West Olympk: Blvd

(Brentwood Village) (Olympic Collection BIdg)

Tel: 310-472-8850 Tel: 310-455-4014

MAILBQXESETC
Wan take it from ksrai-

COMPLIMENTARY
CONSULTATION

Braces^®^
J)eiiver Brilliant Results.

ORTHODONTIST
SINCE 1980

UCLA FACULTY MEMBER Dr. Nader Dayani
Member American A.s.sori;^frion of OrthoHonti^;^

^

Specializing in braces for adults & children

-HOURS: MON-FRI 9-6, SAT-SUN 10-5

MBE CanmaeMfNdandofaniad by lovMl
apMr^OOMlt BOHH Be. US^ Inc. wwwintauooni

Invisible • Removable
European • Traditional

N"l To Ml |i|:\Ts \v

(310) 826 - 7494
11645 Wilshire Blvd. #802
Los Angeles, CA 90025

Cosmetic Porcelain

Surgical Orttiodontics

(949) 552 - 5890
18124 Culver Dr., #A
Irvine, CA 92715

Teeth Whitening
upper or lower

$85«» each

The freotment w« be as fOlows: $ 1000 00 plus
S 100.00 tor each monm of treatment rendered
for rnetal braces. $900.X plus S 100 00 for eoch
rnonth of treotment rerxJered for removobte

broces and S1700 00 p)us S12500 per month for
|

ceramic broces. S200 00 for dtagnosttc study
model and S 1 75.00 for formal consultation

©J^ptrotton dote 7-15-01

BruinLlfe congratulates Queen for her achievements.
Complete arficles for all seven Seniors of tfie Year appears in tfie UCLA
2001 BruinLife Yearboolc. Tfie yearbook will be available lOtfi week for

pick up. Call 3 10.825.2640 for more infomation
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Former-Talking Head David

Byrne amazed audiences at

his recent concert. Read about

it at dailybruin.ucla.edu.
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Gassic movie palaces host festival

FILM: 'Remaining Seats'

draws in thousands for

olden-day picture series

By Chris Young
Daily Bruin Staff

Watching classic film can be like

stepping back through time. The
"Last Remaining Seats" film series

lets people watch classic movies at his-

toric theaters in downtown Los

Angeles.

Now in its 15th year, the program

features six films that will screen at

The Palace in Los Angeles and at the

Million Dollar Theater on Broadway.

"In the golden era of movies, going

to a movie was like going to live the-

-t»ter today,"" said Ira YeHtn. owner of

the Million Dollar Theater. "It was a

major social event."

Fifty-thousand people have attend-

ed the series since its inception, with

10,000 tickets projected to be sold this

year.

"There's been a great public

response," said Linda Dishman. exec-

utive director of the L.A.

Conservancy, a private, nonprofit

group dedicated to the preservation

of L.A.'s historic buildings.

"Typically the programs sell out on

most of the nights."

Each season a silent film with live

musical accompaniment and a

Spanish-language film are scheduled.

This year they are "Our Hospitality"

and "Santa." respectively.

The evening screenings feature an

onstage element prior to the main

film, such as a short newsreel. car-

toon or an interview with someone
involved with the making of the film.

For example, the actor who played

the villain in Alfred Hitchcock's

"Saboteur" spoke at last night's

screening.

The screening of "The

Adventures of Robin Hood" on June

20 will have a stage-combat exhibi-

tion and a Looney Toons version of

Robin Hood with Bugs Bunny in

"Rabbit Hood." Also, critic Leonard

Maltin will speak at two of the films,

LA Conservancy

The Palace Theatre is one of the old picture palaces being used for

the "Last Remaining Seats" film festival in downtown Los Angeles,

THE LAST REMAINING SEATS
r

"The Third

Man"
June 13th

"The Adventures

of Robin Hood"

June 20th

"Our

Hospitality"

June 27th

"Santa"

July 11th

' L.A (onserkiitbi,
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Memories often come with soundtracks
COLUMN: Senior gains

greater appreciation for

music working at paper

There's a sound in my head, one

that dates back many, many
years in my musical develop-

ment. It's the

quiet, rhythmic

'thup-thup-thup'

ofa record play-

er that's

reached the end

of its disc,

bumping quietly

over and over

again until the

needle's lifted

and a new
album is put on.

And hke that

record, I too,

am at a finish of sorts. In a few weeks,

I'll put on the ridiculous hat and

uncomfortably billowy commence-

ment robe and receive my degree.

Although I finished my last class a

Brent

Hopkins

quarter ago, it's still a humbling

thought, knowing that the security of

college will soon be a memory, and

only the big. bad real world awaits.

I've been pretty lucky so far, so

I'm not afraid, but still, I'd like to

know what that next album will be,

that the hand of life puts on that big

ol' record player.

I arrived here four years ago, an

arrogant, misguided youth, armed

with a love of swing music, ska bands

and a vague idea that jazz was a sort-

of important art form involving a

couple of old guys with trumpets.

Now in 2001, I'm still leaving as an

arrogant, misguided youth, but one

who's learned a heck ofa lot about

how that music is made. And though

it apparently hasn't improved my per-

sonality too much, I really believe

that it has taught me an awful lot

about life.

It started subtly. The first thing my
freshman roommate did when we
moved in, even before he unpacked

his suitcase and hung up his weird,

psychedelic art, was check out my
CDs and play me his. I didn't know

anything about this foreign-sounding

'Yock en espaAol." but it sounded

cool enough, and it broke the ice as

we got to know each other.

Continuing onward, I saw how the

tunes playing on stereos could spark

fnendships in the strangest ways. The
punk girl from Santa Monica could

chat with the country-loving Bruin

Republican over the merits of "Ring

of Fire." The computer fiend from

the Antelope Valley bonded with the

girl who worked in food service over

a borrowed Sublime album. Hey, my
RA even forgot about all those times

I told her I set my rug on fire once I

told her I liked G. Love and Special

Sauce.

Beginning to catch on, I took this

job with the Daily Bruin. Though I

began as an opinion columnist, I

started writing about music and how
it affected folks everyday. True, this

wasn't exactly deep stuff.

I look at the old clips now and

smack myself in the head over lines

such as: "Most of us like music, so

See 30
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^isncys new Atlantic

defies stereotypes, sans

musical numbers.

its age-ol< jgend
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Much like the crew of explorers

searching for the underwater civilization

of Atkmtis, the team behind Disney's latest

full-lei^gth cartoon feature represents the best and

the brightest in its field. The same trio behind Mouse
Horile hits such as "Beauty and the Beast" and

# "^* Hunchback of Notre Dame" are also
"^ navigating an expedition away from the

typical Disney formula.

"Atlantis: The Lost Empire," slated

to open in theaters on June 15. follows

a tenacious troiqx of explorers in

1914. Summoned by rich philan-

thropist Preston Whitmore, Milo

Thatch (voiced by Midiael J. Fox),

a bookish cartographer and lin-

guistics expert, gets his wish to

search for the lost city of Atlantis.

But the team must contend with

fierce forces of«Uure to get to the

ancient empire.

A sci-fi epic similar to a Jules

Verne story, Atlttiis" eschews nor-

mal Disney conventions.

fkit cixample, no clear-cut archetypes

thd'cl^ng villain, the wise-cracking side-

in distress -are found here. In

me crew ofnine eccentric char-M OftMhtfm ensemble casts

^It^dUurtcteii als(^ncompass a

j*»|expert crew

soimky Latina,

'telephone

IS to be African

to be a far^reach-

t, executive pro-

pty was a story-dictated dea-

vetilthy philanthropist, said

CCntllOf.Qty. **If he's a for-

»bait6 ie in this story, to be

tniiHuMie these people to

gWlMul art ntqpu-dless of gender;

fiis justjficjttion to find the vari-

ety that we have in those times."

Although Hahn and the film's two directors, Gary Trousdale

and Kirk Wise, had dozens of conversations about how '\lisgust-

ingly PC" their cast would look to critics, they also knew that, from
an animator's point-of-view, diversity was a must.

"The Hip side is, 'Let's cast it with a bunch of 30-year-old white

guys,'" Hahn said. "That's inappropriate because we live in 2001.

Our voice cast for animation needs variety. So you go out and try

to Hnd variety in your cast, and for us, that meant variety in types."

The brawny and compassionate Dr. Sweet is the first animated

African American in a hi^profile Disney film. Phil Morris, who
voices the good doctor and is also African American, has no

qualms about voicing an African American who gets respect equal

to all his colleagues in a 1914 setting.

**rm very happy Disney used an African American in a promi-

nent role," said Morris, best known as brash lawyer Jackie Chiles

on "Seinfeld." "This is just a movie about a team of explorers. Vm
willing to suspend my disbelief about the time period."

Casting for cartoons is no easier than casting for flesh-and-blood

roles. In the world of voiceovers, the directors forbid themselves

from looking at the actors who audition. Instead, they focus on a

preliminary drawing of the character they want to bring to life.

"We'll sit there and kind of shield our eyes so we can't see the

actor and we'll look at the drawing," Trousdale said. "What we're

looking for is, obViotrsty, the acting ability. But we wanna know if

that voice we're hearing up there can come out of this drawing in

front of us."

Whether the actor is a household name or not. Wise said the ani-

mators need to focus on the voice, not the on-screen presence.

But giving Milo the voice of Michael J. Fox was an easy choice.

Wise briefly worked with the "Spin City" star when Fox provided

his voice in the 1993 live-action, cat-and-dog adventure.

"Homeward Bound: The Incredible Journey." At that time, he

actually thought of Fox as a possible Disney cartoon hero.

"He did all of his vocal work just over like two days in New
York," Wise said. "Always in the back ofmy head, I thought one of
these days, we're gonna have a character that Michael J. Fox would

be perfect for. And this happened to be it."

Fox first came on board the project in February of 1998. John

Pomcroy, supervising animator of Milo, enjoyed capturing Fox's

facial nuances and gestures. He also asserted that Fox's

Parkinson's Disease never marred the actor's work.

"He didn't give a cartoon performance." Pomieroy said. "He
gave a live action performance. I think the little subtleties in the

character's loneliness in the beginning of

the film, the optimism that is felt in Milo,

is reflected in that performance that

Michael J. Fox gave us."

The special effects-laden movie.

•'-'\A^

B'fjt-"

1

V

which udll be

screened in a wide-

screened format, also

shows a high-tech marriage

of 3-D and 2-D animation. Using

"deep canvas," a digital method of

painting backgrounds with depth that

was created for "Tarzan," the film

shows off computerized volcanoes

and waves alongside hand-painted

imagery. Meanwhile, artist Mike

Mignola, who oversaw "Hcllboy,"

an official comic adaptation of

"Bram Stoker's Dracula,"

inspired the Film's simple comic ^^^BH^^^H^Bf v;:^2l

book style.

""

Although 20th Century Fox's

animated sci-fi epic "Titan A.E."

bombed commercially last year,

Disney animators aren't worried

at>out lacking an audience.

"It's the same reason peof^ make
action movies alter 'Battlefield Earth' or

any other film," said Hahn, referring to the

John Travolta stinker of last summer. "We all

come out again and have the belief that we can tell a

pelling story with our characters that the audience

never seen before. I definitely have that belief

'AUantis.'"

Another unique aspect of "Atlantis" is the absence

Broadway-esque show tunes. The Disney animators and th

directors all agreed that having the crew break into son

would have felt out of place. However, the lack of tunes doe^

n't mean Disney is retiring the musical comedy format.

In fact, Trousdale, Wise and Hahn will be revisiting one

their first animated musicals. The three artists are currently rea<

ing "Beauty and the Beast" for an IMAX re-release. Slated

Jan. 1 of next year, Disney's take on the tale as old as time will al

include a song called "Human Again." Although the number maj

it to the Broadway incarnation, it was originally cut from

movie. Disney also has a few musicals in development, proving

"Atlantis" is not necessarily the start of a trend.

"It's not a harbinger of things to come," Hahn said. "We'i

making musicals in the future, vft always will. Kirk, Gary and

love it."

V

FUJI: 'Atlantis: The Lost Empire' opens at theaters nationwide Jur

1 5 and at the El Capitan Theatre Friday. For tickets, call (800) 347-63S

or visit www.dlsney.gocom. **"
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Doobie Brothers still ignites audiences ExNbition to take closer
MUSIC: Legendary band

adapts to new industry

priorities, song themes

By David Holmberg
Daily Bruin Staff

There are some flames that never

• die, and as the night roils on the

blaze only burns brighter and
brighter, lighting up the world with

its passion.

Such is the fire of the Doobie
Brothers, the legendary band which

continues to transcend time and
trends to bring its definitive sound
into the new millennium.

Ignited back in the early 1970s in

San Jose, Calif., the Doobie
Brothers has been playing for the

last 30 years, in the studio, on the

radio and, most importantly, on the

road. For the Doobie Brothers,

being a band is a live experience.

Recently, one of the founding

members, Tom Johnston talked

about the band's music, the changes

in the industry, and what has kept it

running all these years.

"We're basically a live band, and
"Tlve to play live," Johnston said.

"Thankfully, there's still a demand
so we can still do it. We still have

enough radio airplay to keep people

interested."

Tracing the inferno back to its

origins, it was not the band's 1971

self-titled debut album, but the next

year's release of "Toulouse Street"

started the fire. Johnston's "Listen

to the Music",and "Rockin' Down
The Highway" both became major
hits. After that the nation was
ablaze with the group's subsequent

Johnston-written hits, "Long Train

Runnin'" and "China Grove."

Pyf«mid Records

The Doobie Brothers play Friday at the Sun Theatre in Anaheim
and on June 13 and June 15 at the House of Blues on Sunset.

Unlike many surviving bands
from the 1970s, many of the origi-

nal members are still with the

group. Co-founder Pat Simmons
still plays guitar and sings, and long-

time members Michael Hossack
and Keith Knudson still keep the

Doobies signature beat alive on
their drums. Joining the group in

the lale-J970s was the multi-talent-

ed John McFee who sings and plays

the guitar and violin, among other

things.

The Doobies went through sever-

al changes in the 1970s, including

Johnston's departure and replace-

ment by Michael McDonald, and
the band eventually disbanded in

1982 so each artist could pursue

their own careers. But it was not

long before the Doobies was light-

ing it up again, and Johnston is

pleased with where it has arrived.

"We're better now then we've

ever been, in terms of musicianship,

timing and singing, but this is not

comparing it to Michael

{McDonald)'s style, which was very

different," Johnston said. "I think

it's because of clear headedness,

and just taking it more seriously.

Each guys docs what he needs to in

order to stay sharp, play sharp."

Even being a part of the seeming-

ly exciting world of music occasion-

ally has drawbacks. For example,

the band has played certain songs

for 30 years.

"Some songs I can snooze
through, some I still like playing

and are still fun," Johnston said.

"We change the line-up of songs all

the time to keep it interesting. We
have different breakdowns, drums,

solos. Some songs like 'Listen to the

Music' are not at all like they were

recorded, but others like 'China

Grove' are as close as possible."

But it takes more than just play-

ing the music to k^ep the fire aglow,

See DOOBH, page 28

look at sideline
ART: Show's creator says

doodling is more than

escaping boring lectures

By Kate Bristow

Dally Bruin Contributor

Whether it's shading in the round

letters ofwords, sketching war scenes,

tracing circles, or designing intricate

evening gowns, doodling is a univer-

sal activity that brings out the dor-

mant artist in every student.

Bringing the lecture note doodles

of UCLA students to the public eye,

the student art exhibit, "Doodle: An
Exhibit of Marginal Art," will be dis-

played in the Powell Library Rotunda
from June 10 to 17

The idea for an art exhibit that fea-

tures students' doodles came to

fourth-year history student Megan
Dickerson and a friend while they vis-

ited an art exhibit at the Los Angeles

County Museum of Modern Art two
years ago.

*We started to think about the art

that we put into our notes and
whether anything we did could com-
pare to the sketches here, on the

wall." Dickerson said. "It was kind of

ajoint idea, but he graduated and now
that I'm doing the museum studies

minor I decided to do it on my own."

The museum studies minor is a rel-

atively new minor through the art his-

tory department that incorporates

classes from anthropology, art history

and world arts and cultures.

Dickerson is putting together

"Doodle: An Exhibition of Marginal

Art" as part of a world arts and cul-

k-yj: >><.kefSO(l

One of the works from "Doodle:

An Exhibit of Marginal Art."

ture 199 independent studies course,

for which she asked folklore and
mythology Professor Patrick Polk to

be her faculty advisor.

'WAC 199 gives students a chance
to choose a specific interest and go
deeper into what is covered only

bricfiy in their classes," Polk said. "It

has a real hands-on aspect to it.**

Dickerson meets once a week with

Polk to discuss her progress and
ideas. Normally all of tlic many tasks

involved in putting on an art exhibit

would be divided among a number of

people, but in the case of the doodle

exhibit. Dickerson is on her own. She
advertised with flyers, compiled stu-

dents' entries, found an exhibition

SeeOOOOlE,|M9e28
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Pick up your Student Sports Paekage

application online at www.uel3bruins.e0m or

at tne Central Ticket Office, \Hooden Center or

the Student Union Office (Aekerman A-Level)

UCLA STUDENT SPORTS PACKAGES

All applications received will be entered into a randonfi drawing
to be held in late July. Unsuccessful applications will be sent
notification and a refund in the mail between August 1 3 and
August 24.

Each applicant may submit one application and request a
maximum of one SSP. They are non-transferable. You must be
a currently enrolled student, possess a UCLA Student ID and
ticket to get into the games.

Each SSP will admit the bearer to ail five home football games,
the men's basketball games listed under the plan that you
choose, and all other regularly scheduled home athletic events
next year. You will also receive a prepaid voucher to the USC
football game at the LA Coliseum to be redeemed later.

Assuming UCLA is participating in a post-season football bowl
game, or In the NCAA Basketball Toumament, only those
students who apply for an SSP will be eligible to purchase
those tickets.

For nfK>re information on UCLA SSP policies ood procedures ond the random draw, pick up an application online ot www.udobrulns.com or
at the Central Ticket Office, Student Union or Wooden Center.

PABTMENT

MICRO
Scooter
Deat Web Surfin

www.scooterdeath.com

Scooter D«ath
w%vw.scooterdeath.com

For those who have been almost mowed
down by someone riding a scooter at 100 mph
down Bruin Walk, which is pretty much
everyone, scooterdeath.com offers a chance
for revenge.

Hilariously railing against the scooter fad,

the Web site opens with a few introductory

paragraphs that decry the sudden invasion of

scooters riders.

"Some are losers desperate for attention,

others are simply normal people desperate for

attention," the text reads. After clicking on
the "tell me more" button, the reader finds

3nstnictions on getting retribution;;:

ing than it has any right to be.

The player aims at four characters that

cruise along the street on their scooters (one,

is even talking on a cell phone), while trying

to avoid four other pedestrians - an elderly

man and woman, a teen-ager on a skateboard

and a cat.

The player has one minute to complete the

task.

It is a simple game, but one that takes some
skill. Scores of up to 210 all received the

heartwarming message, "Your score sucks!

Bad luck loser."

Meanwhile, attempts to get a score that

didn't "Suck" were unsuccessful. No doubt,

though, the messages that accompanied high-

er scores were equally rude, and thus equally

funny.

The game is enhanced by the highly repeti-

tive, and yet still enjoyable opus "Scooter

Death," a song that consists of a few guitar

riffs, a digital drum beat and the recurring

line. "Scooter death, scooter death.** Sure, it

doesn*t stand on its own as a song, but it adds
to the game's amusement.

Rather unfortunately, the game and its

opening paragraphs are the sole inhabitants

of this Web ftitc. ::====r=rr=rr=r=rri:r=i=r

real world.

Mary Williams

Rating: 8

'You must dish out your justice by hurling

bricks at the heads of these filthy deviants," it

reads.

These directions are to be carried out in the

Flash animated game that follows the scooter

fiends on the Web site, not in real life of

course. The game, a deceptively simple exer-

cise in target practice, is way more entertain-

On one hand this is a plus, as the viewer

doesn't have to sort through pages of boring

fluff to get to the game, but on the other, the

entirety of the site can be examined in less

than 10 minutes.

It may not be much, but Scooter Death is

inexplicably satisfying, and it saves the effort

of taking some kind of active revenge in the

Who Would You Kill?

www.whowouldyoukill.com

It is a sad truth is that the average Internet

user is not nearly smart, funny or creative

enough to hold anyone's attention for long.

Whowouldyoukill.com, a Web site that

relics entirely on reader responses, suffers

greatly as a consequence.

The site asks viewers which TV character

they would kill off in each of about 100 popu-
lar series, past and present.

Participants also have an opportunity to

describe how they want the character to die.

Any potential for humor was lost when the cre-

ators of the Web site decided to turn the con-

tent over to the public.

Instead of hilarious and well-crafted death

scenes, most responses are crude, unoriginal

and not at all entertaining. Rather than paro-

dying the shows or characters, the entries are

generally nonsensical and more violent than

anything else.

^ "Felicity walks out on the street, because
she's crying about her Ben, and how she's

never going to see him again ... she gets shot

down by a squadron of BI5's," wrote one visi-

tor to the page, regarding the demise of
Felicity, his chosen victim of the show bearing

the same name.

This entry was one of three that made it to

the "Best Responses" section of the Felicity

pages. Those that didn't make the cut can be

found on a linked page, and they are even less

entertaining.

This secondary page of responses is preced-

ed by a warning that correctly acknowledges
that the content of the remaining responses is

very often ofTensive.

Gang rape and torture are two popular plot

devices in the murder of various characters,

and the overall effect is often sickening with

little or no humorous elements.

The idea of a Web site where annoying TV
characters are killed off in imaginary episodes

is a good one.

Here, however, it is executed poorly by
those who appear to lack enough intelligence,

creativity or wit to write anything but stories

of brutal and unnecessary violence.

Often, it isn't even the annoying characters

that receive the most votes, but merely the lead

characters. This gets monotonous after awhile,

as do the reasons and modes of their undeserv-

ing deaths.

Overall, the laughs are few and far between,

and whowouldyoukill.com serves only to give

a voice to people whose opinions are illogical

and completely uninteresting.

MaryWIIIIamr-
Rating: 3
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WCSTWOOei
10606ayley
206-7664 Mon-Wed(t

ll«i(R)
Dolby Diotal

30 4:20)7 10 1015
Thu(1:304iO)

l050Gayliy
206-7664

W
Oolby Olgffal

14 15)70010:00

UNITED ARTISTS

Westwood

MUSIC HAUt
9036Wllshire

274^869

wNr a PimM Uto Nwiy (R)
Mon-Thu (5:30) 8:1$

Oa t SanMa
Praaented m THX OTS Uoltal Sound

1100 300 700
m THX SAD Digital Sound

12:00 4 00 800
1200 400 8:00

Enjoy the

Moms!!!

If

WSKNAUS
9036Wtlshi(a
274-«869

TM

Tue-Tl>u(1:10'

AanlE|M(R)
Moi»-T«M (1:15 4:15)7:15 yfM

Santa Monica

6IWRIY CONNECTION AmM Eyaa (R)
Presented m OTS (Tiollal Sound

11:50 2:20500 7:301010
11:50 2:2010:10

BEVERLY COMBCTWH
TIM Ai*Ml (PO-Ill

«ESmOO04
lOSOGaylay
206-7664

OoftyOloCi
Mon-Thu (100 4:00) 71B 10^

UA WESTWOOD
10B69 WaimNth
<7M«41 THX Dtpllal

Mon-Thu 1200 2.O0 4:20 700 f4^

1-13)

1322 2nd St. Mon-Thu (1:45) 4:30 7:15 9:55
(310) 394-9741

Presenled m OTS Digllal Sound
11:302.004:30 7:10 9:30

To ad¥0rtls0
Intho

M01/IE GUIDE

Santa Monica

10669 Walwoftt THxdoiby
47W441 Mon-Thu 1M5 2:30 5O0 730 10:30

TImOMnImiI(R)
Mon-Thu (J 00)4.00 700 9:55

BEVERLY CONNECTION ^ lana (f0-t3|
in DTS Digltai Sound

11O0 1:50 4:45T40 10:35

1313 3rd St

1 The AntaaM (R)

OntSafMM
^ ..^ THX OTS OigKal Sound
39S-180B Mon-Thu (11:30 12:30 2 00 300 4:30 5.30)

7 00 800 9:30 10-15

UA WESTWOOD MMMNbMI)
10869 WMwui III Ooiby
475-9441 Mon-Thu 11:45 2:15 430 7.30 10:10

Mon-Thu (1:30) 4:20 7:10 fOOi}
M6|MtJmm% Dtafy (R)
Mlad in OTS OtaAal Sound
12:10 2:304307:20 9:40

MwtwNtm
(145) 4:30 7:15 10:01)

^^
VA

coll

310.825.2161
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Molly Malones
1 575 S. Fairfax Ave. (i w. n of 6th)|

(323) 578-5591
www.mollymalones.com

LIVE MUSIC 7 NIGHTS
Irish Drink Specialties

. Free Partying

No Cover UCLA ID Thrs.- Sat.

Pub Grub

The Pitcher House
142 Pacific Coast Hwy.

Hermosa Beach
(310) 374-0626

www.pJtcherhouse.com
The Pitcher House Est. 1950

36 Beers. Wine. Cider

4 Pool Tables, Shuffle Board,

2 Foosbatt Tabtes, Ptng Pong,

Wed - Karaoke
Thur - Cup of Swill & FREE PIZZA

Fri & Sat - Band Nights

Kitchen Open M-F 5-?

Q's
11835 Wilshire Blvd.

Brentwood
(310) 477-7550

21+w/ID
Sunday: 10am-6pm
$7.50 Import Pitchers

$5.50 Domestic Pitchers

Mondav-Friday: 11:30am-4pm
$4.50 Lunch Specials

Ihr FREE Pool

Monday: 1/2 prize pitchers

Tuesdav: starving Student Night
$^.00 Burger w/fries

$2.00 Beer Special

Rusty's Surf Ranch
256 Santa Monica Pier

(310) 393-PIER
Full Bar. Full Sen/»ce Kitchen, Patio

Seating. Poot Table, and Satellite TV.

Happy Hour Everyday 3 to dose.
Karaoke Mon & Sun nights.

Live Music & DarK:ing- Call for details.

The Shock
2518 Wilshire Blvd.

Santa Monica
(310)449-1171

Full Bar, Happy Hour 4-7 M-F. Full

"Service Kitchen + Outdoor Patio. -Wel
show all games- 10 TVs • Karaoke

Tuesday 9:30pm to close.

Sepl's
10968 LeConteAve.

Westwood
(310) 208-7171

www.westwoodonline.com
Full Service Kitchen, Beer & Wine

Only. Satellite TV • Join us for

live jazz every Friday night.

Happy Hour after 5pm.

Tomodochi Sushi
10975 Weyburn Ave.

Westwood
(310) 824-8805

Full Sushi Bar with Lunch & Dinner

Specials. Sake Bombers Welcome!
Also try Tomadachi Express, open

10:30pm to 2am. Thurs.-Sat.

Clubs

Freok Daddy's
€1 Dorado

Fridays ® Opium Den

1608 Cosmo St., Hollywood
(S o» HoUywood between Vine & 6ahuenga)|

(323)860-6566 ^_
$2 Ormks t)efore 11pm
Superstar DJ Coolwhip

Spinning: Hip-Hop • Funk • Rare
Grooves. 21+ over.

? iO\ Sth btrcet,
S.^ntr^ Monici

STH 4 «RI/cr<A tN S«NI« MONKA

24 HR INFO LINE (310) 313-3293

SpGclsJ Event
Sunday June ID":

It /MJ rv<( >! t (rr fr ,,t f iVI..

COMEm FUNKy
\H 1U FOAM!

Jj n us ,)! rS*' ^\pvt ( nd 'jr ojr

2nd IBIZA
Foam Party

Get your groovi:; on \r\ up
to 5 feet of Foam

DJ's Slim Shoncv & Chiijtion

flrodForJ Spinnin' the best of

HOUS€ /T€CMNO/TnnNC€ HIP

HOP HND MUCH MOn€

HI ^V III \ Ml ->'

SI II I IM.MI^^"

^\[\ \> ^M \l\l(.<

I ^Ml l> (I \;i \! nil (K'

Hot Rpple Pie
EveryThursday Night O Blue

1642 Los Palmas, Hollywood
(310) 226-8421

Superstar DJ Codwhip:
Hip-Hop. DJ Lewis Album

A Krembo: Trance

2 rooms of Music. 2 FuH Bars

Outdoor Patio and Lounge

Mogic
Every Wednesday 9 Blue

1642 Las Palmas, Hollywood
(323) 281-0516

Progressive House/ Trance/ Hip-Hop
with DJs Thonws Michael. Paul-E,

Three-O, Coolwhip. FiveStar. 2 roonwj
and outside smoking patio. 18* w/ID,

21+ Full Bar. Clip this for free

admission before 10:30pm.

MoorK:hild presents

Terminal Zero
Every Thursday© Mix 10 - 2am

2810 Main St., Santa Monica
(310) 754-6002

www.71 Ocontent.com
House arKJ Trance

PG Assaf Eternal Landscape
Free Admission with Student ID

look for

irm

M Armchoirs

B Binoculors

C Cameras

DDovid
Bowie CD's

EElf
Figurines

FFox
Mochines

G Gbbes

H Handcuffs

Ilndiqn
Architecture

Books

J Jewelry

everf

Sonny McCleon's

Irish Pub
2615 Wilshire Blvd.

Santa Monica
(310) 449-1812
25 Beers on Tap

Pool Tables. Air Hockey. Steel Tip

Darts. 9 TVs. MLB Package. Live

Entertainment on Saturdays.

Happy Hour M-F. $1 off beer

& wine. $3 off appetizers.

•*^
rir^SL; '"'owgh* to you by

f -
'

Motorokis

lb.

N Nifty T-shirts

OOldOscqr
MemoraMKi

Queen

Records

\m.
6525 Sunse»Blvd

(at the Hollywood Athleti( Club)

310.281.8845

•ads for I over!
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site, and now must figure out how to

display the many doodles.

"It goes from what am I going to

put the notes themselves on and am I

going to use rubber cement or spray

glue, to am I going to put out post-

cards and more posters for publicity,"

Dickerson said.

Dickerson decided to divide the

exhibit into four categories: geomet-

ric shapes, figurai drawings, carica-

tures and dia-

logue. She hopes

to display all of

the doodles on
their original

notebook paper

so that viewers

can see the draw-

ings together with

the notes from the

respective lec-

ture.

Dickerson will

display doodles

against their orig-

inal backgrounds

because she

believes that doo-

dling is not an act

ofboredom, buta

kind i^ intcrac'

tion with the

course material.

In the beginning, however, Dickerson
saw students' doodles and note-pass-

ing as a kind of outlet or escape from
the constricted environment of a

classroom.

"The more I saw other people's

notes and the more 1 thought about it, because the pagoi were littered with
the nwre I realized it's not an escape doodles.
from the constricting environment of "There is an assumption that if

a classroom, but actually an interac- you're doodling you're not a good stu-
tion with the course, whether they are dent and aren't paying attention,'*
drawing the professor, drawing each Polk said. "We've found that we gen-
other, or writing back and forth," said erally get awkward responses from
Dickerson. "It's a way of engaging people when we ask about their doo-
with the course." dling.

Some of the most interesting "People have many things in com-
entnes were submitted by third-year mon that we share and often don't
communication studies student think about until somebody decides
Vanessa Vega. Vega studied abroad in to put it in the public view." Polk con-
Tel Aviv, Israel, and noticed a change linued. "That's what I like about this
in her doodles while she was going to exhibit."

class in an environment engulfed in

political turmoil. In Israel her draw- ART: "Doodle: An Exhibit of Marginal
ings in her notes reflected the nature Art' will be displayed Sgrxiay, June 10
of the Jewish and Hebrew studies through Sunday, June 1 7 in the Powell
courses she took as well as her sur- Library Rotunda.

Courmy ct Me<i»n Oick*rton

Student doodles will be shown
in the Powell Library Rotunda.

roundings.

"It was like you were living in the

curriculum because all ofthe stuffyou
were learning about was going on
around you." Vega said. "Classes

were smaller and professors were
more conversational. I don't think

you have enough time to doodle at

UCLA."
Vega's doodles from Israel include

many skeletons and other somewhat
morbid images. Whereas they domi-
nate the pages of her notes, her doo-

dles from UCLA are smaller in num-
ber and don't necessarily relate to the

course material.

With "Doodle:

An Exhibit of

Marginal Art,"

Dickerson
attempts to make
connections
between how peo-

ple doodle, why
people doodle

and in what cir-

cumstances peo-

ple doodle. She
also intends to

investigate
whether doodling

should be consid-

ered art. She is

compiling a cata-

logue of doodles

also, which wtH be

available at the

exhibit.

While asking studenu about their

doodles in search of more entries,

Dickerson found that people were
often embarrassed by the fact that

they draw during class; some even
avoided lending out their notes

DOOBIE
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the audience has to light up as well.

'Being on stage is still the best

part, certainly not riding the bus,"

Johnston said, laughing. "Seeing the

crowd get up is what it's all about.

We've stretched out, done different

stuff. Right now we're playing five

songs from the new album, and
always experimenting.**

Creating a new album can be a
challenging task for a band that is, in

many ways, already an institution.

Countless musicians have been influ-

enced by the incomparable funky
country rock with a twinge of jazz
that is unique to the Doobie
Brothers. With an already estab-

lished style, it tried to work within

that feel, while still trying do some-
thing new.

"The last three years were spent
fiddling around, and then it was just

a matter of fmding the time to do it.

We've all been writing," Johnston
said. "I tried something new with
Jericho' that I've been waiiting to

try, kind of hip-hop. I really dug it.

"We've changed over the years
but we're still doing what we've
always been about," he continued.

While the Doobics may still be
rockin' down its own musical high-

way, the musical climate in which it

began is considerably different than
today's scene. Burning its way into

the 1970s limelight, the Doobies

found itself in the middle of other

now-legendary bands such as The
Eagles. Lynyrd Skynyrd and the

Allman Brothers Band. While some
of these bands have made it into the

21 St century in one form or another,

pop music is notably different, par-

ticularly in its not so upbeat themes.

"I don't see the point of un-posi-

tive music. Back when we started. 90
percent of the music was about feel-

ing good, and nowadays that is quite

the opposite," said Johnston. "We
never have been and never will be
into that sort of thing.**

The business, itself, is also a far

cry from the care-free days of old.

"The people running the industry

today are more into the money
nature of things than the musical
nature. A lot ofrecord businesses are

run by lawyers, who are focused on
whatever makes money faster, which
doesn't always mean quality material

or musicianship."

Nevertheless, the Doobie
Brothers have successfully kept the

flame alive and bright, illuminating

an era of music that will not soon be
forgotten. But at the same time, the

band has been able to flow with the

times, evolving into a still relevant

and powerfully influential force in

today's continuously ebbing musical

world.

MUSIC: The Doobie Brothers play
Friday at the Sun Theatre In Anaheim
and on the June 1 3 and June 1 5 at the
House of Blues on Sunset.
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"Pal Joey" and "Our Hospitality
"

Los Angeles has the largest his-

toric theater district in the country,

located on Broadway. The theaters

currently do not have steady pro-

gramming; some are used for loca-

tion filming and special events like

"Last Remaining Seats." Their spo-

radic use now belies their heyday in

the first half of the 20th century
when 13 theaters covered Broadway.

"These truly are movie palaces,

covered in detail, with nothing

spared," Dishman said. "They were
built when going to the movies was a

special event, unlike today when you
go to the mall or multiplex."

"Last Remaining

Seats" is produced by

the LA. Conservancy,

the largest local

preservation group in

the country.

Thursday June 7. 2001 29

Congratuations

Grads!

Look for Bruin Life's

Class of 2001

Graduation Issue!

Monday,

June 11th.

— Despite the fact that some Af the |

theaters, like the Los Angeles, were

built during the Great Depression,

they are nevertheless opulent.

"The Los Angeles theater is proba-

bly the most elegant and ornate," said

Amy Anderson, coordinator for the

Broadway Initiative, a division of the

L.A. Conservancy. "Almost without

exception everyone walks into that

theater and draws in their breath."

Yellin said that the Million Dollar

theater, which first opened in 1917.

was considered one of the great the-

ater and music halls in the country

when it was completed, and has

unique architectural qualities such as

one of the world's largest column-less

open spans. It also has impeccaMe
acoustics and sightlines.

"Last Remaining Seats" is pro-

duced by the L.A. Conservancy, the

largest local preservation group in

the country. The Conservancy con-

centrates its efforts on preserving his-

toric downtown Los Angeles with its

educational program, advocacy and
policy planning.

Anderson said the overall vision of

revitalizing the historic core district

downtown is to recreate a traditional

urban environment, with 18- to 24-

hour-a-day use for commerce, enter-

tainment and living. The
Conservancy would also like the-

aters, nightclubs and restaurants to

revitalize downtown.

Anderson said the Initiative, part

of the advocacy and planning arm of

the Conservancy, expects its goals to

be met in 10 to 15 years. In three to

four years they hope the Initiative will

have jump-started activity down-
town, then have the market take over.

P
Already, more people have pre-

nnted Yellin with ideas for program-

nfng the theater in the last six to nine

months than in the past 10 years.

Yellin invested in a number of his-

toric buildings in downtown in the

1980s, trying to start the revitalizing

process.

"I love historic architecture, and I

like the fabric of this city, its urban

sense." Yellin said. "I saw all of these

buildings in this area that nobody was

dealing with. These were slowly

becoming slums. It seemed to me an

opportune time to reawaken what I

consider the center of this region;

downtown is the common meeting

place of greater Los Angeles."

FILM: Shows start at 8 p.m. Advance
tickets are recommernlecl for $15 per

show Of $65 for the series. Tickets are

also available at the door, starting at

7 p.m. for $18. Conservancy prices are

$12 per show or $50 for the series.

For information go to

www.laconservancy.org, for tickets call

(213)430-4219.

Koreatown TOorlal Projeo
Thankyou foryour dedicat 'on in serving our community

2000-2001 Volunfeers

macy
eye

center
LASIK

Laser Vision Correction

Associate Clinical Professor

Jonathan I. Macy, M.D.
8635 West Third Street, Suite 360W

(310) 657-2777

Dona Suh

Cindy Kang

Keiko Kitamural

Jean Baik

Mia Chang

Grace Hui

Jay Nguyen

Jennifer Lee

Chul Kim

Sandy Yoo

Christine Choi

Janice Oh

PICK UP YOUR YEARBOOK NOW!

Yearfiook Oistribiitioii is going on
THIS WEEK OHIY. fiom 1D:30ani to 1:30pni.

Picit up your yoarfioolt at 118 Korcldioff Hall.

Bring your ID with you to pick up your copy

oftHeyearfiooiL

Yon can also purciuiso your yoailiooli

during distrfliutlou for $481

QuostiousP Can BralnUto at 310.825^840.

.fv'M

I 6 ft «

Since 1919
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You're About to Get Your Degree.

Right now the economy stinks. Not exactly red hot news So you're probably willing to start at the

bottom. You'll have to. because every decentjob out there requires experience. The question /sr

Just how entry-level will that first entry-levelJob be?

i ICTP CE^JFi GINEER PROGRAM
Earn a Guaranteed $30,000 Per Year As A Paid Intern in jutt

5 months.

Work in a field that is fascinating, well compensated, and in demand in every

major city in the United States as well as internationally (lilce Paris, Beriin, Bejing...)

Enter a profession for which the projected demand is huge, not just this year, but for

years to come.

Be earning up to $100,000 Per Year in less time than It took you to finish

your general ed. requirements.

If you're accepted into the IC8E f>rogram, you can expect alt of the above and IIIORE.===
By the end of your course of study you will have senk>r level, hands-on IT skills and wfN have
achieved these highly respected IT certifkatkxis:

[

CCNA CCDA
CCSA

CCNP CCDP CCieWHtton LPI ICNB
CNX HPCC A4- UUCP

icse

You doni have to be a computer sdenoe major to qualify. »f you have a passion for tochrK)logy and if you\e
earned (or are about to earn) your bachelors degree, we want to talc to you. Wb ane scheduing orientations

now for thp July start Enrollment Is extremely limited CaH immediately: TBaneri. Senior Technical Recruiter,

toll free at 1-866-225-ICTP (4287). or e-mari tbanMTiQk:tp.com

ICTP TECHNOLOGY TRAINING • I

HOPKINS
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imagine your life being lilce a concert.

Some people want their life to be a

classical recital, with 47 violinists, the

finest horn players in the world and
enough woodwinds to fill up
Carnegie Hall."

But it was a start, at least. I was
beginning to realize that there's a Tot

more meaning attached to the songs
we listen to than just their mere
notes. Wanting to learn more, I

plunged myself into work here, writ-

ing this column and finding out

everything I could. I wrote voracious-

ly, far out-pacing my academic pro-

ductivity, going to loads of shows,

studying countless books, listening

attentively in the scores of music his-

tory classes I jumped into, searching

for meaning.

In that time, I learned an awful lot.

Techno didn't seem so alien any
more. Country stopped being just

redneck music. Duke Ellington

became more than just some old guy
who my grandparents probably liked.

And probably most importantly, I

learned that no matter how terrible I

thought a band was, there was some-
one out there whose feelings were just

as strong, but in favor of the music.

These four years have given me a
lot to chew on. I've seen friendships

come and go, times see-sawing from
good to bad, fights break out and
resolve. Each one has its own musical

signature. I fell deeply in love with

music as a strong background, only
to watch that love slowly ebb away,

leaving bittersweet memories and
love songs resonating in the back-

ground. As long as I hear those

songs, I'll always have something to

take with me, alongside those

thoughts of the past. Like the love

itself, the songs will always make my
life better for knowing them.

• Throughout my tenure as one of
the many critics here at The Bruin.

I've always tried to capture the rush

and the joy that that music gives to

me. and pass it along in words.

Sometimes I can pull it off. Most of
the time, I just get in the ballpark and
y'all have to figure it out on your
own.

If 1 have learned something in the

process, however, it's that no matter

how accurate I am at conveying the

feeling of a tune, it'll always be a poor
facsimile of the real thing. No matter
how many classes I take, or columns I

write. I'll never quite catch the

demons that Ben Harper can spill

forth from his guitar, nor will I cap-

ture the supremely beautiful feeling

of slow dancing with a gorgeous
woman as "I've Got it Bad" plays in

the background.

I might be able to remind you of
what those things are like, but I'll

never be a substitute for doing it on
your own.

So I guess that's it, my last good-
bye. I'm going to go offand dig

through my CD collection and find a
favorite disc to listen to - I'd suggest

that you do the same. Go out and
enjoy this stuffon your own, whatev-
er your preference may be.

It'll cushion the blows of life, and
lift the good times up higher. It'll

change your life if you let it... God
knows it sure has changed mine.

As my parting comment, I'd like

to say thank you. It's been a privilege

writing for you folks, whoever you
may be, for these last four years. I'll

miss doing it quite a bit. Then again,

whenever I want to remember it, I'll

just drag out those punk CDs I used
to listen to when I needed to write

quickly on deadline. Then the memo-
ry will be back in no time.

Hopkins has left the building. E-mail
him at afroptc9hotmail.com to wish
him good riddance.

4th Annual Lavender Graduation Celebration

Honoringthe lives and achievements of UCLA's
Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and Transgender Students

Where:

When:

What:

How:

Kom Convocation Hall at the Anderson School ofManagement
Saturday, June 16* from lt-00 PM to 1:00 PM
Leadership awards! Student Speaken! Gelebiation! Reception!

MusicBY VoxFemina LosAngeles Women's Chorus

To participate, complete die forni and bring it to die LGBT Center, 220 Kinsey byJune 8* or go to www.lgbtucla.edu

Email:
Name as you want it to appear on your Certificate:
E)egrce(s):

Bachelor of

Master of

PhDyEdJD in

Odier

Type (Arts/Sciences/Other):

Department/Major

If you cannot attend in person and would like us to mail your certifkate, please include wur address-^ Gty
*

State: Zip:

'^y^" wish to be considered fora leadership orscholarship awanl, please complete die foUowing:

Awards/Recognitions while at UCLA-
Community Awards/Recognitions (non-UCLA): — —

—

Leadership positions at UCLA-
~~

Community Leadership positions. (non-LOJ^:
OvenJl Grade Point Average:

I t*..-. :«/•• ff

J

'fm Sifil -^^^immm
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11 GO
1200
1300
1400
1500
1600
1700
1800
1900
2000
2050
2100
2200
2300
2400
2500
2600

\ninSS3IMiB3
I Campus Happenings
Campus Organizatbns
CamfNis Racruitmam
Campus Sarvicas
Birthdays
Lagalnolicas

I

Lost ft Found
Miscalianaous
Parsonal Massages
Personals
Ptvgnancy
Recreational Activities

Research Subjects
Sperm / Egg Donors
Tickets Offered
rickets Wanted
Wanted

2700
2800
2900
3000
3100

3300
3400
3500
3600
3700
3800
3900
4000
4100
4200
4300
4100
4500

4600
4700
4800
4900
5000
5100
5200
5300
5400
5500

Appliances
Art / Paintings
Bicycles / Skates
Books
Calling Cards
Cameras / Camcorders

I

Collectibles

Computers / Software
Furniture
Garaoe / Yard Sales
Health Products
Miscelaneous
Musical Instnflfnents
Office Equipment
Pets
Rentals
Sports Eouipment
Stereos /TVs / Radios
Table Sports

Auto Accessories
Auto InsurarKe
Auto Repair
Autos for Sale
Boats for Sale
Motorcycles for Sale
Parking
Scooter / Cycle Repair
Scooters for Sale
VMikrIes for Rent

travel
5600
5620
5640
5660
5680
5700
5720

Resorts / Hotels
Rkles Offered
Rides Wanted
Taxi / Shuttle Service
Travel Destinations
Travel Tickets
Vacation Packages

services
58U0
5900
6000
6100
61S()
6200
6300
640U
6'jOO

6600
6700
6800
6900
7000
7100
7200

1-900 numtMrs
Fiiutficial AkJ
InsurarKe
Computer / intemet
Foreran Languages
Health / Beauty Services
Legal Advice / Attorneys
Mwers / Storage
Music Lessons
Personal Services
Professional Services
Resumes
lelecommunicatkms
Tutoring Offered
Tutoring Wanted
Typing

WHtirtg Help

ZSZ0

7600
7700
7800
7900
8000
8100
8200
8300

8400
8500
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118 Kerc»<hoff Hall
308 Westwood Plaza
Los Angeles, CA 90024

E-Mail: classifieds@media.uda.edu
Web: http://www.aailybruin.ucla.edu

Classified Line: (310) 825-2221
Fax: (310) 206-0528

Classified Display: (310) 206-3060
Fax: (310) 206-0528

Mon-Thu: 9:00am-3;00pm
Ri: 9am-2:30pm

One issue, up to 20 words $8.50
...each additional word 0.65
Weekly, up to 20 words 29.00
..each additional word 2. 1

5

Monthly, up to 20 words 96.00
...each additional word 5.75
12 pt headline $1.60
1 6 pt headline $2.25
Border $5.00,

For Classified Display ads.

please see our rate card

for variable rate information.

Classified Line Ads:
1 working day before printing,

at 12 noon.
Classified Display Ads:
2 working days before phnting,

at 12 noon
There are no cancellations after

noon of the day before printing.

g^^^

payment
Please make checks payable to
"The UCLA Daily Brum." Wte
accept Visa. MasterCard, and
Discover credit cards. Allow 5
working days for mail payments.

2!Jt.^^lSf'I!!)T!?11S!?.S2!^^^ P**^ " nondtocrtm««ton. No nwdkim sM aocapl mtmtbmmntt wNcti praMnt pMora of any origin,damwwfcgy or Imp^ >fM< Mwy an •^"•^dtopMHoni. apMIUM, rotas, or mm» m socMy. rMttwr ttw Oaity Bnin nor the ASUCIA ComrmmicaUons Bomatm lr«v«tigatad«

hOMrioiMille
an effBcdiie ad

• Start your ad with the

merchandise you are selling

Tins makes it easier for readers to

quickiy scan the ads and locate

your items
• Always include the pnce of your
Item Many classified readers
simply do not respond to ads
without pnces
• Avoid abbreviations—make your
ad easy for readers to understand
• Place yourself in the readers
position, ask what you would like

to know about the merchandise,
and ir^dude that in the ad Include
such information as brand names,
colors and other speafic

V descriptions.

race, sex, or sexual ortantaiion in a
InvMtigatod any of the sarvicas advertised or ttie

ctor

(310)

2100
Recreational Activities

3 WEEKS IN KOREA FOR FREE. Learn
more at)out Korea and ttie world cup in 2002.
Everthing is freely provided in Korea.
Insurance and Processing tee: $299 Send
Request uswausOyahoo.com. Non-Korean
Speakers ONLY.

1100
Cnnipiis Happenings

GRAND OPENING

J^vd%^ express

$8."^ Uim, lo^ fee's
...it's savvy to save!

1457 4* St Santa Monica
telephone 310393.0840

between Fred Segal/Macy's

J

AlcohoKcs Anonymous
Man. OiKMniaa M. Slap Shidy, 3S17 Adwinan

Thun. Book Sludy, SS17 Actannan
M/T/W Rm. 0««al A3^2t

AiLOMMAJ-029
M Nnas 12:10- 1:00 pn

1800
Miscellaneous

MIXXINQ LAB, FRIDAY NIGHTS 104 Drink
specials. Progressive house/trance music.
2020 Ave of the Stars. Century City. 323-
820-2605. $10 w/student ID.

2000
Personals

HEY COLLEGE
STUDENTS!

stop dating the oo-ads and meet HOT WOM-
EN! Uva, Ona-on-ona dasay baauWul wom-
an who naad comfort and aianHon. Call

24hrs«ay. 900-226-6968 ex14598
$3.9a/mln. Muat t>a 18 yaars. Se^^U 619-
64S-8434.

LOVE? European wrtter/lnguist. cosmopoli-
tan. accompNsrtad, good-looWng. mature,
healthy Maatyie. loves Utarature/travei

mgAMtdoors. saaks aMaaUvwismafVaffec-
HonMa young fsmala, any raoi/odgin. lor

friendship. poasMy romancs/marrlage. 310-

573-402Q/maniOmunlch.com

TIRED OF WEARING
YOUR BEER GOGGLES

2200
Research Subjects

ARE YOU SUFFERING
FROM ALLERGIES?

Allergy season can be miserable lor many al-

lergy sufferers However, new treatments are
being developed You may qualify to partici-

pate in a clinical research study of an Inves-
tigational allergy medication If you quality

you win receive: Free study medication, aller-

gy testing, and compensation up to $300.
For more information please call: Dr Jo-
nathan Con-en. Allergy Research Founda-
tion. 310-477-1734 ext.240 or ext.247

CHRONIC BAD BREATH Eam up to $120
and learn to control bad breath. Clinical stu-

dtos in Culver City. 310-645-6576.

DO YOU SUFFER
FROM ASTHMA?

If you use medication for your asthma you
may qualify to participate In a clinical re-

search study of an invaMgttlonsI medica-
tion. If you qualify you tM rsoalva: fiaa study
related medication, medical care for your
asttwna during ttte study, and compensation
for your time. If you are interested, please
caN: Dr Joruitfian Corren. Allergy Research
Foundation. 310-477-l734ext.240

DO YOU SUFFER FROM SEVERE PRE-
MENSTRUAL SYMPTOMS? UCLA and
Bariex Laboratories are conducting a re-

saaich study for women with Severe Pre-

menstrual Symptoms (PMS). You may quali-

fy for this study if you experience some of the

following symptoms during the week before

your menstrual cycle: Depressed mood, ten-

sion, irritability, feeling suddenly sad or tear-

ful. Qualifying participants must: Have regu-

lar menstnial cyde, be between the ages of

18 and 40 (30 if your'e a snwker). not be us-
ing medications fcx tfis treatment of PMS. In-

ckJding antkleprassanis, hertMil treatments
or birth control pHto. All study related evakia-
tk>ra will be provkled at no cost to you. Sonrw
women will be given the study medication,

and others wiN raoalva a sugar piN (placebo).

To get more information about taking part in

tNa study call 310-625-2452.

2200
Research Subjects

DOES RUNNING OR FAST WALKING
Cause you to have wheezing or chest tight-

ness? If you have asthma or exercise in-

duced asthma, you may qualify to participate

in a research study o( marketed medication.

If you qualify you will receive: Free study re-

lated care during the study study medica-
tion, financial compensation up to $250. If

you are interested, please call: Dr Jonathan
Corren, MD. Allergy Research Foundation,

Inc. 310-477-1734 ext 312.

2300
Sperm/Egg Donors

EARLY
IDENTIFICATION AND
CHARACTERIZATION
OF THE PRODROMAL

PHASE OF
INDIVIDUALS AT RISK
FOR DEVELOPING

THOUGHT DISORDERS.
The Center for the Assessment and
Prevention of Prodromal States (CAPPS) in

tfie Neuropsychiaihc Institute at UCLA is

seeking healthy 8ut)|ects t}ehiveen the ages
of 18 and 35. Receive up to $200 for an inter-

view, neurocognitive testing, psychophysio-
togical evakiation, and magnetk: resonance
imaging brain scans. Evaluations ill be
repeated at a l week foltow-up A confiden-

tial phone screen will be conducted to deter-

mine initial eligitNlity. Please can 310-794-
9673 for further informatk>n.

EARN UP TO $100
ON A CLINK:AL research STUDY We
are recruiting smokers between 30 and 75. in

good health. wt>o have gum disease. You
n>ay qualify for a study examining the effects

of a tow d(>sage of the antibtotk: doxycycline
in treatment of gum disease at UCLA School
of Dentistry. Call 310-825-9792.

RELATIONSHIPS AND
SEXUALITY SURVEYS

PARTICIPANTS NEEDED for sevearl anony-
nwus web-based surveys. Both couples and
singles needed. See:
http://studies1 .tripod.com

WOMEN AGES 18-40 WITH and WITHOUT
PREMENSTRUAL SYNDROME wanted for

a 4-nrK)nth study of hormone in response to

progesterone or prozac challenge. The study
entails mood dianes, btood test and 2 spinal
taps, and taking progesterone or prozac.
May be paid up to $200-400 for your time.

Contact Unda OoMman. RNP UCLA 06-
•QYN 310-825-2452.

EGG DONOR WANTED, under 23, Cauca-
sian, light eyes, clean lifestyle, 4 weeks in

August, pay $3500. 818-952-5405 or email

smrteggs9 aol.com.

If you are male, in college or have a college

degree, you can eam up to $600/mo, call lor

details on our anonymous sperm donor pro-

gram. Receive free comprehensive health

screenirtg & help infertile couples. So if

you're tooking for a great job and a little ex-
tra cash, call/email us first. 310-824-
994 1 /dorxirs© cryotjank.com.

Pay your tuition

with eggs.

If you're a woman between 1

8

and 35. you can eam money easi-

ly, anonymously. Donate your

eggs to an infertile couple.

$5,000 and up. depending on

you education and other qualifi-

cations. Call Today.

The Cei^ter for Egg Opthdns

310/546-6786

•The Onwr for Egg Opdont. U.C

Egg Donors Needed
Healthy females ages 1 9-28

wishing to help infertile couples.

$5,000

af.> CALL MIRNA (818) 832-1494 ^

you companioni 900-328-2111
axt7677. ta.M^mm. Must be 18 yaar. Sao^U
619-«4S-«434

Condom
Loving couples wanted to home test
an aKemative condom material

Eam $140 for participating

QNiples must be:

Agf 1 8-45 V In a stable relationship with one partner

willing to report on 8 condom uses

Current user of Blrtn Control Ptils, lUD. Norplant. Depo, or
Stertlteatlon

For more miormatlon. please cH 800-52 1 -52 11
of»vtstt our website at www.testcondoms.org

2500
Tickets Wanted

PHD HOODING
CEREMONY

Looking to purchase 3-5 tickets at $10 each,
jlownsenO ucla.edu

2600
Wanted

PERSONAL TRAINER: To train at home -

1/2 mile from campus- 2 or 3 days/wk early

morning. Please fax resume or name and tel-

ephone number to set up Interview. Fax:
310-476-7976

SEEKING MALE for marriage of convon-
iance, irtdepandent status. No grean card

seekers. Alaxa 619-244-9797. alaxas-

tar20t)otmall.oom
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2300
Sperm/E(}g Donors

2300
S|)orrn / Efjfj Donors

2300
Spcrn) / E()(| Donors

2300
Sportn / l(]() Donors

iSpecial Egg Donor IVeeded
^^^m\Siin;YV.- ^..-yr^^-—

will

Height Approx. 5'9'* or Taller •SAX Score around 1300
or High A.C.T. •Caucasian •College Student or

Graduate Student Under 30 •No Genetic Medical Issues

Compensation

Paid to you and/or the charity of your choice.
All related expenses will be paid in addition to

your compensation.

(Extra compensation available for someone who might be especially
gifted in athletics, science/mathematics or music.)

For more information or to obtain an application please
contact Michelle at the Law Office of Greg L Eriksen

(800)808-5838
or email EggDonorIiiifo@aol.com.

3500
Furniture

CLUB CHAIRS. LARGE. Feather and Down
Needs Cleaning. Custom. Dark Red Fabric.
$275 each. Co«e TaWe, Peuter. Glass Top.
Custom. $350. 310-854-4466

MATTRESS SPECIALS
NEW INNERSPRING twin sets $99.95. Fulls

$129 95. Queens $169.95 and Kings
$199 95. Also. Sealy, Steams and Foster at

lowest prices. 310-477-1466.

MATTRESSES. FUTONS. DESKS. Book
shelves, Dinette Sets. T-Table, Lamps. DeHv-
ery. Open 7 days. Kings Furniture. 11961
Santa Monica Blvd. 310-575-4243.

Steroos/TVs/R.KJios

TRADE YOUR
ALREADY VIEWED
DVD FOR A FRESH

ONE AT
refreshdvd.com
COST $2.00

4900
Autos for Sale

1979 DATSUN 280ZX ABSOLUTELY GOR-
GEOUS. RED, 5-SPEED. 76.000 MILES
A/C. SUPERB CONDITION, WELL CARED
FOR. A COLLECTORS CAR. $6999. 310-
441-5002.

^900
Autos for Sale

1994VWJETTA
Whrte. 4-door, manual, sunroof. A^, new
tires, great condition, 112.000mi. $5500/obo.
Can Robert 310-403-1401 or yesrobOhot-
maH.com.

MOVING SALE! Great deals on desk, sofa-
t>ed. futon. TV. offtee chair, armchair, lamps.
dishes. Free Stuff. 818-501-7489,
dianaJeuertMChO hotmaH.com.

4000
Office Equipment

ELECTRIC DRAFTING BOARD. 30X60
inches. Hamilton Streata/Vemco V-treck
$450 310-854-4466.

4400
Stereos/TVs/Radios

BIG SCREEN 45" color TV $575 obo Cotof
TV 2T n99if ntm $175 Cotor TV 35- near
new $395 310-313-6449

1986 MERCEDES BENZ
Model 190E. 4-door. leather seats, charcoal
grey exterkw. German mechanic mairttatned.

papers. Very good condlttoni $3,300 310-
472-1869.

1989 TOYOTA CAMRY Good condlMon.
84,200miies. GREAT gas mMeage. Manual
transmteston. Original owners. $3.7SOobo.
310-488-1910.

1991 VW JETTA 4dr, sunroof, a/c. 100K. au-
tomatk:, superb condition. $2800obo. 310-
235-2818.

1992 VOLKSWAGON PASSAT FuMy kMded.
sunroof. A/C. power windows, stereo Exoat^
lent conditton. 65.000/hii. $6500. 310-824-
0833.

1995 FORD THUNDERBIRD Silver.

98.000mi. good conditon. Aulomatte. V8,
A/C. power windows/»«ats/lock8. Cruise
controi. (kjal airt»g. K950obo. 310-397-
9160.

1998 HONDA CIVIC EX. Black 5spd
^itfmtMf, 52K (4AHU475). Excellent condi-
tton. fuHy maintained w/records Custom
high-end audto. $l0.250obo. 310-497-
2432/artfhO alum.mlt.adu

2000 VW PASSAT QLS. AulomUk:, 8k mi.
5CD changer, anthradle Mue. power wind
owaAocks $19000. 818^181-8181.

GREAT SUMMER CAR
1 991 FORD TAURUS. New dfw. good paint
very clean, runs well, must Mil $2400obo.
Days:2 13-240-8046. Evenings: 310-824
5024.

1993 SATURN SL1
Great condition. 73K. Auto. A/C. power tocks.
alrbag. dark red. $5000obo. 310-479-9954.

1993 TERCEL. $3000 OBO Manual, fair

condmon. good tires, hubs, leather intertor

Must sell ASAP. Can 310-208-6868.

Classifieds

825-2221

POLKJE IMPOUNDS Hondas as tow as
$500 fof litinga 1-800-319-3323 ext.A2 14.

•89 FORD ESCORT. Automatto. 1 family
owner. origlnaJ paint and iniertor. Runs excei-
lent 104k milea. $1100. 310-550-7000.

•91 FORD TAURUS. 4 doors, power wind
owt. $680. New Tiret and Brakes exceitont
tvanaponatton 310-581-^49

5100
Motorcycles for Sale

'94 SUZUKI GS500E. Red. excellent condi-
tton. $2000. 310-442-1907.

5300
Scooter / Cycle Repair

MolOfcycto • MoHvSooolar • Moptd
Siiw • Rtpair* • hmirww*

• DCCHAMM AO RMmn vnwxi NVAM
MCK-UP on WNCHAai OMCOUMT

(310)275-6734
1632 S. U a«»«gi biMd Six Btocte Soo»> o» Pico

5400
Scooters for Sale

2 DERBI SCOOTERS
Black or silver. SOcc engine, air cooled, disc
brake, top speed 55pmh. Call 866-INDIAN-

LA. Ask for Wade.

ELECTRIC SCOOTERS. $250 clearance
price, only 6 lettl 310-445-1989. Ask tor
Wade.

YAMAHA SCOOTER
LESS THAN YR oW Red Zuma SOcc. Lesa
than 700 miles Mint conditton. PakJ $2100
$1500 otx). 310-869-7350.

5700
Travel Tickets

FLY 4STANDBY..FLY 4 CHEAPI
Hawaii $139 o/w. Europe $249 o/w (-^tax).

4standbycom or 800-397-1098.

AQUA TRAVEL INC
WORLD WIDfJ QWEST AIRFARp<^

RESER^TIONAT
MpJ/www.prismaweb.com/oQuatrovel

MHOUBAQAY
Lowest Domestic and
Intemotlonol Airfares

Tour Packages

Eurailposs

Hdel Accommodations
Car Rentals

•Asio*Alnoo*Auslralia*Europe*Soulh

Americo*lndla*Canado*Mexteo*Hay(wii'

SpnaldonrnktMBrnmioal/masAvollablB
Wcj» «• ll*(KS lo or«f^« WihOUl noMD«

^•^•otoeiv moy £)• »n»«d and lom* i««Wc«or» moy
apply nuiToRM^

PHONE (310) 33&6Q25
'9641 AirpoflBI.,Su^ 506. Los Angeles CA 90045

Vfly supers
(323) 277-4595
tAim iiMEncA SKcuusn
MUKOCm
••MMAMU

Iffm
BSMfilM mt
NONMIAS ttlt

CABACAS m«
SA0»AnO
COfTAMCAma im
MAS NOUK
$259 "T

tm

MMIWIU $m
KiO |{K\/ll
$259

LONDON $70S
PARIS S239

iMhfW 9, Imhmrm Triirf

>1M
$139

»m
$4*
$1M
>1M
HI

ISTlmmmM
SW9 MIMUM
SB4 PtOLMUffA

iiwniwnnujaJ

SUMMER^ SPECIALS..
Cc-tll Now!

yiCT0RyTRAVEL.COM
•-"^ victorytrav«l9aarMM(.R«(

J

Display

206-3060

2300
Sperm / Egg Donors

2300
Sperm / Ef|(| Donors

Calling all angels..

• 00*5
Compensation

THE EGG
DONOR

PROGRAM
Help a couple achieve their dream and
you'll receive the highest compensation
and most personalized attention from the
oldest donor program In LA.

We saeen recipient parents, too

Shelley Smith m.jl. m.f.c.c

323-933-0414
The 100 Donor Prooram/The surrooacy Program
e-mali SSmKhMFCCOaol.com-ittablMied in 1900

5680
Tr.'ivel D(istiiKitions

5680
Trnvei Doslinntioiis

STUDENT TRAVEL

920 Weitwooil Blvd.

310.UCLJI.FLY or ii60795 from campus

www.statravel.com TRAVEL

4

5700
Travel Tickets

6000
Insurance

iET THE HELL OUT OF
HERE!

Mexico, the Caribbean or Jamaica
$25Q/round trip. Hawaii $119/one way. Other
worldwide deotirwtions choip. Book tickets

onUne. wwwjiirtech.com or toM free 877-air-

tech.

Xllstate.
>ibulre in good handa.

MU«e Az*r Insurance Ao^ncy. Inc
(310)312-0202

1281 Wwstvv^oocl Blvcl
C2 t>lks. So. of Wllsr^ir«>

,
24 Houra o Poy S»tv<c>

6200
Health Services

HIV POSITIVE? Know in only l -minute
www 1 -mlnute-hlv-$alf-ie«t.oom
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TEETH WHITENING
BRENTWOOD COSMETIC DENTAL Office
offers new teaih whitening system. Aflord-
aWe for eveiyone. $75 for upper or k>wer
310-207-5008.

6200
Health Services

6200
Health Services

6200
Health Services

Classifieds

825-2221

COMPLIMENTARY CONSULTATION
ORTHODONTIST ^__ %J^^^^ W%^.«^^2

ucu.?l?&WSfSBER D^- Nader Dayani
Member American Association of Orthodontists

Specializing in braces for adults & children

c^^^races^^
Deliivr Brilliant Results

s \ it •
>•, -WIJK.UI LTV

(310)826-7494
llM.SWiUhireBlvd. WSOa
1^ Angclct. CA 90025

(949) 552 - 5890
18124 Culver Or, #A
lrv«n«, CA •27iS

Teeth Whitening Sftc;oo
upper or lower <^ «k <j^

• Cosmetic Porcelain
• Surgical Orthodontics

• Removable
• Traditional

• Invisible

• European

Ih»»«a)iT«nlwab*a>talOM SiaOOOOpkatlOOOOIa
•octi month ct ksolmanl i»n)»ma tor m«t<j txocai

WOO CD (Hut ; IWIX) tot •ocMnonih o< moknan) WKIWKI
)o> (movctw biocOT and S I TOO 00pM 1 1 7S 00 p«t iKonm
tof cwonnlc bKJcai. HOOOO<on»o|yx)«iicilviC»ymoa»ify<a

S I ;&a) tat fcimid conaUtatun
•ipialion ttohi 6-3001

6300
Legal Advice/Attorneys

NO RECOVERY NO FEE
NO COST. Sexual harrassment, Dlscrimina-

tkxi, Auto-accidents, Slips/falls MYER LAW
FIRM, Westslde, Scott D Myer(UCLAW86).
www.be8tlawyer.com 310-277-3000.

6700
Professional Services

Brentwood Dermatology

Medkal Group

Jwk H. Sflvtrs, MD
Uplomale <rf tfM AnMricw Hoaid ol DernMolosy

6400
Movers/Storage

BEST MOVERS. Lteensed. insured. Lowest
rates. Fast, courteous^^^areful. Many stud-

ents moved for $96. Uc.-T-163844. NO JOB
TOO SMALLI 1-800-2-GO-BEST Volce-
maH/jpager 323-263-2378.

HONEST MAN w/t4ft truck and dollies,

small jobs, short notice ok. SF, LV. SD.
Student discount. Go Bruinst lOyrs. 310-

285-6688

JERRYS MOVING&DELIVERY The careful

movers. ExperierKed, reliable, same-day de-
livery. Packing, boxes available. Also, ptek-

up donatk)ns for Amerk^n Cancer Society.

JerryO310-391-5657.

SUMMER STORAGE Free pck up avail-

able, reasonable rates. Westslde Self-Stor-

age 310-826-5955

Professicm lktt€>o
Removal
sauin: $140

medium: $250
Iar§e:$750

-<!$25
«[fJ^JMHjJoii

of Ad

PreccplBnhip avalkvie (m
aKdkaJ Hnd PX ttUtatt.

Office located o()

$« Vkeate ii IHMtwood

31M26«20S1

6500
Music Lessons

DRUM LESSONS
ALL LEVELS/STYLES with dedicated pro-

fesstonal. At your txxne or WLA studio. 1st-

lesson free. No drum set necessary.
Neil:323-€54-6226.

GUITAR LESSONS
by professkxial near UCLA. All levels, guitars

available. Learn to play effortlessly!

www.JWGS.com. Call Jean at 310-476-

4154.

VOICE/PIANO COACHING; Broadway show
tunes. $2Q^r,$40 at your house. Studk) 410
N Rossmore Ave. 323-461-5204. David
Rishton All levels.

6600
Personal Services

I'KOOIRFADIMi SliKMCKS
(t<MM|f,) M. )',.,. I ;i|!i\,,.v, (,-|c| \%\1VV|S

CERTIFIED SWIM INSTRUCTOR will teach
swim lessons at your home. Individual or
group lessons at reasonable rates. Monrca
310-452-3897.

CREATIVE EXPERTISE
FOR MEDICAL
SCHOOL,
PERSONAL

STATEMENTS,
RESUMES

Personalized, professkxial service Disserta-
tion, editing, finalizing. Ace Words, Etc. 310-
820-8830.

FAMOOS LAST WORDS
\t|"M>M.
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FORMER ENGLISH TEACHER w/ Masters
from U-Chteago. edits/word processes dis-

sertations, proposals, screenplays, personal
statements, resumes. International students
weteome. WinstoWs 310-829-6171.

GRADUATION, BIRTHDAY, OR SUMMER
PARTY? Let us help or do it alll Chin Chin
restaurant fanrxjus lor our traditonal Chinese
cuisine Will cater your events from 1-3,000.
Last minute plans no problem. Dine in our
beautiful upper-patk). Delivery, catering, and
dtne-ln, everyone toves Chin Chin! 310-826-
2525

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING

CompffiH<wM>e DHMrttlanA>Ht»>ct
ThMM. Papart, end PeooMl SMem«ni>

PropoMis and Book*
imsrrMlional Studsnis Watcome S«nc« 1995

Sharon B«ar, Ph.O. (310) 47046«2
www.Bcar-Writc.com

6700
Professional Services

APPLYING TO
MEDICAL SCHOOL?

We specialize in helping pre-medk»l stud-

ents write their personal statement or sec-

ondary Visit us at:

med8tudent-online.com

HEAD SHOTS $99
SITTING PLUS digital file for unlimited
prints!! Weslwood location. Call Jennif-
er:3l 0-575-6638. www.jennifermoss.com

MEDICAL SCHOOL APPLICATION COUN-
SELING Counseling by recently graduated
M.D. Specializing In applicatton essays/inter-

view-skllls. Fee negotiable/nwney-back
guarantee. (3reg Freedman, M.D. 310-960-
3300/pager .

NEED IT TYPED?
Don't have time or indinalkxi? Professkxi-
al/degreed \*«nJ processors specializing in

i«g«i/0«ychological transcrlptton and lengthy
•oadsmic p«p«r«. (legible drafts please)

$3/f)Q. student rate. $50/mlnimum, $12/ptek-
up/deilvery Resumes/$40. 323-288-6805
any time.

uimrmiEDirm
Perjonol Statements, Papers, Theses,

Dissertations, Books, & Proposols

Comprehensive help by PhD from UC
Internattonol Students Welcome

(323) 665-8145
'

S !

VERSATILE, SENSITIVE, PROFESSIONAL
EDITOR for your book, stalled PhD., paper,
script. Concepts. Stmcture Ck>se text edit.

Can John at 310-306-0966.

7000
Tutoring Offered

AAA TUTORS CLUB
A HOME TUTORING sen/tee lor aH subjects,
gradM K-12. Lowest prices guaranteed! For
more infonrwitton call 310-444-0449.

7000
Tutoring Offered

CHEMISTRY. ORGANIC CHEMISTRY
PHYSICS, BIOLOGY. PHYSIOLOGY
STATS. By doctoral student, w/lots of teach-

ing experience. Fee negotiable/money-twick

guarantee. Call Greg, 310-397-0547

RESEARCH PAPER TUTOR. 4.0 UCLA
grad and pubUst>ed writer offers private tutor-

ing servk»s. 310-293-0884.

SAT CRASH COURSE
INTENSE TWO WEEK SAT Math Course.
Starts June 16-emphasis on tricks and mutli-

ple chok:e test taking skills. Call 310-413-
7620.

SUMMER TUTORING

ATTENTION MBA, LAW, MEDICAL
SCHOOL APPLICANTS! Frustrated devel-
oping your crucial personal statements? Get
professional help from well-known au-
thor/consultant.31 0-826-4445. www.wtnning-
personstatement.com.

For LV/ADD/special ed by PHD educator In-

dividualized program in reading, math, writ-

ing, grammar, ESL. 310-473-8911 or 310-
234-0774

WRITING TUTOR
Kind and patient Stanford graduate. Help
with the English language—for students of

all ages/levels 310-440-3118.

7100
Tutoring Wanted

EARN $120WK CASH FOR 10 HRS Study
while you keep a 13y/o company afterschod.
Drivlng&math tutoring. Call Gail 310-680-
8080.

ENGLISH AND MATH TUTOR for lOyr old
boy Few hours a week. Pacific Palisades.
SlO^r 310-459-7246

NEED SPANISH
TUTOR

For summer break. Prefer native speaker,

some experience teaching/tutoring. Call

Mike 310-268-7848.

TUTOR FOR HIGH School student. Review
Algebra 2 and Geometry over summer.
2hrs/evening totaling 6 hrs/wk. 10-min from
UCLA. 310-476-4205.

TUTOR WANTED ~
Procure profesor do Ingles. Debe ser brasi-

leiro. Fala Ingles Muito bem. Undergraduate.
Moro no Torronce Aulao a Minha casa. Ma-
rizete. 310-850-6482.

TEACH THE SATs

Need energetic people with

High SAT scores to prep

students 1-on-l or in classes.

All regions. $15-$25/hr Flex

hours. Car needed. Call Tom

310-448-1744

www.tutorjobs.com

7200
Typing

DOCTOR WORD term papers, resumes.
theses. dissertatk)ns. scripts. 310-470-0597.

WORD PROCESSING specializing in thes-
es, dissertattons, transcription, legal, psych,
resumes, fliers, brochures, mailing lists, re-

ports. 310-828-6939.

7400
Business Opportunities

$500 WEEKLY WORKING FROM HOME
Rush business-size self addressed stamped
envelope. M V A PO Box 6923-DB. Malibu
CA 90264.

COLORADO
Practtee for sale in beautiful Montrose Cotor-
ado. A great Western Slope town.
$620.00Wyr w/6 ops. 800-632-7155. ask for

Gerry.

Display
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Meditation Workshop / Free, Drop In

Thursday, 7 June from 445 fo 530
Ashe Cenfer 4th Floor Conference Room, #414

Chock ouf the Ashe Contor website for more informa-
tion, ask a health related question, even request an
appointment www.studenthealth.uclo.edu
or call 825-4073

ucia Ashe Center
. . . the health care you've already paid for.

TOPAY^S—
CROSSWORD PIJ77IF

ACROSS
1 River-mouth

deposit
6 Light bulb
measure

10 Truck parts
14 "Silas Marner"

author
15 Islamic VIP
16 Truant soldier
17 Factory
18 Band instrument
19 Scarlett's estate
20 It's now Iran

22 Mellowing
24 JAMA readers
26 Make fizzy

27 Get the oven
ready

31 Use a stun gun
32 Roof overhangs
33 Santa's helpers?
36 Came in first

39 Card after deuce
40 Tiny insects
41 Staff position

42 — Antonio
43 Is a peddler
44 Stan's co-star
45 Night flyer

46 Scuffled (with)

48 TLC providers
51 Sound-barrier

breaker
52 Predicted
54 Mall feature
59 'Dancing

Queen" group
60 •- to Rio"
62 Greek letters

63 Attired

64 Dot in the ocean
65 Tramp noisily

66 Wallet fillers

67 Sonny and —
68 Contented

DOWN
1 Johnny of

"Edward
Scissorhands"

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

F U D D

i
1

c H E Z

1
W o|oTf]

A M E N R A K E O P A L
S P E AIR A V E R K 1 T E
T S Pm 1 N El O P E N E Dqo A N K

1
S H 1 N E R IH o L 1 D A Y A O LiAM

E M 1 T ^iH G R U El L 1 N G
L O O T B L A 1 R I U R A L
M O N O R A 1 L A G A P E

A 1 L

1
B E F 1" N S ¥

S U B T L Y 1 L L S ^1
A L L 1 E S He] L 1 O P G A
N E T S

1
O A H U

1

A n 1 A S
N E R u N 1 T T O T E S
[s]PjA]Si T Y P E W A L T
6-7-01 ® 2001. Unltad FMture Syndtcate

2 She, in Cannes
3 Fish-story

expert

4 Large weights
5 Occasionally
6 — blanket:

party pooper
7 Mancnurian

border river

8 Shinbone
9 Acrobats' gear
10 Forty winks
11 Expect
12 Shouldered
13 Foundry refuse
21 Nabokov lady
23 Time periods
25 Beer mug
27 Cats and dogs
28 Sektom seen,

to Cicero
29 Level
30 "- Jude*:

Beatles song
34 Inc

,
in Britain

35 Suit pieces
36 Humorist

Rogers

37 Dog In

•Garfield"

38 Requisite
40 Like greased

lightning

41 Pacinoand
Unsar

43 Very large
44 Big bird

45 Rye and
pumpernickel

47 Can's
neighbor

48 Lofty

49 Type of

sprawl
50 Play in water
52 Datum
53 1982-63 MVP

Murphy
55 Popular

drink

56 On the summit
57 Humid
58 Catch a

glimpse of
61 The.- to

Wolfgang
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7500
Career Opportunities

7800
Help Wiiiited

•WORK/STUDY IN MADRID, SPAIN* In-

credible OpportunUy. Study Spanish and
work teaching ESL (no experience neces-
sary) to pay living/traveling expenses.
www.oleidiomas.conT/canterburyworkstudy

F/T OR P/T JOB OPP For more info, go to

www.assetfinderbiz.com

7800
Help W:uit<.'d

RN OR DENTAL STUDENT for MD office

near Beverly Hills on Saturday Afwis or P/T.

Top salary. Call 323-939-2111

TELEMARKETING
SALESPERSON

Telemarketing sales of cellular phones.
Comission only $60 per activated phone
line. Call Stacie 310-712-4900

7600
Child Care Offered

$$$ LOW PRICES $$$WONDER YEARS PRESCHOOL run by
UCLA grads. Ages2 5/6years. Two large
play-yards Open 7:30-5:30 Close to UCLA
310-473-0772

Looking to fit a flexible
job into your full-time

schedule?

THE BABYSITTERS
CLUB

Provides on-call sitter sennce to parents.
Days, evenings and weekends. 310-226-
2900.

7700
Child Care Wanted

BABYSITTER FOR TEN YEAR OLD. Fe-
nflialeonty. NeartiCLA. 3-4 hours twice a-
week. 310-475-1075. After 6 pm.

CARING RESPONSIBLE BABYSITTER
NEEDED for 5-year-old boy in Beverly Hills.

5-min from school. Hours flexible. Call 310-
858-1818 or page 310-236-7555

CULVER CITY FAMILY w/lyr twins + 3yr
old (boys). Need fun. experienced person
Looking P/T, night help Call 310-202-9255

PEMALE AFTER-SCHOOL/SUMMER
CAMP CHILD CARE/DRIVER for 2 kkJs
(10&13). 20-25hrs/week. Bel Air. Must have
car/references. Elizabeth: 310-472-9920
evenings/fax 310-472-9178.

NANNY/MOTHER'S
HELPER

for 7yr-old boy and toddler Flexible hours
Some travel w/family, especially weekends
Must be insured/licensed driver. Approx
hours 5-8pm. M-F and some weekends.
Flexibility&References a musti 310-446-
9970

If you're male, jn good

health, in college or have

a college degree, and

would like a flexible job

where you can earn up
to $600 per month
AND set your own
hours, call for details on

our anonymous sperm

donor program. Receive

free health screening

and help infertile couples

realize their dream of=
becoming parents.

310-824-9941
or e-mail us at

donors@ccb.com

(310) 472-7474 Located 10

NANNY: Ideal for child development or edu-
cation student. Weekdays 4-7pm minimum,
champing boy. age 5. beautiful Hollywood
Hills. 1-year commitment. Nonsmoker.
Guesthouse accommodation a possibility
Please send your details, qualifications, con-
tact to JAD007sns©AOL.com

PfT-FfT BABYSITTER
For 2&4 y/o boys Bel Air- 1 .3 mi from UCLA.
Play w/kids. prepare snacks, drive to and
from daycare. 310-788-0370,
shahrokh3 ©aol.com

Looking for fun, energetic students who lovd'
children and would like a job outdoors as a
general counselor. We also need specialists to
teach horseback riding, video making, swimming,
rock climbing, nature studies, or arts & crafts.

www.tumbleweed4ever.com
Call for a great summer!

Canyon Cr(^f>k <^ortc. C^^itrp

Cotfonwo SUipowfoy iwtwim Camp Hunt

o>»lO-»«.liawn.i|iart»iwlc«wpiiregrain)nlifmiil^Clt
««giw» iipwrw runng ind mtWmng m. cMip »*«»» ii(»

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT to real es-
tate broker. Mornings mandatory Car re-
quired Must know Word/Excel, be computer
friendly and type 40wpm. $9-11/hr 310-474-
4250.

PROFESSIONAL NANNIES NEEDED with
experience. Must be CPR certified, drive and
have chiW development units. $400 and up
per week. 310-229-5221.

RESPONSIBLE BABYSITTER needed for 2
chiWren (447). lOhrs/wk for 2days/wk. West-
side. Must have car/refererKes. 310-274-
1462

SUMMER viOB. Student needed to babysit
spoiled, but not bratty girls. 7 4 9. Weekdays.
4:30-630. Pickup from camp, 6/25-8/3'

$ia/hr Hancock Park. 213-380-5083.

$15-$23/HR BRIGHT. ENTHUSIASTIC peo-
ple to teach SAT prep and ALL Academic
Subjects. Transportation required. We will

train. Flexible hours Send or fax cover let-

ter/resume, Including test scores (SAT. GRE.
etc.) to ACE Educational Services. Attn Bar-
ry, 9911 W. Pwo Blvd. StePH-K. LA. CA
90035; Fax:310-282-6424. Positkjns avail-
able throughout LA and the Valley

•MOVIE EXTRA WORK* Beats all jobs. Start
immediately. Great pay Fun/Easy No crazy
fees. Program for free medteal Call-24/hrs
323-850-4417.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSfSTANT/BOOK-
KEEPER, Excellent computer and phone
skills required Flexible, part-time hours
$10-13/hr. Ask lor Esther btw. I-Spm. We
are national ftower shippers. 310-230-
0811 or Fax resume: 310-2X-4146.

AMERICORPS Positkxi:Help launch literacy

development program for preschoolers.
ChiW devetopment experience. Spanish-Bi-
lingual preferred. 33hours/week. Start
9/1/01. Julie. Connecttons For ChikJren:310-
452-3325.

WEEKEND AID for 13 y/o autistic boy Ex-
perience helpful Need car Salary $l3/hr
Flexible daytime hours Nancy 310-568-
4347 days. 310-306-2358 after 6pm
nblevineOyahoo.com

7800
Help Wanted

$$Get Paid For Your
Opinlons!$$

$15-$125 and more per

A GREAT SUMMER JOB in the North Coun-
ty/San Diego area. Rexible hours and days
Pays $7.25/hr plus bonuses. Brent 602-
418-2332.

Eam
www.money4opiniona.com

per survey!

easy
money

easy work
N«t Shy? Look good in a bitini? High

****'fll' outgoing bikini modols noMlod.

310-262-1126
•"^•*~- '• «* O'wr only. /ludHtontng
now for Sumnwr spot* No ixpartonm
rwMSMrryi F!•»•• hour*. MonudNy.

A PERFECT STUDENT
JOB!!!

AFTERNOONS DURING SCHOOL Fulltime
during Quarter Breaks and Summer Vaca-
tions! Work at ttie most famous tennis shop
in LA. Work experience not necessary. Mini-
mum pay $7.50/hr. "String for the
pros!"Westwood Sporting Goods. 1065 Gay-
leyAve. 310-208-62 1 5.

ACCESS TO A COMPUTER? PUT IT TO
WORK! Up to $25-75/hr PT/FT

,
www.EamE2bucks.com. 868-715-4646.

ART CAREER
OPPORTUNITY

INTERNATIONALLY-RECOGNIZED West
SkJe Gallery seeks Assistant. Quiet non-cor-
prate environmnet. Qualifk^attons: Art Back-
ground. Spanish fluency Detail-oriented.

$l0-12/hr-i-commis8ions and benefits. ' Fax
resume: 310-586-1712.

ASIAN FEMALE
Nude models eam $200-$800 per day No
experience necessary. Contact Chase:310-
261-5216 or chaseOsfasians.com. 18-^

years only.

ASSISTANT NEEDED. Windows proficient.

Car/insurance necessary. Accounting skills

preferred. Flexible hours No dress code.
$9/hour. Fax resume: 310-479-2402.

ADMIN ASSISTANT F/T position In Beverty
Hills Microsoft Offtee a must. Email resume
emptoymentOsaybrex.com or tax 310-278-
0038 More info 310-278-2750.

ADMINISTRATIVE
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT: Answer
Pfxxies. computer experience West LA In-
ternet Company. 310-558-9064 ext. 106. Fax
310-558-9065

ASST7SECRETARY
P/T OR F/r SECRETARY/ASSISTANT lor

Real Estate office. Flexible hours, knowl-
edge of Word and Excel $9/hour. 310-260-
2662

BASKETBALL TUTOR lor 12-yr boy 310-
454-7525

BASSISTA/OCALIST needed to complete
e8tablisl>ed LA Power-Pop/Punk band. Pro-
abWty and high volca a must. lNF>grMnday.
weezer. bHnk, mxpx. etc 310-839-3889.
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10965 STRATHMORE
Atrium Court

2bdrm/2bath. Avail July 7-

mid-Scpt. 2-parkin8 spaces,

exercise room, balcony,

Jacuzzi on roof.

$2100/month-nc8.

10980 STRATHMORE
APT #1

Sublet space in large 2-

bedroom apartment

closc2campus. Private-rcx^m

in July, shared rixim in

August—same negotiable

price! Shared parking.

Call Nicole

310-824-9896

'' **-.<>'

r

475 GAYLEY AVE
Available mid-June to mid-

Sept. $4S0/month. Close to

campus, friendly roommates &

manager. Looking for

female sublelter.

475 GkYLH
2bed/2bath 'apartment
looking for friendly

female roommate to skare

room. A/C, dishwasher,

parking, furnished. 6/25-

9/20. Negotiable. $500.

310-479-2235 310-824-5621

j?:rf>.. j^^v

512 VETERAN
Available mid-June

to end August

$425/month. Share room.

2bed/2bath. Female sublet.

310-443-8638

527 MIDVALE
Large 2bdnn/2bth

close to campus. Fully-

furnished, fireplace, balcony,

pool /Jacuzzi, gym, 2 garage

parking spots,

I $1750/month.

310-443-0645
310-443-8976

r.gjffTJg'ffnwi

7
QafUf. 6115 Hi3 1 lot

IJ4um paul). SpacMU lUUlU ^*maU
\

2mU. S1tS750/m^

3aIl3fO-20S-S5St

2-/>iirkiHff i/'iicci. rt\'tiiLMc

Jiilfl 1st f'cr 2 ifiMtthy .-A/C

Litiinhr}/. Jiiciizii 'Emtiil.

310-20S-225I
or 5IO-W-m&

KELTON AVE
Looking for female

sublcttcr(s) for Ibdrm. In

2bdrin/2bch. Part-furn.

Available 6/23-inid Sept
$925/nuh..

$462 to share.

CaU 310-824-53771

LOOK HERE!
69 1 Levering and

Strathmore
Spacious, furnished,

Ibdrm/ Ibth. Underground
parking, DSL, available June]

15th-mid Sept. $650/mth.

Call Erin

310-824-4644

l.'T^'^ 'tV-'AT
^&^('oia»«.

PRIVATE ROOM
converted living room)
for clean, quiet male or female

Pool/jacuzzj/laundry/parking/balco
|

ny/luxury Security building HaH
mile from campus $525/rTK>nth

Un/furntshed.

310-209-1675

S'P^CIOZIS

S'WSL'ET
Sminfwm campus.

S47S/month. Contact

'KfOifor'Ericat:

310-267-6374,
do(an_ i:e[[tj@fu)tmaiLcom

SUMMER

,l> iidveiiise jj! ihe Subiei Uukie c;
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403 LANDFAIR
Walk fo campus
Need 1-2 roommates to

have room. 2-bedroom/2-

bath. 7/3-9/13. DSL/Cable.

$438 or $872.

Parking Garage.

SIMIMIS*

424 mniN:
flSTDIBIIMII
Share Ibdrm/lbth,

kitchen/lhring room, walk-in

doset, balcony with

CLEAN/NON-SMOKING FEMALE
$500. June 2S-August 31 . 2001

.

310-28S^9947

437 GAYLEY
Pink Palace
BEAUTIFUL >8DRAViBTH.

W/;BAIC0NI[$. FRENCH DOORi.

SPACIOUV J UNDERGROUND PARKINCi

SPOTS. PARTIAUY FURNISHED LATE

JUNE 8/J1 $J150/MO PLEASE CALL

JULIE OR SILVIAAT

310-824-5542

v. ::<• iv-A«v;v

475 GAYLEY
WESTWOOD

Ibdrm/ Ibalfi in 2bdrm/2balh
apartment. Available mid-June
to mid-Sept. Need 1 -2 male

subletters. $800/monlh.

Negotiable.

310-208-9486

47S6liYLEY
iNM/inmHii

MZUH/Zn
—winiT II

I

IZRWHWHIBll
PMumm. Emnar cus i»

ciM.tn3/mi.

31(h208^79

iBBDROOmBBJH
R^RILfiBLE6/J9B/31 TOPFLOOR.

BRLCOtVd GRTEOPBRKIHG.

SPBCIOUS R/C $H00 TOSHRREOnE

BEOROOn.OBO

SHRIES K@HOTnRIL.COn

533GLEripocK|i 555 KELTON mmim
\^nv<H> and closi>

fo romput. n*ej 1-3 malp

roommol«>%

lor summ<>r. lUti/jbili, liitcltpn.

$ LW/monlL

310-367-8076

On€ bedroom with privote

balcony

In a two-bedroom

apartment.

GasAvater paid.

$750/month. OBO.

310-824-5496

2b4rmf2bth
Share room for summer
ufith mate. Students

preferred.

$390/month.

310-208-0985

DIRT CHEAP-
CALL ASAP!

1626 Granville
2bdrm/2bth.

J437.50/montti for your
own room w/bath w/patto.

Available June 19-late Sept.

310-207-8890
310-585-0887

DO YOU
LOVE CATS?

$ I 50 off rent
in exchange for cat care.

Spactous. furnished ItxJrm
apartrrient in Palms. Parking.
Close to UCLA Mature, quiet.

and responsible tenant.

June 20TAug 20

3 1 0-283-3525

FALL SUBLET
fifth female

nx)mmaLc needed to ^harc

2bdrm/2bLli apl. 6ept-Dec

fuWy furni-shed. $'330/month

516 Clenrock Ave, Nina

310^24^914

NDR-Beautifnl
2l>c(l/2bulli

KiUiulctI <Mi 23 ucrcH lush

ln>i>icul ftnMmd. PkM»l, IciiiiIh,

HfMi, lltiicMN center, ticeun |

breeze. Avuiluble mkl-June-

Mi<ISe|>U:nilier. jtl960.

310-827-7317

MIDVALE
M«|a 3bdrM aft.

MaHwMd llMn, Umst
hale—y fat WailwJ, 3

PALMS
Lui-{;r, Miinny Itrilrooiii

un«l privult^ Itath in H|»a<-iouN

upurtHH-nt for only $550.

Availaitir <»/IK-AugtiHl.

Datm n<*.(;olialilr.

310559^3225

SUBfMER SUBLET
ON VETERAN
2 Bedroom. 2 bath.

Balcony, Gated Parking.

Fridge. Dishwasher.

A/C. Available Mid-June.

$1600/mo.

310-209-0245

IDLY-AUG
2bed/ 1.5 bath.

2 underground parking.

Pool/BBQ.

$1600 available

through next year.

SUMMER SUBLET
Male to share

large room.

403 Landfair $480/montti.

Negotiable. 6/14-9/14. Pay only
j

July and August

310-208-9919

9)Nmps mux,
^r^ArMWVO^f/LAHDFAinl

tM6£ tettwA/ferw.

NiC€ PArio. fiUfPLACf

.

PA^iTiHG? »00/«AOHrM
JUt^ l'^£PT Is. Will

CoH$iD€J?

Tl!

SUMAAER SUBLET
CLUB CALIFORNIA
Beginning June 19th.

Female to share room in

2bdrm/2bth apt. Balcony.

pool/spa. gym,

^ F^ 1
H S»0KlW8l€T

1 3io%u3-\i^\ gn^^^i linMHIlllfl
1'^^™ — n

Display
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SUMMER SUBLET

Midvale Plazaii
ibdrm/ibth. Fully

furnished. Gated parking.

I

walk to UCLA, immaculate.
Quiet/safe dsl/tv/vcr.

A/C. Pool/Jacuzzl/gym.

310-208-4450

WESTWOOD
2BED/2BATH

$450. 527 Midvale Ave;
Ibdrm shared

w/pleasant roonnmate.
7/01-8/31. Furnished

Water Paid.

310-443-0415

WESTWOOD
6/22-mid Sept

1 260 Veteran Ave. Close to

bus stop, extremely quiet.

clean and cozy. Furnished

(except for desk and bed). 2
people. Please ask for Alice

or Regina.

310-231-4365 or

310-869-4332

WESTWOOD
BED HUGE

hardwood floor, living

room. Large balcony.

$1100. July-

September.

310-627-7339

WESTWOOD
share bed

In 3bed apartment. Imin
to campus. Washer/dryer
in apartment. Parking If

needed. Jacuzzi.

$475/month.

310-208-5364

WESTWOOD
2BED/2BATH
$lSSO/month. fully

furnished, underground
parking?. A/G. dishwasher,
balcony, bright. Available

6/19-9/19.

310-208-8925

WESTWOOD
512 VETERAN

2br/2ba, $1800/monlh.

($450 shared), 7/1-8/31,

gated parking, balcony,

water included, walk to

UCLA. hitomJ@ucla.edu.
I

310-824-1853

WESTWOOD
2 spaces

huge Ih/Ing room,
2bed/ 1 bath, large

kitchen, balcony, parking,

under $400/nrK>nth per

person. Walk UCLA,
PARKING.

310'208'7994

WESTWOOD
Furnished bedroom

and tuthrooni in furnished

2bed/both Dishwasher.

underground parking. 5min
walk to campus 6/18 9/10

S800/nK>nth. price/dates

flexible

310-210-0650

WESTWOOD
640 Veteran

3bdrm/2bth. Spacious, 4
parking spots. Controlled

access. $450/person.

Partially furnished. June 22-

Sept.22 Call

310-8M-S003
Price Nesotiable

WESTWOOD
Spacious

gorgeous 3bdrm
apartment. Close to

campus. Vacant doubles
and single. Available mid-
June thru mid-Sept. Call

Katie

310-267-8343

WESTWOOD
Summer .sublet

545 GlennK-k Ave#4()2. 2

month-s (July-Aug).

$5<KVm<)nth. Shiire rcwm
in newly huilt 2b<bTn/2hth

apt. Near UCLA.

310-208-7862

WESTWOOD
520 Kelton

#415. Begin JufMlS.
I bedrm avail in Sbdrm
apt. Largo w/pHvate
bath. Balcony, part-

fumishod, A/C. $775
(f388/sharod).

310208-4140

.*:V

WESTWOOD
BOARDING HOUSE

Rooms $250/mth. 11 Internet,!

premium cable, free k)cal

phone, weekly maid, shared

kitchen, on-site laundry, pool

table, basketball court, piano.

Manager on-stte.

310-209-8149

Laxarlaas apt
Large master bedroom

w/walk-in closet Furnished

Rreplacc, balcony Jacuzzi,

parking. Secure entrance.

Near bus. Mid-Iunc-bcg/Scpt
|

$850/mo.

lDipirt@l

1^ SUMMER

^I:
To udvmisL= iii ilie Sublet Gunk cid!

« i ^

PICK UP YOUR YEARBOOK NOWl

Yaaitmk OisiittMim is gaing on THIS WEiH Miy, from 10-jenn la taoma.
nek IP yrarywHlMok atm KereUNMlML

Brfog your 10 MidiVN la picftw yoir can •!On yea

7800
Help WnnKHl

BIOLOGY MAJORS
WANTED

TEACH CHILDREN BIOLOGY using live an-
imals Enthusiastic personality, leaching
skills and own transportation are a must. An-
imal handling experience preferred. $9/hr
Call 310-392-5909. www.theanimal-
guys.com.

CITY NATIONAL BANK tellers. Full time/Part
time. One year teller/cash handling experi-
ence. PC and Communication skills 213-
553-8289.

CLERK/SECRETARY. P/T, 10-20hrVwk.
Westwood law firm Filing, typing, laam a
lotOlaw. flexible schedule 1 yr commitment
required. Fax resume 310-446-9962.

CLINICAL EXPERIENCE
Clinteal technteian needed for ophthalnwtogy
clinic at UCLA Medk:al Center r^ ei9)eri-
ence required, pre-med and pre-optomatry
encouraged Call Dan 310-206-7475 or (ax
resume/cover letter Attn: Rosamarta 310-
794-2029.

COACH FOR KIDS
COACHING/SKILL building for 6 4 8 yoar-
oW boys, soccer and baseball. Brentwood.
Send (ax to 310-393-4553.

COACHES NEEDED
2001-2002 school year Girls VoMeyball. Paid
positkjns. 310-391-7127. CaN Qail ext. 248.

COMPUTER ASSISTANT NEEDED (or Ge-
ography Department. Know Mk:roeo»lOS,
MacOS. MSOfftee. and BOL. WW tiain on
UNIX 20hrsAwk, $10-12/hr Resume to Wil-
liam Zhang al wxhangOucla.edu.

COMPUTER SMART
Windows 2000 company in Brentwood. (Must
fwve car. $1Q/hour PT Daily 9:30. 310-471-
8686 ask for Hal.

CONTROLLER/BOOKKEEPER. West LA
company needs manager with accounting
and Qutekbooks experience. Excellent F/T
opportunity Salary negotiable. 310-473-
1333.

CdUNSELORS AND
INSTRUCTORS

In art swimming, nature, video and ropes
needed by Tumbleweed Day Camp. (Must be
reaponetole. enefgettc and enjoy working
with cMWren. 310-472-7474

CP SHADES
CP SHADES, national women's ck>tNng re-

tailerAmanufacturer based in the Bay area is

inten^iewlng for FT/FT sales in Its Santa Mo-
r>tea kx»tk>n. CP Shades offers challenging,

excitir)g environment, highly compeiWve sal-

ary, vacatton, health&dental. a free outfi^

every month, and a generous discount. Best
of all It's the chance to work for a friendly

growing company that makes domes that

you will want to own. Fax resume 310-392-
0586 or come by 2937 Main St. to apply.

CRA MAINTENANCE Seeks laborer lo woilc

flext)le hours maintaining equipment and
fadWies. Pay is $7.52-$9.37. CaN 310-206-
1399. Appik»tk>n8 avaNabie at Men's Gym
Rml4.

CSOs HIRING FOR
SUMMER AND FALL

Do good and get paid. Pay $8.47 to

$10.65mr Must be a UCLA student with 1+
academk: years remaining with a vaW driv-

er's livense. Phone; 310-825-2148. WEB:
www.ucpd.ucia.edu/ucpd/cso. E-mail:

csoOucpd.ucla.edu.

CUSTOMER SERVICE
SALES:

Frlendfy, energetk: people for salon sales.

$15-$25/hr. Can Bryan or Cherlee • 310-
820-2710.

r
'' V

Since 1919

Yncn aba purchase year yeamook during distrilHition for $481

luesttoK? Can Brulnllto at3ia82U64a
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7800
Help Wanted

DAY CAMP - SUMMER
Seek staff w^ummer home In or near the
San Fernando or Cone|o VaNeys. Oxnard,
SIml, Malltxj. misc. Instmctors & General
OOuns $2750-3500+ tor summer 888-
784-CAMP www.workatcamp.com

DAY CAMP COUNSELORS needed at

Westchester Family YMCA. Seeking energe-
tic leaders enjoying pre-teens. beactVaquat-
k:. New trips, arts and crafts etc. Steva:310-
670-4316.

DAY CAMP
COUNSELORS

Pali Camp now hiring enthusiastfc coun-
setorst Summer fun includes: jet skiing,

amusemem parks, beach days, paintball and
morel 19 and up. Call Jacque: 310-477-

2700x14.

DAY CAMP
Summer swimming, beaches, horses &
more, www.daycampiob8.com.

DESIGN INTERN-
UCLA RECREATION

LiCLA Recreation seeks student graphk: de-
signer to create promotkMial pieces, pubiica-

tk>ns,web pages, advertisements, flyers, and
T-shirts. Profteiency In QuarkXPress. Illustra-

tor, PfK>toshop, Dreamweaver, Flash re-
- quired. Contact Maureen Hetty at 310-206-
0197 or stop by the vk>hn Wooden Center to

complete an appik^tkxi.

DESIGN/SALES
Seeking designers/sales help for Italian

showroom specializing in medium-high kitch-

ens, battis, ctosets, furniture, PT/FT Dan-
ielle:310-397-1140.

DO CATS MAKE YOU
WHEEZE?

If you are anergic to cats, you may qualify to

participate in research study of an Investiga-

ttonal medk»tk)n. If you qualify, you will re-

ceive study related medk^tlon and up to

$250.00 oompensatk>n tor your time. If inter-

ested, please can Jonathan Corren, M.O. at

310-477-1734 ext.242

DOG LOVER'S NEEDED
Uttan Dog Is now Nring (or Full and Part

Time posMons. Ask for Kim or Jan. 310-445-

1447

DRIVER for 2 cNWren. Mornings and after-

noorw. Must have car and Insurarwe Padfk:
PaMaades. 310-454-7525.

DRIVER WANTED
Student to drive 10 y/o from UCLA camp 4
aftemoons/wk, 2hrs daily Some flexit)iiity.

Own car. Westwood. 310-480-6870.

EARN AS MUCH AS
$50/HR

EXCELLENT ENTREPRENEURIAL P/T
Sales Opportunity: Make your own hours. No
experience necessary. To receive more infor-

mation call 818-487-7270

EVENT STAFF/
SECURITY

For sports, oonoerts, TV shows, conven-
ttons. 1ft4- wNh dean background Great job

for students. You pk:k your assignments.
21»-748-7223.

F/T ADMINISTRATIVE
ASSISTANT

Hfslth care company In Weetwood seeks or-

gaiiized person for entry-level posWon. At-

detail neoeesary. Great BenefHsl

rteba2lle9aal.com or fax resume to

10-443-5258.

BWuea pi

tetWon to

EiWaN tebi

U2pi0-44

FEMALE ATTENDANT
10HRS/WK. $10/HR, 10 MIN TO UCLA. P/T

w/car Help disabled woman w/shopping.

errands, laundry, etc. Can 310-828-4686.

FILM FESTIVAL INTERN
F/T. Start immediately. Office and phone
sHMs are neoeseary. MUST be a MAC uaer.

Fax resume 31(M75-0193

FILM STUDENT
NEEDED to devek)p ptiysteal therapy train-

ing vMeo. Requires someone oapaMa ct at
aspects of production nacaasary to cfaate a
quaMyHnal product. Scheduled August-Sept
2001. Fee negotiable. Cal Kathy 310-399-

5663.

Are you a model.
or tMrfnt '" -"

IvOoking for all types

male/female models/actors

We also have Plus size & Oildrrn div

fOt pftM A iMM .fMiKM ciMnmcTviaU

No cxpericncr required No (ec\

saasL

Classifieds

825-2221

7800
Help Wiuited

FLASH 5
Flash animators/programmers to help pro-

duce games/cartoons for new online enter-

tainment netvM>rk. Publkrize your new/exist-

ir>g work ar>d stiare profits, www.p-d-

n.com/infoOp-d-n.com/3 10-989-3 1 1 4

.

FRIAR TUX SHOP
Formal wear sales and rentals. $9-

lo^r-fconrwnlsston. No experier>ce neces-

sary. PA-p/T poaWoni available. Can us in

WLA310-559-48SB.

FRONT OFFICE ASST
P/T FRONT OFFICE medk:al assistant. Fax

re8ume:310-246-4902

FT RECEPTIONIST NEEDED In BH sakxi.

Must tM ralat)le. able to work under pres-

sure, and obtain excellent customer sen/k;e

skills 310-278-5826. 9667 Wilshire Blvd.

FUN
SEEKING ATTRACTIVE. RESPONSIBLE,
MOTIVATED FEMALE to help me with my
Tea* Company. Excellent earr^ing potential.

Call Tracy. 310-824-5511

FUN SUMMER
Swimmir>g, horses, beaches and more.

www.daycampjobs.oom.

GIFT SHOP
$8/hr. No expeftenoe necessary. Cashiering,

working with paHenlB. UCLA Hospital. 2e-

venings, 3-7:30PM (days) 11:30-

6:00PM(weekends). 310-825-6069

7800
Help Wiinted

HONEST WOMAN. Stay Saturdays and
Sundays, days and nights with senior citizen

lady, StMmfian Oaks. NO deaning. $150
each weekend. 323-373-0530.

Hotel desk derk- P/T (momings/AM). West-
wood Village Hotel. 310-208-3945.

I COULD NEVER DO
SALES

That is what some of our top earners said.

We have a system that wodcs if you are

teachable and you believe in yourself

erKXigh. Looking for the toughest but most
rewardirtg of challenges? Orwe finals are
over give us a cal: 310-652-9572.

IF YOU LIKE WORKING W/CHILDREN, the

Culver Palms Family YMCA is hiring now for

Camp Counsek>rs. Apply at 4500 Sepulveda
Blvd.. Culver City or caU Cindy 310-390-
3604.

INTERESTED IN GERIATRIC CARE? Help
senkK dtizen In exercise, female. P/T. Need
own transportatkMi, doesn't mind reading
ak}ud, non-smoker Hours, salary negotiable.

Encino. Estelle, 818-789-2487. Call 12-6pm.

LEADERS WANTED
SUCCESSFUL ENTREPRENEUR seeks
like-minded big thinkers! INTLopp: 323-964-

5702

LIBRARY JOBS. Shelving and other stacks
duties, 12-19 hrs/wk. $6.83/hr to start.

STUDENTS ONLY apply at Young Research
Library Rm. 11617 or caH Antigone Kutay
310-825-6982.

7800
Help Wiiiiled

7800
Help Wimted

Mj Experietice Necesian
)4crL Vomen, diiidrm. gill ifges, si»,

raos. TV - Films - (xxninncials. Mif^na
for(lersutuil ittteri'ieti call mm

310.659.7000

MEDICAL CLERK
Full/Part-time. Computer knowtedge & t>llin-

gual prefered. Beverly Hills office. Fax
resume: 310-274-3419. Call 310-274-5704.

MEDICAL RECEPTIONIST Beverly Hills.

Flexible hours. Mainly afternoons. 20-25
hrs/wk. Salary negotiable Fax resume 310-

273-6082 or call 310-273-8568

MEDICAL RESEARCH
ASSISTANT Summer posltton. F/T-P/T. Fax
resume to 310-230-1980.

MODELH-ALENT FREE AUDITIONS for

men/womerVkkte (all ages) for upcoming TV/
fashion sfK>ws. commercials, magazines,
movies, and more. No experience. 310-

360-1240.

MODELS WANTEDI FM Produdions is cur-

rently hiring models for print an dvideo work.

Excellent pay-rx) experierKe necessary. 818-
785-6028.

MODELS WANTEDII!
Make up to $300 for a couple of hours doing
nude rrxxJeling, If Interested please call 213-
624-8599.

MODELS WANTED- Sexy Females for new
men's magazine, e.i. Maxim, Stuff, FHM.
Please Call, Anthony0323-81 6-31 51 or dig-

gideeOmediaone net or send photos to: S
Magazine. 302 North La Brea Ave #350. Los
Angeles, CA 90036

MODELS-PHOTO. Part time, 2-3 hours.
$25/hour Women's dress and blouse San
Gabriel Valley 626-793-5349 (evenings)

NEED TO MAKE SOME PT $$$? Will train

arxj sponsor assistant broker. PM wort<.

Guarantee^^x)nus. BH offk». Call Neil 800-
450-7585.

OFFICE ASSISTANT F/T. Entertainment.
Offtees is 5 minutes from UCLA. MAC com-
puter skills a MUST! Fax resume to 310-475-
0193.

OFFICE WORKER, light book-keeping,
computers, $9/fK>ur, part-time, momings. ex-

perience, Spanish a plus. Property Manage-
mentiConstijJctton. 310-386-7466.

OUTSIDE SALES
6 figure income in 3yrs. Retire in lOyrs. Inter-

net Company kx)king for irxjependent out-

side sales representatives. Get your own
exdusive territory nationally-You own hours.

Commisskxi Only Call Mr Lebowski 818-

887-7188.

P/T AND F/T SALES POSITIONS AVAIL-
ABLE: Upscale flower shop Creative, fun,

fast paced. Please call Lisa 310-278-1988

P/r FILE CLERK flexible hours, please fax

resume to:310-231-0337.

Attention UCLA Stu<dents

* Fun Environment
* 5-40 hr Schedules

* Flexible Schedules
* Scholarships Possible

* Conditions Apply * Great Resume Experience
* Time Off for Family Vacation * No Experience Necessary
* Training Provided * All Majors Welcome
* Part/Full Time * Customer Service/Sales

Local Office : 3 1 0-475-8283
Balcarsfield

LOS AWGFi F5: mvi<;iny

661-834-6e00 Burfaank

SOUTHLAND DIVISION

Ssnts Monies

Ventm
WostCovira

IHTtltiiQUHTAIM
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S«) Luis Obbpo
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Thousand Oaks
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805-474-9164
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Whittier
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Prr MEDICAL CONSULTANT needed In

Beverly HHIs. Will twin. Flexible hours. No
expedence r>ecaMaiy. Qreat summer job.

Please call 310-247-09e0.

PART-TIME CHILDCARE needed. Help
w/summer activnies. Rexttito schedule need-
ed. eveninga/Weelcends. Encino Mulholland
and 405 ad|a<»nt. Musi have car. Call Jack-
le:31 0-626-2466.

7800
Help Wiinleil

SANTA MONICA ATTORNEY Is looking fof a
FT/PT file derk and secretary. Hours can be
flexible. Must be able to type and speak
some Spanish. Please can Alita 310-452-
1441.

PART-TIME CUSTOMER
SERVICE

REPRESENTATIVE
For an exclusive fast-paced Westwood dry
cleaner. Outgoing, friendly. Will train/sales

experience a plus. 15-25 hours, momings or
afternoons, plus Sat. or Sun. $8-ia/hour.
Apply in person: 1600 Westwood Blvd. Or
Call: 310-474-8525.

PERSON WANTED to sell syndKated news-
paper features (columns and dartoons) to
newspaper editors throughout the United
States Major university or UCLA Graduate.
Must read newspapers and be comfortable
meeting newspaper editors in person. Send
resurDe via fax 310-440-8934.

PERSONAL ASSIST.
BARTER: Busy healer/bandleader needs
personal assistant/organizer to work and
dean in exchange tor therapeutk: mas-
sage/energy work. Beth 310-31 3-0958.

PERSONAL BOOKKEEPER NEEDED Ex-
periences and refererices a must. Few
hours/week at Palisades home. 310-573-
1891.

SECRETARY/RECEPTIONIST Summer
Time help, Fax Resume to 310-450-1311. or
E-maH: rgOpmsmart.com.

SUMMER CAMP
COUNSELORS

Decathkxi Sports Club Located in Pato Alto
6/25-8/17. $78-$92/day. 9am-4pm. canv)-
iobOyahoo.com

SUMMER DAY CAMPS
San Fernando or Conelo VMeys. Oxnard,
Simi, Malibu. Misc. Instnjctors & General
couns. $2750-3500* tor summer. 888-784-
CAMP www.woifcatcamp.com

SUMMER JOBSI WEST Los Angeles day^
camp hiring energette counselors, Hfaguante,
and specialists. Call Tiffany at 310-399-
2267.

PRODUCTION
ASSISTANT-DIVERS

UNDERWATER PRODUCTION ASST certi-

fied Industry standard pay Check out
www.freedlvir>gfiim8.com Need dive gear.

Thomas:31 0-850-6482.

SUMMER JOBS...GET
PAID EXPERIENCE

West Los Angeles. San Fernando Vlalley.

Santa Clarita Valley Simi and Cortejo Vaiey
areas. Receptkxwst, File Clerk, Admin. Assis-
tant. Customer Servtoe and MANY OTHERS
needed. Work as much or as seldom as you
Wke-you decide! Come to the offtee dosost to
you:

BARfllNQTON STAFFMQ SERVICES
Santa Monica 310-453-1519; Thousand
Oaks 805-494-8695; Burbank 818-954-
0094; ViBilencia 661-294-9046; ^foodland
Hlli 818-703-8658. Our servk:e free to ap-
plk:ant8.

7800
Holp Wiinli-d

SWIM COACH NEEDED From Sep-Nov tor

private middle school. Must have previous
experience, CPfl certified Interview* dufing
June-July. Rachael 323-461-3651.

TEACHER AND ASSISTANT TEACHER
NEEDED. School age day care center, full

time summer emptoyment in Van Nuys;
Sports, Crafts, Trips. Swimming, etc. Must
have BA wHh minimum 24 units in chito

devek)pn>ent courses. TeacNng credential is

preferred. Good Salary. Lenny 818-894-
0330.

TECHNKJAL SUPPORT Answer customer
questtons. Knowledge of NT email, websWea
helpful. Ckwe to campus, flexible hours 310-
828-9900.

TWO POSITIONS AvaHabie In WLA olftee.

Baste computer/offtee duties. PT/FT, min
four hours a day Call Jerry 310-473-1333.

UCLA RECREATION
SUMMER CAMP JOBS

GREAT MONEY! GREAT TIME! We need
er>efgatic people to be surrwner camp coun-
selors. Pay Is $7.38-$11 00/hf. Morning, af-

ternoon, aN-day shifts avaHabie. Cal 310-

206-1787. AppHcattons available at John
Wooden Center.

7800
Help Waiitod

WESTSIDE YMCA now Nrtng summer teen
camp directors. Start date ASAP. May devel-
op into pemtanent poalttoa Cal Uura Skibo
310-477-1511«rt1635 Of mal resume to
11311 La Grange Ave. LA. 90025

WESTWOOD VILLAGE RESTAURANT
Needs delivery driver. AM/PM shifts. Must
have valU CA Driver's Lteense and cunent
Insurance. Can 310-873-1388.

WLA PICTURE FRAMING SHOP. Charles'
Custom Pteture Framing. Sales, ptoture
framing, will train. P/T. Ask tor Charles 310-
474-8661.

WORK from home In the US or In an Intema-
ttonal business. 24 hour message 310-884-
8748.

7900
Housesitting

EXPERIENCED HOUSE SITTER AVAIL-
ABLE 7/27-8/4 MATURE FEMALE. Profes-

stonal. working P/T m LA. Impeccable Local
References and housesitting experience.
Great wHh an interior and exterior plants. Fee
negotiable. Other dates available, theachas-
sin9att.net 914-945-0245.

QUICK MONEY
P/T- Insert updates in library books. 5-€hrB.
Flat fee $60-70. 310-277-8438.

RELAX & IMAGINE
Research study espedalty seekir)g ttwse
with pante-disorder/pante-anxiety attacks,

though not required. Contad Chris Nikolai-

dis. Ph.D. CandMate Chris ©fuller.edu. 626-
584-5535.

SUMMER OUTDOORS
FUN WORK WITH CHILDREN IN EX-
CITING J-mtk day progranu 2-week
Sierra Sleapaway. June 2S-August 24.

Experience with water activities.

$330+bonus/week. Can 310-826-7000 or
www.SlerraAdventureCamp6.com

UCLA RETIRED PROFESSOR seeking na-
thre Polish grad/undergrad student for edit-

ing, word-processing Polish hterary text tor

good pay! 310^72-3601 after 8pm.

WANTED: People who want to tost weight.
310-884-8748. 24 Dour message.

WE WORK FOR THE MOVIE STUDKDSI
Come work tor us! We are looking for bright,

independent, project coonHnators to help us
reclaim our social Rves. Must be wMing to

work weekend and weekday hours. Fax
resumes to 310-840-5809 or email to mcaru-
soOtasonline.oom.

8000
Internships

ENTERTAINMENT INDUSTRY INTERN-
SHIP Leading Muste Maifcattng cofT^Mny
seeks summer Mem. Ha^ promoie banda-
such as Limp BIzkit. Nelly Furtado. Nine Inch
Nails. Counting Crows Candiate must earn
coHaga credit to partteipate In this unpaW in-

ternship. Can Rob M 323-930-3141.

EXCITING INTERNSHIP
WESTWOOD ATTORNEY. MEDIATOR/EN-
TERTAINMENT: Excaflent oofT^)uter skWs;
offtea e>(pailanca raquirad; job to contnua
through year flaidble hours. Contact ad-
minOMadtoteWest com

Eim
trailn.

WEBSITE SALES!
4rn $4,00Q/mlh working from home. WW

train. See www.lprofltrww net for details. Call

310-804-7885 or email resume to
mteheieO lpowerportal.com

REWARDING/FUN
Summer Swimming, beaches, horses &
more. www.daycamp)obs.com.

SALES POSITION available for internet e-
• commerce company. Salary+commisston.
Call 310-234-0784. Fax: 310-234-0786.
Email: Jot}sOeledrobuy.com

SUMMER SPORTS
CAMP COUNSELORS

Prime Time Sports Camp Is now Wring tor

summer 2001. Sports background and ex-
pedertce working with chiWren required.

9:30AM-3:30PM. M-F 6/25/01-8/31/01. WLA
and Palisades. Peter310-288-4i32.

SUNSET CANYON REC CENTER seeks
ARC Certified, responsttle indlvMuals to

work as lifeguards and swim instrudors dur-

ing ttie summer months. CaN 310-825-1059.
AppNcattons avaH at SCRC.

WEST LA BASED MEDIA COMPANY
ener^tte, outgoing IndivMuals to train, learn,

and sell advertising rT>edia. Pay based
against commlsstorts with up-side opportuni-
ty. If you are consMering a future in advertis-

ing, media, and sales please contad Roger
at resume Oparicmadla.oom or fax 310-432-
6100.

WESTSIDE YMCA Now hiring Class B and
bus drivers. Must have certilicatton. Start

date ASAP Cal! Laura Sklbo 310-477-
15llext.l635 or mall resume to 11311 La
Grange Ave. LA. 90025

RLM INTERNSHIP
ACCLAIMED PRODUCER seeks moth^ated
interns for summer 2001 Please fax
resumes to Commolton PIdures
attn:Mtehelle 310-432-2001.

INTERN FOR METLIFE FINANCIAL sende-
es! In Century City. Up to lOhrs/Vvaek. CaN
310-407-3076.

SUMMER RESEARCH/
MOLECULAR BIOLOGY
INTERNSHIP. Biochemistry undergrade
needed tor UCLA surrMner reeearch In btoln-

formattes/computattonal molacular biology.

Must know baste btochamMry. Computer
sMNs needed (preferably UNIX) Dr. Pettit:

310-206-4748.

We haveSuWWermtlons available.

rheycLA
Looking for 4^

flexible hoursr
$9-76 per hour "

PLUS BONUS

TIRED OF BORING
SUMMER WORK?

Chance for travel, experience for resume,
and approximately $7000. 3 spots avail-

able. CaN 310-234-2603. Ask tor Kyah.

8100
Personal Assistance

PERSONAL
ASSISTANT/NANNY

JUNE ie-JULY 30. $2S0i^vaak. Responsible
drlvaf^needed for two chUdran (11A12 years
oW) to and from camp and vartous activilies

in Padfte PaNaades. M-F Light chHdcare and
enanda. Cal Kathy 310-717-3708. 310-459-

7009. amal katkameekOadcom

*Convenient Scheduling

(Mon.-Fri. evenings & Sat.Sun.)

*BuiId Your Resume

*Speak Directly to Alumni

We are an equal opportunity employer
**

CaD Sandin for Appointment

J310-794-0277
' 1083 Gayley Ave. 4th

email caIlcenter@suppoilucla.edu

Classifieds

325-2221

UPBEAT PA FOR
AIDS PATIENT

10-20 hoursAiveek. $l0/hour. Oulias Induda
dog waMng. chaufleuring to appointn>ents.

prapadng Hght lunchea. Reliable car a must.

323-931-8362.

8200
Temporary Employment

HEAD FRESHMAN BOYS BASKETBALL
COACH: Experience piayir>g and coaching
needed . $2800-3200 for the seaaon. 5 days
a week from 2:30 to 5:00. wNh a few Satur-

day games. The season beglne in November
artd mna thiough February Please fax

rasumaa onlytl Fax to 310-288-3286

8300
\/ohjnto(»r

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED: At St. Liz Hoaptoe.
wa wM train you. plaMe caN EN at 310-624-
9798.

[Volunteers Needed
Sf»«t %«» ,4inn.»f wortrin* w«l« ktdk mfr^ ft I*

«*»(. Ml ,m,fn<n, m,tm mnt «aUM^ n»- Swnm«
I

IVw«Mn .UM 7a WIU McmrUv Krtrt., mmn »fnn
Wr- mt' kw jtuti hi l.iiH-t^ nn<l W-ritt ••

_^il£iBS.fc«;_^J3_farinoff tnTofiiHMtcM

housing
8400 9800

8400
Apartments (or Rom

"WALK TO UCLA WESTWOOD. Singles,
itxlrnVlt)lh. 2t)dnfn/2bth. Pod. )acuzzi. vvalk-

In cloeets. fireplace. fulHdlchan. gated ga-
rage, instant broadband avaM. www.kelton-
towera.com. 310-208-1976.

•WESTWOOD VILLAGE, MIDVALE N OF
LEVERING. LARGE 1 AND 2-eDRM APT.
GARDEN VIEW. DINING ROOM. UNIQUE
CHARM. FRONT AND REAR ENTRANCE*
310-839-6294.*

1-MINUTE TO UCLA
1 bdrm. furnished, bright, dean, quiet, secur-
ity entrance, large cloeets. carpet, pool, lyr
lease. $120(Vlmo. 310^24-1830.

1BDRM LUXURY APT. 1416 1/2 Kelton.

Guest bthrm. office, petto. AH brand-new
Newly remodeled, hardwood floois. ^^""^
A/C, crown mowing. Consider pet. Open da^^
Hy 10-6. $1990.

2&3BDRM
LARGE, bright, view. Microwave, oven. r»-

Mgrnttor. dishwasher, waahar/diyar In unit
21-ft. )acuz2i on roof. WMdng dbtanca to
UCLA. 310-475-0607.

424 LANDFAIR
Single apartment available Sept 1. Next to
UCLA. Large room w/keparata kitchen and
bathroom. UtUities included. $89S/month
310-459-1200.

APARTMENT FOR NEXT YEAR- »1A)1
Palms. 2bdmV2tth. $1475Mtonth. $1450 de-
posit Underground parking, naw, spactoua.
near freeway/bluebus. 1-year-laaaa. Jaaaica
310-880-5109.

Diamoflid Head
Apartments

Summer Discounts
5/Mirt r«m? U«w AMMtoOte

SInsle $1045
1 BO $1860
2 BO $1645

2 BD w/loft $a01

5

660 Veteran
fi08-S251

WESTWOOD PLAZA

BACHELOR
AVAILABLE NOW

fvvestwood Village

I
433 Kelton Ave.
(310)208-8685

1 Bedroom from $1225
2 Bedroom from $1700

Extra large luxury units include:

• Fully equipped kitchen

• Central hMNng and air

• Extra clostt space
• Wettar In selected units

• Private balcony

• 2 Bdroms have 2 batfis

• Intercom entry & gated parking

'wMhl

Inlcgralfd Pmpeity Services. Iik,

Display
206-3060

Daily Bruin Classified

8400
Apartments for RtMJt

APARTMENT FOR
RENT

Large 1 bedroom. i bath. A/C. fireplace, bal-
cony. f>eated pool/spa, all kitchen appli-

ancaa. $1250/month. 310-824-1640

BACHELOR: Large and bright Smiles from
UCLA. North of Wilshlre. Close lo bus and
shops. $S85/mth. Evenings 310-858-7760

BEL AIR- guest house, dog ok. Pool, beauti-
ful view, yard $750 310-395-RENT.
viiww.westslderentals.com

8400
Apartments for Rent

* PALMS *
4B0, 38A LOFT TOWNHOME, FR

CENTRAL AlfVHEAT, GATED GARAGE.
SEC. ALARM. CAT OK

3670 MIDVALE AVE. $239S/MO

2B0. 28A TOWNHOME, FR CENTRAL
AIRA^EAT, GATFD GARAGE.

SEC ALARM. CAT OK
3614 FARIS DR. $1395/MO

• MAR VISTA *
BEST 2BDRM IN WESTWOOD! Quiet,
quaint, charming. Parking, hardwood floors.

Walk to campus. Lease for sumn>er only-
starts immediately $2000/mth w/nea. 310-
443-7954

BEVERLY HILLS
2bdrm/ibth. Hardwood fkwrs. front and rear
entrance, stove and refrigerator. Quiet, nice
area. 142 S. Reeves. $170a/mth. 310-273-
6639

BEVERLY HILLS ADJ. 1&2BEDR00M
$895«UP LARGE. UNUSUAL CHARM.
SOME SPANISH STYLE W/HARDWOOD
FLOORS ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS
310-839-6294

11 91 3 AVON WAY.

11748 COURTIEIGH OR.

12738 CASWELL AVE.

12630 MITCHEa M/E.

12741 MTCNBl AVE.

$1295/MO.
$1295/MO.
$1345/MO.

$1345/MO.
$1345/MO.

4BO, 48A TOWNHOME. FR CENTRAL
AIR/HEAT. GATED GARAGE.

SEC. ALARM. CAT OK
3854 BEETHOVEN ST. $249S/MO

Op«n HouM Mon-Sai 10 - 4 PM
") 391-1076(310)

:

BEVERLY HILLS Adj $1095 2+2 RENT-
RAX.COM 213-380-6903 Agt/Fee.

BEVERLY HILLS Adj. $550 Prvt rm, Rent-
rax.com. 213-380-8248 Agt/Fee.

BEVERLY HILLS Adj $625 Stdio RENT-
RAX.COM 213-380-8692 Adj/Fee.

B6V€m.Y HM.L8 Adj. $725 U1 RENT-
RAX.COM 866-900-RENT AgtTFee.

BEVERLY HILLS-apartment. upper, hard-
wood fkxjrs. fumished or unfurnished. $795.
310-39S-RENT www.westsHierentals.com

BEVERLY HiaS. Spacious, private, room,
A/C, month-lo-fnonlh. large kitchen, very
daan. $490. 310-395-RENT. www.westeWer-
antals.com

NEAR UCLA, ibdrm. wood floors, new paint,

1 -year-lease, $1000/month 8 unit buikjing.

Available now! Betty 310-479-8646.

ONE BEDROOM available after 6/15 and
7/1. Central air and heat, fully equipped
kitchen, jacuzzi, laundry, undergrourxl park-

ing. $1250. 520 Kelton. Call 310-208-7483.

OWNER'S UNIT
WEST LA PRIME Upper, front, owners unit.

2bed/2t>ath. Fireplace, large bak:ony, wet
Ofltf. Near UCLA. Redecorated.
$1950/month. 310-390-4610.

PALMS
2BED/2BATH. Available 7/1 $1450/month. 2
parWng spacas. 310-559-9852.

BRENTWOOD
North of Wlahira. apacloua 380/2Bath,
uppar. W balcony. Naw dWwMMher, refrig-

erator, stove, etc. Quiet 8-unlt bidg. ^ gar-
den sundeck. $2395. 11921 Qoahen Ava. #4.

Open SaySun or by appt 310-571-0293.

BREI4TWOOD APARTMEfTT. Upper, yard,

tots of doaats. parking, minimum lease, June
1. $800. 310-39S-RENT www.waatsUaren-

CULVER CITY. Unfurnished, 2badrooms.
modem appiancaa, eiecalant ctoeal apace.
carpoft partUng. $765 310-395-RENT
www.weaiaKiafafaaia.oojn

HUGE SINGLE AND ONE BEDROOM
$000/mo.& up. One bdrm for $12S0&up. One
Wocfc from campus. 644 and 650 Landfalr.

310-824-0319.

r^
GLENROCK

• •

APARTMENTS
GLENROCK

AND
LEVERING

vSingle, 1&2
Bedroom Apartments

\- 3 Blocks to Campus

- Rooftop Sundeck &
Spa

- Fitness Room

Study Lounge

Laundry Facilities

Gated Assigned
Parking

Individual alarm
systems

MUCH, MUCH MORE!

RESERVE YOUR

APARTMENT NOW!

SUMMER '01

FALL'01-'02

PALMS- $104S/Ano. 2bdnTV1 .5bth. ParWng
for 1. June 26. $1151/nx). 2b6fm/2b»\
ParMng for 2. July 6. 1-year lease.

http://slies.netscape.net/buczacz2/home-

papa. 310-396-3572.

PALMS. Bachelor, parWng. bright, doaa to

avarything. $430. 310-395-7368. www.waal-
idafamala.oom

PALMS Single apt from $600, 1-bdmi $700,
$600/$700dapoalt. 1-year lease only-laat

month fraa. Stove, refrlg. ,carpets, vert.

bUnds. 310-837-1502 LM, 8am-5pm.

REDONE LOFT-UKE UNIT/CLEAN PAL-
LETE. One baditxxn open airy lloorplan

w/lerrtfic powerful views at Century City.

High celllnga.racasaad lighting, bamboo
fkxMing, new appliances, new battwoom. flt-

Onga and fixtures, wal(-4n ctoaet, mM-century
Ngh rise on WHshha corridor. PooVspe, new
gym, guaai auNas for rent, vaiat paridng,
large downataira k>bby, easy access off

Warner. Broker 310-459-9283. Asking price

$225.000.

SANTA MONICA $1200 2+1. gar. REI^-
RAX.COM 213-380-8248 Agt/Fee.

SANTA MONICA $625 Prvt rm. pkg RENT-
RAX.COM 213-380-8733.

SANTA MONICA $675 Bach, pkg. A/C
RENTRAX.COM 213-380-9018 Agt/Fee.

SANTA MONICA $790 U1, Indfy RENT-
RAX.COM 213-380-9431 AgtTFee.

SANTA MONICA Adjacent, upper, unfur-

nishad, Ibdnn, bakxtny high caWngs, walk-
in ctoaats, carport parting, month-to-month
$750. 310-395-7368. www westslderen
tals.oom

SANTA MONICA garden style apartment.
1 bed/1 bath, hardwood t\oon. paricing. $890.
310-395-RENT www westskJaranlals com

SANTA MONICA HOUSE Ibdmn. yard, Stor-

age. garage $1200. 310-395-RENT
www.wastsk1erentals.com

SANTA MONICA House. Unfurnished,
3t)drms, high ceilings, hardwood fkMrs,

bright, yard. $1650 310-395-RENT
www.westsklerentals.com

SANTA MONICA OCEAN-VIEW. One bed-

room unfurnished/furnished apt. $2000-
$2600. Luxury 2-t-l t>edroom. furr>lshed

$4000. Walk to 3rJ Street Promenade&Pier.
310-399-3472.

SANTA MONICA STUDIO, $875. walk to

market/bus, street paridng, available 8/5.

Oarage, $i50/month, avalaMa now, 1234
14th Street. 310-471-7073.

8400
AfinrtiiKMits fnr Rfiit

SANTA MONICA. Apartment lo share, pri-

vate room, full kitchen and living facilities.

month-to-morMh. share utilities. 310-395-

RENT. www.westsklerentals.com

SANTA MONICA. House, unfurnished.

Sbdrms, hardwood floors, w/d, garage.

$2000. 310-395-RENT. www.westsideren-

tals.com

SANTA MONICA. Lower, unfurnished.

2bdrms. great k)cation parking. $1100. 310-

395-RENT. www.westsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA. Prime apartment, refrig-

erator, stove, month-to-month. $790. 310-

395-RENT. www.westsiderentals.com

SANTA MONICA. Private room, refrigerator,

stove, parking included, month-to-month.

$385. 310-395-RENT wvwv.westsideren-

tals.com

SANTA MONICA. Unfurnished. 2 bdrms. 2

tMiths. refrigerator, stove, parking included.

$1295. 310-395-RENT. www.westsideren-

tals.com

SINGLE APARTMENTS. $900/month. Up-
graded carpeting, freshly painted, pool, laun-

dry, secured entry, very clean building, 1-yr

lease, no pets. 310-208-2820.

SINGLE WITH SEPARATE SLEEPING
AREA Close to campus Quiet street Utili-

ties included $900. Open House Sunday
June 10, 2:30pm-4:30pm. 310-475-9620.

SPACIOUS 3bdrm/2bth apt. Beverly Hills

adj. Large master bedroom suite w/bakx>ny
Must see to appreciate. 1 -year-lease. David
310-657-4623 days. 310-854-0623 even-

ings.

VENICE. Craftsman style duplex. Cat ok,

yard, utilities inckided. $525. 310-395-

RENT www.westslderentals.com

WALK TO UCLA. WESTWOOD. Large,

beautiful 2bdrm/1bath. $1500/month. Hard-

wood fkwrs, high ceilings, t>ak:ony, parking.

Grad students only 310-824-3355; 213-486-

8086.

WEST LA
2bdmV2bth/den. $1495. lOmin to UCLA,
large bedrooms, new carpet, fireplace, dish-

washer, bakx>ny, AC/heat, paridng, laundry.

Available 7/1. 310-253-9875.

WEST LA
26ED/2 BATH. Beautiful carpets, drapes,

bukNt ins, urban view. 2 Paridng Spaces.
$1100. 310-670-5119.

WEST LA. ONE-BEDROOM $950, Ck)aa to

bua/tnartcet. 1242 Barry Ave. Just soutt of

WHshire. Available Sept., 1-yaar-laase. No
Pats. 310-471-7073.

WEST LOS ANGELES $650 Studk), RENT-
RAX.COM 213-380-8036 Agl/Fae.

WEST LOS ANGELES $800 1+1 A/C RENT-
RAX.COM 213-380-8248 Agt/Fee.

WEST LOS ANQELES-guest house, pet ok.

Rafrigaralor, stove, nK)ntt>-to-month $495.

310-395-RENT www.westsklerentals.com

WEST LOS ANGELES, (upper), Ibdrm. re-

frigerator, stove, gated paridng, quiet, dean.
$695. 310-395-RENT. www westsideren-

tals.com

WESTWD. WALK UCLA
Small 2bdmVlbth, $1625 and ibed/ibth

$1300 & $1450. Paridng. stove, refrigerator,

laundry room. Available end of August.
Beautiful hardwood ftoors-carpets. Large
2bed/lbath. beautiful hardwood fk>ors.

$1750 & $1850 310-824-2112.

WESTWOOD
Excellent tocatkx), walk to campus, Nk:e
unit in quiat garden setting. Utilities in

eluded. $650/month. Prefer mature, quiet

adult. 310-208-7864

WESTWOOD $1225 2+2, RENTRAX.COM
213-380-8903 Agt/Fee.

WESTWOOD $550 Prvt. rm. pkg RENT-
RAX COM 213-380-8903.

WESTWOOD $600 Bach, Indry RENT-
RAX.COM 213-380-9431 Agt/Faa

SANTA MONICA, north ol Wilshlre. 1-todmi,

$1200. Remodalad. Stove, fridge, patio.

Near ocean. No pats. 323-462-0507.

SANTA MONICA 1400SG.FT, 3BDRMS,
2BATHS, CARPETS. LAUNDRY. PRIVATE
PORCH. $1850. 310 395-RENT www.wast-
8klarantals.com

WALK TO UCLA
WWW. keltontowers,com

310-208-1976

Classifieds

825-2221

WESTWOOD $695 Stdio, A/C RENT-
RAX COM 213-380-9018,

WESTWOOD $850 1+1, A/C RENT-
RAX.COM 213-380-8692 Agt/Fee.

WESTWOOD APARTMENT for Rent Single,

fumlahad, 2-Mocks to school. $800/month
310-824-4951. 543 Landfair Ave.

WESTWOOD APARTMENT Ibdrm/lbth,

utHMas ifKAjded, pool & laundry. Ntee, dean
& quiet. IMust see $l250/month. 1 -year-

lease. 310-208-3797.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE: Unfurnished 1-bed-

room, $1400, 10990 Strathmore. Fumished
Ibdrm- $1360- 547 Landfair i year lease

No pets. Avaiable Sept. .310 471-7073

WESTWOOD. BechekK, $795, utilities pakj.

no paridng. l-t>edroom. $1400, 3-car parit-

ing. 10M3 RoabHng, 1-yaar lease, no pets,

avaHabia July. 3 1 0-4t i -7073.

WESTWOOD-FURNISHED DUPLEX. Walk-
in closets, pool, yard. 310-395-RENT
www westsklerentals com

8400
ApciflmcMtts for R«.iit

WESTWOOD 2BDRM/2BATH $1450 AND
UP TILE KITCHEN. STEPDOWN LIVING
ROOM. HIGH CEILING. CHARM 1 MILE
SOUTH OF WILSHIRE SOME W/BAL-
CONY.3 10-839-6294.

WESTWOOD. Across UCLA, upscale, one
and two bedrooms, full-kitchen, air condi-

tioned, parking, one year lease, 445 Land-
fair. Taking reservations 310-824-1969.

WESTWOOD Fumished, studio, Ibath, re-

frigerator, stove, dishwasher. $550. 310-395-
RENT. www.westsklerentals.com

WESTWOOD. Walk to UCLA. 2bdrnV2bth,
gated paridng. rooftop spa. quiet buikling,

accepting reservations for Fall. $1975-
$2300. 512 Veteran. 310-208-2655

8600
Condo/Townhouse for Rent

MALIBU. Pel ok, 1 bed/1 bath, pool. yard. Ja-

cuzzi, utilities & cable Included. $775. 310-

395-RENT. www.westsiderentals.com

PALMS
2t>drm/2t)th upper Available July 2nd. Balco-
ny, appliances, security building and paridng.

#12 Blue Bus to UCLA. $1250. email luluin-

laOyahoo.com

8700
Condo/Townhouse for Sale

IMAGINE OWNING/LEASING WILSHIRE
Corridor/HiRise single, 1or2bdrm $115K-
$250K. Walk to4X;LAAAIIage, 24hr/»ecuffty

Spectacular views, pool, Jacuzzi, sauna,
valet service. Agent-Bob 310-478-
1835ext.109.

LOVELY CONDO
PALMS; Lovely centrally kx:ated 2bdmV2bth
separate sweet-style condo. Pool, exercise
room. Motivated seller. $248,000. Call agent
310-748-9323

WESTWOOD Hooded with sunshine! 1-

bed. 1 -bath condo w/some rnountain views.

Security, pool, spa, gym. saunas+more.
Part(+Tennis courts across the street. Walk
to Westwood Village. $209,000. Sheri/Re-

max 473-6156.

WESTWOOD. Sharp 1 -bedroom, 1-bath,

condo w/haw carpet+paint. City lights view.

Bright. Security, FP, pod. spa+sauna Spa-
ckMis bakx>ny Good ctosets. Walk to West-
wood VINage. $222,000. Sheri/Remax 473-

6156.
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9300
Room for Help

DOG SITTER/BABYSITTER RESPONSI-
BLE, FUN ATHLETIC FEMALE UCLA Stud-

ent needed for 10-year-okJ girl. June-August.
Walking distance lo UCLA. 310-470-4662.

FREE ROOM & BOARD
Urtwn Dog is k)oking locr a night supervisor.

Ask lor Kim or Jan. 310-445-1447

MUST SEE!
WLA, large one bedroom with balcony, large

closets, spacious Ijathroom in 2-story, 3bed-
room townhouse: intercom entry. Laundry,

pool, walk to bus. 15min to UCLA. Female
only, $572/month. Kate:310-592-2585. Avail-

able 7/1.

NEAR UCLA
LIVE-IN WITH UCLA EMERITUS Family
near campus. Free Room and Board in ex-

change lor help with home/family/etc. Need
CDL and car. Begin 6/01. Male preferred

310-472-1944

ROOM IN ENCINO
PRIVATE ROOM AND BATH in Encino in ex-
change for light housekeeping duties. 310-
783-0831.

ROOM/BOARD IN EXCHANGE lor P/T
home care. Earty AM/late PM, 5 days/wk
Near Campus, nice WLA area. Experience
Preferred WLA 310-312-0815.

9400
Room for Rent

BEVERLY GLEN: Extra large master bdmi
w/private bth, sky-lights, in great home,
roomnwtes are young profeJJskxials. cle^n,

quiet, 5min to UCLA. $90a?nth Call Bob
310-475-3334 for details.

BRENTWOOD F/NS/NP Females only Bed,

batf)&full access to large, beautiful home.
Share w/famHy. $750. 310-395-0623.

PALMS: Bright, clean, freshly painted private

room In large apartment. Utilities, garage,
cable, nk» neighborixxxl, convenient to all.

Females $625. 310-450-0182

PRIVATE GUESTROOM WEST-
WOOO/WALK UCLA- beautiful house w/pri-

vate entrance/batfVlMckyard. Laundry/Kitch-

en privNegas. N/S female tenant. $755+utlll-

ties. 310-446-9556.

8800
Guosthoiiso for Rent

CHARMING
GUESTHOUSE

walk 1/2 block to UCLA. Ibdrm, living room,
kitchenette w/ 3/4 bath A paridng. Available

7/1A)1. $925. 310-576-3369.

8900
House for Rent

2bdrm/2bth
REMODELED CONDO QUALITY UNIT
w/hardwood/tHe fkxjrs. Granite counter tops,

dishwasher, paridng, laundry, available now.
$1975 and $2500. 310-276-8505.

CHARMING HOUSE with washer/dryer and
bonus storage space. 2bdrm/lbth On Na-
tional and Armoacost. $1615. Please call

213-740-0427 or 310-478-7414.

9200
Housing IMoodod

HOUSING NEEDED
OUTGOING, RESPONSIBLE female sopho-
more needs private bedroom/t>ath, paridng.

Will pay up to $675 if utHities included 818-
687-6443.

HOUSING NEEDED
Trying to rent your space In ttie West-
wood area or neart>y? Have a great deal?

Eaaiy solve your rental problem with one
almple caN. Avokt the hassle of renting 3
UCLA studenta are seeking a 3 bedroom
apartmer^t. iKXJSe, guesttXHJse or corxlo

to share to move in June/eariy July lyr

laaae only, NO SUBLETS Must include

1-2 paridng spaces and be reasonably
priced. Plaaae call Stephanie:3 10-702

6455 (Leave message).

OUTGOING FEMALE JUNIOR needs pri-

vate room lor 01/02 school year Will pay
$650. Prefer female housemates. EmaH:
wardOuda.edu

RECENT COLLEGE GRAD is willing to do
houseworit, exterior and interior in exchange
for posslbie own room/board 818-749-6162

UCLA STAFF PERSON
Saaks housing for 3 nights/week, can pay up
to $300Anonth and do light chores In ex-

change. 310-794-0622

REDUCED RENT
In exchange for househoM assistance. Walk
dog. kitchen duties. Beautiful fx>nne, use of

facilities. Pleasant, responsible and tkly im-

portant. Available 6/1. 310-202-0782.

ROOM FOR RENT IN BEL AIR. Fumished
ttathroom. separate entry, own garage. Very
quiet, beautiful view. Uo smoking. 10 mins to
UCLA $l075-everythlng IncKjded. Call for

more inforrrtatton 310-472-7374.

ROOM FOR RENT IN FURNISHED
HOUSE, female wanted. Must be Non-smok-
er, responsit)le. Utilities-included Amenities
5 miles from UCLA. $850/mth 310-475-

1306.

ROOM FOR RENT IN

WESTWOOD
$725. Private bath in 3bdmV3bth house. 2
bkx:ks from Westwood Blvd. a mile from

UCLA. Big house, quiet neighbortxxxl. 310-
441-1450.

ROOM FOR RENT IN WLA- Sawtelle. Own
room/bath. Student houselioW. Convenient
location. Mellow neighborhood. $600/mo.
Email rT«rt>le_90024 Oyahoo.com.

ROOM FOR RENT Small house in Brent-

wood. Female grad student, non-smoker.
$800/month. available July 1. Call Leslie

310-820-2294.

ROOMMATE WANTED Female grad-stud-
ent. Light cooking, 2-3 dinners per week.
Rent negotiable. New Brentwood Home.
Fax; 310-476-7284.

ROOMS In large Beveriy Hills house, grad
shJdent preferred Kitchen privileges, wash-
er/dryer, pool, needs car. $530/mth. Call

Abby:3 10-275-3831 or 818-783-5151.

WANTED: Quiet male graduate stiJdent.

Lovely fumished bedroom w/mk:rowave and
fridge. A/C, near bus. Lease, quiet, referenc-

es. $500/nK>-utillties included. 310-312-
0669.

WLA ADJACENT
TO SANTA MONICA/BRENTWOOD. Private

room and t}athroom in luxurious corxlo. Se-
curity buikling, paridng available.

$750/month, utilities included. Available

5/30. Call Linda 310-442-5215.

9500
Roommates-Private Room

ASIAN/OUIET/CLEAN/MALE. Near bus
stop Westwood/Pteo. 3-mo min stay Re-
quired 2 rafarancas. Private bedroom share-
bath. $395/montti. w/utllltes, kitchen priv.

$40/day 310-475-8787.

Display

206-3060
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W.TRACK
From page 48

gauge where they stacked up against many of

the top teams of the country.

"It's one of those (meets) that has the feel of

a national meet with pretty high ex(>ectations,"

Distance Coach Eric Peterson said. "Our kids

stepped up to that level well."

The Bruins held tight to their

No. 1 ranking for all but a few

weeks of the season.

Winning the 4 x 800-meter relay at the Texas

Relays, April 5-7, was an«arly sign to Peterson

and the rest of the coaching stalTthat the 800m
runners were going to go further than they

ever had.

'it was the first time competing in that

event, and it looks as though we have as strong

a team in that area as any other school,"

Peterson said after the meet.

Three of the five Bruin 800m runners.

junior Ysanne Williams, freshman Lena

Nilsson and sophomore Tiffany Burgess,

ended up qualifying for nationals, while sopho-

more Jessica Marr barely missed the qualify-

ing time.

"Never as a coach have I had more than one

person qualify in one event," Peterson said,

"and it's an indication as to how strong our

team has been in the 800m."

The Bruins held tight to their No. I ranking

for all but a few weeks of the season and

entered the NCAA championships with that

No. I mark in tow.

Taking IS athletes in 13 events to Eugene,

Ore., the Bruins were favored for the title

along with rival USC and South Carolina.

The Bruins and Trojans had faced off two

times during the season: at the dual meet on

May 5 and at the Pac-IO Championships, May
19-20. Both times, UCLA secured bragging

rights after they prevailed in the 4 x 400m
relay, the last event of both competitions.

"Good teams find a way to win, and we

found a way to get it done," UCLA Head
Coach Jeanette Bolden said after the Pac-lOs.

"I think the momentum from our dual win

over USC carried over for us into (Pac-IOs),"

she continued. "Winning the Pac-IO is very

important to us. In some ways, the win here is

sweeter than the dual victory. Hopefully, the

momentum from this win will carryover for us

into the NCAA."
But it wasn't just about the relay at those

two meetings. At the dual meet Jones edged

out USC junior Angela Williams in the lOOm

to garner the second-fastest time going into

nationals. And at the Pac-IO Championships,

Bolden decided to rest Jones in light of the

shin problems she had been suffering from

since the indoor season. But it turned out not

to hurt UCLA, as Williams false-started in the

lOOm.

Just two weeks later, the two Southern

California squads brought well-balanced

teams to Oregon's Hayward Field, where the

title would be decided. And at the NCAA
Championships. Williams just edged Jones out

in the 100m finals, and the more experienced

women ofTroy took home the crown.

But the three seniors shone during the week

in Eugene. Tolson took home the shot title and

second in the hammer. Perry wrapped up sec-

ond place in only her second heptathlon and

competed in 1 1 events in all. Jones turned in a

gutsy performance in the 100m to close out her

career with the highest finish in the event dur-

ing her college years.

Now with a strong freshman presence on

the team, the Bruins look good for the next few

years.

MARY CIECEK/Dally Bfuin S«nia Suff

Freshman Adia McKinnon competes in

the 400m at the NCAA Championship.

YEAR-END
From page 41

"the midseason, UCLA was in contention

for an NCAA berth. Although the team

did not get to the big meetJunior Bryan

Green qualified as an individual.

Women's cross country: The Bruins

were without former indoor track mile

champ Kate Vermuelen, who left school,

Kelly Cohn, who quit the team and

Elaine Canchola, who was redshirted.

But they still had some good races. Senior

Tina Bowen made the NCAA
Championships as an individual.

A ROLLER COASTER RIDE
Just where do we put football and bas-

ketball, where just about no one agrees

on the type ofyear they've had? Easy. Put

them here, where "roller coaster ride"

can mean any and everything.

,

FootbaD: The season opened with the

Bruins beating two No. 3 teams in the

first three games -prompting then-quar-

terback Ryan McCann to say he didn't

understand how anyone could say

UCLA wasn't the No. I team in the coun-

try. It ended with the Bruins losing 21-20

in the Sun Bowl to Wisconsin. Along the

way the Bruins lost in triple-overtime to

Cal 46-38 , beat Stanford 37-35 to just

meet the minimum requirement for a

bowl berth, and then lost to 'SC 38-35 to

make it two wins in a row for them.

Men's basketball: Winners or losers?

There are those who call a Sweet Sixteen

finish good, others who find it merely

acceptable, and others who will call for

Lavin's head nonetheless because they

just don't like him.

How do you define a season when a

team went from losing to Cal State

Northridge to upsetting top-ranked

Stanford? How do you define a season

when Athletic Director Peter Dalis

showed hints of wanting to replace Lavin

with Rick Pitino, while the team used that

to inspire them to even greater play?

It cannot be defined. So just admit that

this year was yet another chapter in the

mystery book of UCLA basketball and

move on. From bad losses and bad near-

losses to a 11-2 run all the way to the

Sweet Sixteen, the season was, at the very

least, the wildest ride in town.

M.GOLF
From page 43

^'Wc wcfc disappointed,"

Merrick said. "We knew what

we had to do and on the sec-

ond day we were right there,

but it just didn't pan out for it."

Only one Bruin continued

as an individual. McLachlin

finished 16lh overall.

They were disappointed

with their finish at NCAA
Championships. After all, they

didn't come just to play and

they didn't come to be happy

to be there - they came to win.

And they didn't even make it

past the first two days.

But despite that, they know
this much: compared to the

bleak, questioning days of the

early spring season, it was an

achievement that they even

made it that far.

And the experience the

team gained this year bodes

well for next year.

"I'm very happy for our

young guys to get experience,"

Kohut said of Merrick and

Conway, the true freshmen.

"And everybody comes back

next year."

Looks like some guys

played to their potential after

all.

9500
Rooninintes - Privnte Room

BEAUTIFUL. LARGE, SUNNY 2-bed/2bath

to share. Female non-smoker preffered. Full

amenities Safe rwighbortKxx). $955.66(wa-
ler-paid) WLA/Palms Alison. 310-558-3123.

31 0-286-81 11 (pager)

BRENTWOOD. $822/mo. Unfurnished pri-

vate bedroom/private bath. Laundry. AC.
Gated parking. Int. entry. Female only. Cat
friendly. 310-979-9939.

BRENTWOOD: Private room and bath to

rent. Great k)cation. With parking. Available

June 1st. $740/mth. Call 310-826-6635

MAR VISTA. Ovwi furnished bdmfi/bth In

2txJrrTV2bth apt. Gated parking, washer/dry-

er in unit. Prefer female graduate student.

Non-smoker. $550/rTK)nlh. 310-398-8908.

ROOMMATE WANTED to share Santa Mo-
roca apt. Furnished room w/king-bed, cable

TV, private bath, washer/dryer in unit.

$600/utilities included. 310-453-2902.

SUMMER SUBLET. Spack)us Loft. MW-June
to mkJ-September. FuHy furnished, gated
parking, 15 minute walk to campus.
$600/month. 310-824-7648.

UP TO 3 ROOMMATES Wanted for sum-
mer/school-year. Spacious 2bed/1bath,
kitchen, corner Landfair/Roebling

$1650/rTK>nth. Sign lease in June. Chapki
310-209-1656.

WESTWOOD
Aslan/Oulet/Clean/female to rent private

bd/bt in 2bd/2bt^k>ft for entire academk:
year Close to campus, indoor parking.

$600/rTxxith. Available asap:310-445-7702.

WESTWOOD
South of Wilshire. clean and quiet, beautfful

room In house, $70(ymonth+utilities Con-

tact: rT>ed707Oexcite com or call 310-285-

9264

WESTWOOD: Fun. outgoing female k>oking
lor 1-2 female roommates to share
2t)dmV2bth apt! Available 8/Dl or 9/01. Call
310-209-26651

9600
Roommates-Shared Room

GAYLEY NEXT TO UCLA large room to

share In 2t>dmV2t}th. private ootkIo. FuMy-

fumished, bakx)r^. garage, nort-tmoking fe-

male only. $500Anonlh. 310-206-7748.

LUXURY WESTWOOD
Wanted or>e roommate. k)cated a mNe from

UCLA on Wilshire. 2bed/2 1/2 bath,

$500/month, 3-monlh lease. 626-482-9716.

WESTWOOD. 1-2 person needed to share

room In 2t)dm(V2t>ath luxury cornlo on
Wilshire. Parking. Low nr\. Pool, Jacuzzi,

Tennis courts. Erte-3 10-475-3413 pager
310-915-2611.

WESTWOOD Across UCLA. A/C. bakjony.

dishwasher. k>oking for someone to share a
room In large 2Bed/2bath apartmerM. 6/1-

9/1. $550/month. Scott:3 10-869-2746.

WLA- Own bdrnVparking & shared bth in

3bdmfV2bth to share w/one female A 1 male.
Near 406A10fwy. $517^utNlliM. Ava« ASAP.
31(M77-8861.

9600
Roommates-Shared Room

FEMALE ROOMMATE lor next year (non-

smDUng)-«harB room: Kalion. Smin to UCLA.
Laundry. Jacuzzi. WMer. Appfox. $400.

EmaN in221 Oyahoo.oom ASAP.

9700
Sublets

,$600 TO SHARE 2bdrm/2t>ath apt in WLA.
June 21 -Aug 21. Fully furnished. Contact

Todd. 310-559-0977.

$SOOobo. 679 GAYLEY. 3bdrm/3bth. 1 bk)ck

from campus. Irxloor parking, gated. Newl
Up to 4 people Available 7/1. MarleUe 310-

208-0455.

10980 STRATHMORE APT #1 . Sublet space

in large 2-bedroom apartment ck>se2cam-

pus. Private-room in July, shared room in Au-

gust—same negotiable price< Shared park-

ing. CaH Moole 310-824-9896.

11021 OPHIR SUMMER SUBLET: Huge
Itxlrm. available mid-June to end of Sept. 1

parking-space irx:hjded, hardwood floors.

$700/mth ObO. 310-824-5422

ibdnrVlbth: m 2txlrm apartment in Palms for

July arxl August. No srrxjking, no pels. 310-

559-7877

403 LANDFAIR. Walk to campus. Need 1-2

roommates to have room 2-l}edroom/2-

bath. 7/3-9/13. DSLA^able $438 of $872.

Parking Garage. 310-209-8156

437 GAYLEY: Ptnk-Pal«ce. BmuIMuI.
Shared master-txlrm w^prlvan bati. Male
roommates, amoMng on bateony. secure un-

derground-parking. $500/mth. End of June-

Aug31.Bobt)y 310-824-1326

475 GAYLEY. 2bed/2bath apartmeni tooklng

for friendly ftmale roommate Id ahara foom.

A/C. dialwiaaher. pariclng. furnished. 6/25-

9/20. Negotiable $500. 310-824-S621.

512 VETERAN Spadous 2-lMKlroom apt

tor JuyAuguat subM. A^. Mcony. l-paik-

Ing space. DSL. cable, roof-top-Jacuzzi.

$42SAnonih to ahara room. 310-624-5548

9700
SuhlfMs

527 MIDVALE. Large 2bdnTV2bth ctoae to

campus. Fuliy-fumlshed, fireplace, bakXHiy,

pool/)acuzzl, gym. 2 garage partdng spots,

$175(ynrxxith. 310-443-0646. 310-443-8976.

558 MIDVALE. Share bedroom for cheep.

SpackMJS hardwood Itoor apt. Parking irtdud-

ed. Fully furnished. Looking for a female 8ut>-

letter. CaN Angela 310-206-8682

631 KELTON: Female roommate needed
from Jur)e t6-Augu8t 6. Shared room fuNy

furnished apt. $325 for 6 wksl Cindy 310-

824-1599. sonnet70ucla edu

ATRIUM COURT PENTHOUSE MW June-

Septemt>er(nego(iable). Ck}6e to campus.
2tx)mV2bth 2 paridhg. Furnished w/big

screen TV/Premium Cable. $1650 per

month. 310-824-2597. ^^^
ATRIUM COURT PENTHOUSE. 5min walk.

Need 2-3 people. July-Sept, or Jan. Spa-

clous 2t>d/2bth. 2bak:onies, park-

ing/gym/spa. $625/mo. Male/Female ok.

310-267-7714.

BARRINGTON/PICO. Need 1 female to

share in 2bdrTn/l.5bth. End of June- end of

Sept. $425/month UtiWiae paM. 310-312-
0276.

BEAUTIFUL
APARTMENT!!

to Sublet, NOW until mkl-September. Very

ctoce to caflfipusi Landfair and Gaytey

Laiga/apackHN Ibdrm/ibth Big enough foi

two or even twee people 2 PARKING
SPOTSI Haidwood Itoors. big kitchen, very

brightAarge windows. Back door off kitchen

leadkH) to iMindry facility and garden area.

PATIO off of tt>e bedroom—great for summer
bartjeques. Peffact summer apartmenti

$15(Xymonth. or $75(Veach for two people.

CaR 310-267-8401.

BEAUTIFUL 2-BEDROOM APARTMENT
Hardwood floers, partdng. full kitchen. Abeo-

kjtely gorgeous. Must be aeenltl $1800/mo.

Cal Mar)orie 310-206-2120

BRENTWOOD. Room for rent Summer
only. $6S0/monlh. I^imlehed. f>rivate bath

Street parking. Drive/bus to campus. 310-

440-6080.

CLOSE TO UCLA. 2-be<y 1 -bath. 2-part(ing

spaces, available July 1st for 2 months. A/C.

Laundry. Jacuzzi Email. Sual_al9ya-

hoo.oom. 310-206-2251 or 510-713-1838.

F/U.L SUBLET FWh female roommate need-

ed to share 2bdrm/2bOi apt Sept-Dec. FuNy

fumlshsd. SSSfymomh. $16 Qianroctt Ave.

Nina:31(Va24-8014

9700
Sublets

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED lor the

summer to share 2txJrm/2t)th w/3 other non-

smoking femalee. Ctoee to-campus, fully-fur-

nished, partdng- $45CVmth. Sabrina 310^24-
3850 r

FEMALE ROOMMATE(S) needed to share

2t>dmV2blh apL July-Sept. Ctoee to campus.
DSL. gym/spa. 310-267-6072, all-

hlesOuda.edu

FEMALE TO SHARE fumlehed one bedroom
apartment. Orw btock from UCLA 3 peridng

spots. $42S/month. Robin 310-824-7140.

HOUSE 4 SUBLEASE
Bel-Air. 3bd/2.Sbath. $3S00Anonth, unfur-

niehed. $440(ymonih furnished. Shon-term

sublease. Huge IMng room, breakfast aree.

den w/vlews. WW ftave riew carpet, hot tub

optkxwi. Great for student/ teachers. ALSO
Westwood Sublease. ibdrm/ibth

$1200/month. Sfiare space w/others In

4bdrmcondo. 310-477-0070.

HUGE ONE BEDROOM apartment 628
Levering. Avalabe June-Sept. Indudestwo
partdng spaces, laundry, one bath. Mike or
Josh 310-208-5907.

MAR VISTA: Own bedroom&tMthroom In

2tx}rm.. Twins to campus! Cable/gym/sau-

na/pool Furnished. $499obo Keith 310-915-

I08l.ktsui0btotogy.ucla.edu

MDR-6eautiful 2bed/2bath situated on 23
acres tosh tropical ground. Pool, tennis, spa,

fitness center, ocean braeze. AvaNable mto-

June-MM-Seplember. $1960. 310-827-7317.

ONE BEDROOM open July, August. Ctoee to

campus. Pool, laundry. PARKING, only

$750/month. Veteran/Levering. Call 310-

824-3541 Mike or Chrie.

PALMS 2 rooms tor June arxl/or July. $500
own tMth/bakxMiy $450 share bath Easy
parking. Female only. Chrlstina:3l0-415-

9967.

SPACIOUS SUMMER SUBLET Smin from

campus. $475/month. Contact Kelly or Erte

at:310-267-6374, dolan_keltyOhotmail com

SUMMER SUBLET ON VETERAN 2 Bed-

room. 2 bath Balcony, Gated Parking.

Fridge, Dishwasher. A/C. Available Mid

June. $l600/mo 310-209-0245.

SUMMER SUBLET 520 Kelton $370obo.
Pay 2 monttw onlyl 6/25-9/15 Male to siwre

room. Furnished w/single bed, desk 310
824-5947.

SUMMER SUBLET Female roommate
needed for Private Room in 4 t)edroom, 2

battvoom apt on Kelton. Dates Flexible CaH
JiMan at 310-208 2406.

9700
Suhlets

SUMMER SUBLET JULY-AUG 2bed/1 5

t>ath. 2 underground parking. Poot/BBO.

$1600 avaHabie through next year. 555 Kel-

ton. 310-443-5743.

SUMMER SUBLET. Sirathmore/Landfair.

Large ibdrm/ibth Nice patto, tirepiace.

paridng! $ii00/rrK>nth Jovm 1-Sept 15 Wilt

conetoer short sublet. 310-443-1168.

SUMMER SUBLET: Midvale Plazall

ibdmrVIMh. Fully furnished Gated partdng.

Walk to UCLA. Immaculate Quiet/safe.

DSL/TV/VCR A^. Pool/JaouzzWQym. 310-

208-4450

WANT TO SUBLET FOR THE SUM-
MER? Reach thousands of potential

roommates for Ue^. www.west-
sidersntals.com 310-365-RENT.

WESTWOOD 2BED/2BATH. $450. 527 MU-
vale Ave; ibdrm sharod w^plaasani noom-
mate. 7/01-8/31. Furnished Water Pato. 310-
443-0415.

WESTWOOD bed, huge hardwood ftoor, liv-

ing room. Large batoony. $1100. July-Sep-

tember 310-627-7339.

WESTWOOD- 512 VETERAN. 2br/2ba,

$l800/month. ($450 shared), 7/1-8/31,

gated pariung. bakxxiy. water irKluded, waBc

to UCLA hitomiOucIa edu 310-824-1853.

WESTWOOD. 6/1 7-7/31/01 (negotlat>ie).

Fully Furnished Heve own room in a quiet

apartment corT>plex. Parking, pool, A/C.

Quiet, responsible female preferred.

Cal:310-208-6868.

WESTWOOD Beginning 6/25. Female to

Share room in rnce, contemporary, spadous.

2txlrrTv/2bth. Quiet neighborhood. Ctose to

bus. $375/mth Camlla 310-478-7076

WLA. 1755 PURDUE Female, non smok-
ing. Private room In ItxJrrrVlbth In apt 6/25-

9/15. $700/nx)^hatf utilities Furnished Near
UCLA, busltna«1 310 477 6186. upasa-
na7l Ohotmall com

WLA. Luxurtous apt. Large master bedroom
w/walk-in ctosel. Furnished. Fireplace, bal-

cony, jacuz/i. parking Secure entrance
Near bus. Mto-June-t>eg/Sept $850/mo lux-

apartOhotnuH.oom.

9800
V.u..»tMMi Rentals

BEAUTIFUL. SPACIOUS YOSEMITE
HOME surrounded by tan pines Ctose to

everythir)g. FuNy Equipped, 5000' elevation

sundeck. reasonable rates 818-765 1028.

www.yoeemite .istoveiy.com
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Williams early on due to an ankle

injury.

The Bruins still had a successful

season, beating every team they faced
- including Stanford on the third try -

with the exception of BYU, to whom
they fell for the second time in the sea-

son in the NCAA title game.'

SoAMI: The Bruin Softball squad

goes deep in tradition, but they were

stopped short of their ninth NCAA
title for the second year in a row, this

time by conference rival Arizona, the

only team to beat UCLA more than

once this season.

Going into the championship

game, the Bruins were 62-5. The key

to that game was Wildcat pitcher

Jennie Finch, who had shut out the

Bruins twice during the regular sea-

son and did it again in the title game.

Arizona ended the Bruins' season

with a solo home run from catcher

Lindsey Collins in the fourth inning.

Women's track: They went into the

NCAA Championships as one of the

favorites to win it all. The Bruins

encountered more than a few fluke

occurrences throughout the competi-

tion, including the 4 x 100-meter relay

team not finishing the race because of

a botched handoff between the first

two legs. The Bruins just couldn't

seem to gain any momentum until the

final day ofcompetition, but by then it

was too late.

And With only a handful of their

athletes having national-level experi-

ence, the Bruins were beat out for the

tide by USC.

NO SURPRISES HERE
And then there were the teams that

didn't shock us in any way, shape or

form, whether they were really talent-

ed or really mediocre.

I: Going into the 2001 sea-

son, the Bruins appeared to be in dis-

mal shape, having lost 1 1 players to

the draft the year before. Although

late-season injuries prevented the

team from breaking into the NCAA
Tournament field of 64, the Bruins

had a good year, going 30-27.

Men's track: The team did not

have enough depth to contend for an

NCAA championship, but throwers

Scott Moser, Dan Ames and Nate

Marum, along with hurdler Kyle

Erickson, advanced to the champi-

onship meet. Moser was the highest

placing Bruin by taking home third in

the discus.

Women's volleyball: The Bruins'

season started strong with the No. I

rank, and everyone wanted to knock
the squad off. But with the early loss

of middle blocker Angela Eckmier,

the Bruins had to quickly readjust.

After a rigorous preseason, the

Bruins survived an up and down con-

ference season to reach the NCAA
tournament. The Bruins advanced to

the quarterfinals, where they fell to

Wisconsin in four games.

Men's cross country: Head Coach
Eric Peterson's first season with the

team was supposed to just set the

foundation for future years. But by

SeeYEAII-CND,pa9e40

State of the art

Laser Hair Removal

New Cooling Unit
Reduces Discomfort

Call for our

SLASHED Summer Prices

Dr. S Heaps/Rapoza - OB/GYN
OOO UCIA Medicca Plaza #383^-

(310)208-2772x18

Bruin Pridtf!

^^LA^JEANS mdk^ gcu f>rcud.

^^Wf t

UCLA PARKING
ENFORCEMENT PUBLIC

NOTICE
In accofdance with California Vehicle Code (CVC) section

40203.5, effective July 1, 2001 the following parking citation

fines will be:

CVCSediitini3(t)

Parking on Pwlic Grouuk:

(t) NoPennitDispbyed/InvalklPuiiutDi^liryed

(b) White Curb

(c) Green Curb

(d) Yelk>wCurt]A)vettimePiria<

Hms.

$40

CVCSectiMinU
NoStoppii^/RedQt/Zone

CVCScditalim
Expiied Meter

CVCSecfiM2im
Out of Matted Stwces

SdOOO

^® ^"ilHIN^^ ^o introduce

UCLA JEANS. Show your
Bruin spirit? ,,,;^^m^

DESCRIPTION

SIZE UCLA JEANS
MEN WOMEN MED. BLUE
^' ' QjlARKfiLtfL
to to I—

I

42 ,j Q TINT BLUE
tvcNNUMm <w>NM«M jd] BLACK

EnMil m: lyki@pdc.net

CuMomerSayioe: 323.846.7290

/Vic^: $39.99
Add t»t phit ahipfiltfQ,m><ttmiiMng.

S3i(n

CVC ScrtiM 21113

Not Displaying a Diabilily

FlMvtVLicensePtale

CVC SediM 21113

DiflhyiDg a Reported LoaPgmil

CVCS«tiMi2nU
Di<>hying a Raported Stokn Pfennit

140.00

1350.00

S2S0.00

Produc«dt)y

LyMApparal
under license

from UCLA*

JEANS 10% DISCOUNT C
^ Wear it proud.

Information, pfaasa call 323.846.
VMUiffMi/iaiOl

Mail your oder to: P.O. BOX iffit L«i Aag«lM. CA tftit

riemetN* raQniMnn.
Name: Day Phone:

Cttargeto: QVISA QMC
AocLf: __^
StonahJie Eiqa Date:

Site Color Quantity

.Day Phone:
TQTALi

CNy. atale. zip:.
> «•: LYKI APPAHEL. MC.

$250.00

CVC Scctiwi 21113

PariongPefmilNotRetiinied

CVCI

(a) BloddRgaCioswaft

(b) Biockii^ a Driveway

(c) PaitedoaaSidewaft

((0 Double Parking

(e) Parted in/Blocking an Imenectioo

(f) Parked in a Safety Zone

(g) Cotatrudion Zone

$250.00

$40.00

CVC Sedira 225110')

Blocking Disability Ramp

CVC SediM 2IS02(A)

Parking on the wrong side ofthe

Street/over 1
8" from the curb

CVCScdita225l7i(A)

Parkii^ in a Disability Space

CVC ScditM 21113a, 22507J(B)

Btockii^ a Disability Stall

CVC Scditai 21 1 13a, 22517.8 (C)

Blodring DJartwlity Acceg

CVC Scdita 22^1.7

Vehicle Immobilization (Booting)

$350.00

$40.00

$350.00

$350.00

$350.00

$100.00

Note: $100 ImmobilizjatUm (boot) fee. Vehicles booted under this section

are required to pay ALL unpaid citations in addition to the boot release

fee.

Pines for all other pariiing citations issued under the California Vehicle

Code remain unchanged. Please adhere to posted parking regulatory signs

and UCLA parking permit requirements.

UCLA Parking Services is iooidngfbrfrierKKy, courteouspeopie
to assist our custorriers with theirpariiing and Information needs.*

Full Training Provided
FlaxibI* Work Schodul*

" Lot 8 Parking Availabia in the Fall

For morm Informmtion mtd mt appllcmtion, atop by m» ParUng SerWcM omce
In th0 Str^thmon Building fac|ecer>r to Pmldng Structure i)

or t:mH (310^825-13$$.

*Mu«i iM a ounwity UCLA

«o

"WW
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you cansell
your old stuff

53 muteQAii^Y

^frf-'.

BRUKN
BARGAINS
"adb tor items over $k!00 are S2

ADVERTISE

EYE CARE FOR UCLA
Exam & Contacts
B&LDallyorE«tWr.iir

2 boxes of disposables

Add $99 for toric (for astigmatism) or

Gas Perm

or Exam & Glasses
from our Special Selection,

Single Vision, CR 39

.U ^

H*

OVER 5,000

FRAMES
& CONTACTS IN

STOCK

Bijan Cohenmehr, OD
3116 WilshJre Blvd, Santa Monica

(5 blocks west of Bundy, across from Big 5)

• 15 Years Experience.
• Latest Technology.
• Award Winning Designer Collection.
• insurance welcome.

(310) 828-2010 s
bpirM 6/30/01. May MM b«conitNiied JH

with other discounts or plans.
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'
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responsibilities, iviaiymcm^^vpiiiipmpp^ ^x\ot£/.

Mary presents herself as a model and rfuide to t»se /
younger and less experienced than lierself. Sh^^J
this in part througlahe UQl^jQigger Based OutreacJi

"'^i"^ '^HMMBBhkT'"eshnien at /

^. ..,.,.-.. j
^^'^'''"§^SS^''"'^^^ *"^^ advises

jr^m^rig ^MJjKiis. Also. throu|ii th^^ I

can Brother jii^^HrPiogram, she nwitors / /
'ege ireshm^gi'^p^^rs through the Xrican

itwdent tJnion^ S.ft,A&* project. "In eveKdiing
tiiat 1 do, 1 thinic^^ut ^ effec«t ^at my hard work,
commitment, and tfiougmfulnes| wilti|ave onathers.
Doing so heipi^c to ke^.p doing allthaf 1 do!

"I believe mjit each day w special ,and g^ls n.s

,^r.rf,,nifv to iTiakc ^A ioifMct on so^^one
\. „ ,..<:;ulMir of the Ghiistian faith, _ __

lat tomnrmw is not promised to iis. I would like ..

^^ncotir her sttidcnts to cherish each day and to

'^'mmmJKî ^^^ 'a^her than waiting fbr

/
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THE UCLA BRUINLIFK

OF THE YEAR

BruinLife congratulates Mary for her achievements.
Complete articles for all seven Seniors of tfie Year appears in the UCLA
2001 BruinLife Yearbook. The yearbook will be available 10th week for

pick up. Call 310.825.2640 for more infomation

YEAR-END
From page 48

far but did. Topping this category are

the two golf teams, as the men upset

quite a few teams at NCAA West
Regionals to make it to NCAA
Championships. The women, mean-
while, upstaged them with a shocking

fifth-place showing at NCAA
Championships.

WAIT *TIL NEXT YEAR
You could blame it on youth. You

could blame it on injuries. You could

even call it a "transition year." But
whatever the reason, make no mis-

take about it, the following programs
had seasons that were just sub-par by
Bruin standards.

Men's soccer: Oh, how the mighty
have fallen. They opened the season

with a No. I ranking, a much-herald-

ed freshman class and won eight

straight. But then Pac-IO play started.

The Bruins dropped six of its, next

eight games. They struggled to make
the playoffs and had to win their last

two games to make it. Then, on a cold

day in San Diego, the Bruins lost in

the first round on overtime goal to

the Aztecs.

Women's basketball: What else

can you say for a team that opened
the season 0-6 and lost an exhibition

game to Love & Basketball, a team
made up of extras from the movie?
Still, the women's hoops team had its

reasons, as it unexpectedly lost two
xpected starters.

But the women redeemed them-
selves in the end. Though they ended
he season 6-23, they won three of
heir last four games, including a vic-

ory over Elite Eight-bound
Washington.

Women's tennis: They started with

ill the promise in the world, when
ithletic tragedy struck. No. I Sara
Walker got hurt. No. 3 Zana Zlebnik

;ot hurt. For nine matches, a Bruin
victory was unheard of

I But the team showed its mettle in

pe end. Second-seeded in its

Regionals, UCLA upset top-seed

Fresno State to advance to the Sweet
Sixteen. The women lost to

Vanderbilt there, but by even making
the Sweet Sixteen they managed
something many didn't think they
could.

Men's tennis: If you were to look

at the season up until the men com--^-
peted at NCAA Championships, you
could call this season a success. They
were No. 1 for most of the season.

But it all crashed and burned at the

end with an upset loss to Southern
Methodist in the quarterfinals of the

NCAA Tournament. The Bruins,

though loaded with the talent to go all

the way, didn't win the championship
for the 16th straight year.

ALMOST THE WHOLE
ENCHILADA

In the case of all four of these

teams that made it to the champi-
onship game before falling, it wasn't
so much that they choked as it was
they simply went up against a better

team. Not that that makes it any easi-

er

Women's soccer: They went into

the season ranked No. 14 and ended
up at No. 2.

After starting the season with a
loss to then-No. 6 Clemson, the
Bruins went on a 13-game winning
streak. The Bruins later got revenge
over Clemson in the quarterfinals,

which sent UCLA to the Final Four
In the title game, the Bruins faced

off against soccer powerhouse North
Carolina, which had 1 5 national titles

in their archives. Though UCLA led

the game 1-0 into the 54th minute of
play UNC responded with two goals
to claim their 16th crown.

Men's volleyball: They opened
their season with a lot of change to

adjust to. Not only did they lose five

senior starters to graduation but they
lost star senior outside hitter Mark

Sec YEAR-END, page 41
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From page 46

No. 13 or 14 - and from there, play
well enough to make it to the NCAA
Championship Tournament.

Through it all. the Bruins said that

if only they'd "play to the best of our
ability," they could do it. But the

words were sounding more and more
hollow.

Though the starting four of junior

Parker McLachlin, Johnson, fresh-

man Steve Conway and Merrick were
constant, the fifth man kept changing.

Sometimes it was freshman Roy

Moon, sometimes sophomore J.T.

Kohut.

It came to a head April 21, just

before the U.S. Intercollegiates invi-

tational at Stanford. Before the invita-

tional. Sherfy told his team, "Guys,

you're young but you're not that

young anymore.. .now it's time, and if

you don't get it done now you're just

gonna be sitting at home."

The speech worked. The team fin-

ished third, assuring them a spot in

the West Regionals.

"We wanted to show these people

that we weren't chumps," McLachlin

said then.

Kohut also placed 1 Ith as an indi-

"We're just trying to

be the Cinderella

story."

Travis Johnson
UCLA golfer

vidual, assuring him the fifth spot on

the team' for the rest of the year.

Finally, the Bruins were playing up
to that infamous potential they'd been

talking about all year long.

The next week saw a solid fifth-

place finish at Pac-IO Championships

and then a two-week break before

West Regionals. There, the Bruins

needed to finish in the top 10 to earn a

spot at NCAA Championships.

And there, the Bruins had their

greatest triumph of the year.

At the challenging course, where
the rough - the grass surrounding the

fairways - was higher than any they'd

ever played on before, the team
played smartly and beat several high-

er-ranked teams, including Pac-IO

champion USC. They finished fifth,

clinching an NCAA spot.

Merrick in particular contributed

that weekend. He led the field after

the first day and eventually ended up
placing sixth overall.

Thus. UCLA had confidence

going into NCAAs, but the team fell

short. In the 30-team field the Bruins

needed to be in the top half after the

first two days of the four-day tourna-

ment. They were 22nd after the first

day and battled back the second day
though they still came up short by just

one stroke.

The Bruins finished 17th overall

with a score of 591. Three teams tied

for 14th place at 590.

SeeM.GOLF,page40
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Carhortt^
JUNGLE B04

moora

$4095
COVERALLS
REISSUE

10 diNerMi siytm mw A rcissM

Frown

Store

REISSUE FOLDING SHOVEL
WITHPICK& ^
LEATHER COVER :

$25 value ,1

NOW 11.95.

NATO STEEL.
FUEL CAN

SLEHPIISJG BAGARMY REISSUE

•16"

KHAKI SHORTS
^S^ NOW

7
• val. as n««w Insltfo.
Vary t»««wy ««<tv (10
•tos. ••cH). Fits In all
•t*«dar^ oan oarriar«

$19.95 value

NOW ^4.95

IorHcn (

sizes
AVAILABLC SO SPSS

CAL. OeA
/2

July

*S««*Cl %»f% *W«*lA«t«

l-airg*st
Stocic off

' Err«l>l«ms &
S«ourity B«clg«i

HOLLYWOOD • 6664 Hollywood Blvd. • (323) 463-4730

SANTA MONICA • 1431 Lincoln Blvd. • (310) 458-4166

BURBANK • 503 North Victory Blvd. • (818) 845-9433

CANCEL YOUR COMMrTMENTS

TWO THUMBS UP!
- EBERT & ROEPER AND THE MOVIES

"REALLY FUNNY!
I laughed out loud."

- Richard Roeper

EBERT & ROEPER AND THE M0\/|

''A SIZZLING CAST
FIRES UP THE i

ANNIVERSARY PARTY'!
Everyone on-screen looks

to be having a blast and their

good times rub off on us."

- Sarah Kerr. VOGUE

iilllE ADAMS lEimiFEIi BEAIS PHOEBE CAIES

ALAN CUMMINS KEVIN KLINE lENNIFER lASON LEIGH

6WYNEIH PALIROW PARKER POSEY JOHN C. REILLY

VERSARY PARTY
It's not a party until something gets broken.

m IN twiHs^ .jiMf 3IIMSII iWm- ..iwiii^iiHi/iiiJViaiiiii !«mmmw

^'^-imT I
www.nwAnnJwrMnrParty.coro I

BHf aaara LAVkcim JF

mwesrios AMci£s AwesrHouYwooo jilsanumomca
^^*'***^^:!!f^!?S^J?SCV^^^**»**S lAfMMlfSSUNSfT 5 ^23) 84*3600 UVEMMlfSiSoNC*

^». . «£^*Z^SL««. <^ '»**"» «» iminm% raio) 394 974

1

T^^Vr*'" "* r*'""**' *<»<onc.wi*»(iito»«a CAU nffAns FOR SHOwmMEs
Ff««ioi«flpportJnonflO»win(irt»wi 1 lw»^ tr»t «*IbI«J partwg «(<• *** pwctws* AiWn hrMM ai Ro> OAni

QDCOm MBA Edwards

Soutti Coast VtaM
(714) 64M6I94

mBtONO
Lownmlis town C«nt«r 5

(8l8)90l«n

JILMSAOCNAUMrmMs
PlayhouM 7 OwTX»

(B2«) 8444600

VtCML
HOWMBAOCVm
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Orfentatfon ksuQ

(8) Image Paging & Cellular (g)
DIGITAL. PHONE

FOUR FREE Phones,
ONE Rate Plan
Family Talk Share Plan
0«t Up Tto 99%tr Wnmm Wt*onm%
p*r family or buslt»*««I

Now up to toof people can share minutes oft ot one rate plan

wtien yoj sign up for Pacific Bed pure Digital PCS' service

Simply stop into any o< our stores listed l)elow. sign up lor

servKe on a Personal CTiotce rate plan and add up to three

peopte lor an additional $14 99 per person per month', and
we'H give you up to FOt« FREE PCSPtK)ncs Plus, if you act

now. we'll mdude UNUMITED Mobile to MoMe Minutes and

FREE Long Distance or 1000 FREE Weekend Minutes

FREE DIGITAL PHON3
CMt

>iiiwilCliilM

$29 99

$39 99

$49.99

S79 99

$99 99

SI 49 99

S199 99

300

500

750

1200

1900

3000

fHtt long

Distance and

Unlimited

Mobile-to-

MoNle minutes

and weekend

minutes

ERICSSON ^r^8

NOKIA o2»o

• NOKIA

iKdoncMxto tU«f>o~FKE'

Olyfnpwt

IFnEE!

Numeric Pager5 Alptu-nutneric Pagers
RmO the NumtMrs Read •» MMsage

•ilctlvilion

•4 momkt hM voict mta
wM I yr/. wteoipbon

LocH Tri-SMi, IbtoMl.

Imifnittoiul Coverage

Image Paging & Cellular

(310) 657-BEEP
2 3 3 7

1 006 Broxton Ave. Westwood, CA 90024
fax:310-824-9944

We will match or heat any price!

Open 7 Days • Free Parking • Westwood Vilage

New Broxton Parking Structure

THE PARTY STARTS TOMORROW -

4082 Lincoln Boulevard, Marina del Rey, California 90292
tel: 310 306 7906 fax: 306 6122 e-mail: offjce@mdrvamaha.com
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BASEBALL
From page 48

said, "It was just a reminder that real

Hfe goes on despite all that's happen-
ing,

Canales was one of four Bruins
taken in the first 25 rounds of the

Major League Baseball Amateur
Draft Tuesday. Senior Matt Pearl

was taken in the second half of the

draft Wednesday.

The first UCLA player to get his

name called in the draft was junior

pitcher Josh Karp. "Baseball

America" projected Karp as a late

first round choice, but he was select-

ed by the Montreal Expos with the

sixth overall pick.

Despite being on a tight pitch

count and skipping a couple of starts

due to a groin pull, Karp went 5-2

with a 3.26 ERA. He struck out 92
batters in just 80 innings.

"I am really, really excited to be
drafted by the Expos," Karp said in

a statement. "This is a great situa-

tion for me. To be the sixth pick

overall, I am ecstatic. I cannot wait

to be part of the Expos organiza-

tion."

After Montreal took Karp, 15

rounds went by before another

Bruin was selected.

In round 16, the San Diego
Padres took senior pitcher Jon
Brandt with the 480th overall pick.

Brandt was a member on Team USA
in the summer of 1999, but went
undrafted in the 2000 draft because
of concerns regarding his size. He
returned this season and fought
through a bad back to register a 4.93

ERA.
"I expected the slip, so this is

where I expected to go," Brandt
said. "If 1 would have pitched the

way I am capable of, I would've
gone a helluva lot higher."

Brandt said he would either

report to the Padres' short-season

class A team in Eugene, Ore. or the

full-season low-A squad in Indiana if

there was a roster spot.

Canales was taken 10 slots down
from Brandt at No. 250 overall.

Canales, who had 50 family mem-
bers over at his house to celebrate,

said he had no idea the Dodgers
would select him since many teams
were talking to him.

"I was hoping that the Dodgers
would pick me up," he said. "It's

such a relief that the whole process is

over with. All of the politics and ner-

vousness that I've been going
through is finally over, and I can get

back to playing baseball."

Canales will report to either the

Dodgers' low-A affiliate in

Wilmington, Mont, or short-season

A elub in Great Falls, Idaho. If

Canales goes to Wilmington, he will

leave this week and take his final

exams on the road. If he is sent to

Great Falls, he will stay in

Westwood until graduation is over.

Junior third baseman Randall
Shelley was taken in the following

round by the Texas Rangers. As a
high school senior in the 1998 draft,

Shelley was also selected by Texas.

Pearl, an athletic center fielder,

was selected in the 34th round.

Maik pirates
Irish Pub

UCLA tradition since 1971

FREE COVER
THURS - SAT w/ UCLA ID

DRINK SPECIALS!
GREAT LIVE MUSIC!

PUB GRUB!

575 S. Fairfax Ave. at 6th

LA, CA 90036 (323)935-1577

www.mollymalones.com

summerbruin
EVERY MONDAY

ot Stuff?

Deadline to place an ad will be
Thursdays at Noon

Display (310)825-2161
On-Campus (31 0) 206-7562
Classified Line (31 0) 825-2221<

Come til

KerckhoFF 118^

to advertise.

• • •

PRoqRAMMiNq Peace
An organization against media violence.

www.programtningpeace.org
To become a member please contact
Matt Friedrich @ eraser729@aol.com

Want Stuff?

^»J

2001-2002

Admissions Reforms Affirmative Action Campus Safety
Financial Aid

|

Hate Crimes Prevention
i LGBT/Queer Issues

Lobbying state & national elected officials | Register voters
Registration fee rollbacks I UC Regent accountability Voter Ed.

Appl^ to be a C'Oorcilvuntor or iv^ttrv^ for
ov\4. of the foLLowtktg uciA^ts:

a State Affairs /I6BT/Queer

/National Affairs

/Communitya labor

Non-Traditionai

/People of Color

/Women's

Pick up an application by FRlomr of Hnais weeli

oiLv ^ppLLc^tLoiA. ^OI>A^
411 KercUioff Hall (310) 825-2158

pfli-ol -for bw UUSAC
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From page 47

Men's Pole Vault Coach Anthony
Curran was especially impressed with
the potential for his group.

"We had four UCLA Bruins, all

youngsters, over 17 feet at (the
Modesto Invitational)," Curran said.

"I don't think that's ever been done in

Bruin history For sure we've never
had four l7-footers on one team and
this year we have five."

At the national meet, however, the
Bruins were simply outclassed. Only
five athletes qualified for the NCAA

championships — not enough for a

strong team presence. All five will be

back next year for another chance at

glory. Yoo Kim, Nate Marum, Kyle

Erickson, Moser and Ames have the

taste ofsuccess, now they need the fire

to reach it.

Moser placed third in the discus,

the sole NCAA point winner. But
Moser and Ames have the ability to do
much more.

"I think both ofthem have a chance
to get on an Olympic podium in the

future," said Venegas, also the throws
coach. "Whether they reach that or
not depends on how serious and moti-

vated they remain and how well they

An NCAA
championship run is a

definite possibility in

the near future.

handle adversity, because every ath-

lete will face adversity at some point."

The same can be said for the team
as a whole. The potential is unlimited;

whether it will be realized or not is the

question. If things work out as

planned, an NCAA championship

run is a definite possibility in the near
future.

"We've always been a competitive

dual meet team every year, including

this year, and usually very competitive

in the Pac-IO, if not outright Pac-10

champions," Venegas said. "But the

national level is about the bigger
points. My concept is I'm not into the

dual meets or the Pac-lOs; I'm into the

nationals. So that's what I'm trying to

build right now."

The team is possibly the most bal-

anced in the nation. With freshmen
like Kim returning in the pole vault,

Juaune Armon in the jumps, Denye
Versher in the sprints, Jon Rankin in
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distance, Chuckie Ryan in the hurdles

and Ames in the throws, the Bruins
have the cast to make them a force to

be reckoned with next year.

And that's to say nothing of the

returning sophomores and juniors.

Whereas teams like USC lost their top
competitors at the end of the season,

the Bruins have most everyone com-
ing back.

The leadership of the likes of sprint-
er Bryan Harrison and distance run-
ner Will Bernaldo will be missed, but
there are plenty of replacements in the

ranks.

For the UCLA's men's track team,
the future is now.

^ Summer Storage
Free Boxes and Pacldng Supplies

Free Pickup and Delivery

Starting at just $301

UCLA^s easiest way to store!

www.student-storage.com
(866) MY-BOXES

^^^3^^^3:XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXTTYYTYTTT^:xxx
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An Afternoon with Renowned Artist

Simon Silva

Brain Activity Study

Volunteers will be paid up to
$350 for their participation

Normal, healthy adults are
needed to participate in a study of
the effects of medication on brain
ACTIVITY (EEG). SUBJECTS ENROLLED
IN THE STUDY WILL RECEIVE A FDA-
APPROVED MEDICATION OR PLACEBO
FOR FOUR WEEKS. PARTICIPANTS WILL
ALSO BE ASKED TO UNDERGO FIVE
EEGS AS WELL AS A SERIES OF
PHYSICAL TESTS AND RATING SCALES.

Primary Investigator: Dr. Andrew Leuchter, UCLA
Neuropsychiatric Hospital. Adult Division

For more information (
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)
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Coupon Value $ I OO

Toward Dental Servicos
hdudfng In office-bleacKng or Momekit 9(eaching
AAay be used for any dental services needed..

/^ :)r- Shammae Dgntd OHf
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Las Comadres AmorA Todas Moras

Thursday, June 7th , 4:00 p.m.
Kerckhoff Grand Salon

Presentation, Reading, & Discussion
Reception and boolc & prints signing to follow

For more Information, and/or to join our llstserv contact:
amabiscaOucla.edu

Raza Graduate Student Association seeks to create an intellectual and social community for
Chicana/o and Latma/o graduate students at UCLA We are open to all graduate students.

SPONSORED BY: Raza Graduate Student Association. Chicane Studies Research Center
Latin American Center

*

*

CAMPUS EVENTS COMMISSION
cordially invites you to party at:

THE
ANNIVERSARY
PARTY
thurs.JUNET.oi
7PM
ACKERMAN
grandballroom

*

319 kerckhoff 310.825.1958
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BASKETBALL NO
Bruins go mad
UCLA Head Coach Steve Lavin

announced Tuesday the hiring of former
Bruin standout Gerald Madkins as an
assistant coach and recruiting coordina-
tor. Madkins replaces recently departed
Michael Holton, the new head coach at the
University of Portland. Last season,
Madkins was an assistant at Cal State
Stanislaus.

"It's great to come back to my alma
mater and be part of something special,"

Madkins said in a statement. "It's the
place where I matured, became a man and
played basketball under some very funda-
mentally-sound coaches. I'm looking for-

ward to getting started and working hard."
Madkins started 91 games in 123

appearances for the Bruins between 1987-

92. He ranks among the school's Top 10 in

career steals, assists and three-point per-
centage.

"Gerald has a vast amount of basketball
knowledge that I feel will be an asset to our
program," Lavin said. "He relates well to
players and is an outstanding communica-
tor. I also feel that the time he spent play-

ing pro ball, both in the NBA and the
CBA, has given him additional life experi-

i^rrces that he will be able to pass on to our
players."

The No. 2 assistant coaching vacancy
featured two highly touted applicants:
UCLA Adidas Representative Daren
Kalish and former Bruin point guard
Cameron Dollar.

Kapono back in

Sweet 1

6

make the 2001 UbA basketball World
Championship for Young Men squad.

"This was my first time playing for
(USA Basketball) so I'm just truly hon-
ored," Kapono said.

"Coming into trials. I just wanted to
show them that I was one of those guys
who would sacrifice my game just for the
betterment of the team. I just tried to play
hard throughout the trials and prove to the
coaches that I should be on the team."

Led by Syracuse Head Coach Jim
Boeheim, only players 21 and younger are
eligible to participate. The final cut for the

I2-member squad will be announced dur-
ing training camp held July 22-26 in

Dallas, Texas.

Kapono was the only West Coast player
chosen to the Final 16.

Other notables still fighting for a spot
include Boston College's Troy Bell,

Duke's Carlos Boozer, Michigan State's

Marcus Taylor and Kansas' Chris Duhon
and Nick Collison.

Join the club
Former Penn State guard Jon Crispin is

expected to announce his intention to
transfer to UCLA following confirmation
from the admissions office.

Bruins fall short at season's end I
^^"^^9 squad proves mettle,

steps up to fullest potential
M.GOLF: Team looks

to next year, reflects

on experience gained

By Pauline Vu
Dally Bruin Senior Staff

Crispin, a two-year starter, averaged 7.2

points this season as a sophomore while
contributing 55 assists, 35 steals and 42
three-pointers. With his brother Joe, a
potential NBA draftee, Penn State
reached the Sweet 16 of last year's NCAA
Tournament.

With no scholarships available, Crispin
will finance his own education during his

mandatory redshirt season in 2001-02.

The men's golf team has said

one thing all year long: that if

they could just play to their

potential, they'd be a team to

reckon
with.

They
said this

with
nagging

insis-
tence
when
they
played
so poor-

ly they

were ashamed, and they said it

with pride when they played so

well they proved their mantra
right.

. Ultimately, thrir pcrfor-

mance showed those weren't
just empty words. As the year
ended everything came togeth-

er for the team, and the players
rode that momentum all the
way to the NCAA
Championships.

"We're just trying to be the

Cinderella story." sophomore
Travis Johnson said just before
the NCAA Tournament.

The Bruins were

disappointed with

their finish.

WiRflP Ul

The team started oflTas you'd
expect it to in the fall with two
true freshmen on the roster.

Then, the Bruins were
mediocre, with a sixth-place fin-

ish at the Carpet Capital tour-

nament in Georgia as the high-

light and the final fall tourna-

ment, the Prestige, as the low
_|>eifH There the Bruins placed

II th.

"UCI, Santa Barbara beat

us," said freshman John
Merrick, recalling the team's
silence after the tournament.
"We were kinda down."

Then came the winter break,

and after that, the spring season
started. This was the worst
stretch of the year for the team.
Out of a string of five tourna-

ments, they had one acceptable

finish - fifth at the Oregon
Duck Invitational - and four

bad finishes - 14th at PING
Intercollegiate, Nth at the

TaylorMade Classic, 13th at

Southwestern Intercollegiates,

and 13th at the Savane
Invitational.

Though they tried to keep
their spirits up, the men were
disheartened at times. They
doubted themselves and
whether they could actually

make it to West Regionals,

which took only the top 12

teams in the district - they were
always on the bubble at around

S«ellL€0U,p8ge43^
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UCLA junior-to-be Jason Kapono was Notes compiled by AJ Cadman, Daily Bruin
selected Monday as one of 16 finalists to Senkx Staff.

UCLA rugby
player dies

from injury
Kimberly Wilson, a grad-

uate student at The
Anderson School at UCLA,
died Monday from a head
injury sustained during the

U.S. National Club
Championships held in

Chicago.

Complaining of a concus-
sion, the 39-year-old Wilson
collapsed on the sideline

after making a routine tackle

in a match against
Wisconsin on Sunday. She
was taken to St. Anthony's
Hospital in Rockford for

surgery.

According to USA Rugby
President Anne Barry,
Wilson hit her head in what
medical officials called a
"freakish manner" stating

that it was an "extremely
unusual occurrence."
Wilson was also the incom-
ing Alumni Association
president.

breakfasts

.

DINER & PRESS CLUB
WESTWOOD

10922 Kinross Ave, Westwood
(310) 208-2424

M.TRACK: Bruins display strong

competition in Pac-10, begin to

focus on performances in future

S'EASON
WiRAP UB

ByGlmWoithington
Daily Bmin Contributor

The 2001 Bruin men's track and field team
was a work in progress. Combining a few upper
class leaders with an otherwise young squad, the

team found itself in the awkward position of
competing in the present

while building for the

future. UCLA showed
flashes of brilliance and
moments of immaturity

in breakthrough perfor-

mances and painful mis-

takes.

According to Track
and Field News, UCLA
boasted the No. 4
recruiting class in the

nation, ensuring good
things to come. Experience was the word of the

season. Coaches asked the young athletes to step

up to the next level on numerous occasions, and
more often than not, the new Bruins were up for

the task.

Both men's Head Coach Art Venegas and
Sprint Coach John Smith pointed out the team's

potential early in the season.

"We'll have a very good team this year and a

great team by next year." Venegas said before

the first outdoor meet of the season.

"I have a good group of young people who
are going to do some fantastic things in the

future," Smith agreed.

The team proved its ability.

In the national team power rankings, which
reflects dual meet strength, UCLA finished the

Beartrap
riic hriiin asked students, staff and faculty

qucsiions tonccrniiig procedures, policies

and people wiiliin the world of sports.

1 1 ere are ilieir answers.

MARYCIECEK/13*ly Bfum Senicy Stafl

Sophomore Nate Marum reacts in javelin

competition at the NCAA championships.

season third after being ranked No. 1 much o'i

the year.

The Bruins also had a strong showing in the

Pac-10, placing third in the difllcult conference.

Junior Scott Moser won the Pac-10 discus title,

with redshirt freshman Dan Ames as runner-up.

Sophomore Scott Wiegand nearly completed

the sweep with a fourth-place finish.

UCLA was the only team to place in 17 of 21

Pac-10 events. The freshmen came out strong in

the sprints, hurdles, jumps and pole vault. Now
that they know they are capable of big perfor-

mances at big meets, the young team should

excel next season.

Q: What is "The Steel

Curtain"?

A: "A curtain that doesn't

move."

-Jamie Dantzscher, fresh-

man gymnast

A: "It's what Winston

Churchill referred to. The
polarization of East and
West Germany."

-K.K. Holland, second-

year political science student

A: "A prison."

-Chris Leung, first-year

computer science student

'"*.*.**( XAf^%.C

The Pittsburgh Steelers'

1970s defense was nick-

named 'The Steel Curtain.

"

man gymnast

A: "My mother told me
not to discuss that in pub-

lic."

-K.K. Holland, second-

year political science student

To "put someone in the

popcorn machine" is Laker
play-by-play announcer

Chick Hearn's phrase for
beating a defender afterfak-
ing him with a pump.

Q: Who are "The Bad
Boys"?

A: "I don't know but I

hope they're real naughty."

-Beth Norber, second-

year world arts and cultures

student

Se« M.T1lilCX, page 45

Q: What does it mean to

"put someone in the pop-

corn machine"?

A: "When you throw

someone in the mosh pit at a

Slayer concert."

-Brandon Chillar, fresh-

man football player

A: "To throw them in that

big thing of balls at

McDonald's."

-Kristen Maloney, fresh-

football player

The Detroit Pistons' 1989-

90 Championship Team was

known as "The Bad Boys "

Q: Why was Venus
Williams mad at Shaq last

month?

A: "Because Shaq didn't

come to her tennis game."

-Chris Leung, first-year

computer science student

A: "He wouldn't give it

up."

-Kim Klitofsky, first-year

undeclared student

A: "Because he's taking

up tennis and is going to

^teal her spotlight."

A: "Will Smith and
Martin Lawrence."

-Jonathan Bobbio, first-

year psychobiology student

A: "Me and Ben
Emanuel."

-Brandon Chillar, fresh-

man football player

A: "The men's volleyball

team."

-Ben Emanuel, freshman

-Erin Pooler, second-year

women's studies student

A: "She caught him with

her sister"

-Brandon Chillar, fresh-

man football player

Shaq joked on Power 106

Fh4 that he slept with her,

Cindy Crawford and
Aaliyah.

Compiled by Hannah
Gordon, Daily Bruin Reporter.
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Year-end wraps for men's

track, women's track and

men's golf outline seasons.

See inside for stories.

From NCAA tffles to upsetting defeats,

this veal's Bruins tooli ene wild ride

By Pauline Vu, Amanda Fletdier

Dylan Hernandez and

Christina Teller

J)aily Bruin Senior Staff ^-—----

For those of you who blinked and

missed the bulk of the year, here's

the Daily Bruin's handyndandy year-

end guide to what the UCLA sports

scene looked like in 2000-01. We fig-

ured, who better to tell you what

happened than the Bruin sports

staff, which actually had to read

about all this stuff?

So here's our take on the year,

Jrom the winners to the losers to the

in-between teams who have made it

an unpredictable year in Westwood.

IS THERE A
CHAMPIONSHIP IN THE
HOUSE?

Maybe it was one title short of

last year's record-breaking year, but

MEMORABLE QUOTESTHROUGHO

In response to being toW his team wasn't sitting pretty In the Pac-10 standings:

"We're not even sitting. We're ueading water.' „ .,

"Without the experience you're always the bridesmaid and never the,^itJ!*

- on finishing in the top three forthe past four years at the NCAA (^MJjqHOmMp

M^e Balden

•My mind set is to get rid of all other distractior», even if it means not going to

Malone/s anymore.'

- on his new attitude after being drafted

Jon Brand

Senior, baseball

"When I have nothing to do, I'm pretty annoying." ^

on why she started playing tennis 1
LatmmFhher

Freshman, women's tennis

"I don't know. Why don't you just think of something good and put my name to it?*

- on being asked anything (The Bruin never took him iip on this.)

Mark Williams

Senior, men's volleyballSOURaMty Brain whivM

X)AN ONG/Daily Brum Semot Staff

UCLA still made its mark on the

athletic scene this year with four

national titles, all of them repeat

titles. —
Men's water polo: After captain

Adam Wright was deemed ineligible

for the rest of his senior season due

to a mistake concerning his redshirt

year, the men's water polo team was

left without its leading scorer.

So as they stepped onto the deck

of the Pepperdine pool for the

NCAA title game, the Bruins were

determined to redeem their tumul-

tuous season.

And they did just that. All five

seniors scored in UCLA's 1 1-2 win

over UC San Diego to help the

Bruins win one for Wright and give

them a three-peat.

Women's indoor track: As
defending national champions, the

pressure was on, but the Bruins had

to face it without Seilala Sua ('00).

the winningest track and field ath-

lete in UCLA history.

With four true freshmen compet-

ing in the finals, UCLA's inexperi-

ence was evident. But the young-

sters' competitive drive and success

not only proved why they were

named the No. I recruiting class in

the country, but also brought hope

for seasons to come.

Gymnastics: The defending

national champions boasted a roster

that included three Olympic ath-

letes, and UCLA was the team to

beat from Day I. But it wasn't until

the final rotation in the NCAA
Championship that the Bruins were

BWlXjtT Q-BRIfN/Dai(v Bfum beoKx Sraft

Senior Earl Watson gets by the Arizona defense in February.When
the Bruins won, the crowd rushed the court at Pauley Pavilion.

truly tested.

After two falls on the balance

beam, all four remaining gymnasts

had to hit nearly perfect routines to

reclaim the lead. With each

resounding dismount, the Bruins

scored a 9.9 or above to bring their

apparatus total to 49.575, the sec-

ond highest mark in school history,

earning their third title in five years.

Women's water polo: It was the

monkey that just wouldn't get off

their backs. In four previous match-

es against rival Stanford, the UCLA
women's water polo team had
notched four losses. And as the No.
I and two teams in the nation, it

wasn't surprising to find them once

again matched up in the NCAA

finals.

But the Bruins weren't about to

let it happen again. Capitalizing on

the man-down plays that eluded

them all season, the Bruins defeated

Stanford 5-4 to claim the first

NCAA women's water polo title.

Swimming: Maybe they didn't

win a national championship, but

the women won a controversial Pac-

10 Championship over Arizona a

week after competition took place

when a team parent found out then

that the diving scores had been

improperly added up.

Underdogs: Here's to those Bruin

teams that weren't expected to go

~~~~~..
See YEAR-END, page 42

Four Bruin players headed to the majors

V "'^,' T-^ -<:*.

NKTOlf MIlLER/OaityBiuin

Junior pitcher Josh Karp was selected sixth overall by the Montreal
Expos in Tuesday's Major League Baseball draft.

DRAFT: Canales nabbed

by Dodgers; Rarp, Brandt,

Shelley also going to MLB

By Jeff Agasc, Scott Bair,

Dylan Hernandez
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Josh Canales was in court taking

care of a parking ticket when he was
drafted by the Los Angeles

Dodgers. The senior middle infield-

er learned of his 16th round selec-

tion when he exited the courthouse.

"To say that I'm excited is an

understatement," said Canales, a

Carson native. "To be drafted by the

Dodgers surpassed all expectations.

It's like a dream for me, playing for

the home team." '

On having to be in court on one
of the biggest days of his life, he

S««BASEBAU«page44

UCLA shines during final

performances of season
W.TRACK: Strengths of

young members make
next few years hopeful

By Christina Teller

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

The UCLA women's track and
field team entered the 2001 out-

door campaign with confidence

from their second indoor champi-

onship earlier in the year.

The change from last year to

this year lay mainly in the loss of

the team's rock, thrower Seilala

Sua ('00), and the addition of the

national No. 1 recruiting class that

included Sheena Johnson, Nicole

Gaskins, Sani Roseby and Adia

McKinnon.
Senior Christina Tolson

stepped up in the indoor season

and assumed her role as a leader

on the team through her indoor

shot and weight throw successes.

The Bruins also received strong

leadership
from their

other star

seniors,
multi-even-

ter Michelle

Perry and

sprinter
Shaked ia

Jones. The
trio proved

to be the

team's foun-

dation at

Championships.

With trips to such high profile

meets as the Penn and Texas
Relays, the Bruins were able to

SecW.TMCK,pa9e40
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IvcimU tn work it

Find out how the economic

slowdown has affected the

job market for this year's

graduating students on page 6.

^

l"?!^.

t*elehrate
imes

Many campus

groups hold

identity"based

ceremonies to

unify graduates'

personal

experiences

.^h

on June 3. Students may partKiipate in identity-based events in addition to traditional graduation ceremonies.

^_^_^y^Y^ID ON SjCIUANS OR WjTHANY qTH|_R OFFER. MUST MENTION AD.

EXP. 6/18/01

TWO PIZZAS FOR THE
PRICE OF OIME

Westwood

208-8671
Brentwood

820-6636
Offer valid Monday Nights

only (After 5:30pin).
No mediums and offre excludes Sicilians:
No half and Half orders. Must mention adj

Open until 1 a.ni.
Coupons must be given to dr^e^.

Coipons vaid at Westwwod and Brent¥wod loc«lon$.

EXP. 6/18/01

' LARGE
PIZZA w/
Free Liter

TWO TOPPINGS
TAX INCLUDED

Westwood

208-8671
Brentwood

820-6636
Offer good only with this coupon, one

coupon per pizza.*

Limit 3 pizzas per address.
No 1/2 & 1/2's

Open until 1 a.ni.

Coupons must t>e given to driver.

Coupons valid at Westwood and Brentvvood locations.
I- -__
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EXP. 6/18/01

^" LARGE
PIZZA w/
Free Liter

TWO TOPPINGS
TAX INCLUDED

Westwood

208-8671
Brentwood

820-6636
Offer good only with this coupon, one

coupon per pizza.'
Limit 3 pizras per address

No 1/2 & l/2's

Open until 1 a.m.
Coupons must be given to drivcf

BySc0ttB.MIoiig

Daily Bnjin Staff

This weekend, UCLA's Lesbian, Gay,
Bisexual and Transgendcr community will

unite pinic with black - colors of triangles

used to identify gays and lesbians in Naa
Germany - in the Lavender Celebration to

convey the significance of their graduation
as visible LGBT individuals.

The celebration, along with the Iranian
Student Group and the Asian Pacific
Islander Celebrations, arc examples of the
identity-based graduation ceremonies,
which are available in addition to the tradi-

tional, degree^onferring commencement
events.

Thirty graduating students of UCLA's
LGBT community will participate in

Saturday's Lavender Celebration.
Lavender, a blending of the pink and black,

is a celebratory symbol of remembrance,
said Ronni Sanio, director of the LGBT
Resource Center.

The celebration aims to show partici-

pants that they matter at this institution, said

Sank), who founded the original Lavender
Celebration at the University ofMichigan in

1995. Smce then, 18 such celebrations were
established across the nation, including
UCLA's in 1998.

'^Students not of the majority feel that

they're not included in university life,"

Sank) sakl. "(These) ceksbrations tell stu-

dents not only that their identities are some-
thing of whkh they can be very proud, but
that this institutron is very proud of who
they are and what they are going to

become."

Fifth-year graduating physics student
Mary Cames, who chairs the All African
People's Graduation committee, sakl the
celebration was created because oftentimes
the needs of the African American students
'Svere not addressed" at UCLA.
"We do have students not of African

descent participating," she saki. "It's open
to anyone who wants to celebrate the
achievements of African people."

During the cekrbration, 163 graduating
participants wiU perform a Hbation to pay
tribute to their ancestors, sing the Black
National Anthem and wear a ceremonial
kente stole and tassel.

Twenty^ight years ago, students formed
La Raza Grad to create a stronger sense of
family among the small Chk^ano and Latino

student population at UCLA.
"Students felt that the university cere-

monies were very impersonal," said third-

year political science and Chicana/o studies

student Vanessa Sifuentes, co^hair of the
Raza Grad committee. —

According to Sifuentes, students plan a
bilingual celebration in English and Spanish
to make it culturally relevant to their fami-
lies.

For non-English speaking families, grad-
uations can be an uncomfortabk; experience
because they don't understand the words of
the commencement speakers, Sifuentes
said

SanIo said she doesn't look at the
Lavender Celebration as an ahemative or

i*>
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1996
^ItWtes E. Ibung softbal head coad> Sharon Backus ^,

toss to Washington in the semJfihab of tflft

/She retires as the winningest ooadi ki coleg^sd.,
17 wins and a record eight natk)nal dianY)k)nsh|isl

July 17:T}im Fight 800 expk>des off the
Long blana kMng al 230 people on board

iu/^ Iftr The Olympk games begin ki Atlanta $i;_„
athletes win goW medab; If UCLA were a $epara#touriti^^
vwdd have finished with the seventh most gold med^ f^^ssf

Sept /J.'RapperTUpacShakirlsshotandWfcdInLas
Vegas at the age of 2S He has continued to sel miJlk)n$ of
albums posthumously.

Nov. /<S: Men's basketbal head coad» Jim Harrkk is fired for
aleged recnilting vk>latkms and is replaced by Steve Lavin.
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^ I crime incidents as reported by uni#SI|^l
^p^f the moreH&rd occurrences in tfte past six years.

: i!*'

Hie folldWtffg is a.Mllect(6fi Of

I

ComfpRy
Robert Salonga

Daily Bruin Staff

1996
• On April 4, a student was caught stealing books from

Ackerman Bookzone. Witnesses said the student put two
books under his shirt and proceeded to walk out.

Employees followed him and made a citizens' arrest.

Q^ University police received a call May 19 that someone
in a vehicle was driving erratically on the sixth level of

Lot 1 around midnight. Police later discovered it

was only a film shooting in progress.

1997
• UCPD became a victim of theft on Jan. 2 when
someone stole a $210''helmet bag"from the police

station between 1:30 and 2 p.m.
• During the UCLA/Stanford game on Feb. 8, viewers

watching the event on television flooded university

-police phone lines, reporttftg that someone sitting lnit>e

student section was shining a laser pointer into the eyes

of Stanford players while they were at the free throw
line.

• On April 21, someone stole bricks from a wall at

Cowboy Sushi.

1998
• Someone stole a coffee table, paper plates and plastic

utensils from the Center for Health Sciences on Jan. 9.
• On April 19, someone stole 100 milliliters of the drag

hydomorphone from the Medical Plaza. Also, two oxygen
tanks and two nitrous oxide tanks were stolen from CHS
on April 22.

• Two bronze gazelle statues originally from Italywwe
stolen May 5 from the patio area of the Oaric Library,

Jocated in Los Angeles.

1 During the week of May 1 2, spring fever ftwnd at least

one man with his guard - and pants - down. He was
IrJdecently exposing himselfon the 500 block of L^ndfair

Avenue. The naked suspect ran inside the building from
the loading dock ofan apartment
• Someone stole a $60 barbecue grill from the Rieber

patio on June 2.

• On Oct.13.UCPD stopped seven Unh«?rsity ofSouthem
California students carrying cans of spray paint The
students, mnning east on Westwood Avenue, were
slopped befrxe they couW cause any damage.

^ lien use students were caught attempting to attach a
sign reading 'I love USC'to the Brain Bear on Oct. 23.

Police confiscated the sign but did not make any arrests.

1999
'^w female suspects, one assuming the name

of•Jadyn.'conned a victim out of $2,000 on the

comer ofWestwood Boulevard and Le Cbnte

Avenue on Oct. 8.

• A man was caught masturbating on the 1 1th

floor of the Biomedical Library around 6.40 Otm

OaiS.
• A man attempted to kiss a woman in Lot 2 eariy

in the evening of Nov. 2. The woman described

the man as-pot bHIied" with "very crooked

teeth."

• Nice, who received a call about someone

masturtwting in the Men's Gym locker room at 5
p.m. Nov. 19. were asked to look for« man "naked

with a black bag."

•
Pbfice confronted a man at the UCLA

emergency room on Nov. 20 for walking around

with a nwri|uana-laced brownie, warned him

igiinst possession of such items and took the

brownie away.

} Police cited a man for disturbing the peace

around 3 a.m. Nov. 25 when he threw potted

plants from the top ofan apartment building

into a backyard on the 500 block of Gayley

Avenue.

2000
• A man was reported mnning around half

naked and masturbating in Kinsey Hall around 2

p.m.Jan.22.

•
Police received a report during the week of Feb.

21 that security officers of the Associated

Students ofUCU arrested a man for videotaping

another person at the Lu Valle Common

men's rest room. Police booked a camcorder

and two videotapes as evidence.

•
Police warned and advised a man against

battery after he reportedly threw gum at

another person on April 4 at the Center for

Health Sciences.

• About 10 University of Southem Calrfomia

students carrying a banner entered the John

Wooden Center around 8.30 pm.on April 12.

About 30 to 50 other students surrounded

and started yelling at them.

• That same day, 10 people involved in a food

fight at Rieber Dining Hall around 8 p.m.

reftjsed to leave the area when asked to do

so.

(SJ Several people were hitting beer cans with

a golf club off the roof of a building on the

400 block of Gayley Avenue at 6 p.m. April

29.

® On May 1 5, 50 to 75 people were

reportedly urinating on the lawn of a house

Oftthe 700 bfodt of Hilgant Avenue aroend

10:20 p.m.

2001
• On Feb. 14, neighbors reported hearing a

loud mattress squeaking ft)r 15 minutes in

an apartment building on the 1 1000 block of

Venice Boulevard late Valentine's evening.
•

Police arrested a man on Feb. 15 for

reportedly masturbating near Kinsey 51.
•

Police confiscated several bongs and

firewori(s from a room in Hedrick Hall on

April 3.

• On April 1 1 , police recehred a call that

someone had fallen off a treadmill at 300

Medical Plaza.

• A concerned father called police on April 12

because his daughter's phone Hne had been

busy for more than five hours. The woman
was located at her Rieber Hall dorm

icsMerKt.

•
Police received a report on April 18 that a

man had been in a rest room stall ft)r 24

hours in Bunche Hall.

• Two suspects removed an ice cream scoop

ftDm Kerckhoff Coffeehouse at 9i)5 p.m. on

May 2. Police recovered the scoop later tftit

night from an apartment on the 400 bk)ck of

Gayley Avenue.

• An On-Campus Injury Investigation vos
initiated on May 9 after a man fell bacfcwanh

out of his chair in Bunche HalL
• Two men were reportedly smoking

marijuana out of a green apple between

Kerckhoff and Moore Halls on May 22.
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Speaks Out
What place on campus best reflects your experiences at UCLA and why?

Danielle Jackson

Graduate student The Anderson School at

UCLA

"For under-

grad, it was
the sculpture

garden
because I used

to hang out

there and read

between clash-

es on the

grass. It was
just relaxing. For grad. it is

(Marion Anderson Courtyard) ...

You hardly ever leave this court-

yard."

Don Portocarrero

Fourth-year, Psychobiology

•* T h c

Biomedical
Library
because I spent

countless
nights studying

there. It's so

quiet in the

library, you

could hear a
pin drop. What 1 like most is you get

to see doctors around doing research

and you think, That's going to be me
someday.'"

Dijanna Smotherman

Fifth-year, Marine biotogy

"I'll proba-

bly remember
the sculpture

garden. Since

my freshman

year. 1 used to

sit out there

and take a nap
on the grass.

It's not South
Campus; it's peaceful and quiet ...

people smile over there."

JohnyMakhljani

Fourth-year, Economics

"AckermanGrand
Ballroom
because I'm on
the UCLA
Bhangra Team.
Every year we
throw a

Bhangra com-
petition called

Bruin Bhangra, and all the hard work
that you put into it is all seen in

AGB."

Kevin Cho

Fourth-year, Mathematics/Applied science

"The
Bombshelter.

I'm a math
major so I

mostly hang
out in South

Campus
The first time I

heard about it

was at orienta-

tion. The counselor told us it wn a
real bombshelter for professors. I

believed that for two quarters."

Natasha Saeiua

Fourth-year, History

"The Men's
Gym because it's

where I did a lot

of my work at

UCLA - late-

night meetings,

working extra

hours, living, eat-

ing and sleeping

there ... It's 7 in

the morning and your proposal is due
in two hours and you haven't brushed
your teeth, and you're like, ^you're stiU

wearing the same clothes you wore yes-

terday.'"

mNGYI KHONGAD*ty Brum

Students form their own views

^ politically diverse university^
DEVELOPMENT: Some feel time at

UCLA has altered their opinions,

others feel outlook remains same

ByKaraniUbradit
Daily Bruin Reporter

University campuses with strong political activi-

ties have historically been catalysts for change.
At UCLA, political organizations from

CalPIRG to Jews for Jesus shower pamphlets on
unsuspecting Bruin Walk travelers and vigorously
attempt to recruit new mem-
bers.

With years of exposure to
———

—

campus politics, some gradu-

ating students say their politi-

cal views have broadened and
changed, but others maintain

that campus ideologies have
hardly influenced their opin-

ions.

Marc Pilotin, a fourth-year

political science and psychol-

ogy student, said his political

views have not changed dras-

tically since entering UCLA,
but that the campus environ-

ment has made him more
informed about political issues.

He also said he has become more liberal at

UCLA because ofthe constant activism on campus.
"I'm leaving UCLA dedicated to equal educa-

tion opportunities, largely due to my experiences
with people here." he said.

For fourth-year political science student Erik
Stem, campus influences have not significantly

*7he collective

conversations I have

with peers may have

gradually swayed my
thoughts."

Ohki Murai
Fourth-year economics student

impacted his political views since high school.

"I think I am pretty weU informed about many
issues and am pretty set in my ways," he said.

Regardless whether one actually wishes to
engage in campus politics, some students find it dif-

ficult to get involved due to the large student popu-
lation and many organizations.

"If I wanted to get involved in a political group
on campus I wouldn't know where to go," said

Jennette Cha, a fourth-year political science stu-

dent.

Because so many political groups promote them-
selves on campus, it is difficult to tell what each rep-

resents, she added.

In college, Cha said, peo-

m^mmm^m^,^^,^ pIc arc no longer afraid to

express their views, and stu-

dents form their own opin-

ions regardless of their affilia-

tion with campus groups.

"I'm more interested in

politics now in college, but I

think it is just because I have
become older and have
matured, not because of
external factors at UCLA,"
she said.

"But students exposed to

_________________ new political issues on cam-
pus discuss them among
friends and ultimately formu-

late their own opinions," said Ohki Murai, a fourth-
year economics student.

Exposure to new political views, both in the class-

room and on Bruin Walk, helps students become
more accepting of other opinions.

"The collective conversations that I have with

S«eP0LITK5,pa9e23
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After graduating, Mark Hanson

found enrichment and inspiration

by serving in the Peace Corps

By Robert Salonga

Daily Bruin Staff

Nkambe villagers pose with UCLA alumnus Mark Hanson during his service in the Peace
Corps.The program provides assistance to 76 developing nations.

While iiis classmates faced uncer-

tain futures after graduating, UCLA
alumnus Mark Hanson was stepping

off a plane into the African heat.

"I hadn't experienced the humidity

and how giecn it was looking at the

dense forest of tropical West Africa,"

he said. "I was amazed."

Hanson, who graduated with a
degree in psychobiology and business

in 1989, served as a Peace Corps vol-

unteer from 1990 to 1993 in

Cameroon, situated on the continent's

northwestern Atlantic coast.

The Peace Corps, a volunteer

recruiting program established during

the John F. Kennedy administration,

provides technical assistance to 76
developing nations. Volunteers travel

to various countries to teach in fields^

ranging from science to business.

Julie Hanson, public affairs special-

ist for the L.A. office, said the Peace

Sec CORPS, page 14

Serving West Africa
UCLA alumnus and Peace Corps volunteer Mark Hanson
was stationed in the West African nation of Cameroon
from 1990-1993. He served in Nkambe, near the Nigeria
border.

Qaddown by university jeopardizes campus traditions

;
>^~-

ACnvmES: Complaints

cause police, UCLA to

put a stop to practices

By Matt Cooking
Daily Bruin Reporter

The pungent smell of burning
chronic on campus and the repul-

sive odor of flaming couches being

dropped from apartment rooftops

have garnered reactions from local

authorities and community mem-
bers over the last several years that

have left students with nothing
more than dying traditions.

With the current intensity of
activities like "420" and the

Midnight Yell burning away,

UCLA students face the daunting

task of maintaining school tradi-

tions deemed illegal by the universi-

ty.

These are victimless crimes,"

said Andy Lifzyc, a fifth-year polit-

ical science student. "The only one
who criminalizes these are the UC
and the older people in

Westwood."

Lifzyc was one of 26 studenU-

know what real riots are. That's

when you're actually scared."

The Midnight Yell, along with

other popular student activities,

are an important part of the college

experience, Lifzyc said.

•^Traditions are important to

us," he said. "They try to tell

us the way to get into

UCLA is to be well-

rounded, but a well-

rounded person isn't

all work and no
play."Nancy
Greenstein, direc-

tor of community
services for UCPD,
said the force does

not want to stifle stu-

dent traditions, but

rather, the department

is reacting to com-
plaints voiced by con-

SMTMOmONS^pageM

"detained in December 1999 when
the Midnight Yell turned into a bat-

tle zone on Glenrock Avenue and
surrounding areas of Westwood.
The screams that once carelessly

filled the air were substituted for

malfunctioning televisions hurled

from balconies as local media
exposed the "riots ofWestwood" to

the rest of the country.

Lifzyc said he and other stu-

dents involved in the events felt the

term "riot" was an unfair exaggera-

tion.

"We live in LA," he said. "We

i ^

CASEY CROWE/Daity Brum

Going to law School?

Be Prepared.
?
^

FirstYearPrep
The best prep course for your first year of law school

Take one of our intensive weekend courses this summer at UCLA.

July 7 & 8 OR July 28 & 29

http://www.firstyearprep.com (310)841-2633

Special Offer $225.00

info®firstyearprep.com
'•"''^'S
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Job opportunities still abound for tNs year's grads
MARKET: Despite economic slowdown,

recruitment, employment remain high

ByLeoWalladi
Daily Bruin Contributor

As graduating students embark into the job market
from UCLA, they'll abandon their board shorts and san-

dals and will cover their tattoo with the polished look of
a suit and tie.

Many of this year's graduating class have reason to be
optimistic about future job prospects despite highly pub-
licized reports of an economic slowdown. Norm Stahl, a
counselor at the career center, said there has not been a
significant decline in employment opportunities.

"So far we haven't seen any dramatic decline in our
job listings or firms recruiting on campus." he said.

Stahl noted there were 10 job fairs held on campus
this year - all with full attendance - compared with an
average of three a year during the economic slowdown
of the early 1990s.

Comparisons to the last recessions reveal a complete-
ly different employment environment. Unemployment
in April 1992 was 7.4 percent, compared to 4.5 percent
this year.

In California, the unemployment rate has been run-
ning a few percentage points higher. According to the
Department of Labor, this has been due to unemploy-
ment in the Central Valley and is generally not reflected
in the employment of college graduates.

_ During the recession, anxiety was high anumg gradu-
ating students who crowded around sparse job listing

bulletin boards in hopes of finding a position, Stahl said.

Today's students ponder their future prospects with
considerably less concern.

Graduating neuroscience student Christa Clark
spoke confidently about her prospects in the teaching
profession.

"In math and science teaching, you're pretty much
guaranteed a job," she said.

In the computer industry, on the other hand, eco-
nomic slowdowns have been widely publicized and jobs
are rumored to be scarce. Nevertheless, Patrick Stavro,
a fifth-year computer science student, is secure enough

See JOBS, page 23
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After six years, students still await De Neve's completion

Daily Bruin News Monday, June II, 2001 9

HOUSING: Contractor,

UCLA may go to court

over reasons for delay

By Marion Wise
Daily Baiin Reporter

When many of this year's

graduating seniors entered

UCLA four years ago, they were

greeted with the noise and incon-

venience of construction near

Dykstra Hall.

As graduation approaches for

these seniors, not only do the

noise and inconvenience of con-

struction for De Neve Plaia per-

sist, but UCLA and the contrac-

tor for this project may enter liti-

gation as they debate reasons for

project delays.

Third-year political science

student James Shinbori said liv-

ing on the side of Dykstra facing

construction during the 1998-

1 999 year was inconvenient.

"It was difllcult because of the

noise and the bombardment of

dust that we had in our room," he
said.

The project, designed to house

1,200 students, is intended to help

UCLA meet the needs of Tidal

Wave II, the influx of 60,000

additional students to the

University of California by 2010.

"I think it's a great project

that's needed for students. The
demand for housing continues to

exceed the supply," said

Associate Vice Chancellor of

Business and Finance Sam
Morabito, who estimated total

project costs of De Neve at $88

million.

Planning took place during

the 1995-1996 school year, and
the university began installing

sewage systems in fall 1997 for a

new housing structure to be com-
pleted in August 1999.

On Aug. 31, 1998, 19-year-old

construction worker Jason Drass

was killed by a tractor-trailer,

which delayed work.

That fall, workers completed

the first stage of construction -

which included preparation work
for the building of structures.

Also, the second stage of con-

--d«aN8a^^Tr ;, 3jj^ Congratulations Bruins!
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SMllO«SIII6,page16 De Neve Plaza, originally scheduled to open In August 1999, was still in the early stages of constructioTaTthe'tl
time this photo was taken in 1 998. Delays have charaaerlzed the project since Its conception six years ago.
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The Navy ROTC
platoon stands

at attention

during the

Change of

Command cere-

mony on June

1. The ceremo-

ny signifies a

transition from
one year of ser-

vice to the next.

ROTC members
must commit to

serve the coun-
try for four

years. After

their four-year

commitment,

they are free to

continue with

military service

or pursue other

career choices.

^%^^'W'^^ ##> tOiNMDi\mM,9>umientof Stiff

KOTt program offers adventure^ real-life experience
OPTIONS: Bruins help in

diplomatic affairs, travel

"abroad, learn teamwork

By Dexter Gauntlett
Daily Bruin Reporter

When United States-China rela-

tions hit a road-block two years ago,
First Class Midshipman Colleen
Lane, a fourth-year UCLA Reserve
OfTicer Training Corp member, was
among U.S. ambassadors and top-
ranked diplomats attempting to fos-
ter positive relations.

Her visit to China, after what was

called an accidental bombing of the
Chinese Embassy in Belgrade,
Northern Ireland in May 1999, was
part of her class schedule for ROTC.

"They flew me out to Japan, and I

sailed on the USS Chancellor on a
five-day diplomatic mission to
China." Lane said.

The visit was a diplomatic affair,

but Lane considers it one of her
greatest personal experiences as
well.

"We went to the Great Wall, the
Forbidden City and the Summer
Palace," she said.

Upon graduating. Lane, along
with all other students who are

required to sign a contract after their

first year in ROTC, must fulfill their

commitment to serve the country for
at least four years.

While in the armed forces, ROTC
graduates receive pay for traveling.

Former battalion commander and
top-ranking student officer Jerry
Ragadio said those in the program
miss certain freedoms, but this is nec-
essary for a successful military life.

"You don't get to choose a place
to live or the option of calling in

sick," he said.

"You're basically set in your
schedule, no matter how much stress
or how much you think you hate it.

You have to do yourjob when people
are relying on you."

Colonel Mark Brousseau said Ihe
ROTC provides challenges that
require men and women to push
themselves mentally, physically and
internally, attracting those who don't
set limits for themselves.

"In many ways, completing
ROTC is a graduate degree in your-
self," he said.

The three branches of ROTC -

Army, Navy and Airforce - operate
independently of each other.

Though enrollment in the corp
has dropped gradually since the
1960s, Brousseau says those involved

arc still driven by "a desire to serve
their country." and bound by "^ com-
mon pursuit of honor, courage and
commitment."

CurrenUy. the 70 ROTC partici-

pants from UCLA must take two
classes per quarter that tailor to their

division within the armed forces.
Much of the focus of ROTC is on
leadership. Once a week, all reserves
attend a lecture from a distinguished
officer or professional in the field.

Some ROTC participants receive
scholarships, which help pay for
tuition and books.

SeeMnCpage22
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MINI-MINOR SERVICE
Recommended every 3,750 mites or 3 months,

whichever comes first

Our Service Excellence Team Will...
• Change engine oil

• Replace oil filtar w/genulne Toyota oil fitter

• Lubricate diatiit
, f».tovota

•inspect fronts rear bralces
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• Inspect Mt» & hoses
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MINOR SERVICE

Recommended every 7,500 miles or 6 months,
whichever comes first
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• Adjust tire pressure
• Inspect tire condition
• inspect all lights

• Inspect windshield wiper blades
• Toyota of iiollywood license plate
frames available aupon request

INSPECT & BRING TO SPECIRCATIONS
THE R)aOWING HJIID LEVELS:
• Transmission, differential, coolant, dutch,
bralie, power steering & battery

r-

®TOYOTA—
b«««r p«rfbrnMinc«.

R«9.|24.S6

Includes Vehicle Inspection

Our Senrlce Excellence Team Will...
• Change engine oil

• Replace oil fitter w/genuine Toyota oil fitter
• Lubricate chassis
• Clean & adiust brakes
• Rotate tires

• Toyota of Hollywood license plate frames available aupon request

IISSP 5 ^"*!!5.™ SPECIRCATIONS THE R)LLOWING R.UID LEVELS:
IJ^A" ?*5SSSS'^S2SS^SM!^"»»*«^ cylinder, differential & coolant

?iS*SHl*..:S?^ Sl°'l!?!t* ™'^ R)u.owite components:
! <^raH?^stMf1ng& shock absoriier system, betts & hoses
ADJUST i/OR VERIFY THE RMIOWING:

"»"""•""»«

• Tire condttkm, tire pressure & emergency brake

, »

lUOMOnSZidMontf I
"*—**''—**" ***«*"« »«HW'*flF MUTIHTf—^"^ *tirt

iiiitw !< i> -law, o^mtmm
« HgraiiMltfMMfefdw* koriiwipai

^•«li' >-<y<Mar fMM. 4-%MK MOCrtn adHtaMl a
qAnkr MtManit IkMh htaidMimm kt MMa% ki•

R«0.«79.96

INTERMEDIATE SERVICE
Recommended every 15,000 miles or 12 months,

whichever comes first ^i^
Our Service Excellence Team Win...
• Change engine oil • Replace air fitter _
•
?®Elf*!^JU?"^

w/genulne Toyota oil fitter • Drain & refIB transmission

; rii?J?L?!!f!'« • InspectbettsA hoses
• Clean & adjust brakes • Road test
• Rotate tires . jg^f^ ^ Hollywood license plate

frames available aupon request

?p^!EJ.* ^"^^ TO SPECIFICATIONS THE FOLLOWING HJIID LEVELS:

•Tir«coiidWon.tir«prMwr«t MMrgancy brake

MAJOR SERVICE
Recommendedeyery 30,000 miles or 24 months,

whichever comes first

FOR ONLY

VJv will perform a
minof tune-up with

intermediate

® TOYOTA
b*tt«r prformancm.r-

service.

6 Jk H rylinr1«r

Jddttiondlf

• p«taaci% M art not pMlol M* Mrvka
> Mai prani« coMpoM alMn arte k

'

H3795
tMl«cK.En|MM«nplugi««-|VMje
rataTOranOF H0avW0OOS«vk»0«)lNMMM«i|inMOM(iintar
Mk It**-TkMMMMMlMMmM EnkMMMI

•ftax

Nta.$2m.ao IK lAl

Our Senrice Excellence Team Will...
• Changa eiigiM oil

• R«piK« o« filter w/genuine Toyota oil filtar

• Tuna motor • Set timing*
•Adiiitlcarbidla(nonEFI)
• Rapiace sparfc ptuga (resistor type)*
• Service liatlary

• Drain and refiM transmissien
• Drain and refill differential

*£!?"-'• is** "''^^O^•" *"•«» •y»*«n opwation
• Omr I a#ist iRatces (wtien applicable)
•Rotate tires

• Adjust caib air/fuel mixture*
• Scope A adjust engine*
• Replace air filter

• Replace coolant
• In^Mct betts & hoses
• Adjust V-drive belts ~
• Road test S personally advise you of the results of
ttiismost vital service

• Toyota of Hollywood license plate frames available

IN»«T 4BRING TO SPECIRCATIONS
THE FOLLOWING RUIO LEVELS:
• ?i^'J?«»»»»^. •>«k«. dutch,
master cylinder, differential & coolant
potwor steering

INSPECT ft ASSESS CONDITION OF
THE FOLLOWING CRITICAL SAFETY
COMPONENTS.
• ulMust, steering & sltodt absorber
systems, belts & hoses
ADJUST &/0R VERIFY THE
FOUOWING:
•lire condition, tire pressure & emergency

Free
Car Wash "^89

®TOYOTA
l>*tt*r pcrformonc*.

95
+tax

upon request
ICIA

TRANSMISSION SERVICE
• Drain Fluid • Refill wvith qualtty tranwnlssion fluid

$OQ95
^w+tax

Complete Automatic Transmission Service

ft

• AtfvlMon

ir^

® TOYOTA
b«<t«r pmrlormancm.

Ww+tax Rif.'s&v

•79«»
en Mown

_ or

TUNE-UP SPECIAL
• Install genuine Toyota spailc plugs*

• Check timing and ignition system

• Set poim dwell*

• Ad|ust fuel Injection/carburetor to idle specification,

ROTATE BALANCE
SPECIAL

_\(!

where applicable

• Road test

• Analysis of all other related needs

®TOYOTA -

b«ltsr p«rformaftc«.

BRAKE « CLUTCH REPAIR
SUPER SPECIAL

15%

Reg.*8&95

$A095
•i-tax

»m Omm

now- v<>^

49

INCLUDES FREE BRAKE
INSPECTION

Reg.'59.95

• Balance four vvheels

• Rotate tires r

• Inspect brakes
®TOYOTA

l»«*t»r pfiormancm.

TIMING BELT SPECIAL
Factory rscwwnends ieplacement every 60,000 miles. If this

breaks, you're strmdedl Protect yourself against aggravationi

JJU^

®TOYOTA
DISCOUNT |»«t«^P«rtorfnanc«.

15% Discount on all brake lining replacements.
Includes machining or replacing drums or rotors

and overttauiing wheel cylinders. Indudat
replacement of any dutch assembly components.

«3995
•i-tax

f-'>

'^'^'"»*'°*°*'^'**'*^'^p-tt«i«M>ll J^

wid«N|>iB»i»w>«t>»ir»Bod>w.iu o«Htn*tt»^»ei t»WI

i>«tt»r p«rfomKinc».

Includes Belt & Labor

QEMUINB TOYOTA

FRONT-END
ALIGNMENT

• Set camt>«r. caster A toe In as applicable

• Sliimmtr>g A other suspension repairs

additional when deemed necessary

Reg.*00.9S

Brwwtr..^>Bn«»»rnr»Tlt»r«lw VaM arty In iw Il>»<itt ot tWpiwod Sww 0«p« l<pmff-J»^

49 -<$>TOYOTA
•>«tt«r parformonc*.

®TOYOTA'

HOLLYWOOD

6000 Hollywood Blvd.

Hollywood, CA 90028

^'iMoniirMouictwgnorwKMi brolUBily Mm! pmMl caumn ailwn

SERVICE HOURS:
l\4-F 7:00am - 6:30pm

first come, first served...

• reservations encouraged

SATURDAY 7:30am - 5:00pm
by appointment only

Service: (323)860-5575

Visit us at: vyww.lacarguy.com

lUC CUs»
IFREE LOCAL
SHUTTLE
SERVICE

TOYOTA amy day

/'^
r ' ^ H

PROTECTING YOU I

TOYOTA
LIFETIME GUARANTEE

Commitment to Quality
NMffkn - bhami l\m ' SHoek* ' Stnu

i

t0M flMMHliNl
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Three-year grad gets head start; five-year grad gets involved in campus life
EARLY? Ramlinh x«r^ll attend tfu> //m«-„.,., ^r . ^. ^^

'
f^^«#MiX.

EARLY: Barulich wilJ

start business school,

begin her career life

By Robert Saloffiga

Daily Bruin Staff

Kimberly Baruiich. a busi-

ness economics student with an
accounting minor, willgraduate
this week after spending only
three years at UCLA as an
undergraduate. Barulich will

attend the University of
Southern California business
school in thefall.

Why are you graduating
after three years?

I rcalJy think I came in with
quite a few credits and with
that in mind, I set the pace to
be done in three years and took
summer classes in order to do
so. I worked strenuously in

high school and wanted to fin-

ish college and start my career.

I was ready to start with work
and had an idea ofwhat I want*
cd to do, which I definitely

think is important.

What do you plan to do after
college?

I'll be working with Deloitte

& Touche (an accounting, tax

and consultation firm), so I'll

be in the accounting field.

They're paying for me to

LATE: Pascual takes

time to participate in

organizations, events

SmTMIRI>.VEAI|,p«9«25

By Robert Satonga
Daily Bniin Staff

Merrick Pckscual, an econom-
icsstudent with a minor inpuNic
policy will graduate this week
after spending five years at

UCLA as an undergraduate.

Pascual also served as the 2000-

2001 president of Samahang
Pihpino.

Why are you graduating
afterfive years?

1 didn't come in with any
advanced placement units, and
financially I couldnl afford to

go to summer school. I also had
other time commitments: I

couldn't take 16 units a quarter

because of work and extracur-

ricular activities like

Samahang.

What advantages do you
have by spending an extra year
at UCLA?

I've had the chance to apply
what I've learned not only
through academia but through
the work I've done with other

organizations on campus.
Throughout your four years,

you work on theoretical aspects
of ideas, and during my fif^h

year 1 was able to utilize what

GKADUATt STL DIES IN

PSYCHOLOGY
ii

Pepperdine's MFT program
appealed to me because it is

sensitive to the needs of
working professionals yet
never sacrifices its quality.

"

' The faculty is lugh caliper and provides instruction that
has theoreticaf as well as practical implications

'

M.A. IN CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGY
Meets educational requirements for the MFT (Marriage

and Family Therapist) license

M.A. IN PSYCHOLOGY
To prepare for a hunun services position or doctoral program

Educational Centers located in:

West Los Angeles
Orange County

San Fernando Valley

SeeHnit-Vmtpa9e27

www SMUU COM

• Your friendly Realtor tailored to your needs

• Professional service you can coaruon

• Honest and trustworthy

• Effective coinniunicator and efficient

• Houses and townliouses/condos for rent/saie

Vnw<V*»tt*r mKliMAMg^ nKtvdHix ihi^wrf
Brrnhrooii Suutn Moiikii. Bti eriy HOk. Cogury CHy. B»l

Air. Cbtint HHls WIA & PuliMdei

SMI Realty can 310
•'•Call Now for UCLA Community Discount

PEPPERDINE UNIVERSITY
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF EDUCATION AND PSYCHOLOGY

Brain Activity Study

Volunteers will be pajd up to
$350 FOR their participation

Normal, healthy adults are
NEEDED to PARTICIPATE IN A STUDY OF
THE EFFECTS OF MEDICATION ON BRAIN
ACTIVITY (EEG). Subjects enrolled
IN THE STUDY WILL RECEIVE A FDA-
APPROVED MEDICATION OR PLACEBO
FOR FOUR WEEKS. PARTICIPANTS WILL
ALSO BE ASKED TO UNDERGO FIVE
EEGS as WELL AS A SERIES OF
PHYSICAL TESTS AND RATING SCALES.

Primary Investigator: Dr. Andrew Leuchter. UCLA
Neuropsychiatric Hospital. Adult Division

fH^^Ua^ut*^
Tor MORt iNr(;(-:*.lM L JK)'82S-335

DALY
Bar and Grill

$299

Coupon Value $ \ 00\
Toward Dental Servjces

l^icluding h office-bleaching or Momekft Qfeaching
AAay be used for any dental services needed.

OZ.

Pitchers
5-1inilaiiy

1037 BROXTON AVE. • WESTWOOD VILLAGE

(310) 824-6250 • FAX: [310J 824 6254 ^

Shannmafe Dental Office
Cosmetic A General Dentistry

1092] Wilshire Blvd. #505
Westwood, CA 90024

3ia824-0055
www.WesHADenHst.com

^
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What makes

Deloitte & Touche

a firm of choice for

UCLA graduates?

^P^

t.

i

forriuNi:

100 BEST
COMPANIES
TO WORK FOR

it'i ci t)i(; ducision
Tfu-fv ,i( f-.

^

^^'":^lr>

]ii:.]l!i.V, our

''i;(!y vvri.it

;^ufii;[is of nur

U'.Io'rUj CofisiilLiny Ifite;

v'li If 'U ., !

i^.- Or./is ••^

^ /i' ,i

The answer is the people

of Deloitte & Touche

t;

'{

i

i

Deloitte
&Touche Assurance & advisory, tax services and consulting

Los Angeles
Jenny Plugge

jplugge(3)deloftte.com

Orange County
Becky Scanlan

rscanlan(3)deloitte.com

Northern California

D'Lorez Dumas-Aris
ddunriasnarfs@deloitte.com

Deloitte Consulting

Lenza Peterson

lenzapetersGn@dc.com

and P--tfwS^oU'^r^^aTd t^^^^^^^^^^ We ^ru.t. employ. tra.n. cocnpens....
°"^'" ^»^- ^•"^* •^"*" onenfuon. martial status. yeter«, ^tus. ir disabilities.

) -
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CORPS
From page 4

Corps oflfers rare opportunities for

new college graduates.

"We accept all majors and back-

grounds; if you have a degree, we can
find you a program in the Peace
Corps," she said.

"It's hard to get the same level of
responsibility and challenge in the

U.S. at an entry-level position," she

continued "When you're done, you
come back with so much confidence."

Any U.S. citizen over age 18 is eligi-

ble to apply The selection process

includes interviews and nominations.

UCLA is ranked 17th in the nation

in recruitment, and 42 of its graduates

are currently serving overseas.

Suan Hanson, recruitment coordi-

nator for the Peace Corps' Los
Angeles regional office, said the com-
mon motivation for people to volun-

teer is a combination of altruism and
an opportunity for adventure.

"A lot of candidates have done
some travel, and they often want to

expand their horizons and be exposed
to different perspectives," Suan said.

The Peace Corps is a valuable

resource for graduates wishing to

extend their education, Hanson said.

UCLA Is ranked 1 7th in

the nation in Peace

Corps recruitment and

42 of Its graduates are

currently serving

overseas.

"More and more schools are recog-

nizing the Peace Corps experience and
giving college credit for it," he said.

For most international careers, a
matter's degree and two years of inter-

national experience are often neces-

sary, Hanton said, adding that the

Peace Corps is the most rewarding
way of providing that experience.

He first thought of joining the

Peace Corps after reading an adver-

tisement in the student newspaper.

"After working very hard in my
life, I thought 1 had something to give

and that this was an opportunity I

shouldn't let pass by," he said.

Setting out to be a science teacher,

Hanson first applied to the Peace
Corps right after college but was told

he lacked teaching experience. To

remedy this problem, he tutored for

nearly a year and was training in

Cameroon by June 1990.

Training consisted of a six-day

work week upon his arrival. Every
day, volunteers attended four-hour

sessions oflanguage training, followed

by technical training in their chosen
field. Volunteers also received training

in health and safety skills.

Hanson was stationed in Nkambc,
a rural part of Cameroon near the

Nigerian border. During his first year
of service, he had to deal with obsta-

cles such as culture and language bar-

The LosAngeles Chapter ofToward Tradition invitesyou to a lecture by

Rabbi Daniel Lapin
President, Toward Tradition

'Beauty/' 'Tolerance/'and ''AntiSemitism'':
TheJoy ofUndefined Words

Sundayjune 24, 2:00pm

The ViewpointRoom •Ackemum Union • UCLA
(From Wilshire Blvd., go North on WestwoodBlvd. to the UCLA campus)

Admission: $ 10 per person • Limited seating. Please call to reserve your tickets'

(800) 591-7579

Reception following the lecture to celebrate the Rabbi's new book, Buried Treasure.
5:00pm at the Beverly Hilton Hotel- 9876 Wilshire Blvd., Beverly Hills, CA.

$ 150 perperson includes hors d'oeurves, hosted bar, and signed copy of the book.

Toward Tradition is a national educational movement ofJews and Christians and other
Americans seeking to advance the nation toward traditional, faith based, American principles

of constitutional and limited government, the rule of law, representative democracy, free
markets, a strong military, and a moral public culture.

^tUUetta 9^ 2000-2001!
Just a reminder...

The Phi Beta Kappa Spring Initiation

Ceremony will be held on Thursday, June 14th
at 6:00pm in the Grand Horizon Room at
Covel Commons. Initiates, please arrive by
5:30pm to line up for procession.

Please R.S.V.P. at (310) 206-9667 with your
name and the number ofyour guests today!

SMCOtfSwpagelS

^ HawEnnUingn

I
Westwood Summer |

School Camp |
^ Making Great Kids Greater! $

Improve Grades,

IVIotivation, & Confidence
Traditional camp activities,

horseback riding, nature & hilcing,

sports & games, Aquarium of the
Pacific, San Diego Zoo, Disneyland,

Universal Studios, skating
and much, much more!

W (310) 446

f

i

I

11 835 Wilshire Blvd.

(310)477-7550
21 & Over with ID

atch .III NBA/UCLA
Games on Satellite
ttr 20 TVs -^

Sunday, 10am-6pm
$7.50 Import Pitchers

$5.50 Domestic Pitchers

Monday-Friday
$4.50 Lunch Special

1 1 :30-4pm
Ihr FREEPOOL

Monday
1/2 price Beer Pitchers

Tuesday
Starving Student Night
$3.00 Burger w/fries
$2,00 Beer Special

lirs Available for Private Parties
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WORLD FAMOUS FOR 26 YEARS

Ye Olde KING'S Head
BritishPub & Restaurant

Drausht British Beer • Full Bar • Darts
BREAKFAST • LUNCH •AFTERNOONTEA • DINNER

in a cozy British atmosphere

BUSINESS FAMOUS
PUB DRINKERS

^^'•^^^l!*V,
#ii.

MiTiSH buainMs hM tttmf bmn
condwtm tn vaftM.'XsaianmjanapettJsn'
to h»ve started m a city tawam. and daaHr^ in

stock* and shares (ware ortginaMy oonducttd in

the same way. SoHcMora' ctartn ««auid aam
aitra incoma drwvtng up legal documantt in

puta. and today a« groupa at pub lagular* «tm
••am ID contain at least one bw^Dom

No biMlnaaa actMty is more British than Punch
MagHlna which bgan m a pub In the Sbmd in

1841. The magHlne staff fraquaniM Vw
Crown and Sugar Loaf pub in neat SIMM m
such numbers ttMt its namewM ewaniuaily

changKl to Punch's Tavern.

in

^mM

\jrREAT artiats and thlnl«i»J)aua atwaysteund
mMMUl «r¥«rM l»A«ahment in their local

t*Mem or inn. Shakespeare. Mw^ome and
(ohnaon a« frequamed the Falcon Tavern at

BankaMe where Its said a "wit combat' took
piaoe between Shakespeare and Johnson.

Samuel Johnson was also a devoted tavern goer
favounng the Mitre, scene of his first meetir^

wUh CtosweN, arxl the Devil Tavem in Fleet Street

Opposite the Oavll waa the Cock Tavem where
Samuel Pepys got 'ml^My merry' one evening.
and OHvar QoMamMhs favourite tavern was also
*nF»—t Straat the Qtobe. Tom Paine wrote 'The
RV«s ol Man* in a pub called the Ok) Red Uon.
and Marx and Lanin at dlffavent times both drank

at the same London pub. the Pindor and
WBkefMd in Qroys irv) Road.

'O.

PROVIDING THE PUBLIC WITH THE FINEST
OF FOOD, DRINK, AND CONVERSATION SINCE 1974.

^"'"i
«fe.

4t>^'>S

"FOR THE PRICE OFA GOODBRmSBPINTPARTAKE
OR OBSERVE HISTORYCVTHE MAKING.'

ELWEIL2000

^^^

-^v-.'^*

.sr^̂ ^r^
^<^.

•Sf

SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE

RESTAURANT
Old Time Recipes

Lite & Healthy Dishes

Daily Specials

Vegetarian Options

Breakfast, Lunch,

Afternoon Tea, Dinner

World Famous
Fish iSc Chips

Happy Hours: 4:30-7:30pin

Mon thru Fri

AND
YeOlde

Fine BrilWi GUIs ft Faed
BONE CHINA

Aymlty • Dmcktim • Roytil Crmm
Duchev • Rn\iat Gn^tn • Queeiu

CiMector Tea PiUs 4 CompUtt Tea Sets

TOILETRIES
Flitrixis • Womb Of Wimor • Ta\^or OfUmdtm

OOURMET FOODS
MtHkew Walker • /ortjtmi A ktaxtm

KiJIeyx • Tip Tree * Scottixh Salmom
JEWLERY. SILVER CLOCKS. r^tL"

EARTHENWARE ^tlODDC
ALLTEA TIME ESSENTIALS ^ tJr^

w../...>«,...
(310)394-8765

GIFT CERTIFICATES ARE AVAILABLE
On Santa Monica Boulevard

Between Second Street and Ocean Avenue
(116 Restaurant & Pub - 1 32 Shoppe)

Visa/ Mastercard/ American Express Accepted

Quality Food At Reasonable Prices For Over 26 Years

gMnPlt»t»H<ajm!lHgn7ili>MliltiftvWtlftfilfcll»

EUB
11 Beers on Tap

Darts, Dining &
Comraderie

Happy Hour
M-F4:30'7:00pm

Karaoke

Damien Joice

Sat, 10:00pm'l:30

5e>

-i i-

h 5>

V

f
"^

>! I 'a« i "I. ^1 I
*•

I I I
I M
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oome,

Molly Maloncs
575 S. Fairfax Ave. (i bi n. of 6th)

(323) 578-5591
www.mollymalones.com

LIVE MUSIC 7 NIGHTS
Irish Drink Specialties

Free Parking

No Cover UCLA ID Thrs.- Sat.

Pub Grub

The Pitcher House
142 Pacific Coast Hwy.

Hermosa Beach
(310) 374-0626

www.pitcherhouse.com
The Pitcher House Est. 1950

36 Beers, Wine. Cider

4 Pool Tables, Shuffle Board,

a FoosbaB Tables, Pir>g Pong,

Wed - Karaoke
Thur - Cup of Swill & FREE PIZZA

Fn & Sat - Band Nights

Kitchen Open l^-F S-'>

Q's
11835 Wilshire Blvd.

Brentwood
(310) 477-7550

21+ w/ID
Sunday: 10am-6pm
$7.50 Import Pitchers

$5.50 Domestic Pitchers

Monday-Friday: 1 1 :30am-4pm
$4.50 Lunch Specials

IhrFREE Pool

Monday: 1/2 pnze pitchers

Tuesday: starving Student Night
$3 00 Burger w/fries

$2 00 Beer Special

Rustic's Surf Ronch
256 Santa Monica Pier

(310) 393-PIER
Full Bar, Full Service Kitchen, Patio

Seating, Pool Table, and Satellite TV.

Happy Hour Everyday 3 to close.

Karaoke Mon & Sun nights.

Live tvlusic A Dancing- Call for details

The Shoch
2518 Wilshire Blvd.

Santa Monica
(310)449-1171

Full Bar, Happy Hour 4-7 M-F. Full

Service Kitchen + Outdoor Patio. 'We
show all games- 10 TVs • Karaoke

Tuesday 9;30pm to close.

Sepi's
10968 LeConteAve.

Westwood
(310)208-7171

www.westwoodonline.com
Full Service Kitchen, Beer & Wine
Only, Satellite TV • Join us for

live jazz every Friday night.

Happy Hour after 5pm.

Sonny McCieon's

Irish Pub
2615 Wilshire Blvd.

Santa Monica
(310)449-1812
25 Beers on Tap

Pool Tables, Air Hockey, Steel Tip

Darts, 9 TVs, MLB Package, Live

Entertainment on Saturdays,

Happy Hour M-F. $1 off beer

& wine. $3 off appetizers.

Tomodochi Sushi
10975 Weyburn Ave.

Westwood
(310) 824-8805

Full Sushi Bar with Lunch & Dinner

Specials. Sake Bombers Welcome!
I Also try Tomadachi Express, open

Clubs

Freofs Daddy's
€1 Dorado

Fridays @ Opium Den

1608 Cosmo St., Hollywood
(S o( Hollywood between Vine & Cahuenga)

(323) 860-6566
$2 Drinks before 11pm
Superstar DJ Coolwhip

Spinning: Hip-Hop • Funk • Rare

Grooves. 21+ over.

Hot Rpple Pie
EveryThursday Night @ Blue

1642 Los Palmas, Hollywood
(310) 226-8421

Superstar DJ Coolwhip:

Hip-Hop, DJ Lewis Alburn

& Krembo; Trance

2 rooms of Music, 2 Full Bars

Outdoor Patio and Lounge

Magic
Every Wednesday @ Blue

1642 Las Palmas, Hollywood
(323)281-0516

Progressive House/ Trance/ Hip-Hop
with DJs Thomas Michael, Paul-E,

Three-0, Coolwhip, FiveStar. 2 rooms
and outside smoking patio. 18+ w/ID,

21+ Full Bar Clip this for free

admission before 10:30pm.

Moonchild presents

Terminal Zero
Every Thursday© Mix 10 - 2am

2810 Main St.. Santa Monica
(310) 754-6002

www.71 Ocontent.com
House and Trance

PG Assaf Eternal Landscape
Free Admission with Student ID

Look for

To.

advertise
call:

j^^

THEWEST END
//(// /((/(.' /)(///( ii\ii

'^.l!??'^* ^'ought to you by

6525 Sunset Blvd.
(at the Hollywood Athletic Club)

310.281.8845

I 301 5th Street.
Santa Monica

STH ( MtlONl IN SANTA MONKA

24 HR INFO LINE (310) 313-3293
www.wtillntfilwki.iom

THU ^^d ^^P^O^in
The wrMt m»$t oulhtnllt Ihe

tribute t» lea Zeppelin with tpeciol
Suettt fiea<c frog - ploying the

beit 0f th» ^••r>

FRI

fumnippEEZ
NO COVIt tnORI 9;30rM $3 Will DRINKS

•IfORI 10PM

'^^*^ lA's hardest hittii,' 80't band

with OJ Slim Shanay playin' a lln* bland of

GSZIIEIS

SUN
'• :-•"••;•-

Enann
S.l-M. ^iRSMON ^--"

Service Industy Night

S3.00 cocktails ILItH

TUE
SUPlRI^^Ti/RIIL

^^n Massive REGGAE
well/ with IM$ Holtesi live

reggae band
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6/15-6/21 • Landmark's Nuart Theatre

1 1272 Santa Monica Blvd. • 3l(y478-6379

Daily: 5:10, 7:30, 9:50 plus Fri. at

Midnight; plus Sat & Sun: 12:30, 2:50

Special appearaoct by John Cleese and Eric Idle

Fri. Jane 15th, 7:30 pm show—advance tickets

available at the box office
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Students live in four buildings of De Neve Plaza, with the dining hall

and computer lab still under construction.

HOUSING
From page 10

struction began on both the building's

foundation and the outer structure.

At the start of the 1998-1999 school

year, Shinbori and other students

learned that De Neve would be com-
pleted and ready

to house students aMi«i«^...»
by the next sum-

mer.

"They seemed

to be making
good progress in

the fall. We had a

lot of rain that

winter, and it

seemed like the

rain delayed the

process," Shinbori said. "When we
were getting ready to move out, it

seemed like (De Neve) wasn't going to

be finished."

rent De Neve resident.

"A week before we moved in, they

said it still wasn't going to be open; it

literally finished up 15 minutes before

we moved in," he said.

The remaining two housing struc-

tures and the podium building - which

includes a dining hall, lecture hall and
computer lab - are slated to open in

mid-fall or early-^-^——- winter 2001.

Housing offi-

cials hope to

move students

into these build-

ings as soon as

they open.Glen
Fichman of

Campus
Counsel, said

UCLA's dispute with contractor

Obayashi Corporation/R-Obayashi
regarding project delays probably will

not be resolved until construction is

Though construction is

progressing, students

still face Inconveniences

caused by the project.

That school year, Shinbori partici- complete. He added that the case
pated in the Leadership Intern could go to court.
Program, which teaches skills useful "Resolution typically occurs
for future resident assistants and pro- toward the end of a project," Fichman
gram assistants. He said students at said. "At the present time, there isn't
the program were asked if they were
interested in living and working in De
Neve for the

1999-2000 school _«_^_
year.

"1 know that

they actually

assigned people,

and that would
later be can-

celled," Shinbori

said. "Some of
those people did-

n't end up being

PAs."

"The most

interesting thing was that the time
frame that they told us was so far off
what actually happened," he contin-

ued.

The main residence buildings were
slated for completion by August 1999,

while the remainder ofthe plaza was to

open in January 2000. But completion
dates repeatedly changed. The four

freestanding housing structures of De
Neve finally opened on Sept. 24, 2000.

Last summer, students such as first-

year history student Dave Sheasby
were concerned whether De Neve
would be open for this school year.

Sheasby called UCLA Housing and
Hospitality Services on a weekly basis

during the summer to check the

progress ofconstruction.

One time I called them up and

"(The building) literally

finished up 15 minutes

before we moved In."

Dave Sheasby
First-year history student

much resolved between UCLA and
Obayashi."

Though con-

—Mi—v-^a-^i^ struction is pro-

gressing, stu-

dents still face

inconveniences

caused by the

project.
Sheasby, whose

room in De
Neve faces away
from construc-————^^— tion, said the

work has posed

some inconve-
nience.

This year, workers have focused on
completing the podium's superstruc-

ture - the "skeleton" of the building -

and the landscaping surrounding

occupied housing structures. Because
current construction occurs in the cen-

tral quad of the plaza, students often

have to walk around De Neve to get to

campus.

As compensation for the construc-

tion, Sheasby and other De Neve resi-

dents receive free sodas and snacks
from the housing administration each
month. Dykstra residents receive free

microfridges in addition to the snacks.

Jennifer Sharkey, a first-year physi-

ological sciences student who lives on
the side of Dykstra facing construc-

tion, saw considerable progress
they told us it wasn't going to be open throughout the year
and we were going to be living in six- "You can see the outside walls
person rooms m the study halls of (now) and it's starting to look like a
Hednck (Hall)," said Sheasby, a cur- building," she said.

We found stars right here on earth!

As a shooting star with Ernst & Young, your opportunities are endless.

Welcome to our newest stars from University of California, Los Angeles.

1

Manor AvedikJan

Linh L. Banh

Ben Beerle

Kali P. Chaudhuri

Noelle Colich

Cindy P. Fang

Veronica Goldman

Amelia A. Jo

Kurtis S. Kludt

Joshua Kou

Zsuzsanna Kovacs

Joshua Lee

Susan J. Lee

Ruby Y. Mo

Ohki Mural

Victor Ng

Lan Nguyen

Kathleen Nierva

Becky Park

Katherine N. Poon

Steve Rodriguez

Nazanin Shabanzadeh

Nicole Swenson

Derek V. Tanga

Alexander C. Wang

4 .. •>

Ernst Young
From Thought to Finish."*
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CELEBRATIONS
From page 1

replacement graduation, but an
enhancement to traditional cere-

monies.

"We changed our time this year

because we don't want to conflict with

any ceremony which any ofour partic-

ipants will be a part of," Sanio said.

said.

"We were placed at the end of the

list because we are student-initiated

and student-run," she said.

In previous years. Games said,

about 4,000 people attended the cele-

bration. This year organizers will issue

tickets for the celebration to obtain a
more realistic figure for future funding

purposes.

Games attributed the decrease in

"It's very important that if students graduate participants to SP-1, which
wish to attend the institution's ceremo-
ny, they certainly should do so."

This year, the Lavender Gelebration

won't feature special guest speakers,

since students asked to address the

graduating class, Sanlo said. Vox
Femina Los Angeles, a lesbian/bisexu-

al women's chorus, will sing at the cele-

bration.

Lavender
graduates will

——^——

—

receive a rain-

bow tassel and

certificate of dis-

tinction to com-

memorate their

survival through

college, she said.

Graduates of

the All African _________^
People's cele-

bration, hosted

by the African Student Union, will

have their name read along with a 25-

word personal message to their friends

and family.

"A lot of (graduates) are

the first in their families

to go to college."

Janice Quindara
Third-year sociology student

eliminated affirmative action in uni-

versity admissions in 1995.

"The fewer African American .stu-

dents that are admitted has resulted in

a decrease in the number of students

that are matriculating." Games said.

Janice Quindara, a third-year soci-

ology student, who serves on the

Filipino
,_„„,__^_^_^^,^^ Graduation com-

mittee, said the

celebration shows

that the university

is retaining

Filipino students

through pro-

grams like

Samahang
Filipino
Education and

Retention.

"(Filipino)
retention rates are not as high as other

groups,** said Quindara, who is abo
Samahang Filipino's president-elect.

"Ethnic graduation is a good way to
In addition, the traditional "Fomp show that Filipino students are gradu-

and Gircumstance" song will be ating from higher education
"

replaced by songs from the "Fanther" Each of the 100 graduates will be
movie soundtrack. allowed a 30^jecond speech to
The celebration will indude a key- acknowledge friends and parents

note address by Gongresswoman whose support and hard vroric paid for
Juanita Millinder-McDonald, DCalif

Raza Grad will assume the form of
a cultural extravaganza, with drum-
ming, Andean music and indigenous

dancers who will bless the ceremony

university tuition, Quindara said.

"A lot of (graduates) are the first in

their families to go to college," she

said. "Support and encouragement
from their families are their motivation

Though 360 undergraduate, gradu- to graduate,
ate and doctoral students will partici- Many students on campus choose
pate m Raza Grad, Sifuentcs said this to make the various identity-based cel-
and other ethnic celebrations have alio- ebraiions their only graduation cere-
cated the university's "left-over" time monies.

"We provide a ceremony in which
students experience something very
positive and very loving as their last

thing at UGLA, especially when many
of their experiences were not so posi-

tive and loving," Sanlo said.

slots.

Students who wish to attend the

ASU and Raza celebrations are unable
to do so because the events coincide

Sunday aftemoon.

In addition, the date and time ofthe
celebrations, which are scheduled after

all university ceremonies, put a strain

on family members who must return to

work Monday morning, Sifuentcs

For more infomrwitjon on graduation
ceremonies, visit the Web site at

httpy/www.commencementucla^u.

CORPS
From page 14

riers and the lack of books and other
teaching materials.

the land in which he was raised,

Hanson feh secluded in Gameroon.
At times, he was as far as 400 miles

from the nearest westerner. He lived

one day away from the provincial cap-
ital where he could pick up his pay-

I had an agenda: my students were check and supplies, two days from his
going to learn and they were going to Peace Gorps medical officer, and
pass the national test," he said. "My three hours by taxi to a telephone
sense of urgency was far greater than "To work and live in these condi-
that of the people

who I had come to

serve. That was
when I realized I

was going to leam

more than I was
going to teach."

Hanson
arrived in

Gameroon during

a period of politn

cal instability. In

1990, the country

suffered a failed

democratic elec-

"It was a bit scary at

times, but I wouldn't

tra(de that experience

for anything."

Mark Hanson
UCLA alumnus

tions, I was very

fortunate to live

with neighbors

that were

extremely wel-

coming," he

said. *To this

day I still don't

think what I did

was neariy as

wonderful as

what they did by

welcoming me
into their soci-

ety."

year, Hanson
history. Both candidates claimed vk> became more comfortable in the das^
tory. and for three months, the entire room but began realizing that dift^er-
province was m a state ofemergency. ent environments mandate dift-erent

It was very exciting to be part of teaching methods and analogies
something that was so new in an eco- For instance, he was once required
nomic sense and a political sense," he to tcadi the physics of a vchide dri-
said. "It was a bit scary at times, but I

wouldn't trade that experience for

anything.**

But the political unrest caused com-
munication breakdowns between
Hanson and Peace Gorps headquar-
ters in Cameroon.

Already thousands o( miles from

ving on a banked paved road. But in

the small town, paved roads were rare
and unbeknownst to the children.

Hanson found it difficult to accom-
modate the London^ased curricu-
lum, which was established when
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i
^
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"^^ ^r

10863 Lynbrook Ave
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1371 Westwood Blvd 939 Broxton Ave

Flax

10852 Lynbrook Ave
Hollywood Fries

920 Broxton Ave 1114 Gayley Ave

10889 Lynbrook Ave

1065 Broxton Ave

Trimana
10920 Wilshire Blvd

Copeland*s
Sfiorts

Copcland Sporting Goods
On Campus/UCLA Store

LlQfmO CtlCTURI.

ROMA
Anderson Graduate School

Copeland*s
Sports

Copcland Sporting Goods
1001 Westwood Blvd

Hoogcn-Dcizs]

10878 Kinross Ave

f^>r.

900 Westwood Blvd

K>

Look for these and more BruinCard loations this Fall:

'^rtio's IM/Z\ \

^^^14
Westside

Chiropractic

>^w»#i

Coffee Bean
oir onpy cscfUcr

CHECK YOUR ACCOUNT BALANCE BY CALLING (310) 206-3199

Deposit on-line www.bruincared.ucla.edu/cash

24 hours a day 7 days a week using

Visa, MasterCard or Discover

SccOMIfS,l»a9e24
Please tip server on pre-discounted amount

Make cash deposits in

$5, $10 or $20 denominations at

Value Transfer Stations (VTS)

and your account updates immediately.
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Forgot to pick up your yearbook?
drop by 118 Kerckhoff Hall this week with your

student ID to get your book today!
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TRADITIONS
From page 5 »

cerncd citizens.

"Contrary to popular belief, we
don't want to arrest students," she
said. "A majority of the complaints
wc got were from kids who couldn't

study."

ditions. Naples cited events like

Spring Sing and the rivalry with the

University of Southern California as
healthy, legal alternatives to drinking,

smoking marijuana and burning
couches. He said students seeking
other ideas are welcome to brain-

storm with him and his staff,

Shelley Taylor, managing director

of the North Village Improvement
As compared to previous years. Committee, is seeking cooperation

Greenstein said the large volume of with students as well. A resident since
complaints and the element ofdanger 1956, she has witnessed the neighbor-
warranted immediate police reaction, hood undergo a number of changes

The evolution

of relatively

harmless rituals

into events char-

acterized by dan-

ger and commu-
nity concern has

become all too

common in the

past few years.

"The activi-

ties themselves

have a purpose,

but they have

become a carica-

Tontrary to popular

belief, we don't want to

arrest students
."

Nancy Greenstain

UCPD director of

community services

turc of the original events," said dean
of students Bob Naples.

Bathing in the inverted fountain -

once an accepted tradition enacted
by graduating seniors - has under-
gone the same exaggerated metamor-
phosis as the Midnight Yell.

In past years, surly students have
decided to up the ante of the original-

ly composed ceremony Coolers
stuffed with libations have replaced
the customary glass of champagne,
and the original washing of the feet

has turned into headfirst dives into
the rushing bowels of the fountain.

"I have seen

this evolve in the ^————

.

six years I have

been here,"

Naples said.

"Once we start-

ed getting stu-

dents showing
up in inebriated

states, we need-

ed to intervene

to curtail and
modify this

behavior."

Students were

susceptible to

and said the

increased stu-

dent population

has added an

interesting but

frustrating
dynamic to the

village.

"It's difficult

because both the

students and the

families have

always been
here and the

older adults
have a different lifestyle than the stu-

dents," she said.

The rowdy behavior, best exempli-
fied in the Midnight Yell, has left

many residents scared to walk the
streets of Westwood, Taylor said.

"There shotiid be parameters set to
respect those not involved with the

university activities," she said.

With both university authorities

and local residents growing increas-

ingly sensitive to student activity,

many turn to businesses in Westwood
to let off steam.

While not every student relies on
partying to

"There should be
parameters set to

respect those not

Involved with the

university activities."

Shelley Taylor

Managing director of NVIC

relieve stress,

those that do
may find this

task somewhat

obstructed.
Those seeking

to dance away
their academic

frustrations
must look out-

side Westwood.

Under the

Westwood
Village Specific

cuts froip broken glass and other dubs or other establishments ofTerillg
i^uncs due to slippery rocks. Naples dancing or live entertainment" must

n*~. . , ._ .

receive a Special permit to operate in

y. ^A "^Z ^^ t?^
^"^ ^~* Westwood Duets, a nightclub on

should not be a problem this year. Westwood Boulevard that closed in
Alcohol will still flow on graduation 1999. was the last of such popular col.
day, but the waters of UCLA's foun- lege-town establishments
tains will not as the energy crisis has In another change to Westwood'.

'"^^mn^ ^ya!^ 1

'^'^«^ atmosphere, students whoOn campus. 420 began as a rela- once enjoyed frothy 33^z. cups of
tively small ritual for true marijuana Red Dog at Schlotzsky's Deh on
devotees wishing to commemorate an
important day in their herbal culture.

But in recent years, it has grown to an
overwhelmingly stony celebration.

In a tradition that seemed too good
to be true for many, Meyerhoff Park
became a fusion of passionate
"grcenthumbs" bearing impressive

Broxton Avenue can no longer do so,

as the shop closed June 3 after being'

in business for seven and a half years.
'They could come here, relax on

the patio and just enjoy the after-

noon," said Mike McCarthy, manag-
er of Schlotzsky's DeH. "A lot of stu-

dents have been coming here forgl«^.ow„ apparatus. „ we., a. y^„.^ .^^^ :f"rU";a^'timid nnvirY»« m ajtarr-U ^f .^^..^^t .
ftn^Km

M ^rsirwf'-' -t^^SP

> » • #

HOmr ^m^

timid novices in search of accepted
exploration into this smoky rabble.

This spring, however, police pres-
ence increased and many of the day's
events were suppressed

According to Greenstein, UCPD
did not react in past years because the
celebration originally consisted of a
small, undetected group of smokers.

"It has become bigger every year,"
Greenstein said. "We can't just
ignore it. We get a lot of calls saying
people are smoking dope and we
want you to do something about it.

Smoking marijuana is still against the
law."

Naples said that student partici-

pants risk more than just legal prob-
lemsby partaking in the ceremonies.

"W^j^^kd to publicize this year

^S^S^ ^. ciMttlK^ ia fede^

cialal^4^ werecaught oncampus
^»^*U|i.'heiaid.

WfcAe the future may teem bleak
for aome of the studenu' favorite tra-

many have come on their 21st birth-

days."

While owner Chen Schekman
cites personal reasons for the closing,

the casual atmosphere and student-

friendly service will be missed in a
town continually searching for a col-

lege identity

With the loss of cherished hot
spots and the uncertain future of
many of the students' favorite tradi-

tions, UCLA's social future remains
in a volatile state, said Matt Hobart, a
fourth-year theater student

Hobart said this condition is natur-
al for a college area, but there are cer-
tain constants that should exist for
student growth.

"It's necessary to create a commu-
nity that students can ifMfy with
Md «tKreiheyqtoe!i|«ari^|^|gr^
themselves in rtjunrlfinii^ a hetteiv
rouaded Pcr*oaJn^y|^i4 > /

But to the^^SS^SmiiyW
dents, burning cdUchttSdMaiinf^
joints just might not cut it

^

'iH-.*'*--' m'"^
Ml

¥^ ."«;r~ *»

'>ii*i,-
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ROTC
From page 8

"If I get a scholarship they are
going to pay for my dental school. (I

plan to) become a dentist for the

Navy and probably sail for 20
years," Lane said, adding that she
hopes to open a free dental clinic in

Los Angeles afterward.

After their four-year commit-
ment, participants arc free to contin-

ue their military service or pursue
civilian careers.

Some ROTC students

receive scholarships,

which help pay for

tuition and books.

"They can stay or get out with a
knowledge of tools, travels and expe-
rience," said Commander James
Trotter, who serves in the Navy.

According to Trotter, approxi-
mately half the participants choose
to continue military service.

Brousseau. who served in

Norway, Japan and Hawaii during
Operation Desert Storm and Desert
Shield, considers the rapport
between fellow officers one of the
most amazing things he's ever expe-
rienced.

"You can have all the features of
professionalism, but it is the sense of
camaraderie that is the catalyst for
achieving synergy," Brousseau said.

Next year's battalion comman-
der, third-year geography student
Ryan Tashma, will command a crew
for three weeks in Hawaii on a 560-
foot submarine.

Tashma, who met some of his best
friends through the ROTC, said
working together in training exercis-
es forced them to rely on each other.

"You're not concerned

about being a star

player, but being on
the star team."

Mark Brousseau

Colonel

In emergency submarine training,

Tashma and his team had to work
together to go from one room, up
through a hatch and into a second
room filled with two (ttx of water.

"It was such a weird feeling to go
up through water, and I was glad my
friend was the one to pull me out,"
Tashma said.

Students develop skills in ROTC
with "limit-pushing exercises."
which are the same ones they will use
in combat, Brousseau said.

"In an environment that involves
life and death, you'rt not concerned
about being a star player, but being
on the star team," Brousseau said.

Though it may seem the military
would be one organization that
could withstand Hollywood influ-

ence. Trotter said ROTC enrollment
can be affected by the silver screen

Movies like "Top Gun" drew
interest in the Airforce and current
movies such as "Pearl Harbor" will

draw more interest in the Navy, he
said.

Movies are u major source of
interest in military life, Ragadio
said, but they can be misleading.

"Movies usually depict Ivoot-
camp. but in officer training, you
realize that we are, after all, human
beings." he said. j

"You just treat everyone with
respect, but also develop discipline
and mihtafy skills."

POLITICS
From page 3

peers may have gradually swayed my
thoughts from one side to another,

and 1 believe 1 have become more lib-

eral politically in the process," he said.

But some say a few campus groups
are disruptive at times.

Cam Truong, a fifth-year chemical
engineering and applied mathematics
student, said she was annoyed with the

March protest, when students rallied

for the repeal of SP-1 - a policy the

University of California Board of
Regents passed in 1995 that eliminat-

ed affirmative action in admissions -

because she was trying to study in

Powell Library at the time.

"Protests can help to get the word
out about issues, but this was disrup-

tive and was just making people more
irritated," Truong said.

The presidential

election in November
sparked strong

emotions in many
students.

The loud protests, she sakJ, reaf-

firmed her opinion against affirmative

action, rather than recruited her sup-

port.

Stem said, many campus protesters

portray the idea that they represent

the sentiment of all UCLA students.

"They say 'UCLA students feel this

or that' when they should be using 'I,'"

he said.

In addition to campus politics, the

presidential election in November
sparked strong emotions in many stu-

dents, some of which launched a
protest shortly after the preliminary

results were announced.

While the presidential election

glitches may have increased interest in

national politics among students,

some question the level ofenthusiasm
for campus politics this year.

The May Undergraduate Students

Association Council elections, which
saw a drop in voter turnout this year -

from 24 to 20 percent - were not wcH
coordinated, Truong said.

"It was hard to tell what platforms

the candidates represented, and it was-

n't worth my time to vote this year,"

she said.

Pikrtin, who finds national politics

more intriguing, said university poli-

tics only cover a narrow range of
issues.

"The small number of issues stu-

dent government focuses on are

important, but it is more difficult to

get involved when they arc the same
issues all the time," he said.

A
j|bs
From page 6

about his future to take time off to

travel before starting his career.

**I got three job offers for over
$60,000 each and didn't accept one of
them," he said.

Not everyone is so confident when
it comes to the technology sector.

Mainak D'Attaray. an African
American studies student graduating
this spring, said the field is showing
signs of weakness.

"The job market seems like it's

shifted from technology to service-

related fields," he said.

While job opportunities in technol-

ogy-based fields rise and fall with the

economy, the entertainment industry

presents perpetual obstacles to job
seekers.

Third-year theater student Fiona
Gubelnuinn expreaeed anxiety about
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ASSOCIATE VICE CHANCELLOR
FOR FACULTY DIVERSITY

UCLA

Apgications and nominations are invited for the position of Associate Vice Chancellor for Faculty Diversity effective Winter

Vic'l7hrn.rilnr'f '""^^'fl!"*
'=°."'"'i'"«"' 'o/aculty diversity, the Unive,.ity of California at Us Angeles seeks an Associate

e^lv,f r Tfr " ^''""^- ^"^""^^ •"" =»"""""«"« *» "<" "ew. 'he creation of this new position is intended to
elevate the pursuit of faculty diversity on campus to the highest priority.

Tlie peRon selected for this position will provide dynamic and innovative academic leadership in achieving and sustaining
faculty diversity as an indispensable element of UCLA's academic excellence. The AVC, Faculty Diversity will hold
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Reporting to thrViceChanceltor, Academic

Pei^onnel the AVC will be expected to take initiative in developing programs and procedures for the achievement of this goalwhile at the same time working to secure campus and extramural resources to enable the recruitment and retention of a diverse'
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'''"°""''' "" " '^^"•"' "^""^ °^ "^ Chancellor's Advisory Group on
Diversity, the AVC for Faculty Diversity will advise the Executive Vice Chancellor and the Chancellor on a wide range of
divei^ity issues This position is particularly cmcial as the campus prepares to meet the challenge of the ever-expanding student
population that is projected for the next decade. Tl,e AVC, Faculty Diversity, will also act as a resource for camp^
administrators and committees directly involved in faculty recruitment, retention, and advancemem; for those addressing relatedissues of faculty equities; and for those promoting a fair and open academic environment.

The Associate Vice Chancellor. Faculty Diversity, will serve as UCLA's academic affirmative action officer and will hold

^!!!^rT \ accountability for ensuring equal employment opportunity and nonKiiscrimination in academic areasand for developing and implementing the campus' academic affirmative action program. TTie incumbent will ensure thatUCLA s faculty employment policies and practices comply with all relevant Federal. State, and University requirements as afaculty employer. As required under Federal Affirmative Action Regulations, the incumbent will have the auVhority. resourcessupport of and access to top management to ensure the effective implementation of the affirmative action program

Candidates must have the academic credentials to qualify for a tenured appointment at UCLA and should have experienceworking with diversity matters, including affirmative action plans. Salary will be commensurate with background MdcApcnence.

For additional information, please go to: http://www.apo.ucla.edu/avc-diversity.

To be ensured fiill consideration, nominations and applications should be sent by August 1, 2001 to:

AVC Faculty Diversity Search Committee
c/o Ms. Rene Dennis

Office of the Chancellor Academic Personnel

University of California

3109 Murphy Hall

Los Angeles, CA 90095-1407
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CORPS
From page 18

Britain controlled the region before

Cameroon's independence in 1961.

"There were often questions that

related to ice and snow and wintry

conditions that kids living near the

equator simply would never experi-

ence or understand," he said.

Instead, programs for the people of

Cameroon, such as agri-forestry and

coffee cooperative programs, allowed

members to work with farmers to pre-

vent soil erosion and loss of soil fertil-

ity when planting in mountainous

regions, he said.

"I probably learned

more than I taught,

took more than I gave."

Mark Hanson
UCLA alumnus

^ his second year of service came
to a close, Hanson decided to stay on
as the provincial coordinator for

Peace Corps programs in Cameroon.
Returning to the U.S. in 1993.

unsure of his future, Hanson begrni

teaching high school science classes in

San Diego and later earned master's

degrees in environmental science and
public affairs at Indiana University.

He utilized his connections with

the Peace Corps to find a graduate

school that would give him credit for

his overseas experience. His connec-

tions with the Peace Corps also may
have helped him land his current job

as a research analyst for the RAND
Corporation, a nonprofit organiza-

tion that works to improve policy

through research and analysis.

During his interview, he discov-

ered that his boss' wife served less

than 100 miles from his post in

Cameroon.

"I don't know if that had anything

with me getting the job, but it's one of

those things where every now and
then the experience seems to help in

some mysterious way," he said.

Suan said an alternative for those

who do not want to commit two years

of service or leave the U.S. is

Americorps, the domestic version of

the Peace Corps. ^

Another alternative is

WorldTeach, an international teach-

ing abroad program that provides

educational assistance in communi-
ties throughout Asia, Latin America,
Africa and Eastern Europe.

Hanson continues to place much
value on his Peace Corps experience.

"In hindsight, I probably learned

more than 1 taught, took more than I

gave, and it was one of the more
enriching experiences ofmy life."

For more information about the Peace
Corps, visit www.peacecorps.gov or
call a recruiting specialist at (310) 235-

7444.

JOBS
From page 23

making it as an actor.

"I don't think it's secure. I'm ner-

vous as hell," she said.

"Ifyou want to work and you work
really hard at it, you will work. You
may not be famous or have a lot of
money, but you will work," she con-

tinued.

Ethnic studies student George
Kim assessed the entertainment
industry.

"Either you know someone or

you're not going to get in," he said.

In the business world, the state of
the economy has played a more direct

role, resulting in at least short-term

Seel08S^pa9c25

JOBS
From page 24

layoffs.

"I was laid offand so were three of

my friends in other firms, but we all

got good severance packages," said

Jeff SchroedeiC a UCLA alumnus. "1

got six weeks at full pay and was
working again before the payments
stopped."

"At the same time firms

are laying people off,

they are also recruiting."

Norm Stahl

Career center counselor

This points to a common trend in

the recent economy. Companies are

restructuring, seeking to lower their

cost while keeping the flexibility to

offer their outgoing employees short-

term economic security.

"At the same time firms are laying

people off, they are also recruiting,"

)t2thl <^»d

This high rate ofturnover does not

leave job seekers in the best bargain-

ing position.

Recent graduates are at the bot-

tom of the ladder in every company
and tend to be the first to go. While

long-time employees are given the

option to quit and receive a generous

severance package or to stay on
board, Schroeder said companies are

compensating newcomers without

offering them this option.

Given the ease with which he

found a new employer, Schroeder

was unperturbed by the pattern of

layoffs, but others were more con-

cerned.

"I don't think the market is as

good as it was last year in terms of

negotiating for benefit packages and

bonuses," D'Attaray said.

Though prevalent, such skepticism

has not completely dampened what is

a generally positive outlook of gradu-

ates. With unemployment below 5

percent, the class of 2001 has cause to

be optimistic - for now.

THIRD-YEAR
From page 12

attend graduate school, and I'll be

taking a night class while I work with

them. My area of interest is tax so I'd

like to eventually have my own tax

practice.

What advantages do you think you
willhave by attending graduate school

a year sooner than normal?
W

p have plans for a family, but also

wabt to have a well-established

career. I would like to have my own
business eventually, and I think hav-

ing my work experience early in life

will allow me to work toward my
future goals. I'll be able to have a

family and my own business instead

of still trying to work through the

corporate world.

Do you think you re missing any
college experience by graduating

early?

It didn't hit me until this year. I

started to really think back about

what I was able to experience. I just

turned 21 so I'm barely able to share

that with my college friends; there's a

certain amount ofthe college life that

I had to accept that I was going to

miss. I've had great friends since

freshman year and they all get anoth-

er year of living in the apartments

together. I do get to start my career

SctSTIIOiNT,|»a9e26
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THIRI^YEAR
From page 25

and grad school, but I do feel that Vm
leaving behind people that I won't get

to see next year nearly as much.

Do youfeel settled at UCLA?

1 definitely do. Walking around

campus, I already see that I'm going

to miss it. ril be going to USC for

business school, so I'm not quite sure

how I feel about that. I've gotten used

to the atmosphere and being able to

recognize people on Bruin Walk.

How would you rate your experi-

ence over three years?

It's been phenomenal. I did dorm
life for the first two years and the peo-

ple I met freshman year are amazing
and I'm still really great friends with

most of them. I went to all the foot-

ball and basketball games, and even

though I'm getting out in three years,

I've really tried to embrace every-

thing about the campus. People used

to tease me, thinking that I had to be

in the library 24 hours a day, but you
have to take it all in.

Do you think staying another year

would have any advantagesfor youl

»iS>M^»»^i^D>y^»^

Staying another year would allow

me to pick up another minor; I'm

doing business economics and
accounting, and it's pretty structured

in the areas of math and economics.

Picking up something like English

and taking some fun classes would
definitely be an advantage of staying

an extra year.

What is your fondest memory of
your stay at UCLA?

The last week ofmy freshman year

in the dorms, we had a big party in

Dykstra - we crammed about 30 or

40 of our friends in one dorm room.
It was wonderful and definitely what
I remember the most.

How do you feel about leaving

friends who entered college with you?

It makes me sad because I just

went on a spring vacation with these

people and I realized they're going to

be able to do it next year, and if I want
to. I'll have to take vacation and time

off from work. I really am going to

enter a different lifestyle, but the rea-

son I'm not taking a job outside of

Los Angeles is so that I can stay close

to my friends.

Have there been any outside influ-

ences on your decision to graduate in

threeyears?

My parents have worked really

hard, and they both waited to go to

college until af\er they had children.

By watching how difficult a struggle it

was for them, I wanted to complete
my education early in life. That way I

could have myself established before

I develop a family.

I really admire my parents for tak-

ing on a family along with school, so

they've been the example I've fol-

lowed in trying to work toward my
goals as hard as I have.

Do you have any suggestions for
others trying to graduate early, when
they encounter difficulties?

I suggest if you're considering get-

ting out in three years, at the end of
your third year really take into

account that as a college student you
can get up at noon and still complete
your day I've had to go to business

interviews at 8 a.m.

If you really enjoy the college life

and flexibility, you might want to take

the extra year and enjoy it. If I could
do anything it would be to come back
for ope more year and not take any
classes and just visit with everyone.

FIFTH-tEAR
From page 12

I've learned in school and get out into

the community That completed the

learning experience. Academia has

contributed little to me career-wise,

but through the organizations, I've

been able to experience things first-

hand.

, If you're here just to go to school,

you're missing a big part of the college

experience. Through a lot of resources

on campus you can enhance your edu-

cation. Being here an extra year has

benefited myself as well as the campus
community through the work I've

done.

What doyouplan to do after college?

I'm going to be taking a year off

and applying to graduate school for

policy studies. I'm also counseling for

the Summer Readmission Retention

Program, which is peer counseling to

get students back into UCLA, all

while studying for my Graduate
Record Examinations. I've completed

my experience at UCLA. I'm com-
fortable here and know a lot about

L.A. but look forward to going to the

East Coast for graduate school to see

new environments and gain other

-experiencea.

How wouldyou rateyour experience

overfive years?

I think it's been the biggest growing

experience I've had and it's showed
through my work with student organi-

zations and putting on student-initiat-

ed programs. Your level of education

is dependent on how w*ell you're able

to teach it, and by being involved I was
able to do that. I feel that now I'm able

to see things from a bigger perspec-

tive.

H^t is your foruiest memory of
your stay at UCLA?

Seeing the growth of Samahang
and the growth of SPEAR -

Samahang Pilipino Education and
Retention - is the best memory I have

here. Being able to provide a safe

space for my community and others,

and all the programs and community
service we did have been my best

memories here.

Would you recommend staying

anotheryear to other students?

It depends on your situation. Ifyou
want to live the college experience, I

recommend staying here. But it is

dependent on what you want to gain

from UCLA. If it's only academic,

you shouldn't. If you're utilizing more
than academia, staying an extra year is

an advantage to your experience here.

Doyou have any suggestionsfor oth-

ers looking to graduate in more than

fpur years, when they encounter diffi-

tulties?

I|

Consider the financial situation,

and what you want to do outside of

academics. There are a lot of external

forces. I know the university doesn't

want you to (stay five years) because

of the extra units they're imposing and

by making summer school more finan-

cially accessible. School shouldn't be

solely about what you do in the class-

room.

Is there'anything else you would like

to a(Uabout your experience?

I was grateful to be able to take

advantage of a place like L.A., one of

the most diverse places in the world.

Students should consider notjust cam-

pus life, but social issues in the cono-

munity. Take the time to reflect on the

diversity of UCLA - even though it's

not reflected on the university level
-

and realize there are a lot ofthings out-

side of the university to experience

and consume.
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What is a time capsule without a Hall of

Fame? Well, instead of crowding the page

with categories like "Most Likely To

Succeed" or "Most Friendly/'we focused

on everybody's favorite

category:"Most Popular."

Here's a look at some of

the the most popular

stufffrom the last

six years.

For better orworsa Napster has changed

the face ofmodem music acquisidon

By Laura Morgan
Daily Bruin Contributor

This past year, Napster revolutionized

the way people hear and obtain their music.

Leading the way, one young man has left

his mark on music software forever. He is

Shawn Fanning, the creator of Napster and
a college dropout who spent 60 hours creat-

ing a program which allowed the sharing of
music files. The result of his idea has forev-

er transformed the way people acquire
music on the Internet.

"I think that Napster has really shown
the music industry that Internet music is

something the people really want,"
Fanning said during a recent interview.

However, Internet music and the
advancement of music technology have
been on a roller coaster ride since the emer-

gence of Napster, and some may wonder
about the direction Internet music will take

in the future.

This year, the MP3 industry was one of
the biggest things to hit the Internet. In

response, the Record Industry Association

of America decided to file a lawsuit against

the widely-used pcer-to-peer music trading

site known as Napster
In addition to the formal lawsuit, some

artists complain about Napster, arguing
they arc not receiving compensation for the

availability of their music. However,
among all of the protesters, Napster still

retains the support of many college stu-

dents and emerging artists.

"I am completely behind sharing music
on the Internet," said Monc, an indepen-
dent British artist, during a recent inter-

view, "My band relied on the Web primari-

ly to get our music

out independently. I

still believe that if you like

an album, you'll go out and
buy it.**

Yet with the recent court ruling, Napster
users have seen a drastic decrease in the

number of songs available for download.
Some may wonder if peer-to-peer music
trading will still exist on the Internet in the
future or if the industry is heading for an
age where listeners must visit music sites,

such as CDnow.com, and download songs
for a fee.

"I think that it will be some sort of a

KWSTtN GILLETTE/0«ly Bfuin

blend between the two,*

Fanning said. "Right now the

public version of Napster is

really the first generation of
peer-to-peer technology. What

we're doing and where we think
Internet music is going is more of a blend

of a centralized system, where the server

helps make really important decisions
about where you should connect to, where
to get the best version of the files, and helps
to provide additional information on the
music. But I don't think it will go to just a
strictly centralized system, because there's

a very clear value of a peer-to-pccr system."
With the decrease in music availability

on Napster, many have turned to such

See MPl, page 34
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Almost Famous (2000)

American Beauty (1999)

Armageddon (1998)

BlairWitch Project (1999)

Braveheart(1995)

auele$s(1995)

Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon (2000)

Fantasia 2000 (1999)

Friday (1995)

Gladiator (2000)

t1fe Is Bftlutffuni998)

The Matrix (1999)

Moulin Rouge (2001)

Peari Harbor (2001)

Rush Hour (1998)

Saving Private Ryan (1998)

Scream (1996)

Selena (1997)

South Parte (1999)

Star WaoiEii^ieOne (1999)

Christina Aguilera

Dave Matthews Band

Destiny's Child

Eminem

FathoySlim

Fugees

Lauryn

Madonni

Moby

No Doubt

*NSYNC

Outkast

Papa Roach

Peari Jam

[diohead

Chili Peppers

Ricky Martin
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Cast and crew members OfBuffy the Vampire Slayer" filmed episodes of the popular TV series at
UCLA, turning the campus into'UC Sunnydale" during August 1999.

UCLA is a popular loqgoji to filmJV shows am
movieS; giving studeiyJHK chance to seecielebnties

By Suneal KoUi

Daily Bruin Senioi

A few years ago, sUipflliiCd stu-

dents looked on as aliens and vam-
pires wreaked havoc on the UCLA
campus.

Luckily, Mulder, Scully and Buffy

were there to take care of the situa-

tion.

UCLA students often get the

chance to see their favorite actors in

action as movie and television scenes

are regularly filmed on the campus.
For many UCLA students, seeing

film crews and actors at their school

has become almost as normal as

attending class itself.

It's interesting when they're

lere, because you get to see the dif-

ferent movies being made, but it gets

normal after a while," said Dawn
Hoover, a graduate student in educa-

tion.

UCLA is located a few miles west

of Hollywood, home to many of the

motion picture and television pro-

duction companies in the United
States, making it a convenient loca-

tion for filmmakers to shoot movies.

"UCLA is located in Los
Angeles, the same place as the

American motion picture industry,"

said UCLA visiting professor of film

and television Jonathan Kuntz. "So
'We're convenient for (almost) all of

the movie companies, TV ^voduc-

tion companies, commercial compa-
nies and so on. We're right where the

action is."

The excellent weather also makes
UCLA an ideal location for shooting

films.

"The traditional virtues of
Southern California are also exis-

tent, which means sunny days almost
every day of the year," Kuntz said.

"You're probably not going to run

into too many days when there is

snow or rain here."

The university also has a distinc-

tive college feel that many other

SeeMOVIE,|M9c32

Village provides quaint

setting for social jaunts
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NIGHTS: Neighborhood

bars, restaurants serve

as escapes from stress

By Canvtt Spooner
Daily Bruin Contributor

Each June UCLA's seniors say

goodbye to more than classrooms,

professors and textbooks.

They leave with memories gener-

ated from giddy nights of beer guz-

zling, nightclubbing, and ecstatic

house partying that will last them a

lifetime.

Westwood Village offers an inti-

mate setting for much of the social

life the UCLA student population

experiences. Located adjacent to

the campus, the Village provides a

quaint environment for recreation

and exploration for its student

patrons.

"The main idea is to get away
and just have fun," said Teri

Gamble, a senior theater student

who is familiar with the local night

scene.

Wherever a Bruin may roam
within the Westwood area, he or

she finds a home away from home
among a student culture in various

entertainment venues throughout

the Village.

On any given night, the Village's

streets, restaurants, bars and
lounges cater to the varying needs

and desires of the university's

inhabitants.

Madison's Bar and Grill on
Broxton Ave., the closest thing the

Village offers to a dance hall, plays

host to an eclectic mix of students

who gather to mingle and release

the stress ofprolonged study via the

diversions of popular music, fer-

mented beverages and romantic

prospects.

"We get people from places like

Northridge, USC, Irvine and from

SeeSOOAtpageJJ
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A line forms at Diddy Riese Thursday night in Westwood. Dlddy
Riese is a popular place among UCLA students.

Shows provkle opportunities to share, leam, discuss
GiLTURE: Groups focus on creating

understanding, battling stereotypes

By Oiris Young
Daily Bruin Staff

Demonstrating Islam's far-reaching influence, a
Filipino Muslim drumming group performed this

year.

"We really try to educate people about the her-

itage of Islam and dispel some of the stereotypes
out there," said Ghaith Mahmood, president of
MSA.
Mahmood, a third year business economics and

international development studies student, said for

MSA's presentation, "Jesus (peace be upon him):

Lecture halls are not the only place where gradu-
ating students have learned something valuable
over the past several years.

rhrough ofTermgs of music, dance, food, visual The Red Letters," they invited difTcrcnt Christian
art and dialogue, various campus culture groups groups to attend.
have fought stereotypes and attempted to create "Half the crowd was Muslims learning about
mutual understandmg between people of different their own heritage, and the other half was people
backgrounds, as well as

leam more about their own
cultures.

"We think we're so dif-

ferent that we don't want to

talk to each other or inter-

act with each other, but lit-

tle do we know that we're

always influencing each
other by sharing the same
space," said Ikemefunna
Asimonye, student coordi-

nator of-UCLA Worldfest

Worldfest is unique ...

because it brings together a

diverse group of performers

and audience members.

wanting to learn about
Islam," Mahmood said.

One of the goals of the

week was to change media-

influenced views of
Muslims.

"In the mass media, with

the way that Muslims are

often portrayed as bombers
or terrorists, we wanted to

portray a more healthy

image of who Muslims are
To acknowledge, and of Islam, with the cultural awareness week

"

appreciate, and be grateful for different cultures - Mahmood said. "Perceptions have definitely
that's a key for combating stereotypes and preju- improved."
dicesthat really hurt our microcosm at UCLA." Mahmood said that culture shows aren't sup-

The culture shows allow groups to show the posed to segregate members of a community from
-complexities of their culture, and bow it's continu- other cultures, but simply to help them reflect upon
ally evolvmg," Asimonye said. and understand their roots.
To reveal some ofthc complexities of Islamic cul- "From talking to people in culture shows I

ture, the Muslim Student Association (MSA) puts found out that they really learn more about who
on an annual Islamic Cultural Awareness Week.

Held each spring quarter, the week presents a
series of discussions and presentations on Islam,

gives samples of ethnic food, and hosts cultural

shows.

they are and where they come from," Mahmood
said.

In addition to providing a learning experience.

SccaH.TUIIE,pa9«33
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Joanna Ureal, a world arts and cultures graduate student, performs with an
Afro-Cuban Band in Westwood Plaza on May 7.
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MOVIE
From page 30

West Coast campuses lack. The brick

buildings, old architecture and huge

grass fields make UCLA appear to be

what most people expect a college to

look like.

"UCLA itself looks like a universi-

ty, particularly the center of campus
that was built originally in the 1920s

and early 30s," Kuntz said. "It's

extremely photogenic and looks

are off limits to film producers.

UCLA does not want to endorse any

of the films that decide to shoot on the

campus. The Bruin Bear, parts of

Royce Hall, Kerckhoff Hall, and

other locations are off limits.

"Anything that would effectively

identify the location as UCLA cannot

be filmed," Rabb said.

Although the events office aims to

keep the filming out of the students'

way by scheduling shoots on week-

ends and during breaks, students

often get a chance to see their favorite

exactly like our idea of a classic uni- actors being filmed on campus.

versity on the East Coast or West

Coast."

UCLA gets so many requests for

on-campus film shoots that it has a

specific office partially dedicated to

arranging such

shoots.
'

I

The UCLA
Events Office

works with loca-

tion managers of

production com-

panies and deter-

mines whether or

not to allow a

film or television

show to be shot

on campus.

"We work

with (filmmak-

_ers) for months to check availability,

different locations, and (to) find out

what's going on on campus," said

Jack Raab, director of the UCLA
Events Office.

One of the main goals ofthe Events

Office is to align film shoots in such a

way as to avoid interfering with the

normal business of the university.

"Pretty much anything we film is

out in the open," Raab said.

"Anybody walking by can see it."

Scenes from each of the following

movies and television shows have all

been shot on the—————— UCLA campus.

Julia Roberts paid the

UCLA campus a visit in

May 1 999 when
filming her Academy
Award winning movie

"Erin Brockovich."

""BufTy the

Vampire
Slayer**

For a few days

in the summer of

1999, UCLA
briefly turned

into UC
Sunnydale, and

the vampire slay-

"~~~~"~~~~—
er herself decid-

ed to attend.

"Whe» B«»ffy was here, there was

quite a following," Rabb said. "It was

on a weekend, but word got out, and

there were a lot of people that wanted

to see Sarah Michelle Cellar. A lot of

the kids got to meet her."

When BufFy went olT to college,

they needed a college-looking setting

for the episodes. The show filmed

"Normally we don't shoot during parts of Bruin Walk, Powell Library

•

'r4^.1.y-.l.^^
'

,
.,.).

'

.

EOMIMO UN/Datty tnm Senior Staff

the week during session," Raab said.

"On occasion we do but it's usually by

special circumstances. We try not to

impact the campus and the normal

operations."

Many campus locations, however.

and the exterior of Franz Hall. Franz

Hall was used as Buffy's dormitory.

"The Nutty Professor*' and "The
Nutty Professor IP

Although many students may

claim that UCLA already has enough

eccentric instructors, yet another

nutty professor came to teach classes

on the UCLA campus in April 2000.

Both the "Nutty Professor" movies

were almost completely filmed on the

UCLA campus. The producers want-

ed an East Coast college feel with

many photogenic butWtngs.

According to Rabb, the movies

and Eddie Murphy were a pretty big

deal for the students of UCLA.
"*Nutty Professor' was very popu-

lar," he said. "That was during the

break but we still had a lot of people

hanging around because of Eddie

Murphy."

The movie used scenes on Bruin

Walk, Powell Library, Royce Quad,

and many of the other more attractive

buildings on the campus. Moore Hall

was used as the professor's class-

!—--, I I .1 I ! I ! 4| Miai
I
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(Top) The filming of the nr>ovie 'Legally Blonde" took place on the

UCLA campus in January 2001 . (Above) Actor Jerry OXonnell sits

through an interview between filming scenes of the movie
Tomcats' at UCLA in July 2000.

Transif Pass

The BruinGo! program will he on hreak
durmg the summer beginning June 16, 2001
and will resume on September 17, 2001.

Discounted bus passes and tokens may be purchased at

the UCLA Central Ticket Office (CTO) located next to the James West Alumni Center.

The Big Blue Bus will operate its regular schedule and service to UCLA throughout the summer.

For information about the BruinGo! program visit www.transportation.ucla.edu/bruingo
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From page 30

all over coming here," said Eric

Woodard, manager of Madison's.

Offering differing genres of pop-

ular music each night, this hangout

is a staple of Westwood nightlife,

providing a welcome diversion from

a heavy college workload.

Another popular retreat i«

Maloney's on Gayley Ave. With its

walls thickly covered with mug
shots of various Hollywood movie
stars and its big-screen TVs, the

place has the atmosphere ofa classic

neighborhood bar.

Graduating theater student Jake

Bern describe! the club as a regular

meeting place for local fraternity

chapters.

"It's so close to the frat houses

that the place is like their living

room," Bern said. "It's a tradition

for them by now, and I've had some
wild times in there."

Many nights there are lines full of

eager revelers extending across the

large parking lot. Everyone waits to

cram inside the small pub and join

in on the fun.

Meanwhile, the Westwood
Brewing Co. on Glendon Ave.

offers live music most nights along

with its food and drinks.

"It's a good spot just to chill out

over some drinks," said Jeff Olin, a

graduating theater student. "I'm

not into the excessive noise and
flashing lights, so I can unwind
there"

However, for those whose ideas

of fun are even more temperate,

places like Relaxation on Gayley

Ave. provide a comfortable envi-

ronment for students to come
together for,a more sober commu-
nion over trendy Thai food and
boba drinks. Remaining open until

2 a.m. on most nights, students are

always welcome to study or social-

ize.

Many other establishments

around Westwood also offer stu-

dents the opportunity to mingle as a

pleasant diversion from the stresses

of university life. Bruins can escape

the confines of local bars and clubs

by flocking to local landmarks like

Diddy Riese Cookies on Broxton

SeeSOOAtpa^eBS
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room. i

^'Erin Brockovidi**

Julia Roberts paid the UCLA
campus a visit in May 1999 when
filming her Academy Award win-

ning movie "Erin Brockovich."

The movie is based on the true

story of a woman who gets ajob with

a law firm and aims to win a massive

settlement against Pacific Gas &
Electric for the presence of poiso-

nous Chromium-6 in the water sup-

ply of certain areas near Los

Angeles.

For a few Kenes in the movie,

Brockovich viiSts a college campus
to talk with a professor about

Chromiunv6.

Some of the more picturesque

buildings on the UCLA campus,

such as Powell Library, can be seen

in the background as Erin and the

professor walk out of his office.

**HowHlgh-
UCLA's East Coast campus look

brought producers over to film

"How High," a movie starring rap-

pers Method Man and Redman.
In order to create the setting of

Harvard University, the crew

brought a Harvard sign and a

famous Harvard statue.

Many students were excited to see

Method Man and Redman on the

campus and many even got the

chance to interact with the rap super-

stars.

"Method Man was filming some-

thing, and they already closed the set

for the night," said first-year unde-

clared student, Nathan Waxer. "The

girl scouts were on Bruin Walk sell-

ing cookies ... I walked by and
Method Man was peddling girl scout

cookies."

Other films and television shows

that have been shot on campus
include both of the "Scream"

movies, "Tomcats," "X-files" and
"Felicity"

Although many students enjoy

seeing celebrities on campus, a few

students run into problems with the

film crews.

"Me and a friend were talking

and we didn't know ifwe were in the

shot or not," said Peter Ton, a sec-

ond year biology student. The film

guy said, *Why don't you guys move
along; your parents are spending

good money on you.' It was really

offensive ... they shouldn't be able to

tell us where to go."

Nonetheless, for the most part

students enjoy having the excitement

of a film shoot take place on their

campus. Raab, however, recognizes

that filming movies on campus is not

one of the primary goals of the uni-

versity.

"If it were up to the students, we'd

have nwvie stars here every day," he

said. "But we can't do that. Mom
and Dad are paying for you to go to

school, not to watch movie stars."

Daily Brum File Photo

Children enjoy the annual UCLA Row Wow held on the North

Athletic Field on May 3, 1997.

**
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From page 31

culture shows can provide a forum

for political discussion.

Korean Culture Night, an annual

event produced by Hanoolim, a

Korean cultural awareness group,

focused this year on proposing the

reunification of North and South

Korea.

Tim Chung, a fourth-year English

and philosophy student, developed a

skit for the event that symbolized the

separation between the two coun-

tries. It was a parody of Star Wars,

with two opposing Jedi masters

dividing a family and taking their

twin sons. Separated at birth by the

masters, the sons grow up having

opposite perspectives.

Eventually the parents are able to

reunite the family, and the sons rec-

oncile their differences. The sons, of

course, symbolize North and South

Korea.

"Reunification is an ideal but real-

istic future for us,** Chung said.

"That was what I was trying to show.

It's niore of an idealistic thing than a

political thing."

While individual culture shows

emphasize one culture, the Worldfest

event brings cultures together in a

week-long series ofperformances, art

exhibitions and food selections in

Bruin Plaza and at the dorms. The
week culminates in a four-hour long

concert Friday night.

Asimonye, a second-year commu-
nications studies and ethnomusicolo-
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Shawn Fanning, founder of

Napster, revolutionized music

acquisition with his software.

MP3
From page 28

places as CDnow.com. However,
although this may seem like it will

have great success in the future, it

may still have some kinks to sort

out, according to Professor Robert

^^^^ ®^ the Musicology
Department;

*I was surfing the Web and I saw
that you could get a single track by
downloading it offofCDnow.com,"
Fink said in a recent interview. **I

thought this was greif. So I tried to

buy it, and it took m^hree hours. I

had to download this player from
Liquid Audio, and k- didn't work.

They didn't tell me b^Tore I gave up
my mbniy that irwaim't going to be
an MP3 (format)."

"At Napster right now,

we're really working

on Improving the

system."

Shawn Fanning
Napster creator

For reasons such as these, some
may wonder if there will be anything

else that, like Nap*jBr, offers an

immense variety oftilily download-
able music. These are Jcey character-

istics that has set Napster apart

from other peer-trading sites such
as Gnutella.

"At Napster right now, we're
really working on improving the sys-

tem," said Fanning. "Some of the

stuff we're building could almost be
considered a second generation of
the system, in the sense that it's

designed to improve what we think

are two of the most important fea-

tures to the user: making sure users

can find what they're looking for

and making sure that they get that

file successfully."

However, since the RIAA won iu
case, music lovers may wonder if

record companies hold the key to

the future of Internet music.

"I don't think I was ever that

optimistic that the record compa-
nies would just simply roll over and
go away when Napster came out,**

said Fink. "History shows that

eventually these new technologies,

such as Napster, are integrated into

the whole business of music. But
there is often a bitter battle, and if

the record company does not con-
trol the technology, they succeed in

delaying it. or killing it, for some
time."

All court battles aside, it's obvi-

ous that Internet music and its

emerging software have lef\ their

mark on S9ciety.
,

]Mapster has
changed the way pc^lc listen to

music, and it will con^nue to play a
big part in the ongping Internet

music revolution.

I

}

SOCIAL
From page 33

Ave.

This Westwood hoi spot cleverly

and conveniently ofiers both tasty

confections and a public forum for

students to see and be seen by their

peers. By tempting patrons with its

one-dollar ice cream cookie sand-

wiches and other treats, this place

adds a certain sweetness to college

memories.

The entire Village plays a role in

satisfying students' search for thrills

and adventure as they develop their

independenoe and identity witJiin the

UCLA community
The class^of 2001 will move and

grow beyondthe experiences that are

unique to UCLA life. The paw prints

these Bruins leave around Westwood
must eventually give way to time and
traffic as new generations of stu-

dents blaze their own trails.

By partaking in the leisure activi-

ties available beyond campus, Bruins

employ their creative energies not

only to define themselves, but also to

establish a social framework that will

inform and guide them throughout

their lives.
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»f SSI PORTtfVlidily Hfui.i irmof Staff

Jonathan Hong plays the Bok, a

traditional Korean drum, during

a rehearsal for the Korean

Culture Night held in April 1999.

CULTURE
From page 33

gy student, S^id the administration

created Worldfest in the '80s to try to

unify the student groups on campus
by highlighting their similarities and
distinctions through dance, music,

food and art.

Asimonye said the process of

recruiting groups for Worldfest was

J.
easy because the groups were willing

I

to come together.

"I sent a letter out to student per-

jformance groups asking them for

jsomething that would enrich and
educate the campus and appeal to

the nature of unity," Asimonye said.

"The response was very good. Lots

of people loved the idea."

However, the general reception of

Worldfest was not as strong, with

turnout each day ranging from
mediocre to well-attended, accord-

ing to Asimonye.

"Most people had a conscious

awareness of it, but it just shows how
big Worldfest needs to get," he said.

"It should be a process where groups

come together on a regular basis

throughout the year that culminates

in Worldfest."

Asimonye said that Worldfest is a

unique experience because it brings

t<^ether a diverse group of perform-

ers and audience members.

"With Worldfest, people come out

to watch their group perform and
also see olHcr groups," Asimonye
said. "It's i way to fuse groups

together by Atering the same stage."
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GSA president envisions

brighter graduate future
GRIFFIN: Future students

will see campus housing,

perhaps pub-restaurant

I
went home and showered and

shaved and changed clothes and
began to feel clean again. I

cooked some breakfast, ate it, washed

up, swept up the kitchen and the ser-

vice porch, filled the pipe and called

the phone answering service. 1 shot a

blank. Why go to the olTice? There

would be nothing there but another

dead moth and another layer of

dust." - Raymond ("handler, " The

Long (joodbyo."
I 9j>^

gumshoe

lifestyle in

Chandler's most

powerful novel -

apart from the

pipe smoking,

which isn't my
thing.

The other big

diflcrence is that

the Daily Bruin

called, causing

me to disturb

the moth on the

desk and the layer of dust on the

phone. They wanted a breezy, happy-

_£(>lucky Viewpoint piece on m> vear

Martin

Griffin

There are a lot of things in com-
mon between one's giving up the

presidency of the Graduate Student

Association and Philip Marlowe's

meditation on his 1950s L.A.

Griffin served as the 2000-2001 pres-

ident of the Graduate Student
Association.

"as GSA president, graduate studenT

life, and so on. I couldn't do it. I

tried, 1 really did, but it wouldn't

come. So this is what you're getting.

Over the past few years, the cost of

accommodation in Westwood and
the immediately adjacent areas has

See GRIFFIN, page 44

Students should question

place in societal structure
CHANGE: Take advantage

of opportunities at UCLA,

work to find who you are

Grace Lee Boggs. a 76-yearH)ld

community activist, starts her

biography by stating that if

she were not a Chinese American
womyn. she would not be the person

who she is today. Boggs explains that

becau.se of her position in society, she

was forced to create a more critical

lens to look through.

I find that I can relate to Boggs, as

I'm sure many of us can. If I were not

an Asian Pacific American womyn, I

Nagao is a graduating senior majoring

in Asian American studies and political

science with a minor in public policy.

She is the outgoing director of Asian

Pacific Coalition and a member of

Concerned Asian Pacific Islander

Students for Action.

would not be the

person I am
today.

Being a

womyn of color

has given me
strength and

challenged me to

question our

societal structure

and to fight for

positive social

change.

I think it's a

challenge for all of us to meet the stan-

dards that we have created for our-

selves, to meet the expectations of our

parents, and to know that we are here

because of the struggles of not only

our direct relatives, but of our sisters

and brothers in our communities as

well.

UCLA is not only a place for us to

discover and appreciate our commu-

See NAGAO, page 50
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Suniniertinie

The Daily Bruin wishes you

a wonderful summer and

hopes you'll check out our

weekly summer issues!

viewpoJnt@media.ucla.edu

o? DISAPPROVAL

•We support th# Violence Against Women Aa of

2000's attempt to maximize the security of students

and the community, but we do not support the

actions of those in some communities who use the

information to plcl^et and protest the offenders."

^^n^ct 31/2000 editorial supporting the^^ence
lainst Women Act Students recognize sexual vIohJ

ice each year with the annual Clothesline

Project

^Although Elizabeth

Houston may have her

heart In the right place,

she has no knowledge

of the council's struc-

ture and little familiari-

ty with the campus cul-

ture at UCLA."- May 9,

2000 Editorial Board

endorsement of

Praxis' Katynja

iVIcCoryforUSAC

president over

Elizabeth Houston,

who won the election.

Each year, the Daily Br^in Editorial

Board offers its opinion on various

contentious issues fac ing ucla
"Although affirmative action opponents claim oi i>(igi'iJffiWIWIiM"IJi jlW|W '"

blind In order to 'level the playing field,' the dlsn Bitting of affirmative

action programs did nothing but diminish the r v rsity of California

P^ I

TXTf;

.schools. "~ Nov. 18, 1998 editorial assessing^j

dhrersity within California universities. S 1

e^cts of Prop 209 on

"Ifs unfair that CUE
«8emberswori< five days

a week but receive pay

equivalent to only four,"

-Nov. 21, 2000 editorial

on the Coalition of

University Employees
and the University

Professional and
Technical Employees'

protest.

UCLA continues to lead

nation with innovations

^^ * jr

h A^\ '%.

DCfEfff THE

wcisj'/rnAcK

A(fK>Nf

Z

-^ *.>

/

•s^
^t.

nite
'IS!)

mi

ICLA seems to have a double standard; you carl

jbe an excellent researcher and a mediocre

(teacher and still get tenure, but you can't get

tenure if you're an ewellent teacher and a

I
mediocre researcher.Though there may be

exceptions, having excellent research skills does
>not equate to talented teaching.When a balance

i between these two aspects of a professorship is

[not made, It's the students who are cheated."

- From a May 17, 2001 editorial discussing the

Importance of achieving a balance between
teaching, research and community service

when reviewing candidates for tenure.

Judith

Smith

t<j\

"i.

'Student employees have earned the money
and benefits offered by (the) agreement with

the long hours and dedication they put into

teaching undergraduates. But they achieved the

contract itself by refusing to compromise their

principles." - May 17, 2000 editorial supporting
a contract between SAGE and the university

that recognizes TA unions.

"We commend
(Mark) Speare. UCLA
Health Care's associ*

ate director, for meet-

ing with and listen-

ing to the workers,

but they shouldn't

have to protest to be

heard."-From a Feb.

6, 2001 Thumbs
Up/Thumbs Down
supporting protest-

ing UCLA medical

workers.

'/]

7
M

m^ H

"A vote for de la Rocha is

a vote for the ideology of

the Praxis slate that he

leads. His long-term goal

of democratizing UCLA
and unifying students

through 'dialoguing' is

fraught with the same
rhetoric we've been hear-

ing for years."- Excerpt

from the May 4, 1999
USAC Endorsements, in

which no endorsement
for president was made.

-X
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ADMINISTRATION: School

maintains commitment to

opportunities for students

UCLA undergraduates -

Class of 2001 -congratula-

tions! You have succeeded in

reaching your goal of graduating

from America's

most popular

university and

one of the

world's great

research institu-

tions.

Looking

back over the

past five years,

we have partici-

pated in many
exciting

changes in

undergraduate

education. UCLA is a leader in cre-

ating innovation for undergraduates,

and you have been the beneficiaries.

Now, at commencement, let's look

back at some of the changes that

have helped undergraduate educa-

tion evolve at UCLA.

Diversity on Campus
You and your undergraduate col-

leagues have experienced the peaks

and valleys of state law and universi-

ty policy that have affected the ethnic

and cultural diversity of the campus.

UCLA has always viewed diversity

as a mark of excellence; a diverse stu-

dent body is crucial to an educational

experience and to our society.

Yet, because of policies imple-

mented by the UC Board of Regents

(SP-1 ) and Proposition 209, we have

been challenged to maintain the

diversity of our student population.

While staying within the law, we have

worked hard to admit a diverse class,

and fortunately, in many categories,

the diversity of our student popula-

tion has returned to near its levels

before Proposition 209. UCLA
remains among the most diverse uni-

versities in the nation, but we must

Smith is the vice provost for under-

graduate education and a professor of

physiological science in the College of

Letters and Sciences.

do more.

UCLA's administration, led by

Chancellor Albert Carnesale. is

strongly committed to increasing the

diversity of our student body, and we
enthusiastically endorsed the regents'

vote that rescinded its policies ban-

ning alTirmative action in admis-

sions. While stale law enacted under

Proposition 209 makes the regents'

action symbolic, this step will certain-

ly encourage faculty to redefine

admissions policies on each campus.

Innovations to improve

Undergraduate Education
Over the past ll\e years, I C'LA,

and especially the College of Letters

and Science (where nearly 90 percent

of our undergraduates are enrolled),

has made a serious commitment to

improving the quality of undergradu-

ate education through new programs

that are changing the curriculum.

Former Chancellor Charles Young
and our current Chancellor

Carnesale provided more than $2.5

million dollars in new permanent

funds to improve lower division edu-

cation, especially general education.

The result has been several pro-

jects that provide new opportunities

for students. One of the most innova-

tive of these projects is the general

education "clusters," year-long cours-

es designed for freshmen that arc

organized around an interdiscipli-

nary theme.

Nearly 2000 freshmen over the

past four years have enrolled in clus-

ters. Over 35 of our most distin-

guished faculty have taught in clus-

ters with enticing course titles such

as "Evolulit)n ofthe Cosmos and

Life." "Interracial Dynamics in

American Culture. Society, and

Literature" and "Perception and

Illusion: Cognitive Science,

Literature, and Art."

These innovative classes have

been nationally recognized and are

received with great enthusiasm by

freshmen and faculty, as well as doc-

toral students (called "teaching fel-

lows") who lead discussion sessions

and spring seminars. This year we
offered six clusters, next year we will

offer two additional ones. Our even-

tual goal is to sponsor 10 clusters

See SMITH, page 45

Min, /.'After milfiom of doSars are spent to

ers Y2K conripiiant, the new year passes with

bance.

Feb, 23: Santana deans up at thb Qr<

wales «way with eight awards, and hiijftHim

sells 21 miion copies woHd wide.

2oeo

i(liy2; Vicente Fox elected president of Mexfoo^

Feb. 24: RoSce arrest 16 istudents v^pik
office at the UCU Ijw Sdiojol jwWteV

"

Increased radal diversity In ^IdlOoHt
'

i

Mir. 4: in JaRon RusKs flm game t)acl( op[j(h«

ketbal team after a ZA-game I^A susper^^
leads the qoranked Bruins t|^ a major'upset ov^ the

top^ranked|||g|id Cardinal 94-93 in Paio A|^

Alar. iJWilPwmen's track and field team wb its

first-ever hdoor national champions^p.

June 28: Slx-yea^old HIan Gonzalez, found in the ocean after a failed attempt to
flee CulM led to his nr>other's death, returns to Cuba with Ns father after government
officers raid the FtorWa home of Ns U.S. relatives with whom he was staying.

Aug. 16: Rage Against the Machine

performs a free concert outside the

Staples Center in Los Angeles during

the Democratic National Convention.

Sept 1: Fifty-five UCLA atNetes oompete irt

Summer Olympics held in Sydney; Australa.

Nov. 22: Adam Wright, then the leading scorer on
water polo team, is ruled indlgiUe by the NCAA due
died medical redshirt request that took place during Ns
man year

Nov. 22:ih9 men's basketbaN team toses to

Cal^ate NorlNidge 7874

Dec 1: Th^ women% soccer team earns the right

to compete in the ctuimpkNisNp game for the first

timeevei;
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Daily Bruin staffers

moving up in the World

offer their final words

Paper provides training

not found in dassroom
COLUMN: Adviser impressed

with dedication of low-paid,

highly-motivated DB staffers

This is higiily irregular! In the 82-ycar

history of the Daily Bruin, it's a safe

bet none of its previous advisers

ever wrote a -30- column. That the current

staff should agree to such a departure is

one ofmany qualities that endears it to me.

For almost three

years, I've admired

long-standing Daily

Bruin traditions such

as the -30- columns,

but more so, the stu-

dents' ability to

reasiess the old, keep

an open mind and

create new ways of

doing business. It's

an attitude today's

newspaper corpora-

tions could learn
—————^—

from.

While we're on the subject, know that

the Daily Bruin is a "real" newspaper in

every sense of the word. Students' efforts

-

in both the editorial and advertising

departments - place The Bruin among the

top echelons of university publications in

terms of circulation, budget and content.

Our special relationship with UCLA and

ASUCLA makes us one of the most inde-

pendent newspapers not only in the

nation, but also in the world at large.

None of this would be true without

supreme dedication.

What readers can't see amid the

inevitable stupid mistakes all media make

is the passion and commitment of the writ-

ers, editors, artists and advertising staff

JarvJs, who wont be cooking up any gator

or squirrel head stew, can be reached down
on the farm at esjarvis@aol.com.

Elena

Jarvis

who put together a publication. This is

especially true at The Bruin, where

stipends don't come close to repaying stu-

dents' devotion and long hours.

Like all real newspapers. The Bruin has

its share of office politics and romances,

too. On the first count, you have to have a

well-developed ego to withstand the public

acrimony that goes with the job. As for the

latter, who outside a newsroom under-

stands the single-minded insanity neces-

sary to put out a paper?

Sacrifice is the stuffof which The Bruin

is made. So is open communication and

the ability to forgive and forget, which

Bruin staffers have in ample supply.

Over three decades, I've written for big

newspapers and small, and have never

worked with a finer bunch of people. Just

like "real" journalists, these young people

are driven by idealism. Imagine, they actu-

ally think they can make a difference!

The courage, compassion, intellect,

ethics, humor, humility and hard work

they display daily heartens me, of all peo-

ple - a journalist toughened by 33 years of

exposure to man's inhumanity to men ...

and women ... and animals ... and the envi-

ronment.

Be they arts writers or crime reporters,

journalists learn early to hope for the best

and expect the worst. Having inherited a

fairly lousy hand from my journalistic gen-

eration. The Bruin staff should be com-

mended for not giving up and continuing

to fight for a better world.

Since good news is no news, media fre-

quently portrays youth as sociopathic lie-

abouts with no moral compass and an

unquenchable thirst for durable goods. I

challenge anyone who buys that line to

shadow these folks for a week.

What I like best about newspapering,

what keeps me in this crazy racket, is that

journalists are not judgmental. Thus,

newspapers are magnets for outcasts and

Sec JARVIS, |M9e49

ZACH LOPtZ/D»ily Bfuin

Bruin fosters independence, integrity Rewards ofjob outweigh
"'""'^"'

late-night problems, stressCOLUMN: Writers leave

with broader outlook on

world, will to serve truth

One ofmy favorite Daily

Bruin editorials is pinned

up in the office that has

been my third home this year,

among my eclectic colored post-it

notes, phone lists and comics. It

expresses sentiments still felt at the

Daily Bruin, though, unfortunately,

from a writer-centric point of view.

Byrd will be taking wing and flying out

of her newspaper nest. She will no

longer be accepting complaints about

the air corxiitioning, deadlines, ads,

lack of sunlight editorials or alleged

misquotes, but her replacement will

be. She wishes him the best of luck.

(See, even The Bruin has struggled

in recent years to overcome its

internal prejudices).

It was written by Richard Schenk

in 1951, but it

could have

been written

yesterday.

Why write

for the Daily

Bruin?

This is a

question that

confronts the

aspiring writer,

whether he is a

freshman or

senior. Many
reasons and arguments might be

offered in answer.

A look at the average community

or metropolitan daily readily sug-

Christine

Byrd

gests two reasons. In general, these

papers refiect an alarming trend in

the newspaper field, the field of

public information.

The first of these trends is disre-

spect for the intelligence of the

reader. The second is an apparent

decline in the art of what is known

as "objective reporting."

What has this to do with The

Bruin?

It may be safely stated that the

average Daily Bruin reporter

emerges from his experience with a

healthy skepticism regarding chan>

nels of public information, of which

the newspaper is a major example.

The Daily Bruin reporter emerges a

more intelligent and discriminating

reader.

Just as important is the fact that

Set IW^ page 45

Story, not storyteller, important in journalism, myth

COLUMN: Fiction, news

cannot survive if pubhc

isn't interested, involved

One night last year on the copy

desk, my staff was discussing

their eariy childhoods and

where they were born. When the

conversation turned to me, I admit-

ted that I was bom in Idaho.

My parents had me while they

CCamb was the 2000-2001 Daily Bnjin

Copy Chief. He graduates with a BA in

English ar>d digs Norse mythology,

nfKisic and pirates.

were living on

my grandpar-

ents' farm.

They were so

poor that they

couldn't buy

many clothes

for me. In the

winter, my
mom had to

come up with

a way to keep

me warm. She

vi^Odld wrap

two small potatoes in foil - it was a

potato farm - and toss them in the

fireplace. After they cooked a bit,

she'd fish them out of the fire and

Brian

O'Camb

gut them.

The potato's insides were fed to

me; the skins went on my feet to

warm them. Some ofmy eariiest

steps were taken in potato slippers.

The managing editor walked in

during my account. "Yeah," he said,

"and I wear broccoli mittens!"

I watched everyone's faces fall

flat. My bluff had been called.

Referring to a mythic tale, one of

my favorite writers, Neil Caiman,

wrote, "You shouldn't trust the sto-

rytefler; only trust the story
"

Often, 1 call fictitious stories

"tales," since "Story** means some-

SMraMlpa9«48

COLUMN: Office humor,

character enhancement

make Bruin worthwhile

I've
worked at the Daily Bruin for

the past three years and spent

more time in Kerckhoff 1 18 than

most, but somehow, I've managed to

miss out on all the glory.

Do a search in the Daily Bruin

archives and all

you'U see are

two mediocre

news stories and

a name in the

staff box. Not

much to show

for dozens of 12-

hour days, hun-

dreds of late

nights in the

office and thou-

sands of hours

ofwork.

I didn't see my byline on the front

page every week, photograph high-

profile UCLA sports events, interview

celebrities, or get invited to parties at

the chancdior's house like some ofmy
colleagues. Instead, I lurked behind

the scenes and tried to keep everything

running smoothly within the paper.

Both as a copy editor and managing

editor, I knew I was doing my job

when no one could tdl I was doing it.

(III 11 !
Litschi likes planes, trains and all

things with lights and sirens. He
wishes the 2001-02 staff good luck

and reminds them to be good to

their lungs and livers.

Mike

Litschi

People in the office ask me ques-

tions all day, but the question I seemed

to get most frequently this year was,

"What exactly do you do?"

At first I tried to explain ... "Well, I

oversee production, venture to the

other side of the wall' to coordinate

with ads, ydl 'BUDGET at noon,

'borrow' large numbers ofcups from

Ackerman, fix computer problems,

compile page 2, try to help the sections

communicate and cooperate, serve as

The Bruin's evening van pool service...

the list goes on. Oh, and I usually stay

in the office until the paper leaves at

12:30 a.m. to "supervise' and solve any

problems that come up ... and there

are almost always problems."

But lately, I just smile and shrug my
shoulders when someone poses the

question.

It's just too hard to explain what

keeps me so busy that I'm rarely at my
desk for more than 10 minutes at a

time, and then always come back to

find someone else sitting there. It's

hard to explain that I often get so dis-

tracted that I forget to eat - although

this is a fairly common problem

among Bruin editors. It's hard to

explain why I get so frustrated when

thinp don't work out the way I know

they should. And it's hard to explain

that working six days a week, having

virtually no free time and routinely

coming home at 1 a.m. to start the

reading for my 9 a.m. class takes its

toll after a while.

Though working at The Bruin has

been a draining experierKX, I wouldn't_____
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Online media • • III unities abound
Q>LUMN: Four years on

staff lead to realization

of Internet's capabilities

When I first entered UCLA
my freshman year, I

never thought that I

would make it to this point. This

point, of course, is being the head

of my depart-

ment as the

Electronic

Media director

of 2000-2001.

When I

came to the

Daily Bruin in

my second

year, I had no

clue that my
internship with

Electronic

Media would

lead me to the

path that I have taken now. At that

time, I had a vague sense of what

the Internet was, and by no means
knew how to write HTML or

design a graphic on the Web. In

fact, I barely knew how to send e-

msti!

In high school I was deeply

entrenched in journalism. I was a

Liu Is a fourth'year graduating senior

with a double major in communication

studies and sociology with a business

specialization. He thinks the Daily Bruin

Online is by far the best college online

publication in the world You can prob-

ably e-mail him to express your EM
Love at SupefStarRob9hotmail.com.

cartoonist, an illustrator, a page

designer, a feature editor and exec-

utive editor in chief of my school's

monthly newspaper. The Oracle.

But upon entering UCLA, I needed

time away from journalism, to

rethink my life and to discover what

I really enjoy.

When I realized that I still

enjoyed journalism, I decided to

intern and start anew. I felt that

there had to be more out there than

your traditional layout designing

and story editing.

Electronic Media sounded so

high-tech and fascinating that I had

to find out what it was about.

So here I am, at a new point,

graduating from UCLA and taking

a different path to what life's jour-

ney has to offer me. I don't know if

I will continue to do online journal-

ism in the future, but I do know
that I have learned some of the

most valuable information and

lessons here.

I'm proud to be a part of the

Daily Bruin, a part of UCLA's his-

tory. I believe I've left my mark

here and its time for me to forge

ahead. I've pushed the envelope of

what college online publications

can do.

This year we made use of audio

and video clips for the first time,

making UCLA one of the first

online college publications to incor-

porate such technology. We
brought back a semi-automated

online weather system. We tried to

fully implement the ASP database

system and are in the process of

restoring the archives to it, making

the search function three times big-

ger by reaching more articles.

I brought you the crossword puz-

zles online, determined the way that

we make special issues online using

flash movies and helped create a

newsletter subscription via e-mail,

so that everyone can receive and

enjoy the Daily Bruin Online. I

even thought an online poll would

be a great way to make the Web site

more interactive.

But there is so much more to be

done. We have started the workings

of an online discussion forum. The
way that we do daily production

may be changing in the next year.

It's time for Electronic Media to

reach its full potential, not only

pushing the technological aspects

of the ever-changing Internet, but

also pushing its editorial side - par-

ticularly, the online journalism

aspect.

Ideally, I'd like to see Electronic

Media move in this direction. I

spent a great deal of time and effort

to establish it among the ranks of

the rest of the Daily Bruin depart-

ments. I believe the future ofjour-

nalism must embrace all of its medi-

ums in order to present information

and news.

I will truly miss the Daily Bniii

and the Electronic Media depart-

ment that I've helped build. I only

hope that I have done the best that I

could do in reaching UCLA stu-

dents, alumni and the community.

But I know that wherever life's

journey will take me, I will be able

to use the values and experiences

that I've learned here and always be

able to take them with me to help

me succeed in whatever I do.

UCLA important not simply as

school, but as national symbol

Michael

Weiner

COLUMN: UniversiUes

cultivate critical masses

that bring social reform

I've
spent four years working at

the Daily Bruin dedicated to the

idea that what happens at this uni-

versity matters,

that the students

and staff who
study and work

here should care

about such

seemingly

inconsequential

subjects as cam-

pus politics and

administrative

policies. But

until recently, I

wasn't sure why.

|j
Near the

f' beginning of this school year, as I

[;! inched ever closer toward graduation,

h I began to reflect on the thousands of

Ihours I've spent covering the myriad

issues that are at work on this cam-

pus. Why, I kept asking myself, are

these things significant? What is the

hidden meaning of UCLA, which

must shine with bright clarity behind

the muddled fog of affirmative action

protests, curricular reform and the

like?

I think I've finally come upon an

answer: This university matters not

merely for its own sake but because of

what it represents. UCLA, along with

other great public universities like it,

is a training ground for the segment

of the populace that has come to

define that enviable designation, '^the

average American." The next white-

collar middle class - once and for ail,

tk^wt was vwwpomc eunu, a oonffn-

nist,an assistant news editor and a news

reporter.He graduates with a BA in his-

tory af>d political sderKe

the standard bearer of our nation's

history - is bom here. In very general

terms, UCLA is ground zero for the

future of this country.

Historian Howard Zinn teaches us

that the most significant societal force

in forging our nation's course of

events is not the elite nor the poor

and destitute. It is the professional

class, the group of people in our ser-

vice-oriented society who operate the

gears and levers of the American

machine and whose cultural values

have come to define the American

way of life.

Consequently, systematic social

change will not be dictated from the

top down or asserted from the bot-

tom up. It will only come when a criti-

cal mass of the great American mid-

dle class rejects its current path of

selfishness and tunnel vision.

While the power elite of the next

generation -Hie senators and CEOs -

are cultivated at schools like Harvard,

Yale and Stanford, the mass of pro-

fessionals who actually do the work of

this country - the lawyers, doctors,

teachers, small business owners and

middle managers - spend their forma-

tive years at large public universities.

UCLA, with its urban setting, its

crowded campus, its research empha-

sis and, perhaps most importantly, its

challenge to provide equal access to

students of all races and socioeco-

nomic groups, might be the perfect

archetype.

That is why what happens at

UCLA matters. Students should pay

attention to the vicissitudes ofcam-

pus news events because they are

essential markers of the evolution of

vahm and priorities that will eventu-

ally define our generation of profes-

sionals. Thus, The Bruin's role is not

merely to inform readers of their pre*

sent conditions, but also to give them

a small peek at the future.

Scc1iBIIEItpa9e46

-.^1/

Life is more than studying,

punIc music or being to

CO^MN: Time at UCLA
reveals power of belief in

God, importance of faith

For the past four years, I have

dreamed of finally being able

to write whatever I wanted in

the Daily Bruin. Up until now, all I

could do was take pictures and write

captions. 1 guess it has been cool

putting differ-

ent pictures of

my friends and

roommates in

Speaks Out or

other stories

(Krispy

Kreme!).

I had always

planned on •

exposing the

entrances to

UCLA's exten-

sive under-

ground tunnel

system so the masses could enjoy

their deep dark secrets. I had also

planned on exposing the various

secret parking spots on campus so

the other people on campus who
can't stand to walk would have a free

place to park.

I also pondered writing about all

of the trendy things I cannot stand

on this campus - coral necklaces, frat

Hill served as the 2000-2001 photo
editor.

boys' flowered board shorts, In-N-

Out, etc. I could have written about

Midnight Yey and how harmless and

fun it was, a'nd'how 533 Glenrock

started it all, but I think I will pass.

My friend Will said I should talk

about all the dorks who spend too

much time studying and not enough

time playing Tony Hawk 2. He's

from NorCal, so he probably would-

n't want me talking about how all

NorCalers wear button-up shirts

every day and sandals to school -

like they ever see the water in

NorCal. How about all of you out

there who claim to like punk music

and missed the free Strung Out show

on campus for weak excuses like

class or work? I could have had a

field day with you.

My brother Bradford said I should

complain about the masses who sit

around and watch basketball and

football and how their lives will never

amount to anything 'cause they are

just spectators. I have always wanted

to discuss all of the annoying protest-

ers on campus and how they should

iput down their homemade signs and

l>anners and actually start living thetr

lives, but I don't want to appear to be

a racist. I could give props to the

University Skateboard Club for

keeping it real, but I wouldn't want

to offend those who have lost pre-

cious handrails and beautiful curbs

to the malicious sport. I could give a

lecture to the "cool" people at thi&»

^ SeeMli,page48

Listen to your body, it knows you best
COLUMN: Western drug

culture obstructs natural

connection to ourselves

About every three months, I

visit the Blood and Platelet

Center to donate blood. I

always give blood from my left arm

and take photos by holding my cam-

era with my right hand. It is the only

time when my camera is on auto-

focus, since I can't focus very well

with my left hand stripped down.

Most of the nurses at the Blood

and Platelet Center recognize me

Armenian was the photo editor from

1999-2000. She hopes to be like Jared

OiamorKi or)e day.

after three years, but there arc always

new faces, shocked by this odd prac-

tice. A lot of

people are dis-

gusted by what

I do, but I'm

comfortable

with my body

and t|ie blood

rushing

through it.

People are

afraid of their

bodies. Most

don't listen to

what their bod-

Patil

Armenian
lesaresaymg,

shutting them up with various pills.

Too mudi noise. Swallow.

Too much stress. Swallow.

Too much confusion. Swallow.

Many of us continually suppress

our bodies, preventing them from

working until they forget how. Then

once a catastrophic disease strikes,

we adopt medicines in a warfare

approach. Healing should not be a

war, but a holistic process. To cure

such a system, we need to understand

the body as a whole, not as a

detached set oforgans and symp-

toms.

How can a body combat an illness

when it has forgotten how to func-

tion? It cannot.

Our bodies have developed a col-

lective amnesia due to the Western

drug culture. They have become dis-

jointed from nature, forgetting that

they were once a part of it. And we

.. ; .... See ARMENIAN, page 47

Sports writing is about the people not the games
COLUMN: Play-by-piay

info not as interesting as

players' personal stories

s
it bade, relax, and let me tell you

about a giri who doesn't know a

thing

about sports

butbeounea
sports editor

anyway.

It's simpler

than it looks.

You just don't

write about

sports. You
write about

people instead.

You write

about who they

are and what

they do, on and off the court.

I could tell you, play by play,

Vm apologizes for not thanking those

who so deserve to be thanked - Jackie.

Nadia, Katie,* Mia and Tawny - but you

guysjust dkin't^ in the artide.Oh wcM.

about the kiUs in the men's volleyball

team's win over Long lleach State in

the league semiflnals this year, but

I'd rather tell you about how the

Bruins hate the Beach, and how
going into that match they pumped
themselves up by reminding each

other, "We could end the 49er

seniors' careers without one champi-

onship ring.**

I could tell you. stroke by stroke,

about how the men's golf team

placed third at U.S. Intercollegiates,

but I'd rather tell you about how they

got lost on the way to the hotel, and

they blamed another coach because

they thought he gave them bad direc-

tions, and then used that anger to

propel them to third.

I could tell you, shot by shot,

about the goals in the UCSD-UCLA
men's water polo NCAA champi-

onship game, but I'd rather tell you

about how it truly amazing it was

that the lil' Division II Tritons upset

the mighty Trojans in the NCAA
semifmals to even earn that fmals

spot. You do have to know a little

about sports to write about it, but

more importantly, you have to know

about who people are and what hap-

pens to make some of them great ath-

letes. That philosophy is partly why I

wanted to be sports editor.

The job hasn't been easy, but it has

deflnitely been worth it; it's been a

huge part ofmy college education.

I've learned that, to be a sports edi-

tor, you don't have to know about

sports as long as you're willing to lis-

ten to the people who do. I've

learned that even though your

instinct is to do everything yourself,

you still have to have faith that your

assistants and writers will do their

jobs well, because you'll go crazy if

you try to take it all on yourself.

I've learned that when you're the

editor, you're really, by God, the one

in charge, and people actually listen

to you. And I've learned that some-

times you have to cut off a limb to

save your life, to let go of the people

who refuse to listen, even if you're so

scared of doing it you start shaking

like a leaf.

I'll miss all this. I'll miss interview^

ing the men's golfers, who talk about

See ¥U, page 42
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Daily Bruin staffers

moving up in the world

offer their final words

Paper provides training

not found in classroom
COLUMN: Adviser impressed

with dedication of low-paid,

highly-motivated DB staffers

This is highly irregular! In the 82-year

history of the Daily Bruin, it's a safe

bet none of its previous advisers

ever wrote a -30- column. That the current

staff should agree to such a departure is

one ofmany qualities that endears it to me.

For almost three

years, I've admired

long-standing Daily

Bruin traditions such

as the -30- columns,

but more so, the stu-

dents' ability to

reassess the old, keep

an open mind and

create new ways of

doing business. It's

an attitude today's

newspaper corpora-

tions could learn
—^———

—

from.

^n'nncwc PC Ofi QICsubject, know tnot

the Daily Bruin is a "real" newspaper in

every sense of the word. Students' efforts -

in both the editorial and advertising

departments - place The Bruin among the

top echelons of university publications in

terms of circulation, budget and content.

Our special relationship with UCLA and

ASUCLA makes us one of the most inde-

pendent newspapers not only in the

nation, but also in the world at large.

None of this would be true without

supreme dedication.

What readers can't see amid the

inevitable stupid mistakes all media make
is the ()assion and commitment of the writ-

ers, editors, artists and advertising staff

Jarvis, who wont be cooking up any gator

or squirrel head stew, can be reached down
on the farm at esjarvis9aol.com.

Elena

Jarvis

who put together a publication. This is

especially true at The Bruin, where

stipends don't come close to repaying stu-

dents' devotion and long hours.

Like all real newspapers. The Bruin has

its share of office politics and romances,

too. On the first count, you have to have a

well-developed ego to withstand the public

acrimony that goes with the job. As for the

latter, who outside a newsroom under-

stands the single-minded insanity neces-

sary to put out a paper?

Sacrifice is the stuffof which The Bruin

is made. So is open communication and

the ability to forgive and forget, which

Bruin staffers have in ample supply.

Over three decades, I've written for big

newspapers and small, and have never

worked with a finer bunch of people. Just

like "real" journalists, these young people

are driven by idealism. Imagine, they actih

ally think they can make a difference!

The courage, compassion, intellect,

ethics, humor, humility and hard work

they display daily heartens me, of all peo-

ple - ajournalist toughened by 33 years of

exposure to man's inhumanity to men ...

and women ... and antmals ... and thecnvt*

ronment.

Be they arts writers or crime reporters,

journalists learn early to hope for the best

and expect the worst. Having inherited a

fairly lousy hand from my journalistic gen-

eration. The Bruin staff should be com-

mended for not giving up and continuing

to fight for a better world.

Since good news is no news, media fre-

quently pHjrtrays youth as sociopathic lie-

abouts with no moral compass and an

unquenchable thirst for durable goods. I

challenge anyone who buys that line to

shadow these folks for a week

What I like best about newspapering.

what keeps me in this crazy racket, is that

journalists are not judgmental. Thus,

newspapers are magnets for outcasts and

See JAIVIS, page 49

ZACH 10<>&ZA>«V Brum

Bruin fosters independence, integrity
COLUMN: Writers leave

with broader outlook on

world, will to serve truth

One of my favorite Daily

Bruin editorials is pinned

up in the office that has

been my third home this year,

among my eclectic colored post-it

notes, phone lists and comics. It

expresses sentiments still felt at the

Daily Bruin, though, unfortunately,

from a writer-centric point of view.

Byrd will be taking wing and flyir>g out

of her newspaper nest. She will no

longer be accepting complaints about

the air cortditioning, deadlines, ads,

lack of sunlight editorials or alleged

misquotes, but her replacement will

be. She wishes him the best of luck.

(See, even The Bruin has struggled

in recent years to overcome its

internal prejudices).

It was written by Richard Schenk

in 1951, but it

could have

been written

yesterday.
• • •

Why write

for the Daily

Bruin?

This is a

question that

confronts the

aspiring writer,

whether he is a

freshman or

senior. Many
reasons and arguments might be

offered in answer.

A look at the average community

or metropolitan daily readily sug-

Giristine

Byrd

gests two reasons. In general, these

papers reflect an alarming trend in

the newspaper field, the field of

public information.

The first of these trends is disre- -

spect for the intelligence of the

reader. The second is an apparent

decline in the art of what is known
as "objective reporting."

What has this to do with The
Bruin?

It may be safely stated that the

average Daily Bruin reporter

emerges from his experience with a

healthy skepticism regarding chan>

nels of public information, of which

the newspaper is a major example.

The Daily Bruin reporter emerges a

more intelligent and discriminating

reader.

Just as important is the fact that

'i

See iVM^ page 45

Story, not storyteller, important in journalism, myth

COLUMN: FicUon, news

cannot survive if public

isn't interested, involved

One night last year on the copy

desk, my staffwas discussing

their early childhoods and

where they were born. When the

conversation turned to me, I admit-

ted that I was bom in Idaho.

My pMirents had me while they

CCamb was the 2000-2001 Daily Bruin

Copy Chief. He graduates with a BA in

English and digs Norse mythology,

musk arxi pirates.

were living on

my grandpar-

ents' farm.

They were so

poor that they

couldn't buy

many clothes

for me. In the

winter, my
mom had to

come up with

a way to keep

me warm. She

would wrap

two small potatoes in foil - it was a

potato farm - and toss them in the

fireplace. Affer they cooked a bit,

she'd fish them out of the fire and

Brian

OXamb

gut them.

The potato's insides were fed to

me; the skins went on my feet to

warm them. Some ofmy earliest

steps were taken in potato slippers.

The managing editor walked in

during my account. "Yeah," he said,

'^nd I wear broccoli mittens!"

I watched everyone's faces fall

flat. My bluff had been called.

Referring to a mythic tale, one of

my favorite writers, Neil Gaiman.

wrote, "You shouldn't trust the sto-

ryteller; only trust the story."

Often, I call fictitious stories

"talcs," since ''story" means some-

Set<rCii1pi>t4<

Rewards ofjob outweigh

late-night problems, stress
COLUMN: Office humor,

character enhancement

make Bruin worthwhile

I've
worked at the Daily Bruin for

the past three years and spent

more time in Kerckhoff 1 18 than

most, but somehow, I've managed to

miss out on all the glory.

Do a search in the Daily Bruin

archives and all

you'll see are

two mediocre

news stories and

a name in the

staffbox. Not

much to show

for dozens of 12-

hour days, hun-

dreds of late

nights in the

office and thou-

sands ofhours

ofwork.

I didn't see my byline on the front

page every week, photograph high-

profile UCLA sports events, interview

celebrities, or get invited to parties at

the chancellor's house like some ofmy
coUeafues. Instead, I lurked behind

the scenes and tried to keep everything

running smoothly within the paper.

Both aa a copy editor and managing

editor, I knew I wat doing myjob

when no one could tdl I was doing it.

Litschi likes planes, trains and ail

things with lights and sirens. He
wishes the 2001-02 staff good luck

and reminds them to be good to

their lungs and livers.

Mike

Litsdii

People in the office ask me ques-

tions all day, but the question I seemed

to get most frequently this year was,

"What exactly do you do?"

At first I tried to explain ... "Well, I

oversee production, venture to the

other side of the wall' to coordinate

with ads, yell 'BUDGET at noon,

'borrow' large numbers ofcups from

Ackerman, fix computer problems,

compile page 2, try to help the sections

communicate and cooperate, serve as

The Bruin's evening van pool service...

the list goes on. Oh, and I usually stay

in the office until the paper leaves at

12:30 a.m. to "supervise' and solve any

problems that come up ... and there

are almost always problems."

But lately, I just smile and shrug my
shoulders when someone poses the

question.

It's just too hard to explain what

keeps me so busy that I'm rarely at my
desk for more than 10 minutes at a

time, and then always come back to

find someone else sitting there. It's

hard to explain that I often get so dis-

tracted that I forget to eat - although

this is a fairly common problem

among Bruin editors. It's hard to

explain why I get so frustrated when
things don't work out the way I know
they should. And it's hard to explain

that working six days a week, having

virtually no free time and routinely

coming home at I a.m. to start the

reading for my 9 a.m. class takes its

toll after a while.

Though working at The Bruin has

been a draining experience, I wouldn't

I ItiAin

SecUTSa^^paft4S
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Online media • • •!• rtunities abound
COLUMN: Four years on

staff lead to realization

of Internet's capabilities

When I first entered UCLA
my freshman year, I

never thought that I

would make it to this point. This

point, of course, is being the head

of my depart-

ment as the

Electronic

Media director

of 2000-2001.

When I

came to the

Daily Bruin in

my second

year, I had no

clue that my
internship with RODCrt
Electronic IJ||

Media would i .

lead me to the

path that I have taken now. At that

time, I had a vague sense of what

the Internet was, and by no means

knew how to write HTML or

design a graphic on the Web. In

-fact, I bar«ty knew how to send *

mail!

In high school I was deeply

entrenched in journalism, I was a

Liu is a fourth-year graduating senior

with a double nr^ajor in communication

studies and sock>togy with a business

specialization. He thinks the Daily Bruin

Or^r>e is by far the best college online

publication in the work! You can prob-

ably e-mail him to express your EM
Love at SuperStarf^ob^hotnwiil.com.

cartoonist, an illustrator, a page

designer, a feature editor and exec-

utive editor in chief of my school's

monthly newspaper. The Oracle.

But upon entering UCLA, I needed

time away from journalism, to

rethink my life and to discover what

I really enjoy.

When I realized that I still

enjoyed journalism, I decided to

intern and start anew. I felt that

there had to be more out there than

your traditional layout designing

and story editing.

Electronic Media sounded so

high-tech and fascinating that I had

to find out what it was about.

So here I am, at a new point,

graduating from UCLA and taking

a different path to what life's jour-

ney has to offer me. I don't know if

I will continue to do online journal-

ism in the future, but 1 do know
that I have learned some of the

most valuable information and

lessons here.

I'm proud to be a part of the

Daily Bruin, a part of UCLA's his-

tory. I believe I've left my mark

here and its time for me to forge

ahead. I've pushed the envelope of

; college onhnc publicatic

can do.

This year we made use of audio

and video clips for the first time,

making UCLA one of the first

online college publications to incor-

porate such technology. We
brought back a semi-automated

online weather system. We tried to

fully implement the ASP database

system and are in the process of

restoring the archives to it, making

the search function three times big-

ger by reaching more articles.

I brought you the crossword puz-

zles online, determined the way that

we make special issues online using

Hash movies and helped create a

newsletter subscription via e-mail,

so that everyone can receive and

enjoy the Daily Bruin Online. I

even thought an online poll would

be a great way to make the Web site

more interactive.

But there is so much more to be

done. We have started the workings

of an online discussion forum. The
way that we do daily production

may be changing in the next year.

It's time for Electronic Media to

reach its full potential, not only

pushing the technological aspects

of the ever-changing Internet, but

also pushing its editorial side - par-

ticularly, the online journalism

aspect.

Ideally, I'd like to see Electronic

Media move in this direction. I

spent a great deal of time and effort

to establish it among the ranks of

the rest of the Daily Bruin depart-

ments. I believe the future ofjour-

nalism must embrace all of its medi-

ums in order to present information

news. z

I will truly miss the Daily Bruin

and the Electronic Media depart-

ment that I've helped build. I only

hope that I have done the best that I

could do in reaching UCLA stu-

dents, alumni and the community.

But I know that wherever life's

journey will take me, I will be able

to use the values and experiences

that I've learned here and always be

able to take them with me to help

me succeed in whatever I do.

^^y

UCLA important not simply as

school, but as national symbol

l€i3P
ITHMKS

COLUMN: Universities

cultivate critical masses

that bring social reform

I've
spent four years woricing at

the Daily Bruin dedicated to the

idea that what happens at this uni-

versity matters,

that the students

and staffwho
study and work

here should care

about such

seemingly

inconsequential

subjects as cam-

pus politics and

administrative

policies. But Midiael
untU reoendy, I tu^^ar
vjnsn't sure why WWnei
r Near the
r.i

wginning of this school year, as I

inched ever closer toward graduation,

I legan to reflect on the thousands of

hours I've spent covering the myriad

issues that are at work on this cam-

pus. Why, I kept asking myself, are

these things significant? What is the

hidden meaning of UCLA, which

inust shine with bright clarity behind

the muddled fog of aftirmative action

protests, curricular reform and the

like?

I think I've finally come upon an

answer: This university matters not

merely for its own sake but because of

what it represents. UCLA, along with

other great public universities like it,

is a training ground for the segment

of the populace that has come to

define that enviable designation, "the

averaie American." The next white-

collar middle dass - once and for all,

WHner was Viewpoint editor, a colum-

nist,an assistant news editor and a news

reportKHa gaduates with a BA in his-

toiy and poMcal science.

Life is more than studying,

punk music or being to

COLUMN: Time at UCLA
reveals power of belief in

God, importance of faith

For the past four years, I have

dreamed of finally being able

to write whatever I wanted in

the Daily Bruin. Up until now, all I

could do was take pictures and write

captions. I guess it has been cool

putting differ-

ent pictures of

my friends and

roommates in

Speaks Out or

other stories

(Krispy

Kreme!).

I had always

planned on '-

exposing the

entrances to

UCLA's exten-

sive under- ——.^——

—

ground tunnel

system so the masses could enjoy .

their deep dark secrets. I had also

planned on exposing the various

secret parking spots on campus so

the other people on campus who
can't stand to walk would have a free

place to park.

I also pondered writing about all

of the trendy things I cannot stand

on this campus - coral necklaces, frat

Hill served as the 2000-2001 photo

editor.

boys' flowered board shorts, In-N-

Out, etc. I could have written about

Midnight Yell and how harmless and

fun it was, and how 533 Glenrock

started it all, but I think I will pass.

My friend Will said I should talk

about all the dorks who spend too

much time studying and not enough

time playing Tony Hawk 2. He's

from NorCal, so he probably would-

n't want me talking about how all

NorCalers wear button-up shirts

every day and sandals to school -

like they ever see the water in

NorCal. How about all of you out

there who claim to like punk music

and missed the free Strung Out show

on campus for weak excuses like

class or work? I could have had a

field day with you.

My brother Bradford said I should

complain about the masses who sit

around and watch basketball and

football and how their lives will never

amount to anything 'cause they are

just spectators. I have always wanted

to discuss all of the annoying protest-

JBTS on campus and how they should .

"^ut down their homemade signs and

banners and actually start living their

lives, but I don't want to appear to be

a racist. I could give props to the

University Skateboard Club for

keeping it real, but I wouldn't want

to offend those who have lost pre-

cious handrails and beautiful curbs

to the malicious sport. I could give a

lecture to the "cool" people at thisi

IK, See HIIIv page 48

the standard bearer of our nation's

history - is bom here. In very general

terms, UCLA is ground zero for the

future of this country.

Historian Howard Zinn teaches us

that the most significant societal force

in forging our nation's course of

events is not the elite nor the poor

and destitute. It is the professional

class, the group of people in our ser-

vice-oriented society who operate the

gears and levers of the American

machine and whose cultural values

have come to define the American

way of life.

Consequently, systematic social

change will not be dictated from the

top down or asserted from the bot-

tom up. It will only come when a criti-

cal mass of the great American mid-

dle class rejects its current path of

selfishness and tunnel vision.

While the power elite of the next

generation - Ae senators and CEOs -

are cultivated at schools like Harvard,

Yale and Stanford, the mass of pro-

fessionals who actually do the work of

this country - the lawyers, doctors,

teachers, small business owners and

middle managers - spend their forma-

tive years at large public universities.

UCLA, with its urban setting, its

crowded campus, its research empha-

sis and, perhaps most importandy, its

challenge to provide equal access to

students of all races and socioeco-

nomic groups, might be the perfect

ardietype.

That is why what happens at

UCLA matters. Students should pay

attention to the vicissitudes of cam-

pus news events because they are

essentia] markers of the evolution of

values and priorities that will eventu-

ally define our generation of profes-

sionals. Thus, The Bruin's role is not

merely to inform readers of their pre-

sent conditions, but also to give them

a small peek at the future.
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Listen to your body, it knows you best
COLUMN: Western drug

culture obstructs natural

connection to ourselves

About every three months, I

visit the Blood and Platelet

Center to donate blood. I

always give blood from my left arm

and take photos by holding my cam-

era with my right hand. It is the only

time when my camera is on auto-

focus, since I can't focus very well

with my leA hand strapped down.

Most of the nurses at the Blood

and Platelet Center recognize me

Aonenian was the photo editor from

1999-2000. She hopes to be like Jared

DiamoTKl one day.

alter three years, but there are always

new faces, shocked by this odd prac-

tice. A lot of

people are dis-

gusted by what

I do, but I'm

comfortable

with my body

and t^ blood

rushing

through it.

Pcoj^are

afraid of their

bodies. Most

don't listen to

what thefr bod-

Patil

Armenian
lesaresaymg,

shutting them up with various pills.

Too mud) noise. Swallow.

Too much stress. Swallow.

Too much confusion. Swallow.

Many of us continually suppress

our bodies, preventing them from

working until they forget how. Then

once a catastrophic disease strikes,

we adopt medicines in a warfare

approach. Healing should not be a

war, but a holistic process. To cure

such a system, we need to understand

the body as a whole, not as a

detached set oforgans and symp-

toms.

How can a body combat an illness

when it has forgotten how to func-

tion? It cannot.
'

Our bodies have developed a col-

lective amnesia due to the Western

drug culture. They have become dis-

jointed from nature, forgetting thai

they were once a part of it. And we

SeeAIUMENUN,page47

Sports writing is about the people not the games
COLUMN: Play-by-play

info not as interesting as

players' personal stories

s
it back, relax, and let me tell you

about a giii who doesn't know a

thing

about sports

butbeounea

sports editor

anyway.

It's simpler

than it lodes.

You just don't

write about

q>orts. You
write about

people instead.

You write

about who they

are and what

they do, on and off the court.

I could tell you, play by play,

VU apologizes^for not thanking those

who so deserve to be thanked - Jackie,

Nadia, Katie, Mia and Tawny - but you

guysjust didn't fit in the article.Oh wdl.

about the kiOs in the men's volleyball

team's win over Long Beach State in

the league semifmals this year, but

I'd rather tell you about how the

Bruins hate the Beach, and how
going into that match they pumped
themselves up by reminding each

other, "We could end the 49er

seniors' careers without one champi-

onship ring."

I could tell you. stroke by stroke,

about how the men's golfteam

placed third at U.S. Intercollegiates,

but I'd rather tell you about how they

got lost on the way to the hotel, and

they blamed another coach because

diey thought he gave them bad direc-

tions, and then used that anger to

propel them to third.

I could tell you, shot by shot,

about the goals in the UCSD-UCLA
men's water polo NCAA champi-

onship game, but I'd rather teU you

about how it truly amazing it was

that the lil' Division II Tritons upset

the mighty Trojans in the NCAA
semifmals to even earn that fmals

spot. You do have to know a little

about sports to write about it, but

more importandy, you have to know

about who people are and what hap-

pens to make some ofthem great ath-

letes. That philosophy is partly why I

wanted to be sports editor.

The job hasn't been easy, but it has

defmitely been worth it; it's been a

huge part ofmy college education. -

I've learned that, to be a sports edi-

tor, you don't have to know about

sports as long as you're willing to lis-

ten to the people who do. I've

learned that even though your

instinct is to do everything yourself,

you still have to have faith that your

assistants and writers will do their

jobs well, because you'll go crazy if

you try to take it all on yourself.

I've learned that when you're the

editor, you're really, by God, the one

in charge, and people actually listen

to you. And I've learned that some-

times you have to cut off a limb to

save your life, to let go of the people

who refuse to listen, even if you're so

scared of doing it you start shaking

like a leaf.

rU miss ail this. I'll miss interview^

ing the men's golfers, who talk about

SeeW, page 42
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Writing, science can define,

not divide, writer's identity

COLUMN: Experience at

Bruin provides diversity;

'01 celebrated with poem

While at The Bruin, I've

had the privilege of work-

ing with a diverse group

of creative individuals, all of them
hard-working

and committed

to journalism.

Up until last

November, 1

never dreamed
I'd be writing

for The Bruin.

I've constantly

struggled

between being

a scientist and

being a writer.

When I first

arrived at

UCLA, I couldn't decide between

biology and English. Since then,

I've given up trying to separate one

from the other. I'm a writer and
Tfn a biologist, and that's the way
it's going to be.

So today, rather than reminisce

about the past, I'd like to share

with you this poem dedicated to the

class of 2001.

"The Graduate"

There is a moment when every

Reyes vt/as a Daily Bruin contributor for

News in 2000-2001.

Carolina

Reyes

graduate will look ahead.

To a time beyond exams, beyond

chaos, beyond sleepless nights.

To a place full of mystery, full of

hope and desire.

Where the mind can grow and
expand.

And where the soul can learn to

be brave and to nourish,

There is a place where, this

adventure ends.

And where another one begins.

Where knowledge lurks about.

And where possibilities await.

To be discovered, to be explored.

Let us leave this place where we
were challenged day by day,

And where our first awakenings

occurred,

Past the avenue of memories.

We shall walk together down the

road.

Where at last we'll be allowed to

tinker and to toy.

Yes let us walk with a walk that

Internet lacks personal touch of print
COLUMN: Online papers

often sacrifice quality for

prize of having story first

Embossed stationery and felt-tip

pens inspire me. Despite the

high-tech world that facilitates

the writing process, I am still drawn to

the old-fashioned form ofcommunica-

tion: letter writing.

Discovering a hand-addressed

envelope in my mailbox, recognizing

the handwriting, tearing the paper and

Golod was an assistant Viewpoint edi-

tor and a member of the Editorial

Board during the 2000-2001 academic

year

enjoymg a

thoughtful note

provides a few

minutes'

reprieve... with-

out finding the

page turn blank

from a screen

saver. I can

reread certain

paragraphs Amy
without the help Golod
of a mouse and

pick the letter

up again without turning on a

machine.

Of course, I love e-mail. I often find

myself checking my inbox at multiple

points in the day, but the screen

becomes a barrier, creating an imper-

sonal touch to an otherwise intimate

message. Communicating via the

Internet is much faster and a daily cor-

respondence can be amusing and

allow for short-response time to ques-

tions - yet it simply isn't the same.

Just as I enjoy a hand-written letter,

I aF>preciate a printed newspaper.

Flipping through the sections of a

daily paper and selecting and reading

the articles which evoke my interests

are my favorite ways to learn about

the day's news.

Many will disagree since they pre-

fer to click on the home pages of their

newspapers ofchoice and use their

cursors to navigate the sections of the

papers. They can even choose from

SeeG0lO0,pa9e47
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Fifth-year keeps passions alive with reporting

COLUMN: Graduating

without writing wouldVe

been big source of regret

IS

"eager and bold^

To the end of this road where

another begins.

Yes let us walk with a walk that

eager and bold,

To the paths that take many
twists, many turns.

For us graduates, we've learned,

for us graduates we know.

That the place that awaits is the

brave new world.

J. m

bu're only a newspaper man.

n expatriated newspapef

man. You ought to be ironical

the minute you get out of bed. You
ought to wake up with your mouth full

of pity" - 'The Sun Also Rises,"

Wong was a 2000-01 staff News writer

for the Daily Bailn and graduated with a

degree in English. Although The Bruin

tried to nrvike him graduate and leave,

Scott B. found dever ways to stay and
write. E-mail him in Japan at scottb-

wong@hotmail.com.

Luck paves way for future in journalism
COLUMN: Time spent on

basketball beat provides

emotion, fond memories

I'd
like to think that luck had every-

thing to do with it. My four-year

career at the Daily Bruin has had

its share of ups and downs, from the

moments I will never forget to the

ones 1 long to purge from my memory.
Everything luckily fell into place, from

when I first got here until now.

As someone with little journalism

experience walking into this job, I now
find myself calling rt my livelihood

after graduation, following my dream
to succeed at work 1 find to be more
fun than anything else on earth.

I still find myselfgawking at the fact

Cadman was a two-year assistant sports

editor from 1998-2000 and a three-year

men's basketball beat writer from 1 998-

2001.

that I got to

cover the single

most prestigious

beat in the histo-

ry of collegiate

sports. There's

nothing that

quite compares

to my experience

covering UCLA
men's basketball

for three consec-

utive years - an

unparalleled feat

that no one can or will match with the

passion 1 have.

Learning the ins and outs of the

solitary reason I arrived in Westwood
to become a Bruin, I cheered and cried

for this team. I held my breath and

pointed fingers. There were moments
where I wanted tojump out ofmy
press row scat and rally behind "my
team." And there were times when I

did just that.

Essentially, they were mine for

three years ... and no one else's. I got

to follow the guys I envied, the lucky

ones who got to realize their dream of

playing for the Blue and Gold. It's

been an honor and a privilege that will

forever be a part ofmy life.

1 leave with my most prized posses-

sion, a collection of every press cre-

dential from every game I witnessed in

those three magical seasons.

Thumbing through them occasionally,

I can close my eyes and relive each

and every game. Having a courtside

seat at Pauley Pavilion was a dream
come true. To meet and talk history

and life with the Wizard of Westwood
- John Wooden - was the crowning

moment in my brief career as a jour-

nalist.

For making my "job" the greatest

thing I have ever done in my life. I

thank head coach Steve Lavin, the rest

of the coaching staff and the players,

whom I feel so blessed to have gotten

to know. In their own way, they made
me feel like a part of the mystique that

SeeCAIMMII,page46

Average man reflects on not-so-average experience
COLUMN: Being typical

isn't bad; life is filled with

equalizing forces, events

lis past summer I went to

Hawai'i through UCLA
Summer Sessions. Besides learn-

ing about Hawaiian history and about

da kine, one thing I will always remem-
ber learning is the idea of the "average

man." It was conceived one night by

Kekona, Allen, Brent, Chris, Noel and

Sarmad.

Most of the population today is

average. Most people have failed to

Tabay was an assistant Electronic Media

director. He thanks all his friends and the

above-average memories they gave
him. He will always cherish them. E-mail

him at htabay^ahoo.com.

realize that they

aredestined to

be average and

try to act

'^dbove" average

in attempts to

become above-

average human
beings. Those

people are only

hurting them-

selves because

for those ofus

who are not des-

tined to be above average, anything

that is done to become above average

will have a recoiling or an averaging-

out effect.

You are probably thinking now,

what the hella? I felt the same way
when I first heard it. Kekona told me
after a barbecue. "The average guy is

not noticed. He blends into the back-

Hemane
Tabay

ground. Girls only notice the above- or

below-average guys because they stick

out against the background."

If you look at life, there are positive

and negative events. These events can

average or cancel each other out. So
when something bad happens it is

important to realize that something

good is about to happen. This is the

motivation behind every average man.

One thing that gets an average per-

son through life is the average plea-

sures that above-average people pass

on because they can consistently have

better. An example of this is when an

average person gets back from a long

day at work (eighthour day) from an

average paying average job to an aver-

age family (a spouse, 2.3 children, a

dog and a cat) and comes into an aver-

age house (one story, three bedrooms.

SMlMMXpagcSI

Ernest

Hemingway.

Travel.

Music. Love.

Writing. These

were the pas-

sions I

promised to

pursue the day I

started out at

UCLA in the

faUofl996.

After discov-

ering

Hemingway in a small, modest book-

store in Northern California, I told

myself one day I would run with the

buUs down the cobblestoned streets in

Spain.

After eight years of piano lessons

and endless car rides spent singing

songs from the "Dirty Dancing"

soundtrack with Mom, I promised to

find the place and time to compose
and record my own music.

And when 1 lost my girlfrioxl iiuu

S • •!•

car accident my senior year of high

school, I convinced myselfof the exis*

tence ofnew beginnings and new rela-

tionships.

Needless to say, I ran in Spain, sang

my song, and found true love during

my college career. And writing - well,

writing simply came with being an

English major.

But last summer, as my final quar-

ter of school approached, I realized

See MNNKi, page 43

• Ifrt of family,

friends nfiost important
COLUMN: Photography

among ways of escaping

evils of South Campus

Since I was essentially forced

into writing one of these

columns, I don't really feel

like coming

up with a

clever recol-

lection ofmy
time at

UCLA. I

really don't

have much to

say about the

school.

In a nut-

shell, the bad

things were:

my room-

mate's

obnoxious boyfriend practically

living in our dorm room, an evil

o.chem professor, all the cheaters

in my South Campus classes.

South Campus in general, those

who dress up to study in Powell,

gossip-mongers at The Bruin who
like to make up things about me,
athletes being treated like gods,

and the psychotic parking system.

The good things were: taking

pictures for The Bruin (especially

concert pictures, which I love the

most), Community Outreach for

Prevention and Education

(COPE), going to Nicaragua with

the field biology class, meeting a

few interesting people and getting

to reach my career goals.

I just want to tay a few words
to "cne people in this column.

Mom: Thanks for being the

most supportive person ever. I

Ross was the 2O0O-2(X)l assistant

photo editor. She says nneat is murdetl

can't imagine what life would be

like without you.

Dad: Maybe something good
will come out of your nagging. At
least you're interested in what's

going on in our lives. Thanks for

putting up with all of our crap!

Kevin: You started it. Even
though you are a mean little broth-

er, I still love you.

Taca; I'm glad you found me.

You are the best dog ever (no mat-

ter what anyone says), and you
have been a great addition lo the

family I will try to take you for

more walks and to play with Susie

more.

Grandma Gaudia and

Grandpa George: Thanks for

always looking out for us and tak-

ing care of us. You know we'll

always be there for you.

Grandma Nancy: Thank you so

much for letting me commute
from your house. I really appreci-

ate it and it was wonderful spend-

ing time with you (even though I

was studying most of the time).

Expect an official "thank you"
card soon.

Neda: Thanks for always push-

ing me to keep up with you in our

classes and for hanging out with

me even though 1 hate clubbing. I

know that whatever happens in

the future you will be happy.

Lynn: Thanks for getting me
involved in photography at

UCLA. You will soon be a profes-

sional photog and remember, you
have to let me assist you in Paris.

Entire family and friends: I

wish that 1 would have been able

to spend more time with you guys.

I hated always saying no to doing

things because I was studying. But

please don't stop asking me
because one day (hopefully this

summer) I'll finally have some
time to say yes.
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Searching for pirates? Adventure beckons after college years end

Just head over to A&E
COLUMN: StafT weathers

writer shortages, endless

rewrites during past year

I
should probably start by talking

about pirates. When I began

work as on-cafhpus Arts &
Entertainment editor at the begin-

ning of the year, I had some vague

notion that there should be more

pirate-related stories in the newspa-

per. However,

because of a

dearth of pirate-

related events

happening on

campus, there

really wasn't

much to write

about, and my
great plans

came to naught.

It made me
sad to think that

the year might

pass - a year full

:of press room
stress, last minute rewrites, unreliable

sources, frightening publicists and

book agents who only describe their

product as "incandescent" - without

any pirate-related hijinks to add levity.

It seemed that the rugged machismo

and the earthy joie de vivre of those

jolly sea rogues would always be out

of place in a serious newspaper.

Shiver me timbers! Rosen-Molina be

knowing authentic pirate jargon and

ye be e-mailing him at

Great.Brain@Mailcity.com.

Michael

Rosen-

Molina

But then 1 realized why the life of a

pirate and that of an A&E journalist

actually had much in common.

Like a crew working together to

weather the storm, everyone had their

place. Angela was the captain, keep-

ing A&E on a steady course and

bringing us all safely into port and

never losing hope, not even in the

grim early days when writers were as

scarce as a saving breeze in the dol-

drums, and the specter of daily pro-

duction loomed like the colossal devil

squid that glides silently through the

watery penumbra.

Barbara would be the ship's gun-

ner, decimating an enemy flotilla in a

matter of seconds with her lightning

wit. Emilia was our pessimistic pilot,

who foresaw every storm but never

jumped ship. Andy joined the crew ^

late, but still epitomized the pirate

dream - rising from mere cabin boy

to L.;come the next captain - who
made the supreme sacrifice to become

next year's head ofA&E. I would be

boatswain, because I have no idea

what a boatswain does, but I'm sure

1 it's very important. —
And now these old salts are off to

Fiddler's Green. Andy now takes the

helm, and with his new crew of

Suneal, Mary, Sophia and Chris com-

ing up from the brig, sets sail in search

of fabled treasures. Avast!

They were part ofour crew of

hearty buccaneers, the dedicated writ-

ers, who battled in journalistic sword

fights, forcing the Caribbean authori-

ties - who would be the sources - to

relinquish their doubloons - which

See ROSCN-MOIINA, page 49

COLUMN: UCLA might

have been whim, but it's

led to great opportunities

It's
quite strange to think that I

checked the box on my college

application next to "UCLA," on

a whim.

At one point, I had imagined

UCLA to exist beyond my reach.

However, since I set foot onto the

once overwhelming Westwood cam-

pus, I have discovered nothing but

unique interests and opportunities,

people from different walks of life

and thought-provoking issues.

As the 2000-01 assistant design direc-

tor who is forever torn between design

and photo, Yuen packs a psych degree

and anthro minor to help her go

abroad after graduation.

At the beginning, I had an over-

dose of options of what do on cam-

pus, leaving me confused.

Gradually, I

waded through

this. And years

later, the world

tempts me to

expand on my
college experi-

ences and con-

tinue explor-

ing.

I've finished

my four years,

now what? I

am relieved

that there will

be no more cramming for

midterms, hauling my backpack up

Bruin Walk in 80<legree weather,

or refuting stringent parking regula-

tions. But with graduation looming

over me, I wonder how lucrative a

Jennifer

Yuen

career as a professional student will

be in next year's job market.

For the past year I've been dri-

ving myself mad deciding what

direction to go after June. However,

to spare my sanity, I concluded that

there's no shame in rejecting the

nine-to-five job.

1 don't want to subject myself to

a desk with an overflowing supply

of pens and legal pads. Nor do I

want to encounter daily morning

traffic, clutching a cup of coffee in

one hand and frantically waving at

drivers to let me merge with the

other.

I would much rather buy a plane

ticket and just go. There are plenty

of corners in the world for me to

uncover. Why shouldn't I choose

the non-traditional path and exer-

cise my creative freedom?

See YUEN, page 51

Experiences draw out different elements of truth

COLUMN: Faith in God

has provided anchor in

ly, imperfect world

The world is a crazy place.

Now draw it. Working on a

piece of art for me was not so

easy all the time. 1 know what it

should look like; I can see it in my
head. But it does not come out the

way I want it to and I erase it and

start over again ... and again.

Pretty soon I see etchings of

drawings before, of my past mis-

Chen was the assistant art director

from 2000-2001.

takes mixed

with pieces of

accomplish-

ments. It

becomes mud-

dled and 1

erase it, until

the paper

becomes raw

with eraser

dust all over

the place. I

have to start

over again.

Boo. Thumbs down.

What am I talking about? I'm a

physiological science major, what

the heck do I know about art? Or
maybe I am an artist who has no

clue about science. Talk about iden-

tity crisis. At any rate, I still found

myself being the assistant art direc-

tor for the Daily Bruin. Among
other things, (hat is who I am.

Like my drawings, 1 elicit many
questions. Why do 1 draw one eye

bigger than the other? Why am I so

crazy? So the line of inquiry goes.

And like my drawings, 1 am one col-

lection of past etchings, although

you can only see one picture at any

present time. Who is the true Jason

Chen? You cannot say from just

this column. You might not really

care either.

Working at the Daily Bruin

See CHEN, page 42
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Through experience, life has much to offer

COLUMN: Professor, friends

alike deserve thanks for help

in creating UCLA memories

It's
scary to say goodbye to so many people

all at once - especially the ones who put their

necks out on the line for me and knew what

was right for me at any particular moment in my
four years at UCLA.

1 first want to say thank you to Chris Mott.

He guided me and supported me, and I hope

that all students have that one professor who
inspires them to learn more and challenges them

as Chris has done for me.

I came to college like a little kid who had two

Kojima is a graduating English student. She was an

assistant news editor in 1998-1999:

crayons to draw with, a yel-

low one and maybe that

barf-colored crayon. Chris

has helped me draw better

pictures and gave me a

palette of rainbow colors

to draw with. He is truly a

good person who teaches

through laughter and

makes learning pleasur-

able.

I also want to thank A.R.

Braunmuller for showing

me how to sharpen the

crayons and strive for excellence. He shares his

research through the craft of teaching and cares

about his students. He makes the material come
alive and has shown me how to learn lessons

See KOJIMA, page 43

Beyond our differences, we are all Bruins
COLUMN: Camaraderie found

at UCLA sports events bridges

widest of gaps among students

I
often wonder how many other people feel

as lucky as I do to have been able to go to

UCLA. If you haven't realized how great of

an opportunity it is to be here, take a moment
"away from classes and books because you will

never find an answer there. You can learn and

read at any school. What makes UCLA so spe-

cial are the experiences you have here.

Most ofmy opportunities have come while

taking pictures for the Daily Bruin. Where else

could I have stepped onto the field at the Rose

Bowl and looked up at 80,000 Bruin fans? And
where else would I have been when those same

Bruin fans dug deep down, when they knew it

counted most, to make the sound on the floor

of Pauley Pavilion deafening? 1 wouldn't have

Ciecek was an assistant photo editor in 1999-2000.

Marf=
Ciecek

traveled to Stanford to see

anyone but the Bruins

upset the number one bas-

ketball team in the nation

at a point when winning

was everything.

Sports photography

has truly defined my time

at UCLA. Watching the

fans from the field or the

floor has helped me real-

ize why I love being a

Bruin. For the span of a

game, everyone forgets

what group they belong to, what cause they are

fighting for, what classes they are taking, and

we just enjoy being what we all are: Bruins.

When it all comes down to it, I hope the com-

mon thing about us all is that blue and gold

runs through our veins. Differences will always

exist between us, but I hope that we can respect

the experience we shared here in Westwood
andjust be Bruins.

See QEOV, pa^e 47

CHEN
From page 41

taught me about the different issues and prob-

lems in the world: all these articles, photos

and art try to show different elements of

information and truth. Like those drawings

and images that I try to fix or erase, all of

these views and ideas just come on to the

page.

Just when you think that things are one

way, something comes along to make you

think twice. You have an idea of what an art

piece should look like, but after the issue man-
ifests itself, it comes out totally differently.

I might say to myself things should be a

certain way, but if everything in the world

went the way they were supposed to there

wouldn't be any problems. And so the paper

becomes crappy again, eraser dust all over.

I've messed up plenty, at times when I had

no excuse and at times where things were out

of my control. There are also plenty of times

when I could have written an article on the

injustices and wrongs done to others and me
in life. There are plenty of times people could

have written those things about me. There are

VU
From page 39

everything from the grass on the course to get-

tin' some (the question, "So did anything inter-

esting happen at the tournament?" will never

be the same). I'll miss Rich from Sports Info,

the volleyball and golf Sports Information

Director, who lucked out the day I walked into

his office three years ago and said, "Hi. I'm the

new golf writer." I'll miss the Photo and Design

departments because people like Keith had to

pull last-minute photos and people like Sean

had to re-design a whole back page at my
whim, ril miss my assistants, Dylan, Christina

and Amanda, because you guys made the

department one "ongoing party," complete

with Dylan's bumpin' MP3s (bless those new
computers).

Last of all, I want to remind my writers.

many things to be fixed, to be erased, and to

be made better.

And so my paper becomes raw with all the

erasings and redrawn images of who I should

be. to the point where I want to rip it up, put

it in a box, put that in a bigger box, then mail

it to myself and then burn it.

What or who is going to make the picture

look the way it should? I have found it is God
who makes the picture look right. Not with a

big eraser, but by sending down a picture-per-

fect life, to be ripped and torn apart as if it

were like mine so that we can be seen the way
we should be.

I know this guy. I have found Him but still

I am looking for Him. I guess knowing Christ

is like knowing a person, like knowing Jason

Chen. I'm not an idea or a concept, you have

get to know me, and it will probably take a

lifetime to figure me out. So what about this

guy named Jesus? Am I saying that He will

solve all my problems, and all the problems of

the world?

Like I said, the world is a crazy place. But

my hope is in Him, since He is the way, the

truth and the life; showing and directing me
toward that perfect picture that I could never

seem to make.

especially the young ones, a few things: take the

hero worship out of your features, guys. It's too

much when I have to read about someone
who's "not only a great athlete, but a great citi-

zen too." Don't use sports cliches, and take out

the standard athletes' quotes (i.e. "We like to

play *SC because they're our crosslown rival").

"Literally" means it really happened, so if the

Bruin defense was literally on fire, I better

smell smoke.

Write like you talk. Laugh in your articles.

Really, really care about what you're doing.

Find what makes every game and athlete differ-

ent. And don't forget, ifyour article doesn't

end itself, you can always go back to the begin-

ning and find your ending there.

Above all, find the story in whatever you

write. Sports isn't about great plays, stats or

records so much as it's about the people who
play them.

And even the pec^e who write them.

ASSOCIATE VICE CHANCELLOR
FOR COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS

UCLA

Applications and nominations are invited for the position of Associate Vice Chancellor for Community Partnerships effective Spring 2002.

UCLA has created a new and important senior executive position to coordinate and synergize its community partnerships and civic participation in the Los Angeles

area. The position is to add value to both the academic enterprise and to Los Angeles. By coordinating its extensive academic and community activities, UCLA hopes

and

plans to build stronger and broader relationships with the various communities in the Los Angeles and southern California region. This initiative, referred to as UCLA in

LA, currently includes partnerships with schools, non-profit and community based organizations, businesses, labor unions, and communities of faith.

Internally, the Associate Vice Chancellor for Community Partnerships will provide executive academic leadership for UCLA s ongoing community partnerships. The
AVC for Community Partnerships will work with Provosts, Deans, UCLA faculty (individually and in research groups), centers and institutes, and student and staff

groups to coordinate, support and leverage their efforts and goals for community engagement. In close consultation with Provosts, Deans, faculty and administrative

leadership, the AVC will develop a UCLA vision for community partnerships and be expected to build and lead a new Center for University Partnerships. This Center

will serve as a clearinghouse to respond to external requests and to link community needs with faculty research, teaching and service activities related to the greater Los

Angeles area. Externally, the AVC will reach out to and work with community groups, their leadership, and other involved individuals to find sustainable partnerships.

The AVC will work with an advisory board composed of UCLA faculty, administrators, and community members; and will assess and evaluate UCLA in LA s

partnership efforts.

The AVC for Community Partnerships will report*to the Executive Vice Chancellor and Chancellor and will be a member of the Chancellor s Executive Committee.

UCLA celebrates 80 years of growth, from a small two-year college to a comprehensive institution in the company of the nations most prestigious research universities.

UCLA is a large and complex institution devoted to undergraduate and graduate teaching, research, and public service. The campus includes 282 buildings on 419 acres,

and is organized into the College of Letters and Science plus 1 1 professional schools. Over 3400 faculty serve more than 35,550 students. UCLA faculty and students

come together in a true community of scholars to advance knowledge, address societal

challenges, and pursue intellectual and personal fulfillment.

Candidates must have the academic credentials to qualify for a tenured appointment at UCLA. They should have a good understanding of community partnerships

involving teaching and research in the Los Angeles area, as well as demonstrated experience in the development of collaborative research ventures. Salary will be

commensurate with background and experience.

For additional information, please goto: http:/lwww.apo.ucla.edulavc-partnerships

To be ensured full consideration, nominations and applications shouid be sent by July 30, 2001 to:

•
y, AVC Community Partnerships Search Committee

'*'""; "• c/o Ms. Ren Dennis

Office of the Chancellor - Academic Personnel p%
University of California

3109 Murphy Hall

* Los Angeles. CA 90095-1407

Facsimile: (310) 206-9643

E-nf>ail: rdennis@conet.ucla.edu

UCLA is an Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer
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WONG
From page 40

that in four years at the university, I did

not feel that my words reached anyone but

myselfCountless papers on Milton,

Dickens, Woolf. Swift, Shelley and

Shakespeare did not satisfy my zest for

writing.

I knew if I graduated that moment, my
one regret in college would not be having

been too shy to ask that girl out on Bruin

Walk or not studying more than twice a

week.

It would be that I had never written for

the college newspaper, the paper I picked

up every day and read during dass, the

paper I grew up reading here at UCLA.
So I did something inconceivable. I

turned in an application to the Daily Bruin

with the hope it might allow a fifth-year

with no journalistic experience, pretty

much on his way out the door, to make his

mark on the world.

And for some reason, they liked me.

Later, I would find out they were just

short-handed in the News department. But

it didn't matter to me: 1 was writing, not

just once a week, but every day and for an

audience of thousands.

This year has been amazing.

My editors have given me the freedom

and opportunity to cover everything from

Midni^t Ydl to the USAC circus, from

Bush protests to the campus rapist, fixxn

spending a day on a bus with Chancellor

Al in inner-city Los Angeles to university

conspiracies, and from lawsuits to features

on backpacking through Europe.

For these experiences. I'm grateftil. The

opportunity to work with such a dedicat-

ed, professional and selfless team of stu-

dents has been my motivation this year.

To my friends in News who will contin-

ue to hold down the fort next year, just

know there will be eyes reading your pages

from the other side of the world.

After all, Tm only a newq)aper man -

soon to be an expatriated newspaper man
- headed east for Japan. Maybe one day I

will face each morning with irony and pity,

but for now I'm pretty content just being a

newspfqsernum.

KOJIMA
From page 42

from the past. He has been a

good friend, guiding my acade-

mic growth by prescribing

books like a doctor prescribes

medicine.

Elena Jarvis has been the

Daily Bruin's media adviser

for three years. She is the kind

ofperson who forces you to do

a good job, offering honest

criticism that makes you think

critically and become a better

person.

She is leaving this year, and

the newspaper will miss her

spirit, dedication and skill. She

has shown me howjournalism
is about telling stories passion-

ately. I have learned to care

about the people in my articles

who have taken the time to talk

with me. and I've learned how
writing can make a diflerence.

Stephen Dickey, Valerie

Matsumoto, Beth Wightman,

George Edmondson, Adam
Wasson, Debra Bronstein,

Lynda Tolly: You have all been

great friends and people I

aspire to be.

S«e page SI
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GRIFFIN
From page 36

become significantly more expensive.

The average distance from campus to

a place of residence for graduate and

professional students is between

seven and ten miles. If you are slight-

ly better o(T, the nearer to c^unpus

you can live. For fmaneial and other

reasons, many people live much fur-

ther away.

As the graduate student years go

on, the campus becomes the work-

place, the research site and where you

go Mondays, Wednesdays and

Fridays for various functional pur-

poses. .

The social and cultkraj life on our

campus is essentially orientated

toward undergraduate students. This

is not their fault, and perhaps it's our

fault for not being more assertive vis-

a-vis the administration and the fund-

ing politics. In any case, one of

GSA's motives in starting up the

GradBar experiment was to provide

an arena to enable graduate and pro-

fessional students to mix and mingle

across departmental boundaries,

something that rarely happens. The
popularity ofGradBar suggests an

unmet need.

My own vision is for a GSA-spon-
sored pub-restaurant with modest

eventiiBcihtics (small and mediun
size conference spaces, for example)

on campus that would be open to all

graduate and professional students

for a small, pro-forma membership
fee - perhaps $5 a year.

On the model of the GSA-run pub
at UC Irvine, this would be operated

on a break-even basis, making

enough money to cover its costs dur-

ing the year. The problem at UCLA
is space, ofcourse, but I feel that with

an active GSA, the new GSA cabinet

position of director of graduate inter-

action, and positive encouragement

and appropriate support from both

the ASUCLA Board of Directors

and the administration, a solution

can be found.

This will dovetail neatly with the

eventual arrival of the South West
Campus Graduate Student Housing

Project, which will, for the first time,

place a large number of single grad

and professional students in the cam-
pus residential mix.

Although these apartment com-
plexes will not come on stream until

well into this decade and not be com-
plete until much later, we have to

think long-term thoughts. The social

map of the UCLA campus will

change aiKl the graduate component
will increase in importance - de^>ite

the extra undergraduate numbers
building up via Tidal Wave II admis-

sions.

Now is the time to start thinking

about improving facilities for gradu-

ate and professional students, not

several years down the line. Now is

also the time to take a good look at

housing allocation policies, in respect

ofboth the SW Campus Project and
currently existing graduate student

housing. Both domestic partnerships

provisions and the apartment-sharing

rules in general could do with some
overhauling.

In the broader content of graduate

student academic life at UCLA, this

year's GSA has been particularly

concerned with student input into the

eight-year departmental review sys-

tem managed and supervised by the

Academic Senate. GSA has four rep-

resentativesx>n Graduate Council,

the Academic Senate body primarily

responsible for the review process,

and these representatives act as the

contact and mediation points for the

graduate students in the department

under review; they make sure the stu-

dents know when the review commit-
tee is conducting its hearings, set up
private interviews for students with

particularly sensitive issues, and the

like.

Unfortunately, not every depart-

ment on campus goes about its busi-

ness with the kind of academic and

professional standards one would

expect at UCLA, and occasionally

cases of dysfunctional departments

come to light.

At its last meeting of the year, on
May 30, the GSA Forum passed a

resolution instructing the GSA offi-

cers and cabinet to approach the

Academic Senate and Graduate

Division with a view to strengthening

the graduate and student input into

the review system. We intend to point

out some flaws in the system and to

propose some appropriate reforms

that should prevent situations hap-

pening where, for example, the stu-

dents in a department do not realize

that they can arrange to speak confi-

dentially to the review committee, or

where the GSA representative has

difficulty contacting the graduate stu-

dent body in the department.

Nobody wants GSA to be a kind

of invasive entity, looking to create

trouble where grad students are

happy and contented. That said, how-
ever, there is a strong case for "out-

side" student advocacy where a

department is manipulating student

opinion or otherwise not playing fair

with the review process. I see GSA
representatives on Grad Council, and
the GSA Academic Affairs

Commissioner, as a kind of extra

channel that the students should feel

they can utilize if they want some
awittance in making their views ^=
known. GSA's representatives on
Graduate Council are our indispens-

able assets when it comes to bringing

academic departments under scruti-

ny.

This is the kind of "student ser-

vice" that makes sense, and it's ironic

that we cannot stipend our represen-

tatives on Grad Council. UC spends

a great deal of money on student ser-

vices, and the University of

California Student Association

(UCSA, the umbrella representative

body for all UC campuses for both

undergrad and grad student govern-

ments) has been very active in cam-
paigning for more funding.

This is all well and good, but the

problem is that graduate and profes-

sional students only use student ser-

vices to a very limited extent, if at all.

No intelligent way has been found yet

for channeling student services fund-

ing into areas that would really make
sense to graduate students.

It often seems as if graduate asso-

ciations throughout the system pay

into a UC-wide representative body
that really does not know how to re(>-

resent graduate and professional stu-

dents' concerns. This has been a con-

tentious issue at UCSA in recent

years, and the GSA External Vice

President, Kinshasa Curl, was very

active over this past year in cam-
paigning - with the other graduate

EVPs - at the UCSA board meetings

to make sure that our system-wide

advocacy body did not forget that it is

supposed to be advocating for gradu-

ate students' interests as well, and not

just for undergraduate concerns.

Finally ... graduates graduate too.

The long goodbye to UCLA is a

somewhat different experience for

most graduate students than for

undergrads or those graduating from
the professional schools. Whereas the

latter have a sense of an accomplish-

ment shared with hundreds of others
- almost a generational thing - the

former often have a lonelier and qui-

eterjourney out.

You finish up, file your disserta-

tion, say goodbye to faculty advisors

and friends in the program, and
move on ... hopefully, to somewhere
nice, where you receive an acceptable

salary and the state electricity infra-

structure has been kept out of the

handsof private "enterprise."

On that note, as outgoing GSA
president, I'd like to take this oppor-

tunity, on behalf of the other GSA
officers and cabinet, to wish graduat-

ing professional and graduate stu-

dents all the best for their future

careers. And remember, don't disturb

the dust, and leave that dead moth
alone!
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SMITH
From page S7

annually; this will permit about SO

percent of the freshman class to

enroll in a cluster course.

Another major recent innovation

is the requirement that every under-

graduate take a second writing

course while at UCLA. This second

course concentrates on writing in a

particular discipline. The require-

ment has prompted departments

across the College to redesign cours-

es to include a significant writing

component and is one more step

towards assuring that our graduates

have the high-quality writing neces-

sary for advanced graduate work

and life.

Untfergraduates and Research

We are also increasing the role of

research in the undergraduate cur-

riculum. More than ever before,

UCLA is a research university com-
mitted to providing a high quality

undergraduate experience. The most

powerful experience in education is

the discovery process and working

with faculty scholars who are creat-

ing knowledge.

Two recently established

Undergraduate Research Centers,

one for Life and Physical Sciences

: and one for Humanities and Soctsl

Sciences, help students identify

research opportunities. More stu-

dents than ever participate in the

Student Research Program, and

more students are committed to

completing independent research

projects and honor theses. Students

now have opportunities to receive

fuU-fee scholarships as

Undergraduate Research Scholars,

and many publish their projects in

the "UCLA Undergraduate Science

Journal" or "Westwind, " UCLA's
journal for creative writing and

social science research.

UCLA in L.A.

We are equally enthusiastic about

providing new opportunities for stu-

dents to link their education with the

BYRD
From page 38

the Daily Bruin reporter is provided

with an opportunity for objective

reporting which may never recur in

his career as a joumahst. Granted

that there are limitations to the uni-

versity reporter's scope, it is, never-

theless, a sound assumption that

nowhere in journalism is the

reporter afforded the intellectual

freedom he enjoys on the campus
newspaper.

Ifhe carries some trace of this

independence and skepticism into

the outside world, whether it be tis a

journalist or a businessman, it is con-

ceivatj^ that standards in the area of

publicj.^nformation will be raised.

Standards will be raised of neces-

sity wnbn the public refuses to accept

the mishandling of its news sources.

If people enter the field ofjournal-

ism imbued with a desire to import

truth to the public, newspaper

LITSCHI
From page 38

been a draining experience, I would-

n't give it up for anything. It has test-

ed my endurance and enhanced my
character. It has shown me that a cup

of mint chip ice cream from Baskin

Robbins will cure afternoon deadline

headaches and late-night headline-

writing blocks.

It has taught me that I need to

sprint out of Kerckhoflf at exactly

4;S6 p.m. to get my paper to Rolfe in

time for a 5:00 p.m. time stamp. It

has made me realize that if I don't

keep calm in stressful situations, no

greater Los Angeles community.

Literally thousands ofUCLA stu-

dents are involved in service learning

opportunities in the community -

working in schools, government

agencies and charitable organiza-

tions.

In just one campus project, the

Center for Experiential Education

and Service Learning (CEESL),

more than I.SOO Bruins each create

opportunities to connect their ser-

vice, career and personal interests

with academics. We believe that

increasing these service learning

opportunities is critical to the enrich-

ment of our undergraduate program.

A Revohition in Computing
You are in the first UCLA class to

experience the full power of informa-

tion technology in your education.

For years before you came to cam-

pus, the university was creating inno-

vative information technology ser-

vices and labs for undergraduates.

Beginning in September 1997, the

College's launch of the

"Instructional Enhancement

Initiative" and "MyUCLA" brought

previously unheard-of access to com-

puting and online information for

students and faculty.

Today, UCLA is one of the

world's most wired colleges and a

leader in creating even more new

uses for technology in undergraduate

education.

Keep Involved

You are the first graduating class

of the new millennium. What does

the future hold? We believe you have

been the standard bearers for many
new undergraduate projects that

have begun to thrive at UCLA.
Those who follow you as Bruins can

expect to find new and exciting pro-

grams that will make their studies

even more interesting, enlightening

and challenging.

As you begin the next stage of

your life, I wish you all the best. Stay

involved and active in UCLA - give

back to your campus as a concerned

citizen and as a successful profes-

sional.

reporting cannot help but advance.

These are the advantages of work-

ing on the Daily Bruin. Their value

cannot be reckoned in terms of per-

sonal benefit. Newspaper work is

not easy, romantic or exciting in the

main. It is hard work. But it has

rewards for the individual with a

desire to serve the interests of truth.

On campus, the reporter finds

himself at the hub of student activity.

He learns to view life in a broad per-

spective. He is on the way to becom-

ing an intelligent and active citizen.

The Daily Bruin is a student publi-

cation open to student participation.

Take advantage of the opportuni-

ty it represents.
• * •

I am so proud of those of you who
have taken the opportunity to be

involved in the Daily Bruin this year.

You have made a difference to every-

one in the ofRce and your work has

made a difference on campus. Please

cherish the good memories and learn

from the mistakes. I know I will.

one else will. And it has introduced

me to a diverse group of people

whose personalities and experiences

have changed my way of thinking

and whose lewd sense of humor has

made the long hours in a windowless

office bearable.

There are a lot ofdays at The

Bruin that I'll always remember, and

some that I'm eager to forget. But I

never imagined that a publication

that most people pick up, read briefly

and then toss aside could have such

an impact on my life.

Mostly, I'm thankful because the

Doily Bruin has provided me with an

experience I plan on keeping, one

that proved to be a perfect fit.

gift for

UCLA

Starting at $20
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CADMAN
From page 40

is UCLA basketball every day. U will

be hard to find another job that could

possibly top this one.

To Bill Bennett, Marc Dellinsand

the rest of the sports information

department, you all are a godsend to

writers like myself. I hope to continue

the approach I have brought to my
profession and qucU any doubts that I

will transform myself into the stereo-

typical sportswriter.

To Jeff, Moin and J.V.: You are

three ofmy closest friends - guys I

consider brothers - and I thank God
every day for that. You have provided

me so much strength and confidence

to strive to become the best person I

can be in any endeavor. No matter

what happens to us from here on, I've

got your backs for life.

To Dave Denicke: We've been

throu^ a lot together, and I hope the

laughter never stops. From our strolls

down a street, to numerous chats

about the opposite sex, to the inf»«

mous fire, you've always been some-

one to whom I can turn for anything. I

have faith that life will serve you well

in whatever your future brings and

hope that we reunite one day on the

set of SportsCenter.

To head coach Kathy Olivier and

the UCLA women s basketb&n tGUC
I hope that my game helped you

improve, because you guys definitely

made me a better and smarter player.
'

And to Jenny Hatch: Tlianks for

thinking ofme two years ago. The
experience and our friendship is some-

thing I will never forget.

To Amber: Thank you for being a

good friend from Day One. We nnay

have lost each other at times along the

way, but somehow, I think we will

always touch base. You're like a sister

to me; always keep your Bay Area

roots.

And finally to Christina: Because

of you, I will forever believe in magic

and dreams coming true. I've learned

patience and perseverance. 1 think I

know now what the meaning of love

really is and that fate and destiny

decide everything. There will always

be a part ofmy hc^rt that belongs to

you and a part ofme that may never

let go.

In dosing, "Keep your feet under

you and your shouldm square. Keep
your head upand ahvays keep nwv-

ing. And when you let go, follow

through."

WEINER
From page 39

We live in an epodi characterized

by rampant poverty and injustice,

when a strong economy has not lifled

all boats but has merely widened the

gap between rich and poor. Sadly, the

forebears of our generation have

demonstrated an unwillingness to

change the course of an era that

author Jonathan Kozol calls one of

the 'Icoldest" in American history.

As a journalist at UCLA, I've

encountered reasons for both opti-

mism and pessimism about the

prospects for my generation to effect

change in the future. I am encour-

aged by the thousands of students

who participate in campus-based

community service and outreach pro-

grams, but I am also dismayed by the

political indifference and market-

place values of many ofmy peers.

Studying at and reporting on this

university has given me a glimpse of

the future, though it's difficult to dis-

cern just how that future will mani-

fest itself What I do know is that

UCLA has taught me something pri

found about the vital role that great

public universities play in our society

I graduate secure in the knowledge

that the hours I spent working at The
Bruin were not in vain, and hopeful

that my generation of professionals

will live up to Its full potential and

change the world.
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QECEK
Rom page42

So many people have contributod

to my experience at UCLA and I

would like to thank a few. To the

women ofGamnM Phi Beta, thank

you for making my last year here

^mazing. Forever in I IKE. To J B, for

eiglit years you have always been the

one friend I come back to, thank you

for always being there. To Grandma,
without your support, I would have

never gotten to spend these last four,

wonderful years here. To my mom,
everything I have done here has been

so mudi better because I was able to

share it with you.

My opportunities and experiences

here are ones I know I never would

have gotten anywhere else. I am
entering a time in my life when my
future has never been more uncer^

tain, but I do know one thing.

Having been a Bruin, I've never been

more prepared than I am now to take

that unknown step.

GOLOD
From page 40

multiple Web sites and read one news-

paper for local events and another for

entertainment reviews.

Words usually match on both the

written and online media, but the

experience does not. Scrolling the

Web page of the desired article docs

not compare to spreading the pages in

front ofme and scanning the head-

lines and photographs. Although

some may say that solely obtaining the

information is most important, I dis-

agree.

While the Internet is convenient for

finding specific publications or

archived articles, relying on a machine

to obtain daily information encour-

ages a fast-paced lifestyle. Breaking

news updates on the web grantsa
quick dissemination of facts, yet also

allows for mistakes since being the

first to pump out the story becomes

an attractive pnze. 1 don't advocate

boycotting the advance of technology,

because it offers an easily accessible

means of sharing news. Rather, it's

the race among media that concerns

me.

I suppose I am from the old school

of thought where nothing can repboe

a newspaper m its traditional form. At

the same time, however, I understand

that change can be exciting and that

taking advantage of new technology

can make for a positive revolution

without sacrificing the nature ofjour-

nalism. Rational decisions just need to

be made to prevent negligence.

Whatever the change may be, I will

ahvays relish a moment with a hand-

written letter or a tangible newspaper

and, afterward, the temporary stains

on my hands from touching the print-

ed wcvd.

ARMENIAN
From page 39

«

have forgotten that the human body is

not a machine.

It is an intricate network of .strings

and cells and thoughts and tissues. It is

both easy and difficult to break. It

occasionally talks back when you

ignore it. It is real, and reality is a diffi-

cult concept for most of us to grasp.

We would all be better off ifwe saw

our own blood once in a while. To
remember what it looks and feels like.

It is red, more viscous than water and

salty-sweet.

Take a photo of it. It might help. It

is a single moment in life to remind us

that we are a part of nature.

I would like to thank my parents

for supporting all ofmy ideas, and

Garin for maintaining my sanity with

her insanity. I would also like to thank

everyone at the Daily Bruin, eye lab,

excavation and FBQ for making my
time at UCLA awesome.

9eiiina jKarriecf?
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COMPLIMENTARY
CONSULTATION

Deliver Brilliant Results

ORTHODONTIST
SINCE 1980

UCLA FACULTY MEMBER Dr. Nader Dayani
Member American Association of Orthodontists

Specializing In braces for adults & children

• Invisible

• European
• Removable
• Traditional

• Cosmetic Porcelain
• Surgical Ortfjodontics
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(310) 826 - 7494

11645Wilshire Blvd. #802

Los Angeles, CA 90025

(949) 552 - 5890

18124 Culver Dr., #A
Irvine, CA 92715

Teeth Whitening
upper or lower

$85"" each

(Reg. $300.00)

The trecrtment wl be at (blows: S 1000 00 pius

$100.00 (or eoch month oH treatment rendered
for me«c« txoces. S900.00 plus S 100.00 for each
rT>onth of treatment rendered for rerTK>vabie

brace* and $ 1 700 00 plus $ 1 25.00 per month for

ceramic brocei $200.00 for dkjgnocttc study
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Congratulations to the Recipients of the

2001 CHANCELLOR'S
SERVICE AWARD

Jessica Alvarado

Marcelle Ann Andaya

Rana Azimi

Aural Baldomero

Tannaz Banisadre

Elizabeth Blair

Stacey Rayelle Brenner

Medell K. Briggs

Abigail Cayanan Bmcelo

Carolyn Buenaflor

Kevin-Steven Creagh Buford

Marline Bulygo

Martha Cecilia Caballero

Vinika Chaudhari

Usha Kiran Chaudhary

Sharon Chen

Lianne (^hew

John Uoyd Corpus

Yvette Santos Cuenco

Rowena Mari^ De Jesus

Annine DelaCniz

Elizabeth Delshad

Tiffany Elizabeth Duarte

Leif-Eric Easley

Dalisay King Estrada

Robyn Faden

Michele Fitts

Nicole Irene Garcia

Amir Abbas Ghaferi

Heraldo Aranas Gonzales, 11

Andrea Patricia Gonzalez

Stephanie Haygood

Johnson Hua

Fannie Hwei-Fen Huang

Adrienne R. Isaac

Hilli Katzir

Amy Lam

Maureen Leslie Lamorena

Jessica L Langenhan

Rosa Maria Lara

Samuel M. Laranang

Madeline Young Lee

Ruth Deborah Levy

Clara YLo

Cheryl Marie Lott

. Jessica Sue Louie

Lynda Theresa Manalang

Francisca Marquez

AzuoenaJ. Mayot^ga

Esther Melamed

Randy Flores Mendoza

Scott Meselson

Amy Messigian

Mehran Movassaghi

Karen G. Muhtar

Kei Nagao

Ayumi Nakamoto

Nishant Narayah

Giang Nguyen

TheAnh Nguyen

Christopher Oitiz

Don Young Park

Merrick Pascual

Aide Rocio Perez

Anna-Lia Garcia (^inio

Shayan Rahman

Mandana Rastegar

Nyssa Noelle Roeth

Sagiv Rosano

Adam Rosenthal

Julie H. Ryu

Genessee Rose Santos Quizon

Ajmal Sohni Saihuland

Rachel D. Schwarzlose

Kimia Setoodeh
—

Emile Sharifi

Ann Makiko Shioji

Sheree Shoots

.Patricia Odette Silva

Millie Hanwook Song

Melitta Ann Stafford

Tai Steven Sunnanon

Cynthia Swj^y
. ^ '

Erica Takeuchi

(^andice Taylor

Brittani Thompson

Taylor TVamTVan

Liza Tanya Aquino Trinidad

MarykayYukol^uji

(Jueen Nslkan Udofia

Abigail Valencia

Jennifer T.Wang

Frank Wiley

Sherry Yafai

Amanda Yeaton-Massey

Elana Yerushalmi

Tony Yu

SooJungYun

Vera Yung

'V^zL

This award is given to select graduating seniors in

recognition of outstanding University and community service

*»
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Irish Pub

A UCLA tradition since 1971

FREE COVER
THURS - SAT w/ UCLA ID

DRINK SPECIALS!
GREAT LIVE MUSIC!

PUB GRUB!

I

575 S.Fairfax Ave. at 6th

r LA, CA 90036 (323)935-1 577

www.mollymalones.com
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SENIOR CLASS GIFT -

Your Legacy to Future Bruins
Ever enjoyed a summer day by the Royce Quad fountain? Pulled an all-nighter at the 24-hour reading room in Powell? These

things and more came about because of seniors just Uke yourself - leaving their legacy to future Bruins by awarding a Senior

Class Gift.

Each spring the Student Alumni Association (SAA) Senior Class €abn|et selects die Senior Class Gift - 1 symbol of the

graduating class and their hope of memoriahzing their years ai UCIA The nSain criterion for selection is thSit the gift must

direcdy benefit the campus.

FUiHis raised for the 2001 Senior Class Gift will ^i^iiislto establish two or more public access computer kiosks

in both Kefckhofif Hall and Ackerman 15nion Bach kiosk will cow;i^t>f 10 to 15 don^puters, ofiferin^ students free

access to the Intemel and commonly us^ s^pIicatio|fi. laikkiition the Senior Class wiff niake a lead donation to the new

Joiin Wooden Scholarship Fund, to^providefm»is;'&ira new inul»rgraduate scholarshipin honor^of UCLA's greatest

and most beloved coach

'*1 want to give rature Bniins access lo (he opportunities 1 had

Senior Class Gift allows me to better thelm f future 3

Sanioir Class Gift allows me !';-L^1!lCdm 01

4
1 was a student at UCLA. Donmug to the

as past Unnnsdid for me. Be> t of ail, su Ihe

YesliWHild like to supponbe 200l
':ii-

Class Gift!
''*

*w
Name:

Address:

f*-

Telephone:

E-mail:

mm

Please accept my pledge of:

n$25 D$50 D$75 D$100 DOther

Upon the r^pt of my pledge, I will pay

Done paymenlOttyo payments aquarterly payments

..?. ($100 and above)

For questions, please call the Senior Class Gift t^reseotutivc at your DCIA Alamid Association at ($10) 206-0483.

www.U€IAlumniiwSt IP

UCLAIumni
Association

O'CAMB
From page 38

thing completely difTercnt to journal-

ists. Trusting the story, not its author,

is necessary to fiction. But Caiman's

quote is just as applicable to newspa-

pers as it is to myths and legends. Of

course, that's a hard idea to sell to the

community when you work at a uni-

versity newspaper.

Many people, especially profes-

sors, forget that we at The Bruin are

student journalists in the process of

learning the trade. That doesn't

excuse the occasional biased story or

inaccurate headline, but it explains

why we aren't as good as the L.A.

Times.

But don't dismiss us as amateurs.

Too many hours and GPAs have

gone into this paper to do so. Just

remember to trust the story. Even in

the hands of a biased writer, a story

will have a core issue.

If you find our coverage biased, let

us know. If you appreciate a story,

call and thank an editor. If you dis-

agree with one of our ads, protest us.

Community is important to news-

papers. When communities stop

reacting to issups, stories die. That's

why media is always looking for new

news. It's also why so many myths

vanish from the world.

Some stories, such as HOttief*S

"Odyssey," contain issues that stand

the test of time. AAer all, we have

Joyce's "Ulysses," and the Cocn

brothers' "O Brother, Where Art

Thou?"
Another "U^sted story" is the

Scandinavian legend of Sigurd the

Dragon Slayer who obtains thering

of power. Richard Wagner took up

the legend in his "Ring Cycle," as did

J.R.R. Tolkien in "The Lord of the

Rings."

I mention the Sigurd story

because, in addition to its enduring

quality, the ring nicely sums up the

community-story relationship. Of

course, Sigurd's ring was cursed by a

dwarf to cause the destruction of its

owner. But ultimately the ring

brou^t Sigurd power and made the

story go round.

I guess I'll just have to settle for

potato slippers.

HILL
From page 39

school about how we all had to have

been nerds in high school in order to

get into this school, so why act all

cool now? (Greek system - they pay

good money for their friends).

Anyway, I'm not gonna write

about any of these things because in

the long run, they don't matter at all.

I have gone to school at a top-notch

university for four years, and I

believe more than ever there is only

one thing worth living for on this

earth and that is Jesus Christ.

Our careers, our salary, our fun

times, pur possessions are all worth-

less without Him. Without the hope

Christianity brings to my life, I

would have nothing worth living for.

He alone has given me the strength

to get through these past years at

UCLA and I have faith that He will

be with me in whatever I may do

after college.

To those of you just beginning

your college journey, there's no bet-

ter guide and mentor than Jesus.

Read the Bible, or just take a look

around at His creation; it's easy to

see that He is the world's only hope.

That's the best advice 1 can give any

of you.

(Oh, and by the way, the two easi-

est tunnel entrances are the metal

grate on the west side of theURL
and reaching through the hidden

door on the southwest side of Moore

Hall. And the secret parking spots

on campus are the Cooperage load-

ing bay spots behind Ackerman and

the spots in the middle of Melnitz

Hall. Good luck!)
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ROSEN-MOLINA
Ffompage41

would be quotes - above the swirling

maelstrom that might well represent

the time when design started or some-

thing.

Then there were the occasional vis-

itors to the A&E cubicle, the out-

siders who added a dash of color like

a pet parrot or a tame monkey,

reminders that there was a world out

there beyond the walls of the Bruin

office: landlubbers, like Ian and

Eamon, who kept this salty sea dog

well-supplied with hard tack and lime

water over the course of the voyage;

Joe, "Denmark," and "Capt.

Blimey," who kept the quarter's

Norwegian wharf rat-free; the tavern

wenches Jennifer, Marie, Heather

and Vivian, who supplied grog when-

ever we put into port; and Dory, v^lio,

like a mermaid briefly glimpsed off

the port bow, sang the haunting sea

shanties that waA through the briny

night.

Yes, A&E is much like a pirate

galleon where, through hard work,

perscverence and the occasional keel-

hauling, we all made it out alive. And,

yes. the analogy might be forced, per-

haps even downright stupid, but the

most important thing - the thing that

we should always remember - is it

allowed me to write an entire article

about pirates. Arrg^ibi

JARVIS
From page 3S

recaiatrants, the nonconformist and

pragmatist alike. Add to that mix a

powerful combination of cultural,

philosophical and societal diversity

and you have what's euphemistically

called "^n open forum for discussion

and debate."

Unfortunately, too many readers

want to shoot the messenger.

As I leave my position with UCLA
Student Media, the 500 assorted stu-

dents who work here - at the Daily

Bruin, Nommo, Pacific Ties, Al-

Talib, Ha'Am, La Gente.

TenPercent, Fern and Bruin Life -

must be reminded that fingerpointers

will always try to fix the blame. At

least you're attempting to fix the

prot>tems.

Remember, before you, through

these doors, have passed a pantheon

of heroes and heroines.

They include writers such as

Pulitzer Prize-winning media critic

David Shaw, pundit Harry Shearer

and foreign war correspondent Flora

Lewis. There's '39 editor in chief

Stanley Rubin - producer of "The

President's Analyst" and many other

TV series and feature films - who still

drops by to visit and is actively writ-

ing at age 85. And Fern Seizer, whose

contributions to health care for the

poor and the rights of the mentally ill

in Lo9Angeles are legion.

Nol all Daily Bruin journalists go

on to careers in media, though a sur-

prisinpnumber do answer the calling.

Yet, I submit that anyone who works

here is ready for the world in a pro-

found way.

Journalism, in whatever form,

teaches skills a classroom cannot: to

think on your feet; to not believe

everything you hear or read; to walk

among kings without losing the com-

mon touch; to suspend judgment; to

challenge preconceived notions; to

stand against mob mentality; to have

convictions and the courage to

change your mind in (ht face of new

evidence.

Although 1 am moving to Florida

to pursue a dream of a quieter

lifestyle and book writing, my door is

wide open to the students, and now,

friends, I've been privileged to work

with here.

For anyone considering The Bruin

as an extracurricular activity, let me
quote the paper's credo - "Take this

job and love it." -30-

Dr. Patrick Doyle, O.D.

EYES OF WESTWOOD
OPTOMETRY
EYE EXAMINATIONS-CONTACT LENSES HIGH-fASHION EYEWEAR

10930 WAEYBUKIH AVE
3 10-20S- 1 384^
EYESOFWESTWOOD CAN HELPYOU SEE

BETTER,ANDLOOK BETTERTOO!
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UCUS
VISION PLAN
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LENS SOLUTION
• • •

You JUST NEED
TO STOP IN

The difference is HIGH QUALITY service

Close to campus in Westwood Village

Across from Jerry's Famous Deli

SELL THE
BOOKS.

WE'LL HANDLE
THE REST.
Once finais are over, books are the last things you want to cart home. But your stereo.

COs. oomputar, TV, micfDwave. kayak? Leave them to MaN Boxes Etc.* Wial carefulty

pack them and ship them home. Whether horned across the state, across the natk)n.

or across the ocaan. There - who sakj you dhjnl learn anything this semester?

Pick Up Service Available

Brentwood West Lot Angeles

11718 Barrington Court 11301 West Oynipic Btvd

(Brentwood Village) (Olympic CoHection BIdg)

Tel: 310-472-8850 TeL* 310-455-4014

MAILBOXESETCr
We'U taka it fromiMia:^.-

HOUR*?: MON-FRI 9-6, SAT-SUN 10-5

*iBEC««n awo«fi«l andofMraM by lovaidkwct^H* atMMBom eic. U6^ tx. n t« USA »id by I*nwlv to

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE CLASS OF 2001

FROM
STUDIO CITY VOLVO

PLEASE JOIN US FOR THE S40 SIGN & DRIVE DAYS

VOLVO MAKES YOUR 1ST PAYMENT!
$0 DOWN!
$0 ACQuisrroN fee i

$0 SECURITY DEPOSIT!

LEASES FROM
$306 PER MONTH
•Max on 48 mo. closed end lease on
approved credit. 1 2,000 miles per year.

(705050) C:ustomer nsponsible for DMV
& Doc Fees, $41 1 .40 total due at lease

signing.Program ends June 30, 2001

.

All prices-ftax, lie, doc, tire, & smog fee».

Subject to prior saJeHU cTcdit approval.

INQUIRE ABOUT VOLVO'S
COLLEGE GRADUATE PROGRAM

1 1647 VENTURA BLVD
818-766-3847

STUDIO CITY VOLVO

-AV

-.V.*"'/««.-. ' . V«i''t»
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Announcing

The winning essays in the 2001

Teauge-Melville-EIliot and Peter Rotter Essay Competition

The judges for the compdition congratulate the winners and conMnend all those who submitted essays this year

There were many excellent submissions to choose from, and the judges have chosen three for special recognition

Teame-Melville-Elliot Winner ofthe $1500 Prize

Suzanne Karpilovsky

"Gertrude Stein: A Language in Pieces"

Peter Rotter Winners ofthe $1000 Prizes

David Atkins

"A Sociolinguistic Analysis of Some Italic Loan Words and Formulae"

Jennifer Sallzstdn

"The Allegretto from Beethoven's Seventh Symphony: Disintegration of Belief*

• • • • • •

aa/t4/
-The Ultimdte Gift Store"

Grad & Dad's SAVINGS i

• • • •

111'

••>

•I'

• I

Big Mouth
Billy Bass

$y99

Jonathan
Deer

.(iiliiiuo

Playboy Merchandise

'i>-

Father's Day
Frames & Books

/

15% Off

Razor % electric
Scooters m scooter
MS130A MS130A2/M ^^^^txa
$2999 $39»» /i ^299®®

Blacklight & Strobe Light

$3999 $2999

Care Bears &
Strawberry Shortcake PJ's

DiSCOBALLS

Medium

m9

8" for

Sponge Bob
,-er

Grad Gifts

gift certificate
To: Our Valued Customer
Issued By: Management

LBffr 1 oomncxnmmsoN
nioTViUJD wira >vnromn ovnn

MUST BONG IN AD. EXPOSS A^ITA)!

VAUDwrm nncmsB OP 990
NO CAn VALUE

1090 WESTWOOD BLVD.

(310) 824-1688

NAGAO
From page 36

nity, but it is also a place for us to rec-

ognize what role we play. Being at

UCLA is a process of self-discovery

ofour physical, mental and emotional

capacity to accomplish all ofour

goals.

I have realized through my experi-

ences at UCLA that the boundaries

that I thought existed when 1 entered

my freshman year were fueled by my
fears and insecurities. 1 set limits to

what people told me I could accom-

plish, and I doubted my ability. But

through developing skills to manage

my academic, organizational, work-

related and personal responsibilities, I

have started to understand our capao--

ities as students and decided what to

do with my time and energy.

This understanding has created the

most crucial question - what do we as

students do with our time? Our pres-

ence on this campus is just the first

step in gaining a relevant education.

What has really made my college

experience come alive is being an

active participant in my education

through organizing coalitions to work

with other progressive students.

Together, we have created an alterna-

tive campus community in which we

respect and appreciate the diversity of

aH ow communities. "
'

••' '

'

We have applied the lessons that

we learned from UCLA - inside and

outside our classrooms - to initiate

and implement positive social change

for our society. We have tried to

uphold the legacy ofour parents.

grand|>arents and ancestors.

Students were not intimidated by

restrictions when we fought for ethnic

studies centers and programs,

womyn's studies, lesbian, gay, bisexu-

al and transgender studies, tenure for

professors vt^o teach relevant educa-

tion, change in our admissions sys-

tem, worker and immigrant rights,

disinvestnKnt from the apartheid in

South Africa and the liberation ofour

homelands.

Everything has been accomplished

through coalition work between all

communities. This year, we were able

to move one more step forward in

fighting for access to education in the

repeal of the University of California

Regents Standing Policies I and 2,

which eliminated affirmative action in

UC admissions, hiring and contract-

ing in 1995.

All (rfour collective experiences

resulted in lessons of realizing our \xm-

itati<MU as people, as well as realizing

all that we have accomplished.

Through joy, laughter and tears, we
have gained confidence in our ability,

we have invested ourselves in fulfilling

our passions through our education,

we have learned more about ourselves

and we have become empowered.

I'm excited for the future as we
build on progressive student move-

ments and all of us are growing as

individuals and as a collective whole.

But fighting for social justice does

not end nor docs it just start during

our college years. We should chal-

lenge ourselves to leave our comfort

zones and fight for our communities

once we leave college as well.

In graduating from a public univer-

sity, we all have a responsibility to

give back to our society. For those

who have not had the chance to get

more involved, the time is now - there

are many opportunities all around

you.

As we begin our life after college, I

challenge alt students to think about

how their accomplishments can be

realized as a result of the sacrifices

and contributions of their people

before them.

Boggs talks about spinning spider

webs and climbing ladders, and the

importance of collective thinking for

the betterment ofsociety as a whole. I

hope wc all choose to spin our own
spider webs as wc make difficult deci-

sions in the life ahead of us.

Congratulations to everyone in the

Class of 2001!
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KOJIMA
From page 43

Mike, Mason, Katie,

Nadia, Tawny, Pauline.

Larry, Andy, Sadie. Amy,
Kristin, Gladys, Manud,
Jiwon, Stcf, Steven, James:

I learned from all of you

throu^ doing mundane,

stupid things with you and

learning how to do them

beautifully.

I also discovered that I

could live with myselfand

be happy in solitude after

living abroad. I've been

lucky to have traveled to

Chile with the Education

i^Moed Program. I sincere-

ly hope every student takes

the opportunity to do so

and understand what it feels

like to be a foreigner trying

to live in another country.

In the movie. "After

Life," heaven is living in the

best moment of your life. I

don't have a perfect

moment to leave UCLA
with, but the stories I've col-

lected make me understand

why people say college

marks the best years ofyour

life.

YUEN
From page 41

According to St. Augustine,

''the worid is a book and

those who stay at home read

only one page."

Meanwhile, college has

nudged at me to lose my
fear and seek out the

unknown. Curiosity has

always been my guide. It's a

trait that breeds innovation

and adventure, a desire to

see and experience new
things that inspire the sens-

es.

I also realize that all the

things that I relished during

my childhood influence my
true passions now. It has

propelled me to embrace

my childhood and family,

and take that leap to expand

my point of view in life.

I'm thankful for all my
experiences at UCLA and

for all the support from my
family and friends. Who
knows where I would have

been if I hadn't impulsively

checked that box for UCLA
on my application.

The worid is open and

waiting. It's my turn.

TABAY
From page 40

two bathrooms, white picket fence,

small garden, well kept lawn) and

sits down to an average dinner.

This dinner, however, need not

always be average (simple pasta

and salad). Sometimes the average

man needs a treat like a steak,

baked potato and a beer. This is

well within the average person's

budget, so the recoil is nothing to

be too afraid of The recoil could be

anything from having mac and

cheese for dinner the next night or

mayt)e being a little hungover from

the beers they drank to unwind.

This is the epitome of average life.

To me, it really makes sense.

Most of the jobs I took on at

UCLA were behind the scenes. I

don't get or look for all the atten-

tion. I'm just an average person,

I'm just Hemane.

Before I end this article, I want

to thank all my friends and every-

one I met here for making my time

at UCLA an above^veragc experi-

ence. From what I hear from my
friends who are already in the real

world, life there is below average

compared to college life. I guess,

like it or not, real world here I

come!

State of the art

Laser Hair Removal

New Cooling Unit
Reduces Discomfort

Call for our

SLASHED Summer Prices

Dr. S Heaps/Rapoza - OB/GYN
100 UCLA Medical Plaza #383_

(310)208-2772x18 ~

UCLA PARKING
ENFORCEMENT PUBLIC

NOTICE
In accordance with California Vehicle Code (CVC) section

40203.5, effective July 1 , 2001 the following parking citation

fines will be:

Ml- M'lPi'JI 'WJt. ,"» i
| -

ivftssMir

C^CScctiM 21113(1)

Parking on Public Grounds:

(a) No PennitDi^iaycd/Invalid Permit Di^)liyed

(b) WhiteCurb

(c) GitenCuib

(d) Yellow CurM)veftiine Parking

CVCScdiM 21113

No Stopping/Red Cdb/ZoK

Vkis

$40

CVCSedMa2III3

Expired Meter

CVC Section 21 113

Out of Marked Spaces

CVC Seclioo 21113

Not Displaying a Disability

Placard/License Plate

CVC SertJOD 21113

Diyiaying a Reported Lost Permit

S60.00

$3100

$40.00

Summer Services

$350.00

CVC Section 21 1 13

Displaying a Reported Stolen Pennit

CVC Section 21113

Parking Pennit Not Returned

CVC Section 22509

(a) Blocking a Crosswalk

(b) Blocking a Driveway

(c) Parked on a Sidewalk

(d) Double Parking

(e) Parked in/Bk)cking an Intersection

(f) Pariced in a Safety Zone

(g) Construction Zone

$250.00

$250.00

$250.00

$40.00

We're not on vacation

Throiighout the summer the Ashe Center will be here for you

with its usual range of services. If you had MIP in the Spring,

your services in Ashe continue to be mostly pre-paid. If not,

you can buy PUSH (through the end of June) to extend your

pre-paid use of the Ashe Center through summer. Otherwise,

you can use the Ashe Center on a fee for service basis, as

bng as you were registered in Spring.

Our hours In summer will be 8:00 to 5:00, AAonday through

Friday, except Tuesdays when we open at 9:00. To request

an appointment, ask a health related question or for more

information, check out our website vyvyvy.sfudenthealth.

ucla.adu or call 310 825-4073

ucia Ashe Center

BORDERS

CVCSecUon22S0KL)

Blocking Disability Ramp

CVC Section 22.502(A)

Parking on the wrong side ofthe

Street/over 1
8" from the cuit

CVCScdira225rJ(A)

Parking in a Disability Space

CVC Sections 2in3a, 22507.8(B)

Blocking a Disability Stall

CVC Section! 21 1 13a, 22507.8 (C)

Stocking Disability Access

CVC Section 22651.7

Vehicle Immobilization (Booting)

$350,00

$40.00

$350.00

$350.00

$350.00

jSL.

$100.00

All SiCili J ua:!-/ K

liic d;::

r ! !< jfii'ir

OFF
I

jiuclen;s ,vili receive n 20
'. discount on

n throucjhoui tlie month of June 2001

bUii icii Lv ^*'o\vin(j o Bruin Card,

'':Uih or 'jdvertisomcnfs of ihis promotion

Note: $100 Immohilizatton (hoot)fee. Vehicles hooted under this section

are required to pay ALL unpaid citations in addition to the hoot release

fee.

Fines for all other parking citations issued under the California Vchieic

Code remain unchanged Please adhere to postrH parkinp lof nlatnrv <ii|?ns

and UCLA parking permit requirements. - .
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1100
1200
1300
1400
1500
1600
1700
1800
1900
2000
2050
2100
2200
2300
2400
2500
2600

2700
2800
2900
3000
3100
3200
3300
3400
3500
3600
3700
3800
3900
4000
4100
4200
4300
4400
4500

4600
4700
4800
4900
5000
5100
5200
5300
5400

Campus Happenings
Campus Organizations
Campus Recruitment
Campus Services
Birthdays
Legal notices
Lost ft Found
Miscellaneous
Personal Messages
Personals
Pregnancy
Recreational Activities

Research Subiects
Sperm / Egg Donors
Tickets Offered
Tickets Wanted
Wanted

Appliances
Art / Paintings
Bicycles / Sliates

Books 1^^^^^^^^
Calling Cards
Cameras / Camcorders
Collectibles

Computers / Software
Furniture
Garage / Yard Sales
Health Products
Miscellaneous
Musical Instruments
Office Equipment
Pets
RenUls
Sports Eouipment
Stereos /TVs / Radios
Table Sports

uXMSni)
Auto Accessories
Auto Insurance
Auto Repair
Autos for Sale
Boats for Sale
Motorcycles for Sale
Parking
Scooter / Cycle Repair
Scooters for Sale
Vehicles for Rent

travel
5600
5620
5640
5660
5680
5700
5720

Resorts / Hotels
Rkles Offered
Rides Wanted
laxi / Shuttle Service
Travel Destinations
Travel Tickets
Vacation Packages

services
5800
5900
6000
6100
6150
6200
6300
6400
6500
6600
6700
6800
6900
7000
7100
7200

1-900 numbers
Financial Aid
Insurance
Computer / Internet

Foreion Languages
Heaiufi / Beauty Services
Legal Advice / Attorneys
Movers / Storage
Music Lessons
Personal Services
Professional Services
Resumes
Telecommunications
Tutoring Offered
Tutoring Wanted
Typing

Writing Help

[nHzO
7400
7500
7600
7700
7800
7900
8000
8100
8200
8300

8400
8500
8600
8700
8800
8900
9000
9100
9200
9300
9400
9500
9600
9700
9800

Business Opportunities
Career OpfKNtunities
ChikJ Care Offered
Child Care Wanted
Help Wanted
Housesitting
Internship
f*ersor>al Assistance
Temporary Employment
Volunteer

't-/7.^/

Apartments for Rent
Apartments Furnished
Condo / Townhouse for Rent
Condo / Townhouse for Sale
Guesthouse for Rent
House for Rent
House for sale
Houseboats for Rent / Sale
Housing Needed
Room for Help
Room fbr Rent
Roommates - Private Room
Roommafs • Sfiared Room
Sublets
Vacation Rentals

index

^r
1 1 8 l^erckhoff Hall
308 Westwood Plaza
Los Angeles, CA 90024

E-Mail: classifieds@media.ucla.edu
Web: http://www aailybruin.ucla.edu

Classified Une: (310) 825-2221
Fax: (310) 206-0528

Classified Display: (310) 206-3060
Fax: (310) 206-0528

ofHoBhoun
Mon-Thu: 9:00am-3:00pm
Fri: 9am-2 :30pm

One issue, up to 20 words
...each additional word
Weeidy, up to 20 words
. each additional word
Monthly, up to 20 words
...each additional word
1 2 pt headline

1 6 pt headline

VBorder

$8.50

0.65

29.00

2.15

96.00

5.75

$1.60

$2.25

$5.00

Classified Une Ads:
1 working day before printing,

at 12 noon.

Classified Display Ads:
2 working days before printing,

at 12 noon.

There are no cancellations after

noon of the day before printing.

hoMf to mnilB
an dfedhfe sd

• Start your ad with the
merchandise you are selling

This makes it easier for readers to

quickly scan the ads and locate

your Items
• Always indude the phce of your
item Many classified readers
simply do not respxjnd to ads
without pnces
• Avoid abbreviations--make your
ad easy tor readers to understand.
• Place yourself in the reader's

position, ask what you would like

to know about the merchandise,
and indude that in the ad Indude
such information as brand names.
coJors and other speafic

. descriptions.

Th* A8UCLA CommunicaUons bovtl (uMy supports ttw UrWvwsKy oH CaWomta^ policy on nondbciiminallon. No mmSkm stial accopt a(}y«rUs«(n«nts wMch pfMcnt parsons o< any origin, raca, sax. or saxual ortanlaUon In a

damaanlng way or Impty mat Ihay tn limliad to posiUons, capabWias. rolas. or status In socMy. IMthar ttw OaHy Bruin nor the ASUCLA Communications Board has mvastigatad any of tha sarvlcas advarUaad or tha

actvartlsamants raprasantad In this Issue Any person believing that in advartbament m this issue vtoMed the Boards policy on nondbcrimlnatlon stalad harain stwuld communlcata complaMs In wriUng to the AsaMant Olractor

Dalty Brum. 118 Kan:kholl Hal. 306 Westwood Plaza, Los Angeles. CA 90024. For assistance wHh housing dhcilmlnatlon problems, can tha UCLA Houaing OMca at (310) 82S-4271 or cal tha Wartalda Fair Housing OMca at (310)

475-9671. ClassMad ads also appear on-Nne at httpy/www.da«ytaruln.ucta.adu Ptacaraant on-Mne Is offered as a compfcwantary sar>4ca lor cuatomara and Is not guaranteed. Ilia CMty Bruin Is rasponsUe lor the first Incorrect

Insertion only. Mhvjr typogr^hical errors are not alglbla for ratunds. For any rahjnd. ttia Daly BruIn Classaed Department mmt be notWad of an anqr on tt>a first day of putalcaMon by noon.

For Qassified Display ads.

please see our rate card

for variable rate information

^Sl^^

payment
Reese make checks payable to

"TheUClJV Daily Bruin." We
accept Visa. MasterCard, and
Discover credit cards. Allow 5
working days for mail payments.

r^T>T^T^^>Tl

announcements
1100-2600

1100
Campus Happenings

ballroom@ ucla.edu

SUMMER 2001

SWING- SALSA,
TANGO&MORE

Ballroom Dance Club at L>CLA. Mondays 7-

10pm June 25-Aug 27. OUCLAAckerman
Union Rm 2408. 310-284-3636 AddWonal

lessons Tuesdays-West Hills. Thursdays-

Beverly Hills www.student-

group&.ucla.edu/baUrDonrvlanca www.ge-

ocities.com/SwirtgSateaTango

Space is limited for Fall Olr. Signup todayl

2000
Porsoiiiils

LOVE? European wrtter/linguist. cosmopoli-

tan, accomplished, good-looking, mature,

healthy lifestyle, loves literature/travel-

ing/outdoors, seeks attractive/smart/affec-

tk>nate young lemale. any race/origin, lor

frierxlshij}. possibly romance/niarriage. 310-

573-4020/manJOmunkih.com

TIRED OF WEARING
YOUR BEER GOGGLES
Meet you companion! 900-328-2111

ext7677. $2.99/min. Must be 18 year. Sen/-U

619-645-8434.

2100
Recreational Activities

3 WEEKS IN KOREA FOR FREE. Learn

more atxxjt Korea arxl the workl cup in 2002.

Everthing is freely provided in Korea,

insurance and Processir>g fee: $299 Serxl

Request uswausOyahoo.com. Non-Korean

Speakers ONLY.

Alcoholics Anonymous
Mon. Dimmian, Fri SHp Study, 3517 Adcaraian

IhMTS. lookSkMty, 3S17 Acharaum

M/T/W Rm. 0mm A3-029

VIM. Rm. Damal A3- 029
DhcuHien, Al Nnm* 12:10 • 1:00 pm

GRAND OPENING

j~AAl%Af express

$8."^ ^i*^ logo fee's

...it's savvy to save!

1457 4*^ St Santa Monica

telephone 310J93.0840

between Fred Segai/Macy's

2200
Research Subjects

ARE YOU SUFFERING
FROM ALLERGIES?

Allergy season can be miserable for many al-

lergy sufferers. However, new treatments are

tMirig devetoped. You may qualify to partici-

pate In a clinical research study of an inves-

tigational allergy medicatk>n. H you quality

you will receive: Free study medk:atk>n, aller-

gy testing, and compensation up to $300.

For nrwre informatkx) please call: Dr. Jo-

nathan Corren, AUergy Research Founda-

tton. 310-477-1734 ext.240 or ext.247

1800
Miscellaneous

MIXXING LAB. FRIDAY NIGHTS 10-4. Drink

specials Progressive house/trance music.

2020 Ave of the Stars. Century City, 323-

820-2605. $10 w/student ID.

FREE

DIABETES SCREENING
Genetic study of Diabetes recruits

heeWtiy vdunfers pa-40 yeers oki) for

free diabelee scteening wMi standard

oral glucose tolaranoe test (2.5 hours).

Qualfled tutiiects (who pass ttie oral

gkjcoee tolerance test and have normal

t>k>od pressure) wW be Invited to

participate in a genetic study of

diabetes. Subjects win be paid $150
for participation.

Details, cal OkCMb (310>-2f»-M64.

2200
Research Subjects

CHRONIC BAD BREATH. Earn up to $120
arvj leam to control t>ad tKeath. Clink:al stu-

dies in Culver City. 310-645-8576.

DO YOU SUFFER
FROM ASTHMA?

If you use medication lor your asthma you

may qualify to participate in a clinical re-

search study of an investigattonal medk:a-

tton. If you qualify you will receive: Iree study

related medication, medical care lor your

asthma during the study, and compensatk>n

for your time. H you are interested, please

call: Dr Jonathan Corren. Allergy Research

Foundatton. 31 0-477-1 734ext.240

DOES RUNNING OR FAST WALKING
Cause you to have wheezlr>g or chest tight-

ness? If you have asthma or exercise in-

duced asthma, you may qualify to partteipate

in a research study of marketed medication.

If you qualify you will receive: Free study re-

lated care during the study, study medk»-
tk}n, financial compeneatton up to $250. If

you are interested, please call: Dr Jonettian

Corren, MD, Allergy Research Foundatkxi,

Inc. 310-477-1734 ext 312.

EARLY
IDENTIRCATION AND
CHARACTERIZATION
OF THE PRODROMAL

PHASE OF
INDIVIDUALS AT RISK
FOR DEVELOPING

THOUGHT DISORDERS.
The Center for the Assessment and
Preventkxi of Prodromal States (CAPPS) in

the Neuropsychiatnc Institute at UCLA is

seeking healthy subjects between the ages
of 18 and 35 Receive up to $200 for an inter-

view, neurocognitive testirtg, psychophysio-

togical evaluatk)n, ar)d magnetk: resonance

imaging brain scans. Evaluations ill be
repeated at a 1 week fCttMHip. A contklen-

tial phone screen will be corvlucted to deter-

mine initial eligibility. Please call 310-794-

9673 lor further information.

EARN UP TO $100
ON A CLINICAL RESEARCH STUDY. We
are recruiting snwkers tMtween 30 and 75, in

good health, wtio have gum disease. You
may qualify for a study examining the effects

of a tow dosage of the antit)k>tic doxycyclir>e

in treatment of gum disease at UCLA ScfK>oi

of Dentistry. Call 310-825-9702.

2200
Research Subjects

RELATIONSHIPS AND
SEXUALITY SURVEYS

PARTICIPANTS NEEDED forseveari anony-

mous wet>-t>ased surveys. Both couples and
singles needed. See:
http7/studiesl .tripod.com

SMOKERS BETWEEN THE AGES of 20-40

wanted for research study. Partk:ipants will

be compensated for their time up to $250-

Call 310-268-3630, leave message.

VOLUNTEERS between the ages of 18-30

with normal vision are needed for pakj re-

search on eye movements at UCLA. For

more informatk>n call 310-206-6354.

2000
Personals

HEY COLLEGE
STUDENTSI

Stop dating the co-eds and meet HOT WOM-
ENI Live, Or>e-or>-or>e ctasey t>eautfful wom-
en who rwed comfort and attentksn. Call

24hrt/day 900-226-6968 ext459e.

$3.9Q^nnin, Muel be 18 years. Sen/-U 819-

645-8434.

Condom Study
Loving couples wanted to home test

an aKcmative condom material

Earn $140 for participating

Cotjples must tK:

^ Age 1 8-45 V In a stable relationstilp wtth one partner

willing to report on 8 condom uses

^ Current user of Birth Control PIHs. lUO. Norplant Depo, or

Rx more Infonnatlon. please can 800-521*521

1

Or visit our webstte at www.testcondofns.org

2300
Sperm/Egg Donors

EGG DONOR NEEDED Asian Please call

310-397-0490.

EGG DONOR WANTED, under 23, Cauca-

sian, light eyes, clean lifestyle, 4 weeks in

August, pay $3500. 818-952-5405 or emaN
smrteggsOaol.com.

If you are male, in coiege or have a coflege

degree, you can eam up to $600/nx), call for

details on our arxxtymous sperm donor pro-

gram. Receive free comprehensive health

screening k help infertile couplee. So If

you're looking for a great job and a Rttte ex-

tra cash, call/email us first. 310-824-

994 1 /dorwfsOcryot)anl(.com.

Egg Donors Needed
Healthy females ages 19-28

wishing to help infertile couples.

$5,000

^ CALL MIRNA (818) 832-1494 ^

Pay your tuition

with eggs.

If you're a woman between 1

8

and 35, you can eam money easi-

ly, anonymously. Donate your

eggs to an infertile couple.

$5,000 and up. depending on

you education and other qualifi-

cations. Call Today.

The Cei^ter for Egg Options

310/546-6786

•Tha Canlvr tar Cgg O^ttam. U.C

2S00
Tickols W.tntod

PHD HOODING
CEREMONY

LooUng to purchase 3-5 ttckais al $10 each.

ilotMneenOucia.edu

f'-^-
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2300
Sperm / Egg Donors

2300
Sperm / Egg Donors

Calling all angels...

*5
Compensation

t • fl

THE EGG
DONOR

PROGRAM
Help a couple achieve their dream and
you'll receive the highest compensation
and most personalized attention from the
oldest donor program In LA.

We screen redptent parents, too

Shelley Smith m.a.. m.f.c.c

323-933-0414
The Boo Donor Proorsm/The Surrooxy Proflnnii
e-mail ssmlthMFCOOaol.com-Ettabllshed In lOQO

5700
Travel Tickets

FLY 4STANt)6Y .FLY 4 CHEAP!
Hawaii $139 ofw. Europe $249 o/w (-»-tax).

4standby.com or 800-397-1098.

GET THE HELL OUT OF
HERE!

Mexico, the Caribbean or Jamaica
$250/rounol trip. Hawaii $l19i/one way Ott>er

worldwide destinations cheap. Book tickets

online, www.airtech.com or toll free 877-air-

tech.

VflY SUPER£»
(323) 277-4595

AMIMCASKCIALISIS
Mincocmr
MMAUIAIA
NKMMIA
USUVAtOI
NONDIMAS
CARACAS
SAOrAUO
COSTAMCA

m
fIN
mt
m*
mt

fm

sm
Hit

mmMMu MM
tm
tm
$m

$259 1

KW)I{K\/II
$259

LONDON S20S
PARIS S239

Vacation^$1M

$U»
|4»
$10»

w

ins (Mosiriiott

2600
Wanted

PERSONAL TRAINER: To train at home -

1/2 mile from campus- 2 or 3 days/wk early

morrting. Please fax resume or name arxJ tel-

ephorte number to set up interview. Fax:
31(M76-7976

3500
Furniture

CLUB CHAIRS, LARGE. Feather and Down.
Needs Cleaning Custom Oarlt Red Fabrk:

$275 each. Coffe Table, Peuter. Glass Top,

Custom. $350. 310-854-4466

MATTRESS SPECIALS
NEW INNERSPRING twin sets $99.95. FuNe

$129.95. Queens $169.95 and Kings
$199.96. Also, Saaly. Steams and Foster at

k>west pnces. 310-477-1466.

MATTRESSES. FUTONS, DESKS, Book-
atMtves. Oinsne Sets. TTabte. Lamp*. Oew-
tpf. Open 7 diys. Kings FumNure. 11961

Santa Monk» Blvd. 310-575-4243.

IMOVING SALE! Great deals on desk, sofa-

bed, futon, TV. offk^e chair, armct«ir, lamps.

Free Stuff 818-501-7489,

,feuerbachO hotmail.com.

4000
Office f qu.pniont

ELECTRK; DRAFTING BOARD. 30X60
InctHTS. Hamilton Sireata/Vemoo V-lreck.

$450 310-854-4466.

4400
SfortfOS' TVs KrKiios

BIG SCREEN 45' cotor TV $575 obo Color

TV 2r near new $175 Cotor TV 36" n«

i. 310^13-6449.

4900
Autos for Salt;

1991 VW JETTA 4dr, sunroof, a/c. 100K, au-

tomatic, superb condition. $2800otx}. 310-

235-2818.

1992 VOLKSWAGON PASSAT Fulfy kjaded.

sunroof, A/C. power wirxiows, stereo. Excel-

lent condition. 65.000/mi. $6500. 310-824-

0833.

1993 SATURN SL1
Great conditton, 73K, Auto, A/C, power \ocks,

aift>ag, dart< red. $5000ot}o. 310-479-9954.

1993 TERCEL. $3000 OBO. IWlanuat, fair

condition, good tires, hubs, leather interior.

Must sell ASAP. Call 310-20e-8e68.

1994 VW JETTA
White, 4-door. manual, sunroof. A/C. new
bres. great condWon. Il2,000mi. $5500/obo.

Cal Robert 310-403-1401 or yesrobOhot-

maN.com.

1995 FORD THUNDERBiRD. Silver,

9e,000mi, good oondWon. Automatic. V8,

A/C, power windows/katta/tocks. Cruise
control, dual airt>ag. $4,9S0ot>o. 310-397-

9160.

2000 VW PASSAT QLS Automatic, Bk mi,

5C0 ctianger, arrthradte blue, power wind-

ows/locks. $19000 818-481-8181

GREAT SUMMER CAR
1991 FORD TAURUS New Oms, good paint,

very dean, mns weN. must seW $2400ot>o.

Days 213-240-8046. Evenings: 310-624-

5024.

ta FORD ESCORT Aulomatk:. 1 fwnly
owner, original paint and Interior. Rurw aMoef-

lant. 104K mNes. $1100. 310-550-7000.

$SS4 PfOitMlUirA

$SM (oai
lim«OTm.i«rf.i>»ifl

SUMMER^ SPECIALS..
Call Now!

VICTORVTRAVEL.COM
t-maii: victorytnveiQsartNiniuwt

AQUA TRAVEL INC
WORLD WIDE LOWEST AIRFARES

MW<E VDUROWN /«^ GAR HOia
RESERVATION AT

tTftpJ/www.prismaweb.com/oquotravel

24HOURSADAY
Lowest Domestic and
International Airfares

Totjr Packages

Euroilpcss

Hotel Accommodations
Car Rentals

•Aski*A«oa*Auslra(la*Europe*SotJlt)

Amerioa*lndla*Oanodo*MaxiGO*Hawaii*

PrtoM a* MtJlAcno Chang* wimour noHo*
AMOlabllv may b* lnr««d and KMw iMMcHon* moy

apphr PMIoMt.

PHONE (310)338«25
S64/Atpar/flf.,SUfc50Rag/tngcteQ(flQQ45

/lllstate.
XlMVainL

Ml»<e Azer Insurarvce Ao»ncy, Inc.

(310)312-0202
1231 W/ostAA/ood Blvd.
C2 t>lk«. So. of Wll«t-»«r*>

24 Hcxjfi o Poy Sfvlc»

TRADE YOUR
ALREADY VIEWED
DVD FOR A FRESH

I

ONE AT
refreshdvd.cofn

COST $2.00

5100
IVi lori.ycios for Sdle

* Motorcyda • Motor Scooter • Mop«d
LMMUTV MeURMUCC• THE UWn

' trs LfSS T>MN YOU n«NK]

NolOddingl C«a tor • hM quoM
(310) 275-6734

CJotWfiM ad far mMnum $10.00

'94 SUZUKI QS500E Red. excellent condl-
tJon. $2000. 310-442-1907

5300

4900
Autos for Sale

1979 DATSUN 280ZX ABSOLUTELY GOR-
GEOUS. RED, 5-SPEED, 76.000 MILES.
A/C, SUPERB CONDITION, WELL CARED
FOR, A COLLECTORS CAR. $6999 310-

441-5002.

1986 BMW aiSi. wiNta. 4door automatic
157K miiee. power doofsAnrindows. sunroof.

runs wen. $2000. 310^89-0056

1986 MERCEDES BENZ
Model 190E. 4'door, taathar i

a

Moiofcycia • Motor Scodsr • Mopod
SalM • Ropairs • Inouranoo

' ixcNAMoe AD rem mmt vnacia
ncK-up on puncHASC imscount

(310)275-6734
tontgaOwd

! 3aoy66o
a 1632 S La CiMwga Biwd Six Blocks South ol Ptoo

5400
6200

Health Services

6 ISO
Foreign Lunyuatje

wordEXpress
Translations

Ali Languages!
DIPLOMAS. TRANSCRIPTS. ETC.

Certification & Notarization
Tel; (310) 260-7700
Fax:(310)260-7705
VisH our Website:
wordexpress.net

6^00
Movers / Storage

JERRYS MOVINGADELIVERY The careful
movers. ExperierKed, reliatHe. same-day de-
livery. Paclcing, boxes available. Also, piclt-

up donations for American Cancer Society.
JerryO310-391-5657.

SUMMER STORAGE Free pick up avail-

able, reasonable rates. Westside Self-Stor-

age. 310-826-5955.

6200
Health Services

HIV POSITIVE? Know in only 1 -minute,

www 1 -minute-hiv-self-tesLcom

TEETH WHITENING
BRENTWOOD COSMETIC DENTAL Office

offers new teeth wtiitening system. Afford-

able for everyone. $75 for upper or lower.

310-207-5008.

WANTED:
EXPERT ADVICE

regarding referral; recurring lymphangioma,
thigh/groan; excision chemo radiation; long-

term prognosis; "inoperatrte;" possible long-

term disability. 818-704-9173.

6300
Legal Advice/Attorneys

NO RECOVERY NO FEE
NO COST Sexual harrase««Mr>(, Oiscnmina-

tion, Auto-accidenfs, Slips/falls MYER LAW
FIRM. Westside, Scott D. Myer(UCLAW'86).
www.bestlawyer.com 310-277-3000.

6500
Music Lessons

DRUM LESSONS
ALL LEVELS/STYLES with dedicated pro-
fessional. At your home or WLA studio. 1st-

lesson free. No drum set necessary
Neil:323-654-8226.

GUITAR LESSONS
by professional near UCLA. All levels, guitars
available. Learn to play effortlesslyl

www.JWGS.com. Call Jean at 310-476-
4154.

VOICE/PIANO COACHING; Broadway show
tunes $20/hf,$40 at your house. Studio 410
N. Rossmore Ave. 323-461-5204. David
Rishton. All levels.

6600
Personal Services

INTERVIEWING? NEED
TO LOOK SHARP?

Can me at 310-824-2288 and 661-332-1402
to get fitted into stylish suit of your choice.

6400
Movers/Storage

BEST MOVERS. Licensed, insured Lowest
rates. Fast, courteous-»^careful Many stud-

ents moved for $98 Lie -T- 163844. NO JOB
TOO SMALL! 1-800-2-GO-BEST Voice-
mail/pager 323-263-2378.

HONEST MAN w/14ft tnici< and dollies,

small jobs, short notice olc. SF, LV, SD.
Student discount. Go BruinsI lOyrs. 310-

285-8688.

BEAR'S RESEARCH,
WRITING & EDITING

Comprehensive Dissertation Assistance
Th«8«s. Papers, and Personal Stateriwits

Proposals and Books
InternatKxial Students Welcomo. Snco 1985

Sharon BMr, Ph.D. (310) 470-6662

.
www BearWriie com

TA.VCO '200'

art ivamaiga* todaynKWi modam aanauai
FmI •« hMi ol axotlc adgy dMM.

«n|oy ciMMIno Mmit. danck«

W*di»wd«yv 7:30 pm »t HoHywoMl D«n<« Outer,
817 N. Hi^Uim] Ave, (cr«»sinj Melrose)

<323> 848 8391

5700
Travel Tickets

5700
Travel Tickets

STUDENT TRAVEL
iVCTTTnPMaim

UadM $871
^aris $800
Sfdaay $888
Braitalt $885
8ntteriaiii....$88S

Bit ia Jaamro...$888

$• Jm«, C.R. ..$888

'-TfM ^%S7i

920 Westvveod BM.
310.UCLA.F0r or k6079S from campos

www.statravel.com TRAVEL

6200
Health Sen/ices

greyejOirior. QewnanmeoNrtciml iliMnli .

papm. yery oowf oondN^Bal |3.m 31(^'
<72-iB6«

i)( ooicfs for Sale

2 DERBI SCOOTERS
Black or sHver. 50oc engine, air cooled, disc

brake, top speed 56pmh CaH 866-INDIAN-
LA. Ask for Wade

ELECTRIC SCOOTERS. $250 dearence
P«<ce. only 6 lew 310-446-1989 Ash tor

W*»de r ,

YAlttiMli SCOOTER
tjESS THilllVR «|i Ilia. Aime 50cc Ibss
>Mpf) 700 f#M!MN odtlMlon Paid $21dD
41900 obaalMMil-7360..

COMPLIMENTARY CONSULTATIONC^r^\Miver Brilliant Results

.

ORTHODONTIST «^-, \J^Jg^^ W%^^^^^1
y^wmm.^^ Dr. Nader Dayani

Member American Association of Orthodontists

Specializing in braces for ackjlts & ch^ren *i*j»,^

• Cosmetic Porcelain
• Surgical OITSoclontics

• Removable
• •TrodWonol

•invWble

(90) 552
CA vmA

5890
1}?.lsin Cuivtr l>, »k

Teeth Whitening ttf400
upper or lower Ti??*^

^ [^^

•oi •.nvw<«K tim. •( and tin)OfB(*a tij

"g I?

I

Dispi.'v

'«

-•-*? ^'- **.<-'%".'' *^v 4

'

,1^
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6700
Professional Services

APPLYING TO
MEDICAL SCHOOL?

We specialize in helping pre-medical stud-

ents write their personal statement or sec-

ondary Visit us at;

medstudent-onllnexom
CERTIFIED SWIM INSTRUCTOR will teach

swim lessons at your home. Individual or

group lessons at reasonable rates. Monica

310-452-3897.

Brentwood Dermatology ^

Medical Group

Jadi H. SUvers, MD
\ Diplomat <i the American Board d Dennatoioor

Professional Tattoo
Removal

small: $140
medium: $250
large: $750

$25 off w/ mention of Ad^

PrtcefMorslilp maifawie for

medkal and RA. Stadents.

Office located on

S<M Vkente in BrMfwood

31M26-2051
wwiriVstfvers.iwii

PROOFREADING SERVICES

Low Itiiroduclorv Prices

FAMOUS LAST WORDS

iK)kini.ii • iiM n r.w- n

c^Ki) lo:; II

ilsl.lMv..il tslHl '..ll

x ?4Tt! !,K \i,....|."

CREATIVE EXPERTISE
FOR MEDICAL
SCHOOL,
PERSONAL

STATEMENTS,
RESUMES

PersonaHzed, professional service. Disserta-

tion, editing, tlr»alizing. Ace Words. Etc. 310-

820-8830.

FORMER ENGLISH TEACHER w/ Masters

from U-Chicago, edits/word processes dto-

sertations, proposals, screenplays, personal

statements, resumes. Interr^tional students

welcome. Winslow's 310-829-6171.

HEAD SHOTS $99
SITTING PLUS digital file for unlimited

prints!! Westwood location. Call Jennif-

er.310-575-€838. www.jennifermoss.com

4U MfRmNG « EorrnifG
Personal Statements, Papers, Theses,

Dissertations, Books, & Proposals

Comprehensive help by PhD from UC
International Students Welcome

f323J 665-8 145

GRADUATION. BIRTHDAY, OR SUMMER
PARTY? Let us help or do it all! CNn Chin

restaurant famous for our traditional Chinese

cuisine. Will cater your events from 1-3,000.

Last minute plans no protjiem. Dine in our

beautiful upper-patio. Delivery, catering, and

dine-in, everyone loves Chin Chin! 310-826-

2525

MEDICAL SCHOOL APPLICATION COUN-
SELING. Counseling by recently graduated

MD. Specializing in ap)plication essays/inter-

view-skills. Fee negotiable/money-back

guarantee. Greg Freedman. M.D. 310-960-

3300/pager.

NEED IT TYPED?
Don't have time or inclination? Profession-

al/degreed word processors specializing in

legal/psychok>gical transcription and lengthy

academic papers. (legit>le drafts please).

$3/pg student rate, $50/minimum. $12yptek-

up/delivery. Resumes/$40. 323-288-6805

any time.

VERSATILE, SENSITIVE, PROFESSIONAL
EDITOR lor your book, stalled PhD., paper,

script. CorK:epts. Structure. Close text edit.

CaN John at 310-306-0966.

..!•'

7000
Tutoring Offered

CHEMISTRY, ORGANIC CHEMISTRY,
PHYSICS, BIOLOGY, PHYSIOLOGY,
STATS. By doctoral student, w/tots of teach-

ing axpartance. Fee negotiabla/money-back

guaranlM. CaH Greg. 310-397-0547

2300
Sperm / Egg Donors

2300
Sperm / Egg Donors

2300
Spprm / Egq Donors

2300
Soerm / Eqq Donors

Special Egg Donor Needed
>»^»— .IlKtl**!.

deferred Donor will meet the following criteria: l^

•Height Approx. 5'9" or Taller •S.A.T. Score around 1300

or High A.C.T. -Caucasian •College Student or

Graduate Student Under 30 'No Genetic Medical Issues

Compensation

Paid to you and/or the charity of your choice.

All related expenses will be paid in addition to

your compensation.

(Extra compensation available for someone who might be especially

gifted in athletics, science/mathematics or music.)

For more information or to obtain an a^^teaion

contact Michelle at die Law Qpiie of Gfcglw

or email EggDonorliifo^aoLcom.

His ad is beii^ placed for a particular client and is not soliciting eggs for a donor bank

7000
Tutoring Offered

AAA TUTOR'S CLUB
A HOME TUTORING service for all sutJjects,

grades K-12. Lowest prices guaranteed! For

more informatksn call 310-444-0449.

RESEARCH PAPER TUTOR 4.0 UCLA
grad and published writer offers private tutor-

ing services. 310-293-0884.

SAT CRASH COURSE
INTENSE TWO WEEK SAT Math Course,

Starts Jur>e 16-emphasis on tricks and mutli-

pte choice test taking skills. Call 310-413-

7620.

WRITING TUTOR
Kind and patient Stanford graduate Help

with the English language—lor students of

all ages/levels. 310-440-3118.

7100
Tutoring Wnntcd

TUTOR WANTED
Procure profesor do Ingles. Debe ser brasi-

leiro. Fata Ingles Muito bem. Undergraduate.

Moro no Torronce Aulao a Minha casa. Ma-

rizete. 310-850-6482.

7800
Help Wanted

7200
Typing

DOCTOR WORD term papers. resurT>es,

theses, dtoaertattons, scripts. 310-470-0597.

WORD PROCESSING specializing in thes-

es, dissertatk>ns, transcriptkxi, legal, psych,

resumes, fliers, brochures. maiiir>g lists, re-

ports. 310-828-6939

JVIOOEL
No EKperietteeT^Kessary

Men, Vofnen. diildiai, all aftn. si».

racB TV Hlms iamnmlak - MafiiniiKs

/nrf)ersnnal irtterfleti call ititti

310.659>7000

7800
Help Wanted

Are you a model...
or tMnttt t o t ort fCl?

Looking for ail types

male/female models/actors

We also have Plus site & Children div.

For pnm A non-union cotnntcrvials

No exporicnce required. No fees.

CTIW

7800
Help Wanted

7100
Tutoring Wanted

ENGLISH AND MATH TUTOR for lOyr oW
tx)y. Few fiours a week. Pacific Palisades.

$10/tir. 310-4597246

NEED SPANISH
TUTOR

For summer break. Prefer naWva speaker,

some experierx^e teaching/lutor1r>g. Call

Mike 310-268-7848.

TUTOR FOR HIGH Sctxx>l student Review

Algabra 2 and Qaomatry over summer

2tirs/ev»ning toMng 6 hriNvk. 10-min from

UCLA 310-476^205.

easy
money

easy work
IM Ski? Look food in a Mtini? Hifh

onoray, ovlfainf MKmi nmoom Mooflac.

310-262-1126
L.A.«r*a. II and eww only. MtdUantnq

nam tat Summm tpot*. No mspmhmw*
ftoiNri* hours. MoniMMy.

(310) 472-7474 Located 10
i

Looking for fun, energetic students who
children and would like a job outdoors as a

general counselor. We also need specialists to

teach horseback riding, video making, swimming,];

rock climbing, nature studies, or arts & crafts.

www.tumbleweed4ever.com

Call for a great summer!

7400
Business Opportunities

$500 WEEKLY WORKING FROM HOME
Rush bu«lness-aize son addressed stamped
envelope. M.V.A. RO. Box 6923-DB, Malibu.

CA 90264.

COLORADO
Practice for sale in beautiful Montrose Cotor-

ado. A great Western Slope town.

$620.000/yr w/6 ops. 8001-632-7155, ask for

Gerry.

VIRTUAL MILLIONAIRE SYSTEM! FREE
Retire quickly reports: "7 Secrets to Earning

$100,000 From Home" www.retirequick-

lyconn/34825

7500
Career Opportunities

•WORK/STUDY IN MADRID, SPAIN* In-

credt>le Opportunity Study Spanish and
wortt' teaching ESL (no experience neces-

sary) to pay livir>g/traveling expenses.

www.oteidk>mas.corTVcanterburywort(Study

RESEARCH
COORDINATOR

Beveriy Hills medteal group seeks F/T

highly rrtolivated, hard-woriting employee
lor dintcat trials. Bacttelor's degree in

Psych or Sciences required $32,000 sal-

ary-negotiable w/experience Call Darrell,

310-858-7448.

RN OR DENTAL STUDENT for MD office

near Beverly Hills on Saturday AM's or P/T.

JS*» salary. Call 323-939-2111

TELEMARKETING
SALESPERSON

Telemarketing sales of cellular phones.
Comission only. $60 per activated phone
line. Call Stacie 310-712-4900.

Walt Disney Studios

Paid Internship

Buena Vista Pictures Marteting is looking

for a paid iniem to be our rrprescniaiive on

campus iKginning Fall of *0l Duties

include devising creative promotional

strategies and implementing promotioos on

campus as well at servicing college press

with the preM maierials for UCLA and

other surrounding campuses.

Undergraduate Sophomore or Junior

preferred . Must have acceu lo a car and

tpesid one full day at the Studio (flexible)

Send or fax resume and cover letter to:

AByson MiNer

c/o Chrlscy Woo
WALT DISNEY STUDIOS
500 So. Buena Vista St
Burbank. CA 91521-1395

FAX (818)845-3794

No phooe calls, please

BARTENDERS
Earn $iao-#200 a tfay
2wMk«raMnoaJob

• tt^ not a lob -trs a PMTTYitt

NatfcNMl BartMMtora School
1 (HOO) fi.l<> - rtUXX (G4n^})
^.-rfwvv.f^.•^tlOl1.•lll>.lrlol>f^^^rfi.colll

7600
Child Care Offered

$$$ Lbw PRICES $$$
WONDER YiARS PRESCHOOL run by
UCLA grads. Ages2.5/6years. Two large

piay-yards. Open 7:30-5.30.Cloae to UCLA.
310-473-0772.

7500
Career Opportunities

7600
Child Care Offered

THE BABYSITTERS
CLUB

Provides on-call sitter servk^e to parents
Days, evenings and weekends. 310-226-
2900.

7700
Child Care Wanted

ARE YOU OUR MARRY
POPPINS?

2-giris (11&15) need experienced upbeat

21+ female to be our Driver/Nanny/Home-

wort( helper. M-F, 1:30-7:30pm. Need own
car, insurance, references. Call our mom,
Nancy©310-395-6648.

BABYSITTER FOR TEN YEAR OLD. Fe-

male only. Near UCLA. 3-4 hours twice a

week. 310-475-1075. After 6 pm.

CARING RESPONSIBLE BABYSITTER
NEEDED for 5-year-ok] boy in Beveriy Hills,

5-nr)in from school Hours flexible. Call 310-

858-1818 or page 310-236-7555.

CULVER CITY FAMILY w/lyr. hfvins + 3yr.

old (boys). Need fun, experienced person.

Looking P/T, night help. Call 310-202-9255

FEMALE AFTER-SCHOOL/SUMMER
CAMP CHILD CARE/DRIVER for 2 kids

(10&13). 20-25hrsMeek. Bel Air. Must have
car/references. Elizat>eth: 310-472-9920

ever>ings/fax 310-472-9178.

GREAT SUMMER JOB
BABYSITTER for two boys, age 7&9. 15-20

hotifs/week. Steft immediately. Exeeiient sa l-

ary. Home In Laurel Canyon. Must have car,

irwurarx^e arxl perlect drivirtg record. 310-

842-5346.

NANNY/MOTHER'S
HELPER

for 7yr-okj boy and toddler. Flojdbie hours.

Some travel w/Tamily, especially weakands.
Must be insured/licensed driver. Approx
hours 5-8pm, M-F and some weekerKte.

Fiexibility&References a must! 310^446-

9970.

NANNY: kleal for chikj devek}pment or edu-

calkx) student. Weekdays 4-7pm minimum,
charming boy, age 5, beautiful HoUywood
Hills. 1-year commitment. Nonsmoker.
Guestttouse accommodatk>n a possibility.

Please send your details, qualifk:ations, con-

tact to JAD007snsOAOL.com

P/T-F/r BABYSITTER
For 2&4 y/o boys. Bel Air- 1 .3 mi from UCLA.
Play w/kMs. prepare snacks, drive to and
from daycare. 310-788-0370.

shahrokh30aoi.com

PROFESSIONAL NANNIES NEEDED with

experierwe. Must be CPR certified, drive and
have ctitkl devekspment units. $400 and up
per w«ak. 310-229-5221.

PT CHILDCARE
For Very special 6yr oM daughter. Intar-

natkxial or tilNngual background pra-

ferrad, oar&rofaranooa raquirad. Grand
Piano. Beverlywood. Laird:310-287-

1677.

RESPONSIBLE BABYSFTTER needed tor 2
chiklren (4A7) lOhrs^vk for 2days/wk. West-
skle. Must have car/references. 310-274-

1462

SUMMER JOB. Student needed to babysit

spoiled, but not bnitty gMa, 7 A 9. Weekdays,
4:30-6:30 Ptekup from camp 6/25-8/3.

$10/hr. Hancock Part<. 213-380-5083.

7800
Help Wanted

$$Get Paid For Your
Opinions!$$

$15-$125 and more p<Earn

www.monoy4opinion8xom
per surveyl

7500
Career Opportunities

7800
Help Wanted

$15-$23/HR BRIGHT. ENTHUSIASTIC peo-
ple to teach SAT prep and ALL Academk:
Subjects. Transportatiori required. We will

train. Flaxlt)le hours. Send or fax cover let-

ter/resume, including test scores (SAT. GRE,
etc.) to ACE Educational Sen/ices, Attn:Bar-

ry, 9911 W. Pkx) Blvd, Ste.PH-K, LA, CA
90035, Fax:310-282-6424 Positions avail-

able througtK>ut LA and tf>e Valley.

$500/WEEK-START 7/01
No exp. light duties. Fenuiles 17-29. Call Ms.
Nelson:310-281-5555

•MOVIE EXTRA WORK* Beats all jobs. Start

immediately. Great pay. Fun/Easy No crazy
fees Program for free medical Call-24/hrs

323-850-4417.

A GREAT SUMMER JOB in the North Coun-
ty/San Diego area. Flexible hours and days.

Pays $7.25i/hr. plus bonuses. Brent. 602-

418-2332.

ACCESS TO A COMPUTER? PUT IT TO
WORK! Up to $25-75/hr. PT/FT.
www.EamEZbucks.com. 888-715-4646.

ADMIN ASSISTANT F/T posltkx) in Beveriy
Hills. Microsoft Office a must. Enwil resume
e(nploymentOsayt>rex.com or fax 310-278-
0038. More info 310-278-2750.

ADMINISTRATIVE
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT Answer
phones, computer experience. Good com-
munk:ation skills. West LA lnterr>et Compa-
ny. 310-558-9064 ext.106. Fax 310-558-

9065.

AOMIfOSTRXnVE ASSISTANT NEEDED
for Moilgage/Real Estate Offce. Sherman
Oaks. Part Time afternoons. $8-1(Vhr. Prior

Real Estate/Finance Company experierx:e

preferred. 818-771-5702

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT to real es-

tate tMOkar. Mornings mandatory. Car re-

quired. Must know Word/Excel, t>e computer
friendly and type 40wpm $9-11/hr, 310-474-

4250.

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT/BOOK-
KEEPER. Excellent computer arxJ pfione

skills required. Flexible, part-time hours.

$10-13/hr. Ask for Esther btw. 1-5pm. We
are natkxial flower shippers. 310-230-

0611 or Fax resume: 310-230-4146.

AGENTS NEEDED
NOW!

Be the first in your area to maricet exclusive

sen/k:e targeted to college students. Flexit)le

hours, outrageous payctiecksl $100/week
common. Call:888-568-7210.

AMERrcORPS Positkxi:Help launch literacy

development program for preschoolers.
ChikJ devekipment experience, Spanish Bi-

lingual preferred. 33hours/week Start

9/1/01. JuHe, Connectkjns For ChiWren:310-
452-3325

ART CAREER
OPPORTUNHTY

IKfTERNATKJNALLY-RECOGNIZED West
Side Gallery seeks Assistant Quiet non-cor-

porate environment. QuaWteatkxis: Art Back-
ground, Spanish fkiancy, OataH-oriented.

$lO-12/hr-KX)mmiS8ion8 and baneflts. Fax
resume: 310-586-1712.

ASIAN FEMALE
Nude models earn $200-$800 per day No
experience necessary. Contact Chase:310-
261-5216 or chaseOsfasians.com. }&+
years only.

ASSISTANT NEEDED. Windows profKient.

Car/insurance naoaasary. Accounting skills

preferred. FlexMa hours. No dress code.

$9/hour. Fax resume: 310-479-2402.

ASST7SECRETARY
P/T OR F/T SECRETARY/ASSISTANT for

Aeal Estate offk:e. Flexible hours, knowl-

edge of Word and Excel. $9/hour. 310-200-

2662.

BASKETBALL TUTOR for 12-yr boy. 310-
454-7525.

7500
Career Opportunities

Advertising Opportunities
The Jewish Journars advertising sales

department is expanding. We are looking to fill a

variety of positions from experienced Account

Executives to entry level Sales Associates. Strong

interpersonal skills required. Knowledge of the

Jewish Community a plus.

Ploooo Fax r*sum«: 213/368-1684
ATTN: Gonoral Managar
NO PHONE CALLS

Career Opportunities
The Jewish Journal is expanding.

We need a full time administrative

assistant. Strong interpersonal skills

required. Knowledge of Jewish
Community is a plus.

Please fax resume: 213/368-1684
Attn: Greneral Manager
NO PHONE CALLS
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TODAY'S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1 Eager
5 Regulations
9 Loathe
13 Incionesian

island

14 Comhusker city

16 Libra's stone
17 Tied
18 Consumer

advocate Ralph
19 Luau souvenirs
20 Lower limbs
21 Compass pt.

22 Wallc like a
one-year-old

24 Is mtetaken
26 Snake's

comment
27 Construction-site

machines
30 Cleaned carpets
34 Jargon
35 Bridal attire

36 Gourmet spread
37 Klefe. in Le hlavre

38 - Haute. Ind.

39 Kind of reaction

40 Predk:ament
42 SoMiers in gray
43 -Ail kidding -'

45 Surters' favorite

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

D E L T A W A T T C A^1]
E L 1 T E M 1 R A W L
P L A N T T U B A T A R A
P E R S 1 1 R 1 PEN 1 N G
I^^^IM DISH A ERA T E

BAT

A B B AMR O A DMTO T A S
FOR E TO L

UR S E

TIRIEIYMM llTlElSMA I D E

TIUS SLED
O L L I E

ROAD
C LA DM! S LEMC LOMP
T E N SMCH E RMH A P P Y

e-11-01 C 2001, united Feature Syncacala

47 Pete's game
48 Gets some sun
49 Invent
50 Rrst-akJ devk:e
53 Be rude: slang
54 Fasten boards
58 Tends the

garden
59 Kitchen

appiianoes
61 Band

instrument
62 NkKse king
63 Brother's chikl

64 Rxa
manuscript

65 It wHI take you
for a ride

66 Singer Ed
67 Plate

DOWN
1 Director Gance
2 Donated
3 FasNon's

Cassini
4 Medk:inal root

5 Solitary ones
6 Accumulate
7 Cross the creek
8 The lady

9 Robs
10 Copied
11 Kite part

12 Ultimatum
conclusion

15 Magazine piece
23 Big Ten sch.
25 0kJcar
26 Bristles

27 Ascend
28 Kitchen tool

29 Lkfueur flavor

30 Stop and start.

eg —
31 IHocus-pocus
32 Piano exercise
33 Hinder
35 Swerves
38 r4ew Jersey

capital

41 Please
43 Hunky-dory
44 Fragrant
46 Tola's St.

47 Gets fresh

49 Chop fine

50 Go to the mall

51 Traveler
Marco —

52 Tilt

53 Regard
55 Imported

venk:le

56 Storklike

bird

57 Slat

60 By way of

Display
206-3060
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7800
Help Wiiiited

7800
Help Wi»nt«?d

We haveSuWlIierm^ms available.

Looking for j^
M k flexible hounr
^9.76 per hour

•
PLUS BONUS

"Convenient Scheduling

(Mon.-Fri. evenings & Sat.,Sun.)

*Build Your Resume

"Speak Directly to Alumni

We are an equal opportunity employer

Call Sandin for Appointment

310-794-0277
1083 Gayiey Ave. 4th

email callcenter@suppoilucla.edu

looking to fit a flexible
job into your full-time

schedule?

If you're male, in good

health, in college or have

a college degree, and

would like a flexible job

where you can earn up
to $600 per month
AND set your own
hours, call for details on

our anonymous sperm

donor program. Receive

free health screening

and help infertile couples

realize their dream of

becoming parents.

310-824-9941
or e-mail us at

clonors@ccb.com

COUNSELORS AND
INSTRUCTORS

In art. swimming, nature, video and ropes

needed by TumUeweed Day Camp. Must be
responsible, energetic and enfoy working
witti children 310-472-7474

CRA MAINTENANCE Seei(s laborer to woi1(

fleidbie hours maintaining equipment and
facMitles. Pay is $7.52-$9.37. CaH 310-206-

1399 Applcallona available at Men^ Qym
Rm 14.

CSOs HIRING FOR
SUMMER AND FALL

Do good aiKi get paid. Pay $8.47 to

$10.66Av. Mutt be a UCLA sludanl wNh U
academic yeara remaining wMi a valid drtv-

er's Hvenae. Phone: 310^25-2148. WEB:
www.ucpd.ucia.edu/ucpd/cso. E-mail:

csoOuqxl.ucla.edu.

CUSTOMER SERVICE
SALES:

Friendly, energetic people for saton sales.

$15-$2S/hr. Cal Bryan or Chedse O 310-

820-2710.

DATA MANAGER/DATA ENTRY SPECIAL-
iST Must know Excel. SPSS, Have experi-

ence wNh raeearch data base. Call 818-990-

8301.

BASSIST/VOCALIST needed to cofrY)lete

established l> Power-Pop/Punk band. Pro-

abNNy and high vok» a must INF>greenday,
weezer, blink, mxpx, etc. 310-839-3880.

BIOLOGY MAJORS
WANTED

TEACH CHILDREN BIOLOQY using Kve an
Imals. Enthuslastk: persor>ality, teaching
skills and own transpo>rtatton are a must. Arv
imal handlkig experience preferred $9/hr
Call 310-392-5909. www theanimal-
guys.com.

CASHIER/
HOSTESS/HOST

P/T. ratable, mature, and Mandly indlvkJual

tor caaual and upacaia Waiwoad cala. Da-
vW 31(M73-5045

CITY NATIOHAL BANK tellers. Full tkne/Part

Mme. One year teller/cash handkig experi-

ence. PC and Communk:atk>n aidla. 213-
563^280.

CLERK/SCCnETARY. P/T. tO-20lMWWfc.
Waeiwoo<> law firm. Flng. tvlng. laam a
lol«lBMv MnMa schaiMa. t «r eaUM

fmn i»auwa 3KM46mg

CUNICAL EXPERIENCE
Ciink:al technioiin rteaded for ophihalmotogy
dink: at UCLA Madtoal Car«ar. No ai^wrt-

anca required; pna-med and pra-oplometry
ancouragad. Cal Dan 310-206-7475 or fax

resume/cover laMar Attn: Rosamaila 310-
794-2029.

COACH FOR KIDS
COACHINQ/SKILL bulkjing for 6 & 8 year-
okJ boy». soccer and basebaN Brentwood.
Send lax to 310-3034553.

DAY CAMP - SUMMER
staff w/summer home in or near the

San Fernando or Coneto Vrteys. Oxnard.
SM. IMtou. iMac. matniotora A Qenaial
count. $2750-3S0Of for summer.
7'84-CAMP www.workatcamp.oom

DAY CAMP
COUNSELORS

Pall Camp now hiring enthutlaatk: ooun-
setorsl Summer fun indudet: iai tkHng,
amuaament parks, beach days. paMbaN and
morel 19 and up. CaH Jaoque: 310-477-

2700x14.

COACHES NEEDED
2001-2002 school yaar. Qirts VoNeybaH. PaM
posHtont. 310-381-7127 CaN Gal exL 248.

C0II4PUTER ASSISTANT NEEDED tor Ge-
ography DeparMianl. Know MicrDeofK}S.
MacOS. MSOMoa. and BOL. WIN tram on
UNIX. 20hi«A«ic. $i0-12A>r. Reeume to Wil-

liam Zhang at m*ang«ucia.edu.' "^ —
X-

COf4TfK)LLER/BCX>KKEEPER. West LA
company needs manager wMi aooounHng
and Quk^ibooto. *«pailano«. FimSmi F/T
opportunity, fldpry negotiable. 31(M73-
1333

DAY CAMP
Summer. SwimN*ig. baachat. horses &
rTK>re wwwdaycamp)obe.com

DESIGN INTERN-
UCLA RECREATION

UCLA Recreatton seeks student graphk: de-
signer to ciealt promotional pieces, publtoa-

ltona.wab pagatt advertisements, flyers, and
T-ahMt. ProflelancylnOuarkxpfeaa. Miitlra-

lOf, FholDahop, Dmsmwnaver. Flash re

t^imA. Contact Maureen Kelty at 310-206
0197 or stop by the John Wooden Ceni^ to

cornpfele an i^ppBcaaon.

7800
Molp WanttMi

DESIGN/SALES
Seeking designers/sales help for Italian

showroom specializing in medium-high kitch-

ens, baths, ctosets, furniture, PT/FT. Dan-
1:310-397-1140.

DO CATS MAKE YOU
WHEEZE?

If you are altergk: to cats, you may qualify to

participate in research study of an investiga-
ttonal medicatton. If you qualify, you will re-

ceive study related medteatlon and up to

$250.00 compensatton for your time. If inter-

ested, please call Jonathan Corren. M.D. at
310-477-1734 ext.242

DRIVER for 2 chiWren. Mornings and after-

noorts. Must have car and insurance. Pacifk:
PaNsades. 310-454-7525.

7800
Help WiHitcd

INTERESTED IN GERIATRKI CARE? Help
senior dUzan in exercise, female, P/T. Need
own trantporiatton, doesn't mind readtog
aloud, norvsmoker Hours, salary negotiable.
Endno. Estelle, 816-789-2487. Call 12-6pm.

LEADERS WANTED
SUCCESSFUL ENTREPRENEUR seeks
like-minded big thinkersl INT'L opp: 323-964-
5702

DRIVER WANTED
student to drive 10 y/o from UCLA camp. 4
aftemoons/wk, 2hrs daily. Some flexibility.

Own car. Westwood. 310-480-6870.

DRIVER(S) TO DRIVE sttek shift Honda from
LA-I4ew York State or Vermont. Early Sum-
mer Exspenses. Fee Negotiable. 310-542-
3151. Leave Message.

EARN AS MUCH AS
$50/HR

EXCELLENT ENTREPRENEURIAL P/T
Sales Opportunity: Make your own hours. No
experience necessary. To receive more infor-

matton can 818-487-7270

EVENT STAFF/== SECURITY ^=^
For sports, concerts, TV shows, conven-
ttont. I8f with clean backgrour>d. Great iob
for students. You ptok your aaaigrvnents.

213-748-7223.

LIBRARY JOBS. Shelving and other stacks
duties, 12-19 hrs/wk. $6.83/hr to start.

STUDENTS ONLY apply at Young Research
Library Rm. 11617 or caH Antigone Kutay
310^25-6982.

MEDICAL CLERK
Full/Part-time. Computer knowledge & bilin-

gual prefered. Beverly Hills office. Y'ax
ratume: 310-274-3419. CaN 310-274-5704.

MEDKJAL RECEPTIONIST Beverty Hills.

Flexible hours. Mainly afternoons. 20-25
hrs/wk. Salary negotiable. Fax resume 310-
273-6062 or call 310-273-8588

MEDICAL RESEARCH
ASSISTANT. Summer positton. F/T-P/T. Fax
rasume to 310-230-1980.

MODELTTALENT FREE AUDITIONS tor

men/women/kkJs (all ages) for upcoming TV/
fathton shows, commercials, rru^jazines,

nrtovies. arKf rrwre. 1^ experience. 310-
360-1240.

MODELS WANTEDI FM Producttons it cur-
rency hiring models tor print an dvtoeo vvork.

Excellent pay-no experience necessary. 818-

F/r ADMINISTRATIVE
ASSISTANT

Health care company in Westwood.seeks or-

ganized person tor entry-level positton. At-

tentton to detail necaataiy. Great Benadtat
Email lebazllaOaol.com or fax resume to

Uz:31 0-443-5258.

FILM FESTIVAL INTERN
F/r. start immadtaitely. Offtoe and phone
skills are necessary. MUST be a MAC user
Fax resume 310-475-0193.

FILM STUDENT
NEEDED to develop phystoai therapy train-

ing vtoeo. Requires tomeorte capable of all

aspects of productton necessary to create a
quallly final produd. Scheduled August-Sept
2001. Fee negotiable. Call Kathy 310-393-
5883.

FIVE DAY HOST OR HOSTESS needed for

upscato restaurant. M-F. 11 -2:30pm, $8.
Contad Dawn 310-449-4000

MODELS WANTED!!!
Make up to $300 tor a couple of hours doing
nude modeling. If interetled plaase cal 213-
624-8580.

MODELS WANTED- Sexy Fematos for now
men's magazine, e.i. Maxim. Stuff, FHM.
Ptaaae Can, Anthony© 323-81 6-31 51 ortig-
gldoeOmediaone.net or send photos to: S
Magazine. 302 North La Brea Ave. «350, Los
Angeles, GA 80036

MODELS-PHOTO Part time. 2-3 hours.
$25/hour Wonwi's dress and btouse. San
Gabriel Valtey 626-793-5349 (evenings)

NEED TO MAKE SOME PT $$$? Will train

and sponsor attltlirW broker PM work.
Guarantee^bonut. BH offk:e. Call Neil 800-
450-7585.

OFFICE ASSISTANT. F/T. Entertainment.
Ofltees is 5 minutes from UCLA. MAC com-
puter skills a MUST! Fax resume to 310-475-
0193

$8-

FRIAR TUX SHOP
Formal wear saiae and rentals.

1Q^-K»mmietioa No aMpatfanoi
sary P/T-F/T poaltont avaM)ta. Cal us ki

WLA310-568«4ae>.

FRONT OFHCE ASST
P/T FRONT OFFICE madtoai aaalatani. Fax
raaume:310-246-4802.

FT RECEPTIONIST NEEDED In BH saton
Must be relabia, able to work under pres-

sure, and ol>lain twtler< outlomer servtoe

tfcMa. 310-27S-S82e. 9687 WtWra Blvd.

FUN
SEEKING ATTRACTIVE. RESPONSIBLE,
MOTIVATED FEMALE to help me with my
Tea* Company. ExceNent earning potential.

Cal Tracy 310-824-5511.

OFFICE ASSISTANT: WLA Small, frtondly

butlnata needt quick thinking, organized
parson to he^ expand programs, organtaa
ofRoe & davatop program malarialt. Eaoai.
word. Utog. & diatifcaaa experlertoe pra-
farred. ShouU be self-alarter. Salary $7-a/hr.
Fax raaume to 3io-975-ii2i

OFFICE WORKER. Hght book fcaaplns.

computers. iSi^hour, part-time, momfetpt, av-
padarwa. Spanish a ptos. Property Managa-
IwamiOonatrwctton . 310-386-7466.

OUTSIDE SALES
6 llgura tocome in 3yr«. RaHra in lOyrs. Inter-

net Company tooldno for Indapandeni out-
skle taiaa rapraaaiNaivaa. Oat your own
axdMalva fardlery naltowlly Mdu own hours.
ComnKtaion Only. Cal Mr. LebowaM 818-
887-7188.

Pn- AND F/T SALES POSITIONS AVAIL-
ABLE: Mptcale ftower shop. Creativa, fun,

IMI paced. Pttaaa cK Uta 3io-27S-i9Be

P/T FILE CLERK Indbia howa. pitaaa fax
raaume to:3i0-231-0397.

FUN SUMMER
SwkTvmng, horsaa. baachas and more.
www.daycamptobe.oom.

P/T MEDICAL CONSULTANT naadad In

B«>arty Hte. WW bain. FMWa hours. No
aifpadanoa naeasaary. Great summer )ob.~ - -| caM 310-247-0090.

GIFT SHOP
$8/hr. No eiqpertenoa naoataary. Cashiering,
worktog with paVanis. UCLA Hoapital. 2e-
vemngs. 3-7:30PM (days) 11:30-

8:00PM(weekends). 310-82S-8000

HOME CLEANERS
P/T-F/T, $10/hr arto up^tips. To clean in

WaaWdaafWw. Muat be dtfiandable and
hava car. IwwerHalt poaMont. April:3l0-

471-8212.

HoM daak dadt- P/r (momlngt/AM). Watt-
wood VWapa Hoii. 3io-20ft-?046.

I COULD NEVER DO
SALES

That la ««iat soma of our top earners tato.

Wa hava a system that worts N you art
laachatla and you baWava in youraaV
enough. Looking for the toughest but moat
rawardtog of challenges? Once Inels are
ovargiva us a call 3iO-«52-9572

IF YOU LKE WORKING W/CHILOREN, the
Culver Palms Family YMCA is Nring now for

Camp Gouneetofs. Apply a( 4500 Sepulveda
BfMd.. Culver Cty or cal Cindy 310 390^
3804

PART-TIME CHILDCARE naadatf. Help
w^mmer actfvwaa. PlaiMa aohadnia naad-
ad, evamngt/^eaHends. Endno MMholaitd
and 408 aciBoant. Mutt hava car. CalJack-
le:31 0-826-2466.

PART-TIME CUSTOMER
SERVICE

REPRESENTATIVE
For an exclusive (ast-paced Westwood dry
cleaner. Outgoing, friendly. Will trairVtatos

axpadence a plus. 15-25 hours, mornings or
aftamoona. plus Sat. or Sun. $8-iQ1x>ur.
Apply In person: 1600 Westwood Blvd. Or
Cal: 310-474-8625.

PERSONAL
ASSISTANT NEEDED

lerKe helpful Assist boss
In soMig i^ appointments, data entry, an-
swering phones Have own car P/T-F/T Pay
DOE. Santa Montea/Sepulveda 310-477-
0070.

\PERSONAL ASSIST
BAH'^CPt: Busy healer/bandleader needs

lizer to work and
for tf>erapeutk: mas

Beth 310-313^)958.
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7800
Help Wiintt.'tJ

PIANO INSTRUCTOR
European trained classical pianistvcomposer,

a graduate of UCL> extenston turn scoring

program is seeking piano students. Special-

izes in harmony (ie clx>rds), counterpoint

and fugue Chikjren 8-12 years old and
adults. Beginners and Advanced. $50/hour
Lessons given in your home Please call

Tom BImmermann 310-824-4733. Email

tombimmermannOaol.com. Webpage:
fittp://www.geocities.com/lomt>immermann

PRODUCTION ^

ASSISTANT-DIVERS
UNDERWATER PRODUCTION ASST certi-

fied. Industry standard pay Check out

www.freedivir>gfiims.com Need dive gear
Thomas:31 0-850-6482.

RECEPTION/ASSIST
F/T. Tues-Sat Santa Monica. No experierx:e

required. Eye-doctors office. Ask for Allison.

818-598-8141, Leave message 24-hrs/day.

Must interview in Woodland Hills.

RELAX & IMAGINE
Research study especially seeking those

with panic-disorder/panic-anxiety attacks,

though not required. Contad Chris Nikoiai-

dis, Ph D. Candidate chrisOfuileredu. 626-

584-5535

7800
Help Wiintod

SANTA MONICAATTORNEY is tooking for a
FT/PT file dork and secretary. Hours can be
fiexibie. Must be able to type and speak
some Spanish. Please call Atita 310-452-

1441. 5

SCREENWRITER ASSISTANT Screenwrlt-

er working with rrajor studto presently offer-

ing Intem positions. P/T. flexible hours. Con-
tact Jessica or l_arry: 323-461-1492

SECRETARY/RECEPTIONIST Summer
Time help. Fax Resume to 310-450-1311. or

E-mail: rgOpmsmart.com.

SUMMER CAMP
COUNSELORS

Decathlon Sports Club Located in Pato Alto.

6/25-8/1 7, $78-$92/day. 9am-4pm. can^-
iobOyahoo.com

SUMMER JOBSI WEST Los Angeles day-
camp hiring energetic counselors, lifeguards,

and specialists. Call Tiffany at 310-399-
2267.

Canyon Crf?pk ^orfc. C^nrp

Gififomia Sl«ipowoy SiNiviwr Gunp Nutm
M« iHHni to •! «*a««c*d. iMponMt. moOMtM canp ran* to

owlO^aMk dtarat warn •!« camp pnvMn In bMuMii UM CMtoc

M grM nptmnM lunng and manantig (X canp if*fMa »t«tt

hMng toi It ammt plaiflng tnnr tou md auto 1*1X1 HM^MtM'
Mum b« « iMH II fMra (M pitto^ ««) 1 or } y*«i oi CMTV

•«pwlmu i/il a/?Vint4.0W«du» (2H> 7«l HW

REWARDING/FUN
Summer Swimming, beaches, horses &
nwre. www.daycampjobs.com.

SALES POSITION available for interne? e-

commerce company. Saiary-Krommisston.

Call 310-234-0784. Fax: 310-234-0786.
Email: JobsOelectrobuy.com

SUMMER OUTDOORS
FUN WORK WITH CHILDREN IN EX-
CITING 7-week day program-t- 2-week
Sierra Sleepaway June 25-/Vugust 24.

Experience with water acUvlties.

$330+bonus/week. CaM 310-826-7000 or

www.SlerraAdventuroCamps.com

7800
HtHp Wanlod

SUMMER DAY CAMPS
San Fernando or Conejo Valleys, Oxnard.
SImi, Malibu. Misc. Instructors & General
couns. $2750-360(>4^ for summer 888-784-
CAMP www.workalcamp.com

SUMMER JOBS...GET
PAID EXPERIENCE

West Los Angeles. San Femando Valley

Santa Clarita Valley. SImi and Conejo Valley

areas. Receptionist. File Clerk. Admin. Assis-

tant, Customer Servtee and MANY OTHERS
needed. Work as much or as seUom as you
like-you deadel Come to the offtee ctosest to

you:

BARRINQTON STAFFING SERVICES
Santa Monica 310-453-1519; Thousand
Oaks 805-494-8695; Burbank 818-954-

0054; Valencia 661-294-9046; Woodland
Hills 818-703-8658. Our service free to ap-
plicants.

SUNSET CANYON REC CENTER seeks
ARC Certified, responsible individuals to

work as lifeguards and swim instrudors dur-

ing the summer months. Call 310-825-1059.

Applications avail at SCRC.

SWIM COACH NEEDED From Sep-Nov for

private mkldie school. Must have previous
experience. CPR certified. Interviews during
June-July Rachael 323-461-3651.

TEACHER AND ASSISTANT TEACHER
NEEDED. School age day care center, full

time summer emptoyment in Van Nuys;
Sports. Crafts. Trips. Swimming, etc. Must
have BA with minimum 24 units in chikl

development courses Teaching credential is

preferred. Good Salary Lenny 818-894-
0330.

- 7800
Help Wanted

TECHNKJAL SUPPORT Answer customer

questtorw. Knowledge of NT, email, websites

helpful. Close to campus, flexible hours 310-

828-9900

TELEMARKETING QUALIFIERS needed.
F/T-P/T available. Hourly plus twnuses. 310-

395-3598

TWO POSITIONS Available in WLA office.

Basic computer/oftrce duties. PT/FT. min

four hours a day Call Jerry 310-473-1333.

UCLA RECREATION
SUMMER CAMP JOBS

GREAT MONEY! GREAT TIME! We need
energetk: people to be summer camp coun-
selors. Pay is $7.38-$11 00/hr Morning, af-

ternoon, all-day shifts available Call 310-
206-1787. Applications available at John
Wooden Center.

UCLA RETIRED PROFESSOR seeking na-
tive Polish grad/undergrad student for edit-

ing, word-processing Polish literary text for

good pay! 310-472-360 1 after 8pm.

WANTED: People who want to lost weight.
310-884-8746. 24 hour message

WE WORK FOR THE MOVIE STUDIOS!
Come work for usi We are kx)king for bright.

Indeper>dent. project coordinators to help us
reclaim our social lives. Must t)e willing to

wort< weekend and weekday hours. Fax
resumes to 310-840-5809 or email to mcaru-
soOtesonline.com.

WEBSITE SALES!
Earn $4,000/mth working from home. Witt

train See www iprofitnow.net for details. Call
310-804-7885 or email resume to
mk;heieO ipowerportal.oom

Attention UCLA Students

* Fun Environment
* 5-40 hr Schedules
* Conditions Apply
* Time Off for Family Vacation
* Training Provided
* Part/Full Time

Fiexibie Schedules
* Scholarships Possible
* Great Resume Experience
* No Experience Necessary
* All Majors Welcome
* Customer Service/Sales

Local Office: 310-475-8283
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7800
Hol|) Wanted

WEST LA BASED PwlEDIA COH^PANY seeks
energetic, outgoing individuals to train, learn,

and sell advertising media. Pay based
against commissions with up-side opportuni-

ty. If you are considering a future in advertis-

ing, media, and sales please contact Roger
at resumeCparVmedia.com or fax 310-432-

6100.

WESTSIDE YMCA Now hiring Class B and
bus drivers. Must have certification. Start

date ASAP Call Laura Skibo 310-477-
I511ext.l635 or mall resume to 11311 La
Grange Ave. LA, 90025

WESTSIDE YMCA now hiring summer teen
camp directors Start date ASAP May devel-
op into permanent position. Call Laura Skibo
310-477-1 51 lextl 635 or mail resume to

11311 La Grange Ave. LA, 90025

WESTWOOD VILLAGE RESTAURANT
Needs delivery driver AM/PM shifts Must
have valkj CA Driver's Lk:ense and current

insurance. Call 310-873-1388.

WLA PICTURE FRAMING SHOP, Charies"

Custom Picture Framing. Sales, picture

framing, will train. P/T. Ask for Charies 310-

474-8661.

WORK from home in the US or in an interna-

tional business. 24 hour message 310-884-
8748.

WORK IN WESTWOOD. Receptionist need-
ed for PT work Saturday+Sunday. Fun at-

mosphere Call Louis: 310-279-3300.

8000
internships

ENTERTAINMENT INDUSTRY INTERN-
SHIP. Leading Music Marketing company
seeks summer intem. Help promote bands
such as Limp BIzkit. Nelly Furtado, Nine Inch
Nails, Counting Crows Candiate must earn
college credit to participate in this unpaid in-

ternship. Call Rob M 323-930-3141.

EXCITING INTERNSHIP
WESTWOOD ATTORNEY. MEDIATOfVEN-
TERTAINMENT Excellent computer skills;

office experience required; job to continue

through year; flexible hours. Contact ad-

minO MediateWest.com

FILM INTERNSHIP
ACCLAIMED PRODUCER seeks motivated

interns for summer 2001. Please fax

resumes to Commotion Pictures

attn:Mk:helle 310-432-2001.

INTERN FOR METLIFE FINANCIAL sennc-

esl In Century City. Up to lOhrs/week. Call

310-407-3076.

LITERARY AGENCY- PaW internships.

Rexible fwurs. Book/screenplay evaluation,

general office. Fun and pleasant environ-

ment near UCLA. Serxl/fax letter of introduc-

tton stating Interest In books/fllm& learning

agency business&availability. Prefer gradu-

ate students. Include resume; Agency 10532
BIythe Ave. LA 90064. Fax:310-559-2639.
Tel:310-559-0831.

SUMMER RESEARCH/
MOLECULAR BIOLOGY
INTERNSHIP. Biochemistry undergrads
needed for UCLA summer research in bioin-

lormatics/computatlonal molecular biology.

Must krx)w basic bkx:fiemistry. Computer
skills needed (preferably UNIX). Dr. Pettit:

310-206-4748.

TIRED OF BORING
SUMMER WORK?

CfuirxM for travel, experience for resume,

and approximately $7000. 3 spots avail-

able. Call 310-234-2603. Ask for Kyah.

www.workforstudents.com/ucla

8100
Personal Assistance

PERSONAL
ASSISTANT/NANNY

JUNE 18-JULY 30. $250^veek. Responsible

driver needed for two cfiiMren (11&12 years

old) to arxl from camp and various activities

in Pacifk: Palisades. M-F Light chiklcare and
errands. Call Kathy 310-717-3708. 310-459-

7009. email katkameekOaol.dom

UPBEAT PA FOR
AIDS PATIENT

10-20 hours/week, $lO/hour Duties include

dog walkir>g, cfiauffeuring to appointments,

preparing Hght lunches. Reliable car a must.

323-931-8362.

8200
Temporary Employtnent

HEAD FRESHMAN BOYS BASKETBALL
COACH: Experier>ce playing and coacNng
needed. $2800-3200 for the season 5 days
a week from 2:30 to 5:00, with a lew Satur-

day games The season begins in November
and runs through February. Please fax

resumes onlyl! Fax to 310-288-3286
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.-:- 8300
Volunteer

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED: At St. Ll2 Ho«pJce.
we will train you. please call Eli at 310-824-
9798.

Volunteers Needed
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Apartments for H.mU

1BDRM LUXURY APT. 1416 1/2 Kelton
Guest bthrm, oHice. pabo. All brand-new
Newly remodeled, hardwood Hoors. central
AA:, crown molding. Consider pet. Open da-
ily 10-6. $1990.

2&3BDRM
LARGE, bright, view. Microwave, oven, re-

frigerator, dishwasher, washer/dryer In unit.
21 -ft. Jacuzzi on roof. Walking distance to
UCLA. 310^75-0807.

424 LANDFAIR
Single apartnr>enl available Sept 1 Next to
UCLA. Large room w/separate lOtchen and
bathroom. Utilities included. $895/month
310-459-1200.

8/^00
:iiL-> (or RliiI

BACHELOR: Large and bright. SmHes from
UCLA. North of Wiishire Close to bu« and
shops. $585/nTth. Evenings 310-858-7760

BEL AIR- gue«l house, dog ok. Pool, beauti-
ful view, yard $750. 310.395-RENT.
www.wetlaWerentals.com

8400
Ap;if1intiMts for Haul

8400
Apartments for Rent

BEST 2BDRM IN WESTWOODI Quiet,
quaint, ctianning Parking, hardwood fkxxs.
Walk to campus. Lease lor summer only-
starts Immediately. $2000/mth w/neo. 310-
443-7954

BEVERLY HILLS
2bdrm/1bth. Hardwood fkx)rs, front and rear
entrance, stove and refrigerator. Quiet, ntee
area. 142 S. Reeves. $1700/mth. 310-273-
6639

BRENTMANOR
APTS

Avoid Westwood rents
1 mile to UCLA

Singles

1&2 Bedrooms
Pool. Near bus line

No pets

1235 Federal Ave.
LNear Wiishire Blvd.

(510) 477-7257 .

LARGE STUDIO/GARDEN GUESTHOUSE
Nflwty redone in beaudM ntUtrtm araa
near UCLA. Perfect tor quM. young piolM-
sJonal or grad student $1125. 310-474-
4435, 310-273-9966.

housing
8400-9800

8400
Apartments (or Rent

1-MINUTE TO UCLA
1 bdrm, furnished, bright, clean, quiet, secur-
ity entrance, large ctosets, carpet, pod. lyr
lease. $1200/mo. 310-824-1830.

APARTMENT FINDING
SERVICE

NO TIME TO LOOK FOR AN APARTMENT
IN LA? I will firtd one for you. 310-288-9729
apartment_flnderOhotmail.com

APARTMENT FOR NEXT YEAR- 9/1/Dl
Palms. 2bdnm/2bth. $1475/month. $1450 de-
posit. Underground paridng, new, tpactous.
near freeway/bluebus. l-year-leaae JmiIco
310-880-5109.

BEVERLY HiaS*ADJ. 142BEDROOM
$895AUP. LARGE. UNUSUAL CHARM
SOME SPANISH STYLE W/HARDWOOD
FLOORS. ONLY 1/2 BLOCK TO PICO BUS.
310-839^294.

BRENTWOOD APARTMENT Upper, yard.
tot« ofdosets, paridng, minimum lease, June
1. $abO. 310-39frRENT www.westskJeren-
tate.oom

BEVERLY HILLS Ad|. $1095 2+2 RENT-
RAX.COM 213-380-8903 Agt/Fee.

BEVERLY HILLS Ad|. $550 Pnrt rm. Rent
rax.com. 213-380-8248 Agt/Fee.

CULVER CITY. Unfurnished. 2bedroom8,
modi^m appliances, excellent ctoset sfMce,
carport parking. $765 310-395-flENT.
wwW.wMlaidefsntals.com

APARTMENT FOR
RENT

Large 1 bedroom. 1 bath. A/C. fireplace, bal-
cony, heated pool/spa, all kHchen appli-
ances. $1250/month. 310-824-1640

.GAYLEY MANOR-
APTS

Large. Clean

Singles A 1 Bedrooms

Across the Street from UCLA
Walk to Village

Near Le Conte
No Pets

729 Gayley Ave.
L, (310)208-8798 J

BEVERLY HILLS Adj. $625 StdiO. RENT
RAX.COM 213-380-8692 AdjTFee.

BEVERLY HILLS Adj. $725 1+1 RENT-
RAX.COM 866-900RENT AgtVFee.

BEVERLY HILLS-apartment. upper, hard-
wood fk)or8. fumished or unfurnished. $795.
310-395-RENT. www.westskjerentate.com

BEVERLY HILLS. Spacwus. private, room,
A/C. month-to-rTX)nth. large kitchen, very
dean. $490. 310-395-RENT vww.westsWer-
entals.com

GREAT LOCATION
1BDRM/1BTH In huge W. HoMywood duplex.
Washer/dryer, yard, driveway. $125<ymonth
310-658-6272.

HUGE SINGLE AND ONE BEDROOM.
$90Q/mo.& up. One bdrm for $1250&up. One
bkx* from campus. 644 and 650 Landfair
310-824-0319.

BRENTWOOD
North of Wishlre. spacious 3BD/2Bath.
upper, w/ bakx)ny. New dishwasher, refrig-

erator, stove, etc. Quiet 8-unlt bWg. w/ gar-
den sundeck. $2395. 11921 Goshen Ave. #4.
Open Sat/Sun or by app(. 310-571-0293.

BRENTWOOD ADJ.
2bdrm/2bth. $1590. Lease to two. No pets.
Near Wllshire/Bundy. Right, upper. 1236 Mc-
Cleilan Dr. 310-826-8461

.

*
LEVERING ARMS

Large Sunny
Singles & 1 Bedroom

Apartments
Walk to School and Village

No Pets

(310) 208-3215
667-669 Levering Ave.

Near Glenrock

NEAR UCLA. Ibdrm, wood floors, new paint.

1-yMr-toaae, $1000/month. 8 unit buHdbig.
AvaMable nowf Betty 310-479-8646.

ONE BEDROOM avaHabte after 6/15 and
7/1. Central air and heat, fully equipped
kitchen, Jacuziri, laundry, underground pari(-
Ing. $1250. 520 Kelton . Can 310-208-7483.

OWNER'S UNIT
WEST LA PRIME. Upper, front, ownef8 unit
2bed/2bath. Fireptece, large bakxKiy, wet
bar. Near UCLA. Redecorated
$19Sa/month. 310-390-46 1 0.

PALMS
2BED/2BATH. Available 7/1. $1450/month. 2
parWng spaces. 310-559-9852.

PALMS- $1045//mo. 2bdnTV1 .5blh. Paridng
for 1. June 26. $1151/mo. 2bdrm/2Wh.
Paridng for 2. July 6. 1-year lease.

http7/8lte8.net»cape.net/buczac22/home-
page. 310-396-3572 .

PALMS. Bachetof, paridng, bright, dose to
everything. $430. 310-395-7368. www.weat-
sMeripntal8.com

PALMS. Single apt from $600, 1 -bdrm $700.
$600/$700deposit 1-year lease only-last
month free. Stove, refrig,carpets vert
binds. 310-837-1502 LM , 8am-5pm.

'

REDONE LCTFT-LIKE UNIT/CLEAN PAL-
LETE. One bedroom open airy fk>orpian
wAenifk: powerful views of Century City.
Mtgtt caapqi .rac—ed iighting, bamboo
ftoortng. new appliances, new bathroom, fit-

tings and fixtures, walk-in ctoseL mkJ-century
high rise on WNshire corridor. Pool/spa. new
gym, guest sultas for rent valet paridng
large downstairs lobby, easy access off
Warner. Broker 310-459-9283. Asking price
$225,000. ^

SANTA MONICA $1200 2+1, gar. RENT-
RAX.COM 213-380^248 Agt/Fee.

SANTA MONICA $625 Pnrt rm. pkg RENT-
RAX.COM 213-380-8733.

SANTA MONICA $675 Bach, pkg, A/C
RENTRAX.COM 213-380-9018 Agt/Fee.
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We Have
partment Homes

Of Choice
In Bruin Country.
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)er1ies Professionally Managed By
^' Srtby & Company, Inc

Tfte Standard of Exo»tf9nc9.

'

.W. Selby & Company

offers fhe most modern

ind convenient housing

lear UCLA Campus and

the Wesfwood Village.

Make your housing

arrangements now!

V

Kelton Plozg
430 Kelfon Avenue
1 &2 Bedrooms, Rooftop Spa
& Leisure Area

Call (310) 824-7409

iidvole Plozo
'527 & 540 Midvale Avenue
I

Singles, 1&2 Bedrooms;

'Rooflop Spa & Leisure Area,

Pool w/ Spa, Sauna, Study Lounge
w/ Big Screen TV, Fitness Center

^ Coll (310) 208-0064

Coll (310) 208-4868
527 Midvale Avenue

Roommate Serviced

Fumished Apa^nents\

El Greco

J
1 030 Tiverton Avenue

jSingle Units Only, Rooftop Sun Deck
|& Leisure Area, Souna, Outdoor Spa
& Barbecue, Fitness Room
Call (310) 824-0463

PblGL
1 0983 WelKvortf) Avenue

^
1 &2 Bedrooms, Fitness Center,

^Rooftop Spa & Leisure Area

Call (310) 479-6205
' 1+1 $1725/monfh

2+2 $2295/montli

Ask About Our se
Classifieds

8?5-?221
Display
206-3060

, 1 n<imi _
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8^00
ApartnifMits lor Rent

^^
GLENROCK

• •

APARTMENTS
GLENROCK

AND
LEVERING

Single, 1&2
Bedroom Apartments

\- 3 Blocks to Campus

Rooftop Sundeck &
Spa

I- Fitness Room

> Study Lounge

- Laundry Facilities

|~ Gated Assigned
Parking

- Individual alarm
systems

MUCH, MUCH MORE!

RESERVE YOUR

APARTMENT NOW!

SUMMER Dl

FALL^01-'02 J

SANTA MONICA $790 U1, Indry RENT-
RAX.COM 213-380-9431 AgtTFee.

SANTA MONICA Adjacent, upper, unfur-

mshad, ItxJrm. iMloony, high ceilings, vyalk-

In dOMts. caipoft parking, nxtnth-to-month.

$750. 310-395-7368. www.westsideren-
tals.com

SANTA MONICA garden styte apartment.

1t)ed/1t>ath, hardwood noors, parking. $890
310-395-RENT www.wMtakJerantals.com

^SANTA MONICA HOUSE. Ibdmi, yard, stor-

~^ge. garaga. $1200. 310-395-RENT
www.waaiM(Nraniais.oorn

SANTA MONICA House. Unlumished,
3bdrm8, high ceilings, hardwood fk>ors,

bright, yard. $1650. 310-395-RENT
www.wfl8tsidaf8ntals.com

SANTA MONICA OCEAN-VIEW. One t>ed-

room unfumished/fumlshed apt. $2000-
$2600. Luxury 2>1 bedroom, furnished

$4000. Walk to 3fd Street Promenade&Pter.
310-399-3472.

SANTA MONiCA STUDIO. $875, walk to

markatAMJS. ilrMi parking, available 9/5.

Oarage, $l50/month. available now, 1234
14th Street. 310-471-7073.

SANTA MONICA, north of WHshlre. 1-bdmi,

$1200. Remodeled. Stove, frklge. patio.

Near ooaan. No pets. 323-462-0507.

SANTA MONICA. 1400SQ.FT., 3B0RMS.
2BATHS, CARPETS, LAUNDRY, PRIVATE
PORCH. $1850. 310-395-RENT vww.west-
8ld6(«n|als.oom

SANTA MONICA. Apartment to share, pri-

vate room, full kitchen and living facilities,

month-to-month, stvire utilities. 310-395-

REf^. www.wert8Meiantals.com

SANTA MONICA. House, unfurnished.

3t)drms, hardwood floors, w/d, garage.

$2000. 310-395-RENT www.westsMeren-
tals.com

SANTA MONICA Lower, unfurnished,

2t>dnTis, great locatkxi paiWng. $1100. 310-

395-RENT w^.westsldersntals.com^
SANTA MONICA. Prime apartment, refrig-

erator, 8tove[ rTK)nth-to-mon«h. $790. 310-

395-RENT www.walatdafarttals.com

>NICASANTA MONICA. Private room, rafrigaivtor,

Stova, parking Inckjded. monltvlo^aqalV

iam. S10-39S-RENT www.weslBklaran-

tala.oom

SANTA MONiCA. Unfurnished, 2 bdmw. 2

baiha, rsfrtoaralor. siova. parking indudad.

$1295. 31O>306-RENT www.wastsidaran-

lBla.oom

SINGLE APARTMENTS, IQOQAmonlh. Up-

graded carpeting, frashly paintad, pool, laurv

dry, aaoMVd entry, very dean bulking, 1-yr

laaaa. no pafs. 310-206-2820.

SINGLE WITH SEPARATE SLEEPING
AREA. Ctoae to campus QuIat straat. UIW-

•aa mdudad. $900 Open House Sunday
June 10. 2:30pm<4:30pm. 310-475-9620.

84GO
Apartments foi Rt.nt

SPACIOUS 3bdmV2bth apt Beverly Hills

adj. Large master bedroom suite wA)alcony

Must see to appreciate. 1 -year-lease. David
310-657-4623 days. 310-854-0623 even-

ings

VENICE Craftsman styta duplex. Cat ok,

yard, utilities Indudad. $525. 310-395-

RENT. www.weatskJerenlals.axn

WALK TO UCLA. WESTWOOD. Large,

beautiful 2bdnn/1bath. $1S0Gi/month. Hard-

wood fkx)rs, high oaNings. bakxx>y. parking.

Grad students only. 310-824-3355; 213-486-

6066.

WALK TO UCLA. WESTWOOD. Singles,

IbdmVlbth, 2bdmV2bth. Pod. Jacuzzi, walk-

in ctosets, fireplace, fdi-kllchan. gated ga-

rage, instant broadband avail, www.kelton-

towers.com. 310-208-1976.

WEST LA
2bdrm/2bth/den $1495 lOmIn to UCLA,
large t>edrooms. r^w carpet, fireplace, dish-

washer. bakx}ny, AC/heat. parking, laundry

Available 7/1. 310-253-9675.

WEST LA
2BED/2 BATH. Beautiful carpets, drapes.

bukilt ins, urtian view. 2 Parking Spaces.

$1100. 310-670-5119.

WEST LA, ONE-BEDROOM $950. Ctose to

bus/market. 1242 Barry Ave. Just south of

Wiishire. Available Sept.. 1 -year-lease. No
Pets. 310-471-7073.

WEST LOS ANGELES $650 Studio. RENT-
RAX.COM 213-380-6036 Agt/Fee.

WEST LOS ANGCLES $800 1+1 A/C RENT
RAX.COM 213-360-8248 Agt/Fee

WEST LOS ANGELES-guest house, pet ok.

Refrigerator, stove. nKxtth-to-morith. $495.

310-395-RENT. www.wast8klarantals.com

WEST LOS ANGELES, (upper). Ibdrm. re-

frigarator, stove, gated parking, quiet, clean.

$695. 310-395-RENT www.wastskleren-

tals.com

WESTWD. WALK UCLA
Small 2bdrm/lbth, $1625 and 1 bed/1 bth

$1300 & $1450 Parking, stove, refrigerator,

laundry room. Available end of August.

Beautiful hardwood ftoors-carpets. Large

2bed/ibath. t>eautlful fiardwood floors.

$1750 & $1850. 310-624-2112.

WESTWOOD
2bd/2bth. $1800. Max 2people. Klardwood

<toors.Backyard. WasiMf/dryer In the unit.

Dishwasher. mk:row«va. Imi. from UCLA.
Garaga. No undeigrads. 310-470-7594.

WESTWOOD
Exoaltont tocatton. walk to campus. Nk:e

unN ki quiet garden setting. UONIias in-

dudad. $650/month Prefer mature, quiet

adult. 310-208-7864.

^.Westwood Village
433 Kelton Ave.
(3 1 0) 208-8685

1 Bedroom from $1225
2 Bedroom from $1700

Extra large luxury units include:

• Fully equipped kitchen

• Central heating and air

• Extra closet space

• Wettwr in selected units

• Private balcony

• 2 Bdroms have 2 baths

• Intercom entry & gated parking

'with 1 year leas«

ProtesstonaUy managed by

Integrated Property Services. Inc

^

/
WESTWOOD $1»5 2+2. RENTRAX.COM
M3-^8(VB903 Ag#ae.

WESTWOOD $550 PrvL mi. pkg RENT-
RAX.COM 213-360-8903.

WESTWOOD $600 Bacti. Indry RENT-
RAX COM 213-390-9431 Aglff^

WESTWOOD $695 SMk). A/C RENT-
RAX.COM 213-380-9016.

WESTWOOD $850 1+1, A/C RENT-
RAXCOM 213-380^692 Aglff^.

WESTWOOD APAFfTMENT for Rent. Single,

fumished. 2-bkick8 to schod. $800/month.
310-824-4951. 543 Landfair Ave.

WALK TO UCLA
w\A/w.keltontowers.com

310-208-1976

Inssificfi'.

8400
Apiirtments foi Kt.nt

WESTWOOD PLAZA

BACHELOR
AVAILABLE NOW

$825
aft. '

i.
'i 'J"

es Induded.
rtt«nn available.

31 0-208-8505

WESTWOOD APARTMENT Ibdnn/lbth,
utilities included. p>ool & laurxlry. Nice, dean
& quiei. Must see. $1250/month. 1 -year-

lease. 310-208-3797.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE, MIDVALE N. OF
LEVERING LARGE 1 AND 2-BDRM APT
GARDEN VIEW, DINING ROOM, UNIQUE,
CHARM FRONT AND REAR ENTRANCE.
310-839-6294.

WESTWOOD VILLAGE: Unfurnished 1 -bed-

room, $1400, 10990 Strathnx)re. Fumished
Ibdrm- $1350- 547 Landfair. 1 year lease.

No pets. Available Sept. 310-471-7073.

WESTWOOD, Bachelor, $795. utilities paid.

no patUing. 1 -bedroom, $1400. 3-car park-

ing, 10943 RoetMing, 1-year leaaa, no pets,

available July. 310^71-7073.

WESTWOOD-FURNISHEO DUPLEX Walk-
In ctosets. pool, yard 310-395-RENT
www.westsiderentals.com

WESTWOOD. 2BDRM/2BATH. $1450 AND
UP TILE KITCHEN. STEPIX3WN UVING
ROOM, HIGH CEILING CHARM 1 MILE
SOUTH OF WILSHIRE SOME W/BAL-
CONY.310-839-6294.

WESTWOOD. Across UCLA, upscale, one
and two bedrooms. full-kitci)en. air condl-

ttoned, parWrtg, one year lease. 445 LarKJ-

fair. Taking reservattons 310-824-1969.

WESTWOOD Fumished. studio. Ibath. re-

frigerator, stove, dishwasher. $550. 310-395-

RENT. www.westsWerentals.oom

WESTWOOD. Walk to UCLA 2bdrm/2blh.

gated parking, rooftop spa, quiet buiklirtg,

accepting resen/attons for Fall. $1975-
$2300. 512 Veteran. 310-208-2655.

WW WALK TO UCLA
Spadoua. bright ibdnn and private patto,

avaNabla NOW. hlardwood fk>ors, fuH Mich-

en, laiga doaats, laundry. 2-car parWng,

$1500. No pets. 310-234-8278.

WW WALK TO UCLA
Very special, spadoua 2bdnn townhouse.
Hardwood fkxxs, fun kitcf>en, 2-car parking.

One of a kindl Must seel Available July isL

$250(Vmth. No pats. 310-234-8278

8600
Condo/Townhouso for Rent

MALIBU. Pat ok. Ibad/lbath. pod, yant )a-

cuzzi, uHMaa & cabia Indudad. $775. 310-

395-RENT www.waataktarantaiaxxxn

PALMS
2bdmV2bth upper. AvaNable July 2nd. Bakx>-

ny. appHanoas. sacuiHy buiMir>g and paridng.

•12 Bkie Bus to UCLA. $1250. emaH kiluln-

iaOyahoo.com

8700
Condo/Townhouse for Sale

IMAGINE OWNING/LEASING WILSHIRE
Corridor/HiRise single, 1or2bdrm $115K-

$250K. Walk to-UCLA/VHiage, 24hr/security.

Spectacular views, pool, Jacuzzi, sauna,
valet service. Agent-Bob 310-478-

1835ext.109.

LOVELY CONDO
PALMS: Lovely, centrally k>cated 2bdm^^l^
separata sawat-atyla condo. Pod, exardaa
room. MoOvatad aalar. $248,000. Can agant
310-748-9323

WESTWOOD Sharp 1 -bedroom. 1-balh.

condo «MAr>aw carpat4painL City lights viaw.

BrtgM. Security. FP, pod. 8pa4aauna. Spa-
doua baloony. Good dosets Walk to Waat-
wood VMaga. $227,000. Sherl/Remax 473-

6156.

8800
Guesthouse for Rent

CHARMING
GUESTHOUSE

Walk 1/2 btock to IXX>. Ibdrni. living room,
kitchenette w/ 3/4 bath & parking. Avalabia
7/1/01 $925. 310-576-3369

PRIVATE ENTRANCE, spadoua, brfgM. ful

kitchenAMth LofM bedroom. Pod, 8pa.
Hoiywood. Craaant Haightt/Mairaaa. UOii-

tles and cable Induded $1000/mo
Sebastian 323-653-3567

8900
House for Rent

2bdrm/2bth
REMODELED CONDO OUALITY UNIT
w/hardwood/tile fkx)rs. Granite cour)ter tops,

dishwasher, parking, laundry, available now.

$1975 and $2500. 310-276-8505.

BEAUTIFUL HOUSE
WESTWOOD AREA: Beautiful house
3lxJrm/1.5t>th. Den. dining room. pod. spa.

$3500/mth. 310-478-1054

CHARMING HOUSE with washer/dryer and
borMJS storage space. 2bdim/1bth. On Na-
tional and Armoscost. $1615. Please call

213-740^)427 or 310-478-7414.

9200
Housing Needed

HOUSING NEEDED
OUTGOING. RESPONSIBLE female sopho-

more r>eeds private t}edroom/t}ath. parking.

Will pay up to $675 11 utilities Induded. 818-

687-6443.

HOUSING NEEDED
Trying to rent your space in the West-
wood area or nearby? Have a great deal?

Easily solve your rental problem with or>e

simple call. Avokl the fiassle of renting. 3
UCLA students are seeking a 3 t>edroom

apartment, house, guesthouse or corxio

to share to move in Juna/early July, lyr

tease only, NO SUBLETS. Must include

1-2 parking spaces and be reasonably

prtoed. Please call Stephanie:31 0-702-

6455 (Leave message).

OUTGOING FEMALE JUNIOR needs pri-

vate nx>m for 01/02 school year. Will pay
$650. Prefer female housemates. Email:

wardOuda.edu

RECENT COLLEGE GRAD Is willing to do
housework, exterior and/or interkx In ex-

change for own room and possit)ie board.
Lots of experience. Refererx»s upon re-

quest. Housesltting also available. 818-749-

6162.

UCLA STAFF PERSON
Seeks housing tor 3 nights/week, can pay up
to $300/month and do light chores In ex-

change. 310-794-0622.

9300
Room foi Help

DOG SITTER/BABYSITTER RESPONSI-
BLE, FUN ATHLETIC FEMALE UCLA Stud-

ant needed for 10-year-oM giri. June/Ujgust.

WMdng distance to UCt-A. 310-470-4662.

MUST SEE!
WLA. large one bedroom with batoony, large

doaels, spadoua bathroom in 2-story, 3bed-
foom townhousa: intercom entry. t!aundry,

pod. walk to bus. 15mki to UCLA. Female
only, $572/month. Kata:31 0-592-2585. Avail-

able 7/1.

NEAR UCLA
LIVE-IN WITH UCLA EMERITUS Family
near campus. Free Room arxl Board in ex-

change tor help with home/family/etc Need
CDL and car. Begin 6/01. Male preferred.

310-472-1944.

ROOM IN ENCINO
PRIVATE ROOM AND BATH in Encino In ex-
change for light housekeeping duties. 310-
783-0831

ROOM/BOARD IN EXCHANGE for PO"
home care. Eariy AM/late PM, 5 days/wk.
Near Campus, nk:e WLA area. Experience
Preferred WLA 310-312-0815.
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9400
Room for Rent

BEVERLY QLEN: Extra large maaiar bdmn
w/|3f1vate bth, sky-Hghta. in great home,
roommates are young profaaatonais, daan.
quiet Smin to UCLA. $900/inlh. Cal Bob
310^75-3334 for dataila.

BRENTWOOD F/N8/NP Females only. Bad..
bath&fuN access to large. baauMui homa.
Shara w/lamiiy, $750. 310-395-0623.

PALMS: Bright, daan. freshly poMad private

room In large apartmant IMMaa. garage,
cabla. ntoa naightx)itwod. oonvedant to all.

Famalaa. $625. 310-450-0182

—f>RIVATE GUESTROOM WEST-
WOOO/WALK UCIA- baautNUI houaa wi^
vata antranca^MrtMMckyard. LaundryMtoh-
an privlagaa. N/S famate tenant. $75&KJtlii-

llaa. 310'446-9556

fHX)M FOR RENT IN BEL AIR. Fumlshad
tMtfwoom. aaparata entry, own garaga. Very
quiat. beautiful view. No smoMng. 10 mina to

UCLA. $i07S-«vwy(hinQ indudad. Cal f6r

rrwfs Intomiatton 310-472-7374.

9^00
Room for Rent

ROOM FOR RENT IN FURNISHED
HOUSE, female wanted. Must be Non-smok-
er, responsible. Utilities-included. /Vmenities

5 miles from UCLA. $850/mth. 310-475-

1308.

ROOM FOR RENT IN

WESTWOOD
$725 Private bath in 3bdnn/3bth house 2
blocks from Westwood Blvd, a mile from

UCLA. Big house, quiet neighborixxxl. 310-

441-1450.

ROOM FOR RENT IN WLA- Sawtelle Own
loom^th. Student household. Convenient
tocation. Mellow neightx)rf)ood. $600/mo.
Email mart3le_90024Oyahoo.com.

ROOM FOR RENT Small house in Brent-

wood. Female grad student, non-smoker.
$800/month, available July 1. Call Leslie

310-820-2294.

ROOMMATE WANTED. Female grad-stud-

ent. Light cooking, 2-3 dirwiers per week.
Rent negotiable. New Brentwood Home.
Fax: 310-476-7284.

ROOMS in large Beveriy Hills house, grad
student prefened Kitchen privileges, wash-
er/dryer, pool, needs car $530/mth. Call

Abby:310-275-3831 or 818-783-5151.

WANTED: Quiet male graduate student.

Lovely fumished bedroom w/microwave and
fridge, A/C, near bus. Lease, quiet, referenc-

es. $500/mo-utilities included. 310-312-
0669.

WEST LA/PALMS Female Roommate need-
ed in 2txirnV2.5bth corvJo. Gated, under- -
ground pari<lng, washer/dryer in unit, partial-

ly fumished. $850/month-»^utllitles. 310-386-

8824.

WESTSIDE VILLAGE
$375 Sunny room/share bath. Light cooking.

Retired teacher. Friendly, quiet. Male student

prefened. 15 minutes from campus. 310-
836-6730.

WESTWOOD. Private room and bath. Large

pod. total security, all utilities. Walk to cam-
pus. Available July 1st. Prefer responsible

student. 310-474-5012.

WLA ADJACENT
TO SANTA MONICA/BRENTWOOD. Private

room and bathroom in luxurious corxlo. Se-

curity building, paridng available.

$750/month. utilities included. Available

5/30. Call Linda 310-442-5215.

9500
Roommates-Private Room

ASIAN/QUIET/CLEAN/MALE. Near bus
stop. Westwood/Pico. 3-mo. min stay. Re-

quired 2 references. Private t>edroom share-

bath. $395/month, w/utllltes, kitchen priv.

$40/day. 310-475-8787.

BEAUTIFUL, LARGE. SUNNY 2-bed/2bath
to share. Female norvsmoker proffered. Full

amenities. Safe neighbomood $955 66(wa-
te/-paM). WLA/Palms. Alison. 310-558-3123.
310-286-81 11 (pager)

BRENTWOOD: Private room and bath to

rent. Great tocatton. With paridng. Available

June Ist $740/mth. CaN 310-826-6635

MAR VISTA. Own fumished bdrm/bth In

2txJrm/2Mh apt. Gated paridng, washer/dry-
er in unit. Prefer female graduate student.

Non-smoker $65a/month. 310-398-8906.

ROOMMATE W/>iNTED to share Santa Mo-
nica apt Fumished room w/king-t)ed, cable

TV, private bath, washer/dryer in unit.

$600/utilltie£ induded. 310-453-2902.

UP TO 3 ROOMMATES Wanted for sum-
mer/school-year. Spacious 2bed/lbath,
kitchen, comer Landfair/Roebling.

$1650/month. Sign lease In June. Chapin
310-209-1656.

WESTWOOD
Asian/Ouiet/Clean/female to rent private

bd/bt in 2bd/2t>t4toft for entire academic
year. Ctose to campus, indoor paridng.

$600/month. Available asap:31 0-445-7702.

WESTWOOD
South of Wiishire. daan and quiat. beautiful

room in houae, $700/monih-Kitiiitias. Con-
tad: mad707«a»clla.oom or caN 310-285-

9264.

WESTWOOD: Fun, outgoing femate tooking

for 1-2 female roommates to share
2bdnn/2bth apt! Available 8/01 or 9^1. CAN
310-209-26661

9600
Roommates-Shared Room

FEMALE ROOMMATE for next year (non-

smotdng)-afMira room: Kelton, Smin to UCLA.
Laundry, Jacuzzi, Water, Approx. $400.
Email tn221 Oyahoo.com ASAP.

GAYLEY NEXT TO UCLA large room to

Shara In 2bdmV2b(h. private condo. Fully-

fuvniahad, balcony, garage, non-amoklng fa-

mala only. $500Anon(h. 310-206-7748.

Display
?nfv :^080
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10980
STRATHMORE

APT#1
Sublet space In large 2-
bedroom apartment

ciose2campus. Private-room
In July, shared room in

August—same negotiable
price! Shared parking. Call

Nicole

310-824-9896

^Jfji}^ . .-v'7 'k:^, ':^s^%^M

475 GAYLEY
2bed/2bath apartment

looking tor triendly temale

roommote to shore room.
A/C, dishwasher, parking.

turnlshed. 6/25-9/20.

Negotiable. $500.

310-824-5621

.f'n

MlOVALE
lAROf 2BOKM/3BTM ClO/I TO
CAMPU/. FULlV^fURNimiD.

HRIPlAtt. BAtCONY,
POOUPU.UZZI. OVH, 2 CAIUiGf
MRKINC /POT/, $I7S<yMONTH.

310-443-064S
3IO-443-8976

BEAUTIFUL

APARTHEOT!!

>M*M<am Ml HMrn «f} h^M/torMtan

310-267-S491

SUMMER
SUBLET

ON VETERAN
2 Bedroom, 2 bath. Balcony.

Gated Parking, Fridge.

Dishwasher, A/C. Available

Mid-June. $1600/mo.

310-209-0245

^iiffiS^iMias-'

'•I.

ONE BEDROOM
open July, August. Close to

campus. Pool, laundry.

PARKING, only

$750/month.

Veteran/Levering. Call

310-824-3541
Mike or Chris

duMMER

Ibdrm/lbth
in Zbdrm
inPalMlw

My and tagmi.
>• smaUag,m pais.

3I1HRS9-7877

475 GAYLEY
WESTWOOD

Ibdrm/f bath In

2bdrm/2bath apartment.
Available mid-June to mid-

Sept Need 1-2 male
subletters. $800/month.

Negotiable.

3 1 0-208-9486

555 KELTON
One bedroom with
private balcony in a

two-bedroom
apartment. Gas/water
paid. $750/month.

OBO.

310-824-5496

.i^m^siimy

DIRT CHEAP-
CALL ASAP!

1626 Granvifle. 2bdnT\/2btft

$437.50/nionth for your
own roonn w/bath w/patio.

Available June 19- late Sept

310-207-8890
310-585-0887

LOOK HERE!
691 Levering and

Strathmore
Spacious, furnished,

Ibdrm/lbth. Underground
parking. DSL. available June]
ISth-mldSept. $650/mth.

Call Erin

310-824-4644

PRIVATE ROOM
I

(converted living room) for
clean, quiet male or female.
Pbol/jacuzzi/lauftdry/parkin

g/balcony/Iuxury. Security
building. Half-mUe from
campus. $S2S/month.

Un/fumished.

310-209-1675

' I'o udveiiij^i^ ill i!ic Si!|)lei (iiiioe c'

Classifieds

825-2221

403
LANDFAIR

Walk to campus. Need 1-2

roommates to hove room.
2-bedroom/2-bcith. 7/3-9/13.
DSL/CaHe. $438 or $872.

ftirktng Garage.

31020^156

475 GAYLEY
1bdrm/1private-bth in

2bdrm/2bth apartment.

Available immediately to mid-
September Need 1-2 female-

subietters Underground
parking-spot. extrerDely close

to-campus $833/mfh.

310-208-4379

~~690 ~

VETERAN
2bdrm/2bfh. Share room
for sumnMf with maU.
Students preferred.

$390/monlh.

310-208-0985
l(avanglee@yahoo.com

KELTON AVE
Looking for female

sublrttcKs) for Ibdrm. in
2txlrm/2b«h. Part fiirn.

Available 6/23-mld Sept.

$925/mth.,

$462 to share.

Call 310-824-53771

NDR-Beantifiil
8lied/8buth

RiUntied cm 23 acnn IumH

tr(»|>»cul f^nmrnL Pinol. lenniM,

»M»u. nuicm cenLer, fjceun

breexe. Avullul>k mifi>Junc-

Ni<l-5«|>(enilier. ^1960.

31(M27-7317

SANTA MONICA
2txkms ovartatte in 3txJtm

aparfrnen! Fully (urnished

Balcony, vvet-tor . BBQ. ocean
vevv SBSOtnlt) per room. JUne

20!h-midtendSept

310-283-8010
email:

pninesbiM|r iahotmail com

424 KELTON
,„M0SrREQUE5rED
WESTWOODBUILDING!
Share 1 bdim/1 bfh. kilchen/livins

room, walk-in cfo»f. balcony with

ClIAN/NON-SMOKINC

rEMALt$50Q|une25-Aususf

3l.200l.Araceli:

310-208-9947

512 VETERAN
2BEDROOM/2BATH
Available 6/1 8-8/3 1 . Top Floor.

Balcony. Gated Pidcing,

Spacious. A/C $400 to share

one bedroom, obo.

310-824-3433
shries_K@hotmai I com

92^

DO YOU
LOVE CATS?

SI 50 off rent
<o exchange for cat care.

SpacKXJS. furnished Ibdnm
apartmenc tn Palms Parking
Close to UCLA Mature, quiet.

and responsible tenant.

June 2(Mug 20

310-283-3525

MonnLE„" 3fcdr» apt.

3I0liNMM99

SPACIOUS
SLIMMER SUBLET
5min from campus.

$475/month. Contact

Kelly or Eric at:

310-267-6374,
dolan_kclly©hotmail.com

SUMMER SUBLET
JULY-AUG
SUd/I.B birfh. 2

underground parking.

Pt>o(/BBO. tieOO available

Hifough ne)rf year. G55
KeHon.

310-443-5743

437
GAYLEY

P«nk Palace Beautifd 2bdrm/2bth
w/2b»kon»e$, frerKh doors,

ipacKHJS. 3 urxJerground parking
spots, partially furrwshed. Late June-

1

8/3
1 $2 1 50/nr>o. Ptease call Julie or

j

Silvia at

310-824-5542

512
VETERAN
Available mid-June to

end Aug. $425/month.
Share room, 2bed/2bath.

Female sublet.

310-443-8638

BflRGflIN!
Goylev. 6/ 15-^/31/01 (June
paid). Spoclous 2bc</2bo
Femole to shore furnished

"wster-bedioom. Parking. 2-

potlos, internet. Jooazi. Quiet.

S487.50/mo. Coll

310-208-8584

FALL 6UBLET
nflh female

roommate needed to ^ihare

2bdrm/2bLh apt 6cpl-Dcc,
fuller furnished. $330/month.

516 CIcnfxxk Ave Nina

PALMS
Larg.^, Hunny hnlroom
an«l privntr hath in ii|i«<ioiu

<i|tartinrn( fii.r «>nly $550.

AvaiUliIr A/lH-AugiMl.

Datm nrgotialilr.

310^9^3225

si]Bifr+i\/iinE

YOURPRIGEn!
Spacimis Kcllon apl. lo

sliare w/8 Jlrts, Jtino-

B<;]k./lii^.sl.

8 1 0-208-6483
Hannah

SUAAMER
SUBLET

AAAIE TO SHARE L^/^f

ROO/v^403L^NDfA)a
'fASO/MDNXH. NECOTlABLt
6A4^/I4. PAYONLYJULTAND

|

AUCU^

31O-2069919

9600
Rooinniiites - Shared Room

LUXURY WESTWOOD
Wanted one roommate. k>ceted a mile from
UCLA on Wilshire. 2bed/2 1/2 bath,
$50(Vlmonth. 3-month lease. 626-482-9716.

WEST LA. Roommate r>eeded to share room
In 2txJrm apt. Bundy/Dr. Unfurnished, park-
ing, near bus. great for studying.
$265/month-»^deposlt. 310-826-7343.

WESTWOOD. 1-2 person needed to share
room In 2bdrm/2bath luxury condo on
Wilshire Pairing. Low rent. Pool. Jacuzzi.
Tennis courts. Eric-310-475-34 13 pager
310-915-2611.

9700
SiiIjIl'Is

631 KELTON: Female roommate needed
from June 16-August 6. Shared room fully

furrWshed apt. $325 for 6 wksl Cindy 310-
824-1599. sonnet70ucia.edu

ATRIUM COURT PENTHOUSE. 5min walk.
Need 2-3 peopla. July-Sept, or Jan. Spa-
cious 2bd/2bth 2balconles, park-
ing/gym/spa. $625/mo. Male/Female ok
310-267-7714.

9700
Sublets

$500obo. 679 GAYLEY. 3t)dmV3bth. 1 block
from campus. Indoor parking, gated. New!
Up to 4 people. Available 7/1. Marielle 310-
208-0455.

10980 STRATHMORE APT #1 . Sublet space
in large 2-bedroom apartment close2cam-
pos. Prtvate-room In Ji^. shared room In Au-
gust—same negotiable prtee! Shared park-
ing. Can Nkx>le 310-824-9896.

403 LANDFAIR. Walk to canpus. Need 1-2

roommates to tiave room. 2-t>edroom/2-
bath. 7/3-9/13. DSUCable. $438 or $872.
Parking Garage. 310-209-8156.

437 GAYLEY: Pink-Palace. Beautiful.
Shared master-bdrm w/private-t)ath. Male
roomrrjates. smoking on balcony, secure un-
derground-parkirig, $500/mth. End ol June-
Aug31. Bobby 310-824-1 326

475 GAYLEY AVE Aveiiabie mid-June to
mid-Sept, $450/month. Ckjse to campus,
friendly roommates & manager Looking for

female subletter. 310-479-2235.

BEAUTIFUL
APARTMENT!!

to Sublet, NOW until mM-September Very
ck>se to campus! Laridfalr arxl Qayley.
Larga/spackHJS Ibdrm/lbth. Big enough for

two or even three people. 2 PARKING
SPOTS! Hardwood fkwrs, big kitchen, very
bright/large windows. Back door off kitchen
leading to laundry facility and garden area.
PATIO off of the bedroom—great lor summer
bart>eques. Perfect summer apartment!
$l500/morwh, or $750/each for two people
CaN 310-267-8491.

BEAUTIFUL 2-BEDROOM APARTMENT.
Hardwood fkxjis, parking, full kitchen. Abso-
hitaiy gorgeous. Must be seenll! $l900/mo
Cal Mar|or«a 310-208-2120

BRENTWOOD. Room for rent. Summer
only $650/month. Furnished. Private bath.
Street parkir^g. Drtva/bus to campus. 310-
440-8050.

CHEAP SUBLET!!!
BARRINGTON/PrcO. Need 1 female to
share in 2bdrm/l 6bth, End of June- end
of Sept. $350/month, negotiable. Utilities

paw. 310-312-0276.

475 GAYLET 2bed/2bath apartrhenfloeKIng
for friendly female roommate to share room.
A/C, dishwasher, parking, furnished 6/25-

9/20. Negotiable $500 310-824-5621.

512 VETERAN. Spacious 2-bedroom apt.

for July/August sublet. A/C. bakx>ny. 1 -park-

ing space, DSL. cable, roof-top jacuzzl.

$425/nf>onth to share room. 310-824-5548.

527 MIDVALE. Large 2bdrm/2bth ctose to

campus. Fully-fumished, firaplace. bakx>ny.
pooi/jacuzzi, gym. 2 garage parking spots.
$1750/month. 310-443-0645. 310-443-8976.

CHEAP SUBLET-
ONLY $300!!!

ROCHESTER/MIDVALE. Available 7A)6 -

mid Sept. Or>e or two people (preferrably
female) to share large room/bath in

2bdrm/2bth apt. ONLY $600 for own
room. $300 each for 2 people. Great deal!
Rooftop jacuzzi/pool Laundry on fkxjr

Parking. Must sublet soon! 310-208-
1320. CaHnow!

SUMMER SUBLET
SfrorhnrKxe/Londfoir.

Large 1bdrrrV1bth. Nice

porio, fireploce, porkir^l

Sl100/nnonth. Jur»e 1-

Sepr 15. Will cotisider

shorr sublet.

31 0-440-1 1 66

SUMDHER
SUBLET

CLUB CALIFORNIA.
B*^ginning June 19th.

Ftnnalr to iiharr nNtni in

2lMlnn/2hth apt. Balcony,

|MM)I/HpM, gym, parking.

Kawy

3I0-443.14B1

VTESTWOOD
6/22-midSept. 1260

Veteran Ave. Close to bus

stop, extremely quiet, clean

and cozy. Furnished (except

for desk and bed). 2 p>eople

Please ask for Alice or Regina.

310-t31-4365 or

310-869-433t

WESTWOOD
BOARDING HOUSE
Rooms $250/mth. Tl

Internet, premium cable,

free local phone, weeidy
maid, shared kitchen, on-
site laundry, pool table,

baskett>all court, piano.

Manager on-site.

310-209-8149

WESTWOOD
512 VETERAN. 2br/2ba,

$1800/month. ($450

shared), 7/1-8/31, gated

parking, balcony, water

included, walk to UCLA.

hitomi@ucla.edu.

3ia^824-18S3

WESTWOOD
2 spaces, huge living room,

2hed/lbath, large kitchen.

halct>ny. piirking, under

$40(Vmonth per person.

Walk UCLA. PARKING

310-208-7994

SUMMER

Classifieds

825-2221

9700
Subluts

CLOSE TO UCLA. 2-be(V1 -bath. 2-parking

spaces, avaitat>ie July ^st for 2 months. A/C.

Laundry, Jacuzzi. Email. Sual.aiOya-
hoo.com. 310-206-2251 or 510-713-1838.

FALL SUBLET Fifth female roommate need-
ed to share 2bdrm/2bth apt Sept-Dec. Fully

furnished. $3dO/month. 516 Glenrock Ave.
Nina:310-824-8914.

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED for the
summer to sfiare 2bdrTn/2bth w/3 ottier non-
smoking females Ctose to-campus, lully-fur-

nlshed, parking. $450/mth. Sabrina 310-824-
3850

FEMALE ROOMMATE(S) needed to share
2bdrm/2bth apt July-Sept. Ctose to campus.
DSL. gym/spa 310-267-6072, all-

hissOucla.edu

FEMALE TO SHARE furnished one bedroom
apartment One btock from UCLA. 3 parking

spots. $425/month. Robin 310-824-7140.

GAYLEY TERRACE
2bed/1bath, huge balcony, July-Sept.

$1340/month. Tracey:31 0-824-9778.

GRE/^ LOCATION
10998 ROEBLING. 2bdmV2bth spactous
apt Lookirig for 2 cooiifriendly roomies. Fur-
nished, large balcony, water included.
July/Aug. $550 Nicole 310-824-5400.

HOUSE 4 SUBLEASE
Bel-Air 3bd/2.5bath. $3500/month. unfur-

nished. $4400/month furr>ished. Short-term

sublease, hluge living room, breakfast area,

den w/vlews. Will have new carpet, hot tub

optjonat. Great for student/ teachers. ALSO
Westwood. Sublease ibdrm/lbth.
$1200/n>onth. Share space w/others In

4bdnn condo. 310-477-0070.

HUGE ONE BEDROOM apartmenL 628
Levering. Availabe June-Sept Includes two
parking spaces, laundry, one bath. Mike or
Josh 310-208-5907.

advert I SO

206.3060

SUMMER
SUBLET
Mldvale Plaza 11.

Ibdrm/lbth. Fully

furnished. Gated parking.

Walk to UCIA Immaculate.

Quiet/safe. DSL/TV/VCR.
A/C. Pool/jacuzzi/gym.

310-208-4450

WISTWOOD
FALL QUARTER SUBLET.

9/1-1/1/02 (opprox.).

luxuriously specious

2bed/2bath. $1200
own bed/bath,

$600each fo share

bed/bafh. Jeff:

310-849-83«7

WESTWOOD
520 Kelton, #415.

Begin Junel9. Ibedrm
avail in 2bdrm apt.

Large w/private bath.

Balcony, part-

furnished, A/C. $775
($388/shared).

310-208-4140

9700
SubU^ts

LANDFAIRVOPHIR: Extra large single, park-
ing, $995/mooth. July 1 -Aug. 31 , up to 2 peo-
ple. 310-824-2212.

MDR-Beautiful 2bed/2bath situated on 23
acres lush tropteal ground Pool, tennis, spa,
fitness center, ocean breeze Available mid-
June-Mid-September $1950. 310-827-7317.

ONE BEDROOM open July. August. Ctose to
campus. Pool, laundry. PARKING, only
$750/month. Veteran/Levering. Call 310-
824-3541 Mike or Chris.

PALMS 2 rooms for June and/or July $500
own bath/balcony $450 share bath. Easy
parking. Female only. Christina:310-415-
9987.

SPACIOUS SUMMER SUBLET 5min from
campus $475/month. Contact Kelly or Eric

at:310-267-6374. dolan_kellyOhotmail com

SUMMER SUBLET AVAILABLE. July 17-

Sept. 17. 527 Mtovale. $575/mo. (includes
water and gas). Pod. Jacuzzi, workout room.
Candice or Stephanie. 310-267-9007.

SUMMER SUBLET ON VETERAN. 2 Bed
room. 2 bath. Balcony, Gated Parking.
Frtdge. Dishwasher, A/C. Available Mkl-
June. $1600/mo. 310-209-0245.

SUMMER SUBLET. 520 Kelton. $370obo.
Pay 2 monttis only! 6/25-9/15 Male to share
room. Furnished w/single t)ed. desk. 310-
824-5947.

SUMMER SUBLET. Brentwood. Any time af-

ter June leth-mid^end Sept. 1-2 people.
Huge private bedroooVbath, vyelk-in mmwBd
ctosets in 2bed/2bath. $750/month. 310-826-
7482. 408-209-71 13/cell. phitortiz880hot-
mail.com.

SUMMER SUBLET. Female roommate
needed for Private Room in 4 bedroom. 2
bathroom apt on Kelton. Dates RexiWe. Call
Jillian at 310-208-2408.

SUMMER SUBLET. Strathmore/Landfair.
Large Ibdrm/lbth. Nice patio, fireplace,

parking! $ll00/month. June 1-Sept 15 Will

consider short sublet. 310-443-1168.

VENICE 6/16 through 8/30 Furnished room
in 3t)drm house. Yard, spa, washer/dryer.
Dog-lover. Graduate student preferred.
$700/mo+utlllties. Amy 310-822-9307#2.

WESTWOOD
2BED/2BATH. $450.

527 Midvale Ave;

1 bdrm shared w/pleasant

roommate. 7/0 1 -8/3 1

.

Furnished Water Paid.

310'4434>415

WESTWOOD
2BED/2BATH. $1550/month,

fiilly furnished, underground

parking, A/C, dishwasher,

balcony, brighL Available

6/I9-9/I9.

310-208-8925

WESTWOOD
rumished bedroom and
bathroom In furnished

2bed/t>ath. Dishwasher,

underground parking,

Smin walk to campus.
6/ 1 8-9/ 10. $800/month,

price/dates flexible.

310-210-0650

9700
Siihlnts

WANT TO SUBLET FOR THE SUM-
MER? Reach thousands of potential
roommates ' for free. www.west-
sWerentals.com 310-395-RENT.

WESTWOOD 2BED/2BATH $450 527 Mid-
vale Ave; Ibdrm shared w/pleasant room-
mate. 7/01-8/31. Furnished Water Paid. 310-
443-0415.

WESTWOOD bed. huge hardwood ftoor, liv-

ing room. Large batoony $1100. July-Sep-
tember. 310-627-7339.

WESTWOOD FALL QUARTER SUBLET.
9/1-1/1/02 (approx.). luxuriously spacious
2bed/2bath. $1200 own bed/bath. $600each
to share bed/lwth. Jeff:3 10-849-8367.

WESTWOOD- 512 VETERAN. 2br/2ba.
$1800/month. ($450 shared). 7/1-8/31.
gated parking, batoony. water included, walk
to UCLA. hitomi©ucla.edu. 310-824-1853.

WESTWOOD. 6/1 7-7/31/01 (negotiable).
Fully Furnished. Have own room in a quiet

apartment complex. Parking, pool. A/C.
Quiet, responsible female preferred.
Can:31 0-208-8868.

WESTWOOD: Summer sublet. 545 Glen-
rock Ave#402. 2 months (July-Aug).

$500/month. Share room in newly built

2bdrnV2bth apt. Near UCLA. 310-208-7862.

WLA, 1755 PURDUE. Female, non-smok-
iog. Private room in Ibdrm/lbth in apt. 6/25-

9/15. $700/nxH-half utililies. Furnished Near

-

UCLA, busline#l. 310-477-6186, upasa-
na7iOhotmail.com

WLA. Luxurious apt. Large master bedroom
w/walk-in closet. Furnished. Fireplace, hal-
cony, Jacuzzi, parking. Secure entrance.
Near bus MkJ-June-beg/Sept. $850/mo. lux-

apartOhotmail com.

9800
Vacation Rentals

BEAUTIFUL, SPACIOUS YOSEMITE
HOME surrounded by tall pines. Close to
everything. Fully Equipped, 5000' elevation
sundeck. reasonable rates 818-785-1028.
www.yosemite.istovely.com

WESTWOOD
640 Veteran.

3bdrm/2bth. Spacious,
4 parking spots.

Controlled access.
$450/person. Partially

furnished. June 22-
Sept.22 Call

310-824-5003
Price Negotiable.

WLA
Luxurious apt. Large master

bedroom wAvalk-in closet.

Furnished. Fireplace,

balcony, Jacuzzi, parking.

Secure entrance. Near bus.

Mid-June-beg/Sept.

$850/mo.

luxapart@hotmail.com

WESTWOOD
Spacious, gorgeous

3bdrm apartment. Close
|

to cannpus. Vacant
doubles and single.

Available mid-June ttiru

mid-Sept. Call Katie

310-267-8343

To iidvt'rtijp i,j the aublet Guide call
r \r if

i>.,l' j«^ »y<HI:.->'^ -.-

Display
206-3060
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ADVERTISE

G r a d Issue

® Image Paging a Cellular (g)
FI^EE DICmITAL phone

FOUR FREE Phones.ONE Rate Plan
Family Talk Share Plan
0«t Up Tte Pe«r FMU PtMnwpt family or bu«in««sl

Now up to toof peopte can share minutBt o»f « one r«e ptwi
when you Sign up for Pacific Be* pure Ogttai PCS* service
ampjy slop Into any o» our stores ll«« betow. sign up ftx

lefYtee on a Personal Choice rata ptei and add up to three
people lor an addWonal $14 99 per person per month- and
*«•« give you up to FOUR FREE PCSPhones Plus If you act
now. we-N Include UNUMITEO MoMe to MoMe Minutes and
FREE Long Distance or 1000 FREE Mtoekend Mnules.

FREE DIGITAL RHONE

$29.99 150

$39 99 300

$4999 500
$79.99 750

$99 99 1200

SI 49.99 1900

$199 99 3000

FREE Long

OiatanoeMd

MoOHs-to-

Motxle minutes

andwealiend

(rtnuise

NOKIA

NOKIA

tl4*M»l«fflt»

Olym^Kt

'%P-

Daily wZrf ear
Bruin ^ lA^^/

grgjBK^'tjrasar Image Paging & Cellular

(310) 657-BEEP
1 006 Broxton Av«. Westvirood. S< M)(^4

fax: 310-824-9944

yVe will match or btat any price

'

OpM 7 0«ys • Fret Parking • Wastwood VUag*
New Broxton Partdng Stnicture

YEAR

BruinLife congratulates Leif-Eric for his achievements.
Complefe articles for all seven Seniors of tfie Year appear in the UCIA
200] BruinLife Yearbook. The yearbook will be available 10th week for
pick up. Call 3 1 0.825.2640 for more infomation

y lias travelec

particu!

^^'lliie the rest of us were
stressing over a part-time job, Leif

attending conferences on internati

economics and Nnclear Weapons Pol!^ ^e has studied .. ,«ua«; «,».
United Kingdom, France, the Netherlands, and attended tJie
acadennc conferences "New York to Beifing.'* While at UCLA EasJey
•n^ijored in Political Science uith a finms on Intentional Relations
and a minor in Mathematics. He has dor.o all of thi.s while
maintaining a 3.929 overall GPA.

Easleys primary intellectual interest is llast Asian affairs as
evidenced through his many projects aiid extended research into the
held. He has traveled the globe,jrnmoting understanding, and

^stnvang to better Japan-US. rei^Bi^ -^pent a quai^er in
Washington D.C. researching ThealeTWissile Defense and East
Asian Security, as well as semester at Meiji Gakuin University in
Japan as part of the Global Securigfc E^pomic Development
Program. He also joined an exchaSfcrc^n^rn between Waseda
University in Tokyo and Lewis a«lar^ College in Oregc
researching the Asian economic crisiiM addibn to these
Easley has participated as a studeW ch I^ate to
conferences including Harvard's Project for Asian ai

'

Relations in Kuala Lumpur. Hong Kong. an<l Beijii
Europe2020 in Budapest, in addition |^nati(mal
the United States. As Easley states, "l
what I study firsthand. I most enjOy|
difTerent backgrounds who hold diffei

'

when everyone agrees; life is made _

in the form of people learning froi.,

come home to southern California, Easlev
the Japan America Society, assisting in th. ,.

better international relaHons. In recognition ..

Easley was awarded with th| Bourgesi
Foundiition Community award fo^^^otirig

,
Easley sums up his experiem at UCLA.

reflects the entire world, all in oi#commui'
community to interact in that diAE^ity, to

limitless opportunity, and to enjoyllk; o(
'

that is what UCLA has meant to

1^

/e to

Iteractinj

pers|

•when

ich otht
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CLUB
From page 70

proud of him,- said sophomore
Feliciano Aguilar, a member of the

cycling team. "He has been working
so hard. You can see his work ethic

every day, getting up early every
morning to ride and not thinking
twice about it."

Club teams have to

spend countless hours

raising money.

caii206-7060

Many other UCLA club teams,
including men's gymnastics, women's
field hockey, women's lacrosse,

archery, and women's rugby have
placed high on the national level in the
past few years.

But all of this success has a price.

Unlike NCAA sports, the club
teams get little financial support from
UCLA. They have to spend countless
hours every season raising money for
travel, equipment and other expenses
incurred during the course of a sea-

son.

"They have fund-raisers through T-
shirt sales, and they work at different

events like at the Coliseum where they
are ushers," Brown said.

Another way club teams subsidize

costs is by relying on sponsors. For
example, the cycling team gets corpo-
rations to give it discounts on mer-
chandise.

"Some companies give us good
deals on their products," Aguilar said.

"And many give us a few products for
free and then we buy the rest."

Having to spend so much time
fund-raising detracts from school-
work and practice time.

"The lack of funding is the larger

issue involving club sports." said
senior Peter Burba, a member of the
men's rugby team. "No one cares
about us."

But members of club teams put
aside their lack of money and their

lack of acknowledgment. They play
their sport because they simply love to

compete.

"Many of our players were former
high school standouts who weren't
quite good enough to play on the
NCAA level or get scholarships,"
Brown said.

And many other players do it

because of the friendships they form
and the experiences that they
encounter.

"The camaraderie is a major rea-

son that we play," Burba said. "There
is a special friendship involved (with
members of the team)."

h

oCe^^f-

BRUINS
From page 66

of the last five years, finishing second
place three times and third place
twice. They were second this year.

"Next year, hopefully, it will be the
year for us," UCLA Head Coach
Jeanette Boldcn said following the
2001 NCAA Championships. "My
team will be a lot more experienced,
and I think that will be the big differ-

ence this year."

The men's track team has two top-
four finishes during the same five-

year time span.

Facing similar disappointments
almost every year has been the men's
tennis squad. UCLA has not Avon a
NCAA team championship since
1984, although the team has been
frustratingly dose as of late. Each
year, the Bruins seem to be loaded
with talent, but they have not been
closer than second. This year, UCLA
bowed out in the 16th round.

So while some Bruin teams contin-

BRUINS
From page 62

ue to add national title trophies to the

school's collection, others are strug-

gling to get just one. For some, the

last five years have been a period in

which they attempted to claw jheir

way back to the top. For others, it's

been a time for establishing founda-
tions for the future.

EVENTS
From page 65

entrance. Warren refused to let him
past, and the man had to find anoth-

er way in. Later, Warren was telling

co-workers, "Hey. some guy in a pink
hat wanted to do this," and they told

him, "Oh, that's Karch Kiraly."

Kifaly, a four-time Olympian,
only happens to be a UCLA alum
and one of the greatest volleyball

players of all time.

Another incident that sticks out in

Warren's mind was another meet
between Georgia and UCLA at the

Wooden Center,

'It^ like they pay me to

watch the game."

Warren Woodburn
Event staff

SccimMIS,pa9e63

"They were just kicking our butt.

One of the (Georgia) «iris fell off the

balance beam and then giggled and
got back on the beam. The coach
went over and told her, 'Get off.

You're done,'" Warren recalled.

He was curious. Why did the

coach pull her gymnast off mid-rou-^

tine when Georgia was already solid-

ly beating UCLA?
The coach answered simply, "I

want her to be serious."

That taught Warren something
about high-level athletics: "Don't
mess around even though you're

kicking somebody's butt^^-TKa^ was
the giri's wake-up call."

For the event staffers, there are

many positives to their job.

Kleiner continually praises the

die-hard student fans who come out

to every game no matter how the

team is doing. He's gotten to know
many of them and last year when the

Kapono headband was the latest

craze in Pauley, the fans insisted

Kleiner wear one as well.

"My fondest memories are just

seeing the die-hards come in as

young men and women and leave

four or rwt years later ... just to see

them grow," he said.

The same goes for the athletes.

Kleiner has {matched as football's

Tony White and men's basketball's

Earl Watson yew from freshmen to

seniors, and bOys to men.

"Watson hai so much heart. He
had ability but he had even more
heart than ability. He truly became
one of the favorites of the fans, not

just me," Kleiner said. "Tony White

is a classy young man on and off the

Held. He's always a gentleman."

Warren likewise pointed out being

able to chat with John Wooden at

basketball games as a positive for

being an event management staffer.

"He's probably one of the nicest

people you'll ever meet," he said.

"He comes in early at the basketball

games a lot of times, so he's sitting

there at his seat and we get to talk to

him."

But the biggest positive for the

event staffers, the one that gets them

coming back to this part-time job

year after year, is the chance to watch

one of the best teams in the nation

compete.

"It's like they pay me to watch the

game," Warren said. "You couldn't

ask for better."
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June 25th
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summer
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kotapplippic
EVERY THURSDAY NIGHT

CLUB BLUE 4,
HOLLYWOOD flT
1642 LAS PALMAS

SUPERSTAR DJ COOLWHIP: HIP HOP
DJ LEWIS ALBURN & KREMBO: TRANCE

2 ROOMS OF MUSIC / 2 FULL BARS
OUTDOOR RATIO / LOUNGE

ADMIT ONE FREE
BEFORE 10:30 WITH AD / 16 4 OVER

a»,|3ggi;WS5;-^j^:^<.*.~,,g^

PARTY & GUEST UST INFO: 310/226/8421
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CHAMPIONS
From page 72

Bhardwaj. said.

She hopes to attend law school
and someday represent other gym-
nasts in the professional world.

Despite winning two national
championships, Bhardwaj does not
feel that winning is the most useful
thing a championship athlete takes
into the "real world." She believes
that learning to work hard and work
together is most important, regard-
less of the end results.

As a Bruin, Bhardwaj expected to

win championships, and hopes to
take her winning ways onto the
United States National Team next
year.

>yinning is also important in the
business world, which is where
senior water polo player Sean Kern
plans to spend life after college.

Kern, who captained UCLA to the
NCAA championship this year after

participating as an Olympian in

Sydney, is currently training for the
2004 Olympics in Athens. When his

playing days are over, Kern plans on
returning to school before using his

experiences as an athlete to compete
in the business world.

"Athletes are naturally competi-
tive and they've used those skills to
excel in the sports world," Kern
said. "Those are the same skills that
you're going to need to excel in the
business world."

Excelling is nothing new to Kern.
As a Bruin he won two national
championships and was named
National Player of the Year each of
the last two seasons. Everyone loves
a winner, and Kern knows this will

help him when he Hnishes his college
career.

"It also helps that when an
employer looks for someone to hire
he sees that I have that (a champi-

onship)'on my resume," Kern said.

Championship athletes are differ-

ent from all others. They know how
to bring people together to accom-
plish a common goal. More impor-
tantly, they know how to win.

Bhardwaj and Kern are just two
of many national champions to
come out of UCLA the past four
years. Along with the women's
indoor track and women's water
polo team, each won back to back
titles. The athletes from these teams
will always have the connection that
bonds champions, especially Bruin
champions.

"It's obvious that we have the best

athletic program in the nation,'
Bhardwaj said. "The stau speak for

themselves. It's part of the whole
UCLA tradition, part of UCLA his-

tory."

The Bruin tradition continued I

with this year's graduating class of
athletes. In addition to taking home
19 national titles in the last five

I

years, UCLA had 64 Olympians.
I

more than any other school, andj
won a total of 18 medals.

If saying farewell to Westwood is

difficult for this year's graduating
national champions, perhaps they
can take comfort from the fact that
they are going out on top.

frt^^cU^,0^*^

DAILY
Bar and Grill
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Summer Storage ^

Free Boxes and Packing Supplies
Free Picicup and Delivery

Starting at Just $301

UCLA's easiest way to store!

www.student-8torage.com
H (866) MY-BOXES
^TTT I : IXXXIXXXIXXXXXXXTYTTYTTTYT^^^^^^^^
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Pitchers
5-10nitfaily

1037 BROXTON AVE. • WESTWOOD VILLAGE

1310) 824-6250 • FAX: (310) 824-6254

Resume Services Interview Preparation
Cover Letters Career Planning/Strategy

Job Placement

Business / Marketing
Entertainment

IT / Internet / New Media
Law
Teaching /Academic
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m career advanceffienvtrafuitiofi

Mention this abfora $25 djscoMMt-

310-4^6-6492
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WORRIED?
NERVOUS?
TENSE?
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• Do you worry a lot?

• Difficulty concentrating?

• Do you often feel keyed up?

• Problems with sle^p?

• Muscle tension. Headaches,

stomach problems ets.?

rono!o?A ^^^^""^ ^ ^^"^ symptoms, you may have a treatable condition calledGene^^ Anxiety Discorder. Anxiety can affect your work performance, social lifelnd
overall enjoyment m life. You are not alone. You may be one of millions of Americans

suffering from stress.

Call toll-free today to see if you qualify for an important
research medication program. Qualifed participants may be

compensated up to $275.00.

Southwestern Research, Inc

888-444-1104
www.435.com
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• Nose-cosmetic and brS
*Insurai^^,^

• Acne Scagrs-pcoMem cases welcJ
• Natural Lip Enhancement
• Face Lift/Eyelid Surgery
• Hair Flap/Scalp Reduction

.f Chin Sl Ch^k Implanu
• Liposuction

• Ear Reshaping-o^ien no incision!
• Snoring

'

• Tonsils ^
• Laser Resurfacing j^
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(one «rc* only)

Steven Burres, M.D.
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EVENTS
From page 66

along with the rules," she added.

Kleiner and event management
supervisor Lori Lamar both recalled

working football games at the Rose
'Bowl on days that were so hot there

was an equal amount of drama in the

stands as on the field.

At the Michigan game earlier this

season, they recounted all the people

who they had to help because of the

115-degreeheat.

"That was the hottest and most dif-

ficult game I've ever worked. I've

never seen so many people sick and
passing out," Kleiner said. "There
were more people laying down sick

than even the paramedics could han-

dle."

At one point, Kleiner ran down to

the field to get some tape from the

football student trainers, as there was
one girl who fainted and cut herself

when she fell. The paramedics could

only take care of the most severe

cases.

"I don't know how many they

ended up taking to the hospital that

day," Kleiner said.

Lamar recalled that a very red

man came into the event manage-

"You could tell (the

fans) were ready to

rush (the court) at the

end of regulation/'

N«al Kleiner

Event staff

ment tent asking for sun block, "just

looking like he was about to die."

When they gave it to him he put two
little dabs on his face.

"It was like, *No honey'" Lamar
said. They grabbed his hands and
poured the sun block in. "People
from the east coast don't understand

the sun," she added with a laugh.

There have also been games when
the workers have had to beware of
fans. At this year's men's basketball

game against Arizona at Pauley

Pavilion, as the Bruins played better

and better and it looked like an upset

was in the works, Kleiner could tell

the crowd was just itching to rush the

court.

Knowing there was no way event

management could stop the hungry
crowd, they moved the reporters and

all the tables on press row so that the

fans could safely rush the court.

"You could tell they were ready to

rush at the end of regulation, and
then it went into overtime," Kleiner

said. "You could see the momentum
there."

Event management often works
with some athletes and coaches them-

selves. Warren recalled working at

the pro beach volleyball tournament
that took place at the Los Angeles
Tennis Center in 1997. A blond man
with a pink hat approached him and
wanted to enter the courts in a side

See EVENTS, page 63
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EVENTS
From page 70

Championships. Marjorie recalled a
University of Georgia fan who lashed
out at her for trying to instruct the
woman where to sit. It was so bad that
when the event was over, the woman's
husband came over to Marjorie and
apologized. His wife was a ways ahead
of him at the time.

BRUINS
From page 69

Karros. Furthermore, UCLA had an-NCAA-
record 12 players selected in the 2000 Major
League Baseball Amateur Draft.

„,:,„„ a« ,u. I I 1

J

. .
^* ""^^ * *"^ women's cross country

^Z^l ?n J'"''-
^^^ "^"^ ''^'''^' ^^"^^ ^''^ «°"^ '^'^^^ for strategic teasonsto have h,s hitters adjust their swings to make as well. Cross country must share scholarX^

"(The Michigan game)
was the hottest and
most difficult game
I've ever worked."

NmI Kleiner

Event staff

better use of the aluminum bat, something
that would hurt them in professional ball
when they have to use wooden ones.

As a result, the Bruins have made just one
College World Series

appearance under
Adams. Besides that

——————
one trip to Omaha,
Neb., in 1997, the last

five years have been
filled with what many of
Adams' detractors

deem premature season

endings. In 1999,

UCLA failed to get out

of its regional bracket at

the NCAAs. They suc-

ceeded in doing so in

Adams has coached

more major league

ballplayers than

any other active

NCAA head coach.

with track and field, and since the latter puts a
premium on sprints, throws and jumps, little

money is allocated to distance running.
Naturally, the UCLA cross country program

remains without any

B....^...^.^^^,^,,^ championships in its

history.

But Eric Peterson,

who came on as the

men's head coach this

year and as the

women's seven years

ago, has slowly started

to turn the program
around. This year, he
signed one of the pro-

gram's biggest recruits

in Alejandra Barrientos

"They're just kinda sarcastic,"
Marjorie said of Georgia's women's
gymnastics fans. "They've won so many,
they just think they're high and mighty."

"it's just that people don't want to go

2000. bu. wee downed by Uuisi^a Su.ei„ ofS» Lo«„«, ValC3™ SuTf"!'die Super Regionak. In boft 1998 and 2001, high school sute track c^am^r
the squad didn't even make the NCAAs.

But for many of the same reasons he has
failed, Adams has coached more major league
ballplayers than any other active NCAA head

The addition of Barrientos, who won her
second state title at 1,600 meters last weekend
with a four minute, 43.24-sccond clocking,
will also help the women's track team, which

See EVENTS page 65

^l>.
In 2000. .6 forrner Bn.i„» pUyed in Uk h« noT^Z. n^Z^tir!„ m-J^^b,g leagues, among them American Uague Bruin women's .rack leam has been do« eachhome run champion Troy Glaus and 1992

""^"uosccacn

National Uague Rookie of the Year Eric See WOWS, pay 62
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Speaks Out
What is your greatest sports memory from your UCLA years?

Audrey Bed
Communications studies

Guaree Gupta

Microbiology and political science

Freya Rensch

English

Billy White

Ethnomusicology

I

0*i(y Brum fit Phow
Strong safety Larry Atkins III scans downfield
for blockers while returning an Interception.

EF^1
i

^"^
1

r s
•.>

"I haven't

been to a single

sporting event

at UCLA.
because frankly

sports don't

interest me."

"Wrestling

ray friend Eric

and bodyslam-

ming him. I was

very proud of

that. It was

good-natured

combat."

"It would defmitely have

to be going to my first

UCLA-USC football game
during my freshman year. I

had never experienced excite-

ment of that magnitude

before. The whole spirit of

the event made me feel like I

was part of a really strong

athletic tradition."

"I wore a red sweater to an

Arizona basketball game at

Pauley because I didn't know
their colors. I got called on
the floor for the Super Shot

and everyone was screaming,

Take your shirt off!'"

Carizat Lezcano

English and political science

Mario Turza

Political science

SaraMaghedi

English

Naomi Strauss

Environmental engineering
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"When the

Lakers won
the champi-

onship. It ^^^^F*;^JH

brought out

our L.A.

spifitr W \j__J

"I did

Wu Shu at the

Wooden Center.

It was hard-ass. I

didn't like it. I

suffered the

whole time."

"I went to a gymnastics

meet. Joe and Josephine

Bruin rappelled themselves

down from the rafters and

danced for the crowd. It was

surreal."

"I liked when we beat

Arizona at Pauley Pavilion

this year because we rushed

the court. I'd never experi-

enced anything that exciting

before."

JdeneTam

Economic

Medell Briggs

Microbiok)gy and molecular genetics

Compiled by Scott Schultz. Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Photos by Q^ris BacMey and Nicole Miller, Daily Bruin Staff

''I'm taking the total con-

ditioning class, and I had to

run up the Janss steps five

times. It started to hurt the

second time."

"My very first 'SC game_
during my freshman year. Ir

was my first time tailgating

with all my friends."
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er fhoughf of iointna
Jewish Community?
Hpw about starting one?
Try the Westwood Baylt-a Jewish
student cooperative on Landfair

Avenue in the heart of Westwood.

Comprehensive Child Development, Inc. presents

— ,—^J

i^^^0

• 500 yards from campus
• Discounted rent

• A cooperative living environment
• Single and double rooms availale
• Outdoor pool

• Kosher Kitchen

• Regular Shabbat Dinners

For applications call Kendra Striegler

(310) 824-2752 kendras@uckedu
Website: www.bayitproject.org

or contact Anne Leshenv(310) 824-3811 aleshem@ucla

(Formerly the Cajun Zydeco Festival)

QUEEN MARY EVENTS PARK
Sat. & Sun., June23 & 24 .^.

.

.

Nooiv-8 pm • Gates open at 11 am
NON-STOP LIVE MUSIC!!

• Gene Delafose & French Rockin' Boogie
• Chris Ardoin & Double Clutchin'
• Sheryl Cornier & Cajun Sound

• Rosie Ledet & The Zydeco Playboys
• Walter Moulton & The Scott Playboys

• Arcadiana

CAJUN/CREOLE CllISINE
Dance Workshops/ Kids Activities

Tix: $24 or 2-day Bargain $40;
Sr./Student: $17; 6-17 yrs. $5; Under 5 FRKK!

Credit Card Tix/Info:

(562) 427-3713 or (562) 427-8834
www.LongBcachFestival.com

find tff*ue happiness.
^^

recede, ^^^t^

Postal Registry
The Westwood Business Center

We Have:
• Secure Mail Boxes For

Business and Personal

Use - Available 24 hours

Daily Postal Pick-Up &
Delivery

• Fax Services

• Notary PuWic Available

Packaging Supplies

Stamps & Envelopes

1015 Gayley Avenue
(310) 208-4488

Fax: (310) 208-4329
* student DiscountAvailable*

Westwood's Secret Mailing Placefor the Past 18 years

^,aVSMSS^. Entrance In Reor
North Of Brvodstiks Market

OpM6Doys AWMk

Whiter Teeth in 1 Hour

In Just One Office Treatment at

MWhiter & Brighterr
Teeth Whitening Dental Centers

Chaiiue Your Silver Flllinjis To White

SPECIAL oi I i:r

In-Oriice Teeth \Miitcnin<;

$150 ^or new |)iitirnts

iirui'

iS5(l(> \a\\\v

General & Cosmetic Dentistry
Beautiful, new offices • Stereo headphones for music or TV

• Dental insurance welcome

Brian Reich, DDS, Elliot Schlang, DOS and Associates

www.WhiteraiidBrighter.com

BRENTWOOD WESTWOOD VILLAGE
225 26th St. • Country Mart 951 Westwood Blvd

San Vicente at 26th St. Comer Westwood BI. and Weybum Av.

3 10-45 1 -2728 3 10-824-2225

LUNCH SPECIAL
$4.99

• RICE • SALAD • SOUP
• CHICKEN TERIYAKI or

• FIRE BEEF

• VEGETABLE TEMPURA
• 2 PCS. CAUFORNIA ROLLS

DINNER SPECIAL
$5.99

• RICE • SALAD • SOUP
• CHICKEN TERIYAKI or

• FIRE BEEF
• VEGETABLE TEMPURA

• 3 PCS. CAUFORNIA ROLLS

W
91 1 BROXTON AVC / LfCONTE
WESTWOOD VILLAGE
310 208 7781 ^iAyt4^i

JAPANf Se FOOD
KOREAN fOOD
SAKE BOMBS
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"Although fully aware of the difficultie^^md challenges that lie ahead, we,
at the Coalitionfor Coexistence in t^tliddle East at UCLA, in order
to promote peaceful dialogue and a bettmmulersianding of the symbiotic
relationship between Arabs and Jews, pledge to redouble our efforts and
further our commitment to pursue a peaceful recom iliation to the violence
which continues to pla^e the Middle East, We believe that a true and
lasting peace will only come abot0?0^^aJewish and Palestinian State
exist side-by-side with ^ mutii

connectioriJ^he Land. We
predict the future is to s,

eliminate the two-way

confrontation and instS

turn

reconciliation that invaffi

prosperity.

"

^ of both peoples' historical

Wlieve that the best way to

hand in hand, we can

iolence and
dialogue ancL

Uanding, andpeace.

L=>c 3^3^)^3^X

If you like what you read, please contact:

Sasha Totah - Iam@ucla.edu

Emily Kane - eekane@yahoo.com

ucla summer sessions 2001
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coufies are still
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ucu
REVIEW: Some use year

to improve play, others

enjoy success at NCAAs

By Dyton NMnandcz
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

The UCLA football team
appeared to be on the verge of a

major breakthrough in 1998. The
Bruins were undefeated through the

first 10 games of the season and
looked to be headed to the Fiesta

Bowl for the national championship

game.

Then came the disaster at the

Orange Bowl.

Miami running back Edgerrin

James skipped, slipped and spun
through the Bruin defense for 299
yards and the game-winning touch-

down. UCLA's national champi-

onship run was over.

"They're upset right now,"

UCLA Head Coach Bob Toledo
said after the game. "They know
they let something slip away. The
Fiesta Bowl is gone."

What eluded the Bruins' grasp

that day has never come back within

arm's reach. The defensive prob-

lems that hindered the team in the

Miami game have not disappeared

since, as UCLA has had a hard time

stopping anyone.

The Bruin football squad, like a

surprising number of other UCLA
teams, has been without an NCAA
title for quite some time now.

UCLA has won a total of 19 NCAA
championships in various sports

since 1996, holding its place among
the best athletic programs in the

country. But several of its teams
have not been able to bring home

lies hard to come by

Wha1$wroh(
PruinBear?

deadline for

advertisers

Thursdays

at noon

825-2161

the big prize.

The Bruins' storied men's basket-

ball team falls into that category,

and not everyone is happy about it.

Despite having to deal with some
players leaving school early for the

NBA, the squad made three Sweet
Sixteen appearances from 1997 to

2000. Nonetheless, for much of the

2000-01 season, people called for

the replacement of Head Coach
Steve Lavin.

Lavin responded by closing out

with strong conference play and
reaching once more the round of 16

at the NCAAs, where eventual

champion Duke eliminated the

Bruins.

The Bruin football

squadjike other

UCLA teams, has been

without a NCAA title

for quite some time.

ihc women $ hoops tram, mearh
while, has been up and down. After

missing the NCAAs in 1996-97, the

Bruins qualified three straight

times. But this season, graduation

and the absence of star players

Nicole Kaczmarski and LaCresha
Flannigan left the roster depleted.

The squad struggled, but got a few

late-season wins to finish 6-23.

On the contrary, the men's and
women's golf teams re<merged as

national contenders this year. After

two and three years, respectively, of

failing to qualify for the NCAA
Championships, the teams had

good showings in 2001. At the

national finals, the women finished

tied for fifth while the men were

17th.

The women's tennis team, too,

returned to national prominence

this year. The team finished third at

the NCAAs in 1996. but did not

make the national tournament again

until this year when it won its

Regional by beating Fresno State 4-

3.

And the women's volleyball

team, which has not won an NCAA
title since 1991, has been a Regional

finalist in each of the past two sea-

sons.

Other UCLA programs are just

coming into their own. The
women's soccer team, assembled in

1993, reached its first NCAA cham-

pionship game this season while the

women's swimming and diving

squad captured its first Pao-IO title

in 2000-01.

Then there are some teams that

seem to lose by design. The most

notable of these cases is the baseball

team.

"We have three goals in this pro-

gram," Head Coach Gary Adams
said. "Graduate the phiycrs, help

them get to the major leagues, and
win a national championship."

Adams will be the first to admit,

however, that second and third of

these goals have conflicting inter-

ests. He thinks getting his players to

the highest level of professional ball

is more important.

So Adams keeps his pitchers on
tight pitch counts to save their arms.

He allows his catchers to call the

pitches, thinking the experience will

put them a step ahead of their com-

SecimilNS»|M9e66

Only Bfum file Photo

Maylana Martin fakes out her Texas Longhom opponent at Pauley Pavilion

In 1999. Martin's graduation left a gaping hole in the Bruin offense.

\^{^7 Congratulations Graduates! *c3o

1061 GayleyAve.
Next to Breadstiks

No Appointment Neceesary
208-6559 & 208-9681
8 am to Late Night

fe Servicm lor khn & Woman
'Oye^ in Westwood

[nail and

I SHOE SHINE
' SERVICE
I

! AVAILABLE

STUDENT SPECIAL ^U^ $12.00 W^
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Beautiful flowers express the joy
of such a memorable day....

^ 1381 Westwood blvd. LA, 90027
Phone: (310) 477«1631
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ARY

Call: (310)268-0700

1726 1/2 Westwood Blvd.

Los Angeles, CA 90024

Kindergarten through Grade 6
An independent day school

Academically superior

Small class size

Music and drama
Foreign language
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Qub sports carve out niche at UCLA
ACnVITIES: Teams

prosper in spite of

relative anonymity

By Greg Sdiain

Daily Bruin Reporter

There is a large but dis-

creet population of unsung

athletic heroes roaming the

UCLA campus.

These athletes play club

sports, a thriving activity at

UCLA.
They get little financial or

emotional support from the

UCLA brass. They get no
priority registration, no acad-

emic tutoring, no access to

athletic training facilities and
no clothing or backpacks to

let everyone know that they

are members of a team.

And they get little respect

from the student body.

But these athletes can

labor up to 20 hours per

week, sometimes more, con-

centrating on the sport they

love.

There arc 22 dub teams at

UCLA, matching the num-
ber of NCAA teams present

on campus.

Some teams have a long

standing tradition. The ice

hockey team has been going

strong for 75 years.

Other teams, like women's
water polo, have just started

this season.

But both of these teams

have something in common:
they have earned respect as

prestigious club programs on

Employees remember

perks, frustrations
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EVENTS: Staff recalls

die-hard fans, radical

memories, close calls

By Pauline Vu
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

NeaJ Kleiner's most memo-
rable athletic memory in the

past five years was the 1996 foot-

ball game against USC, when
UCLA, down by 17 points with

only minutes to go, managed to

tie the game
and then —

—

win it in

overtime.

"It was

an unbeliev-

able game,"

Kleiner
said, recall-

ing all the

The event management
staffers are amont Bruin

athletics' biggest fans.

event management staff- one of

the blue and yellow-jacketed

people at football and basketball

games who take your ticket and
make sure you're sitting where

you're supposed to be sitting.

The event management
staffers are among Bruin athlet-

ics' biggest fans. They're at all

the games and get to witness

them from a different angle than

that of UCLA students, the

angle that deals with fans.

Especially opposing fans.

A few years ago at a women's

basketball""^"^"^~ game
against
Stanford,
Warren
Woodburn
recalled
telling a

Cardinal
fan to leave

MARY GIECEK/Oaity Bfuin senior Slaff

The water skiing team is one of 22 club teams at UCLA. Despite getting little

financial or emotional support, team members have a clear competitive drive.

a national level.

"The ice hockey team has

done very well in the past two

years," said Chad Brown,
manager of club sports at

UCLA. "They have been in

the top 12 teams in the coun-

try and have competed
nationally."

In fact, the team's coach,

Daryl Evans, is a former

member of the Los Angeles

Kings and has arranged for

the Kings to sponsor the

team with uniforms and
other equipment.

The women's water polo

team has also vastly exceeded

expectations. In its first sea-

son, the team finished first in

its conference and went on to

place third at the national col-

legiate club championships.

Many other clubs have

encountered national success

this season. A member of the

cycling team, Alex Smith,

won the Collegiate National

Road Race Championships

in Colorado.

**Our whole team is so

Sec OJIB, page 62

Bruin fans who, thinking the the game because he wouldn't

cause hopeless, began to leave get off the railing,

early. "Hell, even 'SC people The fan thought Woodburn
were leaving. They thought it was ptdcing on him because he
was locked up.

"As it got closer and closer,

people stopped leaving because

they were glued down to the

end," he continued. "Now I

especially remember the 'SC big

shot fans who came down from

wore a Stanford sweater and
told Woodburn so. Woodburn
kicked him out anyway,

because, after all, he wasn't sup-

posed to be standing on the rail-

ing.

I don't pick out people just

the press bqx to congratulate to pick on them," he said.

'SC Coach (John) Robinson Warren's wife, Marjorie, has
and how bitterly they were dis- also dealt with a hostile fan.

appointed." When Pauley Pavilion was host-

Kleiner would be in a good ing the 1998 Women's
position to remember that par- Gymnastics NCAA
ticular scene. He was, after all, .

working that game as part of the See EVENTS^ page 66
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BURGER SPECIALS

1 Cheese Burger Combo

2 Turkey Burger

3 Teriyaki Burger

4 BBQ Bacon Burger

$4.25

$5.00

$5.25

$5.75

SANDWICH SPECIALS

1 Steak Sandwich Combo $ 6.50

2 Pastrami Sandwich $ 6.50

3 Teriyaici Chiclcen Sandwich $ 6.50

4 Hot Dogger Special $ 3.50

BREAKFAST SPECIALS

2 eggs any style, bacon,

hash browns and toast

All Items include tax. 3.25
including

tax

All of our Burger and Sandwich Specials come with
All You can Drinl< and Fries or Fresh Fruit

Don't miss out on our lunch specials!

208-2424
10922 Kinross Ave., Westwood Village

sAPLlNE
DINER & PRESS CLUB

\A/ESTWOOD

Teams vie for bragging rights during crosstown competitions

IVE YEARS OF UCLA VS. USC

Bmins have dominated their crosstown rivalry with

the Trojans In head-to-head matchups over the past five

years. Here are some stats from the 1996-1997 season

until now:

Men's athletia

Baseball - Between the pitches and

home runs. UCLA hasn't fared well. As

foul as It may seem, USC leads 18-12.

Basketball - The Bruins remain head

honcho when it comes to hoops. UCLA

leads 9-1.

Football - Despite snapping an eight-

game winning itmk, UCLA still controls

thelineofKrlmmage3-2.

Trade and field - UCLA can boast the

faster runners, higher jumpers and

stronger throwers with a 4-1 lead.

Tennis - The team aces when it comes

to the rivalry with the Trojans. The

Bruins rule 7-3.

VotleybatI - Ready, set, spike! OverM
past five years, the squad has remained

above the net 4-1.

Water polo - Treading water, USC

prevails. UCLA gives way to the Trojans

8-11.

Women's athletics

Basketball - Whoop! UCU controls

the court 6-4, while the Trojans take

second in a two-team rivalry.

7* Soccer -Counting backwards, UCLA takes

the rivalry with three wins. USC comes in

second with two, and each has one tie.

Swimming - USC proves to be a

! daunting team underwatw; taking the

lead 5-0.

Tennis - Serving up wns, UCLA

remains Nal in this rivalry. The Bruins

string USC akMig 7-3.

Track and field - in dual meets, the

tovming Bruins leave USC in the

shadowi UCIA dominates 5-0.

Votleybafi- Bruins and Trojans work up

a sweat in their rivalry, but UCLA ends

up^ng to USC 4-6.

er polo - Training year-round in

weather, UCLA earns its lead in the

rivalry 10-7.

Five-year wrap up: UCLA leads USC 10-4 in

I Iverall series.

R1VAU«Y: Emotions sUll

high after 60 years of

UCLA-USC meeUngs

ByAJCadman
Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Lx)s Angeles is a city that stretch-

es as far as the eye can see, but it

never has been quite big enough

for UCLA and USC.
Sixty years ago, it began with a

handful of USC students stealing

the keys to the truck that transport-

ed UCLA's infamous Victory Bell-

a gift from the AJumni Association

that rung for every Bruin football

touchdown.

From threats, destruction of

property, taunting and teasing by

each student body, to intense emo-

tion on the athletic battlefield, this

crosstown rivalry marches on.

The fight for

supremacy is sure

to stand the test

of time.

"Sparks are going to fly as soon

as we meet," said graduating

senior Earl Watson, a guard for the

UCLA men's basketball team,

before an epic showdown this past

season. "It's like two trains coming

to a head and the toughest team is

going to win the game. It's going to

be a brawl. I love being part of

games like that."

In the last four years, epic

moments between the Bruins and

Trojans have continued the legacy

left by athletes from both schools.

Marked by a rich tradition of ani-

mosity, the fight for supremacy and
bragging rights in the City of

Angels is sure to stand the test of

time.

In men's basketball, it was the ill-

timed decision by fans to throw

water bottles onto the playing sur-

face in the Feb. 8 contest at the Los

Angeles Sports Arena that cost a

ranked Trojan squad an opportuni-

ty to stay in the race for the confer-

ence title. A technical foul assessed,

USC never clawed closer in a game
that had so much riding on it.

And in that same game, it was a

composed Watson that shed emo-

tion to the rivalry by waving his

hands and taunting a Trojan crowd

after fouling out of the game with

the victory safe and secure. In his

last five years, Trojan head coach

Henry Bibby, a former Bruin bas-

ketball standout, is 1-9 against his

alma mater in the coaching box.

Daity Bfuin File Pholo

Sean Elenz-Martinez acts out his antipathy toward USC during the annual car smash in

November 1999. The UCLA-USC rivalry is always a source of intense emotion and competition.

But in football, it was Southern

California that got redemption in

1999. handing UCLA a 17-7 loss at

the Los Angeles Memorial
Coliseum and ending an eight-year

skid to the Bruins. And it was the

Trojans who would add insult to

injury with a 38-35 shocker this sea-

son at the Rose Bowl on a last-sec-

ond field goal by an inconsistent

place kicker.

"This is prime time," wide

receiver Freddie Mitchell said, a

recent draftee by the Philadelphia

Eagles. "This game decides who
gets to keep their heads up in the

city and who has to put them
down."

"I'm playing," injured line-

backer Robert Thomas said during

Big Game Week. "I've got to play.

It's 'SC week. Nobody's hurt dur-

ing 'SC week."

This season in men's water polo,

it was an incident during a late sea-

son contest that helped manifest

the heartfelt dislike for one anoth-

er. At halftime, UCLA co-head

coach Adam Krikorian became
angry after USC head coach Jovan

Vavic bumped UCLA co-head

coach Guy Baker as the teams

switched sides.

Krikorian grabbed Vavic, and

according to spectators, began to

angrily question the motives

behind such Trojan misbehavior.

Vavic later reacted unpleasantly

to the fans after his team defeated

the Bruins. The university, in con-

junction with the Mountain Pacific

Sports Federation, handed down a

one-game suspension prompted by

Vavic's actions.

And in track and field, the war
on the oval singles out the rivalry at

one of the most crucial times of the

outdoor season, the dual-meet

right before the conference and
national championship meets.

Both UCLA and USC find them-

selves regulariy battling for the

right to an NCAA title, and the

dual-meets over the past four sea-

sons have exemplified the dogfight

attitude that should carry into the

new millennium.

"In women's track and field, the

UCLA-USC rivalry has become as

great as the rivalry with the men's

teams," said Bruin women's Head
Coach Jeannette Bolden. "I can

remember the '70s and '80s with a

crowded Drake Stadium and
worid records were being set (at the

UCLA-USC meet). Now in the

'90s, both are still competing on a

high level." j

To get rid of one would dull the

luster of the other.

There are some collegiate rival-

ries that raise the barometer for

competition in one particular

sport. But the UCLA and USC
rivalry, and its coexistence in one of

the premier sports cities world-

wide, spans every inch ofthe athlet-

ic gridiron.

JOAN ONC/Uaily Kruiri ,eniof Slaff

2001

Msy 1 1: Douglas Adams, author of -The HitcNker's Guide to

thcGalaxx" passes away at age 491 The storylne spawned a

popular radio show as wed as books.

S*v WJiS";

May 16: uc Regents unanimously

resdnd SW and 2 by implementing fa&-28

; Students protest after geography professor

Joshua Muldavin Is denied tenure. Nineteen students »e
arrested during a protest and a hunger strike is initiated.

June:-. The dass of 2001 graduate uaA
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Finals got you in

a funk? We feel

ya, so why don't

you feel us at the

Daily Bruin Web
site?

www.dailybruin.ucla.edu
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The most unheralded

athletes on campus play

club sports. See page 70.
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As many UCLA

seniors can tell

you, there's nothing

like going out

a winner

By Adam Karon
Daily Brum Staff

)..

NCAA Championships
1997-2001

1

.

IVI. Water polo, 1997
2. W. Water polo, 2001

3. M. Volleyball, 2000^
4: M. Soccer, 1997 ^
5. Gymnastics, 1997 ''^iifet

6. M. Water polo, 1999 jt^
7/Gymnastics,* 2001 P ^ ^
8. W. Water polo, 2000 ,:

9. W. Water polo, 1 99/
10. W. Water polo, 1^
11. \)V. Water polo, 1€96
12. M. Volleyball, 1998
13. M. Volleyball, 19
14. M. Water polo, :^

15&^ftball, ISId^ m
Jjlyrnnastidi, ^0 '

ictured: W. Indoor Tcpct^ 1999

f(^

A
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Nothing IS finer than'going out a winner""

The seniors on the Bruins gymnastics,

women's indoor track, and men's and
women's water polo teams agree that win-

ning their fmai collegiate contest is the best

possible end to a career at UCLA.
Many of these men and women will leave

competitive sports behind as they head into

life beyond college, with each athlete on a

championship team having gained valuable

experience and irreplaceable memories.

"You learn how to work with people, how
to come together as a team which is really

important in the job world," gymnast Mohini

See CHAMPIONS, page 64
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2001
Feb, 12: us. OMt of

Appeals upholds that

Napster is guity of copy<

right infringement.

feb.21:70sro6Lduo
Steely Dan surprises audi-

ences by walking away with

the Grammy for attxjm of the

yeac beating out controver-

sial rapper Eminem.

^-^wW

^ou can TRUST!
J BEL AIR CAMERA SUPERSTORE ^

~"

Competitive prices
Prooutrt luioviflcdge
44 years experience
17,000 sq. ft. Superstore

IVIIN#LTA

The Minolta STsi QP is an
electronic SLR thai IS totally

I that
norapia.
yr. Iim-

Nikon ^

The Njkpn N65 is a com-
pact SL^ that IS totally

automatic or manual Topus
/exposure, and ampmatic
flasji. Includes Nikon s 1

limited warranty.

h

AA^ ^k The Minolta Xlsi hasm m ^m the realumorSTti plus I
M^^M M ay high speed shutter / sync .

^^^^ ^^ ^^ F.ye-st«r1 automjilion, St. I

2 fp% motor. Incl. Minolta's I yr. Imtd war.

MAXXUMTeodyl
^^^^0^0^ ^^1 aulofocus with auto- |^CKQU matic focus trackinu. High
^r""*^ speed metering. TTL Flash. |

r and Hvc-Start Automation. ,

HIOOb(xly

^AM^tfk Ihc Nikon I'lOO has M)

^k^f^^HI Mainx metering. Spot-

iJBa'KaJ>"> meter. Autu exposure

^F^^^^^ bracketing, and Multiple

exposure. Includes Nikon's I yr Imtd wai

N80
I asl autofiKUS with auto-

i^--f, __L_ "la"*^ •"<""* tracking. 3D

BonSlSmcnL nw'f'i metering. 3D Tl I.

„, I,

«««ifmw«
Butomalic Flash

$50
CASH BACK

Canon
Elan II

p/i/s 28-80AF
Canon Zoom

|449
The Canon plan II is an electronic SLKthat pi

tic Plash, High Spcfd Shutter. Automatic and Manual
Exposure, Automatic and Manual Focus, and 1 1 C ustom
+unctfons. incl. Canon s J yr. Imtd warranty,

rovides Automa-I

I

3ty/rcgistraUon cardf"

$75
CASH BACK
RUMCANON

High-speed I ye Controlled

focus. 7rps motor with PB-r.2

Booster. 2 1 /one evaluative

metering. 45-poini area AF.
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ELPH siucr
Ultra Contpad Otfiul Slill camera
with 2 I MetiiPiscl. ConifMKtRaith
Incl. bmiery A ctiMter. Cmmmi USA
Imtd warTicg card

ELPHS300
Ulira Coinpact Digital Still camera

with 3X Zoom. 2.T MegaPixel. CF .

Ittcl. battery A charger. Canon USA
Imtd warVreg card

C-3040Zoom
Olymnun' Digital Still camera with )X
Opt ioom.3 34MgPxl. 18" LCD. USB.
and Quick'Time Moviek with Mund.
OlympuN Imtd warranty.

0260
UlirHCompact APS camera with 2X
ZoonOt^ Automatic Rash. incl. hat-

tery. Ca<^. Film A Sin^). Canon USA
Imtd warVrcg card

IQZoom 11i
Pcniux's Compact wiih 38-11 Jmm Tele

Zoom. Switchahk Rjnorumu
A Multi-segment metering. Pcniax lyr

Imtd. warranty.

mjuZCX)M130KrT
Olympus' mju 1.30 is highly rated with

il.\ .38-130 room, and sharpness. Incl.

Rcnwlc ContrDi, Caw Battery. Film,

A Proe—ling. Olympus lyr USA war

Brio 0100
Olympus' Digiul Still cameni with

Auiofocus ,1 3MgPxl. 18" LCD. USB,
and PiKket sized. Olympu>t Imtd war

PowerShotGI
Compact Digital with 3X zoom<i#-l02mm).
3 I MgPxI. Auto & Manual ovetwSes. Type I

/ II CompactFlash Canon USA Ifflid war.

72r Scientists pufafsh the com-

resutts of the Human Genome
In whkh th(7 had mapped the

code of a human dvxNnosome.

J^tt • ' «i'

WTW\i^ ^'^ r^L^-^i ^ d^i

Canon
E(3S'D30 Body

Die Canon D30 uaet Canon's (iF lens-

es. 3.25MjiPxl. TTI. eyclevel viewfind-

er. I
»•• LCD. F:-TTL (lash. 3rp» for up

to 8 continuous images. CompactFlash,

allows IBM Microdrive, and wcioblL

only 26.8 ozs $2999 FLUS

IBM340MB Mkrodrive & BPSU BiMcry

CXXXPIX^,- ^...
Nikon's Digital Slill camera with IB

LCD. 3 34M«Pil. 2.3X Zoom. Auto

and manual. Nikan USA Imtd warranty.

Nikon
IV

Zoom Date 70
Fuji'n Compact with 3.^-70mm Tele

Zoom. Raxh. and Imprmis Dale

Fuji lyr Imtd. warranty.

Discovery S1 050 Vectis 300 Kit
Full's Compact with 3K- lO'iinm Tele Minolta's ullra<ompat'l AlFuji's Compact with 3K- lO'iinm Tele

Zoom. Flash, and Imprints Date

Fuji lyr USA Imtd. warranty

Minolta's ullra<omputl APS with 3x

zoom, MRC. Panaoramu. and Flash

Minollas lyr USA warranty

i^if rM»»i>i:^i^'S

The Nikon Coolacan IV ii

Nikon's neweil tcanner

with 2<)00 dpi. 42 second

•can liiTK. USD interface.

Dyruunic range of 3.6.

High quality 41 hit images

at si^es up to 64MH
Includes Nikon Imtd war.

1

^ CELESTROn
NexSter^'

RENTMEI
^

Rent any Medium Format camera. Meter, or Studio

Ughting, for one day and get the

2nd Day FREE!
Check with our RentarDepartment for details.

reservations, and Catalogue. ,

NextStarS $1199
complete with Electronic Controller

NextStarS $1899
cotnplete.with Kicvirunic Controller

Iripod not included

<i<«%

Ftb. 24: ThMMomen^ swimfning and diving te^ii

first ever Pac-10 Oiampjonshipw It doesnt find out unt8 H,0i'

J>ad( to campus and a UCLA swimmer's father dbcoMTS 3 '

ing disoiparKy <Dnoaming missed diving scores. The f^<

doesnt maiw it official for an iddWonai week.

Meade
ETX-90EC
complete with
FJcctronic Conlrtiller

D&MEC
complete with Ihpod

$399

www.belalrcamera.com

Camera
L.4/S DISCOUNT CAMERA & VIDEO SUPERSTORE

10925 Kinross Avenue @ Gayley Avenue
In Wcstwood Village, Just North of Wilshire, East of the 405 Freeway

FREE PARKING at Lot Next to Store on Kinross p^
Plus Validated Parking at Lots with this sign I ^M
MON-FRI 9-7; SAT 9:30-6; SUN 1 2-5 Ui

310-208-5150 www.beiaircameni.com
Limited to StoiHt on Hand. Not responsible for misprints. Ends 6/2 1 A) I
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T MITSUBISHI

MIL MOTORS
wake up and drive'"

AND YOU ARE ON THE

ROAD TO A NEW OR USED

1 501 Santa Monica Blvd

310.319.1344

guaranteed c^

VALUE
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MARY HCXSCHER

3 p.m. Fourth-year biochemistry student Sarah Villa Dolan
practices flamenco dancing on the balcony of Kaufman Hall.

4 p.m. A great view of the UCLA campus can be found on the
roof of the Mathematical Sciences building.

9 p.m. Intramural basketball players struggle for the ball in a
playoff game held in Pauley Pavilion.
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Clockwise from top

3 p.m.

Using his shadow as a

weather gauge, Keith
Nicol, a fifth-year art

student, walks to class

along Strathmore Avenue.

6:34 p.m.

A mannequin, represent-
ing siveatshop-workers,

stands on the lawn in

front of PerlofT Hall

holding a spool of thread.

3:30 p.m.

Fourth-year art student
Trevor Watson works on
small trees as part of his

art project

6:30 p.m.

Students rush to class by
running up the stairs of
Bunche HalL

JANA SUMMERS

JANASUMM£(tS
CKLEY/D«i(yBnNn

i,bckwise from top

4:19 p.m.

Kal IVuong, a 2000 UCLA
alumna, exits the Jules Stein

Eye Institute Into the

Medical Center courtyard.

-^

5 9:45 p.m.

^ Jason Barbose, a first-year

political science student,
plays table tennis in
HcdrlckHaa

CATHERINE JUNA)»tty 6nj>n Senwr Staff

MIKE CHIEN

1 p.m.
I

Rafael Esper, left, and first- /

year undeclared student '

Alex Black talk on campus
pay-phones in Ackerman.

12:50 p.in.

Professor Robert Winter
teacbet bis Jbftuic 202 rfanf
wbile bis studenls try to
follow bis cesturei^
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Top to bottom, from left

4:30 p.m.

Fruits such as cantaloupe can be found at

the Farmer's Market every Thursday in

Westwood Village.

9:33 p.m.
• Ftrst-year political science Shahed Fakhar
receives a massage from Daniella Alamillo
from Bryman CoUege as part of the Academic
Stress workshops offered during midterm and
finals weeks by Hitch Suites.

1:17 p.m.
Had|a Tftll, a third-year international develop-
ment studies student, looks for material in the
Young Research Library for a research paper.

9:21 a.m.
Ed McCaslane grinds a fixture while working on Charles E.
Young Drive South in front of the Botany Building.

4:45 p.m.
Second-year music performance student
Esther Lee plays her harp during class in

Schoenberg Hall.

2:06 p.m.
Psychology graduate student Evan Palmer plays a drum on
Bruin Walk.

8:38 p.m.

Autumn Resser, Jonathan Neeley, Kathi Castoro and
Dennis BeaslQr rehearses for the musical theater performance,
"TOl Me the Trutfi About Love** at the Freud Playhouse.

JENNlfW YbEM)ii»y Bruin Sfotor Staff
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4:30 p.m. First-year student Michael Sefanov gets his hair cut by Olga Vinel at Campus Cuts in Ackerman Union.

Camp
Shad
12:40 p.m.

First-year Kelli Maria
Peterson sings along with

an accompanying pianist

in Schoenberg Hall.

4:30 p.m.

Fourth-year Eric

Yamahata checks out a

pair of sunglasses in a

mirror at an outdoor sale

on campus.

fi'

Q./\0 _ -^. cu A . «^NMFERyuif«/0«VBn^ Senior StaffO.UO p.m. First-year graduate student Jennifer Epps reads over the script to "The Hospital,"
which she is directing, as the cast pracUces its lines in MacGowan Hall.
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udent essure
Six years of UC-wide activism

helped keep affirmative

action issues alive and bring

an end to SP-1 and 2

By Barbara Ortutay

Daily Baiin Senior Staff

The regents' two "standing poli-

cies" took 12 hours of deliberation

to pass and six years of protest to

bring to a symbolic end.

On July 20, 1995, the UC Board

of Regents passed SP-I and 2 amid

protests by students, faculty, politi-

cians and community activists

across the state. That day. the Rev.

Jesse Jackson joined 1,000 demon-

strators in the Laurel Heights area

of San Francisco to condemn the

board's repeal of affirmative action

in admissions, hiring and contracts

- policies that had been in place for

more than 25 years.

"We are going forward by hope,

and not backwards by fear. No lie

can stop us. No jail cell can contain

us. No grave can hold our bodies

down. We are determined,"

Jackson said to the cheering crowd

in 1995. "We need you to leave this

place mobilizing, galvanizing, orga-

nizing, and fighting back."

And they did.

For six years, community
activists, politicians and teachers

joined students in protesting the

regents' policies b^Jhning affirma-

tive action. A year later, affirmative

action was banned statewide with

the passage of Proposition 209.

Year after year, everything from

campus politics to media attention

and relationships with legislators

contributed to the ups and downs of

student organizing. But students

involved in the movement agree

they must carry on the torch.

"We wouldn't be here if it wasn't

for other people," said Portia

Pedro, a former Undergraduate

Students Association Council exter-

nal vice president. "People have put

in much more time and sacrificed

much more than we are right now,

jnst so we have the opportunity to

get here. And it would be irresponsi-

ble for us just to go to this school

and not work on other people being

able to get in."

"It was students who
forced the regents to

repeal SP-I."

Mike de la Rocha
Former USAC president

Students formed the Affirmative

Action Coalition in 1995, in

response to the regents' repeal that

year. The group stemmed from the

Human Rights Coalition, formed

between 1993 and 1994 to combat

Proposition 187 and the "three

strikes" law, which organizers con-

sidered a direct attack on
California's minority commimities.

The multi-ethnic coalition con-

Daily BfUfo f iip Ptxjto

Students stage a sit-down In the middle of a street during the Oct. 1 2, 1 995 protest in Westwood to

show their disproval of the regents' approved policies to end affirmative action at the university.

sisted of Samahang Pilipino,

MEChA, African Student Union,

Asian Pacific Coalition and the

American Indian Student

Association.

Mike de la Rocha, a '00 alumnus

who served as the 19994)0 USAC
president, was among the 3,000 who
marched through Westwood on
Oct. 12, 1995, protesting the end of

affirmative action and halting traffic

at the intersection of Westwood and

Wilshire Boulevards for more than

an hour.

"That was probably what got me
into organizing," de la Rocha said.

"It's amazing when you are one in

the middle of 3,000 and everyone is

there because they believe in social

justice; they believe that education is

a right.

"We shut down the busiest inter-

section in the nation. It was students

who did that, and it was students

who forced the regents to repeal SP-
1."

De la Rocha, who entered UCLA
that year, said it was through

MEChA that he got involved in the

movement. He attributed his early

involvement to mentors within the

group as well as the Chicano com-

munity.

"My parents always told me I

had a responsibility," he said. "We
are rooted not only -in our time here

at UCLA, but also in a history of

activism."

UCLA's student movement has

looked to the past to draw inspira-

tion for their actions today.

In the last few years, though the

words "istudent activism" and "Stu-

dent government" have became
nearly synonymous, it was not

always this way. The Greek system

dominated the undergraduate stu-

dent government in years prior to

1995, when Students First! candi-

date York Chang won the presiden-

cy and his slate swept the elections.

In 1997-98, MEChA split from

Students First!, and a year later,

APC broke off to form its own slate,

called Mobilize 2000. Though the

.M2K slate was short-lived, the coali-

tion formerly known as Students

First! became Praxis, and student

$ee«IOMEMEirr,|M9c7

Administration focuses on outreach

Phoio CotKlMy SHAPf

Students make Christmas stockings at a To
Help Everyone clinic put on by SHAPL

PROGRAMS: Efforts to increase

competitive edge of minorities

part of attempts to up diversity

By Scott B.Won9
Dally Bruin Staff

As the UCLA freshman applicant pool

grows, so does the task laid out before

administrators assigned to diversify the

pool of UC-eligible applicants through uni-

versity outreach efforts.

"What happens when 40,000 applicants

apply for 4,000 admit spots?" asked Sid

Thompson, former Los Angeles Unified

School District superintendent and a cur-

rent senior fellow of the Graduate School

of Education &. Information Studies.

"As competitiveness increases for

entrance to UCLA, we need to do a lot

more for at-risk kids to be competitive." he

continued.

Every year since 1999, UCLA applicant

figures have increased by 3,000, according

to Jack Sutton, executive director of the

Education Outreach Steering Committee.

This year, UCLA reached 40.121 freshman

applicants.

In 1998 when the UC Regents imple-

mented SP-I. which ended the use of affir-

mative action in admissions, three quarters

of underrepresented UCLA applicants

ranked in the bottom half of the applicant

pool.

But SP-I also mandated the formation of

the UC Outreach Task Force to identify

ways the university could remain accessible

to students of diverse backgrounds.

The recent repeal of SP-1 is only a sym-

bolic action because of Proposition 209. the

state voter initiative that banned the use of

affirmative action, said Debbie Pounds,

director of the Early Academic Outreach
Program.

Through university outreach,

UCLA has formed longer-

term partnerships with what

LAUSD has deemed the

"Super 12"- high schools in

the most underprivileged

areas of the city.

"We have to prepare students to be com-
petitively admissible no matter what propo-

sition is In place," Pounds said.

In 1998. $30 million was allocated for

outreach programs. Of that amount. $15

million went to student-centered academic

development programs like EAOP

Another $15 million went. to university-

school partnerships. $2 million of which

were funneled into UCLA.
Meanwhile, student-initiated outreach

programs aim to empower students to feel

they can aspire and attain higher education

regardless of conditions in their school,

said Tim Ngubeni, director of the

Community Programs Office.

"Students are doing this, not because
they are getting paid an exorbitant amount
of money, but because there is an obliga-

tion to their communities," Ngubeni said.

Li'i Furumoto, director of Xinachtii,

MEChA's student-initiated outreach pro-

gram, suggests that applicants recommend-
ed by outreach programs receive special

consideration in admissions.

"Our students excel in leadership posi-

tions and have knowledge about their

respective communities," she said.

• Student-initiated programs also encom-
pass the Student Retention Center,
designed to keep students at UCLA and to

improve the academic achievement of eth-

nic populations.

Retention programs include, among oth-

ers, the African Student Union's Academic
Supports Program, MEChA Calmecac and
the Samahang Pilipino Education and
Retention.

The university's EAOP, which aims to

increase academic competitiveness for
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Affirmative action proponents still face upNII battle
COLUMN: Slate electorate,

federal government have

proven tough adversaries

The UC Board of Regents'

unanimous decision to

rescind its 1995 ban on afTir-

mative action last month has been
viewed by activists as a substantial

victory in the battle to bring racial

preferences

back to the

University of

California.

That opti-

mism, however,

may be serious-

ly misguided in

our present

political cli-

mate.

While the

symbolic signif-

icance of the

regents' action

should not be discounted, the future

of affirmative action remains tenu-

ous at best. Advocates of diversity

must^thiukjong axui hard about real

Michael

Weiner

Weiner is a Daily Bruin columnist who
analyzes issues r^ing to the UCLA and
KK. community.

alternatives to affirmative action

Proposition 209, the 1996 ballot

measure that outlawed affirmative

action in California, remains the

law, and continues to prevent uni-

versity officials from instituting

admissions and hiring policies that

could take race and gender into

account. Furthermore, it is doubtful

this state's electorate, which is

much whiter, older and more con-

servative than the actual California

population, would be willing to

change its mind on 209 any time

soon.

Even so, state politics and univer-

sity policy may not be the biggest

hurdles for the pro-affirmative

action movement. Sooner rather

than later, affirmative action again
will be considered by the U.S.

Supreme Court. With George W.
Bush in the White House and the

right wing chomping at the bit for

his first high court nominees, pref-

erence programs nationwide may be
doomed.

Many of the justices are getting

old, including Ruth Bader Ginsburg
and John Paul Stevens, both of

whom have reliably defended affir-

mative action. During his campaign
for the presidency. Bush cited jus-

tices Antonin Scalia and Clarence
Thomas as his ideal judicial models.

Both have indicated they will strike

down affirmative action completely

given the opportunity.

In the last major case dealing

with the subject, I995's Adarand
Constructors v. Pcna, the court

severely curtailed federal workplace
affirmative action programs, but

didn't bar them entirely.

Nonetheless, in concurrent opin-

ions, Scalia and Thomas expressed

distaste for such programs across

the board.

Despite the recent Democratic
takeover of the U.S. Senate - which
must confirm all judicial nominees -

progressives may be unable to pre-

vent Bush from appointing right-

wing justices like Scalia and
Thomas to the Supreme Court. This
is evidenced by the failure of Senate

Democrats to muster enough votes

to prevent the appointment of Ted
Olson, a prominent conservative

lawyer who has argued against affir-

mative action before the Supreme
Court, as Bush's solicitor general.

If that's the case, it may only be a

matter of time before affirmative

action is relegated to the dustbin of
history.

With contradictory decisions at

the district and appellate levels, it

looks increasingly likely that the

Supreme Court will consider the

legality of affirmative action in

higher education in the not-too-dis-

tant future. Whether that happens
before Bush makes an appointment
- and whether such an appointment
would have an effect on the decision
- remains unclear. What is evident

IS that if such a decision were made
today, the vote would be very close.

And it could go either way.

All this should serve notice to

affirmative action backers: It's time
to think about real alternatives to

racial preferences. Diversity in our
institutions of higher education is

an unquantifiable good; a proactive

and creative approach must be
taken to ensure its preservation.

Not surprisingly, the University

of California is on the cutting edge
of this problem because it was one
of the first major public universities

to ban affirmative action. The strat-

egy for maintaining diversity that

the UC has followed over the last

six years is instructive in consider-

ing America's capacity to ensure
access to higher education without
racial preferences.

Unfortunately, for most of that

Itrne, \JC policies aimed more
toward generating good PR. than
to actually promoting diversity.

The regents began by placing out-

reach at the center of their strategy.

Funding increased significantly for

systemwide and campus-based pro-

grams aimed at increasing disadvan-

taged K-I2 students' preparedness

for a college education. Such pro-

grams include mentoring by UC
students, recruitment centers and
teacher training for inner-city

schools.

All these things represent an
important aspect of the UC's mis-

sion, namely, public service. But it

is wrong to think the university can
singlehandedly make a significant

impact on the racial and socioeco-

nomic inequality that characterize

K-I2 public education in this state.

And of course, it hasn't.

Perhaps implicitly recognizing

this fact, the university, led by
President Richard Atkinson - him-
self a supporter of affirmative

action - began ever so gingerly to

tinker with admissions policies the

last three years.

First came the 4 percent plan.

Heralded by Gov. Gray Davis, the

plan guarantees admission to a UC
campus to all students who gradu-

ate in the top 4 percent of their high_
school class. The idea is that stu^

dents who are relatively successful

in poorly performing schools

SeeWBNOtpage?
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Student Regent Justin Fong addresses the crowd outside Royce Hall on the night of
the March 14 protest. He has been vocal in his opposition to SP-1 and 2 during his term.

Student regents have

long fought for repeal
MEMBER: Position gives

representative chance to

be ^conscience of board'

By Linh Tat

Daily Bruin Senior Staff

Protesters of the 1960s provided

the impetus for students to speak
out, but voicing opposition against

the majority of a 26-member board
has often been the charge of the stu-

dent regent.

Since the UC Regents passed SP-

1 and 2 in 1995, ending affirmative

action in admissions, hiring and
contracting, the student regent -

dubbed by some the '^conscience of

the board" - has consistently

denounced these policies.

"The regents would be suspi-

cious if the student regent agreed
with them on everything. There is

an expectation for the student

regent to object, and with good rea-

son." said current Student Regent
- Justin Fong.

"The student regent is not there

to be liked by the board. They're
there to work," he said.

When Fong was not included in

the board's recent attempt to draft a

resolution to replace SP-1 and 2, he

said he would draft his own. But the

night before the May regents' meet-
ing, Fong and other board members
came to a resolution they agreed on.

"He, in the last couple of months,
was one of the major regents, major
components, of our board that put

together the final resolution that

actually used the 'R' word - rescind-

ed SP-1 and 2," said Regent William

Bagley.

Jess Bravin, student regent in

1996-97, said Fong made it clear he
would not allow the issue to be
ignored, forcing the politically

appointed members to take his posi-

tion into account.

"Fong was an example of what
the voters had in mind in 1974 when
they created (the student regent)

position," Bravin said.

In November 1974, California

voters approved a resolution, which
resulted in the creation of the posi-

tion. Though the state approved
having a student regent, former
regents feel the position was created

more to uphold a positive image of
the UC system than because board
members truly valued student

input.

"There was a lot of superficial

cordiality toward the student but

that member is generally excluded

from the between meetings among a

subset of regents who really call the

shots on the board," Bravin said.

Disparities between die studeoC
and other members of the board
include the fact that 18 members are

appointed by the governor, who is

also a regent by virtue of his office.

However, the student regent is

selected by the board itself after

applying through the UC Student

Association. UCSA, a coalition of

student leaders from the different

UC campuses, forwards the names
of three finalists to the board, which
ultimately selects the student

regent.

In addition to the difference in

appointment process, both the stu-

dent and alumni regents only serve

a one-year term, with nine addition-

al months as regent-designate prior

to receiving voting rights. In con-

trast, the other appointed regents

serve on the board for 12 years.

Both Bravin and Fong agree the

shorter term of the student regent

is appropriate.

"Being on board one year,

you can bring a passion to the

board and not become part

of the bureaucracy," Fong
said.

Until the recent creation

of the student-designate,

only one student was rep-

resented at the table, and
that regent often forced

the board to listen.

One of the most vocal

was Ed Gomez, student

regent in 1995-96. During
his first meeting as the

new regent on July 20,

1995, the board passed

SP-1 and 2. After the

meeting, Gomez and
other students lied

down on a street, block-

ing traffic.

Since 1995, student

regents have looked to -

rescind SP-1 and 2.

Many say that during

their tenures, the

board's make-up did

not allow for a repeal

until recently when
Gov. Gray Davis'

appointees bega"

replacing those whose
terms were expiring.

"When I joined the

board, I quickly learned

the hard political reali-

ties," said Max
Espinoza, the 1997-98

student regent, who
served while Gov. Pete

Wilson was still in office.

"While the repeal ... was
a major goal of mine, the

political situation was

"Repealing SP-1 might not make our K-12

school system more accountable, but keep-

ing it in place cements the inequities that

doexist."— =
Cruz Bustamante

The welcome mat is back.

Bob Hertzberg

POLICY: Students should

be proud to be admitted

based on achievements

I
extend my most sincere congratu-

lations to the entire Class of 2001,
and that includes those with whom

I have disagreed as well as those who
have shared my views about sensitive

pubUc policy issues.

On virtually

every issue that

has been ofcon-

cern to students

- student fees,

housing avail-

ability and

aftbrdability and

domestic partner

benefits - 1 have

been proud to be

aligned with the

predominant

viewsofthestu—
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SP1 didn't limit access,

it preserved UC quality

Ward

Connerty

dent community.

But on one issue of university

access, there was enormous controver-

sy and we have differed, sometimes in

ways that have not been altogether

pleasant. You have seen that contro-

versy play out since 1995, when most
ofyou were applying to the University

of California as high school students.

I speak, of course, about the UC
Board of Regents' vote six years ago
to end race-based admissions (SP-1).

Although some of us will have pro-

found differences ofopinion about

SP-1 until the clock of time has

exhausted itself, I was convinced in

1995 - and I remain so - that public

decisions should never be based on
immutable characteristics and such an
arbitrary concept as race.

Make no mistake: not one student

who was qualified for the UC - and

Connerly is a UC regentwho was one of
the nrwin proponents of SP-1 and 2 and
Proposition 209.

S«e STUDENTS, page 7

Now, therefore, be it resolved that SP-1 and
SP^2 are rescmded by this resolution. ^^

VaL:; JARRETT QUON/Daily Brmn Sertof Staff

therefore guaranteed a spot some-

where in the system - became ineligi-

ble because of the regents' vote.

So, from the perspective of access,

the UC system was just as accessible

during your years ofcampus life as it

was before; more so ifyou consider

that we attracted qualified students of

all races who might have shunned the

UC because the admissions process

soemed like a crapshoot that hinged

more on the racial box that prospec-

tive students check offon the applica-

tion form than on their own individual

merit.

Administrators admitted that race

was a heavy thumb on the admissions

scale, and we corrected that. Let us

never underestimate the appeal of a

top-notch university that guarantees

that your race cannot be used as a fac-

tor to artificially inflate or depress

your chances of admission. That is a

guarantee that no other college system

can make or package into an admis-

sions or financial offer. In short, that is:

a guarantee that money cannot buy.

So it was with the best interests of

the university in mind that a majority

of regents sijpported the end of race-

based admissions. The immediate

drop in **underrepresented" (read:

non-Asian) groups at UCLA and
other campuses was sad evidence of

how numbers were artificially

propped up for years using the Band-
Aid approach of preferences. Spurred
into action, the legislature dramatical-

ly boosted investment in K-12 educa-

tion, including UC outreach, so that

we can achieve diversity in a natural

and lasting way.

Still, we regents could not deny that

there existed, in some areas of the

state, a perception that there was an

"unwelcome mat" at the door of the

University of California, specifically

the more competitive campuses in Los
Angeles, Berkeley and San Diego.

Some cited the increased academic

competition, and some cited the lack

of sensitivity to the plight of individu-

als who struggle in their schools and _
neighborhoods to have the same kinds

of tools to learn and compete as every-

one else.

There is no doubt that admissions

became more competitive, but that

has been a trend for years. I could not

disagree more, however, with those

who criticize the UC for a lack of sen-

sitivity to the inequality of opportunity

in today's society. That is why we
have an essay requirement and why
we look for leadership and other

nonacademic talent as we balance the

need for an academic meritocracy and
the need to evaluate an individual in

the fullness of his or her circumstances

in the quest for achievement.

Admissions numbers presented us

with a tremendous challenge. The
nimiberof underrepresented minori-

ties admitted to the UC's undergradu-

ate campuses continued the down-
ward trend begun in 1995, when race

preferences were still in use. In 1995,

the UC admitted 8,1 25 URM stu-

dents. By 1997, that number had
dropped to 7,605.

With the end of the UC's prefer-

ence policies in 1998 (the effective

date of SP-1 ), URM admissions fell

again to 7,187. Since then, however,

URM admissions have rebounded sig-

nificanUy In 1999, UC admitted

7,608 URM students, and in 2000 the

UC's 8,221 URM admissions actually

exceeded 1995's high-water mark.
And, significantly, everyone admitted
can lay legitimate claim to having

earned the right to attend the nation's

best public university system on his or
her individual merit. No longer can
anyone else question whether atten-

dance at the UC was distributed on

^ I

See CONNERLY, page 7
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Shortsighted policies hurt state

Paule

Takash

PROFESSOR: Research on

affirmative action shows

benefits, debunks myths

Everyone Throw Up Your Fist!

Tell the Regents We Will

Resist!" "Why Do We Fight?

'Cause Education Is A Right!"

Upon our early arrival at the UC
San Francisco Laurel Heights audi-

torium and despite little or no sleep,

the students immediately mustered

impassioned chants calling for the

repeal of UC Regents' resolutions

SP-landSP-2.

We had dri-

ven all night

from Los

Angeles to San

Francisco and

forfeited

breakfast to

ensure we
would be

admitted to the

May 16 UC
Board of

Regents meet-

ing. The cara- TZ.
van of approximately 100 affirma-^

tive action activists and supporters

was one more successful action

organized this year by the UCLA
Affirmative Action Coalition.

Students from other colleges, UC
campuses and Bay Area high

schools as well as faculty, staff, com-

munity members and state legisla-

tors also turned out. By noon, the

Board unanimously voted to rescind

SP-I and SP-2.

The repeal of SP-I and SP-2 is a

landmark event in the history of the

University of California and for the

future of affirmative action in gener-

al. It represents an important recog-

nition that a radical attempt to elimi-

nate traditional practices of affirma-

tive action that resulted in a devas-

tating decline in minority student

Takash is a visiting assistant professor

at UCLA in the Cesar t Chavez Center

For Chicana and Chicano Studies. She

will offer a course In Fall 2001 titled

"The History and Politics of Affirrnative

Action," among other courses about

race and politics.

enrollments, particularly at UC flag-

ship campuses UCLA and UC
Berkeley.

Adopted in July 1995. SP-1 man-

dated that race, religion, sex, color,

ethnicity, and national origin could

no longer be used as criteria for

determining UC eligibility and

admission. Fashioned to comply

with former Governor Pete Wilson's

June 1995 Executive Order W-124-

95 to "End Preferential Treatment

and to Promote Individual

Opportunity Based on Merit," SP-2

extended the mandate to UC hiring

practices.

It is commonly acknowledged

these measures were politically

orchestrated to secure Pete Wilson a

second term as Governor. They also

launched SP-I champion UC
Regent Ward Connerly into national

prominence as an African American

spokesman against affirmative

action. Moreover, the regents'

actions ignited and legitimated fur-

ther attack on long standing affirma-

tive action practices in California

and across the country.

In 1996, California voters passed

_Proposition 209, a citizen's initiative

"prohibiting state agencies from "dis-

criminating against or giving prefer-

ential treatment to" public employ-

ees. Washington state voters passed

a similar initiative in 1998 (Initiative

200) and the University of

Michigan's admissions lawsuit is

expected to be come before the U.S.

Supreme Court.

While the architects of SP-1 and

SP-2 continue to defend these poli-

cies, comprehensive studies by

prominent scholars decisively refute

antnaffirmative action claims. Best

known is the research conducted by

William G. Bowen and Derek Bok,

former presidents of Princeton and

Harvard Universities (The Shape of

The River: LongTcrm
Consequences of Considering Race

in College and University

Admissions, Princeton University

Press).

The college and postgraduate life

experiences of over 35.000 students

enrolled at 28 selective universities

in fall 1976 and fall 1989 were stud-

ied. About 3,000 of these students

were African Americans.

Furthermore, the authors linked

SAT scores and college majors to

after-college experiences such as

graduate and professional degree

achievement, income and civic par-

ticipation.

Their findings debunk myths that

affirmative action policies result in

admitting unqualified stu^pnts, set

students up for failure and signifi-

cantly affect white applicants'

admission. Moreover, minority stu-

dents admitted with lower test

scores still had high rates of comple-

tion, enjoyed high salaries, earned

postgraduate degrees in greater

numbers, reported greater civic and

political participation and held more

leadership positions than their white

counterparts.

Bowen and Bok contend that

eliminating race-sensitive admis-

sions at these elite universities and

colleges would decimate minority

enrollment, an outcome our experi-

ence under SP-I confirms. The

authors also recognize that without

affirmative action admissions, these

campus environments, minority

communities and the society at large

would be greatly impoverished.

The latter conclusions are espe^

cially salient in a state like California

where racialized minorities have

become the population's majority.

Minorities and women already com-

prise the majority workforce and

represent almost all future growth of

the California workforce.

At a time when the state requires

well-educated workers to guarantee

fiscal support for aging baby-

boomers and a robust and competi-

tive economy, it is against every-

one's interests not to invest in the

education of minority youth.

Continuing down the path of

racial and ethnic divisiveness in the

form of shortsighted post-SP-I uni-

versity admission policies (that 50 to

75 percent of admissions be exclu-

sively on academic achievement), or

thinly-veiled racist state wide initia-

tives (Ward Conncrly's latest

"Racial Privacy" initiative effort),

will work against our forging the

new ethnic and generational com-

pact we desperately require today

and for our shared long-term

futures.

Fight for affirmative action

at UC is by no means over

STUDENT: Former USAC
president sees diversity

as our greatest challenge

I
still remember that fateful sum-

mer day in 1995 when I first set

foot onto this campus. It seemed

so big and so lonely, so impersonal,

yet vibrant with energy and excite-

ment. It was the beginning of a cam-

paign centering around the issue of

affirmative action and equal access

to an education that still continues to

make headlines today on this campus

and the rest of the country.

It was a time

when I saw a

broad-based

coalition of stu-

dent organiza-

tions, student

government,

labor unions

and community

groups stop

traffic in the

busiest intersec-

tion in the

entire nation to

protest the UC
Regents' politically motivated vote

to eliminate affirmative action. And
it was a time where I was introduced

to a long and rich history of student

activism and struggle here at UCLA.
Although I came to UCLA during

a time ofjustified outrage and anger,

I also entered a university where stu-

dents had hope in their eyes and

were putting forth a vision for a bet-

ter future and society - a vision that

was based on strong feelings of love

and collectivity. This vision would

not accept notions of student apathy

and powerlessness. but rather

stressed that students and communi-

ties would fight back when they rec-

ognized their own poorer and ability

to end social injustice and inequality.

Back then, 1 may have been a

Oe Ld Rocha served as the president

of the Undergraduate Students

Association Council for the 1999-

2000 academic year.

Mtfc6

de la Rocha

young and naTve 18-year-old who was

still trying to understand the world

and my place in it, but I was indeed

privileged to be entering a university

that was in the midst of a huge strug-

glc.

During the summer of 1995, the

UC Regents not only sparked a

national movement by ending the

use of affirmative action, but in the

process, instantly politicized thou-

sands of students, including myself

Despite massive objection from

all nine UC chancellors, the majority

of the UC student population, staff,

faculty, labor unions and administra-

tion, the regents took away one of

the most fundamental gains of the

civil rights movement.

This historic vote had a huge

impact on myUCLA experience

because it greatly hindered the edu-

cational experience that my fellow

classmates and I would have

throughout our college years. Not

only did it homogenize the student

population, but it also created a hos-

tile and unwelcoming environment

formany students ofcolor.

But why did the end of affirmative

action so negatively affect the entire

UC system? Why does this issue con-

tinue to be of the utmost importance

for all UCLA students and the rest

of the state and nation?

I could sit here and quote studies

that prove how much affirmative

action helps prepare students for a

diverse workplace and job market;

how underrepresented students of

color are more likely to return to

their neighborhoods as teachers,

physicians, lawyers, and community

leaders. I could continue with studies

from Harvard and Princeton that

further prove that having a diverse

student body greatly improves class

discussions and plays a vital role in

changing student views about life,

history and people, but that wouldn't

do justice to the reason so many of

us continue to fight so hard for edu-

cational access.

You see, many of us have no

choice but to figtit for affirmative

Sec DEIA ROOM, page 7
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admission to the UC, serves 60 high

schools and their feeder schools in

nine L.A. County school districts.

Nearly 50 of the schools located

in the L.A. Unified, Inglewood and

Lynwood school districts also

receive informational outreach and

academic advisement, a strategy for

outreach through which students

showing potential for admission are

identified and assisted in devising

an educational plan.

Through university outreach,

UCLA has formed longer-term

partnerships with what LAUSD has

deemed the "Super 12" - high

schools in the most underprivileged

areas of the city.

Despite low numbers of minority

students at the university,

Thompson said whatever the uni-

versity provides for the Super 12

schools is valuable.

"Tliese kids have so little going

for them that people working with

them as peers are enormous plus-

es," he said.

Programs administered by the

UC Office of the President, like the

Math, Engineering, Science

Achievement program and Puente,

which focuses on teaching and
counseling, are offered statewide in

community colleges and K-12

schools.

Progress has been slower at the

more competitive campuses, like

Berkeley and Los Angeles, but UC
Spokesman Brad Hayward said

that's not a failure of outreach pro-

grams.

"The systemwide picture is that

there was a very substantial increase

in intent to register," he said.

The UC released annual figures

last month showing the total num-
ber of underrepresented minorities,

including African Americans,

Latinos, Chicanos and American

Indians, increased from 4,730 to

5,262 systemwide.

But in a UCLA class of more

than 4,200 students this year, only

126 of the 329 admitted African

American high school students

signed letters of intent to register at

UCLA, the lowest figure in more

than a quarter century, according to

UC figures.

"We want quick fixes; we want

things to happen rapidly,"

Thompson said. "But to truly affect

those who are disenfranchised, this

will be a long haul."

Current staffing problems and

the employment of emergency-cre-

dentialed teachers in schools harm
students most, he added.

Meanwhile. UCLA's Teacher

Education Program requires gradu-

ate students to teach in inner-city

schools. Also, 20 L.A. high schools

participate in EAOP's Career

SccOUTREAOipage?
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simply refused to check off a racial or

ethnic box. Those who "declined to

state" numbered 1,738 in the last year

of race4>ased admissions ( 1997).

The following year, that nuii4)er rose

to 7,556, the largest group outside of

those who self-identified as '*white"

or "Asian Anierican." While that

number has dipped a bit since 1998,

thb year's batdi of applications

include 4,636 who object to being

classified, sorted or tracked by racial

group membership.

I recognize that UCLA has been

slower than the rest of the UC to

match the strides of the rest of the

system. I do not bdieve, however,

that this is a result of a "unwdconne

mat" at UCLA. Instead, this is a

reminder of the high selectivity of

UCLA and the fact that there is still a

lot of work lefi to do in fixing K-12.

The UC has only begun to do what it

should have been doing vigorously

and energetically for decades: form

lasting partnerships with the most

under-served areas of the state with-

out obsessive over-rescuing ofonly

certain groups in a certain run<lown

school or depresaed neighborhood.

The UC is spending more than S300

million this year on outreach, com-

pared to $60 minion five years ago.

Other evidence ofprogress

includes the rapidly shrinking gap

among all racial groups in average

SAT scores aiKl GPAs for entering

UC freshmen, and the disparity in

our retention and graduation rates

also have narrowed dramatically in

the post-preference era.

(The regents) will

remain steadfast in

trying to preserve the

unrivaled quality for

which the UC is

known throughout

the world.

My commitment to equal treat-

ment and individual opportunity has

not waned since the passage of SP-l

and the tumultuous circumstances

surrounding that resolution have not

diminished my sense of optimism

that someday we shall all realize and

embrace the core theme of SP-1

:

equal treatment for all. My vote this

year to support its rescission ought

not be interpreted as a substantive

change in policy or commitment. To
use a term made famous in last year's

presidential campaign, the pItMection

against the old regime of raoe^Mised

admissions is safely tucked away in

the "Gock box' that is our state

Constitution (Article I, Section 31 ).

When pressured by several mem-

bers ofthe Latino Caucus ofthe state

Legislature to symbolically remove

the race ban or face severe budget

cuts, I once again voted for what I

believed to be in the best interest of

the university - even if it meant

acceding to blatant political

demands.

I am not happy about it, but I

believe it was the statesmanlike thing

to do for the university and the peo-

ple of California. We can now move
forward and deal with the continuing

challenges and opportunities to fu K-
12 within the deariy defined legal

constraints of the California

Constitution.

With the receipt ofyour diploma,

it is likely that your perspective about

the University of California will evi-

dence significant changes. Instead of

access, your concerns will begin to

center on quality and the market

value ofbeing a graduate ofthe UC.
Each ofyou should be secure in the

knowledge that the overwhelming

majority of regents share that con-

cent and will remain steadfast in try-

ing to preserve the unrivaled quality

for which the UC is known through-

out the worid.

As some of the furt to live in the

post-preference era at UC you arc

participants in our nation's long

march to create a colorblind society.

As we enter the 21 st century, we need

to keep moving forward to realize the

vision of high-minded leaders of

Sm
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groups previously united under one
umbrella ran candidates against each
other in student government elec-

tions.

**The M2K/Praxis issue then was
really personal differences; it wasn't
so much organizational. But that rift

caused mistrust that took a little while

to repair." Pedro said.

But because undergraduates only
spend a few years at UCLA, such rifts

are often forgotten. Institutional

knowledge is passed down as word of
mouth, through campus publications,

and by a few faculty and administra-

tors who work closely with students

year after year.

Recently, the student movement
has also received more help from
state legislators, which students say
they will welcome in seeking to over-

turn Proposition 209.

"A lot of times it can be as simple as

calling them or having a meeting with

them," Pedro said. "Over a while,

with that experience, they'll start

working for you."

One chronicler of student activist

history saw the response to the end of
affirmative action as "too little and

i tate;" ,, ;,
,
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Students stage a sit-it in Royce Hall after the March 14 meeting of
the UC Board of Regents.

Pedro, who entered UCLA in

1997, said she was confused at the

time whether she would be consid-

ered under affirmative action.

Proposition 209 took effect in fall

1997, after court cases that sought to

ban it failed. On Sept. 5. 1997, the

Supreme Court refused to hear an
emergency request to Wock it.

itooj

•*Thcre were forces gathering in

the eariy '908 that people didn't pay
particular attention to. But when '95

hit, it just hit. It was like nobody knew
what hit them," said Terelle Jerricks,

who has been the editor of Nommo
newsmagazine the past three years.

Student organizations attempt to

pOM down the torch of activist history

through workshops, teach-ins and dis-

cussions.

"The issue was kept alive largely by
students, and it's remarkable because
the entire student body has changed
since 1995 and yet the students today
remain very much aware of this just

like their predecessors had been back
in '95,' said Jess Bravin, 1996-97 stu-

dent regent.

- For now, students say

the work to be done is

with the UC's

admissions policies.

But despite the fact that they would
be the last class to enter under affir-

mative action, Pedro said student

organizers did not yet feel defeated.

"We knew that within our
precincts where we walked, 209 was
defeated. People were still ready to go
and really wanted to keep the beat

up," she said. "It was still number
one. even though there were issues on
council, but these didn't break apart

the coalition."

Pedro attributed the feeling of
defeat in part to the shift in media
coverage of affirmative action.

Except for campus newspapers, she

said, the media declared affirmative

action a dead issue after the court

cases seeking to block Proposition

209 came to an end.

For the students, the next step is

twoi)ronged. In the long run. they

would like to see an end to

Proposition 209. But for now, stu-

dents say the work to be done is with

the UC's admissions policies.

"While we always have long term
in mind, short term, we can see the

effects ofhaving 50 percent fewer stu-

dents of color," Pedro said. "Just in

general, we need a more holistic

admissions process as it is. We should-

n't have students getting in when their

essays haven't been read."

But Pedro admits that people were
somewhat surprised with the repeal of
SP-I and 2.

"We were trying to figure out how
to repeal SP-1 and 2 for so long." she

said. "So it's gonna take ... a little bit

of a pause in action for people to

strategize and figure out how we can
(repeal Proposition 209)."

WEINER
From page 3

deserve a shot at the big time. But
because it is not campus-specific,

the plan, which was applied for

the first time to next fall's entering

class, is unlikely to increase diver-

sity at the highly-selective flagship

campuses of UCLA and UC
Berkeley.

Next, Atkinson proposed a

complicated "dual admissions"

program, by which students in the

top 4 through 12.5 percent of their

high school class would be guaran-
teed UC admission after complet-
ing two years of community col-

lege. Again, the plan is not cam-
pus^specific and worse, it creates

an internal caste system, in which
some students are considered wor-
thy of a full four (or five) year UC
education and others aren't.

Atkinson finally moved beyond
P.R. with his bold proposal to

drop the SAT I as a requirement
in undergraduate admissions.

Recognizing the negative impact
high-risk standardized tests exact

on all students, the UC president

jumpstarted a debate that will

Ifthe regents and the

Academic Senate grant approval,

it will be the most significant poli-

cy change in the post-affirmative

action era. That is because

African American and Latino stu-

dents tend to do worse on the

exam than their white and Asian
American counterparts.

Scrapping the SAT could marked-
ly improve the UC's accessibility

to students of all races and socioe-

conomic groups.

The future will require more
bold reforms if this university is to

retain its commitment to diversity.

Eventually, that will mean an over-

haul of the admissions system to

allow for a more holistic approach
that judges all students in their

entirety, not as products of a for-

mula of misleading numbers. It

also means that until advanced
placement classes are equally

available throughout the state,

such exams must be deemphasized
in the admissions process.

The era of affirmative action

may be coming to an end, but the

era of access need not follow. The
UC, both with its good and bad
ideas, serves as an example for

universities across the country. Its

have profound national implica» -wccess in rising to the challenge
^'°"*- could not be more important

STUDENT
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not ready for it. Any effort to

repeal ... would have been killed in

less than three seconds."

Espinoza fought to get an addi-

tional student seated on the board.
The result was the creation of a

student-designate who sits on the

board for nine months prior to

their tenure. He also talked to

regents, "appealing to their better

senses."

"What I thought I could do,

given the politics, was try to set the

foundation for the repeal by plant-

ing seeds and preparing for the

anticipation of the political

change about to take place," he
said.

The regents' repeal in May,
Espinoza said, is only symbolic,

and students must work toward a

tangible victory.

"This victory should not fool us

into believing that the university is

going to change overnight," he
said. "This is one battle among
many that we must continue to

fight."

DE LA ROCHA
Ffompageft

action because it was affirmative action that

gave me and thousands of others like me
the opportunity to even attain an education

in the first place.

We have no choice because our ances-

tors and parents before us struggled to

ensure that we could even sit in a classroom
with people of different ethnicities and
backgrounds. We have no choice because
we understand that we have a responsibility

to continue fighting for what is right and
just.

We didn't fight for affirmative action

simply because of the numbers. We always

fought because it was the morally right and
just thing to do. We fought because many of
us were feeling more and more isolated on
a campus where we could count the nunv-

ber of underrepresented students of color

!
in our classrooms and in our residence halls

on one hand. We fought because if we. as

students didn't fight, then no one else

would.

I quickly learned that the UCLA admin-

istration, and even the UC Regents for that

matter, would not be on the side of students

and our communities in ensuring everyone

hm the same basic rights and opportunities

to attain an education. It was through orga-

nizing that we learned that the majority of

our victories came from winning the war on
the streets.

History proves thai, from the gains of

the civil rights movement to the victory in

the building of the ethnic studies centers.

we won because of a unified front ofcom-
munity organizations, legislators and most
importantly, a strong, broad-based multi-

racial coalition of student organizations

pressuring the university lo change.

Change will never happen because

Chancellor Albert Carnesalc or any other

politician or public official has good inten-

tions, but because wc collectively organize

and force the university to make this cam-
pus and system more accessible and

accountable to all of us.

As Stacy Lee, a close friend and former
USAC president said^ "What I saw during
the campaign around aftlrmative action

was the immense opportunity to politicize

the student population. Most critical, how-
ever, is the political lessons for students to

learn from the process and outcome of the
campaign. We didn't always know where
we were going, or who to go to - and 1 hope
that students are taking the time now to

take notes and learn the invaluable strategic

lessons that long-term struggle offers. It .

wasn't always this unified and bold of a
struggle - especially after Proposition 209
passed, but. through all the ups and downs,
leadership transitions and failures in strate-

gy, the human impact this decision made on
people's futures was always the underlying
motivation to move past the division and
frustrations presented to us."

Although SP-1 and 2 have
been repealed, the struggle

continues in the Academic
Senate and ... in the streets.

This year, the student organizations
involved in the Affirmative Action
Coalition grew together and through the

mistakes of the past learned how to win a
struggle that began long before us.

Although SP-I and 2 have been repealed,

the struggle continues in the Academic
Senate and again in the streets where, as
Scott Kura.shige said, we will have to "look
beyond the issue of admission to elite col-

leges and think more fundamentally about
what kind of education we need to radically

change our society"

So I challenge all of us to not buy into

the university's massive media campaign
applauding the increase in the total number

ibftv

of underrepresented students of color sys-

temwide.

Remember to always think critically,

because when we do. we will see the contra-

dictions in the system's logic. We will see

that the news stories emphasizing the rise in

transfers or students of color are meant to

focus attention away from one of the
biggest educational crises of our time - that

the UC should have aggressively reached
out lo marginalized communities. This
proves that the system has been systemati-

cally denying communities of color an
opportunity to gain an education.

The news stories polish over the fact that

the population of Chicano students and
other underrepresented communities are

drastically increasing in the state of

California, leading to more students apply-

ing and offsetting the higher minority rejec-

tion rates. The fact that we now have more
underrepresented students of color sys-

temwide shows that the UC system has
been discriminating against minority stu-

dents for a long lime because we could have
filled up these campuses years ago, but did-

n't.

Next year is pivotal for the UCLA com-
munity and for the rest of the VC system.

It's a year in which we'll have the lowest

number of African American freshman stu-

dents in more than 25 years, A year in

which UCLA only allowed 12 American
Indian students into the freshman class. But
it's also the year in which we will again have
a progressive student government and a

strong and united multiracial coalition of
student organizations committed to contin-

uing the fight for our future.

The victory at the May regents meeting
showed our strength and power - now we
have the opportunity to push the envelope
and build up for the fight against

Proposition 209.

We now have the opportunity to achieve

Jlhe vision we have all inherited. A vision

that puts love at the center of our organiz-

ing and of our lives, and shows that we can
transform ourselves, our world and our
campuses for the better.

CONNERLY
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decades long past. Thurgood Marshall said in 1954,
on behalf of the NAACP Legal Defense Fund:
"Classifications and distinctions based on race or
color have no moral or legal validity in our society."

Such distinctions and classifications are contrary
to our constitution and laws. In 1963, John F.

Kennedy said,"Race has no place in American law
or life." These are words that I carry with me every
day and which form the basis for seeking common
ground to bridge the racial divide.

Keep your head high and your moral compass
pointed to what you know to be right and true.

Every one of you as individuals has left the universi-
ty better and stronger during your time here, and I

wish you every success in all of your future endeav-
ors.

Even as some of us have disagreed, I hope my
firm commitment to my convictions has steeled your
resolve to remain true to yours. I believe each of us
shares a common goal of an equal opportunity soci-

ety, despite our din*erences about methods of achiev-
ing it. May the fire of true equality that resides in all

people ofgood will never dim.

OUTREACH
From page 6

Based Outreach Program, which provides select high
school students weekly meetings with UCLA under-
graduates and other enrichment programs.

Pounds said her office will prepare a CBOP report
this fall for the university on the number of partici-

pants who graduated as UC-eligibles. Last year
marked the first time participants of the program
graduated, but that group only participated in the
program for three years.

According to Sutton, of the 1 16 CBOP graduates,
14 percent attended a UC, but 70 percent enrolled in

a community college or other four-year school. Seven
from the first CBOP class attended UCLA.

"This is not something we do alone, not something
schools do alone, not something studenu do alone,"
he said. "It's that partnership effort we all do across
the board."
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